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AGRICULTURE.

Agriculture. From the great interest attached to its operations and
s results. Agriculture, at a very early period, began to

attract the attention of Mankind. Even in the rudest

state, wherever the Human Being is found to observe

the institutions of social life, some care is bestowed on the

improvement of the soil, and on the preservation of its

produce. The wandering shepherd, whether in the wilds

of Arabia or in those of the Western continent, has some
favoured spot on which he cultivates the naturul grasses,

and exercises his skill in raising such fruits or herbs as

may supply to his household a little variety in their

meals, or a remedy in their sickness. The maintenance

of his herbs, too, during the inclemency of the seasons,

more or less incident to every climate, suggest.s to him
the manifold advantages which may be derived from

adding to the fertility of the soil; and hence the gradual

transition from the pursuits of a Pastoral society to the

more improved habits of the Agriculturist, who enacts

laws, fixes harriers around the claims of property, and
establishes the grounds of personal rights. For this

reason, Ceres, the Goddess of Agriculture among the

Ancients, was described as the first legislator, (Ugifera,

Bttrtuxpoyo*,) and the Poet accordingly tells us,

f'rima Crrrt unco g/chirm dimovil aratro,

Pnma dedit fruget ahmentaqu* miha term

,

/ViJBia dedit /egei. Crrerti sunt smma munut.

It is not surprising that the importance of husbandry

to the comfort and advancement of the Human race

should have led the Mythologists of the East to ascribe

divine honours to those persons by whom its various

processes were originally introduced. We arc told that the

Kings of Persia in former days relinquished, once every

month, the pomp of sovereignty, and the dainties of the

Royal table, and partook ofthe simple fare ofthe peasant;

preserving thereby the remembrance of the primeval

equality which subsisted among Mankind, and affording

a sensible token of the high estimation in which Agri-

culture was held by their people. In modern tpnea, a

practice somewhat similar is said to prevail among the

Chinese : the monarch every year, at the commencement
of Spring, divests himself of all the ensigns of Imperial

dignity, puts his hand to the plough, and, offering up a
vol. vt.

solemn sacrifice, prays for a favourable season and an History,

abundant crop. The !*•••

Rural Economy divides itself into two great heads.

First, the cultivation of the soil for vegetable produc-

tions ; and. secondly, for the rearing of live stock. The
former is more strictly identified with Agriculture pro-

perly so called, while the latter comprehends the objects

of the breeder, the dairy-man, the shepherd, and even
the butcher. But as the improvement of land, including

the various Arts by which it is rendered more fertile,

applies to the one branch as well as to the other, they

are very naturally considered as constituting one sub-
ject, united by relations which, resting on their first

principles, extend throughout their minutest details.

It is our intention, therefore, to embrace in the present

Essay both these departments of rural industry ; be*

ginning with a Historical outline of the former as it was
practised among those ancient nations, whose writings

are best known to us.

History of Agriculture.

Although the Hebrew Tribes were in general devoted Of *b*

to the pursuits of Agriculture, being by their Religion
Jrn'

precluded from commerce with the surrounding States,

wc arc not supplied with such particulars in regard to

their practice as might lead us to a just view of their

system. The vine and the olive, which, on the calca-

reous rocks of Palestine, yielded a plentiful return to the

cultivator, occupied, it is probable, more attention than

the corn which grew in the valleys. This last, watered

by the streams which flowed from the neighbouring hills,

or cherished by the former and the latter rain, arrived at a

speedy maturity under the glowing sun of a climate

approaching to the tropical ; and, without the exercise

of much skill or trouhle, filled the barn of the husband-
man with an increase of thirty or even sixty fold. The
plain through which the Jordan carries its stream, en-

joyed in some degree the benefit conferred upon Egypt
by the Nile; being partly covered by the annual inunda-

tion arising from the melting snows of the Syrian moun-
tains. Tile septennial rest, too, secured for the land by

the institutes of the Divine Legislator, would contribute

\
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Agriculture.
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in no small degree to recruit its powers, and thereby

would supersede, to a certain extent, the means usually

employed for reviving the strength of an exhausted soil.

But it may be sufficient to observe, that the Literature of

the Jews, occupied with higher objects, has conveyed to

us no record of the manner in which they ploughed and

sowed their fields. We find nothing beyond allusions

to their rural habits and usages. The Prophet Isaiah,

for example, asks, “ Doth the ploughman plough all day

to sow? Doth he open and break the clods of his

ground ? When he hath made plain the face thereof,

doth he not cast abroad the fitches, and scatter the cum-
min, and cast in the principal wheat, and the ap|Knnted

barley, and the rye in their place? For his Cod doth

instruct him to discretion, and doth teach him. For the

fitches arc not threshed with a threshing instrument,

neither is a cart-wheel turned about upon the cummin,
but the filches are beaten out with a staff, and the cum-
min with a rod. Bread-corn is bruised ; because he will

not ever be threshing it, nor break it with the wheel of

his cart, nor bruise it with his horsemen.”*

It would appear, however, that Agriculture was held

in high esteem even by their Princes. The Crown-lands

in the time of King David were managed by seven

officers ; one was over the storehouses, one over the

work and tillage of the ground, one over the vineyards

and wine-cellars, one over the olive and oil-stores, and
sycamore plantations, one over the herds, one over the

camels and asses, and one over the flocks,f King Uz-
ziah, too, ** built towers in the desert, and digged many
wells ; for he had much cattle both in the low country

and in the plains ; husbandmen also and vine-dressers

in the mountains, and in Curmcl, for he loved hus-

bandry.^ We are informed, moreover, that Elijah found

Elisha in the field with twelve yoke of oxen and himself

with the twelfth. It is well known that both oxen and
asses were used in ploughing ; but Moses forbade the

Jews to yoke an ass with an ox ; their step or progress

being different, and their labours of course unequal.

In the later period of (heir history, the Hebrews, like

all other nations of long standing, connived at the pos-

session of large landed estates, although one of their

Prophets denounces a curse against those who join house

to house, and lay field to field, that they may be placed

alone in the midst of the Earth. In the earlier and more
simple times, however, it should seem, that while some
portion of the land was occupied exclusively by indivi-

duals, the greater part was held in common, or in a

certain rotation, according to a practice not yet wholly

extinct in some districts of Great Britain. This view is

confirmed, not only by the regulations laid down by the

Jewish Legislator as to herds and flocks, but also by the

beautiful story of Ruth, who “ came and gleaned in the

field after the reapers, and her hap was to light on a

part of the field—that is, of the common field— belonging

to Ruoz.”

The Agriculture of the Egyptians and Assyrians

seems to have taken its character from the peculiarities of
the couulry which they respectively occupied. The an-

nual floods which covered their land to a great extent,

saved the labour of tillage, and superseded the use of

those instruments which, in other parts of the World,

were necessary to prepare the soil for receiving the seed.

The depositions left by the water formed so rich a mould.

that the exertions of the husbandman were confined to Ilwtofy.

the structure of dikes, or the excavation of subsidiary Assyrian*,

canals. In Egypt the grain sown in the month of
November was generally found ripe about the end of

* T,

J
'

.

March ; and during the remainder of the season, pulse
followed the grain, and the fruits were succeeded by new
flowers. In seconding the liberality of Nature, Man was
industrious, and the duty of Agriculture was enforced
by various maxims of Religion. The cure of tillage, as
w'ell as of all other momentous concerns, was origiually

under the inspection of the Sacerdotal Families, who had
of old taught the people how to drain the marshes of the

Delta ; the smaller mouths of the Nile long hearing the

most evident marks of the patient labour which had been
necessary to open and keep them clear. Aristotle

assures his readers that all the inferior channels by
which the river finds its way to the Mediterranean were,

\(ifK>wo!*fra t the work of men's hands.*

The Euphrates performed nearly the same service to Itrigatioa

the plains of Mesopotamia which the Nile rendered to

the valley of Egypt. The Persians, however, originally , '*e

accustomed to a hilly country, viewed with contempt the
llUn“

magnificent works raised by the Assyrians fur directing

the current of the river; and the Agriculture and wealth

of the Country, accordingly, very soon fell into decay.

Alexander, whose attention was directed to every species fcitoml hr

of useful industry, repaired the reservoirs and canals, Alexander,

which he saw to be indispensable iu a region where all

is desert that cannot be duly supplied with moisture, and
where all is exuberant fertility that can be flooded and
drained at the proper seasons.! We have already sug-

gested that the great vale of Palestine was probably

cultivated in a similar manner by its ancient inhabitants;

and, in confirmation of this opinion, we may quote a

part of the sacred narrative which relates, that “ Lot
lifted up his eyes, and beheld all tha plain of Jordan,
that it was well watered every where, before the Lord
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, even as the garden of

the Lord, like the land of Egypt.

It is not easy to determine the period at which Agri- Of Ihe

culture assumed a regular form among the Greeks. Greek*

Before the arrival of Egyptian colonies the cultivation ot

the ground might occasionally employ the industry of

scattered families; but it is manifest that this valuable

Art was not considered as an object of general concern

until a much later period. Cecrops is said u> have in-

duced the roving hunter and the no less migratory keeper

of flocks to relinquish their unsettled mode of life, and
to unite in villages under the character of husbandmen.
Com, wine, and oil rewarded their useful labours ; and

these productions being acquired by common exertion,

were regarded, as well as the land itself, as a common
property. When a warlike Tribe sallied from their woods
and mountains to take possession of a more fertile ter-

ritory, the soldiers fought and conquered, not for their

leaders, but for themselves. The fields acquired by their

united valour were considered the inheritance of all who
could follow the notional banners ; and who, at the end
of harvest, received their respective shares of the annual

produoe for the maintenance of their several households.

It is true that the wisdom or valour of a Chief was
frequently honoured by his Tribe with a valuable allot-

ment of ground set apart for his particular use. This

was cultivated, however, not by the hands of his martial

• xxrui. 24. Ac. +1 CAn>*. xxvu. 25. Ac.

1 2 CArom. XXVI. 10.

• ,\tei*ont. lib. i. c. 14. Pirn. Hut. A'*#. 1»U xviii. «. 37.

f Arrian, lib. vii. c. 22. X OfSf* if, xiii. 10.
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AGRICULTURE. 3

AgrctPute. associates. who laboured only for the community, but
—— - by the captives taken in war, of whom a considerable

number was always bestowed upon the General.

Tnvlitinnal Tradition mentions the original production of the
•jisctrttrioi. olive, the first culture of the vine, and even the first

sowing of corn. The first use of mills for grinding is

also recorded. The preparation of a lasting food from

milk by converting it into cheese, and the domestication

of bees for their honey and wax, were said to have been

made known by Aristaeus who went from the bunks of

the river Triton in Africa. So important was this

knowledge esteemed by the rude inhabitants of ancient

Greece, that in return for it they conferred upon him
the honour of being called the son of Apollo, the God of

Science ; the herdsmen and rustic maidens among whom
he had been educated, were, in like manner, raised in

imagination to a rank far above that of Human nature,

while he himself was at length pronounced to be im-
mortal.*

It is remarked by Cicero, that Hesiod in his Poem on
Husbandry makes no mention of manure; but Homer
expressly speaks ofdunging land, as well as of ploughing,

sowing, reaping corn, and mowing grass. The culture

of the vine, too, was well understood at the same period,

and the making of wine was carried through the several

luciilent&l processes with much attention and skill. This is evi-

noticrs by dent from various circumstances mentioned by the
Hornet. Poet, and particularly from the age to which wines were

kept. Nestor produced some at a sacrifice eleven years

old. In the Gardens of Alcinous, the vine is a principal

feature taken by itself, while the olive is found only in

the orchard with the apple, the pear, the pomegranate,

and the fig. Pasturage in all Countries has usually

preceded tillage, and we find, accordingly, that in the

time of Homer, flocks and herds constituted the princi-

pal fund of wealth. Cattle were even the ordinary mea-
sure of value in the exchange of commodities. The
golden armour of Glaucus, for example, is described ns

being worth a hundred oxen ; the brazen accoutre-

ments of Diorncd are estimated at nine ; the tripod

which was given as the first prize for wrestling at the

funeral of Patroclus was valued at twelve oxen ; while

the female slave, the second prize, was accounted only
rqual to four. When again Hum ecus, in the Ody**ty%

wished to convey an idea of the opulence of Ulysses, he
tells neither of the extent of his lands, nor the quantity

of his movables, but of his herds and flocks only.

Commerce, as we might expect to find at that early

period, was carried on almost entirely by barter. In the

Iliads for instance, there is mention made of a supply
of wine being brought by sea to the Grecian camp;
where, says the Poet, it was bought by some with

brass, by some with iron, by some with hides, by some
with cattle, and by others with slaves.

t

Iropk- We need scarcely add, that at a period so remote, the
nwnts. implements of husbandry were extremely imperfect

;

the plough itself, the most useful of them all, being
composed entirely of wood. The Greeks employed in

the time of Hesiod the invention of shears for depriving
the sheep of their wool ; having formerly waited the

season of its annual separation by Nature. Barley was
the principal produce of their fields, and furnished the

* Justin, lib. U. c. 6. Plato, dr Leg. lib. vi. Pausan. lib. lii. c.

IN). Diod. Sic lib. iv. c. 83. Pindar. Pgih. 9.

f AW, lib. xir r.286. lib, xxiii. v. 702. Odji. lib. xiv, r. 100.

fiiuti lib. vii. v.467.

ordinary food both of men and of horses. The inven- ilid..rv

tion of mills was unknown, and the grain underwent Th**1^*.

several tedious operations in order to facilitate the bruis-
V ™ v_*'

ing of it between two large stones with the hand.

Xenophon has bequeathed to posterity some remarks Dancer* of

on the state of Agriculture in his native Country. He Nofthwn

admits that, in most parts of Greece, soil and climate ^
did much for the cultivator : but it is not concealed that, »„

amid the ravages of war and sedition, the exertions of Xenophon.

Art were hasty and unsystemotical. He has, in fact,

drawn a very unfavourable picture of the life of a hus-

bandman in two of its largest and most fruitful Pro-

vinces. It occurs in the description of an entertain-

ment given by the officers of the Cyreian army, while

encamped near Cotyora, to the ministers of Corylas,

Prince of Paphlagonia. Among both Greeks and Bar-

barians, as among the Eastern nations at this day, the

meal was commonly succeeded by dances and panto-

mimes. After one of these movements, performed to

(lie sound of the flute by two Thracians as targeteers,

some ./Enians and Magnetos, people of the Thessalian

borders, stepped forward, and in the full armour of the

phalanx exhibited the dance called the Carpean. The
manner of it, says Xenophon, was this: “ While the

pantomimic dance was proceeding to the music of the

flute, one advances as a husbandman. Grounding his

arms, he sows and drives his oxen, often looking round

as if in fear. Another approaches as a robber. The hus-

bandman seeing him runs to his arms, and a combat

ensues. The robber prevails, binds the Agriculturist,

and drives ofT the cattle. Then the dance is varied ;

the husbandman is victorious, binds the robber’s hands

behind him. yokes him with the oxen, and drives off

altogether.”*

In Laconia and Attica, as well as some other parts of Let* peril-

Southern Greece, the situation of the cultivator was
J
?"

}"

unquestionably less unfortunate. It was not at all

times necessary for the ploughman to carry arms, while

he and his cattle were sufficiently protected from at least

the solitary robber. Yet, if we consider the state of the

Country at large, we shall hardly wonder if the notices

on Agriculture, left by the Greeks of the Republican

times, are not among the most valuable of their writings.

There is an expression in Hesiod,—whose Poem, Hesiod'* re-

on the Work* and Day*, is. perhaps, the most complete mark on

Treatise that has come down to us on the Agriculture ploughing

of ancient Greece—which helps to explain a pas-

sage in the Gospel not generally nor sufficiently under-

stood ;
“ He that putteth his hand to the plough and ilhwtr*!**

looketh back, is not fit for the Kingdom of Heaven.” Scripture.

Describing the character of a good ploughman, the

Ascracan remarks, that he must not let his eye wander

about, nor be absent in mind, but be careful that he

may cut a straight furrow, and not sow the same twice .t

The imperfect instrument called a plough In those days

required incessant attention, being guided with only one

hand ; and it is not improbable that, in some parts of

the Country, it was the practice to deposit the seed in

the furrow with the other hand, while the process of

ploughing was going on. In this case a vigilant eye

would be still more indispensable.

If there be any deficiency in the writings of theOfth«K«-

Greeks on the subject of Agriculture, there is an ample own*,

compensation to lie found in those of the Romans. In

• Jmab. lib. vi. «*A

f ii 441.

U 2
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4 AGRICULTURE.
Agricolture. the Worka of Cato, Varro, Virgil, Columella, Pliny, and
N"—

' Palladios, we possess all the information which might
be required either to gratify curiosity or to aid the His-

tory of an important Art; and as it has been remarked,

instead of schemes produced by a lively imagination,

which we receive but too frequently from authors of

genius unacquainted with the practice of Agriculture,

we have good reason to believe that they deliver in their

volumes a genuine account of the most approved usages,

of which they themselves had experienced the utility.

It is asserted, too, that if in the theory of their profession

the Roman cultivators were inferior to the Moderns,

they were greatly superior to our best improvers in

attention to circumstances, in exactness of execution,

and in economical management.

*

Causes of In the first Ages of the Commonwealth the lands were
Roman 'fu* occupied Qtid cultivated by the proprietors themselves,
penonty. men the activity and precision of military

life; and as this state of things continued four or five

centuries, it was probably the chief cause of the Agricul-

tural eminence of the Romans. An observation made
by Pliny confirms this supposition ;

for he assures us

that his Countrymen, in curly times, ploughed their

fields with the same diligence that they pitched their

camps, and sowed their corn with the same care that

they arranged their armies in the day of battle. After-

wards, when Rome extended her conquests, and ac-

quired large territories, individuals became owners of

wide domains, the culture of which fell into inferior

Mode of hands. Such estates were either committed to the
farming management of responsible servants, who had under
laoda. them a great number of slaves, or let out to farmers,

who occupied a portion of the soil on certain conditions

and for a limited period. Generally speaking, the stock

on the farm belonged to the landlord, and the cultivator

received only a specific portion of the produce in return

for his labour aud superintendence. In reference to this

position, the latter was called poiitor or polintor, the

dresser of the soil ; while, from being in a kind of co-

partnership with his superior, and receiving a share of

the produce, he was sometimes denominated partuariut.

Cato has recorded that, in the best land, the poiitor

obtained the ninth basket ; in the second kind of land,

he got the eighth ;
in the third description he received

the seventh ; and in a still inferior, he was remunerated

by being allowed to retain the fifth.

CohmidU’a The Coloni, or fanners properly so called, seem to
instruction* have paid rents for their ground in a manner nearly
to landlords,

||,aj ^hich is observed among ourselves. The
directions given by Columella to a landlord concerning

the mode of treating that class of men are curious as

well as important, and not altogether inapplicable at the

present day. He ought, says he, to conduct himself

towards his tenants with gentleness, should show him-
self not difficult to please, and be more solicitous to

exact culture than rent, t>ccausc this is less severe, and,

upon the whole, more advantageous. For when a field

is carefully cultivated, it for the most part brings profit,

never loss, except when assaulted by u storm or pillagers.

Neither should the landlord be very tenacious of his

right in every thing to which the farmer is bound, par-

ticularly as todays of payment, and demanding the wood
and other small things which he is obliged to furnish, the

care of which is greater trouble than expense to the

rustics. Nor is every penalty in our power to be exacted,

* Dickson, Hutirandry of ike Anetcult, vol. i. p. 16.

for our ancestors were of opinion that the rigour of the History,

law is the greatest oppression. On the other hand the T** Ko-

landlord ought not to be entirely negligent in this

matter; because it is certainly true vyhot Alpheus the
v—

usurer was wont to say, that " good debts become bad
ones by not being called for.”*

The servants employed in Roman Agriculture were Agricultu-

either freemen or slaves. When the proprietor lived on ralwrrsm*.

the farm and directed its culture, these were, of course.

under his own management ; in other cases there was
an overseer to whom all the labourers were subordinate.

This agent was generally a person who had received

sonic education, although Columella thinks that he
might transact business very well without the use of
letters ; and Cornelius Celsus adds, that the illiterate

bailiff* is to be preferred, because he will bring money to

his master oftener than his book, since being ignorant

of figures, lie will be the less capable to contrive accounts

and the more afraid to trust others. As far as we can XMoaofU-
compare prices in ancient and modem times, it docs not 1kXUI -

appear that Agricultural labour was cheap among the

Romans, even when they employed the hands of slaves.

In the days of Cato, the price of a slave was about ^.*50

;

in those of Columella, it had risen to £60 ; being the

value of eight acres of good land. An expert vine-

dresser cost X66. I3». 4 d., and a ploughman about the

same sum. The interest of money at that period waa
6 per cent. ; therefore in estimating the expense of farm-

labour, the work of a slave, being a perishable com-
modity, ought to be rated at not less than 12 per cent,

on his purchase money. Hence one who cost i.*60

must be charged at £1. 41. yearly, besides his clothing

and maintenance^

Of all Agricultural operations, the Romans attached Ploughing

the greatest importance to ploughing. What, says

Cato, is the best culture of land? Good ploughing.

What is the next best? Ploughing. What is the third ?

The application of manure. Iti the strong loamy soils

of Italy the maxim of this sage Agriculturist could not

be applied too extensively, because the richness of* such
land required to be excited into energy rather than to

have its powers increased. Ill most cases a crop and a
year's fallow succeeded each other; although when
manure could be obtained, two crops or more were taken

in succession ; and in certain fertile districts described

by Pliny as favourable for barley, a crop was raised

every year. In fallowing, the lands were first ploughed

after the crop was removed, generally in August ; they

were again cross-ploughed in Spring, and at least a
third time before sowing. In other cases, however,

there were no limits to this operation ; the object being,

as Theophrastus observes, " to let the earth feel the

cold of Winter and the heat of Summer; to invert the

soil and render it free, light, and clear of weeds, so that

it might afford a full supply of nourishment to the

plants.”^

The Roman authors lay great stress on the use of Biujuriag.

proper manure. Pliny reminds his readers that in

Homer an old King is represented as spreading dung on

his fields with his own hands. Augeas, a personage too

of lloyal station, is said to have been the first among
the Greeks who discovered this method of aiding the

* ( ulumcl. lib. i. c. 7.

f Hid. lib. i. c. 0.

J
Theujih. tie cam. Plant. lib. lii. c. 25. Cato, c. 61. Quid ett

agrwm bene co/ere t bene amre. (Juui oecundum f attire, Qvul

ter/ium f tlermrare. Se« also Pliny, book xviii C. 19.
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Agriculfan. resources of land. In Italy, where Hercules is reported

s—yw to Have divulged the secret, a lasting fame was conferred

by his subjects upon King Stercutius fur communicating
the invention to the practical husbandman. On this

head the ancient farmers on the Tiber and the Po hod
the merit of setting an example to future Ages, which
cannot he too closely followed. They were so sensible

of the advantage arising from manuring their grounds,
that they were most assiduous in collecting every material

which seemed proper for the purpose. Besides the usual

resources supplied by the stable and fold, they gathered

asfies, shrubs, stubble, burned the branches of trees, and
even heaped together different kinds of earth. “ You
may make manure,’* says Cato, " of lupines, bean-stalks,

chaff, holm, and oak-leaves. From the corn-fields pull

out dwarf alder, hemlock, and alt the tall grass and
reeds in the willow plantations, and lay them below the

sheep and cows.
1* “I am not ignorant,” says Colu-

mella, “ that there are some farms in the country on
which neither the dung of cattle uor of birds is to be
procured ; and yet, even in such places, he is a slothful

cultivator who can find no manure. He may collect

any kind of leaves, the cuttings of briers, and the rakings
of highways, and mix them with the cleanings of the
court-yard.”*

Mixture of But the Ancients were not only very diligent in the
use of every animal and vegetable substance which
might minister to the improvement of their lands, they
also, as we ore informed by Theophrastus, were wont to

mix together earths of different qualities, light with
heavy, fat with lean, and, in short, all those which dis-
played any contrariety iu their nature. This mixture,
he adds, not only supplies what is wanting in point of
depth, hut also renders the soil with which another is

mingled much more powerful ; so that what is worn out,
being mixed with any fertile kind of earth, begins again
to carry crops, as if renewed

; and what is naturally bar-
ren, such as clay, is rendered fruitful by the addition of
ingredients possessing an opposite quality. In fact, this
mixture, when judiciously made, is considered a com-
plete substitute for manure. The people of Megara,
besides ad. pting the process now described, were wont
to trench their fields every fifth or sixth year ; and dig-
ging as deep as the rain is understood to penetrate, they
brought the bottom of their soil to the top ; it being a
maxim with them that the particles of earth proper for
the nourishment of plants, are always carried down-
wards as far as the surface water descends.!

Mart. Marl was known to the earlier authors of Rome, but
was not used in Italy. It is mentioned by Pliny as occur-
ring in Britain and Gaul, and is described by him as
being like the kernels in animal bodies which are ener-
vated by fatness. It was employed, he subjoins, as a
manure by the Greeks, " for what is there which they
have not tried ?” Varro relates that, when he marched
nn army to the Rhine in Transalpine Gaul, he passed
through Countries where he saw the fields manured with
a white fossil clay, which must have been either marl
or chalk.

& wing. Sowing was performed with the hand from a basket,
as in modern times ; the hand, as Pliny remarks, moving
with the step, and always with the right foot The com
and leguminous seeds were covered with the plough,

* Cato, c. 37. Plio. Ihtt. Nat. lib. jrvii. c. 9. Colum. lib.
Ct 15.

f Colum. lib. u. c. 16. Tbeoph. lib. iu. c. 25.

and sometimes so a6 to rise in drills
; the smaller seeds Hi*ory.

were earthed with the hoe and rake. The Ro-

Varro mentions three modes of conducting the opera- maJ1*

tion of reaping, which, in order to avoid the hazard
attending boisterous weather, the best authors recom- Reaping

mended to be done before the crops were fully ripened.

The first method was to cut close to the ground with

hooks ; the second was to cut off the ears with a curved
stick having a saw attached ; and the third was to cut

the stalks in the middle, leaving the lower part, or
stubble, to be gathered afterwards. To these modes
Pliny adds that of pulling up by the roots ; and remarks
generally, that where they cover their houses with straw,

they cut high to preserve this of as great a length os

possible, but that where fodder is scarce they cut low
with the view of securing an addition to their forage.

A reaping-machine, used. in the plains of Gaul, is de- By Mn-
scribed by Palladios in the following terms. The Gauls, chinery.

says he, “use this quick way of reaping, and without
reapers cut large fields with one ox in a single day.
For this purpose a machine is made supported upon
two wheels; the surface lias boards erected at the side,

which sloping outwards, make a wider space above.

The board on the fore part is lower than the others

;

upon it there are a great many small teeth, set in a row,
answering to the height*of the corn, and turned upwards
at the ends. At the back part of the machine two short
shafts ure fixed, like the poles of a litter; to these an ox
is yoked with his head to the machine, and the yoke
and traces likewise turned the contrary way. When
this piece of mechanism is pushed through the standing
corn, all the cars are enclosed by the teeth, and heaped
up in the hollow part of it, being cut off from the straw
which is left behind, the driver setting it higher or lower
as he finds it necessary ; and thus by a few goings and
returninga, the whole field is reaped. The machine does
very well in plain smooth lands, and in all places where
the straw is not considered of any value.” A conjectural

delineation of this instrument is given by Lasteyrie,

in his Work entitled Collection dts Machines. (See
fig. 1.)

The Romans, says Mr. Loudon, did not bind their Carrying,

corn into sheaves as is customary in Northern climates.

When cut it was in general carried directly to the area
to be thrashed, or if the ears only were cropped, they
were sent in baskets to the barn. Among the Jews,
Egyptians, and Greeks, the com was bound in sheaves ;

or at least some kinds were so treated, as we learu from
the story of Ruth, who gleaned “ among the sheaves
from Joseph's dream in which his “ sheaf arose and
from the harvest represented by Homer on one of the
compartments of Achilles's shield.*

Threshing was performed in the area or threshing- Threshing,
floor, which was a circular piece of ground, fifty or sixty

feet in diameter, with a smooth, hard surface. The floor,

indeed, was generally made of wrought clay mixed with
the lees of oil, which increased its tenacity ; sometimes
it was even puved. It was usually selected in the neigh-
bourhood of the nubilarium or barn, in order that, when
a sudden shower happened during the process of thresh-
ing, the ears might be removed thither out of the reach
of damage. The corn being spread over this surface, a
foot or. two in thickness, was beaten out either by the
hoofs of cattle, or by dragging over it a machine com-
posed of wood and iron, and surmounted by a consider-

* Encyclopedia of .4grindImre, p. 26.
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Agriculture. able weight. Occasionally rods or Hails were used for

1 the same purpose, while the Indian corn, far, or maize,

was picked with the hand, or pressed through a small

mill.

Winnow- The produce of the threshing-floor was winnowed or

•tijf' purified from the husks and chaff by being thrown from
one part of the burn to another across a current of wind.

The instrument used for this end was a kind of shovel

called xxntilabrum ; and to supply the absence of wind
it was customary to substitute an implement called van-

mu, the origin, perhaps, of the modern and much more
complex machine denominated fanners.

I^iHinutce It is remarkable that, in regard to the practical know-
. i Theory, ledge of Agriculture, the Romans were very little inferior

to the most intelligent among hushandmen in our own
days. They were indeed extremely deficient in point of

Science, being unable to give a reason tor their best esta-

blished usages which did not terminate in simple expe-

rience or accident. They knew nothing of Chemistry or

Physiology, were unacquainted with the analysis of soils

or manures, and were especially ignorant of those prin-

ciples in Mechanics which determine the strength of

Supenti- materials, and the application of force. Again, in ac-

tions. counting for many of the most ordinary phenomena of

Nature, they had recourse to supernatural ami imaginary

causes. In the rude periods of Society, Good and Evil

Spirits are supposed to take a concern in every thing ;

and hence the absurd superstitions of the Egyptians,

and the equally whimsical ceremonies of the Greeks, to

procure their favour or avert their malign influence.

Hesiod, accordingly, considered it of noL more impor-
tance to describe what works were to be done, than to

point out the lucky days for their performonce. Homer,
Aristotle, Theophrastus, and all the Greek authors, are

more or less tinctured with this belief, so prevalent in
the darker Ages of remote antiquity. Nor were the

Romans in this respect less enthralled than the ingenious

People from whom they borrowed the most valuable

part of their knowledge. The empire of superstition

extended over all their undertakings, and none more
completely than the important pursuits of Agriculture.

In some cases Imagination seized the reins which
should never be taken out of the hands of Reason and
Experience ; and hence both Virgil and Pliny venture

upon statements in regard to heterogeneous grafting, the

spontaneous generation and transmutation of plants, the

influence of lunar days, and the impregnation of

animals by certain winds, which every Physiologist

knows to be altogether inconsistent with the laws of
Nature.

Progress, It is a question of curiosity rather than of Scientific

importance, to determine how much Agriculture owed
to the Romans, and to what extent they improved upon

the usages of the Greeks and Egyptians. As the

writers of Italy refer in most cases to authors who
flourished at an earlier period among their neighbours

beyond the Adriatic, it is probable that the leading

principles of the Art were borrowed from Greece. But
there can be no doubt that the progress of the Rotnun
arms iu Helvetia, Germany, and Britain extended the

knowledge of tillage among barbarous Tribes by whom
it was formerly unknown or neglected. The conquerors

imposed a tribute of corn on the vanquished Provinces,

which compelled the natives to cultivate the soil. Large
fleets sailed from the shores of Britain laden with grain

for the Imperial stores in various parts of their exten-

sive dominions. Egypt, too >
with Sicily and Africa.

contributed immensely to feed the armies and luxurious History,

citizens of the proud Republic, until at length, by a just The ho-

retribution, she found herself at the mercy of the very
inac*-

Countries which she had subdued. Agriculture which
flourished abroad decayed gradually at home. The
great men in Rome, trusting to their revenue from the

Provinces, neglected the improvement of their estates in

Italy ; and while their lands became less productive, they

insisted upon higher rents. The fanner, sinking under

broken spirits and a diminishing capital, imitated his

landlord in idleness and rapacity. The Civil wars which

ensued, the tyranny of the Emperors, und at length the

removal of the scat of Government to Constantinople,

paved the way for the Northern invaders, and conse- uf Roman
quently for the downfal of Agriculture, and of every Agriculture,

useful or elegant Art.

In regard to implements for the uses of husbandry, lmpl«>

the Romans possessed several, ofwhich neither the form "wnti.

nor the purpose is now distinctly known. We find

mentioned in their Agricultural authors the uratrum. the

irpex, or urpej, the crates, the rustrum, the bidens, the

securis, the dolabra, the //go, the paia, the tarculum, the

marra. By the first, as every one knows, is meant the

plough, of which it appears there were varieties among
the cultivators of ancient Italy. The other instruments,

in their order, correspond to a weeder or breaker, a

harrow, a rake, a toothed hoe, an iftic or pruuing-hook,

a mattock, a spade, a small shovel, a hand-hoc, a scraper

or Dutch hoc. In some cases these are only approxi-

mations
; for we find no small difficulty in reconciling

the descriptions of the several authors who have written

on the rural economy of the Ancients, as well as in

comparing the instruments they delineate to the more

artificial tools of modern times.*

As the plough is the most important of all Agricul- Tl«*t

tural machines, we may be indulged iu u few details plusgb.

respecting its form, more especially as Virgil, the Prince

of Roman Poets, has not disdained to supply us with

some particulars in Tegard to its construction.

Conlmuo in ai/via nwgn4 Wtjtttra tUtmatur

In bmnm, et eurvtfortnnm aenpit u/mua aratrt.

Hate a ttirpe, ptrlet, letno protemtua, in octo ;

Hincr aurfl, duptici nptantur dentaha dorm.

Cardiiur ti ti/ia emit jugo Itvu, a Itaguefagua,
Siitague glut currua a tergo torgnaU inroi ;

Et, tuaptnm foeu expJorat rebara ftttnua.

Otar, L v. 169.

Young elms with e*sy force in copses Low,

Fit for the figure of the crooked plough.

Of eight feet long a fastened beam prepare :

On either side the bead produce an ear,

Amt sink a socket for the shining there.

Of beech the plough-tail and the beading yoke,

Of softer linden hardened in the smoke.

Dry(Wo.

It is asserted in a Work entitled the Husbandry of the

Ancients, that the Romans had all the different kinds of

ploughs that we have at present in Europe, though

perhaps not so exactly constructed. " They had ploughs

without mould-boards, and ploughs with mould-boards

;

they had ploughs without coulters, and ploughs with

• These, says the author of the Georgia, are the rural arms,

without which crepe can neither bo sown nor reaped.

Queu time, nec poiuere aeri, nee aurgere, mraara ;

i 'omit, rt infteri pnmurn grave rabnr >mitn,

Tnrdafue E/mainae Afatna votventia pfamtrn,

Tnbu/uque, trahrtrgur, rt inigito pondrrt raatn ,

t 'irgtr prtrtrrn Cete* vxhague auppfHex,

Arbuteee crates, et mgstiem i annua Jorchi, lib. i. 16t
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Agriculture, coulters ; they had ploughs without wheels, and ploughs— with wheels; they had broad pointed shares, and
narrow -pointed shores ; they even had what I have not

yet met with amongst the Moderns, shares not only with

sharp sides and points, but also with high raised cutting

tops. Were we well acquainted with the construction

of all these, perhaps it would be found that the improve-

ments made by the Moderns in this article, are not so

great as many persons are apt to imagine.'* (See fig. 2,

3.4.)

Day otoer- We have already alluded to the superstitions of the

ration*. Ancients in respect to fortunate and unfortunate, and the

extent to which those feelings were admitted in the pro*

cesses of Agriculture. This is one instance among
many wherein we discover a striking contrast between

the practical good sense of a great People, and their

speculative absurdity in matters of belief. Virgil, for

example, in the very middle of his precepts for sowing,

planting, manuring, weeding, and reaping, inserts the

following admonition for the use of the ltaliun peasants.

Ipta diet nitat aha dedit or.hne Limit

fV/ii'd operum : qmutam f*ge / pa/hdm Orem
,

Eumenidftque Ufa1
: turn parlu Terra nefnndo

Certimcfue lapetomqme ereat, urvumque Typkoea,

Et ctmjuraiui c<x/nm metmdrre fratret.
* * • *

S'plima potl decimam fefix, el prmere vitem,

El prentot domilart barft. et hcui trite

Addere : nornt J'ugte mthor, conlraria fttrtit.

Gear. i. v. 276.

The lucky days in each revolving moon
* For labour cbooan

;
the fifth he sure to shun

:

That gave the Furies Pluto birth.

And axtnM against the skies the Suds of Karth.
a e a a

The seventh is next the tenth the best tojoin

Young oxen to the yoke, and plant the vine.

The ninth ia good tor travel, had foT theft.

Dryden.

Omens of Amid the indications of the weather, too, as depending
weather. upon the aspect of the heavenly bodies, the same delight-

ful author mingles his political regrets and superstitions.

The beauty of the verse will excuse us in the eye of
every reader of taste for this concluding extract from the

Agricultural Poem of Virgil.

Sot hit ligna dabit r Satem qmu dierre /atatm
Audeal ! Ute than* ciecot mttare Itmmltut

Stepe momet,frmtdemque et operla lumettere betfa,

Jite rhom exttindo mttemlut Ceetare Hamam ;

Qttttm input abtcnrd niltdmm /errmpnt lexit,

hupaqur tflrmum timnerunt itrcnta modem

m lib. i. v. 463.

Tli* »un reveal* the secret* of the sky
;

And who dares give the source of light th* lie ?

The change of empires often he declares,

Fierce tumults, hidden treasons, open wan.
He first the fate of Cesar did foretell,

Ami julied Rome when Rome in Cesar fell ;

In iron clouds concealed the public light,

Aim! impious mortals feared eternal night.

Dryden.

The decline of the Roman power was accompanied with

the neglect ofAgriculture in almost all the Countries which
had submitted to the arms of the Commonwealth. Lillie

is known of the condition of this Art in Italy during the

long period of twelve hundred years, as it was not till

the beginning of the XIVth century that any Work ap-

peared on that important branch of industry. About
the era now specified, a Treatise entitled Ruralium
Commodorum was written by Crescendo, a Senator
of Bologna, and afterwards published in 1471. He

was soon followed by several of his Countrymen, among History,

whom Tatti, Stephnno, Augustino Gallo, Sansovino, Italy

Lauro, and Torcili, deserve to be mentioned with ap-
plause. From some records, however, which have
escaped the ravages of time, it appears that irrigation

was practised nearly two centuries before the earliest of

the dates now mentioned. The Monks of Chiaravalle

had set an example in this species of improvement, and
had become so celebrated in quality of hydraulic engi-

neers as to be employed by the Emperor Frederic I.

The volume of Crescendo is, in great part, a compilation

from the older Roman authors, such as Cato, Varro,

and Pliny; but being illustrated with figures, is valuable

because it enables us to form some notion of the imple-
ments then in use. The plough is drawu by only one
ox ; but other kinds, which must have been drawn by
two, and even by four, are described at some length.

The Political troubles which so long agitated the fine

Provinces Southward of the Alps, prevented them from
profiling by the revival of the Arts ill other parts of

Europe ; and hence, at the present day, although Italy

can boast of a rich soil and a favourable climate, her
inhabitants have no where entitled themselves to the

reputation of being good farmers.*

France, too, overrun by the Northern Barbarians, or Franc*

by the Tribes of native Germans hardly more civilized,

was long doomed to witness the decline of that pursuit

upon the success of which the prosperity of all others is

more or less suspended. In the Xllth century, the care

bestowed by some leading Churchmen upon the produce
of the soil was rewarded by a considerable melioration

in the state of the peasantry, as well as in the value of
lands. Four hundred years later, the first Agricultural
Work produced in France made its appearance, under
the title of Let Moyem (U drvenir riche, composed bv
Bernard de Pallisy, a potter, who is said to have writ-

ten on various other subjects. Under the auspicious

reign of Henry IV. great exertions were made for the

improvement of the Country in general, amidst which
the interests of rural economy were not forgotten. Sully
asserts, in his Memoirs, that, in his time, France
abounded with corn, grain, pulse, wine, cider, flax,

hemp, salt, wood, oil, drugs for dyeing, cattle great and
small, and every thing else, whether necessary or con-
venient for life, both for home consumption and expor-
tation.

Great changes for the better were made iu France
during the last century. The celebrated Economists
created a taste for the Art, and Agricultural Societies were
every where established under the aanction of the Go-
vernment. Those of Paris, Lyons, Amiens, und Bour-
deaux distinguished themselves by the publication of some
valuable Memoir». The name of Button, too, gave repu-

tation to this study, and various other writers contributed

to make it popular. Chaptal informs us that essential

improvements have been introduced since the Revolution.
Crops of every kind, says he, cover the soil ; numerous
and robust animals are employed in labouring it, and
they also enrich it by their manure. The country po-
pulation are lodged in commodious houses, decently

clothed, and abundantly nourished with wholesome
food. We are not however to suppose, he observes, that

the Agriculture of France has arrived at perfection ;

much still remains to be done ; new plans of improve-
ment should be more generally introduced ; and a

• London, p. 34. Harte, Ettaft on Hmband/y.
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A|tticuhurf. greater quantity of live stuck is wanted fur every Pro-

vinoe, except two or three, which abound in natural

meadows Few domains have more than half the requi-

site number of labouring cattle ; the necessary conse-

quence of which is a deficiency of labour, of manure,

and of crop. The only mode of remedying these evils

is to multiply the artificial pastures, and increase the

cultivation of plants destined for forage. The rich inha-

bitants of France have already adopted these principles;

but thev have not not yet found their way among the

lowest class of cultivators. According to M. Dupin,

four-fifths of the peasantry of France are proprietors of

land, which they cultivate themselves ; and although

Knowledge is rapidly advancing, they are still very

ignorant. It is readily admitted, too, that France is

still miserably deficient in the better kind of Agricultural

instruments,

Germany. As Germany had not shared so extensively as some

other European Countries in the civilization diffused by

the Romans, the reaction occasioned by the desolating

wars of the IVih and Vth centuries was less deeply felt

in the Provinces beyond the Rhine. Accordingly, it it

not till the beginning of the XVItb century that we can

discover any symptom of Agricultural advancement

among the numerous Nations which extend from the

borders of France to the shores of the Baltic. The
earliest Work on Husbandry, by a German author, is

the Treatise De Rt Rwttica, by Conradus Here*bacillus,

published about the year 1576. It is composed in

the form of Dialogue, and contains an outline of the

opinions and precepts delivered by the Ancients, from

Hesiod down to Pliny ; being, in fact, an Essay

compiled from the literary materials of former Ages,

rather than a Treatise on the Art as it appeared before

his eyes, or which was meant to improve either its theory

or practice.

Britain In relation to Britain, although it is certain that

Agriculture was not wholly unknown before the Roman
invasion, it is difficult to say when it was first introduced,

or how far it had then advanced. Both the Greeks and

Phcenicians visited this Island long before the Legions

landed on its shores with a view to conquest ; but as

their visits were only transient, and for the sake of trade,

it is uncertain whether they took the trouble to instruct

the natives how to cultivate the soil. It is more pro-

bable that the knowledge of this important Art was
brought hither by some of those Colonies which are

known to have passed over from the coast of Gaul.

These emigrants having been employed in Agriculture

in their own Country, pursued the same employment in

their new settlements. This was the opinion of Ciesar.

' The sea-coasts," he observed, “ are inhabited by Colo-

nies from Belgium, which, having established themselves

in Britain, begun to cultivate the land."*

Iutfodne- Agriculture, we may therefore presume, was little

tion of known in this island till about a hundred and fifty

Agriculture.
yearw before the beginning of the Christian Era, when
great multitudes of Celtic Gauls, being expelled from

their native seats between the Rhine and the Seine by

the German Brlgm. look shelter in the South of Eng-
land, where they formed several small States. These

communities received reinforcements from time to time

from the same coasts, whose inhabitants were then

called Btlcte. and practised husbandry ; a way of life

which they were encouraged to pursue in Britain by the

• Of fMl Gall lib * C li

fertility of the soil, which produced all kinds of grain in History,

great plenty and perfection. If we could depend on the Oerrawy.

testimony of Gcoffry of Monmouth, we should be led to Britain,

think that Agriculture had been greatly prized in this

Country several Ages before the period abovementioned,

for he acquaints us lhal, by one of the laws of Duitwallo
Molmutius—who is said to have reigned over all Britain

about five centuries before the birth of Christ—it was
declared that the ploughs of the husbandmen, as well

as the Temples of the Gods, should be held as sanctu-

aries to such criminals as fled to them for protection*

But this is thought to be only one of the many fables

related by that author, the law to which he alludes being

of a much later date : and upon the whole the truth

seems to be that, though Agriculture might be practised

a little by a few of the more ancient Britons, yet it was
chiefly introduced by the Belgic Gauls, about a century

before the first Roman invasion, and almost wholly

confined to them till after that event.

Very few of the peculiar practices of the most ancient Early mar

British husbandmen are preserved in History. It ap- «**'***.

pears that they were not unacquainted with the use of

manures, for renewing and increasing the fertility of

their grounds ; and that, besides those which were
common to other Countries, they had one peculiar to

themselves and the Gauls. This was marl, which we Marl
have already noticed in the quotation from Pliny. The
88me writer, after describing different kinds of that

substance, remarks, ** of those which are esteemed the

richest, the white ones are most valued, and of these

there are several species. First, one which huth a most

sharp and piquant taste; another kind is the white

chalky marl, much used by silversmiths : for this they

are sometimes obliged to sink shafts one hundred feet

deep, when they find the vein spreading broader, as in

other mines. It is this kind of marl which is most used

in Britain. Its effects are found to continue eighty

years ; and no man was ever known to have manured
the same field with this marl twice in his lifetime.’’t

It is highly probable dial lime was also employed Lime,

for the same purpose by our remote ancestors, be-

came we know with certainty that it was so used in

Gaul, from whence the knowledge of it might easily be

conveyed.

The instruments and method of ploughing, sowing,

and reaping in Uiis Country were no doubt the same as

among the Gauls from whom they were derived : and

these probably were not very' different from such as

were used in Italy during the times of which the prac-

tice ia so fully described by the Roman writers on

Agriculture. Diodorus Siculus has recorded some Dt.thwu*

remarkable particulars relating to the manner in Siculiw,

which die most ancient British husbandmen presirved

their grain, after it was reaped, and prepared it fur

use. They cut the care from the stubble, says he, ami

lay them up for preservation in subterraneous caves or

granaries. From thence they relate that, in very remote

times, they used to lake a certain quantity of these ears

every day, and having dried and bruised the grains,

made a kind of food of them for immediate eating t

Though these methods were very slovenly and imperfect,

they were not peculiar to the old Britons, but were

practised by other nations, and some vestiges of them

* Gaulfirid. Monum. lib. ii. C. 12.

f Hut. \at. lib. wii c 6.

| Lib. t.
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Agriculture. were remaining not long ago in the Western Isles of
v—- Scotland.*
Encourage- As soon as the Romans had attained a firm c&tablisli-

b**th«

,VCn mcnt *n Ordain, Agriculture began to be improved and

Korouu extended ; it being an Art in which that renowned peo-

BntUh pie greatly delighted, and which they encouraged in all

Agncul- the Provinces of their Empire. When, according to
lure.

C'ato, his Countrymen designed to bestow the highest

praise on a good man, they used to say, ** he under-

stands Agriculture well, and is an excellent husband-

man ; for this was esteemed among them the greulcst

and moat honourable character.'* As soon, therefore, as

the soldiers of the Republic had subdued some of the

British States, they endeavoured by various means to

induce their new subjects to cultivate their lands, in

order to render their conquest more valuable. In tact,

the tribute of a certain quantity of corn which they im-

posed on their vassals, compelled the mass of the people

to apply to Agriculture. The veteran colonists too,

who were not less expert at guiding the plough than
wielding the sword, set before the natives an example
both of the most improved method, and the manifold

advantages of this branch of industry. In short, the

Romans by their power and policy, and more especially

by their superior knowledge, so completely reconciled

the Britons to the cultivation of their lands, that in a

little time this Island became one of the most plentiful

Provinces of the Empire, and not only produced a suffi-

cient quuntity of corn for the support of its own inhabit-

ants and the Roman troops, hut afforded every year a
very great surplus for exportation. This became un
object of so great importance that a fleet of ships was
provided for the particular service of carrying com from

Albion to granaries chi the opposite coasts whence it

was conveyed in to Germany and other Countries for

the use of the armies. We are informed by Ammianus
Marcelhmis, that the Emperor Julian having collected

prodigious quantities of timber from the banks of the

Rhine, built a fleet of a hundred ships, larger than
the common barks, which he sent to Britain, in order to

bring corn thence. When it arrived, he sent it up
the Rhine in boats, and furnished the inhabitants of
those towns and Countries which had been plundered by
the enemy with a sufficient quantity to support them
during the Winter, to sow their lunds in the Spring,

and to maintain them till next harvest.

t

Obscurity We have sufficient evidence that the knowledge of
ofiiivru- husbandry, and indeed of all the other Arts, entered
S™®- Britain at the South-Eastern corner, and travelled by slow

and gradual steps towards the North-West ; but it is

difficult to trace the progress of these Arts, or to discover
how far they had advanced at any given period. With
regard to Agriculture we are assured by a contem-
porary author, that in the beginning of the IfId Cen-
tury. it had not proceeded further than the wall of
Hadrian. In the year 207, when the Emperor Severus
invaded Caledonia, we are told that the natives “ inha-
bited uncultivated mountains, or desert marshy plains

;

that they had neither walls, towns, nor cultivated lands,
but that they lived on the flesh and milk of their Hock* und
herds, or what they got by plunder, or catched in hunting,
or on the fruits of trees." The Mteata* and Caledonians
having been obliged by Severus to yield up a part of
their Country to the Romans that industrious people, in
the course of the Hid Century, built several towns and

• St* Martin, p. 204.
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stations, constructed highways, cut down woods, drained Agriculture,

marshes, uml introduced Agriculture into the country «v-w
between the walls, many parts of which are very fertile

and fit for tillage. Although they never formed any
large establishment Northward ofthe wall which joined
the firths of Forth ami Clyde, yet many of them, os well

as of the Provincial Britons, retired into Caledonia at
different times, particularly about the end of the Hid
Century, during the beat of the Diocletian Persecution.

It is therefore highly probable that these refugees in-

structed the people among whom they settled not only
in their Religion, but also in their Arts, and especially

in that of Agriculture. The name which was given to the

Caledonians of the Eastern coast hv those ofthe Western,
was Cruitnieh , which signifies com-eiters, a convincing
proof that the latter were husbandmen. Front other
facts it is clear that in the beginning of the Vth Century
the Scots of the mountains lived partly upon meal ; a kind
of food to which they hud been absolute strangers about
two hundred years before, when they were first startled

by the appearance of the Unman Eagles under Severus.
When the Roman power declined in Britain, Agricul- It* decline

ture with the other Arts of civilized life fell into compe- nf,' r

rative neglect. This was not so much owing, however, iof
1****

to want of skill in the native husbandmen, as to the fre- Romans,
quent incursions of the Saxons, who had ulready begun
to enrich themselves with the plunder of the English;
and w ho, together with the Scots and Piets from the North,
not only destroyed the fruits of their labours, but also dis-

turbed them in the exercise of their industry. We need
not be surprised, therefore, that the posterity of the an-
cient Britons became rather unskilful Agriculturists,
and that they thenceforth applied themselves more to
pasturage, than to the culture of an unprotected soil.

Il is clear, notwithstanding, that, even in its most de-
pressed condition, Agriculture was regarded by them as
worthy of attention in a legal point of view, aud hence
was made the object of several characteristic enactments.
They prohibited, for example, the use of horses, mares,
or cows in the plough, ami restricted the farmer to cer-

tain yokes of oxen. Their implements, it is true, were
very slight and inartificial; fur it was regulated by
statute that no man should undertake to guide a plough
who could not make one

; and that the driver should be
able to make of twisted willows the harness with which
it was draw n. But simple as the.'C ploughs were, il was
usual for six or eight persons to form themselves into a
Society for fitting out one of them and providing it with
oxen. This is a sufficient proof both of the poverty of
the class of men who occupied land, and of the very
imperfect state of Agriculture among the Britons at the
period in question. If any person laid dung upon a
field, he was allowed by law and the consent of the pro-
prietor, to use il for one year ; and if the dung was
conveyed thither on a carl and in a certain quantitv, he
was allowed the use of the field for three years. If any
man folded his cattle for a whole year upon a piece of
ground belonging to another, with his consent, he was
allowed to cultivate that ground for his own benefit

during the spec® of four years. All these laws were
evidently meant for the encouragement of Agriculture,
by increasing the quantity and improving the quality of
the arable lands.*

As the Anglo-Saxons derived their origin and man- DcspiwH at

ners from the ancient Germans, who depended for sub- firm b\ th«

Anglo-
Saxon*.

Die

• Lib. xvui. c. 2. Left* H'al/ictr, p. 298.



10 AGRICULTURE.
Agriculture, aistence chiefly on their flocks and herd*, it may be in-

ferred that they were not much addicted to Agriculture.

On the contrary, these haughty warriors esteemed the

cultivation of the land too ignoble an employment fur

themselves and therefore committed it wholly to their

women and slaves. The Chiefs were even at pains to

contrive laws to prevent their followers from contracting

a taste for Agriculture, lest it should render them less

fond of arms and of warlike expeditions. Hence we
may conclude that the Anglo-Saxons at the time of their

arrival in Britain, were much better warriors than hus-

bandmen ;
and we find, accordingly, that for a con-

siderable period after they completed their settlement,

their attention was almost exclusively confined to deeds

of arms. It was not until they had no longer any

enemies to plunder, that they found it necessary to

devote some portion of their cares to the improvement

of the land, in order to raise those provisions which it

was no longer possible to procure by the edge of their

swords. \,

Division of In the division of the Country, those of the leaders
ksd*- who obtained the largest shares are said to have sub-

divided their estates into two parts, which were called

the inland* and the outlantt*. The inlands were those

which lay contiguous to the mansion of their owner,

which he kept in his own immediate possession, and
cultivated by bis slave* for the purpose of supplying pro-

visions to his family. The outlands were such as lay

at a greater distance from the dwelling of the lord, and
were let to the ceorls or farmers at a moderate rent,

Rcuts which was generally paid in kind. The owners of land

were not permitted to exact as high a rent from their

tenants as they might have obtained by throwing open

their lands to competition; the several payments being

fixed by law, according to the number of hides or plough-

lands of which a farm consisted. The reason of this

seems to have been that the first ceorls among the

Anglo-Saxons were freemen and soldiers, who had con-

tributed by their arms to the conquest ofthe Country, and
who were therefore entitled to the indulgence just men-

in produce, turned. By the Laws of Ina, King of the West Saxons,

who flourished at the beginning of the YUIlh Century,

a farm consisting of ten hides or plough-lands was to pay

the following rent, namely, ten casks of honey ; three

hundred loaves of bread ; twelve casks of strong ale ;

thirty casks of small ale ;
two oxen ;

ten wethers
;
ten

geese ; twenty hens ; ten cheeses ; one cask of butter ;

five salmon ; twenty loads of forage ; and one hundred
eels.* In some places these rents were paid in wheat,

rye, oats, malt, flour, hogs, sheep, according to the

uaturc of the farm or the custom of the country.

t

in raowy There is. however, sufficient evidence that money-rents

were not altogether unknown in England, at this period,

although the other system prevailed much more exten-

sively. For instance, the greater |wrt of the Crown-
lands was farmed in that manner by ceorls, who paid a

certain quantity of provisions for the support of the

King’s household, according to the nature of the grounds

which they occupied. We have been informed," says

the author of the Liber Niger Scaccarii, **
that in

ancient times our Kings received neither gold nor silver

from their tenants, but only daily provision for the use

of their household ; the officers who were appointed to

manage the King’s lands knew very well what quanti-

• RtUyuut Sf*ht\aHttuur, p. 12. Wilkins, Lrgr$ Saton. p. 2j.

f Spelmoa, Gfau r. Ftrtna.

ties and what kinds of provisions every tenant was Agriculture,

obliged to pay. This custom continued even after the

Conquest, during the whole reign of William I. ; and 1

myself have conversed with several old people who had
seen the Royal tenants paying their rents in several

kinds of provisions at the King’s Court.”*

In the ancient History ofthe Church of Ely, published Pnr*»
by Dr. Gale, the curious reader will find an account of

several purchases of land which were made by ASlhel-

wold, the founder of that church, and by other pious

benefactors, in the reign of Edgar, surnamed the Peace*

able. By comparing these documents it plainly appears

that the ordinary price of an acre of the best land in that

part of England, in the Xlh Century, was sixteen Saxon
pennies, or about four shillings of our money ; a very

trifling sum indeed, not only in comparison with the

prices of land in our times, but even in comparison with

the prices of other commodities at the same period.

The insecurity of territorial possessions in that rude evince ^mit

Age, not only depressed its value ; it also necessarily

led to the neglect of all the proper means for increasing

its produce. The frequent famines which afflicted Eng-
land, and carried off multitudes of the inhabitants in

those days, afford a further and more melancholy proof of

the wretched state of cultivation. In particular, there

was so great a scarcity of grain in the year 1043, that

a quarter of wheat sold for sixty Saxon pennies, which

contained as much silver os fifteen of our shillings, and
were equal to eight or nine pounds of our present cur-

rency ; a most extravagant price, which must have in-

volved not only the poor but even those in the middle

ranks of life in extreme distress. In a word, we have

sufficient evidence that England, which in the time of

the Romans was one of the principal granaries of

Europe, was so ill cultivated by the Anglo-Saxons, that,

in the most favourable seasons, it yielded only a scanty

provision for its own inhabitants, while, in less pro-

pitious years, it presented a scene of the most deplorable

scarcity and suffering.f

When such was the state of Agriculture, we may rest Ruticnmrf
ahsu red that the implements by means ofwhich it was car- implement*,

ried on were extremely rude and imperfect. The Saxon
husbundinen performed, indeed, the processes of plough-

ing, sowing, and harrowing ; but as all these operations

were intrusted to slaves who had little interest in their suc-

cess, they were executed in a very slovenly and super-

ficial manner. Their ploughs were very slight, and. like

those of Shetland at a recent period, had but one stilt or

handle. Although water-mills for grinding com were

well known to the Visigoths in Spain, and to the Lom-
bards in Italy, the Anglo-Saxons appear to have been

unacquainted with them during the period now under

consideration, and had no better way of converting their

corn into inrnl than by grinding it in hand-mills, which

were turned by women. By the Laws of Ethelbert,

King of Kent, a severe fine was imposed upon any man
who should debauch the King’s grinding maid. The Superior

lands belonging to the Monasteries were by far the best

cultivated, because the Secular Canons who possessed

them spent some part of their time in improving the

soil and tending the progress of their crops. Bede, in

his hie of Eastawin, the Superior of Wearmoufh, tells

us that this Abbot, being a strong man and of a bumble
disposition, used to assist his Monks in their rural

• lAt>er Niger, lib. ». c. 7.

f Hu1. OriUm. a Tbo. (ril« edit, js 471.
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labours, “ sometimes guiding the plough, sometimes win-

nowing corn, and sometimes loaning instruments of

husbandry with a hammer on an anvil.'**

Things were greatly improved in relation to Agricul-

ture under the Kings of the Norman race. Immediately
after the Conquest, many thousand husbandmen from
the fertile plains of Flanders and Normandy settled in

this Island, obtained estates or farms, and employed the

same methods in the cultivation of litem which had proved

so successful in their native Country. The Clergy, too,

and especially the Monks, rivalled the Nobility in the

art of improving the soil. It was in fact so much the

custom for the Regulars of this period to assist in the

labours of the field, especially in seed-time, the bay-

season, and harvest, that the famous h Becket, even after

he was Archbishop of Canterbury, used to sally out with

the inmates of the Convents near which he happened to

reside, and take part with them in all the rural occupa-

tions ofSpring, Summer, and Autumn. The XXI Nth
Canon of the General Council of Lateran, held in

1179, affords a further proof that the protection and
encouragement of all concerned in Agriculture were
objects of attention to the Church. It is thereby

decreed, that “ all presbyters, clerks, monks, converts,

pilgrims, and peasants, when they are engaged in the

labours of husbandry, shall, together with the cattle in

their ploughs, and the seed which they carry into the

field, enjoy perfect security ; and that ull who molest or

interrupt them, if they do not desist when they have been
admonished, shall be excommunicated."t

The implements of husbandry were of the same kind,

in this peritMl, with those which are employed at pre-

sent, though some of them were much less perfect in

their construction. The plough, for example, had but

one handle or stilt, as it is called, which the ploughman
guided with one hand, while in the other he held an in-

strument both for cleaning the share and breaking the

clods. The Norman plough had two wheels, and in the

light soil, for which it was constructed, was commonly
drawn by one or at most two oxen ; but in England,
os the land is generally more heavy and tenacious,

a greater number of cattle was necessary. Their carts,

harrows, scythes, sickles, and flails appear, from the

figures of them still remaining, to have been nearly of

the same form as those which are now used.J

Although the various processes of husbandry are in-

cidentally mentioned by the Writers of that period, it is

nevertheless very difficult to collect from them a distinct

account of the manner in which these operations were
performed. Marl seems »o have been the chief manure
in the absence of dung. Summer fallowing of lands

designed for wheat appears to have already become a

common practice of the Anglo-Norman farmers ; for

Giraldus Cambrensis, in his description of Wales, takes

notice of it as a great singularity in the husbandmen of
that Country, u that they ploughed their lands only once

a year, in March or April, in order to sow them with

oats ; but did not like other farmers plough them twice

in the Summer and once in Winter, in order to prepare

them for wheat.” In Mr. Strutt’s very curious amt
valuable Work, we see the figures of several persons en-

gaged in mowing, reaping, threshing, and winnowing

;

• Wilkin*. Legtt Saxon. p. 3. Bole Hut. Abbot. fVtremut,

p. 296-

f Cbron. Gtrvat. col. 1400 uutl 1456.

J Strutt, fiew of thr Manner*, 3f«. vyl. ii. p, 12. vok I .pi. xxvi.

in all which operations there appears to be little that is Agriculture,

singular or at all different from modern practice.

The state ofAgriculture iu Scotland at the same period BackwanU
must have been very imperfect; for in a Parliament held
at Scone by Alexander II., in the year 1214, it was en- ^
acted that such fanners as had four oxen or cows or Scotland,
upwards, should lubour their lands by tilling them with
a plough, and should begin to till fifteen days before
Candlemas

; and that such farmers as had not so many
as four oxen, as they could not labour their lands by
tilling, should delve so much with hand und foot us
would produce a sufficient quantity of corn to supply
themselves and their families. But this law was pro-
bubly meant for the Highlands and most uncultivated
parts of the Kingdom ; for, in the same Parliament, a
very severe law was made against those farmers who did
not extirpate a pernicious weed culled guildc out of their

lands; a regulation which seems to indicate a more
advanced state of’ rural economy.
The next three Centuries present such an alternation Pmgms

of high and low prices, of famines and of excessive **hd»

plcnlifulness, that we cannot arrive at any just conclu- *'***

sion as to the ordinary state of Agriculture. But there
h"y*

is reason to believe that, although the progress was slow
and frequently interrupted by war and domestic broils,

there was, on tlte whole, a considerable advancement.
The importance of having the fields enclosed k<ui been
very generally admitted. Even “ the feeding lands,”
says Sir John Fortescue, “ are likewise surrounded with
hedgerows and ditches, planted with trees, which pro-
tect the flocks and herds from bleak winds, and sultry

heats.*’* Summer-fallowing for wheat was practised

in the Xlllth Century as much if not more than
it is at present. It was then a kind of rule among
farmers to have ouc-third of their arable lands iu fallow.

In the law book called Flda, composed in the reign of
Edward I., very particular directions are given as to the
most proper time and beat manner of ploughing and
dressing fallows. The farmer is there instructed to plough
no deeper in -Summer than is necessary for destroying
the weeds ; not to lay on his manure till a little before
the last ploughing, which is to lie done with a deep and
narrow furrow. Rules are also given for chattgiug and
choosing seed ;

for proportioning ihe quuutily ofrlifferent

kinds to be sown on an acre, according to the nature of
the soil and the degree of richness ; fi»r collecting and
compounding manures, and accommodating them to the

ground on which they are to be laid ; for determining
the particular times in the course of the year best suited

for sowing the several descriptions of grain ; and, in a
word, for performing every operation in husbandry, at
the best time and in the best manner. In the same Trea-
tise the duties ofthe steward, of the bailiff, and ofthe over-

seer of a manor, and of all the other persons concerned
in the cultivation of it, are explained at full length, and
with so much good sense that, if they were well per-

formed, the manor could not be ill cultivated.

t

From the middle of the XIYth till lowurds the end Dwtradious

of the XVlh Century, the unsettled state of the King-
dorn was extremely unfavourable to the interests of of thin
Agriculture. The unhappy rustics were not permitted penod.

to pursue their toils in peace, but were liable every mo
ment to be called from the plough into the field of’ bat-

tle, by a Royal Proclamation or by the mandates of their

• ZXr iMMtUbtu Lryum Anglia, c. 24.

f Fletu, lib. iL c. 72. 76. 78.
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19. AGRICULTURE.
Agriculture. o«m arbitrary lords. Such multitude* of this most u«-

ful order of men actually fell in the course of war. that

hands were wanting for the necessary operations of hus-

bandry ; a circumstance which led, by very natural

steps, to the high price of labour characteristic of the

period now under consideration. Many laws were made
to reduce wages, to compel persons to assist in the cul-

tivation of the land, and to restrain them from following

other occupations. In ouc of these Statutes it is said

that Noblemen and others were greatly distressed for

want of farm servants ; and therefore it was enacted that
“ whoever hod been employed at the plough or cart, or
any other husbandry work, till he was twelve yearn of
age, should be compelled to continue in that employ-
ment during life ; and that none who had not lands or

rents of the value of twenty shilling* a year, should lie

permitted to put any of their sons apprentices to any
other trade, but should bring them all up to hus-

bandry."*

Extension These severe laws, while they prove the existence of
or posture*, the evil, are known to have supplied a very inadequate re-

medy. The scarcity oflabourera still continued, and even
increased to so great a degree as to produce a considerable

change in the application and value of landed property.

The Barons, Prelates, and other extensive owners kept
large tracts round their castles, called their demesnes,
which were cultivated cither by their villains, or by hired

servants under the direction of bailiffs. But these land-

holder* having diminished the number of their retainers

by ft succession of wars, and not being able to obtain

the assistance of Agricultural labour on reasonable

terms, resolved to enclose their lands and convert them
into pasture-grounds. This practice became very general

about the end of the X I Vth Century, and occusioned
very loud clamour on the |mrt of those who mistook the

effect of depopulation for its cause.

Invective* John Rous of Warwick was a mo*t violent declairoer

a^ninst ea- against (hr Nobility and Gentry who enclosed their lands

;

and a considerable part of his History of England con-
sists of the most bitter invective* against them on that

account, lie calls them depopulators, destroyers of vil-

lages, robbers, tyrants, basilisks, enemies to God and
man ; assuring tliem at the same time that they would
all go to the devil when they died. This zealous op-

poser of abuses tells us that he presented a petition

against them to the Parliament which met at Coventry
in the year 1459, without obtaining a favourable hear-

ing, and that several petitions to succeeding Parliaments

were equally unsuccessful. But allhough this innova-

tion in the manner of using land was introduced at first

by the scarcity of labourers, it cannot be denied that the

humour of enclosing arable lauds for pasture was at

length carried much too far; and we find, accordingly,

that Parliament, at a somewhat later period, dceuicd it

expedient to interpose ils authority for the purpose of
checking the progress of an evil which threatened the

most alarming consequences.t
FirU re*tr>— Ji j s remarkable that at the epoch in question, al-

though corn was sometimes very dear, it was also

occasionally very cheap. In 1455, wheat was sold in

certain place* so low us one shilling the quarter. But this

cheapness, it ha* been asserted, was not so much owing
to any improvements in husbandry, as loan extraordinary

importation of wheat from the Continent in order to

• Statu1ft ? Henry IV. ch xvii.

f J Ryu*, Hitt. Amy, jt. 39- I2t>.

sloaurc*.

live corn*

low.

X. D.

1463.

procure a supply of English wool. To prevent such ex-

cessive influxes, which threatened the ruin of the farmer

and excited the most violent complaints, a law was
passed, in the year 1463, by which it was provided that

no grain of any kind should be imported when wheat
was below 6*. Bd., rye under 4i., and barley under 3*.

the quarter. These were then considered such high
prices us to call for a supply from foreign parts.*

But the great decrease in the value of land at this

period is the strongest proof of the decline of Agricul-

ture. In the reign of Edward HI., there are some ex-

amples of land being sold at t weniy-five years' purchase,

which, it is probable, was not much above the common
price; whereas in the time of Edward IV., there is the

fullest evidence that land had fallen to a value of less

than one half. And if Agriculture declined in Eng-
land in those days, it was still more neglected in Scot-

land, as the latter Country suffered even more, in pro-

portion to its wealth and population, by long and ruinous

wars. The low state of this important Art is manifest

from the laws which were made for it* improvement.

By one of these, passed in 1424, it is enacted that. *' ilk

man of simple estate, that sould be of ressoun labourers,

have either half an ox in the pleuh, or else delve ilk day
vii futc of length ond vii on breadth," Another law, m
1457, is thus expressed : " Ancnt the sawing of qulieit,

peis, and beinis, it is sene spcidful, that ilk mail weml
with a pleug of viii oxen, shall saw at the least ilk year,

ane fi riot of quheit, Haifa firlot of peis, and forty beins.

under the pane of x shillings to the barouOf of that land

that he dwells in. And giff the baronne saws not the

said corn in his domainis, he shall pay to the King x

shillings/'f

The Poace which followed the union of the Roses

under the family of Tudor was favourable to many of

the Arts, and laid the foundations of that improvement
which has advanced with little interruption until the pre-

sent day. Uut Agriculture did not share in the general

benefit. The practice of converting arable land into

pasture still continued during the reign of Henry VII.

Enclosures were multiplied, demesne lands were ex-

tended, till the farms of most of the husbandmen were

appropriated to the feeding of sheep
;
the houses were

demolished or allowed to full into ruins, while a few

shepherds supplanted the yeomen, ami occupied in some
Counties the largest estates with their increasing flocks

But the cause most detrimental to Agriculture may be

discovered in the restrictions attending the exportation of

grain, and the (urge demand for English wool on the

Continent At a former period the exportation ofcom had

in certain circumstances been permitted, ami it* importa-

tion regulated by different Statutes ; but by these restric-

tion* a discretionary power to di*f>ense with their main

provisions was committed to the King, and there is reason

to believe that the prerogative was seldom exerted imleM
for the encouragement of private monopolies, or for

giving strength to pernicious restraints. It is true that

a law was passed at an early stage of this Monarch’s

government, for the future support of those house* of

husbandry to which, within three years, twenty acres of

land had been annexed, ami enforced by a penalty of

half the rent until the grounds should be again occupied

and the dwellings rebuilt. But it was not until it be-

come more profitable to raise com than to feed sheep,

• Stow, p, 39R. Stmtutn 3 Edteard IV. ch. ii.

4 ninth A'. It, ful. 7 .
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AGRICULTURE. 13

Agriculture. that the plains of England were restored once more to

tillage. The immense flocks of twenty thousand and
upwards, which by a Statute of Henry VIII. were pro-

nounced illegal, gradually gave way before the dominion
of the plough, so soon as the manufacturers of the

Netherlands were compelled or induced to remove their

establishments to Britain.*
Su A. Fits- The reign of Henry VIII. is distinguished for the^ native Work on Agriculture published in England.

Husbandry " e ulhide to the Hook of Husbandry, written by Sir A.

a. d. Fitzherbert, one of the Judges of the Common Pleas,

1532. an, i highly esteemed even at the present day, as well for

the judicious observations which it contains, as for the

liberal spirit with w hich it is animated. He recommends
draining, clearing, and enclosing a farm, and gives many
good directions for enriching the soil. Lime, marl, and
fallowing are strongly urged. The landlords are advised
to grant leases to those farmers w ho will engage to sur-

round their farms and divide them by hedges into pro-

per enclosures
; by which operation, he says, *' if an acre

of land be worth sixpence before it is enclosed, it will be
worth eightpence when it is enclosed, by reason of tlie

pnxhweii a compost and dunging of the cattle." From thcappear-

nrvifaL ance of this book the revival of rural industry in England
may be dated. Fitxherbert’s remarks on live stock areex-
cellent, and said tube entirely applicable to the business

of grazing in our ow n times. ** An housbande can not
well thrive by his come without he have other cattell, nor
by his cattell without come. And bycause thut sliepfe in

myne upynyon is the mooste profytublcsl cattell that any
man can have, therefore I purpose to speake fyrst of
shepe.” After recording various precepts for “ quvck-
sittinge, dychinge, and hedgeying,” and " for a ycinge

gentleman that intendeth to thrive,” he gives a “ pro.

iouge for the wyves occupation," “ She must first

make herself and himself somme clothes; and she may
have the lockes of the shepe eyther to make blanket!*

and courlettes or bothe. " “ It is a wyves occupatiun to

winnowe all maner ofcomes, to make malte, to woshcand
wrynge, to make heye, sherc corne, and in lime of nede
to help her husbande to fill the mucke wuync or dounge
cart, <lryve the ploughe, to loode heye, corne and such
other; and to go or ryde to the market to sell butter,

chese, my Ike, egges, chekyns, capons, hennes, pygges.
gese. and all maner of corues."

Hit Hook«/ This Treatise was followed by another entitled
Survrymy qjt

*/lc Surveying ofLands, which has likewise added
“ considerably to our knowledge of rural affairs at that

53V.
period. He takes occasion to mention the different

kinds of commons that were then recognised
; de-

scribes the sundry species of mills which were used for

grinding corn, including also the M queroes that go
with the hand;” delineates the various orders of
tenants down to bondmen, who in some parts of the
Country were not yet extinct ; and he concludes his

Treatise with an inquiry how to make a township that is

worth twenty marks a year worth twenty pounds. His
views may be learned from the following extract.

“It is undoubted that to every townshyppe that

standeth in tillage in the playne country, there be enable
lands to plowe and sowe, and leyse to tye or tedder
theyr horses and mares upon, and common pasture to

kepe and posture theyr catell, bcestes, and sltepe upon ;

and also they have medowe grounde to get theyr hey
upon. Than to let it be knone how many acres of

• Henry, toJ, xii. p. 258.

errable lande every man hath in tyllage, and of the same Agricultiw.

acres in every felde to chaunge with his neyghliours, ami
to leye them toguyther, and to make hym one severall

close in every fold for his errable lands ; and his leyse

in every felde to laye them togyther in one felde, and to

make one several close for them all. And also another

several! close for his portion ofhis common pasture, and
also his portion of his medowe in a several close by it-

selfe, and all kept in several! bothe in wynter and somer

;

and every cottager shall have hi* portion assigned hym
nccordyngetohis rente, and then shall nat the ryche man
overpresse the poore man with his cattell ; and every

man may cate his owne close at his pleasure. And un*
doubted, that heye and struwe that will fynd one heeste

ill the house will find two bcestes in the close, and better

they shall lyke. For those beestes in the house have

short heare and thvnne, and towards March they will

pylle and be bare ; and therefore they may not abyde
in the fylde before the heerdmen in wynter tyme for

colde. And those that lye in a close under a heydge
have longe heare and thyck, and they will never pvlle

nor he bare ; and by this reason the husbande may kepe

twysc as many catell as he did before.

" This is the cause of this approvment. Nowe every

husbande hath six severall closes, whereof iii be for

corne, the fourthe for his leyse, the fifthe for his coin-

men pastures, and the sixle for his heye ; and in wynter

tyme there is but one occupied with corne, and than hath

the husbande other fyve to occupy till Lentc come, und
that he hath his fallowe felde, his leye felde, und his

pasture felde all sommer. And when he hathe mowen
his medowe, than he hath his medowe grounde, soo that

if he hath any weyke catell that wold be amended, or

dyvers maner ofcatell, he may put them in any close he

wyll, the whveh is a grete advantage
;
and if all shulde

lye common, than wolde the edyche of the come feldes,

and the undermath of all the medowe* be euten in x or

xii daves. And the ryche man that hath mochc catell

wold have the advantage, and the poore man can have
no helpe nor relefe in wynter when he hath inoste nede;
and if an acre of lande be worthe site pens, or it be en-

closed, it will be worth viii pens whan it is enclosed, by
reason of the compostying and dongying of the catell

that shall go and lye upon it bothe daye and nyghte ;

und if any of his thre closes that he hath for his corue

be wornc or ware bare, than he may brake and plowe up
his close that he had for his leyse, or the close that he

had lor his comtnen posture, or bothe, and sowe them
with come, and let the otlter leye for a tyme, and so

shall he huVe always reish grounde, the whych wyll

heare moclie come with lylel donge; and also he shall

have a grate prolyte of the wod in the heydge* whan it

is growen ; and not only these profylcs and advantages

before said, but he shall save mochc more than all these,

for by reason of these closes he shall save mete, drinke,

and wages of a shepeheerde, the wages of the heerdinan,

and the wages of the swineherde, the whych may for

tune to be us chargeable os all h;s holle rent ; and also

his corne shall be l>cUer saved from eatinge or destroy-

inge with catell. For doubt ye nat but heerdmen with

their catell. shepeherdes with their shepe, and tieng of

horses and mares, destmyeth inoche come, the which the

heydge* wold sane. Peradventure some men wold say

that this shuld be againste the commcn weale, bicause

the shepeherdes, heerdmen, andswynehcrdcs shuld then

be put out of wages. To that it may be answered,

though these occupations be not used, there be as many
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Agriculture. new occupations that were not used before ; as getting
v—v-«»' of quicksettes, dyching, heydging, and plashing, the

whych the same men may use and occupy.”

It will be enough to mention the Five Hundred
Point* of Husbandry , by Tuseer, published in the year

1562; the Whole Art of Husbandry, by Googe. which

appeared about sixteen years later ; the Jewell House of
Art and Nature, by Sir Hugh IHatt, and several other

performances of a similar nature, the object of which was

to enlighten the farmers of the With Century. Hut

the attention of the render ought to he more particularly

Sir H. drawn to a Treatise by Sir Richard Weston, on the Hus-
ton. bandry of Brabant and Flanders, for in it may be de-

tected the seeds of the numerous improvements which

have since been effected in this Country, Western was Am-
bassador from England to the Elector Palatine and King
of Bohemia ; and during his residence on the Continent

he became acquainted with the use of clover and pro-

bably also of turnips, as a valuable species of fond for

cattle. His directions for the cultivation of the former,

though objectionable iu some points, are yet so good us

to prove that they must have been derived from expe-

rience. It thrives best, he alleges, “ when you sow it on
the worst and barrenesl ground, such as the worst of our
heath-land here in England. The ground is to be pared

and burnt, and unpacked lime must be added to the

ashes. It is next to be well ploughed and harrowed,

and about ten pounds ofclover seed must lie sown upon
an acre, in April or the end of March. If you intend

to preserve seed, then the second crop must be let stand

till it come to a full and dead ripeness ; and you shall

have at the least five bushels per acre. Being once sown
it will last five years; and then, being ploughed, it will

yield two or three years together, rich crops of wheat,

and after that a crop of grass, with which clover seed is

to be sown again.'*

Blylhr. To Blythe, who published in the time of the Com-
monwealth, is due the first hint of a rotation in crops,

or at least of the advantage which may be derived from

alternating clover and turnip with corn on the same
field. AH the manures now in use were well known in

his days, especially lime, on which he set a great value

as an ingredient of fertility. A great improvement had
likewise taken place in the implements of husbandry.

A machine is mentioned which ploughed, harrowed,

and sowed at the same time. The following note will

amuse the curious reader. “ It is not many years since

the famous city of London petitioned the Parliament of

England against two nuisances or offensive commodities

which were likely to come into great use and esteem
; and

that was Newcastle coal in regard of their stench, and
bops in regard they would spoyle the taste of drink and
endanger the people."

The names of Hnrtiib, Markham, Mascall, Ray, and
Kvclyn. Evelyn are familiar to every' reader on Agriculture, or

on rural economy at large. The Sylva and Terra
,
of

the Inst of these authors, still retain a merited reputation.

In fact, the improvement which took place in the

management of land in this Country, from the reign of
James II. down to the middle of the last Century, was
not very great ; and hence the writers on husbandry
between the period of the Revolution and the accession

of George III. are not, generally speaking, superior to

those who published nearly » hundred years before

them. The chief exception to this remark applies to

Jethro Tull. Jethro Tull, a gentleman of Berkshire, who introduced

the practice of drilling wheat and other crops, about the

year 1701, and who, thirty years afterwyds, put forth * ARricuHure

book on Horse-hoeing Husbandry. From an unhappy
tone in his manner of writing, as well os from an undue
degree of opposition to the usages of his day, his Work
made less impression than it ought to have produced In

an Agricultural Country. Hence it was not until 1780
that the present method of drilling and horse-hoeing

turnips was admitted iutu Northumberland ; at which

time it was borrowed from Scotland, where the farmers

hud the merit of first adopting Tull’s management of

this valuable root, and whence it made its way but

slowly into the more Southern parts of the Island.

lu regard to the Agriculture of North Britain, it has Agncul.

been suspected that the accession of James 1. to the ture of

English Crown was unpropitious to it in the first in- ®eollaiM*

stance, not only because many of the Nobility followed

their Sovereign, and were thereby led to neglect their

native soil, but also because the increased expenditure

of the landlords in a more wealthy Country give rise to

various exactions on the poor tenants- The residence
improvr,|

of Cromwell’s army, however, Northward of the Tweed, under this

during several years of the Protectorate, did more tliun Protevtur-

counterbalance the evils arising from the abaenoe of a •***

Court. The soldiers, being chiefiy English yeomen,

were necessarily well acquainted with the practice of

husbandry ; and, like the Romans of old, they showed
themselves ready to enlighten the people whom they

had subdued. Hence it has been remarked that the

lomcountry districts were, at the eve of the Restoration,

iu a higher stale of improvement than they had attained

since the death of Alexander 111. In the Counties of Ih’dinri

Lanark, Renfrew, Ayr, and Kirkcudbright, the rents °f

various estates were higher than they were seventy
ori,um

years afterwards ; a fact which may be accounted for by

u reference to the disturbed condition of the Kingdom
under the last two Monarchs of the Stuart dynasty.

A succession of bad seasons immediately after the Revo-

lution, increased the distress of the Scottish farmer, which

was still further aggravated by the insurrections of 1715 Gradually

and 1745. After the last of these attempts to restore

the exiled family had exhausted the xeal and means of

the Jacobites, the Government of the Country was con-

solidated, and the sources of her improvement again

opened up. Since that period the husbandry ol Scot-

land has advanced regularly and steadily, so as now to

bear comparison, local circumstances considered, with

that of any Nation iu Europe. Since the year 1789 in

particular, when the contest with our American Colonies

was terminated, the interests of Agriculture have been

promoted with astonishing success ; and while the rent-

rolls of proprietors have been doubled, tripled, and even

quadrupled, the condition of the tenants and of the

peasantry in general hus been meliorated in a coi re-

sponding degree.

We believe the first Association for the improvement Agricul-

of rural affairs was formed in Scotland in the year

1723; at which time a number of landholders con-

stituted themselves into a Body, under the title of the

Society of Improver* in the Knowledge of Agriculture.

The Select Transactions of this fraternity were published

in 1743, and exhibit an accurate acquaintance with the

best modes of conducting the various processes of farm-

ing at thut time pursued in the most enlightened parts

of Europe. This example was followed, at a inure

recent date, by the Bath and Wert of England Society,

and by the Highland Society of Scotland. The

,
National Board of Agriculture derived its origin from
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Agriculture. similar views : but ns such Institutions are usually better
s—^ conducted by the voluntary labours of individuals than

by the official Members of Government, the Crown has

for some lime withdrawn its patronage. The same
object is perhaps equally well accomplished by the

general circulation of knowledge through the medium
und pulili* of the Press. The numerous Farmer*' Magazine* and
cation*. Agricultural Journal*, while they attest the interest

which is taken in this important pursuit, make known
over the whole Empire the result of every experiment

;

fur, it is wurthy of remark that, in this branch of indus-

try, there are neither secrets nor privileged discoverers ;

every one communicating to another whatever new views

accident or research may have brought to light.

decent We shall conclude this Historical sketch with an ex-
atateot

tract from a communication to the Quarterly Journal

tare on the °f Agriculture, relative to the recent condition of hus-

Contineotof battdrv ou the Continent of Europe. The author, Mr.
Europe. Roswell, had just finished an extensive tour in France,

Holland, Swisserland, Italy, and Spain, and as he

appears to possess a practical knowledge of the subject

on which he writes, his remarks urc not without consi-

derable value. “ That the Agriculture of Britain.” says

he, " is superior to that of the Continent, or indeed, of

the whole World, every one must admit who knows any
thing of the matter; but to explain the causes of this

superiority may not be a matter of so easy discovery.

Our climate, at least in Scotland, is bud
; our soil is by

no means uniformly fertile, and there are other causes

which at first sight seem to pul a rrfo on improvement
in the Art of Agriculture ; yet with all these disadvan-

tages to contend against, it cannot be denied that we
have risen superior to all the World. Of course 1 make
this broad assertion on the authority of those who have
visited the other quarters of the Globe. For my own
pari, it has been my lot to see a considerable part of

Southern Europe, and comparatively speaking I am safe

in saying that I have never yet seen a well-drawn furrow

or drill by a foreigner. I make use of the word
foreigner, because in visiting Xeres de la Fronteira, in

tile Winter of 1809, I was shown a very beautiful crop
of turnips with drills drawn in the most masterly style ;

but these were found on inquiry to have been made by
East Lothian ploughmen, brought to Uie Peninsula by

my kind host Mr. Gordon, whose exertions for the im-

provement of that part of Spain were neither known nor

rightly appreciated by that stupid and tyrannical Govern-
ment. In making this statement some may set me
down us one of those prejudiced people who in a John
Bull sort of way will not allow any merit to exist out of
this little Island. Rut I wish it to be clearly understood

that my remark is intended to apply only to the depart-

ment of Agriculture, or rather to the operations of the

ploughman, for I have frequently seen more beautiful

specimens of spade culture abroad than in our own
Country : this, however, more properly belongs to

Horticulture. On the Continent their implements are

bo defective that it is impossible the work can he well

performed ; lienee, w herever there is a dense population,

and the petite culture, as the French call it, is followed,

there one commonly finds spade-work exceedingly well

done, particularly where the vine is cultivated : but the

moment they farm on a large scale it is execrable. I

scarcely know where to say that the Agriculture is the

worst. It seems to be in an inverse ratio of the good-
ness of the climate and fertility of the soil, that the fann-

ing is bad. In the States of the Pope, where the soil

and climate cannot be excelled, I think I may say it is Agriculture,

the worst. In all my wanderings, with one solitary n—v—
exception, at Kofwyil near Berne, I may truly say I

have never seen a plough ! A clumsy thing made of a
few pieces of bent wood, fastened together with one pr

two hobnails, is used for tilling, ond although this im-

plement varies in form in different Countries, it is every

where equally remote from the plough of this Country,

constructed in the manner which Science points out to

be the best. With such a tool as 1 have described to

stir the soil, it is almost superfluous to say that the work
more resembles the pastime of a herd-boy, or pigs hunt-

ing for trumps, than the work of a Norfolk or a Scotch

ploughmnn. Over a great part of the Continent, the

harrow is an implement not even known. In some
parts of Flanders, oil the Rhine, in Prussia, and Ger-
many. they use what they call a harrow, a small trian-

gular frame of wood into which are inserted a lew wooden
pins. Wretched, however, ns it would be esteemed by

our fanners, it is a refinement in Agriculture not known
on the fertile plains of Spain or France, on the wide-

extending Campagna di Roma, or in the farming of

Calabria, where they either plough down the seed, or not

unfrequently cover it by throwing earth upon it with an

implement in form between a hoe and a spade, leaving

the ground, when the operatiou is finished, in long beds,

such as those in which the gardeners grow onions.
“ The best farming on the large scale which I Have

seen is in Flanders, near Waterloo, and iu the adjoining

part of the Country ; but it is clumsy, and performed

with very defective instruments. In Tuscany the soi»

is by far the best cultivated ; but it is generally speak-

ing in small holdiugs, and the greatest part is done by

manual labour; although they also use the plough a

good deal, making the oxen work close lo the rows of
vines, which bonier every field, and which they ure

prevented from eating by a slight muzzle of basket-work

hung in their noses. The Tuscan plough is not nearly

so rude as that made use of in many other Countries ;

and the Tuscan Agriculturists arc even acquainted with

our method of opening drills, putting in manure, and
then closing them with the plough. Taking you
Northward by a very rapid journey from this part of

Italy to Berne, I shall say a few words respecting

Hofwyil. Here the British Agriculturist, who visits

the farm of M. Fellenberg, is surprised to find not

only all the newest and best improvements in Agricul-

tural implement", as used in Great Britain, but many
invented by himself, and constructed at Hofwyil, which
surpass in simplicity and beauty the best I have seen at

Hoikham. 1 was particularly pleased with a corn-

driller, which had a dial and index to show the ground
gone over; thus possessing the double advantage of

showing the work done by the horses, and the quantity

of seed used per acre. This farm is like the most
beautiful garden as to neatness, and being free from
weeds. All that is done by the spade and hoe is capital,

there can be no better work. But if I, who was well

acquainted with the farming of East Lothian, felt the

greatest surprise pn first seeing the correctness, I might

say the mathematical precision of the drill-husbandry of

Holkhnm, what would be the feelings of M. Fellen-

berg, if he cotdd see and compare that nr. plu* ultra of

good workmanship with the bungling performance

of his own people, provided as they arc with such admi-

rable tools to work with ?
“ There is one feature in the Agriculture of the Coo-
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Agriculture. linen! which ought to he adverted to. In this Country,

''—‘v-**''' when we read an account of any other part of the World,

and are told that it is nil enclosed, we naturally imagine

to ourselves cuttle feeding quietly, or corn growing in

separate fields. But how sadly disappointed is the

British traveller to discover the mi-take into which he

has been led. and to find that the enclosures, where

there are any, have been formed, not to keep in, but to

keep out cattle. If one of our Countrymen land in

Holland, and behold the beautiful meadows full of the

finest cattle, he is led to think that thing* ure not very

different from what he has been accustomed to at home.

But he must very soon change his opinions, for he

quickly gets into a Country where there is nothing but

llte soiling system known or used ;
and if he proceed

Southward he wilt not see another animal in a field,

till, after a journey ofhundreds of miles, he reach the

Pontine Marshes between Home and Naples. In some

places, indeed, they drive them out in the daytime to

pick a few weeds in the lanes, or on the outsides of the

enclosures, which are generally a ditch and a bank of

earth, marie very deep, and smoothed with the back of

a spade when the mud is wet ; and in some moun-
tainous districts, such as the Tyrol, one sees herds brows-

ing on the sides of the steeps, but it is generally at such

a distance that, except to fill up the beauty of the land-

scape, the sight of them is noway useful to the inquiring

Agriculturist. Sometimes, late in the evening or very

early in the morning, one may, from the window of a

village inn, get a passing view of the kine ;
and most

peaceful is the sight, while the varied sound from the

hell, or rather canister, which hangs appended to the

neck of each, forms most appropriate and pastoral

music. But on descending again to the plains, the

soiling plan is once more found to lie the only one of

treating live stock; a method which, however well it

may answer as to gaining dung, is certainly bad for the

cattle; lor I have observed that where the soiling system

is followed, they are universally poor-looking, kuock-

kneed creatures of very small size. In Holland and in

the Pontine Marshes, on the contrary, where they feed

on the sward, they are very fine.

•* On comparing the Agriculture of the Continent

with that of this Country, we are indeed struck with the

miserable manner in which the operations of the plough

and harrow are conducted ; but the great deficiency is a

total ignorance of what we call green-cropping on the

large scale. It is true that both potatoes and turnips

are used in the different Countries ; but I have never

seen them properly cultivated, and, consequently, never

approaching to ft full crop. In Flanders, Prussia,

Germany, and in the Swiss cantons, there is no one

who holds land but grows a portion of potatoes : but

they are planted either by the hand on a flat surface, or

put in with a spade, so close that, instead of horse-

hoeing, it is wonderful to me how they can get them
hand-hoed ; the consequence of which is that the pota-

toes never reach tlie size of a common egg. But the

measure of bad farming is mtnUup by the rude method
adopted tor thrashing out the crirn, still making use of

cattle or horses, at least in all the Southern parts of

Europe, to tread it out as we read in the Scriptures.**

1 Quarter/y Journal of Agriculture, May, 1828. vol. i. p. 189- ke.

On the Theory of Agriculture. Agriculture.

Although Husbandry is an Art which bus been Cmiurauy

carried on from the earliest Ages by a greater number ofhdtod
people than are concerned in any other, yet even at this

advanced period, the speculative Agriculturist may in

some measure be viewed as remaining without any

fixed principles on which to found his precepts. Instead

of resorting to practice, and thence forming a satisfac-

tory Theory, writers on Agriculture, in numberless in-

stances, have amused themselves without instructing

their readers by presenting abstract opinions on this im-

portant subject ; not reflecting that every kind of Theory
which is not built upon extensive experience, is fallacious

and sometimes positively absurd. According to the

method adopted by thepe authors, he w ho argues most
ingeniously must necessarily be regarded as coming
nearest to the Truth ; and his doctrine will, therefore,

be considered as the standard until some other shall

start up, whose eloquence may prove more |ier»uasive (

and whose notions may be held more pluusible. This

has been the fate of all Philosophical conclusions on this

subject, since the earliest times. For example, how
numerous and diversified are the sentiments of Theorists

respecting the food of plants; although it is a certain

tact that the most acute Naturalist can no more account

for the germination of a single grain of corn, than he

can explain the mysterious grounds on which be himself

enjoys a rational existence.* Without, therefore, stop-

ping to inquire whether the gaseous substances, oxy-

gen. hydrogen, in their separate state, or a combination

of them in the form of uir and water, or the oxides of

those metallic bases which give rise to the various

earths, constitute the pabulum of the vegetable species,

it may lie remarked that the dullest farmer knows suffi-

ciently that if he drains, cleans, and manures his land in

a proper manner, it will yield him as good a crop as the

soil is constitutionally capable of producing, provided

Physical circumstances, such as heavy rains, excessive

droughts, or furious winds do not prevent Nature from

discharging her usual functions. As we neither have

the command of the essential elements which minister

to vegetation, nor can order the Sun to display his

beams, nor the atmosphere to ullord genial gules, nor

the clouds to drop refreshing showers, little benefit

could accrue to the operative husbandman were even

the curtain of Nature drawn aside, and our eyes per-

mitted to roam at large over a Held which may justly be

regarded as forbidden to Man. Under these impressions

we are inclined to consider all abstruse disquisition,

respecting the Chemical properties of Matter, the Physio-

logy of plants, and the structure of their several organs,

as rather out of place in a Treatise on Practical Agricul-

ture. Regarded as a Science, indeed, there is no absur-

dity in connecting it with every other branch of investi-

gation which has Ums analysis of matter for its object.

Nnv, in a certain sense it might be made to derive light

and assistance from Astronomy, Anatomy, Mechanical

Philosophy, and Pharmacy ; for the cultivator has to

study the seasons, the corporeal qualities of the horse,

the composition of forces in the application of its

strength, and the effect of drugs in repelling its disease.

But it is obvious that similar argument might be used

for the necessity of scientific knowledge in all the other

departments of human industry, inasmuch as every

• Uruau v* Hurui Affan*, vaL l. j>. 69.
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Agrieofture. Art that is practised, even by the most ignorant opera-

live, has a dependence more or less remote upon Philo-

sophical Principles. Besides, Agriculture, above all other

Arts, is founded on experiment, and has uniformly de-

rived its most important improvements from trials judi-

ciously made and carefully repeated. The man of

Science, in this case, only follows and discovers, or en-

deavours to discover, a reason for the successful result

which has been already ascertained ; and, by generalizing

the truth implied in some particular fact, he perhaps aids

the application of it to a greater variety of objects, if

there be any hranch of Physical research which has a

peculiar claim to tike attention of the Agriculturist, it

may be conceived that this distinction belongs to Che-

mistry ; the means supplied by which are so efficacious

for analyzing soils, detecting the qualities of manure,

ami determining the composition of the vegetable pro-

ducts. But it is well known that very little reliance can

be placed on the best-conducted Chemical process for

ascertaining the properties of land, or its fitness for par-

ticular crops. The eye of an experienced farmer is much
more to be relied upon in the selection of a field, than the

report of the ablest Lecturer who ever uaed a test, or pre-

sided over a crucible. In many instances it would not

be more hopeless to undertake the estimate of a man's

temper and talents from the weight of his body or the

tint of his complexion, than it is to fix the precise quali-

ties of the several portions of a farm, by subjecting a

specimen of the soil to the operation of an acid or an alkali.

Cantos of We mean it not to be inferred from these observations
t»i* failure that the Principles of Science are inapplicable to the

tjwiU* advancement of Agriculture. On the contrary, we are

satisfied that every step which is gained by the Philoso-

pher in his acquaintance with the composition and powers

of Matter, whether in its solid or gaseous form, will ulti-

mately produce an effect in micwUng the empire of Man
over tlie elements of Nature, and thereby add to his

wealth and comfort. Our remarks have no other object

than to establish the important maxim, that the labours of

the husbandman are directed by Principles so simple that

bis success will never be found impeded by his ignorance

of the refined disquisitions of the Physiologist or Chemist.

For example, were he at a loss to determine the effect of

bone-manure, of rape-cake, of nitre, or of kelp on a

piece of land, he could not have his doubts resolved by

consulting the most learned Work on the Philosophy of

Agriculture; because the action of these substances de-

pends entirely on circumstances which cannot be brought

under any general description or reduced to one rule.

The rape-cuke might suit one part of the field, and the

nitre might answer better for some other part of it ; and
yet so far as Chemical analysis could proceed in deciding

the question, the soil ofthe whole would probably be de-

clared homogeneous and fitted for one system of manage-
ment. The points which give the distinguishing cha-

, meter to a section of arable ground, must in general be

sought for under the surface. The subsoil has a great

influence in aiding or counteracting the effect of manure,
and in requiring a greater or less quantity of labour;

perhaps the Geological structure of the surrounding plat-

form interposes an energy which may assist in defeating

or promoting the intentions of the cultivator; and the

mineral bodies which lurk in its recesses may contri-

bute their share also in covering the face of the country

with a plentiful harvest, or in blasting it with sterility.

Hence it is universally admitted that no man is so

unlikely to prosper os a speculative farmer. Hie failures

VOL. VI.

which have almost constantly ensued among Scientific Agriculture,
projectors, w ho set at naught the lessons of experience, v

,

—

v
have created in many parts of the country an undue
prejudice against all change, even when it wi*an the
aspect of a manifest improvement. To the same
cause must be ascribed the little success which in most
cases attends the processes of gentleman-farming; for,

besides the greater expense incident to (lie different style
of living among the servants, there is a natural teudcncy
in every educated mind to promote the Arts by the aid
of experiment.

The safest Theory ofAgriculture, therefore, i j that which Three safint

comprehends those Principles only which have been Principle,

confirmed by observation and long practice
; such, for

example, as that the soil should I* well drained, or kept
free from all superfluous moisture; secondly, that it

should be kept clean or free from all iioxioub weeds ; and
thirdly, that it should be kept rich, or in oilier words,
that every particle of manure which can be collected

ought to he applied, so that it should be retained in a
state capable of yielding good crops.

In the first place, the necessity of preserving the land 1. Draining,

in a dry state is so obvious, that few arguments will be
required in support of this preliminary Principle. When
ground is allowed to remain wet, which may be occa-
sioned by springs in the undersoil, or by rain-water
stagnating on the surface, the earth becomes sour and
thereby extremely unfavourable to the growth of plants ;

and often in the first instance prevents either ploughing
or harrowing from being successfully accomplished.

Under such circumstances the young plants, whether of
com or grass, appear yellow and sickly, and never
assume that vigorous asjwct which they exhibit in fields

properly drained. Besides, manure fails to produce its

wonted effect when the laml i» drowned by water from
above or from below. In fact, without attention to this
essential operation, neither can arable land be perfectly
manoged, nor can good crops be raised. Perhaps the
progress of farming in any particular country may be
more correctly estimated by the care bestowed upon
drainage than by any other mark whatever.

In the second place, the benefit derived from keep- 2.Weeding
ing the soil free from weeds is equally beyond dispute.
Weeds, it has been remarked, whether annual or peren-
nial, may be regarded as preferable creditors of the land,
who will reap the first advantage of manure if allowed
to remain in possession; their removal, therefore, forms
an important object ofthe husbandman's attention. With-
out detailing in this place the most effectual means for

effecting that purpose, it may be asserted, that in propor-
tion to the success which follows the use of the means
employed, so will the goodness or badness of the crop
be determined. If the nutritive powers of a field be ex-

hausted by weeds, or by such plants os the soil naturally

produces, it is impossible that the artificial plants cun
prosper. It rarely happens indeed that the natives are

altogether extirpated, even by the most sedulous farmer

;

but it is true, nevertheless, that upon the smallness of
their number depends the amount of the return w hich

the Earth makes to Man for the toil bestowed upon its

cultivation.

In the third place, the necessity of restoring to the 3. Manor-

land, in the shape of manure, the fertility or pow ers of ing.

production, drawn from it by a succession of crops, is

acknowledged by every one, except the disciples of

Jethro Tull, if there be any of that School now remaining.

Manure, iu fact, is the most powerful agent in the hands

D
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of the farmer ; and the attention bestowed upon coll coring,

preparing, and applying, constitutes an important branch

of the Art which lie* practise*. Perhaps in the practical

details connected with this general Principle, Agricul-

turists are more deficient than in the duties which re-

spect the two others ; and here the advantages of Chemical

knowledge will be recognised by many who, on the

whole, are not friendly to its more speculative tenets.*

In these fundamental Principles we have omitted the

operations of tillage, because the veriest Savage is aware

that the surface of the gTound must be scratched before

the seed is deposited into it. An expert farmer is con-

vinced that before a piece of land can be exjttded to put

forth its strength, it must be well pulverixed, and ex-

posed to the action of the sun and air ; but as this is one

of the processes which must be taken for granted, and

belongs rather to the Practice than the Theory of Agri-

culture, we shall proceed at once to discuss the more im-

portant parts of the subject on which we have entered, be-

ginning with a consideration of the different kinds of Soil.

Soil.

Soil may be defined to be that layer of loose earthy

matter which constitutes the upper covering of the

Globe, affords a stratum to the roots of innumerable

tribes of vegetables, and supplies them with nourishment

to promote their growth and bring them to maturity.

It consists of the primitive earths which enter into the

composition of the prevailing strata or rocks, from the

disintegration of which it is obviously formed. The
succeeding layer on which the vegetable Soil reposes,

whatever be its nature, whether it be composed of less

coherent or of more solid materials, is usually distin-

guished by the name of undersoil or subsoil. We have
said that *.u »Wwn i d ! in » ini yi i n .

lion, is derived from the decomposed ingredients of the

rocks or strata on which it rests, or of those in the im-

mediate neighbourhood, the debris of which is conveyed

by means of water. The formation of Soil is, indeed, a

beautiful process carried on by Nature, and is accom-

plished by the combined influence of moisture and tem-

perature on the rocky girdle of the Earth. The changes

which take place in this Physical metamorphosis succeed

each other with more or lens rapidity, according to the

nature of the rocks and the power of the agents which

operate in their decomposition. In a warm country and
moist climate where vegetation is vigorous, it proceeds

with astonishing celerity ; but in the colder regions of the

Earth it advances with slower and more progressive steps,

Bui whatever may be its progress, the hardest rocks, as

well as those of less durable and less coherent materials,

are subject to disintegration and decay, contributing, as

they dissolve, to the formation and increase of Soil.

By observing what is daily taking place around us,

it is not difficult to trace at least the first steps of this

process, by which in the course of Ages the hills are

lowered and the valleys are exalted. A l*»re rock wheu
it is uncovered, or a mass of stone which has been lately

dug from the quarry, when fully exposed to the air, soon
loses its fresh appearance and assumes a different aspect.

When this change is investigated it is found that the sur«

face of the stone is covered with a thin crust, of a sub-
stance very different from the stone itaelf. A closer

inspection shows that ihis crust is a vegetable production
belonging to the tribe of plants known by the name of

• Brown cw Rami Affair*, voJ. i. p. 72.

lichens, and supposed* perhaps from ignorance or the Agriculture,
want of means to examine them, to be leu perfect than *

T
— e

other plants. The seeds of course are extremely minute,
easily waited about by the wind, and floating in the
atmosphere attach themselves most readily to those bodies
which are somewhat moist. Porous rocks, which are
most apt to absorb moisture from the Earth or from the
Air, are the first on which lichens make their appearance.
By means of this vegetable covering, a larger portion of
moisture is absorbed, and a smaller portion of what rises

through the rocky substance from the Eirth is lost by
evaporation : this affords additional nourishment and
increases the power of vegetation. A thin layer is soon
detached from the surface of the rock and reduced to the
earthy form. The first vegetable productions, in the
change of the seasons, decay ; and hence the first thiu
stratum of Soil is formed by the decomposition of the
vegetable matter and the disintegration of part of the
mass of stone in which it was produced. Plants of a
larger size and more vigorous growth, whose seeds

are carried about in the air, find a fit receptacle in this

mixed mass for their vegetation and growth. They
in their turn decay, and contribute a fresh portion of
vegetable substance, while another accession of earthy
particles, derived from the stone, is made to the general
mass. Insects and worms which make their abode in the

earth or in plants, in the progressive changes to which
they ore subject and in the various stages of their exist-

ence, deposit animal remains in the places which they

frequent ; and these also serve to increase the quantity of

organized matter in the new Soil. Tracing the operation

of these causes in the production of fertilized earth, we
see the manner in which the surface of the ground is pre-

pared for the reception of innumerable species of plants.

--— Vjn^} nf rock even of the hardest and densest How rega-
nature is lilijni ITiT Un> i „ rrw- w i- rr>&nd Uted.

wheu exposed to the weather is deprived, in no long
period, of its brilliant lustre and fine polish ; but the ex-

tent and rapidity of the change, we need not remark,
correspond with the nature of the rocky substance and
the heat and moisture of the climate. In the warmer
regions of the Earth the surface of a bare rock is soon
converted into friable earthy matter, covered with verdure
and clothed with trees; but in colder climates, as has
been already remarked, the process is slower as well as

more limited. The vegetables which spring up are of

smaller size as well as of more tardy growth, and thus af-

ford a more scanty contribution to the formation of Soil.

It is obvious from what has been just stated, that the DifTereDt

diversity of earthy matters contained in the Soil must modifica-

depend on the constituent parts of the rocks from which b011*'

it is derived. Rocks in which the prevailing ingredient

is silicious earth, afford a sandy Soil ; those rock*, again,

in which alumina, or pure clay, predominates, yield a

clayey Soil ; while calcareous earth abounds in the Soil

which is formed of the detrition or decomposition of
limestone rocks. But the Soil formed by this process of
disintegration and Chemical affinity, does not always re-

main on the spot where it is at first deposited. On the

contrary it is carried by floods from the higher to the

lower grounds, where it is gradually lodged, and oa
which, in a succession of Ages, it forms a thick bed.

When the earthy matters are swept away by rivers with
a slow current, they are deposited on their flat banks or

at wide estuaries. In this way some of the richest Soils

have been formed. The fertile lands at the mouth of

the Nile, of the Po, of the Thames, and the Forth pre-
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Agriculture. M0t example* of this result. Gravelly soil* on the other

V—
<
yW hand, draws Us origin from those rocks whose lofty

precipices are exposed to the weather; but especially

from such rocks as have many Assures and cavities, and

thereby retain water in their bosoms. This water when
it is near the surface is frozen in Winter, and by its

expansive force when passing into ice, separates and
throws down immense fragments. These masses, broken

in their fall, are reduced to pieces of still smaller magni-

tude by the current of rivers, or the agitation of lakes

through which they arc sometimes carried by the rush

of a mountain stream. In the progress of those changes

which the face of the Earth every where exhibits, the

river changes its course, the sea recedes or advances

upon the land, the lake is dried up, and the bank of

gravel becomes dry ground. The seeds of vegetables

fall on its surface, grow up, and decay
;
these are suc-

ceeded by other generations which run the same course

;

a portion of earthy matter is obtained from the stones

on which the vegetable remains are deposited, and,

being mixed with the loose fragments, form at length a
Soil which invites the culture of the husbandman.

Effects pn>- A moist climate and water stagnating in low grounds
duewl by have a powerful effect in modifying the Soil. In elevated
Vfitcr

- situations the chilling influence of cold permits only

plants of a coarse and hardy character to come to matu-
rity

;
when they die the same causes prevent or retard

their decomposition ; and in such places the Soil consists

of a mass of half-decayed roots aud stems of different

species of heath and sedge-grass, with which it is almost
entirely occupied, This is the origin of moorish Soils.

In places, again, where water lodges permanently, a dif-

ferent race of plants is produced. The bog-moss, or

Sphagnvm palusire, first makes its appearance ; a new
race of the same species succeeds ; other sjwdra and
plants of a different oharMUr fiud a convenient station

in the floating mass ; and from the accumulation of in-

numerable generations of various kinds of vegetables in

a state of imperfect decomposition, peaty or mossy Soil

derives its origin.

Occasional Besides the ingredients already mentioned, which may
ingredient* be considered as the base of different Sods, other sub-

of Sod. stances enter into their composition. Some of these

(as magnesia, which is sparingly met with in Soils, and
contain other metallic substances with which they

ore impregnated) are understood to have originally

existed in the rocks from the disintegration of which the

land lias been formed. Saline minerals, loo, which are

sometimes found in cultivated grounds, have the same
origin, though they are occasionally deposited by the

water of springs as it filtrates through the Soil. The
stratum which immediately supports the surface layer in

which vegetables grow, is distinguished, as we have said

above, by the name of subsoil. It sometimes happens
that this undersoil is composed of the rock which fur-

nished the materials for the Soil itself
;
but it more fre-

quently consists of a bed of gravel, or clay, or sand. A
knowledge of the nature of the subsoil is of no Email con-

sequence in conducting improvements in Agriculture.

It is often the best guide in drainiug ; and in the opera-

tion of tillage, when it is within reach of the plough, it

may be avoided or partially turned up, as the ingredients

of which it is composed when mixed with the Soil are

found to be beneficial or otherwise.

Ckmtfka* Hence it appears that Soil* may be classed under the

mm. several heads of clayey, sandy, gravelly, and peaty or

mossy. There is a fifth, which, from its quality, has

been denominated loam, sod from its history or origin Agriculture,

has got the name of alluvia). The principal of the*©, as v—
we have already suggested, are from the impositions of
fivers or of the sea, ami are generally rich days fully

impregnated with animal matter in a state of complete
solution. Peat, by good management, ha* sometimes
been brought to the condition of loam, and rendered ex-
tremely well suited to the culture of what are called the
tuberous-rooted plants. It is dark in its colour like the
richest vegetable mould, and to the inexperienced eye may
pass as such ; but still, unless greatly corrected in It* tex-

ture by the application of the firmer earths, it is found
upon trial to be porous and loose, too easily saturated with
moisture and too easily freed from it. In this improved
state, however, it will yield bulky crops of oats and barley,

although the quantity ofgrain does not always correspond
to the weight of the stem or the quantity of the straw.

The simple nomenclature just given is perfectly intel- I'sekrenea

ligible to the practical farmer, although, perhaps, in a ofa»w»,
Scientific point of view, it might be rendered more com- Sacati

5
c

plete by adopting the language of the School*. The
clayey, sandy, gravelly, and peaty soils might be termed
genera, and again divided into species and varitlit*.

But it is thought better, in the mean time, sot to disturb

the ordinary speech of the fields and farm-yard. As our
knowledge of the composition of Soils increases, we may
hope to attain a more scientific nomenclature founded on
that knowledge ; but nothing of this kind that has yet

been attempted can be regarded in the smallest degree
as a substitute for the apparently inartificial divisions of
the practical husbandman. He chiefly regards Soil*

with reference to their fertility and the means of culti*

rating them
;
and if they are not classed conformably to

these views, the arrangement will fail In the main pur-
poM contemplated- Soma continental writers of emi-
nence have adopted a very complex system of terms as
applicable to the different kinds of land ; but they are
such as the practical farmer will at once perceive to
afford no assistance bo far as regard* the details of his

business. What, for example, should we think of a Soil
said to belong to the class Secondary ; of the order Earth*
with organic remain* ; of the genus Coal ; of the species

Pyriiia of the variety Black i and of the sub-variety

Moist ? Such a nomenclature may amuse in the Study,
but can direct to no useful practice out of it Some
writers mi English Agriculture, more practical than spe-

culative, have, on the other hand, deviated into an error

Dot less perplexing than that now alluded to ; for, by an
unnecessary mixture of local descriptions and phrases,

they have rendered their Work* almost unintelligible to

those who live beyond the coofines of a particular dis-

trict They have moreover confounded genera, species,

and varieties. Garden-mould, for instance, is given as a
distinct division of Soil, in the same sense in which clays,

sands, aud gravel* are said to be so. But garden-mould

is merely loam. which, a* has been already observed, is

included in one or other of the classe* above-menpoued.
Chalk, too, is described as a separate class. But chalk,

as every one knows, is the subsoil and not the boil ; and
we may assert that in Countries where ibis formation

exists, no Soils are to be met with which may not be com-
prehended in the divisions already given, according as

day, gravel, or sand predominates in their composition.*
of

W« have said that Soils are principally compored of aiuj

the comminuted earths, which form the substance of the matter.

• Qmrtertf Journal »/ Afritmiimr*, t«l i- p. 31
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Agrieoltare. rocky mosses which ore observed lo encircle the Globe.

'These are silica, alumina, lime, and magnesia, which are

sometimes found in a pore state, but more frequently

combined with acids, alkalis, and oxygen, one of the

component parts of atmospherical air. Vegetable and

animal matter, too, in a state of decomposition, forma

an essential ingredient in all good Soils. The former

exists in very different states, containing a large propor-

tion of carbonaceous substance, and yielding no vola-

tile alkali. It is the chief ingredient in |>euU, and is

abundant in oil rich moulds. The state of animal matter

in the Soil is as different as the substances from which

it is obtained. It usually contains less carbonaceous

matter than vegetable substances; and when exposed to

heat, ammonia or volatile alkali, and carbonic acid. It

is abundant in Soils to which manure has been lately

applied.

Minuter" It is evident, therefore, from what has been said re-

distinetioos. spooling the production of Soils from rocks, that there

must be at least as many varieties of Soil as there arc

species of rocks exposed at the surface of the earth. In

fact there are many more. Independently of the changes

produced by cultivation and the exertions of human
labour, other materials of strata have been mixed toge-

ther and transported from place to place by various great

alterations which have occurred in the system of our
Globe, and by the constant operation of water. The
term sandy, however, should not be applied to any Soil

which does not contain seven-eighths of sand : sandy

Soils that effervesce with acids, should be distinguished

by the name of calcareous sandy Soils, to distinguish them
from such os are silicious, and which do not effervesce

with acids. The term clayey should not be applied to

any laud which contains less than one-sixth of impalpa-
ble earthy mWW»i » — i i i flw—» a ||’|k .

acids; while the word loam should be restricted to Soils

containing at least one-third of impalpable earthy matter

copiously effervescing with acids. A Soil to be con-

sidered as peaty, ought to contain at least one-half of

vegetable matter. In cases where the earthy part of a

Soil evidently consists of a decomposed matter of one

particular rock, a name derived from the rock may with

propriety be applied lo it. Thus, if a fine red earth be

found immediately above decomposing basalt, it may be

denominated basaltic Soil. If fragments of quartz and

mica lie found abundant iu the materials of the Soil,

which is often the case, it may be denominated granitic

soil ;
and the same principles may he applied to other

like instances.*

Varieties of
44 In general/* says Sir H. Davy, “ the Soils the ma-

aUorial terials of which are most various and heterogeneous are

those called alluvial, or which have been formed by the

depositions of rivers ; many of them are extremely fer-

tile. I have examined some productive alluvial Soils

which have been very different in their composition. A
specimen from the banks of the river Parret in Somerset-

shire, |IFurded me eight parts of finely-divided matter,

and one part of silicious sand ; and an anulysis of the

former gave the following results

:

Parts.

Carbonate of lime SCO
Alumina 25
Silica 20
Oxide of iron 8
Vegetable, animal, and saline matter... . 19

• .Igncttiturai Chemitlrj, p. 184.

“ A rich Soil from the neighbourhood of the Avon in AgricuUom.
the valley uf Evesham, in Worcestershire, afforded me s—«y—

^

three-fitlhs of fine sand, and two-fifths of impalpable
matter. This last consisted of

Part*.

Alumina 35
Silica 41
Carbonate of lime 14
Oxide of iron 3
Vegetable, animal, and saline matter ,. . 7

44 A specimen of good Soil from Teviotdale afforded

five-sixths of fiue silicious sand, and one-sixth of impal-
pable matter ; which consisted of

Parts.

Alumina 41
Silica 42
Carbonate of lime 4
Oxide of iron 5
Vegetable, animal, and saline matter ... S

44 A Soil yiekling excellent pasture from the valley of
the Avon near Salisbury, afforded one-eleventh of coarse

silicious sand ; and the finely-divided matter consisted of

Psrt*.

Alumina 7

Silica 14
Carbonate of lime G3
Oxide of iron 2
Vegetable, animal, and saline matter .. . 14"*

The knowledge acquired by this analytical process Knowledge
of the component parts of Soils, possesses its chief value of Soils

as it suggests the readiest means for the improvement fwawhes

of bad land, as well as for the successful management of

that which is good. In ascertaining the composition of

sterile Soils, for instance, any particular ingredient which
— — - nf | hrir will probably
attract the notice nr till *..>> l m.
this case, the fanner should employ exactly on the same
principle as he calls in the Farrier when his horses arc

sick, or the Physician when a disease has found its way
into his family. If, for example, in analyzing a portion

of boron Soil, it be found to contain the salt of iron, or

any other arid matter, it may be ameliorated by the

application of quick-lime. A Soil of an apparently good
texture was put into the hands of Sir 11. Davy, as re-

markable for sterility. On examining it he found that it

contained sulphate of iron, and accordingly recommended
the obvious remedy of top-dressing with lime, which
converted the sulphate into a manure. If there be an ex-

cess of calcareous matter in the Soil, it may he improved

by the application of sand or clay. Soils, again, too

abundant in sand are benefited by the use of clay or

marl or vegetable matter. Peat as a top-dressing has

been found to answer well for correcting the defects of a

light sandy Soil ; while a deficiency of'' vegetable or

animal matter must be supplied UjMh* richest Rpccics of

manures. An excess of vejjeadDle matter, on the other

hand, is to be removed Js^ourning, or to be remedied

by the application of earthy materials. The improve-

ment of peals, or bogs, or marsh lands must be preceded

by draining ; stagnant water being injurious to all the

nutritive classes of plants. Soli black peats when
drained, arc often made productive by the mere applica-

tion of sand or clay as a top-dressing. When peats are

acid, or contain ferruginous salts, calcareous matter ia

absolutely necessary in bringing them into cultivation.

• rfTyrun/luraJ CAemulry, p. 186.
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Agriculture. When they abound in the branches and roots of trees,

v-»" or when their surface entirely consists of living vege-

tables. these must either be removed or destroyed by

burning. In the latter case, their ashes afford curthy

ingredients fitted to improve the texture of the Soil on

which they w ere formerly an incumbrance. In a word,

the best natural Soils are those of which the materials

have been derived from different strata of rocks; which

have been most minutely divided by nir and water, ami

are intimately blended together; and in improving Soils

artificially the farmer cannot do better than imitate the

processes of Nature. The materials necessary for the

purpose are seldom far distant ; coarse sand is often

found immediately on chalk; and beds of sand and

gravel are common below clay. The labour of improv-

ing the texture and constitution of the Soil is repaid by

a great permanent advantage, for its fertility is thereby

placed on a lasting basis ; and while the annuul outlay

is lessened the yearly produce is increased.

Modes of In whatever way a Soil is to be examined, specimens
examining of it should be taken from different parts of the field,

and a few inches below the surface ; and it should be

carefully ascertained whether these portions so selected

possess similar properties. On extensive plains the

whole of the Soil is found to be rather uniform in the

nature and proportion of the ingredients of which it is

composed ; but in valleys and near the beds of rivers

which are supplied with the materials of the Soil from

the higher grounds, there is necessarily a greater variety.

One part of the field presents a calcareous Soil, and ano-

ther a silicious. The specific gravity in all cases is an

indication of the quantity of organized matter which it

contains ; for such matter is most abundant in lighter

Soils. To ascertain the specific gravity of any given

layer of earth, an equal bulk of it and of water may be

introduced into a phial of a determinate capacity. If a

bottle containing four hundred grains of water be half-

filled with that liquid, and if the retnainiug half be filled

with the Soil to be examined, and if the bottle gain two

hundred grains of weight more than when it is entirely

filled with water, the specific gravity of the Soil is double

that of the water. The colour, feel, and some other

Physical properties of Soils may, to a certain extent,

lead to a knowledge of their composition. For example,

a silicious Soil is rough and hard to the touch, and when
rubbed on glass scratches it. A red or yellow colour

denotes a ferruginous Soil, while softness in general

denotes one that is calcareous.

Influence of The power of absorbing and retaining heat and mois-

tempera- ture seems to be closely connected with fertility of Soil,

tore. Certain Soils are more easily heated than others, and

when brought to (he same degree of temperature, cool

more rapidly. Stiff white clay is heated with difficulty,

and from the quantity of moisture which it embodies,

retains the heat but for a short time. A chalky Soil

also is heated with difficulty, but retaining less moisture

the warmth is not so soon expelled. A black Soil in which

soft vegetable matter predominates is most freely heated

by the sun and air. Deeply coloured Soils, and such as

possess a large proportion of carbonaceous and ferrugi-

nous matter, acquire, when exposed to the sun, a higher

temperature than Soils of a paler complexion. A rich

black mould, containing nearly a fourth part of vegeta-

ble matter, when under the influence of sunshine, had
its temperature raised in the space of an hour from 65°

to 8b® of Fahrenheit ; while a chalky soil under a simi-

lar influence rose only to 69°. The mould being re-

ul

moved into the shade where the temperature was 62®, Agriculture,

lost in half an hour 15°; whereas the chalk Soil in the fc-/

same situation sank only 4°. A cold, fertile Soil and a
cold, barren clay, being previously dried, were heated to

the temperature of 88®, and afterwards exposed to the
*

air in a place in which the thermometer stood at 57°; in

half an hour the former lost 9®, while the other was de-

prived of no more than 6°. An equal portion of the

clay containing moisture was heated to 8S°, and then
exposed to a temperature of 55°; in a quarter of an
hour its heal became equal to that of the room. In con-

ducting these experiments, which were made by Sir H.
Davy, the Soils were placed in small tin-plate trays, two
itiches square and half an inch in depth.

The temperature of the Soil, or its power of combin- Of absorb-

ing wiih and retaining heat, is in all eases greatly modi- bon.

fied by the property it possesses of absorbing moisture
;

and this latter quality depends in a great measure on the

degree of comminution to which its parts arc reduced ;

for the more they are divided the more active is their

power of absorbency. This property is greater in vege-

table than in animal substances
; and these last possess

it in a higher degree than compounds of the earths, and
a considerable diversity prevails in the different propor-

tions of the earths themselves. It has been already sug-

gested that the fertility of a Soil has a dose connection

with its power of drawing moisture from the atmosphere.
Experiments to ascertain the extent of this property can

be easily made, and a very simple method of determin-

ing the relative productiveness of land is obtained by
them. “ I have,” says Sir H. Davy, “ compared the

absorbent powers of many Soils with respect to atmo-
sptieric moisture, and I have always found it greatest in

the most fertile Soils. A thousand parts of a celebrated

Soil from Ormiston, in East Lothian, which contained
more than half its weight of finely divided matter, of
which il parts were carbonate of lime, and 9 parts ve-

getable matter, when dried at 212®, gained in an hour,

by exposure to air saturated with moisture at temperature
62°, 18 grains.

44 1000 parts of a rcry fertile Soil from the banks of
the river Parrot in Somersetshire, under the same dr-
cu instances, gained 16 grains.

" 1000 parts of a Soil from Mersey, in Essex, worth
45*. an acre, gained 13 grains.

"i000 grains of a flue sand from Essex, worth 28*.

an acre, gained 1
1
grains.

14 1000 of a coarse sand, worth 15*. an acre, gained

only 8 grains.
44 1000 of the toil of BagshoUheath gained only 3

grains.”

Water and the decomposing animal ami vegetable

matter existing in the Soil, constitute the true nourish-

ment of plants
;
and as the earthy parts of the Soil are

useful in retaining water so as to supply it in the proper

proportions to the roots, so they are likewise efficacious

in producing the proper distribution of the animal and
vegetable matter to the expanding fibres of the orga-

nized bodies, or plants, which go in search of it, as their

natural sustenance.

Soils which repose immediately upon a stratum of

rock become much sooner dry by the process of evapo-

ration than when the subsoil is of clay or marl. The
contiguity of the strata to the superincumbent layer of

earth is supposed to be one of the principal causes of

• Agricultural Chemulry, p. 141, &C.
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Agrioohuia, remarkable fertility of the land in tile humid climate

of Ireland. A subsoil in which clay predominates ia

sometimes extremely beneficial to a sandy field in aiding

its deficient absorbent power, and supplying the moisture

which ia lost by the action of the atmosphere and the

process of vegetation ; while, on the other hand, the ex-

cessive degree of absorbent power in a Soil is often cor-

rected by a subsoil of a sandy or gravelly nature. In
calcareous Countries, where the surface appears to be a
species of marl, the limestone is only a few inches from

the Soil ; but the contiguity of the rock impairs not its

fertility, although a less absorbent Soil in such circum-

stances would be rendered sterile. This is finely exem-
plified in the appearance of the sandstone and limestone

hills in Derbyshire and North Wales during the summer
season ;

the grass of the former usually exhibits a brown
and perched aspect, while the latter are clothed with a
rich and beautifully verdant covering.

Leaving all the considerations which respect the im-
provement of land until we come to the subject of
manures, we shall now proceed to the theory and prac-

tice of draining; following herein what we consider the

natural order of events in the improvement and culture

of land. It is obvious, indeed, that to whatever purpose
the Soil is destined, whether pasture or tillage, it is neces-

sary that it should in the first instance be relieved from
superfluous moisture. Even the temporary stagnation

of water on arable land may interrupt the usual opera-
tions of the husbandman at the most important season
of the year, while it can hardly fail to counteract his

labours in weeding and manuring, and, in the end, blast

all his hopes of a remunerating crop. The produce of
grass-lands too, in which water Is redundant, is always
coarse and deficient in nutriment ; and hence every intel-

ligent Conner directs his first cam to'Qie draining orWs
fields.

Of Draining.

Geological The successful practice of Draining depends in a great

Principles, measure on a proper knowledge of the Geological struc-

ture of the Earth’s surface, or of the various strata of

which the outer crust, so to speak, is composed, as well

as of their relative degrees of porosity, or capability of

admitting the passage of water through them, and like-

wise of the manner in which water is collected in the

higher grounds and conducted to those of a lower level.

In whatever way the elevations which present them-

selves on the surface of the Globe were originally formed,

it has been clearly shown, by sinking large pits, or by

opening quarries in the sides of hills, that they are for

the most port composed of beds having an oblique or

slanting direction downwards. Some of these strata,

from their peculiar properties, allow water to percolate

freely through them ; while others, so far from admit-

ting a passage, force it along their surfaces without pene-

trating them in any degree, and thereby compel it to

seek an outlet in the grounds below. There, in general,

it is obstructed or dammed up, by meeting with imper-

vious materials of some kind or other, by means of
which it is raised into the superincumbent layers, ifthey

happen to be open or porous, soon rendering them too

wet for the purposes of Agriculture : but where they are

of a more tenacious and impenetrable quality, they only

become gradually softened by the stagnant water below

them ; by which, however, the surface of the ground is

reudered equally moist and swampy, though somewhat
more slowly than in the former case. It may atso be

observed that some of the strata which constitute such Agrieuttom
hilly or mountainous tracts are found to be continued s—
with much greater regularity than others ; those which
are placed nearest to the surface, si the inferior parts of
such elevations, being mostly broken or interrupted be-
fore they reach the higher parts of them; while those
which be deeper or below them at the bottom, show
themselves near the snmroit. Thus, that stratum which
may lie the third or fourth, or still deeper, at the com-
mencement of the valley, may form the uppermost layer
at the top of the hill ; an arrangement which may have
been produced partly by the circumstances attending the
original elevation of such mountainous regions, and

G
rtly by the fact that the materials of the exterior strata,

ing dissolved bv the action of the atmosphere, by suc-
cessive frosts and rains, have been carried down into
the valleys, and thus left such as were immediately below
them in an exposed condition.*

These elevated strata frequently prove the means of Effireta of
rendering the lower grounds wet and swampy; for the diflWaut

general moisture of the atmosphere being condensed in •**•**-

much greater quantities in such elevated situations,

the water thus formed, as well as that which falls in rain

and sinks through the surface, insinuates itself and thus
passes along among the inferior strata which compose the
sides of such elevations, until ita descent is retarded by
some impenetrable substance, such as clay or a very com-
pact rock. It ia there collected in a body, and ultimately

forced to filtrate slowly over it, or to rise to the light,

and to constitute, according to the different circumstances

of the case, swamps or marshes in the contiguous valleys.

The appearances are more commonly oozing springs,

weeping rocks, or sometimes a considerable rivulet

formed by the union of small currents under the ground.
TWis Clifton disappearance of mois-
ture in some parts oftafiaS', wTmr Tt wrapfuairn ,

or remains
till removed by the effect of evaporation, ou others ; as
well as from the force of springs being stronger in wet
than in dry weather, breaking out frequently after the
land has been impregnated with much moisture in higher
situations, and ns the season becomes drier, ceasing to

flow except at the lower outlets. The force of springs,

or proportion of water which they send forth, depends
Ukewise in a great measure on the extent of the high
ground on which the moisture is received and detained,

furnishing extensive reservoirs or collections of water by
which they become more amply and regularly supplied.

On this account what are termed bog-springs, or such os

rise in valleys and tow grounds, are considerably stronger

and more regular in their discharge, than such as

burst forth on the more elevated situations or sides of

emincnces.t

In Draining land the first thing to he considered is the Modes of

source of the wetness; whether it be surface-water which awertaioiug

from some obstruction is not permitted to pass off freely,

or whether it be thrown up, as has just been described,
0 m ure*‘

from some of the inferior strata. If a hollow piece of

ground be coverod with water, or if it should be only

wet and spongy during great part of the year and even

during the dry season ; and, when this ground has been

for some time retained in pasture, if the common rush

begin to shoot up and thrive on the edges of the wet
spot where the soil is somewhat more solid, and if it

stretch upwards on the sides of the declivity, and more

* Darwin. PkaMiHjia, p, 238v Loudon, p. 691.

| Klkiuglon, SIv'ievf Draining, p. 15.
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Agriculture. particularly to a greater height cm one side—then the

conclusion is pretty certain that the water proceeds from

the underground strata, from abed oft gravel or other

porous matter, at some depth under he surface, and

supported hy an impervious bed, such as a mass or layer

of clay. If a pit be dug at the upper edge of the place

occupied by the rushes, to the depth of two or three feet

—which must vary according to the thickness of the

different strata and the depth of the porous bed through

which the water filtrates—as soon as the latter stratum

is penetrated the water will rise in the pit, and perhaps

in a abort time overflow and run along the surface. But

if a cut, of sufficient dimensions to convey the whole

of the water to the nearest ditch, be made, it is probable

the wet ground will be relieved from the water, the

rushes will disappear, and plants of a very different cha-

racter take their place. In case no water should appear

in the pit, after digging to a moderate depth, or if it

should not be convenient to penetrate deeper than a foot

and a half or two feet, recourse may be had to the borer

or auger ; an instrument employed for the purjiose of

forming a communication with the porous stratum

which contains the water, to the depth of many feet or

fathoms. When the borer reaches the porous stratum

and is withdrawn, the water will be seen to burst up with

considerable force and soon fill the pit ; and if the com-
munication thus formed continues uninterrupted, the

ground becomes dry, and is quickly rendered fit for all

the puqjoses of tillage.

Mr.EUdng* To Mr. Elkington Is usually attributed the merit of
****** disco- having invented this process of Draining, the origin of
XKT*' • which is explained by Mr. Johnstone, the author of the

Account of the matt approved System of Draining Land.
•' In the year 1763, Mr. Elkingtoo was left by his father

the possession of a farm called Prineethorp, h» the parish

of Striiiofl-upoik-DuMinore, and County of Warwick,

The soil of this farm was very poor, and in many places

so extremely wet that it had been the cause of rotting

several hundred sheep, which was the first means which

determined him if possible to Drain it, which he began
to do in 1764. The field in which lie began was of a wet

clay soil, rendered almost a swamp (and indeed in some
places a shaking-bag) by the springs issuing from a bank
of gravel and sand adjoining it, and overflowing the sur-

face of the clay. In order to Drain this field, he cut a
trench about tour or five feet deep a little below the

upper side of the bog, or where the wetness began to

make its appearance ; and after proceeding so fsr in this

direction aud ut this depth, be found that it did not
reach the main body of subjacent water from whence the

evil proceeded. On observing this Mr. Elkington was
at a loss how to proceed. At this time while he was
flmidtliltff whal was next to be done, our of his ser-

vants accidentally came to the field where the Drain was
making, with an iron crow or bar, which the farmers in

that country use in making holes for fixing their sheep
hurdles. Mr. Elkington having a suspicion that his

Drain was not deep enough, and a desire to know what
kind of strata lay under the bottom of it, took the iron

bar from the servant, and after having forced it down
about four feet below the bottom of the trench, on pull-

ing it out, to his astonishment, a great quantity of water
burst up through the hole be had thus made, and ran
down the Drain. This at once led him to the knowledge
of wetness being often produced by water confined fur-

ther below the surface of the ground than it was possible
for the usual depth of Draius to reach, and induced him

to think of applying an auger as a proper instrument In AgiwoHwe.
such cases. Thus did the discovery originate from
chance, the parent of so many useful Arts'. In this

manner he not only accomplished the Drainage of this

field, w hich soon rendered it completely sound, but like-

wise ail the other wet ground on his farm/'*

The success of this experiment soon extended Mf. His three

Elkington's fame, as a Drainer, throughout the whole rules*

Kingdom. Prom long practice on grounds of every

variety of character and situation, he acquired a great

facility in judging relative to the nature of the concealed

strata and the sources of the hidden springs. The rules

on which he acted may be reduced to three : first,

finding out the main spring or cause of the evil, with-

out which nothing effectual could be done ; second,

taking the level of that spring, and ascertaining it*

subterranean* bearing*t a measure never practised by
any till Mr. Elkington explained the advantages to be
derived from it ; for if the Drain be cut a yard beyond
the tin* of Vie spring you can never reach the water that

issues from it, whereas by ascertaining that line, by
means of levelling, you can cut off the spring effectually,

and consequently Drain the land in the cheapest and most
complete manner. And third, making use of the auger

to reach or tap the spring, where the depth of the Drain

is not sufficient for that purpose.

In proceeding according to this method of Draining, Their appli*

the neighbouring high grounds are to be examined, to cation

ascertain precisely the nature, composition, aud inclina-

tion of the strata, and their relative position with the

land to be improved; from which an opinion can be

formed of Ute nearest point at which the water may he cut

off and discharged by the level of the spring. To obtain

this necessary information, the beds of the nearest

streams, the li»uc of steep banks, pits, wells, and quarries

are to be nicely surveyed. Having discovered the main
spring, the next object is to determine accurately the

line of level in which the Drain is to be conducted. This
is one of the most important parts of the operation, and
requires particular attention. The last part of the opera-
tion is the application of the auger, which is employed
in all cases where the outlet, or the expense or the diffi-

culty of execution does not admit the Drain to be cut so
deep as to reach the spring.

Tlte Principles now explained will not, we think, be illustrated,

found difficult in application when all the circumstances
are fully considered. Suppose there is an exteuaiTe flat of
swampy land, lying <>n tiie bank of a river, and from an
examination of lire appearances it is concluded that the
water is collected from numerous springs, indications of
which are distinctly observed on the declivity of the

adjoining bank w hich forms the boundary of Uie bog oq
one side; and suppose at the same time that all the

springs arise along lire upper edge of the wet ground,
then, it is very probable, that a single drain conducted
in the direction of these springs will effectually carry off

the redundant water. But let it be supposed further,

that on examining the surface from which the springs

issue, they appear at different levels; that the upper
series of springs is exhausted in the dry season, while

those in the lower part of the declivity continue to flow

;

the conclusion in this case is pretty evident, that the

whole springs are derived from the same souroc. The
lowest are to be considered as the chief springs, and the

line of the Drain accordingly is to be carried in their

• Klkiogtoo, Mode of Dmmtmy, p. 6.
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AitrifuMim. dirrction, by which the run of water is completely inter-

a jt- t—

l

- cepted. If the Drain were carried in the direction o! the

upper line of springs, it would also answer the purpose,

but it would require deeper cutting, anil therefore a greater

expense would be incurred ; or the use of the auger

might be required, which by the first method would be

entirely superseded. It is scarcely necessary to add that

extensive bogs or swamps may require subsidiary

trenches in different places to carry off the whole of the

water.
.

Indications The irregular distribution of the strata of which hills

from the are composed, frequently produces alternate portions of

^ wet and dry ground on the surface. The general aspect

of the soil, the nature of the plants, and the degree of

wetness which prevails, may, in many cases, indicate the

arrangement of the rocky beds, and hence the proper

direction of the intended Drain. W hen the stratum is

horizontal or only slightly inclined, all the springs may

derive their water from the same source, and when this

is exhausted the object will he attained. But in cases

where the rock is nearly in a vertical position, and con-

tains partial collections of water in fissures and cavities,

It is necessary to carry a Drain to each outlet.*

«• In many hills composed of alternate strata of rock,

sand, and clay, the surface of the latter is commonly wet

and swampy, while that of the former is dry and pro-

ductive, and therefore requires as many cuts to Drain it

completely os there ere divisions of wet and dry soil.

The highest parts of the hill being for the most part com-

posed of porous soil, receive the rain-water which

descends through it till it meet some impervious stratum,

as clay, which obstructing its percolation any further

downwards, it then rises to the surface aud forces itself

n passage over that impassable stratum. After it has

thus overflowed tTTC UpJA l iJwy mintm*., *»W.aJ i .i.ty

absorbed by the next porous stratum, and descending

into it in like manner as above, it again issues at the

lower side of it, and injures the surface of the next clay

bed as it did that of the first In this manner, the same

stream will affect the other similar strata of which the

hill is composed, down the whole declivity, and form at

last in the hollow a lake or bog, if there is not a proper

outlet or desccut to carry off the water. To Drain a hill

side of this description, it is necessary to begin by

making a trench along the upper side of the uppermost

rushy soil, which will have the effect of cutting off the

highest spring ; but as the rain falling on the next porous

soil subsides to the lowest part of it aud forms another

spring, a second cut is necessary there to prevent that

water from injuring the surface ot the next clay bed.

Tims, similar cuts will be requisite down the descent so

far as die same springs and appearances continue to in-

jure the ground. t See fig. 4, 5, and 6.

The Drain- The borer used in Draining is nearly similar to that

iug Borer, made use of in searching for coal or other subterraneous

minerals. The auger, shell, or wimble, as it is

called, for excavating the earth or strata through which

it passes, is from two aud a hall to three and a half

inches in diameter ; the hollow part of it one loot four

inches in length, and constructed nearly in the shape of

the wimble used by carpenters. The rods are made in

separate pieces, of lour leet long each, which screw into

one another to any assignable length which the depth of

the hole requires.

• Rlluugton, -Wed* */ Dnttnmg, p. 19. fcc.

f ibid. p. 43.

To judge when to make use of the borer is a difficult

part of the business. Some who have not seen it made
use of in Draining have been led into a mistaken notion,

both as to the manner of using it, and the purpose for

which it is applied. They think that if by boring indis-

criminately through the ground to be Drained, water is

found near enough the surface to be reached by the Drain,

the proper direction for it is along these holes in which
water has been found

;
and thus they make it the first

implement that is used. But a process directly opposite

ought to be followed, and the auger should never be used

until after the Drain is cut; and then it should be employed
for the purpose of perforating a retentive or impervious

stratum, lying between the bottom of the Drain and the

reservoir or strata containing the spring. The manner
of using it is simply thus : two men above, one on each

side of the Drain, turn it round by means of the wooden
handle; and when the auger is full they draw it out,

and a man in the bottom of the trench clears out the

earth, assists in pulling it out and directing it into

the hole, and also gives occasional aid in turning with

the iron handle or key, when the depth and length of

rods require additional force to perform the operation.

In one word, the auger may be described as bearing the

same relation to dropsical land that the tapping instru-

ment in the hand of a surgeon does to a human patient

labouring under anasarca

;

and in both cases the suc-

cess of the operator is in proportion to his theoretical

knowledge of the subject, and the extent of his actual

practice.*
.

The honour of this discovery, although usually con- To* mmv-

ferred upon Elkington, has not been undisputed. In

Dr. Nugent’s Travel* through Germany, printed in the

year 1768, there is au account of a mode of Draining

L— a — some respects of a similar nature,

not indeed by the usCortWe .»w..W Uy making pita.

And in a publication by Dr. James Anderson, entitled

llxaayt on Agriculture and Rural Affaira, and bearing

date 1775, the author, after describing a mode of tapping

by sinking small pits, adds, 44
1 have often imagined

that the expense of digging these pita might be saved by

boring a hole through this solid stratum of clay, with a

wimble made on puroosc ;
but as I hove never expe-

rienced this, I cannot say whether it would answer the

desired end exactly.” There seems to be no doubt, how-

ever, that Mr. Elkington made use of the auger, prior to

the date of either of these publications, or to any hint he

could possibly derive from any Work in the English

Language, though it is probable that us regards boring

the ground for wells, the use of the said instrument was

long known in various Countries, especially in Italy. It

is proper to observe, at the same time, that although Dr.

Anderson's Essays were not published till 1775. the ex-

periments which he describes were made in 1761, and

moreover that the account of Mr. Blkington’s operations

Agriculture,

using it

• A correspondent of the Q«™<'rl9 Jo*r*al of jtgrtcnJiwrt wnte*

i
follows :

'* Himug with augers and digging wells farmed the

>culiar futures of Wkiugtoii'a inode of Drumuig, joined to tlud of

•en cult in*; ;
but the latter part only of hi. mode hua been care-

dly preserved and practised, while the former part has been loo

inch neglected. In one instance of my own in Draining, of which

hare had eonwderaUc experience, tins digging of a watt *«IU

J

.hi fret deep »vrd the expeow of making a Dram two hundred

frJs long. 11 id the well not been attempted at oil, that length of

(nun mtut hare been cut nhwg » f*U of only twenty inches. Th«

clTterminated in a thick bed of gravel, which eas.lv aU»rtw.l alt

,e water that could possibly have jsittitd through all Uw Dr*«ua

muected with it." No.Xlll.p-W*
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Agriculture. was not committed to the Press till the year 1796. The
v—y— decision of rurliament, which granted to the latter a re-

ward of^*1000, settled the question in a very important

point ; leaving; nothing but empty honour as the subject

of controversy.*

fiurfac* As nirface Draining, the second department of this
Drusing, brunch of husbandry, is conducted on the very obvious

principle of having ditches on the lower sides of a field,

into which the furrows discharge the superfluous mois-

ture not absorbed by the soil, there will not be occasion

for any lengthened remarks. In extensive flats, how-
ever, which are covered with water a great part of the

year, a more expensive operation becomes necessary. A
main Drain, conducted from the intended outlet, must be

formed with such a slope and of such a depth as shall

be sufficient to relieve the land from so injurious an in-

cumbrance. The course of a Drain of this description,

when the inclination of the ground is not perceptible, is

formed by the ordinary process of levelling, and in most
cases by the use of the spirit-level alone. Hut without
any instrument, those who arc familiar with practical

Draining can discover the declivity and the course of the
water even in land which appears nearly flat, by examin-
ing the ditches when they are almost dry in Summer, and
by observing to what point the leaves of aquatic plants

are directed. When the extent of* ground to be freed

from water is considerable, a single Drain ought not

to be held sufficient. In this case branches from differ-

ent parts of the field uniting with the main Drain
are absolutely necessary; and the number and direc-

tion of these branches must be determined by the extent

and inequalities of the surface. The subordinate Drains
or branches should form a junction with the main Drain
in the direction of the current, to avoid the danger of
sand or earth accumulating and creating obstructions

when they enter it transversely,

Shape of We need scarcely observe that the declivity of the
l*1*®** ground in many cases must regulate the slope of Drains

;

but where the outlet and other circumstances afford an
opportunity for marking its limits, it should neither, on the

one hand, be loo great, in which case the sides and bottom
exposed to the rapidity of the current might be apt to

receive injury
;

nor, on the other hand, should the in-

clination of the Drain be too small, by which the current

becomes sluggish and stagnant, and the land is not fully

relieved from water. A similar discretion must be ex-

ercised in the dimensions of open Drains, as such are

necessarily varied according to the nature of the soil, the

situation, and the quantity of water to be carried off.

The width at the bottom of the Drain must be regulated

by the proportion of water to be discharged
; and it may

be stated ns a general rule, that the width at top should
be at least three times greater, to admit of sufficient slope

and solidity to the sides. But in soft and mossy soils

even a larger slope is requisite ; and wherever the Drain

i Is not meant for a fence as well as a channel for convey-
ing water, the earthy matters thrown out should not be
left on the sides to form an elevated bank, but spread on
the field or altogether removed. In marshy grounds
where the Drain is also required to be a fence, the soil.

• Sre hlkirgtou, of Draining, p. 10, where the fitalawing

notice is inserted. " Button (dates that iu the city of Modena ana
for mile* round, whatever part is do*, when we reach the depth of
sixty-three feed, and bora fire feet deeper with an auger, lire watrr
kpringa out with such force that the well ia filled in a wry short
pace of lime. The water flow* continually, and neither diminishes
bot increases by the rain or drought"

VOL. VI.

which should always be thrown out on the lower side. Agriculture,

should be allowed to remain ; and a small parallel cut
may be opened to receive the surface-water from that
side, and to conduct it to a convenient place where it may
be admitted into the larger Drain.

In all cases where there is much risk of surface-water Open
being greatly increased in the time of rain, open Drains Drains,

should always be preferred, to avoid the danger of being
entirely obstructed, a casualty to which covered Drains
are very liable. But as such Drains, constructed in the

usual way, would disfigure an improved field and inter-

rupt the accustomed operations of tillage, they ought to

have a greater slope, and a greensward should he per-

mitted to form on their sides. If the direction of the

ridges he parallel to the Drain the cultivation of the field

is uninterrupted; and when it is in pasture, it presents

no obstacle to the free passage of cattle. But the farmer

should remember that whatever may be the slope of such

Drains, the sides should never be ploughed ; for any
increased flow of water in that event would carry off the

loosened soil.

When smooth pasture-ground is subject to the collec- HolW
tion of surface-water, the evil maybe remedied by means * r**n,m

of a simple operation with a common plough. Let a
deep furrow be turned up through (tie hollow parts of

the field where water stagnates, pare off the earth from

the inverted sod, leaving it about three inches thick, and
return it to its natural position. In this way a small

hollow Drain of three or four inches is left in the l>ot!om

of the furrow, which is found sufficient to discharge a

considerable quantity of water. By this easy process a

great extent of Drain can be executed in a short time

;

and when any port is obstructed, it can be repaired at n
small expense. Lands, again, which ore appropriated
to woods or plantations, arc equally benefited by Drain-
ing as those devoted to the production of corn crops, or
to the feeding of cattle. For such grounds, open Drains

are by far the most suitable ; for in covered Drains the

roots of the trees, stretching along horizontally, insinuate

themselves among the stones, interrupt at first, and
finally obstruct the progress of the water.

The skill of the Drainer is frequently put to the test Drain* in a
when he is called upon to remove the superfluous mois- Aft "o«l

ture from land which is at once flat and possesses a very w, 'h

retentive or clayey soil. The upper layer of earth being
,u 11101

porous readily permits the rain to sink through it while

the impervious subsoil prevents it from descending fur-

ther, and hence the rklge9 are usually saturated with an

excess of wuter. Land thus circumstanced 19 described

by farmers os being wrt-botiomrd. When the field to be

Drained has only a slight declination or slope from the sides

towards the middle, one Drain cut through the porous su-

perficial materials into the clay in the lowest part of the

ground may be sufficient to bring off the whole of the

water detained in the porous soil. This effect may like-

wise be greatly promoted by laying out and forming the

ridges so as to accord with the direction of the land, and

by the use of the plough or spade in removing obstruc-

tions and deepening the furrows. In such situations,

where the Drain has been formed in this manner, the

water will flow into it through the porous surface-mate-

rials os well as if a number of small trenches were cut

from it to each side, as is the practice in Essex and some

other parts of the country ; but which is often an

unnecessary labour ami expense. The Drain made in

the hollow may frequently serve as a division ot the

field, in which case it may be open, but in other

B
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Agriculture. circumstances it may be more proper to have it

covered.
Number of When a field of this description has more than one
cuU

' hollow in its surface, it will obviously be requisite to

have more than one main Drain ; but when it is nearly

level or only inclined slightly to one side, a trench or

Drain along the lowest part, and the ridges and furrows

formed accordingly, may he sufficient for effecting its

Drainage. There may, however, be cases, as where a

field is large and very fiat, in which some side cuts in the

principal Drain may he necessary, which must be dug a

little into the clay, ami as narrow as they can be wrought,

and then filled up with stones or oilier suitable muteriaU.

What is called the Essex method of Draining in ploughed,

springy lands, where the surface soil is tenacious, ta

described by Kent, and consists in substituting small

under Drains for open furrows ;
or in some cases having

a small under Draiu beneath every second or every third

furrow. These Drains lead to aide or fence ditches

where they discharge themselves.
Dmimng a Where the clay constitutes the surface and the porous
c^Hjej ue

}5 underneath, the injurious stagnant water cannot

possibly get off without the assislance of Drains formed

for the purpose. Soils of this nature are Drained with

difficulty and require a much greater number of trenches

or cuts than those of any other kind, as they must be

marked out and disposed in such a way as to collect and
convey the water every where from the surface ; be.

cause it can only force itself oir into them from above,

being prevented from sinking in through the clay as in

•oils of a contrary kind. Where there happen to be

hollows or irregularities in the surface of the land, water

may often be observed to continue standing in them at

a distance of but a few feet from the Drain. In Draining
such lauds u. w*U . 1— y- i— y—y uhm
to make a large or conducting Drain at the lowest part,

or the cud of Lhc field, for the purpose of receiving and
conveying away the water collected by the smaller col-

lateral cuts which it inay be necessary to make ou each

side of it. Where it suits for the purpose of dividing

the land, this principal Drain may be belter open than

covered, as by that means the mouths or outlets of the

different small Drains that come into it may be conve-

niently examined, and cleared out when necessary.

Construe- The construction of the ridges iii such soils so that

lion of they may accord with the declivity is a matter which

must be carefully kept in view. They should in all such

cases have a degree of elevation or rouudness in the

middle, sufficient to afford the water a ready fall into the

furrows, which likewbe should have such a depth and
foil, as may take it quickly into the Drains. The ridges,

being well laid up, should have smalt open Drams
formed in a slanting direction across them in such a
manner as to form communications with cue another and
with the furrows ; hy which means they arc made to

perform the office of Drains
;
the water coming upon the

ridges being thus readily conveyed into the furrows

This may be easily accomplished at the time of plough- Agriculture,

ing the land. '

Of the different kinds of Drains used by Agriculturists

we may mention those which are twined of stone, brick,

gravel, cinders, wood, spray, straw, turf, and tile. See
fig. 7 to 13.

The first of tltese, or the common rubble Drain, is RubM*

formed of rough land -stones of any sort, broken so as
^n“a’

not to exceed two or three inches in diameter. No good
drainer uses stones six or eight inches in diameter in

any part of a rubble Drain, least of all at live bottom.

The poiut kept in view is to use such small stones at the

bottom as may allow the water a great many channels;
so that if a few should become impermeable, there should
be many others remaining. The nearer the bottom of a
Drain of this kind approaches to the character of a natural

bed ofgravel, the more certain will be the free passage of

the water. Gravel or ashes should be laid on the top of

the stones, oil these a thin layer of straw or haulm of any
kind, and the remainder filled up with the surface soil.

The brick Drain is formed in a great variety of ways, Brick

either with common bricks and bats, in imitation of the Dl*,n>

boxed and rubble, or rubble Draining, or of bricks made
on purpose, of which there is great variety.

The gravel or cinder Drain is seldom made deep, Gravel

though if the materials be large they may be made of auy
^r4*0,

size. In general they are used in gross-lands; the sec-

tion of the Draiu being an ucute-nugled triangle, and
the materials being filled in, the smallest uppermost,

nearly to like surface of the ground.

The wood Drain is of various kinds. A very sufficient ^
and durable construction consists of poles or young fir-

trees stripped of their brauches, and laid in the bottom

of the Draiu lengthways. They are then covered with the

aiid spray. Another form is that of filling the

’TV"7n | ni mil, met. A variety

of this mode is funned hy first setting in cross-stakes to

prevent the faggots from sinking ; but they are of no
great use, and often occasion such Drains to tail sootier

than common faggot Drains. In some varieties of thia

Drain, brushwood is first laid down at its side, and
formed by w illow or other ties into a continuous cable of
leu or twelve inches in diameter, and then rolled in ;

which is said to constitute ati excellent Drain with the
least quantity of materials, and to last a longer time

than any of the modes above mentioned. Some cut tha

brushwood into lengths of three or four feet, and place

them in a sloping direction, with the root end of the

branch in the boUom of the Drain. Others throw in the

branches at random with little preparation and cover

them with spray, straw, or rushes, and finally the sur-

face soil.

The rpray Drain is generally, like the gravel Drain, Spr&y

of small size, and formed like it with aw acute-angled Drain,

bottom. In general the spray La trodden firmly in;

though in some ca-ies it is previously formed into a cable,

as in the brush-wood Drain. Drains of this sort are

along which it proceeds, till impeded in its course by the

ground or other cause; it then passes tilrough the open
cross Drains into others where the descent is greater,

and ultimately into the ditch or other passage at the

bottom of the enclosure. The elevation of the ridges

should probably, too, be marie greater for the Winter
than the Summer crops, as there most be much more
injurious moisture at the former than the latter season.*

• Loudon, jk 7<14. Marshal oh t.andrd I*roperly, 4t)>l l)r. An-
deriuu’n Teralut oh Drainim#.

much in use in graaw-lands, and when the spray of lurch

wood, heath, or ling can be got, they arc of great

durability.

The *traw Drain, where reeds, rushes, and bean-straw Straw

are used, is sometimes made like the spray Drain, by l*a“L

pressing the loose materials down or forming a cable ;

but in general the straw is twisted into ropes as big as a
man’s leg. by the aid of a machine, and three or more of

these arc laid in the bottom ofa triangular Drain, with or

without the protection of three turfs ; where some sorts

Digitized by Google
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Agriculture, of moss, as tpkagmtm or lycopodium , can be got, these

“s— Drains ore of very greet durability.

Turf Drain The turf Drain may be made of any convenient

depth, but it musl he at least the breadth of a turf at

bottom. The Drain being dug out, as if it were to be
filled with stones or any ordinary material, the operator

next, with a spade three inches wide, digs a narrow
channel along its centre, clearing: it out with the Draining

scoop ; and over this the turfs are laid without any other

preparation or any thing put over them, hut the earth

that was excavated. This is found to be very cheap,

and, considering the materials, a surprisingly durable

method of Draining; answering in pasture-fields espe-

cially all the purposes that the farmer can expect to

derive from Drains constructed with more labour and at

a much greater expense. They are said frequently to

last twenty years nnd upwards ; but the period during
which they will continue to prove effectual, must de-

pend on the nature of the soil and the current of water.

10 Cbmhbs. A mode of turf Draining used in Cheshire is described

as follow* : the surface of the ground, in which the Drain
is intended to be cut, is marked out in parallelograms

about the size of bricks on one side, while the opposite

aide to the width of nine inches, or that of a common
sod, is left unbroken. These sods are taken out at a
spade’s depth, nnd laid carefully by the side of the Drain
for cover*. The other sods, resembling brick* in their

size and shape, arc then dug, and laid carefully on the

same side as the sods intended for covers. The Drain is

then sunk to the proper depth, and the stuff taken out
is thrown to the other side. The bottom is levelled with
proper draught for the water, and set with the sods like

bricks, two in height on each aide; these are covered
with the larger sods set obliquely, the grassy sides being
turned downwards.

Wedge The wedge Drain is con*tmH*tl n* follows. When
2>»ia. the line of Drain is marked out, a sod is cut in the form

of a wedge, the gross side being the narrowest, and the

sods being from twelve to eighteen inches m length.

The Drain is then cut to the depth required, but is con-

tracted to a very narrow bottom. The sods are then set

In with the grass sides downwards, and pressed as far as

they will go. A* the figure of the Drain does not suffer

them to go to the hottom, a cavity is left, which serves

as a water-course ; and the space above is filled with

the earth thrown out. The work is performed by means
of three spades of different sizes. The first may be a com-
mon spade of moderate breadth with which the surface

clay may be taken off to the depth of eight or ten inches,

or not quite so much if the day be very strong. The
breadth of the Drain at top may be from a foot to

fifteen inches ; but it never should be less than a foot,

as it is an advantage that the sides should have a con-

siderable slope : and the two sides should slope as

equally as possible. Another workman follows the first

with a spade six inches broad at the top, and becoming
narrower towards the point, at which it should not exceed
four inches. The length of the plate of this second
spude should be fourteen inches, and with it a depth of

a foot or fourteen inches can easily be gained. A. third

workman, and he should be the most expert, succeeds

the second, and his spade should be four inches broad
at top, only two inches broad at the point, and four-

teen or fifteen inches in length. With this spade a

good workman can take out at least fifteen inches of

clay. A sort of hoe or scoop, made of a plate of iron,

formed nearly into the shape of a half cylinder of two

inches diameter, and a foot or fourteen inches long, Agriculture,

and fastened at an acute angle of perhaps 7U° to a long
wooden handle, is now employed to scrape out the

bottom of the Drain, and remove any small pieces of
clay that may have fallen into it. The grassy siile of the

turfs being turned undermost, they are put down into

the Drain, the workman standing upon them after they

are put in, and pressing them down with his whole
weight till they are firmly wedged between the sloping

sides of the Drain. The ends of the turfs l:i*ing cut

somewhat obliquely, they overlap each other a little ; and
by this means, although there is a sufficient opening

for the surface-water to get down, nothing else can find

its way. The open space below the turfk ought to be

five or six inches in depth, three inches wide at tup,

and an inch and a half or two inches at bottom.*

The author of the above communication remarks,

that wherever sufficient attention has been paid to keep

the ditches at the cuds of the field clear, so as not to

choke up the mouths of the Drains, (a point of great

consequence.) they appear to have succeeded very well,

and be feels confident that wherever the soil is filled for

the purpose, the work properly executed, the Drains of

a sufficient depth, and no improper treatment or neglect

on the port of the farmer, these Drains will answer the

most sanguine expectations. He thinks that they should

never be less than three feet deep, otherwise they are apt

to give way. either from moles getting down into them
in very dry weather, or from the feet of the horses em-
ployed in ploughing, when the ground is wet, sinking

so far as to injure the turf.

The earth Drain, called also the day-jripc Drain, is Earth

better calculated for the purpose of conveyed water al* Drain*

rearly collected than for drying the soil. A Dnuu is dug
to the necessary depth, narrow at bottom, in which is laid

a smooth tree or a cylindrical piece of wood, ten or
twelve feci long, six inches in diameter at the one end
and five at the other, having a ring fastened in the

thickest end. After strewing a little sand upon the

upper side of the tree, the clay or toughest part of th«

contents of the trench is first thrown in upon it, and
then the remainder, which is firmly trndden dowu. 13y

means of the ring and a rope through it, the tree is

drawn out to within a foot or two of the small or hinder

end, and the same operation repeated. A gentleman
who haa tried this experiment says, that this clay-pipe

has conducted a small rill of water a considerable way
underground, for more than twenty years, without auy
sign of foiling. Pipe Drains of turf are sometimes
farmed where the surface soil is a strong clay, as it is

only turfs from such a surface that are sufficiently dura-

ble. A semicylindrical spade is used to dig the turfs,

and hence the turfs themselves resemble a hollow cylinder

divided in two. The Drains being dug to the proper

depth, one turf is laid in the bottom of it, and another

being placed over, completes the pipe or conduit. The
same sort of pipe Drain has been formed out of solid

beds of day, and has also served for a time to convey

water.

The tile Drain is used iu flat, clayey soils where stones ‘Die Drain,

are scarce, and where the declivity is small. The tile

fabricated for this purpose is much more concave than

that used for roofing houses, resembling, indeed, tbe

form of a sugar-loaf or obtusa cone ; and the price,

according to tbe size, varies from twenty-four shillings

* Tranmcrtani of Highland Saeiftf, n»L ri. p. a68.

E 2
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Afr»euMow. to £3 the thousand. In laying out the line of Drain*,
v— where it i» Intended to ait off

1

spring*, the usual sys-

tem is followed. Where the removal of surface-water

is the object in view, the natural inequalities, or in-

dentations on the face of the field, are carefully ex-

amined, so os to attain the end with as few Drain* and
with as much effect as possible. Where very stiff* clay

exists, a Drain even in every furrow, or division of ridges,

has been resorted to with much success, ami the expense

is not so greut as might appear at first sight. In other

cases, where the soil is of a damp, retentive nature,

where the surface is fiat and inemnbeut on a stiff* clay,

it: which there are no springs, main Drains may lie run

in the lowest parts of llie land to be dried, and smaller

Drains connected with these, running parallel to each

other at stated distances. This mode, when properly

executed, answers the purpose in view remarkably well.

TtW Drain- In the Transactions of the. Highland Society there is

for** ***• an account given of this mode of Draining a* practised
U>*r*,^* on the estate of Nctherby in Cumberland. The deepness

has always been suited to the object in view ; Drains

for springs in many cases have been very deep, so as

to cut through the substratum containing the water,

whether that has been gravel or sand ; surface Drainage

for two feet and a half to four feet and a half deep. In

all cases the Drains are cut os narrow as a man can

conveniently work in them, decreasing in width as they

approach the bottom. The tools used are the common
spade, shovel, and pick, or the round-mouthed spade*

used in forming canals, which in Cumberland are known
by the name of navigation spades. The Drains being

cut to the required depth, with all the top-soil laid ou one
side, and all the subsoil thrown out on the other, a
narrow-mouthed spade, technically called a spit, corre-

.ponding to the teeditb'tfiteitteiy
troduced: aud with this instrument a bed lor tnc course

of the tile is neatly and carefully excavated, the strictest

attention being paid to preserve a fair equality in the

bottom, and a regular descent for tins water; while a

frequent use of the spirit-level is most commonly indis-

pensable. But the mode of procedure will be distinctly

comprehended by referring to fig. 14.

** A, the Drain cut to any required depth. B, the

space for the Draining-tile. C, a bit of slate or broken

tile, on which the tiles rest at their joiniugs; a precau-

tion which may be omitted where the bottom is a very

stiff* clay. D, a clean-cut, green turf, the gras* side

next the tile, and clapped carefully over it, to prevent the

tile from receiving any damage. E, E, live surface soil,

cut out of the top of the Drain, and put above the turf.

The remainder of the Drain is filled up, if wished, by
tiic subsoil excavated, or what is more general, this soil

Is spread on the odjoining ridges, and the sides of the

Drain are then sloped in by the spade. Straw, furze,

or small brushwood, are sometimes placed next the tiles,

but a clean good iurf is preferable. It has in some few
cases been the practice at Netherby, when the Drains
happened to be very near the river, and carriage of
course not expensive, immediately after the tiles were
placed, to fill up the Drain with the clean blue stones from
the bed of the Esk, which are here very small, to as great

a depth as was thought necessary, and then to finish off*

the Drain in the usual way of closing stone Drains. This
probably make* the best of all Drains; but with tiles

alone the result has been most gratifying on all the varie-

ties of soil mentioned, where the Drains are carefully

executed. It has been customary here to use the auger

where the tapping of spring* w as thought nece*- Agrirtrfhira

sary.”*

Expense of Draining by three-inch tiler. Kapma.
„ ... ,, .. . „ , l’*t ml of f J feel.
Cutting the Drain, tay on am*ge 2 feet 9 inch.*

drrp, laying th« lilt?* on do!* or rvfuu tile,

cutting ttirl laying a lurf over the tile, rrver»i«ig
111* *utfac*-»oil, anil covering in Of. 4nT.

Tile*. 21 tu the rood, aay at tin- |irice paid at Netherliy
for three-inch idea, 24*. per thousand 0

Carriage of tiles, average distance three mil**, threo
loads a day, a c.irt carrying 250, and at 5i. |ier

•lay fuchtfri* tnlnrt 0 If
Refuse slate, broken tile, and carriage.,..,,, 0 o|

Per rood 1 0}
Calculating in the same way, it is found that the ex-

pense of Draining by four-inch tiles amount* to one
shilling and three-pence halfpenny the rood of twenty-one
feet ; and that a similar process with tiles six inches in
the span will cost one shilling and five pence farthing per
rood ; the cutting in these cases being from four feet and
a half to five feet in depth. But it is added that the
three-inch tiles are decidedly the most useful for ordi-
nary purposes. The four-inch tiles are able to discharge
a very considerable quantity of water. The six-inch
tiles, unless the spring is very strong, or the Drains of
great length, are not so much used as the two last sorts j

while eight-inch tiles are seldom or never necessary,
unless in very particular situations.

This mode of Draining answers uncommonly well in Advan-
the clay lands of Essex, where the soil is firm and reten- “S'**
live, and where the superfluous moisture does not issue
from below, as in more porous ground*. We ourselves
are acquainted with a district on the bonks of a large
river, where the common method of Draining cannot be
rendered available owing to the low level of the fields,
sl.kli !.«. >m|Mnpvr il in its productive quali-
ties by the use of tile Draining. A small channel is con-
structed in evciy furrow, supplied with this artificial

conduit, and covered to the depth of fifteen or eighteen
inches with earth, so as to protect it from the feet of the
horses when engaged in ploughing. If the tile be made
of proper clay and well burnt, it is found to last many
ears ; and it is acknowledged by the farmers who have
ad recourse to this expedient, that their crops are so
much benefited by it, that they could afford to repeat
the operation every three or four years.

There is a method of pipe Draining which takes its

name from Mr. Pearson, and has been described in pipe Drain,
several publications, more esnccially in the XLVlIth
volume of the Transactionm of the Society of Arts. The
ground is first opened by mean* of a plough, having
what is called a horn share. With four horses, a furrow
nine or ten inches deep by ten inches in width is raised
or taken out. The horns are then removed, the coul-
ters added, atul eight horses attached. This cuts the
soil to an additional depth of ten inches, and it is imme-
diately removed with narrow spades, and larger or
smaller Draining scoops, as may be required. A second
pair of coulter* cuts the soil to the intended depth, in
which cuse also the earth is taken out by the scoop*.
The total depth is now about twenty-six inches, the
width at top ten inches, and at bottom about one inch.
A slide is then dropped to the bottom of the Drain, com-
mencing ut its lowest level so as to work up hill. A
windlass is next placed at the full length of the rope

• Highland Soartt Kmayi in Qvnrlerl* Journal ofAgriculture.
xo.6p.rn ’
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Agriculture. which is attached to the slide. Clay is next rammed
v—«-y-*^ firmly down on the slide with a heavy rammer, to the

depth of three or four indies, and the slide is next

pulled forward, leaving a cylindrical Drain, three or lour

inches in diameter, according to that of the slide.

Its appli- This is, in effect, the same as that described above
61lion

* under the denomination of tike earth or clay pipe Drain ;

the mode of forming the excavation and the conduit being

alone different. It is obvious, at the same time, that

the efficacy of this, as well as of the former, depends

entirely on the nature of the soil, and the source of the

moisture which it is the object of either to remove.

Surface-moisture is excluded by the very structure of

the Drain ; for no sooner should it penetrate the clay

than the tube would collapse or crumble down. But
if the intention of the farmer extends no further than to

convey water already collected on some particular spot

to a rivulet or main Drain, the contrivance of Mr. Pear-

son will be found to realize his views at less expense

than any other.

Wheel The ichrel Drain is the last we shall mention, which,
Draia. though like some of the others limited in its application

to particular kinds of land, is yet too ingenious to be passed

over without notice. It is accomplished by means of a

Draining-wheel of cast iroti, weighingabout four hundred
weight. It is four feet in diameter ; the cutting-edge

or extremity of the circumference of the wheel is half an
inch thick, and increases in thickness towards the centre.

At fifteen inches deep it will cut a Drain half an inch

wide at the bottom, and four inches wide at the top.

The wheel is so placed in a frame that it may be loaded
at pleasure, and made to operate to a greater or less

depth, according to the resistance made by the ground.

It is used in Winter when the soil is soft ; and the
wheel tracts are either immediately filled with strew

ropes, and lightly covered over with earth, or they are

left to crack wider and deeper till the ensuing Summer

;

after which the fissures are filled with ropes of strew or

of twisted twigs, and lightly covered with the most
porous earth that is at hand. In this way, upon grass

or ley lands, hollow Drains, which answer extremely
well, are formed at a trifling expense. It is said that

twelve acres may be fully gone over with this Draining-

wheel in one day, so as to make cuts at all necessary

distances.*

Ridges. These resources of Art are found availing in a great
number of cases, and have contributed much to the

improvement of land which otherwise would have been
of very little value. Still, in many instances where the
surface ia flat, and the soil of a stiff and retentive nature,
all attempts to free the ground from injurious moisture
by means of covered Drains have proved utterly ineffec-

tual. In most of the central Counties of England, and
in the level plains of Flanders, the land is relieved from
surface-water by forming high and broad ridges of twenty,
thirty, and even forty feet wide, and having the centre
three or four feet more elevated than the furrows. The
beneficial effects of this method of Draining are fully
confirmed by the successful practice of the Flemings

;

for when furrows are kept free from water, the fields are
always dry. and the crops abundant ami healthy. But
iu some parts of England, from the improper direction
and flatness of the ridges, as well as the shallowness of
the furrows, these good effects have not been obtained

;

for the water, stagnated in all the hollow places, and

• dgrtcmilmrul Report of tht CWy of Eutx. Loudon, p. 710.

rendering them useless, has not only brought some Agriculture,

degree of discredit on the method itself, but has also led

to the adoption of other less perfect methods of Draining.
The indiscriminate formation of high ridges has been
justly censured, for in a dry or loamy soil they are both
unnecessary* and pernicious; but when they are well

rounded, not too much raised, and the furrows kept

clear, they afford the most efficacious means of rendering

perfectly dry many fine breadths of land which could not

otherwise be kept under tillage.

A device for relieving a retentive soil from water by Draining in

means of surface-draining, as it is practised in the Carse th« Cam of

of Gowrie in Perthshire, seems worthy of being recorded ®uW"®*
in this place, more especially as it is the only method
employed in that rich and extensive district. Large
common Drains, traversing the farm in different direc-

tions, and of sufficient capacity to receive the water con-
ducted from the fields by the surrounding ditches,

discharge their contents into the river Tay. Every form
is surrounded or traversed by ditches, so as to suit the
particular situation, all of which are so directed and
arranged as to form a communication with every field

belonging to it. The breadth of these ditches is from
two to four feet at top, and from a foot to a foot and a
half at bottom, and with such a slop as to prevent their

sides from falling in. If the fields be of a uniform level

surface, the common furrows between the ridges, pro-

vided they have sufficient depth at their extremities,

serve to carry off the redundant water. But in a field

of unequal surface, the last operation, after Ihe sowing
and harrowing are completed, is to draw a furrow with
the plough through all the hollows which lie in such a
direction that it can be guided through them, and thus
form a free communication with any of the furrows
between the ridges, which last act as conductors of the
water to the surrounding ditches. When this furrow is

formed by the plough, it is widened, cleared out, and
dressed with the spade, that the risk of filling up may
be avoided. The width is from six inches to a foot
according to the depth ; but the breadth of a spade at
bottom is generally found sufficient. It often happens
that hollows or inequalities do not extend across the
whole field, or pass through it in any direction to be
followed by a plough, but are limited to one or two
ridges

; in which case the cut must be performed with
the spade, and a communication effected with the nearest
furrow.

In the same part of the country, it is still the general Head-
practice to have head-ridges at two extremities of the
field, on w hich the horses turn in the process of plough-
ing- These are raised considerably in the middle, and
slope down to a deep furrow on either side ; and hence
the inner furrow, communicating with those of all the
longitudinal ridges, receives their surface-water, and
discharges it by an open Drain, cut through the trans-
verse or head-ridges just described, into the adjoining
ditches. But it being discovered that the water pa*Bes
off more freely when no transverse ridge is formed, a
practice has been adopted of laying the earth uniformly
to the ends of the longitudinal ridges, an operation
which is accomplished by returning on one side with an
empty plough. In this way the depression between the
longitudinal and transverse ridges is avoided, the longi-
tudiuul furrow being carried completely through the
heat! ridge. Besides this advantage, it has been found,
after a long experience, and the trial of different other

methods, that, by careful ploughing, laying up the land
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equally, and rounding the ndges so skilfully that they

shall lie neither too high nor too low, all the surface-

water is easily removed; and while the summits are not

unduly enriched nor the furrows impoverished, the

whole becomes equally dry and fertile.*

TJi* tools peculiar to Draining: are chiefly of the spade

kind. The Draining scoop, already mentioned, is a

crooked instrument made use in some cases tor clearing

out tlie loose materials from tlie bottoms of Drains. It

is formed of different sixes ami breadths, according to

the dimensions ofthe Drains; and in working, it is drawn

or pushed along the bottom. See fig. 15.

The Draining; shoe*

l

is another kind of tool employed

for nearly the same purpose as the scoop now described.

It is made with a bent or crooked handle ; the edge of the

plate being turned up so os to prevent the fragments of

earth or clay from falling off when lifted firom the bottom

of the Drain. See fig. 16.

Sud knife. The Draining sod knife, is an implement employed with

great benefit in scoring or cutting out the sward, in the

initiatory process of forming a Drain. Its figure indicates

that it cuts like tlie coulter of a plough, placed horizon-

tally, or alter the fashion of a Turkish sabre. See fig. 17.

Draining spades are of different sizes in breadth as

well as iu length, so us to follow each other, and cut

the Drains narrower and narrower as they approach the

bottom. An upper and a pointed Draining spade are

in general use ; the one for beginning, the other for com-
pleting the work, w hile one constructed entirely of wood
is found to answer very well iu pttt soils. See fig. 18.

The Draining slraw-itrisiing machine is of a very

simple construction, U easily removed, and is very useful

for forming straw into ropes for filling Drains. It con-

sists of u small wheel, the prolonged axis or spindle of

which terminates in a hook on which the rope is com-
menced. It is commonly fixed to a portable stand, but

is sometimes attached to a threshing machine. Besides

the use already slated in reference to Drains, it is found

extremely convenient for spinning ropes of straw, rushes,

or hay, to be employed iu fastening the thatch or stacks,

or ricks in the barn yard. See fig. 19.

Spades.

Straw-

f witter.

Irrigation.

Necessity. The fertilizing effect of water is one of those natural

phenomena which force themselves on the observation

of mankind. It is seen, at the first glance, to lie abso-

lutely essential to vegetable life. In those climates

in which evaporation h the greatest, Nature has generally

provided the most plentiful supply of this fluid in rains

olid dews. But the rains, in many cases, occurring

only at particular seasons of the yeur, are insufficient for

the nourishment of plants during the remainder; and,

hence, the art of the Irrigator becomes necessary to

meet this want, and to secure the means of a more per-

manent fertility. Without the systematic conveyance

and distribution of water, some of the richest Countries in

the World could not have supported their inhabitants,

and the earliest husbandmen, accordingly, must have

known and practised the cultivation of land by means

Antiquity, of Irrigation. The author of the Book of Bcchsimstes

informs us that he “ made gardens and orchards, and

planted trees in them of all kind of fruits ; and that he

made pools of water to water therewith the wood that

• K’kuifftun,

Draiiui^ by Mr
.1iWr of Dr,using, p. 172. Appendix on Hollow
JuliQstoiH.', the wkttr of his book.

bringeth forth the trees." In Egypt where the regular
inundation of the Nile soon taught the natives the value

of this Art, we find it practised on a scale of great mag- Egyptian,

nitude; and hence the canals and vast lakes excavated
by that celebrated people are more praiseworthy monu-
ments of their genius than all the Temples and Pyramids
with which they have covered a large portion of their

Country. From the valley of the Nile, it is believed,

the knowledge of Irrigation was extended to the nations
if Europe. 'Pie Greeks and Romans, it is manifest, Greek tod

were well acquainted with it ; and the Agricultural Roiuan.

writings of the latter, accordingly, are found to contain
many allusions to the benefits arising firom the watering
of land. Rice, which furnishes food to a great part of
the human nice, could not, as ia well known, be culti-

vated without n constant supply of water collected by
Art; and therefore over the vast regions of Central and
Southern Asia, the Irrigation of tlie soil from rivers, Asiatic,

brooks, tanks, and wells, ts a labour quite indispensable

to the maintenance of a crowded population. Even in

the more Southern Countries of Europe this Art is more European,

or lew practised ; water being conveyed in little chan-
nels to the corn-fields, vineyards, and olive plantations.

The mode of conducting it from the rivers and canals,

and the measuring it out in determinate quantities, ac-

cording to tlie wants of the soil, and the nature of the

crop, forms in several districts of Italy a nice pnrl of the

Science of engineering. In Piedmont and the whole

valley of the Po, the water ia frequently paid for by the

hour, and tlie utmost care is shown in economizing so
precious a commodity.
The main object of Irrigation, however, in all tlie Objects,

intertropical climates, and even in the warmer parts of the

temperate zones, seems to be merely to convey to the

earth that quantity of water which is necessary for the

growth and nom^imat ai the particular plants which it

is the object of the husbandman to raise. Sometimes,
as in the case of rice, the land must be saturated tor

successive monllta, and, in other circumstances it is

enough if it he merely watered at intervals, during the

periods of greatest evaporation. In all these cases,

indeed, the main purpose is the same, namely, to supply

the deficiency of water in the soil ; and tilts creates a
remarkable distinction between the Irrigation of the

tropics, mid that to which wc apply the term in Eng- in Kurland,

land, with relation either to our watered meadows, or

the process which in 9ome districts of the Kingdom ia

technically called warjiing. As to the former of these

it is perfectly certain that the object is not to provide

against a want of moisture iu the soil, for the water ia

conveyed over the surface at that period of tlie year, the

months of Winter, when there is an excess rather than a
deficiency of the uqneou* fluid in the earth. Nay, it is

held necessary in every well -formed meadow, to drain

the ground very thoroughly of all subterraneous water.

Nor is this the only distinction between the two kinds

of Irrigation. In the one. the water is generally allowed

to stagnate until it shall have saturated the soil ; in the

other, it is never allowed to stagnate, but is maintained

iu a constant flow over the surface.

The theory of this curious process has not yet been Uncertainty

satisfactorily explained. That the effect is not pro-

duced by the mere supply of deficient water appear*,
*ur**

as we have just remarked, not only from the period at

which the water is admitted, when in our climate the

ground is saturated with moisture, but also from the

fact that the effect is produced by the current being
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AsjkriH«. kept constantly running over the meadow, and not

y — r
-> •> by being allowed to stagnate and sink down into the

toil. When the water is suffered to stagnate, there are

produced cancel, jttttci, and other plants of nn aquatic

nature ;
but when it is kept in motion and drained tiff

at intervals, there shoot tbrth the finest grasses peculiar

to the soil and climate. Neither does the fact of the

deposition of mud explain the phenomenon in question,

for, however much such depositions may increase the

effect, it is found that water likewise, without the least

rceptible sediment, may be employed with great

nerit. It has t>een supposed that the water acts

favourably by maintaining the soil at a higher tempera-

ture than it would retain if exposed to the direct action

of the atmosphere. Much, however, cannot be ascribed

to this cause in a current so shallow and constant as

that which passes over the watered meadow. It has,

therefore, been suggested that the main effect is pro-

duced by some Mechanical or Chemical agency, in a

manner still unknown to us, on the plants or the soil.

In these circumstances of doubt and ignorance all that

the irrigator is called to do, is to mark carefully the

effects which are produoed, according to the variations

of his practice, to admit the w’aler at the time and for

the periods which experience points out as the best, to

maintain it in a current, and not in a stagnant state
;

and above all, to attend to the rules and precautions

which the most enlightened usage has recommended.
Neceuityof We may, therefore, rest satisfied with this practical

experience, conclusion, that as land may be injured by an excess of

moisture, so may h, in certain circumstances, as ex-

perience has proved, be found deficient in its productive

qualities from the absence of a due proportion of it. In

all Countries Southward of the forty-fifth degree of

latitude, the study of the landholder, as has been already

remarked, is more frequently directed to the means of

procuring aqueous nourishment to his plants than in

conveying away, by drains, the superabundant supply

by which the British Agriculturist is almost constantly

annoyed. The success of the former during the hot

season of the year, depends in no small degree on the

enriched iu their j)*s*age through large towns, will be AgrienHos*.

found to reward the labour of the husbandman
; while

clear Alpine streams, ou the other hand, will chill instead

of fertilizing the soil on which they are detained. With
regard to those waters, again, which are known to flow

through beds of marl, there is reason to believe that

much advantage may be gained from the use of them,

in producing a sweet and rich verdure the most valuable

for pasturage. Warm rivulets, containing a great quan-

tity of spring water, and resisting early frosts, may be
expected to have the same beneficial tendency. But
mossy waters, darkened by the tincture of peat bogs arc

very unpromising for the purposes of Irrigation ; though

it may be right in some cases to give them a trial, fur if

impregnated with marl, or spread upon grounds ubou tid-

ing with calcareous ingredieuta, they will be productive

of certain benefit *

It is observed by Sir H. Davy, that common river Sir II.

water generally contains a certain portion of organizable Davy'« re*

matter, which is much greater after rains than at other m*r**
times; and which exists in the largest quantity when
the stream arises in a cultivated country. But even in

cases in which the water used for flooding pasture lands

is pure, and free from animal or vegetable substances, it

acts by causing the more equal diffusion of nutritive

matter existing in the land ; and iu very cold seasons

it preserves the tender roots and leaves of the grass from

being affected by the frost. Water is of a greater spe-

cific gravity at 4 2° of Fahrenheit’s scale than at 32**, the

treeting poiut ; and hence, in a meadow Irrigated dur-

ing Winter, the water immediately in contact with the

grass is rarely below 40°, a degree of temperature not

at all prejudicial to the living organs of plants. “ In
lft04,'* says he, ** In the month of March, I examined the

temperature in a water-meadow, near Hungerford, in
Berkshire, by a very delicate thermometer. The tem-
perature of the air at seven in the morning was £9°.

The water was frozen above the grass. The tempera-
ture of the soil below the water in which the roots of the
grass were fixed was 43°." In general, it is added,
those waters which breed the best fish are the best fitted

command which he possesses of lakes or rivulets by
means of which he may Irrigate his parched fields, and
restore life to his decaying crops. In this Country the

various processes of Irrigation are applied chiefly to the

improvement of pasture lands, but there are situations

also where a deposition of earthy matter from the water

for Irrigation. It is, however, a general principle, that
waters containing ferruginous impregnations, though
possessed of fertilizing effects whcti applied to a calca-

reous soil, are iujunous on such as do not effervesce

with acids ; and that calcareous water, which is known
by the earthy deposits it affords when boiled, is of much

of a river w esteemed useful for fertilizing a Bandy so*l

;

on which account we shall treat the subject generally as

applicable to both these departments of Agricultural

economy, tillage and the feeding of cattle in the field or

in the stall.

Quality 0f The quality of the water fittest for this purpose must
lb© water, be tried by experiment. for it is obvious that the benefit is

not derived simply from an iacrease of moisture, but
more especially, as has been suggested, from the Chemical
properties of the fluid as cooperating with those of the

oil on which it is spread. Let a small portion of land

be floated for a mouth about the latter end of harvest,

and ufterwards fnr a week or two about the beginning of
Spring. The effects of this easy experiment will appear
on the crop, bath in respect of quality and quantity,

while the lenqierature of the water may be determined
by its power of resisting early frosts, a consideration of
no small consequence in this mode of improving land.

The appearance of the water is not of itself sufficient to

afford a criterion of iu properties. Thick muddy rivers,

use on silicious lands, or other soils not containing any
remarkable quantity of carbonate of lime.t

To pursue the subject a little more systematically,

we shall consider the effects of Irrigation.yrrsf, as it ap-
plies to corn lands, and *?condly. as it respects those

which are used for pasture, as well as for raising crops

of hay.

I . The process, as applicable to the former, is com- Irrigation

manly called vxirping, a provincial term, the meaning on corn

of which will hr beat explained by the description which
follows. In some districts it is justly considered as otic

'

of the principal means ot improvement, adding to the
value and thickness of the soil every time it is repeated.

In fact, u new soil is artificially created by the operation

in quesliop, and generally one much superior in quality

to the surface which it is brought to cover. It is uot
indeed in every situation that warping cuu be used, but

* Broun on Rnn*i Affitiri, vol. ii. p. 265.

f Jjntu/iunxl Chemistry, p. 3 18.
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wherever it is practicable it ought to be employed, if the

land be not already saturated with the elements of ferti-

lity. The expense, it must be obvious, will vary accord-

ing to circumstances, but even when at the greatest, it

is not to be compared to the immense benefit which is

thereby conferred upon thin and hungry soils.

It was in Yorkshire that warping originated, and
there it is still carried on to a great extent, especially on

the banks of the Ouse and of the Humber. The former

of these rivers, from the circumstance of receiving into

its bed most of the streams which intersect the Southern

parts of that County, is constantly stored with all sorts

of alluvial matter
; and being kept in motion by the

tide which flows several miles above York, the floating

earths are not allowed to deposit themselves, but are

conveyed by the process of warping over the adjoining

grounds, which for the most part arc flat and easily

flooded. Of all others, low land is the most capable of

being improved in this manner; and while it is enriched

by so simple an expedient, no injury is inflicted upon
such farms as are placed beyond the reach of the benefit.

June, July, and August are considered to be the

be^t months for warping, on account of their being ge-

nerally the driest months in the year ; though land may
be warped at any season, provided the weather be not

wet, nor the fresh water in the river very low. When
the season is wet, and the rivers full, the operation of

warping cannot be conveniently executed, as the fresh

water, mixing with the tide, diiutes the current to a

great degree, and consequently renders it incapable of

depositing the same quantity of sediment upon the land

as takes place when the process is performed in fine

weather; neither is the water got so readily off the irri-

gated grounds. There is no advantage in warping land

in the Spring, in preUmiuce to the Summer* as uo crop
can be obtained the year this expedient is adopted ;

for the sediment must have time to consolidate and

dry before the ground can be cultivated with any pros-

pect of doing good. Warped land is supposed to be

well calculated for producing potatoes, immense crops of

that valuable root being raised on soils so managed,

though naturally of a very inferior order.

From what has been stated, it will be understood that

warp consists of the mud and salts left by the water on

the surface of the fields which have been flooded ; and

that the technical expression warping comprehends all

the processes necessary to admit the tide water, and to

secure the deposit of its sediment upon the land meant

to be improved. The letting in of fresh water would
not be called warping, but simply flooding. Fresh

water, though useful at proper seasons, would by no

means answer the same purpose as river water stirred

up by Che tide ;
because it never could furnish a suffi-

cient sediment for thickening the soil ; neither would
the sediment be of so rich a nature as what is furnished

by tide water.

A complete detail of the different operations in the

process of warping is given in the Agricultural Surrey

of the tf^ext Riding of Yorkshire. From that Work it

appears that the land to be warped must be banked
against the river whence the supply of water is derived.

The banks are commonly made of earth taken on the

spot, are constructed in a sloping form, and are raised

to such a height as to regulate the admission of water

at the spring-tides. The openings are more or less

numerous, according to the extent of the land to be

warped
;
but in general there are only two sluices, the

one called thc flood-gate, the other the dough; the ob- Agriculture,

ject of the first being to admit, while that of the last is Wv-—

*

to let off the water gently, during the rise and fall of the

tide in the river. When the spring-tide begins to ebb,
the flood-gate is opened to admit the current, the dough
having been previously shut by the weight of water
brought up tiie river by the flow. As the tide ebbs
down the river, the weight or pressure of water being
taken from the outside of the dough next the bunk, the

tide-water which has been previously admitted by the

flood-gate, opens the dough again, and discharges itself

slowly but completely through it. The doughs are so
constructed as to let the water run off, between the ebb
of the tide that was admitted and the flow of the next

;

a point to which particular attention is paid, and the

flood-gates are placed so high as to be above the level

of the common tides, and so as to receive the water only
at the springs.

It is not unusual to plant willows oil the sloping sides Willow
of the banks, with the view at once of breaking the planting,

force of the stream, and by producing an accumulation
of mud of defending them from the action of the water.

Rut the experienced husbandman avoids ah such plan-

tations on the top of his banks, knowing that he would
thereby give to the winds a great additional power, and
expose his works to much serious damage.
We nerd not remark that the deposit is made by the Deposit,

ebbing tide, as the rush from the ocean rather checks

the current which comes down loaded with the spoils of

the land from the higher parts of the country. Near
Howden, it is said, one tide will deposit warp to the

depth of an inch
;
an effect which is increased or dimi-

nished according to the distance from the mouth of the

Humber. Cherry Cob Sands were originally gained

from this river by warping, and are supposed to possess

a deposit or alluvhil rtinot not leas than twelve feet

deep. They were ploughed fourteen or sixteen years Stiiwrqnent

before they became fitted for grass seeds ; but now the culture,

greater part of the tract is used for pasture, and yields a
most nutritive herbage. Grass-land, we are assured, it

not warped a second time, until the plants are found
beginning to wear out ; upon which the process is com-
monly renewed, the water is again admitted, the plough
once more stirs its surface, and a succession of corn crops

are drawn from the renovated soil, before it reverts, os

in the first instance, to the uses of pasture. It is true

that die best inode of cultivating warped lauds must
depend principally on the nature of the matter deposited

as well as of the subsoil. In the Code of Agriculture, it

is recommended to sow such grounds with clover, and
to lei it lie under that crop for two years, in order that

it may be brought into a fit slate for coni. Even though
fallowed, it does not aqswcr to sow land with wheat
immediately afier it has been warped ; but after while

or red clover for two years, a good crop of wlieat may
generally be relied on. Nor is it proper, says the same
authority, when land is warped, to plant it with pota-

toes, or to sow it with flax ; being at first of too cold a
nature ; though if the land be not too strong for potatoes,

these crops may answer, after it has been two or three

years under cultivation. In the quality of w arped land, wc Quality of

need not add, there are most essential differences ; some ^‘e

is found very strong and some very friable even in the

same field. The portion nearest the sluices and the

general run of the water, is commonly the lightest, owing
to the quantity of sand that is deposited as soon as the

current enters the enclosure
;
while that furthest from

Google
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Agriculture, the river bank is usually the best, as the deposit takes

place more undisturbed, and in much greater abundance.
South of The Irrigation of arable land, as we have repeatedly
Franc* aim! observed, is universal in warm Countries, and even in

** the South of France and Italy. It is laid out iu nprrow
beds, between which the water is introduced in furrows

during the growth of the crop and absorbed by the soil.

The principal expense of the operation is that of pre-

paring the ground by throwing the surface into a proper

level. The main run, or carrier, as it is called, is con-

ducted to the highest part of the field, and all the rest is

easy. In the General Report of the Agriculture of
Scotland, it is stated, that u field of waste land, which

had been flooded during Winter with stagnant water,

was thereby rendered capable of bearing a plentiful crop

of oats, without the use of any species of manure. But
this process, it has been justly observed, partakes more
of the nature of warping than of simple Irrigation, par-

ticularly M the latter is practised in India, and in the

Southern parts of Europe, during the course ofvegetation,

finbhrra- There is a species of Irrigation which is denominated
**•<>«• Irrri subterraneous, to distinguish it from that which has just
gallon. been described. |t appears to have been first practiced

in Lombardy, and is mentioned by Professor Thouin, in

the Annates du Musee. As its name imports, it consists

in saturating the soil with water from below, and is

effected by surrounding a piece of ground with an open
drain, and intersecting it by covered channels of smaller

dimensions. If the field is one level, a** happens in

most cases where this system is adopted in Italy, nothing
more is necessary than to fill the drain, and to keep it

full till the land has been sufficiently soaked. But if it

lies on a slope, then the lower ends of the smaller drains

must be closely stopped, and the water admitted only

into the main one on the upper side ; this last must be

kept full till the land be saturated, when the mouths of

the lower drains may be opened to carry off the super-

fluous water. The practice is applicable either to pasture

or to arable lands, under a climate more distinguished

for heal than moisture.

Ia Britain. In our own Country subterraneous Irrigation has been

applied, in a very simple manner, to drained hogs, mo-
rasses, and fen lands. All thut is necessary is to build

a sluice in the lower part of the main drain, where it

leaves the fields to which attention is directed, and in

dry weather to shut this sluice, so as to darn up the

water and throw it back into all the subsidiary drains,

whether covered or uncovered. This method has been

introduced with great advantage in various parts of Scot-

land, and also in Lincolnshire, where extensive drain-

ages have lately been accomplished. »

Irrigation 2. But in these Northern latitudes, Irrigation is much
of graxiag more frequently applied to grazing-grounds than to such
““***’ as are meant for tillage. For the former, the original

quality of the soil is of little importance
;
wherever the

water deposits a good deal of sediment, the natural po-

verty of the surface being soon fertilized by the enriching

ingredient* with which it is imbedded. This observa-

tion, it is true, respects the meadows of England more
directly than the artificial pastures of Scotland ; for,

in the latter Country, the streams for the most part de-

scend from barren hills, and, accordingly, convey hardly

any other deposit than silicious sand and coarse gravel.

The author of the Work entitled Rural Affairs, who
has evidently bestowed much attention on the Irrigation

of various soils, recommends to his readers the follow-

ing results as the fruit of experience. He has found
VOL. VI.

that perennial red clover prospers in watered meadows, Agriculture,

having a due proportion of marl or lime in the land '
v—

itself, or in the water with which it is moistened, while Various

the common broad red clover speedily dies out; that

the plants of Holcu* lanatus, the soft, vernal, woolly,

meadow grass, prosper in any soft soil, especially if it

be also watered ; that Poa trivialis, the rough-stalked

meadow grass, delights in the soils last mentioned, it

they are possessed of a degree of moisture between loam
and bog; that Cynosurus cristatut, the crested dog-tail

grass, thrives extremely well in watered loams, al-

though Botanists seem not aware of this fact; that

Anthoranthum odoratum, scented vernal grass, will

hardly fail in any watered meadow where it has been
once established, however coarse may be the soil, adding
uot only to the hulk and weight of hav, but communi-
cating the sweetest odour to the whole crop, if made in

dry w eather ; that the genus of grasses, called Agroslis,

or bent, furnishes two species which are very good plants

in watered meadows, the Agroslis alba, and the Agroslis

ttolonifira

;

that in loams completely broken with the

spade, and then watered, Triticum repent, couch or

quick grass, forms a valuable plant for hay; and that

lor soft peat bogs, no plant yields more hay than the

common spratt, the Juncus artieulalus, which in richly

watered meadows comes forward very early, and would
scarcely be known, if mown before feeding, by those

who never saw it cut in proper time.

“All these plants,* says Mr. Brown, “are adapted to

furnish a crop of hay, and also to yield a very abundant
pasturage ; but at present they can hardly be obtained

in the seed-shops, excepting perennial red clover, which
is sold under the name of marl grass. A farmer must
have a portion of good grass, or purchase it from others

;

leaving it to stand till the seeds are mostly ripe, and then
taking care to preserve these for sowing in his new
meadow grounds. I have not often met with perennial

rye grass in watered meadows, and am inclined to think

that it does not prosper there
; but as I know that il

will stand for a season or more, it may be soon inter-

mixed, and will thicken the grass in the mean time.**

The water should be let on early in the month of Season.

October. The effects of this watering are very import-

ant in strengthening the roofs and stalks of plants, and
preparing them for vigorous shoots in the Spring; and
the blades that now rise form a rough coat against

Winter, protecting the more delicate organs of the vege-

table frame from the severity of that season. It some-
times happens, also, that by delaying the process too

long early frosts supervene, and very much impede, or
even entirely defeat, the main object of the operation.

If the land be rich, it will generally be found that three

weeks are sufficient for the first turn ; but if it be sour

and coarse, four weeks may be necessary. The verdure

will then be fine, and the soil rich and yielding.

To apply Irrigation judiciously to meadow land, a Method at

stream of water must be conducted to the surface and *J®^**®B
made to flow over it in a constant manner ; it being un-

derstood that the grounds to be so treated lie upon the

banks of the river from which the supply is to be con-

veyed, and forming a flat surface, or rather a gently

inclined plane. To the highest part of this inclined

surface, the water is led in what is termed the main con-

ductor, either by building a wear or dam across tlie

river where the water is to be taken off, or by bringing

• Bfiyirn,
On Rural Jffirs, vol. ii. p. 2S3. lie.
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Jkurienlhn*. it by mean* of a cut from a higher source. In ftp. 20,

A represents the main conductor, and B the wear or

darn.

From the main conductor, and os nearly os possible

at right angles to it, arc taken off the various feeders,

C, C, C, Ac. These consist of small trenches a few inches

in depth, made widest when they issue from the main
conductor, and gradually lessening as they recede from

it. They may be formed at the distance from each other

of forty feet or less, being closer where the soil is stiff

and retentive, and further distant where it is loose and
porous. By this means the water is conveyed to the sur-

face of the meadow. But as it is necessary that it should

maintain an equal flow over the ground, und so be carried

off as quickly as it is admitted, the main drain D, D is

formed at the lower part of the meadow, and the smaller

drams E, E, F. pass in the intervals between the feeders, in

the manner exhibited in the diagram already referred to.

These small drains are of the same dimensions as the

feeders, hut arc larger where they enter the main drain,

and become gradually smaller as they recede from it.

The main drain conveys the water back to the river

from which it was taken; but in many instances, this

drain becomes, in its turn, the main conductor to another

meadow on a lower level. The water which had floated

the upper meadow being collected in this drain, is carried

off from it by means of teeders in the manner described,

and again collected in a drain below ; and, in this man-
ner, various meadows ore successively irrigated by the

iipplication of the same water. Even where the lower

meadows are nearly on the same level as the higher, it

is still expedient to resort to this repeated collection of
the water in drains ; for, in practice, it is found difficult

to preserve the equa l flow of the moisture over a large

breadth ofground.
In order to keep the water as it descends through the

feeders at the necessary level, and to cause it to overflow

the surface, it is interrupted in its progress by what are

termed stops, placed in the feeders. These sometimes

consist of small pieces of plank, each resting on two
little stakes. But ortener they arc merely sods thrust

Into the feeders and occasionally fastened with wooden
pins. It is the prov ince of the person who superintends

tlic meadows, when floated, to adjust these stops in such

a way as to maintain an equal current over the whole
surface. Further, in order to convey the water quickly

from the fecdeis to the drains, the face of tins meadow is

generally moulded into low ridges, tlic feeders being on
the top of the ridge and the drain in the hollow, so that

a transverse section would appear, as in fig. 21; a
representing the feeder, and h b the drains. In the lan-

guage of the scientific Irrigator, the interval from b to a
is termed a pane

;

and in fig. 20. the space l f, which is

left for a carriage way above the main conductor, is

denominated the main pane, and is watered from that

conductor.*

O’] grounds Such is the most perfect form of (lie watered meadow.
But when the inclination of the plane of the surface is

* ,u ‘s“* considerable, a different principle must be adopted as

regards the conveyance and distribution of the water.

In this case tlie feeders are not carried longitudinally

through the meadow, but across tlic line of the descent,

in the manner represented in fig. 22. Here the several

feeders are filled as before from the main conductor, but

* Stephens, /’radical Jrtu/ator. QttarftrlV Journal of Agtmi-
tor*, No. VI. P . 7*1.

when they overflow tla»ir bank* instead of discharging Agriculhn#
their water into the smaller drains, they throw it into the v—
next feeder lower down ; and thus the fluid is conveyed
from feeder to feeder over the entire space of the meadow.
This species of Irrigation is termed catch work; and. as
it can be applied where the surface is too much inclined
to admit of the flat meadow, it is frequently practicable

where the other is not. and is often combined with it on
the same ground, where there are swells or considerable
inequalities.

We have remarked above that the process of flouting Periods,

generally commences in the mouth of October, being as

soon as possible after the later grass is consumed, or the

second crop of hay removed. The water is kept in the
ground from fifteen to twenty days at a time. It is then
let off, and the meadow laid perfectly dry during five or

six days; and this process of alternate flooding and
drying is continued generally in the months ofNovember,
December, and January; care being taken to remove
the water whenever it begins to freeze. As the Spring
advances and the grasses shoot forth, the periods of
watering are shortened so that the flooding shall not last

above five or six days at a time. In the Southern
Counties of England, the meadows are ready for the

reception of stock of all kinds in the middle of March ;

but further to the North, where the grasses do not make
such early progress. Irrigation is usually continued

during the whole month of May. After this it is dis-

continued for the season, and a crop of hay, sometimes
two, arc produced to reward tlic farmer lor his pains.

Flooding is rarely practised during the Summer months,

though the admission of water at that season occasions a
rapid and profuse vegetation. It is suspected that it is

by Summer flooding the fatal disease of rot is intro-

duced ; and accordingly the experienced Agriculturist

does not permit his sheep to graze on the meadow*
which have been covered with water any time between

May and September.

England, it has been remarked, is the natural Country Rom*n
of the watered meadow ; being perhaps the only one knowledge

where the practice of the Art is understood and carried °/ Irn*»-

on as a regular branch of rurul labour. There is no *,<m*

room to doubt that this branch of knowledge, like many
others, was derived from the Romans. For though in

modern Italy the Irrigation practised seems merely de-

signed to convey water to the soil, yet from various re-

marks in the writings of the ancient authors, it would
appear that those illustrious husbandmen were acquainted

with the principles of that more artificial process of

which we now^speak. it is well known that a great

preference was given by many of the Romans to the

meadow as compared with corn land, as being more
profitable to the occupier. The maxims of the elder

Cato on this subject, have been handed down to us, and
are often quoted. He speaks frequently of the watered

meadows : Praia irri«uo ,
si atjttam habebis, potisti-

mum facito ; si nquam non habebis, sicca qverm jfurima
facilo. “If you have water irrigate as many meadows
os possible ; if yon have not water, make as many dry

meadow* as you can." Pliny, Columella, and Palla-

dius express themselves to the same effect. But to

whatever skill the citizens of Rome may have attained,

prior to their conquest of Britain, there are circumstances

peculiar to England which have conduced more to its *

perfection here than even in Italy, where, in our days at

least, natural meadows are more rare, and where all that

is required to fulfil the highest purposes of the husband
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Agriculture. tnun fa to convey a little water, no uiutter how. to the

parched surface of his fruitful soil. This Country fa, ill

particular, admirably suited to the production of the

common grasses. The*** appear in a variety of Kpecics

unknown in more Southerly climates, and grow with u

clo*ene*R and vigour unparalleled in higher latitudes.

The rivers, loo, especially in those Cmin Lies mnst cele-

brated tor this branch of husbandry, are generally turbid,

and, flowing through fertile and cultivated districts, are

enriched with tbc animal and vegetable matters which

they receive in their progress, and thus not only irrigate,

but positively manure the lands to which they arc con-

veyed. Gloucestershire und Wilts have long been cele-

brated for their superior Irrigation ; und there are now
other divisions of the Kingdom not inferior to them in

the extent and perfection to which the practice has been

carried.

Irrigation In the Northern Counties of England, as well as in

not much those beyond the Tweed, this mode of improving land

Itfurthof
*ias no1 hitherto been very generally adopted. Perhaps

Britain. ll* diminished temperature is unfavourable to Irrigation

;

while the rivers, rushing over a rocky bed ami between

precipitous banks, do not afford the same facility for in-

undating, in a regular, periodical manner, the adjoining

fields or meadows. An attempt was made in Dum-
frieshire some years ago; but the result, owing to igno-

rance and prejudice among the tenantry, or perhaps to

local peculiarities which could not be controuled, whs
Edinburgh, very little encouraging. The vicinity of Edinburgh, we

are informed by Mr. Stephens, presents almost the only

exccpliou in Scotland to the remark just made in reference

to want of success in the processes of Irrigation. About
two hundred acres moistened by the common sewers of

lire city, “ produce crops not to be equalled, being cut

from four to six times in the year, and the grass given

to milch cows.
1
* The annual rent of those meadows

ranges from £20 to j£40 per acre, according to the con-

venience of the situation, and the care bestowed on the

land
;
nay, he mentioned an instance in which the price

rose bo high aa £b7 the acre, for a single Summer.*

Manures.

Diriuun. No sooner is land relieved from the deteriorating

effects of superfluous moisture, than it is filled for the

application of those animal or vegetable substances

which, when reduced to a putrescent state, arc known
under the general name of Manures. Our limits will

not permit us to enter into the minute details which

might be desired by the practical Agriculturist ; but

whatever deficiency may appear to arise from the

abridged nature of our plan will, we hope, be amply
compensated by copious references to the best authors

who have treated this important subject. To assist the

comprehension of the reader we shall arrange our obser-

vations under the five following heads: Calcareous,

Earthy, Vegetable, Animal, and Miscellaneous.
Cnleareout The most common form in which calcareous matter
Manures.

8ppears js that of lime, a substance than which there is

Limt. none more familiar, whether as an article employed iu

the Arts, or as used lor the purpose of improving land.

As it exists in Nature, it is always in a state of combi-
nation with an Acid, the caibonic or sulphuric, find not

u»frequently with clay and silicious earth. When lime-

stone is subjected to a strong heat, the gaseous matter

• IVaoliW Irrtga:or.

w ith which it is combined is expelled, and k is found to A^rndturo.
have lost a portion of its weight equal to that of the *,

—

elastic thud which has efieafied. When the burned mass
is exposed to a moist atmosphere, it absorb* water,
swells, and fulls down into a powder, denominated
quick-lime, and which is more or less pure according to

the nature ofthe stone. It has, moreover, acquired new
properties. Limestone, although pounded down to a
fine sand, has no perceptible effect on animal or vege-
table matters ; bnt burned or calcined lime is extremely

acrid and corrosive ; aiul hence the distinctive characters

of this mineral in its two states as mild and caustic.

As limestones have very different degrees of purity, at Estimateof

is obviously of llie highest importance to ascertain the F-'diy.

quantity of calcareous matter which enters into their

composition. In general, ihen, it may be observed, that

the greater the loss of weight which they sustain in burn-

ing the larger is the proportion of pure lime. A pretty

accurate estimate may be marie of the quantity of cal-

careous matter in any limestone, by observing first, how
much diluted nitric or muriatic Acid is required for the

complete saturation of a determinate portion of the

purest limestone; and secondly, by ascertaining how
much of the limestone to be examined will saturate an

equal amount of the same Acid. If in the latter case a

double quantity is found necessary, then the stone con-

tains only halt' the quantity of the calcareous earth which

is in combination with the purer specimen. Hut prac-

tical Agriculturists usually have recourse to a simpler

mid more obvious lest ; which consists in the measure-

ment of the burnt lime in the undated state, os com-
pared with its bulk in the Mate of powder after it is

staked ; the hitler being three times the volume of the

former when the limestone is of u good quality.

The soils which are most improved by the use of litnc

are those usually denominated cold and stiff, such as

strong clays and deep loams, or such as are combined

with a large proportion of vegetable matter, but contain

no calcareous earth in their composition. It may, in-

deed lie regarded as advantageous to all lauds except

such as display sandy or calcareous ingredients. Con-
siderable diversity of opinion prevails indeed as to the

time and circumstance* in which lime ought to be

applied. But, in whatever way it operates, whether by

its mechanical effects on the soil, altering its consistence

and texture, or by certain Chemical changes on the or-

ganized inulter contained in the Gkibe. there can be no

doubt that, in order to produce the desired result, it

must be equally and uniformly distributed over the sur-

face of the field. To ensure this object, live lime must

be in the form of powder, and in as dry a state as pos-

sible. For this purpose the calcined atones should be

laid together in considerable heaps ;
and as they absorb

moisture from the earth or atmosphere, they gradually

swell and fall to pieces. Might it not be suggested aa

a useful and convenient method for the equul appli-

cation of lime to mix it carefully with a quantity of dry

earlh ? and if mould of a different nature from die soil

to be improved could be easily obtained, the increased

value of the compost as a means of fertilizing the laud,

would doubtless be an umple compensation for the addi-

tional labour ami expense.

As lime cannot produce its effect* without being inti- Mods of »p-

mately mixed with the soil, it follows that it should not plication,

be applied except when the latter is dry, and in os com-

plete » state pf pulverization a* can be accomplished by

the operations of Ullage. Another general rule to be

p 2
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Agricdtai*. observed in the use of this Manure, is that it should be

mixed with the soil near the surface. The most proper

time for its application, therefore, seems to be when the

operations of fallowing ore concluded, when it may
be either harrowed in, or covered with a very light

ploughing. On the same principle liine is best applied

to lands destined for turnips, wheat, and similar crops,

immediately before the deposition of the seed, so that a

moderate harrowing is the only operation which remains

to be performed. Repeated ploughing* are recom-

mended by some authors for the purpose of mixing cal-

careous Manure thoroughly with the soil; but there is

no small risk that a purl of it shall be thereby carried

down beyond the reach of vegetation, an effect very

frequently produced when grass lands are limed ami
then subjected to a deep furrow.

Season for When lime is to be used as a top-dressing for pas-

tojMlrcw lure land, it should be applied early in the Spring or

Autumn, rather than in Summer or Winter; because in

hot weather the grass is apt to be burned up, while in

Winter the effects of this Manure are supposed to be

diminished by the frost.

Benewah. It is deserving of notice that great care is requisite iu

renewing the application of calcareous matter to the

same held, even aL a considerable distance of lime ; for

it has been found that, on soils where it produced, in

the first instance, the very best effects, the repetition of

it, in the same quantity, has either not been attended

with any beneficial result, or with one positively inju-

rious. Hence it has become in many parts of the

country an established maxim to apply lime in propor-

tions constantly decreasing, nnd always in the form of
compost with other earthy or animal substances.

Quantity. No precise rule cau be laid down as to the quantity
of this Manure which should be applied to every par-

ticular species of land. The general practice seems to

proceed on the principle that light, sandy, or loamy,

require a smaller portion than stiff' clays ; but in no cose

is the determinate quantity accurately ascertained. The
quantity employed in some parts of the Kingdom, and
on certain soils, ranges from five hundred to a thousand
bushels for the imperial acre

; though the average may
he estimated at rather less than two hundred bushels.

In the Peak of Derbyshire, the largest proportion just

mentioned is not unfrequently expended on the heaths
and moorlands, by means of which they are converted
into excellent pasture. But it has been justly remarked
that, in many instances, though on overdose of lime
does no harm, it is not beneficial to the full extent, and
therefore can only be regarded as an injudicious expen-
diture.

Mixture The caution now recommended is more necessary in
vith mag- those parts of the country where the limestone is mixed
noun.

with ma^|les j aJ1 eari|lt which never fails to have a dele-

terious effect on the crops. It communicates to the cal-

cined powder an extremely caustic quality, whence it

has usually been distinguished both by the mason and
the farmer, as hot time. Mr. Tennant was the first who
traced this corrosive action to the presence of magnesia
in the form of a carbonate. The quantity employed as

Manure ought not to exceed thirty bushels the acre,

except where there is, in the land, a large proportion
of vegetable matter not fully dissolved, in which case
the dose may be somewhat increased. When the mag-
nesia is mild, or in other words, has not been burned,
it is acknowledged to be a useful ingredient in the com-
position of soils. The Lizard Itowns in Cornwall,

which bear a short, green grass, and afford an excellent Aip-ieultura-

pasture for sheep, contain a considerable quantity of v—

'

mild magnesian earth.

It is remarkable that, although the good effects of Theory of

lime properly applied are so obvious as to recommend it operatiMi.

to tire Agriculturist as one of the most useful Manures,
its mode of operation, whether on the soil or plants,

remains still a secret. Numerous speculations have
been indulged in regard to it ; but until Chemistry and
Physiology shall have made further advances in unfold-

ing the changes which take place iu the qualities of the

mould, mid in developing some of the mysteries of' the

vegetative process, we must consider the whole as only
doubtful conjecture. ** When lime," says Sir Humphry
Davy. " whether freshly hunted or slaked, is mixed with
any moist vegetable matter, there is a strong action be-

tween the lime and the vegetable matter, and they form
a kind of compost together, of which a part is usually

soluble in water. By this kind of operation, lime

renders matter, which was before inert, nutritive ; and
as charcoal and oxygen abound in all vegetable matters,

it becomes at the same time converted into carbonate of

lime. Mild lime, powdered limestone, marls and chalk

have no action of this kind upon vegetable matter ; by
their action they prevent the too rapid decomposition of

substances already dissolved, but they hove no tendency

to form soluble matters. It is obvious from these cir-

cumstances that the operation of quick dime, and marl,

or chalk, depends upon principles altogether different.

Quick-lime, in being applied to land, tends to bring any

hard vegetable mailer that it contains into a siute of

more rapid decomposition and solution so os to render

it a more proper food for plants. Chalk and marl, or

carbonate of lime will only improve the texture of the

oil, or its relation to absorption
;

it acts merely as one
of its earthy ingredients; quiek-lmu, when it becomes
mild, operates in the same manner as chalk, but in the

act of becoming mild, it prepares soluble out of insoluble

matter. It is upon this circumstance that the operation

of lime, in the preparation for wheat-crops, depends,

and its efficacy in fertilizing peats, and in bringing into

a state of cultivation all soils abounding in hard roots,

or dry fibres, or inert vegetable matter.”

In cases where caustic lime is not found to answer, FmumM
the farmer sometimes applies pounded limestone, w hich, fomwteoe.

as hsus just been suggested, improves the soil by becom-
ing one ofits earthy ingredients. The scrapings or dust

of roads formed of this rock have been used with ad-
,

vantage as a Manure, in Yorkshire, Gloucestershire,

and other districts ; a circumstance which leaves no
doubt, that were machines employed for grinding the

carhonate into a powder sufficiently fine, the consistence

of much indifferent land might be greatly ameliorated.

On the same principle, the dust of marble-works and

even the smaller fragments in limestone quarries, have

been found beneficial, in the absence of more active cal-

careous elements.

Limestone gravel has been found an excellent Ma- Limestone

nure for peat-bogs ; its weight consolidating the loose grarel.

soil while its fertilizing qualities augment the produce.

It has proved of immense benefit to Ireland and also to

some parts of Scotland. Chalk, we need hardly ob-
serve, is used to a great extent in the Southern and
Eastern districts of this Kingdom, where it presents

itself in great abundance. It is frequently applied in a
crude state, spread upon the surface in Autumn, and
left to be dissolved by the frost during the Winter.
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Agriculture, Five or six waggon-loads per acre produce a very benefi-

cial effect ; though, when calcined, two hundred bushels

may be allotted to the same extent of ground, and even

repeated every three or four yeans.

Mart Of marl there are usually reckoned four kinds, rock,

slate, clay, and shell. Ill Lancashire and Cheshire,

clay-marl is very much used by the farmer, who does

not grudge a considerable degree of labour and ex-

pense in order to obtain it. The quantity laid on
the ground, from time to time, appears enormous

;

amounting, in many cases, to three hundred cart-loads

per acre, which give to the fields the semblance of a

red-soiled fallow freshly ploughed. Shell-marl consists

entirely of calcareous matter, being the broken and
partially decayed remains of testaceous fish. It may be

applied as a top-dressing to w heat and other crops when
it would be hazardous to use quick-lime.

Sea-thtlU Sea-shetl» abound in various parts of the British Isles,

and are frequently collected as a Manure. They are su-

perior to the usual sortsof limestone in purity, and in the

proportion of calcareous matter which they contain.

These shells have not, however, unless w hen burned, an
equally rapid and powerful influence on the soil. When
not calcined they are much improved in their effects, if

broken in a mill rrsembling that used by tanners for

bruising their bark ; the air which is thereby admitted

accelerating their decomposition and consequent mixture
with the proper ingredients of the field. Sea-sand having
a mixture of shells is also used with much success on the

shores of Yorkshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, Caithness, and
Aberdeen. It is particularly beneficial in strong clay*, as

both its component parts, sand and shells, have a power-
ful tendency to improve a stiff soil.

Gypsum. Gypsum, or the sulphate of lime, when applied to the

cultivated grasses, is generally found to reward the

labours of the husbandman. The ashes of sainfoin,

clover, and rye-grass, when those plants are calcined,

afford this substance in considerable quantities ; and
hence it has been inferred that it constitutes a necessary

part of the woody fibre of those grasses. Cultivated

soils in general contain enough of it tor the grasses

they produce ; but where there is any deficiency, fields

which have ceased to bear good crops of clover and other

artificial grasses, may, it is presumed, be restored to their

former fertility by a suitable application of this mineral.

Earthy 2. The Earthy Manure* are of a very simple nature,
Manures, and do not require any scientific explication either as to

their ingredient* or use. We have already intimated

CL«y. that clay is sometimes advantageously employed in im-

proving the texture of a loose sandy soil ; the quautity

being determined by the degree in which the argilla-

ceous properties are absent, in every particular field

which requires to be so treated. Burned clay has like-

wise been long known us on excellent expedient for fer-

tilizing grounds on which other Manures have exhausted
their efficacy. In a comparative experiment, made in

Galloway, of raising turnips by means of Rtablc-dung

and of clay-ashes, the crop in the ground manured with

the ashes sprang earlier, was more vigorous, and the

turnips were double the size. In another experiment

in the same district, a very abundant crop of turnip wa»
obtained. The quantity employed varied from thirty to

fifty cart-loads per acre. Mr. Parsons, near Sherborne,

applied from fifty to sixty bushels to the acre, on a cold,

wet, cohesive soil. Mr. Buckley, in the neighbourhood
of Loughborough, employed about seventy cart-loads to

the acre of a stiff soil, in which he thought its effects in

improving the texture and communicating permanent Agrieuituia.

fertility were more striking than in any other instance
v -»-

which fell under his observation. The ashes of burned ,

clay have also been applied as a top-dressing to grass

lands, mid arc said, when spread at the rule of fori y tons

to the acre, to produce very strikiug effects.

Sand, as has also been suggested when treating of Sand,

calcareous substances, is now commonly used for improv-

ing the composition of stiff* clayey soils. But sand, taken

from the mouths of rivers or tin? shores of the ocean, as

it frequently contains a portion of animal and sometimes
of vegetable matter, is the most likely to promote their

fertility. The sands of flat shores, covered with water

only during high spring tides, and which are strongly

impregnated with common salt and other saline ingre-

dients, are in some places washed for the extraction of

the salt, and afterwards spread on the land as manure.
This double manufacture is pretty general on the

Northern side of the Solway firth ; and it is manifest that

the latter practice might lie advantageously adopted in

many other situations. The rubbish of houses, too, which
is usually a mixture of sand and lime, with other earthy

and occasionally saline material, constitutes a valuable *

Manure, and in all cases ought to be carefully collected

and preserved. Loam, mould, or any mixture of different

earths with a portion of organized suhstances, when
added to a sterile soil of a different quality, produce

during a few season* the most beneficial effects.

Peal-ashes have long been celebrated as an efficient Peat-adw*.

Manure in several parts of England, especially in Berks
and Wiltshire. They contain a considerable proportion

of gypsum, together with calcareous, aluminous, and
silicioiin earths, the sulphate and muriate of soda, and
sometimes a little of the oxide of iron. Dutch ashes,

which are highly recommended by Sir John Sinclair, in

his Account of the Husbandry of the Netherlands, ure

composed of nearly the same ingredients, and are applied

as a manure to clover which is succeeded by wheat.

Nineteen bushels to the English acre afford an abun-
dant crop of both. Burned peat is applied as a top-

dressing for cultivated grasses, particularly sainfoin and
clover, at the rate of from thirty to forty bushels per
acre. Nay, wc find that the dust of dried rotten pent

is in some soils an excellent manure for potatoes. It

is cut to pieces as if intended for fuel, and after being
exposed to the atmosphere for some time, is laid upon
the land.

Coat-ashes, too, although rarely employed unmixed Coalwhta.

with other substances, afford an nbundant source of

Manure in the neighbourhood of all larg^e town*. The
ingredients of these ashes vary in their nature and pro-

portions according to the quality of the mineral whence
they are produced; but they consist generally of alu-

minous and silicious earths, with a small quantity of

lime and sometimes of magnesia. They are found to

be highly beneficial in correcting the tenacity and open-

ing the texture of clayey soils. They are of particular

use in the neighbourhood of London, for improving
those land* from which brick* have been dug. After

spreading the ashes on the clay bottom, horsebeans,

or some variety of the garden bean, are planted ; and #

sometimes such ground* are laid down in grass. When
applied as a top-dressing to clover, March or April is

the best season, and the quantity should not exceed

sixty bushels to the acre.

Under the head of Earthy Manures, we may class the Ouxe.

ooze, mud, or warp, which is procured at the mouths of
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Agriculture, rivers, in ponds and canals. I t is of a tiros* enriching

nature, and adds lo the staple of the soil. It is used as a
top-dressing ill Spring for crops both of grain and gross,

more especially for the latter; being at the same lime

an excellent material for composts. 'Hie late Duke of

Bridgewater marie considerable use of sca-oozc, brought
up from the Mersey, iu barges, by his canal, to lauds

near Wondcy. It has been remarked, that wheat raised

by means of Lhis Manure is little subject to rust, mildew,
or any other distemper. In r«$pect to the mud of ponds
and fresh*water streams, the \altie of it depends upon
the substances with which it is mixed. Where the water

is resorted to bv cattle or fowl, or receives the washings
of towns and farm-yards, or even the drainage of a rich

tract of country, it will display considerable fertilizing

powers, and amply repay the expense of collecting. In
the Netherlands, the gardeners maintain that the mud
of canals ami rivers is much improved in its quality,

when it has been exposed, iu small heaps, to a Winter’s
frost and a Summer's sun before being applied to use.

VegrfaUo 3. In giving a list of Vegetable Manures, we naturally

*£!£*• begin with that which is produced by ploughing down

JuundrcMi ff™0 croP*’ Sl*ch as clover, buck wheat, vetches, beans,

fnjps. turnips. When this method is adopted, a portion of

lime, or of peat and lime mixed together, should be
spread on the field before the succulent plants are

turned down; a process which ought to be performed
in the Summer or early part of the Autumn, that the

decay of the vegetable fihres may be inure speedily pro-

moted. In cases where Manure is scarce, this practice

may be found useful ; but it has been suspected that,

on the whole, its advantages are doubtful, for although
the quantity of nutritive matter may be increased, the

expense of the acquisition seems too great.
Sio-wei*!*. Set-weed*, in some dal riels, are n most important

Manure, and when used with judgment never fail lo

enrich the land, though the effects, it is admitted, arc

not very lasting. They may be procured either by cut*

ting tiiem from the rucks, or by gathering the leaves

and branches which arc cast aslu re by the title ; in both

cases, they ought lo be ploughed down without loss of

time, as their efficacy appears to depend in no small

measure upon the degree of freshness which they possess

when mingled with the soil. The value of this Manure
in improving old pastures is generally admitted. Both
cattle and sheep eat with avidity the new grass which is

thereby produced, thrive well, and fatten quickly.

Weeds. IVtedii, taken from rivers, ponds, ami ditches, when
properly decomposed, form an ingredient of a very ferti-

lizing compost. The heaps should be thrown together

as lightly as possible, and sprinkled with water in a dry

season. A small quantity of lime, or of peat earth, mixed
with them, during the process of solutiou, not only in-

creases the bulk, but adds materially to the value of the

Manure, The more intelligent farmers confine the use

of this material to fields prepared for barley, or for tur-

nips to be sown brond-cast.

Mult-dust. Malt-dud has also been found very beneficial to soils

of* a certain description. It is much improved by being

spread for some time in the bottom of pigeon-houses, in

farm yards, and also iu such tanks as receive the urine

of entile, the moisture of dunghills, and the refuse of

the kitchen ami wash-house. It is usually sown by the

hand, when in a dry slate, to the extent of about thirty

bushel* an acre, and harrowed in with the seed, whether
barley or oats.

Rape-cakc. Rape-cake has long been used in this Country, espe-

cially in Norfolk ami Yorkshire. Half u ton for an acre Agriculture*
was formerly the amount applied fo arable land ; but - , -i_

-

since the price of the article bus iucn*asec.'-fhe rale is re-

duced to one ton for three acres. Mr. Coke of llolkliam

makes a single ton suffice for five or six acres, by break-

ing the cake into very small pieces, and ploughing it in

about six weeks before the time of sowing, that it nmy
be completely dissolved in the ground. When ploughed
in with w heat seed, the effect is very striking in a *|H*edy

and vigorous crop. This Manure is very extensively

user! in the Netherlands. It has been found that, when
|iowdered and strewed on the surface of a field, it destroys

the GtyUu* ta/pa, so injurious in wet soils
; and it is

imagined tlmt every insect might be exterminated by the

same incans. A ton of oil-cake, whether from rape nr

any other seed, mixed with twenty or thirty tons of
dunghill compost, constitutes an excellent manure.

Tanners* bark has been recommended by certain Taaaen'
authors as a substance which may be rendered nutritive bark,

to plants. For this purpose it must undergo the process

of fermentation, which is most easily accomplished by
forming it into a compost with stable clung. The addi-

tion of a little lime cannot fail to assist in the disintegra-

tion of the woody fibres.

fVood-ashet have been already alluded to, under the Wood
head of Earthy Manures. They arc peculiarly well cal- *»he*.

culated for gravelly soils and loams. Forty bushels per

acre is the common quantity, and Spring is the proper

season for their application. The effect is much increased

by moisture, whether natural or artificial, which seems

necessary, either as u menstruum or a vehicle, for com-
municating the fertilizing qualities. It has been re-

marked, that whatever passes through the fire acquires

the power of exciting or increasing the productive pro-

pertiea of land.

4. Animal suhdance* are usually *o soluble in their Animal

nature as not to require any chemical preparation to fit Manures,

them for the purposes of Manure. The great object of

the farmer, on the other hand, is so to blend them with

the earthy constituents in a proper state of division, ns

to prevent their too rapid decomposition. Much of this

species of Manure is lost in many pans of the country

from want of proper attention, or perhaps from ignorance

of its value. Animals that have died accidentally, or in jvnj^
consequence of disease, are often suffered to remain ex- m*i«-

poaed to the air, or immersed in water, till they are

destroyed by beasts of prey, or entirely decomposed by

the action of the atmosphere ; and in this case, most of

their muscular substance is lost for the land in which

they lie, and wasted in the production of notion* gases

which pollute the surrounding air. By covering dead

animals with five or six times their bulk of soil mixed

with one part of lime, and suffering them to remain a

few months, their decomposition, as Sir H. Davy re-

marks, would impregnate the land with soluble matters,

so as to render it an excellent manure ; and by mixing

a little fresh quick-lime with it. at the time of its re-

moval, the disagreeable effluvia would be in a great

measure destroyed , and it might be applied with much
advantage to any of the stronger species of crops.

Ftth forms a powerful Manure in whatever state ft Fi»h.

may happen to be used ; but, however small niBy be the

quantity applied, it cannot be ploughed in too fresh.

Herrings have been known to prodnee a very rank crop

of wheat The refuse pilchards are employer! throughout

the County of Cornwall with excellent effect. They are

usually mixed with sand or soil, and sometimes with
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AprieuHoT*. wn-wwd to prevent them from communicating- an ex-

v— ce«*ive luxuriance to the grain. In the fens of Lincoln-

shire, Cambridgeshire, and Norfolk, the little fish called

sticklebacks are caught in the shallow waters in such

quantities, that they form a great article of Manure
among the neighbouring Agriculturists. It is easy to

explain the operation of fish in fertilizing the ground.

The skin is principally gelatine, which, from its slight

state of cohesion, is readily soluble in water. Fat or

oil is always found in fishes, either under the skin or in

some of the viscera ; while their fihrons umtier contains

all the essential elements of vegetable substances.

Blubber. Blnbiur^ an article nearly related to that just described,

has been occasionally employed as o Manure. It is

moat useful when mixed with clay. sand, or any common
soil, so as to ex|io*e a large surface to the air, the oxy-

gen of which reduces it to soluble matter. It has been

known to retain its fertilising power during a succession

of years. 'Hie carbon and hydrogen abounding in oily

substances fully account fur this effect ; and their dura-

bility U easily explained by a reference to the gradual

maimer in which they yield to the action of air and
woter.

Banes. Bone* are now much used as a Manure all over the

Kingdom, and especially in the neighbourhood of the

Metropolis. After being broken and tailed tor grease,

they are sold to the farmer. As their effects are more
powerful in proportion to the minuteness with which they

ore divided, (he expense of grinding them in a mill

would probably be repaid by their increased value;

while in the state of powder they might be used in (he

drill husbandry, and deposited with the seed in the

same manner as rapc-cake.

Horn. Horn , regarded a* the means of improving the soil,

is still more efficacious than bone, as it contains a larger

quantity of decomposable matter. The shavings of

horn, too, form nil excellent Manure, though they arc

not sufficiently abundant to t>e in common use. The
animal matter in them seems to be of the nature of coa-

gulated albumen, and is slowly rendered soluble by the

action of water. The earthy principle in tarn, and still

more that in bones, prevents the too rapid decomposi-

tion of the animal substance, and gives great durability

to its effects in strengthening the soil.

Hair Ac. Hair, wooilm rag*, ami Jeathert, which are similar in

composition, consibl chiefly of a substance resembling al-

bumen united to gelatine. The theory of their operulion

as Manures refers to the same principles as that of horn

and hone. The refuse of the different manufactories of

skin and leather,—such as the shavings of the currier,

and the offuls of the tan-yard and glue-maker,— is found

very serviceable to the Agriculturist. Wood, too, as it

contains certain quantities of all the elementary ingre-

dients detected in other animal substances, possesses a

highly fertilizing quality. The scum taken from the

l>oilers of the sugar-baker, and which is used as Manure,
consists principally of bullock's blood, employed for the

purpose of separating the impurities of the raw material,

by means of its albuminous matter coagulated by the

heat. The different species of corals, corallines, and
sponges, must be considered us substances of animal

origin. They contain a considerable quantity of a matter

analogous to coagulated albumen, and might, therefore,

he advantageously employed as Manure.

Dung. We include under the head of Animal Manures such

as are strictly excrementitious, and which, if reference

were made to their origin, might be regurded as rather

belonging to the class of vegetable substances. Besides Agriculture,

the dung collected in stables and cow-houses, great

uttent ion is paid in some parts to that produced by
sheep. In certain districts on the Continent, these last

are kept under cover all the year, for the sake of the

Manure which is thereby created ; and when they graze
along the .sides of roads, young children are employed
to collect their droppings. Sheep fed on linseed cake
produce an extraordinary fertilizing dung, by which any
poor land, whether arable or pasture, may lie speedily

enriched. A plan has lately been adopted of toldiug

sheep upon straw in the corner of a turnip field, and of
carrying their food to them ; a method particularly

suited for such lands as are too wet and tenacious to

have the turnips euten upon them, or for sloping grounds
whence the Manure might be washed down. The dung
of birds has likewise been held in high importance by
the practical farmer, and especially of those specie#

which live upon fish. This substance is produced in so

great quantities upon some small islands in the South
Sea, that fifty large vessels are annually employed to

convey it to Peru, where it is employed to fertilize the

extensive plains in the neighbourhood. The dung of
sea-birds has not hitherto lieen much used as n Manure
in this Country ; though it is probable that even the soil

scraped from such of the small islands on our coast as

are much frequented by them, would prove very advan-

tageous. An experiment was made under the superin-

tendence of Sir il. Davy, which was attended with great

success.

Night-soil, it is well known, as being very liable to

decompose, is n powerful Manure. The disagreeable

smell may lie obviated by mixing it with quick-lime ; for

if exposed in fine weather to the atmosphere in thin

layers, strewed over with that substance, it soon pulve-

rizes, and in this state may be used in the some manner
as rape-cake.

5. Under the head of Mwcrllaneou* Manure* a great MiseelU-

variety of putrescent substances might be arranged, but D«"i» Map

we shall confine ourselves to a short account of the Hnpe**

method of forming composts. All Manures may per- Comjioils,

haps be considered as compouuds ; and lienee a reason-

able question might arise whether the benefits thev
afford to vegetation would not be increased, were some
of the changes which they undergo when mixed with the

soil, previously accomplished by means of Art. This
question, which is avowedly of great importance, must
depend for its solution on a more perfect knowledge of
the process of vegetation itself than we yet possess, as

well as of those combinations which are affected by the

mutual action of the different substances employed by
tilt* husbandman to further its progress. As to com-
posts, it may be remarked, in general, that they are

formed of almost every kind of animal and vegetable

matter, mixed with earthy and saline ingredients, which
being thrown together ill considerable masses, undergo
a certain degree of fermentation, ami thereby promote
the decomposition of such of them as happeu to have
been organized.

1 1 is a general practice to make a compost w it h a portion with lime,

of common Manure or lime mixed with a certain quantity

of earth from a ploughed field. In this case the two
.substance* are placed in alternate linens in the form of a
lengthened heap or inound, which ought to be so covered

at top ns to prevent the ruin from washing through it,

and thereby checking the process of fermentation. When
the decomposition is completed, the muse should be
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Agriculture, car* fully turned, in order that the ingredients may he

perfectly mixed together. The quantity may he increased

bv collecting weeds or other soluble matter from the

ditches and hedge* in the neighbourhood, and adding
them to the heap before the warmth has enlirelv sub-

sided. When lime is used, it is customary to lay it

down fresh from the kiln in given quantities along the

end of a field, and to cover it with four or five times its

bulk of pulverized earth, which is immediately beaten

down with a shovel to prevent the approach of rain or

air. Tile lime is slaked in a few days by the moisture

of the soil, and when any cracks or fissures appear, they

ought to be covered up with more earth. Alter a short

period, the two substances are completely incorporated,

and the compound may be used for grass or corn-crops,

either singly, or together with dung from the stable

yard, the consistence of which it materially improves,

with p«f- There is no compost hctier known in most parts of
m<ik». the Kingdom than that of which peal-moss is the prin-

cipal ingredient. As this substance consists chiefly of

vegetable matter, it constitutes, when entirely decom-
posed, a very valuable Manure. The best authority on
this subject is Lord Meadowbank, one of the Scottish

Judges, who about thirty years ago published some im-
portant notices respecting the method of preparation,

and the soils to which it is most beneficially applied.

The peat, of which the compost is to be formed, should

be dug out some weeks before it is used, in order that

the redundant moisture may evaporate. When carried

to a convenient place, it is laid out in two rows, with on
intermediate row of dung, which should be so near os to

allow a workman to throw them together with his

spade. A layer of peat six inches deep and 15 feet wide

is first formed. A layer of ten inches of dung next suc-

eccls, then six inches of peal, then four or five of dung,

and then six more of pent, and a thin layer of dung.

Then cover it with peat all round and above. The
height should not exceed 4j feet, otherwise the weight

may be too great, and check the decomposition.

In a medium temperature of the atmosphere, seven

cart-loads of stable yard dung, in a fresh state, arc

esteemed sufficient for twenty-one loads of moss ; but in

cold weather a larger proportion of dung is required,

because more heal is necessary to secure a prosperous

result. To every twenty-eight carts of the compost it is

beneficial to add one loud of ashes, whether from coal,

peat, or wood ; and when such ashes cannot be pro-

cured, half the quantity of slaked lime, well powdered,

is a good substitute. By employing the refuse of sham-

bles, six times the quantity of moss may be converted

into Manure. A similar proportion is obtained from the

dung of pigeons and of domestic fowls.

When the compost is made up, the temperature in-

creases according to the state of the weather and the

condition of the ingredients. In Summer the moss is

heated in about ten days, but in Winter, if the cold be

severe, it requires as many weeks. In the former season

there is danger that the temperature shall rise too high

and consume the materials. When this is apprehended,

a stick should be kept in different parts of the mass,

which being occasionally examined will indicate the

varying degree of heat. When it exceeds ISU° the heap

should be watered, or turned over, and cooled by an

addition of fresh moss. After the process is completed,

the whole appears like a black, rich mould, and has

been found, when used either for corn or pasture lands,

to be equal to the same bulk of good farm yard dung.

The quantity applied must, of course, be regulated by AgricwHare.

the nature and condition of the soil ; but the farmer will

receive an ample remuneration for thirty or thirty-five

loads per acre.

It is properly staled by the writer to whom we have
referred, that too much attention cannot be given to the

preparation of the ground to which this compost is to be

applied. It should be clean, dry, well mixed, and
friable ; for in any other state the Manure does not pro-

duce its proper effect. The addition of a small quantity

of compost has been known to be attended with a won-
derful improvement on a field judiciously fallowed. The
texture, colour, and other properties of the soil under-

went a very perceptible change for the better ; a result

which must have been occasioned by the mutual action

of the different ingredients in the Manure and land, and
the new combinations thence proceeding agreeably to

the lows of their chemical affinities. It is obvious that

this process must be greatly accelerated by bringing the

minute particles of both into contact by an intimate

mixture.

There is also a compost of peat, lime, and clay, which

has been proved to answer well on lands of a certain

quality, ami more especially for the purpose of raising a

plentiful crop of gross. But as we cannot enter into

details, we shall finish this section with a short account

of some experiments mude by the Reverend Mr. Cart- Mr Csit-

wright, with the view of determining the effects of writfhft rat*

different Manures on the same soil and for the same
crop, and particularly of salt used as the means of in-

creasing vegetation. The soil in question was a ferru-

ginous sand, which was brought to a proper consistence

by a liberal allowance of pond mud.
In the month of April a portion of the field was laid

out iu beds, a yard wide and forty yards long. Of these

twenty-five were treated as follows :

No. 1 . No Manure.
2. Salt, one peck and a quarter.

3. Lime, one bushel.

4. Soot, one peck.

5. Wood ashes, two pecks.

6. Sawdust, three bushels.

7. Malt dust, two pecks.

8. Peat, three bushels.

9. Decayed leaves, three bushels.

10. Fresh dung, three bushels,

11. Chandler's greaves, three pounds.

12. Salt, lime.

13. Salt, lime, sulphuric acid.

14. Salt, lime, peat.

15. Salt, lime, dung.

16. Salt, lime, gypsum, peat

17. Salt, soot.

18. Salt, wood ashes.

19. Salt, sawdust.

20. Salt, matt dust.

21. Salt, peat.

22. Salt, peat, bone dust.

23. Salt, decayed leaves.

24. Salt, peat ashes.

25. Salt, chandler’s greaves.

The quantity of each ingredient was the same as when

they were used singly. On the same day one row of

potatoes was planted in each bed ; and that the experi-

ment might be accurately conducted, the number of seta

was the some in all. When the shoots appeared above
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AgneuKarc. ground, their comparative excellence was carefully

^ noted. The best row, at that period, was No. 7. from

malt dust ; and the next best was that from chandler's

greaves. The most backward, in the Month of May,
was No. 6. which had been manured with sawdust
On the 21st September the potatoes were takeu up,

when the produce of each row was as follows :

No. 17. Salt and soot, produced 240
11. Chandler's greaves 220
18. Salt, wood uslics 217
16. Salt, gypsum, peat, lime 109
15. Salt, lime, dung 198
2. Salt 195

25. Salt, greaves 193

4. Soot 192
10. Fresh dung 192
20. Salt, malt dust 169
5. Wood ashes 167

23. Salt, decayed leaves 187
24. Salt, peat ashes 165
7. Malt-rlust 184

14. Salt, lime, peat 183
19. Salt, sawdust 180
22. Salt peat, lumc dust 178
9. Decayed leaves 175

13. Salt, lime, sulphuric acid ..... 175
21. Salt, peat 171
8. Peat 169

12. Salt, lime 167
1. No Manure 157
6. Sawdust ........ .......

,

155
2. Lime 150

It is remarked by the author of these experiments as

a singular circumstance, that of ten different Manures,
mostofwhich arc ofaeknow lodged efficacy, salt, the effects

of which were doubtful, is. with one exception, superior

to them all; while in combination with other substances

Efficacy of none except chandler’s greaves was injured by it. The
salt. energy of salt when combined with soot was very strik-

ing. But Mr. Cartwright was disposed to ascribe its

effects rather to the power which it possesses of attract-

ing moisture from the atmosphere than to any chemical
action between the two substances; for the beds on
which the salt was used continued visibly moister than
the others, even for weeks after its application. Another
circumstance noticed is, that the plants which grew on
the beds Manured with salt, were of a paler green than

the rest, but equally luxuriant; which appearance he
at first legarded as an indication of want of vigour, an
opinion by no means confirmed by the result. He
found, too, that wherever salt was applied, either by
itself or in combination with other substances, the roots

were perfectly clean.

Expert* The same gentleman instituted two sets of experi-
meots with ments with turnips and buck wheat, on a soil so poor

buck
P**nd ** t0 0"ly dwarf heath and lichen. Of 400

wheat
grains, 320 consisted of silicioun sand, 68 of finely

divided matter, and 12 of moisture. Scarcely any cal-

careous matter appeared. On the 6th of July the beds
selected for each set of experiments were respectively

sown with turnip and buck-wheat ; being numbered
and Manured exactly in the same way as in the first set

of experiments with potatoes. On the 20th of July
Nos. 1, 2. 4, 5, 6. 7. J9, 20, 21, 22. 24. 25. showed
little or uo marks of vegetation ; the remainder were

VOL. vi.

merely in the seed leaf. On the 16th of August four Agriculture

only were alive and in rough leaf, namely, s-—V*

^

No. 12. Salt and lime.

13. Salt, lime, and sulphuric acid.

14. Salt, lime, peat.

16. Salt, lime, gypsum, peat.

These four continued in a sickly state till the middle Result*,

of September, soon after which they disappeared. The
fate of the turnip and buck-wheat was nearly the same;
but no certain conclusion could be drawn from these

experiments with regard to the effects of salt as a
Manure for such croj»s, for other Manures of undoubted
efficacy also failed. The proper inference tube deduced
from the whole is, that a certain texture and composi-
tion of soil is an essential requisite for promoting the

health and vigour of plants, which was abundantly ob-
vious in the greater luxuriance of those plants where the

Manure acted in some degree as a substitute for the

natural qualities of the laud. It has been justly re*

marked, that these experiments may serve as a model to

such Agriculturists as have leisure or inclination to in-

vestigate the effects of different kinds of Manure on the

crops to which they are applied ; and although many of

them were made on substances which are procured

with difficulty, or arc to be had only in small quanti-

ties, and cannot therefore come into general use, vet the

results obtained were curious and interesting, and, if fur*

Ihcr examined, might lead to the discovery of some valu-

able principles as to the constitution and improvement
of soils.

While writing this portion of our Essay we have Project fi.r

received a faint notice of a scheme lor fertilizing peat- employing

moss by means of sulphuric Acid considerably diluted, diluted mu*

The project originated somewhere in Germany, whence l
l ^1,ir’c y' c’d

it was carried into Russia, and reduced to practice it is

said with some appearance of success. From the North
of Europe it found its way into Ireland, where it has
been tried by several Agriculturists, who have expe-
rienced tvuch advantage from it in the improvement of
their bogs. It has been recently introduced into the

Western parts of Scotland, where the soil bears some
resemblance to that on the opposite side of St George's
Channel ; but the details which have reached us are

neither sufficiently ample, nor so accurately described,

as to justify any opinion as to its ultimate effects.

The farmer and landowner have long had their atten- Drsidcrsfa

lion directed to the subject of Manures, as the only >n Manure*,

source whence any material discovery can be derived
to aid their exertions in the production of food. Much
has been done by the Mechanic in inventing and im-
proving Agricultural instruments; but the labours of
the Chemist have not yet, in any essential point, in-

creased the resources of the husbandman. Manures,
generally speaking, arc still as bulky, weighty, and
expensive ns they were fifty years ago ; awl hence the

disheartening fact that they must be used at no great
distance from the place at which they are produced, while
lands further removed are doomed to continue sterile

and unproductive. The desideratum on which practical

men have now everywhere fixed their thoughts is the
discovery of a substance, so limited in volume and
weight as to be easily conveyed from one district to

another—an essence, in short, or condensed principle of
fertilization, the carriage of which will not, like that of
our common Manures, exceed the cost of purchase. It

may, perhaps l>c found in some one of the Acids^or

a
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Agriculture. Alkalis, which in a highly concentrated state might be

sent to a distance at small expense; on which account

wc arc the more anxious to ItcctNite acquainted with the

experiments mentioned iu tile last paragraph, in regard

to the fertilizing properties of the oil of vitriol.

Implement* of Husbandry.

We have already mentioned the great obligations

under which the pursuits of husbandry are placed to

the ingenuity of our artisans. The inventions of the

Mechanic have not (infrequently anticipated the wants of

the Agriculturist ; and at this moment, accordingly, all

the nations of Europe look to this Country tor whatever

progress is expected in the formation of new instru-

CUarifica* menu, or iu the improvement of the oki- Such tools

have usually been classed by systematic writers accord-

ing to their use, or tiie purposes for which they are em-
ployed ; and hence they may be arranged as they

respect ploughing, sowing, weeding, reaping, awl

threshing; or, in other word*, as they facilitate the rear-

ing of the crop and the preparation of it for the market,

in which the interest of the farmer in the produce of hu
land has iu natural termination.

Under the head Aowcultuoal Implements in our
MwcHlaneous Division, we have already described the

chief varieties of and Harrows, the Scarifier,

the Scuffler, and the Roll.

Machine* Various instruments have been used from time to

for sowing, time for sowing corn, and more especially turnips, to

supersede the duinsy and wasteful method of scattering

the seed with the hand. It is certainly desirable that

every species of seed should be sown in a regular man-
ner and at a proper depth, in the East ladies ma-
chines for that purpose have been employed tor Ages

;

but their introduction into Europe is comparatively

speaking of recent date, and re principally to be attri-

buted to the exert one of the celebrated 'lull.

Drill The Drill machine for sowing turnip-seed, says Sir
machines. John Sinclair, cannot be too much recommended ; for

il has been the means of bringing the culture of that

plaut to the highest state of perfection. An excellent

instrument for drilling peas and bean* likewise has been

constructed. In regard to drills for the several sorts of

grain, a great diversity of opinion prevails. It seems to

be admitted, however, where wheat, barley, or onts are

sowu in Spring, that, for the purpose of extirpating

annual weed*, the drilling system is to tie preferred;

but in regard to Autumnal or Winter-sown wheat,

where the land has been fallowed, the broad-cast system

may be advantageously adopted.

Drill-fur* Some objections to the practice of drilling corn have

row. been removed by the recent invention of a Drill-furrow,

which, though peculiarly well calculated tor small farms,

might likewise lie used with benefit on large one*. It

is very simple and may be employed in either of two
ways; as a box or barrow attached to the Plough, by
which the seed is deposited in tlte furrow, or in the

lianris of a Imy who follows the Plough for the Fame
puqxMc. The advantages of' this machine are : 1. that

the seed being dropped at u proper depth take* a fast

hold of the ground, and is not affected by the Winter’s

frost ; 2. the seed may be deposited by mean* of it in

windy weather, when broad-cast sowing would be at-

tended with difficulty ; 3. any weeds growing between

the rows cun be completely extirpated ; and 4. there is

no wav in which clover can be sown with Winter wheat, Agriculriir*.

in the Spring, to greater advantage, as the interval* v-"**

between the drills can be suitably hoed and the Med laid

on u clean bed.

But of all the apparatus recommended to the Agri- Reaping

culturist there is not one of greater importance to him machine

than the Reaping machine, which however has not yet

been brought to such a degree of perfection as to be

entitled to general use. The first attempt of this kind

is said to have liccn made by Mr, Boyce, who shout invented by

thirty years ago obtained a patent for hi* invention. Mr. Boyer.

Hi* instrument was placed in a two-wheeled carriage

bearing some resemblance to a cart, but the wheels

being fixed upon the axle the latter revolved along with

them. A cog-wheel within the carriage turned a smaller

one at the upper end of an inclined axis, and at the

lower end of this was a larger wheel which gave a rapid

motion to a pinion fixed upon a vertical axis in the hire-

part of the carriage and rather on one side, *o that it

went before one of the wheels. The vertical spindle

descended to within a few inches of the surface of ihe

ground, and had there a number of scythes fixed upon

it horizontally. The machine wlien wheeled along cut

down by the rapid revolution of its scythes a large quan-

tity of com ;
but not being provided with any apparatus

for gatliering it up in parcel* and laying it in proper

heaps, il proved wholly unfit for the purpose intended.

Mr. Plucknet of London attempted to improve if. Improved

but without directing his attention to its main defect jTjfj*.
He substituted for the scythes a circular steel plate, made Y D*t>

very sharp at the edge, and notched on the upper side

like a sickle. This plate operated in the tome manner

as a very fine toothed saw, and was found to cut the

corn much better than the implements of Mr. Boyce,

But neither by this method was the principal objection

removed.

Mr. Salmon of Bedfordshire made a nearer approach by Mr.

than any of his predecessors toward* supplying the desi- Salmon,

deratum so much felt by the Agricultural community.

His machine was constructed upon totally different

principles, as it cut the corn by mean* of shears instead

of a circular plate; and it was provided beside* with a

complete apparatus for laying it down in parcels as it

was cut
But a still more successful effort was made by Mr.

Smith, in the County of Perth, who, about twenty years
““

ago, contrived an implement for reaping which might be

worked by two men. He afterwards repeatedly en-

larged the scale till it required the power of two horses

;

and at the same time removed an obstacle which applied

to the action of his machine on an uneven surface.

Suffice it to observe that his cutler is circular and ope-

rate* horizontally. It is appended to a drum connected

with the fore part of the strnctnre, and has its blade

projei ting some inches beyond the circumference of the

lower end of the drum ,
the machine being so con-

trived as to communicate, in moving forward, a rapid

rotatory motion to this drum and entter, by which the

stalks are cut, and falling upon the drum are carried

round and thrown off in regular row*. This ingenious

piece of machinery will reap about an acre in the hour,

daring which period the cutter requires to be three or

four time* sharpened. The delay occasioned by this

necessity might perhaps be obviated on the principle

adopted by Mr. Gladstones, who attached to the Pluck-

net implement a small wooden wheel covered with

emery, which being always in contact with the great
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Agncultuw. ratter at the back part, or opposite side to that where

'—iv-*—' the operation of cutting was performed, kept it con-

stantly ground to a sharp edge. The expense of Mr.

Smith's invention is estimated at from £'£s to £3

j

;
and

if properly managed it will last for many years, requir-

ing only a new cutter at certain intervals. But notwith-

standing the most promising appearances, it is doubt-

ful whether the practical farmer » yet inspired with

sufficient confidence in its fitness for all sorts of work,

to aiford the encouragement necessary to bring it into

genera] use. Fig. 23.

Mr. We hare to mention another attempt of this nature

U. made by the Reverend Mr. Bell, a gentleman distin-

guished for considerable scientific attainments. II is ma-

chine was tried at Puwrie, in the County of Forfar, about

three years ago, in cutting down oats, haHev, and wheat,

on ground of uneven surface and considerable declivity.

It takes in a range of about five fret ; cutting within

three or four inches of the root ; and depositing the

grain, as it advances, in a very regular manner. It is

worked by one horse, and clears about an imperial acre

per hour. Its cost may be calculated at nearly «£30.

In the opinion of a skilful Agriculturist who witnessed

the trial of its powers, it is better fitted than any other to

supersede the sickle, and thereby to confer a general

benefit on the occupiers of land. Fig. 24.

As the |>rocess of reaping in our variable climate is

attended with many interruptions and much expense, no

means have been left untried for facilitating the opera-

Hwnault tion. The Ilainault scythe had long been recommended
acyihe, u a better implement for this purpose than the sickle or

scythe iu common use ; for which reason two young
men were brought over from Flanders under the sanction

of the French Consul at Edinburgh, to afford a practical

demonstration of the superiority oftheir instrument, and,

at the same time, to instruct the British labourers in the

use of it The trials were made, after public notice in

several parts of Scotland, with the different varieties of

grain, and under different circumstances as to the state

of the crop, as to being light or heavy, stand tug or laid ;

and the results nre said to have been very much in its

favour. The straw was ‘cut nearly as close as with the

common scythe, taken up clean, except w here the crop

was very thin, and laid down regularly in the proper

state for binding and threshing. A man with this tool

will cut about half an acre a day ;
ami the consequent

saving compared with the common sickle has been cal-

culated at fully one third. Fig. 2b and 26.

none Wherever corn is cut with the scythe the Horst. Rake
Bske. is found a useful implement for saving manual labour,

as it must also be in the process of making hay. A
model was recently brought from America by a gentle-

man who hud visited the United Slates, and the in-

strument itself is now generally used in certain districts

of Great Britain. The teeth are of iron, 14 or lb inches

in leugth, and set five or six inches apart from each

other ; and on the whole, the construction is very simple.

A man and horse are said to be able to clear from 20 to

30 acres ill a day, disposing the grain in lines across

the field, by lifting up the ruke and dropping it from the

teeth without stopping the horn.*. We have no doubt

that it will be extensively introduced into all parts of the

Kingdom ns a very useful invention. Fig. 27.

Threshing Among Agricultural implements no one is entitled to

macho*. higher commendation for its various uses than that which

is employed for Threshing and clearing corn. The
saving of labour by means of this iuvcatiou is very great

while the work is in all respects better done. Nothing AgmuWi.
could be more borlnrou* thun the inode adopted |>y -v

—

some of the Ancients of separating the gram from the

straw, either by burning the latter, or by treading the

whole under the feel of oxen. Even the Flail was a very

imperfect and fatiguing instrument. Thres.iuug-in.it hmes
are now common everywhere, ami may, it is well knowu,
be worked by horses or water, wind or steam. Water
is by far the best power, but as a full supply cannot at

all times be had, horses are still employed more gene-
rally than any of the other motive energies.

The essential parts of the machine will lie fully un-
derstood from an inspection of the engraving. Among
the various modifications which are occasionally intro-

duced, one of the most useful is what is called the

Travelling Shaker, the intention of which is to convey the Travelling

straw, after it is separated from the corn, to the straw-

barn, shaking it completely as it goes along. All well-con-

structed Threshing-mills have one Winnowing machine
which separates the chaff from the corn before it reaches

the ground
; and a second sometimes receives it from

the first, and gives it out in a state nearly ready for

market at the rate of six or eight quarters in the hour.

If the dimensions of the building do not admit of thia

last addition, a separate Winnowing machine is soma-
times moved by a belt connected with the mill ; saving

in either case a great amount of manual labour. With
a powerful water-mill it cannot be doubted that corn is

threshed and dressed for the market at an expense not

exceeding that w hich was incurred by the old process

for threshing alone. The great advantage, too, of

transferring forty or fifty quarters of grain in a few

hours, and under the eye of the master, from the yard

to the granary, is of itself sufficient to recommend this

invaluable machine, even though it were not also more
economical. Fig. 2ft.

The author of the Treatise on Rural Affairs has

furnished the following estimate of the profit that might
be derived by the Public were Threshing-mills universally

adopted. He calculates,

1. The number of acres producing grain

in Britain ol 8,000 ,OjO

2. The average produce in quarters at

three per acre 24,000,000.

3. The increased quantity of grain ob-

tained by Threshing mills, compar-

ed with the Flail, at one-twentieth

of live whole, or in quarters at. . . 1,200,000

4 . The value of that increased quantity

at forty shilling* per quarter .... 2,400,000

5. The saving in expense of labour at

ooe shilling per quarter 1,200,000

6. The total profit per annum, if all

were threshed by machinery, at. . 3,000,000

7. The actual profit per annum, on the

supposition that only half of tnc

gram produced were threshed by
machines, ail. » 1,800,000

In addition to the implements already described we Mbcel-

might mention the Chajf-cutlrr, the Tnriiip-thnr, the
’**

Stratum2 apparatusfor preparing thefood ofcaltlt. and
a Machinefor bruising the corn which is given to horses.

Tliis last is of greater value than it is usually imagined,

as many horses are known to swallow their oats without

complete mastication, while others which have lost their

teeth derive tuuch advantage from Lius artificial

c 2
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Agriculture, ance. We must pass over with a similar brevity the

v-wt various descriptions of wheel-carriages which are used on

farms, from the Irish car to the Gloucestershire waggon.

There are besides various mechanical inventions used

for harvesting com, and depositing it safely in the barn

yard. Sir J. Sinclair holds the opinion that stacks are

greatly preferable to bams, more especially since the

plan has been adopted of placing the former on stone

or cast-iron pillars, by which ‘he corn is kept perfectly

Iknsca for dry, and the ravages of vermin are prevented. In some
CTrn ktacks, districts, if the season he wet, stacks have bourn placed

in the centre, consisting of a triangle of wood, through

which the air has freedom to circulate nearly to the top

of the stack. If the grain has not been quite dry, it

gains much advantage from this simple expedient.

Fig. S9.

On Tillage.

Having examined the constitution of soils, the inodes

of draining and irrigation, the various kinds of manure,

and the principal implements which are used in hus-

bandry, we are now prepared to accompany the farmer

in the more practical branches of his profession, and to

record his progress in the culture of his fields and the

growing of his crops. It is, indeed, customary before

proceeding to the actual processes of ploughing, sowing,

and reaping, to make a series of observations on the

different plans which have been adopted in the Agri-

cultural districts of the Kingdom, for dividing fields and
erecting fences. To this is not unfrequently added a

dissertation on rural establishments, comprehending a

view of the several buildings which may be thought

necessary to accommodate the tenant, his servants, his

cattle, aa well ns his pigs vmd poultry, and, at the same
time, supply the means of protecting his crop, his corn,

potatoes, turnips, and hay, from the effects of rain and
fVost We abstain from such details, not only because

our plan is inconsistent with excessive minuteness, but

more especially because there is no fixed rule which
could be made to apply to any number of contiguous

farms, much less to the whole country. The fences

which are found most suitable in Devonshire would not

answer in Cumberland ;
and the style of house which

affords the greatest comfort in Caithness, would be re-

jected on the banks of the Severn and the Thames, as

inconvenient and devoid of elegance.
Turning up The first step is to turn up the soil and prepare it for
the soil.

the reception of the seed. But before the operation of

the plough begins, it is of no small importance to con-

sider the nature of the land, the season of the year, and
the species of crop which it is proposed to raise. It is a
general opinion that there are few soils which are not

Fittest improved by being turned up about the end of Autumn
or beginning of Winter, as it is understood that they

thereby absorb a great quantity of moisture to meet the

demands of the following Summer ;
whereas, if they

arc not ploughed till the Spring, the rapid evaporation

which ensues occasions a deficiency of one of the essential

elements of vegetable life. It is supposed, too, that the

furrow exposed during the cold season hecomes mellow,

and derives, moreover, some beneficial influence from

the atmosphere ; an opinion which may be traced back
to the days of Virgil, and perhaps to an epoch still more
ancient. But the experience of modern times does not

altogether confirm the judgment of the Greeks and
Homans in this particular point. The principul benefit

of Autumnal ploughing is confined to strong adhesive Agriculture,
soils, which by means of the frost acting on the redun- -

dant moisture, unquestionably renders them more fria-

ble, and, of course, fitter for the reception of all kinds
of seed.

It ought to be especially observed that no land, what- Ground net

ever may be its qualities, should be ploughed in a state to **

of wetness. Tenacious soils, when subjected to the
operation of ploughing in such a condition, are apt to

* " WC ‘

run together into lumps, which it is afterwards extremely
difficult to reduce ; besides being greatly injured by the
treading of the cattle, whose feet make holes which be-

come filled with putrid water. This observation applies
chiefly to marshy fields, which have been recently brought
into cultivation, and which, above all others, ought not to

be endangered by an unseasonable renewal of Tillage.

In highly improved districts, great attention is paid Dimention*
to the dimensions of the furrow, ami the angle at which of the fur-

it is made to rest. When the breadth and depth are tow

nearly equal, it turns over very naturally at an angle of
forty-five degrees

; but when the breadth much exceeds
the depth, it falls over in nearly a flat position, each
successive one overlapping a little the preceding. The
nature and condition of the land determine the prefer-

ence to be given to each of these modes of ploughing.

The square slice is considered best adapted for laying

up stubble land after harvest, to he exposed during the

Winter as a preparation for fallow or turnips. The
shallow slice with considerable breadth is convenient
for breaking up old pastures, because while it conceals

the grassy turf, the fertile soil is not buried too deep.

No wise farmer approves that style of oration which
makes the depth of the furrow slice exceed the breadth.

Generally speaking, in determining the depth of the Comfclera.

furrow, the quality of the soil, and the kind of crop to <ion"

be raised, must be attentively considered, fiomf shallow

soils are extremely fertile, but rest on a substintum mioe^
which is extremely injurious to vegetation. In such
cases, deep ploughing would be highly improper ; hut,

on the other hand, when subsoil contains ingredients,

such as calcareous and soluble matter, which sene to

increase it* productive qualities, it may be useful to the

crop to have a portion of them occasionally turned up
by the plough. Mr. Young recommends that one deep
ploughing should be given every second year; after

which, he maintains, that u mere stirring of the surface

answers better than very deep working. Even for the

purposes of cleaning, it is found that an ebb furrow,

followed by regular hand-hoeing is much more effectual

than any attempt to bury the weeds.

For certain crops, indeed, such as carrots and pars- Deep

nips, deep ploughing is indispensably requisite. In ploughing,

soils which can admit of it, trench-ploughing is found u«-

advantageous
;

n process which is accomplished by one
CCM*r3r*

plough following another in the same furrow, and the

second throwing its slice on the top of that which has been

turned over by the firat. In this way the land is com-
pletely moved to the depth of twelve or thirteen inches.

In ploughing a field some attention ought to be paid Ridge*,

to the breadth of the ridges, or the distance of the

water-furrows from each other ; for upon this arrange-

ment depends not only the proper draining of the sur-

face, but also the regular application of manure, the

equal distribution of the seed, the weeding, reaping, and

other branches of manual labour. It is likewise recom- Their diree-

mended by experienced farmers that a* far ns the silua- ,*®n

tion ot‘ a field will admit of it, the direction of the ridges
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Agriculture. should be North and South, Deviations from this rule,

* ^ for the purpose of drainage, or on account of the par-

ticular form of an inclosurc, may be sometimes neces-

sary. But it seems always advantageous to bring the

course of the ridges as near as possible to the line above-

mentioned ; for it appears that in those which have an

East and Westerly direction, even when the elevation

is not considerable, the crop on the South side has

ripened a week earlier than that on the North.

Great diversity of opinion prevails as to the proper

breadth. breadth of ridges ; a point which, it is manifest, depends

altogether on the qualities of the soil. Where the

land is of a light sandy nature, the ridges may with

perfect safety be mode both flat and broad ; whereas on

a stiff clay, they should be more narrow as well as

higher and of a rounded form, (hat the redundant mois-

ture may be discharged. On some such soils a ridge of

three or four feet is considered sufficiently wide ; and in

Essex, especially, this method is found to yield better

crops than when the water-furrows are placed at more
distuut intervals. But as we have already suggested,

there is no uniformity in this particular, the practice

being regulated in every County by the properties which
distinguish the various farms, as also by tlic uses to

which the land is applied.

Fallowing. There is no subject connected with Agriculture on

which there has been a greater change of practice as

well as of theory, than the ancient usage of Fallowing.

A vague notion seems to have prevailed in all the Coun-
tries of Europe that the exhausted soil required some
time for repose, in order U> recover its wasted fer-

tility. At the present day many authors maintain that,

under good management, and a proper succession of

crops, it is hardly ever necessary for most kinds of land
;

while others with equal confidence assert, that Summer
Fallowing forms an essential part of a system of good

husbandry, and that on certain soils it is altogether

indispensable. The avowed object of this process is,

to dear the ground from weeds, and to reduce it to that

consistence which is necessary to healthy vegetation.

The more zealous advocates of the practice admit,

though with rcluclance, thut it may be restricted to clay

soils, and to those which are of a tenacious quality ; such

being apt to retain a superabundance of moisture, and

to be thereby rendered very often unfit for receiving

cultivation at the usual season. Ploughing in Summer,
they remind us, reduces the hardened mould to the

degree of friability and minuteness of division which arc

essential to the concoction of the manure, to the ap-

proach of the genial atmospheric influences, and to the

ready nourishment of the plants. The soil from being
brought repeatedly in contact with the air is supplied

with a larger proportion of oxygen, which uniting with

the carbonaceous matter deposited by the husbandman,
produces an acid extremely beneficial to all the vege-

table tribes. According to the same hypothetical rea-

soning, the water which is ataorbed by the pulverized

field is decomposed, and its hydrogen combining with

the azote of the air forms ammonia, while another por-

tion of oxygen uniting with part of the nitrogen fur-

nishes one of the ingredients of potash, and thereby

contributes greatly to the improvement of the land.

Certain vicissitudes of temperature, too. which, no doubt,

take place wherever any decomposition or Chemical

change in the constituent parts of bodies is effected, are

also supposed to be useful, either directly or indirectly,

in promoting the growth of plants.

But as Sir H. Davy observes, there is some reason to Agriculture
suspect that the benefits derived from Fallowing have
been greatly overrated ; ami although it may t>e ad- Sir H.
mitted as necessary in lands much infested with weeds, p»vy’» ob-

and particularly on such as cannot be pared and burned to

with advantage, it must nevertheless, uu the wjiole, be
pronounced unprofitable as a purl of general husbandry.

He rejects the doctrine that certain principles necessary

to fertility are derived from the atmosphere, and supplied

to the pulverized soil, during its repose and repeated

exposure to the air; as well as the old opinion as to the

effects of nitrous salts on vegetation. By the decom-
position of the weeds buried under the furrow a certain

quantity of soluble matter is no doubt furnished to the

land; but it may be questioned whether the portion of
useful manure in a field at the end of a clear fallow, is

equal to what it contained when the operation com-
menced. By the action of the vegetable matter on the

oxygen of the atmosphere carbonic Acid gas is formed
;

but the greater part of it is dissipated and lost to the

farmer. The rapidity of the decomposition of the solu-

ble substances contained in the soil is greatly promoted,
and the volatile fluids are exhaled by the influence of

the Sun ; but at the very time when a large quantity of
nutritious matter is produced there are no useful plants

to derive any benefit from it.

The whole theory of Fallowing, if we omit the mere llisgeoe*

eradication of weeds, rests on the principle that land, r*®ada.

while not employed in raising a regular crop, may be so
treated as to supply foal for itself, or, in other words,
to improve its productive qualities. This object, as we
have elsewhere stated, may be in a great measure accom-
plished by means of succulent vegetables grown tor (he
purpose of being ploughed down. But during a Sum-
mer fallow, properly so called, no crop is produced
cither for food to animals or for the nourishment of the
soil itself. Even the texture of the furrow is less im-
proved than during its exposure in Winter, when the
freezing of the moisture it contains has the effect of
reducing it to a gentle condition. Besides, since the
drill-husbandry has keen introduced the land is kept
free from weeds by hand-hoeing, and manure is supplied

either by the green crops themselves, or from the dung
of the animals which feed upon them. It is the peculiar

advantage of the convertible system of cultivation that

the whole of the manure is employed ; those parts of it

which are less fitted for one crop being suitable for the

nourishment of another. Thus the quantity applied to

turnips affords a sufficient portion of soluble matter not

only for their growth, but also for that of the barley
which follows in the regular succession of modern hus-
bandry. Nay the grass-seeds derive from the same
supply an abundant source of luxuriance, while the rye-

grass and clover remain, which draw a very small purl

of their organized matter from the soil, or only consume
the gypsum, a mineral ingredient of little use to other

plants. These grasses arc supposed to receive a large

portion of their nourishment from the atmosphere, and
their roots and leaves when ploughed down at the end of
two years, supply a pabulum to the succeeding wheat
crop. At this stage of the course the farm-yard manure,
which contains phosphate of litnc and other matters of

difficult solubility, is fully decomposed ; and as soon as

the most exhausting crop is raised the application of

similar substances is repeated.

These remarks were suggested to Sir II. Davy by Mr.Gregg's

considering Mr. Coke’s plan of cultivation independent system.
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Agriculture, of Summer Fallowing. Mr. Gregg, whose ingenious

system was published by the Hoard of Agriculture, had

the merit of first adopting » similar plan on strong day*,

lie allows the ground alter barley to remain two year*

in grass ; then sows peas and beans ; afterwards ploughs

in the stubble of these crops for wheat ; and, in some

instance*, fallows the wheat by a course of Winter tares

and barley, which is cut in the Spring before the land is

sowed with turnips.

There can be no doubt that were it possible to devise

any method of cropping by which the produce, fertility,

ami good condition of the soil could be maintained

without the intervention ofa Summer Fallow, the saving
Mr.Middle- WOuld be very great, Mr. Middleton accordingly, In his

^^*cr
‘ Report of the State ofAgriculture in Middlesex . when
speaking of the advantages to be gained by a proper

succession of crops, very justly remarks, that the “ bene-

fit* to be derived from this measure are not to be esti-

mated. Among the first of these will stand the abo-

lition of Fallows, and the introduction of green crops to

supply their place, over an extent of about three mil-

lions of acres of arable land which have hitherto, under

the Fallow system, produced nothing during the Fallow

year. So far as tares and turnips, or potatoes and

peas, or turnips and potatoes, or any two good crops

can be raised in one year, in place of a Fallow, the pro-

duce will be double in quantity what it has been under

the former system. There are about nine millions of

acres in England nod Wales in the course of two crops

and a Fallow; that i*. six in crop ami three in Fallow ;

from which it appears that by procuring one crop in

place of the Fallow, one half more is added to the former

produce.”

Fallow* di»> According to a statement made by Sir John Sin-

u*ed in the clair, in bis Hint* on the Agricultural Stale of ite
Nether- Netherlands, Fallows are more rarely practised in Flan-

ders than formerly, and iu some districts arc entirely

abolished. The succession of crops on strong lauds in

the neighbourhood of Bruges is the following ;
Fallow,

winter barley, beam, wheat, oats: sometimes there is a

Fallow every fourth yeur, and sometimes wheat and Fal-

low alternate. But in tltc Plain of Fleurus, in the Wal-

loon Country, Fallows are now rarely seen. At one pe-

riod they were enforced by a clause in the leases as an

indispensable part of husbandry in that fertile district.

M. Mondez, who was well acquainted with Flemish

fanning, when he entered ou the possession of grounds

near the town just named, having stipulated with his

landlord that he should be at liberty to pursue a differ-

ent plan of cultivation, took the lead iu this great im-

provement ; and for a period of forty years he seldom

had occasion to practise Summer Fallow. He super-

seded the old method by introducing a judicious rota-

tion of crops. The culture of beans, lor example, is

successfully practised in other parts instead of a Fallow,

This crop is succeeded by an abundant one of wheat or

Winter barley ; and it is added by Sir John, ** that this

system merits to be encouraged fix’ the great advantage

derived from it; for without any additional manure,

w hich however it tends to furnish, it retains the fields

in as high a state of fertility as can be done by the Fal-

low system
; it exacts but a moderate degree of atten-

tion, and it requires neither any extraordinary expense

nor hazardous combinations.”

The same author informs us, (hat it is now a maxim
in the Plain of Flcurus that, wherever it is possible to

manure the land fully every ninth year, Fallows are per-

fectly unnecessary : and he notices a Paper on this sub- Agrimbwa.
ject by M. Boiiin of Brussels, who recommends mixing
sand with the soil, to alter and improve its texture, and
burning clay in large masses for the same purpose, as a
substitute for Summer ploughing. At one lime, we and in

may remark. Fallowing was so much practised in Swi**«r-

Swi**crland that it alternated with every crop; but at

present it ia almost entirely given up, the necessity fix

it being precluded by the following rotation, wheat, car-

rots, vetches, barley, potatoes.

In Norfolk a kind of Fallow, denominated by the Norfolk

farmers a Bastard summer till, is occasionally practiced. Hazard

If it shall appear that a piece of ground from which
*l,ranK,r ,llL

clover or some other cultivated grass has been cut, ia

not sufficiently clear for the reception of the following

wheat crop, it is ploughed two or three times, if it can
be accomplished, before harvest ; and, when il is neces-

sary. the assiduous application of the roller and harrows
is not neglected. For the purpose of clearing pen-

stubble, it is also subjected to a similar operation.

When the crop is removed from the land, the straw is

harrowed up, collected, and carried away. A single

ploughing is then given ; after which the ground re-

mains in that state till like conclusion of the harvest,

when it receives two cross ploughing*, and finally, a
fourth as a preparation for the seed.

Drill towing.

As the improvement now mentioned has arisen chiefly

from the introduction of green crops cultivated ou the

plan of what is called the Drill Husbandry . wc shall

make a few observations on its history and advantages.

It has been already staled, that this method was intro- Introduced

duced into Britain by Mr. Jethro Tull, a gentleman in

Berkshire, who apuibul ii to hia own property about the
lu

year 1713. Struck with the remarkable effects which
the new mode produced, and ascribing the abundant
crops which he obtained to the perfect culture thereby

accomplished, rather than to the fertilizing qualities of

the manure, he extolled the discovery beyond all bounds.

He described il as calculated to supersede the necessity

of manure altogether, the application of which he viewed

as a waste of time, labour, ami expense. By thus over- jj;,

rating the advantages of Drilling, and loading it with takes,

erroneous views on points not necessarily connected with

it, there is reason to believe that he retarded the pro-

gress of his favourite system. In the present day when
the utility of manure is so well understood, there is no

danger that any one will be misled by the opinions of

Mr. Tull; and we enjoy accordingly all the benefit of

his practice without incurring the hazard uf his hypo-

thetical conclusions. It required the enthusiasm of un

inventor to warm tlse head to such an extent as to iudocc

a practical Agriculturist to overlook the necessity of

recruiting the energies of the soil, or to imagine that (he

best directed labour would ever supersede the applica-

tion of manure.

The main advantages derived from the practice of Adnui

Drilling are understood to Ire, a saving ofseed ; a more <•£«*

regular and certain growth, from the seed being more

regularly deposited ; a more abundant crop and of a

belter quality ; the more easy and effectual destruction

of weeds ;
harvesting the crop at less expense ami iu a

cleaner 9tate ; and the more perfect cultivation of the

soil by means whereof it is left in a better condition lor

the next sowing. The objections to it apply not Id tlse Oijrctionv
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Agriculture, process itself but to the difficulty of having it well per-

v* formed, and the bad effects which result from aw kwan!
Mr. Aim>s‘a workmanship. But tlie experiments made by Mr. Amos,

meotl"
detailed at length in his Trtalxtt on Drill Husbandry,
have removed all doubt as to the *u|ierior excellence of

thin method, Hi* investigations were made on different

soils ; and in all of them, (wo acres of land, lakl up in

ridges of elev en feet broad, were sown alternately broad*

cast, and with the Drill machine. We may state one or

two of the results ; observing that the sum placed oppo-

site to the name of the emp denotes the superior value

of that which was Drilled compared with the produce of

the bread-cast.

£ «. 4.

Oat* on stiff loam l 3 0
Coleseed after the oat* 0 1 0
Burley after the coleseed 1 5 3
Beans after the barley 1 l 3
Wheat after the beans 1 1

1

5
Turnips on sandv loam 0 8 9
Bariev after the turnips 0 17 10
Red clover after the barley 0 10 6

Wheat after the red clover 1 9 9
Potatoes on sandy loam, part hand-hoed,

and purl horse-hoed, in favour of the

hitter 3 13 10
Burley after the potatoes 1 16 2
Red clover after the barley 0 13 6

Wheat after the red clover 1 16 0
Cabbage* on stiff loam, part liand-hoed

and part horse-hoed, in fnvouT of the
latter 2 10 9

No nviog
in weil.

Interval*

Wtwaeo
Drills.

We ourselves have witnessed experiments on the

comparative advantages of Drilling and brond-cast, iti

regard particularly to wheat and oat* ; and the result in

all cases has tended to prove the decided superiority of

the former. Not only is the quantity greater, but the

quality is considerably better ; and if the season has
been wet or otherwise unfavourable, the latter point of
improvement is still more manifest. It deserves to be

remarked, however, that the saving of seed is quite illu-

sory, for the best farmers bestow as much on the land

in the form of Drilling as w hen it is scattered from the

hand. Nor ought it to escape attention that a good deal

depends on the distance between the rowrs or Drills ; a
branch of the subject which has been well illustrated by
Mr. Young, though his conclusions are not entitled to

tha authority they would have possessed had all the ex-

periments been performed on the same soil and tinder

the same management. Mr. Toll, it is well known,
recommended the Drilling of wheat, barley, and other

corn crops, nt the distance of three, four, and even fire

feet between the rows ; but as this port of his practice

was connected with the hypothesis that a well-directed

culture might supersede nil other means of fertilizing

land, he has not been followed, except by a few indivi-

duals who were determined to adopt his whole system,

and attempt to produce plentiful harvests without the aid

of manure. It i* obvious that tire number of rows in a
given space should be regulated by the nature of the
soil and the species of the plants ; strong land requiring
more room for its rank vegetation, and that which ia

lighter admitting the Drills at a smaller distance from
one another. From ten to fourteen inches »s recom-
mended as a sufficient interval for rows of com where
the field is in good condition

;
but in cases where a

luxuriant crop is not to be expected, the distance may Agriculture

be reduced with advantage to the narrower limits of

eight inches.

The process of Drilling, or the deposition of seed in Method of

rows by means of a machine, requires considerable care Drilbug.

in the performance. The points which demand parti-

cular attention are the keeping the rows straight and at

equal distances throughout their whole length, the drop-

ping the seed at a proper depth, ami the delivering it in

proper quantity according to its kind and the nature of
the soil. For these purposes the ground must have
been previously well prepared by repeated ploughing and
liarrowing, except in the special case of Drilling beans w ilh

one furrow. This operation is generally performed in

the course of ploughing, either by a person pushing
forward a Drill barrow, or by attaching a hopper and
wheel with the necessary apparatus to the plough itself.

The mode of regulating the depth of tlie Drill, ami the

quantity of seed delivered, must depend ou the kind of
Drill used, and only requires attention in the holder.

In Drilling turnips the land is most commonly made up
into ridgelrta, at the distance of twenty-seven or thirty

inches from centre to centre, farmed by a single bout, or

double motion, of the commou plough. The Northum-
berland machine, which sow* two rows at once, is tlien

drawn over them by one horse walking between the

ridges without a driver ; the holder at once performing

that office and keeping the instrument steady on the top

of the Drills, or rklgelets, as they arc sometimes called.

One of the two roller* smooths the surface beibre the

seed is deposited, and the oilier follows to cover it and
compress the soil. In Drilling corn, several rows are

sown at once, and great care is requisite to keep tlie

machine steady and in a straight line, if only live rows
ore rkme at once, the work may be performed with one
horse and a*p!oughtnan, but if (lie implement it so large

as to cover nine or ten rows, i lie re must be two horses

in the yoke, and guided by a driver.

For the Northumberland Drilling machiue, we refer Xorthum-
to fig. 80. The roller a which goes beibre the seed IvrUmi

has two concavities, and thus leaves the ridge lets in the mtt

very be.it form for receiving it ; after it is sown, two light
cJlu*°*

rolleis, b b, follow and cover it.

Of corn-drills, Morton’s improved grain Drill nun hint Morion**

is undoubtedly the best and simplest. In it three hop- Drill ma-

per* are included in one box, the seed escaping out of®™0*-

all the three by the revolution of three cylinders upon
one axle ; and Drills of different breadths are produced
by the simple shifting of a nut that fixes a screw moving
in a groove in the under frame, by which the distance

between the two outside conductors uud tlie tculrul one
(wrhielt is fixed) can be varied from nine lo eleven inches.

And in order llmt the two small wheels may be always

at the same distances respectively as the conductors,

there are two washers, or hollow cylinders, an inch in

breadth, in tlie axle arms of each, which may be trans-

ferred either to the outside or inside of the wheels, so as

to make this distance from the outside conductors, nine,

ten, or eleven inches respectively. The small wheels

may be raised or depressed, so as lo alter tlie depth at

which the seed shall be deposited, by tlie action uf a

wedge which retains the upright part of the axle iu any

one of a number of notclie*. which are made similarly in •

both, and which are caught by an iron plate ou the upper

side of the arms which carry the axle. This machine,

•ays Mr. Loudon, may be slid further improved by in-

creasing the number of conductors from three to five.
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Agriculture, an improvement, we may add, which has already taken

s—
>
place. Fig. 81.

Syrian of Cropping

Modes of The great variety of noil and climate in this Country

classifies- suggests and even renders necessary a considerable dif-

tioo. ferenoe in the kind of crops that must be raised by the

farmer, who, in this important matter, is frequently de-

prived of all power of choice. In a systematic point of

view, the produce of land may be considered under such

several heads as shall happen to suit the object of the

writer ; the main distinction being founded on its uses

and application, as food for Mao, or for the lower ani-

mals : the former class comprehends the various species

of com, wheat, barley, rye, oats, peas, and beans;

while the latter may be extended to all the vegetable

tribes which fall under the denomination of green crops.

It is manifest, however, that this distribution does not rest

on any fixed principle, because there is none of the cere*

alia, or genera of grasses, from which the human being

derives his subsistence, which may not be applied with

equal success to the tenants of the stable, the cow-house,

and the fold. Perhaps a clearer distinction might be

founded on the property of being eulmiferous or other-

wise, thus dividing the products of land into such as arc

cultivated for their seeds, and such os are cultivoted for

their leaves ; but as our object is to meet the conve-

nience of the common reader, rather than to comply

with the requisitions of a theory not well established,

we shall proceed to give an account of those crops which

chiefly occupy the attention of the British Agriculturist,

and supply the ordinary demand of our markets.
Wheat Of these IVheat deservedly occupies the first place, as

being in these Islands the main stuff of bread. It is uni-

versally admitted that the soils most suitable for this

species of grain are those or a strong, loamy, and even

clayey description ; but it is not denied, at the same

time, that where manure can be had in abundance, and

the climate is not altogether unfavourable, Wheat may
be raised successfully on lands of a much lighter nature.

As far as our own experience goes, we should say that

not less depends on the subsoil than on the qualities of

the pulverized portion which is turned up by the plough

;

for as the fibre* descend to a great depth in search of

nutriment, the plants sustain a serious injury from con-

tact with ferruginous ingredients, in the subjacent struts.

Before the introduction of turnips and clover, all lands

not decidedly cohesive were thought quite unfit for

Wheat; but it is one of the many advantages arising

from the use of green crops that new powers have been

thereby added to the *oil, and its capabilities enlarged.

Till a very recent period. Wheat was hardly ever sown
Sowi°s' but after a regular summer fallow ; a method which is

openly condemned by Mr. Young, in his Calendar of
Agriculture . “If,” says he,.“ there lie one practice in

husbandry proved by modern experience to be worse

than another, it is that of sowing Wheat in fallow*. If

fallows be thought necessary, let them be sown with

barley, or oats, or any thing but Wheat. But Wheat
may be advantageously cultivated after clover, tares,

peas, beans, turnips, potatoes, and similar crops, regu-

lating the succession according to the nature of the soil

and the condition of the land.” Beans which have been

under suitable culture, are considered by hi in as the

best preparation fur Wheat; closer and tares being the

next in order regarded os preparatory sowings. But

whether Wheal be sown in fallow, or whatever may be AgriraHw*
the preceding crop, it is scarcely necessary to observe
that the land should be in a friable and pulverized state,

and completely cleared of weeds. When Wheat succeeds
beans, the 6tate of the weather will seldom permit more
than one ploughing; for which reason, before this be
attempted, the operation of cross-harrowing is strongly
recommended, as well for the purpose of levelling the
rows, as for clearing the surface from cumbersome weeds
and straw. To preserve the crop from the effects ot

moisture, during the Winter, the ridges should be ga-
thered up or raised in the middle, and the open furrows
on each side be kept free from obstructions. When
Wheat is sown after clover, a still greater degree of atten-

tion to the process of ploughing becomes necessary, in

order that the grass roots may be completely covered ;

(or when this part of tile work is carelessly executed,
the remaining stems vegetate and send up shoots, to the
material injur)- of the young plants.

But the cares of the farmer are not confined to the Varieties,

cultivation of the fields meant for Wheat. He must
exercise a similar vigilance and discernment in the se-

lection of the seed ; and thin not only as it respects the
quality of the grain, hut the kind or species which may
be proved most answerable to his soil and climate, which
every day of the year cither aid or oppose his exertions.

The varieties of this grain are too numerous to be spe-

cified here
;

but the most general distinction is that

which respects colour, the red and the white compre-
hending the intermediate shades. Wheats are again
divided into Summer and Winter varieties ; the former
being usually bearded, while the latter sometimes shows
a woolly ear and a very thick chaff. The white descrip-

tion affords flour of a finer quality than the red ; but

this disadvantage, in the case of the latter, is compen-
sated by the property it possesses of coming more early
to the sickle, and of growing on an inferior order of
soils under a less genial sun. Summer Wheat has been
long cultivated in some parts of England, particularly in

Lincolnshire, and might probably be found to succeed
in the more Southern Counties ; but in Scotland it has
not obtained any preference, even when used for a crop
Bown in Spring.

As Wheat-seed is sometimes prepared with pickles, or Picklitig

steeps and quick-lime, as a preventive ofsmut, we shall st«?p.

give a short account of a method which is followed in

some districts with considerable success. Take four

vessels, two smaller and two larger, the former with
wire bottoms and of a size to contain about a bushel,

the latter sufficiently capacious to contain the othere

within them. Fill one of the large tubs with water,

and putting the Wheat in one of the smaller, immerse it

in the water, stirring and skimming off the grains which
float above, and renew the water as often as necessary

till it comes off quite clean. Then raise the small vessel

in which the Wheat is contained, and repeat the process

with it in the other large tub which is to be filled with
stale urine ; and in the mean time wash more Wheal in

the water tub. When abundance of water is at hand, this

operation U by no means tedious ; and the Wheat is

much more effectually cleansed from all impurities, and
freed more completely from all weak and unhealthy

grains than can be accomplished by the winnowing ma-
chine. When thoroughly washed and skimmed, let it

drain a little, then empty it on a dean floor, and riddle

qnick-lime upon it, turning it over and mixing it with a

shovel, till it be sufficiently dry for sowing.
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Agriculture. The experiments of M. Prevost quoted by Sir John
Sinclair, in a Work formerly mentioned, show in a

striking light the advantage of previous preparation of

the seed for the prevention of smut. The following

were the results : I. infected grain, without any prepa-

ration, had one-third of the crop smutted ; 2. infected

whent, simply scalded, gave one-fifth smutted ; 3. sound

wheat, without any preservative, hail one-fifth part in-

fected ;
4. infected wheat well moistened in a solution

of blue vitriol, or sulphate of copper, in the proportion

of nearly two ounces for three bushels of wheat, had

only one-hundredth purt alfected with smut ; 5. infected

wheat, well moistened with a solution of the same kind,

in the proportion of about four ounces and a half of blue

vitriol to three bushels of wheal, gave only one three-

hundredth part smutted. This solution is described as

being equally efficacious in preventing mildew. The
process maybe more particularly detailed in these words:

Blue vitriol, take three ounces and two drams of blue vitriol, and

dissolve it in four gallons of cold water, the proportion

allowed for ever)- three bushels of the wheat to be pre-

pared. Into another vessel capable of containing sixty

or seventy gallons, throw from three to four bushels of

wheat, and pour upon it the prepared liquid, till it rises

five or six inches above the com ; stir it well, and remove

the light grain from the surface. The wheat after being

half an hour in the solution, is thrown into a basket to

allow the liquid to drain off. The seed is then washed
with pure water, and well dried before sowing. It is

said that it may be kept after this process quite sound

for several months. A similar application of blue vitriol

is practised by Mr. Butler of Derbyshire. He dissolves

two pounds of it in as much urine as will moisten twelve

bushels of wheat, and after it has floated a sufficient time

It is dried with quick-lime.

Another preventive of smut recommended to the prac-

tical Agriculturist is kiln-drying ; an expedient, how-
ever, which must be adopted with gTeat care, as the

slightest excess of heat might destroy the powers of ve-

getation. A practice has likewise been introduced by

some farmers of passing their seed wheat through rollers,

by which means a black powdery matter is separated

from the surface of the grain. This also is a method
which, however successful it may have proved in judi-

cious hands, must not be hastily imitated, there being a

manifest hazard that part of the corn shall be lacerated,

or otherwise injured.

No fixed rule can be laid down as to the quantity of

seed which ought to be given to an acre of land suitably

prepared for wheat ; because this is a point of practice

which must be determined in every case by a reference

to the fertility of the soil, the nature of the climate, and
even the period of sowing. On a rich field brought by
culture to a good condition and sown early, the quantity

need not exceed two bushels. In no instance should it

pass three bushels per acre ; although on bean-stubble

the allowance should certainly be more liberal than on
fallow or after a green crop.

In regard to the particular modes of sowing, we have
already said all that appears necessary. Our reasons

for preferring the drill-system to the more ancient me-
thod of hroad-cast are founded on experiment and long
observation ; and wherever the land will admit of it,

the farmer will find the expense of labour and machinery
amply repaid. The method of ribbing, as it is called,

or the making of small furrows at the distauce of nine

or ten inches, answers nearly the same end as drilling.

VOL. VI.
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The seed, it is true, is scattered by the hand in the usual Agriculture.

broad-cast manner, but as it necessarily falls for the

most part in the furrows, the crop rises in parallel rows,

and the ground is levelled by harrowing. This plan

has nearly all the advantages of* the other, so far ns

respects the rays of the sun and the circulation of air

among the plants ; but as some shoois will unavoidably

spring up between the lines, it is not so well fitted for

the operations of clearing, weeding, und hoeing. In the

County of Norfolk, the Jhbbling of wheat is still prac- Dibbling.

tised to a considerable extent, though we do not find

that it is attended with any advantage except the sowing
of seed. An expert dibblcr, with the assistance of three

children to drop the grains, sows about two roods a

day ; the quantity expended being from four to six pecks

per acre, proving a gain on that article to the amount
of nearly u bushel on four roods. Some attempts have
been made to introduce machinery for this purpose, but

hitherto without success.

After the usual operations of culture and sowing, the

anxiety of the farmer is confined to the two essential

points of keeping the field free from weeds and super-

abundant moisture. No water should ever be allowed

to stagnate on the surface of the ridges, or even in the

open furrows, otherwise the seed rots and |>enshcs, or if

it escape total destruction, it sends forth sickly plants

which never come to perfection. Where the broad-cast

method of sowing is continued, the process of clearing

cannot be fully accomplished ; being confined to such

weeds as can be removed by the hand. But wherever Hoeing,

wheat is drilled, the business of hoeing can be effectually

executed ; a species of labour which is not less beneficial

to the crop by stirring the soil end closing it in the

roots, than by eradicating the intrusive vegetal ion by
which it would soon be encumbered. It has been ascer-

tained that by loosening the earth and gathering it

round the stems of plants, tillering, or the production of
new stalks is gTeat ly promoted, and particularly in the

drill-husbandry. Some curious facts are recorded of the Multiplies*

wonderful multiplication of stems effected by this pro- tiao of

cess. In a moderately good crop of drilled wheat. Sir
rtera9 *

H. Davy counted from 40 to 120 stalks springing from

a single grain
; and he quotes Sir Kcnclrn Digby who

saw in the possession of the Fathers of the Christian

Doctrine at Paris a plant of barley which they preserved,

and which consisted of 249 stalks from one seed, and
yielded 18,000 grains. He refers also to Mr. Miller of

Cambridge, who sowed some wheat on the 2d of June,
and on the 8th of August a plant was taken up, sepa-

rated into eighteen parts, and replanted. In September
and October, they were again taken up, and div ided into

sixty-seven separate parts, to remain during the Winter;

and in March and April they were also taken up, when
they produced 500 plants. The number of ears from a
single grain amounted to 25,509, and the grains were es-

timated at the amazing number of 57 6.S40. The produce

weighed nearly forty-eight pounds, and measured three

pecks and t hree-quarters of a peck.

In some districts we have observed the practice of Feeding

turning in cattle into a field of wheat, to feed, it down, down,

when it appeared too luxuriant at an early part of the

season. Some benefit was supposed to he derived from

the removal of the upright stems by which the growth

of the laterul shoots become more vigorous ; but if this

practice be ever useful, it must be confined to cases of

excessive luxuriance, and where the land is of a firm

texture. In short, it can only be regarded os a hazard

-
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Agriculture, ous alternative* resorted to when the crop would other-
s— wise be certainly lost.

Disease*. The principal diseases to which wheat is exposed are

raiJl
the rmut and mildew. The former appears in the shape

of a black bull, which occupies part of the ear. and
thereby not only so far diminishes the produce, but con-

taminates, more or less, all the sound grain, rendering

it unwholesome food, and quite unsuitable for seed. A
remedy has been already suggested for this evil, as it is

understood by all intelligent Agriculturists to be perpe-

tuated by means of propagation, or. in other words, that

diseased com is always reproduced in an unhealthy state.

But a more certain preventive will he secured by the re-

solution never to sow wheat which has been even in

the slightest degree tainted with smut.

Mildew. The ravages of mildew
, in particular cases, are even

more destructive than that of the pernicious blight just

mentioned. It is generally imagined to originate in a

disordered state of the atmosphere ; and when it takes

place between the periods of flowering and ripening it

lies been known to lay waste whole fields in the course

of a week. Nor have any means been discovered for

putting a stop to so fearful a malady. As it prevails

more or less in some situations every season, whatever
may be the state of the weather, a cause has been sought

in the vicinity of certain plants, the fungous substances

attached to which bear a great resemblance to the straw

of mildewed wheat. The barberry and several other

shrubs have been suspected ofextending this evil among
the cereal tribes; and various ingenious speculations

have l»een formed to account for the mode of infection.

The communications of Sir Joseph Banks to the Board
of Agriculture give the fullest view that is anywhere to

be found of this obscure inmiiry ; though it must be
acknowledged that his researches were not attended with

any practical advantage to the farmer, or with any new
lights useful to the Botanist.

Amount of The amount of the produce raised on an acre of good
jwhIucv- wheat land varies, in every County, and in every season,

from three quarters to ten. We have known a whole

field average ten quarters of good marketable grain, a

return which may be expressed in another form iw equal

to eighty Winchester bushels per acre. But perhaps,

even in the present improved state of Agriculture, we
might to consider one-third of that quantity as the usual

return throughout the Kingdom.
Bailey. We proceed now to Barley , in regard to which every

one knows that it grows best on light loams, and even

Succession, on a sandy soil, if properly manured. It usually suc-

ceeds turnips, potatoes, beans, peas, or tares. But
whatever may he the CTop which precedes it, the soil

must be brought by repeated ploughing* to a pulverized

slate, so as to ensure an equal vegetation. In Suffolk,

when Barley follows turnips, it has long heen a prac-

tice to drill the seed without ploughing ; whereas in

Norfolk, where this crop is carried to great perfection,

tho hind is carefully prepared by the most assiduous

Varieties, labour. Of this grain there are several species culli*

rated in Britain, and even different varieties of these

species. The two-rowed species, or Hontmm dutichon

of I.innaus, includes sundry varieties, which are known
by familiar names among the rustics of both divisions of

the island. The early and late, or hot seed and cold need,

are distinctions universally recognised. To the first of
these belongs the Scotch barley, as well ns the Bathripc,

Hot«pur. ami Sprat, which are also denominated the

Battledore, Fulham, and Putney, from taring cultivated

in the neighbourhood of those places. The second spe- Agnrukmv^
tries is the Hordrum vulgar*, or tetrastirhon

, which is ^
likewise described us bear or bigg in the Northern Coun-
ties, and is found to answer well on elevated situations

and inferior soils. The Ifordeum hexariichon
, or six-

rowed Barley, is a species which has a strong reed or
straw, grows rapidly, and ripens early, is very hardy»
and withstands the severity of Winter ; whence it de-
rive* its characteristic appellation of Winter Barley. It

is very generally cultivated in Russia, and os for North
indeed as any corn is raised ; but as the quality is rather
coarse, and fitter for meal than malting, it has not ob-
tained a very favourable reception among our formers,

especially in the more fertile parts of the country.

From the beginning of April to the middle of May is Sowing,

esteemed the best time fur sowing Barley ; bear or bigg,

being an earlier, as well os a hardier kind, may be sown
somewhat later. As it suffers much from weeds in a
wet season, it ought to be drilled rather than sown
broad-cast. The quantity of seed varies according

to the condition of the land from two to four bushels.

We may remark that of late yean it has become custo-

mary to throw Bariev into the gronnd at an earlier period

than formerly; and hence nothing is more common than

to see our farmers occupied with this crop about the

middle of March. In some cases. Barley comes up irre-

gularly and ripens unequally. To obviate this inconve-

nience it has been recommended to steep the seed before

committing it to the soil, not only to promote a more
rapid vegetation, but to render it more uniform. Some
Agriculturists add a little soot to the water, with the view

of destroying vermin, which are occasionally found to

attach themselves to the husk of the grain.

No crop requires greater attention in harvest, espe- Cut reijui-

cially in bail weather, than Barley. When it is fully ripe, *rte

j
a har*

the straw kwsnts brittle, so that the ears are exceed-
m ^‘

ingly apt to break off, if frequently or roughly handled.

The intelligent former, therefore, cuts it dow n, while the

straw yet retains a certain portion of it* sap anti the

grain is not fully hardened. Similar care is necessary

in threshing, especially in separating the spikes, or atrns,

as they arc provincially denominated, from the ear. For
this purpose, soma threshing mills are furnished with

what is called a hummelling machine; and where this

ia wanting, it is customary to put the grain, accompanied
with a portion of threshed straw, a second time through
the threshing apparatus. Where Barley has been mown,
the whole of the straw requires to be twice threshed,

independently of the necessity of getting rid of the spikes,

which sometimes adhere tenaciously to the grain, if not

completely ripened.

The produce of Barley, taking the average of England Produce,

ami the South of Scotland, has been estimated at thirty-

two bushels ; but when Wales and the North of Scot-

land are included, where, owing to the imperfect modes
of culture still practised, the crops ure very indifferent,

the general average over the whole will not perhaps

exceed twenty-eight bushel* per acre. Restricted to the

County of Middlesex, the average produce is rated at

four quarters of grain ami two loads of straw.

Rye, although less used in Britain limn other cultni- Rye.

ferous crops, is nevertheless entitled to a place in the

list of our Agricultural productions. It is said to be a
native of (’ret* ; but it is doubtful whether it can now
be traced to any particular Country. It has been culti-

vated in Europe from time immemorial, and is considered

as coining nearer in ite properties to wheat than any
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AgricuHu*. other grain. In most parts of the Continent it is more
v«—

* common than wheats being a more certain crop, and one

which requires less culture and manure. It is the bread

Varieties, corn of Germany and of Russia. The varieties of it

arc confined to two, the fVintrr and the Summer ; but

there is so little difference between them, that if sown at

the same time and in the same field, they can hardly be

distinguished from each other. Though it has been

considered as the most impoverishing of all crops, it is

admitted that it will make a good appearance on a soil

much inferior to that required for wheat It will also

prosper in a colder climate, though it is liable to be in-

jured by rains during the Winter as well as in the

flowering season ;
and in these respects it bears some

resemblance to the finer grain with which we are now
comparing it

Sowing. Rye is sown either in Autumn or Spring, and either

in broad -east or in drills ; two bushels and a half being

the usual nllowance to the acre when deposited in the

former manner. No pickling or other preparation is

given to the seed, there being no reason to apprehend

the diseases which that treatment is meant to obviate.

The qxir The rpur, or trgot, is by some considered as a fungus, a

species of tderotium, somewhat analogous to that which

occasions the smut. It is not peculiar to Rye, though it

is seldom seen on any other gramineous plant It is the

production of the seeds
;

is long, horny, and cartilagi-

nous
;

is sometimes straight, at others curved ; and is

occasionally found more than two inches in length. The
resemblance of this substance to the spurs of a cock has

procured for it the name by which it is distinguished.

• On breaking a spurred seed you find within it a matter

of a dull white colour, adhering to the violet skin which

surrounds it. Rye thus attacked cannot germinate ; and
ns may be remarked in regard to other grain, the most

rainy years are the most productive of this disease; that

high grounds were nearly free from it; and that even

the lower parts of the same field were more affected

than the upper parts. In France, a malady called the

chronic, or dry gangrene has been produced by eating

ergot or spurred rye. The same effect has been marked
in Switzerland, where, it is added, most animals refused

to eat the distempered com. The Roynl Society of

Medicine at Paris employed M.Tessier, a distinguished

Agriculturist and man of Science, to go into the Countries

in which the dry gangrene prevailed, and collect a suffi-

cient quantity of cock-spur Rye for the purpose of making
experiments. The result confirmed the opinion of those

who attributed the human disease to that of the vegeta-

ble. Such Rye sometimes appears in this Country, but

no instances arc recorded of its producing any such

effects ; hut Dr. Wollaston has stated in the Phiio9ophi~

cal Transaction « several cases in which dry gangrene

was occasioned in one family by eating damaged
wheat ; and nearly the some consequences were pro-

duced in a household in Wiltshire by the Colt urn (emu-

lentam entering largely into the composition of bread.

M. Logtisca relates that the ergot is covered with a thin

pellicle, and filled with a grey powder. It is collected

as a medicine in Spain by women and children, who
wade in the fields of standing Rye for the purpose ; but

as only a very' small quantity can be obtained, it is sold

at a high price as an article of the Materia Medina.
Culture, Ac. The culture, harvesting, and threshing of rye does

not differ essentially from the same processes as applied

to wheat ; and the produce, in similar circumstance*, is

nearly equal. Sir H. Davy found in one thousand parts

of Rye, sixty-one parts of starch and five parts of gluten. Agriculture,

Professor Thaer maintains that Rye is the most nourishing

grain next to wheat. It contains an aromatic substance,

which appears to adhere more particularly to the husk,

since the agreeable taste and smell peculiar to Rye-bread,

are not found in that which is made from Rye-flour which
has passed through a very fine holting cloth ; while the

fragrance may be restored by a decoction of Rye-bran in

the warm water used to make the dough This sub-

stance is thought to facilitate digestion, and to have an
aetion peculiarly fortifying ami refreshing on the animal

frame. In this Country accordingly. Rye is chiefly used
for gingerbread, and abroad in the distilleries, where ft

affords a powerful and exhilarating spirit. The best

Hollands is made of Rye, well selected and prepared by
the manufacturer. The straw, too, is much (nixed for

work, resembling that of Dunstable.

Next to wheat and barley there is no grain more Oats,

common in the Northern parts of Europe than Oat*.

Although its native Conntry be unknown, the culture of
this valuable crop is confined in modern times to dis-

tricts of which the latitude is higher than the middle
Provinces of France. In the Southern Departments,
ns well as in Italy, Spain, and Portugal, it is almost
entirely unknown; being unsuitable to the climate

not less than to the wants of the people. Oats re-

quire an atmosphere which is at once cool and moist

;

for in the absence of rain, and affected by a tempera-

ture above sixty degrees, the panicles become so con-

tracted that they cease to afford sufficient nourishment
to the ears, which thus never beonme plump, but are

thick in the husk, iong-awned, and unproductive in

mral. This is very often the case with oats in Scotland
in a dry year, and in the South of England almost
every season.

There are many varieties of this corn, which arc Varieties,

known to the farmer under a corresponding number of
descriptive appellations. First there is tile white or

common Oat. then the black, the red, the Polish, the

Dutch, the Potato, the Georgian, the Siberian, the Angus-,

the Bluinsley, the dun, and the Winter Oat. The Potato,

which is distinguished by having large, white, plump
grains, is now almost the only Oat raised on well-culti-

vated lands, whether in England or Scotland, and usually

brings a higher price in the London market than any
other variety. It may be remarked, however, that, while

the Potato and Polish are the fittest for k>w situaiinus,

where the soil is rich and the air warm, the red kind
answers best on elevated grounds and under a less genial

climate.

Oats grow well on any texture of land, from the Cultora,

stiffest clay to moss or bog, provided it lie sufficiently

dry. Nor does the soil on which they are cultivated

require any great degree of preparation. It is generally

the first crop sown on newly broken-up grounds, as the

radical fibres do not, as in the case of wheat and barley,

depend on that pulverized condition of the mould which
results from jwotracted labour. In regular rotations this

usually follows grass
; Mime times, upon land not rich

enough for wheaL, that had been previously fallowed or

had carried turnips, after barley, but rarely after wheat,

unless from particular circumstances cross cropping be-

comes a necessary evil. One ploughing is generally

given to the grass lauds, commonly in ihe month of

January, so that the benefit of frost may be gained* and

the surface rendered sufficiently friable for receiving the

barrow, iu some cases a Spring furrow i* givcu when
u 2
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Agriculture. Oats succeed barley or wheat, especially when grass-

seeds are to accompany the crop. The best Oats both

in quantity and quality, are always those which succeed

gross; indeed no kind of grain seems better fitted by

Nature for foraging upon grass lands, as a full crop is

usually obtained in the first instance, and the field left,

in good order for succeeding ones.

Sowing, The season for sowing this corn extend* from the be-

ginning of March to the end of April. About the middle

of the former month is the time fixed on by the best for-

mers. In some ports of Ireland, the Dutch Oat is sown

In Autumn ; in consequence of which it is ripe nearly a

month earlier than such as is postponed till Spring, an

object worthy of attention in so moist a climate.

Produce. As Oat* are more carefully cultivated in the Northern

Counties than in those Southward of Trent, the produce

in the former is correspond ingly greater, amounting in

some cases to fourteen or fifteen quarters per acre. It

is a grain besides which is subject to much fewer dis-

eases than the more delicate species of corn. The smut

sometimes, indeed, mokes an inroad upon it, but the

injury which is oftenest inflicted upon it arises from

Wire* wire-worms, that is, the larvet of insects which generally

worm*. abound in lands newly broken up from turf. The best

mode of obviating this serious evil is to put ofT the

ploughing of the field till the period at which it is to be

sown ; fur by this means the insect or grub, as it is

usually called, is turned down, and before it can work its

way to the surface, the corn has grown up beyond its

reach. In this way gardeners destroy or retard the

progress of the gooseberry caterpillar by digging

under tire bushes ; for it is found that the eggs end

/error of insects, like weeds and bulhs, when buried

too deep in the ground, have their period of vegetation

delayed, and sometimes iho vital principle entirely extin-

guished.

Value of Every one knows that the straw of Oots is more
*traw. valuable as forage than that of any other corn crop, and

it* even advantageously used as a substitute for hay

during the Winter months, both for form horses and

cattle, in some of the best cultivated districts in the

Kingdom.
Pea* and Pet7* and Beam were at one time more generally

lieaas. cultivated than they are at present, being regarded chiefly

as the means of cleaning foul ground, and preparing

it for wheat or barley. But since the use of green

crops has in a great measure superseded the necessity

of that expedient. Beans are confined almost exclusively

to clays and strong loams, on which turnip cannot be

successfully raised. There they succeed wheat or oats,

and sometimes also clover or pasture grass.

Culture. In preparing ground for Pea* and Beans, it ought to

be deeply ploughed in Autumn or early in Winter ; and

as a second or even a third furrow must be given in the

Spring, it is usual to make one of them a cross-plough-

ing. The mode of manuring depends upon that of

sowing. If the seed is to be scattered in the broad-cast

way. the dung should be ploughed down in the fall of

the year ; but if it is to be deposited in the furrows or

in drills, the manure should be laid in with it, so as to

afford the most speedy and active cooperation with the

soil. The remarks which have been made on drill-

husbandry in general apply to the management of this

crop, and need not he repealed. Suffice it to add, that

Beans when sown alone arc commonly planted in rows,

at the distance of nine, eighteen, or twenty-seven indies ;

the last being the usual interval when they arc meant to

be cultivated by the labour of horses instead of hand- Agriculture,
weeding and hoeing. »- —— r —L -

The lime of sowing varies from the end of January Sowing, Ac.
to the end of March. Both in the broad -cast and drill

husbandry, it is common to mix a few Peas with the
Beans because the mixture at once improves the quality
of straw when used a* fodder, and affords a ready
means of binding the sheaves in harvest. The mast
approved meLhod of reaping this crop is with the sickle,

hut it is sometimes mown, and in a few instances pulled

up by the roots. The amount of produce, as in the case Produce,
of all pulse grains, is very variable and even precarious ;

and were it not that it is still esteemed an improving
crop, it would not be so generally adopted without the
certainty of a higher remuneration in the market.

Taret, which in some parts of the Kingdom occupy Tare*,

a considerable share of attention, are found to succeed
best on gravelly loams ; but they produce a tolerable

crop on almost every variety of soil, if properly cultivated

and manured. There are two varieties of the Tare, Varieties,

distinguished chiefly by the period of Bowing, the ft'inUr
and the Spring ; and although it be difficult to discri-

minate the seeds of these varieties, they should always
be kept separate, because each thrives decidedly best in

its own season. Winter tares are sown from August till

October ; earlier on poor soils and exposed situations than
on richer and more sheltered lands. The plants should
be fully established in the soil before the approach of

the cold weather. The Spring kind is sown about the

beginning of March, when it is intended to ripen the

seeds ; but when the crop is to be used as green food,

the process may be postponed two months later. Some-
times the insertion of the seed of Spring Tures is de-

layed till June, when a quart of coleseed is given to

each acre, for the purpose of supplying weaned lambs iu

Autumn with an excellent fowl. This method is suc-

cessfully practised on the Down lands iu the County of
Sussex.

Tares are generally sown broad-cast, although, on Sewing,
good soils, drilling is found to remunerate the additional

labour by a more abundant return. In Middlesex the Produce,
produce amounts to about twelve tons per acre, which,

when converted into hay, is reduced to three or four tons

accordiug to the nature of the season. The most bene-

ficial application of this crop is soiling with horses or

other live stock ou the farm ; but for this purpose it

should be allowed to reach a considerable degree of

maturity. All descriptions of animals thrive upon it.

A single acre of Tares has been known to maintain four

horses in better condition than five acres of grass ; and
twelve horses and eight cows have been kept three

months upon eight acres of Tares, without the addition

of any other food. It is asserted, too, that the milk of

cows fed with this vegetable is so much improved that

it yields a greater proportion of butter than can be pro-

duced by the best grass-feeding.

Some other species of this plant are recommended to Unfyj gp*.

the attention of the Agriculturist ; such as the bush cics.

Irich, which shoots early in the Spring, vegetates lnte

in Autumn, continues green all Winter, is excellent

pasture, and on fertile soils might lie converted into hay ;

and secondly, the tufted vetch

,

which rises to a consider-

able height, and affords abundant foliage, so that it

might likewise he used as green fodder, or prepared for

hay. Lean cattle, it is said, have been greatly improved

by feeding on it. The everlasting pea, or Lathynis
lalifalius, is likewise a plant of large growth and fotiage.
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Agriculture. and has been warmly recommended as a good material

-v-""-*' for green food or hay. being of a very nutritious and

fattening quality. Huck-tcheat is occasionally cultivated

for the same purpose, as well ns chicory, or tcild tVO-

cory, also a succulent, herbaceous plant extremely useful

in the dairy and feeding-house.

Potato. There is no production of the soil which the neces-

sities oflife have of late years raised into higher impor-

tance than the Potato ; native of a warm climate, and
yet naturalized in all the Countries of Europe. Its

history is involved in some obscurity, and the precise

period of its introduction has not yet been ascertained.

From the History of Plants by Gerard, published in the

year 1597, there is no doubt that the Potato was known
in Englund at a somewhat earlier period. He speaks

of two kinds, the common and the Virginia, which he

cultivated in his garden ; and yet nearly a century* and
a half elapsed before this valuable root became a general

article of food.

Varieties. The varieties of this plant are now almost as nu-
merous as that of the dog ; the distinction being founded

chiefly on the colour of the Potato itself, or of the flower

which it exhibits when in full growth. In Lancashire,

where it is cultivated with much attention, there arc

known no fewer than twenty varieties of the early de-

scription, and fifteen of the late. But this minute sub-

division might be carried to a still greater extent. New
varieties are obtained every day by raising a crop from
seed, by which the quality and productive powers of the

plant arc said to be greatly improved. When the apples

come to maturity and begin to drop from the stem,

they are collected and preserved among sand till the

Spring, when they are bruised either among the sand,

or fresh mould procured for the purpose, by means of

which the seeds are separated and mixed with the earth.

They are then sown or scattered on a well-prcpnrrd or

garden soil ;
nnrl when the rough leaf appears, and the

plants have sufficient strength to be safely handled,

they are removed to another bed of fresh mould, where
they are placed in rows and kept free from weeds during
the Summer. In Autumn clusters of small Potatoes are

found at the roots; these are planted next Spring, and
so on successively three years, at the end of which they

attain their full size. It must be notierd, however, that

the earlier varieties do not bear flowers, and consequently,

do not produce apples ; but by removing the earth from
the roots, and the small Potatoes themselves as they

bogau to form, Mr. Knight, the President of the Horti-

cultural Society, succeeded in forcing the plant into

blossom, and thus obtained seeds from the early as well

as the common kinds.

C.Jtiue. The Potato loves a soil which is rather loose and
porous ;

nothing being more fatal to its success than
stiff, retentive land. Ill many parts of Ireland, it is

planted on what arc called lazy -beds ; the sets being
placed on the surface, and covered with earth dug out
of a trench formed round them. But good farmers pre-

pare their fields for Potatoes nearly in the same manner
as is practised in turnip husbandry. The land is usually

ploughed in Autumn, an operation which is repeated

once or twice in the Spring ; and a copious supply of
manure is deposited with the seed, either in furrow or

drill. Some Agriculturists have discovered an advantage
in bestowing a plentiful dunging on the previous crop,

rather than on the Potatoes themselves ; for in this way
the excessive luxuriance of the stems is prevented, while
the quality of the root is greatly improved.

No crop is more benefited by the care which is Agrictdtur*

bestowed on weeding and hoeing. The earth ought not

only to he kept clean, but also to be frequently stirred, Sttriugtha

and raised round the roots of the plants at the several ®EIth *

stages of their progress. As the Potato is now almost

universally cultivated in drills, the greater part of the

labour is performed by horses ; but whatever may be

the species of industry required, the farmer should not

withhold it, for nearly in proportion to his exertions

in that way, will be the amount of his produce.

It has beeu found by those who have instituted ex- Planting,

penmen ts on the comparative advantage of planting

entire Potatoes of a larger or smaller size, cuttings of
different sizes with one or more eyes, or shoots only,

that middle sized whole Potatoes, or large cuttings of
large Potatoes, a fiord better crops than smaller Potatoes

entire, or small cuttings, or the eyes or shoots alone.

Considerable diversity, too, in the amount of the pro-

duce was occasioned by placing the sets in the rows at

various distances, from six to twelve inches. With the

view of saving seed in times of scarcity, the shoots only

are employed ; but this economy is counterbalanced by
many disadvantages. The shoots cannot be planted so

early ; many of them being weak aff ord little or no pro-

duce, and the crop is generally later in reaching matu-
rity. In the use of the eye, or root-bud of the Potato,

the success has been various. I n some cases the produce

seems to be equal to what was obtained from larger

sets ; but in others, feeble stems and a diminished return

have afforded ample evidence that this mode ofpropaga-

tion ought not to be relied upon by the British farmer.

The prevailing disease of the Potato is the curl, which Diseases,

originating in Lancashire in the year 1778, soon spread T*1* Cutl*

very rapidly, especially in those districts where the cul-

ture of this valuable root was the most extensive. The
alarm excited by this occurrence led to numerous inves-

tigations with the view of discovering the cause. At
present the opinion on this head, which seems deserving

of the greatest attention, is that entertained by some
members of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, who
ascribe the malady to on undue ripeness of the seed.

To procure, therefore, a sound, healthy stock, it is re-

commended to select seed from a high part of the

country, where owing to climate, and otla-r circumstances,

the tubers are never over-ripened. With the same
view, such Potatoes as are intended to supply seed for

the following season, should be planted at least a fort-

night later than those which are meant (or the table, and
taken up as soon as the stems begin to display a yellow-

green colour.

Among the various methods which have been devised Catting the

for increasing the produce, it has been a practice with

some Agriculturists to cut away those parts of the plant

which contain the flower before the blossom appears.

It has been ascertained by Mr. Knight that this vege-

table possesses two modes ofsecuring its reproduction ;

the one by producing tuberous roots, and the oilier by
the general mode of flowers and seed-vessels; and (lint

in both these operations. Hence it has been inferred

that if we can prevent the consumption of it in either of
them, we shall moke it act more strongly in the other.

On this principle, if a Potato plant is carefully deprived

of its tubers as soon as they are formed, it will be made
infinitely more productive of blossom* and seed*. On
the other hand, if its blossoms nre picked oft', nod

it is prevented from forming any seed at all, the

fluid which would have been employed in that opera

:ed by Google
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Agriculture, lion, will be expended in forming an increased crop of

tubers.

Produce. In regard to the average produce, we cannot form an

accurate judgment without taking into account such a

variety of circumstances of culture, fertility, and climate,

ns would render the result inapplicable tu any great ex-

tent of country, even in the same neighbourhood. It

has been stated by some writers to vary from five to ten

Ions, according to the nature of the soil, and the skill of

the husbandman. In Yorkshire, from 300 to 400

bushels of the finer variety, and from 400 to 500 of the

coarser sort, are considered a good crop. We have

heard that, in some districts of Kent, more than 600

bushels have been raised from an acre, uud that even a

much larger amount has been obtained, in a very favour-

able season, and from a soil peculiarly rich.

Turnip Next to potato in importance we may place Turnip,

viewed at least as (lie means of improving land, of sup-

plying to the Agriculturist u valuable specie* of food for

Lis cattle. The introduction of this plant, together with

clover and the artificial grasses, formed a new era in the

progress of our native husbandry. It is true that Turnip
does not succeed on every kind of soil, particularly such

as are stiff* and clayey ; but on dry loams, and indeed

on all of a loose texture, managed according to the

best courses of cropping, it enters into rotation every

Varieties, fourth or sixth year. The species usually cultivated in

the improved districts are the white globe, which ripens

early, and gives a full crop ; the yellow, which has the

advantage of being more hardy, and is usually meant to

follow the other in Spring ; and thirdly, the Swedish or

tula baga ,
which may be preserved for consumption till

the end of May.
Culture. To secure a good return the farmer must have his land

welt pulverized, and cleaned. The manure aught also

to be carefully prepared, ana 7n a slate of minute division,

otherwise the work will l>e clumsily performed, and

much of the seed lost. We need not add that the pro-

cess of sowing is usually conducted by means of the

drill-machine. The time of sowing the several varieties

is somewhat different ; the Swedish being put in first,

and the yellow, and both about the end of Slay. But
as these kinds are much less extensively cultivated theft

the white, the principal seed-time takes place in the

month of June. The quantity of seed allowed to the

acre does not exceed two pounds, which, though more

than sufficient to stock the ground with plant*, is

thought necessary for securing a good crop on most

soils. As soon as the rough leaf, as it is called, is de-

veloped in the young shoot, the hots most be employed

to thin the rows, and destroy the most obtrusive weeds.

Next follows the horse-hoe to stir the soil and clean the

surface ; an operation which it is sometimes necessary to

repeat, should the field not have been brought into good

order by previous ploughing and eradication.

Injurious So far as labour is concerned there is no ground,

ianects. generally speaking, to dread the failure of a crop in an

ordinary season. But the husbandman has obstacles to

encounter which no exertion can remove, and, wc may
odd. which no care can altogether obviate. His greatest

enemy is the Turnip fly. the Chrywmela aallaloria of

IJnna.uts, which by preying upon the leaves of the young
plants very soon destroys them. The canker, so much
dreaded in Norfolk, is to be referred to the ravages of

nnolher insect, the Trnthredo oleraera of the same Natu-

ralist, which is wafted over in myriads with the North-

East wind from the Continent, and in the course of a

day or two covers whole fields. The black caterpillar *g-*nflwr
commeuce* its depredations on the Turnip plants after • _«— y

—
.
-

they have marie some progress; and it is sometimes
assisted in its work of destruction by the grey slug, not
less formidable in certain situations than any of the
others.

Various means have been devised to prevent the ruin Rctr.edio*.

occasioned by these insects, but hitherto without suc-
cess. It has been recommended to steep the seed in
water, train-oil, linseed oil, or some similar fluid,

twenty-four hours, and after mixing it with finely silted

earlh, to deposit it immediately in the drill. The strew-

ing of quick-lime, vegetable asiies, soot, or barley chaff,

and the sprinkling of lime-wuter, tobacco-water, and
some other liquids, have been practised for the destruc-

tion of the fly and slug. Rolling the ground with a
heavy roller in the night, when the insect proceeds from
its lurking place, has been adopted by some farmer*, but
with doubtful success. It has been suggested that as

the radish leaf is preferred by the slug to that of the

turnip, o little of the former should be sown along
with the latter ; and as the radish appears first, the

chance of an escape is thereby secured for the main crop.

But Turnips are, besides, exposed to a disease in the Other

root. A large excrescence forms below the bulb, which docur*.

after n certain period becomes putrid, and emits a very

offensive smell ; an ufTection which has been ascribed to

a puncture made by a grub or other insect in the vessels

of the tap root. It occurs most frequently in dry
seasons ; ami the only antidote that has been devised is

to enrich the land by means of assiduous culture and
good manure. There is another distemper familiarly

known iu the country by the name of Jingert and toe*,

when the plant, instead of forming bulbs, sends off a

number of separate roots. In some cases the bulb itself

is divided into but very often the tap-root is the
part aTTecmt while the bulb remains untouched. These
unhealthy indications arc frequently observed at an early

period, and sometimes before the appearance ofthe rough
leaf. All inquiries into the history or origin of this

disease have failed to discover its true source ; at least it

cannot be traced toany peculiarity in the seed, the period

of sowing, or even in the soil. Some writers have con-

jectured that it may be occasioned by a wound inflicted

on the roots by an insect too small to be observed, or
which retires alter it has done the mischief. Marl, or

fresh mould mixed with lime, has been applied to the

land os the only remedy which seemed likely to prove
effectual.

The produce of a Turnip crop varies to a great degree Produce,

in different Counties, according to the nature of the soil,

the management, and the weather. Fifteen tons are

reckoned a moderate return, and perhaps the weight
does not average much higher throughout the Kingdom;
but we have known instances where it amounted to

fifty, and hove heard of other* still more abundant.
The Carrot, though long grown in our gardens, is Canol*

comparatively but of recent introduction into Agriculture.

It seems to have been cultivated from an early period in

Germany and Flanders, and brought over from the latter

Country to Kent and Suffolk, in the XVIth Century.

A* it requires a deep soil inclining to sand, it can never

be so generally raised ss the potato and turnip, which
come to maturity on a greater variety of grounds. On
other acrounts it is less prized, as a regular crop, by

Agriculturists than it was a few years ago; and even in

Norfolk, where it was very successfully cultivated, we
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Agriculture. are informed that it is sown in much smaller quantities

- ,

—

v - * than it was about the beginning of the Century. It ia

said that the consumption of Carrot seed in that County
alone ha» diminished from three or four tons a year to

as many hundred weights.

Varieties. The varieties of the Carrot which appear in our gar-

dens are numerous, and may be increased to a great

extent by the usual means ; but the only sort adapted

for the field ia that which ia called the long red. The
farmer should be aware that new seed is most essential,

Culture. as it will not vegetate the second year. We have already

stated that the best soil for the Carrot is a deep rich

sandy loam ; and in preporing it for crop it ought to be

ploughed before Winter, in order that it may be pulve-

rized by the frost, and in the Spring well stirred to the

depth at least of a foot. This deep tillage may be per-

fectly accomplished cither by means of the trench-

plough following the common one, or by the common
one alone with a good strength of team ; but the former

method is to be preferred wherever the lands are inclined

to be stiff or heavy. In Suffolk, the farmers sow Carrots

niter turnips, barley, and peas, set upon a rye grass

lay ; the crops upon the first have generally been most
productive ; next to that they prefer the last. In the

former case, they feed off the turnips by the beginning

of February, and then lay the land up in small balks or
furrows, in which state it remains till the second week
in March, when it is harrowed down, double-furrowed
to the depth of about twelve inches, and the seed sown.

In regard to dimate, like Carrot and turnip require

nearly the same temperature ; but the farmer, from the

depth to which the roots penetrate the soil, thrive better

than the other in dry warm weather. The season for

sowing is the last week in March, or the succeeding

one in April ; though the first is generally preferred, it

being found that the early crop is usually the most prn-

Ifaaurmg. ductive. According to some authors, mumire should

not be given to Carrots the year they are sown, as it ia

alleged that when the roots come in contact with it they

become forked, scabbed, uud wormy. Till*, however,

will only take place in cases where recent unfermented

dung has been applied, or where other manure has not

been properly divided and broken into small pieces.

The best farmers in England always use manure ; for,

though it has been found that good crops may be occa-

sionally raised in a rich soil without it, the general rule

is, that a liberal allowance of the best dung is quite

essential to an abuudaut return ia ordinary circum-
stances.

The usual preparation of the seed for flowing is to

mix it with earth or sand to make it separate inure freely;

but some add water, turning over the mixture several

times, and thus bringing the seed to the point of vege-
tation before it is .sown. In France, night-soil is some-
times used instead of earth, and the drainings of a
dunghill instead of water. The quantity of seed when
Carrots are sowu in drills is estimated at two pounds,
while for broad-cast three times as much is found neces-

Prodoce, sary. The produce of an acre, according to Mr. Young,
averages three hundred ami fifty bushels; but Mr. Bur-
rows states, in hi* communications to the Board of Agri-
culture, that his land yielded eight hundred bushel* per
acre, a produce which considerably exceeds the largest

crop of potatoes.

Uses. The Carrot is extremely valuable as an article of rural

economy. It is used for feeding all kinds of stock,

serves well in the dairy, and is equal to oats for the sus-

tenance of labouring cattle. The quantity of nutritive Agrieulhu*t

matter in this plant, as ascertained by Sir Humphry
Davy, amounts to ninety-eight porta in one thousand,

of which three arc starch, and ninety-five sugar. Owing
to this circumstance, they yield more spirit to the dis-

tiller than the potato, averaging, it is said, twelve gallons

per ton.

The Mangold-tcurzrl, or fieId-beet, has of late years Mangold-

been pretty generally cultivated in some of the most im- wltr“L

proved districts of the Kingdom. It is supposed to be a

mongrel between the red and while beet, though it has

a much larger bulb than either, which in some varieties

grows in great part above the ground. It has been a
good deal cultivated in Germany and Swisserlaud both

for its leaves ami roots ; the former are used either for

spinach or given to cattle; and the roots are set apart, as

well for the latter purpose as for the distillery and sugar-

house. It has been doubted whether it possesses any
advantages over turnip for the general purpose* of Agri-

culture ; and perhaps the main ground of preference

consists in its adnptation to more tenacious soils than

answer for turnip, and in its being leas exposed to de-

predation in the neighbourhood of large (owns. It has

been ascertained that any kind of land will suit this

plant, provided it be rich ; and immense crops of it have

been raised even on strong clays. The variety which is

most esteemed in Germany is slightly tinged with red,

although for distillation and the manufacture of sugar,

a selection is made of that particular kind which is di**

tinguished by a pale yellow colour.

The ground should be prepared for it exactly in the Culture,

same manner ns for turnip, and the process of sowing
should be conducted on the system of drill husbandry.
Some farmers, however, prefer to dibble in the seed,

as they are thereby saved the expense of thinning. In
either case, the work should be done about the middle
of April. The produce of this crop, in similar circum-
stances, iloes not fall short of Swedish turnip ; but the

nutritive matter afforded by mangold-wurzel is consider-

ably greater. In 1000 parts, that matter amounts to

130, of which 13 are mucilage, 110 sugar, and 4 gluten.

Hence it is manifest that an acre of it will afford more
nourishment than turnip, carrot, or parsnips. As food
for cows, it has generally been preferred, os it gives no
bad taste to the milk or butter. Near London, it i»

very much used for this purpose ; the tope arc first taken

off’ and given by themselves ; and then the roots are taken

up, washed, and given raw. In Britain, the abun-
dance of corn and sugar has precluded the use of this

vegetable from entering into our manufactures ; but

in France the processes introduced during the domina-
tion of Bonaparte have not yet been everywhere relin-

quished.

The Parmip has not yet been so generally received, Parsnip,

into British Agriculture as to merit much attention in

an outline of our crops. In Jersey, where it is exten-

sively cultivated, beans are commonly grown along with
it; the former being first dibbled in, and the latter

afterwards sown broad-cast. For fattening cattle, it ia

considered equal, if uot superior to carrot, as it gives an
exquisite flavour and juicy quality to the meat. It has

Uic same good effect on milk and butter when cows are

fed on it. When sown in drills, the quantity required is

about two pounds the acre, and the proper season is the
month of February. But notwithstanding the induce-

ments now mentioned to the culture of this crop, it will

not, it is probable, ever take its place in a regular rota-

d by Google
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Agriculture. tion ; because while, like carrot, it requires much ma-

nual labour, the variable nature of our climate must
ever render the return very uncertain.

Cabbage. The Cabbage, though a nutritious plant, nml quite

suitable for field cultivation, has not been tound profit-

able as an article of Agricultural industry. One reason

why bo much has been said in its favour, by Mr. Young
and other writers, whose experience ha* been confined

to the Southern Counties of England, may l*r discovered

in the circumstance that they compare its produce with

the quantity of turnip raised on an equal space of land.

But it is well known that from the nature of the soil,

the climate, and the inode of husbandry, the weight of

turnip raised in those districts falls greatly short of the

average amount as applied to the Kingdom at large ;

whence it follow’s that their estimates must he carefully

examined by cultivators whose farms are differently cir-

cumstanced, or whose management is directed by more
scientific principles in respect to the growth of turnip.

Culture. The Cabbage requires a rich soil inclining to loam.

The mode of cultivation greatly resembles that which
proves most successful with potato, the plants being in-

serted along the oummit of each ridgelet when there is a
suitable depth of earth. The usual season is March,
but they may be planted as late as June with every
prospect of a fair crop in November ; and on this account
they are occasionally substituted for turnip, which has
given way, either from want of rain or a defect in the

Produce. seed. The produce is said to be from thirty-five to forty

tons the acre
; and Sir H. Davy found that 1000 pari*

of cabbage gave 73 of nutritive matter, of which 41 were
mucilage, 24 sugar, and 8 gluten.

Bap*. Rape has of late year* claimed for itself a place in the

catalogue of field productions; being found valuable

not only for the oil which is expressed from it, but also

for feeding sheep on land not well adnptod to turnip.

It is cultivated on a variety of soils, as a first crop after

paring and burning, and when old grass-lands arc

brought into tillage. Upon fields kept under the plough
it comes into the rotation as a green crop ; and the pre-

paration and after culture are the same as for turnip.

A variety of this plant is extensively cultivated in Flan-

ders chicffy for the sake of the oil expressed from its

seed. The husks in the form of cake or dust, after the

oil is withdrawn, constitute an important manure, to

which we have already invited the attention of the

reader. The following remarks by the late Mr. Culley

of Northumberland, comprehend all that are necessary

to be said on this subject.

Mr.Culley't “ Rape may be sown from the 24th of May to the 8th
Remark*. of June, but comes to the greatest growth if sown in

May. If sown earlier, it is apt to run to seed. From
two to three pounds of seed is required per acre sown
by a common turnip-seed drill. But as Rape-seed is

so much larger than turnip-seed, the drill should be

wider. When hoed, the Rupc should be set out at the

same distance as turnip plants. The drills should he

from 26 to 2S or 30 incite*, according to the quantity

of dung given. As many ploughing*, harrowings, and
rollings should he given as may be necessary to make
the soil as fine ns possible; the produce will be from
twenty-five to fifty tons or upwards. But it is not so

much the vulue of the green crop, as the great certainty

of a valuable crop of wheat that merits attention. The
sheep are put on from the Itegiuning to the middle of

August ; they must have the Rape consumed by the

middle, or at latest by the end of September, so that

the wheat may be sown before the Autumnal rains take Agriculture,

place. Tlie Burwell red wheat is always preferred. The j- ^
laud must be made os clean as any naked fallow. There
is scarcely an instance known of a crop of wheat sown
after Rape and eaten off with sheep being mildewed ;

and the grain is gi-ncrelly well perfected.”

In the modem scheme of cultivation by rotation of c*®m -

crops. C/over enters into the regular succession. Before
it was introduced, it was thought necessary whenever
laud was exhausted by grain crops, to leave it in a state

of nature and inactivity for several years ; alter which it

was again put under the plough. At present, however,
such a miserable expedient is superseded by the practice
of raising green crops and corn crops in a certain order
on rich soils; while in regard to poorer lands, which do
not jiermit so close a succession, Clover is useful as the
means of converting them into excellent pasture. Red Varieties,

clover, or, as it is sometimes called, broad clover, is the
species most commonly grown on fields which bear an
alternation of while and green crops, because it yields a
larger produce for one year than any of the other sorts.

The white or yellow varieties ore seldom mixed with it,

unless it be the intention of the farmer to lay down his

ground in pasturage On rich, clean soils ten or twelve Culture,

pounds are sufficient for the acre, but on less fertile soils,

especially of a stiff quality, sixteen or eighteen pounds
are required. When it is to be cut for hay, thin sowing
is recommended. It may he put in during any of the

Spring months, with the new corn, or among young
wheat. When it is cultivated with a drill crop, it is

sown broad-cast, as soon as the grain is drilled, and co-

vered in with a slight harrowing. Sometimes it is sown
before the roller, when the barley is a few inches high ;

and sometimes it is introduced during the operation of

hoeing, whether with the hand or by means of the horse

apparatus. When the field is intended for early pastur-
age; tt tv rnnri in some districts to sow rav, rib, and
similar grasses with the Clover; mid tn tills way a more
luxuriant herbage is produced, especially on the later

kinds of soil ; but when the crop is to be cut green, it

is better to sow the Clover unmixed.
It is admitted that the greatest advantage is derived Cut white

from this crop by cutting it in the green state, for feed- growing,

ing horses and cattle. Applied in this way, it is asserted

that the Clover supports more than twice the quantity

of stock, than by pasturing or feeding off in the field ;

and the additional manure thereby obtained is an ample
compensation for the expense of cutting and carriage.

Mr. Kent states the difference in the following terms

,

“ The quick growth of (his grass after mowing, shades

the ground, and prevents the sun from exhaling the

moisture of the land so much as it would if fed bare

;

consequently, it continues to spring with more vigour,

and the moment one crop is off another begins to shoot

up. Whereas when cattle feed it, they frequently de-

stroy almost as much as they eat ; and besides bruise

the necks of the roots with their feet, which prevents

the Clover from springing so freely as after a clean cut

by the scythe. In hot weather, which is the common
season for feeding Clover, the flies too are generally so

troublesome to the cattle, that they are continually run-

ning from hedge to hedge to brush them off ; by which
it is inconceivable what injury they do to the crop.

But when they are fed in stables and yards, they are

more in the shade, they thrive better, and at the same
time consume the whole of what is given to them with-

out waste.
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Agriculture. When clover is intended to produce seed, it is some-

times cut for a first crop of hay. and the seed is obtained

Seed clover, from the second crop ; but it is a belter practice to eat

it well down in the early part of the Spring by ewes and

lambs, for in this way the land is less exhausted, besides

having afforded the peculiar advantage of early green

food for the live stock. Hie crop remains till the husks

or blossoms become quite brown, and the seeds have

acquired firmness. After being cut down it is left ou

the field till it is dry and crisp, that the seeds may be

fully hardened. It is then put up, and the seed is

threshed out in the course of the Winter ; a process

which might be successfully managed by the application

of a mill or other machinery.
Rye-grass It is usual to sow rye-grass with clover, whether the
•ruh clover.

jan(j ^ meont for hay or pasture ; the former commonly

at the rate of a bushel the acre, or a smaller quantity if

the soil be fertile and in good order. It may be ofeither

the annual or perennial variety, if it be understood

that the herbage is to be continued for only one year
;

and the former produces in general the more bulky crop.

Choice of In the selection of both these seeds, particular attention

should be paid to their quality and cleanness. The
purple colour of the clover denotes that it has been ripe

and well saved, and the seeds of weeds, if there be any,

will be the more readily detected. Red clover from

Holland and France has been found to die out in the

season immediately after it has been cut or pastured ;

while the English seed produces plants which stand

over the second, and even the third year. Between the

seeds of the annual and perennial rye- grass the differ-

ence is hardly discernible ; and therefore unless it be of

his own growth, the farmer can have no certainty that

he does not labour under deception in Itm important

matter.

Trefoil Trefoil is not only a useful plant In pasture lands,

but may also be beneficially employed as one of the cul-

tivated grasses. The stem is more slender, und the

growth less luxuriant than common clover. It is sown
with oats, or among the wheat crop in the Spring, when

it is to be succeeded by grain in the following season ;

by which means a good feed is obtained for cattle from

harvest till the dead of Winter. Trefoil affords good
pasturage for all kinds of stock, but more especially for

sheep. It is earlier than clover, and comes well in after

the turnip and rye crops are consumed.
Sainfoin. Sainfoin also is a very useful plant, especially on the

lighter descriptions ofcalcareous soils
;
affording a valua-

ble food in hilly situations, whether as hay or pasturage.

It is sown with many of the Spring corn crops, but it

thrives best with barley after turnip ; and it is recom-

mended by some that only half the quantity of barley

used for a full crop should be used in such circum-

stances. Much of' the success in all cases, however,

depends on the after management. While some writers

advise that it should be cut for hay instead of being

pastured ;
others maintain that it should be neither

cut nor pastured till the Autumn of the first year.

The diversity of practice here recommended may arise

from a difference of the soil, and a greater or less de-

gree of luxuriance in the crop. But in every in-

stance, a crop of hay is taken the succeeding Sum-
mer ; and the after-grass *» fed down, to a certain de-

gree, by any kind of stock except sheep till the month of

December.

Its culture. It is not till the third year that Sainfoin attains its

perfect growth ; and it begins to decline about the eighth

VOL. vi.

or tenth, unless manure be liberally applied. Coal- Agriculture,

ashes, peat-ashes, soot, and malt-dust are employed for v—

v

-w'

this purpose ; und when the plants are well established

in the soil, top-dressings of this kind, every third or

fourth year, retain them in vigour nearly double the

riod. This crop is useful in its green state for all

nds of stock, although it has been supposed that the

flavour of milk is injured by it ; but it is more com-
monly used as hay, as it affords a very nutritious food to

working horses as well as other descriptions of cattle.

Lucerne has for a good many years occupied a part Luceros,

of our best cultivated lands. It grows most luxuriantly

on deep, rich, loamy soils, which must, however, be
kept dry and well manured. With this view the fields

are prepared either by means of fallowing, or by a hoed

crop of turnips, carrots, or cabbages. The plants strike

deep into the ground, sending up numerous clover-like

shoots, which bear blue or violet-coloured leaves. It is

extensively grown in the South of Europe, and has

been found to answer well in many parts of England,
though the principal seat of its culture is Kent. The
Roman authors extol this grass very highly and give

minute directions for its management ; reminding the

practical farmer that it requires a deep, friable soil in-

clining to sand with a subsoil of a similar character
;
that

it must be sown early in the season ; kept free from
weeds

;
and occasionally supplied with a top-dressing

of mauure.

The seed of Lucerne » of a larger size and paler Sowing

colour than that of clover. The quantity required in Lucsnre

the broad-cast method is from eighteen to twenty pounds
per acre ; but when drilled in rows twelve inches dis-

tant, ten or twelve pounds are said to be sufficient,

though our own experience, even on good land, con-

firms us in the belief that this estimate is rather too low.

When the plants are to be raised in a seed-bed , the

sowing should be as early as the frosts admit, that they

may be fit for transplanting in August. This mode can

only be practised on a limited scale, and in order that

where the soil is rich the crop may stand thin and
regular, and thereby acquire a vigorous growth. Where
the labour of weeding and hoeing cannot be perfectly

executed, the broad-cast method of sowing may be

adopted ; but where suitable attention to the land can

be bestowed, drilling at narrow distances should un-
questionably be preferred.

In a fertile country, there is an obvious advantage in with other

sowing the Lucerne alone, inasmuch as less time is lost, C,0P**

while there is a greater certainty of obtaining a crop.

But the sowing with corn on light and porous soils

affords the young plants some protection, and also, it is

thought, prevents the ravages of the fly. When Lucerne
is sown with grain, the quanly of seed used for the

latter ought to be smaller than for a separate crop ; and
we add that for this purpose oats are considered better

than barley as they are not so apt to lodge in a moist

season.

The culture of Lucerne is attended with considerable Culture,

expense, but, when it succeeds, it brings to the farmer a

full remuneration. Being one of the earliest grasses, it

is sometimes ready for the scythe about the end of May,
and, in favourable soils, it may be cut every five or six

weeks throughout the season. Again, besides affording

a very nutritious food, it is extremely useful for soiling

horses and other cattle, and indeed for all the purposes

contemplated by the Agriculturist in raising the arti-

ficial grasses. The failure of clover in lands whereon ft
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Agriculture, has been too frequently grown, a fact fully established
v— by experience, may therefore induce practical men to

make a trial of Lucerne in places in which it is hitherto

little known ; and in time it may possibly become so

inured to our climate an to grow luxuriantly in parts of

the Island, of which the soil and climate do not rank in

the first class. It is sometimes used for hay ; but un-

questionably the most profitable application of it is in

its green state, for the soiling and feeding of live stock.

Fl&x and As Flax and Hemp are very sparingly grown in this

H«mp. Country, we shall hold it sufficient to mention that they

both require good soils, and arc, at the same time, con-

sidered so exhausting to the land as to require a larger

price than can be obtained in face of a competition with

Holland and Russia. Dutch seed is in higher estima-

tion than uny other ; it being found that it roise9 a

larger produce than the American, aud secures a finer

quality than that imported from Riga. In former times

the process of steeping and bleaching was both tedious

and precarious, for if the weather became wet there was

a great risk of losing the whole crop before it could be

dried ; but this labour and hazard are now precluded

by the use of Hill and Bundy's Patent machines, by

which the whole preparation of Flux for the mill may be

accomplished in the space of six days.

Hops. The Hop, though largely cultivated in some parts of

the Kingdom, is by no means a general product of Agri-

cultural labour throughout the Empire, because it

requires advantages of soil and climate which arc denied

to the greater portion of it. In the most favourable

situations it is a very precarious crop, sometimes yield-

ing an ample profit, and at other times not defraying the

expense of rearing it The plant itself, as Mr. Parkin-

son remarks, is extremely liable to disasters, from its

first putting up in the Spring until the time of picking

in September. Snails and slugs, ants and fleas, are

formidable enemies in the first instance. Frosts are

inimical to its growth ; and the bines are frequently

blighted even after they have reached the top of* the

poles. Certain green flics which make their appear-

ance in the months of May and June, when the wind is

about North-East, often greatly injure them ; and they

are subject to be damaged by high winds from the

South-West. The best situation therefore for a hop-

garden is a Southern aspect, well shaded on three sides,

either by hills or planting, which is supposed to be the

chief protection that can be given them.

Culture. When it is intended to have a new plantation, the

best method is to have the cuttings from approved stock

planted out the year before they are wanted in the

hop-ground, as the use of plants instead of cuttings not

only gains twelvemonths, but they are more certain to

flourish, as many of the latter will not take root in a

dry season. A small piece of moist land is sufficient to

raise plants for many acres and at little expense. In
preparing the ground, it is worked with a spade, and
set out in ridges nbout ten feet wide, and two yards

between each ; having a strip of grass, called a pillar,

next every ridge, and an open drain between every two
pillars, the depth of which varies according to the soil.

Three rows of plants are made upon each ridge, which
should intersect each other at right angles. They are

generally about six feet distant in the rows, so that the

number of plants on a statute acre may be estimated at

thirteen hundred.

Expense. The expense of taking up hop ground is from £5 to

£6 per acre, as the price of planting varies with the

mode pursued; and if the drains are required to be Agriculture,

deep or the soil is particularly strong, a still greater sum
will he expended ; to which may be added £25 per

acre for poles, the rent and taxes, and also the working

for three years before many hops can be expected. * 4 Tins

following are termed the annual orders : digging the

ground completely over, hoeing the earth from the

plants, and cutting off the stock a little above the roots,

which processes are called pickling and cutting
;
poling,

which is carrying the poles fVom the stacks, and setting

them down to the plants with a round implement shod

with iron aud called a poy, having a crutch at the top

and a peg through the middle to tread upon ; tying the

bines round the poles with rushes and pulling up the

superfluous bines ; hoeing the ground all over with a

hoe of large dimensions ; wheeling and laying manure
upon every plant or hill ;

covering the manure with the

soil, which is done by scra|nng the ground over with a

hoe aud is called hilling

;

and tiacking, which is carry-

ing and seUiug up the poles into heaps or stacks, alter

the crop has been taken. The annual expense of these

orders varies from ill. lbs. to £3. 5s. per acre-

As to the manure must proper for the hop culture, Manure,

good stable dung is much used, and is preferred to live

manure made by cattle, as the latter encourages ants on
strong ground. Woollen rags are the best for forcing a

luxurious bine, and if used with judgment are excellent

for clay-land ; but they are apt to make the hops small

if too many are employed- Malt, culm, and dove-

manure arc excellent ; and one complete dressing with

lime is very serviceable for strong grouud.

When the crop is ripe, a proper number of pickers are Peking,

procured, for whom are provided light wooden frames,

called bing0*

;

they are clothed with hop-bagging, into

which the hops are picked off the poles by women and
children, having them brought by men, who take them

up by cutting the bines about a foot above the ground,

and drawing up the poles by an instrument called a

dragon- Each binge has from four to six pickers, and

a man attends to one or two binget according to the

crop ; lie stripe the bines from the poles as they are

picked and lays them in heaps ready for stacking ; he

also carries the hops to the kilns, if near, or to a cart, as

they arc measured from the binge. It is necessary to

have a supply of coke in the kilns to dry the hops which

are spread an hair- cloth, stretched upon an open floor

of wood over the fire, every noon and midnight, so long

as the picking continues. They are stirred repeatedly,

and when cured are turned off into the store-room to be

put into bags and pockets, (after they have been there

about a week.) which is done by fixing each bag in a

frame and treading the hope in. The excise officer,

who attends during the season, then weighs them, and

charges twopence per pound for the duty, when they

become marketable.

From the foregoing particulars, continues Mr. Par- Profit*,

kinson, it will appear that there are scarcely any hop-

grounds which do not cost yearly upwards of £12
per acre, (exclusive of the picking and duty, which may
exceed £20 per acre ;) and there are other grounds on

which upwards of £20 the acre are expended ; so the

average may he said to be about £15 per acre, without

the picking, drying, and duty. If a good plantation

produces ten hundred weight per acre in a crop year,

which are sold at ,£5 per hundred weight, the annua! ex-

penses being £20, and the labour and duly £20, the pro-

fit will be £10; aud admitting that the same ground pays
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Agriculture. all expenses in a blight year, and supposing this to be

every third year, the profit* would be nearly £7 per acre

annually. But, as the foregoing crop cannot be ex-

pected on any ground every other year, the produce of

the third year may be stated at five hundred weight

l>er acre, at eight guineas per hundred weight ; from

which amount must be deducted the annual expenses

£20, and the picking and duty £12, leaving as before a
profit of about £10.

On a suitable soil, pro|>erlj managed, a hop planta-

tion may continue in a state of tolerable productiveness,

fifteen years or more, but in ordinary circumstances it

begins to deteriorate about the tenth year. The ex-

pense of forming one has been estimated, including all the

expenses of cultivation and building, at from £70 to

£100 per acre. The annual dressing, too, absorbs a

great quantity of manure, which, of course, must be

withheld from the lands under tillage, and thereby give

occasion to a certain degree of loss. It may conse-

quently be inferred that the growing of hops, in favour-

able arcu instances of soil and climate, is a profitable

application < f Agricultural capita] and skill.

O*1** Our limits will nut permit any minute description of
cro

l
4- a variety of other productions which, in particular dis-

tricts, occupy the attention of the farmer : such asfiorin

gram, strongly recommended by the late Dr. Richard-

son ; wood and tceld, articles used for dyeing black and
yellow respectively

;
the tpurry, or Spergula arvauii, a

plant occasionally sown on stubble fields ; buck-wheat,

o grain principally used for feeding poultry ; maize or

Indian corn, lately attempted on a small scale; and kelp,

a marine product raised for the purpose of supplying

an alkali or potash, which is found useful both as a
manure and in the manufacture of soap and glass. We
therefore pass on to another branch of our subject,

namely,

The Succeuion or Rotation of Crops.

Cautetoc It i» now one of the best established principles in
fertility. farming, that land from which the same species of crop

is taken for a number of years, is more exhausted titan

if the same quantity of produce were raised from it, pro-

vided the grain or plants were of different sorts. Hence
it is an important inquiry, how the kinds of crop best

adapted to different situations should be selected, so as to

obtain at the cheapest rate, and with the most certain

success, those which are the most advantageous and
which best correspond with the nature of the land and
the husbandman's means of raising them ; keeping in

view general economy and profit, and the full supply of

manure requisite to support the fertility of the soil. In
every system of management, a remark made by Dr.

Coventry, the late Professor of Agriculture at Edin-
burgh, should he remembered; namely, that the fer-

tility of any soil is augmented in proportion os it is

already fertile ; or, in other words, that it is more diffi-

cult to raise the fertility of land from (he pitch of bear-

ing two quarters to that of three, than from three to five

or even six. It is true, as the some author observes,

that the circumstances of situation can alone determine

what are the most proper species of crops for cul-

ture ; the proportion in which they should be raised, and

the best order or succession with respect to one another.

Certain particulars in different cases require the atten-

tive consideration of the husbandman, when about to

settle the mode of culture for his arable fields ; some of

them are of general import while others are more con- Agrknlfuia.

nected with local peculiarities of earth and atmosphere. *—v-*-*

-

In all cases, the main points to be considered are the Alternate

proper adaptation of the corn crops to the nature and
state of the lands, and the judicious intermixture of

green crop* so os to prevent the exhaustion or deteriora-

tion of the soil ; that is, the strict observance of the alter-

nate husbandry. In this way the culture of the field

approaches to that of the garden, and the impoverishing

effects produced by a succession of grain crops are

avoided, while the amount of produce is greatly in-

creased. But it ought to be observed that the fertility

even of the richest lam! cannot be retained by a con-

stant course of alternate cropping ; while such manage-
ment on a sandy soil, and indeed on all of a higher

description, is positively injurious. For the purpose of
keeping up the requisite degree of vigour in such lands,

that portion which has produced a herbage crop is

allowed to remain in posture, during one or two years.

According to this system, which, to distinguish it from wwlconrer.

the alternate, is denominated concerliblc husbandry, the tiWe crop*,

same land is at one period under the plough, and at

another in pasture grass. In conducting both schemes,

the convertible and the alternate, the farmer must not

repeat a crop on the same field at too short un interval

;

and this remark applies to turnip and potato as well as

to wheal or rye. A too rapid recurrence is certain to be

followed by a diminution in the extent as well ss in the

quality of the produce.

It has been recommended by the author of the Sur- Proportion

vey of Middle*!, that where the land is of the best qua- of green

lity an alternation of green and white crops may be pur- wh,t*

sued ; that where the land » of a full medium quality,
erop*'

three green crops and two corn crop* should be taken

;

that for ordinary land the proportion should not exceed

one corn crop for two green crops ; and that for poor
exhausted land, as that of the Down and Sheep-Walk
description, one grain crop is sufficient for three of

potato, clover, or turnip. By cropping in this manner
and in the proportions now stated, it is supposed that

lands may be kept in a clean state and in a proper de-

gree of fertility ; or os the author expresses it, under

such management they might be continued in perpetual

aration with a constant succession of large products.

According to the proportions just stated, the follow- Rotatkm*.

ing series of crops are suggested :

I. Corn, clover, peas ; or peas, beans, corn
;
being

two green crops for one of the white kind.

II. Corn, clover, tares, turnips ; or corn, clover, peas,

and beans ;
being three green crops to one white.

III. Tares, potatoes or cole, turnips, corn, clover;

being four green crops to one of corn.

IV*. Peas, beans, corn, clover, tarea, turnips ; being

five green crops to one of grain.

On lands where the convertible husbandry is pur-

sued, horse-hoeing practised, and the green crops sown
on ridges at a proper distance from one another, the

following Rotations are suggested by Mr. Close for dif-

ferent sorts.

I. On clay soils. 1. Turnips or cabbages.

2. Oats.

3. Beans and clover.

4. Wheat.

5. Turnips or cabbages.

6. Oats.

7. Beans and vetches.

8. Wheat.
i 2
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Agriculture. If. On clayey loams. 1 . Turnips or cabbages.

2. Oats.

3. Clover.

4. Wheat.
5. Turnips or cabbages.

6. Barley.

7. Beans.

8. Wheat
JH. On rich or sandy

loams.

IV. On peaty soils.

Crow-crop
piag.

1 . Turnips and potatoes.

2. Barley.

3. Clover.

4. Wheat.
5. Beans.

6. Bariev.

7. Peas.'

8. Wheat

1. Turnips.

2. Barley.

3. Clover.

4. Wheat.

5. Potatoes.

6. Barley.

7. Peas.

8. Wheat

V. On a chalky subsoil. 1. Turnips.

2. Barley.

3. Clover.

4. Wheat
5. Potatoes.

6. Barley.

7. Peas.

8. Wheat

1. Turnip.

2. Barley.

3. Clover.

4. Wheat
5. Potatoes.

8. Barley.

7. Peas.

1. Turnips.

2. Barley.

3. Clover and rye-grass.

4. Ditto, ditto.

b. Ditto, ditto.

6. Peas.

7. Rye.
8. Wheal.

These examples are sufficient to illustrate the subject of

improved Rotations as explained by Mr. Brown in his Trea-

tise on Rural Affairs, but as tbe best general scheme may
be occasionally deviated from with advantage, the same

author adds that cross-cropping in some cases may per-

haps be justifiable in practice. For instance, we have

seen wheat taken after oats with great success when
these last had followed clover on a rich soil, though, as a

permanent rule, it cannot be recommended. We have

heard of another Rotation which seems to come under

the same predicament, were it not that, without the test

of experience, we must not presume to pronounce upon
its merits. Hie method alluded to begins with a naked

fallow, and is carried on with wheat, grass for one year

or more, oats, and wheat again, with which the series

terminates. The supporters of this plan of cultivation

maintain that beans are an uncertain crop and raised at

VI. On gravelly soils.

VII. On light lands.

great expense ;
and that in no other way will corn, in Agnodtaw

equal quantity and of equal value, be produced at so

little expense. That the cost is lessened we readily

admit, because no more than seven ploughing® are given

through the whole Rolotion; but whether the crops will

be of equal value, and whether the ground will be pre-

served in equally good condition, are points which re-

main to be ascertained by experience.

In East Lothian, a district in which Agriculture has Rotation*

reached a high degree of perfection, the following Rota- in Kart

tions are observed. On lands near the sea where the

soil is a dry gravelly loam, a four-course shift, as they

call it, is adopted. I. Turnip with or without manure ;

2. barley or Spring-wheat with grass needs; 3. clover,

used green for cattle, or cut for hay ; 4. wheat, or oats

if wheat was taken before, manured on the clover lay.

On this description of land, the turnips are consumed on

the ground by sheep. On deeper loams with a dry

bottom the usual Rotation is, 1. turnips; 2. barley or

spring wheat ; 3. grass ; 4. oats ; 5. beans drilled and

horse-hoed ; 6. wheat. The manure is applied only once,

and in this Rotation is given to the turnip, so that suc-

cess in this mode of cultivation can be obtained only on
land of the best quality. On heavy loams with a reten-

tive subsoil tbe method is somewhat different; namely,

1. fallow with manure; 2. wheat; 3. beans drilled and
horee-hoed ; 4. barley ; 5. clover, which is manured on

the stubble; 6. oats; 7. beans; 8. wheat The appli-

cation of manure twice in the course of this Rotation is

found very beneficial.

Connected with Rotation we may observe that a change Vsrirties of

ofthe variety as well as of the specie* of the plants used in

husbandry*, is found to be attended with great advantage. B

It is well known that oftwo parcels ofwheat, for example,

aa much alike in quality as possible, the one which had
been raised on a soil differing much from that on which

it is to be sown, will yield a better produce than the

other that grew in the same, or in a very similar

soil and climate. Thus farmers too, in one district find

that wheat from another, although not superior to their

own, is a very advantageous change ; while oats and
other grain brought from a clayey to a sandy soil, are

more productive than seed raised on similar ground.

No precise rules can be laid down for fixing the pro- Diatribu-

portion of any farm which should be occupied by the boo of

different crops; for the quantity of land destined to
CT0P*-

each must be varied not only according fo its soil and
climate, but even according to its local situation in

regard to markets. As, however, a great object in

every well-regulated system of husbandry is to preserve

the ground in good condition, and at the same lime to

derive from it the greatest quantity of produce it is capa-

ble of yielding, a certain relation must always be

established between the extent of land allotted to green

crops on the one hand and to corn crops on the other.

The necessity of this arrangement will appear from the

fact that, while the return of manure from com is only

about four tons for the acre, the amount arising from a

green crop exceeds six tons ; and, as it has been calcu-

lated that a farm cannot be kept at the proper pitch of

fertility, unless the crop yield manure at the average of

five tons, it becomes manifest that a given proportion of

the land must be used for tbe production of turnip,

clover, and potato.

Before we conclude this branch of the subject we shall Kxperi-

add a few remarks on the advantage of experiments on
soils and manures, made with the view of ascertaining jjjuiures,
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Agriculture, tbeir influence on each other, and their respective tend-

ency to invigorate the principles of fertility, and in-

crease the amount of Agricultural produce. Here we
do not allude merely to those trials made by theorists

and speculative writers on the Geological properties of

soil at large, nor to those ingenious conclusions derived

by the Chemist from a scientific analysis of the various

substances which are applied for its improvement in the

great scale. We rather mean those particular experi-

ments which are made by individuals on their own
lands, with a reference to the several kinds of manure
which may happen to be within their reach. Were this

plan generally adopted by farmers, a degree of precision

and accuracy in their knowledge of rural affairs would
soon be acquired ;

which, we venture to predict, would
place Agriculture as far in advance of what it is at pre-

sent, as it is now in advance of what it was fifty or

eighty years ago. The trouble and expense of making
experiments is, no doubt, considerable ; but the value of

the knowledge thereby obtained would prove an ample
remuneration, preventing much useless labour and an

unprofitable outlay of capital.

Mr. To illustrate what we mean we shall give an example
ofthe kind of experiment now recommended, supplied to

us by an eminent Agriculturist in Mid Lothian.* The
object in view was to ascertain, in the first place, the

relative value, in producing potatoes, of dry recent horse-

manure, of cow-dung, and of street-sweepings, or rather

the aggregate substances which are collected in large

towns under the direction of the police; and secondly,

that particular distance between the rows in a field of

potatoes which will secure at once the largest produce

and the best quality.

For this purpose a portion of land was selected, as

nearly as possible of a uniform character, and extending

to about two Scotch acres. The plan of proceeding will

be easily understood by the subjoined description of

the field. It was divided into five portions of thirty-six

feet broad ; each of which again divided into three por-

tions twelve feel broad. Upon the first twelve feet, begin-

ning at one side of the field, twelve drills, occupying one

foot each, were formed, and cow-manure applied at the

rate of forty carts, weighing about eighteen hundred
weight each, to the acre. Upon the second twelve feet

twelve drills of U>e same width were made, to which the

same quantity of dry horse-manure was applied ; and
on the third twelve feet, the like quantity of street-ma-

nure was laid, and the same number of drills were

planted. In like manner, upon the remaining four

divisions of thirty-six feet, drills at the distance of

eighteen, twenty-four, thirty, and thirty-six inches respect-

* Mi. Oliver, who through the medium of the Periodical Prwa
hu throws much light on loot interesting branches of rural

•coaoroy.

ively were formed, and the same kinds and quantities Agriculture

of manure were applied in the same order
; that is, on

every separate portion of thirty-six feet, subdivided into

three sections of twelve feet, cow-dung, horse-dung, and
street-dung were laid successively as has just been
described.

The whole field was planted with that description of
potato known in Scotland by the name of Dons, and in

England by that of Pinkeyes. It is obvious that there

were in it fifteen lots or portions ; each of the five prin-

cipal sections being subdivided into three minor sections.

When the crop was ripe, each division was lilted sepa-

rately, the produce freed from earth by riddling, and
carefully weighed. In order to ascertain the effect of
the different widths on quantity, the weight obtained

from each of the five divisions on which drills of twelve,

eighteen, twenty-four, thirty, and thirty-six inches

respectively were formed, was ascertained. For this

purpose it will be observed, it was not necessary to make
any distinction as to the different kinds of manure
applied, because each division received an equal portion

of the three sorts.

The result as to the effect of distance between the

drills is exhibited in the 1st Table, and goes fur to

prove the importance of attending to that particular.

The lid Table exhibits the result of the experi-

ment as to the relative value of live several kinds of

manure employed ; which, taken in connection with
various other experiments on the same subject, leaves

no doubt that great benefits would arise from experi-

mental investigations in regard to the means of ferti-

lizing land for different species of crops. 1 1 is rendered
manifest on the present occasion, that street-manure is

very inferior, for (be purpose of cultivating potatoes, to

that supplied either by the cow or horse ; but no
general conclusion can be established until it shall be
verified by experiments that its inferiority is equally

great on all other soils. The ascertainment of this sim-

ple fact might perhaps lead to the most important

results as to the peculiar food, or pabulum, of the

potato plant

The Hid Table is formed by taking the average pro-

duce per acre, obtained from each of the three kinds of

manure employed, and at the several distances between
the rows, as shown in Table II. In this way is

brought into one view the comparative values of the

manures and the average result of the five experiments.

In fact, each of the five greater divisions may be regarded
as a separate illustration of the principles involved,

whether in the mode or material of cultivation ; though
when the whole are alternated aud repeated under so

great a variety of circumstances, they produce a greater

degree of confidence than when estimated singly. But
we beg the attention of the reader to the Tables them-

selves.
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stelc4 of Uu Field tkotcirg the rituathn of the Lott, their Product, and the mamur <n which the different
JI~V kindt of Manure were applied.

Measurement'

Inches

between
row*.

A. v.

, Cow-dun7 12 Rows 15} Fall,

BOI-LA*

Produce 4

V,

0 o
!

0 i 53 13
|

HoTM-duUg 12 Rows 153 Fall. Produce 4 2 0
j

&

I
3

Street-dung 12 Rows 153 Fall. Produce 4 0 0

J

Cow-dung 8 Rows 10 Falls Produce 6 0 0

0 i 7j IS
|

Horse-dung 8 Rows 16 Fall, Produce 5 3 0 J
te.

i * Street-dung 8 Row, 16 Falls Produce 4 2 0

1

Cow-dung 6 Rows 165 F»l!» Produce 6 i 2

0 l 10 34 1 Horse-dung 6 Rows I6§ Fall. Produce 6 1 i Ji

1

s
!

Street*dung 6 Rows 16* Fall. Produce 4 0 1

Cow-dung 5 Rows 18 Fall. Produce 7 2 0

1
js

1
100 l 10J 30

|
Horse-dung ft Rows 18 Falls Produce 7 2 0

( Street-dung b Rows 18 Fall. Produce 4 i u 1

Ccw-dung 4 Rows 173 Fall. Produce 6 3 1 »

0 l 8* 36 Horse-dung 4 Rows 14J Falls Produce 6 0 3 1
-S

1
*°

1

i

i
|

Street-dung 4 Rows 17 Fall. Produce 5 0 0

1

Table I.
*

Showing the Profit or Lose upon raising Potatoes at 12, IS, 24, 30, and 36 inches belioeen the Rows.

Dutuce
between

taws.

Qunntity of

ground in each Produce.
Quantity per

acre.

Price

per Ml Value per acre.
Coot of produc-

tion.
Lost per acre. Profi

1

per
acne.J

iu v h. v. r. t~ a. r. p. i.. t. X- a. d. X, a. d. £. a. d. X. t. d.

13 0 1 5} 12 2 0 0 43 2 3 1 8 17 9 H 24 8 0 6 18 *h

IB 0 1 7| 16 1 0 0 54 1 3 0 S 21 15 6 23 8 0 i 12 6

34 0 1 10 16 3 0 0 53 3 1 2 8 21 8 9 23 0 0 i 11 3 •• .. . •

30 0 1 10| 19 1 II 0 60 2 3 0 8 24 5 6 22 13 0 • i 13 6

36 ,° 1 6} 17 3 3 0 58 3 2 0 8 23 11 0 22 10 0 ‘ 1 0

i

I

;

i

i

i

i
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Agriculture. Table IT. Agriculture.

Showing the Profit or Loss upon Potatoes manured with completely rotten Cow-dung, dry recent Horse -dung,
and Street-dung, each applied at the rate of Forty Carts per Acre.

Dwtinci
behreeu

row#.

Kind# of

o|iplu*i

Produce Value
per

bull.

Value par

acre.

CM of

[
production.

l*r»ee of
manure
per cart.

Lon per

acre.

Profit per

J
acre.

Cow.
a. r. r. l.

42 0 0 0
a.

8
£. t. d.

16 id 0

£.

25
a. d.

8 0
s d.

4 0
£. m. d.

8 12 0
£ 1. d. 1

12
]

Horn. 47 0 3 0 8 18 17 6 23 8 0 3 0 4 10 6

Street. 42000 8 16 16 0 24 8 0 3 6 7 12 0

j

Cow. 60 0 0 0 8 24 0 0 24 8 0 4 0 0 8 0

18
'

Horae. 51 2 6 0 S 23 0 0 22 8 0 3 0 0 12 0

I Street. 45 0 0 0 8 18 0 0 23 8 0 3 6 5 8 0

j

Cow. SI 030 8 24 9 6 24 0 0 4 0 0 9 6

34
j

Horse, 60 1 0 0 6 24 2 0 22 0 o 3 0 2 2 0

i
1

Street. 39 0 0 0 8 15 12 0 23 0 0 3 6 7 S 0

1

j

Cow. 66 2 2 0 8 26 13 0 23 13 0 4 0 a 0 0

j

30 Horse. 66 3 3 0 8 26 13 6 21 13 0 3 0 5 0 0

Street. 46 3 2 0 8 16 IS 0 22 13 0 3 6 3 18 0

|

Cow. 63 0 3 0 8 25 5 6 23 10 0 4 0 i 15 6

36 : Horse. 67 3 2 1 8 27 0 7J 21 io o 3 0 5 10 7J

1 Street. 47 0 0 0 8 18 16 0 22 10 0 3 6 3 4 0

Table HI.

Showing the average Profit or Lou upon Potatoes raised at the Distances between the Rows and with the three

kinds of Manure in Table II.

Kiodaof
mooore.

Both per

acre.

Price per

boll.

Value per

acre.

Coat of

production.

Lee per

acre.

Profit per

acre.

»- v. r. t.. *. £. t. d. £. J. £. a. d. £. $. d.

Cow. 58 2 1 2 8 23 8 9 24 3 9£ 0 15 OJ

Horse. 59 3 1 1 * 23 18 22 3 9} 1 14 10

Street. 43 3 3 3 8 17 1) 10J 23 3 9J 5 11 11

Hrtuiu. From the 1st of these Tables it appears that the

Width of distance of thirty inches between the drills ought to be

preferred to any of the others ; there being uniformly a

loss ou all the portions grown at narrower intervals,

and the greatest on that where the drills were only

twelve inches apart. It appears, at the same time, that

a greater width would not prove beneficial ; for the

piece of ground where the drills were at the distance of

thirty-six inches was not equally productive with that on

which they were only thirty inches separated ; the profit

on the latter being 2?l. 12*. 6d
,
whereas on the former

it was only £l. Is.

Com pa/a- From the lid Table it is manifest that dry recent
tiwR«)d- horse-manure is decidedly preferable to eitheT of the

manure. other lwo » loss with it on drills of twelve inches

being considerably less than with the cow or street-dung

;

while in drills at all the other distances, it yields by lar

the largest profit It further results from the facts

detailed in this Table that street-manure should not be

used in growing potatoes where either of the others can
be procured

;
and on the whole it U rendered loo clear

to admit of any doubt in the mind of a practical Agri-
culturist that the width between the rows and the kind
of manure applied are objects of the greatest importance
in the management of this particular crop.

From weighing the foregoing facts it might be in- On Potato

ferred that the grow ing of potatoes, even with the largest Crop*.*

profit which appears attainable, is not an object worthy
of much attention. It is admitted that the profit is

very small, but it ought to be kept in mind that, at cer-

tain intervals, the land must receive a supply of manure,
in order to compensate for the exhaustion occasioned by
a succession of corn crops. It is equally necessary, loo,

that the soil shall be well pulverised and completely
cleared from all root weeds ; and these operations can
be performed to advantage only when the field is sub-

jected to a Summer-fallow, or cropped with drilled

potatoes or turnips. Besides, is estimating on the cost
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64 AGRICULTURE.
gradually superseded all attention to llic native species Ag*icuUure.

of the country. The Shetland pony, indeed, is Rome-

times reared as a curiosity, or for the use of children,

but in no pari of the Kingdom for the purposes of tillage.

This ancient race is supposed to have been brought into

Scotland from Scandinavia, when the Northmen first

gainrd a footing inCaledonia ; and it is precisely the

same breed which subsists at present in Norway, the

Frroe Isos, and Iceland, being totally distiuct from all

the varieties which arc seen on the Continent ot Europe

Southward of the Rallic.

The main source of improvement in our farm horses Dutch ami

maybe tram! to- Holland and Germany, whence our 5**™*.*°

Agriculturists at dii early period imported a breed of
“****•

heavy, large-boned animal*, the parents of the finest

and best working animals we at present possess, whether

in the South or North. The Suffolk launch is perhaps Suffolk

Divisions of We have already remarked that Rural Economy divides better soiled than any other to the general purposes of Punch,

the subject, itself into two great heml* : first, the cultivation of the rural labour; having a great deal of constitutional liardi-

soil lor vegetable productions; and, secondly, for the ness, combined with sufficient action for cither the

rearing of live stock. This last is naturally separated plough or the waggon. The colour, usually yellowish

into three parts, as it respects the objects which are or sorrel, with a while scratch or blaze on the face; the

kept in view in the breeding of cattle, whether for la* head large, ears wide, muzzle coarse, fore end low; back

bour, the butcher-market, or the dairy. According to long, hut very straight ; sides flat ; shoulders too far

the order thus suggested, therefore, we shall arrange forward ; hind-quarters rather high about the hips ; legs

our observations on the subjects which are usually coin- round and short in the pasterns; deep-bellied and full

prehemlcd under the title placed at the head of this in the flunks, a quality which enables him to retain his

Chapter. food long, ami undergo without inconvenience a more
Animals for On many accounts, the Horse deserves to stand at the protracted toil than a finer horse could endure,
labour. head of domestic animals. Viewed as the assistant of The Black CarChone, so well known in most parts of BlaekCart-
Tb»? Horae. ^an jn ife labours of the field, he is chiefly valued for England, and of which we see the m«»t improved va* hew.

his strength, activity, and hardiness. Mr. Culling, whose Hety in the streets of London, is not so much esteemed

Work On Lice Slock is greatly esteemed, describes the by the farmer as by the drayman and the wuggoner.

Horse best fitted tor Agricultural purposes in the follow- He is heavy and sluggish, and by no means so capable

ing terms. 14 His head should he small as the propor- of standing u long day’s work as a much smaller animal

tion of the animal will admit; his nostrils expanded and of better blood. The Cleveland Bay* are a more active Cleveland

muzzle fine; his eyes cheerful and prominent; his cars and hardy race, though it is alleged, they are no longer Bay.

small, upright, ami placed near each other; his neck so carefully reared as in former times. They are said

rising out from between his shoulders with an easy to have drawn their best qualities from a cross with

tapering curve must join gracefully to the head ; his racers, and, consequently, to have turned out excellent

shoulders being well thrown back, must also go into his hunters, good roadsters, and, at the same time, well

neck, at what are called the (joints, unpcrceivcd, which fitted for the duties of our Cavalry regiments. In the

perhaps, facilitates the going more than the narrow Northern Counties, they are to be seen in a condition

shoulder ; the arm, or fore thigh should be muscular, more or less improved, on almost every farm, both as

and tapering from the shoulder, meet with a fine, straight, plough-horses, and also us prepared for the market,

sinewy, bony leg ; the hoof circular, and wide at the where they are eagerly purchased by cuachmusters and
heel ; his chest deep and full at the girth ; his loin or travellers.

fillets broad and straight, and body round ; his hips or The Ctydendale hone is in great repute in several Clydesdak

hooks by no means wide, but quarters long, and tail set Counties on both sides of the border, and for the uses of hum.

on so us to be nearly in the same right line as his back ; Agriculture he is probably equal to any other in Rrilain.

his thighs strong and muscular ; his legs clean and fine- He is larger than the Suffolk Punch, and the neck is

boned ; his leg bones not round, but what is called lathy somewhat longer ; the colour is black, brown, or grey,

or flat. and a white spot in the face is esteemed a mark of

WaUhaud If we trace tiie lineage of this noble animal, we shall beauty. The breast is broad; the shoulder thick ; the

Highland probably find the true type of his ancestors still existing hoof round, usually of a black colour, and the heels
Foniea. in the ponies of Wales ami Scotland. The Highland wide; the hack straight and broad, hut not too long;

horse is sometimes only nine, and seldom twelve hands (lie hucks visible, but not prominent, and the space be-

high, except in some parts of the Hebrides, where, by tween them and the ribs short ; the tail heavy and well-

selection and belter feeding, the size has been raised to haired ; and the thighs full and muscular. He is in

thirteen or fourteen hands. The best of this breed are general very true to his work, ami remarkably steady in

handsomely shaped, have small legs, large manes, little, the draught.

neat heads, and are extremely active and hardy. The Into the minute points of breeding and rearing we
Welsh horse liears a near resemblance to the larger de- cannot enter with any prospect of satisfying the profes-

acriptiun of the Highland breed, and is still more re* sional reader, or even of gratifying the curiosity of such

markable for the power of enduring fatigue. The tno- as may choose to study this subject solely for amusement,
deni system of Agriculture, however, which has intro- We therefore satisfy ourselves with a reference to (lie

duced almost everywhere the two-horsed plough, has Works of Lawrence, Marshall, Colley, Parkinson, Clark,

AgrieriM* of production in the foregoing Tables we have charged

x*.v-w the crop with the whole cost of manure together with the

expense of sufficiently pulverizing the ground so as to

warrant the expectation of at least three good crops

without any more dung, or much outlay on the process

of clearing. On grounds of a moderately light texture,

potatoes are a better preparation for wheal than Sum-

mer-tiillowing; and hence whatever profit is gained by

the green crop ought to be regarded as in some measure,

a gratuitous addition to the fanner's capita!.

CHAPTER II.

On Live Stork.
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Agriculture. Coventry, and to a volume lately published in the Far-

mer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge, where
the most accurate information is given relative to every

thing which respects the history and treatment of die

Comparison Horse. Confining ourselves to the use of that animal

KoIiujT^I
ôr Agricultural labour, we may advert to the question

oxen.
which has been sometimes started among practical men,
whether oxen might not hie beneficially substituted tor

horses in all the ordinary processes of Husbandry. In

point of economy, then, it has heen maintained that the

ox is decidedly preferable to the horse, for Iresides that

he can be more cheaply led, he may, alter serving a few
years us a labourer, be remitted to the stall and fed for

the butcher. It is admitted, at the same time, that

wherever a powerful and steady pull is required, the ox
performs the work better than his rival, being more
patient and equal in his movements, and proceeding

generally at a slower step. On this account a plough
drawn by oxen would be selected in preference to any
other by the farmer who has lough swards to tear up,
or very rough ground to cultivate ; and for the same
reason these animals are yoked in the threshing-machine,

whenever it is of any consequence to have a sure and
regulated motion communicated to it. But, on the
other hand, the ox is neatly useless for all other kinds
of farm labour. He is not suited to the cart or waggon
even on our fields, and far less on our public roads.

Besides, he cannot be stirred to any unwonted exertion,

however urgent may be the wants of his master ; for if

he is pushed beyond his natural step, all his energies

forsake him, ami he either stands still or throws himself

on the ground. In rude Ages, when only the coarser

production* of the soil are in demand, the cultivator

uses the animal which cust him least in rearing and feed-

ing ; but whenever the progress of civilization extends

the variety of commodities required by the consumer,

and gives a value to luxuries in proportion to the early

season at which they cun be obtained, he dismisses the

alow- paced ox, ami adopts in his stead the more ener-

getic horse. This is the natural order of things as soon
as green crops constitute an article in the regular

course of funning. Ou the Continent, where oxen
continued to he used a considerable time after they

were generally superseded in Britain, the horse is now
almost universally preferred. The French Agricultural

Writers agree with those of Britain, in perceiving the

many advantages which attend the employment of Ohs

latter. A more enlightened experience every day tends

to confirm the choice ; and in the course of a few years

the labour of the ox will be altogether unknown, except

in particular situations where the greater vivacity and
swiftness of the horse might prove hazardous. We
conclude this section by remarking that the care bestowed
upon the keeping of the horse is always well repaid.

The manure replaces the expense oflitter ; and his con-

stant aptitude for work is an ample equivalent for the

carrots potatoes, and grain, which constitute his best

food.

Of Caltie.

There are now numerous varieties or breeds of cattle

in Great Britain, but perhaps all of them may be traced

more or less directly to that singular one which is still

preserved as a curiosity in the parks of several Noble-

men, more especially Lord Tankerville and the Duke of
Wild cattle, jiamilion. It is usually distinguished as the wild, or

VOL. VI.

original hreed, and has been described by Mr. Culley in Agriculture

the Work already mentioned. Their colour, says he, is 'w—
invariably of a creamy white ; muzzle black ; the whole
of the inside of the ear, and about one-third of the out-

side from the tips downward red ; horns white with
hint k tips, very fine, and bent upwards ; some of the

bulls have a thin, upright mane, nhoutan inch and a half
or two inches long. The weight ofthe oxen is from thirty-

five to forty-five stone, and of the cows from twenty-
five to thirty.five stone, the lour quarters, fourteen pounds
to the stone. At the first appearance of any person
they set oil" in full gallop, and at the distance of about
two hundred yards make a wheel round and come boldly
up again, tossing their heads in a menacing mauner.
Ou a sudden they make a full stop at the distance of
forty or fifty yards, looking wildly at the object of their

surprise : hut upon the least motion being made they all

turn round and fly off with equal speed, but not to

the same distance, forming a shorter circle, and again
returning with a bolder and more threatening aspect

than before. This time they approach much nearer,

probably within thirty yards, when they again make
another stand, and again fly off. They repeat this

movement several times, shortening their distance, and
advancing nearer and nearer till they come within such
a short distance that most persons think it prudent to

leave them, not choosing to provoke them further.

The mode of killing them was perhaps the only Mixlfof
modern remains of the grandeur of ancient hunting, killing

On notice being given that a wild hull would be killed

on a certain day, the inhabitants of the neighbourhood
came mounted and armed with guns sometimes to the

number of one hundred horse ami four or five hundred
foot, who stood upon walls or got into trees, while the
horseman rode off the bull from the rest of the lienI,

until he stood at bay. when a marksman dismounted and
fired. At some of these huntings thirty or Ibrty muskets
have been discharged before lie was subdued. On such
occasions the bleeding victims grew desperately furious

from the smarting of his wounds and the shouts of
savage joy that were echoing from every side. But from
the number of accidents that happened, this dangerous
mode has been little practised of late years ; the park-

keeper alone generally killing them with a rifled gun at

one shot.

When the cows calve they hide their young fora week Ilnbii* of

or ten days in some sequestered situations, whither coW
?
“f,i:r

they go to suckle them two or three times a day.

the calves are approached by any person, they clap

their heads close to the ground, and lie like a hare in

form to conceal themselves. This is a decided proof of
their native wildness; and if they are actually disturbed,

they attack the assailant with the utmost fury, pawing
and bellowing like an incensed bull. It is remarkable,
too, that when any one of the herd happens to be
wounded, or has grown weak and feeble through age or

sickness, the rest set upon it and gore it to death.

The Devonshire breed is said to be directly descended Devonshire

from this race, of which the best specimen is seen at Chi I-
l>r‘,*<L

liugham Park in Northumberland. The resemblance in

in some points is very striking ; but the animals arc of a
light red colour and rather small in size. The Hereford Hereford

and Sussex cattle are nearly of the same colour, and in *ml

other respects possess similar properties, but are decidedly

better milkers. The Dutch, or short-homed description, Dutch,

which are much esteemed in the Eastern Counties, yield

a large quantity of rich milk and butter, fatten readily,

K
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Agriculture.

Laaci>Lire.

DitchJey.

Galloway.

Grow of the

Galloway,

Suffolk

dun*.

Ayrshire

Kyloes.

Orkney ami
Shetland.

Welsh.

though they are on the whole of a delicate constitution.

The Lancashire breed is distinguished by long horns,

thick hides, long close hair, coarse necks, and large

hoofs; they are of various colours, but generally have

a white streak along the back, and though they are not

remarkably productive, they enjoy a hardy constitution.

The celebrated Ditchtey breed is an improved variety of

the Lancashire, being smaller and cleaner boned ; they
fatten well, but are not very highly valued by the dairy-

man as milkers.

Besides the varieties now mentioned, there is the

polled or hornless kind, the most esteemed of which are

found in Galloway, a district in the South-West of Scot-

land. The true Galloway bullock is straight and broad

on the back, and nearly level from the head to the

rump
; broad at the loins, not however with hooked

bones or projecting knobs
; so that when viewed from

above the whole body appears beautifully rounded like

the longitudinal section of a roller. He is long in the quar-

ters, deep in the chest, short in the leg, and moderately
fine in the bone. The prevailing colour ishlack or dark-

brindled. Like the Devonshire ox, he is rather under-

sized ; though when well fed he has been known to

weigh about a hundred stone.

Dr. Coventry alleges that it is not more than seventy

or eighty years since the Galloways were all horned,

and very much the same in external appearance and
character with the breed of black cattle which prevailed

over the West of Scotland at that period, and which
still abound in perfection, the large-sized ones in Argyle-
shire, and the smaller in the Isle of Skye. The Gal-
loway cattle at the time alluded to were coupled with

some hornless bulls, of a sort which do uol now seem
to be accurately known, but which were then brought
from Cumberland ; the effects of which crossing were
thought to be the general loss of horns in the former,

ami the enlargement of their size ; the continuance of

a hornless sort being kept up by selecting only such for

breeding, or perhaps by other means, or by the practice

of eradicating with the knife the horns in their very
young state.

The Suffolk duns are, according to Mr. Culley, nothing
more than a variety of the breed now described, and
differing only in colour. The Ayrshire cow is a valuable

animal, as the milk it affords, although not very abun-
dant, is uncommonly rich, and is given with very little

interruption throughout the whole year. The Highland
Kylocs, as they are sometimes denominated, are in great

request in the Southern Counties, on account of the

delicate nature of their flesh. This is supposed to be a
different breed from the Norland r, or such as are reared

in the remote districts of Rons, Sutherland, and Caith-

ness. The Islands of Orkney and Shetland produce a
very diminutive species of cattle, some of them not weigh-

ing more than two hundred ]>ouiids ; but they feed well,

and when brought to good condition in the meadows of
the South, they bring in the market a remunerating
price. Of IVrith cattle there seems to be two distinct

kinds. The large sort are of a brown colour, with some
white on the rump and shoulders, denoting a cross from
the long horns, though in shape bearing no resemblance

to them. They are long iu the legs, stand high in pro-

portion to their weight, are thin in the thigh, and rather

narrow in the chine ; their horns are white and turned
upwards; they are light in flesh, and, next to the

Devons, well-formed for the yoke, have very good
hoofs, and walk lightly and nimbly. The other sort are

much more valuable ; colour black, with very little AgncuKure

w*hite ; of a good useful form, short in the leg, with "

round, deep bodies ; the hide is rather thin, with short

hair ; they have a lively look and a good eye ; and the

bones, though not very small, are neither large nor

clumsy ; and the cows are considered good milkers.

From a reference to the statements just made, it ap- Otoice fur

pears manifest that the improvement of the lower ani- breeding,

trial* in form und value dc|>ends very much on the care

of the breeder. In rearing live stock of all descriptions,

it ought to be an invariable rule to select for parents such
as are smnll-bonod, straight-backed, smooth-skinned,

and round-bodied, with clean necks, small heads, and
little or no dewlap. Those, too, which are of a quiet

and docile manner ought to be preferred, as they gene-

rally require less food, and are more easily fattened. Nor
should the stock-farmer overlook the valuable quality of

becoming early mature; a point in which the different

breeds of cattle vary to & considerable extent. In the

management of cows which are kept for breeding it

is to be observed, that about a month or six weeks pre-

viously to the time of calving, they ought to be abun-
dantly supplied with the richest kind of food

; for it is

found that by this treatment, a larger quantity of milk

ia obtained than when they are fully fed for a longer

period.

Mr. Marshall informs us that the method pursued for Reanag.

rearing calves in the Midland Counlies is this : they are

allowed to suck fora week ora fortnight according to their

strength ; they then have new milk in the pail for a few

meals
; next new milk and skim-milk mixed, a few meals

more ; then skim-milk alone, or porridge made with milk,

water, and ground oats, and sometimes oil-cake until

cheese-making commences ; after which, whey-porridge,

or sweet whey in the field ; being curcful to house them
in the night until warm weather be confirmed. The
treatment of young cattle from the time they are sepa-

rated from their dams, or are able to subsist on the

common food of the other slock, must depend upon
the circumstances of the farm on which they are reared.

In Summer their pasture is often coarse but abundant

;

and in Winter all good breeders give them an allow-

ance of succulent matter together with straw or hay.

Speaking of the short-horned variety, Mr. Culley re-

marks, that the first Winter they have hay and turnips

;

the following Summer coarse pasture ; the second Winter

straw in the fold-yard, and a few turnips once a day in

an adjoining field, just sufficient to prevent the straw

from binding them too much ; the next Summer tolera-

bly good pasture ; and the third Winter as many turnips

as they can eat, and in every respect treated as fatting

cattle.

The farmer who feeds for the butcher-market has For th*

three separate methods to pursue; all of which will butcher,

answer his purpose in certain circumstances, and his

choice must be determined by the nature of his land,

as well as by the main object which he had in view when
he rented it. Live stock may be fattened on pasture

ground, by soiling iu proper yards or sheds, where they

are supplied with abundance of green food ; or lastly in

the stall, where they are furnished with turnips, cab-

bages, und other succulent vegetables, combined with

various descriptions of dry meat. The practice of pas-

turing cattle is the most natural and the most simple;

and the owner can hardly go wrong, if he provide the

animals with pure water and a sufficient shelter during

the heals of Summer. Soiling is regarded by most
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Ajpvuhurc. feeders as preferable to the other, even taken by itself,

^ and more especially if connected with the general pur-
poses of husbandry, the improvement of the fields, and
the increase of corn produce. By this inode, too, the

beasts are belter protected both from insects ami the

weather ; the food is consumed with less waste ; and
when the yards are suitably furnished with litter, a large

supply of excellent manure is obtained. In this case,

as in all others, due attention must be paid to the supply
and quality of the water, as nothing contributes more to

the health of young stock. The approach of Winter
usually suggests the expediency of stall-feeding, as

both warmth and cleanliness are essential to the accom-

plishment ofthis object. Besides, the cattle are kept more
quiet and free from interruption, and are found in such
circumstances to take in flesh more quickly. The food
employed for this purpose consists of turnips, potatoes,

carrots, cabbages, oil-cake, oats, barley-meal, beans, with

different kinds of straw, cut small by means ofmachinery.
The moist and dry food should be given in such pro-

portions as to prevent any injurious effect on the diges-

tive organs.

DoMlrmt* It has been remarked, that notwithstanding the high

perfection to which certain breeds of cattle have been
brought in Britain, and the great attention paid to

every part of their management, several interesting

points, which should be taken into calculation, remain
still to be determined. Our knowledge, for example,
is very incomplete in regard to the precise degTee of
nutriment afforded by different kinds of herbage and
roots ; the quantity of food consumed by the different

breeds in proportion to the time of fattening and increase

of weight ; and the advantage of selecting the large or

smaller varieties in any given circumstances of climate
and produce. There is, no doubt, in every district a
certain practical feeling which directs the stock-farmer
in the choice of his cattle, and in the adaptation of
means to the end, which he has in view

; but, it is true,

at the same time, that no successful attempt has been
made lo reduce such maxima to general principles, or to

render the experience of one available to all.

Of Sheep.

Next to cattle. Sheep in many parts of the Country
are esteemed a valuable stock, the whole income of the

farmer being derived from their milk, wool, and flesh.

Different The numerous breeds ofthis animal are usually arranged
breeds. into two classes : those which yield the ihort wool, and

those which yield the long, or, as it is frequently de-
scribed, the combing wool. To these, some writers

have added the mountain breed ; but so far as the wool
is regarded as a characteristic, there is no room tor this

distinction. The first of these classes, however, in-

cluding the one just stated, comprehends the varieties

which are reared in the hilly districts of Wales, the
North of England, and the Highlands of Scotland; the
second embraces those which appear in Hereford. Dor-
set, Sussex, Norfolk, and some other places ; and the

last, or long-woolled, include the varieties which occupy
the richer and more fertile vales of the Kingdom, and
are known as natives of Leicestershire, Lincolnshire,

and the banks of the Tees.
Mountain. The mountain sheep are distinguished by having

black faces and legs, as well as large spiral horns. They
we a very hardy race, and afford a delicate, well-flavoured

mutton, though their wool is coarse and shaggy.
r

J he

Cheviot breed, which likewise belongs to this class, bus Agrici.ln.ra

no burns ; the face and legs are commonly white, and
the eyes have a lively expression. The wool in this ^Driot.

casc is belter than either the Welsh or Highland,
and the animal is remarked as a good feeder, though
the meat is not so highly valued in the market.

The second class, or Herefordshire, are comparatively Hrrefonl-

small, have no horns, white legs and faces, aud exhibit , *u,v-

a fine short wool. They are also known by the name
of Ryelands. It has been observed of this description Kyriaw!*

of stock, that they can subsist on less food than any
other, and are remarkable for abstinence, and even for the

endurance of hunger. The South Downs are also dis- South

Anguished for the shortness aud fineness of their wool, Dowl-

as well as by having grey faces and lega, small long
necks, and affording a fine-grained, delicious rauttou.

This breed prevails in the dry, chalky grounds of Sussex.

The Norfolk breed have a gTeat resemblance to the Norfolk.

Wr
elsh or Scotch ; having a black face, large spiral

horns, short wool, and affording well-flavoured meat.

The long-woolled sheep are familiarly known by the

names of Lincolnshire, or Old Leicester, and are distill- Du
guished by the want of horns, by their white faces, long, c“ft ‘:r

thin, and weak bodies, large bones, coarse mutton, and
by having wool from ten to eighteen indies in length.

This breed thrives only in the richest pastures, ami is

chiefly valuable on account of its wool. But it is from
them that the New Leicester, or Ditckley breed is de- New De-
scended ; a name derived from the place at which it was cvhiar.

so much improved by the care and skill of the cele-
Schley,

bruted Mr. Bakcwell. These animals attract attention

by their lively eyes, fine heads, straight backs, barrel-

shaped bodies, small bones, and a disposition to latlrn

at an early age. The weight of the quarter in ewes of
three or four years old, is from eighteen to twenty-six

pounds ; in two years old wethers, from twenty to

thirty pounds ; and the length of wool varies from six

to fourteen inches.

The main excellence of this breed consists in their

fattening more speedily, and on a smaller quantity of

food, than any other ; in their having a larger proportion

of meat on an equal weight of bone ; in the suprrioiitv

of llie meat itself both as to texture and flavour ; m
their valuable wool ; in being ready for the market early

in Spring; and in bringing, of consequence, a larger

profit to the farmer. The Tee*walrr variety have longer IVsswator

legs, finer hones, and a thicker and firmer carcass than

the Lincolnshire ; the mutton is better and finer grained,

and the wool is shorter and less heavy. This U the

largest breed in the Island, and is the most common in

the rich meadows bordering on the river whence it de-

rives its name. But, unfortunately.it seems to be calcu-

lated only fur warm, well-sheltered pastures, and cannot

therefore be transferred to the Cheviot range, or the still

more exposed mountains of the Highlands, where its

value would be duly appreciated. Besides, it requires

lobe fed abundantly in severe Winters ; an attenLiim

which could not be conferred upon it in a hilly country,

or in the extensive sheep-walks of Wales or Argyle.

There is also a variety, which bears among breed-

ers the designation of the Romney-marsh, and which
possesses many good properties. It has no horns; the

face and legs are white ; the body rather long, hut

well-shaped, and the bones somewhat large. The
wool, however, is excellent, having a considerable length,

and a beautiful colour. Like the Teeswater breed,

it requires rich pasture, and a greater degree of cart

x 2
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Agric;il:itf«. than can be bestowed by the ^stock-former on upland
N— ground*.

Hardwick. The Hardicick sheep are peculiar to that rocky dis-

trict whence flow the Duddon and the Esk, in the

County ofCumberland. They are without horns have

speckled faces and legs, short wool, which, though not

by any means fine, is greatly superior to that produced

by the heath or mountain sheep, properly so called.

Dua-fact'd. The Dun-faced breed seems to have been imported

into Scotland from Norway or Denmark at a very early

period, and is still found in most of the Counties beyond

the river Forth, though not in large numbers. Of this

ancient race there are now several varieties produced,

as usual, by peculiarities of situation and different modes
Shetland, of management. In Shetland, it would iqijiear, there

ore two varieties of the sheep, one of w hich is considered

aboriginal, and bears very fine wool ; but the numlier

of these is much diminished, and in some places they

have been entirely supplanted by foreigners. The
other variety carries coarse wool above, and fine, soli

wool below. They are said, moreover, to bate three

different successions of wool yearly, two of which have a

greater resemblance to long hair, and are termed by the

common people fort and tcudda. When the wool begins

to loosen in the roots, which generally happens about

the month of February, the hairs or tcudda spring up

;

and when the wool is carefully plucked off, the tough

hairs continue fast until the new wool grows up about a

quarter of an inch in length, when they gradually wear

off; and when the new fleece has acquired about two
months’ growth, the rough hairs, termed fort, spring up
and keep root until the proper season for pulling them
arrives, when they are plucked off together with the wool,

and separated from it at dressing the fleece by an operation

called fortins,". The tcudda remains upon the skin of

the animal, as if it were a thick coat ; a fence against

the inclemency of the seasons which provident Nature

has furnished for supplying the want of the fleece in a
high and stormy latitude. The wool is of various co-

lours ; the silver grey is thought to be the finest
;

but

the black, the white, and the brown arc very little inferior ;

though the pure white is certainly the most valuable for

all the filter purposes in which combing wool can be

used.

Mcnno. Our catalogue would be incomplete did we not men-
tion the Merino. which, though not a native of Bri-

tain, has already acquired considerable importance.

This sheep was brought into England in 1788, but

did not excite much interest till the year 1804, when
George III. began his sales. The patriotic object con-

templated by His Majesty of spreading them widely

over the Country and subjecting them to the experiments

of the most eminent professional breeders, has been in

a great measure accomplished by the institution of the

JVfrrino Society, which includes among its Members
some of the greatest landholders in the Kingdom. For
some years past, however, this breed, notwithstanding all

the care bestowed upon it, is acknowledged to have been
on the decline ; and we may add, that it has succeeded

best in those cases where it was judiciously crossed with a

native variety, without any attempt to preserve it pure.
Merino Ever)' one knows that the Merino is chiefly valued
beecca.

for jls uncommonly fine fleece, which upon the average

weighs from three to five pounds. In colour it is unlike

that of any English breed There is in the surface of

like l»est Spanish fleeces, a dark-brown tinge approaching

to black, which is occasioned by dust adhering to the

greasy properties of its pile ; and the contrast between Agriculture,

this tinge and the rich white colour below, as well as

that rosy hue of lire skin which denotes high proof, ex-

cites, at first sight, no little surprise. The harder the

fleece is, or, in other words, the greater resistance it

makes to the pressure of the hand, the finer is the wool

esteemed ; here and there, indeed, a fine pile may be

farad in an open fleece, though this occurs hut rarely.

Nothing, however, tends to render it more unsightly to

the English eye than the large tuft of wool w hich covers

the head : it is of very interior quality, and is ranked
with what is produced on the hind legs; on which ac-

count it docs not sort with any of the three classes ; nr.

the rafinat. or prime
; Jinot, or second best

;
and the

trreerot, or third, and of course is never exported from

Spain.

Among the Merinos, the male has horns, the female Cuaurt.
none, or very rarely; the faces and legs are white,

and the bones fine. The average weight per quarter

of a tolerably fat rain is about seventeen |H>unds, and
that of a ewe about eleven pounds. The shape, if we
take the ideas of English breeders for a standard, is far

from perfect. The pendulous skin beneath the throat,

which is usually accompanied with a sinking or hollow-

ness in the neck, is accounted a deformity here, though

in Spain it is much esteemed, as denoting both fine

wool and a heavy fleece. Yet the Spunish sheep, gene-

rally speaking, are level on the back and behind the

shoulders ;
and I^ird Somerville has proved that there

is no reason whatever for connecting the peculiarity of

form just mentioned with the amount or quality of wool.

We cannot enter upon the extensive subject of breed-

ing, considered in a professional point of view ; holding Works on

it enough to refer such readers as are desirous of full tnwOing.

and accurate information*!!) the Treatises of Dr. Parry,

Sebright, Cullcy, Sir John Sinclair, Mr. Johnston, the

General Report of Scotland, the Work of Mr. Bakewell;
Marshall’s Rural Economy

;

the Farmer » Calendar ;

Communication* to the Board ofAgriculture

;

the Middle-

tex Report

;

and to a variety of able Essays in the Quar-
terly Journal ofAgriculture. W'e shall, notwithstanding. Expert-

quote from the last of these publications a notice relative "wo*" m
to a “ method of obtaining a greater number of one sex

different

at Ihc option of the proprietor, In the breeding of live

stock." The Essay, at length, is to t»e found in the

Annalet de fAgriculture Franpaite, and is worthy of

attention, as containing the details of some interesting

experiments made with the view just stated. M. Girou
proposed, at a meeting of the Agricultural Society of Sc-
verac, on the 3d of July, 1826, to divide a flock of sheep
into two equal parts, so that a greater number of inales

or females at the choice of the proprietor, should be pro-

duced from each of them. Two of the Members of the

Society offered their flocks to become the subject of his

experiments, and the results communicated were, to

some extent, in accordance with the author’s expectations.

The first experiment was conducted in the following

manner. He recommended very young rams to lie put

to the flock of ewes from which the proprietor wished

the greater number of females in their offspring ; and
also that during the season when the rams were with

the ewes they should have more abundant pasture than

the other ; while to the flock from which the owner
wished to obtain male lambs chiefly, he recommended to

put strong and vigorous rams, four or five years old.

The following Tabular view contains the result of this

experiment.
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Flock for Female Lambs. Flockfor Male. Lambs.

Ago of the Mothers. Sex of the Lamb*. Age of the Mothers. Sex of the Lambs.

1

Two years

Three years

Four years. .......

Total..

Five years and older

Total.

.

Males. Females.

14 26

16 29
5 21

35 70
18 8

53 84

Two years

Three year*

Four years

Total.

.

Five years and older

Total.

.

Males. Females.

7 3
15 14

33 14

55 31
25 24

80 55

i

N. B. There wore three twin births in this

flock. Two rams served it, the oik* fifteen

months, the other nearly two years old.

N- B. There wen* no twin births in (hi*

flock. Two altong rams, one four, the other

five years old, served it.

Agneultur*

The second experiment is thus related by the author.

“During; the Summer of 1826, M. Cournejouls kept

upon a very dry pasture, belonging to the village of
Be'/, a flock of 106 ewes, of which 84 belonged to him-
self, and 22 to his shepherds. Towards the end of Oc-
tober, he divided his flock into two sections of 42 heads
each, the one composed of the strongest ewes, from four

to five years old ; the other of the weakest beasts, under
four or five year* old. The first was destined to produce
a greater number of females than the second. After it

was marked with pitch in my presence, it was taken to

much better pasture behind Panoune, where it was deli-

vered to four male lambs, about six months old, and of

good promise. The secoud remained upon the pasture

of Bcz, and was served by two strong rams, more than
three years old. The ewes belonging to the shepherds,

which 1 shall consider as forming a third section, and
which are, in general, stronger and better ted than
those of the master, were mixed with those of the second
flock. The result was that the

Males. Females.

First section gave 15 26
The second 2G 14
The third 10 u
In the first section there were two twin

births 0 4

In the second and third there were also

two 3 I

\ {(parent Besides these very decisive experiments, M. Giron
/euentl law. relates some others made with horses and cattle, in

which also his success in producing a greater number of
the one sex than of the other appears. The general law,

so far as we ure able to detect it, seems to be, that when
animals are in good condition, plentifully supplied with

food, and kept from breeding as Taut os they (night do, they

are most likely to produce females. Or, in other words,

w hen a race of animals is in circumstances favourable to

its increase. Nature produces the greatest number of that

sex which, in animals that do not pair, is most efficient

for increasing their numbers. But if they are in a bod
climate, or on stinted pasture, or if they have already

given birth to a numerous offspring, then Nature pro-

duces more mules than females. Yet perhaps it may
be premature to deduce any general law from experi-

ments which have not yet been suflfcienly extended.

Among the live stock produced on farms we must not
.Swine. omit Swine, of which there are numerous varieties reared

in Great Britain. The Berkshire breed is of a reddish Berkshire,

colour, with short legs, large ears, and a thick, compact,

well-formed body ; is readily disposed to fatten, and
grows to a large si/e ; but the supply of food must be
constant and abundant. The China* or black breed is Chines,

of smull size, short legs, and of a good make ; is con-

sidered one of the most profitable in the country ; the

flesh is delicate, and it fattens freely even on indifferent

food. The Gloucestershire variety is white, and of a Gloucehter.

large size, the form not symmetrical, and in other re- l,h* rv-

specLs not highly esteemed among feeders. The Hamp- Hamjiahire.

shire breed is also white, attains a large bulk, and fattens

readily. The Northamptonshire is remarkable for the Norihamp-

enortnous length of its ears, is of gTeal size, but does tu*»hirr.

not fatten easily. The Rudgewirk breed takes its Rtnigewick-

name from a village situated on the confines of
Surrey and Sussex ; it is a valuable variety because it

not only grows well, but also fattens at small expense.

The IVoburn breed was introduced by the late Duke of Woburn.

Bedford ; it is usually spotted, though the colour is

various ; the size is large, and it fattens so well that it

attains nearly twice the weight of other hogs in the same
space of lime. The Highland or Irish variety is de- Highland
scribed as an inferior, animal beingsmall and ill-shaped, urirah.

and, at the same time, difficult to fatten, or otherwise to

improve in its marketable valup.

It is worthy of notice that Mr. CuDty mentions only

three breeds of Swine, the Berkshire, the Chinese, and
the Highland or Irish ; while other writers have found
a distinct breed in almost every County of Englund. In
addition to those already described, there is the .Sussex Sumer,

pig, w hich is distinguished by being black ami white,

but not spotted ; it grows to the weight of eighteen or

twenty stone. To these we may add the Cheshire, the Cheshire.

Suffolk, and the Shropshire. In Scotland little pro- Suffolk,

gresa has hitherto been made in the improvement of

this stock, if we except the Counties of Dumfries and
,c '*

Galloway. The prevailing breed is of a white colour ; they

have light carcasses with bristles standing up from nose
to tail, long legs, and are very slow feeders at any age.

In the Hebrides, the breed, supposed by Dr. Walker to Hebridean.

be the aboriginal, is of the smallest size, neither white

nor yellow, but of a uniformly grey colour, and shaggy,

with long hair and bristles. They graze on the lulls

like sheep ; their sole food is herbage and roots, on
which they live the whole year round, without shelter,

and without receiving any other sustenance, in Autumn,
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Agriculture, when they are in the best order, their meat is excellent,
s
-“ and obtained without any artificial feeding; but when

driven to the low country they fatten readily, and grow

to a considerable size.

Profit* of Notwithstanding the extent to which Swine are reared,

Kviiw. ^ sti|| remains a disputed point among Agriculturists

whether the breeding ami fattening of that species of

stock, beyond the mere offal of the farm, has ever been

rendered a remunerating branch of rural economy. On
every establishment there is a great deal of stuff’, roots,

herbage, and waste corn, which would otherwise be lost;

and hence it is manifest that, so far as the use of these

articles is concerned, the pig must be a profitable

animal. But it is, nevertheless, very doubtful whether,

on fertile lands, any portion of the crop could be so ap-

plied as to place the breeding of Swine on the same
footing, as to revenue and other advantages, as that of

cattle and sheep. It has been calculated that, with pro-

per management, on a farm of three hundred acres, of

which two hundred are kept in tillage, an annual profit

to the amount of £l00 might be secured by rearing

pigs ; though it is admitted by the same author that, ns

soon as this stock exceeds the quantity of superfluous

produce on which it is usually maintained, it ceases to

be in any respect beneficial. The reader will find many
useful observations on this branch of the subject in

Culley’s Work already mentioned ; the Complete Grazier

;

Henderson on Swine ; the Farmer's Magazine ; and the

General Report of Scotland.

On the Dairy.

We remarked at the commencement of this division

that live-stock ore raised not only for their flesh and
labour, but also for their milk. In some parts of the

country a large proportion of land is devoted to this

object, and the rents of the farmer, as well as the

affluence of the proprietor, are derived from the manu-
facture of milk in its various forms of butter and cheese.

Hofete, It is recommended by practical persons that the building

meant for the several processes of the dairy should be
erected in a cool situation, and protected from the direct

approach of the solar rays, and even of a current of air

varying much in temperature. The utmost cleanliness,

loo, is altogether indispensable. The house should he
paved with stone or brick, having a gentle inclination

so as to be readily dried, and the floor should be washed
every day during Summer. To preserve the air cool,

or at least of an equal temperature, it has been thought
advisable to admit a small stream of water into the

apartments, or even to be poured like a cascade from

and a(«a- th# ceiling. The utensils, which are commonly of wood,
*!». ought to be cleansed with the greatest care ; or if

metallic, or glazed earthen vessels be substituted, they

should he daily plunged into hot water, scoured with
salt, and well dried before they are filled with milk.

Cast-iron dishes, enamelled or fluted with tin, have been
lately introduced into some dairies, and are found to

answer well, both on account of their cleanliness and
durability.

Cart in It >9 known to every one that the quality of milk in

milking. much affected by the nature of the food on which the
animal is fed ; but it is not so generally understood that
the quantity depends a good deal on the mode of milk-
ing. If any difficulty occur in conducting this operation
the cow should never be treated harshly, its it more fre-

quently proceeds from pain than from obstinacy of
temper. The hardness of the udder will in general

denote whether there be any obstruction ; in which case AgncuHura.

fomentations, together with gentle friction, ought to be

used, until the flow of milk be restored. In Summer,
cows ought to be milked at three equal intervals in the

course of twenty-four hour* ; by which means the quan-

tity is increased without deteriorating its essential pro-

perties of richness and flavour. The depth ofthe vessels

into which the milk is poured, should not exceed three

inches ;
and should any peculiarity of taste he occasioned

by the nature of the food, it may be removed by boiling

two ounces of nitre in a quart of water, and plunging

about a teacup-full of the mixture into a pail of the warm
milk. Those who are particular in the manufacture of

butter and cheese, keep the milk ofevery cow separately,

8<» as to discriminate their respective qualities, and avoid

oil improper combinations. With the same view Care is

taken that the cattle shall not be hastily driven from the

field to the dairy, and that the milk shall not be much
agitated or shaken in the pails after it is drown ; for in

either case the liquid acquires a tendency to acidity

which soon renders itself perceptible in the finer kinds

of butter.

Of late years the resources of mechanical invention Churning,

have been applied to lighten the labour, and facilitate

the object of churning. It has been found, however,

that the chief secret in the management of this process,

whatever be the form of the apparatus employed, is to

continue the agitation with the same regular, uniform,

uninterrupted motion from the beginning to the end ;

because it is suspected that a too rapid or unequal motion

communicates to the butter a bud flavour in Summer,
while, in Winter, it endangers the success of the ope-

ration altogether. A table-spoon-ful of distilled vine-

gar, added to the cream alter it has heen a considerable

time moved, has occasionally proved beneficial in sepa-

rating the butter, after other means had appeared to fail.

A few years ago some interesting experiments were Exjicri-

made by Dr, Barclay, a well-known Physiologist, and nwnts on

another professional gentleman at Edinburgh, with the

view of ascertaining the temperature at which butter

can be best procured from cream. The results were
communicated to the Journal of Agriculture, from
which we abridge the following particulars. In the

first experiment flfleen gallons of cream were put

into the churn at the temperature of 50° Fahren-
heit ; the weight per gallon having been previously

ascertained to be eight pounds four ounces. By agi-

tating the cream in the usual manner for the space of
two hours the temperature rose to &63

;
at the end of

the churning, being four hours from the commencement
of the operation, the temperature was found to be 60°,

or 10
3
higher than at the beginning. The quantity of

butter obtained in this process was twenty-nine pounds
and a half avoirdupois, or nearly two pounds of butter

for every gallon of cream put into the churn. The
butter appeared to lie of the very best quality, being
firm, and rich and pleasant to the taste. A gallon of

the churned milk being carefully weighed, gave eight

pounds nine ounces being an increase in weight of
eight ounces per gallon above that of the cream used in

this experiment.

In the second experiment, filleen gallons of cream
were put into the churn at the temperature of 55°, the
weight per gallon being eight pounds two ounces. By
agitating the cream as formerly, for one hour and a half,

the temperature rose to 60° : at the end of the churning,
being three hours and fifteen minutes from the begin-

itized by C.OO
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Agriculture* ning of ihe operation, the temperature had increased to

“v-—' 65®. The quantity of butter was twenty-nine pounds

lour ounces, and not sensibly inferior to that obtained

in the first process.

A third experiment was performed, in which the same
quantity of cream was put into the churn, at the tem-

perature of 55°, the weight per gallon being eight

pounds two ounces. At the end of one hour’s churn-

ing the temperature had risen to 63°
; and at the end

of the process, which lasted three hours, the tempera-

ture was found to be 67°. The quantity of butter ob-

tained by this experiment was twenty-eight pounds, and

in quality it seemed to be rather inferior to that produced

in the two former, being rather soil and spongy.

The fourth experiment was performed on the same
quantity of cream, the temperature being 60®, and the

weight per gallon eight pounds one ounce. During the

process of churning the temperature increuscd as for-

merly; and at the end of three hours, when the opera-

tion was finished, it was ascertained to have risen to

6S°. The quantity of butter was twenty-seven pounds,

ofa quality much the same as that produced iu the third

experiment, but decidedly inferior to that of the first

end second. A gallon of the churned milk weighed
eight pounds eight ounces.

In the fifth experiment, fifteen gallons of cream were

used as before, at the temperature of 66°, and the weight

per gallon eight pounds. The churning occupied two
hours and a half; at the end of which space the temper-

ature was found to have risen to 75°, being an increase

of 9°. The quantity of butter was twenty-five pounds
eight ounces, of a quality sensibly inferior to that pro*

duced in any of the former experiments ; being of a

less promising appearance, a soft and spongy con-

sistence, and not so pleasant to the taste. The weight ofa

gallon of the churned milk was eight pounds seven ounces.

Recults. From these experiments it appears that cream should

not be kept at a high temperature in the process of

churning. In the first experiment, where the tempera-

ture was lowest, the quantity of butter obtained was in

the greatest proportion to the quantity of cream used
;

and as the temperature was raised, the proportional

quantity of butter diminished ; while in the last experi-

ment, where the mean temperature of the cream had
been raised to 70°, not only was the quantity of butter

diminished, but in quality it was found to be very in-

ferior, both with regard to taste and appearauce. That
the lowest possible temperature should be sought in

churniug, appears likewise from another result of the

above experiments ; namely, that (lie specific gravity of

the churned milk was found to diminish as the tempera-

ture of the cream had increased ; thus showing that at

the lower temperatures, the butter which is composed of

the lighter parts of the cream, is more completely col-

lected than at the higher temperatures, in which the

churned milk is of greater specific gravity. In general,

it was inferred, that the most proper temperature at

which to commence the operation of churning is from
50° to 53°; and that at no stage of the operation ought

it to exceed 6b°: while, on the contrary, if at any time

the cream should be under 50° in temperature, the labour

will be much increased without any proportionate ad-

vantage being obtained ; and a temperature of a higher

rate than 65° will be injurious as well to the quality

as to the quantity of the butter.

Buttrr for Butler is usually preserved for future purposes by
kwiiing. means of common suit. The following preparation is

an excellent substitute, and imparts a richer and sweeter Agriculture,

taste. Two parts of good sea salt, one part of loaf

sugar, and one of saltpetre, are pounded and mixed to-

gether. One ounce of this mixture is incorporated with

every pound of butter, which is then closed up in a proper

vessel, and at the end of two or three weeks it is fit lor

the table. When thus prepared, it has been known to

retain its sweetness several years.

Ill Holland the method of making butter Is to allow Dutch tout-

the milk, after it is drawn from the cow, to become com- t<sr makmg.

pletely cool before it is put into the pans or cream
dishes; to prevent the cream from separating from the

milk' by stirring it two or three times a day with a

wooden spoon, and when it is sufficiently thick to churn

it for an hour. When the butter begins to form, a quan-
tity of cold water is poured in for the purpose of sepa-

rating the butter from the milk ; and when the former

is taken out, it is washed uud kneaded till the last water

comes off pure. It is said that milk managed in this

way yields a larger proportion of butter than by the

ordinory method practised in this Country ; ond that it

is, at the same time, of a better quality, sweeter, firmer,

and well calculated for keeping.

Cheat is also a very important article of Dairy ma- Cheese,

mifacture ; of the History and Antiquities of which

we have spoken in our Misreltaneoui Division. Much,
no doubt, depends on the quality of the pasture,

as well as on the season of the year at which the pro-

cess is conducted ; but it is proved by recent experi-

ments that a great deal is left to the skill of the farmer,

and that the raw material is capable of being converted

to much higher uses than the ignorant have heretofore

imagined. The very first step, the coagulation of the

milk, is attended with considerable consequences, as

giving a decided taste and character to cheese. It is

well known that the rennet which is employed for this Rrrntt.

purpose is prepared from the stomachs of young calves,

and, unless great precautions are used, it is apt to be-

come rancid, and thereby to communicate a disagreeable

flavour. The method of preserving it, in the West of
England, is. when the rennet-bag is cleaned, tu make a
strong solution of salt with two quarts of water ; to add
to this solution small quantities of several spices, and to

boil the whole down to three pints ; then, to strain the

liquor and poor it on the rennet-bog ; to add a sliced

lemon ; and, after allowing it to settle a day or two, to

Btrain it well, and bottle it up for use. When well-

corked, it will keep a year, and gives to the cheese a

pleasant aromatic flavour. A decoction of the flowers of

the Galium vrrum
, or cheese-rennet, a plant very com-

mon in many pastures, is sometimes used as a substitute.

Muriatic acid is also employed for Ihe same purpose;

and we are told, that the pungent taste peculiar to some
sorts of Dutch cheese, is occasioned by the latter ingre-

dient, infused, perhaps, in an undue proportion.

The colouring mutter most commonly adopted :n Colouring

English dairies is arnotlo , an article which was wont to nisttvr,

be imported from Spain ; the quantity varying according afUt,Ww*

to the shade required. In Gloucestershire, an ounce is

allowed for every hundred pounds of cheese. In Che-
shire, the method of using it is to tie up the necessary

quantity in a linen bag, and to infuse it iu half a pint of
hot water the night before it is used, and next morning,
before the application of the rennet, to mix the coloured

infusion thoroughly with the milk. In some places, a

piece of the unpounded arnotlo, dipped in milk, is

rubbed on a smooth stone, and the colouring matter

jitized by Google
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Agriculture, thus obtained, is combined with the milk in the usual

v—

*

way.
Gloucester In making Gloucester cheese the milk is used as it is

chooM. drawn from the cow ; and if it be too hot in Summer a

little skim-milk or water is added. After the application

of the colouring-matter and the rennei, the curd is care-

fully broken down with the hand or a knife ; and
next put into a vat, and pressed for a quarter of an

hour. It is then turned into a tub and again broken
small, scalded with a pailful of water, lowered with

one part of whey, and the whole is briskly stirred.

Having stood a tew minutes to allow the curd to settle,

the liquor is strained off. and the curd is nguin collected

into a vat. When this is half bill, a little salt is

sprinkled on and well wrought into the cheese ; it is

then filled up ;
the whole mass is turned two or three

times round ; the edges are pored and the middle

rounded at each turning. The cheese, surrounded with

a cloth, is subjected to further pressure, when the pro-

cess is completed.

Jnutati-il. In the 1st volume of the Quarterly Journal of Agri-

culture, there is “ a Receipt for making cheese, in imita-

tion of double Gloucester." The method adopted docs
not differ much from that now described, and the success

of the attempt, which was made in Dumfrieshire, shows
that the secret, it there ever was any, is now perfectly

understood from Cornwall to the Scotland Firth. The
quantity of arnotto used by the imitator amounted to

about a quarter of a pound for two hundred weight of

cheese; and the sail to about eight or nine ounces. It

was found that a hundred quarts of milk were required

for a cheese of thirty pounds ; or about three quarts to

Lite pound.

Siiltun. The directions for making Stilton cheese ane given in

the Agricultural Report of Leicestershire tls follows ;

the night's cream is put into the morning's new milk,

with rennet; and when the curd is formed, it is not

broken, as is done with other cheeses, but taken out

whole and placed in a sieve, to drain gradually, and as

it drains, n gradual pressure is continued till it becomes
firm and dry. It is then placed in a wooden hoop, and
afterwards kept dry on boards, and turned frequently

with the cloth binders round it, which are tightened as

occasion requires. When the cloths are removed, each

cheese is rubbed with a brush once every day, and in

damp weather twice, for two or three months. Thu
cheese has been successfully imitated in other districts,

an account of which will be found in the Quarterly

Journal, No. VI. and in the Prize Essay9 and Transac-

tion* of the Highland Society.

Cheshire. Cheshire cheese, which it is found more difficult to

irnitute than any other, is made in the following manner.

The cream of the preceding evening's tnilk is skimmed
off, and poured into a pan heated with boiling water,

and a third part of the same milk is heated in the same
way. The new milk of the morning and that of the pre-

ceding evening being thus prepared, are introduced into

a large tub together with the cream. Then arc added,

first the colouring matter, and afterwards the rennet.

The whey being removed, the curd is cut into slices,

ami repeatedly turned over and pressed with weights.

It is next broken with the hand into small pieces, put
into a vat, and strongly pressed, and being transferred

afterwards into another vat, the process of breaking

down 3nd pressing is renewed two or three times. The
last time, the vat is Incited to a certain temperature, and

a tin hoop or binder is pul rou id the edge of the cheese.

Six hours arc spent in the processes now detailed, and Agriculture

eight hours more are necessary for pressing the cheese, '

during which time it should be twice turned in the vat.

Next morning and evening, it is again turned ami
pressed, ns well as in the morning of the third day,

about the middle of which it is removed to the salting

apartment, when the outside is well rubbed with salt,

and a cloth binder is passed round it. During a week,

while the cheese remains there, it is turned twice a day,

and as it is left for some days longer to dry, it is turned

once and well cleaned daily. It is then transferred to

the store-room, which should be kept moderately warm,
and protected from a current of air, to avoid the risk of

cracking, and turned every day till it becomes perfectly

dry.

No cheese is more highly esteemed than Parmesan , Parmesan,

which is produced on the plains of the Po, near Lodi.

Its peculiar qualities, we are informed, depend more on

the manner of making it than any thing else. The
rows are a mixed breed, between the red Hungarian,

or Swiss variety, and those reared among the Lom*
hurxls. The chief peculiarity in their feeding is, that

they are allowed to eat in the fields four or five hours

out of the twenty-four; nil the rest of the time they

arc stalled, and get hay. Doth this pasture and hay are

chiefly from irrigated lands. The cheeses are made en-

tirely from skimmed milk ; half of that which has stood

sixteen or seventeen hours, and half of that which has

stood only six. The milk is heated and coagulated in a

cauldron, erected in a very ingenious fire-place, being

an inverted semicone in brick-work, well adapted for

preserving heat, and for the use of wood as fuel. With-

out being taken out of the cauldron, the curd is broken

very small by an instrument consisting of a stick with

enws-wires ; it is again heated, or rather scalded, till the

curd has attained a considerable degree or firmness; it

is then taken out, drained, salted, and pressed, and in

forty days it is fit to tie put in the cheese loft. The pe-

culiarities of this cheese seem to depend on the mode of

scalding the curd ; though some allege that the feeding

of the cows is not without its efTect. But fin- n more
minute detail, we refer the reader to the XXI*l Volume
of the Farmer * Magazine

;

(‘adell’s Journey in Car-

viola i and Loudon’s Agriculture.

There are various other cheeses in common use, such ******

as the Chrdder. the Dunlop, the Lincolnshire, the Nor- ctl

folk, the Wiltshire, the Cottenham, ami the Suffolk

;

hut as the process of making is nearly the same in all,

we shall not rejieat descriptions which would exhaust

the patience without conveying any particular know-
ledge. We shall simply remark that cheeses ought to

lie kept in a dry airy place ; and that the leaves at'

Tutsan, the Hypericum andros/rmum, or of the Yellow
Star of Bethlehem, or even the young twig's of the

common Birch, are useful in preventing the depreda-

tion* of mites.

Lease* and Rent.

Few subjects in Agriculture are attended with greater General

difficulty than the proper mode of fixing the duration of princiyw*.

Leases and the amount of Rent. With regard to the

former, it may lie observed, that w hen they are short and
clogged with a number of restrictive clauses, they are

equally injurious to the proprietor and to the occupier

Of the land, and have therefore been ju-tlv regarded ns

one of the most serious obstacles to the improvement yf
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Agncu.turc. the soil. As to rent again, no general principle can be
s— slated which is not liable to certain objections. Some

writers have suggested that onc-third of the produce

should lx- appropriated to the landlord. Dut as land of

inferior quality requires a more expensive mode of cul-

tivation than richer fields,—more skill, capital, and in-

dustry, to improve and keep it in a productive state,

—

the fourth part of the produce might be considered as

the fair value of renL Nay, from the recent examina-

tion of some very intelligent Agriculturists before a

Committee of the House of Commons, even the fifth

part of the actual produce of poor land was deemed an

equitable return to the landlord. In all leases, there-

fore, founded on such principles, the quality of the soil

must determine the proportion to which the proprietor

is entitled in name of rent. Perhaps the main con-

siderations connected with this subject might be examined

under the following heads ; namely,

liKlttiries. I. Whether it is more for the interests of Agriculture

that the lands of a country should be let on lease, than

that they should be occupied by tenunts at will ?

II. What is the proper leugth of a lease, and what

are the reasons of preferring one period to another ?

II I. Whether ought the rent to be a constant money-
payment, or aJixed quantity of produce, or a fixed pro-

portion of the produce of the land ?

IV. Whether ought there to be any stipulations in a

lease with respect to the management of the farm ; and

to w hat points ought they to be directed ?

V. Whether ought a farm to be let privately or pub-

licly. And whether ought the highest bidder, supposing

him to be in other respects unobjectionable, always to be

preferred 5

VI. Whether ought houses and buildings to be erected

by tlie landlord or tenant?
Lc«m« pee- I. As to the first question, whether it is more for the
frralile to intrrests of Agriculture that land should be let on lease,

mil"**
** or occupied by tenants at will, it may, we presume,

be determined by an appeal to the fact, which of the

two has been found to call into action the greatest

sluire of capital, industry, and skill. If guided by this

principle, we shall have no difficulty in deciding in favour

of leases, in preference to the system of renting land

from year to year. By the former method, say on a

lease of nineteen years, the tenant is perfectly certain of

reaping the benefit of the capital expended in improving

the land ; and, consequently, may be expected to apply

his skill to the improvement of his farm without hesi-

tation. He can also, with perfect security to himself,

adopt the most improved rotation of cropping, which,

let it be observed, is generally to make a present sacri-

fice for a future advantage ; whereas, if he is a tenant

at will, in the strict sense of that phrase, he cannot be ex-

pected to do cither the one or the other. Nothing would

be more absurd, than for a tenant whose term of removal

may be only twelve months lienee, either to lay out

capital, or to adopt a system of culture, the return from

which could be expected only at a distant period. We
are aware that many tenunts at will, from the practice

on the estate, or tlie character of the proprietor, feel a

degree of security nearly approaching to that which is

conferred by a lease. Though this, however, be the

case in some particular instances, it cannot apply to

landlords in general. A tenant, therefore, so circum-

stanced, cannot fail to apprehend, that were he to make
any great improvement on his farm, a higher rent might

be exacted.

VOL. vi.

There is one objection which we have heard stated to Agriculture,

letting land on a lease of nineteen years, namely, that

if the farm happens to be too low rented, the tenant Advaatsgm

continues during the lease, and enjoys a portion of the

produce which should have fallen to the share of the
tf0m “***"

landlord ; but, on the other hand, should the stipulated

rent prove too high, the landlord must submit to a de-

duction. This objection is plausible ; and may, on a
superficial view of the case, appear conclusive against

the system of Irtling lands upon lease. Those who take

this view, however, very probably forget, that the security

of a lease for a fixed and definite period, has been one
of tlie principal causes of the rapid progress of Agri-

culture during the last fifty years. If the same impulse
could have been given to Agriculture in the hands of

tenants at will, the view entertained by such persons

would, no doubt, be correct. But this is supposing a
state of things which cannot possibly exist. For it pro-

ceeds upon the idea, that Man will display the same
energy, and make as great exertions for the acquisition

of an object which another may enjoy, as he will for

that which he knows will be exclusively his own. In-

deed, there seems great reason for thinking, that had
the practice of letting lands to tenants at will been
universal, the rental of the Country would not have ex-

ceeded two-thirds of what it is at present ; and, there-

fore, although a landlord may occasionally be obliged

to accept of a rent somewhat lower than his lands are

worth, still he is a great gainer on the whole. It

may be supposed, that we have overrated the effect of
leases, but, when it is taken into account, that previously

to their introduction almost every improvement was ef-

fected by the proprietor, and that in all districts in which
they are generally adopted, the tenants have relieved

the landlords of this burden, the benefit resulting from
this method will not be questioned. Of course wc are

here speaking of such improvements as add to the pro-

ductiveness of the soil, ami at the same time yield

a profit on the capital expended. In short, it may be
held, that no tenant 8t will, possessing an ordinary por-

tion of common sense and prudence, can be expected

to lay out capital, which will not be returned within a
very short period ; and this, it is obvious, amounts to

laying out no capital at all on that description of im-
provements which make the largest return.

By the couditions of letting, he might be bound to a DUadvao-

certain mode of cropping, which would in some measure fy
tend to prevent the deterioration of the lands ; but every

**

operation would be performed in a slovenly manner,
and with a view ns far as possible to save expense. If,

on the other hand, from the character of the laodlord,

or practice on the estate, the tenants were perfectly

secure of not being removed from their farms, it h
equally obvious in this case, that the cultivation of the

lands would not be carried to the highest pitch ; because
most tenants would feel, that were they to improve their

farms highly, a larger rent might be exacted. And this

might occur even with liberally disposed landlords, as an
experienced eye and very considerable skill are requisite,

to discriminate betwixt that productiveness which is the

result of natural fertility, and that arising from high
improvement and skilful management. This is a rink,

to which all tenants at will must know they are ex-

posed
;
and in the majority of cases, they will avoid

making improvements of which they are not certain of

reaping the benefit.

II. With these few remarks, we shall proceed to

L

I
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Agriculture, notice the second point ; namely,

—“ What is the proper

length of a lease,—or what are the reasons tor prefer-

ring one period to another ?'

Adranisges The circumstances of farms, as to situation, soil, and
of Lea*-* improvement, arc >o various, that it is impossible to fix
for nineteen

length of lease which ought to be preferred in

twrniy every instance. n here the land is rich, and in a highly

ytin, improved state, a shorter period may suffice, than in

those cases in which extensive improvements must W
executed by the tenant, and the means of ejecting them
are at a distance. On the whole, however, when we
consider the immense benefits which Agriculture has

derived from leases of nineteen or twenty-one year*,

we are disposed to think, that it would not he easy

to fix on any period more advantageous for the greater

part of lands which have been under cultivation.

This period seems well adapted for inducing the tenant

to execute promptly those improvements which are

generally the most profitable, while, at the same time, it

uffords ample space for h» reaping a full and fair return

for the necessary outlay. When the period of the lease

is much further extended, many tenants are apt to feel,

that there is time enough to reap the benefit of an im-

provement, even though its execution be delayed for a

few yeare; and consequently, their exertions at the com-

mencement of the lcn«e are less prompt and vigorous;

the effect of which, in many instances, is to give rise to

a dilatory und listless mode of proceeding, which often

leads to tike neglect or total abandonment of many im-
provements contemplated at the commencement of the

lease. On the other hand, if die lease lie for a period

much shorter than nineteen years, the tenant, except in

situations very favourably situated for manure and other

ineun5 of improvement, does not feel that he has suffi-

cient lime for putting his lands in a very high state of

cultivation, with a reasonable prospect of being remu-
nerated. For it must be kept in view, that profit from
superior culture is not derivable to any considerable

extent, from merely bringing the lands to a high degree

of fertility, and in a few years, by severe ami injudicious

cropping, reducing them again to their former state.

Profit can only be derived to the fullest extent, by keep-

ing up and directing the capabilities of the soil, wheltier

natural or acquired, to the production of those crops

which will prove immediately profitable to « certain

extent, and still more by the influence which they exer-

cise on the succeeding ones. This cannot take place,

except in a very few cases, if the lease be much shorter

than nineteen years.

Renew ils. On the whole, we have no hesitation in giving the

preference to nineteen or twenty-one years, as the period

most advantageous to the interests of the landlord, the

tenant, and the community at large ; though, as we
have stated before, there may lie cases where a shorter

period would not be atteuded with any very striking

disadvantages ; and there are others where a consider-

able extension might prove highly beneficial. It would,

in our opinion, be a great improvement, if the lease

could be renewed at the eud of the fifteenth or sixteenth

year; as the tenant's exertions are necessarily lessened

during the last four or five years of the lease. We
would strongly recommend to landlord*, when they

have a proper tenant, to effect tlfis arrangement with

him. The oftener this can be done without giving the

latter reason to expect it at the commencement of his

lease, the better for all parties.

III. The third question to be considered is,—** Whe-

ther the rent ought to be a constant money-payment, or a Agriculture

fixed quantity of produce, or a fixed proportion of the

produce of the farm ?"

This the reader is aware, involves a point of consider- Object *,f

able difficulty ; and one which has been of late the sub- rent,

ject of much controversy anil discussion. The object

which most writers on the subject have had in view, is

the discovery of a principle of paying rent, by which the

tenant shall give the precise worth of the farm each year

of the lease. This appears to us a state of things which
never can be attained.

We shall, in the first place, offer a few remarks on Duvlv.tn.

the comparative merits of a fixed money-rent, and a **»:*•»

Jixed proportion of the yearly produce : and on this

head we may observe, that the fluctuations which have ** e“‘’

occurred of late yeans in the money-price of farm pro-

duce, from the changes in the value of the currency, and
the occurrence of harvests more or less productive,

would be apt on the first statement of the question to

decide us in favour of a fixed proportion of the produce

of the farm, or the metayer scheme. Of this system,

however, we are disposed to think very unfavourably,

because its whole tendency is to check enterprise and
improvement. Its practical operation is well illustrated

by the state of Agriculture in those Countries where it

prevails; for which see, among others, nn excellent

account in Chateauvieux, Lettre* Ecrite* d'Italic m 16 12

et 1813, and the Annates Agricole * de Roville, published

about four years ago at Paris. No tenant would expend
capital when he knew that the landlord wits to come in

for a third, fourth, or fifth share of the additional produce

resulting from its application. It is a system applicable

only to (.ountries where the tenantry have little or no

funds, and must look to the landlords for stocking their

farms. Indeed, so pernicious doe* it ap|iear to us. that

we see no chance of the Agriculture of a Country
becoming really prosperous where that system of letting

lands is universal.

From a fixed money-rent, no great inconvenience Doubts rv

seems to have been felt in this Country, previously to sMCting a

the passing of the Bank Restriction Act in 1797. The
depreciation of the currency, however, w hich necessarily

monr
.
wta

followed that measure, und the great proportion of
deficient harvests which occurred between 1797 and
1812, (see Tooke on High and Low Prices,) to which
we may add the extraordinary circumstances. Political

and Commercial, in which the Country was placed,

occasioned such a rise in the price of corn, as produced,

in the minds of some landlords, u dislike to a fixed

money-rent. The same circumstances had a very dif-

ferent effect on the fanners. A fixed money rent was,

in their opinion, the only way in which land ought to

be hired. It was, however, the combined effect of these

and other circumstances, that disclosed the imperfections

of this mode of paying rent; and led, in many cases, to

the adoption of another, which is to be next noticed.

But before doing so, we shall submit a few remarks on
a point connected with this subject

Some landlords, we believe, are under the impression F*rming

that they suffered greatly from their lands having been c*llrtg,»

let, during the period of high prices, oil leases of nine-

teen years, at a fixed money-rent. This, wc ore much
disposed to think, is a mistaken view. It ought to be

recollected, that ubout the middle of the lost century, the

amount of funning capital wus extremely small. It had,

no doubt, been gradually accumulating from the period

of the Revolution, about which time improving leases

3y v^oo
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were, in a few instances, introduced ; but even at the

clow of the XVII Ith Century, it was very far from being

adequate to the improvement and cultivation of the

Country. It wati during the period from 1780 to 1812,

but especially during the latter hulf, that the farming

capital, in the Northern parts of the Kingdom especially,

received an accession which made it nearly equal to the

proper cultivation of the land. And this accumulation

of capital, let it be observed, arose chiefly from the

tenantry holding leases for a period of years at a fixed

money-rent. During that period of Agricultural pros-

perity, the Art was prosecuted with a degree of spirit

and enterprise unexampled in thia, or perhaps in any
other Country. As a natural consequence, it attracted

a great number of individuals from other professions,

which, with the increased capital in the hands of the

tenantry in general, produced an immense competition

for farms, and ultimately raised rents to the highest

pitch the lands were worth, even if the average prices of

the fourteen years preceding 1812 had continued.

During that period of excitement, the landlords, as the

leases expired, reaped a considerable share of the advan-

tage in the rise of rent obtained, and, perhaps, still more
from the improvements effected by the tenantry on their

estates. But they are deriving, and will continue to

derive, a still greater benefit from the increase of farm-

ing capital and skill, which those years of prosperity

called forth. The progress then made in the knowledge
of the Art, and the additional capital acquired, have,

beyond all doubt, enabled the tenantry to pay during

the last ten or twelve years, at least from fifteen to

twenty per cent, more rent, than they could have done
from 1750 to 1800, supposing the prices of farm-pro-

duce to huve been the same at both periods. In this

way, there is reason to think, that the landlords are

more than remunerated for any sacrifice they made
during the high prices ; and there can lx* little doubt,

that Agriculture has, at the same time, been essentially

and permanently benefited.

From what has been said it is obvious, that a fixed

money-rent, though it does not appear to have been

attended with any loss to the landlords, has proved

highly beneficial to the interests of Agriculture ; still it

must be admitted, that the late alteration in the value

of the currency, and the changes which have been made
on the com laws, have had the effect of putting the

capital of those tenants paying a fixed money-rent, in

the power of the landlords ; and though in moat in-

stances, we believe, the proprietors were loo liberal-

minded to avail themselves of the advantage thus

obtained over their leaseholders, it is a state of things,

against the recurrence of which, a provision, os far as

possible, should be made.

On the whole, though a fixed money rent appears

much preferable to a fired proportion of the produce,

there seems great reason to think, that a fixed quantity

of produce convertible at the average prices of each

year, is less objectionable than either of the modes
noticed ; and upon this we shall offer a very few remarks.

A fixed quantity of produce has the important ad-

vantage of providing fully and completely against va-

riations in tlie price of com, arising cither from changes

in Commercial policy, or in the value of the currency ;

and at the same time has no effect whatever in damping
the exertions of the tenant, as he knows every bushel

he can produce beyond the landlord’s share is entirely

bis own. These are advantages of great value even in

a National point of view, inasmuch as they secure the Agriculture,

landlord, in the first place, in obtaining the value of his

lands during the lease ; and secondly, go far to prevent

any great destruction of farming capital. This mode
does not, indeed, provide for the difference of price

arising from more or less favourable harvests. This,

however, cun be remedied, to a certain extent, by fixing

a maximum and minimum price—the former, to guard
the interests of the tenant, in years of extraordinary

scarcity— the latter, to protect the landlord from the

lowness of prices arising from unusual abundance. Great
judgment, however, is required in fixing the maximum
in elevated and exposed situations, as an error in this

particular might lend to the ruin of an industrious

tenant in unfavourable seasons. With these checks

judiciously applied, though the rent in any one year

may not be precisely what it ought to be, still the dis-

parity betwixt it and the prices, will not in any case lie

such as to depress the tenant, to the extent of either

checking his enterprise, or diminishing his means for

the profitable cultivation of his farm. Neither will the

interests of the landlord at any time suffer materially.

Indeed, a fixed quantity of produce convertible at the

average market prices, seems to us to protect the in-

terests of both jiarUes, as far perhaps as is practicable.

The same principle, in our opinion, might be beneficially

adapted in fixing tlie rent of pasture- lands, provided

the same means were taken to authenticate the prices of

cattle, sheep, wool, and dairy-produce in each County,
as is taken for ascertaining the prices of corn. This
subject is deserving of serious consideration, and the

plan, with little difficulty, might be carried into effect.

We shall only say in conclusion, that the view here

taken, has been borne out by many years’ experience, in

several parts of the Country, in which that mode of

fixing the rent of corn lands has been iu operation.

IV. The fourth inquiry is,
—“ Whether ought there

to be any stipulations in a lease, with respect to the ma-
nagement of’ the farm ; and if there should be stipu-

lations, what ought they to be?*

Although tlie stipulations in leases must of necessity Necessity of

vary according to the circumstances of each particular re»*rietw«

case, we do not think they can in any one instance be dis-
w

,r

pensed with. In those districts of the Country in which
the principles of Agriculture are little understood, re-

strictive clauses are, during the whole lease, indispensable

:

Jirtt, to protect the interest of the landlord ; and
necondly, in some degree to lead the tenant to a better

system of husbandry. There is little chance, however,

of a tenant of skill and capital adopting an injurious

course of management, during the first half ofa nineteen

years’ lease
; but in the latter half, the interests of land-

lord and tenant begin to diverge, and in the last year or

two, become nearly opposed to each other it being

then the interest of the landlord to have the lands in the

highest possible state of cultivation, so os he may obtain

the greatest rent they are worth upon the renewal of the

lease ; while the interest of the tenant is obviously to

extract from the soil all he can before his right of

possession is at an end. A judicious person, in framing

a lease, will keep this in view, and endeavour to con-

struct the clauses as to management, so as to protect

the just rights of both parlies. And we arc satisfied,

that restrictive clauses at the end of a lease will be least

objected to by those of the tenantry who have the clearest

view of their own interest ; for such persons know that

a deteriorating system of cropping cannot be pursued

L 2
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Agriculture, for, with advantage to themselves. Besides, when this

practice is general, the loss sustained during the first

four or five years of the new lease, is much greater than

any paltry profits obtained by improper cropping, in the

latter years of the old one. Indeed, the practice cannot

be too strongly reprobated ; because, instead of bene-

fiting any party, it ia extremely prejudicial to all, and

not least to the tenants themselves. It would be

easy to establish this beyond all question, but it would

lead to details which might neither be interesting nor

. useful in a general treatise.

rehiStionii
The PrinciPal object, then, of all clauses in leases,

ought to be, to put it in the power of the tenant to

manage and cultivate his form upon the most approved

principles known at the time of his taking possession,

and to allow him to avail himself of any improvements
which may take place in Agriculture, or otherwise,

during the currency of the lease ; and on the other hand,

to give security to the proprietor, that his lands will be

properly cultivated during the whole period, but espe-

cially daring the last five or six years. It is, as formerly

stated, impossible to say what the clauses of a lease

ought to be in any particular case, without a knowledge
of the whole circumstances connected with the form

;

and it is equally impossible to frame any conditions

which would be generally applicable. All that can be

done, is to state the principle upon which such restric-

tive clauses should be inserted.

Their os- In every case, a landlord must, either of himself, or
*uw

' by the advice of those in whom he can confide, deter-

mine the proportion of exhausting crops which his land

can profitably carry,—keeping in view the nature of the

soil, climate, situation, and other circumstances,—and
must frame the restrictive clauses so as to prevent that

proportion from being exceeded, and to provide for a due

quantity of putrescent manure being regularly applied.

Although many objections might be stated to binding a

tenant to crop and cultivate his land according to a
specific plan, even during the latter years of the lease,

we are of opinion, that any departure from good cul-

ture for four or five years out of nineteen or twenty-one,

is so detrimental to the interests of all parties, that it

ought by all means to be prevented. And, perhaps,

no better general principle could be applied, than that

the tenant should not be allowed to depart from the

system he has pursued during the previous years of the

lease.

Object in V, With these observations, we shall next advert to
*ethn

l5‘ the fifth query, namely, *' Whether ought a farm to be

let publicly or privately ? and whether ought the highest

bidder, supposing him to be in other respects unobjec-

tionable, always to be preferred ?'

The object which ought to be kept in view in letting

lands, is, to obtain their fair value from tenants of re-

spectability, who are possessed of adequate skill and

capital for the proper management of their farms. That
mode of letting them, therefore, ought to be adopted,

which affords the best chance of attaining these objects.

To us, the chance of accomplishing the end in view

seems much greater by private than public letting.

By the former, the proprietor can exercise a more
deliberate judgment in regard to the merits of the can-

didates, and the tenant in regard to the value of the Agriculture,

farm.

A higher rent may no doubt be obtained at an auction, Advantages

but this is no good reason in favour of such a method, I’
11™*

as there are few things more detrimental to Agriculture
,et,inK*

than over-rented forms. Tenants so situated, seldom

make exertions, or display a spirit of enterprise,

consistent with their own interest, or the interest of

their profession. As forms are, in our opinion, much
more likely to be over-rented, and to fall into the huuds
of an inferior description of persons, by being let by
auction, than by receiving private offers, we would, on
that account, prefer the latter mode. At a public

auction, there is a degree of excitement which some-
times leads a bidder to go further than his judgment in

his cooler moments would dictate ; besides, some are

apt to offer, trusting to the knowledge of the preceding

bidder rather than to their own.

As to whether the highest bidder ought always to be

preferred, we are decidedly of opinion, that capital, in-

telligence, and skill, ought, in most cases, to have a pre-

ference; and there can lie no doubt, that the landlord

who is guided by this rule, will, in general, consult his

own interest, and the interest of Agriculture.

VI. As to the last point, namely, “ Whether houses

and buildings ought to be erected by the landlord or

tenant? and if by the latter, how should be be indem-
nified for them V

It appears to us, that the buildings and houses ought. Buildings

in general, to be erected by the landlord. The sum ought lobs

necessary for this purpose, is more than the tenant can
£***J^^

be expected to possess beyond whst is required for the

stocking and improvement of tike farm. Besides, such

erections can be made by the landlord at as little ex-

pense as by the tenant; and .consequently, when ex-

ecuted by the former, the effective agricultural capital of
the Couulry is greatly increased. It is worth observing,

perhaps, that the landlord, having a permanent interest

in the property, will take care to erect buildings, both

as to stability and extent, suitable to the general uses of

the form : whereas, it can scarcely lie expected, that a
tenant, having only a temporary interest, will be guided

by the same views.

We might have expanded the considerations under Bad effect*

the third head to a much greater extent, and taken a the roe-

review of the metayer system, as it operates in many
part* of the Continent, in which the formers pay a fixed c<mtia*.oL
proportion of their produce to the landlord in name of

rent. This has been pronounced by Mr. Arthur Y'oung
M the most detestable of nil modes of letting land," in

which, after running the hazard of many heavy losses,

“ the defrauded landlord receives a contemptible rent

;

the farmer is in the lowest slate of poverty ; the land is

miserably cultivated ; and the Nation suffers as severely

as the farmers themselves.” Notwithstanding the nu-
merous changes introduced by the Revolution, this ob-
jectionable scheme prevails in more than the one half of

France, and throughout the greater part of Italy. We
need not add that Agriculture has made no progress in

either Country, in the midst of numerous improv ements
derived by all other pursuits from the general cultivation

of the Physical Sciences.
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Horticu)- Horticulture is that branch of rural economy which
turc. is conccrnerl with the formation and culture of garden*.

Compared with agriculture, it is the cultivation of a

limited spot by manual labour, and greater complexity

of operation*., either for culinary vegetables, fruiis, flow-

ers, ornament, or recreation. Like other arts, it had its

origin in the primary wants of man, and is probably one

of the first that succeeded the erecting of houses; and

as these wants grew into desires, it extended from an

enclosure of a few square yards to pleasure-grounds,

lawns, and hot-houses, &c- Horticulture is beholden to

Botany for facts in vegetable physiology, to Chemistry, in

reference to soils, manures, and artificial heat, to Me-
teorology for several circumstances which affect the labour

of the gardener, and to Architecture for the construction

of hothouses, walls, Ac. There can he no doubt that

gardening was introduced into Britain by the Romans;
for Strabo, writing in the beginning of the 1st Century,

says that the people of Britain are generally ignorant of

the art of horticulture, os well as other parts of agricul-

ture. In some parts of Eng-and vineyards were made
by the Romans towards the end of the 1 1 Id Century.

Horticulture appears to have been first established by

the Roman generals both as an art of taste and ve-

getable culture, as is evident from the remains of

Roman villas discovered in different parts of the coun-

try. Modern gardening, in Britain, appears to have re-

ceived its first impulse during the reign of Henry VIII.,

and the second stimulus during the reign of Chnrles I.,

in the style of Notre, and it changed again, by the intro-

duction of n more modern style, during the reign of

George II., and early part of that of George I IT. Hor-
ticulture, as an art of taste, did not begin until the

Xlth Century in Englund. Roman landscape garden-

ing appears to have been neglected in Britain in the be-

ginning ofthe Vth Century, when that nation abandoned
Britain to the Saxons; but was revived in France under

Charlemagne, and was probably reintroduced to Eng-
land w ith the Norman Conqueror in the end of the XI ih

Century. Evelyn, a well-known author ofgarden books,

flourished during the reign of Charles II. A taste for

florist flowers appears to have been introduces! from
Flanders with the worsted manufactures, during the

persecutions of Philip II.; but flowering plants and
shrubs were known and cultivated long before that time.

Parterres seem to have been introduced in the reign of

Elizabeth. The earliest notice of a botanical garden is

that of the Duke of Somerset, at Syon House, which was

under the superintendence of Dr. Turner, in the begin-

ning of the XVI th Century
;
but in the beginning of the

XVI Ith Century, flowers and curious plants seem to

have been very generally cultivated, at which time Par-

kinson flourished, and who first filled the place of royal

herbalist, created by Charles I. Thomas Tusser was
the first who treated incidentally on the subject of gar-

dens, in bis work published in 1557, w here he enume-
rates the fruits and seeds known in his time. Trades-

cant, a Dutchman, and gardener to Charles I., esta-

blished a botanic garden at Lambeth previous to 1629 ;

VOL. vi. 87*

and the Chelsea botanic garden appears to have existed Horticul-

in the middle of the XVI I th Century. The first public ture.

botanic garden in England was founded at Oxford,

1632, and Jacob Robart, a German, was its first super-

intendent ; and from that time both botany and horticul-

ture has been in a flourishing stale in Britain. The
botanic garden at Kcw was established by the Princess

Dowager of Wales, mother to George III., and its exotic

department was formed chiefly through the influence of
the Earl of Bute, and Sir Joint Hill published the first

Horltii Keweiuis in 1768. In 1761 the Cambridge
botanic garden was founded by the Rev. Dr. Richard

Walker, and has chiefly become celebrated by the pub-
lication of the Hortus Canlabrigicntis of James Doim,
its curator. Since then numerous other public gardens
have been established. The Horticultural Society of
London was instituted in the beginning of the present

century ; but since then horticultural and florist societies

have sprung up in almost every town and district.

Until the end of the XVTih Century the operations

of gardening were regulated by the age of the moon, ns a

weak tree was planted on its increuse, and a strong one
on its wane. &c. ; but (he writings of Bacon, in the be-

ginuingof the XYIltli Century, produced the decline of
astrology, and a different mode of studying sciences and
arts was adopted ; and in the middle of the same century
forcing flowers and fruits began to be practised, which
brought into notice the influence of light, air, and heat

on vegetation. But the greatest impulse horticulture

received, as a science, was from the writings of Mr.
Knight, lute president of the Horticultural Society of
London. As an art of design and taste, gardening was
conducted mechanically until the middle of the XVIlIth
Century, when unalterable principles were laid down for

the imitation of nature in the arrangement of garden
scenery. Gardening without science has no other assur-

ance for its future success than from rules drawn from
precedents, instead of resorting to general principles,

but science alone, without practical experience, may end
in disappointment ; but when science and practice are

combined, success is almost certain, as difficulties can
be contended with. The whole business of horticulture

consists of imitating nature, for the principle of vegetable

life will not endure interference beyond a certain point.

In early ages the art of gardening was carried on in

one enclosure, hut at present the subdivision* of the art

are various, and the kitchen, flower, and botanic gardens,

as well as pleasure-grouuds, parks, and plantations,

come all under the province of gardening. These may
be divided, 1. into horticulture, which includes culinary

and fruit, and forcing garden* and orchards; 2. floricul-

ture, which may consist of flower and botanic gardens
and shrubberies, as also forcing plants for ornament

;

3. arboriculture includes the cultivation of forest trees

in woods, pleasure-grounds, and copses; and 4. land-

scape gardening, the object of which is to lay out ground
so as to produce landscape* as well as planting orna-

mental grounds. The horticultural department, which
consists of kitchen, fruit, and forcing gardens, being gc-
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HortieuW fieri Tall Ptudard trees were formerly introduced into
tun‘* the kitchen garden, hut are now almost universally cnn-

fined lo the slip around the outside of the garden wall,

and to lawns and orchards, for if planted in kitchen

gardens their shade prevents the proper growth ofculinary

vegetables.

Soils may he classed hy the presence or absence of

organic or inorganic matter in their bases; first, the

subsoil, which may be called primary, is entirely com-

posed of inorganic matter, and ihe upper soil which

may tie named secondary, is composed of organic

and inorganic matter in mixtures. Plants are the

most certain indicators of the nature of the soil, tor one
who knew the sort of plant u certain soil naturally pro-

duced, would at once be enabled to decide on its value

for the jHirposes of cultivation, as particular plants indi-

cate argillaceous, calcareous, sdicious, ferruginous,

peaty, saline, moist and dry sail*. The most common
names given to soils are the different kinds of clay, loam,

sand, peat, and vegetable mould, and a mixture of two
of these is denominated sandv-loum, sandy-pent, sandy-

clay, and vice versa, loamy-sand, clayey-sand, according

to the predominance of either. Earth, exclusive of or-

ganized matter and water, is allowed to be of no other

use to plants than the means of fixing them, but earth

and organic matter afford support and Ibod. Looseness

of texture is required in soils ; loose loam is best adapted

to all horticultural purposes; however, any light soil is

preferable to one that is hea\ y and stiff, as it is much
easier, hy manure, to make u light soil sufficiently reten-

tive, timn lo make u heavy one friable. It is, however,

a great udvantage to have a variety of soils. The sub-

soil, if sand, sandstone, or gravel is best, because one
composed of cold clay, or too retentive a soil, proves per-

nicious to vegetables, and admits of no remedy except

draining. Such soils as are caj>able of attracting

carbonic acid are always saturated with it where the

practice of fallowing has been adopted.

Culture of Culture of the toil is performed by trenching or dig-
the wit. ging,and by throwing it up in ridges, so as to expose its

surface to the action of the frost, the sun, and the atmo-
sphere, and where the soil is exhausted or p»or, it may
be renovated by mixing it with soil of gi.od quality

from a field, or by rotted niuuure, and if it be too

sandy it may be rendered good by mixing it with clay

or loam, or any other tenacious soil, and vice rend,
should it be too clayey or retentive, sund, marl, or lime

should be applied. Recent dung is, however, to be

preferred, where economy rather than flavour of culinary

vegetables is an object, as it will serve as a manure for

the succeeding crop, which rotten dung will not do.

Market gardeners, who of uecessity must make the most
of their ground, have found tin? utility of resting their

lund as well as fallow ing a regular rotation of cropping.

Those considered the best managers sow a portion of
their ground every season in grass, barley, or clover,

which is used as green food for cattle. Laud w Inch has

been under esculent crops for many years together, and
which is generally glutted with manure, may be purified

by a crop of oats, barley, or rye, and if afterwards

trenched, will be fit for the production of culinary crops

in perfection.

Manures, Manures.—Vegetable as well os animal substances

constitute the most important manures, and if deposited

in the soil are consumed during the process of vegetation,

and they can only nourish the plant by affording solid

matter capable of being dissolved by water, therefore the

great objtct in the application of manure should be to Hottieul

make it afford as much soluble matter ns possible to the tuw-

roots. The dung from exhausted hot-beds supplies a
v““"‘V"“*

good manure, also decayed leaves for many purposes.
Turf from rich pasturage#, mixed with vegetable mould,
is preferred by route practical men as the best stimulant

to fruit trees. Others prefer composts of such simple
dungs ns have undergone fermentation for most pur-
poses. Crude manures should he always applied with
caution to the roots of plants, as the benefit to be derived

from it is questionable. It is always necessary to have
a supply of well-prepared manure as well os soils, for the
ground being exhausted by continual cropping, should
as continually he repaired. In some soils, and for par-
ticular purposes, calcareous substances, as marl, mag-
nesia, lime, bone-ashes, are found of considerable benefit

;

hi soils containing much vegetable matter, they are

said to promote fermentation.

Atmosphere.—Carbonic acid gas, oxygen, azote, and At mo-
water are the principal substances which compose the sphere,

atmosphere. The leaves of plants appear to act upon
the aqueous vapour, and to absorb it; some vegetables

increase in weight if suspended, and therefore uncon-
nected with the roil, as all fleshy or succulent plants.

Aqueous vapour is most ubundunt in the atmosphere,

where it is most needed for the purposes of life, as in

dry sandy deserts. Carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere
seems to he principally consumed in affording nourish-

ment to plants, and there is no other extensive operation

known in uature by which it can be destroyed but by
vegetation. Oxygen is also necessary to some functions

in vegetables. Azote is absorbed in great quantities by
certain plants, particularly those of the cruciferous tribe.

Insects .—The destructive insects of gardens are ge- Insect*,

nerally oviparous ; their eggs vary much, and the period

of their hatching very uncertain, but some are known to

hatch in u few days, and others not until the following

year. Larva is the first state of insects, as worms, grubs,

caterpillars, ami maggots. In this state they feed vo-

raciously, and are then most destructive to vegetables.

The next state, the pupa, is when the larva is full fed,

it retires either into the earth, or some other secure

situation
;

thoae of moths are enveloped in a cocoon.

The imago or winged state is the last stage
;

in this

state they are seldom injurious to vegetables. Proper
modes of culture will in a great measure prevent the ra-

vages of insects. Artificial bad weather, such os excessive

waterings by a syringe, is often resorted to. Shaking
the plants is sometimes adopted, for those thrown to the

ground can readily be destroyed. I land -picking is ano-

ther mode of destroying insects. Slices of potatoes stuck

through with skewerg, and then buried near the seeds or

roots of plants, the wire-worm will collect upon these

during night, and hy this means numbers may be cap-

tured in the morning. Laying turnip or cabbage leaves

near infected plants at night, and removing them early

in the morning, ib found very efficacious, they adhering

to the leaves. The while bug, as well us the red spider

and green fly, may be destroyed by syringing with lime

water mixed with a small portion of sulphur.

Diseases and wounds.—Injured parts must be cut off ()Ue.iscs

smooth and in a slanting direction, so as to throw off »n»l

water, and if the wounds are large, a coating of cloy or wo,,n<*»>

paint, &c., is u good application. In hide-bound tree#,

slitting the hark is the only remedy known, and cutting

out in the case of canker,

Tlie object of the culture oj vegetables is to multiply Object of

M* 2
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llorticul* plants, to increase their number, and to retain their native

lu,e
- qualities*® improve their qualities to increase theirmagui-

tude.to form new varietics,to propagate and preserve exift-

f
*3*!^ ing varieties of vegetables. In order to retain their native

klei?^ qualities, it is necessary to imtate as near as possible the

native climate, as resqicct* soil, temperature, Ac., but to

improve their qualities, or increase their size, it is evident

that their inode of nutrition must be facilitated by soil,

manure, climate, moisture, light, Ac. Hybridi/mg is

the only means of procuring new varieties; and for

preserving approved kinds, grafting, budding, laying,

Ac., must be resorted to. The study of botany, accord-

ing to the natural arrangement, is of the greatest im-

portance to every horticulturist, as it teaches us not

only the nomenclature and arrangement, but the nature

of t he different families of vegetables,

lljrbri- Hybridising is the act of impregnating the stigma of
dixing. one 'individual with the jwllen ot another, Inking care

to remove the anthers before they burst from ihe plant

intended for ihe lemale parent ;
and the plants raised from

the seed so procured are called hybrids, in consequence

oftheir arising from the commixture of two species or vari-

eties, and which by the impregnation pariake of the nature

and properties of both parents. It is only, however, from

nearly allied individuals that hybrids can he produced.

Hybr.ds generally become incapable of procreation after

the third or fourth generation, even from very nearly allied

plants, but if otherwise, they become barren the first

generation. Hybridizing is the most important means

of modifying nature, for Mime of the most showy flowers,

as well as the best varieties of fruit and culinary vegeta-

bles, and even forest trees, have such an origin.

Tempera* Temperature.— It is well known that plants of hot

tur*. countries cannot live iu such as are cold without protec-

tion, and trice versa, plants, natives of cold countries, will

not live in such as are hot. Deciduous trees resist the

action of frost better than such ns retain their leaves,

with the exception of some coniferous trees. Perennial

herbs whore shoots rise annually from a permanent root

resist it better than those whose shoots arc persistent.

Plants of a dry nature resist frost better than such as

are fleshy, and all plants resist it better in dry winters

than in moist. The injurious effects of frost in spring

is well known, and consequently it is always better to

retard than accelerate vegetation. Frosts in early au-

tumn are as injurious as those of spring. Elevation above

the level of the sea affects climate almost in the same
manner as latitude, while at the same time it occasions

a rniturnl difference in atmospheric pressure. According

to De Candolle. 6lK) feet of elevation is equal to a degree

of latitude. Mountains 1000 fathoms in height, at

46° of latitude, have the tem|>eralurc of Lapland, hence

plants in high latitudes live on the mountains of such*

ns are much lower. Plants, natives of mountains where

they are coveted by snow during winter, are often killed

by the first fronts of winter in the plains.

Acclima- Acclimatizing.— It has been proved beyond a doubt,
tiling. that no change tukes place whatever in the constitution

of vegetables, for the power to resist cold or heat always
remains the same. Potatoes, dahlias, kidney beaus,

Ac., are now as incapable of resisting the action of frost,

as when they were first introduced from America.

Distrftu- Distribution ofplants,—Some plants which constitute

tiooof the object of gardening and agriculture have aceompa-
pUnti. nied man from one pari of the globe to the other lime

out of mind. The vine followed the Greeks the wheat
the Homans, the cotton the Arabs, Ac. The migration

of these plants is evident, hut their native countries are Hortxcul-

»s little known as that of the different races of man. ture.

Culinary garden vegetables, compared with what are

considered the aunt s;>ecies in their wild state, afford

striking proofs of the influence of culture, us lor instance,

the Brassies tribe, celery, carrot, Ac. Culture has also

an equal influence on fruits. The peach in its wild

stale is said to be poisonous. The apple from the crab,

the plum from the sloe, the cherry from the gcan, arc

equally remarkable. The native country of plants may
generally be discovered by their habit or appearance.

According to Humboldt, a tissue of fibres more or less

loose, vegetable colours more or less vivid, according to

the chemical mixture of their elements and the force of

the solar rays, are some of the causes which impress on

the vegetables of each zone their characteristic features.

Itotalion of crops.— It is a practice with every culti- Rotation of

votor to glow different crops in succession, ami it crop*,

is found to be highly advantageous. M. Macoirc of

Geneva infers from the experiments which he bus made,
that vegetables exude by their roots substances unfit for

their growlh
;

that the nature of these sub*tames vary

according to the families of plants which produce them,

and (hat some being Bcrid ami resinous may be injurious

and others being mild and gtimmy may assist in the

nourishment ofother plants; therefore it is necessary to

change the crops, if the theory which is now generally

admitted be correct, that the substances exuded by the

spongiules of the roots ofone family of plants are injurious

to other plants of the same family, while to plants of

another family they arc nutritious. This theory also ex-

plains why soil is deteriorated by the continuation of the

same crops, plants not being capable of digesting their

own secretions. The nature of these substances has

not yet been fully explained by chemists. Nothing tends

more to relieve the soil, according to Abercrombie, than

a judicious succession of crops.

Expedients for inducing fruitfulness in trees.—In Expedient*

consequence of the soil being too deep, or too rich, or for iadu-

the roots penetrating into the subsoil, or by some other c *nR fru'*“

means causing over luxuriance from the superfluity rf"™* m
the sap, trees become barren. Sometimes the culling

of the roots of trees has been the incans of causing them
to blossom. Removing the decayed, cracked bark from

old trees is said to have a good effect. The same end
has been attained by removing a narrow annular portion

of the bark, which is termed ringing, in spring ; this

process is said both to improve the quality and preco-

city of the fruit. Kinging when the blossoms arc fully

expanded produces a similar effect by interrupting the

descent of the sap. Stripping off pieces of the hark from

the stem and branches checks luxuriance in pear trees.

Renewal of the soil to the roots has often been resorted

to with success; where the soil is too rich, a poorer kind

may be substituted, and where too poor, a richer.

Bending down the branches has also had the desired

effect, and has been accounted for by retarding the

flow of the sap. A good and judicious soil on a firm

dry bottom, which will prevent the roots from penetrat-

ing too deep into the subsoil, with plenty of light and
air, and proper pruning, is the only permanent and gene-

ral mode of inducing fruitfulness. Barreuness often

proceeds from poverty of soil and coldness of climate ;

in which case a warmer situation and richer soil is the

otilv remedy. Stunted fruit trees always produce worth-

less fruit, and should therefore be guarded against at

much as possible.

r
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Hortieul- Protection of plants from atmospherical injuries, as
tur«. from irost, rain, w inds, sun, &c. The fronds of fern are

useful for protecting tender plants against frosts in theo~ ®P*n »»r hy cowing them. Branches of spruce nnd

fmm «tmo- fir is also very efficacious in retarding the btos-

spherical soms of trees in spring. Nets or bunting is olten used
injuries for protecting the blossom of trees. Straw and mats

are commonly used for protection against frost ; in many
cases hand-glasses are most desirable.

Blanching. Blanching consists of rendering vegetables white, by
excluding them from the light It is performed on

celery, chardoon, and asparagus by throwing the earth

Up around them es they advance iti growth, so as to

press the leaves, hut leaving the heart free. Tying the

leaves together of lettuces, endive, and cabbage, round
with bast mat, the heart becomes blanched by the con-

sequent exclusion of llie light, as well as more crisp and
tender. Lasing tiles, slates, boards, &c,, on endive, or

other salndirrg, when they are us large as required, is a

common and easy method of blanching. Placing flower

pots inverted or other utensils over sea kale, rhubarb,

asparagus, &c., is the preferable meihiwi of blanching.

In early spring, horse litter is placed round the outside

of the pots to accelerate the growth of the vegetables

under them, and by that means the crop will be early.

Retarding Retarding vegetation is effected in various ways,
vegetation, either by forming beds sloping to the north for salad-

ing in summer. Keeping plants as much in the shade
jis practicable in the spring is probably the best method
of retarding growth. The shade of a shed or north side

of a wall will answer the purpose. The earliest potatoes

ore said to be the produce of tubers planted the second
season, their growth having been retarded the first.

Accident* Accelerating vegetation is promoted by various means,
iag rege- By planting or sowing in borders sloping to the south,
taiion. or ajjuinst a wall. It is also effected by hot ma-

nure, as horse litter, pigeons’ dung, &c., as well os by
dry soil. Knots of early ripened crops shoot much
eorlier the following spring than roots of late crops.

Fined walls and border-, hut-houses, glass-ca^es, and
hot-beds, are the Commonest and most pracT cable means
of accelerating vegetation. Forcing depends chiefly

upon the admission of air, supply of heat and water.

The Derations of forcing should he gradual, so as just

to supply as much heal as will harmonize with the light

afforded by the sun, and the nature of the plant. Heat
should never be supplied until the buds have naturally

swollen. The earlier the wood of trees is ripened in

autumn, the earlier they will break in spring, therefore

the principal art in early forcing of fruits is to place the

trie into a state of repose as soon as possible the pre-

vious season.

Air. Air.—It is well known that plants grow best, and
fruit swells most rapidly in a warm and moist atmos-
phere, and therefore change of air is to a very limited

extent necessary. When fruits approach maturity, such
an increase of ventilation as will give the necessary

degree of dryness to the air within the house is highly

beneficinl.— Knight.

Heat and Heat anti light .—Heat should always be adjusted
light, according to the quantity of light given by the sun, for

during sunshine fires are allowed to decline, while in

cloudy weather, and during the night, the fire is kept up,

and the atmosphere excluded, but site temperature should
never be kept so h^gli at night as in the middlcof the day.

Imitation of warm climates .—This should not be

confounded with forcing. Plants from various climates

require different degrees of temperature, as stoves for Hortieul.

plants natives within the tropics, dry stoves for fleshy or tun.

succulent plants, which are natives of dry arid places N-—v—
within the tropics. Green-houses and conservatories Imitation

are required for those which are natives of the Cape of cUm*t
Good Hope, Australia, and countries in about the same
latitudes.

Water.—Supplies of water given to plants should be Water,
regulated by the heat, the nature, or slate of the plants.

Abundance of heat should be succeeded by copious sup-
plies of water, unless the plants are succulent, fleshy, or
in a dormant state. Plants cultivated for their fruit

should he less watered during the ripening season, as a
dry atmosphere is most conducive to flavour.

Training is the arranging, laying, and spreading Training,
out of the branches of plants or trees on walls, trellis-

work. or espalier rails, &c. The object of training is to

induce a disposition to form flower buds, to mature
and improve the quality, or to increase the quantity

or precocity of the fruit ; this is effected by the shelter

afforded, by the regular spreading of the branches on
the surface of walls that they are exposed as much
as jms si hie to the influence of the sun. and by the mode
of training, which, by retarding the descent of the sap,

causes it to exhaust itself in the formation of flower buds
or spurs. The principal modes of training are what
are called funy horizontal, and vertical. A perpendi-

cular shoot will obtain a larger supply of sap than one
thut is led in a horizontal direction. A vigorous shoot

may be retarded in its growth, by pinching otr its ten-

der extremity, so as to allow a weaker shoot to overtake

it, should that be required. The horizontal has long been
a favourite mode of training ; in it there is a leading per-

pendicular shoot, from which the branches are spread out

at right angles, at such distances as the vigour of the

species of tree may require, which is generally ubout afoot

from each other. In order to produce this form, the

ve>tic:il shoot is ctit back every winter to within afoot
of the highest branches; from this a number of shoots

issue, out of which three are selected, of which the

upper one is trained |>erpendicularly, and the lower two
horizontally ; but by pinching out the point of the lead-

ing or perpendicular shoot, another pair of lateral shoots

may be obtaiued in the course of the autumn. In luxu-

riant trees the leading shoot may be left much longer,

by which means several pairs of horizontal shoots may
be obtained in one season. The horizontal method of

training is better adapted than any other form for trees

which produce strong shoots, as most kinds of apples

and pears. There is another mode of horizontal train-

ing recommended in preference for trees producing

weak shoots, which differs from the former, it having

every alternate horizontal branch cut out,and the spurs cut

from those left, and the young shoots afterwards produced

from them trained in regularly on both sides, or on one

sklooniy. It is considered an excellent plan for reclaim-

ing neglected trees. The fan training, as its name im-
plies, is where there is no leading shoot, but having the

branches arranged in the manner of the spokes of a fan

when spread out. There is a methnd of training used

for trees bearing stone fruits, intermediate between the

horizontal and the fan form, that is to have several lead-

ing shoots, and from these arc trained a number of sub-

ordinate branches in a horizontal manner composed of

bearing wood. The stellate form of training refers

chiefly to what arc called riders. The summit ot the

stem being elevated six or eight feet from the ground
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ture. centre. The horizontal train in? with a screw strm dif-

fern from the common form in having the Icadin? shoot

bent in a serpentine manner, to cause it to throw out

lateral shoots instead of heading; it down. Perpendi-

cular training is performed by leading one horizontal

shoot from each side of the stem, and generally within a

foot of the ground, and the shoots that proceed from

them are led perpendicularly to the top of the wall, and
sometimes such shoots are trained in the serpentine

manner, particularly in vines. Oblique training is a

kind of vertical training in whiih the lateral shoots ore

trained obliquely to the main stem. The curvilinear

method is composed of two principal branches, training

the lateral shoots from them. The choice of the forms

of training depends entirely upon the idea or prejudice

of the individual using it, but the horizontal and fan

form* appear to be preferable to ail other for walls, but

this will depend principally upon the species or state of

the tree to be trained. There are a great many diffe-

rent modes oftraining practised besides those mentioned,

but they are all evidently modifications of the horizontal

and fan forms. The operation of training on walls is

performed chiefly by means of nails and sherds, on trel-

lisses by bast ties, and on espalier rails either by means
of osier twigs or bast ties. The training of herbaceous

plants is performed by means of rods, branches, and
pegs

;
those furnished with tendrils like the pea are

chiefly allowed to climb on branches; creeping or trail-

ing plants ure usually trained in a stellate manner along
the surface of the soil by means of pegs, but sometimes
also on walls or trelliswork. Twining plants, as the

hop, are principally trainer! on poles or rods.

Pruning. Pruning is the lopping offof unnecessary branches with

a knife or other instrument ; its objects are various, as the

promoting ofthe growth, modifying the form of the tree,

the formation ofblossom shoots, the removing of disease,

&c. It is practised more particularly on fruit-bearing

trees, for in cutting out the superabundant branches, those

remaining receive more nourishment, and consequently

the fruit will exceed their natural sue, and be improved

in flavour. In pruning standard fruit trees the object is

principally to modify the form. Mr. Knight recommends
that the points of .external shoots should be thinned, so

that the internal parts of the tree should be so little

shaded by the external parts that it may be rendered per-

vious to the light and air. Pruning, so as to form dwarf
standards, is to cut down the young free to within three

or four buds of the stock, and in the following year each
hud left will produce a branch to form the head, and in

the succeeding year, should more branches be throw n out

than is required, tltey are to be thinned accordingly,

and if too few, the branches in the thin parts arc to lie

cut down to force more branches to spring. Dwarf
standard trees should be treated year after year in this

manner, cutting out all cross-placed and crowded shoots,

until it has formed a bushy head, keeping the branches
sufficiently distant ns to allow the sun's rays, air, and
rain to penetrate. Pruning of trained fruit trees on walls

or espaliers, depends upon the mode of training adopted,
or on the particular nature ofthe tree. In all constrained

trees there is a tendency to throw nut some luxuriant

shoots, and some lesser ones, called water idioots ; these

last, as soon as thegrowing season has commenced, should
generally be pinched off. Precision in pruning, however,
should not lie particularly attended to where the object

n to obtain a crop of fruit, but in all coses this will alto-

gether depend upon the intelligence of the pruner. The Horttcul-

productlon of blossom buds is often promoted by cutting tuw -

out weak shoots; Mopping the shoots of the vine in '"^V*
summer is said to have a simitar effect. Where blos-

soms are produced on the young wood it is desirable to

cut down, in order to obtain as many voting shoots as

possible. The peach and nectarine produce blossoms on

the wood of the previous year, consequently the whole

art of pruning these trees, is to leave a regular distribu-

tion of young branches all over the tree, ai d in the sum-
mer, should the shoots be too numerous, the superabun-

dant ones should be rubbed off. In many kinds of fruit-

trees, the blossoms are produced on short shoots, deno-

minated spurs, as in apples, (tears, cherries, plums, &c.

Diseased branches should always be removed if possible.

The seasons for pruning are summer and winter
;
accord-

ingly, the first wjuter pruning begins in February with

apricots, then peaches, then {tears, then cherries, and
lastly apples, the sup in which does not rise till April

;

therefore pruning is performed on trees just before the

rising ofthe sap. Summer pruning begins with rubbing off

all unnecessary buds as they appear in April and May, and

is continued during summer, by pinching offand shorten-

ing shoots. This operation is generally performed on
wall trees only, as on the peach, nectarine, aprict.t, &c.

Sowing is the depositing of seeds in the earth ; it is Sowing
either performed in drills, patches, broad cast, or in pots.

The depth at which seeds are to be sown will depend
upon their size and the distance from each other upou
the mode of growth of the species us its size, &c. Drills

are usually drawn by a hue, and the seeds deposited

and covered by a rake. In broad cast the earth is pre-

pared and the seeds scattered equally over its auifuce, and
afterwards covered in by a rake. Dry weather in all

cuses is essential to the sowing of seeds.

Planting is the insertion of young plants in the soil Planting,

to the same depth as they were previous to removal. The
operation is generally performed in spring, autumn, and
winter. In planting, the fibres of the roots should be

spread as regulurly as possible. The planting of pota-

toes and bulbs is usually performed in drills, placing

them at regular distances, or in separate holes made by a
dibber, and afterwards covering them with earth, or fill-

itig up the holes. If the weather is dry, watering in

most cases is necessary until the plants are fixed in the

soil, but afterwards it is more likely to he injurious than

otherwise, especially in fixe beat of summer, to plauts on
the open ground.

7 consists in removing propagated plants Transplant

to the places where they are intended to remain. Trans* >“g*

planting trees is best performed from just after the fall

of the leaf in autumn, and before the rise of the sap in

spring; they should be carefully taken from ti e ground
that the fibres of the root receive as little injury as jmssi-

bie. and they should lie replanted with as little delay as

practicable. But when trees arc carried to a distance,

the roots should be covered w ith moss or other substance,

to prevent evaporation, (n transplanting, the fibres of
the root should be spread out and intermixed with the

soil, and the plants should never be placed deeper in the

soil than before removal, for shallow plauiing has been
found of great importance. In planting wail trees, the
base of the stem should at least be six inches from the

wall. Those wall trees intruded to be permanent are

called dwarfs, in consequence of their being grafted or

budded near the ground, and therefore branch from the

base,but alternating with them, are trees having lull nuked
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Hortieul- stem* with branches only ut top. denominated riders.
ture

* temporarily placed there until the wall can be covered

v— with the dwarfs or permanent trees, and trained to the

upper part of the wall. The distances at which wall

trees are planted from each other is regulated by their

mode of growth and training, and by the height and

aspect of the wall. The preparation of the earth before

planting must depend upon the nature of the plant, and

the surrounding soil. There are a great many modes of

planting, as spade- pianting, a method always to be pre-

ferred for trees, trench -planting, slip-planting, dibble-

planting, furrow-planting, trowel-planting, planting

with balls as plants removed from pots. Mulching con-

sists of laying litter round the roots of newly planted

trees to prevent tlie evaporation of moisture. Standard

trees are sometimes tied to stakes for support wheu first

planted. Laying down turf is a kind of planting, and is

iutended for lawns edgings, Ac.; the surface on which

the turf is to be planted should be levelled, and the turf

laid on regularly edge 1o edge, and a roller drawn over

it afterwards to set it firmly.

Grafting Graftin '.* is a mode of propagation applicable to most
sorts of plants. A scion is a young shoot of a tree,

which, bv inserting into die stem or branch of another,

and by the influence of vegetation, is made to adhere to

it, and which process is termed grafting. The intent of

grafting is to multiply particular plant*, which could not

otherwise be readi.y propagated; but the principal ad-

vantage of grafting is to increase fine varieties of fruit

trees, whose qualities could not be transferred to tlie off-

spring by seed, and for increasing mre species of trees.

Tlie process of grafting also promotes fruitfulness. The
stock and scion should belong to the same natural family,

and it is belter also if they are of the same genus. A scion

or graft is generally a shoot of one year's grow th, but it

will also succeed if of several year* old, ami even one

tree may be grafted on the stump of another of equal

diameter. According to Miber, crab stocks cause tipples

to be firm, to keep longer, and to have a sharper flavour,

and he is equally confident that if breaking pears lie

grafted on quince stocks, the fruit will be rendered gritty,

white melting prars are much improved. Crabs, para-

dise stocks, codling*, and cuttings of bur- knots answer
best as stocks for apples ; wild aud seedling pears and
quince for pears. Seedling and bullace plums for

plums ; seedling cherries and geans for cherries ; seed-

ling plums ami upricolM for apricots ; seedling peaches

and nectarines, almonds and seedling plums f<*r peaches

and nectarines. Stocks are of two kinds, free and
dwnrtiug; the first consists of seeding plants, and the

last of varieties of a more diminutive growth, as the pa-

radise stock lor dwarfing apples, the quince for pears,

the bullace for plums, and the mahuleb for cherries.

The effect produced by grafting, according to Mr.
Knight, is the same as that produced by ringing. The
practice of grafting pear tret*" on qtliuoc stocks, peach

on plum stocks, where durability is wanted, is wrong,

but eligible where it is w ished to diminish the vigour

and growth of the tree, aud where durability is not con-

aidered of importance. Trees will become sooner fruitful

if grafted on stocks a little removed, as pears on apple-

stocks, or apple oil pear stocks, &c., although the graft

will perish in tlie course of a few years. In the choice

of stocks the soil is to be considered, us w here tlie noil is

moist the quinoe is preferable to any other slock for the

pear, os it delights iu a moist soil ; and (teaches are

grafted on almond stocks, to adapt them to a dry soil.

The scions or grafts succeed best if cut from the parent Hortiail-

tree, three, lour, or even six weeks before being used, _|

urc‘

and laved iu tlie earth by ibetr lower half, that the stock

may he somewhat iu advance of the mmoii ; therefore,

grafts of scions of tree* may be transported during winter
with safely, wrapped up in moss, from or to any part of
Europe or America. Iu graltiug, the bark of the scion

must fit to tlie bark of the stock, on oue side at least, should
the stock be of greater diameter than the sdon, and tied

firmly in that position by matting, aud afterwards

covered carefully over with ductile clay round the junc-

tion in order to lessen evaporation, and the clay is to

remain until the operation has evidently succeeded,

which is known by the buds of the scion having pushed
into branches. From the middle of February to the
middle of April is the proper season of grnftiug. There
are several modes of (»crfonning the o(>eratioii ; tlie

most common is called whip nr tongue grafting; iu this

the stock and scion are cut off in a slanting direction, bo
as to correspond, and a notch is cut intoLhe stock down-
wards, and a tongue into the scion upwards, so as to

fit into ench other, taking care that the barks of both
stock and scion meet; it is then firmly tied, and after-

wards covered with clay. Cleft grafting, so culled, is

when the stock is cut off obliquely, aud cleft neur the

centre, the scion is then cut in the form of a wedge,
making it thinner on the inside than on the outside, aud
then fitted into the deft made iu tlie stin k, or a scion

uiay be introduced on both sides of tlie cleft, taking care

that the barks of both stock and scions correspond
; it is

then tied caielully up with matliug, and clayed over as

in whip grafting; this method is only resorted to when
the stock or branch is of considerable diameter. Crown
grafting is another mode resorted to for large branches

and thick stocks ; in it the scions are cut sluuling with a
shoulder, and the hark of the stock raised with a knife,

the scion is then introduced between the bark and
the wood, resting the shoulder upon the top of the

stock, consequently several scions may be inserted in

like manner round the circumference of the stock. Side

grafting is similar to whip grafting; in it the scion is

inserted on the side of the stock without heading down.
Saddle grafting is a method just the reverse of crown
grafting, the top of the stock is cut in the form of a
wedge, and the scion split up the centre, and pairing off

each side to u tougue shape, and is then fitted to the

wedge-shaped top of the stock. Root grafting is the

fixing of scions on small pieces of roots iurnislu-d with

fibres, which is commonly performed iu the whip me-
thod. Flute grafting is a kind of budding; a ring of

hark is taken from u tree furnished with one or more
buds, the stuck is headed down, and a cor responding

portion of bark is removed from its top, and the bark of

the other nee is then tied on in iu stead. This method
might lie performed with more success iu the au-
tumn or budding season. There are u great many other

methods of grafting in practice, but those deluded above
are the mo&L common and most useful forms. In July
or August, ihe clay should be taken off, the matting
loosened, aud about the eud of August tlie ligatures

should be removed, and, to prevent the grafts from being
blown off by high winds, stakes should be stuck into

the ground and the grafts tied to them.
Inarduny is a mode of propagation resorted to with Inarching,

plants that arc difficult to root from cuttings, or to suc-

ceed by grafting or budding, or layering, as iu some fine

varieties of camellia. Inarching has some resemblance
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to the process r*f layering, differing, however, in the heal

being inserted iti the wood instead of the soil; it is the

most certain mode of propagation. There are a great

many different ways of performing the operation men-
tioned, but the most useful are crown inarching, where

the head of the stock is cut off, and side inarching, where

the head of the stock is allowed to remain. The stocks

intended to be inarched must lie in pots, or if hardy they

must he planted round the circumfereucc of the plant to

be propagated from, in that part of any shoot which will

most conveniently join or fit the stock, pare the bark and

a little of the wood from the side, and do the same to the

corresponding part of the stock, then make a slit up-

wards in the same part of the shoot as in layering, and

make a slit downwards in the stock to admit it; the

parts are then to he closely joined, placing the tongue of

the shoot in the slit of the stock ; the junction is then to

be covered over with clay or moss, after being care-

fully lied with bast. Inarching is generally performed

in spring
; in some species of plants the union takes place

in a few months, while in others it sometimes requires

two years ; w hen the method of side inarching has been

followed, the head of the stock should be carefully cut

away as soon as the union has taken place. Inarching

is a very convenient mode of filling up vacancies iu

trees, or in joining one tree with another.

Budding^ the object of which is the same ns that of

grafting, but there are some kinds of trees which cannot

readily be increased by any other means. Budding
consists of removing a hud with a portion of the bark

from one tree, and inserting it under the bark of another

by means of a slit. The advantage of budding over

grafting is that from a rare tree a separate plant may
be obtained from every bud, besides many trees and

shrubs propagate much more readily by that process.

Mr. Knight has transferred superabundant blossom buds

from one tree to the barren shoots of another, rendering

the barren tree immediately fruitful. The season lor

performing the operation is from the beginning of July

to the middle of August, when the buds in the arils of

the leaves arc fully formed, which is known by the wood
readily separating from the bark, leaving the eye unim-

paired. The buds in the middle of the shoot are those

generally preferred, but in some cases the buds at the

base of the shout are best. Budding may either be per-

formed on shoots of one or several years old, and such a

number of buds may be inserted, as at once to form a

tree. There are a great many methods of budding, but

those in general practice are the following. In shield-

budding, a smooth part of the stock is chosen, making
a horizontal cut through the hark, and drawing a lon-

gitudinal slit from the middle of the horizontal cut

to the extent of an inch, or an inch and a half down-
wards, also through the hark ;

the bark is then raised by

the handle of the budding knife from the wood, and a bud
is then cut from the shoot consisting ofa leaf mid petiole,

with a portion of the bark and wood attached to it, so that

the whole is about an inch or an inch mid a half in

length. The portion of wood is then removed, taking

care the eye firmly adhere to the bark ; the bud is then

inserted into the slit made in the stock and there made
to fit neatly by cutting off the top part of the shield. It

is then bound closely and neatly with pliable bast mat,

except just over the eye. Shield budding reversed is

where the horizontal slit on the stock is at the base of

the longitudinal one, which is sometimes practised in the

orange nurseries of Genoa. Scallop budding consists of

taking off a tongue-shaped section of the hark from the Uorticul-

fide of tins stock, and in taking a similar section from tuie.

the scion, allowing the wood to remain; the section

containing the bud is then lied on to the stock where the

section of wood has been removed. This last mode is

only resorted to when the wood does not separate freely

from the bark. Tying with double ligatures is a method
recommended by Mr. Knight, the one above the bud and
the other b low it, and us soon as the bud is attached,

the lower ligature is removed, but the upper one is

allowed to remain until the shoots are four inches long.

Buds which were inserted in June, grew the same year

sind flowered the following spring. In three weeks after

the operation has been performed, all those that have
succeeded wilt lie united with the stock, which may be

known by the fresh appearance of the eye : the bandages
should lie looked, and in about a fortnight afterwards

wholly removed. In the next spring, just before the

sap begins to rise, the Slocks are headed down to a quar-
ter of »n inch above the bud, but in some cases much
higher, in order that the young shoot may be tied to it

for support the first year.

Cutting* are slips cut from the mother plant, for the Cuttings,

purpose of selling, in order that they may strike roots and
form new individuals. This is the most simple mode of
propagation, and readily succeeds with some plants, as

the willow, but with difficulty in others, as in ProO'acetr,

Coniferte, Ac. The choice of cutting* and the lime of

pluming must depend upon the species of plant to be

propagated, for in some, cuttings must be taken from
young wood, of the growth of the same year, and in

others they must be taken from the wood of two or more
years growth. The cuttings of hardy deciduous trees

and shrubs succeed best if planted ill outumn, and hardy
evergreens in spring under a hand glass. Cuttings of

herbuccoiis plants will grow almost at any time in spring

and summer, as those of the dahlia, wallflower, Ac.

A small house should be appropriated to the propagation

of cuttings of tender plants, hut if tin* cannot lie had, a

frame may he used, situated so as to have the morning
kuii only, otherwise shading with mats will be necessary

;

those requiring heat, the pots in which they are set

should be plunged in a bed of tan. or placed in a hot-

bed. Cuttings of woody planls strike root most readily

in fine sand, and are safer io pot off nfier being rooted,

as the sand shakes clean from the roots. But some of the

soft wooded kinds do not strike freely in sand, and there-

fore must be planted in mould. In making cuttings, no
leaves should lie taken off or shortened, except from the

part to be buried in the ground, where they should be
cut off as close to the stem as possible. The more leaves

u cutting has on it, and the more shallow they are

plunted the bctier. but they must be well fastened in the

ground. The pots in which they are planted should be
well drained with sherds, and kept rather moist, and the

hand or bell glass wilh which they are covered should
be taken off and wiped occasionally. When the cuttings

arc rooted, and have been potted off, they require to be
placed in a frame for a few days and shaded

;
after this

they should be hanlrncd by degree*. The edges of the

leaves in BryophyUum and the petioles of Gloxinia pro-

duce young plant*. A mode of propagating from cut-

tings of plants difficult to strike, is mentioned in the

Horl. Trans.: it is by ringing the shoot* intended for

cuttings, therefore a callus will be formed, which, if in-

serted iD the ground after being taken offjust below the

callosity, is said to emit roots freely. A ligature will have
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Horiicul- the same effect as ringing. Those cuttings planted

ture. round the circumference of the pot will strike more rea-

v-^v—^ tidy than those in the centre. Orange trees and many
others will strike root if their lower ends touch the

bottom of the pot, or the stratum of gravel, or broken

sherds with which the pot is drained. Whatever degree

of heat is natural to the mother plant will generally suit

the cuttings. The cuttings of the pink, carnation, pi-

cottce, and dove, are called pipings.

Layering. Layering is the surest method of propagation, because

the shoot h not detached from the parent until it is pro-

perly rooted. It is performed at nil seasons of the year,

but principally in spring and midsummer. The shout

intended to be laid, or to form a new phut, is half sepa-

rated from the mother plant, a notch being cut upwards
from the insertion of a bud, or it may be twisted,

pierced by a number of holes, or bound by a wire in

order to retard the sap, and thereby promote the form-

ation of grauulous mutter and routs. The branch or

shoot is bent down and fixed in the earth by a peg at the

part which is cut or twisted, placing its point as upright

os possible. Mr. Knight recommends a ring of bark to

l>c taken otF below the notch or twisted part, *o ns to

hinder the return of the sup, and thereby force the shoot

to employ the sup iu forming roots ; a splinter of wood
or a bit of potsherd is generally placed in the notch to

keep it open. Plants in oots may either be laid in the

pot of the mother plant, or in pots placed round it and

near enough to receive the layers. As soon os the

shoots are sufficiently rooted, which is generally the case

the following autumn, they are removed; sometimes

where shoots cannot be bent down, a ring of bark is re-

moved and a shoot drawn through the hole at the

bottom of a pot, which is fixed at the ringed part; the

pot is then tilled with mould.

Seed. Seed.—All plants are furnished with the natural means

of reproduction by seed, hut as far as fruit trees arc con-

cerned it requires many years to produce the same kinds

from which they arc taken, and in many cases it dops not

succeed at all, in consequence of the pollen of one kind

being transferred, by insects or other causes, to the stig-

mas of another kind. If, therefore, it is desirable to pro-

cure uncontaminated seed, it will be necessary to cover

the blossoms before expansion with fine gauze bags,

which should not be removed until the fruit is fairly set.

Fruits, particularly apples, are sometimes influenced by

the stocks on which they are grafted or budded ; for by

transferring n graft or bud from any apple-tree to a stock

of the Russian transparent crab, the fruit of such graft

acquires a transparent character which it did not before

possess. Fruit trees reared from seed seem to have a ten-

dency to resume their original constitution ; for in North

America and New Holland, where peaches are reared

from the stones, very few out of a great number produce

fruit rit for the table, the rest is only fit for feeding hogs.

It is. however, the only method by which new and im-

proved kinds can be procured to supply the place of

those old kinds that are falling into decay; for, as Mr.

Knight observes, all fruits that are artificial in their con-

stitution, are also limited in their duration, even if

grafted or budded on other stocks. Mr. Knight is also

of opinion, that more is to be expected from hvbrid va-

rieties, than from the reproduction of oid kinds, and for

this purpose the stigmas of one kind should be dusted

with the pollen of another, at the same time taking can*

that the flowers to he so impregnated be deprived of

their anthers before bursting for the emission of the pollen.

vol. vr.

The stigmas of tender pears, if impregnated by tlic pollen Horiiod-
of more hardy kinds, will render the progeny of a more lure,

hardy constitution than the female parent. It has been v—
observed that, even after a seedling tree has commenced
bearing, its fruit has a tendency to improve as the tree

acquires vigour, therefore a great amelioration may be
expected in succeeding years. The slowness with which
seedling fruit trees reach a hearing state is the principal

cause why this mode is not more generally adopted. The
only method known of accelerating the fruit- bearing slate

of seedling trees, is to make them grow vigorously when
young by transplanting them from the sccd-beil into

congenial soil and situation. Scions or buds transferred

from seedling trees to those in a heuring state, is found
to husteu their fruitfulness, as far at least as stone fruits

ore concerned. The most of the preceding observations

are also applicable to culinary vegetables and flowers.

The natural methods of propagation are by seed, bulbs,

offsets, slips, division, runners, and suckers.

Potting is planting in flower-pots, either seedlings or Potting,

young plants from cuttings, Ac
;
the |»ots should in all

cases be well drained with sherds, small stones, or coarse

gravel to prevent the earth from becoming sodd-ned

;

u little earth is then placed over the sherds, the plant is

then inserted, and the mould thrown in around the roots,

talcing care that the fibres are spread out. The earth

should la? made rather firm, and should not come higher

than within half an inch of the rim of the pot so as to

allow room for water. Shilling is removing a plant from
one pot to another of a larger size with the ball of earth,

so as not to check the grow th of the plant, taking care

that the pot be properly drained with sherds, Ac. The
ball is inserted in the larger pot. and earth thrown in

round its circumference, and made firm by means of a

stick. Plants should never be shifted from a small pot

to one of a much larger size, but always by gradation

from one size to the next lurgest. Shifting should

always, if possible, be performed early in spring and
not in autumn, as is generally the case. When a plant

is in a diseased slate it is best to break the ball and
shake the earth entirely from the roots, and repot it

afresh.

Culinary Vegetable Department.

This includes all those vegetables used in any way os

articles of food, after undergoing ihe proper culinary

processes. They are arranged according to their natu-

ral affinities, which will be of advantage as enabling the

horticulturist to procure new varieties by the cross

fecundation of nearly allied kinds, as well as a guide

to the proper rotation of crops. Every jtnrticular of

any value will be found under euch head, as fur as re-

gards culture, treatment, varieties, Ac.

Cruciferous Plants.

Cabbage tribe .—The varieties of lira**ira olerarea
are endless. 'Die original of all grows wild on Dover
cliffs, and other parts of the English coast; it is a
glaucous plant, with something of the habit of brocoii

;

its varieties have been cultivated from time immemorial,

and they ore so various ns to occasion a doubt ns to the

possibility of their having sprung from the wild cole-

wort. The following are the principal varieties culti-

vated.

Boreeoie*.— 1. Thousand-headed cabbage is a kind Borecoles,

of tall branched borecole. It is cultivated because it

N*
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HoTticul- will survive the severest frost*, but it* flavour is inferior

ture. to wiuter greens ; 2. The green borecole, or Scotch

“v— kale, the haves of which are green ami much curled.

The crown and sprouts are the ports used. It is an ex-

cellent vegetable for the table when it has been duly

mellowed by the frost. 3. German kde or green* is

a variety of the last ; it grows taller, supplies more

sprout'-, and is more hardy. 4. Buda or Russian

kaic is much dwarfer than German kale, hut the leaves

are similar. It is sweet and well flavoured, and

furnishes a supply till late in spring. It may be blanched

by inverting large Howcr-pot* over the plauts, and would

form an excellent substitute for sea kale, at a time

when ihut vegetable cannot be procured. 5. Purple

borecole or broicn kale, is more hardy than gTeen

borecole, but of less delicate flavour. 6. Jerusalem

kale is of a dingy purple colour; it is. very hardy, and

is ready to take the place of borecole* because it flowers

later. 7. Woburn kale is also an excellent variety.

The palm kale and Cesarean kale or cow-cabbage, are

cultivated in Guernsey and Jersey for feeding cattle, the

hearts of which only are used for culinary purposes. In

the cultivation of the different kinds of borecole the

seed should be sown in March and April, and in May
and August. The first week in April for German
greens, and the first week of August for Buda kale,

which will he ready for transplanting the first week

of September. When seed lings come up too thick in

the seed-bed they should be thinned, and planted in

another bed six inches apart, that those left in the seed-

bed may acquire proper strength. They should be

transplanted finally from May to August two feet asun-

der in an open spot, taking advantage of rainy weather,

if not, ghe occasional waterings. The ground should

be kept free from weeds by hoeing ns the plants advance

in growth, at the *ame time drawing the earth round

the bottoms of the stems, which encourages their growth.

The hearts of most sorts ore the only portion used.

The stems of German kale and those of Chou de Milan

should be allowed to stand to furnish young tender

sprouts. Sometimes the leaves are gathered, and the

heart allowed to remain in order to furnish later supplies.

By purchasing *ced it is more likely to be 'genuine

than by saving it, as only one sort of the tribe can with

safety be grown for seed in the same garden on

account of their promiscuous impregnation by bees,

wind, &c.

Savoys. Saroy* are in use as a table vegetable from Novem-
ber till May, unless destroyed by the frost, in which

case they arc succeeded by the borecoles. They form a

close head like the cabbage, but the leaves are w rinkled.

The following varieties are those in esteem : l. Early

green; 2. Small early; 3- Dwarf; 4. Yellow; 5.

Winter; 6. Drumhead, or Great. There are several

sub-varieties of the above, varying in size and shape of

the heads. The green savoy being most tender

should be first used. A moderate degree of frost im-

proves the flavour of all kind*, of savoy, but very severe

frost kills them They arc raised from seed, and other-

wise treated like borecoles. The first sowing should be

made in February; these will he ready for use in Octo-

ber and November. The second sowing in March, to be

ready afiout Christmas, and the last sowing in May. for

spring use. The most forward seedlings should be finally

transplanted in May and June for early heading, but the

principal crops should remain until June, July, and Au-

gust. The distances at which they should be finally

planted will depend upon the nature of the soil, and the Hurtical-

size to which the kinds naturally grow. As they advance *“**

in growth they should be kepi clear from weeds, and
’ "-“v_'

the earth should be drown up a lilUe around the stems,

and at the same time the surface should be loosened.

The latest crop of savoys will continue good till February.

A rich light soil is necessary for all the varieties of

savoy.

llruwln sprout* are only considered a variety of Brussels

savoy, the Mem* of which grow tall, and arc furnished »|'«»uU.

with numerous sprouts or heads, like savoys in ininiat ure

;

the principal leaves drop oft’ early, leaving the sprouts

disposed in a spiral manner along the stems. It occu-

pies little space, lasts long, and will grow in situations

unfavourable to oilier vegetables, us between the rows of

other crops, and among young tree*. The sprouts are

used as winter greens. The top is delicate and quite

different in flavour from the sprouts. The first sowing

should be made in April for a full crop, and the second

in May. In finally transplanting, eighteen inches is

considered sufficient distance from plant to plant in the

row. The cultivation and treatment is nearly the same
as that for borecole. Genuine seed i* only to be pro-

cured direct from Brussels. The Chou de Milan is

considered as only a variety of Brussels sprouts; its

habit is the same, but the sprouts are open like bore-

coles ami not close like savoys. Even if not wanted, the

top should be cut ofF in February to forward ihe growth

of the sprouts for use in March. When dressed, they

are rich and delicate. The cultivation is the same as

for borecoles.

White cabbage.—All the varieties produce heads, of White cab-

a glaucous green externally, and white within. The kage.

sorts principally cultivated are as follows: For early

crops, I. Early dwarf York; 2. East Ham; 3. West
Ham; 4. Early imperial; 5. Early Battersea; fi.

Early London hollow; 7. Early dwarf sugar-loaf;

8. Early Deptford; 9. Early May; 10. Early York;
11. Small early dwarf; 12 Dwarf Vanack, for cab-

baging in April, May and Juuc. For second crop

raise considerable quantities of the middle-sized sorts,

viz. 1. Large early York ; 2. Large hollow sugar-loaf;

3. Early Battersea; 4. Early Deptford; 5. Fenton

;

6. Early imperial ; 7. Antwerp for cabbaging in sum-
mer. For third crop choose, 1. Large hollow; 2. Late

Battersea; 3. Iairge sugar-loaf; 4. Scotch; 5. Drum-
head, for cabbaging in August. September, and October

to Christmas. Some of the middle-sized varieties may
tie sown for later succession crops in summer and au-

tumn to cultivate for cabbage coleworls in autumn,
winter, and spring. The larger sort*, such as the Scotch,

Drumhead, and flat Dutch, are more adapted for field

than garden culture. In the cultivation of white cab-

bages, sow seeds at four different times : in February

for use in July to September; in April and May for

young autumn cabbages orcoleworts; in autumn for

later or spring use. For seedlings to stand the winter

for transplanting in spring the soil should be light and

not too rich. But when transplanted they require a rich

rather stiftish soil, but to stand the winter a dry soil is

requisite. For cabbages the situation should be open,

and the ground well manured, as they are an exhausting

crop. August sown crops, if the weather prove dry,

should be watered to accelerate vegetation, and in Sep-
tember or October they will be strong enough to prick

out into beds prepared for the purpose, to stand till

spring. By this means those left in the seed-lied will
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HorticuU have more room to grow, and will he large enough to

transplant in November or December. Spring sown
crops, as in February, March, and April, to succeed die

August sown crop lor use tile same season as young
summer cabbages, or for (leading in autumn ami winter

should be transplanted in May, June, and July. A tew

to come in early may be sown on a slight hot* bed.

The crops sown lute in summer, as in May, June, and

July, produce small cabbages from August to midwinter;

for this sowing the middle-sized kinds are best adapted.

The kinds proper tor cabbage coleworts or young open
cabbages are the York, East Ham, sugar-loaf, or any
middle sized quick heurting kind of close growth will

answer. To have a supply of coleworts for autumn,

winter, and spring, and early summer, there must be

four different sowings made, that is in June, beginning,

and end of July, for transplanting in August, Septem-

ber, and October, for use from September till March or

April. The last sowing should be made about the

beginning of August to be transplanted in autumn for

use in spring or for heading in summer or autumn.
Sometimes the stumps ure left to supply youug sprouts

after the heads have been cut off*; and if thus treated

in autumn, will supply plenty of sprouts in January
and February.

Red cub* Red cabbage has the form of the white cabbage, but

bags. differs in its red colour. It is principally used for pick-

ling and garnishing, and is sometimes cut up in winter

salads. The principal varieties of red cabbage are the

following: 1, Large red, or red Dutch ; 2. Dwarf red ;

3. Aberdeen red. The culture and sowing is the same
uk that for winter cabbages. Sow in August tor a crop

to stand the winter tor use nest autumn ; and in early

spring for use the following winter and spring. Red
cabbages are never used until they have formed a close

firm head.

Turnip- Turnip-stemmal cabbage, or Kohl rube, resembles
stemmed the Swedish turnip in habit, except that tlie stem is

Kohl rube
' *wo^eu ground, which gives it the appearance of

a turnip. The following are the principal varieties:

1. Egyptian kale; 2. White turnip-stemmed cabbage ;

3. Purple turnip-stemmed cabbage. The white variety

is the one generally cultivated, but is chiefly used for

food for cattle. In the north of Europe, however, as in

Swcdeu and Poland, it is cultivated in every cottage

garden. The thick part of the stem, pared and sliced,

is used in soups, and sometimes it is boiled whole and

served at table when very young. The leaves are

sometimes used as greens when young. The varieties

may be either cultivated like turnips, or transplanted

anil treated like cabbage.
Conli* Cauliflower is one of the most remarkable of the
flower. Brassica genus; the flower buds form a clase firm

head, generally of a delicate white colour, and ofa deli-

cious flavour when boiled. The culture of cauliflower

was little attended to till the end of the XVI Ith Century

;

since then it has been much improved. Euglish cauli-

flower seed is preferred to that of any other country'.

For the supply of the Loudou market large quantities

arc protected under hand-glasses during winter and

early spring. The principal varieties cultivated are,

1. Early; 2. Late, or large ;
3. Red. In the cultivation

of cauliflower the seed-bed should be composed of light

soil, but for finally transplanting it can scarcely be too

rich or loo well manured. Three principal sow ings arc

generally made : the first about the end of August to

stand over the winter, by being pricked out iu frames or

97*

warm borders, for finally planting in spring for the UorticuU
summer crop. Some of this crop may be finally trans- tut*,

planted in warm borders or in rows under hand-glasses '

in November. About the end of October u quantity

should be finally planted out in rows four or five toge-

ther in a clump, in order that they may be sheltered by
hand-glu<ses, but at the same time giving as much air

as possible in mild weather by tilting the hand-glasses

on the south side, and occasionally taking them off' alto-

gether, which will prevent the plants being drawn until

the warm weather has set in. In March, if the plants

under the hand-glasses have all survived the winter, only
one or two of the strongest should be allowed to remain
in each clump, the rest should be removed with balls of
earth attached to the roots and replanted in some other
compartment

;
after this, earth should be drawn up

around the buses of the stems of the remaining plants to

forward their growth. The plants from the same sow-
ing which have been pricked out into frames and warm
borders should be finally transplanted in March or April

into the open ground, for use in July and August. A
second sowing is made in February or Murch for later

crops ; but in order to forward them a little it will be as

well to sow in a moderate hot-lied, giving plenty of air in

mild weather, ami when the plants are of sufficient

growth they should be pricked out into other beds in

order to be finally planted in the open ground in April

and May, for use in July and August. In March and
beginning of April a sowing may be mude for succession

crops in autumn. The third and last sowing should be
mude in May in a sheltered border, or about the cud of
the same month in an open spot, for use in autumn und
winter ; the young plants from this sowing should be
pricked out in June to be finally transplanted in July to
produce beads from October to December. According
to some practical men, seed sown about the end of Au-
gust and the seedlings transplanted about the end of
November, no protection is necessary unless that

afforded by a wall haviug a south a&peci. Late raised

seedlings which resist the winter in the open border are

said to become larger and finer than those which have
been protected, although not so early. Seedlings raised

in autumn seem to be very tenacious of life, and pro-
bably many cauliflower plants are killed from too much
attention. A method of producing early cauliflower is

to plant them singly in jx>ts and place them in a vinery or
frame for the winter, and planting out finally in the open
border as soon as possible in spring, protecting them by
hand-glasses if necessary, and they will come into head
early. Cauliflowers may be preserved in various ways
after being taken from the ground

; bv laying them in

by the heels in rotten tan or dry mould, so as not to

touch each other, or in the borders of a peach- house,

vinery, &c. or in deep garden frames, or they may be

cut over and the leaves tied over the heads and buried

in a dry bank, or the leaves may be all taken off, and
the beads buried in casks filled with dry peat earth, or

by burying the entire plant eighteen inches deep along
the bottom of a wall in dry weather, the heads sloping
downwards. The culture of the different crops after

being finally transplanted is to hoe the ground to keep
them free from weeds, aud at the same lime to draw
some earth around the bottom of the stems. Watering
in dry weather is found to be of service. As the white
heads show themselves, turn down some of the larger

leaves upon them to protect them from sun and rain,

aud to keep the heads white and dose. Slugs often

n* 2
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Hortkul. destroy the young plants, they should therefore be looked
tute. over now ami then, and picked off.

Brocoti is scarcely dUi inguisbable from cauliflower;
roCo 1

the stem is generally taller, the leaves longer, the pe-

duncles fleshy at their lope, and the flower heads

smaller. It is supposed to have originated from the

cauliflower. No plant is more liable to sport from seed,

so that new kinds are continually coming into favour

ami as speedily sinking into neglect. The varieties ge-

nerally cultivated at present arc the following. Autumn
sorts; 1. Purple cape; 2. Green cape; 3. Green close-

headed winter; 4. Late dwarf close-headed purple;

5. Latest green, or Siberian ; G. Grange’s early ; 7.

Early purple ; 8. Early white. Spring sorts : 1 . Tall

large-headed purple ; 2. Cream-coloured ; 3. Sulphur-

coloured ; 4. Late purple ; 5. Late green, or Danish.

All the varieties are raised from seed, like the rest of the

family ; the seeds should be sown thinly in beds of rich

soil, and when the plants are about two or three inches

high they should be pricked out into other beds prepared

for tiie purpose, giving water now and then if the wea-

ther be dry. As soon as the plants appear in the seed-

bed they should be sprinkled with lime-water to keep

off the slugs. When the plants have attained the height

of six or eight inches they should be finally transplanted

in rows at distance* varying according to the size to

which the kind naturally grows : in most cases they are

planted out filially from the setd-bed. Brocoli succeeds

best in fresh loamy soil, but where that cannot be had,

plenty of manure is necessary. Sea-weed and horse-

dung mixed is said to be an excellent manure for

brocoli. Ofautumn brocoli there should be two sowings

made, one in the middle of April and the other in the

middle of May, to be transplanted finally from the seed-

bed. The principal part of those of the second sowing

should he planted from the seed-bed into pot?, which

should be sunk in the open ground up to the rims, there

to remain until the heads are formed, which will be

about the end of November, w hen they should be taken

up and placed under a glass frame, where they will af-

ford brocoli for table during winter. The early white, a

very fine sort, Mr. Ronalds recommends to be sown on

a hot-bed and afterwards treated like the secondary crop

of cauliflowers. The spring varieties are sown in the

middle of March or beginning of April fur a supply from

March to May inclusive of the following year. Al-

though brocoli comes larger and finer on the spot where

they arc planted, yet it is prudent to take up a part of

tlic later sorts in November and lay them in slopingly

with their heads towards the north only a lew inches

above the ground or even level with it, taking care

they do not touch each other; by this means the

heads will be protected by the snow, which generally

falls previous to severe winters. Some kinds produce

sprouts after the heads have bren taken off, which are

very good when boiled. The culture of brocoli after

being finally planted is the same as that for cauliflower.

Swedish Swedish turnip (Brasnai campextris, var. Rutabaga)
turnip, is fKrcasionally raised in gardens for table use, w hen very

young. Its culture is the same as that for common
turnips. The French Novel i* sometimes also cultivated.

Common Common turnip, {Bramcarapa,) in a wild state, is

turnip. found in some parts of England; being a biennial plant,

it is raised from seed. The roots boiled and mashed

or entire, are served at table as a dish. It is also used

in broths, soups, or stews. The young lops in spring

are dressed as spring greens. The varieties generally

cultivated in gardens arc the following: 1. The early Honicul-

whilc Dutch ; 2. Early stone ; 3. Common romtd
tutt,

‘
1

white; 4. Green-topped white; 5. Long white; 6.

Maltese yellow ; 7. Dutch yellow; 8. Aberdeen yellow;

9. Long yellow. The three Aral varieties are most de-

sirable for first succession and main summer crops.

The large round white should succeed them as a late

summer crop. The large white green-lopped and the

large white red-topped are sown for summer and autumn
use, but the best for winter use is the yellow Dutch or

any of the other yellow varieties, from their hardiness

and fine flavour. By sowing every month in spring

and summer, turnips may be had throughout the season,

making the first sowing about the end of February, pre-

ferring the early Dutch and Stone
; the second sowing

in May, the third or principal sowing in June, and the

fourth sowing in July. A sniaH sowing may be made
in September fur use in January and February, if the

weather prove mild. The last principal sowing is made
about the end of August, and for this yellow turnips are

best suited. In gardens turnips are usually sown broad-

cast, but by some they are drilled. Dusting the young
plants with quick lime is said to keep them free from
the fly, but laic sowing is probably the besL preventive

on a large scale, the fly having by that time changed
from its beetle or feeding state. As soon as the leaves

are about an inch broad, hoe and thin the plants to six

or eight inches square distance, and afterwards, as the

ptams increase in size, a pert may be drawn from time

to time to allow those that are left standing room to

grow. Turnips may be drawn and housed in a cool

place before severe frosts, and will keep well. The
young tops of the Swedish turnip are much sweeter than

those of any other sort. Sometimes late Mowings of

turnips are made in September ami October, to produce

greens in spring. Turnips, as well as all the cabbage
tribe, brocoli and cauliflower excepted, arc found to be
of better flavour when cultivated in the field than in the

*

garden.

Rape (Brattica napus , var. esculenta of De Candolle) R-ipc.

is a biennial plant, a native of some parts of Britain.

It is cultivated as a small salad herb like crew and mus-
tard, and is treated in the same manner os far us its cul-

tivation for salad is concerned.

Sea kale (Crambe maritima of Linnieus,) is a Sea kale

native of the sea-shores of Britain. In the west of

England the country people have from time immemorial
been iu the hubtt of gathering the young underground
shoots in spring, to boil as greens. It was not before

the middle of the last century that the plant was intro-

duced to the garden, hut it is now almost as universally

cultivated as asparagus, and like it is forced by taking

up the roots and planting them on a hot-bed or in the

border of a forcing-house, or by plucing u blanching pot

over each stock in the open garden and covering or
surrounding it with horse-dung. The young shoots

and the stalks of the unfolded leaves are the parts used.

By forcing, sea kale may be had in perfection from
November till May. Sea kale is best propagated by
rearing the plants from seed, and finally transplanting

them when a year old, three or four plants in a patch, a
foot and a half distance from patch to patch ; but it is

better to sow the seed in patches where the plants arc

intended to mnuin, when that is possible, thinning out

to three or four plants in each patch. A light sandy soil

is best adapted to the culture of sea kale, and therefore

where the soil ia heavy or clayey it should be made us
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HocticuW light as possible by mixing with sand, &c. The easiest
tunr

‘ method of blanching sea kale is to cover the bed thickly

wj|h leaves in autumn, and over them a little litter to

prevent them from being blown away. When a suc-

cession of cuttings have been continued for five or six

weeks, the plants should be uncovered and allowed to

gTow to gain strength for next season. In forcing sea

kale in frames or hot-beds the shoots are blanched by

keeping the glass covered with mats lo exclude the light.

Radish. Radish (Raphanut saltern of Linna’us) is a native

of China, Japan, and all the western parts of Asia,

introduced to Britain in 1540. The varieties arc

numerous. Of turnip radishes there are the fol-

lowing: 1. Small early while; 2. Early white; 3.

lied, or rose colour; 4. Purple; 5. Yellow. Of long

radishes the following are cultivated: 1. Long while

;

2. Scarlet; 3. Salmon; 4. Purple; ft. Red necked;

and the following are the names of the varieties of

Spanish radish; 1. Black Spanish; 2. Large purple

winter; 3. White Spanish; 4. Brown. Ail these va-

rieties are of easy culture and are sown at various times,

according to the seasons they are desired lor use. The
long-rooted kinds intended to come in in spring are

sown in October, in warm sheltered borders. The
turnip-rooted sorts are sown in spring for summer use.

The Spanish or winter radishes are generally sown in

July for winter use, and before severe frosts should be

taken up and preserved in sand ; they are sliced up in

salads, or occasionally eaten alone with salt or vinegar.

The long as well as the turnip rudislic* are readily

forced in a frame or hot bed covered with mats. The
young plump seed pods arc sometimes pickled, and
form a tolerable substitute for capers. The soil for ra-

dishes should be light and well broken by digging.

The autumn and early spriug sown crops should be

niude in dry sheltered borders, sloping to the sun, hut

from the middle of February to the end of March a dry

open situation will be suitable, ami as spring and sum-
mer advances more cool situations are necessary. The
usual way of sowing radish seed is broad cast, but some
sow in drills. As the plants advance in growth, thill

them. The crops of long radishes sown Irom October
to February, on the first approach of frost the ground
should be covered with straw, long haulm or fern, two
or three inches thick, or with mats supported on pegs
lo protect them, and if the season is cold without frost

take oir the covering every morning and replace it agaiu

at night, but this must be regulated by the weather.

llonc Ta- Horse radish ( Cochlearta Armoracia of Liunteus)

is said to he a native of several parts of Britain, but is

probably an escape from gardens. The root has a
pungent taste, and a penetrating acrid smell. The
liquid obtained from the root gives traces of the presence

of sulphur. The root scraped is used as a condiment to

roa>l beef. In the cultivation of horse radish the soil

should be trenched deep, and the manure placed in the

bottom of the treuch. Some plant the sets on the sur-

face, calculating that the roots will strike down; and
others make holes quite lo the bottom of the trenched

soil, and diop in each a set, filling* the hole up with

mould afterwards. Either mode will answer. Horse
radish thrives best in deep soli sandy loam, but a moist
soil increases its bitter and alkaline flavour. February
is considered the best season to plant the sets or crowns.

The plants should be kept clear of weed* in summer,
and decayed leaven in autumn. The second autumn after

planting the roots will be ready to be taken up for use.

Scurvy grass {Cochlearia officinalis of Linnteus) may Hortiewl-

be eaten raw in any quantity like water cresses, and is
*ure *

said to be an excellent antiscorbutic. When the plant

is cultivated for use the seeds should be sown in July in

drills, and if they come up too thick, thin them to four

inches apart, and the thinnings maybe replanted in new
beds if required, and in the following spring the succu-

lent leaves will be fit for use.

Cress (Lepidium sativum of Linmeus) is an annual Crest,

plant, a native of Persia and the Island of Cyprus, in-

troduced in 1548, and is cultivated in gardens for the

sake of the young leaves which are used as small salad.

There are two varieties cultivated, the common and the

curled leaved; the first is principally used as a salad,

and the second as a garnish. Cress seed should be
sown three or four times every month to afford young
crops in sneccHMon. The first sowing, ns in March,
should be made in a sheltered border, and the following

sowings in more open situations ; in summer in shady
borders, but in autumn again as in spring in a warm
sheltered border. But when cress is wanted throughout

the winter, sow in hot-beds or in pots: boxes are lo be
placed in a stove, nr other hot-house, that is, from Octo-

ber to March, when it cannot be raised in the open gar
den. Cress prefers a light mellow soil ; and the seeds

should be sown thick and earthed over lightly. In ga-

thering cress it should be cut clean to the root, but only
the tops of more advanced plants, which will shoot

again for future gatherings, although the leaves will be
hotter than from younger plants.

Hater cress (Xasturtium officinale of R. Brown) is a ty*ter
native of running streams in Britain, and all oilier parts cress,

of the globe, it is u well known salad plaut, and is

esteemed a stomachic and antiscorbutic. The water
cre*s is cultivated to a great extent since 1808 in the

neighbourhood of London. A running stream of clear

water is essential to its cultivation in perfection. It

grows most freely, and has a better flavour, on a sandy
or gravelly bottom than on any other. Some market
gardeners who can command a small stream grow water
cresses in beds sunk in a retentive soil, depositing chalk,

gravel, or sand, in tile bottom of the bed, on which the

plunts are inserted in rows in the direction of the stream.

Water cresses grown in this way are, however, far infe-

rior to those from a natural stream.
Mustard, white und black, (Sinapis alba and nigra of Mustard

Liumeus,) are ImjIIi natives of Britain. They are often

cultivated in gardens along with cress as a small salad

while in the seed leaf, hut more particularly the white

mustard. For spring and summer consumption sow
once a week or fortnight in a dry warm situation, in

February and March, and afterwards in any open com-
partment; but in the heat of summer in shady places.

For winter use sow in a frame or hot-bed. White mus-
tard seed was formerly swallowed entire to stimulate the

stomach. In fields both species, but particularly the

black, is cultivated for seed to be ground.

American cress ( llarftarea preecox of De Candolle) American
is an indigenous biennial plant ; the young leaves of crus,

which are much esteemed as a salad in winter, but it

may also be had throughout the year; for which pur-

pose a sowing should be made in August or beginning
of September for use in winter ami eurly spring, and if

wanted throughout the season sow every mouth from

March to August. In winter, if the weather prove

severe, the plants will require a little shelter, by
sticking a few branches of evergreens among them.
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Gan'en
locket.

The seeds should be sowu in drills rather than

broad cart.

Winter cress (Uarharea vulgaris of De Candolle,) is

also a well known perennial plant, a native of Britain.

It is used for the same purposes as the American cjcss,

and its culture is the same.

Garden rocket ( Ernea saliva of LiutiGeus) is an an-

nual plant, a native of the south of Europe, and has

been known in Britain as a salad plant since 1573, but

is now almost neglected ; it is still cultivated in different

parts of the continent. Tile leaves and tender stalks

form an agreeable addition to mustard and cress. If a
supply is desired through the year, begin sowing in

February and March.

Capparideout Plants.

Csper. Caper (Capparis spinosa of Linnaeus) is a bush, a
native of the southern parts of Europe, growing among
rocks. Capers arc the unexpended flower buds of the

shrub. It is cultivated in many parts of the south of

Fruucc in orchards, between fig and olive trees, but in

this country it requires protection ill severe weather, and
consequently the plant is not worth cultivating lor flower

buds or capers for use*

Caryophylleous plants.

Bladder Bladder campion (Silent infiata of Linmens) is a
campion.

wc jj know n indigettous perennial plant, and was formerly

cultivated in gardens tor the sake of its young shoots,

which are boiled and eaten ; they should never be used

above two inches long, and by piuchingHiirthe old shoots

a constant supply of young shoots can be obtained.

The plant grows hest iti deep light soil, and the shoots

would be much improved by blanching.

Oralideoxis Plants.

Aiwoms, Arracacha, or Oralis roots, ( Ora!it crenala of Jac-

rortw*
1 *1

9u*n*) >* a native Chili and Peru, where it was first

noticed by Feuillec. It has been cultivated for the Kike

of its tubers by a few persons of late years. The tubers

resemble small potatoes. The plant is said to prefer a

light rich soil. It is best to forward the plants in a

hot-bed iu spring, to be finally transplanted in a warm
border in the open ground uliout the end of May.
The plants os they advance should be earthed up like

the potato, and the roots will continue to swell until

the plants are killed by the frost Some plant whole

tubers, others only divisions of them. In cooking, the
* tubers are cleaned and boiled for about ten minutes,

and they are then served with white sauce ; they have

something of the taste of new potatoes, with the flavour

of a nut The leaves may be used as a salad, and the

Ttopwolum succulent stems in tarts. The roots of Tropteolum tube-

tulerokum. rosum
, a nearly allied plant, is considered equal to

Oxalis; they have the flavour of asparagus when boiled.

The plant is readily propagated by cuttings, or by the

roots
;
the young plants produce a crop of tubers late in

autumu. The common wood sorrel (Oralis acetocella

of Lmmvus) Ua well known indigenous plant, the leaves

of which are said to be an excellent addition to salads,

and a relish to dishes of mashed greens. The plant is

readily propagated by the bulhs, hut the situation in

which it is grown should be shady, as under trees. The
soil best suited to its growth is vegetable mould.

Common
wood
sorrel.

Nasturtium, or Indian Crest, (Tropteolum tnajus of Horticul

Linntru*,) is a native of Peru, and is au annual plant (ur*’

iu Ihb country, but is a perennial in its own and other
'

warm climates. The flowers as well as the leaves,
tiwj^orla

having a warm tarte resembling garden cress, are fre- disc’cress,
quently put into salads, and the flowers are often used

for garnishing. The pods when green are pickled, and
Used under the false name of capers, and ore preferred to

most pickles for sauce. The plant is remarkable as

emiting electric sparks fmm the flowers, which are visible

only in the evening In the cultivation of tlte plant the

seeds only require to be sown in the open border in a
light soil and sunny situation ; and as the plants are of

a climbing habit they may afterwards be trained to trellis-

work, or to branched sticks, or allowed to trail along the

ground. Besides the green pods of the Nasturtium,

those of Euphorbia Lathyris are pickled and used by
the French under tl:e name of capers.

Lrguminout plants.

Chickpea (Cicer arietinum of Linnteiis) is an annual Chick pea.
plant, a native of Italy and the Levant, introduced in

1548. The plant is cultivated for the sake of its seeds

in the south of Europe, which are used as peas. The
seeds may either be sown broad cast or in drills. In
Britain, if the season does not prove both dry and warm,
the plant withers before the seeds become ripe.

Bean (Paha vulgaris of Tournefort,) is said to have Beta,

been found in a wild state on the confines of Persia,

and hits been cultivated time immemorial, both in gar-

dens and field-*, for the sake of its seeds, which nre used
in soups and us separute dishes. The principal varieties

of the garden bean cultivated are the following: 1.

Early Muzngnn; 2. Lisbon; 3. Small Spanish; 4.

Broad Spanish; 5. Sandwich; <i. Toker; 7, White
blossomed; 8. Black blossomed; 9. Windsor; 10. Fan,
or Cluster; 11. Long pod; 12. lied blossomed ; 13.

Royul dwarf; 14. Green Genoa : 15. Green Windsor.
The muzatran, early Lisbon, and Lisbon should be sown
in rows, in October, November, or December, ill a warm
border, for use in May. or they may be sown in a frame
thickly, so that the young plants may be easily pro-

tected in severe weather, to be finally transplanted into

a warm border in February or March. The growth of
liesns are said to he accelerated by transplanting, and
therefore may be raised on a slight hot-bed, in January or
February, for early use, should the plums from the

autumn sowing have been killed. To succeed these,

some early large lung pods and brown Spanish should
he sown about the end of January, in a warm situation,

and some Sandwich and toker may be planted in Fe-
bruary. In March and April, Windsor and most other
sorts should be sown for full crops ; for the principal

summer crops the Windsor, Sandwich, toker, large long
pod, and broad Spanish are best adapted. Smaller
portions may be sown in May, June, and July for late

production, especially any of the smaller early kinds

;

thus a regular supply will be provided for from June to

September. In sowing beans plant the seeds in rows
two inches deep, and two or three inches apart in the

row. Smving or planting is generally effected by the
dibble for large sorts, and in drills drawn by the hoe for

small sorts. When the plants have grown two, three,

or six inches in height, draw some earth up about the

stems on each side of the drill, afterwards keep them
free from weeds, and stir up the soil occasionally be-
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Hofticul- (ween (he rows. When (lie plants have cosne into full
lur^ blossom, most gardeners cut or pinch off the tops to

promote the growth of pods. The black fly. honey dew,

and mildew arc the principal diseases which attack beans,

but as there is no known remedy tor these diseases, the

crop attacked had better be destroyed. If for seed to

ripen, sow in February and March.

Lentil. Lendl (Ervum lens of Linneus) is said to be a na-

tive of France, but has been known in Britain time out

of mind, the haulm for food tor cattle, and the seeds for

haricot and soups. A dry sandy soil is best suited to

its culture, but the lentil is more an agricultural than a

horticultural plant.

Fea. Pea (Piitmt sativum of Linnaeus,) in its wild state, is

Raid to be a native of the south of Europe, but has been

in cultivation, both in fields and gardens, time immemo-
rial in Brilain. Peas appear to have been scarce in the

time of Elizabeth, for at that time they are said to have

been brought from Holland. In the sugar pea the

inner film is wanting, and therefore when the pods are

young they are boiled whole and used in the manner
of kidney beans. The following are (he varieties

commonly cultivated in garden* : 1. Early frame; 2.

Early Charlton ; 3. Early white Warwick ; 4. Bishop’s

dwarf; 5. Dwarf marrowfat; 6. Woodford’s marrow;
7. Tall marrowfat; 8. Blue imperial; 9. Knight's tall

marrowfat; 10. Knight’s dwarf marrowfat ; 11. Prus-

sian blue ; 12. Prussian green ;
13. Leadmaus dwurf

;

14. Sugar; 15. Rouncevals, These varieties differ not

only in height, and mode of growth, but in hardiness,

time of coining to perfection, and in flavour. The
Charltons and white Warwick are early, prolific, and the

seeds are well flavoured, and therefore are well adapted

both for early and succession crops. The early frame

will be ready a few days Ixrfore the Churlton if sown at

the sau^e time, but it is a scanty bearer. Bishop’s dwarf
is early and very prolific. The hotspur is as early as the

Charlton. The kinds mentioned above arc the best

adapted for sowings made from the end of October to

the middle of January, and for late sowings raised from

the middle of June to the beginning of August. For
general crops of marrowfuts and the larger kinds of peas

the time of sowing is from the beginning of February to

the end of April. Knight’s dwarf marrowfat amt
Bishop’s dwarf are hardy and prolific, and retain their

sweet flavour even when full grown. The Maratlo,

Prussian blue, Prussian green, and Kouuccvals, sugar,

and others, may be sown for full crops from the beginning
of February to the end of April, and in smaller quanti-

ties until the middle of June. For late crops, besides

the early sorts, all the dwarf kinds are suitable. Charl-
tons may be sown in May for late crops. From Fe-
bruary to May is the time'for sowing the principal crops,

even sometimes crops sown in February surpass those

sown in autumn. At the close of the sowing season,

July or the beginning of August, small quantities may
afterwards be sown, as this crop will entirely depend
upon the mildness of the autumn. Peas are always
sown in drills about two inches deep, and at distances

from drill to drill according to the size to which the

kind sown naturally grows requires. Peas require a mo-
derately rich soil ; sandy loam and decayed vegetable

substances is the best manure. The soil for early crops

should be dry, and the situation slkeltrred as well as

sunny. AH the sowings made after January should be

in open compartments, but for the sowings made in the

autumn sheltered and sonny borders are necessary. As

the plants rise draw earth to the stems from time to

time in dry weather. Early crops should be protected
turc *

by straw, or any litter laid upon brushwood, or by spruce
fir brauchcs. All the taller sorts require to lie supported

by branched sticks being stuck in along the rows. In

February early kinds of peas maybe sown in flat boxes,

and placed in a hot-house, or for extensive crops they

should be sown in a slight hot bed fur transplanting in

an open ground in March. Peas arc sometimes forced

in the manner of French beaus in boxes placed iu a hot-

house, or sown iu the borders of a peach-house, or other

forctug-housc that is intended to be lorced from the be-

ginning of the year. By the time forcing commences
these will be ready for transplanting into the same bor-

ders. Peas, in all cases, are paid to be forwarded by
transplanting. For a crop for seed sow in spring, and
the pods will be ripe in autumn.

Scarlet runner (P/ia-seoUis multifloras ofWilldcnow) Scarlet

is a native of South America, introduced in 1633. and runner,

was only regarded by Limircu* as a variety ofthe French
or kidney bean. Its culture is nearly the same as that

of the kidney bean, but the plant is more tender. The
three following varieties of it are cultivated, the scarlet,

Dutch, and white. The end of April or the middle of

May will be time enough for (lie first sowings fur a full

crop, and another about the beginning of June. The
seeds are sown in drills two inches deep, and four feet

asunder if more than one drill, and the beans two or

three indies apart in the drill. A row of tall sticks or

poles should be stuck in along each row, for the plants

to climb upon, or they may be supported by trellis-work
or lines. To have a more forward crop, sow in April in

a slight hot-bed, to be finally transplanted into the open
ground about the end of May. As the plant advances

in growth draw earth up to the stems. From three

sowings pods of runners may be had in perfection from

July to October.

French or kidney hern (Phasmlu* vulgaris of Lin- French, or

rneus,) is a native of the East Indies, and has been cul- kidney

livuted from time out of mind. It is an extremely poly-
*wa1**

murplums plant, its habit is either erect or climbing, its

flowers white, lilac, or purple, and its seeds vary much
both in shape, size, and colour. In Britain the unripe

pods, both of the kidney bean and scarlet runner, are

the only parts used, which may be had throughout the

year by forcing, but on the continent the ripe seeds are

used as forming haricots, as well as being put into some
kinds of soups. The varieties principally cultivated in

Britain are the following: 1. Early yellow; 2. Early

red speckled; 3. Early black ; 4. Early white; 5. White
Battersea; 6. White Canterbury; 7. Black speckled

;

8 Brown speckled; 9. Dun coloured; 10. Striped; t

11. Tawny. The first four ore best for the earlier

crojMs and the others for general crops. The lime of

sowing in the open ground is from April or May to the

beginning of August, which will furnish beans in perfec-

tion from June to October. But unlike the scarlet

runners, they require no support. Urowers for sale

depend principally upon the Battersea and Canterbury

for main crops. The anil for kidney beans should be

light and mellow for early sowings, but moist and loamy
for later summer sowings. The sowings iu April and

May should be made iu a south border, well sheltered

and sunny, but the following sowings in more open

compartments iu drills two feet asunder, and from one

to two inches deep, and the beans one or two inches

apart in the drill. As the plants advance in growth
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Hortieui- draw a Ijttle earth up to the stems, on each side of the

turc
' row. Kidney beans may be successfully forced in

flued pits, hot-houses, hot-bed*, and forcing-houses.

For forcing sow in flat boxes or pan* filled with light

rich earth to be placed in a stove, or hot-bed, gi\ ing

moderate supplies of water, and the plants when about

three inches high will be tit for finally transplanting,

which should be done in rows fifteen inches apart and

three inches from plant to plant in the row across the

beds of flued pits, &c. Give water alter planting, and

at all times when required, and plenty of air in fine days,

earthing the plants up as they advance. To have kidney

beans all the year round, sow the seeds and begin to

force in August ami thence to December. The heat

should he 50® or 60° for the minimum and 75° for the

maximum. To obtain supplies in succession sow every

month. By sowing in pots nr boxes from midwinter till

the end of March, and placing them on the flues, or on

shelve* in a hot-house, the most early pods in perfection

ore obtained. The bonier of a forcing-house is also

well adapted for forcing kidney beans. French beans

may be successfully cultivated’ from February to the

beginning of April in a hot-hed,and transplanting them

from one bed to another, and these will furnish pods in

April and June. Small portions may be sown in March
or April under glass, or in a hot-bed, to be planted out

in the open ground in May in a warm sheltered border.

Sow in small pots, three beaus in each, they will yield

pods a fortnight sooner than the earliest sown in the

open ground.

Labial. Lablab (Lablab vulgaris of Savi) is a native of the

East Indies and Egypt, where the young pods arc

cooked and used like kidney beans. In this country it

may be cultivated in the same wav as scarlet runners.

There arc several varieties of it. The plaut was intro-

duced into Britain in 1794.

Soy. Soy (Soya hispida of Mtench) is on upright hispid

annual plant, a native of Japan, and inai y other parts

of Asia, introduced in 1790. The seeds are used in

soups, and a dish called Soy is prepared from them.

The plant might be cultivated in this country in the

same manner recommended for kidney beans.

Sanguisorbfovs Plants.

Burnet. Burnet (Potrrium tangu isorba of Linuams) is an

indigenous perennial plant ; the leaves of which are

sometimes used in salads and soups. The buniet is

readily propagated by division and by seed, and succeeds

best in a light dry soil.

Porlvlaceous Plants.

Purdsne. Purslane (Portulaca saliva of Haworth) is an annual

trailing plant, a native of South America, introduced in

1052, and was cultivated formerly more extensively than

now as a salad ; the succulent stems and leaves are the

parts used as a salad or for pickling. There are two

varieties known, the green and the yellow, but the first

is preferred. For an early crop, sow in February and

March on a gentle hot- bed, and finally transplant in a

warm sheltered border in May. If a succession of young

stems and leaves be required, sow every month as lung

as the plant can be reared : the manner of sowing is ge-

nerally in drills half a foot opart. As soon a* the shoots

ore four or five inches long, cut them off close to the

ground for use, and the root left will soon push out new

shoots. Clatonia perfoliala, another plant of the same HotiicuU

order, is sometimes used as a substitute for purslane.

Ficoidcout Plants.

Xcw Zealand spinach (!Tetruyonia expanta of Alton) Zea-

is a prostrate plant beset with crystalline dots, a native

of New Zealand, Japan, and even Chili, and was intro-

duced by Sir Joseph Bank* ill 1772. It has been cul-

tivated tor some time in this country as spinach ; a light

soil suits it best, and it grows so fust that a very few

plant* will sutfice to furnish a supply of leaves for a

family through the summer. 'J he seeds may either be

sown in drills or broad cast, or they may be reared on a

slight hot-bed, and afterwards, in the month of May,
the plant* so reared should be finally transplanted into

the open border. There are other two plants of the

same natural family which ale sometimes cultivated as

spinach. The sea purslane (Sesuvium poriularastrum)
and the edible fig marigold (Mesembryanthcmum
edule).

Cucurbitaccous Plants.

Pompion

s

and gourds
, or the different species of Oil- ^>airF*oni

curbitn, produce their fruit in the open air in summer, .

although natives of the warmer parts of the East. The
ffuu* **

fruit is used in soups, stews, pie*, and tarts; the tender

tops also furnish an excellent substitute for greens.

Pompionsand gourds of all sorts, of which the vegetable

marrow is one of the most valuable varieties, are pro-

pagated by seed which should be reared r>n a hot-bed

or under a hand-glass, for finally transplanting about the

middle of May, or they may be raised on sunk beds

formed of horse-dung earthed over. All the kinds may
also l»e sown where the plants are intended to remain

under hand -glasses, without bottom heat, or later in a
warm situation without hand-glasses. As the plants

increase, earth up the stents below the cotyledons, and
train the branches along the surface ot the soil by
means of pegs.

Umbelliferous Plants.

Celery, (Apium praveolcns of Linnanis,) in a wild Celery,

state, is a native throughout Europe by the sides

of ditches, brooks, &c. especially towards the sea, and
is known in Britain under the name of Smallage, in

which state it is acrid and dangerous, and the effect of

cultivation in producing from it the mild sweet celery is

remarkable. The blanched leaf stalks are used raw as

a salad in autumn and winter, and they are also stewed

and put into soups : in Italy the grt-en leave* arc used

for the latier purpose. The varieties of cultivated celery

arc the following: 1. Upright Italian; 2. Large
hollow; 3. Solid stalked; 4. Large red. The red

kind is much hardier than the others, but is coarser for

salads; it is, however, well adapted for soups and stews.

A head of celery ha* been known to have attained (he

weight of ten pounds. The soil in which celery thrives

best should he rich in vegetable mould, and rather moist.

For an early summer and autumn crop, the seeds

should be sown about the end of February or beginning

of March in a slight hot-bed, and when the plains have
attained the height of two or three inches, plant them
into a warm border, and in May or June finally trans-

plant them into trenches for blanching ; this crop lieiug

liable to run to seed, should be small. For the principal

crop for autumn and winter use, sow in beds of light rich
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llorticul- rich earth in the beginning of April, giving; water as rc-

^ J
uw

-
,
q uired, and when the plants have grown three or four

inches in height, thin the seed-bed and prick the thin-

nings into intermediate beds to gain strength for final

transplanting. For a late crop to stand the winter for

use in May, sow a small portion of seed in the beginning

of May, and when the plants are about six weeks old,

prick them out into other beds to remain till September
or October, at which time they should be finally trans-

planted into moderate trenches, and they should he

earthed up a little before winter sets in, and also in Fe-
bruary and March. For finally transplanting all the

crops in trenches for blanching, allot an open comport-

ment, making each trench a toot wide and three and a

half feet apart, and one foot deep, but before planting

dig in rotten dung into the bottom of each trench to

strengthen the soil, and afterwards set a single row of
plants along the centre of each trench, four or five iuchcs

distance. Continue planting in this manner in succes-

sion every month from June to September. Water
should be given at planting, and afterwards if required.

As the plants grow from half a fool to a foot in height,

earth them up gradually and equally on belli sides of

the row for blanching, with a spade, and this earthing

up should be repeated every fortnight from July to Fe-
bruary, sparingly at first. The crops are dug up as they

are wanted when ready, for after they arc fully blauched
they soon begin to rot and decay.

Ccleriae Cdennc is a turnip-rooted variety of celery, the root

of which is sliced and put into soups to give them fla-

vour. In Germany it is a common salad, and for which
purpose the roots are boiled, and when cold they are

eaten with oil and vinegar. They are sometimes usrd

stewed with sauces. In ul! cases the roots are boiled,

first cutting away the rind and fibres. There arc several

varieties of cclcriac cultivated : 1. Common ; 2. Celerie

rave; 3. Knott Celerie. The la^t is the hardiest, and
continues longer in spring. The time for sowing

celeriac is the same as that for celery, and a rich light

soil is necessary. The seed may be reared on a moderate

hot-bed, and the plants afterwards pricked out into an-

other hot-bed to gain strength until two or four inches

high, which will be about the middle ofJune
;
they may

be finally transplanted at the distance of fifteen inches

from plant to plant in flat beds, giving plenty of water

if the weather prove dry, and the roots will be ready in

September or October for use. The roots may be earthed

up to whiten them when full grown.

Pawley. Parsley (Petrosetinum sativum of Hoffmann) is a

biennial plant, a native of Greece and Turkey, and was
introduced from Sardinia in I54S, but is now so com-
mon as to be naturalized in several parts of Britain.

The varieties of parsley cultivated are, the common
curled, and broad leaved, or large rooted. The leaves of
the two first are used as pot-herbs us well as a garnish.

The third is cultivated for the sake of its long carrot-like

root, to be drawn in winter like parsnips. One sowing
of the pot -herb kinds in spring will furnish leaves all the

year round. The seeds are generally sown in a single

row along the edge of a border. The plants should be

cut close in order to have a success! mat supply of young
leaves, but the last cutting should be made in Sep-
tember, so as to allow the plants to form heads of young
leaves for winter use. To obtain large roots of the third

kind or Hamburg parsley, sow the seeds in deep dry

soil in February, March, or April. in drills or broad cast;

thinning the plants to nine inches apart. By this

voi„ VI.

means the roots will be ready for use from August to Horticul-

the following spring. A sowing should be made in tun?.

June if very young roots are wanted for winter use.

Alexandivs (Smymivm. olusatrum of Linnieus) is a Alesuurfcn

coarse biennial plant, a native of Britain, towards the

sea-coast ; it was formerly cultivated like celery for its

blanched leaf-stalks as a salad. In the cultivation of
the plant the seed should be sown in April, broad cast,

and when the young plants are large enough, they

should be finally transplanted in drills two feet apart

and six inches asunder in the drill. The seed may also

be sown in drills where the plants are to remain
; but

they should be properly thinned. The plants should be
earthed up like celery as they advance in growth to

blanch the leaf-stalks.

Caraway (Carum carti of Linnaeus) is a perennial Caraway,
plant, a native of several parts of Europe, but is only

naturalized in Britain. It is chiefly cultivated in gar-

dens for the sake of its seed. In spring the leaves are

sometimes put into soups, and the roots were formerly

used like parsnips. Sow in autumn in drills or broad
cast, and afterwards thin the plants to a foot distance.

Anise ( Pimpinella ani.tum of Linnaeus) is an annual An?—,

plant, u native of Scio and Egypt, introduced to Britain

in 1551, and is occasionally grown in gardens for use as

a garnish, and for seasoning like the fennel. The seeds

should be sown in April in a dry warm border, and when
the plants arc up, thin them to three inches opart.

Siirret (Sium sisarum of Liuncus) is a native ofSkirret,

several parts of Asia. It is a perennial plant, introduced

in 1548, and cultivated for the sake of the tubers of the

root. These tubers are boiled and served up with butter.

The plant prefers a light deep soil, and may be propa-
gated by either seeds or offsets, but the first is the best

method to have tender young roots. Sow the seeds in

March or April in an open spot, in drills eight inches

asunder, and afterwards thin the plants to half a foot

apart in the row, and the roots will be ready in August,
September, or Octolwr, and they wilt continue good
until the plant begins to ruu for seed in spring.

Fennel (P<gniculum vulgare of Bay) is a perennial Fennel,

plant, a native of the chalky dills of Britain. The
tender stalks are used in salads, the leaves boiled enter

into many kinds of fish sauoe. Fennel may be either

propagated by seed or offsets. Sow the seed in spring,

and finally transplant at a foot and a half distance. If

propagated from offsets, the plants produce an imme-
diate supply of young leaves. The same plants endure
many years, and in order to have a supply of young
leaves fur summer use, cut down a portion of the flower

stems.

Fin nochio or Sweet fennel (Faniculum dulce of Finnochku

Banhin) is a biennial plant, a native of Italy and Por-

tugal. It differs from common fennel in its dwarfer
stature, darker hue, and shorter duration. The part

used is the blanched stalks, which are eaten with oil,

vinegar, and pepper as a cold salad, and they sometimes
enter into soups. The swollen stems, when of tolerable

size, should be earthed up on each side of the drill half

a foot high, to render them white and tender, which
will be effected in a fortnight. By successive sowings
and cutting down old plants during summer, crops of
blanched stalks may be had from June to December.

Samphire ('CrUkmum manlimum of Li tinams) is a Somphir*.
perennial evergreen plant, a native of the chalky clifta

of Britain. It is an old English pickle, and a frequent

addition in salads. If it be grown in gardens, it requires

o*
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Bertieul- n sheltered dry situation screened from the morning

turc- sun, protecting it in winter by a little Sitter, and :n spring
‘ the soil urotmd the plant* should be sprinkled with a

little powdered barilla. Several other plants are used

for the <ame purpose* as samphire, a* the Salicomia

hrrbatt'fi, and Inula crithmifolut .

Garden an* (warden angtltca (Archangelica officinalis of Hoff-

galica. mann) is a biennial plant, a native of many part* of

Europe, hut is only naturalised in Britain. It is cul-

tivated for the sake of its leaf-stalks, which are blanched

and eaten like celery, or candied. The young stalks are

collected for the latter purpose in May. The plant

grows almost in any soil or situation, but prefer* one

rather moist The seed* ere sown in drills in August,

and when the plants are half a fool high they are trans-

planted in rows two feet apart in the row. For candy-

ing, the young shoots and stalks of leaves are cut when

in a green and tender state. By keeping established

plants cut clown, young leaf-stalks and shoots may be had

in succession for several years from the same plants.

Dill ?
Dill (Anetkum grateolens of Linnwus) is a biennial

plant with the geueral appearance of feunrl, and is a

native of Asia. Africa, and America, introduced to Britain

in 1570. Being a strong aromatic, the leaves ore used

in some kinds of pickles, particularly cucumbers, and

sometimes in soups and sauces. For the propagation

of the plant, sow seeds in February. March, awl in au-

tumn, in drills or broad cast when* it is intended fmailv

to remain, and the plauts should afterward* be thinned

if they come up loo thick. They witl furnish leaves for

use in summer and autumn.

Parsnip. Parsnip, ( Pastinaea saliva of Linnsms.) in its wild stale,

is a native of Britain, ou dry banks and on chalky soil. It

has long l>een an inmate of the gardens, and is culti-

vated for the sake of the root to be eateu with suited fish.

In Ireland a kind of beer is prepared from the roots

along with hop*. The principal varieties in cultivation

are as follows: 1. Common; 2. Guernsey or Jersey

;

3. Hollow crowned ; 4. Turnip rooted or Siam. The
soil best adapted fur parsnip* is that which is light, deep,

and free from stones, it should also he dry and deeply

trenched, depositing plenty of decomposed manure at

the bottom of the trench to draw the roots down. The
seed should be sown in March or April in beds broad

cast, and the plants are to be thinned to about eight

inches distance from each other by a hoe. All that

is afterwards required is to keep them free from weeds.

About the end of September the root* will be ready for

use, and they will keep good in the ground till spring.

By digging them up in March, and cutting off their top*,

they will keep good til) April.

Carrot. Carrot ( Daunt* carota of L»im«nia) is a biennial

plant, a native of some part* of Europe and Aria in its

wild state
; it is also found plentiful in Britain on the

borders of fields on a gravelly mmI. The root of the

carrot in its wild slate is white,'dry, sticky, and slender,

hot the roots of the cultivated varieties are large, succu-

lent, and of a reddish-yellow or yellow colour. They

are used in soup* nnd stews, und aie also eaten entire.

The principal varieties ot carrot cultivated are the fol-

lowing: 1. Large red ; 2. Orange; 3. Early horn

;

4. I .ate horn. The soil best adapted to the cultivation

of the carrot is a deep, light, and sandy soil, and

should be always trenched deeply before sowing. The

seed mav be sown cither in drills or broad cast,

but always in calm weal her. n* they arc so light and

liable to be blown about by the wind ; they should be

trodden down by the foot before raking or covering Hortkol-

thetn with earth. For early summer crops sow in Fe- ,

brusry or March, and for this sowing prefer the early *

horn. From the middle of March to the end of April

sow tlie orange for principal crops. A small sowing

may also lie made in May, and also in the beginning of

June and July for late summer and autumn crops of
young carrots; likewise sow a small portion in the be-

ginning of August to stand the winter, and they will

supply young carrots in esrly spring. When the young
plants arc two or three inches high, they should be

thinned by hand to three or four inches apart, for

those intended to be drawn while young, and from six

to eight inches for the principal crop. Some of the

first sowing will be ready for use in Juue and July, to

August and September, and in full growth about tlie

end of October. Carrot* should be taken up in the be-

ginning of winter, cleaned and stored away among sand

in such a manner as to exclude the trost, and in this

way they will keep good till April.

Street cicely (Myrrhis arcmalica of Liuncus) is a Sweet

perennial plant, a nutive of the north of F.nglaod and cksly.

Scotland, the young leaves and seeds of which were for-

merly used in salads, and the young roots were boiled

and eaten cold in tarts. la Guernsey it is still used in

soups.

Arraeacha (Arraeacha esculenta of Dc Candolle) is Arraeacha.

a perennial plant, a native of South America, about

Santa Fe de Bogota and the Caracas. where it is

cultivated for culinary purposes. The root branches

and grows to a large size, and yields a food which is

grateful to the palate, nnd easy of digestion when cooked

in the »ame manner as potatoes. The plant was intro-

duced first to the British gardens in 1S23, but notwith-

standing every means has been tried to cultivate it for

use it has not succeeded, except in producing a few

leaves and flower*.

Coriander (Coriandrum sativum of Linnaaus) is an Coriander,

annual fetid plant, s unlive of the south of Europe. Its

culture and management consists of sowing the seals

on a light soil iu autumn.

Valentinevus Plants.

Lamb’s lettuce (Valericinelta olitmia of Mocuch) i* Lamb’s

an annual plant, a native of Britain, in corn fields. It lettuce,

is cultivated in gardens as a winter salad. Three sow-

ings, one in August, another in September for use in

winter and early spring, and the last sowing in February

and March for early summer use. If wanted throughout

the season, sow every month. The soil best adapted

for Iamb’s lettuce is a light mellow earth. The seeds

should be sown broad cast, and if the plants rise too

thick, thin them a little.

Composite P/ants.

Jerusalem* artichoke (Heliaxihus tuberosus of Lin- Jerusalem

nasiis) is a perennial plant, a native of Brazil, and was artichoke,

introduced to the British gardens in 1617. Tlie root*

produce numerous tuber* similar to potatoes, and

were used before tlie introduction of tltat useful plant.

They are eaten boiled and mashed with butter. The
plant i* propagated by the tuber*, either whole or di-

vided in parts; the first method is preferable: they are

planted in rows in spring or autumn by the dibble.

* Called JeraaalJem by a corruption from the Italian Oiratoie.
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Hoitieul- and ill the following; November the young tubers will be

J
UT*‘ ready for use. From the same plantation a succession

#

of crops are obtained for many years but to have the

roots in perfection, plant some every spring. A light,

rather sandy soil is best adapted to the growth of the

Jerusalem artichoke.

Scononaro, Scorsontra (Scorsortera Hispanica of Linnaeus) is u

native of many parts of the south of Europe, and has been
cultivated in Britain since 1576. The plant is biennial.

The root is while carrot-shaped, and is the part used
for culinary purposes

;
the outer rind is scraped olf, the

root is then steeped in water to deprive it of a portion of
its bitterness. It is either boiled or stewed like carrots.

The seed may be cither sown in drills or broad cast in

March, April, and May for succession, and if the plants

come up too thick, they are to be thinned to six inches

distance, and the roots will be ready for use in August,
nnd from thence to spring. A dry*, light, rich soil is best

adapted to the growth of Seorsonera.
Salaiiy, Salsify (Tragopogon porrifoliu* of Linmnis) is an

indigenous biennial plant. The root is carrot-shaped,

while, and fleshy, like that of Scorsontra, and ls cooked
and used for the same purpose. The young stems
are cut ill spring, dressed and used as a substitute for

asparagus. The mil for salsify should be light, rich,

and the situation open. The seed may either be sown
broad cast or in drills, and if the young plants rise too

thick they arc to be thinned to six inches apart. The
seed should be sown in' March, April, and May in suc-

cession, and the roots will begin to be ready in August,
and will continue good till spring.

Artichoke, Arhchoke (Cynara scalymns of Limueua) is a peren-

nial plant, a native of the south of Europe, and has been
cultivated in British gardens since 1548. The recep-

tacle of the flowers freed from the pappus or what is

called choke, as well os the bases of the scales of the in-

volucrum, are the parts used when dressed. The young
hearts of artichoke plants, when blanched, are considered

by some equal to those of the cardoon. The varieties in

cultivation are the following: 1. Conical French;

2. Globe ; 3. Dwaif globe : the second is considered

the best for principal crop", but all the sorts will produce

heads in perfection from July to November. The situa-

tion in which the artichoke is planted should be open,
and the soil light, rich, and deep, and well manured.
They arc propagated by offsets from old plantations,

which may either be planted by the dibble or the spade.

The young plants will produce heads in tolerable per-

fection in the August following, and the same planta-

tion will continue good for many successive years. In

autumn, or as soon as the plants are done growiug, dig

between the rows, ridging the mould over the roots,

and in very severe frosts they should, besides, be
covered thickly over with litter; but in March, both the

litter and the earth thrown up should be removed, being

only placed there for the protection of the roots. Two
or three of the strongest shoots of each root only should
be allowed to remain to furnish heads, the rest are to

be slipped olf, and used to form a new plantation if

wanted. Afterwards dig in some well rotted dung
between the rows and level the ground.

Csnlooa Cardoon (Cynara carduncuiut of Ltnnwu*) is a bien-

nial plant, a native of Candia, and has been cultivated

in British gardens since 1658. The tender hearts of

the plants are used in stews, soups, and salads in au-

tumn and winter. They become more tender anti white

by excluding the light by any of the inodes of blanching.

The principal sorts of cultivated cardoon are the follow- Himieul-
ing : 1. Common; 2. Spanish; 3. Cardoon of Tours; turn.

4. Red ; but the second kind is generally considered
the best. The seed should be sown every year where
the plant* arc intended to remain, io March, April, May,
and June in succession. A deep, light, rich, mellow soil

is the best adapted to the cultivation of the cardoon.
The plants should be in rows four feet apart

;
some

transplant from the seed-bed, but it is now considered
belter to sow in patches of three or four seeds in each
patch at sufficient distances, where live plants are finally

to remain, and when the young plants have attained

four or six leaves, all should be removed except one
of the strongest in each patch. When the plants have
grown the height of two or three feat, which is com-
monly in August or September, tie the leaves together
and earth up the plant on all sides a foot, and as the

stems rise continue to tie the leaver, and earth up higher
until October. When fully blanched, they may be taken
up like celery as wanted, which will be from September
and October through the winter. The plants should
be covere<l over with litter in very severe frosts.

Thistle.—Some species of Cnicus, Carduus, and Ono- Thistle.

pardon were formerly cultivated and used in the manner
of the cardoon, but they are now wholly neglected.

Lettuce (Lactuca satires of Luinams) is an annual Lettuce,

plant, said to have been cultivated in Britain since 1562,
but from whence it originally came is now unknown.
Although the plant ii of very short duration, by succes-
sive sowings it can be had in perfection almost through-
out the year. Lettuce ia welt known as un agreeable
salad, and sometimes it is an ingredient in soups. It con-
tains a large portion of opium in the form of milky juice
like the endive, succory, and dandelion. There area
great many kinds of lettuce cultivated ; these are divided
into two groups, called cabbage and cos lettuces. For
winter; nnd spring use, the brown, Dutch, Hammersmith,
and tennis-ball among thecabbage lettuces, and the brown,
red, and green among the cos lettuces are considered best

;

but for summer and autumn, the Silesian and brown Sile-

sian among the cabbage lettuces, and the Paris and Flo-
rence among the cob lettuce* arc preferred. The cabbage
lettuces generally have a milder taste than the cos lettuces,

but when full grown the flavour of the cos kinds are pre-
ferred. The seed should be sown broad cast on a seed -bed.
The soil best adapted to the culture of all kinds of lettuce

is light, rich, and mellow. To have a succession of crops,
seed should be sown every month, from February to
July for principal crops, and for a crop to come into
use during winter, the seed should be sown about
the end of August, Home sow on a slight hot-bed in

spring to forward the plants for transplanting in April
or May. When the plants raised in spring and early

summer are two or three inches high, they are finally

transplanted into an open compartment in rows a foot
apart. Heading and blanching is promoted by tying
the leaves of each plant together with matting. For
lettuce to stand the winter tor use in spring, plant in a
warm border sloping to the south, in a dry soil, or sow
where the plants are to remain, and also some may be
planted in beds so as they may be readily protected by
hand-glasses, frames, or other covering placed over them
in severe weatheT, giving at all times plenty of air, and
in March and April all those lettuces so protected should
be finally transplanted in the open ground, and they will

come into use in April and May. The Dutch have a
method of producing cabbage lettuces throughout the
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Hort’-ctu* winter, by planting them in a frame when young, and

lure- in October when the air grows cold and the heads
k ~

\
4
begin to set close, the lights are put on and air is no

longer given, taking cnrc to cover the lights with mats

according to the severity of the weather, as nil that is

necessary is just to keep out the frost, and withholding

water altogether, but always taking oir the mats when-

ever the weather will permit, and by this means cab-

bage lettuces are had in perfection throughout the winter

till April, when they arc succeeded by the early forced,

or those protected. The tops of the plants should never

be allowed to touch the glass, as that causes them to rot,

and for this purpose the frames should be raised trom

time to time according to the growth of the plants.

^nd,TD Endive (Cichorium endivia of Linnsiis) is an annual

plant, a native of China and Japan, and has been culti-

vated since 1548 in British garden*. The part used

is the blanched head, in salads and stews, in autumn

and winter. The varieties generally cultivated are the

following: 1. Batavia, or broad leaved; 2. Curled

leaved; and there arc many subvarieties of each kind.

The green curled is the best for principal crops to be

used in autumn and winter. A small sowing of white

curled may be made for early summer and autumn use.

TTie broad leaved is the best to lie used for stews and

soups in autumn to December. The seed should be

sown in May for a small early crop for summer use, but

the principal crops should not be sown until June, July,

and August, for. autumn and winter use, the latest for

early spring use. The seed should he sown in beds

of mellow light curth, and when the young plants are of

sufficient size, thin them so that the remainder may
become stocky for transplanting, or lo remain. When
the plants are about six inches lri»h, finally transplant

them in shallow trenches or on a level surface, in rows

a foot apart, in a rich light soil. The time of trans-

planting the various crops is from June to October, but

the principal portion in August, and the general winter

crop in the beginning of September. At the end of Sep-

tember. or beginning of October, some should be trans-

planted in warm borders to stand the winter, or on hanks

sloping to the south, sticking in a pantile behind each

plant, covering the plants over with brunches of fir or

other litter in severe weather. As the plants advance in

growth, some should have the leaves tied up, but not too

close, every now and then, to promote blanching ; and if

the soil be dry, they may be earthed up half way. The
blanching will be completed in one, two, or three

weeks, according to the season and stale of the weather,

but w hen fully blanched, if not used, the heart soon rots.

Kndive may also be blanched in any way that excludes

the light, by tiles, blanching pots, &c. In severe

weather endive may be preserved by covering the plants

with straw, or any oilier litter, or by frames, hand-

glasses, &c.
Succory Succory (Cichorium inlybut of Linmeus) is an indi-

genous perennial plant, very common in chalky coun-

ties. It is in much repute in Italy, though little culti-

vated in Britain. The leaves are blanched like those of

endive, or forced during winter, and excluded from the

light. Succory is also used in salads in its young green

state. The roots dried and ground form an excellent

substitute for coffee, or to be mixed with it. There are

the common broad-leaved, and the large-rooted chicory

cultivated ; the former for its leaves, and the latter

for its root*. The seed should be sown in June and

July, and when the plants are up thin them, and the

thinnings may be transplanted into Oliver beds if required, Ilorticul-

About the end of September the common kind is to be turr.

taken up and planted close together in pots or boxes, and
when they are well rooted, the pots or boxes should be

removed as wanted into a cellar or mushroom-house,

and entirely excluded from the light, in order to blanch

the leaves, which will be effected in a week.

Dandelion (Lcontodon taraxacum of Linmpu*) is a Dandelion*

well-known indigenous perennial plant, the blanched

leaves of which are used as a salad, and the dried pow-
dered roots as a substitute for coffee. It may be cul-

tivated for use iu the manner recommended for succory.

Tarrnyan (Artemisia draevnevlut of Linnvus) is a Tarragon

perennial plant, a native of Siberia and other parts of
Northern Asia, and has been cultivated in British gar-

dens since 1548. The tender young stems along with
the leaves are used to give flavour to pickles. An infu-

sion of the plant in vinegar makes an excellent fish

sauce. It is also put in soups and salads on account of
its flavour. The plant is best propagated by offsets, and
a dry light soil is best adapted to its growth. Young
green shoots of tarragan may be had throughout spring,

summer, and autumn, by keeping the old shoots cut

down : they may also be had in winter, by forcing a few
plants in u hot-house or hot-bed, and for this latter pur-
pose they had better be planted in pots.

Marigold ( Calendula officinnlit ofl.inmcus) is a well- Marigold,

known annual plant, a native of the south of Europe,
but has been cultivated in British gardens since 1578.

In some parts the flowers are used in broths and soups.

In its culture, the seeds only require to be sown early

in spring or late in autumn, in any soil, if not too stiff,

ill preserving the flower for winter use, pull the heads
when in perfection, and dry the florets in the sun.

Tantty (Tanactlum vulture of Liiiiia>u») is an indi- Taa«y.

genou* perennial plant. The young leaves cut in pieces

are user! to give flavour to puddings and omelets. There
arc two sorts cultivated, the common and the curled leaved,

the latter is generally preferred. The plant is propagated
by pieces of the roots, and the same plants will afterwards

produce abundant supplies of young leaves for many suc-

cessive years. By keeping the old stems cut down, the

roots will continue to throw up young ones. To have
tansy green in winter, put some plants in pots, and place

them in a stove, hot-bed, or other forcing- house.

Costmary (Balsamita vulqaria of Linmeus) is a native Coatauuy,

of Italy and a perennial plant, cultivated since 1568.
The leaves are used in salads, and were formerly pul into

ale. Like the tansy, it is propagated by division. The
same plants furnish a supply of leaves for many succes-
sive years.

Chamomile (Anthemis nobilis of Linnscus) is an in- Chamo-
digenous perennial plant. The double-flowered variety mile,

is cultivated in gardens for the sake of its flowers, for

the purpose of making chamomile tea. A poor, sundv,
or gravelly soil suits it best, and it is propagated by slips

or offsets. The flowers should be gathered when in per-

fection and dried.

Elecampane (Inula Selenium of Linnaeus) is a tall, Kleeam-
conrse, perennial plant indigenous to some parts of pome.

England. On the continent the roots are candied, and
used os a stomachic. The plant is propagated by divi-

sion, and the soil in which it thrives best is light, deep,
and sandy.

Campanulaceous Plartin.

Hampton (Campanula rapunculut of Linnaeus) is a Rampioa.

iogle
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Horticul- biennial plant, indigenous to Britain, on a gravelly soil,

but is probably only an escape from gardens. The root is

thick, tapering, and edible, and is, as well as the leaves,

mixed with salads, and for which purpose it was for-

merly much more cultivated than at present. In some
parts of the continent the roots are boiled and eaten

hot w ith sauce, or cold with vinegar and pepper. The
seed should be sown in drills in a deep light soil, and
the plants if they come up too thick are thinned. The
root will be ready for use the following autumn.

Conrolvufaccous Plant*.

Sweet po- Sweet potato (_Hata tat etlults of Choisy) is a peren-
t*to. nial tuberous-rooted plant, a native of both Indies, and

has been cultivated in Britain n» a curiosity since 1597.

Sweet ^wtatoes are still annually imported from Spain

and Portugal; they are sweet, sapid, and nourishing.

In tropical countries they are cultivated in the same
manner as we do potatoes. In warm seasons, if planted

first in a hot-bed, and about the end of May transplanted

to a warm sheltered border in the open’ ground, they

would produce small tubers.

Boragineout Plants,

Borage. Borage
,
( Borago officinalis of Linnams) is an annual

plant, a native of Britain, the voung tender tops of which
are used in salads, and lobe boiled as a dish like spinach.

Borage thrives best in & dry light soil. By suwiug a

small portion of seed every month from February to

September, borage tops may be had for use throughout

the year.

Solanaceous Plants.

Potato Potato (Solarium tuberosum of Limited*) is a native

of South America, as of Peru, Chili, Santa Fe de Bogota,

and has lately been found on the Pic d*Orizabu in

Mexico. In Peru the plant is called papas. It was
probably first brought from Quito to Spain, in the early

part of the XVIth Century, where it is called Batatas,

and from thence it appears to have found its way into

Italy. The potato, however, found its way into Eng-
land by a diliercnt route, being brought from Virginia

by Sir Walter Huleigh in 15SG. Tile sweet or Spanish

potato (Batatas t-dulis of Choisy) was u>ed in England,
us it is now, as a delicacy, before the introduction of
the potato. The potato is the most useful esculent root

cultivated. The varieties are very numerous, on account

of the facility of procuring new ones from seed ; it would
therefore be useless to give the names of them, for in

general every town and district has a favourite variety.

The names of the most early kinds, however, are as fol-

lows : !, Hog's early; 2. Royal dwarf ; 3. Early Man-
chester; 4. Common early; 5. American early; 6.

Early champion ; none of which produces blossoms w hen
true. The potato is propagated by divisions of the

tubers, each division containing one or more eyes; the

middle and moisiest end of the potato is considered to

produce the best sets for planting. Potatoes grow best

in light fresh loam without dung, and in poor, dry, light

soil well manured ; but in a wet soil they become sickly,

and produce wet tubers. The end of March or begin-

ning of April is the best time for planting main crops,

but planting may continue to the beginning of June.

The sets are planted in rows about a foot apart, and
when the plants have grown half a foot or more in height,

earth should be drawn up to the bottoms of the stems

on eaeh side of the row\ Pinching olF the flowers as they

appear is said to increase the size of the tubers as well

as the weight of the crop. About the end of June, or

beginuing of July, the tubers of the first planted crop Ilortieul-

will be of sufficient size for use, but they will be watery,
<urf

*
t

and will not keep good out of the ground for more
than two days. Potatoes are best preserved through
wiulcr in pits dug in a dry sandy soil, covering

them over with straw and the mould so dug out over

the straw ; or they may be kept in a dry close apart-

ment under ground, covering them thickly with dry
straw. The curl, which is the principal disease which
attacks the potato, is considered by some to be occasioned
by the tubers used for *eed being over ripe, therefore

if that be the case, half-ripened tubers are the best for

seed. The potato is considered to be a short-lived

plant, inasmuch that not a single healthy plant of any
sort that yields berries, and which was in culture twenty
years ago, can now be produced, and consequently to en-
sure productive crops, recourse to new varieties from seal

must be had. Potatoes kept in barns or other outhouses
exposed, if used for seed, generally produce the curl, but
if taken from those pitted in the ground, and not exposed
to the air, seldom have the curl. Change of seed and
soil is, however, considered the best remedy for the curl.

The potato is forced in a great variety of wavs, but the

most successful method to have good early tubers, is to

plant sets of the ash-leaved singly in pots, half filled

with light earth, in January, and place the pots in a hot-

house or hot-bed, earthing them up as they appear, and
finally transplant them about the end of February, w ith

the balls attached, into a pit prepared as for asparagus,

giving water when required, and as much air as possilde

;

the plants so managed will produce a crop of tubers
about the end of March, or iu April. A young crop
is early produced by planting the early dwarf on a slight

hot-bed pretty thickly. If so planted in January or
February, they will produce small tubers for use in April

and May, giving plenty of air, and protecting them from
frost. 1'utatoes may also be planted in pots or boxes,

and pluced in a stove or forcing-house.

Egg plant (Solatium metongena of Liutiams) is an Egg plant,

annual plant, a native of the East Indies, introduced in

159T, of which there arc several varieties, dilfering in

the size, colour, and shape of the fruit, but those cul-

tivated for culinary purposes are the following; the

oval and globular-shaped white, and the oval and glo-

bular-shaped purple-fruited. The fruit of the white
varieties resemble a hen's egg. In French and Italian

cookery all the varieties are used in stews and soups, and
for the general purposes of tomato. In cultivating the

plant for use, reur the seeds on a iiot-bcd, and when the

plants arc furnished with proper leaves, they may either

be pricked out into another hot-bed prepared for their

reception, or singly in small pots, and shilling them from
size to size of pot to encourage th«-ir growth until they
reach size No. 10, in which they will produce their fruit.

If the plants instead of being shifted into fruiting pots
are planted against a south wall, or in a warm border in

June, they will fruit in the open air, provided the season
is not wet and cold.

Tomato or love apple (Lycopersicum escutenturn of Tomato or

Miller) is a coarse annual plant, a native of South Amc- love apple,

rica, introduced in 1596. The plant will rise to the
height of six feet if supported, otherwise it is prostrate.

The fruit is smooth, flattened at both ends, and furrowed
on the sides The varieties in cultivation ore the large,

small, and cherry-shaped red, and the large, small, and
cherry- shaped yellow. The first sort is considered the

best tor domestic purposes, and is cultivated accordingly
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to the greatest extent. The fruit when ripe having' an

acid flavour is put into soup* and sauces, and the juice
'

in preserved for winter use like ketchup; it is also used

in confectionery as a preserve, and when preen a* a

pickle. III England the fruit is generally used in soups,

and is a well-known sauce for mutton. In Italy, how-

ever, scarcely a dinner is served up in which it does not

in some way or other form a part. For its cultivation

the seeds should be sown on a hot-bed in the end of

March, middle of April, and middle of May for succes-

sion, and when the seedlings are about two inches high,

prick them out into another hot-bed, or plant them singly

in small pots, and afterwards, about the end of May,
finally transplant them into the open air, into a sheltered

border facing the south, or against a sooth wall or paling,

to which the branches may be nailed when long enough.

Each plant should be set in a hole fill' d with hot dung
earthed over six inches. When planted in a bonier and
not against a wall, the branches may be trained along

the surface by pegs. The fruit begins to ripen in Au-
gust, and if gathered in October, and httng up in bunches

in a dry place, will keep good till November.
Capsicum or Chilli pepper, of which three species

are cultivated. 1. Guinea pepper, (Capsicum annuum
of Linnsus,) introduced in 1548, though a native of

India, endures the climate of Britain ; there are several

varieties of it, varying in the colour, shape, and site of

the fruit. 2. Cherry pepper ;
(Capsicum eerasiforme of

Wilidenow ;) this is also an annual plant, standing our
climate in the open air during summer. 3. Bell pepper,

( Capsicum grotsum of Linntpua,) introduced in 1759, is

a stove biennial, the berries of which are large red or

yellow, and are deemed the best for pickling ; it will

endure the open air in summer like the rest, but will

require to be placed in a stove during winter and spring.

Cayenne pepper is the dried, pounded fruit of the

smaller kinds of capsicum mixed with salt. In cultivat-

ing the annual kinds sow the seed about the end of

March on a hot-bed, and the beginning ofJane transplant

them finally into the open ground, on a warm sheltered

border of rich earth, and by this treatment the plants

will produce fruit from August to September.
Winter cherry, ( Physalis alkekengi of Linnteus,)

a perennial plant, a native of Europe, introduced to

Britain in 1548, and was formerly cultivated for the sake
of its berries, which possess a pleasant acidulous flavour,

and for which they are eaten in great quantities in Ger-
many and Spain, and in some parts are esteemed as
good as gooseberries for tarts. The plant is of the

most easy culture, requiring only to be planted in a light

soil, and it is readily propagated by pieces of the running
roots or by seed. The fruit of several other species of
Physalis are used as a substitute for gooseberries in

tarts in various parts of the globe.

Scrophularineoiu Plants.

Brook lime, ( Veronica becabunga of Linnaeus,) a

well-known indigenous perennial aquatic plant; the

young tops of which are used in salads.

Labiair Plants.

. Sweet basil (Ocymum basilicum of Linnaeus) and
Bush basil, (Ocymum minimum of Linncus,) both
highly aromatic annual plants, and natives of the
East Indies; the first was introduced to Britain in

1548, and the second in 1573. The leaves and small
branching or leafy tops of both species are the parts used

for culinary purposes, on account of their strong fle- Horticul-

vour of cloves in highly sea-onrd dishes. In the culti- tare.

Viition of both kinds sow the seed on a hot-brd, about
the end of Murch, and finally transplant in a warm bor-

der of rich soil. In transplanling, take care that the

plants ore raised with small bulls of earth attached to

them. Sometimes both sorts are sown in the open bor-

der, but they ore late and of small size.

lavender
, (Lavandula vera and spiea of De Can- Lavender,

dolle) are small bushy shrubs, natives of the south
of Europe and north of Africa, introduced to Britain in

1548; they are generally cultivated in this country as a
perfume, and for lavender water. They are propagated
by slips or cuttings, and prefer a dry soil like the rose'

inury. The flowers are produced in August- Lavandula
spiea yields much more essential oil by distillation than
Lavandula rera.

Sprarminl ( Mentha viridis of Linnaeus) it a perennial. Spearmint*

creeping- rooted plant, indigenous in some parts of Bri-

tain, and is cultivated in gardens for culinary purposes.

The young leaves and tops are used in spring salads, in

soups, and to give flavour to peas. The plant is propa-
gated by divisions of the root, which should he planted

in drills. In order to have young leaves and tops for

use, the old stems should be cut down. In autumn the

old crop should be cut down, dried, and tied, in small
bundle*, and preserved for winter use.

Peppermint (Mentha piperita of Linnsus) is also a Pepper-
perennial creeping-rooted plant, said to have been found mint,

wild in England, but it is more probably an escape from
gardens. It is sometimes cultivated in gardens for the
young leaves and tops to be used like spearmint, but
principally for distillation. For use in winter, cut the full

grown crop, dry and preserve it in the manner recom-
mended for spearmint.

Sage (Salvia officinalis of Linnsus) is a dwarf ever- Sage,

green shrub, a native of the south of Europe, introduced
to Britain in 1597. It is cultivated in gardens for the

leaves, which are used in stuffing and sauces as well as
to improve the flavour of various dishes. There are
several varieties of sage : 1. Red

; 2. Green ; 3. Broad
leaved ; but the first is most generally cultivated. All
the varieties are propagated by cuttings of young wood
planted in May or June. A new plantation should be
made every three or four years, or when the old plants
begin to dwindle.

Clary (Salvia sclarea of Linnaeus) is a biennial plant, Clary,

a native of the south of Europe, introduced to Britain

in 1562, the leaves of which are sometimes used to give
flavour to soups. The plants are reared from seed in

March or April, and finally transplanted into an open
space a foot apart, and the leaves will be fit for use the
following winter.

Winter sweet marjoram, (Origanum herarleoticum Winter
of Linneus,) a perennial herb, a native of the region of ^wretmix-

tbe Mediterranean, and has been cultivated since 1640. i
orwa*

It requires a sheltered warm situation and a dry soil,

and is usually propagated by cuttings, as seeds seldom
ripen in Britain. Like other kinds of marjoruin it is

much used as a relishing herb in soups, broths, stuffings,

&c. The young leaves and tender tops are used in sum-
mer in a green state, and the full grown herb in a dry
state in winter. The common marjoram (Origanum
vulgare of Linnaus) is used as a substitute in default of

Knotted or Sweet marjoram ( Mnrjnrnna hortensis of «wrrt m ar-

M tench) is an annual plant in our gardens, but in the joram.
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Hofticnl- north of Africa, it* native country, it forms a bushy shrub

;

tw*.
it was introduced to Britain in 1573. Like other mar-

jorams, it is much used ns a relishing; herb in 6oups,

broths, and stuffing;. The young top* along with the

leaves are used green in summer, and the full grown

{

ifant dried in winter, and for this latter purpose it should

k? cut when in blossom. The seed should be sown in

light earth in April, in drills or broad cast, and when the

plant* have attained the height of two or three inches,

thin them.

Thyme. Thyme (Thymus vulgaris of Li mucus) is a small well

known shrub, a native of some parts of Europe. Two
kinds of thyme Bre cultivated for culinary purposes, the

common and lemon thyme, (and of the first there are two

varieties,) the broad and narrow-leaved. The young
tops, along with the leaves, are used in soups, sauces,

and stuffings. Thyme is readily reared from seed, lnit

the most eligible method of propagating is by dividing the

plant at the root. A store should be dried and housed

for winter use. Thyme succeeds best in a light dry soil.

Sonantr Summer savory (Saiureia horttnsis of Linnaeus) is an
savory. annual plant, a native of the south of Europe, and has

been cultivated in Britain since 1612. The young tops

along with the leaves are used for seasoning various

dishes. The seed should be sown in March or April in

drills or broad cast, and the herb will be ready lor ga-

thering from June to November. It is used in a dried

stale in winter.

Winters*- Winter savory (Saiureia montana of Linnaeus) is a
twy- small bushy evergreen shrub, a native of the region of

the Mediterranean. The plant ha* been cultivated in

Britain for culinary purposes since 1562. It is propa-

gated like thyme by cuttings or dividing at the root.

It continues good for summer and winter use. A dry
gravelly or sandy soil suits it best.

Hyaaop. Hyssop (Hyssopis officinalis of Linmcus) is an ever-

green bushy shrub, a native of the south of Europe, in-

troduced in 1548, and is cultivated in gardens for the

sake of its young shoots and leave*, to be used as a pot-

herb. The plant may either be propagated by cutting,

seed, or by dividing the plant* at the root. A light dry

soil is best suited to its culture.

Amaranthaceous Plants.

Various species of Amuranthua are cultivated as pot
herb's to be used as substitutes for spinach or greens.

Their culture is easy, tho seed only requiring to he sown
in the open border in spring, and the leave* should be
used before the plants make any appearance or blossom-
ing.

Chenopodiaceous Plants,

Spinach. Spinach (Svinacia olrracca of Linnaeus) is an annual
plant, said to have been first cultivated in 1568, but its

native country is unknown. Tile leaves boiled and
mashed form a dish ; they are sometimes also put into

soups. There are several varieties : 1. Round leaved
;

2. Oblong-triangular leaved ; 3. Flauders. The seed
of the first of these should be sown for the earliest crop
for use in spring and tummer, and the second and third

for winter crupo. For the summer crop sow the seed in
January and February, and more fully in March of the
round leaved. Ako sow from the beginning of March
to the middle of April, once a fortnight, then every week
til) the end of May, and from that to the end of July
every fortnight again, which will furnish a succession of
young crops in summer and autumn- The sowings

made in early spring should be on a warm border, but IloTiieab

afterwards in open compartments. The seed may either tur«

be sown broad cast, or in drills between othercrops; a light

rich mellow soil is the best adapted to the culture of
spinuch. All that is afterwards necessary in the culture

of spinach is, if the plants come up too thick to thin

them, keeping them clear from weeds. The crops so

sown attain proper size for gathering from April in

succession. The principal winter crop should be sown in

August, that is, in the second week, and also in the end
of the month

;
these sowings should be made in a dry

light soil, and thin the plants in September if they come
up too thick, and in October or November some of the

leave* will be of sufficient size for gathering, and occa-
sionally through the winter, if mild, but from February to

April the plants will have reached their full growth, when
they will be succeeded by the early spring sowing in

May. In all the crops, when the plants begin to run
for (lower, they should be drawn by the root as

wanted.

Orachc ( Atriplex hortensis of Linneus) is nn annual Oracbe.

plant, a native of Turkey, and was introduced to Britain

in 1 548. The leaves and tender stalks are used as a sub-
stitute for spinach. By two sowings, one in early spring
and the other in June, a succession of tender leaves and
shoots may be had throughout the year. The seed should

be sowti in drills two feet apart, and the plants thinned

out to the same distances in the row. A rich moist soil

is the best adapted to the culture of orachc.

Fal-hcn ( Chmopodium album of Linnsus) is an Fat hen.
annual plant, and a very troublesome weed iu dry light

soils. The young leaves of this plant are an excellent

substitute for spinach.

Wild spinach, (Agaphytum Bonus Henricut of Mos- Wild apt-

quin Tatiden, the Chtnopodium Bonus Henricus of n#ch.

Linnaeus,) an indigenous perennial plant, and an excel-

lent substitute for spinach, to which *ome persons prefer

it. The plant is readily propagated by divisiou or seed.
Red beet (Beta vulgaris of Linn&us) is a coarse bi- R«1 beet,

ennial plant, a native of the south of Europe, and has
beeu known in Britain since 1656. The roots are large,

of a beautiful red colour, boiled and sliced are eaten
cold by themselves or in salads ; they also make a beau-
tiful garnish a* well os an excellent pickle. The varieties

are numerous, but those principally cultivated are the fol-

lowing: 1. Large rooted; 2. Long rooted; 3. Dwarf;
4. Turnip rooted ; 5. Small rrd ; 6. Green topped. The
soil for beet should be deep, dry, sandy, and light. The
seed may either be sown broad cast or in drills, or in

small hole* made with a dibble a foot apart, two or three

seeds in each hole, and when the plants have two or
three leaves, remove all except the strongest from each
patch, but if sown broad cast or in drills, thin and leave

the remaining plants a foot apart. In September or
October the roots will be large enough for use, and will

continue all winter and spring to June in perfection.

Some roots may be taken up in case of severe frosts,

aud preserved in sand like carrots.

White beet (Beta cicla of Linnaeus) is a biennial Whitebeeh
plant, a native of the south of Europe along the sea-
coast, and has been cultivated in Britain since 1570.
The leaves are boiled and used as a substitute for

spinach, and the midribs ofthe leave* are slewed and
eaten as a substitute for asparagus. The seed should
be sown in March, either iu drills or broad cast. The
plant will grow in any soil, but if rather rich the better.

If sown three times a year, a supply of young leaves may
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be thinned to a loot apart.

S«a beet.
*Sfia manhBW Linnaeus) is an indigenous

perennial plant, cultivated in the same manner, and for

the same purposes as white beet.

Poly^onous Plants.

Sorrel. Somt, Freuch sorrel, (Rumex scutatux ofLinnaeus,)
and garden sorrel, (Rumex actlota of Linna:o&,) both
perennial plants : the first is a native of the south of
Europe, and has been cultivated in Britain since 1596,
and the second is indigenous. Both kinds are employed
in soup-?, sauces, and salads. They are propagated by
division

;
the first requires a dry soil, ami the second a

moist. When one plantation begins to dwindle, a new
one should be formed.

Gartbnpa* Garden patience (Rumcr paticnlia of Linn.Tus) is
ticace. a coarse

,
perennial plant, a native of Italy, said to

have been introduced to Britain in 1573, It was for-

merly cultivated as a substitute for spinach in this coun-
try, but it is now almost neglected

; it is, however, still

much used in the north of Europe. The plant is readily

reared from seed, which should be sown in drills and
treated in the manner recommended for beet; and if kept
regularly cut down, the same plants will furnish a supply
of young tender leaves for use for many successive

years.

Xtbubaib. Rhubarb of different kinds (Rheum of Tournefort)
are well-known perennial plant*, principally natives of
the northern parts of Asia. All the species may be
grown for use, but the following are those generally

cultivated : 1. Bucks ; (Rheum undu/atum of Lirinam* ;)

2. Common ; (Rheum rhaponticum of Linnsens). 3. El-

ford, a variety of Bucks ; 4. Hybrid; (Rhmm hybridism
of Linnteu-t ;) 5. Palmate-leaved

; (Rhium palnuitum of
Linnaeus;) 6- Southern ; (Rheum oustrale of D. Don.)
All are cultivated for the sake of the leaf-stalks, which

arc peeled, cut into pieces like apples, for which they

form an excellent substitute in tarts, pies, &c. The El-

ford is the earliest, and the Hybrid the most productive.

The Southern or Etnodi keeps in perfection longest

ill autumn. All kinds of rhubarb may either be propa-

gated by seeds, or by dividing the older plants at the root

;

the latter is the only method to have the kind* true, as

no plant is more liable to sport from seed. Bhubarb
requires a deep liL'ht or sandy soil well manured with

rotten dung. The plants should be set about three feet

apart, in rows four feet distance. Adding a dress-

ing of well-rotted dung in autumn or spring, and stir-

ring it into the ground with a pronged fork, will tend to

produce strong stalks. If reared from seed, the plants

will not be fit for use until the spring of the thin! year.

RhtdMirb is improved in flavour and appearance by

blanching ; which may be performed cither by earthing

up the stalks like celery, or by placing earthen blanching

pots over them like sea kale. Rhubarb is also forced in

the same manner as sea kale, by the roots being planted

in boxes, and placed in mu-hroom-houses, or it may be

forced in the open garden like asparagus, by placing hot

dungs in the alleys, or between the beds, or by covering
the plants with blanching pots, and laying hot dung or

leaves over and around the pots, as is done with sen kale.

Mr. Knight finds that, by digging the roots up in spring,

and planting them in large pots, and filling them up
with fine Itiam, and afterwards placing the pots in a
vinery, or other forcing-house, and inverting other pots

over them, the roots produce large supplies of well

U h T U It E.

blanched stalks ;
from each plant so treated he obtained Hortieul.

three, successive crops, all the time giving copious sup- tare,

plies of water. The Elford or early scarlet is found to v^V^-/

be the best adapted for forcing.

Vrtiecous Plants.

Hop (Humulus lupulus of Linnaeus) is a well-known Hop,
indigenous climbing herb. The young shoots arc col-

lected, cooked, and used as a substitute for asparagus.

Hop lops are sold in the markets perfectly blanched in

April. The plant is propagated by dividing at the rout,

and the soil in which it thrives best is deep and rich.

Hop tops may be blanched iu the same maimer us sea

kale.

Nettle , ( Urtica dioica of Linnotus,) a well known, indi- Nettle,

genous, crceping-rootcd, stinging plant. The young
tops with the leaves arc user! like greens in spring, and
in soups. The shoots are much improved by blanching.

Mercury (Mercurials perennis of Liiitucu«*) is used

for the same purposes as the nettle on the continent.

Alliaceous Plants.

Onion (Allium ccpa of Linntens) is a biennial bulb, Onion,

and has been cultivated from time immeinori.il. that evert

its native country is now unknown. It is used in different

states of its growth ;
when young in salads, and the

young as well us the mature bulbs in soups, stews, &c.

There arc so mnny varieties cultivated, that it is here

needless to mention any, except those most generally

cultivated, which are as follows: 1. Silver skinned ; 2.

Portugal; 3. Spanish; 4. Strasbourg; 5. Deptford; 6.

Globe; 7. Tripoli; 8. Bed of various kinds; 9. Potato;

10. Tree; 11. Welsh, (Allium Jidulosum of Limurus.)
The Strasbourg, Deptford, and Ulolie are generally culti-

vated for principal crops. The Portugal and Spanish

nre good lor early u'>e. The silver-skinned and two-

bladed arc considered bc*t for pickling, The potato

onion is sometimes planted, and the Welsh onion is

sometimes sown for drawing early in spring. The soil

in which the onion thrives best is rich, mellow, light

loam, but if poor, it should be recruited by digging in

plenty of rotten dung from the forcing ground. Onions
for pickling arc sown on poor soil to keep the bulbs

small. The seed should be sown broad cast in an open
compartment divided into beds, or in drills when large

roots arc wanted, and when the plants are a few inches

high thin them according to the size the bulbs are

likely to grow, which may be known by the kind ofonion

cultivated, and by the nature of the soil. The bulbs will

be fully grown in August. Mr. Knight observes that,

in the long and warm summers of Spain and Portugal,

the onion acquires a larger size than in the cold and
shorter summers of Britain ; but he has found by expe-

riment that two summers in Britain are equal to one

summer iu Spain, therefore lie sows the seed of the

Spanish or Portuguese onion in spring on a poor soil,

or under the shade of trees in the autumn. In the first

year the bulbs scarcely exceed the size of large peas,

and these are taken from the ground and preserved

until the succeeding spring, when they arc planted at

proper distances, and in the following autumn the bulbs

.so treated often exceed five inches in diameter. Trans-

planting onions is found to succeed well
; for this pur-

pose seed should be sown in February or March, on a

slight hot-bed. or under a frame, and about the middle

of April the young onions will be of sufficient size to

transplant out into an open compartment in rows. Au-
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HordrnV turnMown onions 10 stuml the wintr, succeed also if
tMw. transplanted in towsin April, In trau«-pluriting onions

the young bulbs should be kept as much as possible
above ground August-sown onions should have a warm
sheltered situation, and they will continue fit for use ill

a young slate all the spring till May. The potato onfon
seldom producing flowers is propagated by planting the
bulbs in rows, and when these have grown a little the
plants are earthed up in the manner of potatoes, and
they will produce clusters of bulbs in autumn. Water-
ing the beds with diluted lime-water is said to keep
onions free from maggots. In September, at which
time the main crop of onions will be ripe, they should
be taken from the ground in dry weather, and turned
over several times until they are perfectly dry and stored
away by stringing them, or otherwise. Searing the bot-
toms of the bulbs with a hot iron, is said to preserve them
till late in spring by destroying vitality.

Lffk (AUium porrum of Linnsus) is also a biennial,

bulbous-rooted plant, the native country of which is

now unknown, but it has been cultivated time out of
mind. The whole plant is used in soups, stews, &c.
The blanched stems are said to be good boiled and
served up with toasted bread and white sauce. The
common and London flat are the principal varieties

Cultivated. The plant grows best in rich dry soil, well

munured with rotten dung. The first sowing of teed
should be made about the end of February, but the sow-
ing of the principal crops should be made in the end of
March or beginning of April. Later sowings should
also be hud recourse to in the end of April or beginning
of May. The seed may either be sown broad cast or in

drill-*, but the leek is much improved by transplant-

ing, for which purpose showery weather should be taken
advantage of as soon as the plants are about six inches
high. They should be planted by the dibble about a
fool apart in rows, from June till August. Some per-
sons plant ill sh tillow drills and earth up the plants like

celery, but others again plant on shallow ridges, in such a
manner as to leave the bulbs wholly above ground, there-

fore just covering the fibrous roots with mould, giving
water until the plants have fixed themselves to the soil.

Cultivated in this way, leeks are said to grow to an enor-
mous size, if the ground be rich, and the bottom dry.

Cbivcs. Chirrs (/I Ilium schtrnnprassum of Linmeus) i* an
indigenous, perennial, gregarious, bulbous plant, the
young leaves of which are used in spring salads; they
are also employed in seasoning soups, omelets, &c.
The plant is of the most easy culture, and is propagated
by separating the bulbs. By keeping the old leaves

shorn, a supply of young ones may be hod for use almost
throughout the year. The same row or bed will last for

several years in perfection. The Siberian chive (Allium
Sibiricum of Liunams) is cultivated for the same pur-
poses as the common chive, and is by some preferred

;

the plant is much larger and of a glaucous hue.

Garitc. Garlic (.4 Uium satirnm of Linnteus) is a perennial

bulbous-rooted plant, found wild in the south of Kurope,
and has been cultivated in British gardens since 1548.
Within the outer skin of each bulb is a number of small

bulbs for which it is cultivated. It is used to give fla-

vour to various kinds of dishes, particularly in foreign

cooking. Garlic succeeds best in a dry, rich, well mu-
nured soil. In spring, small bulbs should be planted in

rows half a foot apart with a dibble, earthing them
over, and they will be full grown and ready for use

in August and September. When the leaves are dc-

VOL. v».

Ill*

cayeil, (lie bulbs should be taken up and dried, tied in Horticul-
bunches by ihe stalks and stored for winter use. luie.

Rocambole (Allium scorodoprasxum of Linusus) is a v—

'

perennial, bull>oilS-rooted plant, a native of the north of Rocambole,
i.urope, and according to Gerrard was cultivated in
Britain in 1596. The bulbs are composed like those of
garlic, and are used for the same purposes, but arc much
milder than the shallot. Its culture and propagation are
the same as tor garlic.

Shallot, (Allium ascalonicitm of Linmeus,) a bulbous- shallot,
rooted, gregarious plant, a native of Palestine near Asca-
lon. It has been cultivated in British gardens since
1548. The bulbs are used for the same purposes us
onions. It is propagated by dividing or separating the
bulbn, and planting them in rows half a foot apart by a
dibble two inches deep, in spring or autumn ; the latter
time is generally preferred. The ground in which the
shallot is planted should be well munured with rotten
dung. Mr. Knight plants the bulbs on the surface of
the soil, placing rich soil just under them, and when
they have thrown out fibres, the mould around the roots
is withdrawn, and the bulbs left wholly above ground,
and by this treatment they are suid to become very
large. When the leaves are decayed, the bulbs should be
taken up and stored in the manner of onions for winter
use. Some years since, Allium cepttforme was cultivated
as a shallot.

Asparagincous Plants,

Asparagus (Asparagus officinalis of Linmeus) is a Aipsrj^u*.
perennial plant found wild in Britain, ill some parts on
the sea-coast. About London and Paris it is cultivated
to a great extent

; the tops of the young stems, when
about three or four inches aboveground, is the part used.
Asparagus is raised from seed, which is generally sown
in March, either broad cast or in drills, and in the follow-
ing winter the roots of the young plants arc protected by
having litter placed over them, which should again be re-
moved in the following March or April at latest

; the plants
are then taken up and finally transplanted. The soil in
which asparagus succeeds best is one light, rich, deep,
and mixed well with rotten dung. The ground in which
asparagus is to be finally transplanted should be laid
out in narrow beds with alleys between. The best time
for planting is when the sets begin to push in spring,
and even as late as June. The plants should be in
rows a foot asunder, and nine inches from plant to plant
In the row, four rows in each bed, which allows of more
easily earthing over and gathering the crops. The
plants are placed at the proper distances in small trenches,
made with the edge of a spade, and then covered over
with mould. After finally planting, the stems should
be permitted to run to flower the two first seasons after
planting, and the greater number even in the third season,
in order that the roots may gain strength. In autumn,
when the stalks are perfectly decayed, they should be cut
down, the alleys dug, and the earth from them thrown
over the beds : but some recommend the beds tn be well
covered with dung instead, which appears to be the pre-
ferable method. In spring, about the end of March,
the surface of the beds should be loosened by a pronged
fork two or three inches deep, raking the beds afterwards.
In the fourth year after planting, young shoots will be
produced in perfection tor use. Blanching asparagus

'

is sometimes performed by placing wooden or earthen
tubes closed at the upper end over the shoots, as soon as
they appear above ground. When the shoots are ready

P*
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HovtimU for gathering, they should be cut below the ground, that

tur*. ia, when they have riven three, four, or five inches above

v—v— jt. Cutting may be continoed till the end ot June,

when the remaining shoots should be allowed to run to

flower, taking care that two or more shoots are left to

each mot, and it is perhaps better to leave all the weaker

ones to run to seed. A plantation under g»*xl culture,

according to Abercrombie, will continue to utlbrd a plen-

tiful crop for ten or twelve years in succession. In

forcing asparagus it is necessary to form plantations for

this purpose ; and these plantations are treated in the

usual way for three years, when the plants will be in a pro*

per state for removing to a pit or frame prepared for their

reception, or to be excited by a thick layer of warm dung

in the manner of sea kale. Nicol says that six hundred

plants are required for a three-light frame, which will

yield a dish every day for three weeks. In Denmark,

Lindesard forces his asparagus in the open air by deep-

ening the alleys between the beds to three and a half

feet, the earth taken from the alleys serves to raise the

beds which are covered with litter, and the alleys are

filled with hot dung. By this means good asparagus is

gathered in the beginning of January* The sides ol the

bed may be faced up witii pigeon-hole brickwork.

Futojous P/ants.

Mushroom. The mushroom is well known as springing up in pas-

tures in August and September, but its culture has

never been tried in the open ground except by forcing.

Morel. Tile morel (Helrel/a esculenta ) is also indigenous about

the edges of woods, and is used either fresh or dried to

flavour gravies, ragouts, &c., but the culture of the plant
Trvffic.

|lstg |Ji(t yel tried. The truffle is another indige-

nous fungous plant: in some parts of England it is

found in clusters some inches under ground ; it is used

like the mushroom, and to give flavour to highly-

seusoned dishes, but no attempt has ever been made to

cultivate it.

Hardy Fruit Department

Includes sill those fruits which can l»e brought to perfec-

tion in the open air or by the assistance of walls. Those,

like the culinary vegetables, are arranged according to

their natural affinity or relationship, without reference

to their being produced by trees, shrub*, or herbs, for

that information will be found under each species, os

well as their culture, management, varieties. &c. This

arrangement is better adapted to horticulturists than any

other, as it brings together plants of the same fumily

which may be increased by grafting, budding, and in-

arching on each other, and by these means new varieties

may l>e produced by cross impregnation.

Viniferous Fruits.

Vine Vine ( Vitis rtnifera of Linna?us) is a well known
strangling or climbing shrub, and has been cultivated

in Britain time immemorial. The plant attains a very

great age, aa Pliny mentions a vine six hundred yearn

old ; in Burgundy, according to Bose, there are vine*

four hundred year* old, and in Italy there are some three

hundred years old. Miller says, a vineyard one hundred
years old is reckoned young. The branches of the vine

extend to a great length; in Italy they are found over-

topping the highest trees, and in England a vine at

Northallerton covered a *pi»ceof one hundred and thirty-

seven square yards in 1785, and at Hampton Court

there was one which covered a space of one hundred and

nineteen square yards. The stem of the vine has been H«rt»cul«

known to attain tour feet in circumference. The vine is

generally considered «>f Persian origin. From Sicily it
v-^'v

is supposed to have found its wav into Italy and other

pans of the south of Europe ; and it is conjectured to

have been introduced to Britain by the first Roman
governors, for there is evidence to prove that vineyards

were planted in Britain in the year 2SO. Prolessor

Marty n observes, that orchards and vineyards were com-
mon appendages to abbeys and monasteries from their

first establishment to the time of the reformation, and
from that period they have almost disappeared, probably

from their culture not being understood by those to whom
the lands of religious houses were granted or sold. In

modern times vineyards have been planted and wine

produced nearly equal to that of France. At Arundel
Castle, in Sussex, the Duke of Norfolk had a vineyard

from w hich excellent Burgundy was produced. In the

time of Miller, Charles Hamilton, of PainshiH, had a

vineyard which produced excellent champagne. There
are also accounts of several other vineyards which suc-

ceeded well in Britain, therefore there can be no doubt

that vineyards would succeed in many parts of England,

and particularly in Ireland, and produce excellent wine.

Grapes appear to have been in demand for the table in

the XVlth Century, for in 1 560 Tusser mentions them
in his catalogue of fruits ; but the vine appears to have

only been cultivated at that time as dwarf standards, or

trained against walls, till the beginning of the XVIIIth
Century, for no mention is to be found of artificial heat

being applied to the vine until 1718. Vines trained

against walls, unaided by fire heat, in favourable seasons

w ill attain a tolerable degree of perfection, but they are

of little value compared with those grown in vineries.

In the dessert grapes rank next to the pine-apple. Wine
is sometimes made in this country from the fruit as well

as from a decoction of the leaves, and also from a decoc-

tion of the young shoots. The varieties of the vine are

very numerous, partly from its antiquity and partly from

the influence of soils and climate in changing the quali-

ties of grapes, there being hardly two vineyards in France

or Italy where the sorts, though originally the tame,
remain long precisely alike, but chiefly from the facility

with which new varieties are produced from seed. The
vine is propagated by seed for the sake of obtaining new'

varieties, by layers to obtain strong plants the same
year, by cuttings to get plants with tops proportioned to

their roots, and by grafting and budding where inferior

sorts have been planted, that the nature of the vines may
be changed without loss of time, or to have a number
of sorts on the same root, or by growing the weak sorts

on the more robust. The beginning of March is consi-

dered the beat time for grafting the vine in the open air,

and the whip mode or approach grafting is preferred.

Cuttings with single eyes are considered the best, and
for this purpose ripened wood is chosen cut slopingly at

both ends at equal distances from ihe bud, they arc

then plutttcd in pots and buried with earth except the

•ye, and • little bottom heat applied ; vines, however,
will strike by any of the inodes of making cuttings or

layering. In growing vines in the open air they require

a dry bottom, and in soil that is rich and deep the vine

will grow luxuriantly and produce large berries, but in a

dry gravelly or chalky soil it will produce smaller berries,

but of better flavour. South walls are always the best

aspect for vines, and horizontal training is preferred

for them in the open air. Training the shoots of
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Hurticul- tinea along the surface of the soil has been practised and

tuw succeeded. The black Hamburg and sweet water are

'-•-v—— ' considered ibe best for on open wall. Timely summer
pruning, by assisting the ripening of the wood, is the

great secret in ripening grapes in the open air. As
standards, vines may be grown in extensive plantations as

in vineyards, ami the plants may be trained and primed

in (be manner of raspberries, and tied to stakes. The
south face of n hill is be>t adapted lor this purpose. Poor

gravelly and rocky soils in warm situations will produce

excellent grapes. In forming vineyards the plants must

be set in rows at distances according to the nature of the

sod, and sort planted. If formed on the steep of a hill,

the ground should be laid out in terraces like steps, sup-

ported each by a wall, against which the vines may he

trained, or as espaliers against rails. The kinds best

adapted for a vineyard in Britain arc the clusters, sweet

water. Burgundy, and Miller’s grupe.

Berberidcous Fruits.

Berberry. Berberry (Berberis vulgaris of Linnirus) is found in

Britain in hedges and thickets, particularly in chalky

counties. Tlie fruit is used for garnishing, pickling, and
preserving in various ways. The tree is principally pro-

pagated by suckers, but it may also he reared by layers,

seeds, and cuttings." It will grow in any kind of soil,

although it prefers one dry and light.

j{mystlaiaceous or Slone Fruits.

Almond. Almond (AtnyydaJis communis of Linnams) is said

to be a native of Mauritania. The principal difference

between the peach and the uhuoud is in the fruit, which
is flatter, with a dry, corinccau* covering, which
opens spontaneously when the kernel is ripe, instead of
a rich, fleshy pulp. The tree is mentioned by Turner in

154S, which is probably about the time of its introduction

to England. It is not, however, worth cultivating in

this country except as an ornament or curiosity ; it

forms, however, in France, Italy, and Spain an article

of general culture. The kernel of the almond is the

only part used. The lender shelled is the kind in most
repute, and the uext to that is the sweet and Jordan.

The propagation of the almond is (he same as that of

the peach, by sect! for new varieties, and slocks for

grafting or budding. Plum stocks are preferred for

moist soils, and peach or almond for dry soils. The
almond tree is generally planted as standards for orna-

ment, but wtken fruit is the object they should be

trained against a west or east wall like the peach. The
tree hears principally on the young wood like the peuch,

and upon spurs from the old woud, and it is therefore

pruned and trained like the peach. The fruit generally

ripens in Kepletnbcr.

Peach Peach (Persica vulgaris of Miller) is said to be a
native of Persia, and is supposed to huve been intro-

duced to Britain in 1502. The tree is of quick growth
and of short duration, blossoming in April, and ripening

its fruit iu August or September under ordinary circum-

stances. In Media the peach is considered unwhole-
some, but when planted in Egypt becomes pulpy and
delicious, according to Dr. Sicktcr. Mr. Knight con-

cludes Uiis to have arisen from those peaches being only

swollen almonds, the Inheres of Pliny, which are known
to contain a large portion of prussic acid. In most parts

of Asia the peach has been cultivated time immemorial;
the Romaus appear to have brought it direct from
Persia during the reign of Claudius. It is first men-

tioned by Columella, and afterwards by Pliny. The nortieul

best peaches in Europe are said to be those grown in *u,# '

Italy on standard.*. In England there are but few kinds
of peaches come to perfection in the open air, but till the

6oris do wed by the aid of flued walls or glass. The
peach is well known as one of our best dessert fruits; it

also makes a delicious preserve. The leaves steeped in

spirits communicate n flavour of noycou. In Maryland
and Virginia a kind of brandy is distilled from tire peach,

but the feeding of pigs is the principal use to which the

fruit is applied in those countries. According to Miller,

a good peach should hove the flesh firm, the akin thin,

of u deep red colour on the side next to the sun, and
yellowish-green next to the wall, the pulp of a yellowish

colour full of high flavoured juice, the fleshy part thick,

and the stone small. There are instances of peaches
and nectarines growing on the same tree, and a single

fruit lias been known to partake of the nature of both.

The varieties boll) of the (teach and nectarine are innu-

merable, from the facility of rearing new sorts from the

stones : they are separated into two divisions, vis. free-

stone peaches, the flesh of which separate readily from
the stone

,
and cliug-stoiic peaches, so called from the

flesh adhering firmly both to the stone and skin

;

the varieties of nectarines are also separated in the same
way as free-stones and cliug-stoiies. The kinds best

adapted to an open wail are the following. Free-

stones: 1. Aclou Sa>t
;
2. Barrington ; 3. Braddick’s red

;

4. Early Downton ; 5. George the Fourth; 0. Malta;
7. Noblesse; 8. Royal Charlotte; 9. Royal George ;

10. Spring grove; 11. Red Magdalene
; 12. Grimwood’s

Royal George ; 13. Galaudc ; 14. White Magdalene.
Ofcling-stone peaches the following : 1. Old Newington ;

2. Tonbridge. The peach is propagated from the stone
for new varieties and lor stocks. When reared for new
varieties, the young trees may be made to bear when
three years old, and for this purpose the trees should be
retained iu pots, and bods from them inserted in older
trees. Mr. Knight, by leaving on the lateral branches
near the extremities of the shoots, and by exposing the
leaves as much as possible to the sun in order to pro-
mote the ripening of the wood, procured blossom buds
the first year from seed. The peach tree is generally
budded on Damask plum stocks, hut the more delicate

kinds on apricot stocks, or on seedling peaches, almonds,
or nectarines Seedling nectarines and apricots form the

best stocks for peaches according to Mr. Knight. Bud-
ding should be performed in July or August near the

bottom of the stock for wall trees, and three or four feet

high lor riders. A mixture of mellow loam and vege-

table mould is considered tile best soil for tbc peach,

wh'ch may be further improved by incorporating some
decomposed dung, and this soil should be made good
three feet deep. Trees trained in the nursery two to

four years are recommended as the best for finally trans-

planting. The be§t time (or removing peach trees is in

autumn, after the fall of the leaves, but they will also

succeed in early spring. As peach trees bear their

blossoms on the wood of the preceding year, a supply of

every year’s shoots must be trained iu for succession.

In May, June, and the following months, the shoots of
the same season should be regulated, at the same time

preventing improper growths, cutting out ill-placed or

weakly branches, as well us very strong shoots, training

in plenty of lateral shoots at full length, three inches

asunder, for the following year’s bearers. Winter prun-

ing should be completed in February or early in Alarch.

Most of the shoots left should be sliortciicd, leaving the

V*9
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Horticnl- strongest longer than the others. The terminal branch

turr
• should be ulwayscut above ushoot hud that it may advance

'***•/"*'
for a leader. As many shoots should be lelt oh w ill lie from
three to si* inches distant. In training peach trees, the

fan method is principally followed. If more fruit set

than the trees can support, thin them when about the size

of small gooseberries. As the blossoms are liable to be
injured, there are various methods of protecting them, by
netting, by brunches of evergreens, or by the application

ofodd water from a garden engine before sunrise when
the least appearance of frost is discovered on the blossoms

or young fruit, which operation prevents injury. Others
protect the blossoms by detaching the branches of the

trees from the wall in autumn, and not retailing them
till late in spring, by which means the time or blossoming
is retarded until tile season is considerably advanced.

The insects which attack the peach tree are kept down
by watering the leaves, by fumigating with tobacco smoke,
and dusting with sulphur has been found a good remedy
for mildew. The renewal of the soil, however, is the

only effectual remedy. The ripening of the peach is

greatly accelerated in the open air when planted against

a hot wall, and applying gentle fires hi culd moist wea-
ther in August and September.

hectorme. Nectarine (Pcrsica hrris of Scringe) is also a
native of Persia like the peach, of which it is only con-

sidered a variety. It b distinguished from it bv the

smooth akin and rather firmer flesh. In other respects

its history as well as its culture ore the same. The
varieties best adapted for culture on an open wrull are

the following. Among the free-stoncs : 1. Balgone;
2. Downton ; 3. Fat-child's; 4. Hoy's seedling; 5.

Murrey; 6. Pitmaston orange; 7. Hunt's tawny;
S. Temple's; 9. New white; 10. Old white; 11. Vi©,

lettegrossc; 12. Violette h&tive
;

13. Fairchild’s early ;

14. Elruge; 15. DuTeliier’s; 16. llrinion; 17. Scar-

let. The following are among the cliug-stoncs : I.

Alton's seedling ; 2. Golden
;

3. Imperatricc ; 4. New-
ington ; 5. Early Newington ; 6. Roman ; 7. Royal
Buck fast ; 8. Tawny.

Apricot. Apricot (Armcniaca vulgaris of Larnarck) is said to

bcu native of Armenia, but Sickler assigns it a parallel

between the Niger and the Allas, and Pallas states it to

l>e indigenous to the whole of the Caucasus. The apricot

it appears was first procured from Italy by Wolf, gar-

dener to Henry VIII. It was known in Italy in the

time of Dioscorides. The fruit is used at the dessert,

but jellies, marmalades, and preserves are also made of

it. The varieties of apricot are very numerous, but the

following are the most generally cultivated : 1. Breda;
2. Moorpark

;
3. Red masculine ; 4. White masculine ;

5. Large early; 6. Roman; 7. Foval; 8. Brussels;

9. Shipley’s; 10. Montgamet ; 11. Orange. New
varieties and stocks are procured from the stones, and
approved sorts are perpetuated and increased by bud-
ding on muscle or plurn stocks, or on seedling apricots,

which is performed from the middle of June to the end
of July; tor dwarf trees the bud is inserted low down on
the stock, and for riders, four feet from the ground.

Trees trained two or three years in the nursery are pre-

ferred for final transplanting, and the best time for re-

moving the trees is in autumn, after the fall of the leaf,

until March; the best period, however, is autumn.
Apricots are generally planted against walls with an
cast or west aspect. Tins Breda and Brussels are some-
times planted as standards or espaliers in warm situa-

tions. The borders in which the trees are planted should

be six or eight feet wide, and from two to three feet deep.

The soil in which the apricot thrives best is light rich Horticul

loarn on a dry bottom. The apricot bears the blusaonta .

*un? ~

on the shoots of the preceding year, and on spurs from

older wood. The nuinmer pruning is principally per-

formed with a view to regulate the young shoots, and
removing all ill-placed branches, retaining a proper

supply of lateral shoots with a good leader to each

mother branch. Winter pruning may be performed from
the fall of the leaf to March, and it consists of a general

regulation of the last year’s shoots, and the older branches,

always retaining a leading shoot at the end of each mo-
ther branch, but all the shoots retained for bearers should

be shortened, which will cau»c them to throw out lateral

shoots. On old trees, where the fruiting spurs arc too

thick, they should be properly thinned. As each tree is

pruned, nail it, laying in the branches or shoots from
three to six inches distant. Espaliers should be pruned

in the same way us recommended for wall trees. In

training apricot trees the fan method is generally pre-

ferred. The diseases and insects which attack the apri-

cot are the same as that of the peach, and the remedies
are the same. When the fruit grows in clusters, they

should be thinned to three or four inches apart while

youug. The apricot does not force well, and is there lore

seldom tried.

Plum (PrvnvM domcttica of LUinscu*) is a native of Plum,

most parts of Europe. It is frequently to be met with

in Britain in hedges, but whether indigenous or natu-

ralized is unknown. It is, however, supposed to have

originally come from Asia Minor, but according to Pliny

it w as brought from Syria into Greece, and from thence,

to Italy. The natural colour of the fruit is said to be

black, but the varieties in cultivation hear yellow, blue,

red, and green fruit; the forms as well as the fiuvnur

of these varieties are also very different. The best

kinds are esteemed delicious dessert fruits, and the others

are used in pies, tarts, and conserves, and a kind of

wine is also prepared iron* them. When perfectly ripe

they are by no means unwholesome, but in the tmma-
ture state they arc more liable to produce diarrhoea

than any other fruit whatever. In the state of prunes
they are laxative and cooling. The varieties of the plum
in cultivation are innumerable, but the following are the

most generally esteemed. The letter T. indicates they

are fit for a dessert or tabic, P. for preserves, and K. for

kitchen use ; but when two of those letters are attached

to any of the sorts it indicates the fruit is fit for both

purposes.

Yellow or zrce.msh*yrllow plums.

—

l. White bullace. Yellow or
K. P. ; 2. Coe’s golden drop, T. P. ; 3. Dennisons greeauh-

late, I*. ; 4. Drup d’or, T; 5. Guimuraen, P. ; 6. Mi- 7*11°*

mbellc, T. ; 7. Peter’s large yellow, T. ; 8. Washing- p,um*’

ton, T. ; 9. Downtmi imperatricc, T. P. ; 10. White
perdrignn, P. ; 11 . Saint Catharine, T. P. ; 12. Yellow
magnum boiuim, K.

Green plums.— I. Green gage, T. ; 2. White Or- Qrwn
leans, K. plums.

Purple plums.— 1. Reine claude violette, T. ; 2. Coe's Purple

fine late red, T. ; 3. Kirke’s, T. ; 4, D’Agen, T. P. ;
plum*.

5. Blue imperatrice, T. K. P. ; 6. Imperial diadem. T. P.

;

7. Orleans, K. P. ; 8. Blue perdrigou, T. P. ; 9. Roy-
ale de Tours, T. K. ; 10. Saint Martin rouge, T. P.

;

11. Virgin,!'; 12. Damson, K; 13, Hungarian prune,

P. ; 14. Isabella, T. P. ; 15. Qwetsdir, K. P. ; 16.

Qwelsche de Breme, P. ; 17. Wine sour, P.

The cultivation of the plum in orchards seems to be
deserving of attention on account of the varied and ge-
neral use of the fruit. All the best varieties ure increased
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Horticut- by grafting, or budding on free growing plum stocks.

tur«. The damsons and other baking plums are propagated

‘v*-/ by suckers, Grafting the plum is performed in Febru-

ary and March, and budding; in July and August.

From seed the plum is reared both for new varieties

and for stocks. The soil in which the tree suc-

ceeds best is neither too moist nor too dry, too heavy

nor too light, for in either extreme they will not thrive.

Abercrombie recommends fertile garden soil. The
more hardy kinds are cultivated aw standards, and

the finer or more tender sorts against walls, or es-

palier rails. The plum is sometimes forced, but the

blossoms, like that of the cherry, ore difficult to set.

The aspect of walls for the plum should be south for

early fruit, and east er west for later fruit. Trees of

from one to three years old from the graft or bud are

preferred for final transplanting. Against walls and

espalier rails, the trees should be planted at such dis-

tances, that the branches may have room to extend at

full length. They produce their blossoms on small

spurs along the sides of the branches of two or three

gears’ growth, and the same spurs will continue fruitful

for some years. On walls and espnlier rails, the

branches should be trained horizontally at their full

length, only cutting out those that are irregular, or too

crowded, or such as shade the fruit. Standards should

also be ailmved to extend at full length, only thinning

out crowded or ill-placed branches; but in no case

should plum trees be cut until the buds begin to breuk,

at which time young trees may be headed down to five

or more eyes, to form a head, always leaving an odd
shoot lo form the leader. The blossoms ore sometimes

protected in the same manner as peach-tree blossoms

are. The fruit of some of the more early soils ripen in

July, but die greater mass in August and September,

and some kinds are even as lute as October or Novem-
ber. Plums should be used as they are gathered, as

they do not keep long in perfection. Gum and canker

are the most common diseases to which the plum is

liable, and the only known remedy for which is heading

down. When the plum is forced, the same treatment is

followed as that recommended for the cherry.

Cherry. Cherry, {Cerasus^ Mcrbier or bird cherry, (Ora-
tvt miu tii of Mmnch,) fiiguireau and heart cherry,

(C'rriuus duration of De Candolle,) Gean, (Cerasus
Juliana of De Candolle,) Morello, May duke, and
Kentish cherry, {Cerasus caproniana of De Candolle.)

All the above species are said to be natives of Europe.

The cultivated cherries are said to have been brought
to Italy by Lucullus, in the year 73 a.c., from the

town of Poiitus in Asia Minor, then called Cerasus, and
is also said to have been introduced to Britain one hun-

dred and twenty years afterwards. The cherry tree is

cultivated both against walls and as standards, and has

been forced upwards of two centuries. Cherries are a re-

freshing and highly grateful dessert fruit, and also afford

pies, tarts, and other useful preparations, in cookery and
confectionery. Sleeping cherries in brandy qualifies

its flavour and improves its strength. Wine is made
from the juice, and spirit from the fermented pulp.

The gum of the cherry tree is said to be equal to gum
Arubic. The varieties of the cherry cultivated are innu-

merable, but the following are the most approved. The
letter T. attached indicates tht fruit is fit lor the dessert

Bigarreau or table, and the letter K. signifies they are only fit for

•ad heart kitchen use.
cherries. Bigarreau and heart cherries, (Cerasus liuractrui of

De Candolle.) 1. Bigarmn a grm fruit blanc, T. : 2. Hortical

Bigarreau gros monvtrueux, T. ; 3. Elton. T. ; 4. ^
urr ~

Churchill's heart, T. ; 5. Bigarrrau, T. ; 6. Bigarreau
' v ~

Napoleon, T. ; 7. Black Tartarian, T. ; 8. Black heart,

T. ;
9. White heart, T. ; 10. Amber heart, T. ; 11.

Harrison's heart, T. ; 12. Turkey heart, T.
Morelia and May duke cherries, (Cerasus caproni- Morello

ana of De Candolle.) 1. Adam’* crown, T. ; 2.
J!

n
fj

D’Aremberg, T. ;
3. Belle dc Choisy, T. ; 4. Cama-

c *

tion,T.
; 5. English bearer, K. ; 6. English cherry, K.;

7. English preserve, K.
; 8. Jeffries duke, T. ; 9.

D'Ostheim, K. ; 10. May duke, T.; II. Downton, T.;
12. Flemish, K.; 13. Kentish, T. ; 14. Kentish drier,

K.T.; 13. Early purple griotte,T.j 16. Griotte deTurque,
T.; 17. Griotte de Ratafia. K. ; 18. Morello, K. T.
The approved varieties of them are increased and per-

petuated hy graf ting and budding on stocks of black nr

wild red cherries, which are stronger, hardier, and
of longer duration ilian any of the garden or cultivated

kinds. Some graft and bud on bird cherry and Morello

cherry stocks, which is said to have the same effect that

parudbe stocks have on the apple—that of dwarfing the

tree and rendering it more prolific. New varieties are

obtained by rearing trees from the stones of cultivated

cherries; but stocks reared from the stones of black

or wild cherries are preferable. No tree sports more
from seed than the cherry, and, as Mr. Knight observes,

is capable of acquiring a higher degree of perfection

than it ever has yet attained; and according to the same
horticulturist good new varieties are much wanted, as

the best old kinds are everywhere in a state of decay, so

that neither healthy nor productive trees can lie obtained

from them by grafting or budding. Cherry stones

should be sown in light earth in autumn; but if they

are preserved in sand till spring, they will vegetate the

same season. In the second autumn after they are

reared, the young trees should be taken up and planted

in rows three feet distance, and if intended tor dwaris
they will be fit for budding the succeeding summer, but
if intended for standards they will require to stand two
or three years in the nursery rows, for they require to be
grafted or budded at least six feet from the ground.

Grafting, 08 usual, is performed in spring and budding
in summer. The soil in which the cherry thrives best

is dry ami sandy, and the situation elevated. May duke
cherries thrive in any soil and aspect. In Kent the

trees are planted in deep loam, lying on a rocky bottom.

.Mellow garden or orchard ground also suits the cherry.

Some kinds for early fruiting are planted against walls,

but they all do well as dwarfs and oil espalier mils.

Several kinds, as the May dukes and Morcllos,

acquire n larger size and better flavour against a

wall. To have fruit in May or June the early kinds

should be planted against a south wall, and others

against east and west walls, (or fruit in succession, and
on a north wall for fruit in September and October, for

which the Morello is best fitted. The proper season

for transplanting cherry tree* is from the end of October

to February. The trees produce their blossoms ou
short spurs along the branches of from two lo three

years' growth, and therefore bearing branches are never

shortened where there is space for their regular extension.

In pruning, all crowded and ill-placed branches and de-

cayed wood should be removed. Summer pruning of

wall trees begins in May and June for the purpose of

regulating the young shoots, retaining only a sufficient

supply of young lateral and terminal shoots for selection
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Horticul- in winter pruning, wlich emmets of regulating both old

lure. and young wood ; said as the new shoots will come into

a bearing state in the first 01 second year, all worn-out

bearing branches should be removed to make room for

them. As the Morello cherry bears on the shoots of the

preceding year, a competent supply of these should be

retained in pruning, cutting out the old worn-out bearers

to make room for new ones. Branches of cherry trees

should never be trained too close to each other, but «»

os to admit light and air freely. In many places

cherries are cultivated in orchards. When ncurly ripe

the fruit is liable to be attacked by birds, therefore the

trees against walls and espalier rails may be protected

by nets. The diseases of cherry trees may be prevented

in a greut measure by proper culture and management.

Rosaceous fruits.

Raspberry* Raspberry (Holms Jdttu* of binneui) is indigenous

to many parts of Scotland and Wales, in woods and low

situations, the stems of which are biennial, but the

roots are perennial. The fruit is grateful, but sugar

improves its flavour. It is esteemed made into sweet-

meats, us well os iti jams, tarts, and for sauces ;
they

also dissolve the tartar of the teeth. The red and yellow

Antwerp raspberries urc not exceeded by any other

varieties yet known. Among the reds, however, the Bar-

net, Bromley-hill, Cornish, and double bearing, arc

nearly equal to the red Antwerp. The varieties are in-

creased by suckers of one year's growth which arc de-

tached with ronts from the old plants from autumn to

spring, and these sucker* will produce fruit the same
season : plants reared from seed bear live second year.

The plant will grow in any garden soil, but it is better

to be rather m«i*t than otherwise. If the soil be

trenched deep, sufficiently manured, and mixed well with

peat, the raspberry bushes will thrive well, but the soil

iu which they thrive beat ia mellow loam. Those
set in plantations by themselves in rows four to six

feet apart and three to tour feet asunder in the row,

succeed best, either in open or partially shaded places.

In three or four yean* after planting the boshes are in

full perfection and continue so for six or seven years,

after which they generally begin to decline. In the fu-

ture culture all that is necessary to be done iB to remove
all unnecessary and straggling suckers, and keeping

them clear of weeds. By destroying all the suckers as

they rise large fruit is obtained, but at the expense of

the plantation, for where this method is practised two

plantations are requisite, one to produce fruit and the

other to produce suckers for fruiting the following year.

In winter all the dead stems or those which have pro-

duced their fruit should be removed and all tlie young
shoot* regulated, which may l>e performed from Novem-
ber till April. Every shoot left should be shortened,

and these should not exceed six of the strongest to euch
stock. If trained against espalier rails or walls the

fruit will be larger and earlier. In spring a little rich

compost dug in about the extremities of the roots will

conduce to a plentiful crop of fruit. A* ihe fruit be-

comes ripe it should be gathered for immediate use,

because it becomes mouldy and maggoty in two or three

days after it is fully ripe.

Cloud- Cloudberry (Rubus chanumurrus of Linnaeus) is a

l«Tjr
,

small perennial herbaceous plant, u native of the moun-
tains of Scotland, north of England, and Wales. The
fruit U large, of a dull orange colour, and of a pleasant

acid taste. The snow preserves the fruit, which is Ih'ttwul-

used by tbe Laplanders through the winter. The Nor- lur>J

vregians pack them in vessels and send them to Stock-
~

holm, where they are used iu desserts amt mode into

tarts. They ore the mast grateful kind of fruit gathered

in the Highlands of Scotland. The plant is cultivated

in gardens with difficulty, but it i« supposed that by
crossing the flowers with the pollen of the bramble

or raspberry, the plants reared from seed so impreg-

nated, might become a valuable accession to garden

fruits.

Strawberry, fFragaria of different species.) By some Straw

botanists all or most of the species are considered berry,

merely as varieties. Mr. Knight considers the Chili,

( Fragaria Chilerw* of Khrnrl,) the pine. ( Fro caria
grand(flora of Elirart,) the scarlet, (Fraptria Ftreiniana

of Liniucus,) the first supposed to be a native of Chili,

tbe second of Surinam, and the third of Virginia, to lie

varieties of one species. All the species hybridize to-

gether indiscriminate y . The fruit has received its name
from hying straw between the rows, which keeps the

ground moist and the fruit clean. The species are na-

tives of the temperate anil colder parts of Europe, Asio,

and America. The fruit, though termed a berry, is,

strictly speaking, a fleshy receptacle studded with the

caqjcila called seeds. It is fragrant, delicious, ami nou-

rishing, and is generally esteemed one of the most
wholesome fruits. It dissolves the tartar ot the

teeth, and has been found l» relieve the gout nnd
stone. The plant b propagated by the runners und by
the suckers, which will bear fruit the first year of plant-

ing. and in the second will be iu (terfeciion. Tbe wood
and Alpine strawberries reared from seed are said to

bear finer fruit than are produced by runners. Seeds,

if sown as soon a* gathered, will produce plants which

will come into bearing in the following year. Straw-

berry plants thrive best in a compartment well exposed
to the sun and air, but are sometimes planted iu single

rows as edgings to borders. In all cow* they should

be replanted every fourth or fifth year. The wood und
Alpine strawberries are generally grown in coo! shady

places, and consequently produce tiieir fruit lute iu the

season, after other kinds are done bearing, which is

desirable. The ground in which all kinds of strawberry

plants are to be set should be well manured and dug

;

anu the best method of supplying sets for final trans-

planting, is to plant out sets in a comparlmcut the

previous season. After they are planted they are

kept clear of weeds, and the runners cut away three

times in the course of tbe scn«on, and in the autumn
the rows should be dug between, and in Ihe spring

some loose straw or long dung should be scattered In-

tween the rows. A short time hefore the fruit rqwns
the runners should he cut away to strengthen the root

;

and after the fruit is gathered all the new runners should

lie taken oil’ as well as the outside leaves of the main
plants, hoeing and raking the beds afterwards. In the

autumn, unless the plants appear over strong, some
dung 9houM be dug in between the rows. A light

loamy soil and an open situation are best adapted to

pine ami scarlet strawberries, A light soil well dunged
answers for hautbois, for excess of manure does not drive

it into leaf like the pines. There are, however, several

kinds of hautbois ; one has the mole und female organs
in tbe same blossoms, and the other has them in different

blossoms and on different plants, which is considered

the most prolific. In growing this last kind of hautboia
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it is necessary to plant one ma-e for every ten female

plants to insure success. The wood and Alpine straw-

berries succeed best in a rather moist rich soil, in a shady

situation. Strawberry plants do best in beds with wide

alleys between, four rows m each bed. To have the

fruit in perfection it should be gathered in dry weather,

and should be used the same day it is gathered.

The most approved varieties are the following :

—

Alpine and wood strawberries, (Fragaria tewa of

Linmeus ) 1. Red Alpine; 2. White Alpine; 3. Ame-
rican Atpme ; 4. Red wood

; 5. White wood.
Green pine sirawfterries, {Fragaria coUtna of Ehrart.)

1 . (ireeu pine; 2. Williams’s green pine.

llautbois strawberries {Fragaria etuitor of Ehrart.)

1. Black hauthois ; 2. Brow n haul bins; 3. Common
hauthois; 4. Prolific, or double bearing; 5. Round
fruited muscatclk*.

Scarlet strawberries, {Fragaria Virginiana of L»n-
meus.) 1. American scarlet; 2. Autumn scarlet; 3.

Bishop’s seedling; 4. Black roseberry; 5, Princess

C harlotte; 6. Coni’* late scarlet; 7. Ciurnstone scarlet

;

5. Ci rove-end scarlet ; 9. Melon; 10. Old scarlet; 11.

Roseberry, or Scotch scarlet.

Black strawberries.— I. Downton; 2- Elton seed-

ling; 3. Knight’s scarlet-fleshed ; 4. Pit moslon black ;

6 . Sweet cone; 7. Bluck prince.

Pine and Bath strawberries, (Fragaria grandijtora of

Ehrart.) 1. Bath scarlet; 2. linstock; 3. Chinese; 4.

Keen’s seedling ; 5. Old Pine; 6. Bath.

Chili strawberries, ( Fragaria Chilensis of Ehrart) 1.

Scarlet Chili; 2. Large blush Chili ; 3. Wilinol’s su-

perb; 4. Yellow Chili; 5. Black Chili.

Pomaccoiis fruit.

Vest Pear (Pyrus communis of Linnaeus) is found wild in

Britain and other parts of Europe, and in its native state

is a thorny tree, ft grows almost in any kind of soil, and

is much longer lived than the apple. In a dry soil it will

exist for centuries, and remain healthy and fruitful. As a

dessert fruit the pear is preferred to the apple. It is also

lived for baking, compuis, and marmalades. Peurs

dried in an oven will keep upwards of a year with or

without syrup, a method very generally followed in

France. Perry is made from the tormented juice of

pears in the same manner as cider is from apples.

Dessert pears should have a sugary aromatic juice and a

soft subliquid pulp, or melting as in the beumk.
Kitchen pears should be larger, firm, and rather austere

than sweet, as the wardens. The Romans in (he time

of Pliny possessed thirty-two kinds, but the varieties now
cultivated are innumerable. Many new sorts have been

added within the hist ten or twelve years, mostly from

Belgium, so that a great number of the old kinds, formerly

reckoned excellent, are now considered only as second

rate ; and most of these new sorts produce abundantly

and in great perfection on standards instead of requiring

the assistance of walls as the best old kiuds did. The
following list contains the most approved varieties

I>c***rt or Dessert, or table [tears .— 1 . Ambrosia ; 2. Aston town

;

table pears. 3. Belle et bonne ; 4. Autumn bergamot ; 5. (iansei’s

bergamot ; 6. Beurre d’Amalis ; 7. Beurre d'Aremberg;

8, Beurre d’Argenson ; 9. Beurre beuuchamps ; 10.

Beurre Bose; 11. Brown beurre; 12. Beurrt1 cupiau-

niont; 13. Beurnf crapnud ;
14. Beurre Biel; 15.

Beurre ranee; lti. Beurre Duval ; 17. Easter beurre;

18. Bcund Van Mons; 19. Bishop's thumb; 20. Bon

Chretien fondant; 21. Burgermiester ; 22. English Hortical

cadlot \ ro*at ; 23. Chaumontel; 24. Citron des car- ^
U1 **

mes; 25. Colmar; 26. Autumn colmar; 27. Crassane;
28. Althorp crassane ; 29. W hite crassaDe ; 30. Down-
ton; 31. Doyenne grey; 32. Doyenne white; 33.

Duchesse d'Angouleme : 84. Echasserie; 35. Figue
de Naples; 36. Flemish beauty; 37. Fondante Van
Mons ; 38. Forelie ; 39. Garimn’s ; 40. Forme de
dehccs; 41. Summer franc nfal; 42. Heuri Quatre;
43. Ilesscl; 44. Incomparable; 45. Jargonelle; 46.

Longueville; 47. Louise bmine; 4S. Marie Louise;
49. Knight’s monarch ; 50. Muscat Robert ; 51. Na-
poleon; 52. Winter nelis; 53. Ne plus meuris

;
54.

Punncnticr; 55. Passans de Portugal ; 56. Passe Col-

mar; 57. Pitfour ; 58. Routselel de Rheims ; 59. Saint

Germain; CO. Saint Chitdain; 61. Scekle; 62. Sucre
vert; 63. Summer rose; 64. Swan’s egg; 65. Valhfe

Tranche ; 66. Virgouleose : 67. Welbeck ; 68. White-
field , 69. Windsor; 70. Wormley grange.

Kitchener baking pears.—1. Bellisime d’hiver ; 2. Kitchen

Belmont; 3. Dequeue masque ; 4. Bergamot te Suisae;

5. Bcti d’Heri ; 6. Spanish lion Chretien ; 7. Cliaptal;

8. Franc real d’hiver; 9. Uvedale’s Saint Germain;
10. Windsor.

Perry pears.— 1. Borland
; 2. Trillion squash. Petty

Pear trees are reared from seed for new varieties and
for stocks. To procure Midi from which to rear new
varieties the blossoms of one good kind should be im-

pregnated by the pollen from another. Trees of the pear

from seed require double the time to come to a bearing

state than apple trees do. Seedlings for stocks should

be reared from seed obtained from perry makers, but
those reared from the seeds of the wild pear are prefer-

able as being much more hardy and durable ; the seed-

ling trees are afterwards treated in the same manner as

crab or apple stocks. Grafting and budding is ge-

nerally performed on seedling pear and wild pear stocks,

hut it is al$o performed on quince stocks for the pur-

poses of dwarfing, and bringing the trees earlier into

bearing. Tile |>ear succeeds well also on apple, medlars,

aud service stocks. Those on the quince stocks thrive

best in a moist soil. Grafted on the white thorn pear

trees bear early ; on stocks rearer! from seed of the cul-

tivated pear they grow luxuriantly in good soil on a dry
bottom, but those on the wild pear slocks grow less

rapidly, but are deemed more durable and will thrive on
the poorest soil. For final planting some recommend
trees one to six years old from the time of grafting or

budding. Forsyth, however, says the oldest that can

be found in a nursery with stroug stems arc best. A
dry deep loam is reckoned the l>est sod for the pear, and
gravel or sand a good subsoil, but clay is had. For wall

trees the soil should be made two or three feet deep, but

for an orchard one and a half foot deep will do. South-

east und west walls are recommended for the best early

autumn and winter pears. Final planting may be per-

formed from October till March. The blossoms of the

pear tree being formed upon spurs along branches of
one or more years old, they should be left to extend

at full length. In pruning standard trees the only object

ia to keep the head moderately open and clear of dead
wood. In the summer pruning of wall or espalier trees

the superfluous and ill placed shoots should be rubtied

olf while young and spongy, training in the branches

left at full length; but when a vacancy occurs in any

part of the tree, some of the contiguous *hoots should

be shortened in June to five eyc», in order to supply
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Uotticul- new shoots to fill up. Winter pruning may be per-
,ure

- formed from November to Apnl, and consists of cutting

off the superabundant and irregular young branches,

taking core to preserve the fruit spurs ul the sides and

ends of the bearers. Mr. Knight, in training the

branches of peur trees perpendicularly downwards, ioutid

it accelerate their fruit-bearing state. Old trees may be

restored by re-grafting on every principal branch. The
diseases ami insects which attack the pear tree are the

same as those to which the apple tree is subject, and

tile remedies ate the same-

Apple. Apple,, (Pymt main

*

of Linnaeus,) in its wild state, is

a native of most parts of Europe, and the improved kinds

form an important branch of culture in Britain and

other countries tor the kitchen, the table, and the manu-

facture of cider. The wild apple is called a crab, which

is a native of Britain in hedges. It is not known from

whence the cultivated apple originally came, but it was
probably introduced by the Homans, for they had twenty-

two varieties in the lime of Pliny. According to Stow

carps and pepins were introduced into England by

Mascal in 1572. The apple Itcc is supposed by some

to attain a great age, but Mr. Knight considers two hun-

dred years as live ordinarv duration of a healthy tree

grafted on a crab stock. Of all the fruits produced in

Britain none can be brought to so high a degree of per-

fection with so little trouble us the apple, there being so

many excellent kinds in cultivation calculated almost for

every soil and situation. Some sorts ripen their fruit in

the beginning of July, and others which ripen later will

keep good till summer, and unlike other fruit those which

ripen latest are the best. The uses of apples are various,

as for pies, torts, sauces, for the dessert, and the fer-

mented juice forms cider. In confectionery apples are

used for comfits, marmalades, jellies, and tarts. Com-
mon crab apples arc said to make a very good wine

with the addition of sugar. The pulp of apples beat up

with lard forms pomatum. The fruit is extremely whole-

some when conked, and is efficacious in indigestion and
fevers. Apples for the dessert should be firm, juicy, and
well shaped, with a sharp flavour; those for kitchen use

should have the property of falling, that is. forming a

pulpy mass when baked or boiled ; those for cider should

possess a considerable degree of astringency. Mr.
Knight, found that the specific gravity of the juice re-

cently expressed indicated very accurately the strength of
the future cider. Tusscr, in his list of fruits published

in 1573, mentions apples, and Parkinson in 1629 gives

the names of fifty-seven sorts, and Evelyn says that it

was through the industry of Harris, fruiterer to Henry
VIII. that the fields and environs of about thirty towns
In Kent were planted with apple trees from Flanders.

Gibson mentions that Lord Scudamore, in the time of

Charles I., collected scions of cider apples ill Normandy,
and on his return encouraged tile grafting of them
throughout the comity of Hereford. (See the article

Cider.) Hartlip gives the names of two hundred varie-

ties, and says he verily believes that there are five hun-
dred kinds in the island; but since that time tile list of
apples hns greatly increased from the continual acces-

sion of kinds lioth from the continent and North Ame-
rica. as well as the great number reared from seed in

this country. According to Mr. Knight a variety of
apple has a limited duration, therefore ninny of the

sorts mentioned by Parkinson and others ore not now
to be found, or are so degenerated ami diseased as no
longer to deserve the attention of planters. He observes

that the moil, the red streak, with the musts and golden Horticm-

pippiu, are in the last state of decay, and the store and lltn^

others are last hastening afier them, and he therefore
^

concludes that all apples propagated bv grafting or bud-
ding will partake in some degree of the same life which
will attend that life in its youth, maturity, and decay, con-
sequently the only method ofliuving vigorous and healthy

apple trees in to rear good varieties from reed. This
should be done by crossing the blossoms of one kind

with the pollen of another aud by having constantly a
supply of seedlings rearing, and as they allow fruit the

best sorts should be selected and the inferior kinds used

for Mocks. The varieties of apple are without end, but
the following are time most generally esteemed.

Drwrt or table applet.— 1. White Astracan ; 2. oc

Beachamwell; 3. BorsdOrfler; 4. Breedon pippin; 5.
,*^**>’

Bungewood pippin ; 6. Cambusnethan pippin ; 7.
** r**

Christie*® pippin ; 8. Cley pippin ; 9. Cackle pippin

;

10. Cornish aromatic ; II. Court pcmlu plat ; 12. Court
of Wick; 13. Deptford inn ; 14. Downton; 15. Duchess
ofOldenburgh; 16, Dutch mignon; 17. Essex pippin;

18, Fletcher** kernel; 19. Fearn’s pippin; 20. Fur-
leigh pippin; 21. Fcuouillet gris; 22. Cornish gilli-

flowcr; 23. Coe's golden drop: 24. Golden Harvey;
25. Golden pippin ; 26. Franklin's golden pippin ; 27.

Hughes's golden pippin ; 28. Tunbridge golden pippin

;

29. liaggerMon pippin; 30- Hick's fancy; 81. Hut-
chinson’s spotted

;
32. Red Ingcstrie

;
33. Yellow lu-

gestrie; 31. IslcofWight pippin ; 35.White June-eating

;

36. Kerry pippin; 37. I/eydeu pippin; 38. London
pippin; 39. Longuevi.le’s kernel; 40. Male carle; 41.

Early red Margaret; 42. M argil ; 43. Newtown pip-

pin; 44. Rraddick’s nonpareil, as well as all other

kinds of nonpareils; 45. Nonsuch park apple; 46.

Oslin ; 47. Padley’s pippin ; 48. Irish peach apple
;
49.

Adum's pearmaiu, and most other kinds of |H.’arinuii)« ;

50. Old pomtnc roy ; 51. Devonshire quarenden ; 52.

Reinette d’Aizerma; 58. Reinette carpentin ; 54.

Golden reinette ; 55. Rihsiun pippin
; 56. Bowyer'a

russet, and most other sorts of russets; 57. Stone pij»-

pin
;

58. Stony Rovd pippin ; 59. Tcnterdeu park
;
60.

Summer thorle; 61. Thoresby seedling; 62. West
Grinstcad pippin

;
63. W'ormsley pippin.

Kitchen applet..— 1. Alexander; 2. Baldwin’s; 3. Kitchen

Norfolk beaufin
;

4. Beauty of Kent ; 5. Bedfordshire ®iTlv'**

foundling; 6. Belle bonne ; 7. Bess pool
;

8. Blenheim
pippin; 9. Large j el low bough

;
It). Broa I end ;

11.

Bur knot; 12. Caloin malmgre; 13. Caroline; 14.

Carlisle codling; 15. Dutch codling; 16. Keswick
codling; 17. Kilkenny codling; 18. Mark's codling;

19. Winter codling; 20, Cole; 21. Dumelow’s seed-

ling; 22. Green falwood; 23. Glammis castle; 24.

Gloria inundi
;
25; Hawthornden; 26. Holland pip-

pin; 27. King of the pippins ; 28. Monstrous leading-

ton; 29, Lucombe’s seedling; 80. Kirk’s Lord Nelson;
31. Minshul crab; 32. Nonsuch; 33. Northern green-

ing; 34. Autumn pearmain; 35. Baxter's pearmain ;

36. Winter pearmain; 37. l'ennock’.s red winter; 38.

Reinette blanche d'Espagne
;

39. Reinette de Canada

;

40. RibMon pippin ; 41. Golden Russel; 42. Rymer;
43. Sugar-loaf pippin; 44. Waltham Abbey seedling;

45. Watson's dumpling; 46. Woolmar's long; 47.

Large early yellow bough ; 48. Yorkshire greening.

Cider applet.— 1. Siberian bitter sweet; 2. Buck's Cider ap>
counly; 3. Coccagee; 4. Coquerel plat; 5. John pie*.

Apple; 6. Ro Mocker
;

7. Royal wildling; 8. Roa-
keric.
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In propagating the apple from seed, choice should be

made from sorts whose qualities it is desired to per-

petuate or improve. A small apple crossed by a large

sort is most likely to produce a new variety, but it is

almost as sure to be worthless; the most proper kinds

for crossing should have a great many qualities in

common, as size, shape, flavour, &c. The plan of cut-

ting away the stamens from the flower intended to bo

impregnated, and when the stigmas are mature intro-

ducing the pollen of that intended for the male parent,

is the most certain method of producing new varieties of

excellent quality. Mr. Knight obtained a great num-
ber of excellent kinds by this last mode, from the seed

of the orange pippin impregnated with tin; pollen of the

golden pfppin. The seed should be sown in autumn

in pots or in beds of light earth, and at the end of the

first year the seedlings so reared should be planted into

nursery rows, and afterwards they should be removed to

where they are intended to produce their fruit, at six or

eight feet distant everyway. The less pruning seedling

trees have, the sooner they will come into a bearing

state ; the weakest shoots should only be removed. Ring-
ing is performed on seedling trees for the same purpose

by some horticulturists. According to Mr. Knight,

the common practice of only selecting those seedlings

which have broad roundish leaves alter two or three

years' growth is bad, for although (he width and thick-

ness of the leaf indicates pretty correctly the size of the

future apple, it by no means gives any idea of the future

merit of the fruiL. Codlings are found to change less

from seed than any other sorts, and seldom for the

worse. Some kinds of apple may be grown from cut-

tings, as the codlings and bur knot. Trees reared

from cullings arc supposed not to be liable to canker,

ami such trees are said to be most proper for forcing.

These cuttings should be taken from young wood
from six to eight inches long, having a portion of the

older wood at the lower end, cutting out the lower buds,

and when planted placing a hand glass over them after

watering, or in a shady border without a hand-glass; the

beginning of February is the best time for planting cut-

tings. Apple trees may also be reared by layers and
suckers, the latter mode is confined to the Paradise stock

and creeping apples for stocks. But grafting and budding
ore the most general practice of propagating the apple

tree. In rearing seedling apple trees for varieties, the

Rev. J, Venables sows the apples instead of pips that

the ground may be enriched around the pips with the

succharine juices of the fruit, and supply the young
tree with its earliest nutriment ; trees raised in this

manner are more likely to produce good fruit than by
sowing the clean pips. All kinds of stocks require to

stand in the nursery rows till they are about half an
inch thick at the height they ore intended to be grafted

or budded; for full standards and riders they will

require three or four years' growth before they will be of

sufficient height (six ieet) for grafting, fur half standards

two years, and for dwarfs one year. All side shoots

should be rubbed ofF, and all suckers removed as they

appear to the height at which they are intended to be

grafted or budded. For budding, stocks do not require

to be above half the diameter requisite for grafting. A
soil almost similar for the nursery to that in which the

trees are intended finally to grow is considered the most
proper where it can be had. Pasture ground or unma-
nured meadow land should be preferred to old tillage,

and a loam of moderate strength and considerable depth
VOL, VI.

»s preferable to all other soils, G>r trees in a poor soil Horlicut-

hccome stunted and unhealthy, and those in a very rich tar*,

soil are liable to disease and canker. Scions for grafting
v—

should be cut from the parent tree during winter, and
not later than the eml of December, and stuck in the

ground by their lower ends till wanted, because if left

on the tree the buds swell with the increasing influence

of the Hiti. and the vigour of the scion would thereby be
diminished. Instead of grafting six feet high on stocks

for standards, that process may be performed near the

ground and a single shoot trained from the graft until it

has attained the height at w hich the branches ore wished
to diverge. It is best that no more than one scion

should be inserted on each stock, except when the slock

is too large, then a graft may be inserted on each prin-

cipal branch. Miller and Knight ure in favour of graft-

ing near the ground, while others agree in leaving a
stem below the graft. Grafting is generally performed
from the end of February to the end of March, and the
season for budding is July. There are no advantages
to !>e derived from transplanting the stocks oftener than
from the sccd-kcd to the nursery where they are grafted

or budded, and from thence to where they are finally to

remain. The choice of kinds depends upon the object

in view, as well as on soil, situation, climate, Ac. The
time at which apple trees may be finally transplanted

with most safety is from November till the end of Fe-
bruary. Any common soil on a dry subsoil in an open
situation will suit apple trees. When the soil is moist it

should he rendered as dry as possible by draining before

planting, and shallow trenching in cold wet soils is suid

to be ot advantage- In deep loam and marly clay apple
trees attain the largest stature. The blossoms being
borne on small lateral and terminal spurs or short

stunted shoots, which continue fruitful for many years

together, the tree should be pruned accordingly.

Pruning consists of removing shoots too much extended,
irregularly placed or deformed branches, or a good
shoot may be shortened in order that it may throw out

branches and fill up any vacant space ; but to shorten
or cut away any shoots without anv of these objects in

view would only be cutting away the bearers and produce
useless wood shoots. Espaliers and wall trees require

both a winter and a summer pruning, which in sum-
mer consists of laying in all the shoots of the same year
that are likely to be wanted, pinching them ofT where
too thick or ill placed ; in winter oil the branches, both
old and new, are regulated, cutting out all superabundant,

decayed, unfruilful, or diseased branches and wood, care-

fully preserving the fruit spurs, and afterwards training all

the left shoots regularly. Forsyth recommends heading
down old unfruitful trees to within two feet of the

ground, and grafting them in the crown or cleft method.

The unproductiveness as to fruit of the better kinds of
pear and apple trees being a subject ofcomplaint, the Rev.

J. Swaync ha* impregnated the stigmas of the unfruitful

trees with the pollen of fertile ones with entire success,

and produced laige well formed fruit w ithout any change
either in flavour or appearance. In closely planted and
unpruned orchards lichens grow on the trees, which is

also produced from damp and uncultivated soils. The
mealy hug, apple bug, or American blight is one of the

most injurious insects, for which there is no known
remedy except that of brushing them o(F, but judicious

soil, culture, and pruning is the best preventive. The
room in which fruit is stored should be well ventilated,

and for this purpose it ought to have a fire-place or a
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Ilortirul- fll,c » umI Wgttladj filled up with shelves which should

ture. be formed of o|X‘n work on which the fruit sieves should

be placed.

Qumcc. Quince (Cydonia vulgaris of Persoon) is indigenous

to the south ot Europe, and hi mentioned by Tu^ser in

1573. The fruit has a pleasant apple smell but an aus-

tere taste ; it is not eaten raw, but stewed in pies or

tarts along with apples. It likewise forma an excellent

marmalade and syrup. In nurseries the plants are much
used as stocks for the pear tree. The following are the

varieties in cultivation : 1. Common ; 2. Apple-Shaped
;

3. Pear-shaped ; 4. Portugal; 5. Orange. The tree is

principally propagated by layers and suckers, but also

by cuttings, and approved sorts moy be increased by

grafting or budding. AH varieties of the quince grow

best in a soft moist soil, in a sheltered situation. The
tree is always planted as a standard when grown for

fruit. The time of planting, grafting, and method of

pruning are the same as lor the apple tree.

Service tree (I*yrus domes tica of Smith) is a native

of the mountainous parts o! Cornwall and the moor-

lands of Staffordshire. It is a tree of slow growth and

is said not to arrive at a fruiting state until sixty years

old. The fruit iu its unripe state is austere, but when
mellowed by frost or keeping it becomes soft and edible,

resembling the medlar. The varieties known are the

peur-shaped, apple-shaped, and berry-shaped. The
tree should be grown as a standard, and otherwise

treated like the apple tree. It is also propagated like

it, and will succeed if grafted or budded on the same
kind of stocks. In about a month after gathering the

fruit becomes mellow and fit for use.

Granateous Fruits. ,

Fonrgn- Pomegranate ( Punica granatum of Linnaeus) ia a

nate. native of Barbery, from whence it has migrated into the

south of Europe, where it now appear; indigenous. The
varieties known are the single scarlet, double scarlet,

single white and double white, and the yellow-flowered.

There is no tree more showy than the pomegranate when

iu blossom. It thrives best in Britain planted against

a south wall. All the varieties are readily propagated

by cuttings or layers, and the rarer sorts are sometimes

increased by grafting on the commoner kinds. The pulp

of the Iruit is sub-acid, allaying heat, quenching thirst,

and is gently laxative.

Grossularunts Fruits.

Goose- Gooseberry (Ribei grossutarus of Linnaeus) is found
brry- wild in many parts of Britain, must parts of Europe.

and in the north of Asia, generally in hedges and

thickets. Some derive the name gooseberry from gorsc-

bery, from having the prickly habit of gorse or furze, and

others from the use of the young fruit n* sauce to geese.

The gooseberry is cultivated to greater perfect ion in

Lancashire than in any other part of Britain, and next

to Lancashire is Scotland. In France and Italy it is

scarcely known, the climate probably not suiting it. In

Lancashire almost every cottager cultivates gooseberries

more with a view to prizes than any thing else, given at

what are there called “ Gooseberry prize meetings ;”

these prizes vary from one to ten pounds. In the

immature stale the fruit is valuable for pies, tarts,

sanees, and creams; and when ripe it form* a rich dessert

fruit, and preserved with sugar or mode into jam. Un-

ripe gooseberries can be preserved in bottles of water Hortienl

for winter use. Gooseberries are first mentioned by

Turner, in 1573 ; but the varieties were thou few in
***

number, but since they have become innumerable,

the following are considered established, and merit

cultivation. Iu the selection of kinds, although large

gooseberries make n fiue appearance, they ore often de-

ficient in flavour compared with some of smaller size ;

§1. Smooth green berries— 1. Massey’s heart of oak;

2. .Green walnut; 3. Large smooth green ; 4. Pitmas-

ton green gage. §2. Hairy green berries— 1. Green
Gascoigne or early green ; 2. Glenton’s green

; 3. Green
seedling ; 4. Gregory’s perfection ; 5. Hepburn's pro-

lific; 6. lloplcy’s I^ord Crew. §3. Smooth yellow ber-

ries— 1. Dixon’s golden yellow; 2. Yellow ball.

§ 4. Hairy yellow berries— 1. Sulphur or rough yellow ;

2. Smooth yellow; 3. Yellow Smith. §5. Smooth
white or greenish-white berries— 1. White damson

;

2. Cook's white eagle: 3. Crystal; 4. White fig.

§6. Hairy white or grecnish-whitc berries— 1. Large

enrlv white; 2. Peer’s Queen C harlotte ; 3. Compton's

Sheba queen ; 4. Moor’s white l)ear; 5. Taylor’s bright

Venn*
;

ft. W hite Champagne ; 7. Saunders's Cheshire

lass; 8. Hedgehog; 9. White crystal ; 10. Early white;

11. Cleworth'f. while lion; 12. Princess Royal.

§7. Smooth red berries— 1. Red Turkey; 2. Rider’s

scented lemon ; 3. Small red globe or smooth Scotch.

§ 8. Hairy red berries— 1 . Melting's crown bob
; 2. Berry’s

farmer’s glory ; 3. keen’s seedling; 4. Knight's Mar-
quis of Stafford ; 5. Miss Bold ; 6. Red Mogul ; 7. Red
rose. Both early and late gooseberries should be culti-

vated in order to prolong the season. Wi (mot's early

red ia said to be the best kind for tarts in May. Goose-
berry bushes are propagated by seed for new varieties,

and for this purpose the seed of a choice variety is sown
in uutumn or early spring, and in the following spring

or autumn the young plants will be fit to transplant into

nursery rows lor fruiting; but by cuttings for perpe-
tuating and increasing established kinds. Autumn is

the best time of planting these cuttings, and all the buds
of each should be removed except three or four of the

uppermost ones. Cuttings will also succeed if they are

planted in June, provided they are properly watered and
shaded. Any good soil on a dry subsoil and well ma-
nured suits the gooseberry

; if moist, the fruit will be-

come larger but not of so good a flavour. The best

season for transplanting is from October to March ; the
bushes of three years old from cuttings are best for final

planting. They should be planted in single rows six or
eight feet apart in the kitchen garden to divide quarters

;

but when the object is large quantities of fruit for mar-
ket, plantations ought to be made in parallel rows. By
planting and training against south walk or espalier rails

early fruit may be obtained, and on north wolls for late

fruit. The hushes produce their blossoms on the preced-

ing year’s shoots, and on those of several years' growth,

but the largest berries are found on the younger wood
which should be left at (nil length. All that is required

in summer pruning is thinning the branches w hen too

crowded, but winter pruning consists of removing all

cross or ill placed young shoots and all water shoots, at

the same time shortening rambling and straggling

branches, taking care to leave a sufficient supply of the

best placed shoots of the preceding summer. The su-

perfluous branches may be cut down to two or three

eyes, which will muse them to send out fruit spurs in

spring. Caterpillars of various kinds are well known
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HertieuV- cnemiei io the gooseberry. Washing the bushes with
tune, diluted hot lime water by a hand engine is advisable, and
"v*—' alter this has been done a little hot lime should be

sprinkled around the root of each bu»h. By placing mats
over the bushes when the fruit is ripe the berries will keep

good till Christmas on the bushes. The Warrington

red and Mogul yellow are said to keep well in this way.

Gooseberries may be forced by planting the bushes in

pots or boxes, and placing them in a forcing-house or in

a pit, and the fruit will ripen in April.

Red and Red and ichite currants ( Ribcs rubrum of Linnaeus)
while cur- is found wild in several parts of the north of England
rabta* and in Scotland in bushy places about the batiks of

rivers. In the wild slate the berries are red and small,

but culture has produced both white and pale red ber-

ries of n larger size. According to Professor Martyn,

the currant does not seem to have been known to the

ancient Greeks or Romans, and in the southern nations

of Europe there is no appropriate name for it to this day.

The English name of currant is evidently derived from
the similarity of the fruit to the Corinth grape, or small

grape of Xante, the Corinths or currants of grocers. In

Britain currants have been long in a slate of cultivation.

The berries possess an agreeable acid taste, and therefore

arc acceptable at the dessert
;

and they are also much
used in making jellies, jams, and wines. In Paris

tiie juice of the red currant is a common beverage
in summer. The only varieties worth cultivating are

the red and white Dutch. The currant, like the

gooseberry, is propagated by seed to obtain new va-

rieties, and by cutting to perpetuate and increase old

established sorts. The bushes will grow well in almost

any soil and situation, and by planting both in open
s well as shady places ripe fruit may be had in perfec-

tion from June to November. The time oftransplanting

the bushes is from the fall of the leaf to March, and like

the gooseberry they are planted in single rows in the

kitchen gardeu to divide main quarters, or in plantations

by themselves. They slso do well trained against a

wall or on espalier rails, lacing the south for early fruit

and the north for late fruit. The blossoms are borne

both on old and young wood, but the fruit produced on
the younger brunches is always the finest. The sum-
mer pruning consists of thinning the superfluous shoots

of the same year’s growth, and removing all root suckers.

In (tie winter pruning, all cross and irregular placed

branches should be cut away, and the superfluous good
lateral shoots cut down to one or two buds, at the same
time removing all naked old bearer*, taking care to provide

young ones in succession, and shortening those shoots

which are too much extended, and the spurs of old

brunches may be thinned where too thick. Macdonald,
gardener at Dalkeith Park, found that by cutting OS' with

hedge shears the young shoots to within five or six inches

above the fruit just when they begin to change colour,

sun and air thus gets to them, and by which means the

berries are said to become larger and of belter flavour.

The common method of training currant bushes ou walls

or espalier rails, is to have two leading bottom shoots

trained horizontally half & foot from the ground, and all

upright shoots from these trained perpendicularly, but

the common fan mode of training appears to be equally

good. Washing currant bushes with diluted quick-lime

water will keep them free from caterpillars and other

insects. The fruit should be collected in dry weather,

as they lose their flavour ill wet weather. Currants may
be forced in the same manner as gooseberries.

Black Currant ( Ribcs nigrum of Linnaeus) is a native Horticul-

of several parts of Scotland and the north of Englaud tare-

on the banks of rivers. The berries have a peculiar

flavour and are eaten in puddings and tarts, and arc

made into jellies and wines and in Ireland they are put
into whiskey. The Russians by fermenting the juice with

honey, form a strong agreeable w ine. There arc several

varieties, but that most cultivated is called the blackNaples.

Tiie bush is propagated by cuttings, and bears its blos-

som* exactly in tbc same manner as the red currant, and
consequently is pruned and otherwise treated like it, and
it may also be forced in tiie same manner. A few plants

only are required, and these should be grown on
tbc edire of a shady border or trained aguiu.it a north
wall.

Sam6i/eeou» Fruits,

Elder (Sambucus niyer of Linminis) is a native of Elder.

Britain in moist places, *a along the banks of ditches

and in damp woods. The fruit is in great demand for

making elder wine of the expressed juice. There are

several varieties, but tbe black and white berried are the

most common. The tree will grow in any soil or situa-

tion, and is generally increased by cuttings. The fruit

ripens in September and October.

Corneous Fruits.

Cornelian cherry (Cornu* musculo of Linncus) is Cornelian

indigenous to most parts of Europe, Britain excepted, cherry.

The shrub was formerly cultivated for its fruit to make
tarts, having an agreeable acid flavour, and rob de coniis

was formerly kept in the shops. The cornelian cherry

is common in shrubberies, and produces its flowers in

the beginning of February. The bush will grow in al-

most any soil mid situation, and is readily propagated

by cuttings planted in autumu.

Olivaceous Fruits.

Olive, (Olea Eurajxea of Limm'iis,) in its wild state, Olive,

is a native of the south of Europe, but the cultivated

varieties are said to have conic originally from Asia.

They are naturalized in different parts of the south of
Europe, where they are found in hedges and wood*.

Tiie cultivation of the olive abroad is similar to that of

grass orchards in Britain. With protection against

frost, the olive may be grown against a south wall. In
Devonshire some trees stood many winters in the open
ground as standards, but without ripening their fruit.

Vacctneous Plants.

Cranberry (Oxycoccus palustris of Persoon) is a Cranberry,

small creeping shrub a native of turfy mossy bugs in

Scotland, Ireland, und the north of England, and oilier

parts of the north of Europe, as well as ofNorth America.
The berries are red, of a peculiar acid flavour, grateful to

most people in the form of taru, for which purpose they

are largely imported from Russia. Cranberries of
British growth were formerly sold in large quantities in

many towns, but latterly the plants have been utmost de-

stroyed by tbc extensive incisures und draining of their

native bogs. In Sweden thc*e berries serve only to

boil silver plate to its due degree of whiteness, their

sharp acid destroying tbc superficial particles of the

cupper alloy. Tbc plant may lie treated and otherwise

9* 2
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Horticul- cultivated in the manner recommended for the American
tu«. cranberry.

v—*s**m~' American cranl*erry (Osycoccus macrocarpus of

«w»b«
ia

** * prostrate shrub, much larger than our na-

ries.
* t,ve cranberry. It is a native of bogs in a sandy soil

from Canada to Virginia. The berries, which are also

much larger and of a deeper red, are used in America
for making tarts, and arc exported from thence to Eu-
rope, but are inferior to Russian cranberries. The best

way to have American crunberries in Europe is by cul-

tivating the plant in an artificial bog with plenty of

water as first contrived by Sir Joseph Hunks. A very

few square yards will yield as many cranberries as any
family can use. If the berries arc allowed to hang on
the bushes till October, at which time they will have

become perfectly ripe, they will then be even better than

those imported from Russia, and they may be kept dry

in bottles throughout the year. Wherever there is a
pond the margin may be prepared for the culture of
cranberries. All that is necessary is to drive a few
stakes two or three feet within the margin of the pond,
und to place some old boards within these, so as to pre-

vent the soil of Ike bed from falling into the water,

laying small stones or rubbish in the bottom of the bed
so formed, and peat earth to the depth of three inches

above that, and about seven inches below the surface of
the water. In such a situation the plants grow readily,

and in a year or more entirely cover the bed by means
of the runners which take mot at every point.

Cowberry. Cowberry (yactinium vitis ultra of Linneus) is a

small shrub indigenous to Scotland, Wales, and the

north of England. The berries are austere and are less

palatable in tart* than either the cranberry or bilberry,

but excellent in a rob or jelly for colds und sore throats,

as well as to eat with roast meat, and it forma a sauce for

venison superior to currant jelly. In gardens it may be

cultivated in a moist shady bonier of bog or peat earth

like the bilberry.

Bilberry or Bilberry or bleaberry (Vactinium myrti/lus of Lin-
bleaberry. mens) is a small bush a native of Britain, in mountain

woods, heaths, and moors. The berries are bluish-black

and covered with a mealy bloom
;
they are eaten in

tarts or with cream, or made into jellies. The plant may
be successfully cultivated in gardens in a shady border
of peat or bog earth.

Morcous Fruits.

Mulberry. Afulberry (Moms nigra of Linnsus) is a native of
Persia, and first mentioned by Toner in 1573 as being
cultivated in Britain. The fruit, called a sorosis by
botanists, has a peculiar aromatic flavour, and is some-
times used at the dessert. The tree may either be pro-

pagated by layers, cuttings, and suckers. A branch of
any age will strike root, the older the sooner. The pur-

pose of grafting the mulberry tree is to insert a bearing
branch on a young tree, which would not otherwise bear

fruit for many years. The tree thrives in any rich, light

soil, or in deep sandy loam. The mulberry tree is gene-

rally grown as a standard in open places, but sometimes
it is trained against a wall or espalier rail, which is

found to improve both the flavour and size of the fruit.

Forsyth recommends planting standard trees in orchards

and in luwns. Trees against walls and in kitchen

gardens, if dug about the roots in autumn and assisted

with manure, will improve the fruit. The tree produces

its blossoms on short shoots of the same year’s growth,

und on spurs in older wood, and therefore in pruning llortirul

standards the young shoots should be shortened, und lure,

the irregular, ill placed, and too crowded branches '

should be removed. The object in pruning wall or es-

palier trees is to cut out old barren branches, and train

in a succession of young ones every year. The fruit

should he used as gathered as it does not keep. The
mulberry tree is readily forced under glass its blos-

soms set freely in ditfereut degrees of heat, and the same
temperature which will ripen the earlier kinds of grape

in July will ripen mulberries in June.

Ficeous Fruits.

Fig (Ficus carica of Linnaeus) is a native both of rig.

Asia and Burbary, but is now almost naturalized in

many parts of the south of Europe. The tree forms au
important article of cultivation in the regions of the Me-
diterranean for dryiug the fruit. It is first mentioned
by Tusser, 1562, as being in England. The first trees

are said to have been brought from Italy by Cardinal

Pole in 13*25, (the white Marseilles kind,) in the reign of
Henry VIII., which still exist in the palace garden of the

. Archbishop at Lambeth. On the coast of Sussex, and in

other places, there are orchards of fig tree*. The culture

of the fig wus, however, little understood until the time
of Miller, who introduced several kinds from Italy, but
since then the fig has been forced with great advantage.

The fig tree is said to have ihe power of rendering meat
tender, like the papaw tree. The fig is both eaten green
and dried at the dessert. The varieties have become
innumerable in consequence of new kinds being readily

obtained from seed ; the following are considered the

best: 1. Black Ischia; 2. Black Italian; 3. Large
blue

;
4. Brown Turkey ; 5. Brunswick ; G. Chestnut ;

7. Malta; 8. Murrey ; 9. Small brown Ischia; 10. Mar-
seilles; 11. Large while Genoa ; 12. Nerii; 13. Small
early white ; 14. Early white; 15. Green Ischia. Fig
trees may be increased by all the known methods of pro-

pagation, by seed for new varieties, by layers, suckers,

and cuttings to (perpetuate established kinds. A cutting

taken from a well-npened fruitful branch will come into

bearing the second year ; the same advantage can be de-

rived from layers of proper shoots. Grafting and bud-
ding may he adopted in changing the nature of trees,

by inserting grafts or buds of a superior variety. In
Britain the culture of fig trees iu the open air is not
much atteuded to, for the fruit produced is so much in-

ferior to that grown under glass. Loam on a dry
subsoil suits the fig tree better than any other soil,

and the situation in which they are planted should lie

open. As standards, the trees require to be planted in

a warm sheltered place; these are generally trained with

a single stem, which is allowed to branch at top into

a conical head. The trees against walls or espalier

rails should be trained in the fan or horizontal manner.
Fig trees produce two crops of fruit annually, although
the second never comes to maturity in the open air in

Britain
;

the first crop is borne on the shoots of the pre-

ceding year, and the second on the shoots of the same
year. In Britain that mode of pruning should be
adopted which will produce the greatest portion of what
are called Midsummer shoots, and for that purpose the

spring shoots should be cut or broke off. The young figs

which appear on the Midsummer shoots should he re-

moved as soon as they can lie distinguished, and if this

is performed iu time the embryoes of young figs will be
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Horlicul- formed for the following spring. In all cases fig trceB
ture. require protection from trost.ond any method will answer.
'vm~/ Some tie all the branches together utid cover them over

with strew or haulm of herbaceous plants, and tie the

whole up in a conical form; others by sticking in the

branches of evergreens among the shoots, by burying the

shoots in the ground, or by tying painted paper round

the branches. Ringing is said to accelerate the ripen-

ing of the fruit as well as the fruitfulness of the tree.

Suit.

Walnut* Walnut (Julians n/gra of Linnseus) is a native of
Persia, and is said to have been introduced to Britain

fruin France before the year 1562, but is now almost

naturalized. The young unripe fruit is used for pick-

ling, and the kernel of the ripe fruit at the dessert. An
oil is expressed from the kernel in Spain which is used

by painters instead of almond oil. There are several

varieties of the walnut cultivated, the thick shelled, the

thin shelled, and the high-flyer ; the last is considered

the best. The tree is generally propagated from the

nut, but by grafting it may be brought much sooner

into fruitfulness. Budding may also be performed with

success, according to Mr. Knight, on two years old wood

;

the bud to be inserted should be taken from those minute

ones found at the bottom of the shoots of the preceding

year. The nuts should be sown in autumn or early

spring, and after one year's growth the young trees

should be planted out in nursery rows, and after two
years’ growth in the rows may be finally transplanted.

The tree grows well in almost any soil. Ringing is

often resorted to in order to force the tree into a bearing

state, and the ringed part plastered over with loam
mixed with cow dung. The nuts ripen in September or

October.

Chestnut. Chestnut (Costarica vetca of Linmcus) is said to

have been brought originally from Sardis to Italy by
Tiberius Cesar. It is, however, considered both a

native of Italy and France, and naturalized in Britain.

The tree attains so great an age that some of them are

considered the oldest trees now existing of our globe.

The nut is eaten roasted with salt, and in some places

bread is made from the pounded kernels. The tree is

reared from the nut; but by grafting and budding its

fruit-bearing state is accelerated. It will grow in any soil,

provided the suh*soil be dry. Chestnut trees are grown
in avenues, in orchards, and in pleasure grounds and
lawr.s. There are several varieties in cultivation. The
nuts ripen in September and October. In pruning, all

that is necessary is to cut out all ill-placed branches.

Filbert , (Corylus avellana of Linnaeus,) in its wild

state, is a native of thickets, and in which state it is called

hazel-nut. There are several cultivated varieties of the

filbert, but the following are considered the best :

1. Cobnut; 2. Gosford ; 3. Red filbert; 4. White fil-

bert ; 5. Downlon ; 6. Spanish. Filbert trees are ge-

nerally planted in orchards, and in slips round kitchen

gardens. By some a poor stony soil is chosen for the

filbert, but by others a deep hazel loam on a dry subsoil

is preferred, and which is recommended to be manured
every year. Filberts arc propagated by seed for new
varieties and stocks, and by suckers, layers, and by graft-

ing to increase established varieties. The nuts should

be sown in autumn or early spring. The trees are ge-

nerally planted and trained as standards, and they bear

their blossoms on the ends of the young shoots, or on

short spurs which issue from the branches of the pre- Horticul*

ceding year. Like all other deciduous trees the best
t

time for transplanting them is from the fall of the leaf

to March. The trees are pruned in the manner ot

gooseberry bushes, with a short stem at bottom, and a

head in the form of a bowl, the branches being well

thinned, ut the same time attention should be paid to

their mode of bearing. Sometimes there is a deficiency

of male blossoms on filbert trees which may be pre-

vented by planting a few common hazel-nut trees among
them, which arc known to produce always a super-

abundance of male catkins.

Orchard is a separate inclosed plantation of fruit Orchard,

trees. The best site fur one is land sloping to the east

or south well sheltered. A loamy soil is preferred, but

any soil that will produce a good crop of corn will an-

swer. When the subsoil is wet or clayey it requires to

be well drained. Before the trees come into a bearing

state, the gToimd may he cropped at such distances from
the trees as the crops may not be shaded, nor the roots

of the trees injured by digging too near them, the trees

being planted generally about thirty feet apart, all

which time a moderate quantity of manure should be

dug in. But when the trees have come to a proper

stale of bearing, which is generally about the eighth year

alter planting, the ground should be sown down in grass.

The object in pruning orchard or standard trees is the

formation of a proper head, which ought to be propor-

tioned to the strength of the stem, having the branches

well distributed. With the head open in the centre so as

to admit of a free circulation of air and admission of

light.

Forcino Department.

This is the most important department in horticulture,

and in the success of which the principal part of the art

depends. The term forcing has been applied to all the

operations in which glazed structures are concerned, but

strictly the term should be confined to structures where
artificial heat is applied to excite and mature vegetation

at unusual seasons. Hot-houses and frames are arti-
*

ficial habitations for plants, and are the most important

part of garden structures, requiring much skill in their

management. The principal object of these structures

is to produce artificial heat, moisture, and atmosphere

that will resemble as near as |>o*sib!e the climate in

which any particular plant naturally grows, or in forcing,

strictly speaking, the seasons at which the particular

fruit grows and ripens in the open air. The power of
regulating the temperature, admitting air, and producing

a proper degree of moisture, as well as free access to

light, are all necessary to success in forcing. Where the

object is only to imitate the native climate of the plants

grown, the structures are generally green- houses, con-

servatories, stoves, dry stoves, &c., but when the object

is to excite and mature vegetation out of season, then

the structures are termed forcing-houses, hot-beds, &c.
The principal agents of vegetable life and growth being
heat, light, air, soil, and water, therefore forcing depends

upon the perfection with which these are supplied. Such
heat is necessary in winter and early spring in addition

to that of the sun, as to raise the air inside of hot-houses

to the degree of temperature required by means of

smoke or heated air circulating through flues composed

of brickwork, or by the circulation of steam or hot water

through iron pipes or tubes, by means of ignited fucL
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Hoiticul- jjeai is sometimes applied from the fermentation of
tuc*‘ dung1

,
tan, leaves, or other vegetable substances, applied

in a large body within the house or around p«rt of it,

or under and around it as in the case of hot-beds- Ac-
cording to the experiments of Mr. Stephenson, of Edin-

burgh. the breadth of a flue should be nearly double

that of its height to obtain the greatest quantity of heat,

and as hot air has a tendency to ascend, the flue should

he pluced in the front part of the house, but os far from

the wall as convenient, so as to allow a free emission of

caloric from every part of its surface. In all cases the

furnaces are placed behind the houses, and generally

under back sheds, and they are principally constructed

in such a manner that the t>|>por purl of the arch is on a

level with the lower part of the flue, but to produce a

greater heat the furnace should be sunk so as to produce

a rise of one foot to the mouth of the flue, which in-

creases the draught and causes the fire to burn. A
furnace has been invented by Mr. Withev, which has

the power of carbonizing the greater pstrt of the fresh

coal, that is. the gas is separated from it and inflamed,

leaving only coke. This furnace does not only consumes
the most of the smoke but effects a great saving in fuel.

The. fuel is supplied by a door and pressed down an in-

clined plune towards the grate, and in this way the

whole Furfacc of the coal along the inclined plane is con-

stantly kept in a state of Are, the flame having a ten-

dency to ascend.
Steam. Steam is applied to hot-houses in producing an arti-

ficial climate, and is found more congenial to vegetation

than heat produced by hot air in flues, being more
equitable and pliable. The pipes laid down for steam

have also a neater appearance than brick flues, besides a
great saving in fuel. By means of a valve the hot-

house may be filled at pleasure with the moist vapour

of steam which is found to contribute to the health and
vigour of plants. The steam is generated in a boiler

furnished with safety valve*, and heated generally by a

smoke-consuming furnace. The boiler is usually sup-

plied with water from a cistern which is pluced above it,

which is made to regulate itself by a valve in the feed

head, which is opened by the sinking of a float that

descends in proportion to the wafer dissipated, and rises

again whenever a sufficient supply of wutcr is admitted.

Steam may be conveyed a considerable distance, one
boiler being sufficient for heating all the hot-houses

placed near together, but a second boiler i* generally

kept in readiness in case of any accident with the first.

Steam may be conducted from the boiler in one or more
parallel pipes, and these are arranged in the same man-
ner as brick flues, and are sometimes pluced on them
and inside of them when these already exist. The pipes

arc supplied with valves to admit, exclude, and regulate

the heated vapour according to circumstance*. Steam
pipes are sometimes applied to supply bottom heat to

pits in hot-houses.

Hot water Hot water .—The circulation of hot water in iron pipes

or siphons is u more recent application than steam in

producing an artificial climate in hot-houses, and is

found to pus-ess all the properties of steam heat, besides

the advantage of being more steady, and less affected by

exterior temperature than it, and it is fouud not at all

liable to hurst the pipes, as water does not cool so ra-

pidly as steam or hot vapour. Further, hot water has

this advantage over steam, that as soon as heat is con-

veyed to the boiler the circulation commences instantly,

and by which means heat is immediately communicated

to the house, but no heat can be received from steam Hertkul

until the water is made to boil. The first application tu!e *

of healing hot-houses by sicain appears to have been
first attempted by Wakefield, of Liverpool, but hot
water a* a medium of convey ing heat was first introduced

by Rounemaui, in 1777, to the hot-houses in the Jaidin
de* Plantes at Puris, about the lime of the first revolu-

tion. and was first adopted in Britain by the Count
Chubannes at Bromley in 1816. Mr. Atkinson was the
first who appded it successfully in this country, but
since that time the application of it, both in hot-houses,

dwelling-houses, and manufactories, has spread rapidly.

It is found that it will circulate irregularly i j»oint of
horizontal direction bulb below and above the level of
the boiler. Broad flat pipes have been used instead

of cylindrical ones as giving u greater surface for the

emission of caloric. Water has also been made to cir-

culate in hermetically sealed tubes of about an inch bore,

having the ends coded up in a recess close to the furnace

according to Perkins's method, but this has been found
too expensive lor general purposes, as may lie seen by
inspecting the lurge conservatory in Kew gardens. The
common as well as the best and simplest method of cir-

culating hot water in hot-houses is to have two open
vessels or cisterns, one above the fire which may be
termed the boiler, and the other at the extreme cuds of
the pipes which connect them. The vessels or cisterns

being open at top, one pipe is fixed to the lower part of
both vessels and the other to the upper jwrt. The ves-

sels or cisterns, Bnd consequently the pipes, being filled

with water, and (teal applied to the vessel above the

furnace, the surface of the water contained in it will rise

to a higher level, its density decreasing in consequence
of its expansion, motion commences along the upper
pipe, and the change this motion produces on the equi-

librium of the fluid causes a corresponding motion in

the lower pipe, and this motion will continue in both
pipes until the temperature lie the same in both vessels;

but ifthe water is at boiling heat, the ebullition from the
heat of the fire in the one assists the motion in both.

As far, however, as the circulation ot hot water is con-
cerned, neither two pipes nor two vessel* ure necessary,

being principally for reserving a mas* of hot water, a
pipe formed of two legs and a boiler being all that is

necessary, or a single straight pipe will do, for the hot

water will circulate on the top while the colder water will

return to the boiler by the bottom in the same pipe. To
circulate hot water in ascending and descending pipes,

it is necessary that the boiler l>c closed
; but this mode ia

not of much advantage to hot-houses, and therefore

seldom applied. Boders should be so constructed

as to have the largest surface exposed to the action of
the fire. Kewley’s method of circulating hot water in a
siphon is considered good, but certainly not equal to the
common mode for hot-houses, an it is more liable to go
out of repair, and also requires much more attention.

The siphon is curved at the extreme end, consequently
forms two legs, the open ends of which are introduced
into the boiler, one above tile other, the upper leg being
that by which the heated water ascends, the lower one
that hy which it returns to the boiler; on the npper part

of this siphon an air-pump may be placed, or a brass

cock may be introduced instead on the up^ier surface of
the upper leg having a funnel placed over it and stop-

pers of any kind being put into the open ends of the
siphon ; it may be filled with water from this funnel.

The use of the air-pump is to exhaust the siphon, in
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Statical- order that it may be filled with water by cihiu&ting the

t

tare~

air which always collects in the highest part of any tube

in which water circulates.

u4ir.— Hot-houses are supplied with airby the portion

ofatmosphere within the house. It may be either raised

in temperature or renewed at pleasure by opening the

sashes or doors or by ventilators of different descriptions.

light. Light.—All plants require abundance of* light, and in

hot-houses this is admitted by constructing them of

glass, and plants will not thrive if placed at any great

distune? from the glass. For the roofs of hot-houses,

gardeners generally prefer an angle of 45° for the slope

;

but Mr. Knight prefers, in forcing-houses particularly,

such a slope of roofus shall beat right angles to the

sun’s rays at whatever reason it is intended to ripen

the fruit
;

therefore, having determined at what reason

the fruit is wanted, the slope of the roof should be such

as to have the rays of the sun all perpendicular, accord-

ing to the sun's declination at that particular period.

Roof*. Roofs .—The material for fixed roofs are commonly
iron, as being less bulky than wood or other materials,

but movable roofs are commouly composed of timber.

All metals have a power of conducting heat, and to lessen

this power in iron roofs is to give it a thick coating of

paint. In glazing, the lap-over in each pane should

not be more than the sixteenth ofan inch, for broad laps

retain a great quantity of moisture and dust. The latest

and greatest improvements made in hot-ltouses was by

Sir George Mackenzie, in 1815. The forms of glass

roofs best calculated for the admission of light and the

sun’s rays is a hemispherical figure, which has given

rise to the curvilinear form. The principal cause for

the improvements of hot-houses may be traced to their

construction not being under the control of mansion ar-

chitects as formerly. Fitness for the end in view is

better than the display of architectural forms.

TretlUes. Trellises in forcing- houses are of the greatest use far

training and spreading out the branches of fruit trees, so

as they may obtain in every part the greatest influence of

the sun. A trellis may either be composed of metal orwood,

and its situation in forcing-houses is generally against

the back wall, close under the glass roof or in the middle

of the house, or all these modes may be used in the same
house ; the most general plan, however, is placing it

under the glass roof, but at such distance* from it accord-

ing to the size of the leaves and length of the foot-sulka

of the leaves of the plants trained ou it as keep them
dear of the glass. Back trellises are only used for tem-
porary crops until the plants trained on the trellis under

the glass have covered the roof, or for figs, which are

found to succeed better under the shade of other trees

than any other fruit tree.

Pits. Pi/*, in hot-houses, are enclosures in the centre for

bolding tan or other fermentable substances, or sand or

ashes to place plants upon. Pits may be heated by

steam or hot-watcr pipes or brick flues. Borders in hot-

houses are formed on the ground level, and ure com-
posed of earth for the growth of plants, or ashes or

gravel to place pots upon. Shelves in hot-houses should

be placed near the ground or close under the angle of

the roof so as to prevent as little as possible the exclu-

sion of light. For forcing strawberries or French beans,

shelves may be placed under the roof in vine or peach-

houses ;
stages are generally placed in houses for setting

pots upon ; they are usually a series of steps, but broad

stone or wooden ledges with tumed-up edges covered

with &aud or gravel are generally preferred.

Water in hot-houses is commonly kept in cisterns or Horticul.

tanks, that it may have the benefit of the heat, and taken tura.

from them as wanted by pumps, or watering-pots, or

the tanks may be elevated and pipes made to branch " ater>

from them to different parts of the house, haviug cocks
at certain distances for drawing supplies, which is the

most convenient mode. These reservoirs are supplied

mostly from the rain which falls from the roof. The
Messrs. Loddiges, at Hackney, have invented a method
for producing an artificial shower in hot-houscs by con-
ducting small pipes horizontally along the roof at dis-

tances of six feetr these pipes are finely perforated by
a needle, and according to the supply of water one
or more of the pipes may be set to work at the same
time.

Mushroom house differs from the other forcing-houses Mu«hrcom
in requiring very little light. An open shed supported house,

on props is the simplest and most common form, under
which mushrooms are grown in ridges, covered by straw
to maintain the requisite temperature. For growing
mushrooms in wiuter. a flued shrd or house is uii im-
provement. The situation should be dry. As mush-
rooms require more air than light, the house ought to

be provided with two or more windows or valves to

admit it. In Germany mushrooms are grown on shelves

and in hoxes under the stages, or other dark parts of
forcing-houses. A mushroom house may be formed so
as to have a path in the centre and shelves one above
another on each side of the pathway for growing them,
heating it by a flue.

Situation of theforcing ground.—In general forcing- situation
houses are placed against a north wall of the kitchen 0 r the
garden, or against cross walls, or in a slip on the cast forcing

or west side of the garden or to the north of it, but it is ff
TounJ *

best to place them against the south or cross walls. In
extensive establishments an enclosure is entirely devoted
to this department. Forcing- houses should never be
mixed with houses for plants or oruamcnL The melon
ground is generally situated in the slip.

The substances used in forming hot-beds are stable The sub-

dung in a recent state, tan bark, leaves, aud grass; but stance*

the first is in most general use after having undergone ******.

*

n

its most violent stale of fermentation. Leaves, however,
hat”brdL

are a good substitute for dung. Stable dung requires to

lie a month in ridges, and to be turned over two or three

times before it is fit for melon or cucumber beds. Ton
and leaves in general require to lie a month. In wilder
these processes are best performed under cover, as in

sheds or iu vineries which arc beginning to be forced, or

in vaults under pine pits
; hut fur Macphail’s pits or for

linings a fortnight will be sufficient ; but dung may be
formed into linings at once without any previous fer-

mentation. Ashes mixed with dung as well as one-third

of lime and two-thirds of dung are said to form a more
lasting and regular heat tliau dung by itself. The heat
of hot-beds is revived by a collateral lining nf fresh

dung, the old dung of the bed being previously cut down
close to the frame.

Compost ground is generally placed in a situation Compost
screened from the general view, hut at the same time ground,

exposed to the free action of the sun und air, and as

near to the forcing-houses and melon ground ns pos-

sible. Cushing says, loam, peat, and sand seem to be
the three simples of nature most requisite for tlwr pur-

pose of the growth of vegetables, to which mollifier* are

added, that is, vegetable leaf mould and well rotted

dung, and from the judicious mixture and preparation
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llorticul- Df tlie5C a soil may be produced which will suit plants

introduced from any quarter of the globe.

Forcing i in/*.—The vine being easily cultivated it

® will succeed in almost any form of hou*e, provided the

plants be trained near the glass on a trellis parallel

with it. A steep roof is preferred for the earliest crops

because it admits most light of the sun during the

short days ;
of course such a house must be necessarily

narrow on account of the steepness of the roof. The flue

or pipes should put along the front, and afterwards

make one or more turns on the back wall. Mr. Knight

recommends the roof to be at nn angle of 35° to ripen

the fruit in July, but most gardeners proper an angle of

45°, which is that commonly adopted for summer fruit

The roofs may be fixed, provided there are proper ven-

tilators on the back wall. The opinions with regard to

the culture of the vine are numerous. The soil for the

border may be composed of one-fourth garden or mea-
dow loam, one-fourth of turf nnd sweepings of roads,

one-eighth of vegetable mould or rotten tuu, turned over,

broken with the spade and well mixed together, to

which may be added a moderate quantity of lime or shell

marl ; the border may be covered with two inches of

gravel on its surface, a mode adopted by Speedily, a

celebrated vine grower. W. Griffin, who has received a

medal from the Horticultural Society for the growth of

grapes, makes his compost of one-half good loamy turf

well rotted, one quarter of old dung, and one quarter of

brick or lime rubbish, the whole being well broken and
incorporated, but cither of the aliove-namcd composts

will suit the viue. The borders should be from three

to six feet deep, and should not be narrower inside and
outside of the house than twenty feet, and if the bottom

is not naturally dry it should be well drained and lined

six inches deep with brick rubbish or covered with brick

hefore tbe compost is thrown in. Vine plants reared

from buds trained to a single stem are preferred, but

when they have to be sent from a great distance, cu|-

tings are considered better adapted. About the end of

June, at which time vines will have made long shoots,

some of these may be selecled and bent down, and the

flexure introduced into a pot filled with earth, taking care

that a portion of the former year’s wood with a joint be

placed into the soil of the pot
;

after which the earth in

the pots must be kept moist, and in a week or ten daya

the shoots will have made sufficient roots so as to be

safely detached from the parent ; and it frequently happens
that the shoots so struck contain one or more bunches of

grapes which will come to perfection ; and a grape-house

may therefore be filled by this means with fruiting plants

in three months, which cannot be done in the ordinary

way in less than three years. The beat and most ge-

neral mode, however, is to select the plants from a nur-

sery, and have them planted in pots or tubs filled with

rich soil the year previous to final planting. When vines

are trained to a back wall they are planted in a border

within the house, but if trained to trellises under the

lass they may cither be planted outside or inside of tbe

ouse ; the former is the most prevalent plan, but in

vineries inside planting seems to be preferable ; but where
vines arc trained lo the rafters in pine stoves, of course

outside planting must be adopted, in order that the

vines may be drawn out when in a dormant slate.

Before planting them they should he carefully turned

out »f the pots, reducing the ball a little, and at the same
time singling out the matted roots, and covering them
with earth just as deep as they were before, taking care

lo spread the fibres out previous to covering them with Hortieul-

curth, and afterwards settling the whole with water from tur*‘
^

the rose of a watering-pot. Mr. Judd (Hort. Trans, iv.

p. 4) makes holes in his border in May, and puts a

barrowful of old rotten tan in each, and in the middle

of each he sets a plant with the ball attached two feet

distant from the wall on its side, so that the stem may be

in a horizontal position, and the part of the stem to be

covered with earth is slit or tongued at every eye, and
the top of the shoot is then drawn through the hole in

the wall. Vines in pots may be planted at any season,

hut autumn and spring is preferred. The distances at

which they are finally plauted from each other depend
upon the kind of vine; six feet distance is sufficient for

weak growing kinds, and twelve for strong growing
ones. Gardening authors generally lay much stress

upon the mode of pruning and training, but good crops

depend more upon soil, climate, and management. They
may be cither pruned in the long or new method, or the

spur mode, or in the manner of peach trees. Pruning
in summer depends upon the necessity of admitting air

and light to the young wood and fruit
;
and for this pur-

pose they require constant attention so as not to allow

the plant to be crowded with superfluous branches and
leaves, and no more fruit should be allowed to remain
than the plant is able to bring to perfection. The berries

in the bunches should also be thinned to give those left

room to swell. The shoots should also be pinched ofT

at the points when grown to the extent required, and
the bearing laterals should be pinched ofT at the second

joint above the bunch of fruit ; some, however, prefer

pinching ofTjust above the next joint or leaf. All water-

shoots should be rubbed off from the older wood, as well

as all inferior laterals and tendrils. After selecting the

shoots to be trained for the production of fruit the next

season, nnd others necessary for filling up vacancies on
the trellis from the bottom, these shoots should be laid

in at a foot or u foot and a half apart, at the same time

rubbing off all others that hare uo clusters. For all

these purposes the plants require lobe looked over every

three or four days. If the short branches on which the

clusters are borne sprout again, they should always be
stopped by pinching off the young shoots. The leaf

accompanying each cluster should be carefully preserved

or the bunch of fruit will come lo nothing. If pruning
is performed timely, that is before the flow of the sap,

vines arc not liable to bleed, therefore the plants should

not be pruned until the wood is perfectly ripe in autumn,
nor too late in spring, but if bleeding do take place, the

wound should he seared and covered with melted wax or

warm pitch ; but the vine when in full leaf is not at all

liable to bleed, at which time any branch may be lopped

o!F with safety. The borders outside of the house should

he stirred with a fork, but not so deep as to injure the

roots, and when it is necessary to recruit the soil, the

cxhau«ted pari should be dug up and fresh soil worked
in. Well rotted cow dung is admitted to be an excel*

lent manure for the vine, as well as drainings of dung-
hills. Iu autumn the outside border should be covered

to a good thickness with stable-yard litter, the juice of
which will he washed down to the border by the ruin,

and at the same time it keeps severe frosts from injuring

the roots till spring is so far advanced that the roots can
sustain no further injury, when it is removed. Before

laying on the dung, it is best to stir the border with a

fork. The best gardeners do not crop vine borders,

except by the most temporary vegetables. If the object
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HorttouU i8 to obtain grapes moderately early, the best time of
tur®* commencing to force is the beginning of Match, for when

begun earlier success is more doubtful from the state of

the weather and shortness of the days, except where there

are a number of vineries, when forcing commences in

December, and successively in January, February, &c.

Some begin in August to procure ripe grapes in March
and April, but this can only be done with great care, by

making gentle fires, and admitting a circulation of air

tit every favourable opportunity. To have vines to be-

gin to force at this period the earliest crop of grapes

should he over in June, the sashes laid aside, the plants

pruned, and the house pul in order in August. Grapes
generally ripen in five mouths from the time of begin-

ning to force, hut when short days compose a part of

the course six months will be required, for if forcing is

begun in November the grapes will not be ripe till April.

Mr. Aeon, ( Hort . Tran*, vol. vii. p. 1,) by beginning

in September, fiuds his grapes begin to ripen in March,
and continue to be gathered till May, the vines being
trained hurixontslly on an arched trellis at a consider-

able distance from the glass, some on the walls and
some on the rafters ; but these last are introduced into

the house six weeks aller the forcing ofthose on the trellis

have commenced, and they yield a succession of crops

which begin to ripen early in May, when he shuts up
his late vinery, at which time the hunches have become
visible, and truius the vines on a trellis near the glass,

giving plenty of air during summer but more cautiously

during autumn, by which means the fruit wilt be

ripened before the dark weather comes on, which will

keep good on the vines for months and may be con-

tinued till the end of March. Outside stems of vines

should be always defended from frost by bandages of

straw, or moss, or dry litter placed over the roots. In

beginning to force, the temperature should be 50° min.

and 55° max., and in a week raise it to 55° min. and
60° max., at which it should remain until the time of

budding, after which it should be raised to 60° min. and
64° max. from fire, and G8° from sun heat, and by the

time the blossoms expand it should be raised to 66® min.

and 7*2® max. by artificial means, and by the sun’s in-

fluence 80° ; after the fruit is set the min. should be 75°,

Air should be admitted freely by the sashes when begin-

ning to force, but after the foliage begins to expand
air should be principally given by ventilators until the

blossom is over and the berries begin to set, or until the

season becomes more mild. When the fruit is setting,

air need not be admitted so freely, as grapes are found

to set better in a high moist temperature, therefore a

moderate circulation by the ventilators will be sufficient

unless in warm sunshine, when it will be necessary to

open a few of the sashes at top to rarefy the air and
keep the temperature within bounds. Air is increased as

the fruit advances, and at the time of ripening more

freely than before, to give the fruit flavour, for on this

and withholding water that entirely depends. The vine

requires in its growing state a plentiful supply of water

at the roots, and occasionally all over with a syringe or

engine. If the wood is not perfectly ripened in August,

gentle fires should be lighted morning and evening so

as to keep the mean temperature to 70® giving plenty of

air, but when the growth of the plants is over, the house

should be exposed at all times except during severe

rains, as vines always do best if exposed to the influence

of the weather while in a dormant state. Vines forced

in a pinery should be always withdrawn after the fall of

VOL. vi.

th'e leaf. Mr. Knight is favourable to putting the vine Hortieul-

inlo a slate of repose as early as possible in the autumn tur<*

preceding the season in which it is to be forced. Vines
'

may be forced by means of dung or other fermenting

substances placed in the area of the house, a quantity

of new dung being introduced at every turning to

keep up the heat. Vines are sometimes also forced in

hot-beds and other gloss cases by placing the hot-bed
near a wall where a vine previously exists, introducing

some of its branches through holes made for the pur-
pose in the side of the frame in April, and when the
grapes are nearly ripe the sashes should be withdrawn
through the day in fine weather. The ripening of grapes
is accelerated on walls by constructing temporary glass

cases against the vine and wall, and sometimes a tem-
porary flue is constructed by which means good crops
are obtained. Vines are often also forced in pots, but
for this purpose the soil must be very rich and often

supplied with liquid manure; these pots may be either

placed in u forcing-house, stove, or flued pit. The red
spider is the greatest enemy of the vine, but by using
the following composition the larvs of it and other

insects are destroyed; viz. soft soap two pounds, flour

of sulphur two pounds, nux vomica four ounces,

turpentine a gill, all boiled in eight gallons of water.

The mixture should be laid on milk warm with a hair

brush, then with a sponge ; every part of the plant should

lie anointed as well as the trellis walls and flues. Water-
ing with a syringe or engine is also a good preventive

of red spider as well as of the green fly. To protect

the fruit from wasps and birds, gauze or net frames
should be employed, or by fixing gauze bags round each
hunch. Gra|>es should never be cut until they are per-

fectly ripe, and if the bouse is kept dry and cool grapes
will hang and keep good a long time. Lighting a
gentle fire in the day-time to dispel damp has been found
to preserve grapes. The following is a catalogue of the

grapes grown in Britain; those considered the best for

forcing are marked with a star.

Grapes tinth round black berries.—1. Early black, Crapes

or July grape; 2. Black muscadine*; 3. Black grape i round

of Tripoli ; 4. Block Damascus; 5. Black Lisbon*
; r

-

6. Blue Fronligoac ; 7. Black sweet water; 6. Black
Morocco; 9. Claret; 10. Black prince; 11. Turner’s

hardy; 12. Black Corinth or Zante; 13. Turner's

early black.

Grapes with long black berries

.

— 1. Black muscadel ;
Grape*

2. Black Hamburg*; 3. Purple Hamburg; 4. Small w‘*h long

black cluster, or black morillon; 5. Miller’s Bur* **r’

gundy ; 6. Large black cluster
;

7. Black raisin* ; 8.

West’s St. Peter, or black Lombardy* ; 9. Black cor-

nichon; 10. Damson grape; 11. Frankentbal.

Grape* with round tchile or green berrie*.— 1. Royal Grnpo*

muscadine; 2. Malmsey muscadine; 3. Common kxohI

white muscadine, or Chasselas; 4. White Frontignac ;

w

5. White sweetwater*; 6. White Corinth; 7. Pit- no!”
r*

maston white cluster; 8. Scotch white cluster; 9.

Scarlet-leaved white cluster; 10. Kisrou&h grape; 11.

Stillward’s sweet water.

Grape* with long white or green berrie*.— 1. White Grape*

muscat of Alexandria* ; 2. Tottenham muscat grape*
;

w,t
f
l 1,,n£

3. White muscat of Lunel* ; 4. White morillon, or JL
white tokay* ; 5. White raisin, or white Hamburg ; 6.

White Syrian*; 7. Verdelho*; 8. Greek grape; 9.

Canon-hall muscat
Grapes with red, rote-coloured, blue, greyith, or striped Grape*

berrie*.—1. Red muscat of Alexandria*; 2. Red mus- w,til

a*
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H>>rt>cul- cade' ; 3. Red Frontignac: 4. Grizzly Frontignac;
,lue* 5. Red Hamburg*; 0. Giles's seedling Hamburg; 7.

^ lied parsley-leaved muscadine ; 8. Aleppo or striped

JJJ™. Aleppo; 9. Red Syracuse; 10. Blue Tokay* ; 11.

i*h. «r Red Smyrna; 12. Brick grape, or red Rhenish ; 13.

striped Red Chassetas ; 14. New muscat of Jerusalem; 15.

berries. Variegated Chasselas; 16. Striped muscadine.

Forcing Forcing* v peach and nectarine .—A pencli-housc may
the peach be of any form provided the sashes are movable that they

Urine*
6* n,#)’ ta^en >>» order to give colour and flavour to

*nne.
jjle fruit when nearly ripe, as well as to expose the trees

when in a dormant state. It may either be heated by
flues, or steam or hot-water pipes. When peach trees

are trained in the manner of vines up the roof under the

glass on a trellis, no upright glass in front is required.

In a late peach- house, however, there may be upright

glass in front, and the trees in front trained half-way up
the roof like vines, and those planted behind trained to

trellises against the back wall. The border in the house

should be three or four feet deep, fllled with loamy soil

mixed with well-rotted manure, and a little shell marl

may be mixed with it, and if the bottom of the border

is not naturally dry it should be drained and paved.

The breadth of the border should be the width of the

house inside, and ten feet beyond the house on the out-

side in front. The following kinds of peaches arc

generally recommended for forcing. Of cling- stone

peaches.* 1. Late admirable; *2. Old Newington; 3.

Portugal; 4. Golden; 5. Catharine; 6. Pavie de

pompom- . Of free-stone peaches : 1 White nutmeg

;

2. Grossc mignunne ; 3. Belle chevrcuae; 4. White
Magdalene; 5. Double Montagne; 6. Chancellor; 7.

Early admirable ; 8. Malta; 9. Royal George; 10.

Noblesse; 11. Late admirable ; 12. Late purple; 13.

Early purple ; 14. SmiLli's Newington. The best way
is to make choice of trees before a house for peaches

and nectarines is built, and no tree should be planted

in the house until the fruit of it has been tasted and ap-

proved ; they should be well trained and about four

or five feet high and in a healthy state, and if they

have been transplanted several times since they were
budded, they will be safer to lift and easier planted in

the house ; and if this is performed carefully, the trees

will be but little retarded in their growth ; and after they

have been lifted holes should be made in the border

of the house about a foot deep and four feet wide,

into which the roots are lo be placed, arranging the

fibres at full length in a horizontal direction before

filling in with mould, previously cutting even any injured

or broken parts; they should not be covered with earth

to a greater depth than six inches at their extremities

and four inches near the stem. Nicol and others prefer

clean healthy dwarfs one or two years trained, and

riders three or four years trained, because the latter

being temporary it is desirable to hate them produce

fruit immediately, as they will have to be removed after

standing four or five years, should the dwarfs thrive. In

a house thirty-five feet long three dwarfs are considered

sufficient, and if forty feet long four dwarfs should be

planted with riders between. As soon as the wood is

ripened and the leaves have fallen is the best time for re-

moving and planting peach and nectarine trees, that is in

November and December, but they may be planted until

March with safety. Abercrombie recommends trees

for early forcing to be planted in a front border so as to

be trained on n trellis under the roof like vines, but

those intended for late forcing he prefers planting near

the back wall, and training them m upright trellises. Horticul-

Io late peach-houses dwarfs should be trained half-way
.

turc
~

,

up the roof like vines on a trellis, and dwarfs with riders
Y

between them on a trellis against the back wall and
trained to the top ; for in this way the trees on tile back
trellis would not be shaded by those on the trellis in front,

and by this means also the greatest extent of unshaded
surface and fruit is obtained. The fan meihod of training

peach and nectarine trees in houses is generally pre-

ferred. Pruning may be performed from the fall of the

leaf till the buds begin to swell in spring, hut many
prefer the latter time, when blossom buds can be distin-

guished from leaf buds. In a newly planted house

Nicol recommends beading down the plants and cutting

the trained trees about the end of March ; he cuts back
the shoots on the lower branches of dwarfs to two or

three buds that the trellis may be furnished with young
wood at bottom, and the shoots on the upper branches

are shortened one-third or according to their strength,

making the wcuker the shortest, but ifthe tree is in any
way diseased, the branches should be cut as far back as

to get rid of the diseased part. Riders should not be

cut so much as dwarfs, the object of which being to

throw them into a fruitful state and not to make strong

wood, for if the shoots be moderately strong and well

ripened a good crop may be expected. In all cases the

young shoots should be trained or laid in as they advance
in growth about nine inches apart in dwarfs, but closer

in riders. The winter pruning of bearing trees is best

performed just after the fall of the leaf, but if the shoots

have bceu properly laid in in summer very little pruning
will be required at this time ; only -a few of the lower
shoots may be shortened for the purpose of providing a
supply of young shoots for next year, and thinning out

such shoots us have been left too thick, taking care to

lay in those left at full length. In some parts of a tree

there are old branches containing but few young shoots;

these may be cut out, provided the neighbouring

branches be sufficiently furnished with young shoots to

fill up the vacancy occasioned ; and for this purpose the

shoots should be shortened more or less according to

Ike size of the vacancy to be filled, in order that the tree

may be complete in all parts. In summer all ill-placed,

deformed, or very luxuriant shoots should be pinched

offi leaving a leader, however, to every shoot of lost

year, and at the same time laying in a competent supply

of luterals. If any blank is to be filled up, some well-

placed shoot should be shortened in June which will

throw out laterals. According to Sir Joseph Banks,
much advantage is derived by rubbing off the leaf-buds

from fruit-bearing branches, leaving only as many as are

wanted to produce wood for next year. The fruit should
be thinned alter the stoning season is over, as directed

for wall tree<<. AH leaves and shoots which shade the

fruit should be removed or thinned. After pruning, the

border should be forked and a little duug or compost
added if required. In winter the part of the border
outside the house may in addition be covered with
dung, aud that part inside may be watered occasionally

with drainings from a dunghill. It generally requires

four mouths from the rise of the sap to produce mature
fruit in the earliest varieties, but in the later kinds six

months ; therefore to have early kiuds to ripen by the
end of May, forcing should be commenced about the

2 1st of December, but the sashes may be put on a week
previous, admitting a constant circulation of fresh air U>

prepare the house. For a general crop most gardeners
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Horticul- recommend beginning to force in February, for it is

ture. always found safer to force too glow than loo fast. In
regard to temperature 42° mill, and 45° max. is a good
beginning, and rise in a fortnight to 45° min. and 50°

max. from sun heat, and in the course of unother fort-

night the temperature should be angmented from 3° to

8°, go us to have it at the close 58* min. and 56° max.
admitting air in some degree daily ; and when the trees

are iu blossom the heat should be allowed to rise to 55°

min. and fit)* max., which temperature should be con-

tinued until the fruit is set, when it should rise to 60°

min. and l»5° max. in order to allow air to be given, but

the max. should never be allowed to exceed 70*
;
a free

circulation of air should rather be given if the weather

permit, but when the sun shines it may be allowed to

rise to 75*. Mr. Knight says that neither peaches nor

nectarines acquire a full flavour unless they are exposed
to the full influence of the air and sun without the inter-

vention of glass ; he therefore recommends taking oil’

the lights in sunshine, and replacing them during night

and rain ; this he thinks preferable to wholly remov-
ing the lights as some gardeners do. Plenty of air

should be admitted during the whole process of forcing

in sunshine, and a constant stream before beginning
to force, and when the fruit is set and swelling air should
be given every day, takiug care to keep the house dry
when the fruit begins to ripen. During the first month
of forcing air may be admitted freely every day by the

oasltes, even if the weather is frosty, until the flowers

begin to expand, when it should only be admitted by
the ventilators, miles* in mild weather and until the

season becomes settled. While the trees are in blossom
water should be thrown on the flues or pipes, or pans
filled with water should be placed in some hot part of
the house in order to create steam as a substitute for

watering over the leaves, at the same time gently water-

ing the border around the roots with water warmed to

the temperature of the house until the fruit is set, but

the border may be kept rather moist before that time.

When the fruit is set the trees may be watered all over

in the mornings with water 65s
, which should be dis-

continued when the fruit begins to ripen, but again re-

commenced when the fruit is all gathered ; however,
newly planted trees should be freely supplied with water

throughout the season to promote their growth, and
water from an engine should be applied with force to the

branches to suppress the red spider once in two or three

days. In a fruit-bearing house when the fruit is set

water should be supplied to the roots of the trees freely

twice a week, increasing the quantity as the fruit swells,

and the operation of the engine should be continued to

the foliage, but when the fruit is swelled water should
be withheld both from the roots and leaves. The red

spider is the principal enemy of peach and nectarine

trees, but they are also sometimes attacked by blight,

mildew, and the thrips. For the blight, the distem-

pered leaves and ends of the shoots should be removed.
Watering all over the branches with an engine two or

three times a week, if the weather » hot and dry, will

check the increase of the red spider and other insects.

Fumigating the house with tobacco smoke once a week
keep down the green fly. When mildew appears,

dusting the diseased part* with a little sulphur is the

best kuown remedy ; hut if gum and canker attack the

trees, the decayed wood should be cot out so os to expose
the wood to the sun and air in order lo dry il, which
assist# the tree in casting off the unwholesome juices.

In November, when the winter pruning is finished, the Hortienl

plants and trellis may be anointed with the composition tw*'

recommended for vines. Peaches and nectarines can
never be eaten in perfection if allowed to ripen on the

tree, they therefore should be gathered before they are

quite rip and placed in a dry airy room for two days
before they are used. It is not often necessary to assist

the ripening of the wood cither in peach or nectarine

trees by artificial heat, except in some late kinds or

young trees where a little fire heal may be applied until

the leaves fall. All kinds of peach and nectarine trees

ore well adapted for forcing in large pots or tubs. Small
plants to come into fruit either before or after those

planted in the borders may be excited in a distinct

house ; the soil for this purpose should he richer and
lighter than that recommended for the borders, and
liquid manure should be freely supplied. They are

best forced iu the peach-house, but will succeed in a
vinery or other forcing-house. The pots should be

regularly supplied with water, for which purpose some
place saucers under the pots, but others again cover the

surface of the earth in the pots with moss or fresh cow-
dung, or rotten stable dung, and keeping it moist.

Sometimes these trees ia pots are trained lo tun-trellises,

but in general they are pruned as dwarf standards, which
is preferable. When the fruit is nearly ripe the pots should

be removed to a cooler nud mure airy situation, or if

in flued pits the sashes may be taken off a part of every

fine day. The best flavoured peaches have been ob-

tained from trees in pots, according to J. Williams,

placed in a vinery from February till the first week in

June, when the potB were removed to the opeu air,

and afterwards shaded for ten days. Peach trees

are sometimes forced by dung or other fermenting
substance. The trees do well as standards planted iu

the middle of a house, and the flavour of the fruit is

acknowledged preferable to those grown on trellises, on
account of the more free circulation of air in every part

of the tree.

Forcing the cherry .—Any form of house will answer Forcing
for cherry trees. Some gardeners grow cherry trees in the chcny.

houses placed south and north, glazed on all sides;

others grow them in pits and in movable glass cases.

For early forcing, the house, according lo Loudon, Ency.

Gard., may be ten or twelve feet wide, twelve or four-

teen feet high, and thirty or forty feet long ; the

parapet wall a foot or a foot and a half high, the upright

glass two or two and a half feet high, the flue or pipes

to stand on the same foundation as the parapet To the

back wall a trellis is to be placed for training the trees

to, the border in front to be planted with dwarf cherry

trees, apricots, and figs. The front and side flues to he

furnished with latticework over them for pots of straw-

berries, kidney beans, &c. Although the cherry tree is

a native of Britain, no fruit is more difficult to force, the

blossoms being so liable to fall olf before the fruit sets,

and even the fruit after they have become as large as

peas. The border of the cherry-hou.se should be the

whole breadth of the house, and about three or four feet

deep, and the bottom should be drained and paved if

not naturally dry. The compost should be light mellow
earth or sandy loam, made rather rich with well rotied

stable dung, aud if a small portion of lime or marl be

added it will answer much better. In forcing, prefer-

ence is generally given to the May duke cherry, but the
,

moreilo sets its fruit more readily and acquire* superior

site and flavour by forcing- Dwarf standards nre

a* 2
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Horticul- generally preferred for forcing but Nicol chooses healthy

tu{e* young plants that have been trained against a wall two or

three years. Torbron, who has been very successful in

forcing cherries, plants his trees in rows, the tallest in

the back row and the shortest in the front one, so that

their tops slojie gradually to the front Nicol prefers a

trellis close to the back wall, against which he plants

trained dwarfs with riders three or four years trained

between, and plants dwarf standards in the border that

have been kept in pots, the largest five feet high. In

planting these the balls should not be reduced and only a

few of the under roots spread out, because if the ball is

too much reduced and all the roots spread out the trees

would be thrown into wood, therefore the intention

would be thwarted, which is to have the plants dwarf

and fruitful and growing as little to wood as possible.

Along with these two or three apricot trees dwarfed in

pots may be planted, the temperature for cherries also

agreeing with that tree. The dwarfs and riders to be

planted against the back trellis should be raised with good

roots, replanting them in the house just as deep as they

were before, spreading out their fibres and covering them

with mould. The whole should have moderate water-

ings given to them and a free circulation of air every

day, protecting them from snow and much rain. The
plants should be anointed with the liquor recommended

for vines. It is better not to force the house the first

year after planting, nor to prune the trees till March.

The best lime for transplanting is as soon as the wood
is ripe and the leaves have fallen, but never later than

February. In pruning dwarf trees trained to a trellis,

each shoot of last year should be shortened back to

three or four buds, that the trees may push out strong

young branches to fill the trellis from the bottom. The
dwarf standards in the border should not be cut so much,
the longer and weaker shoots only should be shortened,

and the riders on the trellis should be treated in like

manner; being temporary, their object is to bear fruit

as soon as possible. In November following the trees

should be pruned for the succeeding season, and the

* trained dwarfs well headed in. No ripened shoots on

standards should be shortened, except a few at the ex-

tremity of the tree. Cherry trees which have been

forced make very little wood, and therefore all the prun-

ing they require is to thin out the spurs where too thick

and removing water shoots, but when vacancies occur

the contiguous shoot or shoots should be shortened in

order that branches may be produced to fill up. In

summer very little pruning is requisite; pinching off

water shoots as they appear, and laying in such branches

as are required to fill up vacancies, is generally all.

After pruning in autumn the border should be forked,

and some well rotted dung and sand worked in to im-

prove the soil if found necessary, and in summer it may
be slightly stirred and the weeds removed ; that part of

the border outside of the house should be covered with

stable dung during the early part of the season. The
time of beginning to force cherries is sometimes in De-
cember, hut more generally in January, February, and
March. Some gardeners admit of gentle forcing the

first spring after planting, but prefer deferring it to the

third year. When cherries are to be ripened early,

Torbron puts on the sashes of the bouse about the begin-

ning of December, and lights fires about the third week

of the same month. The temperature should be at first

35" »o 10“ min. and 42° max. in the first week, but gra-

dually advancing the three following weeks to 42° min.

and 45° max. In sunshine, air should be admitted Hocticul-

freely rather than allow the temperature to exceed 52*.
. ,

In the fifth and sixth week the temperature should be

gradually elevated to 45* min. and 4b“ max. from fire

heat, and 55* from sun heat, until the trees are in blos-

som, and after the blossoms are expanded and until the

fruit is set remain at 48° min. and 52s max. from fire

heat. At this time admit as free a circulation of air as

the weather will permit, and when the sun is shining do
not, if possible, allow the air within the house to exceed
60". As the fruit is swelling, the heat may be raised to
60* min. and 65“ max. In February it is desirable to

give gentle sprinklings of water by a syringe or engine
two or three times a week in the evening, but while the

trees are in blossom sprinklings with water should be

discontinued, but water may be thrown on the flues or

pipes in order to produce steam or moist vapour; but
when the fruit is stoned, watering from an engine or

syringe should be resumed and applied with force, until

the fruit is nearly ripe, in the morning to subdue the red

spider. Water should also be occasionally supplied to

the roots. After the fruit is ripened and gathered, wa-
tering with the engine should be resumed and continued
until the leaves drop, at the same time keeping the

border moderately moist until the hou«e is uncovered.

In forcing cherries a free circulation of air is absolutely

necessary, for the blossoms either become abortive or

fall off as well as the young fruit, from no other cause

than a stagnant atmosphere, therefore particular atten-

tion should be paid to its admission, and the house

should be so constructed that this may he easily done,

so that the current of air may be increased or reduced as

required several times in one day. It must be admitted

freely when the weather is mild and calm during the

time the trees are in blossom, and also near the time of

the fruit ripening. With regard to insects, syringing

the leaves and branches with water is the only remedy
for the red spider, and fumigating with tobacco smoke
once a week for the black fly, and the only known
remedy for the bug, which rolls itself up in the leaves, is

carefully picking them off as they appear. As cherries

will remain good on the trees some time after being ripe,

for this purpose the house should be kept cool, dry,

and well aired. Where a south wall is furnished with
May duke cherry trees, a temporary glass case may be
placed against it, and a temporary flue may be built on
the surface of the border inside the glass case, and in

this way cherries may be farced with success. Most
gardeners approve of planting cherry trees in large pots

or tubs. A few dozen of plants treated in this manner
will produce a great deal of fruit iu succession, by di-

viding them into three or four classes, and by shifting

the pots or tube from one house to another; as for

instance, in January twelve of them may be placed in a
green-house or airy part of a peach-house, giving them
water at the roots and syringing once in two days at the

tops, and if the roots are watered occasionally with the

drainings of a dunghill it would be conducive to the

health of the plants. These plants should remain until

the fruit is set and stoned, after which they should be
removed to a vinery or stove to ripen their fruit, taking

care to place them near the light in an airy situation.

In February a second and third dozen, ami in March a
fourth, may be taken into the house and treated in like

manner. Mr. Law (Hart . Trans. Ser. 2, vol i.) finds

the following method of forcing cherries very successful

:

he puts trees already in pots into the house, giving them
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Ilorticul- very Utile water at the close of the year, by which he
turn.

fi n<k j^ein better prepared for bloomiug in Ihe spring.

The size nf the pot* is according to the size of the

plants, and the soil which he uses is by no means rich,

for highly manured soil he find* causes the trees to jpim

and make too strong shoots. When beginning to force

he waters but sparingly, but admits as much air as the

state of the weather will permit both by night and by

day, for he finds alternate ventilation by day and con-

finement by night to be very injurious. In frosty wea-

ther he increases the temperature by fire so as to enable

him to give a constant supply of air without allowing

the temperature to fall below 32°, and in this manner he

proceeds *lowly until the blossoms are set, and subse-

quently raises the temperature to 5a” and afterwards to

70*, at the same time increasing the moisture of the at-

mosphere, taking care to keep the ventilation as abun-

dant as he possibly can. By this means Mr. Law finds

his crop certain and abundant without the use of any

bottom heat.

Forcing Forcing itrateberrie*.—This fruit is forced in every
ttrawber- description of forcing-house ;

but where large supplies
™"' are required it is best to apply a flued pit to their sole

cultivation. Of all kinds of forcing-houses the temper-

ature of the peach or cherry-house is most congenial to

strawberry plants. The plants may be gently forced in

a melon pit till the fruit is half grown, when they

may be removed to a house of higher temperature. The
soil in which strawberries succeed beat in pots is strong

loamy earth holding manure in solution. The sorts

generally forced are the Alpines, Wood’s, Bath scarlets

and common scarlets, and pines, but it is generally ad-

mitted that Keen’s seedling and the old pine answer

best for forcing. Strawberry plants should be potted

eight or ten months before they are placed in any
forcing-house or pit, but strong established plants may
be taken up with balls of earth attached and potted, and
immediately afterwards be placed in a forcing- house.

The Alpines are usually reared from seed, which may be

sown in January in frames or boxes to be placed in a

gentle heat ; and after the young plants have come up,

the frames or boxes should be removed to a colder situa-

tion, and in the following May they are planted in pots

six inches in diameter and six inches deep, three plants

in each pot, and in the following October they will be

in blossom, when they should be placed under shelter,

and about the latter end of November in a forcing-house,

where they will produce fruit throughout the winter.

The scarlets should be planted in pots of the same size.

In May or June runners of the previous year should be

taken and planted in pots, picking oil’ the blossoms as

they appear, and placing them in a shady situation till

January, when they may be removed to the forcing-

house and placed on shelves eighteen inches from the

glass with a pan under each pot. The pines should be

potted and treated in the same manner as the scarlets

until they arc removed to the forcing-house in February

or March. Mr. Knight prefers runners, and prepares

them for forcing by planting them in rows one foot

apart and four inchea from plant to plant in the row, in

ground trenched, but superficially manured, and in the

end of February the plants are carefully taken up and
potted and immediately subjected to artificial heat. In

all cases the plants should be watered as soon as potted.

If fruit is wanted early, the plants are placed in a hot-

bed or pit in October, but strawberries excited before

January are seldom worth the trouble. Forciug should

in all cases be begun nine weeks before fruit is wanted, Hortieul-

for this is the space of time required from the first excite-

ment of the plants to the ripening of the fruit. From
January to the end of March sufficient reserve plants in

pots should be provided for removal into the forcing-

house every three weeks till Ihe middle of March, but
the plants taken into the house in the latter month bear
fruit in higher perfection than plants forced earlier.

When forcing is begun the temperature should be 40°,

raising the heat afterwards in the same manner as re-

commended for the cherry-house. When forced in pits

the pots may be plunged in a bark bed, and the temper-
ature by the aid of flues should be 5u° to 55°, and by
sun heat 56°. Some prefer beginning with the heat of
a frame on dung or a pit, afterwards removing the
plants to the peach-house to remain until the fruit is set,

when they are removed to the vinery to ripen. The
scarlets bear more heat than other sorts. Air and
water should be plentifully supplied at all times until

the fruit begins to ripen, when water should be withheld
lest the flavour of the fruit become insipid. The best
way of supplying water to strawberry plants is probably
by placing pans under the pots. After the fruit has
been gathered the pots should be removed and plunged
in a shady border, giving them a good watering, and at

the same time cutting olf the leaves, and if treated in this

manner they wdl produce in the following year as good
a crop as when first potted. If the plants are not
wanted for forcing they should be taken out of the pots

and planted in the open ground, and (hey will bear a
good crop in the autumn of the same year, particularly

the scarlets, the warm rains of July aud August proving
highly favourable to the growth of the fruit, and as there

are no other strawberries to be had at this season but
Alpines and Wood’s, the scarlets make a pleasing

variety at the dessert.

Forcing _figt .—A house for this purpose is seldom Forcing

expressly built, because fig trees are generally forced in %•-
pots or tubs which are either placed in a peach or cherry-

house. The soil recommended for the cherry tree suits

the fig also. The following are the kinds recommended
for forcing : 1 . Prcgusata

; 2. Figue blanche ; 3. Brown
tokay. Plants two or three years trained on walls are
best for planting against trellises, but standard trees are

preferred. In pruning, nibbing off all unnecessary
young shoots to give the tree air and strengthen those

remaining is all that is necessary. In summer all leaves

that shade the fruit should be removed, as well as all

suckers and young shoots from the main stem as soon
as they appear. The border in which the trees are
planted should be forked up and manured if found ne-

cessary after the fruit has been gathered. In training fig

trees the fan method is preferred. The time of beginning
to force the fig is ofcourse the same as that for the cherry,

ns well as the temperature and air of the house in which
the trees are planted. The border should be kept suffi-

ciently moist, and the syringe or engine applied to the

leaves occasionally to keep down the red spider, until

the fruit begins to ripen, when it should be withheld.

Fig trees in pots require to be planted in rich soil. From
the time of beginning to force to that of the fruit ripen-

ing about six months is required, for if begun in

January the fruit will be ripe in June or July. The
second crop of figs is always much greater than the

first, and more to be relied upon. When the fruit is

gathered, the glass is removed and the wood exposed to

the influence of the atmosphere until winter, when the
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Bortkul. are again put on. The plants in pots or tuba
•ore. should be low and bushy, and they may be either set

v-^V^'/ on the curbs or plunged in a bed of tan or leaves made
in the area of the house. They should be kept in a
greenhouse or frame uutil February or March, when
they may he removed to a forcing-house where they are

intended to ripen their fruit, and in this manner they

may be treated every year. Fig trees in pots, according
to Nicol, may be treated in the way directed for cherry

trees in pots. About thirty plants would he ugood stock

for that purpose. The first division might be placed in

a cherry or peach-house about the middle and latter end
of January, and so on. It is necessary that the plants

should have been two years in pots before beginning to

force them, that the pots may be well filled with roots.

Forcing Forcing melons .—The melon (Cucumu melo of JLin-
meloa». nsus) is a tender annual plant producing one of the

richest fruits brought to the dessert. It has been cul-

tivated in Britain since 1570 for the sake of its fruit.

It was originally brought from Jamaica, and was at first

culled musk melon to distinguish it from the water

melon, but the precise time of its introduction is un-
known. To grow the fruit in perfection the aid of

artificial heat is necessary in every stage of its growth.

There are a great variety of melons cultivated, but the

best aorta are included under the name of Cantaloups;

they are of a roundish form and uarted and netted on
the outer rind, and those called the Romanas are next in

estimation, the form of which is generally oval, middle
sized, and regularly netted, and the plants are great

bearers. Many varieties of both sorts formerly iu

esteem are now degenerated or supplanted by others of

Spanish and Persian origin. The following list com-
prises the most generally esteemed sorts : Of Canta-

loups: 1. Early; 2. Silver; 3. Large black Holland;
4. Montagne; 5. Netted; 6. Orange; 7. Black rock;

8. Curbuncled rock ; 9. Let’s rock ; 10. Scarlet fleshed;

11. Italian green fleshed ; 12. Ionian green fleshed;

13. Hardy ridge ; 14. Early rock ; 15. Golden rock;

16. Silver rock. Of Ramadan: 1. Fair's Humana;
2. Lee’s Romans ; 3. Smooth scarlet fleshed ; 4, W ind-

aor scarlet fleshed
; 5. Large netted Romanu ; 6. Early

Polignac ; 7. Carthagena ; 8. Cephalooia ; 9. Goree.

Of Maltese melons: 1. White Maltese
;

2. Yellow

Maltese ; 3. Winter Maltese, or Candian melon. Of
Persian melons: 1. Daree; 2. Dampsha ; 3. Large
Germek ; 4. Small Germek ; 5. Kurchaing; 6. Sir

Gore Ousley's Persian; 7. Sweet melon ol Ispahan;
8. Salon ica. Of water melons: (Cucumis citrillu of

Linusus :) 1. Yellow-fleshed water melon; 2. Red-
fleshed water melon. Mr. Kuight thinks it would be

strange if every large and excellent variety of melon did

not degenerate under the ordinary modes of culture, for

they ncce.HKarily must have been the production of

a high state of culture, and consequently of abuudant

food, and a continuance of the same must be necessary

to prevent its receding in successive generations from

that state. Abundant food is always given by British

gardeners in the melon plant, but sufficient light can

only be obtained during a part of the year, and therefore

it rarely, and probably never, has obtained that high

atate of growth and perfection which it is capable of ac-

quiring, by any British gardener. Mr. Knight has cul-

tivated the sweet Ispahan in brick pits, surrounded by

hollow walls through which warm atmospheric air at all

times enters, putting each plant m a separate pot. and

suffering it to bear only one melon, but the fruit will set

well enough in a common hot-lied frame ; the rind taring Horticul-

thin it is apt to sustain injury on tlie lower side, and in tUTf -

order to prevent this the lhiit should be raised a little

above the ground by some means so as to allow the air

to pasa under it. Very valuable varieties of melons

may be obtained, for one generation at least, by cross

breeding among the smaller and more hardy varieties of

green and white-fleshed melons and the large Persian

kinds. It is generally supposed that the offspring of

cross-bred plants a*> of animals, usually present great

irregularity and variety of character, but if a male of

permanent character, of course not cross-bred, be se-

lected, that will completely overrule the disposition to

sport irregularly in the CfDM-brcd kinds, the pcrmauenl

habit always prevailing over the variable. The finer

varieties of melon arc geueraliy supposed to be plants

of as easy culture as the pine apple, but experience has

proved the contrary, for if the, leaves of the melon plants

be exposed to the influence of the sun in a bright day

which has succeeded a lew cloudy ones for a short time

only the plants are frequently irreparably injured ; if

the air of the bed be a little too damp the stems often

canker, and if kept too dry the plants are injured by the

depredations of the red spider. It is a matter of great

importance to procure proper and true seed of the kind
,

wanted. The culture of the melon is an object of emu-
lation among gardeners. Wipe fruit may be obtained at

any season by forcing, but the earliest general crops are

seldom ripe before May, and the latest generally cease .

in October. Melons have been grown successfully by dif-

ferent modesof culture,and in various kinds of soil and ma-
nure, but the principal agents are plenty of atmospherical

heat, sufficient external air, and water. The methods of

culture which are most simple and least expensive should

be preferred. Loam rich in vegetable rudiments with a
mixture of sand, but not too light, is the soil recom-

mended by Abercrombie. Any kind of rich loamy earth,

not too light, mixed with well rotted dung, will, however,

answer the purpose. Earth dug from the surface of a
common where sheep and cattle have long been pas-

tured well broken and allowed to lie a few months
before it is used will suit melon plants, and will require

no manure the first season. Ntcol recommends one
half loam from a common, a quarter tight sandy earth,

an eighth vegetable mould, and an eighth of well rotted

dung. The mould intended fur both melons and cu-

cumbers should be well incorporated, exposed to the

frost, and frequently turned over before it is used. In
Fersiu, where melons are grown in great perfection, it

appears that pigeon's dung is the principal manure far

melons. In fifteen weeks from the time of sowing seed,

ripe melons may be cut, but when many short days fall

in the course of forcing eighteeo weeks may be required,

but at a later period ten weeks is sometimes sufficient.

As nothing is gained by beginning to force too soon,

the early crope are commonly sown from the middle of
January and beginning of February, succession crops

in March, and late summer crops in the middle of April.

The seed is generally sown in pans or pots after having
proved the temperature of the hot-bed in which they are

to be placed, but the pots should not he plunged to

their rims at first, for fear there be too strong a heat.

Seeds that are two or three years old are preferred to

those that are younger, because it has been found that

plants produced from the latter run too much to vine *

but melon seed will vegetate even after lying twenty

years. As soon as the plants appear above ground air
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Hotticul* should be given with caution, and when the need-leaven

tore. are about half an inch broad, the plants should he

pricked out into other pots five inches in diameter, three

in each ; the pots are then to be plunged more or less

into the earth of the bed according to the heat, at the

same time giving a little warmed water to the roots.

Air should also he given by tilting the light of the frame

behind According to the external temperature, more freely

in sunny than in cloudy weather, shutting closer or

quite close as the evening advances, and if the weather

is very cold the glass should be covered by mats, which
should l*e taken off in the morning, as soon as the sun

» high enough to reach the frame. When the earth

appears dry, occasional light waterings should be given,

and when the young plants have produced the first

rough leaves, the bud in the centre should be stopped

by pinching it ont, which promotes the issue of latent!

runners. The heat in the bed may be supported by
applying on outside casing of straw round the sides, but

a* the heot declines, the casing of straw should be re-

moved, and a lining of hot dung applied in Hs stead,

but care should be taken not to allow the rank steam
of the lining to enter the bed, which may be prevented

by allowing the ends of the mats to hang over. Four
fret high is sufficient for a melon lied, and after it has

stood a week it should be trodden down and levelled

and the frames placed upon it. Moulding the surface

of the bed for ihe reception of the plunts should be per-

• formed by degrees to eight, ten, or twelve inches deep,
first placing the mould in little hills one in the centre

of each light, covering the intervals only two or three

inches deep at first till the general heat of the bed has

subsided, and when the earth in the little hills is

warmed by the heat of the dung, and the young plants

having shown lateral runners, they should be turned
out of the pots with the balls entire and inserted in

the centre of each hill, afterwards giving a gentle water-

ing over the hills and round the roots, at the same time

avoiding to wet the leaves and stalks of the plants, after

which the frames should be shut down dose until the
steam arise, but after this a little air may be given. If
the leaves of the plants flag, place something over the
glass to shade them until they are fully rooted, which
will be in the course of two or three days. The tem-
perature for melon plants from the time of germination
to the time of fructification is 63*, and to fruit in 75*.

NicoP* medium heat is 7CP. The proper heat should
be kept up by repeated linings till July, when Ihe heat

of the sun generally will be sufficient to ripen the crop.

The greatest care is necessary nol to burn or over heat
the plants ; and for this purpose they should be examined
every day to ascertain the heat of the bed, and if found
too powerful water should l>e poured all round each hill

on which the plants are growing to lower the heat until

the bed has declined in the middle, after which watering
should cease, and earth should be added to the hills by
degrees until the whole surface of the bed is covered
nearly to the same depth. When the heat in the bed
has declined too much, it must be increased by fresh

linings as before stated. As long as steam is perceived
to rise from the bed an aperture should be left for its

escape even at night, but at the same time guarding
against the influence of cold air by mats, but fresh air

should be admitted by tilling the glasses more or leas

every favourable opportunity according to the season,
but shutting close when the weather is cold. After the
heat of the bed has become sweet, shut close at night.

except in very hot weather, when the glasses may be even Horticafr

taken off all night and put on again in the morning, by tuNf *

which means the plants will be refreshed by the dew.
Water should be gently given at first, hut should be
increased as the growth of the plants advance, but very
sparingly during the setting of the fruit. Before the

middle of May water should be given in warm morn-
ings, but after that time evening waterings are best.

The water should be warmed to the temperature of the

bed, and the frames should be kept close for a time after

watering, and if the sun is strong at the time a mat
should be thrown over the lights; hut a* a strong steam
will be the consequence, the mats should be removed in

an hour or two afterwards and the glasses tilted to give

vent to the steam, und influence to the air. As the fruit

begins to ripen, such waterings should be given as barely

to keep the plant from flagging, and they should be
withheld altogether as the fruit torn* colour. Mr.
Knight finding that the leaves of melon plants sustained

great injury from the weight of the water falling from
the watering-pot, pours the water on tiles which are

placed on the surface of the bed. As the plants advance

in the first runners three or four joints, if no blossom is

shown, they should be stopped by pinching them off

above the third joint, in order that they may push out

laterals, and as the runners extend they should be

trained over the surface of the bed with pegs, taking

care to cut out the superabundant and unfruitful shoots,

that is the very weak and very luxuriant ones, for the

middle-surd ones are generally found the most fertile,

but they should never he too much lopped. All bruised,

damped, or decayed leaves should also be removed ait

they appear, at the same time keeping the plants clear

from weeds. The plants should, however, be always

kept moderately clear of leaves and stems, and the shoots

should be shortened a joint or two above the fruit, as

well 8* long shoots before showing fruit, provided there

be the embryo of another shoot coming out at the side,

for the fruit will not swell well unless there be a growing
shoot called a leader before it, and this leader may be

stopped above a joint, and if the plant is in health it will

produce another. If the kind of melon be large, no
more than one or two should be left on a plant to swell

at the same time, and if small, three or four are sufficient.

Mr. Knight, as soon as a sufficient quantity of fruit is

set, between twenty and thirty pounds on each plant, (the

Salonica kind,) he says no farther production of foliage

should be allowed, and for this purpose he pinches off

the laterals as soon as produced whenever more foliage

cannot be exposed to the light. He says no further

part of the fall grown leaves should ever be destroyed,

however distant from the fruit or even growing on n

distinct branch, for he considers they still contribute to

the support of the fruit on whatever branch they may be

laced. As melons, like cucumbers, produce unisexual

losaom, the setting of the fruit is assisted by impreg-

nating the female blossoms with the male flowers, but they

will also set naturally in the season, when the glasses are

required to be almost constantly open. Some gardeners

arc of opinion that melons impregnated naturally do not

swell so well nor produce so handsome fruit as when
impregnated artificially. When the fruit has attained

the size of a walnut, a flat tile or piece of glass is placed

under each, Ripe melons are distinguished by their

full sice, and sometimes by turning yellowish, but better

by the pleasant odour which they exhale, and by the

footstalk cracking at the base of the fruit. On these
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Horticul- indications the fruit should be cut before too ripe, that

*uret
,

it may cat with a sharp flavour, and the mornings is con*
v sidered the best time for cutting the fruit- Seed of par-

ticularly fine kinds or approved sorts well ripened

should be preserved, washing them from the pulp,

afterward* drying them and putting them apart in paper.

Care should be Uken that the kinds from which seeds

are saved he genuine, for when different kinds are grown
in the same frame or near each other this can never be

the ca^e.

When the fruit of the first crop has been cut, a se-

cond crop may be obtained from the same plants; if the

first crop has been cleared away before the middle of

June, the second crop will come in at a very good
season. For this purpose the plants should be pruned

as soon as the fruit is gathered, shortening the healthy

runners at a promising joint, after which renew the

surface of the mould partially three inches, at the same
time watering the plants copiously, shutting dow n the

glasses at nights ami shading them in the middle of

hot days until they have pushed new shoots and roots

;

afterwards the same course of culture and treatment

should be followed as for the first crop. Sometimes
this second crop is superior to the first. A second crop

may also be obtained from cuttings made from the ex-

tremities of the shoots of the old plants after the first

crop is ripened ; these cuttings are planted in simdl

pots filled half-way with mould, and placed in a hot-bed

to strike root, and when the old plants in the bed are

removed the old soil is taken out, and fresh soil placed

in its stead, and as soon as the cuttings are struck they

are taken out of the pots and planted in the middle of
the lights just in the same wav as seedlings, and their

after treatment is the same. The cuttings will show
flowers in the courseof a week after they are replanted,and
by this means an excellent and quick crop is procured.

Mr. Knight having erected for the culture of his

Persian melons a small hot- house healed by a flue, he
sets a single plant in each pot, placing them along the

flue with a brick under each, and trains the vines of

the plants to a trellis, and by this means even three

crops mar be obtained in the same season from the

same plants. The only way to prevent these melon

plants from being infested by insects or injured by

disease is to keep them constantly in a vigorous growing
state. In warm weather they should be watered all

over the fruit and leaves till the earth in which they

grow be thoroughly moistened.

A glased pit to receive either stabte dung or tanners'

bark is calculated to ripen superior fruit. The well of

the pit may be formed of a nine-inch wall, or strong

planks three feet in depth, and a low’ glass case fitted

to it. The plants to be ridged out in the pit in the

usual manner ; and when the heat has declined, a lining

of hot dung should be added outside of the pit if enclosed

by boards, but if enclosed by a wall as much of the

dung and earth within should be thrown out as to ad-

mit of a lining of new dung. Melons arc also grown

in pits heated by flues, such as are used for nursery

hot-houses, or water or steam pipes, and the bed of the

pits may either be filled with tan, dung, or leaves, and

earthed over like hot-beds, and the plants set in the

mould in rows four feet apart, or three plants in a clump

in the centre of each light The future management
of the plants in pits is the same as those in hot-beds,

until September, when it will be proper to apply heat,

and by these means good melon* are often to be had in

October and November. Melon* may also be cul- Horticul-

tivated in M'Phail's pit, which is explained under
Cucumber.
Melons are often cultivated in hot-bed ridges in the

open ground, under hand-glasses, for late fruit. The
plants for this purpose are reared on a hot-bed from the

middle of March to the middle of April in the usual

way, and from the middle of April to the third week in

May, or when the plants are five or six weeks old they

will be fit to ridge out With well prepared stable

dung, or with a mixture of stable dung and well fer-

mented leaves build a bed four feet wide and two and
a half feel thick, and the length according to the num-
ber of hand-glasses to be used, und when the bed of

dung or leaves is brought to a sweet, well-tempered

heat, it should be covered over with mould ten or twelve

inches in depth ; the glasses are then placed along the

middle of the ridge, keeping them close until the dung
has warmed the earth under them, and the same or

next day the plants may be inserted with balls in the

usual way in the centre ; their after treatment is almost

the same as fur plants in hot-beds. Air is given by
tilting the glasses and covering with mats in cold wea-
ther and heavy cold rains. It the minimum tempera-

ture fall below 65° at night, the side of the bed should

be lined with hot dung, covering the lining with mould
at top. When the runners have extended aud filled the

glasses they must be trained beyond them. When the

weather is settled in June the glasses should be raised by

props to remain day and night but covering with mats
on cold uights, for which pur|vose the beds should tie

arched over with hoops or rods to support the mats, or

oiled paper frames may be made to place over the

beds iu which case the glasses should be removed in

June and the frames substituted; but if no oiled

paper frames are used the glasses must be kept con-

stantly over the hearts of the plants. Melons grown in

this way ripen in July and August, but more generally iu

September. The crops coining in at the decline of sum-
mer must be guarded from cold at nights and assisted

by fresh linings. In warm situations melons may be

grown on ridges or shallow beds of half-spent dung in

the open air like cucumbers
;
the plants for this pur-

pose are reared and treated in the ordinary way, aud
finally transplanted about the first or second week of

May. The beds should be at least four feet wide, and
one foot higher at the hack than in front, and hand-
glasses four feet apart, with two or three plants under
each, are placed along the centre of the bed.

Forcing cucumbers .—The cucumber is a tender an-

nual, a native of the East Indies, and was introduced

to Britain in 1573. If sown in the open ground in

May the plants will produce flowers in July and Au-
gust. The cucumber is nearly of as great antiquity as

the vine, for Moses mentions it as abounding in Egypt
when the children of Israel were there : Numbers^
ch. ii. In England it is cultivated extensively in

forcing frames and in the open air, particularly near

large towns. In Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire whole
fields are seen covered with cucumber* without the aid

of dung or glass, aud the produce of which is used for

pickling. The green full-grown fruit is used as a salad ;

it is also salted when half-grown, and preserved in vine-

gar when young and small. The following are the

names of the varieties usually cultivated : 1. Early
long prickly; 2. Early short prickly; 3. Cluster; 4.

Smooth green Homan; 5. White Turkey; 6. Long

VjO<
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Hortieul- preen Turkey
;

7. Nepaul ; 8. Largest green prick! v

;

*UI® !>. Dutch or white short prickly. To produce cucum-
bers at an early season is an object of emulation among
gardeners like the melon. The cucumber is cultivated

in hot-beds. pits, hot-houses, and under haud-glasses, and
is forced by the heat of fire, hot water, steam, and
dung ; but the heat of dung is the most genial to the

culture of the cucumber, and the only means by which

it can be advantageously cultivated. The plant will

grow in any soil, but not with the same degree of vi-

gour, provided sufficient heat, light, water, and air be

supplied. Abercrombie recommends one-third of rich

top spit earth from an upland pasture, one -third of

vegetable mould, one-sixth of well decomposed stable

dung, with a small quantity of sand. Mould prepared

from the decayed leaves of trees of different kinds

M'Phail found to suit the cucumber plant better than any
other, without any admixture. Acton recommends one-

third of light loam a few months from a common, one-

third of rotten stable dung, and the other third of equal

parts of leaf mould and heath earth, the whole well

mixed together. Mr. Allen (Gard. Mag. vol. i.) con-

siders the obvious defects in the usual mode of growing
cucumbers to be compost of too light a nature, and
dung not sufficiently worked before it is earthed over

;

his soil is loam and rotten dung well mixed. Seed
should be from two to four years old before it is sown,

for plants raised from younger seeds run too much to

vine ; they are generally reared on a one-light frame

placed in a sheltered situation, for high winds have a

powerful effect upon it ; the heat in some parts of the

frame will be greatly abated by it, and in other parts it

will be stronger, having been driven into corners, by
which means some of the seedlings will be retarded in

their growth, while others will be destroyed. When
the bed is in a fit slate for moulding lay five or six

inches of compost over its surface
;

the dung mav be

about five feet high at back and four feet in front. The
seed may be either sown in the earth of the. bed, or in

pots, two or three in each, which should be plunged a

little in the earth of the bed, or in broad pons. The
frame should be matted at night in the ordinary way.

Seedlings require to be reared ten or twelve weeks be-

fore they produce fruit. The end of January and the

beginning of February is a good time for commencing
to force for the earliest crops, and for secondary and

main crops they may be started in the subsequent months

as required. To have a constant succession, seedlings

should be reared twice a month. As the season ad-

vances the length of the course of forcing will be re-

duced to eight, seven, and even six weeks. Cucumber
plants may be made to produce fruit from the middle of

March till the middle of September; but from the mid-

dle of September to the middle of March their produce

of course will be more scanty. Plants reared from seed

in October will produce fruit in February or March,

and will continue to bear until the following October, if

they are kept in frames and supplied with plenty of

heat and water; however, sowing in January is quite

soon enough, for if sown before that time it is striving

against the stream to little purpose, according to Niool.

Instead of rearing from seed plants may be struck

from cuttings and kept on from year to year. These cut-

tings are best when taken from the tops of bearing

shoots and planted in pots, which are to be plunged

in a gentle heat
;

this is considered the best inode of

propagation for a winter crop of fruit. The minimum
VOL. VI.

temperature for a seed bed should never be lower than Horticul-

ofcP at the coldest time of night, and the maximum in *nr# -

the daytime should be about GJ>°, because air admitted
while the sun shines will do more good to the plants

than a higher temperature. According to Abercrombie
some keep their seed bed some degrees higher. When
the seedlings have shown the first rough leaves they
should lie taken up carefully and planted two or three
in a small pot, afterwards giving them a little water,
plunging the pots into the bed, and when the plants
have grown one or two joints the tops should be pinched
out. The mats which the frames are covered with at

night should always be removed by sunrise. As soon
as the heat begins to rise in the bed and steam begins
to appear, the light should be tilted every day, in what-
ever state the weather may be, until the plants break
ground, but with great care in cold and frosty weather.
Water should be supplied to the plants once in two or
three days. When the heat begins to decline in the
bed it must be augmented by linings. The height and
width of a fruiting bed should be made according to the
season, and of course according to the size of the frame
to be placed upon it; as for instance, ill January four

feet high in front and four and a half feet at back, and
six inches broader than the frame all round. In Fe-
bruary, three feet three inches in front and four feel at

back, and four inches broader than the frame all round.
In March, three feet in front and three and a half feet

at back, and four inches wider than the frame all round.
The frame and glasses should be put on in all cases
as soon as the body of the dung is built up, at the
same time tilting the glasses a little to draw up the
heat and give vent to the steam, and so to remain until

the bed is reduced to a regular temperature, which
may be ascertained by the thermometer, or by slicks

thrust into the bed and drawn up quickly and tried by
the hand

;
it may also be ascertained by the mild smell

of the vapour rising from the bed. When this has
been done, which will be in a week or ten days after the
bed has been built, a small hill of mould should be put
in the centre of each light six or ten inches in height,

the intervals between the hills should be earthed over
afterwards two to (bur inches deep when the heat is

ascertained to be within safe limits, which » known by
the mould not becoming white at top or cracking.

Some place a layer of turf with the sward downwards,
between the dung and the mould of the hills, which
must he of great advantage by preventing the heat of
the dung from burning the roots of tbe plants and the

mould in the hills.

Mr. Allen (Gard. Mag. vol. i.) makes his earliest

beds in December and January, placing round fiat

mats, fifteen inches in diameter, which are formed by
coiling bands of straw in the centre of each light, on
which lie makes tbe hills of earth in which the plants

are set, which prevents the mould in the hills and the

roots from being burned, the earth being kept within
the bounds of the mats. The frames are raised as the

plants grow, and the heat is kept up by renewing the
linings once a week, and forking the dung inside the
bed beyond the mats. In a month before the beds are

made up the dung should be laid in a bean, turned
three or four times and shaken to pieces with a fork,

and the outside turned into the middle and the middle

to the outside, that the whole may have a regular fer-

mentation, and if dry it should be mode moderately

moist with water. Some form a stratum of wood oue

i*
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Horticwl- foot high under the bed, composed generally of old roots

of trees, to act as a drain. Alter the plants are set they
k

should be shaded with mats until they hare struck new

roots, covering Lire glasses, however, every evening with

mats. The fallowing table of temperature for every

month in the year is givcu by M'Pbail, which will suit

the cucumber in whatever kind of structure it may be

grown.
Morning. Noun. Evening.

January, 50 to 86 56 to S6 54 to 77

February, 68 „ 68 66 „ 90 58 „ 84

March, ‘ 62 „ 83 65 „ 90 62 „ 85

April. 69 „ 84 68 „ 93 64 „ 90

May. 67 „ 79 70 .. 90 66 „ 95

June, 62 „ 85 8t) „ 98 67 ,. 90

July, 61 „ 79 72 * 105 69 95

August, 60 „ 78 80 „ 96 70 „ 89

September, 69 „ $0 74 M 100 72 „ 97

October, 64 „ 81 71 n 101 68 „ 89

November, 62 „ 82 65 ,, 92 61 „ 80

December, 65 „ 88 64 „ 77 58 „ 71

If the heat decline on the bed, it must be supported

by timely linings of fresh dung applied to the aides,

fifteen or eighteen inches wide, and equal in height to

the beds ;
generally the back of the bed is lined first,

and the front and sides in a week or a fortnight after-

wards, as may seem necessary by the degrees of beat in

the bed, previously cutting the dung of the original bed

down quite close to the frame. The glasses require to

be also covered with mats or other materials at night

till June. Air should he admitted in mild weather, and

more freely during sunshine, by tilling the lights gra-

dually in the forenoon and as gradually shutting them

again in the afternoou until they are quite close at

night, unless the beat and steam be great, in which case

they may be occasionally left open half an inch at

night.

Cucumber plants delight in a sweet wholesome air

and plenty of heat and water, and without them they

will not succeed. All the water given to cucumber

plants should be warmed to the air of the bed in early

forcing, at which time it should be supplied in the fore-

noon of a mild duy; but when the season is more ad-

vanced it may be given either in the morning or even-

ing. The quantity of water to be given will depend

upon the heat of the bed, the strength of the plants, and
the temperature of the external air; as in gloomy

moist weather they require less water than when it is

clear and dry. If water be given in too great a quantity

or too often, it will hinder the fruit from setting and

swelling, and if too little be given the plants will grow

weak and the fruit hollow. Both Mr. Knight and Mr.

Mearus use water impregnated with sheep’s dung,

which they found of great advantage to the growth of

the plants; but when this is used no water is given

over die leaves but only applied to the roots. When
die plants begin to push runners, that is alter their tops

have been pinched off, earth should be added to the

bed. so as to make its surface almost equal to the level

of the hills in which the plants arc set, laying in the

mould in a sloping manner from the back of the bed.

When plants have extended the first runners three

joints without showing fruit, they should again be

stopped by pinching off their tops, which will strengthen

the plants and create in them a disposition to bear. As

fertile runners extend they should be trained out regu- Heitieal-

larly along the surface of the mould fastening them ta"*

down with pegs. Every shoot should be furnished with

a leader, without which it will become unfruitful,

and therefore should be cut out. The bed should be

kept moderately thin of shoots and leaves. When the

secondary- runners, have made two joints, their tope may
be pinched off above the second joint. Cucumber
plants being furnished with tendrils they may also be

trained to branchy sticks in an upright mannrv. The
flowers of the cucumber being unisexual, the male

blossoms should be detached as soon as expanded and

placed close to or above the stigma of the female flower,

in order that it may he impregnated by its pollen, and

thus proceed to set the fruit as the blossoms of both

sexes open. The best time to perform this operation

is the early part of the day, using a fresh male flower

for each impregnation, unless they are scarce.

Cucumbers generally attain their proper size for use

from fifteen to twenty days after setting. But in plants

more fully exposed to the air Impregnation is effected

by insects wind, &c. The female blossom is readily

distinguished from the male one by being furnished

with the rudiment of the young fruit at its base, and by
the absence of stamens. When the fruit is set and
swelling, a fragment of glass or tile is placed under

each to keep it from contact with the mould. A fine

bloom may be produced on the fruit by proper treat-

ment and a good supply of foliage all over the bed, and
particularly over the fruit. Seed is generally selected

from the best formed fruit and most productive plants,

which is allowed to continue to grow till it becomes
yellow, and when the fruit has lain two or three weeks
after cutting, it should be cut open and the seeds taken

out, washed from the pulp, dried, and laid apart in paper

till wanted. The thrips attack early cucumbers, the only

remedy for which is fumigation, and plenty of water is

the only preventive of red spider.

The following method is given by M'Phail for

growing cucumbers under hand-glasses, and diet which
is generally practised. The seeds are sown in a hot- bed

in April, and when the plants come up they are set in

pots two or three in each, kept properly watered, and
stopped above the first or second joint by pinching. In

May a trench is dog about two feet deep and three feet

broad, and the length according to the number of glasses

to be used ; this trench is then filled with warm dung,
which is covered with about a foot thick of good earth ;

the glasses are then set on three feet apart, and when the

mould has become warm from the heat of the dung
below, the plants arc turned out of the pots and planted

in the mould under the glasses with the balls attached

;

a little water is then given, and the glasses replaced,

and when the plants have begun to grow the glasses

are tilted a little on one side to admit air, which is more
plentifully supplied as the season advances, to harden

the plants so that they may be able to endure the open
air. When the plants have filled the glasses, the runners

are trained out horizontally, to allow the glasses to

be raised upon props. After which the plants require

nothing more than to be supplied with water in dry
weather, and to stop the shoots when they have run too

thin of branches, at the same time thinning the leaves

and branches where too crowded. Abercrombie, how-
ever, recommends raising the bed on the level ground
instead of sinking it, so that a lining of fresh dung may
be added when the beat declines. At first the plants

Digitized by Google
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UarticuU should be protected by covering the gUw.es with mats;

tuia. oiled paper frames are a good substitute for glasses.

In cultivating cucumbers M'Phail’s pit lias some
advantages over the common hot-bed, there being no
chance of burning the roots of the plants or the mould,

as the linings are placed outside the pit and no dung
umler the plants ; and the pit is so formed that no per-

nicious steam can get into the bed, and consequently it

matters little what the linings are composed of provided

it produce the required degree of heat. When the bed

is built, the frame is placed upon it and fixed with

mortar, and the flues are well washed and rubbed with

a thick grout made of lime and water which fills every

aperture. A sheltered situation is necessary for this

kind of pit. The pit is about three feet deep below the

surface ofthe flues; this may be entirely filled with brick-

bats, small stones, or any kind of loose rubbish, for the

purpose of draining the mould which is placed on its

surface, and above this is placed four feet deep of vege-

table or leaf mould, on which the hills that are to

receive the plants are made in the ordinary way.

Raising the hills near to the glass is necessary because

of the sinking of the soil below. The lining of dung
is applied a few days before finally planting, in order

that the mould may be properly heated. The linings

should be made about three feet broad at tbe base, and
tapering to thirty inches at top, and they should seldom
be raised above the level of the mould in the frame, nor
should they be suffered to sink much below it, and wheu
tbe beat declines, fresh linings are to be added as in the

common hot-bed, and the treatment of the plants is tbe

same as in tike common hot-bed.

Cucumber plants after being reared on a bot-bed in

August or laler may be grown in a stove for a winter crop,

and shilled from size to size of pot as they advance, and
tbe shoots trained to upright lath trellising. The pots

should be set over the flues or water-pipes placing a
pan under each. Some make beds for cultivating

cucumbers for winter use in a vinery in the ordinary

way. In August or September the seeds are sown on a
hot-bed, and the plants are treated in the usual manner
until they are fit to ridge out, which is generally about
the beginning of November, at which time the vines are

withdrawn from the house, anil the dung-bed is built in

tbe pit and the frame placed on it, and tbe surface of

the bed is moulded in the usual way, aud alter the steam
of the dung has subsided tbe plants are set and the

lights are put on the house, and fires are made in the

evening to warm the house from 50° to 60°, and in severe

frosts to 70°. In the mornings of the coldest aud
shortest days, such a fire should be made as to keep the

bouse to 70°, giving air from eight o’clock to half-

past nine o’clock in the morning by opening the front

sashes and top lights of the house ; after this time and
during the remainder of the day air should be given by tilt-

ing I tie lights of the frame in mild weather, and during

sunshine the lights of tbe frame may be entirely left off

for some hours each day, and after forming new linings,

the top lights of the house may be left open all night to

permit the escape of rank steam. In this way a certain

crop of cucumbers may be obtained through the winter

at one-third the expense of the usual method. In March
following the vines are again introduced, and will break

well in consequence of the genial steam from the dung.

Chok©, Choko (Sechium edule of Swartz) is a native of the

West Indies. The fruit is used in soups, or boiled and
eateu as a substitute for turnips. It is cultivated to

some extent in Jamaica, where it is principally used for HortiewV-

feedinghogs. It might be cultivated in Britain for use
ture '

in the manner of the cucumber or melon.
Jr'v-ru_y

Vegetable momur, (Cucurbita orifera of Linnaeus,) Vegetable

Pumpkin or Pompion, (Cucitrbita pepo of Linn**us,) marrow

Squash.
,

(CunsrbUa metopepo of Linnaeus,) us well as and

other species and varieties of gourd, may be cultivated in
suur **

tbe following manner. The seed of all may be sow n in

April in a hot-bed, under a frame or hand-glass, and in

May the plants so reared will be large enough fur trans-

planting on a trench filled with horse dung under hand-
glasses like cucumbers, or the seed may be sown in

May under hand-glasses without any bottom heat to

rear plants for transferring to n favourable situation, or

still later seed may be sown in the open ground under a
south wall where the plants are to remain. The smaller

fruited kinds do best if trained to npright poles or

trellis-work. As the vines extend they are trained along

the surface, and fastened down with pegs at every joint,

and they will throw out roots. Plenty of water should

be given in dry warm weather. In dry seasons they
form an excellent substitute for cabbages or turnips.

The tender tops are preferred to greens or spinach,

and make a much more delicate dish than the fruit.

Mr. Gray (Gard. Mag. vol. i.) grows vegetable marrow
and other gourds in tbe alleys between asparagus beds
and he thinks their large leaves protect the roots of tbe

asparagus plants from the sun, and the asparagus stems

form at tbe same time shelter to the leaves of the gourds.

The people in some country villages in England grow
pumpkins and gourds on dung-hills, and train the run-

ners along the surface.

Forcing mushrooms .—The cultivation of the mush- Forcing

room comes under the head of forcing, as it has never musb-

been produced by any other artificial mode of culture than f0Mn,<

on ridges or layer* of warm dung. Its mode of propa-

gation is unlike that of other esculent vegetables. In the

mushroom there is nothing like seed visible, for in fungi

the sporules or seeds are in the substance of the plant,

and tbe whole of which may be viewed as organs of re-

prod action. The droppings of horses are found to

produce mushrooms more readily than the dung of

other animals. The spawn of mushrooms is a white

fibrous substance found in reduced dung and other nidus

fitted to nourish it, and these threads produce tubercles.

Spawn when once procured may be extended as spawn
without producing mushrooms. Nicol recommends the

following plan of making beds for mushrooms. First Making
laving tbe bottom with ashes, stones, gravel, or brick- sp*wn.

bats, to keep tbe bed free from damp underneath, over

which he lays a course of horse droppings six inches

thick fresh and unbroken from the stable, and the drier

the better, but the dung must not be ul lowed to

ferment, and for this purpose the bed should be exposed

as much as possible to the influence of the air, but at

the same time defending it from wet if in the open air.

When the duug is quite dry, and consequently past all

chance of fermentation, it is covered with light dry

earth, the more sandy the better, to the depth of two
inches, after which another course of horse droppings is

laid upon that, and earthed over as before when dry, and
then a third course of droppings which is also earthed

over as before, which finishes the bed, which is generally

productive. The bed should be a little rounded, in order

that the oentTe may not be more moist than the sides,

this might be done in forming the basement, which

would make tbe bed of equal thickness in all parts. Such
»• 2
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HoHicol- a bed does not require to be spawned, as it will numerate

»p*wn. In five or six weeks from the time the bed

jjas been finished, if in a stable, dry cellar, or lined pit, it

will begin to produce, but if made up in a colder situa-

tion, it will require two or three months. Mushroom
spawn is found in perfection naturally in downs, in

horse-mill tracks under shelter, in dry half rotted dung
heaps in August and September ; it is found in cakes or

lumps, and if kept dry and well aired it will keep good

for three or four years. The dung of horses fed chiefly

on dry food generates spawn more readily than when
fed on green food ; the month of March is therefore

generally the most proper lime, the cattle not hasing

much green food at the time. By taking at that lime

two barrow loads of cow dung, one load of sheep, and one

of horse dung, drying them well, and breaking them so

small as to pass through a garden sieve, and afterwards

mixing them well and throwing them up into a conical

heap in a dry shed or under shelter, treading the heap

as it is thrown up, which will prevent it from heating too

much, will readily produce spawn. The nearer the bed is

kept to from 55° to 60" Fahrenheit the greater will be the

success ; the mushroom being impatient both of too much
heat and too much cold, for this purpose the heap may be

covered with horse litter in a state of fermentation to the

thickness of four inches all over, or if the shed in which

the heap is placed be warm, old mats may be used instead

of dung. If the bed has been properly managed, the

spawn will have begun to run in one or two months ; the

time, however, depends upon the state of the temperature

kept up in the heap. This last is the method followed by

Mr. Wnfa,whidl is fully explained in the Memoirs of the

CaledonianHorticulturalSociety. The method Mr.Wales
follows in preserving artificial spawn is, that he takes of

horse dung without litter three barrow loads, two barrow

loads of mould formed of rotten tree leaves, one barrow

load of old tan bark, one barrow load of sheep’s dung,

mixing all well together till it is of the consistence of

mortar or grafting clay ; a small frame is then taken,

such as is used by brickmakers for moulding, six inches

long, four broad, and three deep; a portion of the

mixture is then forced into the mould, taking core to wet

the sides of the mould so that the spawn bricks may
readily come out. After the bricks are made and have

stood two hours, three holes are made in the centre of
each brick with a blunt dibble an inch from each other,

and about half way through, for receiving the spawn.

The bricks are then laid upon boards as they are made
that they may he carried out of doors in fine weather to

dry, which is accelerated by turning them on the board,

for jf the least damp be left in the brick the spawn will

inevitably perish. When the bricks are perfectly dry

and firm, fresh horse litter is taken which has been laid

up in a heap to sweeten as if for hot- beds, and spread a

course of it six inches thick, on which lay the bricks.

The horse litter which is prepared for covering the bricks

ought not to be rank, for the drier and sweeter the heat

the more free the spawn will work, and if the weather is

warm the less covering will serve. If there should be
any lieat in the old covering at the expiration of three

weeks no further covering will be required, after which
the holes in the bricks must be filled close up with

spawn, and as the bricks are laid one upon another, the

upper side of each when laid must be also covered with

spawn, at the same time taking care to keep them as

open between each other as possible, so as to allow the

heat and steam of tire dung to pass through all parts of

the heap. The heap is to he so formed ns to terminate Uorticul-

at top in a single brick. When all are thus laid, place lure *

round the sides and topof the heap six inches thick of hot

dung, which will soon raise a fine moderate heat. All

must be performed under shelter as in a shed. Two
weeks after this give three inches thick additional hot
dung over the first or old covering to renew the heat

and make it work forcibly for the space of two or three

weeks more, when the litter may be taken off and, cleared

away
; after which the bricks may be allowed to stand

and dry a few days in the heap: they are then to be laid

up and used as wanted in some dry place, where they
will keep good for years. In the beginning of May,
M'Phail collects a heap of nearly equal quantities of
cow, horse, and sheep dung, adding to it some rotten

fern leaves or rotten dry dung from the linings of hot-

beds, after which he mixes them all well together to the

consistence of mortar; he then spreads this mixture on
the floor of a dry shed, at the same time beating and
treading it firm, and as soon as it is dry enough it is cut

into pieces in the form of bricks
; these pieces arc set to

dry until they can be conveniently handled, a hole is

then made in the middle of ruch with u knife and a little

piece of good spawn is put in each hole, which is after-

wards closed up with the bit that was taken out with the

knife; the whole of the bricks arc then piled up in such
a manner that the air may pass through between the

pieces and dry them gradually; but if there be any light

in the shed in which they are piled, the heap should be

covered with mats or other light covering to keep them
in the dark, and when the spawn has extended itself

through every port of the prepared pieces lay them sepa-

rately that they may become perfectly dry, which will

prevent mushrooms from springing out of them, and
which if suffered would exhaust the spawn. If kept
dry, however, the spawn will keep good many years.

Oldacre makes his spawn bricks of fresh horse droppings

mixed with short litter, one-third of cow's dung, and a

small portion of earth to cement them, the whole is well

mixed and made to the consistence of mortar ; this mix-
ture is spread out on a floor and managed according to the

plan followed hy M(Phail ; the spawn is inserted in the

method practised by Woles, and the bricks arc afterwards

piled and covered with dung in the ordinary way. Hay
forms his spawn bricks of cow dung, rotten wood, and
spray from the bottom of hedges, with the addition of a

little strong loam. Rogers forms his spawn bricks of

cow dung not fresh, scrapings of roads one-half, adding
to it a third or fourth of vegetable mould produced by
decayed leaves. When spawn has the appearance of

threads or fibres, which is occasioned by too much
moisture, it is no longer fit for use, for it should not be
so far developed, but have the appearance of indistinct

white mould.

The modes of growing mushrooms are more various Growing

than the methods of producing spawn. In the open air muah-

they are grown on ridges covered with litter and mats, ru0BU -

and on the same kind of ridges in open and close sheds,

on shelves ill flued sheds built on purpose, in pots,

boxes, hampers placed in any warm situation, also in

cucumber and melon beds, &c. For beds or ridges in

the open air the dung is prepared by mixing fresh

stable dung with old dry linings of hot-beds, and letting

it lay for a fortnight it will be fit for use; but if it

consists entirely of fresh horse dung, it should be well

prepared by turning and mixing as for hot-beds until

it h equally fermented and deprived of its noxious
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Hortieul- vapours. The bed maybe four feet wide at bottom, and
iur«.

its length according to the quantity of mushtwms re-

quired. In building the bed the dung should be well

shaken and beaten down with a fork, leaving it to settle

and to expend its most violent heat. When the dung is

in a fit state, which will be in the course of a month
after it has been put together, the foundation should

be made dry and the dung should be placed in a sloping

manner, so that the bed may terminate in a narrow ridge

along the centre about four feet in height. Having

proved the heat by heat slicks, as they are called, left

some days in the bed, it should be covered with mould
two inches thick to two-thirds of the sloping part from

the bottom leaving the top open to allow the steam to

evaporate as it rises, and when this exhalation is com-
plete the top should also be covered with mould. After

this is completed, divide the spawn bricks into small

lumps, and set these lumps or pieces six or eight inches

asunder, thrusting them through the mould down to

the surface of the dung, or the spawn may be broken

into small bits and scattered over the surface of the

dung, covering with earth afterwards. The earth with

which the beds are moulded should be in a pliable state,

not too wet nor too dry. Beds exposed to the weather it

is necessary to protect from wet
;

even when under a

shed it is equally necessary to cover them witli straw or

hay twelve inches thick as the strength of the dung
declines, or as the bed may be exposed. In sheds and
mushroom-houses the ridge mode may be adopted, or

on a flat bed similarly composed. Sometimes the beds are

formed in walled pits sloping in the manner of a
cucumber bed. The German method of cultivating

mushrooms on shelves in flued pits, introduced to this

country by Mr. Oldacre, is now however considered to

have no advantage over the common mode, but the

following is the method as explained by Mr. Oldacre.

The beds on the shelves are composed of fresh horse

dung that has neither been exposed to wet nor fermenta-

tion, clearing it from long straw, and adding a fourth

part of tolerably dry turf mould, mixing it well witli the

dung, thus forming a compact solid substance so con-

genial to the growth of the mushroom. Dung collected

from the exercise ground of a large stable or round a

horse mill under shelter, mixed with a fourth part of
short litter, adding to it as many fresh horse droppings

as will cause a gentle heat, will be found superior to that

collected from the stables. The beds are formed on the

shelves and ground-floor of the house by placing a layer

of the mixture three inches thick, at the same lime

beating it well down with a mallet, after which add
another layer, and repeat the same process until the bed

is seven inches thick and of a solid body ; then make
the surface of the bed smooth and even. As soon as

these beds arc from 80° to 90 ’ of Fahrenheit beat them
a second time to render them still more solid, making
holes in them three inches in diameter and nine inches

asunder quite through the compost, in order to cool it

and prevent an excess of heat from taking place. In

four or five days after being put together, if the beds
base not attained the heat required, add another layer

of compost two inches thick, which will, in all proba-

bility, increase the heat suflicienlly. Beds made in this

manner readily generate spawn in summer, and often in

winter. In three or four day* after the holes have been
made and after having ascertained the degree of heat,

and at which time the inside of the holes will have
become dry, the bed will then be in a proper state lor

spawning,which should be done when the heat ison thedc- Hortictd-

clinc ; the holes are then well filled with spawn and bealen
into them, after which make the surface of the bed solid

and level. In about a fortnight after the spawn lias been
introduced it is found to have run, the beds should he
covered over with mould if wanted to produce an imme-
diate supply ofmushrooms, but the beds intended for suc-
cession should remain unearthed until wanted. In summer
the beds will require to be earthed three or four weeks,
and in winter a month or five weeks before they are
wished to produce a crop. In hot weather air must be
admitted freely till the spawn has spread. The earth
used for covering the beds is rich maiden earth ill

which the turf has been well reduced; this is laid on
about two inches thick over the surface, at the same
time beating it solid and level ; it should neither be too
moist nor too dry, but just in such a state as to take
a smooth face when beaten. From llic lime of covering
the beds with earth, the shed or house should be kept
from 5u° to 55'J of Fahrenheit and the light excluded.
In watering the beds extreme caution is necessary ; they
should be only lightly sprinkled with a 8) ringe or the

rose of a watering-pot, and the water used should be

milk warm. If the beds have become very dry, it is

better to give them several sprinklings than one heavy
supply. In gathering the full-grown mushrooms great

care is requisite not to injure the smaller ones at their

bases. If the mushrooms become too long and weak in

the stem, it is acertain sign that the temperature is loo

great, consequently air must be admitted in proportion
to the heat. When the beds begin to decline remove
the surface mould, and if decayed, they are to be de-
stroyed and replaced by new ones; but if dry-, solid, and
full of good spawn, add a layer of fresh earth three

inches thick and beat it down as before, and it will

produce a second crop of mushrooms. Compactness
and dryness seem to be the principle of the German plan

as explained by Oldacre. In Covent-gardcn, however,
mushrooms grown on ridges are greatly preferred to

those grown on shelves or in boxes according to the

German method; they are considered heavier and
much more juicy. Rogers remarks (Hort . Trans.

vol. Iv.) that the quality of mushrooms depends upon
the manner they are nourished. Wales ( Caledon . Hor'.

Mem.) grows mushrooms in hampera, boxes, or in any
thing which will hold dung and soil together, placing

them in the back sheds of hot-houses, and in order

to keep up a rotation of crops they are filled from
time to lime. They are to be half filled with dry horse

dung and the spawn placed upon the dung in the

usual way, and after lying until the spawn has begun
to run on the dung, which is generally in a few days

afterwards, they are to be covered an inch and a half

with fresh dung over the surface, and in about a fortnight

afterwards they should be moulded over two and a half

inches thick, at the same time beating down the earth

like the dung, and if the mould on the surfuce become
too dryr gentle waterings should be given with water

milk warm. Mushrooms may be grown also in hampers
and boxes without dung, by laying a little straw care-

fully in the bottom of the hampers, and laying the spawn
in small pieces regularly over the straw, and afterwards

covering it over with three and a half inches of earth,

beating it well down, afterwards giving water as in the

former plan. The following is the compost used for

growing mushrooms in boxes. A quantity of fresh

horse dung, and for every layer of dung six inches deep
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HtwiiruU lay three inches of any light earth, and these alternate

i«e. lasers may be repeated until there is as much as will be

u anted in the course of the year. After it has laid six

months, the dung being then sufficiently rotted, it should

he broke fine by a spade, and if passed through a sieve

it will be then ready for use. Some mushroom growers

put spawn in melon beds in the ordinary way, and after

the mould has become dry and the melon vine* cleared

away gentle waterings are given, the glasses put on,

and mushrooms will rise in great quantities in autumn,
and will continue until frost prevent them ; and after the

frost censes in spring, if the frames and glasses are re-

moved from the beds, the wann showers of spring will

cause the mushrooms to rise again. Mushrooms may
be produced iu a cellar by any of the modes mentioned
above, in which situation, however, no fire and less

water is necessary, the application of which proves so

frequently injurious to mushrooms. Air bt essential to

the flavour of mushrooms. Mushrooms may also he
grown in the open air during summer, provided they

are sheltered from the sun, which may be done by
making a bed of dung, laying spawn on its surface, and
moulding it over, and then sowing a light crop of vege-

tables, as carrots or radishes, over it, which when grown
will protect the mo.throoms.

The cultivation of the following fruits hardly comes

under the head of forcing ; they only requiring to he

kept in the temperature of the countries in which they

naturally grow.
The The orange tribe (Citrus ) contain the most striking
orange fruit-bearing trees, and must have attracted the notice of
nbc

' man long before other fmits of less beauty but of more
nutriment. The golden apples of the heathens and the

forbidden fruit of the Jews are supposed to allude to

this tribe, though there are no authentic records of any
species of Citrus having been known ; certainly none
were cultivated by the Homans, as Pliny does not men-
tion them. The principal species arc,—1. The citron,

(Citrus medica of Hisso,) of which there are several

varieties
; they are seldom eaten raw, but are generally

preserved and made into confections. 2. The sweet

lime and lumy, (Citrus limetlo of Risso,) of which also

there are many known varieties. 3- The lemon and
lime, ( Citrus Umonum of Risso,) of which there are

innumerable varieties, 4. The Paradise orange, or for-

bidden fruit, (Citrus Paradisi of Macfadyen,) of which
there are the apple and pear shaped. 5, The common or

sweet orange; (Citrus avrantium of Hisso;) the varieties

of this ore innumerable, of which the China, Portugal,

and Maltese are the moat esteemed
;

the latter becomes

of a blood-red colour at maturity, and the pulp is red

and very sweet. 5. The Seville orange. (Citrus vulgaris

of Risso.) The varieties of this are also numerous ; they

are chiefly used in making marmalade and other confec-

tionery, ami the juice and rind are used in medicine.

6. The Shaddock, (Citrus deexmana of Linnaeus,) so

called from its having been introduced from Asia to the

West Indies by Captain Shaddock ; it is perhaps the least

useful of the Citrus or orange tribe ; there are several

varieties of it, varying in the size and shape of the fruit

and in the taste and colour of the pulp. 7. The Man-
darin orange (Citrus nobitis of Loureiro) is said to be
one of the most delicate. AH th* species and varieties

of Citrus are propugated by seeds, budding, grafting,

layering, and by cutting. They are reared from seed

lor new varieties and for stocks to graft or bud existing

sorts upon. In Britain they are reared on a hot-bed,

and when the plants are about six weeks old they will urtwuU

he fit to plant into separate pot*, and again replaced in
luse*

the hot-bed, shading them until they have struck fresh

root, and allowing plenty of air to harden them. In the

following August they will generally be fit for budding,

and when the operation is performed the young trees

should be placed under a hand-glass, and in about a
month afterwards it will be observable whether the buds
have taken ; the tying is then removed and the plants

placed in a green house for the winter, and in spring

their heads are to be cut off three inches above the in-

serted bud before it has begun to grow ; the plants should

then 1* removed to a hot-bed, and by the end of July
the shoots from the inserted buds will be generally about
two feet long, after which they should he exposed to the

influence of the air by degrees to harden the plants

against winter. Grafting is occasionally re-sorted to;

the whip method is sometimes practised, but the

approach mode, which is sure, is that usually resorted

to in Britain. Several horticulturists prefer rearing

orange trees from cuttings nine to eighteen inches long,

planting them in pots filled with sand five inches deep,

after which giving a good watering to settle the sand
about them, und allowing the pots to stand in the shade
a day or two, when they are plunged up to the brims in a

hot-bed, taking care to keep the cuttings shaded until

they have struck root, alter which they should be
planted separately in pots, and replaced in the hot-bed,

shading them for a few weeks ; they are then to be

hardened by exposing them by degrees to the air. Cut-
tings may be planted at any season, except when the

plants are making young shoots. Wood two years old

is found to strike root as readily as that only one year

old. Oranges may also be struck from layers in the

manner of Camellias ; shoots laid in March are fit

to separate in September. At Genoa all kinds of Citrus

are grown in strong yellow clay richly manured. In
France equal parts of clayey loam, rotten vegetable

matter, aud ha If- rotten dung, are employed. In Bri-

tain various kinds of composts are used with success.

Mr. Mean (Hort. Trans, vol. ii.) makes his compost of
well-rotted cow dung one-fourth, well-prepared rotten

leaves one-half, mellow loam one-fourtb, with the addi-

tion of a small quantity of sand or road grit. Mr. Hen-
derson, a celebrated grower of orange trees, (Mem. Cal.

Ilort. Sqc. vol. iii.) takes one part of light brown mould
from ground that has not been cropped or manured for

many years one part ofpeat, two parts ofriver or pit sand,

one purl of rotted hot-bed dung, and one part of rotted

leaves mixing them well together. The standard tem-
perature for the Citrus tribe is 48°, but in the growing sea-

son they require .
r»8®, but it should never be allowed to fall

below 3S3 or 40°. Mr. Ayres (Ilort. Trans, vol. iv.) never

sutlers his orangery to exceed 50° by fire heat until the

end of February, at which time the trees show blossom ;

it is increased to 55°, but never allowed to exceed 60° by
fire, the excess of which he checks by the admission of

air till the beginning of June, when he begins to force the

trees by keeping the heat in the house up as near as

possible to 75°, for he says the trees can never be

grown «cll with less heat. The orange, Humboldt
observes, which requires an average temperature of 64®,

will bear a great degree of cold if continued only for a
short time. Dr. Sickler remarks that oranges and lemons
bear a great degree of cold at Rome, provided the trees

be planted in a sheltered situation not much exposed
to the influence of the sun ; for it is the sudden transi-
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Horticui- lion from heat to cold and from cold to heat more than the

tun. degree of either that destroys vegetation. Oranges and
lemons will stand the climate of Devonshire. Citrus

trees under cover require a large share of air in favour-

able weather to prevent damp. The more air orange

trees have in the blossoming season the more likely the

fruit is to set. Light being esseutial to the growth of

orange trees, it is therefore essential that orangeries

should at least have glass fronts and roofs, and better if

glass on all sides. Citrus trees require a considerable

supply of water, for the want of it often injures them in

Britain, particularly those grown in boxes, where the

water supplied wets only the surface and escapes by the

side* leaving the centre of the mould dry. Mr. Knight
waters his orange trees with very strong liquid manure,

which he found to increase their heaJth and strength.

All the species and varieties of the orange tribe may be

either grown as dwurf standards iu pots, or as large

standards in boxes and tubs, or in the open border of the

house in either way ; or they may be planted against a

trellis and trained in the manner of espaliers. At
standards, however, they combine elegance with utility,

if the orangery be properly constructed. A* espaliers

the crop is more certain. Although orange trees do

very well in boxes and tubs, they thrive and succeed best

when planted in the ground and trained like peach trees,

or as standard cherry trees in a conservatory. The
object of pruning Citrus trees is to keep the heads pro-

portionate, but in Britain it does not diller from that

given to other green-house trees ; but when cultivated

for the sake of the fruit, the branches ought to be kept

moderately thin so as to admit both sun and air to all

parts of the tree. The blossoms being produced on ter-

minal peduncles which rise from the wood of the current

year, therefore young wood should be encouraged in

every part of the tree. Mr. Ayres cuts away the least

promising branches in February to make room for

younger and more productive shoots, and shortens very

strong branches to keep the head in shape. When the

fruit is set, he seldom leaves more than one on each

peduncle ; others again do not think it necessary to thin

them at all. lu France the flowers are thinned for the

purpose of distillation, and the thinned fruit is used in

confectionery. The coccus and red spider are the prin-

cipal insects that infest orange trees
; the last may be

destroyed by watering with an engine, and the first may
be removed with a wet sponge, by which process the

leaves also may be kept clean. If oranges even when
ripe are not gathered, they will remain on the tree for

several years, but when the young fruit is green and
swelling the old fruit becomes shrivelled and uiinosl void

ofjuice, but as the young fruit begins to arrive at matu-
rity the juice begins to return to the old fruit, so that

both the old and young fruit is in perfection at the same
time. The lemon ripens irregularly and drops off

when ripe. In orangeries in Britain fifteen mouths is

generally required from the time of blossoming to the

ripening of the fruit, and therefore both green and ripe

fruit is together on the tree at the same time. By
allowing the fruit to remain the trees will at all times

have green and yellow fruit, which in spring along

with the leaves and white fragrant blossoms form a

charming ornament.
Loquat. Loqmrf (Eriobotrya Japonica of Lindley, the Mcrpilu*

Japonicu of Thunhrrg) is a native of Japan and China,

and was first introduced to Britain in 17b7. The fruit

approaches in taste that of the apple, but is disposed

in large, terminal, pendulous bunches. When the tree Horticuk

is intended to produce fruit in Britain it is grafted on tow*

stocks of Metpiiuj vulgaris. It is considered a half-
^

hardy tree, but to have it ripen its fruit with flavour it

requires the temperature of a stove, in which it should

be planted iu a border of rich soil. Sir Joseph Batiks

considered the fruit as good ns the manga Lord Bagot
succeeded in producing fruit of excellent flavour by the

following method : he put his plant out of doors during

the summer months of July, August, and September,
and about the middle of October replaced it in a warm
situation on the tan bed in a stove, and it usually breaks
and flowers in December, and the fruit becomes ripe in

March and April.

Guava.—The only species of this fruit which has been Guava,

cultivated with success in Britain is the Chinese guava,
(Psidium Caitleyanum of Sabine,) the fruit of which is

rather large, somewhat spherical, of a fine deep claret

colour when ripe ; the pulp is juicy and much of the

consistence of a strawberry, to which it has also some
resemblance in flavour. It flowers and fruits freely if

trained against a trellis in a stove, and planted iu a bor-

der of rich earth. It requires exposure to light and air.

Papaw (Curica papaya of Linneus) is a native of Papaw.

both Indies, but is cultivated everywhere within the

tropics. The fruit has a sweetish taste, and is much
liked by many people. The tree may be brought into a
fruit-bearing state in our stoves if planted in large pots

or tubs, or in a border of light, rich earth. The papa*
tree prefers vegetable mould.

Granadiila or Muricvja.—AH the species of Passi- GrumiiLla

fiora which produce edible fruit pass under the above °rMuri*

uames. The principal kinds are— 1. The apple-fruited
CUJ**

granadiila, ( Pawjlora maliformit of Linna*u«.) the fruit

of which is round and smooth, about two inches in

diameter, of a dingy yellow colour when ripe, the
rind is thick, and the pulp of n pale yellow colour,

of an agreeable acid taste, and is eaten with wine and
sugar. 2. The common granadiila, (Pastifl<ira qua-
dranyularis of Linnceus.) The fruit of this kind is

large, of on oblong shape, and about six inches in

diameter
; it is quite smooth, of a greenish-yellow

colour, the rind is thick and (he pulp of a pur-
plish colour, and like the former species is eaten with

wine and sugar. 3. The laurel-leaved granadiila,

(Passi/lora laurtfolia of Linna*us,) the fruit of which
is about the size of a hen’* egg, but rather more elon-

gated ; it U smooth and of a yellow colour on the out-

side, spotted with white, the rind is thick, and the

pulp whitish. 4. The purple-fruited granadiila. ( Pat

-

tiflora tdulis of Sims.) The fruit of this sort changes
to a livid purple on becoming ripe; it is of an elliptic

shape, half an inch in diameter, and the pulp is orange-

coloured. All the above kinds of granadiila are culti-

vated with success in Britain. They may be growu in

large pots, but do best if planted in au augle of a stove

which has been parted olFby brickwork from the pit.

The bottom of this cavity should be laid with brick

rubbish, over which may be thrown a little rotten tan,

and over that a compost of leaf mould and rotten dung,
in which the plants will grow freely. They do not
require the heat of a pine stove, for they flourish best iu

a temperature of from 65° to 70°. The shoots, as they

advance, should be trained under the sloping glass of
the house. The flowers will appear in May and con-
tinue in succession till September, the fruit setting the

whole time. As they grow the very strong shoots
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Horticul- thould be cut out from their origin, for they do not bear

tun. fruit so abundantly as less vigorous shoots. Care

should be taken never to shorten any of the fruit-bear-

ing shoots. The crop will begin to ripen in August

and continue in succession until January. Wheu the

crop is all gathered, the heat of the house should be

reduced to 50° so as to check the growth of the plants,

and when this has been ttfected, the shoots should be

well cut in. As little old wood besides the main stem

should rise from the pit to the glass, only a few stumps

of the old branches may be retained, for all the shoots

that are trained under the glass for fruit ought to be

the growth of the same season. The plants alter being

cut are kept in a durniant stale during January and

February, after which the necessary taut may be ap-

plied. The plants require abundance of water in the

flowering season. A strong plant of cither kind will

produce fruits in succession from June to Christmas,

if heal is applied to it early in February.

Plantain. Plantain {Mum Paraduiaca of Limucus) is a strong,

evergreen, herbaceous plant, a native of Asia* intro-

duced to Britain in 1690* the leaves of which are very

long and broad. The stems rise from ten to twenty

feet in height, uud die away after having produced fruit,

and are succeeded by younger stems from the root.

The fruit is about six inches long and of a sausage

shape, and is produced in clusters so Urge as sometimes

altogether to weigh forty pounds. The fruit is boiled

or roasted and eaten like potatoes or yams with meat

;

it is also used in fritters. The plant is often cultivated

in the stoves of Britain, and bears fruit almost equal to

Banana. those produced within the tropics. The Banana {Musa
tapienlum) is a nearly allied plant ;

differs from it in the

fruit being shorter und rounder, of a luscious mellow

flavour, otid is used generally as a dessert fruit. The
banana succeeds well in our stoves, and tears fruit

freely. Both plants should be planted in pits made on

purpose in one corner of the pit in a stove. Both

require a soil well incorporated with vegetable earth,

which should be kept rather moist than otherwise, and

both are increased by suckers. The fruit of the banana

is also used in preserves and marmalades, and the fer-

mented juice affords an excellent wine.

Pine-apple. Pine-apple (Bramelia ananas of Linnsus) is said to

be originally from Asia, but is now naturalized both in

tropical Alrica and America, and consequently requires

a higher temperature than any other culinary fruit grown

in this country, although it is by no means a tender or

delicate plant* for it will bear a higher degree of heat

and a lower degree of cold than the vine or peach with-

out injury, if only for a short time. This excellent fruit*

according to Mr. Weeks, can be obtained in frames

without the aid of Are by the assistance or tan or dung
heat It is much more easily brought to perfection than

the cucumber or melon. The pine-apple is liable to the

attacks of insects, of which a scaly species of coccus is

the most destructive to the plants ; but there is another

species of the same genus, also called the brown or

turtle coccus ; the first wedges itself between the protu-

berances of the fruit, destroying its flavour and depriving

it of its juice, and the second appears mostly at the bot-

toms of the leaves. M'Phaik found that a powerful

moist heat will destroy these insects. Keeping the

bouse filled with steam and heat for days together is

the most simple and efficient means of destroying

the pine bugs, for a degree of Iteat and moisture

which is speedily fatal to animals will not immediately

destroy or injure vegetables. The steam and heat Harticol-

of horse dung ii said also to be equally efficient. tuns.

There is a great variety of receipts for the destruction

of these insects, which consist principally of mixtures

of toft soap, flour of sulphur, tobacco, nux vomica, and
rain water, in which the plants are immersed at the

time of shifting or potting, or are watered over head
with it.

The pine-apple in Britain is grown in pots, which
are generally plunged in a bed of tauuer's bark in a
state of fermentation, but sometimes in other ferment-

ing substances, as leaves. In the beginning of the

XVHIth Century the pine-apple was almost unknown
to horticulturists* consequently it is comparatively of

recent introduction to Britain, but it is now cultivated

successfully and extensively. The fruit is what iscutad

a sorosis by botanists, and is formed by the conjunction

of the fruits of many flowers, and the whole is termi-

nated by a tuft of leaves called the crowu. It derives

its name from its resemblance to a fir or pine cone. The
plant may be considered as on evergreen bieunial or

triennial herb, the fruit generally appearing from the

centre of the plant in the second or third year from its

taiug struck, either from a crown or sucker. The fla-

vour of the pine-apple is liked by most people and is

considered the most delicious of all kinds of fruits.

The leaves are long and sword-shaped with spiny

serrated margins. The fruit grown in Britain is con-

sidered both superior in flavour and size to any grown
within the tropics. The varieties are numerous* but
the following are considered the best: 1. Queen pine;
2. Black Antigua: 3. Black or old Jamaica; 4. New
Jamaica ; 5. F.nville ; 6. White providence ; 7. Tri-

nidad ; 8. St. Vincent’s; 9. Brown-leaved sugar-loaf;

10. Ripley’s Queen; 11. Welbeck seedling; 12. Rip-
ley’s ; 13. Moscow Queen. Resides these there are

—

1. Brown sugar-loaf; 2. Orange sugar-loaf; 3. Sierra

Jjcone : 4. Russian globe; 5. Green king; 6. Blood
red ; 7. Otaheite

;
8. Scarlet ; 9. Havana. Pine-

apples require two or three years* growth before they

perfect their fruit* consequently its growth has been
divided into two or three periods; aud at each of these

periods it requires different structures, called the nurs-

ing pit* the succession-house or pit* and the fruiting-

liouse. The nursing pit is generally a frame placed

upon a hot-bed formed of tanner’s bark or stable litter

in a state of fermentation. Alderson’s as well as Atkin-
son’s melon pits are suitable for the purpose of a nursing

pit. The succession pit requires to be larger than the

nursing pit, for which purpose Atkinson's melon pit

answers well during summer* but in colder weather a

pit heated by hot-water pipes is preferred. The sur-

face heat may be supplied from hot-water pipes in

front, and the bottom heat may also be kept up by
pipes from the boiler placed in u vacuum under the pit,

but generally a succession-house does not differ from a
common pinery. In the fruiting-house more space and
a more powerful temperature is requisite, and for this

purpose a great variety of structures have been devised.

Baldwyn’s fruiting pit is considered one of the best,

the north side of which is slated and furnished with

ventilators, the sashes ore immovable, and the panes
closely puttied, and under the slated pan is the back
path, and there is also a single turn of the flue behind,

but it is considered better if hot-water pipes and a path
were to surround the pit ; the glass is two and a half

feet from the centre of the pit in front and five feet
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HorticoW behind. Tlie same kind of structure may have a curvi-
tu,e

' linear roof. The old-fashioned pine stove did not differ

materially from a plant stove, except that it was much
lower, and in which vines were usually trained along

the rafters, n practice which is now condemned. Pine-

apples are found to grow better in pits than in stoves or

houses. According to Dr. Neill it would be much
more advantageous to have four pits with one fire each,

that is, two succession and two fruiting pits, instead of
one succession and one fruiting-house on the old plan,

with two fires each ; they.would contain a greater num-
ber of plants, their erection would be little more ex-

pense, and no further fuel would be required, the num-
ber of fires being the same. In Britain pine-apple

plants are always grown in pots, and these are usually

plunged in a bed of tanner's bark, leaves, stable litter,

or other substances in a state of fermentation. Tanner's
Lark is, however, generally preferred. But whatever

substance is used it should not be put into the pine pit

until its first violent heat has subsided, unless well in-

corporated with the old spent materials of the pit. The
pit should have a gentle slope towards (be front, but it

should be raised as close to the glass as possible. It is

commonly five or six feet deep, hut a pit much shal-

lower would perltaps afford sufficient bottom beat.

Bottom heat may also be conveyed by hot water or

steam pipes under a shallow bed of about two feet deep

to plunge the pots in ; this bed might be formed so as to

rest upon a hollow arched chamber a single brick

thick, and the pipes being introduced iuto this hollow

chamber would afford an abundant and salubrious

bottom heat. In the proper management of bottom

heat there has been more failures than in nny other

part of the culture of pine-apples. The violent heat

from fermentation proves often greater than the tender

roots can bear, and if they are not carefully watered the

labour of many months may be blasted in one day. In
consequence of this Mr. Knight hus discarded bottom

heat altogether, and has found pine-apples grow equally

well without it; but, notwithstanding, it is still universally

used. According to Dr. Neill the extreme summer limit

should be blood heat, or 100°, but the winter limit may
be 70° to 75®. (iardeners generally judge of the heat

by means of sticks pushed into the bed which arc drawn
out now and then and felt by the hand, but the prefer-

able method would be to employ a slow thermometer
cased in wire. With regard to the soil in which pine-

apples thrive best there are various opinions, and con-

sequently a great variety of composts have been re-

commended : any compost, however, will answer which
is rich, fresh, and simple. The top spit with the turf

from an old pasture and about a half of well-rotted

dung will answer ns well as any other, and if this com-
port is found too strong it may be weakened by the

addition of a little mould of decayed leaves of trees and
a portion of sand. It is necessary that the compost
should be prepared beforehand by being frequently

turned over and broken with a spade. Pine-apple

plants are found to fruit more readily in rich light soil,

but do not produce so large fruit as in strong loamy
soil. The soil can scarcely be too rich, the pine-apple

being what is called a gross feeder, and will thrive in

vegetable manure however rich. Liquid manures have

also been applied, but this has been found to be inju-

rious in a fermented state. The pine-apple is propa-

gated by planting the crowns which grow at the top of
the fruit, and by the suckers which issue from the base
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of the plant ; these, when removed, are laid aside for a Hcrticul-

lew days until their bases have dried, which afterwards tare,

prevents them from rotting when potted. When re-

moved late in the season, they are planted into an ex-

hausted tan bed, where they are allowed to remain until

the succeeding spring. The larger suckers and crowns
are the better because they grow more freely and come
into fruit sooner than when of smaller size, and in

this lies the principal secret between whut is called

the short or biennial method, and the long or triennial

course of culture. The soil employed for the young
plants is generally lighter than that used lor fruiting

or succession plants. The pots may be at first from
three to six inches in diameter, or according to the size

of the suckers or crowns, and they should be always
well drained with potsherds or other materials. For
some time after they are potted the plants are shaded
from the rays of the sun, and in about eight or ten days
afterwards they receive a little water. Formerly pine-

apple culture embraced a period of three years, but it

is now reduced to two veurs, and even to one and a
half year.

In the triennial course the plants which were potted

in autumn and kept in the nursing pit during winter

in a mild temperature with a slight bottom heat and a
sparing allowance of water, are shifted into larger pots

about the beginning of April, and transferred to a hot-bed

or pit heated with stable dung, in which they grow
freely. Air is given every day, and is copiously ad-
mitted os the sun's rays gain more power. The average

temperature in the morning should be 703
to 75°, but

during the heat of the day it may be allowed to rise to

8S>°, 90°, or 95°. The heat is maintained in the pit

by adding new linings of stable dung, and when this

heat is too much exhausted the plants are removed to

a new bed previously prepared for their reception.

In nursing pits the management is similar, hut in

these the bottom heat is aided by the addition of fresh

tanner’s bark. As there is nothing to be dreaded from
damp where there is a command of fire heal, more
copious waterings are given, and the plants may be
syringed over head, or slightly steamed by throwing
water on the flues. Although not frequently performed,
it is a good method to shift the plants in the nursing

pit into larger pots as often us the roots fill the former
pots, by which means the plants will become vigor-

ous before the end of autumn, which is indicated

by the lower part of the plant being thick, and the

centre formed, by the leaves being upright, open, and
rather short, and the leaves should neither be too long
nor too numerous, but broad, stiff, fleshy, and free

from contortion. Towards the end of autumn the

plants should be removed to the succession pit, which
is one of larger size, where the temperature in winter

should be about 60®. About the middle of March the

plants should be shifted into pots nine or ten inches in

diameter, and nt this period, according to the recom-
mendation of Abercrombie and other old authorities,

the roots should be wholly cut away ; but the most
general and reasonably plan is to shake the greater

part of the old earth from the roots, which are to be
trimmed a little before repotting the plants ; but the

best method is to take a small portion of earth from the

bottom of the ball at every shifting, by which means at

the end of two years scarcely any portion of the original

soil will remain. The summer temperature should

range between 65° and 70° from fire heat during the
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Xfociico]- night, and from 75° to 65° from the sun’s rays during
tuw* the day. Abundance of air should be admitted, and

the plants should be set widely apart to have room to

grow strong and bmhy.
The biennial course of culture was first noticed hy

Abercrombie, and has been more recently followed with

success by others. Its chief feature is the acceleration

of the growth of the plants hy the application of higher

temperatures than it was former ly supposed the pine-

apple could bear, by which means they are made to

attain the growth of two summers in one. About the

beginning of March the most forward of the plants

potted over winter, or the suckers kept in tan. are re-

moved, and tlte roots are shortened ; they are then

planted in pots five or six inches in diameter, and
plunged in a frame or pit either heated by tan or stable

dung. The plants arc then shaded until they begin to

grow and receive moderate waterings. When the

roots have extended round the balls of the soil, which
will be about the middle of June, the plants are shifted

into larger pots from six to seven inches in diameter,

and if the heat in the bed be declining the plauts are

removed to auothcr pit or hot-bed previously prepared

for their reception. In the beginning of August they

should be shifted again into larger pots, in which,

unless they are intended for early forcing, they remain
during winter, and in February they are finally shifted

into pots twelve or fourteen inches iu din meter For
spring forcing the last shifting takes place in October;

at every *hiftiug the bail of earth is preserved entire.

From March the temperature is gradually increased,

and little air is admitted even in strong sunshine, and
a lively bottom heat is kept up by means of repeated

linings. When there is any danger of burning the

roots, the poU ore partially raised, or even set on the

surface of the tan bod. The following table, recom-

mended by l)r. Neill, will give an idea of the tempera-

ture required to be kept up.

Night. Day.

March, 60 to 70 70 to 80
April, 70 „ 75 80 „ 95
Mav, 75 „ 80 90 „ 100
June, 90 * 85 100 „ 120

After the beginning of July the beat is allowed gra-

dually to decline until it arrives at the winter tempera-

ture 6(R These temperatures only apply to stable

dung or tan heat, and only to plants reared from
crowns, as the larger suckers seldom require more than

100°. When fire heat is used, it should always be
through live medium of hot-water pipes, when the

highest nocturnal temperature should only approach
80°, and it is belter if some expedient be employed for

the slow emission of steam in the atmosphere of the

pit. During summer care should be taken to preveut

the plants from being drawn, and for this purpose they

should be set widely apart. In August aud September
abundance of air and copious supplies of water are

given. In winter the principal pare is to preserve the
roots from damping off or getting burnt, and for this

purjiose winter piU having the command of fire beat are

preferred. This biennial course, which is denominated
driviug, is only applicable to the Queen pine, Ripley’s
new queen, and other smaller sorts. The larger grow-
ing kin Is require the triennial course to bring them to

perfection. If both courses of culture were carried on

at the same time, and in the same garden, the larger Hoitieul-

kinds might be consigned to the triennial course, and tnre*

the vacancies occasioned in either might be made up
v—

1

from the other. According to the triennial course,

about the beginning of August the plants, being then

two years old, are finally shifted into pots from twelve

to fourteen inches in diameter, preserving the balls

entire. About eight or ten days previous to putting

the plants into the fruiting-house the bark in the pit is

screened if necessary and fresh tan supplied. The pots

are then plunged into the bark as deeply as can he done
with safety, and the plants are afterwards treated in

such a manner as to keep them in a growing state all

the autumn. In winter the temperature at night

should be 60", but towards the end of January it is al-

lowed to rise gradually to 7UU
. About the middle of

February the second fruiting pit may be prepared for

live reception of the plants in the biennial succession pit;

these having been kept thru ugh the winter in a mild

temperature start during the general progress of the

seasou. The period at which the pine plants start or

show for fruit is the most critical of their whole culture.

It is desirable that this should happen at a particular

period of their age and at a particular season ; but this

is not so easily attained, for the most successful and
skilful cultivators can hardly deem themselves beyond
the chance of failure, and for this reason a great many
absurd practices have been resorted to. it is, however,
evident that the plants must be a certain age, or at least

a certain size, before they can start to any good pur-

pose. The Queen pine is capable of producing per-

fect fruit the second year, while the Providence and other

large varieties do not arrive at perfection until the third

year. When pines start too early they produce little

more than a tuft of leaves ; they, however, never start

until the pots arc filled with roots, except the plauts be
diseased or the roots have been destroyed by heat or
other casually. It is therefore necesxarv that the roots

have nearly filled the pots by the end of autumn, and
to take care that the tender fibres do not get dried for

want of water, or rotted from excess of moisture. Like
other vegetables the starting of the pine-apple is a

natural process, requiring certain conditions in the state

of tlte plant, which is not to-be forced by violent treat-

ment or any sudden change of temperature or by wa-
tering. After the plants have shown for fruit they are

never shifted, but the surface soil may be removed and
replaced hy a little rich fresh compost, and water sup-

plied when necessary, which should be always heated

to the average temperature of the house. Fire heal it

either continued or only at intervals daring the greater

part of the season, but it should never exceed 70*,

except during sunshine, when it may be allowed to

range from 70* to 100°. The greater the proportion

of son heat the better. Whilst the fruit is swelling

the growth of the plant must be carried ou equally

and moderately, for sudden checks arc always detri-

mental. Water is gradually withheld as the fruit

approaches maturity, lest the flavour be injured. The
fruit should be cut before it attains complete ma-
turity ; the larger kinds will keep good only a day
or two after being cut, while the smaller sorts will keep
good a week or more. The following is Abercrombie's

tabular compendium as it is altered by Dr. Neill to suit

the purpose of two crops a year, and for this purpose it

is necessary to have two fruiling-houses or pits and one
succession pit, with a variety of nursing hot-beds and
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Hortictd- pits. Before this tabular compendium can be of any

J
0*** use it is necessary that the crowns and suckers be

potted soon after they are removed from the mother
plants, and that about the middle of August, at which

time the potting should be finished. The biennial

course commences about the middle of February.

Triennial Course.

Nursing Pit.

1840. August 15. Crowns and suckers ofNew Provi-

dence and other large kinds planted ; also small crowns

and suckers of the Queen pine.

1841. February 14. Small offsets of the Queen pine

dibbled into the tan.

April I . The above potted or repotted, the balls of

earth preserved entire.

July, August. The intermediate shilling; time de-

termined by expediency.

Succession Pit.

1812. March 1. Plants from the nursing-house are

shifted into larger pots
; the greater part of the earth

is renewed and the roots pruned.

June 1. Second intermediate shifting performed.

Fruiting- house.

1842. August 15. Between this and September 15

the plants, after having been shifted into full-sized pots,

are introduced from the succession-house.

1848. March. The surface of the pots are top dressed.

June to August. Fruit ripens and course concludes.

Biennial Course.

Nursing Pit.

1840. August 15. Large crowns and suckers of the

Queen pine planted.

IS41. February 14. Large offsets of the Queen pine

dibbled into the tan.

March 15. The above potted or repotted, the earth

or tan shaken away, and the roots pruned ; the pots are

then transferred to hot-beds or pits.

June 15. First intermediate shifting.

August 1. Second intermediate shifting.

Succession Pit.

1841. October l. Plants introduced from the nursing

pit, but not shifted unless intended for early spring

forcing.

Fruiting-hnuse.

1842. February 15. Plants shifted for the last time,

and introduced from the succession pit.

September to December. Fruit ripens and course

concludes.

CaramboU. Carambola (Averrhoa car(unbolts of Linnaeus) is a

common tree In the East Indian Archipelago, where it is

commonly known by the name of Blimbmg. The fruit

is generally about the size of an orange, of a gulden-

yellow colour; it is said to be wholesome, and in Java

it is in great request for torts. The tree produces fruit

three times in a year. In cultivating it for the sake of its

fruit in Britain, the pot in which it is grown requires to

be plunged in tan or other fermenting substance. The
clusters of flowers rise directly from the bark of the

trunk, as well as the older branches. The fruit cul-

tivated by Mr. Bateman, Staffordshire, was found to

Bilimbi or P09***9 qualities of the first order when made into a

Cucumber preserve. The Bilimbi (Averrhoa bilimbi of Linnnms)
tree. may be cultivated iu the same way in Britain as the

Carambola, and its fruit may be used for the same pur- Horttcol

poses. The tree is commonly called Cucumber tree, from J
11"5

the rrarmblaiice of the fruit to u cucumber.

Floriculture.

Floriculture comprehends all that relates to the Floriaol*

culture and arrangement of both woody and herbaceous ture.

plants grown for ornament, or as objects of taste or

curiosity. Flowers were formerly cultivated in borders
along the sides of the walks in the kitchen garden, or

iu parterres or groups ; in some old places, and those of
small extent, this mixed style is still continued : but in

places of considerable extent the kitchen garden is en-
tirely devoted to the culture of culinary vegetables and
fruits, while various kinds of plants for ornament are

grown in the flower garden, the lawn, and the shrub-
bery. These, under the name of pleasure-grounds,

encircle the house, but on a larger scale, embrace it on
one or more sides, the remaining part being under the

character of park scenery. Many of the plants belong-

ing to this branch of culture being natives of warmer
climates require the protection of glass-houses and arti-

ficial beat ; several of these are protected duriug winter

iu pit*, and planted out in clumps in the lawn or hordeni

duriug summer ; but in mau) cases these houses for plants

are connected with the forcing-houses in the kitchen

garden ; but they should always be erected in some part

of the pleasure ground, being ornamental. Floriculture

as compared with horticulture, though less useful, is at

least more pleasing, ami has consequently shared
largely in the attention of the horticulturist, but much
less has been written concerning it.

Flower garden.—The designing of flower gardens Flowrr
may lie considered as belonging to the tine arts, as the ex- ganlra.

erciseof invention, taste, and foresight is involved in it.

Pleasure grounds being objects of recreation and pleasure,

the principle which mint serve in laying (hem out must
be taste, but in this as iu other objects there are different

kinds of tastes
; these embodied are called styles, and

the great art of the designer is, having fixed on a style,

to follow it out unmixed with other styles, or any devia-

tion which would interfere with the kind of taste or im-
pression which the style is calculated to produce. Style

is therefore the leading principle in laying out pleasure

grounds as flower gardens, lawns, and shrubberies, as uti-

lity is in laying out culinary gurdens. As objects of fancy

and taste the styles of flower gardens are various. The
modern style of flower gardens is a collection of irre-

gular groups and masses placed about the mansion as a
medium of uniting it with the open lawn. The ancients,

iustead of irregular groups, employed symmetrical
forms; in Frunce, adding statues and fountains; in

Holland, cut edges and grassy slopes; in Italy, walks,

terraces, and flights of steps. In some flat and level

situations these characters may be used instead ofmodem
kinds. In Turkey they abound with shady retreats;

and in Spain with trellis-work and fountains. In tro-

pical countries they consist chiefly of shady walks or
avenues

;
but none of these are adapted to the climate

of Britain. The flower-garden, according to Dr. Neill,

has been too much governed by the laws of landscape
gardening, and these often ill understood and misap-
plied. In ihe days of clipped hedges the parterres and
flower heds were of a description the most grotesque

and intricate that could be imagined. At a subsequvjt

period, when the natural and picturesque became the

t* 2
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Horiieul- objects of imitation in the park, there appeared the most

ltue
* extravagant attempts at wildness in the gardens. The

result has been equally unlortunate ; but wherever there

is a flower garden of considerable extent, it should be

constructed on principles of its own. The great object

must be to exhibit to advantage the various flowers. Two
varieties of flower gardens have chiefly prevailed in

Britain; the one is various figures cut out of aground of

turf, and planted with flowers and shrubs ; and the other

where the flower beds are separated by gravel walks
without any grass. The situation of the flower garden
must be influenced bv the size of the domain, the

nature of the lawns, and the site of the mansion
;
gene-

rally it should be in the vicinity of the house, especially

where the extent of the pleasure grounds and prospects

is limited ; hut where spacious, and the prospects exten-

sive, the flower garden may be placed at some distance,

having an easy access in any kind of weather, and would

be an agreeable termination to a short walk. The form

of a flower garden must of necessity depend on the

taste of the proprietor or designer and the capabilities

of the situation, but where limited, the boundaries

should not be continually visible. It may be made to

pass through a shrubbery gradually assuming a more
woodland character. Even where the flower garden is

in the vicinity of the mansion it should be encircled

with a fence, because it is impossible to carry on flori-

culture to any great extent in open places which arc

accessible to hares and rabbits, and these fences may be

hidden by shrubs and trees. A north wall of moderate

elevation is often desirable in a flower garden for train-

ing ornamental climbers against and half-hardy plants,

and as forming the back-ground for conservatories,

green-houses, and stoves, and other fioricultural struc-

tures. Formerly flower beds were made in various forms,

as straight, circular, &c., probubly to compensate for

the scarcity of ornamental plants ; but since these have

become more numerous and varied, a simpler taste

prevails. In lawn flower gardens at present kidney-

shaped plots are probably too numerous
; the shape of

flower clumps should harmonize together, but should

not be too much crowded, because a lew large plots

have a better effect than a number of small ones.

A gravel walk should skirt along at least one side

of the principal figures, for otherwise in wet weather

the flower garden would be inaccessible with comfort.

In gardens where turf is excluded the compartments
should be large, but narrow struight borders should be

excluded. The figures have the best effect when their

centres are occupied with tall growing shrubs. The walks

are best arranged on long concave curves communicat-

ing with each other hereaud there. A dial, a few scatsand

arbours, a vase or too, and a jet-d'eau may be introduced

with good effect. Kockwork is also an accompaniment of

the flower garden : it should consist of various grouped

masses of large stones, and generally of such uh arc re-

markable, and the interstices between them filled with

earth in which alpine or nick plants are inserted. In
proper situations a small piece of water or pond may be
introduced for the cultivation of aquatic plants. A walk

may also be arched over with iron or wooden trellis-

work and covered with ornamental climbers. A sepa-

rate department for roses, called a rosary, may also be

introduced in some conspicuous place. A moist shady

border made up of heath mould, commonly called peat

earth, is also a valuable addition to the flower garden which

is devoted to American plants. In exteusive places, a

separate American garden is often formed, which if not Hortieul-

naturullv dump should at least have the command of ture *

water. In a flower garden a variety of soils is required
‘ "

to suit the different kinds of plants cultivated
;
but the

greater number of flowering plants do very well in

common garden earth. Florists* flowers require various

composts. American plants and others require heath or
vegetable mould. Ailuviul peat incorporated with white

sand, or from dry parts of commons, is preferred
;

for if

peat is taken from its natural bed where it is only par-

tially decomposed it is ofno use whatever, but is injurious

to vegetation. In procuring soil for plants from a

common or meadow, no more than the top spit with the

turfshould be taken ; this should be laid up in n heap for a
few years, or until the vegetable matter is perfectly dc-

cuni|K>S"ed before being used. A good substitute lor

heath mould is decayed leaves of trees, swept from
lawns and allowed to lie in heaps for a few years, or

until the vegetable matter is perfectly decomposed. In
flower gardens grass walks have a better effect than
gravel walks, but from the humidity of our climate they

have almost diruppeared. Frequent rolling and weeding
of gravel walks in wet weather tends much to their

neatness and elegance. The best plants for edging
flower garden walks are dwarf box, thrift, or sea pink,

dwarf gentiau, London pride, and many other dwarf
showy plants, as many species of the genus Primula.
Edgings are also sometimes formed of stone, slight cast-

iron bare, spare of wood, &c. Shrubberies and large

flower-plots are edged with verges of grass turf about a
foot iu width; they make aho a handsome edging to

broad walks, the grass of which should be kept
short by mowing or clipping, and within bounds by a

paring iron. Much of the beauty of the pleasure

grounds depends upon (he selection and disposition of
ornamental trees and shrubs. In many gardens only a
few evergreens and a parcel of unsightly deciduous trees

are to be seen, therefore most of the existing shrubberies

have an insipid appearance, but the proper selection

and disposition of shrubs and trees by themselves afford

the most efficient means of diversifying garden scenery.

There are now many beautiful species to be had which
afford materials for decoration both of the evergreen
and deciduous kinds, hut to give a list of these would oc-

cupy too much space ; but they can lie selected cither

from Loudon's or Sw eet’s Hortus Brilannicu*. Deciduous
shrubs are much neglected in many gardens, being
badly arranged and pruned, and they are often huddled
together promiscuously ; however, with proper manage-
ment, there cannot be finer objects than the different

kinds of lilac, the Guelder rose, the red-flowered currant,

the fuchsia-flowered gooseberry, the almond, the mc-
zerion, the different kinds of Cyprus, &c. There are

also many beautiful climbing shrubs, as the different

kinds of traveller’s joy, hortey-suckles, passion flowers,

wistaria, niaurundia, rambling and climbing rose*, and
many others. Shrubs may cither be arranged singly or in

masses
;

the latter method is perhaps the most efficient.

Some kinds, however, have a bad effect in masses, and
ought to be planted singly. When arranged in masses,

it is probably better that each mass contain a predomi-
nance of one species. In the construction of all kinds of
houses for the culture of plants the great object ought to

be the admission oflight, and the power of applying arti-

ficial bent with the least labour and expense. The cultiva-

tion of the flower garden is simple compared with that of
the kitchen garden, but to manage it properly it require* a
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Hortteul- decree of nicety ami constant attention beyond any
*“*** other department of gardening. As the stalks of flow-

s— 1

w

^rm̂ /
ering plants shoot up, they generally require thinning to

give strength to those allowed to remain, and if weak
they require to he tied 1o stakes for support. Weeding,
watering, stirring the soil, cutting away stems that have

done flowering, attending to the mowing of grass in the

morning, and weeding and rolling the gravel walks

should be attended to.

Botanic Botanic garden* are generally public gardens, or are

attached to colleges, the plants in which are generally

arranged according to the Linnsan and Jussieuan sys-

tems for the purpose of the study of botany. The plants

may either be in regular rows with alleys between, or in

group* surrounded by gravel or turf ; the latter method
should be preferred for a private botanic garden. The
borders and walks in botanic gardens are the same as for

flower gardens arranged for effect.

Lawn* and Iaiwus and grass walks should be mown at least

gm*a walks. once lt fortnight,and as extraneous plants, as plantain and
crowfoot, make their appearance, they should be care-

fully removed, and worms should be gathered with the

hand, and their casts swept off with the wire broom, and
the ground is then to be watered with lime water.

Rolling and watering must be applird according to cir-

cumstances, and nothing neglected to insure a deep green

colour and velvet texture, which ought to be the charac-

teristic of the British lawn. It is impossible to give any
decided rules in laying out lawns, as that, like the flower

garden, must depend upon the taste of the proprietor or

designer, and upon the situation
; but it always is either

in front or surrounds the mansion-house.

Shrubbery. Shrubbery is a portion of the pleasure ground applied

to the culture and display of shrubs intermixed by such
trees as are ornamental, and some showy herbaceous
plants. It is generally a winding slip of irregular

width, in which the shrubs are planted according to the

height to which they naturally grow, the tallest at the
back and the lowest in front, and generally backed by
ornamental trees. Sometimes a bonier of shrubs is

made on each side of a walk : but the shrubbery forms
purt of the pleasure ground. Its size must depend upon
the extent of the grounds, but it should be if possible

blended with the flower garden and lawn. It is always

advisable to trench the ground before planting, but
manure is seldom necessary unless the ground it exceed-
ingly poor. In planting shrubs and trees the evergreens

should be so mixed as to give the whole on equal degree
of verdure during winter, and the deciduous ones so

placed as to have the flowers regularly blended during
the season

; or they may be planted in group*, one spe-

cies predominating in each group. Fruit trees may be
planted at considerable distances in a shrubbery, which
will enhance its beauty, and by which a good deal of fruit

may be obtained. In the spring the blossoms of almonds,
apple, pear, and cherry trees are beautiful. Ornamental
buildings of various descriptions are introduced into

shrubberies of great extent, such as covered seats, rustic

huts, moss houses, Grecian temples, &c., as well as
statues. The business of planting shrubberies is gene-
rally conducted at random, without a specific object in

view, but if ever this branch of gardening attain a high
degree of perfection in Britain, it will probably be
deemed as necessary to call in a person to direct the

arrangement of flowers and shrubs in t>arterres and
shrubberies, as it is now to require his ain in arranging
the ground plan. Loudon. Trees and shrubs are pro-

pagated by layers, cuttings, seeds, suckers, and by graft- HoitRul-

ing and budding according to the nature of the species. ,ure*

American plants are highly valued for the sake of
the beautyoftheir blossoms, as the different kinds of Rho- .,|'^|

Can

dodendron, Azalea, Vaccinium, Andromeda and others.

Their culture consists in planting them in sites that

are naturally shady and damp, but if the situation is

naturally dry they must be repeatedly watered. The
species may be either mingled or in groups. American
plants are propagated in the same way as plants of other

countries, but the shrubby kinds generally by layers and
by seed, and the herbaceous kinds by division and seed.

American plants may also be introduced to shrubberies

by placing a cubic foot of the proper earth for each,

such is the case at Whitekuights and Dropmore.
Borderflowers consist of hardy strong plants of easy Border

culture for decorating flower borders, clumps, and shrub- floaer*.

be ries. See. They should be selected and planted accord-

ing to their time of flowering, colour of the flowers, and
heights. Flowers being most scarce in early spring and
late in autumn, therefore any pluut that flowers at these

lime* should not be rejected, even if its beauty be not
so great ; they are divided into herbaceous perennials,

biennials, annuals, and bulbs.

Herbaceous perennials afford the principal materiab Herba-

for floral decorulion. New shades of colours arrive and P«*"

depart in succession, therefore they should be arranged cnQ 'al**

in planting according to their stature, the tallest in the

back rows of the border, gradually decreasing in stature

to the front, otherwise the beauty of many of the most
showy kinds would be lost if planted among taller plants.

In clumps the tallest should be planted in the centre,

allowing them gradually to diminish in size to the

margin so as to present a regular bank of foliage and
blossom ; but in order not to convey an idea of too great

precision, a few tall staring plants may be introduced

among the shorter ones. In planting borders and
clamps, the flowers as well as being planted according to

their heights should be mixed according to their time of

flowering and colour of their flowers, so that a constant

mixture of colours and regularity of blossom may be

kept up in a border during the season
; but it being

almost impossible to keep up the show of a single border

or clump for six months together, consequently much of

the labour employed in mixing the colours is mispent,

for even where a certain number are in flower at the same
time they necessarily stand apart, and the effect of con-

trast is lost. To obviate this defect, il has been recom-

mended that ornamental plants should be formed into

four or five separate suites of flowering to be distributed

over the garden, those that flower in May in separate

compartments by themselves, and so on with those that

flower in the following months ;
those that flower in

May in warm sunny situations, and those that flower in

June and July, should be planted in the most conspicuous

places, ami the autumnal flowering ones in most secluded

places, as the borders of the earlier flowers will be filled

with annuals in the vacant spaces at that season. Before

attempting to plant borders, the floriculturist should

construct tables of flowers, specifying their heights,

colour of flowers, times of flowering
;
these tables would

in a great measure prevent confusion and produce great

facility of execution. Herbaceous perennials arc gene-

rally increased by dividing the root, by separating

suckers and offsets, and also by seeds, but this last mode
is only adopted with plants that are difficult to multiply

by division or offsets} the seeds are sown in the usual
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Hortieul- way. and after the plants are up they may be planted out

lure. separately into a nursery bed until they pain strength.

Evergreen herbaceous plants, as the pink, sweet wil-

liam, and some kinds of (Knothere may be increased

either by cuttings, by seed, or by division. Spring and

autumn are the seasons of planting and dividing herba-

ceous plants. The general management is attending to

order and neatness, and tying up tho«e that arr too

weak to support themselves. A few species of Verbena,

Petunia, Salvia, and Fuchsia are easily kept over winter

in a greet*- house or in a frame in small pots ready to be

planted in the open border in May,where they bloom with

greater vigour and brilliancy than when kept under glass.

Biennial Biennial plants are so called from their existence

plants. being generally limited to two years, in the last of which

they flower, seed, and decay. They are generally per-

petuated by seed, but some few by cuttings. In some
cases, if the seed be sown in autumn as soon as ripe

the plants so reared will flower the following summer,
but if the seed be kept till the spring, the plants

will nut blossom until the second season. The
seeds should be sown thinly in beds, and when the

plants are of sufficient size to remove they should be

planted into other beds, and in the autumn they are

to be taken up and transplanted into the border where

they are intended to flower. But the kinds which pro-

duce tap roots succeed better when the seeds are sown
where the plants are intended to remain, or they

may be finally planted when very young. The ge-

neral culture and management of biennials are the

same as for herbaceous perenniaLs. Many biennial

plants are possessed of great beauty, and being of easy

culture they afford a ready means of decorating flower

borders, and clumps, and shrubberies. What bits been

said about the arrangement and planting of herbaceous

perennials is also applicable to biennials.

Annual Annual plants are such as exist only one summer, and

plant*. decay as soon as they have ripened seed. The seeds of

most of them are sown in patches in spring in (lie bor-

ders or clumps where they are intended to flower ; they

may also be transplanted. The seeds of the more hardy

sorts may be sown in autumn, by which means stronger

plants will be obtained for flowering the following

summer. Some of the showy annuals have a much
better effect when grown in beds by themselves, and the

more extensive the bed the more showy the appear-

ance; they also have a very good effect when grown
in rows by themselves. The seeds of what arc called

half-hardy annuals are sown on a slight hot -bed in

spring, and Anally planted out into the beds or borders

as soon as all danger from frost has erased
;

they are

afterwards treated like other annuals, but the greater

part of them seldom ripen seed in this country'. Most
annuals arc possessed of much beauty and elegance, and
being geuerally of easy culture afford great facility in

decorating flower borders and clumps, and consequently

may be subjected to all the rules that regulate the com-
mon flower borders or clumps. Tender annuals, as

cockscomb, babatn, globe-amaranth, Ac- are grown in

pots and treated as green-house or stove plants, to which
department they properly belong.

Bulbs. Bulb*.—The hardy kinds of bulbs are introduced into

flower borders, and are consequently subject to all the

rules which regulate them
; they are generally propa-

gated by offsets and seed ; the first arc removed when
the bulbs are in a state of rest. Bulbs require to be

taken up and replanted once every three years.

Bock plan** are generally native* of mountains, but Hortieul-

in gardening the name applies to nil dwarf, trailing, or tur**

prostrate plants fit for decorating artificial rockwork, as
*

no robust plant should be introduced into it. The
ground plan of a rockwork is generally of a crescent

1

shape or any wavy figure widest towards the middle,

and with the surface at an angle of 45*. When a rock-

work is extensive a winding walk or stair may be led

over it, and small reservoirs of water introduced in some
places for mountain, aquatic, or hog plant*, as well as

for the purpose of keeping the mass moist.

Alpine plants are such as will not grow in the open Alpine

ground to any perfection, and must lie protected during plants,

winter; they are mostly inhabitants «»' elevated situa-

tions among rocks and on the top* of mountains, and
consequently of low growth, scarcely ever exceeding
six inches. They should be grown in small pots well

drained with sherds in a compost composed of loam,

j>eat, and sand ; they should lie shifted at least twice

every season and divided if the plant has grown too

large ; the mould which has been shaken from the
roots, if not exhausted, may be mixed with the new
earth. After repotting them a little water is giveu them,
and afterwards watered whenever the mould becomes
dry. They should be protected by a frame during
winter in the manner of auriculas, and placed on a bed
of ashes during summer

Aquatic plants .—The shape and size of an aquarium Aquatic
will depend upon the extent and form of the flower plants,

garden. In all cases, Imwever, if the bottom is not

naturally retentive, it must be rendered st> by a stratum

of puddled clay, and its side* should be formed into

steps from the margin to the centre, so that the plants

may he planted according to the depth of water they

require, as those which require the deepest water should

be planted in the centre, and those that require the least

water in the step nearest the margin. Running rooted

aquatic plants should he planted in tubs which should
be suuk in the water t«» prevent too great an increase

;

the margin of the aquarium or pond may he of mason
work or of rugged stones like rockwork, in the inter-

stices of which may he grown marsh or bog plants.

The whole may be surrounded by a gravel walk raised

a little above the level of the water. Most aquatic

plants are Very ornamental, as all kinds of water lily,

flowering-rush, w ater-violet, frog-bit. Like other plants

they are either propagated by seeds or dividing at the

root.

Botanical structures sire glazed houses for the culture Botanical

of exotic plants
;

they were formerly placed along with structures,

forcing-houses, but are now generally regarded as ap-

pendages to the flower garden ; they assume a great

variety of forms, and practical utility in the construction

of them is often sacrificed to architectural taste.

Green-house.—This house may be of any form and Greeo-
placcd in any situation. In the interior of the green- bouse.

houMe the principal object demanding attention is the
stage for the pots. In a double-roofed or spun-roofed
green -house surrounded by a path the stage generally

consists of shelve* rising on both sides ns well as ends
from the path to the centre of the house, but in a single-

roofed green-house the stage generally rises from the

path to the back wall ; in ail cases the object should be
to bring the plants as near to the glass as possible.

Green -house* require no artificial heat except in the

lime of severe frosts, aud then very cautiously ; this may
be done by hot-water or steam pipes, or by fire flues

by Google
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Horticul- running under the stages. The stapes may also consist
ture

- of flap stones or brick or slate instead of wood. Where

there is a front flue a narrow trellis-work stage is placed

above it for the reception of pots containing small plants.

A temperature of from 40" to 45s during winter is suffi-

cient for a green-house. A span roof is considered

preferable to any other for a heath-house, in which as

well as the green* house provision should be made for

proper ventilation. Green-house plants are such as arc

natives of the Canary Islands, New Holland, and the

Cape of Good Hope, and other countries in the same

latitudes, which only require to be protected from frost

in this country. No fire is requisite except strong

frost is expected during the night. In winter they

should have plenty of air given them on all fine days as

early in the day as the weather will permit, nnd the

house should be shut close very early in the afternoon if

cold. If the weather should continue damp and wet, a

little fire will be requisite to expel the damp, as green-

house plants are more liable to be injured by damp than

coUi. The plants should be looked over every day for

the purpose of removing decaved leaves, and giving

water to those that have become dry ; this should always

be done early in the forenoon, and if the surface of the

mould in the pots become green from moss, it should be

removed with a flat slick, but not so deep as to injure

the roots, and a little fresh mould laid on in its stead.

Towards spring they require a more plentiful supply of

air nnd water, and when frost is not apprehended, some

of the sashes should be left a little open all night, and

the air gradually increased as the season advances

towards summer until the plants are set out of doors,

which in some seasons is ubout the middle of May, but

lti otheis not until the end of the month, for this purpose

calm, cloudy weather should be preferred. A sheltered

situation should be chosen, where a bed of ashes should

be previously prepared for their reception, where they

should lie arranged according to their stature, but not

too crowded. There are various opinions with regard

to the proper time of shifting green-house plants into

fresh pots and mould, but early spring is to be preferred,

though in most instances they are shifted in autumn,

the most improper lime of all. The poLs should be

always well drained with sherds. If any of the plants

have grown too straggling or tali they should be cut

back early in spring that they may become good bushy

plants before autumn. In summer while the plants are

out of doors, should the weather prove dry, they should

be regularly and copiously supplied with water as late

as possible In the afternoon. The mould intended for

potting or shifting plants should not be sifted, but merely

chopped up finely with a spade with the turf adhering,

for the turf and its roots are the best part of the mould,

as keeping the Boil light and loose, and allowing the roots

of the plants to spread and the water to penetrate

;

sifted mould on the other hand hardens and becomes sour.

The cuttings of green-house plants require to be put in

at various seasons. From Christmas to the end ol May
is generally the best time, hut this will depend entirely

upon the state of the shoots required to make them ; lor

instance, if the cuttings require to be taken from ripened

wood, they should be planted early in spring, but it' they

require to be taken from young wood, «he lime to plant

them is when the shoots have grown a sufficient length

for that purpose. In putting plants raised from cuttings

care is necessary not to injure the young fibres; at first

they should be planted in very small pots, and as they

grow they should be put into pots of increasing size, IJortkul-

but care hhould be taken not to plant them in too large lute,

pots or to give them too much water. The seeds of

green-house plants should always be sown in pots as

early in spring as pmsihle, placing the pots in a little

bottom heat, and the seedlings should he planted sepa-

rately in small pots when they have grown about an
inch in length, and shifted from size to size of pots as

they grow. A mixture of loam, peat, and sand is the

compost which suits green-house plants generally.

Con.snrratnry is a name applied to a green-house in C naerra

which the plants arc set in artificial borders without pots. tory.

It is sometimes attached to the mansion -house. The
construction of a conservatory is the same as that for a
green-house, with this difference, that a pit or bed of
earth is substituted for the stage, and a narrow border

instead of the surrounding flues. It is necessary it

should he so constructed as to allow a free circulation

and copious admission of air
; and it would lie better if

the whole structure could he removed in summer, except

the north side, by which means the plants in H would
become bushy. It should of course be put together

again on the approach of winter. Numerous varieties

of this structure have been erected in the gardens of the

nobility, some of them most sumptuous examples. Like
a green-house, it may be of any form. Ornamental
climbing plants ore trained under the rafters with fine

effect, some of them producing festoons of blossoms.

The mould in which l he bed ot‘ a conservatory is formed

should be light, rich, sandy loam mixed with a little

peat , the bed or border should be kept regularly moist,

and the plants should be syringed now and then in fine

weather.

Plants fora conservatory are composed of a selection

of green-house plants ; they should he elegant in form,

and capable of' sustaining themselves without support,

and rather hardy in constitution. In the management of
a conservatory abundant air should be admitted to pre-

vent the plants from drawing too much. They should

be pruned so as to keep them comparatively short and
bushy. From the fourth to the seventh year after plant-

ing a conservatory* will always be the finest, after which
time the plants will have outgrown the space allotted

to them. When this is the case the best thing that can

be done is to change the whole interior plants earth and
all, and entirely replant it with plants from the green-

house, where they may be prepared for the purpose, if

the operation be anticipated, and by which means the

conservatory may be pretty well filled at the end of the

first season. Neatness is every thing in a conservatory

as it is in a flower garden. Any wall in the interior of

the house may be furnished with a trellis to which ele-

gant climbers may be trained.

Store.—In this house a pit is generally formed in Stove,

the centre for tan bark, or other fermenting matter,

into which the pots are plunged, but it is now generally

fillet! with rubbish, ami covered with gravel or sand,

and the pots set upon it. This pit is usually surrounded
by a thin brick wall, but slabs of stone or plates of slate

or cast-iron is often substituted as being neater and
taking up less room. A stove is seldom to lie found
but in places of great extent, except in bntanic gardens.

Stove plants are such as are natives within the tropic's,

consequently require a high temperature and plenty of

moisture at particular seasons of the year; they are

usually of the most easy culture. The house should W
as closely glazed as possible. Tile temperature should
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Hortkul- never be allowed to fall under 55’ in winter, and in

tur*’ sunny days when it rises to7ii* a little air may he given,

but early in the afternoon it should be shut close. For-

merly the pot* in which stove plant* are grown were

plunged in tan, but this method is now almost exploded

and a bed of gravel or sand i* substituted, on which

the pots are set, and which has been found more conducive

to the health of the plants as well as to the diminution

of expense. The houses may be either heated by hot

water or steam pipes or by mean* of lire flues in the

usual way, but the first method gives a more congenial

heat. As stove plants are apt to be infested by insects,

such a* the green fly, red spider, und mealy bug, the

first may be destroyed by the smoke of tobacco, the

second by sulphur vivum mixed up in a pail of quick-

lime water, with which the flues should be washed.

The mealy and scaly bug are to be got rid of by

removing them with a small hair brush, and for this

purpose the plants should be examined as often as pos-

sible
;
but all these in>ects are now found to be readily

extirpated by syringing the plants in every part now
and then with diluted quick-lime water mixed wiih a

little sulphur vivum.

The plants should he washed from a garden engine in

flne weather, at which time the house should be kept

warm, by which means the plants will be kept clean

and healthy. Air should be admitted os early as pos-

sible in the morning in warm weather, taking care

to shut up early in the afternoon that the house may
be kept to a proper temperature during the night. The
best time for shifting or repotting stove plant* is in

early spring, and the pots require to lie well drained

with sherds which keep* the mould loose and free

from being soddened with water. The time at which

cuttings should be planted i* the same as that for

green-house plants, when the wood is fit, but they

require heat. Seeds of stove plants should lie sown
immediately on their arrival from abroad, although

the general time of sowing is in early spring. A
gentle hot-bed is the best for rearing tropical seeds,

but some few will come up sooner by placing the |»ots

in which they are sown on a shelf in the stove, and the

sooner seedlings are potted otf separately the better.

Along the front and on the back wall are shelves on
which pots containing small plants may lie set. Along
the rafter* some sjiccics of Pasaiflora and other climbing

plants may be trained.

Dry stors, /2ry ntovs is a stove in which there is no pit, but the

plants arranged on shelves a* in the green-house, from

which it only differ* in the higher temperature required.

Dry stove plants are of a thick fleshy or succulent

nature, a* the different species of Cactus and its allies,

inhabitants within the tropics. In some gardens there

are houses entirely appropriated to these plants, but in

gardens where there is no dry stove they should be kept

on shelves erected for the purpose in the stove. The
plants require to be kept rather dry during winter. Mr.
Henderson, of Woodhnll, in Scotland, one of the most
successful growers of Cacti, employs the following coin-

post : one part rotted dung, another part'rotted leaves,

and another of heath mould, one of coarse sand, and
one und a half part of loam, previously filling the pots

one-third with sherds to form an cflcctuul drain. Some
of the species, as Cactus tpccioms and Certut flazelli-

formit, are improved and made to flower more freely by
being kept growiug vigorously in the green-house
during summer.

Dry green-house .—This differs from the dry stove by HortieuW

being kept to the same temperature as the green-house, ture *

the p ants grown in them bring from the same latitudes.

This house is for the growth of the specie* of Meseni-

bryanlhetnom. Aloe, Stapelta, &c . ; but where there is

not a house appropriated to them they may be kept on
shelves erected for the purpose in a green-house or

frame. Doth these and dry stove plants require to be

grown in an arid soil composed of light loam mixed
with lime rubbish and sand.

Stove aquarium .—This generally consists of a cistern Store

placed ill the stove, generally at one end of the pit and aquarium,

as near the light as possible. Some, however, have
erected houses entirely for the culture of tropical aquatic

plants, substituting a large cistern for the pit, in which
the pots containing the plants may be sunk, or a bed of

mould may be placed in the bottom of the cistern in

which the plants may be set ; other* grow their tropical

aquatic plants in frames made water-tight at bottom.

There are a great many very showy tropical aquatics.

Stove-bulbs.—Mr. Sweet, one of the most successful Siore-

cultivators of stove-bulbs, observes, tha» the hybrids are bulb*,

in general more hardy and flower more readily than the

original specie#, and the following i* his method of

treatment. The bulbs having been grown in frames

nnd pits all the summer were removed to the stove in

autumn when they had ceased growing. They are

then laid on shelves in the stove, and as the leaves and
root# begin to decay they are cleared away that they may
not injure the bulbs. As soon as the bulbs become dry

and firm sonic of them begin to show flower, and others

continue to do so all the winter and spring. As soon

us they show for bloom they should be potted, and im-

mediately afterwards they must be placed in the hot-

house, giving them but little water at first, but as the

pots become filled with roots they will require a greater

supply. Some stove-bulbs whose nature it is to continue

growing all the year round, a* Amaryllis aultea % calyp-

traia, itc. do not answer to be turned out of the pots ;

these only require to be kept dry a considerable time in

the pots to make them flower, except they are weakly

or decayed ; they should then be shaken from the mould
and laid on shelves to dry, but not otherwise. By laying

the bulbs to dry on shelves according to the above me-
thod, a greuter number can be grown than by any other

means; other plants can he grown in the space which they

would otherwise occupy if kept in pots; some grow best

in turfy loatn mixed with sand, others grow more freely

in one half turfy loam, rather more than a third of sand,

and the remainder of pent or heath mould
; the fibre#

of the turfy luam keep the mould open and free from
binding, so ihat the roots of the bulb* pass readily through

it; the pots in which the bulbs are grown must be
drained with sherds, as nothing injures them more than

soddened mould. Seeds of the species of Amaryllis, like

those of most other bulbs, should be sown as soon as

ripe, and when the young plant* have attained the height

of a few inches they should be potted off cither singly

or several in one pot, and if afterword# placed in a

hot-bed they will grow much faster than in any other

situation, and as soon as these pots are filled with roots

they should be shifted into larger ones, which should be

performed three or four times in the course of the sum-
mer ; they will in consequence grow rapidly, and mauy
of them will flower at twelvemonth* old. The species

of the genera Crinum and Pancratium continue grow ing

at all seasons of the year ; they succeed best ifcontiiiualiy

d by Google
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Horticul- kept in pots only shifting them occasionally into larger

tura. ones, tor the more room the roots hove to run the larger
v—v*"-'' and finer the flowers will be. They will also require

occasionally to have the earth all shaken from their roots

and the suckers taken off. As they are of more vigor-

ous growth than the specie* of Amaryllis, they will re-

quire a stronger soil; rich loam mixed with a third of

sand and a little heath mould is the best soil for them,

and the pots for them should also be carefully drained

with sherds. Young plants that are wanted to grow
fast should also be placed in a hot-bed during summer

;

these should be shifted into larger pots as the former

pots get filled with roots, by which means they will

soon become flowering plants. The species of Hctman-
thus require the same treatment as that recommended
for Amaryllis.

Orch ideooi Orchideous plants.—These are principally epiphytes,

plants. natives of tropical countries, where they grow ou the

hark of trees, old stumps of trees, and on stones and
among rocks. These plants are now cultivated to a

great extent in some gardens and nurseries. Being
tropical, they require a high temperature, and those

from the East Indies are said to require a higher tem-

perature and moistcr atmosphere than those natives of

America or Africa. They are not so difficult to cultivate

as was formerly supposed. The pots or shallow pans

in which they are grown, the latter are preferable,

should be well drained with sherds, and then filled

up with pieces of dried peat two or three inches in

length and more than an inch in breadth and depth.

Small pieces of rotten sticks and toft* of decayed

Uypnum or Sphagnum answer best for the growth of
the species of Dendrodium and its allies, and for all pots

and baskets suspended by wires from the rafters where
the peat would be apt to get too dry and hard. The
roots of epiphytes are generally thrown out near the

surface, and therefore the principal point in the culture

of them is to encourage the developement of these
;
and

in order to do this, the coinpost in tbe pots or puns
should be raised above their margins. Pots and puns

made with lateral openings are for those kinds whose
flower buds have a tendency to descend. Many epi-

phytes are easily cultivated in a vinery or pinery in pota

filled with pieces of peat. The terrestrial kinds thrive

well under the ordinary treatment of stove-plants in peat

earth. Many kinds are the better for being fostered

with the heat of a tan-bed or bot-bed. AU of them
thrive best in a hot, moist atmosphere. Tbe blossoms

of moat of them are very showy and of a peculiar struc-

ture, and even some are fragrant. They flower at all

seasons of the year. The propagation of epiphytes are

easy ; those kinds which produce pseudo-bulbs are rea-

dily multiplied by separating them, and those that pro-

duce rhizumas are readily increased by division.

Growing Growing plants in glass cases, or what are called do-
planta in mcslic green-houses. Growing plants in thi9 way is

gl«*s caws.
(he means of almost every one, and is the sole

discovery of Mr. Ward, of Wellclose-square, London.
It consists of a box with a glass case over it of any size

according to circumstances. Of course one to stand in a

window must be small; the ledges should be made to

slope, and covered with lead or zinc, and over it a glass

case is placed ; this case should be framed with lead or

2inc, and it must be made to fit with nicety on the ledges

of the box, and in such a way as the moisture will flow

down the inside of the case into the box. The box may be

made of any kind of wood. The case should have a door,

vol. n.

but it should also fit nicely, so as no crevice may be left Ilorlicul-

to permit a free interchange of air betwixt the room turt*

and the interior of the case. The box should be so
'*“—"v ^‘

placed as to be exposed to the sun several hours a day.

Before planting, in the bottom of the box is laid a

stratum of pot-sherds or broken crockery two inches

deep to druin the superabundant moisture, and on this

is laid a stratum of turfy loam an inch deep, and over

this a compost of loam, peat, and sand, in which the

plants are set The sod is then saturated with water,

and the superabundance will run off by the openings

made in the bottom of the box ; when this is completed

these openings should be corked up, and the gla*s case

is then placed on the box and the operation is then
finished. Plants that naturally grow in moist and shady
situations are best suited to this purpose. The plants

afterwards require no further care than to open the door

made in the case to remove dead leaves and trim the

plants when grown beyond bounds. The moisture re-

quired rises from the sun’s influence from the moistened

earth, and during the cool of the night falls to the earth

again like dew. In this manner there is a constant suc-

cession of rising and fulling of moisture in imitation of

the processes of nature going on in the fields. The
plants growing in these boxes require no interchange of

air or water.

The only advantage of this plan of growing plants »
that they may be grown in windows, or in any place

where exposed to a few hours' sun, even in the heart of

crowded cities. It is also an excellent plan for trans-

porting plants with safety from one country to anuthcr.

Florists' Flowers.

Florists' Jloxcers.—This appellation is restricted to Florists*

flowers which have been and are especial favourites with flowers,

florists, and have consequently received a large share of

their attention, and for a long time almost engaged the

attention of the flower gardener. Though possessed of

great beauty, but few of them are calculated to make a

show ut a distance, and the arrangements requisite for

their culture do not harmonize well with the general

disposition of a flower garden. The more robust and
less valuable varieties may be introduced into the flower
border. The Dutch, in this as well as other departments
of gardening, were the first to bring it into notice, and
more particularly by the great excellence to which they
have attained in the culture of florists* bulbs, but the

fibrous-rooted and tuberous-rooted kinds of florists'

flowers, as the carnation, pink, polyanthus, auriculu,

dahlia, Ac. are brought to a higher degree of perfection

in Britain than any where else. The merits and beauty

of some florists' flowers are estimated by rules laid down
by florists, and others are judged of by their fulness and
symmetry, and the brilliancy and distinctness of the

colours. Where refinement is aimed at, a separate gar-

den or a separate section of the garden is set apart fur

their culture where they are grown in beds by them-
selves. All plant* which are grown extensively for llicir

flowers are introduced under this head.

Anemone (Anemone corotiaria of Linnsus) is a na- Aoetnooe.

live of the south of Europe, and has been cultivated in

Britain since 1596, Its varieties are innumerable
;

among them are some of the most graceful ornaments
of the garden : they are hardy and will flower almost at

any season, according to the time the roots are kept out

of the ground, and when they are replanted. The best

kinds are named by florists. The prevailing colours

o*
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Ilorticul- are white, blue, anti red ; semi-double flowers are almost

tuf®‘ in as much repute as double ones. A single root, if

allowed to remain in the ground two or three year*, will

attain a great breadth. Established varieties are in-

creased by dividing the roots. The anemone prefers a
fre«h loam, rather heavy than light, but will grow in

any soil. The usual time of replanting the roots is in

October, covering them three inches deep with earth,

but to have heavier bloom they may be planted in the

beginning of September, and to have bloom every month
of the year replant every month. The finer kinds

require protection from violent storm* and excessive

light and heat, but most of the sorts do exceedingly

well treated as border flowers, but like the ranunculus

they are usually grown in beds. A severe winter will

destroy the roots if the surface of the soil be not mulched.

In order to obtain new varieties, seeds should be saved

from fine single or semi 'double kinds and sown in

shallow pots or boxes filled with light rich earth in

August, covering them a quarter of an inch with the

same kind of soil, and when the plants are up care

should be taken to protect them from frosts. In the

following season, when their leaves begin to decay, the

roots should be takeu up and dried, after which they

should be replanted and otherwise treated like old roots.

A good double anemone should have u strong stem at

least nine inches high, the flower should be two inches

and a half in diameter, consisting of an outer row of
large, handsome, well-rounded petals, at first horizontal,

and at length turning a little upwards at the extremities

ho as to form a shallow cup ; the inner petals should be

small imbricating over each other regularly, so that

the stamens may not he discernible. If the flower

be vuriegated, the colours should he clear and distinct,

and brilliant if consisting of one colour.
JUauncu- Ranunculus (Ranunculus Asiaticus of IJnneus) is

a native of the Levant, but has been cultivated as a flo-

rist** flower in Britain since 1596. The varieties are

innumerable, and like most other florists' flowers the

floor kinds have mimes, and arc a great ornament to

gardens. The flowers are single, semi-double, and
double, and of all colours, blue excepted. Maddock
says, a good ranunculus should have a stout stem

from eight inches to a foot in height, and the flowers

should be of a hemispherical form and at least two
inches in diameter, consisting of numerous petals gra-

dually diminishing in size to (he centre, lying regularly

over each other neither too close nor too thin, more of a
perpendicular than a horizontal direction, in order to dis-

play the colours with better effect, the edges of the petals

should be entire, well rounded, and their colours should

be clear, rich, and brilliant, either of one colour or

variously diversified. No plant 19 more prolific in new
varieties from seed than the ranunculus, no two plants

producing flowers alike. Established kinds arc propa-

gated by offsets which usually flower the first year; rare

sorts may be multiplied by dividing the crown of the

root with a sharp knife into as many parts as there are

buds ; but these will not flower till (he second year.

All the varieties prefers fresh loamy soil, which should

be well manured, and if a stratum of well rotted cow
dung be placed in forming the heda six or nine inches

below the surface it will both retain moisture and supply

nourishment. The roots may be planted in November
or earlier, and to prevent their heing destroyed by the

front the surface of the soil should be mulched, or they

need not be planted till February or March, but the

former mode produces the finest and strongest bloom. Hortietil-

The routs will retain their vegetative properties two or turn,

three years if kept nut of the ground. In order to v——1’

obtain good new varieties, seed should be saved from
the best plants of the semi-double kinds, the seeds sown,
and the young plants treated in the same manner recom-
mended for seedling anemones. The plants intruded to

flower should not be suffered to run to seed, as roots that

have prod need seed seldom furnish fine flowers afterwards.

Pteony, (Pseonia of Li novas,) of which there are a p.Tony.
great many species and varieties, all of which are

showy. Ttie Moutan or tree Patony, ( Peronia Mautan
of Sims,) and its numerous varieties, are much esteemed
for the beauty of their flowers ; they are natives of the

north of China and are quite hardy, hut as their blossoms
are apt to he injured by the cold blasts of spring, glass

frames to answer the size of the plants should be piaced
over them, under which they will flower in great per-

fection. A rich loamy soil suits them best, and cuttings

taken off in August or September, having a part of the

wood of the preceding year attached, will root freely if

planted in a sheltered situation ; they may also be pro-

pagated by layers, but in this way they are longer in

emitting roots Ilian by cuttings. The hardy herbaceous
kinds of P»ony are amongst the most showy flowers,

particularly the varieties of Pteonia albiflora ; they prefer

a rich loamy soil and an open situation, and they are

readily increased by divisions of the root, taking care to

leave a bud to each slip. New varieties are reared from
seed which generally flower the third year.

Stocks, (Malhioia species,) stock gihiflower, 13romp- Stocks,

ton and Queen stocks, (Malhioia incana of R. Brown.)
Iu order to procure double varieties of these, choice
should be made of such single flowering plants a* grow
near many double ones ; for it has been observed that

seeds saved from plants growing among double kinds,

produce a greater number of double flowering plants
than those that have been saved from plants separated.

The seed should be sown in May. and when the plants
nrr two or three inches high they should be thinned to

at least nine inches asunder, and the plants so taken out
may be planted in the border six inches apart. If the

following winter be severe, the plants will require to be
sheltered by mats, and iu the following May and
June they will become the greatest ornament of the

flower garden. Fine double varieties may be propa-
gated by cuttings, which strike root readily if planted
under a hund-glass and shaded. The ten-week stock,

(Malhioia annua of Sweet,) being an annual, should be
sown three or liour different limes, in February, March,
April, and May, and the plants from the lost sowing
will continue to flower til) Christmas. Double stocks

are also planted in pots, and sheltered in a frame
during winter. Seed should be always collected from
single flowers of the best colours. All kinds of stocks
prefer a light rich soil, rather sandy titan otherwise.

Wallflower (Cheiranlhus cheirt of Linnvus) ia a WillSows*
native of Europe on old walls, and appears to have
been introduced into Britain in 1573. The varieties are

numerous, of which there are several double flowering

kinds; the colours ore yellow, rust coloured, and blood

coloured, or variegated wit h these colours ; the flowers of
all possess an agreeable odour : the floe varieties are mul-
tiplied by cuttings taken from young wood and planted

under a hand-glass which soon strike root. Wallflowers
or

prefer a light rich soil, ratlter sandy than otherwise. Dames
0*"

Rocket or Damtt violet , (liesperis matronalis of Lin- viols*.
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Hortieul- naeuft.) Of this there are several double-flowered
ture. varieties, vix., double-purple, double-while, double-

variegated, and double-green. They prefer a light rich

soil, and require to be frequently transplanted and
divided, otherwise they will not exist; the best lime to

perforin this is after they have done flowering and are

again beginning to sprout from the root. The double-

yellow rocket may be treated in the same way, but re-

quires more moisture.

Migoct- Mignonette ( Reseda odorata of Lioiueus) is a native

nett*. of the north of Africa, and seems to have been intro-

duced into Britain in 1739 or 1732. It is a well known
and universal favourite ; the luxury of the pleasure gar-

den is greatly heightened by its delightful odour, and as

the plants grow more readily in pots its fragrance can

be conveyed into the house. Plants in pots and boxes

are in great demand in London for rooms and placing

in balconies, and it forma for these purposes an extensive

article of culture among florists and market gardeners.

The seeds are either sowo in pots, or the plants are

transplanted into pots or boxes. According to Risbon,

( Uort . Trans, vol. iL) to obtain plauts for flowering

from December to February, a sowing should be made
in July in the open ground, and the plants potted in

September. The crop for March, April, and May should

be sown in pots not later than the 25th of August : the

plants from this sowing will not suffer from exposure

to rain whilst they are young; they must, however,

be protected from early frosts like the winter crop ; they

should be thinned in November, leaving not more than

eight or ten plants in a pot, and at the same time the

pots should be sunk three or lour inches in some old

tan or coal ashes, and should be covered with a frame,

which it ia best to place fronting the west, lor then the

lights may be left open in the evening to catch the sun
whenever it sets dear. The third or spriiig crop should

be sown in pots not later than the 25th of February

;

these must be placed in a frame on a gentle heat, and
as the heat declines, the pots must be let down three or

four inches into the dung bed, which will keep the*roots

moist and prevent their leaves turning brown from the

heat of the sun in April and May. The plants thus

obtained will be in perfection about the end of May, and
be ready to succeed those raised by the autumnal sowing.

The variety called the tree- mignonette may be propa-

gated by seeds sown in spring, and also by cuttings

which readily strike root. The young plants should be

potted singly, and as they advance they should be ried

to a stick, taking care to prevent the growth of side

shoots by pinching them of, ia order that the plants

may form a bushy head ; and for thia purpose also the

shoots may be stopped when become too long and strag-

gling, by which means the plants will have formed heads

nine inches in diameter and covered with blossoms. As
the plants advance in growth they should be shifted into

larger pots progressively, and may be ultimately left in

those of about six incites ia diameter at top. (Sabine,

Hart. Trans . vol. iii.)

Heart’*

01 Haney, <* Heart's-ease, ( Viola ofdifferent kinds) The

cate!

11
name of pansy was first applied to the varieties of

Viola tricolor of Lianzua, but is now extended to the

Viola luiea
,
grandijhra/allaiea, and amcena, and other

nearly allied species, and ail the hybrids produced by

the intermixture of these. Like other florists’ flowers, the

most esteemed varieties have names, and some of them
are extremely beautiful. According to Mr. Uorrie, a

celebrated cultivator of pansies, a fine flower should

have large petals, the whole forming almost a circle, Hortieut

not much undulated, the colours brilliant, distinct, and tunt*

permanent, the eye small and not deeply pencilled, the

stigma filling the open part of the eye, and the stalk

which bears the flower strong and straight. All the va-

rieties of this esteemed flower are of the moat easy culture,

growing freely in common garden soil. Seeds are sown
in spring under a hand-glass, and when the seedlings

arc large enough they may be planted out into an open
bonier and in pots. The situation should be low, moist,

and cool, open to the east and west, aud the soil should
be sandy loam well manured.

Neapolitan violet ( Viola odorata
,
var. Neapolitana) is Neapolitan

a perennial plant, a native of Naples, and is cultivated violet,

in pots to some extent for the sake of its odour. It

forces well, and where there* is a stove or flued pit it

may be had in blossom throughout the winter and early

spring. It is propagated by ihe runners. It prefers a

loamy soil. It may be cultivated in beds, but always
in pots for forcing; the double variety is considered the

best for the latter purpose. The variety called the single

Russian commences flowering in the open air during
autumn, and continues so during the winter even in

frost and snow.

Pink ( DiantAus plumarius of Linnaus) is considered Pink,
a native of some parts of Europe, but its varieties have
been cultivated in Britain since 1529. All the different

kinds of garden pink spring from thia species. The
flowers are single, semi-double, and double, the colours

white, purple, spotted or variegated, and the petals are

more or less fringed on their margins. Aa a florist’s

flower the pink is of much leas antiquity than the carna-
tion. It was chiefly grown as & border flower until

within the last seventy years, since which it has been
greatly improved, and many fine varieties origin-

ated. Being the hardiest and least expensive of fine

flowers, it ia much cultivated by operatives round
large towns. The varieties moat cultivated are those

called pheasant’s eyes. Cob pinks are a large sort, sup-
posed to be intermediate between pinks and picolees.

Red early pinks are smaller plants than either cobs or

pheasant’s eyes. The Paisley growers reckon about
three hundred of the pheasant's eyes. Mr. dog, in

1820, gave a list of one hundred sorts containing, as he
says, the best kinds in England. The culture and pro-

pagation oftbe pink is almost the same aa that of the

carnation, but it ia seldom kept in pots or in frames.

It is generally planted in beds of loamy earth, or into

the flower border, and the small side shoots reduced in

the autumn in order to throw more strength into those

intended to produce flowers the following season. A
good piuk, according to Msddock, should have a strong

erect stem of not less than a foot in height ; the calyx

should be smaller and shorter than that of the carna-

tion, bat nearly similar in proportion as well as in the

formation of the flower, which should not be less than

two and a half inches in diameter. The petals should
be large and broad and very finely fringed or serrated

on their edges, but free from irregular and deep notches,

for the nearer the approach to entire the nearer to per-

fection will he tbe flower. The broader part or end of
the petals should be white and distinct from the eye
unless it be a laced pink, that is ornamented with a
continuation of the colour of the eye round it, having a
considerable proportion of while in the centre free from
tinge or spot. The eye should consist of a bright or

dark-red crimson or purple reseinbliug velvet, hut the

Digitized by Google
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Hi rtieuW nearcr jt approaches to Ukk the more the flower is

* ur>
"

y esteemed; its proportion should be about equal to that
v

of the white, that it may neither appear mo large nor

too small. Pinks arc commonly increased by cuttings,

generally called pipings by florists, and the time of

making and planting them is previous to or at the time

of flowering; they are made of the barren shoots, and

the way of preparing and planting them is the same as

that for carnations, but bottom heat is seldom applied,

although it is the most certain method. Rare sorts are

sometimes increased by layers. New varieties are pro-

cured from seed. Maddock recommends for the pink a

fresh loamy soil, dug two feet deep, manured with a

stratum of cow dung two years old sit inches deep,

placed five or six inches below the surfinc of the bed.

When the cuttings are struck they arc removed to a bed

of common mould, and after they have remained there a

few weeks, the strongest of them maybe removed to the

blooming bed. The blooming beds should be raised

above the paths and rather rounded to throw off the excess

of wet. The principal beds should be planted in August

or early in September nine inches from plant to plant.

Not more than ten or twelve blooms should be allowed

to open on the same plant, the lateral and smaller buds

should he pinched off a month before the time of blooming,

taking care always to leave the terminating bud of each

stem. The fewer the flowering stems which are allowed

to rise the larger and finer will be the blossoms. The
calyx in a great number of kinds being liable to burst, it

may be tied in the manner recommended for carnations.

It is perhaps best to assist nature by cuttiug the calyx

down at each tooth as far as may be thought necessary,

in order to allow the petals to come out regularly on
every side, so as to preserve the circular form of the

blossom, fur if left to nature the calyx would burst on
one side. The shorter the calyx the more liable it is to

burst. The flower stems should be tied to sticks when
grown so as to keep the blossoms distinct from each

other, that the whole may have a graceful appearance.

Circular cards are used by some to display the blossoms

as for carnations. The soil between the plants on the

bed should be kept regularly moist, at the same lime

avoiding to wet the flowers during the time of blossom-

in?, and at this time it is sometimes proper to defend

the bed by an awning. Pinks should never be suffered

to remain more than two years without change of

soil or situation. Emmerton, in his treatise on auri-

cula, says pink beds should be top dressed in spring

with some old night soil or sugar-baker’s scum to excel

in bloom.

Carnation.
Carnation (Dianthus caryophyllur of Linneus) is a

native of the south of France; it is also found appa-

rently wild in England on ruinaof old walls and castles,

as on those of Rochester, Deal, Sandown. and on old

walls about Norwich and other towns. This is the

source from which all the fine varieties of carnation and
picotees are supposed to have sprung. The carnation

dues not seem to have been known to the ancients, for it

is not mentioned by Pliny. It has, however, been cul-

tivated in Europe time out of mind, for the beauty and
rich spicy scent of the flowers. It is the principal flo-

rists' flower in Germany and Italy, from which countries

the British florists procure ihrir best seed. The varieties

are innumerable, and the finer kinds have names given

to them by florists; they are arranged into three tribes,

called flakes, bixarres, and pi cotecs. Those called

flakes have two colours and their stripes large going

quite through the petals of the flower. Bixarres

are variegated in irregular spots and stripes, and with
,

'
,

no less than three colours. Picotees have a white

ground spotted or pounced with scarlet, red, purple, or

other colours. Of each tribe there are numerous varie-

ties, further subdivided according to the predominance

of the colours, as scarlet flake, pink flake, yellow flake,

Ac. ;
scarlet bizarre, crimson bizarre, Ac. ; and purple

picotee, yellow picotee. Ac. The picotees have smaller

flowers than carnations with serrated edged petals.

New varieties of all the sorts are procured from seed, and
old established kinds are perpetuated by layering and
cuttings. Carnations thrive Wst in rich loam rather

sandy than otherwise ; the finer sorts are generally grown
in pots, protected by a frame in winter, and covered

by an awning while in blossom. The lime of laying

carnations is when the flowers are expanded, in the per-

formance of which there is nothing peculiar, the lower

leaves of the barren shoots are cut away, the earth is

then stirred, and the pot is filled with light rich mould,

an incision is then made a quarter of an inch below the

joint and the knife pawed up through the centre of the

joint, the shoot is then pegged down and covered

over with earth. When the layers are properly rooted,

which is commonly in the course of three weeks after

laying, provided they have been kept regularly moist,

and shaded from the heat of the sun, they are cut from

the parent plant, with h df the stalk which connect*

them, and planted in small pots, three or four in

each. The pots are then to be pluced under an arch

of hoops, where they can be regularly sheltered both

from excess of sun and rain till winter, when they should

be removed to the winter repository, which should be

so constructed as to admit a free circulation of air and
plenty of light. The south side of the winter repository

should consist of glass frames in severe weather so as to

admit light when it cannot be opened with safety. The
mode ot propagating carnations by cuttings is very pre-

carious, but the plants so produced are generally stronger

than those from layers, and it is also necessary when
the shuots are too short for laying, and for this pur-

pose a slight hot-bed is provided, covering its surface

with fine light mould four or five inches thick ; the

cuttings should be cut horizontally close under the

second or third joint, and some recommend the cutting

or cropping the leaves, but this has been found delete-

rious, both for cuttings and layers. The earth of the

bed being properly moistened a hand-glass is taken and
pressed down on the bed so as to mark its boundary,

to show where the cuttings are to be set ; they are then

to be planted neatly an inch distant from each other,

after which a gentle watering should be given in order

to fix the soil closely about them. When the leaves

have become dry after this watering, the glass is

placed over the cuttings, pressing its edges into the soil

to prevent the admission of air. Nothing further is

required but to keep the mould regularly moist, and
whenever they are watered the glass should re-

main off until the leaves are dry: this treatment is to

be continued uutil the cuttings have struck root A
little sun may be allowed in the morning, but they should

be shaded in the heat of the day. The glass may
occasionally he taken off to admit air, and for this pur-

pose dull cloudy warm weather is preferred ; but should

this not occur, the glass may he taken off a little in the

morning. After the cuttings are rooted the glass should

be removed altogether; but as cuttings do not all

igitized by Google
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Hectical- strike root at the same time, those that have struck first

tuneL should be carefully taken out, and planted ill pots in the

manner recommended for layers, and the remainder

treated as before until they have rooted. Carnation seed is

difficult to ripen ill Britain and is therefore mostly pro-

cured from the continent. The plants from which seed

is saved should be possessed of the best properties; they

should stand in an open situation, and their blossoms

should be defended against rain, by having covers sus-

pended over them, but in such a manner as to admit a

free circu ation of air, and the petals when withered

should be withdrawn, being apt to retain moisture.

When ripe and gathered, the seed should remain in the

capsules until the time of sowing, which is generally in

May following; it is then sown in pots filled with pro-

per earth, the pots should be placed in an airy situ-

ation, the earth kept moderately moist, and shaded from

the heat of the sun. As soon as the young plants have

six leaves they should be planted out into a border of

rich garden mould a foot asunder, defending them
in winter by mats and hoops, and the following summer
they will blossom. The chance of getting a good new
flower is reckoned as one to one hundred. If a florist

raises six good new carnations in his lifetime he ia con-

sidered fortunate. Mr. Mog, one of the most success-

ful florists, makes his compost for carnations in pots os

follows : three barrow loadB of loam, one and a half of

gardeu mould, ten of horse dung, one of coarse sand,

mixing these ingredients well together, and turning them
over two or three times during winter. In November
he throws over it a barrow load of fresh lime as soon as

it is slacked in turning the heap, which accelerates the

rotting of the fibrous particles and destroys grubs and
slugs ; if there has been much run during winter, he

adds some damaged salt, about seven pounds. During
heavy rains florists usually cover their compost heap with

tarpaulin. For flowers that are apt to sport he lowers

this compost. Potting carnations generally commences
about the middle of March, and should never be deferred

later than the end of the month, which is performed in

the ordinary way, taking care neither to place the plants

deeper nor shallower in the earth than they were previ-

ously. When the plants are potted off (or bloom the

pots should be placed in an open airy part of the garden
under an arch of (loops, that, in case of cold dry winds,

heavy rains, and froaty nights, mats may be thrown over

the hoops, but they should always remain exposed except

under such circumstances. The earth in the pots

should be kept regularly moist with soft water. The
flower stems should be loosely tied to sticks, and when
the stems have attained the height of a foot and a half

the plants should be removed to stages to flower. Small

greeu insects sometimes appear on the plants; these

should be carefully removed by a brush. Scotch snuff*

dusted over the infected parts in the morning while the

dew is on the plants, has been sometimes tried with

success. The calyx in many kinds of carnation is liable

to burst, ifnot timely prevented, and the graceful circular

form which the flower ought to possess is thus de-

stroyed ; but this is guarded against by florists by fast-

ening a slip of bladder round the middle of the calyx

where it appears to have the greatest inclination to burst;

these slips should lap over at the ends, where they

should be fixed by a little gum. Small pieces of bast

mat with a single tie will answer the purpose equally

well. The bloom should be sheltered from the sun and
rain by au awning, as for tulips. Those who are cu-
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rious in blooming their carnations extract such petals as Hortieul

are pluin or run from the true colours and arrange the
tnry

^ i

remainder so us to supply the delect. Four or five

plants in a pot have a more elegant appcurancc than

one or two, and no more than four or five blossoms

should be allowed to expand on the same plant, the

smaller buds should be picked off, taking care however
always to leave the terminating f)owcr of each stem. In
winter carnation plants are seldom injured by dry frosts,

though it is safer to protect them from it; a free circu-

lation of air is necessary to prevent mildew, which makes
its appearance on the foliage in the form of purple spots.

It is also safer to keep the plants toodry than too moist.

According to Maddock a fine carnation should have a
strong straight stem, the flowers three inches in dia-

meter, consisting of large well-formed petals, neither

too few nor too numerous, the inner petals should rather

decrease in size os they approach the centre, lying over

each other regularly, and the calyx should be one inch

iu length. The colours should be perfectly distinct

whatever they are, and disposed in long regular stripes,

broadest at the outside of the petals. Each petal

should have a due proportion of while, one half or

nearly so.

Hollyhock (Alih&a rosea of Linnaeus) is a beautiful Hollyhock,

biennial plant, a native of China, and was first

introduced to this country in 1573. Although very

little attention is paid by florists to this flower, yet

it appears to be as showy and neat as the dahlia. The
flowers vary from single to double, and the colours are

white, yellow, scarlet, red, and bu(T, or orange, and
blackish-red, but seldom variegated. The double va-

rieties are not constant, yet where the seeds are carefully

saved from the most double flowers, the greater number
of the plants reared from such seed will be nearly the
same as the parent, provided no plant with single or
bad coloured flowers be permitted to grow near them.

The fig-leaved hollyhock {AWimJicifolia of Cavanilles)

is also a very pretty species ; the flowers, like the common
hollyhock, vary from single to double, but they are gene-
rally yellow or orange-coloured. Hollyhocks will grow
in any common garden soil, and have the best effect when
planted in rows. The plants are reared from seed, which
should be sown in a border in spring, and when they
are of sufficient size they should be removed to where
thev are intended to flower the following season.

Balsam (Bahamina horlensis of Linnaeus, and other Balsam,

species.) It is a tender annual, a native of the hotter

parts of Asia. It was first introduced into Britain in

1596. The varieties of this beautiful plant which culti-

vation has produced are numerous. The flowers are

white, rose-coloured, red, purple, and striped and varie-

gated with these colours. Mr. Miller speaks of two
remarkable varieties : one he calls the Immortal Eagle, a
beautiful plant from the East Indies, the flowers ofwhich
are double and much larger than the common kind,
the colours are scarlet and white, and purple and white;
the other he calls the Cockspur, introduced from the
West Indies the flowers of which are generally single

but never more than semi-double, and striped with red
and white : this is apt to grow to a great size before it

flowers, which is generally late in autumn, so that in

bad seasons there will be hardly any flowers and the
seeds consequently seldom ripen. The seeds of balsams
should be sown on a moderate hot-bed in spring, and
when the plants are about two or three inches high they

should be planted separately into small pots and then
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Hoetunil- replaced in the hot-bed, taking care to shad* them until

,u**- they have struck fresh root, after which they should
s“^ have a moderate share of free air admitted to them when

the weather is favourable to prevent their being drawn

up tall and weak ; they should be shifted from size to

sae of pots as they advance in growth, until the plants

have grown to the sixe required, and when in flower

they may be placed in a green-house or other cool situ-

ation, where they will make a very showy appearance,

and bear seed. A light rich soil or a mixture of loam,

peat, and sand is the best compost for balsams. They

require to be frequently refreshed with water.

Fuchsia*. Fuchsias (Fuchsia of different species) are all ele-

gant and delicate shrubs when in blossom
;

the most

showy species are principally natives of Chili. Most of

them will grow and flower freely in the open ground

during summer, but in winter the stems are generally

killed to the ground, but if the roots are mulched during

winter, they will rise vigorously the succeeding spring

and flower strongly in summer. All the species are

readily struck from cuttings. Several showy hybrid

kinds have been lately produced by cross impregnation.

They have a showy appearance if planted in clumps or

warm borders.

lUUlia. Dahlia (Dahlia lariabUi* of Linnaeus) is a tuberous

rooted perennial, a native of Mexico, and was first sent

to Madrid in 1789, aud from thence to England in the

same year; the plant being lost, seeds were reintro-

duced by Lady Holland in 1804, axul from these and

some plants imported from France in 1814 all the pre-

sent extensive stock have originated. The flowers are

of great beauty, and are in perfection at a lime when few

other flowers are to be had. The varieties are innume-

rable, and most of the finer kinds have names given to

them, and these are divided into tribes,—such as the

anemone flowered from the resemblance of the heads to

the flowers of a double anemone ;
the ranunculus

flowered, from the resemblance of the heads to the

flowers of a double ranunculus; the globe flowered,

from the globular form of the beads, of which there are a

great number of beautiful kinds of each tribe. Dwarf
sorts of each tribe have also been produced by culture

;

these are much earlier flowerers than the taller kinds. A
good dahlia should have the flowers in the head all

radiate or ligular ; where this is the case they are called

double by florists ; but it is neither more nor leas than the

central flowers becoming all similar to those of the ray,

and not remaining short aud tubular aa is the case in

the natural state, when the heads are termed single

flowers. The limbs of the flowers (petals of florists)

should be entire, pointed, or rounded, regular in their

disposition according to the tribe to which they belong

;

each series of flowers should overlap each other: they

may either be plain or quilled, but never distorted.

Bright and deep velvety colours are most admired, as

well as pure colours, as while, yellow, Ac. aud striped

and variegated. Dahlias are propagated by cuttings and
rafting, uud by dividing the roots to perpetuate existing

inds, and by seed for new varieties. The cuttings are

taken from Use root shouts in spring or the tops of young
ahoota in summer ; they are planted in sandy loom, and
placed in a little heat, shading them from the min, when
they will soon strike root, after which they may be

removed to a green-house or frame to harden them,
and they may be shifted once or twice into larger

pots before they are finally planted out. Cuttings ore

often grafted on old roots ; the top of the tuber is cut

slantingly upwards, and the cutling slantingly down- H<u*ieufc

wards
; they are then placed together and tied wit h v

matting and planted as deep in a pot &s to cover the
‘ T *

lower part of the graft with the earth, and they will

soon adhere together if placed m a frame or under a
hand-glass, but grafting docs not appear to possess any
advantage over the common mode of propagation by

cuttings. In collecting for seed the preference should

be given to dwarf and semi-double heads when double

full-flowered heads arc desired. The seed should be

sown in March on a gentle hot-bed at a temperature of

from 65° to 663
. and when the plants are up they may

be pricked out into pots if necessary, and kept in s mo-
derate temperature of flora 50° to 5b° till the end of
April, when they should be planted out where they are

to flower in rows three feet wide, and two feet from
plant to plant in the row in a comportment by them-
selves* at first covering each plant at night with an

empty flower-pot to protect them from spring frosts.

Seedlings treated in this way will begin to flower in J uly

.

Some cultivators impregnate the flowers of one sort with

the pollen of another by means of a hair pencil. The
flowers intended to be so fecundated should be covered

two or three days previous to their expansion in order to

prevent their being impregnated by means of bees or

other insects. Dahlias thrive best in aa open situation

sad in a rich loamy soil. Old roots may be planted out

in the border where they are intended to flower ; but to

have flowers early they should first be planted in large

pots and forwarded in frames or pita or in a green-

house until May, when they are to be planted out, and
some of them will flower in June. Dahlias have the

best effect in a compartment by themselves, but the dis-

tribution requires some nicety, so ss to have & good
mixture of colours, ami in keeping the tallest growing
kinds in the back or centre of a clump; of course the

distance at which they are to be planted from each other

will depend upon the mode of growth of the sorts.

Some cultivators, instead of lying the plants to stakes,

spread them out like espaliers, and others peg them
down to (be ground so as U> give them the appearance

of a bed of dwarfs. Roots will live in the open ground
if covered by a sufficient depth of leaves, old (an,

straw, or other litter to protect them from frost, but the

safest way is to dig up the roots in autumn, and keep
them in a dry place or in dry sand till spring.

Chrysanthemum (Pyrethrum intense of Sabine) is a Cbiyasn*

native of China, and some of its varieties were intro-

duced into Britain as long ago as 1764. All the varieties

contribute greatly to the ornament of the flower garden

in fine autumns, and form likewise great ornaments in

green-houses anti conservatories as late as December,
while few other flowers are to he bad. There are about

fifty varieties known, most of which hare been intro-

duced from China, very few having been originated from

seed in Britain. Mr. Haworth has arranged them
under the following heads :— I. Ranunculus flowered, of

which there are thirteen sorts. 2. Incurving ranun-

culus flowered, six kinds. 3. China aster flowered, six

sorts. 4. Marigold flowered, seven kinds. 5. Tassel

flowered, eleven varieties. 6. Halfdouble tassel flowered,

five kinds, all of which he has named in the Gardener's

Mazarine, vol. ix. p. 226. They are of the most easy

culture, and are readily propagated either by division,

suckers, or cutting. The beginning of April is the best

time for putting in cuttings, which are best if taken from
the top shoots of last year’s plants, and planted *epa-
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H*r6eu)> ratcly into small pots called sixties, in the following
tuw

- compost, one-half of equal parts of loam and bog or

leaf mould, and the other half sand. The cuttings

should be about three inches long, cut across with a

sharp knife close under a joint, and the pots are after-

wards to be set in a frame with a gentle bottom heat.

In three weeks afterwards the cuttings will be well

rooted ; they arc then to be removed to a cold frame to

harden until the beginning of June, when they should

be shifted into pots called forty-eights, and afterwards

placed in an open airy situation. To strengthen the

plants, they should then be watered with liquid manure
in which soap suds have been mixed, and about the same
time the tops of the plants should be pinched or nipped

off to muke them bushy, but no more side shoots should

be allowed to remain for flowering than the plants are

able to support or bring to perfection. In August the

plants should be shifted into pots called thirty-twos,

using strong loam with about one-third of rotten dung,

at the same time tying the plants neatly to sticks. The
pots should never be plunged, but they should be fre-

quently removed to prevent the roou from growing
through their bottom*. The old plants from which the

cuttings were taken are shaken free from the old mould
and repotted into pots of the sice called forty-eights,

afterwards shifted to thirty-twos, and in August to

sixteen*, and by this means they will form large strong

plants, borne gardeners and cultivators prefer suckers

to cuttings, and for this purpose die month of May is

preferred for separating them from the mother plant

and potting them. Dwarf plants can be had by laying

down the points of the shoots about the middle of

August. Cuttings taken from the tops after the flower

buds are formed and struck in heat is another successful

mode for obtaining dwarf flowering plants. In warm
situations, and in fine autumns, many of the kinds will

flower in the open border or against a wall, to which

they may be nailed. The plants in die open air should

be takcu up every two years, and they should be mulched
round the roots in w inter. They look well in the open
border if die plants be large and of many stems.

China China aster (Callistephus hortensu of Dc Candolle)
aater. is a well known annual plant, a native of China and

cither parts of Asia. A great number of new varieties,

originated from seed in Germany, have been lately intro-

duced to Britain; the flowers of which are either quilled

or plain, as in chrysanthemum, and their colours are

various. The beads of some are large. All these are

in great repute with florists. The best time lo sow the

seeds is the beginning of April, aud in order to forward

the plants they may Lie reared on a hot-bed, or sown in

pots which may be placed in a cold frame. When they

are large enough far transplanting they should be re-

moved to where they are intended to flower ; they have
the best effect in beds by themselves, keeping those of
each colour together.

Daily. Daisy {Beilis perennis of Iinmeus) is a well known
perennial plant, a native of Britain. There are a great

many very beautiful varieties called double by florists.

They are all of easy culture and will grow in any soil,

but the situation must tie open. They have a good effect

when in flower as edgings to borders. They sre all

readily increased by divnion.

Pyramidal and Party-coloured bell jloiccr.t, (Campa-
nuki pyramidalis of Smith, and Campanula versicolor

hell flower*. Lionmus,) both biennial plant*, natives of the south
of Europe ; the first has Ute corolla blue with a dark

base, and has been cultivated in Britain since 1596; Iiorticul

and the second has a blue corolla with a white base, and *ure *

was introduced into Britain in 1788, but there are also

white and pale blue varieties of the first which were for-

merly in much demand as ornaments for halls, and for

placing before chimneys in summer, being grown in large

pots, and trained in a fan manner to a trellis of laths.

Both may be propagated by seed, or by dividing at the

root, which should be done in September after the

plants have done flowering; the divisions should be

planted in pots, and sheltered bv a frame during winter.

In *pring they should be planted separately into small

pots, and shifted from srae to size or pot as they advance
in growth. According to Miller, the ttrongesi plants are

obtained by sowing the seed a* soon as gathered in

pots filled with light soil, placed in a frame during win-
ter, and the seedlings will come up in spring. When the

leaves decay in October, they are transplanted into beds
of light sandy earth, where they ore to remain two years,

protecting them from severe weather in winter ; they are

then to be removed to their final destination in Sep-
tember, and, in the following summer, being the third

from sowing, they will flower.

Mr. Brown (HorL Register) separates his offsets in

spring and plants them in a shady situation until they

have struck root ; he afterwards removes them to a very

shady situation, where they are allowed to remain one
year ; be then takes them up and puts them in pots ten

or twelve inches in diameter, using a soil composed of
rich kmin and rotten dung. They are then Bet where
they are intended to come into flower, and by this means
they sometimes attain the height of ten or twelve feet.

CardinalJUncer (Lobelia airdinalis of Linneu») is Canliosl

a perennial plant, a native of Virginia. There are other flower,

species of Lobelia which go under the name of Car-
dinal flower, as Lobelia fulgens and splendent, native*

of Mexico, all of which hear rich scarlet blossoms, and
have a beautiful effect when grown in beds by them-
selves, or in pots. They may either be propagated
by seed*, offsets, or suckers. A mixture of loam,
bog mould, and sand makes an excellent compost for

them.

Petunias (Petunia nyclaginijlora of Jussieu and Petu - Petunias.

ma photnice*) and their varieties have a beautiful effect

when grown in beds by themselves. The plants being

ten ler require to be preserved through the winter in a
frame or green-house; they strike readily from cuttings

in beat. The plants should never be finally transplanted

out in the open border until the weather is nettled.

Verbenas.—There are a great number of the^e intro- Veilettas.

duced into the British gardens of late years from Chili,

all of which are very showy, but the moat splendid is the

Verbena chamadnfolia of Smith. They are propagated
by cuttings kept through the winter in small pots under

shelter, which are planted out iu the open border as soon

a» all danger from frost is over. They have a fine effect

when planted in beds or large patches by themselves.

They all grow be*t in light soil rather sandy.

Cyclamens .—All the species of Cyclamen are very Cyclamens,

showy. A light soil suits them beaL They are propa-
gated by seed. The plants may be grown in pots or in the

open border in a warm situation
; but in the latter case,

(he roots will require to be mulched during winter. The
fragrant variety of the Persian cyclamen is the greatest

favourite.

Primrose (Primula vulgaris of Linneus) is a uarive Promote,

of Britain, in copses, woods, Ac. ou a clayey soil. The
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Hortkul- flower“ vary much in colour; but the double varieties

tur*‘ arc in most esteem. The cowslip (Primula rcrit of
v“^v^"p/

Lin nfeus) is also indigenous, and of this there are a
number of beautiful varieties ; but like those of the

primrose, the double kinds are iu most esteem. The
oxslip ( Primula rlador of Linna*u») produces a many
flowered scape like the cowslip, but the border of the

corolla is flat, and does not form a basin. It is also

indigenous, but much more rare than either the cowslip

or primrose. The flowers of all have a nice scent, and
their cultivation is the same as for the polyaulhus,

which see.

Polyan- Polyanthus (Primula vulgarity var. Polyanthus
, of

thus. Linna.*us) is said to have originated from the primrose

or cowslip. The varieties are in high repute as a border

flower. According to Maddock, a good polyuulhus

should have the tube of the corolla exceeding as little

as possible the calyx, the throat of the corolla should be

well filled up with the anthers, which should also hide

the stigma. The ceutrc or eye should be round and of

a clear yellow colour, distinct from the ground colour,

which is most admired when shaded with dark and light

rich crimson, resembling velvet, having a maikor stripe

in the centre of each division or segment from the edge

down to the eye, where it should terminate in a fine

point. The outer edging should resemble a bright gold

lace border, neatly of the same colour as the eye and
stripes. A good polyanthus should possess a graceful

elegance of form, symmetry of parts not to be found

united in any other florist flower. According to Mr.
Hog, a polyanthus requires a greater portion of saudy

loam than the auricula, a small quantity of rotten dung,

and a little leaf mould or peat earth mixed with them.

The finer varieties may be grown in pots like those of

the auricula, but they are generally planted in cool and
shady borders. When the seed is saved from some
esteemed sort it is more likely to produce good kinds

than if saved promiscuously; polyanthuses have been

reared from the seed of the primrose. If the plants are

top dressed in November, it greatly strengthens them
for the succeeding spring ; they require to be trans>

planted every two years, The plants are so hardy that

neither cold nur wet will injure them, but during the

heat of summer they are frequently destroyed hy snails

and red spider, but this last insect seldom attacks them
if they arc kept in a vigorous state.

Anneals. Auricula (Primula auricula of Linnxus) is a native

of the mountains of Switzerland, Austria, and other

neighbouring countries, and has been cultivated in

Britain since 1597 ; it was originally called Bear’s Ears,

*ience the spedRename. Justice says, “about one hundred

years ago the passion for auriculas was so great in Eng-
land, that we supplied the Dutch, who afterwards until

the first French revolution, used to resupply us with the

progeny ofour own flowers.” The best collections ofauri-

cula arc found among gardeners near London and among
the manufacturers and artisans of Manchester, Paisley,

and other manufacturing towns. Like other florists’ flow-

ers, the varieties are innumerable, and the finer kinds

are named. A good variegated auricula should be strong

and erect, and the peduncles and pedicels should be

tout, and there should never be fewer flowers than seven

in one bunch ; the corolla should be well proportioned,

and its outer circle should contain a ground colour wiih

an edge or margin. The anthers should fill the mouth
of the tube, and protrude a little beyond it ; the eye

should be white, smooth, and round ; the ground colour

bold and rich, and equal on every side of the eye Hartical-

whether on an uniform circle or in patches, but it should taT*J

be distinct from the eye, and only broken in the outward
part towards the edging. The margin should be green
and in proportion to the ground colour, that is, one half

of each. The darker ground is generally covered with

white powder, which appears necessary to guard the

flowers from the scorching heat of the tun. Auriculas

are propagated by roolrd slips for the continuation of
approved sorts, and by seed for new varieties. The beat

time for dividing the plant or removing the rooted slips

is when it has done flowering, and has ripened im
seed, which is generally in July and August. The
surest method, according to Maddock, is to collect seed

from plants possessing first-rate properties, and these on
the approach of flowering should be detached from the

rest, and exposed to the sun and air and moderate
showers. In dry weather tliey must be regularly watered.

Emmerton grows several plants of different kinds in the

same pot for seed, according to (he qualities he wishes

his new flowers to possess by their intermixture. This
however may be dune more systematically by artificial

cross impregnation, without removing the anthem of the

flower intended for the female parent. The seed gene-

rally ripens in June and July, when it is collected and
kept in the capsules until the time of sowing, which may
be done cither in January, Fehruary, or March. The
seeds may be sown in boxes, pot*, or pans, which if

placed iu a gentle heat will vegetate in about three

weeks after sowing ; but if sown iu the open air some
of the seed will not grow until the following spring.

The seed succeed* very well if sown under a hand-glass.

The soil should be kept moderately moist, using wanned
or aired water. When the plants arc up, they should be
hardened by degrees, fur which purpose the boxes or

pots in which the seeds were sown should be removed
to a rather warm situation, not too much exposed till

the end of April, when they should again be removed
to a colder aspect. When the plants are of sufficient

sixe, that is, when they touch each other, they should be
transplanted into other boxes or into pots, und shifted

from time to time as they become too crowded, or when
they fill the pots. If properly treated, the plants will

flower the following spring. The different composts,
according to Hog, are as numerous as florists them-
selves

; his compost is as follows :—One barrow load of
rich yellow loam fresh from some meadow, with the turf

well rotted, one barrowful of leaf mould, one of cow
dung two years old, and one peck of river sand mixed
well together. For strong plants intended for exhibition

he adds to the above compost one barrowful of well

decayed night-soil, with the application of liquid

manure before he top dresses in February, and twice

more in March, but not oftener. A peck of sheep’s

dung, with an equal quantity of horse dung, put into a
large tub of water, stirred frequently and left to ferment
a week or two before it is used, may be applied with good
effect and with perfect safety. A portion of light sandy
peal may be added as a useful and safe ingredient.

According to Paxton, bone dust is an excellent ingre-

dient in auricula soil, and when this is used, a little

lime may be added to decompose the animal matter.

P. Kenny, a gardener, and according to Hog the most
successful cultivator of auriculas in hi*day> used a soil

composed of one-third loam, two-thirds sheep’s dung and
hay litter oblaiued from the sheds used tor rearing
young lambs, one-tenth coarse sand, well rotted by
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Horticnl- being turned, mixed and fermented. It appear*, how-

.

ya
*l ,

ever, that it does not signify what kind of compost is

used, provided it be sufficiently rich, and good loam its

basis, as loam, dung, and sand in proper proportions. The
common aorta are grown in beds and borders, but the

finer and rarer kinds in pots. The operation of potting

should be performed, according to Maddock. after the

blooming season, but principally in August. In potting

the plant should be turned out of its former pot, and
the earth shaken from the fibres, which should be

shortened if too long, and any decayed part of the root

cut out ; it should then be repotted, taking care to put

some broken pots in the bottom of the pot to secure

good drainage, and the plant should not be set deeper

in the soil than within half an inch of the lowest leaves,

which will encourage fresh rootB and oflkets. Some
cultivators in repotting preserve a large portion of the

ball of earth, only reducing it a little, and using a pot a
size larger than the former. Others shift their plants in

May. The wounds mi the roots occasioned by cutting

out the decayed parts may be covered with gum mastick

or a mixture of wax and pitch to prevent gangrene.
Offsets when they have made one or two fibres may be
removed from the parent and planted round the edge of
a small pot until they become of sufficient size to

require each a separate pot; when first planted they

may be placed under a hand-glass until they have struck
root, but not longer. In general there is both a summer
and winter repository for auriculas in pots. For the

summer repository a bed of coal ashes is formed six

inches thick, or a platform of tiles closely fitted toge-

ther to prevent worms from entering the pots; and
upon this rows of bricks are to be placed two or three

inches asunder
;
on this foundation the pots are to be

act which will allow a free circulation of air under and
between the pots, a kind of shed is then formed over
this bed, by driving stakes into the ground to support
shutters, the object of which is to shelter the plants from
excessive rains, and to have at the rame time a free cir-

culation of air, which has a great advantage over a close

frame. In this situation the plants are to remain till

September or October. Justice and Hog, after their

auriculas have done blooming, remove their plants to a
south-east or north aspect, and place them on a bed of
coal ashes without any covering till October. Maddock's
winter repository is almost the same as the summer one,
with this difference, that the south side of it consists of
glass frames, the object of which is to admit light in

adverse weather when shut up. Although the auricula is

by no means a tender plant, it is necessary to cover the

repository in severe frosts. Hog places his auriculas in

frames, placed on beds of ashes in October for the
winter; the frames are raised on bricks to allow a cir-

culation of air under until Christmas, when the bricks

are removed, and frames placed on the ground ; after-

wards air is given iu all dry temperate weather, water is

supplied when necessary, and decayed leaves are picked
off. From the middle of February through March,
Maddock allows his plants the benefit of gentle showers
for an hour or two ; the plants are then top dressed, and
such as require it are shifted, and the suckers are taken
off if large enough. At the same time air is given

plentifully during the day, but the frames are shut
close at night to prevent the blossoms from being in-

jured by the frost. The Lancashire growers plunge
auricula pots up to the rim in saw-dust or ashes, against

a wall or fence of a south aspect in winter, only pro-

vot. VI.

tecting the plants by boards placed against the wall ; these

boards are never shut close unless in severe weather, but

are so placed as to defend the plants from rain or snow.
The blooming stage, according to Maddock, should have

a northern aspeci, that the sun may not shine on the

flowers
; it consists generally of four rows of shelves

like steps of stairs ; the lower should be two and a half

feet from the ground, and the roof or cover of the stage

should consist of glass frames, the east and west end
of boards, but the front should be left open unless in

bad weather and at night, when it should be defended

by frames of wood covered with canvass. When the

bloom has declined, the plants are removed to the

summer repository. Hog keeps the lights over hia

auriculas in April to preserve the beauty of the blossoms

;

at which time he admits air by tilling ibe sashes behind,

but covering up close at night. If the blossom buds
appear too numerous he thins them, seldom leaving

more than thirteen nor fewer than seven in a bunch,
but in such a manner that those left are at equal dis-

tances. Towards the end of the month he removes the

plants to the blooming stage which fronts die east.

Auricula stages may be covered with oil-cloth frames
instead of glass frames, for they admit nearly as much
light, repel the wet, and completely prevent the sun's

mys from injuring the blossoms, and at the same time
are the most economical covering.

Bulbous-rooted plants.

Narcissus .—Most of the species and varieties of this Narcmoa,

genus are early floweret* ; the different kinds are known
by the names of daffodils, jonquils. Narcissus, and poly-

anthus Narcissus. They are propagated by seed for

new varieties, which should be sown in fiat pans filled

with light earth as soon as ripe, and the young plants

should be protected from frosts and heavy rains until

April, and they should be treated in the same manner
during the following winter, and at the end of the second
summer the roots should be taken up and planted in

beds six inches distant, and in the fourth or fifth

year from sowing most of the bulbs will have flowered.

Established sorts are increased by offsets which seldom
flower until the second year. For all the species and
varieties an eastern aspect is preferred, and they thrive

best iu light hazel loam mixed with a little rotten cow
dung. The best lime for planting the bulbs is August and
September. The beds in which they are to be planted

should be excavated about three feet deep and filled

with the compost recommended. The bulbs should be
planted eight inches distant, and six inches deep, as for

tulips. Afterwards nothing more is required th«u stir-

ring the soil, weeding and watering when necessary, but

such as admire fine flowers shelter the bed with an
awning as for hyacinths. In winter the bulbs may
be protected by covering the bed with tan or litter.

Cutting the flower-stalks off close to the ground when
the plants are in full blossom causes the roots to produce

equally good flowers the following season. The bulbs
should not be taken up from the ground ofteuer than
once every three years, if they are wished to flower

strong and make increase, but if they are allowed to

remain much longer the offsets will have become too

numerous. The Dutch take them up every year, their

object being to furnish round plump bulba, and for this

purpose they remove the offsets every year. All kinds

of Narcissus force well in deep pots filled wiih sandy

loam or in water-glasses iu the same way as hyacinths.
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Jiorticul- In apartment* they are highly odoriferous and om»-

tux*- mental.

Crvau.—All the species and varieties of this genus are
Crocus.

extremely ornamental ; they are all natives of Europe ;

one or two species have been found apparently wild iu

Britain. The spring kinds flower from February to

May, and the autumn kinds iu September and October.

They are propagated by seed for new varieties which are

sown as soon as gathered in pans or pots Ailed with

light eanh, and treated in the same manner recom-

mended for seedling Narcissi, and in the spring of the

fourth year from seed they will flower. Established

sorts of crocuses are propagated by offsets in the usual

way. A good variety of crocus should have the colours

clear and brilliant, each colour distinctly marked, and

finely pencilled iu striped or variegated flowers. All

the kinds grow well in common garden earth, but prefer

loamy sand. October ia considered the best season tor

plunting; the more select kinds are grown ill beds like

the hyacinth, and the colours mingled in the same way,

at the distance of three inches troin bulb to bulb. The
commoner kinds are grown ill borders, of which they

generally form the front row. They do best if the bulbs

are taken up as soon us the leaves are decayed and kept

dry for two or three months; some, however, only take

them up once in three years, which answer* very well for

the border or commoner sorts, but they should not be

allowed to remain longer, as the bulbs have a tendency

to draw near the surface, and are thereby often thrown

out and lost.

Hyacinth. Hyacinth (Hyacinthus orientals of Linneus) is a

unlive of the Levant. It was cultivated by Gerarde in

1506, but had no doubt long before that been improved

by the Dutch. The flowers are varied and beautiful in

their colours. AU the varieties are of as easy culture as

any other bulbous-rooted florists’ flower. In the time

of Gerardc and Parkinson they were few in number,

particularly in Britain, but since they have increased to

an unlimited extent. The finer kinds have names given

to them, and these are arranged in groups according to

the colours of the flowers. Up to the middle of the

XVHIlh Century great attention was paid at Haerlem
to raise new sorts of double hyacinths, and as much as

£200 has been known to have been given fur a single

bulb ; but since then the taste for hyacinths has declined,

and at present there are few sorts of which £10 would

be asked for a single bulb; the price for the finer

varieties is from one to ten shillings, and fur common
mixtures, £2 or £3 per hundred. In this country a

good variety degenerates in two or three years, but in

Holland some have been preserved nearly a century;

but it appears that hyacinths generally reach the acme

of perlection in five years from offsets, and from that

time gradually degenerate and divide into offsets, which

in their turn by proper treatment become as perfect as

their parents. The roots imported from Holland are

generally four years old from the offset, consequently

the first year they flower iu Britain being the fifth ia

the year in which they would lie iu the highest state of

perfection in Holland, and consequently in this country ;

there tore by proper soil and culture bulbs might be

grown iu Britain equal to those imporied. A good

double hyacinth, according to Maddock, should be

strong, tail, and erect, bearing numerous well-formed

flowers, in a horizontal position, except the upper one,

which should be erect, the whole having a compact py-

ramidal form The flowers should be large, perfectly

double, the petals brood, and they should occupy the Kortical-

tipper half of the scape or stem. Clear deep colours

are preferred to those that are pale. Seeds from strong

sctnidouble kinds are more likely to produce good double

flowers than any other
;
they may either be sown in

October or March in boxes, pans, or pots, filled with

good soil mixed with sand to keep it open. The seeds

should be covered over from a quarter to half an inch

thick with mould. The boxes or pota are then plunged

in the soil and no further attention is necessary except

keeping them free from weeds und frost until the ap-

proach of the third winter after sowing ; they should

however then have half an inch of additional compost
laid over them, and iu the following July the roots may
be taken up and treated in the same manner as recom-

mended for offsets, and some of them will flower in the

fourth, fifth, and sixth year according to the strength of

the bulbs. According to Maddock a florist may con-

sider himself fortunate if he get one good kind from
five hundred seedlings. Offset* may be planted in

October or soon after they have lieen separated from
the parent bulbs in a bed raised above the level of the

surrounding soil in the open garden two inches deep.

The bed is commonly composed of sandy soil a foot and
a half deep, rounded a little on the surface in order that

it may throw off excessive wet. Some of the uflkets

will bloom the second year, and most of them the third.

In this country roots four or five years old bloom
stronger than any other, but in Holland the same bulbs

are said to produce strong bloom twelve or thirteen

years in succession, and there they are never known to

die of age, the anil and climate agreeing with them.

The beds in which the full-grown roots of hyacinth are

grown should be in a dry airy situation sheltered on the

north and east. It should be excavated to the depth of

two feet, the bottom dug and then filled up with the •

following compost, viz. one-third of coarse river sand,

one-third fresh earth, one>fourth rotted cow dung and

vegetable mould, and the remainder decayed leaves

;

these ingredients should be well mixed, filling the bed
with it a few inches higher than the paths. Octo-

ber or November is the best time for planting hyacinths,

and before plantiug the beds the surlace should be

covered about one inch thick with fresh sandy earth and
raked smooth, then marking the situation of each bulb,

and arrange them so as the colours may be neatly min-

gled to produce effect in the blooming season. The
bulbs should lie set in rows eight inches distant. In
planting it ia better to place a little clean sand both at

the bottom and over the bulbs to prevent the earth from
adhering to them; the bed ia then covered over with

sandy earth three or four inches thick. The beds being

considerably raised above the paths or surrounding

level might be edged with brickwork or boards to the

height of the mould ; they should also be arched over

with hoops so that they may be easily protected troin

severe frusta and heavy rains
;
but it ia not necessary to

defend them against moderate rain and slight frosts, lor

too frequent and long covering is found injurious, but

care should be taken that the frost do not penetrate to

the bulbs. The earlier kinds begin to show blossom m
April, at which time it is proper to screen them from
the too powerful effects of the sail, which if not pre^

vented would turniah their colours. As the sterna or

scapes advance in growth it is necessary that they

should be supported by slicks, to which they should be
slightly tied. When the flowers are all blowu it b
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Uoriwrul necessary to protect the bed by an awning to keep
lure. out the rays of the sun, but at the same time to admit a

' due proportion of light. A strong frame formed ofwood
covered with canvass answers, but the canvass should he

so placed as to be readily rolled otf and on us

required, so as to allow the plants the benefit of light

and air at every favourable opportunity, as in the morn-

ings and evenings and in cloudy weather. A hyacinth

bed never requires to be watered, the rains that happen

after planting are generally more than sufficient. As
soon os the bloom begins generally to decline the awn-

ing should be removed altogether, but still the beds

should be defended from heavy rains as before by the

hoops and mats. In Holland the bulbs are usually

taken up about a month after the plants have bloomed,

that is as foon as the leaves assume a yellow decayed

appearance, cutting off the stem and foliage to within

half an inch of the bulb; the bulbs are then replaced in

the bed side-ways pointing towards the north, and co-

vering them about half an inch deep with dry earth,

or sand in the form of a ridge, taking care they do not

couch each other; and in ttus state they are ul lowed to

remain about three weeks that they may ripen gradu-

ally, and during all this time as much air as possible is

admitted, but at the same time protecting them from

rains, ami the hottest rays of the sun. After this the.

bulbs are taken up, the fibres rubbed off gently, and
the roots are placed in a dry airy room, where they

are not suffered to touch each other ;
they should be

arranged on lattice-work w ith the root end upwards. A
disease called ring often attacks the bulbs which is sup-

posed to be occasioned by a fungus ; the only remedy
tor this is to cot out the diseased part, and allowing the

wound to dry before planting it; the bulb so attacked

will be fit for nothing afterwards but producing offsets.

The hyacinth succeeds best in a sandy soil and saline

atmosphere, and consequently flourishes most near the

seatoast. In more inland parts it is generally found ne-

cessary to procure an annual supply of fresh imported

bulbs to make up the deficiency. Hyacinths are also

planted in deep pots filled with loam in October for

forcing; they should be at first plunged and covered

over with old tan bark, leaves, or sand, and they will

soon after throw out roots, and in November a portion of
the pots may be taken up and plunged in bottom heat,

and these will come into blossom about Christmas, and

subsequent supplies may be taken from the store, and
removed to bottom heat, by which means a constant suc-

cession of blooming hyacinths may be had till they flower

in Lite open air. The best kinds for forcing are said to

be the single blues and reds. The bulbs to be grown in

water-glasses thrive best if planted previously in earth

in October in which they push their fibres more freely

uud regularly ; they tnay then be taken up as wanted
from the earth and set in the water-glasses. Dark-
coloured glasses are said to be more favourable to the

growth of plants than light ones. After the bulbs

have been set in the glasses, they may be placed in a
warm room or stove. The water in which the bulbs are

grown should be soft, and (he glasses so filled as to rise

a fourth of an inch up on the bulbs, and as often as it

becomes fetid it should be removed ; and as soon as the

bulbs are past flowering they should be removed
from the glasses with all the leaves and roots attached

and planted in a bed of hyacinth soil, and when the

leaves are completely withered the roots should be taken

up and placed in the dry room until the end of October,

when they should be planted in beds in the usual Hortieuk

meuuer. tuWL

Tulip (Tutipa Gesntriana of Dinneus) is considered
* v_*_

of Persian origin. According to Gesner the tulip was
IutlF’

brought to Europe in 1559, uud was first cultivated in

England in 1577, having been introduced from Vienna.
About the beginning of the XVUih Century the tulip be-

came the object of considerable trade in the Netherlands,
which rose to its greatest height in 1634 and the three

following years, and about the end of the XV 11th Cen-
rury and the beginning of theXVillih Century the

taste for tulips in England was at its height, atUr which
it declined and gave wuy to a luste for new plants from
America: the tulip is, however, even now cultivated to

a considerable extent both in England and Holland near
large towns. The varieties of the tulip, like (hose of all

florists* flowers, are without end. Parkinson, in 1629,
enumerates one hundred and forty kinds, but at present

the named kinds exceed seven hundred. The Dutch
urraug-e their tulips into the following groups: 1. Prime
baqueta; 2. Baquets; 3. Jneomjttrable vesports ; 4.

Bybloemens; 5. Brzarres; but English florists separate

them into the following groups : 1. Bizarre*, those with

o yellow ground colour marked with purple or red; 2.

Bybloemens, in which the ground colour is while, marked
with purple or violet ; 3. Rose tulips, in which the

ground colour is white, variegated with rose-colour, scar-

let, crimson, or cherry-colour ; 4. Selfs or plain coloured

with only one colour. These groups are again sub-
divided into what are called flamed bizarre*, feathered

bizarre*, flamed bybloemens and feathered bybloemens,
flamed .'roses, and feathered roses. What are called

sells or breeders are procured from seed and consist

only of a single colour on a white or yellow bottom

;

these being grown on dry and poor soil become broken
or variegated and produce new varieties. The time
that elapses before they can be broke varies from one to

twenty years or more, so that whoever thinks of raising

new varieties of tulip must be possessed of patience and
perseverance. Tulips, however, have been found to

break much more readily when the seedlings have keen
reared from seed procured from flowers that have been
fecundated by the pollen of broken or striped kinds,

huving previously taken care to divest the flower of the

female parent of its anthers. A good broken or varie-

gated tulip, according to Maddock, should have a strong

elastic stem. The flower should be large, the basis of

the petals should be rather horizontal in position, and
their tops directed upwards so that the whole may form
a perfect cup with a round bottom rather widest at top.

The three outer petals should be larger than the three

iuuer ones, all perfectly entire oil the edges and well

rounded at ibetops ; the ground colour at the bottom of

the cup should be clear white or yellow, and the stripes

which are the principal ornament should be regular ami
distinct on the margin terminating in fine broken points

elegantly feathered. Some florists consider a flower

better when one or more broad blotches or stripes are

intermixed with small portions of the original or breeder

colour, abruptly broken into many irregular obtuse

points in the centre of each segment or petal, while

others again are of opinion that the central blotches ot

stripes do not contribute to the beauty or elegance oi

the flower. Seeds should be procured from breeders

with tall strong stems, large properly formed flowers,

having the ground colour clear at the bottom to ensure

good kinds, os seeds saved from the finer or broken
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Horticu]- ^0^ only produce weak plants of no value. When
.

******
ripe the seed is sown und treated in the manner recom-

mended for hyacinth seed. Some of the seedling will

bloom in the fourth, fifth* or sixth year, and must of

them by the seventh. Offsets should be planted as soon

as separated train the parent bulb in beds composed of

fresh sandy loam mixed with a little rotten cow dung
two or three inches deep according to the strength of

the bulbs. The beds should be in a dry airy situation

and rained a little above the paths iu the manner of

hyacinth beds, and like them hooped over, so that they

may be readily protected in case of heavy rains and severe

frosts by throwing strong canvasser mats over the hoops.

Just before planting, the brown outside should be strip-

ped off carefully so as to leave the bulbs white and bare

ul the same lime taking care not to bruise or injure the

root. The best bhiomiug bed should be situated in an
airy place, and it should be excavated two feet deep, the

bottom is then to be filled up one font thick with sound

fresh earth upon which should be placed a si rn turn of

two years old rotten cow dung mixed with fresh earth,

one half of each, about a tout in thickness, and again

upon this should be placed a stratum of the same kind

of earth as that in the bottom of the bed about two
inches thick ; all this is to be performed a week or two
previous to planting the bulbs, which is generally about

the end of October or beginning of November. The
beds should be about two inches higher than the paths

and rather rounded in the middle to allow of excess of

rain passing off
1

. Mr. Hog, an experienced florist, re-

commends fresh rich loamy soil of rather a sandy nature

dug from a meadow twelve mouths before it is to be

used, to which he adds a small portion of rotted cow
dung. The bulbs in planting should be placed seven

inches distant in rows, a little clean sand should be

placed under each root, and over each bulb a portion of

light sandy soil so as to form a small conical heap over

each ; the whole of the bed is then covered with the

comport about four inches thick in Hie middle, and three

inches at the sides
;
the largest and strongest roots having

been placed in the centre, they will therefore be covered

in proportion to their strength, and the convexity of the

surface of the bed thereby produced will tend to throw
off excessive wet ; but beds may be formed sloping to

the south, and the strongest bulbs planted in the back

rows ami the weaker in the front ones. When the ope-

ration of planting is completed the bed is to be hooped

over as for hyacinths, so that they may be easily pro-

tected from excessive rains and severe frosts. In Fe-
bruary the plants will be visible above ground, and if

the surface of the bed is too compact it should be stirred

carefully about two inches deep. As the hlossoms of the

early sorts be^in to colour, they should be shaded from

the sun, for if its heat be considerable it will cause the

colours to run and thereby destroy the blossoms. When
the greater part of the blossoms in the bed have begun
to open and colour, a frame or awning should be placed

over the bed similar to that recommended for hyacinths,

which must be thrown off or rolled up at every favour-

able opportunity as directed for hyacinths. If frequent

exposures to the light and dr be omitted, the colours

will be weak. Tulip beds never require to be watered

even in the hottest and driest seasons
;
however, mode-

rate rains may be admitted both before and after the

time of blooming, but in early spring they are abso-

lutely necessary in order to procure fine strung flowers.

Before the awning is erected the hoops should be

removed, and the sides and ends of the hed should be Hortical

carefully boarded about two feel high to prevent the lul**

blossoms from being injured by spectators. Lines may
be stretched from one end of the bed to the other along
the rows lo which the stems may be slightly tied. When
the blossoms begin to decline and ibe petals drop off,

both awning and boards should be removed and the
hoops replaced as before, and an the petals fall the seed-
vessels should be broken off, lor if suffered to remain
they would weaken the roots and binder their maturity.

When the leaves have become of a yellowish-brown, and
two or three inches of the top of the stem withered, this

denotes the period for taking up the roots, for if done
earlier the bulbs would be spongy, and if later their

juices will have become too gross, which would be ma-
nifest at the succeeding blooming season. After the
bulbs are taken up they should lie placed in a dry airy

situation where they are to remain until the planting
season. At this time it is proper to remove the loose skin

and fibres, but the under Drown skin should remain till

the time of planting. The early dwarf sorts, as the Van
Thol, force well when treated in the manner recom-
mended for forcing hyacinths, and the bnlbe may after-

wards be recovered in the same way. There ure a great

many other species of tulip, all of which are beautiful.

Iris .—Some of the tuberous and bulbous-rooted Iris,

kinds of this genus may be considered us florists’ flow-

ers. Iris Frrrica and Ins Susiana are often grown in

pots in a frame ; they al*o succeed in the open ground
if planted in a warm, sheltered, stmny situation, if pro-
tected from excessive rains and frost during winter.

Sandy loam is the best soil for them. The Iris tubrrosa
requires the same exposure but less care during winter.

The roots need not be taken up oftener than once in

three years, and that operation should in all cases be
performed after the leaves have decayed. The roots

should be planted at six inches distant from plant to

plant and two or four inches deep. Iris .ripAtum and
xiphioidet do best in light sandy loam, and as they
produce seeds readily numerous new varieties have
been reared. The seeds should be sown as soon as

gathered in drills in the open ground, and when the

seedlings have attained the age of three years, they
should be *.*ken up and replanted six inches distant in

rows a foot apart in a bed composed of sandy loam.
All the kinds are perpetuated by offsets which are

planted and treated in like manuer.
Fritillary .—All the species of Fritillaria may be con- FritiUary

sidered as florist flowers
; the most common are the

crown imperial and checkered fritillary. They may be
raised from seed and treated like tulips; but the com-
mon method of propagating them is by offsets. They
all grow best in a light soil not too rich. As florists*

flowers they are planted in beds, but they are also

grown in flower borders. They need not be taken up
and replanted oftener than once in three years.

Lily.—All the species of Lilium may be considered as Lily,

coming under the head of florists* flowers. The white

lily, tiger lily, turk’s cap lilies several species, orange
lily, martagon lily are among the most common, but

some of the species lately introduced by Siebold from
Japau outvie these in beauty. They are generally mul-
tiplied by offsets but also by seeds, which may be treated

in the manner recommended for hyacinth seeds. The
roots do not require to be taken up and replanted

olteuer than once in throe or four years, which opera-

tion should be always performed in October. All the

Goc
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HorttaJ- species of Ljlium have the best effect when grown in

J
utir beds by themselves. Some of the more lender species

may be grown in pots and even forced like hyacinths

and Narcissi. Sandy loam mined with vegetable

mould is the soil in which they all thrive best.

Taberoae. Tuberose {/Wianthus tubmmis of Linn«us) is a

native of India, introduced to Europe in 1524 and to

England in 1529. It is principally cultivated in pots

which are set in frames or green-houses. The tubers

are imported from Italy and Germany and the warmer
States of North America. There arc both a single and

double- flowered variety, both equally fragrant. They
are planted in pots filled with sandy loam in March or

April, which are immediately placed in a hot-bed or hot-

house to bring them forward, ami they remain there

until the fluwers begin to appear^ when they may be

either removed to the green- house or open air to ensure

the longer lasting of the bloom by the cooler tempera-

ture. At Dropmore they are planted in clumps in the

pleasure-ground, having been previously forwurded in

pots under a frame.

Isiaa. 61a- Jxiast Gladioluses
,
and other half-liardy Cape bulbs

dioiuses, will thrive and flower in the open air in a warm, shel-
*c

* tered, sunny border. In this situation they may be

protected from frosts during winter, or the bulbs may
be taken up in autumn and kept dry till the following

spring and (lien replanted. They may also be grown
in pots to great advantage. A mixture of peat and

sand or sandy loam and vegetable mould is the best

composts for then). The hardy kinds of gladiolus are

treated in the manner recommended for Narcissus.

Guernsey Guernsey lily (Ncnne sarniensis of Ker) is said to

be a native of Japan. The great art, Mr. Knight ob-

serves, in cultivating Guernsey lilies as well as all other

bulbs is to procure vigorous leaves, as on these depend

the quantity of nutritive matter prepared and deposited

in the bulb, and consequently its ability to flower the

following season. The circumstance of the Guernsey

lily as well as many other bulbous-rooted plants flower-

ing in the autumn and producing their leaves afterwards

under the disadvantages of a winter sun, is the reason

why they have been hitherto cultivated with so little

success in Britain, and why we are obliged to import

bulbs annually from other countries : this is also appli-

cable to all exotic bulbs. The bulbs of the Guernsey
lily seldom produce leaves in this country till September
or October, at which period the quantity of light

afforded by our climate is probably quite insufficient for

a plant which is said to be a native of the clear warm
climate of Japan. In this country before the return of

spring the leaves are necessarily grown old and useless.

From this it is inferred that nothing more would be
required to make the bulbs blossom as freely in this

country ss they do in Guernsey or Jersey, than such a

slight degree of artificial heat, applied eurly in summer,
as would prove sufficient to make the bulbs vegetate

six weeks or more earlier than they would have done; the

leaves would consequently decay from maturity, and the

bulbs would flower the following season. It will be
expedient to habituate the leaves thus produced gradu-

ally to the open air as soon as they are nearly fully

grown and to protect them from frost until the following

spring. Mr. Herbert gives his Guernsey lilies sufficient

air while the leaves are growing that they may be strong

and dark-coloured, giving them when growing a regular

supply of water, but leaving the bulbs nearly dry from
the time the leaves decay, which is about Midsummer,

when the flower buds should appear. The soil he recom- Horticul-

mends for Guernsey lilies is good loam without mi
. r

_

are
'_ ,

nure, but they will thrive in any wholesome compost.

The bulb should be planted with its heart above ground.

The same treatment, Mr. Herbert observes, wiih very

few exceptions, suits the whole of the bulbs included

under Amaryllis. Pancratium, and Agapanthus. The
species of Amaryllis and Crinum. natives of ditches. Mr.

Herbert found to succeed well plunged in a pond during

summer. In stoves these should always have pans

filled with water under the pots.

Alstnrmrria .—Most of the species of this genus pro- Aliri®-

duce splendid flowers. The roots, which are tuberous, nwri*.

are found to stand the winter in the open border in dry,

warm, sheltered situations, as against a south wall, and

in such a situation most of the species will be found to

flower freely. All of them prefer a compost of sand and

vegetable mould. They may be either propagated by

offsets or dividing the tubers, or by seed when it can be

procured.

Hydrangea {Hydrangea Horiensia of Commerson) is Hydrangea,

a half hardy shrub, a native of Japan and China, and
was first introduced to Britain by Sir Joseph Banks, in

17S9. It is much valued, and consequently much cul-

tivated. A succession of youug plants is reared from
cuttings taken off in July and planted in a border of rich

earth, aud covered by a hand-glass, shading them during
the middle of the day and watering them when required.

The cuttings will be well rooted in August and Septem-
ber, when they should be taken up and planted singly in

small pots which should be placed under a frame, and
if assisted at this time by a little bottom heat so much
the better. In the frame the plants are to be shaded
and watered. In October they are removed into a
green- house to stand till May, when they are to be
turned out and planted in a bed of rich mould to remain
till September, when they must be taken up with balls

of earth and repotted, and replaced in a green-house
until the following May, when they are to be planted

out in the open border. Instead, however, of plant-

ing them out into the open border they may be kept in

pots and shifted twice during summer. By either me-
thod strong plants will be obtained for forcing the suc-

ceeding spring. If wanted for borders, they inay be
planted out about the end of May, or when all danger
from frost is over. They should be plentifully supplied

with water. A compost of loam, peat, vegetable or
leaf mould, with a little Rand, answers well for hydran-

gias, but in this they will produce pink blossoms

;

but if the blossoms ore required of a blue colour, they

must be plunted in Hampstead loam, and some kinds of
bog earth and clay, which is supposed by some to be
produced by the presence of saltpetre, and others by
the presence of oxide of iron in the soil.

Calceolaria.—All the spedca and varieties are showy C*lr«o-

when in blossom, and are at present great favourites.

They all thrive well in any light rich soil, or a mixture
of loam, sand, and peat. They are readily increased by
cuttings planted under a hand-glass, or by seed. By cross

impregnation many beautiful hybrids have been reared.

The species and varieties are generally cultivated and
treated like other green-house plants, but they succeed
well during summer if planted out into the open border
in a warm sheltered situation. They have the best effect

when plumed in clumps or beds by themselves.

Roses .— Botanists are not agreed as to the number of Rotes,

original species of the genus Rosa. The rose, however.
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is well known to most people, and has been a favourite

flower time out of mind among the civilised nation* of
' Europe and Asia. Roses are cultivated in almost every

garden. Some kinds are cultivated on a large scale for

making rose-water and attar or essential oil of roses.

New varieties are reared from seed, which is generally

obtained from semi-double or single flowers. Extract-

ing the stamens from one floweraud dusting the stigmas

with the pollen of another might answer in most in-

stances. In France and Italy, plantations of double

and semidouble kinds are mixed, and take the result

of promiscuous impregnation. The seed does not ve-

getate until the second season after sowing
;
but pre-

serving them the first year among sand will answer the

same purpose as sowing, and ifsown the next February,

they will vegetate in May following. The seed should

be sown in light soil in a shady situation, and early in

the second spring the seedlings may be planted out in

nursery rows, to remain until they flower, which varies

in the different kinds, from the third to the fifth year.

The finer sorts are generally multiplied by layering the

young shoots of the preceding summer in autumn or

early in spring, and most of the branches so laid will

form rooted plants by the next autumn. But if the

young shoots are layered just before the blossoming
season in July most of them will strike root and be fit

to remove the same autumn. The layers when rooted

and separated from the parent are planted m nursery
rows, and in the following season they will be fit for

final transplanting. Many kinds admit of being rapidly

multiplied by suckers, which are treated m the same
manner recommended for rooted layers. Cuttings from
yonng wood of most kinds will strike root if planted

under a hand-glass, a mode of propagation principally

adopted with the Indian and Chinese kinds. Budding
is a mode adopted only to increase the rarer sorts, or

with those most difficult to strike from layers and cut-

tings, but the principal use of budding is to produce
standard rose trees. The stocks are either of the tree

rose, or some other of the wild sort* with tall straight

stems, procured from woods and copses, and planted in

nursery rows one or two years before performing ihe

operation. They are budded at different heights, and
several sorts may be grown on the same tree. The
scallop mode of budding is that most generally adopted
with roses, and the operation is perlormed in summer.
Two buds are often inserted on opposite sides of the

stock, and often three, four, or a dozen in alternate posi-

tions on the upper six ortwcl**e inches of the stem of the

stock. The French excel us m producing fine standard

trees, because they have much finer and stronger stocks

than can be procured in Britain. Roses are generally

planted in the front of shrubberies and in borders
;
they

are also planted by themselves in what are called rose

gardens or rosaries, and in groups on lawns, and some-
times they ore enclosed in edgings of wire-work, which
are termed baskets of roses. The ground enclosed in

these baskets is made convex, so as to present a greater

surface to the eye ; the shoots of the taller sorts are

layered or kept down by pegs till they strike root, no

that the tops of the stems appear only above the soil

which is sometimes covered wiih moss or small shells,

and under this treatment the whole surface becomes in

two or three ;ears covered with roses of one or more
sorts. Large flowered roses do not have a good effect

mixed with small flowered kinds ; as Scotch roses do
not mix well with moss or Provins roses. Standard

roses have the best effect in flower borders, or detached Home*!*

on a lawn. Although wild roars often grow naturally luf**

in sandy and poor soil, all the cultivated roses require a
rich loamy soil, and also plenty of moisture when in a
growing state. To produce good strong-flowered rose

hushes they require some attention in pruoing; old
wood should be rut ont yearly, and young shoots thinned
and shortened according to their strength. The kinds
which throw out numerous suckers should be taken up
and reduced and replanted every three or four yean.
A very good time of pnming is after the flowers are
decayed, but it is commonly performed in winter and
spring. In order to lessen evaporation and keep up
moisture about the roots, the Paris gardener* generally

mulch their roat hushes with rotten stable, dung or
leaves. The moutbjy rose is the earliest, and the musk
rose the latest. A common mode of producing late

flowers i* by cutting off all the flower-shoots, when the
buds begin to appear, a second crop is produced which
will not expand before autumn. The best sort for

forcing is the moss Provins. The monthly roses also

force well. The plants should at least be a year m pots
previous to beginning to force them

; at first the pots
should be plunged in an open situation, their flower
buds pinched off as they appear, and the plants put into

a state of rest as early as possible by excluding the son
and rain, but at the same time keeping up a free cir-

culation of air. They may be forced in any stove or
forcing-house in operation, beginning in December.
The temperature at first should be about 55°, and in

the second week 60", the third week ffi“, increasing it

afterwards to 10*. and raising it four or five degrees
higher. A succession of roses may be kept up by intro-

ducing some pots from the open ground every eight or
ten days. Rose bushes are attacked by numerous kinds
of insects, but there seems to be no known effectual me-
thod of destroying them, particularly on bushes grown
in the open air.

Camellia.—All the species and varieties of this bean- Camellia,

lifu
I
genus are generally admired on account of their

elegant rose-like flowers, and dark green laurel -like

leaves. They are hardy green-house or frame shrubs
of easy culture, requiring only to be sheltered from
severe frosts. The best soil for them is equal parts of
sandy loam and peat. Some, however, mix rotten dung
with the above compost; but Messrs. Loddiges of
Hackney find that light loam alone answers equally
well. The pots should be well drained with sherds, as

nothing injures the plant* more than over-watering,

except when growing freely, when they can scarcely

have too much water. Camellias are readily increased

by cuttings or by inarching the rarer and finer kinds

on the commoner. The outlings should be taken off at

a joint as soon as the shoot* are ripened and planted in

sand under a hand-glass, and when they have struck

root they should be potted off singly, each into a small

put ; the pots are first to be set in a close frame, but

the plants are afterwards to be hardened by degrees to

the air. Cutting* may be put iu at any season of the

year except when the plants are making young wood.

Mr. Henderson, {Coded. Hort. Mem. vol. iii. p. 315,)
after the cuttings are planted, allows them to remain in

a vinery a month or more, and then removes them to a

hot-bed where there is a little bottom heat. By plant-

ing stools in pits, and laying the shoot* in autumn,
in the following autumn they will have formed roots,

when they should be taken up and potted, and used
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Horticul- stocks /or inarching the succeeding spring. Inarching
Utry~

is generally jjerformcd in spring when the plants begin
*
r-r 'r~m

-

'

to grow ; in performing this operation, the principal

care requisite is to place and fix the pots containing the

locks so that they may not be disturbed during the

connection of the scion with the stuck ; the graft is then

tied and clayed in the usual manner, but the clay is

afterwards covered with moss to prevent its cracking.

Seeds are often obtained in this country from single

and semidouble kinds, from which several good va-

rieties have been obtained. The best cultivators im-

pregnate the stigmas of one kind with the pollen of
another, previously cutting out all the anthers from the

flower intended for the female parent. Plants reared

from seed, if properly treated, will come into flower in

four or five years, and if nothing new is produced the

seedlings will make excellent stocks. Mr. Henderson,

one of the most successful cultivators, uses a compost of

equal parts of light brown mould, river sand, and peat

earth, and a little rotten leaves mixed well together, and
he covers the surface of the mould in the pots with dry

moss. Camellias have the best effect when grown in a

house entirely devoted to them. The plants look best

when six or eight feet high, aud of a conical form, fur-

nished with'brauches from the root upwards. The plants

should be raised near the glass by means of a stage. The
roots of camellias are apt to become matted in such a

manner as to render the bells impervious to water,

therefore attention should be paid to see that the water

poured into the pots moistens all the earth equally. When
they are in a growing slate liberal supplies orwater should

be given, and a greater degree of heat is equired at

this time for camellias than for other green-house plants.

If this beat and water is not supplied in November and
December, the plants will not expand their blossoms

freely, nor produce vigorous shoots. To have handsome
plants they should be trained with a single stem, and
pruned w> as to make them throw out tide branches in

every direction from the stem, and to encourage this,

the plants should not lx? set too close together. In
summer, camellias should be set out in the open air on

a stratum of coal ashes in a sheltered but open situation,

or the glass roof of the camellia-house may He removed.
Some kinds do well planted out into the border of u

conservatory
;
even a few of the hardier torts will endure

the winter if planted against a south wall, if covered with

mats during severe frosts. The best time of shifting

camellias, according to Mr. Henderson, is February and
beginning of March, and after shifting he puts them in

n vinery or pinery, or in the warmest part of a green-

house, where they may be allowed to remain until they

have formed flower huda. Camellias are fond of shade
during strong sunshine. To have a succession of blos-

soms a few may be removed now and then from the

warmer situation to a colder place, and this being re-

peated three or four times in the course of the season

will make us many different successions of blossoms.

Camellias are very impatient of heat when in flower,

therefore they suould be kept in a cool place. Camel-
lias produce better flowers from November to April than

during the summer months. The plunls stand a great

deal of both cold and heal without being much injured,

but they will not finrm many flower buds without some
artificial heat at the proper season.

Geranium*. Geranim.n*.—This name comprehends in gardening

ad the species and varieties of Pelargonium which arc

principally natives of South Africa. No genus is more

liable to sport into hybrids by promiscuous impregnation. Hwtieab

AH the fine varieties in the gardens are of hybrid origin.
**“*

Removing the anthers before they burst from the

plant or flower intended for the female parent, aud im-

pregnating the stigmas with the pollen of another kind,

is (be surest mode of obtaining superior new varieties.

Particular attention should be paid to the kinds intended

for the parents, and more so to that intended for the

male parent, for it has been observed that seedlings ap-

proach nearer to the male than to the female parent. The
ordinary kinds succeed best in rather more than on&*

third of fine sand, the same quantity of turfy loam, and
the remainder of peat ; the pots also require to be well

drained, and very little water is necessary unless the

lants are in a vigorous growing stale, at which time,

owever, they require a plentiful supply. Cuttings token

from young wood of the same year's growth strike root

freely under a hand-glass, in the same kind of soil recom-

mended for the plants in a shady place. Several of

the kinds may also be multiplied by divisions of the

rooL The tuberous- rooted aorta, when in a dormant
state, should be kept dry from the time they have done
flowering and have ripened their seed, till they begin to

push again ; during this time they should be placed in

a cool situation, blit out of the reach of frost. As soon

as the tubers begin to spring afresh, all the old earth is

to be turned out of the pots and shaken from the roots.

In repotting the roots, great attention should be paid

not to bury the hearts of the tubers ; water is then given

and continued as required, and when the pots get filled

wiih roots, the plants are to be shifted into pots of
larger size. The best method of multiplying these tuber-

ous-rooted kinds is by the little tubers which issue from
tlic old bulbs ; these should be planted singly in small

pots with their tops above the surface, and kept dry

until U»ey begin to grow, and then watered. The seeds

of geraniums should be sown in pots filled with light

rich earth, which should be placed in a hot-bed, where
they will soon vegetate, and when the seedlings have
produced two proper leaves besides the two seed leaves,

they should be transplanted singly into small pots, which
should be removed to a close frame ; by this treatment

several of them will flower the following spring and
summer. Where a large collection of geraniums is

kept it is necessary to devote a house to them ; the

house should be constructed so as to admit as much
light ua possible, and the plants should he raised near
the glass by means of a stage. In the warmer months
some of the hardier kinds do very well when planted out

into the opeu border. Mr. Williamson {Hurt Tran.**

vol. iv.) has found by taking up the plants which have
grown in the opeu air in autumn, and stripping otf the

leaves and fibres of the roots und placing them in layers

in dry sand they will retain their vegetative power through
the winter, and will when replanted grow vigorously.

The plants in pots require to be examined in winter and
spring, and the roots and tops reduced, aud shifted into

larger pots. Most of the kinds require rather more heat
during winter than other green-house plants, otherwise
they are apt to lose their leaves and tops, and to pre-

vent this a little heat should be applied in the day-lime,

and air given. Geraniums are usually placed in the

open air like other green-house plants during summer,
hut as the flowers are liable to be injured by rain and
wind, the more delicate sorts intended to flower in per-

fection should be kept in the house, giving abundance

of air day and night. When grown in roome. os much
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air and light should be admitted to them as possible,

and water should be regularly supplied, and when the

leaves have become covered with dust they should be
cleaned with a sponge and water.

Heaths.—This name includes the various species of

Erica, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and their va-

rieties. Of these above five hundred species are known,
most of which are very showy when in blossom, and nre

consequently great favourites with some cultivators.

Hybrids are also produced in this genus by cross impreg-

nation. Some kinds are reared from seed, but the

greater number are multiplied by cuttings. The seeds

should be sown in spring in pots filled with a mixture

of peat and white sand, and by keeping the soil mo-
derately moist they will soon vegetate, and when the

seedlings are above ground the pots should be removed

and placed as close to the glass as possible in the heath-

house or in a frame, to remain till autumn. The month of

June is the usual time for making cuttings, or as soon as

the plants make new shoots the extreme points should be

cut off* an inch or more in length, cutting the leaves care-

fully from the lower portion ofeach with a sharp penknife,

and planting them neatly into pots filled with moist-

ened white house sand before they have time to flag, and

when the pots are planted full give a watering to fix

the soil about them ; each pot is then to be covered by
a bell-glass, which should fit the inside of the rim of the

pot
;

the pots arc then to be placed in the shade in a

spent hot-bed, keeping them close until the cuttings

have struck root, which will be in about two months
with the free-rooting kinds, which is known by their

extended growth; after which the bell-glass is to be

taken ofT only at night for a week previous to its final

removal. The<« cuttings will be fit to pot off in the

March following. The soil in which all the species

grow best is peat earth properly mixed with white sand.

The pots should be well drained with sherds. Heaths
grow best in a house by themselves, placed as close to

the glass as possible, without risk from frosts
;
great

quantities of water are necessary so as to preserve an
equable degree of moisture about the roots, for if the

ball of earth be allowed to get but once thoroughly dry
the plant is irrecoverably lost, and it is equally so if a pan
of water be placed under the pot. Many of the kinds

being but short-lived plants require to be frequently

renewed by cuttings. In potting large plants the bull

should be raised a little above the surface of the mould,

particularly that portion round the bottom of the stem,

and if small stones or pebbles be mixed with the mould
they will retain moisture about the small fibres. Mr. Hen-
derson keeps his heaths always cool and airy, opening

the sashes in winter when there is fro6t and letting the

wind blow upon the plants, using no fire except in the

time of strong frosts. He also says the plants should

not be shifted till. the pot is quite full of roots. When
the plants are large many of them will continue healthy

and flower well without any shifting. Heaths will not

live long in rooms, nor do they grow well in the vicinity

of large towns on account of the smoke.

Arboriculture.

Arboriculture comprises the culture of forest trees in

nurseries, woods, pleasure grounds, and copees, and like

every other branch of rural economy continues to

improve. Trees have been held as objects of admiration

in all ages. The Persians, Greeks, and Romans were

particularly attached to them. The planting of exten-

sive tracts does not appear to have been practised until Horticul-

the beginning of the XVIth Century, or not till the na-
<

tural forests had become insufficient. The nature of

soils and their effects upon the growth of trees and on

the qualities of timber are now much better understood

than formerly. The subject is interesting not only to

the landowner, but to the admirer of svlvan scenery,

trees being the principal or natural beauties on the face

of the earth. According to geological research, it is not

improbable that the whole of the continent of Europe
and its islands were at an early period covered with

wood, except the peaks of the highest mountains. Trees

are employed after they have attained a certain age and

bulk as timber for various purposes, and for the bark

as affording tannin and dyeing matter, or to grow fruit

for food, or for their juices or fruit iu medicine, or as

affording shelter, shade, ornament, fences, Ac. Plant-

ing trees, according to Pontey, contributes essentially

to the improvement of had soil on account of tbeir shade,

which by decomposing the vegetable matter on the sur-

face renders it at once more fertile, and by the annual

fall and decay of the leaves an addition is made to the

vegetable soil ; besides, the roots collect a great deal of

their support from a depth much lower than com-
mon field vegetables, and consequently convert that

which was useless into useful. The shade of trees is

grateful in summer, and affords shelter to cattle in exposed

fields in hot weather, as well as shelter to gardens; aud
iu the form of hedges are of vast importance to agricul-

ture. Trees arc ulso valuable as improving landscape,

Ac. ; they also heighten the effect of agreeable objects

and render indifferent ones interesting when judiciously

grouped with them. By trees disagreeable objects and
unsightly buildings may be concealed. A flat surface

may be rendered agreeable by a few scattered trees, or

by masses of them, or by dispasing them in avenues.

Lauded properly is enhanced in value prospectively by
having a quantity of well arranged healthy limber upon
them ; and such estates, according to Sang, when brought

to sale, bring an extra price according to the quantity and
value of the wood, not only at the time of sale but count-

ing forwards on its value to the period of its perfection.

According to Marshall the profits of planting are great

when properly executed, although prospective and only

reaped by a future generation. Planting trees also con-
fersan additional value on adjoining lands by the improve-

ment of the climate by their shelter. Trees are either

planted in groups, clumps, singly, or in woods. In
plantations they may either be arranged in rows as in

avenues, or in quincunx, or in squares.

Tree nursery .—The rearing of trees is generally left Trva

to commercial gardeners or nurserymen as the planta- nonary

tions of few private landowners are so extensive as to

render it worth while to nurse their own trees. But
where there are extensive tracts of land that require

many years in planting in remote situations private

nursery grounds are sometimes formed. Some arc of
opinion that trees succeed best if reared on the soil and
situation where they are ultimately to be planted. In
all cases where planting is extensive and requires several

years to complete it, a conveniently placed nursery

ground, according to Sang, is highly desirable, as saving

the carriage of young trees, and as facilitating the busi-

ness of transplanting as well os increasing the chance of

success on account of the young trees requiring to

remain much less time out of the ground. The soil in

the nursery should be good and the situation sheltered.

jogle
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HutIicuI* Nursery plants intended for transplanting should l>e
un?‘

strong and clean in the stein and well rooted. Accord

-

ingr to Sang* a celebrated Scotch nurseryman, a plantation

should contain soils of various qualities and not less

than eighteen inches or two feet deep; the principal

part should be friobte earth, a part of it clayey, and
another part peatv, as cacti of these soils will be

found useful in rearing the different species of forest

trees. The whole should be well drained il' required,

trenched, and cropped with culinary vegetables for one

or two years previous to sowing tree seeds. A nursery

ground may be over sheltered, but this is only likely to

be the cose when it is very small, hut if it extend to

several acres the area will be considerably exposed

unless it be surrounded by tall trees. Any aspect train

east to west will answer. Ground of an unequal surface

is most likely to contain the various soils required. A
nursery ground maybe fenced by a stonewall or hedge,

and if it be small it will require no other shelter, but if

it be large it must have dividing hedges properly siluated

softs to ulford shelter over &II the space, but the ground
should never be encumbered by large trees, as they

never fail to rob the young trees of their food and to

cause them to become stunted. A good supply of water

is indispensable in a nursery ground. Rank manure
should never be applied at the time of cropping the

ground with trees, but il may have a dressing of marl,

lime, or dung in compost if required. If it is necessary

to enrich the ground this may be done by gruwiug a

manured crap of culinary vegetables the previous year.

The best kind of management of nursery ground is the

interchange of crops of trees and esculents occasionally.

Jt appears from the observations of Sang (hut carrots

are a scourgingcrop for a nursery, und rather severe for

most soils, for he has seldom found a good crop of trees

g following one of carrots, while he has found a crop of
peas, beans, and particularly lettuces, well adapted

as preparers of the soil for succeeding crops of trees.

Where ground is occupied alternately us a market gar-

den and nursery it generally produces the best seedling

trees. What is called a rotting ground is required in an

extensive tree nursery for the preparation of the seeds

of certain trees, by mixing the seeds with sand or earth

and leaving them there from six months to two years

according to the kind, in order to rot oif their exterior

hard bony covering, but if on a small .scale a portion of

the compost ground will answer. The great object is

to collect or procure seeds and prepare them for sowing,

to sow them in their proper seasons, and to transplant and
nurse the seedlings till fit for final planting. In coni-

ferous trees, such as the different kinds of pine, larch,

cedar, spruce, cypress, &c„ the seeds grow in cones which

are principally collected in winter or from the time of
ripening until April. After the cones arc collected

they are generally separated hy a cone-kiln to which

a gentle fire is applied and kept up until the scales of

the cone open ; but during all this time the cones should

be frequently turned, and when the seeds begin to drop

out the cones are removed to a seed-loft and silted until

all the loose seeds fall out; the cones are afterwards

threshed with flails or passed through a hand threshing

machine and again sifted. The cones of Scotch fir, larch,

and spruce are those generally opened by kiln heat, hut

the silver fir, balm of Gilead fir, and Weymouth pine

give out their seeds with very little trouble ; the cones of

them if kept dry will fall to pieces of their own accord.

The cones of black, red, and white American spruce

VOL. vt.

should be split and exposed in a fine sieve tilted before HorticuU

a gentle fire, placing a sheet of paper below the sieve to
*u,c’

receive the seeds as they fall out. The cooes of the

cedar of Lebanon after being gathered should be kept a
year before attempting to take out the seed, which allows

time for the large quantity of resinous matter contained

in them to lie discharged; afier this the cones should be
split through the middle; and (his work is said to be

gTeully facilitated, as well as the taking out of the seeds,

by steeping them two or three days previously in water.

April is the best time for sowing the seeds of all kinds of

coniferous trees, the soil being previously well mellowed

by the winter frosts, and carefully dug and raked as fine

as possible. Must of the kinds arc sown in narrow
beds, but seme, as the cedar of Lebanon, are sown in pots

or boxes. The soil in which Scotch fir and larch seeds

are sown should be dug over in February after having

a thick coat of well-rotted dung laid over it, and the

seeds should be so deposited, that the young plants may
rise at the distance of a quarter of an inch from each
other; the seeds of the larch, however, require to he

sown much thicker than those of the Scotch fir, as

more of them are injured aud consequently will not vege-

tate. Alter being sown a light roller is drawn along
the bed to press the seeds into the earth, after which
they arc to be covered with earth a quarter of an iuch

thick. The best preparation of the soil for larch seeds

is a crop of two years old seedling Scotch firs. The
seeds of spruce, balm of Gilead fir, silver fir, pinaster,

Weymouth and stone pine require nearly similar treat-

ment. The seeds of white, black, and red American
spruce being very small require a lighter covering ; the

filth part of an inch will be quite sufficient for them.

The first should be sown in a piece of fine dry sandy

loam, and the covering should be of mould prepared from
rotted leaves of trees; the two last require to be sown
in n piece of rich peuty or heath mould mixed with

white sand, and the seeds being very small should be

covered over thinly with a fine sieve: neither of these

kinds require to be rolled before covering like t^e larch

aud Scotch fir, but they should be shaded after they

have vegetated by some means. The seeds of the cedar

of Lebanon succeed best in light saudy loam, and lliey

should not be covered deeper than a half of un inch.

The seeds of the white and red cedar may be similarly

treated. Coniferous trees, although generally hardy

when grown, yet are all tender in infancy, therefore

attention should lie paid to the foregoing directions as

regards soil covering, &c. Coniferous trees benefit less by
transplanting than other trees, and therefore it is thought

by some belter that after the seedlings have stood two

years in the seed bed to remove them to where they are

finally to remain; except cedars and cypresses and wine
of the more rare and delicate pines which have been
kept in pots several years, as they can be turned out of

the pots with the balls and roots entire; but they should

never be kept too long in pots, by which means the roots

get too much matted, and when this is the case they

require several years to establish themselves in the

ground. The middle of April is the best time for trans-

planting all evergreen coniferous trees, but as the deci-

duous kinds push earlier, February and March is the

best time to iran&pluni them. In removing seedling

trees from the seed bed tile earth should be raised with

a three-pranged fork that the young trees may be drawn

by hand with all the fibres entire. The ground on

which they arc transplanted need not be so rich as for

T*
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Hortkul- seed bed*, but still it should be mellow, and it is better

ture. to plant them in the trench manner than by the dibble

in row* a foot apart, and six inches from plant to plant

in the line, if intended only to remain one year, but much
wider if they are to remain two. The spruce, balm of

Gilead fir, and Weymouth pine require to remain two

years in the seed bed previous to being transplanted in

nursery lines. The pinaster and stone pine generally

make large plants the first year from seed, and they

should then be transplanted into rich, sandy, dry noil.

The white American spruce after remaining two years

in the seed bed should afterwards be nursed two year*

in lines in rich, sandy, rather dry soil. The cedar of Le-

banon when one year old should be planted in pots

filled with the finest soil or in rows, and after being two

years nnrsed in thi* way, they should be finally trans*

planted, for they seldom do much good if planted at a

greater age. A good soil for transplanting larch is

after a crop of esculent vegetables. The roots of coni-

ferous trees being much injured by being kept too long

out of the ground, as well as by being kept in clore

bundles by the exclusion of air, they should therefore be

planted as soon as possible after removal from the nur-

sery. New sown tree seeds are liable to be destroyed by

vermin, as rats and mice, but Unis are the most destruc-

tive to tree seeds; they should therefore be constantly

watched until the plants are up, or the beds in which

the seeds are sown may be arched over with hoops and
nets thrown over them. The only means of gettingrid

of the mice is to place baited traps ip the ground. The
seed beds should be kept clear of weeds, and these

should be removed when very young or otherwise draw-

ing them will disturb the vegetating seeds. Land in

which larch or Scotch fir is sown becomes battered or

encrusted on the surface if rain fall immediately after

sowing and before the ground has become dry, but if

the ground is dried after the sowing before the rain fall

this will not occur. When such is the case (although

it should be avoided if possible) the encrusted surface

is broken by a wooden rake or with a light roller stuck

over with lath nails at half an inch distance and pro-

truding not less than half an inch beyond the surface of

the roller, and this is drawn over the beds so encrusted.

The general culture of a nursery ground does not

differ materially from that of a kitchen garden. The
great point is to arrange the rotation of crops, that a

crop of culinary vegetables may intervene between every

crop of trees. Weeding, hoeing, stirring the soil, trench-

ing, digging, manuring, watering, pruning, training,

staking, protecting, Ac. are the same as for an ordinary

garden.

Amenta- Amentaceous trees, as oaks, beach, hornbeam, walnuts,
eeous trees, filberts, chestnuts, plane-tree, Ac., or all those trees

which bear acorns, masts, nuts, and even those that bear

keys. The seeds of the generality of them should be

sown as soon as ripe and gathered ; but they may be
also preserved through the winter by spreading them in

a loft to dry, and when completely dried they may be

stored in bags till spring. When the seeds of the ash,

the sycamore, the plane, the hornbeam are only to be

kept for the purpose of spring sowing, the best plan is

to place them in the rotting ground, mixing them
with their bulk of sand and spreading them out in a

stratum of ten inches thick in the form of a bed, which
should be covered over with sand ten inches thick, and

in spring they may cither be sown in drills or beds.

Acorns of oaks, chestnuts, hazel nuts and stones of al-

monds should be .sown in February in strong loamy soil HorticuU

well mellowed ; they should be planted halfan inch apart lu,e *

aud covered over two inches deep. Walnuts require a
similar soil and covering, but they should be placed two
inches distant. Ash keys will grow in any soil if the situ-

ation is open ; they should be placed half an inch apart

and covered over an inch thick. Seedling sycamores being
liable to be injured by frost the seed should not be sown
till the beginning of April, ami then only in a dry sandy
soil an inch apart, and covered over one inch in thick-

ness, for in rich moist land sycamores continue to grow
late in the season and consequently the tops do not

ripen, so that the tops are killed by the first frosts of
winter. Beech seedlings being also tender, therefore the

mast should not be sown till April, and the soil in which
they arc sown should be rich and mellow, and it is

better if previously under a crop of culinary vegetables.

The seeds should be placed an inch distant from each
other and covered over an inch deep. The seeds of
hornbeam are best sown in October, but they may also

tie sown in February, in light but not very rich soil,

the seeds should be sown half an inch apart, and
covered over half an inch. The plane tree or Platanus
is seldom reared from seed ; but when this is the case,

they should be sown in soft peat earth and covered over
about a quarter of an inch thick. In transplanting the
greater number of the foregoing trees they should be
loosened from the earth by a sharp spsde, and in this

operation the tap roots shoukl be cut but not too near

the ground, but at the same time taking care not to

injure the fibres. The plants should then be sorted

into sizes, at the same time cutting the bottom of each
tap root smooth with a sharp knife, and if the young
trees are not to be immediately planted they should be
laid in by the heels as it is termed, that is laying them
in slantingly in a trench and covering the roots over

with earth where they may remain until planted. If
sown in beds none of the kinds should remain in the

seed bed more than two years, but if sown in drills

they may remain three years, and if what is called tap-

ping be performed, that is catting the tap roots with a
sharp spade about eight or ten inches underground, they

may remain four years ; but when this kind of tapping

has been resorted to the ground on both sides of the

row should be trodden down with the foot, so as to

fasten the plants. What is called trench planting is

decidedly superior to dibble planting for trees in

nursery rows, as it allows the fibres to be spread oat.

The distances at which they are to be planted will de-

pend upon the mode of growth and size of the leaves of

the different kinds. The ground should be dug be-

tween the rows in winter if they remain two or more
years in nursery rows, and all the lower side shoots

should be removed before Midsummer.
Trees bearing stone fruits.—As the mountain ash. Tree* bear-

service, thorn, medlar, holly, yew, sweet-bay, rose, plum, *°K * ll*na

gean, cherry, laurel, ivy, juniper, Ac. The berries or
fru,u*

frail of all there and similar trees require to he taken to

the rotting ground, mixed with their bulk of sand and
spread out in beds ten inches thick ; the whole is then

covered ten inches thick of sand. Holly berries will

require to lay in this state two years previous to sowing
them, the thorn, mountain ash. yew one year, the rest

only during the first winter or until the following Fe-
bruary, when they should be sown. The advantage of
rotting off the exterior hard covering of these nerds in

heaps, rather than in the ground where they are fo ger-
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Ilortictil- minute, is the raving of ihe ground. Hie lime of sowing

the seeds of the foregoing tree* is generally February,

and this is commonly performed in beds, and after they

are sown they should have a light roller passed over

them before covering them with, earth which is gene-

rally about one inch thick for the thorn, half an inch for

the holly, and a quarter of an inch for the mountain ash,

or according to the size of the seeds. The seeds of the

gean, the cherry, the Portugal laurel, the common lau-

rel, the sweet-bay, the spurge laurel, the mezerion, are

better to be sown as soon as gathered an inch apart and

covered an inch. The deciduous kinds of these are

transplanted into nursery rows in February and March
and the evergreen kinds in April and beginning of Muy.
In transplanting the deciduous kinds prefer narrow

spaces between the rows and wide intervals between the

plants in the row. The pruning and culture is the same
as for nut-bearing trees.

Tree* bear- Trees bearing pomes, berries
, or capsules, as the lime

bwnevoT lree’ aPPk* **ie P**r* the berberry, the box, the di*g-

eaptule* wood, the elder, the honeysuckle, the jasmine, the

privet, the spindle-tree, the wayfaring- tree, the guelder

rose, &c. The seeds of these and similar trees are pre-

served in a loft in dry sand and frequently turned to

separate the seeds from the pulp or outer envelope, and
cleuued by sifting or winnowing early in February.

Most of them require (o be sown in a soli and moistish

soil, except the box, which requires a dry sandy soil. They
are sown in beds, and February is the best time for this

* purpose. They are afterwards transplanted in rows
like other trees.

Trees Trees bearing legumes, as b'ndder-senna, laburnum,
,nK k-

locust-tree, glediischia, cytisus, Ac. The legumes of
gunws.

|heBC anj similar trees and shrubs are to be collected

and dried in a loft, and when dry the seeds are to be

threshed out and put in bags till February when they

should be sown. The soil in which most of these trees

are to be sown should be light, deep, and sandy, and
they should be covered over about half an inch thick,

and’ the seeds should be placed an inch apart, for if the

plants rise too thick they arc liable to become mildewed.

These trees when old enough are transplanted into

nursery rows like other irees.

Twm b**r* Trees bearing small seeds, as the alder, the poplars, the

e | rn#t t]je willows, the mock-orange, lire rock rove, &c.

The seeds of these and similar trees and shrubs require to

be collec ted as soon as ripe as they drop out of their cap-

sules or fall from the tree. Alter gathering, they should

be spread out in a loti till they are perfectly dry, when they

may be put in bags. Most of them, however, are better

to be sown as soon as gathered, but if this is done a

little protection during the succeeding winter will be

requisite, but if deferred till spring, March and April is

the best time of sowing, and a rich, light, rather moist soil

is the best adapted to such seeds, and they should be

covered over from a quarter to half an inch in depth or

according 1o their size. They should be sown thinly

that the plants may have room to grow. They are

transplanted into nursery rows like other trees when old

enough.
Many forest trees are propagated by layering, cuttings,

suckers, grafting, budding, and inarching; all these

modes uf propagation, however, have been fully detailed

in the preliminary portion of the present treatise.

Finally Finally planting trees .—Different modes of plauting
jitaatiag have been practised according to the nature and quality
ln*''

of the toil, or according to th*? extent of the surface lobe

planted. For naked hilts and moor* of considerable ex- Hortwal-

teut, larch and Scotch fir two years old are preferred, and lur
*]

these are inserted by a tool called a planter, which b in
S*

form something like a cooper’s adze, an invention of
Mr. Pontey’s, and by which a triangular piece of surface

is raised in which the root is inserted and the raised sod
is again turned back and trodden down; this being the

most simple, cheapest, and roost expeditious mode prac-

tised, and a means by which many thousand acres of poor
hilly land have been planted in the north of England
and in Scotland, particularly with larch. Where the

surface is too hard for the former process, trees of larger
size are planted by what is termed pitting, which is dig-

ging a hole large enough and placing a single tree in

each, and throwing in the earth around it and making
it firm with the fool in the ordinary way of pluuiiug

;

and this is the best method for planting forest trees

yet practised, although the most expensive, aud not so
expeditious as the first mentioned mode. According to

Mr. Main, when an arable field is planted it receives a
previous summer fallow, phmgtied as deeply as possible,

but if underwood aa well us trees are to occupy the
ground or to form a cover for game, the Inst ploughing
muy be deferred till about the end of January, and if the

ground be pretty mellow aud dry it may be immediately
sown with a mixture of tree seeds, broad cast, which arc

afterwards to be harrowed in, after which trees may be
planted at the desired distances. The seeds of oaks,

beech, firs, larch, Ac. may be sown together. Spanish
chestnuts and other large seeds may be dibbled in as
they cannot be covered by the harrow, and in laying
down underwood the Spanish chestnut should id ways
be preferred. This method of laying down laud into

wood is always successful, as there is not only a full

number and choice of trees, but the field answers the

purpose of a nursery for many years, as a greut many of
the young trees may be drawn for planting elsewhere.

Trees are found to thrive best in large masses as they
shelter each other, consequently young woods should be
always planted thickly. The intermixture of evergreens,

as the Scotch fir, is found of great use in nursing planta-

tions of young oaks, and even the growth of other deci-
duous trees is found to be expedited by planting them
between rows of Scotch fir. Being thus defended from
strong and chilling winds they grow up straight, and
afterwards the encroachment of these nursing trees re-

quires to be constantly subdued and thinned, to allow the

principals to proceed in their growth prosperously, which
will be the case if a little timely pruning be bestowed on
them. Little or no pruning is said to be required if (tie

trees are planted sufficiently thick on good ground.

Deep trenching and good drainage is admitted by all

authors to be the best preparation lor procuring the most
certain success in planting forest trees. It facilitates

planting, gives scope to the roots, and admits all

atmospheric influences, so necessary for the well being
of the trees. Some planters advise the ground to be
richly manured, as well as trenched

; this method
answers very well in plantiug a small spot or orna-

mental clumps or groups for embellishment to produce
immediate effect, but it is too expensive for general

purposes. Oaks five or six years old from the acorn
are the best fur final transplanting, for if smaller they

are liable to be choked by weeds. All deciduous trees

may be safely transplanted about the same age as oak
trees. Four feet distance is considered the most suit-

able for forest trees, and if the principals and nurses are

v* 2
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Borticul*

p]an (etl in alternate ranks, the whole will rise rapidly,
tuw;

'

a
the seasons. and Boil being favourable. Such a plan-

tation in the course of three or four yearn will have

become a perfect thicket, after which the thinner and
pruner must be kept constantly employed for the pur-

pose of keeping the nursing trees within bimuds, and

divesting the principal* of irregular branches. But
when they have become too thick, a part of the nurses,

ns well as the principals, will require lobe removed

;

anil this must be continued year after year until all su-

pernumerary trees are removed, only leuving a full

stock of the principals to come to perfection. In this

way the most valuable wood* are planted and reared.

Whatever be the nature of the soil, the subsoil should

always be rendered dry by draining. Many situations,

a* steep side* of hills, do not admit of cither trenching

or ploughing previous to planting, therefore, in such

situations, the trees are pul into the ground by the

planter; but wherever trenching, digging, or ploughing

I* practicable, it will amply repay the trouble and

expense, and this is most necessary where the quick

growth of the plants is of consequence, as in slips for

shelter and hedge-rows. The best situations for planting

seeds or young trees, without any further culture, are

surfaces partially covered with broom, furze, juniper,

heath, or other low woody plants. Osier planta-

tions require a deep, strong, moist soil trenched two

feet or more deep. The formation of plantations must
be determined by the situation and object in view. It

is necessary that all plantations should be enclosed by

hedges, fences, or slips of some description. Hedges
are generally guarded by an open drain on the outside.

By planting mixed trees it is admitted by most authors

that the greatest quantity of timber is to be obtained.

Sang is of opinion, however, that the best method is

to plant each sort indistinct masses provided the situa-

tion and quality of the soil be kept in view. Having a

knowledge of the kind* of soil that will suit each species

of tree, the proper station may be assigned to each kind.

It sometimes happens that a piece of land will answer
for the growth of several kind* of trees ; it is then better

to plant them in mixtures, because each sort will extract

its own proper nourishment. It often happens that

oaks and other hard-wooded trees are overtopped by soft

wooded and less valuable kinds, which evil would be

prevented by planting in distinct masses of one kind.

Although coniferous tree* are generally planted as tem-

porary shelter to other trees, it-is much better to plant

them in masses by themselves when intended to gruw
for timber. The more variable in size and shape these

masses are the better will be the effect. Planting or

sowing the seeds or trees thick is the surest means of

producing straight timber trunks, and by timely pruning

and gradually thinning the finest timber can be reared.

There is a difference of opinion whether planting trees

from the nursery, or sowing the seeds where the trees

are to remain, produce the finest Umber, but the prefer-

ence is given by some authors to sowing seeds. Dr.

Yule (Ca/ed . Hart. Mem.) recommends sowing seeds

where the trees are to remain ; for he says it is a well-

known fact that seedling trees allowed to remain in their

original situation will in a few seasons far overtop trees

from the nursery. This opinion is founded on the idea

that the first tap roots arc of the greatest importance to

trees, for when these have been cut off in transplanting,

the trees are supposed to have no power of renewing

them ; but trees are know n to have the power of sending

out other tap roots. Coniferous trees receive the greatest Horticui*

check from transplanting, oral if planted w hen four or tutv*

five years old they seldom grow to trees, and therefore

they ought always to be planted when young. In

planting trees some place them in regular lines, other*

in the quincunx manner, and others again irregularly,

but it appears to be of very little consequence to the

growth of the trees how they are placed provided they

are at proper distances. The distances at which trees

should be planted will depend upon the situation and
nature of the soil. Oaks and other hard-wooded trees will

be fit for finally transplanting the third year from seed,

larch tike second year. The larch, silver fir, and spruce
fir being allowed to stand two years in the seed bed will,

when transplanted into guod ground, be ready by the

next autumn, or the autumn following; the same is the

case with Scotch fir, but seedlings of the latter are gene-
rally finally planted from the seed bed. For transplanting

Poniey recommends fir* a fool in height and deciduous

trees a foot and u half for expose* l situations. In exten-

sive planting soils which are good and well sheltered but

seldom occur, therefore he considers trees of the above
size to be the most useful for general purposes. None
but good rooted plants will succeed in bad soil, ami on
good soil none but the very worst rooted will fail. Large
plant* never have such good roots in proportion as

•mall ones, and hence the propriety of planting such in

good soils only. Autumn and spring are the proper sea-

son* for planting; the former is preferred when the soil

•ml situation is moderately good and lor large trees, and •

the latter where the situation is exposed or wet ; but as

necessity is the guide, where extensive tracts are planted

the operation is continued in all o|>en weather from Oc-
tober lo April. Sang prefers planting evergreen coni-

ferous trees, such a* Scotch fir, spruce as well a* all

other evergreens, in April, and even as late as the begin-
ning ofM ay. The grta l object, accord ing lo M r. M‘NT

ab
of the Edinburgh botanic garden, in planting ever-

greens is to prevent the roots from becoming dry while

out of the earth ; for if their roots be allowed to dry
when out of the ground, it is hardly possible lo prevent
them fiom suffering

;
damp weather is therefore lo be

chosen in spring for this purpose. The method of
planting called pitting is the best for forest trees although

the most expensive. The pits are dug several mouths
previous to the insertion of the plants, and at the time
of planting the mould in the pit is loosened with the

spade and one or two spadeful* taken out from the centre

of each pit, or according to the size of the root of the

tree to be planted, the rotted turf at the bottom of the

pit is then chopped up with the spade. The tree i*

then placed perfectly upright in the pit, where it i* held

until the earth has been thrown in gently around the

root, at the same time taking care to keep the fibre*

properly spread out, the mould is then trodden down
and the plaut placed in an upright position. The alio

planting is another method, but should not be followed
except in cases of necessity ; the slip is made in the (orm
of the letter T, and the young tree inserted into it, aud
the turf is then pressed down with the foot. An instrument
called a planting mattock is resorted lo in rocky or atony

places, and a hole is prepared by it for the reception of
the roots of the plaut little inferior to a pit. Besides
these there arc other method* of planting forest tree*.

PhinttUionx for ornament will de)>end upon the situ- Plantations

atiup the kinds aud disposition of the trees. To give fi>r on»-

beauty to scenery is the object in forming plantation* here m*uL
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BnrticuU and there. To give character to a country residence is the
iuru

‘ aim in planting; parks, pleasure grounds, and avenues, &c.

planting a hill or any rise of the ground increases

the effect, but by planting the hollows between hills the

elTect is destroyed, although this is the case in natural

scenery In Britain, but it has not the same effect. The
general principle is to heighten beauties already exist-

ing, and to conceul defects. A principal mass should

be composed, from which the rest may appear to

proceed or seem to be connected. lit ordinary coses

it answers best to include with these masses the house,

kitchen, and flower garden. The forms of these masses

should be so disposed relatively to the ground and

other objects and to each other as to throw the pasture

surface into broad masses, and (heir variation is height-

ened by the variety of the glades between the masses

and groups of trees. This is also applicable to pleasure

grounds; the management of walks and water should

be chiefly in the hollows, and planting should adorn the

eminences. The general form of the trees influences the

effect ofthe plantations. Loudon. Round-headed trees are

best for planting singly or in single rows, as the horse-

chestnut, elm, ash, &c. The spiry-topped trees, as the

different kinds of fir, have the best effect when planled

among rucks and on the steep sides of mountains. '1 he

oblong-headed trees, as alders, poplars, and willows, blend

well with round-headed trees. Whatever number of kinds

of trees be planted, one kind should prevail in the same

place, for, us Mr. Replon observes, there is more variety

in passing frpm n grove of oaks to a grove of firs than

through a wood composed of hundreds of different spe-

cies mixed. Trees would have the best effect if they

were arranged in groups according to their natural affi-

nities, by which means the greatest variety would be

produced. The trees for ornamental planting should

be ns large as possible, because early effect is desirable,

and in planting detached groups large and small trees

may be introduced in imitation of nature. Small groups

of trees or single trees in pasture land cannot be formed

without trees whose stems are high enough to raise

their heads out of the reach of cattle without enclosing

them by paling to a considerable height, which is both

unsightly and expensive. Large trees may be removed

with safety by digging a trench six, eight, or more feet

from the trunk of the tree according to its size, and cut-

ting the roota all round a year previous to removal
; the

monk! may be thrown in again in order that the roots

may be induced to throw out fibres from their extremi-

ties ; the tree is then removed the following winter with

as much earth attached to the root as possible. Large
trees require support for a few years after removal.

The progress and products of trees, like those of other

plants, may be greatly increased and modified by culti-

vation of the sod, pruning, and thinning. Plantations

should be kept clear of such weeds as have a tendency

to smoiher the young trees, but this is not likely to be

the case on heaths. In ground that has been prepared

by trenching before planting, hoeing, digging, or plough-

ing becomes necessary fur some years. Hoeing is

necessary in summer to keep down the weeds, and dig-

ging or ploughing in winter to loosen the soil ns well as

to keep down the weeds. Crops of turnips or potatoes

may be grown between the trees as lung as they remain

small. Osier plantations require digging and hoeing

through the whole course of their existence as well as

hedge-rows. The filling up of hard-wooded plantations,

that is planting a living tree fur every one that has died,

should not take phice, according to Sang, until the third HortieuI*.

year after planting, as many of the plants which ure ap-
*ure

-
_

parently dead grow afterwards luxuriantly from the * *

bottom, but the filling up of fir plantations may take

place the following spring after planting, because such of

these trees as have died are more readily distinguished

than those of hard-wooded trees.

Pruning.—Many different opinions exist as to the Pruning,

mode of pruning, and the season of performing this

operation, some advising all the tiers of the lower

branches U) be cut off except three or four of the upper-

most tiers, while others again advise no branch to be
removed until it is dead. If all the branches are allowed
to remain it distorts the grain of the wood, and the dead
branches in time drop off, leaving a hollow rotten scar

which admits rain, and gradually extends its rottenness

to the heart of the trunk. The knowledge cf this,

according to Mr. Main, induced many persons to be-
come pruners, who before were averse to pruning ; but
fearing to injure the Irunks by performing the operation

too closely, they cut off the branches two or three feet

from it, and this was called suag-pruning
; but most of

those snags died bnck and actually increased the injury

which it was intended to avert, and which produced the

some effect as unpruned dead branches. Others seeing

a clear and handsome trunk could not be obtained by
snog-pruning, cut off all the lower branches close to

the trunk, of whatever age, knowing that the wounds
would be in time covered over with new wood and bark,
by which means the whole tree would be improved in

appearance and much more attractive, to the eye of the

buyer. This mode of pruning had been performed ex-
tensively ; but the projector was not aware that the new
wood and bark which covers the scar produced by close

kipping can never unite with its face so as to produce
perfect soundness, and therefore a defect would be visible

at every place where a large branch had been cut off

when the tree came to the saw-pit. Dealers in wood,
knowing this by experience, ore cautions of buying trees

from woods which have been close pruned when old,

however handsome the trunk may appear. This shows
that the pruning of forest trees is not yet perfectly un-
derstood. In natural woods, where trees grow up close

together, they become tall, straight, and destitute of
branches, except at the top ; and when the wood of such
trees arc converted to use, they are found to be of uni-

form clear grain, having few knots, and these near the

pith and very small ; but trees which grow so close

together can never attain any considerable hulk. When
trees stand at wide distances they assume their natural

form, and hear wide-spreading branches with a trunk of
corresponding size, containing together a large body of
timber ; this is owing to the trees enjoying the advan-
tage of full light and air on every side ; but when such
trees come to be felled, none but very short lengths of
clear limber is obtained, the base of every branch cross-

ing longitudinally the texture of the grain. From the

foregoing observations concerning closely and widely

standing trees it would appear that trees intended for

timber should be thickly planted at first, and when they

have grown to a sufficient bulk they should be cut out

and the plantation thinned gradually till each tree left

standing enjoys a sufficient share of air and light to bring

it to its utmost magnitude and perfection. After the

trees have grown up together until their brandies meet,

half nf the plantation should be removed, and when the

branches of those that are left interfere with each other.
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Ilorticul- another portion should be felled until the reserved nutn-
**inr- ber stand at proper distances; and during this thinning

if the principals were divested of irregular brandies, au

uniform prove of fine trees would be the result ; how-

ever, in plantations too closely planted at first, the trees

arc soon checked, from a want of air and light, fora tree

standing singly, having these advantages, grows much
more luxuriantly, and if its growth weie regulated by

the pruner for the first fifteen jears, the greatest bulk

arid most valuable quality oftimber would be produced.

Trees naturally prune themselves by standing close

together, the lower branches decay by the exclusion of

light and air ; but forest trees may be also artificially

pruned by timely cutting off the lower branches. Oak
trees, standing separately, branch out from the base,

and by this means form what is denominated a large

bush; the tree becomes large, and the bulk of the

whole is greater than if growing with one straight stem;

but the timber being so much divided cannot be con-

verted to any useful purpose with such advantage as if

connected in one straight trunk. April and May is said

to be the best time for pruning forest trees, because the

wounds made by the loping of small branches will be

healed over by the end of summer, aud no very visible

knots will remain in the trunk when cut up for use : all

unnecessary branches should be removed when young,

always taking care to maintain a full head of them 10

ensure rapkl growth. All the principal branches origin-

ating at the pith shows the necessity of early pruning,

for as the new wood is formed externally, they are soon

covered over, and only small knots remain near the pith.

Sang observes, where straight timber is the object, trees

should be feathered with branches from the bottom up-

wards, keeping the tops light aud spiral. The propor-

tion of their tops should be gradually diminished year

after year till about their twentieth year, when they

should occupy about a third of the height of the tree,

that is, in a tree thirty feet high the top should be ten feet

;

iu all cases where branches are lopped olf it should be
done close, for it is only by this means clear timber can

be procured. Pruning for ornament or beauty must be
guided by the object iu view. If artificial beauty is

required, the trees may be cut into various shape*, but
when natural beauty is desired, the trees should be al-

lowed to assume their natural shape.

Pontey considers summer pruning preferable to

winter pruning. Sang, however, carries it on in

every month of die year, except from the begin-

ning of February to the middle of July. Those trees

which are apt to gum, as the gean and fir, he prunes
ouly in July and August. For resinous trees Sang and
Pontey agree ill beginning to prune as early as other

trees, that is when they are six or eight years old, by
displacing one or two tiers of the lower hranches at

once, and oiler which at intervals of two or three years,

but never displacing more than one or two tiers of the

lower branches each time, for excessive pruning has been
found highly injurious, because if a sufficient number of
branches be not left to produce an abundance of leaves

to concoct the juice, the Umber will be loose in texture,

and liable to premature decay. According to Sang, non-
resinous trees should be pruned from their infancy and
at intervals of ouc or at most two yeans ; for if the
pruning of these trees be deferred to intervals of eight
or ten year*, wounds are inflicted which will ever after-

wards remain blemishes iu the timber by the branches
having attained too large a size, us well as having ex-

tended too far from the pith from whence they origin- Hortieul-

ate, consequently causing larger and longer knots in luf**

the timber. If there should be two or more contending
v'—

'

V^-*'

terminal shoot*, all the weaker ones sttould be lopped
off, leaving only one of the strongest and best placed.

Trees for shelter or screens should be furnished with
branches from the bottom upwards. Trees in plea-

sure grounds and lawns are best when allowed to
ubsume their natural form, and consequently all the
branches ought to be allowed to extend, and therefore

the trees should stand at considerable distances from
each other. In thinning plantations the removing of
the uurses is the first object, but this should lie cau-
tiously performed, for if the situation be exposed it will

be prudent to retain more nurses than if the situation

is sheltered, but they should never be suffered to overtop
the principals. If the nurses are composed of auy
valuable kind of tree, as the larch, they should never
wholly be removed, lait if they are composed of inferior

kinds, they are generally totally removed when the prin-

cipals have arrived at the height of fifteen or twenty feet

;

but even before this time it may be found necessary to
thin out a part of them.

Treatment ofwounds .—Trees are liable to accident Treatment

during their growth, by which means the timber is de-

teriorated, winds shake the branches, insects destroy the

bark and leaves, and sometimes even the wood. When
branches have lieen blown off the ragged edges of the

wound should be smoothed with auy sharp instrument,

and a coal of pitch, resin, or other substance laid over
with a brush, which will secure the wood from the

action of the air, and thereby prevent decomposition

;

but this can only be practised on ornamental trees, for

in extensive plantations the thing is impracticable.

When a branch dies or is broken off by the wind, the

remaining stump soon becomes rotten, in which certain

insects lodge and deposit their eggs; these eggs soon
becoming maggots are attacked by woodpeckers, and
if this rottenness extends into the body of the tree

the woodpecker perceives this, and before breeding time

begins to form a round passage into the interior to

breed in, for they have never been known to wound a

sound tree; woodpeckers are therefore useful in destroy-

ing insects in the maggot slate, and are of great advan-

tage in plantations. Trees are subject to a disease

called hide-bound, (lie only remedy for which is to ring

or cut the outer bark longitudinally, or by stripping it

off ; but in this operation care should be taken to leave

two or three of the inner layers of liber uninjured,

which are said to be quite competent to carry on the

processes of vegetation. The cork tree is invigorated by
removing the cork or outer bark. Insects of various

kinds are injurious to forest trees, but these are beyond
human power to prevent. The hearts of trees frequently

rot. which sometimes arises from the dampness of' the

soil, and which only timely draining would have pre-

vented. What are called shakes often arise from the

weight of the top branches and other causes. Shakes
are longitudinal rents in the trunk of the tree

;
these

are difficult to cure, but the best remedy, according to

Sang, is to calk the rent with oakum and pitch it over

to exclude the rain. Trees stripped of their bark by

lightning or otherwise, if the new or soft wood is not

much injured, will heal over aud become covered with

bark, and this the more readily if the air be excluded

by a coating of adhesive matter, or a mixture of cow
dung and quick lime, or by tying on moaa or bandagra
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llwticul- of malting; or cloth. Stunted growth* are often pro-
,or«* duced by ivy. lichens, mistletoe, &c. Resinous trees are

liable to excessive exudations of resin or gum when
overproned or pruned at improper seasons. Forest

trees in plantations are often injured by animals, as

hares, rabbits, and field mice, which strip and eat the

bark of the young trees
;
to prevent this many persons

plant laburnum trees among others, of the bark of which

hares are very fond.

Soils. Sails.—Trees do not require the richest of soils.

Deep and alluviul lands which answer best for corn and
herbage are not so well adapted for trees. Oak w said

to grow best on a clay subsoil, the beech on one of chalk,

and most other forest trees in a light loam on u gravelly

subsoil. Soils on moors though thin answers well for

Scotch fir, larch, and most coniferous trees. Moist sod

is favourable to willows and alder and some kinds of

poplars. Many kinds of trees succeed in sandy soils,

as most coniferous trees, the greater number of the

species of inaple, and the sycamore. The generality of

the soils, if well drained, trenched, dug or deeply

ploughed, wifi answer almost any kind of forest tree.

Qualities Qualities of timber.—Durability, toughness, hard-

of timber ness, and compactness are among the most valuable

qualities of limber. Weight is a proof of the density of
the woody fibre. The juices of trees are either watery,

resinous, or in a concreted state. The first quickly eva-

porates and the wood shrinks, and for this reason it is

inferior because it is more liable to decay ; but if the

sap be resinous, as in coniferous trees, and which consti-

tutes the chief value of the timber, as it imparts durabi-

lity. In the oak the juice is partly watery and evapo-

rable, but the greater part becomes concreted ami
remains for ages in the tissue which it preserves.

Toughness arises from the longitudinal strength of the

woody fibre, and the yielding nature of the cellular

matter. Hardness in timber depends upon the density

of the woody fibre and the concreted sap. All kinds of
timber are much heavier when recently cut than when
seasoned, owing to its being filled with sap, which soon
evaporates in some kinds of tree* and very slowly in

others. Poplar board* dry and shrink quickly ; the sap
being watery is soon exhaled, while the elm continues to

shrink for twenty years, the sap being more concreted,

and therefore not so easily dissipated. Oak and pine

timber lose but little of their bulk ill seasoning because
they contain but a small portion of watery sap. Some
foreign woods, as mahogany and lignum vita*, are almost

imperishable if kept clear from damp. Some kinds of
timber perish when exposed to the changes of the wea-
ther, but by being constantly submerged in water are

durahle, a* the beccli and alder when used as piles.

Oak is a timber which will endure all changes ofweather.

Coppice Coppice woods .—Forest trees are useful as coppice or
wood*. underwood, and yield an annual revenue which in the

end is as valuable ns a forest of trees fall grown. The
willow yiekls rods for basket-making, the oak poles for

fencing, for hops, and numerous other purposes, as well

as for fuel. The ash is perhaps one of the best trees for

coppice wood from its quickness of growth, straightness,

and toughness, but the Spanish chestnut is superior to

the ash in durability. Birch is an excellent underwood
tree, as it yields poles and stakes, and its spray is the best

material for making brooms. The hazel is also a good
coppice wood tree. Beach und hornbeam are cut down
periodically and used by the charcoal manufacturers.

The greatest portion of coppice wood in Britain appears

tube the remains of ancient forest*. But, if the ground Horticul-

were properly prepared and the seeds sown or the young tu rif '

trees planted, it would be the most profitable of all wood-
land, for the thicker and closer the sluojs are together

the stniig liter the poles would grow, fur in self-planted

or natural coppices there are always vacant spaces

whereby the poles on the outside become crooked in

consequence of so many horizontal growths. A few

groups of trees irregularly disposed in coppice woods
would break their monotonous character. In order to

have strong straight poles the stools should be looked

over after the second year’s growth and divested of all

weak, crooked, or supernumerary shoots, leaving just as
many of the best as will suffice for a full crop without
crowding. Those removed should be slipped off*, as the

bases of the shoots if cut oiT would quickly sprout again.

Coppice wood* are sometimes turned into woods by
selecting the strongest shoots and allowing them to

grow to trees. Osier holts only require (he small late-

rals to be pinched oHT the shoots intended for hoop*.

Hedge-rows only require to be clipped at the sides until

they attain the height required. Neglected hedge-rows
which have grown like tree* require to be cut down, or
they may be what is termed plushed !or forming an im-
mediate fence, that is cutting down the strongest shoots

and bending down all pliable branches, and such a* do
not bend freely may be cut through half way, by which
means they are rendered pliable ; but cutting down an
old hedge wholly is the surest method of laying the

foundation of a good fence. Coppice wood require*

pruning on the same principle a* iorest trees, in order to

produce poles with dean bark, but as far a* they are
grown for fences, fuel, dec. no pruning is required.

Arrohicultural Catalogue.

Under this head the popular names of all woody Arborieut-

plants, as trees and shrubs, that will bear the open air *«ral atta-

in Britain without protection, will be fouud. It has
*v8ue-

been considered of advantage to arrange this catalogue

according to the natural families, by which arrangement
a more general view of all hardy ligneous plants,

whether trees 'or shrubs, can be given, with their culti-

vation, propagation, application, and uses.

Ranunculairints shrubs.—The principal hardy woody R*nunctK
plants of this family belong to the genera Clematis and laceous

Atragene, known by the popular names of virgin's shiuba.

bower and travellers joy. These are well adapted for

decorating bowers, trellis-work, or walls, on account of

their climbing habit and showy blossoms of various

hues. They are propagated by laying down the young
shoots in July or October. To this order also belongs

the yellow-root, (XanUtorhiza apt
ifolia,) a piaut well

fitted for the front of a shrubbery.

Magnoliaceous trees .—These are chiefly ornamental, Magnoli-
as the species of Magnolia* Liriodendron ; they are pro- aeeous

pupated by laying and seeds. The hardy aperies of Mag-
rnUta arc principally natives of America, but some of the

Chinese kinds endure our winter*. They should be
planted in conspicuous situations, as they are handsome
and Bower abundantly. The Magnolia crandiflora and
its varieties require to be planted in a sheltered situa-

tion, as it is more tender than other American species.

The Magnolia glauca or swamp laurel thrives best in peat

or vegetable soil in a moist situation. The Chinese
kinds are often increased by inarching or budding on
Magnolia obocata. The Liriodendron tu!ipifr

a

or

tulip tree has two conspicuous varieties, which are both
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very handsome and ornamental trees and for this reason

are generally planted singly on lawus j they are increased

from seed imported from America.

Anonaceous shrubs.—The North American species of

Asimina ore the only truly hardy woody plants of this* fa-

mily, but these require a little protection in severe frost*.

They are well fitted for shrubberies, and are propagated

either bv layers put down in autumn or by imported seed.

Memspermaceous shrubs.—The hardy woody plants

belongin'! to this order are the species of McnUpermum
or moon-seed ; they are climbing shrubs, very useful for

covering trellis-work, and they arc readily increased by

cutting* planted in autumn or by dividing at the rout.

Berberideous shrub*.—In this family the genera J.Vr-

brris and Mahonia contain all the hardy shrubs; these

are increased by suckers, layers, and ripened cuttings.

The cummoii berberry is often grown for the sake of its

fruit, but all the other species for ornament. The genus

Mahonia contains a few elegant evergreen shrubs.

Cist tneons shrubs.—Among these a few species of

Cistus or rock-rnse are hardy and most of the species of

Heliatilhemum nr sun-rose; they are all ornamental, and
bear showy but short-lived flowers ; l»ui as new flowers

expand a* the old ones decay, a succession of them is

continued fur a considerable time. The specie* of the

latter genus are well filled for decorating rock-work or

dry sandy banks. They are all propagated by ripened

cuttings, by layers, nr by seeds.

Maicaceous shrubs.—The most conspicuous of these

arc the varieties of Hibiscus Syriacus^ commonly culled

Alihan frvtcx. These may be propagated by layers or

seeds, and the rarer varieties will succeed if grafted on
the more common ; they also may be increased by cut-

tings. They bear very showy blossoms and should be

planted in conspicuous situations. Laralera ofbia,

Lutitanica
, and unguieulata will bear our winters if not

too severe, and being showy are well adapted for deco-

rating shrubberies; they are readily propagated by cut-

tings and seeds.

Slrrcultactons trees.—Slcrculia planlanifolia, or the

plane-tree-leaved Sterculiu, is the only known hardy tree

of this family, and is a native of China and Japan. The
leaves are broad and much resemble those of the syca-

more. It is usually increased by ripened cuttings.

Being handsome, it should be planted in a conspicuous

situation, as on a lawn.

Tamariscincous shrubs^—The different species of the

genera Tamarix% Myricaria, and Hololachna compose
this order, several of which are hardy, and well adapted

for decorating shrubberies
; those most generally culti-

vated are the French Tamarisk (Tamarix Gailica) and
tiie German Tamarisk (Myricaria Germanica.) All arc

readily increased by ripened cutting* planted in August.

Tiliaceous trees.—Among these are the different kinds

of lime tree or Tilia ; all of which are stately ornamental

trees, proper for groves and avenues as well as for plan-

tations. Lime tree* were much prized by the Romans
for the delightful shade which they afford. They are

even now considered more trees of ornament than profit,

but the wood is applied to many useful purposes by the

carver, turner, and musical instrument maker. The
bark macerated in water forms the hast mats of com-
merce. Lime tree* prefer a deep loam to any other soil,

and they are readily increased by layers and seeds.

Those considered the best both for effect as well as tim-

ber, are the red twigged lime (Tilta Europeta, var.

corallines) and the American lime (Jilia Americana.)

Ttrnxlrvcmiaceou* trees.—Among these is the Gordo-
nia lasianthu* or Loblolly bay, the Gordonia pubtscen*t
theMalackodendroH ovatmu, and the Stuurtia Virginias,

all ofwhich are very ornamental deciduous trees and
shrubs bearing laurel-like leaves aud large showy white

blossoms. They thrive best in heathy or vegetable

mould or sandy loam, and are readily
.
propagated by

ripened cuttings and by layers. The species of dor-
dmia being rather tender should be grown against u

south or west wall in cold or bleak situations.

Hyptricineou* shrubs. — '1 here are several hardy

woody species of Hypericum or St. John’s-wort, besides

tlie Androsccmusn ojfficinale, the Tutsan, a native of Bri-

tain. These are well fitted for decorating shrubberies,

and they will grow under the shade of trees; they are

readily propagated by dividing at the root and by cut-

tings.

Acerinrous tree* arc chiefly composed of stately valu-

able timber trees, as the various s|>eciefl of Acer or

maple, but the most valuable of these is the sycamore,

(Acer pscudoplatanus,) the wood of which is much
used by turners, and by saddlers for saddle trees, and
by the millwright, and being light and tough is reckoned

excellent for cart and plough timber. The wood of the

common maple (Acer campestre) is said to lx- very

valuable for gun-stocks, but the principal value of the

tree is fur under or coppice wood. The Norway maple
(Acer plalanoides) is a very stately tree, the wood of
which doc* not differ much from that of the sycamore.

All the species abound in a sacchariue juice from which
sugar cun be prepared ; but in America it is principally

prepared from the sugar maple, (Acer saccharinun»,)
and the black maple. (Acer nigrum.) Maples are lor

the most part trees of considerable size and beauty, and
arc consequently well fitted for plantations and avenues.

Most of them will grow from ripened cuttings planted

in autumn as well as by layers, but they are generally

propagated by seed which should be sown as Boon as

possible after being gathered, by which means they will

vegetate the following spring, for if allowed to remain
out of the ground all the winter they would not vegetate

until the following spring, by which one year would be

lost. The XtguiuJo fraiinifoliu , the ash-leaned maple,
or box-elder, is ulso u very showy tree. The species

will grow in inferior soils and in situations exposed to

the sea breeze, as well us at considerable elevations

above the level of the sea.

Hippocastaneou* trees are composed of the species Hippocas-

of the genera JEsculus and Pavia, or horse chest- tamsou*

nut
;
these are most valued for the grandeur of their ******

foliage and flowers, and are consequently well adapted

for pleasure grounds. They have tlie best effect when
planted separately or in avenues, or on the outskirts of
plantations. The timber of the common horse chestnut,

although soft, is used by the turner for various purposes.

The species are generally increased by seed, but they

may also be propagated by layers, and the rarer kinds

ure grafted or budded on the commoner. They require

a rather good soil on a dry bottom.

Sapindaceous trees.—The only hardy tree belonging Sapiada-

to this family is Kblreuteria paniculata , a naLive of ceous trees,

China. It is a beautiful deciduous tree with pinnate

leaves and panicles of yellow flowers. It should be
planted in as sheltered a situation as possible in the

pleasure ground or lawn, for in exposed places it does
not flower. It is propagated by layers or slips of the

root us seeds seldom ripen in Britain.

Hyperiei-

nrout

shrub*.
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Ampelideout shrubs.—Among these the common \ine

is the most conspicuous. The berries of the American
kinds of vine are spoiled by a foxy flavour which is

never to be removed by cultivation. The different

species of Ampelopsis are also hardy ; the most conspi-

cuous of them is the Virginian creeper or five-leaved

ivy, (Ampelopsis Kederaceaf) which is useful for cover-

ing walls. It has a beautiful effect in autumn, the

leaves becoming red at that season like some species of
sumach. They are all readily increased by ripened cut-

tings and layers.

Rutaceous shrub* and trees.—The different kinds of

Rula or rue belongs to this family. They all grow
freely in light soil, and are readily increased by cuttings

and seed. The Zantkoxylum fraxmettm or common
tooth-achc tree, as well as Ptelea trifotiata or shrubby
trefoil, both hardy shrubs belonging to this family, are

well fitted for shrubberies, and are propagated by layers

and seed ; but the most conspicuous tree of the order

is the Ada ntut glandulosa^ the Chinese Ailanto. This
tree bears long pinnate leaves and is very proper for

ornamental plantations to stand singly. Its wood is

hard, heavy, and flossy, and is susceptible of a very

very fine polish. The tree is readily increased by slips

of the rorrt.

Coriartau* shrubs.—Among the hardy kinds of these

arc the Coriaria myrtifolia and Nepalmsis, which are

well adapted for filling up vacancies in shrubberies.

They are readily propagated by slips of the root and by
suckers, of which they send up a great number from the

root.

Cel&stri. Celastrineous trees and shrubs.—The Staphylea tri-

an.«* tree* folia, the three-leaved bladder nut, and the Staphylea
aud shrub*. pinnoia, the commou bladder nut, both of which do

very well to mix with other shrubs for variety. Besides

these there are a number of hardy species of Euonymvs
or spindle tree which are all ornamental. The wood of

the common spindle tree (Euonymus Europaus) is

used by musical-instrument makers, and from its tough-
ness it was formerly used to make spindles. When in

fruit most of the species have a very gaudy appearance

;

the capsules being red and the seeds yellow they contrast

well with the green foliage. The Ncmopanthes Cana-
densis is also a hardy shrub of tills order. They are

all propagated by ripened cuttings planted in autumn,
and by layers, but principally by seed.

Aiaifolia- 1 Aguifoliaccous freer.—The most conspicuous of these
eaous trees, are the varieties and species of holly or Ilex, The

common holly makes excellent hedges. Its wood is

the whitest of all kinds of timber, and is useful for

various purposes. There are numerous varieties of it

which have a fine effect when planted singly in pleasure

grounds, particularly the striped or blotched leaved

kinds, and hedgehog holly. What is called the South
Sea tea is Ilex rornitoria. AH the hardy kinds of holly

are much esteemed on account of the beauty of their

foliage. The rarer kinds are increased by grafting or
budding on the common holly, which is easily reared

from seed, but they will also strike from ripened cuttings

under a hand-glass. The genus Prinos or winter berry

contains several hardy species which are well fitted for

shrubberies ; these grow well in light earth, but prefer

heathy or vegetable mould, and they are readily propa-
gated by layers and seed. Myginda myrtifolia, a

eeoo™*
1* nal‘ve of North-west America, is also a hardy shrub of

sKniba sad this order, but very rarely met with ill Britain,

trvr*. Rhamnaceous shrubs and trees .—Among these arc
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the different kinds of Paliun/s or Christ's thorn, all of HwiticuU

which form handsome shrubs and trees well fitted for
,une '

shrubberies, and are either propagated by slips of the

root or by layers. The common Christ’s thorn, the
Paliurvs aculealus, is supposed by many to be the

plant from which the crown of thorns which was put
upon the head of Christ was composed, which appears
very probable, being one of the commonest thorny
shrubs in the country of Judea; but llnsselquist is of
opinion that it was formed of the branches of Zizyphus
spinarhristi. The jujube of the Turks (Zizyphus vul-

garis) is also a tree of this family, and is grown for the

sake of its fruit and shade in the south of Europe. The
different species of Rhamnus or buckthorn, among
which is the Alaternus and its varieties, also the Avi-
gnon berry tree, (Rhamnus infectorius,) the berries of
which arc used in dyeing Turkey leather, and the berry-

bearing alder. (Rhamnus frangula.) The juice of the

berries of the common buckthorn (Rhamnus cathar-

ticus) made into a syrup is the buckthorn of the shops,

a well known drastic purgative. The rarer species

are propagated by layers, but most of them produce
seeds iu abundance by which they are increased ; they

are all very proper plants for shrubberies. The Ala-

tmius is chiefly planted to form variety in ornamental
plantations and to cover walls. The deanothus Ame-
rtcanus, or red root, or New Jersey tea, is a very orna-

mental shrub.

Homalineous trees .—Of these the Ariitolelia macqta Homali-
ii the most conspicuous. It is worth cultivating in she!- aeuuatrrc*.

tered parts of shrubberies for the sake of the beauty of
its leaves. The species of Asara are also nearly hardy,

although natives of Peru. All are propagated freely

from cuttings.

Terebinthaccous or Sumachineovs trees.—The pista- TVrebin-

chio nut tree, (Pistacia rera,) the turpentine tree, tfaacoous or

( Pistacia tertbinthus,) and the m&stick tree, (Ptslaria s,l,riftch '*

lentiscusf) belong to them ; these are all hardy, but
IMWU" trBe**

require to be planted in sheltered situations, and they

are propagated by ripened cuttings, layers, and seed.

The different kinds of Rhus or Sumach belong also to

this family : among these are the wild olive or Venus's

sumach, (Rhus cotinus.) the hog gum tree, (Rhus me-
topium,) the poison wood or swamp sumach, (Rhus
venenata,) the poison oak, (Rhus toxicodendron,) and
the common sumach, (Rhus typhinum,) (he lithe tree

of Chili, (Rhus caustica,) besides many other species,

all of which are very proper plants for shrubberies

;

some of them propagate freely by slips of the roots,

others by ripened cutlings and layers. The different

species of Davaua, although natives of Chili, are found

to be perfectly hardy.

Leguminous trees and shrubs are all very ornamental, Legtmii^
and some of them produce valuable timber. The ape- nous trw*

cies of Edu-ardsia are very showy and do very well in andshrebs.

the open air against a south or west wall, although

mostly natives of Van Diemen’s Land. The Firgilia

lutea, a native of North America, is also a very orna-

mental tree, as well as the Piptanthus Nepalemis,
and are well adapted for pleasure grounds and shrub-

beries. The different kinds of furae or gorse (171 x)

are found useful for making hedges, as also for deco-

rating shrubberies, and the tender shoots bruised are

employed in feeding cattle. The Stauracanthus aphyl-

lus is also a very ornamental shrub, as well as the Spa-

nish broom, (Spartiumjunceum,) and consequently well

tilled for shrubberies. The various species of Genista*

i*
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Cytisus, Adenocarpus, and Ononis or rest harrow,

are hardy as well as ornamental, and therefore well

adapted for decorating; the front* of shrubberies, beiug

generally of low growth. So also is the dyer’s broom,

(fiMUfa tinrtoria .) Both the English and Scotch

laburnum, the Cytisus laburnum and alpinu*, are well

known ornamental trees; but they also afford hard

valuable limbrr of a beautiful colour, capable of a

very fine polish, and which is much used by cabinet-

maker* and turners, and is called ebony by the French.

The common broom, (C/tWt scoparius,) when of con-

siderable sixe, affords most beautiful aud durable timber.

All the hardy specie* of Colulea or bladder retina,

Carcu/ana, and Robinia are very ahowy shrubs. The
American locust tree belongs to the latter genu-, and is

the Robinia pteudo-acacia. the timber of which is much
valued in America, and is said to be superior to the

laburnum, aud is more valued by the cabi net-maker than

any other native timber whatever. Cobbett says it is

used there for trenails in ship -building. Pursh says

that it is almost incorruptible, as gate-post* on an estate

near Baltimore are said to have remained fresh for

nearly a century. The tree prefers a deep soil and rather

sheltered situation, and as it throws out suckers from

the root it is well fitted for coppice wood. The species

of Gleditschia or honey locust are stately, valuable trees,

although of slow growth, are well fitted for plantations

and pleasure grounds. Acaciajulibrium, the silk tree,

and acanthocarpa are the only hardy species of that ex-

tensive genus known, and these require a little protection

in severe weather ; they require to be planted against a

south wall; both specie* bear elegant foliage. All of

these leguminous shrubs and trees may be propagated

by layers, young cuttings under a hand-glass, but ge-

nerally by seed.

Amygdalaceous trees,—Among these are the species

of Amyydalut, the almond, /Vrrica, the peach and nec-

tarine, Ameniacat the apricot, Prunus, the plum, and

Crrasus, the cherry and gean, the cherry laurel, the

Portugal laurel, the bird cherry, all of them ornamental

trees when in blossom, and therefore well fitted for de-

corating shrubberies and pleasure grounds. They may
be all propagated by layers, suckers, and by grafting

and budding the rarer on the commoner kinds, and cut-

tings of most of them will strike root if planted in

autumn. The timber of the wild cherry (/Vunua
avium) is used by cabinet and chair makers.

Spirtraccotis shrubs.—The species of Spirtea are the

principal hardy shrubs of this family, and these being

all pretty when in blossom, are weK fitted for ornament-

ing shrubberies; they are all readily propagated by

ripened cuttings, layers, and suckers. Both the single

and double variety of Kerria are hardy enough to stand the

winter in the open air if planted against a south or west

wall, and they are readily increased by young cuttings.

Purshia tridentata
,, a small but pretty shrub belonging

to this family, may also be propagated by young
cutting*.

Rosaceous shrubs .—The different species and varieties

of Rosa, or rose, include all the hardy shrub* of this

family ; the culture and treatment of these have already

been explained.

Potent 11laceous shrubs .—Among these are the dif-

ferent kinds of Rubus1 os the bramble, dewberry, and

raspberry. There are also several hardy shrubs belong-

ing to the genu* Pbtentilla. or cinquefoil ; there being of

low growth are well fitted for the front of shrubberies;

they are all freely propagated by layers, suckers, and Horticul-

cutting* planted in autumn. ,ure*

Ibtnaccovs trees.—As the specks of Craitcscus, or

hawthorn, Pyrus, the different kinds of pear and apple,
(f^aCe*WI*

Cydonia, the quince, Mespihu
,

the medlar, Ame-
lanrkier, and Colmseaster of different kinds. The ever-

green thorn (Cralstput pyracantha) is well adapted for

planting against walls and houses. The common haw-
thorn. white thorn, or May, (GraUtgus oxyacaniha,) is

valuable as affording close, durable, impenetrable

hedge*. It also affords a good timber, valued by the

millwright and turner when growing as a tree singly,

and allowed to attain a tolerable sixe. Hie wood of the

not being beautiful is used by the cabinet-maker. The
white beam tree (Pyrus aria) is used fur the same pur-
pose* as the mountain ash, (Pyrus aucuparia,) which
in profitable planting is chiefly valuable as a nurse tree,

growing very fast when young and enduring exposure,

and as an undergrowth it afford* tolerable pole*. The
timber is used for comiimn country purposes. The pear

and apple tree also produce tolerable timber. All the

trees of this family ate well adapted for ornamental

plantation* and shrubberies; they are propagated by
seeds, cuttings planted in autumn, by suckers, layers,

mid by grafting and budding the rarer oo the commoner
kinds.

Calycantheous shrubs.—Among these there are two Calycan-

species of Calyranihus, or American allspice, the

flowers of which are of a lurid purple colour, and sweet-
“ u

scented. The Chimonanthus fragrant or winter flower,

and its varieties, also talon"* to this family, and these

are worth growing fur the exquisite scent of their blos-

soms. They are all readily propagated by layers.

Granatcous trees.—These are composed of the pome- Granatecwa

granate and its varieties, the propagation, culture, and lr,:,rtL

history of which have already been given.

Philadet
piteous thruf*s.—'These arc composed of most PhiUuW-

beautiful shrubs, bearing white, sweet-scented flowers ;
pheous

among them are the different species of Philadeiphus, *
hrub*‘

the mock orange, or .Vyrmga, the greater number of

which are remarkable for the heavy orange flower scent

of their blossoms. Deulzia, a nearly allied and equally

beautiful genus of shrubs, belongs to this family. They
all grow freely in common garden soil, and are readily

increased by layers ami suckers, and they are all desir-

able plants for shrubberies.

Myrtaceous shrubs.— The common myrtle and its Myrtace*

varieties will endure the climate of Britain in warm uu“ shrub*,

sheltered situations. In Devonshire they grow luxuriantly.

Passifioreous shrubs.—Pasofora carruUa, or blue Pa*»ii!o-

passion flower and it* varieties, are the only hardy shrubs r™u»

of this family, and these require to be planted in a she!-
' Iir " ’•

to red situation against a south or weal wall, to which

they are to be nailed. They are readily propagated b

cuttings.

Grossuiarious shrubs .—This family only contains one Gmssula-

genus, Gritssulariay which includes the different kind* of n.iu-.

gooseberry and currant, some of which are very ornu- •hrub».

mental, aud consequently well fitted for shrubberies.

The most ornamental among the currants are the Ribes

sanguineum and malvaceum ; aud among the goose-

berries Ribes tpeciosum is the most showy. They are all

readily increased by cuttings.

Escalioniout shrubs .—All the kind* of Etcalloniu are R§c iil.» >i-

verv showy when in blossom, and a few of them are «u» *hnib*

nearly hardy, enduring the winter against a south or west

wall. They are readily propagated by cuttings and seeds.
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Sari/ragaceous shrubs.—The species of Hydrangea, as

Hydrangea qufmfolia. radiata
, fyr. are hardy and very

ornamental, and well fitted for shrubberies. The com-
mon Hydrangea is also nearly hardy, but the culture of

it has already been given. All are readily propagated

by cuttings.

Araliaceous shrubs and frees.—The most conspicu-

ous of these are the different kinds of ivy; (Hedera ;)

these are sell adapted for covering unsightly walls, and
they readily propagate by slips. The Aralia hispida and
Araiia spirtosa, or Angelica tree, are both curious and
ornamental, and thrive best in peat or vegetable mould.

Hatname/ideous shrubs. — Among these are the

species of Hamameles or witch hazel, and FothergiUa ;

they are well fitted for shrubberies, and thrive best in

vegetable mould. They may be increased either by
layers, suckers, or cuttings.

Corneous shrubs and trees.—The species of Cor/tus or

dogwood are the principal hardy woody plants of this

family ;
among them is the cornelian cherry, (Comus

mascu/a ,) already mentioned. They arc all desirable

plants for shrubberies, and many of the species will grow
under the drip of trees, which renders them valuable for

thickening slip plantations which have become naked
below. They are readily increased by layers, cuttings,

and suckers.

Loranthactovs shrubs.—The greater mass of these are

parasitic, as the mistletoe or Visrum and Loranthus.

These may be propagated by sticking the berries on
thorn or apple trees after a little of the outer bark has

been cut off* at first, tying a piece of bast mat over

them to protect them from the birds. The Aucuba
Japonica, a well-known evergreen shrub, commonly
called the spotted-leaved laurel, is the only terrestrial

hardy shrub of this family
; it is well adapted for shrub-

beries and small gardens, and is often grown in pots

and kept in windows. It is easily propagated both by
cuttings and layers.

Caprifbliactous shrubs.—Among these are the dif-

ferent kinds of elder ; (Sambucus ;) all these wdl grow in

any soil or situation, and even under the drip of trees.

The different kinds of Viburnum are also of the order,

all of which are desirable plants for shrubberies ; among
them is the laurestmus, ( Viburnum tinus, ) the way-
faring tree, ( Viburnum iantana,

,) and the guelder rose

or snow ball, ( Viburnum oputus.) Lonicera, the honey-
suckle, includes a great many species, the upright kinds

of which, as well as the species of DtervUla, ftymphori-
carpus or snowberry, and Leyccsteria fbrmosa, are well

filled for decorating shrubberies. The climbing or

twitting kinds of Lonicera or Caprifoiium, which are
the true honeysuckles, sre well fitted for training on
treliis-woik, as on bowers and arbours or against walls.

All are readily increased by cuttings planted in autumn,
or by layers.

Rubiaceous shrubs.—Although the family of Rubiacem

is one of the most extensive, it contains no really hardy
shrubs. Lucuiia gratissima, a beautiful tree, a native of

Nepal, and Pinckncya pubens, a native of the southern

states of North America, will survive our winters in

the open air with a little protection, but they are ex-

tremely difficult to cultivate. The Cephalanlhus occ*-

denialis or button-wood is the mo*t hardy of all the

family, and being a low-growing shrub is well adapted

for the front of shrubberies; vegetable mould suiis it

best, and it is increased by lasers and ripened cuttings.

Composite shrubs.—Composito’, although the mo6t

extensive family in the vegetable kingdom, contains but Horticul-

few hardy shrubs ; among these may be mentioned the turB*

Artemisin abrotanum or southernwood. Barcharts hali-

mifolia, Ita frtdcscens, and some species of Sta-hetina,

all of which are readily propagated by cuttings and seeds.

A beautiful climbing species of Mutisia
, a native of

Chili, endures the winters of Britain if planted against a

south or west wall.

Ericaccout shrubs.—Among all the numerous families Ericaceoas

which compose the vegetable kingdom none surpass the shrubs.

Ericacctr in the diversity of their forms and beauty of

their flowers or the extent of their geographical distri-

bution. Of the normal group of Ericaeeer, the hardy

species of Erica or heath, Gypsocallis, and Cutluma or

ling, and their varieties, being all handsome und showy,

have a fine effect if plunted in clumps by themselves, but

the soil in which they are grown requires lobe composed
of heath mould. Among the aberrant group of Ericar

cere are the Andromeda*, Cassiopes, Cassandras, Ly-
onias,Zenobias, Phyilodoces, Bryanthuse*, Daba-cias, all

well fitted for ornaments and the fronts of shrubberies.

The hardy specie* of Arctostaphylos or bearberry, Epigtea,

Fcrnettya, Gauftheria, answer well for similar purposes.

The species of Arbutus or straw berry tree are proper for

conspicuous places in shrubberies, or to stand singly on
lawns ; these are propagated by seeds or by grafting or

budding the rarer on the commoner kinds. Arbutus

andrachne, one of the most showy of the species, requires

a little protection in severe weather. Clrthra, which
belongs to the same group, contains several hardy
specie* ; being of low growth and extremely handsome
they are desirable plants for the front of shrubberies.

The next tribe of Ericaceee, called Rhodnracer, contains

the splendid genera Rhododendron
,
A:idea, Leiophyllum

,

and Ledum
,
each containing several species

;
they are

also desirable plants for shrubberies, or to stand singly

in lawns, or in clumps by themselves. They are all in-

creased by layers or seeds, and some by cuttings, mu!
they thrive best in heathy or vegetable mould, but will

also grow in very sandy loam. Most Ericaceous shrubs

are grown by themselves in what is called an American
garden, already noticed.

Vaccinious shrubs.—These are nearly allied to the Vaecioioua
Ericace and are principally composed of the species of shrubs.

Vacantum ; among them are the bleaberry, bilberry, or

whonlcberry, and cowberry, all natives of Britain, but

the most showy kinds are natives of America. All these

arc raised from seed, suckers, and layers. They arc

admitted into gardens and pleasure grounds for the sake

of variety and ornament. They all thrive best in peaty or

vegetable soil, or in very sandy loam. Like the Ericacete

they are principally grown in the American garden.

Styracineous shrubs.—The hardy kinds of these be- Stpacine-

long to the genus Stymx or Storax. The officinal cu» shrub**

siorax is the Styrax officinale, a native of the south of

Europe ; there are also three hardy North American
species of the same genus. Being showy when in blos-

som they are desirable plant* for shrubberies. The best

mode of propagating them is by laying down the young
boots in autumn or spring.

Ualesiaceous trees.—These belong to the genus Ha- ilalrtiace-

lexia, of which there are three species, all of which are oui dtmbfc

hardy and natives of the southern parts of the United

States of America ; they are well fitted for shrubberies or

to stand singly on lawns, on account of the profusion

of early snow- drop-1 ike blossoms which they bear, and

which has obtained for them the unme of snow-drop tree*,

z* 2
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They are either increased by slips of the rout or by
seeds.

Sapo/aceous trees.—Few of these ore hardy; among
them, however, are the Argun ia tiderosyinn* Bunvim
lycioides, ienax, and reclinata, and these require to be

grown against a south or west wall and protected by

mats in winter. They are easily propagated by cuttings.

Ebenaceous trees—The Diospyrus toto*, the common
date plum or European lotos, the Diospyru* pubescent,

and Dioipyriu Firginiana, or North American Pisha-

muti, are the only hardy species of this family. They arc

well fitted for the hacks of shrubberies or to stand singly,

aud they are readily propagated by layers and seeds.

Oleineou* shrub*and trees.—Among these area great

number both of showy shrubs and valuable trees, as

the d liferent kinds of privet or lAyuslrum. Few shrubs

exceed the privet, particulurly the Italian or evergreen

variety, for hedges in divided gardens; aud they arc

easily increased by ripened cuttings planted in autumn.

PhiUyrea is another very ornamental genus of shrubs

used principally to form clumps in parks, ami to plant

round the borders of woods as well m to stand singly on

lawns, in which position they have u very good effect in

winter when other trees are destitute of leaves. The
Chionanthus Firyinica or fringe tree is a large orna-

mental shrub which is generally reared from seeds im-

ported from America, but it also succeeds very well if

grafted on the common ash
;
but the most showy of all,

ure the different kinds of lilac, as the common lilac while

and red, (Syrinza vulyaris,) the Chinese lilac, {Syrinya

Chinenu*,) the Persian lilac, {Syrinya Pertied,) and the

Josika lilac. (Syrinya Joxikera ,) all well known shrubs

which are particularly desirable for shrubberies, and all

of them are most readily increased by suckers and layers.

The different kinds of ash belong to a group of the same
family. The timber of the common ash (Fraxinus
excelsior) is considered next in value to the oak, and
is useful for many purposes. It is one of the very

best trees for coppice wood. The white American nsh
(Ontut Americans) is said to unite all the good quali-

ties of the common ash. The other species of Ornu
called manna or (lowering ash, arc very ornamental, be-

sides producing the manna of the shops. The species

of both the latter genera are propagated by seed, and
by grafting and budding the rarer on the commoner
kinds. The weeping variety of the common ash is very

curious as well as ornamental, and can only be increased

by grafting or budding on the common upright ash.

Jatmineactout shrubs.—The principal of these

are the species and varieties Jasminum or jasmine:

among these may be mentioned the common jasmine,

{Jasminum officinale.) Jasminum fruticans, revolution,

and pubigerum, all of which produce yellow flowers ex-

cept the first. These are all well fitted for training

against walls or trellis- work, and they are readily propa-

gated by ripened cuttings under a hand-glass.

Apocyneuus shrubs.—The only hardy kinds of these

arc Firtca major and minor, the larger and smaller Pe-
riwinkle. both natives of Britain

; both are small trail-

ing shrubs which delight to grow under the shade of
trees and bushes; in such situations they are very orna-

mental if they are made to cover the ground, and as

their leaves continue green all winter, nt which time they

will have a very fine effect, and their elegant flowers

Appearing in succession the greater part of the summer
adds to the variety. They nre easily propagated by
se(>arating the rooted trailing shoots or by cuttings.

Atcltpieuieout thrubt.— All that are hardy of these Ilortieul-

are three specie* of Periploca; they arc twining plants lupi>

well fined for covering bowers or trellis-work, and for

training against walls, and arc readily propagated by "jjjjjjj**

layer* and cuttings. slmifa
Bignoniacrous shrubs and trees.—The Tecoma rads- Bignooi-

can* or common trumpet flower is well filled for de-
curating a wall or front of a house, being a creeping •hruUand

plant sending out its roots like the ivy by which it fixes

itself. The Biynonia capreolata is a hardy climbing
shrub of this family, well adapted for training on walls

or trellis-work. The Catafpa syrinytrfolia is a showy
tree, and has a good effect when standing singly, but
always requires a sheltered situation ; it is generally in-

creased by slips of the roots and by seed.

Solanaceou * shrubs.—Solatium bunariente and one Solmner.
or two other specie# of the same genus thrive and ous throb*

flower freely in the open air, as well a* Vestia lyrioides,

which is a very prettv shrub. 1Xicatiana glauca and
one or two species of Centrum are almost hardy ; but the

most hardy of the family are the Lycium afrutn, Eu-
ropium, and barbarum, all of which are well fined for

covering trellis-work. All are readily propaguted by
cuttings.

Labiate shrubs.—Among lhc«c arc some species of Labiate

Salvia or sage, savory, thyme, hyssop, and ger- shnUia.

mnnder ; these are all dwarf evergreen shrubs and well

fitted for flower borders or the fronts of shrubberies.

Ftrbenaceous shrubs.— The Viter aynus-castus or VerWnace-
chaste tree is the only hardy shrub of this family. It is shrubs,

well fitted for the fronts of shrubberies and is readily

propagated by layers.

Chenopodiaceous shrubs.—Among these are the Cheivopodi-

Atriples halimus and porttdacoidrs and Chcnopodium
fruticosum, which arc the principal hardy woody plants

# ,w

of this family. Bring of low growth they do well for

the front of shrubberies. Cuttings of them strike root

freely.

Polyyoneoux shrubs.—Tragopoyon laneeolatum and Palygooa-

buxifolium, Atraphaxis spinosa, and three species f,f
uu» shrubs.

Calliyonum
, are hardy, all of which are beautiful dwarf

shrub®, well fitted for the fronts of shrubberies or flower

borders ; these are either increased by layer# or seeds.

Laurineous shrubs.—Few of these are hardy. The Laurinews

Laurus sassafras, Laurus benzoin, and Ixturus nobilis shrubs,

or sweet bay, are the most conspicuous ; the two first are

deciduous trees and sometimes grow to a large size,

and have a fine effect when they stand singly, and the

last is a well-known evergreen. They may be propa-

gated by layers or slips of the root.

Thymelcrout shrub*.—The most conspicuous of these TOiymvla-

are the species Daphne
,
as the Mezerion and spurge ou* h»uh*

laurel. They are well adapted for shrubberies. All

the hardy kinds may be propagated by grafting on the

spurge laurel, ( Daphne laureola,) which is readily reared

from seed n» well as the Mezerion. The Daphne cneorum
is a most beautiful silvery-leaved procumbent shrub well

fitted for decorating rockwork. The Direa palustris or

leather wood is a pretty dwarf shrub, which thrives best

in peat earth or vegetable mould, and may cither be

propagated by seeds or layers.

Elttagneaus trees.—The hardy kinds of these grow Klaagne-

to shrubs of large size and are distinguished from most ou* *brot*.

other shrubs by the leaves being covered by white scurf

intermixed with brown scales which gives them a silvery

or brown appearance. Elceagnus argenteu

s

and angus-

tifolium, the broad and narrow- leaved Oleaster, besides

Digitized
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IlorticuU several olher species of the same genus, the Hippophae
tun?. rtiamnc>idcs and salicifolia, or the common and willow-

leaved sea-buckthorn, as well as the Sihrpherdia Cana-
densis and argentca. All these grow well in any common
soil, and are desirable for shrubberies, and are generally

propagated by layers and seeds.

Saotaiace- Santalaceous shrubs.—Tlie principal of these arc the
<ms ituub*.

d,flfcren ( kinds of Nytsa or Tupclo-tree; they grow to

large elegant shrubs when allowed sufficient space to

spread, and are either propagated by layers or seeds.

Aristolochious shrubs.—Of these only two are hardy,

Aristoloehia sipho and tomentosa , the broad-leaved and
tomentosc birthwort, both climbing plants, proper for

training over bowers and trellis-work or against o wall.

The leaves of them are broad and elegant, but the flowers

are insignificant although curious.

Evphorbiaceout shrubs and trees.—Among these are

various species and varieties of Buxus or box. The
common box is a well-known evergreen ; its timber is

very valuable for various purposes. The dwarf variety

of it forms the best edgings for walks or borders. The
broad-leaved or Balearic box (Buxus Balearicus) being

rather lender is generally planted against a south or west

wall. The different kinds of Borya, North American
shrubs, also belong to this family

; these last grow best in

peat or vegetable mould. All are propagated by layers,

cuttings, or suckers. Euphorbia eharacias and amyg-
daloides are small half-woody evergreen plants which
grow well under the shade of trees.

Antiileame- Anluiesmeous shrub*.—The only hardy tvoody plant
ou» fcliruU- 0f this family is Garrya rlliptica, a native of North-west

America. It may Ik* increased either by layers or cut-

tings. Being a pretty und early flowering shrub it is

well adupted for shrubberies.

Urtira- Vrlicaccous trees and shrubs .—Among these are the

--’T fig and mulberry, which have already been mentioned
* * both in the hardy fruit and forcing department of the

kitchen garden. There ore several other kinds ofMorus
or mulberry which form handsome trees when allowed

to stand singly in pleasure grounds. The white mul-
berry (Moms alba) is generally grown for the sake of

leaves as food for the silk-worm. The paper mulberry

(Broussonetia papyri/era) is a tree very remarkable for

the various forms of its leaves. The Maclura auran-
tiaca or Osage orange bears a fruit which is said

to be palatable. All do very well in pleasure grounds,
aud they are generally increased by layers or seeds, or

by grafting or budding the rarer on the commoner kinda.

I’tmncrjus Ulmaceous freer.—To these belong the genera Ulmus,
tww. Planera, and Celti*, all of w hich contain valuable limber

trees. The English elm (Ulmus campestris) is one of

the loftiest of our native deciduous trees, but to thrive it

requires a good dry soil and a mild climate, as it will not

grow in the north of England and Scotland unless in

sheltered places. The Dutch elm (Vlmu * suberosa ) is

chiefly remarkable for its rough cork-like bark, the tim-

ber being of little value. The Scotch elm ( Ulmus
glabra) is readily distinguished from other clins by its

smooth bark, and its timber is more valuable than that of

the other kinds of elm. The wych elm ( Ulmus montana)
is a neat growing tree. There are other kinds of elms,

but those mentioned are the most valuable. They are

oil well fitted for plantatious, and they are propagated

by seeds, layers, and suckers, ami by grafting the rarer

on the commoner kinds. The hardy species of Celtis

or nettle tree are proper for pleasure grounds to stand

singly, and the species of Planera or American elm are

Ariitol>
chiou*

limbs.

Kuphorbi-
•coi'ia

hrulti and
lire*.

proper for shrubberies. The species of the two last Hovticvl-

genera are propagated in the *ame manner as Ulmus. tw*-

Juglamleous tret's

.

—
’Hie most valuable of these is the

common walnut; (Juglans regia ;) its timber when ma- Juglande-

tore is valuable for cabinet-work and gun-stock*, being ou* tree*,

light, hurd, and durable
;
besides it there are the different

kinds of hickory, ( Carya,) all natives of North America,

and yield good timber; among them is the butter nut.

(Carya porcina.) The Caucasian walnut (Plerocarya

Caucasica ) forms a very fine tree. All these grow to

stalely trees and are generally reared from seed, but the

rarer kinds may also be budded or grafted on the com-
moner.

Amentaceous trees.—Belonging to these ore the dif- Ament*-

frrent kinds of Salix or willow, which are almost innu- e*ou» ,rc***

incrable, but the most valuable kinds are the following:

the Huntingdon or white willow ( Salix alba) and the red-

twigged or Bedford willow, (Salix Russelliana.) the only

species worth growing for timber, and which is gene-

rally used for making light hurdles and for other rural

purposes. The best kinds for osier holts are the common
osier. (Salix viminalis,) the auricled osier, (Salix slipu-

laris,) the green osier, (Salix rubra,) the basket osier,

(Salix Forbyana.) the long-leaved willow, (Salix tri-

andra,) the velvet o*ier, (Salix moflissima,) and the

golden or yellow-twigged osier, (Salix vilellina.) The
one year’s shoots of these are all fitted for basket-work*,

and the older shoots for ribs to baskets and for hoops.

AH of them are of the most easy culture and delight

most in swampy ground, and cuttings of them root

readily. The next to the willow is the different kinds

of Populus or poplar. Hie first of these worth noticing

here is the abelc tree ; (Poputus alba ,*) this is a tree of

rapid growth soon producing a great bulk of timber; the

second is the black poplar, (Populus nigra,) a tree of

quick growth ; the third is a Lombardy poplar, (Populus

dilalata,) grows lofty and occupies but little space, and
is generally planted in rows for shelter; its limber is

useful for common purposes; the fourth is the black

Italian poplar, (Populus acludesca,) said to be of us

rapid growth as the Lombardy poplar, and producing

superior timber. There are several other kinds of poplar

all of which are lofty trees of quick growth, but the two

first mentioned produce the best kind of timber; the

wood of all being soft is only used by toy-makers, by

sculptors, by cabinet and musical-instrument makers,

and for rural purposes, but the trees have a very fine

effect itt scenery. No species of poplar grows well in

very poor soil ; moat of them prefer one that is moist.

Cuttings of most of the kinds strike root readily. The
next genus, Alnus or alder, grows where few other

trees will thrive, as in swampy land ; the timber of the

alder is used by millwrights, turners, last-maker* and

others. Some of the kinds of alder form very orna-

mental trees ; they are all propagated fcy layers and

seeds. The spcciess of Iletula or birch are the next

trees worth noticing. The most valuable of these is

the common birch, known by its white bark; it grows

in the coldest regions of the north, and is generally found

in swampy ground in its wild state and is besides an

excellent coppice tree. The weeping variety of it is a very

pretty and graceful tree. The American birch (Betula

lenlS) grows to a loftier tree than the common kind,

and is known by its bark being brown and spotted with

white. The wood of this kind much resembles maho-
gany and is useful for cabinet purposes. The poplar-

leaved birch (Betula populifolia) is a very fine tree.
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Hoit ic ui- besides many other American species of the same genu*,
tuw. The timber of the different species of Carpinus, or horu-

beam, is generally used by the turner as a substitute

for beech. The trees form a good shelter in hedges, and

a dry soil is essential to their growth. They form excel-

lent coppice trees ; the species of hornbeam are either

propagated by seeds or layers. The species of hop

hornbeam, or Ostrya, grow to considerable sized trees

and answer well for plantations ; the culture and propa-

gation is simitar to that for the hornbeam. The species

of Corylus
t
ns the hazel and filbert, form good coppice

trees and supply excellent hoops for basket rods,

poles, and fence wood, and when large make excellent

charcoal ; these are propagated by suckers, layers, and

nuts.

Cop ilife- Cupiltferout trees.—Among these are the different

rou* tree*, kinds of oak or Quercus
,
and of all the numerous spe-

cies the two British kinds are considered the most

valuable, that is the Quercus robur or pedunculata and

scuiliffora

;

the first of these is considered the most

valuable, and is the old English oak, which is distin-

guished by the stalked fruit from the other kind whose
iruil is almost sessile. The great strength and durability

of its timber will long maintain its superiority over all

other trees in Europe as a material for ship-building, and

it Is said to be more durable, even when of small dia-

meter, than any other wood. The bark of the young trees

is of greater value for tanniug than that of old trees.

There are a great many other species of oak which grow
to beautiful trees

; among the most conspicuous of these

are the Turkey oak, (Querctif cerris,) and its varieties,

as the Fulham oak and Lucombe oak, also the scarlet

oak, (Quercut coccineus.) The evergreen oak and the

cork tree also belong to the genus Quercut. AH oaks
are geucratly reared from the acorns, but the rarer kinds

may be grafted on the more common. Deep clayey

loam is the best soil foe oaks. The common beech

(Fagus sylvaticd) is also of this family ; it grows to a
targe handsome tree, and it will thrive in more elevated

and exposed situations than the elm, but it is not so

longlived. The varieties of the beech with red and
purple leaves form strikiug objects in ornamental
plantations. The American or rusty-leaved beech (Fa-
gut ferruyinea) it a beautiful tree, and may readily be

known by its fiowering a month later. Beech timber is

brittle and soon decays, but under water it is more
durable, and is therefore much used for piles in bridge

building; it is also used for many other purposes, and
forms excellent charcoal. A dry soil mixed with cnlca

rcous matter seems to suit the beech best. The fern-

leaved beech forms a very pretty shrub, and is there-

fore well fitted for shrubberies. The beech is usually

reared from seed, and the rarer kinds are generally

propagated by budding or grafting on the common
beech. The sweet or Spanish chestnut (Castanea vesca)

is one of the most magnificent of European trees, having
large, fine foliage, ; it grows to a great size and height,

and is longlived. Its timber is used for the same pur-
poses as the oak, and by the cabinet-maker and cooper.
It is one of the very beat coppice trees, a* it affords ex-
cellent poles and hoops. The bark is also good for

tanning. The tree thrives most luxuriantly in deep
sandy loam, and for all sandy soils it is preferable to

the oak. The situation in which it is planted requires

to lie a little sheltered. The tree is generally reared from
the nuts, but the varieties are increased by budding and
grafting on the common kind. The dwarf sweet chest-

nut (Casianea pumila) answers very well for shrub- Ilorticui-

berte*.

Styracifiuous trees are composed of a single genus,
the Liquiilamber, of which there are two hardy species
known, Liquulamher slyracjlua and imberbe, the occi-

dental and oriental liquidamber; the first is a native of
North America ami the second of the Levant

; they
grow to a moderate size, and when cut or bruised
exude a quantity of resin ; their timber is said to be
good. The trees are propagated principally by layers

in Britain.

PIaloneout trees.—Like the last these are composed Ptataneous

of a single genus, Flatanus, which contains several ******

species, but tho«c most commonly cultivated are the
oriental or occidental plane. (PiaUtnus oriental it or
occidentalism They grow to targe trees with handsome
heads, and are therefore well fitted for planting singly

in pleasure grounds. They may be propagated by
cuttings planted in autumn in a sheltered situation or by
seeds.

Coniferous trees may be divided into Taxineous, Coniferous
Cuprearinrous, and Abietineous trees; the first con- tree*,

tains the yew, the second the juniper, and the third

the various species of pine or fir, larch, cedar of Leba-
non, and spruce, most of which are valuable timber trees.

The common yew (Taxus baceata) tuid the Canadian
yew (Taxus Canadensis) belong to this family, and the
latter is probably only a variety of the former. They are

both dark leaved, evergreen, longlived trees, affording a
hard, valuable timber. It is a common tree in old church-
yards, in many of which it has attained a great age. The
timber is often used as a substitute for box aud other hard
woods ; it is also used by the cabinet-maker for inlaying,

and by the whip-maker. The tree forms excellent hedges
for dividing compartments in gardens. Almost any soil

or situation will suit it. By standing singly it forms a
beautiful tree. Among the group Cupressineee are the

different kinds ofjuniper, all well fitted for shrubberies.

The American and Chinese Arbor rife, Thuja occiden-

tals and orientalise malic fine trees when standing singly

on lawns, or even when grown in clumps. This group
also contains the different kinds of Cupressus

;

us

the red cedar or common cypress, (Cupressus occiden-

talism the timber of which forms the pencil wood, also

the white cedar, (Cupressus thyoidesd and the cedar of
Ooa, (Cupreuus Lusitanica.) form handsome trees if

grown singly on lawns. The principal kinds of Abie-
tineous trees belong to the genus nntu, of which the

Scotch fir (I*inus sytvestris

)

is the most valuable, and
affords what is called the red and yellow deal of the north

of Europe, which is the timber of two different varieties,

and is reckoned the most durable of any kind of pine.

Scotch firs in the Highlands of Scotland are reckoned

equal to any timber introduced. They will grow
well in any soil provided the substratum be rock or

rubble, but in wet soil they should never be planted. It

will grow in exposed bleak situations, as it is a natural in-

habitant ofmountainous districts. The varieties of Scotch

fir are of great value as nurse plants for plantations

of hard-wooded trees, as affording shelter, and for this

purpose they are not inferior to the birch and mountain
ash. The Corsican pine (Ptnus laricio) is nearly allied to

the Scotch fir, but forms a much handsomer tree, its

habit l»eing more pyramidal and its leaves longer, and ks
Umber is said to be more weighty and resinous, and con-

sequently more compact. In some places it grows also

more freely than the Scotch fir. The red Canadian pine

Digitized by Google
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Horticul-
(/>tn iM resinnta) has also much the habit of Scotch fir ;

. . its timber h is been introduced into this country. The
v

cluster pine {Pmus pincuter) has the leaves much
longer and the branches more horizontal than the ordi-

nary state of Scotch firs ; the tree being picturesque it

merits to be cultivated on that account, but as it is more
tender and its timber less valuable than that of the Scotch

fir, it is therefore not worth cultivating on that account.

The stone pine {Pinus pinea) is very like the cluster pine,

but its habit is more erect, the cones and seeds are also

larger ; the last are frequently served up at the dessert in

Italy and France, and ih* coi»es are sometimes imported

by Ixmdon fruiterers for the sake of its seeds. It is a

native of Greece, but forms a great ornament to the

villas nf Rome and Florence. In Britain it is only cul-

tivated for ornament, as its timber is much inferior to

that of the Scotch fir. Tne Cembrn pine (Pinur Cem-
bra) is a native of Switzerland, ami has a good effect in

scenery ; it isaoonical tree of slow growth, and its timber

has the same scent as pencil cedar, and in some places

is used for wainscoting. The Weymouth pine ( Pittas

strobus) is a native of New England, and is the tree

which affords the timber called white American deal.

In this country, however, it is generally cultivated for

ornament. A great number of other species of Pinus
have been introduced into Britain of late years from Ca-

lifornia, North-west America, and Mexico, all of which
arc worth growing for ornament, hut, for profitable

planting, .probably none will be found superior to the

Corsican pine and Scotch fir. The next genus of im-

portance is Abies, which includes the different kinds of

spruce and silver fir. The first of these is the common
Norway spruce, which ia said to be the tallest of all

European trees, often attaining the height of from one
hundred to one hundred and fifty feet ; it is a tree of a

pyramidal form, and its limber is the white deal imported

from Norway and the Baltic, and the smaller trees form

whut are called Norwuy spars, so much used as mast*

for small craft, and by builders for scaffolding poles. In

Britain it is cultivated to some extent, but its timber is

said to be inferior to Scotch fir ; it is, however, used for

a great variety of purposes. The tree forms a very good
nurse plant in hard wood plantations, and answers well

for game preserves. It yields a resin by incision,

from which turpentine and Burgundy pitch are prepared.

The young sprouts give a flavour to what is called

spruce beer. In this country the Norway spruce

grows best in deep soil and low sheltered places. When
planted for the sake of its timber it should be done
thickly in masses or groves, and the trees should be

kept properly thinned and pruned afterwards. The
while, red, and black spruce {Abies alba, rubra, and ni-

gra) are all natives of North America, and chiefly culti-

vated for ornament in Britain. In Anuricu lire black

spruce is used as knees in ship-building, but for sail

yard* the timber of the red spruce is generally preferred.

It is chiefly from a decoction of the young shoots of the

black spruce in water that black beer is prepared, by

fenneutution with sugar or molasses. The essence of

spruce is prepared by evaporating the decoction to the

consistence of honey. The silver fir ( Abie* picea ) grows
to a very stately tree, but it is not so thickly clothed

with branches as the spruce ; the under surface of each

leaf is marked by two white longitudinal lines which
gives them a silvery appearance, while the upper surface

is of a fine green. It is a native of the Alps of Ger-
many, and is, when young, of very quick growth; its

timber is good, hut is reckoned inferior to that of the Horticak

Scntch fir. In Britain it is chiefly grown as an orna* ^
ur*

mental tree. The tree has a very majestic appearance

wnen grown singly on a lawn, or on the sides of rocky

sleeps and in dells. It requires a rather sheltered situ-

ation and a loamy soil like the spruce, for it will not

thrive on poor and sandy soils like the larch. The Irelm

of gilead fir {Pimis ftalsamifora) is a smaller but similar

tree to the silver fir, ami is a native of North America.
It is frequently planted in ornamental plantations for

the sake nf variety, for Us timber is of little value. The
hemlock spruce {Abies Canadensis) is a low drooping
tree and chiefly ornamental. There arc several other

s|>ecies of Abies introduced from North America, some
of which promise to be valuable. The common larch

{Lanx Europma) » a well-known valuable deciduous
timber tree, growing to a considerable height and girth

in proper situations. It is a native of the Alpine moun-
tains of Europe. The larch outgrows all other timber
trees for the first ten or twenty years after planting, and
will arrive at a good timber size in almost any situation.

Its timber brings twice the price of the Scotch fir

per foot, and it arrives at a useful size in one half or

a third part of the time. The timber of larch at thirty

or forty years old, in proper soil, is superior to that of

Scotch fir at one hundred years old. Larch increases

the depth of the soil by the fall of the leaves as well as

improve* the grasses on its surface. There ore several

other kinds of larch, as the Tyrol and Silesian ; the laller

has stronger shoots than the common kind, although only

a variety of it; there is also a weeping variety as well

as a white-flowered variety of the common larch. The
block larch {Larix pendula) and the red larch {Lanx
microcarpa) arc both natives of North America ; the last

is remarkable for the specific gravity of its wood, which

will scarcely swim in water. The Russian or Daurian

larch is an earlier variety of the common kind. The
common larch will grow in any soil and situation, ex-

cept in standing water; but u certain elevation and
coldness, and an inferiority of soil, are necessary to pro-

duce good timber. The larch is said to canker in soils

that have been turned either by the plough or spade

and borue crops, and in wet situations. The larch, like

the oak, makes two growths each summer, the first in

the spring the second in the autumn, and while the

latter growth is going on the first makes branches.

The larch on an average acquires an inch in girth every

year till it is twenty-four years old, and from that time

it will acquire an inch and a quarter in girth. The bark

of the larch is also very useful in tanning. Thin plant-

ing has been recommended by the Duke of Athol, as it

allows the lower branches to extend, and on these depend

the thickness of the lower part of the trunk. The cedar

of Lebanon {Cedn/s Lebani) is» a native of the coldest

purl of Mount Lebanon. When standing singly, as on
lawns, it throws out strong horizontal branches from

the base upwards, for which reason the top is always

flattened. When planted close together, the cedar of
Lebanon is said to grow as tall and straight as the larch.

The tree is generally grown for ornament
;

single trees

on lawns have a fine effect. The deodar {Cedms de&-

dara) of Nepal is said to be a remarkably handsome
tree when full grown. The Araucaria imbricata, a

native of Chili, is a very ornamental tree which will

grow in sheltered situations in the open air; the finest

tree of the kind in Britain is in the botanic gardcu at

Kew.
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Hortieul- Gnelcov r shrubs.—The hardy hind* of these are in-

, l‘‘

fr

^_ y
eluded in the genus Ephedra, of wh.ch there are two or

Gneteotis
l^ rce sP*cie* ; they are curious dwarl shrub-* well adapted

shrubs. ôr the front of shrubberies, and are readily propagated
by layers and suckers.

Eaipj-tre- Empetreous thru hi.—These are all dwarf evergreen
ou* fchrub#. heath, [,!{,. shrubs which thrive lies! in peat or vegetable

mould ; among them are the Empeirum nigrum or black

crowberry, a native of the mountainous parts of North
Hritain, the Corema aUm or while crowberry, a native

of Portugal, and the Ceraliotu ericoides, a native of

North America; they are nil easily propagated by layers

and seed, and young cuttings will strike root if planted

in a pot of sand with a hand-glass placed over them.
Smilseco'js .VnuVareowi shrubs .—The hardy kinds of the^c Ix-long
fchruU.

to t h^ genus SmUur , of which there are several hardy

specie*.; they are rumbling, prickly shrubs with laurel-like

leaves, and they thrive well among other shrubs und in

shady situations. They are all readily propagated bv divid-

ing them at the root, that is, by seftarating the suckers.

Tidipace- Tulipaceaus shrubs.—Of these a few species of
ou* shrub*. Yucca or Adam’s needle are hardy. They are pretty

plants, with heads of long swurd-like leaves, and
large panicle* of whitish, tulip-formed, pendulous
blossom*. They require a sheltered situation, and a
light rich soil. They are readily increased by separat-

ing the suckers which issue from the root.

Landscape Gardening.

Landscape Landscape gardening is the art of disposing of
gaitlcuing, ground**, buildings, walks, lakes, ponds, Ac., as well as

tree*, shrubs, and glades, so os to produce scene rv about

a country residence ; but us this depends so much upon ilorticnl-

the nature, site, and >*i*e of the ground, and upon tlie idea ll,n»

of the owner or landscape gardener, it is almost iiupos-

sible to lay down any fixed principle without giving
plans, so as lo produce a landscape grateful to ihe sight.

It is either a mixed art or ail art ol design, or imitative

art. The ancient geometric style is cuided wholly by
tbe funner, but the modern style by the latter. It can
produce nothing higher than picturesque beauty or a
harmonizing of mixture* of forms, light*, and shades.

Tbe disposition of tree* around a residence in lilies or
gcumeiricul forms in a country where all the trees around
are us nature dispot-ed them, as in forests, produces a
distinctive character; but where all the trees of the face

of the country arc disposed in geometrical forms or
straight lines, by planting the trees about a residence in

that irregular manner which is characteristic of natural

scenery, a distinctive character is produced as in the

former case. But w hen the same disposition of trees is

to be preserved as that which prevads in the surrounding
country, trees should be employed different to those in

the surrounding scenery which also will produce a dis-

tinctive character. The disposition of trees, shrubs,

lakes, ponds, and serpentine l>odies of water, glades,

and lawns produce all the grand effects of landscape

gardening. The lawn is a breadth of mown turf in front

of the house. The shrubbery generally connects the

house and flower garden, and forms part of whut is

termed the pleasure ground, which is a term applied lo

kept ground, wulks, and closely mown grass. The
park is a place devoted lo the growth of limiter trees

and as a pasturage for deer, cuttle, and sheep, and a*

adding grandeur to tbe nuiiLsiou.
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INDEX. Accelerating vegetation. 91.

. _ , Acerineous tree* : maple*, 174.
v

Air. 191. 123,

Alexanders, 103.

Almond, 1 13-

AUiaceous plants, 1 10.

Alpine plants, 1-18.

strawberries, LIZ.

Alstrtrrocri*, 163.

Amaranthaceoua plants, 109.

Amaranthus. 109.

Amentaceous trees : willows, poplars, al-

ders, birches, hornbeams, hop-hornbeams,
filberts, hand-nuts, 168. 179, 19Q.

American cranberry, 1 22,

cress, 22j

plants, 1-17.

Ampelideou* shrubs : vines, Virginian
creeper, 175.

Amygusltceous fruits, 113.

trees and shrubs : almond, peach, nec-

tarine, apricot, cherries, laurels,

gsans, bird cherries, Portugal laurel,

common laurel, 176.

Anemone, 151. 152.

Angelica, garden, 104.

Anise, ULL.
Annual plants, 148.

Aoonaceous shrubs: astminss, 174.

Ajiocineous shrub* : periwinkles, 178.

Aquarium, stove, 104.

Aquatic plants, 148.

Aquifoliecenu* trees and thrabe : holly*,

South Sea tea, winter-berries, mygindu,
175,

Apple, LLfix UiL
Apples, dessert or table, 118.

kitchen or baking, 118.

Apricot, 1 14.

Araliaceous shrubs: ivy*, angelica tree,

aratio, 177.

Agricultural catalogue, 173.

Arboriculture, history of, 166.

ArUtolochious shrub* : birlhworts, 179.

Arracacha, >01, 1Q4.

Artichoke. 1 MS.

Jerusalem, 104.

Asdepiadeous shrub* : Periploca, 176.

Asparugineous plants, 111.

Asparagus. 1 1 1, 1 12.

Aster, China, 157,

Atmosphere, 69,

Auricula, 136. 139.

Balsam, 1_55, 15S.

Banana, 142.

Basil, sweet, iOK.

Beth strawberries, 117.

Beau. 10Q.

French, 101.

kidney, lUl.

Beet, red. 109.

white. 109-

VOL VI.

Beet, sea, 109.

Bellflower, party-coloured, 157.

pyramidal, 137.

Berberideous fruits, 1 13.

Brrbcridcous shrubs: berberries, maho-
nias, 174.

Berberry, 1 13.

Biennial plants, 147.

Bigarreau cherries, 1 13.

Bignoniacenua trees and shrubs : trumpet
flower, Bignonia, Catalpa, 178.

Bilberry-, 1 22.

Bilimbi, 145.

Bitter orange, 140.

Block currants, 121-

mustsrd, ILL

strawberry, 1 17.

Bladder campion, 100,

Blanching, 'LL

Bleaberry, Lii
Borage, >07.

Boraginenus plants, 1Q7.

Borders for fruit trees, B&*
Border flowers, 1 47.

Borecoles, 95* 96.

Botanic gardens, 117.

Botanical structures, 148.

Brocoli, 98.

Brook-lime, IPS.

Brussels sprouts, 2fL
Buds kale,

Budding, ILL

Bulbous-rooted florists’ flowers, 159.

Bulb*, 146.

stove, 13C.

Burnet, 102.

Cabbage tribe, 25*
Cabbage, red, 97.

turnip-stemmed, 92*.

whit*. ILL

Calceolaria, 163.

Camellia, 164*

Calycanthrosia shmb* : American allspice,

winlerflawer. 176.

Campion, bladder, 10Q.

CampaouUceous plants, 106, 107.

Caper, IlM).

Cappsrideous plants, 100.

Capnfoliaceou* shrub* : elders, lsurestious,

wayfaring -tree, guelder - roee, honey-
suckle*, snowberTy, Ley ce* ten a, Loni-
ceras, 177.

Capsicum, 106.

Carambola, 143.

Caraway, 103.

Canloon, 103.

Cardinal flower, 137.

Carnation. 134. 133.

bisarre, 1 34.

flake, i
,~> 1.

picutee, 13L
Carrot, lu4.

isa?

Caryophytleone plants, 100.

Cauliflower, 2Z*
Celastrineous shrubs and trees : bladder-

nut, spindle trees, 173.
Colmar, IDL
Celery. 102, liLL
Chamomile, 106.

Chenopodiaceous plants, 109.

shrubs: Atriplex, Chenopodinm, 1 78.

Cherry, M3, Llfi.

bigarreau, l IS.

cornelian, 121.

forcing the, 129, 130.

heart, 115.

May dake, 115.

monel!o, 1 13.

winter, 108.

Chestnut, LLL
Chick pea, 100.

Chili strawbetrie*. 1 17.

Chilli pepper, 106.

China asters, 137.

Chives, 11 1-

Cboeo, 137.

Chrysanthemum, 136.

Clary. 108.

Cloudberry, 1 16-

( icely, sweet, 1QL
Cider apples, 11H.

Cistineou* shrubs : Cistus, Helianthcmitm,
or rock-rose and sun-rose, 174.

Citron, 141).

Cob pinks. 133.

Common turnip, 2S,
wood sorrel, 100.

Composite plants, 104.

shrubs : southernwood, wormwood,
Bacchar s, lva, Stmbelina, 177.

Compost ground, 125-

Coniferous trees
:

pine* or firs, larches,

cedars, yews. Arbor vitas, spruces, drotUr,

Araucaria, 160, 181.

Conservatory, U9,
plants, 149.

Convolvutaceous plants, 106.

Coppice wood. 173.

Coriander, 1Q4.

Coriarious shrubs : Cori iria, 173.

Cornelian cherry, 121.

Corneous fruits. 121-

shrubs and trees: dogwoods, cofiie'ian

cherry, 177.

Corimary.

Cowberry. 122.

Cotrslip, 13H.

Cranberry, 121.

American, 122.

Cress, 92*
American. 99.
Indian, 101).

water. Pi).

winter, 100.

Crocus, 160.

2a1
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1 *4*

INDEX. Crown imperial, Ui2^
s Cruciferous plant*. ILL

Cucumber. forcing, 134—137
tree, 148,

Cucurbitsceous plant*, 1(1*2.

Currant*, red, white, end black, 1-1.

Culture of the soil, 29.

Cupultferoua trr«* : oaks, cork tree, beeches,

weet or Spanish chestnut, 1 sP,

Cutting*, ILL

Culinary vegetable department or garden,

95.

Cyclamens, 15L

Daffodil l$2r
D>uiu.ir)t>. liZ.

Daisy, 152*

Dames violet, 152. 152.

Dandelion, 1 (16-

Dessert or table apple*. Llfii

or table pears, LLZ.

Dill, DLL
DLeaset and wound*, 22s
Distribution of plants, 1HL

Double stock*, LLL
Dry greenhouse, 150.

greenhouse plants, 150.

store, L3IL

store plants, 1511

Ebenacemn tree*- date plums, European

lotoe, pishamon, ILL

itliMgncoMS trees : oleaster*, sea buckthorn,

17«. ILL
Elder, L5L
Elecampane. 1 Oti.

Rmpetreous shrub* : erowbenies, Ceratiola,

lh±
Endive, IDS-

Ericnrcous shrubs and trees : heath, ling,

strawberry tree*, Ledums, Andromeda*,

Clethrao, Arbutus**, A sales*. Rhodo-

dendrons, Cassiopeo, Cassandra*, l)a-

boscias, Phyllodoces, EpigM Gaulthe-

riaa. &c., ILL.

Racallonious shrubs • Escalloni**, Mia
Espalier-Tails, 25.

Ruphorbisceous shrubs: box, Bor} a, Eu-

phorbia, 179.

Expedient* for inducing fiuilfulnei* m
trm, 21L.

Fat hen, 142,

Fennel. 103.

sweet, m3.
Ficeous fruits, 122,

Ficoideous plants, liLL

Fig. ILL
Figs, forcing' 131. LLL
Filbert, LLL 1-A
Finally planting trees, 169* LI1L

Fionochio. DLL
Floriculture, History of, LIL
Florists' flowers, LLL
Flower border*, LLL

garden, 145. Lib.

Forbidden fruit. 140.

Forcing cucumber*, 1 34, LiL
department, 1 23, LLL
the cherry, l -'. 1

, I3U-

figs, 131. 132,

giound. situation of the, LlH
melons, 132—134.
the nectarine. 128, L22x

the peach, USTTZS*
strawberries, LLL.

vines, ML LLL
French bean, 101.

Fritillary, lb 2,

Frait, kitchen, and forcing garden, hi.

Fuchsias, 13b.

Fungous plants, 1 12.

Garden angelica, 101.

botanic. ML
flower, 143, 146.

patience. 1DL
rocket, DHL

Garlic, LIL
Geraniums, 163.

Gladiolus**. lt>3.

Gurtcoua shrub# : Kphodrns, LS21

Gooveberry. 12U.

Gourds and vegetable marrow, 102. 137 .

Grafting, ILL

Granadills, 141.

Gnnateous fruits, 120.

tree*
:
pomegranate, 176.

Grape* with round black berries, L2Z*

with long black berries, 12Z-

with round white or green berries, LiL I.eraun, 140.

with long white or green berries, 127, Lentil, DIL
with roue-coloured, blue, greyish, or Lottuce, Dl5

Labiate plants, 108- INDEX,
shrubs : sure, savory, thyme, hyssop, y-—-

germander, 178.

Lablab, DLL
Landscape gardening, or how to produce

artificial scenery, 1212.

Lamb'* lettuce, 104.

Laurineous trees : Lauras, sweat bay, 17ft-

Lawns, 147,

Laveuder, IO&
Layering, ILL
Leguminous plant*, IPO.

tree* and shrubs : Edwardsias, Virgilia,

Piptanthua, fuxse or whin, brooms,

Genistas, Staurscanthua, Cytisines

laburnum, bladder senna, American

locust-tree, Robiniss, false Acacia,

honey locust tree, Acscis, 175, ILL
Leek, 111.

striped berries, 127. 128-

Grass, scurry, LLL

walk*, LLL
Gravel walks, 5JL

Greenhouse, 148.

plants, 144, L12*

dry, and dry greenhouse plants, 151L

Green plums, 1 14,

Green strawberries, 1 17.

Groiaularious fruits, 120,

cabbage, 103.

co*i, 105.

lamb's, 104.

Light, 125.

and heat, 0 1 •

Lily, 162, DLL
Guernsey, DLL

Lime, 140,

Lime, sweet, 140.

Loquat, LLL
shrubs: gooseberries and currants, LUL Loranlhsceuu* shrubs: mistletoe, Loran-

G rowing plants ill glass caves, LlL thus, Aucuba, 122*

Guava, LiL Love apple, lilZ.

Guernsey lily, 155. Lumy, LUL

Ilalesisceous trees : soow-drop trees, 177.

llamamehdeous shrubs : witch hazel. Fa-

tlvcrgilla, 177,

Hardy fruit department, 112.

Hautbois strawberries, HZ,
Heart's ease, 153,

Heat and light, ILL

Heaths, 166.

Herbaceous perennials, 14".

HippocaataneuuB trees: horse chestnuts,

174.

Hollyhock. 155,
fig-leaved. 153.

Homahneou* shrubs : Aristote’.ia, Aran,

125,

Llorse radish, 22*

HorlicUitnre, history of, &L
Hot water, 124.

Hyacinth, ICQ, LLL
Ilyluidizing, 212.

Hydrangea, LiLL

Hypeiicineous shrubs : St. John’s-wort,

Tutsan, 174,

Hyssop, 109.

1narrlung, 2L. 94-

Indian cress, D11L

Iu-acts, bS.

Imitation of warm climate*, 2L
Ixias, 163.

Jasmiueous shrubs: Jasmines, LiiL

Jerusalem artichoke, UlL
Jonquil-, L51L

J uglmi'in) us trees: walnut*, hickories,

butter-nut, 122

Kale, 96.

Buda, 96.

sea, 98j 22i
Scutch, Mj

Kidney baan, LUL
Kitchen or baking apple*. ILL

or baking pcare, 112*

Knotted or sweet marjoram, 155, ML
Kohl-rube, 97.

Magnotiarcous trees : Magnolias, tulip

tree, 173.

Malvaceous shrubs : Altb*a frutex, Lava-

terms, 174.

Mandarin orange, 140.

Marigold, K‘6.

Marjoram, common, LihL

knotled or sweet, IQS,

winter sweet, IQS.

May duke cherries, LDL
McnupeTtnareous shrubs: mironseed, ILL
Melons, forcing, 132— 134.

Mignonette, LIL
tree, 1 33.

Morel, 112.

Morrlio cherry, LIL.

Mureou* fruits, ML
Murcuja, 141.

Mulberry, 122,

Mu*hroom, ILL
forcing, 137—140.
growing. 139— 140.

making spawn, 137, L3£L

house, 1 1 -

Mustard, black and white. ILL

Myrtaceous shrubs : myrtle, 116x

Narcissus, 139, 15iL
polyanthus, 152

Nasturtium, ML
Neapolitan violet, 152*

Nectarine. 1 14.

forcing, L£H, 129,

Nettle. LDL
New Zealand spinach,_liLL

Nursery, tree. 166, DiL
Nut, hazel, 123.

Nuts, 1 23-

Obiect of the culture of vegetables. hV-itL

Oleiatous shrub* and trees: ash of dif-

ferent kinds, lilacs, privet*, fringe tree,

Phillyreas, 175.

Olive, 1*21.

Olivaceous fruits, LLL
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Orange tribe, 14ft, 141.

Orange, sweet, 14ft.

•our, 1 10.

biller, 140.

Mandarin, 140.

Paradise, 140.

Orchard, 123.

Orchideviuii plants, 151.

Ossiip, 158.

Pansy, 153.

Pwuny, L32.

PapHw, 141.

Paraloy, 1U3.

Parsnip. 104.

Party-oulumed bell flower, 15".

PasMfloreous shrub* : blue passion-flower

176.

Pea, 1UL
chick, 100.

Peach. Hi LLL
forcing, 138. 122

Pear, 1J7, 11&,
Pear*. dessert or tabic, 117.

kitchen nr taking, 1 17.

perry, LIZ*
Peppermint, 1118.

Perennials, herbaceous, 147.

Perry pear*, 11".

Pvtunia*. 157,

Pluladelphcous shrubs : Mock orange or

Syriuga, Deutiia, 176.

Picotee, LiL
Pine apple, 142— 145.

triennial course of culture, nursing pit,

succession pit, aud fruiting pit, 143.

biennial course of culture : nursing

pit. succession pit, and fruiting pit.

Pine strawberries, LLZ.

Pink, 153. 151,

cob, I&1-
phrasant's ryes, 133.

Pit*, 125.

Plantain, Ii£
Plantations for ornament, 1 70,

Planting, 22.

_

Plants. American, 147

Alpine, 148.

annual, 148.

aquatic, 148.

biennial, lAfl.

conservatory, 149,

dry greenhouse, 130.

dry stove, 13ft.

greenhouse. 148, 149.

growing in glam-cascs, 151.

orchid ecus. 1 3 1

.

stove, 149, 130.

rock, 14 m,

Plum*, 1 14, 1 13,

yellow or cnrenish-ycllow, 114.

green, LLL
purple, 114.

Polyanthus, r»8.

narcissus, 139.

Polygoneuu* shrubs: Trsgopogon, Atra*

phaxis, 178.

PolygoDOUS plant*, 1 IQ,

Pomaceous tree* : thomt, hawthorn*, med-
lar, quince service, whitebeam-tree,

mountain ash, pear, apple, 176,

Pomaceous fruits, 117.

Pomegranate, 120.

Pam plans, 102. 137.

Potato, HZ,
sweet, 107.

Putcntillaceous shrub* : shrubby ctnauefoil,

brambles, dewberries, raspberries, 170,

Potting, 2^
Primrose, 157, 159

Protection of plants from atmwpherieul in-

juries, ILL

Pruning. 92.

Pruning forest tree*, 171. 172.

Pumpkin, 1-37.

Purple plums 1 14,

Purslane, 102.

lea, 102.

Qualities of timber, 173.

Quince, 120.

Radish, 99.

horse, 3£L

Ranuaculoceotis shrubs : Clematis Atra-

gene, virgin’s bower or traveller’* joy,

vrilww-root, 173,

Ranunculus, 122*

Kampion, 106.

Rape, 99.

Raspberry, 116.

Red beet, 1(J9.

cabbage, 9Z.

currant, 121.

Retarding vegetation, 2J

.

Rhamaaceous shrubs and trees: Christ’s

thuru, jujube tree, Avignon berries, back-
thorn, Alaternus, New Jersey tea, berry-

bearing alder, 173,

Rhubarb, 1 10.

Rocambole, ILL
Rock plant*, 148.

Rocket, 152, 13&
garden, HH).

Roof*, 12j.

Rosaceous fruits, 1 16.

shnilis: roses 176.

Rosary, 164.

Roses, 163. LLL
Rotation of craps, 90,

Rubiscvous shrub*: Lneulia, Pinckneys,
button wood, 177.

Runners, scarlet, 101, 102.

Rutaceous shrubs and trees : rue. tooth-

ache tree, shrubby trefoil, Ailauto, 173.

Sage, 108.

Salsify, 105.

Sambuceuua fruits, 121.

Samphire, 103, 104.

Sanguisarbcaas plants, 102.

Santalaccou* shrub* : Tupelo-tiee. 179.

Sapiadaceou* tiees : Kolreuteria. 174.

Sapotoceou* trees : Argonia, Bumelia, 178.

Savory, summer, 109.

Savory, winter, 109.

Savoys, 2fL
Saxilragsceous ihrub* : Hydrangea, LZZ.

Scarlet strawberries. 1 17.

Scarlet runners, 1(11, 102.

Scorxonera, IPS.

Scrophulariueous plants, 108.

Scurvy grass, ft9.

Sea beet, 110,

Sea kale, 9*. 22,
purslane, 102.

Seed, SL
Service tree, 120.

Shaddock, 14ft.

Shallot, LLL
Shelter, KH.

Shrubbery, 147.

Situation of the forcing-ground, 123.

shelter aud water, 91-

Skirret, 1ft3.

Smilaceous shrubs : Suailax, 182.

Soil, culture of, 89.

Soils, 123,
Sohuiaceous plants, 107.

sbruhe: Nicotians, Lyciums, Vestia,

Holonum, 1 78
Sorrel, 1 10.

wood, ML
Sour orange, 140.

Sowing, 22.
Soy. UlL
Spearmint, IQS.

Spiunch, 11/9. .

New Zealand, 102.

wild, 109.

Spirwaceuus shrubs : Spinras, 176.

Squash, 132*
Steam. 124.

Sterculiaceous trees : Stcrculiaplatanifnlia.

174.

Stocks, 1 52.

Brampton, 152.

double, 132.

tea-week. 182.

gilliflower, 132.

Stone fruit*, 1 13.

Stove, 149. 13(1.

aquarium, 150.

bulb*. liJL
dry, 1M.
plants, 149, 150.

Strawberry, I Hi', 1 17.

Strawberries, Alpine, 117.

Baih, 117.

block, IJZ*

Chili. U2*
forcing, 131.

green pine, 117.

nautbois, 1 17.

pine. 117.

scarlet, 1 17.

wood, 1 17.

Styrncineous shrubs : Styrax or Htorax, 1Z£.
Substances used in forming hot-beds. 123.

Succory. 106.

Summer savory, 109.

Swedish turnip, 99.

Sweet basil, lft 9.

cicely, 104.

lime, 140.

orange, 140.

potato, 107.

Taniy, 106.

Tamariscineou* shrub* : French and Ger-
man tamarikk, 174.

Tarragon, 106.

Temperature, ill).

Ten-week stock*, 132.

Tvrebintbsceou* tree* : turpentine (tee, pis-

tachio nut tree, rautick tree, sumach,
poison oak, lithe tree, Davana, 173.

Teraatranniaceous trees : Qordonia, Stu-

art i a, loblolly bay, 174.

Thistle, 105.

Thyme, 109.

Thymclwous ihrub* : Daphne*, Mezonon,
purge laurel, Dirca or leather wood, 178.

Tiliaceuus tree* : lime trees, 174.

Timber, qualities of, 173.

Tomato, 107.

Training, £L 92.

Transplanting, 92.

Treatment of wound*. 172.

Tree mignonette, 133.

nursery, 166.

frellises, 1 Ji.

Trues bearing stone fruits, 168

bearing ponies, berries, and cnu-utc*,

169.

bearing legumes, 169.

bearing small seeds. 169

finally planting, 169, 17ft.

Troptsolum tuberosum. UlC.

Truffle, 1 12.

Tuberose, 163.

Tulip, 161 . 162

Tulipaceous shrub* : Yucca or Adam's new

die. 182.

Turnip, common, 98.

Turnip-stemmed cabbage, 9*.

Turnip, Swedish, 22,
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INDEX. Ulmsceoits trees : elms, nettle trees, 179.

Umbelliferous plants, UiJ,

Urticaceous plants, 110-

trees : mulberries, osago orange, 179.

Vaecineous fruits, 121.

shrub* : bleaberry, bilberry, cranberry,

LZL
Valerianeous plants, 1P4.

Vegetable marrow, LIZ.

Verbenaceout shrubs : Vitex or chaste tree,

17a.

Verbenas, 157

Vine, Lli.

Vines, forcing, 126.

Vintferout fruits. J 12.

Violet, Neapolitan, 153,

Wallflower, 1-V2.

Walks, Sit,

grass, 4Z.

gravel, gg.
Waiu, n*.

Walnut, lii
Water, 2L

cress, 21,

hot, i£L
White beet, 109.

White cabbage, 9G,

currants, 121.

mustard, 92,

Wild spinach, 109,

Winter cherry. IQS.

savor)', 1112,

sweet marjoram, 1(1ft.

Wood sorrel, common, 100.

strawberries, 117.

Woods, coppioe, 173.

Wounds, 89.

treatment of, 172,

Yellow or greenish-yellow plume, 114.
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COMMERCE.

Commerce. Commerce is the interchange of commodities, whether

manufactures or agricultural products, for money or for
LfcfiuitioD other commodities : in the latter case it is called Barter.

nM!IW
' Some persons consider that all buying and selling carried

on among ourselves ought to be called Trade, and that

the name of Commerce should be appropriated to our
foreign transactions

; but this distinction seems hardly

justified, either by the etymology of the respective

words, or by the practice of nierchanta, with whom
** foreign trade” is as frequent, or rather a more frequent

expression than “ foreign Commerce.”
We propose for the principal subjects of the present

Essay,

1. A Historical sketch of Commerce; and
2. Its condition in the present Age, zs well in Eng-

land as on the Continents of Europe and America.
3. Connected with these, will he a nerir* of obser-

vations on collsteral subjects; such as money, nr the

circulating medium of Commerce; the mines of gold

and silver, particularly in America ; and the use of Bank
paper during the last hundred years.

Origin of The advantage of an interchange of commodities, of
Commerce, one person supplying what was needed by another, must

have been obvious in the earliest stages of Society.

Such interchange, however, must have been on a very
insignificant scale among Tribes living in the slate of
hunters, and seeking their subsistence, not from domes-
ticated animals, but from the chase and the precarious

spoils of the forest. Such appears from Scripture to

have been the state of the central part of Asia, in the

Ages following the Flood ; in the time of Nimrod and
other predecessors of Abraham. It was the condi-

tion also of the aboriginal Greeks before Cadmus and
other foreigners, arriving from the East, accustomed the

nativea to useful Arts ; and it was the state of the

chief part of England on the first invasion of the Ro-
mans. Such at the present day is the case of the

Indians of North America, who roam over the vast

tracts to the West and North-West of the Mississippi,

obtaining by the chase quantities of furs to exchange
with English and American traders, but living in other

respects in great penury, and having very few commo-
dities to barter among each other.

Theititeof
| ri the next stage in the progress of Society, the state

of Pasturage with little tillage, the interchange ofcom-
modities is still on a very limited scale. Referring

again to the Book of Gmesu, we find this to have been
the state of Chaldwm and of part of Syria in the Age of

Abrnhuin, about four centuries after the Flood, or nine-

teen centuries Iwfore the Christian Era. Population,

although increasing, was still very thinly spread, and
property became considerable in the hands of only a few,

the bulk of the community being, as expressed in Scrip-

ture, “ bondmen and bondmaids;" in other words, ser-

vants and labourers paid not by wages, but by mainte-

nance. The Northern part of Arabia must have been
very thinly peopled in the time of Jacob, yet his flocks,

like those of his brother Esau, increased, "so that they

could not dwell together : the land could not bear them
because of their cattle.” The consequence was that
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Esau removed his family, his cattle, and all his substance Commerce,

to a distance, and dwelt on Mount Seir. Similar to

tliis was the state of Scythia in ancient times ; and such,

down to the present day, ig the condition of the vast

regions of Tarlary. In this stage of Society families

are almost always removing in quest of new pastures

;

there are hardly any towns, and but few village*
; each

household is consequently obliged to supply its own
wants, whether in provisions or clothing ; and the ex-
change of commodities is trifling, as it always must be
until, tillage being introduced, population becomes sta-

tionary, and, in some degree, concentrated.

We next arrive at the Agricultural state ; the time The Agn-

when individuals and families drew together in hamlets, cultural

villages, and, eveutually, in towns. Employment then
******

becomes divided
;
persons follow separate trades ; and the

products or workmanship of one are exchanged for those

of another. Intercourse is then carried to such a length

as to be entitled to the name of Commerce. If it be CoaotriMtn

asked in what part of the World was the exchange ofcom- »h*h Com-

modities first carried to any considerable extent? we an-

swer in Mesopotamia. Egypt, and the more fertile Pro-
vinces of the North ofArabia. For this we have the direct

authority of Scripture, as well as the indirect but power-
ful evidence afforded by the local advantages of certain

tracts of Country, such as those adjacent to the Euphrates
and the Nile. In warm climates the great desideratum

in cultivation is a supply of water ; and population first

becomes dense in districts which possess such a supply
in abundance, whether from rivers periodically over-

flowing their banks, from streams descending from high
grounds, or from a soil yielding water in wells at a slight

depth from the surface. Now Civilization and Commer-
cial intercourse depend on, or rather arise from, density

of population. It is to this we should ascribe the early

improvement of Egypt, w hich even in the Age of Abra-
ham, and still more in that of his grandson Jacob, had
become so far a cultivated Country, as to be able to

afford a supply of corn to its neighbours when scarcity

unfortunately prevailed among them. To a similar

cause, we mean the dense population in Chaldea, con-

sequent on the overflowing of the Euphrates, and the

ease with which the level tracts adjoining to that river

were laid under water, we are to attribute the grandeur

of Babylon and the power of the Assyrian Empire.
Almost all trade in those remote Ages was carried Cummtxli-

on by land, and as there were neither roods for wheel- tie* coo-

carriages, nor bridge* over rivers, merchandise was
transported on the backs of camels and other beasts of ^
burden. Traders proceeded generally in companies, for

the sake of mutual aid and protection, exactly as is

practised in the present day, and on a larger scale, by
Caravans. It was to a company of Ishmaehles, (Arabs.)

carrying spices from Gilead to Egypt on camels, that

Joseph was sold by his brethren, about seventeen cen-

turies before the Christian Era. The practice of convey-

ing merchandise on the backs of animals still prevails

iu Countries in which an Englishman would expect that

roads might long since have been made and wheel car-

riages introduced. It is general not only in the thinly

M
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Commerce, peopled Province* of Brazil, Peru, Bueno* Ayr**, and

Columbia, but in Mexico, the least haekward part of

Spanish America. That healthy and fertile region, now
possessed by Europeans during three centuries, can,

even at present, boost of no more than three or four

highway* fit to be traversed by wheel-carriages ; aud all

the goods transported through its territory, whether

manufactures imported, or produce sent down to the

coast fur export, are conveyed on the backs of mules and
horses, a distance of several hundred miles.

Intercourse The earliest attempts to convey commodities hy water
by water. were ml(je on pVer» or inlet* of the aea, by means of

canoes and rafts. Between these, the simple contrivances

of a rude Age, and the bark fitted to proceed to the open

aea and tocncounter the windsand waves, the difference is

very great. Ship-building and Navigation are complicated

Arts, requiring both mechanical dexterity and a stock of

knowledge which can exist only in a society consider-

ably improved. Hence Commercial intercourse by sea

is long in beginning, and for a time is carried on on a

very limited scale. With the nations of antiquity this

slowness was unavoidable, unacquainted as they were

with the use of the mariner* compass, and limited in

their knowledge of Geography. It was the custom of

their seamen to keep within sight of land, and on the

occurrence of stormy weather, not to stand out to sea,

but to seek shelter in a bay or inlet. This practice, so

contrary to that of modem navigators, arose from two
causes ; the smallness of their vessel*, which were often

without decks, and the habit of propelling them aa much
by oars as by sails. By rowing towards a bay or the

mouth of a river, they were almost sure of entering it,

w hatever might he the direction of the wind ; and the

shallow draught of their barks admitted of their being

run ashore beyond the reach of the tempest. Summer
was the only fit season for such awkwrard mariner* : to

have gone to sea in the Winter months would have been

accounted a great imprudence,

fcad
Oue °* ***• car '*c*1 louche* of Navigation was that

^ carried on along the Red Sem, for the transport of com-

modities from Arabia to Cosseir. or tbe port, whatever

it was. which served as an entrepot for the trade of the
Theha in wjt|| Thebe* in Upper Egypt. The mereban-

disc landed at Cosseir is commonly considered to have

been the produce of India, imported, in the first in-

stance, into certain seaports of Arabia, near the mouth
of the Red Sea. But whether the products were In-

dian or Arabian, the traffic appears to have been con-

siderable. aud to have been one cause of the great popu-

lation and extent of Thebes ; an extent proved equally

by the descriptions of ancient writers, and the magni-

tude of the still remaining ruin*. Tbe other cause* of

the prosperity of Thebes were that the fertilizing effect*

of the overflowing of the Nile were turned to account

in its vicinity at an early Age. The breadth of culti-

vated ground in Upper Egypt appears to have been

greater in those days than at present, the flying sands

from Libya having, in the course of so many centuries,

covered a part of the Valley of the Nile, particularly to

the West of the river. Thebes was centrally situated in

regard to the Northern and Southern division* of that long

and fertile valley ; the Nile being easily navigated, con-

nected them, so that this city was both the residence of

the Government, and a station for the deposit and ex-

change of the commodities of the upper and lower

divisions of the Kingdom. Subsequently, the seat of

Government was transferred lower down tbe Nile to

Memphiiw (nearly on the site of Cairo,) in consequence, Coramercw.

probubly, of the augmented population of the Delta, and

perhaps of the advantage of comparative vicinity to the

North of Arabia, Phoenicia, and Syria, Countries which

then constituted so large a portion of the civilized World.

But the foreign Commerce of the Egyptians was at

no time considerable. Their Religion discountenanced

Navigation, and their Government restricted their inter-

course with foreigner*, some what in tbe manner in which

that of the Chinese acts with regard to Europeans. The
Phoenicians, on the other hand, were altogether Com- Tbs Phcrrn-

me trial in their habits as in their laws. Sidon, the first «*«*•

seaport of con*equence mentioned in History, vrax dis-

tant only one hundred and fifty miles from the mouths

of the Nile, and the foreign trade of Egypt was car-

ried on by Phmwcian mariners, first of Sidon, after-

ward* of Tyre. The Phoenician coast abounded with

timber for ship-building, and its position was central

tor intercourse with such parts of the World as were

then advancing in civilisation. Confined at first to the

adjacent Countries, rix. Egypt, Cyprus, Cilicia, the

Phoenician navigators veutured in the course of time

to take a wider range, visiting and planting colonies in

Crete. Greece, Libya, and Sicily. In all these Countries

the inhabitant* were uncivilized, and wrere indebted to

the Phamtcians for the rudiments of knowledge and the

introduction of the useful Arts. These Countries were

situated to the West: but there was also a regular

traffic between Phcenicia and the Southern part of

Arabia, carried on partly by land, partly by water ; by
land from Phoenicia to Elath, a port in the Northern

or upper part of the Red Sea; and theremaiuderof the

distance by shipping navigating that sea.

The next Country entitled to notice in a Commercial Judna, m
sense is Judasa. The Jew* pn>gre*aively increased in the wigt»

number during the long period (seven centuries) which

elapsed between their settling in Egypt and die era of

°

their greatest prosperity, the reigns of David and Solo-

mon. In those reigns they made the conquest of ldum«*a,

a Province extending along the North-EasWn shore of

the Red Sea, and seeing the wealth possessed by their Phoe-

nician neighbours, thev became desirous of engaging in

foreign Commerce. This desire wa* facilitated by tbe

friendly understanding which so long subsisted between

the rulers of Tyre and David and Solomon. The latter

sent yearly to Tyre quantities of corn and oil, the pro-

duce of Judea, receiving in return foreign merchandise

aud a balance of gold and silver. The Jews being un-

accustomed to Navigation, maimed their merchant -ves-

sels on the Red Sea by Phoenicians. The distant sea-

ports with which they traded (Ophir and Tarshisli)

have not been recognised with certainty by modern
Geographer*, but the harbours Elath and Ezion geber,

in which they landed their merchandise on returning,

were situated in Idumsa. The foreign Commerce of

tile Jews, however, was of short duration, and seems to

huve been discontinued after the dismemberment of the

Kingdom, which followed the reign of Solomon. Their
trade in the Red Sea fell, doubtless, into the hands of

the Phoenicians.

Commerce of Greece.

From Phoenicia and Egypt, Civilization and Commerce Greece in-

made their way to a quarter destined to liecome a copious debM to

fountain of instruction to tlie rest of the World. Tbe
easy access to Greece irom die comparatively unproved

* h
"'
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Cnroiwpfe. Countries in the South and East, was a moat fortunate

"v-w circumstance. While the early annals of so many na-

tions are replete with traditions of war and repine, those

of Greece bear testimony to the useful Arts introduced

into theirCountry by foreigners, who became the founders

of cities, the instructors of the rude inhabitants, the

patrons of Agriculture and Navigation. These occur-

rences appear to have taken place for the most part about

ten or eleven centuries before tbr Christian Era, a time

at which Egypt had been for Age* in the enjoyment of a
regular Government, and the seat of a considerable po-

pulation. The improvements thus introduced into

Greece, and the gradual increase of her towns, of Argos,

Mycen®, Athens, Thebes, Sparta, Elis, Corinth, brought

the Country into the state in which it is so clearly de-

scribed by Homer ; who, whatever may be thought of

his embellishments and exaggerations in some respects,

is entitled to our full confiilence when describing the

limits of* the respective territories, the state of Society,

and the degree of Civilization existing in his time. To
the accuracy of his Geographical descriptions an ample

testimony is hocne by the writer of all others the best

qualified to judge, we mean Strabo.

Extent of The Age of Homer is generally placed about eight
hyreolo- centuries before the Christian Era. The progress of
am’ improvement in Greece was afterwards checked by in-

testine troubles. The Dorians, a rude Tribe from the

North, invaded the Peloponnesus, and succeeded in ex-

pelling from it the descendants of Pekips, the Princes of

the second or third generation after those who are de-

scribed by Homer as governing the chief part of the

Peninsula. This invasion is called in History the Return
of the Heradide, and is considered lo have taken place

about eighty years after the war of Troy. The expa-

triation which followed was termed the Eolic migration,

the exileB taking their course Northward in the direction

In Asia of Thrace and Phrygia. In Athens the line of succes-
Mimir. gjon being altered in consequence of political events,

the sons of the last King led a colony to the opposite

coast of Asia Minor, where Ephesus and a number of

other towns soon rose to importance ; this was called

the Ionic migration. Rhodes, eventually so important

as a place of trade, was one of the earliest colonies of

the Greeks; Cyrene, on the North coast of Africa, was
another, while the almost equally remote island ofCyprus
was settled partly by Phoenicians, pertly by Greeks. But

the principal foreign settlements of the Greeks were to the

In Italy. West, in Italy and Sicily. In Italy they founded suc-

cessively Cuma, Rhegium, Tarentum, Thurium, Brun-

dusium ; in short, nearly half the maritime towus in the

In Sicily. South. In Sicily they founded Syracuse, Agrigentem, Ca-

tania, Messina. Leontini, and a number of otner towns,

all on or near the coast, so as to keep up a Commercial
intercourse with the Mother Country. Of these various

migrations the earlier were compulsory, arising from

political dissensions at home: but when the advantage

of a change of residence became duly appreciated, suc-

ceeding removals took place voluntarily, and for the

purpose of improving (as in the emigrations now making
to our North American colonics) the circumstances of

individuals. The motives ami inducements were similar

in either case : the territory of the parent States in

Greece was limited ;
population was progressively in-

creasing ; and land, as in modern Europe, was high

priced, while in the colonies it was granted to settlers

on very easy terms. Hence the rapid increase and
eventual prosperity of several of the Grecian colonies;

of Sybsris, Crntona, Tarentnm, hut in particular of Commerce.

Syracuse, which attained a degree of population and
wealth beyond that of any city in Greece, not even
excepting Athens.

No Country is better situated than Greece for carry- Th* coast
ing on intercourse by Navigation. Its coast is of greH of Greece,

length, and indented in many parts by the sea. A reler- purabw of

ence to the Map shows no less than ten extensive inlets

simitar to that of the Gulf of Corinth, each provided
with one or more good harbours. Hence an early

acquaintance with Navigation, if that name can with
propriety be used in the case of harks without decks,
propelled in general by oars, unprovided with anchors,

and having only one mast which was raised or taken
down according to circumstances. Such was the Greek
marine in the time of Homer, ami during the three cen-
turies which elapsed between the Age of that Poet and
the national improvements which preceded the invasion

of Greece by the Persians.

The inland territory of Greece, mountainous and un- Her inland

provided with roads, was not favourable lo Commercial territory,

intercourse, or to the progress of National improvement

.

as for as it depends on the union of several States

into one. It was, however, highly favourable to the

good government of small communities. Each ?own
had its adjoining plain which supplied provisions and
other requisite* : the compact position of the population
enabled them speedily to unite and cooperate if their

freedom was threatened by & neighbouring State, or by
an ambitious citizen at home. There was in those

petty Republics, no distant Province supplying either a
tribute or a military force which might be directed

against the rights of the citizens. The public revenue
proceeded wholly from the latter, and the militury esta-

blishment being composed entirely of them, all had a
similar interest in resisting an infraction of the Consti-

tution. Hence arose the independence of the different

States of Greece during several centuries, and an ad-
vance in Commerce and productive industry generally,

greater than would have taken place under an absolute

Government.

Still the Navigation and Commerce of Greece were Her trade

very limited even in her most prosperous time : they krnitwl.

took place chiefly between the Mother Country and
the colonics planted in Italy and Sicily to the West;
in Ionia in the East, and in 1 brace in the North. The
more distant voyage* of Greciau traders were, in a

Southern direction, to Egypt ; in a Northern to Trebt-

zond on the Euxine, and to the coasts of the Adriatic.

In a Western direction they hardly ever ventured be-

yond Sicily, leaving ttie maritime intercourse with

Spain, Sardinia, and the South of Gaul to navigators of

a bolder character, the Carthaginian*.

The extensive conquest* of Alexander the Great gave Alexandria

rise to new arrangements in regard to the trade of Greece in Ett) t
A

with Egypt and India. The obstinate resistance mode
to hi* arms by Tyre impressed him strongly with the

resources of a maritime State, and as he ascribed the

chief part of the wealth and power of Ty re to it* trade

with India, it was natural that, after destroying that

dty. he should seek to establish a naval station in a

position adapted for carrying on both that and other

branches of Commerce. Such a position he soon dis-

covered near the Western mouth of the Nile, where
Alexandria, founded by him, became, and continued for

many centuries, the chief Commercial city in the East of

the Mediterranean, and after the ruin of Cartilage, in

M *
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Conn«tt. the World. Its situation was well adapted for the in-

trreourse of Egypt with Greece, Italy, and other Coun-
tries ; the Nile bringing to it the various products of the

interior, and affording, on the other hand, a capacious

iulet for imports. In regard to the trade with Arabia

and India, Alexandria possessed, still more than Tyre,

the advantage of a ready access to the Red Sea.

Of Carthage.

Carthage : Such was the Commerce of Greece in different Ages

:

magnitude at no time, it must be admitted, was it of so much ira-

portanee os might have been expected from her extent
t,“e

* of coast and advanced Civilization. Carthage, on the

other hand, was altogether Commercial. Founded by a

colony from Tyre, she soon equalled and eventually far

surpassed the parent Stale. The sphere of Carthaginian

Commerce was in the West of the Mediterranean; in

Mauritania, Spain, the South ofGaul and Sardinia ; like-

wise in Sicily and Libya. It extended also beyond the

Straits of Gibraltar, in one direction to the coast of

Morocco, in another to Portugal ; or, as is often as-

serted, to the Western coast of France and the English

Channel, where tin was a great object of attraction to

the merchants. Tradition stales that Carthaginian ex-

peditions, equipped at the public expense, carried their

discoveries greatly beyond these limits ; tQ the Baltic

in the North and to the remotest part of Africa in the

South. But all that is known with certainty is that

such voyages were attempted by order of Government

;

that llanno was commander of the Southern, Himiko
of the Northern expedition. Unfortunately the records of

both have perished, and in the absence of other evidence

the probability is that the African squadron did not carry

its discoveries beyond the Canary Island*, in the 28th

degree of North latitude. If we thus circumscribe the

maritime progress of the Carthaginians, we cun have no

hesitation in restricting our belief in respect to that of

the PhoL'iiicians ; and in treating as an amusing table

their alleged circumnavigation of Africa, related to

Herodotus by Egyptian Priests.

Her poli- We shall not, however, incur the risk of exaggerating
tiad power. w hen we ascribe to Commerce the origin of that |wwer

which enabled the Carthaginians to carry on exten-

sive wars and to inflict severe blows oti the rising

greatness of Rome. Fortunately for the latter, iheir

contests did not begin until Home had extended her

dominion over nearly all Italy, and possessed, in tier

citizens and allies, a population capable of speedily

repairing the enormous waste of life sustained in the

conflict* of Trebia, Thrasyniene, and Canute. Of the

progress of the Carthaginians in the useful Arts our

means ofjudging are extremely imperfect in consequence

of the destruction of their Capital ; but from the num-
ber of their settlements, and the amount of their public

revenue, there i* reason to think that their productive

iudusiry must huve been carried to a great extent:

while the proportion of eminent men in the direction of

their councils and armies, affords, to a certain degree, an
argument in favour of their institutions. The charges

brought against the Carthaginians by Livy and other

Roman writers, are to be received with considerable

distrust. Had not this State been unhappily cut short

in its career, had time been given to it to improve the

National education, to extend and mature its Com-
mercial undertakings, there is every reason to conclude

that it would have proved a great example of the

benefits arising from persevering industry, and have Commerce,

materially conduced to the advancement of general

Civilization.

OfRome.

The situation of the Romans in respect to Commerce n,e
was altogether different. Their military habits, and the mans

want of a convenient seaport for their Capital, estranged swwfrom

them from naval pursuits. They constructed galleys for
Navigation,

the sole purpose of opposing the Carthaginians, and

their frequent lasses from tempests, consequent on the

unskilfulness of their mariners, rendered them averse »

from augmenting their navy. In the I Id Punic War,

the great operations were by land : hostile armies in-

vaded the heart of their territory, and the expeditions

requiring shipping, we mean those to Spain and Sicily,

were of subordinate importance. At the close of this

eventful struggle the power of Carthage was so much
broken, mid the dominion of Rome, first over Sicily,

afterwards over Greece, became so absolute, as to give

tier the command of whatever naval power those Coun-
tries possessed, and to make it unnecessary to augment
her shipping at home. Ibis was still more the case

after the course of events had added Asia Minor, Syria,

and eventually Egypt, to the Roman Empire. The
whole of the coasts of the Mediterranean was now sub-

ject to one Power; no maritime district ventured to

attack another ; and piracy, hitherto a great annoyance

to Navigation, was effectually checked.

Such happily was the state of Roman Commerce during

several centuries. An extensive trade was carried on
between the Capital and the Province*, in particular with

Sicily and Egypt for corn; but the Government dis-

covered no wish to transfer to Roman citizens the

management of the shipping thus employed
; they left

it in the hands of its subjects at Alexandria and other

remote seaports, because they saw no political motive

for desiring its removal. The Imperial Rulers, strong

in their military mean*, had no upprehension of any
maritime city or district presuming, by means of its

shipping, to resist their decrees ; and they knew it to

be impossible that a State so situated should cooperate

with the uncivilized Tribes on the frontiers of the Em-
pire, such as the Germans, Dacians or Parthians, now
tiie only enemies of the Homan name.

This era of general Peace, particularly maritime Navigation

Peace, was favourable to distant voyages, so that t he e*t«Ml*d to

most cautious inquirer may now give his helief to a
B*® North

Commercial intercourse between the Mediterranean and * *

the South of England, carried on partly direct, partly

overland through France. Such intercourse subsisted

likewise with the German Tribes at the mouths of the

Elbe and Weser, and, in a slight degTee, with those in

the Baltic, particularly in Prussia. In a very different and to In-

quarter, we mean in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, dia.

considerable improvement* took place in Navigation, in

consequence of mariners becoming acquainted with the

monsoons or periodical winds of that part of the World.

Taking their departure from the mouth of the Red Sea on
the setting in of the Western monsoon, they no longer

confined themselves to the slow, circuitous method of

soiling along llie skwr, but stretched boldly across the

Ocean to the coast of Malabar; where, receiving their

cargoes, they returned with the Eastern monsoon, so
as to finish their voyage from the Red Sea to India
and back, within the year. The uniform direction of

tized by Goode
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ComtMfct the wind supplied the went of the mariner’s compass,

•w-v—r and enabled them to reach their destined ports with

little deviation. The number of vessel* employed in the

trade between the Red Sea and India was above one

hundred ; and as, in those remote Ages, Europe could

supply few commodities useful to the natives of India,

a yearly export of silver was required to purchase the

homeward cargoes. The amount of specie thus sent

from the West to the East is computed by Pliny at a sum
equal to l.'400,000 sterling a year; a considerable amount

certainly, but liar below that which might be interred

from the lolly lone iu which Dr. Robertson and others

treat the Commerce with India.

Of the Middle Aget.

The Romaa Wc have now traced the History of Commerce to the

yTThT Pe
’r'°^ (tho middle and latter part of the Vth Century)

tt« Goth* when the Northern Barherians made their way into the

aiul Huns. Roman Empire ; into Gaul, Spain, Italy, and Africa.

The consequences, in a Commercial sense, were very un-

fortunate, suspending in each of these Countries the

free intercourse so long enjoyed under a common Govern-

ment. The Empire was now divided into a number
of separate and unconnected States; Navigation became
unsafe ; the roads, made with care by the Romans, were
neglected. The increase of the population of towns,

the best evidence of the extension of productive in-

dustry. was suspended. Many towns were plundered;

others were subjected to repeated contributions
;

pro-

perty was uusafe under the control of rude and lawless

invader* ; manufacturers and artisans withdrew or rather

Venice tied with their families to places of safety. Hence the

founded; ita otugin of Venice in a very singular position ; the town
•iitguUr being built on a collection of small islands, separated
puaitiuu.

from main land by shallow lagoons. It was thus

protected from attacks by land, and, iu some degree, by

sea, as vessels above a certain size could approach the

town only by channels, from which it was easy for the

inhabitants to remove the poles or buoys which pointed

out tiie intermediate sandbanks. The result fully jus-

tified the confidence of the founders of Venice in its

means of defence
;

for though its wealth soon became
so extensive os to offer great temptation to predatory

bands, it defied I heir violence, and never, until the

present Age, saw a hostile force within its walls.

Constant*-
' Constantinople, in like manner, was long preserved

nople. amidst the general invasion of the Empire. Protected

by its fortifications, it continued.an asylum fur the pro-

perty of merchant*, a centre for the intercourse of the

seaports in the Mediterranean and Euxine which still

carried on trade. Ita communication with Alexandria
was maintained even after the loss of Egypt ; and ita

traffic with Venice proved one of the main cause* of the

Intercom** increase of that city. With India also it preserved in-

with India tercourse to a certain extent, after the occupancy of
by.theC.w- Egypt by the Saracens had interrupted the usual chan-
l***® a

' nel of navigation by the Red Sea. The route then

adopted by merchants was very circuitous: goods were
transported from the coast of Malabar to the Indus ; they

were made to ascend that river as fur as was practicable,

and thence carried by land to the Oxus, down the

stream of which they were conveyed to the Caspian Sea.

After traversing that sea, the vessels entered the Wolga
and sailed up its stream, until they reached the part ad-
jacvul to the Don : there ihegoodswere unshipped, car-

ried by land to the banks of the Don, and embarked in

boat* which proceeded to the mouth of that river in the Commerce.

Euxine, where vessels from Constantinople waited their v—

—

arrival. So long and expensive a conveyance was suit-

able only to goods of which the value was great com-
pared to their bulk ; to silks, cottons, and spices, which

have at all times been the principal exports from Indio.

Another and a much more direct route for merchan-

dise from India, was by sea from the coast of Malabar

to the Persian Gulf, and thence up the Tigris to Bag-

dad, or up the less rapid stream of the Euphrates to

latitude 34°. There the goods were landed and con- By Pal-

veyed across the Desert first to Palmyra aud afterward* ®yra.

from that city to the coast of the Levant. To this trade we
are inclined to ascribe the extent and wealth of Palmyra;

a magnificent city raised in the midst of Deserts. The
chief objection to this route wa* the danger to the cara-

vans from the Arabs ; and a* that hazard could not be

removed in such a Country and under the political cir-

cumstances that ensued, the merchants trading with

India gladly embraced the earliest opportunity of re-

suming the former route; viz. from Malabar to the

upper part of the Red Sea, thence by land to the

Nile, and down that river to Alexandria, whence the

merchandise found its way to many distant ports, itr-

particular to Constantinople, Venice, and Pisa.

Among the chief seaports in Italy during the Mid- 8«port*in

die Ages, Pi*a, a place of great antiquity, took a lead, ““J 5

so early as the Xth Century. It was built on the

banks of the Amo, not ut the mouth of that river, but

about three leagues inland, a precaution often adopted

in a rude Age. to avoid or at least to lessen the danger

of attack from the sea. A rich and spacious plain

Riirrouuds the town, which is of considerable extent, its

walls having a circuit of si* mile*. The Arno is here a

full, majestic stream, dividing the town into two nearly

equal parts: the quays «rc sjincious, extending along either

bank from one side of the town to the other. It had

become a seaport of consequence before the Crusades,

and like Venice and Genoa increased ita shipping con-

siderably at the time of thoae expedition*. The chief

sphere of its Commerce was the Western coast of Italy,

the shores of Sardinia, Corsica, and Sicily. It kept up
an armed force of galleys, and held as a Commercial

town a rank equal tn Genoa, until the (Mipulation and

wealth of the latter increased in the Xllilh Century.

Circumstances are now greatly altered ; in the early

part of the XVth Century Pisa became subject to Flo-

rence ; and Leghorn, being in the immediate vicinity of

the sea, ha* gradually absorbed the foreign trade of

this part of Italy.

Genoa, in like manner, is a town of old date, having Genoa,

been a place of trade before the year 1000, and becoming,

some time alter, the Capital of an extensive territory ;

the petty States around incorporating themselves with it

for the Bake of protection. Acting in concurrence with

Pisa, Genoa recovered Sardinia frum the Moors, ob-

tained subsequently several valuable settlements in the

Levant, and had factories or mercantile establishments

at Constantinople for the deposit of good* imported

from Asia Minor and India. She acquired also the

Island of Corsica, and in Sicily held Syracuse on account

of its excellent harbour. This favourable career re-

ceived, however, a check by a maritime war with

Venice in the latter half of the XI Vth Century which

jiroved very injurious to both. In the next century

Genoa was disquieted by |*arty contests among her prin

ci pal citizens These were of long continuance, and had
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Commerce, attained a great height, when, towards the beginning of
v-—“v— the XVIth Century, Andrda Doria, so well known as a

naval commander, found means to effect a reconciliation

among his fellow-citizens.

Genoa is favourably situated for trade, having a har-

bour in the form of a half moon, above half a mile in

diumcter. It is enclosed by two strongly constructed

moles, one on the East, the other on the West : it can

admit vessels of great draught, and is protected from
most of the prevailing winds. On the land side, also,

Genoa has considerable means of defence, the town
standing on the ascent of a hill the upper part of which
is surrounded by a double wall : the outer wall is of
great extent, and the inner has a circumference of no less

than six miles. Viewed from the sea. the town and its en-

virons present the form of an amphitheatre and have an
appearance of great magnificence.

These Cities, together with Venice, were the chief

seaports of the North of Italy during the Xllth and
Xlllth Centuries, when the North and West of Eu-
rope sent forth no many successive expeditions to the

Holy Land. The rude warriors engaged in these en-
terprises, accustomed to see the lower orders in the

humble condition of serfs, and acquainted with hardly

any buildings but a Baronial castle and its adjoining

village, were struck with admiration at the regular

streets, the intelligent population, and the numerous
shipping of the Italian seaports.

Towns en- The same superiority was manifest in the North
franchised. and West, on a smaller scale, in a number of the inland
la Italy. towns of Italy, which had by this lime obtained their

independence and formed themselves into communities,
with a regular municipal Government. Some of the

lurger towns acquired their independent Constitution by
Grant or Charter from the Emperors of Germany, for

which they paid largely ; others, at a less expense, by

Grant from a neighbouring Prince ; while a third class of
towns, more distant from a controlling power, declined

to acknowledge any superior, and assumed a Consti-

tution or their own accord.
In tho Ns- Of the towns in the Netherlands, several had by this
thertaoda.

tjme acquired independence, and the example thus given

in the two most improved Countries in Europe was soon

In France, followed in France. There, the Sovereign reigning in

the early part of the Xllth Century (Louis Grot)

set to his Barons an example of enfranchising all towns
and considerable villages situated in the domain of the

Crown.* He abolished all marks of servitude among
the inhabitants of (hose towns and villages, empowering
them by Charier (charte dt. communaute ) to form
themselves into Corporations to be governed by a Coun-
cil and Magistrates of their own choosing. The Magis-
trates were invested with the right of administering

justice in the town and adjoining district; of levying

assessments, and of training to the use of arms the

militia of the town, that they might enter on service

when required by the Sovereign. The example thus
given in France by the King was followed by many of
the Barons, who, impoverished hy the Crusades and
other expensive enterprises, gladly embraced uu oppor-
tunity of recruiting their finances by so easy u process
as the sale of Charters to the towns within their terri-

tories. In less titan two centuries the towns in France,
small as they in general were, became so many free

Corporations, instead of places devoid of jurisdiction or

* 3e« History, ch. baud. p. 616.

privileges. A corresponding course was pursued about Commerce,

the same period in Germany, wtiere the chief trading

towns, such as Elm, Augsburg, Nuremberg, and Frank- I»G«r-

fort. were declared " free cities of the Empire.* In mtxvS-

Spain and England immunities were granted on a
similar plan to the chief towns and villages; as was
done somewhat later Scotland, in tlmse days a very

backward and thinly peopled Country.

These Historical facta enable us to judge of the origin,

progress, and eventual extinction of the Feudal System.

The leaders of the uncivilized Tribes which overthrew

the Roman forces, and occupied successively the differ-

ent Provinces of the Empire, rewarded their followers by
extensive Grants of land over which they ruled as petty

Sovereigns, there being in fact hardly any other autho-

rities Military or Civil at a distance from the Capital.

The population was then almost wholly agricultural ; the

villages were few in number and the towns still fewer. In

the course of time, particularly under Charlemagne, the

population of towns and villages increased and a degree

of improvement took place; so that hy the Xlth and
Xllth Centuries a number of places had become ca-

pable of forming Corporations, and desirous of having

the management of their local concerns. By the Grants
or Charters already mentioned, the Prince or Baron on
whom the towns wen* dependent, conferred the rights

which they desired ; which, by exempting mercantile

intercourse from arbitrary imposts, gave security to pro-

perty in transit, and proved highly conducive to the ex-

tension of trade.

The admiration excited in the Crusaders by the chief Constant!-

towns of July was felt in a still stronger degree at the aople: it*

sight of Constantinople. the only Capital which had Cwnawrtw

escaped the ravages of the Barbarians. The Franks, as
Wea u

the natives of the West of Europe were termed in the

Levant, saw there a city on a great scale, having, as

they described it, " extensive walls, lofty towers, superb

churches, and splendid palaces.* “We could not," saya

a Historian of the Crusades, “ have believed that there

was in the world a city so beautiful and so rich." Con-
stantinople, in the Xllth and Xlllth Centuries, was
still the scut of various manufactures, and carried on a

considerable trade with foreign parts ; with Egypt, with

India by way of Alexandria, with Venice, Pisa, and
Genoa. The intercourse thus muintuiued between the

Italian seaports and the Greek melro(iolis, during tjie

Middle Ages, was one of the principal links by which a

knowledge of useful Arts was preserved, and the pro-

ductive industry of the Ancients connected with that

of the Moderns. The Crusades had nt least one good
effect, that of extending national improvement and of

imparting to the unlettered inhabitants of the Vlest and
North an idea of the Civilization of the South and East

of Europe.

The increase of Venice was very gradual, end its ulti- Venice: its

mute greatness was the consequence, not, as is vulgarly gradual in.

supposed, of any single cause, such us the trade with cn’***-

Alexandria for India goods, but of the natural growth of

imputation and capital in a prudently managed commu-
nity. In the Xllth and Xlllth Centuries, the era of

the Crusades, it* power hod become such as to enable it

to occupy several islands and maritime districts of the

Greek Empire favourably situated for trade, in particu-

lar ll»e Ionian Islands, the Moron, and Candia. These

remained long in possession of Venice, while on the

main lend of Italy she possc-i^ed the rich territory in

which are situated Padua, Verona, and Vicenza, as well
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Commerce, as Friuli, a fertile and extensive Country to the East,

v—'

' acquired about the veer 1420.
Its raiuto. The manufactures of Venice, though not extensive in
actum. any one branch, were, as n whole, great from their va-

riety ; they comprised silks, lace, jewellery, stuffs of

gold and silver, mirrors, and, to a certain extent, wool-

lens and linens. An enumeration of articles so different

and so unconnected with eaeh other, may seem strange
to an English reader, accustomed to see a particular

manufacture conducted on a great scale, but confined to

thedistricts which are fitted lor earning it on by powses®-

ing local advantages, such os an abundance of fuel, an
extensive communication by water, or the growth of the

raw material in the vicinity. But in former times dr»
cumstnnces were very different ; a single manufacture
would not have been worth following by many persons

iu one town, so small was the consumption in a given
district, so difficult the conveyance of any bulky articles

to n distance. Hence a multiplicity of manufactures were
established in one city, such a* Venice, although the mate-
rials for them were uot produced in its vicinity ; they were
brought to it from various foreign ports, and collected

on one spot, an advantage which, joined to the presence

of a considerable population and a consequent large

supply of workmen, outweighed the cheaper living of
Provincial towns, cut off, as the latter generally were,
from the requisite supplies, by want of capital, bad roads,

and insecure communication.
Its policy. The form of Government in Venice was i st demo-

cratic, hut assumed an aristocratic character in the

XIHth Century, after extensive trade had caused the

accumulation of large property in a certain number of

families. In regard to foreign States, the policy of Venice

was generally pacific
; yet it had to sustain, in 1508, the

attack of a formidable Coalition, named the League of
Cambray from the town in which the aggression was
planned. Nor could Venice avoid taking a part in the

repeated contests between France and Austria, for the

rich territory of Lombardy ; contests which were carried

on with great eagerness in the reign# of the Emperor
Charles V. and of Francis I. The condition of Venice
at that time bore a considerable resemblance to that of
Holland a century later. Pacific herself, her frontier

was threatened by the struggles for the Milanese, a

Country not unlike Belgium ; and though feeble in native

soldiers, slip was strong by the power of subsidising; for

her Government raised money at very moderate interest,

while powerful Sovereigns were obliged to pay a very

high rate, or to desist wholly from their attempted loans.

The naval force of Venice in those days consisted in

galleys, and was kept up to protect her traders against

the Barbary Corsairs as well as to resist the attacks of
the Turks cat Caudia, the Morea, and other territories in

the Lcvuut.

Its Bank ; The Bank of Venice, the earliest establishment of the

°K?r
n0

f
kind in Europe, and which has served as a model to so

*r'*wD
Banks in other Countries, was founded in the

middle of the Xllth Century. The merchants of the

North of Italy, being the first in modern Europe who
became considerable in trade, were the authors of many
valuable inventions and improvements, such as the use

of bills of exchange, and the practice of keeping mercan.
tile books by double entry. To these was added a system,

fair in itself and beneficial solong as it was followed in

moderation, but the abuse of which has entuiled a heavy
burden on several Countries, above all. on Eugtund

—

we mean the Funding system ; the practice of creating

and selling Government slock. Its origin was ns fol - Commerce,

lows. The Government of Venice having found it

necessary to borrow money from the public Bank,
and apprehending that it would not for many years

be able to repay it, adopted the plan of making it

transferable from one person to another. This arrange-

ment was judicious, and prevented loss or complaint on
the part of the creditors of the State ; the value of the
stock was maintained, because the credit of the Govern-
ment was good, and it found a ready sale on the Ex-
change because the number of persons desirous to pur-

chase stock was fully equal to those who from time to

time were inclined to sell it. This practice, adopted in

Italy so early as the XVth Century, was followed by
the Government of Holland alter the year 1600; by that

of England not till 1688. These dates are useful in dis-

tinguishing the respective periods at which monied capi-

tal became abundant in each Country ; for the Govern-
ment of each was, we may be assured, disposed to have
recourse to this tempting expedient long before, and
was held back only by the limited means of their

subjects.

The population of Spain in the Middle Ages, though Spain: sits

scanty on the whole, was. to a certain extent, concentrated ofb« town*

in towns. This arrangement was necessary for mutual “ l**«s

protection in the wars with the Moors, the open country
e ^

being unsafe when hostile incursions were frequent,

and a town being the only fit station for the troops,

(chiefly cavalry,) which were kept either to repel an
attack or to carry devastation into the Moorish territories.

There are no authentic returns of the population of
Spanish towns in the Middle Ages, but we can by no
means agree with the writers who, like Dr. Robertson,

lend credence to the traditionary reports of their magni-
tude. The task of rearing a family is in general so dif-

ficult that, in the absence of correct returns, we may
safely take for granted that the progress of population

has been slow, except under peculiarly favourable cir-

cumstances; such as those of a colony having both an
ample territory to cultivate, and a connection with un
old Country for a supply of settlers and the sale of

its products. Such was the case of the Greek colo-

nies in Ionia and Sicily, und such at present is the case

of the United States of America. Spain had no such
advantages; neither had she, like Italy in the Middle
Ages, an agriculture of old date, nor, like the Nether-
lands, the means of easy intercourse by water. What-
ever we know of the History of Spain tends to show
that there, as in most Countries of Europe, population

increased very slowly during the Middle Ages ; and as

there is very little truth in the alleged drain of her in-

habitants to America, the only sate inference is that in

former times, as at present, Spain was thinly peopled,

Her surface is mountainous, and her agriculture often

suffers from want of water ; a want likely to he strongly

felt iu timeB when, from deficient machinery, irrigation

was much less practised than at the present day.

The trade and manufactures of the Spaniards appear to

have been confined to the supply of their own wants; their

foreign intercourse was very limited. Cadiz and Madrid,
uow their chief cities were in those days inconsiderable.

Seville was of more importance, but whoever examines

attentively the position of that town, the limited naviga-

tion of its river, or the general poverty of the times,

must be satisfied that the reports of its former population

aud splendour were greatly exaggerated. Still more

does this hold in regard to other tow ns, such asTarto**,

*OOg
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Cotiuntrot. Tarragona. Sarapissa, Cordova, and all ol which there it*

v—— reason to consider were ofleas importance in former Age*

than at present.

The Ifante Townt.

The Association of the Han*e Town* wa* formed in

the X 1 1 1th Century, and subsisted above three hundred

rears. Its object was to provide security fur mercantile

property at a time when the different Government* of

the North of Europe, stinted in their financial means,

and seldom guided by filed rule*, afforded *uch security

in a very limited degree. The first point with the Con-
federates was to repress the seizure of merchant-vessels

by pirates and the robbery of goods conveyed by land ;

the next was to obtain justice in rcgnrd to the claims of

merchants in Courts of Law. In those rude times it

was the custom to consider a stranded vessel and her

cargo as lost to the owners, and as huving become the

property of the Baron whose lands lay along the part of

the coast on which the wreck took place. It was further

customary, when a merchant died at a distance from his

home, for the Magistrates of the town or district in which

he died, to put an arrest on his property, the removal

of which became u matter of great difficulty. And if he

died in a strange Country, indebted to any of the inha-

bitants, it was not unusual with the Police to imprison

the first of his Countrymen they could find and oblige

him to pay the debt.

Origin, The town which took the lead in forming this Asso-

ciation was Lubeck, the trade of which had become con-

siderable in tin? XIHth Century, chiefly from its position.

Situated at the South-Eastern point of the Baltic, it

was the natural entrepot for the trade of Prussia, Poland,

and Livonia with the North-West of Germany; in the

same manner as Hamburgh, from its ready access to the

North Sea, was the fit |ort for communicating with the

Netherlands and England The distance between these

tow ns by land being small, (only forty miles.) frequent

conferences took place in regard to their mutual inter-

ests, and the result was their concluding a Treaty in the

year 1241, by which the two cities bound themselves to

use their utmu6t efforts for the protection of trade by

Progress, sea and land. Brunswick, the chief inland town in the

North-West of Germany, and connected in trade with

both Hamburgh and Lubeck, was not long in acceding

to the Treaty, and, in 1*252, Deputies from each of the

three met at Lubeck, where, among other arrangements

of importance, they took steps for establishing factories

in London and Bruges, as well as ill a very different

quarter, Novogorod in Russia. They assumed the

name of Hanse, from an old German word signifying a

Union or Association, and being, of course, open to new
members, they were joined in the course of the next

century hy a number of cities and towns, such as Am-
sterdam and other seaports in the Netherlands ; Danl-

zic, as well for itself as for the lesser towns in the North
of Poland; and Cologne for the different trading places

on the Rhine. In the XV th and With Centuries, when
the Confederacy may be said to have attained its highest

point, the League comprised no less than sixty-four

commercial towns, and was capable of asserting its rights

by arms, by carrying on naval operations on a large

scale. Their power was repeatedly felt by their neigh-

bours. Thus the passage of the Sound by merchant-

men living under the control of the Danish Govern-
ment, w hich tried more than once to impose an arbitrary

toll or tribute uu the pas-age, the House Towns equipped

a fleet on each occasion, and obliged the Danes to desist Comrarree.

from their claims. v—v*—-
Such were the motives for forming and maintain-

ing this Confederacy ; we come now to the causes

of its dissolution. As Civilization diffused itself in aad Decline,

the North of Europe, and the different Governments
made a point of protecting trade, as well hy sea as in

their respective territories, leas exertion was required on

the part of the Hanse Towns. It became evident also

from the example of Holland, that trade prospered most

when each seaport, or each mercantile district, was left

to manage its own concerns. Hence a gradual relaxa-

tion in the bonds of the Confederacy ;
so that during the

last two centuries the name of Hanse Towns has been

confined to Hamburgh, Bremen, and Lubeck.

These towns have still mercantile Consuls in London
and elsewhere, but they are occupied with the concerns

of their constituents only ; not with those of the former

members of the League.

Of the trading towns in the North of Europe, the Bruge*.

moat remarkable in that early period (the XIHth and
XIVth Centuries) was Bruges. In those days of im-

perfect Navigation, to make a voyage from the Mediter-

ranean to the Baltic and to return before the end of

Summer, exceeded the ability of the mariner ; hence

the advantage of an intermediate station in which vessels

arriving from the South might at once land and deposit

their silks, wine, and other commodities, taking on board,

in return, a cargo of the more bulky but equally useful

products of the North. Bruges was fixed «n by the

Hanse Towns for this purpose : its situation was cen-

tral ; the adjoining country was well cultivated and

peopled ; while the town, nearly twelve miles distant

from the sea, was beyond the reach of piratical incur-

sion. Bruges had no navigable river, but it was the

point of junction of several canals, and the one leading

to the sea was of ample breadth and depth. The extent

of ground occupied by the town was great, but the po-

pulation, perhaps, at no time much exceeded the present

number, forty thousand, for, in consequence of unfor-

tunate differences between the citizens and the Govern-

ment of the Netherlands, much of the foreign trade of

Bruges was transferred to Antwerp towards the close

of the XVth Century . the time at which it was about to

become greater thuu ever, because the mercantile inter-

course of the North of Europe began then to acquire a

great extension.

The large vessels which were now coming into use, Antwerp,

and which required considerable depth of water, gave

an additional value to so fine a port as Antwerp. The
Scheldt is there much broader and deeper than the

Thames at London, and there are ample means of inland

communication both by that and other rivers. The
XVIth Century was the time at which these advantages

were turned most effectually to account. English mer-

chants fixed their staple at Antwerp instead of Bruges ;

vessels repaired thither from the South os from the

North of Europe ; the city walls were successively en-

larged so os to contain the increasing population ; and
the trade of London heing thru only in an incipient

state, Antwerp was, as regarded foreigu intercourse, the

most busy seaport ill the North of Europe. Unfortu-

nately her fair prospects were marred by political dis-

sensions ; by the arbitrary conduct of the Spanish Govern-

ment under Philip II , and by the w ar that ensued, leading

in 1535 to the memorable siege and capture of the city.

Many of the merchants llo-n veil to Aim>tcrriuint

Digitized by C
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Conmwme. and directed thither their consignments of goods. And
^ in the following century, when the war was suspended,

and all was tranquil in the Netherlands, the Dutch
having the command of both sides of the Scheldt, effec-

tually prevented the revival of tile trade of Antwerp,
‘“•s* Hamburgh, more fortunate than either of the above

towns, has in general escaped an interruption of its trade.

It was founded at an early date, and was originally

little mure than a fortress; but the advantage of its

position brought it trade and population, as the Civilisa-

tion of Uie neighbouring Countries advanced. Subject

for a time to the Counts of Holstein, it gradually ob-

tained an extension of its privileges, became virtually

independent, and continued so after that Province

was incorporated with the Kingdom of Denmark. In
the extent of its water communication Hamburgh may
be compared to a Dutch seaport. An arm of the

Elbe forms there two harbours, one on the East for

boats, another on the West for ships. Another river*

the AUter, forms beside the town a large basin resem-

bling a lake, and within the town another of less extent,

which serves as a harbour. Though Hamburgh is

nearly eighty miles distant from the sea, the communica-
tion is easy on account of the great breadth of the Elbe.

The same cause facilitates the access from Hamburgh to

the interior of Germany fur several hundred miles. The
effect of these various advantages was to render Ham*
burgh in the Middle Ages a port of considerable conse-

quence, though by no means to he compared to what it

afterwards became. Vessels from the South of Europe
proceeded to Hamburgh as soon as the improvement of

Navigation made it unnecessary for them to shorten their

voyage, by stopping at Bruges, as did ships from the

Baltic, after the route by the Sound was generally adopted

for the export of Baltic produce. Lubeck remained, like

Bruges, comparatively stationary, after the XV th Cen-
tury

;
because the chiefutility of both was as intermediate

ports, and the increased dexterity of mariners after (hat

time enabled even distant seaports to open a direct in-

tercourse with each other.

The Netherlands

No part of Europe has a stronger claim on the atten-

tion of mercantile men than the Netherlands, in parti-

cular the maritime Provinces of Flanders. Holland, and
Zealand. In tracing the progress of Civilisation, we
have seen that the early improvement of Greece, that

wonder of ancient times, was owing, in a great measure,
to intercourse with more advanced Countries, and to the

introduction of the useful Arts from Phoenicia and Egypt.
The revival of trade, manufactures, and general im-
provement in modern Italy, the next great feature in
Statistical History, is to be ascribed to various causes;
to the continued intercourse of Italy with Constantinople
and the remaining portions of the Greek Empire; to

the natural fertility and consequent population of Lom-
bardy ; to the degree of Civilization preserved through-
out the Dark Ages, in a Country so long the centre of
the Roman power, and so superior both in number of
inhabitanta and general cultivation to France and Spain,
which were merely Provinces of lire Empire But the
Netherlands had noue of these udvumages : they had
at no time been the seat of empire ; their Government
was not better than that of the other Northern nations

;

and surrounded by Countries which, in the Middle
Ages,were very imperfectly cultivated and thinly peopled,

vos,. vi.

they could derive no instruction from their neighbour*. Commerce,

Yet the Netherlands took as remarkable a lead in

national improvement, when compared with the adjacent
Countries, with England, Denmark, France, and Ger-
many, as did Italy when compared with the rest of the

South of Europe. The origin of this superiority is to be

sought in Physical causes ; first, in the ease with which
a level surface and an alluvial soil may be cultivated ; and
next in the means of transporting bulky goods along

canals or such great rivers as the Scheldt, the Maese,
and the Rhine.

First as to cultivation. Of the ease with which a level Their **riy

surface and an alluvial soil may be cultivated, we have cultivation,

n variety of examples, both in ancient and modern His-

tory. It is thus that we can account fur the productive-

ness of Egypt, of the part of the Venetian territory

adjacent to the mouths of the Po and the Adige, as well

as of many level tracts in very distant parts of the

World, as in Bengal along the banks of the Ganges, in

Guiana on those of the Essequebo, the Demerary, or the

Surinam. Without quitting our own Country, we may
find many examples of easy cultivation and abun»
dant produce in the fens of Cambridgeshire and Lin-
colnshire, which have been reclaimed by drainage during
the present Age. Flanders being a Country of similar

description, we need go no further to account for its

early fertility and the density of its population ; the latter

was remarkable, first in the open country and in

villages, afterwards in towns, at the head of which were
Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp.
The next advantage of Flanders and Holland was Their navi-

thc ease with which all bulky commodities, such as corn, K»blerir«*

wood, coals, and turf, could be conveyed from one part to
“d canals,

another. In most Countries of Europe there are con
sidcrable distances between the mouths of great rivers :

the Humber is remote from the Thames; the Elbe
from the Weser; the Charente from the Garonne.
But in the Netherlands these great inlets are both
numerous and comparatively near to each other; they

consist of the different embouchures of the Scheldt, the

Muesc, and the Rhine, each opening into a distinct

part of the Country. Next, as to canals. In a soil

both level and devoid of rocky substances, it was easy

to excavate canals, and the consequence was, that the
advantage of such communications was enjoyed in the

Netherlands so long as four or five centuries ago, a
time at which canals were unknown in almost every part

of Europe, except Lombardy, and when neither France*

England, nor Germany could boast of carriage roads.

In tho*e Countries commodities could be conveyed in

no other manner than on the hacks of mules and
horses ; ami each district was, in a degree, confined to

its local resources, at a time at which Flanders and Hol-
land had easy means of transporting the most bulky
articles.

Of these Provinces, the leud in agriculture was taken
by Flaudcrs, the soil of Holland being in those limes,

as at present, too damp for tillage, and heiug, in conse-
quence, laid out chiefly in pasture. Manufactures were
established at an early date in the towns of both Pro-
vinces, particularly in those of Flanders. But in Navi-
gation a decided priority belonged to Holland mid Zea-
land, admirably adapted as both Provinces are for ready

access to the sea. Hence extensive fisheries, first on
their own coasts, ufterwards at a distance in the North
Sea; hence also a coasting-trade extending, even in an

early Age, to Hamburgh in the North and to Picardy

N
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Commerce. and Normandy in I he West. As the seamen gradually
V^“v— became more skilful, their voyages were prolonged on

the one hand to the Baltic, on the other to Portugal and
the Mediterranean. The Dutch thus became in the course

of time the naval carriers of the North of Europe ; other

nations abstaining in a great measure from that which,

with their deficient means and ignorance of seamanship,

would have been a hazardous and even perilous employ-

merit It is a curious fact, that two centuries ago,

Wentworth, Earl of Stratford, when appointed Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, and anxious to proceed from
Wales to Dublin, was obliged to wait until a ship of war
from the Thames came round to convey him aud his

suite across the Irish Channel. There were in those

days no Government packets and no English merchant -

ships suitable for such a purpose ; the trade between

England and Ireland being carried on almost wholly in

Dutch vessels.

Chief Pods. The chief seaports in the Netherlands in those times,

as at present, were Amsterdam, situated near a great

inland water called the Zuyder Zee ; Dordt and Rot-
terdam, situated near the mouths of the Rhine and
Moese

; Antwerp, Middelburgh, Flushing, on the banks
of or near the mouth of the Scheldt. Ghent is an in-

land town, and like Bruges, did not adjoin any great

river or maritime inlet, but it communicated with the

sea by a wide caual. Dordt is considered one of the

most ancient seaports in Holland, and has been noted

during many centuries for its trade in timber, sent down
tin: Rhine in floats, and applied in Holland to a variety

of purposes, to the building of ships and boata, as well

as to the work ofcarpenters, joiners, and other mechanics.
The timber of the growth of Holland is not large

;

hence it receives vast importations from Norway and
the Baltic, at well as from the forests adjoining the Rhine.
Rotterdam owed its increase to the facilities for inter-

course afforded by theMoesc, the Lcck, and the maritime
inlets to the South ; but it was greatly surpassed by
Amsterdam, which became to the North of Europe what
Carthage in one Age, and Venice in another, had been
to the Countries of the Mediterranean.

Rw*r.fA». Without adjoining any great river, Amsterdam had
**rdftra

- access to the Rhine by a canal, and by the Zuyder Zee,
to almost every part of the Country bordered by that exten-

sive water. In early Age*, when vessels were small, and
seamen were averse from long voyages, a ready access to

an inland sea was of importance, and rendered Amster-
dam the moat commodious port in Holland for shipping

from the Ems, the Weser, ami the Elbe, as well as from
the coast of Jutland. The disadvantage of shallow water

in the approach to the harbour of Amsterdam, is foil

only by large vessels : it was of little importance in an
Age when merchandise was conveyed in vessels or

rather barks of light draught. Hence the early and
progressive increase of this city, notwithstanding its

occasional insalubrity, and the great expense of build-

ing on ground where, from the insecurity of the founda-
tion, the houses must be erected on piles. Amsterdam
was a place of importance so early as the XHIth Cen-
tury, having been one of the first seaports to join

Lubcck and Hamburgh as a Hanse Town ; it continued
to increase during the XIVth, XVth, and XYIth Cen-
turies, and had become the most eligible place of settle-

ment for the merchants of Antwerp, when the capture
of that city in 1685. and the oppressive conduct of the

Spanish Government, led so many Flemings to forsake

their homes. The following century (the XVUth) was

ERCE.
the prosperous era of Dutch trade, and a very great Commerce,

proportion of it, whether with the Baltic, the Mediler-

ranean, or the East Indies, centered in Amsterdam.
It does not appear that the early prosperity of the

Netherlands was owing to their form of Government or

Civil institutions. Flanders, Holland, and East Fries-

land were for many Ages governed by Counts or Earls,

having, like other nations of German origin, a kind of

Parliament under the name of States. These three

Provinces had during the Middle Ages little political

connection, and were occasionally in hostility with each
other. In the XVth Century, however, an end was put

to such collisions, each Provioce becoming, by the inter-

marriage of the ruling families, subject to the House of

Burgundy. Maximilian of Austria having married the

heiress of that House, acquired her rich possessions,

which afterwards passed to the Emperor Charles V. That
Prince, born in the Netherlands, had naturally a predilec-

tion for his Country, and passed various edicts to udvance
Commerce and consolidate the union of the Provinces.

He did not, however, discover much respect for their

political privileges, or much solicitude to lighten the bur-

dens brought on them by his incessant wars. A similar

conduct, pursued with less judgment by his gloomy and
bigoted sou, Philip II., produced these partition of the

Dutch Proviuces, and a contest between them and Spain
during more than half a century.

Before concluding our notice of the Middle Ages, it Hired
seems fit to explain in what manner the inhabitants of trope and
places so pacific in their policy as the Commercial towns
of Italy, became connected with warlike Sovereigns, and
rendered themselves auxiliary to their enterprises. We
read in History, particularly at the battle of Cressy in Italians.

1346, of Genoese archers, by whom we ure to under-

stand not natives of Genoa, or troops in the service of

the Republic, but military mercenaries levied in the

adjoining Country, in consequence of a compact or

Treaty with the French or other foreign Governments.
Kings had in those days no standing armies, and to

form disciplined troops from among the peasantry of
their dominions was a tedious and difficult task : but in

a city containing such a number of artisans as Genoa,
arms were readily supplied, and combatants soon came
forward where there were capitalists able and willing

to contract for their services. Italy was in fact remark-
able in the Middle Ages for her bands of CondoUieri,
or hired troops. A similar explanation is applicable to

the Flemings or Walloons, so often mentioned among Flemings

military levies in the Middle Ages. Plunders, without
being more warlike than the neighbouring Countries,

was the only part in the North of Europe which at

that time had either a brisk traffic or a dense population.

It had accordingly the means of supplying not only

arms, but men far more dexterous in their use than the
rustic followers of a Feudal master, whose time of ser-

vice seldom exceeded forty days; for there was hardly
a battalion of soldiers on permanent duty in any King-
dom in Europe before the year 1500.

The Swiss formed the third class of hired combat- Swire,

ants in the times of which we speak, but their services

were given under circumstances very different from the

Italians and Flemings. Their mountainous territory

could boast of neither Commerce nor large towns ; their

population was spread over the open country, and, in

consequence of their poverty, discharged the obligation,

which every citizen owed to the State, not by payiug
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Commerce. taxes, but by performing; militia service. Hence there

were in Swisserland many more men trained to arms
than were required for the national defence ; and hence
also arose a readiness in the Governments of the different

Cantons to transfer to foreign Governments the service*

oftheir Countrymen on certain terms, which it was usual

to embody in a Treaty, or, a* it was technically styled, a

capitulation.

Overland It remains that we give an example of the rude
traffic from mode of conveying merchandise by land in the X tilth

G^u^.v
Centuries. The trade of Venice with the

a*’ Levant became considerable about the time at which
Augsburg, Uln, Nuremberg, and other towns in the

interior of Germany were increasing their population

and traffic. The result was a considerable intercourse

between Italy and Germany by land, which was carried

on across the Alps, chiefly by Trent and Inspruck,

through a Country too mountainous and rugged tor car-

riage* roods and in which, consequently, the merchandise
was conveyed on the backs of mules and horses. This
mode of transport was expensive, even in those days of
low wages and cheap provisions, because the weight
borne by these animals on their backs, being hardly a

fifth part of that which they can draw on a carriage-road,

many hundreds of them were required to convey the

cargo of a small vessel. It is a similar want of carriage-
roads which at present narrows the intercourse with

Mexico and other parts of Spanish America. Mules and
horses are cheap in Countries possessing extensive pas-

tures, but their power of carrying being limited to three

or four hundred weight for each animal, the expense can

be borne only by articles of value, such as cottons, fine

woollens, or cutlery. The cost of conveyance being
thus high at the time of which we are now speaking, the

traffic across the Alps was confined to valuable merchan-
dise, such as the silks, the cottons,and the spices of India,
or the jewellery of Venice. Heavy articles, such as oil

and wine, were conveyed by shipping from Italy to

Bruges.

The want of carriage-roads was general throughout

Europe in the Middle Ages; almost all inland traffic

was carried on in the manner we have mentioned by
beasts of burden, proceeding along tracts which hardly

deserved the name of roads, being little else than bridle-

paths. The non-existence of an effective Police, and the

means of concealment and escape afforded to robbers by
the extent of forests, marshes, and uncultivated land,

made it necessary for mercantile dealers to afford protec-

tion to each other, and to travel in parties or companies,

in the mannerof an Eastern Caravan. To this must he
added, the difficulty in holding a mercantile correspond-

ence, for it is not more than two centuries since the Govern-
ments of even the most improved part of Europe began
their Post-office establishments. If besides these various

disadvantages we consider the inefficiency of machinery,

we shall find reason greatly to modify the popular notion

of the general cheapness of commodities in the Middle
Ages. Wages were low ; and country produce, such aa

corn, wool, and cattle, were to be had for little money ; but

the finer manufactures, or whatever required a combina-
tion of capita) and skill, were in reality dearer than at

present: they cost, it is true, a very small sum when
purchased with silver, bat a great deal when exchanged

for labour or raw produce.

Such was the state of productive industry in Europe
during the Middle Ages ; rude, backward, and inefficient

In every Country except Italy and the Netherlands. But Commerce,
we are now about to enter on a brighter era ; on the disco- v—v—

-

vcries and improvements which, slowly as they operated,
had, in the course of two centuries, the effect of producing
a great extension of navigation: the result of which was
the discovery of America, and an import from that part
of the World of the precious metals, attended with a re-

markable effect on the Commerce and state of Society in

Europe.

Improvements in Navigation.

The discovery of the Mariner's compass, or of the pro- Discovery of
perty of the magnetic needle, which makes it point steadily th* Man-
to the North, was made about the year 1302, by an iuha- uer‘* cwn'

bitant of Amalfi, a seaport in the Kingdom of Naples. I'“,‘

This discovery relieved seafaring men from the necessity

of guiding their course by uncertain marks, such as the
aspect of headlands by day, or the often interrupted view
of the stars by night. The use of the compass, conse-

quently, became general, and tended materially to facili-

tate voyages in the established lines of mercantile in-

tercourse, but it was long before it extended the range
of Navigation. So buckward were the merchants and
mariners of that Age, and so slightly were they ani-

mated by the spirit of enterprise, that half a century
elapsed after this discovery, ere navigators ventured into

unknown latitudes, and even then they advanced at a
very tardy rate. The Mediterranean had long been ex-
plored, and the Atlantic had been sailed over to a high
Northerly latitude ; the region now to be visited wus
the Western coast of Africa, and the task of doing ro foil

to the Spaniards and Portuguese : not that cither People
could boast of much progress in seamanship, but because
of all the nations of Europe, they were, in point of situ-

ation, nearest to the Country in question. The Vene-
tians and Genoese, superior as navigators, were compara-
tively remote from Africa. Still more so were the Dutch
and Flemings. Aided by the compass, the Spaniards now
ventured to proceed to the Canary Islands, about two
hundred leagues from their own shores, while in Portu-
gal a regular plan of discovery was formed with the sup-
port of Government. Aa yet the Portuguese vessels had Pragrrei of

ventured no further South than Cape Non, on the coast Purtugv0*5

of Morocco ; their next effort, which in the present Age IUV*Ka,,ua-

it would be ridiculous to call an effort, was, to douhle
that Cape, and to reach Cape Bojador, which was known
to be about sixty leagues to the South. That being

accomplished, two small vessels were some time alter

equipped for the purpose of doubling Cape Bojador,

and proceeding further Southward : they were sailing

slowly along the shore, according to the timid practice

of the Age, when a squall of wind drove them out

to sea, and led to the discovery of Madeira. That
island, situated in the Ocean at a considerable distance

from any coast, became the object of repeated voyages
on the part of the Portuguese, and accustomed them by
degrees to a bolder Navigation in the open sea. In the

course of years they discovered the coast of Africa so far

as the mouth of the Senegal and the Cape de Vcixi

Islands, which being within fifteen degrees of the Line,
was a sufficient distance to the South to prove that the

Tropical regions were not, as had been vulgarly supposed,

uninhabitable on account of heat. The further progress

of the Portuguese, however, was very slow, there being a

general impression that little Commercial advantage

could be reaped from intercourse with Countries so

w 2
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C(wmwT«. remote, and aituated in so hot a climate. At last, in

-v— the year 1484, a fltrtilla, fitted out for the purpose, per-

severed in navigating the coast of Africa, along the

shores of Guinea and Congo, advancing no let* than

one thousand five hundred miles to the South of the Line.

A few forts were then built on the coast of Guinea, and

settlers were sent out to them from Portugal. The
great inducement to persevere was the hope of* reaching

India by the South of Africa ; a hope now strongly con-

firmed by the figure of the coast of Africa, which from

the mouth of the Gambia recedes greatly in an Eastern

direction, as if to point out a route to the Country so

long and anxiously sought after. Another flotilla was

now fitted out, which stretched boldly towards the

South, four hundred leagues further than the preceding,

but meeting with a succession of tempests, was obliged

to return without doubling the Cape of Good Hope,

which they saw, and to which, from the weather they

had experienced, they at first gave the name of Cape of

Tempests. This took place in I486: several years

elapsed before fitting out another expedition : at Iasi, in

1497, Vasco di Gama succeeded in sailing round this

formidable promontory, and accomplished a voyage to

India, five years after Columbus had effected the disco-

very of the Weal Indies and America

Trails with In India, the Portuguese found a Country of consi-

I ud Ia by derable population and trade ; less wealthy, indeed,

•h* Caps of tjlan hail been pictured in the imagination of ardent
Good Hope,

adventurers or credulous merchants, but sufficiently so

to form a basis for extensive exports to Europe. Most

of these were now directed to Lisbon, the voyage round

the Cape of Good Hope, difficult as it was to the navi-

gators of those days, being much less tedious and expen-

sive than the route by the Red Sea, Alexandria, and
Venice. But Amrricu was in a very different condition

from India : it was uncultivated and almost unpeopled ;

containing no manufactures and little raw produce in a

state for use, the consequence not of deficient ferti-

lity, but of the natives being incapable of preparing it

for sale, or bringing it to the coast to be shipped. Ages
elapsed before the influx of Bettlers from Europe, and
the increase of the native population rendered the ex-

ports of merchandise from America, her colfee, sugar,

cotton, cochineal, or indigo, of importance to the Com-
merce of Europe : the chief effect produced during the

century following the discoveries of Columbus, arose

from a different cause ; from the increased supply of

gold and silver. This subject is of great importance in

a mercantile sense, and has a claim to be investigated

with minute atteniion.

Supply of Gold and Silverfrom America.

The Countries occupied by the Spaniards during the

thirty years following the discovery of the West Indies,

were Si. Domingo, Cuba, Porto Rico, and other islands

in no way remarkable for the supply of the precious

metals. At last, in 1521, they obtained possession of

Mexico, and began to bring considerable supplies of

silver into Europe. The amount of these was greatly

increased after 1545, by the produce of the rich mines of

Potosi in Peru. It is thus about three centuries since

the import of silver from America began to be sensibly

felt in Europe ; and it seems fit, with a view to mark
the extent of the supply at different periods, to divide

that time into three equal periods. To tiegin with the

century that elapsed

From the year 1 530 to 1630. At first about half a ftmmtrts

million sterling of silver appears to have been added to

the currency of Europe from the mines of America an- From IM®

nually; after which the quantity increased progressively,
*°

so as to form, towards the close of the period, an addi-

tion of about two millions annually ; the whole forming
an augmentation of metallic currency to the extent of

about one hundred millions sterling in a hundred years,

or an average of a million atinuully. This is, in sub-

stance. conformable to the estimate of Mr. Jacob, in his

valuable publication. On the Hreciout Metal*, vol. ii.

p. 70. 131 ; after making a suitable deduction for the

proportion of the produce of the mines conveyed to India

or used in Europe for plate, ornaments, or manufactures.

We now come to the second period ; to the hundred
years which intervened •

From 1630 to 1730. The produce of the American 1630 to

mines continued to increase largely during this century, ,73°-

but as the export of silver to India, and its use in plate,

ornaments, and manufactured articles, wus lar greater

than before, the remainder, forming the addition to the

currency of Europe, ought not to be computed at more
than a million and a half, or two millions annually.

From 1730 to 1830. The course of circumstances 1730 to

continued for many years the same as before : the mines 1 830.

increased in produce, but the export to India was main-
tained, and the consumption of silver in plate, watches,

gilding, received a great extension ; so that the yearly

addition to the metallic currency of Europe appears to

have been on an average nearly as in the former cen-

tury ; vis. from a million and a half to (wo millions

annually. If this addition was so nearly uniform, how
ore we to account for the remarkable fluctuation in prices

which has taken place in the last forty years? we mean
their continued rise until 1814, and their continued fall

since that date. The answer is, that these fluctuations

had little connection with the slate of the American
mines ; they were the consequence of the alternations

of War and Peace throughout Europe ; and, in England,
of the emission and contraction of Bank paper.

It thus appears, that during the first hundred years

after 1 531), the yearly addition to the metallic currency price of

of Europe from the American mines, averaged about a commode

million sterling a year ; and in the succeeding two ten-
Ue**

turies between a million and a half and two millions

sterling a year. So large an increase of the circulating

currency had necessarily a great effect on the prices of
commodities in Europe ; but the degree of that effect

has in general been loosely stated and greatly exaggerated.

Since it is of great importance to ascertain as correctly

ns passible the extent of the rise of pricea at different

epochs, we shall, as before, divide the time that has

elapsed sinoe Ib30 into three equal periods ; beginning
with the century

From 1530 to 1630. According to common tradition From 153C
and belief, the rise in the price of commodities in the to 1630.

course of these hundred years was enormous ; not lesa

than m the proportion of five to one, five hundred pounds
being required in 1630 to purchase the various article*

which a century before might have been bought for one
hundred. And that, too, not from alteration of the

coin ; for such is asserted to have been the advance in

prices, after making allowance for the different degrada-
tions of the coin on the part of Government during
the (icriod in question. Such is said by contemporary
writers to have been the rise of prices, not only in

England, hut in France, Spain, Italy, and as for as

ale
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Commerce, there arc records, in all the maritime parts of Europe

;

v—
all parts, in short, which, from participating in foreign

trade, were affected by the augmented supply of the

precious metals. And so fur as regards the price of

corn, the rise appears to have been very great, whether

we judge by the returns from our markets from year to

year, or by the successive Acts of Parliament which regu-

lated our corn trade during the period in question. Thus
the export of wheat from England was allowed by the

Act of

1562, when the home price was at 10*. per quarter.

1593 20*.

1604 ...26*. Sd.

1623 82*.

1656 40*.

This exhibits an advance in the remarkable proportion

of four to one in the course of a century, but such evi-

dence is to be received with great qualifications. The rise

appears to have applied chiefly to our maritime districts,

to the vicinity of seaports, where, on a rise of prices

abroad, it was easy to buy up and effect an export of our

corn. In the inland Counties there was, from the want of

roads, a very limited intercourse in so bulky an article :

each district supplied its own wants
; corn was commonly

paid for by barter or by labour ; a mode of transacting

which was little affected by the state of markets in the

Capital and seaports. The abovementioned rise cannot,

therefore, be considered to have been general either in

England or on the Continent, three-fourths of which
were at that time little influenced by maritime inter-

course, but conducted their traffic on the primitive plan

of barter. In those parts the price of corn varied much,

less.

Next in regard to the rate of payments for other pur-

poses. The ritoe in the wages of labour during the XVIth
Century, though very considerable, was by no means in

proportion to the rise in the price of corn : the same dis-

tinction held in regard to manufactures, whether woollens,

linen, hardware, or leather, the cost of which, in those

times of deficient machinery, depended mainly on the rate

of labour. These form very important deductions from

the alleged rise in the proportion of five to one, and jus-

tify us in materially qualifying the assertions of an Age
in which there were few Statistical returns and a con-

siderable disposition to exaggerate. The point to be

ascertained is the advance not merely in corn and other

exportable produce, but in manufactures, house-rent,

wages, and the other constituents of family expenditure

taken collectively and computed together with the cost of

provision*. Now, reckoning in this comprehensive

manner, we consider that in the hundred years from

1530 to 1630, the rate of advance did not exceed two

to one ; that is, £'200 in the latter year would have suf-

ficed to effect the purchases or pay the services which, a

century before, might have been obtained for £\00.
We come now to the second century of the influx of

silver from America, viz.

From 1630 to 1730. During this period there was

also a rise of prices, but in an inferior degree. It took

place chiefly in the wages of labour and in articles of

which the exist depended principally on labour. Corn
did not rise either in England or in France, but there

occurred in moat oilier branches of expenditure an

advance which rendered the rate of housekeeping and a

provision for a family more costly by nearly a fourth

than in the preceding century; so that towards the

end of the period, the average rate of prices may be Commerce,

considered as in the proportion of five to four compared
with the rate at its beginning, .£250 being required

in 1730 to purchase the commodities which, iu 16304

might have been procured for £200.*

This brings down our calculation to the last of the

three periods; to the century that intervened

From 1730 to 1630. During thirty years of this 1730 to

period prices were nearly stationary ; after 1764 they 1830.

rose progressively, but not rapidly ; after 1795, and par-

ticularly after 1797, the era of the Bank restriction, they

advanced in a ratio beyond all example ; but after 1614
they fall with equal rapidity, so that the result of all

these fluctuations is, that in the present year the price of

a number of commodities token collectively is greater

than it was a hundred years ago by little more than a
fifth, the cheapness of manufactures forming a counter-

poise to the rise in corn and other raw produce.

The advance of prices in the XVIIlth Century ap-

pears thus to have been in nearly the same ratio as in

the XVIIth.
The result of the preceding estimate is, that a given Summary,

amount of labour, provisions, raw materials, and manu-
factures, which might have been purchased iu England

about the year 1530 for £100 in money,
appear to have cost in 1630 200,

in 1730 250,

in 1830, or the present year 800.

It is very remarkable that the rise of prices in the

first of these periods should have exceeded so much
that of the second and third, although the supply of

silver from the American mines continued to increase

during the whole time. This is a very nice question,

and a few remarks on it may tend to throw light on the

state of trade and manufactures in Europe in the

XVIth Century.

The effect of War and of a large Government expendi- Rise of

ture, as has been strongly proved in the present Age, is

to cause a considerable rise of prices. This effect is pro- *
** teo’

duced in various ways : first by the direct addition to
1

the cost of an article from the imposition of a tax on it

;

next by the increase iu tbe rate of freight and other

charges on intercourse ; but far more than all by with-

drawing men and capital from productive to unproduc-

tive employment ; from Agriculture and Manufactures to

military purposes. In the XVIth Century the belli-

gerent Powers on the Continent were Spain, France, aud
Germany ; the scenes of their operations were Italy and

the Netherlands. The rise of prices having been as

great in those Countries as in England, a part of that

rule is, doubtless, to be attributed to War; for this was

the time at which (he principal Governments of Europe
increased their armies; when our Henry VIII. and
Francis I. of France indulged their chivalrous projects;

and when the more deliberate ambition of Charles V.

and Philip II. of Spain kept the fairest portion of Eu-
rope in continued agitation. All this led to an increase

of public burdens and to an advance in the price of com-
modities, but not in a degree commensurate with the rise

in prices which actually took place. The century that fol-

lowed was still more marked by expensive Wars and
augmented burdens, tiring the time at which tbe aggres-

sions of Louis XI V. roused all Europe against France,

and when the military establishment* of that Country, as

well as of England and Holland, were doubled and

tripled ; yet the rise of prices was by no means ho great ft*
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Commere*. in the XV1th Century. The latter most, therefore, have
s—1•v*-' been increased by peculiar circumstanoes, the chief of

which doubtless was the limited Acid on which the sup-

plier of silver from America for some time acted.

The field for the use of silver was limited in this

maimer : the population of Europe being in those days

chiefly rural, and too poor to make use of silver, that

metal was current only among the inhabitants of the

Capitals, the seaports, and a certain number of inland

towns. Now all these places were then far below their

present scale both in numbers and property. The follow-

ing Table may tend to bring the question to issue, by

oooveying a view of almost all the towns entitled to be

considered as in any degree the seats of trade and

manufactures in Europe, three centuries ago.

Chief Towni in Europe in the XFIIlh Century.

Italy.

Rome. Turin.

Naples. Parma.
Venice. Padua.

Genoa. Verona.

Milan. Brescia.

Florence. Cremona.
Bologna. Pavia.

Pisa. Mantua.

Sicily.

Palermo. Catania.

Messina.

Belgium.

Antwerp. Louvain.

Ghent. Tournay.

Bruges. Lisle,

Brussels.

The Dutch Province*.

Amsterdam. Haarlem.

Rotterdam. Utrecht

Dordt. Groningen.

Leyden. M hide)burg.

France.

Paris. Rouen.
Marseilles. Metz.

Lyons. Troyes.

Nantes, Avignon.

Bourdeaux.

England.

London. Coventry.

Bristol. Plymouth.

York. Newcastle.

Norwich.

Germany.

Hamburgh. Ratisbon.

Bremen. Lcipsic.

Lubeck. Dresden.

Allon a. Nuremberg.
Brunswick. Augsburg.
Cologne. Munich.
Frankfort. Wurzbuig.
Aix la Chapelle. Vienna.

Mentz. Prague.

Strasbvrrg. Berlin.

Stciutrland.

Basle. Geneva.

Spain.

Seville.

Cadiz.

Madrid.

Granada.
Barcelona.

Saragossa.

Valencia.

Carthagena.

Malaga.

Portugal.

Lisbon. Oporto.

The Baltic and Norway,

Copenhagen.
Stockholm,

Dnntzic.

Konigsberg.

Rigm.
Gottenburg.

Bergen.

Russia.

Moscow.
Novogorod.

Kiow or Kief.

Poland.

Warsaw.
Wilna.

Cracow.

Turkey.

Constantinople. Adrianople.

Salonica.

Such were in those days the principal cities and Poverty of

trading towns in Europe
;
the places to which the silver sfrieuf

imported from America gradually found its way, and

gave a stimulus to productive industry, to mechanics, xvith
manufacturers, navigators. Adjacent to most of these Centum*.

C
aces was a considerable district cultivated in a manner

m rude than the Country at large : the peasantry had

there attained the rank of tenantry, and were enabled,

by their intercourse with the towns, to pay their rents

in money, while nine-tenths of their brethren scattered

over the Provinces, were almost strangers to the use of

silver, and could pay their rent no otherwise than in

labour or produce.

What, it may be asked, was the collective amount of

population in the various towns which we have enume-

rated and the neighbouring districts ? It appears to have

been in all between four and five millions
; but to these

are to be made two considerable additions : first the

lesser towns, whether maritime or inland, in which

there were half-yearly or yearly Fairs ; and the much
longer list of burghs or petty places in which there were

weekly markets, and which, poor and thinly peopled as

they were, have a claim to consideration in our estimate,

because silver was, to a certain extent, their circulating

medium. Adding the population of all these places

and their surrounding districts to that of the Capitals

and larger towns, we may consider the result as exhi-

biting the total of the European community among
which silver at that time circulated. The number
seems in the earlier half of the XVIth Century to have

been below ten millions ; while in the latter half of

that period it may have amounted to between twelve

and fifteen millions, among whom, and not n greater

number, the silver from America appears to have been

distributed.

Though the numbers we have thus assigned to the
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Commerce various towns of Europe and their adjacent districts are

not a fourth of their present population, they will be

found large when allowance is made for the total differ-

ence of the times. In the X Vlth Century country work
was so rudely managed, the ploughs, the tools, and
implements of husbandry, from scarcity of iron, were so

defective, that in every part of Europe so many as eighty

persons in a hundred were necessarily resident in the

country, the labour of thatl great proportion being indis-

pensable to raise subsistence for the community at large.

There were then, as we have shown, very few roads,

and consequently few draught-carriages, for corn,

wool, and other produce were conveyed on beasts of

burden. Now such conveyance, being both difficult

and expensive, was considerable only in the neighbour-

hood of towns: in country parts, that is, throughout

nine-tenths of Europe, each hamlet or district was
obliged to supply its wonts from its local resources,

scanty as they were ; traffic was carried on by barter,

and the only metallic currency was copper. All this

shows that wc must beware ofjudging in any degree of

our farmers and peasantry of former times by those of

the present Age. A better criterion will be found

among the peasantry in the East of Europe, in Poland,

Hungary, Russia. There, even at present, the privations

are great ; the mode of living extremely rude : silver is so

little used in paying either wages or rents, that most of

the labourers are without the means of buying woollens

or manufactures of any kind ; they are obliged to pro-

tect themselves from the cold of winter by a covering
of sheep or lamb-skins.*

Improved Condition of Agriculturist*.

Such in the XVIth Century was the state of the pea-

santry throughout Europe with the exception of certain

districts in Lombardy or the Netherlands ; or in the

vicinity of such Capitals as London and Faria. Money-
rents were very rare ; they arose in process of time out

of the improvements which productive industry received

from various causes, above all from the increase of town
population and the augmented supply of silver from

America. This may be best explained hy a reference to

the present Age, in which we have had a very striking

example of the invigorating effect of a continued rise of

prices on formers, merchants, and the productive classes

generally. After 1797, that is, after our Batiks were
exempted from paying their notes in cash, money be-

came abundant, and the check on the expenditure of

Government was removed. Provisions, arms, clothing,

shipping, were required on a scale of unprecedented
amount, and all were furnished without difficulty,

because the steadily continued supply of money gave u

general stimulus to the productive classes. Our growth

of corn being insufficient for our consumption, prices

rose year after year and the circumstances of farmers

improved, particularly in such parts of the Kingdom as

Norfolk, Northumberland, Scotland, in which long leases

are customary. Hence an increase of capital among the

belter class of tenants, and a beginning of capital

among those who till then hardly knew wbat capital

was. Similar to this was the course of circumstances

among the tenantry of England, during the long reigns

• Ses a valuable book lately puMuihed On tie Rent of fnwd and
Lhatrximtrm of Wealth, by the Rev. Richard Jour* See also Mr.
ItaccuDoeh’s Commensal lhctimary, bead of Fur Trade.

E R C E.

of Henry VIII., Elizabeth, and James I.
:
prices were in Commere*,

general on the rise, and our agriculturists experienced ''-•v"""'

a progressive improvement of their circumstances. This
improvement proceeded, it is true, very slowly compared
to that of our farmers during the memorable twenty

years from 1794 to 1S14 ; but in one very material

point our ancestors had the advantage ; they suffered

no reaction ; the capital they acquired was preserved

and handed down unimpaired to their sons and grand-

sons, prices continuing to rise during more than a cen-

tury, and afterwards maintaining the advance that had
taken place. For silver continued to come in, and the

population of our towns, in other words the number of

the consumers of country produce, was regularly on the

increase.

The effect of an improvement in circumstances so

long and so happily maintained, was to change the more
active part of our peasantry into yeomanry ; into tenants

able and willing to pay their rents by money instead of by
the primitive mode of labour and produce. This change,

beginning with the districts adjoining the Capital and
the larger towns, extended itself gradually over the

more distant Counties during the XVIth and XVJIth
centuries, adding largely to the national wealth, and ex-

tending the field for the circulation of silver. Holiu-

shed, adverting in his Chrxmida to the scanty portion

of silver circulating among our farmers about the year

1500, “ says, “ If one of them did cast down his purse,

and therein six shillings in silver, it was very likely that

all the others present could not lay down so much
against it** Now it is no exaggeration to assume, that

in the hundred and fifty years which followed the date of

this anecdote, the proportion of English formers who
paid their rents in money, and who in their buying and
selling transactions made use of gold and silver, in-

creased tenfold. A similar, (hough by no means an
equal improvement of circumstances took place among
the agriculturists in various districts of the Continent;

in the vicinity of Capitals, seaports, and the larger inland

towns. On the Continent there was ul&o a regular in-

crease in the number of the consumers of country pro-

duce, distinct from agriculturists ; in mechanics, manufac-

turers, the professional classes, and other inhabitants of

towns. In Holland this increase was rapid during the

XVIIth Century; in France, Germany, Spain, and the

vicinity of the Baltic, it was slow, but in steady pro-

gress. The labour of husbandmen became more effi-

cient ; their tools and implements were improved ; a

given number were able to raise a greater quantity of

corn and other produce. The result of the whole was
a surprising increase in the number of persons, whether

in town or country, among whom gold and silver circu-

lated ; so that a yearly supply from America of two mil-

lions sterling was for less felt in Europe in the XVIIth
and XVIIIth Centuries, than one million had been in the

XVIth.
Having now explained the rise of prices, it remains Mercantile

to add a few remarks on the mercantile intercourse of iatewowsa

Europe with America in the XVIth and XVIIth Cen- "Jjj
1

turies. This was long on a small scale, because the
1

thinness of the population in America restricted both

the supply of produce from that Country and the demand
for manufactures from Europe, The mode of conduct-

ing the trade was this. The silver sent from America to

Spain was for account partly of the Spanish Government,

but more for that of Spanish merchants connected with

Mexico out! Peru. It was lauded at Seville or Cadis,
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CjmntNt. whence the portion belonging to Government was for*

warded to the Treasury at Madrid, while the sum* re-

mitted for account of individual* were delivered to the

merchants. On the purl of the Government, these

periodical supplies were distributed and expended in the

purchase of arms, clothing, the pay and subsistence of

troops : on the part of the merchants, in the purchase of

quicksilver for extracting the silver from the ore at the

mines, of clothing and tools for the mining workmen,

of machinery, and of various manufactures required in

Mexico and Peru, Countries in which the Art of manu-
facturing was almost wholly unknown. Italy aud the

Netherlands were the only Countries which had manufac-

turing towns of importance: other parts of Europe par-

ticipated in the trade directly, sending to these a supply

of raw materials. England, at that time too little ad-

vanced in live weaving of woollens to send abroad

cloth, felt the benefit of the American trade in an aug-

mented export of wool to the Netherlands ; in the same
manner as the iron mines in the North of Italy Increased

their supply <f that material to Milan and Brescia,

which were noted for their manufactures of hardware.

The Trade of Holland.

Rxtenrioo Front the influx of silver from America, the promi-

XVIIth
^*eoture *n our sketch °f the XVIth Century, we

Century. turn ,0 that which most strongly marked the XVI Ith,

the extension of the trade of Holland. No subject is

more interesting and instructive than the Commercial

prosperity of a Country, so limited in its extent and ap-

parently so little favoured by Nature: in no port of the

World shall we find a more striking example of the

triumph of assiduity and perseverance over Physical

obstacles. And first as to the causes of this prosperity.

The progress of productive industry in Holland appears

to have been us follows. The vicinity of so much wrater,

as well along the coast as in the great maritime inlets,

led to extensive fishing on the part of the inhabitants, first

for their own supply, and next for sale to their neigh-

bours. At the same time, the repair of the dikes and
other works required to preserve so low lying a Country
from the irruption of the river* and high tides, produced
habits of regular labour ; while, in tiie third place, the

practice of navigating the great rivers and the adjacent

coasts, gave the Dutch u knowledge of seamanship rare

in the Middle Ages in any part of Europe, except

Italy. The Dutch were thus enabled to become the

naval carriers, first of llte North, afterwards of the

South of Europe, not only conveying to a distance the

products of different Countries, such as the com, the

flax, the timber of the Baltic, the wool of England, the

wines of France, the oil and fruits of Spain and Portu-

gal ; but engrossing the coasting trade of most of those

Kingdoms. Such was the situation of the Dutch about

the year 1570, when the intolerance of Philip II. of

Spain led to those Civil troubles which ended in Holland

and the adjacent Provinces withdrawing from his yoke,

and forming themselves into a separate State, under the

name of the Seven United Provinces, From that time

forward the Dutch added to their Physical advantages

the still greater blessing of good Government. Having
suffered grcutly from Religious Persecution, and seen

how much the public welfare is injured by it, they

opened their Country to oppressed foreigners; and no
solicitation of foreign Powers could ever prevail on them
to withdraw their protection from such refugees. Tole-

ration in Religion was accordingly complete in Holland, Coenmere*,

at a time when in other Countries it wa* enjoyed very

imperfectly, or not at all : while in regard to the admi-

nistration of justice, a strict impartiality was observed

between natives and foreigners. Hence the influx into

Holland of a number of valuable settlers, first from

Belgium aud France during the persecutions for Religion;

afterward* from Germany during the Thirty Years’ War ;

and, in some degree, from England in the Civil troubles

under Charles I.

So early as the Xllfth Century Amsterdam and other

Dutch seaports were of sufficient importance to be

members of the Hanseatic body. Towards the year

1500 the shipping of Holland had so increased that

three or four hundred sail were regularly employed
in the Baltic trade, performing commonly two voyages

a year each. An equal number appears to have been

engaged in intercourse with France, England, and Spain.

Before the year 1600 the shipping of Holland was
further increased, and still more in the course of the

XYIItli Century. John de VYjtt, who guided theaftuirs

of his Country so long and so ably, stated in his printed

Works, that in the twenty-seven years which intervened

between the Peace with Spain in 1643 und the time at

which he wrote, pis. 1670, the trade and navigation of

Holland had increased one half. This period was fol-

lowed by long and expensive Wars with France, involving

a heavy addition to the taxation of the United Provinces,

and augmenting the wage* of labour in a very injurious

degree. Still their institutions were so good, (he advan-

tages of the ample capital and tried industry of the in-

habitants were so substantial, that their Commerce
continued long to stand its ground. In the year 1700 the

mercantile navy of England amounted by an official

return to *261,000 tons; the seamen to 27,000. Of
those of the Dutch we have no regular account, but rt

is probable that their numbers were fully double those

of England, both in seamen and tonnage.

The Government of Holland never listened to the Causes of

false doctrine of endeavouring to raise or manufacture at ‘tsprow

home articles which they could obtain at a moderate P*™**

price from abroad. The poverty of their soil was in

some measure the cause of this judicious policy and of

their extended navigation. They considered it no dis-

advantage to part with money to buy corn in Germany
or in the Countries of the Baltic; nor did they ever

stimulate a home manufacture by bounties. The trade

in corn was always free, aud in consequence, so loug as

two centuries ago, Holland was considered a depot for

the occasional supply not only of England, France, and
other neighbouring Countries, but of Portugal arid

Spain ; for the warehouses of Amsterdam, according to

Sir Walter Raleigh, generally contained seven hundred

thousand quarters of corn, none of it of the growth of

the Dutch Provinces.

If we analyte the causes of the Commercial prosperity

of England, we shall find them to be partly Physical,

partly Political. Among the former are our length

of coast, our cosy communication hy water, the abun-
dance of our coal and iron mines, and the vicinity

of these mines to navigable rivers. Of our Political

advantages, the chief have been the early introduction

of the Reformed Religion, the check of the legislative

on the executive branch of Government, and during seve-

ral centuries a succession of Princes exempt, ill a grout

measure, from a mania for War. Holland could boast

neither of mines nor of a ft-rbl* • but in cupmmuica-
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Commerce. lion by water her advantages were still greater than those
v--v— of England. She early enjoyed the blessing of the Re-

formation, ami possessed in her Slates or deliberative

Assembly, a direct though not always an effectual check
on the executive branch of Government.

DediDe. Such were the cause* of the extension of the trade of
Holland. We come now to the reverse of the pic-

ture—to its decline. That dated from the early part
of the XVII I th Century, and had made considerable

progress before 1750. Of this distressing change the
The Causes, cause was neither deviation from sound policy on the

’ part of Government, nor relaxed industry on that of the

people, but the pressure of heavy taxation, and the in-

sufficiency of the resources of the Country to meet its

burdens ; first the sums required yearly for its defence
against the sea, and next the much greater payments for
the interest of the debt incurred in its long-continued
wars. In that respect the lot of Holland had been par-

ticularly severe. She was oppressed in the first instance
by Spain, assailed in the next place by England under
Cromwell and Charles II., and finally obiiged to resist

the unprincipled ambition of Louis XIV. during three

successive Wars ; efforts by far too great for so small a
State.

Further causes of the decrease of Dutch navigation

may be found in the improvement of other Countries, anti

In the measures of their respective Governments for ap-
propriating to their own subjects first their coasting
trade, and afterwards their general import and report busi-

ness. Ship-building and seamanship. Arts little under-
stood in theNorthof Europe during the XVthaud XVIth
Centuries, had now become familiar to the inhabitants

of the maritime districts of England, France, IX-nmurk,
and the North of Germany. In nil those Countries the

Governments took steps to carry on their foreign trade

by direct voyages, nnd to avoid the circuit of the Nether-
lands. Entrepots were no longer necessary when a
knowledge of navigation hud become general, and the

quantities of produce to be conveyed were so great as
to make it expedient to fetch them from the Countries of
their growth.

But the trade of Holland, though reduced as regarded

Europe, was still very considerable to India and the

West Indies until the latter part of the XVIIfth Cen-
tury, when the contests with England, partly after 1780,
during our first American War, but much more after

the occupation of Holland by the French in 1795, led

to the most unfortunate results: to the loss of the

Dutch colonies, the cunti lined suspension of their navi-

gation, and a great depression of their funded property.

To these were added, after 1810, the anti-commercial
edicts of Bounpnrte, so that in the latter years of the war
the Country w as plunged into the greatest distress.

The return of general Fence in 1815, and the prospect

of its long continuance, revived the courage of the Dutch,
and led them to resume, in some degree, their Commer-
cial activity. Without flattering themselves with a re-

turn of their former prosperity, they have good grounds
to hope for a fair share of the trade of Eurojn*. The
Rhine and theMneseare now more important than ever
as inlets into the neighbouring Countries, the difficulty

of ascending them being greatly lessened by steam navi-

gation ; while in the maritime Provinces, the continued

level of the soil is voty favourable to the conveyance of
bulky goods by land ns well ns by water. Great im-
provements have of lute been made in the public roads,

and that which in England is now sought ut so heavy a
VOL. XI.

charge, a smooth surface, is found in Holland almost Cetrnwree.
without expense. Add to this, that the scientific dis-

covcrics of the Age promise to be beneficial to Holland,
by lessening the heavy expense attendant on her peculiar

position. The strength of her dikes may be increased

by planting roots which in other Countries are found to

give tenacity to a sandy soil ; while the surprising im-
provements lately made in England in raising water by
steam-engines, cannot fail to be of service in it Country
so liable to suffer- from water overflowing and remaining
stagnant on the surface.

Commerce ofEngland.

England was considerably later than Holland or Flan- Historical

ders in arriving at Commercial eminence. Under William i*f

the Conqueror, the Public revenue appear* to have been
between £’ 1 00,000 and .£200,000 a year, arising less from

*. i>. lotto*

taxes than from the Royal demesnes. The population of to* n. 1400.

England, which at the time of the Conquest hardly ex-

ceeded a million, increased in the course of the succeed-

ing three centuries to somewhat more than two millions,

such being the amount according to the census taken by
order of Government in 1377. the last year of the reign

of Edward III. The people were scattered in cottages

ami hamlets over the open country, or rather over those

portion* nf it that were cultivated, for in those days
marshes, forests, and heaths covered a very large extent

of our territory. The villages, for they were too insig-

nificant to be called towns, increased their population

very slowly. The pastures both lor sheep and large

cattle were extensive : the chief export from the King-
dom was wool, nod the amount sent abroad varied from
£*100,000 to £’250,000 a year. This export took place

chiefly to Flanders, and, in a small degree, to France,

Spain, and Italy. London was the chief shipping port,

and the English of those days being unacquainted with

the Continental Languages, our foreign trade was con-

ducted chiefly by foreigners residing in Loudon ; viz.

Flemings, Italians, and Frenchmen. Business in bul-

lion and coin was long carried on by Jews, but after

their expulsion, in the reign of Edward I„ that important
branch was taken up by Italians from Venice, Fisa, and
Genoa, who were all called Lombards, and who gave
their name to the street so well known as the chief resort

of our Rankers.

Most part of the foreign trade of England in the

Middle Ages was conducted by Companies: individual

capitals were scanty, and a joint stock was indispensa-

ble to repair any considerable losses arising from ship-

wreck or failures. The vessels employed in our foreign Q„r

trade were chiefly Dutch and Italian: those in the gHtian.

coasting trade were English, but they were few in num-
ber ; for our towns were then loo small to need any
great supplies of limber, coal, or other articles generally

brought by water. The coal-works at Newcastle now
so interesting a part of our mineral treasures, were
wrought on a very small scale till after the year 1300,
for the fuel in common use throughout England was
wood, a great part of the country being covered with

forests. Coals, when first brought to London, were
used (as they are at present in France) only by smiths,

distillers, soap-boilers, and other manufacturers; not in

dwelling-houses, the smoke being considered injurious

to the health of a family. That prejudice continued

during several centuries ; but when it was at lost re-

moved, the superiority of coal a* fuel, joined to the

o
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lonmerce. Mlltitj! ftixl high price of wood, rendered its use quite

v—

—

v— general in London, and greatly increased the shipping

employed in our coasting trade.

The fisheries went carried on at an early date in the

Channel, as well as on the Eastern coast, and contributed

to the extension of several of our seaports, such as

Plymouth, Yarmouth, Colchester, Lynn.

Effect of The wars with France, waged by our Edwards and
wai on Henrvs. were very injurious to our productive industry,
our trade,

(/jyji wars arc far more so than foreign contests.

whatever may be the expense of the latter. In this

manner the long struggles between the Houses of York
and Lancaster in the XVth Century greatly checked the

progress of our population, agriculture, and manufac-

tures : keeping the nation in a great measure from

reaping advantage from our extent of coast, our navi-

gable rivera, and our mines of coal and iron. Happily,

those times of strife and bloodshed were succeeded by

a very long period (more than a century and a half) of

domestic quiet. This repose, together with the benefit

arising from the early introduction of the Reformation,

and a course ofgovernment, which, though very different

at different times, was, in the main, judicious, enabled

the Country to recover from its misfortunes, and to

establish its agriculture and trade on a solid basis.

The XVIth The reign of Henry VII. afforded almost the first

Century- example of useful laws enacted in regard to the national

industry'. Until then, the power of purchasing land had

been confined in England, as it is at present in Hungary
and other half-civilized Countries, to men of a certain

rank ; but a double blow was now struck at Feudal

usages, for while by one Act of Parliament landholders

were enabled freely to dispose of their estates by sale, by

another the compulsory services of the peasantry were

lessened or commuted for a money payment Naviga-

tion, too. now began to take a wider range, and voyages

were performed by English vessel* to a considerable

distance ; to the Bultic, Spain. Portugal, and Italy. Still

our intercourse with those Countries was small com-

pared to that with Flanders and Holland, which were

sufficiently advanced ill Commerce to purchase our

wool, hides, and other raw produce, supplying us in

return with a variety of manufactured articles.

During the reign of Elizabeth the regulation of our
Commerce was committed to Cecil, a prudent, impartial,

and, so far as the state of information in that Age per-

mitted, an enlightened Minister. He was very ready to

grant exclusive privileges for various branches of foreign

trade, such a* that to the Levant, the Baltic, Africa, and,

lastly, to the East Indies. Such a course, however

contrary to our present impressions, was unavoidable in

an Age when individuals had little capital, and when,

without an assurance of ultimate advantage, they would

have been neither able nor willing to incur the expense

attendant on the outset of almost every mercantile settle-

ment in a foreign Country.

We past on to the latter part of the XVIth Century,

a time at which England had enjoyed a hundred years

of internal peace, and had reaped her full share of the

benefit arising from the influx of the precious metals

from America. Our towns were still small, and the in-

habitants lived chiefly in the country, in village* and
hamlets, but their situation, compared to that of their

. forefathers, was amended in various respects. The
amount of the yearly exports and imports had increased ;

and so also had the personal comfort of all ranks, in food,

clothing, and lodging. The dwellings of the middle

and lower classes, from being little else than sheds or Commerce.
cabins of wood, were constructed, at least such of them
as were new, of stone and brick. This was the era at

which floors were substituted for the bare earth in llie

lower part of the dwellings, and glass became generally

used in windows in lieu of the horn and lattices of

ruder times.

During the XVIIth Century, the Western or maritime The

part of Europe reaped the advantage of former dis* XVIIth and

coveries, and extended its navigation berth to India and ******

America. The chief share of this Trade fell to the
0 un* ll‘

Dutch, whose situation might be compared to that of
husbandmen practised in the labours of the field, and
reaily to enter on the opening harvest, as they were

much more advanced in navigation and productive

industry generally, than either the French or English

of that Age. There was, however, a continued, though

very gradual, increase of our mercantile tonnage, and a

strong desire on the part of the Public to enlarge it at

the expense of our Batavian rivals : hence our celebrated

Navigation Laws.*

So early as the reign of Henry VII. there were passed Qu* Navi-

Acta of Parliament enjoining that certain commodities K*hun

from abroad should be imported only in English ships, Law*,

manned by English seamen. Half a century later, in

the reign of Elizabeth, laws were passed to exclude

foreigners from our fisheries and coasting trade ; but it

was in 1651, and under the influence of Cromwell, that

the principal Navigation Law was enacted. Its chief

dispositions were as follows.

Merchandise of the growth or manufacture of Asia,

Africa, or America, to be imported only in English ves-

sels, of which tile master and chief part of the crew are

English.

Merchandise of the growth or manufacture ofEurope

to be imported into Great Britain only in British shipa

or in ships belonging to the Country in which the goods

were produced.

Such was the substance of the Act of 1651. In

1662 it was in some degree modified, and the injunction

to import in British ahips was confined to certain articles,

called on that account “ enumerated articles ;* but theae

comprised all gttods that were bulky, or of importance

with a view to freight, such as com, timber, hemp, flax,

wine, spirits, sugar.

These laws effectually prevented the Dutch from

acting the part of naval carriers between England and

other Countries, and necessarily increased our mercantile

tonnage, the amount of which was raised from 95,000

tons in 1660, to 190,000 tons in 1688.

Our North American colonies, in particular New Trade with

England, Virginia, and Maryland, considerably increased NorthAma-

their population and trade in the latter part of the

XVIIth Century. The shipping then employed in our

intercourse with them, though very different in sixe, was

equal collectively to about 200 vessels of 200 tons each.

There was an increase also in the trade of our West
Indian Islands, the chief of which at that time were Bar-

bados and Jamaica. With all these colonies our prin-

ciple of intercourse was monopoly for monopoly : we
required them to receive their manufactures wholly from

us, and to send to England in the first instance almost

all the produce they exported ; white, in return, we
opened to them our market of consumption, ami im-

posed high duties on similar goods when brought to ua

* See that head in our Jfitn/Aixenvi Divmoa.
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from other parts. Thus the flax, hemp, and ship-timber

imported into England from the Baltic were subject to

duty, while the same articles from North America were

duty free ; the culture of tobacco at home was prohibited,

in order that our market might be open to the tobacco of

Virginia. On the other hand, we required that the rice,

sugar, and other produce of our colonies destined for

the Continent of Europe should be sent in the first

place to England. The colonists were allowed to hold

direct intercourse only with the Countries South of Cape

Finisterre, vis. Portugal, Spain, Italy, the Levant; which

not being manufacturing Countries were not likely to

compete with us in the supply of finished goods.

Towards the latter part of the XVIIth Century, our

manufactures having acquired a certain degree of ex-

tension, there took place a considerable export of them

to Cadiz, for the supply of Mexico and other Spanish

colonies. To this was, some time after, added an cx-

tensive contraband traffic carried on between those colo-

nies and our West Indian Islands. The Spanish Govern-

ment exacted a duty on all manufactures imported into

America, and was very jealous of intercourse between

their colonists and Europeans ; but it was found im-

possible to prevent smuggling along a coast of such vast

extent, and within the reach of such active navigators as

the English. The occasional rencounters between our

contraband traders and the guarda-eoslat, or Custom-

house vessels of the Spaniards, led to repeated conflicts,

and were one of the chief causes of the destructive war
between the two nations, which began in 1739.

Portugal being in dose alliance with England, our

trade with that Country and her colonies was open and
unshackled : they bought from us quantities of woollens,

hardware, and other manufactures, giving us in return

wine, fruit, and occasionally gold from Brazil.

The nature of our East Indian trade differed mate-

rially from that to North America or the West Indies.

Wc made no attempt to colonize India ; our exports to

it were less in merchandise than in silver ; our returns not

in produce but in calicoes, silks, and other light manu-
factures. Of these, the half at least was re-exported to

the Continent of Europe, their consumption in England
being subjected to a heavy duly, in order that we might
preserve our home market for our own manufacturers.

The reigns of Elizabeth, James I., and Churle* 1.

had been the era of monopolies and exclusive grants

;

but uuder Cromwell many of these were abrogated.

This was a natural result of the progress of trade : the

capital, intelligence, and enterprise of merchants having

increased, it liecaine fit and even requisite to open to

them the field of competition in business. Unfortunately

in the next reign, (that of Charles II.,) Government lent

itself to the urgency of our manufacturers and their

partisans in Parliament, so far as to impose heavy duties

cm foreign gouds. There was a general complaint on
the part of the Public, that a preference was given at

Court to French articles, and our Custom-house returns

certainly showed an increased import of the finer wool-

lens and linens; also of silk, paper, and glass from

that Country, the total value exceeding a million an-

nually ; while the export of English articles to France
was comparatively insignificant. This led, in 1678, to

Acts of Parliament imposing a heavy duty oil a number
of commodities from France; a course followed with

double vigour after the Revolution in 1688, and the

ensuing war; national animosity concurring with the

belief that our interests called on us to exert our

utmost efforts to discourage the use of foreign articles Conumn*.
and extend that of our own. In regard to English s—*v—w
goods exported, Government not only returned whatever
duties hud been previously paid on them, but in various

cases granted a bounty on the export. It forbade also

the sending abroad our raw materials, such as wool or

hides, and hulf-finished articles, such as umiyed cloths,

in order that all the work required to complete them
might be performed in this Country.

This was the beginning of what is called by Political TheMer-
Econnmists the Mercantile system ; a system which ap- ourtiltt «j v
pears in a favourable light to men accustomed to judge 1<m*

from first impressions, and who, conversant only with the

practice of trade, hive little knowledge of its general

principles. Such men form their opinions on a very

confined view of things ; on the events passing under
their eyes, without considering that these are but a few
links in a complicated chain. Thus gold uud silver

were in their view less the represent atives of wealth, than
wealth itself; and they judged it highly desirable to get
as much as possible of both into the Country : hence a
preference to a trade, such as that with Spanish Ame-
rica, in which the returns were made in hard dollars.

Having become possessed of a certain portion of the pre-

cious metals, the next point with the advocates of this sys-

tem, was to secure our tenure ; hence the repeated prohibi-

tions against the exportation of coin. It never seems to

have occurred to these reasoners that money, like any
other commodity, will find its way into a Country possess-

ing, either in produce or manufactures, articles which its

neighbours arc desirous to obtain ; and that the true plait

to bring money into a Country is to favour the increase

of such commodities. Now the best method of favour-

ing such increase is to lower duties, abolish exclusive

privileges, or otherwise remove the impediments to pro-

duction. That done, the Legislature may safely trust

individuals with the sale of their property, satisfied that

w herever there is an abundance of valuable goods, there

will be no want of mouey to circulate them.

Another leading tenet in the Mercantile creed was that

we ought to make at home whatever is required for our
own consumption, even articles, such as silks, of which the

raw material is not of home growth. This might be a
very proper rule if every nation manufactured exclu-

sively for itself, and if our power of selling the articles,

in which we have an acknowledged superiority, such
as hardware and cottons, were restricted within specific

limits. But now that the World at large is open to our
exports, the wisest plan evidently is to leave manufac-
turing industry to its natural course. One Country may
excel in one branch of a manufacture, and another in

another: thus as to silks, the French are superior in

fancy articles, the English in several other kinds of silk
;

and if we can sell the latter to our neighbours, it is

evidently our interest to buy fancy goods from them,
rather than to maintain an unprofitable competition in

making them. Let our general rule be tu extend only

such manufactures as are be*l adapted to our national

means, such as require an abundant supply of fuel and
an extensive communication by canals. These are hard-

ware, cottons, woollens, earthenware, glass; and if we
can supply these on better terms than any other Country,

we may rest assured that their sale will lie m> augmented
as to afford us ample means for purchasing the articles

(arul they are not many) which foreigners can supply on
better terms than mir Countrymen.
The Revolution of 1688 led to our taking a proini-

oi

*
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Commerce- nent part in Continental Politics and carrying on wars,

by means of the Funding; system, on a scale of expense
Effect oo till then altogether unknown. This had a remarkable

Th^wsr* *®BCl i»» several respects on the state of trade. First,

after 1539 the decided superiority of our armed shipping obliged

Ijoth the French and Spaniards to trade with their colo-

nies by means of neutrals, which proved a great advan-

tage to Sweden. Denmark, and the seaports in the North

of Germany. These Northern States benefited also by

the increased demand for hemp, flax, canvas*, and iron,

arising out of a state of war; while from England there

wo* an augmented export of clothing, arms, and other

military stores, these forming the mo*t convenient mode
of paying subsidies to our allies.* The natural effect

ot the war was to lessen our intercourse, nt least our

legitimate intercourse with France, for a great deal of

smuggling continued to take place between the two
Countries; vis. in silks and laces from France to Eng-
land, and in wool and hardware from England to

France.
Our inland Such was the *tatc of our foreign trade in the middle
rode. of the last century : in regard to our home traffic we are

arrived at the period when our inland communications
were greatly extended : when our turnpike-roads were
improved, and canals began to be excavated. Hence
a remarkable increase in the manufacture of several bulky
articles, such as glass, pottery, and hardware, which

- require canals for a double purpose ; first to bring coals

to the scat of manufacture during the process of pre-

paration, and next to take the goods to market when
completed.

As to corn there was not, as in the present Age, an
insufficiency in our growth for our consumption ; (here

was in general a surplus and an export of corn during
the first half of the XVII Ith Century.

Iitemt of The gradual increase of monied capital in England
ni.mey. wa* indicated by the progressive though slow reduction

of the rate of interest. In the middle of the With
Century ten per cent, a year was allowed by law, and
was the usual rate for money lent on good security. In

a century later, under Charles II ., money was commonly
lent at eight percent; but soon after 1700 the legal

rate was reduced to five per cent. Towards the middle
of the Wlllth Century the current rate on good se-

curity did not exceed four per cent. ; and in Holland
money could be borrowed still lower ; ric. at three per

cent.

Increase nf In the hundred years which elapsed between the
uurnuldie accession of William HI. and the French Revolution

ea*' England sustained five foreign wars, each conducted on
a great scale and at a very heavy charge. Their respective

dales were

:

From 1689 to 1697.

1702 to 1713.

1740 to 174$.

1756 to 1763.

1775 to 1783.

The sacrifices attendant on such war* may be re-

duced under two principal heads; waste of capital as

shown by 'the yearly additions to the public debt
;
and

loss of productive labourers, as well from the number
who fall in the contest as from the still greater number
who are withdrawn from agriculture, manufactures, and
mechanical works to the service of Government. Con-
fining our estimate to the former of these heads, to the

increase of our public debt, wc shall divide the wan
during the century in question into three parts

;
thus.

The wars of King William and
(Juren Anne lasted nearly twenty

years, and added to our debt. .

.

Those under George II. fifteen

years

The American war under Geo.
III. eight years

Each of these contests was maintained by our
Government with great ardour, and with as large a de-

mand on our resources as it wus possible to make with-

out depreciating the currency. The waste of life und
property was consequently great, but that which took

place under William and Anne, was happily, in u great

measure, repaired during the long Peace which followed

the Treaty of Utrecht. After 1763 the season of relief

did not lust so long, and the magnitude of our expendi-
ture during the ensuing war with our colonies was un-
precedently large

;
but, on the other hand, there was by

that time a great increase in our resources, in our
means of augmenting our products and of recovering

from the losses and burdens of war. Our canals were then
in a course of extension ; our towns had increased their

population ; the farmers were assured of ready sales

for their produce a» fair prices
; the use of Rank paper

was becoming more general ; the cotton and hard-
ware manufactures were in a state of activity; and us

there w»s an increased demand for coal and iron, our
mines for both were wrought on a larger scale. These
are soh'iantial constituents of public wealth, and they
enabled our Countrymen of the last generation to recover

from the gloom produced by that which at first seemed
an irretrievable misfortune, the separation of the North
American colonies from the Mother Country. These ml

vantages allowed our manufacturers to meet the French
and other rivals in foreign markets, and to retain the

supply of the United States of America* notwithstanding
the antipathy of the inhabitants to England.

Next came the Commercial Treaty with France, con-
cluded in 1786, which opened the ]K>rls of one Country
to the other, and naturally led ton trial of their compa-
rative ability to furnish the great articles of manufacture.

The advantage was in must articles mi the side of thin a

Country, and the cause of it was not. as was so often

contended by Bonaparte and his partisans, unfairness

in the conditions of the Treaty, but the superior means
of our manufacturers ; a cause which still remains in

full force, and deters the French Government of the

present day, however friendly in its disposition to

England, from renewing the open intercourse, or in

other words, the competition between the two Countries.

Our financial difficulties were great in 1783 ami the The jwiod
following years, but our prospects gradually brightened from 17W
and our trade became flourishing ho: h at home and abroad. ,0 l'^3.

This improvement took place without the interference of

Government, for it was assuredly not caused by boun-
ties, prohibitions, or other artificial expedients: it was
the legitimate result of our applying cupital and indus-

try to improve our national resources. Agriculture

prospered although the rise iu the price of com was
slight; our shipping was increased greatly notwith-

standing it* augmented cost. This, with the extension

of our manufactures and the increase of our population,

afforded a proof that, heavy as our burdens had be-
come, we were not unable to bear them; and that the

expenditure in our former wars, although occasionally

lavish and often injudicious, had not, as in the case o‘‘

Cumnwaw

£54,000,000

60.000.000

104,000,000
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Commerce. Holland, been carried so far as to produce a serious

decline in our productive industry.
jjkibeeqticat The danger of such a decline was reserved for the* subsequent wars, conducted as they have been with on

unexampled profusion of treasure. Various causes

concurred to produce this extraordinary scale of ex-

penditure. Our Sovereign was highly popular, while

the Revolutionary Government of Frame, and the

military usurpation which followed it. excited during

many years the greatest alarm. Mr. Pitt possessed

the public confidence in a high degree; but above

oil, the abundance of money arising from the exemp-

tion of the Bank from cash payments removed the

usual checks on pecuniary supplies, and rendered

money abundant both with Government and (lie Pub-

lic. Every department of productive industry telt the

advantage attendant on an uninterrupted command of

money. The old adage, “ War begets poverty* and

poverty Peace,” ceased to be applicable to England, lor

all branches enjoyed, or seemed to enjoy, a degree of

prosperity hitherto unknown in time of war. The agri

cultorist was enabled to pay ail increased rent ; the

manufacturer to ruise his rule of wages ; the merchant
found his transactions extend year after year, and profes-

sional men in very many cases doubled the incomes which
they had received in Peace. No wonder, therefore, that

there should be a general belief during the war that the

wealth of the Country was on the increase ; few |n*r-

*ons suspected that the rise of prices and incomes was,

in a great measure, nominal
;
and hardly any could

foresee the extent of reaction at a Peace. It was not

until lately, that the continued decline of prices nnd
incomes has shown, beyond doubt, the unstable founda-

tion of their increase during the war ; and has given

warning that a continued state of Peace is likely to bring

our markets still lower ;
probably to the level of 1792.

Grounds of The supposed grounds of our prosperity during the war

supposed are thus found to have been temporary and fallacious,

prosperity Our manufactures increased greatly in price, but that wns
during no judication of augmented wealth; it was owing chiefly

4,1
to a rise in ihe cost of labour, raw materials, and other

constituents of price. Since the Peace the picture has

been reversed ; the quantities annually manufactured

have increased greatly, but the prices have fallen in a

till greater ratio: the couse has been the decrease in

the cost of the raw material, in the rate of wages, and in

the profits of the manufacturer.

Our mercantile shipping presented a considerable in-

crease during the war, but it was in a great measure

owing to the amount of tonnage employed by the

Transport Board. But of all the branches of our pro-

ductive industry, our agriculture has placed in the most
striking light the difference of prices in War nnd Peace.

Corn and other country-produce continued to rise almost

without interruption during the twenty years of War

;

they have declined with equal uniformity during the

eighteen years of Peace. A similar rise and fall has

taken place in professional incomes, and if, in the im-

portant bead of house-rent, the decline does not extend

altogether so far, it has been owing to the progressive

increase of our population which since the Peace has

gained thirty per cent.

This continued decline of the prices of commodities,

and the consequent reduction of incomes, has come on

our merchants and manufacturers in a manner as little

expected, and as little understood, as was the rise of

priev* and increase of incomes during the War. No

subject has occasioned greater differences of opinion, or Cenunerve.

a greater variety of schemes for the relief of trade.

Most of these, when thoroughly investigated, are found
to give but slender assurance of the benefit so fondly

anticipated by their projectors : nor will merchants of
reflection consider it possible that the evils arising from a

lavish expenditure during twenty years, can la? speedily

removed by any plans, financial or commercial, however
plausible. We have, however, the satisfaction of know,
ing that the national resources are on the increase, and
that they bid fair to lessen, in the course of years, the

pressure now bearing so hard on the productive classes.

The first step towards a judicious application of these

resources is to acquire an accurate knowledge of our situ-

ation, to obtain a distinct view of the origin and causes

of our difficulties. For that purpose wc shall now
subjoin a summary of our Commercial nnd financial

affair* from the entrance into office of the Statesman,

from whom the extraordinary fluctuations of the l»t*hftlf

Century certainly had their origin.

British Trade and Finances during the Administration

ofMr. Pitt.

Mr. Pitt was placed at the head of the Treasury and
of the Government in 1784, at the early age of twenty-

five. His precocious advancement to this high station

was owing to several causes
;

to his remarkable success

as a speaker, to the veneration entertained by the

nation for his father’s memory, and to an impression

that the eminent qualifications of Lord Chatham hade
fair to reappear in his son. Our public men have
often had cause to regret coming too early into office;

and often have they wished undone the favourite mea-
sures of their early years. And if such was not the

case with Mr. Pill, it was owing chiefly to the Coun-
try remaining at pence during nine years after hw ac-

cession to office. The course to lie followed by a Mi-
nister during that period, though difficult, was not alto-

gether so beset with perplexity as at a subsequent date.

Several of our present grievances were then, in a man-
ner, unknown. The Corn Laws were then of very

limiter! operation; provisions were dearer here than on
the Continent, but not in a degree to affect the success

of our manufactures or the comfort of our mechanics.

There was in those days no agricultural distress, for

though the prices of corn were lower than at present,

forming expenses were low iu proportion* nnd there had
been no downfal from better times; no return from

Bank paper to cadi payments ; no complaint of having

to [iay in gold debts contracted in paper. The diffi-

culties of that Age were altogether different : they arose

from the discouragement attendant on the recent loss of

our North American Provinces, and the low price of

our public funds. Several financial reforms were re-

quired. but it was extremely unpopular to impose any
new tax to meet the deficiency attendant on such re-

forms, or to make the revenue exceed the expendi-

ture. The high duty on ten having led to a most ex- The duty

tensive system of smuggling, it was very desirable to°nl®*«Ki»

reduce the duty at least for some years, so us to cut up
smuggling by the roots. A determination to that effect

was taken, but it required a substantial public advan-
tage to reconcile Parliament or the nation to the taxes

granted in lieu, or, as it was called, as a commutation
for the tea duty. Some of the taxes imposed at this

time by Parliament, in particular the shop tax, Mr. Pitt
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Commerce, found it necessary to abandon. In a few years, however,

his difficulties were lessened by the growing produce of

the revenue, consequent on continued peace, increasing

population and extending trade. We possess but few

statistical documents for the period in question, and the

yearly increase of our numbers cannot be considered to

have been so high as at present, inasmuch as vaccination

was then unknown, and the cheapness of cotton-clothing,

which in later years ha* so greatly favoured the health

of the lower orders, did not then exist ; hut the yearly

increase probably averaged one per cent, or upwards.

Hence an increase in the portion of revenue arising from

consumption. Aa to another materia) point, the value

of our manufactures exporter!, it rose during the earlier

years of Mr. Pitt’s Ministry progressively from eleven

to fourteen millions; and eventually, in 1792, to eighteen

millions a year.

Comraer- One of the first Commercial measures of ‘Mr. Pitt

Was a Trealy ^rancc *n 1786. The speech by which
w nuice.

in(rt>(iuced this Treaty to the consideration of Parlia-

ment was replete with Bound and liberal views. The
conditions of the compact were fair and moderate, and
in the different transactions that ensued, a balance of

profit accrued to this Country, possessing, as it decidedly

did, superior advantages for trade and manufactures.

The Treaty thus became unpopular in France, and
proved a theme of frequent declamation with Bonaparte,

who, to ingratiate himself with the trading part of the

French, repeatedly declared that ** never would he sign
* such a Treaty as that which the art of the English

Ministers had extorted from the weakness of tike Bour-
bons.”

The Sink- The year 1786 was the era of another measure of

iag Fund. Mr- Pitt, which for a long time was much vaunted—the

revival of the Sinking Fund. That fund originated

above a century ago with Sir Robert Walpole, in whose
day our finances differed greatly from their present

state ; our national debt being under sixty millions, and
our public revenue lew than six millions a year. The
Jong peace enjoyed by this Country under that judicious

and vigilant Minister, added to the operation of even a
small Sinking fund, had the effect of greatly raising the

price of Stocks, so that in the year 1732 the three per

cents were at 100, and in 1739 at 107. As the loans

of individuals are affected in their terms by those of

Government, the low interest of the public funds caused

a low rate of interest generally, of which the monied
men complained, alleging that they could no longer

obtain a suitable return for their capital. To lessen

their complaints, as well as to avoid the odium of new
taxes. Sir Robert had no scruple in resorting from time

to time to the Sinking Fund for tike payment of various

public expenses. This example his successors in office

• showed themselves very ready to follow; and the Sinking

Fund, though at no time wholly suspended, was so often

trenched on, that it did not discharge above fifteen

millions of the public debt in the course of half a cen-

tury.

Mr. Pitt’s measure in 1786, was a revival of the

Sinking Fund, nearly ns introduced by Sir Robert
Walpole, but with various safeguards to prevent the in-

come constituting the fund from being diverted to any
other purpose whatever. With that view the whole was
pul under the direction of a Commission, and the Com-
missioners were rendered independent not merely of the

Ministry, but in some degree of Parliament. The souroes
of the income of the Sinking Fund were.

1. Aa annual million to be paid to it out of tike taxes, Commerce,

whatever might be the state of the revenue.

2. The amount of such annuities payable by Govern-
ment as from time to time lapsed or expired by the

demise of the annuitants. And,
3. The interest of the Stock annually bought up hy

the Sinking Fund ; such Stock not to be cancelled, but
to lie entered in the books of the Bank in the name of

the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, the dividends

or interest on it going in aid of the Fund.
Such was the Sinking Fund of 1786 when brought

into full operation ; it extinguished annually about a

million and a half of three per cent Stock : that is, the

public by paying in taxes a million sterling more than

they otherwise would, paid otf as much of its debt as

reduced the interest by £50.000 a year. This and this

only was the arithmetical operation of the measure ; but
benefit was expected from its principle, from Parliament

giving a pledge to the world that the nation, tkowever

burdened by taxes, was determined to pay a million a
year above the Government expenditure, for the pur-

pose of lessening its debt and keeping up tbe public

credit.

It is needless to enlarge on the flattering calculations Objections

of the elFeet ofcompound interest, with which Dr. Price *° lL

ushered in this boasted scheme. The annnal million,

as well as the other sources of income to the Sinking
Fund, were evidently drawn from the pockets of the

Public ; in oilier words, they were abstracted from pro-

ductive employment. The judicious Vauban, when
writing on the finances of France, long since told

the World, that were Governments wire, they would
be sparing of taxes : he said with truth, L'argent U mieui
employb e*l reUi qui U Rot lame entre let mains d- set

sujelt. The Sinking Fund is now little thought of: it

has fallen almost into a state of non-efficiency. The
question is how far circumstances, in the early part of
Mr. Pitt’s Ministry, were such as to justify the adop-
tion of the measure, or to reconcile its adoption with
the general admirution of his talents. Mr. Pitt was
then only in his twenty-seventh year, and could not have
reflected either long or profoundly on the sources of
national wealth. He had read Dr. Smith’s Work, and he
discovered in his public speeches a very proper sense of
its value ;

hut that Work is not instructive on the subject

of taxes. But the great deficiency in Mr. Pitt’s elements
of calculation was the absence of statistical documents,
and of proofs of the tendency of this Country to prosper
without any artificial aids. His natural good sense and
disposition to view the future in a favourable light,

might, and probably did, suggest to him reasous for con-
sidering the national prospects aa encouraging ; but he
was ill provided with documents on which to found sttch

an opinion with confidence. If, even at present, our
public men have no adequate idea of our growing
resources, it need not be matter of surprise that no man
of authority in those days should have come forward to

say. "Instead of making the nation pay a million a

year additional, keep the taxes at the lowest possible

amount, and trust to the benefit that will in a few years
accrue to the Treasury from a gradual removal of the

obstacles to the extension of productive industry.” Thera
were in those days no populatiou returns ; no evidence
that the increase of our towns added largely to the
national resource* ; no proper estimate of the extent of
our iron mines ; nor of the benefit likely to result from
our abundance of coal when applied to steam machinery.
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Cmowtit. Instead of such views, Mr. Pitt was probably assailed by
such suggestions as, " The price of Stocks can be raised

only by continued purchases for account of Government,
and these can be made only by a Sinking Fund pro*

vided with a yearly revenue ; the Stockholders desire

such a measure, and to the nation at large it will be an
indication of vigour ; a declaration that we are willing

to submit to an extra burden at present in order that we
may lighten the burdens of posterity.’* This was very

plausible advice, and would be considered by the multitude

a& both spirited and judicious. The course of our nar-

rative will soon show the singular measures into which

Parliament was led, alter Mr. Pitt's death, by the at-

tractive name of a ” system of vigour so that we need

hardly wonder that he, young as he then was, surrounded

by feeble coadjutors, and unprovided with the documents
requisite to form right conclusions, should have pursued

a very different course from that which he would have

adopted in mature age and with more correct informa-

tion.

A main cause of the Commercial and financial em-
barrassments of this Country, has been tlie unacquoint-

uncc of our public men with the principles of productive

industry. Of this ignorance a striking instance was at

that time given by Mr. Fox, who,though opposed to Mr.
Pitt in so many of his measures, gave his cordial appro-

bation to the Sinking Fund. This he was led to do
not from a knowledge of the subject, which he never

studied, but from the specious nature of the plan ; per-

haps from a constitutional confidence which prompted
him, without much inquiry, lo place u part of the

burden on our own shoulders instead of those of our

posterity. On the other hand Lord Grenville, so long

the colleague of Mr. Pitt, and his professed admirer,

subsequently altered his opinion of the Sinking Fund,

and has publicly maintained that the measure was im-

politic.

The French We are now arrived at the troubled era of the French
Revolution.

f^evu ] U (ion • at the time (1792) when the Jacohins be-

came guilty of the greatest excesses, and when the finan-

cial relief to be expected from a continuance of Peace

seemed, in the view of our Court, and the major part of

our Nobility, a secondary object compared to the danger

that threatened us if we remained quiet spectators of the

commotions in France. Till this time Mr. Pitt had

maintained amicable relations with the ruling parties in

France, but when they had driven their King from his

throne, and declared their Government a Republic, he

was called on to come to a decision on the momentous
question of Peaoe or War. His personal wish was for

Pence ; both the success of bis financial measures, and
the prosperity of our trade, were connected with its

maintenance ; but after the murder of Louis, and the in-

vasion of the Netherlands by the French, he assented,

and was in a manner obliged to assent, to the alternative

of War.
The determination once taken, it was conformable to

his character to prosecute the War with vigour ; to

regard his financial savings as secondary to our military

operations; and while he maintained the Sinking Fund
as to form, to adopt a course which in fact suspended,

and much more than suspended, its reducing powers—

a

yearly borrowing of money to a large amount. Our
navy, and still more our army, had been on a small

establishment during the preceding years, but both were

increased forthwith. In the second year of the War our

expenses were augmented
;

in the third and fourth year

(1795—96) they were further increased, so that the scale Commerce,

of our expenditure much exceeded thot of any former "*'

period.

In raising supplies the Ministry experienced great

difficulty from two causes ; first the distress of trade

consequent on the high rale of interest, so much of

the capital of the Country being required by Govern-
ment; and next the difficulty of providing for our dis-

bursements abroad, which could not be met in Bank
notes but required specie. When a loan was proposed,

the anxious question in those days was not so much
what was its amount, as what part of the amount would
be required abroad. These were the chief causes of the

adoption of that measure which distinguished the late

wars from all others, and which gave Government a
great and long continued, but as the result has shown,

a delusive accommodation—the exemption of the Bonk Exemption

from Cash payments. The immediate cause of tint °f the

measure was a continued drain of gold from the Bank BaDk frora

in February 1797 ; but we may safely affirm, that a step
m

of the kind had repeatedly entered into the consideration

of Mr. Pitt and the Bank Directors, as n relief from live

grievances under which all parties. Government, the

Bank, and the mercantile interest, laboured from the

magnitude of our expenditure. Anxious os were the

Bank Directors to support Government in the war,

they could not. in prudence, strip the Bank of its trea-

sure so long as they were liable to pay cash for their

notes on demand. They watched, and were obliged

anxiously to watch, the exchanges with tbe Continent,

which a deficient harvest or the remittance of a large

subsidy to our allies never foiled lo render unfavourable

to us. In 1795 and 1796, both these causes had been

in operation: they had impoverished tbe Bank as to gold,

and had produced the greatest inconvenience to mer-
chants by the difficulty of discounts. Accordingly, no
sooner did the exemption from paying in cash take

place, than the small notes issued by the Bank were

more favourably received by the mercantile body, who
hailed the change as the era of their relief the down of

a season of abundance. The Bank was now no longer

under the necessity of watching the exchanges, or of re-

sirict ing their advances toeitherGovernment or merchants,

on account of their stock of cash being limited ; they

merely looked to tbe security, to the probability of five

bills offered to them being regularly paid when due.

The relief thus afforded to the Public was general and
complete; it pervaded every part of the Country.

Farmers had no longer difficulty in paying their rents,

nor householders their taxes, greatly as they were now
increased. The price of comuxxlities, whether produce

or manufactures, rose year after year ; the same was the

case with wages, salaries, professional incomes. The
War was no longer unpopular, and tbe financial mea-
sures of Mr. Pitt were extolled as the instruments of our
political salvation.

In this manner were we conducted to the end of the

first war with France. Happy would it have been had
we understood the precarious and unstable character of

a paper currency when not convertible into cash, and
bad we been aware, that circumstances might, and very

probably would, arise, to carry its depreciation to a

serious length. During the first year of the War,
renewed in 1603, Mr. Pitt was out of office, but in Renews! of

questions of trade and finance his opinion had at all ***:

™

times the greatest weight. An income-tax of five per

cent, was proposed by Mr. Addington, and met with

Goog
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Comcoerce, very little opposition after Mr. Pitt gave his opinion

that to impose it on funded property was no breach

of laith with the public creditor. On another occa-

sion in which he dissented from a Us proposed by

Mr. Addington, and adopted by a majority of the

House, the members saw the Minister appear nest day

in his place and withdraw the Bill they had sanc-

tioned, doubtless because he considered the dissent of

Mr. Pitt as the most serious of evils. Next year,

I §04, Mr. Pitt was recalled to office, but his tenure of

it was unhappily too short, for in less than two years his

death took place, at the eurly age of forty-seven, and in

the midst of our contest with France.

Briiiih Trade and Financei since Ike Death of Mr. PiU.

The successors of Mr. PiU in the financial depart-

ment were first Lord Henry Petty, (now Lord Kang-

ri owne,) and afterwrards Mr. Perceval- Both followed

up Mr. Pitt's plan of finance, the main feature of which,

after the increase of our circulating medium hail re-

lieved the wants and increased the incomes of indivi-

duals, was u to raise the chief part of the supplies w ithin

tlie year that is to borrow less than we had done pre-

viously, and to look for the chief provision for our ex-

1 ucrva»e of pemtimre in high temporary duties ; in other words in

war-uxes. war-taxes, so called because Government was pledged

that they should continue only during the War.
When the Grenville Ministry was removed from

office in March 1807, our trade and finances fell under

the direction of men who moved in the footsteps of

Mr. Pitt, but who, w^pen compared to him as to in-

formation and judgment, were distant Iongo inlervallo.

They had not been a year in office before- they discovered

an uuuequttinlance with the course of our foreign trade,

* a total unconsciousness of the precarious nature of our

Bank paper, by adopting a measure which Mr. Pitt

would never have sanctioned—the stoppage of neutral

navigation. This was effected hy the Orders in Coun-
cil of November 1807, a measure never thoroughly un-

derstood either by the House of Commons or the Public.

These Orders were expressed in the complex style of

law papers, and their true object was kept studiously

out of sight, as well it might be, for never was there a

Commercial edict less to be justified, or less fitted to

hear investigation. The real uccouut of it is as follows:
Neutral The War hail by that time lasted above twelve years,

anc* added heavily to the expense of our ship-

t*£«r* which owners : timber, hemp, wages of seamen were all cn-

it enjoyed, hanccd, and an extra time was generally required for the

voyages of our merchantmen from the necessity of wait-

ing for convoy. From these varv us disadvantages

neutral vessels were free, and their navigation heing

earned on at less cost, they had an advantage over Bri-

tU>h shipping which could ill be brooked by the sub-

jects of a Government which commanded the Ocean.

Hence repeated attempts on the part of our merchants to

cramp their navigation ; attempts which had been re-

sisted by Mr. Pitt, and which had no chance of success

with Lord Grenville. But the case was very different

on Mr. Perceval coming into office : from his profes-

sional habits, he was necessarily unacquainted with

trade, and had unfortunately given his confidence to

those lawyers anti merchants who were most clamorous
against neutrals. No sootier, therefore, had our attack

on Copenhagen in the Autumn of 1807 succeeded, than

the party in the Cabinet, whose creed was a *• system of

vigour," urged, and in despite, as was said, of the oppo- Comtneree.

sition of Lord Hawkcsbury, obtained the adoption of v"-*-"

the Orders in Council against neutral navigation. Stopped in

They prescribed that *' neutral vessels, whithersoever

bound, should pul into a port either in England or in

one of our dependencies, there to pay certain charges and

receive a license or sanction for the continuance of their

voyage.” Such an edict was not, in point of form, ao

strong a measure as a direct stoppage of neutral navi,

gation, but the authors of the Orders doubtless antici-

paled that they would have that result, particularly in

the case of the Americans ; as a nation claiming to be

independent would hardly submit to such an acknow-

ledgment of inferiority. The consequence was, that

the American Government prevented their merchant-

vessels from going to sea, and a general suspension of

their navigation took place.

The effects of this suspension on the trade, the credit, Conw*

and the finances of this Country were pernicious

a high degree; much higher, indeed, than is even yet - J*1^
known to the Public, for the evil was not at once ap-

parent ; it came on us indirectly and covertly. First, as

to our Rank paper, the American merchants had been

highly instrumental in maintaining its credit in the fol-

lowing manner. They sold every year to France, Hol-

land. and the rest of the Continent of Europe produce

to a large amount; larger by three, four, or five mil-

lions than the value of the goods they took from those

Countries in return. In what manner was this balance

disposed of? It was paid to the Americans in money,

and was sent over by them from the Continent to

England, where it was applied to pay our merchants

and manufacturers for the very large quantities of goods

which they sent yearly to the United States. The Ame-
ricans were thus the medium, or rather the cause, of

continued remittance* to thi* Country in money or bill*

of exchange; this had been the case every year since the

Rank exemption in 1797, and serves to explain a fact

which had surprised ourselves almost as much fo-

reigners ; viz. that our Bank notes should escape depre-

ciation so long after they had ceased to be payable in

cash. By stopping the navigation of the Americans

we deprived ourselves of this important resource. In-

stead of buying our manufactures, they were obliged to

manufacture for themselves, to the incalculable injury of

our woolleu and cotton trade ;
while from the Continent

of Europe they could make us no more remittances

because we had precluded their intercourse with Holland

aud the other Countries which supplied them.

The consequence was a rapid fall in the value of our Our Bmi

Bank notes cumpared to coin, at first of ten or twelve notw* d*

per cent., afterwards of fifteen, eventually of twenty per P”* 1*

cent., and upwards. Other causes, it ib true, cooperated to

produce this unfortunate result, in particular our military

expenditure on the Continent, and the large amount of

specie sent abroad to buy corn ; but these would have

been, in a great measure, counterbalanced by remittances

from the Americans had they been allowed to continue

their trade. Unfortunately Mr. Perceval and several of

his colleagues continued to think differently ; the Ame-
ricans bore their grievances in peace during four years,

but at last, in June 1812, they declared war against us.

In vain did Lord Liverpool repeal the obnoxious Orders

almost immediately after Mr. Perceval's death : the

Americans mistook his motives and persisted in the

war. It lasted nearly three years, and if we make a

computation of the loss of property caused to us from
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CtMtuam*. first to last by this unfortunate quarrel, first, by the

— failure of Americans who were largely indebted to our
merchants; next, by the depreciation of our Bank
paper; and lastly, by the war with the United States,

we shall find the aggregate to be little short of two
hundred millions sterling ; that is, of the twenty-eight

millions which we now pay annually for the interest of

the public debt, no less than seven or eight millions are

to be traced to our unfortunate stoppage of the trade of

neutrals during the lust seven years of the war!
The year 1812 was n season of trial for our finances:

the war in Spain was at its height in point of expense,

while Russia required all the pecuniary aid we possibly

could afford her. Next year, 1813, called for still

greater efforts : the chances were now in favour of our
allies, and never could our resources be better applied

than ill their support. It became necessary to trench

on the Sinking Fund : Ministers did so, but in an in-

Part of the direct and disguised manner. They thought it essential

<0 *,uvc ^,c PP*OTanc* of maintaining the integrity of

fZmtS?* l^c a,M* har'My believed that at the time

popriated tt large sum was drawn from it, there issued from Lord

lotho war. Bexley's office a printed paper gravely staling that the

reduction of our debt would proceed more rapidly after

making this abstraction, than on the former plun which
abstracted nothing. So strange a misrepresentation

seems almost incredible, but in truth the history of the

Sinking Fund contains a series of misrepresentations

quite unworthy of the Government of a great Country,
and to be palliated only on the ground that, during an
arduous struggle. Ministers may be permitted, for the

sake of keeping up public credit, to resort to steps which
in lime of Peace would be altogether inexcusable. Nearly
half a century has elapsed since the Siukiug Fund has

' been held forth to the Public as our financial sheet-

anchor, the instrument by which wc were to be relieved

from the pressure of our debt
;
yet tile actual bona fide

reduction effected by it during all thut period has not
exceeded thirty millions !

It is now above twenty years since the date of our
Second Population Return, which established beyond
all question the progressive increase of our numbers and
resources. From that time forward Ministers were re-

lieved from the necessity of artificial expedients ; fortified

by such a document, it would seem that they had merely
to declare to the Public that the repayment of our debt
was no longer requisite, and ought not to be attempted ;

that the great object was to favour the extension of our
productive industry, by which means our debt, though
the same in numerical amount, became less in propor-
tion to the collective funds of the nation. At times.

Ministers appear to have been actuated by such views,
having repealed several taxes on account of the injury

tliey caused (o trade and manufactures, such ns those oil

salt, on coals, on hemp and silk, and the tounage duty
on shipping: but much that was injurious remained.
The occasions on which the financial knowledge of the

House ofCommons was chiefly put to the test were in 1811,
in the discussions on the Bullion question, and in 1619 on
the resumption of cash payments. What an itiultcnlion to

facts did these discussions discover ! how scanty a know-
ledge of Statistics ! how great a tendency to adopt plau-
sible theories sod to hasten to premature conclusions

!

The causes are that the mercantile Members of the

House are little in the habit of public speaking; while
of the other Members, the major part arc uuacquainted,
not merely with Commerce, but with the principles of

VOL. VI.

productive industry generally. Our great Universities, Comment*,
at which so many of the Members have received their —**y*-»-^

education, have not till very lately possessed the means
of instruction on such subjects ; and of the Works
hitherto printed on Political Economy the chief port are

obscure, intricate, abounding in theories, and deficient

in practical illustrations.

Having now brought down our narrative to the close of
the last War, we shall in the next place endeavour to

explain,

1. The sources of our high prices and large financial

supplies during that War; and
2. The causes of their diminution since the Peace.
Singular it certainly is, that in a Country in general

so enlightened as this, we should still be in doubt as to

a subject so nearly regarding us, and in respect to
which the opinion of the Public ought long since to
have been fixed. But neither our merchants nor our
public men are by any means agreed about the causes
of these fluctuations. The inquiry is long and com-
plicated, and those who, from their official situation, were
best fitted to cast light on the subject, have been either

prevented by pressure of business from probing it to the

bottom, or have been unwilling to speak out as to a
course of policy, which, since the general reaction, has
been viewed unfavourably by the Public, ami led them
to censure severely the management of the War.
To go track to the years 1790, 1791, 1792. This State of ft*

Country was then in profound peace, and, if there were Country in

occasional complaints, as at present, of over-coinpeti- lo-
tion, the condition of bur trade, manufactures, and agri-
culture was, on the whole, satisfactory. The interest of
money was moderate, and capital might be borrowed on
fair terras to carry on any judicious undertaking ; hut
there were few examples of

f
udden rise of price, and few

Companies whose stock or shares formed an object of

speculation on the Stock Exchange. This tranquil
condition of our national industry, this medium between
activity and stagnation, underwent a materia] change os
theWar proceeded, and as our public establishments were
increased. The large demand for money by Govern* -

n
ment in the shape of loans, raised the rate of interest, \Voref|<uN
and led to the suspension of many undertakings, such as lie loan*

canals, buildings, manufactories, for which abundant ®U<
J
^ lttrS»

capital and a low rate of interest are indispensable.

Hence the discharge and non-employment of a consider-

able number of persons, partly in the middle, more in

the lower ranks. But that was soon balanced, and
much more than balanced, by the new employment
arising from the War, first in the army, the navy, and
the Civil service of Government; and next in the supply
of arms, clothing, naval stores, repairs of shipping,

building of barracks, and the performance of many other

contracts. That these employments were of great
extent was evident at the lime (call who had (he oppor-

tunity of personal observation, and is equally evident

to others, by the unparalleled expense of the war, which
beginning at twenty millions sterling a year, extended
progressively to thirty, forty, and eventually to upwards
of filly millions a year.

The number of men withdrawn from productive in-

dustry, and employed in the army, navy, and militia,

was great beyond example. Already, in the year 1804,

they amounted to 400,000 under arms, to whom we
may add at least half as many for the manufacturers of

dothing and arms, the shipwrights, the importers of

p
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Commerce, naval stores, the performers ofcontract work for Govern-

meat under various forms; making in all 600,000 men
employed for account of the Public. This very large

number was drawn from the able-bodied port of the

population, who would otherwise have been added to

our farming labourers, our mechanics, our manufacturers;

in the some manner as the officer* in the army and navy,

and the employe> in the Civil offices, were young inen

who would otherwise have been occupied professionally

or commercially. Hence a great demand during the

War for the service of individuals in the middle as in

the lower ranks ; a rise in the rale of wages, salaries,

and the price of commodities in general ; together with a

ready engagement for almost all, high or low, who were

able and wilting to work. Many who, from deficient

activity or mediocrity of parts, would in a state of Peace
have remained unemployed, were brought by the War into

situations attended with income ; many of them in

the public service, others in that of individuals. No
wonder that under such circumstances the means of

rearing a family should be augmented, and that our

numbers should continue to increase. The waste of War
was little felt in comparison with the number (250,000

or 300,000) added annually to our population. The
rate of increase was greatest in towns, the higher wages
inducing many thousands of the country youths to be-

come mechanics and manufacturers. Now in towns,

particularly in the larger towns, the working classes

being so much better paid than in the country, can

afford to live better, and to consume more articles pro-

ductive to the Exchequer. They wear belter clothingi

consume more animal food, as well as more groceries,

Inrmsc of beer, ntul oilier cxciseable articles. These details, homely
th« rrveime M they are, require to be stated, because the eonsutnp-

2?p tion of the lower orders forms a material part of the

revenue, and our object is to show in what manner and
from what causes, the public income increased in so

remarkable a degree during the War.
Oiirtaubk It may be useful to attempt a short sketch of the
income. heads of our taxable income. It consists first of the

income of the upper and middle classes, and next of
that of the better paid portiou of the lower orders, the

whole coming under the following heads;

Rent of land ;

Rent of houses

;

Dividends from the public funds ;

Pay of the army, navy, and public offices

;

Income from trade and professions ; and, lastly.

The wages of the better class of mechanics and
manufacturers.

Now the effect of the War and of the extended circu-

lation of Dank notes was a great increase in the pecu-

niary receipts of individuals ; in the rate of wages,
salaries, and the price of commodities generally. This,

in other words, was so much added to the money amonnt
It* great of the national income subject to taxation. In 1792,
ibcrtu.cc.

before the War, our national income, subject to taxation,

appears not to have exceeded in money one hundred
and thirty millions sterling

;

But in 1806, after thirteen years of war, it had risea

to two hundred and twenty millions;

And eventually, in 1813, after twenty years of aw, to

three hundred millions

!

Such was the extraordinary result of a War, conducted
chiefly hy means of Bank paper. In former Ages the

small Republic of Tlolland, which, compared to other

Countries, seems little more than a speck on the Map of

Europe, maintained long and expensive struggles with Commerce,

powerful States, in particular with Spain and France
;

v-—'

but the sculc both of the revenue and public debt of
Holland was but a miniature of tliut of England.
Rut how were we enabled to continue so long and
so enormously expensive a contest ? Because, of this

vast outlay nine parts in ten, or rather nineteen parts in

twenty, were little more than a circulation

;

a reissue to

the Public fur clothing, stores, the pay of the army and
navy, and other bends of expenditure, of the very large

sums drawn from the Public by loans and war taxes.

Thus tlie Treasury received from the tax-gatherer and
loan-contractor a given sum ; it reissued the some in

payment of store*, of personal service, or of the interest

of borrowed money ; and the respective parties, thus re-

ceiving sums from the Treasury, paid back great part in

excise and other duties. Our taxes and our expenditure

were thus a continued circulation, and had they not been

so, neither this nor any other nation could have with-

stood them for two years ; but the difficulty is explained

from the time at which we see the Exchequer returning

with one hand what it hail received with the other

;

particularly when we find (hat no less than twenty mil-

lions a year of our expenditure were at the charge of

posterity ; that is, the money borrowed yearly during

the War was on an average twenty millions ; so that the

circulation of that very large sum stimulated our pro-

ductive industry without any other burden at the time

than that of the interest.

It may be useful to explain what is meant by an ex- Charging

pression which is applicable to persons in trade under andeaunlep-

aiiv circumstances, but particularly under such ns we charing in

ore now describing. The rise which during the War ,r

took place in the rate of wages, joined to a rise in the

price of raw materials, such as wool or flax, led neces-

sarily to a rise in the price of the fiuished article ; that is,

the manufacturer charged to his customer the additional

sum he had been obliged to pay to his workman and to

the grower of the raw material. The purchaser natu-

rally objects to this extra demand or not, according as

he may find difficulty in charging it again to the export-

ing merchant, or to whoever buys from him. But, at a
time when prices generally were on the rise, there was
little objection to an augmented charge ; the principal

point was to obtain the goods. In like manner our
farmers, receiving a higher price for their corn and
cattle, had no objection to pay back a part of their new
profits to the different shopkeepers and tradesmen from
whom they received supplies. It was thus that the

extra price paid in one stage of u transaction was repaid

to the disbursing party in the next
; charging and

countercharging went on in a circle ; and with compa-
ratively few objections after the exemption from cash

payments in 1797 made money permanently abundant.

Such were the causes of that remarkable state of

things in which our resources seemed to increase year

after year with the demands on them, and the magni-
tude of our financial means were as much an object of
surprise to ourselves as to the nations of the Continent.

But so unnatural a combination of circumstances could
not last ; the War came to an end, and with it our loans
and War-taxes. Our army and navy were reduced; the The Peace
militia ceased to be embodied

; the contracts for stores sad Kentrat

were greatly lessened. The thousands and tens of thou- ****

sands of able-bodied men lately drawn away for the public I'
nc***

service, were now left quietly at home and allowed to fol-

low a productive employment. Hence a general fell in
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Commerce, the price ofcommodities, followed by the non-employment
— of very many persons, and by reduced wages to (hone who

were kept at work. Corn, which had so Jong fetched

a high price, now fell thirty and forty per cent. ; the fall

was equal in other articles, such as timber, hemp, flax,

in every thing, in short, of which the import from
abroad, long prevented by the War, was now open and
unrestricted. The consequence was the failure of many
thousand persons, whether agriculturists, merchants, or
manufacturers, and a general complaiut that though the
income-tax, amounting to so much as fifteen millions a
year, was taken off, the pressure of our public burdens
was felt much more severely than during the War. In
fact, the Public have had since the Peace as much or
more difficulty in paying fifty millions a year, as had
been felt in paying seventy millions during the War.

Never was there a more unexpected result. Our public
men, fur from anticipating financial embarrassment at a
Peace, had considered it likely to be, what Peace had
generally been in former Ages, a season of relief. The
War had lasted so many years, that few either of our
Ministers or our merchants, preserved an adequate re-

Not (toiler- collection of a state of Peace. Sir Francis Daring, and
stood by our the men of his day, who had witnessed our financial

difficulties at the end of the American War in 1783
and 1784, were no more ; we had lost Mr. Pitt also,

who, as he was the only Minister who could have pre-
vailed on the nation to incur such an enormous expendi-
ture, was the only one capable of devising measures for
lessening its eventual pressure. Lord Liverpool, Mr.
Huskisson, and others of our public men who gave, or
rather endeavoured to give attention to such subjects,
(for the urgency of current business is loo great to
enable men in office to think either long or profoundly
on a difficult subject,) had not, from their time of life,

witnessed the state of our trade and finance at the close
of the American War. The consequence was that things
were left to their natural course, and no step was taken
by Government to lessen the reaction, or to relieve the
classes more particularly exposed to its pressure.
Lord Lauderdale, who had studied Political Economy,

and had given a great deal of attention to the Bullion
question, foresaw in the last year of the War a part of
the approaching reaction. He stated in Parliament,
that since the depreciation of Bonk paper, twenty shil-

lings of our currency were worth no more than fifteen
in gold or silver, and he recommended that, on return-
ing to cash payments, existing contracts should be ad-
justed in that proportion. There could be no doubt of
the propriety of our returning, as soon as at all practi-
cable, to cash payments, and of our getting quit of so
glaring an irregularity, as that of Bank notes not con-
vertible into coin ; the question was on what terms, on
what proportional scale, the reinstatement of our cur-
rency ought to take place. Hod Parliament foreseen the
general decline of prices that has taken place, they
would probably have listened to the admonitions of his
Lordship, and of others, who entreated them to pause
before engaging to pay in cash without deduction, the
enormous sums that had been borrowed in paper. But
the close of the War was a time of general excitement;
we had fought our battles with success; we had accom-
plished the deliverance of Europe ; we had reduced
France and her proud ruler to their level ; and
among ao many subjects of self-congratulation we were
little disposed to listen to unfavourable views, or to
adopt negative measures. There was a general expect-

ation among merchants, as among Members of Parlia- Cmmniiw,
liament, that the depression of trade would be of short ^ — '

duration ; an impression which the course of events has
been far from confirming.

Fluctuation * in our Trade since the Peace.

The overthrow of Bonaparte in 1814, reopened Krairtato
to our trade the Netherlands, France, Italy, Denmark, theConti-
in short every purt of the Continent from which he nent » <h«
had excluded our merchandise during several years ;

181 *-

that is, from the time that he had thought fit to enforce
the execution of hi* insane anti -commercial edicts
of Berlin and Milan. These prohibitory decrees were
coincident in point of time with our stoppage of the
Amcricau trade, and under the joint effects of the
two, the prices of various articles had risen to a height
almost unknown in the History of trade; tea selling
on the Continent for ten and twelve shillings n pound,
sugar for five and six shillings. This had led to
very singular expedients, such as conveying groceries
and other articles into Germany by laud, unloading
them first at Salonichi in Greece, and carrying them,
on the backs of mules and horses, through Servia
and Hungary, into the heart of Germany, a distance of
nearly two thousand miles. Such was the miserable
waste of money and labour consequent on the struggle
between the two Governments ; our Miuistcrs having
put au end to the navigation of neutral*, and Bona-
parte bdug determined that British shipping should not
take their place. Happily the overthrow of his armies,
first in Russia, afterwards in Germany, burst the chains
by whicli he fettered the activity of merchants, and
opened the Harbours of hoth the North and South of
Europe, to our exports. But, ns usual, the ardour of
our merchants carried them too far, for they had no
adequate idea of the impoverishment of the Continent.
Looking on the Map at the vast extent of coas.1, and at
the number of large cities now re-opened to our trade,
our speculators considered, that if England alone con-
sumed annually above 15,001) tons of tea, and 150,000
tons of sugar, the consumption of the Continent must
be at least equal. Of the success of these adventures,
the speculators had no doubt ; their anxiety was to lose
no time; to be the first to arrive iu the Continental
markets. The result however was, in general, unfor-
tunate ; the foreign buyers were wholly unable to pay
the price required to indemnify the shippers in Eng-
land : and since it was necessary that sales should he
made, they were made at a ruinous sacrifice.

Such was the state of our foreign trade at the end of
1814. The year following was ushered in by the news
of the Peace between England and llio United States of
America, which opened or seemed to open a great market
for our manufacturers. This was u new field and re-

garded a class ofour tradersquite distinct from those who
had suffered by the exports of the year before. They
were, however, as full of ardour as their predecessors,
and, on referring to the Custom-house returns, we find
that the quantity of British good3 sent abroad in 1815,
was great beyond example. But the result was very un- Ky^ fo
propitious, and our merchants were now taught to their th?Unit«d
cost how greatly our Government had erred in slopping State* in

the American navigation during so ruanv years. By In-
duing so they had impoverished our Transatlantic cus-
tomers in nearly (he same manner a* Bonaparte, by
his tyranny, had impoverished Holland, Prussia, end

vi
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tew in

1816.

Commerce, other parts of the Continent. The selfish and head-

' strong enthusiasts in this Country who, in 1807, had

prevailed on our Ministers to issue the Orders in Coun-

cil against American navigation, had no idea of the

extent of the mischief that would recoil on ourselves.

The result For all this we suffered severely in 1815 and 1816;
unfortunate. our only satisfaction was that the very low prices at

which our goods were sold in the United States, checked

the new establishments in that Country, and showed

how unavailing it was in a quarter wherein labour is so

high-priced, to enter into competition with the manu-
facturers of England.

Next came the overthrow of Bonaparte at Waterloo;

an overthrow so complete as to give assurance of a

general and long-continued Peace : hence n great reduc-

tion of the military establishments in every Country in

Europe ; the return of many hundred thousand men to

productive employment, and a general fall in prices.

Was it then matter of surprise, that so great and sudden

a transition should have produced that general stagna-

tion of business; that want of work for the lower

orders ; that pecuniary embarrassment in the middle

and upper ranks, which will so long mark in gloomy
Generate)]*, colours the year 1816? Corn and country-produce had

been at low prices during two years ; many of our

farmers had failed ; many others were paying their

rents out of their capital. Among merchants and

manufacturers the decline had been equally great; and

men inquired anxiously of each other from what un-

known cause the high prices and prosperity of a state

of War had been succeeded by such general impoverish-

ment. On this occasion, however, our distress did not

last long ; favourable exchanges brought us large sums
of gold and silver from the Continent; the Bank of

England, and, in consequence, the private Bankers, were

at ease as to money; and the had harvest of 1816,

though productive of extreme suffering to many of the

lower orders, gave the farmers assurance of high prices

for a certain period to come. This operated as a stimu-

lant to the employment of country-labourers ; and the

course of circumstances led to a corresponding revival

of industry in towns.

Circumstances were similar during the year 1918;
the demand for workmen and the rate of wages pro-

gressively advanced; funded property rose in price;

the case was the same with landed property, so that this

proved the most stirring and apparently prosperous sea-

son we had had for many years. It is necessary to say
** apparently/’ because unfortunately the high wages

and high prices of this interval, its large sales and
liberal profits, were of short duration. Trade had, as

usual, been overdone ; we had imported of various com-
modities more than we could turn to account at the

time ;
the speculators, at least the needy part of them,

were unnhle to wait ;
goods were forced on the market,

and the result was a series of losses, insolvencies, and

bankruptcies. At that moment. Parliament decided

on the resumption of cash payments; and although

the act was prospective, and allowed the Bank consider-

able time to effect the change, there prevailed from that

time forward, among merchants as among agriculturists,

an apprehension that they would be straitened in pecu-

niary means, and that the prices of commodities could

not be otherwise than low.

jLow The years 1S19 and 1820 were thus passed in a lan-

iu 1819 «od guid, discouraging manner ; in the latter the harvest
1020. proved uncommonly abundant, and the price of corn

Revival in

1818.

and country-produce experienced a fall. This tended C->ir.imve*.

greatly to the relief of mechanics and the lower ranks —

•

in towns, but as greatly to the injury of formers, who Committee
declared loudly that with such low prices it was wholly on Agricul-

out of their power to pay their rents. Hence the ap- ,ure ln

pointment, by the House of Commons, of a Committee *****

on the state of agriculture, which sat many weeks, exa-

mined a number of witnesses, and made a long and
comprehensive, though by no means a perspicuous
Report. The writers of (hat Report took a historical

view of the state of the landed interest for more than
half a century, and enlarged on the prosperity which had
always attended it when our merchants and manulltc-

turers were thriving. The inference was. that the
interests of trader! and landholders were identified ; and
that it would be vain to expect relief to the one by im-
posing a burden on the other. The agriculturists

complained of the pressure of taxes ; but the Report
forbade any attempt ul trenching on the property of the

fundholder, and encouraged the landholders, at least

that large proportion of them who had to pay iutenest

on borrowed money, to expect relief from o very differ-

ent cause ; from the probable fall in the rate of interest,

the state of the money-market indicating an approach-

ing reduction from five to four per cent. The expecta- Monied ca-

tion thus held out was realized to a considerable extent

,

monied capital became abundant; and in the course
******

1822 and 1823, a general reduction of the rate of in-

terest took place.

This abundance of monied capital continued and pro- Its favour-

duct’d its usual effects; a general rise in the value of*W* eflect

funded property, which led many persons to sell out and on

invest their money in various undertakings, such os the

purchase of land, building houses, improving roads, or

excavating canals. All (his tended to create work and
excite a general activity. Add to this that the price of
corn having at Inst experienced a rise, the farmers were
in some measure relieved, and enabled to circulate money
as well by employing more labourers, as by making
purchases from tradesmen and manufacturers in towns.

The Commercial tide wa9 now1 turned in our favour,

and the year 1624 proved eminently prosperous. It

was marker! by u continued rise in tbc price of funded

property, n general briskness in our markets, and a con-

siderable surplus in the public revenue. The abundance Joint Stock

of monied capital led to the furmatiou in that year of.1
'0™^1"*

numerous Joint Stock Companies. One of the first
m

of these was the Alliance Insurance Company, the

stock or Shares of which rose to a premium, not so

much from expectation of large profits, as from the

wealth of Mr. Rothschild and other leading parties in

the direction, and from general confidence in their ma-
nagement. Next came the formation of several Mining
Companies in connection with Mexico, and one with

Brazil. This took place at a time by no means favour-

able to prudent management, for whenever money haa

been long abundant, the feeling engendered partakes more
of confidence than is fitted to commercial enterprise.

The Mining Companies formed in the first instance pro-

ceeded on fair grounds ; on information which, though
very imperfect, had for its basis to engage only in mines

of good repute. For a time the stock or Shares of

these Companies bore a moderate premium : it was not

until the latter months of the year (1824) that their

price began to give evidence of an abuse of prosperity.

It then rose week after week, not from the receipt of

any intelligence of consequence, but from the continued
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Commerce, abundance of money and from the puerile and visionary

feelings which influence the Slock Exchange, where,

whenever circumstance* have been for some time favour-

able, the example of a few lending purchasers is so often

followed by the mas* with indiscriminate eagerness.

The year We are now arrived at the memorable 1825. a year
1825. in which the spirit of speculation in this Country reached

a height that rivalled the excitement of the Mississippi

Kcheme in France, or of the South Sea Company, a

century ago, in England. What were the causes of
such infatuation among merchants, who, in general,

had considerable experience, and had witnessed the

evils of reaction in the money market? It was to be
•scribed to a concurrence of flattering circumstances,

—

to abundance of monied capital, a confidence that such
would continue, a progressive ri*« in the public funds
and an exaggerated notion of the wealth of Mexico
and Peru. The real circumstances of Mexico were
little understood in England, or in any part of the

North of Europe. The persons who had emigrated
from Mexico after the Civil War, repaired not to this

Country nor to our West Indian Colonies, but to Cuba,
Bordeaux, and Spain. Cadiz anil the smaller maritime
town* in Spain connected with Mexico in trade were,

the proper quarters to obtain information ; but of all

the Mining Companies then formed, not one thought it

necessary to resort for admonitory instruction to so dis-

tant n quarter. Their Directors had before them the

flattering statements of Buron Humboldt ; they had a

vague but highly favourable notion of the productive-

ness of the mines of Mexico and Peru ; and they had
very little experience of the manner in which one sum
of money after another is absorbed in those hazardous
undertaking*.

The managers of these Companies were almost

equally in the dark in regard to point* of vital import-

ance at home. The abundance of money in this Coun-
try was great, but was it likely to continue, or did it

not proceed in a great measure from the issues of Ranks,
issues necessarily uncertain and liable to be recalled

whenever the course of exchange should carry our gold

abroad ? Questions such a* these were unfortunately

not put by one merchant to another ; for deliberate in-

quiry and sober calculation were overlooked in the con-
tinued rise of funded property and of almost all articles

of merchandise. Men began to think that abundance
of capital was natural to a state of Peace, and that the

difficulty would be in finding the means of investing it

Hence the large sum* so precipitately lent to the South
American States, which, whatever may be their eventual

prosperity, are at present thinly peopled, badly governed,

and, in many respects, in the infancy of their productive

industry.

Such was our connection with Spanish America in

1825. It had absorbed a large amount of British capi-

tal ; but the great cause of pressure on our trade at the

end of that year, and the origin of the unfortunate

panic, was of a different nature : it was to be songht in

the purchase and import, on an extravagant scale, of

foreign goods, such as cotton, wool, silk, and timber.

This took place in the following manner. It is usual

at the end of the year for brokers in coloniul produce

to report to their various friends and connections, in a

printed circular, the state of the home market, and the

Purchw* amount of the expected supply. The import of cotton
en specula- having been less in 1824 than in preceding years, and
hon iu 1525.^ q,, band not great, it occurred to certain spe-

culator* that this hare state of tilings, joined to the Commerce,
great activity of our manufactures at Manchester and
elsewhere, was likely to cause an insufficiency in the
supply and a consequent rise of price. Hence exten-
sive purchases of cotton were made in the Liverpool
market in January 1825, and orders for further purchases
were sent out to various foreign Countries; to Carolina,

Georgia, Brazil, and even to the East Indies. Silk and
a number of other articles were ordered in like maimer

;

not that the supply was actually deficient but that it

might become so, in the event of our consumption pro-
ceeding in an increasing ratio.

The Public were then altogether in a state to be ope-
rated on by stimulants ; the price* of almost every
article of merchandise had risen progressively during tile

preceding twelve months : hence an expectation that

they would continue to rise, and that purchases made
at almost any price would la? attended with profit.

Hence also orders were sent abroad to buy up, not only Particularly

cotton, but wool, silk, and other article* ; and as these in foreign

orders were conveyed in the private letters of merchants, G*****-

and accompanied by no act of publicity, engagements
were unfortunately contracted to a great amount before
one merchant became aware of the extent of the purchases
of others. Suspicion of the extent was first entertained

by the underwriters ut Lloyd's Coffee-house, who saw in

the insurance* offered to them an evidence of imports to an
unprecedented amount. This took place in the Summer
months, but the magnitude of the purchase* did not
become known until the Autumn, when the goods
reached this Country, and were reported at our Custom-
houses. The sums to be paid for these imports were
immense, the goods having been in general bought at
high prices. Hence a continued drain of gold from the Our gold
Bauk, the export of the precious metals amounting exjicHed.

repeatedly, in this year of wonders, to so much as a
million sterling a month.
A few cautious persons had conceived alarm from a

very different cause. A number of London Bankers
used during the War to have discount accounts at the
Bank of England ; several have continued them since

the Peace, but first-rate Bankers make it a rule to avoid
discounting at the Rank, their own reserves being in

general sufficient. But in this singular season it was
observed that Banking-houses of the highest character,

houses which hod hardly ever been known to apply to
the Bank for discount, found it necessary to do so. The
cauae was the continued demands on (hem by the country
Banks in their connection : the alternative for the London
hoase was either to withhold aid from the country Banks
at the risk of making them suspend payment ; or to

afford supplies, by submitting to send in bills for discount

at the Bank of England. They preferred the latter, and
supported the country Banks, so that, though a number
of the latter found their funds lessened during the Sum-
mer. no failure of consequence took place among them
till the latter part of the year.

Many persons were surprised to find the scarcity of Distress of

money begin in the country, having expected it would o®* Banks,

have shown itself first in London. But, in fact, the

drain of gold was great in lioth at the same time ; that

it was not earlier felt in London was owing to the
large amount of treasure in the coffers of the Bank of
England, the accumulation of four years of favourable

exchanges.

Such were the chief causes of the two great mercan-

tile convulsions (1616 and 1825) which have tuken place
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Cwmnwrev. in this Country since the Peace. More than oeven yean
v—- ' hate elapsed since the latteT uml the greater of these

convulsions ;
but there has occurred iu that long interval

little to call for remark in this summary, because, in a

commercial aenae/tts character ban been nearly uniform ;

viz. sales ami purchases of merchandise have taken place

to a great extent, but almost always at low prices. One
part of our Custom-house books exhibits the quantity,

War.

Effects of The rise of prices during the War was caused as
Peace and follows ;

rriwnf' -m- ^ sl* ^ demand for men for the public service raised

moJ.iies. the rate of wages, and the demand for money raised the

rate of interest, both of which .tended greatly to raise

prices.

2d. The insufficiency of our crops caused by an
unusual number of bad or indifferent seasons, (riz. 1704,

1795, 1799, 1600. 1804, 1^09, 18!),) and by the ob-
stacles to import from the Continent.

Sd. The increase of taxation.

4th. The great expense of freight, insurance, and
other charges on the Import of foreign goods.

5th. The depreciation of our Bank paper, particularly

in the Iasi five years of the War.

aiMXhcr the value of our exports : in the former there Commerae.
ha* been a progressive increase ; in the latter an equally

regular decline ; the consequences to be expected from
long continued Peace, and open iutercourke with Conn-
tries in which the rale of wages and cost of subsistence

arc lower thau iu England. To put this in a dear light,

we exhibit in opposite columns the respective effects of

Peace and War on the price of commodities.

Peace.

The fat! of prices since the Peace has been caused by,

1st. Tlie cessation of the demand for men and money
for the public service.

2d. Since the Peace the number of bad or indifferent

seasons (1816, 1528, 1829, 1SS0, 1631) has not been
so great ; and the only obstacles to import from the

Continent have been our Corn Laws.
3d. The taxes have been reduced by more than

twenty-five millions a year since the peace.

4th. Freight, insurance, and other import charges

were reduced more than half by the peace.

5th. Our Bank paper rose to a par with coin in 1816,
and, with the exception of one interval. (1818 and

1819,) has ever since maintained ail equal value.

Much has been said of the fall in prices in England
from the contraction of our paper currency, aud of their

fall in Europe generally, from the reduced supply of the

precious mctuls during the lust twenty years. Each
Las Itecn serious in its operation ; but the great aud
overpowering cause of the decline is the absence of a

demand by the Governmentsof Europe of either men or

money for the purposes of War; the restoring to pro-

ductive employment the many millions of capital, the

hundreds of thousands of able-bodied men who were

Prospect of formerly withdrawn from it. The prospects in regard
continued t0 the price of commodities, of every cluss, whether
Peace. agriculturists, manufacturers, or merchants,are all mainly

dependent on the probability of continued Peace. Any
plan for the relief of the productive classes, for lessen-

ing the pressure which has long borne, and still bears,

so hard on them, must have reference to aud depend on
the prospect of the nation in that respect. We shall,

therefore, bestow o few paragraphs on an examination

of this question : oil the causes of the Wars which
during the last century and a half have so seriously

affected our commercial situation ; and on the circum-
stances which justify a hope of their less frequent

occurrence in future.

Canseiof I* was not until the Revolution of iGbS that this

foTTDtr Country took a decided part in Continental politics, and
Wan- began to carry on Wars on a large and cx|>ensive scale.

This sacrifice our increasing resources fortunately ena-
bled us to make, and it was strongly called for by the

stale of foreign politics. Louis XIV. hod acquired a
preponderance which threatened the independence of
Europe ; Germany ami Holland were unable to keep
that restless Prince within bounds

; an extended coali-

tion was required ; and England was invited to be one
of its leading members. In our own days, a similar
dread, first of anarchy from the Revolution, afterwards
of a general usurpation by Bonaparte, led us to make
unparalleled sacrifices in opposing France. But cir-

cumstances are now greatly altered: France is still

suffering from a scries of disastrous contests, and has a
imputation sorely divided in political feeling. Peace
is indispensable to heal the wounds indicted by the

Revolution and the tyranny of Bonaparte, while as to

uutiuiwl union the present generation and probably the

next must pass away ere it can t>e restored. And even
were there to arise in France a Government inclined to

War, the power of that Country compared to ours is no
longer such as to be a subject of serious alarm. A cen-

tury ago. Great Britain and Ireland bore to France, in

point ofpopulation, the proportion of only 45 to 100 ; nor

was the proportion of national income much more in our

favour ;
but so much greater has been the ratio of our

increase in the last hundred years, that, in population,

we now hold live proportion of 75 to 100, and in tax-

able income of 100 to 100. These are not mere cal-

culations on pajier ; they are actual results founded on Suqrrwng
substantial mid permanent grounds ; on the advantage increuo

of our insular position; our extensive canals; our mines of our re-,

of coal and iron ;
our superior capital ; our formed *°uroc**

habits of industry. These have been the causes of the

surprising increase in our resources during the last cen-

tury ; and they promise a still greater increase in that

which is now iu progress.

At what period did the effects of this increase in our

wealth and numbers become apparent in our military

exertions? To pass over the brilliant era of 1759, when
the talents of Lord Chatham may be considered to have

turned the scale in our favour, nnd to fix our attention

on 1778 and the follow ing years, when France, Spain,

and Holland had taken part with America against us,

we found our resources, though wielded by so feeble a
Minister as Lord North, sufficiently great to conduct us

with honour out of the context. In the Wars of the

* iym ia the Buroilemeut In tbit Encyc/*fntdtu BrUamrnktt, the

hrcOsia England and /Voter.
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Comimtee. mrans was put beyond all doubt, and in fixing the con*

v-^v—' d itions of the Treaties of Peace of 1814 and 1815, our

Ministers pave an assurance to the World, that they no
longer thought it necessary lor the safety of England
that the power of France should be impaired. On
those occasions, our allies would readily have effected a

dismemberment of her territory, by separating from her

cuch Provinces as Alsace, Lorraine, Frunchc Conitf,

and French Flanders : but our Ministers knew the aug-

mented strength of this Country, and that Franc*
was no longer an overmatch for us. Instead, therefore,

of seeking to weaken France, they appear to have con-

sidered the maintenance of her integrity essential to the

equilibrium of the Commonwealth of Europe.

I>wpoBtioa In tlie situation of the French, various circumstances
of the are in favour of continued Peace. The ship-owners, in-
trench.

surer*, and other classes, who in this Country derive

great temporary advantage from a state of War, are of
very little account in France; the same holds in regard

to the monied interest, the merchants and traders gene-

rally ; all of these are on a footing much inferior to that

which lire same classes now hold in England, or held in

Holland in the day of her prosperity. The great majority

of the French are agriculturists, and a stale of War can

hold out little prospect of rise of price to the farmers of

a Country which imports very little, because in nine

years out of ten its produce is equal (o its consumption.
When to all these inducements to Peace we add, that

the levies for the French army are still made by that

most odious law, the Conscription , a law which, ope-

rating by ballot, keeps parents in continual uneasiness,

and takes young men from their homes ut a time at which
they ought to enter on employments for life, we shall

have little difficulty in believing that a renewal of War
would be extremely repugnant to national feeling in

France. It is, we believe, equally repugnant to the

views of the reigning Sovereign, who cannot but be
aware, that w ith the great political divisions now existing

in France, and which are I/kely to continue during the

nresent generation, a contest with this Country would
be replete with danger to his sway.

Colonies no Another fertile source of Wur during the last century,
longer* the desire of possessing Colonies, has also ceased;
caiue of Mexico, Peru, Chili, Brazil, are now open to every flag,u ' and not likely to become a cause of War between the

Powers of Europe. Wc have learned to our cost, how
greatly they were overrated, and that Ages muBt elapse

ere they become really valuable. And those among us,wbo,

dazzled by the increase of money incomes during the

late contests, consider a state of War conducive to na-
tional wealth, will do well to bear in mind the distress-

ing reaction of the last eighteen years. The War, it is

true, added largely to the income of our agriculturists,

merchants, and manufacturers, but have we not, in

Assuming it, therefore, as probable, that a state of Commerce.
Peace will be maintained for a considerable time, we s—

^

proceed to the interesting, it may be almost said, the Effect of

anxious question, how far the reduced rate of prices £
rat‘n,U!d

attendant on Peace, will affect the slate of our trade, ourmwto
The flrst point is to ascertain to what extent our pro-

duce and manufactures have undergone reduction in

price, and in this we shall be aided by the returns of
our Custom-house. There is, os is well known, a OW^nl

double registry of our exports in the Custom-house
JjJjJJ*

books, one founded on the market price, or the value
1 *

as declared by the exporting merchants
; the olher

a record of quantity rather than of price, the value
affixed to each kind of goods being the same year after

year, and taken from an official list or standard fixed so

far back as 1696. In this standard certain articles,

such as woollens, linens, cottons, are computed at so

much by the yard or piece ; while others, such as hard-

ware, leather, soap, arc reckoned by weight. The result

of this calculation is then entered in the Custom-house
Ledger, ami as details of quantity would be uninterest-

ing to the Public, the rule at the Custom-house is to

print nothing relative to weight or dimensions, but to

give the result in money, and in the shortest form, vis.

in one line for each year ; thus,

British Produce and Manufacture.s exported in the fol-

lowing Years, calculating Jirsl the quantities and
afterwards their amount in Money, according to the

official standard of 1696.

Wai. Peace.

1810

£45,869,S59 1 926 X40.96b.736

1811

32,809.671 1627 52.219,280

1812

43,243,173 1928 52,797,455

Total onjurwl
|8 1 922 703

Total
"f

rec
1 14 5,9S2,47

1

years of WarJ years ofPeacej

Annual average 40,640,901 Annualaveragc 48,660,923

These sums being merely an index of quantity, it fol- Exports

lows, that in that respect, there is, since the Peace, an *u

increase of more than 20 per cent, in our exports ; but
,
t
aa *lt ‘,y

in their value the result is very different.

Value, or Market Price of the abovementioned exports
,

as declared in the respective years
,
by the exporting

Merchants.

War. Peace.

1810

X49.975.634 1826 X31.536.723

1811

34,917,281 1627 37,182,657

1612 43,657.864 1628,... ... 86.614,176

Total. . 128,550,779 Total . . 105,533,756

Annual average 42,850,259 Annual average 35, 1 77,9 IS

This return exhibits, in the flrst instance, a decrease

almost every year since 1814, witnessed the successive

disappearance of those splendid additions? Their
foundation was temporary

; resting on high prices and
the demand of Government for men and money, they
ceased together with their cause

;
involving many classes

of the community in all the evils of a transition from
affluence to poverty, from hope to despondency. The
more eulightened part of the nation has now become
aware of the temporary nature of such gains and of the

immense loss attendant on such reactions. Our public
men may therefore bo assured of its support iu that

pacific course, by which alone they can hope to heal the

wounds of Ireland, or lighten the burdens of Eugland.

in the money value of our exports since the latter years

of the War, of nearly 30 per cent. And as we have seen

that our exports in late years are greater in quantity
t,u t jnl m

than during the War by 20 per cent., it follows that value,

tbe total decrease, in the money value of British produce

and manufactures exported, is nearly 50 per cent, com-
pared to our prices twenty years ago ; that is, when
foreigners pay for our goods in money, we receive only

£b0 for articles which twenty years ago produced X’100

;

a formidable reduction truly, but fortunately little more
than nominal, since the articles supplied by foreigners

in return, such as wool, cotton, silk, lead, have fallen in

an equal, or nearly an equal proportion.
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Cemcwrce. I* may be interesting to our readers to mark the steps— -** in this progressive decline of prices ; and for this purpose

we shall select by far the most important article in our list

of exports,—our cottons. In the year 1814, the market
price of our cottons was nearly the same as the rule at

which they arc valuer] in the Custom-house ledger; that

is, a given quantity of cotton goods, amounting, by the

official standard of valuation, to £100, might have been

bought in the market for £104. Observe how con*

stoutly, and even rapidly, the market price has declined

Mince that time.

Decn-ue in

the price of

cottons.

Colton Goods exported.

VJu.ljun li, Uw rmhM- M»k.l !•*«.
•him**.* Hnlra.

1814
1615 ino 90
1916 80
ISI7 .... 70
ISIS 109
1819 100 72
1620 100 67
1821 100 64
1622 100 59
1623 56
1824 .... 56
1625 100 .... 57
1826 49
1927 100 47
1928 .... 46

We find here a decline, and to a considerable amount,
in every vear, except in the two seasons of excitement,

1918 and 1825. In other articles, the fall of price has

not been altogether so great as in cottons ; thus

Of other

goods.

Manufactures exported ; comparative value of the same
quantity at different periods ; viz. in 1S14 and 1828.

Averm** Anr.ii.il

Market Price
In 1814.

Mitkrl Prk*
In test.

Amount rifufled
hi fate yeer*. n*

iWlnt.il lijf 111*

Mercliaute,

Hardware .

.

.. .xioo . . . i’fifi. .

.

. £1,300,000
Woollens . . .

.

100 . . . 60. ,

.

. 5,000,000

Linen 100 . . . 59. .

.

. 2,000,000
Silk ....100 . . 48. .

.

. 300.000
Cotton 100 . , .. 44... .'14.000,000

Leather alone has)

nearlymaintaincd >100 .,... 98... 300,000
its price .

This fall of price, however, is a loss only in some re-

spects ; for if we inquire into the manner in which it

has taken place, or under what heads of charge it ought
to be appropriated, we shall find it to have arisen from
A reduced price of wool, cotton, silk, and other raw

materials

;

The man- A reduction of wages to the workmen, and of profit

to their employers;
Improvement of the machinery employed, and a con-

sequent cheapening of manufacture from that, as well
as from the greater subdivision of the work.
As to the first of these heads, the supply of raw mate-

rials continues abundant even at low prices. Cotton
has declined ever since the Peace, yet the import in-

creases, though the price is now only half of what was,

some time since, accounted the lowest cost of its produc-
tion. Of wool, the import from the North of Germany
alone is now much greater than it formerly was from all

foreign Countries together; and of silk, our Indian terri- Commerce,
tory offers a progressively increasing supply. Such are

the consequences of improved modes of cultivation, and
of the application to commercial objects of the vast

amount of labour and capital formerly absorbed by War.
deduction of price from such a muse, or from im-

provements in machinery, is evidently a public benefit

;

but a decrease in the wages of workmen, or in the profits

of their employers, is very' different, and has, from its

long duration, given rise to much distress. Relief is to

lie looked for, not from increase of income to either the

employers or their workmen, such being altogether un-
likely in this season of profound Peace, but from a re-

duction of expense ; a fail, as Adam Smith would have
termed it, in the cost of food, clothing, and lodging. This
reduction has already taken place to a considerable extent:

the decline in the average price of wheat in this Country
since the Peace having been in the proportion of three

to two ; (from 90s. to 60s. a quarter;) a fall so great

as to have caused the gradual disappearance of must
of the capital accumulated by farmers during the War,
and to have produced a heavy deduction from the pro-

perty of landlords. In what manner has this great

change affected our manufacturers and traders? In one Reduced

sense it has been advantageous, in another the reverse ; P"** of

it has lessened to them greatly the expense of subsist* ^
enco, but it has considerably narrowed the consumption
of manufactures and merchandise by our now impove-
rished agriculturists. The latter are in the present year

(1832) in the same depressed slate as ten years ago,

and will do well to limit their expectation of relief to

two points: the probable fall in the rate of the interest

of money ; and a further reduction in farming charges
;

in a return, in short, to the scale of 1792.

Many of our landlords and farmers are, as is well

known, largely indebted for money borrowed on mort-

gage arid other security. The Committee on the stale

of agriculture in 1821, aware that such engagements
were of great extent, and that in time of Peace repay-
ment of the princi|>al was not to be expected, confined

its attention to the prospect of the agriculturists paying
the yearly interest, anil enlarged on the abundunce of
monied capital as likely to lead to a reduced charge for

its use. The authors of that Report judged soundly, so

far as regarded our political prospects
;
they knew the

anxiety of our public men to maintain Peace, and in-

ferred from the slate of France, that it was very unlikely

that the Government of that Country would tor a long

time incur the hazard of War. The rate of interest de-

clined, and borrowers obtained nn abatement in general

from five to four per cent. ; but in a few years it rose

again, in consequence of the infatuation of our Country-
men, on the opening of Spanish America. The sums
so imprudently advanced to that Country in loans and
mining speculations, or paid to foreigners for our imports

in 1925, exceeded all anticipation ; and in conjunction

with political disquietude, have ever since kept our sur-

plus of disposable capital within narrow limits. But
tor some time hack, circumstances have been indicative

of its renewed abundance, and as it » very unlikely

that our merchants will repeat the imprudence of send-
ing large sums abroad, the agriculturists may entertain

a hope of the return of the advantages of 1822, without

the reaction which was then incurred by entering on a
new and unknown field.

Having now completed the Historical notice of our
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Common*, trade, we proceed to give an account of it* present state

;

beginning with our Manufactures, a subject of sufficient

interest to claim a minute and copious exposition.

'MANUFACTURES OF ENGLAND; THEIR PROGRESS
AND PRESENT STATE.

Woollen».

The wc-ot- We begin our sketch of the National Manufactures
Wramano. Tj(), Woollen trade, as well on account of itsimpor-

tanc* m ^ccau$e w°°* was i,,c c^,ef artic * e °f«*pwt fr° n>
' '

England in early times. It continued to be so for several

centuries after the Norman Conquest, and was the result

of two causes ;
the great extent of our pastures, and

the inability of our population to manufacture into

cloth the quantity of wool annually produced. Our
pastures are superior to those of France, Germany, or

Poland, because in England rain is of more frequent

occurrence, and droughts are comparatively rare

;

while on the Continent, at least in many inland parts,

the grass becomes dry and parched during the Summer
months. As to the state of our population, during

the Middle Ages it was almost all resident in cottages;

in other words, our agriculture was so rude and the per-

sonal exertion of the husbandman was so little aided by

machinery or suitable implements, that the labour erf

no less than four persons in five was needed in the

fields to provide the subsistence required by the com-

munity at large. Of live smallness of our towns an

estimate may be formed from the following Tublc.

Population

of Eo^land
ia 1377.

Population of the Chief Town* in Englandfrom a
('emu* in 1377,

London 35,000

York 11,000

Bristol 9,000

Plymouth .......... 7,000

Coventry 7,000

Norwich 6,000

Lincoln 5,000

Sarum, Wiltshire. ......... . 5,000

Lynn 5,000

Colchester 4,500

Canterbury 4,000

Beverley 4,000

Newcastle on Tyne ........ 4,000

Oxford • 3,500

Bury. Suffolk 8,500

Gloucester ... -1 each some- 1

Leicester > whal more > 3,000

Shrewsbury . .
.

)

than J

Such was the limited population of our towns in the

XIVth Century : in the Xllth and Xlllth it was still

smaller, while Flanders could boast of considerable

cities in Bruges, Ghent, Antwerp, and Brussels. Hence
the superiority of the Flemings in weaving as in other

Arts: their looms were better, their workmen were more
expert, their employment was more subdivided ; there

was, in short, a more ready supply iu their towns of all

things auxiliary to a complicated process of manufacture.

English weavers, residing in hamlets or villages, and in-

differently provided with the requisites for manufacture,

could prepare only coarse cloths ; the finer were made
hi the Netherlands, and sent to Engtand and France
for sale. The money thus obtained by the Flemings

VOL. Yl.

for the cloths made of our wool supplied them with a Commerce,
fund for the purchase of further quantities of the raw •*—-v—

»

material. Such was the routine of sale and purchase
between the two Countries during several centuries, but
our Countrymen became in time desirous of extending
their share of the manufacture. Accordingly, in the
middle of the XIVth Century, (in the active reign of Ed-
ward III.,) weavers from Ghent were invited to settle

in England and to introduce the art of making the

finer woollens. They were established at first in villages

in Kent and Essex, not fur from London ; not that the

spots in question had any marked advantage as to fuel

or water-power, the great considerations in the present

Age ; but on account of iheir vicinity to conveniences of
another kind, as by the Thames they could communi-
cate on one side with London, on the other with the

Continent.

The inland Counties would not in that early Age
huve been suitable for such establishments, being de-

void not only of canals but of roads, and presenting

neither opportunity of sale nor facilities for manufacture.

But in course of time those Counties became greatly im-
proved, and the woollen manufacture extended to the

more remote parts of the Kingdom ; first to Gloucester-

shire, where lubour and fuel were cheap and wool was
to be purchased nt the first hand ; and eventually to the

West Riding of Yorkshire, where to all these advan-

tages was added the convenience of waterfalls for moving
machinery.

The extension of the woollen manufacture of England Stow pro-

has been very gradual, because it was long carried on gw* of this

by insulated workmen, and received little aid from the
j

nitauf®c’

mechanical discoveries and inventions which have caused
so rapid on increase in cotton-works. Another cause

of its slow increase in former times, was that the sale

of the fabric was long confined to (he home-market.
France, Germany, and Belgium made woollens for

ihemselveB ; it w as not till alter 1700 that the export of
English cloth to Portugal and Holland became consi-

derable, or that our North American and West Indian
colonies acquired so large a population as to render them
customers of importance. At the lime in question,

(1700,) the value of our woollens sold for home-con-
sumption was computed not to exceed five or six millions

sterling
; that of our exports was between two and three

millions; in all eight millions. In the course of the

hundred years that followed, the quantity made for the

home as for the foreign market appears to have nearly'

doubled, and to have formed, in 1800, a total value of

about seventeen millions. At present, (1832,) the value Voluo »n-

of our woollens exported continues nearly as thirty years nuallymada

ago, about five millions yearly, but that of our home- ia England,

consumption may be computed at seventeen or eighteen

millions, making a total yearly value of twenty-two mil-

lions or upwards, the quantity consumed at home having

naturally increased in pro|>ortiou to our population.

Next ns to the price of our woollen cloths at different Price of our

periods of our History, the fluctuations have been less woollen*,

than is commonly imagined. In fact, if we pass over
the temporary enhancement vthich in this, as in almost
every article, prevailed during the Wars of the French
Revolution, wc shall fiud the money price of woollens

to have been nearly uniform for more than a century

and a half. Of this we have the means of judging by com-

paring the present prices with what is termed the official

value, or scale of prices adopted in the year 1696, for

the purpose of computing the value of our exports. So
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Commerce. gTeat has been the fall in the cost of wool ami woollen

' cloth since 1815, that at present (in 1832) the price of

either in money is lower than it was a hundred and forty

years ago; it must he admitted, on the other hand, that

the cloth is lighter and less durable. The wages of the

weavers and other workmen are higher, but that addi-

tional expense is balanced by the greater aid we now
derive from machinery, and the saving in the consump-

tion of wool. The French have not yet made an equal

reduction in the quantity of the raw material ; they use

considerably more than our weavers in a given length of

cloth, and their woollens consequently are both thicker

and heavier.

Exports to The United States of America were long the chief
America, foreign market for our woollens, and as their population

was in a state of rapid increase, they purchased more
after their separation from us in 1783 than at the time

they were our colonics. The first blow given to this

great branch of our exports, was by an act of our own
Government

;
by the Orders in Council of ISO", which,

by slopping the foreign trade of the Americans, deprived

them of the means of purchasing and obliged them to

manufacture for themselves. Establishments were ac-

cordingly formed for that purpose in the United States,

and a large amount of capital was invested in them, after

which it became In a manner obligatory on their Go-
vernment to support them. That could be done only

by imposing heavy duties on foreign woollens, particu-

larly those of England ; duties which formed a feature

unfortunately too prominent in the American (aril!* of

1828, and which are still persisted in to the incalculable

Injury of both Countries.

ftrsTsofth* Nett as to the chief seats of this manufacture in

woollen ma- England, and the number of persons employed on it

r
,r

*U^L
*n Though the value of the woollens made annually is

*n* not nearly equal to that of our cottons, the number of

persnns employed in the former is greater, because ma-
chinery is less tiled. The mechanical improvements of

the past and present Age have been applied in the first

instance to cottons ; to woollens later and less exten-

sively. As to the ports for the export of woollens, Lon-
don was long the principal, hut Liverpool has taken the

lead in that respect since the extension of canal naviga-

tion anti the great increase of the comparatively neigh-

bouring towns of Leeds, Halifax, and Wakefield. The
West Riding of Yorkshire, which, Haifa century ago, was
supposed to supply a third of the woollens made in Eng-
land, may now be considered as furnishing fully the half.

Wiltshire, Gloucestershire, and Somersetshire, the other

seats of this manufacture, have been nearly stationary

;

that is, without decreasing their respective quantities,

they have had but little share in the great augmentation
which has taken place during the last fifty years.

fia^pJy of As to the supply of the raw material lit home, the last

w.xil. century has witnessed a great increase in the produc-
tiveness of our pastures, in the size of our sheep, and,
consequently, in the weight of the fleeces. None of these,

however, have advanced in an equal degree with our
population, with the number of the buyers and wearers
of our cloths ; so that notwithstanding all the improve-
ments in the mode of preparing wool, and the reduced
weight that now suffices for the same extent of cloth, a
great increase has taken place in the import of the raw
material. In former times, the only wool brought to

England in large quantities was from Spain, a Country
possessing in its mountains and valleys a great variety

of climate and pasture grounds : the finer qualities of

Spanish wool were useful, and indeed requisite for mix- Commerce,

turc with our own growth. About the year 1700, the im-

*

port of Spanish wool averaged about one million pounds Import of

annually
;

it increased steadily, but slowly, till towards

the year 1775, when a rise in the price of English wool
wou '

and an extension of the manufacture caused a continued

increase of import, so that about 1800, the Spanish wool From

annually brought to this Country weighed about four mil- s
l
l"n*

lion pounds. It has continued in some degree to increase,

and may be said to have reached for some lime back six

million pounds a year ; a large quantity certainly, but

beariug no proportion to the surprising augmentation of

our import from Germany. That Country, formerly of so From Ger-

lilUe account iu the supply of wool, now annually sends anuty.

us from twenty to twenty-five million pounds weight, so

greatly has the management of its flocks improved iu the

present Age, particularly iu Saxony. Altogether the foreign

wool imported into England at present is about thirty

million pounds a year. Our home-growth being sub-

ject to no duty or official inspection, its amount can only

be guessed at from the number of our sheep, and the

average weight of their fleeces. If, as has been com-

puted, the growth of wool in Great Britain and Ireland

be so much as one hundred and fifty million pounds,

the total of the wool used in our manufactures is about
one hundred and eighty million pounds weight u year*

its value about X12,000,000 sterling.

The export of English wool, long strictly prohibited,

has been free since 1825; it averages at present about

three million pounds, and is made chiefly to France ami
the Netherlands.

New South Wales and Van Diemens Land now
send us a yearly supply of wool, in quantity about two
million pounds ; the quality remarkably good. It is

exempt from duty, while our imports from Germany,
Spain, and other foreign Countries, are subject to a duty

of a halfpenny or penny per pound, according to their

quality.

Jjinen*.

Wc come next to a manufacture of as ancient, or nearly Linen

ns ancient date in England as woollens, but of inferior

importance in a national view. Though our climate is

ns favourable to the growth of flax and hemp as that of

the Countries in which these products have been most

cultivated, such as Flanders, Germany, or Livonia, linen

has not at any time runked among our principal manu-
factures. If of the common qualities enough for home-
consumption has been prepared in England, the finer

qualities have, in general, been imported ; in former

times from the Netherlands, hut for a century and up-

wards from the North of Ireland. Into Ireland, thecul- Io Ireland,

tivation of flax and weaving of linen were introduced oil

a large scale above one hundred and fifty years ago, and

have ever since been patronised by Government. Liberal

bounties were long paid on the export of linen, and what

was of far more importance than a bounty, the consump-
tion of England, as regarded the finer qualities, was
supplied by the Irish manufacturers. The quantity of

linen imported from Ireland to England during the last

forty years has annually amounted to thirty, forty, and
forty-five millions of yards, a part of which was re-ex-

ported, but a far greater part retained and consumed
nt home. The average value of this yearly supply from

Ireland amounts, even at tile reduced prices of late years,

to two millions sterling.
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Caararcft. In Scotland, the manufacture of linen has, in general,

s—v—' been confined to the coarser qualities. On these, also,

a large bounty on exportation was given during nearly

In Scotland, a century that they might be enabled to irmiutatn in

America and other foreign Countries, a competition

with the linens of Silesia and other parts of Germany,

which had taken a lead in the market, being both good

in quality and moderate in price. Bounties, it is now
admitted, are, in nine cases out of ten, impolitic, and it

bad, perhaps, been better to have left our linen, like our

cotton manufacture, to its natural course : the effect,

however, of the aid from Government has been to esta-

blish linen-weaving on n very large scale in Great

Britain as in Ireland, so that now that all bounty on
linen is withdrawn, our Countrymen can continue tins

competition with the advantage of improved machinery,

of workmen long practised in their tasks, and of large

sums of capital invested in the business.

Principal In England, the chief seats of the linen manufacture
***** in are at Leeds and Barnsley in Yorkshire, and in towns
England. extent in Lancashire and Cumberland. In Scot-

land, they are in the Eastern Counties, at Dundee,

Arbroath, and Montrose. In Ireland, the seat of the

linen manufacture is in the North, and the weavers

live generally in detached cottages; but at Leeds and
in Scotland, the business has for a considerable time

been carried on iu factories or collective establish-

ments for account of mercantile houses. The latter

having the command of capital, a subdivision of em-
ployment, and the various other advantages of extensive

cooperation, seem likely to prove, or rather have already

proved, au overmatch fur the cottage system ;
so that

Ireland can scarcely hope, under present circumstances,

to increase her products, particularly iu the more com-
men qualities.

Annual The increase in the quantity of our linen anuually
value. manufactured has not been by any means in proportion

to our population, ou account of the surprising exten-

sion of our cotton manufacture during (he lost fifty

years. The total value of the linen made annually iu

Great Britain and Ireland is at present about twelve

millious sterling, of which two millions are sent abroad ;

the coarser sorts going to the West Indies for Negro
clothing. As to the raw materials, both flax and hemp
are considered by agriculturists as exhausting crops

;

they are, consequently, much fitter objects of culti-

vation iu Countries like Prussia, Courland, or Li*

vonia, where population is thin and corn low priced,

than in England, where the farmers find consumers of

corn in abundance almost at their doors. Our imports

accordingly have long been on a great scale ; of late

years they have amounted to about twenty thousand
tons of hemp and forty thousand tons of flax, three-

fourths of both being from St. Petersburg, Riga, Revel,

and other Russian ports in the Baltic and Gulf of Fin-

land.

The Cotton Manufacture.

The history of the cotton manufacture in England dif-

fers materially from that of the woollen or linen: its intro*

duction was much later ; its extension has been far more
rapid. Indeed, the progresa of the cotton mauufocturc

in England during the Inst sixty or seventy years is the

most remarkable event in the history of our productive

industry. About the year 1700, the total import of the

raw material did not exceed five thousand bags or bales

;

during many yean its increase was slow, but iu the early

part of the reign of George III. the invention of carding Commerce,
machines and spinning jennies greatly extended the
manufacture, so that in 1775, our average import of
cotton became nearly 19,000 bales.

By tlie end of the next twenty years, viz.

in 1796, it averaged 100,000 bales or bags
;

in 1801 .... above 150,000
in 160G .... above 200,000

in lfilO and lSll above 800,000
in 1916 ... .above 370,000

since which date it haa continued to increase every year,

and at present ( 1 S32) exceeds the surprising number of
800,000 bales, tlie average weight of which is not less

than three hundred pounds each.

As tlie cottou plant requires a great degree of heat The wcav-

to bring it to maturity, and India was one of the Tropical OJt’

Countries which was peopled at a remote date, we may
consider it to have been ouc of the earliest seats of the India,

cotton manufacture. It certainly has t»een so since the

earliest records iu autheutic History, for cotton cloths

appear to hove formed an article of export from India to

Europe at the time that the Indian trade was car-

ried on by way of the Red Sen ami Thebes in Upper
Egypt. The lightness of these cloths made them cosy

of transport, while the low wages of workmen in India
prevented attempts iu Europe to rival this manufacture
during many Ages, iu short until the towns of modern
Italy acquired considerable population. Even their

efforts hardly deserved the name of rivalship.so superior
were the fabrics of the Ilindds; and it was not until

half a century ago that the improved machinery of Great
Britain enabled our workmen to balance the cheap
laliour of the East
We read in printed works of cotton mannfectnrcs at Progress

Manchester, so loug as two centuries ago ; but these were °f *hc n»u-

cottons only in name, the raw material being wholly v5*f^j
e

m

wool, and the name of cotton given to (he cloth from its
® 401 *

resemblance to the cottons made in India ami Italy.

Wool ceased to be used in this manufacture seventy
years ago, hut even then tlie process of preparing this

article lor a market was very primitive. The cotton

weavers iu Lancashire, like the linen weavers in tlie

North of Ireland, lived in detached cottages, and were
in the habit of goiug to market in the neighbouring
town, first to purchase thread, afterwards with the

finished web for sale. They thus received very little

aid from shopkeepers or dealers in towns during the
time the weaving was in progress. But about the year

1760, the Manchester dealers, finding the demand for

cottons increase, came forward to assist the weavers so

fur as to supply them with thread, or if they preferred it,

with raw cotton to be spun into thread by the weaver's
family ; engaging at the same time to be the purchasers

of tlie webs at a given price. The workmen were thus

considerably relic veil, being assured of a market for ail

or almost all the doth they could get ready ; but spin-

ning by hand beiug necessarily tedious, the quantity of

cottons made continued to be very limited. At last, iu Mechanical

1767, an ingenious person, named Ilargnivcs, invented iu»«&boo*.

the spinning jenny, a machine which from die first

enabled one person to spin eight threads with the same
ease as one, and which was eventually so simplified and
improved as to enable a boy or girl to work above ouc
hundred spindles.

This machine, however, waa fit only for spinning the

w ell or cross threads of a web, and had not the power
of giving the firmness or hardness required iu the warpa

<12
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or running threads ;
but that great desideratum was soon

utter supplied by the “ spinning; frame,” the invention of

Mr. (afterwards Sir. Richard) Arkwright, which spins a

vast number of threads of any degree of fineness and

hardness ; leaving it to the person in attendance only to

supply the machine with cotton, and to join the threads

when they happen to break. For this most important

improvement a patent was given to Arkwright; its

exclusive use during the jieriod of the patent laid the

foundation of the vast fortune of his family; and on

ils expiring in 1785, its general adoption greatly extended

the cotton manufacture throughout the Kingdom.
One of the next improvements of consequence was the

introduction of the mule jenny, a compound of the spin-

ning jenny and spinning frame. All these inventions

related to spinning, and surprisingly extended the quan-

tity of yarn. The object then in request was machinery

for weaving, and that was sometime after supplied by the

moat remarkable of all these inventions, the power loom,

or substitution of mechanical for manual labour in weav-

ing. Power looms during the last fifteen years have

been multiplied to almost incredible numbers : they have,

it is true, caused a serious reduction in the wages of

weavers, and, consequently, a great deal of individual

distress, but, in a public view, they have been highly

advantageous. Without them, it would not have been

practicable to have increased so rapidly as we have done
the quantity of cottons mode in this Country, or to have

oom|>cicd so successfully with the lower wages of
foreigners.

Colton in former times was imported from the Levant,

•chiefly from Smyrna afterwards from our West Indian

colonies, but from these the supply has been all along

limited. Carolina and Georgia did not begin the culti-

vation of cotton until a recent date, viz. after 1790, but

it has since been extended in these States in a surprising

degree. Ol late years, the South Western States, New
Orleans, and Alabama, have greatly increased their

cotton cultivation, so that the total yearly export from

the United States of America now exceeds eight hun-

dred thousand hags of about three hundred pounds each,

of which above five hundred thousand bags are sent to

England. Next in the supply of cotton come Brazil,

the Fast Indies, and, during the last ten years, Egypt.
It is usual to compare the extent of manufacture in one

year with that in another by the number of bags con-
sumed or wrought up weekly by our manufacturers. In
the year 1824, the number of bags so wrought up was
about 10,000 a week ; in 1827, it had increased to more
than 12,000 ; and it now exceeds 16,000 a week ! Com-
paring these quantities with the consumption of the years
1816 and IS 17, we find that the quantity of cottons

manufactured in Great Britain has more than doubled
in the course of twenty years ; but so great has been the

reduction in the cost of the article that the money value
of the vast quantity now annually made (between thirty

and thirty-five millions sterling) is not much above that
of the far smaller quantity prepared in 1817.

This great fall of price has been owing to several
causes; partly to the reduced cost of the raw material,
and successive improvements in machinery. The decline
in cost of the raw material has been so great that the
pound of cotton yam which in 1814 costone shilling and
sixpence, is now supplied at seven-pence or eight-pence.
In all our manufactures there has been a large increase
in quantity and decline in price since the Peace; but the
difference is greatest by far in cotton. In woollens.

silk, leather, and other articles, the increase in the quan
tily annually made since (lie Peace has borne a propor-

tion to the increase in our population, viz, about thirty

per cent. ; but in cotton the increase has exceeded one
hundred per cent., so greatly is the use of cottons

extended in this Country, South America, and India.

Another remarkable feature in our cotton trade is the

magnitude of the export compared to our home-con-
sumption. Of the woollens made in Britain the pro-

portion sent abroad is a fifth or sixth ; of our hardware
the proportion is somewhat more ; but of cottons it is

fully half. The reason is that they are sent not to a few

particular Countries, but to all parts of the World.

Taking the number 40 as the integer of our exports of

cotton and cotton yarn, the proportions of the different

Countries will be as follows

:

West Indies. 5
Brazil 5
Spanish America 4

United States and British North America. 4

East Indies 4^
Africa 1

The Levant 1£
Germany 4
Italy

3J
Portugal . 2 \
Spain 2
Netherlands 1

Other parts 2

40

Coantnet to

which «v
export cut*

t»a« *ixl

cotton-yam.

Germany and most parts of the Continent of Europe
manufacture such articles as woollens, leather, linen,

hardware, to the extent of nearly the whole of their con-

sumption, because manufactures in those branches were
established in the respective Countries several centuries

ago, in times when England hod no marked superiority

over her neighbours. But oottons came into demand at a
time when our productive industry was in an advanced
stage, when our capital had become large, our towns
populous, our machinery powerful, and fuel abundant

and cheap in almost all our towns, from the extent of

our canals.

These ore the causes of the success of manufactures,

and in the*e the different Countries of the Continent,

even the Netherlands and North of Italy, whose popu-
lation is dense, and their wealth of old date, are gTeatly

inferior to England : hence the far greater extension of

the cotton manufacture in this Country.

The cotton manufactures of France were very con • Cotton m*.

sidcrobly extended nlwut twenty years ago. Labour

in that Country is still somewhat cheaper than here,
*bn*d-

but fuel is dearer and the machinery less complete.

The amount of cottons annually mode by the French
is consequently stationary, and forms not quite a third

of that which is prepared in Britain ; nor are they likely

to gain on us in the race of competition, for they

cannot supply foreign markets at equally low prices.

The same reasoning holds in regard to tlsc cot-

tons of the Netherlands, Germany, and Swisscrland :

in all those Countries establishments were commenced
with alacrity during the War, and iti all it is now
found very difficult to withstand English competition

even when our goods arc subjected to an import

duty. The dearness of provisions in England during

the late Wars, and the high rate of wages, were the main
grounds of the expected success of foreigners ; but these
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Conunorc*. disadvantages have gradually given wav, particularly
v—

* since 1827, when our Corn laws were modified, and the

cost ofprovisions in England was brought so much nearer

to that of other Countries.

Increued The consequence has been a continued increase in

pomlaton the population of the cotton manufacturing districts.
of^Kogtwh According to the last census, that of 1831, tiie number

Bu&cJnrk^ of inhabitants in the chief towns was os follows

:

districts. Manchester and Stockport .... 179,000

Bolton (Great and Little) 40,000

Oldham 32,000

Blackburn 27,000

Wigan 21,000

Bury 15,000

Warrington 16,000
Preston ....... 33,000

Glasgow and suburbs 202,000

Paisley 60,000

In most of these places the increase of numbers
during the last seventy years has been in the remark-

able proportion of nearly four to one ! Glasgow has an
extensive and varied trade distinct from the cotton manu-
facture, but in all the other towns the cotton trade, in one

shape or other, is the main spring of local activity. The
total number of persons employed in it is not ascertained,

but amounting probably to 400,000, would be far greater,

did not machinery perform so much of the work in

every stage. To conclude, this branch of onr produc-

tive industry has more than any other enabled us to bear

the unparalleled burdens of the times
;
and it hap-

pily promises to continue to be one of the pillars of

our National wealth ; no other Country, whether in

Europe, America, or India, possessing advantages for

conducting it to be compared to those of Great Britain.

Iron and Hardware.

Karfy state Of all our great branches of manufacture, that of

or the nut- iron has been, next to cotton, the most remarkable in
nu£actunt of jts increase. Iron ore was known to exist indifferent

parts of England several centuries ago, and began to be

smelted iu a few situations, such as the Forest of Dean
in Gloucestershire, where wood fuel was abundant and
in the vicinity of the mines. The demand for iron in-

creasing, the consumption of the wood became so con-

siderable, as to induce the cautious Ministers of Queen
Elizabeth to restrain it by Act of Parliament. The
great desideratum now was to discover whether coal

could be made to answer the purpose of wood fuel in

smelting iron, and so early as the year 1619 a patent

was granted for the use of coal for that purpose. But
a very longtime elapsed ere the existing prejudices and
obstacles to the use of coat were removed. The works of

the first patentee for coal were destroyed by assemblages

of the people, who had been formerly employed in cut-

ting and carrying wood fuel ; and other iron-masters

were deterred from following his example. The process

of smelting by coal thus remained in a rude slate, and
there prevailed a general belief that iron so smelted was
of far inferior quality to that which was prepared by

wood or charcoal. But as the demand for iron increased

with our population during the XVIIth and XVIIIth
Centuries, the consumption of wood became so alarming
as to cause a multiplicity of complaints from the inhabit-

ants of the districts adjoining the mines. Fortunately by

that time an increased familiarity u ith the use of cual had

improved our workmen in the method of applying it to Commerce,

smelting, so that the use of it for that purpose extended v—
itself considerably after the middle of the last century.

Seventy years ago our mechanics and hardware ma- It* *nr-

nufacturers chiefly mode use of Swedish iron, and the prising to»

quantity of English iron prepared did not exceed 20,000 ere4>8,

tons a year: it soon, however, experienced a great in-

crease, for our furnaces had were so increased that the

iron made at them amounted
in 1788 to 68,000 tons,

1796 to 125,000
1906 to 250,000
1820 to 400,000

while at present (1S32) it

is computed at nearly . 700,000

Tltis vast quantity is made in the following parts of
the Country

:

Scotland, chiefly at tl»c Carron works 40,000 tons.

Yorkshire and Derbyshire 65,000
Shropshire 80,000
North Wales 25,000
Glamorganshire and Monmouthshire 270,000
Staffordshire 220,000

It thus appears that the quantity of iron annually Deduw in

made in this Country has tripled in the course of twenty I*
1*”1

years. This increase has, perhaps, been too rapid, for

the present prices are not sufficient to indemnify the iron

masters, or to enable them to pay sufficient wages to

their workmen. A partial reduction of the number of
furnaces has consequently taken place, but notwithstand-

ing the present depression, no branch of our pro
ductivc industry is more likely to reoover, for none
rests on more solid foundations. All our iron mines
*ire situated in the vicinity of coal, and most of them
have the advantage of a direct import of provisions from
Ireland ; in other words they are in the neighbourhood
of cheap materials and cheap labour. In the transport

of so heavy an article ns iron, canals and railways

are of first-rate importance, giving our iron-works an
advantage not possessed by one in ten of those on
the Continent. It may fairly be assumed that of no
article is the use more likely to extend as Society aug-
ments its numbers, or improves its habits and Institu-

tions. In England iron is in progress of substitu-

tion for timber in various respects; abroad there must
ere long be an end, particularly in France, to that im-
politic system of high duties on English iron which go
far to deprive the French Public of a most useful mate-
rial. Add to this the probability, in this Age of inven-

tion and discovery, of further improvements in the male
of smelling, or otherwise preparing iron ; comparatively

recent as the manufacture is in this Country, and un-
fettered as it is likely to remain in respect to duty or

excise regulations, which have so often proved an obstacle

to useful experiments and amended processes.

Of the total of the iron annually made in this Country
about a sixth part, or one hundred and twenty thousand
tons, are exported

;
and the cheapness of freight in time

of Peace is In favour of an increase of our exports.

The name of cast or pig iron is given to the metal Pig iron

when first extracted from the ore : wrought or soft iron •od

is pig iron refined, or rendered malleable. This process ?
rT0,,**rt

takes place in more than two-thirds of the iron an-

nually made, after which it is formed into bars, bolts,

rods, &c. for sale. The exports take place chiefly in

wrought iron, because it is fit for immediate use by the
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Gwnuierc*. Mechanic, but the price* stated at the iron-works, or in

the public papers, apply to pig iron. In years of brisk

trade, such as 1824 and 1825, these prices were so high

us £10 or £12 a too; at present they are not half so

much ; so that vast as is the quantity (700,000 tons)

made annually, the value does not exceed £1,000.000,

to which £1,000.000 or £1,800,000 may be added for

the cost of forming pig into wrought iron,

iisriltt are. Such is the value of the whole of the iron or raw

material prepared annually in Great Britain ; but the

hardware, or articles manufactured from iron, amount, in

consequence of the labour bestowed on them, to nearly

twice that sum. These articles are very various in their

kind, and arc made in surprising quantities : they cam*

prise knives, scissors, razors, and all kinds of cutlery

;

fire-arms, swords, sabres, locks, bolts, bars, &c. In

addition, hardware comprises a variety of articles made
of tin, brass, copper, steel

; in short, the almost endless

list of goods which afford employment to the inhabitants

ofBirmingham, Sheffield, and the populous towns in their

vicinity, la hardware, as in cotton, there has been, since

the Peace, a very gTeat increase in quantity accompanied

by a heavy aud general decline in price. As to tbc value

of the iron and hardware of all kinds made in Great

Britain at present, (1882.) the computed amount is

£17,000,000 sterling, of which about £4,000,000, nearly

a fourth part, is sent abroad. The chief foreign mar-

kets are the United States of America, Canada, India,

and the West Indies.

Though this, like other branches of manufacture, has

been for some time in a very depressed state, there is,

happily, the strongest reason to anticipate a revival of

its prosperity. The abundance of our coal and the

cheap rate at which both it and iron are conveyed by
canals, are of the greatest importance to this branch of
our industry, and have, indeed, been the chief causes of

its extension. To these are now to be added the advan-

tages arising from the division and subdivision of em-
ployment in towns of so great extent as Birmingham and
Sheffield, where the capital vested in trade is ample, and
the machinery and tools used by the manufacturers arc

greatly superior to those of the Continent. In no other

Country can hardware articles of equal quality be sup-

plied at so cheap a rate. We are therefore justified in

expecting a great eventual increase in the sale of our
iron and hardware both at home and abroad. At home,
iron is likely to be used more and more in public works,

such as railways, or in roofs, pillars, beams, canal boats,

as a substitute for timber. Abroad, particularly in

France, the use of iron and hardware articles cannot fail

to receive a great extension as soon as a reduction takes

place in the exorbitant and impolitic import duties.

Those duties were intended to protect the iron-works of
France, but the attempt is found to be unavailing; most
of those works labouriug, from insufficiency of fuel,

under 60 serious a disadvantage that the Government of
France would act wisely in making a pecuniary sacri-

fice towards indemnifying the owners, rather than con-
tinue to deprive its subjects of the various advantages
that would result from the cheapness of an article of
such first-rate importance as iron.

The Leather Manufacture.

4- Thia department of our productive industry is on a
footing considerably different from that of our cotton or
hardware. The chief consumption of it Is at home, and

the export is comparatively small, because in this mono- Commerce
fact ure we do not possess any marked advantage over

our Continental rivals. First, as to the supply of the

raw material
;
the number of cattle in Great Britain and

Ireland, computed at present between six and seven

millions, is a great addition to the number half a
century ago, while the weight of the animals, and
consequently the si»e and weight of their hides, has

increased surprisingly; but in neither is the augmen-
tation proportioned to the increase in the consumption
of leather, which, like our population, has more
than doubled siuce the year 1760. We are conse-

quently obliged to import annually a large quantity of

hides, partly from Lithuania and other Provinces of

Russia where cattle run wild in the forests, but more
from Paraguay, where among the immense herds that

range the uncultivated tracts, thousands and tens of

thousands of cattle are killed merely for the sake of

their hides. Unfortunately, the troubled politics of

that and other parts of South America for many
years past, have limited the supply of hides and have

kept up the cost of leather so highly that of all our
manufactures it has experienced the least decrease of

price since the Peace. It has been a matter of com-
plaint that the repeal of the leather tax should have pro-

duced hardly any abatement in the price of shoes ; but

we must not imagine that the repeal was unavailing, for

it prevented the rise which would otherwise have fol-

lowed our onnuully increasing consumption.

The vast quantity of hides supplied by the slaughter

of cattle in Loudon are tanned chiefly in Bermondsey
in Southwark, the seat of the largest tanneries in the

World. There are also very extensive similar establish-

ments in Lancashire, Staffordshire, and other Counties,

in which the towns are populous and the carriage of

hides from one part to another is facilitated by canals. In
the further process of the manufacture, we mean making
the leather into harness, saddlery, hoots, shoes, &c.,

which is almost altogether carried on by manual labour,

little advantage is derived from our national supe-

riority in fuel and machinery. In France, leather is

considerably cheaper than in England, but both its qua-

lity and the workmanship of the different articles made
from it, are decidedly inferior. The total quantity oflea-

ther tanned and otherwise prepared in England is about

25,000 tons ; the number of persons employed in the

various branches of the manufacture about 250,000;
and the value of all the articles made is about

£15,000,000 a year, of which shoes alone form the half

or upwards.

The making of gloves was carried on with consider- Glorea.

able profit during our Wars with France, but received

a serious check from the suspension, in 1812, of our

trade with the United States of America, which were

the chief foreign market for the article. Unfortunately

the depression has continued in a greater or less degree

ever since: the Americans now make gloves for them-

selves and the French rival us in foreign markets.

Still we hid fair to maintain a competition with them,

the chief labour in this article (that of women) being

almost as cheap in England as on Use Continent. Wor-
cester, Yeovil, Ludlow, and Woodstock are the chief

seats of the glove manufacture.

Silk.

The circumstances of our silk manufacture arc very

different from those of our hardware. The whole of
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(Vniacrcv. the raw material must be imported : our canals are of

no importance in regard to an article so light in compa-
rison with its value; and even the cheapness of our

fuel is in this respect but a secondary advantage. How
then has h happened that the silk manufacture gained a

footing in England ? It seems to hove owed its intro-

duction to the large profits expected from an article

costly in itself and consequently used by the higher

Progress of classes. It was begun in this Country before the year

tfesnuuia- 1500, and attained a certain extent in the course of the
future. XVIth Century, particularly in the reign of Elizabeth,

when a number of Flemish workmen settled in Eng-
land in consequence of the political disturbances in the

Netherlands. A further stimulus was given to it a
century after by the repeal, in France, of the Edict of

Nantes, and the removal of a number of the manufac-
turers to England. Unfortunately our Government
began at that time to listen to the doctrine of mono*
pohsts, considering it politic to subject foreign silks to a
high duty, and eventually to prohibit them in toto.

Italy was then the quarter for supplying us with silk,

whether raw or organzine, or, os it is commonly called,

thrown silk. But in the year 17 19, a Mr. Lombe, after-

wards Sir Thomas Lombe, having obtained models of silk

mills from Italy, established one at Derby for the pur-
pose of throwing silk. To perform this process in

England was accounted at the time a great acquisition ;

but there is now little doubt that the silk manufacture
would have succeeded better in this Country had wc
been content to leave things to their natural course, and
to impose no restraint on the import of thrown silk,

while the duty on the manufactured article ought not to

have exceeded ten or fifteen per cent. With so mode-
rate a duty there would have been very little inducement
to run the risk ofsmuggling foreign silks : the competition

would have been open, and Government would soon have
been enabled to judge whether the manufacture could
stand its ground in this Country without factitious aid.

But the course pursued was very different; foreign silks

were either burdened with a very high duty or prohi-
bited ; a strong temptation was thus afforded to smug-
gling; and the amount of foreign silks clandestinely im-
ported was probably not below half a million sterling a
year, which a century ago was a very large sum. Hence
a succession of complaints on the part of the workmen in

Spitalfields, one of the results of which was an Act of
Parliament obliging the masters to pay them wages
according to a fixed scale. This compulsory Act ended,
as compulsion in Commercial affairs always does, by de-
feating its own object; the manufacturers, in self-defence,

established silk-weaving in Provincial tow ns, (Manchester,
Norwich, Leek, Macclesfield,) which were out ofthe reach
of the Act ; and the result of the competition was a re-

duction in the rate of wages in Spitalfields.

However, notwithstanding complaints on the part both
of the workmen and their employers, the silk manufacture
was continued and increased in correspondence with our
population, so that towards the year 1785 the value of
the silk annually made in England was computed to be
nearly i; 5,000,000. It then began to suffer from the

Bivaldupof *r*^*hip of cotton, which every year became more for-

csttoo. mtdable as mechanical improvements followed each other.

In the course of yeans, cotton fabrics became almost as
elegant and, beyond all comparison, cheaper than silk:
no effort on the part of the East Indiu Company to re-
duce the cost and increase the quantity of silk imported
from Bengal, could balance the cheapness of cotton, and

the ease with which, from the natnre of its fibre, it Commerce,
admits of the application of machinery. The latter ad- v—

>

vantage it possesses in a remarkabte degree over wool,

flax, and silk
;
so that the mechanical improvements in

the manufacture of those articles have, in general, been
first tried and made to succeed in cotton.

The consequence of the rivalship of n manufacture
improving so rapidly as that of cotton, has been a fre-

quent depression of the silk trade, and a recurrence of
complaints among the weavers, chiefly in Spitalfields,

but occasionally also in Coventry, Macclesfield, and the
other Provincial seats of this manufacture. At last, in

1825, Government adopted a new system ; the prohi-

bition of foreign silks wus declared at an end, and their

imtxirt wus allowed on paying a duty of SO per cent ad
vaforem. The duty on foreign thrown silk was lowered

from 14*. 7d. per pound to 5s. The reduced rates were
accounted by Government sufficient to protect both

our throwsters and weavers ; and in order to afford them
raw silk at a cheap rate, the duty on it was brought
down to 3d. per pound.

This Act has now been in operation seven years, a
period of severe trial to the silk trade as to all orna-

mental manufactures, in consequence of the reduced

circumstances of the majority of the consumers. Com-
plaints have continued on the part of our manufacturers,

and a higher duty on foreign silks has been called for

;

but, on the other side of the question, reference lias

been made to the rapid increase of the manufacture. This
fact is established by the increased import of the raw
materia), which in the course of ten years has doubled :

it is further shown by the increase of our exports, w hich

though not yet large, (4M00.000,) are fully double their

former amount. It has now become a general opinion,

that in all qualities of silk, except faucy goods, our

workmen arc equal to those of France, while in several

they are superior.

The number of weavers and other persons, young
and old, employed in the silk trade, is not accurately

ascertained, but is computed to exceed 100,000 in the

whole Kingdom. The value made annually, in an Extent of

article so high priced, is large in proportion to the number th« nuuu-

of persons employed; not less probably than £1 0,000,000 ,ac1uTe-

sterling. Our chief export is to tha United States of
America.

So for from acceding to an increase of the existing

duty on foreign silks, the advocates of free trade con-

tend that it would be for the advantage of our manu-
facturers if it were lowered to 15 per cent., as smug-
gling would then cease. Be this as it may, the re-

markable difference in the success of the cotton and silk

manufactures in this Country seems to have originated

in tbe following causes.

1. The silk manufacture was long confined to

London, where provisions, fuel, and house rent are and
have long been considerably higher than in Lancashire.

S. The French and Italians had, in a manner, pre-

ceded us in regard to silks, white the production and
supply of cotton for manufacture became large only at a
time when our disposable capital had become great,

when the supply of cool was extended by canals, and
our town population was rapidly on tbe increase.

Foreigners could bny the raw material as cheaply as

our Countrymen, but they were greatly inferior to us

lf»th in capital and machinery.

3. To thele the advocates of free trade add the

ulvantage of leaving a manufacture to its natural
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CsnncTefcCOUrtt; the interference of Government, even for the

'

'
purpose of protection, being found in most cases to be

eventually injurious.
**<?.*w® Connected with the silk manufacture are the lesser
stockings.

branches of lace and stockings. Lace is made in large

quantities in the midland Counties, etz. Buckingham,
Bedford, and Nottingham. It is a manufacture of old

date, and formerly gave employment to very many per-

sons, chiefly females, to the number, it is said, of nearly

200,000 in all. The quantity of lace made in England
is at present greater than ever, but machinery has in

various respects superseded manual labour. Since the

General Peace in 1915, the price of lace of all kinds has

fallen greatly, so that the wages of the women employed,

as well as of the workmen engaged on the power and
hand looms, are much loner than formerly. Our chief

rivals in this manufacture are in Flanders, which has

long been noted for the variety ami quality of its lace,

and still preserves a superiority in embroidery. t

The stocking manufacture is carried on likewise in

(he inland Counties of Nottingham, Derby, and Leices-

ter ; the quantity made annually is now greater than

ever, but in this branch also machinery has greatly su-

perseded manual labour. The value of the cotton and

silk stockings woven annually in England is not below

£2,500,000.

Earthen-

ware

ad glass.

Sugar ro-

tiuery.

We come in the next place to manufactures of a more
homely nature, but which are likely, in the course of

time, to acquire great extension in this Country, in con-

sequence of our local advantages. The cheapness of our

fuel is a first-rate point in making both glass and earth-

enware
;
while the extent of our canals is of equal con-

sequence in sending them to a market. Both advan-

tages are enjoyed at Newcastle in regard to glass, and

in Staffordshire (in the Pottery district) in respect to

earthenware- In the latter district a population of above

60,000 persons is engaged in preparing for market

as well the porcelain or finer qualities, as the cheap

and bulky earthenware required for common use. The
value of the whole made annually at the Potteries is

computed at £1,500,1)00, and of that made at Worcester,

Derby, and other parts, at between £*700,000 and
£900,000. The portion of the whole exported yearly

is about £500,000. The United States of America arc

our principal foreign market, and next to them Brazil

and the Weal Indies.

In the XIVth and XVth Centuries the making of

white glass was, in a manner, confined to Venice and
the chief towns of Italy

;
while, from the expense at-

tending its conveyance to England, its price was such

as to confine its use to the Court, the Nobility, and a

few affluent merchants. It was in the latter part of

the reign of Elizabeth, somewhat more than two cen-

turies ago, that the improving circumstances of our

formers, manufacturers, and middle ranks generally,

enabled them to adopt the use of what was at that time

considered a luxury : hence a motive for manufacturing

glass at home, particularly in the vicinity of our coal

mines. The French have long carried, and still carry

on this manufacture with spirit, but with means inferior

to ours, both as to fuel and conveyance by water. The
total yearly value of the glass made in Great Britain is

about £2,000,000; that of the exports £500,000.

Another manufacture in which our abundance of fuel

is of the greatest importance, is the refilling of sugar;

this is carried on to w great extent in England, as well

for home-consumption as for export. The latter, how- Conmwrcn,
ever, has been subjected to related checks from the

duties imposed on the import of our refined sugars at

Hamburg, St. Petersburg, and other ports, in which the
respective Governments have endeavoured to confine
the manufacture to their own citizens or subjects. The
Germans, our chief rivals in this branch, have the

advantage of cheap labour and of workmen accustomed
to the business : wc, on the other hand, obtain raw sugar
at a somewhat lower rale, and have, in meat situations, a
cheaper supply of fuel. Our refineries are chiefly in

London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Newcastle: in I,oudon,
Bristol, and Liverpool, the refiners are supplied with raw
sugar landed on the spot ; at Newcastle, the want of
this advantage is compensated, and perhaps more than
compensated, by the cheapness of fuel. But whether in

London or the outports, the workmen employed in this

exhausting manufacture arc chiefly Germans. Tire value

of the refined sugar annually exported from England
is about £2,000,000, and the chief markets arc Italy

and Germany.
In the South of Europe, the climate being favourable Soap,

to the growth of olives, olive-oil is so abundant as to be

the mw material for the manufacture of soap ; but in

England and other Nor l hern Countries recourse is had
to inferior materials, fir. tallow, soda, and potash.

The quantity of soap made annually in England is be-

tween 50,000 and 60,000 tons, the value of which is

about £1,500,000, or, afler adding a very heavy excise

duty, (Sc/, a pound,) £3,000,000. The latter is, of
course, the sum paid by the Public for an article on which
the duty ought to be moderate, os well from its being
indispensable to cleanliness, as from the smuggling to

which the high impost has given rise.

The total value of the hats made annually in Great U»ti.

Britain is between £2,000,000 and £3,000,000 sterling:

the materials are the fur of the beaver for the finer hats,

and wool fur the courser, or, as they are commonly
called, fell hats. Having no superiority over neighbour-

ing Countries, either in the purchase of these articles, or

in the process of the manufacture, we do not export

hats to the Continent of Europe : our foreign markets

are confined to our colonics and Brazil, and the amount
sent abroad not being above £200,000 annually, nine-

tenths of the huts made in England arc cou&umed at

home.
We pass now to objects of a very different nature—to The brew-

thc produce of our breweries and distilleries. There “d da-

are eleven Porter Breweries in London, which col-
hUwy*

leclively brew about two millions of barrels of *)>ortcr

annually. The higher wages of labour in London and
the higher price of fuel, have led to competition in Pro-

vincial towns in various branches, but not in porter

brewing, because those drawbacks are counterbalanced

by the great advantage of a market on the spot, ninc-

tenlhs of the beer made being consutnedrin the Metro-

polis and its vicinity.

In regard to a different liquor, spirits distilled from

corn, the advantage of a market on the spot is of less

importance, the freight from a distant port heing a less

serious charge on an article which is of considerable

value for its bulk. The London distillers must there-

fore reckon on a continual competition with Scotland

and the North of Ireland, notwithstanding the advan-

tage to London of the late reduction in the caul duty.

Mult has been subjected to an excise duty in England
above a century and a half, and if the returns of the

bvG
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Coronwrre. Public Offices be Assumed as a f«ir criterion of the

quantity nf beer annually consumed, the result is that it*

increase ha* home a very inadequate proportion to the

increase of our population. Thus in the forty years be-

tween 1767 and 1827, our numbers increased between

70 and 80 per cent., while the quantity or beer sold

hardly increased 30 per cent. The means of purchase

on the part of the lower orders having augmented in the

course of that period, to what nre we to ascribe their

limited consumption of beer? To two causes : the ex-

tended use of tea and coffee, and the unreasonable

amount of the beer duty, which exceeded the prime cost

of the article until so lately as 1830, when it was reduced.

The quantity of burlev made into mult in England has

not during many year* exceeded an average of 3,300,000

quarters; but now that the duties on both beer and

spirits are so materially reduced, the quantity of barley

made into malt is in a course of progressive increase.

The motive for lowering the duty on beer w.is twofold :

the relief of the lower orders, and the benefit of the

agriculturists. In the case of spirits the ground of

reduction was different; it was to check illicit distilling,

which prevailed to a most pernicious extent in Ireland

and Scotland. That effect it produced, and the con-

sumption of the different parts of the United Kingdom
is now understood to be almost wholly of duty-paid

spirits. The yearly overage may be stated thus :

Ireland, 9,000,000 gallous of home-made spirit.

Scotland, 6,000,000 ditto.

England, 8,000,000 ditto.

But of the quantity prepared in Scotland a considerable

part is for the English market, in which there is also a

consumption of rum and brandy far beyond that of the

other proportions of the Empire.

Mineral Product*.

Lead. Lead mines were wrought in Derbyshire before

the XJIIth Century* at present they are worked not

only in that County, but in Cumberland, Yorkshire,

and Wales. The quantity formerly raised from our

mines was above 20,000 tons annually, of which the

half was exported. Of late years, however, the quan-

tity of our exports has been much lessened by the

rivalship of lead mines iu the South of Spain, the ores

of which are much more productive than those of this

Country, and are wrought, of course, at less expense.

The consequence has been a great decline in the price

of lead
; viz. from £23 to £14 per ton since the year

1820, so that many of the workmen in our mines have

been obliged to emigrate.

Tm. In tin there is less dread of foreign competition, few

Countries in Europe being possessed of tin mines: the

chief rivalship in that respect is from a very distant

quarter—the tin mines in the Island of Banca wrought
by Chinese settlers. The produce of these mines is

brought chiefly to Singapore, and is shipped in vessels

which call at that port in their voyage homeward from

China. The quantity of tin yearly prepared in England
is between 4000 and 5000 tons, almost all in Cornwall;

the average value is nearly £4 per hundred weight.

Copper. The copper mineB of England are chiefly in Corn-
wall, and the quantity raised from them has been greatly

increased during the last fifty years. Instead of 2000
or 3(HR> tons, the former produce, the quantity ruised at

present is 12,000 tons, of which more than one half is

VOfc. vi.

exported. The increase In the produce of our copper Coromm*

mines has been owing less to discoveries ot ore than to

the successful application of steam-engines to clearing

the mines of water. Coal in Cornwall being brought

from a distance, and consequently rather high-priced,

it is necessary to study economy in its consumption ; in

other words to raise the water by pumping with as

small a quantity of fuel as possible. Successive im-

provements hare curried this economy of fuel to a great

length; the shape of the boilers has been altered, and

the air excluded with a degree of care unknown in Nor-
thumberland and Staffordshire, where coals are abun-

dant and cheap. The consequence of this, and of the

reduced cost of labour and materials, is, thut our copper

mines are at present in a prosperous state, although

their produce is sold considerably below its former price.

The importance of our coal mines, great at all times, CoaL

has increased surprisingly since the extension of our

canals and the application of steam to mechauical pur-

poses. An eminent French writer, aware how much we
owe to this precious mineral, calls coal cdU viceforce en

Unbolt; and a Writer of our own Country describes it

as “ hoarded power applicable to almost any purpose

which human labour directed by ingenuity can accom-
plish.*

1 The quantity of coal consumed in London has

been increased from time to time with the population of

the Metropolis. It was in 1700 about 350,000 chal-

drons; in 1750 about 500,000 ; in 1600 about 900,000

;

and at present (1832) about 1,600,000. The consump-
tion for the whole Kingdom appears to be ucarly

16,000,000 tons, including the large quantities used in

manufactures, particularly in the making of iron, the

smelting of copper and other inetals.

The coal trade has long been one ofthe chief nurseries

of our seamen. The number of men and boy* employed
in the coal trade between the Northern sea-ports and
the Metropolis is about 15,000.

The export of coal was formerly subjected to a heavy
duty, viz. seventeen shillings ami sixpence per chaldron :

this is now reduced to three shillings and fourpeoce,

and safely may we increase our sale* to foreigners, for

the coal field* of this Country are no exlensive as to

afford a supply which at the present rate of consump-
tion, would probably last more than a thousand years.

Nor is it likely that the amount consumed in England
will increase in proportion to our population, since

there are various methods of economizing coul, of which
we need only mention one of very easy application,

that of heating buildings by steam.

The coal conveyed coastways, particularly to London,
was long subject to a heavy duty, thus increasing

greatly the cost of an article already enhanced by the

charge of freight. This ill-judged and pernicious tax

proved a drawback on the industry of all the Southern

Counties : happily it is now repealed, as is an equally ob-

jectionable tax on coal brought by canals from Stafford-

shire and other inland Counties.

Salt, which in all Countries is of great importance Salt,

for consumption, is in England valuable likewise as an

article of export. It is obtained chiefly in Cheshire in the

neighbourhood of Northwich, where there are vast quanti-

ties of rock salt in the mines, and of brine or salt-water in

the springs. The rock salt when dug out is not sufficiently

pure for use, but when mixed with the brine from the

springs and refined in large iron pans, it is called white

salt, and forms a ereat object of export from Liverpool

to the United Slates of America. During the late wars

R
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Commerce, with France sail was subjected to a very high duty ;

this was repealed in the year 1823, and although all

the advantages anticipated from the repeal have not yet

been realized, there seems little doubt that the Public

will gain more by the unrestricted use of so valuable a

commodity than by the produce of the tax, large as it

was.

In the South of France, and in other warm Countries,

salt is obtained by evaporating sea-water* by the heal of

the sun: thecrystabofsalt made in that way are accounted

purer than the salt of the mines, in consequence of the

comparative slowness of the process. A small quantity

(8000 or 90CM) tons) of sea-salt thus prepared is im-

ported annually from Portugal into England. The
quantity of English salt consumed in this Country is

computed at 160,000 Ions annually ;
but the quantity

sent abroad is considerably greater. The chief foreign

markets are the United States of America, British

North America, Russia, Prussia, and the Netherlands.

In each of theae Countries it ia less expensive to pay the

freight of salt on vessels coming from Liverpool, than

to pay the land carriage of salt from their own mines,

or to evaporate it from sea-water at their respective

porta
;

particularly in the Baltic, where the proportion of

salt in sea-water is much less than in the Ocean.

The Shipping ofEngland.

Its pro. The mercantile shipping of England was quite in-

gressjv* in- significant until the time of Henry VII.; it increased

crwjc. progressively during the reigns of that Prince and hii

successors of the Tudor and Stuart race, yet so slowly

that at the Restoration, in i860, it hardly amounted to

100,000 tons. In the period between 1660 and 1689

the increase was rapid, because our Navigation Laws had

come into full operation, and during several years (from

1674 to 1679) our flag hod all the benefit of neutra-

lity, the Dutch, who were then the great monopolists of

shipping business, being involved in war with France.

In our subsequent contest with the latter Power (from

1689 to 1697) our mercantile tonnage was necessarily

lessened, but during the ensuing interval of Peace it

recovered, and was found in 1702 to amount to 270,000
tons, manned by 27,000 seamen. In the present Age
of extended navigation it is curious to observe the

slender returns made on that occasion from our principal

Vessels. Seann-n.

In 1702, London ... 560 .. . . 10,000

Bristol ... 165 . . . . 2.4(H)

Hull .... 115 ..... 1,200

Liverpool .

.

102 . .. . 1.100

Exeter ... . 120 .. .. 1.000

Yarmouth .

.

... 143 ... . 700

The following Table exhibits the remarkable increase of

our ahipping during last Century.

British Shipping after 1702. Tonnage of the Vessels

cleared outward's in various yearn.

Years. T-mn&cc.
1709 244.000
1715 421,000
1723
1738
1750
1765

Tears. Tannage. Commerce.
1774 900,000

1786 1,076,000

17*9 1,515,000

1802 1,627,000

As we draw nearer to the present time the returns of

our mercantile navy are more complete.

Britinh Shipping engaged in Foreign Trade (distinct

from the Coasting Trade,) which entered inwards in

the following Yearn.

Tears. Tonnage. Seamen.

1820 . . . .. 1,668,000 .. . 100,000

1824 ... , . 1,797,000 .. . 109,000

1828 ... .. 2,094,000 .. . 119,000
18*29 ... .. 2,184,000 .. .. 122,000

1830 ... .. 2,160,000 .. .. 122
;

000

Tonnage of the Merchant Fennels belonging to our prin-

cipal Seaports in 1829.
Tannage.

London 573,000
Newcastle 202,000
Liverpool 162,000
Sunderland . 108,000
Whitehaven 73,000

Hull 72,000
Bristol 50,000
Aberdeen 46,000

Yarmouth 44,000
Whitby 42,000
Glasgow 41,000
Greenock 36,000
Dundee . ... 32,000
Scarborough 28,000
Leith 26,000
Plymouth 25,000
Belfast 25.000

Dublin 24.000
Dartmouth 24,000

Grangemouth (Scotland). 24,000

Beaumaris 22,000

Cork 17,000

All the lesser Ports 504,000

Total of the United Kingdom. . 2,200,000

British plantations. . 317,000
Seamen belonging to the mercan-

tile shipping of Great Britain

and Ireland in 1829 134,500
Seamen belonging to the British

Plantations 20,000

No part of the mercantile community has suffered Decline in

more severely since the Peace than the shipping in* the value of

terest, and in no branch of our industry is the competi- •hWn8-

tion of foreigners more to be dreaded than in ship-

building. The cost of provisions being so much lesa

abroad, the wages of shipwrights are comparatively low,
while in some quartere, particularly in the ports of
Norway and the Baltic, timber is much cheaper. Ship-

building, in England, has consequently diminished
;

from 100,000 to 150,000 torn is the measurement now
annually constructed ; and that chiefly owing to our
Navigation Laws, which, notwithstanding the relaxation

of late years, require that British built vessels should
still be exclusively employed in several important
branches. This applies as well to the home trade as to

the trade with oar colonies, India, and China.
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Commerce. Out merchant vessel* were formerly built in ft great

1 measure at Blackwall, Woolwich, and other yards on
Ports for the Thames ; hence the name of “ river built but the
•hip-build-

|ower weges of the Northern porta have long since at-

tracted the chief part of this business to

Hull. Whitby,

Newcastle, Scarborough,

Sunderland, Whitehaven.

The vicinity of the New Forest to Southampton and

of the Forest of Dean to Chepstow, led during the late

War to establishments for ship-building at those ports, but

they have as yet been attended with little advantage to the

speculators. Nor does it seem likely that, in any part of

the Kingdom, the distress of the ship-builders will be

effectually relieved until the duty on Baltic timber shall

be repealed or materially reduced. When a measure of

that kind shall be adopted, the intelligence of our work-

men, their better tools, and the greater capital of their

employers, may enable us to maintain a competition

with the ship-builders of the Baltic and the United States

of America.

The mercantile shipping employed ip our trade with

Canada and our other North American

Colonies amounts to 400,000 tons.

With our West India Colonies. . . • 220,000

With the East Indies 100,000

With China 20,000

The number of vessels, generally small, employed in

our coasting trade and in our intercourse with Ireland

is about 3<a)0 ; of which the half In tonnage, if not in

number, belong to the coal trade.

The fi»h It lias often been matter of surprise, that with such
•riei. abundance of fish on our coasts, and such liberal en-

couragement from Government, our fisheries should

not have attained a greater extension. The value of all

the fish caught on our coasts and in our rivers does

not exceed £2,500,000, not oue-tenlh part of the

price of the butcher's meat annually consumed in

England. This is to be ascribed, partly to the fre-

quency and long duration of our Wars, partly to the

inefficacy of systems of bounty in almust any form.

Something also is to be attributed to the sale of fish

in London having until lately been confined to one

market. The removal of that abuse, joined to the ad-

ditional capital and number of hands now employed in

the fishery, will greatly increase the quantity of fish

brought to the Metropolis and the inland towns. Acce-

lerated conveyance by steam-boats and steam-carriages

will operate to the same result. At limes when, us

in the year 1812, bread and butcher’s meat were high-

priced, the experiments made in forwarding fish to inland

districts were highly encouraging ; large quantities,

slightly corned, having been sent from the coast to the

interior at a charge almost too inconsiderable to be

named.
The Newfoundland fishery has long been conducted

on an extensive scale, and employs about G000 .seamen.

But the herring fishery on our coasts has been the chief

object of bounty on the part of Government, for the

double purpose of enabling our Countrymen to compete

with the Dutch, and to render the fishery a nursery for

seamen. Many years ago a bounty was given on the

busses or vessels employed in this fishery : subsequently,

in 1808, the bounty was extended, and was paid partly

on the tonnage employed, partly on the quantity of fish

caught and cured. After the general Peace ofl8l5, the

form of the bounty was further altered, and was awarded

solely in proportion to the quantity caught. Of late Comnena
years, however, the rule of withdrawing all artificial '

encouragement has been applied to this branch of our
industry

; the bounty has totally ceased since 1880, and
it is considered that in this, as in the case of silk, the

capital and labour employed will now be better rewarded
than when the bounty was in operation. Men engaged
in other employments, who used to go to sea during a few
months in Summer for the sake of the bounty, are now
withdrawing and leaving the business to fishermen, who
make it their regular and almost constant occupation.

Summary of our Import* and Export*,

The chief articles of import from other Countries into Oar hn-

En gland are the following. porta dutm-

From Ireland ; linens, oats, wheal, cattle, pigs, salted 8*“**“*

provisions and butter, the whole forming an amount of
J-

£6,000,000 or £7,000,000 annually. {"es.

From the Baltic, viz. Russia, Poland, Prussia, Sweden

;

timber, pitch, tallow, iron, wheat, hemp, flax, pot-ash.

From Holland
;

oats, wheat, seeds, cheese, butter,

also gin.

From France ; wine, brandy, silk, lace.

From Germany; corn, wool, flax, linen, also timber

and Rhenish wine.

From Spain and Portugal ; wine, brandy, oil, fruit.

From Italy and the Levant ; silk, oil, fruit, and drugs.

From Egypt
;

cotton.

From the United States of America; ootton, tobacco,

rice, and flour.

From South America; cotton, hides, indigo, cochineal.

From the West Indies ; sugar, rum, coffee, cotton,

pimento.

From the East Indies; indigo, silk, cotton, sugar,

spiceries, and occasionally rice.

From China; tea, silk, nankeens, tin.

From Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, New-
foundland ; furs, skins, timber, fish, and seal-skins.

Such are our principal articles of import. Our exports

consist of cottons and hardware to almost all the Coun-
tries mentioned ahove

; of woollens, linens, earthenware,

to most of these Countries ; and to a smaller number, of

refined sugar, coffee, indigo, glass, machinery, coals,

fish, to which are to be added articles of a very different

nature, viz. silk, stationery, hats ; all, or almost all,

being manufactures, while our imports are generally of

raw produce.

Next, as to the amount in money of our imports and

exports.

Value of our annual Import* from and Export* to

Foreign Coan trite ; bring an average of teverai yean,

but having reference more, particularly to tJu year

1829.
Imports from Kxports to

Russia £4,000.000 ..£3,000,000
Sweden and Norway. 250,000 . . 300,000

Denmark 480,000 .. 250,000

Prussia 1.300,000 .. 800,000

Germany 2,000,000 . . 10,000,000

Netherlands 2.000.000 . . 5,000,000

France 2,000,000 1 ,000.000

Portugal and Madeira 400,000 . . 2 ,
000.000

Spain 1,000 000 .. 3,000.000

Itaiv 800,000 . . 4,000.000

Turkey aud Greece.. . 500,000 .. 1 ,500,000

a 2
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Cooown*. Import* from

. - - . Egypt £ 2iO.OOO

Cape of Good Hope. . 250,000

West Cowvt of Africa . 250,000

Mauritius 500,000

New South Wales . . . 120,000

British North America 900.000

West Indies S,000,000

!>,
000,000United States of zkinc-!

rica .

Mexico and Columbia,!

(exclusive of silver)
j

Buenos Avres 500.000

Bnizil 1.500,000

250,000

Kiports to

£l30,0U0
8*0,000
ftOO^OOO

300,000
300,01)0

2 .
000.0110

5.000.

000
6.000.

000

1 ,
000,000

1,300,000

4.000,000

Mod* of With some Countries, such as the United States of

limudaiiag America, the amount in money of our imports and cx-
bdiuxK*. ports is nearly equal : with others, such as Germany,

Spain, ami France, the ditferencc is great ; to a degree,

indeed, which makes it at first difficult to understand

in what manner the balances are liquidated. The means

of doing so ore partly by the transmission of specie, but

more by bills of exchange drawn by the merchants of

one Country on those of another, for example, from

Brazil on Portugal. These, when remitted to London,

form a fund for paying to our merchants a part of the

balances annually due to them by Brazil. The bourses,

or mercantile exchanges of London, Amsterdam, Paris,

Hamburgh, and, iu a lesser degree, those of Lisbon,

Cadiz, Frankfort, arc the central points for such nego*

tuitions for the sale and purchase of the bills, by means

of which the debts of one nation to another are liqui-

dated with comparatively little transfer of coin or bul-

lion, This arrangement may be compared to the manner

in which the London bankers discharge their daily ba-

lances with each other by an exchange of cheques, w ith-

out requiring any large sum in Bank notes. So far do
the bankers carry this economy of mouey, that balances

amounting to £4,000,000 may be, and generally are

liquidated without using more than £200,000 in notes.

Low valua- It is At to add that the mode of valuing the imports

tkm of im- in the preceding Table is different from that of valuing

Port*- the eiporta. The latter are estimated at the market

price, agreeably to the sums declared by the exporting

merchants ; the former by an official scale established so

long since as 1696, when the prices of most of the articles

we import were lower than at present. Were our

imports rated at the current or market price, the sums
would be considerably lurger, and there would conse-

quently be a greater approach to equality in the value of

our imports and exports. We subjoin a Table of the

Value of our Exports classed
,
not by the Countries to

which they are sent, but by the respective articles.

Colton cloth £13,000,000

Cotton earn 2,000,000

Woollens 5,000,000

Linen (chiefly Irish). 2,000,000

Iron and steel 1,300.000

Hardware and cutlery 1,400,000

Brass and copper articles 700,000

Lead and shot 180.000

Tin, wrought and unwrought 350,000

Machinery and mill work ....... . . 300,000

Silks 400,000

Haberdashery and millinery 500,000

Earthenware. 500,000

Glass 500,000

Leather, cit. shoes, saddlery, har-1

ness |

Sugar, chiefly refined

Soap and candles

Hats
Salt

Beef and pork salted

Fish
Coals

Beer and ale

All lesser articles, whether of produce]

or manufacture
j

The above is the value as declared by the shipping

merchants, and applies to the years 1S30 and 1831.

The preceding statements may receive some illustra- Trade of

lion by a comparison of the trade of this Country with

that of our Transatlantic brethren. While the imports^
into England consist chiefly of raw produce, or the ma- of the

terials of manufacture, such as cotton, wool, timber, and United

our exports are almost wholly of manufactures,—in the Stale* of

United Stutes, the reverse holds In both respects. There, AnH‘nc **

the imports consist of manufactured goods, the exports of

raw prod net*. The causes in either fuse are obvious;

Englund Iras aii abundant population with a limited

territory ; while in America, the population is still thinly

spread, and the territorial surfuce is almost boundless.

It has been the practice of almost every Government
in Europe to study an indiscriminate extension of manu-
factures without much attention to the limitations ren-

dered proper by the nature nl their respective territories;

hence the endless prohibitions and high duties on
foreign articles under the mercantile system. To that

system a number of our merchants and some of our

public men are still attached, am! the Americans, much
ns they have professed to admire freedom iu trade, have

given an unfortunate proof of the contrary by the Tariff The Tariff

enacted in 1828, which burdens all foreign manufactures ofl82tt

with heavy duties. By what means was on act so con-

trary to the general rules of the American Government
passed into a law ? By the influence of the mutiufuc’

turers ; for the Tariff is an attempt to confine to that in-

terest the supply of manufactures of almost every kind

consumed in the States; in particular cottons and wool-

lens. This Tariff has already been the source of much
division between the different States of the Union ; it

has of late been somewhat modified, but cannot fail, if

persisted in, to lead to very serious discontents. The
extent of evil arising from it has not yet been fully de-

veloped, but it will, we may be assured, be as great as

that which this Country has so long suffered from the

imprudent interference of Government iu former Ages

with the natural course of trade.

The chief obstacles to nmmi fact uring industry in

America are the high price of labour, the want of good
roads, and the remoteness of the tow ns from each other.

Ages must pass before these drawbacks can In? removed,

and at present it would evidently be more advisable to

direct the surplus capital and labour of the Country to

the culture of the soil. The chief products of the United
States, wheat, cotton, tobacco, rice, have all, it is true,

fallen greatly in price since the Peace
;
yet that ought

not to discourage the cultivation of articles lor which the

market is so extensive, embracing, ns it does, the West
Indies, South America, England, and several Countries

in Europe.

The situation of England in respect to manufactures

Manufac-
ture* un-

milted fo tb*
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State*.
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Commerce, is quite different from that of the United States
; we

posset;* remarkable advantages in

Advantages 1. Tlie cheapness of fuel, and the consequent facility
o ogiu*

uf applying steam to machinery.
an a muitu- rr

,
; B

, •, , . » <

faduriug *• In case of communication, whether by sea, by
Country. canals, or by roads,

3. In the cheapness of iron, and a decided superiority

ill all machinery and tools made of iron.

These are physical advantages; but to them we may add
others of a different kind almost equatly important, via.

The lower rate of interest consequent oil the magni-
tude of our disposable capital ; and
The division and subdivision of employment, parti-

cularly since the population of our towns has received

so great an increase in the present Age.
Our On the other hand, we ore subject to several draw*
ruiUps. hacks ; they are as follows J

1. The price of provisions, which, though greatly

reduced, are still from 10 to 15 per cent, above the rate

of our foreign rivals.

2. The pressure of taxation, or rather of particular

taxes, such as that on timber, which cramps our inter-

course with the Baltic, and that on sugar, the amount
of which is so great os almost to ruin our West India

planters.

3. In high charges resulting from the War and a de-

preciated currency. In the case of articles sold in open
market, such as corn and manufactures, the war charges

have fallen long since ; hut they still exist in an oppres-

sive form in other cases, such as the rent of land let on
lease, in the rent of houses, in professional fees, and in

various other demands, in which our laws and usages are

such ns hardly to allow of a direct or speedy reduction.

Oomtitiied After these ample details of our commercial industry',

profit from jt would be desirable to convey an estimate of the annual

profit attendant on undertakings so vast. No attempt

troth""

1

was made to calculate such profit until the imposition

of the Property-lax in the beginning of this century,

when, among the other returns to the treasury, there

appeared one of the collective income of our merchants

and manufacturers. Mr. Pitt forming, as persons not

engaged ill trade are generally inclined to do, a high

estimate of its profits, hud computed the probable amount

of mercantile income in Great Britain at forty millions

annuully ; but the returns made under the Act proved

considerably less, having in no year exceeded thirty mil-

lions. There were, no doubt, many cases in which

mercantile men declared less than their real income;

but, on the other hand, there were not wanting examples

of their continuing to return the usual amount of income

in years in which they had sustained heavy losses; their

apprehension being that a diminished return might affect

their credit.

What, it may be asked, is the probable amount of the

income of our merchants and manufacturers at present,

compared to its amount during the War? The number of

persons employed in Commerce is, doubtless, far greater

nt present, but there is, and has long been, a general

complaint of insufficient profit, even in the branches which

have received the greatest extension, such os cotton and
hurdwure. The causes of this are sufficiently clear

;

during the War, the keenness of competition was greatly

lessened by the demands of Government ; the public

service attracted annually many thousands of our popu-

lation and many millions of our capital ; hence a conti-

nued rise in prices as well as in the wages and incomes

of all ranks. But since the Peace, capital, intelligence,

labour, have all returned to their natural channels and Cobitultcv.

been directed to the increase of products. This,

added to the changes in the currency, has caused u

great and general fall in prices, wages, and incomes;
and although the number of persons employed in this

Country in trade and manufactures is greater by fully

30 or 40 per cent, than it was twenty years ago, it is

very questionable whether the income of this augmented
number, if returned in money, would be at all equal to

that of the same classes during the War. We say,
**

if

returned in money,” because there can be little doubt
that in the (lower of purchasing goods, the present

income of our nierchuutH and manufacturers is consi-

derably greater than during the War in consequence of

the comparative cheapness of commodities.

This leads to the consideration of the greatest of all Fludna-

thc changes (hut have taken place in the state of Com- ,u ,h*

merce during the present Age—the change in the value
cumfBC7*

of gold and silver. During twenty years (from 1793 to

1813) prices were progressively on the rise, and during

a period nearly os long, they have been, with very few

intervals, on the decline. Many persons ascribe this

decline to the reduced supply ofgold and silver.the mines

ofAmerica, formerly so productive, having, during the last

twenty years, yielded less than half their usual amount.

Whatever be the cause, the extent of loss from de-

clining prices is enormous; nor can any one say with

confidence how the evil is to end. The deficiency in

the produce of the American mines continues year

alter year, and the present management of them, whe-
ther by the native owners or the English Companies,
is much less successful than that which was followed in

the time of the Spanish Government. We have seen in

a preoediug part of this Essay (p, 90, 91.) how greatly

the influx ofgold and silver from America extended the

trade of Europe in the With and XYllth Centuries;

and it is a matter of the greatest interest to ascertain

how far it may be possible to lessen the pressure at

present so severely fell from their diminished supply. To
arrive at u decided opinion on this subject, it is requisite

to go back to an early period in the production of the

precious metals, a subject closely connected with the

History of Commerce, and ou which considerable light

has been thrown by a late publication of Mr. Jacob, of

the Board of Trade, already known to the Public by his

Reports on the Agriculture of Germany and Poland.

Mr. Jacob's book discovers extensive rcseurch, and ex-

hibits in connection a great deal of information which

had previously existed in a very scattered stale.

The Precious Mrtats ; Historical Sketbh of their Produc-

tion, and ofthrir Influence on Commerce.

Gold and silver appear to have been in estimation at

an early period in every Country of which wc possess

records. This was a natural consequence of the beauty

and durability of these metals : valued at first as orna-

ments, their use as a circulating medium began subse-

quently, and for many years after it did begin, they were Circulated

paid and received by weight, and not in the form of coin, * fir»t t»y

for coin requires an established Government, as well as w**Sht-

an improved state of Society. Abraham, the earliest

Patriarch of whom we have a circumstantial history, and
who lived about nineteen centuries before the Christian

Era, is described in Scripture as rich in those metals, and

as paving for his purchases in silver, not in coin but by

weight, “ Recording to the currency of the merchant."

Gold was too scarce and too valuable (o form the circu

Digitized by Google
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laling medium of that early Age : it was used almost

wholly for ornament, like sapphires, pearls, rubies,

and other jewels. In this manner it was applied by

King Solomon in building the Temple at Jerusalem and

the Royal Palace. " He overlaid,” we are told in Scrip-

ture, “the oracle with gold; also the whole altar that

was by the oracle, he overlaid with gold.” We have

already noticed (page 79.) the extension of the trade of

Judies at that epoch. The quantity of gojd brought into

the Royal coders in the reign of Solomon appears to have

been between £200,000 and £300,000 sterling a year ;

that of the silver brought in is not distinctly stated. At
that time the only wealthy Countries were Assyria,

Egypt, and Judea, for Greece was then only in a primi-

tive stage of civilization.

The early Annals of the Jews are of great interest to

the suidenlof Ancient History, as furnishing information

not only of themselves, but of the Egyptians and Phoe-

nicians, long before it could have been obtained from

any oilier quarter. The earliest date of written records

in Greece was later by five centuries than the time of

Moses, and the promulgation of his laws in a written

form. It appears from this and other facta in History,

that the use of letters was known in Egypt much earlier

than in Greece, for it was chiefly to the fortunate circum-

stance of Moses being educated at the Court of Pharaoh

that he owed his superior attainments. He was
skilled,” says the Scripture, “ in all the learning of the

Egyptians." The mines in Nubia and other purts,

wrought for account of the Egyptian Government, had

been so far productive as to replenish the public treasury,

and afford to the industrious and prudent the means of

laying up property in the portable form of gold and

silver. By this the Israelites had profited ; for it is ap-

parent from Scripture, that on leaving Egypt, they

carried with them a considerable stock of the precious

metals. The additions made to this stock in their sub-

sequent wars were generally lodged in the public trea-

sury, and protected by the solemn sanction of Religion :

all was kept in the Tabernacle under the title of ” Trea-

sure of Jehovah.” It follows that the metallic wealth

existing in so considerable an amount under Solomon,
was the accumulation of successive Ages, and its extent

is thus in no way inconsistent with his limited territory,

or the still more limited properly of hi* subjects. That
politic Monarch married a daughter of the King of

Egypt, and maintained a close alliance with Tyre, which

was then at a high point of prosperity. There were
happily no national jealousies to interfere with the cor-

diality of the two Countries : the Jews, amidst all their

offensive wars, had had none with the Phamicians, whose

territory wus fortunately at some distance from Judteo.

After the reign of Solomon, there took place, a* is well

known, great disorders in the Jewish Government, but

amidst all these, the public treasure, or a considerable

part of it, appears to have been preserved, and to have
been removed to Babylon after the conquest of Judea
by Nebuchadnezzar. In Babylon this and much other

treasure, conveyed thither from conquered Provinces, fell

into the hands of the Persians on the conquest of the

Empire by Cyrus. Hi* successor Camhvses added to it

an ample store from the treasury of Egypt. Persia

was now the principal Empire in the World, and its

yearly revenue is understood to have amounted to three

or four millions sterling. By this is meant the clear

sum forwarded by the Satraps, or Provincial Governors
to the Royal exchequer, ufier defraying all local charges.

But of this large amount very little wag put into the Coamwrts.

form of coin. “ The gold and silver," says Herodotus, »v"“—

'

were melted and poured into earthen vessels, and these,

when filled, were removed, leaving the metal in a solid

mass. When wanted for payments, a piece was broken
off of the amount required for the occasion, and issued

in the shape of coin.” The gold coins of that Age are

thr earliest of any specimens known to exist : they were
called, after the reigning Monarch, Darios, and were worth
each about twenty-five shillings of our present money.
The treasury of Athens could not, of course, enter Of Afhras.

at all into comparison with that of the Monarchs of

Persia. It received from the petty Islands of the

Archipelago, and other tributaries, a yearly revenue of

.£120,000 sterling, and the sum accumulated at Athens
before the Peloponnesian war, was equal to about
>£1,200,000 sterling. That sum, so much greater than

the contents of any other treasury in Greece, was one
main cause of Athens being enabled, notwithstanding

her heavy losses, to make head against Sparta and her

confederates during nearly thirty years.

About a century after the brilliant era of Athens, the

course of events led the Macedonian armies into the

heart of Persia, and delivered the Royal treasures at

Persepohs, Ecbatana, and other great cities, into the

possession of Alexander. The amount of the whole is

said to have been nearly .£40,1)00,000 sterling, a sum far

greater than had as yet been collected in any other Country,

but not improbablewhen weconsidcr that it continued to

be the practice of the Persian Government not to coiu and
circulate their gold and silver, but to keep them stored.

Passing in the next place to Italy and the Romans, Of Rone,

we find that the extension of their dominion had the

natural effect of bringing large amounts in gold and
silver to the Capital from the Countries successively con-

quered, These came first into the liands of the military

commanders and of the Civil governors of Provinces.

The use of coined gold and silver had not even then be-

come general, so that a considerable time elapsed ere

these treasures were circulated among the Public: they

remained a long lime in the coffers of the State.

Wr
e are next to advert to the means of obtaining re- Mining lot

gular supplies of silver and other metals ; to the Art of silvar and

mining. That Art could not, it is evident, have been
carried on in ancient times in a manner at all similar to

the systematic and refined form which it now bears in

Germany and England. A rude Tribe could begin only
by working the ore found near the surface : when that

was consumed, the working was necessarily carried on
under ground ; a task of great difficulty, deficient as

they were in those Ages in tools and machinery. Egypt
appears to have taken a lead in mining as in other useful

Arts. The mines wrought for account of its Government
were situated at a great distance, being in Nubia about 1" Nubia,

latitude 22° North, distant nearly a fortnight's journey
from Assuan, the ancient Syene. The rude mode of
mining practised there appears to have borne s consider-

able resemblance to that which is still followed in

Spanish America : the ores were brought to the surface,

not as in this Country in baskets drawn or hoisted up a
shaft, but on the hacks of workmen, a practice still com-
mon in Mexico and Peru. Again the ore, when ground
to a powder, was thrown into a gentle current of water,

in which the metallic or heavy particles sank to the

bottom, and the lighter or earthy were carried away by
the stream. A supply of mining labourers was kept up
somewhat on the plan adopted by the Russians iu
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Mines i

Greece.

Cemmcrt*. Siberia ; by sending thither captives taken in war,

convicts, and all political delinquents, with their families.

The produce of these sod other mines wrought for the

Government of Egypt greatly exceeded that of any

other mines in ancient times.

Goldob- Such was in early Ages the mode of obtaining silver

tsined from as well as copper and iron : gold, on the other hand, was
the mad of procured by a more uncertain, but less laborious process;
mer*.

waabiing the sand brought down by streams from

mountain districts. This practice prevailed in various

parts of the ancient World ; in the Eastern Provinces of

Persia; in that part of India (the North-West) which

waa subject to the Persians
;
and even in the remote

region of Abyssinia, great part of which being moun-
tainous, has streams which supply the materials of such

a traffic. The Abyssinians appear to have conveyed their

gold-dust by the Red Sea to Egypt and Phoenicia, thus

furnishing to Thebes in Upper Egypt an additional

Source of wealth.

The Greeks acquired the Art of mining from the

Phmnicians, and carried it on first in the Islands, such

as Crete, Thasus, Euboea ; afterwards on the mainland,

particularly in Attica. The work was performed by
slaves, who belonged to the proprietors of the mines, and
were hired by the adventurers or lessees of the mines at

a fixed rate. The latter supplied them with provisions

and clothing, and added, at the end of the month, a

small payment in money, equal, in power of purchase,

to about thirty shillings of our currency. In the moun-
tainous parts of Thrace there were silver mines which

had been wrought for Ages, but which falling into the

hands of Philip of Macedon, were rendered far more pro-

ductive under his politic management, and yielded him
a portion of the treasures which he employed with such

fatal effect against the independence of Greece.

Turning from Greece to Italy, we find the first ac-

counts of mining relate to Etruria, into which the

useful Arts had been early introduced from Greece, by
a colony from Corinth. The Etrurians obtained from

their mines, first copper, afterwards iron. The copper

required by the Romans for coin in the days of their re-

publican simplicity was during several centuries drawn
from Etruria. Gold was obtained in small quantities

in two parts of the North of Italy ; in the North-West,
in the Province of Aosta, by washing the sands of the

Po; and in the North-East of Italy, in the country

round Aquileia, as well as in certain parts of Illyria.

Spain being one of the most mountainous Countries

in Europe, and visited at an early epoch by the

Phoenicians and Carthaginians, it was to be expected

that its metallic treasures would be turned to account
Gades, or Cadit, was one of the earliest settlements of

the Phoenicians ; Seville, Malaga, Carthagena, followed

some time after ; and in a few generations a number of

smaller towns were formed by settlers from the East, for

the natives of Spain were quite in a state of barbarism.

The population being, moreover, very thinly spread, it

became necessary for the working of the mines to bring

over labourers fttim Africa. The mines first wrought for

Phoenician account were probably situated along the base

of the Sierra Morena, near the Guadalquiver, by which
their produoe would be coaveyed first to Seville, after-

wards to the sea. In that quarter (at Guadal canal, in

the Province of Cordova) was the silver mine of Bebulo,

from which Hannibal is said to have stored his military

chest before crossing the Alps, and striking such disas-

trous blows at the power of Rome.

In Italy.

In Spain.

The Romans possessed no silver mines until the pro- Commere*,

gress of their arms, in the first and second wars with v—
Cmrthage, led to their occupying the mines of their ad- Mining

versaries in Sardinia, Sicily, and the South of Spain. IL
0*11'* tbe

They soon after obtained possession of the mines 0f
Ko‘n*n*

Macedon. and at a subsequent date of those of Persia

and Nubia. In ancient times nine-tenths of the manual
labour done was performed by slaves ; or, to speak more
correctly, the lower orders employed in country work,

in mining, or in almost any kind of labour, were paid

more by maintenance than by money. The practice of

paying the labourer in money, and leaving it to him to

provide for himself and family, was then but partially

followed ; still less was it the rule to apportion the re-

muneration of mining workmen according to the pro-

duce of the ores they raised. The latter is the only
effectual means of checking the expense of mining, and
as a Public Body is ill fitted to enforce the economy re-

quisite in fresh undertakings, the Roman Government
allowed the mines of the State to be gradually aban-
doned

;
so that after the Vth Century there seems to

have been, in a manner, an end to mining for the public

account. For account of individuals, mining was still Gold and

carried on in certain parts, but we are now arrived at the «lv«r scarce

Dark Ages, when there is a failure of records of various ^
kinds, and of none more than of those relating to the

° e

precious metals. One thing admits of little doubt, cil.

that from the reduced supply of gold andVilver, there

was a gradual reduction in the money prices of commo-
dities in the latter Ages of the Empire ; that is, an ounce
of silver or gold then went further in the purchase of
commodities than iu the flourishing times of Rome—in

the days of Augustus and of Trajan.

The laws passed from time to time by the Anglo-
Saxon Princes prescribe the prices of certain commodi-
ties. Thus, those enacted about the year 1000 fixed the Price of

value of a horse at a price that would make 35*. of our m
. .

present money, that of a mare or colt at 23*., of an ox
or cow at only 7*. Cattle were then of very diminutive Age*,
size, much inferior to those of later times ; but the price

prescribed for an nx or cow is so low as to be accounted

for only by the uncultivated state of the Country
; by

tillage being limited to particular spots, while four-fifths

of the land were forest or waste. Hence animal food

was so cheap as to he an object in the market only after a

bad season, when corn was scarce and dear: at other

times the value of the animal in England was little more
than the value of his hide, as is the case at present in

the wilds of Russia and of Buenos Ayres.

The price of wheat also in England during the Middle Of wheat

Ages is deserving of a few remarks. It is stated in •

several of our ancient records, but it did not form a fair

criterion of the value of gold and silver for two reasons :

first, wheat in those days was less the food of the lower,

and even of the middle classes, than rye or barley ; and,

secondly, at a time when there were few storehouses

for corn, little disposable capital to invest in it, and
wretched roads to Lake it to market, the plenty in one
part of the Country could not be made to relieve the

scarcity in another. Hence the price of wheal differed

greatly from year to year, and in separate districts.

These fads are useful in estimating the value of silver

in the Middle Ages. They tend to coofinn the opinion

of the late Arthur Young, that the average price of

wheat in England during the XHith, XI Vth, and

XVth Centuries was not below a fifth of it* present

price, or 10*. a quarter. Labour, in like manner, was
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Commrice. paid in those days with silver and copper in very small

sums ; but if to these vre add the value of maintenance,

which was almost always supplied to the labourer, we
find that his remuneration was not so trifling as is com-
monly thought. Allowance also is to he made for the

general inferiority of the workmen and of the articles

sold in so rude an era, particularly manufactures, which

with the exception of a few, such as woollens ami
leather, were nearly as dear as in subsequent periods of

our History. The result seems to be that in the XI 1 1th,

XIVth, and XYth Centuries in England, and as far as

we know in Europe generally, the value of silver may
be stated in the proportion of one to three, when com-
pared with its present value : £100 in those days being

equal, in the power of purchasing the various requisites

of housekeeping, to £300 at present, and not to more.

TheAme- We now come to a remarkable epoch in the produc-
riuamiaes.

ijon Df the precious metals, the occupation of Mexico

and Peru by the Spaniards. The supply of gold and

silver obtained from the Western hemisphere during

thirty years after its discovery, was wholly insignificant.

Hispaniola, the only important Country then occupied

by the Spaniards, was quite unimportant as a seat of

mines. Rut in the year 1521, Cortez iuvaded Mexico,

and occupied the Capital, together with most of the

inhabited districts. After this event, the supply of

silver from America to Europe increased to half a million

sterling a year; an amount trifling according to our
present ideas, but by no means so in an Age when so

small a portion of the Public could afford to use silver

plate, and when, consequently, almost all the silver that

was imported was added to the money in circulation.

In the course of thirty years, the effect on prices in Engw

land, from this and other causes, was very remarkable.
“ My father,” said Bishop Latimer, when preaching in

1548 before his young Sovereign Edward VI., “ my father

rented forty years ago a farm at six pounds a year. lie

kept hospitality for his neighbours ; he gave aims to the

poor; but he that now has the same farm pays fourteen

# pounds of yearly rent, and is consequently unable to do
any thing for his Prince, his children, or the poor.”

Other causes, doubtless, had a share in this rise of
rent; but it is remarkable, thut about the time this Dis-

course was delivered, the discovery of the rich mine
of Potosi in Peru took place, after which the import of
silver from America to Europe proceeded in an augmented
ratio ; at the rate, it is calculated, of two millions sterling

a year. To this chiefly is attributed the rise of prices

which continued during almost the whole of the long

reign of Elizuboth, towards the close of winch mast ar

tides cost nearly twice us much as forty or fifty yean
before.

Pnxl'in* of The miucs of Potosi yielded considerable produce
the Amen- during the early part of this Century, but fell off towards

IraalMO
*,S

c

*ose • new m,nes » however, were opened in Peru and

tol/OU. *n the vast inland tract between that Country and La
Plato. But the chief increase was in Mexico, and from
the mines now held by London Companies, but which
from causes, which shall be explained forthwith, have as

yet proved unprofitable in their hands.
From 1700 During the XVlIlth Century the produce of the Arne-
to 1810. rican mines experienced a great increase, particularly in

Mexico. Quicksilver had now become cheupcr, and rude
as was the method of extracting the silver from the ore,

the abundance of the latter was such us to afford a large

return. From Peru also the supply of silver w as large,

particularly from the mines of Pasco, the object of so un-

fortunate a speculation by a London Company in the year Comm****.
]H25. Adding to all these the gold obtained in Brazil,

the result was that, during the XV 1 1 1 ill Century,America
yielded on un average precious metals to the amount •('

six or seven millions sterling a year.

The insurrection of I BIO in Maaico was followed by a Reduced

Civil war, by the destruction of part of the machinery Pfoduc*!
.

employed on the mines, and some lime after by the

abandonment of a number of milling establishments.

The effect of these disorders has been to reduce an
annual produce of seven millions of silver to half that

quantity; and as the mines in Europe have merely kept

up their very limited supply, the consequence has been
a decrease in the amount of coin in circulation through-
out the civilized World of more than sixty millions ster-

ling in the last twenty years, or more than three millions

on an average annually.

This decrease has taken place as follows. The quan- Its effect «o
tity of gold and silver required for plate, watches, and tbs circular-

ornamental manufacture is very large
;

probably not
t̂^

ur~

less than to the value of six millions sterling yearly. To
this is to be added a loss by the wear of coin, by ship-

wreck, and other accidental causes to the amount of one
million annually- To India, C hina, and other parts of
the East, the annual transmission of silver from America
and Europe, though less great than formerly, still

amounts to nearly two millions, making in all a demand
on the mines of eight or nine millions each year. And
as the average produce of the mines in the last twenty
years has been only five millions, there has been an an-
nual deficiency of three or four millions sterling.

But the actual deficiency has been considerably more. Aggravated

for gold and silver have been required in large quantities r*“

by several Countries, particularly England and Austria,

to replace the paper-rtwney that has been called in. At J^ucy.

the general Peace of 181 b, Austria had in circulation

about a hundred millions sterling of Government paper;
but as it was greatly depreciated, the Government con-
sidered itself justified iu requiring it to be exchanged
for paper payable iti cash on demand, giving of the latter

twenty florins, or two pounds sterling, for every fifty

florins, or fixe pounds of the former. This operation

absorbed gold and silver to the amount probably of

twenty millions sterling. In England the absorption of

specie has been still greater ; the necessity imposed on
our Bunks of paying in cash on demand, and the subse-

quent replacing of the small notes by sovereigns, must
have required the appropriation of specie (chiefly gold)

to the amount of nearly twenty-five millions sterling.

Add to these for the further sums required in the United
Slates of America, in Russia, and other parts of Europe,
a computed amount of fifteen millions, and we shall

have a total of sixty millions sterling in gold and silver

required to replace Bank or Government paper. The
deficiency in the supply from the mines being to the

same amount, the total difference between 1810 and the

present time is no less than one hundred and twenty
millious sterling ; that is if four hundred and twenty
millions sterling formed the currency of the civilized

World twenty years ago, that sum is now reduced to

three hundred millions.

So great a decrease would have been quite ruinous to

trade, had not this Country and Europe happily con-

tained at peace ; there are now no demands for the mili-

tary chests of armies, and not much for hoarding by
timid individuals. Improved means of conveyance now
transport gold and silver in a very few days from on«
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Coonnme. Capital In Europe to another; from London to Paris

;

1 from Pari? to Vienna ; from Amsterdam to Hamhurgh ;

from Hamburgh to Berlin. By these means a given

sum, such as j*10i),lK)0 in gold, is made to perform cer-

tain exchange operations which might have required

twice or thrice the amount in time of War. And for-

tunate it is for the interests of Commerce that it should be

»o; for the great and general increase of population, and
the equally great increase of commodities requiring an

augmented supply of money to circulate them, would
otherwise have greatly aggravated the distress arising

from the diminished stock of the precious metals.

Kngtish It was in 1824 that several Associations or Companies
t were f°rme 'l in London to put the mining works again

with Mcx* *n 14 °f activity. They obtained leases of the prill*

U((.
cipal mines, provided large capitals, and sent out to

Mexico agents, machinery, and mining workmen. The
efforts of these Companies have as yet been unsuccess-

ful, owing chiefly to the following causes ;

L The mines were dilapidated to a much greater

degree than was expected, and required very expensive
repairs.

2. There being no silver mine* in England, the
agents and workmen sent out were, and still are, unac-
quainted with the proper processes, particularly for

separating the silver from the ore. They follow the rude
practice of the Mexicans, with very little attention to the

improved methods which have been in course of adop-
tion in Germany during the last thirty or forty years.

3. Mining, like all undertakings of difficulty in

Mexico, had been managed by natives of Spain, the

Mexicans having neither the information nor the activity

required for such enterprises. But the Civil war having
ended in favour of the Mexicans, the Spaniards were
obliged to leave the Country, which was thus deprived
of their capital, and of what it could equally ill afford,

(heir intelligence and habits of business.

In the absence of Spaniards, the English arriving at

the mines had recourse to the natives, who being igno-

rant of Mechanics, Chemistry, and the principles of
mining, proved most incompetent assistants. They had,

in nine cases out of ten, no other object than to cause as

much English capita) as possible to circulate amongst
them. Hence the absorption of the chief part of the

funds of the Companies in a very few years.

Prospect of s»ch have been the causes of the failure hitherto of

the Mexir the Mining Associations ; but what, it may be asked, is

c»ii tiiiDM. the prospect for the future? First, the. mines of Mexico
are very numerous, those that are exhausted bearing but
a small proportion to those that continue productive.

The ore is abundant but not rich : hence the necessity

of employing many thousand workmen. In fact, the
great extent to which mining has been earned in

Mexico, compared to Peru and other Provinces of

Spanish America, has been owing to a very simple

cause, the greater supply of labourers. In Peru the

population is chiefly in valleys, while the mine* arc in

mountains, the keen uir ofwhich is highly pernicious to

the workmen frum the plains; but in Mexico, a con-

tinued table-land, the temperature is nearly the same
througnout. The labourers employed at the mines have
consequently good health, and progressively iucreaao

their numbers, like th* jiiners in Cornwall and in

Saxony.
It thus appear* that the arguments ill favour of a

prospective increased supply of silver, are

The abundance of ore in the mines

;

VOL. VI,

The increasing number of mining workmen
; Commerce.

And, on the assumption of continued Peace, a further '^v—

^

supply of capital from England to work the mines.
On the other side of the question arc :

The unacquaintance of our mint rs with silver ore ;

The general ignorance of the Mexicans ; and
The very slow progress of the Companies in correct-

ing the delects of their present system.

It is well known that in any Country, Joint Stock
Companies succeed only when the agency of their ser-
vants is confined to a tew plain objects, and when all

that admits of being delegated, is transferred to indivi-
duals acting on their own account. Thus at most of
the mines in Europe the practice is to sell the ores a*
•oon ns they are raised to the surface, leaving to indivi-

duals the nice and difficult task of reducing the ores, or
separating the silver from the dross. But in Mexico
that practice is by no means general

; several of the
mining districts are a* yet too poor and too thinly peopled
to supply persons qualified to reduce the ores; and there
are considerable difficulties in bringing such persons
from Europe and settling them at the mines.

It is thus almost impossible to calculate with con-
fidence the future produce of the Mexican mines, but a
large increase is certainly not to be expected at present.
Ami it is u Historical fact of great importance, that at no
period during the last two hundred years has the supply
of silver from America had much effect in raising prices

in Europe : it has done little more than keep them at the
scale they attained in the XVlth Century. Although
the influx of silver was regularly on the increase, the
consumption of it extended in nearly an equal propor-
tion. The causes are, that of the silver raised annually
from mines, only a third part is converted into coin,
while two-thirds are used for plate, and other purposes
of ornament. The demand for silver thus increases
with the population and wealth of the civilized World

;

these have advanced continually during the last two cen-
turies, and at no period has there been a greater prospect
of their further increase than at present.

b
It follows, therefore, that an augmented supply of

silver would be readily absorbed by the demands of the
civilized World ; and that there U at present no prospect
of any such increase as would cause a rise in the price of
commodities.

Commercial Prospects of England.

While few departments of industry have been fol- Merchant*

lowed in practice to so great an extent as Commerce, *?***)*

hardly any has been less on object of study in
uir

regard to its principles. The habits of merchants are

strictly practical, and when they act by rule, even
the most judicious among them are unconscious that

they do so, because such rules exist only in the mind of
the individual, being the result not of study or of the
lessons of others, but of his personal experience during
a number of years. Many merchants are remarked ns

well for intelligence and reflection, as for extensive in-

formation
;
but ns that information is not redueed into

a system, and is brought forth only in occasional con- •

versation, it expires, in a great measure, with the pos-

sessor ; so that new generations are left to acquire

experience, like their predecessors, by length of time

and practice in business. Readily do we admit that

practice and intercourse are us indispensable in forming

a merchant as a lawyer or physician, but they do not

s
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supersede instruction by principle any more in trade

than in law or medicine. Like these professions, Com-
merce has its general rules ; its precepts affirmative and

negative. Supported by the former, the merchant will

persevere in an occupation or a connection which tempo-

rary disappointments might otherwise make him aban-

don : deterred by the latter, he will avoid those tempting

but fallacious undertakings in which his unthinking

brethren are so ready to engage.

The most effectual mode of proof is bv example, and

if we look for a case of suffering on the psirt ol our mer-

chants, from their being merely practical men, we shall

find it unfortunately too BOOH : we need go iio further

than seven or eight years back, w hen the trade of Mexico

and the rest of Spanish America was opened to this

Country. Aware that quantities of gold and silver had

for many Ages been supplied by those Countries, our

merchants considered them wealthy in other respects,

and entitled to large credits, as well for the manufac-

tures they bought from us, as for the money which their

respective Governments proposed to borrow. Hence arose

large exports of our merchandise, followed by extensive

loans on the faith of South American funds, and equally

extensive advances on the security of their mines. We
will not dwell on the amount of the low thus incurred

;

on the millions thus transferred from England to the

Western Hemisphere: the point Is to consider whether

the mania would have been carried so far had our mer-

chants had the benefit of instruction in the Principles of

Commerce. Ill the course of such instruction one of

the earliest lessons would have been, that Countries pro-

ducing gold and silver arc in general poor ; that mine*

of those metals do not, any more than mines of coal, or

iron, or copper, offer their treasures on easy terms, but

must be wrought with great labour, and under careful

superintendence. The expense of mining is in general

such as to restrict the profit on it to the same limited

scale us the profit on agriculture or manufactures.

Another important lesson derived from studying the

History of Commerce is, that thinly peopled Counlne*,
like Spanish America, are invariably bare of capital,

whatever be their advantages as to soil and climate.

The reasons are obvious: capital is a plant of slow

growth, the result of skill, labour, and perseverance;

advantages to be found only in populous and long

Settled communities. Holland, with a marshy soil and
an uninviting climate, has long proved a valuable cus-

tomer for our manufactures, because the amount of her

population and the advanced state of their productive

industry, enable her to supply us in return either with

valuable commodities or with money arising from the

sale of such commodities. But a region like Spanish

America, which, compared to England, has not on the

same extent one inhabitant to twenty, can have no
wealth arising from manufactures, and not much arising

from Country products. Of all such products, whether
the indigo, sugar, and cotton of a tropical climate, or
the corn and wines of more temperate regions, the

main constituent is labour, and labour can never be
abundant where the population is scanty. Simple as

are these truths, a knowledge of them on the part of
our mercantile Countrymen in the unfortunate year

1825, would have been the means of saving many mil-

lions to England.

Our next example of miscalculation as to Commerce
shall be ofquite a different nature, and taken from the con-
duct of our Government in the last Century. It is now sixty

year* since the origin of our difference* with our North Commerce-
American Colonies which burst forth into open war in

1775. and ended, after a seven year*
1

struggle, in their sc- War with

paratiem from the Mother Country. Those Colonics had North

long been bound by Acts of Parliament to tuke their ma-
nufuclures from England, and to send all their exported iUeauM*.
produce, their tobaoco, their flour, their timber, to this

Country in the first instance ; that we might purchase

as much as was wanted for our use. and have a profit

on the sale of the remainder to foreigners. These re-

strictions seemed to our .Statesmen, as to our merchants,

of great advantage to the Mother Country. The war
with the Colonies was of long continuance, and many
persons in England lamented it, but they did so chiefly

on considerations of humanity. No speaker in Parlia-

ment, no practical merchant, cntoc forward to maintain

that we should be able to retain our trade with the Ame-
ricans without the aid of monopoly, England being the

only Country in Europe that could afford the long

credit rendered necessary by their scanty capital. Peace
came in 1783, and our Countrymen were prepared to

resign a great part of this trade, w hen to their surprise

they fmmd it not only continue but increase. Could
political feeling have decided the question the result

would have been different. The national attachment of

the Americans was to the French, They had fought
together against iis ; they had a mutual jealousy of our
navul power ; they were eager to draw closer their con-
nection by tlie ties of commercial intercourse ; but all

wus unavailing. Then, as at present, France was bare

of capital, and not rich in manufactures
; she could sup-

ply America only with wines and silk ; the other great

articlesofconsumpiion, woollens, linen, cotton, hardware,

continued to be drawn from England. The result

has been, that from America separated, or, os she styled

herself, independent, we have reaped much more advan-
tage than from the same Country when subject to our
colonial laws. How much blood and treasure would
have been saved hud our Statesmen and our merchants

been earlier aware of this truth; and had they known
thut the chief subject for their consideration was merely

whether our Colonists were sufficiently advanced in

political science to conduct their own Government. If

they were so, it was clearly for the mutual advantage of

Countries so distant from each other, to separate, each

confining itself to the administration of its own affairs.

But of all examples of error arising from deficient W-mofthn
know ledge of the principles of trade, the most striking French Ri»-

was afforded during our late Wars with France. Mini*-

ters, merchants, Members of Parliament, were all dc- m-

i£jCUii

ceived by appearance* ; all joined in believing that the Utioo*.

impoverishing effect of former Wars was completely
belied by our situation. Commercial and Financial,

during that long coutcsL Money seemed every year to

increase in abundance ; the country gentleman receiv-

ing augmented rents for his farms ; the town land-

lord for his houses ; the manufacturer a higher price

for his woollens, his linens, hi* hardware ; while the

humble mechanic, and the stilt humbler country' labourer,

experienced a progressive increase in their wages. So
general a rise in the scale of payments could, in the

general opinion, proceed only from increased wealth,
and that wealth must, according to the mercantile
creed, be obtained at the expense of our neighbour*.
Of this we had nn amusing example in the writings of
the late Arthur Young. “ The French Revolution,” he
said, “ burst forth like a volcano, laying the industry.
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Commerce, manufactures, and Commerce of France, and eventually

those of the whole Continent, in the dust. Britain

became the emporium of the World, and such a scene

of wealth and prosperity filled every eye in this happy

Country as the Sun before had never shone upon*
Such was the general opinion of our merchants, and

as to the cause of any great change, practical men seldom

go far for a solution
;
our navy was unre*i*ted on the

ocean, and our mercantile shipping had increased

;

hence a common belief that our augmented wealth arose

from foreign trade. Even men the least connected with

Government, had no distinct idea of the temporary

nature of our prosperity or of the probability of a re-

action. Not that we were without examples in History

of such a reaction ; tor Sir William Temple, in his in-

teresting account of the trade of Holland in theXVIIth
Century, hud described, in a manner equally clear and
impressive, the general stagnation in mercantile affairs

which followed (he Peace of Westphalia. A similar fall

of prices took place after the Peace of Utrecht in 17 13,

and, in some degree, after our Peace with France, Spain,

and the United Slates of America, in 1783. But of

these latter changes there was no clear or satisfactory

record, and, unfortunately, before the close of the lust

War, we had lost in Pill the only Minister familiar

with such a transition, the only one who, during the ex-

citement of the War, had warned his colleagues of the

reaction to be apprehended at a Peace. Serious, in-

deed, has that reaction proved ; in point of time it has

lasted nearly twenty years, while as to degree, it has, in

very many cases, amounted to half the income of whole

classes of the community.
Yet, long as has been the period of suffering, the

Public are not, even at present, agreed as to its causes.

By some it is ascribed to the free-trade system and the

competition of foreigners; by others, and a very nume-
rous body, to the resumption of cash payments; white

a third party attribute it mainly to the decreased pro*

duce of the silver mines of America during the last

twenty years. Each of these causes has, doubtless,

contributed to the fall of prices, but they are insufficient

to account for so great and general a result ; for this fall

has taken place in France, Italy. Germany, Countries

in which Banks are almost unknown, and where, coast-

Gum* of qucnlly, there were no small notes to be called in. It must*
the <lrchoa be owing, therefore, to causes of very comprehensive
of price*,

operation, and what so likely to hold the first rank in

the list as the change from general War to general

Peace ; a change which gave back so many millions of
capital, and so many hundred thousand hands to pro-

ductive employment ; which renewed the intercourse

between all Countries, substituting open and unre-

stricted trade for the harharous anti-commercial edicts of

Bonaparte. If, in proof of this, wc select any parti-

cular class of Society, wc shall find that the decline of

prices since the Peace lias borne a remarkable propor-

tion, both in its nature and degree, to their rise during

the War ; those who profiled most during the contest

having, in general, been the most reduced since the

Peace. This holds in regard to most of the productive

classes, or those who earn their support chiefly by per-

sonal exertion, and the employment of a limited capital.

Of this description arc farmers, and the very numerous
Body, who, whether agriculturists, traders, or profes-

sional men, carry on tlieir business with borrowed
money. All these classes find the payment of their

rent, interest, and other fixed money charges, much
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more heavy since the full in the price of the comtnodi- Coramerw.

tics in which they respectively deal
; involving as it

dues a decrease in the wages, salaries, and professional

fees, which form their respective incomes. But that is not

nil ; a similar decline has taken place ill the value of their

fixed capital, such as stock in trade, machinery, or build-

ings, Cramped thus in their power of employing the
lower orders, a number of the latter ure thrown out of
work. We hear, year ufier year, of a superabundance
of country labourers, owing not to there being more
labourers than are required fo raise the requisite supply
of provisions, for of late years we have imported corn

lorgeiy, but to the reduced capital of our farmers, which
prevents them from giving employment to those who
Hunt it.

From how many classes of the community do we
hear similar complaints ? From the manufacturers of

woollens, cottons, linen, and more pointedly still from
ship-builders, and the iron ami hurdware merchants.
One important part of our national property, houses,
long maintained a high rent in consequence chiefly of
our increasing population

; but of late that property also

has fallen. How easily might we continue this painful

catalogue, this enumeration of losses and embarrass-

ments consequent on the lavish use of paper money
during the War. How clearly could all this be traced

to a deficient knowledge of the Principles of Commerce
and finance ; but wc will not dwell on past errors : we
will turn to a more cheering theme ; to the prospect of
surmounting our distress and the means by which it is

to be attempted.

Amidst all these embarrassments and complaints, Prospect nf

there is evidently no falling off* in the productive powers our

of the Country. The quantity of our yearly crops, the f
ei°tt™fl

extent of our manufactures, the amount of our inercnn

tile shipping, are all greater than at any former time,

and all in a state of progressive increase. It follows
then, that the real wealth of the Country continues in

an augmenting ratio ; the pressure on us arises from
the evils of transition

;
from unfortunate fluctuations in

our currency ; from the prices of very many articles,

whether of produce or manufacture, having fallen in a
greater degree than the charge of preparing and bring-

ing them to market. Now such a disproportion can no',

continue ; if we are not able to foresee in what manner
or after what lapse of time the equilibrium will lie re-

stored, we may safely assume that restored it will be,

because the existing insufficiency of price is as contrary

to fairness and justice, as its long continuance would be #

contrary to all experience.

First, as to our annual growth of corn and other Our agri-

country produce. During the War, considerable un- cultural

easiness was fell by the Public at the insufficiency of our I
Kwiuae*

crops and at our consequent dependence on foreigners.

" Provisions,*
1
it was said, “will rise in price, and our

manufacturers will go to cheaper Countries. The corn-

exporting part of Europe may, it was added, again fall

under the sway of a madman like Paul of Russia, or of

a headstrong despot like Bonaparte ; in times of scarcity

the consequences might be most injurious.** But from such
an apprehension we are now almost wholly relieved ; the

quantity of our yearly produce is increased ; agricul-

tural improvements are extending in Ireland, in Canada,
and on the shores of the Euxine ;

Countries too

remote from each other to be commuted by any single

power. Sixty years ago it was a common notion, that

the English raised as much produce, and prepared as

t

j

t
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much of manufactures ns the limited extent of our ter-

ritory nrlmitted ;
and a French Political Economist, the

father of the well-known Mirubeau, told his Counlry-

men in a printed Work : “You have been on 1 st ripped

in the career ol' productive industry by the English, but

do not apprehend that they will continue to take the

lead, for they have advanced an far as it is possible for

them to go/* V et; at that time our annual crops were not

half their present amount; our mercantile tonnage not

one-third; our export of manufactures not much above

a fourth of the present quantity! So much for the

accuracy ol' this foreigner : among ourselves, a well-

k imu n writer on population long since sounded the

alarm at our increasing numbers; while one of his an-

tagonists, writing tweuiv years ago, comforted us with

the assurance that we might be tranquil until our ave-

rage nuinliem should umouut to three hundred
#
pcrsonson

a square mile. To that limit we are now fast approach-

ing, the census of 1831 exhibiting about two hundred

ami seventy persons in England to the square mile ; yet

our formers supply live augmented nttmlier with pro-

visions as easily as their fathers and grand tuthers sup-

plied half the number in a former Age. The truth is,

that we are wholly unable to fix a limit to the produc-

tive powers of a Country ; Ireland, the most densely

peopled part of the United Kingdom, which at present

supports eight millions of inhabitants, may, under an im-

proved system of agriculture, so add to her produce, as,

at no remote date, to support, perhaps, twice her pre-

sent numbers, and to send to England twice or three

times as much wheat and oats as at present. We
may, therefore, safely dismiss the apprehension of our

manufacturers taking up their residence in cheaper

Countries : at present provisions are not dearer in

England than on the Continent by so much as a fifth or

twenty per cent. ; and there is great reason to think

that the difference will become progressively less.

But whatever disadvantage our workmen may labour

under in regard to provisions, is balanced, and more

than balanced by the cheapness of the other constituents

of manufacturing prosperity, such aa coal, iron, roads,

i

(

canals, railways. In coal we have an unquestioned

superiority, both as to the quality of the mineral and

the means of conveying it. Coal is found in various parts

of the interior of Europe; in Poland, in Austria, in

Spain ; but how limited are the means of transport-

ing it, and how long the time that must elapse ere those

poor and thinly peopled Countries will be able to make
the canals and railways required for that purpose ! The
same holds in regard to Iron, our mines of which were
hardly known forty years ago, when we were content to

look to Sweden for the supply of an article, of which we
now make above 6lK),000 tana annually. As to canals,

it is now about seventy years since they began to be

excavated in England ; that is, since the intercouse

between our chief towns became such as to defray a
mode of transport which in the outset is very costly.

Now, ou the Continent of Europe, canal communica-
tion is extensive only in the Netherlands ; in France,
much as it has been spoken of, it is still on a very
limited scale ; while in Italy, Germany, Spain, the
canals are absolutely insignificant- It* follows that

most of the improvements effected in this Country at

so heavy an expense, remain to be made on the
part of the nations attempting to rival us; and with

how Inferior means on their part as to capital and C^nunercc.

machinery !
^

Equally inferior are their means as far as such de- *n towu

pend on the distribution of their population ; with them P°I,u***wn*

the majority of the inhabitants reside in the country ;

with us they reside in towns. Take the twelve prin-

cipal towns of France, and compare the number of

their inhabitants with that of the twelve principal towns
of England and Scotland, and in the case of each of the

places compared, the superiority of numbers will be

found on our side. Again, lakcjthe whole town popula-

tion of France, and extensive as that Country is, the

aggregate of the inhabitants of her towns will not lie

found to equal in number the town (wpulution of Great

Britain and Irelaud. In England, so improved is our

agriculture, so importaul arc the advantages arising from

forming capital, from better implements, from subdivision

of' work, that thirty-three persons in one hundred are

sufficient to raise provisions for the community at large;

while in France the labour of fully fifty persons in one
hundred is required for that purpose. How great is the

superiority of workmen collected in towns over a
scattered jieasautry ! how steady their continuance at

one kind of employment! how exact their execution!

Their belter wage* enable them to consume much more
of taxed commodities; hence the large revenue of

Holland a century and half ago, at a time when in the

rest of Europe the names of Excise and Customs
were hardly known : hence at present the payment
in this Country by duties on consumption of twice as

much revenue as iu France. To whatever part of

Commercial History we look, whether to ancient or

modern times, to Egypt, Phoenicia, Greece, Carthage;

to Modern Italy, the Netherlands, or the llanse Towns,
we find increase of town population the cause and accom-

paniment of augmented wealth. Nor is there any rea-

son to question that we shull keep up and increase our
superiority in this respect. The difference ol' expense

between town and country is less in England than on
the Continent, because the extent of our communications

both by sea and land facilitate the transport of corn,

fuel, timber, and other bulky commodities, and cause an

approach to equality in most parts of the Kingdom.
2'he improvements now in progress in our turnpike

roads and railways bid fair to lessen further tlie cost of

provisions in towns, and greatly to augment the num-
ber of their inhabitants.

Enough has now been stated to show how little we Internal

have to apprehend from the competition of foreigners, regulatiuaa.

In our internal regulations, our laws relating to trade.

Banking, and taxes, so far as the latter affect trade,

our present sufferings are caused in a considerable de-

gree by mistaken Legislation ; by abuses allowed to re-

main on the Statute book on little other ground but

that of prescription. This, however, is not the place, nor

indeed, if it were so, have we either room or inclination to

enter upon the dangerous and difficult review by which
this subject mast be illustrated. It may suffice to ex-

press our hope, that a time has now arrived in which

the narrowness of private opinion will be superseded

by a more expansive general reasoning, und in which
Mercantile interests will be regulated not by caprice,

accident, or prejudice, but by (he more sure and enlight-

ened guidance of a study of The Principles op
Commerce.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Political
Definition of the Science.

Economy. We propose in the following Treatise to give an outline

of the Science which treats of the nature, the production,
Ijrfmition BtMj |j,e distribution of wealth. To that Science we give

Scit-nce.
*he name Political Economy. Our readers must he

aware that that term has often been used in u much wider

sense. The earlier writers who assumed the name of

Political Economists avowedly treated not of wealth hut

of government. Mercier de In Riviere entitled his

Work The Natural and Eaential Organization of So-

ciety
, and professed to propose an organization “ which

shad necessarily produce all the happiness that can he

enjoyed on earth.”* Sir James Slcuart states, that
“ the principal object of the Science is to secure a certain

fund of subsistence for all the inhabitants, to obviate

every circumstance which may render it precarious, and
to provide every thing necessary for supplying the wants

of the society.’ f The modern continental writers have

in general entered into an equally extensive inquiry.

“ Political Economy,*' says M. Storch, u
is the Science

of the natural laws which determine the prosperity of

nations, that is to say, their wealth and their civiliza-

tion.'^ M. Sismondi considers " the physical welfare

of man, so far as it can be the work of government, as

the object of Political Economy.*’} " Political Eco-

nomy,” says M. Say, 44
is the economy of society ; a

Science combining the results of our observations on the

nature and functions of the different parts of the social

boHy.”|| The modern writers of the English school

lime in general professed to limit their attention to the

throry of wculth ; but some of the most eminent among
them, after having expressed their intention to confine

themselves within what appears to us to te their proper

province, have invaded that of the general legislator or

the statesman. Thus Mr. M'Colloch, after having de-

fined Political Economy to be “ the Science of the laws

which regulate the production, accumulation, distribu-

tion, and consumption of those articles or products that

re necessarily useful or agreeable to man, and possess

exchangeable value or,
44

the Science of values;"

adds, that 44
its object is to point out the means by which

the industry of man may be rendered most productive of

wealth, to ascertain the circumstances most favourable to

its accumulation, the proportions in which it is divided,

and the mode in which it may be most advantageously

consumed."**
It is impossible to overstate the importance of these

inquiries, and it is not easy to state their extent. They
involve, os their general premises, the consideration of

the whole theory of morals, of government, and of civil

and criminal legislation ; and, for their particular premises,

• Ducfrvrt I,rc/tmvv»irtl liv. vi.

Vi»L i. p, %
X Turn. i. p. 21.

6 .Vmreons Prineipet Politique, liv. i. ch, ii.

l| CoNrv Comp/et, tom. L p. 1, 2.

% Principles Ac. n. 1,
•• Ibid. p. 8

vol. vi, 129

a knowledge of all the facts which aff*ect the social con- Political

dilion of every community whose conduct the Economist Economy,

proposes to influence. We believe that such inquiries

far exceed the bounds of any single Treatise, and indeed ¥”?*!**

the powers of any single mind. We believe that by
* ieDed

confining our own and the reader’s attention to the

nature, production, and distribution of wealth, we
shall produce a more clear, and complete, and instruc-

tive work than if we allowed ourselves to wander into

the more interesting and more important, but far less

definite, fields by which the comparatively narrow path

of Political Economy is surrounded. The questions, to

what extent and under what circumstances the possession

of wealth is, on the whole, beneficial or injurious to its

possessor, or to the society of which he is a member?
what distribution of wealth is most desirable in each

different stale of society? and whut are the means by
which any given Country can facilitate such a distribu-

tion?—all these are questions of great interest and diffi-

culty, but no more form part of the Science of Political

Ecouomy, in the sense in which we use that term, than

Navigation forms part of the Science of Astronomy. The
principles supplied by Political Economy are indeed

necessary elements in their solution, but they are not the

only or even the most important elements. The writer

who pursues such investigations is in fact engaged on the

great Science of legislation ; a Science which requires a
knowledge of the general principles supplied by Political

Economy, but differs from it essentially in its subject, its

premises, and its conclusions. The subject of legislation

is not wealth, hut human welfare. Its premises are

drawn from an infinite variety of phenomena, supported

by evidence of every degree of strength, and authorizing

conclusions deserving every degTee of assent, from per-

fect confidence to bare suspicion. And its expounder is

enabled, and even required, not merely to state certain

general facts, but to urge the adoption or rejection of

actual measures or trains of action.

Oil the other hand, the subject treated by the Political

Economist, using that term in the limited sense in which
we apply it, is not happiness, but wealth

;
his premises

consist of a very few general propositions, the result of

observation, or consciousness, and scarcely requiring

proof, or even formal statement, which almost every

man, as soon as he hears them, admits as familiar to his

thoughts, or at least as included in his previous know-
ledge

;
and his inferences are nearly us general, and, if

he has reasoned correctly, as certain, as his premises.

Those which relate to the nature and the production of

wealth are universally true; and though those which re-

late to the distribution of wealth are liable to be affected

by the peculiar institutions of particular Countries, in the

coses for iustunce of slavery, legal monopolies, or poor

laws, the natural state of things can he laid down as the

general rule, and the anomalies produced by particular

disturbing causes can be afterwards accounted for. Hut

his conclusions, whatever be their generality and their

truth, do not authorize him iu adding a single syllable ot
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Politic*] advice. That privilege belongs to the writer ot the

Economy- statesman who has considered all the causes which may
v— promote or impede the general welfare of those whom

theScicoee
*ie “ddresses, not to the theorist who has considered only

one, though among the most important, of those causes.

The business of a Political Economist is neither to re-

commend nor to dissuade, but to slate general prin-

ciples, which it is fatal to neglect, but neither advisable,

nor perhaps practicable, to use as the sole, or even the

principal, guides in the actual conduct of affairs. In the

mean time the duty of each individual writer is dear.

Employed as he is upon a Science in which error, or

even ignorance, may be productive of such intense and

such extensive mischief, be is bound, like a juryman, to

give deliverance true according to the evidence, and to

allow neither sympathy with indigence, nor disgust at

profusion or at avarice—neither reverence for existing

institutions, nor detestation of existing abuses—neither

love of popularity, nor ofparadox, nor of system, to deter

him from stating what he believes to be the facts, or

from drawing from those fads what appear to him to be

the legitimate conclusions. To decide in each case how

far those conclusions are to be acted upon belongs to

the art of government, an art to which Political Eco-

nomy is only one of many subservient Sciences
;
which

involves the consideration of motives, of which the

desire for wealth is only one among many, and aims at

objects to which the possession of wealth is only a sub-

ordinate means.

The confounding Political Economy with the Sciences

and Arts to which it is subservient has been one of the

principal obstacles to its improvement. It has acted

thus in two different modes:—
First, by exciting in the public unfavourable pre-

judices.

And, secondly, by misleading Economists, both with

respect to the object of their Science and the means of

attaining it.

With respect to the first of these ohstacles, it has often

been made o matter of grave complaint against Political

Economists, that they confine their attention to wealth,

and disregard all consideration of happiness or virtue.

It is to be wished that this complaint were better

founded, but its gencrul existence implies an opinion

that it is the business of Political Economists not merely

to state propositions, but to recommend actual measures,

for on no other supposition could they be blamed for

confining their attention to a single subject. No one

blames a writer upon tactics for confining his attention

to military affairs, or, from his doing so, infers that he

recommends perpetual war. It must be admitted that

an author who, having stated that a given conduct is

productive of wealth, should, on that account alone, re-

commend it, or assume that, on that account alone, it

ought to be pursued, would be guilty of the absurdity

of implying that happiness and the possession of wealth

are identical. But his error would consist not in con-

fining his attention to wealth, but in confounding wealth

with happiness. Supposing that error, and it is a very

obvious one, to be avoided, the more strictly a writer con-

fines his attention to his own Science, the more likely he
is to extend its bounds.

Secondly, the confounding the Science of Political

Economy with the Sciences and Arts to which it is sub-

servient, has seduced Economists sometimes to undertake

Inquiries too vague to lead to any practical results, and
sometimes to pursue the legitimate objects of the Science

by means unfit for their attainment. To their extended Political

view of the objects of Political Economy is to be at-
I^onomy.

tributed the undue importance which many Economists
have ascribed to the collection of facts, and their neglect

of the far more important process ofreasoning accurately

from the facts before them. We are constantly told that it

is a Science of facts and experiment, a Science avide de
faits. The practical applications of it, like the practical

applications of every otheT Science, without doubt, re-

quire the collection and examination of facts to an
almost indefinite extent. The facts collected as ma-
terials for the amendment of the poor-laws, and the

opening of the trade to China, fill more than twice as
many volumes as could be occupied by all the Treatises

that have ever been written on Political Economy ; but
the facts on which the general principles of the Science
rest may be stated in a very few sentences, and indeed
in a very few words. But that the reasoning from
these facts, the drawing from them correct conclusions,

is a matter of great difficulty, may be inferred from the
imperfect state in which the Science is now found after it

has been so long ami so intensely studied.

This difficulty arises pertly from the extremely com-
plicated nature of the subjects which it investigates, and
the consequent abstractness and generality of its terms.

A description, if it were possible, of all the different

things which are designated by the word " wealth,” or
even by the less comprehensive word “ capital,” would
fill an Encyclopaedia. It arises partly, also, from the

circumstance, that the terms which we are forced to use
us signs for these abstractions are taken from ordinary

language, commonly used in senses too wide or too

narrow for scientific purposes. In the case, therefore,

both of tlie writer and of the reader, they are often as-

sociated with ideas which are intended to be excluded,

or separated Irom ideas which are meant to be compre-
hended. Thus, in ordinary language, the word capital

is sometimes used as comprehending every species of

wealth, and sometimes as confined to money.
If Economists bad been aware that the Science depends

more on reasoning than on observation, and that its

principal difficulty consists not in the ascertainment of
its tacts, but in the uae of its terms, we cannot doubt
that their principal efforts would have been directed to

the selection and consistent use of an accurate nomen-
clature. So far is this from having been the case, that

it is only within a very short period that serious atten-

tion has been given to its nomenclature. The IVealth of
Nations contains scarcely a definition : most of the

modern French writers, and some indeed of our own,
have not only neglected definitions, but have expressly

reprobated their use; and the English Work which has

attracted the most attention during the present century,

Mr. Ricardo's Principles of Political Economy, is de-

formed by a use of words so unexplained, and yet so

remote from ordinary usage, and from that of other

writers on the same subject, and frequently so inconsist-

ent, as to perplex every reader, and not unfrequently to

have misled the eminent writer himself. We do not

complain of oil his innovations in language : such inno-

vations are, for scientific purposes, frequently indispen-

sable, and we shall be forced to make many ourselves.

What we do complain of is, that his innovations, such,

for instance, as the substitution of the word value, for

cost, are frequently unnecessary, and ere almost always

made without any warning to his readers ;
and that the

same words, such, for example, as the adjectives high
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Political and low, when applied to wages, are used by him some-
Beoaomy.

ijmes in their popular sense, as expressing an amount,
s—"*V“** *nd sometimes in a technical sense of his own, as ex-

pressing a proportion.

Our object in these remarks has been not only to ac-

count for the slow progress which has as yet been made

by Political Economy, and to suggest means by which

its advancement may be accelerated, but ako to wurn

the reader of the nature of the following Treatise. He
will find it consist, in a great degree, of discussions as to

the most convenient use of a few familiar words. Such

discussions it is impossible to render amusing, but we

trust that they will he useful, by directing his attention

to the great difficulties of the Science, though he may
often disapprove our classification or nomenclature.

Wealth.

Wealth. Having stated that the Science which we propose to

consider, and to which we apply the term Political

Economy, is the Science which treats of the nature, the

production, and the distribution of wealth, our first busi-

ness is to explain the meaning in which we use the

word wealth.

Under that terra we comprehend all those things,

and those things only, which are transferable, are limited

in supply, and arc directly or indirectly productive of

pleasure or preventive of pain ; or. to use an equivalent

expression, which are susceptible of exchange; (using

the word exchange to denote hiring as well as absolute

purchase ;) or, to use a third equivalent expression, which
have value ; a word which, in a subsequent portion of

this Treatise, we shall explain at some length, merely

premising at present that we use it in its popular sense,

as denoting the capacity of being given aud received in

exchange.

Of the three qualities which render any thing au
article of wealth, or, in other words, give it value, the

most striking is the power, direct or indirect, of pro-

ducing pleasure, including under that term gratification

of every kind, or of preventing pain, including under

tint term every species of discomfort. Unfortunately,

we have no word which precisely expresses this power

;

vlitity, which comes nearest to it, being generally used

to express the quality of preventing pain or of indirectly

producing pleasure, as u means. We shall venture to

extend the signification of that word, and consider it as

also including all those things which produce pleasure

directly. We most admit that this is a considerable in*

novation in English language. It is, however, sanctioned

by Mr. Mallhus, ( Definitiona, p. 234,) and has been

ventured by M. Say in French, a language less patient

of innovation than our own. Feeling the same diffi-

culty, he has solved it in the same way by using the

term utility as comprehending every quality that

renders any thing an object of desire. Attractiveness

and desirableness have both been suggested to us as

substitutes, but on the whole they appear to us more
objectionable than ulilily

t
objectionable as we must

admit that word to be.

Utility, thus explained, is a necessary constituent of

value ; no man would give any thing possessing the

slightest utility for a thing possessing none ; and even
an exchange of two useless things would be, on the part

of each party to the exchange, an act without a motive.

Utility, however, denotes no intrinsic quality in the
thing* which we call useful; it merely expresses their re-

lations to the pains and pleasures of mankind. And* Pnlitkol

as the susceptibility of pain and pleasure from particular ^c®uomy»

objects is created and modified by causes innumerable,

and constantly varying, we find an endless diversity in
'

the relative utility of different objects to different per-

sona, a diversity which is the motive of all exchanges.

The next constituent of value is limitation in supply.

It may appear inaccurate to apply this expression to any
class of things, as it, in fact, belongs to all ; there being
nothing which, strictly speaking, is unlimited iu supply.

But, for the purposes of Political Economy, every thing

may be considered as unlimited in supply in its existing

state, of which a man may have as much as he pleases

for the mere truuble of taking it into his pos-ession.

Thus the water of the open sea is, in our use of the

term, unlimited in supply ; any man who chooses to go
for it may have as much of it as he pleases: that portion

of it which has been brought to London is limited in

supply, and is to be obtained not merely by going to the

reservoir and taking possession of it, but by giving for

it an equivalent. The copper ores which Sir John
Franklin discovered ou the shores of the Arctic Sea
may be considered, in their existing state, as unlimited in

•upply ; any man may have as much of them as he has

strength and patience to extract. The extracted por-

tion would be limited iu supply, and therefore sus-

ceptible of value. Many things are unlimited in

supply for some purposes, and limited for others.

The water in a river is in general more than suffi-

cient for all the domestic purposes for which it can be
required ; nobody pays therefore for permission to

lake a bucketful!: but it is seldom sufficient for all

those who may wish to turn their mills with it; they

pay, therefore, for that privilege.

It must be further observed that, for economical pur-
poses, the term limitation in supply always involves the

consideration of the causes by which the existing supply
is limited. The supply of some articles of wealth is

limited by insurmountable obstacles. The number of
Raphael's pictures, or of Canova's statues, may be di-

minished, but cannot possibly be increased. There urc

others of which the supply may be increased to an in-

definite extent. Such tilings may be considered as com-
paratively limited in supply, in proportion, not to the

existing supply of each, but to the force of the obstacles

opposed to their respective increase. It is supposed
that there is now about forty-five times as much of silver

extracted from the mines, and current in Europe, as

there is of gold. Human exertion is the only means by
which the supply of cither can be increased, and they

may both be increased by human exertion to an umount
of which we do not know the limit. The obstacle, there-

fore, by which they are each limited in supply is, the

amount of human exertion necessary to their respective

increase. About sixteen times more exertion is neces-

sary to produce an ounce of gold than an ounce of silvet.

The obstacle, therefore, which limits the supply of gold

is sixteen times more powerful than that which limits

the supply of silver. In our sense of the term, therefore,

gold is only sixteen times more limited in supply than
silver, though the actual weight of silver in Europe is

forty-five times as great as that of gold. To take a

more familiar example, the number of coats and waist-

coats in Eugland is perhaps about equal. The supply

of each may be increased by human exertion to an inde-

finite extent ; but it requires about three times as

much exertion to produce a coat as to produce a waist-

T 2
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political coat. As the obstacle, therefore, which limits the supply

Economy. nf coats is three limes us forcible as that which limits

1

the supply of waistcoats, we consider coals three
Wealth. i’„nes more limited in supply than waistcoats, though

the existing supply of each may perhaps be equal.

Whenever, therefore, we apply the words limited in

supply. as a comparative expression, to those commo-
dities of which the quantity can be increased, we refer

to the comparative force of the obstacles which limit the

respective supplies of the objects compared.

The third and last quality which a thing must possess

to constitute it an article of wealth, or. in other words, to

give it value, is trantfrrablenw, by which term (we are

sorry to say, an unusual one) we mean to express that

nil or some portion of its power* of giving pleasure, or

preventing pain, are capable of being transferred, either

absolutely, or for a period. For this purpose it is ob-

vious that it must be capable of appropriation ; since no^

man can give what he cannot refuse. The sources of

pleasure and preventers of pain which are absolutely

incapable of appropriation arc very' few. We almost

doubt whether there are any, and we are sure that the

instances which are usually given arc incorrect “ The

earth,*’ observes M. Say, Kron. Pol. liv. ii. ch, ix. “ is

not the only material agent with productive power,

but it b the only one, or nearly so. that can be appro-

printed. The water of rivers and of the sea, which

supplies us with fish, gives motion to our mills, and

supports our vessels, has productive powers. The wind

gives us force, and the sun heat, hut happily no man
can say, * The wind and the sun belong to me, and I

will he paid for their services/ ’* Now, in fact, air and

sunshine are local. This is so obvious that it would be

absurd to prove, by serious induction, that some situa-

tions have too much wind, and others too little, or that

the sun’s rays are more powerful productive apmts in

England than in Melville Island, or in the Tropics than

in England. And as the land is every where capable of

appropriation, the qualities of climate, which are attri-

butes of that land, must lx* so loo. What gives their

principal value to the vineyards of the C6te Rotie, but the

warmth of their sun? or to the houses which overlook

Hyde Park, but the purity of their air? Rivers and
the sea are equally unfortunate illustrations. Many of

the rivers of England arc not less strictly appropriated,

and are far greater sources of wealth, titan any equal

superficies of land. When M. Say visited Lancashire,

he must have found every inch of fall in every stream

the subject of lease and purchase. And so far are the

services of the sea from being incapable of appropriation,

that, during the late war, .£60,000 was sometimes paid

for a licence to make use of it for a single voyage
;
and

the privilege of fishing in particular parts of it has been

the subject of wars and treaties.

The things of which the utility is imperfectly trans-

ferable may be divided into two great classes. The first

comprises all those material objects which are affected by

the peculiar mental associations, or adapted to the pecu-

liar wants, of individuals. A mansion may flutter the pride

of its owner as having been the residence of his an-

cestors, or be endeared to him os the scene of hU child-

hood ; or he may have built it in a form which pleases

no eye, or laid it out in apartment* that suit no habits

but his own. Still its substantial powers of affording

warmth and shelter will obtain him purchasers or

tenants, though they may demand a reduction from the

price in consequence of those very qualities which, with

him, formed its principal merits. The palace of St. FoJitur*!

James’s is full of comfort and convenience, and would ^oat,a>y*

supply a man of large fortune with nn excellent resi-

deuce
;
but the long suite of apartments within apart-

ments, which is admirably adapted to holding a Court,
would lie n mere incumbrance to any but a royal per-

sonage. Any individual might hire Alnwick or Blen-

heim, and enjoy their mere beauty and magnificence,

perhaps, more than their ow ners who have been lung
familiarized to them ; but he could never feel the pecu-

liar pleasure which they seem fitted to give to u Percy
and a Churchill. There are many things, such us

clothes and furniture, which sink in utility in the estima-

tion of every one but their purchaser, from the mere fact

of having changed hands. A hat or a table which has
just been sent home does not appear to the purchaser

less useful than when be saw it in the shop; but if lie

attempt to resell cither, he will find that with the rest of

the world it has sunk into the degraded rank of second-

hand.

The second class of things imperfectly transferable in-

cludes the greater part, perhaps all, of our personal

qualities. This classification, which places talents and
accomplishments among the articles of wealth, may ap-

pear nt first sight strange and inconvenient
; it certainly

is different from that of most Economists. We will

therefore venture to illustrate it more fully.

Health, strength, and knowledge, and the other

natural and acquired powers of body and mind, appear
to us to be articles of wealth, precisely analogous to u re-

sidence having some qualities that arc universally useful,

nnd others peculiarly adapted to the tastes of its owner.

They are limited in supply, and are cause* of pleasure

and preventives nfpaiu for more effectual than the pos-

session of Alnwick or of Blenheim. A portion nf the

advantages which arise from them are inseparably an-

nexed to their possessor, like the associations, of an he-

reditary projierly: another portion, and often a very

large one, is as transferable as the palpable convenience

of the mansion, or beauty of the gardens. What can-

not be transferred are the temporary pleasure which
generally accompanies the exercise of any accomplish-

ment, and the habitual satisfiction arising from the con-

sciousness of possessing it. What can be transferred are

the beneficial results which follow from it< having been

employed during the period for which iU services have

been hired. If an Erskine or a Sugden undertakes my
cause, he transfers to me, for that occasion, the use of
all his natural and acquired ability. My defence is as

well conducted as if 1 had myself the knowledge and the

eloquence of an accomplished advocate. What lie can-

not transfer is the pleasure which he feels in the exercise

of his dexterity ; but how srnuli is bis pleasure compared
to mine, if be succeeds <i»r me ! A passenger may envy

the activity ami intrepidity of the crew ; they cannot uc

lually implant in him their strength, or their insensibility

to danger; but so far as these qualities are means
towards an end, so far as they enable him to perforin

his voyage with quickness and safely, he enjoys the use

of them ii

b

fully as if they belonged to himself. A
hunter probably feels somewhat the same sort of pica-

sure in the chase which Erskine felt in court; and this

pleasure cannot be transferred any more than his muscles

or his lungs; but, so far ax his strength, speed, and
bottom are means towards the end of enabling his rider

to keep up with the hounds, they can be purchased or

hired as effectually as his bridle or saddle. In the
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Politic*! greater part of (lie world a man is n» purchasable as a
Economy, horse. In such Countries the only difference ill value

between a slave and a brute consists in the degree in
” th

* which they respectively possess the saleable qualities

that we have been considering. If the question whether

personal qualities are articles of wealth had been pro-

posed in classical times, it would have appeared loo

clear for discussion. In Athens, every one would have

replied that they, in fact, constituted the whole value of an
tp&'yroy opytLvov. The only differences ill this respect

between a freeman and a slave are, first, that the free-

mun sells hinuetf and only for a period, and to a cer-

tain extent, the slave may be sold by others, and abso-

lutely ; an:!, secondly, that the personal qualities of the

slave are a portion of the wealth of his muster; those of

the freeman, so far as they can be made the subjects of

exchange, are a part of his own wealth. They perish

indeed by his death, and may be impaired or destroyed

by disease, or rendered valueless by any changes in the

customs of the Country which shall destroy the demand
for his services; but, subject to these contingencies, I hey

are wealth, and wealth of the most valuable kind. The
nmountof revenue derived from their exercise in England
far exceeds the rental of all the lands in Great Britain.

Of the three conditions of value, utility, transfer-

able ness, and limitation in supply, the last is by far the

most important. Hie chief sources of its influence on
value ore two of the most powerful principles of human
nature, the love of variety, and the love of distinction.

The mere necessaries oflife are few and simple. Pota-

toes, water, and salt, simple raiment, a blanket, a hut, an
iron pot, and the materials of firing, are sufficient to sup-

port mere animal existence in this climate: they do, in

fact, support the existence of the greater part of the in-

habitants of Ireland; and in warmer Countries much
less will suffice. But no man is satisfied with so limited

a range of enjoyment. His first object is to vary hi* food ;

but this desire, though urgent at first, is more easily satis-

fied than any other, except perhaps that of dress. Our
ancestors, long afier they had indulged in considerable

luxury in other respects, seem to have been contented

with a very uniform though grossly abundant diet. And
even now, notwithstanding the common declamation

on the luxury of the table, we shall find that most
persons, including even those whose appetites are not

controlled by frugality, confine their principal solid

food to but a few articles, and their liquids to still fewer.

The next desire is variety of dress; a taste which has

this peculiarity, that, though it is one of the first symp-
toms that a people is emerging from the brutishness of

the lowest savage life, it quickly reaches its highest

point, and, in the subsequent progress of refinement, in

one sex at least, diminishes until even the highest ranks

assume an almost quaker-like simplicity.

Last comes the desire to build, to ornament, and (o

famish ; tastes which are absolutely insatiable where
they exist, and seem to increase with every improve-

ment in civilization. The comforts and conveniences

which we now expect in an ordinary lodging are more
than were enjoyed by people of opulence a century ago:

and even a century ago a respectable tradesman would
have been dissatisfied if his bed-room had been no
better furnished than that of Henry VIII., which con-
tained, wc are told, only a bed, a cupboard of plute, a
joint-stool, a pair of andirons, and a small mirror.*

* Hear}’, Httiory t/ Great Britain, book vi, cb. via.

And yet Henry was among the richest and the most political

magnificent sovereigns of his times. Our great grand- bcoBomy.

children perhaps will despise the. accommodations
the present Age, and their poverty may, in turn, be

'

pitied by their successors.

It is obvious, however, that our desires do not aim so

much at quantity ns at diversity. Not only are there

limits to the pleasure which commodities of any given

class can afford, but the pleasure diminishes in a rapidly

increasing ratio long liefore those limits are reached.

Two articles of the same kind will seldom afford twice

the pleasure of one, and still less will ten give five time*

the pleasure of two. In proportion, therefore, as any
article is abundant, the number of those who are provided

with it, and do not wish, or wish but little, to increase

their provision, is likely to be great ; and, so far as they

arc concerned, the additional supply loses all, or nearly

nil, its utility. And in proportion to its scarcity the number
of those who are in want of it, and the degree in which
they want it, are likely to be increased ; and its utility,

or, in other words, the pleasure which the possession of a
given quantity of it will afford, increases proportionally.

But strong as is the desire fur variety, it is weak
compared with the desire for distinction : a feeling

which, if we consider its universality and its constancy,

that it affects all men and at all times, (hat it comes with

us from the cradle, and never leaves us till we go into

the grave, may be pronounced to be the most powerful

of human passions.

The most obvious source of distinction is the posses-

sion of superior wealth. It is the one which excites

most the admiration of the bulk of mankind, and the

only one which they feci capable of attaining. To
seem more rich, or, to use a common expression, io keep
up a better appearance, than those within their own
sphere of comparison, is, with almost all men who are

placed beyond the fear of actual want, the ruling princi-

ple of conduct. For this object they undergo toil w hich

no pain or pleasure addressed to (he senses would lead

them to encounter ; into which no slave could be lashed

or bribed. Bui this object is attained by appearances,

and, indeed, cannot be attained by any thing else.

All the gold in the Piictolus, even if the Facto 1us
were as rich as when Midas had just washed in it, would
obviously confer no distinction on (he man who was
unable to exhibit it. The only mode by which wealth

can be exhibited is, by the apparent possession of some
object of desire which is limited in supply. Mere limi-

tation of supply, indeed, unless there be some otiier cir-

cumstance constituting the article in question an object

of desire, or, in other words, giving it utility, is insuffi-

cient. This circumstance must be its having some
quality to which some person beside the owner annexes

the notion of utility. The original manuscript of every

schoolboy’s exercise is as limited in supply as any thing

can be, but there is nothing to make it an object of

desire after it has served its purpose in school. It is

merely a blotted manuscript, unique certainly, but

valueless. But if the original manuscript of (he Wealth

ofNations could be discovered, it would excite an in-

terest throughout Europe. Curiosity would be eager to

trace the first workings of a mind whose influence will

be felt as king as civilized society endures. It might,

perhaps, be purchased by some ignorant collector only

for the purposes of ostentation, but it could not serve

even lho<e purges unless recommended by some cir-

cumstance beyond mere singularity.
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Political It is impossible, however, to conceive any thing more
Economy* Rifling t,r more capricious than the circumstances which
N—lv—

' ^ make a thing an object of desire, and therefore, iu
Wealth. wr eK|en<iw| UM 0f that word, give to it utility when its

supply is narrowly limited.

The substance which at present is the greatest object

of desire. Bnd of which, therefore, a given quantity

will exchange lor the greatest quantity of ail other

things, is the diamond, A bracelet belonging to the

King of Persia, the stones in which do not weigh two

ounces, is said to be worth a million sterling. Now, a

million sterling would command the whole laltour of

about thirty thousand English families for a year. If

that labour were employed in producing and repro-

ducing commodities for the purposes of sale, it would

probably give for ever a clear annual income equal to

the labour of three thousand families, or twelve ibou-

sand individuals. It would place at the disposal of

its owner all the commodities that could be produced

by all the labour of all the inhabitants of a con-

siderable town. And a few pieces of mineral, not

weighing two ounces, capable of gratifying no sense

but the sight, and which any eye would be tired of

looking at for a minute, is invested by our caprice

with a value equal to that of the commodities which

would give comfortable support to thousands of human
beings in an advanced state of civilization. Hard-

ness and brightness must have been the qualities

which first attracted notice to the diamond. They en-

abled it to please the eye and adorn the person, and

thus associated with it the notion of utility. But a

diamond weighing tin ounce is not found once in a cen-

tury ; there are not five such known to exist. The pos-

session of an object of desire so limited in supply soon

became one of the moat unequivocal proofs of wealth.

And, a* to appear rich is the ruling passion of the bulk

of mankind, diamonds wilt probably continue the objects

of eager competition while the obstacles that limit their

supply arc uudiminished. If a Sindbad should discover

a valley of diamonds, or we should succeed in manufac-

turing them from charcoal, they will probably be used

only as ornaments for savages, playthings for children, and

as affording tools and raw materials for some of the Arts ;

and we may send cargoes of diamonds to the coast of

Guinea to he bartered for equal quantities of ivory or gum.

Value.

Value. Our definition of wealth, as comprehending all those

things, and those things only which nave value
,
requires

us to explain at some length the signification which we
attribute to the word value; especially as the meaning of

that word has been the subject of long and eager con-

troversy. We have already stated that we use the word
value in itA popular acceptation, as signifying that

quality in any thing which fits it to be given and re-

ceived in exchange ; or, in other words, to be lent or

sold, hired, or purchased.

So defined, value denotes a relation reciprocally exist-

ing between two objects, and the precise relation which

it denotes is the quantity of like one which can be ob-
tained in exchange for a given quantity of the other.

It is impossible, therefore, to predicate value of any
object, without referring, expressly or tacitly, to some
other object or objects in which its value is to he esti-

mated
; or, in other words, of which a certain quantity

cun be obtained in exchange for a certain quantity of the
object in question.

We have already observed that the substance which at Political

present is most desired, or, in other words, possesses Economy,

the highest degree of value, is the diamond. By this we
meant to express that there is no substauce of which a
given quantity will exchange for so large a quantity of
every other commodity. When sc wished to state the

value of the King of Persia's bracelet, we stated first

the amount of gold, aud afterwards of English labour,

which it would command in exchange. If we had at-

tempted to give a perfect account of its value, we could
have done so only by enumerating separately the

quantity of every other article of wealth which could be
obtained in exchange for it. Such ail enumeration, if it

could have been given, would have been a most instruc-

tive commercial lesson, for it would have shown not only
the value of the diamond in all other commodities, but

the reciprocal value of all other commodities in one
another. If we had ascertained that a diamond weigh-
ing an ounce would exchange for one million five hundred
thousand ions of Hepburn coal, or one hundred thousand
tons of Essex wheat, or two thousand five hundred tons of

English foolscap paper, we might have inferred that the

coal, wheat, and paper would mutually exchange in the

same proportions in which they were exchangeable for the

diamond, and that a given weight of paper would pur-

chase six hundred times as much coal, and forty times as

much wheat.

The causes which determine the reciprocal values of

commodities, or, in other words, which determine that

a given quantity of one shall exchange for a given

quantity of another, must be divided into two sets; those

which occasion the one to be limited in supply and use-

ful, (using that word to express the power of occasion-

ing pleasure aud preventing pain,) and those which oc-

casion those attributes to belong to the other. In ordi-

nary language, theforce of the cause* which give utility

to a commodity is generally indicated by the word de-

mand; end the uvaicnen of the obstacles which limit

the quantity of a commodity by the word supply.

Thus the common statement that commodities ex-

change in proportion to the demand and supply of each,

means that they exchange in proportion to the force or

weakness of the causes which give utility to them re-

spectively, and to the weakness or force of the obstacles

by which they are respectively limited in supply.

Unfortunately, however, the words demand and sup-

ply have not been always so used. Demand is some-

times used as synonymous with consumption, as when
an increased production is said to generate an increased

demand ; sometimes it is used to express not only the

desire to obtain a commodity, but the power to give the

holder ofit something which will induce him to part with

it. " A demand,” says Mr. Mill, I*oliticalEconomy

,

p. 23,

3d edition, *' means the will to purchase aud the power

of purchasing.” Mr. Maithus, Definitions i/i Polilical

Economy, p. 244, states that •* demand for commodities

has two distinct meanings: one in regard to its extent,

or the quantity of commodities purchased ;
the other in

regard to its intensity, or the sacrifice which the do-

mamlers arc able and willing to make in order to satisfy

their wants."

Neither of these expressions appears to be consistent

with common usage. It must be admitted that the

word demand is used in its ordinary sense when we
say that a deficient wheat harvest increases the demand
for oats and barley. But this proposition is not true if

we use the word demand in any other sense than as
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Value,

expressing the increased utility of oats and barley; or, in

other Words, the increased desire of the community to

obtain them. The deficiency of wheat would not give to

the consumers of outs and barley any increased power of

purchasing them, nor would the quantity purchased or

consumed he increased. The mode of consumption
would be altered ; instead of lieinif applied to the feeding

of horses, or to the supply of stimulant liquids, a certain

portion of them would be used as human food. And,
as the desire to eat is more urgent than the desire to feed

horses, or drink beer or spirits, the desire to obtain oats and

barley, or, in other words, the pleasure given, or the pain

averted, by the possession of a given quantity of them,

or, in other words, the utility of a given quantity of

them, would increase. A fact which, in ordinary Ian*

guage, would be expressed by saying, that the demand
for them was increased.

But though the vagueness with which the word de-

tnand has been used renders it an objectionable term, it

is too useful and concise to be given up ; but we shall

endeavour never to use it in any other signification than

as expressing the utility of a commodity; or, what is

the same, for we have seen that all utility is relative, the

degree in which its possession is desired.

We cannot complain of equal vagueness in the use of

the word supply. In ordinary language, as well as in

the writings of Political Economists, it is used to signify

the quantity of a commodity actually brought to market.

The complaint is, not that the word supply has been

used in this sense, but that, when used in this sense, it

has been considered as a cause of value, except in a few

cases, or for very short periods. We have shown, in the

examples of coats and waistcoats, and gold and silver,

that the reciprocal value of any two commodities de-

pends, not on the quantity of each brought to market,

but on the comparative force of the obstacles which in

each case oppose any increase in that quantity. When,
therefore, we represent increase or diminution of sup-

ply as affecting value, we must lie understood to mean
not a mere positive increase or diminution, but an in-

crease or diminution occasioned by a diminution or in-

crease of the obstacles by which the supply is limited.

To revert to our original proposition, the reciprocal

values of any two commodities must be determined by
two sets of causes ; those which determine the demand
and supply of the one, and those which determine the

demand and supply of the other. The causes which

give utility to a commodity and limit it in supply may
be called the intrinsic causes of its value ; those which
limit the supply and occasion the utility of the commo-
dities for which it is to be exchanged, may be called the

extrinsic causes of its value. Gold and silver are now
exchanged for one another in Europe in the proportion

of one ounce of gold for about sixteen ounces of silver.

This proportion must arise partly from the causes which
give utility to gold and limit its supply, and partly from
those which create the utility and limit the supply of

silver. When talking of the value of gold we may con-

sider the first set of causes as influencing its general

value, since they affect its powers of commanding every

commodity in exchange. The second set of causes af-

fect gold only so far as it is to be exchanged fur silver,

which maybe called one of its specific values
; the ag-

gregate of its specific values forming its general value,

if while the causes which give utility to silver and limit

it in supply were unaltered, those which affect gold
should vary ; if, for instance, fashion should require

every well-dressed man to have all his buttons of pure
gold, or the disturbances in South America should per-
manently stop all the gold works of Brazil and Colom-
bia, and thus (as would be the case) intercept five-sixths

of our supplies of gold, the reciprocal values of gold
and silver would in time be materially varied. Though
silver would be unaltered both as to its utility and os to

its limitation in supply, a given quantity of it would ex-
change for a less quantity of gold, in the proportion
perhaps of tweuty to one, instead of sixteen to one. As
between one another the rise and fall of gold and silver

would precisely correspond, silver would (all and gold
would rise one-fourth. But the fall of silver would not
be general but specific; though fallen as estimated in

gold, it would command precisely the same quantities as
before of all other commodities. The rise of gold would
be general ; a given quantity of it would commaud one-
founh more not only of silver, but of all other commo-
dities. The holder of a given quantity of silver would
be just as rich as before for all purposes except the pur-
chase of gold ; the holder of a given quantity of gold
would he richer than before for alt purposes.

The circumstances by which each different class of
commodities is invested with utility ami limited in
supply are subject to perpetual variation. Sometimes
one of the causes uloue varies. Sometimes they both
vary in the same direction; sometimes in opposite direc-

tions. In the last case the opposite variations, wholly
or partially, neutralise one another.
The effects of an increased demand concurrent with

increased obstacles to supply, and of diminished de-
mand concurrent with increased facility of supply, are

well exemplified by hemp. Its average price before the

revolutionary war, exclusive of duty, did not exceed £30
per ton. The increased demand occasioned by a mari-
time war, and the natural obstacles to a proportionate

increase of supply, raised it, in the year 1796, to above
£!>0 a tori ; at about which price it continued during the

next twelve years. But in 1808, the rupture between Eng-
land and the Baltic powers, the principal source of our
supplies, suddenly raised it to £118 a ton, being nearly

four times (he average price in peace. At the close of

the war, both the extraordinary demand and the extra-

ordinary obstacles to the Eupply ceased together, and
the price fell to about its former average.

We have already stated that the utility of a commo-
dity, in our extended sense of the term utility, or, in

other words, the demand for it as an object of purchase

or hire, is principally dependent on the obstacles which
limit its supply. But there are many cases in which,

while the existing obstacles remain unaltered, the de-

mand Is affected by the slightest suspicion that their

force may at a future period be increased or diminished.

This occurs with respect to those commodities of which
the supply is not susceptible of accurate regulation, but

is afforded cither in uncertain quantities and at stated

periods, between which it cannot be increased or di-

minished,—in the case for instance of the annual products

of the earth,—or is dependent on our relations with

foreign Countries. If a harvest deficient by one-third

should occur, that deficiency must last for a whole year,

or be supplied from abroad at an extravagant cost. If

we should go to war with Russia, the obstacles to the

supply of hemp would be increased while the w ar lasted.

In either cose the holders of com or hemp would obtain

great profits. In all rich Countries, and particularly in

our own, there 19 a great number of persons who have

Political
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Politic*! large masses of wealth capable of being suddenly ap-
Ecoaomy.

p|^j to purchase of any given objects. The instant
" such persons suspect that the obstacles to the supply of

“** any article are likely to be increased, they are anxious to

become holders of it. They enter the market as new
deraunders ; the price rises, and the mere fact that it

has risen is a cause of its rising further. The details of

commerce are so numerous, the difficulty of obtaining

early and accurate information is so great, and the facts

themselves are so constantly changing, that the most

cautious merchants are often forced to act upon very

doubtful premises ; and the imprudent, dazzled by the

chance of an enormous gain, which will be their own,
and liulc restrained by the fear of a loss which may prin-

ci pally fall upon their creditors, arc often ready to act

upon *carcely any premises at all. They see that the

price of some article has risen, and they suppose that

there must be Borne good cause for it. They see that if

they had purchased a month ago, they would have been

gainers now, and conclude that if they purchase now
they will be gainers a month hence. So far is this

reasoning, if it can be called reasoning, carried, that a

rise in the price of any one important commodity is

generally found to occasion a ri*e in the price of many
others. “ A” (thinks a .-'peculator) “ bought hemp before

the price had risen and lias resold it at a profit. Colton

has not yet risen, nor do I see clearly why it should

rise, any more than I see why hemp should have risen,

but it probably will rise like hemp, therefore I will

purchase."

Those who are not practically conversant with com-
mercial transactions, and who are probably accustomed
to consider our merchants and capitalists as men of

sober minds, and cautious conduct, may pcrhnps think

that we exaggerate the influence of imagination over

judgment when we suppose that large fortunes ore often

risked on such reasoning as this. We cannot support

our view better than by the authority of Mr. Took, a
merchant of great talent and knowledge, and, lit the

period when lie wrote, forced, for hi* own safety, to

watch narrowly the phenomena which he described.

The passages which we subjoin are taken from his fle-

ction t of the circumstances which occasioned the extra-

ordinary rise of prices in the beginning of 1925. “ The
close of each year* is the period at which, by annual
custom, the stocks of goods on hand, and the prospects

of supply and consumption for the coming season, are

stated and reasoned upon by merchants and brokers in

circular letters addressed to their correspondents and
employers. By these circulars it appeared (at the close

of 1524) that, of some important articles, the stock on
hand fell short of that at the dose of the preceding

year. From this the conclusion was more or less

plausibly deduced, that the rate of the annual consump-
tion of those articles was outrunning the rate of the

annual supply, and that an advance in price ought to

take place ; and at the same time, there were, as in the
case of cotton nnd 6tlk, confident reports of the failure of
crops or other causes which would inevitably diminish
the forthcoming supply. Expectation of scarcity was
thus combined with actual deficiency in exciting the

spirit of speculation. This was directed in the first

instance to the articles which, upon fair mercantile
grounds, justified and called for some advance in price,

inasmuch as the rate of the consumption of them had

* CoMtidermltoiu on the State nf the Currency, p. 43.

outrun the average rate of supply. The rise, however, Politic*!

which would have been requisite to increase the supply, Kcouwoy.

or to diminish the consumption, would, in most of the
cases in question, have been trifling.

“ But when speculation is once on foot, the rise of
any one article may not only be in a ratio far greater

than the occasion really calls for, but may cause in-

directly a rise in other commodities.
" The impulse, therefore, to a rise being given, and

every succeeding purchaser having realized, or appear-

ing to have the power of realizing, a profit, a fresh in-

ducement appeared in every step of the advance to bring

forward new buyers. These were no longer such only

as were conversant with the market : many persons

were induced to go out of their own line, and to embark
their funds, or stretch their credit, with a view to engage
in what was represented to them by the brokers a cer-

tain means of realising a great and immediate gain.
“ Cotton exhibited the most extraordinary instance of

speculation carried beyond all reasonable bounds. Silk,

wool, and some other articles in which some advance
was justified by the relative state of the supply and de-

mand, became the subjects of a speculative anticipation,

and advanced much beyond the occasion, as tbe event

proved, though not in so great a degree as cotton.
“ Never did the public, that part of it at least which

entered into the vortex of the operations in question,

exhibit so great a degree of infatuation, so complete an
abandonment of all the most ordinary rules of mercan-
tile reusoniug since the celebrated bubble year 1720, as

it did in the latter part of 1924, and in the first three or

four months of 1925.
" The speculative anticipation of an advance was no

louger confined to articles which presented a plausible

ground for some rise however small. It extended itself

to articles which were not only not deficient in quantity

but which were actually in excess. Thus coffee, of w hich

the slock was increased compared with the overage of
former years, advanced from 70 to 80 per cent, Spices

rose in some instances from 100 lo 200 jwr cent, with-

out any reason whatever, and with u total igno-

rance on the part ol‘ the operators of every thing con-

nected with the relation of the supply to the consump-
tion.

** In short, there was hardly an article of merchandise

which did not participate in the rise. For il became
the business of the speculators or the brokers, who were

interested in raising and keeping up prices, to look mi-

nutely through the general Price Currents with a view

to discover any article which bad not advanced, in older

to make it the subject of anticipated demand.
** If a person not under the influence of the prevailing

delusion ventured to inquire for what reason any parti-

cular article had risen, the common answer was, * Every
thing else has risen, and therefore this ought to rise.'

*

When we consider that the supply of large classes of

commodities is dependent on our amicable or hostile re-

lations with foreign Slates, and on the commercial and
financial legislation both of those States and of our own
Country, and that the supply of still larger classes is de-

pendent not only ou those contingencies, but on the ac-

cidents of the seasons.—and when we consider how the

demand is affected not merely by the existing, or the

anticipated obstacles to the supply, but often by a spirit

of speculation a* blind as Uiat of a gambler ignorant of

the odds and even of the principles of his game,—it ia

obvious that the general value of all commodities, the
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Political quantity of cack which will exchange for a given
Economy, quantity of every other, can never remain the same for a

single day. Every day there will be a variation in the

demand or the supply of one or more of the innume-

rable classes of commodities which are the objects of cx-

• change in a commercial Country. A given quantity of

the commodity which has varied will consequently ex-

change for a greater or a less quantity of all other com-
modities. All other commodities, therefore, will have

varied in value os estimated in the first-mentioned com-
modity. It is as impossible for one commodity to remain

perfectly unaltered in value while any other is altered, as

it would be for a light-house to keep at the same dis-

tance from all the ships in a harbour while any one of

them should approach it or recede.

But it may be asked, wliat do we mean when wc say

that a commodity has, for a given period, remained

$tcady in value?

The question must be answered by referring to the

different effects produced on the value of a commodity
by an alteration in the intrinsic, or an alteration in the

extrinsic, causes on which value depends. If the causes

which give utility to a commodity and limit its supply,

and which we have called the intrinsic causes of iu value,

are altered, the rise or fall in its value will be general. A
given quantity of it will exchange for a greater or a less

quantity than before of every other commodity which
has not also varied at the same time, in the same dircc-

• tion, and in the same degree; a coincidence which
rarely occurs. Every other commodity must also rise or
fall in value as estimated in the first-mentioned commo-
dity, but not generally.

The fluctuations in value to which a commodity is

subject by alterations, in what we have called the ex-

trinsic causes of its value, or, in other words, by altera-

tions in the demand or supply of other commodities,

have a tendency, like all other extensive combinations of
chances, to neutralize one another. While it retains the

same utility, aud is limited in supply by the same
causes, a given quantity of it, though it may exchange
for a greater or a less quantity of different specific com-
modities, will in general command the same average
quantity as before of the general mass of commodities ;

what it gains or loses in oue direction being made up in

another. It may be said, without impropriety, therefore

to remain steady in value. But the rise or fall in value
which a commodity experiences in consequence of an
alteration in its utility, or in the obstacles to its supply,
is, in fact, entirely uncompensated. It is compensated
only with regard to those commodities of which the
utility or the supply has also varied at the same time
and in the name direction. And as quite as many are
likely to experience a similar variation, but in an op-
posite direction, there i* really no compensation. A
commodity, therefore, which is strikingly subject to such
variations, is properly suid to be unsteady iu value.

But we may be asked to account for another and not
unfrequent statement, that at particular periods all com-
modities have been observed to rise or fall in value.

Estimated ill labour, all commodities, money included) Political

have fallen in value in England since the X

V

T
I th Century.

It is scarcely possible to mention one of which a given
quantity will not purchase less labour than it did at the

u8 ’

close of Elizabeth’s reign; estimated in money, almost

all commodities, labour included, have fallen in Eng-
land since the termination of the lute war.

The last remark which we shall now make on value is,

that, with a very few exceptions, it is strictly local. A ton
of coni at the bottom ofthe pit near Newcastle is perhaps
worth 2a. (kf., at the pit’s mouth it is peihaps worth ns.,

at ten miles oft' 7*., at Hull 10*. By the time the collier

has readied the Pool, its cargo is seldom worth less than
16*. a ton ; and the inhabitant of firosvenor Square may
perhaps think himself fortunate if he can fill his coal

cellars at 25*. a ton.* A ton of coal, though physically

identical, must be considered, lor economical purposes,

as a different commodity at the bottom of the pit and
at its mouth, in Hull and in Grosvenor Square. At
every different stage of its progress it is limited in

supply by different obstacles, and consequently ex-
changeable for different things and in different propor-
tions. Supposing that at Newcastle a ton of the best

wheat is now worth about twenty tons of the best coal

:

the same wheat and coal at the west end of London
may probably exchange in the proportions of about four
tons of coal for one of wheat. At Odessa, they rnay
perhaps exchange about weight for weight.

WJiencvcr, therefore, we speak of the value of a com-
modity, it is necessary to state the locality both of the
commodity in question, and of the commodity in which
its value is estimated. And in most cases we shall find
their respective proximity to the places where they are
respectively to be made use of one of the principal con-
stituents of their respective values. The purchaser of
the distant commodity has to consider the labour of
transporting it to the place of consumption, the time for
which that labour must be paid in advance, and the
taxation, and the risk of injury or Iocs to which it may
be subject in its transit. Nor is this all. He must also
consider the danger that its quality may not correspond
with the description or sample which guided him in

making the purchase. The whole expense and risk

attending the transport of a diamond from Edinburgh
to Loudon are but trifling

; but its value is so depend-
ent on its form and lustre, and thuee are qualities as to
which it is so difficult to satisfy any purchaser who
conuot ascertain them by inspection, that it would be
difficult to obtain in London a fair price for a diamond
in Edinburgh. Again, though a given quantity of coal

from a given mine is generally of an ascertained quality,

yet the expense, loss of time, risk, and taxation, which
must be incurred in its transport from Newcastle to

Grosvenor Square, arc such that a ton of coal, when it

has reached Grosvenor Square, may be of nearly five

times the value which it bore at Newcastle.

Objectiona to Definition of Wealth considered.

Literally taken, this statement involves a contradiction in

terms, since it is impossible that a given quantity of
every commodity should exchange for a greater or a less

quantity of every other. When those who make this

statement have any meaning, they always tacitly exclude
some one commodity, and estimate in that the rise or fall

of all others. The excluded commodity is, in general,
money or labour.

VOL. VI.

The definition of wealth, as comprehending all those Objections

things, and those things only, which have value, or, in t« defioi-

other words, which may be purchased or hired, does
not, we believe, precisely agree with that adopted by any
Economist except Archbishop Whately.

• Tlii'te prices ar« merely assumed for the mirpot* of illus-

tration.

U
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EroaiMH

Th* principal differences are these: some writers
aai>

y.^ con finc t|,e |^rm wt.alih to what have been termed

Obiecti im products
;

some to those things which have

to defiai- been produced or acquired by human labour ; and some
tion of object to the ideas of value or exchange being introduced

. into the definition of wealth.
cou.i e The question whether the things which have been

called immaterial ought to be considered articles of
wealth, we shall consider when we treat of production.

Some of the writers who, expressly or impliedly,

restrict the term wealth to the things, the produc-

tion or appropriation of which has cost human labour,

as for instance Mr. Mill, Mr. M'Culloeh, Colonel

Torrens, Mr. Mai thus, and M. Flores- Estrada, appear

to suppose that a definition so restricted will com-
prise every thing that can properly be termed wealth

;

others, among whom is Mr. Ricardo, admit that there

are some things falling within that term which have not

been acquired by human exertion, but think them so few
or unimportant that it is better to omit them than to

disorder the symmetry of the Science by extending it to

any thing that is not the result of labour.

The former doctrine is clearly stated in the following

passages from Mr. Mahhus, Colonel Torrens, and Mr.
M'Culloch.

*’* Wealth. The material things necessary, useful, or
agreeable to man, which have required some portion of
human exertion to appropriate or produce.”*

** Wealth, considered at the object of economical
Science, consists of chose material articles which are

useful or desirable to man, and which it requires some
portion of voluntary exertion to procure or to preserve.

Thus two things are esscniial to wealth : the possession

of utility, and (he requiring some portion of voluntary

exertion or labour. That which has no utility, which
serves neither to supply our wants, nor to gratify our
desires, is as the dust beneath our feet, or as the sand
upon the shore, and obviously forms no |u>riion of our
wealth ; while, on the other hand, things which possess
the highest utility, and which are even necessary to our
existence, come not nnder the denomination of wealth,
unless to the pOKsession of utility be superadded the
circumstance oi having been procured by some voluntary
exertion. Though the air which we breathe and the
sunbeams by which we are warmed are in the highest
degree useful and necessary, it would be n departure from
the precision of language to denominate them articles of
wealth. But the bread which appeases the cravings of
hunger, and the clothing which protects us from the
rigour of tha season, though not more indispensably
requisite than the former, ore with propriety classed
under the term wealth; because to the possession of
utility they add the circumstance of having been pro-
duced by iabour/'t

“ Labour is the only source of wealth. Nature spon-
taneously furnishes the matter of which all commodities
are made ; but until labour has been expended in appro-
priating mallei, or in adapting it to our use, it ia wholly
destitute of value, and is not, nor ever bus been, con-
sidered as forming wealth. Place ua on the banka of a
river, or in an orchard, and we shall inevitably perish of
thirst or hunger, if we do not, by an tffrrt of industry,
raise the water to our Ups, or pluck the fruit from its
parent tree.

* Malthas, DrjSmitimij p. 234.

f Torrens, Prwdmeiim of Wraith, eh. i.

“ An object which it does not require any portion ol Political

labour to appropriate or to adapt to our own use may be of ®cooo,“y-
the very highest utility, but, as it is the free gift of nature,

it is utterly impossible it can possess the smallest value.”* ^
Mr. M'Culloch appears to use the word labour as tarn of

including all voluntary actiou. Ami without doubt, if wealth

we use (he word labour iu so extended a sense, it is
coosidereiL

true that labour is almost necessarily incidental to the
rujoyrntnl of wealth. If it be an act of industry to
gather an apple, it is equally an act of industry to raise

it from one's plate; and every guest at a festival earn*
bis food by the labour which be exerts in appropriating
his own portion. Such attempts as these to bend facts

and language into accordance with hasty generalization
have thrown on Political Economy a degree of ridicule

which is one of the principal obstacles to its progress.

Mr. Malibu*, Colonel Torrens, aud the other Econo-
mists who consider labour, using that word iu its

popular sense, ns a necessary constituent of wealth,

appear to have been led to that opinion by observing,
first, that some quality besides mere utility is necessary
to value; secondly, that all those things which are
useful, and are acquired by labour, are valuable

; and
thirdly, that almost every thing which is valuable luu
required some labour for its acquisition. But the fact

that that circumstance is not essential to value will be
demonstrated if we can suppose a case in which value
could exist without it. if, while carelessly lounging
along the sea-shore. 1 were to pick up a pearl, would
it have no value? Mr. M'Culloch would answer that
the value of the pearl was the result of my appropriable
industry in stooping to pick it up. Suppose then that
I met with it while eating an oyster? Supposing
that aerolithes consisted of gold, would they have no
value? Or, suppose that meteoric irou were the only
form iu which thut metal were produced, would nut the
irou supplied from heavcu be far more valuable than
any existing metal? It is true that, wherever there ia

utility, the addition of labour as necessary to production
constitutes value, because, the supply of labour being
limded, it follows that the object, to the supply of which
it is necessary, is by that very necessity limited in supply.

But any other cause limiting supply is just as efficient a
cause of value in an article as the necessity of labour
to its production. And, in fact, if all the commodities
used by man were supplied by nature without auy
intervention whatever of human labour, but were sup-
plied in precisely the same quaulities as they now are,

there is no reason to suppose either that they would
cease to be valuable, or would exchange in any othar

than their present proportions.

The reply to Mr. Ricardo is, first, that the articles of
wealth which do not owe the principal part of their

value to the labour which has been bestowed on their

respective actual production, form, in fact, the bulk of
wealth instead of a. small and unimportant portion of it;

aud secondly, that, as limitation of supply is essential to

the value of labour itself, to assume labour, aud exclude
limitation of supply, as the condition on which value
depends, ia not only to substitute a partial for a general
cause, but pointedly to exclude the very cause which
gives force to the cause assigned.

We have lastly to consider the objections which have
been raised to the definition of wealth as a geneial name
for the things which have value. Those who use the

• Pnnctp/r* of /Wi/lcW Economy, C£—72.
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Political word value as synonymous with cost, or as coniptr-
Economy. ^djog whatever is useful, of course object to its intro-

duction into the definition of wealth ; and so should we

todefini^* do we used l^B w0n^ '“hie in either of those senses,

tion of But other writers, using the word value in its popular
wealth sense, have objected that, according to the definition
euosidered. which we have adopted, the same thing will be wealth

to one peraou and not to another. This consequence

is evident; and it is evident that even to the same person

the same quality may he wealth under some circum-

stances, and not so uuder others. The knowledge of

English law is profitable in England, that ofFrench law

In France; if an English lawyer, with no other property

than his knowledge, were to settle ia France, or a French

lawyer in England, he would find himself instantly re-

duced from affluence to poverty, The power of telling

long stories is a source of profit in Asia, but valueless

ia Europe. According to our nomenclature, therefore,

it would be wealth in Persia, and cease to he so in

England. If an actress should embrace a religions

sect of which the tenets should be incompatible with

the stage, her vocal and dramatic talents would no
longer be exchangeable, she would no longer be able to

let them out by the evening. We should say, therefore,

that they had ceased to be a part of her wealth- But
we are at a loss to conceive how the power of making
this distinction is an objection to the language iu ques-

tion. It seems to be its principal convenience.

Again, Colonel Torrens suppose* a solitary family, or

a nation in which each person should consume only his

own productions, or one in which there should be a

community of goods, and urges, ns a redactio ad obstir-

dum, that in these cases, though there might be an

abundance of commodities, as there would he no ex-

cbatigrs, there would, iu our sense of the term, be no

wealth. The answer is, that, for the purposes of Political

Economy, there would be uo wealth ; for, in fact, in

such a state of things, supposing it possible, the Science

of Political Economy would huve no application. In

such a state of society. Agriculture, Mechanics, or any
other of the Arts which are subservient to the production

of the commodities which are, with us, the subjects of

exchange, might be studied, but the Science of Political

Economy would not exist We may add, that if the

common usage which identifies wealth with the things

which have value is a convenient one in all the forma

which human nature really exhibits, it is no objection

to it that it would not be convenient in a stale of society

of which we have no experieoce.

Statement of the.four Elementary Propositions of the

Science.

Statement We have already stated that the general facts on
of the tie- which the Science of Political Economy rests arc com-

'uo'^noM Pr*SfC* *n * SeDera * propositions, the result of ob-

of the
' serration or consciousness. The propositions to which

Science. we then alluded are these

:

1. That everyman detires to obtain additional wraith

with as little sacrifice as possible.

2. That the population of the world, or, in other

words, the number of persons inhabiting it, is limited

only by moral or physical evil, or by fear of a defi-

ciency of those articles of wealth which the habits ofthe
individuals of each class of Us inhabitants lead them

to require.

8. That the powers of labour, and of the other instru-

ments which produce wealth, may be indefinitely in- Political

creased by using their products as the means of further ®eww“T-
production.

4, That, agricultural skill remaining the tame, ad-
ditional labour employed on the land within a given aeatary
district produces in general a less proportionate return, propMitiww
or, in other words

,
that though, with every increase of°f™

the labour bestowed, the aggregate return is increased

,

Sc,wlc*’

the increase of the return is not in proportion to the

increase ofthe labour.

The first of these propositions is a matter of conscious-
ness, the three others are matter of observation. As
the first and second involve little use of the jieculiar

abstraction* of Political Economy, except those implied
in the term wealth, and may therefore be explained
with little recourse to it* peculiar nomenclature, we ‘.hall

consider them immediately ; leaving the third and fourth
for discussion in a subsequent part of this Treatise. They
are however so nearly self-evident, that we will venture
in the mean time to assume their truth. No one who
reflects on the difference between the unassisted force of
man, and the more than gigantic powers of capital and
machinery, can doubt the former proposition ; and, to

convince ourselves of the other, it is necessary only to

recollect that, if it were false, no land except the very

best could ever be cultivated : since, if the return from
a single farm went to increase in full proportion to any
amount of increased labour bestowed on it, the produce
of that one farm might feed the whole population of
England.

General Desire for Wealth.

In stating that every man desires to obtain additional General d«

wealth with as little sacrifice as possible, we must not be *ire ***

supposed to mean, that every body, or indeed any body,
1reall,l*

wishes for an indefinite quantity of everything; still

less a* staling that wealth, though the universal, either

is, or ought to be, the principal object of human desire.

What we mean to state is, that no person feels his whole
wants to be adequately supplied ; that every person
has some unsatisfied desires which he believes that

additional wealth would gratify. The nature and the

urgency of each individual’s wants are os various as the

differences in individual character. Some may wish
for power, others for distinction, nod others for leisure

;

some require bodily, and others mental amusement

;

some are anxious to produce important advantage to

the public; and there are few, perhaps there are none,

who, if It could be done by a wish, would not benefit

their acquaintances and friends. Money seems to be the

only object for which the desire is universal ; and it is so,

because money is abstract wealth. Its possessor may
satisfy at will his ambition, or vanity, or indolence, his

public spirit or bis private benevolence ; may multiply the

means of obtaining bodily pleasure, or of avoiding bodily

evil, or die still more expensive amusements of the mind.
Any one of these pursuit* would exhaust the largest

fortune within the limits of individual acquisition
; and, a*

all men would cogage in some of them, and many iu all,

the desire for wealth must be insatiable, though the

modes in which different individuals would employ it

are infinitely diversified.

An equal diversity exists in the amount and the kind

of the aocrdices which different individuals, or even the

same individual, will encounter in the pursuit of wealth,

u 2
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Political And not only U the same sacrifice more severe to one

“T • than to another, as some will not give up ease or leisure

General de-
ôr 3lUfty. others pood air and a country life, and others

tin tut recreation and society, but the absolute desire for wealth

wealth. on the one hand, and the absolute wdl to encounter toils

or privations in its pursuit on the other, are stronger in

some men than in others. These differences form some

of the principal distinctions in individual and national

character. Experience, however, shows, and indeed it

might have been predicted d priori

,

that the greatest

and longest continued sacrifices will be made in those

Countries in which property is most secure, and the road

to social eminence is the most open. The inhabitants

of Holland and of Great Britain, and of the Countries

that have derived their institutions from Great Britain,

the nations which up to the present time have best

enjoyed those advantages, have up to the present time

been the moat anient and the most successful in the

pursuit of opulence. But even the Indians of Mexico,

though their indolence makes them submit to poverty

under which an Englishman would feel life a burthen,

would willingly he rich if it cost them no trouble.

It may be necessary, however, to explain our

motives for dwelling on so much that is self-evident.

Our first reason is, that the proposition in question,

though we are not aware that any one has thought that

it required to be formally stated, is assumed in almost

every process of economical reaaoning. It is the corner-

stone of the doctrine of wages and profits, and, generally

speaking, of exchange. In short, it is in Political Eco-

nomy what gravitation is in Physics, or the dictum de

cmrti ct nulla in Logic: the ultimate fact beyond which

reasoning cannot go, and of which almost every other

proposition is merely an illustration. In an attempt to

slate the evidence on which the Scirnce rests, it appeared

to us improper to omit its foundation, though at the

hazard of appearing to take up our reader's time in

defending what it may be supposed that nobody ever

thought of questioning.

But, in the second place, this proposition, apparently

self-evident, hat been impliedly questioned. It is directly

opposed to a doctrine of considerable popularity, and
supported by great names,—we mean the doctrine of

over-production or unirenal glut.

By the word glut is meant the production of a given

commodity in an abundance, either absolutely beyond

the desires of its intended consumers, or beyond the

amount for which they are able and willing to offer in

exchange equivalents sufficient to induce the producer

lo continue his operations. Books are, perhaps, the

commodities most subject to gluts. The proportionate

expenses of printing and advertising increase so rapidly,

if the number of copies printed be much reduced, and

authors are ao little subject to underrate the probable

demand for their labours, that scarcely any edition con-

sists of less than two hundred and fifty copies, and very

few of less than five hundred. But we have seen calcula-

tions showing that not in one case out of two hundred are

all the copies sold off at the price at which they originally

came out. In ordinary cases, from fifty to one hundred
are sold in the first jear, and thirty or forty in the

second ; by the end of which time the book has been
forgotten, and the unsold copies are put up to sale at

periodical auctions among the booksellers. The best

thut can happen to them is to be purchased on this

occasion in order to be again offered to the public ; but

Ihe majority of Works are found to be worth purchase

not as books, but as paper. They arc unsold at the

trade sales, and Hud their way
/* rtrwm vmdenlrm /Ami et adorn
Et piper, et t/mdfwtd charm anurtlvr imeptit.

Political

KvwQwiry.

fit* new’, de-
sire for

wealth.

We have selected books as affording an illustration of a

glut arising from a miscalculation not of the ability, but of
the willingness ofpurchasers. The opening ofa new trade

is generally followed by gluts occasioned by miscalcula-

tions of both. Every one must recollect, when Brazil and
Spanish America first became accessible, our exporta of
skaits, and fire-irons, and warming pans to the tropics.

And, until their real poverty was known, we continued to

fill their warehouses with enrgoes, adapted indeed to their

wants, but fur beyond their means. M iscalculalions ofthis

kind must obviously be of frequent occurrence
; and

perhaps what ought to excite our surprise is. not the

extent to which they prevail, but the degree in which
they are avoided. But it appears clear that they can
arise only from one or the other of two causes : either

from the articles of wealth, with respect to which the

glut exists, having been prepared for persons who do not

want them, or from those persons not being provided

with other articles of wealth, suited to the desires of the

producers of the first-mentioned articles of wealth, to

offer in exchange for them. Partial gluts, occasioned

by the one or the other of these causes, are among the

most ordinary commercial occurrences. But the opinion

to which our doctrine is opposed is that which admits

the possibility not only of partial but of tmhertal gluts,

which supposes it possible that there may be at the

same time a glut of services and commodities in general,

—that we may have too much of every thing ; a doctrine

not only of frequent occurrence in conversations on
commercial subjects, but even maintained hy some dis-

tinguished writers. Now as by the assumed hypothesis

of a universal glut all the articles of wealth exist not
only in abundance, but in superabundance, an absolute

deficiency of equivalents cannot be one of its causes.

And it can scarcely be supposed that there can be such
a general slate of commercial cross-purposes as to pre-

vent, in the majority of cases, the proper sellers and
purchasers from meeting. It can scarcely be supposed
that when A has what B wants, and B what A want*,

A and B should, in the majority of instances, instead of
finding out and exchanging with one another, offer their

respective commodities toY and Z, who, having also each

reciprocal wants and supplies, neither wish to purchase

from A or B, nor have discovered the means of exchang-

ing with one another. But if it be absurd to suppose
that a general glut could be occasioned by such an
universal spirit of blundering as this, the only remaining

hypothesis on which the existence of a general glut can
be supposed is that of a general satiety, that all men may
be so fully provided with the precise articles which they

desire as to afford no market for each other’s superflui-

ties. And this doctrine is opposed to the proposition

with which we set out, that every man desires to obtain

additional wealth.

Papulation.

Having explained the sense in which we use the word Population,

wealth, and stated, or rather recalled to the recollection

of our readers, the general desire to obtain additional

wealth with the least possible sacrifice, wc now proceed
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Political to consider the second of the four elementary propositions
Economy. on w j,jch the Science of Political Economy is founded ;

namely, that the population of the world, or, in other
wtt

' words, the number of persons inhabiting it, is limited

only by moral or physical evil, or by fear of the defi-

ciency of those articles of wealth which the habits of the

individuals of each class of its inhabitants lead them to

require.

It is now generally admitted, indeed it is strange

that it should ever have required to be pointed out, that

every species of plant or animal which is capable of in-

crease, either by generation or by seed, must be capable

of a constantly increasing increase ; every addition to its

numbers being capable of affording a source of still

further additions; or, in other words, that wherever there

is a capacity of increase, it must be a capacity of in-

crease not by mere addition but by multiplication; or,

to use the short form iu which the proposition is usually

staled, not in an arithmetical, but in a geometrical ratio.

The rate at which any species of plant or animal is ca-

pable of increasing must depend ou the average power
of reproduction and tire average period of existence of

the individuals of which it is constituted. Wheat, we
know, is an annual, and its average power of reproduc-

tion, perhaps, about six for one; on liml supposition, the

produce of a single acre might cover the globe in fourteen

years. The rate at which the human race is capable of
increasing has been determined by observation. It has
been ascertained that, for considerable periods and in

extensive districts, under temperate climates, it has
doubled every twenty* five years.

The power of reproduction in the human race must,
under similar climalea, be always the same. We say,

under similar climates, because the acceleration of
puberty, which has been sometimes observed in tropical

climates, unless checked, as is probably the case by un
earlier cessation of child-bearing, would occasion in-

creased fecundity. Now, the United States of America,
the districts in which (he rate of increase which we have
mentioned has been most clearly ascertained, are not
remarkable for the longevity of their inhabitants. We
may infer, therefore, that such is the average power of
reproduction and average duration of life in the in-

dividuals constituting the humun species, that their

number may double every twenty-five years. At this

rate the inhabitants of every Country would, in the

course of every five centuries, increase to above a mil-
lion times their previous number. At this rate the po-
pulation of England would, in five hundred years, ex-
ceed fifteen million millions : u population which would
not allow them standing room. Such being the buinon
powers of increase, the question is, by what checks is

their expansion controlled? How comes it that the po-
pulation of the world, instead of being now a million

times ns great as it was five hundred years ago, ap-
parently has not doubled within that time, and certainly

bus not quadrupled ?

Mr. Malthus has divided the checks to population
into the preventive and the positive. The first are

those which limit fecundity, the second those which de-
crease longevity. The first diminish the number of
births, the second increase that of deaths. And as fe-

cundity and longevity are the only elements of the calcu-
lation, it is dear that Mr- Mallhus's division is exhaust-
ive. The positive check to population is physical evil.

The preventive checks are promiscuous intercourse and
abstinence from marriage. The first is moral evil ; the

second is, with a very few exceptions, so few indeed that J*“h*«al

they do not affect the result, founded on an appre-
Kcc'uomy*

bended deficiency of some of the things to which wo
Itave given the general appellation of wealth. All the

ww

preventive and positive checks may therefore be dis-

tributed under prudence, moral evil, and physical evil.

We will first consider the positive check.

We have seen that this check includes all the causes
which lend, in any way, prematurely to shorten the du-

ration of human existence: such as unwholesome occu-

pations, severe lubour, or exposure to the seasons, bad or

insufficient food or clothing, bad nursing of children, ex-

cesses of all kinds, the corruption of the air from natural

causes, or from large towns, wars, infanticide, plague,

and famine. Of these, some arise from the laws of
nature, and others from the crimes and follies of man

:

all arc directly and immediately felt in the form of
physical evil, though many of them are the result, more
or less remotely, of moral evil.

The final and irresistible mode in which physical evil

operates is the want of the necessaries of existence:

death produced by hardship or starvation. This is

almost the only check to the increase of the irrational

animals, and as man descends towards their condition

he falls more and more under its influence. In the

lowest savage state it is the principal and obvious

check ; in a high state of civilization it is almost imper-

ceptible; but is unperceived only in consequence of the

operation of its substitutes.

We have already stated that, as a general rule, addi-

tional labour employed in the cultivation of the land
within a given district produces a Ic*s proportionate re-

turn. And it has appeared that such is the power of
reproduction and duration of life m mankind, that the

population of a given district is capable of doubling

itself at least every twenty-five years. It is dear, there-

fore, that (he rate at which the production of food is

capable of t«ing increased, and that at which population,

if unchecked, would increase, are totally different. Every
addition made to the quantity of food periodically pro-

duced makeK in general a further periodical addition

more difficult. Every addition to the existing popula-

tion d.(Fuses wider the means of still further addition.

If neither evil, nor the fear of evil, checked the popula-

tion of England, it would amount in a century to above
two hundred millions. Suppose it possible that wre might
be able to raise or to import the subsistence of two hun-
dred millions ofpeople : is it possible that one hundred and
twenty-five years hence wc should be able to support four

hundred millions? or, in one hundred and fifty years,

eight hundred millions? It is clear, however, that long

before the first century had elapsed, long before the period

at which, if unchecked, wc should have attained two hun-
dred millions, no excellence in our institutions, or salu-

brity of climate, or unremitting industry, could have saved

us from being arrested in our progress by a constantly in-

creasing want of subsistence. If all other moral and phy-

sical checks could be got rid of, if we had neither wars
nor libertinism, if our habitations, and employments, and
habits were all wholesome, and no fears of indigence or

loss of station prevented or retarded our marriages, fa-

mine would soon exercise her prerogative of controlling,

in the last resort, the multiplication of mankind.

But though it be certain that the absence of all other

checks would only give room for the irresistible in-

fluence of famine, it is equally certain that such a state

of things never has existed and never will exist.
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Political In the first place the absence of all the otheT moral
hcen'W’y* and physical evils which retard population implies a de-

gree of civilization not only high, but higher than man-
Papulatwn.

j_m<j j,ave M ^ enjoyed. Such a society cannot be

supposed to want sagacity sufficient to foresee the evila

of a too rapidly increasing population, and prudence suf-

ficient to avoid them. In such a state the preventive

check would be in full operation, and its force is quite

sufficient to render unnecessary even the approach of

any positive check.

And. secondly, it is impossible that a positive check,

so goading and so remorseless as famine, should prevail

without bringing in her train all the others. Pestilence

is her uniform companion, and murder and war arc her

followers. Whole bodies of men will not tamely lie

down to die, and witness, while they are perishing, their

wives, and children, and parents, starving around them.

Where there is a diversity of fortunes, famine generally

produces that worst form of civil war, the insurrection of

the poor against the rich. Among uncivilized nations it

produces those tremendous hostile migrations in which

a whole people throws itself across a neighbouring

frontier, and either perishes in the attempt to obtain a

larger or a more fertile territory, or destroys the former

pwsrsMvrs, or drives them out to be themselves ag-

gressors in tnm.

In fact, almost all the positive checks, by their mutual

reaction, have a tendency to create and aggravate one

another; and the destruction of those who perish im-

mediately by one may generally be found to have been

remotely occasioned or promoted by one or more of the

others. Among nations imperfectly civilized the widest

and the most wusting of the positive checks is predatory

war. A district exposed to h is likely to suffer ull the

others. Mere fear of invasion must generally keep the

grrat body of its inhabitants pent up in crowded and

consequently unwholesome towns; it must confine their

cultivation to the fields in the immediate neighbourhood

of those towns, and, if it does not destroy, must so much
impede their commerce as to render it useless as a

source of subsistence; and when ths invasion does

come, it is often followed by the complete extirpation of

the invaded community. This is the check which has

kept Africa, and the central parts of Asia, in their com-
paratively unpeopled state.

In his journey from Abyssinia to Sennaar, Bruce
crossed the territory of Atbara, subject to the incursions

of the Daveina Arabs. The whole seetns to have been

a scene of desolation. He passed a night at Garigara,

a village, of which they had destroyed the crops a year

before. The inhabitants had nil pens.bed with hunger,

and their remains were wnburied and scattered over the

ground where the village had stood. The travellers

encamped among the bones ; no space could be found

free from them. H» next stage was Tcawa. “ Its con-

sequence,** he observes. “ was to remain only till the

Daveiua should resolve to attack it, when its corn fields

being burnt and destroyed in a night by a multitude of

horsemen, the bones of its inhabitants scattered upon
the earth would be all its remains, like those of the

miserable village of Garigara.*'

Among the positive checks to the pojmhrtion of un-
civilized, or partially civilised, nations, the next in im-
portance to war is famine. When a people depends
principally on that subsistence whieh is most easily ob-
tained, and such is the case among the nations in ques-
tion, the mere variations of the seasons most, from time

to time, produce destructive want. Where society it Political

better constituted, the evil of these variations is miti- *«•«**?•

gated, partly from the superfluity of the more opulent

dies—, partly by importation, and principally by a re-

currence to t less expensive diet ; but in a barbarous,

and consequently a j>oor and non commercial people,

they ore among the most frighful forms of national

calamity. The histories which we possess of such

Countries always particularize periods of dearth us

among the most memorable events recorded. They
seem in a constant oscillation between the want en-

dured by s population that has increased to the utmost

limits of subsistence, and the plenty enjoyed by the sur-

vivors after that population has been thinned by war,

pestilence, or famine. The reinaiuder of the positive

checks, such as infanticide and nnwholesometuess of
climate, habits, or situation, appear rather to facilitate

early marriages than to produce any actual diminution,

or prevent any actual increase of population- Infaati-

cide has been supposed to be rather favourable to po-

pulation, by opposing to the prudential check to mar-
riage a mode of disposing of its offspring, which may
appear easy in contemplation, hut from which the feel-

ing* of the parents eventually recoil. The unwhole-
someness of some districts is unquestionably such as to

keep them totally unpeopled, or inhabited by strangers,

whose numbers mast be constantly recruited. Such,

for instaace, appears to be the case in the moat un-

healthy parts of Italy. Such is the case with large

manufacturing towns even in the most favourable

climates, unless great skill and great care are directed

towards their cleanliness end ventilation. And in a

newly colonized Country like the back settlements of

America, where the abundance of land and the con-

stantly increasing means of subsistence would render

any preventive check unnecessary, any cause diminish-

ing longevity must retard increase. But with these ex-

ception'-, utihealthiness rather causes the successive

generations to pass more rapidly away, than diminishes

the actual number of inhabitants. In some of the

healthiest districts of Swisaerland the average annual

mortality does not exceed one in Ibrty-eight. In many of

the marshy villages of Holland it exceeds one in twenty-

three. But it would be rash to expect the population

of the former to he more dense or to increase more
rapidly than that of the latter. The case is, in fact, the

reverse. In the Swim villages of which we have been
speaking the births are ss rare as the deaths

;
the

population is thin and stationary. Among the Dutch
the births somewhat exceed the deaths ; the population

is dense and is increasing. It is obvious, indeed, that

the proportion of annual births to the whole nnmber of

people being given, the rate of increase must depend on

the proportion borne by the annual deaths. And again,

the proportion of deaths to the whole number of people

being given, it must depend on the proportion borne by
the births ; or, to use a shorteT form of expression, given

the longevity it must depend on the fecundity, and
given the fecundity it must depend on the longevity.

If both are given, the rate of increase may be calculated

;

but from only one, the conclusion must be in the dis-

junctive. If the annual births bear a large proportion

to the existing number of people, we may conclude
cither that the population is rapidly increasing, or that

the positive checks are in powerful operatioa. On the

other hand, from a small proportion of annual deaths

may be inferred either a rapid increase of numbers, or a
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Political strong influence of the preventive checks. The average
Kconomj. cf |jfe jn England is greater than in the United

States of America; but so much greater is the force of
1J1*1

the preventive checks, that the rate of increase in

America is about double that in England. Again, the

average duration of life in the Swiss villages to which

are have referred is the same as it is in England ; but

the preventive check in England, strong as it appears

when compared with its force in America, is so much
weaker than it is in some districts in Swisseriand, that,

with the same annual mortality, the population is in the

one Country stationary, in the other rapidly progressive.

But although the average longevity in a Country

affords no decisive cvrdence as to the increasing or sta-

tionary number of its inhabitants, it is among the least

deceitfiil testa of their prosperity ; far less so than that

on which legislators formerly relied, the number of

births. There is not an evil, moral or physical, which
has not a tendency, directly or indirectly, to shorten life,

but there are many which have a direct tendency to

increase fecundity. The extraordinary duration of life

m Great Britain, exceeding, as it does, the average of

any other equally populous district, is a convincing

proof of the general excellence of our climate, our insti-

tutions, and our habits.

We now proceed to consider the preventive checks
to the increase of population. We have seen that

they are promiscuous intercourse and abstinence from
narriage.

The first does not appear to be of sufficient import-

ance to require much consideration. It is said to pro-

duce some effect in checking the increase of the higher

classes in some of the South Sea Islands
;
and it ap-

pears to have produced the same effect to a considerable

extent among the West Indian negroes. But the

nobility of the South Sea* scarcely deserve to be sepa-

rately considered. And, while the other forms of moral

ami physical evil were accumulated, as they were among
the West Indian slaves, it is probable that the removal

of this evil alone would have done little to promote the

increase of their population.

But, with these exceptions, there are scarcely any
females whose fecundity is prevented or diminished by
promiscnmis intercourse, except those unhappy indivi-

duals whose only trade is prostitution. And they form
so small a proportion of the population of the whole
world that the check to population, occasioned by their

unfruilfulness, may safely be disregarded.

The only remaining check is abstinence from mar-
riage. Our readers are of course aware that, by the

word u marriage," we mean to express not the peculiar

and permanent connection which nlotie, in a Christian

Country, is entitled to that name, but any agreement be-

tween a man and woman to cohabit under circumstances

likely to occasion the birth of progeny. Wc have already

observed that abstinence from marriage is almost uni-

formly founded on the apprehension of a deficiency of

some of the things which we have denominated by the

general term wealth, or, in other words, on prudence.

Some cases certainly occur in which men remain un-

married, although their fortunes urc so ample that the

expenses of a tumily would be unperceived. But the

number of persons so situated is so small that they

create an exception which would scarcely deserve atten-

tion, even if this conduct were as common among them
as it is, in fact, rare.

We chall scarcely, therefore, be led into error if, in

considering the preventive checks, we confine our alien- Political

tion to prudence, and assume that, as nothing but phy- ®cuDOns)'
sical evil directly and immediately diminishes the Ion-

v

gevity of mankind, nothing but ao apprehended deft-
•P0!'*3*****®-

dency of some of the articles of wealth prevents their

fecundity.

But though an apprehended deficiency of some of the
articles of wealth is substantially the only preventive
check to the increase of population, it is obvious that
fear of the want of different articles operates, with all

men, very differently
;
and even that an apprehended

want of the same article will affect differently the minds
of the individuals of different classes. An apprehended
want of com would produce on the minds of all Eng-
lishmen a very different effect from an apprehended
want of silk. An np|>rehcudcd want of butcher's meat
would affect very differently the minds of Englishmen
of different classes. It appears to us, therefore, con-
venient to divide for this purpose the articles of wealth
into the three great classes of necessaries, decencies,

and luxuries, and to explain the different effects pro-

duced by the fear of the want of the articles of wealth
falling under each class. We must begin, however, by
stating, as precisely as we can, what we mean by the
words nectxtarict, decencies, and liuurict

;

terms which
have been used ever since the Mural Sciences first at-

tracted attention, but with Utile attention to precision or
to consistent use.

It is scarcely necessary to remind our readers that

these arc relative terms, and that some person must
always be assigned with reference to whom a given
commodity or service is a luxury, a decency, or u
necessary.

By necexaarie.*, then, we express those thing*, the
use of which is requisite to keep a given individual in

the health and strength essential to his going through
his habitual occupations.

By decencies wc express those things which a given
individual must use in order to preserve his existing

rank in society.

Every thing else of which a given individual makes
use, or, in other words, all that portion of his consump-
tion which is not essential to his health and strength,

or to the preservation of his existing rank in society,

we term luxury.

It is obvious that when consumed by tile inhabitants

of different Countries, or even by different individuals

in the same Country, the same things may be either

luxuries, decencies, or necessaries.

Shoes ore necessaries to ail the inhabitants of Eng-
land. Our habits are such that there is not an indi-

vidual whose health would not suffer from the want of

them. To the lowest class of the inhabitants of Scot-

land they are luxuries : custom enables them to go
barefoot without inconvenience and without degrada-

tion. When a Scotchman rises from the lowest to the

middling classes of society, they become to him de-

cencies. He wears them to preserve, not his feet, but

bis station ill life. To the highest class, who have

been accustomed to them from infancy, they are as

much necessaries us they are to all classes in England.

To the higher classes in Turkey wine is a luxury and

tobacco u decency. In Europe it is the reverse. The
Turk drinks and the Euiopean smokes, not in obe-

dience, but in opposition both to the rules of health and

to the forms of society. But wine in Europe and the

pipe in Turkey are among the refreshments to which a
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Political guest is entitled, and which it would be as indecent to

Economy. refuse i„ the one Country os to offer in the other.

It ha* been said that the coal-heaver* and lightermen,
Population-

gome ot hers among the hardworking London

labourers, could not support their toils without the

stimulus of porter. If this be true, porter is to them

a necessary. To all others it is a luxury. A carriage

is a decency to a woman of fashion, a necessary to a

physician, and a luxury to a tradesman.

The question, whether a given commodity is to be

considered as a decency or a luxury, is obviously one

to which no answer can he given, unless the place, the

time, and the rank of the individual using it be

specified. The dress which In England was only

decent a hundred years ago, would be almost extrava-

gant now, while the house and furniture which now

would afford merely decent accommodation to a gentle-

man, would then have been luxurious for a Peer. The
causes which entitle a commodity to lie called a neces-

sary are more permanent and more general. They
depend partly upon the habits in which the individual

in question has been brought up, partly on the nature of

his occupation, on the lightness or the severity of the

labours and hardships thul he has to undergo, and

partly on the climate in which he lives.

Of these causes we have illustrated the two first by the

familiar examples of shoes and porter. But the princi-

pal cause is climate. The fuel, shelter, and raiment,

which are essential to a Laplander's existence, would

be worse than useless under the Tropics. And as

habits and occupations are very slowly changed, and

climate suffers scarcely any alteration, tne commodities

which are necessary to the different classes of the in-

habitants of a given district may, and generally do, re-

main fur centuries unchanged, while their decencies and

luxuries are continually varying.

Among all classes the check imposed by an appre-

hended deficiency of mere luxuries is but slight. The
motives, perhaps we might say the instincts, that

prompt the human race to marriage, are too powerful

to be much restrained by the fear ot losing convenience*

unconnected with health or station in society. Nor is

population much retarded by the fear of wanting mere

necessaries. In comparatively uncivilized Countries, in

which alone, as we have already seen, that want is of

familiar occurrence, the preventive check has little

operation. They see the danger, but want prudence

and self-denial to be influenced by it. On the other

hand, among nations so far advanced in civilization as

to be able to act on such a motive, the danger that any

given person or his future family shall actually perish

from indigence appears too remote to afford any general

rule of conduct.

The great preventive check is the fear of losing de-

cencies, or, what is nearly the same, the hope to oc-

quire, by the accumulation of a longer celibacy, the

means of purchasing the decencies which give a higher

social rank. When an Englishman stands hesitating

between luveand prudence, a family actually starving is

not among his terrors ; against actual want he knows
that he has the fence of the poor-laws. * But, however

humble his desires be cannot contemplate without anxiety

a probability that the income which supported his social

rank, while single, may be insufficient to maintain it

when he is married; that he may be unable to give to

his children the advantages of education which he en-

joyed himself; in short, that to may lose his caste. Men

of more enterprise are induced to postpone marriage, not Polities!

merely by the fear of sinking, but also by the hope that Economy,

in an unincumbered state they may rise. As they mount
the horizon of their ambition keeps receding, until F°ralrtioo.

sometimes the time has passed for realising those plans
of domestic happiness which probably every man has
formed in his youth.

It is by this desire of decencies, as distinguished from
necessaries, that long- settled civilized Countries are
preserved from the evil* of a papulation greatly ex-
ceeding the means of comfortable subsistence. There
ore few triter subjects of declamation than the con-
trast between ancient simplicity and modem luxury.
Few virtues, however useful, have received more ap-
plause than the contented and dignified poverty, the

indifference to display, and the abstinence from unne-
cessary expense, which all refined nations al tribute to

their ancestors. Few vices, however mischievous, have
been more censured than the ostentatious expenditure
which every succeeding generation seems to consider it*

own characteristic.

It certainly seems at first sight that habits of unneces-
sary expenditure, as they have a tendency to diminish
the wealth of an individual, must have the same effect

on the wealth of a nation. And, separately considered,

it appears clear that each act of unproductive consump-
tion, whatever gratification it may afford to the con-
sumer, must, pro tanto, impoverish the community.
It is so much taken from the common stock and de-
stroyed. And as the national capital is formed from
the aggregute savings of individuals, it is certain

that if each individual were to expend to the utmost
extent of liis means the whole capita) of the Country
would be gradually wasted away, and general misery
would be the result. But it appears equally certain

that if each individual were to confine his expenditure
to mere necessaries, the result would be misery quite as

general and as intense.

We have seen that the powers of population, if not
restrained by prudence, must inevitably produce almost
ever)’ form of moral and physical evil. In the cuse which
we are supposing, the wauls of society would be confined
to the food, raiment, and shelter essential to the support
of existence ; and they would all consist of the cheapest
materials. At present, among civilized nations, the cul-

tivation of the land employs only a portion of its inhabit-

ants, and, generally speaking, as a nation increase* in

wealth, a smaller and smaller proportion ; in England
not one third ; and a great part of the labourers so
employed arc producer* of luxuries. Indeed, as po-
tatoes afford a food five or six time* as abundant as

corn, and more than twenty times as abundant as

meal, and, as far as can be judged by the appear-
ance and powers of the lower Irish, quite as whole-
some, meat and com may be considered luxuries,

to the extent in which they are more expensive than
potulocs. Nor, consistently with the existence of private

property, and of the desire of wealth, cun th* mode of
cultivation be directed to the obtaining the largest pos-
sible return. The object is to obtain the largest return

that is consistent with profitable farming, but, in the

pursuit of this object, quantity of produce must ofteu bo
sacrificed to economy of labour or time.

Ifthere were no desire for any thing beyond necessaries,

both the existing partition of the laud, and the existing

division of labour, would be varied. No family would
vvish to occupy more laud than the small plot necessary to
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PvUtkcAl afford them potatoes anil milk. Supposing them to give
Kcoiioinjn

to ,| j|,e utmost nicety of garden cultivation, its inanage-

p
' ment would still leave them time to produce the coarse

1 manufactures necessary for their own use. The whole of

the imputation would be agricultural. 761,348 families

so employed at present in England, although their labour

is far from being directed to the production of the

greatest possible amount, provide, without much assist-

ance from importation, subsistence for the whole of our

2,745,336 families. If all were so employed, and if

quantity of produce were their sole object, it is

probable that in ordinary seasons the soil of Eng-
land, instead of fifteen millions, could feed at least

sixty millions of people ; and that of Europe, instead

of two hundred, eight hundred millions. And that, in

the absence of any checks more powerful than those

experienced in the United States of America, the popu*
lation of Europe might in fifty years amount to eight

hundred millions. Indeed it is probable that, under the

circumstances which we are supposing, the increase in

Europe would be for a considerable time rather more
rapid than that which has taken place in America. Pre-

ventive checks would not exist ; marriages could not be

hindered or even delayed by prudence, since there could

be no reason to anticipate want ; the habit of early

marriages would put an end to profligacy ; and, us all

our habits would be eminently healthy, the positive

checks would be reduced to their minimum.
So far the picture is rather pleasing ; it exhibits a

state ofsociety, not rich certainly, nor refined, but sup-

porting a very numerous population in liculth and
strength, and in the lull enjoyment of the many sources

of happiness connected with early marriage. But it is

obvious that this could not last for ever; it could not last

indeed for two hundred ami fifty years. By that time

the population of Europe would amuuut to above three

million millions ; a number which the wildest imagina-

tion cannot conceive capable of existing simultaneously

in the whole earth.

Sooner or later, therefore, the increase mu*l be checked

;

and we have seen that prudence is the only check that

does not involve vice or misery. But such is the force

of the passions which prompt to marriage, and such is

each man's reliance on his own good conduct and good
fortune, that the evils, whatever they may be, the appre-

hension of which forms the prudential check, are fre-

quently incurred. Where that evil is the loss of luxuries,

or even of decencies, it is trifling in the first case, and
bearable in the second. But, in the case which we are

supposing, the only prudential check would be an appre-

hended deficiency of necessaries
;
and that deficiency,

in the many instances in which it would actually be

incurred, would be (he positive check in its most fright-

ful form. It would be incurred not only in consequence

of that miscalculation of chances to which all men are

subject, and certainly those not the least so who are

anxious to marry, but through accidents against which

uo human prudence can guard. A tingle bad harvest

may be provided against, but a succession of unfavour-

able seasons (and such successions do occur) must reduce

such a people to absolute famine. When such scssous

affect a nation indulging in considerable superfluous ex-

penditure, they are relieved by a temporary sacrifice of
that superfluity. The grain consumed in ordinary years

by our breweries and distilleries is a store always at

hand to supply a scarcity, and the same may be said of
VOL. VL

the large quantity of food raised for the support of Political

domestic animals, but applicable to human subsistene. Economy.

To these resources may be added the importation from 1

abroad of necessaries instead of luxuries and the mate-
*>uPolat“,B-

rials of luxury, ofcom, for instance, instead of wine.

It may be said however, and indeed it has been said,

that while the globe remains in its present irregularly

occupied and irregularly cultivated state, emigration
affords to all comparatively thickly-peopled nations a
resource so ample and so easy as to render every pruden-
tial check to population unnecessary.

It is obvious that if capital and skill equal to those
bestowed on the best parts of Flanders, or of the

Scotch Lowlands, could be applied to the whole
habitable world, a population ten times, perhaps
oiks hundred times, perhaps even five hundred times

as large could be maintained, as well, perhaps far

better, than the one thousand millions now supposed
to exist on its surface. It is possible, we will not say

even that it is improbable, that in the course of centuries,
or rather of hundreds of centuries, these splendid visions

may be realized. But all experieuce shows that no
numerous and civilized nation, surrounded by other civi-

lized nations, can venture to rely on emigration as a

permanent and adequate check to population. We say
no numerous and civilized nation surrounded by other
civilized nations; for we are aware that the hordes of

Centra) Asia and of the Northern parts of Europe, and
the surplus inhabitants ofsome small communities, such
as tite petty States of ancient Greece and Phoenicia,

appear to have found, ibeone in colonization, the others
in armed migrations, a periodical outlet

; and that the
Americans of European descent have enjoyed for cen-
turies, and for centuries to come may enjoy, in the
immense continent behind them, room for as rapid an
increase oftheir numbers as the most unchecked propa-
gation can supply. But these are not examples which
Europe, as now constituted, can imitate. When all the
land frontier is appropriated,—when invasion for the pur-
pose of settlement is impossible, and the solitary traveller

is repelled by a different language, different laws, diffe-

rent arts, and often a different religion,—when the other
alternative is an expensive and distant voyage, and
either an unsettled, and therefore in genera) an unwhole-
some country, or equal obstacles from variations of
laws, lunguage, religion, and arts, in a previously settled

district,—when these are the difficulties to be encountered,
no extensive and systematic emigration will be persisted

in. Even the different parts of the same empire afford

little assistance to one another, if difference of language,
or habits, or coasiderablc distance be interposed. The
Austrian dominions contain some of the most thinly and
some of the most thickly peopled portions of Europe ;

but Hungary is uot colonized from the plains of Lom-
bardy. If any Europcou nation could hope to make
emigration a complete substitute for prudence, that hope
mi^ht be entertained by (lie inhabitants of the British

Islands. We have the command of unoccupied conti-

nents in each hemisphere, the largest navy that the world
tver saw to convey us to them, the largest capital that
ever has been accumulated to defray the expense, and a
population rcrnarkuhle not merely lor enterprise, but for

enterprise of this particular description. These advan-
tages we have enjoyed for centuries; almost from the
times of the Tudors we huve possessed a large outskirt

of empire far exceeding in extent our European posses-

x
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TMitictl nions. And yet during this long period how little effect
fcrmiutny.

jias em igrrat,on produced on our nurnt>ers ! The swarms

^ I . which we have sent out. and which we now semi out,
‘ seem to be instantaneously replaced. We have founded

one empire, and probably shall found many ; but, after

once a colony has been planted, its principal increase

arises, not tram the comparatively scanty recruits whom
it receives from home, but from the unrepressed force of

human fecundity.

In a future portion of this Treatise we shall explain

with more detail the causes which impede emigration ;
at

present we shall only repeat that all experience shows
its inability to keep down the population of any large,

well peopled, and tolerably civilized Country, such as

Europe, China, or Ifindostan. It appears, therefore,

that habits of prudence in contracting marriage, and of

considerable superfluous expenditure, afford the only

permanent protection against a population pressing so

closely on the means of subsistence as to be continually

incurring the misery of the positive checks. Ami ns

the former habita exist only in a civilized, and the latter

only in an opulent society, it nppears equally clear that,

as a nation advances in civilization and opulence, the

poattive checks are likely to he superseded by the pre-

, venlive. If this be true, the evil of n redundant popu-

lation, or, to speak more intelligibly, of a imputation too

numerous to be adequately and regularly supplied with

necessaries, is likely to diminish in the progress of im-

provement. As wealth increase*, what were the luxuries

of one generation become ihe decencies of their succes-

sors. Not only a taste for additional comfort and con-

venience, hut a feeling of degradation in their absence,

becomes more and more widely diffused. The increase

in muny respects of the productive powers of labour

must enable increased comforts to be enjoyed by in-

creased numbers; and as it is the more beneficial, so it

appears to be the more natural course of eveuts that

increased comfort should not only accompany but rather

precede increase of numbers.

But although we believe that, as civilization advances,
the pressure of population on subsistence is a decreasing
evil, we are far from denying the prevalence of this pres-

sure in all long settled Countries ; indeed in all Countries
except those which are the seats of colonies applying the
knowledge of an old Country to an umccupied territory.

Webelicve that there are few portions of Europe the inha-
bitants of which would not now be richer if their numbers
were fewer, and would not be richer hereafter if they

were now to retard the rate at which their population is

increasing. No plan for social improvement can lie

complete unless it embrace the means both of increasing

the production of wealth and of preventing population

from making a proportionate advance. The former is

tube effected by legislative, the latter by individual pru-
dence and forellioughu The former must be brought
about by the governing classes of society ; the latter de-
pends almost entirely on the lower. As a means of
improvement, the latter is, on the whole, more efficient.

It tnny be acted upon or neglected by almost every one.
But, in the present state of public opinion and of com-
mercial and fiscal policy in Europe, perhaps a greater
progress may be made by insisting on the former. The
statesman who neglects either considers only a portion
of the subject.

But we must admit that ours are not the received
opinions ; or perhaps wc ought to say, that our state-

ment is opposed, on the cue side or on the other, to the Political

language used by almost every writer who has directly *-con«ns)-

treated the subject of population. Almost every Econo-
mist will be found, in that part of his writings in which ““P"3*®011*

what has been called the principle of pjpulation is the
immediate and principal question considered, in range
himself under one of two hostile banners, each opposed
not only to the other, but also to the doctrines which
we have endeavoured to explain. On one side are

those who believe that an increase of numbers is neces-

sarily accompanied not merely by a positive, but by a
relative increase of productive power

; that density of
population is the cause and the test of prosperity ; and
that, “ were every nution under the sun to be released

from all the natural und artificial checks on their in-

crease, and to start off breeding at the fastest possible

rate, many, very many generations must elapse before

any necessary pressure could he felt."
•

On the other side are those who maintain that popu-
lation has a tendency (using the word tendency to

express likelihood or probability) to increase beyond the

means of subsistence ; or, mother words, that, whatever
be the existing means of subsistence, population is likely

fully to come up to them, and even to struggle to pass
beyond them, and is kept back principally by the vice

and misery which that struggle must produce.
The whole of our previous remarks afford an answer

fo the first- mentioned class of writers. We shall not
therefore recur to them. The opinions of the other class

we shall consider at some length ; and we will begin by
the following quotations from Mr. M*Culloch, Mr.
Mill, and Mr. MaUhua.
Among the valuable notes which Mr. M‘C'ultoch has

appended to his edition of the IVtallh of Salions, one of

the most interesting treats of population ; and one of
the objects of that note is to show that the population
of the United States of America cannot continue to

increase for auy very considerable period at the rale at

which it has increuscd during the last hundred years.

We are perfectly convinced of the correctness of this

anticipation ; and we make the following extract not
with any intention to oppose Mr. M'Cuiloch's opiuions

as to America, but because we are anxious to express

our dissent fo the form in which he lays down the

general doctrine of population.
“ It may be said perhaps," aays Mr. MCulluch, " that

allowance must be made for the effects of the improve-
ments which may be supposed to take place in agricul-

tural science in the progress of society, or the possible

introduction, at some future jicriod, of new and more
prolific species of crops. But it is easy to see that the

influence of such improvements and changes must, sup-
posing them to he realized in the fullest manner, be of
very temporary duration ; and that it cannot affect the
truth of the principle, (hat the power of increase in the

human rpecict must always, in the long run* prove an
overmatch for the increase in the means of sub*i*tence,

Suppose by some extraordinary improvement the quan-
tity of food and other articles required for the subsist-
ence and accommodation of man annually produced in
Great Britain were suddenly doubled; the condition of
all classes being in consequence signally improved,
there would be less occasion for the exercise of moral

* Scrvjie, Principal of PoiMxcml Economy, 1833, p. 27G.
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restraint; the period of marriage would therefore be

accelerated, and such a powerful stimulus would be given

to the principle of increase, that in a very short period

the population *could be again on a level with the means

of subsistence

;

and there would also, owing to the

change that must have been made in the habits of the

people with respect to marriage, during the period that

the population was rising to the level of the increased

supply of food, be an extreme risk lest it should become

too abundant, and produce un increased rate of mor-

tality. Although, therefore, it is not possible to assign

any certain limits to the progress of improvement, it is

notwithstanding evident that it cannot continue for any

considerable period to advance in the same proportion

that population would advance supposing food were

abundantly supplied. The circumstance of inferior

lands, which require a greater outlay of capital and
luhour to make them yield the same supply as those

that are superior, being invariably taken into cultivation

in the progress of society, demonstrates, what is other-

wise indeed sufficiently obvious to every one, that, in

despite of improvements, the difficulty of adding to the

supplies of food is progressively augmented as popula-

tion becomes denser."

Mr. Mill's views are to be found in his discussion

of wages. Principles, &c., ch. ii. s. 2. “ If it were,” he
observes, ** the natural tendency of capital (by which
term Mr. Mill designates the instruments of labour, the

materials on which they are to be employed, when pro-

duced by labour, and the subsistence of the lubourer)

to increase faster than population, there would be no
difficulty in preserving the prosperous condition of the

people. If, on the other hand, it were the natural tend-

ency of population to increase faster than capital, the

difficulty would be very great. There would be a per-

petual tendency ill wages to fall ; the progressive fall of

wages would produce a greater and a greater degree of

poverty among the people, attended with its inevitable

consequences, misery and vice. As poverty, and its

consequent misery, increased, mortality would also in-

crease : of a numerous family born, a certain number
only, from want of the means of well being, would be

reared. By whatever proportion the population tended

to increase foster than capital, such a proportion of those

who were born would die; the ratio of increase in

capital and population would then remain the same,

and the fall of wages would proceed no further. That
population has a tendency to increase foster than, in

most places, capital has actually increased, is proved
incontestably by the condition of the population in most
ports of the globe. In almost all Countries the condi-
tion of the great body of the people is poor and misera-

ble. This would have been impossible, if capital had
increased faster than population. In that case wages
must have risen

; and high wages would have placed

the labourer above the miseries of want. This general

misery of mankind is a fact which can be accounted
for upon one only of two suppositions: either that

there is a natural tendency in papulation to increase

faster than capital, or that capital has, by some means,
been prevented from increasing so fast as it has a tend-

ency to increase. This, therefore, is an inquiry of the

highest importance."

As the result of that inquiry, Mr. Mill decides the

second alternative in the negative; and consequently
conceives himself to have established the former, namely.

that there is a natural tendency in population to increase Politic*!

faster than capital.

Mr. Mnllhus’s opinions appear to have been con-

sidcrably modified during the course of bis long and
w
*
>u a l0B’

brilliant philosophical career. In the first edition of

his great Work the principle of population was repre-

sented as an insurmountable obstacle to the .permanent

welfare of the mass of mankind. And even in the last

edition the following passages are open to the same
construction

“ There are few States in which there is not a con-

stant effort in the population to increase beyond the

means of subsistence. This constant effort as constantly

tends to subject the lower classes of society to distress,

and to prevent any great permanent amelioration of

their condition. TTie*e effects, ill the present stale of

society, seem to be produced in the following manner

:

—We will suppose the means of subsistence in any
Country to be just equal to the easy support of its in-

habitants. The constant effort towards population,

which is found to act even in the most vicious societies,

increases the number of people before the means of
subsistence are increased. The fowl, therefore, which
before supported eleven millions, must now be divided

between eleven millions and a half The poor conse-

quently must live much worse, and many of them
be reduced to severe distress. The number oflabourers

also being above the proportion of work in the market,

the price of labour must tend to fall, while the price of

provisions would at the same time lend to rise. The
labourer therefore must do more work to earn the same
as he did before. During this season of distress the
discouragements to marriage and the difficulty of

rearing a family are so great that the progress of

population is retarded. In the mean time, the cheap-
ness of labour, the plenty of labourers, and the

necessity of an increased industry amongst them, en-
courage cultivators to employ more labour upon their

land, to turn up fresh soil, and to manure and improve
more completely whut is already in tillage, till ulti-

mately the means of subsistence may become in the

some proportion to the population as at the period

from which we set out. The situation of the labourer

being then ogam tolerably comfortable, the restraints to

population are in some degree loosened ; and after a
short period the same retrograde and progressive move-
ments, with respect to happiness, are repeated." Popu-
lation

, book i. chap. 2. *' According to the principle of

population, the human race has a tendency to increase

faster than food. It ha*, therefore, a constant tendency

to people a Country fully up to the limits of subsist-

ence ; meaning, by these limits, the lowest quantity of
food which will maintain a stationary population."

Book iii. chap. i. note.

But when the opposite doctrine, namely, that, in the

absence of disturbing causes, subsistence is likely to

increase more rapidly than population, was brought
before him by Mr. Senior, he appears to have disavowed,
we will not say his former expressions, but the infer-

ences to which they lead.

"The meaning," says Mr. Malthas, "which I in-

tended to convey by the expression to which you ob-
ject** (that population has a tendency to increase

faster than food) 4‘ was, that population was alwavs
ready and inclined to increase faster than food, if the

checks which repressed it were removed ; and that

x 2
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1M»iieal though these checks might be such as to prevent popu-
Ecuivjrti)'-

jat}on from advancing upon subsistence, or even to keep

IWiaion. ’ l Rt • Srrmler distance behind, yel that, whether popu-

lation were actually increasing faster than lood, or food

faster than population, it was true that, except in new
colonies, favourably circumstanced, population was

always preying against food, and was always ready to

start off at a faster rate than that at which the tbod wus

actually increasing."

“ We are quite agreed that, in the capacity of reason

and forethought, man is endowed with a power naturally

calculated to mitigate the evils occasioned by the pressure

of population against food. We are further agreed that,

in the progress of society, as education and knowledge

Hie extended, the probability is that these evils will

practically be mitigated, and the condition of the labour-

ing classes he improved.”*

So explained, Sir Malthos's opinions arc opposed to

theexpressionsof Mr. Mill and Mr. M’CiillocIi; his admis-

sion that, " in the progress ofsociety, the probability is

that the evils occasioned by the pressure of population

against food will be mitigated,” is opposed to Mr. M‘Cul-

loch's statement. “ that the power of increase in the

human species must always in the long run prove an

overinaich for the increase in the means of subsistence

and to Mr. Mill’s, “that the tendency of popula-

tion to increase faster than, in most places, capital has

actually increased, is proved inconlestnblv bv the condi-

tion of the population in most parts of the globe.”

Archbishop Whalely, with his usual acuteness, has in

the following passage traced the question to a verbal

ambiguity.

“The doctrine, that, since there is a tendency in popu-

lation to increase faster than the means of subsistence,

hence the pressure of population against subsistence may
be expected to become greater and greater in each succes-

sive generation, (unless new and extraordinary remedies

are resorted to,) and thus to produce a progressive dimi-

nution of Human welfare—tliisdoctnne, which some main-

tain in defiance of the fact that all civilized Countries

have a greater proportionate amount of wealth now
than formerly, may be traced chiefly to an undetected

ambiguity in the word * tendency,' which forms a part

of the middle term of the argument. By a ‘tendency’

towards a certain result is sometimes meant, the exist-

ence of a cau*e which, operating unimpeded, would

produce that result. In (his sense it may be said, with

truth, that the earth, or any other body moving round a

centre, has a tendency to fly off at a tangent
;

(«. e.) the

centrifugal force qierales in that direction, though it is

controlled by the centripetal ; or, again, that man has a

greater tendency to fall prostrate than to stand erect

;

(*. f.) the attraction of gravitation and the position of

the centre of gravity are such that the least breath of air

would overset him, but for the voluntary exertion of

muscular force : and, again, that population has a tend-

ency to increase beyond subsistence : (i. e.) there are in

man propensities which, 11* unrestrained, lead to that

result.

“ But sometimes, again, * a tendency towards a certain

result’ is understood to mean * the existence of such a

late of things that that result may lie expected to take

place.’ Now it is in these two senses that the word is

used, in the two premises of the argument in question.

Butin this latter sense, the earth has a greater tendency

• Avytndxx to Senior1* Lectnrtt cut Population, p 61—82.

to remain in its orbit than to fly off from it; man has a pu|ttic*1
greater tendency to stand erect than to fall prostrate ; and Knmomy.
(as may be proved by comparing a more barbarous with '

a more civilized period in the history of any Country) in Population,

the progress of Society, subsistence has a tendency to

increase at a greater rate than population. In this

Country, for instance, much as our population has in-

creased within the last five centuries, it yet bears a tar

less ratio to subsistence (though still a much greater

than could be wished) than it did five hundred years

ago.*'*

It is obvious that if the present state of the world,

compared with its state at our earliest records, be one of

relative poverty, the tendency of population tn increase

mare rapidly than subsistence must be admitted. If

the means of subsistence continue to bear precisely

the same proportion to the number of its inhabitants, it

is clear that the increase of subsistence and of numbers
lias been equal. If its means of subsistence have in-

creased much more than the number of its inhabitants,

it is clear not only that the proposition in question is lake,

but that the contrary proposition is true, and that the

means of subsistence have a natural tendency (using

these words as expressing what is likely to take place)

to increase faster than population. Now what ts the

picture presented by the earliest records of those na-

tions which are now civilized, or, which is the same,

what is now the state of savage nations?—a «*.ate of

habitual poverty and occasional famine. A scanty popu-

lation, but still scantier means of subsistence. Admit-

ting, ami it must be admitted, that in almost all Coun-
tries the condition of the great body of the people is

poor ai d miserable, yet, as poverty and misery were their

original inheritance, what inference can we draw from
the continuance of that misery as to the teudency of

their numbers to increase more rapidly than their wealth?

But if a single Country can be found in which there

is now less poverty than is universal in a savage state,

it must he true that, under the circumstances in which
that Country has been placed, the means of subsistence

have a greater tendency to increase than the population.

Now this is the cave in every civilized Country. Even
Ireland, the Country most likely to afford an in-

stance of what has been called the tendency of

tilings, poor and populous as she is, sutlers less from

want with her eight millions of people than when her

only inhabitants were a few septs of hunters and fishers.

In our own early history, famines, and pestileuces, the

consequences of famine, constantly recur. At present,

though our numbers are trebled or quadrupled, they are

unheard of.

The United States of America afford the best ascer-

tained instance of great and continued increase of num-
bers. They have afforded a field in which the powers

of population have been allowed to exhaust their energy;

but, though exerted to iheir utmost, they have not as yel

equalled the progress of subsistence. Whole colonies

of the first settlers perished from absolute want; their

successors struggled long against hardship and priva-

tion; but every increase of their number seems to have

been accompanied or preceded by increased means of

support. If it be conceded that there exists in the hu

man race a natural tendency to advance from barbarism

to civilization, and that the means of subsistence are

proportionably more abundant in a civilized than iu a

• Archbishop YYhatrly, Ltctmrrt on /WiftcaS Economy. Lecture 9.
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Political ravage state, and neither of these propositions can be
unomy. mUBj follow that there is a natural tendency

l'upulatiuo.
*n •"bsistence 10 increase in a greater ratio than popu-

lation.

But although Mr. Malthus himself, in his earlier

publications, has perhaps fallen sometimes into the

exaggeration which is natural to a discoverer, the error,

if he has committed one, does not uffect the practical

conclusions which place him, as a benefactor to man-
kind, on a level with Adam Smith. Whether, in the

absence of disturbing causes, it be the tendency of sub-

sistence or of population to advance with greater rapidity,

is a question of slight importance, if it be acknowledged

that human happiness or misery depend principally on

their relative advance, and that there arc causes, and
causes within human control, by which that udvance

can he regulated. These are propositions which Mr.
Malthus has established by facts and reasoning which,

opposed as they were to long-rooted prejudice, and
assailed by every species of sophistry and clamour, are

now admitted by the majority of reasouers, and even

by a large majority of those who take their opinions

upon trust.

To explain what are the causes of the relative increase

of subsistence and population is rather the business of a

writer on politics than of a Political Economist. At pre-

sent wc will only say that knowledge, security of property,

freedom of internal and external exchange, and equal

admissibility to rank and power, arc the principal causes

which at the same lime promote the increase of sub-

sistence, and, by elevating the character of the people,

lead them to keep at a slower rate the increase of their

numbers. And that restrictions on exchange and com-
merce, artificial barriers excluding the great majority of

the community from the chance of social eminence, and,

above all, ignorance, and insecurity of person and pro-

perty, are the general causes which both diminish the

productiveness of labour, and tend to produce that brutal

state of improvidence in which the power of increase,

unchecked by prudence, is always struggling to pass the

limits of subsistence, and is kept down only by vice and
misery. We use the expression general causes, to ex-

clude those causes which, being peculiar to certain na-

tions, require separate consideration. Such are the

superstitious desire of offspring in China, the political

motives which formerly occasioned the creation of free-

holders in I rebind, and the administration of the poor

h*ws in some parts of England. But. omitting these

details, it may be generally stated that all that degrades

the character, or diminishes the productive power of a
people, tends to diminish the proportion of subsistence to

population, and rice versd. And consequently that a

Imputation increasing more rapidly than the means of

subsistence is, generally speaking, a symptom of mi*,

government indicating deeper-seated evils, of which it is

only one of the results.

And, notwithstanding the passages which we have
cited, we believe these to be also the opinions of Mr.
Mill and of Mr. M'Culloch. We believe that neither

of these eminent writers doubts that the situation of the

inhabitants of Europe has been gradually improving

during the last 500 years. We believe that neither of

them considers the improvement as having reached its

limit, or us having any definite limit whatever. When
they speak of the probable destinies of' mankind, they

teach the same doctrine as ourselves. It is only when
separately discussing the subject of population that they
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have used the language to which we have ventured to PoliiM-al

object We believe that they have used it without Kc0* w,t,, 7*

being misled by it themselves, and, perhaps on that

very account, without perceiving its tendency to mislead ™Pul®,:"0,

others. Bui that those whose acquaintance with Poli-

tical Economy is superficial (and they form the great

mass of even the educated classes) hare been misled
by the form in which the doctrine of population has
been expressed appears to us undeniable. When such
persons are told that “ it is the tendency of the human
race to increase faster than food”—“to people a country
fully up to the means of subsistence." they infer that

what has a tendency to happen is to be expected. Be-
cause additional population may bring poverty, they
suppuse that it necessarily trill do so: because increased

meuns of subsistence may be followed and neutralized

by a proportionate increase in the number of persons to

be subsisted, they suppose that such uiU necessarily be
the case. And unhappily there are many whom indo-

lence, or selfishness, or a turn to despondency, make
ready recipients of such a doctrine. It furnishes an eaay

escape from the trouble or expense implied by every
project of improvement. *4 What use would it be,’*

they ask, 44
to promote an extensive emigration ? the

whole vacuum would he immediately filled up by the

necessary increase of population. Why should we alter

the Corn Laws? If food were for a time more abundant,
in a very short period the population would be again
on a level with the means of subsistence, and we should
be just as ill oil’ as before.

’*

There are many also, particularly among those who
reason rather with their hearts than their heads, who
arc unable to assent to these doctrines, and yet believe

them to be among the admitted results of Political

Economy, Such persons apply to the whole Science the
argumentum ab abturdo; and, instead of inquiring into

the accuracy of the reasoning, refuse to examine the

premises from which such objectionable conclusions are

inferred.

It is because we believe these misconceptions to be
extensively prevalent that we have ventured to detain

our readers by this long discussion. A discussion which
some may think a mere dispute about the more conve-
nient use of a word, and others an attempt to prove a
self-evident fact. .

Production.

Having explained the sense in which we use the word Product w».

wealth, and given an outline of the doctrine of popula-

tion, we now proceed to consider production, or the

means by which wealth is produced. The first terms

to be defined are the verb produce, aud the substantive

product.

To produce, as fur as Political Economy is concerned,
u to occasion an alteration in the condition of the ex-

isting particles of matter, for the occasioning of which
alteration,

orfor the things thence resulting, something

may be obtained in exchange. This alteration is a

product It is scarcely necessary to remind our readers

that matter is susceptible neither of increase nor dimi-

nution, and that all which man or any other agent

of which we have experience can effect, is to alter

the condition of its existing particles. But as Political

Economy treats only of wealth, and therefore only

of those alterations of which wealth is rhe result, we
are foiced to exclude all other alterations from the

definition of product*. Tfle child who builds a castle
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Political with sand on the shore, and the child who kicks it

KciMuimy. down, each occasions effects the same in kind as the man
who builds or pulls down a palace ; but as the exertions

Production.
of the |t(ter eiltj,|c |jjm to be paid, he is properly said

to produce, and the result of his conduct, whether it be

the covering with buildings ground previously unoccu-

pied, or rendering vacant what wus previously built

over, is properly called a product.

Products have been divided into material and im-

material. or. to express the same distinction in dif-

ferent words, into commodities and services. This

distinction appears to have been suggested by Adam
Smith’s well-known division of labour into produc-

tive and unproductive. Those who thought the prin-

ciple of that division convenient, feeling at the same

time the difficulty of terming unproductive the labour

without which all other labour would be inefficient, in-

vented the term services, or immaterial products, to

express its results.

It appears to us, however, that the distinctions that

have been attempted to be drawn between productive

and unproductive labourers, or between the producers of

materiu) and immaterial product*, or between commo-
dities and services, rest on differences existing not in the

things themselves, which are the objects considered, but

in the modes in which they attract our attention. In

those canes in which our attention is principally called

not to the act of occasioning the alteration, but to the

result of that act, to the thing altered. Economists have

termed the person who occasioned that alteration a pro-

ductive labourer, or the producer of a commodify or

material product. Where, on the other hand, our atten-

tion is principally called not to the thing altered, but to

the act of occasioning that alteration, Economists have

termed the person occasioning that alteration an unpro-

ductive labourer, and his exertion-, wreiret, or imma-

terial products. A shoemaker alters leather and thread

and wax into a pair of shoes. A shoeblack alters a

dirty pair of shoes into a clean pair. In the first

case our attention is called principally to the things as

altered. The shoemaker, therelore, is said to make or

produce shoes. In the case of the shoeblack, our at-

tention is called principally to the act as performed.

He is not said to make or produce the commodity, clean

shoes, hut to perform the service of cleaning them. In

each case there is of course an act and a result ; but in

the one case our attention is called principally to the

act, in the other to the result.

Among the causes which direct our attention princi-

pally to the act, or principally to the result, seem to be,

first, the degree of change produced
;
and secondly, the

mode in which the person who benefits by that change

generally purchases that benefit.

I. Where the alteration is but slight, especially if the

thing that has been subjected to alteration still retains

the same name, our attention is directed principally to

the act. A cook is not said to make roast beef, but to

dress it
; but he is said to make a pudding, or those

more elaborate preparations which we call made dishes.

The change of name is very material : a tailor is said

to make cloth into a coal ; a dyer ia not said to make
undyed cloth into dyed cloth. The change produced by
the dyer is perhaps greater than that produced by the

tailor, but the cloth in passing through the tailor’s

hands changes its name; in passing through the dyer's

it does not : the dyer has not produced a new name,
nor, consequently, in our minds, a new thing.

The principal circumstance, however, ia the mode in Political

which the payment is made. In some cases the pro- Economy,

ducer is accustomed to sell, and we ure accustomed to

purchase, not his labour, but the subject on which that

labour has been employed ; as when wc purchase a wig
or a chest of medicine. In other cases, what we buy ia

not the tiling altered, but ihe labour of altering it, as

when we employ a haireullcr or a physician. Our
attention in all these cases naturally fixes itself on the

thing which we are accustomed to purchase ; and accord-

ing as we are accustomed to buy the labour, or the thing

on which that labour has been expended,— as we are, in

fad, accustomed to purchase a commodity or a service,

wc consider a commodity or a service as ihe thing pro-

duced. The ultimate object both of painting and of

acting is the pleasure derived from imitation. The
means adopted by the painter and the actor are the

same in kind. Each exercises his bodily organs, but
the painter exercises them to distribute colours over a
canvass the actur to put himself into certain attitudes,

and to utter certain sounds. The actor sells hi* exer-

tions themselves. The painter ttlle not his exertions,

but the picture on which ihove exertions have been em-
ployed. The mode in which their exertion* are sold

constitutes the only difference between menial servants

and the other labouring classes : a servant who carries

coal from the cellar to the drawing-room performs pre-

cisely the same operation as the miner who raises them
from the bottom of the pit to its mouth. But the con-

sumer pays for the coals themselves when raistd and
received into his cellar, nnd pays the servant for the

act of bringing them up. The miner, therefore, is said

to produce the material commodity, coals
;
the servant

the immaterial product, or service. Both, in fact, pro-

duce the same thing, an alteration in the condition of

the existing particles of matter; but our attention is

fixed in the one case on the act, in the other on the

result of that act.

In the ruder states of society almost all manufac-
tures arc domestic: the Queens and Princesses of heroic

times were habitually employed in overlooking the la-

bours of their maiden*. The division of labour has
banished from our hull* lo our manufactories the distaff

and the loom ; and, if the language to which we have
been adverting were correct, the division of labour must
be said to have turned spinners and weavers from un-
productive into productive labourers; from producers of

immaterial services into producers of material commo-
dities.

But objecting as we do to a nomenclature which
should consider producers as divided, by the nature of

their products, into producers of aervices and producers

of commodities, we are ready to admit the convenience

of the distinction belweeu services and commodities
themselves, and to apply the term service to the act of
occasioning an alteration in the existing state of things,

the term commodity to the thing as altered ; the term

product including both commodities and services.

It is to be observed that, inordinary language, a person

is not said to produce a thing unless he has employed
himself for that especial purpose. If an English oy ster-

fisher should meet with an oyster containing a pearl,

he would lie called not the producer of the pearl, but its

casual finder. But a Ceylon oyster- fisher, whose trade

is to fish for pearl oysters, is called a producer of pearls.

The mere existence of the pearls is in both cases owing
to the agency of nature; their existence as articles of
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Political value is in bolh cases owing (o the agency of the fisher

Economy, in removing them from a situation in which they were

valueless. In the one case he did this intentionally, in
Production other nccidentully. Attention is directed in the one

umotion.
lo h** °ffcncy* and he is therefore called the producer

of the peurl. In the other case it is directed to the

agency of nature, and he is called only the appropriator.

But it appears to us the more convenient classification,

for scientific purposes, to term him in both cuses the

producer.

Economists have in general opposed consumption to

production. They have defined consumption to be the de-

struction wholly, or in part, of any portion orwealth. And
they consider it as the ultimate object of all production.

Tout ee qui eat produit,* says M. Say, eat corwomme;
par consequent, toule vaieur crier cat detruUe, et n’a etc

cric que pour etre detruite.

“ Consumption,” says Mr. Malthus, “ is the great

purpose and end of all production/'f ** By consump-
tion,’* says Mr. M'CulIoch, " is meant the annihilation

of those qualities which render commodities useful or

desirable. To consume the products of Art and in-

dustry is to deprive the matter of which they consist of

utility, and consequently of the exchangeable value com-
municated to it by labour. Consumption is, in fact, the

end and object of human exertion, and when a com-
modity is in a fit state to be used, if its consumption be

deferred, a loss is incurred.”^

That almost all that is produced is destroyed is true

;

but we cannot admit that it is produced for the purpose
of being destroyed. It is produced for the purpose of

being made use of. Its destruction is an incident to its

use, not only not intended, but, as fur as possible,

avoided. In fact, there are some things which seem
unsusceptible of destruction except by accidental injury.

A statue in a gallery, or u medal, or u gem in a cabinet,

may lie preserved for centuries without apparent de-

terioration. There are others, such us food and fuel,

which perish in the very act of using them, and hence,

as these are the most essential commodities, the word
consumption has been applied universally as express-

ing the making use of anything. But the hulk
of commodities are destroyed by those numerous
gradual agents which we call collectively time, and the

action of which we strive to retard. If it be true that

consumption is the object of all production, the inha-

bitant of a house must be termed its consumer, but it

would be strange to call him its destroyer; since it would
unquestionably be destroyed much sooner if uninhabited.

It would be ati improvement in the language of Political

Economy if the expression “to use” could lie sub-
stituted for that “to consume." There is, however, so

much difficulty in changing an established nomencla-
ture. that we shall continue to use the word consump-
tion, premising that we use it to signify primarily the

making use of a thing ; a circumstance to which its de-

struction is generally, but not necessarily, incidental.

The wealth of a Country will much depend on the

question, whether the tastes of its inhabitants lead them
to prefer objects of slow or of rapid destruction.

It will depend, however, much more on their preference

of productive or unproductive consumption.

Productive consumption is that use of a commodity

* Say, /Vmop/w, tome lii. p, ‘276.

f PriHctftin, 4'c* P- 219

; M. p. 511—CM 2d K<1.

which occasions an ulterior product. Unproductive Political

consumption is, of course, that use which occasions no ,

ulterior product. The characteristic of unproductive

consumption is, that it adds to the enjoyment of no one con
.'

'

but the consumer himself. It* only effect upon the sumption,

rest of the community i« to diminish pro tanto the mass
of commodities applicable to their use.

Some commodities are unsusceptible ofany but unpro-
ductive consumption ; such are lace, embroidery, jewellery,

and tiie other personal ornaments which are simply
decorative, and ufford neither warmth nor protection.

Under this head may also be ranked tobacco and snuff,

and the other stimulants, of which the best that can be
said is. that they are not injurious. A much larger

class of commodities is designed solely for productive

use, and is never consumed unproductively, but by mis-

take. In this class are all tools, from the simple*! to

the most complicated ; from the spade and the rail, to

the steam engine and the Indiaman. But the generality

of commodities maybe used, according to the will of the

proprietor, productively or unproductively
; may be

consumed so as to substitute some product in lieu of
that which has been destroyed, or without any further

beneficial result than the immediate pleasure which has

accompanied their use. Whatever is capable of sup-

porting human existence may be used to maintain those

who are themselves producers, or those who are not.

In the first case it is productively, in the second unpro-
ductively consumed.
The distinction between productive and unproduc-

tive consumer* is less clearly marked than that between
productive and unproductive consumption. To divide

men into two classes, productive and unproductive con-

sumers, would, in fact, be a false division, there being

few who do not in some respects belong to bolh classes.

So far as a man's consumption is essential to his pro-

duction. he belongs to the first class; so fur as it is not

essential, to the second. Those only cun be called

simply unproductive who return nothing whatever for

what they consume ; those only simply productive who
indulge in no superfluous consumption whatever.

To the first description belong those who, being pro-

vided, through their own previous exertions, or by the

accidents of donation or inheritance, with a fund suffi-

cient for their subsistence, are content to dedicate their

revenue and their leisure to the purposes of mere
enjoyment. This class is never large in any state of

society. In an ignorant, and conseatently a poor com-

munity, the number of those possessing a maintenance

independent of exertion is necessarily small. Among
civilized nations the love of accumulation, of power, of

distinction, and of occupation, ami the nobler desire of

being more or less extensively useful, all powerfully

counteract the slothful principles ofour nature. As pro-

perty becomes more secure, as the avenues to influence

are opened, as merit and wealth rise in public estimation

over the accidents of birth, as bnrburous prejudices de-

grading to industry wear out, as the influence of sound
religion teaches men that they were created for better

purposes than selfish pleasure or useless mortification,

in fact, as civilization improves, all the motives to vo-

luntary exertion acquire force. And though the num-
ber of those who might live in idleness increases, the

proportion of those who are unhappy enough to exercise

that privilege diminishes.

Another class consists of those who derive their

support solely from the spoil or the charity of others.

Google
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Political The number of those who live by rapine has ob-
Ecunomy. ajousjy a tendency to diminish in the progress of civili-

l*wxl k^o *al *on * About mendicancy there may be some doubt,

•nd con*
•* some superfluous wealth reems necessary to its

sumption, existence, and it may be supposed likely to increase

with the superfluity on which it feeds. That laws ill

framed or ill administered may allow it so to increase

we know, from our own experience. But there seems

to be no reason to doubt that, under a wise system

of commercial and municipal legislation, the number
of able-bodied paupers might be so reduced as to be

practically unimportant.

The last class of unproductive consumers consists of

those whom age or infirmity has rendered permanently

incapable of production. We say permanmily, to exclude

children, and those suffering under temporary disability.

Though a child or an invalid make no immediate return,

their support is the necessary condition of their future

services. This is by far the largest of the unproductive

classes, and one not likely to suffer relative diminution,

the same causes which tend to obviate disease and injury

tending also to prolong life where their effects are in-

curable. But from the information collected in the

House of Commons' Report on Friendly Societies, 5th

July, 1825. vol. iv., we are inclined to think that in

this Country the class in question cannot amount to a
fortieth part, or about two and a half per cent, of the

whole community.

The number of absolutely productive consumers, that

is, of persous who consume solely for the purpose of re-

producing, is much smaller. It may be a question in-

deed whether in a Country free from slavery, or regu-

lations resembling slavery, any such class is to be found.

The humblest labourer has some expenses which are

not essential to his heulth ami strength. We endeavour
to give to our domestic animals nothing beyond what is

strictly necessary, and in the Countries where man is

considered us a domestic animal it might 1* expected

that the consumption ofa Elave would he equally limited.

But even the slave generally acquires some ]wculiuin,

which implies that his ordinary subsistence somewhat
exceeds his wants.

It appears from this analysis that the bulk of the com-
munity are neither productive nor unproductive con-

sumers, but may be referred to the one class or to the

other, according to the portion of their ex|>enses for the

time being under consideration. So far as the hus-

bandman takes jyst enough of the least expensive food,

is just sufficicnllyttlad with the simplest raiment, and in-

habits a dwelling just sufficiently weather-tight and spa-

cious to protect him from the seasons, he is a productive

consumer. But his pipe and his gin, and generally

speaking his beer, and the bumble ornaments of his

person and bis dwelling, form his unproductive con-

sumption.
We do not, of course, mean it to be inferred that all

personal expenditure beyond mere necessaries is ne-
cessarily unproductive. The duties of those who fid

the higher ranks in society can seldom be well per-
formed unless they conciliate the respect of the vulgar
by a certain display of opulence. If a Judge, or an
Ambassador, required by his station to support an es-

tablishment costing ^2000 a year, should spend ,£4000,
half of his consumption would be productive, and the

other half unproductive. It would be a great mistake,
however, to consider the third footman behind his coach,
though a mere useless weight to the horses, an unpro-

ductive consumer. What the footman consumes are hia

wages, and. so far at least as lie consumes them in

order to enable himself to perform his services as foot-

man, he is a productive consumer. The things unpro-

ductive!) consumed are his services, and they are con-

st! met! by his master. Nor is it to be supposed, on the

other hand, thut all consumption even of necessaries by
those who are themselves producers, is a productive con-

sumption. The half-employed pauper whose labour is

wonh iTlO a year, and whose consumption is ^20, con-

sumes unproductively the difference.

Having explained the nature of production and con-

sumption, we now proceed to consider the agents by
whose intervention production takes place.

The primary instruments of production are labour,

and those agents of which nature, unaided by man,
affords us the assistance.

Labour is the voluntary exertion of bodily or mental

faculties for the purpose of production. It may appear

unnecessary to define a term having a meaning so pre-

cise and so generally understood. Peculiar notions

respecting the causes of value have, however, led some
Economists to employ the term labour ill senses so

different from its common acceptation, that for some
time to come it will be dangerous to use the word with-

out explanation. We have already observed that many
recent writers have considered value as solely depend-

ent on labour. WT
hen pressed to explain how w ine in

a cellar, or an oak in Us progress from a sapling to a
tree, could, on this principle, increase in value, they re-

plied that they considered the improvement of the wine

and the growth of the tree as so much additional labour

bestowed on each. We do not quite understand the

meaning of this reply ; but we have given a definition of

labour, lest we should be supposed to include in it the

unassisted operations of nature. It may also lie well to

remind our readers that this definition excludes all those

exertions which arc not intended, immediately or

through their products, to be made the subjects of ex-

change. A hired messenger, and a person walking for

his amusement, a sportsman, and a gamekeeper, the

ladies at an English ball, and a company of Natch
girls in India, undergo the same faligues; but ordinary

language does not allow ua to consider those as under-

going labour who exert themselves for the mere pur-

pose of amusement.
Under the term “ the agents offered to us by nature,"

or, to use a shorter expression, “ natural agents,
1" we

include every productive agent so far as it does not

derive ita powers from the act of man.
The term “ natural agent" is far from being a conve-

nient designation, but we have adopted it partly because

it has been alrendy made use of in this sense by eminent

writers, and partly because we have not been able to

find one less objectionable. The principal of these

agents is the land, with its mines, its rivers, its natural

forests with their wild inhabitants, and, in short, all its

spontaneous productions. To these must be added the

ocean, the atmosphere, light ami heat, and even those

physical laws, such as gravitation and electricity, by the

knowledge of which we are able to vary the combina-
tions of matter All these productive agents have in

general, by what appears to be an inconvenient synec-

doche, been designated by the term fond; partly because

the land, ns a source of profit, is the most important of

those which are susceptible of appropriation, but chiefly

because its possession generally carries with it the com-

Instru-

ment* of
prod i etiua.

I. Labour.

II. Nat ua)

ageuls.
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Political mand over most of the others. And it is to be remem-
Eeunoray. that, though the powers of nature are necessary to

J

J

afford a substratum for the other instruments of produc-

nienta'of *' otl wor^ '>P°n » they are not of themselves, when
Production, universally accessible, causes of value. Limitation in

supply is, as we have seen, a necessary constituent of

value ; and what is universally accessible is practically

unlimited in supply.

III. Absti- But although human labour, and the agency of na-
nenev. lure, independently of that of man, are the primary

productive powers, they require the concurrence of a

th;rd productive principle to give to them complete

efficiency. The most laborious population, inhabiting

the most fertile territory, if they devoted all their

labour to the production of immediate results, and
consumed its produce as it arose, would soon find their

Utmost exertions insufficient to produce even the mere
necessaries of existence*

To the third principle, or instrument of production,

without which the two others are inefficient, wc shall

give the name of abstinence

:

a term by which wc ex-

press the conduct of n person who either abstains from

the unproductive use of what he can command, or de-

signedly prefers the production of remote to that of

immediate results.

It was to the effects of this third instrument of pro-

duction that we adverted when we laid down, as the

third of our elementary propositions, that the powert

of labour and of the other instrument* which produce
wealth may be indefinitely increased by using their pro-

ducts as the means of further production. All our
subsequent remarks on abstinence are a developemcnt
and illustration of this proposition ; we say develope-

menl and illustration, because it can scarcely be said to

require formal proof.

The division of the instruments of production into

three great branches hll long been familiar to Econo-
mists. Those branches they have generally termed
labour, land, and capital. In the principle of this divi-

sion wc agree; though we have substituted different

expressions for the second and third branches. We
have preferred the term natural agent to that of land,

to avoid designating a whole genus by the name ofone of

its species : a practice which has occasioned the other

cognate species to be generally flighted and often for-

gotten. We have substituted the term abstinence for

that of capital on different grounds.

The term capital has been so variously defined that it

may he doubtful whether it have any generally received

meaning. We think, however, that, in popular accepta-

tion, and in that of Economists themselves when they

ore not reminded of their definitions, that word signifies

an article of wealth, the result of human exertion, em-
ployed in the production or distribution ofwealth. We
say the result of human exertion, in order to exclude
those productive instruments to which we have given the

name of natural agents, and which afford not profit, in

the scientific sense of that word, hut rent.

It is evident that capital, thus defined, is not a

simple productive instrument ; it is in most cases the

result of all the three productive instruments combined.
Some natural agent must have afforded the material,

some delay of enjoyment must in general have reserved

it from unproductive use, and some labour must in

general have been employed to prepare and preserve
it. By the word abstinence, we wish to express that
agrnt, distinct from labour and the agency of nature,

VOL. VI.

the concurrence of u'hich is necessary to the existence Political

of capital, and which stands in the same relation Ecunoiny»

to profit as labour does to wages. We are aware
that we employ the word abstinence in a more extensive menti of
sense than is warranted by common usage. Attention i* Production,

usually drown to afotiuenee only when it is not united AbtUreoce

with lubour. It is recognised instantly in the conduct
of a man who allows a tree or a domestic animal to

attain its full growth ; but it fa less obvious when he
plants the sapling or sows the seed corn. The obser-

ver's attention is occupied by the labour, and he omits

to consider the additional sacrifice made when labour is

undergone for a distant object. This additional sacri-

fice we comprehend under the term abstinence; not

because abstinence is an unobjectionable expression

for it, but because wc have not been able to find one to

which there are not still greater objections. We once
thought of using " providence but providence implies

no self-denial, and has no necessary connection with

profit. To tnke out an umbrella fa provident, but not

in the usual sense of the word profitable. We after-

wards proposed “ frugality," but frugality implies some
care and attention, that is to say, some labour ; and
though in practice abstinence is almost always accom-

panied by some degree of labour, it is obviously neces-

sary to keep them separate in an analysis of the instru-

ments of production.

It may be said that pure abstinence, being a mere
negation, cannot produce positive effects; the same re-

mark might as well be applied to intrepidity, or even to

liberty, but who ever objected to their being considered

as equivalent to active agents ? To abstain from the en-

joyment which is in our power, or to seek distant rather

than immediate results, are among the moil painful ex-

ertions of the human will. It is true (hat such exertions

arc mode, and indeed are frequent in every state of society,

except perhaps in the very lowest, and have been made in

the very lowest, for society could not otherwise have im-

proved ; hut of all the means by which man can be raised

in the scale ofbeing, abstinence, as it is perhaps the most
effective, is the slowest in its increase, and the least ge-
nerally diffused. Among nations those that are the least

civilized, and among the different classes of the same
nation those which are the worst educated, ore always

the most improvident, and consequently the least ab-

stinent.

We have already defined capital to be an article of Capital,

wealth, the result of human exertion, employed in the

production or distribution of wealth, and we have ob-

served that each individual article of capital fa in general

the result of a combination of all the three great instru-

ments of production—labour, abstinence, and the agency

of nature.

When a man has possessed himself of any article of

wealth, and resolves to employ it, not for the mere
purposes of enjoyment, but as capitol, or, in other words,

as a means of further production, or of distribution, there

appear to be eight modes in which his design may be
effected.

1. He mny intentionally destroy it, in order to obtain

the effects which are the direct consequences of its destruc-

tion. The consumption of gunpowder in a mine, and of

coals in the furnace of a steam -engine, afford instances.

The food which every producer must consume in order

to keep himself in the health and strength necessary

to enable him to continue a pioducer fa also thus con-

sumed.
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Politic*! 2. H« may relain it and employ it for purposes of
Ecupomy,

j(| gradual (icitniCtiM i* the incidental but not

InTim^" "itemled, or. in all cases, the necessary consequence,

meat* of AH implements and machinery are thus employed.

Production. 3. He may vary its litrm. as when materials are con-

Capital. vcrteil into finished commodities.

4. He may simply retain it until its value has been

increased by changes occasioned by the lapse of time,

or by an altered state of the market. The proprietor of

a vineyard who, immediately after an abundant vintage,

retains his wine, aims at both these advantages.

5. He may keep it ready for sale to meet the wants

of his customers. A shopkeeper’s finished articles or

stock in trade are thus employed.

6. He may give it to the proprietor of some natural

agent for the use of that agent; as when a farmer pays

rent to his landlord.

7. He may give it to a labourer in exchange for his

exertions ; or, in other words, he may employ it in the

payment of wages.
* 8. lie may give it in exchange for some other com-

modity, to lie itself employed as capital ; or, in other

words, lie may use it commercially.

Most capitalists employ portions of their capital in all

these eight modes.

If we suppose a wine retailer s capital to consist of

the knowledge which he has acquired during his educa-
tion for his business, of the warehouse and the simple

machinery necessary to his trade, of the stock of com-
modities necessary for his own current consumption,
and of one hundred pipes of wine in wood and in

bottle, we shall find that his knowledge, and machiucry,

and necessaries arc destroyed without ever being directly

exchanged: the only difference being, first, that his know-
ledge remains unimpaired until either hi* death or his

retirement from business makes it suddenly valueless,

while his buildings, and machinery, and clothes, furniture,

and food are consumed and replaced at successive

periods ; and, secondly, that the destruction of his food

is immediate, and that of his buildings, machinery, fur-

niture, rind clothing is gradual. We shall find that of
the wine he retaius a portion until it shatl have been
improved by age, and keeps a portion as stock in trade

reaily for immediate sale, but ultimately sells the whole
and pays away its price, partly in rent for the land

Covered by his buildings, partly in wages to his clerics,

portcra. shopmen, and other labourers, partly in keeping
up his buddings and machinery, and partly in the re-

purchase of wine, bottles, and corks to keep up the stock
in his warehouse and shop. What remains of the price

of his wine, ami something must remain, nr he would
be in a worse situation than one of his own labourers,

is generally termed his profit

:

a part of it he must
employ in replacing the stock of commodities necessary

to keep himself in health and strength ; the remainder
he may employ cither in his own personal enjoyment
and that of his friends, which is an unproductive use,

or in the increase of his own capital, or in creating a
capital for some other person, in the education, for

instance, of his son, which are productive uses.

Adam Smith has divided capital into fixed and circu-

lating.
4 ‘ There are two ways,” he observes, “ in which a

capital may be employed so as to yield a revenue or

profit.

First, it may be employed in raising, manufactur-
ing, or purchasing goods, and selling them again with a

profit. The capital employed in this manner yields no Political

revenue or profit to its employer while it cither remains h™*u>m
)
r -

in his possession or continue* in the same shape. The
goods of the merchant yield him no revenue or profit

till he sell* them for money, und the money yields him Production*

as little till it is again exchanged for goods. Ilis Capital.

capital i* continually going from him in one shape, and
returning to him in another, and it is only by means of
such circulation, or successive exchanges, that it can
yield him any profit. Such capitals, therefore, may
properly tie called circulating capital*.

" Secondly, it may tie employed in the improvement
of land, in Uie purchase of useful machines ami imple-
ments of trade, or in such like tilings as yield n revenue
or profit without changing masters or circulating any
further. Such capitals, therefore, may pro;>crly be
called 7?xrd capitals.

“ The capital of n merchant is altogether a oirculating

capital. He has occasion for no machines or instru-

ments of trade, unless his shop or warehouse be con-
sidered as sucl).

•* Some part of the capital of every master artificer

or manufacturer must be fixed in the instruments of his

trade. This part, however, is very small in some, and
very large in others. A master tailor requires no other

instruments of trade than a parcel of needles; those

of a master shoemaker are a little, though but a little,

more expensive.

" In other works a much greater fixed capital is re-

quired. In a great iron work, for example, the furnace,

tlie forge, the slit mil), are instruments of trade which
cannot be erected without a ver> great expense. That
part of the capital of the farmer which is employed in

the instruments of agriculture is a fixed, that which is

employed in the wages and maintenance of his labour-

ing servants is a circulating, capital. He makes a profit

of the one by keeping it in his own possession, and of
the other by purling with it. A herd of cattle, bought
in to make a profit by their milk and increase, is a fixed

capital ; the profit is made by keeping them. Their
maintenance is a circulating capital

; the profit is made
by parting with it.” Book ii. eh. i.

We are not aware that the principle of Adani Smith’s

division has ever been directly objected to. There may
be some doubt, prrhn|is, whether the terms fixed and
circulating are the best that could have been selected ;

butAdam Smith has stamped on them the meaning which
he intended, and they have passed current in that signi-

fication ever since.

Mr. Ricardo, however, with the inattention to esta-

blished usage which so much diminishes the usefulness

of hi* writings, has vised the terms fixed and circulating

capital in a totally different sense. In this he has been
followed by Mr. Mill ; and as neither of these writers

intimates that his use of the words ii not the common
one, it may be well to mark the difference.

“ According as capital is rapidly perishable,” says

Mr. Ricardo, “ and requires to be frequently repro-

duced, or is of slow consumption, it is classed under the

heads of circulating or of fixed capital : a division not

essential, and in which the line of demarcation cannot

be accurately drawn. A brewer, whose buildings and
machinery arc valuable aud durable, is said to employ
a large portiun of fixed capital ; on the contrary, a shoe-

maker, whose capital is chiefly employed in the payment
of wages, which are expended on foal and clothing, com-
modities more perishable than buildings and machinery.
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Politic*! is said to employ a large proportion of capital as circu-

KcontMoy. latino capital. Ch. i. sec. 4 .

Mr. Ricardo might well remark that the line of de-
lostra- marealion between his two sorts of capital cannot be

Function. MCWW^e'y drawn ; for what can be more Yague, or more

CapU*l« void of positive meaning, than such comparative terms as

slow and rapid ? The singular circumstance is that both

he and Mr. Mill should have supposed, and it appears

clear that they did suppose, that their division followed

that of Adam Smith. It is obviously a cross division.

The master tailor's needles which Adam Smith selects

as aii example of fixed capital, because the tailor retains

them, would, according to Mr. Ricardo, be circulating,

because they are perishable. On the other hand, the

materials and stock in trade of an iron founder would
be circulating capital according to Smith, and fixed

according to Ricardo,

We may be able to make the nature of capital, and
Adum Smith's conception of it. still cleat cr by quoting

his subdivision of fixed and circulating capitals.

“ Fixed capital," he says, “ consists chiefly of the

four following articles

:

First, of all useful machines aud instruments of

trade which facilitate and abridge labour.

" Secondly, of all buildings used for the purpose of

trade or manufacture
;

such as shops, warehouses, and

farm-buildings, &e. They are a sort of instruments of

trade, ami may be considered iu the same light.

“ Thiidly. of the improvements of land, of what has

been profitably laid out in clearing, draining, enclosing,

manunug, and reducing it into the condition most

proper for culture. An impiovcd form may he regarded

in the same light as one of those useful machines which

facilitate and abridge labour.

" Fourthly, of the acquired and useful abilities of

all the members of the society. The acquisition of such

talents by the maintenance of the acquirer dining his

education, study, or apprenticeship, costs an expense,

which is a capital fixed and realized, as it were, in Ins

person. The improved dexterity of s workman may be

considered in the same light as a machine or instrument

of trade which facilitates aud abridges labour.

" The circulating capital is composed likewise of four

parts ;

** First, of the money by means of which all the

oilier three are circulated and distributed to their proper

consumers.
" Secondly, of the stock ofprovisions in the possession

of the butcher, the grazier. Ac,, for the purpose of sale.

“ Thirdly, of the materials, whether altogether rude

or mure or less manufactured, of clothes, furniture, aud
building, which are not yet made up, but remain in the

bunds of the growers, manufacturers, or merchants.
'* Fourthly, of the work which is made up and com-

pleted, hut is still in lite bands of the merchant or inauu-

lecturer; such as the finished work in the shops of

die smith, the gold-mith, tire jeweller, and the china

merchant. The circulating capital consists, in this

manner, of the provisions, materials, and finished work of

all kinds which ore in the bands of their respective

dealers, and of the money that is necessary for circulat-

ing and distributing them to their final consumers,”

Book ii. c. L

This enumeration contains, perhaps, some useless dis-

tinctions, and, we think, two improper exclusions, but,

generally speaking, it gives au excellent view of the

different species of eapilal.

The things which appear to be improperly excluded Political

are, first, the necessaries of life, consumed by the Economy,

labourer and the capitalist for their own support; and,

secondly, the houses and other commodities ofslow con-
sumption which the owner let* out to the consumer. Production.
Adam Smith can scarcely he said to have explained his Capital,

reason for excluding from the term capital the neces-

saries in the possession of the labourer. He merely
observes that the labourer consumes as sparingly as he
can, and derives lus revenue only from his labour. The
attention of Mr. Malthus has been drawn to the subject;

he agrees in this respect with Adam Smith, and ou the

following grounds:
" The only productive consumption, properly *o called,

is live consumption or destruction of wealth by caj/itaful*

with a view to reproduction. This is the only • narked
line of distinction which can be drawn between produc-
tivesud unproductive consumption. The workman whom
the capitalist employs consumes that part of hi-* wages
which he does not save, as revenue, with a view to sub-

sistence or enjoyment; and not n» capital with a view
to production. ’’ Definition** p. 2b&.

Mr. Malthus would admit that the coals in the furnace

of a steam engine are productively employed ; because

their consumption is the necessary condition to the

engine's performing its work. Am! in what does the

consumption of food by a labourer differ from that of

coals by a steam-engine ? Simply in this, that the

labourer derives pleasure from what he consumes, and
the steam-engine does not. If a labourer were so con*

tituted os to feel no craving for food, and no gratifica-

tion from eating, and were reminded of its neersnity

only by the debility consequent on its want, would not

his meals, taken as they would be solely to enable bim
to undergo his fatigues, be productively consumed?
Nature has wisely enforced an act of daily necessity by
the stimulus of hunger, and the reward of enjoyment,
but do that stimulus and enjoyment detract from its

productiveness ? Is the ploughman's dinner less the

means of his toils because he considers it as their end ?

Is not the food of working cattle productively employed ?

Does not the owner of a West Indian estate consider the

supplies which tic sends to his slaves as a capital destined

to productive consumption ?

Adum Smith has stated at length his reasons for ex-

cluding from (he term capital the houses and other

articles which the owner lets out to the consumer.
** One portion," be stales, ** of the stock of a society

is reserved for immediate consumption, of which the

characteristic is that it affords no revenue or profit. The
whole stock of mere dwelling-houses makes a part of

this portion. If a house be let to a tenant, as the house

itself can produce nothing, the tenant must pay the rent

out of some other revenue which lie derives either from

labour, or stock, or land. Where masquerades are

common, it is a trade to let out dresses for the night.

Upholsterers frequently let furniture by the month or

the year. The revenue, however, which is derived from

such things must always be ultimately derived from

some oilier source of revenue. A stock of clothes may
last for several years; o stock of furniture half a century

or a century ; but a stock of houses, well built and pro-

perly taken care of, may last many centuries. Though
the period of their total consumption, however, is more

distant, they are alill as really a stock reserved for im-

mediate consumption as either clothes or furniture/

Book ii, ch. ».

V 2
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PoliUe*l This language would have been consistent if Adam
Kci>t*oa>y. Smith, like most of his successors, had confined the term
v——v-^» capital to the instruments of further consumption. But
Inutrur we have seen that he includes under that term things

Production, inc*P®Me productive consumption, if they have not

Capitol. reached the hands of those who are finally to use them.

If a diamond necklace in a jeweller’s shop be. correctly

termed capital, ami Adam Smith has expressly stated that

it is so, why is not a house which has been just finished

by a speculative builder? It is difficult to perceive why he

should have laid so much stress on the pcrtshablene&s of

the things in question. Peridiablencss and durability

ore not elements in the distinction between what is and

what is not to be correctly termed capital. Many of the

thing* which arc used productively arc of almost evanes-

cent existence, such us the gas which lights a manufac-

tory. On the other hand, the jewels of a noble family

are not capital, though no limits can be assigned to their

duration. It is at least conceivable that a house might

be built an as not to require repair, and would this

circumstance affect the question ? In fact, however,

the perishableness ofthese tilings is unfavourable toAdam
Smith's view, as it shows their resemblance to things

which he has admitted to be capital. A cellar of wine

ota tavern-keeper’s falls under his third class of circu-

lating capitals; gradually the cellar is emptied, and
when the last bottle has been drunk the capital is at an

end. A house let ready furnished, a circulating library,

a job carriage, a stage-coach, or a steam-packet. differs

from the cellar of wine only because the pT«>gress of its

consumption is less capable of being meusti cd. Every
day that it is used a portion wears away ; ami that por-

tion is as much purchased and as much consumed by

the hirer of the house or the carriage as the bottle of

wine taken from the cellar. It is true that it may be

consumed unproductivelv, and that in that case the hirer

must pay the rent from some other revenue, as is the

case with the price of whatever is unproductively con-

sumed. But the portion of the house and furniture and

carriage, for the lime beingunconwimed, is as much the

capital, in the sense in which Adam Smi:h uses that word,

ofthe upholsterer and the hackneyrnan.asthcuncousumed

portion of the wine is the capital of the tavern-keeper.

Capital may again he divided, according to the pur-

poses to which it is applicable, into reproductive, simply

productive, and unproductive.

We apply the term reproductive to all those articles of

wealth which may be used to produce things of the

same kind with themselves. All agricultural stock is

reproductive ; and so are all the necessaries of life.

That portion of them which is consumed by the capital-

ists and labourers employed in producing necessaries is

one of the means by which the regular supply is kept

up. The coals in the furnace of a steam-engine used in

working a coal mine, the iron instruments in an iron

work, ami a ship freighted with timber and naval stores

are all rcproductivcly employed.
We apply the term simply productive to those articles

of wealth which, though instruments of production, can-

not be employed in producing tilings of the same kind

with themselves. A lacc machine is simply productive.

Its use is to make lace, but that lace cannot be employed

to make a new machine. All the tools and machinery

employed in the production of those things which can-

not be productively consumed arc themselves simply

productive.

We apply the term unjjroductive or distributive

capital to those commodities which are destined to un- Political

productive use, but have not become the property of those
*

who are to be their ultimate consumers. , *T
vr
~~

. .1 Imiru-
A very great portion, perhaps the greater portion m nnnt« of

value, of the commodities produced in an improved state Production,

of society, full under this head at their first production. Capital.

We have already observed that, in every stale of society,

the number of absolutely unproductive consumers is

small, and the number of absolutely prod active con-
sumers still smaller. But as wealth increases every
man increases his unproductive consumption, until the

whole amount in the whole society of such consumption
may, and often does, exceed the whole amount of pro-

ductive consumption. If we look through the shops of

an opulent city we shall find the commodities destined

to mere enjoyment far exceeding in vulue those destined

to be employed in further production.

Some of Adam Smith's successors hove excluded the

things of which we arc now *|>euking from the term
capital. We have followed his example >11 including

them, for two reasons.

First, because their exclusion is an unnecessary devia-

tion from ordinary language. To say that a jeweller,

with £50,000 worth of diamond ornaments in his shop,

had no capital, would be an assertion of which few
hearers would be able to guess the meaning.

But, in the second place, if it were possible to do,

what certainly is much wanted, to form a new technical

nomenclature for Political Economy, still we shoutd
include under the term capita) the commodities in ques-

tion. All Economists include under that term the ma-
terials and the instruments with which these commo-
dities are formed. If the rough diamond and the gold

in which it is to be set are capital while separate, it

seems difficult to see what convenience there is in a
nomenclature which denies them to be capital when
united Again, no Economist will doubt that a profit is

received in proportion to the average time during
which the commodities in question are retained by the

capitalist. Why this profit is paid we shall endea-

vour to show hereafter, but the fact that it is paid

may be assumed as unquestioned. But Economists are

agTeed that whatever gives a profit is properly termed
capital.

The principal advantages derived from abstinence, or,

to express the same idea in more familiar language, from
the use of capital, are two: first the use of implements;
and second the division of labour.

Implements, or tools, or machines (words which ex-

press things perhaps slightly different in some respects,

but precisely similar so far as they are the subjects of

Political Econoim) have been divided into those which
produce power, and those which transmit power. Under
the first head are comprehended those which produce

motion independently of human labour. Such are, for

instance, those machines which arc worked by the force

of wind, of water, or of steam.

The second head comprises what are usually termed

tool*, such as the spade, tl>c hammer, or the knife

which assist the force, or save the time of the workman,
but receive their impulse from his hand.

To these two classes a third must be added, including

all tlmse instruments which are not intended to pro-

duce or transmit motion, using that word in its [topular

sense. This class includes many things to which the

name of implement, tool, or machine is not generally

applied. A piece of land prepared for tillage, and the
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Pidittca! corn with which it is to be sown, arc among the imple-
Ecoaumy. vm>nts by whose use the harvest is produced. Books

and manuscripts are implements more productive than

mentsof those invented by Arkwright or Brunei. Again, many

Production, of the things which popularly are called implements.

Capital. such as the telescope, have no reference to motion ;
and

others, such as a chain, or an anchor, or indeed any fast-

ening whatever, are intended not to produce or trans-

mit, but to prevent it.

The instruments which derive their impulse from the

person who works them arc in general of a simple de-

scription, and some of them are to be met with in the

rudest state of human society. The first subsistence

offered by nature to the savage consists of the brutes

around him ; but some instruments beyond the weapons
which she has given to him must ruable him to take

advantage of her bounty.

It will be observed that we Consider the use of all

implements as implying an exercise of abstinence, using

that word in our extended sense as comprehemling all

preference of remote to immediate results. In civilized

sucicty this appears to be strictly true. It is obviously

true as to the use of all those instruments and materials

which may be used at will, either for the purpose of pre-

sent enjoyment, or for that of further production, such,

for example, as the greater part of agricultural stock.

It is equally true os to the making of all those imple-

ments which are incapable of any but productive use,

such as tools and machinery in the popular acceptation

of those words. In an improved state of society, the

commonest tool is the result of the labour of previous

years, perhaps of previous centuries. A carpenter’s tools

are among the simplest that occur to us. But what a
sacrifice of present enjoyment must have been under-

gone by the capitalist who first opened the mine of

which the carpenter's noils and hammer are the product

!

How much labour directed to distant results must have

been employed by those who formed the instruments

with which that mine was worked ! In fact, when we
consider that all tools, except the rude instruments of

savage life, are themselves the product of earlier tools,

we may conclude that there is not a nail, among the

many millions annually fabricated in England, which is

not to a certain degree the product of &oine labour for

the purpose of obtaining a distant result, or, in our no-

menclature, of some abstinence undergone before the

Conquest, or perhaps before the Heptarchy.

The same remark applies to the acquired abilities

which Adam Smith has properly considered a capital

fixed and realized in the person of their possessor. In
many cases they are the result of long previous exertion

and expense on his own part
;
exertion and expense

which might have been directed to the obtaining objects

of immediate enjoyment, but which have, in fact, been
undergone solely in the hope of a distant reward. And
in almost all cases they imply much expense, and con-
sequently much sacrifice of immediate enjoyment on the

part of parents or guardians. The maintenance of a
boy during the first eight or nine years of his life is

indeed an unavoidable burthen, and therefore cannot be

considered a sacrifice. But almost all that is expended
on him after that age is voluntary. At nine or ten he
might earn a maintenance in an agricultural, and more
than a bare maintenance in a manufacturing employ-
ment, and at twenty-one obtain better wages than at

any subsequent period of his life. But even the lowest

department of skilled labour is in general inaccessible

except at an expense very great, when we consider by Political

whom it is to be home ; £15 or £20 is a low apprentice Economy,

fee, but amounts to half the average annual income of
an agricultural family. The greater part of the re-

f
numeration for skilled labour is the reward lor the ab- Production
stinence implied by a considerable expenditure on the Capital

labourer’s education.

We must admit, however, that this reasoning does not
apply to society in that rude state which is noL perhaps
within the scope of Political Economy. The savage
seldom employs in making his bow or his dart time
which he could devote to the obtaining of any object of
immediate enjoyment. He exercises theretbre labour
and providence, but not abstinence. The fir*t step ill

improvement, the rise from the hunting and fidiing to

the pastoral stale, implies an exercise of abstinence.

Much more abstinence, or, in other words, a much
greater use of capital, is required for the transition from
the pastoral to the agricultural state ; and an amount
not only stiil greater, but constantly increasing, is ne-
cessary to the prosperity of manufactures and com-
merce. An agricultural Country can remain stationary

;

a commercial and manufacturing one cannot. The
capital which fifty years ago enabled England to be
the first of commcrcinl and manufacturing nations was
probably far inferior in extent and efficiency to that

now possessed by France, or even to that of the lute

Kingdom of the Netherlands. If our capital hod re-

main*] stationary, we should have sunk to a second or
third rote power. The snme consequence might now
fullow if commercial restraints, or the waste of a long
war, should check the increase of our present capital,

while that of our rivals should continue progressive.

Having shown the connection between abstinence

and the employment of implements, the next thing to

be considered is the advantage which the use of imple-

ments aflbrds. This subjeet, however, we shall pass over
very briefly; partly because an attempt to give any thing

like an adequate account of it, however concise, would
far exceed the limits of this Treatise; partly because the

subject has been considered at some length in the Ar-
ticles inthis Encyclopaediaon Mkch antea and Manupac-
tubes; and partly because we believe all our renders

to be aware that the powers of man are prodigiously in-

creased by the use of implements, though probably no
man ever had, or ever will have, sufficient knowledge
of details and perception of their relations and con-

sequences, to estimate the whole amount of that in-

crease. A few remarks on those instruments which

produce motion, or, as it is technically termed, potter,

ore all that we can venture on.

The superior productiveness of modern compared w ith

ancient labour depends, perhaps, principally on the use of

these instruments. We doubt whether all the exertions of

all the inhabitants of the Roman Empire, if exclusively

directed to the manufacture of cotton goods, could, in a

whole generation, have produced as great a quantity as

is produced every year by a portion of die inhabitants

of Lancashire ; and we are sure that the produce would

have been generally inferior in quality. The only

moving powers employed by the Greeks or Romans
were the lower animals, water, and wind. And even

these powere they used very sparingly. They scarcely

used wind except to assist their merchant vessels In a

timid coasting ; they used rivers ns they found them,

for the purposes of communication, but did not connect

them by canals ; they used horses only for burthen uud
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Political draught, and the latter without the assistance of springs.

Kconoto}'. They made little use of that powerful machine to which

we give the general name of a mill, in which a single
I naira- shall, turning under the impulse of animal power, or

Production wi,,d. or water, or (deans, enables a child to apply a

Capita]. force equal sometimes to that of a thousand workmen.

A ship of the line under full sail has been called the

noblest exhibition of human power : it is, perhaps, the

most beautiful. Rut ifdominion over matter, if the power

of directing inanimate substances, ml the same time to

exert the most tremendous energy', and to perform the

most delicate o|*rationa, be the test, that dominion and

power are no where so strikingly shown as in a large

cotton manufactory. One of the most complete which

we have seen is that constructed by the late Mr. Mars-

land at Stockport ; and, os it exhibits very strikingly

both the power and the manageableness of machinery,

it may be worth while to give a short description of it,

as we saw it in 1825.

Mr. Mainland was the proprietor of the Mersey for

about a mile of its course, and of a tongue of land w hich

two reaches of the river form into a peninsula. Through

the isthmus of this peninsula he bored n tunnel suffi-

cient to receive seven wheels of large diameter, and to

give passage to enough of the river to turn them ; these

wheels communicated rotatory motion to perpendicular

shafts ; and the perpendicular shafts communicated the

same motion to numerous horizontal shafts connected with

them by pinions. Each horizontal shaft ran below the

ceiling of a work-room more than a hundred feet long.

The buildings connected with the wheels worked by the

river contained six or seven stories of work-room*, each

supplied with its horizontal shall. The rotatory motion

was carried on from each horizontal shaft by means of

small solid wheels called drums, affixed to the principal

shaft of each detached piece of machinery, and connected

with the great horizontal shall of tins work-room by a

leathern strap. Many of these rooms were not occupied

by Mr. Maryland himself. He let out, by the hour, the

day. or the week, a certain portion of the floor ol a work-

room, and the liberty to make use of a oerlain portion of

the horizontal shall. The tenant placed his own ma-
chinery on the floor, connected its drum with the shall that

revolved rapidly above, and instantly saw his own smail

mechanical world, with its system of wheels, rollers, and
spindles, in full artivity, petforming its motions with a
quickness, a regularity, and, above all, a perseverance,

far beyond the exertions of man. In the operation of

machinery, power, like matter, seem* susceptible of in-

definite aggregation and of indefinite subdivision. In

the performance of some of its duties the machinery
moved at a rale almost formidable, in others at one
scarcely perceptible. It took hold of the cotton of

which a neckcloth was to be made, cleaned it, arranged

its fibres longitudinally, twisted them into a strong and
continuous thread, and finally wove that thread into

muslin. It took the wool of which a coat was to be
made, and, after subjecting it to processes more nume-
rous than those which cotton experiences, at last wove
it into cloth. For thousands of years, in feel from the

last great convulsion which traced the course of the

river, until Mr. Maraland bored his tunnel, had the

Mersey been wasting all the energy that now works so

obediently.

One of the mo*t striking qualities of machinery Is its

susceptibility of indefinite improvement. On looking

through the instructive evidence collected by the Com-

mittee on Artisans and Machinery, (1S24,) it will be Political

found that nothing is more impressed on the mind* of
the witnesses than the constant tide of improvement,
rendering obsolete in a very few years all that might Josntsof
have been supi>osed to be perfect. Production

Mr. Holdsworth. a spinner and machine-maker at (,'npiuL

Glasgow, slates that the best mills at Glasgow are equal
to the best mills at Manchester erected three or four

years before. Mr. Holdswoxth's history of bis own
proceedings will illustrate many of the previous observa-

tion*.

lie is asked whether he got his machinery from Man-
chester when he first commenced hindness. He replies:
“ I did not; I contemplated making it myself, and made
the attempt, but there was so much difficulty in getting

good workmen, and the expense of loots w as so serious,

that I desisted. I then selected a well-qualified young
mechanic, and engaged him to make it tor me. I gave
over to him my pattern* and my plans, and he executed

well the machinery required in the first nidi. Two
years after I built a st-cond mill, the machinery of which
was also executed hy him. After two years mure I

built a third and • larger mill, the machinery of which
1 made myself."

lie is asked why he made the last machinery himself,

and replies:

“in the first place that machine maker was very

busy;” (it appears, subsequently, that, at the lime of ilie

examination, that maker could uni have taken an order

to execute any part of it under sixteen mouths, and that

there were then eight or nine mills waiting for muchohm y,

some of which had been ready for twelve month*, and
had only a small pari of their machinery, and others

bad been ready six mouths and were empty :)
“ mid as

machine makers do nut like to alter their plans, I could

not prevail upon him to execute the improvements then

recently made in Manchester.” Fifth Report, p. 378.
Mr. J. Dunlop is asked (p. 473) how tar lie consi-

ders the American factories behind those of Glasgow.
He replies, about thirty years. He goes on to state that

they arc in a progressive slate, and the men very active

and industrious. He is then asked whether, ** suppos-

ing English machinery transported to America, with (lie

assistance of English foremen, he doe* not think the

population of America would soon be taught to work in

their factories equally to the men of this Country t"

He answers, “ Yea, 1 think they would ; but before they

could acquire that we should be ahead of them a long

way again. 1 reuaon comparing Scotland with Eng-
land. We began the bnsiuess of cotton-spinning later,

we were of course behind, and we have always been

behind ; we have never been able to gel up, aud 1 be-

lieve never will/'

Sixty years form a short period in the history of a

nation
;

yet what changes in the state of England and
the Southern parts of Scotland have the steam-engine

and the cotton machinery etfected within the last sixty

years. They have almost doubled the population, more

than doubled the wages of labour, and nearly trebled

the rent of land. They enabled ua to endure, not cer-

tainly without inconvenience, but yet to endure, a public

debt more Uiau trebled, and a taxaliou more than quad-

rupled. They changed us from exporters to importers

of raw produce, and consequently changed our corn laws

from a bounty on exportation to nearly a prohibition of

importation. They have clad the whole world with a

light and warm dolhing, and mode it so easy of nc-
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Political auction thal we are perhaps scarcely aware of the

Kcunomy. whole enjoyment that it affords.

There appears no reason, unless that reason be to be
lustra- found among our own commercial institutions, why the

PnJurtLn mProvtinents of the next sixty veara should not equal

CapjuL those of the preceding. The cotton machinery is far

from perfection ; the evidence which wc have quoted

shows that it receives daily improvements ; and the

steam-engine is in its infancy : its first application to

vessels is within our recollectiou ; its application to

carriages has scarcely commenced
; and it is probable

tli at many other powers of equal efficiency lie still un-

discovered among the secrets of nature, or, if known, are

still unapplied. There are doubtless at this instant in-

numerable productive instrument* known but disregarded

because separately they are inefficient, and the effect of

their combination has not been perceived. Printing

and paper are both of high antiquity. Printing was
probably known to the Greeks; it certainly was prac-

tised by the Romans, as loaves of bread stamped with

the baker’s initials have been found in Pompeii. And
paper has been used in China from times immemorial.

But these instruments separately were of little value.

While so expensive a commodity as parchment, or so

brittle a one as the papyrus, were the best materials for

books, the sale of a number of good copies sufficient to

pay the exjiense of printing could not be relied on.

Paper without printing was more useful than printing

without paper ; but the mere labour necessary to con-

stant transcription, even supposing the materials to be

of no value, would have been such as still to leave books

an expensive luxury. Rut the combination of these

two instruments, each separately of little utility, has

always been considered the most important invention in

the history of man.
The second of the two principal advantages derived

from abstinence, or, in other words, from the use of
capital, is the division of labour.

Wc have already observed that division of produc-

tion would have been a more convenient expression than

division of labour; but Adain Smith’s authority bus

given such currency to the term division of lubour, that

wc shall continue to employ it, using it, however, in the

extended sense in which it appears to have been used

by Adam Smith. We say appear

t

to have been used,

because Smith, with his habitual negligence of precision,

has given no formal explanation of his meaning. Rut
in the latter part of his celebrated first chapter, he ap-
pears to include among the advantage* derived from the

division of labour all those derived from internal and
external commerce. It is clear, therefore, that, by divi-

sion of labour, he meant division of production, or, in

other words, the confining as much as possible each dis-

tinct producer and each distinct class of producers to

operations of a single kind.

The advantages derived from the division of labour

are attributed by Smith to three different circumstances.
“ First, to the increase of dexterity in every particular

workmau ; secondly, to the saving of the lime which is

commonly lost in passing from one species of work to

another; and lastly, to the invention of a great number
of machines which facilitate and abridge labour, and
enable one man to do the work of many."

Smith was the first writer- who laid much stress on
the division of labour. The force and the variety of the

examples by which he has illustrated it make the first

chapter perhaps the most amusing and the best known

in hi* whole Work. But, like most of those who have Politienl

discovered a new principle, he has in some respects Keuno,n )'*

overstated, ami in other* understated, its efftets. His
remark, “ that the invention of all those machines by

which labour is *o much facilitated and abridged seem* Produdwn.
to have liefii originally owing to the division of labour," Capital,

is too general. Many of our most useful implements
have been invented by persons neither mechanics by
profession, nor themselves employed in the operations

which those implements facilitate. Arkwright was, as

is well known, a barber; the inventor of the power-
loom is a clergyman. Perhaps it would be a nearer ap-

proach to truth if we were to say that the division of
lubour ims been occasioned by the use of implements.

In a rude slate of Society, every man possesses, and
every mun can manage, every sort of instrument. In
an advanced state, when expensive machinery and an
almost infinite variety of tools have superseded the few

and simple implements of savage life, those only can
profitably employ themselves in any branch of manufac-
ture who can obtain the aid of the machinery, and have
been trained to use the tools, hy which its processes are

facilitated ; and the division of labour is the necessary

consequence. But, in fact, the use of tools and the di-

vision of lubour *o act and react on one another, that

their effects can seldom be separated in practice. Every
great mechanical invention is followed by an increased

division of labour, and every increased division of labour

produces new inventions in mechanism.

- AUrriuM Me
Attrrm patci/ open ret ri evmjtirmi muter.

The increased dexterity of the workman, and the

saving of the time which would be lost in parsing from

one sort of work to another, deserve the attention which
they have received from Adam Smith. Both arc con-

sequences, and the first is a very important consequence

of the division of labour. But lie has passed by, or at

least has not formally stated, other advantages derived

from that principle which appear to be far more im-

portant

One of the principal of these advantages arises

from the circumstance that the same exertions which

are necessary to produce a single given result are

often sufficient to produce many hundred or many
thousaud similar results. The Post-office supplies a

familiar illustration. The same exertions which are

necessary to send a single letter from Falmouth to

New York ore sufficient to forward fifty, and nearly

the same exertions will forward ten thousand. If every

mau were to effect the transmission of his own corre-

spondence, the whole life of an eminent merchant might

be passed in travelling, without bis living able to de-

liver all the letters which the Post-office forward* for

him in a single evening. The labour of a few indivi-

duals, devoted exclusively to the forwarding of letters,

produces results which all (he exertions of all the in-

habitants of Europe could not effect, each person acting

independently.

The utility of government depends on this principle.

In the rudest state of society each man relies principally

on himself for the protection both of his person and of

his property. For these purposes he must be alway*

armed, and always watchful ; what little property he has

must be movable, so as never to be far distant from its

owner. Defence or escape occupy almost all his

thoughts, and almost all his time, and, alter all these
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Political sacrifices, they arc very imperfectly effected. " If ever
Kconnajr.

y0l, ^ an 0]d n»nn here,** said an inhabitant of the

confines of Abyssinia to Bntce, ** he is a stranger; the

mentsof natives all die young by the lance.”

Production. But the labour which every individual, who relies on

Capital. himself for protection, must himself undergo is more

than sufficient to enable a few individuals to protect

themselves, and also the whole of a numerous com-

munity. To this may be traced the origin of govern-

ments. The nucleus of every government must have

been some |»erson who offered protection in exchange

for submission. On the governor and those with w hom
he is associated, or whom he appoints, is devolved the

care of defending the community from violence and

fraud. And so far as internal violence is concerned,

and that is the evil most dreaded in civilized society, it

is wonderful how small a number of persons can pro-

vide for the security of multitudes. About fifteen

thousand soldiers, and not fifteen thousand policemen,

watchmen, and officers of justice, protect the pert-ons

ami property of the seventeen millions of inhabitants of

Great Britain. There is scarcely ft trade that does not

engross the labour of a greater number of persons than

are employed to perform this the most important of all

services.

It is obvious, however, that the division of labour on

which government is founded is subject to peculiar

evils. Those who ore to afford protection must neces-

sarily be intrusted with power; and those who rely on

others for protection lose, in a great measure, the means
and the will to protect themselves. Under such cir-

cumstances, the horgain, if it can be called one, between

the government and its subjects, is not conducted on

the principles which regulate ordinary exchanges. The
government generally endeavours to extort from its

subjects, not merely a fair compensation for its services,

hut all that force or terror can wring from them without

injuring their powers of further production. In foci, it

does in general extort much more; for iU we look

through the world we shall find few governments whose
oppri^sion does not materially injure the prosperity of

their people. When we read of African and Asiatic

tyrannies, where millions seem themselves to consider

their own happiness as dust in the balonce compared
with the caprices of their despot, w* are inclined to sup-
pose the evils of misgovermnent to be the worst to

which man can be exposed. But they are trifles com-
pared to those which are felt in the absence of govern-
ment. The mass of the inhabitants of Egypt, Persia,

and Hannah, or to go as low as perhaps it is possible,

the subjects of the Kings of D.ihmni and Ashautee, en-
joy security, if we compare tlieir situation with that of
the ungoverned inhabitants of New Zealand. So
strongly is this fell that there is no tyranny which men
will not eagerly embrace, if anarchy is to he the alter-

native. Almost all the differences between the different

races of men, differences so great that we sometimes
nearly forget that they all belong to the same species,

may be traced to the degrees in which they enjoy the
blessings of good government. If the worst govern-
ment be better than anarchy, the advantages of the best
must be incalculable. But the best governments of
which the world has had experience, those of Great
Britain and of the Countries which have derived their
institutions from Great Britain, are fur from having at-

tained the perfection of which they appear to be sus-

ceptible. In these governments the subordinate duties

are generally performed by persons specially educated Political

for the.se pur|K>Ncs, the superior ones are nut. It seems Kcunumy.

to be supposed that a knowledge of politics, the most
extensive and the most difficult of all Sciences, is a

raentsof
natural appendage to persons holding a high rank in pralkirtiuo.
society, or may be acquired at intervals snutched from Capital,

the bustle and the occupation of laborious and engross-
ing professions. In despotisms, the principal evils arise

partly from the ignorance, and partly from the bad
passions of the rulers. In representative governments,
they arise principally from their unskilfidnew. It is to

be hoped that a further application of the division of
labour, the principle upon which nil government is

founded, by providing an appropriate education for

those who are to direct the affairs of the State, may pro-

tect us as effectually against suffering under ignorance

or inexperience in our governors, as we are now pro-

tected against their injustice.

Another important consequence of the division of
labour, mid one which Adam Smith, though he has al-

luded to it, has not prominently stated, is the |>ower

possessed bv every nation of availing itself, to a certain

extent, of the natural and acquired advantages of every

other portion of the commercial world. Colonel Torrens

is the first writer who has expressly connected foreign

trade with the division of labour, by designating inter-

national commerce as “ the territorial division of
labour."

Nature seems to have intended that mu t uni depend-
ence should unite all the inhabitants of the earth into

one commercial family. For this purpose she has in-

definitely diversified her own products in every climate

and in almost every extensive district. For this pur-

pose, also, she seems to have varied so extensively the

wants and the productive powers of the different races

of men. The superiority of modern over ancient

wealth depends in a great measure on tne greater use
we make of these varieties. We annually import into this

Country about thirty million pounds of tea. The whole
expense of purchasing and importing this quantity

does not exceed .£2,250,000, or about la. Od. a pound,

a sum equal to the value of the labour of only forty-five

thousand men, supposing their annual wages to amount
to 4*50 a year. With our agricultural skill, and our

coal mines, and at the expense of above 40#. a pound in-

stead of 1#. 6d., that is, at the cost of the labour of

about one million two hundred thousand men instead

of forty-five thousand, we might produce our own tea,

and enjoy the pride of being independent of China.

But one million two hundred thousand is about the

number of all the men engaged in agricultural labour

throughout England. A single trade, and that not an

extensive one, supplies as much tea, and that probably

of a better sort, os could be obtained, if it were possible

to devote every farm and every garden to its domestic

production.

The greater port of the advantage of rather importing

than growing and manufacturing tea arises, without

doubt, from the difference between the climates of China

and England. But a great part also arises from the

different price of labour in the two Countries. Not
only the cultivation of the tea plant, but the preparation

of its leaves, requires much time and attention. The
money wages of labour arc so low in China, that these

processes add little to the money cost of the tea. In
England the expense would be intolerable. When a

nation, in which the powers of production, and con-
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Political sequentljr the wages of labour, arc high, employs its

Kconocny. own members in performing duties that could be as

v— effectually performed by the less valuable labour of less

Production, civilized nations, it is guilty of the same folly as a farmer

ntwi*'

11

*

f
w^° s*,ou^ plough with a racehorse.

° Another important consequence of the division of

labour is the existence of retailers: A class who, with-

out being themselves employed in the direct production

of raw or manufactured commodities, are, in fact, the

persons who supply them to their ultimate purchasers,

and that at the times and in the portions which the con-

venience of those purchasers requires. When we look

at a map of London and its suburbs, and consider that

that province covered with houses contains more than a

tenth of the inhabitants of England, and consumes

perhaps one-fifth in value of all that is consumed in Eng-
land, and obtuins what it consumes, not from its own
resources, but from the whole civilized world, it seems

marvellous that the daily supply of such multitudes

should be apportioned with any thing like accuracy to

their daily wants. It is effected principally by means of

the retailers. Each retailer, the centre of his own system

of purchasers, knows, by experience, the average amount
of their periodical wants. The wholesale dealer, who
forms the link between the actual producer or importer,

and the retailer, knows also, by experience, the average

amount of the demands of his own purchasers, the re-

tailers; and is governed by that experience in purchas-

ing himself from the importer or producer. And the

average amount of these last purchases affords the data

on which the importers and producers regulate the

whole vast and multifarious supply. It can scarcely be

necessary to dwell on the further advantages derived

from the readiness and subdivision of the retailer’s

slock ; or, to point out the convenience of having to buy

a steak from a butcher, instead of an ox from a grazier.

These are the advantages to which we formerly referred,

as enabling the retailer to obtain a profit proportioned

to the average time during which his stock in trade re-

mains in his possession.

We now proceed to show that the division of labour

is mainly dependent on Abstinence, or, in other words,

on the use of Capital.

“ In that rude state of society," says Adam Smith,
*' in which there ia no division of labour, in which ex-

changes are seldom made, and in which every man
provides every thing for himselt, it is not uecessary that

any slock should be accumulated or stored up before-

hand in order to carry on the business of the society.

Every man endeavours to supply, by his own industry,

lus own occasional wants as they occur. When he is

hungry, he goes to the forest to hunt ; when his coat is

worn out, he clothes himself with the skin of the first

large animal he kills; and when his hut begins to go to

ruin, he repairs it as well as he can with the trees and
the turf that are nearest to it.

“ llut when the division of labour has once been

thoroughly introduced, the produce of a man's own
lubour can supply but a very small part of his occasional

wants. The far greater part of them are supplied by
the produce of other men’s labour, which he purchases

with the produce, or, what is the same thing, with the

price of the produce of his own. But his purchase

cannot be made until 9uch time as the produce of his

own labour has not only been completed, but sold. A
* slock of goods of different kinds, therefore, must be

stored up somewhere, sufficient to maintain him, and to

vut. vi.

supply him with the materials and tools of his work, till Political

such time, at least, us both these events can be brought Economy,

about. A weaver cannot apply himself entirely to his v—
peculiar business, unless there is beforehand stored up Production,

somewhere, either in his own possession, or in that of jjW****

some other person, a slock sufficient to maintain him, mJjJ
00*

and to supply him with the materials and tools of his

work, till he has not only completed, but sold his web.
This accumulation must evidently be previous to his ap-
plying his industry for so long a time to such a peculiar
business.” Wealth of Nations, book ii. Introduction.

Perhaps this Is inaccurately expressed ; there are
numerous cases in which production and sale are con-
temporaneous. The most important divisions of labour
are those which allot to a few members of the commu-
nity the task of protecting and instructing the re-

mainder. But their services nrc sold as they are per-
formed. And the same remark applies to almost all

those products to which we give the name of services.

Nor is it absolutely necessary in any case, though, if

Adam Smith's words were taken literally, such a neces-
sity might be inferred, that, before a man dedicates
himself to a peculiar branch of production, a stock of
goods should be stored up to supply him with subsist-

ence, materials, and tools, till his own product has been
completed and sold. That he must be kept supplied
with those articles is true; but they need not have been
stored up before he first gets to work, they may have
been produced while his work was in progress. Years
must often elapse between the commencement and sale

of a picture. But the painter’s subsistence, tools, and
materials for those years are not stored up before he sets

to work: they are produced from time to time during
the course of his labour. It is probable, however, that

Adam Smith’s real meaning was, not that the identical

supplies which will be wanted in a course of progressive

industry must be already collected when the process
which they are to assist or remunerate is about to be
begun, but that a fund or source must then exist from
which they may be drawn as they are required. That
fund must comprise in specie some of the things
wanted. The painter must have his canvass, the weaver
his loom, and materials, not enough, perhaps, to complete
his web, but to commence it. As to those commodities,
however, which the workman subsequently requires, it

is enough if the fund on which he relies is a productive

fund, keeping pace with his wants, and virtually set

apart to answer them.

But if the employment of capital is required for the

purpose of allowing a single workman to dedicate him-
self to one pursuit, it is still more obviously necessary

in order to enable aggregations, or classes of producers,

to concur, each by his separute exertions, in one pro-

duction. In such cases even the mere matter of distri-

bution, the mere appoilioutncnt of the price of the finished

commodity among the different producers requires the

employment of a considerable capital, and for a con-
siderable time, or, in other words, a considerable exer-

tion of abstinence. The produce of independent lubour

belongs by nature to its producer. But where there has

been a considerable division of labour, the product has

no one natural owner. If we were to attempt to reckon

up the number of persons engaged in producing a

single neckcloth, or a single piece of lace, we should

find the number amount to many thousands ; in fact,

to many tens of thousands. It is obviously impossible

that all these persons, even if they could ascertain their

z
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Political respective right* ns producers, should act as owners of
Ecouumj. the neckcloth or the Ince, and sell it for their common

. benefit.

Capital* This difficulty is got over by distinguishing those

Division of who assist in production by advancing capital, from

labour. those who contribute only labour—a distinction often

marked by the terms master and workman; and by arrang-

ing into separate groups the different capitalists and

workmen engaged in distinct processes, and letting

each capitalist, as he passes on the commodity, receive

from his immediate successor the price both of his own
abstinence and of his workmen’s labour.

It may be interesting to truce this process in the

history of a coloured neckcloth or a piece of lace. The

cotton of which it is formed may be supposed to have

been grown by some Tcnessce or Louisiana planter.

For this purpose he must have employed labourers in

preparing the soil and planting and attending to the

shrub for more than a year before its pod ripened.

When the pod became ripe, considerable labour, assisted

by ingenious machinery, was necessary to extricate the

seeds from the wool. The fleece thus cleaned was

carried down the Mississippi to New Orleans, and there

sold to a cotton factor. The price at which it was sold

must have been sufficient, in the first place, to repay to

the planter the wages which had been paid by him to

all those employed in its production and carriage ; and,

aecoudly, to pay him a profit proportioned to the time

which had elapsed between the payment of those wages and

the sale of the cotton ; or, in other words to remunerate

him for his abstinence in having so long deprived him-

self of the use of his money, or of the pleasure which lie

might have received from the labour of his work-people, if,

instead of cultivating cotton, tie had employed them in

contributing to his own immediate enjoyment. The
New Orleans factor, after keeping it perhaps five or six

months, sold it to a Liverpool merchant. Scarcely any
labour could have been expended on it at New Orleans,

and, in the absence of accidental circumstances, its

price was increased only by the profit of the cotton

factor. A profit which was the remuneration of his

abstinence in delaying, for five or six months, the

gratification which he might have obtained by the ex-

penditure on himself of the price paid by him to the

planter. The Liverpool merchant brought it to Eng-
land and sold it to a Manchester spinner. He must,

have sold it at a price which would repay, in tlie first

place, the price at which it was bought from the factor

at New Orleans ; in the second place, the freight from

thence to Liverpool ; (which freight includes a portion

of the wages of the seamen, and of the wages of those

who built the vessel, of the profits of those who ad-

vanced those wages before the vessel was completed, of

the wages and profits of those who imported the materials

of which that vessel was built, and, in fact, of a chain of

wages and profits extending to the earliest dawn of

civilisation ;) and, thirdly, the merchant's profit for the

time that these payments were made before his sale to

the manufacturer was completed.

The spinner subjected it to the action of his

work-people and machinery, tintil he reduced part of

it into the thread applicable to weaving muslin, and
part into the still finer thread that can be formed into

lace.

The thread tbas produced he sold to the weaver and
to the lawmaker; at a price repaying, in addition to the

price that was paid to the merchant, first, the wages of

the work-people immediately engaged in the manufac- Political

ture ; aecoudly, the wages and profits of all those who ^c
^
aomY-

supplied, by the labour of previous years the buildings
*

and machinery ; and, thirdly, the profit of the master

spinner. It would be tedious to trace the transmission Divinoo of

of the thread from the weaver to the bleacher, from the labour,

bleacher to the printer, from the printer to the whole-
sale warehouseman, from him to the retailer, and thence
to the ultimate purchaser; or even its shorter progress

from the lacemaker to the embroiderer, and thence to

the ultimate purchaser. At every step a fresh capitalist

repays all the previous advances, subjects the article, if

unfinished, to further processes, advances the wages of

those engaged in its further manufacture and transport,

and is ultimately repaid by the capitalist next in order

all his own advances, and a profit proportioned to the

time during which he has abstained from the unproduc-
tive enjoyment of the capital thus employed.

It will be observed, that we have not mentioned the

taxation that must have lieen incurred throughout the

whole process which ue have described, or the rent that

must have been paid for the use of the various appro-
priated natural agents w hoae services were requisite or

bvneficiul. We have left rent unnoticed, because its

amount depends so much on accident that any further

ullusioii to it would have much increased the complexity

of the subject. We have not expressly mentioned taxa-

tion, because it is included under the heads which we
have enumerated. The money raised by taxation ia

employed in paying the wages and profits of those who
perform, or cause to be performed, the most important

of all services, the protecting the community from fraud

and violence. Those wl*o are thus employed afford pre-

cisely the same assistance to the merchant or the manu-
facturer, as the private watchman who protects the

warehouse, or the smith who fortifies it with bars and
padlocks.

Our limits prohibit our attempting to trace the gra-

dual increase of the value of a pound of cotton from the

time it was guthered on the hanks of the Mississippi, till

it appears in a Bond Street window as a piece of elabo-

rate lace. We should probably be understating the dif-

ference if wc were to say that the last price was a thou-

sand times the first. The price of a pound of the finest

cotton wool, as it is gathered, is less than two shillings.

A pound of the finest cotton lace might easily be worth

more than a hundred guineas. No means, except the

separation of the functions of the capitalist from those

of the labourer, and the constant advance of capital

from one capitalist to another, could enable so many
thousand producers to direct their efforts to one object,

to continue them for so long a period, and to adjust the

reward for their respective sacrifices.

Productivenest of Labour in AgricuUurt and Manufac-
ture. Fourth Elementary Proposition.

Before we quit the subject ofproduction, it is necessary Productive-

to explain an important difference between the efficiency pe«a of la-

of the different productive instruments when employed

in cultivating the earth, and their efficiency when em-

ployed in preparing for human use the raw produce isdure*.

obtained by agriculture: or, in other words, between the

efficiency of agricultural and manufacturing industry.

In the course of this discussion we shall illustrate the lost

of the four elementary propositions on which we believe

the Science of Political Economy to rest; namely.



POLITICAL
Political that, agricultural skill remaining the same, additional

Ecouomy. labour employed on the land trithin a given district

produces in general a lest proportionate return.

Production. The difference between the efficiency ofagricultural and
Productive* 0f manufacturing industry which we have now to consider,

Umrinagii- cons ' 8,s > n th* power which agricultural industry pos-

culture and nesses, and manufacturing industry does not possess, of

noanufiic- obtaining an additional product from the same materials,
turcs. y/e hove seen that the use of implements and the divi-

sion of labour assist the exertions of man to an extent

qnite incalculable at present, and apparently capable of

indefinite increase. But manufacturing improvements,

though they enable one man to do the work of hundreds

or of thousands,—though they enable the same amount

of labour employed on the same materials to produce a

more and more useful commodity, cannot enable the

same amount of labour, or even increased labour, em-
ployed on the same quantity of material*, to produce a

much larger amount of finished work of the same quality,

than could have been produced before. If the labour

and the skill now employed throughout England on the

manufacture of cotton were doubled, but the quantity of

raw materials remained the same, the quantity of manu-
factured produce could not be sensibly increased. The
value of that produce might perhaps be much increased,

it might he made much finer, and consequently of greater

length or breadth ; but supposing the quality of the

produce unaltered, its quantity could be increased only

by the saving which might be made of that small por-

tion of the raw material which now is wasted.

The case of agriculture is different. Those regions,

indeed, which lie within the limits of perennial snow, or

consist of rock or loose sand, or precipitous mountain,

are unsusceptible of improvement. But with these ex-

ceptions, the produce of every extensive district seems
capable of being almost indefinitely increased by con-

stantly increasing the labour bestowed on it. Nothing
appears more hopelessly barren than an extensive bog
with its black-looking pools and rushy vegetation. Rut,

by draining, by burning the limestone on which, in Ire-

land at least, it generally rests, and by employing the

lime to convert the matted fibres of the turf into n vege-

table mould, the bog may be made not only productive

but fertile. There are about thirty-seven millions of
acres in England and Wales. Of these it has been

calculated that not eighty-five thousand, less In fact

than one four-hundredth part, are in a state of high cul-

tivation, as hop grounds, nursery grounds, and fruit

and kitchen gardens
; and that five millions are waste.

AH that is not waste is productively employed, bat how
small is its produce compared to the amount to which
unlimited labour and abstinence might raise it! If the

utmost use were made of lime and marl and the other

mineral manures ; If by a perfect system of drainage and
irrigation water were nowhere allowed to be excessive or

deficient ; if all our wastes were protected by enclosures

and planting, if all the land in tillage, instead of being
scratched by the plough, were deeply and repeatedly

trenched by manual labour ; if minute care were em-
ployed in the selecting and planting of every seed or

root, and watchfulness sufficient to prevent the appear-

ance of n weed ; if all live stock, instead of being pas-

tured, had their food cut and brought to them ; in short,

if the whole Country were subjected to the labour which
a rich citizen lavishes on his patch of suburban garden ;

if it were possible that all this should lie effected, the
agricultural produce of the Country might be raised to
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ten time*, or indeed to much more than ten times its Political

present amount. No additional labour or machinery EoMiomjr.

can work up a pound of raw cotton into more than a ^
pound of manufactured cotton ; but the same bushel ofJ^

uction*

seed-corn, and the same rood of land, according to the nrM onlT*
labour and skill with which they are treated, may pro bour in a#ri.

dace four bushels, or eight bushels, or sixteen. culture *u<l

But although the land in England is capable of pro-
1,,anufi>c“

ducing ten times, or more than ten times as much as it
tUW#*

now produces, it is probable that its present produce will

never be quadrupled, and almost certain that it will

never be decupled.

On the other hand, unle** our manufactures he
checked by war, or by the continuance or introduction
of legislative enactments unfavourable to their progress,
their produce may increase during the next century at

the same rate, or at a still greater rate, than it increased
during the la*t century. It may be quadrupled, or
much more than quadrupled.

The advantage possessed by land in repaying in-

creased labour, though employed on the same materials,

with a constantly increasing produce, is overbalanced by
the diminishing proportion which the increase of the
produce generally bears to the increase of the labour.

And the disadvantage of manufactures in requiring for

every increase of produce an equal increase of materials,

is overbalanced by the constantly increasing facility with

which the increased quantity of materials is worked up.
A century ago the average annual import of cotton

wool into Great Britain wan about one million two
hundred thousand pounds. The amount now annually
manufactured ill Great Britain exceeds two hundred and
forty millions of pounds. But though the materials
now manufactured ore increased at least two hundred
times, it is obvious that the labour necessary to manu-
facture them has not increased two hundred times. It

may be doubted whether it has increased thirty times.

The whole number of families in Great Britain, exclu-
sively of those employed in agriculture, amounted, at the
enumeration in 1831, to 2,453,0-11; if we suppose the
transport, manufacture,and sale ofcotton to employ about
one-eighth of them, or about 300,000 families, it is a
large allowance. But with the inefficient machinery
in use a century ago, the annual manufacture of one
million two hundred thousand pounds of cotton could
not have required the annual iabuur of less than ten
thousand families. It probably required mauy more.
The result has been that, although we now require two
hundred times as much of the raw material as was re-

quired a century ago, and although that additional

quantity of raw material is probably obtained from the

soil by more than two hundred times the labour that

was necessary to obtain the smaller quantity, yet, in

consequence of the diminution of the labour necessary

to manufacture a given amount, the price of the manu-
factured commodity (a price which exhibits the sum of

the labour necessary for both obtaining the materials

and working them up) has constantly diminished. In
1786, when our annual import was about twenty millions

of pounds of cotton wool, the price of the yarn denomi-
nated No. 100 wa*38«. a pound. Iu 1792, wheu the im-
port amounted to thirty-fbur millions of pounds, the price

of the same yam was 16s. a pound. In 1806, when the

import amounted to sixty millions, the price of the yarn had
fallen to 7*. 2d. a pound; and with the increased quantity

manufactured, it has now fallen below 3*. a pound.

Every increase in the quantity manufactured has been
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' Political accompanied by improvements in machinery, aud an in-
Kccnotny.

CTeMe<| division of labour, and their effects have much

Pr^uction
,norc l^on balanced any increase which may have taken

Productive* place in the proportionate labour neccBaary to produce

ne»s of la* the raw maleriut.
bourioagri- Tlic proposition that, in agriculture, additional labour

tomuLc*
011 ^nernl 'r produces a less proportionate result, or, in

tura.
*C" other words, that the labour of twenty men employed on

the land within a given district, though it will certainly

produce more Lhun that of ten men, will seldom produce

twice as much, will be best illustrated by confining our
attention to a single example.

We will suppose a farm consisting ofone thousand acres,

two hundred very good land, three hundred merely tole-

rable, and the remainder barren down, affording only a

scanty sheep-walk. We will suppose the farmer to em-
ploy upou it twenty men, mid to obtain an average

annual product, which, to reduce it to a single denomi-
nation, we will call six hundred quarters of wheat. We
will suppose him now to double the number of his

labourers, and we shall see what probability there is

that the produce will consequently be doubled. If

the twenty additional labourers are employed in culti-

vating the down land, they must necessarily produce a

less return than that which is produced on the other

land by the previous twenty, as the land is supposed to

be worse. 1 1 is equally clear that their labour, if applied

to the land already in cultivation, will be less productive

than the labour previously applied to it; or, in other

words, that the produce of that land, though increased,

will not be doublet!, since on no other principle can we
account for any land except (he very best having been

ever cultivated. For if the farmer could have gone on
applying additional labour to land already in cultiva-

tion without any diminution in the proportionate return,

it is c ear that he never would have cultivated the three

hundred acres of inferior land. Iu fact, if this were the

case, it additional labour employed in agriculture gave a
proportionate return, he never need have cultivated

more than a single acre, or even a single rood. It is

probable that in the supposed case he would emptoy
some of his additional labourers in breaking up a por-

tion of the down, and some of them in cultivating more
highly the land already in tillage. So employed, they

might produce on additional crop of four hundred, or

five hundred, or five hundred and fifty quarters, but it is

certain that the additional crop would not be equal to the

whole six hundred previously obtained: the produce
would be increased, but would not be doubled.

This imaginary farm is a miniature of the whole King-

dom. We have in England large tracks of barren waste,

and we have under cultivation soil of every description of

fertility, from that which produces forty bushels of wheat

an acre to that which produces, with the same lubour,

and on the same extent of land, only twelve or thirteen.

If additional produce is to be raised, the resource, ge-

nerally speaking, must be either the cultivation of what
has been as yet unfilled on account of its barrenness, or

the employment of additional labour on what is now in

cultivation. That in either case the additional produce is

not likely to be in the proportion of the additional labour

is as obvious in the case of the whole Kingdom as it

has appeared to be in that of a single farm.

But the proposition which we have been endeavouring

to illustrate, though general, is not universal ; it is sub-

ject to material exceptions. In the first place, the

negligence or ignorance of the occupier, or proprietor,

or obstacles of ownership, often prevent for a long time Political

particular portions of land from being subjected to the Economy,

average degree of labour bestowed on land of equal
capability. Increased labour, when at length bestowed
on land so circumstanced, may fairly be expected to be nPM
as productive, indeed more productive, than the average boarm&gri-
of agricultural labour. Advantages of this kind have culture &ud

sometimes been derived from extensive operations 0f™*nufac
'

drainage and embankment ; but the chances of great
lure**

profit are so apt to blind men to the amount of phy-
sical obstacles, that projects of this kind arc perhaps
more frequently attempted prematurely than deferred
till after the time when an increased demand for raw
produce first rendered them fair speculations. Under-
takings which have been postponed in consequence of
obstacles arising from ownership are far more fre-

quently productive. The enclosure of a common often

subjects to tile plough laud of which the former unpro-
ductiveness was not owing to deficient fertility. Effects

similar in kind, though nut in degree, often take place

when an estate becomes unfettered after the title lias

been long so circumstuuccd that the fanners could not
rely on the duration or renewal of their leases. In these

cases considerable additional produce may often be
obtained by a comparatively small addition of labour.

But the most important exception to the general rule

takes place when increase of lahour is accompanied by
increase of skill. More efficient implements, a belter

rotation of crops, a greater division of labour, in short,

improvements in the art of agriculture, generally accom-
pany the increase of agricultural labour. They always
accompany that increase when it is accompanied by an
increase of the capital as well as of the population of a
Country ; and they always counteract, and often out-

weigh, the inferiority or diminished proportional powers
of the soil to which they are applied.

Tiie total amount of the annual agricultural produce
of Great Britain lias much more than doubled during the

last hundred yours; hut it is highly improbable that

the amount of labour annually employed in agriculture

has also doubled. It is uot supposed that during that

period the population of Great Britain lias more than
doubled ; and the principal iucreasc has till lately been
in the manufacturing districts. The last hundred years,

with all their misfortunes, form the most prosperous

period of our History. We owe to them the enclosure

of millions of acres formerly almost useless common
field; we owe to them almost all that we possess that

deserves the name of Agricultural Science ; and wc owe
to them also all the canals, aud almost all the roads,

which, by obviating in a great measure the accidents

ofsituation, enable the amount oftabour to bear through-

out the Kingdom something like an average proportion

to the quality of the soil on which it is employed. It is

possible, though certaiuly not probable, that our pro-

gress may be equal during the next hundred years; but

though indefinite, it certainly cannot be infinite. It is

obviously impossible that the produce of the soil of a

given district can increase geometrically for ever, what-

ever be the amount of the labour employed on 1L

On the other hand, every increase in the number of

manufacturing labourers is accompanied not merely by a

corresponding but by an increased, productive power. If

three hundred thousand families are now employed in

Great Britain to manufacture and transport two hundred

and forty millions of pounds of cotton, it is absolutely

certain that six hundred thousand families could manu-
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Politic*! facture and transport four hundred and eighty millions of
Economy. poMKjgof cotton. It is, in fact, certain that they could do

Production
lm,c^ more - It U not improbable that they could manu-

Pruductivc^ facture and transport seven hundred and twenty millions,

nr si of I*. The only check by which we can predict that the progress

bouriaagri- of our manufactures will in time be retarded, is the ill-

culture and creat,j|,gr difficulty of imparting materials and food. II

the importation of raw produce could keep pace with

the power of working it up, there would be no limit to

the increase of wealth and population.

Distribution.
\

Distribu- Of the (Treat branches of Political Economy,
tioa. the nature, the production, and the distribution of wealth,

we have now considered the two former, and we pro-

ceed to treat of the last, namely, of the laws according

to which all that is produced is distributed among those

who become its ultimate consumers. In that state of

society which is presupposed by the Political Economist,

this is principally effected by means of exchange. We
may indeed conceive a state of human existence ad-

mitting of this distribution without the intervention of

exchanges. But such a situation of society, if it can lie

called society, neither deserves nor requires scientific

investigation. Political Economy considers men in

that more advanced slate, which may fairly be called

their natural state, since it is ihe state to which they

arc impelled by the provisions of nature, in which each

individual relies on his fellows for the greater part,

in many cases for the whole of what lie consume*, and
supplies his own wants principally or wholly by the ex-

changes in which he contributes to theirs.

But we must admit that we use each of the words pro-

duction and exchange in a sense rather more extensive

than is usual. Wc have already stated that wc apply the

word production to much that would commonly be called

appropriation, and that wc include under exchanges what

are usually termed public burdens. Wt consider ail

that is received by the officers of Government as given

in exchange for services affording protection, more or

less complete, against foreign or domestic violence or

fraud. It is true, as we have already remarked, that

this exchange is conducted on peculiar principles. In

lho«e Governments which are not democratic or re-

presentative, the rulers themselves assess the amount
which they are to receive, and generally assess it at

the utmost which, under such circumstances, can be

extorted from their subjects. And even under repre-

sentative or democratic institutions, no individual in-

habitant is permitted to refuse his share of the geuerul

contribution, though he should disclaim his share in the

general protection. But the transaction, though often

involuntary, and still more often inequitable, is still all

exchange, and on (lie whole a beneficial exchange. Tiie

worst and most inefficient Government affords to its sub-

jects a cheaper and a more effectual protection than

they could obtain by their individual and unaided

exertions.

The laws by which exchanges are regulated may be

divided into two great branches. The one comprises

those laws which apply generally to all exchanges

;

the other those which apply specifically to the respec-

tive kinds of exchanges in which the owners of the dif-

ferent productive instruments exchange specifically w ith

one another the produce of those instruments.

In treating of the one we have to consider the general

laws which regulate exchanges; in treating of the other. Political

the relative proportions in which different classes of the

community benefit by those laws. The things cx-

changed will he the principal subjects of the one dis-
u*

cussion, the exchanging parties of the other. Kameacla-
One of the greatest difficulties to which a writer on tore.

Political Economy is exposed, arises from the mutual
dependence of the different propositions constituting the

Science ; a dependence which makes it difficult to ex-

plain any one without a frequent allusion to many others.

And this is particularly the case with respect to distri-

bution. The proportions in which different classes of

the community are entitled to the things that are pro-

duced cannot be explained without a constant reference

to ihe general laws of exchange ; and, on the other hand,

those laws cannot be discussed without a constant re-

ference to the exchanging parties. Admitting, as we
arc Forced to do. that no arrangement can be free from

objection, we have thought that the least objectionable

mode of presenting the subject of distribution will be
to begin by a general classification of the parties among
whom the results of the different instruments of produc-

tion are divided ; then to proceed to state the general

laws of exchange ; and, lastly, to (mint out (he general cir-

cumstances which decide in what proportions the different

classes of the community share in the general distri-

bution.

According to the usual language of Political Econo-
mists, labour, capital, and land are the three instruments

of production; labourers, capitalists, and landlords are

the three classes of producers ; and the whole produce is

divided into wages, profit, and rent: the first designat-

ing the labourer's share, the second that of the capitalist,

and the third that of the landlord. Wc approve, on the

whole, or the principles on which this classification is

founded, but wc have been forced, much against our
will, to make considerable alterations in the language
in which it has been usually expressed ; to add some
new terms, and to enlarge and contract the signification

of some others.

It appeurs to us that, to have a nomenclature which
should fully mid precisely indicate the facts of the case,

not less than twelve distinct terms would be necessary.

For each class there ought to be a name for the instru -

nunt employed or exercised, a name for the class of
persons who employ or exercise It, a name for the act of
employing or exercising it, and a name for the share of
the produce by which that act is remunerated. Of
these terms we have not much more than half, as will

appear if we examine each class separately.

For the first class we have the terms “ to labour,"
“ a labourer," and " wages/’ Neither of these terms
expresses the instruments of production : the substantive

" labour," and the verb " to labour,” express merely an
act. " A labourer” is an agent, and wages are a result

:

but what is the tiling employed? what is it that the

labourer exerts? Clearly his mental or bodily facul-

ties. With the addition of this term the nomenclature

of the first class will be complete. To labour is to em-
ploy strength of body or mind for the purpose of pro-

duction ;
the person who does so is a labourer, and

wages are his remuneration.

In the second class we have the words capital, capi-

talist, and profit. These terms express the instrument,

the person who employs or exercises it, and his remu-

neration ; but there is no familiar term to express the act,

the conduct of which profit is the reward, and which
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Dittribu-

tioa.

Nomencla-
ture.

bears the same relation to profit which labour docs to

wages. To this conduct wc hare already given the

name of abstinence. The addition of this term will

complete the nomenclature of the second class. Capital

is an article of wealth, the result of human exertion, em-
ployed in the production or distribution of weuhh. Ab-
stinence expresses both the act of abstaining from the

unproductive use of cnpital, and also the similar con-

duct of the man who devotes his labour *o the produc-

tion of remote rather than of immediate results. The
person who so acts is a capitalist, the reward of his con-

duct is profit.

The defectiveness of the established nomenclature is

more striking when we come to the third class. Wages
and profits arc the creation of man. They are the re-

compense for the sacrifice made in the one case, of ease,

in the other, of immediate enjoyment. But a consider-

able part of the produce of every Country is the recom-
pense of no sacrifice whatever ; is received by those who
neither labour nor put by. bnt merely hold out their

hands to accept the offerings of the rest of the com-
munity.

The powers of nature, as distinguished from those

of man. are necessary to alford a field for the exer-

cise of human abstinence and labour. Of these, some
from their abundance and the notoriety of live means
of employing them, arc incapable of appropriation.

Being universally accessible, they bear no price notwith-

standing their utility; and what has been produced with

their assistance has no value beyond that of the labour

and abstinence which it has cost. It sells therefore for

a price equal to. but not exceeding, the sum of the wages
and profits which must be paid if the pioduction is to

be continued. The agency of nature is equally essen-

tial to the production of timber in the forests of Upper
Canada and in England. But (lie supply of timber in

the forests of Upper Canada is praciically unlimited.

No portion of the price of a Canadian hut is paid for

the agency of nature in producing the logs of which it

is constructed. The pine while standing was valueless.

The purchaser pays only for the labour and abstinence
necessary to fell and to fashion it.

But the assistance of an appropriated natural agent
may render possible the production of a commodity more
valuable than the result of equal labour and abstinence

without such assistance. Such a commodity sells for

a price exceeding the sum of the wages and profits

which are sufficient to repay the capitalist ami the la-

bourer who have been employed on it. The surplus is

taken by the proprietor of the natural agent, and is his

reward, not for having laboured or abstained, but sim-
ply lirr not having withheld what he was able to with-

hold ; for having permitted the gifts of nature to be ac-

cepted.

If wc subtract from the price of on English onh what
must lie paid for the labour of him who planted the
Bapling, mid for the abstinence of those who allowed it

to grow for a century, still something is to be paid for

the use of the land by which it was nourished. And
that is the price of the agency not of man but of nature.
Of the agents afforded by nature, the principal is the

land with its rivers, ports, and mines. In the rare cases
in which the quantity of useful land is practically un-
limited, a stole of things which occurs only in the early
stages of colonization, land is an agent universally ac-
cessible, and, as nothing i* paid for its use, the whole
produce belongs to the cultivators, and is divided, under

the names of wages and profit, between the capitalists and J^1****

the labourers, of whose abstinence and industry it is the . r. J*™ .

result.
Diitriba-

But in all old Countries, and even in colonies within non.

u very few years after their foundation, certain lands, N’otncncla-

from peculiar advantages of soil or situation, are found luw*

to make more than the avemge return to a given expen-
diture of capital and industry. The proprietor of such
lands, if he cultivate them himself, receives a surplus

after having paid the wages of his labourers and de-

ducted the profit to which he is entitled on his capital.

He of course receives the same surplus if, instead of

cultivating them himself. tie lets them out to some other

capitalist. The tenant receives the same profit, and the

labourers receive the same wages as if they were em-
ployed oil land possessing merely average natural ad-

vantages ; the surplus forms the rent of the proprietor,

or, as we usually term him, the landlord. The whole
produce, instead of two, ia divided into three shares-—rent,

profit, anti wages. If the owner is also the capitalist or

farmer, he receives two of theiie shares, both the profit

and the rent. If he allow it to be cultivated by the

capital of anotlier, he receives only rent. But rent,

with or without profit, he necessarily receives. And
when the whole of a Country has been appropriated,

though it be true, as will be shown hereafter, that some
of the produce is raised by the application of additional

capital without payment of addihoual rent, and may
therefore be said to be raised rent free, yet it is equally

true that a rent is received from every cultivated acre
; a

rent rising nr falling according to the accidents of soil

and situation, but the necessary result of limited extent

and productive power.

It is obvious, however, as wc have already stated, that

land, though the principal, is not the only natural agent

that can be appropriated. The mere knowledge of the

operations of nature, as long as the use of that know-
ledge can be confined either by secrecy or by law,

creates a revenue to its possessor analogous to the rent

of land. The knowledge of the effect on the fibres of

cotton of rollers moving with different velocities, enabled

a village harber to found in a very few years a more than

aristocratic fortune. Still greater wealth might pro-

bably huve been acquired by Dr. Jenner, if he could

have borne somewhat to limit the benefits which he has

conferred on mankind.

When the author of a useful discovery puts it himself

in practice, he is like a proprietor farming his own pro-

perly; the produce, after paying average wages for

the lubour, and average profits for the capital, employed,

affords a still further revenue, the effect not of that capi-

tal or of that labour, but of the discovery, the creation

not of man but of nature. If, instead of using it himself,

he let out to another the privilege of using it, he ob-

tains a revenue so precisely resembling the rent of land

that it often receives the same name. The payment

made by a manufacturer to a patentee for the privilege

of using the patent process is usually termed in com-

mercial language a rent

;

and under the same head must

be ranked all the peculiar advantages of situation or con-

nection, and all extraordinary qualities ofbody and mind.

The surplus revenue which they occasion beyond ave-

rage wages and profits is a revenue for which no addi-

tional sacrifice has been made. The proprietor of these ad-

vantages differs from a landlord only in the circumstance

that he cannot in general let them out to he used by

another, and must consequently either allow them to be
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Pob****1 useless or torn them to account himself. He is forced.
Economy.

i|,erefore , always to employ on them tus own industry,

and generally his own capitul, and receives not only

rent but wages and profit. If, literdore, the established

Nonumcla* diviaion is adhered to, and all lluit is produced is to be

tun*. divided into rent, profit, and wages,—ami certainly that

appears to be the most convenient classification ;—and if

wages and profit are to be considered as the rewards of

peculiar sacrifices, the former the remuneration for

labour, and the latter for abstinence from immediate

enjoyment, it is clear that under the term *' rent'* must

be iucludnl all that is obtained without any sacrifice;

or, which is the same thing, beyond the remuneration

for that sacrifice ; all thut nature or fortune bestows either

without any exertion on the part of the recipient, or in

addition to the average remuneration for the exercise

of industry or the employment of capital.

But though we see no objection to this extension of

the word rent, the terms land and landlord are too pre-

cise to admit of being equally extended. It would be

too great au innovation to include under the term laud

every natural agent which is capable of appropriation,

or under the term landlord every proprietor of such an

agent For these terms we must substitute those of

natural agent, and proprietor ofa natural agent. And
the third class will then have n term for the third instru-

ment of production, a term for the owner of that in-

strument, and a term for the share w hich he receives of

the produce : tenra corresponding with the terms facul-

ties of body and mind, labourer, and wages as applied

to the first class, and with capital, capitalist, and profit,

as applied to the second. We shall still want a term

corre*
|
Minding with labour and abstinence,—a term in-

dicating the conduct which enubles the proprietor of a

natural agent to receive a rent. But as this conduct

implies no sacrifice,—as it consists merely in uot suffering

the instrument of which he is the owner to be useless,

it perhaps does not require a distinct designation. When
a man possesses an estate, we take it for granted that he

does not allow it to lie waste, but either uses it himself,

or lets it to a tenant. In ordinary language the receipt

of rent is included under the term ownership. There

will therefore be little danger of obscurity if we consider

the word " possess,** when applied to the proprietor of

a natural agent, as implying the receipt of the advantages

afforded by that agent, or, in oilier words, of rent.

Talents, indeed, often lie idle, but in that case they may
be considered for economical purposes as nut possessed.

In fuct, unaccompanied by the will to use them, they are

useless.

But though the whole produce may be considered as

divided into three shorts, one of which is taken by the

capitalists, another by the labourers, and another by the

proprietors of the natural agents which have concurred

in the production, it is very seldom that any given

commodity, or the produce of any one productive ex-

ertion, is thus actually divided. The nearest approach

to it takes place in those cases In which producers be-

longing to different classes become partners and agree

that Itie produce of their joint exertions shall be sold

and the price divided betweeu them. Such a partner-

ship is often formed between a capitalist and his labourers

when the success of the enterprise depends much on the

zeal of the labourers, and the capitalist is unable to over-

look them. Such is the case in the Greenland fishery.

The men seldom receive preascerlaincd wages, hut, on
the termination of the voyage, the blubber is sold, and

the price divided between the owners and the crew* Political

The practice is the same in privateering, and probably Kconomy*

in many oilier maritime speculations. Somewhat similar

is the mode of letting land called the metayer system.

Uudcr that system, which is still commuu in the Conti-
jfim*«ocIa-

nent of Europe, and probably is always to be found in ture.

a certain state of society, the landlord supplies the capi-

tal as well as the laird, and receives half the crop, the

remainder forming tlie wages of the tenant or head-
labourer, and of the inferior work people in his employ.
But these are exceptions occasioned by the peculiarities

of the adventure, or by the poverty or ignorance of imper-
fect civilization. The usual practice is to consider one
of the parties as entitled to the whole product, paying
to the others a price for their co-operation. Tiie person
so entitled is uniformly the capitalist : the sums which he
pays for wages and rent are the purchase-money for the

services of the labourer, and for the use of the natural

agent employed.

In most cases a considerable interval elapses between
the period at which the natural agent and the labourer

are first employed, and the completion of the product.

Iu this climate the harvest is seldom reaped until nearly

u year after it has been sown ; a still longer time is

required for the maturity of oxen ; and a longer still for

that of a horse; and sixty or seventy years may pass

between the commencement of a plantation, and the

time at which the timber is saleable It is obvious that

neither the landlord nor the labourer, os such, can wait

during all this interval for their remuneration. The
doing so would, iu fact, be an act of abstinence. It

would be the employment of land and labour in order
to obtain remote results. This sacrifice is made by the
capitalist, and he is repaid for it by his appropriate re-

muneration, profit, lie advances to the landlord and
the labourer, and in most cases to some previous capi-
talist, the price of their respective assistance; or, in other
wonts, the hire of the laud and capital belonging to one,
and of the mental and bodily powers of another, and
becomes solely entitled to the whole ol the product. The
success of his operations depends on the proportion
which the value of that produce, (or, in commercial
language, the value ofhis return?) bears to the value of
his advances, taking into consideration the lime for

which those advances have been made. If the value of
the return is inferior to that of the advance, lie is ob-
viously a loser ; he is a loser if it be merely equal, as he
hus incurred abstinence without profit, or, in ordinary

language, has lost the interest on his capital. He is a
loser even if the value df his returns do not exceed that

of his advances by an amount equal to the current rate

of profit for the period during which the advance has
been made. In any of these cases the product is sold,

so far as the capitalist ii concerned, for less than the

cost of its production. The employment of capital,

therefore, is necessarily a speculation , it is the purchase
of to much productive power which mayor may not
occasion a remunerative return.

The common language of Economists, therefore, which
describes the landlord, the capitalist, and the labourer

as sharers of the produce, is a fiction. Almost all that

is produced is in the first instance the property of the
capitalist ; tic has purchased it by having previously

paid the rent and wages, and incurred or paid for the

abitinence. which were necessary to its production. A
portion of it, but generally a small portion, he consumes
himself in the state in which be receives it; the re-
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Political muinder he sells- He may, it' he think fit, employ the
Economy, p,^ 0f aj| ,^at j,e jgijj ,,, purchases for his own prati-

ficatiou *, but he cannot remaui a capitalist unless he

^ " consent to employ some portion of it in the hire of the

Nomeocla- land and labour, by the assistance of which the process

twr. of production is to be continued or recommenced. He
cannot, ‘generally speaking, fully retain his situation as

a capitalist unless he employ enough to hire as much
land and labour bs before ; and if he wish to raise

himself in the world, he must, generally speaking, not

merely keep up but increase the sum which he devotes

to the purchase of productive three. If, for instance, he

has hired the use of a farm for a year for £1000, and

has paid £2000 more as wages to his labourers, and has

expended £1000 in the purchase, from other capitalists,

of agricultural stock, nna at the end of the year has sold

the produce for £4400, he may, if he like, spend on his

own gratification the whole or that £4400; or he may
so spend only £400, and employ the rest in hiring the

farm and the labourers, and purchasing; slock for another

year; or he may spend on himself only £200, and by

employing productively £4200 instead of £4000, hire

more land, or more labourers, or purchase more stock

and provide for the increase of his capital nnd his profit.

But in whatever way he employ his £4400, he still

must pay it to landlords, (using that word to comprise all

proprietors of natural agents,) capitalists, ami labourers.

It has been objected, however, that this nomenclature

is incomplete. Rent, profit, and wage*, it has been said,

designate only those portions of the annual produce

which the producers consume for their own gratification.

They form the revenue of a nation. A further portion,

and a very large one, must be employed not as revenue,

but as capital
;
not in directly supplying the wants nr

directly ministering to the enjoyments of either land-

lords, labourers, or capitalists, but merely in keeping up
the instruments of production. Thus of the farmer’s

whole return, which we have supposed to be of the value

of £4400, we may suppose a portion, amounting in

value to £200, to have consisted of corn which he re-

turned to the earth as seed, and another portion, amount-
ing to the same value, to have consisted of the forage

which he gave to his working cattle. It has been said

that ucilher this seed nor this forage was rent, profit, or

wages.

The answer to this objection is, that the seed-corn and
forage in question were the result of land, labour, and
abstinence ; they were entitled, therefore, when produced,

to be denominated rent, wage*, or profit, and the cir-

cumstance that they were employed to produce future

instead of immediate gratification docs not vary their

character. When produced, they were revenue: their

conversion into capital was a subsequent accident. No
one would except against the expression that such and
such a labourer has saved pari of his traces and em-
ployed them in stocking his garden. If the words re-

venue and income were co-extensive with expenditure,

the common statement, that a man is living within his

income, would be a contradiction in terms.

Perhaps this may be made clearer if we retrace the

history of capital.

The primary instruments of production were labour,
and those productive agents which arc spontaneously
afforded by nature. The first dwellers on the earth had
only rent and wages. The savage who, instead of de-
vouring the animals which he had entrapped, reserved
them to become the origin of a domesticated flock, and

Itc who reserved, to be employed as seed, some of the Political

grains which he had gathered, laid the foundation of E0000111**

capital. The produce of that flock and of that seed

was partly rent, partly wages, mid partly profit. And t^
U<bu*

it did n»t cease to be so, although he refused to employ
the whole of it on his immediate gratification.

It must be admitted, however, that the portion of the

annual produce which is employed in the production or
the support of brute or inanimate capital is not usually

termed rent, wages, or profit. It lias not, in fact, any
specific name. But it appears to us to be the most
philosophical arrangement to consider it as rent, wages,
or profit, according to the charocter of its proprietor,

without regard to its subsequent destination.

Having made this general classification of the parties Exchange,

among whom the results of the different productive in-

struments are divided, we now proceed to consider the

general laws which regulate the proportions in which
those results ore exchanged for one another. To a
certain degree this question was considered when we
treated of value; but not having at that lime explained

the words production, woges, profit, or rent, we were
unable to do more than to state and illustrate the fol-

lowing propositions:—

First, that all those things, and those things only, are

susceptible of exchange, which, being transferable, are

limited in supply, and are capable, directly or indirectly,

of atfording plcusure or preventing pain ; a capacity to

which we have affixed the name of utility. Secondly, that

the reciprocal values of any two things, or, in other

words, the quantity of the one which will exchange for

a given quantity of the other, depend on two sets of

causes; those which occasion the utility and limit the

supply of the one, and those which limit the supply and
occasion the utility of the other. The causes which oc-

casion the utility and limit the supply of any given

commodity or service, we denominated the intrinsic

causes of its value. Those which limit the supply and
occasion the utility of the commodities or services for

which it is capable of being exchanged, wc denomi-
nated tlte extrinsic causes of its value. And, thirdly, that

comparative limitation of supply, or, to speak more
familiarly, though less philosophically, comparative

scarcity, though not sufficient to constitute value, is

by far its most important element ; utility, or, in other

words, demand, being mainly depeudent on it. We
had not then shown the means by which supply is

effected. Having done this, having shown that human
Labour and Abstinence, nnd the spontaneous agency of

Nature, are the three instruments of production, wc
are at liberty to explain what are the obstacles which

limit the supply of all that is produced, and the mode
in which those obstacles affect the reciprocal values of

the different subjects of exchange.

In ihe following discussion, however, we shall in

general substitute price or value in money for general

value.

The general value of any ‘commodity, that is, the Price,

quantity of all the other subjects of exchange which

might be obtained in return for a given quantity of it, is

incapable of being ascertained. Its specific value in

any other commodity may be ascertained by the experi-

ment of an exchange ; the anxiety of each party in the

exchange to give as little, and obtain as much as pos-

sible, leading him to investigate, as accurately as be can,

the intrinsic causes giving value to each of the articles

Digitized by
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Political to be exchanged. This is, however, a troublesome
Kcoooin y. operation, and many expedients are used to diminish its

Difctrihi
frc<

l
l,ency- The mos ^ obvious one is to consider a

lion.
* single exchange, or the mean of a few exchanges, as a

l*rico. "model for subsequent exchanges of a similar nature.

By an extension of this expedient it may become a

model for exchanges not of a similur nature. If given

quantities of two different articles ore each found by ex-

perience to exchange for a given quantity of a third

article, the proportionate value of the two first-mentioned

articles may, of course, be inferred. It is measured by
the third. Hence arise the advantages of selecting, as

one of the subjects of every exchange, a single commo-
dity, or, more correctly, a species or commodities con-

stituted of individuals of precisely similar qualities. In
the first place, all persons can ascertain, with tolerable

accuracy* the intrinsic causes which give value to the

selected commodity, so that one half the trouble of an
exchange is ready performed. And, secondly, if an ex-

change is to be effected between any other two commo-
dities, the quantity of each that is usually exchanged for

a given quantity of the third commodity is ascertained,

and their relative value is inferred. The commodity thus

selected as the general instrument of exchange, whatever
fie its substance, whether salt, as in Abyssinia, cowries, on
the Coast of Guinea, or the precious metals, as in Europe,
is money. When the use of such a commodity, or. in

other words, of money, has become established, value in

money, or price, is the only value familiarly contem-
plated. The scarcity and durability of gold and silver

(the substances used as money by all civilized nations)

make them peculiarly unsusceptible of alteration in

value from intrinsic causes. On these accounts we think

it better, iu the following discussion, to refer rut her to

price than to general value, and to consider the value of

money* so far as it depends on intrinsic causes, to be

unvarying.

We must preface our explanation of the effect on
price of the causes limiting supply, by a remark which
may appear self-evident, but which must always be kept

in recollection, namely, that where (he only natural

agenii employed are those which are universally acces-

sible, and therefore are practically unlimited in supply,

the utility of //j* produce
,
or. in other words, its power

,

directly or indirec tly, of producing gratification, or pre-

venting pain, must be in proportion to the sacrifices

made to produce it, unless the producer has misajxplicd

his exertions ; since no man would willingly employ a
given amount of labour or abstinence in producing one.

commodity, if he could obtain more gratification by de-

voting them to the production of another.
We now revert to the causes which limit supply.

There are some commodities the results of agents no
longer in existence, or acting at remote and uncertain

periods, the supply of which cannot be increased, or

cannot be reckoned upon. Antiques and relics belong to

the first class, and all the very rare productions of Nature
or Art, such as diamonds of extraordinary size, or pictures,

or statues of extraordinary beauty, to the second. The
values of such commodities are subject to no definite

rules, and depend altogether on the wealth and taste of
the community. In common language, they are said to

bear a fancy price, that is, a price depending principally

on the caprice or fashion of the day. The Boccaccio,
which a few years ago sold for £2000, and after a year
or two’s interval for £700, may perhaps, fifty years
hence, he purchased for a shilling. Belies which, in

VOL. vx.

the IXth Century, were thought too valuable to admit Polities,

of a definite price, would now be thought equally in- Economy,

capable of price in consequence of their utter worthies-
ness. In the following discussion we shall altogetherP^a*

omit such commodities, and confine our attention to .

those of which the supply is capable of increase, either

regular, or sufficiently approaching to regularity, to ad-

mit of calculation.

The obstacle to the supply of those commodities
which are produced by labour and abstinence, with that

assistance only from nature which every one can com*
maud, consists solely in the difficulty of finding persons
ready to submit to the 1u!>our and abstinence necessary
to their production. In other words, their supply is

limited by the cost of their production.

The term “cost of production'' must be familiar to Coat ofpro

those who are acquaiuted with the writings of modern ductwo.

Economists; but, like most terms in Political Economy,
though currently used, it has never been accurately de-

fined ; and it appears to us impossible that it should
Imre been defined without the assistance of the term
" abstinence/’ or of some equivalent expression.

Mr. Ricardo, who originally introduced the tenn
“ cost of production/' uses as an equivalent expression,
** the quantity of labour which has been bestowed on
the production of a commodity/' Mr. Mill, ch. iii. sec.

2. appears to consider cost of production as eqimalent
to “quantity of labour," Mr. Malthas more elaborately

defines it as ** the advance of the quantity of accumulated
and immediate labour necessary to production, with such
a per ceutage upon the whole of the advances for the

time they have been employed as is equivalent to ordinary

profits." Definitions, p. 242.

In a note to the third edition, page 4G, Mr. Ricardo
admits that profit also forms a part of the cost of pro-

duction. Mr. Mill, by a stretch of language, in the

convenience of which we cannot concur, includes profit

under the term labour. The definitions of Mr. Ricardo

and Mr. Mill appear, therefore, to coincide. And
that adopted by Mr. Malihus only differs from them in

referring, not to the labour that hat been employed, but

to that which must be employed if the production must
be continued. In this respect the language of Mr.
Malthus is undoubtedly the most correct. The sacri-

fices that have, been made to produce a given commo-
dity have no effect on its value. All that the purchaser

considers is the amount of sacrifice that its production

would require at ihe time of the exchange. If the ex-

pense of producing a pair of stockings were suddenly to

fall or to rise by one half, a rise or fall in the value of the

existing stockings would be the consequence, although

the labour that has been employed on them is of course

unalterable. And when Mr. Ricardo and Mr. Mill speak

of the labour which has been employed on a com-

modity as affecting its value, they must be understood

as implying that the circumstances of production remain

unchanged.
Colonel Torrens considers cost of production as equi-

valent to “ the amount of capital expended on produc-

tion," and refuses to consider profit as forming one of

its elements. His remarks throw so much light on the

whole subject, that we will venture to extract them at

some length.
“ Those writers who contend for the general equality

of market and natural price, include the customary rate

of profit under the term natural price, or cost of pro-

duction. But this classification is highly unphiloaophl-

2 a
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Politic*! cal nix! incorrect, The profits of stock never make any
Economy, G j^ expense of production ; they arc, on the con-

trary, a new creation brought into existence in conse-
**" quence of this expense. The fanner, wc will suppose,

Price. expends one hundred quarters of corn in cultivating

Cost nf pro- his fields and obtains in return one hundred and
doction. twenty quarters. In this case twenty quarters, being

the excess of produce above expenditure, constitute the

farmer's profit, but it would be absurd to call this

excess or profit a part of the expenditure. The expen-

diture or cost of production was one hundred quarters.

It has been now repaid with a surplus of twenty quar-

ters; and, unless the surplus which remains after the

expenditure is replaced be a part of the expenditure,

unless, in fact, one hundred and twenty quarters be

equal to a hundred, it is impossible that market price

should lie equivalent to natural. Supposing that corn

is £3 per quarter, then, iti the case we have staled, the

natural price of the farmer's produce, or the one

hundred quarters expended upon production, will be

equivalent to ,£900; while the produce of one hun-

dred and twenty quarters obtained iu return will be

equivalent to £300. The excess of market above

natural price, or cost of production, is profit ;
and to

contend thut this profit is included in the cost of pro-

duction, is the same thing as contending that the hun-

dred quarters, or £300 laid out in cultivation, are equal

to the one hundred and twenty quarters, or £*360 there-

by obtained.
44 In manufacturing, as well as in agricultural industry,

the profit of stock is distinct from the cost of production.

The master manufacturer expends a certain quantity of

raw material, of tools and implements of trade, and of sub-

sistence for labourers, and obtains in return a given

quantity of finished work. This finished work must

possess a higher exchangeable value than the materials,

tools, and subsistence, by the advance of which it was
obtained; otherwise the master could have no induce-

ment to continue bis business. Manufacturing industry

would cease, if the value produced did uot exceed the

value expended. But it is the excess of value w hich the

finished work possesses above the value of the materials,

implements, and subsistence expended, that constitutes

the master's profit ; and therefore we cannot assert that

the profit of his stock is included in the cost of produc-

tion without affirming the gross absurdity, that the ex-

cess of value above expenditure constitutes a part of ex-

penditure. Supposing that the materials, tools, and
subsistence cost £300, and that the finished work is

worth £360, then the difference will be the matter's

profit; and we cannot maintain that the annual profit it

included in the amount of expenditure, or Cost of pro-

duction, without urging the contradiction that £1300

are equal to £1360.
44 The profit of stocc, so far from forming any part of

the coat of production, is a surplus remaining after this

cost has been completely replaced. In currying on

their business, the farmer and manufacturer do not ex-

pend their profit, they create it* It forms no part of

their first advances ; on the contrary, it forms a part

of their subsequent returns. It could not have Wen
employed in carrying on the work of production, be-

cause, until this work was completed, it had no exist-

ence. It is essentially a surplus, a new creation, over

and above all that is necessary to replace the cost of
production, or, in other words, the capital advanced.

It is hoped that enough has been said to convince the

reader of the nature of the error into which those Political

Economists fall who maiutain that the profit of stock Komomy.

is included in the expense of production, and that f~ 'r
~

l '

natural and market price tend to an equality. Market
price is that which we give in order to obtain a com- price,

modity by exchange in the market: natural price is that Coetofpro-

which we give to effect a purchase at the great store- duction.

house of nature: it consists of the several articles of
capital employed in production, and cannot by possi-

bility include the surplus or profit created during the

progress of production.’**

Colonel Torrens's remarks are just, so far us they

apply to the mere expressions which he is criticising.

Profit is certainly not a means, but u result. It is true

that unless that result were expected, production would
uot be coiitiimed. Neither the farmer nor the nmuufac-
turer could be induced by any other motive to abstain

from the unproductive enjoyment of his capital ; so

food would not be produced unless its consumption were
necessary or agreeable. But the obtaining a profit is

no more a part of the cost of producing a harvest than

the gratification of appetite is a part of the cost of pro-

ducing a dinner, or protection from cold part of the cost

of producing a coat.

Want of the term abstinence, or of some equivalent

expression, has led Mr. Mallhus into iuaccuracy of lan-

guage. He seems to have felt that something besides

mere labour is essential to production. He felt that

simple industry would not convert a naked heath into a
valuable wood ; that the planter, iu addition to the

labour of inserting and protecting the saplings, incurred

the additional sacrifice of directing his labour to the

production of remote results ; and that the successive

generations of proprietors, in suffering the young plan-

tation to become mature, sacrificed their own emolu-

ment to that of their successors. He seems to have felt

that these sacrifices were part of the cost of producing

the wood, and, having no term to express them, he de-

nominated them by the name of their reward. When
he termed profit a part of the cost of production, he

appears to us to have meant not profit, but that conduct

which is repaid by profit: an inaccuracy precisely

similar to that committed by those who term wages a

pari of the cost of production ; meaning not wages,

which are a result, but the labour for which wages are

the remuneration.

Colonel Torrens’s error is an error of omission. He
refuses to consider profit as part of the cost of production,

but he does not substitute for it abstinence or any equiva-

lent expression. Although he admits that where equal

capitals are employed the value of the products may differ

if the one be brought to market sooner than the other, he

lias uot slated the principle on which this difference de-

pends. That principle is that, though in both cases the

lubour employed is the same, more abstinence is ue-

cessary in tlie one case than in the other.

By co*t ofproduction , then, we mean the sum of the

labour and abstinence necessary to production. But

cost of production, thus defined, must be divided into

the cost of production on the part of the producer or

seller, and the cost of production on the part of the con-

sumer or purchaser. The first is of course the amount
of the labour ami abstinence which must be undergone

by him who offers for sale a given class of commodities

* Toneam, On the Production of Wealth, 51—55.
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Political, or services in order to enable him to continue to produce
^Kcuaamy The second is, the amount of the labour and

abstinence which must be* undergone by those to whom a

Uod. given commodity or service is offered for sale, if, instead

Price. of purchasing, they themselves, or some of them on the

Cost of pro- behalf of themselves and the others, were to produce it.

Auction. The first is equal to the miuimum, the second to the maxi-

mum of price. For, on the one hand, no man would
continue U) produce, for the purpose of sale, what should

sell for less than it cost him to produce it. And. on the

other hand, no men would continue to buy what they

themselves, or some of them on the behalf of themselves

and the others, could produce at less expense. With re-

spect to those commodities, or, to speak more accurately,

with respect to the value of those parts or attributes of

commodities, which are the subjects of equal competition,

which may be produced by ail persons with equal advan-

tages, the cost of production to the producer and the cost

of production to the consumer are the same. Their price,

therefore, represents the aggregate amount of the labour

and abstinence necessary to continue their production. If

their price should fail lower, the wages or the profits of

those employed in their production must full below the

average remuneration of the labour and abstinence that

must be undergone if their production is to be con-

tinued. In time, therefore, it is discontinued or di-

minished, until the value of the product has been raised

by the diminution of the supply. If the price should

rise beyond the cost of their production, the producers

must receive more than an average remuneration for

their sacrifices. As soon os this has been discovered,

capital and industry flow towards the employment which,

by this supposition, offers extraordinary advantages.

Those who formerly were purchasers, or persons on their

behalf, turn producers themselves, until the increased sup-

ply has equalized the price with the cost of production.

Some years ago London depended for water on the

New River Company. As the quantity which they can
supply is limited, the price rose with the extemdon of

buildings, until it so far exceeded the cost of produc-

tion as to induce some of the consumers to become pro-

ducers. Three new Water Companies were established,

and the price fell as the supply increased, until the

ahares in the New River Company fell to nearly one-

fourth of their former value ; from £15.000 to £4000.
If the metropolis should continue to increase these trans-

actions will recur. The price of water will increase

and exceed the cost at which it could be afforded.

New Companies will arise, and, unless the additional

supply is checked by greater natural obstacles than
those which the existing Companies have to sunnouut,
the price will again fall to its present level.

But though, under free competition, cost of production
is the regulator of price, its influence is subject to much
occasional interruption. Its operation can be sup-
posed to he perfect only if we suppose that there are no
disturbing causes, that capital and labour can be at

once transferred, and without loss, from one employ-
ment to another, and that every producer has full infor-

mation of the profit to be derived from every mode of
production. But it is obvious that these hvippoaitiona

have no resemblance to the truth. A large portion of the

capital essential to production cousists of buildings, ma-
chinery, ami other implements, the results of much time
and labour, aud of little service for any except their exist-
ing purposes. A still larger portion consists ofknowledge
and of intellectual and bodily dexterity, applicable only to

the processes in which those qualities were originally oc- Political

quiretl. Again, the advantage derived from any given Eco°0»y»

business depeuds so much upon the dexterity and the good
fortune with which it is managed, that few capitalists can
estimate, except upon an average ol some years, the amount Pr**.
of their own profits, and still fewer can estimate those of Coat of pn>

their neighbours. Established businesses, therefore, may duetion.

survive the causes in which they originated, and liecome

gradually extinguished as their comparative unprofitable-

ness is discovered, and the labourers and capital engaged
in them wear away without being replaced

; and, on the

other hand, other employments are inadequately supplied

with the capital aud industry which they could profitably

absorb. During the interval, the products of the one
sell for more, and those of the others for less, than their

cost of production. Political Economy does not deal with

particular fuels but with general tendencies, and wheu we
assign to cost of production the power of regulating price

iu cases ofequal competition, we mean to describe it not as

a point to which price is attached, but as a centre of
oscillation which it is always endeavouring to approach.

We have seen that, under circumstances of equal com-
petition, or, in other words, where all persons cart

become producers, and that with equal advantages, the

cost of production on the part of the producer or seller,

and the cost of production on the part of the consumer
or purchuscr, are the same, and that the commodity
thus produced sells fur its cost of production; or, in other

words, at a price equal to the sum of the labour and ab-

stinence which its production requires; or, to use a more
familiar expression, at a price equal to the amount of
the wages and profits which must be paid to induce the

producers to continue their exertions. It has lately

been a general opinion that the bnlk of commodities is

produced under circumstances of equal competition.
“ By Jar the greater part of those goods,’* says Mr.
Ricardo, (Principle*, p. 3.)

44 which arc the objects

of desire are produced by labour, and may be multiplied

almost without any assignable limit if we are disposed

to bestow the labour ucoessary to obtain them. In
speaking then of commodities, of their exchangeable
value, and of the laws which regulate their relative prices,

we always mean such commodities only as can be in-

creased in quantity by the exertion of human industry,

and in the production of which competition operates

without restraint.'*

Now it is clear that the production in which no appro-
priated natural agent has concurred, is the only produc-

tion which has been made under circumstances of per-

fectly equal competition. And how lew nrc the com-
modities of which the production has in no stage been *

assisted by peculiar advantages of soil, or situation, or

by extraordinary talcut of body or mind, or by processes

generally unknown, or protected by law from imitation.

Where the assistance of these agents, to which we have
given the general name of natural agents, has been

obtained, the result is more valuable than the result of
equal labour and abstinence unassisted by similar aids.

A commodity thus produced is called the subject of a
movnpaiy

;

and the person who has appropriated such a
natural agent, n monopolist.

Monopolies may be divided into four kinds. Monqt®
1. Where the monopolist has not the exclusive power it**

of producing, but only certain exclusive facilities as a
producer, and can increase, with undkninished, or even
increased facility, the amount of his produce.

The value of a commodity produced under suen eir-

2x2

Di<
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Political ttimslances approaches more nearly lo the coat of pro-

Economjr. duction on the part of the seller, than that of any other

' monopolized commodity. It is obvious that its price can
Dutribu- ncvcr permanently fall below the value of the sacrifices

Price.
which must be made by the producer, and, on the other

Monopoly- hand, that it never can permanently rise above the value of

the sacrifices which must be made by the consumers, if,

instead of purchasing, they, or some persons in their

behalf, were to turn producers. Sir R. Arkwright’s yarn

could not sell for more than yarn of an equal quality pro-

duced without the aid of his patent machinery ; nor would

Arkwright have sold it for less than the value of tlie labour

and abstinence employed in its production. The first was

the cost of production to the consumer, the second the cost

of production to the producer. But the difference between

the two was enormous ; the cost lo Arkwright was not

one- fifth of what it would have been lo his customers.

1 1 is inventions enabled him to produce a greater

quantity, but not a better quality. The finger and

thumb constitute an instrument more delicate than any

system of rollers, aiul the muslin formed by the com-
paratively unassisted labour of the Hindoo is finer and

more durable than the produce of our elaborate manu-

factories. The price which Arkwright could exact was

therefore limited, as we have seen, by the competition

of other productive instruments, more expensive but

quite as efficient. The price which he did exact was

still further limited by a regard to his own interest,

lie had discovered an instrument of which the powers,

instead of being exhausted, increased with every increase

in its application. To erect a mill for the purpose of

spinning annually a hundred or a thousand pounds of

cotton would be madness. The expense of spinning

ten thousand pounds very little exceeds the ex (tense of

spinning one thousand, and forty thousand might pro-

bably be spun ut less than double the expense of ten

thousand. As the quantity produced is increased, the

relative cost of production is diminished. If, therefore,

on the sale of ten thousand pounds weight of yarn at a

given price, which we will call .£10,000, his profit

amounted to £5000, the profit of selling one hundred
thousand weight at the same price might have amounted
to £90,000, and his profit on selling one million pounds
weight to £900,000. But to effect this was obviously

impossible. As value depends mainly on limitation

of supply, he could not have at once offered a large

quantity for sale without diminishing the price, if he
lelt that price to he fixed by the competition of the

purchasers, or without having a large portion unsold,

if he refused to submit to that diminution, llis only

mode of stimulating a constant increase of consumption
was to submit to such a constant lowering of price as

should constantly widen the circle of those able and
willing to purchase. As is usually the case, his own
im crest and that of the public coincided, and led him
to accept a price for exceeding indeed the cost of pro-

duction to himself, but falling short by a still wider in-

terval of what would have been the coat of production
to them.

Sir R. Arkwright’s monopoly, therefore, was of the
most limited kind. His remuneration was bounded, and
it was not his interest even to approach that boundary.

2. A second kind of monopoly is in the opposite ex-
treme. It exists where price is checked neither by the

hopes nor by the fears of the producer, where no competi-
tion is dreaded, and no increased supply can be effected.

Tlie owners of some vineyards have such a tnouopoly.

Constnntia owes its peculiar flavour to the agency of a B»3iiie*l

few acres of ground, and that flavour would be destroyed
K
^

ltlon>y-

if high cultivation were employed lo force from that

ground a larger quantity of wine. As no person but
i tie proprietor of ihe Constantin farm can lie a pro- Price,

ducer, the price is not checked by any cost of produo- Monopoly,

(ion to the consumer. It is not checked by any wish
of the proprietor to increase the consumption, since the

quantity produced, and consequently the quantity con-
sumed, is incapable of increase. Hie price cannot of
course fall below the cost of production, but may inde-

finitely exceed it. It is limited solely by the will and
the ability of the consumers. And if fashion were to

make it an object of intense desire among the opulent,

a pipe of Constantin, produced perhaps at the expense
of £’20, might sell for £20,000.

3 A third and more frequent kind of monopoly lies be-

tween these two extremes, and is neither so strict as the

last, nor so comparatively open' as the first. This com-
prises those cases in which the monopolist is the only

producer, but, by the application of additional labour

and abstinence, can indefinitely increase his production.

The book trade affords on illustration. While a work
is protected by copyright, no person but the proprietor

of that copyright can produce copies; awl he may
multiply them indefinitely by the application of addi-

tional labour nnd abstinence. There is here no cost of
production on the part of the purchaser, and, as far ns

he is concerned, the price is limited only by his will and
ability. The efficient check arises from the interest of

the publisher. As is the. case with manufactures gene-

rally, the relative expense of publication diminishes as

the number of copies published increases. It is his

interest, tlterefore, to encourage a large sale by affixing

a price but slightly exceeding the cost of production,

diminished as that cost is by the magnitude of the pro-

duce. A hundred copies of tVmertly might, perhaps,

have been sold at ten guineas a copy ; but there can be

no doubt that a larger aggregate profit was obtained by
selling ten thousand at a guinea and a half.

4. The fourth and last class of monopolies exists where

production must be assisted by natural agents, limited

in number, and varying in power, and repaying with

less and less relative assistance every increase in the

amount of the labour and abstinence bestowed on them.

It is under these circumstances that the greater part of

the raw produce, whatever it be, which is the staple food

of the inhabitants in every Country, potatoes in Ireland,

wheat in England, or rice in India, is produced. It is,

in fact, the great monopoly of land ; and as there are

scarcely any commodities of which the supply is not in

some measure limited by the limited extent of the land

essential or serviceable to some process in their produc-

tion, all general theories as to value must be subject

to error until the general laws regulating the value of

the assistance to be derived from land have been ascer-

tained. It will he necessary, therefore, to examine them
at some length.

The soil of every extensive district is of different x*an<L

degrees of fertility and convenience of situation, and

the soils of each degree constitute a distinct class of

natural agents, affording each a distinct amouut ofassist-

ance to the cultivator. And wc have seen that each

portion of soil, whatever be its fertility, agricultural

skill remaining the same, generally gives a less and less

proportioDote return to each additional quantity of labour

and abstinence bestowed on its cultivation, and may be
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Political said, therefore, to comprise within itself a system of
Economy. natural agents of different powers. The different classes

of natural agents will he successively employed, hi pn>-“ portion to their efficiency; an inferior class being never

Price. resorted to while a superior one is equally accessible :

Monopoly, and each class, until it has been completely appropriated,

may he considered as practically unlimited in supply,

since it is universally accessible. What shall be the

worst natural agent employed, or, in other words, to

what extent inferior soils shall be cultivated, or addi-

tional labour and abstinence employed at a comparative

disadvantage on the cultivation of those which are more
fertile or better situated, must always be determined by

the wealth and wants of the community ; by the quan-

tity of agricultural produce which they have the power
and the desire to purchase. While those wants can be

satisfied by slightly cultivating only » portion of the

most fertile and best situated land, that land, tliough

highly productive, indeed more productive in propor-

tion to the labour and abstinence bestowed on it than

at any subsequent stage, cannot be a sepuratc and in-

dependent source of value. It is then a natural agent

universally accessible, and its produce, however laige,

will exchange only for the value of the labour and ab-

stinence employed on its production. In short, the

cost of production to the producer, and the cost of pro-

duction to the consumer, are, under such circumstances,

the same. This is the state of some of the fertile and
thinly-peopled districts of the tropics. The inhabitants

of the greater part of the Tierra i 'alien ta of Mexico ap-

propriate at will from the fertile w ilderness over which
they are scattered the small patches which afford them
the materials of lodging, food, and raiment. We are

told that in these districts the labour of a week will

provide subsistence for a year, but even this vast pro-

ductive power, or even any conceivable increase in it, is

incapable of giving value to the assistance afforded as

long as the supply of that assistance remains unlimited.

It becomes limited, however, in (he very earliest stages
‘ of improvement. Both the causes and the conse-

quences of this event may be illustrated by tracing the

progress of a colony*

When a body of emigrants arrives on the coast of an
unoccupied district, their first operation must be to fix

the situation of their future metropolis ; the scat of go-

vernment, of law, of foreign trade, and of those manu-
factures which require the congregation of numerous
workmen. We may suppose their numbers and the

local advantages to be such as to enable Lhem to occupy,

within such a distance from their infant town as to

render the expense of carriage immaterial, as much land

of the highest fertility as each agricultural family may
wish to cultivate. The agricultural produce thus ob-

tained must sell for its cost of production to the pro-

ducer ; every consumer being able at will to turn a pro-

ducer, with advantages equal to those enjoyed by the

existing producers, and being unwilling to give for the

result of a given amount of labour and abstinence on
their part more than the result of an equal amount of

labour and abstinence on his own part. Such a com-
munity rapidly increases in numbers and in wealth, and
that increase is accompanied by an increased desire and

- ability to purchase agricultural produce. Until the supply

of raw produce has been increased, the price must now
rise above the cost of production. But when the most
fertile lands within a given distance of the town have
been occupied, there remain only three modes of ill-

creasing the supply: either 1. by cultivating the fertile Political

lands ut a greater distance from the town
; or, 2. by ^coc°my-

cultivating the inferior land in its neighbourhood
; or, nTT

3. by employing additional labour and abstinence in the tion.^
U"

cultivation of the lunds already occupied. Whichever of Price,

these plans be adopted, and probably they will all be Monopoly,

adopted, the additional quantity must be supplied at an Land*

increased exj>cnso. The first is loaded with the expenses
of carriage ; and we know that a given amount of labour
and abstinence is employed to comparative disadvantage,
when applied either to the cultivation of inferior land, or
to the further improvement of the best land.

The immediate consequence of the increase of supply
must be a fall of price, but a fall not equal to the previous
rise. The additional supply is produced under circum-
stances of equal competition, every consumer having it

in his power to turn producer by occupying the more
distant or less fertile territory ; it sells, therefore, for

the cost of production to the producer. But commodi-
ties of precisely the same qualities cannot sell in the
same market for different prices. The purchaser of a
bushel of wheat does not inquire whether it was grown
within a furlong or at ten miles from the place of sale.

The produce, therefore, of the fertile lauds in the imme-
diate \ icinity of the market sells at the same price as

that of the distant nr inferior land.

That price, as it is equal to the cost of production of

what is produced at the greatest expense, must exceed
the cost of production of whut is produced at the least

expense. The proprietor of the most fertile and best
situated land has no motive to take less, as he cannot,
like the owner of a patent, increase the amount of what
he produces and coulinue to produce at equal advan-
tage; and the purchaser cannot support an offer of
less, as he cannot turn producer but by submitting to

disadvantages which equalize the current price and the

cost of production.

As the colony grows into a people and an empire
the same processes are repeated. Every increase of
wealth and population raises the price of raw produce.

Increase of price occasions an increase of supply, raised

at a comparatively greater expense. The price falls in

consequence of the increased supply, but is prevented

from falling to its former level by the increase which has

taken place in the cost of producing that part of the

whole supply which is brought to market at the greatest

expense.

The effect will lie the name whether we select for the

scene a continent or an island ; a district containing

soils of every degree of fertility, or of precisely uniform

quality. The Anglo-Americans have supplied their

constantly increasing wauls chiefly by spreading them-
selves backwards over their unbounded Western territory,

and have made little use of inferior soils, or of high

cultivation, except in the immediate vicinity of their

cities. In Malta, a single acre receives more labour than

would be devoted to a square mile in the Illinois ; but
precisely the same motives impel the Maltese to terrace

his mountains into gardens, and the American to reclaim

the prairies of the Missouri.

It may be inferred, from the picture which wc have
given of the progress of society, that we believe an In-

creased difficulty of obtaining raw produce to be the

natural incident to an increase of population. In the

absence of counteracting causes it certainly would be »«

;

but those causes arc so powerful, that, unless checked by

legislation, they in many respects balance the causes
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Political w|,|ch wo have been considering. In a colony, the
"ium j. Q0US|ermc|jng causes appear likely to preponderate for

a period, the duration of which must of course depend

tin"”
°*

*n
I
wrt on ^ quantity of fertile and unoccupied land in

Price. its vicinity. As the circle of appropriated lund expands,

IKoaopoly. and the expense of bringing food to the consumers be-

corner more oppressive, there is a tendency in the con-

sumers to follow the food. The colonial capital, now
turned into a metropolis, may continue to send out por-

tion after portion of her increased inhabitants until the

whole territory acquires something approaching to an

average amount of cultivation. Again, in every Country
increased wealth and numbers are accompanied by in-

creased agricultural skill and improved means of trans-

port. The use of implements, the division of labour,

and physical knowledge arc powerful aids to the agricul-

turist, though they do not afford to him the almost

magical increase ofpower which they give to the manu-
facturer. The improvements in carriage are still more
important: a given amount of labour applied for twenty

years to a given piece of land would probably now
produce a return four or five times as great as would

have been obtained at the Conquest But the labour

necessary to transport that produce one hundred miles

is probably now not one one-hundredth of what it was
then. No improvements in husbandry instruments, or

in breeding, or in the rotation of crops, have been so
efficient as the substitution of the waggon, the Mac-
adamized rrad, the canal, the navigable river, and the

railway, for the pack-horse of our ancestors and the dan-
gerous tracks through which they beat out and picked
their way. The intervention of a hill or a morass was
then nn obstacle sufficient to nllow the price of corn on
one side to be double that on the other

; and London
was so dependent on the immediately adjacent Counties
that the landlords of those Counties petitioned against

the opening of roads, as interfering with their vested
right to a monopoly of the metropolitan supply; a peti-

tion which failed because the immediate interest of other
landlords opposed it.

But the principal means by which a Country, when
increasing in wealth and population, may avoid the ne-
cessity of raising its raw produce at a constantly increas-
ing disadvantage is by importation.

Wc have seen that additional labour employed in

manufactures produces an increasing proportionate effect;

that if one thousand men can in a given time work up
• one million of pounds of cotton, two thousand men

would be able to work up in the same time more than
two millions of pounds, and four thousand men, much
more limn twice as much as two thousand. As a nation
increases in opulence and population, it becomes the in-

terest, therefore, of the community to devote their addi-
tional population rather to manufactures, in which they
have a constantly increasing advantage, than to agricul-
ture, nt a constantly increasing disadvantage. As their
industry becomes more and more efficient, they are in
general able to purchase with the produce of a given
amount of labour anil abstinence larger and a larger
amount of the produce of the industry of their less ad-
vanced contemporaries. The produce of the labour of a
single Englishman employed for a given time in fabricat-
ing cotton will purchase the cotton grown by the labour
of five, or perhaps ten, Hindoos, or the wheat grown
by three, or perhaps five, Lithuanians or Poles.

It must be recollected, indeed, that a nation while ex-
tending its manufactures must increase its importation of

raw produce; ami we have already stated that the in- Political

creased labour at which the additional produce must be ®coootny*

obtained would retard the progress of such a community.
But though this is unquestionable, though it is even cer- t;„n

n

tain that, if sufficient time be allowed, this obstacle is Price,

able, not merely to retard, hut almost to arrest, the ad- Monopoly,

vance of manufactures, there seems to be little to fear L*Iuk

from it w ithin any of those periods within which calcula-

tions for practical purposes are generally confined, Ih
the first place, the stimulus of ao advantageous trade

must tend to increase the agricultural skill of the ex-

porting nations, and increase the facilities of transport

;

causes which, especially in the earlier stages of a nation's

improvement, often enable it, and for considerable pe-

riods, to bring to market an increased quantity of raw
produce with the same or even less proportionate labour.

And, secondly, even if we suppose the manufacturing
nation to be supplied by its agricultural customers at an
increased proportionate expense to (hem, it does not
follow that the proportionate expense to her need be
increased. The increased difficulty on the one side

may be balanced by the increased facility mi the other.

We will suppose that at present one hundred thousand
yards of muslin, fabricated by twelve Englishmen, can
be exchanged for one hundred aud fifty quarters ot

wheat, raised by thirty-six Poles ; that au increase in

population of one-third makes it necessary to import

two hundred instead of one hundred and fifty quarters,

and that the two hundred quarters are raised, not by
forty-eight, the former proportion, hut by sixty Poles.

If the increase in our skill has kept pace with our in-

crease of numbers, it is probable that eighteen English-

men, instead of one hundred and fifty thousand, the

former proportion, would be able to fabricate at least

two hundred thousand yards of inuslin. The exchange
under such circumstances, instead of being less, would
be more beneficial than before. England would pur-

chase more corn, and Poland more muslin, at a less pro-

portionate amount of labour.

It must be carefiilly remembered that the preceding

remarks apply not to the higher or lower price of raw
produce, but to the greater or less difficulty in obtaining

it ; things which have no necessary connection ; one of

them depending on the causes which affect the general

value of raw produce, the other on the causes which
affect the general value of money. At the same time,

and in the same place, the prices of articles exactly

measure the difficulty of obtaining them. It is exactly

half as difficult to get a commodity that costs one sove-

reign as to get a commodity that costs two. But this is

only true at the same lime and in the same place.

Though in England u quarter of corn now costs about

fifty shillings, and in the reigti of Henry VIII. cost

about twenty, it is probable that it was then more diffi-

cult to obtain one than it is now. This must have been

the case if it was then more difficult to obtain twenty

shillings than it is now to obtain filly. It is equally

clear that, although a quarter of wheat now costs in Eng-
land about ten ounces of silver, and about six ounces in

Poland, vet, if it is easier in England to obtain ten

ounces of silver than in Poland to obtain six ounces, it

is easier in England to obtain a quarter of wheat than it

is ill Poland. Experience shows that wealth and popu-
lation almost always increase together, though not in

equal ratios, the increase of wealth being, as we have
already stated, generally greater than the increase of

population. The increased capital and labour of an in-
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Political creasing population are nuUiTally directed to raanufac-
Kconotny.

|Uregf jn which, os we have already seen, every increased

Production is more easily effected. As (heir labour be-

tion.
comes more productive, the value of the products of a

Price, given quantity of that labour rises in the general market

of the world
;
or, in other words, they obtain in return

m for it a greater amount of the precious metals ; or, in

other words, a higher price. Therefore, although they

may have to pay a higher price for a given quantity of

row produce, whether of home growth or imported, it

does not follow that the difficulty of obtaining that given

quantity has increased ; it is possible, and not impro-

bable, that it may hare diminished. A nation so situated

may be compared to an individual whose income hap-

pens to be rising si the same time when the price of

com is rising. If the rise of his income more than

counterbalances (tse rise of corn, be finds it every year

more easy to purchase n given quantity, though he may
have to give a higher and higher price for it.

We have seen that production may take place under

five different circumstances.

1. Absence of monopoly
;

all persons being capable

of producing with equal advantage.

2. A monopoly under which the monopolist has not

the exclusive power of producing, but exclusive facilities

as a producer, which may be employed indefinitely with

equal or increasing advantage.

3. A monopoly under which the monopolist is the

only producer, and cannot increase the amount of his

produce.

4. A monopoly under which the monopolist is the

only producer, and can increase indefinitely, with equal

or increasing advantage, the amount of his produce.

5. A monopoly under which the monopolist is not

die only producer, but has peculiar facilities which di-

minish ond ultimately disappear as he increases the

amount of his produce.

The price of those commodities which are compre-
hended in the first class appears to be subject to laws

capable of accurate investigation. Where labour alone

has been employed, the price must be equal to die wages

of (but labour. Where that labour has been aaaiated by

abstiuencc, or, in oilier words, where a period has elapsed

between the employment of the labour and the sale of

its produce, the price must be equal to the amount of
the wages of that labour and the remuneration to be
paid cither to the labourer for having suffered the pay-

ment of his wages to be deferred, or to the capitalist who
has paid those wages in advance.

There are, however, very few commodities of which
the whole price can be resolved into the remuneration (or

the labour, or the abstinence, or both, which must be

bestowed on tlieir production.

Mere abstinence can produce nothing. Labour, or

the agency of nature, must afford the subject with re-

spect to which it is to be exercised. It is possible, in-

deed, that a natural agent universally accessible may
sometimes afford a product of no value at first, but capa-

ble of becoming valuable by mere keeping ;
but no in-

stance of (he kind occurs to us, and some little trouble is

generally requisite for the mere safe custody of any
article.

Merc labour doc* produce a very few articles. The
Inver collected and sold on the coast of Devonshire is an
example. It gTows naturally on the unappropriated
rocks within the influence of the tide, and in abundance
practically unlimited. No instruments are necessary to

gather or prepare it, and, as it will not keep, it is sold as ^htieal

soon as it has been collected and washed. The price of t̂atuaaS»

a given quantity consists, therefore, merely of the wages

of those who gather, wash, and bring it to market.

A class of commodities, perhaps rather larger, but Piico.

still inconsiderable when compared with the generul

mass, is produced by labour and abstinence, assisted

only by those natural agents which are universally ac-

cessible. It is difficult, however, to point out an article,

however simple, that can be exposed to sale without the

concurrence, direct or indirect, of many hundred, or, more
frequently, of many thousand different producers; almost
every one of whom will be lound to have been aided by
some monopolised agent.

There ore few things of which the price seems to con-

sist more exclusively of wages and profits than a watch
but if we trace It from the mine to the pocket of the

purchaser, we shall be struck by the payment of rent

(the invariable sign of the agency of some instrument

not universally accessible) at every stage of its progress.

Rent was paid for the privilege of extracting from the

mines the metals of which it is composed ; for the land

which afforded the materials of the ships in which
those metals were transported to an English port ; for

the wharfs at which they were landed, and the ware-

houses where they were exposed to sale; the watch-

maker pays a rent for the land covered by his manufac-

tories, and the retaileT for that on which his shop is

situated. The miner, the shipwright, the linusr-Uuihler,

and the watchmaker all use implements formed of
materials produced by the same processes as the mate-
rials of the watch, and subject also in their different

stages to similar payments of rent; Tlie whole amount
of all thc^e different payments forma probably a very

small port n i n of the value of 'the watch, hut if we were
to attempt tu enumerate them they would lie found sub-

divided into ramifications too minute for calculation.

What remains consists of the wages of the workmen,
and the profits of the capitalists who paid those wages
in advance. The attempt to trace back these wages
and profits to their earliest beginnings would be as vain

as the attempt to enumerate all the payments of rent.

In estimating, tliereforc, the value of’ a manufactured

commodity, we seldom go farther back than to the price

paid by the manufacturer tor his materials and kit pie

menu, a price which must have inctaded all previous

payments of rent, wages, and profits.

We will now trace the causes which increase the value

of those materials alter they .have been the projierty of

the manufacturer. W« will suppose b watchmaker'#

capital to consist of materials worth that he has

bought the land covered by hts buildings for £500. and
has expended X900 in erecting them, that h» tools

have oust him <£100, and that an annuaT expense of

i‘100 is necessary to keep his buildings and tools in

repair. We will suppose him to employ ten workmen,

each receiving at an average £ ICO a year, and that one
year is the average period from the commencement to

the sale of a watch. We will suppose that his tea

workmen an annually convert his £500 worth of ma-
terials into five hundred watches, and that the average

rote of profit in his business amounts to ten per centum
per anoum. To give him this profit it is clear that his

watches must sell for

* It Hm teen used by M. Canard, M. Floret Estrada, «»d Mr.

M'CulIvch, u an enunplt of Ibc value defiled hom l*t+v* ilww.
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Political Value of materials £500
Economy. "Wages for a year 1 000

Repairs for a year 100
Distribu- — -

Profit on the advance of these sumsl 1600

nd on the value of the land, and I

buildings, and tools, for half a year,
j

at ten per cent, per annum )

£1755
It will be observed that, although a year is supposed

to elapse between the commencement and the sale of a

watch, we suppose the cost of its production to have

been advanced for only half a year. The fact is that

eome part of the advances must have been made for

more, and some for less than half a year. Supposing a

workman to have been employed on the wutch for a

year, and paid daily, he received his first day's wages

one year before the watch was sold, but his last day’a

wages on the very day of the sale; six months, therefore,

is the average period for which the whole were ad-

vanced before the sale; just as large a proportion

having been advanced for a shorter as for a longer

period.

It will be observed, too, that we suppose the whole

value of the materials, repairs, and wages to be repaid,

but only a profit on the value of the land, buildings,

and tools. The first are annually expended by the

capitalist, the second remain to be used as instruments

of further production. The land is indestructible, and

the damage done to the buildings and tools is paid for

by the £100 supposed to be expended in repairs.

But the whole cost of production has not yet been

enumerated.

In the first place, some wages must be allowed to the

master watchmaker himself for his labour in superin-

tending his business ; and, secondly, some profit on

the expense of his education. And as his knowrledge

and habits, which form his mental capital, will not sur-

vive him, something more than the average rate of pro-

fit is necessary to replace their value.

If we suppose the expense of his education to have

amounted to £1000, and that it will be replaced with

average profit by an annual return of £ 15 per cent.,

and the average wages of labour to be £30 a year, we
have £180 to add to the price of the watches, and £9
more for the advance of this sum for half a year, making
£1944.
The last source of expense is taxation, or, in other

words, the wages and profits of those who have pro-

tected all the different producers of the watches from

foreign and domestic violence and fraud. A considerable

portion of the price paid by the watchmaker for his ma-
terials, tools, and buildings, probubly consisted of the

taxation to which those commodities had been previously

subjected ; but the taxation which we ore now consider-

ing is that which he incurs during the year supposed

to be employed in manufacturing the watch.

This is an expense little capable of previous estima-

tion
;

partly because the expenses of guvcrtiment are

subject to constant variation, and partly because no
general principle regulates the proportions in which those

expenses are divided among the contributors. In Eng-
land they are in general imposed upon the persons using
or producing certain commodities ;

upon the use, for in*

stance, of a carriage or window, and upon the production

of candies or glass. We will suppose the annual taxa-

tion imposed on the shop and other instruments of pro- Political

duclion used by the watchmaker to amount to £53 7*., ^UUL,tnJr

the profit on the advance of this sum for half a year

would exceed by a slight fraction £2 13*.. together
t,n(U

£56, making with the £1914, the amount of our pre- Price,

vious calculation, the sum of £2000, the whole cost of
production of the five hundred watches, or £4 a piece.

The different sums in this example have of course

been taken at random ; but we have thought it worth
while to go through it partly as an instance of the cal-

culations on which every manufacturer must found his

estimate of the profit or loss likely to follow any given

undertaking; and partly to show in bow many shapes,

labour, abstinence, and the agency of nature, or, iu

other words, rent, profits, and wages, are constantly re-

appearing in every productive process.

When we Bpeak, therefore, of a class of commodities
as produced under circumstances of equal competition,

or as the result of labour and abstinence unassisted by

any other appropriated agent, and consider their price aa

equal to the sum of the wages and profits that must be

paid for their production, we do not mean to state that

any such commodities exist, but that, if they did exist,

such would be the laws by which their price would be
regulated

; and that so far as labour or abstinence, or

both, are conducive to the production of any given

commodity, it is to be considered as produced under

circumstances of equal competition, and as worth the

woges or profits, or both, with which that labour or

abstinence, or both, must be remunerated.

The prices of the commodities comprised in the

second, third, and fourth classes are but little governed

by any general rules. The prices of those comprised

in the second class cannot rise above the cost of pro-

duction when unassisted by the monopolized agent, but

have a tendency to approach the cost of production to

the monopolist. The prices of those comprised in the

third and fourth classes have no necessary limits, but

approach much more nearly to the cost of production in

the fourth class, where the monopolist can increase his

produce, than in the third class, where nature strictly

limits the amount that can be produced.

The price of the commodities comprised in the fifth

and last class, those which are produced under what
may be called unequal competition or qualified mono-
poly, where all persons may become producers, but

every additional quantity is obtained at a greater pro-

portionate expense, has a constant tendency to coincide

with the cost of production of that portion which is con-

tinued to be produced at the greatest expense. The
annual supply of London requires about one million

five hundred thousand quarters of wheal. Of this

quantity, perhaps fifty thousand can be obtained only

by means of high cultivation, nr very distant carriage,

at an expense of about 50& a quarter. While the

wants and the wealth of the inhabitants of London are

such as to make them require, and enable them to pur-

chase, one million five hundred thousand quarters, and
the expenses ofcarriage and cultivation remain unaltered,

it is clear that the whole quantity, supposing it to be of

uniform quality, must sell at the rate of 50*. a quarter.

If it were to sell for less, the last fifty thousand quarters

would cense to be produced, and the price would again
rise in consequence of the deficiency of the supply.

But of the whole one million five hundred thousand

quarters, a portion, perhaps fifty thousand, might be

produced by slightly cultivating the most fertile and
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Political best situated land, at the expense of 10*. a quarter.
Economy. ^ hundred thousand may cost the producer 20.*. a

quarter, two hundred thousand 25*., two hundred thou-

tioQ

1
sand more 30*. a quarter, and the cost of production of

East. all, except the last fifty thousand, must have been less

than the 50*. for which they are sold. The difference

between the price and the cost of production is rent.

It is an advantage derived from the use of a natural agent

not universally accessible. It is taken, therefore, by the

owner of the agent by whose assistance it was obtained.

A portion of the whole supply, however, that portion

which is produced at the greatest expense, is produced

without any payment of rent. If the cost of producing

and sending to market from a given farm be in the fob

lowing proportions: fur one hundred quarters £ 1000,

for ninety more £100, for eighty more £100, for

seventy more £100, for sixty more £100, for fifty more

£100, for forty more £100, and for thirty-three and one-

third of a quarter more £100, and the price per

quarter is 60*., it ia clear that the landlord's rent will be

ill the following proportions:

On the first £100 expended £200
On the second 100 170

On the third 100 140

On the fourth 100 110

On the fifth 100 80
On the sixth 100 50
On the seventh 100 20

In alt £770
And it is equally clear that no rent can be paid by

the farmer for the privilege of producing the last thirty-

three one-third quarters, as the whole £100 for which it

sells ia absorbed by the cost of production. The last

thirty-three one-third quarters will continue to be pro-

duced as long as the wants and the wealth of live pur-

chasers render them willing and able to purchase a

quantity of corn, the whole of which cannot be supplied

unless this last and most expensive portion is pro-

duced. If those wants and wealth should increase, it

might become necessary to raise an additional supply at

a still further additional expense, at the cost, wc will

say, of £ 100 for only twenty quarters. But it ia clear

that this could not be done unless the price should be

£5 a quarter, since that is the lowest price at which the

cost of producing the last supply would be repaid. The
price, indeed, would probably have previously risen to

above £5 a quarter, since an interval must have elapsed

between the increased demand occasioned by the in-

creased wants and wealth of the purchasers and the

increase of the supply. During that interval the price

mint have risen somewhat above the price at which it

would settle when the additional supply had been ob-
tained. The appearance of that additional supply would
•ink it to £5 a quarter, the cost at which that supply is

produced, but it could not permanently fall below that

price unless a diminution should take place either in

the wants or wealth of the purchasers, or in the ex-

penses of cultivation or conveyance.

All this appears almost too plain for formal statement.

It is however one of the most recent discoveries in

Political Science : so recent that it can scarcely be said

to be universally admitted even in this Country, and
that abroad it does not seem to be even comprehended.
If any writer could be expected to be fully master of it

it would be Say, the most distinguished ofthe Continental
Economists, and the annotator on Ricardo. In his

VOL. VI.

notes to the French translation of the Principles of Political

Political Economy and Taxation , he constantly objects E«oon>y*
to Mr. Ricardo’s reasonings, the fact that all cultivated

land pays rent ;
as if such a fact were inconsistent with

the existence of corn raised without the payment of

rent. He repeats this objection in a note to a passage
in which Ricardo has demonstrated ita falsity. In the

twenty-fourth chapter of the Principles, Mr. Ricardo
examines Adain Smith’s opinions on rent

“ Ailarn Smith,” observes Mr. Ricardo, “ had adopted
the notion that there were some parts of the produce of
land for which the demand must always be such as to

afford a greater price than what is sufficient to bring
them to market; and he considered food as one of
those parts.

He says that ‘ land in almost every situation pro-

duces a greater quantity of food thun what is sufficient

to maintain all the labour necessary for bringing it to

market, in the most liberal way in which labour is ever

maintained. The surplus, too, is always more than

sufficient to replace the stock which employed that

labour, together with its profits. Something, therefore,

always remains fur a rent to the landlord.’

“ But what proof does he give of this? No other

than the assertion that 1
the most desert moors in Norway

and Scotland produce some sort of pasture for cattle, of

which the milk and the increase are always more than

sufficient not only to maintain all the labour necessary

for tending them, and to pay the ordinary profit to the

fanner or owner of the herd or flock, but tn afford some
small rent to the landlord.’ Now of this I may be

permitted to entertain a doubt. I believe that as yet in

every Country, from the rudest to the most refined,

there is land of such a quality that it cannot yield a
produce more than sufficiently valuable to replare the

stock employed on it, together with the profits ordinary

and usual in that Country. In America wc all know
that this is the case, and yet no one maintains that the

principles which regulate rent ore different in that

Country and in Europe. But if it were true that Eng-
land hod so far advanced in cultivation, that at this

time there were no lands remaining which did not afford

a rent, it would be equally true, that there formerly

must have been such lands ; and that twhether there be

or not , is of no importance to this question, for it is the

same thing if there be any capital employed in Great

Britain on land which yields only the return of stork

with its ordinary profits, whether it he employed on
new or old land. If a funner agrees for land on a lease

for seven or fourteen years, he may propose to employ

on it a capital of £10.000, knowing that at the ex-

isting price of grain uud raw produce lie can replace

that part of his stock which he is obliged to expend,

pay his rent, and obtain the general rate of profit. He
will not employ £11,000 unless the last £1000 can be

employed so productively as to afford him the usual

profits of stock. In his calculation whether he shall

employ it or not, he considers unty whether the price of

raw produce is sufficient to replace his expenses and
profits, for he knows that he shall have no additional

rent to pay. Even at the expiration of his lease his rent

will not be raised
; for if his landlord should require

rent, because this additional £1000 was employed, he

would withdraw it, since by employing it he gets by the

supposition, only the ordinary and usual profits which

he may obtain by any other employment of stock.”

Principles, fyc., 389—891.
2 B
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Political To this passage, M. Say affixes the following note:
Ecououiy.

*. This is precisely what Adam Smith does not admit.

idoce he says that the worst laud in Scotland gives to its

tioo** proprietor a rent.’’ We answer to M. Say :
" This is

Rent precisely what Mr. llicardo declares to he immaterial,

since a portion of w list is produced ou a farm giving a

rent of ten guineas an acre, may be produced without

any rent being paid lor the privilege of producing it.”

It must be admitted, however, that the doctrine in

question has often been stated in a form likely to con-

fuse the dull or inattentive, and liable to the cavils of

the uncandid. Mr. llicardo, who, though not its dis-

coverer, is its best known expositor, was led, both by

his merits and his deficienccs, into trequent inaccuracy

of language, lie was not enough master of logic to

obtain precision, or even to estimate its importance. Ills

sagacity prevented his making sufficient allowance for the

stupidity or carelessness of his readers ; and he was too

earnest a lover of truth to anticipate wilful misconstruction.

Under the influence of these causes he is, perhaps, the

most incorrect writer who ever attained philosophical

eminence ; and there are few subjects ou which he has

been guilty of more faults of expression than on rent.

He perceived that an increased will and power on

the part of the community to purchase ruw produce,

and the impossibility of increasing the supply but at an

increased expense, muBt necessarily raise rents, and

must also occasion an extension of cultivation. Asso-

ciating, therefore, in his own mind the ideas of the rise

of rents ond of' the extension of cultivation, he has often

spoken of them as if they stood in the relation of cause

and effect: as if the extension of cultivation were a

cause of the rise of rent, instead of being, as it obviously

is, a means by which that rise is counteracted. The
inaccuracy is so obvious that we can scarcely suppose it

to hove misled any reader of tolerable care and acuteness.

He has also too frequently used the expression " the

corn raised on land paying no rent,'* as an equivalent

for “ the coru raised without the payment of rent."

And when his opponents reply, as is true, that “in old

Countries all land pays a rent," he has sometimes denied

the truth of the reply, instead of showing, as he has done

in the passage which we have quoted, that the doctriue

is just as true when applied to a small district in which

all the land is highly rented, as when applied to a

colony where rent is the exception and fieedom from it

the rule.

Again, he has often spoken of the existence of rent

as dependent on the cultivation of land of different

degrees of fertility, or on the fact that the same land

repays, with a proportionally smaller return, the applica-

tion of additional capital. And yet it is clear that if we
suppose the existence of a populous and opulent dis-

trict of great but uniform fertility, giving a large return

to a given expenditure ofcapital, but incapable of giving

any return whatever on a less expenditure, or any
greater return on a larger expenditure, such a district

would afford a high rent though every rood of land

and every portion of the capital applied to it would be

equally productive.

We now proceed to consider some remarkable con-

sequences of the proposition that additional labour wheu
employed in manufactures is more, and when employed
in agriculture les* efficient in proportion ; or, in other

words, that the efficiency of labour increases in manu-
factures in an increasing ratio, and in agriculture in a

decreasing ratio. And, consequently, that every addi-

tional quantity of manufactured produce is obtained, so

far as the manufacturing it is alone concerned, at a less
j

proportionate cost, a ml every additional quantity of
tj0>>

agricultural produce is obtained, generally speaking, at

a greater proportionate cost

So far as the price of any commodity is affected by Different

the value of the new material of which it is formed, it effects of in-

has a tendency to rise, so far as the price consists of the
<*e*

remuneration to be paid fur the labour aad abstinence of
those employed in manufacturing it, it has a tendency to tutvd aad
fall, with the increase of population. raw pro-

ll is obvious that commodities of rude or simple dues

workmanship are subject to the first rule, and the finer

manufactures to the second. Bread may afford an
instance of the first kind, and lace of the second. The
average price in England of a half-peck loaf is now about
Is. 3d. Of this sum l(J</„ at least, may be assumed to be
the price of the wheat

;
the wages and profit of the miller,

baker, and retailer absorbing Uie remainder. If cir-

cumstances should arise, requiring the present supply
of breod to be imined lately doubled from our home-
produce, it is obvious that the increased supply of
wheat could not be obtained by merely doubling the

amount of labour now employed in its production. It

is impossible to say to what amount the increased diffi-

culty of production would raise the price of wheat ; we
will, however, suppose it to be doubled, and the price of
the wheat necessary to make a half-peck lusl to be Is. 8d.
instead of lOrf. : at tbe same time the increased labour

employed in its manufacture and sale would become
more efficient. The miller and the baker would em-
ploy better instruments and a greater division of labour,

and the retailer would be able to double his sales at

little additional expense. The price of bread, so far only

as its manufacture and retail is concerned, would be
reduced perhaps one-fourth, or from id. to 3}rf. In
which cose, the whole result of tbe increased produc-

tion would be that the half-peck loaf would sell for

1«. 1 lid. instead of It. 3d.

We will now see what would be the effect of an
increased use of lace.

At the present price of lace and cotton, a pound of

cotton worth, in the Liverpool-market, 2e., may be
converted into a piece of lace worth 100 guineas.

Suppose the consumption of lace to double, and the

increased difficulty of producing the additional quantity

of the cotton fit for faccmaking to raise its price from
2m. to 4r. a pound ; the price of the lace, supposing it

still to be manufactured at the same expense, would
be raised one thousand and fiftieth pent, or from £l©5
to £105 2*. Bui it is impossible to doubt that the

stimulus thus applied to the production of lace would
improve every process of the manufacture. We should
probably much undenate the amount of that improve-
ment if we were to estimate the consequent saving of
expense at one-fourth ; in which case the whole result of
the increased production would be that the lace would
sell for £78 17*. instead of £105; the same circum-

stances which would nearly double the price of bread

would reduce by one-fourth the price of lace.

Another inference from the proposition in question is

the difference between the effects of taxation when im-
posed on raw produce and when imposed on manufac-
tured produce.
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Political Taxes on manufactured commodities ultimately raise

E*®00'”!'' Ibe price, and that by an amount exceeding the amount
of the tax. Taxes on agricultural produce in its un-

f^
nbu’ manufactured state do not necessarily occasion any ulti-

Differeni mate rise of price, and raise t, if at all, by an amount less

effects of than that ofthe tax.

Ux»t^anoa The first proposition may be easily illustrated.

Ur^lauJ
We ^PP05* lftX on watches of twenty-five per

rsw pro- cenL on their value to have existed from the com-

d'4c*. mencement of that trade. As there fa no reason to

Effect of suppose that the profits or the wages of master watch-
0D makers or their workmen are, under present circum-

wo- *tance ». above the average wages and profits of persons

«tucv. similarly employed, it is clear that, if such a tax hod

always existed, the price for the time being of watches

must always have been one-fourth higher than it has

been, or the trade of watchmaking would have been

followed neither by labourers nor capitalists. It is clear

also that such an increase of price must always have

diminished or retarded in its increase the sale, and,

consequently, the production of watches. .But if fewer

watches had been made, the smaller number would have

been made at a greater proportionate expense. And the

price of watches must have been higher than it actually

has been, first by the amount of the tax, and
secondly by the greater expensiveness of the more
limited manufacture. It ia equally clear that, after the

removal of such a tax, the price of watches would sink,

first by the amount of the tax removed, and secondly by

the improvement in the manufacture consequent on an

increased production. It is equally clear that, if such a

tax were now for the first time to be imposed, the price

of watches must rise, first by the amount of the tax, and
secoudly by the amount of the increased proportionate

expense of making and selling the diminished quantity

sold, or watchmaking would cease to be as profitable os

the average of trades. It is clear, too, that the more
the use of watches diminished the higher the price

must eventually rise. If ouly ten new watches were

made every year, they would probably cost iT)00

a- piece. If only one were made, it would probably

coat little less than the whole price of the ten. It is

true that these effects would not immediately follow

either the imposition or the removal of the tax: an

interval must in either case etepae, during which, the

existing capital in the watchmaking trade continuing the

same, the supply of watches would be neither increased

noT diminished, and, consequently, the price but little

affected. During this interval, both the wages and the

profits of those engaged in that business would be

unnaturally high, or unnaturally low, and they would
not acquire their natural level until, in the case of the

removal of the tax, a sufficient number of persons were

educated to the business, or, in the case of the imposition

of the tax, the number of persons educated to the

business had been sufficiently diminished, to enable the

supply of watches to be proportioned to the demand, at a

price giving average profits and wages to tho capitalists

and labourers employed in their manufacture and wile.

Effect of But if agricultural produce were subjected to such a
taxation on tax, relief would be afforded by precisely the same
•fjneultttral

COIK|uct which in manufactures aggravate* the pressure,

namely, by a diminution of production.

It may be assumed that capital is fairly distributed

among the various channels for iw employment, and

that, in the absence of peculiar disturbing causes, agri-

culture, the most agreeable of all occupations, has not

less than an average share of it. It may therefore be Politic*!

assumed, generally speaking, that capital is employed on Economy,

land until its produce repays, but does not more than

repay, the expense of cultivation ; or, in other words,
“ **”

that the occupier of land pushes its cultivation until the of

additional produce obtained by means of the last labour- taxation on

era employed is just sufficient, at the existing price, to

pay their wages, and average profits to himself, for the
** *****

time during which tlmse wages must be paid in advance.

On the imposition of a tax, either the price of what he
produces must rise by the amount of the tax, or the

farmer must discontinue the production of that portion

of his crop which is robed at the greatest expense.

We will suppose a farmer to occupy a farm contain-

ing six hundred acres of arable land of different degrees

of fertility; one hundred acres of which, with the labour

of ten men directly and indirectly employed on them,

would give a return which, in order to reduce it to one
denomination, we will call six quarters of wheal an acre

;

one hundred others capable of giving with an equal

number of men only five quarters per acre; one hun-
dred others, four quarters per acre; one hundred others,

three quarters per acre ; one hundred others, two quar-

ters per acre ; and the last and worst one hundred acres,

only one quarter per acre. We will suppose, also, that

the wages of ten men for a year amount at an average

to £400, or £40 a man ; that the farmer haa to ad-

vance these wages for a year before the produce is sold ;

and that the avetage rate of profit in similar occupations,

is ten per cent, per annum. Under such circumstances,

when wheat was £2 4#. a quarter it would he worth his

while to employ every man whose labour produced twenty

quarters, the price of which would amount to £44, being

£40 for the labourer's wages, and £4 for the farmer’s

profit. The forty men supposed to be employed on
the four best qualities of soil produce each this amonut
and more ; the ten men employed on the fifth quality of
soil produce each precisely this amount, namely, a return

of two hundred quarters, worth £440. The sixth and
last quality of soil, on which one man could produce
only ten quarters, would not repay the cultivation of

wheat. Now, if a tax were laid on raw produce, which,

to make the illustrations less complex, we will call a

tax of 14# 9rf. on every quarter of wheat, and no rise

of price should take place, it is obvious that it would no
longer be worth his while to cultivate any land of worse

quality than that in which the labour of ten men could

produce three hundred quarters of corn ; a return which,

at the existing price of £2 4#. a quarter, would procure

£660, being £220 for the tax, and £440 as before for

wages and profits. But it would obviously be worth

his while to cultivate land of that quality, and also to

employ labour in the cultivation of his superior land tip

to the point of which the labour of an additional man
would no longer produce an additional produce of thirty

quarters. Nothing but a tax so great as absolutely to

prohibit agriculture, such a tax as never has existed,

and which would, in fact, be rather a penalty than a tax,

could induce him to discharge all his labourer*, and
leuve hfa best land uncultivated. We do not deny that

he would be a loser, even by the conduct which we
have supposed him to adopt. We do not deny that he

would much have preferred a rise in the price of corn

equal to the tax,—a rise which would have enabled him

to continue in its existing investment all his agricultural

capital. But wc deny that any imposition to which the

name of a lax can fairly be applied, though unnccom-

2 a 2
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Political pauitd by a rise of price, would induce him altogether to

Economy, discontinue production. And we wish to draw the alien-

tion of our renders to the contrast between his situation

}^
lnbu' and that of the manufacturer, whom any tax, however

Effect of alight, if unaccompanied by a rise of price, must
taxation on in time force to discontinue manufacturing. What is

agricultural n remedy to the agriculturist is an aggravation of evil
produce.

t he manufacturer; a diminution of capital makes

what remains in agriculture more productive, and makes

what remains in manufactures less so.

It has been supposed, however, that the price of agri-

cultural produce would rise to the full amount of the

tax, and that the whole amount of that tax would con-

sequently fall on the consumer. This is the opinion of

Mr. Ricardo and of Mr. Mill. And it is on this ground

that they both maintain that the effect of tithes is to pro-

duce a rise in the price of raw produce equal to the whole

value of the tithe, and affecting equally all classes so far

as they are consumers of raw produce. We believe that

the imrtudiale effect of a general lax on raw produce is

to raise its price, but to an amount not equal to that of

the tax
;
but that its ttllimaU effect is to diminish the

consumption and production of raw produce, but to

leave its price unaffected

To prove our first proposition we need only

show that the rise of price, which we admit to be

the immediate consequence of tbe imposition 01 the

tax, would diminish the consumption, and consequently

the production of the taxed commodity. It has been

shown already that, as production is diminished, the

expense of producing the quantity still produced is di-

minished; and that the price of agricultural produce

depends on the expense of producing that portion of it

which is produced at the greatest expense, or, in other

words, under circumstances of equal competition. That

no person would diminish his consumption ofcorn in con-

sequence of the rise of its price, is therefore o premise

necessary to the conclusion which we are combating.

This is true as respects that portion of the population of

England which is dependent on parochial relief. In those

districts in which the amount of that relief is calculated

with reference to the price of bread, their means of pur-

chasing arc unconnected with price, and neither rise with

its fail nor sink with its rise. It is true, also, as reg[*ctft

the families of those opulent individuals (a prominent, but
in fact a small portion of society) whose direct expen-

diture in bread and flour bears a small proportion to

their general expenses. But the bulk of the community,
consisting of the labourers who receive no parish assist-

ance, and happily they are now the majority, and we
trust will soon be the great majority ; and the smaller

shopkeepers and farmers, unquestionably regulate, in a

great measure, their purchases of wheat by its price.

Much of their consumption when it is comparatively

cheap, consists of puddings and pies, articles of mere
luxury, which, on the slightest rise, are immediately dis-

continued. If the rise continue, they turn from wheaten
bread to cheaper subsistence; in the North to oatmeal,

in the South to potatoes. And, indeed, without recurring

to details, it may be laid dowu as a principle of universal
application, that, in the absence of disturbing causes,

every increase in the price of a commodity must diminish
both the ability and the will to purchase it.

We now proceed to prove our second proposition,

namely, that the ultimate effect of a tax on raw produce is

not to raise its price, but to diminish the quantity pro-

duced. It will be at once admitted that the price of raw

produce, in any Country, does not depend on the positive Political

extent, or on the positive fertility of that Country, but, all
°cono"f*

the other things remaining the same, on the proportion

which that extent, or that fertility bears to the number and non.
wealth of the existing inhabitants. It may be low in a Effect of

barren territory, if that territory be thinly peopled, just as taxation oa

it may be high in a fertile and populous one. It is high

in the rich Lowlands of Scotland, and low in the sandy ^ro atc

plains of Poland. And it will also be admitted that, all

other things remaining tbe same, the population of a
Country is in proportion to its extent and its fertility.

Now, the ultimate effect of tithes, or ofany other tax, on
the cultivation of land is precisely the same as if tbe

Country in which they have long prevailed were thereby

rendered rather less extensive, or rather less fertile,

and consequently, rather less populous, and probably
also rather poorer than it otherwise would have been.

If England, from time immemorial, had been rather

more extensive, or rather more fertile than it now is, no
one will suppose that the price of provisions would have
been lower than it now is. We should have had rather

more corn, ami a rather greater population to eat that

corn, thau we now have. The increase would have been
positive, not relative. Sj if Devonshire or Lincolnshire

had never existed, the agricultural produce and the popu-
lation of England would each have been positively dimi-

nished ; but, as they would have borne the same propor-

tion to one another as they do now, the price of the

existing quantity of corn could not have been higher

than it is now. So if tithes had never existed, we
should have had rather more com, and a rather larger

and probably a rather richer population ; every thing

else would have been as it is. It is true that, if a
new Devonshire, or a new Lincolnshire, fit for im-

mediate cultivation, were now suddenly added to our
shores, the immediate consequences would be, an in-

creased supply of provisions, and a fall in their price. But
it is also true that, if this accession to our territory were
followed by no change in our habits and institutions, the

comparative cheapness, which would be its immediate

consequence, would gradually disappear as our population

rose with the increased supply of subsistence, and, ulti-

mately, we should be just where we are now, excepting

that we should be rather more numerous. So, if tithes

were suddenly commuted, and their interference, such as

it is, with agricultural improvement, got rid of, the same
consequences would follow as if the extent of our ter-

ritory, or its fertility were suddenly augmented. And,
supposing no improvement to take place in our institu-

tions and habits, the consequent increase of our popu-

lation would bring us back, as far as the price of pro-

visions is concerned, to the point at which we are now.

It is probable, indeed, that the ultimate effect of the

abolition of tithes would be not a lowering but an

increase of the price of raw produce. A denser popula-

tion cultivating a territory, the productiveness of which

had increased in proportion to the increased number of

its inhabitants, would probably advance in opulence.

The productiveness of the soil of a Country in propor-

tion to its population being given, or, in other words,

the amount of raw produce and the number of people

being ascertained, the smaller the extent of the land

from which that amount is obtained the better. The
expenses of transport, and the trouble and loss of time

in journeys, are material elements ofthe cost of produc-

tion l*>th in agriculture and in manufactures, and the

amount of these expenses depends principally on the
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1

Political extent of Country affording a given return. As our powers of increase. This will immediately appear on a Political
t

Economy, became more efficient the value of our labour rcfereucc to the familiar illustration of the progress of
would rise in the general market of the world, and the rent.

tion.

* U
consequence would be a general rise of prices, in which If we suppose a Country to be divided into ten dis-

KflWt of agricultural produce would participate. But these tricts designated by the numbers from 1 to 10, each of Kfll-ct of
taxation on statements form no part of our argument. We believe, equal extent, but each of a different degree of fertility, taxation on
agricultural indeed, that the ultimate effect of tithes is to lower the No, 1 producing, at a given expense, two hundred agriculture!
produce,

prj^ 0f raw produce : but all that we have undertaken quarters of corn, and the amount of the produce, at the

to show is, that they do not raise it, same expense, of each quality of land, diminishing by
From these premises follow very important practical ten quarters until we come to No. fo, which produces

inferences. If we lay a lax on the production at home only one hundred quarters, we shall find that when No. 1

of any manufactured commodity which is produced with only will pay for cultivation, it affords twenty quarters

the same, or nearly the same, facility abroad, it is abso- for tithes, and”no rent. When the price of corn has
lutely necessary that a duty of the sume, or a rather risen sufficiently to enable No. 2 to be cultivated, there

greater amount, should be imposed on the importation will be on Nos. 1 and 2 thirty-nine quarters for tithea,

of that commodity. On the imposition of the tax the aud on No. 1 ten for rent. When No. 3 has become
cost of production at home is increased, first by the tax, worth cultivation, there will be on Nos. 1, 2, and 3, fil'ty-

aml secondly by the increased expense of producing the seven for tithes, and on Nos. 1 and 2 thirty for rent,

smaller quantity which, when the price becomes higher. When No. 4 has become worth cultivating, there will be
continues to be demanded. But if importation were on Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, seventy-four for tithes, and on
untaxed, the cost of production abroad would be dimi- Nos. 1, 2, and 3, sixty for rent. When No. 5 has become
nished in consequence of the diminished proportionate worth cultivating, there will be on Nos. 1, 2,3, 4, and 5,

expense of producing the larger quantity demanded, ninety for tithes, and on Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, one hundred
The domestic production, and with the domestic pro- for rent Rent has now passed tithes, and its subse-

duction the tax, would not be merely diminished, but quent superiority is very striking. When No. 6 has be-

absolutely destroyed, and the whole result would be come worth cultivating, there will be one hundred and
gratuitous evil. But when a tax, unbalanced by any five for litlies, and one hundred and fifty for rent. When
countervailing duty on importation, is imposed on any No. 7 has become worth cultivating, there will be one
agricultural produce for which a foreign substitute can hundred and nineteen for tithes, and two hundred and
be obtained, the only result is to stop that portion which ten for rent When No. 8 has become worth cultivating,

w most erpcmice of the domestic production. The tithes will be one hundred and thirty-two, ami rent two
least productive part of the existing agricultural capital hundred and eighty. When No. 9 has become worth
is withdrawn, or worn out without being replaced. The cultivating, tithes will be one hundred and forty-four,

deficiency is attempted to be supplied by importation
;

and rent three hundred and sixty. And when No. 10
but the increased demand instead of lowering, as would has become worth cultivating, tithes will be one hundred
be the case with manufactures, raises the cost of produc- and filiy-five, anil rent four hundred and fifty. And the

tion abroad, just as the diminished demand, instead of same results will follow if, instead of supposing fresh

raising, lowers the cost of production at home. The land of a regularly decreasing fertility to be taken into

price of agricultural produce rises until the state of the cultivation, we suppose further capital to be applied to

population has accommodated itself to the change, and the same land, with « regularly decreasing proportionate

then falls to its former level. If our present heavy tax return. Of course we do not mean that either of these

on the domestic production of glass were unbalanced by suppositions represents what actually takes place, but
any duty on importation, all the English glass-works they each represent the course of events to which there is

would in lime be abandoned. Or, if some of our glass- a natural tendency. They represent the relative ratio at

works were free from the tax, and others subject to it, which rent and tithes would increase in the absence of
all those which were taxed would be ruined. But the disturbing causes. It must be recollected, however,
lands io Englaud which are subject to the payment of that these events would not take place in the regular
tithes are not thrown out of cultivation by the competi- order in which we have placed them, except on the

tion of those which are free from that burden, or by the supposition of each different district which wc have
importation of the tithe-free corn and cattle of Scotland, supposed to be successively cultivated bein^ of the same
or of the comparatively tithe-free produce of Ireland, extent, aud of each successive application of capital being

The estates which are subject to tithes continue to be of the same value. If, for instance. No. Ill were ten

productive, they continue even to afford a rent, though times as large as any one of the other districts, and
the burden diminishes the productiveness, and dimi- received ten limes as much capital, it would increase the

nishes in a still greater degree the rent. whole amountof lithcable produce by one thousand quar-

Before we quit the subject of tithes, it may be worth ters instead of by one hundred quarters, and tithes would
while to expose another error connected with them, be raised from one hundred and forty-four quarters to two
namely, the popular opinion that their tendency to in- hundred and forty-four quarters, while rent would have

crease in amount is greater than that of rent. We be- risen only from three hundred and sixty quarters to four

lieve the fact to be just the reverse. hundred and fifty. In such an event, therefore, tithes

Tithes are a definite, rent is an indefinite, share of the would rise more than rent. And it muskalso be rccol-

produce. Tithes can never exceed a tenth ; rent need lecled that tithes and rent do not rise at precisely the

not be a tenth, or even a hundredth, but may amount to same period. The highest amount of rent must be just

a fourth, a third, a half, or even more than a half. Tithes, before the land producing the additional supply Has been

therefore, can be exacted, where rent cannot be; hut cultivated. The increased demand is then in full ope-

when once any spot of laud can afford to pay both rent ration, and has not been counteracted by the increased

and tithes, there is no comparison between their respective supply. But the amount of tithes is not increased until
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Political after (he additional supply has been produced. Tlieir

Economy.
jocrtasej therefore, is generally contemporaneous with a

temporary full of rent : which is probably one of the
ihrtnDtt-

cau?jeg „j the popular opinion that their general tendency

Effect of to increase is greater than that of rent. Another source

taiatioa on of that opinion i.% that in England the land hus been for

agricultural centuries subject to a constant proceas of subdivision,
produce. w hilc tithes, except the comparatively small port which

belongs to laymen, have not. The incumbent of a given

benefice receives the tilbw* of the same quantity of land

which was tithed by his predecessor three hundred years

ago. But that land three hundred years ago may have

belonged to one or two persons, and may now be

divided between ten or twenty. The present incumbent's

income may bear a higher proportion than his prede-

cessor's did to the average income of a single landlord,

though it bears a lower proportion to the aggregate

income of all the landlords of the parish. And as a

general proposition, we have no doubt that, in a pro-

gressive Country, the value of tithes will seldom increase

in proportion to the increasing value of the land out of

which they issue.

It appears, therefore, that in a new or ill-peopled

Country where the abundance of land and the want of

agricultural capital almost prevent the existence of

rent, in the economical sense of the word, tithes are the

only endowment which a Clergy can receive from the

noil. We see, therefore, why they were adopted for the

Israelites, who, in fact, were colonists, and by our Danish

and Saxon ancestors. We see too why the attempt to

endow with lands the Canadian Church has 80 signally

failed. Tithes would not, perhaps, have been a politic,

but they would have been an actual endowment. The
reserves stand so many desert spots in the midst of im-

provements retarding the settlement, interrupting the

communica'ioas, and injuring the wealth mud civiliza-

tion of ull that is round them. Five centuries hence

they might afford an ample provision.

Relative Proportion* of Rent, Profit, and fPage*.

Proportious Having given a general outline of the three great

of rent, classes among whom all that it produced is distributed,
profit, and 0f (be general laws which regulate the comparative

Nonwoda-
‘bfferent products, we now proceed to cou-

ture. aider the general laws which regulate the proportions in

which landlords, capitalists, and labourers share in the

general distribution, or, in other words, which regulate

the proportions which rent, profit, and wages bear to

one another.

We have followed the established nomenclature which
divides society into landlords, capitalists, and labourers;

and revenue into rent, wages, and profit. And we
have defined rent to be the revenue spontaneously

offered by nature or accident; wages the reward of
labour ; and profit that of abstinence. At a distance

these divisions appear clearly marked, hut when we
look into the details, we find them so intermingled that

it is scarcely possible to subject them to a classifica-

tion which shall not sometimes appear to be incon-
sistent, and still more frequently to be arbitrary. But
it must be remembered that questions of classification

relate rather to language than to facts; and that our
object will have been effected if we can assist the
memory by supplying a precise and conaistent nomen-
clature.

We will begin by recurring to a subject to which we

have already alluded, the frequent difficulty of deciding J£j****
whether a given revenue ought or ought not to be

K
^
>no^-

called rent. When an estate has been for some time
. , . „ mnnnti*
leased to a careful tenant, it generally receives perma-

f jOTli

nent ameliorations, which enable the owner, at the ex- Proportions

piration of the lease, to obtain a higher rent. A bog of rent,

worth 2s. annually an acre may be converted into arable an<*

or pasture worth annually £2. Is the increase of re- Nomencla-
venue rent or profit ? It arises from an additional fer- ture.

tility, now inseparably attached to the land. It is re-

ceived by the owner without sacrifice on his part It is,

in fact, undislinguishable from the previous rent. On
(lie other hand, its existence is owing to the abstinence

of the farmer, who devoted to a distant object die ame-
lioration of the land, labour which he might have em-
ployed in producing immediate enjoyment for himself.

If the owner of the estate had farmed it himself, and
had directed labour to be employed on its permanent
improvement, the additional produce occasioned by

those improvements would clearly have been termed

profit It appears, therefore, most convenient to term

it profit when occasioned by the improvements made
by a tenant

Iu fact these improvements are as consistently to be

termed capital as a dock or a cotton-mill. W hose capital

are they then ? During the lease the capital of the

tenant ; when it has fallen in, the capital of the landlord,

who has purchased them by engaging not to raise the

rent during the currency of the lease.

We may be asked, then, whether the improvements

which form the greater part of the value of the soil of

every well-cultivated district are all, and for ever, to be

termed capital ? Whether the payments received from

his tenants hv the present owner of a Lincolnshire estate,

reclaimed by the Romans from the sea, are to be termed,

not rent but profit on the capital which was exjiemlrd

fifteen centuries ago ? The answer is that, for all use-

ful purposes, the distinction of profit from rent ceases as

soon as the capital, from which a given revenue arises,

has become, whether by gift or by inheritance, the pro-

perty of a person to whose abstinence and exertions it

did not owe its creation. The revenue arising from a

dock, or a wharf, or a canal is profit in the hands of the

original constructor. It is the reward of hi* abstinence

in having employed capital for the purposes of produc-

tion instead ol for those of enjoyment But in the hands

of his heir it has all the attributes of rent It is to him
the gift of fortune, not the result of a sacrifice. It may
be said, indeed, that such a revenue is the reward for

the owner's abstinence in not selling the dock or the

canal and spending its price in enjoyment But the

same remark applies to every species of transferable

property. Every estate may be sold, and the purchase-

money wasted. If the last basis of classification were

adopted, the greater part of what every Political

Economist has termed rent must be called profit.

Again, there are few employments in which extraor-

dinary powers of body or mind do not receive an extra-

ordinary remuneration. It is the privilege of talent to

work not only better but more easily. It will gene-

rally be found, therefore, that the commodity or service

produced by a first-rate workman, while it sells for

more than an average price, has cost less than an

average amount of labour. Sir Walter Scott could writ*

a volume with the labour of about three hours a day
for a month, and for so doing received £500 or £1000.
An ordinary writer, with equal application, would find
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Political it difficult to produce ft volume iu three months, and still

Economy. more difficult to sell it for i^aO.

** then the extraordinary remuneration of the labourer,

tion.
" which is assisted by extraordinary talents to be termed

Proportion* rent or wages ? It originates in the bounty of nature ;

of n>nt, so far it seems to be rent. It is to be obtained only on
lirofit, and

||,e condition of undergoing labour ; so far it seems to

Nomeoda- ^ wa£es * I* might be termed, with equal correctness,

tux*. rent, which can be received only by a labourer, or

wages, which can be received only by the proprietor of

a natural agent But as it is clearly a surplus, the

labour having been previously paid for by average

wages, and that surplus the spontaneous gift of nature,

we have thought it most convenient to term it rent

And for the same reason we term rent what might, with

equal correctness, be termed fortuitous profit. We
mean the surplus advantages which arc sometimes
derived from the employment of capital after making
full compensation for all the risk that has been encoun-
tered, and all the sacrifices which have been made, by
the capitalist Such are the fortuitous profits of the

holders of warlike stores on the breuking out of unex-
pected hostilities ; or of the holders of black cloth on the

sudden death of one of the Royal family. Such would
be the additional revenue of an Anglesea miner, if,

instead of copper, lie should come on an equally

fertile vein of silver. The silver would, without doubt,

be obtained by means of labour and abstinent*; but
they would have neen repaid by an equal amount of
copper. The extra value of the silver would be the

gift of nature, and therefore rent.

Secondly. It is still more difficult to draw the line

between profit and wages. There arc, perhaps, a few
cases in which capital may improve in value, without

superintendence or change, simply by being preserved

from consumption. Wine and limber, perhaps, afford

instances. But even a wine-cellar or a plantation, if

totally neglected, would probably deteriorate. And, as

a genera! rule, it may be laid down that capital is an
instrument which, to be productive of profit, must be

employed, aud that the (wrson who directs its employ-
ment must labour, that is, must to a certain degree
conquer his indolence*, sacrifice his favourite pursuits,

aud often incur other inconveniences from his residence,

from the peraons to whose contact he is exposed, from
coufinement or from exposure to the weather, and must
also otlen submit to some inferiority of rank. Iflabour

be in general necessary to the use of material capital, it

is universally necessary to the use of that immaterial

capital which conxists of appropriate knowledge, and of
moral and intellectual habits and reputation.—A capital

created and kept up at more expense, and productive of a
greater return titan that which is material, but which,

' from the impossibility of actually transferring it, or im-
planting in one man the ability of another, can never be

productive but through the labour of its possessor.

Is then the remuneration of this labour to be termed
wages or profit? A certain portion of it, that portion

which would be sufficient to repay equal exertions and
hardships endured by an ordinary labourer, unprovided
with capital, must, without doubt, be termed wages. And
where extraordinary natural talents or favourable acci-

dents have occasioned the exertions of the capitalist to

obtain more than an average remuneration, that excess
is, as we have already seen, rent. But the revenue to

which our present question applies is the revenue
obtained from the employment of capital, after deducting

ordinary interest on the capital, as the remuneration Political

for the abstinence of the capitalist, ordinary wages, as Kconwny.

the remuneration for his labour, and any extraordinary

advantages which may have been the result of accident,

The Ruhject may be made clearer by a few examples ; Proportions
and we have endeavoured to find some in which the tif rent,

remuneration for the capitalist’s trouble, instead of sod

being, as is usually the case, mixed up with the gross
amount of his returns, appears as a separate item. The
trade of bill-broking affords an instance. The business
of a bill-broker is to advance, before it becomes due, the
money for which bills of exchange are drawn, deducting,
under the name of discount, interest at the rate of not
more than five per cent, per annum on the sum secured
by the bill. In time of peace, and in the ordinary state

of the money-market, the rote ofdiscount varies from four

to three per cent, per annum. It has been sometimes as

low as two and a half. It appears at first strange that such
a trade should exist, since the money capital employed in

it does not return even so high a profit as may often be
obtained from the public funds, leaving the additional risk

and labour uncompensated. It is, in fact, a trade which no
one tcould carry on if he employed in it his own money.

The commercial inhabitants of a great trading city

have from lime to lime under their control considerable

sums of money for short periods. Scarcely a single

estate in this Country is mortgaged or sold without the

price or the mortgage-money being placed for some duys
at a banker’s or agent's until the “ more last words” of
the lawyers have been said. These sums cannot in the
mean time be employed in any permanent investment;
but they can I* leut from day to day, or, in some cases,

from week to week, and it is better to lend them at the
lowest rate of interest than to suffer them to lie per-

fectly idle. The bill-broker’s trade is to borrow these

sums from week to week, or even from day to day, at

one rule of interest, and to lend them from month to

month, or for two or three months, at a higher. To
borrow, for instance, at two per cent, and to lend at three.

It is obvious that these operations require much
knowledge, industry, and skill. The broker must be
well acquainted with the circumstances of almost every
eminent commercial man in order to estimate the value
of his acceptance or indorsement. He must keep up
his knowledge by unremitting observation, and by in-

ferences drawn from very slight hints and appearances.

He roust also have the skill so to manage bis concerns
as to hare his receipts always falling in to correspond
with his engagements. This knowledge, and the moral
and intellectual habiU which enable him to apply it,

form his personal or immaterial capital. But he must
also have a material capital, not for llte purpose of being

employed in bis business, for no one would so employ
money of his own, but as the means of obtaining con-
fidence. The interest paid by a broker is so trifling

that no one would lend to him if it implied the slightest

risk ; and the best pledge which he can give is the

notoriety of his possessing a large capital, which could
at any time make good an unforeseen interruption in his

regular receipts. This capital he roust not waste, but he
may employ it productively, and may consume on him-
self the annual profit derived from it. The confidence
which it enables him to enjoy is a distinct advantage.
We will suppose a bill-broker to possess £ i00,000 in

the Four per Cents ; and to have sufficient knowledge,
skill, and character as a man of business and of wealth,

to be able, at an average throughout the year, to borrow
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political £400,000 at two per cent., and to lend the same sum at
'Kwwtay.

t jircc pcr CfnJ j g the £4000 a year which his business
*

' would give him wage* or profit?

P™"0* Again, a capital which in this Country would enable

Proportions ’Is employer to obtain ten per cenL, would often, if he

of rent, were to employ it in Jamaica or Calcutta, produce fifteen

profit, and or twenty. If the capitalist with £50,000 encounter the

R*
8^ climate and the society of Jumaica, and is rewarded by
* his annual returns being raised from £5000 to £7500, is

his additional income of £2500 a year wages or profit ?

There is no doubt that a sufficient portion of it to pur-

chase the same services from a person unprovided with

capital, must be considered as wages : £500 a year,

however, would considerably exceed this sum. The
remaining £2000 a year may be considered, with equal

correctness, either wages which can be received only by

the possessor of £50,000, or profit which can be received

only by a person willing to labour in Jamaica.

Adam Smith considers it as profit. ** The profits of

Block," he observes,* “ it may, perhaps, be thought, are

only a different name for the wages of a particular sort

of labour, the labour of inspection or direction. They
are, however, altogether different, are regulated by quite

different principles, and bear no proportion to the quan-

tity, the hardship, or the ingenuity of (his supposed

labour of inspection and direction. They are regulated

altogether by the value of the slock employed, and are

greater or smaller in proportion to this stock. If we
suppose two manufacturers, the one employing a capital

of £1000 and the other one of £7300, in a place where

the common profits of manufacturing slock are ten per

cent., the one will expect a profit of about £100 a year,

while the other will expect about £730. Yet their la-

bour of inspection may be very nearly or altogether the

same. In many great works, almost the whole labour

of this kind is committed to some principal clerk. His
wages properly express the value of this labour of inspec-

tion and direction. Though in settling them some
regard is commonly had, not only to his labour and skill,

but to the trust which is reposed in him, yet they never

bear any regular proportion to the capital of which he
oversees the management. And the owner of this

capital, though he is thus discharged of almost all labour,

still expects that his profits should bear a regular pro-

portion to his capital.”

After much hesitation, we have resolved to adopt this

as the most convenient classification, and to confine the

term wages to the remuneration for simple labour; in-

cluding under the word labour the endurance of all its

attendant hardships, but excluding from the word wages
the additional revenue which the labourer often receives

because he happens to be also a capitalist. We have
done so on the grounds which are so ably stated in the

passage which we lastly quoted.

To revert to our supposition of a capitalist with

£50,000 repaid by an extra revenue of £2500 a year

for living in Jamaica: it is clear that another capitalist

taking there £ 100,000 would, ettteris paribus, obtain

an extra revenue of £5000 a year, and that notwith-
standing his labour would not necessarily be greater than
that of the first-mentioned capitalist, or notwithstanding

it might in fact be much less. Perhaps the best plan

might appear to be, to apply the term scales to the re-

muneration of mere labour, the term interest to the re-

muneration of mere abstinence, and the term profit to the

* Book i. ch. vi.

combination of wages and interest, to the remuneration Political

of abstinence and labour combined. This would make it
Kcoru,m )'

necessary to subdivide capitalists into two classes, the

inactive and the active: the first receiving mere interest,

the second obtaining profit. Proportion*

In this, however, os in many other cases, the inconvc- of rear,

niences occasioned by departure from on established no-

menclature and an established classification are so great,

that we do not think that they will be compensated by
the nearer approach to precision. We shall continue,

therefore, to include under the term profit the whole
revenue that is obtained from the possession or employ-
ment of capital, after deducting those accidental advan-
tages which we have termed rent, and also deducting a

sufficient sum to pay to the capitalist, if actively employed,

the wages which would purchase an equal amount of
lahour from a person unpossessed of capital. In one
respect, however, we are forced to differ from Adam
Smith. Although he considers the useful, acquired

knowledge and abilities of all the inhabitants of a Country
as part of the national fortune, as a capital fixed and
realized in the persons of their possessors, yet he ge-

nerally terms the revenue derived from this capital

iragr*. ** The average and ordinary rates of profit in

the different employments of stock are," he observes,
H more nearly on a level than the wages of the different

sorts of labour. The difference between the earnings of

a common labourer and those of a well-employed lawyer

or physician, is evidently much greater than that between
the ordinary profits in any two different branches of

trade.” Rook i. ch. x.

According to our nomenclature (and indeed according

to that of Smith, if the produce of capital is to be termed
profit) a very small portion of the earnings of the lawyer
or of the physician can be called wages. Forty pounds
a year would probably pay all the labour that cither of

them undergoes, in order to make, wc will say, £4000 a
year. Of the remaining £3960, probably £3000 may
in each case be considered os rent, as the result of extra-

ordinary talent or good fortune. The rest is profit on
their respective capitals

;
capitals partly consisting of

knowledge, and of moral and intellectual habits acquired

by much previous expense and labour, and partly of
connection and reputation acquired during years of pro-

bation while their fee* were inadequate to their support.

Under this view of the case the revenue which con-

sists of profit will in the progress of improvement bear

a constantly increasing proportion to that which consists

of wages. There appears no reason to doubt that, as

civilization advances, every person will receive an edu-

cation which will materially increase his power of pro-

duction. Brutes and machinery can effect almost every

thing that is to be effected by n>ere bodily exertion.

Whatever requires mind, will be done better in propor-

tion as the mind has received earlier or more judicious

cultivation We have heard it made n subject of com-
plaint, that the uneducated Irish have dispossessed the

English of the lowest employments in London and its

neighbourhood. We rather rejoice that the English are

sufficiently educated to be fit for better things. If they
had remained as ignorant as their rivals, many who are

now earning 40*. a week as mechanics, might have been
breaking stones and carrying hods at 2s. a day. Even
in our present state of civilization, which, high
as It appears by comparison, is far short of what
may easily be conceived, or even of what may
confidently be expected, the intellectual and moral capital
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Fulitical of Great Britain far exceeds all her material capital, not
Economy.

oll ] v jn importance, but even in productiveness. The
fumilics tluit receive mere wages probably do not form a

ton
1 ' U

" fourth of the community ; and the comparatively large

Proportions amount ofthe wages even of these is principally owing to

of tent, the capital and skill with w hich their efforts are assisted and
profit, uitd directed by the more educated members of the society.

Tuft* Those who receive mere rent, even using that word in its
*

' largest sense, are still Jewer : and the amount of rent, like

that of wages, principally depends on the knowledge by

which the gifts of nature are directed and employed. The
bulk of the national revenue is profit; and of thut profit

the portion which is mere interest on material capital pro-

bull!) does not amount to one-third. The rest is the result

of personal capital, or, in other words, of education.

It is nut on the accidents of soil or climate, or on the

existing accumulation of the material instruments of

production, but on the quantity and (he diffusion of this

immaterial capital, that the wealth of a Country depends.

The climate, the soil, and the situation of Ireland have

been described as superior, and certainly are not much
inferior, to our own. Her poverty has been attributed to

the want of material capital; but were Ireland now to

exchange her native population for seven millions of our
English North Countrymen, they would quickty create

the capital that is wanted. And were England, North of

Trent, to be peopled exclusively by a million of families

from the West of Ireland, Lancashire and Yorkshire

would still more rapidly resemble Connaught. Ireland

is physically poor because she is morally and intellec-

tually poor, because she is morally and intellectually

uneducated. And while she continues uneducated,

while the ignorance and violence of her population

render persous and property insecure, and prevent the

accumulation and prohibit the introduction of capital,

legislative measures, intended solely and directly to re-

lieve her poverty, may not indeed be ineffectual, for they

may aggravate the disease, the symptoms of which they

arc meant to palliate, but undoubtedly will be productive

of no permanent benefit. Knowledge has been called

power; it is far more certainly wealth. Asia Minor,

Syria, Egypt, and the Northern coast of Africa, were

once among the richest, and ore now among the most
miserable Countries in the world, simply because they

have fallen into the hands of a people without a suffi-

ciency of the immaterial sources of wealth to keep up
the material ones. “ In what way/' asks Adam Smith,
*' has Europe contributed to the grandeur of the colo-

nies of America? In one way, and in one way only,

ahe has contributed a great deal. 3/agna virum mater.

She bred and formed the men who were capable of
achieving such great actions, and of laying the founda-

tion of so great an empire ; and there is no other quar-

ter of the world of which the policy is capable of form-

ing, or has ever actually and in fact formed such men.
The colonies owe to Europe the education and gnat
views of their active and enterprising founders, and
some of the greatest and most important of them owe
to her scarce any thing else.

1*

Proportionate Amount of Rent

Kent. We have already defined rent to be the revenue

spontaneously offered by nature or accident, or, in other
words, to be the price paid for the assistance of an ap-
propriated natural agent. 1 1 might with equal propriety

be defined the surplus produce arising from the use of
VOL, vi.

an appropriated natural agent, or the amount by winch Political

the price of the produce of an appropriated natural Economy,
agent exceeds the costs of its production.

The nature and the progress of the rent ofland have Dixtribu-

usually been illustrated by supposing lands of different *j°B *
.

fertility to lie successively taken into cultivation. Thus af£n\

M>*1#

the hind No. I is supposed to afford, in return for the profit, and
application of a given amount of labour and cupital, wages,

one hundred quarters; No 2, ninety quarters ; No. 3 f

Rent,

eighty quarters; No. 4, seventy quarters; No. 5, sixty

quarters ; and soon. While any portion of the most
fertile lands is unappropriated, No. 1 only is cultivated,

and no rent is paid. Before it lias become necessary to

cultivate No. 2, No. I must have become an appropriated
agent, affording a larger return than can be obtained
without its assistance. Its owner, or, as he is termed,
the landlord, obtains, therefore, the value of that assist-

ance, being ten quarters, or the difference between
one hundred quarters and ninety quarters; and re-

ceives it himself, in kind, if he himself is the cultivator,

or is paid for it the remuneration termed “ rent,” if he
allows another person to be the cultivator. Before It

has become necessary to cultivate No. 3, the rent of
No. 1 must have risen from ten quarters to twenty, and
No. 2, from giving no rent, must have given a rent of ten

quarters ; onil so on until the point is reached at which
tkie labour and capital employed will produce a return

only sufficient to give a hare subsistence to the la-

bourer and average profits to the capitalist: the highest

extreme to which cultivation can he intentionally

pushed, and one, indeed, beyond which it is seldom
Carried.

It is obvious, therefore, that the amount of rent

depends on two causes : 1. the positive productiveness

of the natural agent by which it is afforded; 2. the com-
parative productiveness of that agent, or the degree ill

which it exceeds those agents which are universally

accessible. If the supply of natural agents were un-
limited, or if their power of affording assistance were to

cease, in either case rent would be at an end. Bent
is the value of their assistance, and that value, like all

others, depends partly oil their utility, and partly on
their limitation of supply. Much error has arisen from
attending to only one of these causes.

The French Economists" perceived that the produce

• 1st laboureur ttl le real Jr.*/ le travail prothu are aw drJd du
aalaire du travail. It eat dome funique tourer rte toaife ricAraar.

La leave, indfpemdommemt tie tout autre homme et de Unde eon-

vemttom, tmi pair immediatement It prix demit Imvail. In mature me

Iarchande point arte Ini pour tdUi/pr * jte contenter dm necetaaire

nbto/u.—Ce quelle donut meat proportionate mi a aea heaoiusni <i 1.71c

emlnation eonvrntionnelle dm pm de aea jvmrmeea. Ceat fe rinrttnt

pXyaitpae de la fertditi dm W, el de la juat‘ aae, been pitta que de la

dijfluutle det moyrna, qu'%1 a employe* fair le readerfecand, Dti
que le travail dm lalourettr prodmit mu delta de aea braoina, it petal,

ovee ee amperjtu que la mature lui aceordf rn pur don, au de/a da
aalaire de an priori, mcketer te travail dea oulret membret de la

ioeiiti, Cemx-ci en le Ini readout me gagntnl que lemr vie, matt le

labournrr recueille autre an luhaiatence tme rkheaat diapomiWe ; qSil

0*0 pom I ochttee, et qu'it vend. U eat done funique tonne de

a

richeaaea, qui, par tear circulation, amiment toua In travaux de la

maciilr ;
parcfquit ttl le teul dont te travail produisae au de/a dm

aalaire dm travail.

II reate done conatont qa/il n’y 0 de revertu que te produit net dea

term, et que tout autre profit annuel, ou eat pnye par It menu, au

fait parhe dea /mix qv 1 aenent 0 produire te menu.—Turgot

vol. v. p. 8—9— 126 .

font ne poure: trourer te meilfeur ftnt poamble <Tune nation, que

dona U plus grand* richrwc possible. J'entrnda ieipar lm terme

de riehesse, 001* matte de valewrt disponiblef, devateura qu »n putaae

So
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1’oliticAl of fertile land, the most important of all appropriated
Economy

. natural agents, sells for a price exceeding the expeuseof

its cultivation. This excess of price, or produit net, as

tkm^

nl>U" termed it, they conceived to be the oniy source of

Proportions wealth. AH other commodities appeared to them

of rent, merely to represent the toil employed in their acquisi-

profit, *ml ijon> They believed, therefore, a community to be rich

in proportion to the amount of rent received by the
U

proprietors of its land ; and consequently that produe-

tiou enriches only so far aa it is subservient to the

creation of rent.

It is impossible that they could have maintained this

doctrine, if they had perceived that abundance is an ele-

ment in wealth, and that high rents and tile greatest abun-

dance arc incompatible ; or ifthey had recollected that, ac*

cording to their views, a community possessing the

highest skill and exerting the utmost diligence, but scat-

tered over a territory of unlioutulcd extent and fertility,

as they might lie even unacquainted with the existence of

such a thing as rent, must be totally without riches,

must be poor from die mere prodigality of their re-

sources.

In the following passage Mr. Ricardo seema to liave

fallen into an opposite error.
•* Nothing is more common than to hear of the ad-

vantages which the land possesses over every other

source of useful produce, on account of the surplus

which it yields in the form of rent. Yet, when land is

most abundant, w hen most productive, and most fertile,

it yields no rent ; and it is only when its powers decay,

and less is yielded in return for labour, that a share of

the original produce of the more fertile portions is set

apart for rent. It is singular that this quality in the

land, which should have been noticed as an imperfection,

compared with the natural agents by which manufac-

turer are ussMed, should have been pointed out as con-

stituting its peculiar pre-eminence. If air, water, the

elasticity of steam, and the pressure of the atmosphere,

were of various qualities, if they could have lieen appro-

priated, and each quality existed only iu moderate abun-

dance, they, as well as the land, would afford a rent, as

the successive qualities were brought into use. With
every worse quality employed, the value of the commo-
dities in the manufacture of which they were used would
rise, because equal quantities of labour would be less

productive. Man would do more with the sweat of his

brow, and nature would perform less ; and the land

would be no longer pre-eminent for iu limited powers.
“ If the surplus produce which the laud alfords in the

form of rent be an advantage, it is desirable that every

year the machinery newly constructed should be less

efficient than the old, as that would undoubtedly give

fwinaiwr am grr He t'a Main, aama I'appamrrir, tarns afitrer le

phnetpe fjHi lea rjirurfm! mtm mtr.
Le mnl/ruT ilat poini/r eat fvuJrmment cetm aurptrl eti mttachie ha

pirns grttwU thretr ; at connate tlame dams Iti pint yrantie matte pnt-

s\Me dc rnienrt JuptmiMea ; car ce stmt let tru/ea that ntmt pmisstons

ioujourwjnmr. rt n»r lessorHr* /a aArrtf pmaaae a'ctui/ir.

Je roudrma ken que tnet lectenra donnasaent a cette reriti touts

fattention jn'ettf mente i je roodrent ken qu'tis amnsaent que U
rtcheatc ne cnntitfe que dona lea valmrt diaponiblet, peat cot*

tommer tana itucun tmettnvemeni
; par cnmttjtteml, f* •/ «*’jf « q*e le

pn/dud net Hew culture* qm m rtchette, pttrrequil ett dans la

masse dew repcoductuma, la teak partie dont nmn pairirons disposer

patar mat jouttstmcea

;

/«. ttrrpim de cette matte nest paw Jispomhie
pour none, U appartimt a h culture, e'est eUc y*n tens Its ana Hmi k
ctmsommer ; »UW Up pouvoau ft Ini derober, quae nous n’m myoma

379
1

*
381

f*Xt'uct*9n ** dctcawg VOrdre Suture!, p>

a greater exchangeable value to the goods manufac- Political

tured, not only by that machinery, but by all other ma- *’coo,n,y*

chinery in the Kingdom ; and a rent would be paid to
1

all those who possessed the most productive machinery,
tioo.

* °*

44 The labour of nature is paid not because she does Proportion

much, but because she does little. Iu proportion as of real,

she becomes niggardly in her gifts, she exacts a greater 4Qd

price for her work. Where she is munificently bene-

ficent she always works gratis/
1

Principle*, p. 63.

Mr. Ricardo seems to have forgotten that the quality

which enables land to afford rent, namely, the power of

producing the subsistence of more persons than are re-

quired for its cultivation, is an advantage without which
rent could not have existed. As the population of any
given district becomes more dense, the surplus produce
of its soil, or, in other words, the amount of its produce
which remains after provision has been made for the

subsistence of those by wikom it is cultivated, has a con-

stant tendency to increase ; either because the increase

of agricultural skill and capital increases its positive

fertility, or because a diminution of its relative fertility,

a diminution of its produce relatively to the num-
bers of iu cultivators, forces the poorer classes to be
satisfied with a less amount of raw produce; or from
both these causes combined. Of these two causes of

rent, one is a benefit, the other an evil. That we have

in this Country perhaps a million of acres capable of

producing, with average labour, forty bushels of corn an
acre, is a benefit; that we have not inure than a million

such acres ia an evil. That the average amount of what
an agricultural labourer produces much exceeds what is

absolutely necessary fur the subsistence of an agricul-

tural family is a benefit. That the extent of our fertile

land, and the amount of our capital, in proportion to our

population, are not sufficient to enable him to consume,
directly or indirectly, for his own advantage and that of

his family, all that he produces, is an evil. To produce

rent, both the benefit and the evil must coexist. The oue

occasions rent to be demanded; but it is the other which

enables it to be paid.

Mr. Ricardo’s attention seems to have been confined

to the evil. But rent might be enormously increased

without the increase of that evil, or even though that

evil should be diminished. If the proprietor of a single

estate could by a wish triple its produce, he would aug-

ment, in a much greater ratio, its rent. Would this

increase be owing to the parsimouy of nature ? It may
be said that it would be owing to the comparative unpro-

ductiveness of the rest of the Country. It must be

admitted that, if we could suddenly triple the produc-

tive powers of all the land in this Country, the population

remaining the same, the whole amount of rent would

fall, and the condition of all dosses, except of that

comparatively small class which subsists on the rent

of land, would be much improved. Rut if our popu-

lation were also tripled, rents would be prodigiously

increased, the situation of the landlord* would be im-

proved, and that of no other class deteriorated. In

fact, the condition of all other classes would be im-

proved, as the increased division of labour and ease of

communication occasioned by a greater density of popu-

lation would cheapen and improve our manufactures.

If the population, instead of being tripled, were only

doubled, the situation of the Country would bo still

better. The rise in rent, though not equal to what it

would have been if the population had been tripled,

would still be very great, and both raw produce and

by Google
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Political manufactures would be more abundant than they were
Economy. previously. Now this i*, in fact, what hat oocurred in
v-^;——' England during the lust hundred and thirty years. Since
Dirtribu- beginning of the XVIlIth Century the population

rSjmtfri England has about doubled. The produce of the land

ofrviit, has certainly tripled, probably quadrupled. Rent has

profit, and risen in a still greater proportion ; but that rise has been
wugv*. accompanied by a rise of wages, estimated in every com-

niodiiy consumed by the labourers, excepting a lew, such

as spirituous and fermented liquors, which have been

made the subject of special taxation. With the same
labour tlic labourer can obtain more com, and perhaps

five times as much of the most useful manufactures.

Can it be fairly said that rents have risen because nature

has done little ? that the price paid for her assistance

has been increased because she has become more nig-

gardly in her gifts? It is true that, if the productive-

ness of the land, instead of being tripled, had been cen-

tupled, rents might not have risen ; but it is equally

true that they would not have risen if, instead of being

tripled, it had remained stationary. The condition essen-

tial to tiie payment of the labour of nature is not, as

Mr. Ricardo states it, that her assistance shall be little,

but that it shall not be infinite.

As rent arises from the agency not of man, but of

nature, its amount does not depend on the will or the

exertions of its recipient. The owner of the land, or of

the natural agent, whatever it be, for the use of which
persons are willing to pay rent, receives the sum which
their mutual competition forces them to give. As it is

all pure gain, he accepts the largest sum that is offered,

however trifling its amount. Nor, on the other hand,

does the amount of rent depend on the will or the exer-

tions of those who pay it. Whatever be the value of the

services of an appropriated natural agent, that value

must be paid by the person who wishes to use them, as

both parties to the bargain are aware, that if it is

not hired by one applicant it will be by another. The
amount, therefore, is subject to no general rule; it has

nritlier a minimum nor a maximum. It depends on the

degree in which nature has endowed certain instruments

with peculiar productive powers, and the number of those

instruments compared with the number and wealth of

the persons able and willing to hire them. There is,

probably, now land near New York selling for £ 1 000 an
acre, which a century ago could have been obtained for

a dollar.

Proportionate A mounts of Profit and Wage*.

Proportion*
Profits and wages differ in almost all respects from

«f profit rtul - They are each subject to a minimum and a
ana wage*, maximum. They are subject to a minimum, because

each of them is the result of a sacrifice. It may be
difficult to say what is the minimum with rrs|»ecl to

profit, but it is dear that every capitalist, as a motive
to abstaiu from the immediate and unproductive enjoy-

ment of his capital, must require some remuneration

exceeding the lowest that is conceivable. The minimum
at which wages can he permanently fixed is of course
the sum necessary to enable lire existing labouring popu-
lation to subsist. On tile other hand, as the rate of
wages depends in a great measure on the number
of labourers, and the rate of profit on the amount of
capital, both high wages and high profits have a tend*
ency to produce their own diminution. High wages,
by stimulating an increase of population, and there-

fore an increase of the number of labourers, and high Political

profits, by occasioning an increase of capital. It will

be seen in a future portion of this Treatise that, if the
ni»tribu-'

amount of capital employed in the pavment of wages Il0111>

increases, the number of labourers remaining the same, Proportions

profits will fall ; and that if the number of labourers ,,f prutit

increase*, the amount of capital and the produeliveness waKet-

of labour remaining the same, wages will full; and that,

if they both increase in equal proportions, both will have
a tendency to fall, in consequence of the larger propor-

tion which they will each fear to the pow er of the natural

agents whose services they each require. And although
it may not be easy to fix the maximum of either wages
or profits, yet it may lie laid down generally, that in no
Country have profits continued forany considerable period

at the overage rate of fiftv per cent per annum, or wages
at such a rate as to afford the labourer ten times the

amount necessary for the subsistence of a family.

Adam £mith has laid down, that “ the whole of the

advantages and disadvantages of the different employ-
ments of labour and capital must, in the same neigh-

bourhood, be either perfectly equal or continually tend-

ing to equality. If in the same neighbourhood there

was uny employment evidently either more or less ad-

vantageous than the rest, so many people would crowd
into it in the one case, and so many would desert it in

the other, that its advantages would soon return to the

level of other employments. This at least would be the

case in a society where things were left to take their

natural course, where there was perfect liberty, arid

every man was perfectly free both to choose what occu-
pation he thought proper, and to change it as often as

he thought proper. Every man's interest would prompt
him to seek the advantageous and to alum the disadvan-

tageous employment.” Wealth of Nationt, book i.

ch. x.

The truth of these remarks of Adam Smith is ob-

vious. It is obvious also that, in the ahaence of dis-

turbing causes, the desire of obtaining a more advan-
tageous field for the employment of his mental and
bodily faculties, which leads a man to move from one
part of the same neighbourhood to another, would lead

him from village to village and from Country to

Country. For commercial purposes, the whole civilized

world is one extended neighbourhood ; and the same
causes which tend to equalise profits in Liverpool and
London tend to equalize them in London and Calcutta.

But when we look into the details, we are struck by the

difference in the remuneration of persons apparently un-

dergoing equal toils, and exercising equal abstinence.

Wo find a general exempt from more than half the hard-

ships of a private, and receiving more than a hundred
times his pay. We find barristers making £10,000 or

£15,000 a year, while a copying clerk is paid for labour

as assiduous and more irksome by only £100. We
find the purchaser of an Exchequer-bill willing to pay
a large premium for the privilege of advancing capital

at a profit of three per cent, per annum, while a shop-

keeper thinks himself ill paid by less than twenty per

cent We find a London banker satisfied witli a profit

of seven per cent., w hile his partner in Calcutta requires

fifteen.

These differences are partly real and partly apparent.

So far as they are real, they are occasioned partly by the

influence of the different instrument* of production, or,

in other words, the different sources of revenue, on one

another; the influence, for instance, of the rate ofprofits oo

2 c 2
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Political the amount of wages, and of the amount of wages on the

Economy, rale of profits
;
partly by the greater or less severity of the

v—v“<
—

' sacrifices which the labourer and the capitalist must
Dirfribu- make in addition to the undergoing mere toil or atati-

,,W1* nonce
;
and partly by the difficulty with which capital and

labour are transferred from one employment to another.

A difficulty caused partly by physical obstacles and

partly by human habits and institutions. The influence

of these causes on the average rates of wages and

of profits in the same Country* in different employ-

ments of labour and capital, we shall consider here-

after; and having assumed for the purposes of the

following discussion that a certain overage rate of wages

and a certain average rate of profit exists, we shall now
endeavour to explain the causes by which these average

rates are determined, or. in other words, to explain the

circumstances which decide what, at a given time and in

a given place
,
shall he the average rate of wages and the

average rate of profit. We huve already stated as one

of the principal sources of difficulty in Political Economy
the mutual dependence of its different propos'd urns. A
dependence which, as it respect* the theory of wages and

profits, is so great that it is impossible to give u com-
itate of plete view of the causes which affect the one without ad*
wage*. verting to all those which affect the other. We shall

endeavour to keep them as distinct as we can, and we
shall begin by wages, as that subject is capable of being

separately considered to the greatest extent.

Average Rate of Wages.

Meaning! We have already defined wages to be the remunera-

ofthe ad* tion received by the labourer in recompense for having
£****« exerted his faculties of mind and body. They are said

^ M to be high or low. in proportion to the extent of tliut

plied to
P

remuneration. That extent has been estimated by

wages. three different measures; and the words high and low wages

have, consequently, been used in three different senses.

First. Wages have been termed high or low, accord-

ing to the amount of money earned by the labourer

within a given period, without any reference to the

commodities which that money would purchase ; as

when we say that wages have risen in England since

the reign of Henry VII
,

liccaiise the labourer now
receives 1«. fid. or 2s. a day, and then received only 4£d.

Secondly. They have been termed high or low, ac-

cording to the quantity and quality of the commodities

obtained by the labourer, without any reference to his

receipts in money ; as when wc say that wages have

fallen in England since the reign of Henry VII., because

the labourer then earned two pecks of wheat a day, and
now* earns only one.

Thirdly. They have been termed high or low, ac-

cording to the share or proportion which the labourer

receives of the produce of hi* own labour, without any
reference to the total amount of that produce.

The first nomenclature, that which measures wages
simply by their amount iu money, is the popular one.

The second, that which consider* wages simply with
reference to the quantity and quality of the commodities
received by the labourer, or, to speak more correctly,

purchasable with his money wages, wus that generally

adopted by Adam Smith. The third, that which con-
sider* wages as high or low, simply with reference to the
labourer’s share or proportion of what he produce*, was
introduced by Mr. Ricardo, and has been continued by
many of his followers.

This last u§e of the words high and low wages has Political

always appeared to us one of the most unfortunate of ^pom
.v *.

Mr. Ricardo’s many innovations in the language of

Political F.conomy. In the first place, it has a tendency
,jon>

to withdraw our attention, even when we are considering Rate of

the subject of wages, from the facts which most in- »»«*“*•

fluence the labourer’* condition. To ascertain whether Meaning*

hi* wages are high or low, wc are deaired to inquire, not
sad

*

whether he is ill or well paid,—not whether he is well Un*.

or ill fed, or clothed, or lodged, or warmed, but simply

what proportion of what he produces comes to his

share. During the last four or five years many a

hand-weaver has received only 6s. 3d. for producing,

by a fortnight's exertion, a web that the capitalist hus

sold for $*. 4<f. A coal-merchant often pay* his men
£•2 a week, and charge* hi* employers for their service*

£2 10#. But, according to Mr. Ricardo’s nomencla-

ture, the wages of the weaver, at 4s. Hd. a week, are

much higher than those of the coallieaver at £2, since

the weaver receives 99 per cent, of the value of his

labour, while the conlheaver ha* only 60 per cent.

And, even if the nomenclature in question were free

from this objection, even if the point on which it endeavours

to fix the attention were the most important, instead of

being the least important, incident to wages, it still would
be inconvenient from its tendency to render the writer

who employs it both inconsistent and obscure, it is ut-

most impossible to affix to terms of familiar use a per-

fectly new meaning, ami not from time to time to slide

into the old one. When Mr. Ricardo says that “ no-

thing can affect profits but a rise of wages," p. 1 18 ; that

" whatever raises the wages of labour lowers the profits

of stock," p. 231 ; that ** high wages invariably affect

the employers of labour by depriving them of a portion

of their real profits,** p. 129; tliut "as the wages of

labour fall the profits of stock rise,*’ p. 499 ; he mean*
by high wages, not a large amount, but a large propor-

tion. Itut when be speaks of the " encouragement

which high wages give to the increase of population,’’

p. 88—361, he means by high wages a large amounl.

And many of hi* followers and opponents have supposed

the words high and low to be used by him as indicative

of quantity, not proportion. The consequence hus been

that, since the publication of his greut Work, an opinion

has prevailed that high wages and high profits are in-

compatible. and that whatever is taken from the one is

added to the other. The slightest attempt to try this

theory by an actual example will show it* absurdity.

The usual supposition is, that the capitalist, at an ave-

rage, advances the wage* of his labourers for one year,

ami receives, utter deducting rent, one-tenth of the value

of what they produce. We are inclined to think that

in England the average rate of profit is rather greater,

mid the average period of advance rather less. After

making many inquiries on these subjects in Manchester,

we found the general opinion to be, that the manufac-

turing capitalist turns his capital, at an average, twice in

the year, and receive* on each operation a profit of b per

cent.; ami that the shopkeeper, at an average, turns his

capital four times in a year, and receives on each opera-

tion a profit of ubout 3£ per cent. On these datu the

labourer’* share would, of course, be much greater

than according to the ordinary estimate. Wc will

suppose, however, that estimate to be correct, and
that, after rent ha* been deducted, the labourer receives,

on an average, nine-tenths of the value of whnt he pro-

duces, Und*r these circumstance* a rise iu the amount
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Political 0f wag?s amounting to one-tenth, or from 10*. to 11#.
Kconomy. wee |(j jf that rire is to be deducted from the capitalist's

I)i»inUi-
share, would utterly destroy all profit whatever. A rise

ti,m.
'

of one-filth, or from 10#. to 1*2#. a week, would occasion

Meaning* to the capitalist a loss equal to the whole amount of his

uf ih# words former profit. A fall in wages of one-tenth would double
Hfh ami

profiis ; a fa ll of one-filth would treble litem. Now we
know that general variations in the amount of wages to

the amouut of one-tenth or one-fifth, or to a greater ex-

tent, are not of unlfequcut occurrence. Yet who ever

heard of their producing such an effect on profits ?

And yet this doctrine has received the sanction both

of theoretic and practical men. Mr. Francis Place is

asked by the Committee on Artisan* and Machinery
(First lleporl, p. 46,*) “ Do not the masters in conse-

quence of a rise of wages raise their prices?”—“ No,” he

answers
;

** I believe there is no principle of Political Eco-

nomy better established than this of wages ; increase of

wages must come from profits.”

Di«l Mr. Place ever apply this doctrine when his men
nskrd for higher wages on n general mourning? Even
the Committee appear to have taken this view of the

question. The subject is so important, that we will

venture to extract the following passage from the Report
made in the following Session:

—

44 Those eminent persons who, during the last fifty

years, have reduced the rules that govern the operations

of trade and industry to a Science, undertake to show,

by arguments and fucta, that the effect of low wages ia

not a low price of the commodity to which they are ap-

plied, but the raising of the average rate of profits in

the Country in which they exist. The explanation of

this proposition occupies a large portion of the justly-

celebrated work of the late >1r. Ricardo, on the Principles

of Political Economy : and is also ably set forth in the

following evidence of Mr. M‘Culioch, to which your

Committee particularly desire to draw the attention of

the House

:

“ * Have you turned your attention to the effect of

fluctuations in the rale of wages on the price of commo-
dities?*—* I have.'

'* 1 Do you consider that when wages rise the price

of commodities will proportionally increase?'—* I do not

think that a real rUe of wages has any effect whatever, or

but a very imperceptible one, on theprice of commodities.*
** ‘Then, supposing wages to be really lower in France

than in this Country, do you think that that circumstance

would give the French any advantage over us in the

foreign market ?’—
* No, 1 do not ; I do not think it would

give them any advantage whatever. 1 think it would
occasion a different distribution of the produce of industry

in France from what would obtain in England, but that

would be all. In France the labourers would get a less

proportion of the produce of industry, and the capitalists

a larger proportion.’
“ * Could not the French manufacturer, if he gets his

labour tor less than the English manufacturer, afford to

sell his goods for less V—* As the value of goods is made
up w holly of labour and profit, the whole and only effect

of a French manufacturer getting his labour for less than

an English manufacturer is to enable him to make more
profit than the English manufacturer can make, but not
to lower the price of his goods. The low rate of wages
in France goes to establish a high rate of profit* in oil

branches of industry in France.'

* Session of 1824,

ECONOMY.
“ 4 What conclusion do you come to in making's com-

parisou between wages in England and wages in

France ?’—
* 1 come to this conclusion, that, if it he true

that wages are really higher in England than in France, tion.

the only effect of that would be to lower the profits of Mmningt
capital in England below their level in France, but that °f ‘bo word#

will have no effect whatever on the price of the cotntno- *nd

dities produced in either Country.’
4,4 When you say that wages do not affect prices,

whnt is it that does affect prices ?*

—

4 An increase or dimi-

nution of the quantity of labour necessary to the produc-
tion of the commodity.’

41

4

Supposing that there was a free export of ma-
chinery, so that France could get that machinery, do
you think that under those circumstances wc should
retain those advantage* which we possess at the present

moment ?’—
* Yes, wc should ; for the export of the ma-

chinery would not lower our wages, or increase the

wages in France, so that we should preserve that ad-
vantage to the full extent that w e have it at this moment.’

4* * Will von explain to the Committee why you ure of
opinion that the French manufacturer would not under-
sell the English, seeing that hi* profits are larger than
the English manufacturer?’— * Because, ifhe were to offer

to undersell the English, he can only do it by consent-

ing to accept a less rate of profit on his capital than the

other French capitalist* are making on theirs, and I

cannot suppose a man of common sense would act upon
such a principle.’

** * Are the Committee to understand, that although a
French manufacturer pays half the wages to his men in

France which our manufacturer* do in England, yet

that his wages being on a par. or a level, in general,

with the other wage* in France, will render his profits

on a par with them, and consequently he would not
undersell the English merchant by lowering hi* profits

below the average rate of profits in France?’— * Precisely

ao. I believe, in point of fact, there is no such dif-

ference; but he could not undersell the English manu-
facturer unless he took lower prefits than ail other pro-

ducers in France were making. I might illustrate this

by what tukes place every day in England, where yon
never find the proprietor of rich land, in order to get

rid of his produce, offering it in Mark-lane at a lower
rale than that which is got by a farmer or proprietor of
the very worst land in the Kingdom.*

M 4 Would it not produce a larger sale if the French
manufacturer were to sell at a less price?'

—
* Supposing

that to be so, the greater the sale the greater would be
the loss of profit.

1 ”•

We have extracted this passage a* indicating the view*
of the Committee, not those of Mr. M’Culloch. Mr.
M'Culloch, as will appear on turning to his evidence,

meant by wages really high and really low, not a larger

or a smaller amount, but a larger or a smaller proportion.

But the Committee appear to have understood him to

mean a larger or a smaller amount.
Mr. Bradbury had previously slated the common day

wage* in France to be about half the wages paid in

England.

He was asked, *’ In what way do you consider that

lower wages in France give the French manufacturers

an advantage over English manufacturers “ I con-

ceive that if they pay 3d. ft pound for spinning to the

• Report from Select Committee on Export of Tool# and Ma-

chinery. Se«kiuu of 18^, p. 13, 14,
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'Poltfieil operative spinner, and we pay 6d., that would give them
Krorwmy. an advantage of 3d. » pound in the cost.”

—^ u You mean to say that the French would be able tn
Dfonbu-

sell the article they make, in consequence of paying

Mcanines wages, cheaper than the English could sell it
?”~

of (hr words “ They could afford it 3d. a pound cheaper/'

A«yA sud “ You mean to say that, according to the rate of wages
W. paid, the price of the article for which they are paid is

high or low “ It maybe afforded higher or lower,

1 should imagine, as the cost be more or less/'

" Therefore the whole reason and ground oa which

you think that low wages give litem an advantage is,

that low wages contribute to enable them to well the

article cheaper than if they paid higher wages Y’—
** Yes, labour constituting a material feature in the

cost/*

“ You conceive that increased cost would be a loss to

the party, if the
<

*price was not increased in proportion !"

—“ 1 should imagine so.’’

“ Mightnot the profits ofthe proprietor be lessened?*—
** They might be lessened, which is in effect a toss.''

Might not that enable him lo bear the loss which the

difference of tcages produces P” *

—

M Ifhe chose to mala;

that sacrifice."
14 Might not the profits be lessened 'until there

were no profits at all ! ”f
—“Very easily, I should

tli ink.”—(Fifth Report of the Select Committee on
Artisans and Machinery, p. 547, 549, 550.)

It was with reference to this evidence that Mr. M'Cul*

loch was examined. His examinationcommences thus

:

“ Have you read the evidence which has been given

before Ibis Committee F—“I have read portions of it

only.”
“ Have you read the evidence given by Mr. Brad-

bury ?"—•** A part of it."
44 That part in which he conceives that foreigners

have an advantage over the English manufacturers in

consequence of wages living lower in France ?”

—

u Yes,

I have read that/ 4

And then follows the'queslion :

** Have you turned your attention to the effect of fluc-

tuations iu the rate of wages on the .price of commo-
dities ?”

Now if the Committee understood Mr. M'Culloch to

mean, by high or low wages, not a great or small

amount, but a great or small proportion, his evidence
and that of Mr. Bradbury had nothing iu common.
The whole of the confusion has been occasioned by

the verbal ambiguity which we have pointed out, and
would not have arisen if Mr. Ricardo had used any
other adjectives than high and low to express a larger or
smaller proportion.

The two other meanings of (he words high and low

• In other words, “ Might not Um Ion eoahJ* him to bear the
loss ?"

t This question nywam to hive come from n different interro-
gator. In justice to the dear and intelligent evidence of Mr. Hriui-
bory, we should observe that be was far tram failing into the com-
mon error, that a gem-telly high rate of wage* can bt- uqtarourablo
to a Country. He set out by supposing that, with the assistance
of English machinery and English nijormti-iulenli., the labour of
the French qitmieni might be 8* productive os that of the Kogfi»h
*p roller*. Under such circumstances, if their wages could remain
at ooc-h*lf uf English wage*, he believed that the French minis,
facturer could niuieneJ] the English inanufactuivr. Of the accu-
racy of this opinion unih-r the jxmiWr, though highly improbable
hypothesis in question, we enicrtmn no daub*, though, from the
tanuur of the questions, it appears not to hnvs met with the appro,
ballon of the Committee.

wages, that which refers to the money, and that which NMmI
refers to the commodities, received by the labourer, are

Ee<an«nF*
both equally convenient, if we consider the rate of wages
at the same time and place.; for tlten they both mean twiL

°*

the same thing. At the same time and place the la- Rat* of
butirer who receives the highest wages necessarily w*g«-

obtains the most commodities. But when we refer to

different places, or different times, the words high or
km wages direct the attention lo very different subjects, /bf..

**

as we understand them to menu more or less in nurorv,
or more or less in commodities. The differences which
have taken place in the amount of money wages at dif-

ferent times inform us of scarcely any thing but the

abundance or scarcity of the precious rnetals at those

times: facts which are seldom of much inqiorlance.

The differences in the amount of money wages in dif-

ferent places at the same time are of much more im-
portance, since they indicate the different values of the
labour of different Countries in the general market of the
world. But even the** differences afford no premises
from which the positive condition of the labouring
classes, in any Country, can be inferred, and but imper-
fect grounds for estimating their relative condition. The
only data which enable us to ascertain the actual situa-

tion of the labourers at any given time and place, or
their comparative situation at different times and places,

are the quantity and quality of the commodities which
form their wages, if paid in kind, or are purchasable

with their wages, if paid in money. And as the actual

or comparative situation of the labourer is the principal

object of the following inquiry, we shall use the word
wages to express, not the money, but the commodities,

which the labourer receives; and we shall consider

wagrs to rise as the quantity or quality of those com-
modities is increased or improved, and to fall as that

quantity or quality is diminished or deteriorated.

It is obvious, too, that the labourer's situation does
not depend on the amount which he receives at any one
time, but on his average receipts during a given period

—

during a week, a mouth, or a year ; and that the longer

the pcr>od taken, the more accurate will be the eMimaie.

Weekly wages have, of course, more tendency to equality

than daily ones, and annual than monthly; and, if we
could ascertain llie amount earned by a man during five,

Or ten, or twenty years, we should know his situation

better titan if we confined our attention to a single year.

There is, however, so much difficulty in ascertaining the

amount of wagrs during very long periods, that a

single year will probably be the best that we can take.

It comprehends w hat, in most climates, are very different,

summer and winter wages
; it comprehends also the

period during which the roost important vegetable pro-

ductions come to maturity in temperate climates, and on
that account has generally Ixren adopted by Political

Economists os the overage period for which capital is

supposed to be advanced.

We should observe that we include, as part of the

wages of the married labourer, those of bis wife and un-

c inane
i
fisted children. To omit them would lead to in-

accurate estimates of the comparative situation of the

labourers in different Countries, or in different occupa-

tions. In those employments which ore carried on
under shelter, and with the assistance of that machinery

which affords power, and requires human aid only tor

its direction, the industry of a woman, or a child,

approaches iu efficiency that of a full-grown man. A
girl of fourteen can manage a power-loom nearly as
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Political well as her father ;
but where strength, or exposure to

Kconomy.
,jje sea50ns, is required, little can be done by the wife,

or the girls, or eveu by the boys, until they approach the
Dutxibu*

which they usually quit tiieir father’s house.

Kate of The earnings of the wile and children of many a Main
wages. cheater weaver or spinner exceed, or equal, those of
Meanings himself. Those of the wile and children of an agricul-

and"**
labourer, or of a Carpenler, or a coalheaver, are

/X. generally unimportant—while the husbands, in each

case, receives lb*, a week, the weekly incumeof the one

family may be 40*., and that of the oilier auly 17 j.

or 18#.

It must be admitted, however, that the workman
does not retain the whole of this apparent pecuniary

advantage. The wife is taken from her household la-

bours, and a part of the increased wages is employed

in purchasing what might, otherwise, be produced at

home. The evils to the children are still greater. The
infants suffer from the want of maternal attention, and
those who are older from fatigue and confinement, from
the want of childish relaxation and amusement, and,

what is far more important, from the deficiency of reli-

gious, moral, and intellectual education. The establish-

ment of infant and Sunday schools, and laws regulating

the number of hours during which children may labour,

arc palliatives of these evils, but they must exist, to a
Certain degree, whenever the labour of the wife and
children is the subject of sale; and, though not, all of

them, perhaps, strictly within the province of Political

Economy, must never be omitted in any estimate of

the causes affecting the welfare of the labouring classes.

Thu last preliminary point to which we liave to call

the reader's attention is, the difference between the

amount of iwges and the price of labour, or, in other

words, between ihe earnings of a labourer during a

given time and the price paid for the performance of a
given quantity of work.

If men were the only, labourers, and if every man
worked equally hard, aud for the same number of hours,

during the year, these two expressions would be syno-

nymous. If each man, fur instance, worked three

hundred days during each year, and ten hours during

each day, one three-thousandth part of each man's
yearly wages would be the price of an hour's labour.

But neither of tliese propositions is true. The yearly

wages of a family often include, as we have seen, the

results of the labour of the wife and children. And few
things are less uniform than the number of working
days during the year, or of working hours during the

day, or the degree of exertion undergone during those

hours.

The establi&lied annual holidays in Protestant Coun-
tries are between fifty and sixty, in many Catholic
Countries they exceed one hundred. Among the Hin-
doos they are said to occupy nearly half the year. Bui
these holidays are confined to a certain purtion of tha

population ; the labour of a sailor, or a soldier, or a
menial servant, admits of scarcely any distinction of days.

Again, in Northern and Southern latitudes, the hours
of out-door labour are limited by the duration of light;

and in all climates by the weather. When the labourer
works under siielter, the daily hours of labour may be uni-

form throughout the year. Aud, independently of natural
causes, the daily hours of labour vary in different (,'oun-

tries, and indifferent employments in the same Country.
The daily hours of labour are, perhaps, longer in
France than in England, and certainly are longer in

England than in Hindoslan. In Manchester the manu-
lecturer generally works twelve hours a day; in Bir- *^P0”jT»

mingham, ten : a London shopman is seldom employed
j lXribtt-"

more than eight or nine. lion.

Tliere is still more discrepancy between the exertions Rut# of

made by diflerent labourers in a given period. They wagys*

are often, indeed, unsusceptible of comparison. There
is no common measure of the toils undergone by a of
miuer and a tailor, or of those of a shopman and au iron- wages xml
founder. And labour which is the same in kind may the price of

vary indefinitely both in intensity and in productiveness. k*luur*

Many of the witnesses examined by the Committee on

Artisans and Machinery (Session of 1824) were English

manufacturers, who hail worked in France. They agree

as to the comparative indolence and inefficiency of the

French labourer, even during his hours of employment.

One of the witnesses, Adam Young, had been two
vears in one of the best manufactories in Alsace. He is

asked, “ Hid you find the spinners there as industrious

as the spinners in England?*’ and replies, "No; a

spinner in England will do twice as much us a French-

man. They get up at lour in the morning, and work
till ten at night : but our spinners will do as much iu six

hours as they will in ten.’’

“ Had you any Frenchmen employed under you?”—
14 Yes; eight, at two frauca a day.”

44 What had you a day ! "—** Twelve francs
”

44 Supposing you hud had eight English carriers under

you how much more work could you have done !

•• With one Englishman I could truve done more than I

did with those eight F renchmeo. It cannot be called work
they do: it is only looking at it, and wishing it done,*’

•* Do the French make their yarn at a greater

expense? *’—•’* Yes; though they have their hands for

much less wages than in England.”— pp. 5S0, 582.

The following evidence of Edwin Ilose, given on the

Factory Inquiry of 1833, relates to a rather later period,

atul is valuable from the extensive experience of the

witness.
44 Arc wages lower in France, as far as you have seen,

than in England?”

—

44 If 1 have a shop of men in

England for any thing, then I have to see how much
I have to pay them for the work they turn out of uny
kind; but if 1 have the same shop iu France, then I

must have twice the number of bauds to do the same
amount of work. It is true I pay them less apiece

there ; but I have seen that you must have twice as

large a building to contain the hands, twice as many
clerks and book-keepers and overlookers to look after

them, and twice a* many tools to do the same quantity

of work as is done here in England > and the master

there must have twice as much interest of money on ai]

this ; and their minds seem to me to get more bewildered

with strew of work there than here. It sceins to me
that you have double the number of people there to do

the same amount of work, whatever it be; but their

wsges are lower in money.”
“ But do you consider tlwir wages higher in reality ?”

—44 1 really do ; they are better paid in proportion to lint

work they turn out than what the English are.’*

“ What do you think of French workmen, as work-

men T—" I don't think they have that perseverance that

English have. 1 often have noticed them trying a thing,

and then, if it don’t answer at first, they seem terrified

and shrug up their shouUfera, and throw it aside ;
but ao

English workman keeps trying aud trying, and won t

give up near so soon as the FrodtoH. A house-
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Political joiner or carpenter’* wages arc from thirty-five to forty
Economy.

R0US a^ His wor|< compared with English work is

Dittnbu-^ very rough, and but little of it in comparison. A stone-

lion. mason’* wages are from three francs to four franca.

Rate of They are interior to our mason* in laving? foundation*.

7‘jr- Then. as to time of work. I think two English masons
Difference

jn lJie fiame tjine raorc worj( ou an average thanMens thv , r
amount of three of theirs.

wage* *a<1 “In short, do you know any single species of labour
the price of that stands a master cheaper in France than in Fng-
^bcu/

* land, quality and quantity of work being considered ?”—
" I don’t know any, unless it l>e tailor* and shoemakers 1

wages
;
and I am not sure about them. Clothes are

dearer in France than in England; but shoe* are

cheagier, the duty being off leather.” First Hrport of
the Factory Commission, 1). i. p. 121.

Even in the same Country, and in the same employ-

ment*. similar inequalities are constantly observed.

Every one is aware that much more exertion is under-

gone by the lubourer by task-work than by the day-la-

bourer; by the independent day-labourer than by the

pauper; and even by the pauper than by the convict.

It is obvious that the rate of wages is less likely lobe

uniform ihan the price of labour, a* the amount of

wages will be affected, in the first place, by any varia-

tions in the price, and, in the second place, by any vari-

ations in the amount, of the labour excited.

Jn England the average annua) wages of labour

are three times as high a* they are in Ireland ; but as

the labourer in Ireland is said not to do more than one-

third of what is done by the labourer in England, the

price of labour may, in both Countries, be about equal.

In England ihe labourer by task-work corns much more

than the day-labourer ; but, ns it is certainly as profitable

to employ him, the price of hi* labour cannot be higher.

It may lie supposed, indeed, that the price of labour is

every where, and at all times, the same ;
and, if there

were no disturbing causes,—if all persons knew per-

fectly well their own interest, and strictly followed it,

and there were no difficulties in moving capital and la-

bour from ploce to place, and from employment to em-
ployment,—the price of labour, at the same time, would

be every where the same. But these difficulties occa-

sion the price of labour to vary materially, even at the

oame time and place ; and variations both in the amount
of wages and in the price of labour, at different times

and in different places, are occasioned not only by theta

causes, but by others which will be considered in a sub

sequent part of this Treatise.

These variations affect very differently the labourer

and his employer. The employer is interested in keep-

ing down the price of labour ; but while that price re-

mains the same, while at a given expense he gels a given

amount of work done, his situation remains unaltered.

If a farmer can get a field trenched for £12, it is indif-

ferent to him whether he pays the whole of that sum to

three capital workmen, or to four ordinary ones. The
three would receive higher wages than the four, but, as

they would do proportionably more work, their labour

would come just as cheap. If the three could be hired

at £3 10s. apiece, while the four required £3 apiece,

though the wages of the three would be higher, the

price of the work done by them would be lower.

It is true that the causes which raise the amount of

the labourer’s wages often raise the rate of the capitalist’s

profits. If, by increased industry, one man performs

the work of two, both the amount of wages and the rate

of profits will generally be raised. But the rate of profit Political

will he raised, not by the rise of wages, but in conse-
quence of the additional supply of labour having dimi-
nished its price, or having diminished the period for which
it had previously been necessary to advance that price, 0f
or having rendered, as in the instances mentioned by «•?<«.

Edwin liose, the labour previously emplovcd more pro- B'Herenee

ductive.
* * between the

The labourer, on the other hand, is principally inte- w^rTand
rested in the amount of wages. The amount of hi* wages the price of
being fixed, it is certainly Iris interest that the price of labour,

his labour should be high, for on that <te|wnds the de-
gree of exertion imposed on him. But, if the amount
of his wages be low, he must be comparatively poor—if

that amount be high he must be comparatively rich—
whatever be his remuneration for each specific act of ex-
ertion. In the one case he will have leisure and waul;
in the other toil and abundance. We are far from
thinking dint the evils of severe and incessant labour, or
the benefits of a certain degTee of leisure, ought to lie

led out in any estimate of happiness. But, ns we ob-
served in the beginning of this Treatise, it is not with
happiness, but with wealth, that we arc concerned as Poli-

tical Economists ; we profess to stale facts for Ihe infor-

mation and instruction of the student, not to lay down
rules to guide tin* conduct of the legislator. In explain-

ing the general laws according to which wealth is pro-

duced and distributed we do not assume that all the

means by which it can be augmented ought to be
•ncouraged.or even to be permitted. We do not assume
even that wealth is a benefit. In foct, however, wealth
and happiness are very seldom opposed. Nature, when
she imposed on man the necessity of labour, tempered
hi* repugnance to it by making long-continued inac-

tivity painful, and by strongly associating with exertion

the idea of its reward. The poor and half-employed
Irish labourer, or the still poorer and less industrious
savage, is as inferior in happiness as he is in income to

the hard-worked English artisan. The Englishman's
industry may sometimes be excessive; his desire to

better his condition may sometimes drive him on toils

productive of disease ill recompensed by the iucrease of
his wages ; hut that such is not generally the case may
be proved by comparing the present duration of life in

England with its former duration, or with its duratiou
in other Countries. It is generally admitted that,

during the last fifty years, a marked increase has taken
place in the industry of our population, nnd that they
are now the hardest-working labourers in the world.

But during the whole of that period the average dura-

tion of their lives hus been constantly increasing, and
appears still to increase ; and, notwithstanding the ap-
parent unhealthiness of many of their occupations, not-

withstanding the atmosphere of smoke and steam, and,
what appear* to be still more injurious, of dust, in which
many of them labour for (uxty-nine hours a week, they

enjoy, as a community, longer life than the lightly-toiled

inhabitants of the most favourer! soils nml climate*.

The average annual mortality in Englnnd and Woles
ia computed by Mr. Rickman at one in forty-iiine. In the

extensive inquiry instituted by the Poor-Law Commis-
sioners in 1834 into the slate of the labouring classes

in America and the Continent of Europe, the only

Countries in which the mortality appeared to be so
small as in England were Norway, in which it appeared
to be one in fifty-four, and the Basses Pyrenees, in which
it appeared to be one in fifty. In all the other Countries
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Political which gave returns it exceeded the English proportion
Economy, sometimes by doubling it, and in the majority of

ixltrid-^
itibtances by more than one-fourth.*

lion/'
**" Having marked the distinction which really exists

Wages. between the price of labour and the amount of wages,

wc shall for the future consider every labouring family

as consisting of the same number of persons, and ex-

erting the same degree of industry. On (hat supposi-

tion, the distinction between the price of labour and the

amount of wages will be at an end ; or rather, the only

distinction will be, that the former expression designates

the remuneration for each specific exertion; the latter,

the aggregate of all those separate remunerations, as

summed up at the end of each year. And the question

to be answered will be, what arc the causes which de-

cide what in any given Country, and at any given period,

shall be the quantity and quality of the commodities ob-

tained by a labouring family during a year ?

Proximate Cause deciding the Rate of fVaget.

The proximate cause appears to lie clear. The quantity

and quality of the commodities obtained by each labouring

family during a year must depend on the quantity and
quality of the commodities directly or indirectly appro-
priated during the year to the use of the labouring

population, compared with the number of labouring
families, (including under that term all those who depend
on their own labour for subsistence ;) or, to speak more
concisely, on the extent of the fund for the maintenance
of labourers, compared with the number of labourers to

be maintained.

This proposition is so nearly self-evident, that if Poli-

tical Economy were a new Science we should assume it

without further remark. But wc must warn our readers

that this proposition is inconsistent with opinions which
are entitled to consideration, some from the number, and
others from the authority, of those who maintain them.

Erroneous First. It is inconsistent with the doctrine that the rate
Ojiinioae. of tcages depends solely on the proportion which the

number of labourers bears to the amount ofCapitolina
Country. The word capital has been used in so many
senses that it is difficult to state this doctrine precisely ;

but we know of no definition of that term which will

not include many things that are not used hy the la-

bouring classes ; and, if our proposition be correct, no
increase or diminution of these things can directly affect

wages. If half the plate gloss in the Country were to

be destroyed to-morrow the capital of the Country would
be diminished ; but the only sufferers would be those
who possess or wish to possess plate glass ; among
whom the labouring classes are not included. But if

half the existing stock of coarse tobacco were destroyed,
the immediate consequence would be a fall of wages

;

not ns estimated in money, but as estimated in the com-
modities consumed by the labourer. Though receiving

the same money wages, the labourer would have less

tobacco, or, if he chose to continue undimlnished his

consumption of tobacco, then less of other things, than
be had before. So if a foreign merchant were to come
to settle in thb Country, and bring with him a cargo of
raw and manufactured silk, lace, and diamonds, that
cargo would increase the capital of the Country ; silk,

lace, and diamonds would become more abundant, and

• Senior, Preface to Foreign Cemmumcaitmt, p, 238,
VOL, Vt.

the enjoyments of those who use them would be in- Political

creased : the enjoyments of the labourers, supposing them Economy,

not to be consumers of silk, lace, or diamonds, would
not be directly increased: indirectly and consequentially,

they might be increased. The silk might be re exported H'ap**.

in a manufactured state, and commodities for the use of Erroneous

labourers imported in return
; and then, and not till Ofiaioo*.

then, wages would rise ;
hut that ri*e would be occa-

sioned, not by the first addition to the capital of the

Country, which was made in the form of silk, but by the

substituted addition made in the furm of commodities
used by the labourer.

Secondly. It is inconsistent with the doctrine, that

wages depend on the proportion borne by the number
of labourers to the whole revenue, of the society of which
they are mrtnbers. In the example last suggested, of
the introduction of a new supply of lace or diamonds,
the revenues of those who use lace or diamonds would
be increased ; but as wages are not spent on those ar-

ticles, they would remain unaltered. It is possible, in-

deed, to state cases in which the revenue of a large por-
tion of a community might be increased, and yet the

woges of the labourers might fall without an increase of

their numbers. We will suppose the principal trade of

Ireland to be the raising produce for the English market

;

and that for every two hundred acres ten families were
employed in raising, on half the land, their own sub-
sistence, and on the remainder corn and other export-

able crops requiring equal labour. Under such circum-
stances, if a demand should arise in the English market
for cattle, butchers’-meat, ami wool, instead of corn, it

would be the interest of the Irish landlords and farmers

to convert their estates from arable into pasture. In-

stead of ten families for every two hundred acres, two
might he sufficient : one to raise the subsistence of the

two, and the other to tend the CBttle and sheep. The
revenue of the landlords and the farmers would be in-

creased : and, if they employed the whole of that in-

crease in the purchase of Irish labour, all parties would
be benefited. But if they devoted the greater part

of it to the purchase of English manufactures, the services

of a large portion of the Irish labourers would cease to

be required ; a large portion of the land formerly em-
ployed in producing commodities for their use would
be devoted to the production of commodities for the

use of England ; and the fund for the maintenance of

Irish labour would fall, notwithstanding the increase

of the revenue of the landlords and farmers.

Thirdly. It is inconsistent with th*‘ prevalent opinion, Absentee*

that the non-residence of landlords, funded proprietors
,

IMn*

mortgagees, and other unproductive consumers, can be

detrimental to the labouring inhabitants of a Country

which does not export raw produce.

In a Country which exports raw produce, wage* may
be lowered by such non-residence. If an Irish landlord

resides on his estate, he requires the services of certain

persons, who must also be resident there, to minister to

his daily wonts. He must have servants, gardeners, and
perhaps gamekeepers. If he build a bouse, lie mnst
employ resident masons and carpenters

;
part of his fur-

niture he may import, hut the greater part of it must be

made in his neighbourhood ; a portion of his land, or,

what comes to the same thing, a portion of his rent,

must be employed in producing food, clothing, and

shelter for all these persons, and for those who produce

that food, clothing, and shelter. If he were to remove

to England, all these wants would be supplied by Eng-
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PoKiiral liahmen. The lain! anti capital which %va* formerly cm-
Ecaotwy. ployeJ in providing the maintenance of lii*li labourer*

would be employed in producing corn ami cattle 4o be

tioru

0*"1
exported to England to provide the subsistence of

Wige*. English laUmrers. The whole quantity of commodities

Erroneous appropriated to tire use of Irish labourers would be di«

opmum*. minified, and that appropriated to the use of English
Abwntw- labourers increased, and w ages would, consequently, rise

iu England, and fall iu Ireland.

It is true that these effects would not be co extensive

with the landlord's income. While, in Ireland, he must
have consumed many foreign commodities, he must

have purchased tea, wine, and sugar, and oilier things

which the climate aud the manufactures of Ireland do
not afford, aud he must hare paid tor them by sending

corn mid cattle to England. It is true, also, that while

in Ireland he probably employed a portion of his land

and of hi* rents for other purposes, from which the la-

bouring population received no benefit, as a deer park,

or a pleasure garden, or in the maintenance of horses or

hounds. On his* removal, that portion of his land wh ch

was a park would be employed, partly in producing ex-

portable commodities, ami partly in producing sub-

sistence for its cultivators; and that portion which led

horses for his use might be employed in feeding horses

for exportation. The first of these alterations would do
good ; the second could do no harm. Nor must wc
forget that, through the cheapness of conveyance between
England and Ireland, a portion, or perhaps all, of those

whom he employed in Ireland might follow him to

England, and, in that case, wages in neither Country
would be affected. The fund for the maiu tenauce of la-

bourers in Ireland, and the number of labourers to be

maintained, would both be equally diminished, and the

fuud for the maintenance of labourers in England, aud
the number of lulmurers to lie maintained, would both
lie equally increased.

But after making all these deductions, and they are

very great, from the supposed effect of the absenteeism
of the Irish proprietors on the labouring classes in Ire-

land, we cannot agree with Mr. M’Cuiloch that it is

immaterial. We cannot but join in the general opinion

that their return, though it woidd not affect the prosperity

of the British Empire, considered as a whole, would be
immediately beneficial to Ireland, though perhaps too
much importance is attached to it

In Mr. M Culloch's celebrated examination before the

Committee on the state of I reland,(4 th Report, S14, Sets.

1825.) he was asked, ** Supposing the largest export of
Ireland were ill live cattle, and that a considerable por-

tion of rent had been remitted in that manner, dues not

such u mode or producing the means of paving rent con-
tribute less to the improvement of the poor than any ex-

tensive employment of them in labour would produce?

—

He replies, " Unless the means of pacing rent are

changed when the landlord goes home, his residence
can have no effect whatever.”

“ Would not,** he is asked, u the population of the
country be benefited by the expenditure among them of
a certain portion of the rent which (if he had been ab-
sent) has (would have) been remitted (to England) ?”
“ No," he replses, "I do not see liow it could Ik* bene-
fited in the least. If you have a certain value laid out
against Irish commodities in the one case, you will have
a certain value laid out against them in the other. The
cattle arc either exported to England, or they stay at

home. If they arc exported, the Landlord will obtain an

equivalent for them in English commodities; if llreyare ^,c*l

not, he will obtain an equivalent for’them iu Irish com- .

Kcqnotny-

modifies; so that in both cases the landlord lives on q KtriUu-
tlie cattle, or outlie value of (lie cattle: uud uhdhertkn.
he lives iu Ireland or iu England, there is obviou&Iv W^ti.
just die very same amount of commodities lor the people _

°!ieuu*

Of Ireland to subsist upon."

This reasoning assumes that the landlord, while resi-

dent in Ireland, himself personally devours all the cattle

produced on his estates; for on tio other supposit ion
can there be the very same amount of commodities fur

the people of Ireland to subsist upnu, whether their cattle

arc retained in Ireland or exported.

But wheu a Country does not export raw produce,

the consequences of absenteeism are very different.

Those who derive their incomes from such a Country
cannot possibly spend them uliruud until they have pre-

viously spent them at liumc.

When a Leicestershire landlord is resident on his es-

tate, he employs a certain portion of bin land, or, whut
is the same, of his rent, in maintaining the [versons who
provide for him those commodities and services, which
must be produced on the spot w here they are consumed.
If he should remove to London, he would want (he ser-

vices of Londoners, and the produce of laud and capital

which previously maintained labourers resident in Lei-

cester would be sent awuy to maintuiu labourers resi-

dent in London. The labourers would probably follow,

and wages in Leicestershire and London would then be
unaltered; but until they <1 id so, wages would rise ill

the one district and fall iu the other. At the same lime,

as the rise and loll would compensate otic another, as

the fund for the maintenance of labour, and the number
of labourers to be muinlained, would each remain the

same, the same amount of wages would be distributed

among the same number of persons, though not pre-

cisely in the same proportion as before.

If he were now to remove to Paris, a new distribution

must take place. As the price of raw produce is tower

in France than in England, and live difference in habits

and language between the two Countries prevents the

transfer of labourers from the one to the other, neither the

labourers nor the produce of his estates could follow

him. He must employ French labourers, and he must
convert his share of the produce of his estate, or, w hat

is the same thing, his rent, into some exportable form in

order to receive it abroad. It inuy be supposed that he
would receive his rent in money. Even if he were to

do so, the English labourers would not be injured, for

os they do not eat or driuk money, provided Lite same
a mou tit of commodities remained for their use, they

would be unaffected by the export of money. But it is

impossible that he could receive his rent iu inouey

unless he chose to suffer a gratuitous loss. The rate of

exchange between London aud Paris is generally rather

iu favour of Londou, and scarcely ever so deviates from
par between any two Countries, as to cover the expense

of transferring the precious metals from the one to the

other, excepting between the Countries which do, aud
those which do not, possess mines. The remittances

from Englaud to France must be sent, therefore, in the

form of manufactures, either directly to France, or to some
Country with which France has commercial relations.

And how would these manufactures be obtained? Of
course in exchange for the landlord’s reul. His share

of tlw* produce of hia estates would now go to Birming-
ham or She the Id, or Manchester or .London, to oiain-

D
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f\iU«icnl tain the labourers eroph'yed in producing manufacture*,
KcutMimy. to lx sent and sold abroad for his profit. An English

^7 absentee employs his income precisely as if he were to
**" remain at home and consume nothing but hardware ami

AYd^rt. cottons. Instead of (be services of gardener* and ser-

Errvnvuiu vants, upholsterers and tailors, he purchases those of

°t !»»•»• spinners, and weavers, and cutlers. In either ease his in-
Absentee-

crH|ie j s employed in maintaining labourers, though ihe

class of labourers is different ; and in either case, the

whole fund for the maintenance of labourers, and the

number of labourers to be maintained, remaining unal-

tered, the wages of latsmr cannot be affected.

Hut, in fiict, that fund would he rather increased in

quantity and rattier unproved in quality. It would be
increased, lieeause land previously employed as a park,

or in feeding dogs and horses, or hares and pheasants,

would now be employed in producing food or clothing

for rneu. It would be improved, because the increased

production of manufactured commodities would occasion

au increased division of labour, the use of more and
belter tnachiueiy, and the other improvements which we
have ascertained to be its necessary accompaniments.
One disadvantage, aud one only, it appears to us would

be the result. The absentee in a gn at measure escape*

domestic taxation. We say in a great mrature,

because be still remain** liable, if a proprietor of bouses

or ofland, to those fixes which full upon rent: he pays*

too, a part of the taxes on the materials of manufac-
tures; and if it were our policy to tax income or
expoited commodities, he might be forced to pay to the

public revenue evert more thun his former proportion.

But, under our present system, which throws the hulk

of taxation on commodities produced for internal con-

sumption, he receive* the greatrr part of his revenue

without deduction, and, instead of contributing to the

support ol‘ the British Government, contributes to sup-

port i tut of France or Italy. This inconvenience,

pei haps, about balances the advantages winch we have
just mentioned, and leaves a community which exports

only manufactures neither impoverished nor enriched

by the residence abroad of its unproductive mruibera.

We ought, perhaps, on this occasion again to remind
our readers that it is to wealth and poverty that our
attention, when writing ou Political Economy, is con-

fined. The moral effecis of alweuteeism must never be

aeglecled by a writer wIm> inquires into the causes

which promote the happinem of nations, but are without

the province ot a Political Economist. Nor do we
regret that they arc so, for they form a subject on which
it is far more difficult to obtain satisfactory result*. In

, one respect, indeed, the moral question is tile more
simple, as it ia not complicated by the condderation
whether raw produce or manufacture-' ere exported, or

whether the aoo-rrsideitt luadiord is abroad, or iu some
town within his own Country. If hi» presence is to be
morally beneficial, it must be his p>e*ence on his own
estate. To the inhabitants of that estate the place to

which lie abaentx himself is indifferent. Adam Smith
believed his resilience to be morally injurious. “The
residence of a Court,'* lie observe*, (book ii. ch. iii.)

**
in general makes the interior sort ot people dissolute

and poor. 'I he inhabitants of a large village, after

having made considerable progress in manufacture*,
have bionic idle in consequence of a great Lord tiaving
taken up his residence in their neighbourhood.” And
>lr. M'Cu’Wh, wtio*e fidelity and intelligence as an ob-
server may be relied on, stales, as the result of hia own

experience, that in Scotland the estates of absentees are Polities!

almost always the b«*t managed. Much, of course, Economy,

depends on individual character; but we ore inclined to

believe that, in general, the presence of men of large

fortnne is morally detrimental, and that of n:en of Warn,
moderate fortune morally beneficial, to their immediate Kmineun*

neighbourhood. The habits of expense and indulgence <*i"nionv.

which, in different gradations, prevail among nil the ^ L*«rtv»-

n.embers of a great establishment, are mischievous as

examples, and perhaps still more so as sources of
rrpiuing ami discontent. The drawing-room and
stuMe do harm to the neighbouring gentry, aiui the

housekeeper’s room and servant*' hall to their interiors.

But families of moderate income, inclini ng under diet

term incomes between £oOO and £‘21100 a year, appear

to be piaced in the station most favourable to the ac-

quisition of moral and iuteliectual excellence, and to its

diffusion among their associate* and dependents. We
bine no doubt that n weiUregulateil gentleman’s family,

removing the prejudice*, soothing the quarrels, direciing

and stimulating the exertions, and awarding praise

or blame to the conduct of the villagers round them, ia

among the most efficient means by which the character

of » neighbourhood can Ire improved. It is the happi-

ness of this Country that almost every parish has a resi-

dent titled by fortune and education lor these amice*;

and hound, not merely by feeling* of propriety, but as a
matter of expect* and professional duly, to tlarir perform-

ance. The dispersion ihroughoul the Country of so

many thousand clerical families, each acting in iu own
district as a small centre of civilisation, is an advantage

to which, perhaps, we have been too long accustomed

to be able to appreciate it* extent.

Still, however, we think that even the moral effects of
absenteeism have been exaggerated. Those who declaim

against the twelve thousand English lanaiics supposed
to be resident abroad, seem to forget that not one-half,

probably not one-quurtrr, of them, if they were to re-

turn, would dwell any where but in towns, where their

influence would be wasted, or probably not even
exerted. What doe* it signify to the Northumbrian
or Devonshire peasant whether his landlord live*

in Loudon, or Cheltenham, or Rome? And even of
those who would reside in the country, how many
would exercise that influence beneficially? Ilow
many would be fox-hunter* or game-preservers, or sur-

round themselves with dependent* whose example
would more than compensate for the virtue* of their

maatters? Nothing can be more rash than to predict

that good would be the result of causes which are quite

as capable of producing evil.

The economical effect* have been still more generally

misunderstood
; and we have often been tempted to

wonder that doctrines so clear as those which we have
just been submitting to our readers should be admitted

with reluctance even by those who feel the proofs to be
unanswerable, and tdiould be rejected at once by others,

as involving a paradox too monstrous to be worth
examination.

Much of this, probably, arise* from a confusion of

the economical with the moral part of the question.

Many writers ami readers of Political Economy forget

that the clearest proof that absenteeism diminishes fh«

virtue or the hoppines* of the remaining member* of a

comm unity is no answer to argument* which aim only

at proving that it does nut diminish llirir wealth.

Another and perhaps the chief source ot error w tho
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Politic*! circumstance that, when the landlord is present, the gain

'Economy.
concentrated, and the loss diffused, when he is absent

r.'T'f the irain is diffused, and the loss concentrated. When
Dwtnoo- t

s
., .. . .

he quits Ins estate, we can put our finger on the

Wages. village tradesman and labourer who lose his custom and
Erroneous employment. We cannot trace the increase of custom

A haunt*'
anr* cn, pl".vmenl that > a consequently scattered among

Mm!*” millions of manufacturers. When he returns, we sec

that the expenditure of £2000 or £3000 a year in a

small circle gives wealth and spirit to its inhabitants.

We do not see, however clearly we may infer it, that so

much the less is expended in Manchester, Birmingham,

or Leeds. The inhabitants of his village attribute their

gain and their loss to its causes; and their complaints

and acknowledgments ore loud in proportion to the

degree in which they feel their interests to be affected.

No single manufacturer is conscious that the average

annual export of more than forty millions sterling has

been increased or diminished to the amount of

£2000 or £3000. And even if aware of that increase or

diminution, he would not attribute it to the residence

in Yorkshire or Paris of a given individual, of whose
existence he probably is not aware. When to obvious

and palpable effects nothing is to be opposed but infer*

ences deduced by a long, though perfectly demonstrative,

reasoning process, no one con doubt which will prevail,

both with the uneducated, and the educated, vulgar.

Many persons, also, ore perplexed by the consideration,

that all the commodities which are exported as re*

mittances of the absentee's income are exports for which
no return is obtained ; that they are as much lost to this

Country as if they were a tribute paid to a foreign

State, or even as if they were thrown periodically into

the sea. This is unquestionably true ; but it must he

recollected, that whatever is unproductive!)* consumed
is, by the very terms of the proposition, destroyed, with*

out producing any return. The only difference between
the two cases i«, that the resident landlord performs that

destruction here ; the absentee performs it abroad. In
eitlter case, he first purchases the services of those who
pruditce the things which he, for his benefit, not for

theirs, is to consume. I flic stays here, he pays a man
to brush a coat, or clean a pair of boots or arrange a
table ; all which in an hour after are in their former
condition. When abroad, he pays an equal sum for

the production of needies, or calicoes, which are sent
abroad, and equally consumed without further benefit

to those who produced them. They are, in fact, sold
for money to be employed in paying the wage* of those

foreign servants who now brush the shoes and draw the
corks, which, if the landlord had not been an absentee,
would have been brushed and drawn in England. The
income of unproductive consumers, however paid, is a
tribute; and whether they enjoy it here or elsewhere, is

their own concern. We know that a man cannot eat his

cake and have it ; and it is equally true that he cannot
sell a cake to another and keep it lor himself.

Again, some acute reasoners appear to us to have been led
into error on this subject, by perceiving that the income of
an absentee is generally remitted to him by means ofa trade
in which the returns are comparatively slow,* and that the
expenditure of his income is profitable to those among
whom he resides. f Now assuming that these circumstances

• Prof«*Kir Longfirld, Leciaret on Commrrce and Ahtenteriam, ji, 6.

•f C*i*;y H’ngrt, p. 46. A Work which w regret Dot to have
received until part of this Treatise had been stereotyped, and the
remainder was in print.

occasion a loss to any body, it is clear that the loss fulls Political

solely on the absentee. His rents ure, in the first in*
t

^
ODomy*

stance, expended as quickly as they are received in the

purchase of manufactured commodities, to be exported

for his benefit us a means of remittance. They are ex- Wages,
pended, therefore, in the support of the trade of the Erroneous

English manufacturer, a trade giving quick returns, high «l»* ,, 'o*«*

wages, and, if we may judge from the additional capital

which it is attracting every day, high profits. The ab-

sentee, in thus spending his income, gives to England
all that an unproductive consumer can give, the wayes
and the profits arising from the expenditure in England
of his income as fast as he receives it. Neither the gain

nor the loss attending on the remittance or on the subse-

quent expenditure of its amount are any concern of ours.

They affect only the absentee. If he selects ill the place

of his residence, he may have to lose by remittances at

long dates, or at an unfavourable exchange, or have to

pay dearly for bad commodities or unskilful services.

If he selects it well, he may be a gainer by the interme-

diate operations to which his income has been subjected,

and receive a larger revenue than he would have ob-
tained at home, or may spend that revenue more agree-

ably. But with all this Englaud has nothing to do.

The last cause to which we attribute the slow progress

of correct opinions on this subject is their distastefulness

to the most influential members of the community.
Nothing can be more flattering to landlords, annuitants,

mortgagees, and fundholders, than to he told that their

residence is of vital importance to the Country.
Nothing can be more humiliating than to he assured

that it is utterly immaterial to the rest of the community
whether they live in Brighton, or London, or Paris.

Those who are aware how much our judgment, even in

matters of Science, is influenced by our wishes, will r.ot

be surprised at the prejudices against a doctrine which
forbids the bulk of the educated class to believe that

they are benefactors to their Country by the mere act of
residing within its shores.

We may appear, perhaps, to have dwell too much on
a single subject

;
but no prevalent error can be effectually

exposed until its prevalence has been accounted for.

And these are errors which are to be heard in every
society, and often from those whose general views in

Political Economy are correct. They may be called

harmless errors, but no error is, in fact, harmless ; and
when there is so much in our habits that really requires

alteration, we may lose sight of the real and the remedi-

able causes of evil, while our attention is misdirected to

absenteeism.

Fourthly. Our proposition that the rate of wages Machines,

depends on the extent of ihe fund for the maintenance
oflabourers, compared with the number of labourers to

be maintained, is inconsistent with the doctrine (hat (he

general rate of tcaget row, except in two caves, be
diminished by (he introduction of machinery.

The two cases in which the introduction of machinery
can produce such an effect are, first, when labour is

employed in Hie construction of machinery, which labour

would otherwise have been employed in the production
of commodities for the use of labourers

;
and, secondly,

when the machine itself consumes commodities which
would otherwise have been consumed by labourers, and
that to a greater extent than it produces them.
The first case is put by Mr. Ricardo, in his chapter

on machinery ; but in so detailed a form, that, instead
of quoting it, we will extract its substance, with a slight
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Political variation of the terms. He supposes n capilnlist to

on the business of a manufacturer of commodities

Dictribu-
ôr *^c ,,5C ^nurers » or» 1° U8C a more concise

tioa. expression, the business of a manufacturer of wages.
Wages. He supposes him to have been in the habit of oommenc-
XrrtMuous

|ng every year with a capital consisting of wages for a

S«toae
rcnain number of labourers, which we call twenty-six,

y and of employing that capital in hiring twenty men) to

reproduce, during the year, wages for the whole twenty-

aix, and six to produce commodities for himself. He
now supposes him to employ ten of his men during a
year in producing, not wages, but a machine, which,

with the aid of seven men to keep it in repair and work
it, will produce every year wages for thirteen inen ; that

is, wages for six men besides the seven that work it. At
the end of the year the capitalist's situation would be
unaltered: lie would have wages for thirteen men, the

produce of the labour of his other ten men during the

year; and his machine, also the produce of the labour

of ten men during the year, and therefore of equal

value. And his situation would continue unaltered.

Every year his machine would produce wages for

thirteen men, of whom seven must be employed in

repairing and working it, and six might, as before, be
employed for the benefit of the capitalist. But we have
seen that, during the year in w/iich the machine %cat
constructed , only ten men were employed in producing
wages instead of twenty, and, consequently, that wages
were produced for only thirteen men instead of for

twenty-six. At the end of that year, therefore, the fund
for the maintenance of labour was diminished, and
wages must, consequently, have fallen. It is of great

importance to recollect, that the only reason for this full

was the diminution of the annual production. The
twenty men produced wages for twenty-six men: the

machine produces wages for only thirteen. The vulgar

error on this subject supposes the evil to arise, not from
its true cause, the expense of constructing the machine,
but from the productive powers of that machine. So
far is this from being true, that those productive powers
are the specific benefit which is to he set against the evil

of its expensiveness. If, instead of wages lor thirteen

men, the machine could produce wages for thirty, its

use. as soon as it came into operation, would have
increased instead of diminishing the fund for the main-
tenance of labour. The same effect would have been
produced, if the machine could have been obtained with-

out excuse ; or if the capitalist, instead of building it

out of his capital, had built it out of his profits ; if,

instead of withdrawing ten men for a year from the

production of wages, he had employed in its construction,

during two years, five of the men whom he is supposed
to have employed in producing commodities for his own
use. In either case, the additional produce obtained

from the machine would have been an additional fund
for the maintenance, of labour

;
and wages must, ac-

cording to our elementary proposition, have risen.

We have thought it necessary to stale this possible

evil as a part of the theory of machinery, but we are far

from attaching any practical importance to it. We do
not believe that there exists upon record a single

instance in which the whole annual produce has been
diminished by the use of inanimate machinery. Partly
in consequence of the expense of constructing the
greater part of machinery being defrayed out of profits
or rent, and partly in consequence of the great propor-
tion which the productive powers of machinery bear to

the expense of its construction, its use is uniformly
accompanied by an enormous increase of production.

The annual consumption of cotton wool in this Country,
before the introduction of the spinning-jenny, did not

exceed twelve hundred thousand pounds ; it now
amounts to two hundred and forty millions. The num-
ber of copies of hooks extant at any one period before

the invention of the printing-press was probably smaller
than that which is now produced in a single day.

Mr. Ricardo’s proposition, therefore, (Princ

.

474.) that

the use of machinery frequently diminishes the quantity

of the gross produce of a Country, is erroneous, so far

as it depends on the case which he has supposed, and of
which we have stated the substance.

The other exception, that where the machine itself

consumes commodities which would otherwise have
been consumed by labourers, and that to a greater

extent than it produces them, applies only to the case of
horses and working-cattle, which may he termed ani-

mated machines. We will suppose a farmer to employ on
his farm twenty men, who produce anpually their own
subsistence, and that of six other men producing com-
modities for the lisa of their master. If five horses,

consuming, we will say, as much as eight men, could do
the work of ten men, it would be worth the farmer's while

to substitute them for eight of his men, as he would be
able to increase the number of persons who work for

his own benefit from six to eight. But after deducting
the subsistence of the horses, the fund for the mainte-

nance of labourers would be reduced from wages for

twenty-six men to wages for eighteen. We cannot
refuse to admit that such cases may exist, or to deplore
the misery that must accompany them. They are, in

fact, now occurring in Ireland, and are occasioning much
of the distress of that Country. They seem, indeed, to

be the natural accompaniments of a certain period in the

progress of nalional improvement. In the early stages
of society, the rank and even the safety of the landed
proprietor is principally determined by the number of
his dependents. The best mode of increasing that

number is to allow the land, which he does not occupy
as his own demesne, to be subdivided into smalt

tenements, each cultivated by one fumily, and just

sufficient for their support. Such tenants can of course

pay little rent, but they are enabled by their abundant
leisure. %nd forced by their absolute dependence, to

swell the retinue, and aid the political influence, ol their

landlord in peace, nod to follow his banner in public and
private war. Cameron of Lochiel, whose rental did

not exceed £b00 a year, carried with him into the Re-
bellion of 1745 eight hundred men raised from his own
tenantry. But in the progress of civilization, as wealth

becomes the principal means of distinction mid influence,

landowners prefer rent to dependents. To obtain rent,

that process of cultivation must be employed which will

give, not absolutely the greutest amount of produce, but
the greatest after deducting the expenses. For this pur-
pose a tract of five hundred acres, from which fifty

families produced their own subsistence, and produced
scarcely any thing more, may be converted into one
farm, and with the labour of ten families, and as many
horses, may produce the subsistence of only thirty fami-

lies, Fortunately, however, the period at which these

alterations take place is generally one of great social

improvement ; so that, after a short interval, the in-

creased diligence and skill with which lubour in applied

occasionan increase ofthe produce, after deducting the new

r
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fV.itic«) expenditure. The fund for the maintenance of labourers
JL’—omy. now becomes increased from two different wum>—partly

Dishilm
^rom l^e increased efficiency of human labourwhen aided

lii>u. by that of horses and cattle, and partly from the results of

\V«

a

part of the human labour set free by the substitution

Km»n>^iw of brutes. The ultimate consequence* of attch a change
are always beneficial ; the change itself must, in general,

l*1*' be accompanied by distress.

But with the exception of these two cases, one of

which produces only temporary effects, and the other,

though apparently possible, seems never actually to

occur, it appears clear that the ttae of machinery must
either rone the general rote of wages, or leave it un-
altered.

When machinery ia applied to the production of com-
modities which nre wnf intended, directly or indirectly,

for the use of lahourer*, it occaaioti* no alteration in the

general rate of wages ; we aay the general rate of

wages, because it may diminish the rate of wages in

some employment*,—a diminution always compensated

by a corresponding increase in some others. A small

screw was shown to us at Birmingham which, in the ma-
nufacture of corkscrews, performed the work of fifty-

nine men ; with its assistance one man could cut a spiral

groove in a« ninny corkscrew shanks as sixty men could

have cut in the same time with the tools previously in

use. As the use of corkscrews is limbed, it ia not pro-

bable that the demand for them has sufficiently inerrueed

to enable the whole number of labourers previously em-
ployed in their manufacture to remain so employed
after such an increase in their productive power. Some
of the corkscrew-makers, therefore, must have been

thrown out of work, and the rate of wages in that trade

probably fell. But as the whole fund tor the mainte-

nance of lalxmrert, and the whole number of labourers

to be maintained, remained unaltered, that fall must
have been balanced by a rise somewhere else—a rise

which we may trace to its proximate cause, by recollect-

ing that the fall in the price of corkscrews must have left

every purchnaer of a corkscrew a fond for the purchase

of labour, rather larger than he would have possessed if

be bad paid the former price.

If, however, machinery be applied to the production

of any commodity used by the labouring population, the

general rate of wages will rite. That it cannot fail is

dear, on the grounds which we have just stated. If

the improvement be great, and the commodity not sub-

ject to a corresponding increase of demand, some of

the labourers formerly employed In it* production will

be thrown out of employment, am) wage*, in that trade,

will lull—it fall which, a* the whole fund lor the mainte-

mwe of labour is not diminished, must be met by a
corresponding rise in some other trade. But the fund

will he increased by the additional quantity produced of

the commodity to which the improvement has been ap-
plied : estimated in that commodity therefore, the general
rate ot wage*, nr, m other words, the quantity of com-
modities obtained by the labouring population, will be
increased by the introduction of machinery ; estimated
hi all others, it will be statmnanr.
The example taken from the manufacture of cork-

screws is oh unfavoorubie to the effects of machinery as
can be proposed

; for the use of the commodity ia sup-
posed to be unable to keep up with the increased power
of production, and the whole number of labourers em-
ployed on it is. consequently, diminished. This, how-
ever, h a very rare occurrence. The usual effect of an

increase in the facility of producing a commodity is so to Political

increase its consumption as to occasion the employment Economy.

of more, not less, labour than before.

We have already called the reader's attention to the

effect* of machinery in the manufacture of cotton and in \v <lXea
printing. Each of the»e trades probably employs ten Krn>neoo*

times ns many labourers us it won hi huve employed ifopmieoB.

spinning-jennies and types had not been invented.
^*cbmcry.

Under such circumstances, (and they are the usual ones,)

the lienefits of machinery are not alloyed by even par-

tial inconvenience.

Those who ore little affected by inferences from general

propositions may lie inffnenced by a witness who stales

the results of his own observations. We will support
onr argument, therefore, by the following extract from
Mr. Cowell’s valuable preface to the tables of waire*
constructed by him in the performance of bis duties a* a
Commissioner on the Factory Inquiry:

—

** A* long as the cot ion-working continues to extend,

the apprehensions entertained by the operatives of a inti

in wages, either tor aduils or children, consequent upon
improvement* in machinery, are groundless. Their
assertion is, (anil it urns repealed to me innumerable
times.) that they have to turn out more work now for

less wages than formerly. The Manchester and Sa/ford
Advertiser, which is the journal of the operatives, scarcely

publishes a number winch dues not ring the changes on
this assertion; and in that fur the 11th of January, 1834,

it asserts, *• that a spinner now turns out double the

work for a tenth less wages than in 1804/
“ The matter stand* thus: in 1804 u spinner was paid

8*. fkl. lor every pound of yarn of the fineness of two
hundred hanks to tiie pound, spinning on a mule of the

average productive power of that time. What that pro-

ductive power was I do not know. But in 1829 lie

was paid at the rule of 4*. Id. for spinning the same
quality on a mule of (he productive power of three hun-
dred and twelve : in 1831, and at present, at the rate of
Js. 5d. and 2*. for spinning the same quality on a
uiuie of the productive power of nix hundred and forty-

eight. These quotation* are from the Manchester price*.

“Thus, in 1829, the spinner turned off three hundred
and twelve pounds of yarn in the same time that he now
takes to turn off six hundred and forty-eight. He was
paid at the rate of 4s. Id. per pound in 18*29, lie is now
paid at the rate of 2*. 5d. But three hundred and twelve

pound* at 4r. Id. amount to one thousand two hundred

and seventy -four shillings, and six huudrrd and forty-

eight pounds at 2*. b*L to one thousand five hundred and
sixty '*ix -ihdiiiig*. He receive*, therefore, two hundred
and niuety-twoahillings mnte than he did in 1 829 for equal

times of work. It is perfectly 'rue that he does 4 more
work for leas wages than in 1829 but this ia nothing

to the purpose, when the proposition to be proved is*

that ‘ wages are lower than formerly.' 1 mean to aay,

that a spinner earns a shilling, or a pound, or a hun-

dred pounds, in less time at present than he would have

consumed in earning a shilling, or a pound, or a hun-

dred pounds, ten years ago, and with the same or less

labour ; that this enhancement of bis earning* ha* been

owing to improvements in machinery ; that the progresn

of improvements will progressively advance his earnings

still higher, and at the same time enable a greater num-
ber of individuals to profit by the enhanced rate than

actually profits by the actual rate
;
(provided that no-

thing occurs to prevent tne cotton business from deve-

loping itself for the next thirty years as it has done for
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Political the last ;) atul that any improvement in the machinery
Ecouu.ry.

jM a|) y one 0f |jie numerous depart mi nis of cotton-work-

iiig will operate to enhance the rate of wages in all other

tl>n< branches, (as well as in that department in which it takes

Wagr*. place,) by increasing the actual previous demand tor

Ernmeuus labour in those other branches. 1 assert that every iro-~ provemen t of cotton machinery, iu any depuxl incut of
1 mvT)'

cotton-working, has hitherto had the effect of enabling
4 on operative* (speaking iu general of every oue, in

every department whatever) lo earn a greater net amount
of money, iuany given time, than lie would have done if

live improvements had never taken place.

“ The misconceptions as to the real died of machinery

on the wages of labour which the operatives entertain

arc the causes of turn-outs and strikes; they produce

runkling discontent towards their maslers, aud J regret

that 1 have not had the opportunity of giving them a
fuller exposure.

" I certainly consider it of great consequence that the

operatives themselves should be satisfied that improve-

ments in machinery tend to raise the amount of money
that they gain individually and generally, for the same
number of hours’ work. Those who dispute the fact

must, I think, admit that i have established it in the

cases which I have selected, as far as spinners are con*

cerned ; and as they must likewise admit that the im-

provement specified creates a fresh and additional demand
for young hands, (bey must also admit that the wages of

young hands arc augmented in consequence. They
must equally admit, that as the price of l he article will

be lowered in the market from the effects of the im-

provement, more of it will be consumed ; and hence

that, in alt the correlate professes connected with spin-

ning of cotton, more hands will be required, and conse-

quently that wages throughout the whole range of

cotton-working will be better than they were belore. If

these considerations should induce operatives to hesitate

before they combine and turn out against new machinery,

before they again calm l for shortening the hours of work,

in order to counteract the (fancied) injurious effect upon
wages of improvement* in machinery, and should lead

them lo neglect the advice of those who urge them 4
to

strike for eight hours’ work and twelve hours* earnings,'

(aud this is the advice they have lately received,) my pur-

pose will be answered.
“ The generality of the operatives in cotton -working

are well meaning, respectable, shrewd, and sensible ; and
I believe that ifthe real effect of machinery in augmenting
the actual rate of their earnings, and in enabling a greater

number of persons to benefit by the augmented rate,

could be fairly set before them and rendered familiar to

their minds, it would have a most beneficial effect upon
their actions as members of society." Factory Inquiry
Commission, 2d Report. D. i. 119. n. m.

Population. Fifthly. Closely connected with this mistake, and
occasioned by the same habit of attending only to what
is temporary and partial, ami neglecting what is perma-
nent and general ; of dwelling on the evil that is con-

centrated, and being insensible to the benefit that is dif-

fused. is the common error of supposing that the general

rate of wages can be reduced by the importation of
foreign commodities. In fact, the opening of a new
market is precisely analogous to the introduction of a
new machine, except that it is a machine which it costs

nothing to construct or) to keep up. If the foreign

commodity be not consumed by the labouring popula-
tion, its introduction leaves the general rate of wages

unaffected ; if it be used by them, their wages are Political

raided as estimated iu that commodity. If the laws
which favour the wines of the Cape to the exclusion of those

Jy
of France were regaled, more labourer!, would be employed

n

in producing commodities fur the French market, and Wages,
fewer fur that of tile Cape. Wages might temporarily Utrunvoua

fill in the one trade, and rise iu the other. The clear

benefit would lie derived by the dtiukers of wine. w!k>,

at Lne same expense, would obtain more or better wine.

So if what are culled the protecting duties on French
silks were removed, fewer labourers would be employed
iu the direct production of silk, mul more in its indirect

production, by the production of the cottons or hard-

ware with which it would be purchased. The wearers
of i-fk would be the only class ultimately benefited

;

and hs the labouring population ueither wear silk nor
drink wine, the general rate of wages would, in both
cases, remain unaltered. Rut if the laws which prohibit

our obtaining utt the most advantageous terms sugar and
corn were altered, that portion of the fund fur the

maintenance of labour, which consists of corn and
sugar, would be increased. And the general rate of

wages, as estimated in two of tile most important utricles

of food* would be raised.

Sixthly. The views which we have been endeavouring Emj,ioy_

to explain arc inconsistent wife* the common opinion, m«nt.

that the unproductive, conuimpiion oflandlordsand capi-

talitls is beneficial to the lubouring classes, because it

furnishes them with employment. " Tillage.’’ suv* Palcv,
(and this is another form of the same fallacy,) " is pre-

ferable to pasturage, not only because the provision

which it yields goes much further in llie sustciitalion of

life, but became it atlurds employment to a more nume-
rous peasantry.” The production of more sub-istcuce is

certainly an advantage, but what is the advantage of its

requiring more labour? If this he an advantage (he
fertility of laud is an evil. If the thing requited be cm-
ployment, we should abandon ploughs aud even spades.

To scratch up a rood with the fingers would give mure
employment than to dig un acre. Those who maintain
that unproductive consumption does good by affording

employment, must forget that it is not employment, hut

food, clothing, shelter, and fuel, in short, the materials

of subsistence and comfort, that the labouring classes

require. The word “ employment” is merely u concise

form of designating toil, trouble, exposure, and fatigue.

It is indeed sometimes cl optically used as implying the

subsistence which is purchased by enduring it. A poor
man complains that he wants work. lie might work lo

his heart’s content, and with no man’s leave, if he chose
to carry stones from the bottom to the top of a hill,

lint what he wants is work as a means of obtaining pay-*

meat. He would be h ippy lo get the payment without

the work. Toil, exposure, and fatigue, per sr, are evils,

end the less of them Uint is required for obtaining a given

amount ofsubsistence and comfort, or, in other words, the

greater the lacility of obtaining that given amount, the

better, caleris paribus, will be the couditiou of the labour-

ing classes; indeed, of all classes in the community.
What occasions the prosperity of a colony? Not (he

dearness of subsistence, but its cheapness ; not the diffi-

culty of obtaining food, clothing, shelter, aud fuel, but the

facility. Now how can unproductive consumption increase

tills facility ? How can the fund irotn which all are to be

maintained be augmented by the destruction of a portion

of it? If the higher orders were to return to the cus-

toms of a century ago, aud cover their coats with gold
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lace, they might enjoy their own finery ;
but how would

that benefit their inferiors ? The theory which we are

considering replies that they would be benefited bv being

employed in making the lace. It is true that a coat,

instead of costing £‘5, would cost £55. But what be-

comes now of the extra £50? for it cannot be said that,

because it is not spent on a laced coat, it does not exist.

If a landlord with £10,000 a year spends it un produc-
tively, he pays it away to those who furnish the embel-

lishments of his house and grounds, and supply hia

stable, his equipage, and his clothes. Suppose him now
to abandon all unproductive expenditure, to confine

himself to bare necessaries, and to earn them by his own
labour, the first consequence would be, that those among
whom he previously spent his £10,000 a year would
lose him as an employer ; and beyond this the theory in

question sees nothing. But what would he do with the

£10,000 which he would still annually receive? No
one supposes that he would lock it up in a box, or bury

It in his garden. Whether productively nr unproduc-

tive^, it still must be spent. If spent by himself, os by

the supposition it would be spent productively, it must
increase, and every year still further increase, the whole

fund applicable to the use of the rest of the community.

If not spent by himself, it must be lent, as is done by

n miser of the present day, to some other person, and
by that person it must be spent productively or unpro-
ductive^ lie might, perhaps, buy with it property

in the English funds ; hut wiiat becomes of it in the

hands of the person who sells to him that funded pro-

perty ? He might buy with it French rentes; but

in what form would the price of those rentes go to

Paris?—In the form, as we have seen, of manufactured

commodities. Quactnique via dutd, every man must
spend his income ; and the less he spends on himself,

the more remains for the rest of the world.

The seventh and last theory inconsistent with our own
views, to which we shall call the reader’s attention, is

that proposed hy Mr. Ricardo in the following passage :

—

“ The labouring class have no small interest in the

manner in which the net income of the Country is ex-

pended, although it should, in all cases, be expended

for the gratification and enjoyment of those who are

fairly entitled to it.

“ If a landlord, or a capitalist, expends his revenue in

the manner of an ancient Baron, in the support of a

great number of retainers or menial servants, he will

give employment to much more labour than if he ex-

pended it on fine clothes or costly furniture.

‘In both cases the net revenue would be the same,

and so would be the gross revenue, but the former

would be realized in different commodities. If my re-

venue were £10,000, the same quantity nearly of pro-

ductive laltour would be employed, whether I realized it

in fine clothes and costly furniture, &c. &c., or in a

quantity of food and clothing of the same value If,

however, I realized my revenue in the first set of com-
modities. no more labour would be consequently em-
ployed r I should enjoy my furniture and my clothes, and
there would be an end of them ; but if I realized my
revenue in food and clothing, and my desire was to em-
ploy menial servants, all those whom I could so employ
with my revenue of £10,000, or with the food and
clothing which it would purchase, would be lobe added
to the former demand for labourers, and this addition

would take place only bemuse 1 chose this mode of ex-
pending my revenue. As the labourers, then, are inte-

rested in the demand for labour, they must naturally de- Political

sire that ns much as possible should be diverted from Economy,

expenditure on luxuries, to be expended in the support

of menial servants. boa"
** In the same manner a Country engaged in war, and Wages.

'

which is under the necessity of maintaining large fleets Preference

and armies, employ* a great many more men than will “f

*

ty»c«»

be employed when the war terminates, and the annual
expenses which it brings with it cease.

** If I were not called upon for a tax of £500 during

the war, which is expended on men in the situ at ion •* of

soldiers and sailors, I might probably spend that portion

of my income on furniture, clothes, books &e. &c., and
whether it was expended in the one way or the other,

there would be the same quantity of labour employed in

production
;
for the food and clothing of the soldier and

sailor would require the same amount of industry to pro-

duce them as the more luxurious commodities : hut, in

the case of war, there would he the additional demand
for men as soldiers and sailors ; and. consequently, a

war which is supported out of the revenue, and not from

the capital of a Country, is favourable to an increase of

population.
“ At the termination of the war, when part of my re-

venue reverts to me, and is employed as hefore in the

purchase of wine, furniture, or other luxuries, the popu-
lation which it before supported, and which the war called

into existence, will become redundant, and by its

effect on the rest of the population, and its competition

with it for employment, will sink the value of wages,
end very materially deteriorate the condition of the

labouring classes.” *

Mr. Ricardo's theory is, that it is more beneficial to

the labouring classes to be employed in the production

of services than in the production of commodities; that

it is better for them to lie employed in standing behind

chairs than in making chairs ; as soldiers or sailors than

as manufacturers. Now, us it is clear that the whole
quantity of commodities provided for the use of labour-

ers is not increased by the conversion of an artisan into

a footman or a soldier, either Mr. Ricardo must be wrong,
or our elementary proposition Is false.

Mr. Ricardo seems to have been led to his conclusions

by observing that the wages of servants, sailors, and
soldiers are principally paid in kind—those of artisans

in money. He correctly states, that if a man with

£ 1 0,000 a year spends his income in the purchase of

commodities for his own use, he retains, alter having

made those purchases, no further fund for the mainte-

nance of labour
;
but that if he spends it in the purchase

of commodities to be employed in maintaining menial

servants, he has, in those purchased commodities, a

new fund with which he can maintain a certain number
of menial servants. It appeared to him, therefore,

that the landlord would, in the latter case, be able to

spend his income twice over ; to subsist twice as many
persons as before. It did not occur to him that the

landlord, by purchasing himself the subsistence of his

servants, merely does for them what they would be able

to do better for themselves ; that, instead of spending

his own income twice over, he merely takes on himself

the business of spending theirs for them. He did not

perceive that all that the landlord spends in purchasing

the subsistence and clothing of his servants, is so much
deducted from whst he would otherwise have to pay to

_ • PrwdpJrt, iff. p. 475.
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i Political them in money, to be by them employed in the purchase
Economy. 0f subsistence and clothing ; and that if he were to give

to his servants the value of their whole subsistence in
1 u' money, the whole b'xlv of labourers would be just as well

Wages. maintained as in the supposed case of his purchasing their

Erroneous subsistence, and then giving it to them in exchange for

opinion*. their services. No one would maintain that, if it were the

orsenke*
1

Eeneral pn«1ice,ii» this Country. as it is in India, to give

to eouuao- to servants board wages, the demand for labour would

ditie*. be lessened ; or thut if it were the practice, os it is in semi-

barburous Countries, to maintain servants to produce

within their masters* walls the commodities which we
are accustomed to purchase from shops, such us the

fine clothes nud furniture to which Mr. Ricardo alludes,

the demand for labour would be increased. Still less

could it be maintained, that if those servants, instead of

producing commodities, were employed in following their

master's person, or mounting guard before his door, such

a change would create an additional deinund for men,

and be favourable to un increase of population.

So fur arc we from concurring in Mr. Ricardo's opi-

nion, that it is the interest of the labourers that revenue

should be spent rather on services than on commodities,

that we believe their inleresl to be precisely opposite. In
the first place, the labourer can generally manage better

his own income than it can be managed for him by his

master. If a domestic servant could earn as wages the

whole sum which he costs his master, even if he were to

spend it as he received it, he would probably spend it with

more enjoyment. Secondly, the income spent on services

is generally spent in the purchase of what perishes at the

instant of its creation; that spent on commodities often

leaves results which, when their first purchaser has done
with them, are serviceable 1o others. In this Country
the poor ure, to a great extent, clothed with garments
originally provided for their superiors. In all the better

class of cottages may be found articles of furniture which

never could have been made for their present poFse&s-

ors. A large portion of the commodities which now
contribute to the comfort of the labouring classes would
never have existed if it had been the fashion in this

Country, during the last fifty years, to prefer retinue and
attendance to durable commodities. And, thirdly, the

income employed on commodities is favourable to the

creation of both material and immaterial capital ; that

employed on services is not. The duties of a servant are

so easily learned, that he can scarcely be termed a skilled

labourer ; his accumulations are small in amount, and
seldom turned to much advantage. The artisan learns

a trade, in which every year adds to his skill, and is

taught mechanical and chemical processes, often suscep*

lible of indefinite improvement, ami in which a single

invention may raise the author to wealth, and diffuse

prosperity over a whole district, or even a whole nation.

An industrious artisan can often save a large portion of
his income, and invest it with great and immediate pro-

fit. He purchases with his savings a small stock of tools

and materials, and, by the vigilance and activity which
can be applied only to a small capital, renders every

portion of it efficient. The ancestors, and not the remote
ancestors, of some of our richest and our proudest fu mi-
lies, the authors of some of our most valuable discoveries,

were common mechanics. What menial servant lias in

this Country, and in modem times, been a public bene'
factor, or even raised himself to affluence ? Both his-
tory and observation show that those Countries in which
expenditure is chiefly employed in the purchase of ser-

vol. VI.

vices are poor, and those in which it is chiefly employed Political

on commodities are rich. Economy

Mr. Ricardo's theory as to the effects of war is still

more strikingly erroneous. It is, in the first place, open
to all the objections which we have already opposed to Wages,
his views respecting menial servants. The revenue

which is employed in maintaining ^ldiera and sailors

would, even if unproductive!)’ consumed, maintain at

leant an equal number of servants and artisans ; and that

portion of it which would have been employed in the

maintenance of artisans would (as we have seen) have
been far more beneficially employed. The demand for

soldiers and sailors is not, as be terms it, an additional, It

is merely a substituted, demand. But a great port of
that revenue would have been productively consumed.
Instead of employing some labourers in converting sub-
urbs into fortifications, and forests into navies, to perish

by dry rot in harbour, or by exposure at sea, and others

in walking the deck and paruding on the rampart, it

would have employed them in adding more and more
every year to the fund from which their subsistence is

derived. War is mischievous to every class in the com-
munity ; but to none is it such a curse as to the

labourers.

Wc have now explained the principal errors which
are inconsistent with our elementary proposition, namely,

that the quantity and quality of the commodities ob-

tained by each labouring family during the year must
depend on the quantity and quality of the commodities

directly or indirectly appropriated during the year to the

use of the labouring population , compared with the

number of labouring families, or, to speak more concisely,

on the extent of thefund for the maintenance of labour-

ers, compared with the number of labourers to be main-
tained.

On what, then, does the extent of that fund depend ?

In the first place, on the productiveness of labour in the

direct or indirect production of the commodities used by
the labourer ; and, in the second place, on the number
of persons directly or indirectly employed in the produc-

tion of things for the use of labourers, compared with the

whole number of labouring families, if we wished to

ascertain the comparative wages of the labouring popu-

lation in two parishes, containing each, we will say,

twenty-four labouring families, these are the only two

points to which we need direct our inquiries. If wc
found that in thuone parish eighteen families, and in the

other only twelve, were employed in producing commo-
dities for the whole twenty-four, we should infer that,

supposing the labour of each to be equally productive,

wages must be higher by one-fourth in the first than in

the second. But if we found that in the second parish

labour was more productive by one-half than in the first,

we should infer nil equality of wages in the two.

We will begin by considering the causes which Productive-

affect the productiveness of labour in the direct or new of 1»-

hwlirect production of the commodities used by the tx>ur*

labourer. We add the word indirect, not with refer-

ence to the whole fund which supplies the mainte-

nance of all the labourers throughout the world, but

with reference to the fund which supplies the wants of

the labourers in a particular Country. If wc consider

the whole world as forming one community.it is obvious

that the fund for the subsistence of the labouring por-

2 B
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Political lion of that community cannot be increased by the in-
Ka>ncuny. creased production of those commodities which they do

not use ; by the iucresscd production, for instance, of

lace or statues.

Wages. But the fund for the maintenance of the labourers in

Productive- any given Country may be, and often is. materially de-
neaaofla- pendent on the facility witli which they can produce

commodities useless to themselves except as the instru-

ments of exchange. The teu, the tobacco, and the sugar

used by our labouring population are principally ob-

tained in return for exported commodities unfitted for

our climate and our habits. But the superior facility

with which we produce those exported commodities en-

ables, or, if legislative interference did not prevent it,

would enable, our labouring population to obtain tea,

sugar, and tobacco with less labour than they cost in

the Countries of which they arc the natural growth. It

is unimportant to the labourer whether his corn is the

produce of the soil of England or of' Poland ; whether

it is obtained directly by meaus of the plough, or indi-

rectly by means of the loom.

On what then does the first of these two causes,

namely, the productiveness of labour, depend ?

First. It depends partly on the corporeal, intellectual,

and moral qualities of the labourer ; on his diligence,

his skill, and his strength of body and mind. And these

depend on causes, many of which are imperfectly un-
derstood, and others are too complicated to admit of
concise explanation, or to be fully considered without en-
tering into investigations connected indeed with Political

Economy, but not within its peculiar province. Much
may depend on race and on dimate ; much more de-
pends on religion, education, and government One
cause only we shall slightly dwell on, because it ia sim-
ple, and has not been sufficiently considered by any
writers except M. Quetelet* and Sir F. D’lvernois.t

and that is, the mean age of the labouring popula-
tion. This depends partly on the average duration of
life in a Country, and partly on the rate at which its

population is increasing. In England, the average du-
ration of life is supposed to amount to about forty-four

years. In many Countries it does not reach thirty-five ; in

some it does not attain twenty-five. Again, in some
Countries the population doubles every twenty-five years.

At the present rate of increase in England it would
double in about fifty. The average period of its doubling
throughout Europe is supposed to be about a century. £
Now it is obvious that, the number of persons and the

rate of iucrease in any two Countries being given, that

Country would have the greater number of adults in

which the average duration of life was the longer ; and,
the longevity being given, that Country would have the
greater proportion of adults in which the rate of increase
was the slower. Longevity, and a population stationary

or slowly increasing, are therefore favourable to the
productiveness of labour.

Secondly. The corporeal, intellectual, and moral
qualities of the labourer being given, the productiveness
of labour in any Country will partly depend on the na-
tural agents by which it is assisted, or, in other words, on
the climate, soil, situation, and extent in proportion to
Us population, of that Country.
To Mine Cotmlrio nature ha, r.fuwd (he mean, of

suppoiUng human iife t to others .he hu refuse, I the

* f- h P- 3SU.1
t $.C.

means of wealth. No exertions would enable a com- PoKtLeal

mnniiy to exist long on Melville Island, or in the Deserts

of Africa, or to exist comfortably in Greenland or Nova
v—

Zembla. But, though she can deny riches, she cannot D>****h®*

give them. The finest districts in tlic world are among ^v««a.
the poorest. With all the brute and inanimate sources Produrtzva-

of affluence profusely scattered before them, the inhabit- o*m of U-
auts of the greater part of Africa, America, and Asia b<mr'

want the moral and intellectual qualities by which the

raw materials of wealth are to be worked up. Even
the Iceland ersscem to be richer than the Guachoa. But,
although local advantages are far from being the moat
efficient causes of the productiveness of labour, their in-

fluence must not be disregarded. They have enabled the
colonies of highly civilized nations to advance to opu-
lence with a rapidity of which we have no other ex-

ample.

l Thirdly. The productiveness of labour partly depends
on the degree in w hich it is assisted by abstinence, or, to

use a more familiar expression, by tbe use of capital.

We have already explained live advantages afforded

by capital, and traced them to the use of implements
and the division of labour, and need only remind our
readers that, of all means by which labour can be ren-

dered productive, the nse of capital is far the most effi-

cient. Without tools, and witliout the division of em-
ployments, man would be an animal less capable of ob-
taining enjoyment, or even subsistence, than the brutes

of the field.

Fourthly. The last of 'the causes which influence the

productiveness of Inbour is the existence or the absence

of government interference.

The essential business of government is to afford de-

fence; to protect tbe community against foreign and
domestic violence and fraud. Unfortunately, however,
governments have generally supposed it to be their duty,

not merely to give security but wraith; not merely to

enable their subjects to produce and enjoy in safety, but

to teach them wkai to produce and how to enjoy ; to give

them instruction how to manage their own concerns,

and to force them to obey that instruction.

Unfortunately, too, the ignorance and folly with which
they hare attempted to execute this office have been
equal to the ignorance and folly which led them to

undertake it Partly under the influence of what has
been called the mercantile theory, the theory which
teaches that wealth consists of gold and silver, and may
be indefinitely increased by exporting commodities, and
receiving only money in return ; atul partly misled by the

circumstance, that when an individual, ora class, obtains

a monopoly against the public, the loss, however great,

becomes imperceptible from its diffusion, and the gain,

however trifling, is obvious, because ilia concentrated, it

has long been the ruling principle of commercial states-

men to favour direct at the expense of indirect production

;

to refuse participation in the benefits bestowed by nature

ou foreigu Countries, though at the expense of surren-

dcring a portion of what she has conferred on their own ;

and to force the industry of their subjects from those chan-

nels in which they have peculiar advantages, into those

for which llicir climate, their habits, and their soil are

inappropriate.

It is under the influence of these causes that the

civilized world has lately exhibited the strange spectacle

of geuerul peace accompanied by general distress.

During the War, the greater part uf southern Europe
had coalesced into one vast Empire; a single Sovereign
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Political ruled from Hamburgh' to Pome ; and hundreds of
®®0“°“3r

‘ lines of custom-houses and revenue-officers, that had

Disiritm-

J

Prev *ous^)r interposed against commerce barriers] more

tion.
impassable than seas or mountains, were swept away.

Wagaa * Napoleon was deeply steeped in the mercantile theory,

Productive- and his conduct shows how completely his views were
dms of la- founded on unreflecting prejudice. In obedience to that

theory, he believed free trade between independent States

to be like gambling between individuals, and therefore

mischievous to the one or to the other: mischievous in

fact to the one which, in the ultimate settling of accounts,

had to pay a balance in money. While France and
Italy were under different rulers, be therefore must have
believed that the inhabitants of one of the two Countries

would be injured by being allowed to purchase the

commodities of the other. But the framers of the

mercantile theory, blind as they were, had never yen-

tured to object to the freest intercourse between the

inhabitants of contiguous districts in the same Em-
pire. When he had forced under his yoke Belgium
and France, he allowed them therefore a freedom of

intercourse which he still prohibited between France
and Austria; totally forgetting that the benefit of an
exchange does not depend on the accident, whether the

parties to it are, or are not, fellow-subjects. Hia theories

were servile copies of errors unhappily loo prevalent,

and faded away before his strong common sense on the

•lightest variation of appearances, though the facts cm
which the question turns were unaltered.

On the termination of the War. Napoleon's Empire
was broken up into independent Kingdoms, and each
State set to work to reimpose on itself the fetters which

his powerful hand had broken. Douaniers and pre-

ventive-service men were found instruments as efficient

in wasting the resources of their own Country, and in

arresting the improvement of their neighbours, as armies

and fleets. The produce of France became contraband

in Belgium and Italy, and the produce of Belgium and
Italy in France. America solemnized the Peace by a
tariff, and England by a corn law. To prohibit what-
ever is wanted became again the rule in commercial
policy. Russia is an agricultural Country; ahe there-

fore forbad the import of foreign manufactures. Eng-
land is abundantly supplied with manufactures, she

therefore prohibited corn.

We are inclined to think that the conduct ofRussia was
practically more mischievous than that of England. She
has adhered to the anti-commercial system with far

more pertinacity than we have; indeed, every change
which she has made, has been to add to duties, and to

extend prohibitions. But the objections in principle

against the exclusion of raw produce seem to us still

more forcible than those against the exclusion of manu-
factures. In Ibe first place, the consumption of the

labourer consists principally of raw produce, or slightly

worked commodities. No restrictions on the importa-

tion of the finer manufactures can affect him. But laws
against the importation of raw produce are specifically

directed against the labouring population. Their pro-

fessed object is to’dimioish, in fact, the principal fund for

the maintenance of labour. And, secondly, when an
agricultural Country prohibits foreign manufactures, the

labourer is, to a certain extent, indemnified by a conse-
quent fall in the price of raw produce. On the other
hand, when a manufacturing Country prohibits the im-
portation of raw produce, the price of all commodities,
excepting labour, has a tendency to increase, and the

labourer finds it more difficult to obtain firry article of Political
his consumption. Economy.
This may require some explanation. We have already

shown, that every additional quantity of raw produce is, Di»tribo-

generally speaking, obtained at a greater proportional
yj?

a
* -

expense. To prohibit the importation of manufactures Pr^ductivt-
is, of course, to prohibit the exportation of the raw pro- n«a of la*

duce, which otherwise would have been employed in pur- &**»*•

chasing them. As a smaller quantity of raw produce is

wanted, a smaller quantity is produced, and that quantity
is produced at a less proportionate expense; labour,

though less productive in clothes and furniture, becomes
more productive in raw produce

;
the price of raw produce,

therefore, falls, and the labourer, in having less to pay for

food, obtains some compensation for having more to pay
for other commodities. The gTeater part of the evil falls on
the proprietors ofthe land. On the contrary, every addi-

tional quantity of manufactured produce is obtained, so
far as the manufacturing of it is concerned, at a less pro-

portionate expense. Every increase of the supply is

accompanied by the introduction of more and better

machinery, and by a further division of labour. As in

the former case, restrictions on the importation of raw
produce are, in fact, restrictions on the exportation of

manufactures. Fewer manufactured commodities being

wanted, and consequently fewer produced, what are

produced are produced at the expense of proportionately

more labour than would otherwise be necessary. More
raw produce must be raised at home, and that also must
be raised at a greater proportionate expense of labour.

The price of the one kind of commodities rises, because

it has become necessary to produce more, and that of

the other, because it has become necessary to produce

less. The productiveness of labour is diminished each

way, and the only person uninjured is the landlord. *
t

To a certain extent, however, the misdirection of indus-

try by government interference is a necessary evil. The
dutiesofgovernment cannot be performed without a public

revenue ; nor can a considerable public revenue be raised

without taxation; and the struggle to escape taxation

always tends to divert industry from its natural channels.

The tax which is least open to this objection, a tax on rent,

must tend to prevent the application of capital to land

;

a tax on profits to occasion the exportation of capital

;

a tax on income derived from property to prevent accu-

mulation ; a tax on wages to occasion their payment
rather in kind than in money, and to prevent the labourer

from acquiring durable and visible properly in the hope

of pleading his poverty as an excuse. Taxes on specific

article* are evaded by the substitution of some km bur-

dened or cheaper commodity. The beer and malt

duties axe avoided by the substitution of spirits. The
duties on tea and coffee by the use of roasted corn.

Now, every tax, so far as it is evaded, is simply mis-

chievous. A window blocked up to avoid window tax

may diminish the light and air enjoyed by a whole

family, but adds nothing to the public revenue. A dis-

tinct and a still greater injury arises from taxation im-

posed on the instruments and processes of industry

The salt tax, while it existed, prevented in a great

measure the use of salt in agriculture. The duty on

advertisements prevents vendors and purchasers from

knowing each other’s wants and supplies. The duties

on leather, on spirits, and on glass, have not only pre

vented England from attaining, in the manufacture of

those commodities, her usual superiority, but have kept

her positively behind the improved part ol Europe- To
2 E 2
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Political prevent fraud on the Excise, the manufacturer is subject
Economy. to innumerable regulations and prohibitions incompati-

ble with a proper economy of materials and division of

tion/
U" labour, and which bend very reluctantly to improve-

Wages. men Is. To improve is necessarily to alter, and any
Proa uc- alteration in the process prescribed by law may entangle
tiveness of the manufacturer within the meshes of a regulating Act
labour. 0f par]iament.

It is commonly supposed that men are sufficiently

ready to grumble at taxation ; but the fact that they are

very imperfectly aware of the degree and kind of evil

indirectly inflicted might be proved from many instances.

To select only one. Most persons are aware of the far

higher price borne by good malting barley above the

ordinary barley used only for feeding stock ; nor can

any one doubt that the price of beer is materially en-

hanced by this circumstance. But, probably, not one
consumer in ten thousand has any idea that this is

connected with taxation. Yet, in fact, a large propor-

tion of the barley set aside as unfit for malting would
make, as far as nature is concerned, very good malt, but

requires a process somewhat different from that which
the Excise regulations prescribe, and is consequently ren-

dered by law useless for that purpose. It may easily be
conceived that, if the times and mode of ploughing,

harrowing, and sowing were prescribed by law, a large

portion of land now productive would lie waste.

A Country which has been forced by the folly or the

rapacity of its own government, or by the folly or ra-

pacity of other States, to raise a large public revenue,

suffers in general far more from the indirect than from
the direct effects of taxation ; suffers more by being pre-

vented from producing, than by being obliged to pay.

The causes which determine the productiveness of

labour in the direct or indirect production or the com-
modities used by the labourer appear, therefore, to be

four. First, the personal character of the labourer,

his corporeal, intellectual, and moral qualities ; secondly,

the degree in which he is assisted by natural agents

;

thirdly, the degree in which he is assisted by capital

;

fourthly, the degree of freedom with which he is allowed
to direct his industry.

Proportion of Persons employed in the Production of
Commodities for the Use of Labourers to the whole
Number of Labouring Families.

If all labourers were employed in the production,

direct or indirect, of commodities for their own use, the

rate of wages would depend solely ou’the productiveness

of labour. But it is obvious that this could never be

the case, unless the labourers themselves were the

owners of all the capital and all the natural agents of
the country; a state of existence so utterly bar-

barous as to be without distinction of ranks or division

of labour
;
a state in which a few scattered savage fami-

lies have sometimes been found, but which exhibits

none of the phenomena which it is the business of Poli-

tical Economy to trace to their causes. A great portion
of the labour employed in a civilised community is em-
ployed in the production of things in the use of which
the labourer is not to participate. In a civilized com-
munity, therefore, the extent of the fund for the mainte-
nance of labour depends not only on the productiveness
of labour, but also on the number of persons employed
in the production of things for the use of labourers, com-
pared with the whole number of labouring families.

It appears to us that there are three purposes to Political

which labour, which might otherwise be employed in
bconomjr.

supplying the fund for the use of labourers, may be di-

verted ; namely, the production of things, first, to he
u”

used by the proprietors of natural agents ; secondly, to Wages,
lie used by the government; and thirdly, to be used Direction of

by capitalists ; or, to speak more concisely, though less I******-

correctly, labour, instead of being employed in the pro-

duct ion of wages, may be employed in the production of
rent, taxation, nr profit.

First, with respect to rent. Direction of
We have already seen that rent depends in part ou labour,

the’productiveness of the natural agent for the assistance 1« To rent,

of which it is paid. Now any increase in the produc-
tive powers of that agent has a tendency to increase

rent, and can have none to diminish wages.

The improvements in agricultural skill which have
taken place during the last one hundred years have
greatly increased the productiveness of the Lowlands of
Scotland, and greatly increased the amouut of rent;

but that increase has been accompanied by an increase,

though not in an equal ratio, of the amount of wages.

Adam Smith states, that at the time when he wrote

(the period of the American War) the usual price of

common labour there was 8d. a day, or 4s. a week. It

is now more than 8». a week
;

u sum capable of pur-

chasing one-third more of raw produce, and three or

four times as much of manufactured produce, as the

former wages. Though the rental of the Lowlands has

more than tripled, though a much larger portion of what
the labourer produces is produced for the benefit of the

landlord, yet the positive increase of the whole produce
more than compensates this apparent inconvenience.

Instead of producing, we will say, twenty bushels, of

which the landlord received ten, the capitalist two, and
the labourer eight, he produces perhaps thirty-five, of
which the landlord receives twenty, the capitalist three,

and the labourer twelve.

It appears, therefore, that the whole fund for the

maintenance of lahour is not necessarily diminished in

consequence of a considerable portion of the labourers in

a Country being employed in producing commodities
for the use of the proprietors of the natural agents in

that Country. Such labourers may, in fact, be consi-

dered as existing only in consequence of the existence

of natural agents of extraordinary productiveness. They
draw their subsistence not from the common fund, such

as k otherwise would be, but from the addition made to

that fund by that extraordinary productiveness.

Of course, when we speak of the amount of rent as

unimportant to the labourer, we must be understood to

mean only that rent which arises from the peculiar or

increased productiveness of the natural agent in questioo,

not of that which arises merely from an increase of popu-

lation. We have already staled that, in the absence of

disturbing causes, subsistence may be expected to in-

crease in a greater ratio than population. But, as we
then remarked, it certainly is possible, and perhaps,

under the influence of superstition and misgovemment.

It Is probable, that the numlier of inhabitant* in a Country
might increase without a commensurate increase of the

means, direct or indirect, of obtaining raw produce.

Under such circumstances, rents would rise, and labour,

which, if the population had remained stationary, would
have been employed in the production of commodities
for the use of labourers, would now be employed in

producing commodities for the use of landlords. A
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rise of rent so occasioned would of course be detri-

mental to the mass of the community. It must be recol-

lected, also, that the government of every Country has

in some measure the power of deciding in what pro-

portions the different classes of its subjects shall contri-

bute to the public burdens. Some governments have

attempted to exempt, as far as they could, the labourers

from these burdens, and to throw them as far as they

could upon the landlords. Others again have charged,

or have allowed individuals to charge, the revenue arising

from land with an expenditure for purposes in which the

landlords'were not solely or principally interested ; such

as the establishment and maintenance of roads and
bridges, the supply of religious, moral, and intellectual

instruction, the affording gratuitous medical relief to the

sick, and even support to the able-bodied poor or their

families. Others, on the other hand, have endeavoured
to favour the landlords by imposing public expenditure

on the more defenceless portion of the community, the

labourers ; and many have adopted each of these dif-

ferent lines of conduct on different occasions, or with
respect to different portions of their expenditure. The
tendency of every such institution must be to augment
or diminish the proportion of the labourers employed for

the benefit of landlords, compared with that of those who
are employed for the benefit of labourers.

Anothercause disturbing these proportions is theattempt
by a government to creale rent, if it can be called rent,

by forcibly limiting the bounty of nature. It is possible

that, if we had continued to prohibit the corn of Ireland,

the incomes of English landlords might have been in-

creased. So, if no coal were allowed to be burned except
the produce of a single colliery, the possessor of that

colliery would enjoy a princely revenue. But the gain

from such a monopoly is not strictly rent ;
it is oppression

and robbery.

The wcon<^ PUT**9* 10 which labour' may be diverted

>uM^r
<

tha°
^rom ^ 8uPP>y com *n°dd>«® for the use of labourers

eonLmp- *• supply of the consumption of government. It

twn of go- is dear that all the labour that is employed in tbe sup-
vtrumeat. port of urtnecatary establishments, and all the surplus

labour which is employed in supporting on an unne-
cessary scale of expense those establishments which are

strictly wanted, is so much taken from the revenue of the

whole people. Still more injurious is the employment
of labour for the purposes not merely useless, but posi-

tively mischievous; in the support of pagodas or bonzes,
to keep up or disseminate a demoralizing superstition

;

in the support of armies and navies to plunder the com-
merce and ravage the territories of Slates, which nature
enabled to confer mutual benefits, but the folly or wicked-
ness of their rulers force to inflict mutual evil ; or in the
support of barriers and blockades to maintain the com-
mercial war in which nations are accustomed to spend
the breathing time of actual hostility. Unnecessary
taxation, even when innocently applied, is fraud or rob-
bery. It is difficult to find a designation for that which
is applied to ends still more mischievous than the means;
for that which makes plunder and extortion tbe instru-

ments of still further injury.

It appears at first sight that only this mischievous or
useless expenditure ought to be considered as a deduction
from wages, since the labour which is employed in effect-

ing the legitimate purposes of government is as much

,
employed for the benefit of the labouring classes as that

Polities! which is employed in the direct production of commodities Political

for their use. The great object of government is to afford Economy,

security, and security is of all blessings the most im-
portant. and the one least capable of being obtained by
uncombined exertions. Those writers who have main- •

lained that whatever is raised by taxation is deducted Direction of
from the revenue of the Country, seem to have been labour to

led to this conclusion, by observing that the object

government is to occasion not positive but negative tkKTo™eo-
effects, not to produce good, but to prevent evil. And Tfmmtnt.
they have thought it right to deduct what is so spent
from the net revenue of the people. But it. must be
recollected that the mere prevention of evil is one of the
principal objects even of individual expenditure. We
do not build houses because it is pleasant to breathe the
confined atmosphere of a room, but because roofs and
walls are the only means by which the inclemency of
the seasons can be avoided. We do not buy drugs for

our pleasure, but to avert or remove disease. Yet no
one ever thought what he spends on medicines and on
house rent a deduction from hi9 income. When the

members of a Friendly Society raise among themselves

a fund for their relief in sickness, they do not consider

their contributions a deduction from their wages, but a
mode of expenditure. And it may be asked, in what
respect does each man’s contribution towards the means
by which the community is to be protected against

internal and external violence and fraud differ from his

contribution to a Friendly Society, excepting that those

evils are more aevere and more constantly imminent
than sickness, and less capable of being warded off

1

by
individual efforts? It is true that, if the protection could

be less expensively obtained, the fund for the mainte-

nance of labour would be increased. But this is merely
an exemplification of what we have already stated, that

the extent of the fund for tbe maintenance of labour

depends mainly on the productiveness of labour. If fewer

fleets, and armies, and magistrates, could preserve the

peace, that is, if labour were more productive in affording

security, the labouring clasts would, extent paribus, be
better off, just as they would be better off if fewer hus-
bandmen or artisans could produce, directly or indirectly,

the same quantity of corn ; that is, if labour were more
productive in supplying food.

But admitting all this to be true, it is also true, as we
have already remarked, that the labourer is interested

not only in the amount and application of tbe public

revenue, and in the degree in which its payment affects

the productiveness of labour, but also in the manner in

which the burthen of supplying it is distributed. If the

duty on wine were abolished, and an equal revenue

raised by substituting an additional duty on coarse to-

bacco, the labourers, who are the only consumers of
coarse tobacco, would purchase, with the same propor-

tion of their wages, less tobacco than before, and the

landlords and capitalists, who are the only consumers of

wine, would purchase, with the same proportions of their

rents and profits, more wine. The productiveness of

our labour and the export of our manufactures would
be undiminished ; even the nature of our exports need

not be altered ; the only change would be in the returns.

More wine and less tobacco would be imported. More
labourers, therefore, than before would be employed in

obtaining wiue for landlords and capitalists, and fewer

in obtaining tobacco for labourers.

Nor must it be forgotten that a part of the taxes

Di<
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Fofitkal received by the government of one Country is often paid
S0000®!* by the inhabitants of another. We now purchase an-

nuatly in China about thirty millions of pounds of tea, at

about It. a pound. On the tea so purchased we impose

Wages and indifferent ways taxes to the amount of about two hun-

l'rafiii, dred per cent. Were we to repeal that taxation, and

the price in China were to remain unaltered, our con-

sumption would probably quadruple ; but it is highly

improbable that we could purchase one hundred mid

twenty millions of pounds of tea at It. a pound. The
price in China might possibly double

;
it probably would

rise one-half. That rise would have a tendency to raise

the rent of land and the wages of labour in the tea*

growing districts of China. It must be admitted, there-

fore, that they are both kept down by the existence

of the tax
;
and that a portion of our duty on tea is, in

fact, paid by the inhabitants of the tea-growing districts

of China. The same reasoning proves that a part of

the English duty on claret is paid by France, aud that

• pari of the duties imposed by foreign nations on some

of the commodities which we export, is paid by Eng-
land. As a portion of the taxes raised by every State

is, in fact, paid by the inhabitants of those Countries

with which it has commercial relations, and as war and

misgovernmen! are the great causes of taxation, an

additional proof is afforded of the degree in which each

Country is interested in the freedom and tranquillity of

its neighbours.

We have lastly to consider the influence of profits on
wages ;

or, in other words, the extent to which wages
may be affected by the employment of labour to produce,

instead of wages, things for the use of capitalists. In
civilised and well-governed communities, this is the prin-

cipal purpose to which labour, that otherwise might be

employed for the benefit of the labourers, is diverted.

The labourers who are employed for the benefit of the

owners of natural agents may, as we have seen, be in

general considered os a separate class, not withdrawn

from the general body, but added to it by the existence

of those natural agents. Those who are necessarily em-
ployed in effecting the legitimate purposes of govern-

ment are, in fact, employed for the benefit of the labour-

ing population, and the taxation which supplies their

maintenance is not necessarily a deduction from wages,

but a mode of expenditure. That few governments have

confined themselves to their legitimate office, or em-
ployed in effecting that office only the necessary amount
of labour, is a melancholy truth ; and it is true that the

fund for the maintenance of labour may be, and in most

Countries has been, and is, more diminished in its amount,
and more retarded in its increase, by misgovernmen!
than by all other causes put together. But both mie-

government and that interference of the ruling power
between the different classes of its subjects which we
have already described as affecting the proportions of
rent, profit, and wages to one another, are rather disturb-

ing eausws than necessary elements in the calculations of
Political Economy ; and with these allusions to their in-

fluence we shall dismiss them.

Influents Rent then being considered as something extrinsic,
of profit on anj taxation a mode of expenditure, the only remaining

deduction from wages is profit. And the productive-
ness of labour being given, the extent of (lie fund for
the maintenance of labour will depend on the pro-
portion which the number of labourers employed in
producing things for the use of capitalists bears to that

of those employed in producing things for the use of Political

labourers ; or, to use a more common expression, on the

proportions in which the produce of labour is shared

between the capitalist and the labourer.
tiosu

In a previous portion of litis Treatise we defined the Wages sad
word “ abstinence" to mean the conduct of him who ab- profits,

stains from the unproductive consumption of any commo-
dity, or who employs labour to produce distant results. In
fact, the act ofdeferring enjoyment. And we explained that

labour cannot be efficient unless assisted by, what is the re-

sult of abstinence, capital; nor abstinence in itselfefficient

unless assisted by labour ; that each is disagreeable, and
must therefore be called into exertion by the prospect of
its specific remuneration ; abstinence by the hope of
profit, and labour by the hope of wages : ami we stated,

that although in fact the same individual often under-
goes both abstinence aud labour, yet that we thought
it more convenient to consider the capitalist and the

labourer as different persons. In the absence of rent,

and of unnecessary or unequally distributed taxation, it

is between these two classes that all that is produced
is divided ; and the question now to be considered it,

what decides the proportion of the shares ?

The fads which decide in what proportions the capi-

talist and labourer share the common fund appear to be

two: first, the'general rate of profit in the Country on the

advance of capital for a given period ; and. secondly, the

period which in each particular case has elapsed between
the advance of the capital and the receipt of the profit.

First, as to the general rate of profit. We have seen General

that profit is the remuneration of abstinence, and that rale of pro-

abstinence is the deferring of enjoyment. The commo- &**

dity which owes its existence or ita preservation to ab-

stinence is capital. Its owner is termed a capitalist, and
be ia said to adeance the mean* by which it is created or

preserved. These means are partly materials and im-
plements, (including, under the last term, not merely
the ordinary tools of manual labour, but machinery,

ships, and even roads, wharfs, and canals,) and partly

labour. The materials and implements are supplied by
the capitalist directly, tbe labour is supplied by him
indirectly, by odvauring the wages of the labourers,

Tbe labourers, aided by their implements, convert the

materials into a new and vendible commodity, which is

termed tbe reittrn of the capitalist. And the capitalist**

profit depends on the difference between the value of
the advance and the value of tbe return. In producing

the return, tiie wages and materials are necessarily con-

sumed ; they ore parted with by the capitalist, and there-

fore termed circulating capital. The implements are

not necessarily consumed ; so far as they are uncon-

tuned they remain the property of the capitalist, and
are therefore termed fixed capital. The value of that

portion of them which remains unconsumed must be
added to that of the other returns before the profit can

be estimated. The capital ofa builder is almost entirely

circulating. It consists principally of the bricks, lime,

timber, stone, and slate which are tbe materials with

which the house is to be constructed, and of the money
necessary to pay tbe wages of the workmen. Uis fixed

capital (exclusively of his knowledge) consists merely of

scaffolding and ladders. All these he advances, and the

result, alter a certain interval, is a house, together with

the former ladders and scaffolding somewhat the worse

for wear. The cotton-spinner’s advances consist of raw
cotton and wages, which are his circulating capital, and
buildings and machinery, which are his fixed capital.
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Political His returns are a certain quantity of manufactured cotton,
Economy. amj the Dld buildings and machinery. So a ship-owner's

advances consist of his ship, which is his fixed capital, and

of its stores, and the wages of his sailors, which are his

Wacas and circulating capital ; his returns are his freight, or, in

profit*. other words, the hire which he receives for the use of
General bis ship, the ship itself, such as it may be, after the voy-
uit* of pin- and ^ B joreSi if an y of ihem remain unconsumed.

The profit in every case consists, as we have already

stated, of the difference between the value of the ad-

vances and the value of the returns.

How to be B ut jn w hat is this value to be estimated ? Of course
wtim&teu, ^ gumming Q8 unsusceptible as possible of variations

in its general value. If the value of the advances and
returns of the capitalist were estimated in corn or in

hope, an abundant season might so reduce the value of

either as to make him appear a gainer when in fact a

loser. His returns might be worth twenty per cent,

more of corn or hops than his advances, and yet be In-

ferior in general value. The commodity least susceptible

of variation in its general value, during short periods, is

money ; and partly from this circumstance, and partly

from its general use as a measure of value, it is the

medium in which calculations of profit are usually

expressed. Hut, if considerable periods are to be taken,

even money is subject to great variations, and any sudden
change in the facility of obtaining it, arising from an in-

creased fertility of the mines, or an increased productive-

ness of labour, or an abuse of banking or paper cur-

rency, or from aixniiar causes operating in an opposite

direction, may materially raise or depress the general

value of money in any one Country, even during short

periods.

The best standard of value for philosophical purposes

appears to be the command of labour. In the first

place, labour, next to money, is the principal subject of

exchange. And, in the second place, labour, as the

principal instrument of production, as the only instru-

ment that can he employed at will in the creation of

whatever is most wanted, varies less in its general value

than any other article of exchange. Money, and the

nccessurics of life which approach nearest to it, derive in

part their steadiness of value from their constant power of

commanding labour, a power belonging to no other

commodity. Estimated indeed in one class of objects,

and it is the class most coveted by man, we mean power
and pre-eminence, the value of the command of labour

is almost invariable. Two persons who, at different times

or in different places, can each command the labour of one
thousand average labourers, may indeed enjoy in very dif-

ferent degrees the comforts and conveniences of life ; but

in power and pre-eminence in their respective Countries

they must be nearly on a par. Each must be one
man in a thousand. Eaeh must be a thousand times

richer than the muss of his countrymen. If two shil-

lings iu Hindustan will command as many labourers as

twenty in England, a Hindoo with £3000 a year is,

generally speaking, as great a man in Hindustan as an

Englishman with £*30.000 a year in England.

Philosophically, therefore, we think that the value of

the capitalist’s advances and returns ought to be esti-

mated in their command of labour; popularly, their

value 19 estimated in money ; and, us the reciprocal

values of money and labour seldom vary much between
the times of those advances and returns, the popular
mode of estimation is seldom incorrect ; and we shall

therefore use both indifferently.

The great difficulty ol the subject arises from the dr- Political

cumstance, that the rale of profit is not the subject of
contract, but of experiment, and cannot be ascertained

even by an individual, except as to his past operations. Hon*
0*

While a transaction is going on, the capitalist may hope Wages and
that the value of the returns will exceed the value of the Fcsfita,

advances
; he may hop* that the excess will be const- £“•*** *•

derable ; but he cannot be certain that there will be any
excess at all ; that there wiki not be a positive Iocs. He profit,

may say what his profit has been, but not what it is.

Frequently, indeed, be cannot way what it has been. A
whole series of mercantile or manufacturing transactions

may be so linked together that, alter having been appa-
rently profitable for years, they may terminate in rum.

If, however, we could ascertain the value of the re-

turns in all the transactions in this Country w hich were
concluded in the year ending yesterday ; and also could
ascertain what was the value of the udvnncc*. and the

average time for which those advances were made before

the returns were received, we should know what was the

average rate of profit in this Country during the last

year. Suppose this point a^certuiucd, and the result to

be, that the average rate of profit on an advance of ca-

pital for a year was in this Country during the last year

ten per cent, the question recurs, what were the causes

which determined it to be ten per cent rather than five

per cent, or twenty per cent, ?

It appears to ua that it most have depended princi-

pally on the previous conduct of the capitalists and of the

labourers of this Country ; ou the value of the capital

which at some previous period was appropriated by the

capitalists to produce com modilics for the uac of labourers,

or, to use a more concise expression, to produce wages ;

and the number of labourers whom the previous con-

duct of the labouring population had caused to exist.

It will be admitted that, in the absence of disturb-

ing causes, the rate of profit in all employments of

capital is equal. If we can ascertain, therefore, what are

the causes which regulate the rate of profit in any one of

the main employments ofcapita), we may infer that, in the

absence of peculiar disturbance, either the same causes,

or, causes of equal force, occasion it to be the same in

all others We will inquire, therefore, into the causes Cnoses re*

which regulate the rate of profit in one of the main em- gulatingtbo

ploymerits of capital,— the advance of wages to the of F&*

labourers who are themselves employed in producing
*•

wages, using ike ward wages to signify commodities for
the use of the labouring population .

To simplify the question, we wilt suppose a small

colony settled in a district where there is abundance of

fertile land, and protected by situation and character

from external and internal violence, so that neither rent

nor taxation need be supposed to exist : we will sup-

pose it to be inhabited by ten capitalists and one thou-

sand two hundred labouring families ; that the use

of money is unknown

;

that all the buildings, the

clothes, the furniture, and the food, in fuel, the whole

consumption of the people, is consumed in one year

and reproduced in the next ; that each family receives

its wages for the year on the first day of the year, and
compteles its production on the last day, so that all the

advances are made on the first day of the year, and all

the returns received on the last day ; and that, at the

time when the situation of the colony was first noticed,

each capitalist had in his possession wages for one hun-

dred and twenty families during a year, the produce of

the labour of one hundred families during the previous
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Politic*! year, (being his capital, and which, to reduce it to one
Economy. dcnom i nation, wc will call one thousand quarters of

^
' corn ;) and commodities for his own use, which we will

tion.
call twenty casks of wine, the produce of the labour of

Waire« and twenty families during the previous year; (being the

stock reserved for his own consumption.)

Under such circumstances, if each capitalist should

profit

employ his capital in setting one hundred families to

work to reproduce wages, and twenty more to reproduce

commodities for his own use, and the labouring popula-

tion should neither increase nor diminish, the rale of

profit would remain stationary at twenty per cent, per

annum. The advances every year would be one thou-

sand quarters of corn, being wages produced by the

labour of one hundred families, and commanding the

labour of one hundred and twenty ; the returns would

be a slock of wages commanding the labour of one hun-

dred and twenty families during (he next year, which

would be. in fact, a reproduction of the previous capital

of one thousand quarters, and also a stock of commo-
dities for the capitalist's own use, produced by one-sixth

of the labour employed in reproducing the capital, and
therefore one-sixth of the value of the capital. The
value of the returns on an advance of capital for a year

would exceed the value of the advances by one-sixth.

The rale of profit therefore would, as we said before, re-

main stationary at twenty per cent, per annum. And
five-sixths of the labourers would be employed in pro-

ducing commodities for their own use, aud one-sixth in

producing commodities for the use of the capitalists.

Wc will now consider the effects of any alteration in

the proportion of capital to labour. Suppose that emi-

gration or an unhealthy season should diminish by fifty

the number of labouring families: each capitalist would
have the same capital ;

consisting of wages produced by
the labour of one hundred families during the year, and
which we have called otic litoiisand quarters of corn : but

of profits twenty- five, each would have at the end of the Political

year a capital of nine hundred and fifty quarters, pro- Eeooomjr.

duced by the labour of ninety-five families, and com-
mantling the labour of one hundred and twenty. Profits ^r^n“u’

would fall in the first instance from twenty per cent, to Wajrw *q<J
less than fifteen ; in the second, they would rise to more profits,

than twenty-five. If, however, the increase of the num- C*us*« re-

ber of labourers employed in the production or wages *

should he accompanied by n proportionate increase in
* *

the whole number of labourers ; or if, when the number
F

of labourers employed in the production of wages was
diminished, the whole number of labourers should be
diminished in proportion ; or, in other words, if the

proportion of capital to labour remained unaltered, the

rate of profit would be also unaltered. If each were in-

creased, or each diminished, but in different proportions,

profits would rise or full according to the relative vari-

ations in the supply of wages am! labour.

It appears, therefore, that, under the most simple

stale of circumstances, the rate of profits depends, as

we said before, on the previous conduct of the capi-

talists and the labourers in a Country.

In this hypothesis wc have supposed all the capitalists

to act together. And as every permanent increase of
capital while the number of labourers remained the

same would, under the supposed circumstances, occasion

a proportionate diminution of the rate of profit, it never

could be the intrrest of the capitalists, as a body, to

increase their capital, except with a view to increase

the number of labourers; or even to keep up their

capital, except so far as it should be necessary to keep

up the existing number of labourers. It would be their

interest, if the population were incapable of increase, to

devote to the production of wages labour just sufficient

to produce the necessaries of life for that stationary po-

pulation, if the population were advancing just sufficient

to enable it to advance ; to treat the labourers, in short.

the number of labourers being diminished by one-twenty-
fourth, instead of commanding the labour of one hun-
dred and twenty families, they would command the

labour of only one hundred and fifteen. The one thousand
quarters ofcorn would be divided among one hundred and
fifteen families instead of among one hundred and
twenty, and the capitalist would get only fifteen casks of
wine during the subsequent year instead of twenty. To
take the converse : if immigration or an increase of
population should have increased the number of labourers

by fifty, each capitalist, instead of one hundred and twenty

families, would be able to command the labour of one
hundred and twenty -fire. The one thousand quarters

would be divided among one hundred and twenty-five

families, instead of among one hundred and twenty, and
the capitalist might employ twenty- five families to pro-

duce wine for himselfinstead of twenty. I n the one case,

as a farmer treats his horses, or a slave-owner his slaves.

Under such circumstances, supposing the capitalists to

be governed solely by their interest, the rate of

f

trofit would depend partly on the productiveness of

ubour, and partly on the period that must elapse

between the time of the advances and of the re-

turns. Given the period of advance, it would depend
on the productiveness of labour. If a labourer by
a year’s labour could produce a return which, to re-

duce it to one denomination, we will call ten quarters of

corn, und five quarters were enough fur his support, the

rate of profit would be one hundred per cent, per annum.

By an advance of five quarters the capitalist would obtain

a return of ten. If the labourer could produce fifteen,

the rale of profit would be two hundred per cent. ; by

an advance of five the capitalist would obtain fifteen.

If the labourer could produce only seven and a half,

profits rise from twenty to about twenty-five per cent.

;

in the other, they fall to about fifteen. On the other
hand, if we suppose the labouring population to remain
stationary at one thousand two hundred families, hut
the capitalists, instead of employing each one hundred
families in the production of wages, and twenty in the
production of profits, to employ each one hundred and five

in the production of wages, each capitalist would ot the
end of (he year have a capital of one thousand and fifty

quarters produced by the labour of one hundred and five

families, and commanding the labour of one hundred
and twenty; or if they each employed in the production
of wages only ninety-five families, und in the production

profits would be fifty per cent. On the other hand, the

productiveness of labour being given, the rate of profit

would depend on the period lor which the capital must
be advanced. When the labourer receiving five quar-

ters as wages could, by a year’s labour, produce ten, a

capitalist with a capital consisting of ten quarters could

employ two labourers, each of whom would return to

him ten quarters every year. But if, instead of returning

ten quarters at the end of one year, o labourer returned

twenty quarters at the end of two years, a capitalist with

a capital of ten quarters would be able to employ only

one labourer instead of two ; for if he were to employ
two his capital would be exhausted before it was repru-
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ducetl. Only one-half of the number of labourers could

be employed by the Mime amount of capital, and instead

of pelting; a net revenue of ten quarters every \ear, the

capitalist would pet a net revenue of only ten quarters

everv two year*.

Happily, however, the capitalists of a Country do
not net as a body. Each pursues his own scheme
of a<r?raiidizement, indifferent to its effect on his

neighbours, and it is chiefly to their mutual competi-
tion that we owe the increase both of capital and of po-

pulation. To revert to our original hypothesis ; suppose
one of i he capitalists, instead of employing, like each of

the others, twenty labourers to produce commodities for

his own use and one hundred to produce wages, to em*
ploy one hundred and ten labourers in the production

of wages. At the end of the year he would have a
capital consisting of one thousand one hundred quarters

of corn produced by the labour of one hundred and ten

families, and commanding, at the extiling rate of tragr#,

the labour of one hundred and thirty-two families; and
the nine others would have endl a capital cons sting of
one thousand quarters, produced by the labour of one
hundred families, and commanding, at the fritting rate

of wage*, one hundred and twenty families. The whole
capital of the Country, instead of its former amount,
namely, ten thousand quarters, being wages for one
thousand two hundred families, would amount to ten

thousand one hundred quarters, being wages for one
thousand two hundred and twelve families. But as

there would be only one thousand two hundred fami-

lies to receive them, protits would full about one per

cent., or from twenty per cent, to a fraction less than

nineteen per cent, per annum. Tin's fall of profits would
prevent the capitalist to whose conduct it was owing
from reaping the full benefit of his accumulation. He
would find himself possessed of a capital consisting of
one thousand one hundred quarters, being wages pro-

duced by the labour of one hundred and ten families,

and commanding the labnur of one hundred and thirty

and a fraction; but every other capitalist would find his

capital of one thousand quarters, produced by the labour

of one hundred families, commanding the labour of a

mall fraction less than one hundred and nineteen fami-

lies. The first, or accumulating capitalist, would find

the value of his capital and the amount of his profits

increased, though the rale of profits had fallen one per

cent. Rut all the other copitalists would find both the

valne of their capital and the amount of their profits

diminished.

Now there is nothing to which a capitalist submits

so reluctantly as the diminution of the value of his

capital. He is dissatisfied if it even remain stationary.

Capitals ore generally formed from amoll beginnings by
acts of accumulation, which become in time habitual. The
capitalist soon regards the increase of his capital as the

great business of his life; and considers the greater part

of hb profit more os a means to that end than as a
subject of enjoyment. It is probable, therefore, that the

other capitalists in the Country would endeavour to

keep the value of their capitals unimpaired, though at

the expense of a diminution of the general rate of profit.

One ofier another would follow the example of the first-

mentioned capitalist, and devote to the increase of their

respective capitals a portion of the labour previously em-
ployed in furnishing commodities for their own use. In
time each capitalist, instead of employing one hundred
families in the reproduction of capital, and twenty in sup-

plying his own enjoyments, would employ one hundred Political

and ten in the reproduction of capital, and only ten for Economy,

his own purposes. The rate of profit would fall from
twenty to ten per cent., and, of the one thousand two B**tribu-

hundred labouring families, one thousand one hundred
% ajuj

would be employed in producing wages, and only one pr^
hundred in producing profits. The annual produce of Causes re-

the Country, instead of ten thousand quarters of corn tP»l*t>og

and two hundred casks of wine, would consist of ten

thousand one hundred quarters of corn and one hundred 1

casks of wine. Instead of five-sixths of the labourers in

the Country being employed in producing commodities
for the use of the labourers, and one-sixth for the use of

capitalists, eleven-twelfths would be employed for the

benefit of the labourer*, and only one-twelfth lor the be-

nefit of the copitalists.

This fall of profit, however, could take place only on
the supposition of the number of labouring families re-

maining unaltered. But it is highly improbable that it

could remain unincreased. The increase of wages would
enable the labourers to marry earlier, or to raise more
numerous families. If .labour should remain equally

porductive, their numbers might increase until the former

proportion of labourers to capital had been restored. All

the results would be beneficial. The labourers would
not he worse olf than hefore the additional accumulation

took place, and the capitalists would be better off. The
value of their capitals and the amount of their profits

would be increased, and the rate of profit would be again

twenty per cent, per annum.
Wc set out with supposing a Country possessing an

abundance of fertile land. Under such circumstances

the productiveness of labour might for a long period

continue, or even increase, with every addition to the

number of its inhabitants. But in a densely-peopled

Country the powers of labour seldom remain the same
during an increase of population. In manufactures

labour becomes proportions hiy more productive. In

agriculture, unless aided by increased industry or

skill, or by permanent improvements of the soil,

it becomes proportionally less so. And, as the labourer

consumes chiefly raw or slightly-manufactured pro-

duce, the increased facility of obtaining manufac-

tures may not make up for an increased difficulty in

obtaining raw produce. In an old Country, therefore,

when the rate of profit ha* been reduced by an increase

of capita), it seldom can lie fully restored by a propor-

tionate increase of population, unless either the labourer

receives a smaller quantity of raw produce than before,

or the necessity of cultivating lands of inferior produc-

tiveness is obviated either by permanent improvement*,

such as draining marshes or fertilising bogs, or by addi-

tional industry or skill, or by the importation of raw

produce. In such Countries the natural progress seems

to be an increase of capital, occasioning a fall of the rate

of profit; a check to that fall, occasioned by on increase

of the labouring population; a check to that increase,

occasioned by an increased difficulty in obtaining raw

produce ; and a diminution, rarely amounting to a re-

moval, of that difficulty, occasioned by permanent agri-

cultural improvements, increased industry or skill, or

foreign importation ; leaving, as the general result, a

constant tendency towards an increase of capital and

population, and towards a fall in the rote of profits.

In our hypothesis we have supposed the whole capital

of the Country to be consumed and reproduced every

2 r
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fitliitcal yMr, Under such circumstance* it ho* appeared that,
Rfoiiomy

.

|j|e labourers remaining the satuc, no permanent

Dial ribu-
addition could be made lo capital without occ&Mioning im-

l,u0 mediately a proportionate diminution of the rate of profit,

Wa^i and hi I tee that addition would disappear in a year unless

profit. reproduced by a repetition of the sacrifice on the part of

the capitalist by whom it was originally created. Hut
the result would lie different if that addition were made
in a form requiring no furtlier luliour for its reproduc-

tion. Suppose the capitalist, instead of adding five to

the hundred families employed in producing wages,

were lu employ the additional five in the construction of

a durable machine enabling one man lo do some piece

of work that previously required twu. At the eud of

tlie first year each capitalist would pusses* wages for

one hundred and twenty families, produced by the labour

of one hundred families; commodities tor bis own use,

produced by the labour of fifteen families'; and his ma-
chine, produced by the labour of five families. But in

every subsequent year lie might obtain wages for one

hundred ami twenty tarn dies by employing only ninety *

nine t urn i lies and his machine, and might employ twenty-

one families in producing commodities for himself*. Both
the rale uud the amount of profit would be increased

without any diminution of wages. Such a machine
is a new labourer added to the existing number of
labourers, but a new labourer whom U costs nothing

lo maintain. It adds to the amount of the profit of

the capitalist who has constructed it, without either

taking from the profits of other capitalists, ns must be

the ease when additional capital is created, which
must be kept up and worked by additional labour ; or

taking from the wuges of the other labourers, as must
be the case when an additional labourer is added, whose
subsistence must tie taken from the common fund. A
machine or implement is, in fuel, merely a nteaus by
which the productiveness of labour is increased. The
irtliioua which have been expended in this Country in

making mails, bridges, and ports, have had no tendency
to reduce either the rale of profit or the amount of
wages. They have, in fact, had a tendency to keep up
both, by enabling labour to lie mure productive, and con-

sequently enabling the circulating capital and the popu-
lation of the Country to increase in corresponding ratios.

It apfiears, therefore, that in one of the main employ-
ments of capital, namely, the employment of labourers

to produce commodities for the use of labourers, or, in

other words, to produce wages, the difference between
the value of the returns and the value of the advances
depends on the amount of labour which at a previous
period was devoted to the production of wages, com-
pared with the amount of labour which those wages
when produced can command. And as the rate of pro-

fits in every different employment of capital has a tend-

ency to equality, we may iufer that all capital*, how-
ever employed, yield about the same rata of profit

as those which are employed in the production of wages.

Areragp The first ofthe two principles which regulate the division
period of 0f Hio produce between the capitalist and the labourer,

capital*
namely, the rate of profit in the advance of capital for a
given time, having been, in some measure, ascertained,

we proceed to inquire iuto the causes which regulate

the second principle, namely, the average time for which
t e capital must be advanced.

It must be recollected, however, that tlie expression
“ tlie capitalist's share,” though familiarly used by Eco-

nomist*, is not strictly correct. When the product is l*olitK**l

completed, it is the sole property of die capitalist, who Ec<,no|ny*

has purchased it by paying in advance the labourer's

wages. What is meant, therefore, by “ die capitalist's
JjoB

°*

share," is that portion of the product, or of the price lor Wogcsaud
which it sells, which tlie capitalist can retain and apply prutit.

for his own purposes, keeping the value of his capital lunaofaiU

uninqKiired, What is meant by “ the labourer's share"

is that portion of die produce, or of the price for which
**

it sells, which the capitalist, if lie keep his capital unim-
paired, cannot employ for his own purposes, but must
employ in advancing the price of the labour by which
the work of reproduction is to he performed. We have
already shown that, the period of advauce being given,

these proportions are determined by the rale ol profit.

It is equally clear that, the rate of profit beiug given,

they must be determined by the period of advance. If

acapilafol has a return which we wilt cal) twelve quar-
ters of corn, and we wish to know how much of it he
must retain us capital, and how much he may use as

profit, the first inquiry is. for what period must he ad-
vance his capital before be can ag.un obtain a similar

return ? The next inquiry is, what is the current rate

of profit? If the answer to the first inquiry lie, one
year, and to the second, twenty per cent- per annum, it

follows that, by constantly employing ten quarters as

wages, he will receive two as profit. If the period of
advance tie only six month", ibe rale of profit continuing

at twenty per cent, per annum, he must employ eleven

ami a fraction as capital, ami will not receive quite one
as profit. If tine period of advance be two years, the

rate of profit continuing at twenty |wr cent, per annum,
rather less than eight quarters will form a sufficient

capital, and rather more than four will he profit. With
every prolongation of the period of advance, the rate of

profit continuing the same, the capitalist's share must
increase. With every abridgement of that period it must
diminish. And it is equally obvious that, the period of
advance beiug given, tlie capitalist's share must aug-

ment with every increase of tlie rule of profit, and
dimmish as dial rale decreases.

On what then does the period for which capital is to

be advanced depend? To this question no general

answer can be given. The period differs according lo

the accidents of soil and climate ; it varies indefinitely

in every different business, uud even in employments
which, in other respects, are perfectly simitar.

In Europe die harvest is aiiuual ; in Hindustan it

recurs every six months. Tlie average period for

which agricultural wagrs arc advanced must be at

least twice as long in Europe as in Jlindostan. A
great part of the capital employed in breeding horses

must bo advanced lour or five years ; that employed in

planting must be advanced forty or fifty. A very small

part of the capital of u butcher or a baker is advanced

for more than a week. The stock of a fishmouger spoils

in a day ; that of a Rhenish wine-merchant is improved

by being kept a century. As a general rule, the average

period is longer or shorter in one Country than in an-

other in an inverse proportion to the general rale ol profit.

In the general market of tlie world, a Country in which

the rate of profit is low has over one w here it is high an

advantage which increases at compound interest, as the

period of advance is prolonged. The rate ol profit iu

Russia is supposed to be above twice us high as in Eng-
land. We will suppose that rate to be five per cent,

per annum iu Eng land, and teu in Russia. A cumino-
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Political Jity prodded in Russia by an advance of £10 for
Kcononiy.

tw’enty years would sell for nearly £70. A commodity

produced in England by the advance of £*20 tor the

rion*

1 >U* same time would sell for less than £fiO. The difference

Wag** and in the rale of profit would far outbalance a doubling of

prutu. the Aral expenditure. Profits are supposed to be lower
Tina* of od-

jn Holland and in England than in any other part of
' an” of

the globe. The English and the Dutch, therefore, have
” '

almost a monopoly in those trades in which the returns

are distant. Abstinence with tb* m is a cheap instru-

ment of production, and they use it to the utmost, in

Iheir commerce with oilier nations they generally pay

in ready money, but give a very long credit. They
purchase raw produce, and sell manufactures, in many
instances they even advance to the foreign Countries

the first es|w?uses of production. The indigo of Bengal,

the wines of the Ctipe. live wool of Australia. and the

silver of Mexico, are in a great measure produced by the

advance of English capital. The aci-uinumied interest

on Mich advances would l>e an intolerable addition to

the value of the returns if the rale of profit were high.

This circumstance occasions u trudencry to uniformity in

the proportion, in different Countries, in which the pro-

duce is shared between the capitalist and the labourer.

Where jirofits are high tlie capitalist's share is kept

down by the shortness of the period for which his capital

is advanced. Where they are low it is kept up by the

prolongation of tiiat penod.

The labourer is far more interested in the comparative

rate of profit th»u in the comparative period for which

capital is advanced. The productiveness of labour and

the ]ieritMl of advance living given, we have seen that

the amount of his share of the product depends on the

rate of profit. It is his interest, therefore, in the first

place, that when capital is employed in the production

of the commodities w’tick he consumes, all other things

remaining the same, the rate of profit should be low.

And if it were ^io«*aible that the rate of profit in other

employments could be higher, capital would be diverted

from the only pruduclion in which the labourer ib

directly interested— the production of commodities for

hi* own use—and the general f und for the maintenance

of labour would be diminished. AH other things,

therefore, remaining the same, it is the labourer's in-

terest that the nue of profit should be universally low.

But it must be recollected, first, that the average |>e<iud

lor which capital is advanced, eftfiecially in the produc-

tion of the commodities used by labourer*, is so short

th»t the capitalist's share is smidt even when profit* arc

high : if the advance has been for six mouths, the capi-

talist’* share, at the high rate of twenty per cent, per

tiiNitm, would lie less than one-eleventh ; and, secondly,

that a high rate of profit is generally found to accom-

pany u great productive lies of* labour. And therefore

that, in general, the labourer is better paid, or, in other

words, receives a larger amount of commodities, when
profit* are high, that is when lie receives a small share,

than when profits ore low, that is when he receives a

large share, of the value of what he produces. The
in< r«a- e of the luliourer’s share from ten-elevenths to

twchtymne-lwenty -seconds, which would be the conse-

. qnence in the case which we have supposed of a fall of

profits by one-half, would add very little to the umouui
of his wages.

On the other hand it is his interest that, when capital

is employed in the production of wAoi he himself con-

sumes, Uie |ieriod of advance s> oukl be short. We wdl

Suppose a labourer employed uu the least productive soil

to produce by a year’s labour employed in hoeing and Politic*!
weeding un additional produce of twenty-two quarters of Kconomy,
corn; the wages of laliour to be £‘20 a year; ihe rate

of* profit to he ten jver cent, per annum, and a year to Ihilribu*

elapse between the advance of the wages and the corn p*i
being*fil for use ; the price of Ihe corn would he £*22 ;

the labourer would receive twenty quarter*, or, what is

the same. £20, with which he could purchase twenty
quarters. But if corn were not fit for use until it had
been kept for ten year*, on the same data, the corn,
instead of Helling for £22, would sell (cr above £h0 ; the
labourer would receive less than ten quarters instead
of twenty, or, what comes to the same, his w ages, instead

of twenty, would purchase less than ten quarters. To pro-
duce the corn would require the mime degree of labour as
before, hot ten times a* much abstinence.

Another consequence of the prolongation of the
period of advance would lie, that with the same
amount of capital the capitalist would be able to main-
tain much fewer labourers than before. IT ten quarters

were necessary to maintain n labouring family during a

year, and they could reproduce eleven in a state fit for

consumption at the »nd of the year, h capital ol one
hundred quarters would enable u capitalist to keep ill

constant employ leu labouring families during the first

year, and eleven during every subsequent year. But, if

the corn were not fit for consumption till ihe end of ten

years, a capitalist starting with a capital of one hundred
quartets could not maintain more than a single family,

For, if he were to maintain more, the capital would be
exhausted before it was reproduced. The prolongation

of the period of advance would have precisely the same
effect a* a diminished productiveness of labour.

But the prolongation of the period of advance of the

Capital employed in the production of the commodities
which the labourer does not consume is utterly indif-

ferent to him. If a labourer by a year's labour tan
produce twenty two ounces of lace, bis wages being
£20 a year, and advanced tor a year, and the rute o
profit being ten per cent., he will receive ten-elevenths

of the value of the lace, or, in other words, he might
purchase with hi6 wages twenty ounces of lace. If the

lace required keeping for leu years, his wages would
purchase leas than ten ounces of the lace in Us complete
state. Bui as he never wishes to purchase lace, and as

the prolongation of the penod for which capital must be

advanced in live production of lace would not affect

either the productiveness of labour, or the rale of profit,

or the |>eriod of advance in any other employment, it

would he utterly indifferent to him ; it would affect only

the consumers of lace.

We have seen that, although practically high wages
and high profit* geuc»ally go together, yet, all other

things remaining the Fame, it is the interest of the la-

bourers that profits should be universally low. It is

equally clear that it is the interest of the capitalists

that they should be universally high. A full in the rate

of profit in any one employment has a tendency to force

capital into the others. This diminishes the compe-
tition among the first-mentioned capitalists, but in-

creases it among the others. The first are relieved, but

it is only by the loss being spread over the whole body.

But a prolongation of the period of advance affects

the capitalist only so far as he use* the specific com-
modity with rexpect to which that prolongation has

taken p'ace. The rate of profit on the advance of

capital for a given period bring gtveu, the length of

2 r 2
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the period between the bottling of a pipe of port and its

being fit for use affects a wine merchant only so far as

he drinks port. Asa consumer, it »s his interest that the

period] should be short ; as n capitalist it is immaterial

to him.

We have now given an outline of the cause* which

affect the general rate of wages, the most important and

the most difficult of all the subjects embraced by Political

Economy. It has appeared, first, that the geueral rate

of wages depends on the amount of the fund for the

maintenance of labourers, compared with the number of

labourers to be maintained.

Secondly, that the amount of that fund depends portly

on the productiveness of labour in the production of the

commodities used by the labourer, or, to speak more

concisely, in the production of wages, and partly on the

number of labourers employed in the production of wages

compared with the whole number of labourers.

Thirdly, that the productiveness of labour depends on

the character of the labourer, or the assistance he derive*

from natural agents, and from capital, and on his freedom

from interference.

Fourthly, that, in the absence of rent and improper

or unequally-distributed taxation, the proportion of the

labourers employed in producing wages to the whole

number of labourers depends partly on the rate of

profit, and partly on the time for which the capital em-
ployed in the production of wages must be advanced.

Fifthly, that the rate of profit, at any given time,

depends on the previous conduct of capitalists and la-

bourers.

And, MXlhly, that the period for which capital must

be advanced is subject to no general rule, but has a

tendency to be prolonged when profits arc low, and
shorlened’when they are high.

The inquiry into the causes which regulate wages
has, in a great measure, ascertained those which affect

profits. We have to add only that profits may be con
sidered in three points of view: first. as to their rale;

secondly, a* to their amount; and, thirdly, as to the

amount of desirable objects which u given amount of

profit will command. The causes which decide the rale

of profit have lieen already considered. It has been
shown that they depend on the proportion which the

supply of capital employed in providing wages bears

to the supply of labour. The rate being given, the

amount of the profit received by any given capi-

talist must depend, of course, on tlie amount of his

capital. It follows that, when the rate of profit falls in

consequence of an increase of capital without a propor-
tionate increase of labourers, the situation of the existing

capitalists, as a body, cannot he deteriorated, unless the

fall in the rale has been so great as to overloalauce the
increase of the amount. Two null ion*, at five per cent.,

would give as large an amount of profit ns one million

at ten. At seven and a half per cent, they would give n

much larger. And such is the tendency of an increase

of capital to produce, not indeed a corresponding, but
still a positive increase of population, that we believe

there is no instance on record of the whole amount of
profits having diminished with an increase of the whole
•mount of capital.

Totally distinct from the amount of profit is the
•mount of desirable objects which a given amount of
profit will purchase. A Chinese ond an English capi-

talist, each of whose annual profit will command the

labour of ten families for a year, will enjoy in different Political

degree* the comfort* and convenience* of life. The Economy.

Englishman will have more woollen goods and hardware, s—

the Chinese more lea and silk. The difference He- Biairibn-

pemls on the different prodactivenewt of laltour in China
y
QB

‘ „
and in England in the production of those commodities

tlc,
which arc used by the capitalhts in each Country. In WMgraand
the command of labour, and in the rank in society which profit in

that command gives, they are on a par. We have seen ddTeiwt

that, as population advances, labour lias a tendency
become less efficient in the production of raw produce,
and more productive hi manufactures. The same
amount of profit, therefore, will enable the capitalist in a
thinly-peopled Country to enjoy coarse profusion, or
among a dense population moderate refinement. A
South American, with an annual income commanding
the labour of one hundred families, would live in a log-

house on the skirts of a forest, and keep, perhaps, one
hundred horses. An Englishman with the same com-
mand of labour would live in a well* furnished villa, and
keep a chariot and pair. Each would possess sources

of enjoyment totally bey ond the reach of the other.

Variations of (hr Amount of Wages and the Rate of
Profits in different Employmentt of Labour and
Capital.

In the previous discussion we have assumed the

existence ol a certain average rate of wages and average

rate of profits. We now propose to consider the

influence of some specific cause* on the amount of
wages and the rate of profit* in different employments
of labour and capital.

The justly-celebrated chapter on this subject in the

Wealth of Nation* begins with the following words:
“The five following are the principal circumstances

which, so far a* I have been able to observe, make up
for a small pecuniary gain in some employments, and
counterbalance a great one in others. 1. The agreeable-

ness or disagreeableness of the employment* themselves.

2. The easiness and cheapness, or the difficulty and
expense, of learning them. 3. The constancy or incon-

stancy ofemployment in them. 4. The small or great

trust which mu*t be reposed in those who exerciae them.

5. The probability or improbability of success in them/*

Book i. ch. x.

As our remarks will be chiefly a commentary on
those of Adam Smith, we shall, as far as we can, follow

his arrangement. We shall begin, therefore, by lh«

influence of agreeableness or di*agreeablene«s.

The act of labouring implies a sacrifice of ease, and it

is chiefly to this sacrifice that our attention is directed

when we speak ofwages as the remuneration for labour.

But, as we have already observed, the indolence which

generally indisposes to severe or long-continued bodily

exertion is not in all cases the only feeling which the

labourer has to conquer. His employment may be

dangerous, or physically disagreeable, ordegrading. Ill

any one of these cases his wages are the reward not only

of the fatigue, but of the hazard, the discomfort, or the

discredit which he has encountered. Adam Smith, |, Agree-

however, has remarked, that the prospect of hazard* ablencw,

from which we can hope to extricate ourselves by

courage and address is not disagreeable, and does not

raise the wage* of labour in any employment. ** The
dangers and hair-breadth escapes of a life of adventure,

instead of disheartening young people, seem frequently

to recommend a trade to them. But it is otherwise,
6
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Political he observes, “ with those in which courage and address

Economy. can be of no avail. In trades which are known to be
N—l

very unwholesome the wages of labour are always

remarkably high."
*

Jnequtli- Unwholesomeness, indeed, is generally united to other

tin of disagreeable circumstances. Dirt, dust, deleterious atmo-
wap« and sphere, exposure to continued heat or cold, or to sudden

*n transitions from the one to the other, which are theprin-
’ cipal catise* of unhealihinets in any business, are also the

m««u. principal causes of its being generally disagrees We. When
toil, disease, and discomfort, are all to be encountered, the

temptation must indeed he high. But this union is not

univerr.il. The trade of a house-painter is one of the

most agreeable, and one ofthe most unwholesome, among
ordinary occupations. On the other hand, that of a

butcher, though brutal and disgusting, is eminently

healthy. The wages of each are, we believe, about

equal, and considerably exceed the remuneration for the

mere labour undergone, which, in fact, is in both cases

very trifling. But the fear uf|*opular odium, and, what
is alwap strongest amongst the least educated, the fear

of popular ridicule, as they are amongst the most
powerful feelings of our nature, arc the most effectual

means by which the wages of on employment can he

increased. To Adam Smith's instance of a public

executioner msy be added that of a common informer;

both of whom are remunerated at a rate quite riispro-

portioned to the quantity of work which they do. They
are paid not so much for encountering toil as for being

pelted and hissed. The most degrading of all common
trades, perhaps, is that of a beggar; but, when pursued

as a trade, it is believed to be a very gainful one.

Such appears to be the influence upon wages of

danger, discomfort, and disgrace. And it may be sup-

posed that any peculiarly agreeable employment is

generally as comparatively underpaid as peculiarly

disagreeable ones are overpaid. Adam Smith has

accordingly remarked that in a civilized society hunters

and fishers, who follow as a trade what other people

pursue as a pastime, are generally very poor people.
41 Fishermen, he observes, u have lieen poor from the

times of Theocritus. The natural taste for these

employments makes more people follow them than can

live comfortably by them; and the produce of their

labour, in proportion to its quantity, comes always too

cheap to market to afford any thing but the most scanty

subsistence to the labourer*. Hunting, however, can

scarcely be said to exist as a trade in any well-civilized

Country. And we doubt the accuracy of Adam Smith’s

statement us to fishermen
;

unless, as perhaps was the

cai>e, he intended to confine them to the small number
of anglers and poachers on rivers, who do, in tact, follow

as a trade what other men enjoy os a pastime. Marine
fishery is a business of too much toil and hardship to

be very attractive ; and if any proof, besides the well-

fed persons and ample clothing of the men and their

families were required, of its being well paid, K would
be found in the fact that the capital employed in it,

which Hi far from inconsiderable, generally belongs to the

fishermen themselves.

Asa general rule, we fear it must be admitted that

the occupations open to those who are not possessed of

capital differ only in the degree in which they are

disagreeable. The least disagreeable are man's primeval

occupations, those of a shepherd and a tiller of the Political

ground. And, accordingly, we believe that in every ^Cl>aniliy»

stale of society the lowest wages are those which are
r)iTinbT"

/

paid to agricultural labourers. The current wages of lion

common agricultural labourers may, therefore, in general lii«iuali-

be considered as representing the value, at the lime and tie* of

place where they are paid, of mere bodily labour. Hjat *•KT*
the same time and place, we find the services of any
other labourer more highly paid, we may infer either employ-

that his employment is subject to some peculiar dis- moot*,

advantage, or that, in fact, rent or profit enter into his

remuneration.

Adam Smith states that, in point of agreeableness or

disagreeableness, there is little or no difference in the
greater part of the different employments of stock,

though a great deal in those of labour; and he infers,

as we have seen, that average profits are more nearly on
a level than average wage*. That portion of profit

which is simply the remuneration for abstinence is cer-

tainly, at the 9ame time and place, nearly un a level; fur

abstinence, being a negative idea, does not admit of
degrees, excepting in the amount of capital from the

unproductive use of which the capitalist abstains, and
the length of time during which he abstains.

But we cannot admit that the agreeableness or dis-

agreeableness of the greater part of (he different em-
ployments of capital ia about the same. Nor would
Adam Smith have stated them to be so unless he
had used wages in a wider, and profit in a narrower
sense than that which has been adoptrd in this Treatise.

Wages, in the sense in which we have used the word,
are paid almost exclusively for undergoing bodily

labour or bodily inconvenience, and bodily labour is

almost always disagreeable. But (belabour of employ-
ing capital is principally meqtal, and menial exertion ia

often delightful. We frequently hear of men who are

devoted to their profession or their business, however
generally unattractive. A surgeon once told us that,

whatever were his income, bis utmost happiness would
be to superintend a great military hospital. Half the x

miseries of mankind have arisen trom the delight of
statesmen in governing, and of generals in war. Again,
the mere labourer receives mere pecuniary wages, or luod,

shelter, and clothing, of equal value. The capitalist is

often paid by power or reputation, and sometimes re-

ceives the highest of human rewards, the cnn.*ciouaneii»

that he has been widely and permanently useful. And,
on the other hand, there are employments, a* for instance

the slave-trade, which imply fatipie, hardship, and danger,

public execration, and, if a slave-trader can be supposed
to reflect on the nature of his occupation, self-reproach.

It is unnecessary to prove by a formal induction that,

when almost all that renders life agreeable, or even en-

durable, is sacrificed to profit, the profit must be great

;

or that competition must reduce very low the pecuniary

reward or valuable remuneration of occupations which
seem to carry with them their own reward.

It may not appear obvious why the extra profit of a
disagreeable ecnplojment should bear any proportion

to the value of the capital employed in it. It must be
remembered that, since the number of persons possessed

of a given capital becomes rapidly smaller os the amount of
the supposed capital is larger, the possessors of any given

amount of capital enjoy a sort of monopoly, which be-

comes stricter and stricter as the given amount it larger;

and, secondly, that the larger a man’s capital, and conse-

quently his income, the greater must be the temptation

Di

* Book i. ch. x.
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necessary lo induce him io encounter moral or physical

evil in the hope of increasing it. On the other hand, both

the trouble and the inferiority ofrank (hat accompany nny
trade arc general!) in inverse proportion to (lie capital em-
ployed. Where, indeed, the objection to a trade arises

from i:s moral turpitude, as in the rase of the keeper of a

gambling*house, or of any place of atili more shameful

rrsurt, its extent will ouly increase its infamy. Hut in the

absence of thi« peculiar objection, the same trade which

on a small sen hr is mean, is reHpecluljlc in s large way, and
almost dignified when carried to its greatest extent The
trouble cannot be so completely got rid of, but when the

capital is large enough to enable the employment of

clerks ami junior partners of great knowledge and high

character, it ruay often be *o far reduced as to occupy a
small portion of the principal's daily time. There are

lit this in-tant many persons busily engaged, and even

distinguished in politics and literature, who are also at

the head of great banking, brewing, or mercantile esta-

blishments It is not probable that their occupations in

busmen* can employ much of their time.

The result that might be anticipated from these oppos-

ing circumstances is. that that part of profit winch in the

reinnuerutiott for the trouble and other sacrifices, inde-

pendent of abstinence mode by the capitalist, though it

must positively increase in amount, yet generally bears

a smaller proportion to the capital employed as that

capital increases in value. And this anticipation is, we
think, confirmed by observation. There are, we apprehend,
few persons employing in England a capital of£1 0<h000,

who would not be satisfied with a profit of less than ten per

cent, per annum. A manufacturer of considerable, emi-

nence, with a capital of £40.000, complained to us of the

smallness of his profits, which he estimated at twelve and

a half per cent. About filieen per cent, we believe to be the

average that in expected by men with mercantile capitals

between £10,000 and £20,000. Scarcely any whole-

sale trade can be carried oa with a capital of less than
£1 0,000. The capitals of less value, therefore, gene-

rally belong lo farmers, shopkeepers, and small manu-
facturers, who, even when their capital amounts to £5000
or £6000. expect twenty per cent., and when it is lower

« much larger per centage. We have heard that stall

fruit-seller* calculate their gains at 2d. in the shilling,

or twenty per cent, per day. or something more than 7000
per cent, per annum. This seuma, however. almost too low.

The capital employed at any onetime seldom exceeds

io value ,
r
M., twenty per cent, on which would only be U,

a day; a sum which would scarcely pay the wnges of

the mere labour employed. It is, however, possible that

the capital may sometimes be turned more than once m
a day

;
and the capitalists in quest ion, if they esn be called

so, are generally the old and infirm, whose labour is of

little value. The calculation, therefore, may probably be
correct, and we have mentioned it a* the highest appa-
rent rate of profit that we know.

©h«»rni
1J ** Secondly,*' mys Adam Smith, “ tbs wages of labour

the busi-

1^ var >' «MUMSa and cheapness, or the difficulty

new, awl expense, of learning the business.
•‘When any expensive machine is erected, the extra-

ord nary work to be performed by it before it is worn out,

it must be expected, will replace the capital laid out on
it with at least the ordinary profits. A roan educated at
die expense of much labour and time may be compared
to one of these expensive machines. Tiie work which
he learns to perform, it must be expected, over and above

the usual wages of common labour, will replace to him
the whole expense of his education with at leant the or-

dinary profit* of an equally valuable capital, it must
do Ibis in a reasonable lime, regard being had to the

very uncertain duration of human life, in the same
manner as to the more certain duration of the machine.
The difference between the wages of skilled labour and
those of common labour is fonnded on this principle.'

1

Book i. ch. x.

We agree with the whole of this admirable passage,

except that we think it shown the propriety of rather

terming the surplus remuneration of skilled over com-
mon labour profit than wages. It is an advantage de-

rived by the skilled labourer in consequence partly of hit

own previous conduct, ami partly of* that of his parents

or friends of the labour snd of the expense which
they respectively contributed to bis education, it is

profit on a capital, though on that sort of capital which
eannot be made available without the labour of its

pon*e*»or,

Adam Smith has remarked that, in (lie liberal pro-

fession*. this hiboar and expense are very inadequately

remunerated; and lie attributes the slightness of their

remuneration first lo the desire of the reputation which
attend* upon superior excellence in any of them

; se-

condly, to the natural confidence which every man has,

more or less, nut ouly in hie own abilities, but in his

own good fortune; and thirdly, as far as literature and
the church are concerned, lo the number of persons who
are educated for those occupations at tlw public expense.

The two first causes operate very forcibly. 'J he in-

fluence of the third lie has, we think, exaggerated, or,

perhaps. Us force may have much diminished since he

wrote. In the first place, though our population has

nearly doubled in the interval, the number of proviatona

for affording gratuitously the means of a lilieral educa-

tion has not materially increased. And, secondly, from

the change which has taken place in the style of living

at the places of education, and in many cases from tint

nominal value oftiie provisions Having remained unaltered,

while money has lost more than half its value, these

provisions imw afford much less real assistance to tito

persons who obtain them. Adam Smith seema to have

supposed that the greater part of the clergy were

educated at the expense of the public, and lie expressly

states that lew were educated altogether at their

own. But at present there are scarcely any under-

graduates at either of our Universities wholly main-

tained by a foundation: probably there are not twenty

who receive from such a source owe half of llieir expen-

diture. and by tar the greater number receive no |wc<uxi-

ary assistance except Irom live relative cheapness of in-

struction. We say relative cheapness, because the sum
of money positively paid fur instruction is perhaps •« great

at Oxford and Cambridge as at most other Universities ;

but the attention bestowed by the teacher on each indi-

vidual student is considerably greater. In the foreign

Universities a lecture in a discourse deli vered by the pro-

fessor ; in ours, the College lectures, which are the prin-

cipal means of instruction, are, in a great degree, exami-

nations undergone by the pupils. There can be no

comparison between the labour imposed on tlw lead net

in these two nwxies of education. But that which ia

the laborious one necessarily confines each tutor to a
small number of pupils. If our inundations did not

afford (hem an income, our tutors must either require a
much larger remuneration from each pupil, or adopt the
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foreign mode of teaching by discourses delivered to large

assemblies.

Tiie principal cause which tills the avenues to some
of the liberal professions with candidates so numerous
as materially to diminish one another’s reward is one

which Adam Smith has omitted.

The average expense of providing in the cheapest

manner for the maintenance of a child until it can main-

tain itself by ordinary labour may perhaps amount to

about £40. This is double lire sum for which a parish

will indemnify the father of a bastard. The parish,

however, speculates on the chances of the child’s death.

The average expense of giving to a gentleman's son the

•ducatiou which is essential to his holding his father's rank

cannot be estimated at less than £2,040. But neither the

labour which the boy undergoes, nor the expense borne

by his father, is incurred principally in order to obtaiu

future profit. The boy works under the stimulus of im-

mediate praise or immediate punishment. It never

occurs to the father that it would be cheaper to have his

child nursed in the country at <£«. a week till he is eight

years old, and then removed to a farm-yard or a cotton-

mill
;
and thut in giving him a more expensive education

lie is engaging in u speculation which is likely to be un-

profitable. To wituess a son's daily improvement is,

with all well -<1 imposed men, or rather with all men, ex-

cept a few outcasts, one of the greatest sources of im-
mediate gratification The expense incurred for that

purpose is as much repaid by immediate enjoyment as

that which in incurred to obtain the most transitory

pleasures. It is true that a further object may also be

obtained, but the immediate motive i* ample.

But the extra expense and labour thus incurred in

some cases constitute tlie whole expense and labour of

preparation for a liberal profession, and in all cases con-

stitute the bulk of that expense and labour, In tbe

church they constitute the whole of the expense, and
almost all the labour. A graduate of Oxford or Cam-
bridge may have a very little more to read before he
takes orders, but has absolutely nothing more to pay.

What b« obtains, therefore, as a clergyman, utter deduct-

ing ‘the meru wages of his additional lubour, is pure

gain. And when wc consider how many are the motives

for undergoing that labour, besides the merely pecuniary

ones, we might be tempted to wonder that the pecuniary

rewards should remain so high. Three circumstances

keep them up : two by diminishing the number of can-

didates, and the third by raiding the fund applicable to

their use. The two former ones are the indelibility of
the clerical character, and the interdiction of clergymen
from almost all secular employments, especially from
those which offer the most glittering rewards. Many
men would enter the church if they could combine it

with oilier occupations, or if they might quit it at

pleasure, who refuse to enter into a path in which it is

not permitted to turn back or to diverge. These are

probably the principal causes which tend in this Country
to keep down the number of clergymen. Tin? revenue

of the existing members is kept up by means of the

fund set apart bylaw fur their use, and somewhat equal-

ized by tbe repeated intervention of the Legislature to

raise the remuneration of curates by prohibiting the in-

cumbent from offering, and the curate tram accepting,

a slipeud as low as would have Leen fixed on mere prin-

ciples of competition. Tbe expense of entering the

army is probably about equal to that of the church

;

for though about £tiUU is to be added fur the price of

the first commission and for outfit, the difference is about Political

made up by the early age at which tile profession can lie
®co,,oroI*

begun.
P

J he expense of the navy is much less, and ^~**^*'
either profession maybe entered upon without further jj"*

1 u"

preparatory study. The Legislature has fixed the pay i„«juaU-

und other advantages of the army mid navy (moderate tics of

a» they appear to be) much higher than would have been
necessary to keep up the supply of qualified candidates,

The difficulty of obtaining permission to enter either of employ,
them in so notorious, that tew person* without considers- meals,

ble interest ever think of them. Yet, notwithstanding

the influence of this feeling in diminishing the number
of competitors, the Admit ally and the Horse Guards
are besieged by candidates lor fir- 1 commissions ten limes
more numerous than the vacancies.

The same may be said of what are the subjects of
almost a distinct profession, public offices. Small as the

emolument* are, if they are to be considered ns repaving

the expenses of education, they are objects of eager
competition.

I: further proof were wanted that the number of the

candidates for the liberal profession* is principally kept up
by the feeling which forces every parent to endeavour to

give to his children at least the education of his own ran k

miller than by calculation, it may be tumid in the abun-

dance of governesses. The expenaeof giving to a girl

the education which will fit her to lie ;i governess, though

not quite equal to that of educating a boy as ft gentleman,

is yet very considerable : no jmrt of it is ever supplied

by the public ; and yet that profession is so overstocked

with candidates that the pny scarcely equals that of a
servant.

An expense of nearly £1000 beyond the common
expense of u regular education may be necessary to start

a )ourig man as a physician, mid perhaps nearly £1500
as a barrister. The lower brandies of the legal and
medical professions are about as expensive ns the church

or the army. But no branch of either luw or physic

admit- of practice till alter an apprenticeship of from i

three to five years, or of success, without three or four

years of diligent study. The effect of all these cause*

has been so much to diminish the number of conqietilors

in the medical and legal professions, that we much doubt

whether they are now, as Adam Smith states them to have

been in bis time, under-recompensed in {mint of pecu-

niary gain. We speak more doubtfully as to medicine ;

but we can say, from the observ ation of niuny years, that

his statement that, “if you send your sou to study tbe

law, it is ut least twenty to otte if he ever makes such

proficiency as will enable him to live by the business,"

has no resemblance to the existing date of things. Wo
have watched the progress of perhaps a hundred legal

students, and, where fair diligence has been emp'oyed, . .

success has been the rule, and failure tlie exception.

Many, indeed, have not applied fair diligence ; but we
have seen much more success among (he idle than failure

among the laborious. So far from the chances being

twenty to one agaitutt u young lawyer, we should be in-

clined to rale them at two to one ill Itis favour.

A third cause of variableness both in wages and in 3. Car.tfeo-

protits is constancy or inconstancy of employment. The fy °f ***•

variations which it occasions are, however, rather nppa-

rent than real. A Loudon porter, employed for an hour,

would think himself ill paid by less than a shilling. A
pavior or a hodman, whose labour is much more severe,

seldom receives more than 3d. an hour. But the pa-
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Politic*! vior can always find a market for his services. At 3d.
Economy. nn hour, he can at an average earn three shliings a day,

or about £46 a year. The porter may be sometimes a
,u' flay without a job. If his employment be less regular by

laeqnali- three-fourths than that of the pavior, to make his annual

tie* of wages equal, his hourly wages must of course be three

wajc*« and times as high. Adorn Smith, indeed, thinks that his annual

different
w,,ne* wight to be higher than the average, to make him

employ *°me compensation for those anxious and desponding

mcuta. moment a which the thought of so precarious a situation

must sometimes occasion. But this evil is compensated,
and, in most dispositions, more than compensated, by the

diminution of his toil. We believe, after all, that nothing

is so much disliked as steady, regular labour; and that

the opportunities of idleness afforded by an occupation

of i’n-gular employment are so much more than 'an

equivalent for its Biixiety as to reduce the annual wage*
of such occupations lo below the common average.

In the employment of capital, however, this compen-
sation does not alien exist. The occasional unproduc-
tiveness of his capital, generally speaking, affords no
relief to the capitalist. It must, therefore, he compen-
sated by a surplus profit, when productive, at least

enough to hnlance its periods of unproductiveness. A
house-builder’s capital often lies unproductive; there are

*nm« places in which the majority of the houses are un-
occupied for nine months in the year. The builder**

profit during I heir occupation must he at least four time*
as great as if they were regularly inhabited. One of the

consequence* of the effect of irregularity of employment
on wages and profits is to occasion many services and
com mo<1 i ties to cheapen as the demand for them in-

creases. A man who can count on employment for four

hour* a day would be forced by competition to sell his

services tor nearly half of what lie might have asked if

he could have reckoned on only two hours. Prices in a
watering-place always full as the season becomes longer.

4. TnuL The fourth cause assigned by Adam Smith for the varia-

tion in wages, the small or great trust which must be re-

posed in the workman, appears to be in a great measure
included in the second of his causes, the expense of edu-
cation. Occasionally, indeed, we see persons receiving

und deserving confidence though brought up under dis-

advnningeou* circumstances. The integrity of such per-

sons must arise from a peculiarly happy natural disposi-

tion, and its reward may then be considered a species of
rent; but, as u general rule, trustworthiness is the result

of early moral cultivation, nnd in that case is us much to

be considered a part of a man’* immaterial capital as his

prudence or hi* knowledge.

5. ProbaU- 'The lost of the causes mentioned by Adam Smith,
lily of sue- as affecting the remuneration of different employments,
c*w ' is the probability or improbability of success.

Uncertainty of success, in some respects, resemble*
inconstancy of employment. A few examples will show
them to he different. The legal and medical professions
are generally thought to be remarkably uncertain, but
the employment of a successful physician or barrister is
painfully incessant. On the other hand, a man may l*
morally sure that in a given occupation he will have a
,l„f, work forty or fifty lime d»r,nK , ;..r, .ml th»t
hn tnmm^ on thm ommio™ win ,„ p.,w fi is
.nnu.l snbawjetwe. Swh an occUp.tioo would b«
certain, notwithstanding its inconstancy.

Uncertainty of success cannot well ‘affect the wages

of common labour, since no man. unless he be to a ccr- Wiliwl
tain extent a capitalist, unless he have a fund for his

^<01ltlg>f*

intermediate support, can devote himself to an employ-
ment in which the success is uncertain. But its

apparent, and indeed its real effect on profits is very lowjuali-

considerable. tics i»f

Perfect knowledge, of course, excludes the idea of **£*•“*

chance; but if all men had sufficient information to
enable them to calculate fairly the chances of success, rmploy-
and were subject neither to rashness nor to timidity, it urnt*.

appears clear that even then the average profits of any
employment would be raised hy uncertainty of success.

When the sums are equal, to lose is obviously a
greater evil thun to gain is a good. If two men, with
each a capital of £2000, toss up for £1000, the gainer
augments his fortune by only one-third, and the loser

sacrifices one-half. Laplace calculates the disadvantage
at twenty-six percent. At nu equal game, he observes,
the loss is relatively greater than the gain. Suppose a
player with a fortune of 100 francs to risk 30 of ilirm at

heads and tails, his fortune, after he has deposited his

stake, will be reduced to 87 francs; that is to say, 87
francs unhazarded would procure him as much happi-
ness as 30 unhazarded, with 30 more subjected to the
chance of being doubled or lost. Admitting this calcu-
lation to be correct, and admitting the existence of the
degree of information and prudence which we have sup-
posed, no one possessed of £10,000 would venture
£3<KN) with an even chance of losing it, unless he had
ail even chance of gaining not merely £ 1 0,000, and an
adequate profit on his capital of £3000, but could
reckon on a further profit of £1300, as the price for

undergoing the risk.

It is needless to say that men are far from possessing
this degree either of information or of prudence. It is

to be observed, however, that there are two sorts of
uncertainty. In some cases the hazard is essentially

connected with the employment itself, and recurs, in
about an equal degree, at every operation. Smuggling,
and the manufacture of gunpowder, are instances.

Experience and skill may somewhat diminish the risk;

but the best smuggler, nnd the best maker of gun-
powder, probably each, suffers an average amount of
loss. But there are employments in which success, if

once obtained, is permanent. Such is often the case in

mining. That mining is generally llte road to ruin is

notorious in all mining countries; but there are miners
who* have never suffered a loss. The same may be
said of the liberal professions. Granting them to be as

uncertain as Adam Smith believed them to be, the evil

to which that uncertainty refers is experienced only by
those who fail. To those who succeed they afford a
revenue eminently safe and regular. Their uncertainty

is personal. It arises from the error to which evrry
man is subject when he compares his own qualifications

with those of his rivals. If he be found on the actual

trial inferior, his failure is irretrievable. In the other

alternative his success i» as permanent. Where any
business is necessarily and permanently hazardous, the

fortunes of any one individual engaged in it afford a

sample from which we may estimate the fortunes of all.

If only one old farmer could give to us all his personal

experience, we should probably have a tolerably correct

conception of the hazards to which fanning is exposed.
But, if we were to estimate the chances of legal or

medical success from the average of ten or twenty
selected instances, we should be likely to be grossly
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misled. Hie first sort of uncertainty, therefore, is likely

to be estimated with a much greater approach to correct-

ness than the second.

Adam Smith believed both to be under-estimated,

and, consequently, that the average profits of all hazard-

ous employments are below the average profits of safe

ones. His views are stated with so much force and
ingenuity, that we will extract them at considerable

length.

“The overweening conceit which the greater part of

men have of their own abilities is an ancient evil

remarked by the philosophers and moralists of all ages.

Their absurd presumption in their own good fortune

has been less taken notice of. It is, however, if possible,

still more universal. There is no man living who,
when in tolerable health and spirits, has not some share

of it. The chance of gain is by every man, more or less,

overvalued ; and the chance of loss is by most men under-

valued; and by scarce any man, who is in tolerable

health and spirits, valued at more than it is worth.
“ That the chance of gain is naturally overvalued we

may learn from the universal success of lotteries. The
world neither ever saw, nor ever will see, a perfectly

fair lottery, or one in which the whole gain compensated
the whole loss, because the undertaker could make
nothing by it. In the stale lotteries the tickets ure

really not worth the price which is paid by the original

subscribers, and yet commonly sell in the market for

twenty, thirty, and sometimes forty per cent advance.

The vain hope of gaining some of the great prizes is the

sole cause of this demaud. The soberest people scarce

look upon it as a folly to pav a small sum for the chance

of gaining £ 10,01)0 or £20,000, though they know
that even that small sum is perhaps twenty or thirty per

cent, more than the chance is worth. In a lottery in

which no prize exceeded £20, though, in other respects,

it approached much nearer to a perfectly fair one than

the common state lotteries, there would not be the same
demand for tickets. In order to have a better chance
for some of the great prizes, some people purchase

several tickets, and others small shares in a still greater

number. There is not, however, a more certain propo-

sition in Mathematics, than that the more tickets you
adventure upon, the more likely you are to be a loser.

Adventure upon all the tickets in the lottery, and you
lose for certain; and the greater the number of your
tickets, the nearer you approach to this certainty.

“That the chance of loss is frequently undervalued,

and scarce ever valued more than it is worth, we may
learn from the very moderate profit of insurers. In
order to make insurance either from fire or sea risk a
trade at all, the common premium must be sufficient to

compensate the common hisses, to pay the expenses of

management, and to afford such a profit as might have

been drawn from an equal capital employed in any
common trade. The person who pays no more than

this evidently pays no more than the real value of the

risk, or the lowest price at which he can reasonably

expect to insure it. But, though many people have
made a little money by insurance, very few have
made a great fortune : and from this consideration alone
it seems

.
evident enough that the ordinary balance of

profit and loss is not more advantageous in this than in
other common trades, by which so many people make
fortunes. Moderate, however, as the premium of
insurance commonly is, many people despise the risk too
much to care to pay it. Taking the whole kingdom at

an average, nineteen houses in twenty, or rather perhaps Political

ninety-nine in a hundred, are not insured from fire.
E®®00”/-

Sea risk is more alarming to the greater part of people,

and the proportion of ships insured to those not insured

is much greater. Many sail, however, at all seasons, lot^uaii.

and even in time of war, without any insurance. This tie* of

may sometimes, perhaps, be done without any iinpru- wattes and

deuce. When a great company, or even a great

merchant, has twenty or thirty ships at sea, they may, Jnploy-
as it were, insure one auother. The premium saved menu,
upon them all may more than compensate such tosses

as they ure likely to meet with in the common course of
chances. The neglect of insurance upon shipping,

however, in the same manner as upon houses, is, in

most cases, the effect of no such nice calculation, but of

mere thoughtless rashness and presumptuous contempt
of the risk. The ordinary rate of profit always rises,

more or less, with the risk. It does not, however, seem
to rise in proportion to it, or so as to compensate it

completely. Bankruptcies are most frequent in the most
hazardous trades. The most hazardous of all trades,

that of a smuggler, though, when the adventure

succeeds, it is likewise the most profitable, is the

infallible road to bankruptcy. The presumptuous hope

of success seems to act here os upon all other occasions,

and to entice so many adventurers into those hazardous

trades, that their competition reduces their profit below

what is sufficient to compensate the risk. To compen-
sate it completely, the common returns ought, over and
above the ordinary profits of stock, not only to make up
for all occasional losses, but to afford a surplus profit to

the adventurers of the same nature with the profits of

insurers. But if the common returns were sufficient for

all this, bankruptcies would not be more frequent in

these than iu other trades.” Book i. ch. x.

Whether Adam Smith’s conclusions be true or false,

they certainly do not follow from his premises. Bank-
ruptcies might be frequent in a trade of extra-

ordinary profit. We will suppose ten merchants each

to employ for a year a capital of £10,000 in a remark-

ably safe trade, and ten others to employ equal capitals

for the same period in a hazardous trade
;
and ten per

cent, per annum to be the average rate of profit in

undertakings involving similar trouble. The capital of

£100,000 engaged in the safe trade would, at the end

of the year, be raised to £110,000, but be distributed

in the same proportions as before. If the capital

engaged in the hazardous trade were also, at the end of

the year, to amount to £110,000, it is clear that each

trade would .have been equally profitable, although a

different distribution of the capitul might have ruined

some, and made the fortunes of others, among the

merchants engaged in it. Two might have lost, and

two others might have doubled, their whole property.

If the capital in the hazardous trade were found, at the

end of the year, to have been raised from £100,000 to

£120,000, it is dear that the hazardous trade must

have been twice as profitable as the safe one, though the

whole of the advantage might have fallen to two or

three or even to one of the supposed ten merchants,

leaving all the others to bankruptcy, t

Insurance was a still more unfortunate source of argu-

ment ; lor all the premises that it affords lead to a con-

dusion directly opposed to Adam Smith’s. Insurance

is one of the safest of employments. If its profits be re-

markably moderate, their moderation can be accounted

for only by the extra competition which its safety invites.

2 a
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It affords, therefore, at least one example in favour of

the superior profits of hazardous employments. Nor
can it be said that the majority of persons despise the

risk too much to secure themselves against it by paying

a moderate premium. So much do they fear the risk

that tiieyare willing to guard against it by paying u

most immoderate premium. The sum received by the

insurance office must, as Adam Smith has remarked,

exceed the value of the risk by an amount sufficient to

pay the expenses of management, and afford ordinary

profit. Tlte sum received by the office on common
insurances against fire is It. fid. per .ill 00 ; of which at

least fid. must go to pay expenses and profit, leaving 1#.

as the value of the risk. But a duty is also paid to

Government by the insured ot Si. per £l<>0; so that the

whole expense of insurance is 4a fid. per £ 100, or nearly

five times the value of the risk. And, even at this ex-

travagant rate, we believe that of good houses not one in

a hundred is uninsured. So little do people despise

the risk that, with their eyes open, they purchase a

security against it at nearly five times its real value.

We suspect the fact to be that the imagination is

unduly affected by the prospect either of enormous gain

or of enormmis loss ; and, consequently, that men are

ready to purchase the chance of obtaining a very great

advantage, or the certainty of not suffering a very great

disadvantage, at a price far beyond the value of either

contingency. And this appears to be sufficiently proved

by the facts which have been stated respecting insurance

and lotteries. The English stale lotteries of late times,

indeed, afforded much more striking proofs of men’s

tendency to over-estimate the chances of extravagant

gain than those which Adam Smith had seen. The
tickets were always worth exactly £10 apiece—£10 for

each ticket forming always a sum equal to the aggregate

amount ofall the prises
;
the average price of a ticket was

from £21 to £24 apiece. Instead of twenty or thirty per

cent, the purchasers paid more titan one hundred per cent,

more than the value of their hope, just as, in the case of

insurance, they pay nearly five hundred per cent, more than

Cite value of their tear. The purchasers of tickets seem to

bare considered the relation between £24 and £20.000,
not that between £24 and the oue two-thousandih chance
of getting £20,000. Just as thosewho insure their houses

compare £2. 5i. with £1000 instead of comparing it with

the one two-thoimnd(h chance of losing £1000. Adam
Smith lias well remarked, that if the disproportion between

the sum paid and the sum attainable were altered, even

though the bargain were rendered more favourable, the

competition for it would diminish. No one would buy
halfthe tickets in a lottery, even at £ 1 2 a ticket

; he would

at once see the absurdity of paying £ 120.000 for an even

chance of getting £200,000, though, if a state lottery

were now opened, a folly just twice as great in kind would
be committed by thousands. So if, instead of one in

two thousand, which we believe to be about the present

average, one house in ten were annually burned down,
and the annual expense of insurance were £22 10*. per
cent., insurance would diminish, though the terms would
be twice as favourable as they now are.

Those employments which offer the possibility of a
great return for a small outlay are of the nature of lot-

teries ; and it may be suppoaed that they attract compe-
tition in proportion not so much to the real value of the

contingency as to the excess of the possible return over
the certain outlay. If that excess be very great, it may
be supposed that the number of competitors in propor-

tion to that of prizes will reduce so low the value ol Political

each man’s contingency ns to render such employments Economy,

on the whole unprofitable. In this Country the church,

the army, and the bar, are such employments. They DistriUu-

offer prizes that may satisfy to its utmost almost every * l““*

human desire; and they require, as we have seen,

from those who have already received a gentleman’s
tta

education, a very moderate further outlay : the church profit in

and the army scarcely any; the bar {Perhaps £l 500. different

Under these circumstances, if the numlier of barristers

were not kept down by the necessity ofyears of irksome
study, and the emoluments of the church and of the

army and navy kept up by the funds appropriated to

their respective use, we have no doubt that the compe-
tition in these professions would reduce their average
profit far below even its present moderate amount. We
olten hear proposals for equalizing, or rather for

diminishing, the inequality in ecclesiastical preferments.

At first sight it appears a waste to pay £20,000 a year

to an Archbishop for doing less than is required from
the curate of a populous parish wilh only £lU0 a year.

But if our object were to obtain an expensively edu-
cated clergy on the cheapest terms, that object would
probably be best effected, not by diminishing, but by
increasing, the value of the highest prizes. The
revenues of all the English Bishoprics put together

fiill short of £150,000 a year. This sum, divided

among the ten thousand livings, would raise the value ot

each by jt‘15. Can anyone believe that such a change
would not diminish the worldly attractions ofthe church?
Nothing aells so dearly as what is disposed of by a well-

constructed lottery, and if we wish to sell salaries dearly,

that is, to obtain as much work and knowledge as pos-

sible for as little pay as possible, the best means is to

dazzle the imagination with a few splendid prizes, and,

by magnificently overpaying one ortwo, to induce thou-

sands to sell their services at half price.

We have been told that it was once proposed at Rome,
as the easiest mode of constructing a vast dome, to raise

a mound of earth of the required shape, and build over

it. But the expense of then removing the earth ap-

peared enormous. On the principle which wc have en-

deavoured to illustrate it was proposed that in raising the

mound the earth should be irregularly mixed with coins

of gold, silver, and copper, amounting in the aggregate

to a sum equal to about half the aggregate amount of

the wages which it would have cunt to remove it by
paid labourers, and then to allow the populace to remove
it in barrows, without payment. It was supposed that

a sufficient number of persons would offer their services,

though, in fact, working, in the aggregate, at half price.

Wc have already expressed an opinion that the bar

is better judd than the church, and we attribute this to

its being less of a lottery. The expenditure, as w« have

seen, is far greater, and the prizes, on the whole, are

smaller. The teamed profession which offers the

fewest prizes and requires the largest ontlay. that of a
schoolmaster, as it cesses to lie a lottery, is by far the

best paid. There are probably few capitals which in the

aggregate yield so certain and at the same time so large

a profit.

In some few cases commercial adventures are of the

nature of a lottery. Such were the shares which ex-

cited the strange levers ofcupidity and speculation which

marked the years of 1720 and 1825. Of the thousand*

who crowded to buy Chili and Peruvian, and Kio la

Plata, and Columbian, and Mexican shares, how many
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can be supposed not to have ascertained. but to have

endeavoured to ascertain, or even to have thought of

ascertaining, the probability of their Company's success ?

All they knew was thut ileal del Monte shures, for

which £70 had been given, were selling for £1200

:

and they bought n few shares in other Companies,

because, if the speculation succeeded, they might get one

thousand per cent
,
and if it fulled they hud only lost

one or two hundred pounds.

Generally speaking, however, those commercial ad*

ventures which offer a large immediate advantage are

more in the nature of ordinary gambling than of a

lottery. The possible loss often equals or exceeds, and
generally bears a large proportion to, Uie possible gain.

The undue hopes and the undue fears, which we have

deacribed as excited by the prospect of enormous gain

and enormoua loss, may now be supposed to balance

one another, and to leave room tor the action of Adam
Smith’s principle, an absurd presumption in our own
good fortune. If his theory be correct, if every man in

tolerable health and spirits have a tendency to miscal-

culate the chances in his own favour, it must follow

that those speculations, which offer a great gain at the

hazard of a great loss, invite so much competition as to

be, if not positively unprofitable, at least less advan-

tageous than ordinary employments. And we believe

such to be the case. Miuing and stock-jobbing are

employments of capital which rider splendid success at

the hazard of ruinous failure- The former employment
is notorious not merely as affording less than average

profits, but as affording noaggegate balance of profit at

all as productive in the aggregate of loss. Knowledge,
diligence, capital, all the materials of success, ore

applied in Cornwall to one of the richest mineral dis-

tricts in the world, and yet it is supposed that the aggre-

gate price of the whole of the copper and tin annually

raised in Cornwall is not equal to the whole of the ex-

pense of raising it. A few capitalists, however, make
large fortunes, and their success draws on the rest,

generally to loss, often to rain.

Even if speculation io the funds were attended by no
expense, it is mathematically certain that it could in the

aggregate afford no profit, as what is gained by one
must be to&t by another. But it is carried on at a very

great expense. Every transfer costs a commission of

2s. fid. lor every £llH) stock, A man who annually

buys and sells stock to the amount of £800,000, and
that is far from a large amount for an habitual specu-

lator, must at an average pay for commission £1000
a year ; and that £1000 exactly represents the amount
of his annual loss, supposing him to speculate with
average success.

On the whole, however, tliough we attribute some-
thing to men's confidence in their superior good for-

tune, we attribute much more to their confidence io

their superior ability. A confidence which, if universal,

would, on the whole, produce as much miscalculation

as the former, but which is not obviously irrational

in each particular instance, and on that very account

i» stronger and more general.

The third aod last class of the employments of

capital which arc subject to uncertainty comprises (hose

which are just the reverse of a lottery : those in which
th« gain is in each instauce small, but nearly certain ;

and (lie loss great, but highly improbable.

If our theory be correct, this remote contingency of
great loss must in general be overvalued, and the capi-

talist who submits to it must, in addilion to the profit Political

which would content him if his business were perfectly Hamomy.
safe, receive at on average in the first place an extra

profit equal to the risk, ami in the second place, a further

profit to compensate his anxiety, to compensate the inf.‘.nair_
excess of evil occasioned by loss over the benefit that tic* of

attends on gain, and a still further profit to compensate watrw sail

the undue importance which he is likely to attribute to PTC,
.

fit ‘n

the chaucre ngaimi him.
cnnT*"-Now this class comprises almost all those employ- meat*,

mentis of capital which, to distinguish them from those

attended by extraordinary risk, arc generally termed
safe. A merchant or a manufacturer who wishes to be
safe must in general give up the hope of obtaining great

profit by any single transaction. But no productive
employment of capital can be perfectly safe. A capi-

talist may, indeed, lend his capital to one who wishes to

employ it, on receiving a pledge, and the pledge may so

much exceed io value the sum lent as to moke the loan

secure ; but the capital itself, if employed, must be
risked. Credit must be given, confidence must be
reposed in agents, and when every precaution has been

taken, an extraordinary season, an unexpected source of

supply, a sudden change in foreign or domestic politics,

or a commercial pauic, may produce ruin out of the best-

arranged operations. No man in business can be per-

fectly sure that in ten years' time he shall not be a
bankrupt. If we are right, this risk of enormous loss,

when unbalanced by the hope of enormous gain, must
be compensated by an extra profit of something more
than its value, just as the chance of enormous gain,

when not balanced by the fear of enormous loss, is

purchased at more Uibu its value; and as the latter class

of employments gives a smaller, so the former must give

a greater average return than would be afforded by an
employment perfectly safe, if any such there be.

Inequalities in wages and profits occasioned by the

difficulty of transfe rring capital and labourfrom one

employment to another.

The inequalities in wages and profits which we have
as yet considered arise from muses inherent in the em-
ployments themselves which have been the subjects of

discussion, and would, generally speaking, exist even if

one occupation could at will be exchanged for another.

But great inequalities are found which camvot be ac-

counted for by any circumstances leading men to

prefer one employment to another, and which therefore

continue only in consequence of the difficulties expe-

rienced by the labourers and lire capitalists in changing

their employments.

The difficulty with which lubour is transferred from

one occupation to another is the priucipat evil of a high

state of civilization. It exists iu proportion to the

division of labour. In a savage stale almost every man
is equally fit to exercise, and in fact does exercise, almost

every employment. But in the progress of improve-

ment two circumstances combine to render narrower and
narrower the field within which a given individual can

be profitably employed* In the first place the opera-

tions in which he is engaged become fewer and fewer.
*4 In a pin-manufactory,” says Adam Smith, " one man
draws out the wire, another straightens it. a third cuts

it, a fourth points it, a fifth grinds it at the tup for re-

ceiving the head ; to make the head requires two or

three distinct operations ; to put it on is a peculiar

business; to whiten the pins is another; it is eveu a

2 o 2
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trade by itself to pul them info the paper; and the im-

portant business of making a pin is in this manner
divided into about eighteen distinct operations.” In a

large manufactory the man who is engaged in one of

these operations has little experience in any of the others.

And, in the second place, the skill which the division

of labour gives to each distinct class of artificers gene-

rally prevents whatever peculiar dexterity an individual

may have from being of any value in a business to which

he has not been brought up. A workman whose spe-

cific labour has ceased to he in demand finds every

other long-established employment filled by persons

whose time has been devoted to it from the age at which

their organs were still pliable and their attention fresh.

Mr. Ewart, one of the many intelligent witnesses ex-

amined by the Committee on Artisans and Machinery,

is asked

:

M Can you state any facts to prove the inefficiency of

even the best workmen when they are taken out of the

immediate line of their daily business, though iu the same
trade ?"

He replies, “Yes, I can: I should state particularly

the case of the clock ami watch tool and movement
maker* in Lancashire; they arc considered the best

workmen; they use the same sort of tools that the

cotton-niaehine makers use ; but they are brought up
to no employment but making those clock and watch

tools and movements. When those men come to be em-
ployed in making cotton machines we find that they

have almost as much to learn as if they had never

learnt any working in metal at all. We have found

them quite insufficient to do any ordinary filing and
turning.*’*

Gamier, in the amusing notes to his translation of
Adum Smith, contrasts the comfort of the low er order*

in France with the pauperism of England, and ascribes

the difference which he discovers to artificial restraints

on the circulation of labour in England, and the absence

of such restraints in France. “Under a government,”
he observes, which dots not interfere with the direction

of industry, it is impossible that a man in health and
strength con be without employment, unless hia vices

make employment intolerable to him. Let the workman
be allowed to choose the market for his labour, and you
may be sure that he will find one, and more and more
certainly in proportion to the wealth of the Country. The
complaint of want of work Is the threadbare excuse of

the idler who prefers relief to wages. If he were to

search for it, he would find it as well as his companions.
In France, though our population is one-third more nu-
merous than that of England, and the fund for the sup-
port of labour much smaller, the labouring classes are

free from want, or’even discomfort.’ *f
There can be no doubt that we have among our insti-

tutions and our habits much that fetters and misdirects

the industry of our labourer* ; and that these cause*
frequently occasion, and always prolong, the wont of
employment to which large portions of our labourers
are frequently exposed. We believe, too, that from many
of these cause* France is comparatively free. The mo-
nopolies possessed by towns and by incorporated bodies
of artificers, with their oppressive bye-law* and duties,
were swept away by the Revolution. Much, however,
that is productive of evils similar in kind, still remains.

* "d *«W», 1824, p. 251.

Not long ago the number of butcher* in Paris was, by an Politirml

ordonuance «»f police, restricted to four hundred. The moat Kcunumy.

important «r all employments, that of affording education,

in n government monopoly ; and the commeiciul code of Di*tr'bu-

Franee is even worse than our own. If, therefore, the j^'* r
labouring clashes of France never suffer from want of of
employment, they do not owe their immunity to a com- wages an«l

plele, or even a very considerable, freedom from inlerfe- I'*®™ *n

mice. If their employment be actually more constant than jjj®*****

that of our lubouring classes, we helieve that they owe that
imn ***

constancy principally to the inferior extent of their ma-
nufactures. and. what is both the cause and the effect of
that inferiority, to a much lesa subdivision of labour.

Less than one-third of the population of England, and
more than two-thirds of the population of France, are

employed in the cultivation of the soil. We are inclined

to think that, notwithstanding this disproportion, the
English labouring classes are belter fed than the French.
Rut there is no comparison between their respective en-
joyment of clothing and other manufactures. The
greater part of the coarser manufacture* are both cheaper
and better in England ; while the wages in France, both

of manufacturing and agricultural labourers, are about
half what they are with us. “ A peasant suffering

severely from rheumatism,” says M. Say, {Court Complete
tome i. p. 46,) *' a*ked my advice. I recommended to

him a flannel waistcoat next the skin. He did not know
that there was such a thing n* flannel. 1 told him then

to wear under his shirt a cloth waistcoat turned inside-out.

How, he asked, ain I to get cloth to wear under my shirt,

when I huve never been able to afford to wear it above ?

And yet he was no worse off than his neighbour*.’*

The French labourer, luring employed in more capa-
cities than the Englishman, has more trades to turnio,

and for that very reason is less efficient at any one. T he
Russian is probably more seldom out of employ than

the Frenchman, and the Tartar less frequently than
either. Rut few principles are more clearly established

than that, etrferit paribu», the productiveness of labour

is iu proportion to its subdivision, and that, cttUrit pari-

but, in proportion to that subdivision must be the occa-

sional suffering from want of employment. A savage

may lie compared to one of his own instruments, to hia

club, or his udxe, clumsy and inefficient, but yet com-
plete in itself. A civilized artificer is like a single wheel
or roller, which, when combined with many thousand
others in an elaborate piece of machinery, contributes to

effects which seem beyond human force and ingenuity,

but, alone, i* almost utterly useless.

The difficulty in transferring material capital from one
employment to another depends principally on the de-

gree in which it has been manufactured, and on the

change to be made in the disposition of its parts. The
destination of raw material can, in general, be changed
with little inconvenience. The stones that have been col-

lected for a bridge may easily be employed for a house.

But if (hey have been formed into a house, or a bridge, the

value of the materials would scarcely pay the expense of

removing them. Those costly instruments which form

the principal part of fixed capital can scarcely ever

be applied in their original slate to any but their original

purposes. They are employed, therefore, in the same
way, long after they have cea«ed to afford average profit

on the expense oftheir construction, because a still greater

loss would be incurred by attempting to use them In a
different manner. It would be a bad speculation to

etecL a steam-engine at ‘the cost of .£‘20,001? which should

Digitized by Google
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Political return an annual profit of only £100, but it would be
Economy. a still worse one to sell it ns old iron for £500.

There is a considerable resemblance in thin respect
DLstribu- between mental and inanimate capital. Probity, in-

loeqaali-
dustry, judgment, elementary knowledge, and the other

twTof moral and intellectual habits and acquirements to which
wajfwi and we give the general name of a 14 good education," are

'n a kind of mental raw material, of which the destination

Count"**,
can be altered at pleasure. The peculiar knowledge and

habits of a given profession are tike a steam-engine or a

water-mill, of comparatively small value for any but their

appropriate purposes. In general, however, mental capi-

tal is the more transferable of the two. and becomes more
and more so the more exclusively it is exclusively mental.

The professional knowledge and dexterity of a weaver

would be of little use to him in any other employment.

A lawyer or a physician, prevented by circumstances

from continuing to practise, would find the information

and the intellectual liabits which he had acquired in his

former profession of considerable advantage in any new
one. Bodily labour, especially when the labourer is con-

fined to a very few operations, so that a few muscles have

too much and the rest too little to do, often weakens, and
almost always distorts, the frame. Mr. Shaw, a surgeon

of great eminence in the treatment of distortion, told us

that, bb he walked along the streets, he could in general

tell each man's trade by bis characteristic deformity. But
mental exertion, unless in those rare cases in which it is

carried to such sn excess as to produce cerebral derange-

ment, never seems to weaken the mind. It may some-
times, perhaps, a little distort it. may sometimes give to

one or two faculties an undue preponderance ; but even

this, to such an extent as to diminish the productiveness

of the individual's subsequent exertions, is comparatively

rare. And, in general, it will be found, that the more
work a man's mind has done, the more he is able to do,

and the better he will do it.

The obstacles which exist, even within the same neigh-

bourhood and the same Country, to the transfer of

labour and capital from one employment to another, are

ofcourse aggravated, when not only the occupation but the

neighbourhood or the Country is to lie changed. Adum
Smith states the common price of labour in London and
ita neighbourhood to have been, when he wrote, l*. 6d.

a day, and the usual price in the Lowlands of Scotland

to have been 8d. “ Such a difference of prices," he adds,
“ which it seems is not always sufficient to transport a

man from one parish to another, would necessarily occa-

sion so great a transportation of the most bulky commo-
dities, not only from one parish to another but from one
end of the kingdom, almost from one end of the world,

to another, as would soon reduce them more nearly to a

level. After all that has been said of the levity and in-

constancy of human nature, it appears evidently from

experience, that a man is, of all sorts of luggage, the

most difficult to be transported.* Book i. ch. vi.

When we compare the wages of labour in different

Countries, we usually estimate them in money. And we
are forced to do this for two reasons: first, because the

precious metals are the only important commodities uni-

versally distributed throughout the world ; and, secondly,

because they are the only commodities of which the

value is every where the same, or very nearly tliesume.

We should gain little information by comparing the

number of pine-apples that can be earned in Java and in

England by a week's ordinary labour. And still less by
comparing the quantity of pulque earned by a Mexican

with the quantity of whisky earned by an Irishman. Political

But money wages, though they measure accurately the
Economy.^

value of national labour in the general market of the

world, afford a very imperfect test of the degree ofcom-
fort and convenience obtained by the labourer in different loequali-

Countries. Now it is this difference, not the difference tw* of

in money wages, that leads ln'm to change his residence;

and we can ascertain, or rather approximate to ascer-

taining, these differences only by translating the money Countriw.
wages in different Countries into the commodities used by
the labourer. The money wages of labour in North
America are about one-third higher than in England

;

this is in some measure compensated by the higher price

of manufactures. But os food, which everywhere forms
the largest portion of the labourer's expenses, is con-
siderably cheaper than with us, (he real superiority of the

American over the English labourer is greater than is

indicated by the difference in their wages. We are told

(Crawford's Embassy, n, 468) that a day labourer in Ben-
gal can hardly earn L3 a year. Notwithstanding this

low rate of wages, most manufactures are dearer there

than in England. Food, of course, is cheaper ; for were

it at the same price as the cheapest food in England, a
family could not exist at about Is. a week. And it is

obvious that in every Country the average wages of labour

must be sufficient to support an average family. In

proportion to the quantity of land and labour required,

rice is, perhaps, the most abundant food that the earth

affords. Rice, therefore, is the food of the Bengmllee, and
his wages, supposing them'to be all laid out in food, would

produce him about eight huudred pounds ; the same
quantity of rice might be purchased here for about £10
sterling. Estimated in money, therefore, wages in England,
at £30 a year, are ten times as high as in Bengal; esti-

mated in manufactures, they are more than ten times

;

estimated in rice, they are about three times as high.

In comparing the rate of profits in two Countries, this

difficulty does not exist ; both the advances and the re-

turns being always estimated in money, the apparent

must be the real difference between the rate of profits in

any two Countries.

The great obstacles to the circulation of labour are

difference of climate, distance of place, and difference of

language. The first is by far the most powerful, and is

so great that there is little voluntary emigration of la-

bourers to a very dissimilar climate. Difference of lan-

guage seems often a greater obstacle than very consider-

able distance of place. The advance of wages obtained

by an English mechanic in France Is greater than he

can get by going to America
;
but ten go to America for

one who will venture to France. Differences in habits,

government, and religion are comparatively weak obsta-

cles, except in those cases where the differences have

caused an antipathy, making immigration dangerous.

Few Countries differ more in habits and religion than

England and Ireland, or in government than Ireland

and the United States. Yet we know how great is the

emigration from Ireland to both those Countries. In

general, however, the physical and moral obstacles to

the emigration of single labourers, or even of bodies of

labourers, unless supported and directed by a very con-

siderable capital, are such that it seldom takes place

unless under peculiar circumstances
;
such as those of

Ireland and England, or Ireland and America, where

the temptation is very great, the physical obstacle only

a passage of a few weeks in the one case, and a few

hours in the other, and the language the some.
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But the voluntary migrations of capitalists ami la*

bourers united, and the attempts by capitalists to force

the involuntary migration of labourers, have been among
the principal causes that have advanced and retarded the

improvement of mankind. To the first class belong

those hostile migrations in which a wliole nation, in the

hope of obtaining a climate or a soil more favourable to

production, has moved in a body to ‘eize the territory of

a neighbour. From the invasion of Egvpt by the Shep-

herd Kings to that of Greece by the Turks tliese move-

ments have kept the inhabitants of the whole of our

hemisphere in a constant fluctuation. Many Con nines,

and among them our owu, have been so covered by suc-

cessive strata of occupants, that no trace of the first

settlers can be discovered ; in others, the poor remains

of the aborigines are discovered, like the Helots of La-

conia, the Fellahs of Egypt, or the Bheels of Hindustan,

by their misery and degradation. Europe, in its present

stale, does not fear them.* invasions. They could uot be

attempted bv a civilized nation, nor, in die present slate

of the art of war, could they be successful against one.

But, until the improvement of military science and the

extensive use of machinery in war, gave to wealth and
knowledge their present superiority, these attributes seein

to have been sources rather of weakness than ofstrengtii.

The leust polished people seem, on the wliole, to have hud
the advantage. Cicero confesses the warlike superiority

of the Gauls over the Homans. It was not till utter

Gaul had become comparatively civilized that her mili-

tary fame was recalled as a tradition.* A few centuries

of peace made the Britons an easy prey to the Saxons,

and the Suxoos to the Dunes. Under such circumstances

the permanent improvement of the human race seemed
almost hopeless. And if gunpowder had uot been

brought into use just at the time when those military

virtues which belong to semi-barbarism were decaying,

it appears probable that another irruption of borburians

might have brought back another middle age, in which
Europe might have lo«t all that she gaiued between the

XI 1th and the XV'th Centuries.

Resembling in kind these migratory invasions, but

very different from them in effect, have been those emi-
grations on a smaller scale, to which we give the name
of colonization ; ill which a portion of a comparatively

civilized nation have gone out, with their kuuw ledge and
weultli, their material, and moral, and intellectual capital,

and settled in an unoccupied or thinly peopled district.

It is a remarkuble and a most unhappy circumstance

thut, notwithstanding the progress of political knowledge,
the true principles of colonizatiuu have been less and
less understood, or, if understood, less and less acted on,

os civilization has advanced. The earliest colonies with

which we arc acquainted, those founded by the Phte-

uiciaiis and the Greeks, seem to have been founded fur

the benefit of the colonists. They were allowed to ap-

point their own governors, to direct their owu industry,

otxl to manage their own concerns; and they relied

on themselves for their deJeuce. They were children,

but emancipated children ; and their progress was in

proportion to their independence. The Phmnician
colonics ill Africa and Syria, nnd the Grecian colonies in

Italy, Thrace, Sicily, and Asiu, Mem quickly to have
risen to an equality with, or to have surpassed, their

Mother Cuuutries; to have obtained, in fact, all ibe

wealth and power which their extent of territory, aud

* GaJ/»* mi bcMitjUmuc audit imu$.

the religion and knowledge of the times, made it possible Political

to acquire. The Roman colonies scarcely deserve that ^®no*7'
name. They were generally formed by grants of the
lands, the capital, and the persons of conquered Tribes, lion***"
almost as civilized as their conquerors, to the armies or Incqoalt-

to the populace of Rome, as a reward for services in ties of

foreign or civil war. or for sedition and riot in the forum. *****

It may be a question whether they accelerated or re-

tanled the improvement of the world. Countries
The colonies of modern Europe have been established

partly for (lie benefit of the colonists, and partly, as it was
supposed. fur thut of the parent Mate. The latter haz,
in general, contributed a part of the expense of outfit,

aud almost all the expense of protection against foreign
aggression. She has also, in general, given to her
colonies a monopoly, or something approaching to a
monopoly, of her market. On the other hand, she has,

in general, required her colonies to give to her own pro-
ductions a much stricter monopoly. She has, in genera),
required her colonies to receive European productions

solely from the Mother Country, and to export only U>

the Mother Country colonial productions. Site has, in

general, appointed the principal officers, and interfered

iu the internal management of her colonies. She has

not only prohibited the colonists from purchasing in

any other market what could be prodded in the Mother
Country, but lias prohibited them from producing for

themselves. She has peopled them with the refuse of

her gaols, and governed them by the refuse of her aristo-

cracy. The Court of Spain commanded the vineyards

of Mexico to be rooted up; the English Parliament for-

bade Jamaica to discontinue the slave-trade, prohibited

the establishment of iron, woollen, and hat manufacture*

in our North-Americau colonies, and even now forbids

the West Indians to refine their own sugar. The
Mother Country dragged the colonist* into all her wars,

and, from their comparatively defenceless situation,

exposed their trade to more loss, and their peniotis and
properly to more danger, than she encountered herself.

And when the rising strength of the colony rendered

these oppressions intolerable, no Mother Country has

yet had the good sense to submit quietly to a separation,

which, even if il could have been avoided, might have

becu desirable; and which, whether expedient or uot,

was inevitable. England, France, Portugal, and Spain

have all wasted, in the vain attempt to retail) their

colouies, ten times more wraith than was expended in

founding them.

Bui, mismanaged as colonies have been, they have,

witlkout doubt, becu one «<f the principal mean* by

which civilization has been diffused.

The separate attempts by independent capitalists to

procure the voluntary emigration of labourers have

generally been made on a small scale, and have been

unprofitable to the undertakers, in consequence of the

difficulty of compelling or inducing (lie labourers to

perform their engagements, and work diligently at a

rate of wages sufficiently inferior to the current rate of

the colony to repay the expense and risk of the capi-

talist. £jr R. Wilmot Horton’s plans for effecting

emigration on an extended scale, aud as a national

undertaking, have not received the attention which the

magnitude of the probuble advantage, aud the unwearied

diligence and public spirit of its proposer, deserved.

And the scheme for founding in Au*truiia a colony in

which the first price of all the laud shall Le employed in
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transporting labourers, has not yet been submitted to

the lest of experience.

The attempts by capitalists to force the involuntary

migration of labourers have been productive of almost

unmixed evil. They produced, and have continued, the

abominable traffic in which man is the commodity ;—

a

traffic which, partly hy its direct effects, and partly by

the wars and general insecurity which are its necessary

accompaniment, retarded more than any other cause the

early civilization of Europe; has kept, mid continues to

keep, the greater part of Asia, and the whole of Africa,

in hopeless barbarism ; and has divided the inhabitants

of the most fertile portions of the Continent of America,

and, until lately, those of almost all her islands, into two

classes only, the oppressors and the oppressed.

The transfer of capital from one Country to another is

subject to less difficulty. When (he exchange is at par

between any two Countries, capital can be transmitted in

the shape of money without any expense. And as

the occasional loss which occurs when the exchange is

against the Country to which it ia to be exported is

compensated by the occasional gain when it ia in favour

of that Country, it may fhiriy be said that monied

capital ia transferred from Country to Country without

expense. The chief obstacle is the unwillingness of Political

capitalists either to trust their capital out of their own
superintendence, or to encounter a change of govern-

ment, habits, climate, and language, by accompanying ti^,.

it. Difference of language, however, in felt as a slight Inequali-

objection hy educated men. Nor is difference oft'** of

government of great importance to those who propose wa
?j
faQ ‘*

only a transitory residence. The difference indeed is

often considered an advantage. During the late war, Countries.

London was filled by foreign capitalists, whose principal

motive w as to escape the tyranny of Napoleon. Differ-

ences of habits and climate are more material, especially

the latter; but even these do not seem to counter-

balance a greut increase of profit. There is scarcely a
port in the civilised world in which a considerable part

of the mercantile class does not consist of the natives of
Great Britain. The inequality in the rate of profit

throughout the civilized world is, therefore, much less

than the inequality of wages. And os the general

progress of improvement lends more and more to

equalize the advantages possessed hy different Countries
in government and habits, and even in salubrity of
climate, the existing inequalities of profits are likely to

diminish.
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CARPENTRY.

Carpentry is the Art of preparing timber principally for

the construction of building.

In the following Erny we shall first treat on the

nature and properties of timber ; we shall then proceed

to the practical application of timber to Carpentry, and
to the principles and practice of geometrical operations

required in working drawings, in order to effect the con-

struction of buildings in the easiest aud most substantial

manner.

Various Kinds and Properties of Timber.

Timber is obtained either from the trunks or branches

of trees. The trunks of trees approach to the figure of

the frustum of a cone not differing materially from that

of a cylinder, the difference of the diameters at the ends
being generally very small. In order, therefore, to de-

scribe the properties of timber we shall suppose that

when it is cut into such trunks, the figure of each trunk

is that of the frustum of a cone, of which the diameters

of the circular ends even of very long pieces do not differ

considerably.

When timber is split by any straight-edged instru-

ment, the surfaces which are separated are very nearly

in planes, and would pass through the vertex of the cone

were the upper part restored ; and as the splitting may
be made both in parallel and in transverse planes so as

to form bars which shall have the areas of their sections

as smull as we please, the burs may have their right

sections as small as threads ; such threads arc called

fibres, and timber which has the property of splitting

into such smull rectilinear parts is said to be straight

grained.

If two square bars of equal lengths and breadths be

cut from the some trunk or stem of a tree, the length of

one of the l»rs being in (lie direction of the fibres, the

length of the other perpendicular to the fibres, the trans-

verse strength of the bar, ofwhich the length is in the di-

rection of the fibres, would exceed the transverse strength

of the bar, of which the length is perpendicular to the

fibres, several times ; by some experiments the lon-

gitudinal bar is three times as strong as the trans-

verse bar. Moreover, a timber bar. of which the length

i* in the direction of the fibres, will also resist the force

of extension or that of compression with much greater

effect than when the length is perpendicular or oblique

to the fibres. Hence, since timber must always be

employed either to resist transverse, extending, or

compressing forces, it is always divided for use in the

direction of the fibres into bars of various dimensions
;

and whenever the right section is spoken of, this section

will always be supjmsed perpendicular to the longitu-

dinal arrises, or because the longitudinal arrises are in

the direction of Ihe fibres, the right section will be per-

pendicular to the fibres ; moreover, if a bar be rectan-

gular, the dimensions of the right section will be equal

to the lengths of two adjacent sides ofthe rectangle which

it the right section of the bar.

Durability Of timber materials none is more durable than oak;
and uae uf gome others are, however, less expensive and easier to

work, and ure, therefore, preferred on that account. Oak,
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therefore, is used only occasionally in small quantities. Carpentry.
Among the timbers which arc more easily wrought, fir

is the most useful, on account of its durability and Tbrgcocrat

strength, the straightness of its fibres, as also the ease M?
offirin

by which it may be formed into various figures or cut in
buiWinK-

every direction. We shall, therefore, direct our attention
principally to this species of timber, but not to that of
the growth of our own Country, which is not only
weaker, but more subject to decay than foreign timber.

Timber is imported into Britain from the North of
Europe and from North America European fir is

distinguished by the mimes of the places from which
it is cut; vis. Metnel, Dant/.ic, Riga, Norway, Prussian,
and Russian, am! comes under the forms of baulk and
deal timber. Paulk timber consists of the largest square Baulk tim-

bers which can be cut from the trunks of trees, being
generally from eight to sixteen inches square, and some-
times extending to sixty feet in length or more. American
baulk timber i-, of much larger g-rowth than European,
being from two feet to two feet six inches square, and in

length from twenty-five to fifty feet, or even more.
l)eats are rectangular burs from two and a half to Deal*,

thrge inches in thickness, and arc also imported from
America as well as from the North of Europe. European Their Hi-

deals are from ten to twenty feet in length, and from eight nwiwiona.

to eleven inches in breadth, and American deals are

from ten to twelve feet in length, and from nine to eleven

inches in breadth. The colour of timber is either red in-

clining to yellow, or white, and is therefore called yellow
and white fir accordingly, or sometimes red and w hile fir.

The fir timber which is the most esteemed in this

Country is imported from Mcmel, Riga, and Danlzic.

Norway fir also is much used for the smaller timbers of
a building, and is extremely durable when exposed to

the air or kept under ground. Red and white pine are

imported from America.

Deals are either white or yellow according to the Creof «V.»1a

timber from which they are cut. The best European ,0 buildup,

deals are from Christiana. White deals are also impoited
from America, Deals are mostly used in joinery.

Yellow deal is considerably harder thun white deal, and
being saturated with turpentine is better adapted for

enduring the weather. White deal, from its being less

liable to shrink than yellow, is proper for panelling

and the finishing of bcd-chambers, but is nut ca| able of
enduring the weather. The Americun yellow pine, trom
being straight grained and uniform in its texture, is

excellent for mouldings, and is often used for panels

;

the white deal ofAmerica is very tough and strong, but

none of the American firs arc durable, and in close

places are subject to the dry rot

Of home growth wood, oak is the only kind which is U*eof oak

very useful in Carpentry, Oak in logs is imported from
Holland, Prussia, and other parts of Germany, as also

from Russia. Oak thus imported is called wainscot ,
Wainacot.

and having a fine grain, and being generally free from
knots, and more easily wrought tnan our own oak, is

employed in floors, doors, windows, and the fluishiugs

of principal apartments.

Deals are divided into thin, rectangular bars of Urc

2 I
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face be covered with two or more coat* of linseed oil, until

the wood become saturated to a considerable depth from

the surface, this last process will greatly extend its

period of duration.

Boards may be bent upon a curved surface, or upon
several bars of wood, of which the edges are arranged

in a curved surface by means of nails.

Timber bars may also lie bent by being brought

into a pliable slate either by boiling or steaming ; and

in this state, if sufficiently softened by the operation,

they may be bent, so that the linear edges may form

plane curvet, to a certain degree of curvature ; but,

however pliable the state to which the timber may be

reduced, it is very difficult to bend a bar so that the

linear edges may form curves of double curvature. After

a piece of limber has been thus bent, and become cold

and sufficiently dry, if K be taken off the mould, the

curvature will be lessened in a small degree ; and if

the ends of the piece are not confined, it will still con-

tinue to unbend, as it endeavours to regain its rectilinear

direction.

The solid materials fitted for building are stone,

brick, metals, and limber. In comparing two square

rectangular bars of equal length and of equal breadth

upon each side, the one har being of* stone and the other

of timber, (we shall say of yellow deal,) then, whether

these hars be employed to resist the force of tension

or compression, or a force transversely applied, it will

be found that the limber bar is the strongest ; hence,

jellow fir i* preferable to stoue when used either as a

lie or a straining bar, or to sustain a weight or pressure

acting transversely. Timber is lighter than stone, aud
therefore throws less stress upon its bearing supports.

Moreover, bar* of limber can be procured in lengths

vastly greater than that of stone, and therefore in this

respect more accommodating to a great extent of bear-

ing ; and not only so, but lo form bars of slime would

be much more expensive than tliose made of timber.

Timber is not only preferable toslone in resisting pres-

sure, but also in resisting percussion. The use of brick

in resisting a transverse strain, or the force of extension,

is altogether out of the question. As to metals, iron is

the strongest of those that are sufficiently cheap for com-
mon use. Iron bars are stronger than wooden bar* of

the same scantling* in any of three modes of applying

powers ; but yellow fir is stronger and cheaper than iron,

weight for weight
;
on this account, therefore, it is more

economical, and consequently more generally employed.

Iron has, however, some properties which timber docs

not possess ; viz. that it can be easily bent into curves of
every degree of curvature, or even formed into the most
acute angles, without the strength being sensibly im-
paired ; but straight-grained timber can be bent only

into a small curvature; and in no chbc can a single piece

of such Umber be formed into an angle without weaken-
ing the piece by cutting it across the fibres ; neither can

two bar* of straight-grained timber be joined so as to

form an angle, which will not be much weaker at the

joint than in any other section of each of the part*.

Thus it is that iron become* a useful auxiliary in

securing the joints of timber framing* either in the form
of straps, bolts, spikes, or nails, or by any combination
of the*e. Irma is, therefore, a most essential material in

the constructive parts of Carpentry.

Though timber i* more generally employed in this

Country than iron, owing to the cheapness aud the great

ease by which it is wrought, the adoption of the one or

the other of these materials will depend upon the purpose
to which it is to he employed. If the object be to form
such a construction os shall be proof against fire, as al*o

to he of small dimensions, or of small thickness, or even
of the same thickness when great rtrength is necessary,

and when the weight is not an object, iron must in this

case be preferable to wood. In the introduction of iron,

however, it will be of some advantage to remember the

following observations.

All metals are subject to variation from the extremes Kxwuuaon

of heat and cold ; for they are expanded by heat and aiM
‘ 5*m'

f
contracted by cold proportionally in all their dimensions,

Moreover, iron, when exposed to the action of fhcaadcakL
atmosphere, is soon brought to a ruinous slate by de-
compositiou. These rapid effects of destruction may be
greatly retarded by painting the exposed surface several

times over with oil paint.

To resist impressions by violence or accidental force,

wrought iron is both cheaper and better adapted than any
other material. Cant iron, however, is better calculated

to resist oxidation than wrought iron; and therefore, for

many purposes is preferable, particularly in bending
stone work together With reaped to timber work
wrought iron is preferable to cast iron, used as fastenings,

in the form of atra|>s, bolts, nails, &c.

Preliminary observation*.

In order to have a complete understanding of the

adaptation and applications of different materials to build-

ing purposes, particularly that of timber, and of the

proper forms into which it may be cut, it will be neces-

sary to describe the figures of buildings as wit] at the

same time be both convenient and cheap, and which, if

required, may be susceptible of elegance and decoration.

It is not only economical that every floor should be Most econo-

level, but a level position is also the moat easy for walk- T“c
*f

f000*

ing upon ; and because our position in walkiug is vertical,
buiUluHf'

the surfaces also of all walls within rooms ought to be

vertical, at least to a certain height, in order to occupy
the area of the floor to the most advantage ; moreover,

the laws of gravitation require the surfaces of walls to

be vertical. In economical buildings, plane surfaces are

easier to execute than any other ; hence in this case the

figure of every room ought to be that of a right pri*rn,

of which one of the euds or bases is the plane of the

room, and the other end is the ceiling, and of which the

tides are the surfaces of the walls. Hence the plan of

every room as regards convenience and economy ought
to be a rectilinear figure or polygon, and all the faces of

the walls, which are the sides cif the prism between the

ends, should be rectangles.

When a building consists of two or more rooms, in

order lo occupy the least space and to use the fewest ma-
terials, the walls or partitions between them ought to be

equally thick ; hence every wall, whether exterior or in-

terior, ought lo be comprised between parallel planes.

Among all the figures which may be given of the plan

of a room, a rectangle m the most convenient for furni-

ture and accommodation ; therefore since every rectilinear

figure, of which every two adjacent sides form a right

angle, may be wholly divided into rectangles of equal or

of various dimensions and proportion*, the subordinate

rectangles will constitute the plaits of the rooms and
division walls.

A building upon a rectilinear plan having every two
adjacent sides reciprocally perpendicular to each other,

forming a right rectangular solid figure, is better adapted

2 i 2

Carjetifry.
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Carpentry, for subdivision than one of any other figure, as not only

beings the least expensive upon the whole, but as every

room is more convenient than one of any other figure.

For walls which are oblique to one another require more

materials at their junction, and are therefore more ex-

pensive; and they are not only weaker than those w hich

are at right angles, but they introduce Tortus which

arc inconvenient for furniture.

Therefore to execute a building at the least expense,

and at the same lime to be the most convenient in

respect of accommodation and communication, all like

dihedral angles of rooms should be right angles ; hence

all three trehcdral angles ought to consist of three olatie

angles, all which are right angles. Therefore any two

distinct surfaces whatever, must either be in (lie same
plane or in parallel planes, or in planes reciprocally per-

pendicular to each other. Hence any two distinct lines

formed ai the meeting of these planes must be right

lines, which are either in the same right line or in paral-

lel right lines, or iu right lines reciprocally perpendicular

to each other ; moreover, in any such right line and in

any plane, the right line will either be in that plane or

parallel or perpendicular to it.

Because the plans of all walls and partitions are com-

prised between parallel lines, and because planes pass-

ing along parallel lines are also parallel as well as the

lines, the substance of every wall and partition earned

upon these planes is comprised between parallel planes.

Moreover, as the surface of a floor for walking upon is

more convenient and less expensive in a horizontal than

in an inclined |>mttjon, and since in economical budd-

ings every room is the figure of a right prism, of which

the floor is one end and the ceiling the other; therefore

as the floor is horizontal the ceiling also must be hori-

zontal ; ami as it is convenient in every story of a build-

ing consisting each of two or more rooms, that all

the floors of these rooms should lie on the same level,

therefore the substance of the division between two adja-

cent rooms, one immediately above the other, is com-
prised between parallel planes, the upper plane being

the floor of the upper room, and the lower plane the

ceiling of the lower room ; hence the substance of all

exterior walls and divisions of rooms ought to be com-
prised between parallel planes, whether the surfaces arc

horizontal or vertical ; and generally, as all rectangular

apertures receding from vertical planes having each two

sides perpendicular to the horizon, and consequently the

other two parallel, are not only cheaper to form, but the

figure is more congenial to the shape of the room than any

other; it is for this reason that rectangular apertures

are more generally adopted than any other form what-

ever. All the meeting lines of vertical surfaces, w hether

external or internal, being right lines perpendicular to

the horizon, are much more easily executed than curves,

and consequently arc cheaper. All the ceilings and

floors of buildings, os regards convenience and economy,

must be parallel to the horizon. The substance between
the apparent surface ofthe ceiling ofone room and the ap-

parent surface of the floor next above is comprised be-

tween two parallel planes, as well as the substance of walls
and partitions. Moreover, the floors and ceilings of
room*, the soffits of the apertures of door* and windows
in economical buildings are parallel to the horizon.

It is therefore from motives of economy and conve-
nience, that the far greater part of buildings are con-
structed aa here described, llencc whenever buildings
or rooms are mentioned, though the plan may be of any

figure whatever, it will always be considered as a rectan- Carpentry,

glc unless otherwise defined. This is the reason why
timbers are generally divided longitudinally into rectan-

gular bars ; far if the right section of any timber bar be

required of any other figure, it is most convenient to

form such a bar from a rectangular one; but bars which
require to be of a different figure in their sections will

scarcely occur in any part of such building except in the

margins or iu the several sides of a roof.

All the ports of a habitation which appear to the eye
are called apparent surfaces. These apparent surfaces

ought to be plane figures.

Every material used as a covering, in order to |>o**e*8

sufficient strength and continuity, must have such thick-

ness as is requisite to preserve the apparent face in it*

due form. This thickness, in the covering of roofs, is the

distance between a plane containing the arris lines of

the courses, and the plane of arrangement which contain

the under faces of the boarding ami the edges of the sup-

porting timbers ; in partitions and ceding* the thickness

of the covering is the thickness of the lath and plaster

together, which is equal to the distance between the ap-

parent face of the plaster, and the plane containing the

edges of the supporting bars; and in the boarding of
floon, the thickness of the covering is the distance be-

tween the surface for walking upon and the plane con-
taining the edgr* of the supporting bars and the lower
face of the boarding.

Surfaces to cover liypethrnl apertures in order to shut
the interior, so ns to effect the stoppage of rain and in-

clement weather, as also the rapid discharge of water

generated by ram or snow, and at the same time to lie

both beautiful and cheap, ought to be constructed in in-

clined planes.

As no apparent surface can exist without substance,

wc shall call tlie material, whatever it may be, by the

simple name of covering, or by the compound names of
covering substance, or covering material, which will al-

ways be supposed of uniform thickness.

Every covering will therefore be comprised between
two parallel planes. We shall call the plane of this

covering opposite the apparent face, the concealed face
or invisible face.

OfWall Timbers,

All the operations in economical buildings arc con-

structed for the purposes of supporting the apparent
coverings, in whatever position or situation they may
occur ; the materials should therefore be of such strength

as will enable them to resist the accidents to which they

may be exposed.

The exterior walls being carried up between vertical

surfaces, will be best constructed with solid and weighty
materials, such as stone or brick bedded in mortar, as Applica-

tive more weighty the materials are, the more capable will
Jj

00*

be the walls of resisting the pressure of heavy winds and
RoJ

tempest*, and their position, if they are sufficiently thick,
’

will prevent the possibility of their falling either to the

one side or to the other, and thus it will be impossible

for them to produce any lateral pressure; but on the

contrary they will lie able, if sufficiently thick, to resist

any proposed lateral pressure whether applied upon the

oue side or upon the other.

Partition walls are often built with brick or stone bed-
ded in mortar, particularly when it is required that they
should contain chirnnies. in such cases, where cheapness
and the saving of room is required, partitions may be
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y. constructed of Umber work adapted (0 support u cover-

- ing 011 both sides of lath and plaster Such a construc-

tion of timber becomes necessary whenever the floor

under the partition is unsupjKirted from below, except

under the vertical extremities of the frame,

i. Therefore the principal objects to which limber is ap-

'*• plied in buildings, are the framings used in supporting

the coverings of partitions, floors, ceilings, and roofs.

Timber is also applied in exterior walls ; thus long

pieces of timber, (piles,) and sometimes planking are

used in laid foundations ;
as also for the greater security

limber bars (sttepers) are laid transversely at short in-

tervals under the foundation, extending ubout two feet

wider. Other timbers (tintcU) are laid horizontally over

the apertures of doors and windows to support the super-

incumbent part of the wall. Other timber bars (bond or

chain timber) are built into the walls in order to prevent
i- settlements ; and others again (wall plate*) are inserted

in order to give a firm support for the timbers of the roof,

and those of the floor or floors when such occur in the

building; besides these, pieces of timber (wood bricks or

plugs) are built or driven into walls for supporting the

timber bars to which the laths for sustaining the plaster

is nailed, and for the convenicncy of fixing the finishings re-

quired in Joinery. Bond timbers, wall plates, lintels, and
wood bricks, should always be laid in walls in a hori-

zontal position with two laces parallel and two faces

jierpendicular to the horizon, and with one of the verti-

cal faces parallel to the faces of the wall. Bond timbers,

in order to be the most durable, should be made of oak,

and they ought to be placed in the middle ofthe thickness

of the wall, ami not to have either of their two vertical

faces in the interior face of the wall, as the shrinking or

decay of tlie timber will greatly weaken the substance of

masonry or brickwork, and thus will hasten the destruc-

tion of the fabric. Bonds made of cast-iron, with one

face flush with the interior face of the wall, and with

holes at regular intervals for plugs, would not only be

proof against fire, but would add greatly to the strength

of the wall. After the stone lintel lias been laid over

the aperture of a window or door, the remainder of the

breadth between it ntid the inside of the wall may be

covered with wooden lintels, in order to save the expense

of iron or of a stone arch. The thickness of wooden
lintels ought to be as many inches as the bearing dis-

tance is in feel.

Timbers inserted in a wall, or in walls for supporting

the ends of the horizontal timbers in a roof, or those

for supporting the ends of the timbers in a floor, are

called wall plates, and are employed in order to distri-

bute the pressures of the timbers which they support

upon the walls. Without wall plates the masonry or

brickwork would be liable to be crushed under the ends of
the timbers, which would act partially, and thus dislocate

the parts underneath ; one of the vertical faces of every

wall plate should be flush with the interior surface.

The sizes of wall plates will greatly depend upon the

thickness of the walls, and the weight of the timbers

which they have to sustain. In thick partition walls of

stone or brick, the wall plates should be double upon
each such wall, uud their upper facta as well as their

lower faces ought to be level.

The greatest care, however, must be taken not to

place any timber inserted in a wall, in whatever office

that timber is to serve, nearer to a flue than nine inches;

aud if it be necessary that timbers should be placed, so

that they would fall upon flues, the ends must be cut

off, and cast-iron ends must be fixed to the timbers, and Carpentry,

these must be supported upon cast-iron wall plates or s—-*

templates.*

Construction of Floors.

When any room in the basement story of a building

is intended for living in, a boarded floor will be found
the most comfortable ; and as boards cannot lie solid

without being fixed to some material or other, and as

timber is the most convenient for the fixing of limber, a
row of timber supporting bars, laid upon dwarf walls, or
upon projw of stone or brick piers, is generally em-
ployed for the fixing of the Uiarding ; the supporting
bars for this covering are called ground joists,

In a house which consists of two or more stories, the

timber work which is necessary for supporting the cover-

ing of the floors for walking upon or, the coverings «r
the floors and ceilings together, is called nakedflooring

, Naked
aud by some writers carcase,flooring. To accommodate flooring

rooms of various dimensions, naked flooring consists of
two different kinds.

One species of naked flooring may be constructed with

a row of timber bars, which at once supports the floor

for walking upon and the ceiling of the mom below.
This description of naked flooring, which is the most Single

simple of any, is called a tingle joistfloor. joi* floor

When the building has been carried upf nearly to

the clear height of the story, the inside of the walls

must be levelled, so that when the wall plates come to

be laid, and the ends ol the joists upon the wall plates,

as also the ceiling finished, and the floor below is

completed liar walking upon, the clear height of the story

may be equal to that which it was intended to lie ; then

if another story be intended, after having laid the wall

plates, and the joists upon tire wall plates, the walls

must be again carried up, by previously building upon
the wall plates in the interval between the ends of the

joists, so ns to fill up every cavity to the level of the top Beam
of the joists. This operation is culled btam filling. fUUftg

Another mode- of constructing naked flooring is to

support the supporting timbers by another stronger row
of timber bars laid upon the wall plates. The timber

bars of the row thus laid, ure so notched upon the wall

plates as to prevent the limbers being drawn off the top of

the wall plates, and therefore from being draw n out of the

walls, by pulling the limbers in a direction oftheir length,

without either tearing the ends of the timbers or the wall

plates. These noteiungs, as well as the operation of Corking*

framing them, are culled cockings.

The building is generally roofed in before the sup-

porting bars arc laid, and when they are laid their ends
do not penetrate or enter into the thickness of the wnlls,

as the row of limbers upon which they are laid, but only

abut upon the interior face of each opposite wall. The
supporting bars and the bearing timbers which support

them are notched into each other, so that the supporting

and bearing bam may be comprised between two hori-

zontal planes, of which the distance is less than the

sum of the depths of one of the bearing timbers and
one of the supporting bam. Each of these rows of
timbers is called joists ; the lower row of bars, or bear-

ing timbers, is called binding joists ; and the upper Buuliag.

* For ui explanation of tbm term, nee pottra, p. 2A5.

f Walls are saiil to b* turned up when they am built to any re-

quired height. The term* bnmg up and brought up are atm used

for budding up sad bu*U up.
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Carpentry, row. or supporting bars of the covering, is called

-““v--"’'' bridging joists; moreover, the construction of uaked
and bridy flooring is called a bridged floor.
‘“gju***"-

In order that the timbers may have equal bearings,

and that they may have llie utmost advantage in point of
strength, and in economy, materials, and workmanship, as

also to render them convenient for mining one another,

and for fixing the coverings, two faces of every two joists,

whether in the upper or lower row, might to be parallel

to either face of two opposite walls nr sides of the room,

mid all the intervals of the binding, as well as those of

the bridging joists, should he equal to each other. In

substantial works, the supporting bars, whether in a

bridge floor or in a single joist floor, ought not to be

more than one foot from centre to centre, that, is in every

two adjacent joists the distance from in to out ought

not to exceed onq foot.

It is obvious that in bridged, naked flooring, the

trausversc strength of the bridging joists by a force

acting in the middle of one of its bearing distances, (that

is, between two binding joists,) should not be greater

than the strength of a bridging joist and the binding

joists, supporting it by a transverse force acting in the

middle of the area comprised by the four sides of the

room. Hence it is evident, that the binding joists ought

to be placed at much greater intervals from each other

than the bridging joists. Therefore, owing to the great

distance between the intervals of the bridging joists, the

lath upon which the plaster of the ceiling is laid being

very thin, cannot be attached to the under edges of the

binding joists, without being too weak for sustaining the

plaster. Therefore, to render the laths of sufficient

strength, another series of supporting bars for the lath

and plaster may be introduced ami placed at such inter*

vuls as will render the bearing distances sufficiently short

to give the degree of strength required. The timbers thus

introduced are called ceiling joists. The ceiling joists

are either nailed upon the binding joists, crossing two or

more, or even extending from wall to wall in one length ;

and to save room they muy be notched, so as to make
shorter nails answer the purpose of fixing them to the

binding joists, which ought not to be notched, as they

have to support the two coverings, vix. the boarding for

walking upon, and the ceiling of the room below, or in-

stead of extending the ceiling joists across the timbers,

they are sometimes let into the bindiug joists so as to be

very nearly flush with the lower edges of the binding

joists, ami thus the thickness of the binding joists and

bridging joists may be comprised between two horizon-

tal planes, of which the distance is very little more than

the depth of a binding joist. This mode of fixing the

ceiling joist ia not so strong as extending them over the

binding joists, which, however, is much more expensive.

Thus in a bridge fluor we have a compound frame,

consisting of three rows of timber bars, all called by

the general name of joists, of which each row of sup-

porting bars or joists is supported by the binding joists,

which constitute the middle row.

These rows in economical buildings have all their

vertical surfaces in planes which are cither parallel or at

right angles to each other, as well as to the interior faces

of the walls of the building.

Sometimes, however, the walls are at so great a dis-

tance tram each other, as m cause the entire distance be-
tween two horizontal planes, which will just comprise the
thickness ol the naked flooring, to be ao great, as to render
the biuding joists too weak. Therefore, iu order to fur-

v

nish shorter hearing distances for the binding joists, one Carpentry,

or more rectangular timber bars, of the largest scantling

which can he found, are introduced instead of walls for

supporting the ends of the binding joists, and are called

girder*. The girder or girders ought to divide the length Girder*

of the room into two or more equal intervals, and their

surfaces ought always to be comprised between the

parallel planes which comprise the nuked flooring.

The port of a bridged floor comprised between two Bay of

adjacent girders, or between a girder and the wall, in j*“*<*QK-

dear space is called a bay of jointing, that in the clear

of two girders is called a case bay. and that in the clear

between a girder and the wall is called a tail bay. More-
over, w hen there are no girders, the bridging and ceiling

joists between the biuding joists in the dear, or between
a binding joist ami the wail in the clear, are called a bay

of joisting. A buy of jowting between two binding
joists is called a case bay. and that between a binding
joist ami the wall is called a tail bay.

(Jirlers are supported by abort pieces of timber
placed under their ends, which are inserted in the wall.

These short pieces of timber, called templates, ought to TmpliM,
be of sufficient length, to distribute the pressure of the

girders to a considerable extent along the wall or wails,

because the entire w eight of the fluor will press upon the

templates.

We shall call all the timbers which derive their sup-
port immediately from the wall, whether they are placed

upon wall plates or upon templates, by the name of

bearing Umbers. All bearing timbers ought to be sup-

ported at their extremities upon the two walls, which
are in the direction of the length of the room ; hence in

a single joist-floor the length of the joists should be laid

in the breadth of tlie room, and thus the direction of

the boarding will extend in the length : in a bridge flour

(sometimes called a double floor) which has no girder,

the binding arc the bearing timbers, therefore the direc-

tion of (ho binding joists ought to extend in the breadth

of the room, us ulsothe boards which form the covering

or flour for walking upon ; moreover, in a bridged floor

with girders, the girders ore the bearing timbers
;
hence

their direction ought to extend in the breadth of the

room, as well as the bridging joists; therefore, the

binding joist and boarding will extend in the length.

It is obvioua that when the plane of a room is square,

the strength of the limbers can never be affected, whether
they are placed parallel to one aide of the room or to the

cither ; hence in such u case as this, and when there are

inure than two or more rooms upon a floor, the choice

of the direction of the timbers will be influenced by

the direction of the timbers iu the other floors, or by the

direction of the boarding. When the direction of bear-

ing timbers extends over two or more rooms, they will be

much stronger if they extend in single lengths over both

openings.

Wood will resist either by compression or extension,

therefore in a building consisting of two or more stories,

the walls will be greatly strengthened by the timbers,

and will consequently be more capable to resist the pres-

sure of heavy winds or other accidental forces; hence,

with such assistance, the walls will not require to be so

thick as independent walls of the same height As
a further contribution towards the strength of the build-

ing, the wall plutes iu very substantial buildings are

often fixed to each oilier at the angles, and the two wal!

plates, which are thus joined, are again joiued by a third

bar of timber fixed at each end to each of the other two.
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Carpentry. lit equal distance* from the joining of the two wall

'*•—v—«>'' plates; the three timbers thus joined, encloses a space

in the form of a right-angled triangle, the two sides

Diagonal which are perpendicular to each other being equal. The
to or angle piece of timber which is opposite the right angle is

br*ct- called a diagonal fie, or angle brace.

Floors arc generally interrupted by one or more cir-

cumstances : every comfortable room mast have a fire*

place, and whenever a building consists of more than

one story, a stair will be necessary to pass from the one to

the other. For the safety of the building, in order to

prevent its being liable to burning, no joist nor girder

ought to be placed near to a fire-place, nor to enter any
wall containing flues opposite to the ends of the timbers.

But from whatever circumstance bearing timbers are

interrupted, instead of inserting the ends of the timbers

they arc generally cut off*, and the codB thus cut off* are

framed or fixed to a timber bar, and the ends of the

Umber bar are fixed to the two adjacent joists, which
Various remain uncut The timber bar which sustains the ends
kinda of of the joists is called a trimmer, and the two joists which
trimmers, support the trimmer are called trimming joists. When

the trimmer is opposite to flues it is called a tail trimmer,

if opposite to a fire-place it is called a hearth trimmer
,

and if to make way for a stair it is called a rtatr trim-

mer* which forms the margin of the landing. Tail

trimmers are generally brought close to the wall ; but

hearth trimmers, on account of the marble slab which is

necessary to protect the fire from the timber work, are

fixed at some distance from the surface of the adjacent

wall.

As the alab which forms the hearth requires a sup-

port, the space under the hearth between the trimmer

and the wall must be filled with something in order to

support the slab ; and, since nothing is stronger than

an arch, a brick arch is generally thrown over between
these extremities as abutments, which are the hearth

trimmer and the wall, at such a distance from the ap-

parent surface of the boarding as is sufficient to receive

the slab, generally constructed of stone or marble.

The arch thus thrown also is called a trimmer by the

bricklayer, but to distinguish it from other trimmers, it

is called a brick trimmer.

The mould upon which the arch is formed is called

the centre of the trimmer. It is obvious that the brick

trimmer must be comprised between two parallel

planes, of which the higher is below the level of the

floor, and the lower above the surface of the ceiling.

Scantlings. construction of naked flooring and roofing the

small timbers which are used are called by the general

name of scantlings, though, perhaps, not with good
reason ; as this term has been appropriated to the di-

mensions of breadth and thickness of a rectangular bar,

and in regard to squared stones the term is applied to

the three dimensions of length, breadth, and thickness.

In the construction of the timber works of floors and
ceilings, the arrises of the limber ought always to have

a horizontal position and to be perpendicular to the

two opposite walls, and consequently parallel to the

other two opposite walls.*

Horizontal framings are used in roofs as well as in Carpentry,

floors, to prevent the action of the oblique timbers s—v-*-'
from thrusting out the walla. They also serve to sup-

port the timbers to which the ceiling of the room
below is attached

;
such a construction is called a tru-

ingJloor.

Construction of Partitions.

Every construction of partitions where the bearing is

solid below the framing, ought to be filled with timber
bars, called quartering*, of which every timber has each
of its (our faces perpendicular to the horizon, and of
which the interval between every two adjacent timbers
is equal. But when the floor under the partition is

unsupported, as the partition ought not to lay any stress

upon the floor, it ought to be supported only at the extremi-

ties ofthe under edge. Now if the partition be filled with
limbers, as has been described, the whole weight of these
timbers will press upon the unsupported part of the

floor. To prevent the strain which they would give, and to

make the partition capable of supporting the floor above,
and even the floor below, if necessary, two oblique tim-
bers must be fixed in such a manner that the lower end
of one must rest upon the one supported extremity,

and the lower end of the other upon the other supported
extremity. The upper extremities may either meet
each other, or meet an intermediate post, or they may
meet two intermediate posts with an intervul between,
in such a manner that each oblique limber may meet
the nearest post ; between the two posts, opposite to the
places where the oblique timbers join, another piece of
timber bar must he inserted in the interval, whether
there are two posts with an interval, or only one post,

two timbers will meet every post ; and, including the

post, three timber bars will therefore meet each oilier.

To prevent this timber from moving, the three timbers
must be secured to each other at every junction of three

timbers : the triple junction of the timbers is called a
joggle, the oblique timbers are called braces, and the in-

termediate piece is called an intertie. Hence, when
only one post is used there are three joggles, and when
two posts are used there are four joggles ; in each case
the joggles at the lower ends of the braces are included.
The posts, when the partition contains a door, are those

which form the sides or jambs of the door, and the inter-

tie is the head of the door. When there is no doorway,
the timber along the floor becomes a tie. The whole
of the partition is included within a rectangular frame;
the post or posts must meet the horizontal aides of the

frame.

Tlie interruption of doors in partitions frequently

occasions an irregularity in the position of the braces,

and, in many cases, so much so as to render their effect

insufficient. But since the door is generally much
lower than the height of the story, the head of the door-

way is extended so as to meet the upright timbers at

each extremity of the partition, and thus the rectan-

gular frame will be divided into three rectangular com-
partments when the partition contains one door, and
into lour rectangular compartments when the partition

* Bridge floor* have twi n king in um, and had always been con- of single joist The same experiment haa been recently tried, and
riderwd aa the beat in order to support tha cowing and ending over a the re«uU of Professor Rubiuson has been verified by Professor
largo area, until Profaeecr Robnawn caused two models of naked Barlow, of the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich. It has,
flooring to be made, one being a singla-joist floor, and the other a however, been argued in favour of the compound framing, though
bridged floor, each containing the same quantity of timber, and co- not in such a manner aa to deck!* the fact, that its use u hotter cal-
tering equal srro*. These models were each loaded uniformly with ci tinted to preserve Um ceding from cracking than a eTogle-Joial
•mall shot until they were broken ; tha stronguat was that constructed floor with deep joists.
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Uk of

parabolic

archr* in

partitions.

(Quarter

jiartUson*.

Brick nog-

glllgpilU-

t.Ull.

contains two door* ; l.cnrc the upper comportment,

which extends the whole length of the |;;irhi:on, may Ih*

framed in (he very same manner a* the whole would

have been when it contained no dtmr, or when it con-

tained one door in the middle ; and this framing might

even be inude of sufficient strength to support the floor

above, and the timbers Mow adjacent to the door or

doorways without bracing any of the lower compart-

ments : very frequently, however, the lower compart-

ments arc braced as well as that above the door or door-

ways.

As the timbers which support the lath and plastering

ore most advantageously arranged when their faces are

in planes perpendicular to the horizon, and when their

intervals are equal, and as these vertical timbers must

rest upon the braces, which would therefore be bent by

the pressure, and consequently would either have their

effect diminished or entirely destroyed; in order to ren-

der them as effectual as they mere intender!, parabolic

arches, described so as to answer to the obliquity of the

braces and intertie, are recommended
;
these arches ought

tribe double, and opposite to caeh olher, and if they are

made of iron, they may either be used as a tie or in a

slate of being compressed.

The upright quartering for the fixings of the lath

being fixed to two such arches will effectually pre-

vent them from descending by their weights, and thus

the whole stress will be thrown upon the joggles; the

braces and intertie, when there are two posts, will he in

a state of compression, but the weight of the timbers

upon the arches will lessen the degree of compression

upon the straining pieces.

Partitions constructed of timber bars to be lathed and
plastered are called quarter partitions.

There is yet another species of partition constructed

with timber post* placed at equal intervals, and filled

with brickwork between the adjacent po«ts, which are

called quarters ; the quarters ore placed at eighteen or

twenty-seven inches in the clear, and to strengthen the

brickwork, horizontal pieces of timber extend between

the quarters over every five or six course* of brick. A
partition thus constructed, partly with brick and partly

with timber, is caller! a brick noggins partition, and the

work done in this manner is called brick nothing. The
horizontal pieces It*tween the quarters arc called Hog-

ging pieces.

Brick nogging partitions ought always to be con-

structed upon u solid foundation, and, consequently,

ought never to be used but in ground or basement

stories. The quarters ought always to be three-quarters

of an inch thicker than the brick, so that half the difler-

ence, or three-eighths of an inch, ought to project before

each face exhibited by the brickwork, in order to allow

for the irregularities of the surface of the lath, occa-

sioned in the splitting by the sinuosities of the fibres in

taking curve directions round the knots.

Of the Fanout Kindt of Roofs.

walls, which have the least interval, meet each in the Carpentry.

As the meeting plane of a hip roof generally bisects

the dihedral angle formed by the external faces of two
walls which meet each other, every two planes which
meet have the *nme inclination to (he horizon, and the

right section of a common hip roof between the two
muht remote walls is a trapezium ; but if the dimensions
of the aperture to be covered arc cquul, all the four

faces of the roof will meet in a point, and each of the

right sections through this point will be an isosceles

triangle.

A truncated roof is that which is flat upon the top, Truncated

and may either be of the simple prismatic form or root

hipped. When it is not hipped it is called a simple

truncated roof, and when it is hipped it is called n trun-

cated hipped roof A truncated roof is also called a

terrace roof or cut roof. A truncated roof has its right

section in the form of a trapezium, with two parallel

sides, and the two diagonals equal ; the aide which is

parallel to the base is not absolutely a right line, but is

raised in the middle to an obtuse angle lor the purpose

of discharging the water. The top, which is nearly ho-

rizontal, ought to he covered with lead.

A cur6 roof is that which has two sloping faces upon Curb root

each side ; when it consists only of a simple prism it is

called a common curb roof and when it is hipped it is

called a curb hip roof A curb roof is also culled a

mansarde roof.

As the roof of a rectangular building may consist

of the intersection of two or more prisms, as has been
described, these intersections may be either external or

internal, that is to say, the dihedral angles of their

planes may either advance or retreat, and, accordingly,

are called by the French salient or re-entrant angles;

hence when the dihedral angles of the adjacent sides of
a roof are salient, every two of such which meet each
other will form a hip, which has already been described ;

but when the dihedral angle* are re-entrant, they form
what are called valleys. A roof having a valley is called .

a valley roof.

A roof which has both a hip and valley is called a hip Hip and

and valley roof * valley *wf.

The roofs of buildings in which the faces of the walls

terminate in horizontal right lines are called straight

roofs, in order to be distinguished from curved roofs.

Curved roofs ure generally circular and isolated. We
may, however, have both straight and curved roofs inde-

|:eitdetit of each other, or intersecting each other.

Hoofs either cover the tops of the exterior walls from
which they spring entirely, or only partially ; when a
straight roof covers the top of the wall, the inclined

surfaces are prolonged before the face of the wall several

inches, or even feet ; such a roof is said to have dripping Dripping

eaves, and the parts thus prolonged are called the skirts *•***

of the roof; iu such a roof the water is supposed to drop
from the margins of the eaves upon the ground without

being stopped in the woy.t

A common roq/*is that which has only two apparent
sides, which meet each other in the ridge, and which
rest upon opposite walls, which, in isolated houses, arc

(table ended generally the two opposite walls that have the leaat in-
f®ulf * lenral. This roof is called a gable ended roof.
Common A common hip roof is that which has only one ap-
h-l» roof.

parent face accent t0 each 0f th* four walls, and the

two apparent faces which rise from the two opposite

• When the plan of a building is curved, the walls are also

curved airfares, and the roof is deuuminatod from the plan of the

building, or from the form of the tup of the wall*
;
a ruof for such

a building is called a curred ruof, Hence, when the top of the wall*

from which the roof rises is a circle, the ruof is calk'd a cremJur roof,

and, if an ellipse, it is called an tU.fttc roof, and mi on.

f Such form* of ruof* hare sometimes trough* placed with a
gentlr inclination under, but near to the margin or the eaves in order
to carry the water into pijits }

but the appearance of such apptu-
dagvs is rather unsightly.
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Country. Straight Roof*.

Straight roofs of the most agreeable and best con-

struction ought to have a certain number of dihedral

angles. Let us conceive, either in n hip roof, or in a

hip and valley roof, a bar to be fixed in the intersection

of every such angle ; uud the plane which bisects the

dihedral angle to divide the bar into two equal ports, so

that two of its faces may be parallel to the bisecting line.

Let us again conceive, at the margin of every face

of the roof which joins the wall another bar to be

fixed, so that two sides may be parallel to the horizon ;

these two faces will therefore make an acute angle with

the plane of arrangement, or with the apparent face of

the covering; and suppose all these bars to meet each

other, so as to form a complete frame surrounding the

aperture to he covered ; also, let the upper edges of the

bars or every such frame be in the plane of the support-

ing bars of the covering, (that is, their plane of arrange-

ment.) so as to allow for the proper thickness of covering

and boarding. If any particular bar is required to

project abfcrc the apparent face of the covering, draw a

right line on the inner face of such a bur which will

mark the intersection of the surface of the plane of

arrangement.

The bar in the dihedral angle, of which the line of

meeting of its two faces is parallel to the base of the
Ri.lge piece. rooft j* called the ridge piece; and each of the inclined

bars in the meeting of every two adjacent inclined

Ilip rafter, faces, which form a salient angle, is called a hip rafter;

and the timber in every face which joins the wall is called

TViU piste, a wall plate.

Thus every apparent face of the roof of an economical

building will have its enclosure in the form of some of

the diagrams, Plate, Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, &c. to 7. No. 1

is the figure of the apparent sides of u gable ended roof;

No. 2 that of a gable end and a hip ; No. 3 that of a

gable end and a valley; No. 4 that of a hip and valley;

No. 5 that or two hips ; aud No. 6 that of two valleys.

The quadrilateral diagrams, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, all

belong to the longest sides of the roof, aud No. 7 to the

end of' a hip roof.

Here, in this diagram, each timber bar adjacent to

each line, or side, is called by the general name of a

When the roof rniljr cavers the top of the w iuU in part, the front

of the wall* may be earned up to any r.quin-d height above the

level of the roof, and n construction of wood, in the form of a trough,

h covered with thin sheets of metal, general y lead, for the puquM
of carrying off the water into pipen. which may either be concealed
or exposed, as the circumstance of the UnULing may require. In
such constructions the water-ways are entirely concealed, ami some-
times the roof itself, hj the walls ; the wall thus carried tip is

reduced in its thickness tn order to make room for these water-ways^
which are called ftUtert, ami such roofs are sometimes also called
getter rooft ; the port of the wall thu* carried up is called a parapet.

Gutters are not only placed along the horizontal margins of roofs,

hut are also made in the valleys of return roofs. When the bot-

tom and side of the boarding of the gutters are supported by short

pieces of timber, the gutters are called bridged outtert.

Gutters should be made sufficiently wide for a person to walk
along them with cose when repairs are needed, n n<l they ought to

have a sufficient descent that water may run freely along them j but,

instead of making one continued descent, it would be more conve-
nient and less expensive to make two wherever circumUa&cw will

admit
;
and the nearer these descents can be matte of the same length

the less Wight will be required for the fall of water t because, when
long gutters are made in one descent

,
as the rise upon the whole

must be proportional to the length of run, the distance which they
cove? the roof must be proportional ;

or, otherwise, if the breadth of
the gutter be confined within parallel limit*, the depth must be very
great to allow fox the proper fall of the water.

VOX.. VI.

bordering piece

;

the bordering pieces being joined at Carpentry,

the angles will form a triunguiar or quadrangular form,

according os the aperture consists of three or four aides.

The frame thus enclosing an open area is called the sur-

rounding frame.
In the seven diagrams here referred to, the aide II C is

supposed to be the skirt uext to the wall, and A D that

adjacent to the ridge.

Fig. 8 exhibits the plan of a gable ended roof, figures

9 aud 10 plans of hip rools
;

that of fig. 9 being square,

and that of fig. 10 oblong.

Fig. 1 1 is the plan of a hip and valley roof, or what Hip roofs,

is called, in reference to the plan, an ell roof, being in *c*

form of the letter L ; and fig. 12 is the plan of a hip
and valley roof in the form of the letter T. •

All the supporting timbers of every inclined covering

of a roof ought each to be perpendicular to the wall

plate, and to have two fiices perpendicular to the hori-

zon, and a face in the plane of arrangement. All the

intervals between every two adjacent ratters ought to be

equal toone another; and the breadth of every interval

between the frame and the adjacent supporting bar

ought not to exceed the breadth of the interval which is

common to the supporting bars. Moreover, every sup-

porting bar ought to be fixed at each extremity to oppo-
site parts of the skirting frame.

Hence, if the frame of the apparent face to be covered

belong to a hip roof, or to a hip and valley roof, IhoM
rafters only can be of equal lengths, which meet a ridge

in the summit of the roof and the plate at the bottom

;

therefore, in tin* triangular parts, the supporting bars

must be shorter and shorter. The supporting bars are

generally Called raftert

;

and those which are of un- Rafters,

equal lengths, ami all shorter than the rafters which ex-

tend between the plate and the ridge piece, are called jack raft-

jack- rafters. an.

But, it is clear, that the longer the rafters are, the

greater ought the scantlings to be
;
therefore their depth,

or their thickness, or both their cross dimensions ought
to be increased as their length is greater : for if all the

rafters were of the same scantling, their strength would
be very nearly in a reciprocal ratio of their length.

Now, instead of increasing the rafters in thickness, or

in depth, or in both these dimensions of breadth and
thickness, it is a general practice with builders to

make the rafters nearly of the same scantlings for all

buildings ; and therefore, when they arc so long as not

to be ubte to support themselves and the covering with-

out saggingor breaking, it becomes necessary to support

every rafter at one or more intermediate points, and thus

to divide its length into two or more equal parts.

For the purpose of giving the rafters a sufficient sup-

port, it is not only convenient, but economical, to place

one or more horizontal rectangular bars, called purlinr, p,irHgt .

so that each extremity of every purlin may be fixed to

the opposite parts of the bordering frame ; and that one

of the faces of every purlin, and the lower edges of all

the rafters comprised in the length of the purlin, may be

atl in one plane ; and, lastly, that all the intervals be-

tween the plate and the ridge maybe equul, the number
of intervals being one more than the number of purlins.

• ft i» evident that, in hip roofx, the plane which bixect* *v«iy

dihedral an^le will be perpendicular to the horizon : therefore,

two facM ofimy hip rafter, two face* uf every valley rafter, and
two face* of every ndg* piece, ought to be perpendicular to th«

horizon.

2 K
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Therefore every rafter in that length will be supported

by one point of the purlin, and at as many equidistant

points as there are purlins in the length of that rafter,

making the intervals one more than the number of

purlins.

Here the same observations may be made on purlins

as have been offered on rafters ; rax. that it is customary

with builders to make the purlins for all buildings nearly

of the same scantling, whatever may be their length.

Hence, there is only one necessary length between one

prop and another that will sustain the rafters and the

covering to the best advantage ; therefore, if they have

any longer bearing than that which would be just neces-

sary between their extremities, that bearing ought to be

divided into two or more equal bearing distances. This

may be done by placing a sufficient number of oilier

oblique bars in the same direction as the rafters, so tiiat

all the upper edges of these timbers, and the under

edges of the purlins, may be in one plane ; and that the

two ends of the bar or bars thus introduced, may be

supported, and of such length as to contribute to the

support of slJ the purlins.

The bare for supporting the purlins are called prin-

cipal rajler$, and the rafters supported by tbe purlins

are called, by way of distinction, common raften.

Again, let it be supposed that the principal rafters are

in their turn supported opposite to every purliu, as well

as at the two extremities. For this purpose, let as

many beams be extended across the building as the

principal rafters are in number, and let these beams be

supported upon wall plates
;
viz. one plate upon each of

the opposite walls in the same manner os the binding

joists of a floor were laid upon tbe wall plates; more-

over, let the lower end of every principal rafter be fixed

to the end of the beam. Then, if the roof is of tbe best

construction, and be a common hip roof, its right section

will be an isosceles triangle ; therefore, if on the other

aide of the roof principal rafter* of the same length are

supported at their lower extremities, each upon the

opposite end of every beam, and if the two equal aides

thus constructed for the opposite faocs be made to meet

each other in a vertical plane passing through the sum-
mit, they will necessarily balance each other. However,

if they only lean one upon the other, a very small force

will destroy their mutual balance : hence, if they are

fixed together in any manner so as to prevent them
from sliding upon each other, their balance cannot be

easily destroyed by any accidental pressure acting upou
either side only.

Thus the supports of the purlins have been reduced

to a triangular frame of an isosceles figure, die two
opposite principal rafters forming the two equal skies and

the beams its base. It is obvious that in this state of

the limbers, the principal rafters from their own weight,

and from the load which they have to support, are in &

state of compression, and therefore the beams arc in a

state of tension.

Hence the beams are called tic (earns, and tbe whole

of the triangular frame, together with the Umbers it

eompdsea, in order to support the principal rafters most
effectually and sufficiently, is called a trust, and the prin-

cipal rafters among builders are often called principalt.
The lower ends of the common rafters, when the con-
struction of the roof requires principals, are fixed to a
bar of timber supported upon tbe ends of the tie beams.

This bar ia called a pole plate. The whole of tbe

timbers, including the purlins and common rafters be-

tween every two adjacent trusses, is called a bay of roof- Carpentry.

ing. The whole of the timber work for supporting the '"-v"-*

covering is called a carratt roof
The timbers of two skirting frames for supporting the

covering of two opposite inclined faces of a hip roof
which meet and form the ridge have been described.

The two triangular frames in the ends ought to be filled

with common rafters supported by the same number of
purlins exactly in the same manner as has been ex-

plained in respect to the sides of the roofl

In large roofs the construction requires a principal

rafter reaching from tlie middle of the wall plate to the

summit, and this is supported below upon a half tie

beam, and the feet of the common rafters upon a pole

plate is in the two side* w hich meet and form the ridge.

Whatever may be the form of a straight roof, the

timber work for supporting the covering of every in-

clined aperture ought to be constructed in the manner
which has been described. Here, as in naked flooring,

the common rafter may be let into the purlins in the

same manner as the bridging joists of a floor arc let

into the binding joists. Hence the entire substance of

the rafters and purlins may be comprised between two
parallel planes, of which the distance will be less

than the sum of the depths of a rafter and purlin.

The purlins and principal rafters may also be comprised
between two parallel planes, which will be less distant

from each other than the sum of the depths of a purlin

and a principal rafter. *

In roofing, not only horizontal and vertical framings

are employed in the construction, but oblique framings

also. The oblique framings arc those which immediately
support the covering.

Tbe vertical framings not only support the oblique

framings but the horizontal framings also. The whole
of the framings, taken collectively, is called the framing
of the roof, and all of them arc connected and fixed ut

the joining*. The timbers belonging to tbe horizontal

frame are disposed similarly to those in the framing of a
floor, and the timbers in the vertical frames to those of
a partition.

Every truncated or terrace roof ought to have at least Truncated,

two sloping sides, and when such a roof is hipped it ought *c*

to have at least three equally inclined faces of which
two and two are adjacent, and every adjacent pair of in-

clined faces form a dihedral angle. Such roofs may also

have one or more valleys according to tbe figure of the
plan. The hipa and valleys of such a roof, as well as the
apertures of tlie skirting frame, ought to be constructed in

the same manner as those of a common roof, or of a com-
mon hip roof, or of a hip and valley roof. The upper ex-

tremities of the rafters in each face of tbe roof rest upon
a horizontal bar between tlie inclined face and the flat on
the top of the roof; nod the principal rafters instead of
meeting, have a beam fixed between the top of every two
opposite rafters so as to balance them ; and thus every
truss will consist of tiour rectangular bars, rax. the tie

beam, the two principal rafters, and the top beam which
is parallel to the tie beam. The top beam, from iis

rising in the middle in order to give the boarding and
leaden covering a gentle inclination, is called a camber Camber
beam. beam.

Tlie four timbers of every truss ought to be comprised
between the two vertical planes which contain tbe ver-
tical surfaces af the tie beam. It is evident that in
every such quadrilateral truss frame, the top beam and
the two principal rafters are in a state of compression.
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Carpentry, and the tie beam is in a slate of tension. The ccver-

" inft of the aperture on the top, supposing ft to be rrctan-

gular, may be supported by a row of beams perpen-

dicular to each of the horizontal bars, to the aides of

which the ends of the common rafters and the ends of

these beams may be fastened. The under edges of

the level row ot timbers ought to be arranged in the

same horizontal plane, but the upper edge or back of

every timber extending across the horizontal aperture, is

generally cut into a very flat or obtuse angle having the

summit in the middle, so that all the summit* may be

in a right line bisecting the aperture. Each sloping side

of the camber beams is boarded over, and the boarding

is covered with lead.

In the construction of a curb roof, the lower part being

the same in form as a truncated roof, and the upper part

the same as a common roof, or a common hip roof,

the construction of these parts may be the same as that

of common and hip roofs. The horizontal bar between
the two inclinations wilt serve to support the tops of
the rafters in the lower inclined face, and the feet of the

rafters in the upper inclined face. The beams which in

terrace roofs are required to support the boarding, do not
require to be cambered in the curb roof, as they only
serve the purpose of ceiling joists.

Curb The rafters used in the upper part are called curb
Tatars. rafters, and the timbers in the angka which divide the
Curb two inclinations are called curb platen.
plabw.

On the Trehedral in general.

A trehedral is a solid angle contained under three

plane surfaces called faces, every two of which meet
each other, and all the three in a point called the vertex

of the trehedral.m

Def. Th* angle formed on any face by the two edges

is called the angle of that face, and the face is said to be

obtuse or acute, according as the angle of that face is

obtuse or acute.t

Def. If from any point in any one of the three edges Carpentry,
of a trehedral two right lines be drawn perpendicular
to that edge one upon each adjacent face, the angle con-
tained by these lines is called the dihedral angle, which
is less than a right angle; it is also called the inclination
of the planes.

Def If a trehedral, of which the angles of the faces
are acute, be cut by a plane perpendicular to one of its
edges, the triangular section is called a sectional triangle,
and cadi of the three triangles formed by two edges of
the trehedral and aside of the sectional triangle is ended
a lateral triangle.

Def The edge to which the cutting plane is perpen-
dicular is called the adjacent edge, aud the remaining
two edges of the opposite face are called opposite
edges.*

On the. Right Trehedral.

Def. If two of the faces of a trehedral be perpen-
dicular to one another, the trehedral is called a right-
angled trehedral.

Def Tbe two faces of a right angled trehedral which
are perpendicular to one another are called the right faces.

Def. The face of a right angled trehedral which
joins each of the two right faces is called the oblique
face.

Def. If a right trehedral be cut by a plane perpen-
dicular to one of the edges of the oblique face, this edge
is called the adjacent edge, the remaining edge of the
oblique face is called the opposite edge, and the edge
between tbe two right faces is called the right edge.
Drf If the two right face* of a right angled tre-

hedral be both acute, the trehedral is called a right tre-
hcdral.

Def. The right face which terminates in the adjacent
edge is called the adjacent face, and the right face
which terminates in the opposite edge is called the op
posite face.f

* Generally speaking, timber is divided iota solid*, of which each
is contained by six rectilinear plane face*. The solids thus formed
for tbe evastnirtieo of budding* hare various names according to

their rvlatirs magnitude* or their destination.

The face* of such solid* terminate in tvdre edges called by
workmen orrises, which am right has*, because the intersection of

•very two planes >• a right line. The twelve edge* again terminate

in eight point*, and three of the edge* meet each other in each of
the right point*. Any three of the right lints which thus meet
contain between every two of them a face of th« solid. But a* the

facts are at right angle* to one another, the edge* aro also at right
angle* to on* another. None of the eight trehedral* having the
three planes perpendicular to ana another, can aver be an object of
research, *11 tlie parts being known.

But a* timber mny be cut by planes (that is by law*) in all

position*, we may hare trehedral* of various form* in which the
angles containing the fact* may he of all magnitudes.
A* we shall frequently make use of the words oblique angle, it

will be proper to explain its meaning. An oblique angle i* an angle
in which ono of the side* containing it is not perpeudicular to the
other, ami may therefore be either an acute angle ot. an obtuse angle.

An oblique plane has always a reference to another plane, implies
that tbe two planes are not perpendicular to each otlwr.

The cutting of timber contained under plane imrface* depends
entirely upon a knowledge of the trehedral, and theit is no object
const mclnl in parts with plane joints which does not embrace some
case civ other of trehedral solutions. We shall therefore proceed
to give the remaining definitions, and then to the solution of the
different cases

f PaoposmoM.— Theorem 1.

If each of the three faces of a trehedral be scute, its section made
by a plane perpendicular to one of the edge*, if sufficiently extended,
will tw a triangle of which a side will be contained in «*ch of the
three face*.

For let CV, BV, and AV (plate 1. fig. I) bo tbe three edges of
the trehedral, and let the angle* of the three face* C V 0, C V A,
and B V* A be each an acute angle, and let the plane F G be drawn
perpendicular to ono of the edge* V C, and let the plaoes of two of
the face* which meet in this ©dgo be prolonged to meet the plane
F G, thus Jet tbe face C V B meet the plane FO in the line C K
and let the face C V A meet FG in tbe line C D.
Then because the intersection of two planes is a right line, the

line* C K and C D are right lines, and became a right iene perpen-
dicular to a plane is also perpendicular to every right lino drawn m
the plane from the point in which tb» line intersects the plans, the
right line C V* ia perpendicular to the two right lines C E, C I».

Moreover, beouuw the angles C V B and V C R are both in thw
same plane, and because the angle C V B h an scute angle sad the
angle V C K is a right angle, the two right line* V B amt C K will

inert ; but C B is in tbe plane F tt, therefore V B will inert the plane
F Cl. In the mom manner it may be shown that V A will moet the
plane F G. Let the edge V B meet the plane F G in E, anil the
other V A meet it in D, therefore since the intersection of every two
plane* u a right line, I) C E is a rectilinear triangle.

* The definition* hitherto given are general for all kind* of tie-
hedrais ; but as two adjacent planes of timber* are generally per-

pendicular to one another, the oblique trehedral arldom occur* ilt

practice, and whenever it doe* so the object of inquiry m,iy he ob-
tained by dividing such a trehedral into two other*, ol which each
may have two plane* perpendicular to one am*her It is therefore

to this more limited species of trehedral* to which wc shall direct

the attention of the reader.

f Pimposition.— Theorem 1.

In a right trehedral, the thruo triangles funned by the edges ot
the trehedral and the suctorial triangle, as also the rectorial in mg
itself, will he all right angled triangles.

For in fig. 2 let the trehedral It* V A C B, iu which the pwat V is

2 k 2
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nlry. Drf. In the sectorial triangle ABC, the angle A U

called the vertical angle, the leg adjacent to the vertical

angle is called the adjacent leg, ami the leg opposite U>

the vertical angle is called the opposite leg.

Dr/. The common leg of the sectorial triangle, and

the triangle upon any face of the trehedral formed by

two edges and that leg, is called the sectorial leg of the

triangle in that face.*

Dr/. The angle contained by the obliqne face and one

of the right faces is called the inclination of these faces.

Dr/, The point in which any two of the sides of the

sectorial triangle meet each other in one of the edges of

the trehedrul is called the sectorial point.t

Die vertex, and A C B the sectorial triangle, tad VA to the edge to

which the plane of tlwr sectarisl triangle A B C » perpendicular, and

let the two right facea to A V C and B V C, and the oblique tux be

A V B-
The right line V A being perpendicular to the plan* of the secto-

rial triangle ABC will he perpendicular to every right line drawn

angled at the point A, and are consequently right angled triangle*.

Moreover, tocatne tto right tine A V’ i> perpendicular to the

plane B AC, every plane passing along A Via perpendicular to the

plane B A C, there! ore the plane V C A re perpendicular to the

plane A C B ; and reciprocally the plan* A C H i* perpfndiculor to

the plane V C A. But tweause VGA and VCB are the right

face*, tto plane V C B is perpendicular to the plane V C A ; hence

each of the plane* A C H and V C B b perpendicular to the plans

AC V ;
therefore their common section II C is perpendicular to the

plane A C V : again, a right line which i* perpendicular to a plane

l* perpendicular to ever}* right line drawn in that
j
lane front the

point in which the jteq'etvdicular meet* tbs plane ; hence B (' is

perpendicular to each of the right hues C V, C A | therefore ths

triangle V C B is right angled at C, and the triangle A C B i« also

right angled at C ; hence ull the four triangle* A V B, A V C, B V C,

and A B C. are right angled triangle*.

Cur 1. Because the triangle V A B is a right angled triangle,

and the right angle is at the sectorial point A, the angle* A V B
and A BV are each an acute angle; therefore the angle A V II of

the oblique face re ahraya lews than a right angle, when the angles

of the right face* are each less than a right angle.

Car. 2. Because tbs sectorial triangle A It C is a right angled

triangle of which the vertex of the right angles is in the right edge
at C, each of the two angles contained by the oldupiw plane and

each of the right face* is on acute angle.

6cB0l.lt! 1C.

From theae two corollaries it appears tlu>! the sunt of the angles

of the tluee faces is less than three right angles, and the sum of the

angle* contained by every two faces is also less than three right

angles.
• for. The vertical angle A of the sectorial triangle b the

dihedral angle formed by ths planes of the oblique and adjacent
facet, and the hypotenuse A B, the adjacent leg A C, and the oppo-

site leg B C of tub triangle are respectively tine side* of the lateral

triangle* oppnsit* the angle of the oblique face, the anglo of ths
adjacent face, and the angle of the opposite face.

Hence if these triangles b* all developed ofM one plane, tlie

lines which are common in the solid are equal in the do*elopement

;

that is, the vertical angle A of the sectorial triangle is equal to the

angle contained by a right lace and the oblique face ; the hypote-
nuse of the sectorial triangle is equal to the sectorial lug in the
oblique face

; the adjacent leg of tlie sectorial triangle is equal to
the sectorial leg in the adjacent face ; and the opposite leg of tbs
tectorial triangle is equal to the sectorial leg in the opposite face.

t Pbopositiom.—Thevrem 3.

Every right angled trihedral having rme or both its right faces

•!2?.
Urd 10 a n«ht trehedrel, or to one which shall

have both its right faces acute.

right faces of each of the four

L"’?™*’. A V s C. A V C r>, A V D F.. and A V K B,

r.mcll. tJj n„,l (..‘hTlfc) A j*8*!* l*™
rnin-iitn „„,i .

°*
l

l*ne B \ 1), and the right faces may*1‘u reUK’'U’ "° *“J **» •» I'Un. CAE, and let tta right

Dff In a right trehedrul the two inclinations and Carpentry.

the three faces are called parts.

The right angle being always given is not one of the
parts. Hence in every right trehedral the number
of parts are five. In every right trehedral, when two
of its parts arc given, a third may be found at one opc-
ration.

(1.) In all the diagrams the oblique face is denoted
by A V B, the adjacent face by A V C and the opposite
face by B V C.

The sectorial triangle is denoted by A B C, mid the
three sectorial points by A, B, C.
As one inclination is only concerned in our opera-

tions, this inclination is denoted by B' A C or by BA'C:
viz., by B'AC when the sectorial triangle is placed
upon the sectorial line AC of the adjacent face, or by
B A' C when the sectorial triangle is placed upon the
sectorial line B C of the opposite face. It being cunve-
nient to place the sectorial triangle sometimes upon the

one, ami sometimes upon the other of these lines.

All the triangles may be entirely detached in the con-
struction, but it is convenient to adjoin in the same
manner as they are in the solid. This not ouly saves

lines, but renders the diagram mare evident in order to

bring the corresponding edges in contact, and thereby

form the trehedrul.

Keeping the above notation in view, the sectorial lines

A II and A C will be each perpendicular to A V, and
C B perpendicular to C V.*

facet in 111* plane BCDE be colled tlw bates, ami the other

right face* the vertical faces.

The bate* of thv«e Itvhedral* living right line* culling on*

another, ore either adjacent or opposite, mat u. in ojqKiaile angles.

.

Now let each of tlw three trihedral* A V C I), A V I) K, ami
A V KB, be campaml with the trehudral A V UC, in which both

the right faces AVC ami B V (J are acute. Tluru, la-Oii-te the

angle U VC is acute, and the two angle* B V C and C V I) are

together equal to two right angles, lit* angle C V I) is obtuse ; and
because CV D ami 11 V K are equal to two right nngW*. am) th*

angle C V D is obtuse, the angle DV B w acute
; and because

1) V K and K V B are equal to two right angle*, and lb* angle

DVKb acute, the ancle KViln obtuse.

Moreover, h*c*u» the nngip* AVC and A V K are together

equal to two right angles, and the angle AVC is arute, ttorvfnre

the angle A VE is obtuse ; hence tlw trehedral V AC I) tos an
obtuse base, C V 1), and an acute vertical face C V A, and »joined

to the trehedral V A B C by the ctimmun vertical face A V C ; the

trehedral VA I) E ho* an acute has* I) V K ami an obtuse vertical

face AVK, and the two trehedral* A V I) E and A V B C ore oppo-

site each other, and have their vertical face* in one plane, ami their

oblique face* in another plane ; and lastly, the trehedral V A B K
has an obtuse haw B V K and au obture vertical (ace AVK, and
the two trehedniU V A B E and V A B C are joined to each other by
the common abliqoa face A V B, and hence the proposition pro-

posed to be proved is true.

Corollaries.

lienee, 1. If a right angleil trehedral, of which the ha«e is obtuse,

and the vortical face be given, find the adjacent trehedrul, so that

the vertical face may lie common to the trehedral*.

2. If a right angled trehedral, of which the base is sente, and
the vertical face obtuse, be given, find the trelwdrnl upon the oppo-

site base.

3. If a right angled trehedral, of which both its bare and ver-

tical face are given, find the adjacent trehedral so that tha two tre-

licdral* may hnve a common oblique fare.

In Any of the three cakes the trdwilral to be found will have all

its parts, and the like parts of both will to either equal nr supple-

mentary to each other. The common face* and opposite bakes will

always to equal, as well os the dihedral angles which terminate in

the same right line, and upon the same aide of this right line, and
the adjacent face* will be supplements of each other, as well as
the dihrdral Angle* adjacent.

* Notwithstanding the variety of enses, which are sateen is
number, every construction is extremely easy, as there is no ernm
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C-reentry. Proposition.

—

Problem 1.

(2.) Any two of the three parts, the inclination, the

adjacent face, anil the oblique face of a right trehedral,

being given to find the third part.

Preliminary.

The adjacent and oblique faces A V C, A V B being

constructed, the triangles upon these faces will have

a common leg V A upon the adjacent edge, therefore

the sectorial line upon each face will be perpendicular

to V A ; hence the const ruction may be found from one
of the three following rules.

Rule I.

(3.) When the inclination is required, the adjacent

and oblique faces must necessarily be given.

1. From any convenient point, A, in the adjacent

edge V A, draw the sectorial line upon each of the two
given faces.

2. The sectorial line upon the adjacent face, and the

sectorial line upon the oblique face being drawn, the

adjacent leg and hypotenuse of the sectorial triangle

will be given to find the vertical angle.

3. The vertical angle being found will be the inclina-

tion required.*

Rule II.

(4.) When the oblique faoe is required, the adjacent

face mid the inclination must necessarily be given.

1. Upon the adjacent face draw the sectorial line.

2. Having drawn the sectorial line upon the given
adjacent face, the adjacent leg and the vertical angle of
the sectorial triangle are given to find the hypotenuse.

3. Having found the hypotenuse of the sectorial

triangle, the lateral and sectorial legs of the triangle

upon the oblique face will be given to find the angle at

the vertex, or opposite the sectorial side.

4. The angle at the vertex being found, will be the
angle of the oblique face required.!

Rule III.

(5.) When the adjacent face is required, the oblique
face and the inclination must necessarily be given.

1.

Upon the given oblique face draw the sectorial

line.

that requires more than three right angled triangles in the diagram,
ami when the same triangle occur*, it is uniformly denoted by the
saute kttvre. Though the number be sixteen, seven or eight of

tbuw are vullkieut for our present purpose.

2. Having drawn the sectorial line upon the given Carpentry,
oblique face, the hypotenuse and an angle of the sec- v

torial triangle are now given to find the adjacent leg.

3. Having found the adjacent leg of the sectorial

triangle, the lateral leg and sectorial leg of the triangle

upon the adjacent face are now given to find the verti-

cal angle.

4. Die vertical angle of the lateral triangle being
found is the angle of the adjacent face required.*

Proposition.

—

Problem 2.

(9.) Any two of the three parts, the inclination, the
oblique ami opposite faces of a right trehedral being
given, to find the remaining third part.

The oblique and opposite faces A V IJ, B V C, fig.

6, 7, and 8, being concerned, the lateral side of the two
adjoining triangles will be their common hypotenuse
II V ; and the sectorial lines will therefore be perpendi-
culur otic to each of the unconnected edges A V and
C V. Hence, by the following Rules, the part required
may be found.

Rule I.

(10.) When the inclination is required, the oblique

and opposite faces will necessarily lie given.

1. Draw the sectoriul leg upon each of the two given
faces.

2. The sectorial leg upon the oblique face, and the

sectorial leg upon the opposite face being drawn, the

hypotenuse and the opposite leg of the sectorial triangle

will be given to find the vertical angle.

• Example 3.

(8.) Given the oblique her A V B, the Gc'ination B A C of •
light trehedral, to fiuJ the adjacent Lire A V C-

1. Draw the right line A B perpendicular to A V.

2. Draw A C perpendicular to A V ;
mnk* the angle CAff equal

to ihc given inclination, make A H' equal to A B, and draw u G
perpeudiculur to A C.

3. Join V C, and A V C wilt be the angle of the adjacent face

required.

In order to find aoy of the three parts required by compu-
tation, we shall here give the investigation of the three formula,
and as this can ho dune acc nling to any of the three Rule*, wo
shall adapt this process to Rule I., in which the dihedral angle is

required to be found as being the moat simple.

Let VA rr radius =: 1 } then willA B = tan AV B, and A C =
tan AV G.
Now io the right angled triangle A B'C are given the adjacent

leg A C and the nyiH/tvuwsc A B to find the vertical angle CAB'.
By trigonometry nuking radius upon A B' and the cosine ihvr Lire

upon A C, the following analogy wdl give an equalwo from which
any of tl>e three parts may be found.

• Example 1. to Rn.K I. I’roikmition.

(6.) Given the oblique face A V B, fig. 4 or 5, and the adjacent

face A V' C of a right trehedral, to find the inclination.

1. Tuke any convenient point A in lire adjacent edge V A, and
draw lhe right hues A B. A C, each perpendicular to A V.

2. Draw C B'
|
crpcndtcubr to A G, and fioin the point A with

the distance A IJ cut the perpendicular C B' in B*. J tun A i), and
the angle C A B' is the inclination required.

f‘ Example 2.

(7.) Given the adjacent face A V C, and the inclination of a
right trehedral, to find the oblique face A V B.

1 . Having as before assumed the point A in V A, draw the right

line A G perpendicular to A V.
2. At the point A with the right line A C make the angle C A B*

equal to the givea inclination, and draw the right line G B' perpen-

dicular tu AC.
3. Diaw the right line A B perpendiodar to A V ; make A B

equal to A B”, join B V, and AV B is the angle of the oblique face

required.

AB': AC:: radius : cos C A B' = —

brace

tan A VC = tan A VB X cos C A B',

tnnAVC
tan A B X*

la»AVB =
Un A V =tmAVCX «cCAB
cos G A B

because see = -

l C A B « “° AV.9 a Un AV C X cot A V B {

because cot =—

.

tan

These equations in terms of the trehedral will be thus expressed:

ton adjacent face “ tan opposite face X c«« inclination.

Ian oliliquc face = tan adjacent face X Cut inclination,

cos inclination sz tan adjacent face X cot oblique face

JDiqitized by Google
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p*rpen^; 3. Tb« vertical angle being found, will be equal to

the inclination.*

Rule IL
(11.) When the opposite face is required, the oblique

tace and the inclination must necessarily be given.

1. Draw the rectorial leg upon tile given oblique face.

2. The sectorial leg upon the oblique face being
found, the hypotenuse and the vertical angle of the
sectorial triangle will now be given to find the opposite
leg.

3. The opposite leg of the sectorial triangle being
found, the hypotenuse and the sectorial leg ot‘ the tri-

angle upon the opposite face will be given, to find the
angle of this opposite face.

4. The angle of the opposite face being found is the
angle required, t

Rule III.

(12.) When the oblique face is required, the opposite

face and inclination must necessarily be given.

1. Draw the sectorial line upon the given opposite

face.

2. The sectorial line upon the opposite being found,
the vertical angle and opposite leg of the sectorial triangle

will be given, to find the hypotenuse.
3. The hypotenuse of the rectorial triangle being

found, the hypotenuse and sectorial leg of the triangle

upon the oblique face will be given, to find the angle
opposite to the sectorial leg.

4. The angle opposite the sectorial leg being found,
will be the angle of the oblique face required.}

• Exvmpk lo Ruu I. PaoMHRnow II.

_
(13.) Given the oblique for* B V A, (fig. 6 or 7,) and the oppo-

site luce B V C of u nil'll trihedral to find the inclination.

1. Draw the right line BC perpendicular to C V, and the right
line B A jien-milicular to A V.

2. From the point B, with the distance B A, cut V C, or VC pro-
longed in A', and join A' B. Then B A* C is equal to the inclina-

tion required.

This cm* ia applicable to the ranging of hip rafter*, and to find-

ing the dihedral angle* of the regular solid*.

t Eramp/rto Rul« IL
(14.) Given the inclination BAG, (fig. R t) and the oblique face

A V B of S right trvhcdral, to find five oppuute (ace B C V.
1 . Draw B A perpendicular to A V.
2. At the point A, with the right line A B, make the angle

BAC" equal to the giren inclination, and draw B O penwiubcular
to A CA

3. Upon V B as a diameter describe the semicircle B C V f
from

the point B, with the distance BC', cut the semicircular arc in C,
and join CV, Then BVC is the angle of the opposite face re-
quired.

I Emmple to Hli.b III.

(15.) Given the inclination B A' C, (fig, 8,) and the opposite face
BV C ofa right trehedrel, to find the oblique face.

1 . Draw B C ptrpeiubeular to V C.
2. In VC, oe in V C prolonged, take any point, r, and draw t J,

making tho ancle C erf equal to tin* given inclination
; and from B

draw the right line B A' ]*ralkd to d r, meeting C V in A'.
3. Upon V B as a diameter describe the semicircle B A V; and

from the point B, with the distance B A', rut the semicircle in A.
Join A V and A B. Then the angle B V*A is equal to *i>t angle
of the oblique face required.

The methods of finding the formula when two parts out of the
three parts cunccrned in the proposition are given to find the third,
are similar to thoM investigated in th„ note to tho example of Rule 1.
It win, 'h-rofOT., '-only lUttMuy p,, ,h. m
terms of the right trihedral. ‘

1. .in oj-nmit. hw = .in oUi,,,. y ^ |„r|iiul,iu.

3.

nn .Uw- ln, - r«. x CUM md.n.tum.
3. nn tncbiwtion = x cqMt .till,.. Ua.

Proposition.

—

Problem 3.

(16.) Auy two of the three parla, the inclination, the
two right faces of a right treliedral being given, to fiud
the third, or remaining port.

Preliminary,

The two right faces being concerned, the lateral edge
of the two adjacent triangles will be the right edge, and
will be ihe leg of the triangle upon the opposite face,

and the hypotenuse of the triangle upon the adjacent
face. Hence, the part required rnay be found by one
of the three follow ing Rules.

Rule I.

(17.) When the inclination is required, the two right
faces must necessarily he given.

1. Draw the sectorial line upon the adjacent face, and
the sectorial line upon the ophite face.

2. Having drawn the sectorial lines upon the adjacent
and opposite faces, the adjacent and opposite legs of the
sectorial triangle will be given to find the vertical angle.

3. The vertical angle being found will be the inclina-
tion required.*

Rule II.

(16.) When the opposite face is required, the inclina-
tion and adjacent face must necessarily be given.

1. Draw the sectorial line upon the adjacent face.

2. The sectorial leg being drawn upon the adjacent
face, tire vertical angle and adjacent leg of the sectorial
triangle will be given to find the hypotenuse.

3. The hypotenuse of the sectorial triangle being
found, the lateral and sectorial legs of the triangle upon
the opposite face will be given, to find the angle opposite
to the sectorial leg.

4. The angle opposite to the sectorial leg being
found, will be the angle of the opposite face required.

f

* Exmmpk lo Ri i.r. 1. PiorwTlON.

(20.) Given the adjacent far* A V C, (fig. *,) and the opposite
fare BVC of a right trehedral, to find the inclination.

1 . Draw CA perpendicular to A V , and C B porpend icular to C V. .

2. Draw CU' perpendicular to CA, and moke CB" equal to

C B. Join A & i then the vertical angle CAB'b equal to the in-
clination required.*

Or thus, instud of 2. (fig. 10 and 11.)

2. Having drawn CA and C B a* in 1 . From the point C, with
the distance C A, cut C V, or C V itrotonged in A', and join A‘ B,
Then the vertical angle C A' B is the inclination required.

N.B.—This Problem ie applied in Carpentry to the ranging of
hip rafters

;
and in Saograiihy to the shadows of cylinders in all

positions, os also to the shadows of polygonal circular rings,

f Ejr<tmp/r to Rclb II.

.

(21.) Given the inclination S' AO, (fig. 9,) and the adjacent
face A V C of a right trehedral, ti> find the opposite face B V C.

1 . In the connecting line V C of the two faces concerned, his
eny point C, and draw'C A perpeudirular to A V.

2. At the point A, with the right hue A C, make the angle
C A IP equal to the given inclination, end draw C IF perpendicular
to CA

3. Draw C B perpendicular to C V j make C B equal to C B', and
join B V . Then C V B is the angle of the opposite face required.
Or thus, instead of 2. and 3.

2. In C V, (fig. 10 and 11,) or in CV prolonged, cut off the
part C A sqnal to C A, and make ttve angle (’

A

r B equal lo the
given inclination. Draw B C p.qts-ndicu1.n to C V.

3. Join B V, and CVB h the angle ofthe opposite fnce required.
N.B. Tins Problem is applied in pmqwdivo in finding the

vanishing line of a plane, and in Dialling tu finding the hour lines,

the angle which the style makes with the substyle being giren.

• Formula for the arithmetical computation.
tan opposite Lee — tan inclination X sin adjacent fact.

tan inclination = tan opposite face X cimre adjacent face.
tan adjacent face= tan opposite face X cut inclination.

Goosle
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Cuptpfay . Rule HIwv—^ (19.) When the adjacent face is leqnfred, the incli-

nation and opposite face must necessarily be given.

1. Having drawn the sectorial line upon the given

opposite face, the vertical angle and opposite leg of the

sectorial triangle will be given, to find the adjacent leg.

2. The adjacent leg of the sectorial triangle being

found, the hypotenuse and sectorial leg of the triangle

in the adjacent face will be given, to find the angle

opposite to the sectorial leg.

3. The angle opposite to the sectorial leg being found,

will be the angle of the adjacent face required.*

Phoposition .—Problem 4.

(23.) Any two or three faces of a right trehedral being

given to find the third.

General Rule.

When any one of three faces is required, the other

two must necessarily be given, and these may either

be the two right faces or one right face and the oblique

face. If the two right faces be given, tbe lateral right

edge V C must be the connecting edge, but if the oblique

face and a right face be given, the right face may always

be supposed to be the adjacent face A V C, and conse-

quently A V the adjacent edge.

As the face to be found may be attached to either of
the unconnected edges of the two given faces, tike lateral

side of tbe triangle to be found, attached to llic uncon-
nected edge, must either be a leg or hypotenuse of the

triangle in the face required, but as one of tike two may
always be chosen, the leg will afford the most easy con-

struction ; hence.

If the lateral edge, to which the third face or the tre-

hedral is connected, be a leg, draw a right line from the

sectorial point perpendicular to the leg, and the secto-

rial leg will be upon this perpendicular from the secto-

rial point, and from the vertex of the lateral faces with

tbe length of the other unconnected lateral edge ait the

perpendicular, join tbe point of section and the vertex.

Then the angle at tlte vertex will be the angle of the face

required.

But if tbe lateral edge to which the third faoe is con-
nected be the hypotenuse of tbe triangle in the face

required, describe a semicircle on this hypotenuse as

a diameter, aud from the vertex of the trehedral faces

with the length of the other unconnected lateral edge
cut the semicircular arc. Join the vertex of the faces

and the point of section, and tike angle by tbe line and
the diameter of the semicircle is the angle of the face

required.

Though the construction is easier when the face re-

quired is attached to a leg, yet as tbe intersection of the

* iLnmvit to tuu 111.

(22.) Given tbe inclination BA'C (fig. 10 and 11) and tbe

opposite face BY C of a right trehedral, to find the adjacent Taco

1. In V C take any convenient point C, and draw C B perpendi-

cular to C V.
2. In C V, or in C V prolonged, take any cnnvsnknt point e, and

drawee, making the angle C e J eu*ud to the given incliuuliun.

Duo B A* parallel to d e, making C V, or C V peiduryfcd in A'.

3. Lipoo C V aaa diacaeter tLscribc the aeoucLrcl* C A V; and
from tlie point C with the distance C A r cot the acHttcireumfr’rauca

in the point A. Join A C aud A V , then C VA is tbe adjacent face

Mini,
N H. Thin Problem is uawd in Soograpby, in order to find the

Jbws of light and shadow in a cosuc.

arc described from the vertex and the sectorial leg is Carpentry,

sometimes occasionally very oblique, a preference on '—“v—
this account, when it so happens, may he given to the
other construction, when Uie lace required is attaclked to
the hypotenuse.

N. B. When the two right faces are given, either
may be made the adjacent lace.*

• Rntmp/tta Psokmutiom IV.

(24.) Given the two right faces of a right trehedral to find fho
oblique face.

Lot the adjacent face bo C V A, (fig. 12,) and therefore thn cp-
poatle face C VB'

Now, in tho adjacent face, the arrtorial leg is perpendicular to
the adjacent edge \ A, and in the opposite face the sectorial line ia

perpendicular lu the right edge
;
therefore,

1. Draw C A perpendicular to V A, and C B' perpendicular to

2, Let it now he required to find the oblique face attached to the
adjacent edge V A. Draw A It perpendicular to A V, and from the
point V with tbe diitauce V B1 cut tlw right line A B n< B, aud
join V B. Then A V 11 is the oblique face required.

Scuouiu,

four Propositions now given will W found to apply to every
uecfui purpose in Carpentry, Perspective, Sciograplij, ami Dialling.

As to the caec :n which the two dihedral angles and one of tho
light faces, aud that lu which the two dihedral angles and the
oblique lace are concerned, we shall leave fnr tbe exercise of the

reader, who will now, if h* understand* the preceding Pru;>oBCiunB,

not be at any loos to supply the two Theorems just now mvu-

TSu* three faces being the parts of the trelvedral concerned, any
two being given as above, we shall here give tbe investigation of Uie
formula lor finding any one of the three parts (ruin the other two
being given.

Let CV == radius := K. then willWas see CV B, and VAs
cos C V A. Now since by construetivn V B — V B, V U' c= sec

C V B ; hence in the triangle B' A V the hypntesuse VB— a*c
C V B, and the leg V A sr cos C V A, are given to find tbe angle
B V A ; therefore, making radius upon B V, the cosine of tbo
angle B V A will be upon V A i hence

VB'rVAi: ml : cos BVA =^ A * "d
.
cna C V A _

V B' sec C V U
cos CVA X coiCVB.
Hence cm CV A= cos BVA x sec C V B

;

and «w BV A ss«M CVAXcoeCVB; these expressed
by tbe parts of die right trehedral, will bo

cos one right face= cos oblique face X see other right face,
aw oblique face cm one right face X cos other right f*».
But before we dbimn this part of our Treattu?, it will bv found

useful to show how this last Problem may be constructed by another
principle independent of the trehedral.

(25.) Let y V d (fig. 13) be one of the right fact*, and 1st fV
be the edge of the other right face which is common to the two
faces, and let V be tbo common vertex of these faces.

Through any point g in V g <lrnw gb\w any convenient position,
and prolong J V to any convenient point A. From the point if

with the distance gA deacribc the arc A b, and from the same inint
A with the distance $ V describe the arc V c meeting g b in e.
Make the angle g cF equal to the angle contained by tbe ether
given right face, and draw g F perpendicular to g A.

From the point F with the radii ft, Fc describe tbe area b D,
and c K, ami from any convenient point K in the are r K with the
distance V A cut the arc b O in 1). Join F E, E D, and F K D will
lw the supplement of the angle required.

For suppose the olhrr right face to be placed anon g V with it* ver-
tex ill V, and to be jwrpeadicular to tbe plane g V b. Draw g l

v
in

tlw vertical face |wt
(
*-j*licular loo A; then tlw vertical foes will meet

the oblique face m a right line F V which is the hi poteuuaeof a right
angled triangle of which g Via the base, am) therefore ths angle F*d
will be tho angle of the oblique face. Imagine g A and F' A to lie

joined, then FA will lie ths subtense of the angle F V A, which will
be the supj-lcmout of the oblique face. Now because g c ia equal to

g V. and g F ia equal to the perpendicular g F of the imaginary ver-
tical face, the right angled triangle r g ¥ mil be equal to the right
angled triangle V g F in the vertical face

; hetice lire hypotenuse c F
ia equal to the liypotenune c F ia the vertical face, lo tore manner*
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244 CARPENTRY.
CarpkBtrj. Definition*.

Drf A plane to which the relations and positions of

points, line*, and planes are given, and on which, Irom

these data, other relations arc determined, is called the

primitive plane.

Drf. A point, line, or plane is said to be in space

when it is situated out of the primitive plane, and a line

or plane is still said to be in space, even though one

extremity of (he line or plane should come in contact

with the primitive plane.

Df. If a right line lie drawn from any point in space

perpendicular to the primitive plane, the point in which

the right line meets the primitive plane is culled the

projection of the point* and the right line itself is termed

the projectant of that point.

Drf. A right line drawn through the projections of

two points of another right line in space, is called the

projection of this right line.

Drf. A line or a point is said to be given when its

relations to the primitive plane are given.

Drf A right line is given in space when the projec-

tion and inclination of the line is given, or when the

projections and projectants of two of its points are given,

or provided the line meet the primitive plane when the

point of coincidence and the projection and projectant

of one of its points arc given.

Drf A point is said to be given either when it coin-

cides with the primitive plane, or when its projection

and projectant are given, or when the distances from

the point to three given points upon the primitive plane

are given.

Drf. A right line is said to be given either when it

coincides with the primitive plane, or when its projection

and inclination are given, or when it is parallel to the

primitive plane, and the projection of the line and the

projectant of one of its points are given ; or any line

obliquely situated is said to lie given when the projec-

tions and projectants of two of its points are given ; or

a right line meeting the primitive plane is also said to

be given, when the point of contact and the projection

and projectant of one of its points are given.

Drf A parallel plane is understood to be that which

is parallel to the primitive plane.

Drf. An oblique plane is that which has au inclination

to the primitive plane.

As the intersection of two planes is a right line, the

oblique plane will meet the primitive plane in a right

line.

Df The right line in which an oblique plane meets

the primitive plane, is called the trace of the oblique

plane.

Def The trace of a plunc is said to be given when a

right line is drawn upon the primitive plane, so that the

edge of the oblique plane, supposed to lie a right line,

niny coincide with the line thus drawn for its trace.

Def. A parallel plane is said to be given when the

projectant of any one of its points arc given.

Def An oblique plane is said to l>e given when its

trace and inclination to the primitive plane are given.

Or when its trace and the projection and projectant

of one of its points arc given.

if F b supposed to be joined, the hypotenuse F b will bo equal to

the hypitL’QUK F A in the oblique face. But F K w equal loFc,
and I D equal to F b ; therefore tire three sides of the triangle in

the oblique fare are equal to the three aide* of the triangle FED;
therefore the obtuse angle FED will be equal to the supplement of

the oblique face.

Or when the projection and projectants of three of Carportiy.
its points are given.* v—-y-

Proposition.

—

Problem 1

(26.) To find the primitive inclination of a plane
which shall have a given trace, and which shall contain
a given right line meeting the trace.

Here in the right trehedml are given the vertical and
primitive faces to find the primitive inclination.

Now as the primitive inclination is the inclination

concerned, the primitive face is the adjacent face A V C,
and the vertical face the opposite face U V C.

This Proposition, therefore, becomes the following
Problem

:

The adjacent face A V C and the opposite face 11 V C
of a right Irehcdral being given to find the inclination.

The solution of this Problem w ill U: found as in (20.)
fig. 9.t

Proposition.

—

Problem 2.

(27 ) To find the vertical inclination of a plane which
shall have a given trace, and shall contain a given right
line meeting the trace.

Here in the right trehcdral are given She vertical and
primitive faces, to find the vertical inclination.

Now as the inclination concerned is the vertical incli-

nation, the vertical face must be the adjacent face A V C,
and the primitive iucx* the opposite face B VC.

This Proposition, therefore, becomes the following
Problem

:

The adjacent face A VC and the opposite face B V C,
of a right trehedrul being given to find the inclination.!

* Tin? angle contained by the trace of a plane, and the projection

of a right line contained in the plane, is one of Ibe right tores of a

right trelvedral. and is situated in the primitive plane ; because both
the t?*« of the pinna and the projection of the right Hue are

situated to the primitive plane. Tbc angle of projection of the right

line is Use other right face of the trehcdral. and is in consequence
in the vertical plane ; and the angle which the right line mules
with the trace of the plane is the oblique Care of the trehedrul.

Whan H U said that an oblique right line is given, it must he

umlrrstood that the projection and angle of the |WOjeftMM of the

right line U given.

When tl w said that an oblique right line is required, it must be
understood that the projection and angle of projection are required.

When the trace of a plane is required, it must be tifltMfstaMi

that the projection of the right line must be given, and Die angle

contained by its projection and tho trace of the plane must either

be given i>t found.

When the projection of n rigid line contained in a plane is re-

quired, it roust be understood that the Itare of tho plane must bo
given, and the angle which tho trace makes with the projection of

the line found.

Of the two inclinations of a right trehedrul, the one, funned by
the oblique face and the primitive plane, is called for th»- sake of
brevity the priimlnt inclination ; and the other, formed by the
oblique and vertical faces, t» called the wrtteat mdinati<m.

W hen only one of Uie two inclinations is concerned in the propo-

sition, tills inclination must be either given or required, but which-
ever of the two it is, the right fore which forma the iadinalion with
the oblique face must be the adjacent face

;
that is, when the primi-

tive inclination is given or required, the f>riwinrrfact must he the

adjacm! fact

;

and when the vertical indmnikm is given or required,

the vertical face must be the-adjacent face.

f This Problem is applied to the shadows of cylinders »u all

positions, to a given position of the Sun’s rays, as also to tlte sha-

dows of polygonal and circular rings.

J This Problem only differs from the last in the vertical inclina-

tion being required in this, and the primitive in the last ; but both

are resolvable into the very same case of the trehcdral, (-0,) fig. 9,

when we abstract the trehcdral from any position in regard of the

primitive piano.

This is the caw which applies to the ranging of hip rafters, when
the angle which the hip makes with its {injection, and the angle

which the projection makes with tbe wall jdale, are given.
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Carpentry. Proposition.—Problem 8.

’-v—' (28.) To find the inclination of a plane, so that the

plane shall have a given trace, and shall be parallel to a

given right line.

Let DE (fig. 14) be the trace of the plane, C V
the projection of the right line, V any convenient point

in D E, and C any convenient point in V' Cy
.

Make the angle C' V'B' equal to the angle of projec-

tion, and draw V C parallel, and make it equal to V' C.
Draw CA perpendicularly upon DE, CD perpendi-

cular toCA, and C' B' perpendicular to C V . Make
C B equal to C B', and join A B. Then C A B is equal

to the inclination required.

This Problem is equivalent to that of having the two

right faces of a right trehcdrol to find one of the inclina-

tions, which is here the horizontal inclination, the two

right faces being CV A and C'V'B'. (17.) (20.)

Proinjsition.—Problem 4.

(29.) The trace A V (fig. 12) of a plane, and a right

line parallel to the plane being given, to draw a right

line in the plane from a given point V, in the trace

parallel to the given right line.

Let D E be the projection of the right line, and let V
be the given point in the trace A V of the plane.

Draw V C parallel to ED, and at the point V with

the right line C V, make the angle C V B' equal to the

angtc of projection of the liue.

Here wc have now given the two right faces C V A,
CV B' of a right trehedral, to find the oblique face,

(23 ) (24.) and we shall find that A V B is the oblique

face required.

Thus the oblique face will be found without pre-

viously ascertaining the inclination of the planes."

Projection. Carpentry.

Since a right line is given by having the position of
the poiuts in which it terminates, and a plane rectilinear

figure by having the position of the right lines which
form the edges, a solid bounded by plane figures is

therefore given when the points terminating all the

right lines which form the edges of its surfaces are given.

Now ns a point is most simply determined by its pro-

jection and the length of its projectant, so also a solid

in space, contained by plain faces, is most simply deter-

mined by having the projections and the heights of the

projectants of all its linear extremities.

Proposition.—Problem 1.

(31.) Any oblique plaue, and the position of a point

in that plane, being given, to find the horizontal projec-

tion of the point.

Let T R (fig. 16) be the trace of the plane, and M
the position of the point. Draw M u intersecting T R
perpendicularly in v, and draw c W making the angle
uv XV equal to the horizontal inclination of the plane.

From the point r, with the radius v M cute W in n, and
draw n rn cutting u v perpendicularly in m, and m is the

projection of the point M.

Or, thus:

(32.) Let D be the given position of the point to bo

projected. Draw Dd intersecting TR 'perpendicularly

in g. In T R take any convenient point v, and draw
vn perpendicular to TR, and make the angle neW
equal to the inclination of the plane. In a W make r n
equal to g D, and draw n m meeting v u perpendicularly

in m. Draw m d parallel to T K, and d is the projection

of D os required."

Proposition.—Problem 5. Proposition.—Problem 2.

(30.) Tvro oblique right lines being given, to find the

trocc of a plane which shall contain one of the lines and
be parallel to the other.

Let A B (fig. 15) be the projection of one of (he

lines, and C D that of the other.

Draw B E parallel to C D. Draw B F' perpendicu-

lar to BE, and B F perpendicular to BA. Make the

angle B A F equal to the angle of projection of the line,

of which the projection is A B, and make B F' equal to

B F. At any convenient point in BE, make the angle

B « A equal to the angle of projection of the right line,

of which the projection is C D, and draw F' E parallel

to A L. Join A E, then A E joined is the trace of the

plane required.!

* These two last propositions will be applied to cylindrical vault*

liiff upon an inclined plane, where they aie indispensable.

f For imagine the right angled triangles A B F and E B F*, to be
raised upon their bases A B end B E, until B F nnd H F* tie each
uerroodieular to the plane A B K, and the two right line* B F and
B b will coincide, and the point F will coincide with the point F*.

Let this poiut of coincidence be called G ; the point G will be a
point in the plane ; but the trace A E, and consequently the point*
A, K axe in the plane, hence the side* A G and A K are in the plane.
Now, because C D and B B are parallel, and the angle B E G is, by
hypothesis, equal to the angle of projection of the line of which the
projection ii CD; nnd because the two planes which contain the
lines of which C D and B E are the projections are vertical planes,
they are parallel alone*.

Hence the right line G E will be parallel to the right line of
which CDis the projection ; but if a ri^-ht line be jwrallel to a right
line in a plane, the right line is parallel to that plane

; therefore
the plane AEG will be parallel to the right line of which the pro-
jection is CO.

VOL. VI.

(33.) An oblique plane and the projection of a point

in that plane being given, to find the position of the

point in the plane.

Let T R (fig. 16) be the trace of the plane, and d Ihe

projection of ihe point. Having constructed the angle

ti t? W, draw d m parallel to T R, mecling vn in m, and
draw m n perpendicular to t>u meeting t* W in ». Draw
d D perpendicular to T R, meeting T R in g, and make
g D equal to r n, then D is the point required.

Proposition.—Problem 3.

(34.) To find the horizontal projection of the point

in which a given ri";ht line will meet a given plane.

(35.) Com 1, When the given right line is parallel

to the plane of projection, it will then be given when its

projection is given, and when the projeclant of any one
of its points is given.

This proposition will bo useful wbsn the inclination in the Sun’s

rays is given, and the inclination of a right lino to (he primitive

plane, to find the shadow of tbs line.

* For two right lines, one drawn from the point and the other

drawn from its projection, will meet the tract ttf the plane in the

same point, arul because y l) is equal to e M, the right line D M
is parallel to T R ;

therefore (lie points D and M are in a right

line parallel to the trace of the plane ; hence the projections nro

also in a right line parallel to the trace of the plane ; hence the

point d is the projection of the point 1).

St'.hnhum. This last part will be often found convenient, fur if

many points were to be projected, it would be only necessary to

contract one angle for the whole, and thus the unnecessary trmible

to construct an angle equal to the inch nation of the plane*, tor

ever v point to bo projected would be avoided.

2 L
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246 CARPENTRY.
OnpiMtoy. In this case let Od (fig. 17) be the projection of the
V—

line, and let T K be the trace of the plane. In T H
take any convenient point rt a»d draw v u perpendicular

to T R. Make the angle m W equal to the horizontal

inclination oJ‘ the plane, and from any convenient point

p in t u draw pq perpendicular to nil. Make p q equal

to the height of the project ant of the point, and draw

q u parallel to r w, roeetiug v W in ru Draw « m per-

pendicular to r u, meeting v u in m, and draw m d pa-

rallel to T R. Then d is the projection of the point in

which the right line will meet the plane of which the

trace is T 11, and of which the horizontal projection is

6d.
(3d.) Com 3. When the right line is obliquely situ-

ated to the horizontal plane, it must be given in this case

either by having the projection of two of its points, and

the projcctnnts of these two points, or by having the

point of coincidence, in which the line meets the plane

and the projection and prpjcctant of one of its points.

Let Od (fig. 1*) be the projection of the line, 0 the

point of coincidence, and k the projection of one of its

points, of which (lie projectant is known.

InTR take any convenient point v, and draw ru
perpendicular to T R. Make the angle u r W equal to

the horizontal inclination of the planes, and draw 0 l

and k p each perpendicular to v v, meeting u v in / and

p. Draw p q perpendicular to ti r. and make p q equal

to the height of the projectant of the point, of which the

projection is k, and draw the right line l q. Prolong l q
to meet v W iu n, and n m perpendicular to u v meeting
u r in m. Draw m d parallel to T R, and d is the pro-

jection of the point required.*

Proposition.

—

Prcblrm 4.

(37.) To find the point in which a given right line

will meet a given plane.

Fig. 19 exhibits the case in which the right line is

parallel to the horizontal plane, and fig. 20 exhibits the

case in which the right line is obliquely situated to the

horiz4>nta) plane. The notation or letters of reference

being the same as in fig. 17 and 18. Let Ok (fig. 19)

be the projection of the right Line which is parallel to

the horizontal plane ; find the horizontal projection d at

the point in which this right line will meet the given

plane. (34.) Again, in fig. 20 let 0 be the point of coin-

cidence in which the right line meets the horizontal

plane, and let k be the horizontal projection of a point in

the line of which the projectant is known
;
then find

(36.) the horizontal projection d of the point in which
the right line in this case would meet the given plane.

The remaining part of the process being the same for

each figure
;

therefore, in fig. 19 or fig. 20, draw d D
perpendicular toTR, intersecting T R in g ; then the

point n being already found by the construction which
was necessary in finding the horizontal projection of the

point in which the right line meets the given plane ; it

only remains to make g D equal to v n, and D will be

the point in which the right line will meet the given

plane, as required to be fouud.t

• Fat let the plana of the angle « * \V be turnsd upon * u until

it become perpeisdicular lo tha hurizimtnl plane, ami upon this hypo-
thi'nUt Hoe tight lux / *», and the right hue of which $ d it the pro-
jection, will tie in a plane, of which t / u the (not j and Umuc 4 t

amt T Rate parallel, the trace* of tha two plane* are parallel
; there-

fore the interaction rf the** planes m parallel to each of the traces

;

then-fora midth n am! D am in a ngbt line parallal to T K, (be pro-
jvCtiuB of the puiiit, m ami I> are also in a right line parallel to T K.

The reason of this (woom* is *o obvious, from that m the pro-

Applications of Projection in finding the Sections and 5**‘*f3'
Envelopes of Sotids.

The surfaces of all solids are developable which can
he imagined to be unfolded and extended so that every
point in the surface may be in contact with a plane. Or
reciprocally, the surface of a solid Is developable when
a plane surface can be bcut upon the surface of the solid

so (hat all its parts may tie in contact with the surface of
the solid.*

Proposition.—Problem 1.

(38.) To find the oblique section and covering of a
given prismatic solid, the ptane of the section being
given.

A prismatic solid is given when like plane which con-
tains the right section is given, and when the section

itself is given in relation to the trace of the plane.t
Let a ft yi * (fig. 21) be the given right section of

the solid, and let y t be the trace of the plane which
contains the right section ; also kt T R be the trace of
the plane which contains the section required to be
found.

From the points m, ft, 7, 2, « draw right Lines perpen-
dicular lo f 2 , all meeting it in as many points as there

are right lines, and these right lines will be the heights

of the projectaots of the edges. From the point of sec-

tion in y 2 draw right lines perpendicular to yz, and
these right lines will be the projections of the edges upon
the primitive plane. Let Od be the projection of the

edge of which 2 is the section, and lei 0 £ be the perpen-

dicular height of the point 2, and Oc will be equal to the

projectant.

Find dt the projection of the point in which the right

line, whose projection is 0dy and the height of its pro-

jectant 0 2, meets the plane whose trace is T R and angle

of inclination u e W. (34.) (3i.) (36.) In the same man-
ner find the projections ta b c of the points in wliich the

remaining edges would meet the plane of section.

Find the point D. iu which (tie right line, of which the

projection is 0 2, will meet the plane of section, (37.) and

in the same manner find all the other points ; then the

right lines E A, A B, BC, CD, D E, being drawn,

A B C D E will be the section required.

(89.) Ijet it now be required to find the devdope-
ment of the successive planes and tha edges of them
planes wliich will meet the plane of saction upon the

right lines AB, BC, CD, DK.

ceding proposition, that no demomtration teems necessary to com-
prehend it. These propositions being understood, the student will

find thetr uses in (,'aq«cn(Ty of unlimited Application, particularly

in the various sections of diificnlt cvnstnietioa, a* will be Miificuntty

exemplified in this Ttemthe. We shall therefore proceed to apply
them in finding tha sections awl coverings of such solids at turn

hwliwlilt,
• The covering of solids is of the greatest use ha Cferpenfry

and Joinery, in forming the soffits of arched doors, windows, or

n i the soUls fsnploved in the formation of arches am jpmvndJy
of cylinders, cyunoniMls, or of cones, the surfaces of which ate

always developable.

f This bang the ease, all the edges of the solid will be perpen-

dicular to the plane of seetina. But when a right line is per]*adi-

eular to a plane, the trace of the plane and the projectwo of the lino

upon another plane will be iwrpendicidur to cacti other, then-lure

the projections of the edges of the solid in the primitive plane will

be perpendicular to the trace of the plane of section. But os it is

hew •"(•pitted that the plane of rectiim u prvpcftihcuiar lo the lion-

Kintal plane 1 therefore the edgss of Iho solid and their projections

will be parallel.
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Carpentry Prolong lo a", and at any convenient point o' in

the prolongation Jt
«*" from a! a

"

cut off o' ftf equal to

a ft ;
from f¥ «u cut off ft

1

7' equal to ft 7; from f «" cut

offf £’ equal to 7 5 ; and from ^ a" cut olfi'c' equal to

2 c ; and, lastly, make e' a" equal to c a.

From the points a', ft\ 7 4', «*, draw the right

lines a' a', ft
1

hf, 7' c', ^ <f, iV, «'#
a", each perpendicular

to a' ; and from the points a, b, c, d, e, in the projec-

tion of the section, draw the right lines a a'.bb', erf, d d\
te', a aM, parallel to z a". Join a' l/.l/ t/.e' tf, d'rf, e'a”,

then will the covering required be the rectilinear figure

o'a'ix'6VdV«*.
Fig. 1, pi. ii- exhibits another example in which the

figure of the solid is a semicylinder instead of a prism.

Proposition.—Problem 2.

(40.) To find the envelope or covering of a right

semicone, the axis being situated in the horizontal plane.

Let o be, pi. ii. fig. 2, be the section of a cone along

its axis, and let b e be the section of the base, then the

sides a b and a c of this section are equal to each other,

and each equal to any edge whatever of the cone
; and

consequently, the envelope or covering will be the sector

of a circle of which the radius will be equal to any edge
of the cone, and the length of the arc equal to the semi-

circular arc of the base ; therefore, upon b e as a diame-
ter describe the semicircle bfc, and from the summit a
of the cone with the length a c of one of the edges de-

scribe the arc cFB, and make the arc cF B equal to

the semicircular arc cfb. Join B a, and ocB ia the

envelope required.*

Proposition.—-Problem 3.

(41.) Given upon the primitive plane a section of a
right coue along the axis, the envelope of the semicone,

and a point in the envelope to find the projection of dial

point upon its surface.

Let a be (fig. 2, plate ii.) be a section of the cone,

and let A C B be the envelope of the semiconc, and let

D be the point in the surface which is required to be
projected.

Through the points a and D draw the right line a F
meeting the arc c B in F, and upon be describe the

semicircle bfc. Transfer the arc c F of the sector to the

semicircular arc, making coequal to c F, and draw/e
perpendicular to 6 c. Join e a, and from the point a as

a centre, with the distance a D, describe the arc Dg
meeting a c in g. Draw gd parallel to eb, meeting t a
in d, and d is the projection of the point D.t

* Fur imagine the eeaucuue to Ins to placed, that the tides uf the
tec

1

1on through the exit may be upon a & and a e, and the diameter
upon 4 c, and imagine the semicircle *fe to be turned upon 6 e aa
an nxis until its plane coincide with the semibasc of the cone ; then
a* the centra of the semicircle bfc coincide* with the base of the
conv, the two wmicircumfcrences will coincide and become one
semicircumfereucw. Imagine, then, that the sector a c B is to bent
that every point In the surface of the coac will coincide with the
surface of the sector ; then because every right tine drawn from the
point a to the arc C F B is equal to every right line an the cor.e’s

surface drawn from the summit a to the snuictrcurnCgrencc of the
base, the an of the sector will coincide with the vrrnicireiimference

of the base of the cone, and therefore the cone will be entirely co-
ver*d.

f For suppose the sraicone to be enveloped with ite envelope,
Bun upon this hypothesis the right line ef will be pernmdicubr to

the plane mbe; therefore every aim passing through e

f

will be
perpendicular to the plane a be ; hence the plane passing along the
right Lines a- and c/will be perpendicular to the plane nb c/ then-
&>r* (he right linesfa and e a are in the some plane.

Again, wore the section (fa coite parallel to its base is a circle
perpendicular to the axis of tbs cone, the section of the semiconc

Proposition.

—

Problem 4. Carpentry.

(42.) Given the projection of a point in the surface of

a right cone upon a section passing along it* axis, to find

the position of the developement of the point.

Suppose the cone to be placed upon the horizontal

plane, so that its section along the axis may coincide

with the horizontal plane.

Let a b r, fig. 2, be the section along the axis, b c being

the section through the circular base, and consequently
a diameter of this circle, and let d be the projection olf

the point upon the section a be.

Join a d, which prolong to meet b c in e, and upon
6 c as a diameter describe the semicircle bfc. Draw cf
perpendicular to 6 c, and from a as a centre with the

distance ac describe the are e F. Make the arc cF
equal to the portion e

f

of the semicircular arc cfb, and
join F a. Through d draw the right line i g perpendi-
cular to A H, the axisof the cone meeting the side or in

the point g. and again from the centre a, with the dis-

tance a g, describe the arc g D meeting a F in D; then

D is the dcvclopement of the point of which d is the

projection.

Proposition.—Problem 5.

(43.) To find the section and envelope of tbe portion

of a right cone comprised between the horizontal plane

passing along the axis and a given oblique plane.

Let Ola (fig. 3) be the section of the cone along the

axis, and let T R be the trace of the cutting plane, and
let 01, e a meet T R in l and a.

Bisect the angle 10 a by the right line 9 d, and through
any point in 9d draw y z perpendicular to 0 d, meeting
0 l in y and 0 a in z. Upon y z us a diameter describe

the semicircle y«z, and divide the semicircular arc into

as many equal parts as there are intended to be points

found in the section or in the curve of tbe envelope.

Draw right lines through the points of division to meet y z

perpendicularly, and through the points of section in y z

draw the right lines Ob, 0c, Od, Ac . ;
then 0 is the point

where the right lines 06, Sc, 6d, Ac. meet the hori-

zontal plane, and tbe perpendiculars to y 2 are the pro-

j octants of the points in the semicircnhsr arc. There-
fore the projection and tbe projectant of a point in every

one of the lines of which the projections are Ob, 0 c, Od,
fifce., are given, as well as their common intersection at

0, to find the projection of the points in which these

lines will meet the horizontal plane, (34.) (35.) (36.) and
to find the points in which these lines will meet tbe plane

of section, (37.) the trace and horizontal inclination of

tbe cutting plane being given. Let 6, c, d, Ac. be the

projections of tbe points where tbe right lines forming
edges of the conic surface would meet the plane of sec-

tion, and B, C, D, Ac. the points of section of these

right lines and the cutting plane ; then by the last Pro-

blem (42.) find 6\ c', d\ Ac., the developement of these

points of which the projections are 6, c, d. Ac., and the

curve a BC D, Ac. will be the section ; moreover, the curve

will be the curve of the section of the developement.

will b« a semicircle perpendicular to the axis ; lienee 3 d a part of
the diameter, and the arc of tbe semicircular section are both id the
•ame plane, and since the semicircular section is perpendicular to

the axis, all right lines drown from a to the semicircular arc are

equal. Now, since by hypothesis the point F coincides with A and
the right line n F with aff therefore the point D will be m the

right hoe af, and because * D is equal to * y, the point I) will be
in the semicircle of which the diameter is y • ; hence the points

d, D will be both in a right line perpendicular to the plane • 4 c/
therefore d is the projection of tbe pomt D.

21.2
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Carpentry. Proposition.—Problem 6.

(44.) To find the envelope of an oblique pyramid,

given the base, the projection, and projectant of the ver-

tex upon the horizontal plane.

Let abed (fig. 4) be the base anil t the projection of

the vertex. Then the figure ftdb'dtPa", which is the

envelope, may be found By (25.) fig. 13. But us this is

of considerable importance in the Art of Carpentry, wre

shall give the description here; the point e in this being

the point g in that of fig. 13, and being common to all

the sides fl ft, ft c, cd, da of the base, will render the

description easy.

Draw any right line e k through the point e.

From the point e as a centre with the radii e a, rb,

ec,ed. &c., describe the arcs a A, ft t'.e *,<//, meeting

e k in A. i, k, l.

Draw ef perpendicular to ek, and make ef equal to

the height of the projectant of the vertex upon e. Then
from the point f us a centre, with the distances of the

pointf from each of the |K>iit(8 A, *, k, l, describe the arcs

Acr', h a1
', i b\ kcf

, let, and in the arc A d take the

point a" at pleasure ; then from the centre a' with the

side a ft of the base cut the arc i b' in ft', from the centre

ft', with the side ft c of the base cut the arc kd in e', from
the centre d with the next side cd at the base cut the

arc l d' in <P, and from d* with the remaining side d a

of the base cut ha" in a". Join af V, 6' d, d d1

,
d' a",

also join fo', fa*
,
and fa! ft'd dr a" will be the enve-

lope required.*

Proposition.—Problem 7.

(45.) Given the radius of a cylindric surfuce, to find

the envelope of one of the portions of this surface com-
prised between two planes intersecting each other, so that

the common section and one of the planes may each be
perpendicular to the uxis.

Let S T (fig. 5) be the axis of the cylinder.

Method First.

From any point D in ST draw DC perpendicular to

S T, and make DC equal to the radius of the cylinder.

Through C draw R U parallel to ST, and draw DE,
making tire angle CD£ equal to the inclination of the

planes. Let D E meet R U in E. From the point D,
with the radius D O, describe the quadrantal arc ABC,
and prolong DC to A'. Make the right line C A' equal
to the length of the arc ABC, and divide the arc ABC,
and the right line C A\ each in the same proportion, or

equally into an equal number of parts. At ibe points

I, 2, 3, 4c. of section in the arc draw right lines per-

pendicular to DC; and from the points of Rdion in

DC draw right lines again perpendicular to DC to

meet D E. Likewise, from the points of section in A' C
draw right lines prrpendicular to A'C, and make the

perpendiculars frum the points of section respectively

equal to the perpendiculars comprised between the right

lines DC and DE. so that the perpendiculars receding
from A' towards C may be respectively equal to the

perpendiculars receding from D towards C.
Thus, for example, from the second point of section

II, in the arc ABC, draw 2 p, meeting A D perpendi-
cularly in p, and draw pm perpendicular to C D, meet-
ing ED in m. From the corresponding second point

• Sth In this manors we mny approximate to the surface
of an oblique cone, or that of any oblique in nunul, whatever naav be
the number of its Mik*.

P, in the right line A' C, draw PM perpendicular to Carpcidiy

A'C, and make P M equal to pm. A sufficient number v—-v-w
of points being thus found, and the curve A’ M' E' drawn
through these points, the triangle ACE formed by the

right lines A' C, C E, and tlie curve A' M E will be half

of the envelope required.

But if the abscissas be increased beyond a quadrant,

the ordinates will become less and l«.s in reverse order

;

and when the abscissa is equal to the semicircii inference

of the circle, the figure will end in on opposite vertex or

point*

Def Any portion of the sink figure contained by an
ordinate and abscissa, and therefore the part next to the

vertex, is called the vertical segment of the sinicfigure.

Def. Any jxirtion of the sinic figure comprised be-

tween two ordinates is called a truncated sinicfigure.

Def. If the abscissa of the sinic figure be a quadrant,

the figure is called a semi-sinicfigure.

(46.) Hence we have another method of describing

the siuic curve.

Method Second.

Let C A', fig. 6, be the abscissa for half the length of

the curve, and C E the middle ordinate perpendicular to

C A'. Prolong A'C to G, and from the centre C, and
with the radius C E, describe the quadrantal arc E G.
Divide the arc G E into any number ofequul parts, and
divide A'C into an equal number of equal parts. From
the points 1, 2, 3, &c., in the arc G E, draw the sines of

the arcs G 1, G2, G3, 4c. ; and through the points of

division in the right line A'C draw right lines perpendi-

cular to A'C. Make the perpendiculars upon A'C, as

they recede from A', equal to the sines of the arcs in

the arc G E as they recede from G ;
then the curve

A' M E, drawn through all the unconnected extremities

of the perpendiculars, will be the sinic curve required.

Def. If two sinic figures have the same abscissa in

common and equal ordinates, these two sinic figures arc

called a cylindric right gore, aa the fig. F A'E.
Def The figure comprised between two sinic curves

which have a common abscissa, but the ordinates of the

one less than those of the other, whether the curve be

upon the same or on contrary sides of the abscissa, is

called an oblique cylindric gore. Such is F N A' M E,
(fig* «>

Proposition.

—

Problem.

(47.) To describe an oblique cylindric gore, the dia-

meter of the cylinder being given, and the inclination of

the axis to each of the planes.

* Schottum. The figure thus (described ia called the state figure.

For if any vuccesmon of ares be taken upon the rireumlrrence

A B G, from the paint A as their origin, as A 1, A 2, A3, Ac
,
the

mes of these arcs will be the right lines drawn from the points 1,

2, 3, &c perpendicularly upon the tminis A I), and will he equal to

the portions of the right line D C, intercepted between the point D
as their origin, and the points of section of the perpendiculars drawn
from 1, 2, 3, Ac., upon D C. Thus, let the portion of the quadrantal

arc A B C be A 2. Ihaw 2 p perpendicular to D C, meeting at p.

Again, let A 1 be a smaller portion of the arc, and draw 1 y perpen-

dicular to D CL meeting it in o. Draw p m ami y r each likewise per-

pendicular to I) C, meeting DEin m and r. Now I)

p

and D y are

the sines of the arcs A 1, A 2 ; but, by similar triangles, Dp m and

Dy r, we ahall have this analogy, Dp : D y : p «• '. y r ;
that is,

p m and y r are to one another as tlie sines or the arcs A 2 and A 1 ;

therefore, as the abscissas A 1, A 2, in the plane figure C A' M K
are equal to the arcs A 1, A 2 ; and, as the ordinates 1 Q and P M
in the plane figure C A M K are equal to y r and p m, the ordinates

1 Q and P M are proportional to the sines of tire oomsprauUng arcs

A I, A 2 of the right section of the cylinder.
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Carpentry. Let ST (tig. 7) represent the Mis. Make the

ur ^ > angles T D E and T D F equal to the inclination of the

two planes, anti draw DC perpendicular to S-T ; in

DS make DA equal to the radius of the cylinder, and

describe the quudrantal arc ABC. Proceed with each

of the plane curves A'ME and ANF, as in (45.),

and the figure FNA'ME will be that required.

Proposition .—Problem 8.

(48.) To describe a cylindroidal oblique gore for one

quarter of the cylindroid, the vertex of the curve being

in the extremity of the axis major of a right section of

the cylindroid, the two axes of the right section being

given.

Let ST, fig. 8, be the projection of the axes of the

cylindroid upon the horizontal plane to which the axis

itself is parallel, and let T D E and T D F be made
equal to the angles of inclination of the axis of the

cylindroid to each of the two planes which comprise

between them the portion of the surface of the solid ;

which, (portion of the surface,) when developed, will

form the cylindric gore required.

Draw DC perpendicular to ST. Join DS, make
DA equal to the semiaxis minor, and make DC equal

to the semiaxis major of the ellipse of the right section

of the cylindroid. Having described the elliptic qua-

drant ABC, proceed in the same manner as in the last

proposition for fig. 8, and we shall have the spheroidal

gore required.*

Proposition.

—

Problem 9.

(49.) To describe the gores in order to approximate

to the covering of a spherical surface.

Conceive the sphere to be divided into a number of

equal parts by planes intersecting each other in one

common diameter of the sphere, then each of these equal

parts or sectorial solids are contained by three distinct

surfaces, of which the figures of two are semicircles,

and the remaining one is called a spherical lune.

Let a plane bisect the dihedral angle, contained by

the two semicircular faces of one of the sectors, and its

intersection with the spheric lune will be the Bemicir-

cumference of a great circle ; now let a plane surface be

so bent and applied to the spherical lune that every

point in the intermediate scmicircumference may coin-

cide with the surface thus applied, and if the surface

thus applied be cut by the planes of the two semicircular

faces, the portion thus intercepted of the surface applied

will be a portion of a cylindric surface,! ami will be the

• Sckalnnm, Th# envelopes of cylindrical, prismatic*!, conical’

and py-mnudical bodies may be correctly found in one plane figure ;

but the curiae* of a nondevtlopebl# solid cannot by any means ba
unfolded into a plane surface, nor can the figure be altered without
breaking it in all parts. Such are tb« surfaces of conoids which, in

course, include (hose of spheres, spheroids, Ac.

f Proposition .—Theorem 1.

( ”>0.) All right lines drawn through any given points in the cir-

cumference of a great circle of ihc sphere pripcndiculor lo the plane

of that circle, are tangents to the spheric surface at these points,

and ore in a cylindric surface of which the great circle is a right

section.

For, let a diameter of the sphere be drawn perpendicular to the

plane of tikis circle, (which let be called the primary circle,) and the

diameter the axis uf the primary circle ; and let another great cir-

cle paw through any one of the given points in the circumference,

and through the poles of the primary circle, and let this circle be
colled a secondary or meridional circle

;
the circumference of the

secondary circle will lie divided into four equal parts by the axis,

and by the circumference of the primary circle. Now because in

any emit circle whatever a right Lin* drawn through the point of

nearest approximation to the surface of the spherical Carpentry,

lune ; therefore, to construct a surface which shall be the -_jr-,
v

T.r

nearest possible approximation to the entire surfucc of
the sphere, we have only to form the figure of the dc-

velopemcnt of one of the cylindric parts, which being
done, will serve as a mould in drawing the remaining
parts, the whole being bent and fixed together so that

the vertices may meet, and the adjacent edge* come in

close contact ; then a cylindric polyhedron consisting of
as many obtuse angles as there are parts will be farmed,
and this polyhedron, if the number of cylindric parts be
many, will not differ in any perceptible degree from that

of the spherical surface.

Fig. 9 exhibits the great circle Of the sphere with the
divisious, and also the figure of one of the purts in

developcmcnt
;
the letters of reference are the same as in

fig. 5, which is only required to be understood iu order
to understand this.

Proposition.

—

Problem 10.

(52 ) To find the covering of the surface of a spheroid

approximately, the fixed and revolving axes being given.

Because if a spheroid be cut by any plane whatever
through the centre, a cylindroidal surface may be so

biocctioit in Uw arc parallel to the diameter is a Undent to the curve

at this poiut • therefore a right line drawn parallel to the axis which
is the diameter of the secondary circle of the sphere through one of
th* point* in which the two great circles intersect, will be a tangent

to the circumference of the secondary circle at the tame point, and
since this tangent is parallel to the axis it U peq cmJicuUr to tho

pUne of the primary circle. Then, sinew a nght lin« which is a
tangent to a great circle at any point, i* nUu a tangent to the
spheric surface at the same point, hence a right Una drawn through
any given point in the circumference of a great circle «f a sphere
perpendicular to the plane of that circle, is a tangent lo the
spheric surface ; and os the same may he proved of every right line

drawn in the same manner, hence all rigid lines drawn through

any given points in the circumference of a great circle perpendicular

to the plane of that circle, being tangents to the spheric surface and
perpendicular to the plane of a great circle, are ia a cylindric sur-

face of which the great circle is a right section.

IhrornsiTiOK .—Theorem 2.

(51.) If two or more great circles intersect a minor circle and
intersect each other in one common diameter of the sphere, and if

this diameter pass through tire centre of tho minor circle as its axis,

all the tangents to the great circle st the points in which thoir cir-

cumferences intersect the minor circle are tangents to the s|»tierie

surface nt the same point, and are all in the surface of a right cone
of which the minor cirde is the base.

For oil semi-greut circles of th* sphere me equal, therefore the

semicircles which hare the axis of the minor circle for their common
diameter nro equal ; and because the plane of the miuor circle will

intersect the surface of every semicircle in n right litre perpendicular to

the axis as au ordinate, hence all the ordinates of the semicircles will

be equal, being drawn from the some point in the common diameter
;

lienee all Ihc angles formed liy the tangents to the semicircular arcs

at the extremities of the ordinates arc equal
;
and because the axis

is at right angle* with every ordinate, and that the angles fanned
by the ordinates and tire tangents are acute on the sale of the minor
circle to tire nearest pole, and since the tangents and tho aits ore in

the oanre plane, the tangent* will nenrsiarily meet the axis and
farm as many right angled triangles as there are tangents ; but os

any one of these right angled triangles lias two angles, and the in-

terjacent side respectively equal lo two angles and tire interjacent

side of any other, all the right angled triangles are equal, therefore

all the sides opposite to the equal angles are equal , hence all th*

hypotenuses are equal, and the perpendiculars opposite the angles

contained by the ordinates and th* tangsnts are equal
; and since

they* cutnode with the axis line, and haw one common extremity at

the points in which the ordinates intersect, th* other extremities will

also coincide in a common point
;
hence all the tangents are in tire

surface of a cone, of which the base is tire minor circle, ami the axis

the intercepted part of the axis of the minor circle and the conic

surface, is a tangent to the spheric surface at every joint of the cir-

cumference of the minor circle.
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Carpentry, formed and applied to the spheroidal surface, that the

two surfaces will only come in contact in every point of

the curve of the section of the spheroid.*

The entire ellipse, fig. 10, is a seel ion through the

axis of the spheroid, the curve is divided into equal

parts and right tines are drawn to the centre ; these right

lines are the projections of the joints in which the hoards

meet each other. If every two adjacent lines be pro-

longed to meet a tangent to the intermediate curve

parallel to the chord, the triangles thus formed will be

the projections of half the gores. To find the dimen-

sions of the spheroid for any particular gore or part,

the semi-axis minor of the spheroid will also be the

semi'uxis minor of the cylindroid for every gore what-

ever ; und for any particular gore, draw a right line from

the centre perpendicularly upon the tangent, or tangent

prolonged, and the length of this perpendicular will be

• (M-) For let the section through the centra be called A, and

let a Mftiou through the axis, perpendicular to the plane of the sec-

tion A. lie called B, and let a third section, parallel to the section B,

be called C. Then the sretions B and C will b* cut by the section

A in right lines, which will be parallel to each other, and will be

diamrlrrt to the dlipees of th* wtiimir B and C ;
therefor* since

all parallel —ctioaa of a conoid are similar figures, and have their

corresponding diameters parallel, the tangents at the extremities of

the** 'liumebr* witl be parallel to each otner. Now every right line

which is a tangent to the curvt of any section of a solel, is also a

tangent to the surface of the solid, therefore the two parallel right

lines winch are tangents to ths curves of the sections B and C, are

also tangents to the surface of the spheroid ;
but the same two

points of contact In the curves of th* sections B and C, am also

points in th* curve of th* section A ; therefore th*two parallel right

line-*, which arc tangents to the spheroidal surface, have ooly their

points of contact in the curve of the section A. In tlw same man-

ner it may be proved that any other right Lin* which passes through

any other given point in the curve of the section A, parallel to tan-

gent to the SUITS in the section B, is a tangent to the surface of the

spheroid
;
hence if these tangents be ewr so numerous, being all

parallel, they are in th* surface of a cylindroid, which will touch the

spheroidal surface only in every point of the curve of th* section A-

Scko/imm. Another method of finding the coverings of solid* of

revolution, is by supposing in any such solid that it is divid'd into

a great number of parti by planes perpendicular to the avis of rota-

tion, so that th* chords of the curb surface may be all equal and wry
namiw, tho spherical surfaces of the frustum* will not dftt sen-

sibly from the surface of tl* frustums of right cone* which are de-

velopable. Now ns th* covering of every right cone is the sector

of a circle, of which the radius is equal to an edge of the con*, and

tho length of tho arc of the sector equal to the circumference of the

has* of the cunr, anti tiecause simitar cones bare their angles of

drvelopcrrvent, that is the angles of their sectorial covering* equal

;

and since the frustum of a cone is the portion of a cone that remains

after cutting off the pert next th* vertex by a plane parallel tr tho

base, and as the part thus cut off is a cone similar to the whole

cone.

Therefore, if the angle of derclopemenl of a right conic surface

l* found, the tnmrated sector which will cover any given frustum of

this oone will be found, by describing, from the vertex of the angle

of drvclopement, with radii respectively equal to an edge of the

whole corns and equal to an edge of the part cut off. two arcs, then

the four-sided figure contained by the two arts, and th* portions of

the right line forming the angle of devdopwment intercepted by the

arcs, is the covering required.

But, since the edges of a right con* aro equal, any edge of inch

cone is equal to th* hypotenuse of a right angled triangle, of which
one of the legs is eqissl to the axis of tho cone and the other equal

to the radius of the circular have ;
therefore, in order to fiul the

radius of the sectional covering from the given rone, w« have only

to construct such a triangle, or two such triangles bring joined so

that they may have a common leg equal to the length of the axis,

will form an isosceles triangle, of which the hyyolenus* will be tha
equal sides, and the two remaining legs will be equal to the dia*

meter of the circular haie, *

The isosceles triangle thus constructed will be equal to a section
of the cone through its sx» W« shall now apply the principles of
describing the covering of cones, or or then frustum, to ths cow-
ing* of spherical surfaces.

the semi-axis major. Thus let the projection of one of Carfwntrr.

the gores be DE F. Prolong F. F to C, anil draw DC *-^v—•—1*

perpendicular to EC, and DC is the semi axis major.
The method of forming the gore is given (48.) nnd
applies here also, the letters of referenoe living the same
in both ; the gore being found is here exhibited by tha

figure E F N A' M E, as in fig. 8.

Another Method.

(54.) Let the circle ADCH (fig. 11) be a great

circle of the sphere, and let C O be a radius of the same.
Draw the diameter H B at right angles to A O, and
divide the arc C H into a number of equal parts, C d,

d e, tffg, Ac., so that the chords may be very small.

Draw the right lines dd\ e*\ ff
1
, gg\ Ac

,
parallel to

the diameter H B to meet the opposite part of the cir-

cumference. and because A B C II is a great circle of the

sphere, its plane will pass through the centre. Let the

sphere be cut by planes through the points d, t,f g, Ac.,

perpendicular to the radius C O, and the curved surfaces

of the parts will very nearly be the frustums of conic

surfaces, and the section* of these solids through the axis

are the surfaces comprised by the parallel right line

d <f, tdyff\ Ac. Therefore, if O C be the axia, join

d C, then d C is the radius of the sector which will cover

the surface of the sphere, of which the triangle edd' is

the projection, or which will cover the surface of the

part of the solid of which eddf \a a section through the

axis.

Prolong O C to any convenient length, and join d e,

tff g. &c. ; also prolong cc, fe, gh, Ac., to meet the

prolongation of the axis DC in the points klm, Ac.

;

the right lines* k, dk are equal to the distance of the

vertex of the cone to the circumference of each end of

the conic frustum, and of which a section through Ihe

axis ib tfdVr, therefore, from the point k, with the

radii A of. ke, describe the arcs dq, er; then the figure

e d qr is a part of the covering of the surface of the

conic frustum of which the section is detf tt. In like

manner the coverings of the remaining frustums may be

found.*

Application of Cylindric and Conic Surface* to the

Soffit* of Door* and Windows.

Def A soffit is the lower surface, or intrndos, of the

part of a wall suspended over the aperture of a door or

window between the jambs.

We shall treat only of such soffits ns are the under

surfaces of arches, and those only which are develop-

able, and therefore easily tlescribed in piano.

Proposition.

—

Problem 1.

(55.) To find the devclopement in the construction

of a cylindric soffit perforating a straight wall, so that

* These m*tliadi of covering a spheric surface may be distin-

guished by the names of the cylindrical ami conical principle*, as m
the former cas* w« approximate to th* spherical surface by menus

of cylindrical surfaces, sad in tbs latter we approximate to tha

spherical surface by rosans of conic surfaces ; th* conic method i»

the most easy in its general application, the principle m th* wms
whether th# solid be a sphere or a spheroid or crewM, so that th*

•olid may b* divided by planes perpendicular to the axia of rotation.

The coruc method, however, require* more materials to cover tha

•olid than ths ryliitdric method; and in the toiwl userid sola],

which i* the sphere, it* application it abundantly easy ; mac* when

one figure is formed, the remaining on« may e**dy be dvscrdwd

without constructive lines, only employing that which wav found by

a construction a* a mould.
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Carpentry, the axis of the cylinder may be parallel to the horizon,

y r- y
—

,

y *nd in any given position in respect of the plan* of the

surface of the wail, the radius of the cylinder and the

thickness of the wall being given.

" Let the parallel right lines BC, A D (fig. 12) be the

intersections of the faces of the wall, with a plane paral-

lel to the horizon. Draw the right line B A so that the

angle C B A may be equal to the angle which the axis

of the cylinder makes with the plane of the wall, and

prolong A B to any convenient point E. Draw E G
perpendicular to A E, and make EG equal to the dia-

meter of the cylinder. Draw G D parallel to E A,

meeting B C in C, and upon EG as a diameter describe

the semicircle E H G. Prolong G E to I, and make

E I equal to the developement of the semicircular urc

E II G. Divide the semicircular arc E H G and its

developement E I each into the same number of equal

parts, and draw right lines through the poiuts of divi-

sion in the semicircular arc to meet the base E G. From
the points of section in E G draw right lines parallel to

G D or E A, to intersect B C and to meet the right line

A D, and from the points of division in E I draw right

line* also parallel to E A, and consequently perpendi-

cular to E I. Find points in the parallels drawn from

the points in E I by transferring the parallels comprised

between the right lines E C and E G, so that the dia-

tances as they recede from A E on each side of it may
be respectively equal, and through the points of division

marked upon the parallels draw the curve K L B.

In the same manner find the curve M N A and join

K M. then KLBANM is the developement of the

cylindric intrados ov soffit required.*

• la order to prove the truth of this, it is only necessary to show

that the developemeul will, when properly bent, cuinriik with the

cylindric tuifaor, aud its edge* with the two planrt which are per-

pendicular to the plane uf ilia sxie of tbs cylinder, and which are

the faces of the wall*.

The following ore the propositions in wluch the demonstration

depends. viz.

Every right hoe which is parallel to the plain- of projection, ta

projected into a right hoc equal to its own length.

Every rigid line and its projection are in a plane perpendicular to

the plane of projection.

Every point which has a projection is in a right lino perpendl-

cnlar to the plane of projection drawn from the projection of the

point.

Now, since the plana of projection contains the axis of the

cylinder, and all the right Lines on the curved surface of the

cylinder are parallel to the axis, therefore all right lines upon the

surface uf a cylinder are prodded upon a plane which contains the

axis, into right lines of equal length anil also parallel to the ax*.

Let the plane of the semicircle K II G be raWd upon the right

line KG peqwudtculBr to the axis, end suppoee the srmicyhudrr to

be placed upon the section so that the axw may bo upon F B, and
tho centre of the aemiarculnr hue upon the point F ;

then the

ternk-ueumfcrcace KHU will coincide with the ssmicireumfareace

of the end or base of the cylinder.

Then, because if in the plane of developeoieat two right lines

form a right angle, and if one of them bo apjdiud so as to coincide

with any edge of a cylinder, and if the plant: of developement con-

taining them he bent upon the C) limbic surface so that all the {mints

of the two surfaces shall coincide, then the other right line will tall

upon lire circumference of a circle which will be a right section of

the cylinder.

Moreover, if two right lines in a plane are parallel, and if one

of these right lines be applied 1o any edge of a cylinder, and the
plane so bent upon the cylindric surface that ail the points uf the

two surfaces may coincide, then the other right line will coincide

with anothrT edge of the cylinder.

Therefore, in the developement, ware the right Has E I is the
length of the semicircular arc, and both the right line E I and the

•emkiRular arc divided into the tame number of equal parts, and
since the right Line K I is perpendicular to the edge EB of the
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Df/. A surface ra said to be perpendicular to a plane Carpentry,

when a right line, drawn from any point in the inter- "v""**'

section or trace of the surface perpendicular to the plane,

coincides in all parts with the surface.*

Proposition.

—

Problrm 2.

(56.) The plane of a circular wall being given, the

radius of a cylindrical soffit, and the direction of the axis

of the cylinder in a horizontal plane, to describe the

developement of the soffit.

Let A E C and B F D (fig. 13) be the plans of the

faces of the walls, and let them be parallel aren of circles

;

then the two faces of the walls will be concentric, cylin-

dric surfaces having their axia perpendicular to the plane

of the horizon, that of the aperture being parallel lo (he

horizon. I .ret G F be the direction of the cylindric

surface of Use aperture passing through the axis of the

faces of the cylindric wall. Draw AB and CD each

parallel to G F, and at a distance from G F equal to the

radius of the cylindric soffit, ami draw the chord C A of

the arc of tlic concave side of the plan of the wall. Then
A B F DC may be supposed to be a horixonfal section

of the cylindric part of the intrados of the arch through

the axis upon which the soffit is to be formed. Upon
A C as u diameter describe the semicircle A HC, and
prolong C A to I. Make A I equal to the developement

of the semicircular arc A II C, and divide the arc A II C
and the right line A 1, each into the same number of

equal parts.

Through the points of division in the arc A II C draw
right lines perpendicular lo AC to meet it iu as many
points as the perpendiculars are in number

; and from
all the points of section in A C draw right lines parallel

to A B, intersecting the curve A EC, and meeting the
curve B F D each in as many points os the number of
lines which are parallel to A H, drawn from the points of
section in AC. Through the points of division in A I

draw right lines parallel to A B, und upon each of these

right lines receding from A set off the respective

cylinder, therefor* if the dttvcloipeinrnt A K I M N A be bent upon
the eytimlric uriaoe, and if all tile points iu both surface! be im

contact, the right lino K I will fall upon the arc of tho semicircular

base, and the punts of division upon the corresponding paints of
tho semicircular arc, and all the right lines which were iu the de*

Telopement will be parallel right lines upon the cylindric surface,

sad will therefore be parallel to the axis ; end as theao right liaee

pan through points in the circumference of the ban, and those

points in the circumference of the base are the upper extremities of

right bnee perpendicular to the plane of projecUou. and the other

right lines drawn mi the plane of projection from the foot of the per-

pendicular are parallel ta the axis ; hence the right lines upon th*
cjliudric sutf.ice drawn from the upper extremities of tho pemndi-
Lirs, and the hues drawn from the I eel of the perpendicular* in tins

plane of projection, ere in planes perpendicular to the plane of pro-

jection, ns. every two which are tirswu Crum the same perpendiculars

ore in a |Uans perpendicular to the plane of projection and parallel

to the axis of the c) linder ;
lienee ihe right tin** which are drawn

in tho {Jane of projection parallel to tlie edges af the cylinder, are

the projections of the right laws which form the edges of the

cylinder, and, since all the points of these edges arc equal lo the

corresponding parts of their (ejection*. ail the points in the plane

of |«tjcclion must bo the projections of the points upon the cylindric

surface
j
and as the curves puss through these points in the cylindric

surface and the right lines which form the focr* of the wall pais
through, the points in the plane of projection ; therefore, the whole
derrlopement will coincide with thvte lines oa tin? cylmdiic surface

of which tlic projections are given.

* Scfto/wM. The following theorems are iadtspem.ihV. and arc

almost self-evident nf iWms. bc*; but, at the ta*>t two require nuiay
wonts to counsel the chain ot reasoning, we shall be under tloi

necessity of omitting the demonttratiou, iuid so remain satisfied with

the euuocustMiaa of the projamitiunn.
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Carpentry, distances comprised between the chord AC end the

curve A E C. Through the extremities of the distances

draw the curve I K A, mid, in the same manner, draw

the curve L M 13, and join 1 1 ; then the figure AMD
L I K A is the developement of the soffit required.*

Proposition.

—

Problem 3.

(59.) To draw a tangent to either of the curves in

the developcment of a cylindrical soffit in a straight wall,

the axis of the cylinder being parallel to the horizon, but

oblique to the face of the wall.

Let it be required to draw a tangent at the point L
(fig. 12) in the curve KLD. Draw L* parallel to

A E, meeting E 1 in *, and make the arc E r equal to

the right line E *. Draw r p, a tangent to the semicir-

cular arc E H G, at the point r ; ami from any conve-

nient point, v iu re, draw the right line vt perpendi-

cular to A E, meeting 1 E in t. Draw (it parallel to

B C, and rz perpendicular to E G, meeting EGinr;
also draw z V parallel to E A. Construct, iu any con-

venient situation, the right angled triangle xy it, so that

the base .rio may be parallel to E 1 and equal to v r,

and that the perpend icular xy may be equal to z u.

Through the point L draw J Q parallel to y w, and J Q
is the tangent required.

Proposition.

—

Problem 4.

(60.) To draw a tangent to either of the curves in the

developement of a cylindric soffit in a cyliudric wall,

the axis of the cylindric surfaces being in the same
ptane, one parallel and the other perpendicular to the

horizon.

This process is in every respect the same aa the pre-

ceding, except that a tangent must be drawn to a cor-

responding point in the curve of the plane of the wall

;

ami then the tangent to be used in the same manner as

was done in respect of the right line B C. (Fig. 12.)

Let it be required to draw a tangent through the point

K (fig. 13) to the curve I K A, which is the develope-

ment of the cylindric soffit, and the concave face of the

wall. Having drawn rz perpendicular to AC, draw
2 E parallel to A 13, meeting the concave side of the

plan of the wall in E ; and through the point E draw
PQ, a tangent to the circular arc A E C, which is the

plan of the wall. Then, having constmeted all the

parts, and the triangle x y tr, as in the preceding pro-

PiMH'Oimux.— Theorem 1.

* (57.) If • pUno A, and any surface B, be each perpendicular

to a plane C, Ihe cam mun intersection of the plane A and the sur-

face 13 will be a right line perpendicular to the plana C.

Pnopoimow.— Theorem 2.

If any right line be drawn parallel to the edge of a plane, which

is al»o a right line, and if the plane he ao bent that, wheu applied to

a cyliiulric surface, the rectilinear edge of the plane may coincide

with an edge of tlae cylindric surface, and the bent surface in all

points with that of the cylinder, the other lino upwn the bent surface

will fall also upon an edge of tbo cylinder, or coincide in all points

of it.

Puoroerrtox .—Theorem 3.

(58.) If in any plane A, passing along the axis of a cylinder

without the solid, a point B be so situated that the shortest dis-

tance to the nearest edge Q of the cylinder may be less than the
eimimf>m?nce, and if a right line D be drawn in this plane through
the point H perpendicular to the axis

;
and if the piano be bo bent

into a cursed sorbet E, and applied upon tire cylindric surface, that
all the |»ui1» of the two surfaces may coincide, the position of the
point B in the bent surface K will be in another plane F, passing
along line nght hue D perpendicular to tlw first plane A.

f Oiiervaunn. At tlic first of them cutTW in l*roh. 1. fig. 12, of
this section it the developement of the intersections of the surfaces

blcm, through K draw J N parallel to y u\ and J N is Carpentry,

the tangent required,f

PRACTICAL CARPENTRY.

Section I.

The practical operations in Carpentry consist in the
methods of preparing timbers and in joining them to-
gether, so as to effect the end or purpose desired.

Timber bare moy be extended to any length in a right Junction cf
line, by joining on- timber to the end of another as t*®!*!*.

often as may be necessary to make the required length,
by cutting the corresponding ends which join, in such a
manner that every point of the part cut away in the one
will coincide with a corresponding point in the other; in
whichever of the two the point is taken. The parts
cut away at the two ends of two pieces of timber
which join are generally plane surfaces, and tlie joint
ought to be such, that when the two timbers are joined
and kept together, two forces applied in n direction of
the length of the two pieces thus united, may not be
able to pull them asunder without breaking at the joint.

Timbers joined in the manner now described are said
to be tcarfed. This will be evident by inspecting figures Scarfing,

13 and 14, which are the simplest forms of scarfing.

Fig. 13 exhibits u plane scarfing, and fig. 14 a
scarfing put together with two wedges in such a manner
as to draw the joint close together The timbers of
fig. 14, if held together sideways, without any pressure
but that which is just sufficient to keep their surfaces

straight, could not be drawn from each other, when
keyed or wedged, without splitting off some part or

other at the joint.

Timbers may also be joined either at oblique or at right

angles. The timber bars which form the enclosure
of every frame used in building may be rectangular,
excepting those which are employed in the different

faces of a roof in order to support the covering. There
is no reason, however, why the interior timbers of every

frame comprised between the sides of the enclosure

should not he rectangular. The odvnntuge of rectan-

gular bars will appear manifest from the following con-
sideration : if two rectangular bars have each two faces

perpendicular to a plane, and if the two faces of the one
which are perpendicular to the plane intersect the two
faces of the other which are perpendicular 'to the same
plane, two intersections of these faces will be perpen-

dicular to that plane. J
Whenever two pieces of timber are joined to form an

angle, we shall always suppose that they are rectangular
bars, of which two faces are parallel to a plane, and

of a cylinder and that of a plane, the method of drawing the tan

rents to the intermediate point* of the curve* in fig. 5, 6, and 7,

bring of the aame specie*. will be the aarae at here shown. It will

only be necessary to give an example of the method of drawing a
tangent to the extremity of the curve, fig. 5. In A' C make A d
cqiul to D C, and draw d e perpendicular to A C. Make de equal

to C E, and join A e. Then A * is the tangent required. Thia de-

scription will also apply to fig. 6 and 7.

The from* of a roof arc tbo only framrt in a building 'com

prived between parallel plane* which hare not to support a corning,

their office being to support the weight of the roof which p*e»v*

upon their sloping edge*. All timber* in the Inn* of a roof ought

to lure each two faces parallel to a given plane, and the other two

fner* perpendicular to that plane, in order that wheu tlwy joiu, live

intemetiuna of the face* which are perpendicular to the plane may
be ia right line* perpendicular to the other two facei.
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Carpentry. consequently the other two faces perpendicular to thift

plane, unless the contrary ia expressed; and thus, when
one piece of timber is perpendicular to another, if the

end of the one piece fit clow upon the side of the other,

that end must be in a plane perpendicular to any one of

the linir arrives of that piece.

Every timber in a building which terminates with a

close joint upon the-face of another, will have its end

iu the figure of a rectangle, of which two sides will he

perpendicular to the plane of the angle formed by these

two timbers, except in the faces of hip or in hip and

valley ruofs, where the ends of the jack rafters and the

ends of the purlins meet the hips.

When the ends of a piece of timber join one of the

faces of another piece of timber, and form such a joint

thaf'all the faces of the piece of w hich the ends fit upon

the other intersect, and form a close joint, these two

limbers may be firmly secured to each other by means
of nails or bolts, provided that the angle which they form

Shoulder very oblique. This form of joint is called a shoulder

joint. joint, and the end of the piece which fits upon the fuoe

of the other is called the shoulder ; but if the directions

of the pieces form a right angle, or approach nearly to

a right angle, such a method of fixing them cannot be

secure, at least where one of them acts as a lever upon

the oilier.

Another method of fixing two timber bars at a given

angle, is to cut the ends of each of the pieces. so that

they may meet each other in a plane perpendicular to

the plane of the angle which the two pieces make with

each other, ami which will either bisect that angle or

pass through the intersections of the outer and inner

faces of these limbers. Tins form of joint is called a

Mitre joint. mitre joint, and the two pieces are said to be mitred.

Here the lengths of the mitring surfaces in noth pieces

are equal. The pieces which are mitred together may
be rendered much more secure by mean* of nulls or bolts,

than when they are simply shoulder jointed, particularly

when one of the pieces is required to act as a lever upon

the other.

One piece of timber may be joined to another by in-

serting a part of the one into an excavation of the

other, or reciprocally by excavating both, and inserting a

portion of the solid of the one into the hollow of the

other. The surfaces which are thus concealed by being

Cbw jn«T» brought into contact are called a close joint. A close

joint may be made in an infinite variety of ways ; by

making the hollow of the one in such a manner, that

when the two pieces are joined all the points of like

surface which were excavated in either piece may
come in contact with some point or other of the sur-

face of the other solid. This is an universal method

of joining timbers, but the modes by which it may
be done are of infinite variety. Generally, whatever

may he the office of a piece of timber which is to be

fixed to another, the excavation which is cut in the

one piece in order to receive a part of the solid of the

other, ought to be such that the surfaces may be in

planes either perpendicular or parallel to the face of the

timber from which the excavation may be marie. The
particular manner of forming the joint will depend upon

the two following cases ; vis. 1. when one of the pieces

is fixed and the other in a state of tension ; and 2.

wheu one is fixed and the other in a state of compression.

As every timber liar has a considerable weight, it cannot

be kept stationary without being supported ut least under

one point ; but the must secure supports will be uuder
VOL. VI.

its extremities. For whatever be the kind of pressure to Carpentry,

which a bar of timber may be subjected, it has also to 1v-^
support its own weight; and thus the formation of the

joint of two timber bars to be fixed to each other at a

given angle will depend upon the joint consideration of

the species of strain and the weight of the timber.

in forming the joint of two timbers making a given

angle with each other, we shall always suppose that one
of the pieces is fixed or immovable by 9otne means or
other, and the species of strain to which the other may
be subjected given, and that the fixed piece has to sup-

port the other.

The case of tension requires the joint to be made in

such a manner, that it would be impossible lo pull the

piece of which the strain is given out of the fixed piece

without leaving a part of the end of the one or the other

or of both timbers. The operation of forming such a
joint has l»eei» called cocking, and the piece of timber in Cocking,

the slate of tension is said to l»e corked upon the other.*

When two pieces of timber ate of the same thickness,

and are required to be joined to each other in the form

of across, the two parts may be so cut, that when put
together they may be comprised between two parallel

planes at a distance from each other equal to the thick-

ness of one of the pieces only. This method is called

notching, and when each of the pieces is reduced to Notching,

half its thickness, by taking away a rectangular solid

equal to half their thickness, the method of notching

is called llotving. Hobiag.

When two timber bars are intended to be joined to-

gether in order to form a crass,where one of the pieces is

to be let down upon the other, two notches are generally

cut from the upper fiice of the lower bar, by taking
away two rectangular solids, and leaving a solid part

between the two notches, and oue notch is ait from the

lower face of the upper bar to fit the piece which re-

mains whole between the two notches in the lower

timber bur, so that when the two timbers come to be

joined, two ends of the two notches of the lower piece,

and one of the perpendicular faces of tin* upper piece,

may be in the same plane, and the remaining ends of

* The rtat* of compression requires only that the enil of the

timber may be supported from falling, and that it may coincide in

all jMrta with (hr face of the tixrd timber : therefore any joint that

will answer thia puqaiw will be sufficient.

Another cuusuit-rat iun in the joining of twe umber* A and B
together in, I. when the length of the timber A extend* from one

of the perpendicular face* of the timber B to any required distance

before tlw ojqwaits (ace of B, and reciprocally when the length of the

timber B extends from one of the perpendicular faces of the timber

A to any required distance before the opposite face awl thus making
two arms which form only one angle.

2. When the length or the timber bar A extends from non of the

perpendicular fares to any required distance before the opposite per-

pendicular face of B, and when the length of the timber bar B
extends on both side* of the timber bar A, without dividing it into

two parts, and thus making three branches which form two adjacent

angles.

3. When the length of the timber bar A extend* on both
•ides of tha timber bar B, awl the length of the timber B on both

anles of A, without dividing eithrt of the timbers A or B into

separate parta and thus making four arm* or branches, of which
every two will make the opposite angle* equal.

The first of these mode* i* the weakest, the recond it stronger

than the first, and the third i* Wronger than the second, and con-

sequently the strongest of the three. In the first, one i* said li

form an angle with the other, and ia called the method ofjoining a*

an angle ; in ths second, one timber i* said to stand upon the other,

and is railed the method of joining at two adjacent angle* ; and in

the third, either timber extend* on both s*lu» of the other, and ia

called the method of the cru»s, *

2 v
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Carpentry. then# two notches in the lower bar in the same plane as

the remaining opposite perpendicular face of the upper

bar, and that the depths of the notches in both pieces

may be equal l» the distance intended to lie let down.

In plate iii. fig. lit, the figure tfg A, No. 1, is a

right section of the lower timber ; A B C D one of the

vertical faces of the upper timber These exhibit the man-
ner in which the solid part between the two notches of
the lower timber fills the notch in the lower side of the

upper timber. In No. 2, STUV exhibits a part of

the upper face of the lower bar, with the outlines

ijkl.mnop of the notches, tc r r q show the situa-

tion into which the up|ier timber conies.*

Though fig. lb and 16 are essentially the same in

principle, fig. lb is adapted to the cocking* of roofs

and lluors upon wall plates. Here, as each extremity

of a beam must tie within the thickness of one of

two opposite walls, and the two opposite wall plates

are each in the plane of the two interior faces of the

two walls, the length of*the beam cannot therefore ex-

tend over the outside vertical surfaces of each wall

plate in any considerable degree, perhaps not more than

the breadth of the wall plate itself, it rightly propor-

tioned to the thickness of the wall. In this case the

weight of the beams alone, independently of the weight of

the Incumbent parts of the wall, gives sufficient pressure

to keep them in their cocking* when they are either

pulled or compressed. This is the reason for diminish-

ing the breadth of the solid break k Ip o, between the

two notches in No. 2, fig. lb, and keeping nearer the

face in the interior surface of the wall than to the other

vertical lace inserted in its thickness.

f

* It i» new evident that if the lame Ur STUV were itn-

murtbly fixed, and th* upper timbrr tar nrj were krj4 down
(.pan the lower tinder bnr ST l V by any sufficient pressure, that

ft would hi' imjMiasihl* to draw th« tipper bar from the lower one,

by any force pulling m a direction t>l ita fibre* ; but when one uf

the arms of lb* up|er timber* extend* only a very short distance

from tiie adjacrnl vertical face, as in fig 15, the part m> x i / uf the

abort ami underneath, between the notch and the extremity, would
be halite to split niT: fur this reason, the valid part /Hop is m4
only mode narrower, hut brought nearer to the face adjacent tu the

lung arm, than if both had Wan long urma, as in fig. I fi.

f It cannot be propeitj said, that when timbers are perfectly

straight, any timber liar ia either drawn from or CMDpmaed to-

wards the wall plate, tveauir the ends of the bar only lie upon the

wall jdalea, and therefore their weight only ]rr**r» pef|wndicularly

upon them. However, aa all timber is liable to l*enil, and if it Iwnd
by not bring sufficiently strong, the utwler edge* of tlw Warns will

descend from each extremity to the middle in a curve, and will

therefore form a wedge, which will endeavour to separate the two
oppowite walla to a more remote distance, its this respect thews

beams will'be actually drawn ia a direction uf their tangents to the

extremities of the curves u|>ori the under edges of the teams ; and
not only from this circumstance alone, but even by live wall* them-
Selves haring a tendency to reparetr, from l*ring unequally aim-

ported at tlie foundation, or from bad building, by which the walla

may contract more upon one *«Ur than upon the other. To verify theso

observations, many tL.ors have fallen down, and this could not have
hiqipeued mile«a by the spreading of the walls. There ia not so
much danger to be appTvtH-mV-d from the tie beam* of a well-con-

atmeted roof having any tendency of being drawn frurn (he wall

plates, as Irurn the binding joists of a floor ; for the tie beam* rony
rai kept in a right hue by Uing su| p ried in a sufficient mini lex uf
points, so aa to divide the h-ngtu into eqn.il interval* of short bear-
ingl : moreover, the weight of the roof is discharged upon the
tie l-earax in two different direction* from each end, so ihat ill each
end one directnn ki p i ja udicninr to the homon, *iul the other is

pandit-1 lo it. The tension of the tie beams is sufficient t*i resist
the force of eXlen«inn without making iuiv sensible sit, ration in
their U-tigth ; thervfruw the only vffixt which the roof can have, ia
a perpemJKular pre-sore upon each wall rqaitl tu half its weight
The ca»e would he very dill, rent ir tlie ends oft hr. prlnapl ralters
***• Supported l»y th« wall

i
lal>-* r instead of being supported by

Though, as has already been observed, fig. 15 and Carpentry.

16, plate iii., are tht nmc in principle, yet with respect
to their use, they are Adapted to very dilFcrent purposes. It

has been shown that fig. 15 is adapted to the juncture
of the tie beam* of a roof to the wall plates,and it will now
he shown thut fig. 16 exhibit* the best proportion between
the tongue part of the joint, and the notches where the
two pieces of limber ure joined in the form of a cross in

which the upppr timber extends before the lower vertical

faces lo a considerable distance. In this case, as each
arm of the upper timber extends before each adjacent
face of the lower timber, there can be no danger of split-

ting away the part between the notch and the extremity ;

hence the breadth of the tongue klpo between the two
notches of the lower piece may tie made in the middle of
the breadth of the upper face of the lower timber, and
of much greater breadth than that in fig. 15, so that each
of the two notches in the upper face. No, 2, fig. 16,

will he much narrower than the width of the notch

*

y’
kA fig. 15; by this means the strength of the piece

ST U V, fig. 16. will not be sensibly diminished by the
two notches.*

Indeed, if the bridging joists were merely laid upon
the binding joist* wiihout any notching whatever, the
floor would l>e equally strong os if they had been
notched. The only use, therefore, of notching and
tonguing is to give the bridging joists a more steady
bed upon the binding joists ; and this would often be
required when the binding joists are bent in the season-
ing of the timber, or by taking a curved direction after

tlie operation of sawing.

The proportion between the breadth of the tongue
and that of the notches, and the situation of the tongue
in regard of the horizontal breadth of the timber, from
which it is cut, is not only applied to the joinings between
the bridging and binding joists in floors, but also to the

joinings between the common railers and purlins, and
between lilt* purlins and principals in roofing.

Fig. 17 exhibits another distinct method of cocking

wall plates upon tie beams by dovetail joints. Hut by
this method of forming the joint between two timbers,

when the upper timber shrink* the dovetail tongue at

the end will also shrink ; ami thus the joint w ill often.
*

A ltd hence ill the case of an extending loree, the upper
piece will be liable to be drawn away from the lower

piece ; hut this cannot be the case when the tongue of the

lower piece runs across the breadih of the up|wr piece,

the ends of tli« tic bt *n»i ; fur if the principals were supported by

the wall plates, tlir wall pkl« * would have a tendency to separate

from each other, and nothing con til prevent thia separation except

the cocking* at th« end* i>f the tm Ihouh*.

* Ttui proportion and situation uf the longue, in reared of the

treadth ot (be upper hortftmru) face, in which it re situated, as shown
in fig. 1C, is |-rti|*r for one uf the' joints between » bridging aud
binding joist, us the area uf the rigid section of the binding joist is

not diminished in any considerable dcgTM. This c«*e, as the land-

ing joist U only supfiorted by <ip[«o*ule walls, or letseen a girder

and tlie wall, or between two girders, require* the binding joists to

Is* uf the greatest possible strength, and ilitlvr* materially Irom the

other caee, in which the wait pl.de is in the umr situation in

respect of the binding joist o us live binding joist is with mixtct to

the l ridging joist ; ami m the mmle vrbieb fig. 15 exhibit*, the wall

plate is mq putted iu every point by the stone or brick Work under-

neath, which is levelled tor the purpose of rerviriflg the lower hciri-

sontal face of the wall plate
;
but oh tu the binding joist it i* quite

unsu| -purled except at its extremit lev. and then-fun- the Ie%n tba

siilwUuct* re diminished in a >y part the resistance which it make*
will be greater. If the binding joist# are sufficiently at rung, any
moderate pressure hud uraiii its middle will not have any sensible

effect m oraw lug lh« budging jovats, between which it ia *u*-

pvoded.
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Carpentry, and its being; made no very narrow leaves but a very

small breadth for ahrinkagv.*

Mortise. A mortise is a recess in the figure of a prism from any

face of a piece of limber to any depth, or even entirely

Tanoo. through the timber, and a tenon is a pari left Oil the end
of u piece of timber, proceeding forward generally from

a plane surface in the form of a prism, so that one

of the parallel ends may be in the plane from which

the tenon proceeds, and the other end the extremity uf

the tenon, and that the remaining faces of the tenon

may be parallel to the faces of the timber from which the

Shoulder of tenon is made. The apparent part which forms a border
* tenuo. round the tenon is called the shoulder of that tenon.

One piece of timber may be joined to another by

means of a mortise and tenon adapted to each oilier so

as to have a close joint ; hence the shoulder of the

tenon will coincide with the face of the other timber

from which the mortise is receaacd, and because the

timbers are generally rectangular bars, and when one

bar is joined to another, the tenon if cut through in the

name plane with the shoulder will be a rectangular pa-

rallel o piped. The manner of joining rcctangulur bars by

means of a mortise and tenon is of excellent use where it

is required to confine a piece of timber between two

others which are firmly supported, and the piece be-

tween only to lie supported by these timbers, considering

it either in a state of compression, or by being strained

transversely by a force.

t

• The method of rectangular notch**, and a rectangular tongue,

of which tlxi apparent aide* are paraLlet lu th* sUU-s of the timber,

is of very late introduction, perhaps nut more than sixty Year*.

The principle uf notching with square abutting joint*, bos always

been much adhered to by the be»t Carpenters since its first intro-

duction ; but its advantages orer th* dov*t.«il joint in nut admitting

the upper piece to to* drawn out uf the lower piece wh*o the limber

u shrunk, was we believe, find noticed by Mr. Peter Ktehobou.

f The melbud uf juinitig two timlwrs hy menus of mortis* and

trnon is that which is applied to th* truss** of roofs at the joggle*,

it-. id in fiitiug the upper ends of the struts into the inner cr under

o«tge* of llw principal rafters. This mode is also frequently applied

tu truss partitions similarly to its application in the trusses of

roofs ; moreover, the joining of timtier bar* by tneainuf mortise and

tenon is slsu appluJ id nnkrd flouring in connecting the trimmers

to the trimming joists, ua also, with a slight modification, to connect-

ing the binding joists with the girders. Th* only difference in tins

application from common mortise and tenon being ill th* shoulder

of th* tenon, in which the upper part » made lo dope toward* the

tenon in such a manner, that th« upper surface of the tenuo and line

part of the shoulder atiove it may form an iu'ernal obtuse nngl*-, equal

to the external angle made by the tame j>art of the shoulder uf the te-

non and the upper horizontal surf.ico of thehindiog jurit. Thi* sloping

r
rt of the shoulder uf th* t*nun upon the end ul the landing joist

Called /***, which is let inlu the girder wilh a view of giving a

Stronger supjioTt to the teuon, which is generally made thin in order

to preserve the substance of ihe girder as much as possible.

The method of connecting the ceiling joists with the landing joists

is a species uf mortise nod tenon. In the ceiling jowls th* shoulder

of the tenon is generally made adjacent to th* under horizontal sur-

fer* of the ceiling joist, only so that th* upper horizontal surface of

the ceiling joist and that of th* tenon may be in one plane. The

tfnon fumud iu this manner is called a barefaced teaoa. Hut as

th« ceiling joists are generally put in afrer the building has been

roofed, and aa in tms case the binding joists arc always fixed, their

eodt being inserted in the opposite walls, or between two girders, or

between a girder and the wall, the mortises must lie urepan-d in

such a minim i os will admit of the ceiling joists being brought [to

their places, as if they had hewn previously formed, into the placing

of tire binding joists on the building.

To fix the catling joists under these circumstance* ; th* mortises

must be prepar'd in such a manner that if w« call a elm* mortise at

une end m, anil at the other cod M. and cow of the two next adjacent

mortise* from the sum* fee* N ; when th* tenon is fitted into lb*

mortis* m, ths .»tber tenun when revnlved round as, a* a tentre, may
find no obstruction in bringing it to ita place SI, where it cannot Ire

Section II. Carpentry.

A frame consisting; of timber bar* *o con^tnicted that
^

every bar may be divided longitudinally by u plane

into two symmetrical parts, ami that the sect ion of the

frame made by this plane may also consist of two rtvm

metrical parts on each side of u right line perpendicular to

the section ofone of the outer edges called the base; more-

over, that if two extremities of the base be supported,

and if ford* be applied so as to act at certain other points

upon the surrounding edges of the frame in the bisect-

ing plane, and in right lilies perpendicular to the base,

and that the number of these points dv the one side of

the perpendicular may be equal to the number of points

on the other side, and that every pair of such points

may be in right lines parallel to tire base, and equally dis-

tant from the perpendicular, and that the forces upon
every two corresponding points may he equul, and that

the effects of these forces may not have any tendency to

produce a transverse strain on any part of the frame; Trure.

such a frame is called a trust.

The two fixed points, one at each extremity of the Point* of

base, are called the points of suspension, and. ihe re- •usP*“»ua-

maining points, on which the forces act so as to keep the

frame in equilibrium, are called fruit points. points.

The plane which bisects the timbers is called the Plan* of tha

plane of the truss, and the perpendicular which divides tac-

tile truss iuto symmetrical parts is called ihe line of L»i*« of

symmetry ; moreover, a plane passing along the line cf ynunirtr
J

•

symmetry perpendicular to the plane of the trus* is

called the plane of symmetry

;

and thus the plane of P1*0*

symmetry divides the truss iuto two equal parts.*
symmetry.

Kach of the two points of suspension of every truss

is in the under horizontal face of the tie beam, near the

extremity of that face, and rests immediately upon the

wall plate.

The tie beam of every truss in a roof ought to be

moved further in any direction except backward*. Thin may be

accomplished liy cutting away a» mucli uf the binding joints which
contain thu mortiiwe M and N a* maybe neevS'uiiy; and thi* it

generally <Um« by culling away the wool below the mortis* M to u
to make ’uue lung murtiae iustead of th* two M and N, the tides

and beck uf th* lung mortis* being a continuation of the planes of

tho sides anil back* uf th« mortis** M and N The long mortises

which are thus cut in Ihe vertical aides of binding joists are called

pnJ/y nwliifi, or cAo»* msrtites.

• The definition which w* have given of a truss is such as will

he found to apply in many situations; ns. in routs to support the

inclined curering; and here also it may be employed in discharging

the pressure of tire rafters from the intermediate parts of the walls in

cos* that the ruof is constructed without iAvunu. Trusaes are also

used in jiurtitiou* foe supporting the floors.

When a truss is employed fur supporting the covering of a roof,

the b.scctmg plane uf the timbers ought to be in a plane nrrpeadi

cular to the plane of tire roof and in a plane pcrprendicular to the

horizon, and thus the rafters and tie beams will bu perpendicular to

th* wall plates ; and when a truss is employed for discharging the

pressure of th* rafters from thu wall plat**, and consequently from

the walla themselves, the plane uf the truss aught to be parallel to

the plane of th* covering.

If a truss be so constructed that when the line of symmetry is

prqiendictilar tu the horizon, and the whole of the timber work
situated above the horizontal line ; then if in the half of the truss

upon one side uf the roof, th* upper ends of the remaining timbers

of thu surrounding enclosure be uearer to the line of symmetry than

the luwrr end, such a truss is proper fur the truss of a ruof.

In the application of tnuses to roofing, the tnias points will be

in the upper inclined edge* uf the principal rafters, ami they Ought
to divide Ihe lengths of their rafters into equal parts, so that every

truss point may support a point of a purlin, and all the truss point*

in the iuclinH upper edge of the principal rafter will support on*

point of eiery purlin, and all the inns points will support alt the

equidistant points of every purlin.

2 m 2
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Carpentry

Trussing

P*-
King post

Corre-

sponding

»«!•? post*.

y«r»n
]“f*t«.

Collar

Warn.

Auxiliary

rafter*.

. supported in a certain number of equidistant points, so
' that if weights are suspended from these points, the
weights thus suspended would not cause a transverse
strain in any timber whatever in the construction of the
truss.*

Every timber bar which forms one side of a triangle,

and which is perpendicular to the horizon, is called a
truuing pout. A trussing post in the middle of a truss

is called a king post. Two trussing posts on each side

of the plane of symmetry, and equidistant, are called
corresponding side posts, and if there he only one pair of
corresponding sfe posts in a roof, such n pair of side

posts are called queen posts

:

moreover, if the trnsa posts

consist of more than one pair of corresponding side

posts, but have king |**ta, that pair of corresponding
side posts which are at the least distance from each other
are called queen jnjsts. Jf a truss have only one beam,
that beam is called a tie beam ; but if it have two beams,
the lower beam is called the tie beam, and the upper
beam is called the collar beam. If the principal rafters

are supported upon an independent trusa, the timbers
in the truss upon which the principal rafters are sup-
orted are called auxiliary rafters.

Fig. 18, pi. iii. is the elevation of u truss which exhi-

bits the faces of the timbers which are parallel to the

plane of the trusts, and in their real proportions, T t

being the tie beam, P p, P p the two princi|«ii rafters,'K k
the king post ; D d, D d queen posts, B 6 collar beam,
E e, Ee auxiliary rafters, and Si, Si struts. These
are the timbers which constitute the truss. The truss

is supported by the wall plates, of which their sections

are W, W, fig. 18. The timbers supported immediately
by the truss are the pole plates Q9, Q q, fig. 19, the

purlins Li, LI, and the ridge piece Rr, and lastly,

the timbers supported by the pole plates, purlins, and
ridge piece are the common ratters, Cc, Cc. The
double letters in the timbers supported by the truss, are

only to be found in the perspective view, as also in the

wall plates W to, W •c.

Section III.

ridge piece, and the height of the roof, to find the Carpentry

lengths of the common and hip rafters.

In UT and in V W make U d and V a each equal
to the half of U V, and draw the right line ad. Bis**
a d in c. and draw c 6' perpendicular to a d. Make c -

equal to the height of the roof, and join a b', b' d, ana
ab\ <y d are the lengths of the common rafters.

From a with the distance ab‘, the length of a com-
mon rafter, cut a d in b, and join V b, and V b is the
length of tlie hip ratter.

Example 2. To find the angles of the backs of the
hip rafters.

Join Y
T

c. and through any convenient C in Vc draw
B e perpendicular to V c, meeting V W in II and VU in

e. Draw B A perpendicular to V b, meeting b V in A.
and from the point B with the distance BA cut cV in

K. Join A* B and A' e and B A' e is the entire hip
angle, or the angle of the back of the hip ratter.*

Example 3. The same things being given to find the

angles w hich the upper arrises of a purlin makes with
each adjacent arris of the section of that purlin upon the
vertical face of the hip rafter.

In b'd, the back of the common rotter, let fg be the

side ofa right section of the purlin, andfg h i the entire

right section. Join cU, and draw fo parallel to U T
meeting U c in o. From the point f with any convenient
radius describe the semicircle.; Im k, and draw the dia-

meter jk parallel to d a. Let the semicircle cut b'

d

in

l andft, prolonged if necessary in m. Draw j r. Is. m q.
and kp parallel tofo, and let / 1 and m q meet rU ini
and q. Draw qp and s r per|>endicular tof0 , and join

op, or; then nor and no yi are the two bevels re-

quired,t

The developement or the method of extending the

eurtaces of a roof in planes are of signal utility in finding

the lengths aud bevels of all the limbers in these

various faces.

Example 4. To describe the covering of a regular hip

roof in piano, the plan of the roof heing given.

Part 1. Let A BCD, fig. 21, be the plan of the

To find the lengths and angles of the timbers of a
roof in every position in which they can 1* placed, is

only to resolve the various cases of the right trehedral.

It may be proper to observe in this place that those who
have previously acquired this knowledge will never be
at a loss to solve every difficulty ; but those who have not

done so, must !*? contend with the rules by which the par-

ticular case in hand may be constructed. Wc shall here

give mi example or two of the application of the trchc-

dral, which perhaps will be as much as the practical

Carpenter may desire, but which will be of signal ad-

vantage to the theorist by showing how the principles

are applied in practice.

Example 1. Given the directions TU, UV, V W,
fig. 20, pi. iii., of the wall plates of the regular hip end
of u ridge roof single inclined upon each side of the

• Tha number of trusses in a roof will depend upon the length
of the purlmv in their extension from gable U> gable, or from hip to

hip or from Kip to valley. The truss point* in a roof may l« found
to Out the rafter* may be equally divided, or in given proportion,

by timber* *0 arr.mgnl u to form two aerie* of triangular opening*
between the potiilsof *u*qwti*ion, *0 that the vertex of every triangle

of one of the *cnes may t* in the under inclined side of the principal

rafters, and that th* opjeeite aide may idmi the vortices of two
adjacent triangle* of th* other series of which th* bates ore part* of
the principal ratter.

* GtmtrmJ observation. The jwrt of th* fir*t example which
show* how the length of the hip ratter* ore limntl, 1* the *ame case

of th* right tn-hedra) »> when there are given the inrlniMiwn amt

the adjacent right face to find the oblique face. (7.) Iter* u V c i*

the adjacent fare, and V n the adjacent edge. Thru having assumed
the point a in V \V, draw a c |«rp*tMlicular to V n, ( thi» 1* already

done, for the point A is either in a c or in a © prolonged,) and at thi

point a with the right hoe n c make the angle c o &' equal to the

given inclination. Draw c &' (from the middle of a rf
j
perpendicular

to a c, and draw the right hue a A prTpcndvrular to a V Make a 6

equal to a L‘. Join b V, and a V b i« the angle of the oblique fare

required
;
consequently, a b or a b' i* the length of the common

rafter*, and V b a the length of the hip rafters. This comprises

the first example.

The second example is the same case of the right trehedral ns

when there are given the oblique face A V H, and the opposite face

C V B of a right trehedral to find the inclination. (Iii.) This has

already been done- The reference now given is sufficient, in order

to make thr demonstration understood.

f The aiigk-s which are already found will give also the brrcl* of

th* jack ratter*. For the *arne Wvel which is applied to finding the

angle which tho upper arris and th* joint l*t*w*n the hack of the

purlin and the adjacent far* of th* adjneent hip ratter mike with

each other, will give the angle which the longest arris of the back of

a jack ratter and the joint of the back of the jack ratter, and the

adjacent vcriicu) fac* of th* adperot hip rafter make with each

other, by deducting a right angle from the angle made by the up(wr

am* and the joint of the lack of tho purlin upon the hip ratter.

The other brv«K of th* jack ratter* are the amt as the angle which
the upper itro of on* of the vertical fares of * common rafter make*
with the joint between that fisc* awl the vertical face of th* ridge piece.
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Carpentry, edges ©f the wbI! plates, E F the plan of the ridge.

From any convenient point E in E F draw Eg perpen-

dicular to one of the sides of the planes A D. and in

E F make E h equal to the height of the roof, and join

g h. Draw E t perpendicular to A D intersecting A D
in g, and make ge equal to g h, and join Ae.

Part 2. Draw ef parallel to A D, and Ff parallel

to Ee, and join /D. From the point A with the radius

A B describe an arc, and from the point e with the

radius e A describe another arc intersecting the former

are in the point b'. Join A t/ and e t/. Upon tf as a

line of symmetry, describe the figure efc b symmetrical

to the figure eYD A, and lastly, upon Df describe the

triangle D/e, so that Dt/mayhe equal to DC and

f& equal to/D. Then the several faces of the covering

are efc 6, e/D A* e A 6', and/D c\*

Section IV.

A curved surface is that which, if cut by a plane, the

aection may be a curve.

A cylindrical surface is a curved surface on which only

one right line can he drawn through a given point, and

two right lines being drawn through two given points

will be parallel.

Every right line drawn on a cylindrical surface is

called a line of direction.

If a solid haring a cylindrical surface for its super-

ficies be cut by a plane perpendicular to any line of di-

rection, the section of the solid is called a right section

or profile, and every section of the solid which is neither

parallel nor perpendicular to a hue of direction is called

an oblique section ; moreover, every section of the solid

passing along a line of direction is called u longitudinal

section, and every section which is not a longitudinal

section is called a transverse section.

Hence every right as well as every oblique section is

a transverse section.

If the transverse section of a cylindrical surface be

one continued curve, the cylindrical surface is said to be
dose

;

but if the transverse section be open, the cylindri-

cal surface is also said to be open.

If an open cylindrical surface terminate in two right

lines, the two right lines are called its rectilinear termi-

nators.

If the right section or profile of a cylindrical surface

be the arc, or the circumference of a circle, the cylindrical

surface is called a cylindric surface.

If the profile be the curve of an ellipse, the cylindrical

surface is called a cylindroidic surface.

If ceilings. A ceiling is that apparent surface of a room which is

opposite to the floor, and is of such a nature that a right

line which is perpendicular to the horixou can only meet
the ceiling in one point

Cylindrical. A simple cylindrical ceiling is that which consists of

one cylindrical surface only.

Waggon- A waggon-headed ceiling is that which consists of
hesitcd, only one cylindrical surface terminating upon the vertical

faces of four walls, in such a manner that every right

line which is entirely upon the cylindrical surface is com.
prised between tbc vertical faces of two opposite walls.

• Obsrrvatum. The tint part of this proem ia the same case of
the right tiehedral a* when the two right farm are given, to find

the oblique fnc*
; (24.) therefore, having fining the angleyAf, the

angle g Of wilt be found in the same manner Fig. 2"L u given *a

an example tu which both hip* and valley* occur ; hut m tups and
valley* are all dnerihed by the ••mo cate of the trehedral, a hare

inflection of fig. 22 will rentier tlie construction sufficiently evident

Hence it is evident that in a waggon-headed ceiling, Carpentry,

that the concave surface will meet the vertical faces of '-““V'"—

^

the other two walls in two right lines, and that the two
right lines will be parallel.

The springing lines of a waggon-headed ceiling are

the two right lines in which the cylindrical surface meets

the face of two opposite walls.

A plane surface comprised by the two springing lines

is called the base of the cylindrical surface.

A close transverse section of a waggon-headed ceiling

upon a plane comprised by the curved surface and its

base, is called a transverse section of such a ceiling, and
the right line which joins each extremity of the curve ia

called the base of the section.

The direction of a cylindric ceiling is the same as

that of any of its lines of direction. When a ceiling is

formed by two cylindrical surfaces intersecting each

other so that a line of direction drawn upon either of

the cylindrical surfaces through uny point whatever may
meet a line of direction upon the other cylindrical sur-

face, such a ceiling is called a return cylindrical vault,

and each cylindrical surface is called a branch.

If a plane be a tangent to the two cylindrical surfaces

of a return vault, the two right lines in which the tan-

gent plane touches the two curved surfaces of each cylin-

drical branch are called the summit lines
, and the tan-

gent plane is called the plane of the summit.

If the rectilinear terminators be both in a plane pa-

rallel to the plane of the summit, each of these termina-

tors is culled a springing line. A groin in a vault or

ceiling is the intersection of two concave surfaces, when
the angle which they make with each other projects and
when the line of common section breaks the continuity

of tlie surface upon either side of it.

A ceiling is called a rectilinear quadrangular groin Rectilinear

ceiling, when it is compounded only of concave cylin- 'puulraugu-

drical surfaces, consisting of lour separate branches which *** P0*0

have only one common point, and of which two are in

one cylindrical surface, and the remaining two in another

cylindrical surface, and of which the two branches con-

tained in either of the cylindrical surfaces are entirely on
the convex side of the cylindrical surface which contains

the other two branches.

Ilcnce every rectilinear quadrangular groin ceiling

has four groins.

The point in which all the four branches, or in which

the lour groins meet, is called the centre ofthe. ceiling.

If a plane touch the convex superficies of all the cylin-

drical parts, the plane is said to be a tangent to tlie

surface of such a ceiling, and it will contain the centre

of the ceiling. *

When the profiles of all the four branches are equal

curves, or such as may coincide when their summits and
when each branch may be divided by a vertical plane

parallel to any line of direction into two symmetrical

parts, and when the cylindrical surfaces intersect each

other at right angles, the ceiling is called a regular

groin.*
"

* liitutralvm* of Ike preceding DejSmtiemi and of Ike Construction

of Ike Centrmgsfor Groin Cethugs.

Fig. )
.
pL iv. A perspective view of a grain coiling, supposed to

be executed in BkMOBry. Thia view exhibit* pilasters projecting

from the pier* between the aperture* with circular Iwwr* projecting

from tlie cylindrical lurfacc ofthe ceiling; being supported by the

iinposl* over tlie pilasters.

Centring* to groin ceilings wthe wooden mould upon which the

masonry or brickwork is turned ; therefore the reverse of the surface
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Carpentry Example, Given the profile W V X, pt. iv. fijT- 4, of

ti»e cylindric surface of one of the transcrijrts, to find the

profile of the na\e and the coverings of the curved sur-

face in piano.

In the curve VV V X lake any point M and draw M P
perpendicular to the ground line fg, meeting the base

wx in P. Draw Pi perpendicular to M X, meeting

the ground line fg in i, and draw ij perpendicular to

fg meeting the projection ac of the groin aliove ac
ill j. Let w i be the hast* of the rib of the nave, he

perpendicular to the projection of the axis of the cylin-

drical surface, olid draw jp perpendicular to w x meet-
ing wx in p, Draw pm also perpendicular to tr x, and
make pm equal to P M. Then tn and M are corre-

sponding points, and thus to the axis tr x the point m is

a point in the curve.

In this manner, having found a sufficient number of
points, the curve may be drawn through these points,

which, being done, is the right section of the nave
part of the groin ceiling.

To find in piano the curved surfaces of the two
transepts. I^et y 1 be the projection of the right section

of a profile of the cylindric surface of one of the tran-

septs and «/t that of the nave. In the given curve

WVX take any point M and draw the line as before,

and let ij intersect y S in /, also letyp intersect «/? in k.

Extend tlie curve W V X into the right line q r. No. 3,

and in q r. No. 3, let ql and rl be each equal to the arc

W M ,
No. 2. Draw tj. No. 3. perpendicular to q r.and

make tj equal to Ij, No. 1 ; and in this maimer a suffi-

cient number of points may be found to construct the

whole figure qtutr
,
which will be the form of the

boarding of one of the transepts in piano.

In like manner nqrtu , the bourding of the nave in

piano, may be found.

Fig. b exhibits the plan and elevation of a groined
ceiling to be locmed with lath and plaster, the construc-

tion of the ribs is found in the same manner as in fig.

4 ; but here, as well as the right ribs, we shall also

Of the groinrd ertling *hsch i* connive la |iracf»cv,!the centre* an;
placed tint over the widest avenue (or navo) iqiouA kmmunlal timber
bar al each of tlie semiring ibex of the cylindric surface, the two
springing line* twmg upon the level. The Iwo haniontal limber ban
are supported by po»u, distributed at regular intervals without any
regard to the transverse vault, aim! ihe centrv* are placed over the
posts and boarded iu without hein* intrmiptud by the transepts.

Then the gri.ina i>r inlers-etauui of Ihe Iwo cj Itmine Mirfacet are
drawn upon Ihe guarding over the nave j and tile upright*, the
beams in the springing, the centre*, and the buaxdmg, arc til] placed
on the concave tide of the centring of tlie nave. Fig. 2 i* « ]*r-
Spectiw representation i»f Ihe centring of a groin vault. This

• view exhibit* the nave completely boarded in, with thr centre* and
their neceatary support* in the traiurpt*. Fig. 3 exhibit* another
perspective view which show* both port* boarded in and ready to be
built upon.

Fig. 4 i* the plan and elevation of a groin ceiling ; No. I being
the plane, and No. 2 the elcvutn.n of the trant*(4». Here the groins
are tunned by the intersection* of a cylindric arch upon the plane*
•f the diagonal*. The elevation is here taken upon a plana perpen-
dicular to the axis of the cylinder, fg being thr grouud line.

The side* of the plan are perpendicular to each other, and the
plan and elevation are so placed in rwpeet of each other that right
line* drawn from any two corresponding point* perpendicular to

the ground hue will meet the ground line in the *ume point ; and
thus all right lines parallel to the axis will be projected in the plan
into right line* jierjiendicular to the ground line, and in the eleva-
tion these right line* will be projected iuto point*. It » unm-
ceatary to s*v mere with respect to the orthographical drawings,
vinca those who are familiar with plans and elevation* will find the
reason and meaning of mvy line in the construction by merely in-
specting the drawings. In the plan, a c and 6 d am the projections
»t the gtvins

require to find the groin riba. Tlie method for this Carp-nin
purpose will Iv sufficiently evident by merely inspecting */—

^

the plan in which it is traced upon the diagonal id, the
ordinate* being of the same height a* in the two pro-
files. Thu* let the semicircle a be be the stretch-out of
the groin ceiling;, exhibited in the elevation, No. 2, fig.

5. In tlie semicircular arc a be, pi. v. fig;. I, take a
sufficient number of points; but for tlie purpose it will

be sufficient to take these point* in the quadrant or half
•re; and through these points draw ordinates, and draw
gi arid d/ in any convenient situation. .Make df and
gi rw*|>eclively equal to bd or a c, pi. iv. fig 5, No. 1.

Then in pi. v. fig. 1, let bj be one of the ordinates of
the semicircle meeting the base ac in j, and divide d f
and gi in p and q, in the anme proportion as ac m
divided in j. Draw p e and q h respectively perpen-
dicular to d/and g i. Make p e and q h each equal to
the ordinate jh of the semicircle, and thus the points e

Bnd A are in the curves of which the bases are d

J

and
g i. The curve being drawn through a sufficient nutn-
ber of |K>ints thus found, the curve of the angle rib
will lie dr/, and the curve of the ribs of the nave will

be g h ». But if the curve of the half of each rib be
found, the other bring symmetrical will lie found in the
usual manner. Thus drawing the line cn, take the
half of d f and the half of g », and with these distances

from the centre o of the semicircle cut the right line cn
in n and m. Join r n, rm, and draw lines parallel to

cn, which will divide the half bases of the ribs as re-

quired.

Example. Given the plans A b N f\ O N PQ, pi. iv.

fig. 6, of two inclined vaulted paaoagta meeting each
other at an angle in a vertical plane, the angles which
the springing lines of the arches make with tlie level

plane and a vertical section of the first vault intersecting

the springing plane iu a line pcqiendiLiilar to the two
springing lines ; it is required to construct these vault*

with plaster, and to pluce all the ribs in vertical plane*,

so that the bases of the common riba may be fierpen-

diciiiar to the springing lines : the things required to be
done by a geometrical construction is lo tract- the curves
on both aides of each half of the angle rib, so that the

edge may range in both directions of the vault, as also

to trace the curves on each of the faces of the common
so as to range in their respective direction*.

Let A 6 and b N, fig. 6, be reciprocally perpendicular

to each other. Make the angle N 6 a equal to the angle
of inclination of tlie springing line of the first direction

of Ihe passage, and draw N a perpendicular to b N.
Prolong ON tn S, and draw N II pcr|>ciidicular to O S.
Make N R equal to N a und make the angle N R$
equal to the complement df the angle which the spring-

ing line of the second direction of the vault makes with

the plan. Prolong T R to meet O N iu S, and pro-
long b A and N P to meet each other in m. Draw N U
perpendicular to N P. Make N U equal to N R or

N a, and join rn V and m S.

We have now given the two right faces. NfltS and
N to U, of a right trebedral , therefore (17.) (20.) flud

the inclination mqk, which is the angle made by the

plane of the angle rib, and tlie springing plane of the

up|>er direction of the vault. Draw B C perpendicular

lo b S. %

Let A 6 n p and qpno (fig. 7 ) be the springing planes
of each direction of the vault, the angles pub and p no
being respectively equal to pnb and jfflV, (fig. 3.) aud
6 A (fig. 4) equal to 6 A (fig. 6.) Let b\ (fig. 7)
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Gtqwatry, be perpendicular to nb, and let b A be prolonged from
1v**-' each extremity towards ee. Through any point e in <e

draw ed perpendicular to ee, and make the angle def
No. I, equal to the ungle a b c. (Fig. 6.) Let the seat

p n (fig. 7) of tile angle rib be prolonged from each of

its extremities to Find (‘26.) the inclination of a

plane which shall have a given trace d1 c\ and which

shall be parallel to the right line of which the seat is ed.

No. 1, and the angle of projection .?«/
Let <f e. P, No. 2, bcjhe angle thus found. From the

point i\ No. 3. draw e
/,d,/

perpendicular to r'V, and

make the angle d,r J'p' equal to the angle m l k, fig. 6.

Again, find the inclination of a plane which shall have

a given truce and which shall be parallel to a right

line, of which de is the seat, and d"e '///
the angle

of projection, and let cF" e
wr
/
V/ be the angle thus found.

From any point g' in e
1
d', No. 2, draw ef h 1 parallel

to de. No. I ; draw g/ perpendicular to ef df and pro-

long (f ef to V, Make e> if equal to e'p, and join A' «'.

Let the given curve of the rib be A D6. From any

point C in the base A 6 of the given curve of the rib

draw C D perpendicular to A A, and draw C E parallel

to 6 n, meeting p n in E. Draw E F parallel to h »,

No. 2, and make E F equal to C 1), and F is a point

in the curve. In the same manner as many points

F, F may be found as will be sufficient to trace the

curve. These points being actually found, draw the

carve p F n from the one extremity p through the points

thus found to the other extremity n.

The curve pQn is identical to the curve pFn,
therefore the ordinates E make the same angle with

np as the ordinates E Fmake with n p ; hence all the

ordinates EQ arc respectively equal to the ordinates E F.

To prevent confusion in describing the runging curves

for the two faces of each half rib, the reader's attention

is directed to a separate diagram. No. 5. In Na 5.

draw p n parallel to p n, fig. 7, and equal to it, and
draw n b and p A, No. 5, parallel to n b or p A, fig. 7.

Then, in No. 5, prolong p n to any convenient point e,

and draw rd perpendicular to rp. Make the angle

defcqit al to the angle mlk, fig. 6. Again, in No. 5,

draw A m parallel to ef and at such a distance from tf
as will be equal to the thickness of the half angle rib.

Let m k, No. 5, meet de in A. In ef cut off the part

el equal to e k, and draw lu parallel to 6 n or \p.
Draw l v and k u parallel to n p, and draw u r perpen-

dicular to tv, and join tv. I^et the curve n F p be

identical to the curve nFp, fig. 7, and let F.F, F, Ac.,

No. 5, be any number of points in the curve n F. Draw
nr and pq parallel to tv to meet lu, or In prolonged

in q and r, and draw the right lines F Q, FG, F U, Ac.

parallel to t r. Make F G, F O, FG, each equal to t v.

A sufficient number of points, P, F, F, Ac., being

thus found, draw the curve r Gq, then rOq wilt be

the higher curve of the intrados of the lower half rib.

The curves nQp,nFp, fig. 7, being the mitre curves,

must necessarily be identical in order to coincide ; hence

the ranging curve of the upper angle rib will be found
in the same manner from the mitre curve, as the mitre

curve was found from the ranging curve of the lower

half-angle rib ; but to remove alt doubts from the mind
of the reader, we shall also sliow the manner in which

this is to be done.

Draw kf‘ m", No. 3, parallel to and at such a distance

from e"/” as will be cquu) to the thickness of the half

rib, and let m" k‘
r meet e" d" in U’ From any conve-

nient point w iu p n draw to u parallel to no or p q, and

draw and A^u parallel to p n. Draw ur perpen-

dicular to p?i, and join ric. Let Q Q Q be any num-
ber of points in the curve nQp. Draw QR, QR, Q R,
Ac., parallel to tr r, and make Q II, QR, Q II, &c. each

equal to a v, then r R t is the ranging curve of the upper
half rib required.

In order to find the curve of the face and the ranging

curves of the ribs in the ascending direction of the

vault. It will be necessary to find the projection of

one of the ordinates, as X F, upon the springing plane

qp na, far this purpose, the trace ef* d of the plane of

the mitre is given, as also the angle ef" e"/" of proje©.

tioo
;

this being found, X Z is the projection required ;

and g" f" is the projectanl of the projection Z of the

point F. Through any convenient point, o in n o, draw
e"Vw perpendicular to n o, and through any convenient

point A" in fV", No. 4, draw A"#'" parallel to X Z.

Make A"’*"' equal to XZ, and through gf» draw i"V"
perpendicular to meeting in the point e'".

Draw f^'p" perpendicular to c and make f
m
J*

t

equal tog"p\ No. 3. In eftp,t make ef** equal to

d"P", and join Aw i
#". Then, to trace the common rib,

draw E S, No. 4, parallel to n o, meeting r'V" iu S,

and draw SV parallel to h" 1
i
M

. Make S U, fig. 7,

equal to any one of the other ordinates, os E F und U
thus found is a point in the curve.

In the same manner, having found as many points

U,U.U, aa may be necessary, draw the curve q U o, fig.

7, which, when done, is the ranging curve of the lower

face. Make c'
,7'A equal toe*" k"‘. and draw I"'/" per-

pendicular to meeting cf" i"f in/". Draw the

ranging lines IJ V, U V, U V, Ac., of the edge of the rib,

and make U V, U V, U V, Ac., each equal to No.
4. Draw the curve .iVy, and it will be the ranging

curve required.

Fig. 8 exhibits the some plan when the springing

planes of the two directions are level ; hence in this

case all the difficulties of live former disappear since the

planes of the laces of all the ribs will be perpendicular

to the springing plane, and all the ordinates of the

curves perpendicular to their springing lines or bases ;

moreover, the heights of these ordinate* which are in

vertical planes, parallel to the axis, will be equal, and

the ranging lines of the edges of the riba will be parallel

to the bases of the curves. The whole is so evident

from the figure as to render any further explanation un-

necessary.

Section V.

One surface t* said to fit another, when every point of

the first surface coincides with a point in the second.

Any concave surface whatever in a ceiling is called a Cove.

cove.

When a cove is intended to be formed in a ceiling

with plaster upon lath, a receding surface, everywhere

equally distant from the apparent surface of the cove to

be formed, sufficient to contain the thickness of the lath

and plaster together, is called the lathing surface of the

cove.

It is evident that if the apparent surface to be formed

be a cylimlric surface, the lathing surface will also be a

cylindric surface ; and if the apparent surface to be

formed be asplyrical surface, the lathing surface will also

be u spherical surface ; but this will not hold universally.

If a part of a piece of wood be taken away, so that

the new surface formed by the part taken away may fit

the lathing surface of a cove continued from one cxlre-
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Carpentry, roily of the surface to meet the other, such a piece of

v'—*' wood is called a rib or braticet ; and the surface thus
Rib w fitted is called the ranging edge of the rib or bracket.
Bracket Hence a continued line may be traced on the ranging

edge of the bracket from one extremity of the cyiindric

surface to the other.

If two cyiindric surfaces intersecting each other be the

lathing surface of two coves, and if the entire intersec-

tion coincide in every point with the surface of a piece

of wood, and if a portion on each side of this intersec-

tion of the superficies of the wood fit each of the lathing

surfaces close to the intersection, such a piece of wood is

called an angle nth or angle bracket

;

and the parts

which fit upon the cylindrical surfaces are called the

ranging parts of the turfaces of the angle rib, or angle

bracket. A rib or bracket thus fixed is said to be pro-
perty placed.

In order to form any surface whatever with plaster

qpon lath, it is evident that every lath must at least be

supported in two points ; and that the thinner the lath

is, the number of points in which it is supported must
be more in order to be sufficiently strong to carry the

plaster upon which the apparent surface is to be formed.

Hence in forming a coved surface with plaster upon
lath, ribs or brackets receding from the lathing surface

are* generally fixed at such distance* from each other,

that every Ittth may be supported upon the ranging edges
of the rili* or bracket* at three or more points in its length,

and that the rib* or brackets thus fixed may have their

ranging edges in the lathing surface. When the apparent
surfaces of the plaster are required to be formed by two
cyiindric surfaces intersecting each other, the lathing

superficies will also he two cylindrical surfaces intersect-

ing each other. In this case it will be found convenient
to fix one extremity of the lath to an angle bracket, and
the laths throughout upon a sufficient number of ribs or
bracket* properly placed. All ribs or brackets, except
angle riba or angle brackets, are called common ribs or
common brackets.

In the construction of cylindrical coves in the ceiling

of a room to he formed wirh plaster upon lath, the lath

is generally supported upon brackets, and the cyiindric

surfaces meet each other in such a manner that one of

them may terminate upon every vertical plane face of
the room, and upon a plane forming the apparent inter-

mediate surface of the ceiling; and that all the termi-
nations of the cylindrical surfaces upon the walls may lie

in a plane parallel to the plane of the intermediate sur-

face of the ceiling, and that every termination in the

ceiling may be parallel to the vertical adjacent surface

of the room : such a ceiling constructed with plane and
cylindrical surfaces is called a cylindrical, straight, coved,

and flat ceiling, or, more generally, such a ceiling is

called simply a comf ceiling. Hence the plastering of
the cove of every straight coved and flat ceiling will re-

quire as many angle brackets as the room has plane
vertical faces.

In order to save timber, every rib or bracket in the
construction of a cyiindric surface ought to have two
surfaces in parallel planes, which may always be perpeu-
dicular to every line of direction of the lathing c) lindrical

surface. These parallel plane surfaces are called the
planes of the brackets. Hence when a cylindrical cove
to be formed with plaster upon lath is* required to be
constructed, and to have any line of direction parallel to

the horizon, if the brackets arc fixed so that their
surfaces may be perpeudicular to the horizon, the rang-

NTRV.
ing edges of the brackets will be perpendicular to the Cupaotry.

plane* of these brackets; but, whatever btr the position

'

of a line of direction, the plane* of every two brackets

which range in a cylindrical surface are generally per-

pendicular to the horizon, and parallel to the plane ver-

tical surface of the wall ; and thus, when a line of
direction of the cylindrical surface in which the ranging
edges of the brackets are placed is not parallel to the

horizon, this line of direction will not be perpendicular

to the plunes of the brackets.

Brackets to form small cylindrical coves with planter,

seldom require more timber than can be obtained from
a board in one single piece; but ribs to support lath

and plaster, as well a* the brackets of large cylindrical

coves, require that each rib or bracket may be formed
iu two or more pieces of boards joined together, so as to

form a whole bracket in two thicknesses; and that the

joint between the two halves may be in a plane parallel

to the planes of the rib, and equidistant from these

planes. When two cylindrical surfaces intersect and
form a plane curve, it will be convenient to make the

angle rib or angle bracket, if large, in two thicknesses,

so that the joint between them may be in a plane paral-

lel to the planes of the angle rib or angle bracket.

The cylindrical surfaces which are generally used in

coved ceilings, intersect each other in a plane curve,

and the plane of this curve is generally perpendicular

to the horizon. Moreover, two right sections of the

two cylindrical surfaces are generally such that the two
curves will reciprorally coincide in all parts. In this

general case it will be found convenient to form angle

ribs or brackets in two thicknesses of boards, and the

joint or plane of coincidence to be in a plane of the

curve in which the two cylindrical surfaces meet each

other. It is evident that all the parallel plane sur-

faces which comprise the brackets are sections of the

cylindrical surface in which they may b$ arranged, and
when two faces of every tw o brackets are parallel to one
another, as in common brackets, ami their ranging
edges in the sume cylindrical surface, that the sections

of these brackets, by the cylindrical surfuce, are identical

curves; and that the curve lines of all the parallel ribs

or brackets arc identical curves. Moreover, as cylin-

drical surfaces arc generally so situated in coved ceilings

that their lines uf direction are parallel to the horizon ;

and as all the ribs or brackets arc generally, and most
conveniently arranged in parallel planes, these plane*

will be all perpendicular to the lines of direction of ihe

cylindrical surface into which their edges are arranged;

hence all the ranging edges of these brackets will be

perpendicular to their vertical faces ; so that, if a right

section of the cylindrical surface is obtained, and a mould
be made so as to contain this section, this mould will

serve to draw the curve* on one of the fucvs'of every

common bracket; and these being proper!) fixed with

angle brackets when necessary, will be in the lathing

surface required.*

* The cylindrical surface* commonly employed are tboae of

cylinders, or those whiih have their right section* greater or tew

portion* of the circumference of a cirde. Sometime*, however,

various other curved surfaces may he uwd with guod effect. Of
them* the cylindrical surface* generally employ'd are those of cjlin-

druid*
;
and the curves of the right section* of cyliiulnmlal surface*

arc, geiKTiilly, either quadrantal portion* between the two axes, of
which one i* horiauntal and the oilier vertical.

Every cylindrical iurface used in coving wilt be sufficiently deter*

mined by having given a right section of the cylindrical aurfore.

Moreover, two cylindrical surface* intersecting each other will be
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Carpentry. To find the ranging edge, we have only to cut through

1 the thickngM of every such board perpendicular to the
two plane faces hy taking away the part on the concave
side of every rib or bracket, in order to form the rang-
ing edges required.

Example* to the preceding Ohtrrvalion* in ranging the

Rib* of Groin and Coro Ceilingi.

Example 1. Let pi. v. fig. 2 be the plan of a portion
of a coved surface at an internal angle, a e and a m the
springing lines, 6 n and 6/ the ceiling line in each re-
turn. The angle bracket is traced in the same manner
as the angle rib of a groin: abdc is the plan of half
the angle rib, ab the base of the mitre curve, and bh
perpendicular to a 6 the height, the curve itself being a h.

Draw the chord a A of the curve, and draw ck per-
pendicular to a b, meeting ab in A, and draw k t per-
pendicular to a A, meeting a A in /.

Let aefb. No. 1, be the edge of a board, out of
which a bracket is to be formed, a b c d ande/gA the
two faces of the board which comprise the edge aefb
between them. Draw the right line o q perpendicular
to o b or ef intersecting a b in p, and ef in q, and make
po equal to Ik, fig. 2. In No. I and in No. 2 through
o draw i n parallel to a b, and in t n make o n equal to
at, fig. 2. Apply the mould ah, fig. 2, to No. 1 and
No. 2, so that the extreme points a and A of the
curve, fig 2, muy be in the arris line, e

f

No. 1 and
No, 2. viz. tlie point a . fig. 2, upon the point q. No. 1

and No. 2, and the point A, fig. 2, upon the point /,

No. 1. Then, upon the face efgh draw the curve
qrl. Remove the mould from the face efg h, and place
it upon the oilier face, a b c d, so that the points upon q
and l may be in n i; viz. q upon n, and l upon m. Then,
upon the face abed draw the curve mm. The two
curves nam and qrl are the curves in the parallel faces

of the brackets ; then the wood on the concave side
being cut away will give the ranging required. No. I

and No. 2 being put together as they ought to be, will

complete the angle bracket for its situation.

Example 2. Let pi. v. fig. 3 be the plan of a portion
of the curved surface at the external angle, o y and o t

the springing lines, pt and p z the ceiling lines in each
return. The angle bracket being traced as before,
oprq is half the plan of the angle rib, op the base of
the mitre curve, and p x perpendicular to op the height,
the curve itself being o x.

Draw the chord ox of the curve, and draw q u, meet-
ing J>° prolonged in u. Draw u v parallel to ox, and
draw o w perpendicular to a p. meeting u v in to. Let
aefb. No. 3 and No. 4, be the edge of a board, out of
which a bracket is to be formed ; and let a b c d, efg A,
be the two faces of the board which comprise the edge
a efb between them. Draw the right line il perpen-
dicular to a 6 or ef intersecting ab in /, and c/in k

;

and make k i equal to ow, fig. 3. In No. 8 and No. 4

jpvim when the ri*tht wdUin* of these are given, and when the
angle which two lines of direction make with wch other am
gnen ; but thru; will not be inefficient to fix ribs or brackets in their
situation* with regard to the vertical faces of the rooms and the

t
Une in the intermediate part of the ceiling. In thfa case we must
are given, besides a right section of the cylindrical surface, a plan

and elevation of the apringing and ceiling lines of each of the two
cylindrical surface*.

principles extend to the construction of lathiog aur*
**ce*» whether they may be cures in ceilings or otherwise.

OL. VI.

N T R Y.

draw in parallel to a b, and in in maker m equal to Carpentry,

o v, fig. 3.

Apply the mould o x, fig. 3, to No. 3 and No 4, so
that the extreme points o and x of the curve, fig. 3,
may be in the arris line a b. No. 3 and No. 4 ; viz the
point o. fig. 3, upon the point q. No. 3 and No. 4 ; and
the point x, fig. 3, upon l in No, 3 and No. 4. Then
upon the lace a be d, in No. 3 and in No. 4, draw the
curve / rq. Remove the mould from the face abed,
and place it upon the other race efgh, so that the point
upon q and l muy be in ni ; viz. the point q ujxm n

,

and
/ uponrn; then upon the face efgh draw the curve
man. The two curves nam and qrl are the curves in
the parallel faces of the bracket. Then the wood on
the concave aide being cut away so as to form the cylin-
drical surface, will give the ranging required.

Example 3. Fig. 4 is the plan of an equilateral and
equiangular cylindric groin ceiling, the ribs across the
diagonals are in half ribs, and every half rib is the
same a* an angle bracket upon an external angle. In
this Example the arches arc semicircular, and of the
same radius as the quadrantal circular arcs, fig. 2 und
3, of the oommon brackets, and therefore the mould for
each half angle rib of the groin ceiling is the same as is

found for the angle rib9, Examples 1 and 2 ; and, as
the angles of the groin are all external, the ranging of
each of the ribs wilt be found in the satne manner as
the angle bracket, fig. 8; and this will be evident by
again reading the description to the second Example to
the groin ceiling, fig. 4, where the same letters of refer-
ence are applied as in fig. 8.

Example 4. Fig. 5 exhibits the plan of an oblong
cylindric groin ; No. 9 exhibits the face mould

; No. 6
and No. 7 the application of the face mould to the rang-
ing of one of the half ribs ; No. 8 and No. 9 the appli-
cation of the face mould to another of the halfribs which
form an acute angle with the former.

Fig. 6 exhibits an application of the same principles
to the backing ofcommun or hip rafters.

Section VI.

A proper cylindro cylindric ceiling is a ceiling, or Cylindro
part of a ceiling, formed by two cylindric surfaces inter- cyw»ilric

seeling each other in such a manner that they muy have “ding*,

four branches ; and that no part of either of the cylindnc
surfaces may be comprised within the concave surface of
the other; and that all the springing lines of the two
cylindric surfaces and the axis may be in one horizontal
plane, and that the two cylindric surfaces may not have
a common tangent plane.

A proper cylindro cylindric ceiling is given when the
plan of the springing lines are given in a plane parallel
to the plane which contains them ; and when the right
sections of the portions of the cylindric surfaces termi-
nated by the springing lines arc given.

Example. Let a

l

and tv, pi. v. fig. 7, be the two
"pringing lines for one of the cylindric surfaces, and e u,
ct

,

the two springing lines for the other cylindric sur-
face ; and let cd e be the section of the cylindric surface,
of which the apringing lines are eu and ct; and let

be the section of the cylindric surface, of which the
springing lines are at and $v; and let ec be the base
of the curve ede, and a a the base of the curve aq*.
Moreover, let a l intersect ct, and e u in b andf

;

then
b and /are the plans of the springing points of the

2n
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Carpentry, intersection upon one side. It is now required to find

'—•v-**-' the projection of the two cylindric surface*.

In the curve ede take any point d, and draw dm
perpendicular to ce, meeting ce. in m. Draw m n

parallel to cf or e u ; and from the point o in a * draw

op perpendicular to as. Make op equal to md, and

draw pq parallel to at, meeting the arc aqn in q.

Draw q r perpendicular to as meeting a * in r* and draw
r n parallel to a / or to. Then the point n in the pro-

jection ofan intermediate point in the curve of which 6

and f are the projections of the springing points. In

this manner may be found as many points as will be

necessary to trace the curve 6 if which » the plan of

the intersection required; and in this manner the plan

t y u of the opposite intersection will be found.

The plans of the two intersections are thus found by

projection ; but, as it is known that the projection of

two cylindric surfaces ore hyperbolas when the right

sections of both cylindrical surfaces are circular arcs of

different radii, and when the projection is made u|x»u a

plane which contains the two axes of the cylindrical sur-

faces, the intersection* may therefore be found inde-

pendent of the principles of projection. We shall here

show by an example how this w to be done.

Let the semicircles a b c, def, fig. 8 and 9. be the

right sections of the cylindric surfaces, a c and df being

the diameters of these semicircles placed upon the same
right lines having the same centre, and let gi and hj be

the springing lines of the cylindric surface which has

the greatest diameter, and let the springing line* be

parallel to df.
Draw rm and a n perpendicular to g i or hj, inter-

secting e i in k and /, and hj in m and n ; and draw 6 e

parallel to a c, and a tangent to the semicircle a be, to

meet the semicircle d efiu t. Draw eu perpendicular

to df, meeting df in */, and bisect k l in *. Draw 1 1

perpendicular to k

l

intersecting m n in t, and in if make
so and tpeach equal tofu ; then, having the vertices

o and p of the two opposite curve* of an hyperbola,

descrilw the curves kol and mpn; and these will be the

projections of the two intersections required.

Fig. 8 is adapted to the same plan as fig. 7. In

fig. 9 the two cylindric surfaces are nearly equal ; that

is, their diameters are nearly equal to one another. The
manner of drawing the two hyperbolic opposite curves

as shown by dividing each ordinate into the same num-
ber of equal parts, and dividing the ends of the rectangle

into the same number of equal parts
;
then, drawing

right lines from the opposite vertices to these points, to

intersect as in the figures.*

Example. Given tlve projections of the springing

lines, the heights of the cylindrical surfaces, and the

height of the spheroidal surface above the springing

plane, which is parallel to the plane of projection, to

• If two eoual wmicylindric surfaces internee* » spheroidal ear-

face
,
w that the axis of the semicylindric surface* may intersect each

other at right angle* in the centra of the «pb*fo*dal surface ; and that

the ifiriugine liaa of the two crltodri* surfaces, and the spnngmg
line u( the h^w-roidal surface, sad the two axe* of the cylindrical sur-

faces may be all in the same plane
;
sod that the spnnping line of

the mharoulal surface may be five circumference ofa circle, of which

the diameter is greater than that of either of the cylindrical surfaces,

aud tlut no part of any of the cylindrical surfaces may be within the

concave side of the spheroidal surface ;
such a ceiling is called s

proper tphervtdv cyimdrie ceilwg.

The projections of the four curves upon the springing plane, of

the four intersections of the cylindric surfaces, and the spheroidal

surface, are hyperbolas, having their axes terminated by the vertices

of the curves in each pair of opposite projections.

find (he projections of the intersections of the curved Carpentry,

surfaces.

Let fig. 10, No. 2, be the elevation, and let No. 1 be
the plan. In Nb. 1 let A P E Q be the springing line of

the spheroid, and let t v and f u' be the springing lines

of one of the cylindric surfaces, jy, ^y' the springing

lines of the op|>ositc cy lindric surfaces ; also let r w,
rf uf be the springing lines of the passages in the trans-

verse direction ; and let rs,r'/ be the springing lines

of the opposite end of the transverse direction. In the

construction of the hyperbolas, which are the projections

of the interaections of the curved surfaces of the cylindric

surfaces, are given the double ordinates KK', 1 1', L Lf
,

and N N\ and tlve axis B D and X Z, to describe the

hyperbolas, which being done, let the curves be Kr BK,
(> H I, L' DL, and V Z M, which will be the projec-

tions of the intersections of the curved surfaces required

in the horizontal plane.

The parts uKNV.cNLx.fL'I'r, and r1
1 K r u of

the plan are pilasters placed under the springings be-

tween the intersections of the curved surfaces.

In the elevation No. 2, let /} y be the ground line,

anil let it be perpendicular to PQ, and hence parallel to

A E, then the right sections of all the cylindric surfaces

being semicircles, the cylindric surfaces of which their

axes are perpendicular to the elevation will be projected

into semicircles, of which their diameter will be parallel

to the ground line. Let this projection he made, and
let it be g h i. No. 2, and letf h be the radius perpendi-
cular to the terminating diameter g i. Prolong g i to a
and e, and make/e andfa each equal to CA orCE,
No. 1, the radius of the circle of the spheroid contained

in the springing plane. Through A draw np. No. 2,

parallel to ae, and draw B A. Del perpendicular to the

ground line jS y U» meet n p. No. 2, in b and d. Draw
C c perpendicular to the ground line fi y, and from
either of these points 6 or d, as d with a radius equal to

fa orft

,

cut C c in g. Draw g d intersecting a e in r,

and makef c equal to vd. Then by means of the axis

major ae, and the semiaxis minor fc, describe the semi-
ellipse abode, and abode is the section of the sphe-

roid required
;
from this the ribs of the ceiling may be

constructed. The lines kb and Id are the projections

of the two intersections of the curved surfaces, of which
their projections are the hyperbolic curves K' B K,
L'DL

Section VII.

A pendentive ceiling is a ceiling consisting of t.*e p«nd*ative
portion of a spherical or of a spheroidal surface, com- ceilings

prised by the vertical faces of the walls of a room.
A proper spherical or spheroidal

,
pendentive ceiling is

a ceiling comprised by the vertical faces of the four

walls of a room rising from a rectangular plan, so that

the intersection of the vertical diagonal planes of the

room may pass through the centre of the spherical or
spheroidal surface.

A regular, polygonal* ep/u'roidal, pendentive ceiling

is a spheroidal surface comprised by the vertical planes

containing the inner faces of three or more adjacent

walls, rising from a plane which is a regular polygon in

such a manner that the axis of rotation of the spheroidal

surface, being prolonged, may pass through the centre

of the polygonal plan.

A proper
,
quadrangular, spheroidal, pendentive ceil-

ing is the portion of a spheroidal surface comprised by
the vertical planes which contain the four inner faces
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Carpentry, of a room, of which the plan is n rectangle, and of which

' the vertical, diagonal plane* intersect each other in a

right line containing the axis of rotation of the spheroidal
surface.

Springing The intersection of a spherical or spheroidal surface
ettrv®' and the plane of every wall of the room, is called a

springing curve*
In the construction of pendentive ceilings it will be

convenient to place all the ribs in vertical planes passing
through the centre of the sphere or spheroid

; for in

this position of fixing the ribs all the ribs may be formed
by incans of one mould only ; since in this position they
will all have tlie same curvature and will all intersect in

one point of the spheric surface. In order to divide the

ribs equally, it will also be convenient that the vertical

planes which contain the curves of the ribs may make
equal angles with one another, und that four of ihe»c

rths may be in the two diagonal planes. We shall call the

ribs placed in these planes the diagonal ribs ; hence if

one of the diagonal ribs be found, every radial rib will

lie less than a diagonal rib.

Example. Let it be required to construct a spherical

pendentive ceiling over a given square plan ABCD,
pi. vi. fig. 2.

Then, because the chords of the springing curves are

equal to the sides of the plan, and since in this example
# the sides of the plan are all equal, the chords of the

springing curves to any side of the plan are equal.

Draw the diagonal A C, then A C will be equal to

the chord of the diagonal ribs. Upon AC as a chord
describe the arc A c/C of a circle, and the perpen-

dicular c h from the middle of the chord is equal to the

perpendicular from the middle of the chord of each of

the springing curves. Therefore bisect the chord C D
of the springing curve upon C D, and draw il perpen-

dicular to C U. Make i t equal to g A, and from the

point /, with a radius equal to / D or l C, describe the

arc C k D, which will not only be the springing curve

for the face of the room of which the plan is C D, but
also for every other face.

Now since all the radial ribe are of the same curvature

and their lengths only differ, and since the curve of a dia-

gonal rib is given, we have only to cut an arc from the

curve of the diagonal so as to stand over the plan required.

Thus let r be the middle of the curve Ar/C, and let mn
be the plun ofone of the ribs ; also let gm be the radius of

the horizontal circle upon which this rib is intended to

* The extremities of all the springing curse* am 10 a plane parallel

to the hurUon, awl when the unifier of the ceiling U spherical, and
alien the plane containing the extremities of the springing curves

pastes through the centre uf the sphere, the springing curves will be
all semicircles.

If the plane containing the extremities of ths springing curves

he above the centre uf the sphere, then the centres of the springing

curves will he at the same distance below their chords, os tire centre

of the spheric surface is twin* the horisontal plane which cuntams
the extremities of the springing curves.

Moreover, when the surface of a ceiling is spheroidal, and whta
the hurhontAl plane containing the extremities of the springing

cunes passe* through the centre of tbv s[iherotd, and when the axis

of rotatiou is in a vertical [108111011, the springing corves in ths

planes winch contain the inner faces of the walls of ths room are

all similar to the curve of the vertical section of the spheroidal sur-

face |maxing through the centre.

A room having a regular or proper pendentive ceiling will admit
of the must elegant decorations of pilasters and column*, os appear*

from the perspective view, pi. vi. fig. 1 , where A is one of ths four

spherical pendentive* which i* formed by a bomootal cornice at the

hip, and the two architraves bordering upon the springing curves iu

ths planes of two adfj.xeent walls.

terminate upon. With the radius gm describe (lie semi- Cbrjwutsy
circle d m f, meeting AC in d and t, and draw d e and —

'

If each perpendicular to A C, meeting the curve A«/C
in e and/; then A e or C/ are the portions of the curve
lor each diagonal rib, in order either lobe terminated by
a horizontal cornice or by a conic skylight in the middle
of the ceiling. Again from the centre g with the dis-
tance gn , the length of the plan of a rib, describe the
arc « p, meeting the diagonal A C in p, and draw p q per-
pendicular to A C, meeting the curt* A e/C in q ; llicu

is the portion of the curve of the edge of the rit

w Inch will stand over m n in the plan.

Section VIII.

A niche is a recess in a wall generally formed by a Niche,

cylindric surface standing upon a level surface and sur-

mounted by u spheric surface, so that the axis of the

cylindric surface may be vertical and may pass through
the centre of the spheric surface, and that cylindric and
spherical surfaces may meet each other in a horizontal

plane, and that (he cylindric and spherical surfaces may
have the same tangent pi.me, and that the cylindric and
spherical surfaces may be terminated each by the vertical

surface of the wall.*

Example. In fig. 3, let tn, No. 1, be the projection

of tlie line in which the vertical planes of the riba which
pass through the centre intersect a m, the plan of the

wall, ad g m the projection of the springing horizontal

arc. Let this plan be divided into ribs, and let the two
faces of one of these ribs be represented by the right line*

en and / p. Let the outer circle, in which the back of

these ribs may be supposed to be placed, be /p i. From
the points t and /, in which e n and /

h

meet the inside

of the front rib, draw ei and / A perpendicular to «• n ,

and let these lines meet the inner curve in g and IS ;

then gbih shows the joint at the top; gAand At
being the right lines in which this joint terminates upon
each face of the rib. Of this rib d b is the length of the

curve on the inside over ed, and dg is the length of the

curve over fo. In this construction, as the bisecting

planes of the ribs all meet in a vertical axis, the projec-

tion of this axis is the pointf which is the centre of (he

projections of all the riba. The construction of the re-

maining rib will be found iu the same manner as the

rib now described. No. 2 is the elevation to the plan

No. 1.

Again, because the top or head of the niche is a por-

tion of a hemisphere of which the springing plane is

• In th* construction of the head of a spherical niche, since

the lathing surface of a spherical niche is spherical, as well as the

apparent surface of the head, the carves of the ribe will be puftioQt

of the circumference of a circle ; anil if the curves of the ribs be in

plane* puxsiug through the centre of tbe sphere, all the edges of

thank* which are in these planes will have equal curvatures, and,

consequently, will have equal radii
;
moreover, if the ribs be in ver-

tical nUncs which pass through the venire of the sphere, (he phines

of all thr ribs will be perpendicular to lit* haraotiliil plane in which
the cylindric and spbencaJ surface* terminate. If thr surface of (he

wall lie a plane surface, and if it contain (lie axis of the cylindric

surface, the curves of ail the ribe will be quadrants of circles which
will all have tba same radius

;
hut if the axis uf the cylindric war-

fare he without the face of the wall, the curves of the rihs will he

arcs of circles of the smew radii, and these curves will be each lets

than a quadrant.

In the plan, the springing between the cylimlnc and spheric sur-

faces will be projected into tile arc of a circle, ami all the rib* which

are in vertical planes will be projected into right lines, and the ver-

tical line in which the back riux intersect will be projected into a

point which will be a common termination for all the back rib*.

2 N 2
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Carpentry, the base, all sections of the hemisphere perpendicular to

this base will he wmtnrrUrs; or because the springing

plane passes through the centre of the sphere, all the

sections of the spherical surface perpendicular to the

springing plane will be semicircles ; hence the front rib

of the niche will be a semicircle for the plane if the wall

is perpendicular to the springing plane.

JOINERY.

Joinery is the art of fixing various pieces of wood

together, chiefly for such parts of the interior of a build-

ing as are exposed to the eye, and which are employed

in the construction of doors and windows, and lor Ibcm-

ing the various margins round plaster in order to cover

all external angles, and thereby protect it in its weakest

purts from injury or accidental violence, so os to render

these parts comfortable, convenient, and agreeable to Use

eye.

Joinery may be extended to various decorations both

exteriorly and interiorly, as *n architraves, bases, Kur-

bans, pilasters, columns, Ac., as also in the linings of

walls, or partitions, in the forms of boarding and wain-

scoting. und in the construction of stairs ond hand rails.

For all these purposes the surfaces which are exposed

to the eye ought to be made quite smooth, and the joints

between every two separate pieces of wood perfectly

close.*

Section I.

The best stairs are constructed with an opening

in the middle of the stair formed by the ends of the

steps, which are generally all in one surface, rising per-

pendicularly to the horizon from a given line on the

floor, which Hue is called the plan of the enda of the

steps, and the open space in the middle of the staircase

is called the tceli hole.

The hand rail is a fence made adjacent to the well

hole, raised to such a height above the steps and sup-

ported by vertical bars called baJuatera, as to prevent

those who ascend or descend from falling through the

well hole. In the formation of the straight parts the

workman requires no directions ; we shall therefore treat

only of the construction of the curved parts, or of the

curved part of a rail, and so much of the straight parts

us not only give the proper direction or position, but also

afford the best means of fixing the straight and circular

purls together.

A body is said to stand over a given plan when n

right line drawn from any point whatever in the outline

of the plan perpendicular to the horizontal plane, can

only touch the body thus raised.

A stair is said to make as many revolutions as the

stories are in number through which the stair is carried,

and all these revolutions generally stand over the same

plan.

The hand rail is generally prepared in such a manner

that the section of the rail made by a vertical plane

• In the operations of Joinery, the field of application of those «-
tensive principle*, to Which the Ait of Carpentry Iwia been •) much
mileLied, is narrow and uot %a generally interesting. We cannot,

however, disrmaa thia subject without laying before oar readers some

of their further applxatKins, and such aa will he both advantageoua

and agtweabi* to the punMiiU uf the ardent student in the general

knowledge of cun*truct»oo

Among these the principle* aud construction of hand rails will be

found of the grvu-iert utility
;
we aliall therefore invite the reader

to direct his Attention to that subject.

drawn perpendicular to any tangent whatever, to the Carpentry

convex or concave side of the plan through the point of
contact, may be a rectangle, and that the rectangle may
have two sides perpendicular, and consequently two
sides parallel to the horizon ; moreover, that every two of
those rectangular sections mnv have the same horizontal

breadth. The figure of the rail having this property

is said to be aqtiared. A rail thus squared will have
four visible sides or faces, of which two are cylindrical

and stand immediately over the sides of the plan, and of
which the other two arc spiral surfaces, and cover the

urea of the plan between its outlines. The convex

cylindrical surface when extended in piano ought to be
everywhere of equal breadth.

The figure of the convex surface extended in piano

is called a falltits mould
As the curved part of a squared rail is generally put

together in two parts, so as to form the entire curved

part, with the addition of a small part of the straight

rail joining cacti extremity of the curved part, each part

may be comprised between two parallel planes, of

which one may be made to touch one of the spiral sur-

faces in three points, and the other to touch the oilier

spiral surface at least in one point.

Then it is evident that the whole rail may be con-

tained between two cylindrical surfaces and two parallel

plane Surfaces. Therefore the sections of the cylindrical t
surfaces in these parallel planes will be equal

; and since

the outlines of the plan of the rail are right sections of
the cylindrical surfaces, we have only to find from the right

section an oblique section of the two cylindrical surfaces

in the same position as the two parallel planes would be

when I be rail is put in its proper position. A moukl
formed to such a section is called a face mould*

Example. In a scmicylindric stair terminating with

parallel straight wails, let a b edef c. . . . a, fig. 5, be

the plan, the half of the rail over the circular part ; the

quadrant Aerff/beittg half the ground line of the

semicylitidric surface which contains the convex side of

• Hence, if the piece of wood out of which « part of the rail is

to he made, ha* ill thickness equal to distance between the parallel

plan**, the rail may he cut out of the wood by applying the face

mould on each side of the jJunk in in proper position ; and having
cut away the superfluoiu wood, no os tu form the concave and con-

vex cylindrical surface*, it will only remain to apply the falling

mould ui its proper position, and tlreu to form the qnral surface* by

mean* of the line* drawu u|nm the cyUudric surface, from the

falling mould, and the part of the roil thu* squared, when act up in

it* situation, will arrange over it* ptini a» required. All that is then

required is to find the face mould and the falling mould.

Thr cotitioD of the plane of section may be determined by having

giver, three point* c>n the plan, and the pvtpriMlu-uhir height* of the

right hire* standing upon these paints to the under spiral surface of

the rail.

From what has now been explained, it is amclcd that the reader

will have hix ideas sufficiently dear to cuiopteheiid tile Construction •

of hand railing.

Tire plan of a hand rail must lie regulated by the plan of the

stairs. The moat general furm of a staircase is tliat uf which the

vertical superficies uf tire walls is a *emi())iodnc surface, joined at

each edge ny two plane surfaces, wb»ch if prolonged would be tan-

gent* to the seraicylindric surface, aud ore consequently puraltid

to one another ; tire staircase is enclosed by a third wall, of which

the inner vertical surface is pcqa-ndtculor to the other two vertical

surfaces which join the semicylimlric surface. So tlud the plan uf

such a stair is in ihe form uf the letter I>. Fig. 4, plate vi. exhibits

the two projections of a staircase and »Uir as that uuw described.

The faces of the steps are ail perpendicular to the interior vertical

surface of the surrounding wall, therefore in the straight walls they

are in parallel planes, and iu tire circular part they bend to thia

axis of the cylindnc surface. Those step* iu the cySmdric part ant

called wuidars, and those in the straight part are called tiler*.
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Ur]«nlij the rail, and the quadrant £ 7 a 6, the ground line of the

semicylindric surface, which contains the concave ver-

tical surface of the rail, the right lines a b, n /i, the

groined lines of the planes containing the exterior and
interior surfaces of the straight parts of the rail, and
the right lines a a, f*, the ground lines of the vertical

planes which contain the joints. Moreover, let a, b, *

be the ground points of three vertical right lines which
contain the heights of the rail or distances from the plan

to the under spiral surface ; besides this arc given the

heights above these points to the under spiral surface of

the rail to find the falling mould, and the face mould, as

also to show the positions in which these moulds may
be applied to the plank.

In fig. 6, draw the right line A D, and in A D make
A B equal to the breadth of one of the steps in the fliers.

Draw BC perpendicular to A D, and make BC equal

to the height of one of the steps. Join A C, and make
B F equal to 6 a, fig. b. In the right line A D, fig. 6,

make B D equal to the length of the circular arc b c dr/,
fig. 5, and draw DK perpendicular to DA. In DK
make D E equal to the height of as many steps, and
one more than the half of the circular part of the plan

contains winders, and join E C. Cut off the angle at

C by the curve G H K, so that C A and C E may be
tangents to the curve at G and K.
The A G II K E is the underside of the falling mould.

Draw the mixed line IJK equidistant from a mixed or
compound line A II E. so that the distance between the

two compound lines may be everywhere equal to the

breadth of the developement of the convex cylindric

surface of the rail, and these lines will form the falling

mould required. Prolong B C to meet the under edge
of the falling mould in H ; and F G, BH, and D E are

the three heights of the rail over the points a b, a,

fig. 5.

It now remains to find the oblique section of the

cylindric surface by a plane passing through the three

points of which a, b% « are the feet. Join * a, fig. 5, and
draw b x parallel to ra. Draw the three right lines a n,

b x, and « y perpendicular to c a, or at any given angle

with c a, so us to be parallel with each other, and make
the right lines an, bs, and * y, respectively equal to

FO,B H, and D E, fig. 6 ; but as the object is to ohtain

the intersection of the plane, which contains the section

to be found, this object will be found more conveniently

by making a n, b x, and • y a certain part of each line.

Let therefore a n,6 x, and sy be each respectively equal
to one-third port of FG, BH, and D E, fig. 6. In
fig. 5 join y », and draw x x parallel to y n. Prolong
« a and yn to meet each other in o, and through the

points o and 2 draw the right line T U, which is the in-

tersection of the plane which contains the section of the

rail to be found. Through any convenient point T in

T U draw the right line T V perpendicular to T L, and
draw e / perpendicular to T V, meeting T V' in l. Draw
1

1'
perpendicular to T V, and make 1

1

equal to D E,
fig. 6, and in fig. 5 join E F, which prolong to W if

necessary.

Then ab c d cf may be considered as the base or

right section of a cylindrical surface, T U the intersection

ofa plane cutting that cylindrical surface, and V TW the

angle of inclination of that plane ; it is required to find

the sections of the cylindric surface upon this plane.

This section will be found iti the very same manner as
that of an angle bracket, or angle rib of a cove ceiling,

and the application of the moulds to the plunk will be

found in the very same manner as the application of the Carpsotry.

moulds to the hoards in forming an angle bracket.

Thus let the oblique sections of both cylindrical sur-

faces be found, and let them be a’b'dd'df mid a' f?
Join d s', aud draw pq parallel to TV, und at

such a distance from TV as may be equal to the thick*

ness of a plank sufficient to contain the rail, and let p q
meet / F in q. Draw q r perpendicular to T W, and
draw «' r parallel to T W, also draw ra perpendicular to

a' d meeting d in a.

In fig. 7, plate vi.. let L M ON be the edge of the

plank, \> PQM the top, N RS O the under face. We
shall call ci b* d (£ df d . . . , a, in fig. b, the face mould.

Apply the face mould in fig. b to the face FLMQ,
fig. 6, of the plank, so that the points «/«.', fig. 5, may
be upon L M, fig. 7, vis,

e upon t, and 0, fig. 5, upon x,

fig. 7, and draw Y the figure of ihe mould. In L M,
fig. 7, make t 11 equal to d a

t fig 5
,
and in fig. 7 draw

u ic perpendicular to L M, intersecting N O in c. Make
r ip equal to r a, fig. 5, and draw u r parallel to N O-

Apply now the face mould so that the points d
%

0',

fig. 5, may be in the line tox, fig. 7, the point d being

upon ip, and the point o' upon x, and that the entire

mould may be upon the face N O S R. Then the

figure of the mould being drawn also upon this side of

the plank, the two figures thus drawn will be true sec-

tions of the cylindrical surfaces required, and if the plank

containing these figures be set up in its real position,

the curve line a' bf d d' dft fig. 5, will fall over the

ground line a b edtf und the curve line a'/IF'/i' d
will fall over the curve line apyie.

Having cut away the superfluous wood on the out-

side of the figures, the two helical surfaces may be farmed

by means of the falling mould, and what remains to be

dune will be understood by the workman.
The niilrc cap of a rail »» a piece of wood farmed into

a surface of revolution, in order to terminate a straight

hand rail, and is generally employed when the stair has

no well hole.*

In fig. B assume the point d for the projection of the

axis of rotation, and from a' with a radius equal to the

radius of the great circle of the mitre cap describe the

circumference d e?

f

1 of a circle, and this circle will be

the projection of the contour of the mitre cap. Draw
d

a

in any convenient direction for the projection of the

• The rail it mitre<) Into the circular cap, which is of greater

diameter than the breadth of the straight ml, ami the two are

joined together tu such a tnaimrr, that, when finished, a verticalw
tiim may divide both the rail and the mitre rap into two symmetri-

cal part*
;
and that this plane may pata through the axis of lirvotu-

tioQ of the mitre cap, and longitudinally along the nul
}
and that llui

hack of the rail, after descending in a right line, may proceed m a
curve until it becomes level, or has a nurituntiil tangent at tire

point where it meets the circular enp ; and that the surface of the

rail amt the surface of revolution of the circular cap may meet euch

other in two vertical planes only ; and that the intersection of the

meeting planes may be m the longitudinal plane which divides the

lum! roil aud the mitre cap each into two aymraietrical pails.

Let the plan of the roil aud the mitre cap he so projected lliat the

axis of rotation of the mitre cap may he petjwndictjlur to the plane

of projection ; then the plane which divide* the part of the rail and
the mitre cop each into two symmetrical parts will he projected into a
right hoe, and the centre of the mitre cap will be projected into a
point, and the contour of the mitre cop will be projected into a

circle of which the diameter is equal to the great circle of the mitre

cap. The point which is the projection of the axis of relation will he

Die centre of the circle, which is the projection of the contour of the

mitre cap, and the right lines which are tire (rejection of the planes

containing the mitre will be radii of the circle, provided there

plane* pass through the axil of rotation as they are supposed to da.
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Carpentry, vertical plane which divide* the rat! and the mitre cap

^ into two equal parts. Then the projections of the con-

tour of the sides of the rail will he right line*, which

will not otily be parallel to the right line, which is the

projection of the symmetrical plane, but will he equi-

distant from that right line, ami on contrary sides of it

:

therefore, through any point * in ** draw af perpen-

dicular to *tf% and make t a and tf each equal to half

the breadth of the back of the rail. Draw a a\ f e

parallel to / *. meeting the circle a* sf o in a' and 5 and

aa’,fg will be the projections of the sides of the straight

rail.

Let a be deft u l* a right section of the straight

rail so placed with regard to the hue af thut af rmty

be the greatest horizontal dimension of the right sec-

tion of the straight rail ; hence the right lines in the

section which are perpendicular to af will he in planes

parallel to the plan which divides the rail and cap into

two symmetrical parts, and therefore the projections of

these planes and the ordinates of the right section of the

rail will all be in right lines parallel to *«'-*

The figure a a' afgfmay l>e considered as the pro-

jection oi the surface S. as well as the projection ot the

rail and cap, and a'f may be considered as the intersec-

tion of one of the mitring planes in the surface S ;

therefore the ordinates upon a'/’will be equal to their

corresponding ordinates upon a f. Hence through any

point p whatever in afdraw die right line pp parallel

to « y to meet afin p. Draw p b perpendicular to af
meeting the curve or outline of the right section in b ,

and draw f/ b' perpendicular to a’f. Make ft W equal

top b; then the point* a\ b\f are in the curve of the

circular cap. In the same uianuer may be found a

number of points through which the curve may be drawn

with sufficient accuracy ; this beiug done a AVcfV/Vu'
is the section of the mitre cap required.

Section II.

Hopper* of The construction of columns and the hoppers of mills

BulLi. in wood, whether mitred or dovetailed, depend upon

that principle of the trchedral in which the two right

laces are given, to find the inclination opposite to one of

them or adjacent to the otlicr, and as such subjects fre-

quently occur in practice, one or two example* will be

useful to the student in this branch of the art of con-

struction.

Example. Fig. 9 exhibits the two projections of a

hopper joined together in the form of a regutar square

pyramid. The horizontal projection containing the plan

being parallel to the square base of the pyramid, and the

veitical plane containing the elevation being parallel to

one of the edge* of the base and perpendicular to the

adjacent edges. The base will therefore be projected

* Ivft tit now auppote a turfoev patting through the *olid of the

rail amt fuutiuiuug the right lioeo^tw he railed the r.irfore S; anil let

11* tuppo'-e a vertical planr inler*ec«ing the eurfar* S. and pHMiing

through m»y puint whatever in af parallel to the j4*ui* of lyintnctry

to he called the plane P, and let the ioteraeclk.ii ol the plane P and
the ai-rface S be called the intmecticio I ; then let the luteowctiofl

I in the plane P divide the aection of the mil m the pian* P into

two tilth part*, that the part lariween the tutervecliuu 1 aud the

hack of the rail may be everywhere of the miiw W-adth; then

every right Jin* perpendicular to the aurface S, cutnurried lietween

the aurface S and the curved aurfnee of the cap, will be vqaol to the

n^lit line in which the cylindrie auifucu which contain* tin; [wynm*
dicular, and of which the axis of rotation i* alwi live uxia of that

eyiindne aurfoce, meets one of the plane* of the roitru.

into a square, and the elevation into an isosceles Irian- Carpentry,

gle. I*et tbe plan be A BCD aud the c’rvation E FG ;

the right line E F being the elevation of the base

ABCD. In the plan draw the diagonals AC and
B D intersecting each other in the poiut H arid draw

H » perpendicular to H B. Make H i equal to the

height of the pyramid AG iu the elevation, and join B r.

We ha\e now given the angles of the two right faces

II B i, ABC of u right trchedral, to find the dihedral

angle opposite to the right liter II BC.
From any convenient point II in the diagonal B D,

draw II j perpendicular to B t meeting B t in j, and
draw HC perpendicular to B D meeting BC, or BC
prolonged in C. In B I) make II A equal to and
join AC. Then II A C is the angle of the mitre, and
the double of the unglr A AC will give the angle of the

abutment of the dovetail joint.*

Fig. 10 exhibits the two projections of a regular

octangular pyramid according to the foregoing positions,

and as the diagram will agree with the same explanation

it would he unnecessary to proceed further. The
accented letters in the two diagrams 9 and 10 are

affixed to pyramids of less height, and show the method
of finding the angle of the mitre more clearly.

By this means u solid of revolution approaching in

figure to the frustum ot' a right cone may be constructed

with a series of thick battens of wood.

For the frustum of u pyramid of which the bases are

regular polygons may be formed so as to be easily con-

verted into lhal of a right cone. By increasing the num-
ber of' sides, and by making the planes of the sides at

equal angles with the planes of the base*, this conver-

sion will be more easily effected.

And since this frustum is evidently the figure of a

roof hipped 011 all side*, having the planes of the cover-

ing at equal angles with the plane of the horizon, and

the outer edges of the tops of the walls in the form of

a regular polygon, the angle contained by any two ad-

jacent planes of the sides of the pyramid will be found

in the same manner from the angle made by two sides

of the polygon, and the inclination of the face of the

pyramid lo the plane of the base, as the angle at the

Upped edge of a roof is found from the angle made by

the two adjacent walls, and the angle made by any of

the slopiug sides of the covering, aitd the plane of the

top of the walls.

With respect to the polygonal frustum under consi-

deration, tbe angle contained by the planes of two ad-

jacent sides being found, the half of it will be the dihe-

dral angle made by the outer face and the surface of the

edge of each batten. The lenglh of each batten at the

edge will be found in the same maimer as the length of

the hip line of a roof, and the breadth of a batten at

each end will be equal lo the side of the polygon at the

corresponding end.

• &,.m*iiiaea far want of room it may no! alway* be convenient

to use tbe entire dvrtuoce A (». figure* 9 *iwl 10 , ami tinea *11 that i*

required i» tv find the an^ie H B 1 vf the vertical face : therefore in

the cate of move mum br ing required, draw from any convenient

point 1 m the elevation 1w |ierpendicuhtr to K F meeting KG in m,
and draw i n perpendicular to E F meeting B I) in * Draw no
|en>eikilicular tv J) H, anil nrmkr n u equal to • *w. Join Bo, then Ho
ant! B 1 are in the nmc right hue ; hence A H » and A B 1 make the

tame angle. Draw n < |a>rpnuilicular to B 1 meeting B 1 in «, acd
in B II make n / equal tv at- Draw m * perpendicular tv B H meet-
ing BC in r, and join / e. Then tbe iuit'Lc* a A C aud nit or*

equal.
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Carpentry. The battens being all properly diminished, and the

-v— surfaces of the faces and edges mode to form the angle

required, the parts when joined together will be the

frustum of a pyramid, which will be easily converted into

that of a right cone by reducing the angles and thereby

leaving a regular curved surface in place of them.

Hence the shaft of a column may easily be con-

structed upon this principle; first, by making it in the

form of the frustum of a pyramid, and then by rounding

off the angles.

The following observations on the application of the

principles to practice will be found of signal use to the

young architect, builder, or workman.
A working drawing is a representation of the whole

or of some part of a building on a plane surface, and
may either be a plan or elevation, a section or a deve-

lopement of the parts required to be put in execution.

The constructive tines in Carpentry are generally de-

velopements of certain difficult parts of an object or

building. A developement, though drawn upon the

same plane, consists of one or more sections of the

object in different planes, these sections being supposed

to be raised to the proper angles which they make in

the object itself upon certain lines which are in the Carpentry,

plane upon which the drawing is made.
Having fully explained the theory and practice of

Carpentry and Joinery, the reader will now be prepared

to apply the principles of this theory to real buildings.

In conclusion, it may be useful to give a short con-

nected abstract of the whole principles before enumerated,

and to point out their applications to practice.

Developable surfaces of cylinders and cones arc not

only applied to the formation of arched soffits in the

apertures of doors and windows, but also to the cover-

ings of circular roofs and domes. Pliable moulds
made with such surfaces are used in Joinery for the

construction of hand rails, and in masonry to form the

conical beds of the stoneB of a dome, and the intradm of

the stones of an oblique arch.

The sections of solids are applied in constructing the

angle ribs, brackets of roots, groins, and of coved

ceilings.

The trehedral is applied in roofing to find the angles

at the junctions of the timbers and the backings of the

hip niters, as also in masonry to form the beds of the

stones of oblique arches.
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FORTIFICATION.

Fortifies- Fortification, in the strictest acceptance of the term,

two- is usually limited to the Art of constructing such works
1

of defence, os may enable ft body of men to maintain

the possession of a city, or of any military post or line

or Setnm of country, against the assaults of a superior numerical

of Foitrm* force. But in a more enlarged sense. Fortification

cation. embraces also the Science of attacking and defending

the constructions which it creates ; and in this view,

therefore, its uses involve a very principal part of the

whole business of warfare. The Art of fortifying has

often been eulogized, by its professor* at least as that

exercise of martial skill which merits the unqualified

applause of humanity : by reason of its being employed

for the protection of the feeble against the oppression of

the strong. The severer judgment of History will de-

tract from much of this boast. Fortifieslion, at the moat

favourable estimate, must only share the praise or re-

proach which justly attaches to the military Art in ge-

neral, according as it is honoured or disgraced by the

purposes to which it is devoted. Defensive structures

were, doubtless, originally the resource of the weak : but

they have been full as often erected to rivet the yoke of

conquest and servitude, a* to cement the proud security Fottiica-

of a free people ; nor, in the confusion and frequency of h0°-

international wars, would it be easy to measure the
^

moral benefits of an Art which, obeying the shifting vi-

cissitudes of human events, is used alternately to resist

invasion and to consolidate tyranny.

Such considerations may be safely abandoned to the

idleness of professional enthusiasts: they tend to no prac-

tical result, and suggest no lessons of improvement.

As a preliminary to any attempt to give an acquaintance Proposed

with the general principles of Fortification in its present &*'««* of

state, it is fur more interesting and useful to trace the
1 “"“9****

progress-—or, as a lively foreign writer has termed it,

the Natural History—of the Art through its connect ion

with the military and political fortunes of Empires

;

and before, therefore, we enter into some analysis of the

existing principles of warlike constructions and the esta-

blished rules of Science by which they are assailed and

defended, we shall endeavour to prepare the reader for

a clearer comprehension of the subject, by a rapid sketch

of the changed which the method of fortifying has under-

gone in difterent Ages of the World.

PART I.

HISTORY OF THE ART OR SCIENCE.

CHAPTER I.

Fortifications cf the Ancients

Obvious I'1 Ibis retrospect to the earliest known modes oi de-

origin of fence, we shall not imitate those Writers who have ima-
Fottifica- gined it necessary to elucidate with oracular wisdom the
t*OQ

‘ origin of Fortification itself. Unquestionably we shall

not deny, and still less shall we proceed to prove, the

grave and palpable truism which such profound reasouers

have laboriously enunciated :—that the Art of fortifying

owed its primitive necessity and its rise to the violence

and the wickedness of mankind. We may be content

with the assurance, that the same wont of individual

security against the oppression und rapine of the

stronger, which in the rudest stages of Society kept

men united in families and communities, would dictate

First expo- *,rsl expedients for collective defence ; that the same

ihentt for Art which reared the first hovels for htim&u habitation,

dcftucc, would prompt the idea of encircling the congregated

dwellings of the Tribe tor the public security with a

wall or a fence of similar materials and structure. The
nightly depredations of wild beoat*, the incursions of
human enemies hardly less ferocious, would equally

suggest to the most untutored Savages the necessity of

such an enclosure for the protection of their flocks and
herds, their women, their children, and themselves. In
a word, the impulse of self-preservation, which is im-
planted by Nature iu the human breast, would teach

men in their wildest state to oppose to the fierce inroads

of brute force such obstructions, as might place their

lives and property in security from sudden destruction,

and compensate for disparity of numbers and physical

strength. Those obstructions, whatever might be their

form or kind, were, in effect, Intrenchmeuts ; and the

cruft which disposed and fashioned them already consti-

tuted the Art of Fortification. That Art may therefore

be said to have originated with Society itself; the first

expedients for its improvement would be contemporary

with the earliest efforts of human ingenuity and contriv-

ance; and, it tired not be added, that its principles of

construction have always kept puce with the general

progress of Civilization and the discoveries of Mechanical

Science.

It would not, perhaps, be very important to determine Their mat*,

with exactitude, even if we possessed the means of so

doing, the nature and form of the very earliest fortifi

cations. But we shall probably collect a sufficient

idea of their qualities, bv the analogy which may
be supposed to subsist between them ami the rudest

essays of the Art, observable among the savage people

of different quarters of the (ilobe in recent times. The
materials of the most ancient and simple fortifications

were, no doubt, those on which, indeed, the modern
engineer, with all his science, is still obliged, in his

field operations, chiefly to rely :—earth atul wood.
To clubs and stones, the first offensive weapons among
Barbarians, a batik and ditcb, or a single row of strung
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Fortifies, stakes, or trunks of trees, might offer a more than

sufficient resistance. But as soon as the assailant

learned also to assist his animal strength with even the

simplest expedients of Art, additional solidity and inge-

nuity became requisite for security in the construction of

works of defence." In New Zealand, Cook observed the

hippafu. or village-forts of the natives, placed on heights

and in commanding situations, but consisting of only

a single enclosure of trunks of trees strongly and closely

set on end in the ground, with a slight inclination in-

wards. This fence was lined at intervals by interior

platforms or stages raised to within three or four feet

of its summit, from which its defenders, themselves

covered to the breast, could hurl their stones and javelins

on the assailants below. At the outset of the conquest of

Mexico, Cortes and his followers (a. d. 1519) found

the defences of Tobasco. a town of some size on the

American Continent, yet more simple in constmetion than

those which wchnvc instanced among the Savages ofNew
Zealand. That Indian fortress was composed of only

a circular enclosure or stockade of large trunks of trees set

upright, with small apertures through which arrows might

be discharged.t The ancient iutrenchments of Kani
Sigeth, and Teamwar, in Hungary and Turkey, ns they

existed so late as a. d. 1700, are said to have afforded

a specimen of barbarian Art but a step more advanced.

These consisted of a double line of strong piles, having

the interval between them fflted with the earth of the

ditch which had been excavated in front ; the outer row
of piles being let! highest, to serve as a sort of parapet

or breastwork for the defenders on the terrace or ram-
part. A remarkable similarity to this construction was
shown in the retrenchments of the Burmese during our
late war in Ava. Their common breastworks were

formed of a double line of stakes or hurdle work, the

intermediate space of which was filled with earth ; and
their stockades or palisaded redoubts from ten to twenty

feet high, whose assault in an uncleared and difficult

Country cost the lives of so many of our gallant Country-

men, were built much in the same manner os those

ancient Hungarian works.
Progress of Such examples may suffice to exhibit the natural in*
th« Art fancy of the Art in all Countries and Times. The

next improvement in military defence would obviously

be coeval with the first employment of masonry in Civil

Walls and Architecture. Against the assaults of an enemy unpro-
ti>wm of vided with ponderous missiles, a Him pie wall of stone
m“onry* or brick would fo/m a more lofty and durable rampart

than] intrcnchments of earth or wood
;

its height would
increase the difficulty of escalade

;
and the invention of

battering engines for its demolition would only impose

the necessity of an additional thickness and strength in

its construction. But the defence was still extremely

defective, as long as the besieged, from behind the sum-
mit of their wall, were altogether unable to see the

assailants at its exterior base
;
and this inconvenience

produced the expedient of a flanking or side defence :

—

a condition that may be said to form the main principle

Sre plate rL of the Art. To obtain a flanking defence for the wall,

massive towers of masonry were built at all its angles

• As an ancient example of this first improvement hi Fortifica-

tion may be mentioned the strong-hold of the Driliaos, a People who
inhabited the shorn of the Euxine : this U described by Xeoophon

( .-tJusAusi#, lib. iv.) as aurrounded by a ditch and rampart, on which
were nalisadf* and wooden towm.

Dial de Castillo, Hat. delm CsnfvUia tie to Nuevn Etpopmt,

TOL. VL

CATION.
.

and on each side of its gates ; and these towers besides Fortifica-

being made to project for that purpose in front of the Ha-
waii. were constructed of superior height so as to com-
rnand or overlook every part of it The use of towers, Imme-
indeed, in Fortification may be pronounced of immr- morial anti*

morial antiquity : for there are innumerable notices of

their existence an the walls of fortresses in the earliest yencM(^
records, sacred and profane: in the Historical books of

the Old Tcdamnit, and in the Iliad. In later Ages
they were made sometimes square, hexagonal, and
octangular: but the preference was generally given to

the circular over any of these forms, us best adapted to

resist the shock of fluttering engines,*

Another invention of uncertain but less remote date Madueoles

was employed to increase the power of the direct defence,

and to enable the besieged to see down to the base of the

lowers and walls. Along the summit of all the works,
and overhanging the main mass, was constructed a nar-

row gallery, supported by corbels or stone bracket*,

through the pierced floor of which every kind of missile

might he showered upon the heads of the assailant be-

low, who should attempt either to scale or undermine
the walls. These machicaUs, or projecling galleries,

still presented to the country the parapet or battlement

that always crowned the walls, with apertures for the

discharge of arrows and javelins at the assailants in

front ; and a lower gallery also often ran through the

thickness itself of the wall near its top, pierced with

loopholes fur the same purpose, and arched and open
towards the Interior,f A wide and deep moat, either and moats,

filled with water, or dry where the level of the Country
denied that resource, swept round the whole circuit of
the walls, and completed the defence.

Such, whatever variety there might be in the details, For an idea

and whatever gradual improvement in the process of of the ^Re-
construction, continued the general character of fortresses ^ »ppw-

and the principles on which their defence was regulated, “jJV"
from almost the earliest epochs of authentic History fortressei,

even until after the invention of gunpowder. The walls we plat* i.

of Pa-stum, which are pronounced by the best Classical fig- »•

Antiquaries to belong to a period far more remote
thun the Age of Grecian civilization, are surmounted at

intervals with Ilk* circular tower ; uml these stupendous

remains do not differ greatly as fortifications from the

structures of much later times. This common agree-

ment of the modes of defence, which seem* to have ob-

tained at a very distant Age throughout the Western
parts of Asia, and the European and African shores of

the Mediterranean, may justify the opinion that the first

improvements in Fortification, os in other Arts, weic

derived from the East But whatever was the origin ot

the general system of fortifying among the civilized

Nations of Antiquity, it was from the vigorous intel-

ligence and warlike spirit of the Grecian and Roman
mind, that it attained all Uie perfection of which it was

susceptible, whether in attuck or defence ; and it is in

the records of the achievements and knowledge of those

People alone, that we can gather the traces of the an-

cient Science.

It would, however, be to little purpose to fatigue tlw.

• Vitruvius, book i. c. 5.

f Such a p*«Mg« dill appear* hi the remain* of Aurvlku** wall*

at Rome Newton ©* Vitruuui, lib. i. c. 5.

A modern traveller describe* a timilar kind of gallery with aper-

tum for the dUctuoge of missilea in the ruins of tha walla of

Tirynthua near Argot, a coortruebou of great antiquity. Iiughca,

fYave/s in Greet*, 4re.

2 o
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870 FORTIFICATION.
general reader with minute details even from Grecian

and Roman example*, of the ancient system of fortify-

ing; and a very' few further remarks on its conditions

will be all we shall offer. In the tracing or ground-

plan of the works, it does not appear that any fixed

rules were followed, as in modern constructions. The
configuration of the walls was usually determined by

the accidents of the site
;
or if any general disposition

was preferred, it seems to have been merely an irregular

succession of salient (or projecting) and re-entering

angles, flanked by towers. This arrangement, from its

frequent adoption, must have heen generally considered

most advantageous for an obstinate defence : though

Vitruvius* recommends the outline which most resem-

bles a circle, and proscribes very salient angles as easiest

to attack and most difficult to defend. Under any cir-

cumstances it was a natural rule that the towers should

not be further apart than the range of the ordinary mis-

siles of the infantry in order that every part of the in-

tervening walls might be covered by their flanking dis-

charged
The height of the walls seems never to have been

determined by any general rule, and differed in all sorts

of cxumples and circumslanoea. Herodotusi gives to

the ramparts of Babylon the enormous elevation of

three hundred and fifty feet. Xenophon^ says the

works of Larissa on the Tigris were one hundred feet

high* and those of the Median wall near Babylon of the

same elevation.|| But, without multiplying citations, it

may he sufficient to observe, that modem commentators
have been led to consider about one hundred und twenty

feet as the mean height of the ramparts of Antiquity;

and it is only in Asiatic constructions, which seem
usually to have been formed on more gigantic propor-

tions than those of Europe, that many instances are

thickness of ^corded of n greater elevation. The thickness, like the

their wall*, height, of walls was various : but to afford space for

the passage of armed men on the summit behind the

parapet or battlements, and through the lower galleries,

us well as to resist the assaults of the haltering ram, it

could scarcely in any case be less than eight or ten feet.

But it was certainly often far greater: nor for the

placing and wording of the defensive engines could that

breadth have sufficed. It has been disputed, indeed, in

what manner these engines were disposed, and doubted
whether they were ever placed on the walls : but
though such os threw stones might cast their missdes
from interior terraces or monads over the walls like the
modern mortar, there were others, for the discharge of
darts and iron-pointed beams, which must assuredly
have been used, with a horizontal or point-blank direc-
tion. through apertures on the summits and in the thick-

ness of the works.^

• Obi tupr&.

I-
Thin range probably did not, in general, exceed on* hundred

feet ; and for on* example ire find in effect that the distance
between Comics town in hi* linee before Aleda (not at the siege
of Bonrgea a* Newton has erroneously stated)m eighty feet. Dc
Bello Ga/heo, lib. riu The wooden towers constructed to strengthen
the intrenrhm«nt« of armies were, however, frequently further
asunder; tlwse raised by Philip of Mwvdoa at the siege of
Thebes in Pbthiotis were one hundred pace* from each other.
Polybius, lib. v. c. 9.

! Lib. i.c. 98.

9 Anabnt't, lib. iu.

||
Idem, lib. ii.

1 Among the Romans there was an express distinction even in
term* twtween the tmbranret or mere opening* in the hattJunuuts

Configure-

height, sad

It was doubtless for the purpose of obtaining a more
spacious rampart for the placing of these engines, as
well as for increasing the power of resistance to the bat-
tering ram, that the expedient of raising an inner wall
of masonry parallel to the oilier, and filling the interval

with rammed earth and rubbish, was often adopted.
Thus the walls of the Piraeus and of Byzantium were
twenty feet brood; those of Nineveh thirty feet; and
those of Babylon, which are described by Historians as
seventy feet in thickness, were probably built in this

manner. The ramparts uf'Bourgc* were forty feet thick;
and Cw#r has detailed their mode of construction,
which he declares was common to almost all the Gaulish
cities. They were built of trunks of trees* laid in hori-
zontal rows, two feet asunder across the thickness,

and of alternate courses of stones and well-trodden
earth ; and the outside of the rampart was clothed with
a thick wall of masonry, in which the ends of the beams
were imbedded. This mode of building was admirably
adapted for a good defence

; because the timber reaisteih

the efforts of the haltering engines, while it was secured
from conflagration by its admixture with the. earth and
stone.* Vitruvius recommends the use of scorched
olive piles for the same purpose; as that wood re un-
affected bv the weather, by rut, and by age. But in the
most motive constructions, he advises the introduction
of transverse walls to bind the external and interior

faces of the rampart, disposed between them cither per-
pendicularly like the teeth of a comb, or obliquely in the
manner of those of a etw.f
Wheu a city happened not to be advantageously &itu- Double ud

ated for resistance, or when its wealth and im]K>rUuKc triple circuit

suggested a more elaborate provision for defence than
a single circuit of towers and walls, a double or even
triple envelope of works was constructed. Of these
wc have instances in Jerusalem and iu Rhodes; while
Ecbulana, the Capital of Media, was surrounded with no
fewer than seven enclosures of rampart. J A citadel ir»

the interior of a fortress, or formed on the least accessible
part of its circuit, wus a* common a resource, for se-

curing a last refuge to the garrison, or for overawing the
citizens themselves if disaffected, as in modern times.
And. not unfrequently, the several quarters and suburbs
of a large city formed so many distinct fortresses : while
sometimes a chain of detached works covered the heights
which commanded the approaches to the place, or, in

maritime situations, defended tlic entrance of porta, or
the mouths of rivers.

Fora single example, exhibiting nil these provisions Example of

of defence, we need only cite the fbrtifiiratiuns of Syra- Syren**.

cum.*, which Nature and Art had conspired to render
one of the strongest places of antiquity, and which de-
serve* particular notice iu Military History for its B* c -

resistance in three memorable sieges to the arms of the 413.

tnuat warlike and scientific assailants of the times—the 396.

Greeks, the Carthaginians, and the Romans. In all 21*2.

these sieges, of which the first and last (by the Athenians

at the top of walls, and the part-Jtolct, or aperture*, with which the
successive stage* of tb« tower* were pierced ; the funner were called
crema, the lattkx fenettr*. From C«sor we find positive evidence
that, in tower* uf attack, engines were placed which discharged
their missiles through port-hole*, la tho tower raised at the s*cge
of Marseilles, it is said, /enettnufn fmlw in /acre rmvm ett, ad
lormemtm mtUenda Umendo rrJhjmmmi, Dt Bello CneUt, lib. ii.

• L*»or, Ut BeUa G*l/%co, Lb. viL

t Parts of Constantine's walls at Rome show the remora* of
such transverse walla. Newton om Vttruvuu, tup. note 7

* IltredotUq nit top- -
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Furtifica* under Nicias, and by the Romans under Marcellus)
•ion- must be familiar to every reader, the defence may be

v—> declared to have been successful : the besieging arma-

ment of the Carthaginians under Itnilcon, like that of

the Athenians under Nicias, was repulsed and de-

stroyed;* and it was not unlil the genius of Archimedes

had baffled the assaults of the Romans, and long after

they had been compelled to convert the siege into a
blockade, that Murcellus carried the place by surprise.

The main-land City of Syracuse was seated on the North-

ern side of its fine port, at the entrance of which lay the

See pLii. Island of Ortygia, (a) separating it into two harbours;

fig. 3. the lesser, or that between the Island and the City, being

thus divided from the rest of the bay. Ortygia consti-

tuted the chief maritime defence of the City ; it con-

tained the citadel and arsenal, insured (he command of

the two ports, and was therefore altogether so much
regarded as the key of the whole City, that the Romans,
after obtaining possession of the place, never suffered

a Syracusan to inhabit it. Retween the first and second

sieges, Dionysius the Elder built a dam from the main-

shore to the Island across the inner entrance of the little

harbour, by which it had communicated with the great

port ; while the passage from the sea was closed by a

wall or pier, with gates which admitted only a single

vessel at a time. The little port, which was capable

of containing sixty of the largest war-galleys, was thus,

in fact, completely embraced within the fortifications.

The entrance of the great port from the sea was likewise,

at a later period, defended as well by a strong fort (f)
on the Southern maindand promontory of Pleinmyrium,

as by that end of the Island ; while the castle of Olytn-

pisum (g) at the bottom of the bay further commanded
its interior shore. The main land City of Syracuse itself

was composed of four distinct quarters, each fortified

separately, while the whole was enclosed by a common
envelope of lofty walls end towers : Achradina (6)

facing the sea to the East, and forming the whole
lower breadth of the City; Neapolis (c) and Tyche (d)

adjoining it, und presenting their exterior walls to the
44 great port” and the North respectively ; and Epipoln;

(e) crowning the Westward heights. The security of
the last quarter, which was almost encircled by nature

with a chain of crags and precipices towards the country,

had been straroely neglected ; so ihut the Athenians, in

the first siege,%cre suffered to establish themselves in

it: but it also was fortified by Dionysius with such

strength as to cover the lower quarters of the City, and
to render the heights themselves, and the whole place,

impregnable from that side.

A orient Alter this brief and general explanation of the ancient

trunk* of at- manner of fortifying, it is necessary to offer a similar

tack. illustration of the mode in which the attack of places

was conducted. In the ancient, as in tbe modern
Science of Fortification, the system of attack was na-

turally regulated according to the method and form of

defence which it was requisite to overcome. In the

absence of any sufficient means of forcing a passage

through a solid rampart too lofty for escalade, the

first expedient, perhaps, which might present itself

V. By the to an assailant would be, to commence a mound or
numnd or bank of earth before the place, to increase and carry
afr*r‘

forward the mass until it touched tbe walls, and was
raised to the level of their summit, and thus to pour
bis whole force of numbers over the defences upon the

* Diodorus Siculus, lib. xiv. c. C 1—73.

besieged. Such, accordingly, we find was the earliett Fortifies-

mode of attack which is recorded in the authentic History

of Mankind ; and such, indeed, continued to be one of

the common expedients of assault, even in tbe most
scientific Ages of Classical Antiquity. A passage in

Holy Writ scents clearly to point to the existence of this

mode of attack, even as early as the Age of Moses,

fifteen centuries before Christ, where the Israelite* arr

commanded, in besieging a city, to cut down such trees

only as are not fruit-bearing, and to " build bultcarh

against the city’
1

until it be subdued ;* but yet more
expressly the denunciation against Sennacherib, King
of Assyria, that he “ should not shoot on arrow into

Jerusalem, nor come before it with a shield, nor coaI a
bank against iCt proves that, at least seven hundred

years before Christ, this was the ordinary process of a

siege in the Countries of the East.

At what period the next contrivance which might *• By
occur to a besieger was invented—that of machines for

effecting an entrance into the place by beating down a ginc.

part of the walls, or the use by both parties of great

engines for hurling masses of stone and other missiles

upon their adversaries, it is difficult to determine.

These inventions were probably not known in the Age
of Homer, since no mention of them is made in the

Iliad, where their use would naturally have found a
place in the vivid picturing and minute description of

the combats before the walls of Troy. But in Sacred

History we find them • numbered, within four hundred
years after the era of tbe siege of Troy, among the

means provided for the defence of Jerusalem by King
Uzziah, (about b. c. 600,) who ** made in Jerusalem

engines invented by cunning men, to be on the towers

and upon the bulwarks, to shoot arrows and great stones

«.U»1.H| It is, however, probable that such engines

were not then lor the first time constructed ; and we
may therefore refer their invention to an intermediate

period between the collection of the Homeric Poems
and the reign of Uzziah in Palestine, that is, about a

thousand years before the Christian Era.

After these references to the obscure practice of remote Prow* of

Antiquity, we pass at once to the mature state of the snoeat

Science of offensive and defensive Fortification, as ex-
*S'*KU

hibited in Grecian and Roman warfare. It would for

exceed our limits, and otherwise, indeed, it would not

answer any useful purpose, to mark with chronological

precision the fluctuations of the Science during what are

commonly understood as the Ages of civilized Antiquity,

from about the great Persian invasion of Greece to the

fall of the Western Empire of Rome ; and, therefore, in

briefly describing the process of an ancient siege, we shall

refer less to examples of any particular epoch, than tc

the general perfection which was attained in the whole

period. In commencing a formal siege on a great Lines of cir-

scale, the first operation of the assailants, or inode of

investing a city, was to draw round it a double line of n..

earthen intrenchmenls or ramparts : the one facing the tion.

country, the other the place ; and the intermediate space

forming the camp, and containing the troop*, the

• Dntirrxmomy eh. tx, ra. 20.

f 2 Amo*, eh. six. vet. 32. So also an raprvmkm iu Jemmah
identifies the mie of tbe two passages above emoted i “ Hem ft

Joint free* sad rtul a mom

l

before Jerusalem." ch. VI. v«r. 6.

I 2 Giro*, ch. junrt, ver. IS. We believe that * psawge io F.tthrJ,

•bout two hundred year* later, contain* tbe earliest express mention

by name of the battering nun, that is any where to be found.

Etek. ch. iv. m. 2.

2 o 2
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Fortifier engines, and the whole materiel or stores of the be-

**°®* siegers, The object of the outer circuit, or line of etr-

cumoallation, being to prevent the introduction of sup-

plies to the garrison, or the relief of the place by an

army from without ; that of the inner, or line of ronlra-

vallation, to confine the besieged to their walls, and

secure the camp from their sallies. Against a place of

great strength, or whenever the design was rather to

reduce the besieged to the necessity of surrendering by
the slow operation of famine, than to carry their de-

fences by rapid assault, both the lines of circumvalla-

tion and contra vallation were built with flanking towers

at intervals, like regular defensive fortifications ; and

this laborious and tedious process of permanent block-

ade was, in fact, only the partial or entire enclosure of

the fortress besieged within a second of similar construc-

tion. The distance of the circiimvallation from the

place was usually from nine hundred to one thousand

yards; and both Greeks and Homans seem in nil cases

to have given great care and solidity to live formation

of their intrenchments. At about six hundred yards

from the ptace, a numerous guard was usually placed

to repel sallies and protect the progress of the attack.*

Manner of Covered by these supports, the assailants, if on active

approach- siege were intended, began to carry forward their various

waLT*
works and engines of offence towards the walls. The*e
were the mounds or aggeret already noticed ; covered

lines or galleries of approach and communication, being

cither excavated trenches or, more commonly, blinds of

carpentry, hides, &c. the trine* of the Homans ; sub-

terranean passages or mines; balistic and battering

engines, the principal of which wc ahall enumerate;
and, lastly, movable lowers and other covered buildings,

composed of strong timber, hides, haircloth, Ac., on

Modmi rollers and wheels. On the exact nature and form cd‘

controversy several of these processes and constructions, modern
raoed on opinions are much divided ; and the laborious xcal of
the subject, commentators has vainly endeavoured to illustrate satisfac-

torily descriptions of the ancient Writers, which, in the

absence of plates, are necessarily obscure and uncertain,

and which very few sculptured trophies or other monu-
ments have survived to explain. In the last Century,

particularly, the conflicting judgment of the military

world was curiously excited in a controversy, which was
TTvwry of produced by the theory of the celebrated Chevalier

lierdeFo^ de Folard. That enthusiastic soldier and devoted an-

Urd, tiquary, with some Classical learning, and much pro-
fessional knowledge, but with still more Imagination,
endeavoured, in his Commentary on Polybius, not only

to demonstrate the superiority of the Ancients in the

whole Art of War, but to depreciate the efforts of modern
strategical Science into a mere imitation of (heir prin-

ciples and practice. In his theory, therefore, the ope-
rations of n modern siege seemed but the copy of the

ancient attack : the halistic engines were disposed by
his fancy, like batteries of cannon and mortars ; the

tine* were the parallels and approaches of our modern
trenches; the aggeret. cavaliers or raised intrent'h-

ments ; and the mines similar in construction ami pur-
pose to the appalling expedients of these gunpowder
Ages.

Impugned The theory of Folard was assailed after his death by
by Gut- 3

chsxdt. -

• C«*w always observed this pn*e*ii(iun. See hia declaration,
wpmi.il)' .1 Ih, u.g. of Buaqpa. lib. »fL “ /.inMo Cranj
temper tegionei pro catfru crcubabvnl.''

Guischurdt.* a Dutch Officer of equal learning and Fortifies-

cooler judgment, who exposed the extravagance of many lion,

of his conclusions, and established a superior reputation s—»

*

for accuracy and success as a commentator on the Mili-

tary Art of the Ancients. In the degree in which he
strained many passages from the Classical Authorities

to the establishment of a favourite theory, no one, we
believe, now doubts that Folard was wrong: but Guis-
chardt, it can as little be denied, was led, in the usual
eagerness of refutation, to the opposite extreme of error

;

and, in the conduct of sieges, at least, there are many
more traces of coincidence between the ancient and
modern practice, notwithstanding the vast change
effected by the discovery of gunpowder, than he has
always chosen to admit. In both, the object may be
considered generally as the same, to effect a breach in

the walls ot the place; the aid of engines for the dis-

charge of missiles was employed by the Ancients, like

butteries of cannon and mortars in the modern pnrallels,

to cover the progress of the attack, to ruin the defences,

and to drive the garrison from the ramparts ; and there

w as a close similarity in the object of the rt'nem, whether
galleries or trenches, with that of the parallel-; and ap-

proaches by the tap, in our times. The inferiority of
the ancient means of attack to those of defence, is a
far more remarkable distinction from the state of the

modern Science, than is contained in any difference as
to the mere order and design of the siege.

The nature and object of the ancient aggeret, or of- Agyeret

Tensive mounds, we have already sufficiently explained.

They were composed of earth, stones, timber, and all

kinds of rubbish which could be collected ; and con-
structed of immense mass and height with a labour and
celerity—by the Roman legionaries especially—ofwhich
modern troops would probably be fouud altogether in-

capable. The agger, for example, raised by Cjesar’s

army at the siege of Hourges, was three hundred and
thirty feet long or broad,t and eighty high ; and he tells

us that this huge work, notwithstanding the severity of
the cold and perpetual rains, was completed, and ad-
vanced almost to touch the ramparts of the place, in

twenty-five days. On the agger, the movable towers
and balistic engines were placed, to overlook the walls

aud cast missiles upon the defenders ; and the whole
front of it was frequently screened with a strong blind of
carpentry, covered with hides, iiurdleaf&c., to protect

the assailants from the missiles of the garrison. At the

siege of Jotapala by Vespasian, no less than one hun-
dred and sixty engines were ranged along the agger;
and several towers of carpentry were in the sequel also

placed on it.J Finally, it should be observed that iu

some cases more than one agger was raised against the
walla: as at Marseilles, where Caesar's troopB attacked
two of the fronts of the place.§

Of the rinnr, however composed, we may be con-
tented to assort, that they were certainly the works of
communication mid approach which the Ancients em-
ployed in their sieges. The manner in which the term
is used by the Latiu Authors is often vague and indefi-

nite
; nor shall we stop to weigh the opposite arguments

* Aftmutret Mihtaim utr tea Greet el nr tea Jtomaina, 2 roll,

in 1, 4to. La Hay«, 1758.

f In it* front to the walls, of course. De Bt/io Gaiiico,

lib. vii.

• Josephus, lib. i*. c. 12, 13,

$ D$ Brit* CWi, lib. ti
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fortifies. in the antiquarian schools of Folnrd and Guiscbardt on
tiou. their nature. There can be no doubt that they were

frequently mere raised galleries of carpentry, hurdles,

hides, &c., as above noticed; and that they were some-
times movable sheds on rollers and wheels. But it is

equully undeniable from several passages, that they

were at least sometimes, as Folnrd has asserted them to

have been usually, excavations like the modern trenches.

Thus, for an example of either kind, it may, in the first

place, be noticed that at the siege of Echinus in Thessaly

by the last Philip, where the attack was made against

two towers and the wall between them, the besiegers

erected a tower of timber, oovered by hurdles, opposite

to each of those of the town, and of the same height

;

and between them was a connecting gallery similarly

formed. From the camp to each tower was also a

covered gallery ; and all these galleries served to con-

ceal the communications of the besiegers. A battering

ram was placed on the ground-floor of each tower, and
three batteries of balisia were placed in front of the

gallery between them.* But, on the other hand, we
learn that, at the siege of Lilybeeum, during the first

Punic War, when the Romans invested both sides of the

town, they connected their two camps by on intrench-

menl ; and we find that, at Dyrrachium, Caesar carried

forward his approaches against Pompey's lines, by
works which unquestionably corresponded to the modern
trenches J or excavations for cover. That lines com-
posed of the rinrtt were often drawn opposite to the

walls, where aggrre* were not used, something in the

manner of modern parallels of trenches, to contain

troops for checking the sallies of the garrison, and
covering the circuit of communication, seems also most
probable, though there is no evidence that such was, as

in modern Science, the established und regular princi-

ple of attack : but whether by such tinea or covered
lines, and approaches, are in every case to be under-
stood either raised galleries of timber, Ac., or sunken
trenches of earth, is a mere idle quarrel of words,

limes. Though at what time mines were first applied to the

attack and defence of fortresses is uncertain , there is

evidence of their familiar use by the Ancients as early

as the Age of Herodotus ; and in the more advanced
state of the Military Art we find them employed almost
invariably in sieges. In the memorable defence of the

little city of Platipa, in the Peloponnesian War, (a. c.

429—7,)—the first siege, as Milford has observed, of
which any connected detail remains in the annals of
mankind,—Thucydides relates§ the attempt of the gar-
rison to undermine the agger of the besieger* ; and. on
the other hand, the siory in Livy,[ of the mode in which
the Romans effected their entrance into Vei®, (about
d. c. 393,) after a ten years’ siege, by the mine, is in

the memory of every schoolboy. The capture of Gaza
by Alexander may suffice for a lulrr example^ of the

successful use of the same process ; and, in a subsequent
Age, the walls of Palma, in Cephalonia, and of Thebes,
in Phthiotis, when besieged by the last Philip of Mace-
don, were undermined to the extent of two hundred
paces in length.**

• Polyb. Lib. i*.

t W»l lib. L e. 3.

4 l*tra fitu metii-KTi lahtudme ft,unm tfCtit miAhbut cbduti
jumU. DeBetUCwtft.lib.iii.

$ Lib. ii. e. 76.

11 Lib. t.c. 19-21.
Quintus C-iirtius. lib. i*.

*• Polybius, lib. v. c. 1 tl 9

Nor were the preparations of the besieged, cither to Fortifica-

arrcsl the subterranean approaches of the assailants, or

to employ the same expedients against them, always
deferred to the hour of danger. Vitruvius* mentions
the construction at Apollonia of something like a system
of defensive, or countermine*, carried out to the distance

of a bow-shot from the walls, to discover the subter-
raneous approaches of the besiegers. In these galleries

were suspended brazen vases, which resounded at the
blows of the enemy’s iron tods in their vicinity, and
showed in what part their miners were at work. These
contrivances thus answered the same purposes as we shall

find the listening galleries of the Moderns, and directed

the engineer of the garrison where to drive out his gal-

leries to meet the enemy, and destroy his workmen from
ahove with caldrons of boiling water, pilch, Ac. The
introduction of torrents of water and barrels of burned
feathers, and other suffocating mixtures, into the mines
of an opponent, was also a common expedient of de-

struction. Finally, it may be observed, that at Gatnula
in Judaea, during the war of Vespasian against the Jews,
Joeephust appears, by his narrative, to have prepared,

while in the service ol iiis Countrymeu, a regular system
of countermines for the defence of that fortress, which
were used with considerable effect against the approaches
of the Romans.
The use of mines seems to have originated in the Object* and

extreme difficulty and labour which were experienced by u**ofboth.

besiegers, cither in tattering down the massive w alls of
a fortress, or in raising their Oggerti to a level with the
towering battlements. It was by stratagem that the
assailants first hoped for success, therefore, when they
frequently commenced their subterraneous galleries at a

prodigious distance in the country, and, passing under
the foundations of the rampart, issued unexpectedly to

the surface in the heart of the place. But the besieged,

as we have seen, soon learned the art of listening to the

approach of the enemy's miners, and of defeating his

object. They closely watched the point at which he
was about to make his narrow issue, and anticipated his

assault by throwing in a shower of stones, or other
missiles, and combustible preparations, which at once
filled up his gallery, while it repulsed or suffocated his

miners and troops. But mining wm also more actively

employed in the defence, and appears to have been ren-

dered altogether available to a greater degree against the

besiegers, than by them in assisting the progress of their

attack. By driving out subterraneous galleries or
countermines from the walls, the garrison not only
ascertained the direction in which the enemy’s miners
were approaching, and intercepted their advance, but
were enabled to diverge lo those points above which the

aggeret, battering rams, and towers of the besiegers, were
placet), and to effect their destruction. Such was the

twofold object in the example to which we have referred,

of the system of countermines constructed in preparation

for the defence of Gam ala by Josephus. When the

garrison of a place attacked hud driven their galleries

under the besiegers’ works, they excavated large cham-
bers supported by timbers, filled them with other com-
bustible matter, und set the whole on fire. The effect

of the conflagration, by causing the superincumbent mass
of earth to fall in, seldom failed both to sink the mov-
able towers and aggerrt, and to consume all the enm-

• Lih. x: c. 22.

f Ur B'lto Jmd. lib. tV. C I.
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bustible material of the various machines and construc-

tion* of the assailants : while detachments of the gar-

rison, in rendiness for the event, sallied from the gates,

and availed themselves of the confusion of the besiegers

to assist and complete the work of destruction. But

sometimes the design of both parties was mutually

anticipated and prevented by the meeting or their arti-

ficers in these subterranean labours ; as happened at the

siege of Syrinx, in Hyrcania, by Antiuchus, where the

opposing miners encountered each other under ground,

and fought with great fury.*

Of the engines ai;d machines of attack and defence

employed in the ancient sieges, the number and variety

are too great for detailed description within our limits;

and we have already made some mention of them under

the head Artillery in our Miscellaneous Division

:

hut it will answer every general pur|»o*e to mention in

this place a few of those most important in their opera-

tion, and most common in their use. Nor, as we have

already hinted, in our ignorance of many particulars in

their form and construction, can more be safely attempted

in any modern Treatise, than to notice their purposes and

recorded effects. Of projectile engines, the principal

were the catapulta and halisltc : -terms which have

been confused in the application, not less by the ancient

Writer* themselves than their modern commentators,t
Upon the whole, it is most probable that the two words
were applied with little fastidiousness, and almost in-

differently, for the projectile engines of either kind. Rut,

in any case, the question of names is of little moment

;

since it is certain that, of the two engines, one was used

for the projection both of large stones or masses of

work, and of darts or even sharpened beams, and the

other of the latter missiles only. The one, worked by a
cord, being composed in general of one or more wooden
limbs, which on release from tension struck with prodi-

gious violence against a capsill, and threw the projectile

by the blow ; the other, though often of immense six®

and power, acting upon the common principle of the

arbalest or cross-bow. The twisted cords used in both

kinds of engine were frequently composed both of the

sinews of animals and of woman's hair; and this dry

• Polybius, lib. ix.

f Fol-ud, who boa devoted a chapter (roL ii, p. 312—323.) to
this subject, and insists that the cotnpufta was the inaduae for
throwing mod**, is probably, in the strict acceptation, right. His
opinion is supported in general by the text of 0*(u, Vegvtiux, and
Ammionu* Alxrotllinua, and by the fair inference of etymological
derivation ; while the only great ancient authority against him is

Vitruvius, an authority still far inferior to Ceaar. In the Cam-
meniann (Dr Bello lib, ii. at live opening) it is said, that
the ManeiUois shot spcwr-noiated beams tweife feet long from their
largest beJut#—manmit bo/ulu mim ; amt, further on, mure ex-
pressly, that stones were thrown from the catapmUcr,—mxa «*x cwto-

puiUt /aleriltum duciitermt. Vegetius (lib. it. c. 21 .) dutinguishea
the ba/ttta as throwing darts, and the onager, or wild ass, (a name
which appears to have superseded that of catapulta for the varne
engine,) as coaling stones. Bairna epical* emiHit, onager dirigit
laptdet. The Greek derivation of both terms should seem to settle
the question. Batata, from /ututor, certainty describee the
point-blank shot of die dart orjmcuBtm : catapulta from «*, cirol,
et yibro. the swinging hurl of the stone. The former might
discharge its mbetle through an embrasure, lake the modem can-
non

;
the latter could be used only with a vertical range over a

parapet, like our nuwtara Yot, on the other hand, Vitruvius (lih.x.)
pointedly reverses the terms of the two engines; and it must bo
confessed, that Uirtiua, the eontinuator of Cesv, (Dt Bello H\rpan.)
distinctly calls an engine, which destroyed a tower Ire the- discharge
of a mass of rock, a baluta. Thia, and the vague disagreement or
ancient Writers, may beget a strung suspicion that the words wore
often used indifferently for either projectile engine.

detail of mechanism will recall to the mind of the C’laa- Fortifica-

sical render the interesting; circumstance of the sacrifice two.

of their tresses, which the heroines of Carthage made to

the public defence in the last struggle of their ill-fated

Commonwrath. Some of the engines invented by Archi-

medes for the defence of Syracuse, which deserve notice

in this place, varied from these ordinary projectile ma-
chines, and consisted in revolving cranes placed on the

walls, from whose projecting arms heavy masses of stone
and lead were let fall on the galleys of the enemy.
Another contrivance of t!ie same master-mind was to

employ long levers, having at their outer extremities

chains and grappling irons; which, being swung out,

caught hold of the men, or even of the vessels themselves

;

and the latter being drawn partly out of the water by
repressing the opposite end of the lever, were suddenly-

let fall, and either upset or sunk.*

The enormous weight and effect of the masses of Power of

rock thrown by the larger engines, and the immense thm mo-

number of these projectile machines which were cm- ch«>*w

ployed in sieges of importance, are features in the ancient

attack and defence of places, to excite our surprise and
curiosity. Archimedes, if the relation of the siege of
Syracuse may be credited, mude them capable of throw-

ing weights of ten talents, or eight hundred pounds.f
At Ategua,} a shot from a baluta used by Cffisar’s

troops, threw down a tower, with five of the garrison

and a boy, or slave, who served as a sentinel to give

notice of the distending of the machine. Josephus
makes repeated mention of a similar power of destruc-

tion in ttW larger engines which were employed in Ves-

pasian's sieges in Judaea. At the siege of Cremona^
the garrison from their ramparts upset a machine ilsell

upon the assailants helow ; it crushed every thing be-

neath it by its vast weight and size, but drugged a part

of the wall after it in its fall, and formed a breach for

the besiegers. The confined range, however, of theae

mighty projectile engines, when placed in competition

with that of our ordnunce, will be tieard with a smile by
the modern artillerist. The largest used by Titus before

Jerusalem could cast a mass of rock only two stadia, or
about two hundred yards

; ||
though At henbus speaks

of smaller ones which would carry an arrow half a mile.

Of the immense number of these engines which were
TmtnjmML

provided in every strong place, there are perpetual nurobw
proofs. At Marseilles, Cesar speaks of the tanta mul- u>ed.
titudo tormentorum, with which the arsenal of that city

was stored. At the siege of Jotapata, Vespasian had
an artillery of one hundred and sixty engines;^ at that

of Jerusalem, Titus employed three hundred balintm

and forty catapult®, the smallest of which could throw a
stone of eighty pounds.** When Scipio captured New
Carthage,ft he found in the place one hundred and twenty
catapulLr of the largest size, and two hundred and
eighly-one leaser ; twenty-three great batiste, and fifty-

two small ; and an immense quantity of scorpions, or

simple cross-bow engines, for the discharge of arrows

;

and when the Carthaginians before the last Punic War
surrendered their arms to the mercy of the Romans,
above two thousand engines of all kinds for casting

• Polybius, lib. viiL

f Idem, ibid,

j Ue Bttlo Hup .

I Taolu*, Hut. lib. til

ft Jatrphua, lib. V. C- 18.

% Idem, lib. iii. c. 7.

•* Mm, lib. i. c. 6.

ft Livy, lib. uri. c. 47,
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stones and darts, were delivered up from the arsenals of

the city.

The common purpose of all these engines in attack

was to destroy the tops of the parapets, to kill and

wound the men behind them, and generally to ruin the

defences of the place, and by rendering them untenable

to drive from the ramparts the troops of the garrison,

whose missiles would otherwise annoy the workmen,
ami impede the progress of the approaches. To form

a breach in the body of the rampart, through which the

assailants might enter by storm, was left to the operation

of another well-known engine of prodigious power :—the

aria, or baltcring-ram. This was a huge beam, pointed

horizontally, with a head of brass or iron : sometimes
shaped like that of the animal from whose manner of

striking it derived its name. In the rudest form of the

invention,* it was probably only a transverse beam,

balanced from a mast which was set up before the rarn-

purts, uml swung against them with its point forward

bv a uumber of men, until its repeated blows shook and

brought down the wall. But, at least as early as the

Age immediately preceding that of Alexander.t con-

trivances were adopted for enclosing the ram in a mov-
able shed, and thus advancing it to the walls under

cover. The whole engine so composed acquired the

name of the ram-lorloite, which Vegelius derives from

its resemblance “ to a tortoise with its head poked out

of its shell." The shed was usually constructed, like all

the movable galleries and towers of attack, of timber

covered with the hides of bullocks and other animals

:

it moved upon wheels or^rucks, and had often upper

stories for missile machines. In this shed, the ram itself

was sometimes worked to and fro, upon a number of trucks

in a groove, to give its blow s ;
but it was more frequently

suspended by ropes or chains from the roof, and its head
thus violently swung against the wall with repeated

concussions, until it beat down the mass ofthe rampart.

Of the great movable towers, or hclcpoles, in com-
mon use at sieges from the Age of Alexander, the

accounts transmitted to us are, unlike those of many
other machines, perfectly intelligible. But the stupen-

dous height which was given to them, the immense
labour and quantity of materials required for their con-

struction, and the difficulty of moving forward such

towering and unwieldy masses, are among the most ex-

traordinary circumstances of ancient warfare, and would

be absolutely incredible, if their constant use and pro-

portions were not too well authenticated for doubt They
were generally of ten stories or more, and above a

hundred feet high ; and Vitruvius,^ on the authority of

Diadcs, a famous engineer in Alexander's wars, recom-

mends that the breadth of their base should be from
seventeen to twenty-three cubits, and their height from
sixty to one hundred and twenty cubits, and that every

tower should be gradually narrowed at the top to four-

fifths of its base. The hdepoli

*

moved upon four, six,

or eight broad oaken trucks, and it was composed of

timber,§ covered with raw hides, as we have already ob-

served, to protect it from fire- The uses of these towers

• Vitruvius, lib. x. c- 19.

t Idem.

\ Utn ntpra.

\ Cwmu'h tower of brick at the »ieg« of Mnnwillex is a femom
example of another kind. But though conrtructisl under (he range
of the noiaulcs of tbs garrison, it was rather a lufty redout* fur

defence against sullies than a tower of attack, and wm, of course,

not movable.

were obvious : whether placed on the natural plain or on Fortifies-

the agger, to gain the advantage of height, and over- tioo.

look the walls
; to drive the enemy from their defences ——v-«-

•

by showers of missiles from the machines in the different

stages and on the summit ; and, finally, when the tower
had been rolled close to the rampart, either to enable
the ram to work against it from the lowest floor, or to
afford a passage for the assailants to the wall from the

top, by means of a drawbridge, prepared for that pur-
pose, and let down upon the hattlemcnls of the place.

Of the smaller movable sheds of attack, since they Vwiou*

were constructed much on the same principle, we have *nu
.

ller

neither apace nor occasion to give any lengthened de- “H*1*®*

scription. Such were the plutrun, the tnittculus, the

te*tudo of approach, all covered buildings of carpentry,

hides, hurdles, &c. pushed forward on trucks, for level-

ling the ground in front of the heavier helepolct and
rum-tortoiscs, for covering the various works of approach,
for filling up the moat of the place, and for undermining
the walls. Neither is it necessary to loud our pages
with an account of the various machines for escalade,

cranes for raising the assailants to the bultlcmcnts,

(especially from the galleys in maritime sieges,) and the

thousand other expedients which the martial ingenuity

of the Ancients dictated under as many varying circum-

stances ; and which are to be found in all the old pro-

fessional Treatises.

From the particulars into which we have already General

entered respecting the machines and constructions em- wur“
ployed in the Grecian and Ilomun practice, the general

******’

reader will already have acquired a sufficient insight into

the scientific process of an ancient siege. lie will have
observed thut the primary object of the besieger was to

approach the walls of the place under cover, and with

the least possible sacrifice uf life to his troops. With
this view were employed either : 1st, subterranean gal-

leries to arrive at the foundations of the ramparts ; 2dly,

covered galleries and communications of approach, such
as tinea whether raised blinds or trenches, and mov-
able sheds, and towers

;
3dly, aggeres, or mounds rising

to the height of the battlements, and pushed to the edge
of the ditch, or even filling it; Ithly, missile engines of
all kinds to ruin the defences, to overpower the discharges

of the garrison, and to drive them from the ramparts.

This primury object of touching the walls having been
effected, the ultimate process was either to bring down
the rampart, and form a breach for passing into the

place, by the mine or by the strokes of the battering ram ;

or else to pass over it by drawbridges from the hclerpoict

and aggera, and pour columns of troops into the place.

On the other hand, it was the object of the besieged tad of

to impede the progress of the enemy by destroying defence,

or rendering useless their works, and overpowering

their workmen with missiles. For this end, they em-
ployed the greatest possible number of projectile ergines

on their towers and walls, and kept up an Incessant

discharge upon the approaches; they hurled down
all kinds of heavy masses from the walls to crush

the sheds of the assailants below ; they attempted fre-

quent sallies to fire the towers, sheds, tinea, engines,

and aggeret, for which the combustible nature of the

timber and faggots, and other materials which were

necessarily used, both in the wooden buildings and ac

cumulated mounds of the besiegers, gave great facility ;

ami the labour of weeks and months was thus frequently

destroyed in as many hours. On their walls, the gar-

rison protected themselves from the missiles of th«
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Fortihca- assailant, by the same contrivances of wooden blinds,
non. hurdles, hides, &c., which he user!. To the successful

employment of countermines lor sinking ftggere# and

overturning the kdcpole* we have already adverted : but

there were sometimes even simpler modes of arresting

the approach of those unwieldy masses of timber, of

which a single example, related by Vitruvius,* may
suffice. At the siege of Rhoden, Demetrius, one of lire

most able of the martial successors of Alexander, who
had acquired the surname of Poliorcetes, (besieger of

cities,) from the number and success of hi* enterprise*,

constructed an enormous ktlcpolis, one hundred and

twenty-five feet high and sixty broad, and so secured

with hair-cloth and raw hides, that it could stand the

blow of a stone weighing three hundred and sixty

pounds from an engine, and was probably indestructible

by fire. This huge tower itself is said to have weighed

three hundred and sixty thousand pounds ; and it* ap-

proach threatened imminent peril to the besieged. Yet
merely by inundating in the night the soil over which it

was to pass with quantities of water, mud, and filth, the

citizens produced such a quagmire, that the dreaded

machine stuck fast and sank by its own weight, bo that

it could be moved neither forward nor backward ; and De-

metrius was compelled there to abandon it, and to rain;

the siege ! The moat formidable engine, when its advance

to the walls was once effected, seems to have been lire

ram
:
yet the besieged wen* not without the expedient of

strengthening their rampart against its shocks, to an im-

mense muss and thickness at the points most exposed to

attack; and sometimes mattresses of wool nnd hair-cloths

were hung over the walls to deaden the blows of this bat-

tering machine. Another frequent contrivance was to

noose the ram by a chain or cord dropped from a crane

upon the rampart, and by this means to raise the head

of the beam in the air, while fire, the great auxiliary

of the defence, was showered in every iortn upon the

tower or shed.

Altogether, therefore, ns will be concluded, the Art of

rientArTof
^e *ence ,n Ancient Fortification hud an infinite advan*
tage over that of Attack ; and it was only by immense
numerical superiority and mechanical means, by un-

wearied labour, and indefatigable patience and activity,

that the assailant, advancing on his feeble lines and
heads of attack, could approach the defences, and effect

a passage through the ramparts of a well-fortified place.

For once in the History of mankind die Art of fortifying

had nearly perfected its professed object ; and apart from
the ravages of famine and pestilence, and the bane of
domestic treason and dissension, every strong place, if

well-garrisoned, nnd defended with as much skill and
courage ns it was assailed, may almost be pronounced
to have been impregnable. Nor were there wanting, in

the ferocious principles of ancient warfare, strong motives

of human passion to increase the moral energies of a
besieged population. While, from behind their lofty and
solid ramparts, with plenteous stores of provision and a
well-filled arsenal, a brave and united people might
securely defy the assaults of a besieger, the dreadful

consequences of surrender or defeat were fur more ap-
palling than the ordinary privations of a siege. For the

best late they might expect from the mercy of the con-
queror was slavery in its bitterest forms: the sure con-
requeuces of capture by assault were death by the sword
to themselves, and worse than that death to their women

• Lib x. e. 2*2.
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and children. In our ordinary modern w arfare, in which a Fortifier

gnrri'-on may safely resist behind their last intrenehment tiw*.

with the certain power of an honourable capitulation, it

is impossible for us to conceive (he agony of patriotism

nnd desperation, by which the defenders of an undent
city were wrought to Kupcrhumun endurance. The
whole siege was in truth a death-struggle of ferocity and
terror, not a mere effort of martial emulation. Even
the horrors of a modern assault in their rare nnd un-
mitigated execs*, fall more cruelly upon the olien neutral
and passive inhabitants of a city than upon the troop* of
the garrison, to whom quarter is seldom denied. The
modern soldier resists or surrenders, with equal indif-

ference to the lot of a population to whom he is bound
by no ties of ntfection : but the ancient warrior beheld
all that wa* dearer than life involved in hi* own ruin

;

and in anticipation of the sanguinary and brutal triumph
of the victor, might well shudder, not at the death which
he probably welcomed, but for the slaughter, the viola-

tion, ami the servitude, which his own fall would pre

pare for his miserable kindred.

CHAPTER II.

Fortification« ofthe Middle Age*.

We have abundant evidence from the Histories of the Long coo-

Sieges which have taken place in Europe aud Asia, that tinuance of

the nature of the military engines used in the attack and
defence of fortresses underwent no material change, from fortify^
the days of CuMiar till the discovery of gunpowder

; and
it is known that the ancient balinttr. catapult*, Ac. con-

tinued to be employed in conjunction with cannon for a

considerable time after the latter were tnouuted on ram-
parts or brought into the field. We may, therefore,

reasonably conclude that, during all this long period,

the manner of fortifying towns and military positions re-

mained the same as that described in the Works of Vitru-

vius, who is believed to have lived in the time either of

Augustus or of Vespasian ; but the employment of the

modern artillery, small indeed at first, and far less im-
portant in its effects than that which is used at the pre-

sent day, at length rendered it necessary to exchange the

lofty stone walls of the Ancients for ramparts of earth,

which were soon found more efficacious in resisting the

shock of this powerful arm.

It may, at first sight, seem remarkable that such Earthen

ramparts were not frequently constructed even while roup*1**.

the ancient engines were in use : since it is evident * ^
• , .. , sooner ena.

thut the material which is best capable of resisting the p)oy«i.

momentum of an iron ball, must also have been best

capable of resisting thut of a battering-ram ; and it would
seem to have been impossible, supposing the parapet

formed us at present, with its exterior face at an angle

of forty-five degrees with the horizon, to bring such
machines as the helrpotes near enough to permit the

assailants to pass into the fortress by a bridge, thrown
upon the parapet from the top of the machine. Rain
parts constructed merely of earth are certainly men-
tioned by the Ancient Writers as the fortifications of
towns and military posts : but, except where they served

as lines to protect a country from the inroadB of Barba-

rians,—like live walla of Hadrian and Antoninus in

Britain, and the chain of redoubts constructed along the

Illyrian frontier in the latter Age* of the Roman Em-
pire,—such appear to have existed only among rude
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nations ami in situations of small importance. That
elevations of earth were sometimes formed for the pro-

tection of the ordinary brick or stone ramparts is, how-

ever, rendered probable by the fact, that there remained,

in the With Century, in the ditches of some ancient

fortresses, a bank of earth parallel to the sides of the

fosse, but separated from both, and covering the inner

wall of the excavation as far up as about three-quarters

of its height. It is asserted by Maggi,* that such banks

in his time existed in front of the old circuit of wall at

Calais, and at another place in Flanders; and he odds,

that at Pisa, banks of the same nature were placed close

against the walls of the curtains for the purpose, he

supposes, of resisting the engines brought against them

by the besiegers.

But in ancient warfare the practice of engaging in

combat hand to hand was so general, and personal

prowess and self-devotion were held in such estimation,

that when on attack by storm was possible, it was

always preferred to a slower but more secure process

:

the sacrifice of life entailed by nn open assault being

then less regarded, thau that of the time which would
he incurred by forming a regular siege. It being such

assaults, therefore, that the defenders would chiefly ap-

prehend, it may be conceived that ramparts similar to

those of modern construction would be thought to offer

too many facilities to an escalude ; and this, together

with the opinion that they would be more easily under-

mined, may account for the preference given to ramparts

of stone or brick. While, therefore, the penetration of

the rampart at its foot was to be feared, thick stone

walls remained necessary : in order that a sufficient

resistance might be opposed to the enemy's miners.

And, while the walls were liable to he passed by esca-

lade, it wus essential that they should be lofiy, in order

to augment the difficulty of the assault. In fuct, the

heights of the walls ami of the opposing turrets of the

besiegers seem, in emulation of each other, to have
gone on increasing during all the time that the old

system of attack and defence continued : but a great

thickness of wail was only required near the foot ; and
this was accomplished by raising a mass of earth there,

either on the interior or exterior. In the parts of the

wall above the place where the ram might come in con-

tact with it, it was sufficient to have the thickness ade-

quate to resist the stones or other missiles thrown from
the machines: consequently, the loop holed galleries

therein made, to serve for communications and as sta-

tions for the archers, became admissible, and did not

diminish too much the strength of the rampart.

To mention only a few circumstances in support of

what has been asserted concerning the unvaried charac-

ter of the Art of Fortification during the period above*

mentioned, we may observe that, in the lid Century of

our Era, the City of Byzantium, which was then consi-

dered impregnable, and which, during three years,

resisted all the power of Severus, and all the means
employed in the ancient mode of attack, was fortified,

as were all other Cities of the preceding Ages, with walls

and towers of masonry, f In the same style also, after

their subsequent destruction, those walls were rebuilt ; and
when besieged by Constantine, the attack and defence

are described as being conducted in the accustomed
manner. The assailants raised an agger or mound, of

• D*U*» Fortijtcmlrtaf rielte Citia, lib. it. C. 34,

f iHoo lib. iuf.

VOI.. V|.

equal height with the walls of the place ; surmounted Fortifiow

this huge elevation with lofiy htlrpolea and projectile boa.

engines ; and finally breached the walls by the ram.*

So also, when the City became the scat of the Eastern

Empire, the new fortifications were of the same kind

as the former: the extent of the walls and the number
only of towers being augmented.! Of the latter, it is

said, that, in the reign of Theodosius, fifty-eight were
overthrown by an earthquake, and subsequently re-

stored. $

We may collect from the Works of Procopius^ that Evidence of

the military architecture of the YUh Century differed in

no respect from that of preceding Ages : for, in de-

scribing the fortifications constructed about Dara in

Mesopotamia, during the reign of Justinian, that Writer
states that the City was surrounded, at the distance of

fifty paces from each other, by two walls, which were
strengthened by towers : that the inner wall was sixty

feet high, and the towers one hundred feet; and that

besides the platforms at the top of the walls and towers,

on which the defenders were to be stationed, there were
galleries formed in the thickness of the farmer. He
observes that tike exterior wall was less lofiy ; and that

against the back of the towers were raised large eleva-

tions of earth to serve as places of arms for the defenders

at the time of an assault. The whole was surrounded

by a double ditch
; and the entrance was protected by

an outwork of a semicircular form.||

If we pass over the dark interval between the IXth State of the

and Xllth Centuries, we shall find that, at the latter j^^**
1*

epoch, the fortifications of Cities had been maintained in anj xilth
ail their former strength ; but that no improvement had Centuries,

been made in the nature or dispositions of the works,

nor in the modes of attack and defence. On the con-

trary, it may be gathered, from the relation of the sieges

undertaken in the First Crusade, that the state of martial

Science, in this as in all its other branches, had retro-

graded since the Ages of Classical Antiquity. Thus, Siegrt in

us wc have seen, in another portion of our Work.f the l»t Cm*
Nice, when invested by the Crusaders, was surrounded •*<*«•

by double walls of stupendous height and thickness,

provided with a deep ditch, and flanked at intervals by
no fewer than 370 towers. The attack of the City was
carried on by means of lofty wooden towers, the heie-

polei of the Ancients, now termed belfredi, or

by covered galleries and movable sheds, the piuteut,

muiculu*, Ac. of old, now called indifferently foxes and
cats, or chal-choUiU when surmounted by a tower ; by
battering rams contained within all these structures;

and, lastly, by all the balistic engines of earlier Ages.

But the whole of the towers and galleries of attack were

burned by the Greek fire of the besieged ; and it was
not until after much mismanagement and loss, that the

Crusaders, by the aid of an Italian engineer, succeeded

in attaching a chat-chattil to the walls of the City. From
that machine, undermining the foundations of a tower,

which had been injured in a former siege and leaned

forward from its base, while they supported the super

incumbent mass on strong wooden props, they finally, by
firing these timbers, brought down the whole structure

* ZoMmua, lib. ti. p. 97, 98.

! Cixlimw, AmlHftulaieg Cnmtianl, n, 1 2.

! Du Cange, Contianf. lit), i. c. 10, II.

\ lie Edtjictu, lib. ii. iii.

I!
I'rocojAn*, De Edi/laia, Ub. ii. e. 1—3. Ac.

•1 Vide our HutortcoJ Diruim, ch. Ixxii. p. 599
•* Du Caege, r.

2 p

1097.
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at a single crash,and displayed a yawning breach. Two
years afterwards, Jerusalem was besieged and defended

* in a similar manner : after the destruction of various

other engines of assault by fire, the besiegers could ad-

vance only one movable tower to the walls at a point

at which the fortifications were tow and the ditch deep.

The latter was filled up; a burbacan or outwork was

beaten down ; the tower was rolled up to the inner wall

;

its drawbridge was letdown upon the rampart, and the

troops rushing over the battlements obtained possession

of the City.*

The Histories of the wars in Italy, and particularly

the relations which have been transmitted to utt of the

,
sieges of Como, Tortona, and Cremona, show that the

towns in that part of Europe, during the XII th and
* Xlllth Centuries, were fortified and attacked in the

ancient manner. The first of these places seems to
™ have been strengthened by castles in the nature of ad-

vanced works: for the Milanese, who besieged it, are

said to have passed them without attack ; anti encamp-
ing under the walls of the city, they canned to tie erected

four great towers covered with hideA. which were wheeled

up to the walls. From these the cross-bow men, sta-

tioned on their lops, annoyed the defenders ; and be-

tween them were placed what ore called gatfi, or cats : a

sort of battering ram having at the end an iron hook to

tear out the stones which were loosened by the shock.

Balista also were used for throwing pieces of rock
against the walls.f In a manner precisely similar were

the two other places above mentioned attacked by Fre-
deric Barba rossa

; nor Ho we find any other difference,

except such as arose from local circumstances, in the

nature of the attack oil Constantinople when it was taken

by the Latins in the IVth Crusade. It is stated that the

towers of fisc City on the land side were raised above
their ordinary height by several stages of wooden tur-

rets, in order to command the machines of the enemy

;

and that the Veuetiaus having disposed their lleet along
the wall, on the side next to the port, swept that wall

with arrows and stones discharged by men stationed

cm the masts of the ships. This division of the army
on landing is said to have taken as many as twenty-

five towers a proof of their vicinity to each other,

and that they did not exceed the usual site of such
works.

f The rise ofthe Feudal System, however, during the Dark
Ages had produced a description of fortress in the West-
cm Kingdoms of Europe, which, while constructed with

) embattled walls and towers according to the ancient system,

- exhibited several new and peculiar features. These were
suggested by (ho nature of the site, and the purposes which
distinguished such strong-holds from large and populous
cities. The anarchical state of Society, and the frequency
of private wars among the Feudal Nobility, bestowed a

license and imposed a necessity upon every Chieftain to

fortify his house. While the dwelling itself of the lord

and his family was strongly constructed in the form of
a lower, and rendered capable of defence by a small body
of domestic retainers, against any sudden attack, a larger

space, sufficient for the refuge of his numerous vassals

with their effects and for the endurance of a regular siege,

was obtained by surrounding the main building with a

• Vide our Hittoncitf Dirium, eh. Ixiii. p. 810.

f lie Brito Comenn, apmi Muratori Script. hat. vol. v. p. 452,

J
ViUelianlouin, c. 23. p. 29.

single or even double circuit of walls. The rural fort- Fortifies-

nesses which, as we are informed by Procopius, were tj°q~

plentifully provided in the frontier Provinces of the East-

ern Empire under the reign of Justinian, afiord an earlier

example of the same kind of works: since they consisted

of a stone or brick tower, in the midst of an area sur-

rounded by a wall and ditch, to which the neighbouring

peasantry might retire with their cattle for protection

against the inroads of the Barbarians. But the castles

of the Feudal Nobility throughout the Dark Ages were
continually enlarged in extent aud increased in strength,

until they were made capable of containing powerful

garrisons, and rendered almost impregnable against the

ordinary modes of assault.

Although the license of private war was more severely Description

restrained in England than in the Continental States of of a Feudal

Europe, u very complete idea may be formed of the CsstW.

castles erected by the Feudal Nobility from the existing re

mains ofsuch structures in our own Country, These show
that the residence of the proprietor was a large building,

generally rectangular, of great height, and strengthened

at the angles by turrets, in one or more of which were

the winding steps leading to the several Hoorn, of which
there were sometimes (bur or fire,and to the upper plat-

form of the edifice. Underneath were dungeons in which
the captives taken in the field, and often the victims of
lawless power, were confined ; and frequently subter-

ranean galleries, commencing under this building, were
carried (hr beyond the outer walls, to facilitate escape in

the event of the castle being taken. Near this edifioe were

commonly situated the chapel, stables, aud the domestic

oilier* ; the whole were surrounded by embattled walls

which were sometimes double ; aud the name of the

inner and outer ballium was given to the areas which
those walla respectively enclosed. The periphery of the

walls was generally irregular aud adapted to the nature

of the ground ; at intervals were placed lowers of a
square or circular form as in other aucieut fortifications ;

and these, though used for the purposes of defence,

served also as magazines, or dwelling-houses for the

principal offioors belonging to the castle.

When the walls crowned the summit of a rock, no
ditch was necessary, but when the surrounding ground
permitted the works to be accessible, the whole was
surrounded by a broad and deep /os**.. The grand
entrance was flanked by embattled towers, closed by
massive gates, and protected by machicolations and a
poricullit or close grating of iron, which was drawn up
and let down by grooves prepared in the stone work.

The ditch was crossed by a drawbridge, which, in time

of danger, was raised, to prevent any one from entering

within the walls ; and the bridge was frequently covered

by an exterior work, called a barbacan, consisting gene-

rally of a stone wall built in the form of a portion of*

a circle, or polygon, strengthened at intervals by towers

and protected by its own ditch and drawbridge. Within

the outer wall there has been frequently observed it

mound of earth, and this is supposed to have been a sort

of cavalier (as such raised batteries are called in modern
fortification) on which engines were placed to oppose
those of the enemy. The central building generally

served as a keep, or citadel, which might hold out for

some time after the walls of the castle were taken ; but

when some great elevation of the ground rendered the

8pot difficult of access, the keep was formed on the pe-
riphery of the inner or outer wall. The ascent to

it from the balUum was by narrow steps
; and deeo

GooqIc
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wells were dug within to supply the garrison with

water.*

In the siege of such fortresses, since the range of the

warlike machines then in use wns not great, the assail-

ants sometimes began their operations with the attack

of the outer wall, which frequently consisted only of a

row of strong palisades, and was then denominated the

litis. Many frats of Chivalry were here performed by
the Knights and men at arms, who considered the assault

of that work as particularly belonging to them ; the

weight oftheir armour preventing them from scaling the

walls. TTie besiegers having carried the lists, brought
up their machines, and established themselves on (he

outer edge of the ditch, which, under cover of their tor-

toises, they began to fill with fascine* or faggots: over

this surface were impelled the movable tow*rs, from

which the cross-bowmen annoyed the defenders ; darts

and stones were thrown from the engines; and the walls

were either battered by the ram or undermined. The
smallness of the range of missiles from the ancient en-

gines rendered it no disadvantage to the works to lie

commanded at the distance of four or five hundred
yards

; ami such was actually the case with the Castle of

Dover, which was once considered as the key of the

Kingdom.t Fortifications of the kind which we have
been describing yet remain in different parts of the Con-
tinent of Europe, situated on rugged and often inac-

cessible rocks, showing their ruined hattlements and
towers from a great distance; and recalling to the mind
of the traveller those tales of chivalric exploits, of which
the relation has so often charmed his youth.

It must have been in the wars which devastated the

North of Italy in the beginning of the XlVth Century,

and probably between the death of the EmpeTor
Henry VII. and the election of Louis of Havana, that

the invention of gunpowder, which was subsequently to

produce so great a change in military operations, took

place. But whatever may be the precise date of its

discovery, it appears to have been first used in the field

4>y the Venetians, in a. d. 1330. Before the Xllh
Century the Italians, from their frequent intestine wars,
had made themselves skilful in the art of attacking and
defending places ; and Pisan and Genoese engineers
seem to have had the direction of all the sieges carried

on by the Crusaders against the cities of the East. We
find them also employed in the erection of fortresses in

Flanders so late as the time of Charles V. It is not,

therefore, wonderful that a people thus exercised in

martial science and practice ahonld have been the first

to adopt an invention, which promised to render victory

an attendant on every movement of their armies. But
the discovery of gunpowder does not seem to have pro-
duced at once the change that might have been expected
in the construction of fortresses; nor to have given com-
plete success on every occasion of its employment in the
attack of those already existing. In fact, however, the
first guns, except in a few cases, were so little superior
in effect to the rams and balitla of the Ancients, that

the loiter were long used in conjunction with them for

every military purpose to which cither was applicable.

The most remarkable instance of such an admixture
occurs in that fatally memorable siege which, in a. d.

1453, gave the last City of the Homans to the power of
a Turkish Sultan. The fortifications on the lund side

* Grose, MM. Ant\q. rob ii. p. 336, 337, &c.

Grove, w*i npr%t.

of Constantinople consisted of a double wall, with a Furtifica-

ditch in front one hundred fort deep, and extending to *“*»

the length of four miles. Against this wall aud its

lowers, were raised fourteen batteries of guns, among
which were three pieces said to be capable of throwing
stones weighing from six hundred to twelve hundred
pounds. But, with these, we read that there were engines

for throwing darts, nnd rums for battering the walls:

as if the effect produced by the guns was not suffi-

ciently great; or as if the breaches which they made
were too steep to be ascended. The ditfch being at length

filled, a movable turret was advanced on rollers up to

the wall, where, however, it was destroyed by the fires

of the besieged. The guns of the Greeks are said to

have been of small calibre, the weakness or want of

breadth of the ramparts not permitting a heavy artillery

to be used upon them.*
This, however, is not the earliest instance in which

the ancient and modern artillery were combined : for

when, in a. d. 1383, the Bishop of Norwich besieged

Ypres, the garrison is said, by Walsingham, to have
defended itself so well with stones, arrows, lances, Greek
fire, and guns, that they obliged the English to raise

the siege, and leave behind them all their artillery.!

CHAPTER III.

Ri$e ofIke Bastion System.

In almost every Science and Art the progress of im- *n,e trnim-
provemcnl has been so gradual, that the difference l>e- tkm to a

tween two consecutive states has, for the most part, been tjd*

too small, to admit precise observation of the epoch at

which any particular improvement took place. It ought ^reeptibk.
not, therefore, to be a matter of surprise that, in Military

History, no trace should be found of the transition from
the ancient walls and towers, to that form and disposi-

tion of the works which the use of artillery rendered
necessary. But the absence of all notice of any novelty
in Fortification between the Greek or Boman style and
that which is known to have been followed intheXVItli
Century, muy, perhaps, be considered in itself as a proof
that the works of that Age were those which immediately
succeeded the constructions belonging to the Ancient
School. It is more than probable, indeed, that, for many
years after the invention of gunpowder, no entirely new
fortifications were erected, but that, on the accessible

fronts of towns, the thickness of the ancient ramparts
was increased, in order that they might be better able to
resist the shock of a more powerful artillery. At the
same time the great height of the walls, which until then
had constituted their principal advantage, became a
serious defect : for being thus exposed to the view of the
enemy, they were breached after a few hours' firing from
guns planted even at a considerable distance from the
works. It was, therefore, soon found necessary to lower
the walls and cover them by parapets of earth constructed
in front; and in order to secure them against the
attemptsof the enemy to cany them by escalade, the depth
of the ditch was proportionally augmented : but with

• See Gibbon, Dectme ami Fait, Sfe. c. lxeiii : who in (list splen-
did narration of the capture of ConUantinoide by the Turks, har not
failed, wilh hi* uuul acuteness, 1u remark the Admixture of the
•ocieiit and modem artillery and expedients of attack a* a distio-
guiding feature in that memorable siege,

t WaUingbau p. 303, 3U4.
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Foitifica- these exceptions, the other parts of the same fortress re-

turn. rained unchanged. From the description given of the

siege of Metz, in a. n. 1552, it appears that the fortifi-

cations of that city then consisted-of a single wall with

square and round towers ; and that to put it iu a state

of defence, the Due de Guise, who commanded, raised

cavaliers, or mounds of earth on the exterior for cannon,

with parapet* formed of large gabions; he also thi :k-

ened the walls inwardly by the same means, and within

their periphery he formed retrenchments of earth strong

enough to resist the guns of the enemy, who had breached

the exterior wall in several places.

CoaUruc- The destruction of the machicolated parapets by the

two of sb- guns of the besiegers at an early period of the siege, by
eolor and depriving the defenders of the cover behind which they

used to annoy the enemy when he was at the foot of the
°Wer

*’
wall, evidently rendered it necessary that the faces of the

towers should be seen and defended by fires directed

from some other part of the works ; and, for thi* purpose,

the engineers of tffe day replaced the old round towers

by others with plane faces, presenting an angle to the

front. It is alleged, indeed, that a construction of this

kind had been occasionally employed by the Ancient*

;

and that some of the towers of Jerusalem, as well as

many of those about the castles of the Nobility of a

former Age, were of an octangular form on the plan.*

But, let this have been as it may, the necessity fur such

flanking towers now became evident ; and from within

half a Century, probably, after the first introduction of

cannon in the field, we may date the general practice of

constructing such works at the angles of the polygonal

wall surrounding a fortified place. A tower consisting

frequently of two faces forming a salient ungle, ana

of two flanks, but sometimes having a greater number
of faces, and situated as we have described, but of

dimensions hardly exceeding those of the Roman times,

was culled baitardo

:

a name derived by Maggif

or baWaidi. from 6tllunguarda, signifying that which constitutes

the strength or maintenance of battle. It is observed

also by the same Writer that, from the acute angle

formed by the two faces, the towers had the name of

pu.'iloni, (probably from their resemblance to the

puinted head of a spear or other weapon,) and he

adds, from the information of Marco Manini, whom
he qualifies with the character of a diligent observer of

the things of his time, that they had been so called

for seventy years before; which, as his Work was writ-

ten in a. o. 15S4, carries the invention of this species of

tower so fur back, at least, as the commencement of the

XVIUl Century.

J

Proriaioni The same writer alleges, that the curtain or connect-

for th«ir de- ing line of wall between the towers, was at first made
fence from straight, and served for the defence of the balvardi or pun*
the curtaio ^ rtI j n ^ hids, he observes consists the safety of the city :

line of but he goes on to say that, since nothing can be made by

wall. Ait which by Art may not be destroyed, the ahouldrrt of

the fortress, as he culls those works, were ruined by

the besiegers, and then the curtain was exposed. To
remedy this evil, he recommends that the latter should

be broken in two parts, forming with each other a re-

entering angle ; and in this way, he observes, the City

of Nicosia in Cyprus was, in his time, fortified with

• It may also be Oh/scrved that soma of tbs ancient towers of
Caristroolui Cacti* hare th* a|<pcar*nr« »f square building* placed
diagonally with respect to the wdla between them.

f Maggi e C**tnotti>, Della t'oriif. delle Citia, lib. i. can. 9.

; /bid. cap. 10.

eleven baloardi, by Giulio Savorgnano. He admits, more- Fortifies

over, that this method of breaking the curtain was not boa.

new, but the invention ofa preceding Age, and asserts that,

in the year 1550, he saw such a curtain in the fortifica-

tions of Padua. It is. also, worthy of remark, that

Maggi, in describing the advantage* of the broken cur-

tain, states that when the enemy would attempt to

breach it by a direct fire, he must present an end of hie

battery to one of the oblique lines of the curtain ; from
which that battery may consequently be enfiladed. In

the plans of fortresses proposed by this W riter, the faces

of the balrardi are equal to about one-seventh only of

the distance between two of those works ; the lengths

of the flanks are little more than one-twentieth of that

distance: and half the flank is taken up with an orillon,*

evidently intended to cover that part of the work from

the view of the enemy : two tiers of guns are placed

on the flanks, to fire either over the rampart, or through

it from casemate*, for the defence of the ditch.

Tartfiglia of Brescia, and San Micheli of Verona, who Probable

lived only b few years earlier, and were even for some Authors

time contemporaries of Maggi, are mentioned as en-

gineers distinguished for the improvements which they
pf0¥enMf0t*.

introduced in the Military Art. To the former is
^

ascribed the first formation of the or/o, or covert-way,

surrounding the fortress on the exterior of the ditch, a
work the importance ofwhich ha* been ever since acknow-

ledged ; and to the latter, the invention of the balvardo

itself. Thi* opinion is, however, founded only on a pas-

sage in the VUm cxcdlenlium ArchiUctorum of Vasari,

which was published at Florence in *. o. 1597, where

it is said that, before the time of San Micheli, the 6of-

vardi were made circular; and Maflei, who, in his Ve-

rona i/lustrata. advances that opinion, observes that

there are still among the works surrounding that city

some towers on which are inscribed the dates a. d. 1523

and 1529, at which times Son Micheli is known to

have been employed by the Venetian Government in the

construction or repair of several fortifications in Italy

and the Greek Islands.f But Ibis only shows the pro-

bability that such works were then constructed by San
Micheli, not that he was the first to construct them.

Tartaglia makes mention olbalvarcU, in his Quaiti ed In
ventione dieme, published at Venice a. d. 1546, as a new
invention of great importance. Brarilome and Montluc

attribute the invention to Antonio Colonna, who was
killed at the siege of the castle of Milan. The honour

of the invention is even assigned to the Ottoman Com-
mander, Achmet Bassa ; who, it is alleged, raised such

at Otranto when, a. d. 148-0, he made himself master of

that City. But it has never been the character of the

Turks to make discoveries in Art ; and it is more pro-

bable that Achmet only caused his engineers to copy

the forms of work* which might then have been recently

introduced.

In fact, after the taking of Constantinople, while the Numerous

wars in Italy rendered additional works necessary in fort****

that Country, the apprehension that the Turkish power
might still further extend into Europe, induced the Ve-

ja(|,t
iietians to rebuild and increase the number of their fort- XVth and— — XVIth
* An ortlion, or en/hoa, (Italic} vrrcrAiomc,) so called from tta Centimes,

resemblance to an nr. is a prolongation of the face of a balvardo or
bauion in a semicircular or rectangular shape, beyond the flank,

which k thus cover# in a retired position tnjen the view of the
enemy.

f The bastion DtUr Maddatmc at Verona, which, though
null, exactly resembles one of those constructed by Yaubua, bears
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Fortifies- reuses in Corfu, Candia, and Cyprus. A time of pat
t’°°- political excitement, like that of which we are speaking,

by calling into action the powers of the human mind, is

favourable for the introduction of novelties ; and, to the

improvements which then took place in the Sciences

and Literature, must be added those made in the Art of

Defence, which the new constructions would alford on
Celebrated opportunity to put into execution. To the engineers

whom we nave above mentioned as living about the time

y,
*****

of the great change in the construction of fortifications,

we may add,Cataneo,San Marino, and Albert Durer. who
were nearly contemporary with each other. No particular

systems of works indeed are &scribed to them : but they

wrote on the principles of the Art as it existed in their

day ; and we seem to be indebted to them for the first

application of almost every work raised for the defence

of a modern fortress. Since those days the most dis-

tinguished engineers have been Errard dc Bar le Due,

(a. d. 1594,) Marchi, (a. d. 1599.) De Ville, (a. i>.

1639.) Pagan; (a. d. 1645;) and in later times,Vauban,
Coehorn, and Cormontaingne.

The necessity of covering the curtains of masonry

aodmvfr!* joined the ancient towers, to prevent them from

luu. being destroyed by artillery, suggested, soon after the

invention of the balrardo
,
the construction of works in

earth in front of those curtains. These, which were
made like the former, with two faces forming a salient

angle, and sometimes with flanks, were well known in

the time of Errard* and De Ville ; and the invention

of them is by the latter ascribed to the Italians.f But
it appears that they were first used in that situation

subsequently to the time of Costriotto and Maggi, or

between the years 1584 and 1594; since the last of

these Authors makes no other mention of them than that

the bastion of Gatti at Padua, which he designates as a

riuellino, or ravelin, was a work of that nature.} It

should seem that, at first, all works of earth, whether
constituting part of the fortifications of a town, or of the

retrenchments made during the siege, were, in the time
of Maggi, denominated baslbni; (great buildings ;§)

and probably it was not till some time after the system
of the Italian engineers was adopted by those of France,
that the name of bastion was restricted to the work which
had been made to replace the balrardo at the angles of

the polygon surrounding the place fortified. It may be
observed, that Maggi never uses the term battioni ex-

cept when speaking of works made with earth ; and
that these were sometimes constructed without due care,

is proved by a passage in his third book, where it is

said that Lucca Martini had built one at Pisa which, for

want of bond timbers, gave way on one side from the

effects of rain ; and that a like accident befell a work
constructed with earth at Corfu, by San Micheli. The
rivtUino, or ravelin, whose name is apparently derived
from Valletta, or rrdetla , a watchman or sentinel, was at

first constructed beyond the circuit of the walls; and
Errard, in some places, uses indifferently the word bas-

tion and ravelin to designate a work so situated.

The advantage of having capacious works may be
said to have been felt almost as soon as the new method
of fortifying was introduced ; since Maggi complains
that the fortresses of his day could not be defended after

• La Foriijfmiwn redmite m Art, Kv. iii. ch. V.

t l-' Inftntrtrr par/iul. Atimbprvyw, eh. li.

t IM/a Forit/eahone (MU Ctfla. lib. iii. C. 25.

| c. 20.

a breach had been made in the walls ; and assigns as a Foriifie*.

reason the smallness of the places, which would permit

no retrenchments to be made in them. He observes, v ~1 '

also, that it would be better to lay out money in making
the baltardi large, the walls high, and the ditches deep, lion* of the

rather than in multiplying the number of the 6a/- wune epoch.

vardi

:

for if these are too near each other, the defenders

are liable to receive injury when the artillery on the

Walls is fired against the works of the enemy. To Platforms,

increase the defence of fortresses, he says, engineers had
invented platforms, cavaliers, and casemates. The first

he describes as of two kinds ; either small works,
resembling the modern bastions, but projecting from the

middle of the curtain, and containing on their flanks

artillery to defend the faces of the balvardi when thesa

were not very distant ; or retired spaces in the amain
resembling the second flanks, as they are now called,

in Vauban’s Third System, and on which, also, artillery

was placed for the same purpose. The cavaliers were Caralie**

elevations of earth either on the middle of the curtain or

at the back of the baltardi

;

and on these, also, artillery

vros placed, under cover of gabions, or cylindrical baskets

of earth, for live purpose of keeping the enemy at a dis-

tance by the superiority of their command.
Lastly, the casemates were recesses in the flanks of the Casemate*

baltardi

;

and, according to Castriutto * they were some-

times made, in the form of vaulted galleries, across the

ditch
; but he recommends that they should be built

behind the outer edge of the ditch opposite the faces of

the balrardo, and on each side of its salient angle, their

use being, as at present, to defend the ditch when the

enemy had entered it The Italian cuginecr admits
that, if cannon were fired from them, they might become
unserviceable on account of the smoke ; but he proposes

to employ in them ouly cross-bows and engiues for

stones ; and he alleges that they may be useful for gal-

leries of countermines. The balvardi of that day were
always made with very short flanks, which were divided

into upper and lower stages, each containing only one
or two guns, and protected by orecchioni or oriUont, Onllou.

which were generally of a circular form, at the shoul-

ders of the balvardi. The guns on the lower flank

stood on an open platform, protected by a parapet of

masonry with embrasures
;
behind them was a semicircu-

lar wall, having its concavity outwards, which supported
the earth constituting the upper flank ; and over this

wall the guns on the platform of the balvardi fired en
barbette, or over the parapet. Behind this circular wall

were sometimes situated casemates, containing guns,

which then formed a third battery between the levels of

the other two. The walls supporting the ramparts of

the place were occasionally strengthened by vertical or

horizontal counter-arches. Maggi relates that such Counter-

works were, in his day, to be seen in several of the Mfhw
cities of Tuscany ; and that there was at Padua a strong

RmIlen,*‘

one, which had been built in A. d. 1550, from a design

given by San Micheli of Verona. Under the gorge or
back of the balrardo was a vaulted gallery, the roof of

which was supported on pillars, and by which a commu-
nication was made from one flank to the other. He ob-
serves that this gallery may also serve as a countermine;
for, on abandoning the balrardo, he would have powder
deposited in pits made on purpose under the piers : and
these being blown up, there would be left a ditch

between the enemy and the town.

* DtUa FortificMtione driit Ctlta, lib. i. C. 10.
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After speaking of the banks of earth which have been

observed in some of the old ditches of fortresses, Cav
triotto proposes, in order to increase the strength of such

places, to connect the banks together by a large balvardo

built round each of the towers at the angles of the an-

cient circuit of wnll. In the plan which he has given of

a place thus fortified,* these works have a great re-

semblance to the counterguards in Yunban's Second and
Third Systems ; and the idea may be considered ns the

first step to the formation of large bastion* in such situa-

tions. In the covert-way surrounding the ditch, the

same engineer proposes to place circular redoubts with

loop-holes in the walls, as stations for a guard ; and
such redoubts seem to have been the originals of the

places of arms, subsequently formed at the re-entering

and salient angles of that part of the fortifications.

Having given the dimensions of the great ditch and
glacis from the writings of I'ataneo ami Tartaglia, he

points out the advantage* which would arise from con-

tinuing the glads at its foot below the level of the

ground, to form what may be called an advanced ditch ;

observing that it would impede the progress of the

enemy in making the assault,- and would prevent his

*a<i fiiuwe* retreat if repulsed. Caslriotto observe* that there then

PIacts of

arms,

txraye.

Rapid
t»l)fl of til*

Bastion

ilop*

System
throuijt

Kuru|«

existed in France many places surrounded by what he

calls tifoiia brea, (^<i««e-6raye,) or outer circuit; and
from the view which he has given, it appears to have
been simply a wall detached from the foot of the main
rampart.

The inventions of the Italian engineers in the Art of
Fortification must have been very early adopted in the

North of Europe: for we find, that in the time of

Its deve-

. Charles V„ Emanuel of Savoy, the General of that Em*
peror, built Ilcsdin near Amiens with spacious boilions,

whose distances from each other seem to have been re-

gulated by the range of muskets. And the citadel of

Antwerp, which is thought to have been the first regular

fortification constructed in that manner, was built in the

reign of Philip II. of Spain. In the time of Errant,

however, who wrote in a. d. 1 594, we find that large bas*

ti>]Nonent by tions, or boulevard*, as he sometimes designates them,

BojTe Due
*,at^ *>cen Kcnera^7 introduced either as outworks in front

the father of ^,e rount^ lowers of ancient fortresses, or to supersede

the mndrm the latter entirely ; and, in the designs which that en-
Art of For- gineer has given as then new, they always form part
i.ficatWn ia cf the circuit, and are constructed at the angles of
naee.

p0|yg0„ M jn modern fortifications. But their

flanks, which are double or triple, arc short, and arc

protected by circular or rectangular carillons. Errard
sptaksf of ravelins and bastions as of detached works,

added in front of the curtains between two small

towers ; and when the curtain is long, he proposes to

have two such works, either separated from each other,

or connected by a curtain, and lie denominates the

whole a tcnaillc, expressly stating it to he of use in

affording room for the defenders, which was wanting
in the ancient circuit. It is remarkable, however, that

he bus shown ravelins of the modern kind in only one
of his own designs

; and in that they appear to be with-
out ditches, and to resemble merely re-entering places of
arms. We may add to this brief account of the works of
one who may be considered as the father of French
military engineering, that he has given? an example of

• DtUa Fortification* dtUe Cilia, lib. it. c. '24.

f La Fortijicttltarn ri'dmlt fn Art. Lit. iii. ell. v.
* BJ. Uv.ii.ck.x-

a front of fortification, in which countergunrds are Fwtifica-

traced in such a manner as to cover the face* of a large >*"“•

bastion : lie does not, however, recommend them, al-
'

leging the expense of their construction, and the proba-

bility that the enemy might place artillery upon them for

the purpose of breaching the inner wall. On the other

hand, he proposes, in order to prolong the defence, that

good retrenchments should be made in the interior of a
bastion, or at it* gorge, by a rampart formed either in a

straight line or in the manner of a tenaille. Ravelins
or bastions, connected by curtains, so as to form one or

more fronts of fortification, as they are now called, and
therefore resembling modem horn or crown works, are

also recommended by Errard,* to serve as defences for

a bridge, or to cover the suburb of a town.

The Italian syatem, which, nearly as soon as it can iMufcafcl*

be said to have been formed, was, as we have seen, in- example uf

troduced into Flanders and France, appears to have lt
?
***‘1

.

been about the same time received in England ; and, Ungi^d.
among the small number of military constructions which
our Country can boast, it happens that one belongs to

the first Age of modern Fortification. The example we
allude to is exhibited in the works about Cnrisbrooke Ciuriabtook*

Castle in the Isle of Wight. That interesting fortress Castle,

may pass tor one of the most ancient in the Country,
(even though we should not assent to the opinion of

Dr. Stukcly, that it was originally built by the Emperor
Carausius,) since mention is made of it in the Saxon
Annals. It is supposed to have been enlarged soon

after the Conquest ; and the grand entrance, on the

Western side, was built during the reign of Edward IV.

The old wall of the Castle is of a pentagonal
form ; it has a lofty keep on the North-East side ; and
beside* the small towers at the angles, which are

disposed with a salient angle to the front, there is, on
the middle of each of the walls connecting them, a rect

ungular projection having one side parallel to the length

of the wall, probably for the purpose of defending the

foces of the collateral towers. In the time of Elizabeth
the Castle was surrounded by fortifications, enclosing

an area considerably greater than that within the an-

cient walls, and having the parapet on a much lower

level than the summit of those walls. These fortifica-

tions arc constructed on an irregular pentagon, with
bastion* at the angles ; and on two of the fronts the

flanks are simple and rectilinear, but on the others they

are protected by rectangular orillons. The rampart is

revetted with a stone wall ; and in each of the retired

flanks, which are perpendicular to the curtain, are two
apertures, intended as embrasures for small pieces ot

artillery. On two of the fronts of fortification there is,

between the flanks, a bank of earth in the form of a
modern tenaille; and beyond the ditch, in what may
have been a sort of re-entering place of arms, there still

remains a small elevation of earth, of a semicircular

form, apparently intended os a ravelin, or. as this kind
of work was (sometimes calk'd, a half-moon. In the

area between these fortification* and the Norman wall*,

are elevation* of earth which appear to have served a*

traverses, and as cavaliers to give the defenders, in the

manner of the works of that Age, a command over the

neighbouring heights. On one of the bastions ia in-

scribed the year 1 568, and the works are aaidf to hare
been executed by an Italian engineer tunned Gene bells.

• Isi FurtfflcrUiam rtduitc rn Art, lir. hi. ch. i*.

t Vide Brum!** o/ England and Haiti, voL wi.
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who was brought from Flanders for the purpose. Their

great resemblance to the fronts of fortification in the

System of Enrard, who was contemporary with our Ulus-

lriou9 Queen, may, with what has been before said, be
considered as a proof, that in her days tire new method
of fortifying places was practised nearly all over Europe.

f'urtifior

PART II.

MODERN SYSTEMS OF FORTIFICATION.

CHAPTER I.

General Description of a Modern Front ofFortification.

For the ge- Having briefly traced the History of the Art of For*
acral ajv tifying from the earliest Ages to the period at which the
PMiance of general adoption throughout Europe of the Bastion

tintmm i
System may be suid to have introduced and established

vide plate i.
*H the most essential principles in the Modern Science

fig. 'i- of Defence ; we may next proceed to give some account

of the various forms of construction for fortresses which

have been since practised or proposed. Before, how.
ever, we enter on this description, it will be proper, in

order to render it more intelligible to the general reader.

Farm of the to explain the form of a rampart and parapet, and the
different nature of the works which constitute what is called a

front of fortification. Fig. 1, plate ii. represents the

v , - plan of a front with its outworks ; and fig. 4 is a profile

fines. land 4
** fiect ‘ott taken on that part of the plan which ii de-

* signaled by the dolled line A B. A horizontal piune
Rampart, passing through this line in tig. 4, represents the plane

of site or level of the country ; and abcei is the mass
of earth forming the rampart and parapet : the earth is

procured by excavating the ground in front; and this

excavation constitutes the main ditch, the profile of which

is vr at. The line a b is the interior slope of the ram-

psrt ; and this is mode gentle enough to permit the

defenders to ascend or descend it on occasion with to-

lerable facility. The line b n is the terrepUin of the ram-

part, or level space on which the troops and cannon are

placed for the defence ; and its breadth is from thirty-six

to forty-two feet, to allow of a free circulation in rear of

the guns when in battery. Its part cn is the ban-

quette or step, on which the soldiers stand to fire over the

Parapet parapet; and it has a slope me towards the rear, the

base of which is equal to twice its height Again , d e, the

height of the parapet is so regulated as to procure suffi-

cient cover for the men and gun9 upon the terreplein.

When the fortifications are constructed upon a level

plain, seven feet and a half suffice for this purpose.

The superior slope ef of the parapet is directed os

ncurlv as possible to the edge t of the opposite side of

the ditch, in order that a man, when firing over the

parapet, may without difficulty see the enemy there. The
line/ i is the exterior slope of the parapet, which being

mode of earth stands upon a base equal to its height,

for the sake of stability. The thickness of a parapet at

its upper surface is generally about eighteen feet, that

the work may not be pierced by shot from the heaviest

Revetment, artillery. The revetment, or wall of masonry (irp)
07

•'“Jf*
1** supporting the rampart, is made of such solidity, that

,fl|£ w
‘

its resistance may be more than equal to the pressure of

Uie earth above aud behind it; and op is the buttress or

counterfort placed behind the revetment, to increase the

streqgth of tbe latter. The buttresses are placed at Buttrene*.

distances from each other of fifteen or eighteen feet,
” om,ntef*

reckoning from centre to centre, as is shown in fig. 5, £ \
which represents a portion of the grouud plan of tlie

masonry on both sides of the ditch. The height of the

wall t r should be so great os to render esculade very diffi-

cult or impossible : ami for this purpose thirty or thirty-

five feet may suffice. Nevertheless, it* top t is not

allowed to nse above the . level Ik of the crest of the

parapet of the covert-way : the reason for which is, that

no part of the masonry should be discernible from the

enemy’s distant batteries, lest being breached from them,
tlie parapet should fell, and thus expose the terreplein

of the rampart.

i From what has been said, it must be evident to the Ditch,

reader, that the depth of the ditch is almost a fixed

quautity : since it must depend upon the necessary height

of the eacarp, which is lire name given to the outer face

of the rampart. This is particularly the case when the

ditch is a dry oue: but there is no such absolute neces-

sity when the latter contains a depth of water equal to

six feet, which is deemed sufficient to prevent the enemy
from wading through it to the assault, or to surprise the

place. The breadth of the ditch must, in a great mea-
sure, depend upon the nature of tlie soil. If dry. the

least breadth it ought properly to have should be equal

to once and a half the height of the rampart : in order

that the rubbish of the breach may not extend across it,

and furnish the enemy’s sappers wherewith to commence
their passage, after they have pierced through the wall

1 1, which terminates the ditch on the side next to the

Country. It may be added, that a dry ditch, if very

narrow and deep, opposes an almost insurmountable
obstacle to the enemy when he would destroy the escarp:

since it renders him unable, from the crest of tlie glacis,

to see tlie wall sufficiently near the foot to allow a prac-

ticable breach to be made
;

or obliges him to form his

batteries on the terreplein of the covert-way, in which
situation they must be roofed, in order to secure his

gunners against the hand-grenades which the defenders

may shower on him from the parapet In these circum-

stances the besieger would probably resort to mines, os

the only means of effecting his purpose : hut here again
he might be opposed by expedients of a similar nature,

of which we shall give a description in its proper place.

If. however, the ditch be a wet one, and that the enemy
cannot possibly drain it. the wider it can be made the

better, as the difficulty of forming a fascine passage

across it will augment in proportion to ita width.

The opposite side of the ditch is called the counter- Cuvcrt-way,

aeorp, to distinguish it from the escarp. This ought
always to be supported by a masonry revetment 1 1, of I

I
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Furtific* sufficient height to prevent the assailant* from lowering

fioa. themselves into the ditch. The line t «* is tike covert-way,
v—

the breadth of which is limited to thirty feet, because that

extent suffices for a free circulation of the troop*; and
if made wider, the work would afford room for the

enemy to place his breaching batteries in it, instead of

being obliged to form them on the crest /A of the covert-

wav, where they are more exposed to a direct fire from

the place. The mass w l A is the parapet of the covert-

way with its banquette, its height being the same as that

ami glacis, of any other parapet. The superior slope of this parapet

k A is called the glacis, which is formed with a gentle

slope, descending till it meets the level of the country in A.

The advantages of the coverl-way ore numerous. Before

its invention by Tartaglia, no sorties could be made or

attempted, without being foreseen and cannonaded by
the enemy : who, moreover, in many cases followed the

besieged in their retreat, and by introducing themselves

simultaneously, effected an easy capture without further

exertion. And if the troops within, regardless of the

fate of their comrades, and mindful only of their own
safety, shut the gates upon them, the latter were either

cut to pieces upon the counterscarp, or precipitated into

the ditch. The covert-way, therefore, secures the egress

nnd ingress of sorties or sallies, and also procures a

closer fire upon the enemy’s approaches : besides per-

forming the invaluable office of covering by the relief of
its parapet the revetment of the rampart. It is, in short,

one of the most valuable parts of a modern fortifica-

tion, and the least expensive in its construction. The
height of the glacis above the natural ground being
fixed, as we have said ; that of the rampart may be
from thence determined : since, to obtain a powerful
direct defence of a work, it is necessary that a fire of

artillery should be made from its rampart, and of mus-
ketry from the covert-way in its front at the same time.

For this purpose, such a height should be given to the

former, that the line of fire from it to the ground at

the foot of the glacis may pass three feet above the crest

of the latter, in order that the wind of the shot may not
injure the defenders stationed on the banquette of the

covert-way.

Dtseriptkoa By a front of fortification is meant that portion of the

of m modem works comprised between the salient (proj«*ciing) or
front of for- flanked angles a andf of two bastions. A and C. It

PUte U.°
«"*•* therefore, of two half bastions, a be and def

Fig. ].
a,H* * curlafo, cd; or. in oilier words, of two faces, a b,

Butktoi «f two flanks, 6 c, d ef and a curtain, cd. The reci-

and etm. pmcal defence, which we have already mentioned as a
oortmg cur* desideratum in modern Fortification, is here obtained by

the fire of the flanks along the opposite faces ; which
flanks also mutually defend each other and the curtain.

It has been objected by several engineers of celebrity

that, in this bastion outline, there exists a useless and
even defective developement of rampart; and that a

in it to be unmolested by the fire of cannon in the flanks Fortific*-

6 c and d e, when directed upon the foot of a breach bun.

that may lie made near the angles of the shoulder 6 and v*™
e of the opposite bastions. The letters A A A A mark the

ditch surrounding the enceinte
, or body of the place;

and iii the ravelin or demilune. This work covers Ravelin or

the flanks and curtain (with the town gate in it) from Iknulun*.

the enemy’s first batteries, and preserves to those parts

all their defensive influence for the most critical period

of the siege. It has, moreover, a powerful cross fire

upon the ground in front of the bastion, rendering the

approach to the latter difficult, and (in cases when the

ravelin projects sufficient!)) impossible. When the

periphery has many sides, the projection of the ravelin,

besides increasing the difficulty of crowning the covert-

way of the bastion until it is itself captured, intercepts

the prolongations of the faces of the bastions, and there-

fore screens the latter from that most destructive of all

fires, the ricochet, or enfilade. The ravelin or demilune
is likewise surrounded by a ditch, and furnished in its

interior with a redoubt, which affords a retreat to its

garrison, and prolongs 'the defence of the work after

the besieger has breached it, and lodged himself at its

salient angle. In the ditch, kk h u cajsonniere, or Capoaaiii-a.

communication from the lenaillc to the gorge, or rear of
the ravelin. It consists of two parapets (with banquettes

and palisades) having its superior slope terminating

gradually en glacis, at about fifty or sixty feel from the

crest. The caponn&re, it is almost needless to observe,

is used in dry ditches only
;
the communication oxer

those which have water in them being effected by
bridges ; and, during a siege, when the means of com-
municating with the outworks require to be multiplied

as much as possible, boats, rafts, Ac., are employed.
The use of the covert-way, l nm l m n l, has already Covert-way

been described. The traverses are portions of paru|>el with tru-

throw n across the covert-way for the joint purpose of vmc‘-

screening the troops placed behind the palisades from the

ricochet fire, and of enabling the covert-way to be defended
foot by foot : so that the troops being driven from the

0f
salient places of arms III may continue the defence from urm*,

behind each traverse until the progress of the besiegers

shall have rendered the re-entering places of arms n n,

and their redoubts oo, the only tenable parts of the

covert-way. The objects of the redoubt are to increase and ra-

the strength of the covert-way, to facilitate the making of dooht*

sorties upon the enemy’s lodgements, and, by occasion-

ally driving him from his work and destroying it, thereby

to create a loss of time. The retreat of the sorties on
such occasions is assisted by descents into the ditch on
inclined planes, called ramps, which are every where at

present preferred to stairs when there is room for making
them ; as they are not so soon rendered impassable by
the fall ofshells.

Teasitt*.

more simple and better defence would be procured by a
mere succession of salient and re-entering angles. Of
this we shall make particular mention in treating of
Montalembert’s and Carnot's Systems ; but we confine
ourselves for the present to the Bastion System, whatever
be its defects, since it has been followed in almost every
existing fortress: particularly as our object is to convey
general ideas to the general reader, and not to enter into
disquisitions, which are more properly the province of
the engineer officer.

Next, g g is the tenaiile, a wore made just high
enough above the bottom of the ditch to allow the troops

CHAPTER U.

Systems of the XVIth andXFilth Centuries.

Such is the general outline of a fortification con-
structed according to the Bastion System, with the
improvements which have been gradually introduced
since its invention in the beginning of the XVIth Cen-
tury ; and we now proceed to give some account of the
principal constructions which have been executed or
proposed by engineers from that time to the present.
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Fig. 9.

The first system, of which any certain account remains,

is that of Castriotto, which was published a. d. 1 584 ; and
in which the round towers of the more ancient fortresses

are covered in front by detached bastions, having upper

and lower flanks ; and the whole place is surrounded

by a ditch and covert-way. This system so nearly re-

sembles the works executed at Be fori, Landau, and
Neu Brisack, as to leave no doubt that Vuuhuii must
have borrowed from it some hints for the construction

of those fortresses. An inspection of fig. 6 will suffice

to give the reader a general notion of the disposition of

the works, which he will likewise more readily compre-
hend after reading the paragraph in which wc shall treat

of Vauban's Systems.

But the first French engineer who laid down general

principles for the construction of fortifications with
bastions was Errard de Bar le Due, whom, on that ac-

count, we have already designated as the father of the

Modern Science. An outline of the front which he
proposed is shown in fig. 7. His Treatise on the Art
was published a. d. 1594, and contains several excellent

maxims, which have ever since been universally adopted:
but the details of the works present many defects which
must have seriously lessened their defensive properties.

The flanks of the bastions he justly considers as essential

parts of the fortification : but, by making their length
depend on the form of the polygon, the construction is

embarrassed. They arc protected, as already mentioned,
by orillons ; but, being made to form acute angles with
the curtains, the gorges of the bastions are so much
contracted as to prevent the necessary freedom of com
munkation between those works and the interior of the
place. The defence of the ditch and faces of the colla-

teral bastions is rendered, moreover, almost null on
account of the obliquity of the fires from the flanks,

which, besides, would endanger the defenders of the
curiain: since the soldier almost always fires mechani-
cally in a direction perpendicular to the length of the
parapet behind which he is stationed. This habit arises

from an unwillingness to expose himself sufficiently to
allow him to take a deliberate aim in any other direc-

tion ; and it has been found so completely incorrigible,

that engineers have been obliged to regulate the direc-

tions of their parapets in accordance with that condition,

by drawing them nearly parallel to the lines of fire from
the works which are to defend them.

Mnrchi published, a. n. 1599, a voluminous Work
on the Art, containing no less than one hundred and
aixty-one Systems, which he assures the reader are all of
his own invention; and, to say the truth, most of the
ideas suggested and executed by modern engineers may
be found among them. In that example which we have
selected and shown in fig. 9, the most salient face re-

ceives a direct defence from a double flank and from
the inner face. The double flanks, by which the inner

face is joined to the curtain, might be made to batter the

interior of the small salient bastion, provided the parapet
of its high flunk were demolished in time ; it would then
be advisable to cut off the small bastion by a retrench-

ment across its gorge.

In a. d. 1639 a Treatise on Fortification was published
by the Chevalier De Ville, an engineer of considerable

reputation, who was commissioned by Louis XIII. to

reconstruct several of the ancient fortifications in

France. In that Work the Author has described a
System invented by himself, which is shown in fig. 9

;

and which hus the merit of great simplicity, but par-
VOL. VI.

takes, in a certain degree, of the defects above mentioned Fortific*-

in the plan of Errard. Its construction, however, differ* tiun*

from the System of that engineer in being made to

depend on the length of the sides of the polygon. The Fig. 9.

salient angles of the bastions are made equal to ninety

degrees for the sake of strength ; and the flanks are at

right angles to the curtain, by which means the risk of

injuring the defenders of that rampart is less than in

the construction of Errard: but the defence of the faces

of the collateral bastions is still very oblique, and con-

sequently imperfect.

BlaJze, Count de Pogan, may be said to have been P*o*w.

the next engineer who made any remarkable improve-

ment in the manner of fortifying places. Becoming
blind at thirty-eight years of age. and being therefore

compelled to retire from active service, he devoted him-

self to the cultivation of Military Science; and, a. d.

1645. he composed his Treatise on Fortification, in

which he describes the two Systems whose outlines are

represented in fig. lit. Setting out with an assumed Fig- *°-

length for the side of the polygon, he made the flanks

of each bastion perpendicular to the produced faces of
those to be defended ; by which, and by giving more
length to the faces, he obtained, in the interior of the

bastions, much greater space than was allowed in the

Systems of former engineers
;
but his high opinion of

(he advantages to be derived from defending the

breaches by a powerful artillery induced him to crowd

the bastions with a triple row of flanks, which took up
nearly the whole of their interior. He thought little of
musketry as a means of defence, alleging the facility

with which the enemy might cover hirnself from it ; and
this was his reason for allowing a space of four hundred
yards between the salient points of his bastions : instead

of three hundred and sixty, which had been assigned by

other engineers, in order that the distance from the

flank to the extremity of the opposite face, or rather to

the ground beyond it, might not exceed the effective

range of the small arms employed in the defence.

Pagan’s covert-way is but twenty-four feet wide, which

is too narrow ; his places of arms and ravelins are also

too small ; the latter do not sufficiently cover the cur-

tains nor the flanks of the bastions ; and their want of

saliency permits the enemy to crown their covert-way at

the same time with that of the collateral bastions them-

selves .

Yauban, so well known in the military world, owed V*cun.
his celebrity more, perhaps, to the intelligence which

lie displayed in the actual adaptation of works to the

most uneven sites and diversified localities, than to

any material alterations in the Systems of his prede-

cessors. But it must be added that the skilful applica-

tion of recognised principles involves the most arduous

duties of on engineer, in the exercise of sound judgment
and practical originality. No less than thirty-three

new fortresses were constructed by Vauban
; and up-

wards of three hundred others were improved under
his direction : in all which works the science displayed

conveys the most exalted idea of the resources of hts

genius. Unfortunately, however, the Art of Attack,

during his time, and principally from hi* own inven-

tions, underwent such changes ns rendered nugatory

almost all the benefits which might have been derived

from his constructions. And towards the end of his

career, so forcibly was he impressed with this truth, that

he saw the necessity of abandoning hts original simple

method of fortifyiug places, and of resorting to others

5? q

c
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i'ortifie*- more complicated : in order to screen at least a small

tiua. portion ot the artillery of fortresses from the sweeping
ricochet fire, which his own practice had introduced

;

and to prolong the defence after a breach should be

formed in the face of a bastion.

Hi* First The method which he seems generally to have fob
System. lowed in his constructions up to the year 1688, and

which writers have denominated his First System, differs

in many points of detail from that of Fagan, lie

makes the distance between the salient angles of the

See fig. II. nearest bastions equal to three hundred and sixty yards;

and, in assigning this length to the aide of the exterior

polygon, he was influenced by the consideration that

the range of the wall pieces, by which the defenders of

the flanks were to oppose the construction of the enemy's
counter-battery on the crest of the opposite glacis, waa
equal toabout three hundred yards. For, thence taking

off forty yards lor the supposed breadth of the main
ditch and the covert-way, there would remain two hun-
dred and sixty yards for what is called the length of the

line of defence

;

and to this adding one hundred yards

for tile face adjoining to the flank, on which the de-

fenders were stationed, the front of fortification will be

found of the length above-mentioned. Vauban's reason

for making the faces of the bastions equal to about one
hundred yards in length, was that, in the inferior poly-

gons, there would then be sufficient breadth at the

gorge to allow a free communication between the bas-

tion and the interior of the place. He then traced the

flauks in directions forming angles of about eighty-one

degrees with the lines of defence, in order that the fires

from thence might take in reverse the assailants when in

the act of storming the breach made iu the face of a col-

lateral bastion. The length of the flanks must evidently

depend on the angle at which the lines of defence inter-

sect each other ; and this was determined by letting fall

from (he middle of the side of the polygon, towards the

interior, a perpendicular to that aide, and making its

length equal to one-sixth of the length of' that side in

all polygons greater than the pentagon. The extent of
the flank thus became somewhat greater than that of
the battery which the enemy could construct to dismount
its guns : while the flanked angle of the bastion con-
tinually increasing with the number of sides in the poly-

gon, the interior of that work became proportionally

more capacious, and its faces leas liable to the action of
the ricochet. The above rules of construction also

render the curtain joining the flanks of two bastions
long enough to permit the defenders of those flanks to

see the whole of the ditch between them
;
and it is there-

fore evident that no attempt of the enemy to surprise

the enceinte can succeed.

The earlier modern engineers had, with a view of

increasing the defence of the enceinte, surrounded it

with a faustt braie, or attached parapet on a lower level

than the principal one : but this work being subject to

several defects, particularly to a plunging fire from the

enemy’s lodgements on the glacis, was superseded by the

trnaille , an invention of Vauban, who constructed it,

for the first time, when ordered to repair the citadel of
Lille, for the purpose of covering the postern in the
curtain, and defending the main ditch and the terivplein

of the ravelin. He also directed the counterscarp
towards the angle of the shoulder of the opposite bastion
instead of drawing it parade1 to the laces, as in Fagan's
outline

; by which he gained the advantage of laying
open the whole of the ditch to the fire of the flank,

which otherwise was in some polygons intercepted by FtMtifira-

thc re-entering angle of the counterscarp. He ang* uuo.

mented considerably the siie of the ravelin ; making ita

faces about equal in length to those of the bastions, and
directing them to points taken on the bastions at ten

yards from the shoulder-angles, in order to cover, in

some measure, those shoulders from the fire of tile

enemy's counter-batteries at the salients of the ravelin.

He made the re-entering places of arms more spacious

than they were before; gave ten yards to the breadth of

the covert-way ; and placed traverses across the latter,

at certain intervals, to increase its means of defence,

and protect the men there from the effect of the ricochet.

Notwithstanding all these improvements in the System Hi# Seeood
of fortifying, many ameliorations were yet requisite to System,

keep pace with the ascendant which the attack was
rapidly gaining over the defence. The numberless
instances of capitulations being made as soon as a
breach was practicable in the body of the place, owing
to the unwillingness of Governors to risk the conse-

quences of an assault, convinced Vauban that some
contrivance must be resorted to, which would obviate

the evils of dependence on a precarious retrenchment
made during the siege. With a view to this object,

when instructed to fortify Landau, he separated the

bastions from the body of the place by a ditch about
forty feet wide, in order that, a tier the breaching and
capture of the bastions, the besieger might be compelled

to recommence operations against the enceinte. The
angles of the latter were fortified by small pentagonal

towers of masonry, called tower bastions : underneath See fig. 12.

which lie contrived casemates for two guna in each
flank, and bomb-proof barracks for the troops along the

faces, besides powder- tn&gaxiuea in the centre. This

mode of fortifying is distinguished by the name of

Vauban'• Second System

:

but Befort is the only fort-

ress besides Landau, where it has been executed. The
System, although in some respects stronger than the

preceding one, left nevertheless much room for improve-

ment. of which Vauban seems to have been aware : for

in fortifying Neu Brisack, he increased the size of the

ravelin, and gave it a redoubt. The tower bastions Hi# Third
were likewise made larger ; and the curtain which united System,

them was broken inwards: so as to form two small ^ 13
flanks, underneath which casemates for cannon were
constructed, to cooperate with those of the tower bas-

tions in the defence of the ditch. This assemblage of
works constitutes what is commonly, but perhapa im-

properly, called Vauban'a Third System

:

for that

great engineer did not himself write on the fortifica-

tion of places ; nor does it appear that he ever professed

to follow any exclusive method in his constructions
;

but rather that he always adapted the nature and dis-

position of his works to the circumstances of the sur-

rounding ground. Both these latter Sty-stems, although

calculated to prolong the defence, were of much too
expensive a nature to admit of being frequently put its

practice in any state. An opinion moreover has very

generally prevailed, that the smoke from the priming
would render it impossible to remain in the casemates

during the firing of (he guns, owing to the want of
ventilation. To ascertain whether or not this prejudice

was well founded, the French Convention, in the year

1793, ordered an experiment to be tried in them by
General the Citizen Desnoyers. This was done in the

presence of the Governor and all the Garrison Staff of
Neu BriMick. The result proved that the casematss
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Fuitifiu- under the Hanks of the tower bastions were perfectly

(too, serviceable, however briskly the fire might be kept up
in them ; and that the small ones under the curtain

flanks were equally so, provided the gunners were re-

lieved every quarter of an hour. In both cases, how-
ever, it appealed that loose powder ought to be substi-

tuted for tubes as priming ; and that, for firing, slow

match should be used in lieu of port-fire, the smell and
smoke from the former being less offensive.

CoaaoaH. For the sake of chronological exactness, we ahall

next notice CotShorn's Systems, although their exclusive

appropriateness to marshy soils might fully justify our

speaking of them separately, without interrupting the

present sketch of the progress of improvement in the

Art of Fortification. Coehorn was the Vaub&n of the

United Provinces ; and like his great contemporary, he

excelled in the Science of Fortifying, and of attacking

and defending places. His talents and achievements

accordingly raised him to the highest posts in the service

of his Country ; and the works which he has executed

justly entitle him to the admiration of the Military

World. His ideas were adopted, with such modifica-

tions as localities rendered necessary, at Nimeguen,
Breda, Manheim, Namur, and Bergen-op-Zoom. In

a. d. 1685 he published his three methods for construct-

ing the fortifications of places : the First, which be

formed on a hexagon, was intended to be raised on a

•oil, underneath the surface of which water is supposed

to be found at a depth of four feet
;

his Second System
is formed on a heptagon, and is adapted to a soil three

feet above water ; and his Third is on an octagon traced

on ground five feet above water. The principal aim
which he had in view was both to cover and flank his

works more effectually than had until his time been
done ; to deprive the enemy of the space necessary for

his batteries, and of soil for his approaches in the dry

ditches ; and moreover to surround him with cram fires

whenever, by dint of perseverance, be might have pene-

trated into the works.

His First From the brief view which we are to give of the
Systwo. means employed to arrive at these ends, it will be evi-

dent to the reader that the reason why Coehorn exclu-

sively chose marshy soils for the sites of his Systems,

must have been that he had the interests of his native

land alone in view ; and that he would have succeeded

equally well in appropriating defences to localities of

any kind, is manifest from the merit displayed in the

Se« fig. 14. construction of Fort William at Namur. In his First

System lie has a capital or interior bastion, the revet-

ment of which is hidden from the enemy's first batteries

by the unrevetted face of an exterior bastion. This
unrevetted or low face has between it and that of the

capital bastion a dry ditch, the surface of which is but

six inches above the natural level of the water, by

which means it is rendered impossible for the enemy to

establish himself in this ditch without undergoing the

laborious process of bringing soil with him from the

rear for the purpose of cover. This dry ditch is de-

fended by six guns in a casemate under the stone tower

placed at each shoulder of the exterior bastion ; and
the tower being unconnected with the flank of the capi-

tal bastion, covers it completely without taking up any

portion of its length. A vaulted and loop-holed gallery

extends along the interior of the low exterior face under-

neath the banquette, and communicates with the case-

male in the tower; there are numerous doora made
in this gallery to facilitate the egress and ingress

of sorties ; and it is moreover partitioned off at every Fortiflca.

eighteen feet by strong doors, that it may be defended
foot by foot. Another considerable advantage which it v~—J
possesses, is that of serving as a gallery of mines, from
whence any lodgement which the enemy might attempt
upon the low unrevetted face may be destroyed. Besides
these defences, the dry ditch has a palisade provided
with numerous barrier gates, extending along the front

of the escarp of the capital bastion ; and the space thus
enclosed is swept by two gun* placed at each extremity,

or near the shoulders of that bastion. A vaulted, loop-

holed, half-buried communication passes along the capi-

tal of the dry ditch, from a gallery of mines at the hack
of the escarp of the capital bostiun, to the gallery under
the exterior face. This communication, or covered ca-
pon mere. being partly sunk under ground, is necessarily

mode ristern-like, owing to its being beneath the natural

level of the water, which, when the defenders are obliged

to abandon it, may be let in by means of a sluice to

prevent its being of any service to the enemy. The
stone tower before mentioued is separated from the dry
ditch by a small wet one, twelve yards wide, defended
by three guns placed behind a wall ut its interior ex-

tremity. The communication over this ditch is by two
bridges: one conducts to the space without, and the

other to that within the palisades above mentioned.
Another small wet ditch situated in front of the orillon,

or stone tower, and of the flank which connects the

latter with the curtain of the enceinte, serves as a har-
botir: it communicates with the main ditch by a covered
passage for boats, rafts, &c. The dry ditch between the
flanks of the capital and exterior bastion, is defended by
four pieces of camion placed in a casemate, which is

formed in the part of the curtain joining those flanks

:

through this there is a postern communicating with all

the lower works.

The main ditch is defended by three flanks : that of
the capital bastion; tbatoflbe inferior bastion ; and that

of the tenaille, or, os it may be called, the lower cur-

tain. The latter flank is kept lower than the curtain

and face with which it is connected, in order to allow the

fires from the works in its rear to pass over it ; and the

curtain and face have a greater relief given to them, the

first that it may the better cover the principal curtain, and
the second that it may more effectually screen the low
flank. A communication is made into the space be-

tween the two curtains, by means of a postern in the

middle of the enceinte. The capital ravelin is revetted
;

and in front of it is a dry ditch, which is covered by the

unrevelted rampart of the exterior raveliu. This dry
ditch is defended by the faces of the capital and lower

bastion, by the upper part of the tower, and by the

double fire from the coffrrt or splinter proofs, which are

formed across its extremities, near the mam ditch. It

moreover derives a defence from a covered caponniere

joining the salient angles of the exterior and interior

ravelins, similar to that already described, in the dry
ditch of the bastion ; and from a row of palisades ex-

tending along the foot of the escarp of the exterior

ravelin. The two splinter proofs are screened from an
attack by storm, by a small wet ditoh, which is defended
by a loop-holed gallery under the face of the lower
ravelin. This loop-holed gallery serves as a commuuica
tion into the dry ditch of the ravelin, for which purpose
doora are made al its extremities

; und a postern placed

under the face of the capital ravelin completes the com-
munication to tbe interior of the latter. The o&vsage

2 q 2
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from behind the splintei proof to the spaoe enclosed be-

tween the palisades and the escarp, is by a small bridge.
* There is likewise a postern passing; under the capital of
the revetted or interior ravelin into the caponniere. The
three flanks which defend the main ditch can only he

counter-battered from the earthen couuterguards which
cover the bastions : but as these consist only of a parapet

and a double banquette, the enemy would be unable,

from want of room, to establish a battery on them. The
covert-way is of a great breadth, (seventy-two feet,) and
it slopes gradually inwards to the water's edge. The
faces of the re-entering places of arms are provided with
loop-holed coffers or splinter proofs, for the defence of

the glacis by a double and grazing fire. A loop-holed

wall serves as a redoubt to the place of arms ; and pali-

sades placed along the branches, faces, traverses, and in

front of the above-mentioned redoubt, complete the de-

fensive dispositions of the covert-way.

We shall not attempt any detail of the advantages and
defects of the System just descrilied ; new the mode of
attacking or defending it : for the curious reader may
And them in the Author's own Work. But it is allowed

by the ablest engineers, that notwithstanding some little

imperfections, (and the whole invention it must be re-

membered was prior to that of ricochet firing,) this

System is capable of the most obstinate resistance, by the
numberless expedients which it enables the besieged to

oppose to the assailants. It may be added, that it

would also require to be very judiciously und most
vigorously attacked ; and that the siege could only be
abridged by the simultaneous employment of a very

numerous artillery, and by the developcmenl of new
means. One of these would probably consist in firing

shells into the earthen masses of the counterguards, with

a view of producing explosions therein, similar to thoae

of small mines ; for cannon has been found to produce
too slow and too imperfect an effect.

!li» Second Coc horn’s Second System, which he applies, as was
said above, to a heptagon, consists of a capital re-

• r* J
- veiled bastion, the upper and middle flanks of which
are covered by the projection of the orilion. A wide
dry ditch extends round this capital bastion, having
its surface nearly on a level with the water. This ditch

is covered by an unrevetted rampart, underneath which
is a gallery, with loop-holes looking into it, in order to

afford a reverse fire upon the enemy when he may have
penetrated so Jkr. The ravelin with retired flanks is

connected with an unrevetted rampart surrounding the

enceinte; and a tow curtain, or in other words, a tenaille

with flanks, in frout of which is a small wet ditch, covers

the curtain. By this disposition, the whole of the en-

ceinte may be defended with still greater advantage than
in the First System, by strong sorties of cavalry as well

as infantry. A row of palisades extending along the

dry ditch in front of the capital face, covers the retreat

of the tmops. Ati uninterrupted counterguard, placed

beyond a brood wet ditch, forms a third enceinte or en-
velope ; each branch of which is divided and flanked

by a traverse : and a ditch and covert-way, similar to

those of the First System, surround this third enceinte.

The advantages of this System consist in a greater

facility of communicating with the second enceinte,

and of defending it by numerous bodies of troops of
all arms, owing to the uninterrupted continuity of
the broad dry ditch ; and in the economy of its con-
struction, it being much less expensive than the First

System.

Coehom’s Third System is that which he himself most Fortifica-

esteemed ; but as no one agrees with him on the sub
ject, and as it has never received the honour of execution,

and is moreover the most expensive of the three, we
shall not, in the limited space allowed us, enter into

a minute detail of its construction or uses. The reader

is by this time sufficiently familiarized with the subject

to be enabled, by au inspection of the figure, to form Set fig. 16.

a competent idea of the defensive dispositions contained

in it.

CHAPTER III.

Improvrmmts rtibuqvmt to the j4qe of Vauban and
Cockorn.

In returning to the fortifications which are appli-

cable as well to dry as to wet soils, we shall pass over

in silence the throng of Writers, contemporaries or im-

mediate successors of Cot-horn and Vauban, such as

Borgsdorf, Sturm, Herlire, Glasecr, Ac. ; and proceed

immediately to Cormontaingne, whose valuable improve-

ments on the ideas of Vauban, give him a claim to the

honourable distinction of being die principal disciple of

that illustrious engineer. From the geueral merit of

its defensive properties, joined to economy in materials,

the Method of Cormontaingne may, perhaps, be con-

sidered as that which is most likely to be adopted ns a

basis of construction when circumstances shall require

the formation of new, or the restoration of any existing

fortresses.

Cormontaingne places the points of bis bastions at the Cannon,

same distance a9 that prescribed by Vauhan in his **»“«»**•

First and Third Systems : that is, three hundred and
sixty yards. The magistral line of his front of fortifi-

k*

cation is traced in nearly the same manner as in the

Systems of Pagan and Vauban : that is, the positions of

the Hues of defence, or the produced faces of the bas-

tions, arc determined by the length of a perpendicular,

let fall from the middle of the side of the exterior polygou.

The faces are made one hundred and twenty yards iong

;

and the flanks are at right angles with the faces of the

opposite bastions, in order that the fires from thence rnuy

effectually graze those faces. In making the face of

his bastion longer than Vauban did in his original

method, he certainly shortens the flank, but he brings

the latter closer to the object which it has to defend.

The augmentation of size in the bastion, renders it ca-

pable of containing such interior retrenchments, as may
enable the body of the place to sustain many assaults

ere it be forced to capitulate. Of the nature of these

works in reserve, mention will be made under the head of

Interior Retrenchments. The crest of the counterscarp

of the main ditch is drawn towards w hat is called the

interior shoulder angle of the collateral bastion : that is,

towards the point on the plan which represents the

meeting of the crest of the parapet on the face and flank ;

by which means the direct fire of a man stationed at the

shoulder will graze the exterior side of the ditch. Ill

order to correct the principal defect ofVuuban’s ravelin,

which does not sufficiently cover tile Central part of the

enceinte. Cormontaingne has constructed his upon a

larger base. Having also made it without flunks, he
has reserved the latter fur (lie redoubt in its interior,

from which the besieged will be enabled to have a
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Fortifies- reverse fire upon the breaches of the collateral bastions;
thja- so that the assault on the buer becomes impracticable,

until after the entire capture of both the ravelin and its

redoubts. It is only by giving greater saliency or pro-

jection to some of the works, that a simultaneous attack

upon the whole of the defences may be prevented ;
as

otherwise the enemy being able to embrace the whole at

once, would not be compelled to attack in detail what
might be carried by a single operation, Corrnontaingnc,

therefore, makes his ravelins project considerably be-

yond a line joining the salients of the collateral bas-

tions ; and thus the enemy becomes unable to attack

the latter until he has gained possession of the former,

on account of the reverse fires which might from thence

be directed upon his reproaches. The taking ot the bas-

tions is therefore retarded by the time which must be

spent in working up their glacis after the ravelins have
fallen.

These were not the sole improvements now effected in

the ravelin. Cormontaingne observed, that in those

works at Neu Brisuck, Vauban had given such a

breadth to them, that not only could the enemy there

find room to establish batteries lor breaching the re-

doubt, but the latter was by this same reason dimi-

nished to an almost insignificant size, He therefore

reduced the ravelin to the smallest breadth possible.

Consistently with the necessity of placing guns on it for

the defence ; and he augmented the size of the redouht

so as to render it even capable of being retrenched, and
of covering from the fire of the enemy’s lodgement at the

salient angle of the ravelin, the covpurea, or traverses,

which might be placed near the lower ezlremities of the

faces of that work in order to prolong its defence.

Corinontaingne also proposed to trace the demigorgrs
of the raverin and its redoubt, in the directions of lines

drawn from the flanked angles of the collateral bastions,

through the interior ezlremities of the parapets ofthe for-

mer works : by this construction there is tree space afforded

for the fire of artillery in casemates formed in the flanks of

tbe redoubt, into the breach made in the face of a collate-

ral bastion; and the passage from the caponnifere into the

main ditch is concealed from the view of the enemy when
be has crowned the opposite crest of the glacis. To afford

to the covert-way, and particularly to the long branches

of it in front of the ravelin, a powerful support, which

might enable it to oppose an obstinate resistance, and
allow of sallies being made to destroy the enemy's lodge-

ments even after they were effected, he constructed re-

doubts or retrenchments in the re-entering places of

arms, with revetted escarps and counterscarps, and for

this purpose he considerably increased the size of those

places of arms.

In any System of Fortification with small ravelins, the

besieger has it in his power to breach, at the same time,

two bastions and the intermediate ravelin; whereas in

the Method of Cormontaingne, it becomes indispensable,

when it is desired to attack two bastions, to take three

ravelins ; and the attack of one sole bastion entails that

of the ravelins on each side of it ; unless the place be

surrounded by a polygon of a very lew sides. Whenever
the besiegers are able to breach ami assail two bastions at

once, it is evident that the attention of the garrison must
be divided and consequently weakened ; and in this respect

the System of Cormontaingne has a decided advantage

over that of Vauban: for when the attack can embrace
1*0 more than a single bastion and twn ravelins, the en-

ceinte being breached in one place only, the defenders

nave it in their power to concentrate all their force* at Fortiflca*

that place, in order to oppose the last assault. But boo.

from the octagon upwards, the necessity of attacking

several ravelins can with great difficulty be eluded by
tbe besieger

;
and this necessity increases in polygons erf

a greater number of sides, in proportion to the magni-
tude of their angles. Hence it follows, that when two
or more contiguous fronts are developed upon the same
straight line, this property arrives at its maximum ; and
that it becomes impossible to conduct the attack be-

tween two ravelins against the covert-way of a bastion

by the ordinary process. The property also which the
ravelins possess cf seeing, reciprocally, in reverse the

enemy’s lodgement on each other’s covert-way, increases

also in intensity with the size of the polygon, and like-

wise attains its maximum on the straight line. The
covert-way, with the exception of the places ofarms and
redoubts already mentioned, remains nearly the same as

in Vaubnn's constructions.

The figure of which we have made use on Plate ii. to Madera

explain the names and uses of the different ports which
constitute what is called a front of fort iftcal ion, is con- Fig*]

1 '’

structed upon the Modern System, or in other words,

Cormontaingne s Method, with such improvements as

modern engineers have thought it expedient to add.

The ravelin is made to cover the shoulders of the has-

tions more effectually, and as great a projection is given

to it as possible, consistently with the necessity of keep-

ing its salient angle within the limit of sixty degrees.

Each of its faers is retrenched by tbe coupurr$ or cuts

through the rampart at pp, which prevent the enemy
from taking the redoubt of the re-entering place ofamis
in the covert-way in reverse, without first possessing

himself of the redoubl in the ravelin : when the above
retrenchments of course fall of themselves. The direc-

tion given to the faces of the redoubts o o in the re-

entering places of arms more effectually prevents the

enemy from enfilading them . that is, sweeping the
whole of their length from batteries erected on the crest

of the covert-way. The place of arms itself is here

made circular, with the same view of avoiding the enfi-

lade fire.

The chief of all these improvements is the increased jts advan-
prnjcction and size of the ravelins ; but the credit of ta£v».

this cannot be justly claimed by modern engineers : it

being well known that it was designed by Cormon-
tsingne for his work of Belcroix at Metz ; and that he was
only restrained by the French ministry of that day from
putting it into execution. Cormontaingne, likewise, had
it in contemplation to make a difference in the depth of
the main ditch and that of the ravelin ; from whence
would have resulted three important advantages

;

1. The ditch of the ravelin being several feet less

deep than the main ditch, the sudden declivity, which is

supported by a wall, would prevent the enemy from

turning the ravelin when he shall have got into its ditch .

and would, moreover, compel him to blow down the

wall, in order to make a descent into that of the enceinte.

2. Under cover of the sudden declivity, the troops of

the garrison can circulate through the main ditch in per-

fect security until the enemy is established on the covert-

way of the bastion.

3. The fire of artillery from the bastion's face along

the ditch of the ravelin is rendered somewhat more
grazing, and consequently capable of producing a greater

effect against the enemy when he guilts an entrance into

that ditch.
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Fortifies- The revetments are likewise proposed by modern

tiua. engineers to be made vertical, as shown in the profile,

fig, 4 , experience having proved that perpendicular
F

‘jf- escarps have some advantages over those to which a

slope is given : as on the latter (even on many of Vau-
bnn's construction, which have a slope equal only to one*

fifth their height) weeds are found to grow, which

assist materially in their dilapidation. Many of the

escarps above alluded to. in the French fortresses which

were built in the reign of Louie XIV., are already, from

this cause, falling into ruin : w hereas many vertical walls

standing near them, and which are of an earlier date,

are still in good condition, exhibiting no signs of vege-

tation on them. It must not from this be concluded

that Vauban was unacquainted with the fittest profile

for a revetment. In fact, walla whose exterior faces are

formed with a small slope, belter resist the shock of

breaching artillery, than those whose faces are vertical

;

and it may be added that the construction of the former

is more economical than that of the latter, since, with a

profile smaller in area, they present an equal resistance

to the pressure erected against them by the earth com-
posing the rampart and parapet. It is probable, there-

fore. that what are called vertical revetments can, with

propriety, be only applied at the counterscarps of ditches

which are, from their situation, but little exposed to the

artillery of the enemy. Revetment walls are now occa-

sionally strengthened by vertical or horizontal counter-

arches. The former of these are portions of cylinders

standing on their bases and connecting the tails of the

counterforts ; and their convexities ore turned towards

the mass of the rampart, that they may be better able to

resist its pressure outwards : the latter are disposed in

tiers, one above another, and rise from the sides of the

counterforts : the arches and counterforts are but slightly

connected with the front wall, that when the latter is

destroyed by breaching, it may not bring down the

others in its fall.

Gentrtl ob- What has been hitherto said of the Systems of differ-

jectwns to ent engineers, relates exclusively to those in which the
the Bwtioo bastion outline has been adopted : but, although that
. ywsuL method, with trifling variations, has alone been reduced

to practice, it is here proper to notice some objections

which have been raised against it. Foremost among
the opponents of the Bastion System stands the French
General MontalemberU He was, however, not the first:

for Werthmuller, a. d. 1685, and after him Landsbergen,

Augustus II. Elector of Saxony and King of Poland,

Bollersbeim, and Herbert, had written upon the supe-

rior advantages of a line of rampart which should pre-

sent a succession of salient and re-entering angles. Into

the value of the reasonings which have been offered in

favour of such a disposition of tbe rampart, both on the

ground of economy of construction and powers of de-

fence, it ia not here our province to enter. But though it

may be easily proved that the Bastion System is not

without many defects, yet, when tlse infrequency of

opportunities for the erection of entirely new fortresses

is considered, it need not excite our wonder, while we
avoid to prejudge the question of comparative merit,

that the proposed outline has never, in any instance,

been practically tried to supersede those methods of

.

fortifying which have so long been in use.xr It must, however, be confessed by men of all opi-

lembcrt for
niooa, that no Author on the Art of Fortification has

iu idter*. exhibited greater ingenuity, than did Geueral Montalem-
Uwa. bert in his numerous and varied combinations of the

casemated System of alternate salient and re-entering F«tifi«-

angles ; or in other words, the casemated tenaille Sys* ******
.

tern, which he published a. d. 1776. Several enceintes ~~"V

situated within the main ditch : a formidable artillery

placed in bomb-proof casemates ; and these serving

likewise aa a cover for the garrison, for stores of every

kind, and even for the inhabitants : such is the system

which tbe author propose* to substitute for that of Vau-

ban, tbe defects of which, he observes, are aeknow
1edged by the beat engineers. Vauban clearly showed
that his Art of Attack was much superior to his Art of

Defence ; and he left to posterity the task of remedying

the imperfections of the method which he had followed :

in attempting which it is evident that two conditions

must be adhered to ; first, that the new method shall not

be more expensive ; and secondly, that it shall not

require a stronger garrison than the old one. To
increase the means of defence under these limitations, is

the problem which Monialetnhert proposes to solve. We
shall not undertake to analyze the systems contained in

the whole of his eleven quarto volumes, composed, it is

said, after he was sixty years of age : but shall confine

ourselves to a cursory view of one or two of hia prin-

cipal contrivances, referring the curious reader for the

rest to the Work itself.

After pointing out tbe defects of the Bastion System,

as executed in most fortresses, Montalembert proposes

suppressing the tenaille and curtain, and producing the

faces of the bastions inwards to their junction with (lie

flanks of the redoubt in the ravelin, likewise produced

inwardly. A hundred toises of rampart would by this

means be saved ; the flanks would be better covered

than they are at present; and their fire would be more

certain, because the line of defence would be » mneh
shorter. But if it be desired to preserve the same length

of line of defence, by producing the faces outwards an

exterior aide of three hundred and six tows would bo

obtained tor the side of a heptagon, inscribed in the

same circle as a dodecagon whose sides are one bandied

and eighty totaee long in the Systems of Vauban

:

whence would result for a defence equal, as he asserts,

to the latter in other respects, a saving of ooe thousand

three hundred and thirty-six toiaes* of rampart in the

body of the place. By adding to this the suppression of

five ravelins and as many redoubts, there would be

economized eighteen thousand nine hundred and twenty

cubic toises of masonry. It is true that such a fortress

would have but one enceinte like most others in actual

existence, which being once perforated would leave the

garrison without resource ; and for this reason the

author proposes, in a second System, said to be d

aileron* t to form a triple enceinte within the main ditch

by producing the curtain to the capitals of the bastions.

This enceinte he defends by a casemate placed behind

the redoubt of the ravelin ; to the faces of which redoubt

lie adds flanks defending the ditch. Tbe retrenchments

of the bastions constitute the second enceinte, which ia

defended by the wings annexed to the redoubt ;
and he

places a casemated traverse across each face of his rave-

lin. All the communications between the different

works are well covered
;
and all objection to dead angles

is done awav with by an appropriate arrangement of

casemates. The small space on the rampart of the

ravelin, and on that which is substituted for the bastions’

faces, will scarcely allow of artillery being placed on

* Thu tom is cqmd to 6.3945 KngUah feet.
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Fortifka* them by the besieger, with a view of opening the works
t*°0, within; he would besides, in such a situation, be bat*

tered in front and in flank within pistol range. Works
arranged in this manner, although less expensive and
easier to defend properly, are nevertheless greatly ex-

posed to ricochet and shells ; and Montalembert, de-

sirous of procuring cover in old existing fortresses from
the destructive effects of the latter, proposes making in

them the following alterations.
Fig. 19 He would separate from their rampart the revetment
*n4 20. wa|la 0f the escarp both of the bastions and ravelins,

which may be supposed, as represented in fig. 19, to be

those of a front of fortification constructed according to

Vauhan ; and proposes to make the exterior slope of the

rampart9 of earth. He would lower the escarp walls,

(as shown fig. 20,) lengthen the buttresses or counter-

farts, and make use of them as piers to the vaults

which are to cover the batteries ; by this be would
obtain casemates open in rear and uninconvenienced by
smoke. The tenaille is to be suppressed ; and the cur*

tain, as well as the retrenchments of the bastions, is like-

wise to be casemated for both cannon and musketry.

A wall of masonry, traverses, and loop-holed guard-

rooms, add to the interior defence of the bastions and
ravelins. Another species of retrenchment which he

proposes, is a casemated tower in the gorge of the bas-

tion, by which the defence may even be continued after

the capture of the place. Either one or the other of tha

above dispositions would, he conceives, oppose almost

insurmountable obstacles to the construction of breach-

ing and counter-batteries against them under such a

powerful and covered fire of cannon and musketry.

After giving hie attention to the means of improving
already existing fortresses constructed upon the old plan,

Montalembert allows full scope to his genius. He adopts

what he calls the tenaille system; and considering

the defence of places to depend upon the greatest number
of covered fires that can be opposed to the attack, he

places casemates in all the re-entering angles of his

See fig. 21. wet, and also at the angles of his dry ditches. The faces

of the tenailles are formed of a double casemated

wall, behind which extends an earthen coutiterguard,

whose interior slope falls into a wet ditch. A dry ditch

encircles this counterguard and wet ditch, and passes

along the foot of the capital rampart, the gorge of which

is retrenched by a loop-holed wall, and by a casemated
tower with an angular base. A general counterguard,

or earthen rampart, surrounds the main ditch ; and in

its re-entering angle* there are casemates, covered by

lunettes with casemated flanks placed upon the coun-
terscarp of the outer ditch. The communication from 1’

the body of the place to the outworks through the

wet ditches is by a cistern-like capon nri-re. the cover

of which serves moreover as a bridge. This double

communication may easily be rendered useless to the

enemy by cutting away or demolishing a portion of the

bridge, and inundating the caponmere by means ofsluice-

gates at its junction with the place.

The advantages which the Author claims for this

system are as follows

;

1. The enemy will have to penetrate through four

enceintes, of which the three principal ones are within

the grand ditch, and under the fire of a numerous artil-

lery unseen, and, consequently, indestructible by the

enemy’s batteries in the covert-way.

2. The covered fire of artillery which it opposes to the

construction of breaching or counter-batteries, is superior

to that which the enemy can bring, both in number and Fortifies*

in the advantages of cover: bo that the execution of tic®,

those batteries will be a matter of extreme difficulty, if v-**-'

not altogether impossible.

3. Its communications with the outworks are safe
;

and thus the operations of the troops are greatly facili-

tated.

4. The tower and loop-holed wall at the gorges of the

tenailles, serve as a last retrenchment, when even the
enceinte has been carried.

5. The troops and stores are amply and safely covered

;

and have nothing to apprehend from conflagrations,

which too often prove destructive to the defence.

The celebrated Carnot was a zealous admirer of Mon- Carnot'*

talembert’a talents, and publicly espoused his cause

against the enemies of all innovations or improvements S«* fi«- *-’2.

in the Art of Fortifying. The construction which he
proposes is a System of casemated tenailles covering the

body of the place, as in fig. 22. He places at the salient

angle of the interior rampart a casemate containing one
gun, to batter the saps which may be directed along the

capita], and also two pieces of cannon upon each face

and flank. The object of these last is to take in reverse

any batteries opened against the faces of the collateral

salients ; two splinter proof batteries accompany the

above casemate with the same object. The second en-

ceinte consists of a counterguard merely broad enough
for a parapet and banquette, so that the enemy cannot
place cannon upon it. Its relief is so regulated that it

may cover the casemate at the salient without masking
its reverse fires ; the covert-wny is reduced to the breadth
of two banquettes; and a single traverse protects its

blanches. The ditch of the body of the place is defended
by a casemate ; the under story of which. A, (nee fig. 23,) Fig. 21.

receives air by means of a ditch, B : this casemate ex-
tends beyond the alignement of the ditch, (see the plan,

fig. 22.) in order to see the breach in reverse, and be
itself unseen. The upper story alone is continued (on
a level with the country) us far as the alignement of the

covert-way, in order to defend the ditch of the counter-

gunrdf which ditch is terminated by a gradual slope

towards the re-entering angle ; and here the counter-

guard is butamerc parapet sufficiently elevated to cover
the revetment of the body of the place. An opening ia

made in this parapet for the egress of sorties, which may
also be made through posterns contrived under the

shoulder* of ihe counterguards. By this arrangement
the besieged have the advantage of being able to make
sorties both of infantry and cavalry with great facility,

who issue from the ditches by the slope or ramp, which
terminates, as already mentioned, at the re-entering

angle ; and even in the event of a repulse they would
derive great protection from the salients. Cavaliers are

placed at the gorges of the tenailles, if necessary ; and
these gorges are closed by defensive barracks and by
loop-holed walls, calculated to stand an assault advan-
tageously, or at least to compel the enemy to grant ho
nourable terms of capitulation.

Carnot subsequently recommended a system of works
which very nearly resembles that proposed by Corraon-

taingne. Its principal bastions, whose salient angles are

distant from each other four hundred and eighty yards, are,

however, detached from the body of the place, and cover a
range of casemated batteries at the gorge of each. The
bastions are themselves covered by narrow counlerguardk

;

and a vast ravelin, having in its interior a lofty redoubt or

cavalier, covers the intermediate space. These works are
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Forhfic*- of earth : but one detached loop-holed wall surrounds the

»«««• body of the place; and another is placed before the faces

and flanks of each detached bastion. Thia distinguished

Mathematician and Engineer here dispenses with the

covert-way ; and he has made the exterior sides of the ditch

to surround the fortress in the form of a glacis, sloping

downwards from the level of the natural ground.

The principal means of defence proposed by Carnot

consist in a aeries of engagements with the enemy by

powerful sorties ; and an abundance of vertical fire*, of

stones or small balls, made from thirteen-inch mortars

placed at the salient angles of the works, and in the

casemates in rear of the bastions : by all which the

enemy, who is supposed to be collected in great numbers
between the third parallel and the place, will be com-
pelled to cover his lodgements with blindages, or roofs

made of fascines and earth. A Are of musketry made
at an angle of forty-five degrees with the horizon up-

wards is also recommended for the purpose of annoying
the assailants behind their trenches. Among the pro-

posed advantages of thia system may he ranked the ob-

stacle which the enemy must experience in passing the

loon-holed wall before mentioned, which from its height Fovtific*-

will be not only difficult to escalude. but more difficult tkm.

to descend on the interior side ; while, being covered by w
the exterior works, it was supposed to be secure against

any attempt of the enemy to breach it. To this may be
added, the benefit arising from the counters!oping
glacis: which is not only convenient from the facility it

would afford to the defenders in making sorties ; but

because it would expose the trenches formed in it by
the besiegers to a plunging fire from the ravelin and
counterguards, ft ought to be observed, however, that

the former of these advantages are compensated, by a
corresponding facility afforded to the enemy when de-

scending into the ditch to surprise the works ; and since

the principal ramparts are without revetments of ma-
sonry, it is evident that, after the detached wall ia

breached, which some experiments purposely made at

Woolwich have proved possible, the enemy’s troops,

entering by the breach, may extend themselves along
the front of the ‘interior work, and mount in line over its

parapet.

PART III.

ON TliE MEANS OF INCREASING THE STRENGTH OF FORTRESSES.

CHAPTER f.

Nature of these Meant.

Application What has been hitherto said relates only to the con-

©f expwH- struct ion of different works immediately enveloping the

ents for «*- spots fortified ; or in other words, to that of the body of
cretin? t>w place, with its simple appurtenances of tensities and

foment*,
ravelins. We shall now show the different expedients

by which the strength of this envelope may be inctyased.

But it should first be observed, that many places owe to

the nature of their situation such advantages, as it would

be difficult to procure by any contrivance of Art. We
have a strong exemplification of this in the rock of Gib-
raltar ; and in a part of the country surrounding the

fortifications of Luxembourg : at the latter place, a bare

rock extending over the accessible ground would, on

account of the total impracticability of sapping in such

a surface, oblige the besiegers to bring with them from
a great distance their means of cover.

Art possesses, nevertheless, many resources independent

tionofsN 'hose derived from Nature, and contributing to the

tifimi same end. It may augment the duration of the re-

mon* for sistancc of a fortress by some one or more among the

this pui» following means :

P0*** 1st Interior retrenchments : behind which the garri-

son, when beaten from the principal works, may renew

the defence.

2d!y. Counterguards : which must not only be taken,

but even destroyed, before the works which they cover

can be touched.

Sdly. Great exterior works : which, as they cover one

or more fronts, force the enemy to a preliminary siege

before he can arrive at those points.

4 thly. An advanced oovert-way : which must be carried

before the interior oue can be attacked.

5th ly. Detached pieces ; or works placed so as to com"
mand the access to the place, and annoy the enemy with

reverse fires.

6ihly. Inundations : which drown tlie enemy’s works
at the commencement of the siege, and ultimately carry'

away his fascine passage across (he ditch at the moment
of bis meditated assault.

7 thly. Defensive mines, or countermines : which force

the enemy to have recourse to the slower aud more
minute proceedings of subterraneous warfare to make
sure his footing upon the surface.

8thly, and lastly. Casemates may likewise be in-

cluded in this enumeration : notwithstanding the objec-

tions which many authors have urged against them.
All these may either be employed separately, or com- Of their sp.

bined in different manners. We may nevertheless ob-
t

serve, that with the exception of inundations and mines,

which can be applied to all kinds of places, according as diffrivat

the soil is best adapted to one or to the other, the use of rise,

the rest must depend upon the magnitude of the fort-

ress. For instance, interior retrenchments, as they

diminish the total space within the works, are but ill

suited to small fortresses. Great exterior works, on the

contrary, become such places peculiarly, owing to the

increased area which they afford for military establish-

ments. The case is far different with counterguards and
advanced covert-ways ; which, requiring an augmenta-
tion of defensive means, without furnishing additional

room to contain them, would only tend to multiply the

confusion and insufficiency of the interior resources
; and

such works are therefore only proper for large fortresses.

On the other hand, a fortress, w hich from its sice might
be accounted of loo great an extent, should in preference

be reinforced by interior retrenchments.
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Fortifirt- CHAPTER II.

/n/mor JMrencAmenfr and Counlerguardv

Interior retrenchments are works either constructed at

latenor re» the same time as the fortress itself, and constituting a
trench* part of its system ; or else thrown up hastily during the
ments.

giege to prolong the resistance, by cutting oil' the part

of tlie rampart breached, and permitting the defence to

be commenced anew behind a fresh obstacle. The irv-

aufTiciency of such works when hastily constructed of

loose soil ; and the superior advantages which might be

expected to result from their being carefully made before-

hand, and revetted with masonry both at the escarp and
counterscarp ; were the reasons which induced Vauban
to deviate from his usual mode of construction when or-

ment also entails upon the assailant the necessity of Fuddte**

repeating the operations of crowning the covert-way, t*°°'

passing the ditch, and breaching the work, since we
'

""

have supposed that both escarp and counterscarp arc

revetted. Such are the difficulties which he must
overcome if he should attempt to breach by cannon.

If he choose the mine, he may meet with still greater

obstructions from the defensive mines which the be-

sieged may have prepared under the point of his bastion.

So that, upon the whole, it does not appear that any
exterior defence can be preferred to this species of re-

trenchment, which upon a fair valuation may be con-
sidered capable of adding twelve days to the defence ;

exclusively of the benefit which might accrue from the

existence of mines underneath the bastion.

dered to fortify Landau. He accordingly separated the

bastions from the enceinte, thereby converting the latter

iuto one great interior retrenchment. Where such

means of safe retreat exist, the garrison may with secu-

rity Maud the assault of the body of the place : they

are therefore a most essential means of adding to the

defence, and by them alone can the 'besieger be com-
pelled to epuule himself across the ditch, and to make
his lodgement upon the summit of the breach ; which of
all the operations of the siege are the most difficult and
dangerous. The case is Mill worse if the retrenchment
be of such solidity as to compel tire enemy to use can-

non, or the mine, in order to breach it. The difficulty

of transporting heavy guns across the ditch and up the

breach under the fire of the opposite flank, would
naturally induce the besieger to prefer resorting to the

latter expedient. But this being of much slower exe-

cution. the troops in his works on the crest of the

covert-way, or occupied in the passage of the ditch, or in

the lodgement on the hreach, must all the while be ex-

posed to great loss, under so close a fire of the garrison.

Sometimes These were undoubtedly the considerations which in-
onoposedof Juced Connontuingne to make in the hastions most

frort'of far-
,0 at,ac^» good permanent retrenchments with

tiikatioo.
revetted escarps and counterscarps ; and according to

the shape of the bastions he regulated that of the re-

trenchments. When the obtuseness of the bastion left

a considerable space between its shoulders, the form
which he gave to the retrenchment was that of a small

front of fortification: extending between two points

taken on the faces at twenty or thirty yards from either

shoulder, in order to preserve the whole length of the

flanks for the purpose of defending by their fire the

ditches and covert-wavs of the collateral bastions. A
retrenchment of this sort, with a ditch twelve yards wide,

and surrounded by a covert-wav, having a re entering
place of arms in its centre, would certainly be of great

advantage in the defence : particularly if care were taken

to give it a command of two or three feet over the faces

of the bastions. It would enable the breach in the

bastion to be defended with the greatest obstinacy, by
the assurance with which it must inspire the troops of

a safe retreat, if ultimately overcome. Besides, as the

space included by the faces of the bastion diminishes in

width the nearer it is lo the flanked angle, it follows

that, the retrenchment occupying the greatest space, the

besieger is always out-flunked and combated by a

superior force, during his approaches from the top of
the breach towards the counterscarp of the retrench-

ment : the very reverse of the superiority which the

besieger has enjoyed during the whole of the previous

operations of the siege. The nature of this retrench-

Wben, by the acuteness of the flanked angle, the Rrtrenrhe*!

interior space did not suffice for constructing the re- cavaliers,

trenchment in the form of a small front of fortification,

with proper dimensions and relief, Cormontaingne gave
it the shape of a cavalier. The faces and ditch of the

cavalier werr defended by conpures en retirade, or

chequered retrenchments ; the foremost of which cut

the face of the bastion near the shoulder, and the other

was sufficiently thrown back to prevent any part of the

cavalier from being dead or deprived of fire. The
cavalier had a command of eight feet over the bastion :

but the coupures were on a level with the latter. This
sort of retrenchment, although much better calculated

to second the efforts of lire bastion during the early

part of the attack, is much less so when it becomes
necessary to defend the space between it and the bas-

tion. It therefore merits much consideration as a cava-

lier, and but little as a retrenchment. As the wont of
space between the cavalier and the bastion makes it

impossible to have a covert- way, the defenders of the

breach will not have sufficient room, and their retreat is

not made good. The defence will therefore be neither

obstinate nor animated. Besides, the narrow space be-

tween the counterscarp and the breach may be laid open
by the enemy’s mines : which will project the rubbish

into the ditch of the cavalier, enabling the latter to be

breached by the same batteries that breached the bastion,

and thereby spare the besieger both trouble and time.

It may therefore be repeated that, although this sort of
retrenchment has the property of increasing the be-

sieger’s loss during the early part of the attack, the first

has the more essential one of augmenting the duration

of the siege, and making its end more disastrous to the

assailant. The cavalier affords, nevertheless, the means
of constructing under the mass of its terreplein good

bomb-proof establishments; and this may in some cases

cause a well-founded preference to be given to it over

the other sort of retrenchment, which moreover cannot

well be applied to bastions of a small size, owing to the

narrow space between the shoulders. Two journals are

given by Bousm&rd of the attack of a cavalier : the first

cose supposed being that in which there is sufficient

space in front of the work for placing breaching bat-

teries; and the second that wherein, from want of room
for such batteries, the enemy wonld be compelled lo

have recourse to mining, in order to effect a gap for the

purpose of breaching through it with the same battery

which opened the bastion itself. In the former instance

the work is deemed capable of a resistance of only six

days, and in the latter of eight: being two days in favour

of the smallest space between the cavalier and bastion.

A retrenchment en tenaille is made by uniting the

VOL. vi. B
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Fcrtific*- two shoulders of the bastion,—or rather two points

lion. taken on the faces at a few yards from the shoulders,—
by two lines forming an obtuse re-entering angle. The

Retrench- ditch of the retrenchment is made ten yards wide, and

the escarp and counterscarp, which are of masonry, have

a height of eighteen feet. Tile parapet is on a level with

that of the bastion. The communication made in the

re-entering part is covered by a traverse, and provided

with strong barriers, which is considered a better con-

trivance than a postern and stairs. Rut a tambour, or

species of redan made with strong beams, may be con-

structed during the siege, as a l£te, or immediate cover

to the little bridge of communication. This retrench-

ment, infinitely more simple and less expensive than

those already described, answers the object just as well,

for it suffices to arrest the enemy's progress, and induce

him to grant a capitulation ; at the same time that it

a(Tonis the besieged more space fur an active resistance :

that is, by sallying in greater numbers and attacking

him in his lodgements, instead of remaining passively

behind the parapets.

Rectilinear Another retrenchment still remains to be noticed;
nrfrcnrh- antj j9 rectilinear retrenchment across the gorge

tbe'eonia.
l*lc b® s^on - Dufour (a m.odern author and en-

gineer) thinks highly of it, and appears inclined to give

it a decided preference. In the first place, it is econo-

mical ; and being more distant from the breaches, it

defends them better, and is itself less exposed to a sudden

attack. Secondly, it leaves the interior of the bastion

unincumbered. Thirdly, it may possibly be made to

receive a defence from the two collateral bastions ; if

the besieged take care to demolish a portion of the

parapets of the flanks at the moment the assault is to

be given. This lost advantage will suffice to retard the

taking of the place two days : for when the defenders

of the breach are compelled to retreat, the enemy’s

lodgement on its crest will receive a triple battery, two
from the collateral flanks and one from the retrenchment

itself. This, it is just to suppose, will force him to

adopt measures of circumspection of a more than ordi-

nary nature, to avoid being taken in flank when sapping

up to the retrenchment. The besieged may therefore

securely wait the moment of the enemy’s establishing

his cannon, to demand a capitulation. An oblique

passage may be mode at each end, directed upon the

angle of the shoulder, thereby avoiding the enfilade from

the lodgement on the breach. Each of these passages is

covered by a paianque, or tambour, to ensure the re-

treat. The retrenchment at the gorge has the evil of

diminishing hv one-half the length of the flank : but

this is obviated by leaving, entire and full, all that part of

the proposed ditch nearest the flank, with the intention,

nevertheless, of removing the mass in a moment of need,

and of applying it to the formation of those portions of

parapet, which, for the above reasons, have also been left

incomplete. This will entail but a very trifling increase

of labour, as it need only be done in the bastion or

bastions attacked ; and the trouble will be still leas con-

siderable, if the engineer, in constructing the place, has
taken care to produce, os far as the flauk, the masonry
of the escarp and counterscarp of the retrenchment. The
only part therefore which will be in permanent existence,

is that comprised between the two passages. The two
extremities may, until needed, be kept level with the
terreplein of tlie bastion. The defence of a retrench-
ment thus situated will be more powerful, if the work
be constructed in the form of a front of fortification ;

and, that the flanks of the retrenched bastion may be Fortifica-

left entire, it will be only necessary to place the work in

rear of the gorge, terminating its two faces in points

taken on the curtain at twenty or thirty yards from the

angles of the flanks. By this construction also the re-

trenchment remains unturned, if a breach should be
made in the curtain by firing between the tenaille und
the flank of the bastion.

Counterguards are works solely destined to cover Counter*

others of a more important nature : in such a manner guards,

that, without obstructing their fire, they shall preserve

them from being breached until the counterguards

themselves have fallen. The besieger will likewise be
compelled to erect batteries on them, or else partially to

destroy them by mines, in order to breach the principal

works through the gaps produced from the explosions.

The counterguard must, therefore, in the first place,

completely cover the principal work, or at least all that

part which may be exposed to breaching. It must be
lower than the work which it covers, but must, neverthe-

less, screen its revctmcnL And, lastly, it must be made
sufficiently narrow to prevent the enemy from finding

room on it to place his batteries. As for the first condition,

that of covering completely the principal works, it must
be observed that the counterguards of the bastions,

being terminated at the counterscarps of the collateral

ravelins, always expose the bastions in rear to be breached

through the trouee or opening of the ditches of those

ravelins: unless, with a view of obviating this evil,

counterguards be likewise applied to the ravelins ; but
then these terminating also at the counterscarps of the

counterguards of the bastions, leave an opening through
which the ravelins may be breached. It may therefore

be considered a radical defect, inherent in sucb works,

that access is always given to the enemy's breaching

batteries against one or another of the principal works
which they are destined to cover. It is true that the

spots where such breaches are practicable, would be but
difficultly reached by the enemy, and therefore the evil

may perhaps be disregarded : exoepi when it affects the

body of the place, in which any kind of breach being
productive of serious apprehension, is always dangerous,
aud seldom fails to serve as a pretence for capitulating.

Besides the condition of covering the revetment of the

principal works, without nevertheless obstructing their

action upon the approaches, the counterguard must have
all its interior commanded by the fire of that work.
Whence it is evident, that the greater or less degree of
command of a work over its couuterguani must depend
upon the breadth of the ditch which separates them. A
work only fourteen yards broad between its escarp

and counterscarp will not allow an enemy to construct

any battery upon it, if its face be seen from any other

which projects beyond it: because he must cut away
the parapet of that which he occupies to obtain materials

for the epaulement of his battery, and to make room for

his guns
;
and this will evidently expose him to a reverse

fire from such collateral work.

CHAPTER III.

Exterior, Advanced, and Detached Works.

Great exterior works owe their origin to the desire of QrTMt «-
occupying some important space in the immediate vici-

terioir wcrk*

nity of a fortress: as for instance, a neighbouring
height ; the opposite banks of a river

; or, in short, any
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Fontifir*. portion of ground, the possession of which might procure
tiun. some advantage, or remedy some defect- Such defences

'***sm**> have since been constructed, however, under circum-

stances which seem to indicate a mistaken notion that,

by multiplying the number of works about a place with-

out judgment or discrimination, its strength is propor-

tionally increased. Marolais complained bitterly of the

abuse made of these means, and not without reason

:

since no less than three hornworks were crowded upon
one sole front ofthe small fortress of Juliers, (a. d. 1611,)

when the place was threatened with a siege. Resides

the immoderate use made ofhornworks and crownworka
at the period of their invention, the manner of placing

them was highly defective. For. their branches being

directed upon the body of the place, and their ditches

opening into the main ditch, it followed that the enemy,
when once established upon the crest of the covert-way

of the horn or crown work, could see and breach the

wall of the enceinte through the opening of the ditches

of the branches. To obviate this defect, Vaubatt pro-

posed placing them with their branches and ditches

directed upon the ravelins, which, however, only pal-

liated tbe evil by transferring it from the euceinte to the

outworks. Great exterior works, nevertheless, were so

placed by his directions, for the first time, at Dunkirk,

at Fort Nieulai, at Effort, and at Huningen. Tbe
best position that can be given to these works, when
their construction cannot be avoided, is beyond the

main glacis ;
having their own glacis blended with the

latter, and their gorges well secured against surprise.

By this arrangement, the evil of their affording an
opening through which any revetment can be breached

is avoided ; and tbe enemy will, moreover, after he is in

possession of tbe work, be compelled to repeat the

most perilous operation of the attack, that of crown-

ing the covert-way.

Hornwofb, When these works are composed of two half bastions

and a curtain, they are called hornworks. When their

head, composed of a bastion and two half bastions,

forms two fronts of fortification, they receive the name

Cnywn-
crownworka. When composed of two bastions and

work*, two demi-bastions, the name of double crownworka is

given to them : it is evident that the additioo of another

bastion would produce a triple crownwork. But when
these works, instead of being terminated by long

oi cinches, are connected with the place by their extreme

fronts, which not only defend themselves but are de-

tad Cott- fended by the works of the place, the name of couronnee

roan c«>. is given to them. Such are the couronmfe of Landau,
and that of Yutz at Thionville. The hornwork, if its

ditches open into the main ditch, and its branches rest

upon the body of the place, unless there be some circum-

stances of peculiar advantage in its situation, would
rather weaken than add to the defence. If its ditches

open upon those of the ravelin or other outworks, it

may add six or seven days to the siege. It will add
twice as many if tbe work be placed beyond the glacis,

as above mentioned. The CTownwork, although it has

two frouts, adds nothing to the resistance of the port

which it coven, if its ditches expose the walls of the latter.

If placed upon outworks it may prolong the defence

about eight days ; and twice as long, if placed beyoud

the glacis. The double crownwork, as it consists of three

fronts upon a straight line, or on a line nearly straight,

is capable of a much better defence, and will even add
to the resistance of the place, although its ditches should

open into that of the latter. This increased resistance

may he fairly estimated at eight days, when the ditches Fortifies-

open into those of the outworks
;
and at twice as many tion.

when they only open upon the glacis. The couronne'e,

indeed, ns it may be considered in the light of a portion

or segment of a fortress, may possibly be stronger than

the place itself : this, however, will depend upon tbe

manner in which it iB applied. If its ditch is made to

open into the main ditch, it will be defective : but this

junction is generally so contrived that the trouees or

gaps may not enable the enemy to breach through them.

In the former case, the only delay will be that required

for erecting breaching batteries in spots where they may
act through those gaps, and this will but amount to five

or six days, which will be doubled if the couronnee rests

or is directed upon outworks. In short, the foil influ-

ence of the couronnte, in adding to the resistance of the

works which it covers, will only be felt when it is placed

beyond the glads. The above estimate of the value of

the different great exterior works, is that given by Bous-
mard, in his Evai Gintral de Fortification.

If, in consequence of a rivulet passing along the foot Advanced

of the glacis, the making of sorties from those fronts covert-

should become a difficult operation, it is usual to con-

struct, on the other side of ike stream, soother covert-

way performing the same office as the original one. In

it are placed the advanced posts to watch tbe enemy's

movements ; troops destined to act upon the offensive

arc assembled there to make their preparations for the

attack ; and they retreat into this advanced covert-way

as into a place of refuge in the event of discomfiture.

If the advanced covert-way is situated before a portion

of the enceinte, the fronts of which are nearly on a

straight line, and if its salients are supported by ad-

vanced lunettes, it will give the enemy as much trouble

to take it as tbe original covert-way itself. The place

will therefore experience by this addition to its works a

sensible advantage : since the besieger, after capturing

tbe advanced covert-way and lunettes, must renew

operations upon tbe inner glacis against the ravelins

and their covert-ways. The advanced covert-way, be-

sides affording the lunettes security against a surprise

and their salients an immediate defence, renders them
more efficient works, and capable of a more protracted

resistance than if i»ot so enveloped ; and these proper-

ties in the advanced covert-way have caused it to be

employed os a means of increasing the strength of a

place, even in cases where no such necessity existed

for occupying ground beyond a rivulet But these

advantages only exist under the particular circum-

stance of the fronts being developed upon a straight or

nearly straight line, with their extremities resting upon
natural obstacles. For without these conditions, tbe

advanced covert-way which might surround a fortress

altogether, as it would have a devclopetnent much
greater than the ordinary eovert-way, would likewise

have branches longer and more liable to tbe ricochet.

To this disadvantage may be joined that of being only

defended by the lunettes
;
as the fire of the place must

cease as long as the advanced covert-way is occupied.

The gTeat distance between the salients, which should

afford each other a reciprocal defence, may also be

mentioned as a serious defect. A work of this kind

may, therefore, without much difficulty, be carried by

storm, and would require the besieger to make but

two parallels, and to break ground at a small distance

from the salients. From which it appears that the

construction of a general advanced covert-wsy round

2 a 2
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Povtifkar a place, at leant when fortified on an inferior polygon,

lion. would be productive of no real benefit to tire besieged ;

and the expose would nevertheless be greatly in-

creased. We may therefore (says Dufour) establish as

a principle, that an advanced covert-way can only be

made before a portion of the enceinte not likely to give

it an excess of development, and that even then care

must be taken when constructing it: 1st, That the

narrowest space enclosed between the two covert*ways

shall not he less than sixty yards wide. 2dly, That

every part of its counterscarp shall be revetted ; and

that this revetment shall be of a nature to force the

enemy to make a descent into the ditch, and shall put it

out of his power to surprise and storm the lunettes at

their gorges. 3d ly. That the places of arms be provided

with small redoubts in which the defenders of the sa-

lients may find a safe retreat. 4thly, That the advanced

covert-way he not as high as that which it surrounds, in

order that the enemy, when he has reached the crest of

the former, may be unable to see into the latter. 5ihly,

That the faces of the lunettes be always flanked hy the

salient parts of the ravelins or bastions. It is no easy

matter to adhere to all these conditions on a level

country ; and it can only be done by giving to the

covert-way of the place a more than ordinary degree of

relief, and by producing its glacis beneath the natural

level of the soil, as far as the counterscarp of the ad-

vanced covert-way, thereby enabling the lutter to have

a greater height. The glacis of the advanced co-

vert-way may in a great measure be formed of the

earth so excavated. Recourse may be had to this

method of lowering the ground hy producing the

glacis, for the purpose of establishing lunettes of which
the gorges shall have sufficient height to prevent esca-

lade, without elevating their crests too much above the

level of the country.

Lunettes. The lunettes above alluded to are a species of ravelin

usually placed upon the salients of the covert-way to

flank the approaches. Where there is an advanced

ditch, the lunettes are placed upon its borders, but

where no such ditch exists, they are situated at the foot

of the glacis. The lunettes themselves have a ditch

twelve or fifteen yards wide, surrounded with a covert-

way, to screen their revetment from the enemy’s distant

batteries and prevent them from being stormed at the

gorge. A series of good lunettes judiciously disposed,

should afford an excellent defence. It is calculated that

such works, on polygons of ordinary sire, may add ten

or twelve days to the defence, anil considerably more
when the angle of the polygon is very obtuse. Their

advantages are chiefly these : they compel the enemy
to break ground at a much greater distance from the

place ; and as a preliminary siege must be gone through

to take them, ere that of the place itself can be said to

have commenced, the defence is prolonged by all the

time consumed in their attack. These works are, never-

theless only adapted to large fortresses ; as they need

an employment of troops and artillery beyond the

limits of the enceinte, which a numerous garrison

alone could afford. If the lunettes are surrounded

with a dry ditch, it is absolutely necessary to revet

them with masonry : otherwise a few rounds of the

enemy's cannon would soon lay waste the fraises or

inclined palisades, ani\ they might be assaulted without

further trouble. But, where a wet ditch surruunds
them, the expense may be spared, as no such danger
need be apprehended.

A smaller and much less important work than the Fortifiea-

lunette is often placed at the foot of the glacis. It is
tM)a-

made in form of a redan,* and the name of flteke is

given to it. The faces of the fl&chc are usually made
twenty-four or twenly-flve yards long. Its object is to

support and flank an advanced ditch, or advanced
covert-way. When the glacis of a place is very steep,

and the covert-way of more than ordinary relief, the

fifehe is of great use, because its fire acts upon spots

unseen from the covert-way
;
but when the latter has

but a small relief, the fli-che may be omitted, as its

relief may obstruct the fire of the covert-way, and enable

that of the enemy to plunge into the latter work wheu he
is in possession of the fldche.

When the site of a fortification is low and marshy, Advanced

and it becomes impossible to give the ditches the ditches,

necessary depth for furnishing sufficient earth where-

with to construct the covering mosses, a second or ad-

vanced ditch is excavated at the foot of the glacis, which
will make up the deficiency and obviate the necessity

of going to a distance to obtain it. Although the ad-

vanced ditch serves as an ohatocle and prevents the

enemy from arriving at the covert-way, it is. neverthe-

less, far from being a good work when isolated as is the

case in many fortresses. For if, on one hand, the enemy
experiences a difficulty in getting across it, the besieged,

on the other, feels great inconvenience when making
sorties, as be must puss over bridges, troublesome

to construct and easily demolished by the enemy's dis-

tant batteries during the first day* of the siege. There
are, nevertheless, some advanced ditches possessing

great advantages : we allude to such as may be kept

dry, and suddenly flooded at the will and pleasure of the

besieged. The latter would thereby derive all the bene-

fit resulting from an uninterrupted communication dur-

ing the early part of the siege
;
and when the ditch falls

into the enemy's hands he may suddenly let the water

into it. These cases, however, are rarely met with. If

the nature of the localities be such that it is out of the

enemy’s power to drain the wet advanced ditch by cut-

ing a canal and turning the water into it, the bed of the

ditch may be made in any manner whatever. But
w here the possibility of such a thing is at all a matter of

doubt,—and it is impossible to ascertain the fact other-

wise than by the nicest levellings,—the slope of the

glacis must be produced to form the ditch : in order

that the enemy may not find any cover there when
he has drained and occupied it. It is impossible to

fix the breadth to be given to advanced ditches : it

must depend upon their form ; the nature of the

ground ; and the quantity of earth necessary for the

construction of the works. But the wider they are the

better.

The name of detached works is given to such us arc Detached

unconnected with the fortifications of the place, cither

by an advanced covert-way, or in any other manner.

The chief object of these works is, to obtain reverse

fires upon the enemy’s approaches at the time of his

attack upon any of the neighbouring fronts : so that he

may be under the necessity of reducing the advanced or

detached work, ere he can undertake the siege of the

place itself. Now the taking of a detached work is any
thing but an easy operation, if from the nature of the

situation it can in a manner be rendered inaccessible;

and this will tie the case if it is situated in the midst of

* See n/ri, Field Fortification.
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Fortifies- an inundation. Supposing it to be so placed, it will

bou. stiH be well, in order to secure it from surprise by boats

or rafts, to surrouud it with a covert-way or dike,

separated from the work itself by a wide and deep ditch.

Those parts of the work which are to afford the reverse

fires above alluded to, should be so constructed as to be

screened from the ricochet fire of the enemy's batteries

;

aad the detached work should be placed at a distance of

one hundred and fifty, or one hundred and sixty yards,

from the edge of the inundation, to be beyond the range

of the mortars used for throwing stones or small balls.

Its parapet should, moreover, be twenty-four feet thick, to

render its demolition a matter of greater difficulty to the

besiegers.

Besides ground of such a nature as will admit of

being inundated, there are many other situations in

which a detached work may be rendered inaccessible to

the enemy ; or at least, in which he shall be compelled

to the dcvelopement of extraordinary means ere he can

hope to reduce it. When placed upon a steep rock,

too hard to be either breached or mined and too ele-

valed for the escalade, it may be considered inaccessible;

and it would, moreover, have the advantage of com-
manding' reverse and plunging fires, from which nothing

within a considerable distance could escape. A de-

tached work may likewise be deemed inaccessible when
built upon an extent of fiat bare rock, on which the

enemy could neither dig trenches nor sink shafts of

mines ; ami the difficulty of reducing it will be greater,

if care has been taken during the leisure of peace to

establish underneath its glacis, by diut of labour and
blasting, a good system of defensive mines. The bas-

tion fort of La Lippe, at Elvas, in Portugal, is of this

nature
;
as are likewise the detached works at Luxem-

bourg; both of which arc worthy of being studied by

professional men.
It is not, however, always possible to find situations

which almost of themselves shall render a detached

work inaccessible: it will therefore be necessary to com-
pensate for any local disadvantage by creating all the

artificial obstacles (hat can be raised. In the first place,

the work should be revetted with masonry both at the

escarp and counterscarp. The former should be at least

fifteen feet high, and crowned at top with a row of in-

clined palisades as a security against escalade. Behind
the revetment of the gorge (if the work be in the lorm
of a lunette) a loop-holed gallery should be made, hav-

ing the crown of its vault on a level with the natural

ground : in order that it may be secured from destruction

by shells. The loop-holes should be as low as possible,

that the fire from thence may be more effective, and that

the enemy may be Teas able to fire through them into the

gallery. But the most powerful way of adding to the

strength of such works is unquestionably that of subter-

raneous fortification.

In almost every case the position of a detached piece

is determined by the localities of the ground, by the

nature of the defences of the place, and by the particular

object of the work itself Ifthe latter be intended to have
a reverse fire upon the neighbouring fronts, it may require

to be placed on such elevated spots as command a view
of the acclivities leading to those fronts. If, on the

other hand, the object be to see into the bottom of a
valley, a site must be chosen for the work at the begin-
ning of that valley. When, in order to fulfil any of
these conditions, the work is necessarily placed too far

from those of the foi tress to derive from the latter a

musketry defence, another or intermediate work must Fortifies*

be thrown up halfway between them to render it that , ‘OIL

service. And as this intermediate work is defender! by
a close fire from the place, and protected against the

first fury of the enemy’s attacks by the work in advance,

under the fire of which be must pass to arrive at it, it

need be but a simple fieche, or at most a small lunette.

To prevent, however, its falling by the same attack

which might be directed upon the gorge of the detached

work, it is necessary to palisade its escarp and counter-

scarp, and to close the gorge with a strong loop-holed

palanque.

There may be cases in which, from the nature of the

ground, the detached work will not suffice to fulfil the

object in view. For instance, when the elevated ground
on which it is to stand, is too broad to enable both its

sides to be sufficiently discovered by the work. It then

becomes necessary to construct two or more works of

the kind ; or as many, in hurt, as shall completely occupy
the whole plateau, and have a good reverse view of the

ground by which the enemy must approach to the

ncighboliriug fronts of the place. It, in short, is pre-

ferable to occupy the plateau by a aeries of detached

works, rather thau to cuclose it with one great exterior

work. For these isolated works, having in rear of their

gorges an open spucc where bodies of troop* may con-

veniently assemble for sorties, and from whence they

may proceed without the embarrassment and delay of

filing through the barriers of a covert-way, offer greater

advantages for those important enterprises than can a
continuous exterior work. The retreat into the latter,

when the sortie hus effected or lost its purpose, is also

slow and troublesome : whereas the intervals between
detached works are so many broad and safe passages,

through which the troops may speedily retire under
the protection of the fire of those works.

CHAPTER IV.

Inundations.

One powerful means of adding to the value of fort- lauafia*

resses consists in the employment of water in inun-
,,on *’

dating (he adjacent country to a vast extent, and in

producing in the ditches of the place such sudden and
violent torrents that the enemy’s works shall with

great difficulty be able to resist their impetuosity. The
first effect of a bank thrown across a river, is to produce

on the flood side an inundation which will be more
extensive in proportion as the dike or dam is high, and the

slope of the surrounding ground gentle. By this means
the fronts of fortification on the flood side will be in a

great measure covered nnd rendered inaccessible;

thereby leaving to the enemy the only remaining alter-

native of attacking either the fronts on the ebb side, or
those lying intermediately. But if, by a sudden removal
of the dike, all the water is allowed to rush at once to

the ebb side, the river's natural bed being insufficient

to contain it, the country must of course be inundated : so

that, if the enemy has chosen to attack on that side, his

trenches will be swamped and his ammunition de-

stroyed, Hence, when the waters of a river are judi-

ciously managed, the enemy will be forced to avoid its

banks both on the upper and lower sides, and to attack

the intermediate fronts : upon which a greater expense
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Fortifies- in defensive dispositions may he better afforded. Again,

turn. ii sometimes happens that the waters of an inundation,
v— by rising to a certain height, mn off the sides and spread

themselves in the country, gradually making the circuit

of the town, (either on one or on both sides.) and find

their way ultimately into the natural bed of the river.

Should the temporary river thus formed In? of a good
breadth, all the works which it encloses will be protected

from the enemy’s attacks : but this seldom is the case,

as the banks of rivers arc usually higher than the dike

;

and the waters therefore flow over the latter, and con-

tinue their course as usual.

The bridge over a river, for communicating from one

to another part of the town, is usually converted into a

dike by stopping up the arches with sluice-gates: pre-

cautions must in this case be taken to prevent the under-

mining which the fall of the water might produce on the

ebb side ; and the piers of the bridge ought to be of suf-

ficient strength to be able to resist the pressure of the

water. The dosing of the arches is, as above mentioned,

effected by two sluice-gates, which fall into grooves made
in the piers, and are worked by levers or screws in such

a manner that they can he quickly and simultaneously

uplifted, when it is required, to let loose the torrent

upon the enemy’s attacks. The besieger, who is usually

acquainted with the spot where this contrivance exists,

will of course direct against it a great profusion of

shells
;

anti it is therefore advisable to have double flood-

gates trader each arch : so that, if one gets damaged, the

remaining one may perform its office. An inundation

would also be useless if it were at all in the enemy’s

power to drain it : that is, to dig a canal into which its

waters might be turned. This, however, may some-
times be prevented, by constructing a work near the

spot where it is most likely to be done. Such a pre-

caution is more particularly necessary when the drain,

in emptying the inundation, might at the same time

deprive the place of the water indispensable for the sub-

sistence of the garrison and inhabitants : there being

instances of a place surrendering through thirst, which

by the nature of its works, and strength of its garrison,

might have been expected to stand a long siege.

The advantages resulting from the employment of

water as a means of defence do not consist solely in

inundating the country about the place. It is likewise

in some cases possible to introduce water suddenly into

ditches habiliiully kept dry : whereby all the works, which
the besieger may have executed for the purpose of reaching

the foot of the breach and facilitating the assault, may
be entirely destroyed. When this torrent has subsided,

and the smaller rubbish of the breach has been removed

by it, leaving only the larger fragments, the breach may
be no longer practicable ; and the besieger, to render it

ao, must recommence battering and forming his passage:

which—as he will have just reason to apprehend a fresh

disaster of the same nature—he must make with the

solidity of a real dike capable of resisting the weight of

the torrent, and of sufficient height to cause a reflux of

the waters. But as all this will require much time and
labour. Use besieged may leisurely take measures for

defending the breach with the utmost obstinacy. The
manner, in which these artificial torrents are produced,

in as follows. A dike with gutes stretches across the

river at its entrance into the town, which is generally

between two bastions constructed on the opposite sides

of the river; and the dike is made high enough to

allow the inundation to be six feet above the bottom

of the ditch. Then, at or near the place, where the Fmtifica-

main ditch of the fortress hranches out from the river, tion.

on the ascending side, gales are formed across the ditch y* 11* 1

to admit or exclude the water of the inundation ; and
these, which must he made higher than the dike across

the river, to prevent the water from flowing over them,

are provided with a bomb-proof cover to secure them
from the effect of the enemy’s shells. Other gates are

formed in like manner at the communication of the

ditch of the fortress with the river, on the descending

side, and serve to retain the waters in the ditch, or to

let them escape, as may be required. The former, for

distinction’s sake, may be called flood-gates, and the

latter ebb-gutes.

When the enemy has effected his descent and irrup-

tion into the ditch, and has commenced his passage

across it, the defenders cease to dispute the passage, and
open the flood-gates, leaving the ebb ones closed. The
ditch will then till with water, which, washing down the

enemy’s epaulement, may compel him to raise his gallery

of descent, and commence, in all probability, a fascine

bridge, to avoid a repetition of the torrent. This bridge

(which is of the lightest kind and moored with small

anchors) may have nearly reached the rubbish of the

breach, and every preparation may hare been taken for

the assault; when the besieged, by suddenly opening

the lower sluices or ebb-gates, produces a torrent through

the ditches which will remove a good portion of the

rubbish, and loosen and damage the bridge of fascines.

But a still more violent shock is at hand : the upper
sluices are thrown open, and the waters rush in with an

irresistible impetuosity ; carrying away the bridge, and

probably discouraging the enemy from any further at-

tempt to overcome so powerful a means of resistance.

A pair of additional sluice-gates may be made some-

where between the two former, to obviate the inconve-

nience which might result from an accident happening

to one of those, and also to augment the force of the

current in the ditches on the descending side. The
gates are generally placed across the ditch in the direc-

tion of the capitals of the bastions, where they are less

exposed to the view of the enemy when he has crowned

the glacis ; and ebb-gates should he made wider than the

others : in order that the water may be less retarded in

its escape, and any diminution in the force of the cut rent

avoided. In order to secure the advantage of using the

ditches as dry ones during the first days of the siege; and
particularly to afford the means or communicating freely

with the exterior works, and of making repeated and vi

gorous sorties ; it is necessary that the bottom of such

ditches be about one foot above the ordinary high-water

mark in the river. A cunette, or small drain, is dug along

the ditchesof the place in order to carry off tbewaler'which

(even when the gates being closed the great mass of it is

excluded) will inevitably filter through the masonry of the

dikes. To procure to the currents in the ditches all their

desired effect, it is necessary that the sluice-gates be made
to open promptly and give a wide entrance to the water.

Of alt the means as yet proposed, to arrive at this desi-

deratum, the most simple is that contrived by M. de

Bousmard. which, although it has never perhaps been

tried, is very ingenious, and deserves to be here de-

scribed. He proposes two piers, with n door between

them turning upon a vertical pivot or axis, which is

placed so as to divide the door into two unequal parts.

The pivot is firmly secured at top by a cross beam or

otherwise, and at bottom by a flat stone into which it is
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1ft. The door being unequally divided, it follows that

the stream presses more strongly (the volume of water
' being greater) on the largest of the wings ; and this, as

it rests against a groove in the quay or pier, naturally

keeps the gale closed, and excludes the water. But on

the above-mentioned largest wing there is a small door

which cun be opened by such machinery as is used in

the apparatus of canal locks. The opening of this small

door reduces the surface of resistance to less than that

presented by the smallest of the wings. The conse-

quence is that the greater pressure being thrown upon
the latter wing, the gale turns upon its axis or pivot

and gives free ingress to the lorreut of water.

CHAPTER V.

Defensive Mines.

Mme*. The Art of mining, as practised in the Ages of Clas-

sical Antiquity, appears to have undergone no change

for nearly two Centuries after the iuvenlion of gun-
powder. A Genoese engineer, at the siege of Serez*#
Delia, a. d. 14S7, was the first who tried to substitute

the use of this destructive iugredient for the old me-
thod, but did not succeed. The celebrated Pedro Na-
varra, then a private soldier, who was present at this siege,

on being afterwards received into the Spanish service

and raised from the ranks, repeated the experiment with

as little success at the siege of Ceplmloniu. Nut dis-

couraged by these failures, he tried it again at the

attack upon the Custel del Ovo at Naples, a. d. 1501,

and acquired, if not the credit of being the inventor, ul

least tliat of being the first who had applied this new
means with success. Before Bologna, (a. d. 1511,)
Navarra again tried his mines, but a singular accident

is said to have rendered them abortive : the mines were
sprung and the wall was uplifted ; but, if the tale may
be credited, the whole mass fell again upon its base,

offering to the astonished beholders no other proofs of

its having quitted its foundation, than the crevices where
the separation had been effected ! The besieged pro-

claimed a miracle: but Navarra explained the apparent
prodigy', by showing that the charges had been placed

with too great precision under the centre of gravity of

the masonry.

In order that the reader may the more easily under-
stand the phraset which wc shall have occasion to use
in the following pages on modern mining, we shall begin

by a few definitions. Any subterraneous excavation,

made with a view of containing gunpowder for the re-

moval by explosion of the objects on the surface, is called

a mine. The place where the powder is deposited is

styled the chamber. This chamber is of a cubical form,
and of a size proportioned to the magnitude of the in-

tended charge. The excavation produced by the explo-

sion is termed the crater. The line drawn from the

centre of the charge to the nearest point upon the sur-

face, whether the latter be upon an horizontal or inclined

plane, is technically distinguished us the line of least re-

sistance. The subterraneous roads conducting to the

chambers of mines are denominated galleries. These
are divided into grand galleries, demi-gallerics, and
branches. Great galleries arc six feet high and three

wide in the clear
; demi-gallcries four feel by throe ; and

the branches three by two and a half. The largest of

these galleries may vary in their dimensions according Kortifiea-

to circumstances: but for reasons which will be ex- boa.

plained, it would be improper to alter the dimensions

of the branches. The great galleries are the miner’s

principal roads ; and every thing is conveyed through

them ; the demi -galleries are the communications from

oue to the other of these roads ; and the branches are

the small paths which lead from the galleries of com-
munication to the chambers of the mines.

The galleries which usually constitute a simple sys- System of

tern of defensive mines are situated as follows. The
gallery of the escarp is so called from being situated at minct
the back of the wall which supports the rampart. The
object of this gallery is to enable the breach to be more
obstinately defended by the explosion of small mines

placed under the rubbish at the moment of assault;

thereby destroying the assailants, and restoring to the

breach its original steepness. It is hardly necessary to

say that when this is done, the enemy is compelled to

batter the rampart anew. This gallery, moreover, serves

to defeat the enemy’s attempts to breach by mine, in

the event of his preferring that means to battering with

cannon, or if lie should be disposed to employ both.

With respect to dimensions, ibis gallery of the escarp ia Sre pl.iv.

of the largest above mentioned ; and its situation is shown “d 3

both in the plan and profile.

Another gallery extending along and underneath the

covert-way is called the counterscarp gallery. Its situa-

tion has been considerably varied according to the opi-

nions of the different contrivers of Systems. Some have

placed it underneath the banquette of the covert-way ;

some under the middle of the terrepleiu
; and others again

close behind the counterscarp wall. The latter disposition

seems to be more generally preferred, as most economical,

most easily lighted and aired, and furthest removed

from the influence of the enemy’s explosions. The
lighting and airing here meant are obtained by loop-

holes cut in the revetment of the counterscarp which,

besides, enable a reverse fire to be had upon the enemy
when he may have penetrated into the ditch : the en-

trances into this gallery are provided with stout oaken

doors with bolts on the inside. Many authors, however,

object to this situation for the counterscarp gallery : al-

leging that, when the enemy has possessed himself of it,

the very contrivance for affording a reverse fire along

the ditch, will serve him to keep in check any sorties

which the defenders may make to dispute his sap or

passage across the latter. The entrances into this gal-

lery are most frequently made in the counterscarp wall

near the re-entering angles of the latter ; and, in that

case, a tambour is made upon the terreplein of the

covcrt-way enclosing the stairs at the re-entering angle.

This measure of security is, however, unnecessary when

the re-entering places of arms are (as in the modern and
Cormontaingne’s Systems) provided with a redoubt Be-

sides this precaution, it is well to have a caponniere on
each side of the entrances, to flank the accesses to them
along the main ditch and that of the ravelin. When
the soil is dry enough to admit of it, the safest way of

communicating into the counterscarp gallery is by a

gallery of communication passing from that of the escarp

underneath the ditch. This procures, moreover^ the

advantage of enabling a branch to be driven from it

under any spot where the enemy maybe making his

passage across the ditch : besides affording security

against any attempt to seize upon the galleries by a

sudden attack.
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Fortifies* A gallery running parallel to that of the counterscarp

tioo. at a distance of about fiwty or sixty yards from it—that

about the distance of the foot of the glacis—is called

the envelope. It communicates with the former by

others, situated under the ridges and furrows of the

glacis, and which are denominated galleries of commu-
nication. The gallery of envelope is omitted in most
Systems, because, presenting an extensive front to the

enemy, it is speedily destroyed by his first explosions ;

and it is urged that mere passages terminating in a

point, or by a portion of envelope, so a* to resemble the

letter T, are more advantageous : as they not only

answer the same purpose of enabling the defender to

commence early his dispositions for intimidating the

enemy; but the destruction of one portion would not

entail that of the neighbouring one. or facilitate the

enemy's attempts to introduce himself into the galleries

after an explosion. But. in any case, from the envelope

there are other galleries extending into the country to a

distance of about thirty yards
;
placed at intervals of

Lis’emag fifty yards ; and called listening galleries, or listeners,

galknes- from their object, which is to enable the besieged to

anticipate his enemy by watching his approach under
ground. The distance to which it is possible to distin-

guish sounds, must of course depend very much upon
the more or less compact nature of the soil ; but, in

ordinary cases, the blows of the excavating tools may be.

heard at a distance of thirty yards; and those of the

hammer in fixing the framework at forty or fifty* The
reason, therefore, for placing the listeners fifty yards

asunder, is obviously to render it impossible for the

enemy to penetrate between them unheard, either from

one side or the other. The means resorted to by the

miner of the besieged to assist him in listening, are va-

rious. He may lay a plate of sheet iron flat sgainst the

side of his gallery, and apply the ear to it. He may
drive a trepan hole in the most likely direction, and
listen through it ; and if he has any reason to apprehend
that the enemy will attempt to pass under him, a pea,

or any round body, placed upon a drum head, will

vibrate at the blows of the pick and betray the design.

At certain distances along the whole of these galleries

there are ready-made doorways, merely filled up with

loose bricks. These are also called listeners, as they

•erve for that purpose, and enable the defenders to drive

branches, without loss of time, ill any particular direc-

tion. To prevent the enemy from obtaining possession

of the whole of the galleries in the event of his succeed-

ing in gelling into a portion of one, rare is taken to

partition them ofr with strong oaken doors, having loop-

holes with shutters in them, through which a fire may
be directed against the hesieger, or stink halls thrown to

smother him. The galleries of communication are like-

wise separated from the principal galleries by doors of

the same material ; hut these slide back into a groove in

the wall, instead of turning on a hinge, which from the

nature of their situation would be inconvenient.

It often happens that no system of defensive mines
has beforehand been made underneath certain fronts of

a fortress, which nevertheless may require such an ex-
pedient : in order to establish an equilibrium of strength

between them ami the remaining fronts. The manner
in which the establishment of such mines is effected at a
moment when a siege is anticipated, remains to be de-
scribed before any thing is said respecting the charges of
nines. T he first thing done is to determine, upon the

p an of the works, the situations which it may be most

expedient to allot to the several galleries. It is unne- Fortifies*

ccssary to observe that, here care must be taken not to l»°«-

run into useless expense and loss of time, for the mere
soke of symmetry. The galleries must be made under-

neath those spots upon which the enemy is obliged to

conduct his saps; and it would be needless to drive

them in places where, being seen in reverse by some
projecting outwork, he would never attempt to approach.

When these points are settled, the plan thus devised

upon paper is marked out upon the surface of the

ground, and at all the intersections of the lines denoting
the situations of the intended galleries, shafts are sunk.

The reason for sinking shafts at the intersections is, that

any inaccuracy of direction in the driving of the galleries

may thus be the more easily corrected : as, wbeit the

shafts have arrived ut the required depth, the galleries

are driven from thence to meet one another between

every two shafts.

The materials used for sinking the shafts ore square Pl.iv.fig. 4.

or oblong frames, with a sheeting of planks to prevent

the earth from falling in. The o]>eration is commenced
by placing one of the above frumes (with projecting

ends of a foot or fifteen inches length) flut upon the

•ground, with two of its sides at right angles with the

line demiting the direction of the intended gallery. The
frame is fixed so as to be immovable; with pickets or

stakes driven in on each side of the projecting ends.

The miners now commence digging ; and the depth of

the excavation must depend upon the greater or less

tenacity of the soil. In ordinary soil, the second shaft

frame maybe placed at a depth of four feel. When,
therefore, the miner has dug to this depth, he makes the

bottom of the shaft perfectly even and level, and then

places the second frame (of course without projecting

ends) vertically under the first, and ascertains its position

with a plumb line. This done, he connects the first

frame with the second by mcuus of wooden ties of equal

length, nailed to the centre* of the sides of the frumes.

The sheeting is then introduced between the frames and
the earth ; uud wedges are placed between the sheeting

and the second frame to preserve room for slipping in

the planks from the second to the third. Any cavities

between the earth and planking are filled up with soils

or aand-bags: in order that the sheeting may press

firmly against the frames. The digging is now recom-
menced and continued to the same depth : when the

framing, sheeting, and adjusting are repeated. As
long as the excavation is sufficiently near the surface,

the loosened earth is easily thrown up by manual force;

but in proportion as the shaft becomes deeper, other

means are resorted to for its removal. A cylinder, turned

by a winch, like the machine used for drawing water out

of a well, answers the purpose sufficiently, by passing

several times round the cylinder a rope having a basket

or bucket fastened to each of its ends : by which means
one ascends loaded whilst the other descends to be filled.

When the shaft is sunk to its required depth, the side*

of the two last shaft frames, situated in the direction of

the intended gallery, are removed ; and the excavation of

the latter is commenced, either horizontally, or with the

inclination suited to the object in view.

In the driving of galleries, the means of keeping up
the eanh are much the same as those employed in sink-

ing shafts ; frames and sheeting being employed for the

purpose. The former of these are composed of two
stanchions, a capsill, and a groundsill : the latter is some-
times omitted, but such a practice is not to be recoin
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Fortifie.i- mended. There are, however, many cases where sbeet-
tum. mg is not altogether indispensable: as when the soil is

'v“,w' sufficiently stiff to support itself without such assistance.

The frames by themselves are then used ; and even these

are often dispensed with in strong soils, and where the

mines are intended for immediate use : it is nevertheless

scarcely justifiable to put men’s lives into jeopardy,

merely to eoonomize a tew pieces of timber, or the few

additional moments which the fixing of the latter might
require. When these galleries are made, as here sup-

posed, at a moment uf need, it will suffice, in order to

save trouble, to give them four feet and a half of height,

by three, or two feet and a half, of width. When a
branch only is driven from one of the above galleries to

the place where the powder is to be deposited, it may be

made three feet high, by two and a half broad : there is no-

thing gained, with respect to lime, by making it smaller

;

for if, on one hand, there is less to excavate, on the
fig* other, the inconvenient posture of the miner, who even

***** lv
' in a gallery of the above dimensions is obliged to work

sitting, will render the progress of the work nearly the

same. But there is an important reason tor not increas-

ing the dimensions of the branches:—that the smaller

they are marie, the more readily and solidly may the

mine be tamped, and the less likely will it be that any
part of the charge should find vent along the branch.

The earth is removed from these branches by means of

a small four-trucked cart, having a cord at each end.

In proportion us the first miuer excavates, a second

draws the earth towards him with a hoe, and fills the

little curt ; which ia then drawn by a third to the en-

trance of ihe branch ; where the earth is received and
transported to a greater dirtunce, or to the foot of the

shaft, by n fourth. Four miners thus employed consti-

tute a brigade. When it is necessary to fix the frame-

work, the whole four assemble for the purpose. It has

been found, by repeated experiments and by actual ser-

vice, that brigades of miners, relieving one another at

proper periods, can execute on an average eighteen feet

length of gallery in twenty-four hours : this supposes,

however, that nothing occurs in the way of obstruction

from the enemy to cause any delays.

The distunce, at which the frames are placed in the

driving of galleries, is determined by the same reasons

which regulate the intervals of the shaft-frames. Some
soils, as we have already said, are stiff enough not to

require these supports : but, again, there are others which

are so loose as to oppose almost insurmountable difficul*

ties to the progress of the miner
;
and there are indeed

cases where, the soil being sand or grovel of the loosest

kind, no other alternative remains but to cut out the

gallery like a ditch, open at top, case up the gallery care-

fully with sheeting, and then fill in the soil over the top.

It must, however, be obeerved, that a gallery having but

one issue cannot properly be driven beyond a certain

limit, without inconvenience or danger to the miner

;

the air, from want of ventilation, uot being proper to

support life. When, therefore, it is necessary to go
beyond that limit, some means must be employed to

produce an artificial current of air. The most common
expedient is that of a forge bellows placed at the top

of the shaft, and having canvas* or leathern pipes ex-

tending into the gallery or branch.* A trepan hole

may likewise be driven, from the ceiling of the gallery

• But a much preferable machine, re-*emUiii|f the bydrurtstic

bellows, with a very simple and cuavenient apparatus of pipes, has

been introduced lor thusame jHiqnne into the llntwh Mrfticv.

VOL. VI.

up to the surface of the ground, for the same purpose. FortiSct-

When a branch has been driven to the required length* t*00 -

a return is made at the end either to the right or left,

and the chamber is excavated. The reason for making
the chamber in a return is that the mine may be more
solidly tamped ;

and this is done in a manner to be pre-

sently described.

The quantity of powder with which the mine is to be

charged must of course depend upon the effects required

to be produced, and upon the nature and tenacity of the

soil in which it is to act. The immense number of ex-

periments made by De Valiere enabled him to arrive with

great accuracy at the conclusion, that a cubic fathom of

soil of ordinary tenacity required ten pounds, ten ounces,

six grains of powder to uplift it Then, on the suppo-
sition that the crater of a mine is a paraboloid, having

the diameter of its base equal to twice the line of least

resistance, and the focus of its generating parabola at the

centre of the charge, he calculated the cubical capacity

of the excavation in fathoms; and, consequently, mul-

tiplying ten pounds, ten ounces, six (p’ftms, by that

number of fathoms, he obtained the required charge in

pounds of powder. In this manner he composed tables,

serving to determine the quantity of powder required to

charge a mine of the above form, when the line of least

resistance ia given. Belidor proposes a way of using

these tables, as a means of obtaining much more exten-

sive effects than those for which they are exclusively

calculated. He supposes that the earth, upon the

explosion of a mine, is compressed to an equal dis-

tance in every direction from the centre of the charge ;

and to the extent so acted upon by the ignited muss,

he gives the name of a globe of compression. He con-

siders the line drawn from the centre of the charge to

the edge of the crater, which is the hypothenuse of a
right-angled triangle, having the line of least resistance,

and the semidiamrter of the crater for the other two

sides, as the radius of the globe of compression. Then
he says, globes of compression, like all other globes, are

to each ott.er as the cubes of their diameters or of their

radii. If, therefore, instead of a crater whose diameter

is equal to only twice the line of least resistance, (as

estimated in Dc Valiere'a tables,) it be required to form
one in which the diameter shall bear a higher ratio to

that line, it is only necessary to arid together the squares

of the line of least resistance in the tables and the

semidiameter of the crater, to obtain the square of the

hypothenuse of that triangle : or, in other words, the

square of the radius of the globe of compression which

would be formed with the charge in the table* corre-

sponding to that line of least resistance. Find in the

same manner the square of the radius of the required

globe ; extract the square root from each ; then cube

them ; and, by proportion, the cube of the former radius

is to that of the latter, as the charge in the tables is to

that, which would be required to produce a mine having

the given dimensions.

The practical application of the rules above given,

and indeed of any others as yet proposed, is however

very limited ; the effect produced in different soils by
fired gunpowder bearing no constant proportion to the

amount of the charge, and the error becoming very

considerable when the charge is great. Experience also

has shown that no quantity of powder will make a

cro'er larger in diumeter than about six times the line of

least resistance
;
and that the diameter of the globe of

compression in that case will not exceed about eight

2s
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Fortifies- lime* that line. The case would he different, and effects
iiou. would be always nearly in proportion with the magni-

' tude 0f ihe charge , were it possible that the whole of

the jtowder should become ignited ut the same instant

:

this, however, cannot occur, as its particles ignite suc-

cessively, and the portion first fired blowing up the

earth above it, allows a certain quantity to escape

through the fissures, either unfired or without producing

any useful effect. The rule given by Belidor for de-

termining the charge of a mine where the maximum of

the effect* of powder is required to he produced, the

line of least resistance being given, is this r multiply that

line, in feet, by 300, and the produce will be tile re-

quired charge in pounds of powder. But the quantity of

powder, thus obtained, much exceeds that which would
have resulted from the employment of the formula

before stated. The magnitudes of mines are now com-

monly expressed by the number of times the line of

least resistance is contained in the diameter of the

craler : thus a mine is said to be one lined, two lined,

three lined, Ac. according as the said line is equal to

once, twice, three times, Ac. the diameter; and from

experiments recently made in this Country it has been

determined that, in earth of medium tenacity, the charge,

in pounds, may be found by multiplying the cube of the

line of least resistance, in feet, by 0.033 for a one lined

mine, by 0.095 for » two lined mine, by 0.21 for a three

lined mine, Ac. ; ami these number* are nearly pro-

portional to tlie squares of the diameters of the craters,

when the lines of least resistance are equal. It has been

also found that, when it is intended to destroy a solid

mass of masonry by placing powder w ithin it, the charge

in pounds should be equal to about onc-lciith of the

line of least resistance.

The charge bciug ascertained, the chamber is ex-

cavated of the required dimensions, and a box of o

cubical shape is prepared for containing the powder.

If the ground be at all damp, it is necessary to calk

and tar this box, the size of which must be such as to

contain, as exactly as possible, the proposed charge. This,

ns well as the size of the chamber, may be determined

by considering that a box, of which the capacity is equal

to one cubic foot, will contain 57,6 pounds of powder.

With respect to shape, the spherical would be better fo>

the purpose than the cubical for obvious reason* ; but

the difficulty of making spherical boxes renders it neces-

sary to adhere to the other form. The toot cube, above-

mentioned. is the inside dimension. If, therefore, lor

instance, it were required to make a box to contain a
charge for four hundred anil sixty pounds, it is evident

that it* interior capacity must be equal to eight cubic

feet, or that the box must measure two feel every way
on the inside. Inch plnnk* will suffice for the limber
of (lie box. Every thing being ready for charging the

I
tale i?. mine, the box is placed in the chamber, and being firmly

fixed, a wuoflen trough reaching to it* centre is intro-

duced into it, through a square hole made for the

purpose in the side next the branch. This trough is

destined to contain the canvass powder-pipe or hose, by
which the fire is communicated to the charge. The
size of the trough should be about an inch square

inside. With respect to length, it is continued as for

as the spot where the fire is lo be communicated, and
it is made with such bends and angles as may be neces-

sary. When the box is fixed and the trough is ad-

justed, the latter is nailed to the ground-sills of the

branch frame* lo secure it from any movement. The

powder-hose is then leH in it, with its end in the centre Fortifica-

of the box, and with a peg driven through it to prevent boo.

the possibility of its recoiling. The lid of the trough

is now nailed down, and covered with about one foot of

earth, taking care at the same time to guard from dump
or fire the outer extremity of the hose. This done, the

powder of the charge is conveyed into the box in leathern

bags, which the miners pass from one to the other, and
which arc emptied by the last into the box. When the

latter i* full, the lid is fastened down, and any vacant

space about the box is filled up with sand-bags and rub-

bish strongly rammed. There is then placed up, against

the box and the space thus filled, (as shown in fig. 6,

which represent* a vertical section through the branch
and chamber,) a partition of strong plank* firmly butted

against the opposite side of the branch, where other

planks have been put to strengthen the abutment The
interval between the bracing beams is filled up with
sand bags, and every thing which comes to hand : this

wadding up or tamping, as it is called, is continued in

the branch to a length equal to once and a half the line

of least resistance, without which the mine might partly

vent itself in that direction.

Now the greatest inconvenience experienced in the

use of mines arise* from the smoke of the powder,
which, alter the explosion ha* taken place, penetrates

into the branch and neighbouring galleries, corrupting

tite already stagnant air even to endangering (lie lives

of those who breathe it; in consequence of which the
men are compelled to abandon the galleries until, by
means of a ventilator,* the air may have been renovated.

This has besides the evil of affording the enemy time lo

dig in the crater and reach the tumping or wadding of
the brunch without running any risk, since his work is

performed in the open air, where a free circulation car-

ries off' the deleterious matter. Many have been the

means at different times suggested fur diminishing this

evil : we shall however confine ourselvrs to that which
has been most successful, and which was invented by
the Commandant of the military school of Verdun, M.
de Rugy. The greatest part of the smoke at the

moment of explosion is projected outwards with the

earth removed ; another portion, which has been unable
thus to escape, issues out after the explosion through

the rubbish which has fallen back into the crater
;
and,

lastly, a third portion, driven to the bottom of the crater

by the rubbish, and being unable to find vent upwards,

pours through the trough and fills the branch or gallery.

It is not therefore so much the smoke of the charge that

is to be apprehended as that of the powder-hose used
for springing the mine; the latter smoke being impelled

with violence through the trough into the branch im-
mediately after the explosion has taken place. The
smoke thus produced by the hose is more than sufficient

to prevent the miner from reaching the mouth of the

trough, owing to its pestiferous qualities : it is more-
over soon joined by that which comes from the explosion

of the charge
;

and the whole united spreads itself

through the galleries to an extent greater or less in

proportion to the magnitude of the charge and compact-

ness of the soil. It was therefore ibuud necessary by
M. de Rugy to abolish the use of the hose; and his

contrivance is as follows. In the centre of a small

chain he fastens some match, and at each extremity of
the chain he ties a small cord or string of a length «t

* For a dcscriytiuu of thn rcnUUtoi
,
«ee Helidur’* Treatise on Mines.
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Fnrtifica* least equal to that of the trough it will have to pass

tion. through. A double instead of a single trough is made
ls^v^ to communicate with the charge ; and the above chain

and strings being laid in it, the lid is fastened down as

before. When therefore it is necessary to spring the

mine, the match tied to the chain is iighted ; and by

gradually pulling the string it is drawn over a spot close

to the charge, where some loose powder has been

strewed, the ignition of which will ofcourse communicate
the fire to the mine. The use of the string at the other

end of the chain is to enable the latter to be drawn back

again in the event of any thing preventing the explosion

from taking effect, or of the chain hitching any where on

its way. This contrivance has often been found in the

highest degree successful : it preserves the branch alto-

gether from sinoke. when the tamping has been properly

executed, and when care is taken after the springing of the

mine to stop up the mouths of the troughs immediately

with sand-bags. But it has one objection, which is the

great nicety required in making the trough : the inside

must be very smooth, the angular parts properly rounded
off*, and the joints well put together, so that nothing

may impede the movement of the little chain. Not-

withstanding such difficulties, there is no doubt thut this

method is preferable to any other, when it is, as is gene-

rally the case, desirable to make use of the gullery im-

mediately after explosion.

Before we conclude the present chapter, it may not be

inappropriate to mention some precautions which it is

necessary to observe, in order to prevent accidents whilst

preparing the mine. The men should be obliged to lake

off their shoes, tor fear of the nails which they may have
on them. The nails for fastening the lids should be of a

different metal from that of which the hammer is made.
The powder should he conveyed in leathern pouches in-

stead of sand-bags .* lest any grains should get strewed

along the ground, and thus Ibrrn a train which might be
productive of the greatest disasters. It is likewise recom-
mended that the sand-hags used lor tamping should not

be filled up to the top; but that a portion should be

left empty, and that the bag he then tied as near the

mouth as possible. This, as the soil will lay loose in

the bag. will render the filling up of chinks infinitely

more easy, and the tamping therefore more compact.

Two or more mines placed near one another may, by
springing simultaneously, produce an effect much greater

than could be obtained from them when fired one after

the other. It may therefore, it) some cases, be desirable

to effect this joint and simultaneous explosion ; and the

way to do it is simply to make the hoses of all the charges

of equal lengths. If likewise it be wished that one mine
shall spring before another, it is only necessary to shorten

the hose communicating with it ; but no diminution of

length need be made to allow for the effects of bendings

in the husc, us directed in the works of most French

Authors on Mining. For recent experiments in this

Country have proved that, so far from burning more
slowly, as asserted by those Writers, a bent powder-hose

fires with rather greater rapidity than a straight one of

equal length. But the real difference in the rate of com-
bustion is too small to require utiy allowance in practice.*

* Almost all the detail! which belong to the proerste* of Military

Mining, have during the but fifteen years, been very much simplified

mt'l improved by long practice end repented experiments, at the

school tor the instruction of the officer* and soldiers of the Hrilish

Engineer Corps, under Colonel Pauley at Chatham. But the publi-

cation of Uw ntto* end rales compiled for the service of that udinir-

CHAPTER VI. Fortife.
lion.

CatfWflfw. \ _ ^
_

Though it is probable that, during ages to come, few Proper

opportunities will occur lor making great improvements Mtaatians

in the construction of fortresses
; and though there is

**“

reason to believe that the means of defending places will

never again become equal to those which mav lie dis-

played in the uttack ; yet these considerations should
not be allowed to discourage the efforts of military men
to give a degree of strength to their works, beyond that

which can be afforded bv an exact adherence to the

Systems already lit use. Since whatever can prolong,

but for a few days, the defence ofa fortress may, in some
circumstances, be productive of' the most important
consequences. WT

ith these views, therefore, besides the

casemates or covered batteries in the tower-bastions and
flanks of the body of the place, which have been de-

scribed in the Second and Third Systems of Vauban.
such batteries have occasionally been formed or proposed

in other situations, to cooperate with the artillery on the

ramparts for the defence of ditches. It is plain, indeed,

that cosemated liatteries, if confined to their ancient site

in the flanks of bastions, must be utterly useless in any

other constructions than l he Systems above mentioned :

since they would lie musked bv the tenaille which, by

covering lift* curtain and flanks themselves from being

breached, serves loo important a purpose to l>e removed.
But suggestions lor a more general adaptation of case-

mates have, since the publication of tin? Systems of

Montnlembcrt and Carnot, been offered by French
engineers ; and it appears that some efforts to reduce

these ideas to practice were, during the reign of Napo-
leon, actually mode in the fortifications erected in Italy

and at other extremities of the Empire.

According to the author of the Analyst dt {"Outrage Proposal*

intitule Reflexion* Critiques *ur fArt Modemr dt For- modem

tifier, these expedients consisted chiefly in the formation

of casernated batteries within the ramparts of fortresses ;

S100*7**

und in the affording of a more effectual defence in covert-

ways, with security against the ricochet fire ofthe enemy,
by means of loop-holed galleries. On the faces of bas-

tions or ravelins, where it is of importance to direct a
powerful fire upon the works of the enemy, it was pro-

posed to raise the rampart to a considerable height : but

this, instead of being a mere mass of earth, was fo con-

sist of two or more tiers of strong and wcll-vcntilatcd

casemates ; formed with masonry along the whole face;

and having ernbrusu res in the manner of port -holes to-

wards the front. Each tier of casemates was to recede

from that below it, according to the nature of the exterior

slope of the rampart : so that, though the lower tier

should be ruined by the enemy’s artillery, the upper
would not fall until the side walls should lie demolished

far within the face of the work. Behind these casemates

it was proposed to have a vaulted gallery for the passage

of guns, ammunition, Ac., under cover along the ram-

part ; und, on the opposite side of the gallery, to have

other casemates for troo|s, stores, Ac. Into these, also,

was to he finally withdrawn the artillery of tire anterior

casemates ; so that the fire might from thence be con-

tinued even after the latter should be destroyed. Ov*t

able establishment hoi very properly been interdicted; and in jinx

luring the portion of the present Articlr which relate* to Mining, ft

has therefore been revolved rather to abstain from referring ifecifi-

ealiy to these latest improvement* in the Art, than to make an ua-

aulhvnuid ua "f the official paper* in »hich they are described.

2 • 2
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Forlificft* the upper tier of casemates it was recommended (hat

tiou. there should be constructed un ordinary parapet, from

whence a fire of musketry and grenades might be

directed to the hottom of the ditch. 'Htene different

tiers of guns would permit the defender* to make a

grazing or plunging fire on the approaches of the be-

siegers. as circumstances might require, and tooppose a

quantity nt least equal to that which could be brought
against them. The artillery, also, being under cover,

the effects of enfilade and reverse fires would be ren-

dered null : so as to reduce the enemy to the necessity of

employing only those which are direct, or perpendicular

to the fare of (he work ; and in the casemates the troops

might lie securely lodged close to the spots at which
their services would lie required. The partition walls

of the casemates were to be loop-holed, and the gallery

of communication secured by barrier* at intervals: in

order that, in the event of a breach being made in the

fact* of a work, it might be defended on each side by a

clo*e fire of musketry from thence; and the Author of
the AtiaiyMt concludes that it would be impossible to

assault a place fortified in this manner, until after the

whole of one face had been completely destroyed.

Notwithstanding the benefits acknowledged to be de-

rived from the covert-way, by the facilities which it

afford* to the communications about the works, many
serious objection* have been urged against it, chiefly on
the ground of its exposure to the ricochet, which the
traverses very imperfectly prevent : while the steep

counterscarp has ulso liceu considered as objectionable ;

by reason of the impediment which it creates to the free

movement* of troops, when it may he necessary to send
them from the body of the place to any part of the covert-

wav menaced by the enemy. On these accounts some
modern engineers have proposed to dispense entirely

with tlie covert-wav, substituting for the counterscarp

un inclined plane gently descending to the level of lit*

hottom of the ditch ; and even those who advocate the

preservation of ihe covert-way, have recommended a

Description formation of this part of the works different in some
of N*p> respects from that which has been hitherto practised.

re»of
0rt* Tk* particular kind of covert-way here alluded to was

An*Man- executed before the works at Alessandria in Italy ; a
tin*. place which, during the reign of Napoleon, was forti-

fied according to a plan given by General Chasseloup
de Lauhat. Alessandria is situated between the rivers

Borrnida and Tunaro, which, permitting inundations to

lie formed, render it in a great degree inaccessible. The
town itself, which is of an irregular form, was sur-

rounded by an enceinte consisting of bastions and cur*

tains, but without ravelins. The ancient citadel, how-
ever, which was hexagonal, had those outworks; its

bastions were constructed with orillons ; and both these

and the ravelins were covered with counterguarde.

About live whole, and surrounded by the waters, were
disposed nine horn or crown works, each consisting of

two or more bastions, but without ravelins ; a covert-

v»uy and glacis extended along the counterscarp of the

ditch ; and, beyond these, was an advanced lunette re-

trenched by a redoubt and protected by its own covert-

way. All these covert-ways were without traverses;

but, for the pur(Mwc of concentrating a great quantity of

fire on the capitals, the interior of the glacis on (tie

longer branches was cut en craruitfiSrc. The re-e titering

and salient places of arm* were retrenched by redoubts ;

and those in the latter were of a polygonal form, and
having the crest of the glacis carried round them parallel

to each face : by which construction several advantages

were obtained. For, the fires might he directed at plea-

sure w ith considerable efficacy, to any required part of
(lie sectoral space about each place of arms, and might
command in reverse the approaches of the enemy lo-

word* the re-entering work*: while the same places of

arm* might be powerfully defended by the crossing

fire* from the latter; and the redoubts themselves (which,

from their situation, were not liable to mask the fires

from the principal works) were intended, by their ele-

vation, to preveut the ricochet fire of the enemy frum

taking effect on the branches of the covert-way. Pali-

sades, which have been hitherto considered as indispen-

sable for protection against a suddeu assault of the

enemy, were here omitted : it being considered that the

covcrt-way would w ithout them be sufficiently defended

by loo|>-holed galleries, which were formed for the pur-

pose behind the escarps of the interior works. These
costly and extensive fortifications were subsequently

destroyed by the Austrian Government.

Fortifica-

tion.

* PART IV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATIONS OF A MODERN SIEGE; WITH RESPECT BOTH TO THE
ATTACK AND DEFENCE.

CHAPTER I.

Pragret* of the Modern Art of Attack

A general outline of the manner in which the Ancients
attacked and defended their fortresses has already been
given; and it may be observed that nearly the same pro-

cesses continued to be employed, until the invention and
use of cannon caused a thorough revolution in the Art
of Sieges. We shall now endeavour, as well as our
limits will permit, to follow the subsequent course of
improvement in the methods of attack, down to the pre-

sent times ; and it will form the diicf object of this rapid

sketch, to truce the means by which the superiority,

anciently experienced and until a late period preserved, Long retro-

in the resources of defence, seems at length to have been ,,lin d the

completely and irrecoverably reversed. sneirut

During the XIVth and XVlh Centuries, as the walls

of ancient fortresses had tor the most part undergone
tio alteration, and were consequently discoverable to

their very bases from a great distance, little more wss
necessary than to establish batteries at four or five

hundred yards from (lie place, and to employ them in

breaching: whilst a trench was dug in a zig-zag direc-

tion towards the broken part of the rampart, in order to
serve as u covered road for the troops in rushing to the
assault. This mode of attack is practised even at pre-
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Fortifies* sent, when the walla of a place ore considerably ex-
**®n

’ posed. But when, by an improved disposition of the
* —

1 19
'
defensive works, and a doe regulation of their reliefs,

the walls were nearly hidden from the sight of the be-

siegers, llte latter were of necessity compelled to bring

their guns to the very counterscarp, in order to see the

wall low enough down for effecting a practicable breach.

The defence now gained au advantage over the attack ;

but it was merely morneutary. The Art of gunnery

made great progress towards perfection ; ami, when em-
ployed in the attack of fortresses, nothing is now found

capable of resisting the overwhelming force of the mo-

dern artillery. Up to about the middle of the With
Century, no regular system of conducting the trenches,

by which the fortification* were approached, seems to

have been followed ; neither were sufficient precautions

taken lor protecting the saps in proportion as they

advanced. It therefore followed that considerable loss

of time and of men's lives resulted to the besiegers from

the success which attended the sorties from the garri-

son : who continually harassed the heads of the saps

both by day and night, driving the workmen from the

unfinished trenches, filling in the excavations, setting

fire to the gabions, Ac., and carrying off the intrcnch-

l.iwntion ing tools. At the siege of Thionville, a. d. 1558,
i jiUom of Montluc* assumes great credit to himself for having first

^Tluhjij -
>afyeat*1̂ the means of obviuting this evil: he tells us

' that he made at the end of each zig-zag a little offset

trench to the right or left, and placed troops in it to fire

upon any sorties that might attempt to disturb tile work-

men ttl the head of the sap. But this expedient was

long employed in too limited a degree to prevent the

frequent recurrence of such interruptions: until, at the

of parallels; siege of Maestricht, a. d. 1 #573. Vauhnn being fully em-

powered to conduct the attack according to his own
judgment, abandoned altogether the old routine ; ami

taking, it is said, a hint from the operations of the Turks

before Candia,—where being compelled to advance with

the utmost circumspection over a vigorously disputed

ground, the Ottoman engineers had covered their

advance with trenches in every direction—he traced hi*

zig-zags across the three capitals of the front selected for

the attack, and supported them at proper intervals by

places of arms or trenches of sufficient extent to envelope

the whole of the works against which his approaches

were conducted.

and of ri- Hitherto the batteries of the besiegers had been
eocVt firva thrown up in directions parallel to the line of rampart,

the urtillery of which they were destined to silence by a

direct fire. The accomplishment of this end was, there-

fore, slow and difficult: as the assailants were under the

disadvantage of opposing breostw orks of loose soil to the

well-settled parapets of the fortress. The only means
w hich they had of silencing or dismounting the artillery

of the place was by bringing down the parapet* by the

mass, and thereby depriving the guns of cover. But

before this effect could be produced, their own batteries

were repeatedly levelled ; and hence sieges were of much
longer duration and attended with far greater waste of

lives, than after the introduction of a new mode of

placing the siege batteries : of which we are now to give

some account. It was at the siege of Philipbourg, a. n.

1688, that Vauban, who had for some time fully ob-

served the disadvantage of placing the artillery in the

manner above mentioned, determined to try the effect of

* CvmmttUmrtt J* Montluc, lib. iv» a<i a. o. 1 358.

erecting his batteries at right angles w ith the prolongs- Fortifies*

lions of the faces of the works ; and of so regulating the , *urt *

charge and elevation of his guns, that the shot should

sweep the whole length of the rampart with frequent

hounds, dismounting the guns, and compelling the de-

fenders to quit the parapet. This mode of firing, which

is called ti ricochet , was found very successful. On
ne chargeoit U* pieces de ces batteries tju'a drmi charge^

says the Journal of the siege, on a wt quart dr charge;

et on les poinloit tout te long du chtmin convert dm
branches de. Coverage a come, el de crlvi u couronne.

Let bouJrti, en ejfftcurant let palissade* et labourant la

Ierre.faisoient ptu*irurs bond* ; et aUoient se prrdre, en

mutant jvsque dans les chemins convert* et dans Its

overages detaches du corps de place stir le front de la

grande atlaque. Ces sortes de batteries onl plus incom-
mode les ennemis que toutes les autre*. A few yeans

afterwards, at the siege or Ath, (a. d. 1697,) llie advan-

tage of this new mode of firing was more fully seen,

and its success more complete : lor that fortress, of Vcut-

ban's own construction and regarded as his master-piece,

was besieged and captured by him, after only thirteen days

ofopen trenches, and with the trifling loss of two officers

and fifty men killed, eight officers and one hundred and
forty-two men wounded. The total expense incurred in

the siege amounted to no more than .£3570. The Art

of Defence may be said to have never recovered from the

inferiority, into which it fell inconsequence of this change
in the employment of the artillery. Prom this period

we may date the decided superiority of the Attack ; and
there is little hazard in predicting that this siqicriority

will even yet increase : unless expedients be found for

covering the artillery of fortresses from the destructive

ricochet, and the no less destructive fire of mortars ; of
which the use is now so much multiplied, and the ser-

vice conducted with such astonishing precision.

CHAPTER II.

Preparationsfor a Siege.

When the siege ofa place is decided upon, the first step Invest-

taken is to make the investment : which consists in seiz- m«it.

ing suddenly upon all the avenues to the place ; carrying

off every one and every thing which, by the negligence of

the garrison, may he found outside the wails ; nod cutting

off all communication with the exterior. The work* of
the place and the surrounding country are then care-

fully reconnoitred ; and a correct plan made of them, if

the besiegers indeed should not be already provided

with one. The besieging corps are encamped beyond

tile range of the cannon of the fortress, in situations

best adapted to the troops of each particular arm.

Lines of circumvallation and countervallation to Line* of

cover these encampment* are now so little resorted to, circumvd.

that we shall confine ourselves to the mere explanation

of their nature ; and it is here sufficient to observe that,

generally speaking, they may he omitted in sieges, and SeeeUte
a few forts or redoubt* substituted for them in com- iii. tig. I.

manding situations. In modern warfare, each of these

lines consists of a chain of redans, lunettes, or other

works constructed at small distances from each other

round the fortress, and generally connected by curtains

either straight or broken. Lines of circumvallaUou are

those which, facing towards the country, are intended as
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ft'ottifira* ft cover from the attempts of the enemy's movable forces

tion. io disturb the operations of attack and relieve the place ;

and lines of cmtnurvallation are made within the above,

at ii convenient distance facing; the fortress, to check the

enterprises of a strong and spirited garrison. The
finest example that can be cited of the utility of these

lilies, is the successful defence made by Cir«ar within

his intrenchment* before Alesia, although attacked in

front and rear by two armies, each more numerous than

his own. But the suppression of these linen simplifies

considerably the operations of o siege; though it would
be imprudent to proscribe them altogether: since cases

may arise to render their employment an unavoidable

measure. Thus, at the siege of .Mantua in Napoleon's

first Italian campaigns, the French army was intrenched

between works facing both the place and the country: its

numerical weakness and other causes rendered the pre-

caution necessary, and the result fully justified it.

Collection Previous to commencing the attack, care is taken to

of mate- provide in the neighbouring woods or forests the mate-

rials necessary for the construction of the trenches; tiz.

fascines, gabions, pickets, sap-faggots, arid hurdle*.

Fascines are bundles about a foot in diameter, composed
of the smaller branches of trees, bound togelhei at inter-

vals with twigs. They arc of different kinds : the

smallest are six feet long, and are used for tracing out
the trenches on the ground ; the larger kinds, which are

frequently called *auci**on», are twelve feet or eighteen

feet long, ami serve to revet the slo)>es of batteries.

Gabions are cylindrical baskets open at both ends : the

stakes, round which the twigs are woven, being allowed

to project a few inches beyond the hasket-work at both

ends ;
so that, in placing them, the undermost ends ore

driven into the ground, and on the uppermost may be

fastened fascines to augment the height and solidity of

the work. The gabions used in sieges are rather

smaller than those employed in other field works : they

arc here generally about eighteen inches wide and two
feet and a half high, and weigh from thirty to thirty-five

pounds. Pickets are made three feet long and sharp at

one end. Three of these were deemed necessary per
fascine. Sap- faggots are bundles of strong branches
placed very close together, strongly tied in two places,

and then sawed to a length of about thirty inches. The
diameter of a faggot is from eight to ten inches ; and a

picket or stake three feet long is placed in the middle fur

the purpose of fixing it upright wherever it may lie

necessary. These faggots were used to close up the in-

terval between two contiguous gabions ; but sand-bag*
are now preferred for this purpose. The hurdles are

woven on eight stakes, which form the skeleton. Their
dimensions are usually six feet by three. Besides the

above-mentioned stores, a quantity of sand-bags are

prepared beforehand by the engineer department, and
are filled at the moment they are required for crowning

tile parapets, or for other puqioses. All these stores are

accumulated in one or more places conveniently situated

with respect to the attacks, and which are called the

depots. The judicious choice of the spot* to be occu-

pied by the artillery and engineer parks is by no means
unimportant. They should be so situated a* to permit

ready and easy communications between them and the

trenches. They should be near water for the conve-

nience of the cattle, and as much as possible screened by
distance or rising ground from the fire of the garrison.

In now proceeding to describe the operations of the.

siege, we shall suppose them to be conducted against a

place fortified in Taliban's original manner ; and that Forljficn-

the front of attack consist* merely of two bastions and tiwi.

an intervening ravelin. This supposition is made for '

two reasons : 1st, because it is the simplest way by
which a general idea of the manner of conducting sieges

can be conveyed ; and 2dly. because there arc more fort-

resses in existence constructed upon Yauban's First

System than upon any other outline. We shall likewise,

in order to avoid intricacies altogether foreign to our

object, suppose the ground over which the nitrations

are carried on to he a level plain. These preliminaries

being settled, it will be proper, previously to breaking

ground, to state what measures should be taken within

a fortress, when threatened with a siege.

If the siege of a place is one of th# most important Prrcuitioa-

operation* in war and requires the greatest possible nry duties

talent in the Generals intrusted with its conduct, it may Cover-

easily be conceived that. Io resist a well-conducted siege,
noc '

requires still greater ability, e*|ierience, and cool intre-

pidity. Some imperfect idea of the duties involved in

the defence of a place, limy perhaps be formed from the

following details.

An officer who is sent to take the command of a fort-

ress, is bound to make himself acquainted with every

circumstance essential to its defence. 1st, He reconnoi-

tres personally nil the ground over which an enemy
may conduct his approaches ; and weighs the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each spot, so that he may act

accordingly at a fit moment, and profit by every favour-

able opportunity of making sorties. Sdly, He carefully

examines the advantage* and defects of all the fortifica-

tions, in order to turn the former to the beat account,

and remedy the latter as far as may be possible. 3dl>. He
makes the necessary requisitions for completing the gar-

rison in store* of every description, and endeavour* to

have an adequate number of troop* of the different

arms. 4thly, He prepore* a proper distribution of hi*

artillery, and causes tables to be made of the distances

of all the points about the place, fithly. From the mo-
ment at which the fortress is declured to be in a state of
siege, both his powers and duties acquire new extent

:

the civil authorities arc subordinate to him ; secret intel-

ligence and espionage without ; a severe police within ;

civil and military administrations, finances, the work* of

the defence, the service of the artillery, the distribution

of the troops, the employment of the inhabitant* in ex-

tinguishing conflagrations, and the means of repressing

popular commotions ; all these important cares are his.

The issue and expenditure of provisions and ammunition
demand the strictest attention in order to prevent abuses

arising from negligence or cupidity. And it is likewise

important to keep the state ol the provisions a profound

secret previous to, uud during the siege, for reasons too

obvious to require mentioning.

Meanwhile the parapets, bunquettes, platforms of

guns, &c. are repaired ; every thing is done to facilitate

communication with the outwork*
;

great quantities of
fascines, gabions, mid sand-bags are made and laid in

store. The inundations, where ground permits them,
are also now formed. Telegraphs may be constructed,

and signals concerted. Every object within one thousand

or one thousand two hundred yards of the place, that

could afford cover to the enemy, is levelled with the

ground ; and every possible difficulty is opposed to the

completion of the investment. Detachments of expert

marksmen are stationed in ambuscade by day ami night,

as far as six hundred yards from the place, to cut off any
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Tartifica- persons employed in reconnoitring. Whilst the be-
tiun. >irgrrs are encamping and marking their first disposi-

tious, every attempt is made to penetrute their views as

to the front which they mean to attack. Core is taken to

watch from the church steeples where they appear to be

fixing their park of artillery : that once ascertained, the

rest can be nearly guessed. From this moment a suffi-

cient proportion of cannon is concentrated upon the

front attacked : and the service of the garrison is orga-

nized : it is divided into three bodies, one of w hich re-

poses, another remains in readiness to act, and the third

is on immediate duty. The measures to be taken by

the Governor of n place might of.the niseives fill volumes r

but wc hove said as much as our limits justify ; and we
will therefore proceed to the operations of the besiegers.

CHAPTER nr.

Operation* ofa Siege.

fire is made upon his workmen from the cannon of the Fortifies*

place. This may perhaps scure more than do harm -

but it will not fail to intimidate the workmen ; and a

sortie performed rapidly and cleverly by a few dragoons,

will, together with the darkness of the night, which mag-

nifies danger, tend to create contusion and delay the

progress of the work. There being no longer any doubt

as to the front which the enemy has chosen, the works

of the defence will forthwith commence accordingly.

Traverses will be placed along the terreplcins of the

faces, and parados—or covers from reverse fires—on the

Hanks. Interior retrenchments (if none permanently

exist) will be commenced in the bastions and ravelin.

Tambours will be made in the re-entering places of

arms of the covert-way, und a double palisade on the

latter extending along the whole front of attack. If

these two last measures be properly taken, it will be out

of the enemy’s power to possess himself of the covert-

way otherwise than by the regular sap; as no hope will

remain of his succeeding in attempting it by storm. If

the ravelin be a full one, that is, if its tcrreplein be on

a level with that of the rampart, the retrenchment made in

it maybe in the form of a small ravelin with flanks. Rut

if it be a hollow one, no other retrenchment tan be made

than a strong tambour of carpentry, with loop-holes in

it, covering the communication or retreat in rear. The
retrenchments in the bastions, if the latter are full, (and

if they are not, it is needless to think of retrenching

them,) may be made in the form ot a teuadlc; or, if

there is room, iti the form of a small trout of fortification

extending from shoulder to shoulder, or rather from

points on the faces taken at a few yards from the shoul-

ders. These retrenchments are made of earth, revetted

with saucissons, and armed with palisades and (raises.

Field-pieces and howitzers arc brought into like project-

ing parts of the covert-way to ricochctcr the besieger's

works. Mortars are placed ut the gorges of the bastions,

along the curtain and in the ravelins. They may even

be placed with advantage in the ditch, when it is a dry

one.

The oblique communications towards the place now Attack,

commence ; and are driven forward from the first parallel

to the intended site of the second. The prolongations of

the faces of the works and branches of the covert-way

are marked on the first parallel, in order to determine

tile situations of the ricochet batteries : these batteries,

and the particular faces of the bastions and ravelins

which are enfiladed by their fire, may be seen in fig. 2.

The time occupied in their construction is generally from

forty to fifty hours. Two or three large mortars are

placed in each of these batteries, to throw shells into the

works ; by means of which the besieged is kept in con-

tinual alarm, and can nowhere find safe cover. It

must not be supposed that there is any absolute neces-

sity for fixing the ricochet batteries exactly in the first

parallel : they may be planted m any convenient situa-

tion upon the prolongations of the works; and it will

be attended with 110 great disadvantage if that situation

be not so near the place us the first parallel. At the

sieges of Ypres, Fnbourg, Mona, Namur, Maastricht,

and Gibraltar, they were of necessity constructed at one

thousund or one thousand two hundred yards from the

works of the place ; and they produced, notwithstanding,

a very good effect. Recent experiments have, however,

shown dial the shot from such batteries are most effica-

cious, when the distance of the latter from the work to

be eufiluded does not exceed tour hundred yards.

Attack. Every thing being in readiness for breaking ground, a

working party, regulated in respect of numbers according

to the extent of the intended parallel and communica-
tions, parades at nightfall at the depot. These men
are provided with intrenching tools (s|>ades and pick-

axes) and fascines. They are marched to the ground,

preceded by an armed force, culled the covering party.

When they have reached the spot where the engineers

have previously marked out (with a white line) (lie place

for the first parallel and the zig-zags, or oblique trenches,

communicating from it to the depot, they are extended

along that line, at intervals from each other of six feel,

which are marked out for them by the non-commissioned

officers. Each workman then lies down upon his belly,

to be the less exposed to the fire of the garrison whilst

waiting for orders (o begin to dig. Jn the mean while

the covering parly, draw u up at a convenient distance in

front of the paruUcI, after detaching small parties nearer

towards the place to give early intimation of sorties, is

likewise ordered to lie down. Every thing being thus

arranged, the word is given to begin to work : upon
which the men loosen the earth with the utmost possible

expedition ;
throwing it up on the side next the place ;

ami taking care to leave one loot of spucc between the

edge of their excavation and the tracing line. This is

to prevent the earth from crumbling into the trench, and
the space so left is called the (term. As soon as day
begins to dawn, or sooner if the parallel be capable of

affording cover, the covering party is withdrawn from its

exposed situation into it. Should any light-balls be

thrown from the town amidst the workmen, they will

endeavour us soon as possible to extingui-h them, either

by shovelling earth upon litem, or covering them with

tubs made from commissariat casks sawed in two, a few

of which ought to be kept in liie depot ready for the

purpose. For a general idea of (lie dimensions and
appearance of parallels, and zig-zags of communication,

we refer the rentier to fig. 3 and 4. pi. in., which repre-

sent profiles of such works.

Defeat*. Meanwhile a good look out from the fortress is kept

throughout the day to ascertain where the enemy pro-

poses breaking ground ; aud as soon as night sets in,

light-balls are thrown in every direction to a distance of
six hundred yards from the place. From the moment
file enemy's deaigu is discovered, the heaviest possible
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Fortifc** Light-halls are thrown out from the fortress to enable

lion. the gunners to see and fire upon the ricochet batteries

whilst constructing ; and it may be expedient, in order
IXfetice.

to retarfj their completion, to batter one or two of them
at a time with a good number of cannon, as. for the

reason to be presently given, the besiegers prefer delay-

ing to unmask their batteries until they are all finished

and ready to open their fire. If the enemy's guard in

the trenches does not appear to he very strong, a grand
sortie may be tried. If the case be otherwise, small

ones may answer the purpose by frightening away the

workmen occasionally, and thus causing their operations

to be suspended.

ArtAfk. The ricochet batteries are finished and unmasked

;

and the line of aim, the charge, and the elevation of each

gun arc regulated with such a nicely, that they shull be

able to lire by night as well as by day. The unmasking
of all the batteries is done at one moment ; in order that

no particular one should draw upon it an undue propor-

tion of the tire of the garrison, whereby it would soon be

utterly destroyed. The communications to the second

parallel are continued ; but the nearer the place is ap-

proached, the greater is the vigilance which should lie

exercised to anticipate the sorties of the garrison.

lUfence. The utmost diligence is now observed in forwarding

the works of the defence. The same fire of cannon and
mortars is kept up as iu the preceding days. The capi-

tals continue to be ncochcttcd and sorties arc undertaken

at appropriate moments.

Au«ifk. The effect of the ricochet batteries is already visible

from the diminution of the fire of the place ; so that the

second parallel may be undertaken at three hundred
yards from the crest of the covert-way. The second
parallel is to be executed by night, under the protection

of troops stationed in short trenches, which are driven

out from the angles of the zig-zags, towards the right

or left hand, as the case may be ; and as the distance

from the place is now so much reduced that the fire of
musketry and grape may here be fully felt, it is deemed
necessary to use gabions for the construction of this

parallel, in lieu of fascines : which give* to the profile of
the trench, when finished, the appearance exhibited in

fig. 3. The operation of digging the trench behind u
row of rrabionB placed openly on the ground is called

the flying sap. Some engineers recommend the con-
structing of a redoubt at each end of the parallel, as a
more effectual prevention against being turned by sor-

ties; but it is better to unite the extremities of the two
parallels by a trench well defiladed front the place, a*
shown on the left-hand side of fig. 2.

Defence. The construction of the second parallel is disputed by
every possible means, and live most vivid fire of all arms
is directed upon it. Small sorties ore made during the

night ; and towards morning, when the guard of the

trenches and the working party are much exhausted
with fatigue, a grand sortie of fresh troops is poured out

upon them. The firing at daybreak is continued as

usual.

Attack. The second parallel is at length finished in spite of
opposition. The communications forwards are com-
menced. N«w zig zags are murked out and executed to

within one hundred and twenty, or one hundred and fifty,

yards of the covert-way. At this distance it is found
necessary to give additional support to the works of

approach ; and half-parallels are made for the purpose.
Fig. 2. Batteries are inode at the extremities of these demi-pa-

rallels, for containing howitzers wherewith to dismount

the artillery of the flanks, sweep the branches of the FortiSca-

covert-way, and destroy its palisades. The precaut ions be-

taken for repelling the sortie* will depend upon the
V-B

energy exhibited by the garrison at this period ; but it

will lie well always to keep on each flank of the trenches,

and covered by a hreastwnrk of sufficient height, a body
of cavalry ready to cut off the retreat of the enemy,
should his zeal lead him far enough in attacking the
trenches.

In the defence, the same line of conduct is followed ns Defeocc-

befure, counteracting as much as possible every thing

done by the besieger. The means of resistance are

diligently improver!. The rlamuged parapets are re-

paired ; as are likewise
-

the traverse*, palisade*, bridges,

ramps, &c. that may have received injury from shot or
shells.

The batteries in the dcmi-parallels are finished, and Attack,

their fire is opened. Zig-zags are pushed forward
along the capitals. These zig-zags now necessarily

become shorter, more frequent, and more oblique, in

order to adhere to the condition of avoiding the enfilade

fire of the place. The flying sap is no longer practi-

cable ; it being impossible, under so close a fire from
the covert-way and ramparts, to place the gabions in the
uncovered manner hitherto done. A slower but safer

expedient is now adopted, culled the full or single sap.

Its execution, according to the latest practice, is as fol-

lows. The sappers employed are told off in brigades of

four; and these are numbered first, second, third, and
fourth. The first sapper rolls before him a large guhion
stuffed full of fascines, to cover him whilst he places a
gabion in the line of the intended trench, and fills it by
excavating a portion eighteen inches in width and as

much in depth. The second sapper, who follow* him,

widens the trench to three feet two inches without in-

creasing the depth, and continues filling the gabions,

The third sapper increases the depth of the trench to

three feet, on u breadth of twenty inches, under the part

excavated by the second sapper ; so that there is left a

step eighteen inches in breadth and as much in height

on the side of the trench which is next to the line of
gabions. The fourth sapper only increases the breadth

of the trench by ten inches, but he digs to the depth of

three feet from the ground : thus the work of the four

men is nearly equal; and cover is more speedily obtained

than hv the former method of executing this specie* of

sap. When the gabions are full, saucissoos are fastened

on the top of them to render the work more solid ; and
the trench is then carried to the necessary breadth by

the ordinary working parties of the line. The work of

the sap is of so dangerous a nature, that the sappers are

frequently relieved ; and their exertions are, moreover,

stimulated by a pecuniary recompense, which is increased

in proportion as the danger becomes greater. The ave-

rage quantity of this kind of work which can be executed

per diem of twenty-four hours b one hundred and sixty

yards in leugtli. When the zig-zags have reached the

loot of tire glacis, a sap is driven to the right and auotlier

to the left ; and this being done at the head of each zig-

zug, the junction of these saps and the extension of the

outside ones, as fur as to embrace the whole front, will

complete the third parallel.

This is the most favourable moment for making vigor- Difcaca.

ous sorties, by issuing suddenly from all the branches
of the covert-way ; to facilitate which, ladders may be
placed along the covert-way to enable the troops to pasa

over the parapet. Every expedient, which the most
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F-ntirtr*- intelligent genius and intrepid spirit can devise, must be
*“»• tried to delay the junction of the saps which are to com-

plcte the third parallel: for, from the moment that this

is effected. all attempts at sorties from any part of the

front altucked will be hopeless. A heavy fire of grape

is directed npon the heads of the sap.

Attack. As soon M the third parallel is completed, batteries

are commenced in it for howitzers, great mortars, ami
those for throwing stones or one pound balls, wherewith
to drive the enemy from the places of arms in the covert*

way. By this means all the tire of the place that would
ohstruct the crowning of the covert-way will be subdued.

The batteries in the first parallel may now cease firing,

being replaced by those last mentioned. When circum-

stances render it expedient to storm the covert-way,

steps are made in the third parallel on each sole of the

capitals of the bastion or ravelin attacked, that the troops

may be enabled, with greater facility, to ’pass over the

breastwork of the paralU-l when rushing to the assault.

These steps occupy a sufficient length for a company to

go over in line. The cases are rare where such a mode
of attack is justifiable. The loss which always attends

it is incredible. In the attack which we have supposed,

it could not be undertaken with the least prospect of
success, if the covert-way has been provided with a

double palisade. The alternative, therefore, which re-

mains, is the attack of the covert*way by a continuation

of the former process. From the thin! [Ktrallel, at thirty

yards from each side of the capitals, curvilinear saps are

driven forward in such a manner that when they join,

they shall form an arc towards the place about sixteen

?*H!> fig 2. yards beyond the thin! parallel. From the centre of this

circular portion, a double sap is driven straight along

the capital to within about thirty-six yards of the crest of

the covert-way. This double sap now branches ofT into

two single ones, to lire right and left, for the formation

of what are termed trench-cavaliers,* or excavations

having very elevated pnrapets, with a view of obtaining

a commanding tire or musketry into the covert-way,

and driving from it any troops who might dispute its

crowning. The reason why this distance is chosen for

the trench-cavaliers is, that they may be constructed

beyond the range of hand- grenades, which can generally

he thrown to about twenty-six yards. The defenders of

the covert-way being thus driven from the space com-
prised between the two foremost traversps, the besiegers

hasten to sap up to the salient angle, and then extend their

lodgement to the right and left along the whole crest of

the covert-way, which the enemy will be obliged to

abandon in proportion as the sap advances. The batte-

ries destined to extinguish any remaining fire in the

defences are now commcnccil at the salient angles of

See fig. 2. the covert-way; those are called counter-batteries. The
breaching batteries are likewise undertaken, as is also

the descent into the ditch.

Deft nr*. The heaviest possible fire of every kind is kept up

upon the heads of M|», and particularly upon the

trench ^cavaliers whilst constructing. A few oblique

embrasures may advantageously be opened in the cur-

tain for this purpose, the efTect of which will be greater,

owing to the difficulty of ricochetting the guns placed

there. Barrels of inflamed combustibles may also be

rolled down the glacis upon the heads of saps. When

• A hint for rawing ihw wtirk** w« taken from the practice to

which the Turk*, at the aic-^c of Cniulia, were obliged to resort to

gain a phmging fire into the bstfioii of S. Aiulr4, the fire of which

they, until thao, hod bruo iiruhle to get under.

VOL. VI

by the crowning of the covert-way, the latter is aban- Furtifica-

dotted, care is taken to destroy the traverses in it, that tion.

they may not afford cover to the enemy ; and this may be
done by exploding some small charges previously
lodged in them for the purpose. The enemy’s descent
into the ditch is anticipated ; and oblique emhras tires are

muds at the extremity of the curtain to pour a fire into

the opening, which he is about to make into the ditch

through the counterscarp wall.

As soon as the batteries on the crest of the glacis are Attack,

ready, they begin their work of counter-battering and
breaching. Expert marksmen are placed all along the
lodgement, to pick off the enemy’s gunners, or any one
in fact whose head is seen above the parapets or through
the embrasures The descent and opening into the

ditch is Completed ; and a sap is made across the latter

(if it lie dry) to the foot of the breach. If the ditch is

wet. a bridge is ma.de across it by an accumulation of
fascines. Now, if the works within were known not to

be retrenched, tlie assault might forthwith be given,
should the garrison, upon being summoned, refuse to

capitulate; but as the besieged is supposed to have
retrenched himself, the tap must be continued up the

breach, when the latter has been made quite practicable.

Meanwhile the sap across the ditch is heavily bat- Defence,

tcred by the besieged. Dispositions are made for an
ohstinnte defence of the breaches, by lining their tops

with ahattis strongly linked, or by chcvnux de frise of

sword-blades kept in readiness to lie linked together the

moment the enemy ceases to fire upon the breach. This
was executed by the French at Badajns,* with a success

that will be long remembered. Loaded shells ore kept

ready to roll down upon the assailants, as well ns barrels

of combustibles. A large fire may be lighted on the

breach, and kept up by a continual supply of fascines

steeped in pitch or grease. The foremost troops des-

lined to receive ihe shock of the assailants, are provided

besides their ordinary arms with all possible weapons of
resistance ; and when obliged to cede to the overpower-
ing torrent of fresh assailants, they effect a retreat in

good order to their retrenchments; behind which they

renew the defence.

If the ravelin is only retrenched by a tambour at the Ad*ck.

gorge, the assault may he given at all three breaches

simultaneously. As soon as the storming party have
cleared the top of the breach, sappers are brought tbr-

• wnrd to make n lodgement on it with gabions, which
has been fancifully called the magpie’s nesl. Howitzers

are then brought into this lodgement to answer the fire

of the retrenchment ; upon which likewise a heavy fire

of shells is directed from the batteries on the crest of the

glacis. The interior of the bastion is crossed by the sap

in the usual manner ; the counterscarp of Ihe retrench-

ment is crowned with batteries by which the parapet is

tube destroyed; and, this being effected, the assault is

given.

Such are the usual operations in the attack of an
ordinary fortress ;

and such likewise is the defence when
a proper resistance is made. The hope of profraeting

the latter beyond this period must depend almost en-

tirely upon the feeling and spirit of the inhabitants.

The siege of Saragossat in the Peninsular War presented

a memorable example of a defence continued, from street

* On the night of the 6th of April, lkt*2.

f Rrl, 4ft Sirffft iIt Surttj-jtf rl df Tvfiott, by General Boron

Roi'niat, Pans, lsl*l.

2 T
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Fortifies- lo street, for twenty--three days after the whole of the works

tMa
; of the place had been penetrated. But such instances of

patriotism are so rare, that they are rather to be admired
than anticipated. The siege which we hare been sup-
posing, would occupy upon a fair calculation nine-

teen or twenty days, from the first day of breaking
ground.

Protraction When a place is fortified with very salient outworks,

»t the de- it becomes convenient to direct the central line of ap-
fi-nc* by proach on the capital of a bastion, and the others on

lh<M,e ***e lwo ravelins, for the reasons
or *

which hare been formerly given. The process of the

attack will, however, be the same as that above de-

scribed, so far as the completion of the third parallel :

but the sapping must afterwards be conducted only up
the glacis of each ravelin where, at the salient angle of
its crest, counter-batteries are formed as before ; the

approaettes on the glacis of the intermediate bastion

being suspended on account of the reverse fires from
the ravelin on each side. Before the construction of the
breaching batteries on the glacis of the ravelin, it may
be necessary to execute a portion of a fourth parallel in

the direction of a line joining the extremity of the

counter-battery on each ravelin, and extending about
midway from thence to the salients of the bastion : in

order to afford cover for bodies of troops, who may keep
down the fire from the works, and protect the suppers
in forming the breaching batteries which are to act

against the ravelins. The*e latter works being breached,
may be assaulted, and a lodgement may be formed
about half way up each of the breaches, where it will

not be exposed to the fire of the redoubt in the ravelin.

A trench is next driven by full sap from the lodgement to

the counterscarp of the redoubt ; and, turning to the
right and left, the sappers extend this trench to about
the middle of the face of each ravelin. In this exca-
vation, if space permits, artillery may be placrd to breach
the redoubt : but should the narrowness of the ravelin

prevent the formation of such a battery, either a portion
of the mass of the ravelin must be destroyed by a mine,
and the redoubt breached, through the opening thus
made, by a battery purposely constructed on the glacis ;

or a miner may l»e attached to the escarp of the redoubt,
where, under cover of timbers placed on end and lean-
ing against the wall, he may make an entrance and
place powder in chambers formed under the capital of
the work. This being fired, a breach will be made in

the redoubt, by which an assault may be given. Should’
it succeed, the interior of the work will be occupied by a
lodgement of the besiegers ; from which a fire of artillery

inBy be directed both against the opposite curtain, and
against those flanks of the collateral bastions which
have a view of the intended descent into the main ditch.

Since this redoubt commands the ravelin in which it is

placed, the defenders will be obliged to abandon any
retrenchments which they may have made in the latter;

and, subsequently, the redoubts in the re-entering places
of arms, which are also commanded by the ravelins. The
outworks being now in possession of the besiegers, and
there being consequently no reverse fires to annoy them,
the approaches on the intermediate bastion may be com-
menced by sapping up its glacis, and crowning it with
breaching and counter-batteries as before ; but under
the protection ol the troops in the fourth parallel, which
is completed for the purpose by driving a portion from
the extremities of the counter-batteries to join the part
already executed. A place thus fortified may reasonably

CATION.
•be expected to hold out seven days longer than one con- Furtifica*

strucied on Van ban's First System. *100 -

CHAPTER IV.

Subterranran Attack and Defence .

In the preceding detail of the ordinary processes of Msiuge-
a siege, we have purposely omitted all reference to the mw« sad

ii*.e of mines either by the assailants or the garrison :
of a

because, us such works cannot in every case be em-
ployed ; and ns they form rather occasional oids than mir,„.
component and indispeusable parts of the hostile opera-

tions ; it has seemed useless to interrupt the general

narrative of the attack and defence above ground, and
to distract the attention of the reader, hv intermingling

with the main subject any unconnected notices of sub-
terranean warfare. Moreover, this method of assail-

incut constitutes so distinct a branch of the Art of Sieges,

as well to deserve a separate consideration ; and the

present appearing the most appropriate place wherein to

introduce also some explanation relative to the manage-
ment and effects of the system of defensive mines, of

which we have, in a former Part, already described the

nature and construction ; we shall devote the Chapter
before us exclusively to a brief sketch of the subterranean

operations, to which both the assailants and defenders

of a fortress may have recourse in order to accelerate or

retard its capture. And here it may at the outset lie

observed, that the success of either party will greatly

depend upon the latitude given by the other to his

efforts, either through impotence of means, or want of
equal address and intelligence.

If a fortress bus been beforehand provided with such Defirora.

a regular system of countermines ns we have already

descrilied, the advantage of preparation fora subterra-

neous conflict should, with proper energy, lie wholly on
the side of the besieged. A* soon as his enemy, by
breaking ground, has indicated the front of attack, he

should drive forward branches to meet him from the ends
of the listening galterieseven so tar as the point* at which
the demi-parallel* are made, with a view of commencing
the work of destruction as far off from the place as possible.

It is likewise recommended to sink shafts at the ends of

the listening galleries, from the bottoms of which other

galleries may be driven towards one another so as to

Ibrm by their junction n second envelope, which may in-

tersect the line of the besieger’s approaches in whatever

way it may be directed. For then, on hearing him at

work, cither from this new envelope, or from the ends

of tike above-mentioned branches which have been driven

forward, he may soon be reached, and smothered by a

small charge sufficient to blow in the wall of the gallery

behind him, yet not great enough to produce a crater.

For it is obviously disadvantageous to the besieged that

his mines should produce any craters if he can possibly

manage otherwise ; since they become so many places

of cover where the enemy can immediately make lodge-

ments. But if a crater is inevitable, it should be nun It*

of the largest possible size, as, by reason of its shal-

lowness in proportion to its width, it can be more
readily seen into from the place, and consequently will

afford less cover. The besieged having his work all ready

need do no more than listen attentively ; hearing with-

out being beard ;
announcing himself only by effects
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Fortifies- as prompt as destructive ; and rendering; it as difficult

tioo. t0 escape from, as to reach him.

Let it now be supposed that the besieger has begun
attack. by sinking shufts behind the parapet of his parallel, at

forty yards from the ends of the branches of the be-

sieged; and that, in order to avoid destroying his

own works upon the surface, he intends advancing

twenty six or twenty-seven yards before be charges his

glol>e of compression. Then since miners, as already

explained, can be heard at work as fur off as thirty

yards, it is evident that the besieger, as soon as he

shall have driven about ten yards of gallery, must ex-

cavate the remaining sixteen or seventeen in the hearing

of his enemy. From the moment the latter has heard

him, he drives forward without loss of time, in a parallel

direction, a branch sixteen or seventeen yards long,

which will of course extend beyond that of the besieger

by two or three yards; so that the latter may be imme-
diately taken in reverse, and smothered by a charge

calculated to destroy a good jmrlion of hi* gallery.

Here it may be seen that the besieged can, if he takes

care, be always beforehand with the besieger, the nature

of whose work is calculated to occupy much more time

than that of his enemy ; for he has to excavate a large

chamber, lodge a great quantity of powder, (transported

thither by night for greater security from accident,) and
tamp a great length of branch. Now (he best thing

which the besieger can do, in this case, from the moment
that he may have reason to apprehend that the besieged

has got into hi* rear, is to stop short immediately and
charge his globe of compression ; the springing of which,

although perhaps rather premature, may nevertheless

crush the besieged in his new works, os well os blow in

his galleries of earlier construction. The miner of the

besieger, however, may ovoid by a timely retreat the de-

struction preparing for him: as he con easily distinguish

that his enemy is tamping and not driving, by the dif-

ference of sound, which in the former case recedes, and

in the latter draws nearer.

The disadvantages which may result to the besieger

from thus prematurely springing hts first globes of com-
pression arc as follows : 1st. The too great proximity of

his own trenches on the surface may entail their destruc-

tion. 2d!y, By his not being perhaps sufficiently near

the ends of the branches of the besieged, neither the

latter nor the envelope will be much damaged. 3dly,

He will not have made the desired degree of progress.

Immediately alter the springing of the first globes of

compression, the besieged will go to the ends of those

parts of the branches which may have escaped destruc-

tion, and drive forward in order to lodge charges under

the borders of the craters. This will easily be done, as

the springing of the globe of compression will have

produced no bad smell in the broken galleries; and

he will have the start of the besieger, who has to make

a lodgement on the borders of the crater before he can

even commence sinking his shaft. This lodgement may
therefore be repeatedly destroyed by the besieged, if the

sinking of the shaft he made on the border of the

crater ; and the shaft may as often be choked up by the

• earth being blown into it, if it should be sunk from the

bottom of the funnel The besieger will have to sur-

mount this difficulty after the springing of each of his

series of globes, in advancing towards the place. Heuce

it may be conceived what labour, danger, and loss a

well-countermined glacis must occasion to the be-

siegers ; and the advantage in favour of the besieged

is probably not overrated in a computation that the Fortifies-

delays resulting from all the chicaneries ofa well-managed t,ou -

subterraneous defence are capable of adding two months
to the duration of a siege. Such is the estimate of

Bousmard, who supports his opinion by citing the ex-

ample of the siege of Schweidnitz by the Prussians in

1762; and to this may here be added the more memo-
rable siege of Saragossa, in the last Peninsular War.
the tong defence of which, even after the fall of the for-

tifications themselves, was chiefly owing to the multi-

tude of mines sprung in the very streets.

Besides the regular systems of mines described in System of

the foregoing pages, there is a more expeditious method fougu**e*.

of employing the same kind of means in the defence,

although upon a diminutive scale. And this is by a

system of fougasses, which can be made even when the

time is too short to allow of establishing galleries. It

consists in burying under the parts of the surface which

arc most likely to be attacked, well calked and tarred

boxes or even barrels full of powder; and laying in a
trench, which is afterwards filled up, the troughs destined

to convey the fire to the charges, either all ut once or

successively. The troughs extend even to within the See fig. 21,

works, in order to facilitate the springing of these ? *

expeditiously constructed mines; to ensure the success

of which, the following precautions ought to be taken.

1st, If the hole iu which the powder is to be lodged is

at all damp, it will be well to make it still deeper, and
then fill up the bottom to the required height with loose

stones. This will enable the water, if there be any, to

filter down to the bottom. 2dly, The troughs must be

laid at a depth of six feet, at least, underneath the

surface, to prevent their being disarranged by the fall

of shells ; and if more than one trough is to be laid in

the same trench, they must be separated by at least a

foot of well-trodden earth, so that the first which may
be fired may not shake or disarrange the other. 3dly,

Care must be taken in refilling the shafts* and trenches

to plough up the whole of the surface equally* su that

nothing shall indicate to the enemy tile situation of the

trenches and charges. 4thly, The ends of the troughs

and hose must reach to such places within the works us

shall secure them from sudden attack*, and enable them
to be sprung with the utmost coolness at the most
favourable moments. It will not suffice for the security

of these mines that their troughs terminate behind the

banquette of the covert-way ; they must be carried

through the counterscarp tu be fired at the bottom of the

ditch. Otherwise the enemy, by assaulting the covert-

way, might discover and tear up all these troughs, and

utterly prevent their being employed against him, when
he establishes his lodgement on the crest of lltc glacis.

The boxes should be placed so as to destroy Uie double

saps along the capital, the trench-cuvalicrs, the crown-

ing or lodgement on the crest of the glacis, and the

breaching batteries. They may likewise advantageously

be sunken in dry ditches both of the outworks and
body of the place, at spots at which it is most likely

that breaches may be made. Their troughs must be

conducted to the gorges of the outworks or behind the

tenaille, or wherever they may be fired with security.

Those- likewise which may be employed for the defence

of the breach, or are placed in the terrepleitis of the

works, must have the ends of their troughs within the

redoubts or retrenchments. Kach trough must be marked

* la tb«t present esse these are usually called wells.

2 t 2
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PoHiBca* with the number thill distinguishes the bo* to which it

turn. communicates ; and the exact place of the latter is cor-

rectly laid down on a plan of the works, so that the

springing may be regulated as occasion shall dictate.

Fougasses arc likewise an excellent means of demo-

lishing any fleche, redoubt, retrenchment, traverse, or

any other temporary work which having, until its cap-

ture, been of service to the defenders, has then ceased to

be so, and may even be of advantage to the enemy into

whose hands it has fallen. The facility and economy ot

a system of fougasses, and the similarity of effects pro-

duced by them with those ot regular mines, might, at

first sight, induce a preference to be given to them. Hut

it must he remembered that though such means may be

successful against an enemy unable to employ mines him-

self, they are altogether insufficient and even null

against a besieger who has it in his power to do so. For

ceasing to advance upon the surface, beyond the in- Fortifies*

flucitce of the fougasses, he may drive galleries as far as 1 “ia-

he pleases ; and not only blow in the counterscarp but

at the same time tear up the troughs without giving an

opportunity of disputing one inch of ground by their

means. It must not, however, be concluded from this

that the employment of these boxes of powder should

be proscribed in the defence of places : they may, on the

conti ary, often be appropriately used, conjointly with

regular mines. Ami if judiciously managed, (his mix-

ture may lead the besieger into a serious error, by

making him mistake their explosion for that of the regu-

lar mines, and either induce him to take precautions en-

tailing useless labour, loss of time and powder, or lull

him into a security wdiich may afford the defenders

opportunities to put in execution mure powerful means of

destruction.

PART V.

FIELD FORTIFICATION.

CHAPTER I.

General Principle* of thi* Branch of the Art.

Under the term of Field Fortification, in contradistinc-

tion from the Art of constructing, defending, and assail-

ing Permanent Fortresses* is usually comprehended the

whole business of disposing ami preparing such tem-

porary works, and improving such natural advantages

of the ground, as may assist and support the operations

of an army in the field, and enable it partially to impede,

or totally to prevent, the advance of an enemy, though

in superior force. In Field Fortification, therefore, every

expedient U good, which effectually conduces to arrest or

retard the progress of an adversary. In this, perhaps,

more than in uiiy other branch of the profession, is the

engineer enabled to display his intelligence: here few

restrictions shackle his inventive genius ; the opportu-

nities of displaying it are frequent; and the materials

are commonly abundant. Not so in Permanent Fortifi-

cation : w here the rarity of the occasions which present

themselves fur the formation of new wurks discourages

that devotion to the subject which is necessary to the

attainment of excellence ; and where the vast expense

of the constructions operates as a serious check to the

adoption of even the most meritorious suggestions.

It would bean endless undertaking to enumerate the

multitude of objects, which may be classed under this

division of the Military Art. With regard to works thrown

up in a plain open country, certain principles and cer-

tain rules deduced from experience may be laid down ;

but for the greater part the intelligence of the individual

must be his sole guide in the judicious application and

use of the means and materials which circumstances may
place at his disposal. Barren, indeed, must be that

country which offers none to second a discerning officer

in the task allotted him. A farm-house, a mill, or a
Church surrounded by walls, may with very little expense

be converted into an excellent military post, by loop-

holing the walls, barricading the entrances, or erecting

traverses or ixjrtions of parapet* in those places which

offer a good flanking fire ; or, in a word, by turning to ac-

count every means of resistance which may present itself.

With regard to those Field-works for which, as we have
said, certain rules may be ol*erved, it will be sufficient

briefly to show that, although in magnitude and import-

ance they are inferior to the works which constitute per-

manent fortifications, nevertheless the general rules

which govern the construction of the latter are in a

great measure applicable to the former. In the first

place, the immediate object of both is equally to pro-

cure cover from the assailant's fire, and to place between
him and the defender an obstacle which he must over-

come. These ends are obtained by excavating a ditch,

and throwing up the earth to form a parapet or covering

mass. The impossibility of carrying about with an
army any implements of construction beyond the mere
pickaxe and spade, naturally imposes limits to the mag
nitude of the works; and therefore the maximum of

height that it is found possible with these simple means
to give to the crest of the covering mass is twelve feet.

And the same dimensions, twelve feet, must be con-
sidered the maximum for the depth of the ditch ; this

being the greatest depth from which a man tan throw
up the earth to those who are employed above in giving

to the mass its requisite shape.

The reader will find represented in fig. 1, plate v. a plate v. fig.

portion of the parapet and ditch of a Field-work of the 1.

most common profile: that is with a mere command
of seven feet and a half; and we proceed to give the

nomenclature of its various parts, together with their

uses, in order that the contents of the following pages
may the more readily be comprehended. A B is the
height of (he parapet : a dimension which will depend
upon the nature of the surrounding country ; as it is

necessary that the interior of the work should be entirely

covered from the view of the enemy. B C is the thick-

ness of the purapet ; and this must he regulated accord-

ing to the nature of thcatlack to w hich the work may be
liable : for instance, if only exposed, by its situation, to
an infantry attack, three feet will suffice

; if the enemy
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Fartifica- can bring artillery against it, but have only six-pounders

in his Field train, the thickness of the parapets may be

safiplv restricted to si* feet ; if nine-pounders to nine

feet ; and if twelve-pounders to twelve feet. For experi-

ments have shown that at a short range a musket-
ball will penetrate into well-beaten ordinary soil about

eleven inches; a six-pound shot, four feet; a nine-

pound shot, six feet ; and u twelve-pound shot, ten feet.

We have not here reckoned upon a greater caliber than

twelve-pounders, because eighteen-pouuders and twentv-

four-pounders are never used in the Field ; although the

former have very lately been considered a pari of our
Field train. The height of the ordinary race of men
being considered as constant, the distance ofthe luanquette

a b below the crest A is made equal to four feet or four

feet and a half, to enable the troo|>* to fire conveniently

over the parapet. The base of the slope of the ban-

quette is generally made equal to twice its height a e;

and its breadth (a 6) is usuully three feet A level space

H L, of about eighteen inches in breadth, called a
berm, is left between the foot of the exterior slope of the

parapet and the escarp of the ditch, for the purposes

mentioned below.

The superior slope A I of the parapet is directed so
that the enemy may be discovered from head to foot when
upon the edge E of the counterscarp : this slope must
be considered as au evil in one respect, for it is evident

that, if the upper surface were horizontal, the parapet
would be much stronger. To preserve therefore to the
crest A an adequate strength, the maximum depression

of this slope is fixed at one-sixth of its breadth ; and this

limits in some measure the height of the parapet. The
interior slope A b is also an unvarying quantity : its

horizontal breadth is made equal to one foot and a half

to give it a strictly sufficient solidity, and at the same
time to enable the troops to approach the parapet conve-
niently when firing. Thecxtcrior slope I II varies with

the nature of the soil; but in ordinary cases it forms
an angle of about 4!>° with the horizon. I is called

the exterior crest of the parapet ; A the inner crest

or covering line. The berm II L ought not to be made
wider than one loot and a half, lest it should offer too

great u facility to the escalade ; it might therefore appear
advisable to dispense with it altogether, but it is too

useful in the construction of the parapet to allow of
being suppressed. Moreover it prevents the rolling

down of the earth ; removes to a greater distance the
pressure of the covering mass ; and thereby contributes

to the solidity of the work. This berm, usually con-
structed upon the natural level of the soil, ought, in

every case, to be at least six feet lower than the interior

crest to prevent the enemy from seeing into the work when
he may have reached the berm. The slopes both of the

escarp L N and counterscarp M () must vary with the

soil, with the means employed to support them, and with

the intended duration of the work. The breadth and depth
of the ditch will vary according to the thickness and
height of the covering mass. When a covering mass is

thrown up without either banquette or superior slope, it

is called an epautrment.

The reader being thus acquainted with the nature of
covering usually obtained in Field-works, we may pro-

ceed, first, to describe the plan or outline of such works ;

next, to touch upon the details of construction ; and,
ultimately, to point out the means whereby defences of a
temporary nature may be strengthened or rendered more
difficult of capture.

CHAPTER II. Foititvc«.

tiuit.

Single Field-works. - - —

Of all the works which an engineer may he called

upon to construct during a campaign, the most incon-

siderable is the redan. This work is open in rear ; and
is therefore only employed to form part of a line of
works destined to cover a camp, lo defend the avenues

(o a village, dike, bridge, or defile, &c. Its principal

defects, considered as a single work, are that its ditch is

without defence; and this defect it has iu common with

most works of a mere temporary nature. Besides, as it

is invariably found that soldiers when placed behind a

|w»rapet will fire directly before them, that is, at right

angles to the parapet, it follows that there is a large uii-

defended sector in front of every redan. This may in

a measure be remedied by cutting off the salient angle

with what the French call a pan coupe

:

that is, a por-

tion oft he parapet having its crest perpendicular to the

capital of tlie work. There is no slated rule for fixing

the length of face of a redan ; though that which is

usually given to it is fifty yards. The redan when thrown
out in front of other works lo increase their strength

receives the name of fieche.

The lunette, or bastion is a work rather more con- Thehwwtie.

siderable than the redan, being composed of two faces

and two flanks. Its object is to enclose more advanta-

geously the interior space, and permit a more direct fire

upon the sides. The lunette being, as well as the redan,

open in rear, is employed only in cases similar to those

for which a redan would be constructed. This work is

of very common use, owing to its simplicity, fucility of
execution, and easy adaptation to any ground. There
is nothing arbitrary in its form and dimensions, which
must be determined by local circumstances : but in ordi-

nary cases and on level ground, its laces may be fixed at

sixty yards long, and its flanks at ten. The defects of

the lunette arc the same as those of the redan.

The French engineers give the name of bonnet de Bonnet do

pretre to two reduns so connected os to afford a mutual Pf*',IV

defence. It therefore consists of two faces A II, C 1).
fipr ‘ 4 *

and of two flanks A E, E C, usually shorter than

the faces. This work being likewise unclosed in rear,

its application must be subjected to the same restrictions

as in the case of the two former : it is generally employed
to cover a bridge, and its faces are then defended bv

batteries placed on the opposite banks of the river. The
bonnet de prfttne is a more efficient work than the lunette,

as its salients are better defended; it has no dead sector

in front, but the ditches of the faces arc tinflnnked. The.

construction of this work may be regulated as follows.

Make the line of the gorge B D equal to one hundred
yards, anil the capital I K equal to fifty ; at right

angles with ( K set off I A, I C each equal to twenty

yards; set off I E also equal to twenty yards; join the

flanks A E, CE, and faces AB, CD. The angles A
arid C will by this construction be equal to 72° 30',

utid therefore will exceed the minimum prescribed for

such angles : it being a rule in fortification, both per-

manent and temporary, that salient, that is. projecting

angles, shall never be made of a smaller opening than
Ctr. The angle A E C will be a right angle whereby
the best possible defence is afforded to the salients A
and C : it being likewise a rule in fortification that

a line which flanks another shall make with it, at

least, an angle of 90°; and this is in consequence
of the incorrigible habit which is fuund ill soldiers ot
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Foriifica. firing perpendicularly to their parapet, in spile of all the

hon. care which can lx? taken to make them direct their fire

upon any particular point.

The ns The redoubt is an enclosed work without flanks, and
cWU. UguiHy made of a quadrilateral form. On a flat even
**** ****

' country the redoubt is generally made square ; there

being no reason why one face should be made longer thau

another, or one angle greater than another. But on a

varied surface, it is necessary to adapt the shape to the

nature of the country. An opening is left in tile middle

of one of the sides for communicating with the exterior ;

and a traverse is thrown up within, to prevent the enemy
from seeing into it. The quadrilateral redoubt is defec-

tive ; inasmuch us (he dead sectors in front of its angles

favour the enemy's attacks upon four different points,

and weaken the defence by dividing the resistance of the

garrison. Endeavours have been made to correct this

defect by giving to the redoubt u circular form ; but this

is only substituting one evil in lieu of another. A cir-

cular redoubt would with equal devciopcinrnt of parapet

circumscribe a greater space, and in this point of view is

advantageous ; but its application to the ground is

difficult; its figure makes the resistance on all sides

equal ; uml the distribution of its fires prevents any
particular side (which may be most liable to uttack)

from receiving an adequate pro(>oriion of defence, at the

same time that it affords a greater fire thun necessary

upon other points of difficult access. The angular re-

doubt, on the contrary, may have its principal faces

directed against the points most important to hedefended ;

it is besides, more easily executed and applied to uneven
surfaces. The deadness of the unglea may in a measure

tie remedied by the expedient suggested for the redan,

that is, by making a pan coupe of six or eight yards in

length. The size of a redoubt is always proportioned to

the garrison which it is destined to contain. For lining

the parapets, the calculation is that each soldier occupies

three feet of front. The interior free habitable S| ace

is regulated by the consideration, that a square fathom
should be allowed for every four men. Ry interior free

space is understood that comprised within the foot of’ the

slopes of I lie banquettes. In the largest sized redoubts

the free habitable space will always be sufficient for the

convenience of the garrisons usually thrown into them ;

and the smaller ones, lieing seldom occupied, excepting in

moments of actual resistance, it is of little importance

—

provided they hove sufficient men for the effective lining

of their parapets—whether the habitable space, as it is

called, be equal to that above prescribed. Nevertheless,

all French authors have thought it necessary to lay great
stress upon the mathematical accuracy with which the
capacity of the work is adapted to the number of men
who are to occupy it ; and each lias laid down some
rule which he thinks preferable on this account to that

of his predecessor. From the nature of the outline of a

redoubt, it is almost needless to acquaint the reader that

its ditches ore without defence, or in other words, dead.
The manner of palliating this evil will be shown in ano-
ther part of this Essay.

Siar forts. The next enclosed work in order of importance is the
star fort. This is constructed either upon a triangle or
upon a square : in the first cane it has six points, and

See fig. 6. in the latter eight. The hexagonal, or six-pointed star

fort, is constructed upon an equilateral triangle ABC
of ninety yards length of side

; by dividing each side

into three equal parts, and describing on the centre one
an equilateral triangle D E F. By this arrangement

the salient E is defended by the fire of the lines A D Fcctkfic*-

and B F ; auji the points A. B receive a similar defence tioa.

from the faces D E and E F : so that the defect of dead

sectors is much diminished, if not totally removed. This
star fort is a little defective in its flunking : for the re-

entering angles being obtuse, the fire from F is not di-

rected precisely upon E, and we have already stated

how difficult it is to induce troops to fire obliquely. The
entrance m n is made ill a re-entering part, lieing there

less exposed to attack, as it is further removed Irom the

enemy ami protected by a cross fire.

The star fort with eight points is constructed upon a See fig. 7.

square, the sides of which may he ninety yards tang.

Each of the sides is divided into three equal parts ; and
upon the central one is described an equilateral triangle.

In this, as in the last-mentioned work, the salients are

but obliquely flanked : but this defect is not so sensibly

fell as to render it necessary to resort to constructions

foreign to the simplicity indispensable in Field works,

which it is almost always required to trace out expedi-

tiously, and often with (he aid of no other instrument

thau a correct eye. Most of those minute perfection!, to

which so much consequence is attached by mere theo-

rists, ami which are perceptible only on paper, would
not prolong the defence of a work one single minute.

It can scarcely be too often repealed that it is necessary

in Field Fortification to avoid that spirit of minutiae,

which is too apt to lose sight of greater objects in run-

ning into details of little or no importance. Four of ihe

points of this octagonal fort are less acute, end tlierelbre

more solid than those of the firmer work : but a more

real advantage, and one which ought lo obtain for it a

decided preference over the latter, is that with equal

length of parapet its interior space is greater.

The bastion fort considered as a Field-work should itation

be constructed only upon the square or pentagon The forts, or

distance between the points of the bastions, or in other Field forts,

words, the exterior tide A B of the polygon, may vary

in length hi tween one hundred and two hundred yards,

which allows of great latitude and facility for the appli-

cation of this kind of work to almost every' site. The
reason why A B cannot be made shorter than the mini-

mum above prescribed, is, that owing to the relief of the

works, llie ditches near the centre of the curium would
not be discoverable from the pnrafiets, and would conse-

quently be dead: besides, the flanks would dwindle into

insignificance. The range of common muskets also

requires that the extent A B of the front should not

exceed the above maximum
; for it ia an axiom that

u lines, which have to defend a salient point, must not be

further removed from it than will enable the musketry

to range beyond that point, and to take effect upon the

enemy before he reaches it."

Star and bastion forts, and particularly the latter, are

employed in fortifying important posts. Their construc-

tion ought to be of a solidity approaching to that of

mixed fortifications
;
which, though not revetted with

masonry like permanent works, are nevertheless intended

to last several campaigns. These forts will not only

serve as posts of importance, hut are also useful as

depths for stores of every description, for which their

spaciousness renders them fully eligible. They should

therefore be so well conditioned as to apprehend nothing

from sudden assaults, but should compel the enemy to

break ground before them. A Field-work which is ho-

noured with a formal attack, or which compels the

enemy to resort to more thou ordinary means for its
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Fortifica-

tion.

Continued
Lmm:
with re-

dan*
;

Se« fig, 9.

S«* fig- 10.

See fig. 11.

reduction, is Justly deserving of celebrity ; and we need

not hesitate, notwithstanding the inherent defects in their

construction, to chins with the latter, our redoubts at

Toulon, the gallant defence of which, in the Revolution-

ary War, gained so much honour for the British amis.

CHAPTER III.

Continued Liner.

Severn! works placed in succession parallel to, or sur-

rounding, a position, generally receive the name of lines.

There are two kinds of lines; continued lines and lines

with intervals. Continued lines consist of an uninter-

rupted range of parapet. Lines with intervals are formed
of isolated works—whether open at the gorge or enclosed

—placed at convenient distances from each other, and
affording a mutual flanking defence. Continued lines

are mostly employed where a pass is to be closed. And
lines with intervals where it U intended to oppose re-

sistance to a vigorous attack : because the detached
works which compose them may be more carefully con-

structed and better defended ; serving as strong points

round which five troops may manoeuvre ; and thus com-
bining, whilst on the defensive, all those moral advan-
tages of the offensive which result from the feeling of

superiority. Hence continued lines are best adapted to

frontier defences, and lines with intervals to camps and
fields of battle: nevertheless, the preference ought always

to be given to that, which can be soonest prepared, and
defended with fewest troops.

The different modes ofconstructing continued lines are

as follows: with redans, tenuities, crcmaillercs, or bas-

tions. Vauben, iu his timet with redans
,

placed the

latter at distances of two hundred and forty yards from
centre to centre. This is at present considered too great

a distance ; and it has been proposed to place them at

one hundred and eighty yards, by which the faces of the

redans will mutually derive a nearer defence. This is,

however, at best, but a weak line ; and the frequency of

its employment in war cun only have proceeded from
the readiness with which it can be constructed. Another
way of improving upon Yauban’s outline is by breaking

the curtain B D into a very obtuse redan BCD. With
this alteration the works assume the name of queue
dhironde, or swallow-tail lints. This construction, al-

though belter than that with redans, is nevertheless far

from being good : for, although the parts of the line

between the redans are defended by the fires from the

faces of the latter, yet upon an equal developemcnt of
parapet the queue d’hironde line presents three salient

points, whereas the redan line has only two ; and as the

points project equally towards the front, they are all

liable to be attacked at the same time. The curtains,

also, of Vaubau’s line, are less exposed to the ricochet

fire, than the branches of the swallow-tailed construc-

tion. The salients are the principal points of attack,

because they arc closer to the enemy ; and because they

have sectorial spaces in front of them undefended by
direct fires : while they are also easily enveloped by the

enemy’s converging fire. A means of correcting the

defect arising from too many points of equal saliency,

would be to carry forward the salient of the great redan

BCD, making its faces perpendicular to those of the

small ones: so that upon a line of cut hundred and

eighty yards only two points of attack would be offered
;

Fortifies

and the salients would moreover be well defended oy tioo.

flanking fires. -v—
The ienaille line is composed of redans of equal with tc

dimensions. Their capitals are usually seventy yards

long, and their demigorgos one hundred. There exists
***

ao great a similarity between this and the former out-

lines, that to specify the minute differences in their de-

fensive properties, which writers on fortification have

remarked and dwelt upon, would be to consume lime to

no purpose ; mid these lines are here described merely

to complete the usual enumeration. One great fault

common to them all, is, that their long branches are

exposed to the enemy’s enfilade fire ; and in an open

country this evil will be more sensibly felt in thetenaille

line than in any other.

Lines en cremailtere are composed of a succession of "**

faces and flanks perpendicular to one another. The
faces may be made one hundred yard* long, and the

K '

flanks twenty-five, still supposing them constructed upon
a flat and open country ; for. on an irregular surface,

all the branches may vary considerably iu length from

the general dimensions ; the most essential rule being

that the works should conform to the shape of the

ground, and have their salient points on eminences.

The cremaitlere line is superior to any other, for the

purpose of uniting principal works placed at loo great a

distance for mutual deleriee. In this case the ere mail-

Icres ought to change their direction at the centre a of

the line, whence there will result a good cross lire belbre

the middle of the interval.

If particular circumstances should make it requisite The ha#tmn

to give to a line a more than ordinury degree of strength, *ine'

there is no doubt but the bastiou outline ought to be

preferred. Its principal advantage is that every part of

the ditch is well seen into and flanked : but the salients

have not all the defence which could be desired. There

are certainly cross fires in front of them, but these

scarcely range beyond the counterscarp and leave great

open spaces X without any at all. This may, in a

measure, be remedied by breaking the curtain, for then

the fire of the half curtains directed upon those spaces X See fig. 14.

will render the access to the salients more difficult. The
bastion line is more troublesome to construct than any

other, owing to the quantity of earth which requires

removing between the flanks and the curtain, when the

counterscarp is directed, as iu permanent fortification, to

the shoulders of the bastions
; and this may account for

its not being oftenor employed. It is evident that, if See fig. 15,

the counterscarp were traced, as in other works, in di-

rections parallel to the laces, flanks, and curtain, the

ditches of the faces would be unseen from the opposite

flanks, the sight being obstructed by the mass of earth

in front of the curtain. When there is not sufficient

lime for removing the entire mass—and it seldom See %. 16.

happens that there is—the evil may be palliated by

sloping away the earth in the direction of the line of

fire drawn from the crest of the parapet of the flank

to the foot of the ditch of the opposite face : w hereby

the ditch of the face wilt be perfectly laid open to

the fire of the opposite flank. Some writers object

to this remedy, as facilitating the descent of the enemy
into the ditch : but it may be observed that the de-

scent into the ditches of Field-works is in practice usu-

ally an easy matter ; and those ditches should be

regarded rather as excavations which have served to

furnish earth for the covering masses, than in the light
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Furtifica- of serious obstacle* to the enemy’* attacks. Be*idcs.

»»nn. even though the facility of descent should be admitted
v—

to be of great advantage to the assailant, it is evident

that in availing himself of the slopes here mentioned, he

must expose himself lo a reverse fire from the flank

behind him. and this is not likely to augment his as-

surance.

The redan* The line just described is applicable to any surface:
butiun tine, byi q, a t which may next be nieiilimied having its various

part* given in numbers, is unfit for irregular surfaces.

It certainly appear*, however, the best that can be used

on an even country, where only a limited length of re*

trenchment is required ; and though thus restricted in

its application, some notice of it in this place is due to

the inventor. Colonel Dolour, (Director of the Military

Academy of Grave.) to whose excellent Work on Field

Engineering the compiler* of the present Article are

fig- 1". bound to express their obligation*. At each end of a

side A B four hundred yards long, erect perpendiculars

A P, B Q. Set off on the latter A D, B E, each equal

lo fftftv yards, and D P, E Q each equal to thirty yards

;

join D and E ; on D E take DG, E II, each equal to

sixty yards, and bisect DE in C. Draw A G. B II.

and produce those hues indefinitely
;
join C and P, C

and Q, and make C M and C N each equal to A G or

B H. Then, in order to obtain flunk* sufficiently near

the salients A, C. and B, to afford those points an ade-

quate defence, let fall from G, M, N and H, perpendi-

culars G g, M m. &c. upon the lines of defence M P.

A G, Ac., and join the interior extremities m, g, &c. of

the flunks, lo farm the curtains. This outline is superior

in many respects to any of the former; but it is certainly

rather too complicated, and is moreover inapplicable to

every kind of surface : it can, therefore, be entitled to a

preference over tbe common bastion line only in the cir-

cumstances already mentioned; and when these occur,

its advantages are as follows. Suppose two front* of for-

tification on the lines A C. and BC traced upon the

usual principles, it will lie found that the redan-bastions

in fig. I? are more spacious than the ordinary ones, and

that the flank M m is longer in the former than its cor-

responding flank in the latter would be. which is strictly

conformable to the principles of the Art as it has to

defend the (mint of attack. G s indeed will be smaller,

but this is attended with no inconvenience, since its fire

is directed upon tt point not much exposed. It may,
however, he noticed as some delect, that the fire of the

short flank Gg when prolonged in a direct line would

fall within the salient of the advanced bastion at B, and
expose its defenders to the risk of injury from their

own comrades.

CHAPTER IV.

Line$ with Interval* ; THex-de-pnnt, §c.

Lima with Line* with intervals are composed of isolated works,

ahmk, such as redoubts or redans placed at cerluin distance*

asunder. In determining the situation of these works,

it must lie observed that the interval* between them
should never lie greater than two hundred yards ; so

that they may lie able to defend one another by a cross-

ing fire, at an efficient range. The outline of each work
must also be w> dis|io*ed that the faces which are to pro-

duce that crossing fire between two works, shall make

with each other an angle not less than, nor iioicli exceed- Furtifiea-

ing, a right angle. The military world has long been two.'

divider! 10 opinion whether the preference should be N—

given to cont. nued lines, or to those with intervals. The
funner seem to have been held in highest estimation

until after the commencement of the XVlIlih Century ;

for tl»e greatest number of retrenchment* made by the

French and by their opponents during the reign of

Louis X 1 V., and particularly during the Wars of the

Succession, were continued lines. In our days this

manner of retrenching armies is rejected ; and when
the nature of the country will admit of it. that of iso-

lated works has the preference. Lines with intervals

have over the other specie* of lines the following advan-

tages. 1st. They are more easily applied to the ground,
and made to occupy the (mints most essential for the

defence ; not being shackled by the conditions which
must be observed in outlines where all the parts arc

connected together. 2dly, They require less labour, and
consequently enable the engineer to give a greater

degree of perfection to the works within a determined

time, and with fewer workmen. 3dly. They require fewer

troops for their defence, having a less development, and
thus allowing a greater force to be directed iijMin the

most exposed point*, or a greater number to be kept in

reserve. 4Udy. By this disposition the troops may with

facility pa** from the defensive to the offensive, and vice,

vrrta, as may best smit the occasion: whereas, when
lining a continuity of parapet, the same troops (Kisses*

no advantages except such as may be derived front a

judicious adaptai ion of the outline
; and having no faci-

lity of issuing from behind their cover, are restricted to

mere defensive operations, which ure apt lo produce an

unfavourable effect upon the courage of the soldier. It

may lie remarked, in conclusion, that continued lines

ought to be employed only in situations of moderate

extent, where a small number of men being sufficient

for their defence, a considerable portion of the army
may be kept in reserve at point* favourable for offensive

movements.

In the choice of positions or situations for the en- Choice nf

camprnent of an army, it i* evident that elevated ground
should alwajx be preferred, when its extent is not dis-

proportionate to the number of troops; in order to in-

crease the difficulties of the attack, ami permit the de-

fender* to see the works and dispositions of the enemy
while their own are wholly or partly concxaaled. A
superiority of command, also, renders it possible lo take

advantage of any movement of the eneinv by falling

rapidly on his convoys nr attacking his columns on their

march. Positions are, however, often unavoidably taken

up in a plain country ; and it may be observed thut no
great inconvenience ensue* from the occupation of such
situations, provided they are protected by nutural obsta-

cles, or by works expressly constructed, and that by any
means the enemy is lirevented from approaching near

enough to annoy the line* by his fire. But if the posi-

tion should lie commanded within range of artillery, the

most disastrous consequences may be induced: for the

troops being either exposed to heavy loss, or driven from
their posts to obtain shelter behind woods or other Cover

against the enemy’s fire, the works may be assaulted and
carried before the defenders can be rallied from their

confusion.

Whether in plain* or on eminences, the approaches
towards the ground occupied by tbe enemy should be
well guarded by a chain of outposts, which must sur-
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FortiBcf* round the encampment within view of it and at the dis-

tiun. tance of about a mite from it in every direction: so that,

on an alarm being given, there may be time for the troopB

in the lines to put themselves in a posture of defence.

These outposts should be covered by woods, villages, or

houses ; or if no such cover exists, reilans, as before

described, must be constructed for their protection.

Within the chain of outposts, and at two or three hun-

dred paces from the encampment, redoubts or batteries

must be formed : for the purpose of protecting tile line by

their crossing tires, and principally to secure the wings

against any attempt of the enemy to turn them, or to get

to the tear of the army, by which the supplies from its

magazines, and its own retreat, should this become ne-

cessary, might be entirely cut otf. The disposition of

these works, next to the choice of the position, demands

the serious attention of the engineer: since on it de-

pends, ill a great measure, the success of the army in

maintaining its ground ; and, consequently, the proba-

bility that the enemy may be compelled to retreat and

leave the field free for the prosecution of offensive opera-

tions. When, therefore, the position is on an eminence

affording a good view of the neighbouring country, and

particularly of the avenues by which an enemy might

approach, the redoubts should be constructed at inter-

vals on the salient point* in front of the line, where they

may defend those avenues by direct and flanking fires

from uii artillery sufficiently numerous to prevent the

eneinv’s columns from advancing without experiencing a

serious loss. As the enemy may attack and attempt to

storm some ofthese redoubts, they should evidently irfend

each other reciprocally, and he capable of making a

powerful resistance in front For this latter purpose

they should be placed on the crests of the heights which

they occupy: that they may be able to graze with mus-

ketry the descending ground about them ; and if, from

the steepness of the slope in auv part, this should be im-

possible, collateral works should be constructed in situ-

ations where they may see and defend thul part by which

an enemy would otherwise advance unmolested against

the princi|»al work.

Iu general, the highest point in the line is the key of

the position ; and, as the retention of this is an object of

the utmost importance, it should be occupied by a re-

doubt of the strongest kind. This point being a pivot

about which the whole army manoeuvres, it is plain that

it should be situated about the centre of the line ; but as,

in some cases, it may happen to be in one of the wings,

then additional precautions will be necessary to prevent

it from being cut off from the other purls of the line :

Mich a* making good communications to it, by which suc-

cours may be sent in force when it is hard pressed by

the enemy. Such communications should aho be made
when the division* of an army are separated from each

other by woods, marshes, or stream* : passages should

be cut through the first, and causeways or bridges formed

over the others ; in order that in every part of the en-

campment troops may be able (if possible out of the

enemy’s sight) to march to each other’s support. Na-
tural obstacles greatly increase the defensive properties

of a position; and if there should be u river at the foot

of any part of the eminence on which the army is situ-

ated, ami uear enough to be subject to the fire of the

artillery, it would be impassable by the enemy and would
completely protect that purl of the line. Il may be here

observed that an army encamped possesses many advan-

tage* over the garrison of a fortress : for the degree of

VOL. VI.

resistance that can be opposed by fhe latter is always Furtifia-

known to the enemy, ami the permanent nature of ll/e
tioa -

works prevent* the plan of operations from being
changed ; so that the enemy can regulate his disposi-

tions accordingly. The case is different with an army
in the field, which can vary its measures with the nature

of the anticipated attack : either hv opposing force to force

,

or by surprising the enemy ; or by taking advantage of

the localities to prevent his columns from acting together.

It may not be unsatisfactory to close this general Bxitish

description of lines of intrenchments with a short account J*®**
«***•

from the invaluable Memoranda published by Colonel lanboo.

Jones.* of the works executed before Lisbon by British

engineers, between the years 1809 and 1812, for the pur-

pose of protecting that city and the meditated retreat of
the army from Portugal. These celebrated works were
.enclosed redoubts disposed in two great chains crowning
the heights which extend betweeu the Atlantic Ocean and
the Tagu* : the first or exterior chain was situated about
twenty miles North of Lisbon, or twenty-five miles North
of Fort St. Julian, which forms the Southern extremity
of the Peninsula, and was the proposed place of embark-
ation. This chain commenced at the point at which the

Zizandra falls into the Atlantic ; the works occupied the

waving ridge of heights on the left bank of that river,

and extended to about two miles west of Torres Vedras,

terminating near the Western extremity of the Sierra de
Monte Junto. At the mouth of the little river St.

Lorenzo, about seven miles South of the Zizandra, the

second or principal line of forts commenced ; and
these were constructed on all the salient points and emi-
nences of the ridge of heights extending from the Sea to

the Tagus, and passing close to Mafra. Montechique, and
Bucellas, which lie successively Eastward of each other,

and through which proceed three of the four great roads

leading from the North to Lisbon. The fourth, or East-

ern road, run* through Alhandrn close to the Tagus.
The whole country between the great road* is billy and
broken, and cannot be passed by an army with its artil-

lery without much difficulty ami delay ; and, to secure

the roads effectually on ihc principal ascents at the passes

of Bucellas, Monlrchiquc, and Mafra, were constructed

strong redoubts and batteries for artillery, so disposed as

to enfilade (he roads and coucentrate their fire upon
particular points of them, at which it was intended to

form mines, deep cuts, or other artificial obstructions

when lliey might be required. The ridge of Monte
Gni^a was crowned by one large and several smaller

works; and these, with the works at Torres Vedras,

served as isolated outposts to the principal line just men-
tioned : blocking up the approaches, and giving time for

the troops to occupy the line before they could be

attacked in force. A chain of redoubts connected the

works on Monte Gra^a with others forming part of the

line, and situated on the ridge at Alhaudra : to the South

of this ridge the Tagus is not passable by au army ; and
therefore the works could not be turned by an enemy on
the opposite side of the river. Along the North face ofthe

ridge just mentioned, and near the summit, on an extent

of two miles, there was cut an almost perpendicular

scarp fifteen or eighteen feet high, every part of which

was closely flanked by a covered musketry fire, and
also by artillery in enclosed works constructed on the

salient points of the heights: all the fluuking works

* Mtemofmmh to ike Lina tbrawn up to cover Luix>n m
I b 10. By Colonel John T. Jones R<>y«l Knguwvru.
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KuTtifiv**- were plunged into by larger redoubts on commanding

(ion. Interior peaks. Additional redoubts were, subsequently,

formed between the ridge at Alhandra and that of the

Sierra de Serves at Bucellas; and the valley between

them was blocked up by an ahatlis with a covered com-
munication in ita rear. The front of this communication

could be swept by artillery from the Alhandra heights,

and closely flanked by musketry from some stone build-

ings in the sides of the valley.

In the whole line between the Ocean and the Tagus
there were one hundred and fifly-two redoubts mount-

ing, in all, five hundred and thirty-four pieces of artil-

lery, while the army to be covered consisted of but fifty

thousand men: a smull number when compared with

the extent of the line, which was equal lo about twenty-

nine miles, and required above thirty-four thousand men
to garrison the works. But this vast developement is, in

the present case, justified by military men on the ground

of the extraordinary strength of the principal works,

which is considered as rendering them in some respects

fortresses. Colonel Jones, moreover, observes that not

more than one-third of the works would have been re-

quired to be fully manned at any one period. The
redoubts were generally adapted to the ground, and
were of every capacity : the smallest was constructed fur

fitly men and two pieces of artillery ; others could con-

tain five hundred men and six pieces, and the great re-

doubt on Monte Graf* required one thousand men and
had twenty-five pieces. Some of the works were in the

shape of star- torts, hut it was objected to these that the

defence of the ditches was imperfect ; and the direct

fire towards the front was insufficient. It may lastly be

observed that there was an enclosed work on the height

between St. Julian and Oeyras, near the proposed point

of embarkation, with independent redoubts and bat-

teries: tin? principal work was well flanked and required

a garrison of one thousand three hundred and forty

men.
Works thrown up in front of bridges to cover and

P°at defend them, constitute what arc called te/e^dr-poni

:

their

general disposition and shape may vary in a thousand

ways, according to the nature of the localities and to the

importance of the object. The works constructed to

serve as a ifite-de pont are frequently ill-adapted to this

object : being eilher too small to cover the bridges pro-

perly from the enemy's fire ; or having so great a deve-

lopement that a large portion of the army is withdrawn
from active service merely to guard them. A l£te-de-

pont ought to be capable of effectually concealing the

bridge ; but it should require for its defence the

smallest possible number of troops, in order that the dis-

posable forces may be so much the more numerous.
Sec fig. Ig. When the passage is one of importance, it may be ex-

pedient to give to the tfiie-de-pout the form of a line with
intervals : that is, upon an arc of a circle whose radius

is one thousand or twelve hundred yards, a disposition

should be made of redans or detached bastions, flanking

each other; and. in rear of these, and covering the im-
mediate approaches to the bridges, a central work should
be placed : serving as a redoubt so disposed as to batter

the intervals between the retrenchments in front, defend
their gorges, and afford a safe retreat to the troops when
driven from the advanced works. A disposition of this

nature will keep the enemy's cannon at a sufficient dis-

tance from the bridges to prevent any annoyance in

passing the river. If the t&te-de-pont is constructed upon
a re-entering bcud of the river, the redaus or bastions

may be placed in a straight line or one nearly so, which

would improve the defence and lessen the extent of

works. In this case, also, the redoubt of the Uke-de-pont

may easily receive a flanking defence from batteries esta-

blished on the opposite bank, or on islands which are fre-

quently found in the bends of rivers ; and it ia considered

that, on this accnuut, and because tile bridge is more effec-

tually concealed from the view of the enemy, a re-entering

bend or elbow, the concavity of which is on the enemy a

aide, is the meet advantageous place for a i£te-de-pont.

The advanced works should be made capable of con-

taining about two hundred men ;
their gorges should

be secured by a row of strong palisades ; and they

should he provided interiorly with a small redoubt or

blockhouse. Lunettes constructed thus carefully, and
well fraised and palisaded, may be placed at greater

distances from each other than those of ordinary con-

struction, liecausc being stronger in themselves, they

staud in less need of immediutc succour : their salients

may be placed three or four hundred yards apart. A
system of works of this kind, partaking1 of the nature of

mixed fortification, would he well adapter! to eover an
important passage of a river ; and the enemy, unable lo

carry them by assault, would be compelled logo through
the formalities of a siege. Indeed, without these con- •

dilions, the army, which may have retreated through the

intervals to shelter itself from the enemy's superior

forces, would have lo cross over to the opposite batik,

and abandon to feeble garrisons the defence of the ad-

vanced works. These garrisons, loo weak for a long
resistance, would now betake themselves lo a retreat, if

auch a measure were still in their power; the approaches

would therefore no longer be covered ; ami all the

advantages of tlic t&tcs-de-ponl would vanish at the first

appearance of the enemy. It is therefore necessary, in

order to oppose an effectual resistance to the progress of

the enemy, that the exterior works should have all pos-

sible solidity and strength.

When a tete-de-pont has not the defensive qualities

that could be desired, and the retreat of the army to

the opposite bank is a measure of necessity, it may
be effected in the following manner. The retreating

army is divided into as many columns as there are in-

tervals between the advanced works; each column
takes the direction of its allotted interval, and when it hus
passed the latter it deploys immediately in rear of it.

Those of the columns which have not room for deploying

either as a first or second line, immediately cross over to

the opposite bank. The fire ofthe works will open as soon
the space in front of them is sufficiently unobstructed by
the retreating army. The infantry deployed stands now
alone before the enemy ; the advanced works being eva-

cuated, and their garrisons retiring through the inter-

vals of the divisions. The artillery and cavalry, with the

exception of a few guns and squadrons, have already
passed over the bridges. The infantry commences ita

retreat en echrllon. As soon as the central redoubt is

unmasked, its fire is opened to protect the retreat. When
the enemy is master of the field, the garrison of the re

doubt retires; the victors now enter tumultuously in

(he abandoned work and hasten to get possession of the

bridges; but they are stopped by the last tumbours
made of strong palisades, and defended by oue or two
companies of grenadiers, w ho have volunteered to dis-

pute the spot until the bridges are destroyed. Wheo
their object is gained, these companies either surrender
themselves prisoners, according as they limy have re-

Fovtifica.
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Fortifies*

Oa the re-

lief of field-

works.

ceived instructions, or make their escape by swimming
or by boats placed at hand for the purpose.

The redoubt, or central work of a ttie-de-pout is an
important part which ought not to be negligently con-

structed ; since it immediately covers the passage, and
ensures the retreat of the last defenders of the works
in advance. The redoubt ought, therefore, to be made
capable of offering the greatest possible obstacles to

the attack. It usually consists of two or three bastion

fronts ; the wings being defended by batteries thrown
up in rear on the opposite bank of the river. The
passages are made in those wings: they should be
about twenty yards wide, and masked by traverses

thrown up within. Inside of these redoubts, others

made of timber in the manner of tambours should l>e

constructed to cover the immediate approach to each
bridge: the utility of this measure must be apparent
from the foregoing description of the manner of effecting

the retreat. Care must likewise be taken when con-
structing a tdle-de-pout, to throw up one or two bat-

teries for destroying tile bridges, in the event of the

enemy's unexpectedly forcing the central work, and not

giving time to cut them away or burn them. Fig. 18
represents a grand l£te-d? pout, w here all these conditions

have been observed. It often happens that there is but
one bridge to be covered ; in this case the central work
may be much smuller than the preceding one, and be

composed of a single bastion front connected with the

bank by long branches ; or it may be a mere bonnet de
pr&lre, or even u lunette defended from the opposite side.

These last two are most usually executed in petty war*
fare : but nothing can be fixed respecting their dimen-
sions, both these and their shajM.* being always deter-

mined by local circumstances.

CHAPTER V.

Details of Construction.

Having described the shape or outline of the principal

works executed in the field, it will be necessary to say a
few words respecting their relief, before wc proceed to

show the muimer in which they are constructed. A
good relief is not less essential to an intrenchmeiil than
a well-combined outline. The most usual height given

to the covering masses of field-works is seven and a half

feet : this height is chosen in order that a man on horse-

back may be unable to see ov er the parapets into the work.
Parapets are nevertheless often made of less height : for

instancr, six feet is not a bad relief if there is no appre-
hension of a cavalry fire ; and intrcnchments constructed

hastily to procure cover fora detachment, are often made
no higher than four and a half feet : hut in this case, as
there would not he sufficient cover, it is necessary to ex-

cavate about one and a half on the inside. The required

solidity of the work, as we have already said, depends
upon the nature of the projectiles which it may have to

resist But whatever he the thickness of the parapets, it

is necessary that the earth excavated from the ditches be
sufficient for the formation of the covering mass.

Whence it follows, that the breadth and depth of the

ditches must vary with the height and thickness of the
parapets. It may be well to repeat, that the means
usually at hand for the construction of field works will

not permit a greater depth to be given than twelve feet

to the ditches ; and, in order that the latter may be at

all serviceable, they ought not to be lens than six feet Fattuka-

deep. Hence, in every field-work constructed solely ,
tion.

with spade and pickaxe, the depth of the ditch will vary

between six and twelve feet, and these dimensions may
be considered as their limits. In calculating the depth

and breadth of a ditch according to the dimensions of

the profile of the covering mass, it must be remembered
that the earth generally augments in volume when
loosened from its natural bed; and that this increase of

volume sometimes amounts to one-tenth or one-twelfth.

Profiles cannot in moments of need be calculated with Profik's.

mathematical exactness: it would therefore be well if

every officer carried with him in his pocket-book a ready-

made Table of the dimensions of ditches corresponding

to certain given profiles. If unprovided with such a

Table, the following approximation will be found quite

adequate to the purpose. Ascertain the superficial con-

tents of a vertical section taken perpendicularly to the

length of the intended parapet or covering mass. Then
assume the depth of the ditch, which will generally he

the same as the height of the work. Divide the con

tents of live profile by that depth, and the result will he

the required breadth. For instance, if the ditch is to

be six feet deep, and the surface of the profile should

contain one hundred and eight square feet; the required

breadth will be eighteen feet for the upper part of the

ditch. This ex|>cditioufi formula, indeed, supjwses the

ditch to be dug vertically dow n without slope ; that there

is no augmentation of volume ; and that the ditch has

no greater devrlopement than the parapet: all which
suppositions are contrary to truth. But the ditch being

dug with a slope, the surface of its profile will be dimi-

nished ; and this decrease of surface will partly compen-
sate for the increase of volume and excess of develope-

ment, so that the result will be sufficiently correct for

actual practice. Or, if the eighteen feet above found be

considered as the mean breadth of the ditch, and il there

be added to it such au aliquot part of the given depth

as is expressed by the proportion of the breadth to the

height of the intended slope, the sum wilt express the

true breadth of the ditch at the upper part. Although
we have generally spoken of six or seven and a half feet

as the height of the parapets, it does not follow that,

under sonic circumstances, still less may not be given to

them ; but then they lose much of their efficacy, unless

the work is situated on an eminence; and if the height

is less than four feet and a half the berm must be formed

below the level of the natural ground, for the reason

given in describing that purl of the work. When para-

pets have more than the ordinary height given to them,

it is sometimes impossible to direct their superior slopes

upon the edge of the counterscarp. The latter must
then be raised by a mass of earth sloping gently towards

the country upon the prolongation of the superior

slope : or, in other words, by giving a glacis to the work.

When a work is traced upon the ground, that is. g<c g
when strong pickets have been driven at all the angle*

and connected by ropes, or by furrows cut in the ground,
two profiles must be set up on each line to designate the

form of the parapet, and to point out to the workmen
where they must throw the earth. If the face of the

work is rather long, two profiles mar not suffice ; a
third must therefore be added in the alignment of the

former two. The*e profiles are made of fir laths when
such are to be obtained : in which case they may he set

up with all desirable perfection, representing exactly the

shape of the parapet, in the first place, there should

2 v2
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Fortifies* be driven two strong square-headed pickets A and B,

*1°° denoting the thickness of the parapet; against the first
1 — of these is nailed a lath AC, equal in length to the re-

quired height of the parapet; in like manner there

must l^e nailed against the second picket a lath of in-

definite length B ; and then at the extremity C or the

first, a transverse one, to which is given, by a qua-

drant. or a mason's level, or even by the eye, the in-

clination which may be deemed expedient: this done,

it may be fastened at the proper point D. The super-

fluous length of B D must then be sawn ofT. and the

fourth lath DE placed at an angle of 45® with the

ground, by nailing it at D, and to the square-headed

picket E. The banquette in profiled in the manner in-

dicated in the figure.

Profiles may be economized by constructing them
upon the angles ; as then, one profile will sene for two
faces. These angular or oblique profiles have over the

square ones the advantage of designating more clearly

the parapets of (he works, which facilitates their con-

struction and obviates unnecessary removals of soil.

Some degree of habit is requisite in the construction of

these oblique prufdes. Afier having driven into the

ground pickets in a direction perpendicular to the

magistral line of any face of the work at each extremity

of such face, and at distances from one another equal to

the horizontal breadths of the several slopes, as in the

former profile ; ropes or tracing lines are stretched upon
the ground in the directions of the capitals at each

salient and re-entering angle. Then, by a rope ex-

tended in a direction parallel to the magistral line

touching any two corresponding pickets, intersections

are obtained with the ropes indicating the capitals; and
those intersections are marked by other pickets. These
will be the pluces at which are to be raised the vertical

poles or laths tor determining the form of the profile

;

' and the same heights must he given them as would have
been given to the parts of the perpendicular profiles be-

fore described. hen two angular profiles are set up
they will serve for determining those at all the other
angles. It may be well nevertheless to establish here
and there a square profile to rectify the oblique ones,

and to guard against the errors which might creep in.

When laths cannot be obtained, branches of trees, how-
ever clumsily shaped, may be used to mark the heights,

and then with strings or cords the various slopes may be
indicated by tying them to the ends of the branches.

Besides, when it happens that such means are wanting,
it is seldom necessary to mode! the parapet wilh great

nicety ; the essential thing being to get cover, and tor

this purpose a good relief will suffice, which may be
had even without any regular profile. When all the pro-

files are constructed, the space to he occupied by the
parapet becomes known ; then there may he (raced, at a
foot and a half from the foot of the exterior slope, the
line representing the edge of the escarp, and at a proper
distance, that of the counterscarp.

In all the works of which we have given a descrip-

tion, the ditches are usually made of an uniform breadth
throughout, provided the pusapet has everywhere the
same height and thickness : it would, however, be well
to diminish the breadth of the ditches at Uic salient, and
widen them at the re-entering angles; because at the
former they have more developemeut than the parapets,
and at the latter the contrary is the case. W lienee it fol-

low*. that, in one instance, the workmen have more earth
than they want, and in the other a deficiency, if in aligning

the counterscarp, the precaution here suggested has not Fudific*

been taken. Hence, then, the counterscarps of flanked *k«.

works will not be made parallel with the escarp, but be s-—

1

*/“

closer to it at the salients. The exact degree of this

approximation at the salients cannot be indicated ; and
must depend upon correctness of eye and judgment in

an officer. In any case it will be better to contract the

ditch loo much, than to be troubled with a surplus of

soil which would exceedingly embarrass the work, and
must ultimately be conveyed away to a dislauce with
much labour. It seldom happens that an officer has
time to profile a work before the workmen are set about

it : the latter are usually placed at his disposal before

the work is traced, and he himself conducts them to the

ground. Whilst they are resting, he quickly determines

his outline by picketing (he angles; and as soon as he
has approximately fixed the middle of his ditch, he
places hi* workmen there, telling them to what depth
they may begin by digging upon a breadth less than the

presumed one of the ditch. Whilst the men are doing
this, the officer reverts to his tracing; constructs his

rofiles; makes his little calculation to ascertain the
read ih of his ditch ; and finally traces with the pick-

axe the lines of escarp and counterscarp. Care must be
taken to round off the counterscarp at the salients by
using the breadth of the ditch as a radius, and the angle
of the escarp as a centre.

The disposing of the working parties in such order Di«trib»

that the men shall not embarrass one another, and that h°nuf

the work shall advance in an orderly and expeditious
wolfcm#a*

manner, is a most essential object. The work is por-

tioned oft* into lengths of nine feet, measured along the

centre line of the ditch. In each of these divisions is

placed a party of five men, one provided with a pickaxe

and the other four with spades. Two of the spademen
are placed by the side of the pickman, and the other two
are placed upon the berm to pitch the earth further in.

Besides these five, a sixth spreads the earth upon the

muss of the parapet, consolidates it with a rammer, and
forms the exterior slopes; this man uses alternately the

rammer and spade. Hence there will be six men in each
party, being at the rate of four men per fathom, measured
along the middle of the ditch. Besides these workmen,
sappers, gunners, and other intelligent soldiers should
be employed in making the revetments and other delicate

details. A corporal may have charge of five parties,

and a sergeant may command the fatigue party of the

whole redoubt. In sinking the ditch, it has been re-

commended to excavate as much at first as two or three

feet in depth with a breadth less than that of the whole
surface of the ground, marked out for it by one or two
feet measured from both the escarp and counterscarp,

and to cut the sides down vertically ; then to excavate

an equal depth with a breadth less than the former, by
retiring a fool or two from the sides before cut down,
nnd again to cut vertically, and so to continue till the

required depth is obtained, by which the sides of the

ditch will have the form of steps. These steps are

necessary lo ascend and descend by; to prevent the

workmen from excavating too much ; and to assist iu

fixing the slopes by the height and breadth given to

the steps. When the whole mass is excavated, the steps

nre cut away ; first with the pickaxe, and next wilh a
Hat spade when neatness is required. The good soil

should be carefully preserved for the slopes of the para-
pets, which must otherwise be formed with earth got
from beyond the ditch: every kind of soil not being

Dig
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Fortifica* equally good for uniting and becoming compact under
tio«i. the blows of the rammer. When works are very hastily

constructed, it is impossible to put away the good soil

;

on the contrary, the covering mass must l* formed as

fast as possible with whatever comes to hand, and then

the stratum of vegetable soil, which is generally the best,

is covered over by that of an inferior quality : if the

latter is too gravelly, (he upper layer must he removed
within the terreplein to be used afterwards in forming

the exterior of the parapet. In making choice of the

site of the work, it will be well to avoid os much as

possible rocky and gravelly soils, only covered at top

by a slight stratum of good earth. From the com-
mencement of the work means must be provided to

carry off the rain-water, which, without this precaution,

would stagnate in the terrepleins, and render them un-
inhabitable. When the work to be constructed is open
at the gorge, a drain may be made towards the latter,

and the terrepleins on each side may have a gentle

slope towards the gutter. But when the work is an
enclosed onr. a small drain must be made either with

flat stones or boards underneath the parapet in that

part of the work which is the lowest ; taking care to

let the spout project sufficiently beyond the escarp to

prevent the latter from being furrowed by the stream.

It is reckoned that one man may (in easy soil) dig up
eight cubic yards per diem of eight hours’ work ; but

this is the case only whin the excavation is near the

surface, and that one throw will project the earth into

the mass of the parapet : when digging rather deeply and
in a strong soil, the average quantity of work is six

cubic yards per man ; and frequently only three or four

yards per man, when it is necessary to place a relay

upon the berm. a

Manner of When a work is not commanded by any eminence
defilading within range of musketry or artillery, the plane of
fortifies sne may be considered as horizontal, and as coinciding
tuuw. with the ground on which the work is constructed ; and

no greater height need be given to the parapets thun
will suffice to conceal the interior from an enemy stand-

ing on the same level plane. But should the enemy he

enabled, from any position possessing superior eleva-

tion, to direct a plunging fire into the interior of a work
having only the relief above supposed, it is evident, that

to render such a work habitable, it would be necessary

to raise the parapets on (lie side next to the enemy until

they should conceal the terreplein from his view. In
determining the heights which should be given to the

parapets that they may thus cover the interior, consists

the Art of Defilading : which, for permanent fortifica-

tions, requires that accurate profiles of the ground
within and about the site of the intended works should

be taken, by going over it in various directions with the

spirit level. These profiles enable the engineer to

determine the height of the several inequalities of the

gTound with relation to an imaginary plane of site pass-

ing obliquely to the horizon through the summits of the

commanding height on any one side, and coinciding

with the terreplein of the work on the opposite side ;

and thus he has it in his power to compute (he eleva-

tions which his parapet should have above the ground
whereon they are to be raised, in order that they may
possess the same command over the oblique plane that

they should have bad over a horizontal plane if not

commanded. But in Field Fortification, where the

haste of the service renders such levellings and compu-
tations impossible, it is necessary to have recourse to a

more simple method of defilading the interior of works; Kortifico*

and this wc now proceed to describe. tlun‘

When the work is U* be defiladed from a hill in front,
v*

or when the line of fire from thenoe is nearly perpendi-

cular to the direction of the parapet, a tall picket must
be set up on the tracing of that parapet at the part

which is nearest to the hill. Then, a visual ray directed

to a point at the gorge or rear face of the work, eight

feet above the ground, from a point four or seven feet

above the commanding hill, according as the work is to

be defiladed from artillery or musketry, will intersect

the picket in a point indicating (he height to which the

parapet is to be raised on that side of the' work. It is evi-

dent that this visual ray representing a line of fire from
the enemy's position on the hill, a parapet the height

of which js thus determined will defilade all the interior

of the work. But if from this operation there should
result a height greater than can be given to the parapet

with the means at band, the parapet must be raised

only as high as such means will permit; aud then the

interior of the work must be more completely defiladed

by a traverse, the situation of which may be thus deter-

mined. Finds place on the terreplein of the work where
a visual ray from the point before mentioned, on the

summit of the hill and passing through the crest of the

parapet towards the interior, will meet one at eight feet

above the ground ; and at the spot thus formed the

traverse must be raised : then all the space between the

parapet arid the traverse will be defiladed by the former,

and such a height must be given to the latter as w ill

defilade the part in its rear. This height may be found
as that of the parapet was found in the former case. If

the height which can be given to the traverse should not

suffice to defilade the wliole of the terreplein in its rear,

the situation of a second traverse must be found by the

same process as before. Should there be a parapet on
that side of. the work which is furthest from the hill, it

will be necessary also to put the defenders of that para-

pet below the plane of defilement, in order to protect

them from the reverse fire of the enemy on the hill.

For (bis purpose the visual ray which determines the

height of the first parapet or traverse must be directed

from the enemy’s fire-arm on the hill, not to a point

eight feet above the terreplein of the work, but to one
eight feet above that of the banquette on which those

defenders arc placed : the relief of the purupet on this

side having been previously determined by the command
which it ought to have over the ground before it.

If such a work as a redan or a bastion presents its

salient angle to the rising ground from which it is to

be defiladed, the height of the parapet at that angle

must be determined, as before, by two visual rays,

directed to points eight feet above the ground at the

lateral extremities of the gorge ; and the crests of the

parapets of (he two faces may lie in a plane of defile-

ment with which those visual rays coincide. Should
such a work be commanded by hills opposite to both
faces, the reliefs of the parapets must be determiner] by
the coincidence of their crests with two planes of defile-

ment which intersect each other in the interior or the
work at eight feet above the terreplein, and pass through
the summits of the hills; and at the line of intersectiuu

a traverse must be raised, the height of which may be
found by vUual rays directed to points, each situated at

eight feet above the banquette, from the hills in front of

the opposite laces. This traverse should pass through the

salient angle of the work, that it may defilade the whole
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Fortifies* of the interior on each side of it : but it* tracing on the

boa. ground is not necessarily rectilinear. If the two plane*
1 of defilement should not intersect one another above

the terreplein of the work, two traverses must be raised

where those planes respectively approach within eight

feet of the terreplein. Let it be observed, in the lost

place, that when a work is entirely surrounded by

heights it may, with most facility, be defiladed by a pair

of traverses crossing each other in the interior.

Formation Earth will not support itself at the interior slope upon
of th* revet- so small a base us it is necessary to give it so that the
menta:

tr<»np« may approach the parapet with ease when firing.

It is therefore requisite to revet that slope; and this is

usually done with fascines, hurdles sods, or rand-bogs,

with f»»- Fascines have been already described under the head of
extw; siege operations. When employed to form a revetment

for the interior of works, the fascines or sjuietosona are

disposed horizontally; the first is half hnried in the

banquette and is fixed by three pickets driven in with a

mallet : these pickets are three feet long. The second

row of fascines is placed rather within the top of the

first, in conformity with the required slope, taking care

to fasten each la&cine with three pickets or stakes, tlie

two extreme ones being driven through the fascines

underneath in the direction of the Mope, and the third in

a direction perpendicular to the slope, in tinier to connect

the revetment strongly with the soil. The Austrians

substitute for the last-mentioned picket a strong twig

with a hook at one end like an anchor, which embraces

the whole fascine, and is then fastened at the other end
to a stake driven into the mass of the parapet, and
covered over with earth ; this gives great solidity to the

revetment Fascines are laid in the same manner as

bricks or stones in buildings, with the ends of one
course over the centres of the other; and at the angles

they must be twisted round to avoid any disjuncture.

When five courses of fascines or sauci&sonB have been

laid down, the upper course nearly reaches \hc crest of

the work
; this may then be covered with sods laid fiat,

with the grass uppermost, to connect them with the earth

of the parapet The exterior slopes of parapets also are

sometimes revetted with fascines, when great stability is

required ; but in this case the fascines should lie in ver-

tical planes against the slope, with the lower ends fixed

in the ground at the foot, lest the enemy should use

with hur- them as steps to ascend the parapet. A sort of hurdle

revetment also is sometimes formed by planting strong

pickets in the direction of the slope, and then weaving
or interlacing flexible branches round them. These
branches are fastened at the top of the revetment to the

heads of the pickets, in order that the hurdling may not

detach itself firom the parapet

with sod or When sods are used for revetting, they are cut in a
turf; rectangular shape, two feet long, one foot broad, and

six inches thick. They are luid by headers and
stretchers, ends over centres, and grass undermost
This last precaution is necessary, in order that they may
lie flat, and that they may the more easily be pared with

the spade when the revetment is built ; and a stake

might to be driven through each sod to fasten it to those

which are underneulh. To ensure solidity the revetment
should be built only in proportion as the work itself

advances, care being taken toram the earth well against

the interior sides of- the sods. When the revetment is

finished, all the rough ends of the sods are shaved off

with a spade having its edge formed in an arc of a
circle, and sharpened that it may cut off the roots more

easily. The sod revetment inay be executed with the Fortifk**

greatest per lection ; and it is always employed in pre* ikm.

feretice to any other where nicety is required. One
man may lay sixteen square yards of sod revetment

per diem of eight hours' work, when lie lias the sods

ready at hand. The interior of a work is also some- withsond

times revetted with what are called sand-bugs : these

are sacks which, when filled with earth, are about two
feet long, one foot broad, and seven inches thick ; they

are disposed in horizontal courses with their sides aiui

ends following each other alternately in each course like

bricks in a wall ; and the usuul precautions are taken to

break joint, or that (he junction of every two bags in

one course ahull be over the middle of a bag in the

course lielow it. This kind of revetment is, however,

objectionable, being liable to be cashed down by heavy
rains; and unless well tarred, the bags burst when very

wet. But it often happens that there are neither woods or with

nor meadows in the neighbourhood from which fascines *nu‘**

or turf can be extracted. In such cases the flooring of
the nearest houses may be taken up and the materials

used lor the revetments. If this means lie also wanting,

a kind of mortar may be made by mixing the most
binding earth that can be found with chopped straw, &c .

;

and this being wetted and well rammed will have such
tenacity, as to allow the required inclination to be given
to the parapet In no case must the revetment be made
of either masonry or loose stones. The splinters which
the shot would produce on such revetments, are more to

be apprehended than the shot themselves
;
because as

they fly in every direction, there are no means of finding

shelter from them.

The slopes of the parapet are not those which alone Revetment

require a revetment: the eaith on tile escarp of the of

ditch, in some cases, requires support; ns when, the
tran 9

, , . ,, *
. ^ . ,

_ol Irta or
work being of importance, the soil is nut sufficiently still j.Unka.

to remain at a slope the loiscof which is ont-ltulf or one-

third of its height. The escarps of works have some-
times been revetted with trunks of trees pluccd horizon-

tally ; but, disposed in this way, they oiler facilities to

the escalade, being somewhat like a flight of steps. It

would therefore be better toplaee the trunks contiguously,

and on their ends, with a gentle inclination towards
the work. But the best mode of all is to revet with
strong planks supporter! by frames, the ends of which
arc buried in the earth. The figure will sufficiently Sec fig. 20.

show the nature of this contrivance without further ex-

planation. It must nevertheless be remarked to the

disadvantage of this carpentry work that, as the tie

beams necessarily run into the natural ground, the

parapet cannot he modelled before the revetment is

finished; it therefore follows that the earth most be
heaped up at a distance from the berm, lill it cun be
used in building the parapet. This may be considered
as an argument that revetments of the escarp scarcely

helong to field fortifications properly so called, but rather

to those of a mixed nature.

When cannon are placed in a field-work, care must be 0f *«•*-

taken to avoid as much as possible making embrasures
or port-holes in the parapet for the cannon to tire through,
as they weaken the parapet considerably, are marks for

the enemy’s shot, and facilitate his emranre into the
work at the time of the assault : the small opening which
it is allowed to give them, moreover, limits exceedingly
the space through which the guns should traverse. It

would generally be preferable therefore that the artillery

should be placed so that it may fire over the parapet
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Fortifies- The mass of earth or platform thrown up for this object

tan. b called a barbelle. Its surface ought to he about two

feet and a half beneath the crest of the parapet ; but its

extent will depend upon the number of guns for which

it may be intended. A field piece with its appurtenances

requires a space of about eighteen feet by fifteen. Hence
the platform or terreplein of the barbette destined to

contain one gun, will be a rectangle having its length, in

a direction pnraltel to the parapet, equal to fifteen feet

;

and, in a direction perpendicular to it, eighteen f(Wt The
ascent to the terrepleins of barbettes is made by rampa

or inclined planes, the base of which should be equal

to si* times their height ; and their breadth is obviously

regulated by the length of axlctree of the gun-carriagea

which are to pass over them, it is not unusual to pro-

vide against the danger of a side or enfilade fire, by

erecting on each side of the guns a traverse six feet

high at least : and in order that these shall occupy the

least possible space, it is usual to make them of gabions

filled with earth, placed in two or three rows on the

terreplein, and having two courses in height. Gabions

have already been described in the attack of fortresses

:

when used for traverses, and generally for intrenchmeuts,

they should be three feet high and two feet in diameter,

iuio Arid-
The e,,lr*nce *nl° a Acid work is cut through the pa-

wurkn. rapet, and the sides are kept as steep as possible to

diminish the exposure of the interior of the work. The
entrance is not made wider than is absolutely necessary

to afford a passage for the cannon ; and it is closed by
Cbevaux- a barrier or cheval-de-fruc. A cheval-de-frise is a beam or
d*fnw.

prism wf timber, the section of which is either a square

or hexagon, with spears passed through it. It may
here be remarked, bv the way, that for the defence of

works, chevnux-de-fnsc are also placed on the berms, in

the ditches, or on the exterior. They arc pluced in line,

and are linked together by means contrived for the pur-

pose at each of their ends. The prism is usually about

twelve feet long. The spears or staves ore about six

feet long und two inches in diameter, and are made
either round or square. This is rather a complicated

machine, and one which would require proper materials

for its construction, and artificers accustomed to that kind

of work. The facility also with which chevaux-de-frise arc

destroyed by a few rounds of artillery, has caused them
to he disused of late : so that they arc no longer carried

about with armies, and are scarcely ever employed but
Bridge* as harriers at the entrances of a field-work. The required

ditriJ*

8 communication between the counterscarp and such en-

trances is made by throwing four or five beams across

the ditch, and placing boards or planks transversely over

them. In a moment of danger these are pulled away,

and con verted if necessary into means of strengthening

the entrance harrier. When the ditch is more titan

twelve feel wide, a trestle may be placed in the middle

to support the beams. It may sometimes happen that

the bridge is upwards of twenty or twenty-four feet long;

in these cases more trestles must be employed, and care

must be taken not to place them at u greater distance

Powder from each other than twelve feet. It is absolutely
magajineiL

neoesJ ,ary (hat the powder of a field-work should in some

way or other be sheltered both from damage by rain

and by the full of shells. When therefore time and
means are allowed, a splinter-proof magazine may be

constructed in an appropriate part of the work : for

instance, under the mass of a large traverse. But
should these be wanting, a good practice, and one which
has often been tried with success, is to bury the powder

in the mass of the parapet, having placed it in any Fortifies-

common box which may have served for the transport irf“
doo.

ammunition, the cover side serving as a door, to which

a lock may be put if one is at hand ; but whetlier or

not, a seuiry is placed near it to prevent accidents.

CHAPTER VI.

On the Meant of adding to the Strength ofField-works.

The ditches of field-works being usually of an in-

considerable depth, can hardly be regarded as efficient

means of stopping an enemy : for if they are but six

feet deep, (and the haste with which such works are

usually thrown up will rarely permit them to be deeper,)

he will easily jump into them, loaded as he may be with

arms and knapsack. The dead angles also of those

ditches, where the enemy will l>e perfectly secure, will

give him time to breatlic, rally, and form for the assault.

It is therefore necessary to pluce olntacles u|ion the

approaches to those points. Now as the salients vre in

nil works the weakest points, all the resources of art

must be employed to retard or arrest the enemy's march
towards them, to throw him into disorder, and keep him
a long time under the fire of the work. The best of Abatti*.

all obstacles is an abattis : which is a barrier formed of 8®*

strong interlaced branches of trees stripped of their

leaves and smaller parts, sharpened at their extremities,

and presenting outwards a cluster of points. They are

fastened to (lie ground at the thick end, and screened
from the enemy's sight by an advaneed glacis, the slope

of which is upon the prolongation of the crest of the

parapet ; the earth requisite for the purpose is taken
from behind it upon the production of the slope of the
original glacis. Trees or branches thus placed can
with difficulty be removed by bund ; and cannon shot
produces but little effect in deranging them : the only
effectual method therefore of destroying them would be
to set them on fire. Trout-de-loup ure excavation* in Trwawfo.
the form of inverted cones or inverted pyramids, six feel toup.

deep and six feet wide at top ; they arc placed in chequer
and six feet asunder, and are sometimes covered with
furxe or light branches, to conceal them from the sight

of the enemy. Troua-de-loup are excellent means of
arresting the march and breaking the ranks of the
assailants. The earth resulting from the excavation
being piled up on the sides, renders the ground exceed-
ingly uneven, and prevents the formation of auy kind of
order in the attack : but, as it is attended with the evil

of raising the ground two or three feel, trous de loop

are only admissible where the parapets of tiie works
have a command of seven or eight feet over the country

:

otherwise, it is necessary so to strew the earth about as
to form no sensible elevation. At the bottoms of these

holes strong stakes are driven in with sharp points up-
wards ; their use is to prevent tire enemy from taking
cover in them against the fire of the works. It is thought
however that active riflemen would make use of them as
covers, from within which they might pick uff all who
should show their heads above the parapet. Trous-de-
loup may lie employed in several cases : as first, in front

of lines, to render their access more difficult and retard

the morch of the attacking columns. Secondly, against

cavalry when any particular part of a front requires to

be screened from ite attack. And lastly. Gay de Vernou
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Vortific*- recommends them strongly to be employed in the bot-

tkm. toms of the ditches of field-work*.

''"“v"""*' Crows* feet are pieces of iron with four points cliverg-

Prow*’ feet- frt> ,n a centre, and so made that whichever way the

mass falls, one point will always he presented upwards.

They were formerly very much used, being strewed over

roads where the passage of the enemy’t cavalry hap-

pened to he unavoidable. Some recommend strewing

them in quantities over the glacis or on any of the ap-

proaches to field-works : but for this purpose they are

not so good an expedient as small pickets or stakes

planted in great numbers, ami projecting six or eight

Pickets sod inches above ground. The burrows used by labourers
lurrows. would lie of great service, if buried so as to leave ouly

their points above ground.
Iniiads- Whenever local circumstances permit the ditches to
»*»«*•

ijg filled with water to the depth of five or six feel,

this means of defence should not be neglected
;

as

not only the defect of dead angles will be completely

remedied, but the enemy will be forced to employ more

than ordinary means to approach the work. If a small

river or rivulet passes within musket range of the

work, the difficulty of access to the latter may be in-

creased by throwing up some dikes across the course of

the river, thereby spreading an inundation over the

adjacent ground. These dikes are so placed as to be

enfiladed or flanked by the fire of the work ; and when
time and workmen arc not wauling, the most exposed

amongst them may be covered or supported by a small

redan to prevent the enemy from arriving at them and

draining off* the waters of the inundation. Experience

has proved that a good dike should not be higher than

nine feet : hence, from one dike to another, wheu several

are used, the difference of level between them should

be only four feet and a half, in order that the most

shallow parts between two dikes shall not be fordable.

Therefore, alter fixing the place for the first dike, that

of the others will depend upon the natural dope of the

waters, which must be determined by levelling, or ascer-

tained by information obtained from the neighbouring

millers. The level of the second dike will be placed

four feet and a half lower than that of the first ; the

third as much lower than the second, and so on with

the rest. Hence it follows that this kind of dcleuce is

inapplicable to a mountainous country, because the

slo|>es are too great : it is equally so to a country where

the bed of the river is not sufficiently confined, and has

its borders too far apart ; because the dikes, in this

case, would require too considerable a length, which

would entail extraordinary labour in the construction,

and difficulty in the defence.

It is impossible to fix a limit for the length ot a dike,

because its construction depends upon the means at dis-

posal. In some cases a dike one hundred yards long

would appear a prodigious undertaking: in other cir-

cumstances the construction of such a dike would be

sufficiently practicable. But as neither the profile of a

dike nor the length of its fall for the evacuation or run-

ning otT of the superfluous water are dependent upon
its length, some details upon the subject may be given.

When a dike is not liable to be battered by artillery, a
thickness at top of four feet and a half will suffice, sup-

posing the dike to be made, as it most generally is, of

earth. The earth may be taken from the lower or ebb
aide ; and if it be not sufficiently binding and letr the

water filter through it, proper earth must be brought
from the neighbouring country wherever it may be

found. This will augment the trouble, but is indispens- ro-rtifica-

able for the goodness of the work. The best way to

prevent filtration is to line the inside of the dike with

clay. When the dike is exposed to cannon its summit

ought to be proof, that is, about nine or ten feet thick.

Its natural slope may lie given to the earth on both

sides the dike ; but for greater perfection, the upper

slope, that is, the One on the flood side, should he made

the gentlest, by giving its base twice the length of the

dike’s height ; to avoid the shock of the stream and

diminish its pressure.

If after constructing the dike with earth according

to the profile above indicated, the waters were allowed

to rise above it and flow over the whole of its length, it

would not be long before the whole dike must be de-

stroyed, sop; swing the current were at all rapid. To avoid

this inconvenience, a space is left eight or ten inches

lower than the rest of the dike, and of sufficient breadth

to allow a free passage to all the water of the stream.

This part forming a cavity on the top of the dike, ami

constructed more solidly than the rest, is called the fall

or deversoir. This tall is constructed with fascines, that See fig 22.

is, after building the dike to a certain height, a double

revetment of wt-ll picketed fascines is commenced : this

revetment must not only cover the top of the fall and

the ebb side slope, but must extend underneath, forming

a bed to break the fall of the water and prevent its un-

dermining the loot of the dike. With respect to length,

this bed is made to extend a little beyond eucti extremity

of the fall, in order that it may more completely fulfil

it* object. To give greater solidity to the bed of

fascines, the topa of the pickets which are driven through

the mass, may purposely be left a little above ground,

and have hurdle-work interwoven round them. The
pickets or slakes ought to be four feet uud a half long.

The same hurdling might be made on the revetment of

the fall ; but if this should appear too laborious, the

extremities of the fascines should at all events lie secured

by others placed crosswise and strongly picketed into

the first. The cheeks of the fail are likewise revetted

with famines, which are placed at right angles with

those of the top of the fall and picketed into Utetn.

When any purl of the ground about the accesses to

the work is low ami marshy, but destitute of such cur-

rents of running water as would permit an inundation

to be formed, holes or trenches five or six ieet deep and

as many wide may be substituted. These holes and

trenches will effectually stop the enemy ; and he will be

obliged to fill them up before he can arrive at the

counterscarp which they cover. Tlie above-mentioned

breadth w ill be quite sufficient to render them impassable

for men loaded with arms, ammunition, and knapsacks.

The earth excavated must be carefully and evenly

strewed about, both to prevent its forming small islands

which would assist the assailants, and because any rise

of ground in the vicinity of u field-work may be detri-

mental, owing to the small relief usually given to the

latter. If the localities be such as offer to the enemy
the facility of draining the inundation or sheet of water,

the holes and trenches above mentioned may be multi-

plied, as they will contain water aud be a serious ob-

stacle even afler the draining is effected.

Palisaden tor field-works are made of strong brandies PoIusJm.

or rather trunks of small or middle-sixed trees, split

into two or four purl*, and generally cut into triangular

prisms having each side six or seven inches broad ; but

whether they are used in their natural round slate or
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Fortifies- sawn into prisms or split in two, their efficacy is the
fi00 - same. Their length is nine feet, and they are sharp-

ened at the upper extremity. The best place for pali-

sades is at the fool of the counterscarp : because

they arc there most screened from the enemy’s shot,

and emburrass him most in his attempt to get into

the ditch. If the palisades were placed contiguously,

forming a palanque for the defence of the ditch, it

would then be necessary to put them at the foot of the

escarp ; but when merely employed as an obstacle,

which is most generally the case, they should be placed

as above mentioned at the foot of the counterscarp. To
plant palisades, a trench is dug three feet deep, and as

narrow as possible; and in it they are placed three or

four inches asunder. The earth is then well rammed
down round them so that they shall be firm ; and they

are united at top by a riband or cross beam, against

which each palisade is nailed. It would be still better

if they were likewise fastened at bottom to a cross beam
buried in the ground, for this would utterly prevent

them from being torn up separately.

Fraues are nothing more than palisades placed hori-^ xontally or slightly inclined to the horizon, with their

points downwards; they are usually placed upon the

summit of the escarp, and then, notwithstanding the

precaution of throwing up a glacis to cover them, they

are soon destroyed by the enemy’s cannon. Neverthe-

less great advantage is gained when he c&n he forced to

do this: for during the whole time he is so employed,
his fire, which is ricochet, is returned with interest by
the artillery of the work with full service charge. The
inclination given to fraiscs is intended to prevent the

grenades, which are thrown into the ditch, from lodging

upon them. Praises must be placed as nearly conti-

guous as possible that the enemy may have the more diffi-

culty in cutting them down with the hatchet, or in saw-
ing them off. The placing of both palisades and finises

is a subject which merits to be well weighed: there

being instances in which instead of opposing, they have
contributed to facilitate the assault.* The length of the

fraiscs ought to be at least ten feet and a half, in order

that they may project four feet and a half beyond the

escurp : about one foot and a half rests on the berm ;

and the remaining four and a half feet are buried in the

mass of the parapet. They are nailed to a cross beam
sunk into the berm ; and that they may be firmly con-

nected, another cross beam buried in live parapet unites

their superior extremities.
Fougxsfea. Fougauet ore perhaps the beat of all means of stop-

ping the impetuosity of an assailant : but unfortunately

they cannot in every case be employed. When the be-

sieger is aware that the work is provided with fougasses,

and this he should be suffered to know, his timidity and
circumspection will be extreme. Soldiers who have

once witnessed the springing of one of these small

mines, are in continual apprehension of explosions
;
and

a hidden danger which they cannot anticipate produces

upon them a much stronger apprehension than they are

susceptible of feeling at perils of a more serious nature,

when openly encountered. The effects, indeed, which
mines produce upon the moralaof assailants arc perhaps

the greatest advantage which they afford to the defend-

ers. To establish a fougnss, there should be buried, at

the depth of a few feet, a box containing three or four

* See Major Reid's translation of Col. La Moms'» Defence of

Badajoa.

VOL. VI.

loaded howitzer shells, or else about twenty pounds of Fortifiea-

powder. This box is communicated with by a wooden lion,

trough, which is likewise buried in the ground, and is des- v-*--

'

tilled to convey the fire to Lhe charge. In order to place

it, a narrow trench is dug, of the required depth ; and
after charging the mine and laying the powder pipe in

the trough, the lid is carefully fastened down. The
trench is then filled up again with earth, taking care to

ram it down well, and scattering about the surplus on
the surface. The well or hole which has been excavated

to contain the charge, is, after the latter has been placed,

filled up with stones instead of earth, to render the

effects of the fougass the more destructive. The trough See fig. 21.

puses down the counterscarp under the bottom of the

ditch, through the thickness of the parapet, into the in-

terior of the work. It is sometimes made to stretch

across the ditch, and is then supported by trestles
; but

this arrangement exposes it to continual accidents. If

the box containing the charge be likely to remain long

under ground, it is necessary to calk und tar it, as well

ns the trough, to presene their contents from damp.
Ureal care must he taken to guard against precipitation

when about to spring a fougass, otherwise the chances

are lhat it will explode hefore the enemy reaches the

sphere of its effects. Fougasses are very advantageous

at the angles of dead ditches, where they may be placed

about ten feet asunder; and also at about ten or fifteen

paces from the ditch, at those points over which the enemy
is most likely to advance. The chief and perhaps only

objection to them is that they seldom act at the precise

moment when the enemy is immediately over them; unlese

therefore there be placed an abattis or some such obstacle

to retard him there until the explosion takes place, his

destruction by this means will be very doubtful.

When an enemy succeeds in getting into the ditch of Defence of

a field-work destitute of flanking defences, he is perfectly dead ditch-

safe from every thing but hand grenades ; and it is not
**•

always that a supply of these can be commanded. It is

therefore of importance that means should be employed
to obviate so great an evil. If the work is a lunette, there Palaoqw*.

may be placed a palanque, that is, a row of strong pali-

sades across the ditch at the angles of the shoulder.

Loop-holes are of course made at proper distances for the

purpose of permitting a cross fire of musketry upon the

salient. For a square redoubt, the simple palanques

above mentioned are inadmissible because theydefend only

one side. Double palanques are therefore used, which Capooni-

ure placed at two opposite salient angles, so as to sweep **•••

the whole of the ditch and have a cross fire upon the

other two remaining angles. The palanques are covered

at top with thick planking and fasdnea ; and to screen

them from fire, a bed of earth or manure may be laid

over the top. A double palanque, or covered gallery of

this kind, receives the name of caponniere. The descent

into this caponniere is effected from the interior of the

redoubt, by a passage cut underneath the parapet. The
outer extremity of the caponniere is not made to reach

the counterscarp ; for, if <so, it would soon afford the

enemy a safe means of creasing the ditch. A portion

of the counterscarp is therefore cut away at the head of

the caponnfere to isolate the latter. The small width in

general given to the ditches, and the great quantity of

timber necessary for the construction of the caponnicrea,

are the reasons of their being seldom employed : they

are, in fact, a means of defence which cannot be re-

sorted to, otherwise than in cases where there is plenty

of time at command, and timber in the neighbourhood.

2 x
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Another expedient sometimes adopted, is that of loop,

holed galleries underneath the mass of the counterscarp,

for the purpose of having a reverse fire along the ditch.

A communication is made from the interior of the work
into these galleries of reverse fires, by a gallery driven un-

derneath the bottom of the ditch. If the objection to the

capon ti it* res, arising from the great consumption of lime

and Umber which their construction demands, be a just

one, it applies much more strongly to these work* which,

for the same reasons, can be very rarely executed.

The surest way to support the courage of the defend-

ers, and consequently to increase the strength of a work,

is to facilitate their means of retreat in case they should

be overcome ; and thus to procure for them a place of

refuge, in which they may capitulate upon terms the

more honourable in proportion as they have defended

with gallantry the principal work. This may lie accom-

plished by the construction of an interior redoubt, when
the magnitude of the principal work will permit if. In

forming such redoubts, care should be taken to dispose

them in such manner that there shall not be a single

point within the principal work undiscoverable by their

fire*: and their size must tie adapted to the numbers for

which they may lie required to afford cover. If the

principal work bo one of a considerable extent, the re-

doubt maybe made with eurth, like an ordinary retrench-

ment, that is, with a parapet and ditch. Hut then a
command must be given to it over the parapet of the

exterior work, in order that the enemy when standing

upon the parapet of the latter may be unable to sec into

the redoubt. The best kind of interior redoubt is that

called a blockhouse, which we are next to describe.

Hlackhouxe* are a species of retrenchment peculiarly

adapted to woody countries : because the materials tor

their construction are found upon the spot ; and as these

countries are mostly mountainous, the enemy cannot

without much difficulty transport his cannon with him.

There is besides in such countries difficulty in finding

a site whereon to construct a work of the ordinary

uncovered kind, which may not be seen into and com-

manded by some neighbouring height. The plan of a

blockhouse is usually that of a rectangle eighteen or

twenty-four feet wide in the inside : but when it is pos-

sible to give it greater dimensions, its plan is that of a
cross so that its fires flank one another mutually. The
profile of a blockhouse will vary according us it may be

liable to an attack of infantry merely, or of infantry

with artillery. Ill the former case its sides may con-

sist simply of rows of contiguous trunks with loop-

holes made in them three feet asunder. In order that

the enemy may uot be able to set fire to the blockhouse,

lie must be kept off from it by a ditch, the earth of

which is piled up against the blockhouse as high as

the loop-holes, and is moreover employed to cover

the ruor and form also a small glacis round the work.

The. only difference between a blockhouse intended to

resist artillery and that which has been just described

is, that, instead of a single row of contiguous trunks of

trees or piles, the former is constructed of a double

row; the interval between them being filled with well-

rammed earth as high up as the loop-holes, the whole

composing a wall three feet thick. This work being of
a more important nature than the preceding one, its

inside dimension should be twenty-four feet, and the tie

beams, owing to their length, must be composed of two
pieces scarfed in the middle, and moreover supported by
strong stanchion* reposing on a groundsill.

But this description of the mode of erecting block- Fortifiea-

houses, being confined to the usual practice of Euro-

peau sen ice, would lie incomplete without some refer-

once to the peculiar construction anti employment of

similar defences iu the forest warfare of North America.

By the universal expertness of the backwoodsmen of

that country in the use of the axe, works of the kind

are constructed with astonishing rapidity, and rendered

capable of opposing n formidable resistance. The
Americans build their blockhouses, like ordinary log-

habitations in their new settlements, of thick, horizontal

trunks of trees roughly squared ; and several of these

works, disposed like bastions at the angles of an area,

in such order as to flank each other, and connected by a

stockade, or curtain of close palisading of uptight trunks

of trees, loop-holed for musketry, conqiose a temporary

field -fort of no despicable strength. Even when artil-

lery can be brought against these works, their defenders,

protected by interior traverses of earth, suffer little loss

:

while the blockhouses and stockades, being formed of

green timber, do not easily ndm it of being breached;

and may equally—a* was proved in one instance, during

the last war on the Canadian frontier,—defy any attempt

to set them on fire with red-hot shot. Against mere

musketry or an open assault, it is evident that, if we'.l

delewled, the nature of such enclosed and flanked

buildings can leave a garrison little to fear. The Ame-
rican blockhouses have sometimes an upper story, pro-

jecting sufficiently over the lower, to afford a plunging-

fire, through the loop-holed floor, upon the assailants

at the fool of the walls.

CHAPTER VII,

Attack of Field- works.

Having detailed the outline and relief of the various

works thrown up in the field, and having pointed out the

means by which such works may be rendered most difficult

of capture, this Essay may appropriately terminate with

a brief account of the manner in which iutrenchmentsare

attacked. If they arc of little strength and importance,

and unprovided with artillery, the assault is given with-

out any previous cannonading. Hie light troops sur-

round the post, directing upon the crest of the parapet a

shower of bullets, to prevent the delenders from slowing

themselves, or at least to force them to fire precipitately

and without aim. If nothing protects the access to the

counterscarp of the work, the assailants jump into the

ditch and prepare for the assault ; a part of them remain-

ing upon the counterscarp to keep down the heads of the

defenders. When the troops have had time to breathe

in the ditch, they give the assault, the men helping one

another to dimb up to the berm ; whence, with a Irish

effort they rush all together up the exterior slope, fire a

volley, and then move at once upon the defenders to

compel them to surrender. If, instead of the feeble i

trenchment which we have just supposed, the work to be

attacked were a large field tort, provided with an inte

rior redoubt, armed with cannon, and strengthened with

uhatlib, trous de loup, (raises, and palisades, destined, in

abort, for a long defence, the dispositions for attacking it

would be very different. It must, in (lie first place, be re-

connoitred, in order to ascertain, a* nearly a* |*ossiblc,

the nature of the obstacles to be overcome, the number
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Fortifka- of cannon, and how they are placed, and likewise every

boo. detail of the ground about the work : in order that the
—"v— measures taken for the assault may be properly executed

even at night. Batteries arc then constructed ; and when
ready, the howitzers commence ricochetling with shells,

ploughing up the slopes of the parapets, and demolishing

the fraises, disarranging and cutting up the abatlis, dis-

mounting the artillery, and destroying the troops: while

the cannon tire with full charge and directly through the

embrasures converting the merlons into a heap of rubbish

and dismounting the guns. When the cannon of the work
m silenced, the light troops, who until then only occu-

pied the intervals between the batteries, (not to obstruct

their fire,) now surround the work, enveloping it in

cross fires. The infuntry, drawn up in os many columns
as there are salients to the work, move forward, and the

signal of assault is given. The abattis may arrest the

progress of the troops until a passage be cut through it

by the hatchets of the pioneers who march in front

;

and whilst this is being effected the battalions with sup- Kurtific*.

ported arms remain exposed to all the fire from the tton.

work, without being able to answer it. The light troops

however should, in (lie meantime, redouble their efforts

to keep down the enemy’s fire. The obstacle heiiij*

overcome, the columns again move on in close order

,

the foremost men throw planks over the trous-de-loup,

and prepare the way for the rest ; when arrived at the

counterscarp, the assailants descend into the ditch ; cut

away the palisades if there be any ; rally ; draw breath ;

and then rush to the assault, entering through the em-
brasures or passing over the parapet. In short, after a
struggle, more or less protracted, the colours of the as-

sailants are planted on the most elevated part of the ia-

trenchment ; the defenders, borne down by numbers,

have ceased to resist; and withdrawing into the redoubt,

there demand a capitulation, which a generous victor

cannot refuse.

EXPLANATION

ov

THE CHIEF TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN MODERN FORTIFICATION.

Abattu. A line of felled tree* with thru branches pointed toward*

the enemy, to obstruct hi* adranee.

Advanced-work, Any defensive constnidron placed in front of the

covert-way. but within range of the artillery of a fortune.

Approach'!. See Zuptagt.

Ha A step to enable infantry to fire over a parapet

Barbette. Any raised platform to enable cannon to fire over the

parapet.

Baiirvn. A principal work in the enceinte of a place, composed of

two faces projecting outwards, and two flanks.

Batnrd'au A lUm across the ditch of a fortress, to ret Bio or let off

the water at pleasure.

Battery. Any aiva on which cannon, mortar*, Ac. ase placed to fixe

against the enemy’s work*.

Berm. A n.urow path left between the parapet and edge of the

ditch before it.

Blindage. See Splinter-proof.

lUockknute. A covered building, generally of wood, for defence.

JMy of lime place. All works within the maku ditch.

Bomb-proof. See Casematec.

/treating ground. Commencing the benches in a siege.

Camouffet, or Stiver. A small min* formed in the eanh between

two parallel galleries, to cut off the rebeat of the enemy's
miner.

Captta/. A line imagined to bisect the projecting angle of any
work.

Capanmere. A screened communication between two works.

Casemate. A vault or brick or stone, to cover artillery or to lodge

troop*, generally formed in the mass of the ramjjart, and alaaye

made bomb-proof : that is, of sufficient ihickaeaa and strength

in the roof and sidea to resist the effect of shells, projected from

mortars.

Cava/ter. Any elevated work in tha enenmte of a fortress or iu the

trenches of attack. Is give s command over the enemy.

Chamber of a mine. Th« excavation which coutains the charge of

gunpowder.
Cheatu7 de /rite. Obstacles composed of bomontal beams, bristled

with pointed stakes, sword-blade*, Ac.

Circumvaiiatum. A line of works drawn round a fortress to exclude
succour.

Coffer* A sunken caponmitre, or trench for defence, generally
covered, and lined with brick-work.

Command. The height of one work above another, or above the
natural ground.

Cordon. T1m horisootsl moulding which usually crowns the revet-

ment, which see.

Counter-approaches. Trenches executed during a surge by the de-
fender*, to outflank those of the enemy.

Counter-arches. Circular walls connecting the tails of cnunterftrts,

or arches built, in tiers, behind a revetment and between the
counterforts, to resist the outward pressure of the rampart. Sew
Revetment, and

Counterfort. An interior massive buttrens of brick or atone, to
strengthen the revetment, which see.

Counterguard. An outwork, covering the face of a bastion or ra-

velin.

Countermine. A mine used in defence.

CaunlmeQtp, The exterior sufe of a difeh.

Countrrv.il/ation

.

A liue of works to prevent egress from a fortress.

Coupurrt. Traverses with a ditch in front, formed across the ftrre-

pi-ms or upper surface* of rampart*.

Covert-irwj. A communication round the works of a place in front

of the ditch, and screened by a glacis, which see.

Crater. The excavation produced in the earth by the explosion of

a mine.

CremaM&rf fine, or Indented ttne. A continuous parapet, forming
a eerie* of alternate branches and crotchets rwpectively parallel

to each other. The interior slope of a parapet, when cut so as

to form short faces alternately parallel unu
i
perpendicular to

the capital of the work, is sard to be en cremailJ+re.
Crest. The highest ridge of a parapet.

Cnncn-mork. A double homwork. See Hornwork.
Ctuutlt. An open drain running along the middle of a larger

ditch.

Certain. The connecting line of rampart or parapet between two
projecting works.

Dead-angle. That which is without flanking defence.
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Fortifies* MU. The earth thrown wit in the act of excavating the ditch.

turn. Defilade. To screen the interior of a work, by a proper height of

i
— y —i

J parapet, from the fire of the enemy.

[},tch. The excavation in front of a wuvlc, from which the earth to

form the rampart or parapet i* usually obtained.

Devnltcmr, or Half-moan. See Ravelin.

Detached work. Any drfrnrire construction placed beyond artil-

lery range from a fortress.

Embrasure. An opening cut in the parapet for cannon to fire

through.

EncevUe. The main rampart immediately encircling or surrounding

the area fortified.

Enfilade. To sweep the interior of a work by a line of fire parallel

to ata front.

Entrenchment. Any defen»ive carer obtained by excavation.

Kpaulrmenl. In atrictneo, that elevation of earth which forma the

wing* of a battery, and coven the guns in flank : bait the term

is often, though improperly, used to signify the parapet in ge-

neral of a battery.

Eocnrp. The interior aide of a ditch.

Face. A line of rampart, usually forming one side of a projecting

angle.

Fascine. A large faggot.

Fausse-hruye. A low rampart in front of, and formerly attached

to, the encriate, which see.

Flank. The line of rampart or parapet between the face and gorge

of any work, which defends either the collateral ground, or

the fronts of works thereon constructed.

FUchr. A simple redan usually constructed at the foot of a glacis.

See Red**.
F<atgass, A small mine.

Frauet. Sett Palisade*.

Gabion. A cylindrical basket open at both ends, planted on the

ground ti> sustain the earth forming a jwrapet.

Gabtonade. A parapet formed of full gabions.

Gallery. Any subterranean passage in mining.

Gtacit. A parapet with a gvntlo slope terminating on the level of

the exterior ground.

Gorge. The interval between the rear extremities of a work.

Hand-grenade. A small shell thrown by hand.

Horntcvrk. An adrancsd work composed of two half bastions and
a connecting curtain.

Intrenckment. See Entrenchment.

/nvfitment . The operation of confining a garrison within its de-

fence*.

Lknet. A general form for any long extent of defensive works.

Lines of defence, are those supposed to be drawn from the projecting

angle of a work to the interior extremity of the flank which is

to defend h.

L/yap-halti. Small apertures cut in walls or timber work for mus-
ketry.

Lunelle. An advanced work in the shape of a bastion.

Aftgulral line. That which is first traced on the ground, or on
paper, to express the contour of the plan of any work. In Per-

manent Fortification it is supposed to correspond to the cordon

of the revetment.

Main-ditch. The principal ditch in a fortress immediately in front

of the enceinte, which see.

Merlon. The portion of a parapet between two rrobruuret.

Mine. A itiUrmuieou* gallery and recess, to contain gunj

for destroying, by its explosion, the enemy or his works.

OrMon. A projection at the shoulder of a bastion, covering the

flank from exterior observation.

Outwork. Any defensive construction between the enceinte, or

main rampart, and the ground immediately beyond the ditch.

Falanquc, or Potanin. See Stockade.

Palisades. Rows of strong pointed timbers planted upright in (he

earth at small intervals. W hen not upright, and planted in

the slope* of parapets, these are termedfraise*.
Para dot. A screen for defence against a fire in reverse, or behind.

Parallel
,
in a siege, is a trench nearly equidistant in all its length Fortifies-

from the works of the fortress attacked. t*oo.

Parapet, or Breastwork. The mass of earth which covers the do- - —
,

fenders from the fire of the assailants in fronL

Piemen. Small mortars for projecting showers of stones, Ac
Place ofarms. Any area destined for assembling bodies of troop#

;

sometimes the parallels in a siege are so called.

Plane of defilement, is supposed to coincide with the crest of a
work and the enemy's nre arm on the exterior ground.

Plane of site. The surface of the ground on which a work is con-

structed, if not commanded
;
when commanded, the plane ie

{
oblique to the honxon, and pomes through the summit at tho

height.

Portent, A covered passage through the rampart into the ditch.

Ramp. An inclined plane for ascent or descent to a work.

Rampari. The maos of earth which encleses ami screens the in-

terior of a work, and on which it* artillery and troops ore

placed in the defence.

Rttrekn. A principal outwork, projecting in Croat of the curtain

between two bastions.

Redan. A work consisting of two faces forming a projecting angle,

employed to cover troop#, or the entrance to a principal work ,

when two or more are connected by curtains they form lines

of intrwichmrnt.

Redoubt, Any enclosed work undefended by re-entering eg flanking

angles. Also, any work constructed within another, to serve

os a place of retreat for the defenders of the latter.

Rrmblat. Tire mass of earth accumulated from the excavation of
the ditch.

Renlrant or Re. entering angle. Any angle of a work of which the

vertex points inwardly.

Retrenchment. Any work constructed in the interior of another

to prolong its defence.

Revetment. Any wall sustaining tbs side of a ditch.

Ricochet. A mode of firing artillery, by which the shot is made to

bound along a plane surface.

Salient angle. The projecting angle formed by the facet of any
work. The ground in front of such angle is in common par-

lance called the salient of the work.

Sally-port. A gate beyond the ditch.

Sap. TV process of executing approaches in siege operations be-

hind gabions.

•Sumcumm. A long faieine, which word see. Also the tube or

hose containing the gunpowder by which a mine it fired.

Shaft. The vertical descent into a mine.

Shoulder. The angle formed by the face and flank of a work.

Splmter-prooft. Blinds or covered building* of carpentry or brick-

work, of sufficient strength for protection against fragments of

shells, grenades, Ac.

Star-fort*. Works enduring areas and having faces d»]iosed so

as tc form a series of angles alternately projecting sod retiring.

Stockade, or Pa/anka, ,A row of trunks of tree* or stout timbers,

planted upright, dose together, and usually loup-huled for

musketry.

TamAowr. A small enclosure of limber or brick-work, pierced with

loop-holes for musketry. Small areas enclosed by parapets

of earth arc also so called.

Tamp. To close up the entrance to the chamber of a mine, so that

the explosion may not find vent through the gallery.

Tenaxtlf. A low work in tbs main ditch of a fortress.

Terrtplem. The inferior area of a work ; also the upper surface

of a rampart
TSte^e-pont. Any work constructed on the bank of a river with Ha

rear bounded by the stream in order to defend the approaches

to a bridge.

Tower-bastion. A lower of stone or brick in the form and situation

ofa small bastion.

7hm>er*e. Any maaa of earth across the interior of a work for pro-

tection against enfilade or ricochet fire.

Trenches The excavations made in a siege for cover against the

fire of the fortress.

TnM+df-hup, Holes or pitfalls with stakes planted at the bottom,

to obstruct the advance of an assailant.

Ztg-zaot, or Approaches. The trenches by which the besiegers

advance, in oblique directions, toward* the work* of the fortress.
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(1.) It is impossible to contemplate the Naval

power of England, and not to feel a deep interest in

its history and growth. Such an inquiry cannot but

command our attention, mingled up as it is with the

elements of our political power, and forming the founda-

tion of all that influence which the name of Britain has

for so long a period maintained in the World. The
limits of an Essay, like that upon which we arc about

to enter, will not, however, permit us to do more than

glance at a subject connected with so many splendid

names, and so many transcendent events,—with victory

and conquest in their largest sense,—with civilization

and the whole train of the useful Arts,—with all that can

impart an interest to a Nation like our own, and to the

wide and extended empire of Man.

(2.) It lias been usual to divide our Naval History

into three periods : the first embracing all that preceded

the reign of Henry VIII. ; the second ending with the

Restoration of Charles II. ; and the last descending

from the time of the Restoration to the present day.

(3.) Tlie first ship actually belonging to the Royal

Navy was the Great Harry, built by Henry VII. in

the third year of his reign, at an expense of j£ 14,000;

this Monarch being the first who thought of raising a

Naval force sufficient for the service of the State. Prior

to this our Kings had neither arsenals nor dock-yards ;

and by the Report of the Commissioner* for Revising

and Digesting the Civil Affairs of the Navy, (Ift05 t ) it

appears, that the permanent Naval force of our Mo-
narch* consisted only of fifty-seven vessels, each carry-

ing twenty-one men aud a boy, as well armed and fitted

for war as the circumstances of the times would permit.

The Cinque Ports were bound by their Charters to fur-

nish these vessels annually, free of expense, for fifteen

days, after receiving forty days' notice from the Crown.

Whenever a greater force was required, ships were

hired from the merchants at home, or from those of

Dantzic, Hamburg, Lubec, Genoa, and other ports.

(4.) The Naval power of England began to assume

a regular and systematic form during the reign of

Henry VIII. That Monarch formed an Admiralty

and Navy Board, founded the Trinity House, and

established the Dock-yards at Deptford, Woolwich,* and

Portsmouth.t He drew up a code of regulations for

the Civil government of the Navy, which has firmed the

basis of all the instructions from time to time issued

respecting it. Henry appointed several great officers

for carrying into execution his Naval plans ; viz. a

Vice-Admiral of England, a Master of the Ordnance, a

Surveyor of the Marine Causes, a Treasurer, Comptrol-

ler and General Surveyor of the Victualling department,

a Clerk of the Ships and Clerk of the Stores. These

officers were commanded to meet once a week at an

Office on Tower Hill, to consult together for the good

order of the Navy, and to report their proceedings

monthly to the Lord High Admiral. Notwithstanding,

• Woolwich is callad the Mother Dock by Camden.
+ la 1650, there wa* no matt hou%e or dry dock, nor shove

100 «hi;iwrighti in this Dock-yard. The tint dry dock wu firmed
io 1655.
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however, this approach lo a regularly organized system Naval Ar-

in Naval affair*, the ships belonging to the Crown ehitrrtuir.

formed ouly a part of the Naval force employed in lime

of war. 'Die tonnage at this time, according lo Mr.
Derrick’s Mnnoirt of the Navy, amounted to 12,455
tons, and the mariners and soldiers to 7730.

(5.) During the reign of Edward VI. encouragement Edward VI.

was given to the increase of seamen by preventing the E«vuraK*-

trade from being carried on in foreign bottom*. The j”
r

£
t

iJ£
v*a

fleet at this time was divided into a Summer Guard *

and Winter Guard, the former consisting of 2540 tons

and 1730 men, and the latter of 2150 tons and 1516
men. The tonnage at the death of this Monarch
amounted to 1.1,065 (oils.

(6.) During the reign of Mary, the fleet diminished Mary,

exceedingly. At her death the tonnage amounted only lhminu(ntt

to 7110 tons, and the ships and vessel* to twenty-aiz.
of ‘

(7.) Elizabeth attended to the Navy with peculiar Elizabeth,

care. She ordered a rigid inquiry lo be made into ili Bncimragwl

condition and the cause* of its lale decay. She com- u,c

mandril timber to be pre*«rved for ship-building, caused

her mogazines to be filled with store*, oud ordered

many piece* of bras* and iron cannon to be cast. She
encouraged her merchants to build larger vessels for the

purpose of being converted into ship* of war. when
necessary ; and what is singular, her Commissioners had
the power of rating them 50 or 100 Ions more than

their actual admeasurement. To stimulate her own Flerperso-

ship-build'*rs, she went to Woolwich to the launching of *V
>1 rxer‘

a new ship, and called her by her own name. She
augmented also the pay of her Naval officers, raised the

wages of her seamen, and invited to her dominions
foreigners who were skilled in the Art of Navigation.

She encouraged, al*n, the younger branches of her Encouraged

Nobility to enter the Navy, and settled a part of her berNobiUtf

revenue, amounting to ,£9000 a year, toward* its ordi-

nary supply. Sir Francis Drake and Sir John Haw- r'

kins, two renowned Commanders, advised the establish-

ment of a Chest at Chatham for the relief of seamen
wounded in their Country’s service. The proud titles of

Restorer of the Naval power ami Sovereign of the

Northern Seas, were hence justly bestowed upon Eliza-

beth. At the timeofher death, the Royal Navy consisted

of forty-two ships of 17,055 tons burthen, and manned
by 8346 seamen. The fleet by which ihe Spanish

Armada was defeated, consisted of 176 ships carrying

14,992 men ; but of these only thirty-four ships with 6225

men belonged to t lu? Crown. In the last twenty-five

year* of the reign of Elizabeth, the Royal Navy was

almost doubled. The annual expense amounted to

£30,000.

(8.) James I. was not negligent of the Navy, in the James I

former part of his reign, expending j£50,000 annually

on it, exclusive of timber amounting loX36,000, yearly

obtained from the Royal forests. According to Sir

Walter Raleigh, it was the practice at this time to

build ships by contract. In 1609 Commissions were

appointed to rectify many abuses which had insenaikly

crept into the Navy. In 1610 (he Prince was built, of ‘kip

61 gun* and 1400 tons burthen, being the largest ship WM,rcrt<

2 Y
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Nava) Ax- hitherto con.stmcted in England. " This Royal ship

chitedurc. Wa* double built, and most sumptuously adorned within
V*V^/ and without, with all manner of curium carving, paint-

ing, and rich gilding, being in all respects the greatest

and goodliest ship that ever was built in England ; and

this glorious ship the King gave unto his sou Henry
Prince of 'Vales* The great workmaster in building

this ship was Mr. Phineas Pelt, sometime Master of

Arts of Emanuel College in Cambridge.**! 1“ 1619,
Ship- we find a reference made to the Wardens and Assist*

ant„ 0f t^e Shipwrights’ Company, respecting the sur-
m

i
ru,y- rev of ships at Deptford ; and in the Naval Minutes

of Mr. Pepys it is observed, that " the Shipwrights*

Hall did unciently view and approve of the draught

of the ships that were to be built for the King, and

to survey them in the building l* 1 1620 the King
in his Speech to the Parliament affirmed, that £20,000 u

year hud been saved in the Naval department; and in

1623 the ordinary expenses of the fleet were reduced

from about <£*51,000 a year to £30,000. At the death

of King James, the Navy consisted of thirty-three ships,

measuring 19,400 tons, proving that an augmentation of

the dimensions of ships had taken place.

Improve- (9.) Sir Walter Raleigh in his Discourse on the in-
meals. veution of shipping, and on the improvements that

had been made therein in the reigns of Elizabeth and
James, remarks, that “ in my own time the shape of

our English ship* hath been greatly lettered. It is

not long since,*
1

he continues, “ the striking of the top-

mast hath been devised. Together with the chain-

pump, we have lately added the bonnet and drabler.

(Sails.) To the courses we have devised studding

sails, sprit sails, and top sails. The weighing of

anchors by the capstan is also new. We have fallen

into consideration of the length of cables.§ and by it

we resist the malice of the greatest winds that cun

blow. We have, also, raised our second decks.” These
different inventions seem to mark an era of active

mechanical improvement.

(19.) Thirteen years after Charles I. ascended the

throne, a fleet of sixty sail was equipped. Before the

of thTsuas Civil War broke out, the King built at Woolwich a ship

built. called the Sovereign of the Seas. Of this M famous
vessel.*’ it was said that “she measured 129 feet or
thereabouts, by the keel, her main breadth 48 feet, and
in height, from the bottom of the keel to the top of her

lantern, 76 feet.” It is mentioned of her, as u circum-
stance worthy of note, that “ she bore five lanterns, the

biggest of which would hold ten persons upright.”

That she had also w three flush decks, a forecastle, half-

deck, quarterdeck, and roundhouse. Her lower decks
had thirty ports for cannon and demi-cannon ; middle
tier thirty for culverines and demi-cannon

;
third tier

twenty-six for other ordnance, forecastle twelve, and

• It u inSDtinned as a remarkable circumstance, that the

Prince vent at three o'clock in the moruiug to her launching,
and named it after tuti ovn dignity.

+ A cireuwatance worthy of notice here w. that Mr. Pott, in

1613, remarked, that be u began to victual all the shipwrights and
workmen employed.'

'

{ Mr. Pelt was elected and from Mooter qf the Shipwright*’

Company in April 1606, on which occasion. he *a\s, they kept a
feast with • great number of their fr'wndn, at the King'* Head, in

New Fuib-Stn-rt
; and by the new Charter, granted in 1612 for

incorporating the Shipwright* of England, lie was ul*a ordained
the Fir»t Mast r.

§ The cables before this time are said to hare Wen only 78
father*is lung ;

at the preterit lirae they are 101 fathoms long.

two halfdecks have thirteen or fourteen port*, more Natal Ar**

within hoard, for murdering pieces, besides ten pieces chitedww.

of chase ordnance forward, and ten right oft, and many s—
loopholes in the cabins for musket- shot. She hath two
galleries besides, and oil of most curious curved work,

and all the sides of the ship curved with trophies of
artillery and types of honour, as well belonging to sea

as land, with symbols appertaining to Navigulion ; also

their two Sacred Majesties* badges of honour ; arms with

several angels holding their letters in compartments, all

which works arc gilded over, and no other colour but

gold and black. Upon the stern. head a Cupid, or child

bridling a lion ;
upon the bulk-head, right forward,

stand six statues in sundry postures; these figures re-

present Concilium, Cura, Conamen, Vis, Virtu*, Vic-

toria. Upon the hawsers of the water are four figures,

Jupiter, Mars, Neptune, Eolus ; on the stern Victory

in the midst of a frontispiece ; upon the beak-head

sitteth King Edgar on horseback, trampling on seven
Kings.”*

(II.) To this vessel, the largest that ever had been Thi* ahip

built in England, and said to have been designed only occasioned

for splendour and magnificence, some have attributed
con^,l“n,»

those loud complaints against Ship-money, which marked
<jiUp-

this Monarch's eventful reign. By building the Sore- money,

reign of the Seas it is, however, admitted that Charles

rendered a great service to the Navy, by setting the

example of increased dimensions, to which all the

successes of the English over the Dutch in 1653 were

ascribed. In the year 1633 the Navy consisted of fifty

ships,! measuring 23,695 tons, carrying I486 guns, and
manned by 9470 men. Ou the breaking out of the state cf

Rebellion iu 1641, the number was reduced to forty-two Royal

ships, with a burthen of 22,411 ton*. Prince Rupert ^*v7*

quitted the Kingdom in 1649 with twenty-five ships,

none of which ever returned. It has been said that

Cromwell could command at the beginning of his

usurpation only fourteen ship* of war, some of which
carried but 40 guns. The first frigate was built in

1G49, by Mr. Peter Pett, for a privateer for the Earl

of Warwick. Mr. Pett adopted the idea from a French
frigate he had wen iuthe Thames.}

(12.) The vigorous exertions of Cromwell raised the Commoo-
Navy, however, in six years, to 157 iliipa, carrying

4390 guns and 21,910 seamen, exclusive of the gun*
Cromwell,

and men for four ships then building. Of these, forty-

six were foreign built, mostly captured in the Dutch

• *' On the Hth of May, 1635," *ay» Mr. Pott, 11 1 wa* com-
mamlad by His Majesty to hasten into the North, to provide and
prepare the tram*-timber, plank, anil tm-aarl* fur the great cow
ship at Woolwich. 1 left my was to see the would* and other

iivce*aaries shipped in a Newcastlaman, hired on purpose to trans-

port our provisions anti workmen to Newcast It*. The frame, u it

was got ready, was shipped and oent in Colliers from Newcastle
and Sunderland. Tha 21st December, 1635 we laid the kuci ia

the dock. She was launched I3tb October, 163", aud named the

Sovereign of the Seat."

Kngtavings were made of thi* ship br Payne, on two pi ofre

joined, 3 feet long, and 2 feet 2 inches high. The original picture

is said to have Iwen painted by Vandeveld*.

In the list of the Kins’* ships for 1633, the armameut af the

Prince Royal is distinguished by an odd number, namely 55 gum.

f At the present moment, exactly two hundred years after the

date specified above, in a time of profound Peace, and when un
thought of reductions have bean made, iIhj Navy consist* of 574
ship*.

} It would appear from Mr. Ffett’s monument, in St. Nicholas
Church, Deptford, that he was the mvtnlar pf frigate*

j
tin*, how-

ever, was not the case.
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- War. During the reign of Charles I. the length of

the keel be^an to be regarded as an element proper to
/ be entered in the official lists ; but at the period now
under review, the breadth and depth also were inserted.

In the list for 163? we find a 1 00-gun ship first men-
tioned, and, siugulnrly enough, called the Sovereign.

The length of her keel wan 1*27 feel, breadth 46 feet

6 inches, depth 19 feet 4 inches, and tonnage 1141
tons.*

(13.) Cromwell »u so sensible of the respect paid

by foreign Suites to the Naval power of this Country,
tli ut. instead of reducing his Navy at the conclusion of

the War in 1634, Ik* ordered all the ships to he repaired

and put into good condition ; he also ordered new ones

to be built, and the storehouses and magazines to be

replenished as in a time of the greatest danger. Sizty

ships were either built or building between 1616 and
1633; and the pay of the sailors was raised from 19s.

to 21s. a month. Estimate* for the maintenance and
support of the Navy were for the first time laid before

Parliament, and the Protector obtained an annual grant
of £400,000 for that purpose. During the short and
feeble Administration of Cromwell's son, the Navy.it
is probable, somewhat declined, the funds being diverted

to vorious other purposes.

L (14.) There seems some diversity of opinion respect-

ing the actual amount of the Navy at the time of the

Restoration. According to some authorities the whole
fleet consisted but of sixty-five ships and vessels of all

sizes. Mr. Derrick, however, is inclined to believe the

ne-'ual amount to have been 162 ships and vessels,, with

a tonnage (as stated in Columna Rottrata
, p. 251) of

62,591 too*. In ihc second Dutch War in February,
1665, it is known the English Beet at sen, and ready fur

sea, consisted of 1 14 sail, besides fire-ships and ketches.

(15.) According to Mr. Pepys, King Clark* If.
r " possessed a transcendent mystery in all maritime
affairs.” For the first ten years of his reign he was un-
doubtedly very intent on augmenting our Naval power.
He nominated the Duke of York Lord High Admiral;
and, by the advice’ of Mr. Pepys, a Committee was
appointed, over which the Duke presided. Mr. Pepys
acting as Secretary. The powers formerly granted to

the Admiralty and Nav y Board were recalled, the Lord
High Admiral undertaking the supreme management,
with the aid of three new Commissioners, the Comp-
troller, the Surveyor, and the Clerk of the Acts. Seventy-
six ships of tile line, stored for six month*, were called

into active sea pay, besides merchantmen, and a nume-
rous train ofketches, smacks, yachts &e., with more than
12.000 seamen. At this time, also, there were thirty

new ships building, and an abundance of Naval stores.

(16.) In 1663 and 1664 a stimulus was given to our
” ship-builders by the Dutch and French haviug built

ships of two decks, carrying from 60 to 70 guns, ca-

pable of stowing four months’ provisions, and having
their lower guns four feet above the water. The
English frigates at this time were what was then

called " Dunkirk built,’* narrow and sharp vessels, and
hence incapable of carrying their guns little more than
three feet above the water, and only ten weeks* provi-

sions. Sir Anthony Deane, a keeu observer of Naval
affairs, and the moat accomplished ship-builder at that

time in England, endeavoured to correct these defects, by
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cansing two ships to be built capable of carrying six v

chltccturg>

months’ provisions, and having their guns U feet above
" ’r_*L '

the water.

(17.) From 1660* to 1670 the charge of Ihc Navy,
**

according to the Lord Keeper Bridgman, had never
amounted to less than .£500,000 n year. It is remark-
able, however, that, in 1665, Lord C larendon told the

Parliament that the Naval and Military stores were
entirely exhausted. This is one among many instances

of the conflicting testimonies met with in the Public
Accounts of the Country, of which our own day is not

without examples. Extrava-

(18.) In 1673 (he Duke resigned his high office, ctuIrLj!
and from that lime until May 1679, the affaire of the
Admiraliy were managed by the King himself. The
vicious habits of this Monarch wasted in dissipation

those sums which ought to have been employed in main-
taining the Navy ; and so sensible was the Parliament
of this, that £.300,000 was not voted for the Naval service

in 1673, without making particular restrictions respect-

ing the appropriation of the money. In 1677, also,

£586,000, voted for the building of thirty ships was
subjected to like injunctions. From 1672 to 1GS4, tlie

‘

a
affairs of the Navy were managed by a Commission, ctaumfe.-

but so badly were they conducted, that the Naval force sivn.

at sea had declined to twenty-two ships, none of which
were larger than a fourth-rate ; whilst the vessels in

harbour were totally unfit for service, and falling rapidly

into decay. Several of the ships had been reported by
the Navy Board to be in danger of sinking at their

moorings. The magazines of stove* were also reduced
to less than £3600 value. Sir Anthony Deane, one of
the Commissioners of the Navy, resigned in 1680 or
I68l t foreseeing the condition to which the Navy would
be reduced. In !6S4 the J>nke resumed the manage-
ment of Naval affairs, assisted by the able advice of

Mr. Pepys, but the ships continued to decline till the

King’s decease.

(19.) It is remarkable, however, and the circum- Jamtt 1L
stance ought to operate as a salutary million in every
after Age, that the power and energy of the Duke could
not arrest this declension ; nor for a whole yeur after he
had become King, could he, with the whole weight of
his new authority, check the progressive decay. He
resolved therefore to suspend all the ordinary modes by
which the business of the Navy had been conducted by
the Navy Board, and to call into his aid other persons,
o« whose experience and industry he could rely. These
he joined to a select number of the old Commissioners,
in effecting hi* work of reformation. A part of these

members, six in number, was required to ait constantly

at the Board, and among them was the able and con-
scientious Sir Anthony Deane. Three members of the

Board superintended the Dock-yards at Chatham, Ports-

mouth, and Woolwich, and the remainder, with the akl

of Lord Falkland, were occupied in adjusting the ac
counts. Of these Commissioners, Mr. Pepys has re-

marked, “ That they were men possessing a practised

knowledge of every part of the works and methods of

the Navy, both at the Board and in the Yanis ; a general

mastery in the business of accounts, vigour of mind,
and improved industry and integrity qualities, we
would add, which, in every Age, cannot but be of the

first importance to the public service.

• In llkit) the Dutch g*v* his Majesty a yacht called the Mary.
In the lie of iht Navy for 1631, the armament of the Revo- Ibis is the rirlwnl tune at which tb» name Yacht is to be found

lution was distinguished bjr an o*U number, vis. 63 guns. in our Nsvsl retards.
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KiyiI Ar- (20.) The first inquiry of the new C<Hnmi**ioricrs wm
ehifoctur*. jnto the jnpid decay of the thirty ships voted to be built

in 1677. Some of these vessels were completed the fc»l-

Iaguiry lowing year, but others not until 16S2 ; and it appeared

uihc
C<Jr

that l l|e ' r decay did not result so much from the haste

Navy. with which they had been built, as from the omission of

the necessary and ordinary precautions for preserving

them. The labours of the Commissioners were so

entirety satisfactory, that on the close of the Commission
on the 12th of October, 16BS, there remained only three

Arrange-

nruts of

stores.

Improved
condition

of the

Nary.

Willwm
and Mar)'.

Several

large ships

built

Docbjinli

Infrrival

machines.

Anna.

ships to t>e examined of the whole number originally

proposed to be repaired. Added to this, stores for eight

months instead of six were left in the magazines, dis-

posed in the most admirable order, and ready to be

applied to the proper ship*. The value of the stores

so laid apart f«»r each particular ship, together with

tho«c on board (he ships at sea, amounted to above

£280,000. The Commissioners also left in store a

further reserve of wood, hemp, pitch, tar, rosin, can-

vass, iron, and oil, of above £ 1 00,000 value ; and more
new magazines were created in the course of this lime

than had ever existed betore. Thus the Navy was
raised from its feehle and abject state, to a degree of

prosperity unparalleled in any previous period of its

history. Among other prudent regulations, the Com-
missioners abolished the irregular supplies of stores

which the boatswains and carpenters of ships had
hitherto controlled, and fixed one uniform establishment

of sea-stores for a ship of each rale. On the abdication

of King James, the Royal Navy consisted of 173 ships,

having a burthen of 101,892 tons, tuouuting 6930 guns,

and carrying 42,003 men.

(21.) The Revolution of 16S8, which happily accom-
plished so many important changes, left the code of Naval
regulations established by the Commissioners in the pre-

ceding reign unaltered. The actors in that important

scene wisely left untouched a system which had produced

so many important results. Accordingly, an Act wna
paired in the second year of the reign of William and
Mary, for building seventeen ships of 1 100 tons each,

and carrying 80 guns; three of 1050 tons, and car-

rying 70 guns each ; and ten of 900 tons each, car-

rying 60 guns, making thirty ships in the whole. The
first- mentioned ships had three decks, which mode
of construction continued till the War of 1756. In
the following year money was voted for a Dock-yard

at Plymouth, and also for building additional dry and
wet docks at Portsmouth. In 1693, with a view of

creating an abundant stock of Naval stores, the sum of

£l ,926,5 16 was granted to their Majesties, together

w ith .£23,406 for finishing the Naval yard at Plymouth,

also £’10,908 for building lour bomb-vessels, and £68,400
for constructing eight 40-gun ships. About this time,

vessels called Machines or Infcrnals were first employed

ns fire-ships; their inventor is said to have been M.
Mct'sters. Advice-boats, so culled officially, arc said to

have been employed for the first time in 1692, before

the Rattle of La Hogue, in order to gain intelligence

of what was taking place at Hrest.

(22.) At the accession of King William, the Royal
Navy consisted of 173 ships, admeasuring 101,892
tons ; and at his death it had augmented to 272 ships,

with a tonnage of 159,020 tons, the increase being more
than one-half, both as to the number and the tonnage
of slope.

(23.) In the earlv part of the reign of Queen
Anne, the Country was visited by a most desolating

storm 4 The Navy suffered a great loss, and the House of Naval Ar-

Commons with the greatest promptitude addressed her vhiicciura.

Majesty, desiring her to give immediate directions for re-

pairing it, and for building such " capital" ships as she
rtufm

*

thought fit. Orders were accordingly given to that

effect ; but it is somewhat remarkable, observes Mr. Der-
rick, that no money was directly voted by the House in

this reign for the building of ships, though in Novem-
ber 1705 a sum was grunted for ordnance stores, and
carriages for eight new ships, built in lieu of part of

those lost in the great storm. The Navy at this time Navy very

was exceedingly popular, and the many disasters it met pv;*uUr.

with served as a plausible ground (or augmenting it. The
seamen of the Royal Navy were particularly encouraged,

the utmost care being taken of the sick and wounded,
and prize-money being speedily paid : regulations which
came home to the generous hearts of the sailors, and
inspired them with new ardour in their Country's

cause. The earnestness of the House of Lords in

favour of the well-being of the Navy may be gathered

from the following extract of an Address of that body in

Morch 1707 :

“ It ii a matl undoubted maxim, that the honour,

security, and wealth of thi» Kingdom doe* depend upon
the protection and encouragement of Trade, and the

improving and right managing ita Naval strength.

Other nations, who were formerly great and powerful
at tea, have, by negligence and mismanagement, lost

their Trade, and have seen their maritime power en-

tirely ruined. Therefore ire do in the most earnett

manner beseech your Majesty, that the sea a(fairt may
alwayt be yourfirst and most peculiar care.”

At the time of the Queens death, in 1714, the Royal

Navy consisted of 247 ships, bearing 167,219 tons.

(24.) In 1715, the year following the accession of ^
George I., a general survey was made of all the stores Survey of

in the different Dock-yards, which were distributed as *,arr**

follows

;

At Deptford £90,544
Woolwich 60.174
Chatham 186,855
Sheerness 35,246
Portsmouth 182,076

Plymouth 109,833

Total .. . £664,728

From 1715 to 1721 inclusive, the sum of £1,052,393
was voted for extraordinary repairs and the rebuilding

of ships. From 31st of March, 1713, to31st of Decem-
ber, 1721, there were either built or rebuilt thirty-four

ships of the line, three of which carried 100 guns, and
twenty-five ships of 40 guns and under. In 1719 new
dimensions were established for several classes of ships.

The Navy on the whole declined in this reign in a small

* This storm was the raost-tremendous ever known in the History

of*the World. It began about the middle of November, and dul
not reach its greatest bright until the morning of the 27th. The
Kddystone Lighthouse was blown dawn at this time. A Geoeral
Fast war appointed in consequence of the storm. Tha Queen issued

a Proclamation, ordering that all the widows and families of such
officers and seamen as had pnished by the Worm in her Majesty's
service, should be entitled to her bounty in th« same manner an if

they had been actually killed in bottle. De Foe, the author of
RoAinton Owsor, was suffering in Newgate at this time, and com-
posed the Storm, Wing a collection of the most remarkable casual-
ties which happened in this great tempest.
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Naval Ar- degree, amt at the death of the King consisted of the
chitecinr*

fol|0W j ng jihjpg ;

a or Classes. Guns. Number. Burthen in 1

1st 100 7 12,945

2d 90 13 20,125

3*1 .......,
80 16 21.122
70 24 26,836

4th 60 18 16,925

„ 50 46 33,889

Ships of the line . . . . 124 131,783

Of 40 guns and under 109 30,050

233 170,862

George II.

General

surrey of

tore*.

Alteration

of ships’

gun*.

Schema of

dimension*
and scant*

kng*.

Notwithstanding the decrease of number, there is still

nn increase of tonnage, showing that a gradual augmen-
tation of magnitude was insensibly taking place.

(25.) Oeorge II. ascended the throne in 1728, and
on the 31st of July of that year, another general survey

of stores was made in the several Dock-yards, and the

total amount found to be £636,756. For the last six

years of the preceding reign, no money was voted lor the

building and repairs of ships, and the same omission took

place during the first and second years of' this reign. A
ten years' Peace had seemed to render any grant un-

necessary.

(26.) In 1743, the establishment of ships* guns was
altered by order of the King and Council ;• and in the

succeeding year all prizes taken by his Majesty’s ships

were declared by the King’s Proclamation to be the pro-

perty of the captors for the time to come.

(27.) In 1744 or 1745, general complaints were made
that our ships were not built of sufficient strength, nor

their guns carried sufficiently high above the water.

They were also said to be very crank, and their weight of

metal inferior to those of the enemy, whose batteries were

said to be “ always open.” The Lords Commissioners
of the Admiralty, therefore, gave directions to the flag

officers, the Surveyor of the Navy, and the master ship-

wright, of the Dock-yards to prepare a scheme of dimen-
sions and scantling*, and also u draught for a ship of each

class; and from these draughts and plans the elements

then judged to be most correct were deduced. The

~ • la the proportion of the Lord* Commissioners of the Admiralty
for the foregoing establishment, they meution that * since the year

1733, but especially since 1st January, 1740, tine dimensions of
hips of your Majesty's Nary hare been much increased. We do
therefore humbly propore that the number and nature of gun* di-

rected by your Majesty's Order in Council of 31st January, 1733,
may he establiahml on such ships of your Royal Nary as hare
been ordered to be built or rebuilt since 1st January, 1740, or shall

bo hereafter built or rebuilt, with this exception, that whereas
the shijei of 50 pun are now built of such Large dimensions that

they can conveniently carry 22 guna of 24-pouinters upon the lower

deck, and as many of 12-pounden upon the upper deck, with 4
grins of 6-pounders upon the quarterdeck, and 2 gun* of G-pounders
upon the forecastle, the same mar be established upon them, instead

ot tin**' proposed in the year 1733."

By ibe draughts established fur building ships in 1745, those of
64 and 58 guns had pvrt-holra foe 70 and 60 guns as follows

:

64 to carry 70. 58 to carry 60.
Lower deck 26 24
Upper deck 28 26
Quart er>leek 12 6
Forecastle 4 2

70 60
These establishment* of guns, and the rarioos changes which they
hare undergone in different periods of our Naval History, are well
worthy of ih« attention of him who aims at a general and compre-
hensive view of this important subject.

ships built according to this establishment were found to Naval Ar-

carry their guns well, and acquired the name of slid* chifocturo.

ships; but they were said to be “ fully formed” in their

after-part. Iu the War of 1756 some further improve-

ments in the draughts were mode, and also a further

augmentation of dimensions. The following Table will

show the progressive additions mode to the Navy during
this reign :*

Date.
Ships of the Ships of 40 gnus

Total.
line. and upwards.

December 1st, 1730. . 124 114 239
January 1st, 1739 .

.

124 101 228
June 25th, 1742. . . . . 125 146 271
December 3 1st, 1744 . 128 174 302
May 26th, 1748.. . . . 140 199 339
January 1st, 1750 .

.

. 126 156 262
January 1st, 1756 .

.

. 142 178 320

(28.) The reign of Creorge III. was destined to see George 1IL

r Naval power rise to unparalleled splendour. At the

accession of that upright and conscientious Monarch, on
the 25th of October, 1760, the Royal Navy consisted of State of the

127 sail of the line having n burthen of 162,829 tons, Navy,

and 285 ships of 50 guns and upwards, with a tonnage

of 136,275 tons. In the War of 1762 twenty-six sail of

the line and eighty-two smaller ships and vessels were

built in the merchants yards. Twenty-four sail of the

line and twelve smaller ships also were launched in the

King's yards between the declaration of War in 1756
and the proclamation of Peace in 1763. According to

Beatson, forty-two sail of the line, French and Spanish,
together with sixty-nine vessels of 50 guns and under,
were either taken or destroyed by the English during
that War. Of these, twenty-one sail of the line were
added to our Navy.

(29.) During this War a resolution was wisely adopted

* A Naval uniform was first established in 1748 by George II.,

and, according to Mr. Locker, resulted from a Club of tea officers,

who met every Sunday evening at Will's Coffbo-houso in Scotland
Yard, for the purpose of watching over their rights and privileges

;

tad who determined among other matters, “ that a uniform dress
was useful and necessary fur the commissioned officers, agreeable
to the practice of other nations. A Committee was hence appointed
to wait upon the Duke of Bedford and the Admiralty, and ask, if

their Lordships approve, that they will be pleated to introduce it to

bis Majesty"
When it was determined to establish the uniform, Mr. Forbes,

then Admiral of the Fleet, was summoned to attend the Duke of
Bedford, and being introduced into an apartment surrounded with
vinous dresses, his opinion was asked os to the most appropriate.

The Admiral said, red and bine, or blue and red, aa these are our na-
tional colours "No,” replied hit Grace ;

u the King bus determined
otherwise. For having seen my Duchess riding iu the Park a few
dap ago, in a habit of bhie faced with white, the dre»s took the
fancy of his Majesty, who has appointed it for the uniform of the
Royal Navy."

Before 1748, Mr. Locker remarks, “ every man dressed ns
seemed good in his own eyes. Some uf the crack Captains carried

it so far as to have a special uniform for their own ships. My late

gallant father, who went to era in 1746, used to tell us, that Captain
Windham, and all the officers of the Kent of 70 guns, in which he
embarked, wore grey and ailver, faced with acarlct 1 Such foppery,

however, at that period, was not uafrequeatly combined with
check shirts and petticoat trow vert."
M la the Hall at Greenwich may be seen," continues Mr. Locker,

“ every variety of cut and complexion of dives. Nottingham, Ra-
leigh, and Turrington expand their dignities in courtly costume
Lawson, Harman, and Monk frown in buff belts and jerkins.

Sandwich, Munden, and Benhew shine forth in armour ; while
Rooke, ami Russell, and Shovtll, the heroes of a sober Age, are

clothed in crimson and Lincoln green, surmounted with the flowing

wig, which then distinguished aiute the men of the robe and of the
sword."
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New scale

of thipa.

Ar of not building any more 80-gun ship* with Ihrtt decks,

chiteetnre. or any 70 or 60-pun ships. Ships of 74 and 64 gun* on

two deck* were built instead of those of 80 puns, ami

5(>gun ships with a roundhouse, for the accommodation

of flap officers in time of Peace, instead of ships of

GO puns. The first 74 and 64-pun ships that were

built proved too small for their weight of metal, but

those constructed towards the latter part of the War
were of larger dimensions. In 1766 very great improve-

ments were made in Plymouth and Portsmouth Dock-
yards.

(SO.) In the armament which took place in 1770, in

consequence of the dispute with Spain respecting the

Falkland Islands, a large proportion of the ships ordered

to lie fitted for sea were toimd very defective ; and

had a War of long continuance- taken place, the most

serious consequences might ha\<-ensued. An insufficient

number of shipwrights in the Dock-yards, together with

an improper limitation of their working hours, seemed

to have been the cau*e.

(31.) At the commencement of the American War in

1775, we had 1 3 1 ships of the line and 209 vessels of

50 guns and under. The Navy was augmented with

every possible rapidity, particularly with frigates, sloops,

and other small vessels.

(32.) In 1779, the Court of Directors of the East India

Company passed a resolution to present three ships of

74 guns to the Crown.* The Naval force continued to

receive very rapid augmentations, as well by capture* from

the enemy as by building. No exertions, indeed, it has

been remarked, could possibly be deemed extravagant,

when the activity of our enemies was considered.

t

The supplies voted by Parliament very far eacceded

those of any former period. At the signing of the Pre-

liminaries of Peace in 1793, there were 174 ships of the

line, and vessels of 56 guns and under amounting to 443,

the total tonnage l>eing 500,7 Si tons. Thus it appears,

that the Navy at this period exceeded what it was at the

end of the War in 1762 by thirty-three aail of (tie line,

having a tonnage of 7
1
,070 tons, and of other vessels by

1 52, with a tonnage of 66,405 ; making a total increase of

165 ships, and u total augmentation of tonnage amount-
ing to 157,475 tons. The French, Spanish, and Dutch
ships taken or destroyed by the English in the course of

this War amounted to twenty-six sail of the line, and
sixty-one vessels of 54 guns and under, besides sloops

and vessels of other kinds.

Dimension* (33.) During this War, almost every class of ships of

of *hip» in- 44 g'anssnd under was considerably increased in dimen-
sions, when any new ones were ordered to Ik built ; and

Zealous
rfSort* of

the Court
of Dirsc-

tur«.

Great
power of
Nary at

Ikui time.

* We are no friends In (he privateering system, regarding it M
tittle better than a licensed system uf plunder anil fraud, but it

would be im|«oper to omit in an historical account like the present,

a notice of the extraordinary exertions made by the traders of Liver-

pool at this period. According to Mr- Cbalmrrs, (see his £ihawite

if the Cnmparahee Strength of Ureal Srrlstn, i lh;U jerl atone

fitted out, ut the beginning d the War with France, 1*4 ween the

2f»th of Juljr, 177b, and the 17th of April in the foiloa-iag year,

120 privateers, each armed with from 10 to iW ^ins. but mostly

with from 14 to 20. Fnxn an accurate list, containing the name
acnl Appointment of cadi vreeel. u appears that the** privateers

measured 30 7s7 too*, carrying 1 yfctf* but*, andtt/54 men.

f The War with Spain roramenerd in 17/9, and with Holland in

17«J0. In August, 1779, the combined fleet* of France and Spain,

comnsting of nixty-rix sail of the line, teswle* frigates. Sic. entered

the Chwoael, and appeared otf l*l)owuth. This fonnidabla fleet

wa» n woof of the iminenw adietty of our enemies in augmenting

their Naval force during the Peace, and particularly so when we
consider their losses during the preceding War.

at the latter end of 177$, the greatest part of the second- Naval Ar-
rates were established with eight additional gun* for fhitecturw.

their quarterdecks, thereby making them 98-gun ships. '‘’"v"

^

(34.) In June 1783, several masters in the Navy Ship* in

were appointed to superintend the state of the ships in
"dmary.

ordinary at Chatham, Sheerneas, Portsmouth, and Ply-
mouth In the following year, the Navy Board wisely
Ordered that every individual ship built or put into good
condition, should in future have a large proportion of
the principal part* of her furniture and stores in readi-

ness, and duly arranged in store for her, so that the re-

mainder might not require more time to provide than the
necessary period for her equipment would udmiL, however
short that time might be. In addition to this important
regulation, another originated with Izard Barham, of
creating an establishment of stores of a great variety

of kinds, as general magazines at each Dock-yard, and
also at the other Naval stations, lioth at home and
abroad. This arrangement resulted probably from the
difficulties experienced in procuring some articles, and
(lie high prices paid for others during the War ; and the
same, doubtless, must have Inren the case, in a greater or
less degree, in most of the preceding Wars. Since
that lime the advantages uf the plan have been abun-
dantly proved. The following Table furnishes an ac-

count of the value of the )>rtncipal articles in store at

the several Dock yards on the 3 1st of December, 1792 :

1‘napproprinted. Appropriated. Total.

Deptford . .*180.398 *39,170 *218.558
Woolwich . 164.406 25,144 189,550
( hatham . . 213.305 164.999 379.304
Sheernc** . 50.699 21.108 71*807
Porlt.nt.mth 317.414 131,210 446.624
Plymouth . 926,860 179,259 506.189

Total .£1.259,092 £559,890 *M 12,992

On January 1st, 1802, three months after the signing

of the Preliminaries of Peace, the unappropriated store*

remaining in the magazines at the several Dock-yards
were as tolkiws

:

Deptford . *306.099
Woolwich 600,656
Chalham 423.697
Sheerness * 99,400
Portsmouth 567,243
Plymouth 611,819

Total *2,6 i0,908

On comparing the value of the stores in the several

Dock-yards at different periods, it will appear, that the

magazines have been increased in n greater ratio than
the ships, great as the increase in the latter has been.

The confederacy among the Northern Power*, and the

embargo ia the Russian ports, in November 1900,

would have been attended with the most serious conse-

quences, hail not the magazines been previously well

stored. This instance alone proves the wisdom of the

plan. Old ships were selected in this year, and after-

wards fitted for the reception of ships' companies and
stores, during the time ships were in dock refitting. Pre-

viously to this arrangment, serviceable ships, not in

good condition, were made use of tor the purpose, which
did them considerable injury. These were denominated
Receiving ships.

(35.) Ta*k work was introduced into the Dock-yards Ta«k and
in 1775, and job work in 1784. The former of these work.
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Warnl Ar- term* applies to new work, and the latter to repairs or

chitccturv. 0 |<l work. These plans were adopted in order to acoele-

rate the work in the Dock-yards, and particularly with

Dispute* regard to the shipwrights. When task work was first

mpecthg introduced, notwithstanding the plan appeared very ad-
it* wlop- vantageous to the workmen, it was resisted by the ship-
, *ja

‘ wrights ; and the reason assigned was that when any

piece of timber proved defective or unfit for use, alter

having been fashioned to its intended shape, no compen-

sation was provided for the workmanship performed.

It was at length directed that the workmen should be

paid n daily rate of wages for the time that might be lost

in the conversion of unsound materials, and in the per-

formance of some extra works
;

it was likewise ordered

that they should have assistance in the heavy work of

getting in the beams. Notwithstanding these conces-

sions, the shipwrights persisted in their refusal to work

by task until the year 1798, when it is said to have

been adopted at their own solicitation. Equal reluctance

was displayed by the men in adopting job work, but it

was finally carried into effect in the same year as piece

work. The first ship repaired by job in Plymouth yard

was the Gibraltar of 80 guns.

Magaiioc*. (86.) In 1787, it was directed that ships lying np in

good condition should have the works of their magaxincs

and store-rooms completed, in order to lie the sooner
1 1

0

-jpm ready for sea. In 1790, two ships of lit) guns each
alii|»« built. wcre ordered to be built, of the burthen of ¥332 tons.

These ships were to have 32-pounders ou their main
decks.

Activity iu

our Ihick-

)«*«!« at

the French
Revolution.

Lrugtlu a-

>"K " f

fchij'S.

Increasing

thickness
of their

bottom*.

Genera) ini-

tmmrment
in ve**rl* of

nil kuult.

Ships of

I JO ^\in*

built.

\ ugmi'titx-

liun of
w.imwi’i

(37.) To give on idea of the prodigious activity which

prevailed in our Dock-yards, when the circumstances of

the French Revolution compelled us to arm, it may
he stated that on the 1st of December, 1792, there were

only twelve line of battle ships in actual commission as

fighting ships, but by the 1st of September, 1793. that

number was augmented to seventy-two." In like man-
ner, at the former period, there were only thirty ships

from 50 to 20 guns each in commission ; but nt the Utter,

this number was increased to 104. It was remarked,

that no delay arose for waul of stores, iu cousequeuce

of the important measures adopted at the cud of the

War in 1788

(38.) In 1798, two very important improvements
took place, viz. the lengthening of ships very con-

siderably ;t and (be giving 44-guu frigates, and those

down to 32 guns, four, instead of three-inch bot-

toms. The object of the first change was with a view

of making them sail better ; and of the second, to euoble

them to resist with greater effect any bearing on the

ground. At this time, it is said, there was scarcely a

class of ship or vessel whoso plan of construction was
not improved.

(39.) In 1794, the Caledonia of 120 guns, and 2602
tons burthen, was ordered to be built, and to carry 32-

pounders on her main deck. This ship seems to have

communicated an impulse to ship-building
; she was built

by Sir William Rule.

In 1797, seamen's wages were raised as follows:
£, 4. d. £. 4. d

Able from 1 4 0 to 1 9 6 per month
Ordinary' 0 19 0 1o 1 8 6

Landsmen, (a new class) * ..126
* Ol 1hc«e, two were of 110 gun*, five of 100 giui«, twenty-one

Of 98 juiiJ 90 cun*. The total tonnage of shine uf the line was
234,136 tent.

* The Prince, a 90-gun ship, wa$ taken into dock at Portsmouth,
nail lengthened 17 (evt.

The following Table will show the progressive in- Naval Ar-

creasc of ships of the line, and of ships of 56 guns and J^aeiuie.

under :

*

Jan. 1. Jon. 1. Jan. 1. Oct. 1.

1795. 1797. 1799. 1801.

Ships of the line. ...... . 145 161 176 ISO
Of 56 guns and under. • 454 530 627 6*?4

Total 599 691 803 864

Thus the number of ships aud vessels at the eon- Great in-

clusion of the War in October 1801, exceeded the num- creaaeia

ber at the close of the War iu 1783 by 247 sail. On
the 1st of August, 1799, the number of ships of the

° u"u ***

line in commission amounted to 154, which was the
maximum at any part of the War. Of the ships be- Hhips cap-

longing to the enemy, and taken or destroyed by the
f,° ,u

English iu the course of tha War, there were of the line
1 cnea,>'*

aud down to 54 guus inclusive, 86 ; of 50 guns 3

;

of frigates 206; and of sloops and small vessels 275;
making a grand total of 570. The English ships taken

or destroyed by the enemy, were of the line to 54 guus
inclusive, 5; of 50 guus, 1; of frigates 12; and of

sloops and small vessels 41 ; making a total of 59. The
conquests of the English were therefore nearly as ten

to one when compared with those of the enemy.

(40.) In 1808, the Country was called on to renews Renewal of

War which, if it iiad been tremendous before, was now
calculated to uufold with redoubled horrors its awful

and desolating effects. Ou the 15tli of May, the Royal °

Navy aounisivd of 177 ships of the line, aud of 56 guus m ]goi
5

ami under 593, making a total of 770. On the 1st of aud 1*05.

January 1805, the total amount was 649 ; and on the

1st of October of the same year there were iu commis-
sion of the line and to 54 guns inclusive, 124 sail ; of

frigate* 158, uud sloops, including hired armed ships

and vessels. 416; making a grand total of 698. It

was, indeed, a season of the most extraordinary activity, |„a i

aud the most remarkable energies were called into ruiwioa.

action. From 1B0H to I8l3 there were seldom less

than from 100 to 106 sail of the line, from 130 to 160
frigates, upwards of 200 sloops, besides bombs, gun-
brigs, cutters, schooners, Ac. in active service. To this Great man-

enormous service were to be added another 500 sail in

ordinary, employed as prison, hospital, uud receiving ^
ships, all performing offices tending to nuke our Naval i« ordinary,

arm more powerful and efficient Thus a thousand
pendants floated proudly in the wind, the united bur-

then of the whole amounting to 800,000 or 900,000
tons. Our wide and extended commerce supplied

an abundance of prime seamen, and the perpetual

activity of our public and private yards served to

keep every part of this gigautic machine in the must

perfect order. A glorious succession of brilliant vie- Brilliant

tones placed the Naval supremacy of the Country on results,

the most transcendent height; and so well wos this

superiority maintained, that at the close of the most

awful and sanguinary War which History hud ever

recorded, the accumulated Navies of the whole World
bore but a small proportion to ours.

(41.) These great and transceudent exertions were Entire re-

aided by corresponding energies on shore. An entire

renovation of the Civil departments of the Navy, and of

the mechanical labour in the Dock-yards, served to infuse m«n i f l(f

new life into a system, which, with even all its energies, the Navy,

had become impaired by corrupt systems of manage-
ment The period from 18U3 marks, indeed, a new
era in our existence as a Naval people. The Earl of

St. Vinccut, who ln»d rendered so great services to his
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Naval At- Countrj by the victory obtained near the Cape which
cbitecture.

g*Vc to him hi* glorious title, not only had the merit of
v*—

1

training up a body of first-rate seamen, and introducing

v!c«‘«of

er* mos< *®*tife modes of di«cipline at sea, but he also

tb« Kart of directed his keen and scrutinizing eye into the Dock-
St. Vincent, yards at home and abroad. It was evident to every
in reform- Naval man, that there was an extravagant expenditure

Ciril^do-
el1d on improper mode of conducting the public business

partmenta in tbeae great establishments ; but it required a mind of

of the Navy, a fearless cast and of great and comprehensive powers to

grapple with its multiplied details. Such a man was
Cotnmis- L<m j jji Vincent.* Commissioners were appointed to

printed

*

tT •nM ,, 'r* **,to our
l?
rfat Naval establishments; and these

nquininto able menf entered on their important task with a
abuse*. boldness and decision which ot once removed every

suspicion of partiality, and neutralized every claim of

private friendship. They ucled a* public men ought at

all times to act, with no other object in view than the

public good.
Subjects of (4*2.) The different Reports of the Commissioners
the Kc- related to the Naval Dock-yards abroad, which it had
p#rtB

’ been long suspected were nurseries of extravagance and

fraud ; to the peculations practised on those splendid

foundation* of charity which the piety and patriotism

of former Ages had established for the relief of our

gallant seamen ; to the supply of block* for the Navy

;

to the cooper a contract ; to live subject of prize agency ;

to the Sixpenny Office; to the frauds in labour at

our Dock-yards,! and to the reporting ships as sound

• The Writer of this Ksay, living in the neighbourhood of a

Nav.i 1 arsenal, when quite a boy, remenfber* well the deep tone of

indignation manifested by almost every one conDedwl with our

Dock yar<l«, when (hvte important and necessary inquiries Were

begun.

+ Tho fommiainnm were, Vice-Admiral Sir Charles M Pule,

Hart Kwan Law, Esq . John Ford, Ksq-, Captain Henry Nicholls,

R. N . and William Markworth Pnutd, Esq.

1
Mix'll of our successful advancement in the mechanical arts

resolve* into a question of wap**. It afgean that in our

Duck varris, ihe daily pay of the artificer*, when first established in

the XVltth Century, must have been very considerable for the

times. The settled change in the expense and mode of living, how*

ever, had reduced that pay below what was necastaiy for their sup-

port, and h.wl removed every objection to an increase, arising from

an expectation of a return to the former state of things. When a

rate of pay becomes insufficient from causes of a sudden and extra-

ordinary nature, temporary means may bo resorted to; but » hen

the cause is permanent, temporising expedients, to far from being

useful, generally end in conceding to importunity more than, if

gianted at a proper time, would hate been gratefully received. It

appear* from tlie history of our Dock-yards that many extraordinary

anomalies have existed in this important particular at different

tiroes Previous to 1793, the shipwrights were limited in their

earnings to 2a. a day in Winter, and 3 «. 4d. in Summer, (hr

time t,f thnr tmphnftl hr*mg, its both caret, (he common homra

of th* yard- In 1793 , on the contrary, their earning* were limited,

both for Summer and Winter, to tne constant sum of A*. 2d.

per day. the time when they were employed being increased, by

their being required to work their dinner-lime, by which an hour

and a half additional labour was obtained. But the common hours

of work in Winter being fewrr than those in Summer, live pay

should nut have been the same in both season* In 1794,
the

Mine limit of earning* was continued, but the additional hour and

a half whs conceded. This gave an increase of lOd. a day in

Summer, and Is. tyd, a day in Winter, beyond the limit of prices

prior to 1 793 . One of the inferences deducihla from these absurd

arrangements is, thnt the workmen roust have been considered as

capable of earning, by the same exertions, as much in a less time

as in a greater. The Coimniisiunert remark, " that the men could

only be made to appear to have earned their full stint in these

unequal limes cf labour, by falsifying file accounts; or, as the

olfiref* wine left to ]>rufsne such priors a* they might think fit, by

their increasing five valuation of the different articles iu the same
proportion as the Navy Board increased the rale of working, or

that were unsound;* to our Naval Hospitals; to the Naval Ar-

Viclualling department ; to the receipt and expenditure chit*c4ur*.

of storea ; to the Treasurer of the Navy, which led to

the resignation and impeachment of Lord Melville ; to

the issue of Navy bills, and to the purchase of hemp,
masts, and fir, for the use of the Navy. All these

Reports reflect the greatest honour on their distinguished

authors. It required no little perseverance, no little

fortitude to pursue in all their detail the great ques-
tions which they embraced. Wrapped up in official

forms, concealed in all the mystery which men inter-

ested in perpetualiug frauds know so well how to

assume, it required a keen and penetrating eye to de-

tect the evils which a long continuance of bad govern-
ment had introduced. It was, indeed, lime to look into

our public department*, and when the service of the

Country required so enormous an expenditure, to sec

that it was properly applied. There is a natural tend-

ency in every thing human to become corrupt; and it

is the part of a wise and good Government, by rigid and
wholesome checks, to endeavour by every means to

prevent it. According to Dr. C’olquhoun, five different ImmrnM
Naval charges during the reign of George III. Naval ex-

amounted to XI 16,6 41.*62. What a field for pecula* J^n^th*
lion and fraud must this enormous sum have afforded

! „f.

In the single year ISIS, there was expended for Naval George III.

purposes alone i*21 ,212,01 1 sterling.

(43.) It may be proper to remark with regard to Tmperfoet

those Reports which relate more particularly to the foatfuetina*

Dock-yards, that many abuses doubtless arose from

the imperfect regulations and the heterogeneous orders 4njfc

from lime to time issued to the officers of the different
J

yards The regulation* addressed to the officers in the

XVI I th Century, may have been, and probably were,

suitable to the then confined Alate of the Navy ; but as

the Navy increased, additional instruction* were framed

to suit its new and more enlarged conditions. These

•tint of earning*.'" The casa of the Antelope ef 54> guna, built at

Sheexoest at tnia fine, afforded a practical example of the truth of
this position. On a com^ariaou of the expwue attending the per-

formarvee of the work* by job, with the tutu* which would have
been allowed if tho earn* works had brrn performed by task, there

appear* to have been on excess upon the articles performed by jpt>

of nearly one half.

* Every one knows the unfortunate catastrophe that befell the

excellent and worthy Flinders. Having entered, as he informs us,

the great Golf of Carpentaria, and surveyed all the projecting

eapev. rrrwkx, bays, and islands of its Eastern side, it became neces-

sary to calk the ship, when to his great mortification,—and to an
ardent mind like hi*, what mortificationcould be greater ?—the officers

reported her to be in such a rotted state as to be wholly unfit to en-

counter taut weather, and that should she get on shore under any
unfavourable circumstances, she must immediately go to pieces

;

(list she was too far gone to bear heaving down on any account

;

but that in fine weather, sr,d barring accident, she might run six

months longer Flinders however determined to complete the sur-

vey of the Gulf, and at the rnd of three mouths, he was compelled

to make another examination of his vessel at Port Jackson. Here
the Investigator was found to be so excessively rotten, that she was
reported “ not worth repairing in any Country, aud impossible, in

this Country, to be put in a *1*ti fit for going to sea." She woo,

therefore, condemned and sold.

Who, knowing the suffering* and indignities Flinders afterword*

endured at Fort Louis, but will place them to the account of the

Cannes* and ignorant officers who surveyed the " North Country
built ship of 334 tons'* in which ho sailed ? The Governor, Do
Coen, treated him as an impostor and a spy

;
aemri all hi* tucks,

papers, and charts; placed him in a miserable charrlvr containing

only a truckle bed without curtains, a amah table, and a rush-bot-

tomed chair, with a grenadier in the room to watch over him. In
this miserable way this virtuous and excellent officer remained a
close prisoner for nearly four months.
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Naval Ar- were often found tn be contradictory, and in many in-

chitecture. the regulations of the different yards disagreed.

''“"‘V--*-'' i£arl Howe and Sir Charles Middleton, when they pre-

sided at the Admiralty and Navy Boards saw the ne-

cessity of revising and digesting these order*, and the

latter had made some progress in so useful a work

when he quitted office. Hence the Commissioners re-

commended that no time should be lost in reviewing

what had been done, in order that the Civil departments

of the Navy might, in future, be conducted with order,

regularity, and economy.
Con**- (44.) The depriving, by successive regulations, the
quuocv of master shipwright*, their assistant*, the foremen, and

the?nastrr
quartermen of the privilege of taking apprentices,

shipwrights, 50°n led to some remarkable results. Parents no longer

Ac.oftaking thought of sending sons to the Dock-yards who had
apprentices, received any tincture of a liberal education, since the

only persons they could be bound to in order to learn

the practice of shipbuilding were the working ship-

wrights ; and even some regulations were made respect-

ing the privilege these men enjoyed, which had a tend-

ency to lessen the attention they might be expected to

give to instruction. The natural result hence followed,

that only the very lowest class of the people, and those

least likely to have received any education, were induced

to enter the Dock-yards. In such a state of things it

was hardly to be imagined the superior officers of the

yard would feel any interest in the advancement of

young men. Accordingly we find in the Report of

Naval Revision, “ that not one of the apprentices en-

tered in this way had been brought into the mould
lofts/' where the drawings for ships are executed, and
where something like an approach to the principles of
the Art might be attained. The reason assigned was,

none of the apprentices could be found of suitable

education so that being without the means of im-
provement in the Dock-yards, they could not but

remain in the same state of ignorance as when their

apprenticeship began. It can scarcely be neces-

sary to add,” continue the Commissioners, ” that un-
less this part of the present system shall be altered,

even good working shipwrights will hardly be found in

our Dock-yards
;
and it would be vain to expect order

and regularity in the conduct of the business, accuracy

in the accounts, or professional skill in those who must,

at no great distance of time, come, of course, to be
intrusted with the management of every thing respecting

the construction of the ships by which this Country is

to be defended/’ Supposing this course to have been
persisted in, it could not but have led to the most disas-

trous results
; It was, in fact, cutting up the very roots

of our Naval greatness. “ In looking forward,” say
the Commissioners, *' unless some means be taken for

* Tliese *i* the official words of the Report. We cannot but

observe, however, that prejudice mast hove had mow share, perhaps

a Urge share, in this opinion. It can hardly be supposed but that

among the mas* of apprentices in our Duck-yards, some might have
beta found worthy of tba distinction of tittering a mould loft.

** Genius,” »ays Washington Irving, “ delights in hatching heT

offspring in by-places }'* but it requires the eye of genius fre-

quently to discover it Had the experiment been tried of a public

competition, after suitable notice, among these uneducated youths,

there can b# little doubt but many would bare been found capable

of promoting tberr own intellectual advancement. The great prin-

ciple of coinpelitiou remains to bo tried iu our public departments.
The advantages resulting from such a slate of things would be
immensr. At the moment at which we are writing this Note
'nothing bait a dull and melancholy depression b to be met with m
the working departments of our Dock-yards.

VOL. VI.

the improvement of the education of apprentices, we Naval Ar-
must not expect a succession of officer* or artificers chitretmv.

equal to those now in the Dock-yards.” s——

*

(45.) This important Report led to the establishment Establish

of the School of Naval Architecture at Portsmouth in w"fBt “f

1811. It was conceited by the Commissioners that by
IJ*

training up a race of men devoted to Naval Archi- ehkeeturw
lecture, both in its theory and practice, under the eye of
an able Mathematician, important results might fuirly be
anticipated ; and the Government, entering with earnest-
ness and liberality into their views, endeavoured, by
every imaginable means, to promote them. The Jour-
nals of the day announced that the whole was open to
competition. At the head of the Institution wa9 placed
the Rev. Dr. Inman, a learned Mathematician, who, in

his early .days, had obtained the highest honours at
Cambridge, and evinced an eminent capability of con-
ducting an undertaking of this kind. During the seven
years the students remained at the establishment they
were called upon to pursue the study of Geometry in

an enlarged way, to carry it* beautiful and refined prin-
ciples into Natural Philosophy, and to enter on the
Differential and Integral Calculus. The theory of
Naval Architecture was diligently studied, some of the
best Continental writers on the subject being diligently

read. At the same time the practice of the Art was
entered on, and the young men were taught the laying
off of ship*, and how to prepare every necessary drawing.
An excellent practical shipwright (Mr. Fincham) in-

structed them in all the details of labour at the dock-
side ; and the adxe and the saw were required to be
worked with the ardour and spirit of the humblest
operative. The object was to make them good theo-
retical and practical shipwrights, and the Country ha*
a right to expect that they should be so. Of the stu-
dents admitted at the different public examinations from
1811 to 1822, some have retired from the service, some
have died, and twenty-six remain, three of whom have
become builder*' assistants, others are foremen in the
different Dock-yards, and seven remained unprovided
for in 1833.*

* We throw into a nots a brief notice of the OrdonnuKW of
Charles X. of France, dated 28th March, 1830, relative to tho
organisation cf the Koyol corps of Naval engineers. [Gime Afar*.

tnmr.) It is to consist of the following

Franc*,
One inspector-general each 15,000.

Fire <Uncton of N.v.ir'FilTKiIhrail''} 80#0 -

constructions
j
at Cliertkiurgand

j
7QO0

TVn engineer* of the first class .......... 5000
Twelve engineers of th« second class 41*00

Twelve sub-engineers of the first class . . . 3000
Twelve suUenginccr* of the second class . , 2-100
Five sub-engineers of the third class 2000

in nil 57 ; and or a number of cadets, to be regelated according to
the demand* of the service, each to receive annually 1200 franc*.

These cadets are to be taken from among those students of the
Polytechnic School who are declared worthy of admission into the
public services. They are then to pnr*vs (or two years nt the Port
of L*Orient,(under the direction of an engineer of the first ar second
class, to be nominated by the Minister of Marine,) a complete coursa
of the application of theory to Naml Architecture j to exercise
themselves in making drawings of ships of wsr, and in the details
of their masting, sails, fittings, and equipment

;
to maks calcula-

tions of displacement, of stability, of the centre of gravity, and all

others relative to the theory of Naval Architecture
; to investigate

the nature of steam-engines and all other machines which may be
useful either in the arsenals, or on hoard ships of war; to design
ornamental work, and to study the English Language.

At the expiration of two years, the cadets will be subjected to

8 x
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(46.) It must not be omitted in closing this very

brief review of the eventful reign of George 1 1 1., that we
owe to the liberal views of Karl Spencer, who at one

time presided at the Admiralty, the devotion of the

great talents of Hentham, Brunei, and Barrallier to the

public service. That distinguished Nobleman encou-

raged these eminent men to undertake works most

beneficial to the Navy. Before this period, while steam-

engines and other powerful machines were abundantly

applied in all our manufactories, by a singular fatality

they had been w holly neglected in our Dock-yards.

Instead of our Naval establishments heing schools of

practical science, and affording the most perfect patterns

of mechanical skill, a dark and imperfect system pre-

vailed of employing only the unaided strength of men
and horses. Steam, with all its multiplied applications

and powers, was entirely unknown, and ilocks were

pumped, and the heaviest weights raised by mere animal

strength. Such men as Brunei cannot but impart new
light and intelligence wherever they appear. Born to

invent and command, they arc destined at every step to

add new trophies to the intellectual dominion of Man.
Matter assumes new forms, and with the wund of a

magician, they seem to rule the elements with it.

Hence the unrivalled block-machinery at Portsmouth,

exhibiting the most perfect mechanical refinements, and
challenging the admiration of the whole world. Had
other men, possessing only perhaps a small portion of

Brunei * transcendent powers, been encouraged to turn

their attention more particularly to Naval Architecture,

who could estimate the triumphs that might have ac-

companied them? It is impossible for a mind accus-

tomed to the higher walks of human thought, to descend
to a lower walk of inquiry, without the latter receiving

some benefit from the power thus applied to it At this

OSirn rfKinl
KagLnrorv
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Director of Naval
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claw.
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and others.
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vie*.

an examination in the various branches of instruction they have
received. Those who are ifuaiifird are immediately to receive the
appointment of sub-engineer* of tfw third class, their seniority of
rank being fixed by the results of the examination. The sub-
engineers of the first and second chivies cannot be promoted to tbo
first class until they have made a voyage of at least one year.
Specific rules also are laid down respecting the employments of these
tub-en iftnecr* when on shipboard

; these are the details of stowage,
the arrangement and effects of the means employed in moving the
top masts, top-gallant mast and yards, and also in furling ami un-
furling the sails, on the working of anchor*, on the effects which
the shocks of wares and the motions of pitching and rolling have
on the combination of the various pails of the structure ; and,
generally, on every subject relative to Naval construction. They
shall keep watch on deck with th« most experienced officer on
board having charge of a watch.
Tho following Tahte of comparative rank is worthy of attentive

consideration.

Uniforms are established for the Naval engineers.

moment we fear the amount of really active practical Naval Ar»

Science in our Dock-yards is but small.* chitecture.

(47.) Our limits will not permit us to give an ac-
v—

count of many important particulars relating to the IV.

Navy and Naval improvement which occurred during
the closing years of the reign of George I IT., and
that of George IV. The Peace brought with it the

repose so much desired ; and public men as well as

private individuals, no longer having (heir minds ex-

cited by the feverish anxieties of War, had leisure to

turn tlirir thoughts to many objects of great importance
to our maritime power. Hence many salutary regula-

tions, and the adoption of many important changes,

which time has proved to be beneficial, and which it

must lie our desire to see further perfected and improved.
We may refer in this way in terms of the strongest

commendation to the labours of Sir Robert Seppinga,

which will be particularly elucidated in other chapters.

The labours of that eminent man, and the immense
benefits be conferred on our marine, can never be for-

gotten, either by the lover of mechanical improvement
or the lover uf his Country. The introduction of chain
cables by Captain Brown has deprived a lee-shore of

many of its terrors. Iron tanks, by augmenting the

supply of fresh water, have contributed very greatly

to the comfort of seamen, and by enabling our fleets

to keep louger at sea, have increased their efficiency

in a prodigious degree. The Truacntt pump has re-

moved the dangerous necessity of getting water-casks

ou ileck ; and the abolition of the practice of sending

Kings stores from the Dock-yards in boats belonging to

ships of war, required, as they often were, to do so in tem-
pestuous weather, has preserved the lives of many gallant

seamen. The powder also, which by an ancient and dan-

gerous practice was sent on board unfilled, is now received

into a ship ready prepared for action. The store-rooms,

which at one time exhibited scenes of (he greatest irre-

gularity and disorder, prescut at the present time every

thing that can gratify the lover of Naval discipline and
order. The wings, or intervals, between the ship's

sides on the orlop decks, so necessary to the vigilance

and labours of the carpenter during action, and which

in seasons gone by were filled with the midshipmen's

and quurtcr-maslcr's hammocks and chests, begs and
lanterns,—a receptacle of filth and fiiul air,—;ire now
kept perfectly clear and dean, as they ought to be.

(48.) The science of signals, which has contributed so Improvo-

mainly to our brilliant victoriea, has alao in these latter nwnts in

times been greatly improved. A system which enabled the “gn»b-

immortal Nelson to communicate to his whole fleet in

the short space of three minutes bis splendid and memo-
rable sentence ** England expects every Man to do
his Duty,’’ cannot but be advantageous. The ships

which sailed for India in 1780, possessed merely flags for

indicating the most ordinary messages, such as seeing the

land, discovering a strange ship, or calling an officer

on board. In the War of 1793, Lord Howe s system of

tubular signals was employed ; aud from that time their

advance was rapid. In 1795, signal -post* were esta-

blished on the South coast of England, to indicate the

approach of the enemy's cruisers, and to give timely

information to our seamen. The land telegraph, con-

necting the Admiralty with all the sea-port*, produced a

celerity of movement quite unknown in former times.

The semaphore at present employed in this way was
adopted from the French. The sea telegraph was the

invention of Sir Home Popham.
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Change of
officers at

the Dock-
yards.

One gene-

ral account
opened ut

the Bank
for the

Navy.

Officers

cunnrcti-tl

with the

Civil de-

partments
of the

Navy.

Nary «*-

limates.

Estimate

for 1833 —
18.14.

(49.) By an Act passed in the second year of the

reu?n of King William IV . a very remarkable change

took place in the administration of the Civil depart-

ments of the Navy. The offices or departments of the

principal officers and Commissioners of the Navy, and
of the Commissioners for victualling the Navy, ami for

the Care of Sick and Wounded Seamen, were entirely

abolished ; the powers and authorities heretofore vested

in these Boards being transferred to the Admiralty.

By the same Act, the duties hitherto performed by Com-
missioners at the several Dock-yards and other Naval

and Victualling establishments at home and abroad,

are in future to be executed by officers called Superin-

tendents; the Commissioners of the Admiralty and the

Superintendents being empowered to administer oaths

and execute the duties of Justices. With regard to the

important article of expenditure, it was enacted that one
general account should be opened at the Bank of Eng-
land for Naval services; and annual accounts be made
up aud certified, together with rigid annual inspections

of all monies remaining with the Treasurer of the Navy,
his cashiers and clerks. Monthly accounts also arc to be

furnished from the several Dock-yards. The Admiralty
also is enjoined to make up an annual account of ex-
penditure, under the heads of service specified in the

Appropriation Act, the Commissioners of Audit being
empowered to examine the same, and to lay a copy
thereof before Parliament

(50.) At the present time the various officers con-

nected with the Civil departments of the Navy are the

following : seven Commissioners for executing the office

of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, with two Secretaries, and
senior and junior derks. Several principal officers,

viz. a Surveyor of the Navy, an Accountant-General, a
Storekeeper General, a Comptroller of the Victualling

of the Navy and of the Transport Service, Physician of
the Navy, and a Civil Architect. Connected with the

Navy Pay Office, there is a Treasurer of the Navy, with
various subordinate officers relating to the Wages, the

Bill, Ticket, and Allotment branch, the Navy Bill

branch, the Victualling Bill branch, &c,

(51.) The Navy estimates, in future, arc to be ar-

ranged as follows

:

Nos. Required for the Sen ire of the year 1 -'.<3-lfv34.

i u'. , I of muMn and marines . £371,650 1 ... . ,,' W **“
l

0 0

1

oi ssuuien and marines 403,0501
A bats 11 Oid stores" . . . 7,830

1

>438,004 0 0
895,820

1

of the ordinary, yard, craft,&c. 42,184 J

3. Admiralty Office 10-1,070 0 0
4. Navy Hay Office 21,725 0 0
5. Scientific brunch* 22,11)9 0 0

• It is worth while to give in a note au abstract of ihe scientific

branch .*

RoyiU Naval College and School for Naval Archi- £. a. d.

tictun —
Boyal t )h*crratury 2, 750 4 0
OLwervatory at the Cape of Good llojxr 1 ,020 0 0
Nautical Almanack 1,100 0 0
t'hronoii.eti-ra 1,700 0 0
Reward*, experiments, &e. 1 ,00)1 0 0
Ihdrographical department 11,199 12 0
llxtrs pay for exploring the Quorra and Southern

CiKiUoent 239 A 0
Librariv* and Museum at H solar and Plymouth

Iluipital
I ,

KiQ 0 0
Gratuity to Mr.Grant for hh Biscuit Manufactory . 2,000 0 0

Total £22,109 o 0

Noe- £
6. HU j

’» i-fctulT.i.hnacoU at home ...... 11 4,970
7. HU Majesty's establishments abroad 23,422
8. Wage* to artificers, Sic. employed in His Ma-

jesty's establishments at home* 438,426
9. Wage* to artificers, Ac. employed in UU Ma-

jesty'* v*tablishments abroad 26,905
10. Naval Store*, Ac. for the tudding and repair of

ships, docks, wharfs, Stc.f 423,000
11. New works and improvements in the yards, Ac. 63,700
12. Medicines and nst-dico) storvs 31 ,500

13. Miscellaneous service* 50,380

Total for the effective service ... £2,713 431 0 0
14. Half-pay to olHcorx of the Nary and Royal

Mjrinc*£ 871,858 0 0
15. Military pensions and allowance* 533.403 0 0
16. Citil pensMOs and allowances ............ .. 220,342 0 0

Total for the Naval service ... £4,339,034 0 0

For the Service of other Departments of

Government.

17. Army and Ordnance departments (convey-
ance of troops, Ac.) ...... . 200,800 0 0— Colonial department — — —

18. Home depurtuient (convict sen ke) 118,300 0 0

Grand Total .... £4,658,134 0 0

n Naval Alt

* The wage* to artificers and labourers at kme te those abroad,

ere to each olbrr in about the ratio of tirrirtn to ewe.

f The mode of disposing of old ahipe and stores is his Majesty's Dutch
Dock-yards by what is called Dutch Auction, deserve* an trxjJana- Auction,
tion. The article to be sold i» pat up by an officer at tome price

previously fixed on. He then progressively lowers the sum, until

some one says mure, when it in knocked down to the speaker, or ha
becomes the pxrchater. Certain condition* arc in most cases en-
tered into by the purchaser, in the cues of ships, that they are to be
broken up within twelve months of the day of solo. This was the

cose with the San Antonio, Phaeton, aud Virginia in the succeeding
Table. Copper holts marked with the King's broad arrow f era

aim to be returned, the purchaser receiving a fair value for them in

return. The following Table will give the particular* of a sale of

n erd ships of war, on the 1 1th of July, 1827, at Somerset House,
in pretence of three Commissioners of the Navy.

Nome of ship. Guns or
clan.

Ton-
nage.

r ace where
the ship au

tying.

Price at
which It

ten pnl tip

by the
Commis-
sioners

Price si
which It

nto sold.

Pheasant ,

.

a 365 Deptford flJOfl £250
Haim Sloop 466 Chatham 2060 1600
Beleite .... Brig 386 Ditto. 2000 1210
S.in Antonio 74 1790 Portsmouth 3009 2990
Phnetun . .

.

46 914 Ditto 3500 3 130

Argil*. 1 387 Ditto 21)410 2iN>0

Grecian .... Cutter 145 Ditto 900 720
Scu.lt Brig 382 Ditto 1600 1010
Quad Cutler 82 Ditto 700 410
Virginia . .

.

33 1066 Plymouth 1 3500 3050
1 Vtvtvl .... Sloop 365 Ihtto 1400 730

J The original Orders in Council bestowing half-pay on Naval
officers, required them to rtsido in line sea-port*, and to assist in fit-

ting out ships. Half-pay was hence a payment fur service per-
formed in lime of Peace-

Admirxl* and Captains were first appointed General* anil Colonels
of Marines in 1 759. toon after the Buttle lietween llawk« and Cun-
flans. The first General of Marino* was Admiral Boscawcn, and
tbr first Colonel Sir P. Brett.

Tlie Naval sinecure offices amount only to the annus) sum of
£7750 : ami every name in the subjoined list is distinguished by
the most brilliant service*. It is t)i« honour of being associated

with live gn at commander* who have held these posts, more
than the actual ctnuUiuumta arising from them, that render them

2x2
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340 NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.
Ar» Thi* account, it should be remembered, has reference

ehitecrur*. to a period of profound Peace, of rigid and unrelenting

economy, and when every mean* are taken to rrtlucc alt

the public establishments to a minimum of expense. 4

Our limits will not permit us to give more than a

French
Marine
Budget.

objects of honourable amfcitioa. It i* worthy also of record, that

m> office

i

whatever are executed by deputy id (he Navy.

Frauc*.

Salary of lb* Minister, of Directota and snbdiroctor*,

Prefect* of Marine, officer* on abort, rywpagtt ctr

fiyne on ihnre, Marine artillery, Kara) engineers,

( jftiorr* having charge of Comminariat, Chaplains,

Medical staff, Professors in Navigation School*, of

persons employed tu felling timber in French Gui-
ana*, Storekeepers, ate- Officer* of Hulks, and per-

son* employed id (he Royal Founderie*. ......... 11 ,791 ,876

Pay of General Staff a( Kt, of the crew of one ship of

the line, ditto of thu crew* of 127 vessels, containing

brief analysis of this important statement, referring to Naval Ar-
the Navy Intimates themselves for more detailed in- ebtawturuu

formation.

(52.) The establishments at home connected with Naval
tlie Navy consist of Naval yards, Victualling esta- bUshmenis

blisiimentr, Medical establish uentsi Transport •* home.

ESTABLISHMENT*, MARINE BARRACKS, AND MARINE
INFIRMARIES.

(53.) The Naval yards are at Deptford, Woolwich,
Chatham. Hheemcss. Portsmouth, Plymouth, Pem-
broke, Deal, North Yarmouth, and Kingstown. The
Victualling establishments arc those of Deptford, Sliccr-

ness, Portsmouth, Plymouth, Hautbowline, Hrixlintn,

Staddon Puint, Milor, Deal, and Dover. The Medi-
cal establishments are Haslar and Plymouth. The
Transport establishments arc Deptford, Portsmouth,
Leith, and the Cove of Cork. Marine barracks ure

found at Woolwich, Chatham, Portsmouth, and Ply-
mouth

;
at which place* also are the Murine infirm-

aries.* The total sum voted for the financial year

12,410 men, and expense of clothing the tynipagei Je

hgne. fuel fur the trouper de At marine, Iwrracks, Ac. 7 ,863 ,800
Expeuiw of Marine hospitals for sack mariners ..... 1,181,500
Ditto of provision* 6,834,500
Pay of workmen, expense of ship-building, material*,

and artillery ................................ 23,621 ,300
Expense of dock*, Ac 3,800,000
Expense of (be galley slave* ... ................. 312,400
Miscellaneous ex|<e»se* 602,000
Expenses of the Array and Navy in the colonies. ... 6,000,000

Total .. 63,109,976

In 1823 a Royal Ordonnancs wm promulgated for establishing a
distinct bodv of seamen to serve on ship- board or in lh« Naval
arsenals, to be called tympage de Ague. Tin* body is divided into

separate carp*, each rorp* being composed of a j.vrrnanvnt Staff' of

ten person*, and of four companies of 150 ir>eu each.

All the Officers of th* Royal Navy, from the rank of Enieigne de
raiueau to that of Capihtme defrigate inclusive, must be employed
in the igmpagt dr Ague, and serve in it two years BMrc**»>ively,

unless they receive order* to the contrary from the Minister of Ma-
rine. Every seaman belonging to the efuifugei de hgne must k«e

instructed and rendered fit to perform all duties whatever which
relate to the manaiivring, piloting, serving at the guns, or repairing

of a vettel, together with the manual exercise a* a Marine on ship-

board or in the Naval arsenal- Thp men of tin* tympayet He Ay**
are employed in all vessels fmm a ship of the line to a 16 gun hng
inclusive. Sve Goldsmith’* Stniutut of France, London, 1832.

The amount disbursed annually in the Nary establishment* of
jj|y_

I he L’niteil Stales is about three millams and a quarter of dollar*, a
sousideralilo portion of which ia devoted to its gradual improve-

nf 1^0
moot, by the accumulation of stores, the creaiioa of dry docks, and
the Uulding of additional vessels.

StAtaa
The following it an account of the principal element* of expen-

diture for 1829.
Hotlsrs. Cts.

Pay and subsistence of the Navy afloat ... 1 ,160,068 09
Ditto ditto shore station* 161,830 26
Pay of superintendents, artificer*. Ac. ...... 62 ,*222 56
Provisions 461,636 63
Medicines and hospital stores 25,772 6tf

Rejoin. and improvement* of Navy yards . . 148,989 09
Ordnance and ordnance stores 26, 262 6

1

Gradual improvement of the Navy ........ 444,39 5 98

Repairs of vessel* 470,945 68
Labourer* and fuel for engine 1 ,660 45
Puy and tubtuteuce of the Marine corps . ... 117,329 19

These various sums, togwlher with other different expenses, form
a grand total amount of 3,308,745 dollars 47 cents.

* It was once the practice to employ officer* of tlw Army in tho
Marine •errice, and the Marine* tltcmtvlvc* were privates of the
Army, lu all the great actions before Cromwell’s time, and during
the time of the usurper, soldiers were constantly embarked as
Manors.
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Naval Ar- 1833—31 for the pay of the various officers connected
duUcturt*. w j (^ establishments, taxes, ami other incidental

Naval
rotabliah-

ment*
abroad.

expenses amounted to £\ 14,970.

(54.) Hia Majesty’s establishments abroad consist of

Naval yards. Victualling ertab lishm l.nts, Medi-

cal ESTABLISHMENTS, Olid TRANSPORT ESTABLISH-

MENTS.

(55.) The Naval yards are at Gibraltar, Malta,

Canada, (Kingston and Montreal,) Halifax, Newfound-

land, Bermuda, Antigua, Jamaica, Sierra Leone, and

Fernando Po. Cape of Good Hope, and Trincomalee.

The Victualling establishments are at Gibraltar,

Malta, Halifax, Bermudu, Jamaica, Bahamas, Bar-

bailors, Ascension, Sierra Leone, Fernando Po, (’ape

of Good Hope, aud Rio de Janeiro. The Medi-

cal establishments are found at Malta, Halifax, Ber-

muda. Jamaica, and Cape of Good Hope. A single

Transport establishment exists at Gibraltar. The total

sum voted for the financial year 1833—34 was <£23,422.

OflWvrt of (56.) We can only give a brief enumeration of the

Portsmouth officers ofone of each of these establishments. Taking
Dock yard. Portsmouth Dock-yard as the first and most important

at home, we in the first place remark, that it is go-

verned by uii Admiral Sujierintendent, the other prin-

cipal yards having only a Captain Superintendent pre-

siding over them.* The officers next in rank are a

master attendant and assistant; a master shipwright

and two assistants ; a storekeeper, store receiver, sur-

geon and assistant, a chaplain, timber converter, boat-

swain, and warden, together with twenty-seven clerks.

Also masters for the smiths, sail-makers, riggers, aud

rope-makers ; ten foremen of the yard ;
two conduc-

tors of the wood and metal mills; foremen for the

millwrights, metal mills, rope-makers, and smiths ; two

assistant timber converters, and twelve measurers.

Victualling (57.) Of the Victualling* establishments, we select

rsuidadi- Deptford, which has a Captain Superintendent, a store-

•*>«*«* keeper, a master attendant of the wharf aud assistant

;

IKptfurd.
a surg*on and assistant; fourteen clerks; a master

cooper, master miller, and master baker ; a warden ;

two foremen of coopers, and four foremen of stores,

together with an engineer.

PIjimmDi (58.) Of the Medical establishments we take that of

Habitat. Plymouth Hospital, which is governed by a Captain

Superintendent, who attends, also, to the Victualling

establishment, assisted by two lieutenants ; there is also

attached a physician, a surgeon, an agent and steward,

a dispenser, a chaplain, three clerks, and four hospital

mates.

Marine (50.) To the Marine barracks are attached a bar-

banack*. rack master, barrack sergeant, and barrack clerk;

and to the Marine infirmaries belong a surgeon and

two assistants, a purveyor, a chaplain, and a quarter-

master.

Naval yard (60 ) Of the establishments abroad, we take the

«t Mriu. Naval yard at Malta, which has an Admiral Superin-

tendent, a Naval storekeeper, a master attendant,

master shipwright, clerks, boatswain, and foreman of

shipwrights. To the Victualling establishment at the

same place there is attached an agent victualler and

clerks ; and to the Hospital, a surgeon, dispenser, hos-

pital mate, chaplain, and clerk.t

• The Superintendents of the Dockyard* w«re formerly Civil

situations, the persons Ailing Owm being styled Commissioners.

They are not at this time so considered. The alteration took place

on the 1st of June, 1832

|
Where there is no Superintendent, the Commander in Chief

(61.) For the wages of shipwrights, other artificers,

and labourers employed in the Dock-yards at home,
during 1833—34, there were paid the following sums:

Woolwich . . . -C53,500
Chatham . . . . 65,500
Sheerness 28,000
Portsmouth . .. . 108,400
Plymouth 113,000
Pembroke 21,000
Deal

Haulbowlinc . . .

.

600

Naval Ar-
chitecture.

Wages of
ship-

wrights, &e.
at the wve-
rol Dock-
yard*.

Making a total of . . £390,000

(62.) The question of labour in the Dock-yards has Important

occupied much of the attention of the Admiralty and of^f*"**0*1

the late Navy Board. While the Country loudly
boUf*

called for retrenchment, the members of these Boards
were anxious to effect it with the least possible priva-

tion to individuals. In January 1830, it was resolved

that the payment of chip money should cease, and that

no more men or apprentices should l»e entered in the

yard, in lieu of others dying or discharged, until the

number should be reduced to 6000, the number to be
preserved during Peace. As soon as the number
should be brought down to 7000, the men were to be

allowed to work the whole of Wednesday, and when
reduced to 6500 to work six days in the week. These
arrangements prove the anxious desire of the Admiralty
for the welfare of the workmen. The following Table
will give the total establishments borne on the books of
the Dock-yards at home in the years mentioned in it.

Inferior

Officer*. Workmen, Apprentices. Total. Total nunv
Jan. I, 1830 ... . 213 7068 648 79-29 ber of work-

Jan. 1, 1831 . . . 197 6560 633 7390 ro«n aud

Jan. 1, 1833 .. 173 6505 524 7201 apprentices.

(63.) During the year 1833, however. an entire Great

change of system has taken place in the Dock-yards chang* in

respecting labour, with the view ofeconomizing the con- thewntena

sumption of the public etores. The jobbing, or contract
uf labuur*

plan hitherto adopted hus been abolished, and the men
have been placed under an entirely new system of classi-

fication. The practice of contract work grew out of the Abolition of

necessities of the War, when extra labour was almost coa^*rt

daily called for; but the system has been found pro-
wo,k’

ductive of great public loss. It has been said, and wc
believe with great truth, that when men arc paid

according to the quantity of work done, they are not

very scrupulous about the conversion of materials, and Waste of
thus an immense waste of public stores has been the material*,

consequence. To remedy this evil, the present Board
of Admiralty resolved to return to the old plan of fixed

allotted work and daily pay ; and there existing no
necessity for urgent despatch in time of Peace, the pre-

sent has been selected as a proper period for effecting a

change. At the same time, also, it was resolved that

superannuations should be abolished.

(64.) As a curious and important document respect-

i», a* for at may be in hi* power, to *co that every officer punc-

tually obey* Un; order* and instruction* he (hall have merited

from the Lord* ComtniMtuuert of the Admiralty. The Commander
in Chief in such a caw is to conform to the established rules and
general practice of the Navy, lie it *Uo to receive from the store-

keeper, and every other person intrusted with the charge of

money, three general statement* of tlurir respective accounts quar-

terly, which be u to examine and certify.
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342 NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.
Naval At- ing th« distribution of labour in the Dock-yards, and
chitrctuic. Plotting the relative im|iortance of the diUVmit trades

employed in them, we add the following valuable Table

drawn up by the Navy Board on the supposition that the Naval At-
workmen were reduced to 6000. We regret that our limits ckuwcturo.

will not permit us to dilate upon this important document.

Description.
Drj't-

foriL
Wool
wtrti.

Chat
llUttl.

Shrrr
uni.

Porta*

Nth
PIT'

Birn lb.

r»*‘
broke. Total.

Bluckmaker* .. 1 1

20
2 3 3 10

(

Boys. House .. 20 20 60
t Vhxm 3 6 3 8 8 2 30
Wheel •

.

.. .. 12 12
Bra/Ur*, tinmen, and apprentice* .

.

2 4 6 4 8 8 32
Bricklayer* and apprentices ........ G »

;
12 12 44

LaiMnrrr* .

.

2 3 3 4 4 16

Calkers and apprentice* * 16 30 40 50 50 ii 200
Cooper* 1 1 1 4 I 1 9
hngine repairers .

.

3 .. .. • • .

.

3
Founder* • • •

.

2 .. 2
1 Heai|kdre**er* ..

43 106
16 16

i Join, i* and ap| rentier* 44 80 100 40 413

|

Key • bearer* l ru|wry ) ...

.

.. I

14 io
I l • , 3

19 ii 14 14 3 85
Yard 4 10 80 40 100 10U 40 404

' Line and twine Kjaucirr*

at bwtwu u

* •• ,

,

, . 14 .4

|

Lockxiiiilh* and a] -pa ittier* ....... I 2 i 2 2 8
Mmwn and apprentices ........... • 2 2 10 10 io 34

2 4 5 4 6 6 3 2?

1

2 2 .. 2 3
|

Plumbers and *]iprvntic>* 1 2 4 2 4 4 17
Paiutcrxw gUxu-rv, ai.il a, preut ces . . 1

<1 finder* >
|

i 6 U 16 *20 -20 4
1

81
Labourer* ...............

j

I Pitch heater* 1 1 i , 1 1 6
1 Higher* .

.

20 20 40 50 50 im>
Labourer* 6 « W 13 13 50

Sailmukers and apprentice* 20 1 36 1 36 M 1 131
8*wyer» 60 80 60 100 100 GO 460
Scavclmrn i 10 10 10 20 20 71
Shipwright* aud apprentice* ....... 3 200 500 300 650 650 200 2503

Smith* and apprentice*

S buntc
rHJMkrt.

50 80 50 110 1*20 50 461
Spinners and apprentice* 136

is
Mfl 136 408

Warder* 3 io 13 20 *20 6 90
W heelwright*

Worktueu at Wood mill*

** 2 1 3

20
2 1 10

20
MdalraiU* 40 40
Millwright's shop ...... •• 40 .. .. 40

Total 58 505 1163 675 1610 1555 434 6000

Of the shipwrights above stated, viz. 2500,* a con-

siderable number will be employed as house carpenters,

(that description of artificers having been abolished) and

in other inferior trades ; the object being to retain as many
shipwrights us possible at the same expense as persons

• The 2500 shipwright* here alluded to,would complete Annually,

fit for lannclung, fifteen 120-gun ihij«; twenty 80-gun ships;

twenty.ut tv vent) -foil is thirty-nix double-bauked frigate* of 52

gtm*. or seventy enm-tte* of 28 gun*.

In the reign of Churle* I. Mr. Phineas Pett (peak* of hiring and

victualling the shipwright* ami calker*. on several occasions, and

of their being discharged when thv wi>rk for which they were hired

was performed. The victualling of workmen form* a singular

contrast with the custom* of the present day. It i* nut known
when this jiraclice was given up. It i* suppawd that there »u a
•mall permanent tutabUOmu-nt of artificer* in each of tire existing

Ifork-yards for ordinary pnrpute*.

In the reign of Queen Anoe, the maximum number of ship-

wright* in the several Duck-yard* amounted to 2574, exceeding

the uumla-r admitted at present ro be necessary ;
the minimum

number during that reign wo* 1678.

In the jwriod from 1744 to 1803 incluxive, the greatest number
of shipwright* wet* employed in 18(10, amounting to 3776. The
least num lx r was in 1755, amounting to 2305. In 1803 the num-
ber was 2878.

of those descriptions would be paid in working at their

own trades.

(65.) The annual expense of warders, watchmen. R -
and rounders, in the Dock yards last adverted to, “STrs
amounted for 1S33—34 lo £\ 1,676, a great but neces* watchmen,
sary sum. While this Essay has been passing through
the press, an important change has been made. A regu- Now system

lur and systematic Police has been established* in the
°*^ **'***

• It appears that a Central Hoard of Police was strongly recom-
mended by the Select Committee of th* Ikouae of Commune on
Finance, in their 28th Report, printed in June 1798. It w*b there pru-
IKi*e.l to bring under regulation* by licenne*. alt dealer* in old and
second-hand ship'* *tore*, old iron, and other store*, and several
other dangerous aud siupieiou* trade*, the uncontrolled eserctM of
which, by penuus of loose conduct, U known to contribute to the
concealment and mull (plication of crime*. Dr. CoUiuhoun, how-
ever, remarks in addition, that salutary a* this Central Board must
certainly be in controlling and checking the Naval plunder, in
common with the general d.-hurp. uticy of the whole Country, it

would »ee in iuditjiviisably nccckaary, under circumstance* where
the moving property i* no exlensive, ami where there exist *o many
tvsource* and tvmptai ions leading to the curumiaaum of crime*, to fix

on someone
|
wtson the responsibility ofcarrying the law* into etlect,

uud of contiolUng and overawing the various cUtse* of delinquents
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Prevention

of crime the

great prin-

ciple to be
observed.

Classei and
denomina-
tions of

Royal
Nary.

Dnck-ynrrl« of Chatham and Sheemess, and doubtless

will 1h* extended to the other yards. The former history

of our Dock-yards is indeed a history of plunder and

fraud * It is true that, in later times, things have been

belter; but the plunder of several tons of copper, even

within the last two years, no traces of which were de-

tected before the metal had reached Birmingham, proves

there is still something defective; something which a
vigilant Board of Admiralty ought to correct.

(66.) We have now before us a printed copy of the

Police Instructions, the fundamental principle of which

is “ the Prevention of Crime;*' a principle salutary in

itself, and calculated, if followed out in all its conse-

quences with energy and effect, to produce the moat

beneficial results. It does not appear that the arrange-

ments are yet perfect respecting this important change
;

but the admission of the necessity of a change, tike lie-

ginning that has been already made in breaking up the

old system, the putting new and altered powers into

motion, cannot but be advantageous.

(67.) The Royal Navy is divided into the following

classes and denominations.

]. Rated ships, viz.

First rate, all three-decked ships.

Second rale, one of his Majesty’s yachts, and all two-

decked ships of 80 guns and upwards.

Third rate, his Majesty's other yachts, and all ships

of 70 guns and less than 80.

whose attention is directed to the Dock-yards as a means of
obtaining plunder. In the Work on th« Police of the Metropolis,

we find a section named. A Local Pohcc for the Dock-yards.
• I»r. CoUpihinin remarks, that the abuses, frauds, and embci-

lemcnts am multifarious, and are j'erpetTated through the medium
of a vast variety of agencies, which naturally divide themselves into

two distinct branches.

The fust relates to frauds committed by the connivance and
assistance or clerks, storekeepers, and inferior officers in the Dock-
yards, and other repositories, and in ships of war and transports, in

receiving and delivering Naval, Victualling, and Ordnance stares ; in

surveys, in returns of unserviceable stores, in what is called solving

of slnres, in fraudulent certificates, in the sole of old*stores, and innu-

merable other devices.

The second branch relates to the actual pillage of new and old

cordage, bolts of canvass, tails, banting, twine of all sorts, fear-

nought and kerwy leather and hides, old and new coppers, locks,

hinges and bolls, copper bolts and nails in intmeme quantities,

bar iron, old iron, lead and solder, ship's plank, oars, timber of
mall sizes, blocks, quarteratuff, candles, tallow, oil, paint, pitch,

tar, turpentine, varnish, rosin, beer and water casks, iron hoops,

biscuit lugs, beer, bread, wine, brandy, rum, oil, vinegar, butter,

cheese, beef, path, Ac.

Many vessels in the coasting trade, and even ships of foreign

nations, it is taxi, touch at Portsmouth and Plymouth, merely for

Ihapurposa of purchasing cheap stores.

The artificers iu the Dock-yards, availing themselves of their

perquisite of chips, not only commit great frauds, by often cutting

up useful timber, and wasting time in doing so ; but also in fre-

quently concealing, within their bundles of chips, copper bolts, ami
other valuable articles, which are removed by their wives and
children, (and as has appeared in judicial evidence, by bays retained

(nr the purpose,) and afterwards sokl to itinerant Jews, or to the

dealers in old iron and stores, who are always to be found in abun-

dance wherever the Dockyards are situated.

Among the multitude of persons concerned in these fraudulent

transactions, some are said to keep men constantly employed in

untwisting the cordage for the purpose of removing the King’s
mark, or coloured straw, which is introduced into it as a check
against fraud; while others are, in like manner, employed in

cutting the hrnad snow out of copper bolts, nails, bar iron, and other

articles, on which it is impressed, so as to elude detection.

These remarks are from live Doctor's Work on the Police of the

Metropolis, edition 1804, and relate to a time of War, Things are

very much mended now, but are decidedly approve of a local

Police for the Dock-yards.

Fourth rate. ships of 50 guns, and less than 70.
Fifth rale, ships of 36 guns, and less than 50
Sixth rate , ships of 24 311ns, and less than 86.
2. Sloops and bomb vessels.

3. Gun brigs, cutters, schooners, and other small
vessels.*

(68.) These different classes and denominations are Krroneous

doubtless very proper, and experience has proved, that "T*1***

many advantages result from ships of different majrni-
*,,r‘

tudes
;
but there can be no possible reason why ship :sJj

i

of the same rate should vary so much in size. When
Nelson was off Cadiz with seventeen or eighteen sail of
the lino, he had no less than seven different classes of
74-pun ships, each requiring different masts, sails, yards,
Ac., so that if one ship was disabled, the others could
not supply her with appropriate stores. No state of
things could possibly be more deplorable than thia, and
to an acute and sensitive mind like Nelson's, it must
have been a source of the deepest regret. In the reign

of Jumes I. the classes of ships were, ships royal, great
ships, middling ships, small ships, and pinnaces.
Ships were first distinguished by rates in the reign of
Charles I.

(69.) The Royal Navy on the 1st of October, 1833, Amount of

consisted of 557 ships of all classea. Of these, fourteen <be Royal

were of 120 guns, five of 110 guns, three of 108 guns,
twelve of 84 guns, ten of 80 guns, nine of 78 guns, six 1833°"
of 76gunts sixty-two of 74 guns, seven of 52 guns, fifteen

’

of 50 guns, sixty-two of 46 guns, twenty of 42 guns, and
twenty -two steamers

;
the remaining ships varying from

30 to 4 guus.t

Naval Ar-
chitecture.

• Whosever any of His Majesty's ships or vessels are fitted m
steam. vessels, troop-ships, surveying- ship*, fire-ships, prison-ships,

hospital-ships, store-ships, and victualling -ships, sr for any oilier

temporary service, the Lards Commissioners of the Admiralty may
assign to them such rate or class, not above a fourth-rate, as they
may judge proper.

f The French Navy in 1831 consisted of the following thirty- French
five ships of the line of three rote*, forty frigates of three Navy in
rates; twenty-three corvettes of from 18 to 32 guns; fifty-seven 1831.
brigs of from 8 to 20 guns ; eight bombs

j
galliots and cutters,

eighteen of 8 guns; forty-one of 4 guns; twelve steam-boats,

sixteen armed store-ships, thirty-two armed transports, and two
yachts, amounting to all to 264 vessels fit for sea, whether in

commission or lying in ordinary. At the same time, also, there

were twenty ships of the line and twenty-six frigates building, be-

side* several corvettes, brigs, steam boats, and store-ships- There
were also to be put on the stocks in 1832, three ships of the liiivj

two thiid-rate frigates, three corvettes, and five steam-boats.

In 1830 the United Stales* Navy consisted of seven sail of the Navy of
line, all of which were laid up in ordinary ; seven frigates of thtt United
first class of which throe were in ordinary and four in eorniaimkm ; Sidles iu

thrso frigates of the second class, of which one was a receiving-ship, 1830.

one in actual service, and one in ordinary
; fifteen sloops, of which

two were in ordinary, and the remainder on different foreign sta-

tions
;
seven schooners, of which three were in employ as rerviving-

shipt, one in ordinary, and two in commission. There were also

five ships of the line ami erven frigates in such a state of forward-

ness that they could he ready for sea in three months. There are

seven Navy yards maintaiue'd by the Government in different States

of the Union. Id the Secretary's Report an allusion is made to

the construction of two dry-docks, u seldom rivalled in beauty and
solidity.” The expenditure on ench has been 500,001) dollars. A
great progress has been made in constructing buildings for the

accommodation of officers of the yards, in storehouses, sheds,

wharfs, walls, and shipways Rope walks alao are contemplated.

The vessels in ordinary have been covered at moat of the yards, to

shelter them from sunshine and storms. The purchase of timber
ami stores under the Act for the gradual increase of the Nary,
remaining in the yard, amount to a million and a half. The amount
of property on luuid for repairs is almost a million. The ordnance,

provisions, Ac., amount to upwards of a million and a half.
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Naval Ar- (70.) Of these there were in commission 126, viz.,
chitacture.^

five three-deckers, varying from 104 to 120 guns, eight

second and third-rates, varying from 74 to 64 guns;

ahTcwa in
wvcn fourth-rates of 50 gains ; eight filth-rates, varying

commission. from 36 to 46 guns; sixteen sixth-rates, varying from

24 to 26 guns ; thirty sloops, varying from 16 to 20

guns; and nineteen 10-guu brigs; the remainder being

small vessels carrying from 2 to 8 guns. The sailors

required for this force amount to 20,000, and the Ma-
rine* 9000. The Marines thus amount to nearly half

the seamen. In 1793 they amounted to only one-

seventh ; but in the latter part of the War the propor-

tion rose to considerably more than one-fifth.

Cl.uwcs of (71.) The Officers of his Majesty’s Navy are divided
officers ia

jn to three classes, vis.. Commission officers. Warrant
the Royal 0 fTIccrSt anj p^tty officers.

airJ» The Commission officers ore of the undermentioned

denominations, and take precedence and rank in the fol-

lowing order :—Flag officers. Commodores, Captains,

Commanders, and Lieutenants.*

Warrant officers are of the following denominations,

which also represent the order oftheir respective ranks :—

*

1- Masters, ") Knvnl Ar*

2. Secretaries,
|

chiieeiurw.

3. Physiciuns, l To rank with Lieutenants, of llie

4. Chapluins.t
f

Navy, butto be subordinate to them.
5. Surgeons,

|

6. Pursers, j
7. Mates.

8. Second masters.

9. Assistant-surgeons.

10. Gunners.

11. Boatswains.

12. Carpenters.

The Petty officers arranged according lo their ranks
are the following;—

1. Schoolmaster. 3. Masters at arms.
2. Clerks. 4. Ship's corporals,

(72.) The following Table contains an analysis of
the various classes and denominations of the officers and
men for the several rates of our ships, and furnishes a
good idea of the beautiful economy that prevails in

this gteat and important particular.

!

Sloop*.

Hi
fillPMrlbw-

tlOW nf

Meant.

Roaks sad Ratings.
First

Rate
Sccoul
Rate.

Third
Rate.

Fourth
Hue.

Fifth
Rate.

Milk
Rate-

S A. •

*|t
lit

tj

38

llomh*

No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.

I.
1 1 1 1

Commander
Lieutenants of seven years'

,

1 1

II.
standing aml ........ V

other Lieutenant* ,,,)
s 7 G

A & 4 3 2 2 2 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1

l 1

1 1 1 1 i

III.
1 1 1

3 2 1 1

1 1 1 I 1

1

1

i

i

1 Mata i
24 20 16 10 8 6 2 2 2 I

Master a Assistant ..... 6 6 G 4 4 4 2 2 2 2
1

Clerk 1
• .

I
1

’ 1

J*
Admiral’s Cockswain ..

£ 2 2 1 1 1 j

c Captain's Cockswain .

.

l I 1 1 1 l 1 1 1

12 12 9 3
IV. iT t

2
X< Hunt swain'. Mate 8 7 fi 4 3 2 2 1

a Captain of Forecastle . . 3 3 3 2 *2 2 1

b Captain of Ihe Hold .. i 1 1 1 1

Cockswain of the Launch l 1 1 1 1

1 l 1
Saif Maker 1 1

1

|

i 1

1

Carpenter
-

Mata.
Calker

2 2 2
1

2 2 1 1 1 1

1 1

• Relative rank of Officers of the Navy and Army.
1. Admirals of ihe Fleet with Field-marshal* of the Army.
2. Admirals with Generals.
3. Vice-admirals with Lieutenant-generals.
4. Rear-admirali with Major-generals.
5. Curnmodorrs with Brigadier-generals.
6. Captains after three j ean from the dates of their first com-

mission* for rated ships with Colonels.

7. All other Captains with Lieutenant-colonels.

n. l-mumsmlcrs with Majors.

9, Lieutenants with Captains.
10, Masters with Junior Captains.

f It is very gratifying to read the aLid and earnest injunctions
enforced on the attention of the Chaplain in the Admiralty Instruc-
tions respecting his important duties. To instruct. t« he attentive,
to to very assiduous, are term* applied In all the different tranches
or hi* duty ; displaying a« an kiwi* concern for the religious, moral,
and intellectual wella.ro of all on board.
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Nav*I Ar-
chitect ure.

Diitriba*

tkra of oux

Naval
focct*.

Clowe* fuv

Dlatrlb*.
Uoe at
8«Uurea.

R»ki »ad Bailaf*.
FI rat

r»l*.

Seoiod
r*l*.

Third
r*t*.

Fourth
rate.

Fifth

rale.

S la lb

rata

Sloop*

Bomb* jjl
i-sst

I-f
111 If

No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
Captain of the Maintop . 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1

fj
Captain of the Foretop . 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1

•g Captain of the Maid . . . 3 3 3 2 2 2 I

Captain of theAfterguard 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

f 1 roman of Signal* .... 1 1 1 1 1

£. (lock*wain of the Pinnace ) 1 I

Sat 1maker‘a Mate 1 1 1 1 1

J Calker'* Mato • ...... 1 1 1 1

u Armourer'* Mate 2 2 2 1 1 l 1 1
•o Cooper 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1

1 Volunteer of First Cla*i 8 7 6 4 4 3 3 2 1 l

1 1 Volunteer of SecondClaa* 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 1

Gunner'* Crew . 25 22 20 13 10 8 6 4 I 2

J

Carpenter*! Crew 18 16 14 12 8 6 4 2

|

Suilmakrr'* Crew , . 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

Cooper's Crew . ......... * 2 2 2 1 1 1

Able Seaman . ...........
Yeoman of Store-room ....
Ordinary Seaman .......
Cook's Mate

I Barber

Purser's Steward inVe.sc Is in
1 which a Purser is allowed

I Captain’s Steward ........

|

Captain's Cook
Ward or Gun-room Steward.

Ward or Gun-room Cook .

.

Steward's Male ..... ....

VIII.
Boy First Clast ..<

Boy Second Class .

The num-
ber* in-

, cludt-d in

f them ns ^
tings are

in

First rates

Fourth-rates

Sixth- rates

Sloops .

Bombs

Brigs, Ac.

.

J 1 ft Class

*\'id Class

Making the

total war
complement

of

10 1

3

211 194 174 131 111 91 68 50 37 21

900
850
800
700
650
650
600
450
350
300

V 280
l * 175

145
125
135
125

95
75
67
60
50

1

2

Naval Ar-

chitecture.

(73.) At the present time we have Admirals' flogs

flying at the Nore, Portsmouth, and Plymouth, in the

Mediterranean, the West Indies, Halifax, and New-
foundland, in South America, the East Indies, Lisbon,

Cape of Good Hope, and coast of Africa, and on par-

ticular service. In all ten Admirals.* These are the

• In 1812 we had two Admirals' flags flying in the Baltic, one at

Leith, one at Yarmouth, four io the Texel and Scheldt, dim at

the Nonv one in the Downs, one at Portsmouth, one at Plymouth,

one Guernsey and Jersey, one in Ireland, three in the Channel
fleet ; one on the coast of Portugal, seven in the Mediterranean,

one at Newfoundland, one at Halifax, one at Jamaica, one at the

I.reward Islands, one on the coest of Africa, two in South
America, one at the Cape of Good Hope, and one in the East Indies

:

in all thirty-four.

The duties of a Commander in Chief are twofold—those relating

to general service, and to the Civil establishments. They will be

found in the Admiralty regulations and instruction.'- and embrace
a vast variety of important objects. Frequently a Commander in

Chief has to undertake matters of s diplomatic nature, and some-

times he has to set on his own mponubiliiy on circumstances of
the greatest moment. This must of course bo on foreign stations.

The admirable letters of Lord Collingwood show his case with

what ability he conducted some of the most delicate and important

negotiation*. In all the varied duties connected with hie extensive

command in the Mediterranean, alter the Battle of Trafalgar, he
showed himself a profound, sod provident, and truly English-
hearted statesman.

¥OL. VI.

present Naval stations. In former Wars, much unplea-

sant litigation arose among the flag-officers of hi>

Majesty’s fleet, in consequence of the limits of the dif-

ferent stations not having been properly defined. Since

that time, however, the Admiralty have so marked the

boundaries of each command, that any future dispute

seems impossible. These limits may be seen in vol. v. of

Brenton’s Naval History, p. 348, Ac.

(74.) At the present time also there are on the Navy Admirals it

List one Admiral of the fleet, forty-six Admirals, fifty-five PJ**^?* in

Vice-admirals, and sixty-four Rear-admiral*.
IjJt

**

Their rates of sea-pay and of half-pay per dian are

the following

«

Sea-pay.

JL6 0 0
Half-pay.

£9 3 0
2 9 0
1 12 6

Admiral of the fleet . .

.

Admiral & 0 0

Vice-admiral 4 0 0
Rear-admiral or Commodore!

of the first class. Captain >3 0 0 1 5 0*

of the fleet i

(75.) There are also 799 Post Captains, of whom fifty- Cap-

four are actively employed. Their sea-pay is by the
uin*'

• In thr reign of James II. Admiral* and Captain* of the Navy
received only very mull pay, but wen allowed in addition a certain

retinue, and for the men composing it to much a day, with the

value of their provision* TboU allowances led to great abuses.

3 A
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Naval Ar* month, and is governed by the rate oF the ship they

ciuetctun. command. A Captain of & first-rate in commission
/ receives £61. 7*. 4d. per month, and the other rates,

down to the fifth, diminish (omitting some trifling

fractions) by a common decrement of an eighth part of

that sum, thereby giving to the Captain of the last men-

tioned rate a monthly puy of <£30. 13*. 8. The Captain

of a sixth-rale receives a sixteenth part of £61. 71. id.

less than a Captain of a fifth-rate. It would be cu-

rious to know what circumstances led to the determi-

nation of these fractional decrements. A different scale

of arrangement takes place in the pay of these officers

when on half-pay. Each of the first hundred a* they

stand on the general list of officers in seniority receive

14*. 6d. a day; each of the next 150 a daily half-pay

of 12*. 6d. and to the remainder 10*. 9d. per day.*

Command.. (76.) Of the Commanders there are 881, of whom
«*»• 110 are employed on active service. The latter receive

an eighth part of £61. 7*. id. (omitting a fraction) less

than the Captain of a fifth-rate. Of this class of officers

when on half-pay, each of the first 1 50 on the list receive

lOv. a day. and the remainder 8*. Gd.f

By an Order in Council «Udvd 22d February,1693, the extravagant

number of amanita previously allowed was abolished, and tb*

officers were altowvd a number about equal to the present e.taV.uh-

mrtit. This wise and salutary plan, which excluded all profits on
servants, and amigfted uu adequate rata of net pay. was. however,

rescinded by Order in Council of l&th April. 1700, which e*ta-

blislted the following rates of j>*y, and reestablished the following

extravagant number of servants :

—

J*«y. Serraats.

Admiral of the fleet ......... .. £5 0 0 50

Admiral........ 3 10 0 30
Vice-admiral 2 10 0 20
Rear-admiral ................ 1 15 0 15

and nt these ratea tha pay of th* flag-officers remained for upwards

of 100 years, till, by Order in Council uf 23d April, 1806, an

alteration to?k place. It waa computed in the Appendix to the

OrdeT in Council of February, 1693, that the annual aaving to the

putdic on the reduction of the servants, would be on each officer

as follows

Admiral of the fleet. .............. £1014 0 0

Admiral 557 14 0

Vice-admiral 304 4 0
Rear-ndmiral 177 9 0

• The Admiralty instructions to Captains respecting the fitting

of ships, their stores and provisions. their books and accounts,

their discipline, pilotage, and nek quarter*, Ac. Ac. Ac,, form a

body of knowlodge of a most important kind ; and we regret that

out limit* will only permit us thus briefly to allude to them.

f In every sea-port of France, the resort of ships of war, a

Maritime Prefect is eitablished, who is generally either a Vice at

Rear-admiraL His fiuvtwn* correspond with those of a Part-

admiral in England.
Franc* per ana.

Tbc Maritime Prefects receive, when not em-
ployed at sea 18.000

Vice-admiral 15,000

Rear-admiral (Contra amiral). .••••••..**..», 10,000

Poet Captain (Capitaia* de yajsaeau, 1 *t claw) . 5,000

Captain (CapiUme de vaisaenu, 2d claas) ...... 4,500

Commander (Captaioe de frfgats) ........... 3,500.

When at sea, the officers receive a supplementary pay of ooe-

fifth of the above, besides a daily mess allowance, which vanes

with the wrvice or station un which they are employed.

The pay and allowances of officers as well as men, nnd also

nil payments whatever made on account of the service of the

Navy, nre subject to a deduction of three per cent, for the sup-

port of the sick, and for granting pensions to Naval invalids.

There never lias existed in France any special asylum for aged or

invalid seamen, similar to Greenwich Hospital. It is true, however,

Naval invalids, after thirty years’ effective service, when supplied

with certificates of good character, and supported by high interest,

may be admitted into the H&rt drt lnrahdrt at Paris; and it ia

also true that there art* special Hospital* for the sick belonging to

[he Navy, while in service, at Brest. Toulon, Rochefort, L’Oricnf,

and Cherbourg.

(77.) The rntes of pay of Pont Captains anrt Com-
manders fur the different rates and sloops and bombs,
may be represented by the following aeries, wherein p
denotes the Captain's pay of a first-rate.

p . . . Captain of a first-rate.

I p. . of a second-rate.

|p.. of a third-rate.

Jp.. of a fourth-rate.

ip... of a fifth-rate.

-,V p. . . of & sixth-rate.

|p... commander of sloops and bombs.

(78.) The Lieutenants amount to 8207
;
658 of these

being on active service.

(79.) There are 496 Masters, of whom 98 arc em-
ployed.

(flO.) There are 12 Physicians belonging to the Navy,
712 Surgeons for service, and 818 Assistant Surgeons,
92 Surgeons and 109 Assistant Surgeons ore on active

service.

(81.) The Pursers amount to 635, of whom 89 are

on service.

(82.) The active list of Chaplains amounts to 37,

(93 ) As a proof, also, that the Admiralty are not
unmindful of their important duties as regards the qua-
lities of ships, and consequently their improvement, the

following series of questions forma a part of the in-

structions issued to every officer on his taking the com-
mand of a ship.

{

A Report of the Sailing and other qualities of

Hi* Majesty's Shin
, as found on

strict observation thereof, between the

of and this date.

Lieute-

nants.

Masters.

Physicians.

Surgeon*.

Pursers.

Chaplains.

Her complement of men is .

Her light draught of water was stated 1 Forward. .

.

to b* | Aft
The draught of water which was csti-

)

Fie ImbM.

Forward...
Che draught of water which was esti-lp

mated by tha builder to be her bust

The draught of water found, oa trial, to
j

be her best tailing trim, with three ( Forward .

months’ provisions and store* on
|
Aft ......

board. J

The draught of water found, on trial, to*

be her best sailing trim, with as much I Forward . .

.

provisions and stores oa bosffd as she /Aft. ......
ean cuuvenieutly stow ............ J

The necessary quantity of iron 1*1 last

for her.

The quantity of water she stows in her ( la irontanks

fbre and main bokla \ In casks ..

F

With three months’
(Draught of water

provisions and <

.tore, oo bowl .

. | H<
.

gfct^ (KirU
I /
'Aftermost .

With as much provi-l Draught of water
j

*

mons and stores on l

board as she can ‘

conveniently stow

/ i ron-mort .

I Height of ports .< Midships .

.

' Aftermost

How armed .

On lower deck
f Gun* ....

* (Carron&dee

o—

—

Oo qouMrek

Oa forecastle.

^Oo poop .

(Gun* .
‘

" j Carronadus

(Guar ....
* *1 Corrunades
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•How many day* of Ih« following^ Provisions.

Article* Jow stir stow for her coin- >Hn ad ....
plenient of men * I Spirit* . . ,

Dart sho rifle easy at hor anchors ?

How many degrees don she heel, with a fresh »

broece, under kinghvreefcd tup-soils and top >

gallant tails ? I

How many degrees docs she hwrl. with a strong 1

brew, under dixdile-rcvfrd topsails, without
f

topgallant ssils P
*

How does sbs carry hr r lev-port t f

Does she roll easy or nnasty in tho trough of I

the tea ? |

Does she pitch easy f

Is she, generally speaking, an easy or tuwwsy )

•hip? f

How docs she in
|
with all sails set ?

general carry / with trrbJs-rvctcsl top-soils I

her helm ? ...) and coursos 3
/

How does she steer ?

s ^
How doee she stay ?.

to
]

How does she wear f ....P Is she woatherly or leewatdly, compared with 1

other ship* ?,* J

How does she behave lying-to ?

Under whole or son

•

ra
2$ s

f
H|

I til
Close-hauled

with a

8- i

11v
ill

it
3

Close-hauled

with

smooth water.

gl* reefed top-

sails and topgal-

lant sails

Under double-reef-

ed topsails. . .

.

Under doubUwwf.
ed topsails and
top-gallant sails

Under close- reefed'

top-soils and

Large, under all sail that could
with propriety be set

Before the wind under similar cir-

cumstances .

,

What is her lost point of sailing compared
with other ships ? «...

Comparative rata of sailing compared with other
ships?......

Is she, generally speaking, a well-built and;
strong ship, or dues she, on the contrary,

show any symptoms of weakness ?

Remarks, stating the grounds of such uf the present

answers as may differ frutn those of the last Re-
port, and any other observations lending to form

an accurate judgment on the qualities of the

ship
Captain. Hester. Carpenter.

There must then-fore l»e an immense body of valua- Naval A*,

ble knowledge now buried in the innumerable returns cl,l,frturo

that have been made to these questions, and from which
,

the hand of industry might deduce some important results.

(84.) Since the Peace, many keen and angry discus- drons.

sions have taken place respecting the best mode of

buildiug our ships of war ; and several experimental

squadrons have been sent out, composed of ships buill

by different projectors. Nothing decisive, however,
seems to have resulted from these attempts ; and Naval
Architecture, considered os a Science, seems now to re-

main nearly as it did before. New plans have also been

adopted for the internal fittings of our men of war ; and
in the case of the Thunderer, recently commissioned by the

gallant Captain Wise, no cabins arc permitted on the two
gun-decks, the whole space being left free for fighting.

(85.) The appointment of u new Surveyor of the Appnint-

Nnvy has led to the greatest changes iu the forms and nnntofa

dimensions of ships hitherto attempted. The vessels in
tl.a

which Nelsou and Duncan fought can hardly be com- Navy,
pared with the magnificent vessels now building in our
Dock-yards. The following Tables will furnish an ac-

count of their principal elements.

Dimensions.

rfaosM or the Skip* and Vmrli.

Psrtirulan. London.
W linns,

Castor.
WUmm.

VVrnoo.
bOOttar.

Rover.
tJorv.

IdUuas.

bailee.

Br%.
lSGuno.

Length of deck
ru In

2U5 6
Wu la.

159 0
9%. In.

176 0
Ft. In.

113 0

FI. U.
100 0

Do, uf ki~*l fur tonnage 170 4 133 71 144 6} 90 1 76 94
Breadth fur ditto 53 6 42 6 52 0 J5 0 32 n

Kxir-uiii brvadlh 54 4 43 0 52 8f 35 4 32 4

IVpth in huld 23 2 13 6 17 1 16 9 14 10

liurtbvn iu tons. . . .No. -598 1283 2082 587 413

Calculated light (Forw,
water lint l \ft. .

Ft. In.

15 2
Ft. In.

12 8
Ft. la- FL In.

9 5
Ft. In.

3 M
18 3 15 6 .... 12 3 12 0

Aicertamrd line l Forw. 12 3 13 6 . ... 8 1

when laumhvd. 1 Aft.

.

Cons' rurted loodl Forw. 23 3

15 2
19 1

17 6

20 9 ii'o
12 4

13 6

Hat lAft.. 24 3 20 1 21 9 15 0 14 9

f
Fore

.

3 2 8 8 10 6 7 0 0 3
liatght of torts . < MkK 7 0 7 8 9 0 6 0 5 3

t Aft.

.

82 8 6 9 9 6 2 5 4

Dirnvnuons
of Ums new
ships.

Dimemioos
of thrii

mauls and
yards

(86.) The next Tabic gives the dimension* of their meats and yards.

3 a 2
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1W1 Ar- (87.) Such are the elements of some of the ships

chitccture. built or building in our Dock-yards, under the new
'»—\r—*' state of things ; and other* on a still larger scale are

spoken of. The American*, acting on a principle of

policy, taught us the necessity of augmenting ihe dimen-

sion* of one ships of war; and the vessels which our

Dock-yards now produce, prove that the lesson has not

been taught in vain. The increased expense arising

from augmented dimensions, however, ought to render us

cautious not to carry this principle beyond its necessary

and proper limit*.

Tactic*. (88.) The great problem of breaking an enemy's

line, owes its origin entirely to Mr. Clerk of Eldin.

Ckrk!
° That splendid discovery rank* with many other gTtat

event* which influence the fate of nations, and impart a

new aspect to the affairs of men. By it# ready and

admirable adoption on the 12th of April, 1762, by

Rodney, it led to the most decisive and brilliant results

;

and other commanders, following up the same great

principle, have likewise gained from it an unfading

renown. It must have been a source of the purest plea-

sure to Mr. Clerk, to have witnessed the complete swe-

et** of the theory on which he had *o long and so deeply

meditated ; and, moreover, to have received a* its richest

fruits the public admission made of his transcendent

merits, by the most illustrious commanders of his time.

Within the last two or three years, however, a keen and

bitter controversy has sprung up on the subject
;
and

attempt* have been made to dislodge Mr- Clerk from

the high position to which public opinion had elevated

him. The appearance of an eloquent and powerful

Paper in the List volume of the Edinburgh Review,*

embracing the whole scope and eompas* of the inquiry,

has fortunately tended, in a high degree, to strengthen

the entrenchments which time, and the unequivocal

testimonies of the greatest minds, had raised up around

him. Had Mr. Clerk been professionally connected

with the Navy, so great a master of tactics, aided by all

the results of a large experience, could not but have

attained to its very highest honour*. How often, in the

history of knowledge, have great and important dis-

coveries originated in quarters, from which they could

have least been expected ; and how rich and varied have

been the benefits thus resulting to mankind \

Importance (69.) An attention to tactics cannot but be of the very
of tactic*, importance to a Naval commander. To neglect

their cultivation is to give every advantage to the enemy,

and to throw away that science which ought to be

our guide. Our youngest seamen should be taught

their rudiments, and a complete knowledge ofthem both

in theory and practice should form a necessary part of

Naval education. The subject is replete with the deep-

est interest in theory, and in its practice, is connected

with the highest glory and renown. Naval tactica, it i*

true, have a limit in the possibilities of Navigation, and

are, therefore, much less capable of variety of stra-

tagem than the operations of armies ; but, although the

Naval warrior cannot place his fleet in ambush, nor at

all times press the foe in his weakest part, it must not

be thence inferred that there is no room left for the exer-

cise of skill. The remark of Nelson just at the com-
mencement of the splendid Battle of the Nile, " Where
THERE IS SPACE FOR AN INIMYS SHIP TO SWING,

• Sir Howard Ihraglaa haa published s reply to this Article in s

work entitled Aero/ RvUliont, London, 1832 j
but we art bound

to asy that it dots oot appear to us satisfactory.

THERE MUST RE ROOM FOR A BaiTIRH ST1IP TO ANCHOR/*
proves that, in his case at least, the ready eye of

genius was capable of seizing on whatever could con-

tribute to glory and success. To devise and execute an

unexpected manoeuvre is, in fact, to secure the battle.

This cannot be taught by books—the moment of
intention is the moment of execution,.

(90.) On the important subject of impressment there

has been much discussion during the Peace ; but though
the practice is so much condemned, no one has been able

to suggest an adequate remedy. There can be no doubt
that its employment is painful, and to be justified only

by imperious circumstances. It is absolutely necessary,

however, on the breaking out of a War, that the Engl ish

fleet should be the first to get possession and command
of the Channel ; but how this can be done without the

aid of impressment, has never been satisfactorily shown
by those who contend for its entire abolition. It is an

ancient prerogative of the Crown, on the maintenance of

which mainly depends our Naval supremacy.

(91.) According to Steers Litis
,
the number of sta-

tions at which we had press-gangs during the late War
varied from forty-five at the commencement, to thirty-

four at the close of the War ; and at these different sta-

tions there were employed from eighteen to twenty-five

Captains, and from forty-seven to fifty-nine Lieutenants,

with a number of men amounting on an average to not
less than twenty at each station. It has been stated

also, that during the late War there were never less than

five line of battle ships, and sometimes eight, one 50-

gun ship, three frigates, and five sloops, employed for

Ihe purpose of securing impressed men.
(92.) It is a circumstance most gratifying to record,

that the waste of life in the trying and difficult enter-

prises of the past War, by no means amounted to what

There were on'

beard the ship#

of war in all

parts of the

World, seamen
and mannee

amounting,

whereof •

Jan. 1,181 l,tol38,SBl.
there

died of

Jan. 1, 1612, to 136,778.
disease,

drowned.

Jan. 1, 1813, to 138,324.
and

killed in

- battle. .

i 1810,5183

ia 1812,4211

The average of the crews being 137,894, and the ave-

rage deaths, by disease, accident, and battle, 4,554

,

gives a rate of mortality of little more than one in 80J ;•

• Sussmilch, G'ottlicht Ordmting, rob in. p. 60, suppose* the ave-

rage measure of mortality for all Countries taking town and vil-

lages together to be one in 36. According to Crome, the mor-

tality in Sile«ia, from 1781 to 1784, was one in 30. In Ooelder-

land, from 1776 to 1781, it waj one ia'27, and the aaroe reaped-

able authority state*, that in the richest and mod populous States of

Kurope, where the inhabitants of the town* are to the inhabitants of

the country in so high a proportion aa one to three, the mortality may
be taken aa om in 30. In nrerml of the trades of the met ropolia, the

members of which, like the saflore, are betwren live age* of s'uteea

and ai*ty, the average mortality is greater than among seamen.

in the Naval instructions it ia judiciously observed, that, “ aa

cleanliness dryness, and good air arc essentially ncrcaaary to health,

the Captain ia to use his utmost endeavours to obtain these comforts

for the ship's company as much as possible. The ship is always to

be pimped dry
;
the pomp-srell it to be frequently swabbed, and a

fire U-t down to dry »*i
(proper precautions being taken to guard

againat accident*;) ana if the weather should prevent the Lower

deck ports from bang opened fur a considerable time, fires are to

be made in the stoves, and by means of them and of wind tails the
lower decks are to be kept aa dry and a* well ventilated as possible.

The Casein U to be particularly attentive to the ekanliness of ths

men, who are to wash themselves frequently, and to change their

linen twice every week. They are never to be suffered to aleep ia
wet dother or wet beds; if it can possibly be prevented, and they

Naval Aw
chitccture.

Stations of
preaw

g*»g*.

Small
waste of life

in the

Naval ser-

vice.
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Geographi-
cal position

of Kngland
favourable

to her Na-
val power.

Her fleet*

In future

Wan can

act in great-

Her In*

nente
Naval nu

a result of a very remarkable kind, when we consider the

diversified circumstances of climate, and giving a happy
cl ose to a review ofthe gigantic grow th of ourN aval power,

(93.) The position of England at this moment in a

Naval point of view is very remarkable. By her im-

mense maritime superiority, she wields with ease the

sceptre of the ocean. The fleets which may be preparing

in the ports of those who look upou her Naval supre-

macy with jealousy and fear, are probably destined in

future Wars to add to her own strength. Any idea

of effecting a maritime coalition against her is de-

stroyed, by her remarkable geographical position.

L’Angleterre, says M. de Pradt,* occupe une petition

centrale entre Ce Nord el U Midi da ¥Europe; lea

escadrea de ces deux divitiont du Continent ne pour-

raient done at riunir qu'd la portee des cfiUs de FAn-

gteterre el en peutanl tout aet canons ; et ce* eacadres,

qutlla aeraient-eilea ? Cellea de la Russie ? par oil aor-

tiraient-dles ? A Heligoland, VAngfeterre ferme U
passage du Sund

;

u Gibraltar, d Malta, die intercepte

toutceqvi navigue dans la Mcditsrran&c, comme tout ce

qui entre dans cette mer ou qui en sort. De Plymouth,
file bloque Cherbourg et Brest ; set (Gles correspondent d
cellea de la Hollande , et, par ce rapprochement, la Bel-

gique et la Hollande eont tenues en respect par la seule

presence des porta Anglais : um coalition maritime
contre VAngleterre eat done matbriellement impoaaible;

morolement, tile teat ptua encore. When France pos-

sessed Canada, Louisiana, the Antilles, and settlements

in India, it might have distracted in some degree the

fleets of the English
;
but now that the colonies of the

French are so much reduced, the British fleets in future

Wars will be enabled to act in greater masses than at

any antecedent time. It hence becomes the policy of

England, now that she has so triumphantly ascended to

the very summit of maritime greatness, to consolidate

her Naval power by every possible means. Favoured
by Nature in so many ways, she cannot but maintain

her superiority if she be true to herself. “ The ves-

sels of a hundred different Countries wave their flags

upon the Thames/' says Dupin, and ** nevertheless

ate often, but particularly after bad weather, to shake their clothes

and bedding in the air, and to expote them to the aun and wind.*'

The following Table, taken from Janie*'• Sara/ Hittorg of the five

great Naval victor** of the last War, of th* number* killed and
Wuunded, troves that wsa-fight* are not nearly to destructive a* land

battle*. In the tingle Battle of Talaverm there were 4714 killed

and wounded, being only 145 less than the whole number killed

and wounded in th* Naval battle* alluded to. At Tnlarere, also,

there were only 18,500 men engaged, whereat in the five Naval- * *•
* l 61,000.

Data of the
Naval victory.

Nana of the Admiral
who comaeaodad

th* lift
Ino Nomher

of men
ktllad.

Number
of mao
wounded.

Jan* 1, 1794. Karl How*. 17,241 290 858

F*b. 14, 1797. Earl St Vincent. 9,900 73 227

Oct 11,1797. Lord Duncan. 8,221 203 622

Aug. 1, 1798. Lard Nelson. 7,401 218 678

Od. 21,1805. Lord Nelson. 18,725 449 1241

Tvtala 01,488 1233 3626

Total killed and wounded.

.

4859

• Appei a .'Atlention de la France tar ta Marine MUitaire par
M. de Pradf, Anaen Archertqae de Molinn, Faria, 1832. Cfrtes,

Mya M. de Pradt, let armlet it tEurope non! >/ae trap ta Irottrer

it cbtmtn dt Parit / mau comment tti raitteaus tnurtratenS-ut
edui dt Lamlrtt t

there the British flags alone surpass in number those of Naval Ar-
so many other nations. If the citizen of London is ehitoetar*.

justly proud at the sight of so many fleets of merchant ''““v'""’’'

ships, daily arriving from the sea, or descending the

river,—these, to export the products of the national

industry, those, to import the produce and treasures of
the most distant climes,—he cannot contemplate the
busy activity that surrounds him, without feeling that

be owes it all to the sovereignty of the sea. Nor ore

these evidences of unbounded and increasing wealth
confined to the metropolis alone. He perceives Edin- ^ef COTn*

burgh on the shore of the most beautiful gulf 0f
mtrc®*

Scotland ; Dublin on the spot most convenient for a
rapid communication between London and Ireland

;

Quebec on the banks of the St Lawrence ; Calcutta on
the borders of the Ganges ; Halifax on the Northern
coast of America ; and the City of the Cape on the
Southern extremity of Africa—the Cape of Storms,*
which must be doubled in order to connect Europe with
India;—in a word, in all parts of the World, the central

pointsofthe British power participate in the benefits of the
commerce of the sea; and by these benefits contribute to

the splendour, the wealth, end the power of the Country."

(94.) " In England, in Scotland, and in Ireland too,

not only the Capitals just alluded to, but a multitude of
cities of the first rank are built on the sea-coasts, or on
the borders of large navigable rivers. Hence Liver-

pool, Bristol, Hull, Dundee, Aberdeen, and Glasgow,
Belfast, Cork, and Waterford, become united by com-
merce with all the citieB and all the manufactories
of the interior; the interests of the msritime porta
blending thus in harmony with sll the great and
transcendent interests of the Country. No other Coun-
try, also, is so wonderfully intersected with roads and
canals ; there being no point within the three King-
doms, from which one may not, in four and twenty
hours, arrive at one or other of the seas which surround
them." The commerce and Naval power of England Naval

hence mutually feed and protect each other. Commerce is P®J?
r

at once the producerof wealth, ami the constant, unwearied
nursery of seamen ; so that in the season of peace, the
national enterprise is kept up, and a race of men are
prepared by previous hardships, and by encountering
Tropical wniriwinds and the icy seas of the roles, to
maintain the glory and renown of preceding wars.

(95.) As the growth of out Naval power has been gra- Further
dual, advancing by slow but certain steps from one con- •tvp* to be

dilion of greatness to another, so has its administration 5

on shore not been without obstacle and difficulty. Our
Dock-yards, in no instance, present an example of an

nw **

establishment that is perfect. It remains yet to be Been
what a perfect Dock-yard should be ; one that shall em-
brace magnificent basins, and be surrounded by spacious
wharfs and quays; and have its most laborious duties
performed by machines planned and executed by men
capable of imparting to them the latest improvements in
Mechanics. In former times, the various parts of the
same Naval establishment were scattered; nor does the
principle of concentration, so necessary for economizing
time, and for uniting in a focus all the powers of a
great department, seem ever to have been contemplated.
Ships were built at one place, their victualling stores
were received from another; their water at a third;
their beer at a fourth, and their ordnance and powder

• Cabo Torment oso, to called by Bartholomew Diax, a Portu-
fcueae. John 1. of Portugal S*v« it th* more inviting name of
“ Th* Cape of Good Hop*.'*
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Naval Ar- from a fifth. Instead of one eye presiding over andcon-
chit«!cture. trolling all the necessary elements for the speedy equip-

ment of a numerous fleet, separate and sometimes con-

flicting interests were called into action ; delays of mes-

sengers impetied the advancement of one ship, whilst

currents and contrary whirls, not then subdued by steam,

occasioned stoppage in another. No wonder, in such a

system of thiugs, that our gallant seamen—a St. Vin-

cent, or a Nelson,—sometimes in the ardour of their

teal, and impatient to meet the foe, bestowed words of

bitter condemnation ou our Dock-yards.

(96.) These evils, however, suite the Peace, have gr*-

d ually been u ti tier correction. 1 n I he two greet N aval sta-

tions of Portsmouth and Plymouth, advantage has been

taken of locality to bring the different departments more
into union. The Victualling Office at Plymouth, which a

(nailing «- few years ago was placed in a narrow and inconvenient
tabtahmeut

pjlicv relD0 (L. from the Dock-yard, is now brought almost

Uniuth- into jut la-position w ith it. forming the Eastern side of the

beautiful natural basin of llamoaze, whilst the Dock-yard

and gun-wharf form the Northern. Here, in this new crea-

tion of the Rennies, is to be fouud every thing requisite

lor the victualling of a fleet. Ample storehouses, corn-

miH>, and bakehouse* ofenlarged dimensions,* sianghter-

* Until within the last few years, all the flour and biscuit con-

sumed m the Navy was furnished by private contract The must
flagrant imjioartkr.ifc an* I fraud* *«r» Wit too generally the coowr-

quvnie of this inode of supply, in defiance of ail the vigilance of the

hauls of departments. The ftotw *ud lascuit were stipulated to be
of lb* second best quality ; Lot instead of this, the funner was ge-
nerally' mouldy, dsmngrd, or of a vrry inferior description to dial

bargstm-d for ; while the latter was usually compounded of bad
Ouur, boon meal, old worm-oatvo biscuits ground <lowa, and various

other cheap or unwholesome man-hats. To obviate there frauds,

Uovernasi-ut, a few years ago, erected steam-nulls at Deptford and
Portsmouth, for the purpose of grinding fluur for the Nary

;
and a

very superior atxl cheaper article being the raault, it was determined,

in addition to grinding tin: Hour, to attempt also the manufacture of

biscuit Crow it, at thews establishments. Ths impossibility of ae-

commodariog and effectually superintending the multitude of takers
required to knead the dough in the usual way, by hand, so oj to

effect the supply ing of the whole Navy, would have rendered this

praiseworthy effort, in a great measure, abortive, hail not the inge-

nuity of Mr. Grant, storekeeper at Portsmouth, obviated tbo drift-

cully. By the attachment of a few simple piece* uf machinery to

the engine driving the fluur.auU, the dough is now worked, rolled

out, and stamped into biscuits, with an expedition inconceivable, and
with a saving of two-thirds of the number of bakers require*! to

perform these procrew by hand. The flour and water ore first put
into a trough, through which posses an iron spindle, armed with
eighteen knives, in two rows, i. e. niuoiu each row, os opposite sidea

of the spindle. A strap counectod with the engine turns the
spindle round, and by means of the revolving knives, the flour and
water ore in a few minutes worked into dough fit for being damped
into biscuits. The dough is now taken piecemeal frutn the trough,

and shaped by hand into longish rolls ujsm two movable baking,
boards, supported by- small iron pillars, having castor wheels at ths

top : these pillars are in three rows, extending from the trough to

th* two rolling machine*
j
and along the castors upon their tops

tb« baking-boards are pushed by hand, towards the rottar*, under
which the dough is rolled out into thin cake*, by th*ir back-

ward am! fore an! swinging motion. Hie taking boards are now
poshed out Ivy hand from under the rollers, and slidcd along three

other row* ui pillar*, connecting the two roller* with the two cut-

ting machines, each containing forty-two hexagonal die*, under
which they are momouianly puuxd, and eighty-four biscuits ore thus
eut out by a single stamp of the two machines. The kneading,
rolling, and stamping portions of the machinery living separate, can
consequently he put in 4e|*Bratc motion or at rest at the will of the
taker. By the machinery at Portsmouth, under Mr. Grant's su-
perintendence, 160,0(10 pounds of biscuit can ta manufactured iu

twenty-fuiir hours ; constituting u day's ration for the crews of
twenty sail of the line; and with eight or ten such piscre of
machmcty. biscuit rations may be daily manufactured lor 16(1,000
men, la-ing the greatest Dumber uf seatnvu and marines employed
during the hottest period of the late War. The biscuit is free from

KviIh of a

divided

system.

Those ovib

now under

correction.

houst*, cooperages, brewhouse*, all under the eye of an Xaval Ar-
intclligettl nod active sujierintendent,* cannot but pro- chitecture.

duce, aided as it must be by the application of steam to '

Nuvul power, the most astonishing results.t Other im-
provements will doubtlemi take place in th* Dock-yards
theniMilven ; machinery will be more extensively em-
ployed; railways will be laid down; Science will gain
a greater ascendency ; the true principles of labour will

be better understood ; und thus by one improvement
added to another, and a rigid economy in all the depart-
ments of the State, the Naval power of England shall

rise higher and higher in the acale of greatness, main-
laining tier transcendent superiority in spite of all the
rivals who endeavour to pull her down.

Equidistant Ordinates.

(97.) Ships disclose a variety of parts whose solidi- Equidistant

ties and surfaces require to be computed with preci- ordinate*,

skm and care, but whose mixed and uncertain forma
can only be reached by approximation. If we take bj
way of examples the nurture of the water section, the
figure of the immersed volume, the portions of the

vessel plunged at time* beneath the sea in the acts of
rolling and pitching, or mimed above the waves by their

buoyant power, we shall find forms both of a solid and su-

perficial kiud,iucapaUeof reduction to any regular figure.

(9b.) Various methods have been devised by Matbe- Method* of
maticiaus for computing the areas and solidities of figures computing

of tliis kind, by the aid of equidistant ordinates referred irregular

to a common axis. These modes of calculation are hgure*.

found to approximate will) more or less certunity to tin

desired end ; and much ul the accuracy, whatever rule

be cinploved, will de|w-iu] on the increased number of
the onhuaiets themselves.

(99.) There are two rules commonly employed iu Two rule*

the** kinds of calculation, distinguished for their sim-

plicity and accuracy. The first may be exhibited under
*mr'W*®*

the form of (2 -f* 4 S + 2 e)

ttratiocBs, and in every inspect more [(datable than that mods by
bawl, in consequence of being more thoroughly kBeaded. From
the rapidity of the manufacture, also, ao more biscuit mad now be
baked than is required fur immedute use, from the supply by this

process being a* certain a* it i* rapid, so that ourveum-n will always

in future have freeb-baked and wholesome biscuit served out to

them, even ou foreign stations, instead of the stele, mouldy, worm-
eaten, and unpalatable contract trash generally furnished during
the War, which had often been baked for year* before netted. It

ie only thorn who have been doomed to the pemuice of the contract

flour and biscuit that can duly appreciate the great boon conferred

on our brave seamen by this project of the Government
;
the above

article* uow supplied to the Navy being very supetiur in quality to

thotc furnished for the merchant sun ice—such, indeed, a* are fitting

for any gentleman's table
;
and all tins at a much lower cost than

the former contract Mipphe*.

Ia addition to the usual King's mark of the broad arrow, the

word ** Machinery” t* stamped upon the biscuits By the Naval
estimate* fur the years 1833— 34, it appear* that Mr. Grant has re-

ceived the sum of £2000 for his ingenious invention.

* Captain llhipps lluraby, R-N. C. B., one of the gallant hero**

who curamazided in the famous action off Liaaa, 13th Slnrch, INI 1.

f Frequently during tho last War, and doubtless ia all pre-

ceding War*, ships were wind Inmiui for a considcrubie time ia

the harbour of Hanwaie, entirely ready for sea, commanded by an
ardent Captain, but unable to move. Now, the rviomrut a ship is

ready, a steamer can take her down the harbour, ami, it necessary,

carry her at once out to sea. Not long before this note was written,

its writer saw the Caledonia, a first -rote of 120 guiia, taken down
by Iwo little steamers, ooe laohtd on her larboard bow and th*

other an hoc atarbuard quarter. The great ship was moving with-

out * soil, her numerous crew were motwaWw, enjoying the seen*.

It seemed like two infants bearing a giant to some great labour.

Digitized by Google
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jitvml At- where 2 represents the sum of the extreme coordinates,

chUecture. S the sum of all the (ten ordinates
,
i that of the odd or-

dilutes, and t the common interval between the ordi-

nates. In this rule it is essential that the uniform &»•

tnitue, into which the area or solidity be divided by the

•quidistant ordinates, should, whether those ordinates be

lines or areas, be in all cases an odd number. This rule

» founded on the supposition that each portion of the

curve passing through the extremities of three successive

ordinates, is a portion of a conic parabola ; and hence

the error arising from its general application will only be

the spaces intercepted between such parabolic segments

and the given curve.

(100.) Another rule was brought into practice by
Atwood, wherein he supposed arcs of a cubic parabola

to paw through every four successive ordinates, the

number of ordinates being a multiple of 3 + I. This

rule be exhibited under the form of

(S + 8 r + 3 Q) L’,

wherein 9 represents the sum of the first and last or-

dinates, P the sum of the 4th, 7th, 10th, Ac. ordinates,

Q that of the 2d, 3d, 5th, 6th. Sth, 9th, Ac. ordinates,

and * the common interval among them.

(101.) In the application of either of these rules to

the Important objects before us, care must be taken that

the ordinates be sufficiently multiplied ns to admit of
no sudden transitions in their lengths. Should such an
instance occur, and it may do so in the practice of Naval
Architecture, a new abscissa rbould be adopted, to

embrace, with the aid of new ordinate* applied to it, the

areas or solidities of such irregular parts.

The Displacement.

The <11*- (192.) It is a maxim in Hydrostatics that any floating

ptaccmeot body, whoever be it* dimensions ond form, will always

displace n volume of the fluid in which it is immersed,

exuclly equivalent to the weight of the body ; and the

truth of the principle will be evident when we consider

that the upward vertical pressure of the fluid supporting

the body is exerted in precisely the same way, whether

it acts on the body or on the volume of fluid previously

displaced. To discover the total wright of a ship,

therefore, it is only necessary to ascertain the wright of

water she displaces when she floats in equilibrium ; the

question hence becomes one of ordinary mensuration, to

And the number of cubic feet contained in the body
below the plaue of flotation, having its figure and
necessary dimensions given.

marietta- (103.) The displacement of a ship is, however, a
tween Om variable quantity contained between the limits of the
limit* of the alMj load water lines, the first representing its

load wafer
stale, or the weight of the hull just as she is

lines. launched, und the second its maximum condition, when
the vessel has received her masts and yards, her rigging,

sails, ballast, water, provisions, and men, guns, powder,

shot, boatswain's and carpenters stores, Ac., and in

fact, all that she may require to fit her for the great

purposes of war. Between these two limits, therefore,

there may be every imaginable variety of displacement, and
No hn* hence it is not unusual to estimate the displacement even

J!*

w
? of a single inch, both at the light and load water lines,

tww-n the
(194.) There seems to be no fixed nnd invariable

light and relation between the light and load displacements, even

loud dts* in ship* of the same class ; and among different clashes

(dacemeats, the difference* are very remarkable, though here and

there coincidences may he met with worthy of attention, Natal A»*
but which, nevertheless, seem more the result of’ acci- cMiecturr.

dent than of any settled design. v>—
(105.) In the following Table we have given the din- Di«piac*-

plucemcnts of several classes of ships, derived from Mr. menu af

LCdyc's excellent Naval Calculation*

;

and in order more *®ma^

clearly to show the relation of the two, we have intro-

duced the actual light and load displacements in the
**'

first and second columns, representing the former by the
constant quantity, 100, iu the third column, and placing
in the fourth, the proportional numbers for the corre-

sponding displacements at the load water line.

( 106.) Among some of these shifts there exists a re- RcUtiuna
lation worth adverting to. The 120 and 9'2-gnu ships, between

for example, are both related os 100 : 187 ; the 80-gun
ship and the small vessel, the Rover, as well as the

****

raaoe 26, and the 10-gUD brig, and between one or two
others there exist* a close approximation. The greatest

difference in the two displacements exists In the 52-gun
ships, and the least in the roxle of 50. The contrast

between these two vessels, considering how small is the

difference in their fightiug forces, is very remarkable,
and shows what immense power* of capacity and stow-
age a skilful architect may impart to his vessel, while he
preserves unimpaired her fighting power*.

Rale of Ship.
Light Diwlaor-
ornt lu

Load Picplare-
m«n« ia

Proportion*1
N anker*.

Kirtl 1-0 86,099 160,614 10U 1*7 1
b» 65,296 124,977 loo 191
74 66.287 101,920 ir-o 186

Rsiie !r0 50, 673 87,154 100 172
j

52 36.074 75,420 100 209 1

46 26,725 50,755 loo 190 -

lb 24,430 44,W>5 100 183 t

as 13,563 27,277 100 201
|

Corn-tie . IS 10,341 21,371 100 207
'

Gnu-brix lb s,os* 16,0.15 100 199
10 5,693 10,404 100 lb-1

Schooner 3,9*4 7,338 100 1M
Cutter 2,835 5 725 100 202

Cl*w op New Suit**.

London . . .92 ?7,42» 144,532 UIO 187
Castor ... .36 3.3,026 6-3,961 100 I9J

:

Vernon. . . ..Vi 49,510 80,747 100 1 85
Rorrr ...,1b 10,410 19,999 100 191
Snake ....16 8,050 13,234 100 189

(107.) The proportional relations of the load dis- dis-
placements of different classes of ships are given in the

f

V
/aa

next Tuble, adopting 1000 as the representative of a

ship of the first class of 120 guns. \rral rates.

Rate of Ship.
Proportional Number* for

the Displacement.

12(1 1000
60 778
74 653

Rar.ee .... 543
52 470
46 316
26 279
26 170

Corvette. .

.

133
Gun-brig .. 99

10 ii'i

Schooner . It
Cutter . .

.

36
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Importance

of int dis-

placement,

How U m

pi 'lied.

Displace-

ment a*-

staled to

the com-
puted
weight.

Height of

lower deck

porta.

New Class op Ships.

London 92 890

Castor 36 398

Vernon 50 559

R over, corvette . 18 124

Snake, brig 18 95

08.) To determine the displacement of a ship is

a great and important problem. The forma of ships

already constructed very frequently guide the Naval

Architect in estimating the displacement of a new
vessel ; but cases may arise wherein he may feel dis-

posed to have recourse to first principles, and reascend-

iug to the elements of his Art, to compute from the

dimensions and specific gravities of the different mate-

rials to be employed in composing his vessel, her com-

plement of men, her guns, the vast variety of her stores,

and the absolute amount of her weight. This it will

be obvious must be a taborioua process, and requiring

immense processes of calculation ; but such obstacles

will have little influence with him who is destined to

extend the boundaries of the Art.

(109.) Having, however, this weight, whether de-

rived from former vessels, or by the method last adverted

to, the Naval Architect will proceed to assign to il a

displacement capable of giving him the stowage, the

velocity, und the qualities necessary for fighting with

ease and security her guns, even in a troubled sea. It

would appear as if this latter element has in very many
cases been singularly neglected, and that the lower deck

ports have been so near the water as to afford room for

gTeat apprehension, or at least to impair the fighting

powers of the ship, by the necessity that existed of fre-

quently dosing them. Among the ships now actually

existing in our fleets, the height of the midship ports

of a first-rate of 120 guns appears to be but 5 feet

6 inches, and of a 74, but 5 feet 8 inches above the

water ; whereas in the new class of the London of

92 guns the midship ports will be elevated 7 feet,

and in the Vernon 9 feet. So the old corvette of

18, which had her midship ports only 4 feet 11 inches

above water, in the Rover will have them 6 feet.*

* The bright of th« midship ports is from the circumstances of
construction at a minimum elevation above the water, the fore and
after ports being much higher. In the second column of the an-

nexed Table we have tbs excess of the height of the fore ports

above the midship ports
;
and in the succeeding column the height

of the after ports above the same.

Exwior Hvichtof
For* Parti ahovs
Midship Ports.

Ft. In.

Ksrvei «f Hstcht of
CIsm of Ships. After Ports sbovt

M UfeAjp Ports.

Fl In.

120 1 4 1 0
HO 2 9 0 10

74 1 10 0 1

Ridu 50 1 0 0 1

52 1 2 l 0
46 0 10 0 10

Ratee 26 0 11 1 5
28 0 3 0 6

Corvette 18 0 8 0 11

Gun-brig . ... 18 0 3 1 1

10 0 5 0 4
Schooner . .

.

1 2 0 2
Cutter ...... 2 7

Naw Clam.

0 9

London . . . .

.

n 1 2 1 2
Castor 36 1 0 0 10
Vernon 50 1 6 0 9
Rover corvette 18 1 0 0 2
Snake brig ,, 16 1 0 0 1

This is so important a consideration, and the mode of Naval An
computing the necessary displacement corresponding to chitectum.

a given weight, is now so completely understood, that

it would be unpardonable in the present state of our l«»portai*c*

knowledge, to construct any ship without a due alien-

tiou to so important a principle. It is proper to give a
*° **

ship the requisite stability with aa little ballast as
possible, which will enable the constructor to reduce the
displacement, and may facilitate the sailing and work-
ing of the vessel. Hence every weight introduced into

a vessel should be kept as low as possible. In the case

of a merchant-ship it ia manifest that if the weight
of the hull, rigging, and necessary stores be known, and
the amount of displacement also, the weight of her
cargo may hence be determined.

(110.) Bouguer, whose mind aeems to have been Appwxima-

directed in so many ways to simplify all the processes of ot

computation in Naval Architecture, imagined that a
BouSuef -

close approximation to the displacement might be ob-
tained by considering the ship's body a temis}>hcroid,

to which perhaps it assimilates more closely than to

any other body. The content of a spheroid being —

^

of its circumscribing parallclopiped, he supposed the dis-

placement might be obtained by estimating the same
fractional part of the rectangular solid contained by the

three principal dimensions of the ship at the water’s

surface. In the case of sharp ships, he modified the

fraction to — , but it would seem that the results give

considerably less than the true displacement.

(111.) The state of Naval Architecture at the pre- More sera-

sent lime, however, requires the application of more f*1 * *«*-

accurate rules. We have already alluded to formulae,
lhoJ“

which, applied to a body like a ship, are capable of
oc" t*,, "7*

affording the aolidity of the whole or any part of it im-

mersed
;
and so accurate are the practical modes now

adopted by the ship-builder, that the error in the total

weight of a ship of 3000 or 4000 tons, is often less than

half a ton. The finding the displacement of a ship is,

however, only an ordinary problem in mensuration, and
to a geometrician cannot present the smallest difficulty.

(112.) The sheer and body plans are necessary, in aa,i

order to find the displacement. Suppose A B C D, body plana

plate i. fig. 1, to represent the sheer draught of a ship, ne«*«ary

and W tc the load water line for which the displace-

ment is to be calculated. In this line take two points,

E and F, each within a few feet of the stem and stem ;

and let the interval E F be divided into such a number
of equal parts, that the number of points of division, to-

gether with the extreme points E and F, may either be

represented by an odd number, or be a multiple of

3-fl. Through these points, let perpendiculars, 1, 1

;

2, 2 ; 3, 3 26, 26; 27, 27 ; 28, 28; be drawn to the

water line, and the vessel will be divided into vertical la-

mias, of equal thickness. Moreover, let O P Q, fig. 2,

represent the body plan of the same ship, the lines 1, 1

;

2, 2 ; 3, 3 ; 4, 4 ; Ac. representing transverse vertical

sections extending to the outside of the ship, at the

several stations 1, 2, 3, 4, Ac. in the sheer draught, fig.

1 ; those on the right hand, being the vertical sections

btfore the midship section, and those on the left, the

vertical sections abaft the same section. Moreover,
below the load water line W it, let several horizontal

There are only two differences in the Table, it will be remarked,
which are equal, namely, the Eases 46, and the London 92 guns.
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Naval Ar- 22, 33, 44, Ac. be drawn parallel to it, at some
chiiecturr. constant distance, suppose a foot from each other, both

in the sheer and body plans. These sections will divide

the body of the ship into horizontal lamina; of uniform

thickness. Sometimes, however, the thickness of the

horizontal sections in the upper body exceed those in

the lower body, the furm of the ship requiring the hori-

zontal sections to be increased in the latter. If now the Naval At-
half breadths on the several horizontal lines of the sections ehitortur*.

in the body plan be carefully measured, by means of the v—-'
scale of the drawing, the numerical results will be found
as in the annexed Table. These half-breadths may also
be found by means of fig. 3.

Table of Ordinalei.—Vertical Sections of Middle Body. Common interval 6 feet.

1 _u 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 M 13 14

1 16. OS 19.31 21.33 22.7 23.6 24.13 24.48 21 72 24.85 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9 1

2 10.73 14.88 17.91 20.24 22.00 21.21 23.96 24.44 24.73 24 9.1 24.95 25.00 25.00 25.00 2
3 6.5 10.12 13.33 16.10 IS 46 20.26 21.6 22.55 23.24 23.72 24.01 24.25 24.44 24.65 3
4 3.8a 6 .34 9.06 11.82 11.32 16.4 4 18.17 19.5 -20.5 21.35 22.00 22.38 2-2.77 22.9 4
5 2.33 3.83 5.71 7.85 10.17 12.28 14.14 15.64 16.92 17.9-5 18.8 19.43 19.9 20.21 5

80.84 138.26 161.58 191.00 215.97 235.53 260.34 261.22 269.17 275.41 279.58 282.35 284.76 296.01

IS
'} 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 » 26 27 28

i 24.0 24.9 24.9 24.85 24.84 24.83 21.76 24.7 24.53 24.23
' 23.72 22.87 21.18 18.55 1

2 25.00 25.00 21.60 25.00 21.00 24.9 24.66 •24.53 24.05 23.36 22.42 21.01 18.83 15.00 2
3 24.65 24.65 24.65 24. S 1 24.34 24.06 23.52 23.08 22.32 21.34 20 . ra 18.14 15.29 11.14 3

4 23.04 23. C8 23.00 22.78 22.5.1 22.1 21.44 •20.62 19.58 18.32 16.63 14.36 11.34 7.65 4
5 20.38 20.39 20.25 19.96 t9. 56 18.0 18.17 17.2 15.96 14.41 12.55 10.25 7.56 1.54 5

286.74 286.9 lj286.45 284.95 283.20 279.75 275.17 268.66 259.65
j

248.04 238.83)210.68
•

180.00 135.87

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 2.35 3.83 5.71 7.86 10.17 12.24 14.14 15.64 16.92 17.95 18.8 19.43 19.9 20.21 1

2 2 13 3.38 5.06 7.00 9.12 11.2.1 13.04 14.54 15.85 16.98 17.8-1 18.55 19.0 19.23 2
3 1.95 2.96 4.45 6.19 8.12 io . is 11.89 13.44 14.8 15.9 16.74 17.5 17.91 18.27 3
4 1.72 2.61 3.96 5.5 7.24 9.16 10.83 12,4 13.68 14.32 15.68 16.52 16.95 17.3 4
5 1.51 2.26 3.38 4.72 6.24 7.92 9.54 11.07 12.38 13.5 14.

4

S 15.24 15.71 16.1 5
6 1.33 1.95 2.91 4.03 5.31 6.8 8.26 9.78 11.0 12.2 13.2 13.85 14.35 14.8 6

7 1.18 1.72 2.47 3.41 4.43 5.67 6.96 8.21 9.44 10.55 11.35 12.05 12.0 13.04 7

R 1.01 1.48 2.

0

H 2.81 3.52 4.51 5.57 6.47 7.45 8.2 8.75 9.43 9.9 9.9 8
9 .9 1.26 1.68 2.22 2.68 3.32 4,01 4.4 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4 7 4.7 9

in .8 1-15 1.32 1.67 1.92 2.24 2 60 2.72 2. K5 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 10

ll .72 .61 1.00 1.2 1.28 1.42 1.58 1.62 1 . 6, 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62 11

10.55 15.86 22.99 31.56 40.7 50.92 60.4.1 68.78 76.12 82.26 86.78 91.2 93.9 95.59
1.33 1.39 1.46 1.55 1.58 1.61 ,.72 2.15 2.19 2.20 2.21 2.22 2.23 2.23

101.72 145.5! 186.03 224.11 258.25 288.09 312.49 332.15 347.48 359.87 368.57 375.77 380.89 383.83

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

» 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

•20.38 20.39 20.25 19.96 19.56 18.8 18.17 17.2 15.96 14.41 12.55 10.25 7.56 4.54 1

2 19.4H 19.5 19.28 19. 02 18.58 18.0 17.1.1 16.13 14.9 13.25 11.35 9.1 6.37 3.78 2
3 18 51 18.54 18.38 IS 08 17.62 17.0 16.12 ,5.04 13.81 12.15 10.23 7.95 5.53 3.16 3
4 17.60 17. f,

4

17.45 17.15 16.65 15.98 15.08 13.96 12.72 11.1 9.15 7.0 4.77 2.63 1

5 16.38 16.42 16.23 15.3R 15.35 14.64 13.74 12.6 11.35 9.72 7.88 5.94 3.95 2.08 5

6 14.88 14.95 14.75 14.32 13.8 13 . OS 12.16 11.07 9.86 8.24 6.52 4.91 3.2 1.56 6
7 13.04 13.2-1 12.9 12.28 11.77 11.14 10.2 9.3 8.14 6.74 5.4 4.04 2.56 1.15 7

8 9 9 9.9 9.7 9.3 8.68 7.9 7.17 6.63 5.95 5.1 4.25 3,16 2.0 .78 8
9 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.6.1 4.5 4.24 3.93 3.58 3.16 2.35 1.48 9
10 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.44 2.27 2.08 1.50 1.00 ID
11 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.5 1.46 1.4 1.3 1.23 1.14 .93 11

96.52 96.79 95.6 93.25 SO. 57 86.56 81.42 75.63 68.8 59.96 50.1 38.93 25.5 12.73
2.23 2.23 1.99 1.96 1.92 1.87 1.83 1.78 1.72 1.67 1.62 1.5 1.61 2.92

385.49 385.93 384.04 380.18 375.69 368.18 358.42 346.07 330.17 309.67 281.25 251.31 207.11 151.52

15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

vol. vi. 3 a
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Of AfUr Titfdy. Commqu interval 1.63feL Of Fore Body. Comma*» interval 3 fccL

j
S'

*3

tl

Pi**** «ft

!

RuiMrr.

7 e 5 4 3 2 1
MidA tv

S1U 1 2 3 4 fi

IVfT» fnr*
wwd

lilig til* khM
at Wild.

Whole l.aJ
ll-jfl*iic.1*|

;

67.95
41 .16

26.93
19. UO

.8 3.8
2.13
1.43

.9

.74

7.51
4.0

2.34
1.43
1.02

(0.6
5.81
3.32
2,90
1.32

12.87
7.53
4.42
2,55
1.62

14.69
9.25

5.41
3.24
2.0

16.05
10.73
6.5
3.88
2.35

1

2
3
4
5

1

•2

3
4

5

SS54.M
3713.13
3401 .77

2962.51
2412.40

18.56
15.00

11.14
7.65

4.54

16.4
12.54
8.7
5.42
2.8

13.30
9.2
5.72
3.12
1.36

8.72
4.81
2JM

.9 T49.06
(03.67
67.01
39,30
19.27

4115.17
3864.75
3510.34
3098.71
2460.67

Aw** from
iwrL 1 U>

4rf.i
19.1! **•** Ml. Ml 63,65 77.53 89.84 115.87 108.54 75.43 30.30 |

..

? • 5 4 3 2 1
|

. 2 3 * 5

19.00
17.77
15.91
15.46
13.55
13.17

!
13.53

. 12.08
10.91

1 in.

7

M.:il

••

• •

• •

.74

.73

.68

.67

.62

.62

.6

.58

.57

.55

.55

1.02
.97

.92

.87

.8

.75

.72

.67

.63

.5$

.58

1 .32

1.23
1.13
1.04

>;

1.02
1,45
1.3
1.18
1.06

.97

.89

.83
.75

.w

2.0
1 .76

1.55
1.43
1.28
1.13
1.00
.92
.8
.75

.65

2.35
2.13
1.95

1.72
1.51

1.33
1.18

l-*4
.9

.8

.72

1

2
3

;

5

6
7

S

9

10

11

J

3
4

6
7

8

9
10

11

2412.40
2256.88
2100.80
1952.41
1761.41
1171.87
1337.98

599.80
374.18
211.74

4,54
3.78
3.16
2,63
2.09
1.56

t.15
.78

2.9
2,38
1.89
1.5

!74

"

1-36

::

••

• *

19.27
16.27
13.26
9.74
&.9S
t» .6S

5.13
4.6

11.08
7 .Ml

11.60

2430.67

1

2S!Ni.»2

2128.07
1077.61
17*3. 96

j

1591.72
1356.64:

1033.54;
615.79'

392.99
235.6a

A if fro«
ikpA.A *r 1

|

to ont, ll.

•• 5.77 6.78 7.67 9.SS 10.53

t.33

•• 12.73 6.51 .« :

•• - ••

!
Flffr* be-

jloir IikIimI-

(
lM th**

j

keol anil

13.71 1 1.29 1 .3 1.31 1.32

1
X 3 3.36 1.5 4.96

JWhqJu 3intr

j*i****ftli*

I TrTt'tal
15.71 15.68 41.94 57.88 72.63 sr.it 101.72 151.62

__
118.41

__
79-76 37.17 4.96

Dimiinai-.ir.fl (113) The dimensions contained in the preceding

** Table will enable ns to obtain the displacement, both by

enable at 1(t
the vertical and horizontal section* into which the ship

fiml thedis- has been divided. If we adopt, in the first place, the

placement vertical sections, the area of each must be found between
Uith byvw the load water line W «r, and the lowest horizontal line

horizontal
wh»ch ha* keen df****, by means of one of the formula

auction*. before given
;
and to this most he added the small areas

below the last-mentioned line, consisting of the remain-

ing curvi lineal areas of the section, together with the

Vtitica! areas of the sections of the keel and false keel. These
results will enable us to obtain the entire half areas of

all the vertical sections from E to F. If now cither of

the formula be applied to the successive areas, the half

displacement will be found between the foremost vertical

section Pf, mid the aftermost E e. The solid* before

the section Ff and abaft the section E e, are then to

be separately computed by applying one of the formulae

to the small horizontal areas at the extremities. These
three solids added together will give the half displace-

ment by means of the vertical sections,

t^uarf •) To give an example of the mode of computing

•retina.

Ka onc ol^ tIlC3M! vertical sections, we take the main section

This section, in common with all the others, it has

been found convenient to divide into two portions, deno-
minated the upper and lower spaces, for the purpose of
ensuring greater accuracy in the compulations, the hori-

zontal sections being estimated at the interval of one
foot for the former, and 0.25 feet for the latter. We
shall apply to these spaces the first formula.

Uppeb Space,

Extreme OnUnntca. Ban Ordinate* Odd Ordinate*.

I 24.9 2....S5.00 3 24.65
b 20.39 4.... 23. 08 2

45.29 = £ 46,00
4

192.32 » 4 S

49.30= 2 S

and since -si, we shall have

(£ + 4$ + 2*) (45.20+ 192.32+ 49.3) x I

= 286 . 91 ,

which is the semi area of the upper portion of the main
section.

Lower Spate.

Extreme Oalia ate*. Kvea Ordinate*. Odd Ordinates.

i.

.

.20.39 2. .19.50 8. . .18.54

u.. . l.M 4.

6.

8.

.17.64

.14.95

. 9.90

5 .16.42

7..

. 13. 24
9.

.

. 4.7022.01 = £

M. . 2.90 32.90
2

4 105.90 :

259.36 = 4 S
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chitvctura. and since - =r - we shall hare

t ^ t
j 3 4

(2-f 4S+ 2.) j = (28.01+868.36+ 106.8) X 73 4

=r 96.79,
which is the semi area of the lower portion of the main
section.

Hence the entire semi area of the main section will

consist of the

Semi area of the upper space .... J= 286.91
Semi area of the lower space. ... =: 96.79
Semi area to the keel = 0.79
Semi area of the section of the keel = 1.44

Semi area of the main section .... = 385.93

(115.) In this manner may the semi areas of all the

vertical sections be obtained, the successive results of
which are entered in the lowest horizontal line of the

Table.

(116.) To apply these semi areas for the purpose of
finding the displacement, it may be remarked, in the

firet place, that the ship being divided transversely into

three portions, denominated the middle body, the after

body, and the fore body, the solidity of each must be
computed.

Middle Body, or part comprised between tke vertical

sections E t, Ff
The solidity of the middle body we purpose cal-

culating by means of the formula

(S + 2 P + 3 Q)

For, Body, or part before the vertical section Ff. N.r.l s,.

Extreme Areas.

I, . 101.72
28.. 151.52

Second Claes
of Areas.

4 . .224.1!
7.. 812.49

. 10. .359.87
' 13. . 360.89
10..SS5.93
19. .375.69
22. .346.07
25. . 284.25

2669 . 30

2

Third f 'hiss

of Areas.

2 . 145.5!
3. . 186.03
5. . 258.25
6.. 289. 09
8 .332.15
9 .347.48

II .368.57

12..

875. 77
14. .383.83
15. .365.49
17.

.

384.04
2 P 18. .380.16

20. . 368. 18

21.. 358.42
23. . 330.17

24..

309. 67
26. .251.31
27.. 207.11

5660.23
3

I69S0.G9=3Q

We shall compute this by the s

Extreme Areas. Even Areas.

1..

.151.52 2... 118. 41

5..

. 4.96 4... 37.97

Odd Areas.

3. . .79.76
8

159.52 = 2*

625.52 = 4 S

and since
^
= 1 , we shall have

(X + 4S + a,)t = (15#. 48 + 625. 52 -f- 159.52)

X 1 =941.58,
which is the half displaceoient of the fore body.

After Boot, or part abaft the vertical section £
This we shall compute by means of the Ibrinuia

(X + 4S + 2.)-.

Kxtrerre Acs.. Kr«n Arm.

1..

. 101.72 2. ..97. 81

7..

. 15.71 4...57.8S

117.43 = 2 6 " 2550

171.19

Odd Areas.

3.. .72.63

5..

. 41.94

229.14= 2s

and since— = 2.85, we shall base

(S + 8 P + 30) j = (253.24 + 5339.6+16890.69)

X 2.85 = 50788. 1925,

which is the half displacement of the middle body.

684.76 = 4S

and since - =0.61, we shall have

(2+ 4S-f-2») t = (117.43 + 884.76 + 229.14)

X 0.61 = 629.113.

which is the half displacement of the after body.
(117.) Hence the whole semi displacement will con-

sist of the

Half displacement of the middle body.. . = 50788. 19
Half displacement of the fore body = 941.52
Half displacement of the after body s 629.11
Halfdisplacement ofstem port and rudder =s 87.46
Half displacement of head before the ) , . , .

rabbit f
= 14

Half displacement of the ship 52460.42

(118.) Such is the mode of computing the displace-
ment by means of vertical sections. Let us now pro-
ceed to estimate the same by means of horizontal sec-
tions. To accomplish this, the area of each horizontal
section must be found, and we select as an example
that of the load water line.

(119.) This load water line* is divided, by means of Example of
the assumed points EF, into three portions, dcuonii- anhoruuu-
nated the middle space, the fore space, and the after tlJ »«*»•>»•

space. The area of each of these must be computed by
means of the proper formula.

Middle Space, comprised between the points E F.
This portion we shall compute by means of the formula

(8 + 2P+SQ) H

* W. mid in a note the aUotule arc*. in feet of the light an J

3 a 2
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a“«ture.
OnWM.

I.. 16.05
28.. 18.55

34.60 = S

Second Class of Third Class of
Ordinates. Ordinates.

4. .22.70 2. . 19.31

7. .24.48 3 .21.33
10. .24.90 5. . 23.60
13. .24.90 6. .24.13
16. .21.90 8 ,, .21.72
19. .24.84 9 .24.85
22- -24.70 11. .24.90
25.-23.72 12. .24.90

195.14
2

14.

15.

.24.90

.24.90
17. .24.90

390.23=2P 18

.

20.
.24.65
. 24.83

21. .24.76
23 . .24.53
24. .24.23
26. .22.87
27 . .21.18

429. G9
3

1289. 07 = 8 Q
3 I

and since — = 2.25, we shall have

(S -(- 2 P + S Q) = (34.6 + 390.26 + 1289.07)

X 2.25 = 1713.95 X 2.25 = 3856.3975,

which is half the area of the middle space.

load water line* for the several classes of ships, together with the

proportional numbers, assuming the area of tbo light water hoe at

1 (10.

Clam of Ship*.

Area in
Fret oC

the
Water
lint.

Are* In

Fret of

Ore Lnail

Water
Hire.

Proportional
Numbers.

Kaife

Ratee corvette .

Corvette

tiun.brig ......

.

Schooner. ......
Cutter.

120
SO
74
50
52
46
26

26
18
18
10

6662
7409
0420
6016
5436
3920
3753
2774
2376
1911
1488
1118
924

10096
9065
7517
7190
6777
5143
4734
3141
2960
2392
1842
1447
1200

100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

100
100
100

100

Naw Class ov Ships.

Loudon 92 ! 96GG 100 116

Castor 36 •16 10 6036 100 125

Vernon . 50 6198 7782 100 126

Rover 1H 2 <67 3034 too 139

Snake ......... 16 1760 2401 100 136

Her* itmay be remarked, that the ratios ofthe areas of the light and
load water lines arc precisely the same in the 120 and 74-gun ships,

and that the new dans of the London approaches extremely near to

them. The Ratio corvette of 26 and tho new class Vernon are

likewise identical in this particular. The 52-gun ship, the Castor
of 36, the 1 5-gun corvette, and the 18-gun brig, are also precisely

the same. Tbs nearest approach to equality in these areas is in

the corvette of 28 gun*, and the greatest disparity exist* in the

new claw of the Rover of 18 guns.

Fore Space, or part before the point F.

This portion we shall compute by means of the

mula (2 -f 4 S -f 2

Extreme Ordinates. Even Ordinates. Odd Ordinates.

1..

18.55 2. .16.40 3. 13. 30
5.. 0.80 4.. 8.72 2

19.35 = 1 25.12 26.60 =

100.48 = 4 S

fur-

Naval Ar-
chitecture.

2 #

and since
^
=1, we shall have

(£ + 4S+2i)
3
- = (19.35 + 100.48 + 26.60)

X 1 = 146.43.

If to this there be added the area of the aection of the

stein and knee-head, amounting to 2.63, we shall have
for the total semi area of the fore space, the quantity

149.06.

Aptei Space, or part abaft the point E.

This portion we shall compute by the same formula.

Extreme OnUoates. Even Ordinates. Odd Ordinates.

1. ..16.05 2. ..14.69 3 ..IS. 97
7... O.fiO 4 . .10.60 5. .. 7.51

16.95 = 1 6... 3.80
20.38

1 29.09 2

4
40.76 =

116.36 =48

and since —= 0.61, we shall have

(2 + 4 S + 2*) ^
= (1685 -f 116 36 + 40.76)

X 0.61 = 106.1217.
If to this there he added the area of the section of the

post and rudder, amounting to 3.6, we shall have
109.7217 for the total semi area of the fore space.

(120.) Hence the entire semi area of like load water
line will consist

The semi area of the middle space.. . • = 3856.3875
semi area of the fore apace = 149.06
semi area of the after space ...

.

= 109.7217

semi area of the load water line . = 4115.1692

(121.) In the same way may the semi areas of all the

other horizontal sections be obtained, the successive re-

sults being entered iu the last vertical column of the
Table.

To apply these areas to the displacement, it is to be
remarked, that the body of the vessel is supposed to be
divided into two portions, denominated respectively the
upper body and the loirer body, each of which we shall

proceed to compute.

Upper Body.

Extreme Areas. Even Areas. Odd Arras.

1 .4115.17 2.3864.75 5.. 3510. 34
5. .2450.67 4. .3028.73 2

6565.84 = 2 6913.48 7020.68
4

27653.92 = 4 S
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Naval Ar- i
chiiKctun*. and since -al,we shall have

(2 + 4 S + 8«) 1 = (6565.84 + 27653.92

4- 7020.68) x 1 = 41240.44
for the semi displacement of the upper body.

In like manner we proceed to the compulation of the

Lower Body.

Extreme A roes. Even Areas.

1.. 2450. #57 2. .2290.92
2 . 236.65 4.. 1977.61

6. . 1591.72
5.. 1033.54
10.. 392.99

2666.32=2 .

7286.78
4

Odd Areas.

3. .2128.97
5. . 1763.96
7. . 1356.64
9. . 615.79

5865.36

11770.72 = 4 s

29147.12 = 4 S

and since — = 0.25, we shall have

(I + 4 S + 2.) j
=(2696.32+29147.12+11770.72)

X 0.25 = 10901 .04 cubic feet

for the semi displacement of the lower body.

(122.) Hence the whole semi displacement by hori- Kara! Ar.
zontal sections will be *

chureture.

Semi displacement of upper body. .. .

Semi displacement of lower body. ...
* Semi displacement of solid below

lower body
Semi displacement of keel and rudder, &c.

Semi displacement by horizontal sec- 'l

lions I

41840.44
10901.04

107.13
217.18

52465.79

(123.) To ensure accuracy, a mean of the displace- A mean of

ments calculated by the vertical and horizontal sections the vertical

should be taken, amounting in the present instance to
******

52463.1. Hence the whole displacement will be
104926.2; or dividing by 35 the number of cubic feet b« taken,

of sen-water in a ton, the absolute displacement in tons
will be 2998.89 tons.

(124.) To show in what way the displacement is Table to

made up by the different weights, constituting the hull in

and stores, &c. of each vessel, we have drawn from Mr.
Edyc’B Naval Calculations the following important par- pUcvroeot
titulars, >» made up.

Wei§hi of the various Articles composed in the Hull of each Ship and Vessel.

f

Number of guns .... 120 M 74
R*t4e.

50 52 46

Razi-c

forullr,
20 28

Corvette.

,8
Brig.

18

|

Schooner.

|

Colter.

Tons. Cwi. Tons. Cwt. Tons. Cwi Tons. ’w« Tons. Cwt, Tuns Cwi. at68*1at Ton*. Cwi. Tows. Cwt.

Weight of timber .

.

2197 10 1653 11 1406 2 1255 10 804 0 5*1 13 615 6 358 14 238 0 175 4 132 1H 89 10 68 12— iron 136 0 119 10 109 4 96 13 67 0 53 7 39 0 23 5 16 15 15 10 8 0 7 1«4! 5

—— copper bulla 47 14 40 0 37 13 36 13 23 0 15 0 13n 8 5 5 2 4 17 3 11 2 15 1 1 n— copper sheets (1.) 17 19 14 12 1‘2 14 II 18 11 7 9 4 7 14 5 10 5 2 3 19 3 3 2 12 2 I— mixed metal u&ils 2 18 2 5 2 2 1 14 1 18 1 12 1 11) 0 18 1 1 0 i-’i 0 i«i 0 89 0 *1

— pintles and braces

— lead of all sorts .

.

3 11 2 3 1 15 1 15 1 15 1 9 1 0 o 11 0 11* 0 4 0 5 0 4 0 4
9 0 6 9 8 0 7 10 7 2 5 4 4 9 4 10 4 7 4 2 3 0 2 3 1 2— Oil's-, 16 1 13 10 11 10 9 7 6 10 4 13 4 1 4 0 3 12 3 0 2 0 1 12 1 8— barrels of pitch (2.) 5 7 4 6 4 12 3 18 3 17 2 18 1 17 i 5 1 i 1 4 0 15 0 15 0 11

— barrels of tar '3.) 11 13 11 7 11 5 11 5 7 0 4 13 4 2 2 7 1 I* ' 15 0 15 0 hi 0 Uij

— whitingandwhitvl

lead J

9 10 6 12 G 8 6 8 4 12 2 12 2 7 2 4 1 12 i 1 0 15 0 13 0 5

— linseed oil (4.) . .

.

1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 l 18 0 16 0 6 0 O 0 3 0 2 0 !| 0 Cl— three coats of paint 9 10 4 16 4 5 4 2 3 10 2 15 3 8 2 * 1 15 1 .3 0 i.+ 0 H 0 m
Ship's weight when!

launched j
2466 18 1862 6 1616 15 1447 18 1042 12 795 3 G98 0 413 17 281 .1 213 10 156 8 109 6 82 7

• It b but rarely thattbe load water line it parallel to the keel,

and the tame may be said of the light water line. In the different

classes of ships which follow, the excess of the after load draught
above the forward load draught is given in the second column, and
similar differences of the light water draught are recorded in the
last.

CU*« of Stupa.

120

60
74
52
46
28

Corvette . . 18
Brig 18

Kicni of after toad

drsogbl above for-

ward load draught.

Ft ta.

1 5
3 3
2 in

1 0
1 8
0 5
0 7
3 3

Ksevss of after load
draught abort for-

ward I Ijtht draught.

Ft. In.

2 4
4 7

4 1

3 10
4 9
2 2
1 10
4 10

Clan of Ships.
Excess of sftrr load
draught above for-

ward load draught.

Ft. In.

1 1

Ft cess af after load
draught shore for*

Brig .... .10

ward light draught.

FI. Id.

2 5
Schooner.. 10 2 6 2 II

Cutter 6 10 6 6

In every instance, excepting the cutter, the difference of the
after and forward light water draughts exceeds the difference of the

corresponding load water draughts. In calculating the load or

light displacements, it is manifest in carrying down the successive

horizontal plants, that a portion of the vessel must remain, re-

quiring a separate computation, in all cooes where the two draughts

of water are not precisely the same. Actual

f We throw into a note some numerical remits connected with the weight of
weights contained in the preceding Table, on account of their great certain un-
importance to the ship-builder. Such results illustrate in a high portent vie-

degree the statistics of ship-budding, and are also of great value in meats.
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Naval Ar. fVeight of thr Mast* and Yards, and of the Spare Gear, Hiding, and Block*, ofthe Sail*, Cable*, and Anchort,
Ar-

chitecture. Water, Provision*, and Men ; of the Powder ; Ganner'*, Boatswain"*, and Carpenter* Store* ; of the Gun* and
charg1une-

Shot, and Weight ofthe Bool* when Jiltedfor Foreign Service.

1

Raar«
1Ruk. CtifttUr. Corr.-cc*. ttta. IckoOMI Culm,
j

1

Number of guns .... 120 80 14 50 52 46 * 28 16 18

Lower masts and 1

Tni.Ct.Qr.

4S 13 1

Tna.Cc Qr.

51 18 2
Tiwl Ct.Qr

36 14 0
Tss.Cl.Qr
38 14 0

Toa.Ct.Qr-

34 2 0
Txs Ct.Qr.

21 12 3
Tns.Cl.Qr.

21 5 1

TM.Ct.Qr
9 2 0

t M-Ct Ur. Tas.ClQr.
9 2 0

|

7 9 2
Tns.Cl.Qr.

4 52
Tor.Ct.Qr
6 8 0

Tai.trt.Qi.

5 9 2

Topmasts tad yards 1

37 1 3 37 1 3 27 11 0 27 11 0 27 11 0 18 12 3 18 12 3 8 15 2 8 13 2 7 3 1 3 13 1 1 IS 2 2 12 0

MTtT! tTcsIH WTi
16 It 3 12 12 0 12 12 0 12 12 0 7 10 2 7 10 0 4 2 0 4 2 0 3 0 2 2 4 3 1 3 0 ....
28 »i 0 26 19 0 26 10 0 25 4 0 14 IS 0 14 13 0 12 10 0 12 18 0 5 0 0 3 ft 0 2 2 0

|rrwn 17 4 0 16 la 0 17 15 0 16 5 0 117 0 117 0 6 10 0 6 16 0 4 10 0 2 16 0 l 8 2 >3 11 0

•tin 11 2 0 10 12 0 10 12 0 ill] 5 6 0 5 8 0 4 4 0 4 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 3
1

6 ID 3 7 5 3 6 0 2 6 14 0 6 1 0 3 15 2 3 17 0 2 2 3 2 5 1 1 II 3 1 4 2 1 5 0 1 17 0
j

w m 4 7 0 3 14 t 4 5 0 3 14 0 2 5 2 2 6 0 1 9 3 1 13 1 1 5 2 0 17 1 0 Hi 0 0 5 1

Hempen cattles (8.) ^siv.mjni 25 4 0 25 4 0 25 4 0 13 1 0 9 13 0 1 19 0 6 19 0 4 1 0 1 16 0 0 8 1

Iron cables (9.) .... *11dm H) 17 0 SO 17 0 M»*l 26 2 0 26 2 0 15 16 0 15 18 0 10 6 0 7 1 0 6 6 3 3 90

’iriiwaii rrwn [VI rim 8 110 4 5 2 4 5 2 3 10 2 flffl 2 2 i 1 72
T«aa. Cwi. Toa».Cwt. ToM. Curl Toil*. Cwt. Toss Cat Tun* Cwt. Ton*. Ctt-l r.m« Cwt

I ron ballast and taidn 373 0 247 0 1 96 0 100 o 1*7 0 107 10 9t to 55 77 0 47 0 -W :tu o 32 0 1

4111 1*> 3#5 fl 260 n 175 0 220 0 no 0 106 0 55 5 50 0 m <i 19 0 11 o 4 5

Coals and wood .... 1«0 0 78 0 52 0 45 a 38 0 *t 0 21 0 15 0 10 0 8 10 6 0 4 0 2 0

Provisions, spirits. 1

ami sIojhi

|

Men, chests, Sic. ...

296 4 241 15 214 18 131 3 113 0 69 4 59 0 31 IS 28 10 23 14 6 10 8 8 3 2

102 6 76 0 63 0 48 0 45 0 27 3 20 0 16 2 14 7 14 7 6 14 4 12 2 15

(•unncr'a store* .... 39 12J 27 2 22 2 18 0 16 0 12 U II 10 7 10 6 5 5 17 2 2 1 8 0 |M

Boatswain's and car-1

panUr’s stores . . J

54 0 51 IS 48 0 46 0 39 0 31 0 31 0 16 0 14 10 12 ft 8 7 4 21 4 12

329 18 224 5 178 7 150 18 125 4 80 7 68 8 31 3 21 17 21 17 8 21

1 10

4 ?l
0 H|
2 »l

3 8

90 161

79 17

18 12 13 18 11 1H{

45 |0

9 5 4 1§J
30 3

2 15 2 15 o n
Shot and cases 125 14 98 12 60 12 56 2 36 15 22 2 22 2 6 0 2 10

5 9 5 2 3 2 3 2 4 3J
2 No.

4 34
* No.

.... ....

t No. 2 No * No. 9 No- i No.
0 lOf

YswL
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 « 14|

lr.u

r«

0 |0» 1 3 0 16 0 16
Cora-
modore, Caller.

1

1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 0 144
1 10

0 8 0 8
1 ....

l 10 1 10 I 10 1 10 l M l 10 l H i n 1 31 ....

Gig 0 101

o 4
o 94 ....

|
0 9 0 13 6 131

0 »| 0 91 u »| 0 Of 0 9i 0 9i # n 0 7i 0 y* 0 7{ 0 4i

(12?».) A* the various particular* contained in the pre- when launched, and the other |h« different weights re-

ceding Table are necessarily separated into two gn at ceived on board, we throw their aggregates into the suc-

divisions, one of which comprises the weight of the hull ceeding Table.

assisting th« computer in ostimatmp the amount of actual expenditure, a matter of the greatest moment to a Naval Country, and
particularly ao at a time when such gigantic vessels arc constructing.

Number of guns "... 120 80 74
Rllet.

50 .|
(

46
j

Riser
Corvrtl*.

26 28
CornUr.

18

1

W,.
,

lirif.

18 : to
Schooner. Cotter.

(1.) Number of sheet* ofl28 or. 1168 1800 1472 1329 1350* iooo| 850 TOO! 83(1 797 580 637 550

copper sheathing /32 or. 3572 2050 1734 1706 1650 1170 1 130 600 6131 301 200 80

Number of treenails 64,498 3&, 103 27,01!’ 25.380 23,500 20,826 17,300 11,540 1.1,050 11,193 8,316 7,100 3,250

(2.) Number of bom-b of pilch . 50 45 43 37 36 251 |N 12 11 it ’ 7 ft

(%) Numlier of barrels of tar . .

.

109 106

40ir

105 10.’. 441 39 22 18; 16 7 H ft

(4.) Number of gallon* oflin-1

seed uil 1

(5.) Number of fathoms of rope)

100 400 400 3toj 282 2*. 6 38 .0
43

j

32 23 11

from f to 18 inches iu c»r- ?

cumfetence .........j
30,250 32,400 27,152

I

29,200 28,700 20,728
1

21,370 19,031 19,350 10,709- 7,335 ....

940 040 934 934 *3J, 893. 893 848 846 576 399 ..

(6. )
Number of yards of canvass

|

in ship’s sails f
12, 517' 12,947 10,784 11,130 10,824 73071 7381 4796 5096 354

7

j

2740 2790 4140

(7.) Number uf yard* of canvass i

in spar* sail* J
7584 7814 6650 6876 6690 5066 5140 3322 3720 2847

1

1916 1730 589

BrsSl*. BnSUn RrsSrm '

ItraStm Bn. Sim RrmStm.

(8.) Number of ltaoajNMi cablos.
. 5 1 j i 5 I 5 1 5 1

i
4 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 l 2 111 0 1

(9.) Number of iiuo cables ..... » 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 t| 3 1 1 3 1 3 . 3 I 3
1

j

2 1 3 0 3 1
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Number of Guns- . . • 120 w 74 66 52 46
Corvette.

26 46
Corvette.

18
Brtr
18

BdIT-

10
Schooner. Cutter

j

Weight of the hull)

Tons. Cwt Ton*. Cwt. Too*. Cwt Toot. Cwt. Too*. Cwt Ton* Cwt T«m. Cwt. Ton#, Cwt. Tons. Cwt, Ton*. Cwt. Ton*. Cwt
2466 16 1362 6 1616 15 1447 18 1042 12 795 3 698 9 413 17 281 3 213 10 156 8 109 6 82 7

Weight received on)

board
2142 5 1723 14 1359 11 1044 8 1067 16 670 9 582 0 370 11 326 16 242 18 126 6 94 17 76 8

Total weight when)
complete ....... 1

4609 3 3606 0 2976 6 2492 6 2110 8 1465 12 1280 0 784 8 607 19 430 b 282 14 204 3
.

158 15

green and

seasoned.

(126.) In the foilowing Table will be found the weight

'* foot
of ft cubic foot of timber in a green and seasoned state, at

*f Umber present used in ships and vessels of war, derived also from

Mr. Edyea Naval CalcuUUiont. This Table will assist

the ship-builder in determining the weight of the timber

materials necessary in computing a ah ip’s displacement.
Given. Seasoned.

Name* of Timber. lim. os. lbs. ox.

English oak 71 10 43 8

Dantxic oak 49 14 36 0

African teak 65 12 60 10
Indi«l«k.p»nor

)Ml)lb,r
«««!«), .bout th" R „

Indian mast peon .......... . 48 3
Cedar 32 0
Larch 43 0
Riga fir 48 12

New England fir. .......... . 44 12

Elm 66 8

Beech 60 0

A ah 38 3

32 13
26 4

36

28
34
35
30 11

37 5
33 6
50 0

The Malabar teak is the heaviest, and the Rangoon
the lightest of all Indian teaks used in ship building.

The average weight of the timber materials in a ship

or vessel of war is about 30 pounds to the cubic foot

;

and for the masts and yards about forty pounds.

Displace- (127.) It is often necessary to know the amount of

mvnt of an the displacement for a single inch in depth, both at the
inch at light light and load water lines. In like manner, it is useful
Midlowlwa-

j0 know the displacement of one foot of the midship
nw

* section at the same lines. The results for the different

classes of ships in tons are inserted in the next Table,

from Mr. Edye's Naval Calculations.

Claaa «f Ship.

£ * Im
is?
.3 0 *

£ - v

1
5 Tfi

»;

"

s _

-

is
B
il

Ivrit

3o3S

!|fh
lull

a* cm. Too* Cwt. T.mtm Cwt. t1
120 20 12 24 0 16 10 29 17
RO 17 12 21 11 15 18 26 13
74 15 5 17 17 12 7 21 3

Rate* . . * ...50 14 G 17 2 II 14 18 4
52 12 18 16 2 8 9 17 6

46 9 6 12 5 H 4 14 4
Ran-e comdte 26 8 IS 11 10 6 10 12 15

1 28 6 12 7 9 i 9 7

|

Corvette . .. IS 3 13 7 (U 3 10 7 5

Gun-brig . .. 18 4 10 5 13 3 11 6 10

f
10 3 10 4 7 2 10 4 8

Schooner . 2 13 3 10 1 13 3 6
Cutter . .

.

2 4 2 17 2 4 3 15

Nkw Cl. ABU ©v Sun**.

lyiudtm .

.

.. 94 20 4 23 16 0 •27 2
Csstor . .

.

.. 36 11 12 14 74 9 It* 12 12

V vtnou .

.

.. 50 14 15 ia 10I 10 144 19 12
•Rover . .

.

.. 18 5 4 7 5 4 2 7 2
Snake . . . .. 16 4 8 s Hi 4 0 1 6 124

(128.) It may also be useful to advert to one or two Displace-

circumstances more which inflnencc the amount of dis-
mcnt m,,K*

placement. In what we have before said, the consider- motion at
iition has been limited to the conditions of a ship at rest the ship *nd
in still water; but it has been observed, that when the tide,

ship and the water are relatively in motion, either by the
ship being at rest, and the water in motion, or by the
ships moving and the waters being at rest ; or again
by the ship and water moving with unequal velocities

or in different directions, the depth to which the ship
sinks must be determined in connection with other con-
siderations. When a vessel is at anchor also in a strong
tideway, or at sea under a press of sail, she must sink
several inches deeper than when at anchor in still water.
Homme observed a frigate which was lashed to a sheer
hulk in the river Charente sink two inches deeper when
the velocity of the stream was great, than when its

motion was only just sensible.

(129.) This may be accounted for on the principle. Ho* «c
that when a particle of water is impressed with motion, counted for.

and passes along the surface of a body, it no longer
exerts a pressure equally in all directions, as in the case
of water in a state of rest, but has a greater tendency
to escape in the direction of its motion than any other,
and hence causes a less vertical pressure on the surface
of the body than when at rest The total pressure of
the particles of water in contact with the body being less
than before, and having been, wheu at rest, exactly
equivalent to sustain the body, that body must of neces-
sity sink deeper, until a balance is obtained between the
vertical pressure and the weight. The pressure of a
particle of water in motion is proportional to its depth
below the surface of the water, minus the depth due to
the velocity estimated in the direction of its motion.
Bernoulli, the AbbtS Bossut, and Konunc proved these
principles by experiment.*

• The following* simple sod decisive experiment «u made by
Romrac. He had two tube*, oa* of them straight, as a A, and the
other curvod, Mode, fig. 4. but both haring open ends, and ca-
pablo of receiving a float, y/, the lo»er port of which wo* cork, and
the upper a graduated rod. These tubes with their floats were first

plunged into still water, and the divisions com-spondiug with the
upper orifices of the tubes observed. The tube* were then placed
in running water, the current being in the direction A i, and the
bent tubs c <f e, with it* lower end turned ia the same dtivetiuu.

The float* in both tubes wore then observed to have sunk an inch
below IhHr j*»ition in Will water. The bent tube wo* in the next
plae* turned n m to present its orifice to the current, when the
flout rose an inch abort* the position it hod in rtill water. The
sains tube was then placed with the lower end perpendicularly to

the direction of the current, when the float sunk so inch below it*

position in still water. Romm* measured the velocity of the cur-
rent, and found the water ran 70 feet in 30*, or that it* velocity
»a* that due to an inch and a line nearly, eonw*pondiog with the
distance the floats in the tubes were devoted or depressed in the
experiments. Other experiments in cuivents of diflerent velocities
produced similar results. In some instances the dspre»won and
elevation of the floats were as much on five or six inches, luring al*

way* the height due to the velocity of the current. He s*vrrtamrd
ato that rhe results wers the same, to whatever dearth the tutu**

were plunged into the water.
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360 NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.
Naval A. (ISO.) It is but seldom a ship of war floats io fresh

chilectwa. water, though a merchantman may often do so. We,
"“v-"—

' however, insert in the next Table the difference in the
Difference

j|nmm |ong 0f several ship in fresh and sea water, and

from which il appears, that a ship of 120 guns sinks

ahipa to nearly six inches deeper in the former than in the latter,

freehand The difference also produced in the two load lines Irom
water, tw0 specific gravities is worthy of attention. In the

ship just adverted to, it amounts to 143 Ions 8 cwt.

In the last column we have given the quantity necessary

to raise or immerse the ship an inch at the load or sea

line. This useful Table is due also to Mr. Edye.

nj
£
£ °

is
li(2 35

IK
-III
•f-sS
«s!m

Difference ia the two

Load Lines from the

Specific Gravity of

F resh anil Sail \\ ate r.

i

- * -i.IS*
II 5 *

O'S^l

No. laches. Tons. Cwt. Tons. Cwt
120 H Equal to 143 8 24 0

74 5‘ S3 14 17 17

46 3; 45 6 12 5

28 3( 24 n 7 9
IS *! 14 6 5 13

10 21 9 6 4 7

Cutter. U S 2 2 17

Displace- (131.) The displacement may he deduced from the

T'"’, f _ different specific gravities of the water in which a vessel

different
floals - ror suppose » and * to be the specific gravities

•pcific jjra. of fresh and salt water, and D and D' the corrcspond-
Titiwofwa- ing displacements; then by a well-known principle in
ler* Hydrostatics

Di = D'
and » : $' : : IY : D.
Hence s'—a : : : D-D' : D.

Now, since it requires the application of a given weight
to change the displacement D' into I>, it is manifest
the actual displacement may be found by knowing this

weight, and the values of t and s'. Thus suppose it

required an additional weight of 25 tons to bring a ves-

sel down, when floating in salt water, to the load line

she possessed when swimming in fresh water, a cubic
foot of the former weighing 1026 ounces, and of the
latter 1000, we shall have

o*. ot. Ions. ton*.

26 : 1000 : : 25 : 961.54

for the actual amount of the displacement sought.

On the Centre of Gravity ofthe Outplacement.

(132.) In attempting to find the centre of gravity of
the displacement, a point involving so many important
considerations with regard to the stability, it is manifest
when the vessel is floating in equilibrium, that it must
he somewhere found in the vertical longitudinal section
which passes through the middle of the sternpost and
stem ; and that the question becomes therefore reduced
to the finding its position with rrgard to two coordinate
planes, one of which has reference to the position of the
point with regard to the length of the vessel, and de-
noted by E e in the figure, and the other with regard to

ils depth below the other coordinate plane W w.

(133.) We have already explained in our Treatise on

MecHxxics, a mode by which Uria maybe accomplished Natal Ar»

with respect to both of the planes just mentioned, by ch
‘^

t?cniTr-

what is termed the theory of moments; and it is ob-
1

vioua that with regard to the position of the centre of fofoupd**
gravity of the displacement longitudinally, we shall have
three separate computations to make, two relating to

the middle and fore bodies of the vessel, and to be
esteemed poaitive

,
and a third as respects the after body,

to lie regarded as negative. The general Table of
ordinates will furnish us with the necessary elements
for this purpose.

(134.) To estimate the moment of the middle body,

we must, in the first place, obtain the resulting pro-

ducts recorded in the last column of the next Table.

Number of
tbe Tmneerrse

Venice]
Section*.

Hslf Arcs* of tbe nuunr»• of tbe
VertUsl Set-liens

ruapflsed be-
tween tbe Sec-
tions 1 and S6.

Vertical Sections
from tbe Pri-

mitive Section

Ee.

Reaaltlng
ProdacU.

1 101.7* 0 0.0
2 145.51 6 873.06
3 1*6.03 12 2232.36
4 234.11 18 4033.98
5 258.25 24 6198.00
6 2&8.03 30 8642.70
7 312.49 36 11249.64
8 3.12.15 42 13950.30
9 347.48 49 16679.04
10 359.87 54 19432.98
11 368.57 60 22114.20
12 375.77 66 £1*00.83
13 380.89 72 27424.03
14 363.83 78 29938.74
IS 385.49 84 3*391.16
16 385.93 90 34783.7*
17 384.01 96 36867.84
18 380.18 102 3*778.36
19 375.69 108 40574.52
20 368. IB 114 41972.52
21 358.42 120 43010.40
22 346.07 126 43404.8*
2:1 330.17 132 43582.41
24 309.67 1.18 4*734.46
25 284.25 144 40932.00
26 251.31 150 37696.50
27 207.11 156 32309.16
28 151.52 162 24546.24

And to apply these resulting products to the formula

(S + 2P + 3Q)|‘,

we shall further obtain

o

Extreme Products.
Second Class of

Products.

Third Clast of

Products.

1... o.o 4... 4033.98 2.... 873.06
28.. .21546.24 7... 11249.64 3.,.. 2232.36

10... 19432. 98 5. .. 6198.00
24546 .24 isS 13...2742 1.03 6. .. 8642.70

16... 34733. 70 8.

.

..13950.30
19... 40574. 52 9. . .16679. 04
22...43604,82 11. ..22114.20
25... 40932. 00 12....*4800.82

14. ..29938.74
221985.72 15....32381.16

2 17.. ,
.368*7.84

443971.44=
18..

2P 20.

,

,.3*779.36
.41972.52

21....43010.40
23..,

.43582.44

24..,.42734.46

26., .37696.50
27....32309.16

474762. 0B
3

1424266. 18 = 3Q
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NAVAL ARCHITECTURE. 30

1

Naval Ar
chiu-cltm*.

3 i

and since — = 2.25, we shall have
8

(S + 2P+ 3Q) mi (24516.21 -f- 443971.44

+ 1424236.13) x 2.25 = 4253808.6S5

for the moment of the half middle body.

(133.) To compute* in the next place, the moment
of the fore body, it is to be observed that the dis-

tance* of the successive vertical sections in it must still

he estimated from the primitive plane hie, and there-

fore give* for the interval between the section passing
through tlie point 2 in the fore body, and that plane,
165 fi*et. Hence we shall obtain the following result-

ing products.

N««rb*» of Ibe
Triwmi* Vet.
tlc»l Secilon*.

Half of tha
Vertical Sfflitter*

eompriMMl between
the Srrilon» F/

uad it.

Pl.Uncea of
the Ventral
Section, from
the Prlmllire
Section K r.

ft emit'.nf
'Product*.

28.1 151.52 162 24516.24
2 IIS. 41 165 19.537.65
3 79.76 163 13399.63
4 37.97 171 6492.87
5 4.96 174 663.04

To apply these resulting products to the formula

(2 + 4 S + 2 0 5.

we shall have

Extreme Products. Even Prodnet*.

1. . 24 MG. 24 2. . 19587, 6ft

5.. 863.04 4.. 6492.87

25409.28=2 26030.52
4

O4I 4I Products.

3. . 13399.66
2

26799.36:= 2 s

104 1 22.08=4S

To apply these resulting products to the formula

(S + 4S+2.) I.

we shall have

Naval Ar-
chitecture.

Extreme Product*. Even Product*.

1... 0.0 2. ,160.69
7. ..172.5 4.. .317.76

irTtoS*-- 143 -*9

~
621.74

4

24StT96 =

CMd Product n.

3.. .265.83
5. . ,3t»7.00

572. S3
o

1145.66 = 2 t

4 8

and since - = 0.61, we shall have

(2-{-4S-f-2*)' = (172.5 + 2186.96 + 1145.66)

XO.61 = 2321.1232,

which is the moment of half the after body exclusive of
the post and rudder. And since the moment of the
po*t and rudder amounts to 1141 .35, we shall have for
the entire moment of the semi after body, the quantity
3462.4732.

(137.) Now since by the conditions of the primitive
plane Ee, the moments of the middle and fore body ore
regarded as positive, and that of the after lxjdy is

negative, we shall have for the absolute amount of the
momenta,

Moment of the half middle body. . = + 4256608.685
Moment of the half fore body, . . . ss + 158S05.36

4 4417614.047’
Moment of the semi after body . . = — 3462.4732

Absolute amount of the moments. = + 4414151.5713

and since
*- = 1, wc shall have

(I-f 4 S-f 2s) * = (25409.29+ 104122.08

-f- 26799 . 36) x 1 = 1 56330 . 72

for the moment of the half fore body, exclusive of the

knee of the head amounting to 2474.64. Hence the

entire moment of the half fore body will amount to

153805.36.

(136.) To estimate (he moment of the after body,

the distances of the vertical sections in it must in like

manner be estimated from the same primitive vertical

section Ee. Thin will give the resulting product* in

the last column of the next Table.

HalfArfMof I>i»'*nce*of
Number of

Trapserrte Ver-
tical Section*.

the Vertical
Section* run*.

i>r l«rd between
K t and 7.

the Vertical
Section from
the Primitive
Section £ r.

Remitting
PfOrlUCt*.

1 101.72 0.0 0.0
2 87.81 1 .S3 160.69
3 72.63 3.66 265.83
4 57.88 5.49 317.76
5 41.94 7.82 307.00
6 15.66 9.15 143.29
7 15.71 10.93 172.50

YOL. VI.

(138.) And since by well-known considerations, the
position of the centre of gravity with regard to the
primitive vertical plane may be found by the formula

|j. where M represents the sum of the moments

and D denotes the corresportfing displacement, and
that wc have already found D= 52460.42, we shall
hence have

M _ 4414151.5713

1)
~ 52460.42

— 9L14,

which i, the distance of the centre of gravity of the dir-
plnccment before the primitive tcction Ee. And since
the distance from this same section to the middle point Peddonof
of the load water section is 81.50 feet, it is manifest the rent™
that the centre of gravity of the displacement is before of p1Ti,7
the middle of the length of the load water section,
when measured from the after part of the rabbet or the
sternpost to the fore part of the rabbet of the stem, the u-aeth.

2.64 feet.

(139.) To proceed in the nest place to the compola- .ad .1th
tion of the depth of the centre of gravity of the dis- report to

placement below the plane of Use load water section, <b« depth,

we must compute separately the moments of the upper
and lower bodies. The preparatory products for the
former of these are given in the neil Table.

3c
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362 NAVAL ARCHITECTURE,
N«t*1 Ar w . ...

__ Number of IS*
cbUccturg. Wutei Section*.

HilfArmrfUt
Water Secilem*.

Dhtuim of(ho
Water Sectmm
fn-m ikr l.oad
wai9t Section.

Resulting
PredllCt*.

1 4115.17 0 0.0

2 3884.75 3 11654.25
3 3510.34 6 21062.04
4 3028.73 9 27258.57

5 2150.67 12 29408.04

, i Naval Ar-
(1 -f 1 S -f 2 •) - (34003.21 -f 430627 . 52 chitecW

•f 17793S.54) * 0.25= 160642.3175,

which is the moment of half the lower body,

(141.) Hence the sum of all the moments of the
immersed body will be :

And to apply these resulting products to the formula

(S + 4S + 2.)^.

we shall have

Extreme Product!.

1 .. 0.0
5.. 29408.04

29408.04=2

Even Product*.

2. .11654.25
4. .27259.57

38912.82
4

155651 ,15=4S

Odd Product*.

3. .21062.04
2

42124^09=2*

and since —= 1, we shall have

(I + 4 S-f 2.)L = (29408.01 -f 153GM.2S

+ 42124.09) x 1 =227183.4

for the moment of the half upper body.

(140.) Pursuing the same course for the half lower
body, we shall in the first place obtain the results of
the next Table.

Wumbrr of tlio

Water Section*.
I?alf Area* -•{ the
Water S<clio**.

DHtaMranf the
Water Section*
fram the 1 o*d
Water Sm-Uuu.

Resulting
Product*.

1 2450.67 12.00 29408.04
2 2290.92 12.75 29209.23
3 2128.97 13.50 28741.10
4 1977.61 14.25 28180.94
5 1788.96 15.00 26759.40
6 1591.72 15.75 25069.59
7 1356.64 16.50 82384 . 56
8 1033.54 17.25 17328.58
9 615.79 18.00 1108422

10 392.99 18.75 7368.56
11 235.65 19.50 4595.17

To apply these successive products to the formula

(I+4S+2,) *,

we shall have

Extreme Products. Even Product*. Odd Products.

1... 29408.04 2. . .29209.23
11... 4595.17 4...28180.94

6... 25009. 59
34003 .21 = I8..,1 7828 . 56

10... 7368.56

3..

.28741. 09

5..

.26759. 40

7..

.22384.56
9.

.

.11084. 22

107056.83
4

430427.59 = 4 S

2

177938.54 =2*

and since - = 0.25, we shall have
3

Moment of half the upper body. . . = -f-

Moment of half the lower body , . . = -f-

Moment of half the solid below")

the lower body j
"**

Moment of half keel, rudder, Ac.. . = -f-

2271 S3. 40
160642.3175

2121.17

6767.90

Total sum of all the moments. . = -f 396714.7875

And since as before the function — represents the dis-

tance of the centre of gravity of the displacement below

the assumed plane of the water section, we shall have

M
D

3967 1 4 . 7b75
:

“52400742
= 7.56 feet Its petit ica.

for that distance.

(14.2) It forms a useful subject for investigation in Useful to

many important points connected with ship-building, to compare

be enabled to compare the centre of gravity of thl SJJJTff
load water section so often referred to, with the centre ft*d Water
of gravity of the displacement, reckoned in the same wetum with

horizontal direction; and also the centre of gravity of centre of

the midship section, with the corresponding position of ?
rev

l!^
lf

the same point of the immersed volume. The same
process must lie employed for obtaining the centre of

gravity of the surface as for the solid; nnd in the same
manner as for the solid, the moments of the load water

line must he separated into the middle space, the fore

space, and the after apace, and each have its proper

sign of ptu* or minit* prefixed to it, according as it is

situated with regard to the primitive section passing

through the point £.

Nunber
Ordinate* «f the

Pittance* of
tbr Ordinate*

of Ur
Srctiu* In the

from the Resulting
:>nil«ate*.

Si Sidle Space.
Primitive
Ordinate K.

Product*.

1 16. nr, 0 0.0
2 19.31 6 115.86
3 21 .33 12 255.96
4 22.70 18 403.GO
5 23.60 24 566.10
6 24.13 30 723.90
7 24.48 36 881.23
8 24.72 42 1038.24
9 24.85 48 119-2.80

10 24.90 54 1344. 60
11 24.90 60 1491.00

12 24.90 66 1643.40

13 24.90 72 1792.60
14 24.90 78 1942.20
15 24.90 84 2091.60

16 24.90 90 2241.00

17 24.90 96 2390.40

18 24.85 102 2534.70
19 24.84 108 2682.72
20 24.83 114 2830.02
21 24.76 120 2971.20
22 24.70 126 3U2.20
23 24.53 132 3237.96
24 24.23 138 3313.71
26 23.72 144 3415.68
26 22.87 150 3430.50
27 21.18 156 330-1.09

28 18.55 162 3005 . 10
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363NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.
Tu adapt these resulting products to the formula

3t

8
’

Thiril Clan
of Product*.

8.. 115. 86
3.. 255.96
5.. 566.40
6.. 723.90
8 . 103S. 24
9. .1192.80
11.. 1494.00

12..

1643. 40
14. . 1942.20
15. .2091.60
17. .2390.40

:2P 18. .2534.70
20.

.

2630.62
21.

.

2971.20
23. . 3237.96
24. .3343.74
26. . 3430.50

27..

3304. 08

(S +2P+
we shall have

Extreme Second Cl***
Product*. of Product*.

1.. 0.0 4.. 408.60
28. .3005.1 7.. 881.28

30057?= ~10. . 1344.60
13.

.

1792.60
16 .2241.00
19. . 8683.7$
22.. 3112.20
25.

.

3415.68

15878.88
2

31757.76=

35107.56
3

for the moment of the fore space. Adding to this the Ai*.

rnoment of the stem section amounting to 462.93, we
shall have for the whole moment of the fore space tl»e

w
quantity 24863.91.

(144.) In the same way we must proceed for the mo-
ments of the after space.

Ordinal*, of the Dl.Utire-a </ the
NtnaWr *f Load Watrr Or<llUatrafri»« lirat itine

(be Otdlaxte*. SrciWm in the lit* Prim t.ve Product..
after space. Orditini* E

1 16.05 0.0 0.0
2 14.69 1.63 26.88
3 12.87 3.66 47.10
4 10.60 5.49 58.19
5 7.51 7.32 54.97
6 3.80 9.15 34.77
7 0.80 10.98 8.78

Applying these resulting products to the formula

we shall have

(2 + 4S4-80
j*

Extreme Products. Even Products.

1 .. .. 0.00
7. ...8.78

8.78=2
105322.68= 8Q

8 i
and since— = 2.25, we shall have

(S-f 2P + 3Q) j= (3005.1 4-31757.76

. .26.88

. .58.19

. .34.77

119. S4
4

479.36 = 4S

Odd Product*.

3 47.10
5 54.97

102.07

204. 14 = 2*

and since - = 0.61, we shall obtain

4-105322.68) X 2.25= 315192.465,

which is the moment of the middle space.

(143.) In a similar manner we must proceed to the
compulation of the moments of the fore space.

Number of
lh* Ordinates.

OrdlaatM t»f the
Load Water
Servian tn tbe
Fare Space.

IHatance* of ike
Ordinates from
the Primitive
Ordinal* K

R*«tilting

Product*.

28.. 1 18.55 162 3005.10
2 16.40 165 2706.00
3 13.30 168 2234.40
4 8.72 171 1491.12
5 0.80 174 139.20

Applying these resulting products to the formula

(X -f 4 S+ 2 *) ^. we shall have

Extreme Products. Even Products.

1..

3005. 10 2. .2700.00
5. . 139.20 4. .1491.12

3144.30=2 4197.12
4

Odd Products.

3.. 2234. 10

2

4468.20 = 2«

+ 4 S + 2*) j
= 422.29

for the moment of the after space, exclusive of the post
and rudder, amounting to 47.70. Hence the entire
moment of the after body will be 469.99.

(145.) The moments of the middle and fore space
being regarded as positive, that of the after space must
be esteemed negative. Hence we shall have

Moment of middle space s 4. 315192.465
Moment of fore space 4. 24863.910

w _ 4-340056.375
Moment of after space — 459 99^

Absolute amount of the momenta of 1

the water section. +339586.385

(146.) Now, by the last column of the general Table
of ordinates it appears, that the semi horizontal area of
the water section amounts to 4115. 17 ; and hence the
function

M _
D”

339566.385

4115.17
= 82.52 feet.

16788.48 = 4 S

and since - = 1, we shall obtain

(2 + 4S 42v) £=(3144.30+16785.48 + 4468.20)

X 1 = 24400.98

(147.) The centre of gravity of the load water mc-

P

osition .r
lion is thus found to be 82.52 feel from the ordinate 1

• «ntr* of

and since the distance of the middle point from the P" 1*? °f

same ordiimle is 81.50. the distance of the centre of
gravity of the load water line before the middle is 1 .02
licet.

(148.) Thus it appears, that the centre of gravity of
the load water section is not so far before the middle aa

3 c 2
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361 N A V A 1. A RCHITECTURE.
Naval Ar- the centre of gravity of ihe displacement itself, which is

chiUcture. a principle to he observed in the construction of ships.

s—yy— (149.) We throw into the next Table the positions
Positions of 0f ,jic centre of gravity of displacement in the several

classesof ships: first, with regard to the centre of the plane

dwplace- of flotation ;
secondly, as in its position «Aor«* the lower

mrni in side of the keel ; and thirdly, as regards its depth b'low
•wsrsl the load water line. 'Iliese important elements have
cUucsof ^en from Mr. Edye’s admirable Tables,
shins. *

Diatanre PlaUnc* I>i.|»ne*

uf tbe uf tl<« or the
Centre Centre of Cwtra *>f

Orarity uf Orarliy uf lira ilyuf i

CUM «f Skip. Dlrptarc l>li|ilun l>Hpl*re*
mr *it brfitr# r- 1 * til al-.-t r ineul belli

w

the Centre ll.e li.wee tie Lo.it

of lota' • irt*1 of W «t« t

tluO. lliv Keel. Line.

(iont. Ft In. Ft. In. Ft. In.

ISO 2 't 16 “» 8 7

80 1 *4 14 i‘l 8 41

74 l i*l 14 at 8 "4

lUlit 50 1 *! 13 S| 7 2|

52 2 *1 13 3| 6 "I

46 3 *1 12 *1 3 *1

Razee corvette .

.

» 2 3 11 *4 6 °4

23 1 10 10 *1 4 1*1

Corvette 18 2 3 »
10 n 4 *4

CiUD-hrig 18 1 n 8 i'4 4 *4

10 1 *1 8 *i 3 *1

Schooner ... 3 >i 7 •n 3 >1

Cutter. ......... ... l i 8 »i 3

New Cum or Sinn.

London 92 3 5 15 8 3|

Cantor . ........ 36 3 rj 13 H 6 14

Vcrnoa. ........ 50 3 *1 14 H 6 <1
lUmr...... .... 18 3 3|| 10 2 4 4

Snake ......... 3 '» 9 10J 2J

Tlie nearest approach of the centre of gravity of dis-

placement to the centre of flotation is in the cutter, and
the next to it is the 1 8-gun-brig. The two points are at

the greatest distance in the Vernon.

On the Centret of Gratify of the Solid* ofImmmion
and Emersion,

Moments in the Middle Body.

Extreme
Product*.

1. .0000.00
28. . 5052.78

5052.78:

Sro'rut Clan
uf Product*.

4.. 841.50
7 . 16S3. 54

<,10. .2678.94
13. .86*3.88
16. .4527.90
19. .5385.42
22. .6258.42
25. .6720.48

31718.52
2

63437.04

Th r«l Clan
of Product*.

2 . 199 38
3.. 461.52
5 1065.60
fi. . 1373.70
8 .2010.54
9. .2369.76
11. .3003. GO
12. .3320.46
14 . 3921.18
15.. 4226.04
17.

.

4817. 28
2P18..5093.SS

20. . 5671.50
21.. 5966.40
23 .6515.52
24. .6701.23
26.

.

6543.00

27..

6102. 72

69366736
3

Naval At.
chiu-ctmev

208099.08= 3Q

and since = 2.25, we shall have
8

(S + 2 P + 3Q) ~\z= (5052.78 + 63437.04

+ 2»S099.0B) x 2 25 = 822325.025,

which is the moment of the middle body.

Moments in the Fore Body.

Extreme Products. Even Products. Odd Product!.

1. . 5052.78 2. .4521.46 3. .3713.42
7. . 5.22 4 .2871.12

,6.. 651.88
5. . 1841.10

5958.09= 2 5554.52
8044.48 2

1 11109.04 = 2*
82177.92 = 4 S

and since
^

the sections here being now supposed

to be two feel opart, wc shall have

(X +4S+ i )
i =(5058.00 + 32177.92

Centres of (156.) It is not only of importance that the true

gravity of amount of the solids of immersion and emersion should

•odds of be calculated, but the positions of their centres of gra-
immersioo vity also, in order to discover if they are found in the

m*r' same transverse section, or at the same common dis-

tance before the aftermost section. Supposing the result

of the computation should prove this not to be the case,

such alterations must be made in the body as the re-

sults seem to require.

(151.) To determine in the first place the distance

forward of the Immersions Centre op Gravity, we
must remember there are three systems of moments to

compute; vis. those in the Middle Body, the Fore
Body, and th« After Body.

+ 11109.04) x ? =32229.97,

which is the amount of the moment in the fore body.

Moments in tiik After Body.

Extreme Product!. Even Product!. Odd Product*.

1.. ..0.00 2.. ..39.93 3.. ,.67.05
7.. ..0.44 4.. ..69.77 5..

. . 14.18

123?8S

. .41.43

0^44=2 6 1

108.48
2

4

495.52 = 4 S
216.96 2*
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riutertur*. since
g
= 0.61, we shall have

(X + 4S + 2.)i = (<>•« + 195.52 + 210.96)

X 0.61 = 434.8912,

which is the value of the moment in the after body.

(152.) Now, since the moments in the middle anti

fore body are to be regarded as poulive, and that in

the after body as negative, we shall have

Moments in the middle body . ... — -f-
622325.025

Moments in the fore body = -j- 32229.1)70

4- 654554.995

Moment in the after body = — 434. 8t»12

lienee whole moment of the imO __ _j_ g^igo.l 136
mersion j

And since the solid content of the immersion has been

found to he 7660.9703, we shall have

PoMtioa of

centre of

gravity of

imineraod

velum* h*.

fun* tutefeon

1 .

M
D

634120.1138

_

7860.9703
= 93.21 feet,

which is the distance of the centre of gravity of the im-

mersed volume before section 1 of the middle body.

(153.) A similar mode of proceeding must be pur-

sued for finding the distance forward of the Emersions

Centre or Gravity.

Moments of the Middle Body.

Extrema Second ciii** Third Clast

Product*. of Product*. of Products.

. 0000.00 4.. 716.22 2.. 155.94

.3947.94

3947.94=
7. . 177S.40

,>10. .2792.34
*13. .3774.24
16. .4717.80

19..

5661. 36

22..

6478.92
25. 6406. 56

32325.84
a

3.. 412.80
5. . 1097.52
6 . 1452.00
6. .2128.14
9. .2463.84

11..

3145. 20
12. .3459.72
14.. 4068.76
15.. 4403. 28ID. .

17. .5032.32
6465 1.68=2P19. .5346.84

20.5962.06
21. .6266.40
23 .6553.90
24- - 6683.34
26. .6059.50
27. . 5260.32

69969.73
3

209909.34=3Q

3 i

and since— = 2.25, we shall have

(S + 2P+ SQ)^‘ = (3947.94 + 64651.68

•f 209909.34) X 2.25 = 626645.16,

which is the moment of the middle body.

Moments in the Fore Body.

Extreme Product*. Even Products. Odd Products.

1.. 3947.90 2. .3353.60 3 .2778.S4

7.. 21.05 4. . 2027.76 5. .1246.10

3969.95=2 6 * 4g0 &6
4024.94

5842.52 2

t 8019.88 =
23370 . 08 = 4 S

X*i*l Ar-
chil rctiirc.

2 #

and since - = we shall have
3 3

(S + 4S + 2 1
)^ = (3968.95 + 23370.08

+ 6049.68) X |= 23392.61.

which is the amount of the moment in the fore bodv.

Moments in the After Body.

Extreme Product*. Even Print uct*. Odd Product*.

1. . .0.00 2... 25. 71 3 . .32.27

7.. .2.18 4. ..39.63 5.., .26.20

^ 6. . .11.25
2.18 = 58 . 47

76/94 2

and since
g
=

4

307.36 = 4S

0.61, we shall have

116.91 =2#

(2+ 4S+2.)
j
= (2.16+807.36+ 116.94)

X 0.61 = 260.1528.

which is the value of the moment in the after body.

(154.) Two of these moments being positive, and

the remaining one negative, we shall have

Moments in the middle body =
-f-

626645. 16

Mnmeuts in the fore body = + 23592.6 1

+ 650237.77
Moments in the after body ....... = — 260 , 1 528

Hence whole moment of the

emersion }
•f 649977.6172

And since the solid content of the emerged volume
= 7615.3119, we shall obtain

M = 649977^
D 7915.3119

which is the distance of
f
the centre of gravity of the Position of

emerged volume before section 1 of the middle body. eeatreaf

(155.) Since then the centres of gravity of the solids
J^'irion

of immersion and emersion arc found so very nearly in before

the same plane, differing only r^ths of a foot, the con- tkm 1.

ntruction, so far as regards this very important particular,

may he esteemed correct.

(156.) Hence it follows, that the centre of gravity of

the displacement is 0.95 feel before the mean distance

of the centres of gravity of immersion and emersion

;

and the latter point 0.67 feet before the centre of gravity if these

of the load water section. centre* ho

(157.) Unless these centres of gravity be found pot found

nearly as possible in the same transverse vertical plane,

a ship is liable to revolve round different horizontal

axes, producing irregular motions and impulses,— cir- ship will re-

cutmtnnccs by no means to lie desired. Nor should v*dv« remod

this property belong to one inclination only, but for every differ*al

angle through which a vessel revolves. In the case
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N*r»t A»- of the Bulwark of 76 pun*, the centre of gravity of

chitcctun. her immeraion at an angle of ten degree*’ inclination,

'-‘’"V--'' was only si* inches in a fore aud aft direction from

the centre of gravity of the emersion, her character for

regular and easy motion being of the heal kind. In

some other cases, however, where ships have been re-

marked lor their uneasy motion, as to this diagonal

pitching* these centres have been removed from the same

plane three or four feet. According to Mr. Morgan this

very important principle was first attended to in the con-

struction of English ships.

Stability.

stability. (156.) The question of stability is divided naturally

into two branches, named Hydrostatic stability, or the

stability of a floating body at rest, and Hydrodynamic

stability, or the stability of a floating hody in motion.

Neeewity (159.) The Naval architect should investigate the

of invest i* subject in the most general point of view, and by making
gating u tu

himself acquainted with the singular relations which its

ncraPpSnt application to bodies of different forms disclose, be

of view. enabled to investigate w ith confidence the stability of

a ship of any kind, whether destined for commerce or

the purposes of war
Relation (160.) A slight acquaintance with Hydrostatics will

j*f***® convince us that a relation exists between the part of a

luiTwhoL Coaling body immersed in the sen, and the whole

flouting amount of its magnitude, dependent on the relative spe-

bodjr. ciftc gravities of the fluid aud solid mass. A hody may,

indeed, be immersed in a fluid in many different ways

so as to preserve this relation entire, but there may not

l>c one position in which it will permanently rest ; nor

can a state of quiescence be at any time obtained, until

the vertical lines which pass respectively through the

centres of gravity of the whole body and its immersed

volume completely coincide.

Three (161.) A floating body assumes three kinds of equi-
kiadfl of librium when these centres of gravity arc in the some
cquili-

vertical line: 1st, the equilibrium of stability, or that in

Stability, which the solid permanently floats in a given position.

Instability, 2dly, the equilibrium of instability, or that in w hich

the body spontaneously oversets, unless sustained by

some external force; and which kind of equilibrium takes

place, when a needle or any other sharp pointed body is

attempted to be raised on a smooth horizontal plane.

Indiffcr- Anti 3dly. the equilibrium of indifference, occupy-
encs. ing a kind of limit between the other two, when the

solid rests on the fluid indifferent to motion, having no
tendency to right itself when inclined, or in any way to

increase its inclination.

The fint (162.) The first of these conditions is that which
most con- most concerns the ship-builder thoroughly to under-
ceraiths

stand. Among the great variety of bodies which per-

kier. manently float on the surface of a fluid, experience tells

us there are some more easily inclined from a quiescent

position than other*. Many bodies, after undergoing

an inclination, return to their original positions with

greater readiness and power than others; and this is

particularly observable among ships at sen. where the

same impulse of the w ind produces a much greater inclin-

ation from a vertical position in one vessel titan in another.

Hence it is, that in order to form a due estimate of the

resistance to inclination, and to be able to compute the ab-

solute stability for different angles of inclination. Mathe-

maticians have been induced to investigate rule*, by which

the stability of ships mnv be computed prior to their con-

struction, when their dimensions and weight are known.

(163.) There have been many beautiful essays pub- Naval At.

fished on the stability of floating bodies, some treating vhiu*tuir.

it theoretically and adorning the subject with the richest

flowers of analysis, whilst others have aimed at a more J^**"®*
practical character. The name uf Atwood is rendered which lha
immortal in the annDls of ship-bnitding by two admirable wihject of

Treatises on the stability of floating bodies, published in “lability has

the Philosophical Transactions for 1796 and I79B. in
these Papers he demonstrated, that a more accurate Jnvrvbr-a-
attention to the forms and dimensions of the solids tion* ui

immersed and emerged in consequence of the ittefina- Aiiroud.

tion was absolutely necessary ; and leaving the consi-

deration of infinitely small angles ofinclinutiou, which in

so many cases leads to erroneous or inconclusive results,

created a formula for finite angles of inclination, and
which required as a fundamental condition, a rigid

attention to the form ofthe hody. Before entering on rbe

consideration of this formula, we shall, however, briefly

advert to a few remarkable particulars deduced by Mr.
Atwood, respecting the equilibrium of floating bodies.

(164.) In the first place, the total number of posi- Position* of

lions of equilibrium of a floating body, movable round a equilibrium

fixed axis, is in nil case* an even number

;

and secondly,

that the number of positions of equilibrium of stability,

is equal to the number of positions of equilibrium of

instability ; su that in turning round an invariable axis,

the hody must alternately pass from a position of stability

to one of instability. There must in every body be at least

one |M>*ition of equilibrium of absolute stability, and one

of absolute instability.

(165.) There are some relations depending, more- Iuvextiga-

over, on the form and specific gravity of the body, *Jon *

w hich it is proper to advert to more particularly. If we
take, by way of example, a square parallelopiped, japed,

floating freely on a fluid’s surface, it will he found
that so long as the specific gravity of the body is

confined hetween the limits of aero and 0.211, the

solid will permanently float on the fluid with a flat

surface upward, parallel to the horizon. That when
ihe specific gravity rises to any magnitude be- Numerical

tween the limits 6.211 and 0.25, the parallelo- hunt* con-

piped will float permanently with a flat surface upward, ^ ttaatm

*”

but inclined to the horizon at different angles, whose K*

limits are zero, corresponding to the specific gravity

0.211. and 26° 34' corresponding to the specific gra-

vity 0.25. If, again, the specific gravity be found

8 9
between the limits 0.25 s= — and—. the parallelo-

32 32 r

piped will float with one angle only immersed beneath
the surface, its diagonal being inclined to the vertical at

various angles, depending on the specific gravity, the

limits being 1S° 26', corresponding to tltc specific gru-

o
vity . and zero corresponding to the specific gravity

9—
. As soon, nowever, as the specific gravity is in-

creased beyond the solid will permanently float with

one of its diagonal* vertical, until the specific gravity

23
reaches the limit of — . If again the specific gravity

23 24
be augmented to any quantity between — and — , the

floating body will rejxise with its diagonal variously in-

clined. the limits being zero, corresponding to the spe-
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Naval Ar 23
chitectuze. cific gitfi(y -g, and 18* 26' corresponding lo the spe-

"
T "

• 24
cific gravity — . three tingles of the solid being in ibis case

immersed beneath the fluid's surface. If, moreover, the

specific gravity be augmented to a (|uaiility between the

24
limit* — and 0.789, the solid will fhxit with a flat sur*

32
face upward, inclined to the horizon at sundry angles

depending on the specific gravity, the limiting angles

being 26* 34', corresponding to the first specific gravity

24—
, or 0.75, and zero corresponding to the other rpe-

Important

for tho

yanag Na-
val archi-

tect to pur-

sue this

subject.

Some in-

stances.

cific gravity 0-7B9. Finally, when the specific gravity

reaches* magnitude between the limit*ol0.789atid unity,

the assumed specific gravity of the fluid, the solid will float

permanently with n fiat surface parallel to the horizon.

(166.) Hence we infer, tlint while the square paral-

lelepiped floating on the fluid's surfuce. has revolved com-
pletely round its longer axis, or through SOU3

, it has passed

through either sixteen or eighteen positions of equili-

brium. When the specific gravity is found between the

limits 0.211 and 0.281, or between 0.719 and 0.789,
the number of those positions will be sixteen, eight of
which are positions of permanent, and the remaining
eight of unstable equilibrium; the two kinds of equili-

brium succeeding each other alternately, as the solid

revolves. In case the specific gravity should be of any
value not included within these limits, the solid in com-
pleting its rotation will pass through eight positions only

of equilibrium, four of which are of permanent and four

of unstable equilibrium.

(167.) A number of singular properties might be
given depending on the forms nf bodies and their dif-

ferent specific gravities, and which it would be useful for

the young Naval architect to investigate ; but our limits

will only permit us to refer to one or two. In the case

of a cylinder placed on a fluid with its axis vertical, if

the diameter of the base has to the axiB a greater ratio

than J2: 1, no value can be given to the solid’s specific

gravity, which will cause it to flout in a stile of insen-

sible equilibrium ; or in other words, there is no specific

gravity separating the cases in which the cylinder will

float permanently, from those in which it will overset

when the axis is placed vertically. The cylinder under
these circumstances must always float permanently with

its axis vertical. When, however, the diameter of the

base has to the length of the cylinder, a less ratio than

V2 : 1* two values of the specific gravity may be found,

which form limits to the cases in which the solid floats

with stability or oversets. If the specific gravity be
given, the relation of the cylinder’s length to the dia-

meter of the base may be fixed which limits the cases of
stability or instability of floating with the axis vertical.

If, for example, the specific gravity be 0.75, and the

diameter of the base has a greater ratio to the axis than

1, the cylinder wilt float permanently with its axis

vertical
; but if the ratio be less, the cylinder will overset.

(169.) If we take the case of a parabolic conoid,

—

a body connected with the immortal name of Archi-
medes, we shall find in the first place that when the

axis is to the parameter in u less ratio than 3 : 4, no
specific gravity can be found which will make the
solid float in the eqnilihrium which is a limit between
the stability and instability of floating. Secondly, that

if the specific gravity of the solid bears a greater ratio Naval Ar-

lo that of the fluid, than that which the square of cbitaciure.

the difference between the axis and three- fourths of the

parameter has to the square of the axis, when that axis

is placed vertically, the solid will float with stability in

that position. Thirdly, that if the specific gravity of the

solid has a less ratio to the specific gravity of the fluid

than that which the square of the ukove difference has

to the square of the axis, the solid will overset when
placed on the fluid with its axis vertical, and will settle

permanently with its axis inclined to the vertical line.

If the specific gravity of a parabolic conoid be less

than the limit just referred to, and the axis be to the

parameter in a greater ratio than 6 to 9 and less than
15 to B, it will float permanently on the fluid with its

axis inclined to the horizon, and with its base wholly
visible above the surface. These beautiful properties

wc owe to that admirable analysis, which, in the hands
of Archimedes, was cultivated with such transcendent
success. Too much neglected by the moderns, it is

refreshing to turn occasionally to these splendid remains
of ancient genius. The investigations of Archimedes
are contained in the second book of his tract, Dt its qua
in humido vrhuntur.

(169.) In order to place before the young ship-builder

a few connected results on this interesting and import-
ant subject, we throw into the next Table Mr. Atwood's
comparative stabilities of several bodies. Some rle-

re»
ments, it will be perceived, are adopted by him us com - „ait B uf »he
mon, such as the breadth of the water section denoted prop-tiies

by UK), the distance ofthe centres of gravity of the entire of ditfcnmt

body, and of the immersed volume, represented by 13.

the area of the section of the displaced volume denoted
by 3600, mid the angle of inclination 15°. From these
assumptions he deduces the numerical values recorded
in the two last columns.

Purro «rf Ike
Body.

|
£

11
1
£

jfj

1
If*
111

.

f|

ii

nr
<

Si

!J

a
ii

ii

S.«

=1

III

jr
S3
a-

•5 3 0-

&
ii;'

m
Side* of tho rrkMrl

parallel to the
plane of the
maste allow and
helow til* water
•retain.

100 13 3f00 15* 2.84 56.8

Side* of the »<>«*!

how the water
•eetam projecting

outward* 13 ,

and
|
mallei to

the m*.U below

the umc •retkia.

10J 13 3600 15° 3.21 64.3

Side* of the w*w|
above the water
•retain, inehniaw

inward* 1 i
e
, and

parallel to the

inatta Ulnw the

same section.

100 13 3600 15® 2.53 50.6
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ehiteetura.

Form of the
Holy.

|
£
li

il

i

if!

]S
CJl

Ip
Sj 5

\\

it

E
<

si

a
» .3

U
*i5

r
°

< z

D

of

s:f

lli\

f:h

isii
i§?<
1
1**

ill?

t
“sj-

Side* of ihf icwl
above and below

the water section

inclining out*

wards 1 S’.

too 13 1600 13° 3.59 71.7

Suits of the vessel

above and below

th* water section

inditing inwards

100 13 3600 „ *•» 44.2

Side* of the vessel

forming an isos-

celes wedge st an
angle of 30\ its

vertex immersed
in the water.

100 13 3600 15° 2.06 57.0

Side* of the Vessel

forming an i*ov-

celos wedge at an
angle of CO'"', it*

Vertex itnmcm-d
in the water.

100 13 3600 11* 2.02 SO. 4

Sides of the ve«rl
funning an iso*

cries wedge st an
angle of 30s

,
its

vertex above tbo

water.

too 13 3600 15* 2.80 S7.0

Sides of tl« tinsel

above the water

section parallel

to the masts, and
inclining oat-

wards 15“ below.

100 13 3600 IS* 3.21 64 2

Sides ol the vessel

above the water

Sect iuii parallel to

the mast*, and in*

dining inwards

I5
:

below.

100 13 .1600 15° 2. S3 50.0

Sides of the vessel

terming the uni-

farm surface of a

cylinder.

100 13 3600 15’ 2.63 52.

S

Sides of the vessel

funned by are*

of a amie para-

bola.

100 13 3600 15“ 2.84 52.8

(170.) The numbers which give (he measures of (he

comparative stabilities afford some interesting muleriuls

for examination. A comparison of numbers 2 and 9,

of 3 and 10, and of 6 and 8 disclose the remarkable

fact, that whether the aides which spring from the

water section, incline outwards above, or outwards

belotr, the measure of the stability is the same ; or whe- Naral Ar-

tlier the sides incline inwards above, or inwards below
,

the stabilities are still equal to each other. Whether the

transverse section be, moreover, a rectangle, an isosceles

wedge having its sides inclined to each other 30°, and
with the vertex either above or below the water’s sur-

face ; or whether the same section be a conic parabola,

the measures of the stabilities are identical. The dili-

gent inquirer may drew from the same Table other im-
portant information. Such are the curious and interest-

ing result* which even a brier examination of the sub-

ject affords. To the Papers of Atwood we would add
the masterly Treatise of Dupin read before the Institute

of France, ami enriched hy all the resources of Modern
Geometry. It Is a subject which the Naval architect

should delight to dwell on, as one replete with the

deepest interest, and lying at the foundation of his

noble profession; which opens, moreover, an immense
field lor the finest applications of analysis, discloses rela-

tions of a singularly curious kind between forms and
specific gravities, and in every point of view deserves

an attentive philosophical examination.

(171.) To those of our readers who may, however,

be unable to follow Mr. Atwood through the analytical

investigations necessary for computing these various

stabilities, the same may be prosecuted experimentally,

and a method for doing it may be seen in the Anna/t
R , .

of Philosophy for 1824. A reference to Colonel Beau-
"

foy’a Tables will ahow how closely the results of experi- meat*,

incut approximate to those of theory.

(172.) liut we must hasten to its application to ApoUcaliso

ships, the main and essential object of this Treatise,

It is u fundamental position that the resultant of tiie ^ ,i|«.

force winch the water exerts in supporting a ship, and
in resisting its tendency to heel, passes through the

centre of gravity of the displacement, and that the

direction of this effort is at right angle* to the wnter'a

surface. It is for this reason a vessel, free ami at rest,

must have its centre of gravity in the resultant of the

force of the water which supports it. When the ship

heels, there is a tendency arising from the vertical pres-

sure of the fluid acting upwards on the Bide of the

vessel which is most immersed in the fluid to restore it

to the position it hud when at rest. The amount of this

force is to be regarded as the measure of the stability.

(173.) \\ believer a ship is inclined in the sea from Solids of

an upright position, a prismatic solid is emerged on one immersion

side, to lie denoted in the present investigation by E, *.nd f,fner*

and auotiicr prismatic solid immersed on the other,
deceit 'hr

which we ahull represent by I. These two solids, how- *>„. :ncifna.

ever dissimilar they may be from the peculiar figure of iM»n of the

the ship, must of necessity lie equal, the volume of the Bup.

displacement remaining unaltered, 'llie aolids, more-

over, being formed by the mutual intersection of two
planes, oneof which is the load water plane when the ship

is floating upright, and the other a load water plane

when she is inclined, the intersection must of necessity

be a right line. From the circumstances, also, which

influence the motion of the ship, ibis line must, more-

over, be parallel to tlic axis of rotation, which is a right

line passing through the centre of gravity of the vessel

from head to stern. Let the line separating the im-

mersion from the emersion be therefore denoted by x.

Let G (pi. i. fig. 5) also be the centre of gravity of Iimatiga-

thc w hole ship, F that of its displacement when the ship ,K“*

floats upright, and Q the representative of the same
point when the ship is laterally inclined. Let QT V M
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Nwl Ar- be a vertical line passing through the centre Q ; and
rhiiertunt. through F and G draw FT and G V at right angles to

Q M, and through G draw G O parallel to Q M, in*

tersecting F T in O.

(174.) Since, by the heeling of the ship, the vo-
lume E is taken from the displacement on the one
hand, and I, which is equal to it, is added to the din-

placement on the other, the bulk of each volume being
supposed to be concentrated in its centre of gravity, the
former volume may be conceived to be transferred to I.

The horizontal distance of the centres of gravity of the
two volumes being denoted by 6, the moment resulting

from the translation of E will be 6 E, or b I.

(175.) Now when by the action of the wind the
ship is made to heel through the angle A So, or its

equal F G O, the buoyant power of the fluid is trans-

mitted upwards through the line Q M, with a force

equivalent to the weight of the ship, or its equal
the displacement D. The effort, therefore, made to

right live ship, or to make it turn round a longitudinal

axis passing through G, is proved by Atwood to be

D x GV = D xFT-DxFO.
And since D x FT is the horizontal moment of the

displacement in consequence of the removal of E to I,

it is equal to the horizontal moment of E, that is to b I.

Hence the preceding expression becomes

D xGV=M- Dx FO
= 4I-DxFGx sin F G O.

And if we represent FG by a, and the nine of the incli-

nation of the vessel, or F G O, by a, wc shall obtain the
general formula

Formula of DxOVsil - Dal (I.)

(176.) This theorem, which is due to Atwood, enables
us to find the stability of a floating body, whether that

body be symmetrical with regard to the axis of motion,
as is always the case in a ship, or whether symmetry of
form does not exist, or the body be homogeneous, or the
Contrary. It is from this formula that Atwood derived
the various positious of the floating parallelepiped be-

fore alluded to.

(177.) Tlie line separating the volumes I and E must
evidently be a right line, being formed by the inter-

section of two planes, that of the load water line when
the ship is upright, ami that of the load water line when
the ship is inclined. This line, moreover, must be
parallel to the axis of rotation, or to a right line pass- ’

ing through the centre of gravity of the ship, from head (

to stern. Let therefore the line separating the irnmer- ^

sion from the emersion be denoted by x, and a longi-
1

tudinal plane be supposed to pass through it, perpendi- 1

cular to the water's surface. Suppose also Z to denote
any section A S a of the solid I, perpendicular to r, and 1

let z be the corresponding section B S6 of the emerged 1

•olid E. Moreover let W, ic be the horizontal distances *

of the centres of gravity of the sections Z and * from
this longitudinal vertical plane. Then by the ordinary
principles of Mechanics, we shall obtain

^

fZXVdx 1

I,

for the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity of
the immersed solid I from that plane, and

f x it A x

for the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity of Naral Ar
the emerged solid E from the same plane. Hence cbitectme.

I
L-/ Z Wdj / dx —

I E ’

or since by the conditions of a floating body I = E, we
shall further obtain

b = £ ^ w V ** X

or b I =/ Z Wdx +f z itdx.

Consequently the general expression denoted by (I.)
will become

D x av =fZ\Vd*+f*isdx- D«»....(ll.) Aootl„„.
which is another expression for the stability of a ship. Frwiflo of

(178.) This formula i< susceptible of pome modifi-
e *aroc'

cations by supposing the heeling of the vessel to be
evanescent. In this case by denoting the half breadth
of the ship at the water’ surface by y, we shall have

Z = * = y X * y - 9j£
2 “ 2

’

2
and VV = to = - y ;

3

and the general formula (II.) becomes

D X G V = - Du,.... (III.) An o.Iter

form Tor the
If the indefinitely small angle be regarded as constant, pleading
this last expression for the stability becomes formula.

\fy'dx - D..

When the displacement is given, the stability is mea-
sured by

which Is (lie cose when two ships of equal displace-
ment arc inclined at some small constant angle.

Formula for

the inrta-

centre.

is the height of what is commonly called the meta-
centre above the centre of gravity of the displacement.
In this case (he stability will be measured by tne
height of the rnetacentre above the centre of gravity of
the ship.

(179.) Tn any case where the centre of gravity of
displacement might coincide with the centre of gravity

of the ship, the value of « becomes zero, and the sta-

bility at any small angle of inclination will be

2 /• , , Formula
-/«y’rfx. ,„ ny

small angle
and supposing this small angle to be constant, we shall of inclina-

have tion-

\f y' d * (iv.)

(180.) These latter formulae, however, must be em- ^j^**^*
r

ployed with caution, and in no case can they be relied nravt |vra).

on a» measures of the stability, excepting at the very ployed with

instant when a ship begins to heel. In the case of an caution.

3 D
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H*ral Ar» ordinary iudination of five or ten dfgrm the relation

chitcrtuM. of the ‘stabilities in two separate cases might l>e very

different from what the formula (IV.) would give, when

the centres of gravity of the whole ship and the displace-

ment coincide; or what may be derived from the pre-

ceding formula (111.) when the centre of gravity of the

Khip is higher than tliat of the displacement For in

either case the values of W, it, might neither be equal

to each other, nor to ; and the values of Z and 2

may also very much differ from
2y

Example lo

prorr the

iircrKity of

caiitiuu.

A
CMB|Ulta-
twin «f the

Stability at

one an^le
not sum*
cent.

To deduct!

from for-

mula (II.)

the actual

nubility.

(181.) By way of illustration, suppose two vessels,

A and B, figs. 6 and 7, to be so constructed, ns to have

identical load water lines, and the centres of gravity of

the whole ship and the displacement to coincide ; the

sides of one of the vessels falling out above and Mow
the water’s surface, and the sides, of the oilier fulling in.

Now. although the most ordinary mechanic must at

once perceive that the stabilities of these* bodies arc not

the same; and that the’ same impulse of the wind on

equal masts and sails may in the two cases produce

very different effect*.—in one instance producing perfect

security, and in tike other extreme danger,'—yet according

to formula (IV.) the stability of each will be the same.

Thus may the Naval Architect who is really dcsirmis of

advancing hi* art, draw from these analytical forms, mo-

tives for caution; and, moreover, lea rn, that although for-

mula* may sometimes be sanctioned by high names, and

for a long time be current in the world, yet unless founded

on legitimate facts and on that unyielding Geometry

which allows nothing to escape its power, they ought at

once to lie rejected, or received only as approximations,

until others founded on better principles can be found.

(182.) It is not a single computation of the stability

at one given angle, that can satisfy the desires of the

scientific ship-builder. It must be found for three or

four angles of heeling, as 2°, 5®, 7°, 9®, &c., in order to

satisfy him whether the vessel lie is about to construct

has a sufficient stiffness at each successive angle, and

whether at the same time she performs her motion of

rolling with ease. In such a case some fine and ap-

proved model of the same class is commonly selected as

a standard, in order to assist the constructor in his con-

ceptions. A Naval Architect well acquainted with the

details of his profession, may even from the principal

dimensions and form of the sides between wind and

water, make a tolerable estimate of the vessel’s stability,

by knowing the principal dimensions and form of the

sides between wind and water.

(183.) But to deduce at once from the general formula

f\yZdx+fwzdx-D«>
the actual stability of a vessel, some angle of heeling, or

inclination must he fixed on. Suppose, for example, it

be 9®, and that an inclined load water plane be drawn,
forming transversely with the horizontal plane of the

same kind an angle equivalent to this quantity. In the

great majority of cases, the solids of immersion and
emersion formed by these planes will not be equal, their

common intersection, excepting in particular construc-

tions, falling on the lee side of the middle of the load

wuter line, lienee an interval of .,*
ff
or -j^ths of a foot

is assumed on one side of the middle point of the loud

What oi iat
bo done if

thaw
olid* are

not found

to be equal

water line ou the body plan, for the intersection of the
two planes.

(184 ) To compute the solidsof emersion and immer-
sion recourse must be haul to the sectorial areas formed
by the vertical sections of the body with the solids here
adverted to. Each of these sectorial areas may be
regarded as made up of a triangle and a curvilineal

space, the latter being without sensible error regarded as

a parabolic area. Having computed the whole of the
sectorial areas, the actual solidities of immersion and
emersion must be computed by the proper formuhe.

(I S3.) If the results of these computations should
prove the solidities of immersion and emersion to be
unequal, some other point must tie assumed for the in-

tersection of the inclined and load water lines, and the

preceding computation repeated until the two solidities

are Inund equal. To assist us in determining this

point, let A represent the computed difference of the
solids of immersion and emersion, and a the area of

the inclined load water plane. Moreover. let x be the

perpendicular distance of the true inclined load water
line from that just assumed. Then it is manifest, that

without any very sensible error o: = A, aud couse-

A
quently, x — —

, both of which functions are known.

II cure the value of the fraction — being set off at right

angles to the load water line first assumed, will give the
position of the true one, as required.

(186.) Supposing, therefore, the position of the true When an

inclined load water line to lveal length attained, we may '*

proceed to the filial calculation of the stability. The in- twu^itlwm,
tegral of the functionW Z d x may be obtained bymeans fo* th«

of the sector* already alluded to. The different values of stability

Z and r necessarily result from dial process of compu- m*y Lh3

tation, and the values of W mid tc may be found as ®°“l',u,,ei

follows. Suppose S B D, fig. 8, to represent one of the

sector*. S D the upright loud water hue. and S B that

which is inclined. Joining I) B will divide the sector

into the triangle ami supposed parabolic area before

alluded to. Bisect B I) in E, draw EC perpendicular

to B D, and make E F equal to two-fifth* of it. Frntn

E and F let fall E G and F II at right angles to S B.

Then will two-thirds of S G lie the distance of the centre

of gravity of the triangle S I) B from the point 8, mea-
sured on the surface of the water; and S II will be the

distance from the same point of the centre of gravity of

the curvilineal area D II C. Hence

- SG x SBD + S1I x BCD

will giveihe value of W Z for this sector. And thus

niny the value of W Z be found for every sector. The
application of one of live formulae for equidistant ordi-

nates hence determine* die integral of W Zdx.
(187.) A like method is pursued in determining the

integral of the same function when its elements are

made to represent the more curved parts of the im-

mersion that lie near (he stern post and stern. In a

similar manner the value of f wz ds may be found.

(188.) With regard to tne remaining fundiou Dmi,
the value of the displacement O has been already com-
puted, and * is known from the fixed inclination of the

vessel. The element a, depending on the true position
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Nani As- of the cetitne of gravity of the vessel, can only be
chitectujtf.

fou ,ui by tigornus calculations, which we shall hereafter

explain, or by reference to another ship of the same kind.

Hence the value of all the functions constituting the

second member of the equation

D X O V =/ZWdx+ f 2 wdx — Da#

arc known, and thus the true measure of the stability is

obtained. I>ct it be borne, however, in mind, tlmt

tedious as tnc processes of calculation may be found,

the constructor must repeat them, until he finds ut every

reasonable inclination, that the stability is neither too

small nor too great, and that the changes produced by

rolling are such as shull satisfy both him unit the gal-

lant men who may hereafter navigate the vessel on the

(tea.

Actual com* (189.) The first step in the compulation we shall

p utation. illustrate is that of the solidities of immersion ami emer-

sion. Each of these will be divided as before into the

middle body, the fore body, and the afier body, these

several part* being calculated by means of the proper

formula.

ToJtnd the Content of the Immersion when heeled to 9
5

.

Tu find tha Areas or the Sections in the Middle Body.
contest of
*lu- nnmar* Second ( 'law of Third C’uw of

won. Extreme Areas. Area*. Areas.

I. .24.47
28. . 31.19

5 [>.66 22 S

4.

.

42. 16

7.

.

46.75
10.

.

49.61

13 .50.31
16. .50.31
19.

.

49.87
22. .49.67
>5. .46.67

385.35
2

2 .33.23
3.

.

38.46
b. .44.40
6. .45.79
8. .47.87

9..

40.37
11. . 50.06
12 .50.31
1 4. .50.31
15.

.

50.31
17. .50.18

P 18. .49.94
20. .19.75
21. .49.72
23 .49.36

26. .43.62
27. .39.12

840.36
3

2521.08 = 8Q

3 i

and since —= 2.25, we shall have
S

(S + 2P+ 3Q)y = (55,66 + 110.10 -f 2521 .03)

X 2.25= 7531.74.

which is the solid content in the middle body.

Areas of Sections in Fore Bodt.

To find in the next place the aridity of the fore body
we shall employ the formula

(S + 4S + 2»)£.

Extreme Areas. Even Areas. Odd Areas.

1. .31.19 2. .27.57 3. 22.37
7.. 0.03 4. . 17.09 5. . 10.83

31.22 = X
6.. 3.79

33.20
'

48.45 2
4

66.40 =2«
193.80 = 4S

and since ~ = -

2 .—
, the sections here being now supposed

two feet apart, 1we shall have

(* + 4 S + :K>

ec|

-
ii *60 ,22 + 193.80 + 66.40)

X | = 194.29.

which is the solid content in the fore bod"

Areas or Sections in After Bout.

In like manner, by applying the same formula to the

afier body, we shall have

Extreme Areas. Even Area*. Odd Arcs*.

1. .24.47 2.. 22. 93 3 . 18.32
7.. 0.04 4. .12.71 5.

,

. 5.66

24.51 = X
6.. 155

23.98— 37.19 2

1
47.96 = 2 *•

148.76= 48

and since —= 0,61, we shall have
3

(I + 4S-f-2t)£ =s (24.51 -f 143 76 -f- 47.96)

X 0.61 = 134.9503
for the solidity in the after body. Hence the total

amount of the solid of immersion will be 7660.9703
cubic feet.

ToJtnd the Content of the Emersion when heeled to 9*.

(190.) By a similar process of computation we shall To fin! (If

obtain the solidity of emersion. c
f
n,Ml at

_ _ _ the trmer-
4 re as of Sections in Middle Body. Bion.

Extreme Areas.

1.. 17.19
28. .24.37

41.56 = S

Second (’lass of Third <Haw of

Areas. Areas.

4. .39.79 2. .25.99
7. .40.40 3. .34.34
10..51.7L 5. .45.73
13. .52.48 6. .48.40
16. .52.42 8. .50.67

19. . 52.42 9. .51.33
22 .51.42 11.. 52,42
25.. 44. 49 12. .52.42

39lTo7
o

14.. 52. 42
15. .52.42

788.14 s
17. .52.42

2P 18. .52.42

3 D 2

20. . 52.29
21.. 52. 22
23.

.

49.65
24. 48. 43
26.. 40. 39
27. .33.72

847.68
3

2543.04 =
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chitecture. and «nce —= 2.25, wc shall have

(S + 2P + 8Q)?g‘ = (41.5e + 788.14 + 2543.04)

x 2.25 = 7588.605

for (be content in the middle body.

Areas of Sections in thb Fore Bodt.

Extreme Areas. Even Arvaa. Odd Afro*.

1. .24.37 2. .20.45 3. . 16.74
7.. 0.12 4. . 12.07 6.. 7.33

24L49 = 2 6.. 2.68

35.20
24.07

2

4

140. SO =
48.14= 2>

4 S —

—

t a
and since — = the sections here being now supposed

to be two feet apart, we shall have

(X + 4 S + 2.)^ = (24.49 + 140.8+ 48.14)

X
|
= 142.29,

which is the solid content in the fore body.

Arias of Sections in Apter Body.

In like manner for this portion of the emerged volume
we shall have

Extreme Areas.

1..

17.19
7.. 1.98

19. 17=2

Even Areas.

2. . 14.05
4. . 7.63
6.. 1.23

22.91
4

91.64 = 4 S

Odd Areas.

3.. 10.16
5. . 3.58

13.74
2

27.48=2 #

and since - = 0.61, we shall have

(2 + 4 S + 2.) - m y#.17+91.<H+27,4S)x0.61

= 84.8569

for the solidity in the after fxaiy.

Hence the whole amount of the solid emerged by the
heeling of the ship 9°. will be 7815.3119 cubic feet.

Cnmpa- (191) Let us in the next place endeavour In obtain
t.tien of the value of/ZWdx for the three parts into which the

•/A Wdr” 'mmfrsed part is divided.
T

' The values of ZW in the ixusasiox of the middls
body are obtained aa follows

:

I.. 282. 69
28. . 400. 56

683T25=S

4. .641.25
7. .750.05

10 . 603.92
13. . 815.02
16. .915. 02
19. .807.98
22. .801.99
25 . 739.91

6174.14
2

2 .447.46
3. .558.52
5 . 691 .93
6.

.

726.73
8.. 773. 11
9. .799.13

11.

.

811. 13
12.. 815.02
14. .815.02
15.

.

615.02
17. .612.92

12349.28=2P 18. .609.03
20.

. 805 . 99
21 .603.04
23. . 799.23
21. .763.74
26. .663.97
27. . 562.86

13293.85

3

39661. 55= 3 Q
3 l

and eince — = 2.25, we shall have

(S+ 2 P + 3 Q) — = (683.25 + 12348.28

+ S96S1.55) x 2.25 = 119054.43.

which ia the value of the integral ^ZW dr in the
XJDDLF. BODY.

(192.) In the same manner, to obtain the values of
ZW in the roar body, we shall have

1.

.

400.56 2. .297. 42 8.. 173.18
5.. 0.01 4.. 55.19 2

400.57= X 352.61 346.36 = 2«
4 —

1410.44 = 48

and since ~ = 1, we shall have

(I + 4S + 2 ») y = (400.57 + 1410.44 + 346 36)

X 1 = 2157.37

for the value of the integral f Z W d x in the fore
boot.

(193.) So also lor the values of Z W in the after
body, we shall obtain

1.. 282.69
7.. 0.01

282770 = I

2.. 254. 53
4. . 106.70
6.. 4.60

365.83
4

1463.32 =

3..

181.65
5.. 37.29

«Is794
2

437 . 88 = 2
4 S

and since

=

0.61, there results
3

(I+4S + 2*)^r= (282.7 + 1463.32 + 437.68)

X 0.61 = 1332.179

for the integral off Z Wrf Tin the after body.

lienee the value of f Z W d x for the whole im-
mersed volume will be 122543.979.

(194.) Proceeding in the same manner for the emer-

Naval At-
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NaraJ Aj- sion. we shall obtain the following results for the values
chitecture.

f w jn ^ M1DDLg BODY.

1.. 164.16 4.. 560. 42 2.. 305.97

29.. 280.47 7. .604.99 3. .461.89

t-t-7_„10..669.S6 5. . 708.63
444.00^0 fic0 OQ « <7<71 0*7

4 . .560 .42 2. .305.97

7 . . 604

.

.99 3. .461.88
10 . .669 .36 5. . 708.63
13 . .869,.99 6. .771.27

16 ..890,.09 8 . .835.98

19 . . 895..08 9. .657.22

22 . . 858,.23 11. .691.91

25 . . 690 .65 12. . 668.67

646*TTl
A

14.
15.

.990.09

. 890.09
«

17. .669.72
12937,^62=2P18. .687.48— 20. .

6S3.61
21. .660.69
23 . .819.02
24. .778.57
26. . 591.53
27 . . 457.05

13G79.3S

41038. 14 = 3 Q

3 t

and since — = 2.25, we shall have

(S -f- 2 P -f 3 Q)— = (444.63 -f 12337.62 +
41038.14) X 2.25 = 122445.8775,

which gives the value off z tr d x in the middle nouY.

(195.) In like manner to obtain the values of z 1

0

in

the roae body, there will arise

1.

.

280.47
5. . 0.12

290.59 =2

2.. 166.03
4. 30.47

3. 99. 04
2

TosToi = 2*

866.00 ss 4 S

and since — = 1, we shall further obtain

(£ + 4S + 2s)j = (280.59 + S66.00 -f 198.09) x

1 = 1344.67

for the value off 2 wd g in the fore body.

(196.) And lastly, for the values of z id in the after

body, there will be

1 . 164.16 2. . 121.42 3. .77.42

7.. 0.12 4.. 48.83 5. .22.55

164.28 = I
6 * 3 15 ™ n”

1 199.94 =2*
693.60 = 4 S

(198.) Finally, to compute the value of the function Naval^
Dai, the amount of the displacement D has been tbund chitecture.

to be 104926.2. and * the natural sine of 9° = 0.15643. v— v—
Of the remaining element a it may be remarked that it Coraputa-

is made up of two parts, one of which is the height

the centre of gravity of the vessel abort the load water jj”

line, and the other is the distance of the centre of gravity

of the displacement below the same line. The first of
these quantities, by a comparison with another ship of
the same kind, is found to be 0.93 feet, and the value of
the latter we have calculated to be 7.56 feet. Hence
a = 0 93 + 7.56 = 8.49 feet, and Das = 393151,5104,
and the general expression

D X G V=/ZW d x+/ « ie rf *—D » •= 107628. 2863, Win,W ...

which is the numerical measure of the stability at an in- btaUiity.

cli nation of 9°.

(199.) By some, the preceding computations may be
regarded as tedious, and they mav prefer Boiiguer’s for-

2
mula — f y' d x before alluded to, on account of its

3

greater brevity ; but let it be remembered, that no la-

bour can be considered as too great, in order to secure

to a ship of the humblest class the requisite stability.

The history of ship-building unfortunately presents too

many instances of ships having been constructed with

insufficient stability.* M. Rotrnne, for example, in his Frequent

Art de fa Marine, has adduced the remarkable instance instances of

of the French ship Le Scipion of 74 guns. As soon as

this ship floated in deep water, it was immediately ap-
invu*

parent that she wonted stability, and to ascertain it, the fioent »ta*

gunt were run out on one side, and run in at the other, biiity.

The vessel in consequence heeled 13 inches; and by
adding the weight of the men to the same side, she was
afterwards brought down 24 inches. A difference of

opinion, it appears, existed among the Naval engineers

as to the cause of this want of stability
; and that the

error was not accidental, but arose from some faulty

principle of construction, may be inferred from the cir-

cumstance that the same defect existed in two other ships

of war, L’lfercvle and Le Pluton. The chief engineer

asserted that the requisite stability might be imparted to

Le Scipion by altering the quulity and disposition of

her ballast. The original amount of ballast had been
64 tons of iron and 100 tons of stone ; and by the new
arrangement these were to be augmented to 198 tons of
iron and 122 tons of stone. But as a ship of war does

not admit of any alteration in the amount of her dis-

E

lacement to compensate for the additional weight of
allast, on account of the necessity which exists of

keeping her ports at a proper height above the water,

the stock of water with which the ship had been
previously supplied, was diminished by 136 tons, the

excess of weight of the new ballast over the old.

This arrangement must have had the effect of lower-

ing the centre of gravity of the vessel, and thereby

of increasing its stability ; but on trial it was found not

and since ~ = 0.61, there will lastly arise

(I + 4S + 2i)~ = (164.28+ 693.60 -f 199.94)

X 0.61 = 645.2702

rL'l'ue'of**
for the value of S s w d x in the after body.

thiafuac* (197.) Hence the value of f z if d x for the whole

tion. emerged volume will be 124435.9*77.

• Chapman remarks, that b the year 1S28. when the Win of

80 guns, Antf mr/swr*. or 24-nuunders, sailed from Sfcrppsholmen

to Stockholm, with only the three tupeails, in a light South-West
wind, intended fur an expedition to the Baltic, this ship iIhI not

proceed further than Blockhusudden, or about fifteen or sixteen

cables' length from Skepfwholmen, when it upset, and sank ten

fathoms, so (bat aU below the main crow trees was under water.

The St ora Crona, Swedish ship of 126 guns, upset in 1676 ir.

tacking. The cause assigned was, that this operation was not per-

formed with the care which the crankness of the ship required.
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inula with

er*ncK«ut
angle*.

K***l Ar- ^ \,e sufficient, the decrease in heeling, measured on the
dutactmw.

ve8se j*a amounting only to four inches. Other^
" ineffectual attempts were made, but the requisite sta-

bility was not obtained, until a sheathing was applied to

the exterior sides of the vcsbcI from four incites to one

foot iu thickness, throughout the whole extent of the

water line, and extending 10 feet beneath it.

Proof of ('200.) This memorable example affords, therefore, a
error of fur- convincing proof that the formula sometimes employed

to represent the stability, and limited to evanescent

angles of inclination, cannot be relied on in any way.

There can be no doubt that before a timber was laid,

the stability hud been in some way or other computed,

yet no one suspected a defect iu this important element

until the vessel was actually floating in deepwater; and

as a proof that the real cause of the error was not known,
recourse was hwl to a change of ballast; nor was it

unbl other remedies had been unsuccessfully applied,

that “ the remedy,” to adopt the remarkable words of

Atwood. “ was stumbled upon by accident, rather thnn

adopted from any knowledge of the principles by which
the application of it might have been directed.” It was
reserved for Atwood lo show that “ an error in the form

of the sides of the vessel was the principal cause of the

defective stability,*** and affords another example of the

slow steps by which sound and substantial knowledge
advances.

(201.) The change wliich takes place in the vertical

pressure of the water in which the ship is immersed,
when there is any rclutive motion existing hetween the

ship and the water, must have an effect on the amount
of the stability, on account of that vertical pressure

affording a measure for the stability, when it is multi-

plied into the distance ul which it acts from the longi-

tudinal axis passing through the centre of gravity. So
the altered circumstances of displacement which take

place by a ship passing from salt to fresh water, altering

in some degree the position of the centre of gravity of

the immersed volume, must, in like manner, influence

the stability.

Posit ion* of (202.) The point M, fig. 5, is called the metacontre,
the roeta- and is very often referred to in discussions on ship-

building. In the British Navy the height of the roeta-

centre ubove the suiface of the water, using in the cal-

culation the main breadths, is generally less than 6
feet, and is least in the largest ships. In lb-gun-
brigs it is 5.5 feet, and such vessels are by no means
deficient in stability. In frigates of 36 guns it is

nearly 6 feel. Iu the Leopard, a fourth-rate, it is 4.2
feet. Ill third-rates it is from 4 to 5.5 feel nearly. In
the TIowc, n first-rate of 120 guns, it is 3.7 feet

Bouguer, in his Traile du Navire
, remarks, that the

inetneentre wns above the centre or gravity, in the fri-

gate La Gazelle, 4 or 5 feet ; iu ships of 60 guns from
6 to 7 feel ; in ships of B0 or 90 guns, from 4 to 5 feet

;

and in ships of 110 or 120 guns, sometimes as little as
2 feet.

Effect or
inotiuo on
the iti-

lathy.

ctnlre in

different

ships.

* A, ui .Vijuir, that tha Ilrfrei of i. /> Scwuw did
not »MI fio«i * «uit of braullb in IU pauul Un of IU
«•»>. M Roam. uurU, tUt olUr Uup. at lU no. feta
Lr -Wij.jAja, /.r Serf/rr, U Maalaar, Vlatraf.tr, tool haitkiIU am. or ifeUr la, than U .s.,raa, ,„d ,* canal tUfeafl
pofatljr .«U- Th« to,..briefer lUuxu, thco-hl lo pica U.
by dUoiUK m arm. fe. ataad at tU read, ud, u
satwTy a whim, sacrificad hot sscanty.
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(203.) A knowledge of the position of the centre of Centre of

gravity of a ship is necessary in order to assist us in f**j?*y

establishing a true measure for the stability, and like- •“'P

wise for enabling us to trace all the interesting pheno-
mena connected with the pitching and rolling of a ves-

sel. A rode approximation to the position of tin*, point

will by no means satisfy the present warns of Naval
Architecture ; and we arc glad to perceive an increased

anxiety on the part of our ship-builders, to arrive at

more exact information resjiecting its very import unt
properties,

(2U4.) There ore many difficulties in the way of Difficulties

determining the centre til gravity of the hull alone, l>c- in th'! **y

fore any preprations are made for filling it for sea, and 4
*f
,eT*

for storing it with all the terrible apparatus ot' war. A *

knowledge of its true position under conditions like granty.

these leads to many interesting results; but the question

rises immeasurably in importance when the vessel puts on
all the pride and circumstance of war,—with hermastsand
yards and rigging, her guns and vast variety of stores,

—

and the bodies too of her crew, destined gallantly to de-

fend her. If we direct onr attention for a moment to the

hull, we shall find, that though the powers of Geometry
may enable us to fix with very great accuracy the position

of this point, that no general conclusion could be deduced
from the same, on aocount of the great diversity of
form which even ships of the same class present. This
would have an influence, were the hull alone to be con-
sidered ; but the many altered circumstances which even
the smallest change in the external figure produces in

the masts and their accompaniments, and all the import-

ant considerations connected with stores and stowage,
proves the utter impossibility of laying down any thing

like a precise and definite rule respecting the position

of this point.

(205.) Wherever the point under consideration j*. Threu coor-

however, situated, three rectangular coordinate planes dm»te

may be supposed to pass through it, and to one only ofj^
es may

these three can we assign a fixed and certain position, through it.

Every vessel, whatever may be her figure, and how-
ever whim and caprice* may influence the design, is ne-

cessarily, both as regards figure and stowage, divided

into two parts by a vertical longiludinal plane passing

through the middle of the keel. This partial sym*
metry of form fixes, therefore, the centre of gravity of a
vessel with regard to its breadth.

(206.) Another consideration which will enable us to Position of

fix the position of this point with regard to the length of

the vessel.may be gathered from the hydrostatical principle,
to t jlB

Ihol the centre of gravity of the whole body aini of the length,

displaced volume must he in the same vertical line : and
that as every vessel, when equipped, possesses a pivm
displacement, it follows that the centre of gravity of this

volume determines the centre of gravity of the whole

ship, with regard to the length. Independently of this,

however, it would be impossible to fix, d priori, a trans-

verse plane, having the molecule on each side of it

precisely similar and equal.

(267.) With regard to the depth of the vessel, a Wbb***

vague and uncertain conjecture has sometimes fixed it
“J®

* The history of slup-buiidinf; proves that it is not u;i charitable

to say, that wlutn and caprice Jo somtuaas govern Che design* of
ships.

On the Centre of Gravity.
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Nard Ar> in the load water section ; bat this, which at most can

cbiiecture. only be true of a few ships, is much too uncertain to

s— allow us to repose on it with any thing like confidence.

Various experimental methods have been proposed to

ascertain this, but there is no method like that which

the theory of moments presents us with, by assuming a

convenient horizontal plane, and dividing the integral of-

all the molecule constituting the vessel, by the weight ol

Theory of the vessel itself. Such of our readers as are conversant

momenta, with the Theory of Mechanics,—and every ship-builder

ought,— will remember, that if any number of particles

P* P ' P"' ^c -’ b* dtuated 0,1 onc °f • plan* given in

position, at the distances x. x’, x", &c. ; and any num-

ber of particles t, t', t'*, 4c, on the other, at the

distances X, X', X", &c.« then will the distance of the

common centre ol gravity ol ail the particles from the

assumed plane be represented by the general formula

p x+p'x'+j/'J'+Slc.— (tX -hw'X'-t- ar
,f X"-|-&e.)

p+/»'+ //’+ &« + « +

the point being found on one side or other of the

assumed plane, according as px-f-//x/ /} &c-

is greater or lc** than a X -f- w X' -f- it" X" -f- &c.
How the (208.) We regret that our limits will not permit us

moment* lo ex,l*kit the " hole process of this calculation, and that

•nnybeap- we must confine ourselves to a general description of

plied to it. results. It is usual lit a case of this sort to assume the

water’s surface ns the given plane, and to throw nil the

weights, whether fixed or movable, into two classes,

one of which shall have every individual centre of

gravity abort the plane of dotation, and the other below.

Momenta fn this way wc shall obtain the weights of such parts
a
ffu

pl*n* l°wer muts are above the plane of flotation,
o tatjoa.

t jlc tCp jhe top gallant masts, and necessary ap-

pendages, together with the yards and bowsprits, and
likewise the distances of the centres of gravity of the in-

dividual masses above the plane of flotation. The former

results would be so many values of p, and the latter

of x. These values multiplied together will give the

amount of the moment p r. In like manner must the

weight of nil the studding and running rigging be ob-

tained, together with the distances of their respective

centres of gravity from the plane before alluded to.

These results will give values for p' and x', and hence

the amount of the moment p' r. So also the same
elements must be obtained for the cables, hawsers, &c.,

particular attention being paid to the place of their stow-

age. The sails also when furled on their respective

yards, and the spare sails os they are stowed in the sail-

bins. The guns also, forming so very important a part

of the computation, must have their entire weights esti-

mated, with all their appendages, and also with the

greatest care ha\e the distances of their centres of gra-

vity calculated from the assumed plane, after making
every proper allowance for the curvature of the decks.

In like manner the moments of the anchors, taken in

their proper places of stowage, the boats, the furniture of

all kinds, the mens bedding, as slowed in the nettings,

together with the entire moment of the men estimated at

their quarters : all these, together with any other mo-
ment which our limited space prevents us from enume-
rating, when collected together, will give the sum of

the moments above the water's surface.

M aments (209.) In like manner, proceeding for the moments
below plans below the water’s surface, a very important object is

of flotation, presented by the hull, separated as it ia by the plane of

flotation, into portions above, and below the water’s sur- Nava! Ar-

face. To find this with precision, however, every bend ebrttetur*.

of timber must be taken in succession, and, however

tedious be the process, the keel, the planking, the riders,

the beams, the decks, the knees, whether of iron or wood,
the shelf pieces, water ways, and all the numerous parts

constituting the hull,—each individual weight, witJi the

corresponding distances of their centres of gravity from
the plane of flotation, must be found to obtain the abso-

lute moment of the hull. The water, whether contained

in tauks or casks, must be computed with the same mi-
nute attention to accuracy ; and so also must the wood
and coals, as stowed in bulk. The specific gravity of

each separate kind of provision must lie found, and
which, by knowing the bulk of the same, and the po-
sition of the centre of gravity, will furnish the moment
desired. In the same manner, the wine and spirits as

stowed in the spirit rooms, the beer, the purser’s slops,

and the mens chests must have their respective moments
found. The shot also, the powder iu the magazines, the

boatswain's, gunner’s, and carpenter's stores, os depo-
sited in their respective store rooms, each and all of these

must have their moments determined.

(210.) To obtain the moment of the ballast, its ab-

solute weight must first be found. This may be com-
puted by subtracting the absolute weight of all the

preceding articles from the total displacement. To
discover its centre of gravity, a plan of the intended

stowage must be carefully prepared, and the position of

this point thence carefully deduced. Its distance below
the plane of flotation, multiplied into the weight of the

ballast itself, will give the required momentum.
(211.) These different numerical results, applied in

their proper order to the formula before given, will fur-

nish the distance of the centre of gravity of the vessel

from the plane of flotation ; and which will either be above

or below*, according as thefuncion pr + j/*‘ + jf'j? -f-

&c. is greater or lesser than w\ -f *'X' +«/,Xw + &c.

(212.) The heights of the centres of gravity of two Remdts ef

ships of the line, determined by this method, were a* two exam-

fellows: Bulwark of 76 guns, -j
7
0ths of a loot above the

load water section; Ajax of 74 guns, -/gibs of a foot

above the loud water section. We ought to know with

certainty and precision the position of the centre of gra-

vity of every ship. No amount of labour cau be loo

great for determining this important clement.

(213.) It is nectnan, however, to be able to ar- Mow con

rive nt a knowledge of the same by means more
ready and practical than that here alluded to. 1 n- be adopted,
stead of estimating the separate ports, and computing

the individual moments, it may be useful sometimes to

take a vessel as a mass, and determine her centre of

gravity in her entire state. A method of Chapman's Experimen-

was applied by Captain Hindmarsh anti Mr. Morgan to td joedwd

the Scylla of 18 guns, which we shall briefly describe,

The ship floated in harbour perfectly quiescent, having

all Iter weights balanced equally on each side. A large

graduated quadrant, having a plumb line attached to its

centre, was fixed in the main hatchway. The situations

of the different guns were marked on the deck. The
guns were then moved in the same transverse lines to

the other side. The shot and hammocks were also

transposed to the inclined side, and the crew, which in

the first place were equally distributed, were likewise

disposed there. The distances which all the transferred

weights had been moved were then measured, the sepa-

rate amount of those weights being previously known.
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Nsral Ar- Under these circumstances the inclination of the vessel

chjtrctun*. was carefully measured and found to be 63 2t/-

(214.) Chapman devised a formula, by which the

fjrmubu*
11 cenlre °** ITravily esf a vessel under these circumstances

° might be obtained. Let each weight that has been

transferred he multiplied by the distance it has been

moved, and let the total amount of these momenta be

divided by the total sum of the weights moved, and let

N P. fig- 5, drawn at right angles to M F, lie made
equal to this quantity. Through N draw N Q parallel,

am! through P draw P Q perpendicular to a b. Then,

by putting W to represent the total transferred weights

in cubic feet of sea water, we shall obtain from the

principles of Mechanics the equation

W x NQsDyOV,

Applica-

tion to tbe

Scyllo.

arising from the necessary equality existing between the

momentum of the weights when the ship is inclined

through a given angle, and the moment of the stability.

Now by the formula for the stability

DxGV = 6I-D.i;
and since

W X N 0 = w X N P X cos PN Q.

wc shall have

W y N Q x cos P N P = 41 — Da#.
Hence

6I-WxNPxcosPNQ
* =

D*

furnishing in given terms the distance between the

centre of gravity of the vessel and of its displacement.

(215.) In the practical case we have just adverted to,

the transferred weights multipled into the distances they

were respectively transferred, produced 254.5 ; and
hence the preceding formula becomes

— bl ~ 264 5 6° 20*

D sin 6° 20' *

or by further substituting for the elements b, I and D,
we shall have

446.2 - 262.8

50.85
= 3.6.

Now the centre of gravity of the displacement being
3.07 feet below the load water line, the distance of the

centre of gravity of the whole ship below the same line

will he 3.97-3.6 =0.37 feet.

(216.) At the time this experiment was performed,
the Scvlla had not her full complement of stores on
board, her draught of water forward being 1 1 feet 6 inches,

ami abaft 14 feet 10$ inches. After her additional
stores were taken on board, amounting to 33.4 tons,
her draught of water forward was increased to 12 feet 6
inches, and abaft diminished to 14 feet 10 inches. The
moment of these weights above the water line, esti-

mated at the instant of sailing, was 193 tons, the height
ot the centre of gravity of the sails being taken as in a
top gallant breeze. The moment of the weights below
this water line, at the time of the last experiment, was
401 tons; and hence

401 - 193 A JWTX.4

Mr. Bar-
toa*« me-
thud.

giving b inches fur the distance of the centre of gravity
of the vessel helow the water line at the time of sailing.

(217.) Mr. Barton, Naval Architect, has proposed to
run the whole or part of the guna aft, and to observe the

new draught of water, together with the place of the guns Naval Ar-

moved. From these data and the draught of the ship he Chit*ctune.

proposes to determine this centre. Mr. Abethell, Assistant

Master Shipwright at Sheerneas, proposes to get rid of
“**

the difficulty of moving the weights, by attending to tnrtJwd.

certain data when a ship is docked with the under side

ofthe keel deviating from paiallelistn with the upper sur-

face of the blocks, which is almost always the case. We
may suppose, he says, by the falling of the tide iu the

dock, the after extremity of the keel to come first in

contact with the blocks. Then as the tide continues
*

to fall, the after body will be gradually forsaken by
the water, and the fore part further immersed ; a
constant equilibrium being maintained between the

total weight of the Bhip, and the pressure of the water

against the immersed part of the body, until like moment
the ship is aground fore and aft. At any inter-

mediate instant, the ship may he considered as a lever

of the second kind, of which the fulcrum is the trans-

verse line or point of contact of live keel and after block,

and the power and weight, the weight of the immersed
volume and of the ship respectively, each acting in the

vertical line passing through its centre of gravity. As
wc can by a ready calculation fiom the draught of the

ship, discover its weight, that of tike immersed volume,

and the perpendicular distance of the line of pressure

from the fulcrum, the distance of the vertical line pass-

ing through the centre of gravity of the ship is the only

unknown quantity in the equation of moments to be

determined.

(218.) Supposing AN, fig. 9, to represent the natural

water line of the ship, ond K L the water line just at the

moment when the fore part of the keel touches the

blorks ;
draw Q II through the centre of gravity of the

volume KFML perpendicular to K L, and F G pa-

rallel to Q II. Then supposing the whole displacement

under its ordinary' circumstances to be D. and that cor-

responding to KFML to he d, and G II = b ; if the

line S E O be drawn parallel to Q H, at a distance G E

from G equal to jy, it will as well as P B O pass

through O, the centre of gravity of the ship.

(219.) Mr. Major has given an ingenious method Hr. Major’s

for finding the centre of gravity of a ship. Let the method,

vessel be heeled to the same constant angle, by two
separate horizontal lines, applied at different heights in

the plane of the masts. It will then be evident that the

momenta of the forces resulting from the separate appli-

cations of the inclining forces must be equal, since the

same constant force of stability represents them both.

Let P and p represent these forces, mid a, b the re-

spective distances at which they act from the centre of

gravity of displacement. Let A also be the angle of

inclination of the ship from the perpendicular, and i the

distance of the centre of gravity of the vessel from the

centre of gravity of displacement. Then we shall obtain

the following equation for the forces employed :

P (a — x) cos A = p (b — j) cos A

,

and

Pa — p b
x ~~v'=7''

determining in known terms the elevation of the centre
of gravity of the whole vessel above the centre of gra-
vity of the displacement.
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On Mart*.

(220.) Theory has done little towards informing us respecting the lengths and dimensions of masts ; expe-

fence, the great nurse of the useful Arts, must here be our guide* The following Table is derived from Edye’s

Vaval Calculations.

Nunes of Masts, Yank, Ac.

Dimensions.

190 Gobs. M Gun*. 74 Gun*.
|

IUU# SOGud*. M Gum.

Length.
Pll-
BtUT

Length.
DU-

IMlfT.
L*ngt5u Dt*. I

meter Length.
Dia-

meter.
Length. •

Dia-
meter.

Yd*. In- ViU. In- In. Yd*. la. ln._ 1 Yd*. In. In- Yd.. In.

[Fore mast 36 2S 36} 86 0 36 32 30 311 32 30 33* 30 6 31
Lower masts. Mato mast . 39 32 40 39 22 39 f 36 0 36 36 0 36 33 6 34*

[Mixen mast 27 8 24* 27 8 241 24 23 21} 26 16* 24 24 ° 22j

Bowsprit. .. 25 1 38* 23 33 36 22 0 344 22 0 «* 21 18 31*

rTop mast 20 34 202 20 26 20| 19 8 19}! 19 8 19 8 19}
Top-gallant mast 10 12 10} 10 0 10 9 22 9$; 9 22 n 9 22 9}

Fore Lower yard 30 18 21

4

29 33 ail 28 4 19} 28 4 ‘9! 28 4 19*

1

Top-sail yard 21 13 137 21 20 is* 20 18 12! 20 18 12} 20 19 12!
[Top-gallant yurd 14 8 8J 12 34 8 13 12 8*| IS 12 sj 13 12

/Top mast 22 34 20* 23 0 201 21 22 19} 21 22 19} 21 22 19}
Top-gallant mast . 11 17 14 11 19 14 n 0 11 ll 0 li n 0 11

Main ...... Lower yard 34 28 24^ 31 15 24} 32 8 22-S 32 8 22* 32 28 22*
Top-sail yard 24 20 15] 24 27 16 23 18 14 23 18 14* 23 18 Hi
Top-gallant yard . . ..... 18 9 10 15 12 »* 15 10 ®i 15 10 9} 13 10 91

rTop mast 16 17 13} 16 29 14 15 32 13 15 32 13 15 32 13
Top-gallant mast 8 8

!
8 8 8J 8 0 9 8 0 8 8 0 6

20 15) 24 27 16 23 16 144 1 Ji
Top-sail yard 16 12 m 16 12 10* 15 13 ®l 15 13 15 13 n
[Top-gallant yard ....... 12 3 H 11 12 7 10 21 H 10 21 10 21 H

Driver boom 23 7 133 23 13* i»i 22 27 12! 22 27 12} 22 7 12!
Driver gaff.

.

17 6 1*1 17 13 12 16 35 14 16 35 14 16 85 14
Jib boom ..

.

17 16 15] IS 24 141 16 0 14' 16 0 14 16 0 14*
Sprit-sail yard 21 16 13J 21 20 18* 20 18 12! 20 18 12} 20 18 12?

{

Fore mast. ,

,

Main mast .

,

Mixen mast.

Bowsprit

I

Top mast
Top-gallant mast
Lower yard ....
Top sail yard . ,

.

Top-gallant yard

Top mast ......

Top-gallant mast

Lower yard ...»

Top-sail yard . .

.

Top-gallant yard

Top mast ......

Top-gallant mast
Cross jack yard .

Top-Ktil yard . .

.

Top-gallant yard

.

Main

Mixen.

Driver boom .

.

Driver gaff

Jib boom . . . .

.

Sprit-sail yard .

length. DU-
meter.

Length.
Dia-
meter

Length. Dia-
meter

Length.
Dia-
meter.

Length. Din-
meter.

Yd*. In. In. Yd*. la. In. Yd*. if. In. Yd*. In. In. Yd*. In.

27 18 25 26 31 24 21 18 19 19 33 20 15 18 16
30 0 29 29 12 28 23 24 20* 22 27 i* 18 t> 17!
21 u 19 20 25 19* IS 0 16}

18 6 26* 19 4 26* 14 31 *4 14 16 20 12 0 17

15 34 16* 15 10 16* 12 26 12! 12 6 12} 10 12 10

7 99 7! 7 33 7* 6 13 « 22 "i « 18 6
23 29 16

t
23 19 16} 18 12 14 18 6 14 16 0 11

17 29 ll| 17 20 >1 IS 24 6} 14 0 84 12 18 3
10 35 6! 10 24 6} 8 12 bh 9 6 6 8 24 6

18 0 1«S IS 0 16* 14 14 12! 12 35 12} 10 12 10
9 0 9 9 0 9 7 7 7* 8 22 7* 6 18 6
27 9 IS} 26 34 1B» 21 0 14* 18 7 14 16 11 n
19 24 124 19 21 nil 15 16 91 14 0 6} 12 18 8
12 18 71 12 IS n 9 16 6 9 6 6 8 24 6

13 24 14 13 18 11} 10 29 9
6 30 6 * « 27 6! 5 16 5*
19 24 12} 19 24 6! 15 IS 9!

H13 20 4 13 12 8 10 12
9 12 9 12 H 7 4 4* .

«

.. .

.

.

18 21 11* 19 12 13* 14 23 8* 19 12 13* 16 32 11
13 0 9;, 13 22 9! 10 30 71 11 12 91 10 4 7*
IS 5 in 13 1 14 11 0 8* 9 0 9 0 9
17 28 114 .7 20 11 13 24 8*

1

14 0 4 13 18 9

3 I
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employ the yellow North American pine, in conjunction Nml A*.Naval Ae- (221.) The positiona of ships’ masts with regard lo , .... .....

cbitectons.
l]le |enjrth of a ship, exercises an important influence on with the Baltic pine ; a practice attcmled with the most

' '
her properties. The shiftine of a mast often occasions disastrous consequences, siuce the mixing together of

Position, of
,ino^rtVrvt improvements in the sailing of a vessel. The materials having different degrees of durability, lirntU

-.t?. ,„h neat Table contains the positions of the masts in free- the effective services of a mast U. the least durable part

regard to frons of the ship’s length, on the load waterline, and are of the materials of which it is composed. In the system

the length. lhe bc8, wilh whicl, ,iperience has furnished ua.
1

1

' 1 '”1 '' " ,h*—

Raid of the Ship. Fore Mist. Main Most Mizen Mart.

i 20 20
120 gun*

6 86 24

& 20 20
80 guns

44 36 24

5 5 20 20 20 20
74 guns . — to —

89 48
— to —
35 86 23 ‘”24

20 20
Rnzc'e 50-gun shio .

.

43 36 24

20 20
52-gun frigate

40 39 24

20 20
46-gun frigate

S8 35 23

Razee Corvette oQ
86 guns ...... )

5

42

20

35

20

24

5 20 20
28-gun-ahip,

39 35 23

5 20 20
]8-gun corvette ....

43 36 23

18-gun-brig.

10-gnn-brig.

.

Schooner.

Cutter

.

1
^

6

5

29

1

5

2

3

20

31

20

31

10
.Mast — of the longth of the

vessel ou the load water line.

ffeppujA*

improved

(222.) Sir Robert Seppings h.*is invented a mast, at

once distinguished for the beauty of the priuciple em-

ployed in its construction, and for its very great economy.

of Scppings, one tort ofwood only is employed, and there-

fore any decay arising from the improper admixture of

materials is entirely removed.

(224.) The beautiful simplicity manifest itt this mast Rimdinnn

renders also its repair or examination a matter of the with which

greatest ease. In the event of any of the principal '* **”*?

parts of a mast constructed on the old plan requiring

to be replaced, full one-eighth of the mast was re-

moved ; but on the new system, independently of the

facility with which the mast can be separated, not more

than une-thirty-sixlh part require* to be displaced.

Another advantage resulting from the plan is, the Suchmasls

being able to have either end uppermost. If a mast be

wounded by shot or otherwise injured, and the damaged

part can be housed below, the mast will frequently an-

swer all the purposes required, by inverting it. Such an

operation can be performed without removing any

article essential to the construction of the masL The
facility, also, with which a mast may be fished or

strengthened with iron instead of wood, deserves in the

present instance an attentive consideration.

(225.) In the case of its being necessary to send a Mast can

mast abroad, a vessel that can stow a piece of timber

from 40 to 50 feet long, is equal to the conveying of a

first-rate’s must in porta. The Blanche frigate of 46

guns, conveyed a fore mast for the Spartiate of 76 guns,

in fragments, stowed upon her lower deck, which, on ita

arrival in South America, was with the greatest ease and

convenience put together. In the old system, this ser-

vice would require o ship equal to tfsc receiving of a

mast 140 feel long, and of proportionate dimensions; it

being impracticable from the form and dimensions of

the component parts, to be forwarded in pieces with-

out the certainty of injury.

(226.) Fig. 1. plate ii. gives a side view of a first*- Description

rate’s main mast, the second figure being a view on the ot *

fureside of the mast. Fig 3 is a section of the mast a

taken between A and B, fig. 1, and showing the equal

and parallel arrangement of the parts composing the

mast. The section denoted by fig. 4, exhibits the

directions in which the treenails are driven, and fig. 5

denotes a similar thing respecting the ends. Fig. 6

shows the manner of disposing the treenails longitu-

dinally. Fig. 7 is a section showing the method of

According to this ingenious plan, the largest piece of fitting the bibbs. Fig. 6 is a sketch of the screw hoojx

timber required for a first-rate mast, is 40 feet long, and There being a tendency for the outer lips of the hoop*

10 inches square ; whereas on the old plan, timber 22£

inches diameter and 84 feet in length was required.

The mean expense stated by the officers of Deptford,

Chatham, Portsmouth, and Plymouth Yards, for making

to close before the inner, u piece of wood of a compres-

sible nature roust be placed between the lips at the outer

part, in order to prevent it, as seen st W, fig. 8.

„ (227.) In pulling the mast together, the butts arc t* Mode of

mast of a 74-gun ship, wholly of Riga timber, upon the be coakcd with coaks 3 inches diameter and 6 inches FjMjggj*

old plan was £1246, and upon the new principle, of long, as shown in fig. 2 ;
and the four centre piece* tog*1®®**

the same material, £306. In the instance of a 46-gun forming the core or spiudle of the mast, are to be tree-

nailed together diagonally, as ed, figs. 4 and 6, by 1J
inch treenails, placed 2 feet apart. Each pair of outer

trees is to be fastened together, as shown at t A in fig. 4,

with l}-iuch treenails, driven about 2 feet apart. The
whole of the mast is then to be connected together, as

frigate, the cost upon the old plan is £631, and on the

new £175. The whole saving in the main and fore-

masts of 80 sail of the line would amount to nearly

£ 100
,
000 .

Exc**l« old (223.) It is also worthy of attentive consideration,

sustain that masts constructed upon the new principle, exceed
durability.

jn durability those of the old. The large timber re-

quired in th« former plan, rendered it necessary to

at a b and c, figs. 4 and 6, by through treenails 14

inch diameter, which are also to be placed at about 2

feet apart, care being taken that none of these treenail*
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Xml At- come nearer to the outer butts than about 12 inches;
<bit»c<ure. ami where they cross the treenails before driven* there

must be a distance between them of about 6 inches.

At the head and heel of the mast, fig 5, where the outer

trees are tapered, £ inch bolts are to be used instead of
the treenails marked i h. The holes for the treenails

are to be paved wilh mineral tar, as in those bored in

the ship's side.

Neo’sury (228.) Many precautions are necessary in putting the
precau- mast together. Great care is to be taken to bring the butts
ou*' into clone contact with each other ; and moreover to place

the outside butts in the same section, opposite each
other, so as to bo exactly under the middle of the hoops.

The eking*, or arris pieces, are also to be butted under
a hoop, and the butts arc to bfe so spaced, as to give a
good scarf to the outer bulls of the mast. A chamfer
is to be taken off the inner angle of the eking*, as

shown in fig. 4 ; and the ekings themselves are to be
screwed to the mast with screw*, in addition to the

hoops, if required. Nails arc not to be used.

On Ike Sail* of Ship*, and on the Centre of Effort of N«t*1 Ar-

the Wind on Sail*. chUwtujc.

(229.) The determination of exuct and proper forms of

for sails is a problem of great importance in Naval Ar-
P *

chi lecture. However admirable may he the propertie*

of the hull, unless a proper regard be paid to the di-

mensions of the masts, and the disposition and quantity

of the canvass with which they are covered, the vessel

may be found not to possess any of the properties her
projector fondly anticipated.

(230.) It is the impulse of the wind on the sails, Kffectsof

which gives to a ship that headway which enables her wi“do®

to accomplish her destined voyage. This impulse evi-
“* **

dently depends on the dimensions of the sails, so that a
greater amount of canvass oughtto produce au increased

velocity in the ship. Hence sails are mode as large as

the other properties of the vessel will permit, but there

are limits in every vessel, beyond which it would be
dangerous to pass. In the following Table are re*

corded those dimensions of sails which the large expe-

rience of our seamen and Duck*yards seems to have
sanctioned.

The Dimensions of the Principal Sail*.

Sait*.

First Rate. __ «. 79. Raatc S9.

He*A Foot. Depth. Head.
|

Foot Depth. Hoad.
I

***• Depth Head. Foot
|

Depth.

Ft. In Ft. In. F>. I». Ft ta. Ft In Ft. In. Ft In. Ft. In. Ft. la. Ft In. Ft In. Ft. In.

Jib 52 6 SI 6 .

.

51 0 78 0 50 0 78 0 50 0
,
82 0

81 0 78 6 40 0 HO U 77 0 45 0 75 0 71 0 42 9 75 6 71 0 1 50 0

Top mil 51 6 82 0 53 6 51 2 83 0 54 3 50 3 77 6 50 6 50 3 77 0
1
50 6

Ti»p-gellant nul 33 6 54 9 28 8 34 8 54 9 27 0 35 9 51 3 26 4 35 9 51 3 26 4
Stiy-uil .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

93 l( 97 0 45 6 92 9 95 7 52 0 86 0 90 6 48 9 86 0 90 6 56 0
60 9 96 0 60 9 60 9 94 10 60 6 67 6 87 6 57 3 57 6 87 6 57 3
43 k 63 6 32 6 40 1 S3 6 32 6 40 3 59 0 30 0 40 3 59 0 30 0

GJill>{H«lil. .... .... ,, ...»
Mufj top-tail 41 9 63 6 43 6 II 9 si 6 41 0 38 6 57 fi 41 0 39 6 57 6 41 0

Top-gallant sail ........ 32 f, 43 2 22 0 30 3 41 2 22 0 27 6 40 0 22 0 27 6 40 0 22 0
Drinr 47 0 62 6 32 61 47 0 62 6 36 0i 45 0 60 0 3'2 l' 1 45 0 60 0 36 61

61 6 f 63 fif 54 0/ 50 6 |

59-Oun Frijafe. Rar»« Overlie, 94 Gana. ts C.an Mp.
\

Jib 50 0 74 0 41 0 62 0 40 0 64 0 .... 32 0 52 0
Fore coune 75 0 71 0 41 0 64 0 62 0 39 0 Cl 0 62 0 35 6 49 0 47 6 31 0

Top-soil 50 3 77 6 50 6 42 6 65 6 42 « 42 0 65 0 41 n 32 6 50 0 33 6
Top-gallant sail .......... 35 9 51 3 26 4 28 0 41 0 20 6 28 0 44 0 *20 6 22 O 34 6 17 6
Stay-sail

• - •

,

Main course 86 0 !>0 6 45 0 73 0 76 io 41 6 72 6 76 0 42 3 55 8 60 0 34 0
Top-Mil. ............... 57 6 87 6 57 3 46 6 74 6 47 0 IS 6 74 0 45 6 36 6 56 9 36 0
Topgallant soil 40 3 59 0 30 0 33 0 49 0 23 6 33 0 49 0 23 6 25 0 39 0 19 6
Guff top-MUl .... t , ..

Miien tup-ta*l.. .............. 38 6 57 8 41 0 34 0 49 0 3.1 0 34 0 49 0 33 0 ‘25 0 38 0 23 0
Top-gallant sail .......

.

27 6 40 0 22 0 25 6 36 0 18 0 25 0 36 0 18 0 IS 6 *27 0 14 6
45 0 60 0 32 01 36 0 51 o 31 0) 35 0 53 0 28 01 30 0 39 0 25 01

54 Of • 51 0/ 49 0/ 41 6f
18 Gan Corvette. 18 Gun-brt*. lOGwi-brig.

|

Krbooner.
|

Jib 34 6 51 0 30 0 45 0 ---T 27 0 39 6 23 0 38 6

. - fore sail.

49 0 47 6 31 0 47 6 46 0 28 • 42 a 40 9 22 0 u 0 37 0 39 01
t 53 Of

32 6 50 0 3i a 33 0 49 0 31 0 23 6 43 6 •27 0 24 0 50 e 26 0
Top-gallant sail .......... 22 0 34 6 17 6 23 6 36 0 24 0 23 0 30 6 18 0 20 0 30 0 10 0

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... 30 0 37 0
Main course 55 8 60 0 36 »> 4S 0 56 0 36 6 42 8 50 0 ‘28 0 ,

Tup-sail 36 6 56 9 36 0 33 0 49 6 33 0 3» 6 43 6 *27 0 lf ...

Top -gallant sail 25 0 39 0 19 6 23 6 36 » 24 0 23 0 30 6 18 0

Gaff top-sail ,... .... ••rr .... •• .... .... .... .... 7 0 28 0 35 01

Miten top-aail 25 0 38 0 23 0 .

Top-gallant sail ...... . . 19 6 27 0 14 6 .... .... * --

,

tT r

Driver 29 6 . 39 0 27 0) 30 0 49 6 32 01 28 0
,

47 0 23 0i 25 6 50 0 41 61
1

1 45 0 f 1 — SO Of 1 41 Of 1 59 *1

Sr 2
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Naral Ar- (231.) A knowledge of the exsct position of the

ehitectur*. centre of effort of all the sails of a ship of each class, is

v— an element of very great importance, and with the area
Centra of

of thesaib, and some of the elements, are entered in the Naval Ar-

tucceeding Table ;
chitedurs.

Names of tlx Salta.

Jib

Fore court*

Tup mB
Top-gallant sail.

Main course

Tup-iail. ......
Tup-gallant sail.

Mirer top-suit

Top-gallant sail.

Driver

Totals i of the soils .

The centre of effort of the sails, 1

afore the centre of flotation . . . j

Ditto above the toad eater Use .

.

Load draught of eater I

Jib

Fore courw
Top-sail

Top-gallant sail

Main course

Topsail
Top-gallant sail .........

Misen top-sail

Top-gallant sail ........
Driver

Total area of the sails •

The centre of efluri of the sails,l

afore the centre of flotation . . . J

Ditto, above the load eater line .

Load draught of water
j

*

Jib
Fora course

Top-tad
Top-gallant sail

Main course

Top-tail

Top-gallant sail

Misen top-sail

Top-gallant Bail

Driver

Total area of the sails •

The centre of effort of the *ail*,l
afore the centre of flotation /./

Ditto, abore the load eater line .

Lend draught
jJT**'

Centre of Effort Centre of Effort.

Area
of
'Salta.

Above
the
U*d
line.

Prom (br Centra
of notation-

Area
of the
•ill*.

Above
the
Load
lisa

From the Centre
of Flotation

Area
of the

.Sari*.

Above
the
Load
Una.

Front tbe Centre
of Flotation,

Afore- Abaft, Afore. Abaft Atm*. Abaft.

Fffl. rt la. Ft Is. Pi. In. Ft. In. PC In. Ft la. Ft In
213*2 73 0 135 0 .... I960 73 0 131 0 .... 1950 67 U 118 0
3210 52 0 76 6 .... 3537 50 6 73 0 .. . . 3120 45 9 67 2
3577 98 0 77 3 ... . 36tH) 98 0 73 0 .... 3221 91 6 67 2
1334 141 0 77 9 1205 141 0 73 0 1144 131 0 67 2 ....
4305 53 6 ii o 4914 50 6 i2 6 4300 47 6 12 0
4740

,

104 6 11 6 4704 105 6 13 0 4140 99 6 12 4
1761 152 0 .... 12 6 1682 153 0 14 0 1469 143 0 12 8
2300 92 6 70 6 2314 92 6 65 6 1962 84 6 65 0
836 126 6 71 6 806 Iff, 6 67 0 737 116 4 65 9

2457 60 6 102 3 2825 53 0 95 0 2243 49 0 94 6

26852 .... 27576 .... .... .... 24286 .... .... ....

Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft la.

11 ft 9 i| 9 rt

*7 ft 83 1»| 78 ft
24 7 21 9 20 11

26 0 25 0 23 9

fUife of*0 Gum. 69 Oua Frifalt. 46 Oan Frifalt.

2100 «5 0 lift) 0 1850 53 0 117 0 .... 1280 48 6 103 0

3654 45 0 67 2 2993 39 9 65 0 .... 2457 37 6 56 0
3221 93 0 67 2 3221 8-5 0 65 0 .... 2241 76 4 56 0

1144 132 6 67 2 1144 125 0 65 0 .... 738 108 9 56 3

4928 47 0 12 6 3971 40 0 .... 11 0 3075 37 6 10 0

4140 102 0 12 4 4140 90 0 11 6 2790 $1 8 10 3

1469 145 0 12 8 1469 133 6 12 0 972 118 3 10 6

1962 63 0 65 0 1962 •4 6 62 0 1369 68 9 55 0
737 116 0 65 4 737 106 4 63 0 549 96 9 55 9

2421 44 0 92 0 2243 40 6 90 3 1783 38 0
»
*** * 67 6

25776 .... .... | .... 2J730 .... ....
j

.... 17254 ....

Fu In. FI- la. Ft In.

10 ft
9 0 8 •I

76 71 ft 62 6

20 3 19 5 17 6

21 6 20 5 19 2

Pair* Corvette, % Ooan. 28 Gun atrip* IS Gun Corvette.

1248 45 4 99 9 845 40 0 78 6 879 34 6 SO 0
2225 35 6 54 9 1500 29 0 43 0 .... 1500 29 0 43 0
2193 72 6 54 6 1383 60 3 43 0 .... 1383 60 3 43 0

73$ 104 0 54 0 495 67 0 43 0 495 87 0 43 0
3142 35 0 10 0 1972 31 6 7 6 2082 30 6 6 6

2743 77 3 n o 1674 65 3 7 3 1674 65 3 7 6
972 113 0 12 0 624 96 0 .... 7 6 G24 96 0 8 6

1369 65 0 54 0 724 56 0 41 0 724 56 0 41 6

549 93 0 55 3 329 78 6 41 6 3iS 78 6 43 0
1694 35 0 76 0 1065 32 0 .... 55 6 **« 26 6 .... 59 0

16873 1 .... .... .... 10611 .... .... 1091

1

....

F“C Is. Ft. In. Ft. la.

5 3* 7 <i 6 1

59 9
)

50 H 48 7j
17 oj 15 2 14 8

18 ft 15 7 15 3
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Figure U-

Itutritioff

centre* of

gravity and
centre* of

effort.

Splendid

name* con-

nected with
resistance

of Quids.

Properties

of a ship

divided into

two head*.

Table continued.

IS Qua brig. lOGaa-brlff.

'Area
of It*
Salta.

Centre of Effort.

Ares
of tbs
ball*.

Centra of Effort.

Above
the
Loed
Use.

From tbe Centre
of Flotation.

Abort
tbe
Loed
line. I

From tbe Ctntre
of Flotation,

Afore. AbefU Afore. Abaft.

F#rt. Ft In. Ft (a. Ft. In. Feet
675 63 0 .... 560 28 0 60 0

25 3 32 3 916 1 0 28 0
55 6 32 3 ...» 962 42 6 28 0

ass 83 0 32 6 .... 478 CC 0 28 0
28 6 1C 0 1284 21 3 13 0Eza 63 3 17 0 962 48 9 14 3
92 9 18 0 478 72 0 15 0m 30*6 89 6 23*6 «... 32*6

9381 .... .... 1 .... 6814 .... ....

FL la. Ft. to.

2 4 3 3|

46 35 <1
11 4 11 5

* 14 7 12 6

Jib

Fore cocms.
Top-sail

Top-gallant sail

Main course

Top-sail. •*

Top-gallant sail

Micro tap-wail ...»

Top-gallant sail ...........
Driver

Total arts of the sails

.

The centre of effort of the sails, afore the)

centre of flotation /

,

Ditto, above the load water line ....

Load draught of water
|^

rw*,d.

(232.) In fig. 9. plate ii., we shall find (lie centre of

gravity of the several sails, together with the centre of
effort of the whole systen/of saib, for two first-rates; the

Britannia’s class denoted by the strong lines A, and the

St. Vincent’s class by the ticked lines B. The plates

given by Edye on this subject deserve an attentive con-

sideration,
f

On the Resistance of Fluids,

(233.) This subject, lying at the very root of Naval
Architecture, is very defective, notwithstanding the

efforts made by the most trausccndent 'minds for its

improvement. We may mention the names of Newton,
Iluygens, Euler, Daniel Bernoulli, D’Alembert, Don
Juan, Bougucr, Condorcct. Borda, Bossut, Chapman,
and muny others, to show that no ordinary interest must
attach itself to a subject, which, independent of its many
useful applications, has offered so many attractions of
high scientific interest.

(234 ) In a general way it may be said, that the

properties of a ship may be classed under two general

heads with regard to the fluid on which it floats; viz.

those independent of any change of situation, and those
which are called into activity when the body is in motion.
In the midst of the difficulties which attach themselves
on all sides both to the theory and experimental elu-

cidation of the subject, it is fortunste that the great ele-

ments on which the safety as well as the general effi-

ciency of a ship depend, are to be found among the
former, and may be estimated with certainty and cor-

rectness ; white those which relate to the form most
essential to velocity, and which though not essential, are

nevertheless of the greatest relative importance, are in-

vested with the greatest difficulties, and to be found
among the latter. Should the progress of knowledge at

any future time disclose to us the real functional equa-
tions on which this important subject depends. Naval
Architecture will make a greater and more decided step
than it has ever yet done.

(235.) Our limits will not permit us to pursue this General ci*.

subject into its varied aud beautiful details, and we cwnstances

must, therefore, content ourselves with recording gene- on which

rally, in the words of Dr. Inman, the circumstances on
which the resistance to ships moving with the same e«-
velocity seem to depend

: pends.
First, on the area of the midship section, as causing

a greater or less displacement of fluid by the motion of
the ship.

Secondly, on the form of the fore body, as causing
more or less additional resistance from the motion of
the ship, considering only the inertia of the particles
displaced

; that is, supposing the void space left astern
in consequence of this displacement to be instantly
filled again by the fluid.

Thirdly
,
on the form of the after body, as causing a

greater or Icsb diminution of pressure forward, on
account of the motion of the ship alone.

Fourthly
, on the shape of the whole body, as afford-

ing a' more or less easy and rapid transit of the dis-
placed fluid to the stem, or to the void space, which
would otherwise be left behind the ship for an instant.

Fifthly, on the form of the whole body, with respect
to direction and the quantity of superficies, as causing
more or less friction, and more or less adhesion of the
fluid.

On the Stowage of Skips.

(236.) The best constructed ship may be so badly Stowage,
stowed, that she may fail to gratify in anyway the import-

ardent expectations of her constructor.* On the other •““*

hand, an experienced seaman, intimately conversant with

* The Thunderer 84, recently commissioned, afford* an example.
Built after the best model, as is understood, yet when commissioned
by that thorough-bred sailor Captain Wise, and stowed exactly
accordant 1o the plans and directions furnished to him, she was
found entirely to fail. After leaving Shecmej*, she took in 90 tone
of additional ballast ; and on bar arrival at Malta, sbe was entirely
restowed.
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Stowage
jipj lu-il to

movable
weights.

Sturt* and
ballad.

stability,

Xaral Ar- the mechanical effects of stowage, may comet many of

chitectnit. the errors of a badly formed vessel. Hence an atten-

v-*' tive consideration of the effects of stowage b of the

greatest importance to Naval Architecture.

(237.) By the stowage of a ship is meant the dis-

position of her ballast and stores. Many of the weights

in a ship, are necessarily fixed by circumstances, and it

is, therefore, only to the movable weight*, the ballast,

and part of the stores, that any inquiries respecting the

ejects of stowage can be applied.

(*23S.) The quantity of stores and ballast in a ship is

one of the very first elements in the great problem of

stowage.* This must depend on the class of vessels,

and the service for which they ore intended. As a

general principle it may be remarked, that no ship

should be incapable of stowing four months' provisions,

with the necessary complement of stores. There can

bo no doubt that some improvements might l>e made in

(lie forms of ships, so as to diminish considerably the

amount of ballast. The degree in which this can bo

done, must be ascertained by experiment..

Many vie- (239.) There are many elements of a ship intimately

imritu of » connected with the stowage. Among these may be

SwSedwilh
menl 'onet* thc Rl°bility, rolling, pitching, scendiug. pre-

noVuire.

1

serving a steady course, ardency, or tendency to fly up

to the wind, going about, action of the rudder, and the

strain of the materials.

In what (240.) On the stability, the stowage exercises an in-

way it iiv fluence, on account of the ballast and the movable

wcights governing in a great measure the position of the
* centre of gravity, which is an element intimately con-

nected with it. When the f lability requires to be aug-

mented. it is necessary that the ballast should be dis-

tributed as low as possible; and the nearer it can be

brought to the middle parts of the ship, the lower it

will be. The form of the bottom of the vessel must

exercise an important influence here, and shows how in-

timately the stowage is connected with the principles of

construction.

(241.) The influence of stowage is, also, very con-

siderable on the action of rolling. The skill of a

Naval officer is displayed, when by changing the

movable weights he is enabled to correct in any way
the motion of rolling, and a similar remark may be

made respecting the pitching and scending. We
are, at present, much in the dark respecting the in-

•ndsccod- fluence of stowage on these important elements;
lnS- and very much that is done seems dependent more

on accident than on rule. The sailor has abundant

The nailer
opportunity in these particulars to assist the Naval Ar-

eaa do chilect ; nor should the latter neglect the coiisidera-

rmteh to- tion of those apparently trivial causes to which the sailor
w*rd*iro- often attributes the successful sailing of his vessel. The

towai«
* further the weights arc removed from the centre of

gravity, the greater is the resistance to quick and
uneasy rolling; and to reduce the depth of the pitching

and sccuding, us many of the movable weights as pos-

sible should be brought near the middle of the vessel.

The practice of “ winging the weight*," as it is techni-

cally termed, is found to be fully justified by expe-

* It i* » important problem, and b»" occupied the attention of
the greatest Geometrician*. The Academy of Science* on many
occasions directed the attention of Geometers to it. Among the
great c«un** connected with it* history may l» rasolisned lhuiis]

Bernoulli, Euler, the Able Bowut, J, A. Euler, and liourdd dc
Villcbaut.

the rolling,

fiitcliinir,

(242.) There is, sometimes, a disposition in a ship to Uav*I Aj-
turn from itsdirect course, increasing thereby thedifficulty rhitactur®.

of steering, and more or less retarding the advancement
of the ship. This among sailors is termed yawing. To Yawing,

correct any (error of this kind, the movable weights
should he so placed that their centre of gravity may be
before the middle of the ship's length. The moment of
the lateral resistance abaft the centre of gravity, will by
this means be increased, and the moment forward
diminished.

(243.) When a ship is completely stored and in per- Mean di-

feet trim, the mean direction of the water passes a little rectionof

before its centre of gravity ; but since during the pro- *1* water,

gress of the voyage there must have been a loss of con-

sumable stores, the trim she originally possessed may
be very much changed. The wealherly qualities, which
made her the admiration of the seaman cm leaving port,

may either be lost altogether, or in a very great degree

impaired. Hence the necessity of stowing the tnor- Connm-
ablc weights, so that the consumable stores being taken * M* stores

in proper proportions from tike fore and after parts of
the ship, the good qualities she originally possessed

may be retained as her draught of water becomes succes-

sively decreased.

(244.) In the case of tacking, the resistance a ship Tacking,

experiences in coming about depends on the lateral

resistance or the parts before and abaft the centre of gra-

vity. Tin's resistance will be a minimum when the

centre of gravity is in the middle of the length.

(245.) The power of the rudder to turn a ship being Rs*i*tsacs

proportioual to the distance of the centre of its mean of ruddsx.

resistance from the centre of gravity, the movable
weights must he so placed that the centre of gravity of

the ship may be before the middle of its length.

(24fi.) With respect to the influence of the stowage Weights of

on the materials composing the framework of the ship, tr«n«T«iw

too much attention cannot he paid to the relation be-

tween the weights existing in the several transverse sec-

tions of the ship, and the upward pressure of the water Cl>r_

at the corresponding parts. The figure of the ship, and responding,

the unequal distribution of the weights, occasions at all

times a longitudinal utraun, producing arching, or as it

is sometimes called hogging. To equalize, as much as

possible, these aelions, should be another great object

of the Naval Architect; and although the necessary

existence ofgreat weights at the extremities, may prevent

a perfect equilibrium with the buoyancy of the corre-

sponding parts, as fur as circumstances permit, attention

should be paid to the placing of the weights where the

buoyancy of the body is best able to sustain them. This
requires die ballast and heaviest weights to he placed in

the full ports of the body towards the midship section

;

reserving, however, the immediate vicinity of the main
mast free from the heaviest weights.

(247.) Amidst these diversities, and apparently op- Relation of

posing qualities, it is, however, remarkable, as Mr. Mor- tbortowag*

gan observes, that the modes of stowage required, by
a due attention to the qualities influenced by it, are

fl ueuCv<j ^
generally compatible with one another. Tbe stability it,

requires the greatest weights as low as possible, which
accords with their concentration towards the middle of

the length, a condition required to prodace the best

effect on the pitching, tacking, and strain of the mate-
rials. Holding a steady course, and the action of tbe

rudder requires the weights to be placed so that the

centre of gravity of the ship may be before the middle,
but not so much as to be practically opposed to tbe
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Naval Ar-
chitecting.

wanting.

Roiling,

pitching,

and tcc [til-

ing.

Important
rorue-

qneucss
connected

with them.

Easy move*
meats of

some ships.

Contrary
propvrtir*

of others.

con rideration of its being very near to the middle, which

reduces the resistance to coming' about. The roiling

requires the weights to be winged, which a skilful sailor

knows how to manage without unduly raising the cen-

tre of gravity—an effect which would impair the stabi-

lity. The result of all these conclusions is. that the

movable weights in a. ship should be so disposed, that

Ha centre of gravity may be low and a little before the

middle of its length ; and that they should be winged

as much as possible without raising the centre of

gravity.

(848.) A coarse of experiments on the quantity of

ballast and the best disposition of weights, adapted to

every class of ships, would be productive of great ad-

vantage to Naval Architecture. By determining, con-

tinues Mr. Morgan, the proper trim of the different

classes of ships, much valuable 'information would be

obtained for making designs. At the present time cal-

culations depending on a supposed set of a ship in

water have frequently to be altered. The time doubt-

less wilt come when this subject will be better under-

stood.*

Rolling, Pitching, and Standing.

(249.) The action of the wind and the troubled sur-

face of the sea destroy all those relation* of equilibrium

we have been hitherto contemplating, and new mecha-
nical conditions, involving same difficult brandies of

analytical inquiry, are hence called into activity. The
peculiar movements which these varied and uncertain

forces occasion in a great volume like a ship, in so

many different ways, have rendered an attention to this

very important subject indispensably necessary Not
only do the rolling and pitching of a vessel, and iltast

elevations and depressions which her whote body under-

goes, intimately conoern all who may be engaged in her

navigation, and influence very materially all her sailing

qualities, but the strength of the fabric of the ship itself,

and the expense of her wear and tent depend greatly

upon them.

(250.) Experience tells us, that among the innn-

mcrable ships which the enterprise of modem time* 1ms

constructed, there are some which perform all their

movements with ease and comfort to those who com-
mand them, and whose accidents and casualties, amidst

all the uncertainty attending a seafaring life, amount to

much less than many others of the same class. Of
the Caledonia for example, it was said by her officers in

their official communications, “ that she rolled in the

trough of the sea quite easy ;* whereas, in the case of

the An»on of 88 guns, which had originally been a 64,

in her very first voyage the rolling was so excessive,

that she sprang several sets of topmasts
;
and although

endeavours were made to correct it by alterations in

* The practical stowage of a ship depends principally on the
mooter. When a ship is newly tornmisiricmad, this officer w
directei! by live Admiralty lostruetkms to obtain the most correct

inform *tio:i be can of the manner m which the hold was stowed
wlurn she was last in commission, and what then were her qualities,

Hut the stowage may be altered, with the unction of the captain,

if there he reason to suppose it may be done with advantage, If
the ship bares sot been at Ht, the master m then to consult the
moAter hipwn^bt of the lineicyaal. When the stowage of the
luiUl a completed, 11m master is to eater in the log-bowk a parti-
cular account of the m,inner in which it i* stowed, specifying the
quantity of twlljurt in each hold, mod the manner in which it h
arranged. *

her masts and yards, she continued still to be a very Naval Ar-
uiieusy ship, with an excessive wear and tear." ciutecture,

(251.) That there are innumerable intermediate

stages of diversity between these two perhaps extreme
cases may be gathered from tnauy source*. Of forty

' BreB*

74-gun ships built nearly at one time from the same
draught, and constituting u class by themselves, it was
reputed that the Cressy, Blenheim, Armada, Poictiers,

t’otiq'jcsuidore, < i incest* r, Hippou, and Clarence, rolled

tolerably easy in the trough of the sea. The Leonidas
and Shannon, 4 6-gun frigates built after the draught of
tile French Hebe, were said to roll deep tcithoul jirk-

ing ; and of the 16-gun brigs, their rolling in the trough
of the sea was stated to be easy. Of the 10 gun brigs,

also, their rolling was said to be middling easy .

(252.) To inquire in some degree into the general

question of rolling, is therefore one of vast interest to

ship-building, and we regret that our exceedingly nar-

row limits can do little more than glance at its more
prominent lieada. Rolling may arise either from the What occ».

impulse of a wave on the side of a ship, acting in
roit*

some direction above her centre of gravity, or from
l°K'

the undulations of the waves themselves. Suppose,

by way of' example, A D B, fig. 1, pi. ili., to be a aee-

lion of a ship, A B its loud water Hue, E the centre

of gravity of the whole ship, and (1 its tnelneenlre.

Suppose, elan, B II to represent the direction of the

impulse accessary to give it the inclination a b. The mo-
ment of tlw effort producing this inclination, will hence

be in pnqiorlion to E H, and the moment of tire effort

tending to restore the vessel to its upright position, will

be as t lie line E G. These effort*, acting id contrary
directions, occasion rolling; the effect of the force pro-
ducing it being as the sum of E H and EG. With WhanroU
regard to the undulations of the wares, a ships rolling •»“*

nuist commence the moment a wave rises on one side
nwaeea,

and sinks on the other. The inclination of the aide of
a wave is continually changing by Imperceptible degree*.

* Tim ship was cut down in 179-4
; and Mr. Wilson of the

Navy Office, a competent authority, remarks, “ that although in all

other Maritime Stats*, the Science of Naval construction was well

undersfuod, yet «u culpably ignorant were the English constructors,

that this ojwnilHm, so well calculated, when property conducted,
to produce « gaud ship, waa a complete failure. Seven feet of tho
upper part of the top suits, together with a deck and gum, making
shut JtiO tons, were removed, by which her Stability was greatly

increased
;
but by a Complete absurdity, the sails were reduced

one-sixth in area. Her masts and yards were afterwards increased

to their original sue, but as there was no decrease of ballast, ihu

was very lit lie improved/'

Other sixty-tours were cut down, masted au>l ballasted ia ths

same manner, and with similar results; And although they were
improved by enlarging their masts and yards, they were it'll bad
ships. A lailure in this instance waa indeed a national misfortune

;

(or had Science been «pp>li«d to their cutting doom, a class of fri-

g»te» might have been formed, capable m every way of eophig

with the Urge American frigates. The disasters of the late war
might thus not merely have bean avoidsd, but bare been converted

into wants of quite an opposite character. Let those who decry

Science, and check in every way its application to Naval Architec-

ture, rend in the pages of the last American war their utter cundsnt-

nation. A very bine Science would have enabled our Narai Ar-

chitects at that tins to have changed a ship of excessive stability,

which must always be an unrasy one, into one of unsy rolling.

Instead of having reduced the masts and yards to thore of a

36-gun ship, hod they Leer- a little increased, tun! at the wmt time

half her ballast taken out, and her guns, moreover, changed tor

others of s larger caliber, instead of some of th*m being smaller,

such a ship wimld have been easy, would have sailed letter than

any clam of ships titan in the Navy, and the expense of its wear

and tear would not hare exceeded tbs ordinary amount.
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Naval At- from a horizontal position to its greatest angle of in-

chitecture. clination, and rice vcrt& ; and therefore the force whose

tendency is to turn the ship increases only by slow de-
Ilvehug of

. RrMj |ong before she has arrived at that angle of

rollinir, which even a small inclination of the side of a

looptndi- wave would give, an opposing wave mounts on the

nalaxi*. other side of the ship, and prevents her further de-
AxUofro- presflion.
taiioa.

(253.) There are many circumstances connected with

It tome- t*,f Reeling of a ship round a longitudinal axis passing

time* riw*. through its centre of gravity which it may be necessary

very briefly to advert to. The axis of rotation (consi-

dered quiescent) round which the motion of rolling is

performed, is far from maintaining at all times a con-

stant elevation. In sonic cases it rises and in others

falls, and sometimes, it is true, it remains the same. It

has been found, for example, that when there is a ten-

ant!^ dency to immerse a greater solid below the water on

time* Ml*, one side than is raised above it on the other, the axis of

rotation must rise during the inclination ; and the rea-

Th« um« son is evident, since displacement on any other suppo-
thiagbutio sjtion would be increased, and a greater buoyancy exist

*cd«r

TCr** ^^re, and consequently a greater buoyancy than
° **'

the weight of the ship would balance. In such a case,

whenever the motion of rolling is performed, the vessel

must rise in heeling, and fall in righting again. . On
The (be other hand, if a rotation round the same axis (under

ruSua^dsh
8 *m^ar qu ‘**cenl conditions) immersed a less volume

pUdfon below the water than it raised above it, the same alter-

the centre mite rising and falling would take place, but in a Con-

or gravity tmry order; that is, the vessel would fall in heeling and
of tlw ship.

rj^ jn righting again.

Examples. (254.) The existence and amount of this motion,

which, according to the degree in which it prevails, must

render the rolling of the vessel violent and uneasy, depend

on the position of the centre of gravity of the ship, and

on the form of the sides between wind and water. If we
take the case of three vessels, each of which has its

sides parallel to the plane of the masts as in fig. 2, 3, 4,

plate lit., A B being the load water line in their upright

positions, and a b that when the vessel is heeled at an

angle of 10°, O, the centre of gravity of the vessel,

being supposed equally distant from the two water linrs,

coincident, moreover, with the surface of the water in

the first position, below it in the second, and above it in

the third. Then since in fig. 2 the immersion and
emersion are equal, the vessel as it heels can neither

rise nor fall ; and as in fig. 3 the immersion is greater

than the emersion, the vessel must rise in heeling ; so

in fig. 4 the immersion being less than the emersion,

the ship will fall while performing the same motion.

(255.) If, however, the sides of these vessels are

made to fall out above the load water line, some
changes will be found to take place. In the case of

fig. 2 the immersion will in this case exceed the emer-

sion, and the axis of rotation, supposing it to remain
quiescent, will rise. In the case of fig. 3 the ienmer-

between the immersion and the emersion, the axis of Naval Ar,

rotation being supposed quiescent, in large angles of chiiecture.

rolling, the shocks resulting from the ship's rising and v*-***'

falling must be very great. To avoid such an important Iio» shocks

error in construction, it is necessary to find by compu- “»jr *<•

tation the exact position of the ship's centre of gravity,

and then to alter the body till the immersion and emer-
sion caused by heeling round a quiescent longitudinal

axis passing through that point are equal. A like atten-

tion must be paid to the pitching of a vessel ; for any
great inequality between the immersion and emersion

round a quiescent axis would be attended with similar

bad effects. The motions of rolling and pitching are When r&U-

hence most uniform and most free from sudden shocks, snd

when the ceutre of gravity of the ship » in or near the

plane of the load water line. Should circumstances not
um~

permit the centre of grikvily to be brought into the plane

of the load water line, it is proper to endeavour to bring

it as near to it as possible. It may be further observed,

that as the keel and the lower parts forward and aft

contrilnite in a very great degree to diminish the rolling

by the direct opposition of their surfkce to the water,

the further these parts ere removed from the axis of

rotation, the greater will be the effect they produce in

diminishing the rolling; and for this reason also, when
the centre of gravity is in the plane of the load water

line, the ship should roll less. The form of the ship,

moreover, near the load water line will influence its

motion also.

(256.) These peculiar motions of a ship have been Thn« no*
sometimes illustrated by the movement of a pendulum twos illu»*

oatilUting in the same time as a ship. If for example 4

P, Ac., denote the particles of a ship, and D, d, Ac.
pcn w ura ’

their distances from the axis of rotation passing through

the centre of gravity, the length of such isochronal pen-
dulum will be

F D" -f- /> d* -f Ac.

whole ship X EG'
where E is the centre of gravity, in this case the centre

of suspension, and G is the metacentre, on which the

whole buoyancy of the fluid equivalent to the weight of

the ship acts upwards. Supposing the functions P D*.

p d\ Ac. to be given as well as the weight of the ship,

the length of the isochronal pendulum will vary in-

versely as EG; or in other words, that the greater is

the elevation of the metacentre above the centre of gra-

vity of the ship, the shorter will be the pendulum, and
the quicker the vibrations of the ship ; and on the other

hand, the less that distance is, the slower will the rolling

become. Supposing the line E G and the weight of the

•hip to be 'given, the duration of the vibrations will

vary with the values of D, d, Ac. ; and the less those

values are, the shorter will be the pendulum and the

quicker the rolling; and on the contrary, the greater

are the vibrations, the slower it will be. It must, how*
ever, be remarked, that the conclusions thus arrived at

sion will exceed the emersion more than before, and a
•till greater rising in the ship take place than before

;

and in fig. 4 an increase of the immersion will also

take place, and hence a decrease in the falling of the
vessel. If, on the other hand, the sides of these ves-

sels fall out below the water line, and preserve their

parallelism above it, the ship denoted by fig. 2 will fall

in heeling, the rising of fig. 3 would be corrected,

and the falling of that denoted by fig. 4 increased.

Wherever, therefore, there is a great disproportion

are absolutely true only when the vibrations are eva*

nescenl ; but that they may be regarded as nearly (rue

when they are in a practical sense very small. When a
ship rolls through finite angles, the vibrations are very Difficulty

different from those of a pendulum of an invariable of eon-

length, the point G not being then a fixed point,

(257.) It is no easy matter to construct a ship which
tav*

shall possess a proper stability and alao, at the same time, mayer *u-
pcrfbrm her motion of rolling easily, although this is wliiy and

a point at which the Naval Architect shoutd continually n>U easily.

joogle
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8ummiry
calcula-

tions.

difficulty

with mot-
chant ships.

aim. It has been observed, that an undue attention to

one of these properties has been obtained at the ex-

pense of the other. If the stability be diminished, the

heeling of the vessel will be increased by the same

amount of acting force ; but the heeling as well us the

righting of the vessel will be more slow and easy. The
lability cannot, however, be diminished too much with-

out endangering in a great degree the safety of the

ship. On the other hand, while an increase of stability

diminishes the heeling of the ship,—and which confined

within proper limits produces wholesome effects; yet

when carried to excess, the inclining force is so sud-

denly destroyed, as to produce shocks of the most dan-

gerous kind. A wave acting on the side would pro-

duce a powerful effect, so that a ship thus constructed,

would in the least sea be subject to continual and quick

vibrations. It has been remarked by some writers, that

the height of the metacentre alone determines the pro-

perties of a ship with regard to the qualities of its roll-

ing; but it is possible that the height of this point may
be something diminished, and yet the forms of the sides

be so determined as to impart a stability sufficiently

great. The height of the metacentre may, however, be

increased beyond its usual limits, and, nevertheless, by
injudicious alterations in the forms of the sides, the sta-

bility be found too small.

(2bB.) Inman recommends, in order to form a proper

estimate of a ship’s properties in this respect, to make
accurate calculations of the stability at different angles

of inclination, and to compare the result in each case

with the stability of approved Bhips of the same class.

Hence, also, he adds, that to enable the Naval Archi-

tect to design ships which may tie expected to possess

the requisite stability, he must be furnished not only

with all the necessary calculations for the different kinds

of ships already built, but also with a minute detail of

their |w*rform*nces at sea. Thus we see how intimately

blended are the pursuits of the Naval Architect and the

sailor.

(259.) It is a much greater difficulty to determine

the necessary relations between the stability and the

rolling in merchant ships, than in those intended for

the purposes of war. In the former class of vessels, the

object 'w to obtain the greatest possible burthen, at the

least possible expense of the ship. Hence vessels of this

kind should be very full below, and have but very little

height ahove the water in proportion to their breadth.

The centre of gravity of the displacement will thus be

very low, and consequently the metacentre also. Hence,
also, the centre of gravity of the cargo must be brought

ns low ns possible, to ensure the requisite stability. The
result of nil this is the quick rolling of the ship and vio-

lent shocks, which, however, may in some degree be
diminished by winging the weights as much as circum-
stances will allow.

Rcinark*on (260.) Economy in the navigation of merchantmen
centre of requiring as small a number of men as possible, a less

quantity of sail is rendered necessary, and hence a less

distance between the centre of gravity of the vessel and
its metacentre, a circumstance which, as we have before

seen, makes the motion of rolling much easier.

(261.) Ships of war which have not occasion for

an great an amount of capacity below, and require

velocity, may be so constructed as to have their centres

of gravity higher. The metacentre ought, therefore, to

Ituve such a height above the water, that the common
centre of gravity of the ship and of the weights may
"Pk VI.

be brought nearly to the plane of the load water line, N»v*i Ar*.

and that the ship may still be sufficiently stiff in resist- cfaitwUir*.

ing heeling.

(262.) There is, however, another species of rolling

which takes place with regard to the length, to which
we must not omit to advert. In this case the extremi-
ties of the vessel rise and fall. The fore part of the Pitching;

ship being raised by a wave, it falls again when that
wave has passed ; and any motion thus imparted to a
ship would very soon cease, did not another wave follow
to raise the bow of the ship again. When a ship is

close to the wind and meets the waves, it often happens
after a sea has passed the fore part, that it suddenly
falls and raises itself with difficulty upon the following
wave, and in such a case the ship is said to pitch.

When a wave has passed the fore part of the ship, and
is arrived near the middle, a space of considerable

dimensions is left void near the bows, and the ship there

is left quite unsupported. The vessel, therefore, preci-

pitates itself with a very great momentum, indicated hy
the product of nil the weights in the fore part of the

vessel, multiplied by their distance from the point at which
the ship is unsupported. Sometimes the after part falls

heavily, and the ship is said to tcend. This results from Spending,

a similar cause and has the 9ame inconveniences. Both
these motions very much impede the motion of the ship,

the whole fabric of the mastiog undergoing the greatest

shocks and strains. Every part of the body of the ship

suffers also greatly, there being a constant tendency in

all its parts to separate. This must occasion prodigious

strains on all the fastenings, and calls for the greatest

attention on the part of tlie Naval Architect.

(263.) This kind of motion, and all the resulting Fattening*

strains must hence be different ill different kinds of
ships. The same amount of fastctiing, therefore, which
may be quite sufficient for ouc kind of ship may be

altogether insufficient for another. In vessels which
are very full near the load water line fore and aft,

and very lean below, the pitching and scending are

very great. Such a slute may, however, in some degree

be relieved by on attention to the distribution of the

weights. The errors of the Naval Architect may be

more or less corrected by the experienced seaman. It

is manifest that when the weights in the fore part of the

ship are carried near the middle, the effect of the ship's

plunging in this part will be less ; and not only must
this motion become less quick, but succeeding waves
will have less difficulty in raising it again ; and a similar

remark upplies to the after part. Hence much relief Cenew-

inay be afforded to these motions of a vessel by bring- ,raV*R ,h*

ing the weights as much as possible in the neighbour-
1rcl

** ***

hood of the middle of the ship. There are some
weights which it is impossible to move, and which pro-

duce a great effect, such as the fore mast and its rig-

ging, the bowsprit and its anchors. The mechanical

effects of these the ship-builder must be prepared to

resist by the figure and strength of his fabric.

(264.) There are motions, however, of another kind. Other rao-

intermediate hetween rolling and pitching, or rolling boat,

end scending, and which exercise an important influ-

ence on the movements of a ship. When a vessel floats

quiescently on the surface of the sea, the centres of
gravity of the displacement and of the whole ship are

in the sumc vertical plane ;
but when the vessel is in-

clined, the hitler point is carried to leeward, and the

buoyancy of the water, acting upwards through it, en-

deavours to turn the ship buck. The axis round which

3 r
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N#val At- the ship revoke* in wch a case, must hence depend on

cincture, the position of the centre of gravity of displacement.

— -- |f this Idler centre be in the transverse section passing

through the centre of gravity of the ship, the vessel will

revolve about an axis parallel to the length ;
but if it be

either bclore or behind it, the buoyancy will cause the

ship to revolve round an axis, occupying a place be-

tween the transverse and longitudinal axes of the vessel.

Each different inclination may hence be accompanied by

an axis peculiar to itself; and hence a system ot move-

ments may be produced tending to disunite all the parts

of the ship, deranging its different adjustments, and

operating greatly in retarding its progress.

Howto (265.) To counteract motions so injurious as these,

counteract the centre of gravity of the displacement, both when the

them. vessel floats upright, and when it is inclined at different

angles of inclination, should at all times be found in the

same vertical plane. This must be done by assigning

to the volumes immersed or emerged in consequence of

the inclination, such particular forms, that the line join-

ing their centre} of gravity shall in all cases be parallel

to the transverse section. This important consideration,

it appears, was first attended lo in English ships by

Dr. Inman. By comparing the reports made on differ-

ent ships in his Majesty's Navy, with calculations made

on their drawings, it appears thul these vessels have the

best character for regulur ami easy motion, cttlcri* pa-

ribus, that have this property.

On the Arching of Ship*.

Arching of (2G6.) Our ordinary experience proves how difficult

hips. H is, in the simplest combinations of carpentry, to pre-

serve precisely the figure that may have been intended ;

and the ingenuity of the workman is frequently taxed in

devising braces and ties in order to maintain it In a

far greater degree is the Naval Architect called upon lo

devise means for preserving to a ship, when she is

launched, the sutne figure she possessed when resting oil

her shores. To accomplish this demand a large share

of practical knowledge combined with on acquaintance

with the theoretical wants of Naval Architecture. The
ingenious constructor cannot but be anxious that bis

ahip should retain, when she sails in all the pomp and
busy circumstance of war, and when innumerable strains

are acting upon her, the properties lie origiually desired

her to possess.

(267.) We can hardly imagine a more mortifying

circumstance than to find, after every imaginable care

lias been bestowed upon a design, that the moment the

vessel is launched, some of her essential conditions are

altered, her hull exhibiting unequivocal signs ofweakness,

her extremities dropping, and her whole frame becom-
ing arched. It is the business of theory not only to

(266.) There are circumstances, moreover, of a very 'Naval Ar-

peculiar nature, which in the case of a ship contribute riinseturf.

to produce this derangement of form, and which it is

"

fitting the Naval Architect should be mode intimately

acquainted with. It is not only ill n atorm that her In cuc
fastenings are disturbed, and her limbers exposed toofsilup.

different strains from those which they underwent when

she was supported in the dock, but even when she floats

in tranquillity in the harbour, destitute even of her

masts, and her most ordinary Mores. The simple bull c*u*e of

itself is compelled to bend by the buoyancy of the very weakness,

fluid on which it floats. If a straight line be drawn

from the head to the stem, whilst the vessel is on the slip

or in dock, no sooner has she entered her own clement,

than each end of this line will be found to have dropped

from two to six inches, in consequence of the weakness

of the fabric. In cases of arching, also, some of the

butts of the planks are always found to have parted

aloft, at the same time lliat the angular position of some
parts of the structure tiae as uniformly been more or less

altered ; and very generally a certain degree of sliding

is observable in the plunk* at the sides of some of the

ports. This sliding was seen very distinctly by Dr.

Young in the planks of the Albion and of the Belli-

queux, at the same time there were also obvious indi-

cations of a certain degree of extension and compres-

sion. In the Albion the butts of the planks were parted

so far, that in some instances pieces were let in between

them ; and in the Belliquenx there was a space of about

five inches between the middle of the deck transom and

the curling, which had originally been in contact with it.

In the Asia, the arching amounted to three inches and
a quarter, and the comparative length of the upper and

lower parts was probubly altered about two inches at

most : the parting of the butts amounting to three-six-

teenths of an inch each, “ for upwards of fifly feet in

length in the midships, and for about eight feet from the

top side,” making a total extension of probably less than

an inch ; so that about half the effect seems to have been

produced in one way, and half in the other ; but appa-

rently the greater half by the want of stiffness. Some
degree of permanent, compression or crippling below

has been observed, the butts of the planks opening

when the cause of arching has been removed, and the

sheathing being more wrinkled than would have hap-

pened from the simple bending of the planks. To cor- To correct

rect these serious defects was one of the great problem# ttos wa* the

undertaken by Sir Robert Seppings. Before his time, ull

the materials composing the fabric of a ship were disposed

nearly at right angles to each other; a disposition not tfoiwrt

sanctioned by any authority, nor by the humblest maxim &pi*ng*.

of mechanical knowledge. A ship too from its great

length, and the peculiarity of it* form, is the body calcu-

lated to display erroneous combinations in the most

plan the ship, but to dex’ise means for constructing her remarkable degree.

Combining so that her exact thcoreticul form shall be preserved. (269.) The length of a 74-gun ship being 170 feet or

oftimber* * There is more science in combining limbers together more, it require# but little knowledge of materials to
difficult than is commonly imagined

; and when we see how dif- perceive (hat planking of s»ch a length, whatever be its
iu * fieult it is, even in the simple fabric of a gate, a parti- amount of thickness, or the mode or way in which it is

lion, or a roof, to preserve entirely the form that was joined together, must under such a system bend with its

Intended, we cannot but observe in the larger and own weight. The fastening* and connections of the

more complicated fabric of a ship how greatly the difiB- several parts of such a fabric, cannot therefore but suffer

culty must be augmented. Here it is that theory and from a want of stillness, and a change of form must be

practice can do *o much to aid each other. In all the the consequence.
mechanical arts they should be inseparably bound (270.) The truth of the principle here adverted to is

together, and yet how seldom are they thus allied ! A confirmed by every day's experience. The idle school-

narrow jealousy and mistrust too often divided them. boy racks the frame ot his slate, loosening its fastenings.
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N*ta1 At- anJ deranging ils fipftire : ami the country carpenter
cfaitwcture. however he multiplies his parallel rails or bars,

and whatever ingenuity he displays in their fastenings,

the uniformity of his gate will soon be destroyed,

unless lie adds a brace or diagonal timber to his

fabric. In a popular sense we may say the old system

of timbering resembled in principle fig. 5, plate ill. and
the new system fig. 6. It is obvious, to adopt the fami-

liar language of Seppinga, the greater the length of the

framcB, the greater will the superiority of the latter be

shown.
Effect* of a (271.) Tlic effect of a triangular combination of tim-
trianguta here ]j|<e (hfe jS| that the pieces disposed horizontally are

l£n gf hm-
acle<l upon as ropes by a strain of the fibre, whilst the

ber. other parts are pressed upon as pillars ; or, in other

words, the pressure acts in the direction of the fibres of

the wood. In the old plan, and which, for distinction

sake, may be denominated the rectangular mode, the

fibres are acted upon transversely, or across the grain,

just as a slick, when placed across the knee and pressed

by the hands at each end, is first bent and then break*.

To prevent any transverse action upon the fibre of the

timber, i* one of the benefits arising from the new
system, and to impede a longitudinal extension of the

structure is another. For os the diagonal frame,

composed of a aeries of triangles, aided by diagonal

trussing between the ports, prevents the fabric from

being acted upon transversely to the fibres of tlse ma-
terials horizontally placed, ao the wales, the planking,

the shelf piece*, the improved water way*, and the decks

systematically secured, become the tie beams of the

structure.
Resulting (272.) The great strength of the principle here ad-
•troogtb.

verted to is also to be contemplated in another point of

view—that of rendering the strength of the fabric as

general and united as possible. It is u trite maxim to

observe that the strength of any body, lei its construe*

lion be what it may, can never exceed that of its weak-
est part ; but it is one, simple as it is, which has

been too often lost sight of in the practice of ship*

building. In the new system of Sopping*, the open-

ings between the ribs are filled in with slips of timber

nearly to the height of the orlop, or lower tier of beams.
These being calked and pitched over, make the frame
from head to stern, and within a few feet of the greatest

draught of water, one compact and water-tight mass of

timber ; so that were any of the outer planking of the

bottom to be removed, the ship would not only continue

to float, but would also be preserved from sinking. In
the old system, the starting of a plank often proved

fatal.

Other tour- (273.) The openings between the frame, where the
**• °* width of the space does not exceed three inches, ore
strength.

filled up by driving in wedge-like slices of wood, one
driven from the outside, the other from within, forming
the parallel space of the opening, and bringing the parts

into the closest contact. In the openings exceeding

three inches, the space is occupied by corresponding

pieces having their fibres laid in the same direction as

that of the frame limbers. These fillings add not only

to the strength and durability of the fabric, but pre-

serve the health of the crew from the effects of the im-

pure air arming from the filth which so soon collects in

these openings, rendering the ship less liable to leakage,

an well as facilitating the stoppage of any leak ; and
lastly increasing (he thickness of the bottom from four or

four and a half, the usual thickness of the plank, to

about sixteen indies, thereby diminishing very coa- Nat*] At*
skierably the danger to be apprehended from getting on chitccturc.

shore, or foundering at sea.

(274,) That this improvement promotes the durabi- Durability,

lily of the ship may be inferred from what follows. In

the first place, the openings in the old principle, after a
ship has had any considerable length of service, are

choked up in many parts with au accumulation of filth.

Secondly, that no free circulation of air can be obtaiued

in these openings by any means. In the third place,

that timber being either freely exposed to, or excluded
from the air, is equally preserved. And fourthly, (hut it

has been found on examining the frame and plank of
old ships, that those parts now filled in, generally decay
sooner than the rest; viz, from the floor heads in the

midships, and from the dead wood furward and abaft to

the heiirht of the orlop clamps.

(275.) With regard, also, to the gain in the internal Gain intha

capacity of the hold, it may be remarked, that though capacity of

the trussed frame projects from the timbers five inches tho ^°™*

more than the thick stuff at the floor-heads,—yet, as ill

the old system, the perpcudiculur riders are brought
upon the thick stuff, their projection into the hold is

more by eight inches than that of the new, giving an
increase of stowage in fuvour of the diagonal frame.

Another important point is, that a tier of iron ballast

may also be disposed of many inches lower, giving an
increase of stability with less weight, and enabling the

vessel to carry her ports higher out of the water.

(276.) In pi. iv. fig. 1. is a bird’s-eye view of the internal Bird’s-eye

port of one side of a 74-gun ship in a complete state, the v **J"r ®f ,n*

diagonal timbers intersecting the timbers of the frame
at angles of about 45°. In the fore part of the ship ty.four.

these limbers are disposed in contrary directions to those

ill the after part, their distances from each other being
from six to seven feet or more ; their upper ends abut-

ting against the horizontal huop, or shelf piece, of the

gun-deck beuins, and the lower ends against the limber
streaks, except in the midships, where they come against

two pieces of Umber placed in on each side of the keel-

son for the purpose ol taking off the partial pressure of IXtcrip

the main mast, which in all cases causes a lagging down t“,B*

of the keel, and sometimes to an alarming degree.

Pieces of timber are next placed in a fore and aft direc-

tion over the joints of the frame timbers, ut the floor and
first futtockg heads, their ends being in dose contact

with and coaked or dowelled to the sides of the diagonal

timbers. In this stale the framework in Uie hold pre- Diagonal

seats various compartments representing the forms of h®!*1**

rhomboids. A truss timber is then introduced into

each rhomboid with an inclination opposite to that of
the diagonal timbers, thereby dividing it into two parts.

These truss pieces, says Seppiugg, are to the diagonal

frame what the key-stone i* to an arch ; for no weight

or pressure on the fabric can alter its position in a longi-

tudinal direction, till compression takes place at the

abutments, and extension of the various ties.

(277.) This arch-like property of the diagonal frame Arch-like

not only opposes change in a longitudinal direction, but
also resists external pressure on the bottom, eithrr from
grounding or any other cause, because no alteration of
figure can take place, without forcing the several parts

of which it ia composed into a smaller space. The con-

nection kept up by means of the trussed frame firmly

attached to the timbers of the ship by circular coaks and
bolts, together with the shelf pieces united to the side*

and to tile several beams by means of the same sort of

3 r 2
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Naval Ar- fastenings, imparl'; such unity tn the whole as In give
duttfCtuN.

|0 jt an immens< superiority over the old system it dis*

* l_
" placed.*

Shelf (278.) The beams of the new system arc disposed
pieces. nearly as in the old, excepting that in midships, where

a ship necessarily requires the greatest security, two

additiunai beams have been introduced. All of them are

attached to the ship’s sides by shelf pieces, or internal

hoops, distinguished by the letter E, fig. 2. These shelf

pieces are composed of several lengths of timber scarfed

or joined together by coaks, or circular dowels, so as to

form a kind of internal hoop, extending from the hooks

forward, to the transoms abaft, to the underside of

which, as well as to the under parts of the beams, they

are securely conked, and being then firmly bolted to the

aide, instead of becoming a mere local fixture of the

beam to the ship’s exterior frame, os the knees formerly

were, they afford a continued and general security. The

shelf piece is also a tie to the (op side in a fore and aft

direction, co-operating with the trussed frame, as already

explained.

Chocks. (279.) The beams are also secured by chocks, repre-

sented in II. fig. 2, placed under all the shelf pieces in

the wake of the beams, excepting the orlop, in such a

manner us to receive the up and down arm of the iron

knees. The lower ends of those under the gun deck

shelf piece, step on the ends of the orlop beams, and

those of the several decks above, step on the projecting

part of the spirkeling below. The chocks, particularly

those between the orlop and gun decks, admit of their

being driven into their respective places very lightly,

thereby acting like pillars. Another advantage attending

them, is their great tendency to stiffen the ship’s aide, and

to prevent the beam ends from playing on the fastenings

when the ship i* rolling, or straining under a press of

sail.

Iron knees. (280.) The curved iron plate knees for securing the

orlop beams* and the iron forked knees of the other

decks, are described in figs. 2 and 3.

Improved (2Sl.) In the old system of ship-building, the planks
deck*. jf the several decks acted only as mere platforms, or as

a cover of a box unconnected with the sides, affording

no strength to them whatever. In the new system of

* It has hit lie* to Wen very generally believed, ur> St*p|iings,

that stiflcu-ss or inflexibility in a shin w nut strength. Wit that a
yielding of the fabric u an essential quality to preserve it from
Lc.ng destroyiil bv the shuck* it sustain*. This erroneous opinion

must have arisen from anulhvT equally incorrect, that a ship must
be an elaslic body, on account ol the ’elasticity of the mntmaU of
which it is composed. It should, however, be remembered, that

this elasticity of the materials must be very inconMilerabie, since

the small degree of elasticity in inch piece must necessarily bo
neutralised in the fabric by the various directions of the parts of
which it is cumpowL Hence a Vessel, let her construction ho

what it may, whether 1mm> or firm, cannot in any case be elastic.

It follows also, that the action and reaction of the sea ojxTaling

upon different parts of the fabric at different times, occasions, on
account of the want of unity among the parts, a cuut'.anl and in

creasing weakliest, which by some may have been miitakcn for

elasticity.

When a sea strikes a ship forward, continues Seppings, the how
will rtw with the Ka ; which passing aft, lifts the midship** in suc-
cession, leaving tho fore and aft part* with little or no support. Such
shocks acting upon a body whose parts are not firmly connected, pro-

due* * bending aad rebuilding of IM fnlwic, the planks of the sides

idaying over each other, and the fastenings becoming straiued and
looselied by continued repetitions of the acting force. On Use cun-
trary, when a body i» constructed with such general unity and
fixedness of all its parts, that when one is moved the whole fabric

mint move with it, all the ports of the structure may be fairly said

to bear their proper portion of the strain.

Stepping*, however, they ore *o disposed, os not only Naval Ar-
to oppose an alteration of figure from a force acting on cbitecture.

the ship in a lateral direction, but also are made mb- v-*—*

servient towards securing the lienms to the ship’s side.

The framing and flat of the decks, excepting the quarter

deck, forecastle, and round house, which are laid upon
the old plan, are disposed os represented in fig 5. The
former, that is, the framing nr ledges, and beams are

denoted by ticked lines; the latter, or planks by black ;

those on the starboard side being laid contrarywise to

the larboard. The midship ends of the diagonal plonk*
abut against two strokes laid in a fore and aft direction

outside the comings of the hatchways ; tin* other ends
approaching the timbers of the frame, the butts at each
end being secured to a tier of cnrlings placed for that

purpose. The flat or plank of the deck so disposed is

connected with a certain number of coaks to the hooks,

(teams, and transoms When the docks are thus laid,

the waterway* described in fig. 2, are brought on and
cuuked to the ends of the plank. These waterways
being then bolted through llie ship’s sides, and also in

an up and down direction, through the flat and shelf

piece*, combine the whole in one homogeneous mass of

strength.

(282.) A run of three or four years’ service most In what

commonly disclose* *ome examples of weakness in the l®11 tho

fabric of a ship. These defects, among other places,

show themselves at the beam ends, arising in a great Cwm^,njy
degree from the local attachment of (lie beams to the to be set >u

ship’s side, and the flat or covering being entirely un-

connected. This imperfect fastening of the extreme

ends of the beams, occasions them so to play and work
u|Km the fastening, as often to cut tile bolt holes into

an oval form by the friction of the bolts. The usual

remedy in such a state of things is to load her with

additional materials, such ns iron knees, standards,

breast-hooks, Ac. ; thus adding greatly to the original

weight of the fabric. Ilia evident that the first gale of

wind the ship encounters, alter being thus partially

strengthened, must again reduce her to her former stale

of weakness.*

(283.) To remedy defects, whether arising from the

decay of the materials, or from any other cause, the prin-

ciples of Sir Robert Sepping*, illustrated in fig. 1, can-

not but hold out the most capital advantages; and in

no particular is its superiority more manifest than in the

decks; for by shifting them when worn loo thin for

culking. the original connection between the beams,

the Hecks, and the sides will be restored as perfectly as

at first.

(284.) The tendency ofthe ship to stretch or draw asun- Other im-

der in her upper works, being by no means obviated by the pcove-

short planks on the inside between the ports, Sir Robert

substitutes a truss piece of plank in lieu of them, which

being well secured at the abutments, materially aids the

trussed frame, and gives great stiffness, thereby opposing

any disposition to arch or hog aloft.

• Th *. nuxW) of strengthening ships, u Btppiou truly observe*,

may Ihi compared to that of a raft firmly secured in the first place

ty strong lashing, which after some time works loose, of rather by
working is stretched. As it might be too tedious an operalioa to

secure the raft by retightming tin* lashing, a small cord would U»

used tor that purpose. It is clear whilst the small ciml remains

tight, iso part of the strain can hear upon the strung hut loose

lashing, till tire oilier stretches or breaks. So is it with a ship

that has additional securities green her without refwtening thow
which had worked or become si rained.
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N»v*l Ar* (285.) In fig. 4 the stem of a ship is represented

ctiitecturc. with tlie trussing and iron work necessary for its

security. By this the helm-port transom, which con*

suiiies one of the largest and most difficult trees required

for a ship, is dispensed with.

Economy i* (286.) It is a great principle in these views of Sir

combined Robert Scppings, that not only strength, safety, and
with tha durability are so essentially promoted by them, but

^ppLacs that economy holds also a capital and prominent place
P^b among them. At a time when reduction in our expen-

diture is so loudly called fur, and the Royal Navy cannot

be kept up without a large supply of foreign timber, it

certainly adds to the credit of this accomplished Naval

Architect, that, in a 74 gun ship, upwards of one hun-

dred and eighty oak trees are saved by his masterly

combinations, each tree having a load of fifty feet rough

contents,

(287.) It must further, also, be borne in mind, that

the consumption of large ship timber may be further

diminished by the nse of inferior and old ship tim-

ber, and if old ship timber were generally introduced,

as in the case of the Ramillies, one seventh part of the

English oak required for a new 74-gun ship might be

saved.

(288 ) Another source of economy arises from the

greater ease with which the lower part of the ship can

be examined, in consequence of the omission of the in-

side plunking. The ease, ulso, with which any part of

the diagonal frame may be replaced, justifies the adop-

tion of fir timber, particularly for the longitudinal pieces

and trusses.

Reports (2b9.) Wc regret that our limits will not permit more^ br . than a brief allusion to the valuable Reports made on the

ed oflCin Tremendous, the first ship to which Seppings's principles

in favour of were applied, by the distinguished officers whose duty it

these io»- was to make them. They were such as to stamp at once
ytursiBsatf,

writhi the highest and best npprobution his unrivalled

combinations. Of this vessel, it was reported by Mr.
Parkin, the master shipwright of Sheerness yard, that

the sights on the gun-deck, at the distance of 163 feet,

altered 0 in. ; that those placed on the upper deck,

at the Mime distauce, changed but 04 in.; and those

on the quarter deck and forecastle, at the same distance,

altered but Of in ; alter a more than three years’

active service, exposed to perilous and turbulent storms.

It was also remarked of the same ship, that “ the orlop

deck beams had not worked on the internal hoop, nor

was the crust of the whitewash disturbed; the plates

and bolts securing the diagonal riders and terminating

under the internal hoop, as well as the heads of the

riders, appeared as close as when fayed. The checks

fore and aft, bolted under the gun-deck beams for re-

ceiving the forked knees, the breast hooks in the gun-
ner's store room, as well as the holts which fasten the

forked knees, none had the slightest appearance nf

having worked. No appearance of the gun-deck beams
having worked on the internal hoop which receives

them was to he (bund ; nor any leaks or dampness
between the gun-deck water ways, the beams being so

perfectly dry, as to have permitted, in many places, the

cobwebs to collect between the timbers. The main and
gun decks displaced no traces of working, and the same
observation was made on the hcams of the quarterdeck
and forecastle ; and the whole ship throughout appeared
in as perfect a state, as if she had been in dock upon the

blocks.”

(290.) In the instance, also, of three ships of 120

guns, the Nelson, the Sl Vincent, and the Howe, N«r*l Ar
whose forms and dimensions were precisely the same, chitrctuie.

and whose frames, beams, and external planking were v-^/

of the same scantlings, it was remarked of the two ConpariMa
former, built according to the old plan, and of the latter, of three

built according to the new, that after the first of these
vessels was launched, she altered nine inches and a
half from her original sheer, and the St V incent

nine incites and a quarter; but the Howe changed
only three inches and five-eighths. The whole machine
in the former ships, observes Scppings, was generally
disturbed, but the Howe exhibited no such symptoms of
weakness.

(291.) No invention or discovery is, however, destined These «»-
to tuke its rank in the great. catalogue of scientific truths ful is*

without controversy and dispute ; and. perhaps, on the PJjJ"
1
.

whole, Knowledge is benefited by the furnace it has to j^ted°to.
pass through. To the inventor, or discoverer, it cannot

^
but be a painful ordeal, but it is the tax he must pay for

his celebrity. In the present case it was broadly insi-

nuated that Seppiugshud burrowed his principles, w hereas
no application at all resembling his admirable plans can
be found in any of the Continental writers on Naval
Architecture. The propriety of a different disposition

of tlie materials entering into the construction of a
ship, has at different times been suggested by ship-

builders, and partial alterations have in consequence
been introduced

; but no ouc, so far as we can trace,

has at any lime proposed a system of diagonal
trussed framing at all resembling' that of the great
ship-builder adverted to. “ If I have received any Candour of

assistance,*' he ingenuously observes, *» in the progress Sir Robert

of this new system, now universally adopted in the s*n,in £*’

British Navy, it was from the plan* and drawings of
the celebrated bridge of Schaffhausen, and from no
ether source.”

(292.) It may be proper, however, to advert to one It wo* ob-

objecliou of a practical kind advanced against the new jected that

system. It was asserted by some that the braces ,he brace*

and trusses applied by Sir Robert Scppings, were dis.

posed in directions precisely the reverse of that which the wrong
they ought to have been. To meet this objection the way.

following decisive experiment was appealed to.

(293.) Early in the year 1817, the Justitia, an old Experiment
Danish 74-gun ship, was ordered to be broken up on with on lU
account of her defective state

; and Scppings having ob-^
served her to be considerably arched or hogged, deter-
mined, notwithstanding her age and detective stale, to
apply the trussing principle to a certain extent, with a
view to observe what effect it would produce on a fabric

reduced to so weak and shaken a condition.

(294.) The officers of the yard were directed to place D#*cripiiu»

sights on the lower and upper gun-decks prior to her 0*' 1*

being taken into dock
; and to ascertain, when she

grounded on the blocks, how much she had altered from
the state in which she was when afloat. They were
then to place a certain number of trusses in the hold,

some in the fore part of the vessel inclined forward at
about an angle of 45°, and others in the after part
of the vessel inclining aft at the same angle. Others
were also to be placed at right angles to the former,
so as to act against the beams of the deck. In the
ports also, other trusses were introduced, those in the
ports forward inclining forward in an angle of 40°, and
those in the midships aft, at the same angles, but in an
opposite direction. As it was uncertain where the

centre of fracture would take place, a few of the port-
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N*t* 1 Ar- holes aboul the centre of the ship had trusses introduced

dutecture. into them in both directions. Wedges were applied to

the heels of the trutee6 to set them light. The ship

being thus partially trussed, the water was let into the

dock, and the ship flouted out of it iiito the basin,

where site was to lie one hour, when a Committee

was to examine the sights, and ascertain how much

the ship hud altered ; aud again, what change had

taken place in twenty-four hours after floating. This

being done, the trusses were to be disengaged in as

short a time as possible, in order to observe whether the

effect of their removal would lie instantaneous or gra-

dual.

Report of (295.) The following is an extract from the Report

the Com- of the Committee
nuttee ap- “ When the ship was in dock, on blocks perfectly
pointed to

straight, she came down in the midships, by the sights

Sw *wue. pl«*d in the gun-deck, two feet two inches and a half

;

and by those on the upper dock, two feet three inches

and a quarter; a»ul when undocked, with tile trusses

complete and iu their places, she hogged, or broke her

sheer, by the sights on the gun-deck, one foot two

inches and five-eighths ; and at the expiration of twenty-*

four hours she had hogged, or further broke her sheer,

two inches and five eighths, and then appeared sta-

tionary and completely borne by the trusses.

(296.) “ We then proceeded to take away the trusses

in the hold, and when they were wholly disengaged, she

further hugged, or broke her sheer, six inches. We
next proceeded to take away the trusses in the ports,

and when they were wholly cleared, she dropped at the

extremities, or further hogged, three inches uml a half,

and was iu that position when tried twenty-four hours

ufier.

(297.)
14 We further beg to state, that the whole of

the trusses alluded to as placed at right angles to the

first introduced, slackened as the ship floated from the

blocks, and became short from half an inch to three

inches and a half, and partook of no part of the pres-

sure; which, in our opinion, clearly proves that the

direction in which Sir Robert Seppiugs has applied his

diagonal frame is correct, as also the great utility of the

trussing system ; for although the ship, from her very

defective stale, was much against so severe an experi-

ment, it has proved to ns its good effects most satisfac- a*.
torily ; fur many of the trusses in the ports forced the cha«hire.

timbers three-eighths of an inch within the ends of their

covering planks, thereby lessening their effect from what
it would have been if the ship had been of a sound tex-

ture
;
yet on a ship in this state, the trussing between

the ports alone, after those in the hold were wholly dis-

engaged, had the effect of sustaining the immense pres-

sure of both ends of the ship in her worst position, and
prevented her from breaking, which she would other-
wise have done, from three to four inches, and which
she actually and immediately did on their being dis-

engaged.”

(298.) This statement of the Portsmouth officers,

says Sir Robert Seppings, will, I trust, be considered
conclusive as to the benefits to be derived from the prin-

ciple of trussing in the construction of ships; and al-

though it was only applied from the keelson to the

beams in the hold, and not to the ribs or frame of the

ship, as is the case when ships are regularly built on
this system, yet it sufficiently establishes the soundness
of the principle,

(299.) When the Justitia first floated, continues Sit

Robert, after being partially trussed, as described, the

noise occasioned by the pressure on the trusses is stated

to have been truly terrific, until she was fairly settled on
them. The disengaging them also caused a similar

crash.

(300.) A demonstration of the principle employed Demondrm-

by Sir Uolwrt Srppings may Ik mko in the XLUd
Number of tint Journal of the Royal Imlitution. If principle* of
through the point in which the sustaining forces meet, a th* truth of

line be drawn to represent the measure aud direction of thosam*.

the strainiug force, and on it a parallelogram be con-

structed, us a diagonal, having its sides parallel to the sus-

taining forces ; then if the remaining diagonal of the

parallelogram be drawn, and through the point where the

sustaining force* meet, another line parallel to the same,
all the parts ofthe training on the tame tide of this line, as

the straining force, will be in a state of compression, aud
all those on the other side of the same line in a state of

extension. Applying this principle to fig. 7 and 8,

plate hi., we shall deduce the results contained in the

following Table.

Nature uf the Strain operating on Um Timber*.

Braces. Trusses.
Upper longi-

tudinal paere.

Middle longi-

tudinal pwco.

l.<iw<*r longi-

tudinal

With the braces in the fore 1

body inclined alt, and
|

those in the after body >
inclined forward as iu

[

<*• i J

Extension. Compression. Extension. Compression. Compression.

With the braces in the fore *

body inclined forward, 1

and those in the after >

body inclined all, as in I

% s J

Compression. Extension, Extension. Extension. Compression.
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Naval Ar- The primary object of the diagonal framing is to prevent
chitarture. arching ; and if we suppose A F, in both figures, to

represent the neutral line from which the arching pro-

ceeds towards both extremities, it is evident that it is

the mechanical combination represented in fig, 7 which
can alone prevent it. For since A, in that figure, by
the hypothesis, is one of the neutral points of the system,

it may be regarded as fixed ; and the tendency of arch-

ing being to depress the points II, C and G, II, the

effect on the braces A C and AB will be precisely

similar to the weights applied in the preceding investi-

gation ; that is, to produce extension, and which »
effectually provided for by the fastenings. The effect,

moreover, brought at the same time into action by the

trusses, in consequence of the disturbing torce, is to

resist, by the whole longitudinal strength of their fibres,

all tendency to alteration of form ; so that the effect

exerted to depress the point C, is at once resisted by the
fastenings appertaining to the brace A C, and to the lon-

gitudinal strength of the fibres of the truss proceeding
from the unchangeable point F- The point E becoming,
in this point of view, fixed, the action of the force which
tends to depress the point H, in common with the point

C, is resisted by the fastenings of the longitudinal lim-
ber A li, and by the longitudinal resistance of the fibres

of the truss FH; so that, provided the fastenings of
the braces and of the upper longitudinal timber arc suf-

ficient, and the abutments of the trusses and of the
middle longitudinal timber are also proper, all tendency
to arching will he resisted in proportion to the perfection

of the materials, and the excellence of the work-
manship.

(SOI.) But by referring to the converse disposition of
the braces, as represented in fig. S, it appears, from
the preceding investigation, that the braces AC and
A B are subject to compression. And since the puiut
A is, by the hypothesis, the neutral or fixed point, the
effect of the compression of the brace A C must lie to
depress the point C» and thus to promote the tendency
to arching. Nor is this tendency to lower the point C
prevented by the action of the truss F E ; since the
point F being fixed by the supposition, the tendency to
extension which lakes place in the truss must lower
the point E, ami thus promote the further declension
of the point C. The point E being thus depressed,
must add its effect to the extending force called into ac-
tion in the truss E H, and thus produce a declension
in the point II. Hence the whole effect of the dis-
turbing force is to lower every part of the frame from
C to H, and thus to promote the arching of tire vessel.

Hence the superiority of the present system of diagonal
framing becomes apparent, und the advantages derived
from it are demonstrated by the small alteration of
form which ships now undergo in the act of launching.

More par- (302.) It is proper, however, to advert more parti-

licularallu- cularly to some of the causes of arching, und in the first
ion t!» th« place the condition of weight. There is a well-known

and obvious inequality of the distribution of the weight
and pressure, which, independently of ail circumstances
of construction, produce arching. It is possible, as Dr.
Young observes, there may be cases in which a strain of
a very different nature is produced, but in ships of war

Invevtiga- ^is tendency is universal. It is, however, very differ-

»k>n* of Dr. ®*it in degree in the different parts of a ship; and of
Young. course, still more different according to the different

modes of distribution of the ballast and stores occurring
in different ships. In a modern 74-guu ship, fitted for

sea, the length being 176 feet, and the breadth 4 7£, Naval Ar.
the forces in ordinary cases are thus distributed : dutecture.

Fast
Weight in Prvkmre in Difference in

lorn*. Ton*. Tuns.

Aftermost. 49 699 627 + 72
Next .... 20 297 405 -108

1216 1098 -f-118
290 409 -119
496 461 + 37

176 3000 3000 00

(303.) Now although this general distribution of the I>i-,tribu-

forces may be supposed to exist, the laws of equilibrium
will not allow us to suppose them to be concentrated in
the middle of the respective portions, or equally distri-

buted throughout them, still it is natural to suppose the
excesses of weight and pressure to he arranged with as
few abrupt changes as possible, in order that they may
neutralize each other at the common termination of the
adjoining portions, and to become more unequal in parts
more remote from these neutral points. Thus the excess
of weight in the first 49 feet being 72 tons, it may be

144
supposed to begin at the rate of— tons per foot, aud

to diminish gradually and equally, so that its centre of

49
action will be at the distance — from the end. The ex-

cess of pressure must increase in the next place, until,

at the distance of 59 feet from the stern, it becomes

106— per foot, and then dimiuish until it vanishes at 69,

where the exccsB of weighl must begin to prevail, be

118
coming at 94, per fool, and vanishing at 119. The

excess of pressure might then be supposed to increase

gradually through the next portion, in order to avoid an
abrupt change at its extremity; hut this supposition
would still be insufficient, and it becomes necessary to

imagine that for 6.6 feet the forces remain neutralized,

and the pressure then prevails, so that its excess be-

comes at last = 17.7 per foot. It must then de-

crease for 17.5 feet, and the excess of weight at tftke

extremity must become 19.7 feet, the neutral point

being at 156.5. The equilibrium ofthe forces will then

be expressed by the equation

72 X 16.3 - 108 X 59 + 116 X 94 - 119 x 131.5

— 155 x 144.8 + 192 x 169.5= 0,

which Dr. Young imagines is sufficiently accurate for

every- purpose.

(304.) From this distribution of the forces, wc rw ertn ;nfl„

obtain a determination of the strain for each point of t,»n 0 f the

the respective portions, which is in the joint ratio of the strain for

magnitudes and distances of all the forces concerned,^ P°*nt»

on either side of the point, reduced into a common
result. For the first portion it is

72 1 144 x*

49
* ~

6 * 49 * 49’

x being the distance from the stern.
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Nsral A.' por (he second.

For the third,

108
72 (x - I6i> - M (x - 55t) -— (x - 59)>

,
l l0$

+
6 ' 100

* (X ' 59/.

For the fourth,

7i(*-lG$)--IOS(.r-59)-|.I . H? .

For the fifth,

72 (x - 16}) — 108 (x - 59) + 59 (x - 94) + 1J8
50

115
(T - 94),

1 ’
6 « ia

For the sixth, from 119 to 125.6,

72 (

x

- 16}) - 108 (x - 59) + ll8(x-94).

For the seventh,

72 (x - 16}) - 108 (x - 59) + 1 18 (x - 94) - g
.

119 (x - 125. 6)s

13.4 ‘ 13.4
5

and iu the last 37 feet, the strain will be expressed by

(176 _x) 19.7 X $(176-*)- I . 19.7
o 10,5

Hence we find the strain, at seven points, 22 feet dis-

tant from each other and from the ends, 605. 1993,
2815. 2244, 2655, 4610, and 1875; and by taking the
differential of x in the seventh portion, we determine
he maximum at 141} feet, amounting to 5261 tons,
supposed to act at the distance of one fool.

Cnnre pro* (305.) In order to form an idea of the curve which
fW.l by would be produced by such a strain, acting on a uni*

™a n*
f«rmly flexible substance, wc may consider the curvature

l,r,a 'n
‘ as represented by the second fluxion of the ordinate y

;

and by finding and correcting the fluent separately for
each portion, we may obtain the ordinate, or fail, at* any
given point corresponding to a given extent of arching
of the whole fabric. It will, however, he sufficiently

accurate for this purpose, to consider the forces ns con*
centratcd in a limited number of points, dividing those
which net in the extreme portions into two parts, in

order that the curvature may be continued to the ends

;

so that the whole of the force* may be thus distributed.

Diifiimt-s. Forces.

At 0 +36
32} + 36
59 • - jog
94 +118
134.5 -119
144.5 —155
163 + 96
176 + 96

The strain for each portion may then be represented
by a — 6x, w hence

- birr,

y = a x x — ^i*x + cj,

and y = ^ a x* — Ui' + ^i + d.
2 o

Dr. Young remarks it will lie most convenient, in cal.

dilation, to make x begin anew with each portion, setting

out from the middle, and to divide the numbers by 100,

in order to shorten die operations. Thus, for the mid-
die portion, from 88 to 59, the strain will he
.2028 -f* .36x, a being .2028, and b = — .36; and
when x becomes .22, y is .1*0552

; and when x r= .29,

Karat Ar*

chitectum.

- s .0740, and y = .0011
;
which values being sub*

or

stituted in the equations for the next portion, wc have
c = .074, ami .0011. By going through the

whole length in this manner, we find the fall ut the ex-

tremes, and at seven equidistant intermediate points,to be,

.08697

.05325

.02514

.00552

.00000

.0050"

.02531

.06705

.12325.

If we wish to find the point si which the curve is

parallel to the chord of the whole, we must inquire

where c as (.12325 - .08697) ; 1,76, which will be at

98 feet, or 10 feet before the midship*.

(306.) To the strain which the circumstances ofEflrdsoF
weight and upward pressure produces, another must lie rrpM,rT ,rl

added resulting from a cause, which, although not very

inconsiderable, appears to have been altogether neg-

leeted before Dr. Young inquired into it ;
and this is,

that partial pressure of the water in a longitudinal

direction, affecting the lower parts of the ship only, and
tending to compress and shorten the keel, while it has

no immediate action on the upper decks. The pres-

sure thus applied, must obviously occasion a curva-

ture, if the angles made with the decks by the timbers

are supposed to remuin unaltered, while the keel is

shortened in the same manner as any soft and thick sub-
stance, pressed at one edge between the finger*, will

become concave at the part compressed. This strain,

upon the most probable supposition respecting the com-
parative strength of the upper and lower purl# of the

ship, must amount to more than one-third a* much as

the mean value of the former, being equivalent to the

effect of a weight of about 1000 ton*, acting on a lever

of one foot in lengih, while the strain, arising from the

unequal distribution of the weight and displacement,

amounts where it is greatest, that is, about 37 feel from
the head, to 5260; and although the strain is consider-

ably less than this exactly in the middle, and through-
out the aftermost half of the length, it is no where con-

verted into a tendency to “ sag,” or to become concave.

It must, however, he remembered, that when arching
actually takes place from the operation of these forces,

it depends upon the comparative strength of the differ-

ent parts of the ship and their fastenings, whether the

curvature shall vary more or less from the form, which
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Naval Ar- results from the supposition of & uniform resistance
chiUcturc; throughout the length.

(S07.) Our limits will not permit us to pursue the

analytical conditions connected with this longitudinal

pressure ; and we can, therefore, only add that these

Distance from the stern 0 22 44

1247+0 605 1993

Fall .04828
.08697

.02716

.05325
.01207
.02514

.13525 .03041 .03791

For 12 inches of arching 10.58 6.29 2.91

Fore* of the (308.) Important as are the effects produced on tins

triad and framework of the hull, when it floats quiescently on
ware*. the water, their amount is greatly increased when it is

exposed to the forces of the wind and waves. The
effect of the wind. Dr. Young observes, is generally

compensated by a change of the situation of the actual

water line, so that its amount may be estimated from

the temporary or permanent inclination of the ship;

and the force of the waves may be more directly calcu-

lated from their height and breadth. As a fair speci-

men of the greatest strain likely to arise from the waves

in any common circumstances, we may consider the cose

of a series of waves 20 feet in height, and 70 in breadth,

their form being such, that the curvature of surface may
be nearly proportional to the elevation or depression.

How strain* The strain produced by the pressure of waves of given
arising from magnitude, may he calculated from the comparison of

be cwn"*^
^ displacement with respect to their surface, with the

puted
" displacement with respect to n level surface. It is

hence found that the greatest strain takes place in a

74-gun ship, at the distance of about 18 feet from the

midships, amounting to about 10,000 tons, at the instant

when the ship is in a horizontal position, while, in more
common cases, when the waves are narrower, the strain

will be proportionally smaller and nearer to the extre-

mity. Hence it appears, that the strain produced by

the action of the waves may very considerably exceed in

magnitude the more permanent forces derived from the

ordinary distribution of the weight and pressure ; so

that when both strains cooperate, their sum may be
equivalent to about 15,000 tons acting on a lever of

one foot, and their difference, in opposite circumstances,

to about 5000. There may, Dr. Young further ob-
serves, possibly be cases in which the pressure of the

waves produces a still greater effect than this ; and it

may also lie observed, that the agitation accompanying
it tends to make the fastenings give way much more
readily than they would do if an equal force were
applied less abruptly. At the same time, it is not pro-

bable that this strain ever becomes so great, as to make
the former perfectly inconsiderable in comparison with

it, especially if we take into account the uninterrupted
continuance of its action : it appears, therefore, to be

highly proper that the provision made for counter-

acting the causes of arching should be greater than for

obviating the strain in the contrary direction ; for exam-
ple, that if the pieces of timber intended for opposing
them were, on account of the nature of their fastenings,

or for any other reason, more capable of resisting com-
pression than extension, they should be so placed as to

act as shores rather than as ties; although it by no
means follows, from the form which the ship assumes

VOL. VI,

different causes of arching beiug independent of each Naval Ar-

other in their operation, their effects will be simpty
C

^
llccturt

^
united into a common result. Hence the whole curva-

f,^,’ T jC£ i

lure of the ship, supposing its strength equable mup, 0f
throughout its lcugtli, may be thus represented. the whcSe

curvature of
66 88 110 132 154 176 a ship.

2815 2224 2655 4610 1875 0

. 00302

.00552
. 00000
.00000

.00302

. 00507
.01207
.02531

.02716

.06705
.04S2S
. 12325

.00854 .00000 .00809 .03738 .09421 .17153

.67 ,00 .63 2.93 7.37 13.42

afler once breaking, that the injury has been occasioned
in the first instance by the immediate causes of arching;
since, when the fastenings have been loosened by u
force of any kind, the ship will naturally give way to

the more permanent pressure which continues to act on
her in the state of weakness they superinduced.

(309.) The pressure ofthe water against the sides of Breaking

a ship has also a tendency to produce a curvature in a tr«i«-

transverse direction. This is, moreover, greatly increased
'’* rsc,y

by the distribution of the weight, the parts near the sides

being the heaviest, while the greatest vertical pressure

of the water is in the neighbourhood of the keel. This
pressure is often transmitted by the stanchions to the

beams, so that they are forced upwards in the middle;
when they arc unsupported, the beams are more gene-
rally depressed in the middle, by the weight of the load

which they sustain; while the inequality of the pressure
of the water cooperates with other causes in promoting
tlie separation of the sides of the ship from the beams
of the upper docks. On the other hand. Dr. Young
observes, the weight ofthe main mast often prevails par-

tially over that of the sides, so that the keel is forced rather

downwards than upwards in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the midships. The tendency to a transverse cur-

vature is observable, when a ship rests on her aide, in the

opening of the joints of the planks aloft, and in their be-

coming tighter below ; although this effect depends less

immediately on the absolute extension and compression
of the neighbouring parts, than on the alteration of the

curvature of the timbers in consequence of the pressure.

(310.) Under such circumstances, there is, moreover, lateral cur-

a tendency to produce a lateral curvature, and shores T*tune*

are sometimes employed to prevent its effects, when a
ship is “ hove down" on her side. This, indeed, is

comparatively a rare occurrence ; but when large waves
strike a ship obliquely, they must often act in this

manner with immense force. The elevation on one
side may be precisely opposite to the depression on the

other, and the strain from this cause can scarcely lie less

than the vertical strain already calculated. Its effects,

however, are less commonly observed, because we have

not the same means of ascertaining the weakness w hich

results from it, by the operation of a permanent cause.

When a ship possesses a certain degree of flexibility, she

may in some measure elude the violence of this force by-

giving way a little for the short interval occupied by the

passage of the wave ; but her sailing in a rough sea

must be impuired by such a temporary change of form.

(311.) Dupin, in n Paper in the Philosophical Jnvwtig*-

Trarisactions for 1817, has investigated the analytical

conditions of arching. By representing by x the dis-

tance of any part of a vessel from a vertical plane, and
3a
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Nnval Ar- by d x thethicknessofthe infinitely small sections parallel

chitedure. thereto, 0 (x) d x denoting the weights of thofic sections,

and 0 (x) d.t that of tb* water wliicb they respectively

displace, the integral of the total moment of the forces

will be

/{ r0 (*) d I - s f (*) d X } .

Now, in ortier that this function may be either a maxi*

mum or a minimum, its variation must be zero, and

bencc we have

3/{ jr0(x)d.t -**(,-)«*•*} =0*

lu this latter expression, however, neither of the ori-

ginal sections alters its weight ; and the functions 0 (.r)

and 'fr (r) remain constant, as well os the thickness d x

of the sections, only by removing the plane, with respect

to which the moments are taken, to the distance 3 x, the

section of which 0 (3 r) represents the weight, and

y«* (3 x) its displacement. Hence we have

0 = if { <t> Cr) — y.(x) } xi

x

=f{ i 1 0 (5 *) - 0W -0]+ [0 (-r) -0 to] } 4* t*
But since the functions 0 (x) and f ( r) become zero,

when we cause x to vanish, these expressions represent

the weight and displacement of a vanishing section;

and hence we see that 0 (3 x) — (3 x) becomes infi-

nitely small when compared with 0 (x) — yr(.r).

If. therefore, the expression 0(3x) — ^(Jr) may
be neglected, much more may the function

»[*(**}-*(**)] dx.Ui
and hence the general expression representing the con*

dilion of either the maximum or minimum of the

moments tending to produce arching will be

0 = 3 tf{ 0 (x) - 0 CO } dx,

where f<p(x)dx is the total weight of the sections

under consideration, andf "ft (x) d x the total weight of

the displacement of the same sections.

(312.) Hence we learn, that the sum of the momenta
tending to produce arching, is either a (maximum or a
minimum, when the weight of the part of the vessel,

cither before or behind the plane of the moments, is

equal to the weight of the water displaced by the same
part of the ship.

(313.) The maximum condition may be distin-

guished from thut of the minimum, according as the

term of the formula ucglectcd has the same or a eon-

Irary sign from the function of the total moment

/{0to -0 (*) \z.di,

and the sura of the moments, with relation to the plane
determined, will be a minimum or a maximum.

Since, however, 0 (3x) 3x is the weight of the section

having 3x for its thickness, and 0 (3x) 3x the weight
of the water displaced by the same section, the function

110 (S *) — 0 (8 *)] S * . d *

will be positive or negative, according as the weight of
the infinitely small section commencing at the plane of
the moments, is greater or less than the weight of the
water displaced by the section itself. Hence Dupin
deduced the following general theorems.

General I- That when a vertical plane divides a vessel into

theorem*, tfro part*, so that the weight of each part is equal to

the weight of water dis/daced by U, the moment* of
thour parts estimate*! in reiatinn to the same plane, to

produce what we haw denominated arching, will be

either a maximum ora minimum.

II. Thai this effect will be a maximum, when the Naval A*
infinitely small section contiguous to the plane of the c'lltcctupe*

moments, has it* own moment in a contrary direction to

that of the total moment.
III. That the effect wilt be a minimum when this

section has Us own moment acting in Uie same, direction
ns the total moment.

(344.) In order to apply these theorems to the system Applies-
of forces adopted by Ur. Young as representing the twos or

conditions of the 74 -gun ship before alluded to, Dupin the* theo-

assumed a line A O, fig. 9, coincident with the water’s y
,n“ ^

surface, and in it certain segments, AC.C E, EG.G H,
H K, K M, and M O, corresponding to the quantities in

the first of the following columns. On certain of these
segments he supposed triangular areas to he formed
equivalent to the differences between the weights of
the sections and their displacements as estimated by
Dr. Young. For instance, on the segment AC he
formed the right-angled triangle A B C = -{- 72, below
the water line, because the weight exceeded the pres-

sure. On C E. also, he reared the isosceles triangle

C D E = - 108, and above the same line, because the

pressure in this case exceeded the weight. On E G,
likewise, he formed a triangle, EFG= + I18; on
II K the right-angled triangle, H IK = — 119; and
lastly on KM, MO the right-angled triangles I K M,
M O N, the former having an area of — 155, and the

latter of + 192, the difference being -{-37.

Values of the Seg-

naati 11141001* up
the total Lea 1*1 h

of A0 of the Ship.

Areas equivalent to the Differences

between the Weights of the

Sections and their Displacements.

AC =49 Surface AI)C=+ 72
C E = 20 Surface C D E = - HIS
E« = Ml Surface E FG = -j- 118
OH = 6.6
H K= 13.4 Surface 11 I K, = — 119
KM = 17. 5 Surface I K. M = — 155
MO= 19.5 Surface M N O = + 192

Tola! AO= 176 Total = 000

(315.) Now, after determining the centres of gravity

of the several triangular areas here referred to, and let-

ling fall perpendiculars from them on the primitive line

A O, he obtained an equation of equilibrium identical

with that given by Dr. Young. On this equation

Dupin makes many judicious observations. In the

first place, he remarks, that the triangle EFG ought
not to (be regarded as isosceles, since its vertex is the

point in which the difference between the weight of the

section and its displacement, is the greatest in this part

of the vessel, and which ought to correspond with the

position of the main mast. But the main most is

situated abaft the middle point $ of the vessel, and is,

therefore, nearer the common point of origin A by

19 feet —
69^ than the central port of the

ship. The learned Frenchman thinks the vertex of the

triangle CD E to be too far forward by at least 13

feet. To make the sum of the moments vanish also.

Dr. Young was obliged to transfer a weight of 37 tous

from the lore part ot the ship to its displacement.
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ctartm
(SI6 ') To c®r«ct ll>« hypothesis of Dr. Young,

„ ,
and apply the theorems just investigated to the maxi-

Correetwn m“m “"t m'n'mum sections, Dupin drew within the
of th« hy- triangle C D E a line Pp. so as to cut off from it the
fotlwrisof negative area CD Pp, numerically equal to the area of
Ur. Young. u,c triangle ABC. Since, therefore, the ares of the

trapezium C D Pp is by this supposition = - 72, it

follows that the area of PpE = — 36; and similar
triangles being to each other in the duplicate ratio of
their homologous sides, we have

A D d E : A P p E : : d E*
: p E*,

or - 54 : — 36 : : 10* :

~ 86 x l0*

- 54
'

• Hence

pE = 20 y/i =8.15;

and, consequently,

Ap = AE— pE = 60.85.

If we now take the moments of the triangle ABC,
and the trapezium CDPp=ACDE- APpE,
with respect to the line Pp, in which case we shall have
for the positions of the oentres of gravity

pi = Ap - Ai = 60.85 - 16.8 =44.55,
pd=dE-pE= 10 — 8.15= 1.85,

and hence for the monicuts required the foliowimr
results

:

44.55 x + 72= +3207.6
1.85 X — 10S = - 199.8

2.72 x - 96 = — 97.8,

which {fives for the final moment the positive quantity
2910, indicating the tendency by which the stem of the
vessel falls.

(317.) If, however, in conformity to the aecouil
theorem, wc find that the moment of the infinitely small
section contiguous to the plane of the moments here
referred to, be of a contrary character to that of the de-
finitive moment just deduced, we shall be justified iu
concluding that the moment 2910 is absolutely the
greatest that can be discovered; mid that the momeut
of the infinitely small section alluded to is negodfcw i*

apparent, on account of its partaking of the general con-
dition of the triangle CDE, which has all its sections
of a leu weight than the volumes of water they respect-
ively displace, whereas the total moment hy the pre-
ceding calculation is clearly positive.

(318.) Let us now consider the conditions of the sec-
tions comprised between the points E and G; and
since the area of the triangle E F G is by the hypothesis
greater than the area of the triangle E p P, let us sup-
pose a line Q g to be drawn at right angles to the water’s
surface, so as to cut off the triangle Qg E equal to the
triauglc E/>P. To fix the position of this line, we
have, hy means of the similar triangles F/E, QgE,
the following proportion

:

A F/E; AA g E : : E/* : Eg*,

nr 59 ; 36 :: 25 .

59

Hence

E«= 150 v/r9 = 19 - 5'

,

and, consequently,

A« = A E + Eg = 88.5.

(319.) In order to estimate the moments of the
triangles ABC, C I) E, y g E, with regard to the line
y g, wc shall have for the positions of the centres of
gravity,

g& = Ag-A6 = 88.5 — 16.3 = 72.2
dg = Ag— Ad = 8S.5 - 59 = 29.5

_ 19.5

3
* _ ~ “ ®- 5 -

and for the moments required,

72.2 x + 72=
-f- 5196

99.5 x - 108= _ ais«
6.5 X + 36 = 4. 234,

giving for the final moment the positive quantity 2244.
(320.) If now wc consider the nature of the sections

which are infinitely near Qg, it will be perceived that
their weights exceed their displacements, and that their
tendency, hence, is to produce a degree of curvature in
the ship analogous lo the moment just determined.
Hence the moments tending to arch the ship longitudi-
nally in Qg. at the distance of 88.5 feet aft, must by
the theorem be a minimum.

(321.) In the next place, let us consider the nature
of the sections situated between the points H and M
The displacement of these sections exceed their abso-
lute weights by a quantity equivalent to + 155 - 119,
tins amount being greater than the total result

4-72 — 106 -f 118.

Hence it isevideut that we must cut off from the triangleH I 41, by means of a vertical line R r, such a triangleHRras may make

ABC + EFG — ODE — HRr = 0,

and which condition furnishes for the value of the area
of the triangle sought

HRr = ABC4-EFG - ODE
= 79 + Us — 108
= 82.

Hence
All I K : All Rri: H K* Hi*,

119:82:: 13.4*:
62 x 13.4*

119

H r=l8.4y/H = ,j iS)i

and Ar = A II + Hr = 125.6 + 11,21

= 136.81.

„ obtain the moments of Use triangles ABC,
C DE. E F G, and H r R with regard to the line R r,
we shall obtain for the positions of the centres of gravity

ri = rA-

A

6= 136.81 - 16,3= 120.51
ri—rK - A d = 136.81 - 59 = 77.81
r/= r A - A/= 136.81 - 94 = 42.61

11.21

3

3 o 2

= 3.74;
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Nsval Ar- an(j hence for the moments themselves
chitectun.

120.51 X + 72 = -f 8676.72

77.81 X- 108= - 8403.49

42. SI x + 118= + 5051.58

3.74 X - 62 = - 306.68

giving for the definitive moment, the positive number

5019.14.

(323.) Thus the sections infinitely near to R r, will

have their weights less than the resistance of the water Naval Ar-

they displace, the moments of the same sections acting chiteetut*.

in a contrary direction to that of the total moment,
Hence, by the second theorem, the moment just deduced
is a maximum.

(324.) At the extremities of the vessel, the sum of the

moments being zero, must furnish likewise two mini-

mum values. Hence the maximum and minimum
values of the moments tending to arch the vessel are

those in the following Table :

At zero, or the

point A.

At A p = 60.85
feet from A.

At A q— 88.53
feet from A.

At A r= 136.81
feet from A.

At Ao = 176
feel from A.

Minimum, Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum.

Value of the Value of the Value of the Value of the Value of the

moment moment moment moment moment
= 0 . = 2910. = 2244. = 5016.44. = 0.

(325.) If we refer to the maximum and minimum
sections passing through A p and A q, we perceive that

from the former to the latter there must be a continual

declension in the value of each moment ; and that, con-

sequently, at 89 feet from the origin at A. the magni-

tude of the moment must be greater than at the distance

of 89,53 feet from the same point where the minimum
section exists; a conclusion, it may be remarked, agree-

ing with the theory of Dr. Young. So, also, by refer-

ring to the maximum sections deduced by Dupin wc
shall find them greater than the sections nearest to

them in the investigation of Dr. Young.

(326.) Similar analogies, however, do not exist, when
we compare the maximum section of Young with the

deductions of Dupin. The former makes that section

lo exist at (he distance of 141 .3 feet from the after part

of the water line, producing a strain equivalent to 5261
tons acting at the distance of a foot; whereas the latter

estimates the strain at a like point at 4920.3 tous.

These investigations ore far, however, from being per-

fect. Observation joined to future applications of ana-

lysis will be necessary to render il perfect.

(327.) It has been very ingeniously observed, says

Dr. Young, that arching is not only a part of the evil

occasioned by a ship's weakness, but that it has an
immediate tendency to afford a partial remedy for the

cause which produces it, by making the displacement

greater at the extremities of the vessel, and smaller in

the middle; but, in fact, this change appears to be too

inconsiderable in its extent, to produce any material

benefit, the strain at the midships being diminished by
each inch of arching only 66 tons, supposed to act at one

foot ; so that very little relief is obtained from the

change, in comparison with the whole strain.

Chapman's (329.) Whut the views of Chapman were respecting

view* of the trussing of ships may be gathered from the follow-
arehing.

jpg extract trom his Work on ships of war, and by

w hich it will be seen how much superior the views of

Seppitigs were to those of the Swedish ship- builder.

(329.) If n ship were cut transversely into numerous
parts, and each part were enclosed at its ends, so as to

be water tight, those parts nearest the extremities of the

ship would sink much deeper, and the middle parts rise

higher out of the water, and thus assume a different

form from that shown in the drawing, namely, higher in

midships and lower at the extremities. And as the

form of a ship above or below the water cannot be other-

wise than it is now, and always has been, nor can the

situation of the weights by which the ship is pressed

down be altered, this defect can be obviated in another

manner than by a certain security through the whole
length ofthe ship, not, however, wholly, but, in a greater

or less degree, depending on using the best means, and
those which cause the least inconvenience.

(330.) In the year 1759 two vessels were built at

Stralsund, to be used in the Frischc-haf, in a War with

the King of Prussia, the one about 100 feet long, and
above 20 feet in breadth, end drawing not more water

than 7£ feet : the other about 80 feet in length, and
drawing 5^ feet water. They carried heavy armaments,
especially at the extremities, and were made to row as

well as sail ; and on account of this armament and
many considerable weights, a strong combination of the

fabric was necessary ; but although their bottom* had
the greatest fulness which could be reasonably allowed

to them, they could not thereby obtain a sufficient dis-

placement. It was therefore necessary lo build them with

timbers of as small scantling as possible ; and as on this

account they could not possess the necessary strength,

especially in regard to their arching, the following method
was adopted.

(331.) Parallel to the middle line of the vessels on

each side, about half way between the keelson and the

orlop clamps, a strnke of oak was laid on its edge six

inches thick, along the whole length of the hold, let

down an inch over all the timbers, the ends of which
extended to the deck, both forward and abaft, which

was called the builge-strake, and which was fastened

with bolts through the timbers and outside plank.

Under the beams of the deck, perpendicularly over the

builge-strake, was fixed on its edge a stroke of fir along

the whole length of the vessel six inches thick, with a

score one inch deep for the beams, to which it was
bolted, and was called the longitudinal shelf. Both
ends of this shelf lay against the timbers of the frame,

and its lower side on the builge-strake, to which it was
coaked, both forward and abaft, and was fastened with

bolts through the builge-strake, timbers, and outside
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Xa»*l At. plank. Between the builge-titrake and the shelf, vertical

ehiiecture. oak pillars were placed, at a distance from each other

equal to their length ; from the lower end of one pillar

to the upper end of each following pillar was placed a

diagonal shore of fir. See more on this subject in the

ArehiUctura Natali* Mercatoria
,
printed at Stockholm

in the year 1768, and in the Treatise on Ship-building

relating to it, printed at Stockholm in the year 177b, p.

217; and as it was found that the object was obtained

by the use of this diagonal trussing, all armed vessels,

as well great as small, have hud trussing in all respects

similur to it.

(332.) In the year 1772 an armed vessel was built at

Stockholm about the same size as that first named, but

instead of the vertical pillars being of oek, as in the

former vessel, they were of fir, but in all other re-

spects as before. Immediately the vessel was off the

slip it was found tint it had straightened in the launch-

ing four inches, but within twenty- four hours it re-

covered so much of Us former sheer, that the Bheer was

straightened by only two inches. When it was exa-

mined in what manner this had taken plucc, it was

found that the abutments of the shelf had pressed into

the vertical fir pillars, nearly half an inch in some

and it was this yielding of the timber, which in some,

degree recovered itself, by which the arching was di-

minished. On the lower ends of the pillars against

the wedges little or no indentation was observed. The
sliding plank on which the builge-ways ran, during the

launching, did not extend to the edge of the water, but

terminated about a foot above it, so that when the mid-

dle of the vessel was at the end of the sliding plank, its

foremost end had not the support of the water, and be-

came balanced ; und it was just at this moment that the

arching must have taken place.

(333.) About the year 1789 two larger vessels were

built, each carrying one tier of 36-pounders, but without

any diagonal trussing. They were used in the Russian

war, and became much arched, and when they after-

wards required a large repair, it was found that the

keel, which was 135 feet in length, had curved up-

wards in midships feet, on which account the usual

diagonal trussing in the hold was given to them.

(334.) Suppose it be required, says Chapman, to

make a similar disposition of security for a ship of

the line, for instance, a ship of 110 guns, and let

%• 10 and 11 represent this arrangement. As this

strengthening should be applied at the place most

convenient in respect to the stowage of the hold, it

is most important to obtain a sufficient breadth for a

certain number of water-casks, here considered to be

four whole and one half cask on each side the keelson

or midship pillars. If five whole casks were taken, the

trussing would come too far out into the builge. The
nearer it comes, also, to the middle of the ship the

greater effect it has in preventing arching ; therefore,

when the diameters of four whole and one half cask are

added together, with half the thickness of the midship

pillar, and the whole thickness of the diagonal shores,

it gives 18$ feet, which is the distance of the middle line

of the ship from the outside of the diagonal shores. To
show this trussing, the ship’s side, from one end to the

other, as far as this trussing extends, is supposed to be
laid open, a is the frame limbers, b the ceiling, c the

riders, d the builge- stroke, e the fillings between the

riders, builge-strakc, and ceiling, f the slielf under
the beams, which being two thicknesses in breadth,

are bolted together to give shift to each other. Over Nav*l Ar-
the*e are laid three strokes of deck plank of such a chitectur*.

thickness that they can be let down one inch over the
"s——

'

beams, with bolts through these beams and the shelf.

g is the vertical pillar, and h the diagonal or shore. In
other respects the disposition of the pillars and trusses^

&c. is as already described.

(335.) It must be further remarked, that all the parts

which belong to this trussing, and terminate at the
extremities of the ship, are there secured in (lie best

manner to the ship: therefore not only must the ends
of the builge-strake and shelf be coaked together at the
extremities of the ship, but also the security there required
is supplied by fillings lying longitudinally, which are not
only coaked together but also to the builge.strake and
shelf ; and which extend as far as where the shelf and
builge-strake are about 2 or 2$ feet apart, by which the
whole mass, namely, the shelf, filling, builge-strake,

timbers, and outer plank, receive a sufficient number of
bolts, which are driven from without and within, as xx.
Likewise the fillings e under the builge-strake and be-

tween the riders are coaked to the ceiling, and the
builge-strake to the fillings t. The combination of this

disposition of trussing at both extremities of the ship

cannot always, however, be performed in the same
manner. For example, if the trussing comes nearer to,

or further from, the middle line of the ship, or if the ship

has greater or less fulness at the extremities, See., each
of these cases requires a different method, the circum-
stance of the part to be strengthened determining the
manner of performing it.

(336.) This method of security, when it is well exe-

cuted, will certainly accomplish the object. That the

preventing arching is of consequence may be inferred

hence. When a coasting vessel, which was to carry a
considerable armament, and more than 100 feet long,

was strengthened in this manner, the day before it was
launched, the wedges at the lower ends of the pillars

were for the last time driven up. When all the wedges
at the pillars fore and aft on both sides were hardened
up at the same time, the upper end of the keel rose so

much from the upper block, that the block became
loosened and movable. It should also be remarked,
that this vessel was not deep in the hold, had only one
deck, with light upper works and small scantlings.

(337.) As the timber and iron work required for this

trussing would be equal to the weight of 1200 cubic

feet of water, the three-decker would Rink about 1$ inch

deeper in the water, by which the height of the battery

would be so much the less ; but as this should not be

allowed, the drawing should be altered, so that the dis-

placement, which is ss 152,875, may become =154,075
cubic feet. Tliis alteration can be made as follows:

(338.) To keep the © section and all the other sec-

tions at the some places as before, the exponent n of die

line of sections remains the same = 2.6385, whence the

area of the © section is = —— • — = 1027.20. Let
n t

A be a tenth of an inch longer, then A is =18.213,
hence B is = 56.4 ; (be breadth has thus obtained an
increase of 0. 13 foot.

(339.) The lowering of the metacentre, which is

caused by the increase of the displacement. Is counter-

balanced by the small increase of the breadth ; thus

the situation of the metacentre is not changed. This

brief account of the notions of the celebrated Chap-
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Naval Ar- man, shows at ouce the superiority of the plans of
ch^ciurv^ Seppinga.

On the Head* and Stem* of Vtuelt.

Head* and (340.) In the earliest times, the favourite emblem of
t*®*®*

c-'ich particular nation rarely foiled to appear whcu any
*****

' opportunity presented itself tor its introduction. Accord-

ingly we find the Owl constantly appeared on the Athe-

nian prow, and the Cock, the emblem ofvigilance, on those

of the Phoenician Colonies ; and that much importance

was attached to the formation and decoratiou of this part

of a vessel, may be gathered from tlie abundunl illustra-

tions afforded by ancient coins. Many of tlie designs

remaining to us of these ancient prows, prove their con-

trivers to have been anxious, not only for the employ-

ment of such improvements and inventions as had mere

utility, or the annoyance of euemies to recommend
them, but many were designed for no other purpose

than magnificence and splendour.

Decorations (341.) The decorations of tile stern, or poop, how-
of stern stir- PVeI.

( TCry niuch surpassed those of the head ; and to it

ufthe head* " ere allachcd, at the extremity of a staff or upright pole,

those floating streamers of various colours, which have

descended even to our present times. Tlie cumbrous

and expensive ornaments, therefore, which continued to

decorate ships at the commencement of the Width
Century, may find an apolof? in the customs that pre-

vailed twro thousand years ago.

Change in (342.) In 1796, the Admiralty, at the head of which
the figure- Earl SpeuctT. directed that the ponderous heads

stif^ *in°

Ur which disfigured our ships should no longer be enn-

*796
m

tinned, and that the galleries and carved work should

be removed from their sterna. This waa a great step

tow ards that simplicity so much to be desired in every

mechanical construction; but it was not till 1811, that

Seppings was enabled to bring tlse simple circular bow
now employed into use. nor till lb 16 that be proposed
that the same system should be adopted in the stern.

Sepping*'* (343.) The alteration of the bow was generally re-
haw and garded as a salutary improvement; hut tire change of
a tu

tlie stem met with the most violent opposition, founded
chiefly on the erroneous idea that our seamen were
likely to run from the enemy. Other notions connected
with beauty and deformity were urged with singular
pertinacity

; but the unanswerable arguments founded
on ex(>eriuieutal evidence, satisfactorily proved to every
unprejudiced mind, that the introduction of this change
of form, added considerably to the strength of the ship,

considered as a mechanical framework; that the safety

of the crew was very much increased both from the

effects of a sea striking the stem, and from shot fired by
an enemy

;
and, moreover, that the additional means

afforded for attack uud defence were very much in-
Cotnpariion creased. Some evidence of the mechanical strength

attarkkv°
ma ' £at^*Ttd from a simple comparison of the forms

rot,ml and *n %• ^ «u»d 13; and of the augmented means of
wpiaro attack or defence from fig. 14 and 15. The objections
Blt-nw. made as to form have been entirely obviated by the

model proposed by Mr. RolrerU ; and it is satisfactory

to find, that an improvement, too long regarded with
indifference or hostility, is now likely to be adopted as a
permanent improvement in the British Navy.

On Timber for tne Navy.

Timlwr for (314.) Wheu we survey the framework only of a
the Nary. Bi„gie ship of war, the thought immediately occurs to

the mind how many acres of forest trees must have been Naval Ar-

fclled in order to furnish suitable limiter for its forma- daterture.

tion; and when wc further reflect on the slow growth of
the oak, and on the comparatively limited surface of
territory in our own Country covered by this noble tree,

together with tlie enormous consumption necessary for

the formation and maintenance of our Navy, and all the

hosts ofour commercial fleets, with all the varied require-

ments of the useful Arts, it cannot hut become an anxious
subject for consideration, how these multiplied demands
can in perpetuity be supplied.

(345.) The public attention was first aroused to the Importance

importance of cultivating timber, by the immortal Syha of cultural-

of Evelyn. ** Many causes,” says Mr. Upcott in his

Preface to Evelyn's Muccllaneou* Wanting*, “ had ope-

rated tn the diminution of our woods and forests.* Men
were not planters but destroyers of wood, without
thought of the future ; but the Civil wars gave a final

blow to the work of havotk : the aged oaks, like the old
families which owned them, were, by throe enemies of
all that was elegant and venerable, doomed to destruc-

tion : feeling their tenure insecure, and professing them-
selves against root and branch, either to be reimbursed
their holy purchase*, or for some other sordid re*|>ecl,

they were tempted not only to fell nnd cut down, but

utterly extirpate, demolish, and rule, all those many
goodly woods and forests, which our more prudent an-

cestors left standing for the service of their Country.”
The Work of Evelyn was the first book printed by order Evelj*’1

of the Royal Society. u
It sounded the trumpet of Sy/va tint

alarm to the Nation on the condition of the woods and .

forests, nnd awakened the landholders to a sense of
J, rtfc.r 0fft,e

their own ami their Country’s interests. He lived to Royal

know that many millions of forest trees had been pro- Society,

pagated and plaitled at his instigation.’* And who can

estimate the benefits he conferred ? who can say, after

reflecting on the Naval conflicts this Country has had to

pass through since the time of that great man, hour

large a portion of our Naval glory is to be attributed

to him?t
(346.) During the reigns of Charles II. and Wil- Law*

liain III. laws were enacted for making enclosures

in the Forest of Dean in Gloucestershire, and the

New Forest in Hampshire; and had those wise and
prudent measures been continued to lie acted on with all

* From (he record* of the Royal Forest*, it appears that in

lf»0H a survey was made rf six of them. There wo* then found
fit for Naval purpose* 234,229 tree*, and of decayed tree* the

vnurmoo* number of 263,145.

f Evelyn laboured to the end of hit lung life in giving to hi*

Sylm all the perfection in hi* power ; and at a late period we lirni

him thus encouraging tlie planter with the |in>m»e of longevity

:

“ It i* observed that planter* are often Mewed with health and old

age. The day* of a tree ore the day* of my people, My* the

pruphet I Miah. Utec »cnpn ertyniii, aud snail if God jwofract

my years, and continue my health, be continually planting, till it

shall please him to transplant me into those glorious region* above,

planted wilh perennial prove* and tree* bearing immortal fruit.”

“ While Britain." says Mr. D'lsnclt, M retain* Iwt awful situation

among the natrons of Europe, the .Sy/vw uf Kirbn wilt endure

with her triumphant oaka It was an author in hit sttidiuiis

retreat, who. casting a prophetic eye on th« Age we live in, secured

the lute victories of uur Naval sovereignty. Inquire at the Admi-
ralty how the fleets of Nelson have ben constructed, and they can
tell you that it was with the oaks which th* groin* of F.relj n hod
planted.’’

Evelyn says, 44 So preciovis waa the etfc'rm of the oak, that of old

there was an express law among the Twelve Tables concerning the
very gathering of the acorn*, though they should he found Mik'd
in another man's ground."
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Naval Are the energy our insular situation ought to haw com-
chitwuiro. mantle*!, much of that anxiety which the enormous
''-v'"—' cousumptiou of the last war produced, could not have

occurred. The first great advance in the price of oak

lituber took place soon after the Restoration.
In 1771 a (317.) In 1771 a Committee of the House of Com-

^fthTlhmse
,no,M* was appointed to inquire into the state of oak tim-

ot(oiHini»na her throughout the Kingdom; but singularly enough,

appointed from a difference of opinion, or defect of evidence, or
rrvjHirti-ig a wish to avoid giving alarm, the Committee prayed
o*k umber. to j,ave t jlnt purt „f j l8 ori|er discharged which required

them to report their opinion. In the following year,

(he Legislature interfered to prevent the East India

Company from building ships itt England until the

amount of their tonnage should be reduced to 45,000
tuns, affording by inference what that opinion was. In

1783, when the six Royal Forests alluded to in a pre-

ceding note were surveyed, it was found that the trees

fit for Naval purposes amounted only to 50,455, and
decayed trees to 35.554, exhibiting a decrease from
1 60S of nearly four-fifths. There is, also, reason foe

believing that a corresponding diminution had taken

place in all the Royul Forests. The quantity of Eng-
lish oak timber consumed for the Navy, fmm October
1760 to December 1788, amounted to 1,276,362 loads.

In 1788 (348.) In 1798 the consideration of the subject was
Committee renewed with more energy, and a better prospect of

S*tD«
ml* sllccess - slfrtcof our woods and forest* had begun

muMioto <° excite the most serious inquiry in Parliament. The
the alar®- immense expenditure of wood, particularly of that tech-
fog «ut© of nically culled compass timl>er, filled #11 thinking men
oar forest*. a well-grounded apprehension that our supply

might fall very far short of the demand ; and this alarm
in all probability would have been realised, but for the

happy introduction of iron, which during the War of
the French Revolution had in so many ways been em-
ployed with advantage in the practical Arts, It seems
to have been admitted on all hands, that prior to the

period last adverted to, there had been a mo<t extrava-

gant waste of oak timber, n waste not only injurious to

the financial resources of the Country, but also to the

production of the article itself. Trees were felled in a

premature stale without consideration, nor was any care

taken that their places should be supplied by a younger
stock,* Men thought only of the present, anxious no

* Evelyn in his Letter In Mr. Aubrey remarked, that where
goodly oaks grew and were cut dawn by his grandfather a hundred
years before, beech only was iben to l>e seen, lie saw this to be
ait cwl, and how has the uni multiplied and spread siucc lu» time!
Arthur Young was i»r opinroti, that in the Counties best adapted fot
the growth of oak, Kent, Sussex, Ac, not one acre has been planted
for fifty acres ofwood-land that has been grubbed up. From the time
of the down to I79'2 there was a gradual diminu-
tion of wood-land. A c.noprtsnt person remarked in 1813, that if

we except the Koval Forest*, and perhaps the estates of some half
a doiun great landholders, such as the Dukes of Devonshire, Nor-
folk, iVitland, Newcastle, Ac., it may be doubtul whether any
thing like a regular plantation of oak timber has taken place for

the sixty years preceding.

It has been remarked, that thu quantity of acorns which the oak
hear*, has made many people suppose, that Nature has taken care
to renew a supply for us

;
and that uf this vast quantity of scud,

which annually fall*, there will always be a superabundant supply
of young tree*, growing up in the place of the old one* ; but expe-
rience proves that this is by no mean* the case. The greatar num-
ber uf theta fallen acorns is rlevoured by many different animals,
for wiioae nourishment Nature has provided that abundance uf
tlrnm

; and uf those which escape this fab-, wv are to consider how few
can come to perfection, from the natural accidents to which they are
unavoidably exposed. Acorns fall ou a covered ground, where deed

doubt for their Country's good, but without that portion Naval Ar.

of wholesome care, which in every condition of life is
dsitecture,

the main spring of all transcendent ami long-continued
exertions. The amount of private shipping had in-

creased during the sanguinary conflict here adverted to,

from 1,300,000 tons to 2,500,000
; that of the Exst

India Company during the same period from 79,000
tons to 115,000; and the Navy, rising in gigantic
power with all our difficulties, augmenting from 400,000
to 800,000 tons. Aim! if in addition to all this we
reflect, how greatly the manufacturing energies of the
Country had been quickened; how on the right hard
and oil the left, in districts hitherto unblest by the pre-
sence of the Mechanical Arts, mills and enormous erec-
tions of machinery wer< in abundance created ; docks,
dock gates, slips, sluices, and piers, boats, barges, and
bridges, in all our harbours; the operation* of mining,
extensive coal works; the pursuits of agriculture ; the
construction of innumerable barracks ; the demands of
the ordnance ;— in all these and many more, oak timber
being required in an abundance uiithuiight of by the
most sanguine speculator of n former Age ;— w hen up-
wards of 100 sail of the line were in active commission,
160 frigates, 200 sloops betides bombs, gnu •brigs, cut-
ters, schooners, Ac,, together with an immense tleot in

ordinary, performing various offices: no wonder when
all these combined causes were in fall activity and play,

and the price of the article, the sure criterion of the

stock in hand, began t»> augment with the most rapid

strides, that the public attention was aroused, and
that Parliament in all right energy and power took up
the question. It wo* calculated about this time that
the whole consumption of ouk for the Royal Navy, the
East India Company, the Merchant Service, the internal

demands for buildings of different kinds, canals, machi-
nery, docks, Ac. amounted to I .*

• 15,0 ill) tons.

(349.) Accordingly in 1869, when the last embers of Great pre-

the hope of Peace had well nigh expired, and when men
began to fear that a contest already unexampled in its iso& to*
fury ami expense might yet be indefinitely prolonged, the
the Commissioners of Woods and Forests began to make ernning

active arrangements to meet the coming evil. In 1812 €VI**

they made their first Report, and afforded some data by
which a proper notion might be formed of our condition. Loads of
Taking the tonnage of the Navy, said they, in 19116, at timber ne-

776,097 Ions, it would require, at the rate of one load
and a half to a ton, the enormous quantity of 1.164,085 ^’

4

!

loads to build such a Navy ; and supposing Ulc average
** **

leaves and decHved branch** of tree* usually prevent thvir touching

the earth ; or it araim stances are more favourable, and they arc

enaMeit to ilioot, it is merely from tho surface, where they are,

from the slowness of their growth, liable, while very tender, to the

influences uf frost : and added to ibi*, it is very* dimcuJt fur such
tender plants as the young seedlings of thus* to find room for

growth or nourishment among the roots of other trees spreading

every way. The continual shade and want of free air ai*u mint
render them very weakly and irregular in their growth, even sup-

posing they ore nul* to surmount ell other difficulties.

It U, indeed, certain, that oak* are frequently rout with among
the underwood of forests, but thia is only the caw in spots where
there has been a vacancy or opening; and Ural usually, where
there are nut, nut have at any time been oaks in the neighbourhood

of the spot. Those trees which grow at a distance, result most

likely from the acwLrntid ncovn* brought further by Lards. This is

ao instance familiarly venficil, by observing, that there are fre-

quently little IkuIics near woods, which, though uf whitethorn, or

other trees, are usually surrounded and ornamented with young
oaks. Jays and like carnivovou* birds ar* the real ju'-h rs of these

crops.
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duration of a ship to be fourteen years, and there are

many strong reasons for believing that this is too highly

rated, an annual amount of 63,1 4'J loads would be re-

quired, exclusive of repairs, which they estimate ut

27.000 load*, making in the whole about 110,000 loath,

towards which, however, they thought the bravery of

British seamen might yearly afford 21,341 loads in the

shape of prizes ;* and from other sources than British

oak 2 h,659 loads might be drawn, leaving a demand of

60.000 loads annually for the oak necessary for support-

ing in its then unexampled magnitude, the whole Bri-

tish Navy, including ships of war of atl sorts, which

may be regarded as equivalent to twenty 74 gun ships,

containing one with another ns constructed at that time,

shout 2000 tons, or 3000 loads of timber.

(350.) Now it has been estimated on an average,

that of such oak trees as ore necessary for constructing

ship-s of the line, forty cover an acre of ground.

Hence 50 acres of land, stocked at this rate with the

finest trees, would be necessary for the construction of

such a ship ; and, consequently, 1000 acres for the

twenty ships assumed as the annual consumption.

Now, the oak, slow of growth, requires at least a cen-

tury to bring it to maturity ; and Iwnce 100,000 acres

would be required to keep up a successive supply for

maintaining u navy of 700,000 or 600,000 tons. The
Commissioners hence observed, that ns there were

20.000,000 of acres of waste land in the Kingdom, a

two-hundredth part set aside for planting, would at once

furnish the whole quantity wanted for the Navy.

(351.) This compulation, it has been remarked, is

very considerably o\errated. It proceeded on one great

ami melancholy hypothesis,—perpetual war, and an

amount of tonnage more than double its present actual

amount. Added to which it was also questioned, whe-

ther fourteen years was not too low an estimate fur the

average duration of ships ; but after what we have seen

of the ravages of dry rot, we prefer calculating on the

safe side. Assuming, however, with the author of u

statement of apparently good authority, made in the

midst of the War, the actual tonnage kept in commis-
sion to be 400,000 tons, and the average duration of

a ship of war to be 124 years, there would be requind

an annual supply of tonnage to preserve the Navy in

this stale, amounting to 32,000 ton*, or 48,000 loads of

limber. According to the hypothesis before alluded to

of the consumption for a 74-gun >hip, these 48,000 loads

would build 8 sail of the line and 16 frigates. Allowing

one-fourth more for casualties, the annual consumption

would be 60,000 loads, or 40,000 full-grown trees, of

which thirty-live will stand on an acre. The quantity

of timber, therefore, necessary lor a 74-gtin ship will

occupy 57 acres of land,t and the annual demand will

• The splendid Naval achievement* of the late Wo/ prove that

this wm not on improper supposition. During that Wav, Engl mil

seemed to hare swcjtf from the Ocean the of her enemies.

There went captured ut destroyed during that arduous conflict 156

sail of the line, 1182 large frigate*, am) 662 Corvette*, ill all 25116

»«l of reach of war. Ii appears, also, that on the 30th September,

lull, there were prise ships, admitted to registry, and added to the

commercial Navy of Great Britain, do Lens than 4024 ship*, mea-
suring 536,240 tuns.

f On the hypothesis of 35 trees growing on a single sere, it

will requite for the building of a 120-gun ship, according to the

present mode of construction, t tin acre* of land ; of an 80-gun ship

124 acres; of a 74-gun ship 103 acre*; of a 52-gun frigate 6S
acre*; of a 16-gun frigate 51 4 seres; of a 28 -gun ship 27 J

acres;

of an 18-gun corvette 18 acres; of an 18-gun brig 1 34 acres; of a
ll'-gun bug 94 acres; of a schooner 7 acres, and of a cutter 5$

be the product* of 1140 acres. Allowing, also, only Naval Ar-
90 years lor the oak to arrive at perfection, there chhectvr*.

ought now to lie standing 120,600 acres of oak
plantation, and an annual felling and planting, in

perpetual rotation of 1140 acres, to meet the con-
sumption of the Navy alone. Large as this may
seem, it is little more than 21 acres for each County in
England and Wales ; which is not equal to the belt sur-
rounding the park and pleasure-grounds of many
estates.*

(352.) Tli is calculation proceeds on the supposition Further

that every acre of the great surface of land referred to, is
on

covered with timber fit for the purposes of ship-building

;

and that the greatest possible care is taken to nurse
the plantations up to that standard. It may, however,
be reasonably doubted, if we take the average condition
of the Country into consideration, whether more than
ouc-tenlh of that number could be found on a single

acre. Adopting also the ratio fixed on by some able
writers, that the quantity of oak timber consumed in

the Navy is only a tenth pari of the whole consumption
of the Country, it is evident that upwards of 12,000,000
of acres would be necessary to satisfy the whole de-

mand. We have no moms of answering the question

whether such a quantity exists or not ; but we know,
that long before the conclusion of the War, a scarcity

began to be felt, especially of the larger kind of timbci

fit for ships of the line.

(353.) This Essay is, however, written under the <*,r duty

favourable circumstances of P*ace, and when the difli-
** '

cultics we have passed through exist in our minds only rn^ j rt

its important Historical facts. It is our duty in a season wi ry way

of such a kind to look around, to husband our resources, th« growth

and so to augment them as to enable us to enter with of0*L

confidence into those untried scenes which may yet be
in store for us. Not only is it our duty to encourage
the growth of oaks, but also to keep our attention

stead. Iy directed to the timber to be found in our
Colonial possessions. It has been truly observed, that

the superior quality and abundance of the teak timber

of India, and the Naval establishments in that Coun-
try, are available resources for keeping up our Naval
strength, far too important to be in any way neglected.

arre*. For one ship of each of these class**, 595 acre* of land

would be necessary, (locked according to the hypothesis ad-

verted to.

• At tho time Lord Glvtibcrvie woa Surveyor General of the

Wood*, &e.. he reckoned in hi* tint Report that might
be obtained from iho several Royal Forest* ; and that the remain,

ing 40,0IH) might probably be found among the forest land* in the

Duchy of Lancaster, from Needwood forest, 3000 acre* of which
were apjeopriated to the Crown, from allotment* to the Crown on
(lie divum-n of waste* amt commons, by purchase, or otherwise, of

lands locally situated within the different Royal Forests occupied

by individual* cither hy legal title or by encroachments, by pur-

chase of woud-laml* from private owners, and by purchasing nut, or

iwfaring the renewal of, Crown lease* of land containing oak ci»j>-

picea or land H*. fur the growth of oak. To which might be added

a reservation in every EricWire Bill of a certain proportion to he set

apart for the evpre»s purpose of planting oaks, beside* an obliga-

tory clause to jdant osdr* in the fence* at limited distance*. Hi*

Lordship also thought that the 100,000 acre* should be rnctoaed and

planted at the rate of stout 4000 acres annually, which would

complete the whole in atout 25 year*. The present and inter-

mediate supply wil! be obtained from timber now ready for felling,

and in if* different stage* in the Royal Forests, on private estate*,

from thinning* of the new plantations for inferior purpose*, by im-

portation* of foreign oak, and by the UN of other kind* of timber.

At the time this* Report wn* drawn tip 35,000 acres had already

been appropriated in this way
;
and since that time our energies

have ui*. been slackened.
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Naval A r* The supply which the forests of India yield, if not

ciutectute. made use of in ship-building, must, like many other re-

s—v— sources of that splendid region, be entirely lost to the

nation.

Teak. (354.) The teak forests are in the Ghauts of the inte-

rior, both to the Northward and Southward of Bombay,

but chiefly in the latter direction. Lord Wellesley was

the first, in consequence of a communication from Lord

Melville, to cause the teak forests of Western India to

be examined, and measures were adopted for procuring

a regular supply from them. The East India Company
purchased various wood-lands, and the supply seems

now inexhaustible.

Its quality. (355.) The quality of teak is iu many respects pre-

ferable to that of oak for ship-building. Alternate ex-

posure to a vertical sun, and to the drenching ruin of

the wet monsoons, which would rend in pieces Euro-

pean oak, produces no injurious effects upon teuk.

Many of the upright timbers for securing the stays in

the Old Docks at Bombay have stood more than forty

years with paint or tar, and in 1812 were still as perfect

as when first erected. A piece of the same wood also,

taken out of n gate of one of Tippoo’s forts in Canara,

which had been exposed to every change of weather for

more than half a century, when brought to Bombay was

ascertained to be unimpaired, with nails, which had se-

cured it, quite free from corrosion or trust, and as sound

as when first driven. The Turkish flag ship ut Bussorah

was built by Nadir Shah, and after seventy years, when
examined at Bombay, was found perfectly sound. '1 he

Hercules of 485 ton*, built at the same place in 1763,

when captured by the French in 17S3, whs entire in

every port; and the Milford of 679 tons, after constant

employment between China and Europe for 24 years,

was examined, and no timber found which required

shitting. Her teak main mast continued in her twenty-

one years, when, being partially sprung, it was converted

into a main mast for a smaller vessel. Teuk possesses

the valuable property of preserving iron, while oak de-

stroys it. A piece of teak plank, which had been bolted

to the side of the Ckiflone frigate, was removed at the

end of eight years. That part of the iron bolt buried iu

the teak was found perfectly good, whereas that which

had been in the oak was totally corroded.

Larch. (356.) Much has been said in favour of lurch for the

purposes of ship-building. So fully was the Empress
Catherine impressed with its value, that the exportation

of it from Russia was at one time prohibited. The
rapidity of its growth is so great, that it has been found
to double in diameter that of the oak in the same given

time, and hence to produce four times the quantity of

timber. From several experiments it has been found

not inferior in strength, toughness, and elasticity to oak.

The Dukes of Athol and Montrose, Lord Fife, and

several oilier great landholders in Scotland, have made
very extensive plantations of this tree and the Scotch fir,

which ore rapidly rising into magnificent forests, awl
will enable us in future years to diminish the consump-
tion of our native oak.

White tiro- (357.) Trinidad contuins about a million and a half

b*r fit fur of acres, two-thirds of which, at least, are covered with
•hip-build- WOCMj, and wholly the property of the Crown. The

obtained. Hpsnish peons, or labourers, are extremely dexterous at

felling and squaring timber, and work at a cheap rate.

In Canada, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, also, we
possess immense forests abounding with oak for ship-

building. With nil these Colonial resources, added to

VOL. VI.

our own domestic supplies, and the great attention now Naval Ar-
paid to the rearing of the ouk in our Royal Forests, we chiusdaim,

have little fear of obtaining an abundant quantity when-
ever the warlike energies of the nation may be again
called into exercise.

(358.) In the Mediterranean Islands, in the Horn, in

Albania, Duimatiu, and Croatia, the finest oak timber,
in point of size and shape, is most abundant.

(359.) In the Annale* Maritime

t

for June 1828 is a Report of
Report of a Commission charged by the French Govern- French

ment with the examinalionofwoods imported from Africa. Comal*
Of the caileedra it was said, that though less flexible,

it is tougher than oak, and being as strong, without
UB“

being heavier, may be quite as advantageously employed
in Naval construction. The gonakier, almost as flexible

as oak, and at the same time possessing one half mure
strength and toughness, is belter calculated for the

frames of ships. The dethard, of equal strength with
oak, is more flexible, but has not so much elasticity. It

appears very well aduplcd (or planking, and os a substi-

tute fur compass timber. The lurtosa has rather less

flexibility than oak, but is superior to it in every other

respect.

(360 ) For many purposes, if timber have strength jimt*-
and durability, it jossesses every necessary quality; but nuiiatle for

there are some applications of wood in which other qua- »•**-

lilies are necessary, such as flexibility, elasticity, and
lightness. This is particularly the case in mast-making,
a branch of ship-building on which the most important
considerations depend, if a mast possesses so great a
degree of rigidity as not to yield to the sudden shocks to

which it is subject, it must soon become fractured ; and
if its resilience when bent be not sufficient to cause it to

recover its true position, it is rendered weaker at every

impulse.

(361.) The timber commonly used for masts is fir and f\r au j
pine, distinguished according to the character of their pine,

leaves and cones. By mast-makers it is distinguished

by the name of the place from which it is imported, as

the Norway and Riga firs, Canada red and white pines,

&c. According to Mr. Finchatn, the timber that pus-

senses in the greatest degree the qualities best suited for 0q v«-

nmsting, is the pinut iHrestri* Utnevtnu* rulgark,
rieties.

abounding iu the vast forests of Russia, Norway, and
Poland. The most esteemed is Ifom the Ukraine aiul

Livonia, and is brought down the Dwimi. It is com-
monly called Riga from the port from which it is *hip[ied,

in the same way as the Adriatic fir derives its name from
being shipped iu the Adriatic. The dilferent firs und
pines, t>esidc& those of the North, used for masting the

Roynl Navy of Great Britain, ami likewise to a great

extent her commercial Navy, ore principally those from

Canada, with some from Nova Scotia, ami a few from
Scotland. The timber from Canada consists chiefly of

the pinus xtrobux, or what is commonly called the Wey-
mouth, or white masting pine ; ami the white, red, ami
black spruce, pinus Canadensis. The Scotch fir, pinut

ailceslrix, is common in the Highlands of Scotland, as

well as in Norway, Denmark, and Sweden.

(362.) Standing masLs are generally made of yellow Further re-

pine, and topmasts of red. The white, red, and black nwluton

spruce ore but little employed, excepting for small spars.

The Adriatic fir is frequently used lor the masts of
cutters and other small vessels, but its qualities are not Voon.

very good. Timber denominated Poon has been par-

tially used for masting ships built in India; and the

Cowrie brought from New Zealand has been employed

3 it
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fir*.

Naval Ar- for small ataniiiDf masti, ami for topmasts even for a
ckutecture. firM-rate. This latter possesses many of the most

esteemed qualities for masting.

Fnnch ob- (363.) The French, according to Forfait and others,

tain sup- have received consider:! hie supplies from Corsica, from
plies from ^ Pyrenees, from Catalonia, Savoy, from the neigh-

]*yteDvM,
hour hnod of Mont Blanc, Puy de Dome, aud Cmntal.

i,c.

*
’ These firs, however, contain but little resinous matter.

The heart is porous nud the grain close, and their flexi-

bility is but very trifling. They soon become tlry and

break umler very slight strains.

Turk*, from (364.) The Turks obtain excellent firs from the

chores .»f shores of the Black Sea. They are commonly of the
Black Sea.

|lp<cje# denominated pin tit pinea, and pinut iancu.

mJST *^bey are but little inferior to the trees of the North.

n-iiiii»it< to (365.) It requires great practical skill and experience

judge of to judge of the qualities of any kind of wood. In the
ut'utL selection of firs for masting, the climate, aspect, and soil

in which they grow must be attentively considered. To
judge of the qualities of trees while standing, is theduty

of those employed in the forests; while the must-maker

makes his selection from t lie trees when felled, and

What are judges of them as timber. The most desirable firs have

the :nu»t a fine and dose grain, with tike ligneous layers closely

desirable blended together, and their annual concentric circles

finely and firmly connected, decreasing gradually from

the heart to the sap. The nearer tltcse layers approach

to circles or ellipses, the less likely is the timber to be

defective. They are, generally, highly charged with

resin, giving strength and elasticity, preserving the

timber from insects, and preventing fermentation aud
decay. The colour should be of a clear or bright yel-

low, with a reddish cast alternately. The smell of Riga

and other firs of this quality, should be strongly resi-

nous. especially when they are exposed to the sun, or

their shavings are rubbed between the fingers. In cases

where the layers are open, with pale ml tints near the

heart, and white spots intermixed; or where they are of

a dark red colour with the resinous particles of a black-

ish colour, the timber is in a state of decay. When firs

are cut transversely, and not of an uniform colour, but

interspersed with veins, and the smell is entirely goue
or become fetid, they may be considered as past their

prime, and approaching a state of decay. In some yel-

low ami red pines, the degree of nnsoundness is indicated

by the oSeitsivenew of the smell, nod alternate layers of

a foxy-brown, or red colour, will break out before the

sharpest plane on being wrought.

How the (366.) The experienced mast-maker, says Mr.
experienced Fiucham, forms his opiiiiou of the quality of a stick, not
iiunMnakrr on |y from the colour, smell, and appearance of the grain,
J u #*“• but also by ita working ; for as a stick is more or less

fragile, the greater or less difficulty he has in separating

its parts, as he chops them oil. If the timber is good,
its parts, on being separated, appear stringy, and oppose
a strong adhesion, and the shavings from tike plane will

bear to be twisted two or three times round the fingers;

whereas, if the stick be of a bed quality, or in a slate of
decay, and has lost its resinous qualities, the chips and
shavings come off short and brittle, and with much
greater ease.

Further re- (367.) Those kinds of Umber that have but little or
mark* on no resin, and whose colour ia of a whitish or light brown
qua jty.

cast, and are ol rather a coarse grain, as the Adriatic,
Norway, &c., will, as they become dry, though they
maintain their strength and resilience for a considerable
time, be so rigid that they will always be subject to

break, by any sudden impulse, without warning, espe- Naval Ar-
cially if they are kept in dry stores for a long time. chHeciure.

(368.) The Riga and other timbers containing a pm-
per quantity of resin, aud the red pine, from the fine-

ness and closeness of its grain, and the adhesiveness of
its fibre, not only maintain their resilience, but their

strength and flexibility much longer, even to a dry
state.

(369.) The Cowrie possesses advantages over most Cowrie*

other timber, from the firmness of its grain, and the
uniformity of its texture. The experiments which have
been made on this timber, compared with the Riga,
DatiUic, and other esteemed firs, justify She conclusion
that it possesses equally good qualities with these tim-
bers, for all the purposes for which they are generally
used. When exposed to the weather, it appears less

liable toshrink, and stands equally well with them. The
Cowrie spars that have been brought to England, ap-
pear but a little beyond saplings, since many of the full

grown trees are said to exceed 30 feet in girth, and to

continue the full sire to nearly 60 feet from the ground.
Their common diameter is from three to six feet, ami
their length frequently from 90 to 100 feet clear of
brunches.

(370.) These are some of the results which long Valuable

practical experience affords, and are the only solid information

groundworks of improvement in the Mechanical A rls.
**

In the various applications of timber, and in none more
so than in mast-making, accurate experience is of the -

—

greatest importance. The Philosopher, as he pusses

through a workshop, learns to value men who, at every

step, may afford him some useful information ; some-

thing probably which had been handed down by tradi-

tion from one generation of workmen to another, but
with which he is not acquainted. And that knowledge
of this kind ia indispensable, if he wishes to gain uu
accurate acquaintance with the Arts of life, will be rea-

dily conceded by him whose mind has been properly

disciplined and trained ; who regards all the practical

Arts as helpmates to Scicuce ; and us the only cer-

tain foundations for the very best departments of our
knowledge.

Dry Rot, and other Sources of Deray.

(371.) One of the most formidable evils the Navy of Dry rot,

England has had to contend with is the drv rot ; a subtle &e-

enemy, more terrible ’than the bullets of the greatest

cannon, decomposing the fibres of timber, depriving the

largest trees of all their strength, and in a lew years

reducing tike whole fabric of the noblest vessel to u muss

of dry dust.

(372.) It has been reserved for our days to see Great ^T®“

this destructive agent dcvelope itself with gigantic °*

power, attacking many of our modern built houses, own qmea.

and sapping with irresistible energy our finest built

ships. The inquiring mind naturally asks, how
vessels built half a century ago are more durable

than those constructed at the present time; to what

circumstance it iB to be attributed that the beautiful

roof of Westminster Hall is as sound and as perfect

as on the day it was built ;
why the inau&ions aud

Baronial balls of the olden lime seem destined to sur-
j

vive the modern built villa ;
why some of our oldest

ships should exhibit fewer elements of decay than the

vessels on which all the resources of Modern Art have
been bestowed ?
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(373.) There can lie no doubt that thU disease,

whatever it be,—for its nature und cure seem almost

equally unknown, must have been coeval with timber

trees themselves, though not known by its present name,

or exhibiting so formidable examples of its power,

until about the middle of the last Century.* About
the year iSlO.f however, the public attention was first

seriously awakened to its importance, in consequence of

the Queen Charlotte, a noble first-rale ship of war, hav-

ing been launched at Deptford, sent round to Plymouth
under jury masts in 1811, found too rotten to be sea-

worthy, and in the following year undergoing a repair,

amounting, it is said, to £30,000. All her upper
works were infected with dry rot; the ends of her

Warns, carlings, and ledges, and the joinings of bet

planks being covered with a mouldy, fibrous, and re-

ticulated crust, the portions of her timbers so covered

being altogether rotten. It would be endless to enu-
merate the abundant speculations to which this remark*
able occurrence gave birth. Theories of its origin,

remedies for its cure were offered on all sides; and
while the severest critic could not but applaud the

xcal and patriotic spirit which animated their authors,

the melancholy conviction was forced on hia attention,

that neither for one nor the other was any sound or

rational opinion offered.

(371.) Among other objects of discussion was the in-

quiry whether the common rot and the dry rot were the

same
; and it was soon perceived that the two were

essentially different,—different in their origin, and very

different in their modes of operation. The common
rot, it was remarked, is a gradual decay of the fibre of

the wood, more or less accelerated by the uncertain

action of wind, heat, and moisture on its surface; its

progress internally being greatest when the timber is

constantly exposed to alternations of wet and drought,
os exemplified in the rapid decay of that part of a post
which is close to the aurface of the earth, while all

above and helow is perfectly sound ; and least, when
constantly soaked in water, or kept constantly dry,

exposed to a free current of air, or excluded cutircly

from it.

(375.) The dry rot, on the contrary, commences it*

ravages internally, and is but little affected by any
external circumstance, excepting that of heat. Its ex-

ternal characters are differently described by different

observers. By some a fine mouldy coating has been
observed to spread over the wood, of a brownish-yellow

or dirty white, which soou begins to resemble in form
and structure some of the beautiful ramified alga? or sea-

weeds. This in a little time becomes more compact, the
interstices being so completely filled up as to give to the
whole the appearance of leather. By others it has been
represented us fibres runuing over the surface in endless
ramifications, resembling the nervous fibres of leaves;

the interstices being filled with a spongy-like substance
assuming the character of that order of Cryptogamoua

* Mr. Knowles, in hit inquiry into the mean* which have been
taken to preserve the N avy, cite* the 1 4ch Chapter of Letdints, in

which «lry rot is accuratrU described under tho name of “ leprosy
id huuaes," am) the same remedies directed to be applied, which
have been practised with success in our own tun*. That dry rot
also existed in the Utter part of the XVlItli Century may be in-
ferred from Mr. l’epyt, who gathered toad stools in their holds “ a*
big as hi« fists.”

f Tho term *' drj- rot” was not inserted in »ny official document
earlier than 1 80ft,

plants distinguished by tbe name offuugux* Accord- Nava! Ar*

ing to Mr. Wade, tbe wood at first swells; after sonic dhitectuiv.

time it change* Us colour, and then emits ga^ea which
have a mouldy or musty smell. In more advanced
stages, the wood cracks transversely, and in its latter

stages becomes pulverulent, forming vegetable earth ;

and, generally, iu some of these stages of decay, the dif-

ferent species of fungus are found to vegetate ou the
mass.

(376.) These appearances do not, however, invn- Diversity in
riably happen, the surfuce of the diseased limber some- if* appear-

times remaining unchanged, while the process of rotting ance.

is going on within ; and however sound the surface
may be, the whole of the exterior fibres become decom-
posed, presenting a mass of dust inclosed within a thin

external shell. No charring of the surface, no external

application of paint, tar, or varnish, will step its ravages
where the seeds of the dry rot exist in a situation favour-

able for their growth, though the external character of
nouldiucss may by such means be prevented from ap-
pearing on the surface.

(377.) This terribly destructive agent was discovered

in all our harbours, and sapping the vitals of our ships

more or less, wherever they were found on the sea.

From the best information that can be gathered, it ap- Rapid eon.

pears, that to the rapid construction of our ships during strurtionof

the late War, may be attributed their very extraordinary

decay. When Lord Spencer quitted the Admiralty in tUc^dvcay
1801, it has been generally supposed that he left an
efficient fleet, but this wns by no means the cose. It

was numerous indeed, but many of the ship* were nearly

worn out. Lord St. Vincent, hia successor, determined Lord St.

to build no more ship* in merchants’ yards, and the Vincent de-

King's yards were almost wholly occupied in patching to

up those actually in commission, and those brought for-
n
.°.

ward from the ordinary. In 1804, when Lord Mel-
villc succeeded to the Admiralty, the Navy was wholly chant*'

inadequate to the situation of the Country ; scarcely one yard*,

of tlie ships in commimion having more than three years

to run, most of them but two, and many only one ; a Dangerous
few, and but a few, new one* were slowly coining for- slate of tha

ward in the King's yards, and none in the merchants' N'wy In

yards. Thus circumstanced, recourse was had to pri- M ,

vate builder*, who were wholly unprepared with mate- ville com.
rials. Contracts, however, were entered into at ad- pelU-dto

vanced prices, the axe was set to work, and trees which have re-

were one year growing in the forest, were in the next co“r,et<*

floating on the ocean ; and up to the termination of the

War, so close])' did the demand press upon the supply,
that few, if any, ships were built in the Royal yards with

• The Author of this Etaay, early in life, had a book-***e wilh
clove dour* in it* lower part, in a study on the ground fh^ir jf a
new bourn. Into thi* lower compartment of the hook-casr, he
had put a number of book* he wax next in the habit of using,

together with many MSS. Hie doors were nut opened for many
mouths, but one day finding it necessary to refer to some Work,
he opened the doors, and to hi* gro.it amaxement *aw ever)’ opening
filled with the noil beautiful varieties of fungus. On examining
the books, some of them crumbled beneath the slightest touch ;

and Ixrtwoen all their leaves, the finest layers of a very thin

lcnther-hke substance were found. This Mihstance had removed
all traces of writing from many of the MSS., and many fell into

the finest powder. The lower part of the book cane was completely
rotten, and on examining tho wood-work of the bouse, such as the

lower partitions, ftmrs, stair*. <fcc., nearly the whole was found
completely decayed. In a short time the staircase must have
been broken down even by a little child treading on it, so active

had been the work of destruction. lie lost several rare and
valuable Works, and some important MSS. on this occasion.

3 h 2
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N«al Ar- well-seasoned timber. Hence the probable origin of an
dntecture. Cvit, which ot one time filled the stoutest hearts with

dismay, and reparation of the ravages of which has cost

the Country millions.

Scarcity of (378.) The scarcity of our own noble oak contributed

greatly to accelerate this fearful state of things. Its

employment in the same vessel in a seasoned and un-

Muiog dif* seasoned state, and its mixture with different kinds of
frrent kiwis foreign timber, led to the most disastrous results. The

Queen Charlotte before adverted to was nearly seven

years in building. Of the timber employed in her con-

struction, some was seasuned and some quite green.

Part of it consisted of Canada oak, and part uf pitch

pine, both peculiarly susceptible of dry rot. Her
timbers were covered with as many species of the bole-

tu* as there were different kinds of wood employed in

Varieties of her construction. During our long protracted War we
wjodem- hod line of battle ships constructed in the Royal Dock-

yards entirely of oak from Holstein, and frigates in the

same establishments altogether of fir imported from the

Raltic. In the river Thames, also, we had pin-brigs

built of this latter material, and numerous frigates ot

the red pine, pitch pine, and yellow pine of America. At
Bombay, Calcutta, and Cochin, ships of the line and

vessels of other classes were formed wholly from leak.

At Prince of Wales’s Maud, frigates were constructed of

the different sorts of wood abounding in that Island; at

Halifax, ships of birch, red pine, and oak; at Bermuda
numerous vessels entirely of cedar. The Athol, also,

was built in England entirely of lnreh. From Sierra

Leone, timber was imported for ship-building. Of these

varieties, teak is the most durable, and the red pine of

America the least so. Frigates framed from this latter

wood seldom lasted longer than four or five years.

(379.) As practically authentic examples of the evils

resulting from the careless employment of unseasoned
timber,—of had workmanship unchecked by vigilant

superintending officers,—as examples, we fear we may
say, of those tremendous frauds, which to a greater or

less degree prevailed in most of our public departments
at ill's time, we select from a host that might be adduced
the following. The Rodney, line of battle ship, built in

the private yard of Barnard, was launched in 1S09.
She had scarcely put to sea, when, owing to the un-
seasoned state of her limber, all her planks became
loose, and it was necessary to bring her home from the

Mediterranean in 1812 to be paid off.* The three

Examples
uf bad
building.

• The re-ident overseer who in such com* superintended the

budding of a ship, wa* what was then denominated a quarterman,
one <legr«.a above a common carpenter, at * salary bom £160 to

£180 a year. Tills person was appointed to overlook and to

check the work of a body of men, who were uot very easily con-
trolled. It was stated in evidence, before the Select Committee
of the House of Commons appointed to inquire into the subject,

that a common shipwright then earned a guinea a day in job
work. It was hardly to be expected, therefore, that an officer with
so smalt a salary could resist the combinations of men gaining
wages so high, particularly when joined by ail ihe weight and in-

fluence of the contractors. The vuprc/tim, therefore, was a nullity.

It wns utterly impassible for one individual to examine minutely
into a'.l the operations of the great number of men employed at tli«

tame time on the different parts of so large a machine os a “1-gun
ship. While superintending the work of one gang on one sids of

the ship, another gang may be employed, to adopt the strong lan-

guage of a Quarterly Reviewer, “ c/’-achipg rfrnfc," aa they aid in

the Albion ; or driving w ikorl bolli,’
1 aa was the case in the Ardent;

or tiding up bolt holes and the rifts in thaky timber with paint and
putty.

Equally unsatisfactory was the resurvey nf the ship when she wa*
received into the King's yards. We quote the reply of the builder

King’s mustershipwright*, who examined her, re- Naval Ar-
ported that they found a bob in the chock of a beam chitecture.

nut passing through the ship’s side. Mid that a hole
bored for a bolt had only putty put into it. The Dub- Dhgracefu
bn. built in Brent’s yard, was launched in February workman-

1812, put in commission in the following August, sent .

upon a cruise towards Madeira and the Western Islands

in December, from which she returned to Flymouth in

February 1813, in so dreadful a state, that she was
ordered to be paid off. The officers of the Plymouth
yard stated in their report of this ship, that " her defects

exceeded any thing they hud ever witnessed in a new
ship.'*

(380.) An idea of the enormous cost of repairs may Enormous

be gathered from the following brief Table, part only of
Cwfctu^ re*’

a catalogue which fills the mind with the deepest indig-

nation

:

When First
Time of 8«r*
vies Wore Cost «r When

Hu.it. brine itork«.l. Hi pairs. paid ug

Superb.

,

1798 £38.647
Vn. M<«.
2 6 £47,283

26.683
1809

Ajax. . .

.

179*4 39/09
38.1Ml

0 5 1892
Achilla . 1798 1 5 25.646 1802
Spencer

,

1800 36,.*49 2 9 43,748 1802

In two cases out of the four the repairs considerably ex-

cceded the original costs of the vessels. The survey-
ing officer who superintended the building of the Ajax,

and his assistants when called on to explain their conduct with
regard to the Rodney.

“ The Rodney was rnrcfull) inspected by us in the usual manner,
and reported that, as far as practicable for us to form an opinion,

tho work* appeared to be executed in a workmanlike nuninr, and
agreeably to the terms of the contract ; but it is not pouMe for tit

to form any npimon of the imttmal parti of ike scorf, which ran be
known only to those who inspect the whole of the work in the pro*
gress of building."

How very imperfect nn estimate is to be formed from the survey
of* ship may te collected from the following fact; four 74-guu
ship#, the Resolution, the Thunderer, the Monarch, and the CuJ-
loden, were exartuM.'il by the Dock-yard officers, and reported as fit

to be cut down and converted into rashes to bo employed against
the large American frigates. They were taken in succession into

dock for that purpose, but every one of them, on being tpmtd, was
found unfit for further service, and ordered 1o be broken up.

That a better system was employed in the King's yatiU there

can lie no doubt, and if the ships built in the Royal Duck-yards
decayed, it arose fr.irn the material necessarily employed, and not

from defective workmanship, la profitcal snip-building we Mir-

pass every other people ; and a good judge of this kind of

cojpentry need only walk through our Dock-yards, and minutely

inspect the ships there building and repairing, to be convinced that

the most careful attention is bestowed on this important particular.

There r», indeed, so complete a system of inspection and responsi-

bility, as to make it quite impossible to slur over tho workmanship
in the same slovenly manner a* was done in the private yards.

The muster-shipwright is charged with the general and unremit-

ting superintendence of all the works in each yard ; his aasiitants

superintend and control the foremen ; they in their turn check the

leading men, and the leading meu are responsible fur the divisions

under them. The foremen, Itemg salary officers, have no partici-

pation in tho earnings of the gang, no interest in the work being
slovenly or rapidly performed- Un the contrary, the highest re-

sponsibility rests on them fur its nruper execution. An account i»

token of every timber and plank that enters the ship, of every hulo

that is bored, every holt that is clenched, and every treenail that is

driven. The hours of labour ore precisely regulated. Every ship-

wright must be punctual in his attendance, and decent and orderly

in his behaviour
; and lienee it is no fault of the workmen, or uf

t)i« officers who superintend them, if ilia shi]<s built in the Royal
Duck -yards decay. They can only convert the timber that is in

store. The responsibility of providing proper materials rest* with

a higher quarter : in the times we are alluding to with the Navv
Donnl, at the present tunc, now that that Hoard is abolished, with

the Admiralty.
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Naval Ar- stated in justification of his conduct, “ That the unfit-

chitectur*. ness and bad quality of the timber used in that ship,

neither were, nor could be discovered by the surveying

officers of the yard, as the defects (if any) were always

hid by putty, and the surfaces of the beams, knees,

riders, &c., covered over with three coats of paint."*

* The magnitude of the evil* existing at thin time in our ship-

building. will amply apologise for the following Reports ofthe sur-

veying officers of Chatham yard on the state of th« Albion, built

in a merchant's yard, and alluded to in u former note. Such
Reports caught to read a lesson of (be strongest kind to the future

managers of our Navy.
Extract ofa Copy oj a letter to the A'my Board, Chatham yard,

Apnt 1, 1811.

The Albion under repair in this yard, Crura her extraordinary

defects, calls for a minute ia«pectiun, and a particular description

of tba causes that may be discovered, that have led to such uncom-
mon complaints, in order to prevent similar occurrences.

We have taken a stroke out of her bottom, at the run of the

first and second futtoek head*, when we discovered that the usual

made of fastening the plunk tiy single and double boring the tim-

bers alternately has nut been attended to, a Urge (.onion of tho

timbers being only singla bored, of course the ship has been de-

prived of a cunsMlerabie quantity of fastemuga, and the treenails

that are driven appear much crippled front the strain that has been

upon them ; tlie plank at ihi* run of the second futtock beads in par-

ticular, is nut generally in contact with the timber*, nor was it in Dm
first instance, for sre discover that it is not in (daces the proper

thickness.

The butts of the vales and the materials above are drawn apart

in many places by the bogging of the shin, so that recourse has
been had lo the letting in of pieces at the butts, to make the

calking stand.

In the hold, the foot valing was, from the orlop clumps down, a
mass of defective matter ; we, in consequence, unbolted the riders,

and took it out, when we discovered the limber* of the frame and

the opening sodden with filth. Hod the ship been sunk in mud,
her state could not have been worse ; in places site appears to have
been a prey to insects of different descriptions, for sorao of the

openings were absolutely full of their remains.

In uubulting the riders, books, and crutches, we found many
bolt* broken, some thort, and a few termed devil*, or in other words

fni*t c/mehet

;

in tho crutches we also found several bolts rapped,

which w« imagined was done in consequence of thrir being hr an
anger of a larger diametrr than the bull required, as rope yarns

were wrappod round the bolts so served. A piece of gun-derk
marketing, and alto a shift of foot waling was discovered tu La
chopped in, termed a Spanish bum.
The stern framo of the ship is fallen aft many inches, which

may bw «<fen by the curling under the gun-deck beam which rises

to the throat oV the desk transom*.

The thwarUhip's arms of the knees of the Various decks are

tw.vted from tho sides of the beams, many of them sprung so ils to

be of little use to the ship, ami a coiuiilerable quantity of the

fore and aft bolts broken, many of the beams defective, and <Us-

partrd considerably from their original round, particularly the

orlop; in fact, this »bip prevents a fabric of cvmptrtf dtLtfity,

arising principally from the iMniJfiumey •/ the iporhmanihip.

With respect to tho dent hotit, as they are termed, or fat**

c/fMt hrt, we conceive the act so truly criminal, that we are humbly
of opinion, that the Legialature should provide a punishment pro-

portionnte to the offerer.

If H i* juilgvd proper to enact a penalty to prevent Accidents in

eases where the common stages are loaded with passengers beyond
a limited number, of Iww much mure consequent* U it to prevent

acts which may be the destruction of hundreds

!

(Signed.
1

' R. Sv-wuhos. K. 1\ IIri.i.vbm. W. Hunt.
Juirru Sntrx,

j j

Queen,
Tuow \* PamuitT, > Carjienter* of the ' Ramillies,

Ric kamu Pu icr, J | Albion.

The warrant for the Navy liosrd ordering the repairs of this

ship did not, it seems, embrace all that was necessary to be done t

upon which tho surveying officers again addressed the Board, as

follows

;

We can with great troth assure your Honourable Board, that

our reason for making the representation was grounded on no other

motive than that of doing our duty m a case where yreat neglect

has taken place, from which the liaiernmmt hat tmthuard a conn-
dernKte to**, on 4 a ihip'i company narrowly neaped «Aipirr*>-4.

W* had flattered ourselves that our survey would have met with

(381.) In tiie Journal of Lonl Sndvich'fl visitation Nav*' An
of the Dock- yards in 1771, ihe following: passage occurs.

^>at cll)rr

“ Went on board the Ardent, found her in a lolal decay.
her limber niul plank rotted almost universally. This alUsTn-*
ship was built at Hull in 17fi4, and never was at sea; try in the
her prime cost was about £23.000, and her repairs are Jouriml of

now estimated at £17,000. The cause of the great
decay of this ship is attributed to her being hastily

wlclu

built."' llis Lordship adds: “ no more ships to be
built at Hull." Happy would it have been for the
Country could this injunction respecting Hull have
been extended in an after time to all the private yards in

the Kingdom ; or If the necessities of the Kingdom
required their assistance, that an effectual superintend-
ence of them had been rigidly enforced.

(382.) We have hail so many examplis of great du- Many
rsibility in our Navy, that our regret at these instances
of decay, cannot but be augmented when we reflect on °f
them. The Royal William, a first-rate, built at Ports- of
mouth in 1719, was among Ihe ships sent to the relief Ruval
of Gibraltar in 1762, and after the lapse of nearly a William,

century, bore the flag of the Port Admiral at Spithead.
The breakdig up of this fine old ship was an nhject of
considerable curiosity. Various reasons had been
assigned for her extraordinary durability. It w'as sup-
posed that her timber had undergone some artificial

seasoning, that the plank and thick stuif had been burned
instead of kilned, the ends and surfaces of Ihe various
parts charred, and that the process of snail creeping, or
gouging out, in crooked channels the surfaces of the
timbers and planks, was made use of to give a free cir-

culation of air. It is understood, however, that no indi-

cations of charring, burning, or snail creeping could be
traced, and that her timbers had undergone no other
preparation than that of lime and the weather. This
remarkable vessel was built by Mr. Nash, and he took
particular care when building her to employ only well-

seasoned materials. It is also a singular fact in the
history of this ship, that owing to an ignoble jealousy

which existed between her builder and Sir Jucob Ack-
worth. Sir Jacob endeavouriiig in all things to lessen

the merit of Mr. Nash, the Royal William was not for

your Honourable Board'* approbation, and au we humbly conceive

It wwild, bat we suspect repretmtaliom have hem made fo comn'er-

net a hat we have *fated / il' that be the cur, we should Ur happy to

meet those on the *y<H that have advanced a contrary doctr.ue.

Our suspicions ibnt a different report ha* been given, aii-u from tba
mode of repair you have been pleuaed to direct

; and which mode
we consider ha* been adopted in consequence of representations

made by the assistant turvryar of the Aary, *ho hot, with the

merchant *htp-l<»iltlert. visited thi* yard *uice our statement.

We have opened her abaft since our survey, by which wo have dis-

covert*! areal additional deficiency of uvrimirmhip, and btmld con-
trary opinions have been given to that we have advanced, we arc

of opinion, those that have offered them should cornu and view the
•hip.

(Signed.) R. SxppiHne. K. P. II eulv

k

it. W. lli xr.

These horrible devils are not confined to the Atin on. In the sur-

veying officers* report* on the Ardent 1* the following passage*
Several of the fine and aft bolt* of the yarn, upper, and quarter

deck*, also the forecastle, worked wholly out. and other* partly so,

in conwqurnco »f m^tny of the Ml* being thvrt

;

some that worked
out were onlyfte tachet, and other* amr nuhtt h*g.

(Signed.) Joski-h Ttcuita. J,Akcxu~
Bnw urn Ckvrciiii.l. Jamkc Juwu

Tlwi portion of the second Report, alluding to representations

having been made to Counteract the statements that had Leva
afforded by the distinguished vhi|*-Ludder* whose names are attached

to it. show* at once the nature of the mtluencv that wo* exerted, ami
g*>e» far to explain the abominable practice* that pervaded in thru)

private yards where King's ships were building.
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many years employed, and even a decree was on one

occasion made for making tier a hospital ship. ‘‘Thus"
said Ia»rd Sandwich, 11

that ship which has proved to be

of os -rood qualities as any ship that was ever built, was
lost to the public for many years, owing to a jealousy and

ill will between two officers. Such feeling* arc the ruin

of many great undertakings, and in the public depart-

ments ought to be checked in every possible way.”

(383.) The Sovereign of the Sens, alter wards named
the Royal Sovereign, was built at Woolwich ill 1037,

and stood forty-seven years* service. The Bnrilcur was
built at Chatham in 1768, and in 181*2 was still a good
ship and under repair for further service. The Mon-
tague was launched at Chatham in 1779. Alter under-

going several repairs, she carried the flag of Admiral

Sir Manly Dixon, the u Heroof the Lion" as he is called

by the sailors, at Rio Janeiro. How different these

examples from the Ocean, the Foudroyant, the St. Do-
mingo, the Rodney, the Ajax, the Albion, and many
others, which were falling to pieces within five years after

launching, and some of them in less than three !

(384.) It it a consolatory reflection, however, after

the really appalling considerations we lutve fell it our

duty to go through, to state, that at the present lime,

the state of the British Navy is such as to warrant the

most complete satisfaction in the general efficiency and

soundness of our ships. The constant assertions of

those authorities, whose situations make them neces-

sarily acquainted with the general state of the Navy,
and whose unremitting attention renders them most

intimately acquainted with the minutest details of his

Majesty’s ships, are abundantly sufficient to remove

every leur which its coudiliou fifteen or twenty years ago

could not but inspire.

(385.) This great and desirable change has been

brought about by various precautionary measures

adopted by the late Navy Board, after reviewing all the

plans that had been proposed by different ingenious in-

dividuals.* Tlic methods at present adopted in his

Majesty's Dock-yards for the preservation of timber, are

such as have been suggested by an examination of its

nature, and the circumstances under which it is placed

in ships, and which have been proved by experience to

have been well calculated to produce this desirable effect.

The principal of these—the placing timber under roofs,

and keeping the logs apart from each other, is found
an excellent method of seasoning timber, by admit-
ting a free circulation of air without nu exposure to

the rain. Immersion of timber in water also is found to

be an expeditious method of drawing out the juices of
the wood; and salt water has been preferred to fresh,

on account of the antiputrescent power of salt, which,

though less effective on vegetable thau on animal matter,

is useful in checking the decay of timber. Also taking

off the sap, which speedily becomes rotten, and prevent-

• We are far from applying to those plans, and to their author*,

thoae terms of indiscriminate censure which by many writers hara
been so abundantly directed to them. It is true that many, per-

haps the great majority of them, were visionary, but their author*
dewrrre at least the praise of endeavouring to do well, and of
rlteclung an alarming evil. What would hara been our condition,

had the public felt no interest in the welfare or its Nary, had the
national spirit been so degraded, so morbid, and so dead, that it

regarded neither the destruction of the natural bulwarks of the

Country, nor the consequence* to which so fearful a state of thing*
must have led ? This keen interest respecting our political state,

and the maintenance of our national glory and honour, i* surely
an index of a healthy state of the public mind.

ing the communication of the decay to the adjoining Naval Ar-
heart wood. Covering, likewise, the outfaces of limber dnteciur*.

with mineral tar or paint, thereby keeping the timber ''—•v-
from being rent by the air, and preventing the heed of Coating

the fungus, which may lie iu the outer famine of the *'!^*c*'*

limber, from vegetating, by the exclusion of the utmo-
W1 t4r*

spheric air from it. It & ul*o particularly useful when
two kinds of timber are brought together, by preventing
the fermentation which would ari*e from the union of
ditferent vegetable principles. The injection of tar and Injection of

whiteuing into ships' bottoms, has been found also of ,tr*

very great benefit iu preserving the timbers, by its pre-

venting effectually the growth of the fungus; The open-
ings lietween the timbers, which would otherwise be
imperfectly filled, and the rents in the timbers, in which
places the seed of the fungus would be most likely to

vegetute, being by this menus completely filled, the air,

so necessary to vegetation, is exclwfed. It is probable

that the great advantages of the injected tar, &c., into

the interstices of the wood, are not yet fully known.
(386.) In addition to lliese preventives, ships are Building

built and repaired under roots, thereby preventing the »nd repair-

rain from settling in the rents of the timbers and the h’P"

opening* between them. In the ships in ordinary, also,
undcr ro° •*

particular attention has been paid to their preservation,

by erecting temporary roofs over them, taking down'
parts of the bulk heads in the hold, and leaving out
streaks in the decks and openings in the truss work,
between the ports, to promote a free circulation of air.

(387.) It is proper to observe, however, that the p,** nr.

establishment of a free current of air through a ship, recta of air.

though of very great advantage iu preventing decay, is,

nevertheless, attended with the disadvantage of causing

(tie timber to shrink, thereby impairing the strength of
lire fabric, by destroying in some degree the beuefits

arising from fitting the pieces of work closely together,

technically called " faying well.” The maximum ad-

vantage is therefore obtained by giving such a circula-

tion of air as may be sufficient to prevent decay, without
causing (he timber to shrink too much- Experience is

tending fast towards the discovery of the proper limit,

towards which this principle may be carried with the

greatest advantage to iht* service.

(368.) The ouk timber produced in the forests of German
Germany is remarkably subject to the dry rot. Hence timber

the ships in the Scheldt, during the latter part of Buo-
naparte's career, were rapidly advancing in rottenness *

from this cause. The Chatham, a 74-gun ship, had the

dry rot in her timbers when taken from the stocks in the

Dock yard of Flushing. The Rivoli, just off the stocks,

at Malamacca near Venice, was also in the same state.

This latter ship was built of oak cut from the Eastern

shores of the Adriatic.* Foreign ships, therefore, are

* It is remarkable that tlw Kivoli vu built of oak which had
been paid for by this Country, ami brought down to the mmoiat

at our expvuve to be shipped for England. The defection of

Austria at this juncture jc.it the French however into potseasion of

it, the timber having been unfortunately placed in a matt conve-

nient situation f* the use of their Naval Arsenal near Venice.

Though th* English paid for the timber, tha French paid for

putting it together and titling out the ship.

The kivoli was Boated out of the harbour over the bar that

creases the passage about midway, by means of a camel or water-

tight box, r«*emb)iag those used at Amsterdam and St. Peters-

burgh. The departure at the ship was anxiously watched by Cap-
tain John Talbot, iu the Victorious of 74 guns, and the Weaale
brig of 1H gtma. Captain Andrews. Tha English shijia arrived off

Venice ou the 16th of March, IB12, and on the 2 1st got sight of
the Kivoli. She was attended by a large ship, two brig*, anti Iwu
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WiUcox.

Naval At- as much subject to the inroads of dry rot as our own ;

chiteetur*. and we may perhaps say, more so.

(399.) Ships, however, are subject to other causes of

cause* of
^eo<iy* besides those already enumernled. Marine ani-

docay"
° mals altack l *lc planking in every vulnerable port, and

Marine nni- sometimes occasion the most alarming evils. In some
mats attack climates, particularly in the East and West Indies, on
the bottoms

l^c coa!it of Africa, and in the Mediterranean, the de-
0 *

‘I
3*’

si ruction of limber is found to be much more rapid than
in others, from the abundance of these animals infesting

those seas. The danger to be apprehended from them
there is very great ; and indeed it is every where unsafe
to allow any part of a ship’s bottom to remain unpro*
lected from their attacks.

Iumtiga- (390.) According to Mr. Willcox the most dcstruc-

\va*~.
Mr‘ l *,ese marine animals are the Teredo, the Pholas,

and the Lepisma. The former genus is most to be
dreaded, and is said to have been originally imported
from India. It penetrates the hardest wood, and in-

creases gradually in size as it proceeds in the work of
destruction, until the part attacked by it frequently be-

comes like a honeycomb. It is but rarely that they

bore through, although they frequently approach the

inner surface within a very short distance, leaving a sub-
stance not thicker than the twentieth of an inch from the
inside. There is an instance connected with the Sceptre
of 7 4 guns, which fully proves the extreme danger of their
attocks. This vessel left Uombay for England In 160T,
and after being some lime on ber passage, was obliged
to return in consequence of a serious leak proceeding
from her bow. On examining her, it was found to have
resulted from some of the copper having been rubbed
off, and the parts of the bottom and the gripe thereby
exposed being attacked by the Teredo, which had pe-

netrated these places to so great an extent as to render

Extreme
danger
from the
attacks of
these ani

ioa!s.

gun-boa!*, steering toward* the port of Rota, in 1 stria. The Vic-
torious ami Wear it- pare chaw, and at* quarter post four in the
mtming, the \V«*u*Uj bring a brad, brought the two brigs to
action. At five, the Victorious being within pistol-shot of the
Rivoli, a furious action began. Soon after, one of the enemy's
brigs blew up, *od at daylight. Captain Talbot aaw the Weazlc in
chase of the other, hut recalled her, perceiving she did Uul gain
Uj|on the enemy. Thu other ahipa aud the gun-bouts were not in
sight, and the contending shins bring in seven fathoms water, off
the point of Grao, Captain Talbot thought the brig would le of
more service near him, in case of either ship getting on shore.
Captain Andrews placed hia brig within pistol shot on the bow of
Ihe Rivoli and gave her three broadsides It was DOW nearly calm,
and live action had tasted four hours. The fire of the enemy was
very faint, and at a quarter before nine she surrendered. She b.ire

the broad pendant at Commodore Bane, the Commander-in-chief
of the enemy's force in the Adriatic.

At no penad of the action went the two line of battle ships at a
greater distance than half musket shot from each oilier. The
Commodore did not surrender until nearly two hours after his ship
hail become unmanageable. His mizen mast felljuit before he
struck bis colours, when hia captain, moat of his officers, aud 41)1)

of his men were killed or wounded. The loss on board tbe Vic-
torious also was very great. She had 42 men killed and 99
wounded. The Rivoli had on board 892 men at tbe commence-
ment of the action, but tba Victorious no more than 512, of whom
CO were to tb« sick list. Captain Talbot received a medal for this
action, and, Mitaequeutly, was mode a Knight of the Bath Captain
Andrews was made Host, and Lieutenant F«ak« of the Victorious
a Commander. It b a curious fact, that after tbe valuation of
tbe Rivoli, no less a sum than £13,000 was deducted from the
proceeds tor damages done to the ship in action.—Brcnton, Arara/
Hulory.

Thua though we at find lari tbe hm6tr which had been paid for
by British money, by the defection of Austria from the common
cause, tbe gallantry of British sailors added the ship which had
been eomMtr*rt,j with French money to the Navy of KngUnd, with
u “OJ* hare of glory in addition.

her quite unsafe to pursue her voyage, without puttiug Naval Ac
on new planks on the bottom, ami shitting the gripe, fhitectnr*.

The species of Teredo most commonly found in ship’s

bottoms is the Teredo Navail*.

On the Tonnage of Ships.

(391.) The rule commonly employed for finding the Tonnage,
tonnage of ships is open to the most formidable ohjec- Origin of

tions. Founded on error, it opens a door to dcGtp>
lb* pwCT*

tion and fraud, and even the good qualities of merchant I™*®
1"

ships have been sacrificed to the desire of obtaining ex-
cessive ladings, which this rule largely encourages.' It
owes its origin to the 13 Geo. III. cap. 74, which de-
clares that “ the length shall be taken in a straight line
along the rabbet of the keel of the ship; from the back
of the main stern post to a perpendicular line from the
fore part of the main step under the bowsprit. The
breadth, also, shall be taken from the outside of the out-
side plunk, in the broadest part of the ship, either above
or below tbe main wale*, exclusive of all manner of
doubling planks that may be wrought upon the sides of
the ship/* In eases in which it may be necessary to ascer-

tain the tonnage of vessels afloat, it was further declared
by 26 Geo. III. cap. 60, that to obtain the lenglh, the
measurer is to " drop a plumb line over the stern of the
ship, and measure the distance between such line and
the after part of the stern post, at the loadwnter mark

;

then measure from the top of the said plumb line in a
parallel direction with the water, to a perpendicular
point immediately over the loudwalcr mark, at the fore
part of the main stem, subtracting from such ndmea-
surement the above distance

; the remainder will be the
ship's extreme length, Irom which is to be deducted
three inches for every foot of the load draft of water for

the rake abaft/' Then by 13 Geo. III. cap. 74. and
26 Geo. III. cop. 60, " from the length taken in cither

of the ways above mentioned, subtract three-fifths of the
breadth taken as above, the remainder is esteemed the
just length of the keel to find the tonnage; then mul-
tiply this length by the breadth, and that product by
half the breadth, and dividing by 94, the quotient is

deemed the true contents of the lading."*

(392.) This rule expressed in algcliraic language,— Algebraic

the only language in which rules should at any time be expreariun

delivered, is
«r.k;.«.u

LxBxf T R3Lx t
94 94

*

where L represents the lenglh, and B the breadth.

(393.) By this rule the whole of the vast tonnage of
the British Naval and Commercial Marine is computed.
Instances without uumber might be given of the errors

* According to Mr. Parsons, the origin of this rule is as follows:

A l*xly floating in a fluid displaces a volume of that fluid, lh«
wright of which is equal to the whole weight of the floating body.
This displacement muit always hrar some relation to the principal
dimensions of a ship, denoted here by L, B, and D. It bas teen
found, that in seta*)* of rather full forms, the displacement esti-

mated in cubic loot of aea water, is equal to sixty Iwo-hundredtha of
the product of these three dimeu-tona

j
which being divided by 35,

the number of cubic tort of salt water in a ton, will give

L X B X D X • C2

35

for the displacement in tons.

Tbe draught of men of war t* generally about half the extrema
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Naval At- it occasions. Even by calculating the tonnage of the
chitecturc. nnie vessel by the two methods above given, the results

w ill be very different. Tims if we lake the cutter given

by Mr. Parsons in his Scales of Displacement of the

British Navy, and apply the first method, the length to

he taken will be 5*2.25 feet, and the tonnage ICO tons;

but if measured by the second method, which involves

the length of the water line, and is heie found to lie

50.4 feel, the tonnage will amount only to 154 tons.

If, moreover, the rake of the stern post be increased, and
the rake of the stem diminished, the water line remain-

ing unaltered, the length by the keel will be only 48.5

Instance of feet, and the tonnage 148 tons. And supposing on the

ib error*. contrary the rake of the stern post to be diminished, anti

the rake of the stern increased, the length by the keel

will then be 56 feet, and the tonnage 177 tuns. But
all the cases when measured afloat, or by the water line,

will give a tonnage of 154 tons. Thus in so small a

vessel as a cutter, a variation of 2D tons may lie made in

the register of the vessel, without any sensible differ-

ence in its real capacity, while the absolute weight this

vessel can carry under nil the above circumstances

amounts only to 90 tons.

(394.) In like manner the length of the keel may he

constant, and the water line vary, by altering the rake

of the stern uud stem |>ost. Even the form of the head
of the rudder will alter the tonnage of a vessel ; for if a
round headed rudder be substituted for one of a square

beaded form, the back part of the po*t being taken otf to

receive the round head, the water line become* imme-
diately shortened, and the tonnage, as a necessary con*

sequence, diminished.

(395.) It has been observed, also, that hy omitting

the draught of water in the rule, the practice of increasing

the depth has become geueral, by which meaii9 vessels

are capable of carrying a greater burthen without in-

creasing the tonnage ;* nor is this the only defect, a far

greater one existing hy omitting to take the form of
the vessel into consideration. This error in the

rule operates to such au extent at the present time,

as to make the register tonnage of merchant vessels

breadth of the ship, and at the time <if tin* formation of the rule,

the wuoe relation probably existed in merchant ship*. If, there-

fore, 2 he substituted for D, the preceding expression will become

35 *

aiul as the we ight of the hull, stores, Ac
,
was generally about two-

fifths of tins whi le weight, leasing thjce-fiflhh for the weight of the
ca/go, we shall further obtain

B»LX Y X.62
3

35 * 5

Lx B«

2

94 '

for the burthen in tons, which is the common rule.
* It is a curious fact, that a ship, which, in the port of London,

w« pat into dock for the purpose of being raised upon, so as to
increase the capacity of stowage, before going into dock, udmen-
soivtl more than after *kt had Krtn rmtexl upon, although by the
alteration she acquired the caparity of carrying nearly 1 00 tons
more than she could have done previously to such alteration. On
re-siusey, she measured /«»» when 4m came out of dock, than under
her old register, although 100 tons larger. The ship in Wing
raised upon was rather narrowed in her width

; the cunsrtpience
of which was, that the increased depth of bold not being included
in the calculation of her tuuangr. she became Its* in tonnage by
admeasurement to what she was at the time of theurigiual register
being granted. BdrtAmrgh Rcvt'v, No. 90, p. 4)6.

amount generally to two-thirds only their absolute Naval Ar.
burden. This excess of the absolute burden above chitectmw.

the register tonnage, results entirely from the form, and
is found to vary in almost every vessel, even where the
principal dimensions are the same; and as the present
rule for tonnuge is entirely independent of the form of
the vessel, the excess is entirely exempt front dues.
Should the dues be laid on the apparent tonnage, with
reference to this excess the objection will not lie re-

moved, since the excess is not constant. The register

tonnage of men of war is considerably greater than their

absolute burden,

(396.) These, and similar methods, open a boundless How the

scope for evasion and fraud, according to the jxxuliar rut* may
views of the builder or owner of the ship. This is, at lwcva*U-d.

once, a sufficient reason why the rule should lie im-
proved ; for where can be the wisdom of that legisla-

tion which opens a door to dissimulation ami deceit in

any form?

(397.) Different nations employ different rules for Method
the admeasurement of tonnage. The French add the employed

length of the deck taken lietween the rabbets to that of

the straight line of the keel, and take half their sum.
nwK

This quantity is multiplied by the greatest breadth at the

nmbhip beam, and that product by the depth of hold ami
height between the lower and upper decks, the whole
product being divided by 94. If the vessel has only

one deck, the greatest length of the vessel is multiplied

by the greatest breadth in midships, and that product by
the greatest height, the whole being divided by 94.

This rule is simple, but very erroneous. A certain

depth of the vessel is taken as a third dimension, hut it

is altogether independent of the immersion produced by
the lading, viz. the depth from the load to the light

water line, and which is most essential to be considered.

This depth, it is evident, may vary very considerably in

two vessels whose ladings ore the same. One may he
much deeper than the other, from a greater rise of floor,

the total displacements of the two vessels remaining the

same; and this depth may also vary from the decks
being placed at different heights in the two vessels.

The different forms of body ore also totally neglected ill

this method of measurement.

(398 ) The Chinese take only two dimensions for Method of

finding the tonnage of ships, the length from the centre th* Chi-

ef the niizcn mast to the centre of the fore mast, and the "***•

extreme breadth close behind the main mast. These
dimensions arc multiplied together, and the result divided

by 10 give* the tonnage. Thi* method of measuring
Shipping for the purpose of churging duty is very favour-

able to large ships.

(399.) For measuring the tonnage of merchant ships Method of

in the United States of America, the G4tli section of tin the Amo-

Act of Congress, approved March 2, 1799, declared,
tioin *‘

“ That to ascertain the tonnage of any ship or vessel,

the surveyor, or such other person as may be appointed

by the collectorofthe district to measure the same, shall, if

the said ship or vessel be double-decked, take the length

thereof from the fore part of the main stem, to the alter

part of the stern post, above the upper deck, the breadth
thereof at the broadest part above the main wales, half

of which breadth shall be accounted the depth of such
vessel; and shall then deduct from the length three-fifths

of the breudth, multiply the remainder by the breadth,
and the product by the depth, and shall divide this last

product by 95, the quotient whereof shall be deemed
the true contents or tonnage of such ship or vessel.
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Nav»l Ar- And if such ship or vessel be single-decked, the said

chiiecturr. surveyor, or other person, shall take the length and
breadth as above directed, in respect to a double-decked

ship or vessel ;
shall deduct from the said length three

-

fifths of the breadth, and taking the depth from the

under side of the deck-plank to the ceiling in the hold,

shall multiply and divide os aforesaid ; and the quo-

tient shall be deemed the tonnage ofsuch ship or vessel/*

(400.) These rules appear to have been derived from

the English ami French rules : the first, for double-

decked vessels, living nearly the same as the English,

and the latltr, for single-decked vessels, being nearly

the same us the French. They respectively possess the

inaccuracies of each, with the additional error of being

inconsistent with each other.
Sweduh

(401.) In 1778 the Swedish government adopted

the following rule:
** 1. All mensuration is to be done by the SWidish

foot, and the vessel’s burden is to be marked down in

lasts, each to be considered in weight equal to 18 skep-

puud, iron weight, or eighteen times 320 pounds Swedish.

2. The vessel's length is to be measured on the highest

water line, when loaded, from the fore part of the rabbet

of the stem to the aft part of the rabbet of the stern post.

3. The ship's breadth i9 to be measured in midships

without board, close up to the main wale. 4. The
height is to be measured from the surface of the water

without board, up to that mark which determines how
deeply the vessel will swim when completely loaded.

5. These three admeasurements are to be multiplied

together, and the product divided by 112, should Ihe

vessel be of the usual shape, and neither too full nor too

sharp at the stem and stern. If the vessel is sharper, the

divisor must then be greater, and if fuller a little less, as

pointed out to the measurer in the separate instructions.

6. If the necessary provision, water, wood, and uten-

sils for the voyage be not on board when the ship is

measured, and which weight docs not actually belong to

the burden the vessel is measured to carry, it is then

necessary to deduct from the calculated burden of lasts

us follows on a vessel of 35t) lasts is allowed 11 lasts

deduction; (corresponding deductions ore given for

vessels decreasing in burden from 350 to 40 lasts ;) and
so on in proportion, in such vessels us are not coinci-

dent with the above denomination. But should any of

the articles mentioned be on board, the deduction will

be less in proportion. 7. Should one or more of the

necessary cables not be on board when the vessel is

measured, the following deductions are to be made: lor

an 18-inch cable 25 skeppund, iron weight. (The
deductions for smaller cables, down to a four-inch cable,

are specified.) 6. Should one or more anchors be
wanting, their weight is to be deducted in proportion to

the vessel’s size. 9. If the vessel’s sails are not on
board, the deduction from its number of lasts is to be as

follows: on a vessel of 350 lasts, 14 skeppund, iron

weight. (Corresponding deductions for the sails of
smaller vessels, down to those of 40 lasts, are given.)

And less in proportion when fewer sails arc wanting.

10. If the vessel is built to carry guns constantly, and
that none, or part of them only, are on board, a deduc-

tion for cannon, carriage?, gun-tackling, &c. is to be

made as follows : for a 12-pounder, with its requisites,

13 skeppund, iron weight (with corresponding deduc-
tions for smaller guns ) 1 1. Should the vessel, when
measured, have its ballast on t»ourd, then that weight
must be ascertained, and added to the number of lasts

VOL. VI.

found ; but it is best to measure the vessel before it is Naval Ar.

ballasted, if convenient. 12. The ship's measurer hav- dui«cuu«.

ing duly considered the foregoing circumstances, and in
v-"v—

consequence thereof ascertained the vessel’s proper ton-

nage to a certain depth, fore and aft, when loaded, he is

then to make an entry of the foregoing in the book of
admeasurements given him for that purpose, which
book b run through and sealed with the seals of the

Court of Aldermen and Custom House : he is also to

enter the number of lasts requisite to immerse the ves-

sel, progressively, from one foot at the beginning of the

loading till when completed, and also to set down how
deep she lies fore and all when unloaded. He is to de-

liver copies of the same, with specific calculations, ad-

measurements, and deductions of all thi«, to the Court
of Aldermen and Board of Customs, within two days
after measured, that the same may be examined and
sanctioned. 18. Should there he any thing to be ob-

served by the parties, the same must be made known at

the respective places, within eight days after the delivery,

at the expiration of which time the ship’s register will

be made out, and the approved calculation ot the mea-
surer annexed to the same, and to be kept on board as

the ship’s inventory. The same is to be entered, with

alt the calculations, in bound paged books, and alpha

bets thereunto annexed, in the Court ofAldermen and at

the Custom House. 14. Whereas vessels, when old, and
soaked through by the water, cannot carry so much as

when new, it is therefore requisite to measure the vessel

every tenth year, in like manner as expressed in the

twelfth section.'’

(402.) In the instructions alluded to in the fifth sec- Division*

lion, vessels are supposed to be divided into seven

classes, according to their fulness or sharpness; and
c ,es’

corresponding divisors are given, obtained by calcula-

tions from different vessels. These divisors vary for the

whole depth immersed by the lading, from 104 for the

fullest, to 122 for the sharpest vessel; and the divisors

to be used near the load water line vary from 99 to 104,

aud near the light water line, or discharging line, from
109 to 133.

(403.) Mr. Morgan remarks on this rule, that it is

strictly correct in principle, and that the only error which

can arise in practice, is in the divisor being left to the

determination of the measurer. A skilful measurer,

after grout practice, will be able to determine the divisor

with ruse and certainty.

(404.) Mr. Parkin has given two rules for calculating Rales of
t

the tonnage of ship*, published in The Shipwright's

Vade Mfcum

:

one for ships of the Royal Navy, and

the other for merchant ships. The following is his rule

for merchant ships:— 1. “ Find the length of the lower

deck, from the rabbet of the stem to the rabbet of

the stem post, and take of this length for the

keei for tonnage. *2. To the extreme breadth add
the length of the lower deck, and take A of this sum
for the depth for tonnage. 3. Set up this depth from

the limber stroke, and at that height take a breadth

also from out to out of the plank at dead flab Take
two more breadth*, one at two-thirds, and the other at

one-third of ihe height Add the extreme breadth and
these three breadths together, and take one- fourth of

the sum for the breadth for tonnage, 4. Multiply the

length, depth, and breadth for tonnage continually

togeiher, and divide the resulting product by 36|,
which will give the burden in tons.” This rule seems

to make a little approach towards the true measure-
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N»«l Ar- nwnt of tonnage, but it is not founded on correct prin-

chitectnrv. ciples.

(405.) In 1792 Chapman furnished two rules on this

Chapman's important subject. The first was an approximate rule.
ru!e*- relating to the payment for the building of ships. “ The

cost of a ship,’’ he says, “ is nearly in proportion to its

outer surface multiplied by the thickness of its sides

;

but as this thickness may be considered in proportion to

one of the dimensions, so it may be judged that the pro-

duct of the length, breadth, and depth gives the propor-

tional costs. A difficulty, nevertheless, attends this,

because the length and breadth can be precisely fixed,

but the height or depth cannot. For instance, if the

depth of the hold be used as the third dimension, it may
happen, in consequence of the cargo which the vessel is

to carry, that the lower deck has been laid a foot higher

or lower, although its length, breadth, nud the whole of

the height remain the same ; the expense of building, as

also the burden, remain the same ; but the difference of

the height of the deck increases or decreases the product,

and consequently the cost in proportion. The same

thing takes place with regard to the upper deck. Should

the height of the vessel from the keelson to the gunwale

be taken as the third dimension, it will be found to vary

just as much as the former. For example, the gunwale

might lie made half a footora foot less in height, and this

quantity added to the gunwale after the ship is built,

which of course would make it cost less than if that

height was included in the calculation. If that part of

a ship which is immersed when loaded should be taken

as the third dimension, the question to he considered

would be how high the water line stands marked on the

draught up to which the ship ought to be loaded, which

might also be higher or lower. It is, therefore, better to

institute a rule which, although not totally exact, is still

not subject to disputes or confusion.
" I therefore propose," says Chapman, “ that the ship's

height or depth should be taken so as to bear a propor-

tion to two dimensions, namely, as the square root of

the product of the length and breadth. If now the

length and breadth be expressed by L and B, then must

the depth bear a certain relation to L B|^, without re-

garding how great that quantity may be. This multi-

plied by the length and breadth, the number of tons

will be proportional to L B;
J

. This expression repre-

sents the solidity, and in which two of the principal

dimensions are equally involved. To apply it to the

determination of a ship’s burden, it will be necessary to

find what proportion the breadth bears to the length,

agreeably to the old method of determining the tonnage

when the contract has been equally beneficial. Suppose

the breadth to have been of the length, or the length

to be 100 feet when the breadth is26$ feet. According

to the old method
,

29 M \ 26.5*

V 00 ”
40

X 26 ' 5
)
*

94
- = 301 .76 tons;

whence

(100 x 96.fr s 301.76, and r ss 452.
x

Heme the tannage of a ship ought always to be ex-

. . lbI*.
prated by— .

This divisor, 452, is subject to alteration according to ^
circumstances. cWt«tw£

(406 ) Chapman’s other rule is for the correct deter* v —
mi nation of the weight of the lading a ship carries.
This rule is similar to that given by the Swedish Go-
vernment, except that the divisors are adapted to the
English ton. instead of the Swedish skippund. He
gives a table for ten classes of vessels according to the
fulness or sharpness of their bodies, in which the divisors
vary from 89 in the fullest, to 49 in the sharpest vessel.

He takes the extreme length on the load water line L,
the extreme breadth just below the main wale B, and
the mean depth between the light and load water fines.

The product of these three dimensions, divided by D,
the variable divisor in his table, gives the lading in tons.

(407.) A rule for the measurement of tonnage has Another
been given which approximates nearly to the true weight rote,

of lading, by multiplying together the length of the

load water line between the fore part of the rabbrt of the

stem and the after part of the rabbet of the stern post,

the greatest breadth, and the mean depth between the

light and load water lines ; taking three-fourths of the
product, and dividing by 35. To this sum is added an
allowance in proportion to the fulness of different bo-

dies, determined by actual measurement.
(408.) In the Shipwrights' Repository the error of Another

the rule commonly employed is clearly explained, and
the true tonnage shown to be the difference between the ||j*

total weight of the ship to the load water line, and the mon jyi*.

weight of the hull and furniture. The author has given

several examples of the tonnage of ships : the following

is the result of his calculations of the tonnage of an
90-gun ship:

Toaa. lbs.

Weight of the ship at her launching
draught of water 1598 406

Weight of the furniture 195 720

Weight of the ship at her light water

mark 1789 1126

Weight of the ship at her load water

mark ......... 8554 356
From which deduct the weight at

light water mark 178S 1126

Real burden 1765 1470

Burden in tons by common rule . . . 1959 929
Real burden 1795 1470

Error.... 193 1699

(409.) The real burden of this ship is therefore 193

tons less than her computed tonnage. In an East

Indiaman, his result shows that the real burden was

179 tons more than her computed tonnage. In other

examples the differences are still.greater.

(410.) Chapman. Clairbois, Atwood, and latterly Mr.

Parsons, have calculated and drawn scales of tonnage for

particular ships. The latter has made the calculations

and drawn the scales of tonnage, for most of the classes

of ships of his Majesty’s Navy, and for twenty-one

classes of vessels of the British mercantile Navy.

(411.) Mr. Parsons's scales of tonnage are drawn for Mr. Par-

all these vessels from the keel to the gunwale. Each t ,m"

vessel is divided into fore and after bodies, by a vertical

line proceeding from the middle of the length of the ^
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Naval At- load water line, between the fore side of the rabbet of
cbnccimrt.^

|j,e &tem and ^ aft 8jje gf the rabbet of the sternpost

;

and a separate line of tonnage is drawn for each body.

tonn^° The solid content of the body in cubic feet, at different

heights, is calculated by sections parallel to the keel,

which being divided by 35, the number of cubic feet of

sea-water in a ton, gives the weight of water which

would be displaced at those heights. Dy setting off

from a vertical line, on lines parallel to the keel, these

results by a scale of tons, spots are obtained, through

which the line of tonnage may be drawn. By setting

up, moreover, any height on the vertical scale of feet,

and drawing a horizontal line at that height, it will re-

present the weight of the corresponding displacement,

and which is found by transferring it to a scale of tons

laced horizontally over the figure. By taking, also, the

eights of the light and load water lines of any vessel,

and transferring them in this manner to the scales of

tonnage, their difference will give the weight of the

displacement between tbs light aud load water lines,

or the true weight of lading. The mean depths are

taken for each body separately, and the sum of the two

parts thus found gives the total tonnage.

(412.) By these lines of tonnage may be ascertained

the weight put on board, or taken out of a vessel at any

time, by observing the different draughts of water, and

measuring the tonnage or weightfi corresponding to

them. The difference of these weights will be the quan-

tity put into or taken out of the vessel. For e&umple,

in a cutter of 160 tons, when ready for sea with all her

stores, the draught of water is 8 feet 9 inches forward,

and 13 feet 6 inches aft, the mean being 11 feel 1£
inches. The rneau depth, also, for the after body is

12 feet 3{ inches, giving 93 tons for its weight. The
mean depth for the fore body is 9 feet 11^ inches, giving

83 tons for the weight of that body, making the whole

displacement 176 tons. The weight of the hull when
launched having been 82 tons, the difference on the

weight put on board must be 94 tons.

f4 13.) This method of taking the mean depth in each

body, though most correct, will seldom be necessary,

because if the mean depth of the extremities tic used

alone for each body, it will give nearly the same result

The tonnage is then measured by taking the mean
depths of each body separately, and the difference of the

results of the two methods is found to be only one ton.

In vessels having a less difference of draught of water,

the error is proportionally less. On this account, the

mean depths of the load and light draughts of water

are used in the scales of tonnage, which supposes the

vessel to swim on an even keel, at the mean draught
of water in each case.

Bemarks, (414.) In considering the practical benefit of tile

scales of tonnage, observes Mr. Morgan, it is necessary

to examine the difficulties which would attend their ap-

plication. This method of measuring the tonnage of

ships is strictly correct, assumiug the light and load

draughts of water to be known ; but it is in the practical

determination of these lines that the difficulty exists.

Mr. Parsons has assumed the launching draught of

water as the light draught ; aud this is the easiest me-
thod, but not tbe most correct. The tonnage should

express the lading which can be put into a ship, when
every necessary article of furniture and stores is on
board, in order to bring her down to its load draught of
water. The two Swedish methods given above re-

moves this difficulty, by taking the light draught of

water, when every thing is on board except the Naval Ar-

lading; an established allowance being made lor every chitecture.

article not on board at the time. This method may
be attended with trouble, in obtaining tbe weights

of the different furniture and stores ; but it is the

only mode of determining the correct light draught
of water, which is the first element necessary in mea-
suring a ship’s tonnage. The next difficulty, and by far

the greatest, is the determination of the load draught of
water. Two methods suggest themselves of accomplish*

ing it. It may be determined by officers appointed for

the purpose, the moment a ship is built, and the result

inserted in the register, by which draught of water the

tonnage may be measured. The objections to this

method are, the liability of the load draught of water

being incorrectly determined cither by fraud or igno-

rance, and afterwards requiring alteration; and the

opportunity it affords the owner of taking on board, at

his own risk, a greater lading thuu that for which his

ship was registered. Experience may, however, render

the officers capable of ascertaining the load draught of

water with considerable accuracy, and fines may deter

the owner from incurring the risk of loading his ship

deeper than it was constructed to swim with safety.

Another method of obviating the difficulty, is by a
ship's always paying duty on the quantity of lading on
board; so that the measurement of totitiuge may be

taken at the actual draught of water at which the ship

swims when it comes into port. This would render the

load water line at first determined little more than nomi-
nal : it would ullow a vessel’s being spoken of as haring

a nominal tonnage, producing no error in the measure-

ment of the real tonnage on board. Either method will

render these scales of tonnage applicable to general use;

but the latter may be preferred, because it brings the

correct principle of measuring the true lading fully into

practice.

(415.) It is probable that tables of tonnage may be

preferred by many to scales of tonnage ; but as their

principle and use would be the same, the preference is

indifferent. It may, also, he observed, that if the whole

displacement were represented by one scale, instead of

being divided into two parts for the fore and after

bodies, tbe use of these scales would be more simple in

their application to the tonnage of' ships, although leas

useful for general purposes of design.

(416.) Mr. Parsons has applied scales of the exterior

surfaces founded on tike dimensions, scantlings, &c. of

ships to the determination of their charges for build-

ing. Any surface of this kind multiplied by the mean
thickness of the ship's side, would give a tolerably cor-

rect measurement of the quantity of materials. As the

expense of building vessels must be in proportion to their

outside surfaces, these lines will be a much better criterion

for estimating the expense than the register tonnage.

(4 17.) Fig. 10. pi. ii. is an example of Mr. Parsons’s Example of

mode of finding the tonnage of a brig of 170 tons, re- Mr. Par-

gister tonnage. Suppose this vessel to have every thing was sruado

on board except the cargo, and her draught of water

to be six feet at the stem and sternpost, or on an even
keel. Set this distance up from the base line, or lower

side of tbe false keel, and draw tbe line A 12 parallel to

tbe base, intersecting the line of tonnage 1 for the after

body in B. Then will the distance AB applied to

the scale, measure 46 tons, the weight of the after

body. The same line intersects the line of tonnage

2 for the fore body in C, giving for AC 64 tons, the

3 i 2
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weight of the fore body. The whole weight of the

vessel with everything on board, excepting the cargo, is

therefore 110 tons. Suppose now the cargo to be pul

on board, and the draught of water 12 feel at the stern

and stern post. At 12 feet from the base draw Dll,
which will give for the corresponding weight of the after

bodv 157 tons, and for the (ore body 103 tons, giving

for the whole weight 350 tons. The weight before the

cargo was put on board having been 1 10 tons, the weight

of the cargo itself must be 240 tons. When there is a

considerable difference in the draught of water at the

stem and sternpost, Mr. Parsons recommends the me-

dium depth to be taken for each body, instead of the

depth in the middle of the vessel.

(418.) The other lines in the figure have some useful

properties. That marked 3, for example, denotes the

whole urea of the horizontal sections in square feet of the

after body, and that marked 4 in the same manner for the

fore hotly- The line denoted by 5 represents the whole

exterior surface of one side of the vessel, in square leet,

of the after body, and the line 6 of the fore body. The
line 7 is for the whole area of the vertical sections, as

high as the load water sections, in square feet, of the

after body, and the line S lor the (ore body. ®® gives

the situation and form of the principal transverse sec-

tion ; 9, 9 the situation and form of the section in the

after body, whose area is equal to two-thirds the area of

the principal section, and 10, 10 in the fore body. 11

and 12 represent the load and light water lines. An
analytical investigation of the properties of these sin-

gular curve# would be likely to lead to some useful and

important results.

(419.) The facility which the ordinary rules for find-

ing the tonnage uttbrds for the evusion of dues is not

the only evil attending it. It unfortunately operates

against any improvement in our mercantile marine.

Great capacity with small dimensions is now ihc pri-

mary object of consideration ; and this is too often ob-

tained by sacrificing expedition und safely. If the ton-

nage gave a true measure of the capacity of the ship,

there would he no cause why the mercantile Navy
should not equal, or indeed excel, the military in every

quality of safety and velocity ; whereas it is a well-

known fact, that the British merchant shipping is infe-

rior to that of almost every trading Country in the

World.

(420.) Attempts have not been wanting to improve

these imperfect modes of determining the tonnage, but

hitherto without success. In 1791 the Society for the Im-

provement of Naval Architecture ottered a premium of
twenty guineas, and a silver medal, for the most ready

and accurate method, by approximation or otherwise,

for determining the tonnage of vessels and ships of

every description, from an admeasurement of all the

principal dimensions. The two rules of Chapman, be-

fore adverted to, were given in consequeuce of ibis in-

vitation.

(421.) On the 24th of May 1821, a Report of a

Committee consisting of several distinguished Members,

was delivered to the Admiralty, and in 1832 another

Committee was formed with the view of improving the

subject. Of the various plans that have been submitted

to them, it has been said some are too laborious and

complicated for general practice, and others entirely

erroneous. Mr. Parsons's Tables seem to form a dis-

tinguished feature among these investigations. In a

communication made from the Board of Trade to Mr.

Loshiugton, at the time that gentleman was one of the Naval Ar-

Secrctaries of the Treasury, it was urged, that if any chitccture.

new method should augment the tonnage duty, the pro-
prietors should not be subject to additional burthens. It

is singular that among the many minds occupied with
this useful und important practical question, no one has
yet been able to devise a short, accurate, and convenient

rule. The object in all these attempts should be, not so
much to dimiuish the present error, as to abolish it en-
tirely. Simplicity is most desirable, but considering the

varied form* that ships’ bodies put on, it should not b«
obtained by a sacrifice of principle. We confess we look
to the scale of tonnage as one of the great means by
which this useful end will be accomplished.*

Seppings'i Rule* for building; and rebuilding Ship* of
the Line, Fifty-gun Ship» on Itco Deck*, and Fri

gates.

(422.) Accurate nml precise rules for the practical

operations of ship-building are of the greatest import-

ance to the successful prosecution of the An. In vain

might the most perfect theories, did ire possets Mem,
devise forms possessing stability, stowage, and velocity,

if, when the fabric is to be reared on the blip, weak and
inefficient combinations of timber are to he employed in

its formation. A knowledge of scientific carpentry—of

the best modes of combining timber, so as to unite a
maximum of strength with a minimum of material

—

is possessed but by very few Naval Architects. Tnou-
sands of loads of timber were annually consumed in

ship-building, yet, before the time of Seppings, where
were the successful instances to be met with of timbers

exerting all their power, and disposed according to

principles which the eye of Science delights to con-

template ? The praise of Seppings is, that he accom-

plished all this and more for Naval Architecture ; and
that he imparted to our great and splendid marine a
degree of mechanical strength it never possessed before.

(423.) In the common disposition, all the timbers are

to be framed together in bends, (except the short timbers

over the porta.) each scarf to he bolted with three bolts

of 1^ inch diameter for ships of the line, and one inch

for 5l)-gun ships amt frigates. The first futtocks also

to be bolted to their respective floors, with three bolts in

each Bcarf of 1} inch diameter for ships of the line, and

1| inch for 50-gun ships and frigates. The filling

frames under the ports to be so opened as to divide the

space equally.

(424.) The greatest attention must be paid that the

lips of the chocks at the heads und heels of the timbers

be at least three inches in thickness, for ships of the

line, and not less than 2£ inches for 50-gun ships and
frigates, and that the abutments for the lips be cut on
the timbers as near to a square as the faying of the

chock will admit.

(425.) The chocks are to be roughly trimmed with a
sufficiency of overcast, and placed with their faying

sides outwards in their respective situations, in which

stutc they are to remain during the seasoning of the

frame. Each range of chocks is to be placed on a

small fore and aft riband, which is to be kept from

coming In contact with the timbers by fitting a piece of

• Sine* this wai written the Committee has published a short Paper

on the method# >t present in use for measuring tonnage. It m ;y

be seen in the United Service JonruaJ for June 1534.
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Natal Ar- batten for every nail to pass through. Such chocks as

chitecture. niay be converted from free grown timber, and are

therefore liable to split in the course of seasoning, are to

have a small treenail driven in a direction from a right

angle about nine inches from each end.

(426.) When the chocks are refayed and replaced

after seasoning, the faying parts of both chocks and

timbers are to be well fayed with oil and tar.

(427.) The heads and heels of the timbers are to be

scarfed where so directed on the disposition of the frame,

but the heads and heels ofall other limbers, where the con*

version will admit, arc to be wrought square, painted at

each end with white lead, and put together with a cir-

cular coak in each joint, of a diameter about one-third

of the siding of the respective timber?. In the event

of the timber being partially shifted so as not to

admit of introducing the cook, a bill is to be substi-

tuted, which is to be formed on the lower timber to pre-

vent a lodgement of water ; such timbers as cannot

be procured with square heads and heels are to be

Marled.

(429.) All the timbers are to be framed together in

bend?, and to be bolted with two bolts in eucli scarf

of 1 J inch diameter for ships of the line, and one inch

for 50-gun ships and frigates, and the lower scarfs

with bolts of inch for ships of the line, and inch

for 50-gun ships and frigates.

(429.) The uuder side of the wing transom to be

sided straight and laid at a right angle with the rabbet

of the post, and to be sided as much as the piece will

admit. If the store will not supply a piece of timber of

sufficient dimensions to make the wing transom for a

large ship, it may be formed with four pieces. No
transoms arc to be introduced below the wing transom,

but that part of the ship's frame is to be formed with

timbers as described in the drawings. Ships built on
this principle are to be single fastened throughout.

(430.) That the openings may be kept us clear as

possible during the seasoning of the frame, the timbers

are to be separated with wedges driven alternately,

which are to be taken out as soon os the frames are put

together ; but in such cases where it may be absolutely

necessary to introduce chocks in the usual manner,
they arc to be split out when the bolts shall have been

driven.

Openings (431.) The openings between the frames are to be
between the filled in and calked within and without board, from

theft**

0* lo f°,,r hiches of the lower stroke under

«a befitted
or*°P c1a***P« for ships of the line and 50-gun ships,

i„. and to within the same distance of the stroke on the

ends of the orlop beams in frigates. Care is to be

taken that the outer edge of the upper filling lie rather

above a level, by which means should any water pass

between the timbers, it will be conveyed into the hold of
the ship. Openings more than three inches are to be
filled in with slab plank free from sap wood, or with

sound old oak timber, with the grain in the same direc-

tion as that of the frame timbers, which fillings are to

be so trimmed as to admit of wedge fillings on one
side. Openings less than three inches are to be filled in

with wedge fillings, driven in alternately from within

and without side, and square with the curve of the body.

The filling in is to be executed as the planking of the

bottom is carried down, and ns the ribands and harpins

urc removed.

(432.) All the filling? are to be provided as early

as possible from offal and slab timber, free from sap,

or sound old oak, and when trimmed, are, with Naval Ar.

the sides of Use frame, to be well payed with oil
«hitachiivj.

and tar.
v—

(433.) The inside of the ship, below the orlop damps, DubbitifcoiF

need not be dubbed off with that strict attention as if it theinaWeof

were to be planked over, but to be made moderately lb* ft*®8 *

fair, removing the projecting parts so as to prevent the

lodgement of dirt.

(434.) The heads of the stem and stern posts and
timbers under the ports must be well saturated with oil

and tar during the seasoning of the ship, which may be
done by making the heads of the timbers concave, and
boring holes therein ; the holes are to be plugged up,
and the timbers cut fair and painted with white lead

before the port cills are let in

(435.) Great care is to be taken that no sap be suf-

fered to remain on any part of the frame, and that no
piece be put in to make good the deficiency occasioned

by its removal from the edges of the limbers until the

fillings, &c., shall have been calked.

(436.) One joint of the fillings in each opening be- Calking
tween the timbers of the frame, and also the joints of the tb«fram<-.

frames in wake of the said fillings, are to be well raimed

and calked both within and without board.

(437.) Great care is also to be taken that the oakum
which muy be driven from one side be brought into

close contact with that driven from the other side, so

that on no account whatever is any space to be left

between the two calkingx. When the raiming and
calking as already directed Bhall have been performed,

all the remaining joints of the fillings, butts of chocks,

butts of timbers, &c. are to be chinced.

(438.) In fig. 1. pi. v. the method of filling in the

openings between the limbers, &c. may be seen, and to

which the following references may be made. A, a
close joint; B, an opening of less than three inches;

C, an opening of more than three inches; D, D, D.
wedge fillings, the grain being in and out

;

K, a common
filling, the grain being up and down ; F, F, F, F, F,F,
joints which are to be raimed and calked.

(439.) The fillings in wake of the chain bolts are to

be as few as possible, their moulding to be two inches

less than the frame, iherehy leaving one inch for air to

pass between them and the inner and outer planking.

They are to he raimed and calked within and without;

aud should any fillings be required in the wake uf the

knees, or any other place above the general filling in,

the same mode is to be followed.

(440.) No projection is to be left at the upper edge Pr^eetiom
of the channel wales, but at the upper and lower edges t» he «li»-

of the sheer stroke projections are to be permitted as

usual. No projection whatever is to be allowed with- ^
out board afore the second lower deck port from for* bom, Ac.

ward, and to obviate the additional weight that would

arise in consequence, the maiu wales, &c ,
are to be

thinned at the fore end one-third of their respective

thickness, and to begin to toper off about ten feet from

the fore end. To render the port lids (where the pro-

jections are omitted) as light as they otherwise would
have been, the stops are to be cut out of the plank

without going home to the port timbers; to ac-

complish which, the short stuff between the ports

must of course be worked fair with the sides of the por‘

timbers.

(441.) The main wales, black strake, and four upper foukln,'

strokes of diminishing stuff, the middle and chuuuei ih«- mam
wales and sheer strokes, are to be coaked to the timbers

Digitized by Google
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Naval At- of the frame with reference to ever)- butt as described

chiiectun*. in fig. 2.

(442.) The clamps and spirkeling are also to be

clarapa, &c. coaked to the timbers of the frame in a similar manner
f»r ahi]* of

lo t jie waj eBi and the clamps are to be bolted with
t ... in*.

up B|Hj down bolts agreeuldy to fig, 3.

(443.) Where only one stroke of spirketing is

wrought, both butts are to be coaked to the timbers

nearest their ends.

(4 44.) The main wales, sheer atrakes, spirketing,

and clamps, are to be coaked and bolted as directed for

* ships of the line.

feTJoion (445.) The timbers of the frame are to be single

ifaiptaml bored only, in wake of the water way, shelf pieces, and
frigates. Such other parte where fastenings driven for the security

Treenail pf the inside work are generally diffused ; also the bot-
flisten mg.

tom G|- where the inside planking is omitted,

viz. from the lower edge of the plank next under the

orlop clamps to the limber stroke.

(146.) The general diffusion of metal fastenings in-

troduced with the new system, together with the bolts

for bringing to live plank, will more than compensate

for the treenails left out.

(447.) Ships built upon the small timber system are

to be single fastened throughout.

Orlop (448.) To have two strakes of orlop clamps on each

clamps for side wrought top and butt, bulh eight inches thick,

uhipa of w*h two strokes on each side wrought under them,
threedecks.

t^c upp^ stroke to be six inches thick, and the lower

slrake four inches thick, which may also be wrought top

and butt.

Orlop (449.) Two strokes of seven inches thick wrought
damp* tor top ami butt, with one of six inches, and one of four
&<i Atul 74-

inches thick, wrought also top and butt under them,
gas ships.

(450,) Should there be any di flieu lly in procuring

the middle shill of diagonal timbers for ships of the line,

uuolher slrake (or two if required) of three inches thick,

may be wrought in midthip* below the slrake of four

inches. Cure is to be taken that it be not worked so

low as not to give a five feel scarf to the middle rider

from the upper part of the longitudinal piece ut the first

futtock heads.

(451.) Two strokes of six inches thick, wrought top

and buU. and one stroke of four inches thick wrought

under them.

(452.) No plank or thick stuff whatever is to be

wrought below the said strokes except one limber stroke

on each side, eight inches thick for ships of three decks,

ship* of the seven inches thick for 80 and 74-gun ships, and six
hnc ami

inches thick for 50-gun ships, and to be coaked to the

cross chocks only, with circular cuaks, of 44 inches dia-

meter.

(453.) No plank or thick stuff is to be wrought in

this class of ships below the 6trake ou the ends of the

orlop beams, except one limber stroke on each side of

six inches thickness, which is to be coaked to the cruss

chocks only, with circular coaks of four inches dia-

meter.

(454.) In the wake of the main mast an additional

keelson is to be placed on each side, at such a distance

from the common keelson that the ends of the step may
rest upon it, to support the great pressure of that mast.

The additional and regular keelsons to be coaked lo

the cross chocks only, instead of being faced down ub

heretofore.

(455.) To be of the same dimensions as the common
keelson, and in length for ships of the line about

Ot1u{i

clamp* for

50-gun
Hhira.

Hold.
Limber
truke fui

50-gun
ships.

Limber
slrake for

frigates.

Adilitiunal

keel-on.

twenty-eight feet, and for 50-gun ships and frigates

about twenty-four feel.

(456.) Instead of thick stuff, plank, riders, Ac., a
trussed frame is to be introduced, the various parte of
which (particularly the longitudinal pieces and trusses) *
are to be procured if possible from old ship limber, rii.

the sound parte of old floors, first futtocks, Ac. Should
any sound old timber in a very dry state be made use of,

it should be saturated with oil aod painted with white
lead to prevent an absorption of moisture.

(457.) The diagonal timbers for ships of three decks, Trtured

the upper aud lower ones to be fourteen inches sided in

midships, and the middle ones fifteen inches; and for *|^’
i

two-decked ships the upper aud lower oues to be from
thirteen to fourteen inches, but the middle ones are not

to be less than fourteen inches sided. The fore and aft

pieces at the floor heads urc to be sided in midships

from thirteen to fourteen inches as the conversion will

admit, and afore and abaft from twelve to thirteen inches;

the fore and aft pieces at the first futtock heads from
eleven to twelve inches, the small dimensions to be used
forward and aft.

(458.) The trusses to be sided from eleven to twelve
inches, and with the fore and aft pieces to be moulded
so as to conform to the diagonal timbers as nearly as

the conversion will admit.

(459.) In executing the trussed frame the middle
timber is to be first got into its station, and laid as

nearly to a right angle from the body of the ship as pos-

sible ; the upper part to abut against the fore and aft

stuff that ruus under the orlop clamps, and the lower

part to be continued two feet six inches below the floor

heads, or as much more as the piece will admit. The
lower timber may next be placed, which is to abut
against the limber stroke, and to run at least two feet

six inches above the floor beads, thereby giving a scarf

of not less titan five feet to the middle timber : and in

order to take out the bevelling, or in other words to

make the timber lie nearer at a right angle to the body,

the lower eud of the middle timber is to be reduced at

the upper part, where it comes in contact with the lower

timber. Ln the fore body it will be taken from the aft

side, and in the after body on the fore side ; the lower

part of the upper timber, or upper part of the middle
timber, is also to be taken away for the same purpose.

(460.) Should any difficulty occur iu procuring com-
pass timber for the diagonal frame, a saw kerf may be

cut iu the upper ;>art of the upper, and in the lower

part of the lower timber, thereby avoiding a kerf in wake
of the scarf. This will render procuring these timbers

less difficult.

(461.) in disposing of the diagonal timbers so us to

clear as much as possible the chocks under the guu
deck shelf piece, a chamfer of about six incites may be

taken away when required from the angle of the lower

edge of the orlop beam, as in fig. 4.

(462.) The scarfing of the diagonal limbers to be

side by side, and eaeh of the lower scarls to l>e secured

with two copper bolts of 1^ inch diameter, and each of

the upper scarfs with two copper bolts of 1 ft
>>tch dia-

meter, which are to be driven square from the sides of

the timbers.

(463.) Each shift or diagonal timber to be coaked to

the frame timbers, and lo the gun deck and orlop

clamps with which they come in contact, with coaks of

34 inches diameter, and 3£ inches in length.

(464.) The fore and aft pieces at the floor und first

Naval Ar-
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N»*»l Ar- futtock heads ore lo have their ends coated to the dia-

chitecturc. gonal timbers with coaks of four inches diameter, and

of the same length. A9 these coaks must be double

sunk either in the timber, or in the fore and all pieces

to ensure their being driven up, a piece of thin iron

hoop is to be placed over one end of the cook to pre-

vent its being split by the bolt in punching up; this

precaution should be taken in all cases where coaks are

double sunk.

(465.) Wherever there is a necessity of double sink-

ing ct>aks, the vacant apace is invariably and with the

greatest care to be filled with a mixture of chalk and

grease, or any other durable substance that can be

introduced.

(466.) Great attention should be paid that the fore

and aft pieces at the floor and first futtock heads be

driven in tight between the diagonal timbers, and parti-

cularly the trusses, as they receive the weight of the

ship when she has a tendency to arch or hog, and also

when in the act of pitching.

(467.) As the trusses need not have any coaks at

their ends, should they by accident be cut short, an iron

wedge is to be driven atone end ; and should they have

shrunk, particularly at the upper ends, after they are

put in place, thin iron plate wedges are to be driven in

prior to the ship's being launched or uudockcd. In all

cases a survey should be held to ascertain their state

before the ships be launched or undocked.
(46S.) The diagonal timbers are to be bolted with

bolts of 1J inch diameter, the bolts to be from eighteen

to twenty inches apart, except at the extreme ends,

where two may be placed nearly abreast; and at the

heads of those under the gun deck shelf piece, two
bolts are to be driven through a plate of iron to secure

them when the ship is in the act of rolling.

(469.) The fore and aft pieces at the floor and first

futtock heads to be fastened at their ends with bolts of

1| inch diumeter, ami in the middle with bolts of

inch diumeter, and from twenty inches to two feet

osuuder, the ends excepted, where, as in the ends of the

diagouul timbers, (hey are to be nearly abreast.

(470.) The trusses arc to be secured with bolts of
inch diameter, about two feet asunder. The upper

trusses to be placed a little above a square or 90°.

(471.) In driving the bolts of the diagonal frame, all

those ill the ends, and one at least in the middle, are to

be driven first, and from the inside, in order to draw the

materials well in contact with the frame timbers.

(472.) Water courses arc to be cut wherever there is

a probability that water may lodge, particularly at the
ends of tlsc fore and aft pieces and trusses, also at the

ends of the diagonal timbers that abut against the limber
strake, and the keelsons in wake of the main mast

;

these water courses are to be formed by cutting off the
angle with a plain chamfer at the upper part about
four inches, and at the lower part five inches, the same
to be ohserved with respect to the hooks, crutches, &c.,
but to a greater extent

Trussed (473.) The materials for the diagonal frames of these
classes of ships to be six inches thick. The timbers

•hiw'and
ant^ ^ore an<^ a^ P*wes t0 be from ten to eleven inches

frigates. broad, and the trusses from nine to ten inches broad.

(474.) The upper range of timbers may be procured
of small limber, sided eleven inches for 50-gun ships,
and ten inches for frigates ; the upper parts of which
must be fayed to the clamps, &c., but the lower parts
may be brought to with boiling in the kiln, should

there be any difficulty of procuring timber of a proper Naral Ar-
growth. ehiteeture*

(475.) Chocks of dry oak well oiled are to be wrought
under the lower edge of the lower stroke of inside stuff

to prevent the scoring of the diagonal timber.

(476.) The other parts of the diagonal frame may be
procured of thick stuff, and brought to with boiling,

(should it be required.) excepting those parts afore and
abaft to form the hooks und crutehes, which may
be converted from small timber Bided from ten to
eleven inches, and moulded as broad at the middle line

as may be required to receive the iron plate hooks or
crutches.

(477.) The bolts for the diagonal timbers lo be in

distance asunder from eighteen to twenty inches, except
at the etuis, where two are to he disposed of, as before

directed for ships of the line ; those for the upper range
of timbers, and for the parts which form the hooks and
crutches, arc to be 1 1 inch diameter, and the remainder
one inch diameter.

• (478.) Whenever the treenails of the bottom come in

wake of, and at a proper dtitance from the edges of the

fore and aft pieces and trusses, they are to pass through
them ; and the additional fastenings that may lie re-

quired are to be made with bolts of £ diameter , the

ends are also to be secured with two bolls in each, as

directed for ships of the line.

(479.) Water courses arc to be formed by cutting ofT

the lower angle of those parts of the diagonal frame
which form the breast hooks and crutches ; but no
wafer courra are to be cut in any other part of the dia-

gonal frame.

(480.) The greatest care is to be taken that the fore

and aft pieces und trusses be driven in tight between

the timbers, and that their butts be well compressed by
raiming prior to their being calked. The upper
trusses shall be placed a little above a square or 9(r.

(481.) The hooks and crutches are to be constructed Hook* and
on a principle that will be shown by a drawing. crutches.

Line of Battle Ships. Frigates.

Cwt, qr. lbs. Cwt. qr. lbs.

Weight 3 1 14 4 1 7

(482.) The fore and aft carling under the after gun- Foroandaft

deck beams, is to be secured to the inner post, and is to carlin* un-

run to the beam afore the mizen step. !*
ef

.

(483.) The orlop beams for ships of the line to have
jjJJJJJ,

a fore and aft stroke of four inches thick placed under Strike un-

thern in the midships, to receive the heads of the pillars der orlop

in the hold. bc*™«-

(484.) The half beams are all to be of fir, except iuif
those in the cable tiers. beans.

Scantling*.

Shins L‘f

theLiue,

31)«U

Stunt of
the Line.

2 Docks.

SO.jiun

Ship*.
Frigate*. 1

j

Orlop Sq.ll Sq. 10J Sq. 10 Sq. 8
Lower deck .... 11 104 10 8
Middle deck . . .

.

10

Upper deck .... 9 9 8* 9*
Quarter deck nndl

forecastle . . . j

7

Roundhouse ... 51 5

A piece of oak plank is to be brought ou the end of

each half beam to make it of sufficient depth to reach
the shelf piece.
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pieces.

The midship end of each half beam is to be secured

to the carling with a dog- bolt.

Hr. In. Drp. Ia.

(4S5.) For the gun deck 12 . . 10

For middle and upper decks 11 . . 9
To be of old oak, thick stuff, or plank.

For the gun deck ubout 10 . . 5
For middle and upper decks 9 . . 4

Ship* oftlii* line. to gun Ship*. FrigM**.

For the oriop ,

Lower deck .

.

Inch**
thick.

9
To b* in

9

fachp-
tmuj
15

n ittrrc

1 5

?nch>a*

thick.

8
Unn m
8

In/-hr,
btuaiL

14

14

IneUr* Ittcbp,

thick. t.fu*d-

11 u
h> n dr* wing.

7 12

Middle deck .. 8 14

Upper deck .

.

S 14 »t 13 6 14

Quarter deck,

and fore-

1

castle . • . . J

7 12 H 11 64 1 11

Roundhouse .

.

« »• 10
1

The breadth given is for the upper side of the shelf

piece, the front side being bevelled.

(486.) The scarfs to be five feet six inches long, and
to be coaked with four circular cooks in each scarf; the

scarfs to be so disposed that the front lip may overrun
a chock under the shelf piece about four inches.

(487.) Should any difficulty occur in procuring shelf

pieces on account of breadth, they may be wrought by
bringing the top ends together alternately, and intro-

ducing a connecting shift as described in fig. 5.

(488.) The shelf pieces are to be secured with bolls

from eighteen to twenty inches asunder, and as the
throat bolls of the iron knees will pass through the
shelf pieces, no bolt should be placed nearer than twelve

inches to the niiddc of each chock that is intended to re-

ceive nn iron knee.

(4ft9.) The diameter of the in and out, and up and
down bolts for shelf pieces mint be as follows:

Ship* of 50-gun Fri-

the Line. Ship*.

Orlop. H if 1

Lower deck u i* i

Middle deck i*
Upper deck H •i u
Quarter deck and forecastle. i i }
Roundhouse

i i

Coalufor (400.) The diameter of the co&ks for the shelf pieces,
shelf pieces, and number in each beam end, are to be as follows.'

i Ship* of

1

the Liar.
fiO-ftin

Ship*.
Frffile*.

If
Dttap *

In. No.
4 2

4 2
4 2

4J 1

4 1

In. No.

34 2
In. No.

H 1

if

h

Middle deck . .

.

Upper deck . .

.

ForvcAktle and
deck

quarter}
34 2

4 1

34 1

4 1

4 2

4 1

s w 41 1 3 1

15 4| 1 4 1

lil
Middle dtek

3J 1

31 1

34 1

3 131
1 Forecastle and quarter

4 1

(491.) These cooks are to be of cast iron 4 inches Naval Ar.

long, and the cavity to be filled with cement and sand
;

chitecture.

if iron coaks cannot be procured, hard seasoned durable
wood coaks ore to be substituted.

(192.) The chocks under the shelf pieces or beams Chocks for

for iron knees, are to be sided as follows :
knew.

Ship* of

the Line.
50-gun
Slujtt.

Fri-

For the Lower deck
I riches. Inch?*.

10 9 7
Middle deck

Upper deck
9

84 8 8
Quarter deck ondl

forecastle ..... j
n 7 7

Roundhouse 6 s»

(493.) The chocks uuder the orlop shelf pieces arc
to be placed conformably to directions that will be
given with a section, sided for ships of the line and
50-gun ships Irom eleven to twelve inches, and for fri-

gates from ten to eleven inches. Care is to be taken
that the bolts for the diagonal timber in the wake of
these chocks, be so disposed as to pass through the
chocks.

(494.) The beams of the gun deck, and also those
of the orlop, to be stationed so as to receive a side
plate, by keeping one side of the chock fair, or in such a
direction with the fore or after part of the beam us may
be most convenient.

(495.) Side plates for ship* of the line five inches
broad, 1£ inch thick; for 50-gun ships, 44 inches
broad, and 1$ inch thick, diameter of the bolts
inch.

(496.) The chocks under the midship lower deck
beams of frigates, are to abut on the beam ends of the
midship platform in the same manner as those of ship*
of the line, and 50-gun ships do on the orlop beams,
but no side plates are required for frigates.

(497.) The chocks under the shelf pieces are to be
got into plaoe as tight os possible, which maybe accom-
plished by previously setting the beams an inch above
their proper round.

(498.) The weights of the forked knees are to be as Forked
follows : knees.

Shin* of the

Line. 11
8* }u.

For the Lower deck

Middle deck ....

Upper deck

Quarter deck and)
Forecastle . . ,J

about Si cut.

21

21

11

3

24 2i

(499.) Those beams that are placed over ports where
the forked knee cannot with convenience be introduced,
are to be secured by iron dagger knees on chocks, with
an ear against the side for the introduction of a bolt.

(500.) The diameters of the bolts for the forked
knees are to be as follows, viz.
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*^,e two ^,roat ant* ^,e »P\
'

\

and dawn bolt y
Tlie lower bolts and those lore and

aft in beams y
Upper and /'The throat, and up and down bolts,

middle < Bolls below, and the fore and aft')

decks. (_ ditto J
Quarter dec two throat bolts, and the up")

castle
°

f
au^ down ditto. J"

Bolts below, and fore and aft ditto . 1

The up and down bolls in the lower, upper, and
quarter decks, arc to be of copper.

Iron knees (501.) Tlie lower deck beams of frigates, and the

under forecastle and quarter deck beams of 50-gun ships and
beam*. frigates, to be secured at each end with an iron knee

under the beam, in weight 14 hundred weight, the toes

or ends to be 4 inch in thickness and bolted with bolts

of oue inch diameter.

Round (502.) The beams of the round bouse arc to be se-

bou»e cured with a plate bolt at each end, diameter of the bolt
**

iQ the beam 14 inch, and bolted with bolls of | inch

with put* diameter. The plate on which the bolt is clenched is to

bull*. lie ujhui the beam and be let into the under side of the

flat of the deck.

Beam ends (503.) The beams of the orlop and platforms, and
tn be **- (he foremost and aftermost beams of the lower decks of
cured with frigates, are to be secured with three bolts of 1^ inch in

throw h**
0 eac^ en<*» w l*‘ch are lo b® driven through the bottom of

the buttum. ^he ship.

Trussing (504.) The short stuff, or quick work between the

between the ports of the lower, middle, and upper decks, to be com-
port*. of posed of materials, sound, well seasoned, and converted

J&ai
1 *1

#
r̂om , ‘m '>er '** can be procured. The abutment

ship*, aJd
” P»ce» for the gun deck to be about thirteen inches

frigates. broad, and for the middle and upper decks twelve inches.

(505.) The trusses for the gun deck to be eleven

inches, pnd for the middle and upper decks ten inches

broad. The abutment pieces are to be the same thick-

ness as the clamps, if they do not exceed six inches,

wh :ch are not to be bearded, but should they exceed that

thickness, they are to be bearded to Rix inches; but the

diagonal trusses are to be half an ittch less in thickness.

(506.) Every abutment piece is to be coaked to the

port timber, with one circular coak of 34 inches diameter,

which is to be placed so as lo act against the pressure of
the truss on the abutment piece. The head of each

abutment piece is to be bolted with two in and out bolts

of
Jf
inch diameter, each end being also bolted in a fore

and aft direction, with one bolt of the like diameter.

The space between the trusses and abutment pieces is to

be left open, while the ship is in a state of ordinary,

but when commissioned it is to be coppered over.

(507.) In calking the trusses between the ports, the

horizontal parts in contact with the spirkvting and
clamp are to be welt raimed and calked, by which
means they will act well against the up and down, or

abutment pieces ; but should there be a space left be-

tween the abutment pieces and trusses more than tlw

calking will set home, the up and down joint is to b«
first calked, or a neat iron plate is to be driven in.

Trowing (508.) Whether the stern be built in the common
the stern, principle, or round with the rother head without board,

drawings will be sent. The lower, middle, and upper
decks of ships of the line, ore to be laid diagonally.

(509.) The water ways for the lower deck to be from
VOL. Vi.

thirteen to fourteen inches square, and for the midtile jc#Tal ^
and upper decks from 124 to thirteen inches square, chittdure.
These scantlings may be easily procured, as the rabbet »v—

—

1

and rounding of the front will materially assist the con- Waterways
version. The rabbet for the flat of the deck is to be diag.juU

taken out, so as to admit of a calking seam of three
atc***

inches in depth, and with such an angle that the butts
of the flat of the deck may be bearded J inch and no
more.

(510.) To prevent a lodgement of water on the upper
side of the water ways, they are to be trimmed below a
level from the &pirketing, inwards, which may be done
by letting the water ways down more on the inner edge,
than on that next the timbers, according to fig. 6.

(511.) It being of the greatest importance that the
water ways and ekeings be procured of dry, well sea-
soned oak, or timber of equal durability, great care is

to be taken in the selection ; and to promote this object,

the water ways may be wrought of short lengths and
butted on carliugs let down for that purpose between
the beams, observing that no more carliugs are to be
introduced than may be necessary for this purpose, and
that they be let down in scores which arc to be taken
entirely from the half beams.

(512.) The carlings are to be of the same breadth as

the water ways, and in depth the same as the binding
strake, the upper sides of the carlings being flush with

the upper sides of tlie beams. The clamps and spirket-

ing are to be worked according to the usual practice.

(513.) The butts of the water ways are to be dis-

posed of in the middle of tbe carlings, and the scoring

down part of the water way to be taken away from the

butt to the side of the beam next to it, as shown in

fig. 7, and the binding sir&kes are lo give shift to the
water ways.

(514.) Each butt of the water ways is to be secured

to the carting will) two coaks, and one up and down
bolt. The boll Is to pass through the shelf piece, but
should the bolt that passes through the end of the half

beam come near lo the butt of the water way, then one
up and down bolt niav be omitted. The in and out

bolls in the wake of these carlings will necessarily pass

through them instead of the water ways.

(515.) No ekeings are to be wrought of greater

scantlings than may be necessary to get the water ways
in and out of place, and to admit of disposing the up
and down bolts so as to clear the rabbet of the water

way, the spirketing, and the clamp sufficient for

clenching. The ekeings are to give shift to the water

ways, and thereby reduce the calking at the butts os

well as give a stop to the same.

(516.) The water ways and ekeings are to be scored

down on the gun deck main or principal beamB three

inches, and on tbe middle and upper deck main or prin-

cipal beams 24 inches ; the scores are to be taken from

the water ways and ekeings, and the butts faced on the

sides of the beams 4 *n inch. No scores are to be

taken from the water ways and ekeings in wake of the

half beams, but the scores are to be taken from the half

beams entirely.

(517.) One up and down boll in the water ways
through the shelf piece is to be disposed of in the end
of each beam and half beam, the diameter of the bolts

for the beams of the gun deck to be 14 inch, and for

the middle and upper decks 1 f inch, for the hall beam*

of the gun deck 1 j inch, and for the middle and upper

decks one inch.

8k
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Kir&l At- (5lS.) The in and out bulls in (he upper psrt of the
ehitecture. waler ways arc to be equal in number to those in the

v—^ lower part in the binding strokes ; the diameter of the

bolts lor the gun deck to be 14 inch, and for the middle

und u|>[n?r decks, one inch.

(bid.) The diameter of the coaks for the water ways

and the number in each beam end to be os follows, viz.

laches. No.

Coakn for Each beam endT Lower deck 4 2
waterways, waterway. J Middle and Upper decks. . 3} 2

These coaks arc to be of cast iron lour inches in

length ; if iron coaks cannot be provided, then well-sea-

soned, hard, durable wood is to be substituted.

Side bind- (520.) Thick strokes for the gun deck six inches, and
ing or *eor- for the middle and upper decks five inches, brouil ten

drake"" r

‘ ,,ckes * to down in scores taken from the main or

•eeiiring

1

' principal beams ; for the gun deck three inches, and for

the ends of the middle and upper decks 24 inches; and what may
the fiat «f be required to muke the upper side of the binding stroke
djaeonAl flush with the upper sides of the beams, is to be luken

him olMlw
*rorn **1C binding strake, aud the scores urc to be faced

tin*. on the sides of the beams half an inch. No scores are

to be taken from the binding strokes for half beams, but

the scores are to lie taken from the half beams entirely.

(52 i.) One in and out bolt in the binding stroke and
lower edge of the water way, is to be disposed of in the

space between each beam and half beam; and as there

will be a space of three inches between the binding stroke

and water way, no chocks are to be fitted for the purpose

of wooding the bolls. The diameter of the bolts fur the

gun deck to be 1 fr
inch, and for the middle and upper

decks one inch.

Midship (522.) The binding strokes in midships arc to be
bonding coakcd to every main beam aud breast hook, with one
trakci fur circular coak of 34 inches diameter. To be five inches

mfddfTmd l^'c^ l^e Pttrl Ihe fore hatchway forward lor

upper decks Sun decks of ships of the line, and four inches thick

of ships of from the ward room or cabin bulkheads forward for
the line, SO- middle and upper decks.

andfr!“l'tcs
(523.) Every side butt of the flat is to be fastened to

Diagonal the side binding or scored down stroke, with two tree-

decks for nails of 14 inch diameter, except in those beams where
the gun, the up and down bolts in the forked knees, or the butts

IT** deck*
l^recte<^ ôr ^e bulf beams pass through the flat, then

ol'shipfof one ,reenail only is to be driven ; the holes for which

the line. are not to be bured until the deck shall have been calked,

but not payed. All these treenails are to pass through
the bindjug stroke, but only one treenail is to pass

through each half beam ; those in the gun deck main
beams being ten inches long, and in the middle and
upper deck main beams nine incites long.

(524.) Every midship butt is to be fastened to the

main beams, or cartings, as the case may be, with two
bolts, and every plank to be bolted with two bolts in

each beam, which it may cross ; the bolts arc all to be

4 of an inch diameter, und eleven inches long, fur the

gun deck, and eight inches long for (he middle and
upper decks; the holes are to lie bored through the

beams, to admit of driving out the bulls. To be fastened

tc the half beams with two, and to the ledges with one
deck treenail.

(525.) One up and down bolt is to pass through the
flat of the deck, tin? side binding or scored down stroke,

and each main and half beam, excepting those beams of
the upper and middle decks, where a knee bolt passes
through the binding stroke : at the gun deck these holts
will pass through the shelf piece ; diameter of the bolls

for the gun deck one inch, and fir the middle and upper
decks 4 °f an inch.

(5*26.) The calking of diagonal decks to be carried

on progressively, as follows:

1. The treenails.

2. The fore and aft seam, next the binding stroke in
midships.

3. The diagonal seams.

4. The water way seam.
Care is to lie taken that the diagonal seams under the

water ways be well filled with oakum, for which pur-
pose irons are to be used similar to those described for

that purpose in fig. 8.

(527.) The forecastle, quarter deck, and round house
of ships of the line, and all the decks of other ships and
vessel-, to be laid in a fore and aft direction. The
coaked water ways for lower decks of 50 -gun ships, to

be 124 inches square, and for frigates 104 inches ; for

the upper decks of 50-gun ships and frigates, 1 14 inches
square ; for the forecastle and quarter deck of ships of
the line, 50-gun ships and frigates, 104 inches, aud for

the round house of nil ships, to be nine inches square.

(528.) The rabbet to be taken out of the coaked water
way, so as to admit of a calking seam of three inches in

depth, aud with such an angle, that the thin water way
may he bearded of an inch, and no more.

(5*29.) Tiie coaked water ways to be bolted with one
up and down bolt in each beam and half beam ; the dia-

meter of the bulls for the main beams of the lower decks
of 50-gun ships to be If inch, fur the upper decks of

50-gun ships and frigates I
ft
inch; for the lower dccka

of frigates, and the iorecastle and quarter deck of ships

of the line, 50-gun ships, and frigates, one inch, and for

the rou ml house of all ships ^ of an inch,

(530.) The diameter of the up and down bolts in the

water ways and half beams, to be 4 of an inch leas than

has been directed for the main beams.

(531.) The in and out bolts for the water wuys, to be

disposed of at the distance of from twenty inches to two
feet asunder, and to be in diameter as directed for the up
and down bolts of the respective main beams. This
kind of water ways to be butted on cartings, ns already

described for the diagonal decks.

(53*2.) Each main beam end and water wny to be

coaked with circular coaks of cast iron of the following

diameters and number.

Ships

of the

Lid*.

50-gun
Ships.

Fri-

tfalw.

Lower deck
In. No.

.

,

In. No.

4 2

In. No.

3) 1

Upper deck .. 34 2 34 *

Forecastle and quarter deck 4 1 4 1 4 1

Round honse 34 1 34 1

(533.) The outer water wavs to be one inch thicker

than the flat of the respective decks, and to 1m? fastened

to the beams and half beams with treenails, and the

butts to be secured with mixed metal nails.

(534.) The forecastle, waist, and quarter deck ot

ships of the line, 50-gun ships, and frigates, are to l>e

fastened with mixed metal nails.

(535.) The holes for the bolts of diagonul decks are

to he bored through the beams to admit of driving out

Naval Ar-
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Cram bolt-

IDg of tlw

Circular

took* and
holes for

ditto

painted.

Naval Ar- the boll* on a repair ; the bolts arc to be mode with tool

chitectura. heads, and the points to be rounded tor the purpose of

driving; them out with concave punches.

(536.) In the event of shifting the decks, the holes

are to be bored through the new deck, by introducing

the auger into the original holes iti the beams from the

under sides; and to prevent the necessity of re-fastening

the bolls of a larger diameter than were originally

driven, a rope-yarn or yarns is to be introduced in each

hole of sufficient length above the deck to take a turn

round the head of the bolt before it may be driven

home. But should this mode be found objectionable in

practice, either the original mode may be followed by

driving bolts of a larger diameter, or the old holes may
be plugged up and new ones bored.

(537.) A system of cross bolting is to be introduced

between the bolls of the knee of the head and hooks

fonraudaod
^rom or^°P upwards, two bobs of lj| inch diameter

afTwheiT
31

»hips of the line, and two bolls of I
} inch for 50-gun

tr*nfc>m» ships and frigates, to be disposed of in each space

•nr omitted, between the hooks agreeably to fig. 9. No sap wood
Sap wood (except on elm) is to be suffered to remain in any part

to bo talma 0f the ship, but it is to be taken off from the materials
***• before they are placed in the ship. The officers are to

be considered particularly responsible for the perform-

ance of this duty.

(538.) The holes for circular coaks are invariably to

be painted with white lead. Wooden coaks are to be

made of the soundest and best seasoned durable wood
that can be procured, they are to be soaked in oil, and

their ends painted with while lead. In ull cases great

care is to be taken that the holes are not Mink lower

than the coaks themselves, and where double sunk coaks

are used great care is to he taken to fill up the space

with chalk and grease as before directed.

Oil and tar. (539.) In all cases where oil and tar have been

directed to be used, the mixture is invariably tube made
with four-fifths of oil and one-fifth of tar.

Copper (540.) Every copper boll for iron knees, is to be

bolt* fur driven with a ring under its head, and those copper
iron kuees. bolts which are clenched upon the bottom under the line

of flotation, are to be carefully chinccd, and putty

placed upon the oakum before the ring is pul on.

lobe (511.) In order to facilitate the seasoning of beams
placed erect they are to be converted os early as possible, and placed
for season- ag near tho ship as convenient. With their butt-ends

upwards ; and as oil has been found to be a great pre-

ventive to the dry rot, the butt-ends of those important

parts of the ship arc to be hollowed out so os to retain

a quantity of oil, by which means it will be must readily

absorbed by the timber ; a fresh supply of oil is to be

afforded occasionally, and, in trimming the beams, as

little of their ends so saturated, is to be cut off us possi-

ble. The ends of the beams are to be covered, so as to

protect them from water, and admit a free circulation of

air.

(542.) Defects are to be cut out of timbers of the

frame, and all other parts of the ship, before they are

stowed away for seasoning ; and those timbers where
defects have been removed, the hole ra to be on the

under side, but if that cannot be done, a hole is to be

bored to take off the water.

(543.) The faying part of the various materials, viz. dia-

gonal timbers, fore and aft pieces, trasses, hooks, crutches,

chocks under beams, the water ways und ekeings to ditto

are to be charred with shavings or ironed with a hot iron,

and while hot to be paved with oil and tar.

Me&ustoba
takes for

the preser-

vation of
the inv
teriate.

(544.) All the timbers of the frame in the hold of the Naval Ar-
hip, but particularly those under the magazine and ekitectur*.

coal-hole, when perfectly dry
, are also to be payed over

with oil and tar twice or more during the time the ship
is building. The rents and shakes of the frames, and
also the diagonal framing, are to be chinced, and the
surface well payed with oil and tar.

(545.) The ends of beams, longitudinal pieces, trusses,

chocks, under-shelf pieces, cartings, Ac. after being well

saturated with oil and tar, arc to be painted with white
lead. By this process the capillary tubes will lie pre-
vented from absorbing the juices of the limber with
which they are to be brought in contact.

(546.) The strictest attention is to be paid during the Opening*,

building of the ship, to keep the openings of the frame *° h*

and every other port clear from chips or dirt, or any C^T0^

thing that may obstruct a free circulation of air.
,**1

(547.) An entrance to the hold is to he left open in Knlmneca
all ships at the bead, and also on one side in midships os to hokL

long as the carrying on of the w orks will admit, not only
for the convenience of conveying the materials on board,

but to facilitate the seasoning of the ship by creating a

circulation of air; which latter object will be further

promoted by leaving open the treenail holes in various

parts until the calking of the ship. The calking of

the ship is not to he performed until it shall be considered
necessary. A stroke is to be left open on the outside,

opposite to the opening above the stroke on the orlop
beams within board.

(548.) When a ship is not built or repaired under a
roof, every possible precaution is to be taken lo keep her
dry during the progress of the works; and to accom-
plish this desirable object, the forecastle, quarter deck,

and round house are to be laid and calked as early as
possible, and a temporary housing erected over the
waist. Eave hoards arc also to be fitted lo the topside,

os already practised, to carry the water from the ship.

If necessity should compel the use of unseasoned tim-

bers. it is to be boiled in the kilns, and afterwards

exposed to the air us long as possible.

(549.) Fig. 1, 2, and 3, pi. vi. represent the sheer plan
or elevation, the body plan or plan of projection, and the

half-breadth plan of a first- rate of 120 guns.

(550.) Great Britain is not only deeply interested in Commei-
all that concerns her Navy, but also in that commercial eial marine

marine, which connects her with other nations. When fdQntt

we look at the magnitude of this portion of her power, at

once the ample feeder of her wealth, and a nursery of sea-

men for all the daring enterprises of war, we cannot but re-

gard every improvement by which additional security can
be imparted lo it, with the greatest interest and delight.

By the modes of ship-building commonly practised in

our merchants’ yards. Sit Robert Scppings observes

there can be little doubt that lives and property to an
immense amount must from time to time be sacrificed by
injudicious modes of construction, und by the inefficient

plans which huve had no better origin than a rude and
barbarous experience.

(551.) An idea of the great importance of our com- It* import-

mertiul marine may be gathered from the following once,

statement of the British shipping employed in the trade

of the United Kingdom, and which have actually entered

the several Ports of Great Britain for some preceding

year*.

Bri'i»h >

Tonnage )

1*27 162* 1629 1830
Commer-
cial ship-1626

,7%,*250 1 972,780 1,955,548 2,033,854 tJMMjm li„,

(552.) For the Year 1831 wc present a more detailed 1831

3 k 2
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"t*

of
,

lh' »WPPinK employed in the tnd. oflh. United rrpc.lr.l vopgr,.) with the number of Iheir crew. N«1 Ar-
.

,08™>erwill> thonuoiber andtonnageofvcm.1* wpanitiiip British rrom Foreign ships, und distinguish- chit«iuW.

entered nt.Btl . ami ele.red oulw.rds, (including their ing the Unde with each Count?.. °
.

Inward*.

KukhU
Stftli'o

Norway
Driim.uk
Prussia

Germany
United Netherlands
France ..............................
Portugal, viz. Pruper

Aium
Madeira . ,,,,

Spaia and the Balearic Ishuuls

Canary Island*

Gibraltar

Italy and the Italian Island*.

Malta
Ionian Island*

Turkej and Continental Greece
More* and Greek Islands

Egypt ^ftirtaonthe Mediterranean.)
Tripoli, Harbiry. and Morocco
Coast of Africa, from Morocco to the Cape of Good

1

Hope }

Ca]ie of Good Hope
Eastern Coast from the Care of Good Hone to Bi-

helman-lcl

Cape de Vend Islands
St Helena anil Ascension
Mauritius

Chic
Java
Philippine Islands

Other I «land* of the ladun Scat ..............
New South Wale*
New Zealand and South Sea Inlands
British Northern Colonies
British West Indies
Haiti
Cuba and other Foreign West Indies ......... .

United States

Mexico
(•uatemalf « « i «• t •*««••< t <«*<••• *

Colombia
Braid
States of the Rio de U Plata

Chili

Peru.
The Whale Fisheries *

Island* of Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney, and Man .

Foreign Parts, the particular Place* cannot be i

specified) ]

British. Foreign.

|

Ships. Tons. Men. Ship*. 1 Tom. Men.

ES 391.850 18,246 132 33,867 1.677
84 11.450 6 If 195 39,68! 1.896
52 4,518 306 7S«I 114,865 6,145
66 6,552 32! 74b 62,190 3,672

467 8.M0.* 3,87.' 701 1 40,532 6.984
109,651 5,579 632 58 411 3,138

1,723 167,456 i 0,528 756 82.449 1.492
1,312 97,057 9.45C 1,254 73.159 7,747
401 43,169 2,537 54 6.084 495

' 220 17,451 1,086 9 817 74
ii 1,402 96

686 73,627 4,173 87 8,800 671
45 5,284 281
H 953 50

497 75,875 4,132 97 19,712 1,275
27 4.509 249
CO 8,482 473

129 16,180 1,020
13* 1,822 9b
35 8,417 401 235 9
12 1,178 63

136 36,710 1 ,852 ...

£1 4,626 260

1 134 13

*69 10.315 1 .028

~
150 63,566 1,217

21 27,889 2,783
2 693 53
7 2,078 118

35 11,875 675
1 537 43

1,758 460,236 2-2,276

9(14 249,079 13,691
25 4,633, 256 2 321 17
35 7,438

1

377 6 2.065 RN
289 91,?87 4,204 639 229.869 9,807

32| 4,971 295 5 668 48
i 206 9
» 1,707 91 . .

.

.... fc ...

216 49,414 2,521 5 965 70
42 -,S3!I 426 ....

4 982

1

58 ... ....

IU 1,920 112 . . ,

.

....

111 37,454 4,415 ....

1,955 106,230 8,268 C 907 48

14,488

1

2,367.322 131,627 6,085 K/4,605 47,453

Outwards.

British.

Ships. Tons.

1,605

67|
:u

437
303
665

1.617

1.191

3si
1771

m
320
43
106
3b3
61

35
II 7,

3
39

1

3

316,361
8,953
2,876
70

, 124

50,792
102,026
179,483

90,111
43,574

12.750

1.102
58,01-1

5.259

14,349
64,837

10,561

5,306

17,696
375

8,I78|

330

Foreign.

Men. Ships. Tons. Men.

116' 31,8*9

37 7,213]

2
f»

28
137
22
12

«|
78
4

1,804

907
43
78
358
30
1

la

239
25!

IS

71

110

1,867

49

468]

1,164

8,067

59,721

28,081

3,505

1,085

27,623
1,359

473,338

249,051

7,516

14,927

114,200

5,056
174

-

58,681
4.483

3.602

1,291

36,172
97,465

7,939

14,654

528!

194
3,450

1

>394
5.194

9r'40
9,146

2,673,

889|
72

3,424

1

307,

807|
3,089

;

555 1

2681
1.015

21

413|
19

1,889

1

423

27
71

452
4,187

2,764

197|

111

1,567

no
23,257

14,108|

450
873

5.406

293
10

163
2,974

255
231
78

4328
7,749

359

129

1

118
784
925
355

32,827

21,782
128,480;

102JJ39]

80,85
589

i 49,635
784 86.461
975 62,5.10

1

132 21,243

6 510

14,239]

723
14,502

736
224
407

396

1,126

1,287

14 3,718
651 231.280

639

227

618

163

37^24,

1.488

1,079,

6,610
5,474

3,483

2
,
688

]

4,931

5.770|

1,251

51

895

44
912]

45
16
21

28

33

179
10,209

39

1,580

Imperfect (553.) With regard to the principle on which mcr-

"Sch**
canl5 *e #bip» *** nl pKNnt constructed, and particularly

eh&ut 'hips
85 ^gtiids the putting together their ribs or frames, and

arc at prv- the arrangement of the materials, it may be observed,

sent con- that in forming the frames or ribs, half of the timbers
smicted only are united ao as to constitute any part of an arch,

the alternate couples only being connected together;

the intermediate timbers (termed fillings) being uncon-
nected together, and merely resting upon the outer

planking, instead of giving, as they ought to do, support

to iU Ships so constructed cannot by any means pos-

ses* equal strength with those that have the whole of

their timbers formed into frames or arches.

(554.) Sir Robert Seppings observes, “ that this

imperfect mode of practice is peculiar to the English
merchant ship-builder; and was pursued even till very

lately in his Majesty's Navy, while the preferable system

of connecting the ribs was common to other maritime

PowtN. There cannot be any doubt,’* he further adds,
" that the principle of uniting the frames now adopted

in the construction of English ships of war, might with

great advantage be also introduced into the mercantile

Navy; thereby giving to the ships in that employ addi-

tional strength and increased durability, without adding
to the expense of building.

(555.) There ore also great objections to the present

Principles

employed in

Navyraight
with (kIted-

t*t»* be
adopted in

merchant
ships.

Digitized by Google
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, mode of joining together the several pieces of the same

. ril). In the ordinary way it is done by the introduction

' of a third piece, technically termed a chock or wedge
piece. A, fig. 4. pi. vi.; these pieces amounting to upwards

of four hundred and fitly in a 74-gun ship, and not less

t than that number in an Indiaman of 1200 tons. Of
these chocks, not one in a hundred is ever replaced in

the general repair of a ship, being not only found

defective, but very generally to have communicuted their

own decay to the timbers to which they urc attached.

In addition to this, the grain of the rib pieces is much
impaired, to give them the curvature required; and that

they occasiou a great consumption of materials, is ob-

vious, the ends of the two rib pieces being first cut

away, and then replaced by the chock.

(556.) This mode of putting together the frame is

also peculiar to the English ship-builder, and was
h introduced about the year 1714 ; and to the honour of
r
Mr. Nash, the builder of the Royal William, it should

be recorded, that he refused to adopt it- When that

ship was taken to pieces at Portsmouth, in 1813, Sir

Robert Seppings found she was built without the wedge
pieces or chocks, to which, in a certain degree, he attri-

buted her strength and durability.

(557.) Chocks were no doubt introduced in order to
R procure the necessary curvature, when croaked or com-
' pass timber became scarce, as may be seen in fig. 5.

The same curvature, however, may equally be obtained

by a different combination of materials, and at a con*

siderable less consumption of useful timber.

,
(558.) The frames of a mercantile ship, according to

f the present mode of building, before they are placed and
» united to each other, may be seen with their chocks or

wedge pieces in fig. 6. From imperfect workmanship,
also, the surfaces of die chucks are seldom in contact with

those of the timbers ; and the ends of both arc frequently

reduced so thin, as to split by the fastenings necessary

to secure the planks to the ribs. Thus (tie ship, in the

event of grounding, or even in the act of rolling, derives

little support from timbers united only by two narrow

edge,.

(559.) Another great defect, moreover, is, that the

ends of the lower ribs or timbers, commonly termed the

lower fultocks, fig. 6, are not continued across the keel

C, so tluii no support ts given in a transverse direction

when the ship touches the ground ; nor any aid to

counteract the constant pressure of the mast. This

great sacrifice of strength and safety is made for no

other purpose than that of giving a passage for the

water to the pumps.

(560.) The floor timbers, which by this mode of con-

struction are the only timbers that cross the keel, are

also weakened for the same purpose, as shown at D,
fig. 6. The conveyance of the water is hence very un-
certain, the passage being very frequently clicked ; the

pumps, from its not being practicable to continue them
sufficiently low, always leaving from six to eight inches of

water in the ship. These compartments, therefore, con-

stantly permit a certain quantity of putrid bilge water,

offensive and injurious to the health of all on board.

(561.) The deficiency of strength causes also an
alarming insecurity in the plank of the bottom, as shown

from its being attached to it, must share the same fate Naral Ar-

ts the keel, and in that case the loss of the vessel would ehitccture.

be inevitable. “v—-

'

(562.) To obviate these serious defects is the principal In»i'w>Te-

. object of the excellent Paper given by Sir Robert Sep-
pings in the Transactions of the Royal Societyfor 1820.

^'mgv

The principle of this improvement may be seen by
referring to fig. 7, the component parts of each rib being
of shorter lengths and less curvature, and consequently
less grain-cut. They are also rendered more firm and
solid by substituting couks or dowels for chocks or
wedge pieces ; and the mode of connecting the lower
timbers is better adapted, in the event of a ship ground-
ing, to give support and strength to the fabric, as appears
by the line denoted by II.

(563.) This mode of connecting the ends of the tim- Origin of

bers by circular dowels or coaks, as at I, is that which uf

has, from time immemorial, been practised to unite the co *j|,

of

fellies of carriage wheels ; and we learn from Mr.Wood,
that (he same method has been observed in joining

together the separate pieces of the shafts of the stone

columns in the ruins of Balbec.

(564.) To contrast the two systems, the Tulavcra, Comparimn

built according to the new plan, was compared with the

Black Prince, constructed with chocks, the result being g ucl{

most favourable to the former. The frame of the Tala- Prince,

vera was composed of small timber, hitherto considered

applicable only for the frames of frigates. Sir Robert
was induced to attempt the construction in this way;
from there being a surplus store of small timber in the
yard, and from a conviction, that a well-combined num-
ber of small timbers might be made equal, if not supe-
rior, both in strength ami economy, to the large, over- Timber

grown, and frequently grain-cut materials, employed in coimnimly

constructing the frames of large ships. The result has
shown the correctness of the principle ; and its adoption JJL
cannot fail to prove of great national advantage, iu the forWgvr
application of sloop timber to the building of frigates, *b»ps.

and of frigate timber to ships of the line, whenever large

timber cannot be procured. On this principle, also, may
frigates and small ships of war, or merchant vessels, be
built of straight fir, without the assistance of oak or

elm, formerly employed to give the necessary curvature

of the sider. As respects the general safety of the ship, Fimher
it may be seen, by referring to fig. 8, pl.vi., and fig. lU, dweriptom

pi. v., that the timbers uniformly cross the keel ; that l
nMI

the frame of the ship is filled so as to form a compact
body to the height marked K ; and that only certain

internal strokes of plank, or thick stuff, as it is termed,
are introduced on the joints of the timbers, for the pur-
pose of imparting strength where every alternate timber
necessarily joins, as shown at L. The remainder of the

inner planking may be omitted, and dunnage battens,

in a perpendicular direction, brought upon the timbers
betteeen tire plank, as shown at M, thereby forming
regular spaces between each, as is usual at present

vport the plauk. This will give an increase of
stowage in proportion to the thickness of the plank
omitted. Water Courses, denoted by dotted lines at N,
arc left in the joints of the timber under the plank, for

the purpose or conveying the water to the pumps;
which, by this plan, reach below the water, instead of

at E, fig. 6, termed the garboard stroke ; which, conae- being some inches above, as in former plans. No
quently, has no other fastening to the general fabric than stagnant water will hence remain, the limber passage,
its connection with the keel at F, fig. 6, and a slight forming a smooth uniform channel, capable of being
security at G, fig. 6: hence it is obvious, that in the cleared with ease, should it be required, whenever the

event of the keel being disturbed, (he garboanl stroke, hold is unstowed; whereas at present it is inaccessible
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and also

lose its

keel.

Naral Ar- in place*, and forms compartments for putrid water,

chitecture. without there being any means of removing it,

(565.) It is obvious that a ship constructed on this

A ship so principle may sustain the loss of certain planks of the—2* bottom, and also the keel, (which has frequently hap-

Sanksfrem peoed to ship* of war on their being taken into dock,)

its bottom, and still reach the place of her destination ; when the

loss of either would be the destruction of a ship built on

the present mode. It is evident, also, that a ship con*

structed on the new plan possesses greater capabilities

of stowage, and ampler space for leakage than by the

old; by omitting [the useless inner planking, and by

laying the kenllnge on dunnage, leaving a space for

the water, which was formerly occupied by the inner

lining. This dunnage in the bilge may be formed with

the iron kentlagc, and thereby serve as ballast, for which

H is well calculated from its situation
;
and by its occu-

pying a space heretofore formiug part of the fabric of the

ship, cannot but give an increase of stowage.

Mix a: of (566.) The best mode of closing tlie openings be*

closing the tween the timbers, is by filling the intermediate spaces

betw^n*
woo<k about three inches in depth, and of

UM^imbeis. 8UC^ lengths us the inferior conversions will afford. These

fillings are to be well calked, after which the exterior

plank is to be brought on. When the works are going on

w ithin board, similar piece* are to be fitted internally, und
afterwards taken out for the purpose of filling the spaces

between the pieces so fitted with a mixture of Parker's

Roman cement and drill; sand, in the proportion of two

to one, the opening being previously well payed with

coal tar. Where there is sufficient space, a brick may
be introduced, provided there is room for cement be-

tween it and the timbers. When filler! in to within

about two inches of the surface of the frame, the three-

inch pieces, already fitted and taken out, are to be well

driven in aud calked, thereby leaving no space unoccupied.

These pieces may even be driven helow the surface of

the Umber, leaving water course* to convey the leakage

to the pumps in channels. Before the launching or un-

docking of ships built on this principle, it has been the

practice to inject the part filled in with mineral tar, by
means of a simple forcing pump, boring holes in the

joiuts of the timbers for the introduction of* the pipe.

By following this method, the air will Ire excluded,

which, ns experience has shown, tends much to the
durability of the fabric. If w hat is here recommended
be attended to, and mercantile ships he built under roofs,

as ships of war now are, durability will be obtained in

addition to safety, from the mode of their construction,
llow wood- (567.) The beams are to be attached to the side*, os

ore render-
®**own ol fentiering wood knees unnecessary,

ed unneces- an< ^ requiring only a small number composed of iron

•ary. In fig. II, pi. v. the portion P illustrates the old prin-

ciple of framing the stern with transoms, and Q the new
one, having timbers similar to the bow, omitting the

transoms below the wing or upper transom. By intro-

ducing the new principle on which the floors are made,
the necessity of using the valuable compass timber,

hitherto required, and which is with so much difficulty

HUt e iron procured, is altogether avoided. Uniform support is

to bn laid thus given, and also increased room for stowage. In
diagonally, mercantile ships above 500 tons, Sir Robert Seppings

recommends plate iron to be laid diagonally, as shown
in fig. 10, pL v.

(56S.) The important principle now recommended,

the not onty <-**uw* » decrease in the consumption of mate-

bar. rials, ami obviates the difficulty of procuring the neces-

sary curvature, but also affords protection from worms ei Namd Ar-
ternolly.aud vermin internally. Leaks may l>e more easily chitecture.

discovered and stopped than by the old method ; and as f

a beautiful experimental proof of increased strength the
Malabar, of 74 guns, built at Bombay, arrived at Ports-

mouth, loaded to her upper deck with timber, having
during her passage encountered four heavy gale* of
wind, without showing a symptom of weakness. Tkh
ship had no other attachment for her beams than the

internal hoops and thick waterway; the iron knee* hav-

ing been omitted, from the difficulty of procuring them in

India, until her arrival in this Country ; thus supporting

her cargo without the aid of knees, either of wood or iron.

(569.) The publication of Mr. Edye's valuable Work Mr. Kdye’s

on Naval Calculations, has brought the great mime-
rical result* of ship-building into a very convenient point

la

of view. .The praiseworthy iudustry that has led to the

formation of the numerous Tables contained in it, will,

we hope, meet with it* due reward. To the theoretical

cultivator of Naval Architecture, as well as to the prac-

tical shipwright, this collection of constants cannot but

prove of the greatest value.

The following Table contains the dimensions* of Dinwnaions

different ships, with their light and loud draughts of
water and height of ports.

'***

• We regret that our limits will not permit uste do more than allude

with the created brevity to the important history of the dimcRMuos
of ship>s. Il has been by very slow and gradual steps that our

Navy has advanced in this important particular. In 1677 the

length on the gun deck of a 100-gun ship, amounted but to 105
feet, and in the establishment of 1745 it had increased only to 178
feet. Spain was the first nation that increased the dimensions of

shi]M to auy considerable extent, and France followed her example
with better success. The capture of the Princess of 70 guns from
the Spaniards in 1739, jointed out the necessity of our increasing

the dimensions of our Urgent class of two decks; hut the French
and Spanish Naiies ware long inferior to tho English in the wont
of three-deckers, of which experience taught them the largest classes

were much too powerful for their largest two-deckers. It was not
till after the Peace of 1763, that either Francs or Spain potsevaed

a single ship of three decks. It was the English three- decker. the
Royal George of 1(H) guns, and of 2046 tons burthen, launched in

1 756, that K.tve so great an impulse to ships of this class. The Com-
merce dc Marseille*., however, exceeded out present first-rales in

length l it 3 feet 4 four inches, m breadth hy I foot 3 inches sad a

half, ami in tonnage by 145 tons.

By adopting 1 00 for the breadth of a three-deck ship of each of

the following Nations the proportional lengths arc those recorded

in the following 'i'aHe

:

Proportional Ng«sil**r» for Ui«
Hrratllti. Length

Spanish ... , . .

.

1(H) 358

Swedish - 100 372

French 100 380

English 100 363
Ana in the largest dust of ships of two decks of 60-gum and

upwards, these proportional numbers are as follows

:

Spanish. . ... 100 Breadth. 362 Length
Danish . 100 367
Swedish 100 369
Freach 100 375
English 100 376

By taking the smaller ships of two docks, the proportional nntn-

bora become

:

English 100 Breadth. 361 Length.

Spanish 100 365
1(M) 365

French ............. 101) 365

Danish 100 373
And for frigates, we lvave the following ;

Spanish 100 Breadth. 367 Length.

French (lotpdrieuse) .. 100 375
English CLeda) ...... 100 376
Danish 100 377
Swedish 100 379
French (Niobe) 100 383
English i. Portland) ... 100 395
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Great dif- (571.) It appears from lilts Table that the rates of

labour for the different clusses of ships are by no means

[*l^® fodr
constant. In the shipwrights, for example, there in a

different difference between the maximum rate for the 28-gun
hips. ship, and the minimum rate for the 52-gun frigate,

amounting to no less than £l. lot. 2</. per ton. It

would be curious to trace the cause of so great a differ-

ence. The cheapest ship for the calkers and joiners is

also the 52-gun frigate ; but the maximum price for the

former trade is found in the 10-gun brig and the

schooner ; and for the latter trade, the greatest price is

• From the** sum* 20 per cent, must he deducted to faring them
to the Peace rales.

found in the 120-gun ship, and the 18-guu corvette.

The greatest rate of labour for the smiths is (bond in the

46-gun frigate, and the least in the cutter. The cheap-

est vessel for the painters is the 18-gun brig, and the

dearest the three-decker. Taking all the ships, the

dearest vessel per ton is the 28-gun ship, and the cheap-

est the 52-gun frigate. We might pursue these com-
parisons further, did our limits permit.

(572.) The relations, also, of the rate per ton for 9 1 *1® ™l*‘

labour and materials are deserving, also, of an attentive ^^
consideration. In the fourth and fifth columns of ihe^lirand
succeeding Table, this relation is exhibited, the timber materials,

exceeding the labour in the greatest ratio in the 120-gun
ship, and the least in the 18-gun brig.
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Naval Ar-

chivedurt.

Number of

Guns.

Hole
per Ton ,

for

Labour.

Rate
per Ton

for

Materials.

Ratio

of
Labour
to Cost

of Ma-
terials.

1

Total i

Expense
of

Labour.

Total
Expense
of Ma-
terials.

Total

Coat of

Shin's

Hull.

Total

Cost of

Masts
and

Yards.

Total
Co*t of

R'SK'UB
and

Blocks.

Total
Cost of
Fumi-
nitnra

and Sea
Stores.

Total

Expense
of Equip*

meet.*

Cm!
per Gun
to the

nearest

Unit.

£m t. <{. £. s. d. £ C. £. £. £. £. £. £.

120 6 0 2 29 19 7 5 : 31 15643 77879 93521 3879 2994 16S05 117199 977
SO 5 5 0 *3 7 9 5 : 25 11976 53303 65279 3506 2997 15114 86896 1086

74 5 10 5 28 0 3 5 : 30 9615 48773 59389 2994 289) 12433 76506 1934
52 4 17 5 20 3 2 5 : 26 7143 29601 36744 2598 2013 9512 50867 978
46 5 11 5 20 19 5 5 : 24 5926 22237 29163 1477 1676 7952 39269 854
29 7 0 4 24 4 1 S : 22 3508 12103 I5G11 745 764 4434 21554 770

Corvette 18 5 16 6 19 12 7 5 : 22 2656 8954 11610 635 792 3706 16743 930
Brig . . 19

i
5 16 10 17 13 9 5 : 20 2234 6758 8992 52G CIO 3285 13413 745

Brig . . 10 5 19 9 19 11 9 5 : 21 1395 4604 5999 327 395 2075 8796 990
Schooner .

.

5 11 2 ID 9 U 5 : 22 1045 3560 4605 200 170 1390 6355
Cutter ....

!

4 9 0 19 6 5 5 : 23 870 3110 3990 351 171 1369 5970

Naval Ar-
chitecture.

Loads of

tinU r for

different

ships.

Number of

men to

btiild a ship

of each

class.

(573.) The next Table contains o statement of the man can work up in a twelvemonth in building'i and of

loads of rough Umber, plank, &c. required for building the number of men it will take to complete a ship iu that

each class of ship and vessel ; of the quantity that one time for launching, calculated at the War rate.

Rato of Ship

Quantity of Loads required

Ditto,that one Man can work in al
Twelvemonth )

Number of Men to build a Ship !

in the same period j

120 SO 74 52 46 28
Uervaite,

18
Briff.

18

3 Hr.

10

Spooner. fetter.

5880

294

200

4-339

2S|

153

3600

29{

122

2372

2H

914

1800

23f

7G

963

22

44*

624

i$4

33]

471

17*

m

337

18*

18

250

184

1*4

186

17

11

If estimated at the Peace rote, the following will be the molts.

Quantity of Loads for one Man in

n Twelvemonth J

Number of Men to build a Ship 1

iu the same period .......... J

35)

160

34*

122*

35}

97

30

69

28*

60 J

26

35J

22*

27

I

21
‘

22

22*
j

14*

22

10*

204

8|

Number of (574.) The time In which 20 riggers can fit the rig-

meu to rig ging and blocks of each class of ship and vessel is given
a ship of

jn t jle fgljowing Table:
each cinaa.

Clasa of Ship and Vessel. Honrs.

120 Guns 300
74 to 60 295

50 260
46 230
28 140
18 Corvette no
18 Brig 105
10 80

(575.) With this Table we reluctantly quit the import-
ant subject of Naval Architecture. It is one of grow-

ing interest to the World, and the present distinguished
Surveyor of the Navy, Captain Symoods, in the ships

already built and now building by him, has so largely

increased the dimensions of ships, that we cannot but
anticipate the most splendid results from his important
plans.

* 20 prr cent, mint be deducted from these sums for labour, and
18 per cent, for .materials, to reduce them to the Peace rate*. The
Cornwallis of 74 gua», of 1S09 tons, vroa built at Bombay of teak,

at £30. 14 *. a ton. The TrinrximaJve frigate, of 1065 tons, at the

same place, of the same material, at £29. 8t. 2d. per Ion. The Vic-
tory. *Ui>, of 332 tons, at £23. 9s. 7d. a ton; the Zebra, of 385 trvs,

at £24. 6«. 7d. a ton ; the Sphinx, of 239 tons, at £24. Gs, 6 H. a too;

and the Camden, of 240 tons, at £25. 3s, 1 Oof. a ton.
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHY.

C*y*J£ The following Treatise has, for the accommodation of
different classes of readers, been divided into two Parts.

~

In the First an explanation is given of the relations of
Crystals, founded upon the characters and positions of
their planes

;
and in the Second, those relations are in-

vestigated and demonstrated mathematically.

The following characters are used in this Treatise,

A, E, I. O, on the angles of primary terminal

planes. (98.)

B, C, D, F, on the primary terminal edges. (98.)
G, H, on the primary lateral edges. (98.)
P. M, T, on the primary planes shown in the figures.

(98)

|| P, ||
M,||T. primary planra parallel toP.M.T. (106.)

r, general expression of the law of decrement. (124.)

A, E, 4c., simple decrement on the terminal angles.

(124.)

A„ E„ 4c.. genera/ symbol of simple deemments on
the lateral angles. (124.)

B, II, 4c., decrements on terminal or lateral edges.

(125)
(B, B', B"r) intermediary decrement. (127.)
0. no decrement, absence of any symmetrical plane,

127.) as B, when ouly the upper plane of mod. e of

the cube occurs in the Crystal, (127.) or A A, when a
plane occurs only oti the alternate angles. (128.)

(0) ahsence of a symmetrical intermediary plane.

(127.)

a, 6, c, 4c., on the modifying planes,

a, b, c, d, modifying planes on the angles of the
doubly oblique prism, and e, of the oblique rhombic
prism, when they cut the terminal plane parallel to a
diagonal. (106.)

~fl, plane a of doubly oblique prism when it cuts M
parallel to a diagonal. ( 106.)

a,, the same modification when it cuts T parallel to a
diagonal, (106.) and so of .6, b„ 4, a, 4c.

b„ 4c., when an angle is modified by /mo symmetrical
planes, os in the square prism, which cut the lateral

planes parallel to a diagonal. (103.)
b—

, when only one of such planes appears on the led

in the Cry stal. (103.)

b
when the single plane is on the right. (103.)

— r, when only one of two intermediary planes occurs

on the right. (103.)
b

/y, when the single plane occurs on the left. (103.)

a b
4c., when planes occur only on the alternate

angles or edges of the cube. (100.)

a b
~2~ ® ’ IT

when the angles or edges of the cube

vol. vi. 425

are modifiod by only one half the number of planes re- Definitions

quired by the law of symmetry. (101.) ***P***

m,n,o, comparative lengths of primary edges. (133.) ^

nation*.
^

p, (f,
r, comparative lengths of edges of the defect.

( 121 .)

P,a. P,6. a,6, 4c., inclination of P on a, or b, of a
on b, 4c. (81.)

PART I.

Definitions and Explanations.

(1.) The object of the Science of Crystallography,

regarded as a branch of Mineralogy, is to describe and
explain the relations which subsist among the various

crystalline forms of minerals, so as to enable the Mine-
ralogist to determine the species of a mineral from the

characters of its Crystals.

These relations will be explained by first separating

the Crystals into groups, and then selecting one from

each group as a standard, with which the remainder of

the group may be compared.

(2.) The standard so selected will be termed the pri-

mary form, and the remainder of the group secondary

forms , as will be afterwards more fully explained.

(3.) A Crystal, in Mineralogy, is any mineral solid,

whether transparent or opaque, contained within natural

surfaces, generally plane but occasionally curved, and
symmetrically arranged.

(4.) These surfaces, as a, b, c, fig. 1, are called

planes or fares

,

and to distinguish them from such as

are developed by splitting a Crystal, they are called its

natural planes.

The plane a, and that on which the figure is supposed

to rest, are hy some authors called summits, or bases, but

they are more conveniently distinguished as terminal

planes ; the planes b and c, and those parallel to them,

ure lateral plants.

(5.) Crystals may sometimes be split in directions

purallel to their natural planes, and frequently in other

directions.

The splitting a Crystal in any direction, so as to pro-

duce a new plane, is termed charing it, and the Crystal

is said to have a cleavage in the direction in which it

may be so split.

(6.) The planes produced by cleaving a Crystal are

called its cleavage planes. But when a cleavage merely

separates adjacent Crystals, w ithout dividing the Crystals

themselves, the planes then developed are termed planet

of composition.

Both the natural and cleavage planes of Crystals are

sometimes found to differ in lustre and other characters

according to their position on the Crystal.

(7.) An edge, as d, fig. 1, is the line produced by the

meeting of two planes.

If the two planes which produce an edge, are those of
a primary form, the edge is termed primary. If they are

secondary, and belonging to the same modification, the

edge is termed secondary. But if on edge be produced

by the meeting of a primary and a secondary plane, or

3 L
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486 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY.
Crystal- of different secondary planes, it is termed an edge, of
K^spbjr. combination.

The edges of the terminal planes, as d, e. mi, n, fig. 1,

are terminal edge*, andf g, h, produced by the meeting

of the lateral planes, are lateral edge*.

(8.) A plane angle, or, as it is more commonly
termed, an angle, is formed by the meeting of any two

lines or edges, which are sometimes said to contain the

angle. The angles doe, dog

,

fig. 1, are formed by

the meeting of the lines d o, o e, and d o, o g.

(9.) A solid angle is produced by the meeting of three

or more planes, as at o, fig. I.

(10.) The measure, or, as it is sometimes termed, the

value of an angle

.

is the number of degrees, minutes,

&c. of which it consists
;
these being determined by the

portion of a circle which would be intercepted by the

two lines forming the angle, supposing the point of their

mt'eting to be in the centre of the circle.

For the purpose of measuring angles the circle is

divided into 360 equal parts, called degree* ; each de-

gree into 60 minute

s

; each minute into 60 second*

;

each second is sometimes further subdivided into 60

third* ; and so on if more minute divisions be required.

And these divisions are thus respectively designated*

360’. 60', 60 ”, 60"*.

If one fourth of the circle lie intercepted by the two

lines a o, o b, fig. 2. which meet at an angle a ob in the

centre, those lines are perpendicular to cnch other, the

angle they contain is 90°, and is termed a right angle.

If less than one fourth of the circle be so intercepted,

as by the lines o b, o c, the angle b o c is less than 90°,

and is said to he acute. If it measure more than 90°,

as it would if the angle were formed by the lines a o,

o e. it is called obtuse.

( 1 1.) The plane* of a Crystal are said to be similar

when their corresponding edges are proportional and

their corresponding angles equal.

(12.) Edge* are simitar when they are produced by

the meeting of planes respectively similar at equal

angles.

(13) Angles arc similar when they are equal, and
contained within similar nigra respectively.

(14.) Solid angle* are similar when they are com-
posed of equul numbers of plane angles, of which the

corresponding ones are similar.

(15.) The homogeneous particles, by the regular ag-

gregation of which Crystals are conceived to be pro-

duced, are termed molecule*

;

anil these are assumed to

he separable, but not divisible, by splitting or otherwise

breaking the Crystal.

These molecules, which relate properly to the Crystal,

must, when the crystallized mineral is not a simple body,

be carefully distinguished from the elementary purlide

s

of which the mineral itself is composed. Sulphur ami
lead are the elementary particles of galena, in which
they ure chemically united

; but it is the molecules of
galena which are conceived to form the crystalline

mass.

(16 ) The same species of mineral is frequently found
crystallized in ft considerable variety of forms.

(17.) The term form as it is used here, and as it will

be employed throughout this Treatise, does not refer to

the actual figure of any particular Crystal, but to that

perfect figure which the Crystal would present if all its

parts were truly proportional and symmetrical.

Thus one of the forms of the Crystals of fluste of

lime is a cube, all of whose planes ore equal squares;

but Ihe actual figures of the Crystals which represent Definition*

that form, are probably never contained under equal

square planes, but under unequal rectangular ones,
n*tLon*-

^

which differ also in different Crystals.

(18.) From among the various i)rms belonging to

any specie* of mineral, some particular one may oe

selected from which the others might be derived in a
manner which will lie ufterwards explained. This form
does not, however, always occur among the natural

Crystals of a species, but is sometimes inferred from

cleavage or other circumstances.

This parent Crystal has been already termed a pri-

mary form, and the others which are conceived to be

derived from it , secondary forms.

(19.) The selection of a figure which is to lie re-

garded as the primary form of a species, is in some
degree arbitrary, as will be afterwards shown. Aud the

number of different primary forms is also within certain

limits a matter of choice.

The following have been adopted in this Treatise, be-

cause they appear to afford the most simple explanations

of the relations of Crystals, and thus lend to facilitate

the study of this important and interesting branch of

Mineralogy.

(20.) The cube, fig. 3, contained within six square

planes. The regular tetrahedron, the regular octahedron,

the rhombic dodecahedron, and the pentagonal dodeca-

hedron, and their modifications, are secondary forms of

the cube, and will consequently be referred to that figure

as their primary form.

(21.) A right prism with a square base, or square

prism, fig. 4, in which the edge II is always greater or

less than G. The ostahedron u ith a square base, and
its modification*, will be deferred to this prism as its

primary form.

(22.) A right rhombic prism, fig. 5, whose lateral

planes M, M' are equal. These planes may be either

square or rectangular. The octahedron with a rhombic
base

. and the right rectangular prism, with their modi-
fications, are secondary forms of this prism.

(23.) An oblique rhombic prism, fig. 6. whose lateral

planes M M' are equal, oblique-angled parallelograms.

The right oblique angled prism and its modifications will

be referred to this form,

(24.) A doubly oblique prism, fig. 7, whose terminal

and lateral planes are oblique-angled parallelograms.

The only equality subsisting among these planes, is be-
tween each pair of parallel ones.

(25.) The rhomboid, fig. 8, a solid contained within

six equal rhombic planes, and having two of its solid

angles, a, b, composed of three equal and similar plane

angles
; these arc sometimes called summits.

Tile regular hexagonal prism being a secondary form
of the rhomboid, will be referred to that figure as its

primary form.

(26.) The secondary forms of Crystals consist of all

those varieties which differ from the primary, and which,

although extremely numerous, may be arranged in a few
general groups, as will appear in the sequel.

(27.) The general group, or series of Crystals, related

to either of the preceding primary forms, constitute*

what is sometimes termed a system of Crystallization.

(28.) And a particular group, or individual series of
Crystals, belonging to a particular mineral, to whatever
system it may appertain, is sometimes termed a scries of
Crystallization.

(29.) A line, as i k, or p q, fig. 1, drawn through

:
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CrjriUJ- two opposite angles of any parallelogram, and dividing
oipaphy^

into two CqUn i par(i5i js called a diagonal of that

plane.

In the oblique rhombic prism, fig. 6, the doubly
oblique prism, fig. 7. and the rhomboid, fig. 8. The
line a e, which appears to lean from the spectator, is

termed the oblique diagonal
,
and the line fg of the

oblique rhombic prism, and df of the rhomboid, the

horizontal diagonal.

The line df of the doubly oblique prism may also,

for the sake of uniformity, be termed its horizontal diago-

nal ; although from the nature of the figure, that line

must be in some degree oblique when the lateral edges

#
are perpend iculur.

(30.) The diagonal plane of a solid, as i k p q, fig. I,

is an imaginary plane passing through the diagonal lines

of two parallel planes, dividing the solid into two equal

parts.

A diagonal plane passing through the oblique diago-

nal of the oblique rhombic prism or rhomboid is termed

the principal aection of each solid.

(31.) The oxij of a Crystal is an imaginary line

passing through the centre of the solid.

That which also passes through the centres of the

terminal planes of a cube or prism is termed a prismatic

aria.

From the regularity of figure of the cube it may be

said to have a prismatic axis in three directions.

That which passes through two opposite solid angles

of a cube or prism is termed an oblique axis.

That which passes through the centres of two lateral

planes of a prism may be termed a horizontal axis.

The axis of a pyramid passes through its terminal

point and through the centre of its base.

The axis of a rhomboid is a line passing through its

two summits.

The diagonals and axes of Crystals and the diagonal

planes are frequently referred to in describing the forms

of Crystals.

(32 ) A Crystal is said to be in position , when it is

so placed, or held, as to permit its being the most easily

and precisely observed and described.

The cube rests on one of its plane*., and all prisms on
their respective bases.

The rhomboid is supposed to be held with its axis

vertical.

(33.) The different primary forms stand in the fol-

lowing relations to each other.

If we imagine the lateral edges of the cube, fig. 3,

to be lengthened or shortened, a square prism would be

produced.

It will facilitate our description of the relation of

some of the primary forms to certain others, if we con-

ceive the edges to be formed of wires united at the

solid angles by universal hinges or joints, and thus ren-

dered movable in every direction ; and, together with

the axis, capable of being lengthened or shortened.

If we conceive one of the oblique axes of the cube to

be lengthened, the resulting figure would be an acute

rhomboid. If the axis were shortened by bringing two

opposite solid angles nearer together, an obtuse rhomboid

would be produced.

If two opposite lateral edges of a square prism be

supposed tn approach each other, so as to shorten one

of the diagonals of the terminal plane and lengthen the

other, the resulting figure would be a right rhombic

prism ; and if this pnsm were forced from its perpendi-

cular in the direction of either of the diagonals of its Definitions

terminal plane, an oblique rhombic prism would be

produced. . _
And if this were again made oblique in the direction

^
of a terminal edge, a doubly oblique prism w ould be the

result.

(34.) The first formation of a Crystal fs supposed

theoretically to take place by the aggregation of a few

homogeneous molecules around a single central one,

so as to produce a small solid precisely similar in form

to the molecules composing it.

(35.) Crystals so formed are conceived to increase in

magnitude by the continual additions of lamine, or

plates of similar molecules to their surfaces.

These plates are theoretically supposed to be either

single, that is. of the thickness of single molecules, or

to be double, triple, Ac., that is, of the thickness of two,

three, or more molecules.

Fig 9. represents a single plate of molecules.

Fig. 10 represents a double plate.

(36.) When the added plates successively envelope

the whole of a smaller Crystal, its original form ia pre-

served through every increase of size, as is shown in

fig. 11, representing a square prism which hus increased

in magnitude without change of form. W'heii the addi-

tions do not cover the whole surface of a primary plane,

but there are rows of molecules omitted on trie edges,

or angles of the superimposed plates, such omission is

called a decrement; because the primary form on which
the diminished plates are successively laid, appears to

decrease, as it were, on the edge or angle on which such
omissions take place.

(37.) Decrements are said to begin at, or to set out

from, the particular edge or uigle at which the omission

of molecules first takes place ; and to proceed along

that plane on which the defective plates of molecules are

laid ; and they are said to take place either in breadth

or in height.

Decrements in breadth are those which result from
the reduction of the superficial area of the superimposed

plate, by the abstraction of rows of molecules from its

edges or angles.

Decrements in height relate to the thickness of the

plate from which the abstraction of rows of molecules

takes place.

Decrements are divided into two principal classes,

simple and intermediary.

(38.) Simple decrements are those in which one or

more rows, in breadth, are abstracted from plates of one
or more molecules in thickness.

Fig. 12 exhibits a simple decrement by one row in

breadth on the edge cd of the primary form.

Fig. J3 exhibits a simple decrement by one row in

breadth on the angle c of the primary form.

For the sake of rendering the expression rotes of
molecules generally applicable to decrement* both cm

the angles and edges of a primary form, the term rosr

is applied to express the single molecule first abstracted

from the angle of any plate.

In fig. 14 the single molecule o 6 is regarded as the

first row to be abstracted from the angle of the imagi-

nary plate ;
the two molecules c, d as the second row ;

the three molecules e,fua the third row, and so on.

Fig. 15 shows a simple decrement by two rows in

height on the edge c d of the primary form.

Fig. 16 shows a simple decrement by two rows in

height on an angle of the primary form.

3 l 2
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428 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY,
Crystal- It is observable in these figures, that each successive
tog^phy- plate is less by one row of molecules than the plate on

“v*“ which it rests. It is by this continual recession of the

edges of the added plates, that the Crystal appears to

decrease on its edges or angles, and that new planes

are produced. The edges of' the new planes which
would he produced hy the four preceding decrements,

arc shown by the lines abed, fig. 12 and lb, and by
the lines a b c, fig. 1 3 and 16.

When the numbersof molecules in height and breadth

are different, the nature of the decremeut is expressed

by a fraction, of which the numerator, or upper figure,

denotes the number of molecule* in breadth, and the

denominator, or lower figure, the number in height ;

thus a decrement denoted hy £ would imply an abstrac-

tion of a single row from a plate of two molecules in

thickness, and one denoted by $ an abstraction of four

molecules in breadth and three in height.

(39.) Intermediary decrement

*

affect only the solid

angles of Crystals, and may he conceived to consist in

the abstraction of rows of small masses of molecules from

the successively superimposed plates, each mass, or as it

may be termed, compound molecule, containing unequal

numbers of single molecules in length, breadth, and

height. Thus if we suppose the compound molecule

abstracted in an intermediary decrement to belong to a

single plate, it must consist of some other numbers of

molecules in the directions d and e, fig. 17 and 18.

In fig. 17 the compound molecule consists of a single

molecule in height, two on the edge d, and three on the

edge r, producing the new plane a 6 c.

Fig. 18 exhibits an intermediary decrement in which

the compound molecule consists of three single mole-

cules in height, tour on the edge d, and two on the edge
t, producing the new plane a b c.

It may be remarked, that the planes produced by
simple decrements intersect one or more of the primary

planes in lines parallel to one of their edges or diagonals.

The term intermediary has l>een used, because the line

at which the secondary plane thus produced intersects a

primary plane, is never parallel to either an edge or

diagonal of that plane, but is an intermediate line be-

tween them, as may be observed by comparing the

figures.

(40.) The new planes produced by decrements are

denominated modifying or secondary planet, and the

primary form, when altered in shape hy the interference

of such plane*, is said to be modified oil the edges or

angles on which they have been produced. And such

edges or angles are also said to be replaced by the

secondary planes.

(41.) The law of a decrement, or, as it is some-
times expressed, of a plane, is a term used to denote the

numbers of molecules in height and breadth abstracted

from each of the superimposed plates, in the production

of such plane.

(42 ) It is evident from an inspection of the pre-

ceding figures that the effect of any decrement upon
the primary form is similar to that which would take

place if the enlarged Crystal had heen first completed,

and then the whole of the omitted molecules removed
from it in one mass.

This mass, being all the addition to the secondary
form which would be required to complete the primary,

will lie termed the defect of the primary form. And it

is obvious from the preceding figures that the primary
edges of this defect must be composed ofedges of mole-

culm respectively proportional to the numbers w hich Of the Go-
express live law of decrement. niomerter.

Thus in fig. 13 each edge of the delect would consist
v“—

of the edges of three molecules, and these being re-

spectively divided by 3 correspond to a decrement by
one row.

The edge of the defect of fig. lb corresponding to the

lateral edge of the prism must consist of four molecules,
and the edge corresponding to the terminal edge of the
prism of two molecules ; which numbers agree with the
law of decrement, the proportion of 4 to 2 being the
same as that of 2 to 1

.

This theory of decrements, as it will be afterwards
seen, is introduced for the purpose of rendering the •

explanations of the manner in which the secondary
forms of Crystals may be conceived to be produced
more distinct.

(43.) When an edge, or solid angle, is replaced by
one plane, it is said to be truncated. When an edge is

replaced by two planes, which respectively incline on
the adjacent primary planes at equal angles, it is be-

velled.

(44.) If any secondary plane replacing an edge, and
being parallel to it, incline equally on the two adjacent
primary planes, or if replacing a solid angle, it incline

equally on all the adjacent primary plaocs, it » called a
tangent plane.

Ofthe Goniometer.

(4b.) The instruments used for measuring the angles

at which the planes of Crystals incline to each other, are

called Goniometers.

(46.) The mutual inclination of any two planes, as

of a and b, fig. 19, is indicated by the angle formed by
two lines td,tf drawn upon them from any point e

on the edge at w hich they meet, and perpendicular to

that edge.

Now it is known that if two right lines, as g f, d h,

fig. 20, cross each other at any point e, the opposite angles

d ef g r h are equal.

If, therefore, the lines gf dh are supposed to be
very thin and narrow plates, and to be attached together

by a pin at e, serving as an axis to permit the pointf to

be brought nearer either to d, or to h

;

and that the

edges e d, ef of those plates, are applied to the planes
of the Crystal, fig. 19, so as to rest upon the line* td.ef
it is obvious that the angle f e h of the movable plates

would be exactly equal to the angle d cfof the Crystal.

(47.) The common Goniometer is a small instrument

for measuring this angle g t h of the movable plates.

It consists of a semicircle, fig. 22, divided into 360 equal
parts, or half degrees, and a pair of movable arms
d h, gf, fig. 21. The semicircle having a. pin at l,

which fils into a hole in the movable arms at e.

The method of using this instrument is, to apply the

edges d e, ef of the movable arms to the two adjacent

planes of any Crystal, so that they shall accurately touch

or rest upon those planes ut directions perpendicular to

their edge. The arm d h is then to be laid on the
plate m n of the semicircle, fig. 22, the hole at e being
suffered to drop on the pin at *, ami the edge nearest to

h of the arm g e will then indicate on the semicircle, as

in fig. 2.3, the number of degrees which the measured
angle conluins.

When this instrument is applied to the planes of a
Crystal, the points d and/, fig. 21, should be previously
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Crystal, brought sufficiently near together for the edges d e,ef,
lography, to form a more acute angle than that about to he mea-

sured. The edges being then gently pressed upon the

Crystal, the points d andf will be gradually separated,

until the edges coincide so accurately with the pi lines

that no light can be perceived between them.

The common Goniometer is, however, incapable of

affording very precise results, owing to the occasional

imperfection of the planes of Crystals, their frequent

minuteness, and the difficulty of applying the instrument

with the requisite degree of precision.

(48.) The more perfect instrument, and one of the

highest value to Crystallography, is the reflective. Gonio-

meter, invented by Dr. Wollaston, which will give the

inclination of planes whose area is less than

an inch, to less than a minute of a degree.

This instrument has been less resorted to than

might, from its importance to the Science, have been

expected, owing, perhaps, to an opinion of its use being

attended with some difficulty. But the observance of a

few simple rules will render its application easy.

The principle of the instrument may be thus ex-

plained.

Let a A c, fig. 21, represent a Crystal, of which one

plane only is visible in the figure, attached to a circle,

graduated on its edge, and movable on its axis at o

;

and let a and A mark the position of the two planes

whose mutual inclination is required.

And let the lines o e, o g, represent imaginary lines

resting on those planes in directions perpendicular to

their common edge, and the dots at t and A to be some
permanent marks in a line with the centre o.

Let the circle he in such a position that the line o t

would pass through (he dot at A, if extended in that

direction, as in fig. 24.

If the circle now be turned round with its attached

Crystal, as in fig. 25, until the imaginary line o g is

brought into the position of the line o e in fig. 24, the

number 120 will stand opposite the dot at *.

This is the number of degrees at which the planes a
and A incline to each other. For if the line o g be ex-

tended in the direction o f, as in fig. 25, it is obvious

that the lines o e, o f, which are perpendicular to the

common edge of the planes a and b, would intercept

exactly 120° of the circle.

Hence an instrument constructed upon the principle

of these diagrams, is capable of giving with accuracy

the mutual inclination of any two planes which reflect

objects with sufficient distinctness, if the means can be

found for placing them successively in the relative po
aitions shown in the two preceding figures.

(49.) This purpose is effected by causing an object,

as the line at m, fig. 26, to be reflected successively from
the two planes a and A, at the same angle.

It is well known that the images of objects are reflected

from bright planes at the same angle as that at which

their rays fall on those planes ; and that when the image
of an object reflected from a horizontal plane is observed,

it appears as much below the reflecting surface as the

object itself is above it.

If therefore the planes a and 6, fig. 26, are success-

ively brought into such positions, as will cause the

reflection of the line at m, from each plane, to appear to

coincide with another line at n, both planes will be suc-

cessively placed in the relative positions of the corre-

sponding planes in fig. 24 and 25.

To bring the planes of any Crystal successively into

these relative positions, the following directions will be Of the Go-

found useful. niometer.

(50.) The instrument, as shown in the sketch, fig. 27,

should be first placed on a pyramidal stand, and the

stand on a small steady table, about six to ten or twelve

feet from a flut window.

The graduated circular plate should stand perpendi-

cularly from the window, the pin z being horizontal,

not in the direction of the axis »s it is usually figured*

but with the slit end nearest to the eye.

Place the Crystal which is to be measured on the

table, resting on one of the two planes whose inclina-

tion is required, and with the edge at which those planes
meet, nearest and parallel to the window.

Attach a portion or wax, about the size of d, to one
side of a small brass plater, fig. 2S; lay the plate on the

table with the edgef parallel to the window, the side to

which the wax is attached being uppermost, and press

the end of the wax against the Crystal until it adheres

;

then lift the plate with its attached Crystal, and place it

in the slit of (he pin x. with that side uppermost which
rested on the table.

Bring the eve now so near the Crystal as, without

perceiving the Crystal itself, to permit the images of

objects reflected from its planes to be distinctly ob-

served, and raise or lower that end of the pin x which
has the small circular plate on it, until one of the hori-

zontal upper bars of the window is seen reflected from
the upper or first plane of the Crystal, corresponding

with plane a, fig? 21, and until the image of the bar

appears to touch some line below the window, as the

edge of the skirting board where it joins the floor.

Turn the pin x on its own axis also, if necessary,

until the reflected image of the bar of the window coin-

cides accurately with the observed line below the

window.
Turn now the small circular haudle a on its axis,

until the same bar of the window appears reflected from
the second plane of the Crystal corresponding with plane

6, fig. 24 and 25, and until it appears to touch the line

below : and having, in adjusting the first plane, turned

the pin x on Us axis to bring the reflected image of the

bar of the window to coincide accurately with the line

l elow, non? move the lower end of the pin laterally,

either towards or from the instrument, in order to make
the image of the same bar, reflected from the second
plane, coincide with the same line below.

Having ascertained by repeatedly looking at and
adjusting both planes, that the image of the horizontal

bar, reflected successively from each, coincides with the

observed lower line, the Crystal may be considered ready
for measurement.

Let the 180° on the graduated circle be now brought
opposite the 0 of the vernier at c, by turning the handle

b; and white the circle is retained accurately in this

position, bring the reflected image of the bar from the

first plane to coincide with the line below, by turning
the small circular handle a. Now turn the graduated
circle, by means of the handle A, until the image of the

bnr reflected from the second plane is al*u observed to

coincide with the same line below. In this state of the

instrument the vernier at c will indicate the degrees and
minutes at which the two planes incline to each other.

The accuracy of the measurements taken with this

instrument will dejxmd upon the precision with which
the image of the bar reflected successively from both

planes is made to appear to coincide with the same line
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Crystal- below: and also upon llic 0, orlhe IPO
15

, on the gra-
Iu%'ri4|iby. duated circle, being made to stand precisely even with the
s— lower line of the vernier when the first plane of the

Crystal is adjusted for measurement.

A wire being placed horizontally between two tipper

bars of the window, and a black line of the some thick-

ness being drawn parallel to it below the window, will

contribute to the exactness of the measurement, l*y

being used instead of {he bar of the window and any

other line.

Persons beginning to use this instrument, are recom-

mended to apply it first to the measurement of frag-

ments at least as large as that represented in fig. 28,

and of some substance whose planes are bright Crystals

of carbonate of lime will supply good fragment* for this

purpose, if they are merely broken by a slight blow of

a small hammer.
For accurate measurement, however, the fragments

ought not, w hen the plane* are bright, to exceed the

size of that shown ir. fig. 27. And they ought to be so

placed on the instrument, that a line passing through

its axis should also pas* through the centre of the mi-

nute fragment which is to he measured. This position

on the instrument ought also to be attended to when the

fragments or Crystals are force . In which case tin* com-

mon edge of the two planes whose inclination is required,

should he brought very nearly to coincide with the axis

of the Goniometer ; an I it is frequently useful to blacken

the w hole of the planes to be measured, except a narrow

stripe on each close to the edge overwhich the measure-

ment is to be taken.

Of the Origin and Progren of Crystallography,
and of

the different System* which have been formed for
explaining the Relation* of Primary and Secondary

Form*.

(5 1 .) 1 1 does not appea r that this Science was even k now n

to the Ancient*, or that the few crystalline forms with

which they were acquainted were otherwise regurdod by
them than as mere accidental figures.

Linnaeus was the first who bestowed any particular

attention upon this subject.

Among the numerous observed forms of Crystal*,

there ore some which belong only to particular minerals,

and others which arc common to different species. Thus
the cube occurs as a form of fluate of lime ami of galena.

The rrgulur octahedron as that of alum, the diamond,
and the ruby.

Observing that the form of the octahedron was com-
mon to the diamond and to alum, Linnams conceived

that the salts were in some manner the generators of

the forms of Crystals, and that a mineral which agreed

with a salt in its form, might in regard to form be con-

sidered a subspecies of that salt. Hence the diamond
was denominate!] alum diamond, and a remote anidogy

was imagined to exist between his systems of Crystallo-

graphy and Botany.

This author appears to be the first who published
figures »>fCrystals, and he is rcgurded by H ally, from whom
we have extracted many of these preliminary observa-
tions, as the ton rider of the Science of Crystallography.

This title is, however, more justly due to Home de
I’lslc, who made the first extensive collection of Crys-
tals. and was the first to arrange together those belong-
ing to each known species of mineral ; and having se-

lected from each group so arranged some simple figure,

a* the fundamental or derivative form from which the

remainder might lie produced by ratting away Its edges Of the

and angles, he reduced all the form* belonging to each Origin and

set into a connected series ; and he thus exhibited for ***J!#
1*“

the first time an outline of the relations of crystalline loj^hy.
form* to each other. i _ ^
He also published figures of the Crystals he had ob*

served, with the measurements of many of their angle*,

from which it appeared that the corresjxmding planes

on all the Crystals belonging to the same soccies of

mineral, inclined to each other at the same angle ; this,

it is evident, was an important step in the progress of
the Science of which we are ubout to treat.

A* the subject was new in his hands, the labour of

arranging and analyzing all the forms he| had observed,

and measuring their angles, must have been very con-

siderable. The want, however, of instruments well

adapted to measure the an tries of Crystals with accu-

racy, exposed him, as might have been expected, to

numerous errors, which have been corrected by later

observations.

Werner, to whose persevering industry Mineralogy is

so much indebted, also invented a method oldescribing
Crystals by reference to certain fundamental forms.

Ills method, however, although it might be applied to

simple and regular figures, will be found loo cumbrous
for the description of such as are contained under nu-

merous planes. We may refer such of our readers as

desire to know more of this nearly obsolete system to

Brochaut’s Traite Elementaire de Mtneralogie, Paris,

1808; or to the second edition of Professor Jameson's

Mineralogy.

The preceding methods, it may be observed, are

merely descriptive, and relate simply to the forms of

Crystal*, without reference to any theory of structure, or

to any laws by which the relation* of the observed

varieties of form might be explained. No attempt is

made to ascertain the cause of the constancy of the

angles of inclination of corresponding planes of Crystal*

belonging to the same mineral, nor do these methods
provide any means of determining, a priori, the forms

under which any species of mineral may present itself

from a knowledge of its simple fundamental Crystal.

(52.) Bergman was the first who attempted to

penetrate into the interior structure of Crystals, and
to refer their observed variations of form to the super-

position or plates of crystalline matter upon the planes

of a fundamental solid; these plates being sometimes
constant in figure, and sometimes variable.

This theory was supported by the fractures of one of

the Crystals of carbonate of lime, known in this Country
by the name of dog-tooth spar, contained within twelve

scalene triangular planes, and forming a bi-pyramidal

figure. One of these Crystals may be easily split so as

to exhibit only the six planes of a rhomboid, w hich w as

in theory conceived by Bergman to represent the nu-
cleus, or basis, upon which the twelve-sided figure had
been constructed. But Bergman did not pursue the

inquiry upon which he had thus successfully entered,

lie neither determined the nature of his crystalline

pistes, nor the forms of the particles of which they might
be conceived to be composed, nor the law* connected
with their variable character.

Nearly at the time, however, that Bergman was en-

gaged in these researches. Crystallography occupied
the zealous attention of HaQy, whose investigations em-
braced the forms and dimensions of the molecules of
which these plates might be composed, and who was
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Crj-ttaJ- thus led to a strict demonstration of the laws which
]agr«{ihy. rnii^h

t
govern their arrangement ; and thus for the first

lime Crystallography assumed the character of a regular

Science.

His theory is founded upon a supposition that all the

crystalline forms which are presented by any single

species of mineral, and which are known sometimes to

be numerous, arc related to some simple form, which
may be regarded as a general type of all the known
Crystals tielanging to the species.

This simple form is conceived to be composed of par-

ticles either similar in figure to itself, or bearing some
known and constant relation to that figure. It is also

supposed to be contained, as an inscribed solid, within

all like Crystals which differ from it in external figure,

and the observed differences of external figure are sup-

posed to depend upon the laws according to which the

added particles arrange themselves about the contained

solid.

To render this theory consistent with the observed

fuels, it is obvious that the form which is adopted as the

type of the species should not be chosen arbitrarily, and
that tha assumed laws of arrangement of the envelop-

ing particles should be capable of precise and rigorous

demonstration.

The method adopted by HaGy to devrlopc this type

or fundamental form, was by splitting or cleaving tike

Crystal, and Ike was induced from the following consi-

derations to conclude, that this fundamental form might
always be so derived.

A Crystal of carbonate of lime presenting the form of
a regular hexagonal prism, had been broken from a

group of similar prisms. On examining it he observed

that the fractured surface exposed by its detachment
from the group was a bright plane, and on more nar-

rowly inspecting this fracture he observed that a termi-

nal edge of the prism had been removed by it.

• On perceiving this, he attempted to remove all the

terminul edges by analogous fractures, but he found
that only the alternate three of the six edges which ter-

minate a prism of that form, could be so displaced.

The fig. 29 exhibits the directions of the three cleavage

planes at each extremity of the prism ; the three below
being severally parallel to the three above.

By continuing to cleave this Crystal parallel to all the

newly developed planes, the faces of the hexugonal
prism were observed successively to disappear, and
when they were at length entirely removed, a new solid

remained which was an obtuse rhomboid.
The fig. SO exhibits the rhomboid in the interior of

the hexagonal prism.

The idea which this fact suggested to HaGy’s mind
was, that all the Crystals of carbonate of lime, whatever
might be their external form, might possibly contain
similar rhomboids; yet it was difficult at first to con-
ceive how this particular solid should be the nucleus of
more acute and more obtuse rhomboids which occur
among the Crystals of this substance.

Experiment, however, proved, that this particular

rhomboid did exist in a symmetrical position in each of
those forms which differed from it externally; the only
point to be utlended to iu developing the nucleus being
the direction of the necessary cleavage. This may ge-

nerally be perceived by looking through the Crystal
when exposed to a strong light ; or it may be ascer-
tained by slightly fracturing a terminal edge or angle.
HaQy states, that all other mineral substances, when

submitted to mechanical division, have afforded analo* (X the

goos proofs of the generality of this result; a state- Originaud

meat however not strictly correct, as there are several

minerals which do not admit of being cleaved into regu-

lar solids, and others from which two or more different -

solids may be obtained by cleavage.

The forms of the solid* thus obtained by mechanical

division be terms primitive, upon the supposition of
their corresponding in figure with the original minute
solid upon which the Crystal was first formed.

But the production m many instances of several

solids from the same Crystal by cleavage, and the im-
possibility in others of producing any solid by that pro-

cess; the inconsistency of admitting several primitive

forms of the same mineral, and the impossibility of pro-

ducing any such primitive form when there are not

cleavages in at least three directions; have induced us

to abandon altogether the notion of a primitive solid,

and to distinguish tikis original or parent figure by the

term primary form, denoting simply its relative cha-

racter to the secondary forms derived from it.

From the mechanical division to which many Crystals

may be subjected, HaGy was led to the conclusion that

every Crystal was from its centre to its surface an
assemblage of molecules symmetrically disposed ; and
although his views of it* structure regarded a certain

portion of its mass as an imaginary nucleus, or elemen-

tary solid, upon which subsequent increments had taken

place, the existence of this nucleus is assumed only as a
theoretic basis for calculating and demonstrating the

laws according to which all the varieties of crystalline

forms related to it might be produced.

HaGy’s theory next supposes that nature has set

limits to the angles at which the primary planes of

Crystals incline to each other ; a *up|»o»itiou which does

not appear to be supported by a single fact. The cir-

cumstance which led him to this conjecture was an in-

accurate measurement of the Crystal of carbonate of
lime, which afforded the first clue to his theory of the

structure of Crystals ; an inaccuraacy occasioned by the

unfitness of the instrument he employed to measure
Crystals with exactness.

We have not in this Treatise followed HaGy in class-

ing and naming Crystals, but have adopted and gene-

ralized a method of description first introduced by

Bournon.
By a reference to any of his descriptions of minerals

in the Transaction* of the Geological Society, or to Bour-

non's Treatise on Carbonate of Lime, it will he seen that

he hasarrakiged and numbered ull those individual modi
fleations of the primary form of the mineral described,

which had been found to occur among its secondary

forms. Our proceeding has been to reduce into classes

in the tables of modifications not only all the observed

modifications of Crystals, but all the modifications of
which each particular primaryform is susceptible while

influenced by the laws ofsymmetry. Thus presenting

to the reader not merely the series of knowu forms, but

the entire system of possible forms which can result

from regular Crystallization ; and heuce every new form

which may be discovered, if it be conformable to thoee

laws, will be found among those presented by our

tables.

(53.) Within a few years two new systems of Crys-

tallography have been produced in Germany. One by

Professor Weiss, and the other by Professor Mohs, now

of Vienna.
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Crystal- These systems differ from each other in notation and
lographjr.

jn Bome other points, but they agree in using the axes
V—

of Crystals to express the relations of the secondary to

the primary fiirms.

Tlie following statement exhibits the relations of the

four system* of primitive forms of Protestor Mohs
to our classes of primary terms.

Mohs's systems consitts of the

1 . The rhombohcdral rhomboid.

2. The pyramidal .square prism.

(

right rhombic \

oblique rhombic > prisms,

doubly oblique
j

4. The tessular cube.

The reader who may be desirous of seeing more of

this very uninviting system, both in notation and nomen*
clature, will find it developed in a Work on Mineralogy

published in this Country by Mr. Haidiuger, an able

and intelligent pupil of Mohs.

Of the Molecule* of Cryrlalt.

(54.) Tlie Molecules which arc aggregated together

in the production of Crystals, are. as already stated,

conceived to be minute homogeneous solids contained

within symmetrically-disposed plane surfaces. And they

are also supposed to differ in figure in the different

classes of primary forms.

(55.) If we attempt to fracture a piece of galena,

it will split into rectangular fragments. But as the pri-

mary Crystal of galena is a cube, it is assumed, that if

the rectangular fragments could be reduced to single

Molecules, those Molecules would be cubes.

(56.) If a Crystal of carbonate of lime be reduced to

fragments, it is found that their planes, however minute,

incline to each other at angles respectively equal to those

of the primary rhomboid. It is therefore inferred that

the Molecule of carbonate of lime is a minute rhomboid,

similar to the primary form.

(57.) The primary form of sulphate of barytes has

been ascertained from cleavage, and from its secondary

planes, to be a right rhombic prism. This prism may
be split into smaller right rhombic prisms, whose angles

are respectively equal to those of the primary Crystal.

It is therefore supposed that the primary Crystal and
the Molecules of this substance are similar prisms.

Some other classes of parallelopipeds may also be

split into fragments, resembling in their angular mea-

surement the primary solids from which they have been

detached, and it is hence inferred generally that the pri-

mary forms and their respective Molecules one similar

solids.

(59.) In several instances, however, cleavage does

not produce this primary solid.

A cube of fluate of lime, for example, does not yield

that figure by cleavage, but, as will be shown in the

section on cleavage, it will split into regular octahedrons
or tetrahedrons, or rhomboids whose plane angles are
©0° and 120°.

Hally has assumed the octahedron as the primitive

form of this mineral, and has regarded the tetrahedron

as the Molecule of the octahedral Crystal, upon which
supposition the octahedron must be composed of tetra-

hedral solids united by their points, leaving octahedral

spaces : and lie has also supposed that the tetrahedron,

O G R A P H Y.

when that is the predominating, and in his view, the Of the

primitive form, i* constituted of tetrahedrul Molecules Mn'wuie*

and octahedral spaces

The rhombic dodecahedron may be cleaved into obtuse

rhomboids, obtuse octahedrons, and irregular tetrahe-

drons, us will be shown in the section on cleavage. Of
these. Ilsuy has selected the irregular tetrahedron for

the Molccdle of the dodecahedron, and has suppowed

that the decrements on this form are produced by the

abstraction, not of single Molecules, but of several of

these combined in the figure of those obtuse rhomboids

which are produced from it by cleavage.

The very complicated view of the structure of the

octahedron and dodecahedron, which HaOy has thus

introduced into his theory of Crystals, and the ap-

parent improbability that 'he Molecules of the cube,

the regular octahedron, let railed rou, and dodecahedron,

among whore primary and secondary forms so perfect

an indentily subsists, should really differ from each

other, have induced us to conclude that they are similar,

and that the common Molecule is a cube.

(59.) This theory of cubic Molecules may he recon-

ciled with the cleavages which lake place parallel to the

primary planes of the tetrahedron, the octahedron, and

the rhombic dodecahedron, us well as to those of the cube,

by supposing the Molecules capable of being held to-

gether with different degrees of attractive force in differ-

ent directions. When this attraction is lea**t in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the planes of the Molecules, they

will be moat easily separated at their surfaces by

cleavage.

Wheu the attraction is least in the direction of the

oblique axis of the Molecules, they will be the most

easily separated in that direction, and the octahedron or

tetrahedron will be the result of cleavage.

And if the attraction be least in the direction of their

diugonul planes, a rhombic dodecahedron will be the

solid produced by cleavage. •

This supposition of a greater or less degree of mole-

cular attraction in one direction of the Molecule than

in another, is not inconsistent with many well-known

facts in Crystallography ; and it is possible to conceive

that the nature, the number, and the particular forms of

the elementary particles, which enter into the composi-

tion of these three kinds of cubic Molecules, may so vary,

as to produce the variety of character which is here sup-

posed to exist.

Tlic primary form both of corundum and of carbonate

of liinc is n rhomboid ; and the Crystals of these sub-

stances may be cleaved parallel to their primary planes,

the carbonate of lime yielding much more readily to

cleavage than the coruudum. But the corundum has

also a cleavage perpendicular to its axis, which does not

exist in carbonate of lime, and which would expose the

terminal solid angles of the contiguous Molecules. It

may therefore be inferred from this transverse cleavage

that the molecular attraction is comparatively less in the

direction of the axis of the Molecules of corjiidum, than

it is in those of carbonate of lime. And from the

greater adhesion of the plones of corundum, than of

those of carbonate of lime, it is inferred that the attrac-

tion is comparatively greater between the planes of the

Molecules of the corundum, than between those of car-

bonate of lime.

While, however, we thus attempt to reason concerning

Molecules, it must not lie forgotten that the whole
theory of decrements and Molecules is to be regarded
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Crystal- only as the foundation of & method of demonstrating the
lo^rajAy. relatione of Crystals, and of constructing descriptive

characters, by which those relations may be expressed.

It must also be admitted that we possess no certain

knowledge relative to the figures of the ultimate par-

ticles of matter. They have been supposed by some to

be minute spheres or spheroids, but whether they are

plaue or curvilinear solids, they present anomalies when
in particular states of combination which have not been

hitherto explained.

The crystalline form of native silver is a cube, and
its Molecules are therefore supposed to be cubes.

The natural crystalline forms of sulphur may be re-

ferred to a right rhombic prism as the primary, and
which is therefore assumed to be the form of the Mole-

cules. Yet the form of the compound of sulphur and

ailver is a cube.

Now whether the Molecules be possessed of plane or

curved surfaces, it is difficult to suppose that the cube

of silver and the rhombic prism of sulphur should both

be composed of Molecules which are similar in form.

And if they are not similar, it is equally difficult to

account for the compound of silver and sulphur assum-

ing the form of a cube.

We have in the two crystalline forms of iron pyrites

(composed of iron and sulphur) an example of a cube
and a right rhombic prism being both produced by the

same chemical compound
;
and it is also found that sul-

phur itself will assume two different forms, according to

the circumstances under which the Crystallisation lakes

place. The cause, however, of this dimorphous character

of some substances is not at all understood.

Of the Structure of Crystals.

s

(60.) It has been already stated that Crystals are

conceived to increase in magnitude by the continual

addition of plates of molecules to their surfaces.

The Structure of Crystals, or the order in which these

molecules are arranged, may be illustrated by an ex-

periment with common salt. If a portion of this sail

be dissolved in water, and the water be allowed to eva-

porate slowly, rectangular Crystals will be deposited on
the shies and bottom of the vessel. These will at first

be very minute, but they will increase in size as the

evaporation proceeds ; and if the quantity of salt dis-

solved be sufficient, they will at length attain a con-

siderable magnitude.

If the edge of a knife be applied to the surface of any
one of these Crystals ill a direction parallel to one of its

edges, as ut a b, fig. 32, the Crystal may, by a slight

blow, be cleaved parallel to one of its sides.

If a knife be applied in the same manner successively

to the other lines c d, ef g h, and to the other surfaces

of 'the Crystal, so that its edge be parallel in each in-

stance to the edge of the Crystal, it will be found that

there are cleavages parallel to all the planes of the rect-

angular solid ; and the plates which have been removed

by these cleavages may be also subdivided into smaller

•olids of the same character.

It is hence inferred that the molecules of Crystals are

so arranged as to form plates in the direction of all the

primary planes, as shown in fig. 11. And that in com-
mon suit the molecular attraction is least between the

surfaces of the molecules.

This regular Structure is supposed to belong to all

VOL. vt.

regularly crystallized bodies, although In many instances Of
it cannot be manifested by cleavage. Clou-age.

(61.) It frequently happens that the regular Crystal- s—
lization of bodies has been prevented by some disturbing
cause which has interfered with that orderly arrange-

ment of the molecules necessary to the constitution of
perfect crystalline structure; in this case the crystalline

mass will be curved or otherwise irregular, or from the

minuteness of the separate Crystals mid their variety of
position it may present a granular character. This
granular diameter would lie produced if the solution

we have supposed of common salt were rapidly evapo-
rated and suddenly cooled.

Of Cleavage .

(62.) The Cleavage of Crystals is sometimes an im-
portant mitierulogical character.

The direction in which the Cleavage of a Crystal lies

may frequently be perceived by turning the Crystal
round in a strong light, although it cannot be readily

cleaved in that direction.

(63.) When a Crystal may be cleaved parallel to the

primary planes, and also in nlher directions, it is said to

have two or more sets of Cleavages. Those whidi are

parallel to the planea of the primary form, are called the

primary set. and those which are not parallel to those
planes, are termed supernumerary sets.

The oxide of tin, described by Mr. Phillips in the

Geological Transactions, has three sets of cleavages;
one parallel to the planes of an obtuse octahedron with
a square base, urn! two others perpendicular to that base
and parallel to its edges and diagonals.

Different specimens of the same suhstance will occa-

sionally yield to the knife or hammer with different

degrees of facility ; and even carbonate of lime, which
in general splits with ease and regularity, will some-
times present a conchoidal fracture.

(64 ) Some practice is necessary in order to cleave

minerals neatly, and some little experience in the choice
of the instruments to be used.

In many instances, the mineral being placed on a
small anvil of iron or lead, a blow with a hammer will

be sufficient for dividing it in the direction of its cleav-

age planes ; and sometimes a knife or small chisel may
be applied in the direction of those planea, and pressed

with the hand, or struck with a light hammer, or the

Crystal may be held in the hand, and split with a small
knife ; or it may he split by means of a pair of small

cutting pincers with parallel edges ; and a small short
chisel, fixed with its edge outward in a block of wood,
ia sometimes a convenient instrument for resting the
mineral to he cleaved upon.

(65.) When all the planes of a primary form are
similar, as those of the cube and rhomboid, the primary
Cleavages may be effected with equal facility in all

directions, and the cleavage planes arc all similar in

lustre and general character. This may be illustrated

by cleaving galena and carbonate of lime.

But where the planes of a primary form are not ah
similar, as in all prisms, the primary Cleavages are rarely

effected with equal facility in the directions of the dis-

similar planes, nor do the cleavage planes agree in their

general characters. Hence the cleavage planes of a
mineral may occasionally prove that it does not belong
to a particular class of primary forms, although the

3 xi
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Crystal* Cleavage alone ia not, in all cases, sufficient to determine

what the primary form really is.

s"—

1

’Ksmm0' Felspar, kynnite, and sulphate of lime, afford in*

stances of the greater facility with which a Cleavage

takes place in one or two directions than in any other.

(66) There are among minerals some substances

which yield readily to mechanical division in one nr two
directions, hut do not admit of distinct Cleavage in a

third direction, so as to produce an entire solid.

This circumstance lias introduced into Mineralogy the

terms tingle, double, triple, quadruple
,
and sextuple

Cleavage, which are not to be confounded with the

primary and supernumerary sets of Cleavages before

alluded to.

When a mineral can be split in only one direction,

the Cleavage is suid to he single ; when in itco directions,

which may be conceived to give four sides of a prism, it

has n double Cleavage ; when there is a Cleavage in three

directions, such as to produce a solid bounded by six

planes, which are parallel when taken two and two, it

is termed a triple Cleavage.

A quadruple Cleavage, or one in four directions, will

produce a tetrahedron, an octahedron, or nn entire hex-

agonal prism.

The rhombic dodecahedron being contained within

sit pairs of 'pantile! planes lying in different directions,

is produced by a strtuple Cleavage.

Supernumerary Cleavages either alone, or combined
with the primary, may produce solids contained under
greater numbers of planes.

In the preceding sections on molecules and structure,

some of the results of Cleavage have been noticed. The
subject, however, require* to be further illustrated.

(67.) A cube of finale of lime does not split in direc-

tion* parallel to its planes as galena does, bill splits ob-

liquely. I^et fig. 33 represent a cube of this mineral.

If the edge of a knife be applied to the diagonal line

a b id* this cube, and the knife inclined in the direction

of e. the solid angle a 6 e c may be removed.

If the edge of the knife be again applied to the same
line a b, and struck in the direction of f, another solid

angle a bfd may be removed, and applying the knife

in the direction of the line c d, two other solid angles

a and 6 may be detached.

The new solid produced by these Cleavages ia repre-

sented by fig. 31.

If the knife be applied successively to the line* it.

k I, t m, m i, fig. 34, and struck in the direction of n,

the remaining solid angles of the cube may be removed,

and the regular octahedron iklmno will be produced.

It is apparent that the solid angles of this octahedron

must touch the middle points of the planes of the cube,

its nos ition in which is shown by fig. 35.

This octahedron may be further cleaved in a direction

parallel to its own planes.

If it be cleaved parallel to six only of its planes,

omitting any two parallel ones, and the Cleavage be con-

tinued until only the central points of the two parallel

one* remain, a figure of six sides will be produced.

This figure is a rhomboid whose plane angles are
60“ and 12C43 .

I ’ig. 36 shows the position of this rhomboid in the

octahedron, from which it is evident that the Cleavage
which produces it must lie continued a* far a* the lines

» k. I m. n o, and to those which are parallel to them on
the opposite plane.

Fig. 87 exhibits the same rhomboid separately, and Of
it may be regarded as an octahedron with two of its Cleavage,

planes covered by smull tetrahedrons, pf r s and tux.
These tetrahedrons are supposed to consist of masse*
of cubic molecules, and by their removal, as in fig. 38,

a perfect octahedron will be reproduced.

If an octahedron lie cleaved parallel to any four

alternote planes, fig. 39, the Cleavage be continued
until only the cenlrul points of the other four planes
remain, a regular tetrahedron will be produced, a* shown
by the interior lines.

The tetrahedron thus obtained, fig. 40, may be
regarded as an octahedron, four of whose plane* are

concealed, or covered by smaller tetrahedron*, p q r *,

p qu t, u q X r. q s r y, and by the removal of these

it may be reduced to a perfect octahedron.

The tetrahedrnn and octahedron have thus obviously

the same set of Cleavages, and the octahedron may be
regarded ns an imperfect tetrahedron, requiring certain

additions to complete that form.

(68.) A cube of blende will split in directions pa-

rallel only to its diagonal plain's. These Cleavages
will truncate tlie edges of the cube, and if contiuued
until all the edges are removed, and the faers of the
cube disappear, a rhombic dodecahedron will be pro-

duced.

Fig. 4 1 shows the position of tlie rhombic dodecahe-
dron in the cube, in which six of its solid angles touch
tile middle p iut» of the planes of the cube.

If this dodecahedron, fig. 42, he cleaved parallel to

the plane* a. d. t, m, and to the four planes parallel to

these, until tlie four remaining plane* ot* the dodecahe-
dron disappear, an obtuse octahedron will be produced.

Fig. 43 exhibits this octahedron separately, the planes

being marked by the same letters as appear on the

Corresponding planes of the dodecahedron.

If the Cleavage lie etfected parallel only to the planes
a, d, e, and those parallel to them, until the other pri-

mary planes disappear, an obtuse rhomboid will result,

as seen in fig. 44 ; this rhomboid measures 120^ over the

edge* at which the planes a and e meet.

If the Cleavage lakes place pnrallel to any four

alternate plane* of the obtuse octahedron, and be con-

tinued until tlie four clem age plane* alone remain, an
irregular tetrahedron, fig. 45, will be produced, whose
planes meet at an angle of 91I

3
at the edges, n o, p q,

and at an angle of 60® ut the other edge*.

The ultimate relutiou of the tetrahedron to the octa-

hedron iu reference to the theory of cubic molecules,

may be explained iu the following manner.
J A*t fig. 47 represent the smallest octahedron thul

can lie imagined to exist, formed of seven cubic mole-
cules, and let fig. 46 represent a tetrahedron containing

this minute octahedron. The tetrahedron would ob-
viously lie reducible to the octahedron, as other tetra-

hedrons are, by the removal of all its solid angles. But
it is apparent that tlie solid angle* to be removed in

this instance, are the small cubes a, e, g, ?, and on their

removal the octahedral solid, shown in fig. 47, will

remain.

This octahedron is supposed to rest on one of ita

plane*, and the molecules b c, c h,f c, c d, may be con
ceivrd to constitute four of its edge*.

Iu u similar manner the compatibility of the cnbfo

molecule with the solids, obtained by Cleavage from the

rhombic dodecahedron, might be easily shown.
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Crystal-'

Iuj»ruphy.
Of Decrement*, and the Characters of the Secondary

Planet produced by them.

(89.) The explanation already given of the manner
in which new planes modifying the primary forms

may be conceived to be produced by the operation of

different laws of Decrement, has been limited to the

effect produced upon only a single edge or angle of the

primary form. When similar edges or angles are all

operated upon at the same time by any given Decre-

ment, n new figure is produced.

The square prism has all its terminal edges similar,

and all its terminal angles also similar, and, conse-

quently, when one of those edges or angles is affected

by any Decrement, they will generally all be so.

The tipper part of fig. 4S will explain the manner in

which a Decrement by one row of molecules on the

terminal edges of a square prism, is conceived to pro-

duce a set of planes corresponding to those marked c of

the tables of modifications. The low er part of the figure

represents the ordinary character of the terminal planes

of a square prism so modified.

The upper putt of fig. 49 exhibits the effect of a De-

crement by one row of molecules on the terminal angles

of a square prism, producing a secondary form corre-

sponding to the planes a of the modifications of that

figure. The lower part presents the ordinary appear-

ance of a square prism so modified.

(70.) The causes which occasion Decrement* do not

appear to l»c .understood ; Crystals so minute as to be

seen only by the aid of a microscope, are found variously

modified ; hence the circumstance, whatever it may lie,

which occasions the modification, begins to opcrulo very

suon after the Crystal has been formed. Perhaps it may
influence the arrangement of the first tew molecules

which are capable ol producing a modified form ; and

as Cry*tulx, during their increase in magnitude, some-

times undergo a change of form by the extinction of

sonic muddying planes, or the production of others, the

cause which occasions a Decrement may he suspended,

or may be firM brought into operation at any period

during die increase of a Crystal in sine.

For the purpose of affording a clearer illustration of

die llieory of Decrements, it has been found convenient

to imagine that tlie primary form of any modified

Crystal had a'lamed such u magnitude before the law

of Decrement had lieguu to act upon it, as lo require

for the completion of the Crystal in its modified slate,

the addition of onk those defective plates of molecules

by which the modifying planes might lie produced. A
primary lorin of tlus magnitude is evidently the greatest

that could be inscribed in the given secondary form ;

and it is in theory termed the nuWrtM of the secondary

form.

(71.) As far us we have proceeded with the theory

of Decrements, the diminished plates of molecules have

boeu supposed to tie laid constantly upon the primary
form, in order to produce the modifications which are

found lo exist in Nature. But it is probable that De-

crements sometimes take place on secondary planes.

Tims Decrements may be conceived to take place on

any secondary rhombuid of carbonate of lime by the

abstraction of small masses of primary molecules

forming similar minute secondary rhomboids.

Decrements are sometimes related, as will appear in

the next section, to tbe cupacily of a body to become
electric by heat, but it docs not appear that any expla-

nation has been given of the manner in which this in- Of the Pri-

fluence is exerted. maryF«nax
of (ryitat*.

Of Ihe Late of Symmetry.

(7*2.) Among the definitions (11.) to (14.) will he

found an explanation of similar edges, angles, and planes

of a Crystal.

It has been ascertained from the observation of a great

numbei of (lie secondary forms of Crystals, that when a
modification takes place on any one edge or angle of

any primary form, a similar modification generally takes

place on all the similar edges or angles. And this

has been observed to occur so frequently, as to induce
the conclusion of its being the effect of a general law,

which HaQy lias called the Law of Symmetry. This law,

however, does not act universally with regard to all such
similar edges or angles as are included under the defini-

tions already given. The tourmaline presents an instance

of deviation from it. The primary form of the tourma-
line is a rhomboid, and the three upper terminal edges,

fig. H, are similar lo the three lower ones; the six lateral

edges, as well as the six lateral srflid angles, are also

respectively similar. Yet it is found that the three

upper terminal edges are sometimes truncated, while

those below are not. It is also observed that some-
times only the alternate three of the lateral solid angles

are modified, tbe three others remaining entire
; but the

tourmaline is pyro-electric, that is, capable of becoming
electric by heat r and many other substances which are

endued with a similar property, appear equally subject

lo a similar interference with the general Law of Sym-
metry.

Hut other minerals which are not pyro-electric, afford

instances of deviation from strictly symmetrical modi-
fication ; thus iron pyrites present n series of secondary

forms which may be termed defective, when compared
with those produced from the cube of galena. Pyro-

electricity is not. therefore, the only disturbing cause

which influences the deviation from the general Law of

Symmetry in the formation of Crystals.

Of the Primary Forms of Crystals.

(73.) It has Wen Mated that the selection of Ihe

form which is to be regarded ns the primary, is in some
degree arbitrary ; and we might, os some other writers

t»u Mineralogy have done, have assumed the cube, the

regular tetrahedron, the regular octahedron, the rhombic

dodecaliedron, and the pentagonal dodecahedron, ns

distinct Primary Forms ; under each of which, particular

modifications of the cube might have been arranger!.

Or, we might, in consequence of the general relation

which subsists among them, have referred all the modi-

fications of the cube to either of these as the primary.

We might also have assumed either of the octahe-

drons arising from modification a or c of the squara

prisms as the Primary Forms of that system ofCrystallis-

ation. And the same observation might be applied to

tlie other classes of Primary Forms, it being demonstrable

that any one of the forms so related to the others and

to the primary, as these modifications are, might be

adopted as the fundamental form or the system. But
there would be a considerable difference in the facility

with which the relations of the secondary forms to the

primary could be explained in reference lo some of

these that) to others. Those which are adopted in (Ilia

3 m 2
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Ciy»M. Treat is* nave t*~n fleeter! on account the greater

togrspby. facilities they appear to afford for demonstrating those

relation*.

The Primary Form of every Crystal may he determined

either from the primary or the secondary planes ; or it

may sometimes be deduced from cleavage, or from a

consideration of both planes and cleavage. And in the

remarks which will follow the tables of modifications, an

explanation will be attempted of the manner in which the

Primary Form of any crystallized mineral may be dis-

covered.

Of the Secondary Forma of Crystali.

(74.) The Secondary Forms of Crystals differ from the

primary in the number or position of their planes, and

they are either simple or compound. The simple Se-

condary Forms arc those which are produced by single

modifications. The compound are those in which several

modifications occur on one Crystal. The cube with the

angles truncated or replaced by three or six planes, is

an instance of a simple Secondary Form ; but if the edges

be also truncated, or bevilled, or the solid angle be both

truncated and replaced by three or six planes, it will

afford an example of a compound secondary form.

These compound Secondary Forms are of very frequent

occurrence among minerals.

(75.) The secondary planes frequently obliterate en-

tirely the primary ones, ami produce a new figure, as

in (he instance of the rhomboid bring converted into a

six-sided prism by the truncation of all its solid angles, or

of its terminal solid angles and its lateral edges.

(76.) Particular Secondary Forms sometimes predomi-

nate in particular species of minerals, as an octahedron in

sulphur, whose primary form is a right rhombic prism,

and the regular hexagonal pyramid in quartz, whose
primary form is a rhomlwid.

A dodecahedral variety of carbonate of lime, com-
monly called dog-tooth spar, occurs the most frequently

in Derbyshire.

In Cumberland, the most common variety is a six-

sided prism terminated by the planes of an obtuse se-

condary rhomboid.

In the llarlz, the entire six-sided prism occur* more
frequently than in other places. And we have noticed

some Crystals from Plymouth which appear to have

Iwen originally of the form of the Derbyshire dodecahe-

drons, and to have been afterwards enlarged by addi-

tional particles, which have been so arranged as to

convert the dodecahedrons into prisms similar to those

from Cumberland. And in some Crystals, the points of

the dodecahedrons are seen standing above the summits
of the prisms.

Particular Secondary Forms are found to occur con-

stantly among some species of minerals, and rarely

among other species Iwlonging to the same class of pri-

mary forms.

Thus the regular hexagonal pyramids, which occur
constantly among the Secondary Forms of quartz and
corundum, rarely occur in carlwmatc of lime.
The Secondary Forms of some minerals contain only

half the number of modifying planes which the luw of
symmetry requires ; as in the instance of the triangular
planes on some Crystals of quartz which occur on only
one side of the edge of the prism instead of being sym-
metrically placed on both its sides.

The causes of these peculiar habitudes of minerals

are not known ; and they appear to belong to *.nat class Of HemU
of facts, which our limited knowledge of the operations fc-jpeaad

of Nature does not enable us at present to comprehend.

Of Hemitrope and Intersected Crystals.

(77.) Besides the secondary forms referred to in the

preceding section, there is another class which were

termed mactes by Rome de l’lsle, and by Hafly A«w*
trope, from their resemblance to Crystals which may be

supposed to have been cut through, and one-half to have

been turned partly round on an imaginary axis, passing

through the centre of and perpendicular to the plane

of section. The imaginary axis being termed the

axis of revolution, and the imaginary section the plane

of revolution.

This kind of structure may be readily understood

from one or two examples.

(78.) If we conceive an octahedron, abed ef fig.

50, to be cut through in the direction g h parallel to two
of its plane* ; aqd if we suppose the half, 6 df partly

turned round, as in fig. 51, until b is opposite to c, and
d opposite to e, a Ilemitrope Crystal would be produced,

resembling one of the varieties of the common spinelle.

Again, if we suppose a doubly oblique prism, as in

fig. 52, to be cut through in the direction m n o.

And if we then conceive one-half to be turned half

round, as in fig. 53, we shall have a form of lienritrope

Crystal of frequent occurrence iu cleavclandite.

These examples are sufficient to illustrate the manner
in which Hemitrope Crystals might be conceived to be

produced. The arrangement, however, of the molecules

in so apparently capricious a manner, is doubtless the

consequence of some law operating on the structure of the

Crystal from the commencement of its formation, and
analogous to those laws by which other secondary forms

are produced.

Crystals of this character may occur among either

unmodified primary forms, or secondary forms ; the

plane of the imaginary section being always parallel

either to one of the primary plane*, or to some second-

ary plane which would result from a regular decrement.

Oxide of tin, as shown in Mr. Phillips’s Paper on
that substance in the I Id volume of the Geological

Transactions, exhibits a considerable variety of forms of

this nature. They are very common also in felspar, rutile,

and sphene ; and they occur in many other substances.

One character by which Hemitrope Crystals may fre-

quently be known, is the re-entering angle which is pro-

duced by the meeting of some of their planes. This

is very obvious in the figures 51 and 53. But even

where this re-entering angle does not appear, there is

generally some line, or some other character, which in-

dicates the nature of the Crystal.

The term twin Crystals has been applied by some
authors to denot** these compound forms, upon the

supposition that they arc pairs of single Crystals united

by particular planes.

(79.) Crystals are frequently found intersecting each

oilier with greater regularity than can be ascribed to

accident, and forming a class very analogous to Hcmi-
tropes, of which the staurotide affords a good example.

The primary form of the staurotide is a right rhombic
prism, fig. 54.

Two of the«e prisms frequently cross each other at right

angles, as in fig. 55. And sometimes at an oblique
angle.
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.Crystal In other minerals it fc •onetime? observed, tlrot three.

*ti^ra)ihj.
tourj ,norc Crystals intersect each other in thia meft-

1

nert and produce fibres apparently remote in character

from the primary forma to which they belong. Com-
bined or intersecting Crystals frequently occur in arra-

gonitc, in carbonate of lead, in sulphurct of copper, and

in other species of minerals.

Of Epigene and Pseudomorphous Crystals.

(80.) The crystalline forms already alluded fo are

supposed to be the proper forms of the mineral sub-

stances among which they occur. But minerals fre-

quently present themselves under other, and what may
be termed foreign, forms.

One class of these to which HaGy has applied the

name of Epigene, consists of Crystals, the substance of

which has undergone some chemical change subsequently

to their formation.

Thus Crystals of blue carbonate and of red oxide of

copper are frequently found converted into green car-

bonate. Sulphuret and carbonate of iron are changed

into oxides, without losing their peculiar crystalline

forms ; and the same alteration takes place in other

minerals.

(81.) Another class of Crystals whose forms are also

foreign to the substances in which they occur, have

been denominated Pseudomorphous. These have been

formed either within cavities from which Crystals of
some other substance have been previously removed by
some natural cause, or upon Crystals of some other

suhstance, which Crystals have subsequently disap-

peared ; the space they occupied either remaining void,

or being found filled with some other matter.

Both these classes of Crystals, particularly the first,

may occasion some embarrassment to the young Mine-
ralogist, but this will be lessened by an improved ac-

quaintance with the minerals in which they occur.

The theory of the formation of Pseudomorphous
Crystals presents however some difficulties which it does
not seem easy to remove. It is not easy to conceive

how the Crystals, resembling in their figure those of

quartz and carbonate of lime, which are found in what
is termed crystallized steatite, could have been formed.

The Crystals themselves and the mass in which they

are imbedded being apparently composed ofhomogeneous
matter.

Of the Phenomena of Crystallization.

(82.) Little is at present known concerning the

nature of those forces or influences which determine

mineral bodies to assume crystalline forms, or concern-

ing the causes which produce such a diversity of those

forms. Hilly says, that “ when the molecules of a body
are suspended iti a fluid, which afterwards, cither by

evaporation, or through some other cause, abandons them
to their reciprocal affinities, if no disturbing force should

interfere, the molecules would unite by those planes the

most disposed to such union, and would by their com-
bination produce the regular solids which we term
Crystals.”

But this explanation of the manner in which a change
of state from solution to solidity may take place, does
not assist our inquiry into the causes which predispose

the molecules to form solids of particular shapes; or

why their mutual attractions should cease in particular

directions, as in the lorinattor. of& cubic Crystal, which Of the Pfie

is defective at all its solid angtea.
u«*-

The causae of Crystallization are proDably allied to

electricity, whose relations are much more extensive than _
they were formerly supposed. We shall not, however,

enter further upon this subject, hut e hall briefly in-

quire into the general phenomena of the production of

Crystals.

(83.) The different hypotheses which assign an
aqueous, or an igneous origin to what has been termed
the crust of our earth, suppose the minerals forming
that crust to have been produced by analogous causes.

It is however certain that many of the natural Crys-
tals with which we are acquainted, were not formed
contemporaneously with the beds in which they have
been discovered ; but thnl they have been produced at

later periods, and possibly under very different circum-
stances. Sometimes their origin may be ascribed to

the action of heat, sometimes to the solvent power of
some fluid, and in other instances to the united influence
of both these causes.

The observations of Sir Humphrey Davy ** Upon the

state of water and aeriform matter in cavities found in

certain Crystals,” printed in the Philosophical Trans-,

actions for 1822, render it not improbable that natural

Crystals are formed under very different degrees both
of pressure and temperature. There are several ap-
pearances not uncommon among Crystals, from which
it may be inferred that they are sometimes very slowly

formed, and that accompanying Crystal* of different

minerals have been deposited at very different periods.

The Crystals of carbonate of lime which are found
at Ecton in Staffordshire, frequently contain numerous
minute Crystals of copper pyrites, apparently first de-
posited on small Crystals of the carbonate of lime. This
substance has then formed over the pyrites, and pro-
duced a larger Crystal of carbonate of lime, upon which
a second deposit of copper pyrites has taken place.

This has been again enclosed within a still larger Crys-
tal of the calcareous matter, upon which other Crystals

of pyrites have been again deposited. And we may dis-

cover, when the Crystals are large, many alternations of

these two minerals successively covering each other.

The Crystals which are termed pseudomorphous
sometimes afford very distinct evidence of successive

formation, as the period at which these were produced
must have been posterinr to that of the Crystals whose
forms they imitate. We have observed in one instance

a mould in preparation, if we may so term it, for a

pseudomorphous Crystal, from which a part only of the

model, a cube of fluute of lime, had been removed,
leaving in the cavity only a small loose nodule with an
irregular and smooth surface like that of partially dis- ,

solved salts.

Hollows of various forms contained within crystallized

quartz are not uncommon ; but we do not recollect any
other instance of the Crystal, whose removal bed pro
duced the vacuity, being only in part destroyed, as if its

dissolution had been recently going on. Numerous
other examples might be cited as evidences of the gra-

dual ^formation of Crystals, by processes which arc

probably still in operation, although we are uninformed
respecting their nature.

There are circumstances which render it almost certoin

that some Crystals have been produced from solution in

a fluid. The water found in the cavities of certain

Crystals of quartz, would seem to refer iheir origin to
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Cryital- solution in that fluid ; and it id known from the copious

togriqihjr. deposit of silicious matter from the waters of ill*? tie) scr
v-pV^,/

in Iceland, and from the hot spring* in the Island of

St. Michael's, that quurtz may be held abundantly in

solution by water.

Whether the metals have been deposited from che-

mical solution*, or from a state of fusion, are points

upon which no certain information has been obtained,

nor do the lew facta which are known throw much
general light on the subject.

Some specimens brought from Torre del Greco have been

described by Mr. Aikin in the Geological Transaction*,

among which were some minute octahedral Crystals of

red oxide of copper atluched to the surface of a fused and
partly oxidated mass of copper ami iron. These must

have been produced by sublimation of the particles

which composed them.

It appears from a Paper by Dr. Wollaston published

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1523, that the

metallic titanium which lie discovered among the slags

from some iron-works, is wholly infusible ; but he con-

jectures that it might have been precipitated in its pre-

sent crystalline forms in the state of oxide, tu which il

might have been sublimed. Ami in this manner Crys-

tals of the metals and their ores may possibly have lieu

deposited upon quartz, or Upon other earthy substances.

The red oxide of mercury produces sometimes very

distinct Crystals by sublimation. And Crystals of

calomel ami of other substances may be produced in a

similar manner.

(84.) The processes of the laboratory are the only

means we possess of ioxestigaiiug the phenomena of
Crystallization. Some minute Crystals of quartz are

said to have been deposited from an alkaline solution

of that substance after long standing ; anti Crystals of

carbonate of lime have been observed iu vessels which
contained the elements of that mineral in solution. Lead
may be produced in thin metallic plate* from the de-

composition of acetate of lead by metallic zinc. Bis-

muth, antimony, and some other metals may also be
made to crystallize by lusion ; but these few facts afford

no conclusions explanatory of the natural processes of

metallic Crystallization. Many experiments have, how -

ever. been made with a view to investigate those pro-

cesses, from which several curious and interesting re-

sults have been obtained.

Most bodies have a tendency to crystallize in passing

from a state of fusion or solution into a solid state.

Water may be said to crystallize at 32° of Fahrenheit,

although it docs not exhibit regular cleavage planes

when broken, and flakes of snow frequently exhibit

regular and beautiful forma. Highly concentrated ace-

tous acid becomes solid and assumes a crystalline form

at ahout otP of Fahrenheit: and mercury crystallizes at

about 72° below the freezing point of water, and when
in a solid state it is brittle and exhibits a distinct crys-

talline fracture if broken. Lead, antimony, and most
other metals, become fluid at different temperatures

above that of boiling water, and when suffered to cool

gradually, they may be brought to crystallize with more
or less regularity. For this purpose they are to lie

melted in neep vessels, and when the metal has become
solid at the surface by slow cooling, that surface is to be

broken, and the metal which remains fluid within, being
poured out, the hollow will frequently be found lined

with very regular Crystals.

Among the slags from furnaces regular Crvsta % fre-

quently occur, not only of metallic but of earthy sub* Of the Fr«-

8Unices.
‘ uumein

(85.) The artificial production of Crystals from solu-

tion in a fluid may be considered in reference to the cir- .
‘

j

cumstanccs attending their deposition, to their size, their

forms, whether simple or compound, regular or irregu-

lar, and to the characters of their planes.

(86.) The variations in the temperature and hygro*

metric state of the air, but more particularly the latter,

will influence the deposition of Crystals. When the air

is dry. evaporation proceeds more rapidly, and Crystals

are then deposited more freely. Heat, as it promotes
evaporation, predisposes a solution to deposit Crystals,

which are generally best formed when the evaporation

has been slow, and as the solution cools.

But Crystals are not always deposited when even a

saturated solution cools.

If a concentrated solution of sulphate of soda be en-

closed while hot in a tube, it will not deposit Crystals

on cooling ; but if air, or gas of any kind, be admitted

to it, tfie whole mass becomes almost instantaneously

solid.

(87.) There is a considerable diversity in the manner
irt which the Crystals of different salts are deposited.

Sometimes they stand singly on ihe bottom ot the vessel

containing the solution. In other instance* their ten-

dency is to form into group*, the Crystals of which appear
sometimes to radiate trom a common centre. This cha-

racter is very conspicuous among natural Crystals in wa-
veliite, in some varieties of sulphate of lime, arseoiate of
cobalt, and other minerals. The Crystals of sulphate

of magnesia, of rhombic sulphate of nickel, of nitrate of

potash, and many other substances, if rattier rapidly

produced, form long slender prisms, which so iulcnscct

each other as to lie in almost every direction. Car-

bonate of magnesia does not crystullize, if the quantity

dissolved be small, until the bulk of the solution be
nearly equal to the bulk of tiie Crystals that are pro-

duced from it. And the solutions of other salts are

known to require a high degree of concentration before

they will deposit auy Crystals.

(88.) The nature of the surface of the vessel contain-

ing the solution will influence the precipitation of Crys-

tals. Thus Crystallization is said to take place more
rapidly iu rough earthenware than in glass vessels, and
it is well known that threads, horse-hair, fine wire,

sticks of glass, and oilier foreign bodies introduced into

a solutiou will l>e covered with Crystals in preference to

the surface of the containing vessel.

When n solutiou is ready to deposit Crystals, they

will be immediately produced if a fragment of the sub-

stance dissolved be introduced into it. And however
irregular the shape of this fragment may be, the irregu-

larities will be iound to disappear as il increases in

bulk, and a regular Crystal will be produced, which will

be enlarged as the evaporation proceeds.

(89.) The size of the Crystals is generally influenced

by the volume of the solution and by its depth. When
the volume and depth arc considerable and the evapo-

ration slow, large Crystals will generally be formed.

But in operating upon small quantities of fluid. Crystals

ot different sizes are frequently produced in the same
vessel, nnd in apparently a capricious manner. And
it has liccn said, that solutions charged with electri-

city have deposited smaller Crystals than when in their

natural state.

Some salts, of which the sulphate of copper and
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Crystal- nickel, and the sulphate of copper and zinc are exam-
tagtaphy

deposit much larger Crystals during the cooling of
,mr i~m- a smaller quantity of a saturated hot solution, than

from the spontaneous evaporation of a much greater

volume at the actual temperature of the atmosphere.

(90.) With regard to the forms of Crystals, those

which are considered primary rarely occur among either

natural or artificial Crystals, nor has experiment yet

pointed out any means by which these may with cer-

tainty be produced.

It has been said, that more simple forms are pro-

duced when an impalpable powdei is mixed with the

solution of a salt.

There does not, however, appear to be much con-

stancy in the result of such experiments, but on the con-

trary different substances appear to possess peculiar

habitudes in iIub respect and not to exhibit correspond-

ing results.

Chemical mixtures influence the forms of Crystals,

perhaps more frequently than any other cause, yet in a

manner of which we believe at present no clear concep-

tion can be formed. Mr. Rrochnnt remarks, with gTeat

justice, that the nature of this influence is a highly im-

portant point in the History of Crystallization, as it is

probable that it very frequently governs the formation of
natural Crystals. Some chemical mixtures appear to

influence even the primary forms of Crystals, without

apparently altering the nature of tlieir chemical consti-

tution, while others merely occasion changes in the
modifications of those forms. Thus sulphate of nickel,

if crystallised from an acid solution, takes a square prism
as the primary form ; but if the square prisms thus

obtained be dissolved in water and re-crystallized,

rhombic prisms are produced, without any apparent
atomic difference in the proportions of their respective

elements.

The difference between the forms of carbonate of lime

and arragonite, which are probably similar chemical
compounds, may have resulted from some interference

analogous to this; and we may, perhaps, refer to the

same cause the difference of figure between the common
aud the white iron pyrites.

(91.) The fares on which Crystals deposited from
solutions rest, are generally extended disproportionately

in relation to the other planes. But this is not in-

variably the case, nor does the position of the deposited

Crystal in the solution always influence its figure.

If the crystalline particles were constantly mors nume-
rous towards the bottom of the solution than at its

surface, it might be supposed that Crystallization would
first take place at the bottom, and that the lower planes

of immersed Crystals would be the most enlarged
;
and

this is frequently found to be the case.

But several of the suits begin to crystallize almost
invariably at the surface; and while the Crystals thus

formed sink uml increase in size at the bottom, others

are successively produced above.

We have remarked also among some Crystals of
nitrate of lead, which were deposited together in the

same vessel, some which were unmodified octahedrons,

and others that were hem itropes. Of the octahedrons,

some had their axe* perpendicular to the surface on
which they rested; others rested on one of their planes ;

and others were attached by an edge to the bottom of
the vessel; a variety of position which excludes the ideu

of its being the result of any particular law.

The natural planes of Crystals arc subject to a con

43d

siderable diversity of character, some possessing the Of tba

highest degree of brilliancy, and others being so dull as Tables ef

to afford no distinct reflections Sometimes they are Mpdiflin-

strinted, sometimes curved, and they commonly exhibit
tton

^‘
,

greater or less degrees of inequality. Particular planes

of some Crystals are frequently marked by some distin-

guishing peculiarity which occurs also on the corre-

sponding planes of other Crystals, of the same substance.

Thus the planes which truncate the primury terminal

edges of the Crystals of carbonate of lime arc generally

striated parallel to their edges of combination
;
and the

terminal planes of hexagonal prisms of that substance

are generally opaque and dull.

Among artificial Crystals a difference is frequently

observable in the characters of the planes, but it is not
constant even tinder analogous circumstances. Some-
times the most perfect planes appear on those Crystals

whieh have been slowly formed, and sometimes on those

which have been rapidly produced, particularly in some
of the double salts. We have repeatedly tried to obtain

by slow evaporation Crystals of the sulphate of copper
and zinc with bright planes, but without success; yet

they have been immediately produced on the cooling of
a hot saturated solution, and we have observed more
perfect Crystals of sulphate of copper produced in this

manner than from slow evaporation.*

It must, however, be admitted that these experiments

and facts do not afford the desired illustration of the

natural processes of Crystallization.

Of the Tablet of Modification!.

(92.) Crystals of different minerals may belong to the

same system of Crystallization. Thus finale of lime

and sulphuret of silver are both referable to the cuhe.

Carbonate of lime und red silver are both rhomboids.

Sulphate of lead and hydrous oxide of iron are both
right rhombic prisms. Aud so of other minerals.

When several species are reluted to one system, or, as

we shall henceforth express ourselves, to one class of

primary form**, they will, unless that class the cube,

generally be found to differ from each other, in the

mutual inclination of their primary planes, or in the

comparative lengths of some of their primary edges.

(93.) Crystals rarely present themselves under their

respective primary forms, but are usually modified by new
planes, producing secondary Crystals, from which the

primary are to be inferred. Hence an accurate know-
ledge of the relations between the secondary and pri-

mary forms of Crystals is essential to a correct crystal-

lographieal discrimination of minerals.

The secondary forms of Crystals have been explained

to consist of Modifications of the primary, occasioned by

decrements on oome of their edges or angles, the laws of

which will be afterwards investigated. But as there

are many who form collections of minerals as an amuse-

ment, and others who pursue some branch of Mineralogy

as h business, and who from want of inclination, or

leisure, or a habit of engaging in such inquiries, are

disinclined to undertake a geometrical investigation ot

the relations of Crystals, we have attempted to supply

another method of exhibiting those relations in the tol-

lowingTables of Modifications of the primary forms, and
the explanations which follow them. Aud although

these may not furnish the Mineralogist with all the

assistance fie requires, his study of Crystals will lie
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Cry ltd* materially assisted by the opportunity they will afford

tography. him of comparing all the primary and simple secondary

forms with each other, and of obtaining a general view

of the entire series of simple secondary forms under

which Crystals may present themselves. And us the

most compound secondary forms are only combinations

of two or more simple Modifications, these Tables will

explain the most complicated figures of Crystals.

(94.) The Tables contain not only the obstrved Modifi-

cations of Crystals, but the entire senes of which each class

of the primary forms is susceptible while influenced by

the law of symmetry, with the addition of some of the

observed instances of departure from this law in the

production of whut may be termed incomplete secondary

forms.

From a general view of the Tables, it will be seen

that the first Modifications are those on the angles of

the primary form ; these being succeeded by the Modifi-

cations on the edges ; beginning in all cases with the

simplest change of form.

It has been already stuted, that each class of the pri-

mary forms may comprise many series of Crystals belong-

ing to as many different species of minerals. And in the

same manner each of the Modification*, excepting those

which produce tangent plain's, may include a number of

individual or particular planes differing from each other

in the angle* at which they respectively incline on the

adjacent primary planes.

Thu* a aeries of modifying planes comprehended

under 6 in the Mollifications of the cube may occur

within two natural limits ; the one the primary plune

of the cube, and the other the plane a. For it is ob

vious that the inclination of b on P may approach nearly

to 180°, but it can never reach that limit. And it may
pass from this position through perhaps an unlimited

series inclining less and less on I
1
, until at length the

inclination would be nearly the same as that of a on P;
but it is apparent that it can never attain this limit,

there being no other plane than a which can incline to

the primary planes at the same angle that a does.

The series of planes belonging to Modification c of

the cube, are limited within the planes a and e. The
angle at which the planes marked c incline to each

other, may be conceived to increase, until it approaches

very nearly to 180°; the three planes would (hen very

neuriy become one, or be nearly similar to </, but they

can never reach that limit. And they may also be con-

ceived to incline more and more upon the edge, until at

length they would very nearly coincide with the planes

e, but they could never exactly coincide with those

planes.

The series of particular Modifications of the cube com-
prehended under d, may be conceived to lie within

several limits, according to the direction in which the

change of position of the modifying planes may be sup-

posed to take place. The angle at w hich the two planes

d, which rest on I*', incline to each other may be ima-
gined to increase until they nearly approach to one
plane, corresponding with 6, or the angle at which the

two planes dt which meet at the edge of the cube, incline

to each other, may approach nearly to 1S0°, when they
would nearly become analogous to c. Or if live two
plane* d, which meet at the edge of the cube, be con-
ceived to incline more and more on that edge, they will

at length approach nearly to the position of the planes
/*, but they can never coincide with those planes.

These remarks on the nature of the differences among

the planes belonging to some of the Modifications, Of the

might easily be extended to all. But it will not be !£***? °*

difficult for the reader to apply them himself to all the

other variuble one*. The nature of the variation, how- .

ever, will occasionally he pointed out in the Tables.

(95.) When the new planes which would result from

any particular Modification are so much extended as to

efface the primary planes, a new solid will evidently

result. The series of' new solids which might result

from any single Modification, will be found generally

to possess one common character: that is, their planes

will generally be all triangular, or all quadrilateral, or

all pentagonal, or some other common figure ; but this

is not invariably so. Among the series of secondary

forms resulting from particular Modifications of the

rhomboid, some will be contained within scalene trian-

gular planes, and others belonging to the same Modifi-

cation within isosceles triangular planes, as will be

pointed out in the Tables.

(96.) A particular position is chosen in these Table*

for the figure of each of the primary forms, and the

same is retained in the series of Modifications.

The right rhombic pri*in is supposed to hove its

greater diagonal horizontal.

In the oblique rhombic and doubly oblique prisms

the angles of P with M and T are supposed to be ob-

tuse; and if the figures of Crystals of different sub-

stance* belonging to the same class of primary forms,

were always placed in the same position* us those in

the Tables, they might more easily be compared with

each other, and their peculiar characters be mure readily

described.

(97.) On each of the primary forms certain letter* arc

placed, which arc intended to designate the angles,

edges, and planes of Crystals, and to denote their simi-

larity or dissimilarity.

Some or ail ofthe vowels A E I O arc used to desig-

nate the plane anglrs of the primary form ; some of the

conKonants, B C D K li II, to designate the primary
edges, and P M T the primary plants of Crystals.

The same letter is repeated where the angles, edges,

or planes are similar ; and different letters are used

where those angles, edges, or planes are dissimilar,

according to the definitions of similar angles, Ac , already

given (11.) to (14.)

Thus tfie letter A is repeated ou the four angles of

the cube, these being all similar; while A and E are

placed on the alternate angles of the right rhombic

prism to show that in that figure those angles ouly are

similur which are opposite to each other.

In the cube the letter P is repeated on all the planes,

because they are all similar.

In the right rhombic prism the letter P stands on the

terminal plune, and M on the lateral planes, implying

that these are not similar to the terminal plune ; but M
being repeated on both the lateral planes, denotes that

these are similar to each other. When M stands on
one and T on the other, they ure dissimilar.

The' and*, (which are to be read dash and two dash,)

added to some of these letters, serve merely to distin-

guish two or more similar edges, angles, or planes from

each other.

By carefully observing the letters thus used to desig-

nate the planes, 4cc., the class of primary forms to

which any figure, drawn according to this method,
belongs, may be readily discovered.

When the planes of a Crystal are parallel, if taken
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Crystal* »n pair*. not more lh*n one of their number can be

logr*phy. rendered visible in the front of the drawing; but when

the planes are not all parallel, as in the tetrahedron,

more than lialf may be exhibited according to the position

of the Crystal. For it is evident that if the tetrahedron

be held with a solid angle nearest to the eye, three of

its four planes will be seen at the same time.

It may be remarked that the modifying planes con-

tained in the Tables, are produced bv cutting off por-

tions of the figure of the primary Crystal, and thus

reducing its bulk. It is almost unnecessary, after what

has been already said on the formation of Crystals, to

observe, that nature proceeds by building up the se-

condary forms instead of thus truncating the primary.

And we may, if we please, imagine that the secondary

figures given in these Tables, have been produced by

additions to primary Crystals of smaller relative di-

mensions.

The inclination of any two planes to each other, as

P, and Modification a of the cube, or the angle at which

they meet, may be expressed by P on fl, or a on P, or

simply by P,a, or a,P, adding the value of the angle

in degrees and minutes.

Tablet of (he Primary Forms and their Modifications.

THE CUBS.

Fig. 56.

(99.) Mod. a, fig. 57. The solid angles replaced by

tangent planes, whose surfaces are equilateral triangles.

When the modifying planes are extended so as to

efface the primary planes, a regular octahedron is pro-

duced.

P,a = 125° iy 52"

a,a! = 109° 29* 16"

af,aT= VPZV 44*

Mod. ft. fig. 59. The solid angles replaced by three

planes resting on the primary planes.

From this Modification a series of new figures might
result, each of which would be contained within twenty-

four equal trapezoidal planes
;
the trapezoids being dis-

similar in the different members of the series, and inclin-

ing at different angles on the primary planes and on each

other. The different members of every other series of new
figures which can result from any Modification of this

or any other Primary Form will generally agree in the

character of their planes, but these will always differ in

their inclination to the primary and to each other. An
observation which it will not be necessary to repeat in

reference to any series belonging to any other of the

Primary Forma.
Mod. c, fig. 59. The solid angles replaced by three

planes resting on the primary edges.

New figures contained within twenty-four equal isos-

celes triangular planes.

Mod. d, fig. 60. The solid angles replaced by six

planes.

New figures contained within forty-eight triangular

planes.

Mod. e, fig. 61. The edges replaced by tangent planes.

New figure the rhombic dodecahedron.

P,« — 135°

e,e = 120°

Mod. f, fig. 62. The edges replaced by two planes.

New figures contained within twenty-four triangular

planes.

VOL. VI.

(100.) Some of the forms assumed to be derived Tibia of

from the cube, contain only half the number of modi* thaPrirainr

fying planes which the law of symmetry requires. Of
these there are two different seta. One belonging to

the tetrahedron, the other to a pentagonal dodecahe- v r _L .

dron ; and as these are the predominating figures of

some species of minerals.it will be convenient to denote

tbeir relations to the cube in the following manner.

In fig. 63 the planes a appear only on the alternate

solid angles, and present only half the number of planes

required by the law of symmetry. The figure may
a

therefore be denoted by Mod. — . When these planes

are so much extended as to efface the primary planes, a

regular tetrahedron would be produced, as shown by the

lines on the figure. And it is evident that this same form

would be produced, but in a transverse position, if the

modifying planes were placed on those angles which are

entire on the figure.

The planes ft, c, and d occur also on the alternate

be d
solid angles, and may be denoted by— ,

—
, and

It is evident that the planes of this class of hemi-

forms, as they may be termed, are not parallel, but in

dined to each other ; a character by which they may be

distinguished from the following.

(101.) When the cube is modified by only twelve

of the planes of Mod. f as shown in fig. 04, a series

of pentagonal dodecahedrons will he produced, contained

within six pairs of parallel planes. The relation of this

figure to figure 62, is seen by the corresponding letters

on the planes of each. This class may, on aocount of

the parallelism of its planes, be denoted by ||, and an

three only of the six planes of Mod. d sometimes occur

each solid angle, these may be denoted by — ||. The

addition of
|[,

the symbol of parallelism, being sufficient

to distinguish these from the planes already denoted by

a ft c . d

T'T’ T’»"
d
T-

TDK SQUARE PRISM.

Fig. 65.

(102.) The Crystals of different minerals belonging
to this clans may differ from each other in the compara-
tive lengths of the edges B and Q.

Mod. a, fig. 66. The solid angles replaced by single

planes which arc isosceles triangles.

This Modification would produce a scries of four

sided pyramids, resting on the lateral edges of the

prism. And wheu the modifying planes are so much
enlarged as to efface the primary, a series of octahe-

drons with square bases will result.

The planes a incline equally on M and M'. but at a

different angle from that at which they incline on P.

A character by which this form is distinguished from
the cube, where a inclines equally on the adjacent pri-

mary planes.

Mod. ft, fig. 67. The solid angles replaced by two
planes.

The new figures are bi -pyramidal, and contained

within sixteen sides.

(103.) The two planes of this Modification may in-

tersect the planes M, M\ parallel to a diagonal or otber-

3 N
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Crystal wise, according to the nature of the decrement by which
lngraphy. ifoyy nrp produced.

* When both plants occur on a Crystal, and intersect

M and M' parallel to.n diagonal, it will be convenient

to denote them by the character 6., anti the aeries of such

plane* may be distinguished by 6. 1 , 6,2, 6,3, &c. When
they result from intermediary decrement*, and conse-

quently do not intersect M or M r parallel to a diugonul,

they may be denoted simply by 6.

If only one of the two planes 6 should appear on the

Crystal, it may be denoted by or-~, if parallel to

a diagonal on the left or right of the figure, and by

6 6
.

/ — or— r, if not parallel to a diagonal.

The same observations will apply to the planes 6 and

d of the right and oblique rhombic prisms.

Mod. c, fig. 68. Tlic terminal edges replaced by

single planes not forming equal angles with the terminal

and lateral planes, producing a series of tour-sided

pyramids resting on the luteral planes of the prism,

and, by an extension of the modifying planes, a series

of octahedrons with square base*.

Mod. d, fig. 69. The edges of the prism replaced by

tangent planes.

Mod. e, fig. 70. The edges of the prism replaced by

two planes.

The separate Modifications of the terminal edges, or

the lateral edges, will distinguish the secondary Crystals

of this class of prisms from those of the cube.

THE RIGHT RHOMBIC PRISM.

Fig. 71.

(104.) The solid angles at A are the obtute, and
those at G the acute solid angles. The edge G is the

acute, and H the obtu»e lateral edge of the prism.

The particular prisms belonging to different minerals

may differ from each other in the inclination of M on
M\ or in the ratio of the edge B to the edge H.

Mod. a, fig. 72. The obtuse solid angles replaced

by single planes which intersect the terminal plane pa-

rallel to its greater diagonal.

When the planes a increase, the secondary form may
be an octahedron with a rectangular base, as shown in

fig. 73.

Mod. b, fig. 74. The obtuse solid angles replaced by
two planes.

This Modification would produce a series of four-

sided pyramids, and the new figores would be octahe-

drons with rhombic bases.

Mod. c, fig. 75. The acute solid angles replaced by
single planes, which intersect the terminal plane parallel

to its short diagonal.

An octahedron with a rectangular base, as shown in

fig. 76, might result from this Modification.

Mod. d, fig. 77. The acute solid angle* replaced by
two planes.

The new figures would be octahedrons with rhombic
bases.

The planes 6 and d may be denoted as in the square
prism.

Mod. e, fig. 78. The terminal edges replaced by
single planes.

This Modification would produce a series of four-

sided pyramids, and the new figures would be octahe- Ttbfce. of

drons with rhombic bases. thePrimanr

Mod. f fig. 79. The obtuse lateral edges replaced

by tangent planes. fteatiww.

Mod. g, fig. 80. The obtuse lateral edges replaced

by two planes.

When the primary lateral planes are effaced by the

planes g, a series of secondary Right Rhombic Prisms

would be produced.

Mod. h. fig. 61. The acute lateral edges replaced by
tangent planes.

Mod. i, fig. 62. The acute lateral edges replaced by
two planes.

Tina Modification would produce another series of

secondary prisms.

THE OBLIQUE RHOMBIC PRISM.

Fig. S3.

(105.) The figure is supposed to be oblique in the

direction O A, so that the terminal plane forms an

obtuse angle with the edge H. The planes M M'
may meet at an acute, or an obtuse angle. The solid

angle at A is in either case termed the acute, and that

at O the obtuse, and those at E the lateral solid angles.

The edges B are the acute, and those at D the obtuse

terminal edges. The edge H and its opposite are the

obtique, and G and G' the lateral edges of the prism.

The Crystals of this form belonging to different mine-

rals may differ from each other in the inclination of P
on M, or of M on M\ or in the ratio of an edge D to

ao edge H.
Mod. a, fig. 84. The obtuse solid angles replaced by

single planes.

Mod. 6, fig. 85. The obtuse solid angles replaced by

two planes.

Mod. c, fig. 86. The acute solid angles replaced by

single plane*.

Mod. d, fig. 67. The acute solid angles replaced by

two planes.

The planes 6 and d may be denoted as in the square

prism.

Mod. e, fig. 88. The lateral solid ingles replaced by

single planes.

(106.) The planes of this Modification may cut the

terminal or lateral planes parallel to u diagonal, or

otherwise according to the decrement by which they arc

produced. If e cuts the terminal plane parallel ton
diagonal, it may be denoted by e

;

if the plane
||
M' by ,e ;

and if the plane M, by e,. Anti a corresponding nota-

tion may be applied to the planes a, 6, c, und d, of the

doubly oblique prism.

Mod. f fig. 89. The obtuse terminal edges replaced

by single planes.

Mod. g, fig. 90. The acute terminal edges replaced

by single planes.

Mod. A, fig. 91. The oblique edges of the prism re-

placed by tangent planes.

Mod. i, fig. 92. The oblique edges of the prism re-

placed by two planes.

Mod. k, fig. 98. Tire lateral edges of the prism re-

placed by tangent planes.

Mod. /, fig. 94. The lateral edges of the prism re-

placed by two planes.

Mod. i and l would produce other Oblique Rhombic
Prisms, varying from the primary and from each other,

in the angles at which their luteral planes would meet.
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Cmul- This class of prisms may generally l>e distinguished
h>ff»phy. from rhomboids by the unequal inclinalion of die plane

c Co three adjacent primary planes, and by the dissimi-

larity of the planes/und A, or g und k.

THK DOUBLY OBLIQUE PRISM.

Fig. 95.

(107.) In this class of prisms the inclinations ofFou
M, P on T, aud M on T, ore all different.

The edges and angles of these prisma may be de-

signated by the same terms as have been used for the

corresponding ones of the oblique rhombic prism.

The different Crystals belonging to this class may
differ from each other in the inclination of P on M,
P on T, and M on T, and in the ratios of tl\e edges I),

F, and H.
Afod. a, fig. 96. The obtuse solid angles replaced by

single planes.

Mod. b, fig. 97. The acute solid angles replaced by
ingle planes.

Mod. c, fig. 98. The lateral solid angles E replaced

by single planes.

Mod. d, fig. 99. Lateral solid angles I replaced by

single planes.

Planes a. A, c, and d may be denoted similarly to

those of Mod. e of the oblique rhombic prism.

Mod. e, fig. 100. The obtuse terminal edges D re-

placed by single planes.

Mod. f fig. HU. The acute terminal edges C re-

placed by single planes.

Mod. e, fig. 102. The acute terminal edges D re-

placed by single planes.

Mod. A, fig. 103. The obtuse terminal edges F re-

placed by single planes.

Afod. i, fig. 104. The oblique edges of the prism

replaced by single planes.

Mod. k, fig. 105. The lateral edges of the prism re-

placed by single planes.

From the dissimilarity of nuy two adjacent edges or

angles of this class, the separate Modifications produce

only single plane*; but several varieties of these may
occur on the same edge or angle. The secondary forn»B

belonging to this class. are among the most difficult

Crystals to be undersiood.

THK RHOMBOID.

Fig. 106.

(108.) The angle at T is the superior, that at O the

inferior , and those at E tlse lateral angles of the plane

P. The edges B are the superior, and those at D the

inferior edges of the same plane.

The solid angle at A is the terminal, and those at E
and O are the lateral solid angles. The edges B are

the terminal, and D the lateral edges of the Rhomboid.
Rhomboids ore distinguished from each other by the

inclination of P on P\ When P on P measures mere
than 90°, the Rhomboid is called obtuse ; when less it is

called acute.

Mod. a, fig. 107. The terminal solid angles replaced

by tangent planes.

Mod. b, fig. 108. The terminal solid angles replaced

by three planes resting on the primary planes.

Mod. c, fig. 109. The terminal solid angles replaced

by three planes resting on the primary edges.

Each of the Modifications 6 and c would produce a

series of Rhomboids more obtuse than the primary ; but Tables of

differing in their relative positions. theprimary

Mod. d, fig. 1 10 . The terminal solid angles replaced

hy six planes. The new figures are obtuse dodecabe-
fiction*.**

drons whose planes are generally scalene triangles. — *

Mod. e, tig. 111. The lateral solid angles replaced

by single planes parallel to the aria of the Rhomboid.
These planes are the lateral planes of a regular hex-

agonal prism.

Mod. f fig. 112. The lateral solid angles replaced

by two planes, whose edge of intersection is parallel to

the axis of the Rhomboid.
These planes represent the lateral planes of a series

of dodecahedral prisms.

Mod. g, fig. 113. The lateral solid angles replaced

by single planes intersecting the primary planes parallel

to their oblique diagonal'*.

The new figure would be a Rhomboid more acute

than the primary.

Mod. A, fig. 114. The lateral solid angles replaced

by two planes intersecting the primary [dunes parallel

to thrir oblique diagonal*.

The new figures would be acute dodecahedrons, whose
planes are generally scalene triangles.

Mod. i, fig. 115. The lateral solid angles replaced

by single planes which interred the primary plane* in

tines that converge toward* the summit*.

The new figures would be Rhomboids, more acute

than the primary.

Afod. k, fig. 116. The lateral solid angles replaced

by two planes, which intersect the primary planes similar

to Mod. i.

The new figures are generally acute dodecahedrons

with scalene triangular planes.

Mod. I, fig. 1 17. The lateral solid angles replaced

by single pluites, who*e. intersection with the primary
plane* converge toward the inferior angle*.

This M<xiification produces Rhomboids more acute than

the primary, but in an inverse position to those of Mod. t.

Mod. m, fig. 1 19. The lateral solid angles replaced by

two planes, whose intersections with the primary planes

are similar to those of Mod. I

.

The new figures are acute dodecahedrons, generally

with scalene triangular planes, and in an inverse posi-

tion to those of Mod. h or k.

Afod. n, fig. 1 19. The terminal edges replaced by

tangent plaues producing a Rhomboid more obtuse than

the primary.

Afod. o, fig. 120. The terminal edges replaced by

two planes.

The new figures are obtuse dodecahedrons, whose

planes are generally isosceles triangles.

Afod. p, fig. 121. The lateral edges replaced by tan-

gent planes.

Planes p are the lateral planes of a regular hexagonal

oristn.

Mod. 9,
fig. 122. The lateral edges replaced by two

planes.

From this Modification there results a scries of dode-

cahedrons, whose planes are always scalene triangles.

Some of the Modifications of the Rhomboid and the

secondory forms which they produce, bear a general

resemblance to those of the oblique rhombic prism, as

will be readily perceived by compering Afod. a of the

prism with a of the Rhomboid. And by respectively

comparing g and/ of the prism with n and p of the

Rhomboid.
3 N 2
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Crystal- But these forms may be distinguished by the equal
lonraphy.^ inclination of a of the Rhomboid on the three adjacent
‘ planes ; or by the simultaneous Modification of the

three terminal or six lateral edges of the Rhomboid.

When the primary planes of the Rhomboid are effaced

by secondary planes, it is only by observing the direction

of the cleavage planes, or some other determinate cha-

racter, that the Modification to which the secoudary

figure belongs can be ascertained.

Of the Application of the preceding Tables.

(109.) The preceding Tables and remarks will have

afforded the reader such a general outline of the relations

among the several primary and secondary forms of

Crystals, as will enable him in very many cases to de-

termine at once the primary form and modification of

any given Crystal. But he may not be enabled to do

this generally without some further explanation of the

method of what may be termed reading Crystals.

The practical use of Crystallography is, os we have

before stated, to enable the Mineralogist to determine

the species of a mineral from an examination of its

crystalline forms.

These forms are either primary or secondary ; they

are frequently very complicated ; and the Crystals from

which they are to be determined, ere generally only

fragments detached from the matrix on which they

have been produced, and are occasionally very imperfect.

(110.) The regular symmetry of the secondary forms
of the cube is such as to admit little doubt concerning

the primary in those oases where the secondary planes

can be distinctly recognised. But the planes a of the

regular octahedron are not always distinguishable from

those of Med. a of the square prism, w ithout measure-

ment.

(111.) The secondary forms of the tquare prism may
generally be distinguished from those of the cube by the

want of simultaneous and similar Modifications on the

lateral and terminal edges, and by the difference of

measurement between the octahedrons derived from it

and the regular octahedron.

(112.) When there is only a single set of cleavages

parallel to the lateral ptaues of a square prism, the planes

parallel to the cleavage are assumed to be the primary.

If there are two sets of cleavages, parallel to the planes

M and Neither of these might be considered the primary

set ; and in respect of any Crystals already described we
can only ascertain which set has been assumed as the

primary by a comparison of Otc Crystals themselves

with the published description* and figures.

(1 13.) The right rhombic prism presents very little

analogy to either of the preceding forms, unless the

inclination of the lateral planes upon each other is very

nearly a right angle. The octahedrons which might
then result from Mod. e would nearly resemble those of
the square prism, as the inclination of e on e' would be

nearly the same as that of </ on But the rhombic
prism may then be distinguished from the square prism
by either of the Mods, f or g or A or t appearing singly

on the Crystal.

There is sometimes a cleavage corresponding to the

position of the plnnes M, M', in Crystals belonging to
this form, in which case those planes are determined
from the cleavage. But occasionally the only apparent
cleavages are parallel to for h, in which case the planes,
which are to be regarded as M M\ must be inferred
from some analogy to other Crystals.

(114.) The oblique rhombic prism will be distin- Of tbs

guishable from the right rhomhic even when the incli- ApjJjcsik

nation of P on M is very nearly 90°, by the want of

correspondig planes on the front and back of the Crystal

in the Modifications a or c, b, or d, and for g, as may ^ ^
be Been by comparing those respectively with Modifica-

tions a, b, and c of the right rhombic prism.

The distinction between the secondary forms of this

prism and of the rhomboid have been already pointed

out in the Tables of Modifications.

The primary planes of this class of prisms are to be

determined cither by cleavage or from its secondary

planes. The varieties of cleavage that occasionally

present themselves may be seen by referring to the

different minerals whose Crystals assume this form.

(115.) Tlic doubly oblique prism will be found the

most difficult of all the primary forms to determine

from its secondary Crystals. It is distinguishable from

all other forms when its Crystals are single, hy the

absence of symmetrical planes analogous to those of

other prisms ; but it very frequently occurs in hemitrope

or twin Crystals, which must resemble some of the

forms of the oblique rhombic prism, and can then be

distinguished only by some reentering angle or other

character on the surface of the Crystal. The best guide

to a knowledge of these forms is an attentive examination
^

of the Crystals of axinite for simple figures, and cleave-

landite for hemitrope forms.

(116.) The rhomboid will generally be readily dis-

tinguished from all other forms by its three or six-sided

pyramidal terminations, and by the three, or six, or nine,

or twelve-sided prisms which are derived from it An
examination of the Crystals of carbonate of lime and of

oligiste iron will afford abundant examples of secondary

forms belonging to this figure.

It will be seen by the Tables of Mollifications of the

rhomboid, that any mineral may present numerous
secondary rhomboids as well as the primary, either of

which might be assumed as the fundamental form of

the whole. Bui it is usual to regard that particular

rhomboid as the primary, which is indicated by the

cleavage planes.

(117.) The manner of holding a Crystal for examina-

tion requires some attention on the part of the observer,

whose first object should be to discover two or more
symmetrical planes, and to hold these either vertically

or liorizontally as they appear to be either lateral or

terminal planes corresponding with some of the figures

in the tables. The Crystal may then be attached to a

piece of wax-taper in a position corresponding to the

apparent symmetry of its planes, and be more minutely

examined.

(118.) A circumstance which has not yet been alluded

to, but which is by no means of uncommon occurrence,

a very disproportionate extension of particular planes,

will frequently increase the difficulty of reading a Crys-

tal. A very remarkable instance of this character pre-

vails in copper pyrites, and has been the occasion of the

erroneous opinions entertained until lately, respecting

the primary form of that substance.

In all the works on Mineralogy, prior to that of
Professor Mohs, ita primary form is stated to be a regu-

lar tetrahedron. Mohs, however, discovered that the

Crystal web an octahedron with a square base. The
two following figures represent Crystals containing equal
numbers of similar planet ; fig. 123 having these planes

regularly placed on the octahedron, and fig. 124 repre-
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Oryttal* seating the Crystal as it frequently occurs in nature,

with some of its planes considerably enlarged. The
same letters are placed on the corresponding planes of

each, which are in parallel positions oil both figures.

When Crystals of this irregular character occur, it is

only by cleavage and by using the goniometer that their

true forms can be accurately determined.

Having ascertained by examination and comparison

with the tables the data of primary forms to which any
given Crystal belongs, the angles of its primary and
secondary planes must be measured in order to deter-

mine the species of the mineral.

(119.) When a Crystal, whose primary and secondary

forms are known, is to be described by the assistance of

the preceding tables, the primary form is first to be set

down, and its Modifications denoted by the letters

under which they are arranged in the Tables.

But as each Modification, except those which consist

of tangent planes, comprehends an unlimited number of

separate planes, differing from each other in the angles

at which they incline on the primary, it becomes neces-

sary to add to the tabular letter which expresses the

Modification, the angles at which the observed planes

incline on tile adjacent primary ones.

It has been already seen that Mod. 6 of the square

prism, represents an indefinite number of planes vary-

ing in their respective inclinations on P, M, and M'.

Let a given square prism be modified by planes corre-

sponding to 6, and let the inclination of one of the

planes on P, M, and M' be denoted byx.y, and :, these

letters signifying any number of degrees and minutes.

A Crystal containing the primary planes of the square

prism, and a set of planes belonging to 6 might then be

thus described :

(6.P = *
Square prism 6<6,M = y

tft.M'r: I.

The character of the plane being thus established, it

may afterwards, in order to avoid the repetition of the

measurements, be described as 61.

Let us now suppose on another Crystal, another set of

planes of the same Modification, inclining on P, M, and
M\ at the angles s\ y', and x\ and a third set inclining

on P, M, and M', at the angles x", y*, and 2" ; these

planes may be described os 62 and 63 :

(62,P =xf

62< 62,M zzrf
(62,M's 2 '

(63,P = x"
63< 63,M = y"

|63,M'= 2".

It will be convenient to call that plane No. 1, which
inclines at the most obtuse angle on the primary plane

to which it is referred ; that No. 2, which is next in its

inclination ; and so to denote the series in the order of

their respective inclinations on the same primary plane.

This method of description may be applied, whether

the three planes have occurred on the same or oq differ-

ent Crystals.

The inclination of* the modifying plane on two of the

primary planes, is generally sufficient, when a solid

angle is modified, for determining the law of decrement

;

but the third inclination serves as a check upon the

accuracy of the other two.

If the lateral edge of any prism whose angles are

known, be modified by one or more planes, it will be

sufficient to give the inclination of each on either of the

lateral primary planes, from which the inclination on the Of tbs

other may be readily deduced.
This method of description may be extended to all

classes of primary forms ; and will convey an accurate
Sjr~ v

description of the planes to which it refers.

Crystals may frequently present themselves whose
primary forms are unknown to the observer, and whose
secondary planes do not enable him to determine them;
in which case drawings of the Crystals should be given,

accompanied by the measured angles of the several

planes. And it may be remarked that the moat valuable

information a Mineralogist can receive relative to Crys-
tals, is accurate measurements of their angles, accom-
panied by figures of the measured Crystals.

The laws of decrement are required for drawing these

figures with accuracy ; but the figures drawn by the late

Mr. Phillips merely from the Crystals themselves, prove
that a sufficiently precise idea of the forms of Crystals

may be conveyed independently of the laws of decrement,
to identify any crystallized mineral from the given figures

and measurements.

(120.) It has been seen, that the Modifications on the

angles of some of the primary forms comprise planes

which are produced by different kinds of decrement,
some of which are distinguished by the character —

, or

Xl or 0 added to the letter denoting the Modification.

And it may possibly appear to some of our readers, that

different Modifications ought to have been established

for these different planes. This would, however, have
rendered the Tables less generally applicable to the de-
scription of secondary forms, independently of the theory

of decrements, than they are at present, which will be
obvious on referring to Mod, a, b, e, or d, of the doubly
oblique prism. All that can be known of any individual

plane belonging to either of these, independently of cal-

culation, is, that it belongs to such a Modification, and
inclines on two of the adjacent primary planes at parti-

cular angles ; and this furnishes an accurate record of
the particular plane.

But if Mod. a had been divided into four classes, it

could not be known, without previous calculation, to

which of those an observed plane ought to be referred ;

and the measurement of the Crystal would not in such

case afford a sufficient description of the secondary form.

It will be convenient while measuring Crystals to

recollect that the sum of the angles at which any plane,

whose edges are parallel, inclines on the two planes it

intersects, is always equal to the mutual inclination of

those planes, increased by 1 80°. Thus if M on T of

the doubly oblique prism measure 117°, and M an*
measure HO0

,* on T will measure 117° + 180°— 110°.

PART II.

Ofthe Symbolt employed to represent the Lap* of De-
crement by which the Secondary Planet of Crystal

a

may be produced.

(121.) It has been shown that the molecules in the

edges of the defect of any primary form occasioned by
any law of decrement, are respectively proportional to

the numbers by which such law may be expressed. These
numbers may be denoted by the letters p, q, r; p and q
referring to the terminal edges, and r to the lateral edges.

When a terminal edge is modified, the ratio oA'p to r

will express the law of the modifying plane. When a
lateral edge is replaced by a plane, its Uw will be ex-
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lwnirihj pressed by-. When a plune resulting from a simple

decrement replaces an angle, and internets the terminal

plane parallel to a diagonal, it will be denoted by ;

q being in this case equal to p, and therefore unnecessary

to be introduced into the expression of the law; if the

modifying plane intersects a lateral plane parallel to a

diagonal, q and r must be equal, and the law may be

denoted by-, which will also distinguish this from the

•?

preceding class of planes.

(122.) In the Tables of Mollifications certain letters

are placed on the figures of the primary forms, to denote

their edges, angles, and planes.

The order of these letters, A E I O, B C D F, G H,

is that of l he alphabet, arranged from left to right, ac-

cording to the ordinary method of writing.

The planes which are parallel to those exhibited in

the several primary forms, may be denoted by prefixing

the symbol of parallelism |[
to the letters on those planes,

asi|1M|M.||T.
, „ ,

.

(123.) Iu describing a secondary Crystal, whose pri-

mary form is known, and upon whose similar edges or

angles any number of new plunes have been produced,

it is sufficient, generally, to express the law oil a single

plane of each set. For the change of figure which any

primary form has undergone would thus be indicated.

And in drawing the Crystal corresponding planes would

be placed upon all its similar edges or angles.

It sometimes, however, occurs that all the similar

edges or angles of Crystals are not similarly modified,

and it will therefore be necessary in these cases to indi-

cate the absence oTthe modifying plane from some edge

or angle, where, according to the law of symmetry, it

ought to appear.

Distinct kinds of symbols are also required to distin-

guish simple from intermediary decrements.

Tlie following examples of the forms and application

of symbols to denote the Modifications of a doubly

oblique prism will include both these classes, aud will

sufficiently explain the method of using them.

(124.) The Crystal to be described is first supposed

to be held wiih the plane marked P, horizontal, and

with that edge or angle nearest to the eye, on which the

decrement to be described has taken place .

Let the Crystal be modified by a plane belonging to

the series comprehended.under Mod. a.

These planes may incline more or less on either of

the adjacent primary planes, and may result either from

simple or intermediary decrements.

If the modifying plane intersects the terminal plane

parallel to ita diagonal, and is occasioned by a decre-

ment of one row of molecuies, its symbol is O, and may

be read, one over O. If the decrement consist of two
t

rows in breadth, the symbol is O, and if by three rows in

breadth and two in height, it is O ; and so of any other

decrement in that direction.

If any plune a intersects the plane M parallel to its

diagonal, and is produced by a decrement by v rows of
molecules, t> representing any whole number or fraction,

it is to be denoted by .0, and be read, t> on the left of O.
If it intersects the plane T parallel to its diagonal, it

is to be denoted by O., and be read, v on the right of O.

OGRAPH Y.

If the plane has been produced by an intermediary Oftbc

decrement, consisting of two molecules in the dirccliou oh

of the edge H, three in the directum of J), and four in ,*
u**' ay

,

the direction ot F, it* symbol is (D 3. H 2, I 4,) and

may be read, 3 on the edge D, 2 on H, 4 on F.

If similar Modifications take place at the angle A, that

angle is imagined to be nearest to the eye, and the new

planes are to be described in the same manner as those

at the angle O.
If two or more planes modify the same solid angle,

the symbols representing them are to be placed i mated i*

ately’following each other. Thus, if the three planes st

the angle O should occur on the same Crystal, its change

of figure would he thus represented ,0. O, O..

If three intermediary decrements should occur on the

same solid angle, their symbols would also be placed

following each other, thus,

(D 3, H 2, F 4.) (D 4. H3.F6.) (D4. H1,F3.)

(125.) To denote u decrement on a terminal edge of

a doubly oblique prism, the prism is again supposed to

be placed or held with that edge nearest to the eye, the

plane P continuing horizontal.

If a terminal edge F be replaced by a plane resulting

from a decrement by t> rows of molecules, it would be

denoted by F, and be read as before, v over F.

If two dissimilar planes occur on the same terminal

edge, the symbol is repeated thus F, F, which expresses

the coexistence of the two planes on the tame edge.

If the lateral edge G or H be modified, the plane M
is supposed to be horizontal with the modified edge

nearest to the eye, aud the decrement is then expressed

by the symbol G or H.

All the symbols of simple decrements are Urns similar

in their form, and distinct from those which represent

intermediary decrements.

(126.) The secondary forms of Crystals may be sepa-

rated into two principal groups

:

1. Those which are strictly symmetrical, as Mod. a,

b, c, d, e, or f, of the cube.

2. Those in which the same Modification does not

occur on all the similar edges or angles, and which

may be subdivided into two classes ;

a. Those in which each edge or angle is replaced

by only half the number of planes which the law

of symmetry requires.

b. Those in which only the altemaie edges or

angles are modified.

To represent the secondary forms belonging to the

first of these groups, it will be sufficient to indicate the

character of a single plane belonging to any set of similar

planes.
,

The secondary form of the cube produced by Mod. b,

fig. 58, or c, fig. 59, may be denoted generally by A.

The symbol representing a particular plane of Mod. c

might be A : and if these symbols be unaccompanied by

any other character, they imply thr* the solid angles are

similarly modified.

An intermediary decrement producing any plane

of Mod. d mav be denoted by the general symbol

(B,B',B"r).

The planes of Mod. e are denoted by B, and those of

/by B.
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Crystal- It may here be remarked that planes upon the angles

lograinhy, of any primary form which in the Tables of Modificu-

v—' lion* are said to rest upon the primary planes, are pro-

duced by decrements, in which the number of molecules

in breadth exceeds the number in height ; while iu

those which rest upon the edges, the number in height

exceeds the number in breadth. The numbers or frac-

tions expressing the first of these seta will be always

greater than unity, as 2, 3, 4. f, &c. ; and those of

the latter always leas than unity, as J, 3 , j, &c. ; and

the planes in this latter case are carried, as it were, over

the solid angle,

(127.) Where an angle or edge of the cube is modi-

fied by only half the number of planes d or /, which

the law of symmetry requires, the Crystal may be

denoted by (0), (B
p
\Yr B"r), or (B,B'

f
B"r), (0)

according as the plane d or dT is deficient, the cipher 0
signifying the absence of one of these modifying planes;

or, where only one of the pair of planes/occurs on an

edge of the cube, by B, and if the position of the modi-

fying plane be reversed on the alternate edges, by

(128.) If only the alternate angles are modified by
1 «

the plane -a, the symbol would be A, A*.
• •

If by the planes b or c, the symbols might be A, A,

or A, A' according to the positions of the modified and
unmodified angles in the figure 63 whose symbol is

0 i

A A'.

When Mod, d occurs on the alternate angles its

symbol might be A (Bp
B'

f
B"r), A' (0) or A (0),

A' (Bp
B' B"r). But it will be convenient in many

cases of defective Modifications to represent the Crystals

by figures, in order to avoid the complicated character

which the symbols might assume.

(129.) It will be convenient when the secondary

forms of Crystals are described by means of these sym-
bols, to observe some certain order in their arrangement
into what may be termed the theoretical image of the

Crystal ; although the particular order in which they are

placed is a matter of indifference.

The primary planes may be placed first, and then the

different Modifications in the order in which they are

given in the Tables, and denoted by the same letters.

Thus if a right rhombic prism should be modified by
planes belonging to a, c, e. A, and g, and also retain

portions of the primary planes, the representative symbol
1 1 • 1

might be this, P, M, A, E, B, H,G.
a c e g h

Here the laws of decrement producing the secondary

planes are represented by the upper series of symbols,

and the lower series consists of the letters on the corre-

sponding modifying planes in the figure of the Crystal.

The relations of these symbols to the several Modi-
fications will be seen in the following Table.

(130.) It may not be useless to remark, that the

indices employed in this Treatise to represent planes

produced by intermediary decrements, are always

whole numbers
;
whereas the symbols used by Hatty to

represent similar planes, frequently contain fractional

indices.

There is not, however, any real difference in the cha-

racter or the plane no denoted, by the two methods of Table of

representing it. Symtola

A particular plane modifying the angle O of the

doubly oblique prism would be expressed by Ilauv as
ln*

“

! McKlifks-

(F>2 O P3), and would be understood to imply that two* of th«

the compound molecules abstracted in the production of

the new plum*, consisted of smaller compound onea, ,

each being three molecules in height, and two in

breadth, repented twice on the edge l), and three times

on the edge E.
It will hence be readily perceived, that if in Hatty ’s

symbol we substitute for the letter denoting the angle

on which the decrement is conceived to take place, that

which deuotes the edge upon which that angle may be

suid to rest, and place the denominator of lib fraction

after it as its proper index ; and if we multiply ul the
same time his other indices by the numerator of his

fraction, the new symbol will be similar in character to

those which are coutaiited in this Treatise.

This method of converting the form of the one symbol
into that of the other, may be considered general, und
by reversing the process, the symbols given in these

pages may be converted into the form of those which he
has used.

Table of Symbols corresponding to the several Modifi-
cations of the Primary Forms.

1

(131.) It is evident from what has preceded, that A
and A ( must represent the same plane, because a decre-

ment by one row produces a plane that intersects the three

adjacent primary planes parallel to their diagonals. But
it is convenient to express this decrement by the symbol

A. And hence in the symbol .A or A., v must always

be greater or less than l.
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logrttihy.

Calculation of the Lares of Decrement Ctkmkhm
* of tu

(132.) The symbols given in ihe preceding Table J^**?*.
express in general terms the Laws of Decrement which ,

P
^°/

produce the several Modifications before described.

To determine the law of any particular plane belong-

ing to any Modification, the particular values of p, q,

and r, or of p and r, in relation to such plane, must be

found.

It has been shown (42.) that the edges of the defect

of any primary form are, when the decrement pro-

ducing it consists of one row of molecules, proportional

to the corresponding primary edges, being in all other

cases respectively proportional parts of those edges.

And the problem of determining the particular values

of p, q,
and r, is in reality that of finding the propor-

tions of the several primary edges which are cut off by

the modifying ptaae, and which constitute the edges of

the defect.

(133.) When the primary edges are unequal, the

terminal ones, if equal, may be expressed by m, and the

lateral edges by n. When the terminal edges are un-

equal, as in the doubly oblique prism, one of them may
be denoted by m. and the other by o, and the lateral

edges by n. When a decrement by one row of molecules

produces a new plane, it is evident that will be equal

When a plane is produced by any other law, the ratio

of the edges of the defect will assume the form of

antj 4j,e LaW 0f Decrement — , or r, is obtained if

r n r

the ratio of the edges of the defect be divided by the

ratio of the corresponding primary edges.

But the Law of Decrement may in particular cases

be more conveniently determined from the ratio of an

edge to some other line which would be proportionally

intercepted by the modifying plane, and which may,

when necessary, be denoted by l.

34.) The following is a general method of dis-

covering the Law of Decrement, by which any new

plane has been produced upon any primary form.

To ascertain the ratio of i b to i c, fig. 125, being the

edges of the defect produced by a decrement on an

edge of any parallelepiped, the inclination of the pri-

mary planes to each other being known, and also the

inclination of the modifying plane abef to the pri-

mary planes P and T, the angles of the plane triangle

i b c are required.

These may be obtained by means of a spherical

triangle, whose angle A is the supplement of the inclina-

tion of P on the plane a b cf B the inclination of P on

T, and C the supplement of the inclination of T on

ab cf
From this spherical triangle the side a containing the

required angle i $ c may be deduced from the known

formula,

/ — cos & (A+ B-fC) .co<s4(B4-C—A)\$
,,n 4“ — R

l
k

tin B . <in C J
and by applying the same formula to a second spherical

triangle, whose angle

C is similar to that of Ihe preceding,

B is the inclination of M on T,

A the supplement ofM on a b cf,

derived from actual measurement, or deduced from its
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CrvaUl* known inclination on P, and of P on M, the side a,

la^rapliy. which contains the other required angle i c b, may be

obtained.

Having thus determined the two plane angles, i b c,

i r 6, the ratio of i b to ie is known from the relation of

the sines of the angles of triangles to the sides subtending

those angles, thus,

i h : i c :: sin t e b : sin * b c.

If the new plane has resulted from a decrement on
the edge h t\ by one row of molecules, the lines i b, i c,

must be to each other as m to n, and then

sin » c b : sin i b c :: m : n.

But if the new plane has resulted from a decrement

by unequal numbers in breadth ami in height, the ratio

of t 6 to f c will be os p m to r n, p representing the

number of molecules abstracted in the direction i k,

and r the number in the direction id; and dividing

this ratio by — , a Law of Decrement is given ofp rows

in breadth, or in the direction of i k. and q in height, or

in the direction of the- edge * d.

(135.) The ratios of the three edge*, t 6, * c, to, .fig.

120, intercepted by a decrement on one of the angles of
a parallelepiped, may be thus determined.

The inclination of the primary planea to each other

being known, the three plane angles at i may be de-

duced by mean* of a spherical triangle ; and having
measured the inclination of the plane a b c on P, M,
and T, the plane angles at a, b, and c may be dis-

covered by means of two spherical triangles, whose
angle* are those at which the primary planes incline to

each other, and the supplements of those at which the

secondary plane inclines on the adjacent primary planes.

The plane angles at a , b, and c, being found, the

Low of Decrement may be determined from the ratios

of i b : i c and i b : * a.

Let t k : i d : : i» . n,

and i k : i h :: m : o,

and let i b : i e :: pm : r v,
i b : i a :: p m : q o.

After dividing by — , and by —

,

r n ' n qo ' o

we find i b = p,
i a — y.

i c = r,

implying a decrement by p molecules in the direction of
i k, q in that of « A, and r in that of i d.

If fig. 126 be a doubly oblique prism, anil the edges
t A, i k, i d, be respectively denoted by D, F, II, the
symbol of the plane, a b r, would be (F, D

r
H r).

By this general method, when the inclinations of the
primary planes to each other are known, and also that
of the secondary plane on one or more of the primary,
the Law of Decrement may be found by which any
secondary plane has been produced on any primary form.

But as it will appear in the sequel, the methods of
determining this law become much more simple in
reference to several of the primary forms.

It may not be useless again to observe, that when a
Law ot Decrement producing any plane is to be deter-
mined, its general symbol is first to be found in the
preceding Table*, and then the particular values of its
indices are to be determined.

vot. vi.

In simple decrements, these values may be deduced ColctiUtam

from some simple ratio, as that of radius to tangent, or of of **>•

sin a to sin 6, and the following may be regarded as the

general process for determining the law of an inter- .

mediary decrement.

1. To measure the inclination of the secondary planes

on two of the adjacent primary planes.

2. To determine the two plane angles at the termi-

nation of the greater edge of the defeet of the pri-

mary form occasioned by the secondary plane.

3. From a knowledge of these plane angles, ami of
the plane angles of the primary planes, to deduce
the ratios of the edges of the defect.

4. To divide these ratios by the ratios of the corre-

sponding edges of the primary form, and thus to

deduce the Law of Decrement.

(136 ) From what has preceded it will be readily

perceived that the ratios of the primary edges of Crys-

tals may be determined, by assuming some observed
secondary plane replacing an edge of those forms whose
terminal edge* arc equal, or replacing an angle of those

whose terminal edge* ore unequal, to have been pro-

duced by *ome given Law of Decrement. If hy one row
of molecules the ratio of the primary edges corresponds

to that of the edges of the defect occasioned by such
plaue. And if any other law be assumed, the ratios of

the primary edges may evidently be determined, from

the division of the ratios of the edges of the defect by

the assumed Low of Decrement.

(137.) In the method* about to be given of deter-

mining the Laws of Decrement in relation to each of
the primary forms, a single reference only is given in

each case to the figures contained in the Table* of Mo-
difications, and to on* or two other explanatory ones.

This has been done to avoid the confusion of perpetual

reference* to different figures. And it is to be under-

stood that whenever the inclination of two planea is

given, as P,o, P.6, &c. these letters refer to the Tables of
Modifications ; and whenever any lines or plane angles

are referred to a* line a 6, or angle a b c, th-*e will be

found on the explanatory figures.
(13S.) The inclination of the primary planes, the

ratios of the primary edges, &c., are termed the cryslal-

lographical dements of the primary form.
4

It will be found particularly convenient in examining
and describing Crystals, to determine these elements in

the first instance lor each particular substance, so ns io
have them ready fur computing the Laws of Decrement
of the modifying planes.

The form ultc given for this purpose are generally
derived from spherical trigonometry, und arc in most
instances so easily deduced as to render demonstration

unnecessary. And as the division by ™ or~ is already

effected in these, they immediately give the value to be

substituted for — or its equivalent v in the general

symbol.

The reader will thus have before him, Tables of all the

groups of forms which can result from regular Cry stal-

lization
; Tables of the Laws ofDecrement expressed in

general terms , by which the modifying planes of these

group* might be respectively produced ; and the mean*
of determining the particular law from which any indi-

vidual plane of either of these groups might result.

Some other relations among primary and secondary
forms will al«o be pointed out.

3 o
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Fig- 56 to 6 1, and 127.

Crystalloaraphieal Element*.

(139.) Inclination of any two adjacent planes = 90°.

Plane angles. = 90°.

Edges equal.

Inclination of an edge to an oblique axis =
54° 44' S".

(140.) Ratio of half a diagonal to an edge.

hfi fax 1:^/8.

(141.) Ratio of an edge to an oblique axis,

fc : eg :: l : JX

Simple Decrement* on the Angle* producing

plane* b, and e.

General symbol A
R/2

<112.) t> — a _
11 y*2~

Inn (IStl
1 - l‘,4)

R J2
<14S * ~t.n(l8<JD - P.0‘

(144.) The expression tan (180° — P,&) is used

instead of — tan P,t> to point out more clearly the de-

rivation of the given angle ; an observation which will

apply to future similar expressions of this aud other

trigonometrical lines.

(145.) It is evident that k f, half the diagonal g f, is

intercepted at the point h by the edge a A of n secondary

plane resulting from a decrement by one row of mole-

cules, ami would be intercepted, proportionally to the

edges, by any other law. It is therefore used instead

of an edge for expressing the Laws of Decrement pro-

ducing the planes b and c.

Decrement* on the Edge*.

General symbol B.

(118.) ® ~ Ian (ISO0— I*,/)

'

Intermediary Decrement*.

The general symbol representing a plane of Mod. d is

(Bp B‘
f
B *,).

/lt_. ... R.co*(lS0®-Pf

1<0
(147.) «»»/=

... R.cn»(180*-P,rf)
(11B.)

Two plane angles of the delect being thus found, we
have,

R, : tan k if :
: p : q,

If : fd : : R : tan fid:: p : r.

(140.) When any of the modifying planes, 6, c, d
,
or

f occur upon the tetrahedron, octahedron, or rhombic

dodecahedron, their respective inclinations to tho planes

of the culw must he inferred from the angles at which
some of them incline to each other.

The positions of such planes upon the tetrahedron, the

octahedron, and rhombic dudetahedron may be readily

found from their relation to the Modifications which
produce those forms.

Thus, P,6 = 305° 15' 52"- &,«

= 270° - b.d'

P^' r rr <7,c
tf— 54’ 44" B' F

= 270e
-c',e'' ^

P/= 225°- *//'.

THE SQUARE PRISM.

Fig. 65 to 70, and 128.

Cry*taU»graphical Element*

(150.) Inclination of any two adjacent planes = 90°.

Plane angles = 90°.

Terminal edges equal.

Lateral edges equal.

(151.) Ratio of terminal to lateral edge,

d a : af :: m : n,

(152.) Ratio of termiual edge to half diagonal of

terminal plane,

d a : a b :: J2:1.
(153.) Ratio of half diagonal of terminal plane to late-

ral edge,

.
>* m

ab-.af -.:^
:

».

(154.) Ratio of termiual edge to perpendicular upon

diagonal eft

d a : a c :: m :

, R n
tan a tf zz

:

(m*+»*)*

at : afi: m ; n :: R : tan a ef.

(156.) The ratio, m : ft of the primary edges can be

determined only from the inclination of the primary to

some secondary plane, assumed to be produced by a

given Law of Decrement.

If a or c be assumed to have resulted from a decre-

ment by one row of molecules, the ratio of the edge*

of the defect occasioned by cither of these planes must,

as already explained, correspond to that of the primary

edges. If some other Law of Decrement be assumed,

the ratio of the edges of the defect must then be divided

by that law to obtain the ratio of the primary edges

Aftcr the explanations already afforded of the methods

employed for discovering llte Laws of Decrement, it

does not appear necessary in future to do more than to

give the central symbol of each of the Modifications,

and the formula* by which the particular values ofp, q,

and r, iti each symbol, arc to be deduced.

Simple Decrement* on the Angle*.

General symbols A, A,.

n HV2
(157.) A„ * = - * H V *
< 157 > A” » = .»,.„ (ift->3

-

This formula expresses the ratio of the whole lateral

edge to its defect, and also the numerical ratio of half a

terminal diagonal to the same defect.

(158.) A,
(m* +• a*)^ II

n . tan (180° — M,6)*

Decrement* on the Edge*.

General symbols B, G.

(159.) B,
’ m . tan (ISO

0— P,c)*
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Crvttat- .. ... .
• R(8) c “

iwi(isop~jiT7o
'

If v — 1 in (157.) or (150.) the rulio of the primary
edges may be immediately obtoiued.

Intermediary Dfcrementj.

. R.cos(lS0P- M,5)
7 * 8iu(lSd° - P,&)

. R . cos ( 1
60® — V,b)

(162.) cos <*£* = - — l —

.

sin (1^0° — M,6)

Whence a g : a i : : R : tan i g a :
: p : qt

ag : g k:: R : tan a g k z : p : r.

In the examination of Crystals it is frequently neces-
sary to ascertain the inclination of particular planes
which cannot be measured, by means of known angles;
or to determine the inclinations of planes in particular
directions from their known angles in other directions.

For which purposes live following formula: will be found
useful

:

P.a as 160P- ±a\a"'.

(163.) sin 4a\a
r '' — ^2 . cos ^ a,

a

ss cos$a,a".

The same relations subsist between c,dt c,c'\ ami
c»c"\

The plane angle ut the base of an octabcdron de*
rivet! from Mod. a or c being denoted by x may be
thus found

:

rrttt \ R.ort 1 cfj/"

tan ^ c$(f

(165.) From the preceding equations,

R _ R
tan (780°— ivT) tan (lt,0° - P.c)

5

(lfifi.) Whence

Inn (180° - P.o) = J2.tno (180° - P,c).

This relation obviously subsist, between the planes

whose indices are A and B, wtteuever e is the same in
both.

(167.) And if v be equal in equations 2 and 5, vre
have

n R J3 _ R(m* + o’) 5

m . Ian (160° — P.’S)
—

n . tau (180°- M,6)'

(108.) Whence tanP.n = tanM.S —

.

m(m* + n*)^

(169.) And, tan P.c = tan M,6 - __

m (m* + «*)*

(170.) If, in equation 2, v a 1, and in 5, t. =
r

then _ '»(»'+ n1)*
m.tan(lso3_p^t) pn.tan(180°-M,6)‘

(171.) Whence tan P^t = tan M.i - ? "V2

r m (m* + «•)*’

n may be remarlied that a regular eight-sided pyra-m,d the planes of which are isosceles triangles, cannot

DeJre^^
00 lhe ,qa re pri”" by nn5 reS’ ,llr L»» of

TUE BIGHT BROMIC PJUSM.

Fig. 71 to 82, and 129.

Crystallographical Elements.

(172.) Inclination of terminal to lateral planes= 90°.

Inclination of lateral planes differs indifferent
minerals. The greater angle is denoted by
M.M'.

7

Terminal plane angles correspond to angles of
prism.

Lateral plane angles — 90°.

Terminal edges equal.

Lateral edges equal.

(173.) Ratio of terminal to lateral edge,

e/: era *
: m : n.

(174.) Ratio of terminal edge to half lesser diagonal
of terminal plane,

«/:/n : : R : con£M,M'
m . cos I M.M'

(175.) Ratio of terminal edge to half greater diagonal
of lenuiital plane,

tf: e n : : 11 : sin 4 M.M'
m. sin A M.M'

R
(176.) Ratio of half lesser diagonal of terminal plane

to latent] edge,

_ _
f

m.cosiMJtf'

it

(177.) Ratio of half greater diagonal of terminal
plane to lateral edge,

m . sin A M.M'l
ne : em :: * — : n.

(178.) Ratio offg (perpendicular on t k) to lateral

edge,

- m. cos (M.M'- 90°)
Jg ifin

-ji
: n.

(179.) The wglefki may be found from the equation

,
n R

tanfkl = .

m

Simple Decrements on tke Terminal Angles,

(160.) A.
" R‘

.. . .

The R^U
Ithoodic
Pn*m.

m . cos ) M.M' . tan (180° — P,a)’

(181.) E, v =
ra.sin*M,M'.tan(180°-P,c)'

Dtcrmcnlt on the Edgn.

* (182 ) B, e = 12!
IK . cos(M.M'— 90°) . tau(180°— P.e)*

(183.) U, d r= ,*ln (180° — M.g)

wn(M.e - M.M')'

(184.) G. * = sin (180° —• M,Q
sin (M,« + MJ4' — 160°)'

(185.) If, in the general formula for A, we make c“ I,

ft R*
n sin*M,M' . tan

(

180° - p,«)*

which gives the ratio of the primary edges
; or it may
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logr»phy.
be derived in a similar manner from (he formula: for E

' or R by making p r= 1, and then dividing both sides of

(he equation by » and multiplying- by m.

Simple Decrements corresponding to the Symbol* A. and
E„ and Intermediary Decrements.

(196.) cos 6 a/:
R . cos (190° — M,6)

sin(180°- P.6)

/16„ . R . cos (1 Rtf
5 — P,6)

(187.) co,/ac =—

L

ô
__.

(188.)/a :fb :: sin (180°— M.M'— b af) : sin 6 a/
n R . sin 6 mf

:

sin ( l^ua—M,M'— b a f)'
::p:q:

(199.) fa :fc : : It : tan /a c

(190.) In relation to Mod. d,

R . cosM.d

i R : -

cos nets
sin P,d

R . cos P.d

sin M ,d
(191.) cos e v w =
Whence

(199.) vein:: sin (M ,M' — u c e) : sin u v e,

n R . sin u r e
’ n

'sin (M,M' — u v e)*

:: p:q:
(193.) e«? : : : m R : n . tan e v w,

: :p.r.

If the anglefa c or e r tf, deduced from either of the

preceding formulae, be equal to the angle ft l, or efm,
the plane to which it relates has for its symbol A or E,

and the edges of the defect corresponding to ef, fl, or

ef e m, must be in the ratio of m to n, and hence the

ratio of the third edge to either of these determines the

Law of Decrement

(194.) The (allowing formula may be useful in ex-

amining Crystals:

. » yg v,, n cos 6 e\e"

sin 4

And it may be observed that the planes of Mod. i

can never meet at an angle equal to M,M\ unless

M,M' = 120°.

THE OBLIQUE RHOMBIC PRISM,

Fig. 63 to 94, and 130.

Crystallographical Elements.

(195.) Inclination of terminal to lateral planes varies

in different minerals.

Inclination of lateral planes varies in different

minerals, and M ,M/ may be either acute or

obtuse.

(196.) Terminal and lateral plane angles may be thus

ound:

. . , R . cos 6 M,M'
cos ifa d= :

- a
.J

sin P.M.

/lrvrx „ eotP,M . cotiM.M'
(Iw7.) cosfa e— —* .

Terminal edges equal.

Lateral edges equal.

= R1 -.

(198.) Ratio of terminal to lateral edge, 7^
fa :fm : : m :

(199.) Inclination of oblique diagonal g a to oblique Prim.
edge a e may be thus found : v—-.y—

R . cosP.M
cos gae= — .

sin i M,M
(200.) Ratio of terminal edge to half oblique diagonal,

af : a h : : II : cos £ fa d

m .coskfad
:; m : j-Z

: : sin P,M : cos £ M.U'
m . cos A M,M #

:;m
* sin P.M *

(201.) Ratio of terminal edge to half horizontal dia-
gonal,

af : fh : : R : sin \fad
m . sin \fadm: A

. . .
w( (sinP.M)*—

!

*

sin P.M
(202.) For (sin 4fad)' = R*- (ms I,fa i)'

R* (cos i M.M')*

(sin P.M)*
’

_ R 1
j(sin P.M)*— (cos 4-

(sin P.M)*
S

,aos , . sin4/fl J _ {(sin P.M)*"» (cos 4 M.M')
V ’ " R sin P.M
(204.) Ratio of half oblique diagonal to lateral edge,

_ m. coshfad
ah : a e : : - : n,

It

m.cos \ M.M'
srpsr:B-

(205.) Ratio of half horizontal diagonal to latere

edge,

,, - , v m. sin \fad
fh :fm (= as) s: ^— . n.

mf(sin r,M)*-(cos J M.M')*
" sin P.M

(207.) Ratio of half Itorizontol diagonal tof r per-

pendicular to r m,

fh : fm : : m . sin \fad : nR,

fm : fr : : R: costae - 90®),

: : n R : n. cos(ga e— 90®),

(209.) fh : friim. sin J/a d : n cos (ga e— 90°).

(209.) The angles fam and fma may be thus
(bund

:

Let S = Ibcir sum as/fle,

D = their difference,

= m -f- n, the sum of the side* contoir*-

ing/ae or m fa,
d — m — n, their difference,

,
_ d.tan 4 S

tan A D = 2_,
s

4 S -f- J D = greater angle,

i S — i D = lesser angle,

(206.)
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Crystal* and l^e greater angle will be subtended by

lotjrapbjr. the greater edge of the prism.

(210.) Ratio of a b, perpendicular to § d, to a c, per-

pendicular to m e,

ab : ad :• cos ifad — 90°) : R,

m . cos ifad —90°)

ad : a e : : m tn ,

(211.) acae:: R :co*ifae-9aP),

(2 1

2

. ).\a b : a c : :m . coe(fad - 90") : n . ooa(/a e - 90°) .

When fa d is an acute angle,

(213.) ad: at/:: R : cos (90° — fad)
: : R : sin fad.

(214.) Henceab' :ac::m .tinfad: n. cos ifae-90°).

Simple Decrement) on the Terminal Angles.

(215)6,

(216.) A,

(217.) E,

n R . sin (P,a — h a e)
V ~~

m. cos \fad , sin (1803- P.a)'

» R . sin (P,c* -f A a e — 180°)
C

=

m. cos %fa d . sin (180
3— P,tO

» R . cog (? a e — 90°)
V ~~ m sin \fad. tan ( I SO3- P,f)'

Decrements on the Edges .

When M,M/ > 90°,

(A\a \ r\ _ ” COg C/a f— 9(J*) « si" (P/- P>M)
1 ) u,v ~~ m. COB ifad-9QP). tin ilWP-Pf)'

/0 |0 • _ n.cos(/oe-90o).sin(P^r+P,M-l80°)
' ,V m . coa (fa d — 9t>°) . sin (180° — P.ff)’

When M,M# < 90°,

n .cos ifae— 9(f) .sin iPf— P,M)
w* . si nfa d . sin ( 1

80°— l*,f)
(220.) D,® =

* _ •*«" (P.g+P,M - ISO0)
^ *' ,V m . tinfa d.sin (180° — P,g)

If M.M '> or < 909
,

,,aa • sin (M'.i
1 — M,M')

(222.) H, o_
a, tlg0p _ MV)

•

M.M'-I80°)
<W°° °=

It is evident that if v = 1 in any of the preceding for-

mula* except the two last, the ratio of m to n may be

immediately obtained.

Simple Decrements upon the Lateral Angles, and Inter-

mediary Decrements.

(224.) Let the defect occasioned by a given plane be

regarded as a spherical triangle, the angles of which are

A = 180° - P,6

B = P.M
C = 180° - If,6.

The side c may be obtained from the formula

•in i . = Rf-»1<A+ B+C);”*<A-I-B-C\*

\ am A . sin II J
and the side a from another corresponding to it.

If the side a be equal to the angle aft its intersection

with M will be parallel to a diagonal ft of that plane.

and its symbol will then be 0„ and the ratio of the Tbs Doubly

edges of the defect corresponding to the terminal cdge9 Oblique

of the prism will give the Law of Decrement. But if 6
*>r“ro ’

do not intersect M parallel to a diagonal, the symbol
of the measured plane is (D, l>'

f
H.) and the ratios of

the three edges of the defect must be found by the ge-

neral method already explained.

Similar observations may be applied to the planes d
whose symbol is cither A t or (B, B’, H'r), and to those

olane* e whose symbol is ,E, or E* or (B^

D

fGr).

A repetition of the formulae for these cases is unne-
cessary after the explanation already given, but it may
be convenient to have the angles of the spherical trian-

gles for determining the indices of those planes.

(225) For d, A = 180° - P.d

B = 180° - P,M
C = 190° -PUi

for e, where iu symbol is „E,

(2215.) A = 160° - P,e

B = 18(1° - P,M
C = ISO0 - IIMV

where it* symbol is E„
(227.) A = ISO0 - P,e

B x» P.M
C = 180° - M,e:

and either of these two lutter sets of angles may be used
where the symbol is (B'f Df

G,).

THK DOUBLY OBLIQUE PRISM.

Fig. 95 to 105, and fig. 131.

Crystalhgraphical Elements

.

(228.) Inclination of terminal to lateral planes is dif-

ferent in different minerals, and P.M differs

also from P,T.

Inclination of lateral planes M,T varies in

different minerals.

In the figure, and in the following remarks,

P.M, P.T, M,T are all supposed greater

than 90°, and the edges D, F, and H are

consequently obtuse edges.

Terminal and lateral plane angles may be

obtained from a spherical triangle of which

the angles are

(229.) A = P.M
B as P.T

C = M,T;
and of which the sides are

a = caf
b = b af
c= bac.

Terminal edges B and C unequal, B and F
equal, C and D equal.

Lateral edges equal.

(230.) Ratio of terminal edge D to lateral edge,

a b : af : : m : n.

(231.) Ratio ofterminal edge F to lateral edge,

ac:a/:;o:n;

whence D : F : : m : o.

To obtain the ratios of rn : n aud of o:rt, let
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& c, cf, bf be the edges of a plane a whose

symbol is O.
(232.) A spherical triangle whose angles ore

A = ItO® - l\fl

B s P,T

C = lBlP - T,o,

will give the side c =s a c b

a=a cf;

whence as hat. and caf ore known, the
angles eba and Cfa ore known, and hence
the ratios of the edges mny be fouud.

(233.) The plane angles nbfand afb may also be
deduced from another spherical triangle whose
angles are

A = 180 — I\a

B sr P.M
C= ISO - M,«.

(234.) Ratio of h a perpendicular on b d to a /, per-
pendicular onfg,

a h : a b : : co&(6 a c-9(P) : R.

(235.) : : m . cas(ft a c-900) : m R,

and afial:: n R co*(ct/-9Q°),

but a b:af:: m :

(23G.)ah:al : :m.eos(&ac-90°) :n .cos(ca/-90°).

In the same inunncr it may be shown that

(237.) a i : a k : :o. cos (ft ac-90°) : jt . cos (ft af-90°).

(236.) a it . a r ; : m . cos(ftaf-$tf) • o . cos (caf- 90°).

Decrement* on the Anglet.

By » method analogous to that used for determining
the ratios of the primary edges, the ratios of the edges
of the defect occasioned by any Law ofDecrement on an
angle may be obtained; and these being divided by the
ratios of ihe primary edges w ill give the Law of Decrement.
If an edge of any plane belonging to Mod. a or b, or c,

ord, be parallel to a diagonal of a primary plane it will
result from a simple decrement, and its symbol will be

r\. A, or A,, JE, E orEp , 4, 1 or I„ .O, O or 0„ accotvl-

ing to the situation of the primary plane to whose dia-
gonal its edge is parallel.

Decrements on the. Edge*.

(239.) B, r - ” • ^(caf-WP)M n (P.g-fP.T-1800)
m

.

cos (ft ac— 90®) . sin ( 1 60°— P,g)

(240 )C •=—Cas(/'»/-W> n(P./+ P.M-18Q0)
o

.

cos (6 a c- 9(f) . *ain ( 1 8l>° - P,/)

*

(241.) D v = " ' C°* 9fO« in (P.e — P,M)
o- cos (ft ac - 90°) . sin (~J S0°— P,e)‘

(242 .) P r- w co» ^ • "in WA -P.T)
m . co« (6 ac— 90°) . sin ( ISO - P,A)‘

(2 13 ) G, r - 0 - (caf- 90°) . sin (lStP-T.kQ
m . cos (6af- 90J

) Tain (l 80®-M Jef

(244.) H, p=w (ftg/~ 90°)
. sin ( ISO0 - M,Q

oTco* (caf- 903)7sin (IBU®— T,*)‘

The ratio of m : and m : o may be imm
obtained from ruhrr of Ihw* equation. „hen r .

THE RHOMBOID.

Fig. 10C to 122, and 132 to 137.

Cryslallographical Element*.

1IIUIIIHUU1I III
I W.HMIHBI euro

^ p jy
1 different minerals, and is denoted

r,P" = 180° — P.F.

(246.) Plane anKle b da mo, be found from ibe
equation

, R . ens 60°
1

sin £ P,P
r

whence d afas. 1803 — ft d a is known.

Edges equal.

(247.) Inclination of terminal edge to axis may be
thus found

:

. cot 60°. cot IP,

F

cos edn = -
g *..

R
(249.) Inclination of oblique diagonal to axis may be

obtained from the equation

. R . cos A P,F
cos edn — — 3—

,

sin 69“

wnence ettc ss can + ednn known,
and dfi = lb0° — edc.

(249.) But rdc may be found directly from the
equation

. R.cmP.P
cosedc= . .

sin 1 P,F
(250.) Ratio of edge to hall oblique diagonal,

db:de :: R :cos ^ ft da,

.
. I

. _ cos 60

sin ^ P,F"

(251.) Ratio of edge to half horisootal diagonal,

d ft : ft e : : R : ain i ft da,

.
. ,

. {
(*in i P.F)* - (cos 60°)’}*

sin £ P.F
•

for (sin i ft da) 1 sR' - (con jb day

RB _ R9 (cos 60^
(siu 1 P,F)»

__ RMfwn^P.PV-CwwSO0
)*}

(sin £ P.F)*

(252.) Ratio of edge to one-third of axis,

db: dn :: R : cos bdn
. cot60 . cot } P,F

:: i • Rl .

Axis 5= 3 dni
for the edges being equal, and the tcnninal
angles equal, the plane aft c is perpendicular
to the axis; therefore enc is also perpendi-
cular to it.

let fo be parallel e n, and because de=ef
•** d n =: n o, but cn =3fo, whence o t = d n,

and dn + no + oi = 3fl[it,

and cn=. 2 cn.
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Cry«tal>

lugraphy.

Simple Decrement* on the Anglea

(253.) A,

(254.)

(255.) 6,

sin 4 P,P' . sin (P.6 — edc)
P

cob 60° . sin (181/*— P,6)

tin | P,P* . »in (P,^ — « d c)=
cob 60° . Bio ( 180°- IV)

_ ginjP.F.sin (Py-d/Q
V=

coa 6(P.ain(l80°- P/)
‘

And similar expressions in which P,if. or P,», or P,i

arc respectively substituted for P/, will give the laws

producing the planes g, f, and l.

(256.) When the Rhomboid is acute,,

® sin d da

.

R
V

sin £ a d b. Ian (160° — P.A)

For let a line passing through is be produced to /,

and let dl be perpendicular to l a, and fm, 6 m re-

spectively parallel to a l, dl

;

d b : bf :

:

sin 4 a d h

:

R,

6m: 6/:: cos (90° — e'da): R,

: : sin d da : R,

d b : bin : : sin J ad b : sin d da.

(257.) When the Rhomboid is obtuse,

d b : bm :: sin 4 a db : co« (d da — 90s),

R.coi id da — 90°),
and C==

sin4ad6 .tan(lS0*-P,A)*

It is manifest that the planes replacing the angle at

E are similar to those at O but in an inverted position,

and that the Laws of Decrement producing any of the

planes of Mod. *, f g, 6, i, k\ l. wt, might with equal

propriety he referred cither to Eor O. It will, however,

be convenient to refer the planes of Mod. h to the

angle E, and all the others to the angle O.

Decrements on the Edges.

(259.) The Laws of Decrement on the lerminal’cdges

may be found as follows :

• _ sin(P.o — P,F)
' ° ~ .In (180“— P,#)'

(259.) Those on the lateral edges may be thus known

:

H Bin(P,? -P,P")
’ sin(19^-P,r/)

*

(260.) The indices p, q, r of the planes/ are found Th* Rhom-

to be in llic following constant ratio to each other:
. j^ .

p~qr,
— r + I,

r > 1;

.’.if r = 2, 7= 3, and p=G.
This arises from the condition that the intersection of

fand/' is parallel to the axis of tin* Rhomboid ; and the

rutio may be easily obtained by considering the planes

P, P', V" as coonliiuitc planes, and ftmling the equa-
tions of the traces of the plane e and one of the planes

f on the plane PM.

From them equations, r being supposed the same in

both, the values of p and q are known.
The following formulx will be found useful in the

examination of Crystals belonging to this form.

P.a being given, tofind P,P' and conversely.

(261.) cos4P.P' = cos 30° . sin P.a

R

(262.) sin P,a = l . cos 4 t%r

cos 3U°

being given, tofind P.P' and conversely.

(263.) cotiP.P =
cos 6tr

(264.)
cot 4 P,F . cos 60°

cos 4 n.n = 5 .

H
For c d n is the inclination of the oblique diagonal on
the axis of the Rhomboid whose planes are n, it', n",
&c.

, R . cos4n.ii'
coscdn = . — ,

sin 6a3

and by equating this value of cos edn with that given

by (247.), (263.) and (264.) are obtained.

(265.) A series or Rhomboids more obtuse than the

primary, of which Mod. n may be regarded its the fust

member, might be produced by the successive trunca-

tions of the terminal edges of the derived Rhomboids.
And another series more acute than the primary, of
which Mod. g may be regarded as the first member,
might ulso 1* produced by planes on the angles of each
successive Rhomboid, which should intersect the planes

Pin parallel lines.

The relations of any member of either of these to

the primary may be found as follows.

Intermediary Decrement t.

When these affect the terminal angles, they produce

the planes of Mod. d. And when they modify the lateral

angles, they produce the planesf k ,
and m.

The angles of the spherical triangle required to de-

termine the laws of intermediary decrements on the ter-

minal solid angles, are

A = 190® - P,d,

B = P.F,

C = 180® - P,d;

and those required (or the decrements on the lateral

solid angles, arc

A = 160° — P on/ or k, or m,

B =3 P,P",

C = 180® — P" on /, or k, or m.

Obtuse Series.

Let P denote the primary Rhomboid,
1, the 1st derived, corresponding to Mod. n,

2, the 2d derived,

m ,
the m rt derived,

P,P', the inclination of the primary planes,

P,P'„ the corresponding angle of the m,k
derived

Rhomboid.
The line corresponding toen in P, ia in 1 = 2 e n,

2 = 21 en,

m= 2" < n.

Let e d n of 1 be denoted by e d it,,

of 2 t d n„

of m. . e d nm {

d n : : e n ; : 1 : tan e d n,

d ft ::2"en:: 1 : tan edn.,;

*-J °
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R .«» Jfl.e

c0’* 0>t = -STm*-
Tht»

KhnmbowL

blit COSC<f« =
{ I + (tan edw)*}

, . w («in 60“)'- (c«iP.PY
hence (Ian < a ny = ~~T .rn \«

(o>» 41.1 ) Lt» | a,b . tan 60°

_ (sin 60°)* — (cos4P.Pf
„)' (25S ) =— g •

—
2~ (cos i P,P)* '

. R .cosa.S

(266 ) From thuc two values of (un t d «)' the (*H-).»in(o,d-90)_
CM&)o-

following equations are derived
: r cos o c

f lrn- (^4P,P-,V.(sin60°)^y (275.)

(sin 6i>
) + (ct*feP,P.,y.(2

fc' I)
Tofind tk* Law of Decrement ichicA give* a regular

(267.) (cosiP.P'*)* = hexagonal fn/ramid.

(cosi P,P'),
(*'n W°)B Pyramids of this kind might result from Mod. d, h,

21 "{(»i«6lV>p— (cos^P.P')*) + (cosiP.P')*
(276.) Let fig. 134 represent a section of one of

(co*feP,P')*{ (sin 60n )
r— (cosiP.P'.,)*} these pyramids perpendicular to the axis, in which a fe,

(269.) 2*" = /....ip ii-Nii fee correspond to two horizontal diagonals of fig. 132.
(cos*l ,1 „) i(s.nbo > tcostji ,« ) ) ihc aMUmed rfgularity o| lhe pyramid this

J= <*

!

section must l>e a regular hexagon. Hence the angle

logo fl/fe = 12(p=/feg as bgr.
d m “ i~Uyr~2' From the symmetry of the figure the triangles a b g

and 6 o/are similar, mid /fe i» parallel to a g. Hut ag

Acute Strict
bisects fe c, and any planes therefore belonging to a re-

gular hcxagonul pyramid must cut the horizontal dia-

Here the 1st derived corresponds to Mod. g, and the gottals a b, be, in the ratio of 2 : 1.

e n of P is in 1 = 2"’ c n. Whence any planes which shall cut the plane a be,

cos 60° . sin (a.d
=r

r

COS Jo/* “I_ sin 60® . sin (n.d — 90°).

(274.)sin(a,d-

t n of P is in 1 — 2”’ * w *

2 = 2 1 e n,

m — 2"" c ji,

and the preceding formula? may be applied to this series

bv substituting 2“*“ for 2*".

‘ Hence, when any two of the quantities P,P\ P.P »,

and m are known, the third may be found.

(269.) The Laws of Decrement which would imme-

diately produce the successive members of the obtuse

and acute series from the primary Crystal, may be

readily found from the relations of the principal sections

of the derived Rhomboids to that of the primary.

Of the obtuse series the symbol of the

t • 44
l«i»AorB &»j, X

i
o* a _ 11'C 19 * 6» i» A

y
j

2-+c-ir-
4* id m* A

The symbols of the acute series arc us follows:

3

o
l

2-+(-i)-+«*

O

fig. 135, parallel to the line a n, will produce those pyra-

mids.

Let a i h (fig, 135) be a plane of AfotL d, intersect-

ing ab e in a n,

1*1 t (fig. 135 and 136) represent the terminal solid

angle of the Rhomboid, and let tb : I h :: 1 '2.

To find t i, we have in fig. 136,

t h = 2 / fe

few = nc

k fe rs fee

kh = tb=tc
ss la, fig. 135

;

kh : ie : : kn : nc

I ;

2

aK 135-

Hence the indices of this plane would be (6 3 *2),

and the indices of the plane ah' if (fig. 135) would be

(6 4 3.)

(277.) We may imagine a scries of planes passing

through a n to lie within two limits. The one the plane

a be, and the other the plane p, (fig. 121.)

The edge t h might be supposed to be lengthened

until it becomes infinite, when the planes of Mod. o

would be produced.

The point h may next be conceived to approach to-

wards the axis, while the plane o turning on the line

a n assumes successively the positions of Mod . A, /,

and m.
I n Mod. f the edge t h becomes parullel to the axis of

The law of each series is obvious, and the general the Rhomboid, producing a prism with twelve Rules,

terms of the mft easily deduced. As the condition of producing a regular hexagonal

Either of the dihedral angle* a.fe, a,e, a,d, or a,a\ pyramid is that its planes shall cut the horizontal diago-

(fig. 133,) being iven
, tojind cither of the other*. uals in Use ratio of 2 : 1, there might evidently be a
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Oytfel. series of such pyramid* belonging to Mod. d, h, k. and
tc^nphy. m ;

but only one can result from Mod. o, and one other
/

from Mod. h. That from Mod. o must be produced by

n decrement of two rows, and must have for its symbol

){, and that from Mod. h by three rows, and must have
a

for its symbol B.

For let dog (fig. 137) represent one of the planes of

Mod. h , we have p b : b n : : 1 : 2,

whence a p :
pb : : a d (= db): ob,

*
: : 3 : I.

Hexagonal Prism.

'

(278.) It may occasionally be convenient on account

of the greater simplicity of the Laws of Decrement, to

consider the regular hexagonal prism as an independent

primary form, although it is derivable from the Rhomboid
by the joint effect of Mod. a and r, or a and p.
The Laws of Decrement may then be determined as

follows

:

Single Planes, a, on the angles.

Let the terminal plaue be denoted by P, and the lateral

planes by M.
Let each terminal angle be denoted by A, each ter-

minal edge by B, and each lateral edge by O.
Let B : G : : m : n,

and the edges of the defect will be as

p m : 2 r ft : : sin (P,a - 90°) : sin (180°- P,o).

Two Planes
, b, on the angles.

The law may be found by the general method before

explained.

Single Plants
,
c, on the terminal edges.

The edges of the defect will be as

p m . r n : : sin (P,b — 90*) : sin (190P — P,6).

Planes, e, on the lateral edges.

The edges of the defect will be os

p : r : : sin (180° — M,r) ; sin (M,e — 60°).

(279.) Having thus shown how the laws of decrement
may be determined when the inclination of the secondary
plane to the primary is known, it is now proposed to

discover that inclination from the known elements of
the primary form, and the Law of Decrement.

Let it be required to find the angle at which a plane

whose symbol is A inclines on a primary plane.

1st. Suppose this plane to occur on the square prism :

p n R J 2
P *"

r
— m ,tan(180°— P^x)’

290.) Un (180° - P,«) = — R
?£*.

p m
2d. If it occurs on the right rhombic prism,

p bR'
r m . cosiM,M'.tan (180°— P,a)

’

(281.) c. tan (180°— P,o) = -

3d. If the plane whose inclination to the primary is

required, liave for its symbol II, and the primary form
be a right rhombic prism,

VOL. VI.

_ p _ *in(190 — M,g)

r “ sin(M,g — M,M')*
whence it will be found that

/ion \ . \r p R . sin M.M'
(282.) Un =—

p cos. M'lt'—rR
And in olher cases of simple decrements, the dihedral

angles which have been used to determine the taws,

may be found by analogous methods when the laws are
known.
The inclinations of the primary planes to planes pro-

duced by intermediary decrements may also be found
from the known laws, and from the plane angles of
some of the primary or secondary planes.

(263.) Professor Whcwell of Cambridge has, in a
Paper inserted in the Philosophical Transaction* for

1825, given a genernl form to the problem of finding

the inclination or dihedral angle of any two planes
from their indices, and of finding the indices from the

given angle.

But general and elegant as the solutions given in this

Paper are, we are induced to believe that the more direct

methods already explained in this Treatise, will, from
their greater simplicity, and the comparative ease with

which they may be applied, be found in most cases more
serviceable to the practical Mineralogist.

In order, however, to place before the reader the most
comprehensive and entire view of the mathematical re-

lations of Crystals which has yet been given, wc insert

the following brief abstract of Mr. Whewell's commu-
nication to the Royal Society, referring the reader to the

Paper itself for the details of its application to particular

Let a solid angle, denoted in the Tables of Modifica-

tions by A of the cube, or square prism, or right rhombic

prism, or rhomboid, or O of the oblique rhombic prism,

or doubly oblique prism, be regarded as the origin of a
system of coordinates, of which the three adjucent
edges are the axes.

Let the dihedral angle at the axis jr = a,

y = ft.

#
* = 7.

and the angle formed by the axis

x and a perpendicular on the plane y z — 3,

y . - . x s = «,

* y = If-

Then let cos a = a, cos ft — b, cos y— c,

cos $ = d, cos t = e, cos f = /,

and let 0 be the dihedral angle of two planes whose
equations arc

The planes expressed by these equations are supposed

to pans through the origin, and they may be expressed

generally by the symbols

• l’rofrwor Whcwell hu used the letters A, A, awl / to demite the
portions of the edges intercepted by secondary planes, sad has
adopted p, f, aad r to denote the rrdprorats of Ihtwe portion*.

Hating, however, in this Treatise used p. q, sod r to express Hr.

Wbcwctt's lines A, A and /, wo have substituted — , — ,
and — foe

f f '

f>, 7, and r ia his equations.

3 r
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(pqr)i (pV *0

the first index always referring to the axis or, the

by 0, and we may express the angle made by (p, 9, r) 1

second to y, and the third to a.

According to the law of symmetry, the solid angle

The angle 0 may be found from the following equa- '

tiona, observing that in the cube and the rhomboid the

which is assumed as the origin of the system of eo- primary edges are equal ; in the square and right and
ordinates may In the cube and rhomboid be replaced by oblique rhombic prisms the terminal edges are equal,

six planes, which would require to be denoted by six ®ul differing from the lateral ones; and that in the

distinct symbols. And these would be supplied by per- doubly oblique prisms the three edges adjacent toO are

muting the three indices, thus, (js,q. r) (p, r, 9) (9, r,p) «ugu»h

(r, q> P) (r» P* ?) (?• P* r)* ord«r of these symbols B ‘m" suppose the planes whose angle is required,

being that in which the planes they represent occur chi
10 occur on eac“ t“e °f primary forms,

the Crystal. 1st. On the cube and square prism, where
When all the indices are to be permuted, they may a _ __ q^o

kn nrndun in ika Hmluil r«l' Mfk ixlftn. ujltik pnn\m.a ' *
1 *

being that in which the planes they represent occur on 10 occur on eacn °‘ ine oi primary fori

the Crystal. 1st. On the cwfre and square prism, where
When ad the indices are to be permuted, they may _ * = =

be written in the symbol of each plane with comma*
# — _ 1

__
*

between them, thus, (p, 9, r).
« - 6 w c - O,

And every particular symbol in which the three in- d s= c ss f;
dices are separated by comma*, is known to belong to (284-) — cos 0 =2

a general symbol, in which all those indices are subject 111
to pcrmulatiou. ~~~Z+ ~i~

On the other primary forms there cannot occur more “X, .

than two pianea upon any solid angle, and in this case
[(

~

4. _L 4. _L-^ _ /JL a. _L . j_W
only two of the indices, asp aud 9, are to be permuted, l\ p« tf r* / \pf ^ 9* y*)\
«d the form of the perlicotar .yrobol become. (j>. 9 ; r), 2d 0„ rt hl rAomW,
the semicolon denoting that r is not subject to permu-
tation. The symbol of the two planes would in this case * = P = 90°

*
.* . a = b ~ 0,

be (p, 9 ; r) (9. p; r). 7 = M,M', c = coa M,M',
And when, as in the doubly oblique prism, the law of $ — e — M,M'-90°, d = e = 00* (M,M—90°),

symmetry requires only one plane 00 each solid angle,
^ */ssR 1

the indices are not subject to any permutation ; a condi- • *

tkm which is expressed by separating them by semicolons, (285.) — coa 9 =
thus, (p ; 9 ,- r). l i d1 /I 1\

Planes which replace any angle of a Crystal may be + +
VVq + pT* /

referred to that which has been assumed ns the origin at — — L .

the coordinates ; but in this case the angles made by a J_ , A ^ W
transferred plane with the coordinate planes will be the t\p^ if r* p q) \jf* 9* 1* pV/*
supplements of its inclinations to the primary pianea ... . ..

vljacent U> it, .ml «m, «r mo« of .hc ImW uf U» M 0a rhomb* prum,

transferred plane will be negative, os (p — 9 —r) or • — £ — I* a — b — cos P,M,

(—

p

9 r). 7 = M,M\ c ss cos M.M\
Planes replacing any of the edges may also be re- M,M ; may be > or < 90®.

ferred to the assumed coordinates, but one index will 9

then be 0, and one or both of the others may be post- ^et M.M be > 90 ,

live or negative; and the general symbol might be and & — • may be known from the equation

(pOr); observing in particular symbols to add the

commas or semicolons as required by the law of sym-
metry.

The symbol of the primary plane of the

y x is (I, 0,0)

* 2 (0, 1 , 0)

* y (0, 0, 1).

If all the indioes of a symbol be multiplied or divided

by any quantity, the character of the plane denoted by
the ultered symbol will not be changed, but its new
position will be parallel to that indicated by the original

symbol.
The dihedral angle, or live inclination of two planes

whose symbols are (p, 9, r) (jf, 9', r') has been denoted

— co* M.M' . — ensfa *

(287.) and cosfat = cot P,M . col * M,M'

£ = PA - 90®,

co* (PA - 90°),

R. cos P,M
and cos P,A =

Let M M' < 90°,

(288.) and d = «s

(289.) — cos 9=

sin * M.hT,

coa (90°—M,Mr
) . — cos fae

_l ( 1 , 1 \ ,
1 < ( 1 ,

1 \ _i_ JJl
d‘\pp, +

1 y'/ _/'rrJ iflp'j pi{) df\p'r’pr’ (f
r 9 r>

)
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Crystal. 4th. On the doubly oblique prim
lo^rapJiy.

(290.)

(291.)

292.)

(293.)

(294.)

a s P,M, .'. a — cos I*.M,

ft
— P.T, 4 = tm P.T,

y = M,T, e = cos M.T;

4, «, and ( may be known from the equationa

— cot 4 af . — cne M.T
R ’

— cos c af — cos M.T

d = -

— cos c a f. — cos P.T

U
'*

. _ /- ««) (P.M +P.T+ M.T) . cos) (P,M + M.T - P.Ty' J
sa.4 4a/= R

iTiTP.M TsiraM ,T ) *

sin A e a
/_ cos i (P.M -h P,T -f- M.T) . cos * (M.T -f P*T - P,M)\i

si«i M.T sin P.T )

PksIM-
iKoam at
Kdget of
CrpUli.

(295.) - cos t

c b

Up-+ e~? +re Sdipq idfpr

(
i

.
i

. J__ e 4

Kef +
<*9' /v Zdep'q' 2i/yV

5th. On the rhomboid, « = p — y =: P,P, a = 6 = c = cos P,F ; and 5 == « = f

.

(995-)— cos~0=
_i

j

i
^

i /j, j_ , j_ . J_ + _L , M
VP

1

P 1/ P r P r ' f
~h

7 rV

{l?+ 7.
+ +^'8fl

(^+7?+f7')!
On /Ac Parallelisms of the Edges of Crystals.

(297.) The resources of Crystallography in determin-

ing the Laws of Decrement by which secondary planes

are produced, are not Limited to the methods already

explained. In certain cases those laws may be inferred

from Parallelisms among some of the edges of combina-

tion of the different planes. Thus the Parallelism of

the terminal edge of the plane d of the square prism to

the diagonal of the terminal plane, implies a decrement

by one row on the lateral edge of the prism.

This is one of the most simple cases that can occur.

Others, however, of a much more complicated nature may
be determined from similar considerations.

The following are the principal classes of Parallelisms

that occur among the edges of Crystals.

For the sake of generality, the doubly oblique prism,

fig. 95, has been used in the diagrams about to be

referred to.

(298.) When two adjacent edge# are replaced by

single planes resulting from any Law of Decrement, and

the solid angle between them is also replaced by a single

plane produced by the same law, the plane on the angle

is a parallelogram, as in fig. 138.

In this figure the plane on the angle intersects the

lateral planes parallel to their intersection by the planes

on the edges. The indices of both must therefore be

similar. And the symbols D, O, F, may be said to

express the conditions for rendering the plane on the

angle a parallelogram.

When the replaced edges are similar
, as they are in

the regular forms, the plane replacing the angle becomea
a rhomb.

(299.) When a plane on the angle is cut in parallel

line» by planes on the edges, the decrement in height

of the three planes being the same, as at ai b, c, d, fig.

139, the decrement m breadth of the plane on the

angle will be equal to the sum of the decrements in
breadth of the planes on the edges.

If in this figure the pluneson the edges are represented

9_ 11

by I), F, it will be found that the condition for render-

ing the edges of the plane on the angle parallel, is that

rW

it# symbol should be O.

(300.) When a plane replacing an edge is intersected

in parallel Imcs by planes replacing the adjacent solid

angles, and produced by the same Law of Decrement, as

at a, b, c,d. fig. 140 and 141, llie planes on the edge
and the planes on ihe angles must intersect two of the
primary planes in parallel lines.

In fig. 140 the planes on the angles intercept the

lateral planes parallel to their intersection by the plane

on the edge. The conditional indices for which may be
readily found from what has been before stated. When
the angles are similar

, os In fig. 65, the symbol# might
t

be D. A ; B, A, ; or B, (B, B'
f
Gc) ; and they will "be

analogous to these for the other primary forma.

8 p 2

I
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Ciy«4al* Fig. 141 shows that the indices relating to the termi>

lographjr. nal edges must be tlie same in the symbols of the three

planes.

(301.) When the intersection of planes on two adja-

cent terminal edges is parallel to the intersection of one

of those with a plane on the lateral edge, as in fig. 142,

the relation of the plane on the lateral edge to those on

the terminal edges will be os follows

:

Let the symbol of the plane on the terminal edge

adjacent to the lateral truncated edge be-^-, and that of

pf
the plane truncating the second terminal edge be —, the

p
symbol of the plane on the lateral edge will be — , for

a b will then be parallel to c d, and a e to cf,
(302.) Where an angle is replaced by a single plane

which is intersected in parallel lines by two planes on
the same angle resulting from the same law, as in fig.

143, the relation of the indices may be found as follows.

The edge ft is the intersection of two planes eat,
m k *, on tire angle c.

The plane g h * evidently coincides with the edge

f t, and if it be supposed to move parallel to itself until

it reaches the position n a p, it must be intersected in the

parallel lines tv, vs, by the planes c a*,m kt.

Lei e. m and e c represent p molecules,

e a and e k .... q

the following general expression given by Professor r*ralTd-
Whcwell in the Paper already referred to. isms of

Let the plane whose indices arc (pg g, r,) truncate °f

the intersection of the planes (p^ g, r,) and (p, qa rj,
anti we have

s“*

‘

v‘"^

(303.)

If the planes 1 and 3 are produced by the same law,
then p, = g, , g, = pa , and r, = r, ; and

1
/
r I 1 >V

,
1 / 1 1 \ i /

1

—— - » . — 1
-i. _

(

p.'.9 .
r. 9,

r
t>

1 9t\p»rt PxUJ r% VP, 9.

Pt <7* Pi 9,

To determine the law of the plane g h $ we require the

ratio of eh toe*. But os e t is assumed to represent

r molecules, it is only necessary to determine e h in

terms of p and q.

In fig. 144 let ee “ p, e k =r q,

and we shall have e A =
P + 9

For from the nature of the figure

m d = d c

and oft ss b k ;

and by similar triangles we have

e e : k e :
: p : q : . d e : b k,

: : d e : 6 e

;

whence d/:d/ + / 6 (:= d A) :
: p : p -J- g,

d e : d e — b e (= d b) :: p : p — q,

and d e : df:: p -f q • p — q;

•!• d e: d e — d/(=/e):;p
-f* q ; 2g

r P+1
r : e c : e h.

Hence the index of the planes g h t, or no p, becomes
g PJ

r (P *+* 9)*

The preceding are, however, only particular cases of

(304.) # _ .

0>i + 9*) r. (ft+ 9i)’>

If in this equation p, = g„ and r, =; rlt it becomes

(305.) p. =
Cp> 4- 1<)

and corresponds to (302.)
If planes I mid 3 are on the angles, and plane 2 on

the edge between them, as in fig. 14U, p3 is negative and
p, = x, and

K+P*.
(806.) ^

U Ij. ft

9.
+

9.

If, as in (300.), g, = qM and r, ss r„

(307.) iL - ±..
r.

»-i

If planes 1 and 2 arc on adjacent terminal edges, and
3 on a lateral edge, as in fig 142, then r, = r

t . g, on,

P« = '•*, rf e oj, and the equation corresponds to

(301.)

(303.) — =^-.
9* 7,

If planes 1 and 3 are on adjacent edges, and 2 on
the angle between them, then p, = qo, and g, = x, and

(809.) -L.2!8 + _L.
P. r. 9. r, r.

If, S3 in (299.), p, = g„ and r, = r, = r

^

then

(810.) P. = P, + 9.-

If pa= g, and r, sr r
t , then

(sn.) A = »5i.
ri ri

(312.) Mr. Levy has given the following formula: in

a l’aper ill the VI th volume of the Edinburgh Philoto-

phical Journal, p. 227, on the methed of finding the law
of decrement of any secondary plane, modifying any pa-
rallelepiped, whenever two of the edges of that plane,

not being parallel to each other, are parallel to two edges
of the Crystal whose relations to the primary edges are

known.
Let p3 , q^ r

s , be the unknown indices of the new
plane, which may be called plane 5. Let p„ g l( rIt and

p«, g„ r„ be the known indices of two planes to whose
intersection one edge of plane 5 is parallel. And p,. g„ r„
and p4 , gt

r
4, the known indices of two other planes, to

whose intersection another edge of plane 5 is parallel,

and
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If the intersection of the planes 1 and 2 be parallel

to a diagonal of the primary form, the plane f» will be

parallel to the same diagonal ; in this case two of the

indices will be equal. If px = <f».
and pt = the

i-alucs of— and — become equal ; and by reducing
r» r*

the above equations, after the necessary substitutions

are made, the following will result

:

(315.)

If the intersection of the planes 1 and 2 be parallel

to an edge of the primary form, the plane 5 will be

parallel to the same edge, and one of the indices will be

infinite. If r, and r9 become infinite, the values of

become infinite also. But if equation 1 be
r
s

r
$

divided by 2, the following equation will be obtained,

which does not contain the indices of planes l and 2,

but gives the values of pt
and gt in terms of the indices

of plants 3 and 4,

1 1

(S16.) -i'll.
2*

P. r
4 Pi r

.

The facilities afforded by the Parallelisms of Edges in

determining the relations of Crystals will be shown by
the following examples.

(317.) Fig. 143 is one of the forms of what is termed

by Mineralogists muriate of mercury, and it is also the

crystalline form of calomel.

The edges of c being rendered parallel by a, both

planes roust have the same index, and the respective
i *

symbols may be B, and A.

(818.) Fig. 146 is the form of a Crystal of ^sulphate

of nickel.

In this figure the edges of the plane al produced
by the intersection of c and c

1

are parallel, and those of
c produced by the intersection of a2 and a'2 are also

parallel. Hence the Laws of Decrement producing all

these planes are known.

i > Parallel*

For if B be the symbol of c, then A must be that of’ ^
a2, and A that of at. Crptal*

(319.) Fig. 147 represents a Crystal of schcelate of . r ^ >

soda, the primary form of which is a doubly oblique

prism.

The planes g and e evidently replace two of the ter-

minal edges, and the plane e is intersected in parallel

lines by g and I. If, therefore, we assume the symbol
i

of the plane i to be H, e and g must be represented by

B and D.

(320.) Fig. 148 is a Crystal of oxide of tin, the

planes of which may be determined as follows

:

Let cl be assumed to result from a decrement by 1

row on the terminal edge of a square prism, and

its symbol will be B.
i

al must then be represented by A, and

*
e2 by B.

c3 is known from measurement to result from a de-

crement by 5 rows in height, and to have for its

i
symbol B.

b may be determined from the following consider-

ations. The edges of the plane al, parallel to

its intersection with cl, must be parallel to the dia-

gonals of the lateral planes. The planes 6 there- •

fore which cut M parallel to the intersection of

al and cl must intersect M parallel to a diagonal,

and the symbol of the planes 6 must therefore be

of the form A^ But as cS is cut in parallel lines

by 6, (300.) 6 must cut a terminal and lateral edge

in the ratio of one to five, and its symbol must
therefore be A*. It must also cut the terminal

edges in the same ratio, and hence as

el is cut in parallel lines by 6, (fig. 141,) the symbol

i

of 1 1 must be G.
a2 being cut parallel by the planes 6, (302.) must

2 p a
have its index of the form — -. But as it

r (p + 9 )

has been fouod in the symbol representing b that

P = l

g= 5
r = 5,

i

the symbol of a 2 becomes A.
i

d is known to have for its symbol G, and the sym-
bol of

e 2 may be ascertained, by a construction analogous

to fig. 139, (o be <i

.

Hence all the planes of tliis complicated figure may
be determined from the measurement of cl and c3.

(321.) Particular cases of Parallelisms will also give

the laws of particular planes, as may be seen in a Me-
moir by Mr. Montiero on the Law of Decrement pro-

ducing a particular Crystal of carbonate of lime, inserted

in No. 201 of the Journal des Mine* for September,

1818.

Fig. 149 represents the Crystal examined by Mr.
Montiero
The planes m, in', were known by the strie on their

surface parallel to their oblique diagonal to correspond

with Mod. m of the rhomboid.
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Crystal. The position of the planes m and m\ relatively to the
tography. edge of the primary form, being thus Known, it was

readily perceived that the plane e corresponded with

Mod. e of the same rhomboid, and the planes q with

some particular modification belonging to class q.

Let fig. 150 represent the primary rhomboid of car-

bonate of lime. Tile plane m (fig. 1491 ia known to

result from a decrement by one row on the superior

edges of that rhomboid. The lines t /, Im, would,

therefore, represent the intersections of the plane m'
with the primary planes, the points / and m being the

middle of the edges dfand ft.
From the middle of the edge d $, draw h b, Kf and

the triangle b kf will represent the position on the pri-

mary form of the plane e. (Fig. 149.)

The planes mf and e are thus observed to intersect

each other at the points cand n, aud, consequently, the

line c n would correspond to their edge of combination.

This edge in fig. 149 is replaced by the plane q, and

from the Parallelism of its Edges it must itself be parallel

to the edge it repluces.

If, therefore, the line q r be drawn parallel to a b and
passing through the point e, and the line op parallel

to q r and passing through the point n, we shall, by

joining o q and p r, obtain the position on the primary

form of the plane q.

And the ratio of q d to do, will give theLaw of Decre-

ment by which the plane q has been produced.

It ia evident that dh — fm,

and o h p m.

But df:dh::on:oh,

and fmxfl :
:
pm: pnf

df :ft : : o n : p n,

t:oh:pf
:: 3 : 1 ,

qd : do : : 3 : 1

;

therefore the plane q is produced by a decrement of three

rows in breadth qn the plane ab df

On the Methodt of Drawing the Figuret of Cryftalt.

(322 ) The representation of surfaces, or solid bodies,

upon a plane, is the object of the art of perspective.

The theory upon which this art has been founded,

supposes an imaginary transparent screen to be inter-

posed between the eye of the observer and the object to

be represented
;
and it supposes also that the rays of

light which pass from the object to the eye become, as

it were, fixed on the screen, so that when the object is

removed, its figure or representation still remains. And
the rules of perspective teach the methods of delineating

the figures of objects upon a plane, so as to resemble

the appearance they would present to the eye if the

plane on which they are delineated were transparent,

and held between the objects and the eye.

A more familiar conception of the nature of a per-

spective representation may he derived from looking at

a building, or along a street, through a piece of glass,

and marking lines on the surface of the glass coinciding
with those we are observing through it. These lines, i?

accurately traced, will evidently represent the object to

the eye, such as it appeared when seen through the

glass.

When the object observed is a street, the upper and
lower edges of the fronts of the houses, which are known

to be nearly if not accurately parallel, appear to converge Msttoda of
at the remote end of the street, forming a series of lines Drawing

on the screen something like that shown in fig. 151. tht Figuree

.And if this mass of houses were a single solid f
body, and even much reduced in dimensions, it ought
still to be represented on a plane surface by converging
lines similar to those in the above figure.

But such a representation of Crystals would convey a
very indistinct idea of their forms, and particularly those
of complicated secondary Crystals.

Another kind of perspective has therefore been used,
which supposes parallel lines to be drawn from the se-

veral angles of the figure obliquely to a plane parallel to

a lateral plane of the cube and square prism, and to a
diagonal of the other forms; a method of projection in

which all the lines that are parallel in the figure are

represented by parallel lines in the drawing. The axis

of the rhomboid, and the lateral edges of the other forms
being drawn perpendiculur to the plane on which the
figure is supposed to rest.

(323.) To draw a cube or square prism. Fig. 152.
1

For a cube make eg kf a square, and for a square
prism make to or e of to ef in the same proportions as

they are found in the Crystal to be delineated.

Take fi and it i such that the figure may appear
symmetrical, and draw k r, and the other lines to com-
plete the figure.

(324.) To draw a right rhombic prism. Fig. 153.
r On a horizontal line a b lake a c = d b

;

and from
the points a, b, c, d, raise the four perpendiculars shown
in the figure. Take a t = bf such as to give the figure

a convenient form for placing tlra secondary planes

upon it.

Take d g to a 5 in the proportion of a lateral edge to

the greater diagonal of the Crystal to be delineated, and
complete the figure.

(3*25.) The oblique rhombic prism may be drawn in

a similar manner. But aa tbe angle • df may some-
times be acute, the ratio of a b to dg must be that of

tbe horizontal diagonal of the Crystal to a lateral edge;
and aexibf should be so taken as to preseut the

most correct representation of the true character of the

Crystal.

(326.) To draw a doubly oblique prism. Fig. 1 54."

As the lateral edges of this prism are not perpendicular

to either of its diagonals, its base cannot rest on a hori-

zontal plane, while its lateral edges are perpendicular.

On the line a b, the perpendiculars at a
,
c, d, and 6,

may be raised, and the distances a c — db, and a e and

fb may be taken so as best to represent the character of

the given Crystal, the ratio of ta to fb and of eg to

ab being deduced from its measured angles.

(327.) To draw a rhomboid.

Let a b (fig. 155) represent the axis trisected by the

rarallel lines eg, hk.
From a draw a g at such an angle with a b, and

through the point/in the axis drew eg at such an angle

with the axis, as to place the figure in a convenient po-

sition for exhibiting the secondary planes.

The ratio of the axis « b to the horizontal diagonal

c d of the rhomboid to be delineated is supposed to be

known.
On the line eg take fg sx 2 ft, and through e and

parallel to u o draw e c =s e d, such that c d : o 6 as the

horizontal diagonal to the axis.

Draw ce, dm, and A b, equal and parallel to a g, and
then the remaining lines to complete the figure.
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CrysWl* (328.) The delineation of the secondary forms of
lugr-aphy. cVystafe may be effected either by truncating the figures
1 m- T «u

4

primary forms, or by circumscribing those forms

with the planes of the secondary Crystal.
* When the secondary form, whether it be simple or

compound, is to be exhibited in its entire state, with all

the primary planes effaced, the best method will be to

delineate a small primary form, and to envelope that

with the secondary planes ; but when parts of the prl-

mary planes are also to be shown in the figure of the

secondary Crystal, a larger primary form may be drawn,

and then be cut down, as in the Tables of Modifications.

The fidelity of the representation of any secondary

form, will depend upon the accuracy with which the

intersections of the secondary planes with the primary

nnd with each other are drawn.

From the preceding explanations relative to secondary

planes, it is obvious that such planes inay be correctly

placed on a primary form by drawing them so that they

Bhall cut the primary edges in the proportions denoted
by the Laws of Decrement which produce them. And
tho line at which two planes so drawn intersect each

other, corresponds to their common edge on tlie Crystal.

If the planes b of the right rhombic prism (fig. 7-1)

be supposed to correspond to the symbol, (B, B', H,),

those proportions of the corresponding edges must be
taken for the plane 6, and for b\ (B t B'( II,), and the

line at which these planes would cut each other, would
represent the edge between b and b'.

But it will be inconvenient when there are many
secondary planes to be drawn, to find the intersections

in this manner. And we must then resort to the follow-

ing general method.

(3*29.) Let it be required to draw a right rhombic
prism modified by planes corresponding to the symhols

l5, E, G, Aj, (B, B’, H.)

e, e, A, A, 6,.

Let the primary forms (fig. 156 and 157) be drawn
in pencil, of equal dimensions ; with their terminal and
lateral edges respectively parallel, on fig. 157 draw u v

parallel to the short diagonal of the terminal plmic, and
from the points u and v draw uo vp, parallel to the

lateral edges. The plane h would evidently be repre-

sented by uvop. Let the line a a' be drawn on the

plane A, and through the diagonals q r, it.

The plane c which should next be drawn must obvi-

ously lie between h and P. The Law of Decrement from
which this plane is supposed to result, is two rows in

breadth.

If, therefore, two of the primary terminal edges of

fig. 156 are extended to c and o', so that q c — 2q q'
1 and

qd = 2qq\ the plane ac & will represent the plane c,

and the lino c c' will touch the primary form at the

solid angle d. The line da, which bisects cc'al d, may
be called the directing line, for placing the plane c between
h and P, by taking some point d in the diagonal q r, (fig.

157,) and drawing da parallel to d a. (Fig. 156.) The
lines gh', ik being drawn through d and a parallel to

v r, the plane g hf i h will represent theirequired plane c.

By drawing lines parallel to gh! and i It, at correspond-

ing distances from the diagonals q r, * t, and from the Mefitoda of

points q, r, t, and /, the figure with the planes h and c Drawing

upon it may be completed, mid maybe traced separately

in pencil, as in fig. 159, preparatory to the addition of

the planes e.
T

To produce these planes, first draw Axon fig. 159,

and for the intersection of the planes c nnd e draw k l

parallel to a e, (fig. 156,) aud from the point l draw ly
parallel to Ax.

Having thus produced the planes d, c, and e, we may
add the planes 6, and A„ by tracing tig. 158 on a separate

paper, as in fig. 160, and drawing parallel to it an
entire primary form, as shown by fig. 159.

The directing,* planes 6 an ‘* ^ ^ on fig- 159,

represent the two planes A,, V„ (fig. 160,) and b A”* b
t,

y Av bp, (fig. 159,) represents or 2 in fig. 160;
and n a A " s' (fig. 1 59) is evidently parallel to plane e,

fig. 160.

The intersection of b b'a A„ with n i A'ff *r

, is the line

n If"

;

its intersection with P is b b,a; wiih M, it is

b b,; and with bf A 1*
6, it is £>,«•.

If, therefore, from the point l (fig. 160) we draw
the line 1 6, parallel to n b'

n
; 6 5. to b VM

; and 1 3, to

b b lt we shall obtain three of the edges of plane 6,.

From the point 5, (fig. 160,) draw the intersection of

b t and 6’, parallel to m A„ (fig. 159,) and by drawing
on fig. 160, 9 4, parallel to 5 6,. and the intersection of

2 and 2*. (fig. 160,) parallel to m At ,
(fig. 159.) we shall

delineate the planes 6, and 2 ; observing that those

planes intersect each other in a line parallel to the inter-

section of A, amt P. The positions of b\ ami 2 may
be obtained by a similar method of proceeding, and the

other correK[KJtidiiig planes may be drawn by a similar

process, or by parallel liucs, or by finding the relation

of their edges, or angles, to some known points on the

Crystal.

By means analogous (o these, the most complicated
figures may be accurately produced.

(330.) But it very frequently liappen# that the Law of
Decrement will suggest some relation between the posi

lion of the secondary edges or angles and some known
points or lines of the primary form, which will supersede
the necessity of any directing diagram. The figure of the
rhombic dodecahedron uffonls an example of this nature.

The easiest method of drawing this figure is to project

the cube, as shown in fig. 161, and through its centre,

and perpendicular to its planes, to draw the lines a b,

cd, ef
Those lines are parallel respectively to the edges of

the cube. Take on each line, and in each direction from
the point in the centre of the cube, where the lines in-

tersect each other, a quantity equal to that edge of the

cube to which the particular line is parallel, and draw
lines from the extremities of those portions of the lines to

the solid angles of the cube.

Many expedients will probably occur to those who are

accustomed to draw Crystals, which will greatly abridge

the laborious processes just described. These will, how-
ever, form particular cases, and will depend on the

degree of attention and ingenuity employed in framing
the diagrams.
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INDEX.

7W A*0 ». rtftr to the paragraph*.

Asor.it, plant, 8 ; its measure or value how determined, UL
Angle, wftf, IL

Angles, ml winch the planes of Crystals incline to each other, how
ascertained, Ik; how measured, 47, 4H, 42 1 how deduced

from the law* of decrement, 279
j

similar, LL
Angle*, tolid, similar, 1A.

Axis of a Crystal, iL

Calculation of the law* of decrement, general method, 132; applied

to the cubt, 139 ; to the oguare prism, 150

;

to the right

rh-rtnbic pritm, 172 ; to the oblique rhomb* pritm, 195 ; to

the doubly oblique print, 228 ;
to the rhomboid, 212 ;

to the

hexagonal prim, '278.

Cleavage, j ; trtt of, 63; tingle, double, &c., GG.

Crystals, definition of, 2_i h**w produced, 34 ;
primary, 73, 33 i

secondary, 26* Z1 ;
how modified in form, 36 ;

beimtro])« and
inleniecled, Zi; cpigme and psnulomorphous, method of

rradmg, 1M ; how to describe, LI2 1 how to draw the figures

of. 3’2‘S.

Oryslalliiatiun, &L
Cube, iii ; it* axes, 31 ; modifications, 99 ; laws of decrement,

bow calculated, 139.

Decrements, 36, £2 ;
in breadth, 37 : in height, 32 ; simple, 38';

intermediary, 39,

Diagonal, of a plane, 29; oblique, ££; horicontal, 29.

Diagonal plane, 30.

IXidecahedron, rhombic, how derived, 68.

Doubly oblique prism, 21; it* axes, dlj modifications, 107 ;
laws

of decrement, how calculated, 228.

Drawing Crystals, method of, 322.

Edge, 7j primary, 7j secondary, 7- of combinations. L
JKdges, terminal, / ;

"lateral 7_i similar, 12

;

parallel, 297.
Kpigeue Crystals, SO.

Figures of Crystals, how to draw, 322.

Form, defined, primary, 2, 73 ; secondary, 2, 74.

Form* of Crystals, related to tbn cube, 29_i to the oquare prim,
102

;

to the right rhombic prim, 172 ; to the obhque rhombic
prim , 122 ;

to the doubly oblique pritm, 228 ; to the rhomboid,

245 ; their mutual relations, 33.*

Goniometer, common, 47_; reflect ire, 48j how to be used, 49.

Hemitrupe Crystals, 77.

Hexagonal prism, regular, 278.

Intersecting Crystals, 79.

laws of decrement, 41.

Law of symmetry, LL

Modification of a Crystal, 4Q.

Modifications, tables of, 2^.; the cube, 99 ; the tqitare pritm
,
102

the nght rhombic pritm, till} the obbqur rhombic pmm, 1 05 j

the doubly cbhqur pnwm, U1Z j
the rhomboid, 1 08

; appbcatiaa
of the tables, 109.

Molecules, 1 j. 51: their theoretical forms, 55 to 51; their arrange-
ment in Crystal*, GO.

Notation explained, page 425.

Oblique rhombic prism, 23j its axis, 31 ; modifications, 103 ; laws
of decrement bow calculated, 193.

Parallel edges, 297 ; laws of decrement deduced from, 293 to 321.
Planes of Crystals, natural, 4^ cleavage, & ;

similar, 11 ; tangent,

44.

Primary form, 2*

Primary forms, LI ; their relations to each other, 51 ;
how to deter*

mine from secondarr forms, 1M to 116.

Pseudomorphous Crystals, ILL

Rhomboid, 23 ; its axes, 31 , modifications, 108 | laws of deert-
i merit, how calculated, 243.

Right rhombic prism, 22

;

its axes, U ; tnodificalkma, 104 ; laws
of decrement, how calculated, 172.

Secondary forma, 2. SUL LL
Series of Crystallisation, 21L

Similar edges, angles, and plnnes, U to 14.

Square prism, 21 i its axes, 31
;

modifications, 102 ; laws of decrc*

merit, how calculated, 130.

Structure of Crystals, fiH.

Symbols explained, U * table of, 131,

Symmetry, law of, Li • »» sometimes suspended, 12.

System of Crystallization, 22.



MINERALOGY.

Mineralogy Introductory Observation*.

(1.) Mineralogy is defined by Kirwan to be the

Art of distinguishing Mineral substance* from each

other.

All bodies found in or upon Um earth, not being vege-

table or animal, are termed Minerals.

(2 ) It has been stated in the Introduction to Crystal-

lography, that we are indebted to HaQy for th« first

satisfactory explanation of the mutual relations of crys-

talline forms; and it is also due to his memory to add,

that bis views of Mineralogy were more precise and phi.

losophica! than those of any author by whom he bad

been preceded. In recommending this pursuit to tbe

favourable notice of others, he observes, that if the mo-
tives by which we are led to the cultivation of any branch

of Natural Science, were founded solely upon the plea-

sure afforded by a casual inspection of the productions

to which it relates, Zoology and Botany would claim our

first regard ; but that if we overcome this first unfavour-

able impression, and look a little more closely to only a

lew individuals belonging to tbe Mineral kingdom, we
shall, he says, find them possessed of a regularity of

structure, an almost infinite variety of distinct, yet re-

lated forms, and many other properties, not only capable

of affording a high degree of interest, but offering in-

ducements to the collector of Minerals to enter upon a

wider range of philosophical inquiry.

The necessity of exact Minenilogical knowledge to the

Geologist has been very justly and forcibly expressed by

Mr. Aikin in the introduction to his Manual ofMinera-
fogy, published in 1815. He says: "The absolute neces-

sity of extreme accuracy in discriminating one species of

Mineral from another is too obvious to require any further

remark, if examples were not perpetually presenting

themselves of persons very slenderly provided with these

rudiments of the Science, who yet undertake geological

investigations, and with a peremptoriness, generally in

proportion to their ignorance, challenge the credit of

new discoveries, or call in question the observations of

their predecessors. “ It ib, indeed, very true that geo-
logical speculations are as fascinating to the student as

the discrimination of species is generally repulsive
;

yet

it ought to be borne in mind that as all sound scholar,

ship is founded upon Grammar, so all sound Geology
depends primarily on a familiar acquaintance with the

distinctive characters of simple Minerals.*'

Of Mineral Species.

(3.) If we examine specimens of the various kinds of

Minerals, they will be found to differ considerably in

form and colour : some will be opaque, others mure or

less transparent ; and among those which are transpa-

rent, some may be observed to produce a double image
of the objects seen through them. If the specimens are

taken in the band, some will be found much heavier than
others of the same apparent size. If an attempt be
made to scratch them with a pin or needle, some will be
readily marked by tbe pin, others will require tbe steel
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point to produce the same effect
;
and others win not Mineralogy

be scratched by either. Some may be cut with a knife '

into thin slices, while an attempt to cut others will pro-

duce only powder or fragments, and many will entirely

resist the action of the knife. Some may be hammered
into thin plates, while others will only be bruised to

powder, or broken into angular fragments with plain or

curved surfaces.

(4.) If the different specimens were to be analyzed

by the Chemist, many ot them would agree, and many
differ in their composition, apparently deuotiug identity

or difference ofhind among the Minerals examined ; and
it might be expected dial such Minerals would also be

distinguished by corresponding resemblances or disagree-

ments in their external and other characters. But il

would occasionally be perceived that specimens which

agreed in their chemical composition, exhibited differ-

ences in some of tlicir external characters ; and that

others which agreed in their external characters, differed

in their chemical composition. There would, however,

generally be found among the external or physical cha-

racters some which so constantly accompany particular

chemical kinds, as to warrant the conclusion that such

characters are essential to such kinds; but it must be ad-
mitted that, unlil the relations between the chemical and
oilier properties shall be more correctly ascertained, the

separation of all the known Minerals into kind* or

species, must, in many instances, be regarded as pro-

visional only, and subject to alterations as their pro

perties become better understood.

(5.) It appears from chemical analysis that carbonate

of lime which occurs generally in rhomboids, as in

the common calcareous spar, occurs also in rhombic

prisms , as in arragonile ; and hence it follows that the

same elements arc subject to different modes of crystal-

line arrangement. It is appurvnt that carbonate of lime

and arragonile might, from the similarity oftheir com-
position, be regarded as belonging to the same natural

species; while the differences in their form and in ftwir

physical properties, which are also natural characters,

would require them to be considered as distinct natural

species ; but as the practical purpose for which Minerals

are divided into species, that of affording the means of

distinguishing them from each other, is more completely

answered by regarding them as different species, they

have been so considered by previous writers on Mine-
ralogy. This property of crystallizing under two distinct

forms has been termed dimorphism

;

and in order to

preserve a consistent Miueralogical rule, alt dimorphous

substances ought to form two species; and even sul-

phur, although a simple chemical body, as it crystallizes

under two separate forms, ought not, perhaps, to become
am exception to the rule. Hence it is obvious that there

might be two distinct natural systems of classification of

Minerals, distinguished as the Chemical and Mineralo-

gical

i

and if all the discrepancies between Chemical and

Mineralogiciil species were analogous to those of car-

bonate of lime and arragonite, there would be little diffi-

culty in classing and arranging the whole according to

either of these methods. But there are other anomalies

3q
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46G MINERALOGY.
Mineralogy in the relations of the composition and form of Minerals.

arising out of what has been termed the isomorphism of

their molecules, which tend still further to embarrass the

distinction of species among several well-known sub*

stances. On this subject, however, we must refer our

rerulers to some papers in the Xth volume of the Phil.

Mag. and Annals of Philosophy, and to the Reports of
the Rntish Auociafion for the Advancement of Science.

(6 ) In addition to the uncertainties already noticed in

the determination of Mineral species, some further diffi-

culty may occasionally be experienced from the changes

which are found to have taken place in the substance

of Minerals, without any alteration of external form or

cleavage. A Mineral so altered haslwen termed epigene

by Hafly ; and examples of such changes may be ob-

served in iron pyrites, where the sulphur has left the

iron, and oxygen has taken its place ; and in carbon-

ate of iron, where the carbonic acid has quitted the

M itieral. and left it in the state of an oxide. In both these

instances the crystalline forms of the pyrites and carbon-

ate of iron are retained.

(7.) The substance of one Mineral Is also occasionally

found to have been destroyed or removed, and to have

been replaced by that of another, which yet retains the

form of the original substance, a change to which the

term psrudomorphism has been applied. It is not un-

frequent among Minerals, but its causes are involved

in great obscurity.

(B.) It has also been supposed that Minerals may
past from one species into another. As where two dis-

tinct species are so mixed, that neither should appear to

predominate or envelope the particles of the other, and to

assume its proper form and other characters. But the

only difficulty that could present itself in this case would

arise, not from the compound exhibiting a false character,

but from its being destitute of any precise specific cha-

racter.

OfClassification .

(9.) Let us suppose that the physical and chemical

characters of all the varieties of known Minerals have

been ascertained and accurately recorded. The next

proceeding of the owner of such a collection would pro-

bahly be an attempt to arrange these descriptions, so as

to exhibit the natural relations of the different kinds to

each other. In attempting to effect which object, he

would immediately perceive that there might he as

many different systems of natural classification as there

are distinct natural characters among Minerals. And
hence his first difficulty would be the selection of the

particular characters which might afford the best founda-

tion of his natural arrangement ; but for reasons which

we have not space here to discuss, he would probably

adopt the chemical composition as his basis.

(10.) Let us now imagine the supposed collection to

have been destroyed, and the possessor of it to be desir-

ous of again forming a similar one, with no other assist-

ance than the descriptions that have been preserved of

the lost specimens.

As these recorded descriptions are supposed to have

been either noted down promiscuously, or to have

Iwen afterwards arranged according to composition, it

is obvious that however correctly they may have been
reorded, they would afford little assistance in identifying

new specimens ; for the time and labour that would be

required for successively comparing each new specimen

with each individual description of those which had been Miaauiogy

destroyed, would render the attempt impracticable.

In order, therefore, to facilitate the recognition of spe-

cies from recorded descriptions, and thus to practise Use

Art of Mineralogy, it would be found necessary to

classify and arrange the several characters with a view
to this particular object, and thus to produce what may
be termed an artificial arrangement

Mineralogy tnay therefore be regarded both as a Sci-

ence and an Art As a Science in reference to the know-
ledge requisite for supplying accurate descriptions of

Minerals, and forming what may be termed a natural
classification ; and an Art in reference to the arrange -

ment of the descriptive characters for the purpose of after-

wards distinguishing Minerals from each other.

(II.) Before we proceed to explain the methods
which have been adapted to these purposes, we shall

follow Berzelius in a hasty review of the History of
M ineralogy, and the methods of classification adopted by
preceding authors.

Little is to be discovered in the writings of the Ancients
relative to Mineralogy in the modern sense of that term.
On the contrary, the earliest histories and descriptions

of Mineralsare interspersed with fabulous accounts, such
as Pliny has recorded of the diamond

; which he says is

bo hard that no blow of the hammer will break it, but
that when struck upon an anvil, it will rather split both
the anvil and the hammer than suffer itself to be broken,
unless it be previously steeped in the blood of a goat re-

cently killed.

The first attempts at a methodical arrangement of
Minerals, and the first use of the term Mineral King-
dom must be referred to the XVIIth Century, within

which period many different systems, or Mineralogical

methods, have been published. Some founded on exter-

nal and physical characters only; others uniting the
chemical character to these ; and some later ones being
strictly chemical.

Wallerius, one of the most distinguished of the early
writers, arranged his species of Minerals by some of their

external and physical characters ; such as texture, fracture,

figure of the fragments, colour, transparence, hardness,
as evinced by giving sparks with steel, effervescence with
acids, &c. The systems of Brunner and of Cronslcdt
were also founded on external characters, and consisted

of four principal subdivisions :

Earths, Bitumens,

Salts, Metals.

And each of these classes was subdivided into the fol-

lowing orders, dependent on texture or structure.

1. Earthy, 5. Fibrous,

2. Scaly, 6. Granular foliated,

3. Foliated. 7. Compact
4. Radiated,

The salts being further determined by theirflavour; as

Astringent, Sweet,

Acid, Salt, Ac.

These systems, it may be observed, were founded at

a period when Chemistry had made comparatively little

progress; but as that Science improved, we find it re-

sorted to by Mineralogists for supplying other distin-

guishing characters.

The systems of Werner and of Haussmann were
founded upon the chemical and external characters con-
jointly ; and that of Werner was for a considerable period

almost exclusively adopted by Mineralogists. It was
not, however, published by the author himself, and
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Mineralogy coming only through the hands of his pupils, may pos-

aibly not have always represented his views with accu-

racy.

The following is an outline of lib method of classi-

fication:

Class 1. Earthy Minerals.

Class 2. Saline Minerals.

Class 3. Inflammables.

Class 4. Metals.

In this system the advantages which might result to

the Science from any single natural method, are una-
vailable to the studeut. For the chemical arrangement
is continually violated to preserve an apparent consist-

ency in that founded on external characters, which, in

its turn, is not unfrequently disturbed by the regard

paid to chemical constitution. And hence its followers

have seldom agreed concerning the proper place which

new Minerals ought to occupy in that system. The
system of Haussmann was also founded upon a chemical

basis, but more perfect than that of Werner, and was
also combined with the consideration of external cha-

racters. And hence the disadvantage of attempting to

combine conflicting and incompatible systems, was as

apparent in this as it had been in the system of Werner.
The principal systems founded on a more strictly

chemical basis were first those of Karstcn and of Haiiy,

and, at a later period, of Brongniart, Cleveland, and
Phillips ; that of Kuraten may be said to present the

dawn of an attempt at accurate natural classification,

which has been greatly improved in the hands of HaQy,
and has derived still greater advantages from the labours

of Berzelius. We shall, therefore, enter no further into

the system of Karsten than to say, (hat its leading

divisions are into

1« Earths, 1 Salts,

containing all the soluble varieties arranged according

to their acids,

3. Combustibles, 4. Metals.

(12.) The system of Haiiy was first published in

1601, and a second edition in 1622.

His definition of a Mineral species is, that all the in-

dividuals belonging to it shall be similar in their com-
position, and tliat their crystalline forms shall also be

similar. It is obvious from what has preceded that this

definition cannot be universally applied. If, he says, we
collect crystals of quartz from different parts ofthe World,
we shall observe such a general resemblance among
them as would lead to a conclusion of their being

similar Minerals. If we examine them chemically, we
are supported in thb conclusion

;
and if we measure

their angles, we shall find such an agreement among
the corresponding ones of different crystals as to leave

no doubt that they all belong to one species. Let us
now, he says, take a rolled pebble whose lustre,

when broken, resembles the fractured parts of crystals

of quartz. We analyze the substance, ami find it nearly

pure silex ; we place it in a position in which we may
observe the light reflected from its fractured surface, and
we perceive that from some parts of that surface not

only the rays of light, but the images of objects, are

distinctly reflected ;
we consider those parts as portions

of cleavage planes, we detach and measure some frag-

ments, and we discover angles corresponding with some
of those presented by the regular crystals of quartz ; we
therefore include our apecimen under the species quartz.

We proceed with another specimen of what is termed

white cornelian, whose structure is fibrous, whose frag-

ments afford but dull reflections of light, and not any Mineralogy

images of surrounding objects. This differs so much in '-“v*-'
character from the preceding specimens, that at first

view we should exclude it from the species. But on
analysis, we find that its composition is very nearly

similar to that of rock crystals
; and as an analogy has

been observed to subsist between the crystallized and
fibrous structure of other Minerals, we place our white
cornelian as a variety of the species quartz.

The following is an outline of the classification

adopted by HaQy

:

Class l. Free acids.

Class 2. Metals appearing under another character.

(Heteropsides.) These are the earthy Minerals.
Appendix to class 2. The characteristic principle de-

pending upon the silex not yet determined, and being
free or combined.

Class 3. Metals appearing as such. (Autopsides.)
Order 1. Not immediately oxidable, unless at a

very high temperature, and immediately redu-

cible.

Order 2. Oxidable, and reducible immediately.

Order 3. Oxidable, but not immediately reducible.

a. Sensibly ductile.

b. Not ductile.

Class 4 . Combustibles, not metallic.

An appendix to this class, consisting of substances
of vegetable origin.

Appendix to the four preceding Classes.

22 substances.

This classification appears equally objectionable with
those preceding it, exhibiting as it does a mixture of

chemical and physical characters in tile same system.
We pass over the systems of Brongniart, Cleveland,

Phillips, Breithaupt, Bcudant, and other authors who
have intervened between the first publication of Hatty's
method and the present time, not as unworthy of more
particular notice, but because they may be regarded as
varieties of the chemical method, modified in a greater
or less degree by the introduction of some other prin-

ciple.

We are indebted to Berzelius for the first attempt at
a strictly chemical classification of Minerals. According
to this author's system, all chemical compounds are
supposed to consist of electro-positive and electro- nega-
tive particles, attracted and held together by a force
analogous to that by which bodies in different states of
electricity are influenced. When Minerals are analyzed,
therefore, and their simple constituent parts ascertained,

we are, according to this theory, to regard those of the

electro-positive and electro- negative elements which
present themselves in such definite proportions as are
consistent with the atomic theory, to be essential elemen-
tary parts of the Mineral examined

;

and upon this

rinciple a general determination of Mineral species

as been attempted, and a systematic classification

founded.

But this author has candidly acknowledged the diffi-

culties which, in the present slate of Chemical Science,
attend the inquiry into what are really the essential con-
stituents of Minerals- The first is that of ascertaining
correctly, by means of analysis, the nature of all the dif-

ferent kinds of p&rtidra which enter into the composition
of a compound Mineral, and the still greater difficulty of
determining the exact proportions of each kind. This,
however, may powibly be overcome by further improve-
ments in practical Chemistry. But the second, and as

3 q 2
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Mineralogy appears to us the insurmountable impediment to the^

establishment of an accurate chemical determination of

Mineral species, arises from the extraneous matter which

is so frequently, we might almost say universally, found

accompanying the essential constituent

s

of the Mineral.

The substance known by the name of Fount ainbleau

sandstone afTords a striking instance of this kind of com-

position. This Mineral may be regarded either as gra-

nular quartz cemented by carbonate of lime, or as car-

bonate of lime enveloping grain? of quartz, yet no one

has ever regarded this mixture as constituting a new
chemical species. Instances also occur in which only

part of a specimen is coloured by foreign matter, which,

if it had pervaded the whole specimen, the Chemist
would be deceived by analysis, and would erect an acci-

dental variety of some known Mineral into a new species.

On looking over the number of species which Berze-

lius has formed out of the garnet tribes, it is much to

be suspected that accidental mixtures have been reckoned

among the essential constituents of several of the varie-

ties examined ; a suspicion which may be reasonably

entertained from the manner in which the chemical for-

mule of Minerals is made up. For we can scarcely

imagine a compound, however he'erogeneous, whose
cunstiiucnt particles may not be so parcelled out as to

uppear nearly definitely proportional to each other. It

is, however, very possible that some of the Minerals

hitherto callrd garnets, on account of their crystalline

form, may really be different substances. But the num-
ber of Mineral species which may fairly be regarded as

doubtful on account of some supposed heterogeneous
mixture of elements will probably be continually reduced

by new and more correct analyses ; with a due regard to

the matrix, to the accompanying substances, and to the

purity of the specimens analyzed, as far as that can be

judged of from their transparency and other characters.

The order established by the electro-chemical relation

of bodies is supposed to be generally preserved in all

their combinations. Thus if A be electro-negative in re-

spect of B and of* C, B will generally be electro-negative

in relation to C ; but this appears not to be universally

so
; and sometimes one electro-negative body is found

combined with two or more bases, and sometimes two
acids are combined with a single base.

If, says Berzelius, with these theoretic notions in our
mind we look through the productions of the Mineral
kingdom, the apparently confused combinations which
Minerals present will be immediately pervaded by re-

gularity and order. We perceive an extensive class of

Minerals into which silex enters as a constituent, assum-
ing the character of salts, either simple, double, triple, or
quadruple, and with various excesses of the acid or the

base. In the same manner we perceive the oxides of
titanium, of tellurium, and of other metals, performing
the functions of acids, and thus reducing the whole seriea

of Minerals to one uniform system of classification
; and

the doctrine of definite proportions introduced within a

few years into Chemistry, might, if we could fully avail

ourselves of its aid, be said to confer on this system of
Mineralogical classification a degree of almost mathe-
matical precision. But, as we have already stated, in

consequence of the difficulty of ascertaining the propor-
tions of the actual ingredients of Minerals, and the still

greater difficulty of distinguishing those which are essen-
tial to the species analyzed, we are not yet enabled to
confer on a chemical classification all the advantages
offered hy the improved doctrines of Chemistry,

In the large class of Minerals containing silex, and Mineralogy

which are the only ones that are likely to occasion much s—
difficulty, we are persuaded that there are not at present

sufficient data to determine their chemical species with ac-

curacy. And in this opinion we have the concurrence of
the author himself ; for he allows in his Nouveau -Syst&me
Mineralagique, at p. 22, that although the number of
analyses already made by Klaproth, and others since his

time, supply a large store of materials fur the determi-

nation of species, yet the entire accomplishment of this

object must be the result of future labours, directed sedu-

lously and entirely to the accuracy of analysis. And in p.

92 of the same Work he says, “ I cannot be certain

that the analysis of the triple or quadruple silicates, or
consequently the formula deduced from these, are cor-

rect. I give them only os examples of the probable com-
position of these Minerals. The art of analysis not

being yet advanced to that degree of perfection, which
will command our reliance on its results when the in-

gredients of the substance analyzed are numerous.” It

is on these grounds that we have omitted the Mineralo-

gies I formula of Berzelius in this Treatise.

We have, however, adopted provisionally his chemical
classification, as it appears in the Annals of Philosophy,

New Series

,

vol. xi. p. 4*22, being, we believe, the best

natural arrangement yet proposed. To the list there

given, the later examined Minerals have been added.

In this arrangement we have numbered the species,

and in the alphabetical list we have given references to

these numbers, by which the chemical order of the differ-

ent species in that list may be readily ascertained.

We have also for the more convenient reference to

cabinets which may be arranged according to this system,

retained the different substances in the order there

adopted by Berzelius, although in his recent Work on
Chemistry that order has been a little varied.

Chemical Classification of Minerals.

Iron, native, meteoric. Aerolite

,

I.

terrestrial, 1. from France, 2.

... 2. from North America, Con-
necticut, 3.

.. . 3. Pennsylvania, 4.

volcanic, 5.

native steel ? terrestrial, 6.

volcanic, 7.

Copper, native, 8.

Bismuth, native, 9.

Lead, native, 10.

Silver, native, II.

Mercury, native, 12.

Ilydrarguret of silver. Amalgam, 13.

Palladium, native, 14.

Platina, native, 15.

Osmium.
Osmiuret of iridium, 16.

Gold, native, 17.

Aururet of silver. Efectrum, 18
Tellurium, native, 19.

Telluret of bismuth, 20.

• . . ... and silver, 2k.

• . • lead and silver. Foliated ? 22.

... . . and gold. Yellow, 23.

. . • silver and gold. Graphic
,
24.

Antimony, native, 25.

SUbiuret of silver. A ntimonicU silver, 26.
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MINERALOGY.
Hni'-ralugy Arsenic, native, 27.

v*-' Arseniurct of nickel. Copper-nickd, 28.

... cobalt. White cobalt, 29.

hard, 30.

radiated, 31.

rhombic, 32.

... ... bismuth, iron. Ac, cobalto-bis-

mutAic arsenic, 33. •

., . bismuth, 34.

. . . copper, 35.

... silver. Arsenica/ nicer? 36.

.. . antimony from AUemont ? 37.

... ... .. Pribram, 38.

. . . manganese, 39.

Carbon

,

native. Diamond, 40.

Anthracite, 41.

Carburet of iron. Graphite, 42.

Siderographite ? 43.

Atole, native, gaseous, 44.

Selenium, native, 45.

Seleniuret of bismuth and tellurium, 46.

... lead, 47.

... ... and cobalt, 48.

• . . copper, 49.

cupriferous seleniuret

of bead, 50.

... . • . . mercury, 51.

... . • copper and silver, 52.

.. . copper, 58.

... ... and silver. Eukairite, 54.

... sine, with sulphur and mercury.

... ... Rioliie, 55.

... ... Culebntc, 56.

Iodine. Iodide of silver, 57

Chlorine, 58.

Chloride of sodium, 59.

. .. ammonium, 60.

. . • calcium, 61.

.. . magnesium, 62.

lead. 63.

chloro-oxide. Benelite
,
64.

ch loro-carbonate, 65.

. . . copper, 66.

. . . silver, 67.

. . . mercury, 68.

Sulphur, native, 69.

Sulphurct of manganese, 70.

. . . sine. Blende, 7 1

.

.. . iron. Pyrites, yellow, 72.

.. . white, 73.

... magnetic, 74 .

. . . cobalt, 75.

. . . nickel. Capillary nickel, 76.

... copper. Vitreous copper, 77.

.. . copper and iron. Grey, 78.

TennantiU, 79.

Purple, 80.

Yellow, 81.

Kupferindig, 82.

. , . lead. Galena, 83.

. . . bismuth, 64.

... ... and copper, 85.

... ... copper, and lead. Needle ore, 86.

... tin and copper. Tin pyrites, 87.

. . • silver, 88.

... ... and copper, 89.

. . • ... copper, lead, and bismuth, 90.

Sulphuret of silver and iron ? Stcrnbergite, 91. A

. . . mercury. Cinnabar, 92. *

. . . antimony. Grey antimony, 93.

Black antimony ? 94.

... ... nickel and arsenic, 95.

... ... and nickel. Hartmann ite, 96.

... ... lead and copper. Boumonite,

97.

... ... and copper, 98.

... ... and lead. Zinkenite
, 99.

. . • ... lead and silver. 100.

... andiron. Jamesonite, 101.

... ... andiron. Berthierite, 102.

... ... and silver. RomelUt; 103.

... ... and silver. Red silver, 104.

Miargyrite, 105.

Polybasite, 106.

. . . molybdenum, 107.

.. . arsenic, red. Realgar, 108.

... ... yellow. Orpiment, 109.

. . • selenium, 1 10.

Sulpho-arseniuret of iron. Mirpickel
, 111.

Huttenbergite
,
112.

. . . cobalt. Grey cobalt, crystallized, 1 13.

.... amorphous, 1 14

... nickel, grey nickel, 115.

Orygen, native, gaseous, 116.

a. Electro-positive oxides.

Oxide of calcium. Native lime, 117.

... manganese. Manganite, HQ.
VarvicUe, 1 19.

Pyrolusite, 120.

Psilomelane
,
121,

Hausmannit•>, 122.

Braun ite, 123.

. . . zinc, red, 124.

... iron. Oligiste, 125.

Magnetic

,

126.

... ... zinc, and manganese. Franklinite
,
127.

... ... and manganese. Umber, 128.

.. . cobalt and manganese. Earthy cobalt

,

129.

nickel, 130.

... copper. Red copper, 131.

... ... iron,and manganese. Blackcopper, 132.

... *. . and manganese. Cupreous manganese,
133.

... lead, yellow. Massicot, 134.

... '... red. Minium, 135.

aud iron. Beudantite, 136.

. . . bismuth. Bismuth ochre, 137.

... uranium. Pitchblende, 138.

... tin. Tinstone, 139.

b. Electro-negative oxides.

Water, 140.

Hydrate of magnesia, 141.

. . . manganese, 142.

. iron. 143.

... uranium, 144.

Alumina, native. Corundum
, 145.

Rotten stone, 146.

Aluminate of magnesia. Spindle, 147.

... magnesia and iron. Pleonaste, 148.

... iron? Skorian, 149.

. . . zinc. Automolite, 150.

... lead. Plomb-gomme, 151.

.. . water. Gibbsite, 152.

... ... and iron. Diaspore, 153.
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470 M I N E R A L O G Y.

Mineralogy Silica
,
quartz

,
154. Varieties.

v/——- Hydrous quartz. Opal, &c. 155.

Hydroxilicitc, 156.

Konilite, 157.

Tripoli
, 158.

Geyttrite
,
159.

a. Silicates with a tingle base.

Silicate of lime. From JF.delfors, 160.

IVollattomte, 161.
OkmHe, 162

.. . magnesia. Serpentine

,

163.

Steatite
, 164.

Ecume de mer, 165.

PyralMite
,
166.

Marmotile, 167.

. , . zinc. Electric calamine, 1 68.

... manganese, 169.

.. . cerium, red. Cerite, 170.

ycUott', 171.

. . . iron. Jiisingcrite

,

172.

ChloropharUe

,

173.

Chloropal, 174.

Siderosrh isotltr, 173.

Thraulite
,
176.

Nontronite
, 177.

... copper. Dioptaxe
, 178.

ChrytocoUa. 1 79
... zirconia. Zircon, 180.

alumina. Kyanilt, 161.

Sillimanite, 182.

Bueholzitc, 183.

Fibrolite
t 184.

Andalusite, 185.

Chiastolite, 186.
Hydrous silicates of alumina.

Pholcritc

,

187.

AUophanr, 188.

Lenzinite, 189.

Jlalloynte. 190.

Secerite, 191.

Fuller's earth, 192.
Cimolile, 193.

Agalmatolite, 194.

Lithomarge, 195.

Bole, 196.

Mountain soap, 197.

Lemnian earth
,
198.

* Kotlyrite, 199.

Scarbroite, 200.

Kaolin, 201.

Clay, 202.

Ampelite, 203.

b. Silicates with several bases.

1.

An alkali, alumina, water.

Apophyllite
, 204.

Chabasie, with base of soda, 205.

lime. Lcvynt, 206.
Mcsotype, 207.

Mesolite, *208.

Mesole, 209.
Analcime

,
210.

GmeliniU, 211.

Thomsonite, *21*2.

Stilbite, 213.

Epistilbite, 214
Heulandile, 2 1

5

Brcwsterite, 216.

Laumonite, 217.

Skotesite, 219.

Zeagonite. 219.

Harmofome, 220.

Edinglonite, 221.

Prehmte, 222.

KUlinitc, 223.

Radialtie, 224.

2. An alkali, lime, and water.

Pektolitr, 225.

3. An alkali, alumina, anhydrous.
Felspar

, 226.
Cltavelandtle, 227.

Anorthite, 228.

Petalite, 229.

Spodumene

\

with Uthia, 230.
with soda, 231.

Gabbronite, 232.

Leuate, 233.
Labradorite, 234.
Scapolite

, 235.

Meiontte, 236.

EJcebergitc, 237.

Efaolite, 239.

Nepheline, 239.

Sodalite, 240.

Ittnerite, 241.
Anhydram xkolrzite, 24 2.

Erlanite , 243.

Glaucolite, 244.
Appendix.

Pearlstone, 245.
Pitchslone, 246.

Pumice, 217.

SpheerulUe, 24S.

Obsidian, 249.

Lava, 250.

4. An alkali, magnesia, or oxkle of iron, or of man-
ganese.

Picrolitc, 251.

Picrosmine, 252.

PimelUe, 253.

Talc, 254.

Pyrophyllite, 255.
Chlorite, 256.

Green earth, 257.

Mica, rhomboidal

,

258.

oblique prisms, 259.
Lepidalife. 250.

Margaritr, 261.
RuhrHan. 262.

(Merit. 263.

'

Gieseclcite, 264.

Fahlurute. 265.

Pinite, 266.
5. An alkali, oxide of iron.

Achmits, 267.

6. Lime, magnesia, or oxide of iron, or manganese.
The silica sometimes replaced by alumina.

Pyroxene, 26S.

white, 269.

green, 270.

Mangancsian, 271.
Augite, 272.

Jrffersonite, 273.

Buttamile, 274.

Amphibote, 275.

Alineratogjr
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MINERALOGY.
Mineralogy Grammalite. 276.

Actynolite, 'ill.

Hornblende, 278.

A rfsoedsonite ? 279.
7. Lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, oxide of manga-

nese.

Ilvade

,

280.

Cronstedtite, 291,
Pyrosmalite, 282.
Peridot, 283.

Hyalosidenle. 284.
Hypersthcne, 285.

Bromite, 286.

SchiUer spar, 287.

Knebetitc, 289.

8. Lime or magnesia, or oxide of iron or manga-
nese or cerium, alumina.

Epidote
, 289.

Zoizite, 290.

Idocrase, 291.

magnesian. Loboite, 292.
cupriferous. Cyorine, 293.

Gflrnef. 294.

Grorutor. 295.
Aplome, 296.

yl/mami/nr, 297.

Afagntrion, 298.

Manga/ii'ian, 299.
Pi/rope, 800.
EsMonite, 301

Helnn, 302.
Gehtenite, 803.

nthopkyllite, 304.
Dlckroite., 305.
Jade, 306.

Nephrite

,

307.
.S’ai/«rttrf/r, 308.

Sordatralile, 309
ftopyrr. 310.

Tackytile? 311.
Earphotile, 312.

Snpphirin
, 313.

Chamoixite, 314.

i/idum/fr, 315.
Latrobile, 3 1 6.

JWi/e.317.
Ligurite, 319.
Cerine 319
AUanile

,

320.
9. Oxide ot iron, alumina

Staurotide, 321.
10. Glucins, alumina.
Emerald, 322.
Enclose, 323.

Chrysoberil, 324.
1 1. Yllria, oxide of iron, oxide of cerium, Ac.

Gadolinile, from Ytterby, 325.

Kararfoet, 326.
Ortkite, 327.

I^pror/kite, 328.
12. Zircon ia, oxide of iron, &c.

#

Endyaltte, 329.
Appendix to silicates. Minerals not analyzed, or of

doubtful coin position.
Avratitf, 330.
Amphodetile, 331.

Babmgtonite, 332. *

Bergmannite, 333.

Biotituz, 334.

Bovetite, 335.

Bucklandite, 336.

Cavolinile, 337,

Cereolite
,
33H.

Chusife, 339.

ComptuniU, 340.

Datyne, 34 1

.

Deamine, 342.

Dipyr<, 343.

DUtuite, 344.

Domite, 345.

346.

Pr«We5en.347.
Fusctlc, 348.

Gigantolile
,
349.

Harringlonile. 350.
Hedenbtrgile

, 351.

Herderite
, 352.

Herschcltile, 353.

//wmtlcr, 354.

Jberile, 355.

Ilmenile, 356.

Green iron earth, 357.

KeffrkiUite, 358.

Lherzotite, 359.
LimbiliU, 360.

Mellitite, 361.

MonticcUite, 362.
Murchisonite, 303.
Necromte, 364.

NuttaUite, 365.

Osmettle, 366.

Orfranter, 367.
Pinguile, 368.

Poonahiile; 869.

Pyrargiilite, 370.
Razuumoffskin^l 1 .

Sarcoid*, 372.

Sideroclcple, 373
SotntrrviUile, 374.

TauloliU, 375.
Thorite, 376.

Torrelitt, 377.

Turnerit*

,

378.

VargasiU
, 379.

lV*rthile, 380.

B'UhamiU, 39 1

.

fPotkonsJtoit, 382.

Xanthitc, 383.

Xantholite
, 384.

Zurtite, 385.
Oxide o/ titanium, (titanic Mid.) Anuta*, 386.

Rutile, 387.

.
Rrookite ? SS8.

litaniatcof iron., Iron Kind, 389.
Nigrine, 390.

dxo/omcu, ,'ron, 391
Criehtonite, 392.
Moluile, 393.

Silico.titantate of lime. Sphene, 394.
Titatiiales with several bases of cerium vttria,

itrconia, &c.

Pyrachlore, 398.
Potymi^nit,, 3»«.
SZwhynite, 397.

471
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MINERALOGY
Mineralogy Tantalic acid.
— Taotalates of yttria. cerium, iron, 4c.

FergtuoniU . 398.

YUrotantalile, Mack, 899.

brown, 400.

yellow, 401.

,Tanlalilc, 402.

. from Kimito, 403.

. . . Finbo, 404.

. c. . , Brodbo, 405.

d. . . Bavaria, 406.

t. . . North America, 407.

f « . Kimito, giving a cinnamon-co-
loured powder, 408.

Oxide o/ antimony. White antimony , 409.

On-sulphurrt of antimony. Red antimony. 4 10.

Tinder ore? 411.

Scheelic acid, 412.

Scheelaleoflime. Tungsten, 413.

. . . iron and manganese. Wolfram, 414.

... lead, 415.

Molybdic acid, 416.

Molybdate of lead, 417.

Pamplonitc ? 419.

Oride of chrome, native. 419.

Chromate of irftn, 420.

... lead, 421.

.. . lead and copper, Fauquetinite
, 422.

Boracic acid, hydrous, native, 423.

Borate of soda. Tincal
,
424.

... magnesia. Boracite. 425.

Boro-silicate of lime. Dalhoiite, 4 26.

Humboldtile. 427.

BotryoliU, 428.

... alumina, lime, &c.

Tourmaline, 429.

a with base of potash.

b lithia.

c ... magnesia.
Axinde, 430.

Carbonic acid
,
gaseous, native, 431.

Carbonate of soda. Oblique rhombic prisms, 432.

right rhombic prisms, 433.

Trona , 434.

bi-carbonate ? 435.

. . . . • and lime. Gay Lussite, 436.

Barmelite, 437.

. • . barytes, 438.

•. . strontia, 439.

barytiferous. Stromnite, 440.

• *. lime, a. Calcite, 441.

b. Arragonite, 442.

and barytes. Barytocalcite, 443,

.... • «. andiron. Ankeritc, 444.

... ... and lead. Plumbocalcite, 445.

. . • magnesia, 446.

... ... and lime. Bitter spar, 447.

Mesitine spar ? 448.

• • • ... ... and iron, 449.

. . • ... and iron, 450.

. . • manganese, 451.

. . • iron. Brown spar, 452.

argillaceous, clay-iron-stone, 453.
. . • sine. Calamine, 454.

. crystallized.

. earthy.

• . . cerium, 455.

Carbonate of bismuth, 456. Mineralogy

sUicious. Bismuth blende , 457. "v—
lead. 458.

. . . silver. Selbitc, 459.

.. . copper, green. Malachite, 460.

blue, 461.

silicious. Chrytocolla in part,

462.

anhydrous
,
463.

... ... and sine. Kupfertchaum, 464.

Oxide of arsenic
, arsenic acid, 465.

Arseniate of lime. Pharmaco/ite
i 466.

Haidingeritr, 467.

... iron, rhombic. Scorodite, 468-

cubic, 469.

amorphous? 470.

arsenile? 471.

». . cobalt. Red cobalt, 472.

Rosrlite, 473.

. . . nickel, 474.

. . . lead. Brown lead, 475.

Arsenite? 476.

. . . copper. Octahedral

,

477.
Otivenite. 478.

Kuchroite

,

479.

Triedral of Brmriion, 480.
Copper mica

, 481.

Ennite, 482.

Condurrite 9 483.

Vanadic acid.

Vunadiate of lead, 484.

Phosphoric acid.

Phosphate of lime. Apatite, 485.

.. . magnesia. Wagnerite, 486.

... yttria, 487.

. . • iron. Vivianilc, 488.

Karphosiderite, 4S9.
#. . manganese and iron. Pitch ore, 490.

Hetepozite
,
491.

Huraulitc, 492.
... lead, 493.

phosphato-arseniate, 494.

.. . copper, right rhombic, 495,

oblique rhombic

,

496.
. . . alumina. Wavcilitc, 497.

• . . ... and ammonia,/rom the Isleof
Bourbon, 498.

A zti rite, 499.

Calaile, 500.

Amblygonite, 501.

Childrenite, 502.

Kakoxene, 503.

uranium. Uranite, 504.

CkaUcolite, 505.
Fluoric acid.

Fluale of lime. Fluor, 506.

Jhto-arseniate of lime, 507.

. . . yttria, 508.

. . . cerium, neutral, 509.

... ... sub-filial**, 510.

... ... and yttria, 5 1 1.

... ... ... and lirne. Yttrocerile,5 12.

alumina. Fiuellite

,

513.

... ... and soda. Cryolite, 514.
Fluo-silicate of magnesia. Condrodite, 515.

• •. . alumina. Topaz, 516.
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MINERALOG V, 473

)trn ratogy Citric acid.

' Nitrate of potash. Nitre, 517.

soda, 518.

, , . lime, 519.

. . • magnesia, 520.

Sulphuric acid, native, gaseous, 521.

fluid, 522.

Sulphate of ammonia. Matcagnine, 523.

. . ,
potash, 524.

. . • soda. Glauber tail, 525.

Anhydrous. Tkenardite, 526.

barytes. BorateUnite, 527.

Baryto-fiuoride ? 528.

Schoarite ? 529.

.. . slronlia. CHeHine, 530.

... ... and barytes. Grunerite, 531.

. . . lime. Gypsum, 532.

Anhydrite, 533.

... ... and soda. Glauherite
, 534.

. . . magnesia. Epsomile, 535.

... ... and soda. Reunite, 536.

Bloedite, 537.

... ... soda and lime. Poly/utUite,bSS.

.. . sine, 539.

... iron. Green. Melanie rite, 540,

... ... Red. Botryogene, 541,

... ... Fibrous, 542.

... ... Earthy. Misy? 543.

. . • copper. Soluble, 544.

Insoluble? Brochantite, 545
Konigine, 546.

... cohalt, 547.

«. • lead, 549.

... ... and copper, 549.

Sulphato-carbonate of lead, 550.

... ... ... and copper, 551.

. . • tri'Carbonate of lead, 552.

... a . llliombnidnl, 553.

... b. Prismatic, 554.

Sulphate of alumina. Neutral, 555.

... ... with excess of base, 556.

... ... Websterite, 557.

... ... Davite, 558.

and potash. Alum, 559.

. . . uranium, 560.

... ... and copper. Johatmile, 561.

Silico-sulphale of alumina. Oldhamitr, 562.

... and potash. Alum-stone,

563.

Silicates containing sulphates.

Lazulite
,
564.

Haiiyne, 565.

SpineUane, 566.

Veitft cojfper, 567.

Appendix. Metallic ?

Brci&lakitr, 568.

rdoironite, 569,
Trphroite

,

570,

IIopelie, 571.

Minerals apparently derivedfrom organic substances.

Mould
. 572.

Peal, 573.

Lignite. Wood coal, 574.
V0L. vi.

Dysodil. Paper coal, 575.
Amber , 576.

Retinasphallum. 577.

Fossil copal. 578.

Hatehehne, 579.

Naphtha, 580.

Petroleum, 581.
Elastic bitumen, 592.

Earthy bitumen . Maltha, 583.
Murindo, 584.

Asphaltum, 585.

Bituminous coal. 586.

Native Naphthaline

,

5S7.

Schereritf, 588.

Xylocryptile, 599
MeUite, 590.

Oxalate of iron, 59 1

.

(14.) It will readily be discovered by the nailer. On
looking through the preceding chemical classification,

that if he desires to ascertain whether a particular Mine-
ral which he sees for the first time is included in it, the

order in which the species are there placed, even suppos-
ing them accompanied by their descriptions, does not en-

able him to do so. Some other arrangement, therefore,

which for the sake of distinction we have termed arti-

ficial, is required for this purpose.

The first attempt at an arrangement of Minerals, with
a view of affording the means of recognising them, is,

we believe, contained in Aikin’s Manual of Mineralogy,
and is founded on the effects produced by the blowpipe,

combined with some other characters. But service-

able ns this arrangement might be, it is probable from
the infrequency with which the blowpipe is used by
Mineralogists, that it has not afforded the assistance it is

capable of rendering.

(15.) The only other attempt at an artificial arrange-

ment of Minerals, founded oti their external and physi-

cal characters, for the purposes of identifying and dis-

tinguishing them, which has been published in this

Country, is the system of Mohs; that of Weiss, by
which it is said to have been preceded, not having to

our knowledge been printed either here or in France.

The system established by Mohs, although imperfect in

respect to a particular class of crystalline forms, ami
defective in respect to the arrangement of many id the

species, which arc thrown into appendices to the several

orders of the system, is said to have fulfilled in a very

great degree the object fur which it was framed, and to

have enabled his pupils to determine Mineral species

when first presented to (Item with a considerable degree

of precision. The translation which has appeared in

this Country, although made by a pupil of Mohs, emi-
nently acquainted with his subject, and writing our lan-

guage with great correctness, is yet not given in so per-

fect an English dress as to enable the reader at all

times to comprehend fully the meaning of the author.

The difficuity, however, which the reader might expe-
rience from this cause, is nothing in comparison with

that which he has to encounter in the minute analysis

of the principles of the system, its learned yet repulsive

nomenclature, and the symbols which represent the

crystalline forms. Indeed, so formidable have these

characters of the Work appeared to Mineralogists in this

Country, that we believe it has had very few. if any
readers. We, however, give the following abstract of

the system, stripped of its repulsive appendages.

3a
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474 MINERALOGY.
Muuralogy SYSTEM OF Mohs.

Class 1. Sp.gr. under 8.8.

No bituminous odour.

Order 1. Sp.gr. 0.0001, 0.0014.

Gaseous.

Not acid.

2. Sp.gr. 1.0.

Liquid.

No odour or taste.

3. Sp.gr. 0.0015, 3.7.

Acid.

4. Sp.gr. 1.2, 2.9.

Solid.

Soluble in water.

Not acid.

Class 2. Sp.gr. above 1.8.

Tasteless.

Order 1. Non-metallic.

Streak uncoloured.

Hard. 1.5, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 2.2, 3.3.

a. Square or rhombic prisms ; Hard. 4.0 or

lew; cleavage imperfect, oblique.

b. Cube ; Hard. 4.0.

c. Single cleavage, bright ; ap.gr 2.4 or leas.

d. Hard, under 2.5 ; sp.gr. 2.4 or less.

e. Hard, under 2.5 ; sp.gr. 2.4 or leae

;

lustre not resinous.

2. Non-rnetallic.

Streak uncoloured, or orange yellow

Hard. 2.5, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 3.3, 7.3.

o. Single cleavage ; sp.gr. 4.0 or len, 5.0

and more.

b. Lustre adamantine or imperfect metallic »

sp.gr. 5.0 and more.

c. Streak orange-yellow ; ap.gr. 6.0 and
more.

d. Hard. 5.0 ; ap.gr. under 4.5w

e. Hard. 6.0 ; ap.gr. under 4.0 ; triple cleav-

age.

3. Non-metallic.

Streak uncoloured.

Cleavage not single, imperfect

Hard. 1.0, 2.0.

Sp.gr. above 5.5.

4. Non-metallic.

Colour blue, green, brown.

Cleavage not single.

Hard. 2.0, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 2.0, 4.6.

a. Colour or streak brown; Hard. 3.0 or

less; sp.gr. above 2.5.

b. Streak blue; Hard. 4.0 or less.

c. Streak uncoloured ; Hard, under 3.0

;

ap gr. 2.2 or less.

5. Cleavage single, bright.

Hard. 1.0, 4.5.

Sp.gr. 1.8, 3.2.

a. Metallic ; sp.gr. under 2.2,

b. Non-metallic; sp.gr. above 2.2.

c. Rhomboid; Hard, 3.0 and more.
d. Metallic; sp.gr. under 2.5.

6. Non-metallic.

Streak uncoloured, brown, blue.

Haiti. 3.5, 7.0.

Class 2. continued. Mineral igy

Order 6. continued.

Sp.gr. 2.0, 3.7.

a. Cube ; sp.gr. 3.0 or less.

6. Rhomboid ; Hard. 6.0 ; sp.gr. 2.2 or
leas.

c. Single cleavage, bright
; Hard. 4.0 or less.

d. Lustre pearly; Hard, above 6.0; ap.gr.

under 2.5, or above 2.8.

e. Lustre not adamantine
;
oblique rhombic,

ot doubly oblique prisma ; Hard. 6.0;
sp.gr. above 3.3.

f. Traces of form and cleavage
;

sp.gr. 2 -4

or less.

7. Non-metallic.

No metallic adamantine lustre.

Streuk uncoloured.

Hard. 5.5, 10.0.

Spgr. 1.9, 4.7.

o. Hard. 6.0, or leaa.

Cube
;
sp.gr. 3.0 and more.

No form or cleavage ; sp.gr. 2.4 or less

b. No pearly lustre, on cleavage plaucs ;

sp.gr. under 3.8.

8. No green streak.

Hard. 2.5, 7.0.

Sp.gr. 3.4. 7.4.

a. Metallic ; colour black.

b. Non-metallic; lustre adamantine or im-

perfect metallic.

c. Streak yellow or red ; Hard. 3.5 and
more ; sp.gr. 4.8 and more.

d. Streak brown or black ; Hard. 5.0 and
more ; or single cleavage.

c. Streak yellow, red, or black ;
Hard. 4.5

or less.

f Streak uncoloured ; Hard. 6.5 and more ;

sp.gr. 6.5 and more.

9. Metallic.

Colour not black.

Hard. 0.0, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 5.7, 20.0.

a. Malleable ; colour grey
;

sp.gv. 7.4 and
more.

h. Malleable ; Hard, above 4.0.

10. Metallic.

Hard. 3.0, 6.5.

Spgr. 4.1, 7.7.

. Hard. 4 . 5 or less ; sp.gr. under 5.3.

. Colour yellow or red ; sp gr. 5.3 or less.

11. Metallic.

Coluur grey, black.

Hard. 1.0, 4.0.

Sp.gr. 4.2, 7.6.

a. Colour lead-grey ; single cleavage
;
sp.gr.

under 5.0.

b. Colour lead-grey ; sp gr. above 7.4.

12. Streak green, brown, red, uncoloured.

Hard. 1.0, 4.0

Sp.gr. 3.9, 8J2.

a. Metallic ; colour black.

b. Non-metallic
;

lustre adamantine.

c. Streak green ; colour black.

d. Streak brown, uncoloured ; cube; sp.gr

4.0, 4.2.

e. Streak red ; Hard. 2.5 or less.

f. Streak red
;

sp.gr. 4.3 and more.
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Miuerulogy Cbr** 2. continued.

Order 18. Non-metallic.

Colour yellow, red, brown.

Rhombic prism.

Hard 1.0, 2 5.

Sp.}jr. 1.9, 8.6.

. Single cleavage ; ap.gr. 8.4 and more.

. Strrak yellow, red ; sp.gr. above 2.1.

Cbm 8. Sp.gr. under 1.8.

o. Fluid ; bituminous odour.

4. Solid
;

tasteless.

Order l. Hard. 0.0, 2.5.

Sp.gr. 0.7, 16.

a. Streak uncoloured, sp.gr. 1.2 and more.

2. Streak brown, black.

Hard. 1.0, 2.5.

Sp. gr. 1 2, 1.5.

We recommend the reader, tf he wishes to ascertain

the real value of this arrangement, to attempt a classi-

fication of tire Minerals he is acquainted with by the

characters here given, and to compare his result with the

order in which the several Minerals are placed in the

translation we have referred to.

(16.) The very brief descriptions given in the following

list are all that the space allotted to tuis Essay will allow,

and we must refer the reader to Leonhard's Hand-

buck drr Oryctognosie, for the results of Chemical ana-

lysis; to Hatty's Traitbde Mineralogie, and to Phillips's

Elementary Introduction, for figure* and measurements

of Crystals; and to the “observation*" in llaidiager’s

translation of the system of Mohs, for much valuable

Minerulogicnl information.

The alphabetical form we have given to out list, will

be found convenient for reference. Alihough. however,

the leading form of our list is alphabetical, it is also, with

the exception or the compound silicate*, chemically ar-

ranged according to the bate*, by which order the ores

of each metal art: kept together. The reader has thus

the two chemical classifications belbre him. That
already given from Berzelius being arranged according

to the acid* with a particular view to the theory of

isomorphism.

We have deemed it advisahle to give single names to

some of the species that before had only their chemical

designation, as Calcite to Carbonate of lime. These
names have generally been derived from places or per-

sons, having observed that significant names derived

from some property or character or theoretical view of the

substances to which they have been applied, hare fre-

quently led to the mistakes of one substance for another,

merely because the property from which the significant

name was derived, happened to be common to both.

We observe, in looking at the late editions of Beudant'a

Mineralogy and Breithaupl's Caraklerislik, that these

authors also have felt the advantage of denoting Mi-
nerals by single names ; but they have carried their alter-

ations very much further than appears to be necessary,

and they have too frequently followed the exceptionable

examples before them, of employing a significant nomen-
clature.

W e have deemed it sufficient to refer specially to the

"Works of Hatty, Phillips, H aiding* r, and Leonhard, as

the reader will find in these ample references to other

authorities. But we have occasionally found it ncocssa ry

to quote from other books.
The abbreviations used are the following.

Hally. Traite de Mineralogie, second edition, 1822.

Phil. Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy, by Mineralogy

W Phillips, 1823
’

'

Haid. Treatise on Mineralogy, by F. Mohs, trans-

lated by W. Haidinger, 1824.

Leon. Handbuch dcr Oryclognoslr, by K. C. v.

Leonhard, 1826.

B.M. flritixh Mineralogy, by J. Sowerby.
N.J. Nicholson’s Journal, 9vo.

P.M. Philosophical Magazine.
SJ. Sill imon’s Journal.

An. AnnaU of Philosophy.

An. n a. AnnaI* of Philosophy. New Series,

P-M. and An. Philosophical Magazine and Annals.
P.M. andJ.S. Philosophical Magazine and Jour-

nal of Science.

E.P.J. Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.

E.P.J. N.a Edinburgh Philosophical Journal
,
New

Series.

E.J.S. Edinburgh Journal of Science.

E.J.S. n.s. Edinburgh JournalofScience, New 8eries.

Q J.S. Quarterly Journal of Science.

Lucas. Tableau des Erpicts Minerales. 1813.

Gal. Rented Mineralogiqum par le Prince Dimitri

de Gallizin.

The Minernlogical student will find much useful

matter in the Treatises on Minerology by Kirwan, Jame-
son, Aikin. Cleaveland, and those of later writers in

France and Germany.
We have followed Mohs in the nnmbcrs which express

the degree of hardness (Hard.) of Minerals, his scale

being as follows.

1 . Green talc. 6. Adularia.

2. Gypsum. Rock salt. 7. Quartz.

8. Carbonate of lime. 8. Topaz.

4. Fluorspar. 9. Corundum.
5. Apatite. 10. Diamond.

But we are persuaded that this character requires to

be much more accurately ascertained than it has hitherto

been, and by a more strict method of comparison than

merely passing a knife or file over the substance, and esti-

mating its hardness by the degree of resistance it appears

to offer.

Alphabetical List or Minerals.

Achwite. Euchysiderife. No. 267.

Haid 8.67. Leon. 513.

Has the form, cleavage, and measurement of Pyrox-
ene. Hard. 6.0, 6.5. Sp.gr. 3.24. Nearly opaque.

Lustre vitreous. Colour brownish-black. Streak

yellowish -grey.

Found at Eger in Norway.

Alvmina.

FInate of Alumina.

cl Fluellit*. No. 513.

Sowerhy, Brit. Min. 3.BS. 1807. An. 8.242. Haid.

3. 101. Leon. 739.

Occurs in attached octahedral crystals.

Primary form, a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'=105. Transparent Colour white.

Found at Stenna Gwyn, Cornwall.

Hydrate of Alumina,

a. DiAsroar.. No. 153.

Hatty, 2.163. Phil. 78. Haid. 3.92. Leon. 228.

Occurs in amorphous masses, with a thin columnar

structure, the crystals crossing in every direction.

3 »2
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476 MINERALOGY.
ICiner-logy Primary form, according to Phillips, a Doubly oblique

prism Cav*T fig 95. P,\l = 108° SO*. P,T—
101° 20'. M.T= 64° 54'. Sp.gr. 3.43. Slightly

translucent. Lustre \itreous. i olour slightly green-

ish-grey, and yellowish-brown.

Locality unknown, but supposed to have come from
the Uraliun mountains.

6. Gibbsits. No. 152.

Phil. 79. II aid. 3. 103. Leon. 740.

Occurs in irregular stalactitical and tuberculated

masses. Structure fibrous, radiating. Hard. 3.0(

8.5. Sp.gr. 2.4. Slightly translucent. Nearly

dull. Colour greenish or greyish-white. Streak

white.

Found nt Richmond, Massachusetts, North America.

C. Camite. Agaphitc. Jokr.itr.

Mineral Turquoite. No. 500.

Hatty. 4.516. Phil. 79. fluid. S.S3. Leon. 135.

Occurs in reniform nodules and amorphous mosses,

and in thin veins. Structure compact. Fracture

conchoidal. Hard. 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.8, 3.2. Opaque.
Colour sky-blue and bluish-green. Streak white.

Found in alluvial clay ami in trap rock in Khurasan

in Persia.

Metlale of Alumina,
a. Mellitb. Floury atone. No. 590.

Hatty, 4.445. Phil 374. H aid 3.56. Leon. 790.

Occurs iu attached and imbedded crystals, and small

imbedded nodules or grains.

Primary furm a Square prism. Crvst. fig. 65. Cleav-

age very indistinct parallel to the planes a, fig. 66.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr.

1.597. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreo-

resinous. Colour honey-yellow, sometimes reddish

or brownish. Streak white.

Found attached to and imbedded in bUumiuous wood,
principally at Atlcrn in Thuringia.

Native Alumina,
a. Corundum.
The blue transparent varieties are the Sapphire ;

the

red, oriental Ruby ; the purple, oriental Amethyst;
the yellow, oriental Topes ; the opaque, adamantine
spar; the granular, Emery. No. 145.

Hatty, 2. 70. Phil. 74. Haid.2. 199. Leon. 535. 538.
Occurs in imbedded crystals and massive.
Primary form a Rhomboid. Crvst. fig. 106, P.P'=

86° 4'. Cleavage parallel to P. and perpendicular

to t tie axis. Fracture uneven. Hard. 9.0. Sp.gr.

3.91, 3.98. Transparent, translucent, opaque. Lus-
tre vitreous. Colour white, grey, blue, green, yel-

low, red, brown. Streak white.

Maxsive varieties amorphous. Structure perfectly

crystalline, or granular and compact with a splintery

fracture.

Found in Indio, China, North America, in Europe
chiefly at St. Gothard and in Piedmont.

Alumina , talk tilica and carbon,
a. Rotten Stone. No. 146.

Phil. 50.

Occurs massive. Fracture uneven. Soft, fine earthy,
soils the fingers. Opaque. Dull. Colour greyish,
reddish, and blackish-brown. Fetid when rubbed
or scraped.

Found near Bakewell in Derbyshire, and at Albany
near New York.

VhtxphaU of Alumina,
a. Wanelutb. Lationitc. No. 497

Hatty, 2.161. Phil. 146. Haul. 3.169. Leon. 133. Mineralogy

Occurs in globular concretion*, formed of slender .

crystals radiating from the centre of the globules,

with impcrlrct terminations, producing a drusy sur-

face. Primary form of the crystals a Right rhombic
prism. Crvst. fig. 71. M.M;= 122° lV. Cleav-
age parallel to the lateral planes, and the greater

diagonal of the prism. Hard. 8.5, 4.0. Sp gr.

2.3, 2 7. Translucent. Lustre vitreous, some-
times pearly on the cleavage planes. Colour nearly

white, grey, brown, yellow, green, of various shades.

Found near Barnstaple, in Devonshire; very rarely

near St. Auslle, Cornwall; in Ireland, Germany,
and Brazil.

Phoxphatc of Alumina and Ammonia.
a. Maubitcite. No. 498.

An. de Ch. 21.188. Leon. 783.

A while earthy substance from the Isle of France,
differing from the preceding Phosphate in the pro-

portions of its constituent parts.

Silicate ofAlumina.

a. Kyanite. Cyanitr. Di*thme. Rhtetizile. No. I8t.

Hatty, 2. 357. Phil. 81. Haid.2.213. Leon. 406.

Occurs in columnar imbedded crystals and massive.

Primary form a Double oblique prism, P,M = 93° 15'.

P,T= 100° 51/. M,T= 106° 15'. Cleavage parallel

to T very distinct ; less so parallel to M
;

parallel

to P indistinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0 on
plane T, 7.0 on the edges and solid angles. Sp.gr.

3.6, 3.675. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous, pearly on T. Colour white, bluish-grey,

blue, pale bluish-green, yellow. Streak while.

Maxtitc varielitt. Aggregation of crystals promis-

cuously intersecting each other, sometimes very

long, and occasionally so short and small us to ap-

pear large granular.

Found nt St. Gothard in large crystals, in Scolland,

and many other parts of Europe, and in North

and South America.

b. Sillimanitk, No. 182.

Haiti. 3.153. Leon. 4t>9

Occurs in imbedded columnar rhombic prisms, of

about 106° 30'. Haid.

Cleavage parallel to the long diagonal. Fracture

splintery. Hard. 8.0, 8.5. Sp.gr. 3.41. Nearly

opaque. Lustre on the cleavage plane nearly ada-

mantine. Colour dark brownish-grey.

Found at SaybrooU, Connecticut, North Arncricu.

It approaches very’ nearly to Kyanite in its form

and composition.

c. Bucholzite, No 183.

Phil. 109. Leon. 409.

A fibrous substance from the Tyrol analyzed by

Brandes. It is described as amorphous. Crows

fracture imperfectly conchoidal. Hard, about 6 0.

Slightly translucent. Lustre resinous. Colour

yellowish and greyish-white.

One or two other fibrous Minerals apparently different

from this have passed under this name. The com-

position of the substance analysed by Brandes is

nearly the some as that of Kyanite, and it may have

been a fibrous variety of that Mineral.

d. Fibrolite, No. 184.

Phil. 80. Haid. 399. I*on.

Occurs in small fibrous masses. Hard. 7.5. Sp.gr.

3.214. Translucent, colour greyish-white.

Found in India and China accompanying Corundum.
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Mineralogy Fibrous varieties of E pidote, Kvanite, and other
s,—l substances have passed under this nume, and the

composition of Bournnn's Fibrolite is very nearly

the same as that of Kvanite.

C. ANPALOSITR, No. 185.

Hatty, 4. 486. Phil. 108. Haid. 2.293. Leon. 404.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. M,M' = 9(J°

40', measured on a transparent variety from North
America. Cleavage parallel MM'. Fracture un-

even, conchoidal. Hard. 7.5. Sp.gr. 8.104. Trans-

parent to opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour flesh-

red to brownish and grejish-red.

Found generally in mica slate in Spain, France, and
other parts of Europe, and lately in North America,

in partially transparent crystals imbedded in quartz.

JIydrout tilicalct of alumina. A very unerrtain tcrirx,

several of which are, probably, only accidental mii-

lurea in variublc and indefinite proportions,

a. Pholarite, No. 187.

E J S. 6.364. Leon. 767.

Occurs in small, convex, nacreous scales.

Soli, friable. Colour white. Adheres to the tongue.

Found in the coal formations of Fin9, Department

A liter, France.

b . Ai.lopiiane, No. 188.

Phil. 88. Haid. 36y. Leon. 183.

Occurs in globular, reniform, and hotryoidnl masses.

No cleavage. Fracture conchoidal. Hard, nearly

3.0. Sp gr. 1.85. Transparent, translucent. Lus-

tre vitreous. Colour blue, green, brown, of several

shades.

Found in limestone in Thuringia, at Sclineebcrg in

Saxony, and probably in Derby shire.

Some specimens, received in this Country under the

name of Allophane, may be cleaved parallel to (he

planes of a rectangular solid, and are probably an-

other Mineral.

c. Lenzinite. Wallerile, No. 189.

Phil. 87. Leon. 179.

Occurs in compact and earthy masses of various sizes.

Compact Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 1.5. Sp.gr.

2.10. Transparent on the edges. Nearly dull.

Colour yellowish milk-white. Streak shilling. Feels

rather greasy. In water it separates with noise

into small fragments.

Earthy. Fracture earthy. Soft. Sp gr. 1.80, Slightly

translucent, opaque. Dull. Colour snow-white.

Streak shining.

Found at Kail in Eifeld.

d. Halloysitb, No. 190.

E.J.S. 6. 183.

Occurs in nodular masses. Structure compact. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Neatly opaque. Lustre waxy.

Colour bluish and greyish-white. Streak shining.

Adheres to the tongue.

Found in the neighbourhood of Liege and Namur.
Tlie analysis of ihi* substance corresponds so nearly

with thut of Lenzinite as to leave little doubt of its

being the same Mineral, but of a different colour.

e. Severite, No. 191.

Phil. 87.

Occurs in small masses, nearly resembling Litho-

mnrge. Fracture uneven. Hard. 1.0, 15. Slightly

translucent. Dull. Colour while. Streak sluuing.

Found near St. Sever in France.

f Fuller's Earth, No. 192.

Phil. 52. Haid. 3.182.

Occurs massive in beds of considerable thickness.

Fracture uneven, earthy. Soft, Sp.gr. 1.8, 2.2.

Opaque. Dull. Colour greenixh-hrown, dull grey-
white. Streak shining. Feels greasy.

Found in England, principally at Nuifleld in Surrey,
and in Stiria, Saxony, and some other places in

Enrope.

g. ClMOLITE. No. 193.

Phil. 34. Leon. 729.

Occurs in amorphous earthy masses, structure rather

slaty. Fracture uneven, earthy. Soft. Sp.gr. 2.0.

Opaque. Colour greyish-white.

Found in the Island of Cimola, near Argcnlcria.

Used for the same purposes to which Fuller's earth is

applied.

h. Aoal>nmLite. BUdttein. Lardile. Pagoditc.
No. 194.

Phil. 119. Haul. 3.100. Leon. 188.

Occur* massive. Fracture coarse, splintery. Soft.

Sp.gr. 2.8. Slightly (rauxlucent. Colour white to

brown, rather pie and dull. Streak shining. Unc-
tuous to the touch.

Found in China, Transylvania, Saxony, and in Wide*.
Cut into various figures by the Chinese, and seldom

brought to tlii* Country in any other state.

i. Litiiomaror. SUinmark, No. 195.

Hatty, 4.558. Phil. 52. Haid. 3.183. Leon. 186.

Occur* massive. Spheroidal. Structure compact.
Fracture large, conchoidal. Soft. Sp.gr. 2.2. 2.5.

Opaque. Dull. Colour white, grey, red, yellow,
blue. Streak shining. Adhere* to the tongue.
Unctuous to the touch.

Found in Saxony, and some other part* of Europe.
A friable variety is found at Ehrcnfrmleiuiorf in

Saxony.

k Bole, No. 196.

Phil. 53. Haid. 3.179. Leon. 191.

Occur* massive. Structure compact. Fracture con-
choidal. Soft. Sp.gr. 1.4, 2.0. Nearly opique.
Nearly dull. Colour brownish- black, red, yellow.

Streak shining. Feel* greasy. Adhere* to the
tongue.

Found in many places in trap rocks.

Several very different substance* appear to have passed

under this name, and it is doubtful if any one of

them is correctly represented by the preceding de-

scription, yet we give it upon the authorilcs quoted.

l. Mountain soap. No. 197.

Phil. 53. Haid. 3.184. Leon. 192.

Occurs massive. Structure compact. Fracture fine

earthy. Sectilc. Opaque. Dull. Colour light

brnwni-h-hlack. Streak shining.

Found at Oikncr in Poland.

m. Lf.mman earth. Terra tigillala, No. 196.

Phil. 64. Leon. 191.

Occur* massive in the Isle of Lemnos. Fracture

earthy. Soft. OpRque. Dull. Colour dull yellow-

ish-grey and greyish-white.

An uncertain species.

71. Kollvrite, No. 199.

Phil. 88. Leon. 752.

Occurs massive, appearing like a tenacious white clay.

When dry it split* into columnar masse* like

starch.

Found at Weissenfels in Thuringia.

The siliciferous Hydrate of Alumina, found in the

Mineralogy
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Pyrenees and analysed by Bcrtbier, probably be*

v—
longs to till* species.

O. SCARBRuITE. No. 203.

P.M. and An. 5. 178.

Occur* as veins in the beds of sandstone covering

I be calcareous rock at Scarborough.

Fracture conchoiilal. Hard, about 2.0. Sp.gr. about

1.48. Opaque. Dull. Colour white. Streak shining.

Adheres to the tongue. Strong earthy smell when
breathed upon. £>oes not become translucent, nor

fall to pieces in water.

p. Kaolin. Porcelain Clay, No. 201.

Phil. 51. Leon. 185.

Occurs massive and disseminated in decomposed gra-

nite rocks. Fracture fine earthy. Soft. Sp.gr. 2 2.

Opaque. Dull. Colour yellowish and reddish-white.

Found in France, near Limoges and near Bayoune,

and in Sax< ny, England, Chius, and other places.

q. Clay, No. 202.

Phil. 55.56. Haid. a ISO.

Occurs massive. Structure earthy. Fracture uneven.

Soft. §|>. gr. 1.8. 2.8. Opaque. Dull. Colour
white, grey, brown, red, yellow, Ac., of various

shades, and striped, spotted, &c. Streak shining.

Found in all parts of the world.

The Claytlonr* and Slate* usually introduced into

Catalogues of Mineral*, appear too variable in their

composition to admit of any distinct classification,

and belong more properly to the geological series

of rock*.

Siliciferoui Sulphate of Alumina.
a . Oldmamit: , No. 562.

An. 11.434.

Massive, and of the consistency of hog's-lard. Trans-
lucent. Colour, snow and milk-white. Taste, sub-

acid. When exposed to the uir, it dries and splits

into long thin masses like starch, some of which are

translucent and resemble gum arable.

Found in a coal mine near Oldham in Lancashire.

Sulphate ofAlumina.

a. Websterjte. Hallite, No. 557.

Phd. 145. Haid. 3.70. Leon. 130.

Occurs in roundish or reniform masses, generally small.

Fracture earthy. Soft, friable. Sp.gr. 1.7. Occa-
sionally translucent, generally opaque. Colour
while, sometimes yellowish. Streak white.

Found at Halle, in Prussia, in clay, and at New-
haven, Sussex, in limestone.

b. Davite, No. 558.

Q J. n a. 3.3S2. Leon. 433
Occurs massive. Structure fine fibrous. Lustre

silky. Colour while. Taste highly astringent.

Very soluble.

Found near a warm spring which contains sulphuric
acid, near Bogota, in Columbia.

Sulphate of Alumina and Potath.

a. Alum, No. 559.

Hatty, 2.114. Phil. 196. Haid. 2.50. Leon. 107.
Occurs as an efflorescence, and sometimes in stalac-

tites and fibrous masses.

Primary form a Cube. Crvbt. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of the regular octahedron,
indistinct. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.0, 2.5.

Sp.gr. 1.75. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
vitreous. Colour yellowish or greyish-white. Streak
white. Taste astringent, sweetish.

Found in many part* of Europe.

b. Alum-stone. Tolfaite, No 563. Mineralogy
Hatty. 2.128. Phil. 196. Haid. 2.67. Leon. 131.
Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Csyst. fig. 106. P,P*
= 92° bO*. Cleavage parallel to the primary
planes, and more diaiinctly perpendicular to the axis.
Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0. Sp.gr. 2.7, Trans-
parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour pale
greyish and reddish-white. Streak white.

Manioc varielie*, amorphous, structure granular,
compact.

Found at Tolfa, near Rome, in Tuscany, Naples,
Hungary, and occasionally in the neighbourhood
of active volcanoes.

A.mblygonite, No. 501.

Phil. 19ft. Haid. 3.70. Leon. 283.
Occurs massive.

Cleavage parallel to the latent planes of a rhombic
prism of about 105° 45 f

, and indistinctly oblique
to its axis. F racture uneven. Hard. 6.0. Bp.gr.
3.04. Translucent. Lustre vitreous, inclining to
pearly. Colour greenish-while. Streak white.

Found near Chursdorf in Saxony, in Granite, accom-
panying Tourmaline and Topaz.

Ammonia.
Muriate of Ammonia,

a. Sal Ammoniac. No. 60.

Hatty, 2.221. Phil. 194. Haid. 2.39. Leon. 587.
Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage pa-

rallel to the planes of the oclabedron. Fracture

conchoidal. Hard. 1.5, 2. Sp.gr. 1.526. Trans-
parent to opaque. Colour white, grey, greenish,

yellowish, and brownish. Lustre vitreous. Taste
•aline and pungent.

Ma**ive varielie* , stalactilic. botryoidal and reniform,
with a fibrous structure, and occasionally in crusts.

Found in the neighbourhood of active volcanoes, and
occasionally in other situations. It sometimes oc-
curs in the beds of coal near Newcastle.

Sulphate of Ammonia,
a. Mascagni n, No. 523.

Phil. 194. (laid. 3.125. Leon. 127.

Statactitic and efflorescent. Semitransparent to opaque.

Colour yellow and yellowish-grey. Taste acrid,

bitter.

Found in the neighbourhood of volcanoes.

Amphibole, consisting of the following varieties:—*

Common Hornblende , colour dark green or greenish-

black.

Haul the Hornblende,
Foliated Augile of Werner.

Blue Hyperntene of Giesecke.

Green Diallage of Haiiy; Smaragditc.

Parganite iu short green cry stals.

Actynotite; the crystals green, slender, and sometimes
radiating.

TremalUe; Catamite; Grammaide
; colourless or

green, or pink, or brownisb-grey, generally im-

bedded in dolomite, frequently fibrous, and some-

times radiating

Amiantkoide; Ityuolite,

Amianthua. A*be*tu*. No. 275 to 278.

Hatty, 2 372. 454. 481. Phil 63. 71. Haid. 2.271.

Leon. 493.
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Mineralogy Primary form an Oblique rhombic pmm. P,M =
*** 103° 13' tfjflfss 124° 30'. Cleavage parallel to

MM’, and lent distinctly to the plane* of modifica-

tion A and k. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 6.0.

Sp.gr. 2.93 to 3.2, or according to Phil. 3.6. Trans-

parent to opaque. Lustre vitreous, sometimes

pearly. Colour white to black. Streak greyish.

Moffice varieties differ considerably in structure

;

from slaty to columnar and fibrous; the fibres

sometimes, as in amianthus, being silky and
flexible.

Found in all parts of the world, and in various geo-

logical positions.

Ampeute. Black Chalk, No. 203.

Phil. 55. Hsid. 3.181.

Occurs massive. Structure fine granular, slaty. Frac-

ture fine earthy Soft. Sp.gr. 2.11, 2.18. Opaque.
Dull. Colour black. Streak rather shining.

Found in several parts of Europe in rocks of clay-

slate.

Analcime. Cubicile, No. 210.
Hauy, 3.170. Phil. 129. Haid. 2.227. Leon. 202.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals. Primary
furm a Cube. Chlybt. fig. 56. I (ravage parallel

to P indistinct, interrupted. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.068. Transparent to trans-

lucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white, sometimes

greyish and reddish. Streak white.

Found in several parts of Scotland, and in many
different places in other Countries, chiefly in ba-

saltic and amygduloidal rocks.

A.noutiute, No. 228.

Haid. 3.71. Leon. 432.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Doubly oblique prism. Cryst. fig.

95. P,M=94°; P,T=110°50'; M,T=117° 42'.

Cleavage parallel to P and T. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 6. Sp.gr. 2.76. Transparent to translu-

cent. Lustre vitreous, ami on P and T rather

pearly. Colour white. Streak white.

Found in cavities in masses of Limestone, ejected

from Vesuvius.

Anthopmyllite, No. 304.
Hauv. 2.600. Phil. 69. Haid. 2.211. Leon. 514.

432.

Occurs in crystalline masses, with a fibrous colum-
nar structure.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes of a Rhombic
prism of 125°, and to both its diagonals, the bright

plane being parallel to the greater diagonal, and
another imperfect cleavage transverse, and appa-
rently perpendicular to the axis of the prism.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 3.2, 3.3.

Translucent. Lustre pearly, and inclining to Me-
tallic. Colour yellowish-brown. Streak white.

Found in beds of mica slate at Kongsberg and
Modum in Norway.

Antimony.

Arseniuret ofAntimony ?
a. Arsenical Antimony, No. 38.

Leon. 719.
Occurs in botryoidal forms. Structure scaly. Frac-

ture granular. Sp.gr. 6.2. Opaque. DulL Co-
lour tin-while.

Found at Przibrnm in Bohemia.

Native Antimony. Mineralogy

Native Antimony, No. 25. '

HaUy, 4.79. Phil. 329. Haid. 2.426. Leon. 684.

Occurs in reniform or amorphous masses, with a gra-

nular structure, the grains being crystalline and
differing considerably in size.

Primary loan a Rhomboid. CarsT. fig. 106. P.P^
117° 15', as inferred from cleavage, no regulur

crystals having yet been observed. Hard. 3.0, 3.5.

Sp.gr. 6.646. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour
tin-white. Streak the same.

Found in veins traversing ancient rocks, at Sahl-

berg in Sweden, at Allemont in Dauphiny, and at

AtKlreanberg in the Hartz.

The arseuilerous native antimony appears to be an
accidental mixture of arsenic with native antimony.

Oxiile of Antimony,
a. White Antimony. No. 409.

HaQy, 4.308. Phil. 331. Haid. 2.251. Leon. 335.
Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Carsr. fig.

71. M,M's=136° 58'. Cleavage parallel to M,M'.
Lustre Adamantine. Fracture indistinct. Hard.
2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 5.366. Translucent. Colour
white, sometimes reddish or greyish. Streak white.

Mastive variety, earthy, investing sulphuret and native

antimony, and apparently produced by the decom-
position of those Minerals.

Found in Bohemia, Saxony, Hungary, and France.
Sutphurrt ufA alimony.

a. Grey Antimony, No. 93.

Hafly, 4. *91. Phil. 829. Haid. 3. 23. Leon. 605.
Occur* in attached and aggregated crystals and

massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Ceyst. fig.

71. M.M' =: 90° 45'. The crystals sometimes
capillary ami flexible, like silky fibres. Cleavage
parallel to diagonal of the prism. Fracture un-

even. Hard. 2.0. Sp.gr. 4.62. Opaque. Lustre
metallic. Colour between lead and steel-grey, fre-

quently with a yellow and blue tarnish. Streak the

same.

AJauive varieties, amorphous, stricture large fibrous,

foliated, compact.
Found in Hungary, France, England, Scotland, the

Hartz, Saxony, aud other placet.

b. Black Antimony ? No. 94.

Leon. 719.

Occurs os a black powder in cavities in Hornstone.
Found at Joachimsthal in Bohemia.

Sulphuret of Antimony and Nickel,

a. H ARTS! ANN ITB, No. 96.

Httid. 3.131. Leon. 615.

Occurs in imbedded crystalline particles and masses.

Primary form, according to liaidinger, a Cube. Crist.

fig. 56. Cleavage parallel to P. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 6.451. Opaque. Lustre

metallic. Colour whitish steel-grey. Streak the

same,

Atasuce variety, amorphous. Structure granular.

Found in the Principality of Nassau.
Sulphuret of Antimony, Lead, and Iron.

a. Jamesonitk, No. 101.

Haid. 3.26. Leon. 748.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cavar. fig.

71. M,M' = l0l°20' nearly. Haid. Cleavage
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Mineralogy parallel to Pclistinct. le«s so parallel to M. Fracture

v- very indistinct Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 5.564.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour steel-grcv, some-

times dark. Streak the same.

Massive variety, amorphous. Structure large to small

6 brotis.

Found in Cornwall and in Hungary, and probably

in other places, where it has been considered a

sulphurct of antimony.

Suiphuret ofAntimony and Lead,

a. Zinkenite, No. 99.

E.J.S. 6.17, 358.

Occurs in attached crystals, said to be regular hexa-

gonal prisms, and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P*

uncertain. No cleavage. Fracture uneven. Hard.

3.0, 3.5. 8p.gr. 5.303. Opaque. Lustre me-
tallic, bright. Colour steel-grey. Streak the same.

Found at Wolfsberg in the Hurt*.

Suiphuret of Antimony and Iron,

a. Bejituifri rn, No. 102.

EJ.S. 7.353.

Occurs in confused laminated masses, or elongated

imbedded prism*, resembling grey antimony. Co-

lour dark steel grey inclining to brown.

Found at Chazelles in Auvergne.
Oxi-sulphuret of Antimony .

a. Red Antimony, No. 410.

Himy, 4.31 1. Phil. 331. Haul. 3.36. Leon. 608.

Occurs in thin, acicular crystals, generally radiating,

sometimes promiscuously aggregated.

Primary form, according to Phillips, a Square prism,

and according to Haidinger an oblique rhombic

prism. One bright cleavage, and other* less dis-

tinct. Hard. 1.0, 1.5. Sp.gr. 4.5, Translucent

Lustre adamantine. Colour dull red.

Found at Braun&dorfT in Saxony, in Hungary,
France, and in the Hart*.

Aflome, No 296.

H uuy, 2 538. Phil. 29. Haiti. 2.364. Leon. 491.

Occurs ill attached and imbedded dodecahedral crys-

tals.

Primary form a Cube. Cavsr. fig. 56. Surface* of
the Dodecahedron striated parallel to the edges of
P. Cleavage imperfect parallel to P. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 7.0, 7.5. Sp.gr. 3.444. Trans-
lucent. opaque. Lustre vilreo-rcsinous. Colour
yellowish-brown.

Found in Saxony, Bohemia, Siberia, and in small

crystals in England.

Apophyi.litf.. A [bin. IchthyopthalmiU. Tesselite.

Oxahverite, No. 204.

Hally, 3.191. Phil. 110. Haid. 2 245. Leon. 213.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Square prism. CftYST. fig. 65.

M.a = 109° 40'. Cleavage parallel to P, perfect;

less so parallel to M. Fracture uneven. Hard.
4.5, 5.0. Sp.gr, 2.46. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour white, occasionally with a
yellowish, greenish, or reddish tinge. Streak white.

Mauive. variety, amorphous, structure laminar.

Found in the cavities of trap rocks, and occasion-

ally in beds of the older formations, in the Fa-
roe Islands, in India, Sweden, Norway, the Bro-
mart, Bohemia, and some other places. The Oxah-
verite from Oxuhver in Iceland.

AanvcnsoNiTE, No. 279. Mineralogy

Phil. 377. Haid. 3. 73. Leon. 497. v-~v—
Occurs massive amorphous. No crystalline form ob-

served.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral plane*, and both the

diagonals of a Rhombic prism of 123? 55'. Frac-
ture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 3.44. Opaque.
Lustre vitreous. Colour black.

Found in Norway, and in Greenland associated

with Sodalite.

Aimesic.

Native Arsenic,

a. Native Arsenic, No. 27.

Hauy, 4.236. Phil. 275. Haid. 2.423. Leon. 676
Occurs in renifortn stulactitic and amorphous masses,

frequently in parallel layers. Structure fine gra-
nular. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5. Sp.gr.
5.766. Opaque. Colour of fresh fracture greyiah-
tiu-uhile, which afterwards becomes greyish-black.

Streak shining.

Found in several parts of Saxony, in Bohemia, the

Harlz, France, Norway, Transylvania, and other

places; generally in metallic veins.

Oxide of Arsenic,

a. Oxide of Arsenic, No. 465.

HaQy, 4,241. Phil. 375. Haid. 2.26. Leon. 333 170.

Occurs in attached octahedral crystals and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Crybt. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of the octahedron. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Sp.gr. 3.7. Translucent,

opaque. Lustre nearly adamantine. Colour white,

occasionally yellowish. Streak white. Taste sweet-

ish astringent.

Massive varieties, reniform, botryoidul, stalactitic, and
amorphous.

Found accompanying native arsenic in many mineral
veins, and produced from the decomposition of other
Minerals. Is soluble in water and a violent poison.

Red Suiphuret of Arsenic,

a. Re alu ah. No. 108.

Hatty, 4.247. Phil. 277. Haid. 3 49. Leon. 602.

Occurs in attached crystals ami massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cbvst.

fig. 63. 1\M = 104° 6', M,M'= 74° 15'. Cleav-

age parallel to P and M. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 1.5, 2.0. Sp.gr. 3.556. Transparent, opaque.

Lustre resinous. Colour red. Streak orange-
yellow.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular.

Found principally in Hungary and Transylvania,
also in Saxony, Bohemia, and some other places.

Yellow Suiphuret of Arsenic,

a. OamiENT, No. 109.

Hauy, 4.247. Phil. 277. Haid. 3.47. Leon. 599.

Occurs in imbedded imperfect crystals and rnas'ive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig

71. M,M' = 109°. Cleavage parallel to the

greater diagonal of the prism. Fracture uncer-

tain. Hard. 1.5, 2.0. Sp.gr. 3.460. Translucent.

Lustre resinous. Colour yellow. Streak paler

yellow.

Massive varieties, botryoidal, reniform, nodular, some-
times granular, the structure of the grains or

masse* foliated, and the lamine very flexible

Found in most of the districts which yield the red
suiphuret, and is like that used as a pigment.
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Mineralogy AuruLlTK, No. 330.

Occurs in apparently hexagonal prisms in felspar at

Abo in Finland. Opaque. Colour dark brown.

Axinite. Thumite. Yanotite, No. 430.

Hatty, 2.559. Phil. 43. Haul. 2.311. Leon. 454.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and
massive.

Primary form a Doubly oblique prism. Cryst. fig.

95.
' P,M= 134® 40\ P,T := 115° 17'. M,T =

135° 10'. Fracture uneven. Hard, 6.5, 7.0.

Sp.gr. 3.27. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous. Colour bluish, greyish, reddish-brown,

of several shades. Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure lamellar, gra-

nular.

Found in Dnuphmy, and at Bolallack in Cornwall,

and in other places.

Azotic Gas, No. 14.

Is said to be contained in the Bath hot springs, and
to rise with the vapour from the public bath.

Azurite. Klaprothite. Tyrolit». Voroutite
, No. 499.

Hally, 3.54. Phil. 94. Haid. 2.290. Leon. 136.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. CaYST. fig. 71.

M,M'cs 121° 80'. Cleavage indistinct. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 3.056. Trans-

lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour blue

Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular.

Found in Salzburg, and in rolled crystalline mosses

in Brazil.

AurROMUTB, No. 331.

A Mineral found in Finland, having the form, cleav-

age, and colour of Latrobite.

Bab inoton ite, No. 832.

Haid. 8.75. Leon. 721.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Doubly oblique prism. Crtst. fig.

95. P.M = 92° 34'. P.T = 8S°. M.T =112° 30'.

Cleavage parallel fo P and T. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Faintly translucent. Lustre vitre-

ous. Colour black, sometimes greenish.

Found at Arendal in Norway, associated with Cleave*

landite.

Barvtks.

Carbonate of Barytes.

a. W itherite. Barotite, No. 438.

Hatty, 2.25. PhiL 182. Haid. 2.119. Leon. 330.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'a llfrSO'. Fracture uneven. Hard.

3.0, 3.5. Sp.gr. 4.3. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreo- resinous. Colour white, sometimes
greyish or yellowish. Streak white.

Massive varieties, globular, botrvoidal, reniform.

Structure large, fibrous, sometimes granular.

Found principally in England, in Shropshire, Lan-
cashire, Durham, and Westmoreland, and occa-

sionally in small quantities in Siberia, Hungary,
and other places.

Carbonate of Lime and Baryte*.

a . Baryto calotte, No. 443.

Haid. 3.76. Leon. 327.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crybt.
fig. 83. P.M a 102® 54'. M,M' s 106° 5V.

VOL, VI.

Cleavage parallel to P and M, distinct. Fracture Mineralogy

uneven. Hard. 4.0. Sp.gr. 3.66. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre vitreo-resi nous. Colour white,

sometimes yellowish or greenish. Streak white.

Mastive varieties, amorphous. Structure granular.

Found at Alston Moor, Cumberland.
Sutphate of Baryte*.

a. Raro9ei.bnitb. Bolognian Spar. Catrk, No. 527.

Hatty, 2.5- Phil. 183. Haid. 2.121. Leon. 255.
Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.
M.M'ss 101° 42'. Cleavage parallel to P and M.
Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 3.0, 3.5. Sp.gr. 4 416,
4.7. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous.

Colour while, blue, yellow, brown. Streak w bite.

Massive varieties, occasionally globular, reniform,

amorphous. Structure fibrous, granular, compact.
Found in several localities in moat Countries, and in

different geological positions.

Sulphate of Baryte* and Fluate of Lime.
a. Baryto-fluorite, No. 528.

An. 16.48

Occurs in a vein in eoarse shell limestone iu D iby-

shirc, and nearly resembles fine compact grey lime-

stone. Hard. 4. Sp.gr. 3.75.

Bkromannite. SpreusUin. Radioliteof Esmark,'So.
333.

Hatty, 4.484. Phil. 200. Hnid. 3.77. Leon. 474.
Occurs massive, amorphous. Structure fibrous, some-

times radiating. Hard. 7.0, 7.5. Sp.gr. 2.3. Opaque.
Colour greyish-white, dull yellow, and red. Lustre
pearly.

Found near Slavern in Norway.
Biotjne, No. 334.

TTie crystals of this substance appear to correspond in

form and measurement with those of Anorthite, of
which they will probably be found to be a variety.

Bismuth.

Arteniuret of Bismuth?
Arrbnical Bismuth, No. 34.

Haid. 3.74. Leon. 720.

Occurs in aggregations of small globular forms.

Structure fibrous or curved lamellar. Fracture un-
even. Soft. Heavy. Lustre resinous. Colour
dark hair-brown.

Found at Schnccherg in Saxony.

Carbonate of Bismuth.
Aonisits. No. 456.

B.M. Tab. 344. Phil. 274. Leon. 787.

Resembles steatite, but more earthy, and harsher to

the touch.

Found at St. Agnes, Cornwall.

Siticious Carbonate of Bismuth.

Bismuth-blende, No. 457.

E.J.8. 7.342.

Occurs in attached crystals, and in globular and sta-

lactitic musses.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
imperfect. Fraclure conchoidal. Hard. 4.5, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 5.9, 6.0. Translucent, opaque. Lustre
bright resinous. Colour reddisli and yellowish-

brown. Streak yellowish-grey.

Found at Schneeberg in Suxony.

Native Bismuth, No. 9.

liaiiy, 4.202. Phil. 272. Haid. 2.43) Leon. 693
3s
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Mineralogy Occurs crystallized and massive,

v— / Primary form a Cube. Crvst. fig. 56. Cleavage po-

rallel lo planes of Mod. a. Fracture indistinct.

IIurd. 2.01* 2.5. Sp.gr. 9.737. Opaque. Lustre

metallic. Colour of fresh cleavage reddish-silver-

white, hut tarnishes on exposure to air. Streak

unchanged.
Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular.

Found in several mines in Saxony, and iu most other

mining districts of Europe.

Oxide of Bismuth,

a. Bismuth Ochrk, No. 137.

Hatty, 4.214. Phil. 274. Leon. 561.

Occurs massive, amorphous, sometimes minutely dis-

seminated. Fracture earthy. Soft. Sp.gr. 4.7.

Opaque, Dull. Colour greenish or greyish-yellow.

Found in Saxony and Bohemia.

Srlmiuni of Bismuth and Tellurium,

a. Bastnaite, No. 46. Leon. 589.

Occurs in small, imbedded, laminated masses. Sp.gr.

7.8 Lustre metallic. Colour between steel and
lead-grey.

Found at Bastuaes in Sweden.
Sulphurct ofBismuth,

a . Bismuth olance, No. 84.

Hatty, 4.210. Phil. 273. Haid. 3.19, Leon. 616.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and
massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cbtst. fig. 71.

M,M' about 91°. Cleavage parallel to P, and to

the greater diagonal of the prism. Fracture indis-

tinct. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour lead to

steel -grey. Streak the same.
Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular or

fibrous, the fibres promiscuously aggregated.

Found sparingly in Saxony, Bohemia, Hungary,
and some other places in Europe, and in England
in Cornwall and Cumberland.

Sulphuret of Bismuth and Copper,

a . Curatous Bismuth, No. 85.

Phil. 274. Haid. 3.91. Leon. 619.

Occurs massive. Structure small-fibrous. Fracture

uneven. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour lead-

grey lo steel-grey.

Found at Fttrstenberg, in veins accompanying other

ores of bismuth, cobalt, Ac.
Sulphuret of Bismuth, Lead, and Copper,

a. Needle ore. No. 86.

Phil. 274. Haid. 3.130. Leon. 618.

Occurs in imbedded prismatic crystals, in quartz.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 6.125.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour dark lead-grey.

Found near Catharinenburg in Siberia.

Suipho-tflluret of Bismuth,

a. Bornite. Tdlurrt of Bismuth, No. 20.

Occurs in imbedded, imperfect, rhombic utul hexagonal

crystals, and smalt foliated masses.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Crvst. fig. 106. The
crystals macled in several directions. Cleavage

perpendicular to the axis, very distinct Sp.gr. 7.5.

Lustre highly metallic. Colour bright steel-grey.

Found at Schoubkan, near Schemuitz, Hungary.

Boracic Acid. Sassolin, No. 423,

Hatty, 1.297. Phil. 144. Haid. 2.25. Leon. 146.

Occurs naturally in scaly or granular crystalline ag-
gregations, which are very friable.

Translucent. Lustre pearly. Colour greyish and yel- Mioer*iog>

lowish-white. Streak while. Taste slightly acid

and hitter. Hp.gr. 1.460.

Found at Volcano, one of the Lipari Islands, and in

other volcanic districts.

Bov elite. Pseudo Sommite
, No. 335.

Phil. 126. Leon. 468.

Occurs iu attached hexagonal prisms.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Crvst. fig. 106. Trans-
parent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white. Streak
white.

Found at Capo di Bova, near Rome, and has hitherto

been distinguished from Nepheliue only by its not

gelatinizing in acids as that Mineral doe*. Its

secondary forms, if observed, have not been de-
scribed.

Brbislakite, No. 568.

Haid. 3.80. Leon. 723.

Occurs in capillary brownish fibres, covering and
filling cavities in some of the substances ejected

from Vesuvius. It is said to contain a considerable

portion of copper, but its other constituents are not

known.
Drewstf.rite. No. 216

Phil. 200. Haid. 3.80. Leon. 193, 723.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crvst.
fig. S3. P,M about 92°, M.N's 136°. Cleav-
age parallel to the oblique diagonal. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.2. Transpa-
rent, translucent Lustre vitreous. Colour yel-

lowish and greyish-while, and occasionally colour-

less.

Found at Strontiau in Scotland.

Baonzite. No. 286.

Hatty, 2.455. Phil. 25.71. Haid. 2.207. Leon. 318.

Occurs in massive aggregations of columnar crystals.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral plane and both diago-

nals of a Rhombic prism of 935 30'. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 4.0, 5.0. Sp.gr. 3.25. Trans-

lucent Lustre vitreous, pseudo-metallic on cleav-

age planes. Colour greenish or greyish-brown.

Streak lighter colour.

Found in serpentine in Stiria, in greenstone in the

Harts, and in other places.

Bucklanoite, No. 336.

An. n.b. 7.134. Haid. 3.93. Leon. 725.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. P,M =
1035 56'. M,M r = 70c 40’. Levy. Opaque. Co-
lour dark brownish -black.

Found near Areodaliu Norway, and at Laach on the

Rhine.

Bustamite, No. 274.

S. 18.392.

Structure bladed. Hard. 6.5. Sp.gr. 3.1, 3.3. Nearly
opaque. Colour grey, greenish, and reddish.

Found in Mexico.

Cadmium. A metal found in small quantities ac-

companying zinc in several of its ores, particu-

larly in the fibrous blende from Przibnun in Bo-
hemia.

Carbon.

a. Diamond, No. 40.

Hatty, 4.419. Phi). 361. Haid. 2.306. Leon. 669.
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Mineralogy Occurs in imbedded crystals in alluvial ground.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig, 56. Cleavage pa-

rallel to the planes of the regular octahedron, very

distinct. Fracture conchoid*!. Hard. 10.0. Sp.gr.

8.52. Transparent, but sometimes rendered opaque

by foreign matter. Lustre adamantine. Colour

white, sometimes grey, blue, green, yellow, red,

brown, black. Streak greyish.

Found in the East Indies and in Brazil.

B. Cojl.

a. Not bituminous. Anthracite, Nd4l.
Hath', 4-10. Phil. 864. Haid. 3.64. Leon. 672. 803.

Occurs massive, amorphous. Structure columnar,

compact Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.0, 2.5.

Sp.gr. 1.4, 1.5. Opaque. Lustre imperfect me-

tallic. Colour grey to iron-black. Streak the same.

Found in most Countries.

b. Bituminous, No. 586.

Hatty, 4.459, 170. Phil. 370. 371. Haid. 3 61. Leon.

This includes the common, the Cannet, and all the va-

rieties of fossil coal.

Occurs massive, amorphous. Structure foliated,

granular, compact, earthy, and resembling wood.

Fracture conchoidul. uneven. Lustre resinous, of

different degrees. Colour black, brown, brownish,

and greenish-yellow.

Found in most parts of the World, associated with

vegetable organic remains.

t. H'ood Coal. Lionite. No. 574.

Phil. 372.

Occurs massive. Structure fibrous, compact, resem-

bling wood. Fracture of some varieties conchoidal.

Opuque. Lustre resinous, dull. Colour brown,

of several shades, to black.

Found in several parts of Europe and America.

d. Paper CntiL Dysodile. No. 575.

NJ. 24.223. Phil. 372.

Occurs in amorphous masses. Structure foliated, the

leaves thin and a little flexible. Sp-gr. 1.146.

Opaque, but becomes translucent after immersion in

water. Colour greenish and yellowish-grey. When
burned it produces a strong and fetid bituminous

odour.

Found in a thin stratum between two beds of secon-

dary limestone at Melilli, near Syracuse in Sicily.

C. Bitumen.
Hatty, 4 452. Phil. 366 to 369. Haid. 8.59, Leon.

797. 799. 801.

a. Liquid. Naphtha. No. 580.

Transparent Colourless, or slightly tinged with yel-

low. Odour peculiar, termed bituminous.

Found chiefly on the coast of the Caspian Sea.

b. Viscid. Petroleum, No. 581.

Slightly translucent. Colour dark reddish-brown.

Odour bituminous.

Found in many parts of Europe and America, but

chiefly in Asia, flowing from beds associated with

coal strata. As much as 400,000 hogsheads is said

to be collected annually in the Birman Empire. It

is also abundant in Persia.

c. Elastic. Elateaite, No. 582,

Soft, flexible. Opaque. Colour brown, sometimes

greenish. Odour bituminous.

Found only in the Odin mine, near Costlctou, Derby-
shire.

d. Earthy. Maltha.
Less free from extraneous matter than the preceding

varieties, to which circumstance it probably owes its Mineralogy

earthy character. 1

Fracture uneven. Soft. Opaque. Colour blackish-

brown. Odour bituminous.

Found chiefly in Peraia, and less frequently in other

places than the other varieties.

e. Earthy, containing Benzoic Acid. Murindo.
Q.J. N.S. 3 387.

Occurs massive Fracture earthy. Yields to the

nail. Floats in water. Opaque. Dull. Colour ex-
ternally blackish-brown, internally lighter. Tastes

hot and peculiar. Smell pungent.

Found at Murindo, Province of Choco, Columbia.

f.
Compact. Asphaltum. Jew's Pilrh, No. 585.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2. Sp.gr. 1.16. Opaque.
Lustre vitreous, resinous. Colour bromi to black.

Fouud in Albania, on the shores of the Dead Sea,

in considerable quantities ; in the Islands of Bar-
badoes and Trinidad, and occasionally in other

places.

It is supposed to have been used by the Egyptians in

embalming the bodies of the dead, and has been
employed in the West Indies instead of pitch for

calking the bottoms of ships.

These varieties of bitumen pass by insensible degrees

from the transparent fluid to the opuque solid, and
hence they are regarded as appertaining to the same
Mineral species.

D. Rktinasphaltum. No. 577.

Phil. 875. Haid. 8.146. Leon. 793.

Oceursin amorphous lumps of different sizes, imbedded
in wood coal. Fracture imperfect, conchoidal. Hard.

1.5, 2.0. Sp.gr. 1.135. Opaque. Lustre resinous.

Colour pale brownish-yellow.

Found at Bovey Tracey, Devonshire, and is also said

to have licen found at Halle and some other pluces

on the Continent, accompanying earthy brown coal*

and of different colours.

E. Fossil Copal. Ihghgatc Rain, No. 578.

Phil. 375.

Found in blue clay at llighgate near London, and at

Wolchow in Moravia, in small nodular masses.

Fracture conchoidal. Sp.gr. 1.046. Nearly opaque.
Lustre resinous. Colour dull brown.

F. Amber, No. 576.

Phil. 373. Haid. 3.57. Leon. 791.

Occurs in nodular masses, sometimes very small.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp gr. 1.09.

Transparent to opaque. Lustre resinous. Colour
yellowish-white, brown, red, yellow. Streak

white.

Found on the coasts in the Baltic, and in beds of
wood coal in several places in Europe and other

Countries,

g. Hatchetine. Mineral Adipocire, No. 579.

An. 1.136. Phil. 374. Haid. 3.106. Leon. 795.

Occurs in thin flakes and in granular masses in cavities

of lime or ironstone. Very soft and light. The
flakes translucent, with a slightly glistening and
pearly lustre, the granular masses opaque and dull.

Colour yellowish-white, and wax and greenish-

yellow, without odour and not elastic. Combusti-
ble.

Found at Merthyr Tydvil in South Wales.

it. Native Naphthaline, No. 5B7.

Q.J. 4.446.

Occurs crystalline, deavable in some directions, with

3 2
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irralogy a conchoidal fracture in others. Sp.gr. 1.0, 1.5.

Transparent. Lustre adamantine. Colour white,

yellow, green. Has the appearance of Tulc.

Found in the fissures of bituminous wood in the coal

formation of Urnach, Canton of St. Gall.

J. SctlERKRITB, No. 588.

Q J. 5.431.

Occurs between the fibres of fossil wood in acieular

crystals, and small layers. Translucent. Lustre

nacreous. Colour white or yellowish white.

Found at Urnach, Canton of St. Gall, Swisserland,

in a coal formation.

Cavolinite. No. 337.

The crystalline forms of this Mineral correspond very

nearly with those of Nepheliue and Davyne;

but its lustre is highly pearly instead of vitreous,

and it may be cleaved with much greater facility.

It is found at Mount Vesuvius.

Cereolite, No. 333.

The Marquis de Dree first gave this name to a soft

yellowish waxy looking substance occurring in a

greyish matrix, in small irregular nodule*. Seve-

ral other soft Minerals, differing iu many oftheir cha-

racters from that of IX* Dree, have since passed under

the same name, but there do not appear to be any

published descriptions or analyses of them.

De Drcc's Mineral was found near Lisbon.

Cerium.

. Carbonate or Cerium, No. 455

E.J.8. 3.334. Leon. 726.

Occurs in white crystalline coatings on the Cerite

of Bustnaes, in Sweden.

. Fluatf. or Cerium, No. 509.

Phil. 266. Haid. 3.100. Leon. 571.

Is said to occur in six-sided prisms, plates, and amor-

phous masses. Colour reddish. No other charac-

ters given.

Found very sparingly at Finbo, Broddbo, and Bast-

nacs, near Fahlun, in Sweden.

e. Sub-flu ate or Cerium, No. 510.

Phil. 266. Haid. 3.101. Leon. 243.

t
Resembles porcelain jasper, but with traces of crystal-

lization. Colour yellow.

Found at Finbo in Sweden.
d . Fluate nr Cerium and Yttria, No. 311.

Phil. 267. Haid. 3.101.

Occurs in small imbedded masses, and sometimes
thinly investing Gudoliuile. Earthy. Soft. Colour
red, of different shades, yellow, white.

Said, by Berzelius, to be a mechanical mixture of the

iluates of yttria nnd ofcerium with silica.

e. Yttro-Cerite. Fluate of Cerium, Yttria, and Lime

,

No. 512.

Phil. 265. Haid. 3.172. Leon. 573.

Occurs massive, structure granular, compact. Frac-

ture uneven. Hard. 6.5. Sp.gr, 3,447. Opaque.
Colour violet-blue, greyish-red. and greyish-white.

Found at Finbo nnd Broddbo in Sweden.

f. Silicate op Cerium. No. 171.

E.J.S. 6.357. Leon. 227.
Occurs in small imbedded nodules and hexagonal

prisms, in magnesian carbonate of lime. Cleavage
parallel to the lateral planes. Fracture uneven.
Translucent. Colour pale yellowish-brown.

Found at Santa Fe de Bogota, accompanying the Mineralogy

precious Emeralds from that locality. ''•’v*""'

Silicate of Cerium and Iron.

. Cerite, No. 170.

Hady, 4.393. Phil. 263. Haid. 2.394. Leon. 227.

Occurs in amorphous imbedded musses. Structure

fine granular. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5.

Sp.gr. 4.912. Slightly translucent. Lustre resin-

ous. Colour pale dull red, sometimes greyish.

Streak white.

Found near Hiddorhittan in Sweden, imbedded in

or accompanying Cerine.

. Cerine, No. 319.

Hatty, 4.395. Phil. 265. Haul. 2.395. Leon. 481.

Occurs massive, and rarely iu attached imperfect

crystals. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr, 4. 173. Opaque.

Lustre imperfect metallic. Colour browuifih black.

Streak brownish-grey.

Found near Riddarhillau in SwedeD,

c. Allanitf, No. 320.

Haid. 3.68. Leon. 481.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form is said by Phillips to be a Square
prism, and by llaidiugcr, a Doubly ohtique prism,

whence it appears that two different Minerals

have heen described under the same name. Frac-

ture, according to Haidinger, imperfect con-

choidal. Hard. 6.0. Sp gr. 4.0. Opaque. Lustre

imperfect metallic. Colour brownish-black. Streak

greenisb-grey.

Found at Alluk, East Greenland.

The AUanite of Phillips is probably the Fergusonite

of Haidinger.

Silicate of Cerium, Iron ,
Alumina

,
and Lime.

a . Orth its. No. 327.

Phil. 265. Haid. 3.133. Leon. 210.

Occurs in small, slender, columnar, imbedded masses.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 6.0, 7.0. Sp.gr.

8.2S8. Opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour brown-
ish-black. Streak brownish-grey.

Found at Finbo in Sweden, iu a granitic vein, tra-

versing gneiss, and, in larger imbedded masses, in

Finland.

b. PvnoRTHiTK, containing Carbon, No. 328.

Phil. 265. Haid. 3.142. Leon. 773.

Occurs in single or aggregated, slender, columnar
masse*, imbedded in granite or quartz. Fracture

conchoidal, uneven, earthy. Hard. 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.19.

Opaque. Lustre resinous. Colour brownish-black,

the same.

Found near Fahlun in Sweden.

Ciiabasie, No. 205.

Hally, 8 163. Phil. 138. Haid. 2.232. Leon. 19S.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. F,I*
=94° 46'. Cleavage parallel to I*, nearly distinct.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.0, 4.5. Sp.gr. 2.1*

Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour

white, sometimes reddish or yellowish. Streak

white.

Found in the Faro Islands, in Iceland, in many parts

of Europe, and in America.

Chiastolite. Crucite. Made, No. 186.

Ilaily, 2.365. Phil. 201, Haid. 3.64. Leon. 726.
Occurs in imbedded crystals in day-slate.

Primary form unknown. 'Die crystals are nearly
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Miim*lo*y Square prisms, composed of a greyish or reddish
1v^*' substance, enclosing a central black prism, and oc-

casionally four others within its lateral edges, con-
nected with the central one by four black thin plates.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes. Fracture
splintery. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.944. Trans-
lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreo-rerinous. Colour
greyish and yellowish, or reddish-white. Streak
white.

Found in many parts of Europe and America.
Cmildkknite, No. 502.

Q J.S. 16.274. Haid. 3 65. Leon. 137. 728.
Occurs in minute attached crystals.

Primary forma Right rhombic prism. M,M=92°46'.
Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.5, 5-0. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour yellow.

Streak white.

Found in the neighbourhood of Tavistock in Devon-
shire, and at Crinnis in Cornwall.

C'hlorotmiakite, No. 173.

Macculloch, Western Isles, 1.504. Phil. 20*2. Haid.
3.86. Leon. 729.

Occurs in small masses imbedded in basalt Frac-
ture conchoidal. May be scratched by a quill. Sp.gr.

2.02. Transparent, opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour
green when first broken, but afterwards becomes
black.

Found in the Isle of Rum, in Fifeshire,and in Icetaud.
Oxide of Chrome, No. 419.

Phil. 271. Leon. 557.

Occurs in compact or pulverulent masse*, coating or
filling ctvitiea in the chromate of iron at Uust,
one of the Shetland Isles. Structure of the com-
pact approaches to crystalline. Translucent Lustre
resinous. Colour grass-green and pale-yellow.

It is also found colouring granular quartz at Ecou-
chetz in Burgundy.

Chryboberyl. Cymophaw; No. 324.

Hady, 2.303. Phil. 89. Haid. 2.304. Leon, 539.
Occurs in loose crystals in alluvial deposits in Brazil,

and in imbedded crystals at Haddam and Saratoga,
North America.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. M.M'slSO0.
Cleavage parallel to P, and to the short diagonul of
the prism. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 8.5.

Sp.gr. 3.754. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
vitreous. Colour yellowish and brownish-green.

Frequently with a bluish opalescence. Streak

white.

Found in Brazil and North America.

Ch usite, No. 339.

Phil. 20*2. Leon. 533.

A Mineral found by Saussure in the porphyritic rocks

near Limbourg, and imperfectly described as oc-

curring massive or granular. Translucent. Lustre
greasy.

Cleavelandite. Albile. Silicious Spar, No. 227.

Hafly, 3.70. Phil. 113. Haid. 2.255. Leon. 417.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Doubly oblique prism. P,M=9S°
30'. P.Tsrllb0. M,T=119° 30*. Cleavage pa-
rallel to the primary planes. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.61, 2.68. Transparent, trans-

lucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white, grey,

pale blue, greenish, red. Streak generally white.

Massive varieties amorphous. Structure laminar.

Found in Daupbiny, at St. Gothard, and generally

accompanying felspar in moal of its numerous lo* Mineralogy

Cali tics.

Cobalt.

ArteniaU of Cobalt.

a. Red Cobalt. Cobalt bloom , No. 472.
HaQv, 4.232. Phil. 281. Haid. 2.184. Leon.

162.

Occurs sometimes in attached thin crystals, hut gene
rally as fine fibres, forming small globnlar tuns, or
evenly coating the matrix, and also pulverulent
and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst.
fig. 83. P,M=101° 13'. M,M'=55° 15\ Cleav-
age parallel to a plane passing through the ohlique
diagonal, very distinct. Hard. 15, 2 0. Sp.gr,
2.9-18. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous.

Colour red, of various shades, sometimes pearl or
greenish-grey. Streak lighter colour. Splits easily

into thin laminae, which arc very flexible.

Massive variety amorphous ; structure fibrous, often
radiating.

Found principally in Saxony and Bohemia,
b. Ro8elite? No. 473.

An. n.s. 8 439.

Occurs in attached crystals on greyish quartz.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'= 125® 7'. Cleavage parallel to P.
Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 3.0. Translucent.
Lustre vitreous. Colour deep rose-red.

Found at Schneebcrg in Saxony.
Arseniuret of Cobalt. ?

. Whiti Cobalt, No. 29.

Hsfiy, 4 219. Phil. 278. Haid. 2.452. Leon.
654 680.

Occurs in imbedded crystals, generally single, and
massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryrt. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the primary planes, very distinct Frnc
lure uneven. Hard. 5.5. Sp.gr. 6.3. Lustre me-
tallic. Colour silver-white. Streak greyish-black.

Massive. variety amorphous ; structure granular.

Found in Norway ; in fiuc crystal* at Tunaberg in

Sweden ; in Silesia, and in Cornwall.
. Hard white Cobalt, No. 30.

E.N.P.J. 3.271.

Occurs crystallized. Primary form a Cube. Cryst.
fig. 56. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the
cube distinct ; less so parallel to Mod. a, and still

lew* parallel to Mod. e. Sp.gr. 6.74, 6.94. Dis
tingutshed from white cobalt by its more distinct

cleavage and greater *p.gr.

Found at Skutterud in Norway.
c. Radiated white Cobalt, No. 81.

Haid. 2.454. l/con. 162?
Is said to crystallize in Rhombic prisms, but no dis-

tinct characters of it have been given.

Found at Schneeberg in Saxony.

d. Rhombic white Cobalt, No. 32.

Found at Hokumbo in Sweden, having the bright

lustre of arsenical cobalt, and the form and mea-
surements of arsenical iron. No analysis or de-

scription has been given.

Sulpho-arseniurU of Cobalt and Iron,

a. Grey Cobalt, No. 43.

Hafiy, 4.225. Phil. 278. Haid. 2.455, Leon. 6.80.
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Mineralogy OocurB in attached crystal* and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the plane of the Cube, Octahedron, and

Rhombic dodecahedron, indistinct. Fracture un-

even. Hard. 5.5. Sp.gr. 6.466. Lustre me-

tallic. Colour greyish-tin-white. Streak greyiah-

black.

Massive varieties
,
reticulated ; amorphous. Structure

granular, compact
Found principally at Schneeberg in Saxony, end in

Bohemia. Used in the manufacture of Smalt.

b. Grey cobalt? No. 114.

Brit. Min. tab. 472.

Ib described as’ amorphous. Fracture uneven, like

broken steel, and very brittle. Sp.gr. 5.5, 7.2.

Lustre metallic. Colour rather dull steel-grey.

Streak brighter.

Found at Dolcoath mine in Cornwall.

The white and grey ores of cobalt require a more
precise examination than they have hitherto re-

ceived, which will probably separate them into dis-

tinct species.

Cobalt O'birmuthic Arsenic,

a. Kerrtenite, No. 33.

E.J.S. 6.355. Leon. 720?
Massive. Structure fibrous, imperfect radiated, rather

porous. Sp.gr. 6.0, 6.7. Lustre nearly metallic.

Colour between lead-grey and ateel-grey.

Found at Schneeberg in Saxony.

Oxide of Cobalt and Manganese,

a. Earthy Cobalt. Cobalt ochre, No. 129.

Hauv, 4.230. PhIL 281. Haid. 8 78. Leon.162.3,

238.9.

Occurs in botryoidal, stalactitic, and amorphous
masses. Structure fine granular, earthy. Soft.

Sp.gr. 2.2. Opaque. Colour bluish-black, brown-
ish. and yellowish. Streak shining.

Found in Hcssia, Thuringia, and other depositaries

of the ores of cobalt.

It is not improbable that the brown and yellow varie-

ties may upon further examination appear not to

belong to one species.

Sulphate of Cobalt,

a. Sulphate op Cobalt, No. 547.

Phil. 2S2. Haid. 3 145. Leon. 114.

Occurs in small globular, stalactitic, and amorphous
masses, thinly investing other Minerals. Soft.

Soluble in water. Tran*lucent Lustre vitreous,

often dull externally. Colour pale roee-red.

Found among the mining heaps of old mines at

Bieber, near Hanau. and in Salzburg.

Sulphurct of Cobalt,

a. Sulphurkt op Cobalt, No. 75.

Phil. 280. Haid. 3.88. Leon. 653.

Occurs in imbedded amorphous masses. Structure

fine granular, compact, Fracture uneven. Lustre

metallic. Colour steel-grey, with a reddish tarnish.

Streak grey.

Found at Riddarhitlan in Sweden.

Comptohitb, No. 840.
Phil. 201. Haid. 8 89. Leon. 198. 730.
Occurs in attached crystals in thecavitieaof fragments

of hn amygdaloidal rock at Vesuvius.
Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Ceyst. fig. 71.

M,M'=9l°. Cleavage parallel to both diagonals
of the terminal planes. Fracture uneven. Hard.

5.0, 5.5. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitre- Mineralogy

ous. Colour while. Streak while. —

-

Found at Vesuvius, and in a trap rock in Bohemia.
Condrodite. Hrucitf, Maciureite, No. 515.

Hetty, 2.476. Phil. 97. Haid. 3.87. Leon. 533.
Occurs in imbedded, rounded nodules of various sizes,

generally small, the larger ones sometimes pro-
truding into cavities in the matrix, and presenting
crystalline forms not yet described.

Cleavage described as parallel to the lateral planes of
a Rhombic prism of 121°. Fracture uneven. Hard
6.5. Sp.gr. 3.2, 3.5. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour yellow U» brown.
Found in Finland, and in several parts cf North

America. And it is probable, from the difference

in appearance of different specimens, that the name
has been given to two or more dittereut substances.

Copper.

Arseniate of Copper.
Right prismatic.

a. Linsenerz. Octahedral Arseniate, No. 477.
HaQy, 8.509. Phil. 316. Haid. 2.160. Leon. 172.
Occurs in attached, obtuse, octahedral crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crtst. fig. 71.
M,M' * 107° 5'. Levy. Cleavage parallel to the
primary planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.0,

2.5. Sp.gr. 2.926. Transparent, translucent Lus-
tre vitreous. Colour light blue and occasionally
dull green. Streak pale bine or green.

Found in Cornwall near Redruth, and in Hungary.
b. Olivf.nite. Otivenerz, No. 478.

Hatty. 3.510. Phil. 319. Haid. 2.164. Leon. 168
Occurs crystallised and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.
M.M'= 110^30'. Levy. Cleavage parallel to the
primary planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.0.

Sp.gr. 4.28. Transparent, translucent Lustre
vitreous, bright. Colour various shades of green,
generally inclining to olive. Streak paler green.

Massive varieties
, globular, renifbrm, nodular. Struc-

ture fibrous, occasionally granular, compact.
Found in Cornwall near Redruth, and near Alston-
moor in Cumberland.

c. Euchroitb, No. 479.

Haid. 8.94. Leon. 173.

Occur* in attached or imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. 6g. 71.
M.M' r= 117°20r

. Cleavage parallel to M indis-

tinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr.
8.39. Transparent translucent. Lustre vitreous.

Colour emerald-green. Streak lighter green.
Found at Libethen in Hungary.

Oblique prismatic.

a.. Trifdral Arseniate of Bournon, No. 4s0.
Phil. 318. Haid. 3.144. Leon. 170.

Occurs crystallised and matwivc.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

83. P.M = 95°. M.M ' = 56°. Cleavage parallel to

P. Fracture indistinct. Hard. 2.5, 3,0. Sp.gr. 4.2.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
dark blue to blackish-green. Streak paler green.

Massive varieties, reniform, amorphous, with a lamel-
lar structure.

Found in Cornwall near Redruth.
Rhomboidal.

a. Copper mica. No. 481.
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Mineralogy Hally, 3 509. Phil. 317. Haad. 2.178. Leon. 171.
—•-v'-*"' Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P.P'sr

69° 48'. Levy. Crystals usually tabular, thin. Oc*
casionaliy in florifbrm groups. Cleavage distinct,

perpendicular to the axis, less so parallel to P. Frac-

ture uneven. Hard. 2.0. Sp.gr. 2,b49. Trans-

parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
emerald-green. Streak rather pale green.

Found in Cornwall near Redruth.

Not Crystallized.

a . Ekinite, No. 482.

EJ.S. 9.93.

Occurs in concentric layers, between which other

arseniates are found. No crystals observable. The
surface of the layers rough, the fracture uneven,

with slightly resinous lustre. Hard. 4.5, 5.0. Sp.gr.

4.04. Slightly translucent. Colour emerald-green.

Streak paler green.

Found near Limerick.

b. CONDURRITE, No. 483.

P.M. and An. 2.286.

Considered by Mr. Phillips to be sn accidental de-

posit resulting from the decomposition of other ores

containing copper and arsenic.

Amorphous. Fracture conehoidal. Scratched by

glass. When cut by a knife a polished lead-grey

surface is produced. Sp.gr. 5.20. Opaque. Surface

of fracture very smooth. Colour brownish-black.

Streak black.

Found in Condurrow Mine, near Camborne, Cornwall.

Arseninret of Copper ? No. 35.

P.M. and An. 2. 287.

Metallic. Amorphous. Yields to the knife. Malleable.

Colour tin-white.

Found in Condurrow mine, near Camborne, Corn-

wall, accompanying and coated by Coodnmte.
Carbonate of Copper.

a. Blub Carbonate or Correa, No. 461.

Hally, 4.3. Phil. 309. Haid. 2.167. Leon. 152.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crtbt. fig.

83. P.M = 91° 30', M,M' = 98° 50'. Cleavage

parallel to P, dull, and also to M, and both diago-

nals, and to «*. Cryst. fig. 83. Fracture uneven.

Structure fibrous, large or small, parallel or diverg-

ing, sometimes curved, and lamellar transversely to

the direction of the fibres. Occasionally granular,

sometimes earthy. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 3.83.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous, bright.

Colour various shades of blue. Streak paler blue.

Massive varieties, globular, botryoidal, reniform, sta-

lactilic.

Found in fine crystals at Cbessv, near Lyons in

France, in Siberia, the Bannat, Cornwall, and many
other places.

b. Malachite. Green Carbonate of Copper, No. 460.

Hafly, 3.488. Phil. 310. Haid. 2.175. Leon. 155.

Occurs crystallised ami massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst.

fig. 83. P,M = 1 12*33'. M.M' = 107° 16'. The
crystals generally acicular, and too slender for

measurement. Cleavage parallel to P and to the

oblique diagonal of the terminal planes. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 4.0. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre vitreous, bright Colour va-

rious shades of green. Streak paler green.

Massive varieties, amorphous, or in tuberose, globular, Mineralogy

reniform, botryoidal, and stalactitic shapes. Struc- '-"•v-*—

'

ture fibrous, the fibres sometimes so slender as to
appear compact, and then producing a silky lustre,

ami yielding a conehoidal fracture.

Found in the same places, generally, as the blue car-
bonate.

Crystals of green carbonate sometimes occur under
the forms of blue carbonate and of red oxide, from
which they have been produced by some natural
process in the mine. These are termed Epigene bv
Hafiy.

c. Anhydrous Carbonate or Copper, No. 463.
Phil. Tr. 1814, p. 45. An. 16. 39.

Occurs amorphous. Structure imperfectly foliated.

Fracture small -conehoidal. Easily scratched with
a knife. Sp.gr. 2.62. Colour dark blackish-brown*
Streak reddish-brown.

Found in India, N.W. of Madras, accompanying Ma-
lachite.

Carbonate of Copper and Zinc.

a. K UPPERS* 'HALM, No. 464.

Haid. 2.180. Leon. 756.
We believe that two or more different Minerals, pre-

senting nearly the same external characters, have
been included by different authors under this name.

The Mineral here alluded to consists of small, silky

tufta or globules, composed of very thin radiating

leaves or leafy fibres, without any appearance of
crystalline form, or any ohservable cleavage or

fracture. Colour bright bloiah-gTeen.

Found in the Baruuii, and at Matlock in Derbyshire.

Other localities are mentioned, but they possibly

relate to some other Mineral.

Chloride of Copper.

a. Atacakite. Muriate of Copper, No. 66.

Hafiy, 3.484. Phil. 313. Haid. 3.74. Leon. 242.

Occurs in attached crystals ; as a green sand at Ata-

cama in Peru ; and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M.M' = 1 00°. Cleavage parallel to P distinct,

less ho parallel to M. Fracture uneven. Hard.

3.0, 3.5. Sp.gr. 4.4. Translucent to opaque.

Lustre vitreous. Colour green, of various shades,

but chiefly dark emerald-green. Streak lighter green.

Massive variety, reniform, with a fibrous structure.

Found principally at Remolinos in Chile.

Native Copper.

a. Nattvb Corns, No. 8.

Hafiy, 3 423. Phil. 296. Haid. 2.444. Leon. 710.

Occurs in variously branched and aggregated crys-

tals, in plates and massive. Primary form a Cube.

Cryst. fig. 56. No cleavage. Fracture hackly.

Hard. 2.5. 3.0. Sp.gr. 7.7, 8.5. Lustre metallic.

Colour red, frequently much tarnished. Streak

shining.

Massive varieties. generally amorphous.

Found in Cornwall stud in most other Countries, in

veins, and occasionally iu beds.

Oxide of Copper.

a. Red Oxide op Copper. Oxydulottt Copper. When
earthy. Tile-ore, No. 131.

Hafly. 3.462. Phil. 306. Haid. 2.361. Leon. 566.9.

Occurs in attached crystals, and massive, occasion-

ally in thin plates and fibrous.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the planes of the regular octahedron.
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Min-'rtV^y Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 6.0. Trnns-

parent, translucent. Lustre adamantine, approach-

ing sometimes to metallic. Colour red of several

shades. Streak dull red.

Ma*tir>c varieties, amorphous. Structure crystalline and

amorphous, or botryoidal, with an earthy structure.

Found in most copper mines accompanying other

ones of this metal.

riiowphale of Copper.

Right prismatic,

a . Libetmenite, No. 495.

Hatty, 3.519. Phil. 314. Haiti. 2.166. Leon. 143.

Occurs in small attached octahedral crystals.

Primary form u Right rhombic prism. Crvst. fig. 71.

M,M'= 109° 3tr. Cleavage parallel to 1\ dis-

tinct; less so parallel to M. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 4.0. Sp-gr. 3.6. Transparent, tiauslucent.

Lustre resinous. Colour dark green. Streak green.

Found principally at Lib? then in Hungary.
Hydrou* Phosphate of Copper,

a . 11he site, No. 49G.

Hatty, 3.519. Phil. 31 5. Haid. 2.173. Leon. 143.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form ail Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

83. 1\M=97 D 30'. M,M'= 87° SO'. Cleavage

indistinct, parallel to the horizontal diagonal. Frac-

ture uneven. Hurd. 4.5, 5.0. Sp.gr. 4.2. Trans-

lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour various

shades of green, frequently blackish. Streak pale

green.

Mature varieties
, botryoidal and amorphous. Struc-

ture fibrous.

Found near Rhcinbreitbach on the Rhine.

Seieniurrt of Copper.

a . Selexiurf.t or Copper, No. 53.

Hatty, 8.469. Phil. 304. Haid. 3.150. Leon. 394.

Occurs massive ami in thin plates in carbonate of

lime at Smaland, Sweden. Soft. Malleable. Lus-

tre metallic. Colour silver-wlute. Streak shining.

Silicate of Copper,

a . Dioptase. Emerald Copper, No. 178.

Hatty, 3.477. Phil. 312. Haid. 2.171. Leon. 220.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Crvst. fig. 106. P,P'
= 126° 17'. Cleavage parallel to P. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 5.0. Sp.gr. 3.278. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour emerald to

blackish-green. Streak green.

Found in the Kirghese Steppes, and according to

Phillips, at Risbunya in the Baiinat.

h. ChryeocoLLA. Copper-green, No. 179.

Hatty, 3.471. Phil. 312. Huid. 2.158. Leon. 219.

Occurs massive.

No proper crystalline form or cleavage yet observed,

but occurring in Siberia and Cornwall iu epicene or

paeudomorphous crystals, of some of the forms of

arseniate, blue carbonate, and red oxide of copper.

Hard. 2 0, 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.031. Translucent. Lus-
tre vitreo-rcsinous. Colour bluish and blackish-

green. Streak green.

Several localities are named of this substance, but it

is probable that they relate to very different Mine-
rals, some of which appear to be only quartz or
culcedony, coloured by carbonate of copper.

Sulphate of Copper,
a. Soluble

,

No, 534.
Hatty, 3.523. Phil. 313. Huid. 2 44. Leon. Ill,

Occurs in stalaclitic, fibrous, and earthy masses, sel- Mineralogy

dom in crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crvst. fig.

95. P.M = 109° 32'. P.T = 128° 27'. M,T =
149° 2\ Cleavage indistinct, purallel to T ami M.
Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.213.
Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Co-
lour bright blue. Streak white.

Found in several copper mines in this and other
Countries.

b. Bhochantite.? No. 545.

An. nj. 8.241. Haid. 3.91. Leon. 724.
Occurs in minute, thin, rectangular crystals. Pri-

mary form a Right rhombic prism. Crvst. fig. 71.
M.M'sk 114° 20\ Cleavage ami fracture uncer-

tain. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Transparent. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour emerald green and blackish-green.

Found at Catherincnburg in Siberia, covering mamel-
lated green carbonate of copper.

c. Konigine? No. 546.

An. n.s. 11.194
Primary form a Right rhombic prism, Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M'= 105°. Cleavage perpendicular to axis of
prism. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Translucent. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour emerald-green and blackish-green.

Found at Calhcrinenhurg in Siberia.

Sulphurct of Copper.

a. Vitreous Copper, No. 77.

HaGy, 3.454. Pllil. 297. Haid. 3.8. Leon. 566, 640.

Occurs in attached hexagonal prisms and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P.P'
= 71° 31/ nearly. Cleavage parallel to the hex-

agonal pyramids corresponding to the primary
plane. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2 5, 3.0. Sp.gr.

5.7. Lustre metallic. Colour lead-grey, frequently

tarnished. Streak shining.

Massive varieties, amorphous ; structure granular to

compact.

Found in Cornwall, finely crystallized, and in most
Other depositories of copper ore.

Sulphuret of Copper, Iron, «$rc.

A- Fahlobe. Grey Copper
, No. 78.

a. Arsenical.

Hatty. 3.441. Phil. 300. Ilakl. 3.1. Leon. 648.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and massive.

Primary form a Culie. Cnvsr. fig. 56. Pic domi-
nating form the regular tetrahedron. Cleavage pa-

rallel to the planes of the tetrahedron, very indis-

tinct. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 3.0, 4.0. Sp.gr.

4.S, 5.1. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour steel-

grey. Streak nearly the same,
Massive varieties, amorphous ; structure granular to

compact, and sometimes earthy.

Is found accompanying most other copper ores.

b. Anlimoniat.

Differs from the arsenical chiefly in colour, which is

much darker. It is also more frequently tarnished

on the surface, presenting a remarkable contrast to

the relative characters of antimony and arsenic in

their native stale. The fractured surfaces of anti-

mony retaining their metallic brightness after ex-

posure to the air, while those of arsenic speedily

become dull and black.

b. Tennantitr. No. 79.

Phil. 304. Haid. 3.161. Leon. 604.
Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
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Mineralogy parallel Ij the planet of the regular octahedron*

Fracture uneven. Hard, exceeding 3.0. Sp.gr*

4.375. Lustre metallic. Colour lead-grey, fre-

quently tarnished on the surface. Streak reddish-

Pre T-,

Found in several of the copper mines in Cornwall.

6. Purple Copper. Buntkupfererz. No. 60.

Hatty, 3.486. Phil. 299. Haiti. 2.467. Leon. 648.
Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst, fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of the regular octahedron, in-

distinct Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.0. Sp.gr. 5.0.

Lustre metallic. Colour purplish and reddish-brown,

generally tarnished on the surface. Streak gre) ish-

black.

Massive. varuiy, amorphous. Structure compact.

Found in most copper miues.

A variety of this substance occurs in Cornwall, in the

form of thin hexagonal prisms, which are probably

pseudomorphous.
Snlphuret of Copper and Iron.

a. Copper Pyrites. Yellow Copper
,
No. 81.

Hatty, 3.432. Phil. 302. (laid. 2.469. Leon. 644.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and massive.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65.

P,e = 117° iy. Cleavage parallel to e, fig. 68.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 4.17,

4.3. Lustre metallic. Colour brass-yellow, fre-

quently with a violet and purple tarnish on the sur-

face. Streak greenish -black.

Massive varieties, globular, botryoidal, reniform, sta-

lactiric, and amorphous.

Found in most mines where copper is produced.

b. Kuppcrindio, No. 83.

Haid. 3.118. Leon. 755.

Occurs in imbedded splieroidal masses, and in flat

layers, having an uneven fracture, and a fine gra-

nular or earthy structure. Soft. Sp.gr. 3 8. Opaque.
Lustre dull resinous. Colour dark blue. Streak

shining.

Found in Salzburg and in Thuringia

Silicate and Sulphate of Copper.

a. Velvet Copper, No. 567,

Haid. 3.1GS.

Occurs in very short capillary crystals coaling the

surface of the matrix, and presenting a velvety ap-

pearance. Translucent. Lustre pearly. Colour

bright blue

Found at Moldaura in the Bannat, and consists of
silica, sulphuric acid, and oxides of copper and
zinc.

Composition unknown.
a . Pelokonitk, No. 569.

E.N.P.J. 12.134.

Occurs amorphous. No cleavage. Fracture cou-
choidal. Hard. 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.51, 2.57. Opaque.
Lustre vitreous, nearly dull. Colour bluish-black.

Streak liver-brown.

Found in the Tierra Amanita and Remolinos in Chiti,

accompanying green carbonate of copper. Soluble

in muriatic acid, the solution yellowish-green. Not
analyzed.

Cryolite, No. 514.
Hatty, 2.157. Phil. 197. Haid. 2 66. Leon. 570.
Occurs in single or aggregated crystalline masses.
Primary form not observed. Cleavage parallel to the

VOL. VI.

terminal and lateral planes of a rectangular prism. Mineralogy
Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.963. ^

Translucent, and becomes more transparent after

immersion in water. Lustre vitreous, lather pearly

on one surface. Colour white, or reddish, or yel-

lowish-brown. Streak white.

Found at Arksut-fiord, West Greenland.
Davyne, No. 341.

E.J.S. 7 .326. Leon. 433.

Occurs in attached regular hexagonal prismatic crys-
tals with the terminal edges truncated.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,F=
112° 16'. Corresponding nearly, if not exactly, with
Nepheline. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the
hexagonal prism, distinct. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.4. Transparent. Lustre
vitreous, pearly upon the cleavage planes. Colour
white, sometimes yellowish-brown. Streak white.

Found in cavities, iu some of the masses ejected from
Vesuvius.

Dejmine, Na 342.

Occurs in small silky tufts accompanying Spinellane

from the extinct volcanoes of the Rhine.
Dichroite. Iohte. I*eliome. Stei nheilitr. No. 305.

Hatty, 3.1. Phil. 93. Haid. 2.319. Leou. 466.
Occurs in imbedded crystals, ami massive.

Primary forma Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M' nearly 120®. Cleavage parallel to the late-

ral planes. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 7.0, 7.5.

Sp.gr. 2.583. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
vitreous. Colour blue in the direction of tile axis,

and yellowish-grey perpendicular to it ; sometimes
dull yellowish in both directions. Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure indistinctly

granular. *

Found in Spain, in Bavaria, in Finland, and other
localities.

Dipyre. LruroWe, No. 313.
Hutiy* 2.596. Phil. 45. Haid. 2 264. Leon. 475.
Occurs in small imbedded crystals.

Primary form not determined. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.63. Opaque. Lustre
internally vitreous. Colour greyish and reddish-

white.

Found in the Western Pyrenees.

Djsluite, No. 344.

Occurs at Franklin, New Jersey, North America, in

regular octahedral crystals imbedded in carbonate

of lime.

Colour yellowish-brown. No published description

or analysis. Possibly brown Spinelle.

Domitk, No. 345.

Phil. 203.

Occurs in while, greyish, or yellowish, earthy or pul-

verulent, amorphous, masses, at Puy de Dome, in

Auvergne.
EuiNoroMTE, No. 221.

E.J.S. 3 316. Leon. 731.

Occurs in attached crystals in the cavities of Thora-
sonite.

Primary form, according to Haidingpr, a Square
prism. Cryst. fig. 65. Cleavage parallel to the
lateral planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.0, 4.5.

Sp.gr. 2.71. Translucent Lustre vitreous. Co-
lour greyish-white. Streak white

Found in the neighbourhood of Dumbarton. Scotland.

Elaolite. Fettdein. Lythrodu. Sodaite No. 238.

3 T
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Mineral. K»y |j ttQy ( 4.505. Kbit. 136. Haul. 3.93. Leon. 468.

Qcc«rs in amorphous masses, with cleavages parallel

lo the lateral planes, and both the diagonals ot' a

Rhombic prism of 112*. Fracture cuiichoidal.

Hurd. 5.5, -6 0. Sp.gr. 2.55, 2.62. Translucent.

Lustre vitreo resinous, sometimes fatty, occasion-

ally opalescent. Colour greenish or bluiah-gTey,

or greyish or brownish-red.

Found iu Norway imbedded in Syenite.

Emerald. Beryl. Aquamarine, No. 322.

Hauy, 2.504. Phil. 102. Haul. 2.316. Leon. 391.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-

sive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. CavsT. fig. 106. P,Pr=
104° 28'. Cleavage parallel to all the planes of a

regular hexagonal prism, the form it generally

assumes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 7.5, 8.0.

Sp.gr. 2.68, 2.732. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour various shades of green,

blue, and yellow. Streak while.

Manure varietie», amorphous, structure large grauu-

lar, or globular with a fibrous structure.

Found in Columbia, Peru, Brazil, North America,

Siberia, and in several part* of Europe.

E pidote . Bislazite. ThaUiU, No. 289.

Hafiy, 2.569. Phil* 41. H aid. 2.292. Leon. 476.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, massive

and granular.

rrimorv form an Oblique rhombic prism. Caver,

fig. P.M = 103* 10\ M,M'=63° 25'.

Cleavage parallel to P and h , fig. 91. Fracture

uneven. Han). 6.0, 7.0. Sp.jfr. 3.425, 3.45.

Transparent to opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour

various shades of green, greenish-grey, brownish-

yellow, and blackish-red. Streak grey ish-white.

Mumve varieties, amorphous. Structure granular,

compact, fibrous. Occasionally arenaceous.

Found in many parts of Europe and America, and in

the East Indies.

Thutite and Withamite have been referred to this

species.

Epistilbitf., No, 214.

E.J.S. 4.286, Leon. 735.

Occurs in crystals attached to a mass of the same
substance.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryrt. fig. 71.

M,M' = 135° 10'. Cleavage parallel to the short

diagonal of t lie prism. Fracture uneven. Hard.

4,5. Sp.gr. 2.25. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous. Colour white. Streak white.

Found in Iceland and the Faroe Islands.

Erlanitf., No. 243.

An. N.8. 8.389, Leon. 736.

Occurs massive and amorphous, forming a bed of 100

fathoms in thickness. Structure granular, com-
pact. Fracture foliated, splintery. Hard. 5.5.

Sp.gr. 3.0, 3.1. Opaque. Lustre very feeble.

Colour greenish-grey. Streak white, shilling.

Found in the Saxon Erzgebirge, near Erla

Used as a flux by iron smellers.

JElclase, No. 323.

Hally, 2.528. Phil. 101. H aid. 2.313. Leon. 395.

Occurs in detadicd crystals in alluvial ground in

Brazil.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. CavsT. fig.

83. P.M = 118° 46'. M,M'= 114* 50'. Cleav-

age parallel to the terminal plane, and horizontal

diagonal, indistinct, but very distinct parallel to Mineralogy

the oblique diagonal. Fracture uneven. Hard.
7.5. Sp.gT. 3.098. Transparent Lustre vitreous.

Colour pale bluish -green, blue, and white. Streak
white.

Eudy.vlite, No. 329.

Phil. 122. Ilakl. 3.96. E.P.J. 12.81. Leon. 390.
Occurs in imbedded crystals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. ClYir. fig. 106. P,P'
= 73° 40'. Cleavage parallel too, fig. 107. and
to p, fig. 121. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5.

Sjxgr. 2.9. Faintly translucent, opaque. Lustre
vitreous, sometimes dull. Colour brownish-red.

Streak white.

Massive varieties, imbedded and amorphous.
Found in Greenland.

Fahlunite. Trkklaiite, No. 265.

HaQy, 3.140. Phil. 56. Haid. 3.97. Leon. 737.
Occurs in imbedded, regular, hexagonal prisms, and in

amorphous masses. Cleavage perpendicular to

the axis of the prism. Fracture uneven. Hard.
5.0, 5 3. Sp.gr. 2.66. Nearly opaque. Colour
bluckish, yellowish, and greeuish-hrown. Streak

greyish* white.

Found at Fahlun iu Sweden.
This has been described as a Right rhombic prism of

109° 2b
1

,
and it is said to be cleavable parallel to

the lateral planes.

Felspar. Orthosc, No. 226.

Ilauy, 3.79. Phil. 113. Haid. 2.251. Leon. 424.
Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. P,M =
112° 35'. M,M'~ 118° 59'. Cleavage parallel to

the terminal plane and the oblique diagonal, dis-

tinct; less so parallel to M and M'. Fracture

cmichoidal, uneven. Hard. 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.5, 2.6.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Co-
lour white, grey, green, red, of different shades.
Streak greyish -while.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure granular,

compact. Sometimes in imbedded globular con-
cretions. But it will probably be found that several

distinct Minerals have been classed as compact
felspar.

Found in all parts of the World.

Forstbmtk, No. 346.

Au. N.s. 7.59. Haul. 3.102. Leon. 739.

Occurs in attached, small, brilliant crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. CavsT. fig.

71. M,M' = 128* 34'. Cleavage parallel to P.

Harder than quartz. Translucent. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour while.

From Vesuvius, accompanied by Pleonaste and Py-
roxene.

Frkisleukn, No. 347.

Lucas, 2.216.

Is described as having a foliated fracture. Hard,

about 3.0. Considerable lustre. Colour blue, some-

times greyish. Soft to the touch. Insoluble in

water.

No locality or analysis given.

Fuacmt, No. 348.

Phil. 204. Leon. 474.

Is said by Phillips to Ik a Rhombic prism of 87° and
93°; is considered by Haidinger to be Pyroxene,

and hy Leonhard to be Scapolile. It ia, therefore,

a doubtful species.
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M I N E R
. Found near Arenduhl in Norway.

Ajiueiawiey ~
. _ , Oahonitb, No. *232.

Phil. 139.

Occurs crystallized and massive. Primary form a

Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65. Cleavage parallel

to the lateral planes, indistinct Fracture uneven.

Hard, about 5.0. Sp.gr. *2.9. Opaque. Dull.

Colour bluish or greenish grey, red.

Found only in Norway.
Garnet. Precious, Almandinr. Black, Meianite, Py-

reneile. Greenisli-yellow/f>oiw«/a/-ia. Yellow, crys-

tallized, Topazolite; granular, Succinite. Brown-
ish-yellow, granular, Colnphonile. Greenish, com-
pact, Allochroite. Red, Pyrope, Carbuncle , Red-
dish-brown, Ebonite, Cinnamon-*lone% Roman-
zocite. Magnesian, Rothnffile, No. 294— 301.

Probably some of these arc distinct species, although

their crystals are similar in form.

Hafly, 2.213. Phil. 26. Iloid. 2.359. Leon. 497.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals of the form

of rhombic dodecahedrons, granular and massive.

Primary form a Cube. CuYff. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the planes of the rhombic dodecahedron,

very indistinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.5, 7,5.

Sp.gr. 3.6, 4.2. Transparent, translucent, rarely a.

opaque. Lustre vitreous, resinous. Colour va-

rious shades and combinations of green, yellow,

red, brown, black, white. Streak white.

Mawire varieties, amorphous, structure granular, com-
pact.

Found in most of the mountainous parts of the

World.
Gehlenite, No. 303.

HaOy, 2.557. Phil. 35. Haul. 3.102. Leon. 212.

Occurs in imbedded and ma*me aggregations of

rectangular, or slightly rhombic crystals.

Primary form uncertain. Cleavage parallel to the

planes of a rectangular or rhombic prism. Frac-
ture uneven. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr. 3.029.

Slightly translucent, opaque. Lustre slightly vi-

treous, resinous. Colour grey, sometimes yellow-

ish or greenish.

Found only in the valley of Fossa in the Tyrol.

Gikskcritb, No. 264.

Phil. 113. Haiti. 3.104. Leon. 461. 464, 465.

Occurs in imbedded crystals in the form of hexagonal
prisms.

Structure of the crystals granular. Fracture uneven.
Hurd. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.832. Opaque. Lustre

slightly resinous. Colour brownish-grey and
greenish. Streak white.

Found in Greenland by Sir Charles Gieseckl.
Gigantoute, No. 349.

A name given by Nordenskiotd, on account of the size

of the crystals, to a Mineral occurring in Finland,

but first found at Schneeberg in Saxony, and then

called Pinite. The Saxon specimens are decom-
posed, soft, and dull red. The Finland Mineral

is not decomposed, and is dull dark green. Both
varieties present the form of imperfect hexagonal

prisms, and may be split into thin plates. The
same substance has been found in North America,
and named Phyllite.

Giaucolite, No. 244.
P.M. and An. 2.463. Leon. 742.

Occurs massive. Structure crystalline. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of a Rhombic prism, of about

A L O G Y.

107° or 143° 30', indistinct. Fracture uneven. Mineral.^

Hard. 5.0, 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.7, 3.2. Translucent, v'—>-

Lustre vitreous. Colour lavender-blue, green.

Streak lighter.

Found near the lake Baikal in Siberia.

This Mineral affords an instance of the disadvantage

of significant names, as at least three different sub-

stances have been so called, merely on account of
their colour, one of which, from Norwuy, has a
cleavage parallel to the planes of the rhombic do-

decahedron, and another has no apparent cleavage.

Gmelinitf. Hydrolife, De Dr&, No. 211.

Hafiy. 3.177. Hoid. 3.104. Leon. 742.
Occurs in attached crystals of the form of hexagonal

prisms, lining cavities in trap rocks.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. Cleav-

age parallel to the primary plane*. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 4.5. Sp gr. 2 05. Translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour white, and pale dull yel-

low qnd red. Streak white.

Found in the Vicenli, in Ireland, and in North Ame-
rica.

Gold.

Native gold, No. 17.

Hafly, 3.235. Phil. 322. Haul. 2.436. Leon. 707.

Occurs only in a metallic state, crystallized, and mas-
sive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. No cleavasre.

Fracture hackly. Hard. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 14.857.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour yellow, of
several shades. Streak shining.

Found in North America, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, and
other parts of South America, and in several parts

of Kurope, A-ia, aud Africa.

Native Gold is usually alloyed with a small qnnnlity

of silver. When the proportion is considerable the

compound passes under the name of

b. Electrum, No. 18.

GnFF.N Earth, Talc Zographique, No. 257.

Hafly, 2.493. Phil. 1 17. Haiti. 2 193. Leon. 199.

Occurs massive, imbedded in or lining the cavities of

trap rocks. Fracture earthy. Hard. 1.0, 1.5.

Sp.gr. 2.934. Opaque. Dull. Colour greyish,

bluish, black tsh-greeu. Streak shining.

Found in the Fnro Islands, mid in several parts of

Europe, particularly near Verona, and generally

wherever amygdaloidul rocks occur.

Several apparently different substances are so named
on account of their colour and earthy fracture.

Crystals of a green earthy substance of the form of
Pyroxene arc occasionally found m trap rocks.

Harmotome. Andreolile. Ercinile; No. 220.

Hafly, 8.142. Phil. 56. Haid. 2.229. Leon. 196
Occurs in attached crystals, generally intersecting

each other lengthwise.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'— 110°; Levy. Cleavage parallel to

the primary plane*, and to both the diagonals of
the prism. Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.5. Sp.gr.

2.35, 2 39. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
vitreous, sometimes pearly. Colour greyish, yel-

lowish, reddish-white. Streak white.

Found in Scotland, and in several places on the

Continent of Europe.
Tlie crossed mMails most commonly met with are

3 t 2
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tftt* ra'«j^f from Andreasberg, and the simple ones from Stron-

ban in Scotland.

ll.\BR|\OrONITE, No. 350.

A white substance so named from Ireland. It occurs

in thin tubular masses, with a due granular struc-

ture, and may possibly be only a variety of some
known Mineral.

IlftilvNE. Latialite, No. 565.

Hatty, ft 335. Phil. 374. Haid. 3.107. Leon. 450.
Occurs in attached dodecahedral crystals, granular,

and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Crtst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the diagonal planes of the cube, in-

distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr.

2.69. Transparent to opaque. Lustre vitreous. Co*
lour blue, sometimes greenish, white. Streak white.

Massive varieties , amorphous, structure granular,

compact.

Found in the cavities of ancient lavas, and in the

fragments of rocks ejected from Vesuvius.

Hedenberciite, No. 351.

Hatty. 4.495. Phil. 66. Leon. 506.

Is said by Phillips to measure the same as Amphibole

;

by Levy to be Pyroxene

;

by Berzelius to cleave

into obtuse rhomboid*, similar to that of carbonate

of lime ; and by Unity, into octagonal prisms with

a base oblique to the axis. It is uncertain, there-

fore, to whut Mineral the published descriptions

really apply.

IIeivin, No. 302.

Hatty, 2.333. Phil. 214. Haul. 2 357. Leon. 462.

Occurs in attached anil imbedded tetrahedral or octa-

hedral cry skits.

Primary form a Cube. Crtst. fig. 56. Cleavage

pnraliel to the planes of the regular octahedron, in-

distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.0, 6.5. Sp.gr.

3.166. Translucent. Lustre vilreo-resinous. Colour
dull yellow, sometimes brownish. Streak while.

Found at Schwnrzenbcrg in Saxony.

Herdbbitf, No. 352.

P.M. and An. 4 1.

Occur* in imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M; = 115° 53'. Cleavage parallel to the

lalerul planes, nnd to the long diagonal of the prism.

Fracture small cotvehoidal. Hard. 5.0. Sp gr.

2.985. Nearly transparent. Lustre vitreous,

slightly inclined to resinous. Colour yellowish

and greyish-while. Streak white.

Found imbedded in Fluor at Ehrenfriedersdorf in

Saxony.

Hr.nsc ii elite, No. 353.

An. n.s. 10.361. Leon. 745.

Occurs in attached hexagonal crystals in the cavities

ofgranular olivine.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P/i

about 13>°, No perceptible cleavage. Fracture

couchoidal. Hard, about 4.0. Sp.gr. 2 11.

Translucent. Opaque. Colour white.

Found at Aci Reale in Sicily.

It Et’L.VNDJTF.. Haydenite, No. 215.
Hatty, 3.155. Phil. 38. Haid. 2.242. Leon. 745.
Occur* in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

83. P.M — 108° P. . M.M* = 97° 39'. tleav-
og- parallel to the oblique diagonal of the prism,

very distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5, 4.0.

A L O G Y.

Sp.gr. 2 2. Transparent, translucent Lustre
MltKra^°PT

vitreous, on the cleavage planes pearly. Colour
'*~***m^

while, grey, yellow, red, brown. Streak while.
Massive varieties, granular.

Found principally in Iceland und the Faroe Islands,
and generally lining cavities in trap rocks.

IIisinoeritk, No. 172.

Phil. 204. Haid. 3 108. Leon. 21 2, 746.
Occurs massive, with a distinct cleavage in only one

direction, and an earthy fracture. Soft. Sp.gr.
3.045. Opaque. Colour black. Streak greenish-grey.

Found in Sv&rta Parish, Sudermanland.
H unite. No. 354.

Bour.Cat. 52. Phil. 205. Haid. 3.110. Leon. 747,
Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crvst. fig. 71.
M.M' = 120°. Cleavage parallel to M nnd M' dis-
tinct and bright. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.5, 7.0.
Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
brownish-yellow and light reddish-brown. Streak
white.

Found on Monte Somma.
H YALosiDF.nl te, No. 284.

Haid. 3.111. Leon. 533.
Occurs in imbedded crystals in a brown basaltic

amygdaloidal rock.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71

.

M,M'=105°; W.P. Cleavage parallel to P.
Fracture uneven, Hard. 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.S75. Trans-
lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous, superficially

metallic. Colour reddish-brown. Streak light brown.
Found at Kaiserstuid in Brisgaw.
The form und measurements of this Mineral agree

very tieurly with those of Olivine.

Hypebrtiiene. Diallage metalloid*, var. Labrador
Hornblende. Paulite, No. 285.

Hatty, 2.447. Phil. 70. Ilaid. 2.209. Leon. 516.
Occurs in crystalline musses, sometimes presenting

parts of the natural surfaces of crystals. Cleav-
age parallel to the lateral planes of a rhombic prism
of 93° 30', and to both diagonals. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 6.0. Sp.gT. 3.389. Opaque. Lustre
metallic in one direction, on the cross fracture, vi-

treous. Colour on the metallic looking surface
reddish, in other directions greyish or greenish-
black. Streak greenish-grey.

Massive, varieties, amorphous.
Found at Labrador, and in the Island of St. Paul.
This and the Bronzite und Schiller spar have the
same cleavages nnd measurements.

Jade. Ig'ula, its Indian name. Axe stone. Beilticin.
Nephrite ? Saussurite ? No. 306.

Hatty, 4.498. Phil. 134. Haid. 3.149. Leon. 422.
There is much uncertainty and confusion in the pub-

lished description of Jade, Nephrite, and Suussur-
ite ; and it is not apparent what the Mineral is to
which the name Igida has been applied in India.
The Axe stone of the South Sea Islands appears to
be a compact amianthus, or a serpentine enveloping
a considerable quantity of amianthus. Werner's
Jndeor Beilstein is a brittle, yellowish-brown, fibrous
Mineral. It is probable that the Chinese Jade is

the substance which is also named Yu, and is be-
lieved to be Prehnite.

a ’ Nephrite, No. 307. This has been described as fol-

lows.

Hotly, 4.498. Phil. 134. Hold. 3.131. L*on. 764.
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Mineralogy Occurs massive. Stniclure^/ffiroiM, compact. Fracture
splintery. Hard. 7.0. Sp.gr. 2.9. 8.02. Trans-
lucent, opaque. Colour green of several shades.

Very lough.

Found in China, Egypt, and (he Islands in the South
Seas, where it is cut by the natives into various

forms.

b. SAt/ssuaiTR, No. 808. This, which has been called by
Hafly FelrpatA tenace, has also received the names
Jaile , Axe tione*, 8tc- as synonyms, and is described

as follows.

HaQy, 3.95. Phil. 135. Haid. 3.148. Leon. 422.

Occurs massive. Structure foliated
,
granular. Cleav-

age parallel to the planes of a Rhombic prism of

about 124°
; Haid. Fracture splintery. Hard.

5.5. Sp.gr. 2.25, 3.35. Nearly opaque. Lustre

pearly. Colour greenish and greyish-white. Streak

white.

Found in Corsica, Stiria, and some other places.

A more precise examination of these Minerals, and
more distinct descriptions and analyses are necessary

to a correct separation of the several varieties into

more definite species. Specimens occur in Mineral

cabinets under some or all of these names, which
do not agree with any of the published descriptions.

Idf.bite, No. 355.

An. 3.152.

Occur* in attached slender, four-sided prisms, with

terminal faces obliquely truncated, and massive
with u radiated structure.

Primary form not sufficiently described, and no mea-
surements given. Cleavage parallel to the axis of
the prism in two directions. Fracture uneven.

Very soft. Translucent on the edges of the crystals.

External lustre nearly dull, internal vitreous. Colour
white. Adheres slightly to the tongue.

Found near Tefli* in Georgia.

Is perhaps Laumonite, or one of the already known
members of the family of Zeolites, in a state of par-
tial decomposition.

I docrase . Vexitcian. Wtluitc. Egerarn. Red, Frugar-
dile. Greenish* yellow, Loboile. Blue, Cyprint.
No. 291 to 293.

HaQy, 2.544. Phil. 33. Haid. 2.354. Leon. 483.494.
Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and mas-

sive.

Primary form a Square prism. CnvsT. fig. 65. Cleav-

age parallel to the primary planes, distinct, and
less so parallel to the diagonals of the prism. Frac-
ture uneven. Hurd. 6 5. Sp.gr. 3.08, 3,4. Trans-
parent, translucent. Lustre vitreo-resiuous. Co-
lour several shudes of grey, blue, green, yellow,

brown, black. Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure fibrous, gra-

nular, compact.

Found originally in the neighbourhood of Vesuvius,
ami since in many parts of Europe, and in Asta
and America.

Jeefersonite, No. 273.

Haid. 3. 1 15. Leon. 505, 506.

Has the form, measurements, and most other charac-

ters of Pyroxene.

Found near Sparta, New Jersey, North America.
Ilmemtk, No. 356.

P.M, and An. 10.187. E.P J. n.«. 3.167, 8S6.
Occurs in imbedded crystals in Cleavelauditc.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. CuYST. fig. 71.

M,M' = 136® 30'. No cleavage observed. Frac- Mineralogy

tore uneven. Hard. 5.0. Splgr. 5.43. Opaque. ''•"v-*""'

Lustre vitreous. Colour black.
Found near Lake Ilmen in Siberia.

Indiamtf, No. 315.
Phil. 44. Huid. 3.113. Leon. 748.
Occurs in granular mosses. Pari of a fragment at

the British Museum having afforded a measure-
ment of 95° 15' on cleavage plane*. Hard. 5.0,
5.5 Sp.gr. 2.74. Bournon. Translucent. Colour
nearly white.

Found in the Carnatic in India.

IntDIVM.

a. Osmiuret or Iridium, No. 16.

HaQy, 3.234. Phil. 326. Haid. 8.1 14. Leon. 704.
Occurs in loose hexagonal crystals, and flattened

grains, accompanying native platina.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Crybt. fig. 106. P,P'
not ascertained. Cleavage perpendicular to the
axis, very distinct. Hard. 4.5, 5.0. 8p.gr. 19.5.
Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour pale steel-grey.

Found in South America and in the Urulian moun-
tains.

Iron*

Alaminate of Iron ?

a. S korun, No. 149.

Ilreit. 89.

Occurs in amorphous masses, resembling a slag or
scoria.

Primary* form apparently a Rhombic prism. Cleav-
age uneven. Fracture coochoidal, uneven. Hard.
8.0, 8.5. Sp.gr. 3.7, 3.8. Lustre vitreous. Colour
black.

Found ut Bischoffsteiu in Ravariu and at Schandau
in Saxony.

Cubic Areeniate of Iron,

a. Pmai makosiderit, No. 469.

Hafly 4.185. Phil. 241. Haid. 2.162. Leon. 165.
Occu a in attached crystals, and sometimes massive.
Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the primary planes, indistinct. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 2.5. Sp.gr. 3.0. Transparent,

translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour
green of several shades, yellowish-red, yellowish

and greenish-brown. Streak a paler colour.

Maetive variety, amorphous, structure granular.

Found principally in Cornwall, also at St. Leonhard in

France, at .SehwarUenberg in Saxony, and at Frank-
lin, North America.

Rhombic Areeniate of Iron.

a. Skoroditb. Martial Areeniate of Copper of Bour-
non, No. 468.

Phil. 320, 321. Haid. 3.149. Leon. 166.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'= 120° It/. Phil. Cleavage, parallel

to the primary planes, indistinct. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 3.16,3.2. Transparent,

translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous, brighter on
the natural than the fractured surfaces. Colour

bluish and blackish-green, brown, black. Streak

white.

Massive varieties, globular, structure fibrous, radia-

ting.
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494 MINERALOGY,
Jlinrr&lo^ Found in Cornwall, Saxony, Carinthia, and in

more perfect crystals i {^Brazil.

Berzelius seems to consider the variety from Brazil

as a distinct species, but as it agrees in measure-

ment with the others, it is probable that the ana-

lysis of more perfect specimens would lead to a

ii ilfcrcnt conclusion,

Arseniate of Iron f

a. Pittizitk. Iron pitch ore ? Iron tinier ? No. 470.

Phil. 236. Haid. 3.11b. Leon. 128.

Occurs in reniform and stalactilic masses. Structure

compact. Fracture conchoidal. Soft. Sp.gT. 2.4.

Translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour

brown of different shades.

Found in .Saxony and Silesia.

An uncertain species, and probably comprehending
several distinct Minerals as specimens have l»een

received iu this Country under these names, differ-

ing from each other in all their physical charac-

ters.

b. Arsenite of Iron? No. 471.

Brit. Min. 5275.
Described by Gregor as massive, compact to earthy.

Lustre dull waxy. Colour dull bluish-olivc-greeii.

Found in Cornwall.

Carbonate of Iron.

a. Carbonate of Iron. Urovn Spar. Sphuthosc

Iron. Sphdrosedcrit, when botryoidal or globular,

No. 452.

Hally, 4.113. Phil. 236. Haid. 2.102. Leon. 296.7.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,I*
= 107°. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes,

distinct. Fracture imperfect conchoidal. Hard.

3.5, 4.5. Sp.gr. 3.C, 3.829. Transparent, trans-

lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly.

Colour white, yellowish, and greenish-grey, yellow,

red, and brown of different shades.

Massive varieties, tabular. Structure fibrous, the

direction of tire fibres nearly |>erpendicular to the

fiat surfaces; botryoidal and globular, structure

fibrous, diverging ; amorphous structure; foliated,

granular, compact.

Found in Cornwall, Scotland, and Ireland, and in

many melalliferous veins in other parts of Europe
and in America,

Argillaceous Carbonate of Iron. •

a. Clay Iron Stone, No. 453.

Ilaid. 2.408. Phil 237. Leon. 235,6 ; 550,1.

The different clay iron stones appear to be carbonates

of iron mixed with different proportions of silex,

clay, and other foreign matters.

Carburet of Iron.

a. Graphite. Mark Lead. Plumbago, No. 42.

Hafiy. 4 85. Phil, 364. Haul. 2.191. Leon. G74.
Occurs in imbedded crystals of the form of regular

hexagonal prisms, and massive. Primary form a
Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,lv unknown.
Cleavage parallel to the terminal planes of the
prisms, very distinct, and the lam ins flexible. Frac-
ture uneven. Hard. 1.0, 2.0. Sp.gr. 1.8, 2.1.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour iron or sleel-

STe y. °r blackisb-grey. Streak black, shining.
Mamie, varieties, in irregular nodules and amor-

phoiui. Structure foliated, granular, compact.
found in various parts of Europe end America, and

appears to be intimately related to Anthracite.

The finest kind found in this Country occurs at Bor- Hlaatalagy

rodaile, in Cumberland. s—

The difference of composition between the foliated and
granular varieties does not appear to have been
ascertained.

6. SlDEROO R APHITE, No. 43.

Sill. 2.176. Leon. 716.

Resemhies laminated plumbago. Sp.gr. 5.114. Mag-
netic. Consists of metallic iron and plumbago.

Found at Schooley’s Mountain, New Jersey, North
America.

Chromate of Iron.

a. Ciiromate of Iron, No. 420.

Hafiy, 4.130. Phil. 240. Haid. 2 396. Leon. 557.

Occurs in imbedded octahedral crystals and grains,

and massive. Primary form a Cube. Crvst. fig.

56. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the regular

octahedron. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5. Sp.gr,

4.0, 5 0. Opaque. Lustre imperfect metallic.

Colour dark brown, black. Streak brown.
Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure granular,

the grains sometimes separated by their partitions of

talc coloured by chromic acid ; compact.

Found in Scotland, in the Shetland Islands of

Unst and Fetlar; in France, ami other parts of

Europe; in Siberia, and near Baltimore, at Ho-
boken, New Jersey, and some other places in North
America.

Native Iron.

a. Meteoric ?

Aerolite. Meteorite. No. 1.

Hady, 3 531. Phil. 213. Haid. 2.442. Leon.713.
Occurs disseminated in aerolites or meteoric stone*, and

in compact ami vesicular masses, the cavities being

sometime* filled with compact olivine. It is abo
said to have occurred crystallized in the form of the

regulur octahedron.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. No apparent

cleavage. Fracture hackly. Hard. 4.5. Sp gr.

6.49, 7.769, Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour
pale steel-grey. Streak the same, shining.

Found in meteoric stones in various parts of the

World. In compact and vesicular masses in Siberia,

Pent, Mexico, North America, the Cape of Good
Hope, and in several parts of Europe. Knives of

meteoric iron were found in possession of some of

the Esquimaux Tribes in North America.

b. Terrestrial Native Iron, No. 2.

Ilauy, 3.531. Phil. 213. Haid.2.442. Leon.7I5.
Occurs massive in thin plates, ramose or cellular, some-

times covered by brown oxide of iron. Lustra

metallic. Colour lighter than common iron.

Found near Grenoble in France, and at Steinbach,

Eibestock, and llamsdorf in Saxon v.

S.J. 12.155. No. 3.

Occurs as a thin stratum, in a mass of mica slate,

coated with crystalline graphite. Cleavage uncer-

tain. Hardness the same as metallic iron. Sp gr.

5.95, 6.72. Colour less silvery-white than me-

teoric iron. Malleable.

Found at Canaan, Connecticut, United States. Not
alloyed with any other metal.

e. Terrestrial Native Iron containing Arsenic, No. 4.

SJ. 14 1S3. Leon. 663
Cleavage parallel to planes inclining to each other

at about 120°. Fracture hackly. Hardness nearly

that of ordinary steel. Sp.gr. 7.337. Lustre of
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MinMalopy the deavage plane* highly metallic. Colour grey-

isli. silver-white. Malleable.

Found in Bedlord County, I'eniwy] vania. United Slate*.

d. Volcanic Native Iron, No. 5.

Phil. 214.

Found in the Department of Puy de Dome in France,

in a ravine formed by torrents across the lava and

Hooriit* of the mountain of Graveneirc.

e. Terrestrial Native Steel ? No. 6.

S.J. 12. 155.

Found with the native iron at Canaan, Connecticut,

in small angular fragments. Structure granular.

Scratches glass. Colour silvery white. Brittle.

f Volcanic Native Steel? No. 7.

Phil. 214.

Found near La Bouiche, in the Department of Allier,

France, near a coal mine which appeared to have

undergone spontaneous combustion.

Oxalate of Iron.
a. Hitmboldtine, Na 591.

Bady, 4.139. Phil. 242. Haid. 3.110, Leon. 789.

Occur* crystalline and massive. Primary form not

ascertained. Soft. Sp.gr. 1.3. Opuque. Dull.

Colour brighti»h yellow.

Massive variety, small, dullish, re ni form pieces. Struc-

ture fine earthy.

Found near Bilin in Bohemia.
Oxydutous Iron.

a. Magnetic Iron, No. 126.

Baby, 3.560. Phi). 221. Baid. 2.399. Leon. 554.

Occurs in attaclied and iudiedded crystals, arenaceous

and massive.

Primary form a Cube. CaYST. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the plane* of llie regular octahedron,

distinct, but in some varieties not obtainable. Frac-

ture cotkchoidul, uneven. Bard. 5.5, 6.5. Sp.gr.

4.4, 5.1. Opaque. Lustre metallic, occasionally

bright. Colour iron-black. Streak black.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure granular to

compact.

Found in several ports of North anil South America

and Europe, and iu the East Indies ami China.

Titanium i« frequently contained in magnetic iron,

but the varieties containing it have not hitherto been

well distinguished.

Oxide of Iron.

a. Crystallized and retaining the metallic lustre.

Olioistb Iron. Specular Iron. Micaceous Iron,

No. 125.

llauy, 4.5. Phil. 224. Haid. 2.404. Leon. 545.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. CrYkt. fig. 106. P.P'a
86° 10'. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes,

and perpendicular to the axis. Fracture uneven,
conchoids). Hard. 5.5, 6.5. Sp.gr. 5.0, 5.251.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour deep steel-grey

to iron-black, frequently with a brilliant iridescent

tarnish on l he surface. Streak red, and reddish-

brown. Slightly magnetic.

Massive, varieties,
amorphous, structure foliated.

Found in the Isle of Elba, and in many other parts

of Europe. It also occurs in the lava of Auvergne

in France, and in that of Vesuvius.

b. Crystallised
, but without Metallic lustre

,
the. crystals

being very minute and thin ,
and frequently trans-

parent
Gorthitb. PyrosideriU. Iron Froth.

A L O G Y.

The first of these varietie* occurs in very thin, trans- Mineralogy

parent, crystalline plates, in Kite cavities of Llack

Hematite. The iron froth consists of very thin,

brownish red, scaly particles, which are slightly co-

herent, with a greasy feel, and staining the fingers.

It is found plentifully in Devonshire and Lancashire,

and generally accompanies other varieties of this

species.

c. Fibrous, compact,
and earthy masses.

Ken Hematite.
Leon. 548.

1. Occurs in globular and botryoidal. shapes. Struc-

ture fibrous, generally radiating. Sp.gr. 4.7, 5.0.

Opaque. Sometimes with a metallic lustre exter-

nally ;
sometimes dull. lutcrnally nearly dull.

Colour externally bluish-grey, greyish-red, red

;

internally red. Streak red.

Found at Ulverstone in Lancashire, in considerable

quantities, and iu other parts of Great Britain and
Europe.

2. Amorphous masses. Structure compact, and
sometimes slaty. Sp.gr. 3.5, 5.0. Fracture con-

choidul. Lustre and colour nearly the same as

the preceding variety.

3. Red ochre. Red clay-iron-stonc, generally found
in compact and earthy masses. The distinguish-

ing character is the shining rec/ slain they produce

on the fingers.

Oxide of Iron, Zinc, and Manganese,
a. Frankmnite. No. 127.

Phil. 226. Haid. 2.403. Leon. 551.
Occurs in attached crystals, granular and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage pa-

rallel to the planes of the regular octahedron, very

indistinct. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 6.0, 6.5.

Sp.gr. 4.87, 5.09. Opaque. Lustre metallic.

Colour iron-black. Streak deep red-brown. Mag-
netic without polarity.

Massive varieties, utnorphous. Structure granular,

compact.

Found at Franklin, New Jersey, North America.

Oxide of Iron and Lead,
a. Beudantite, No. 13G

An. s.v. 11.195. Leon. 722.

Occurs in small aggregated crystal*.

Primary form a Rhomboid, CftYST. fig. 106- P.P'—
92° 30'. Cleavage perpendicular to the axis. Bard.

4.0, 5.0. Nearly opaque. Lustre resinous. Colour

bluck ; in thin fragments deep brown. Powder
greenish-grey.

Found at Ilorhau&en on the Rhine.

Nephcline has also been nutned Beudantite.

Hydrate of lion.
a. Hydrous Oxidk of Iron. Drown Iron-ore. Slilp-

nosideritv? No. 143.

Hauv, 4.101. Phil. 226. 230. Ilaid. 2.411. Leon.
230.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryht. fig. 71.

M.M' = 95° 14'. Levy. Cleavage parallel to the

short diagonal. Fracture uncertain. Hard. 5.0,

5.5. Sp gr, 3.93. Nearly opaque. Lustre ada-

mantine. Colour brown, of various shades. Streak

yellowi.sh-browu.

Massive varieties. Brown hematite, globular, rentform,

and some of the varieties of brown and yellow clay-

iron-stone. Stulactitic, structure fibrous, ot fibro-
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Mineralogy laminar. Sometimes in pscudomorphous crvs-

Found in good crystals in Cornwall, and the other va-

rieties in most parts of the World.

Oritle of Iron and Manganese ?

a. Umber, No. 128.

Phil. 232. II aid. 3.186.

Occurs massive, amorphous. Structure earthy. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Soft. Spgr. 2.2. Opaque. Dull.

Colour yellowish and reddish-brown.

Found in the Isle of Cyprus.
Phosphate of Iron.

a . VivtANiTE, Blue Iron, No. 488.

Hafly, 4.126. Phil. 238. Haul. 2.188. Leon. 137, 284.

Occurs in attached crystals, in imbedded crystalline

aggregations, and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. CBYST.

fig. 83. P,M = 105° 19'. M,M'=108°. Levy.

Cleavage parallel to the oblique diagonal. Frac-

ture indistinct. Hard. 1.5, 2.0. Sp.gr. 2.66, 2.70.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour

various shades of blue and gTecn. Streak lighter

colour.

Massive, varieties, aggregations of crystalline particles,

or globular and amorphous earthy masses.

Fouud crystallized in Cornwall, at Bodenmais in Ba-

varia, in Brazil, in New Jersey, North America,

and in some other places.

The compact earthy varieties occur in several parts of

Europe and America.

b. Kabphosiderite ? No. 489.

EJ.S.8 181.

Occurs in reniform masses. Structure granular, com-
pact. Hard. 4.0, 4.5. Sp gr. 2.5. Opaque. Lus-
tre resinous. Colour pale and bright straw-yellow.

Streak the same. Shining. Feels greasy. Much
resembles iron sinter.

Found in Greenland.

Scheelate of Iron and Manganese,

a. Wolvram, No. 414.

Hauy, 4.366. Phil. 255. Huid. 2.387. Leon. 343.

Occurs in atluched and imbedded crystals, massive,

and pscudomorphous.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crybt. fig.

83. P,M' = 110°. 50'. M,M' = 101° 5'. Cleav-

age parallel to the terminal plane and to both its

diagonals, that through the oblique diagonal very

distinct Fracture uneven. Hard, 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr.

7.1, 7.3. Opaque. Lustre imperfect metallic.

Colour dark brown, brownish-black^ Streak dark

brown.
Massive varieties, amorphous, structure crystalline,

columnar. The pseudomorphous crystals are octa-

hedrons resembling those of Scheelate of lime.

Found very generally in tin mines, and in other veins

in primitive rocks.

Silicate of Iron,

a. Cronstedtitp., No. 281.
Phil. 227. Hoid. 3.90. Leon. 211.
Occurs in small, thin, attached hexagonal prisms,

sometimes in radiating groups, and massive. Pri-

mary form a Rhomboid. Crvst. fig. 106. Cleav-

age perpendicular to the axis, distinct. Hard. 2.0,

2.5. Sp.gr. 3.348. • Opaque. Lustre vitreous.

Colour black and brownish-black. Streak dull green.

Massive .variety
, reniform. Structure fibrous.

Found near Przibrain in Bohemia, and in Cornwall.

6. Sibp.RoscHisoi.iTE, No. 175. Mineralogy

E.J.S. 2.371. Leon. 778.

Occurs in small three-sided and six-sided pyramids
attached by their apex. Cleavage parallel to the

base of the pyramids. The face ol cleavage smooth,
the planes of the pyramids convex. Hard. 2.0,

3.0. Sp.gr. probably above 3.O.

Supposed to be a variety of Cronstcdtite by Dr. Wer*
nekingk, but the description is too imperfect for an
exact comparison.

Found at Conhonas do Campo, Brazil.

c. Thraulite, No. 176.

E.J.S. N.s. 1.185.

Occurs in amorphous masses, accompanying iron

pyrites, at Bodenmais, in Bavaria. Structure curved,

foliated. Cross fracture uneven. Nearly opaque.
Lustre vitreo-resinou*. Colour brownish-black.

d. Nontiionite, No. 177.

E.J.S. 10.150.

Occurs in small nodules imbedded in on ore of man-
ganese. Fracture earthy. Opaque. Dull. Colour
pule yellow, sometimes greenish. Streak shining.

Unctuous to the touch and very tender.

Found uear the Tillage of St. Pardoux, Arrondisse-

ment of Nontron,Department of Dordogne, France,

c. Ciilokopal. No. 174.

Phil. 378. Ilaid. 3.65. Leon. 179.

Occurs massive, amorphous. Structure compact,

sometimes earthy. Fracture conchoidal, uneven.

Hard. 3.0, 4.0. Sp.gr. 1.8. 2.0. Opaque. Lustre

of the compact variety dull resinous. Colour green,

sometimes reddish-brown.

Found near Unghwar, in Hungary.

f Green Iron-earth ? No. 857.

Haid. 3.100. Leon. 287.

Occurs renitorin, botryoidal, globular, ami amor-
phous. Surface smooth. Structure thin fibrous ,

curved lamellar, compact, sometimes pulverulent.

Lustre resinous. Colour green, of several shades.

Streak yellowish-grey.

Found at Schnecberg. in Suxony, and is a very im-
perfectly determined species.

The specimens which have appeared in this Country

as green iron-earth are yellowish -green, with a fine

granular fracture.

Silicate of Iron and Lime,

a. YSKITS. Ihatie
,
No. 280.

Hauy, 4.91. Phil. 24. Haid. 2.414. Leon. 528.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig,

61. M,M'ss 111” 30'. Cleavage parallel to the

long diagonal of the prism. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr. 3.8, 4.0. Opaque. Lustre

vitreous. Colour black, sometimes brownish or
greenish. Streak the same.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure columnar,

compact.

Found principally at Rio la Marina, and Cape Ca-
lamita in the Isle of Elba, and in Silesia, Norway,
Siberia, and North America.

Sulphate of Iron.

a. Met.ante a its. Green vitriol. No. 540.

Hafly, 4.140. Phil. 240. Haid. 2.41. Leon. 112.

Occurs in attached crystals, massive, fibrous, and
earthy, resulting from the decomposition of other
Minerals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism, P,M = 99°
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Mineralogy 20'. M,M' = S2° 20'. Cleavage parallel to all the

'-b-v——"' primary planes. Fracture couchoidal. Hard. 2.0.

Sp.gr. 1.632. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous. Colour green, of several shades, yellow,

and yellowish-brown. Streak white. Taste sweet-

ish and astringent.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular, bo-

tryoidal, re ni form, stalactitic. Structure fibrous
;
in

thin fibres, filling the fissures of decomposing shale.

Found in most mines in which sulphuret of iron

occurs, and is frequently produced on the surface

of cabinet specimens. It is also found in coal

mines.

Red Sulphate of Iron ?

a. Botryogene, No. 541.

E.J.S. 9.48.

Occurs in attached and aggregated crystals, the ag-

gregations forming globular, botryuidal, and reni-

forin shapes, with a crystalline surface.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism, P,M =
113° 37'. M,M' = 119° 56'. Cleavage parallel to

M.M', distinct, and indistinct parallel to another

prism of 81° 44'. Hard. 2.25, 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.039.

Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour deep yellow-

ish-red, yellow. Streak yellow. Less soluble than

green sulphate.

Found in the great copper mine at Fahlun in Swe-
den.

Persulphate ofInn ?

a. Mist, No. 54A
E.J.S. 9.51.

Occurs in the form of a yellow crystalline powder at

Fahlun in Sweden, and at Goslar in the ilartx.

Cubic Sulphuret ofIron

.

a. Iron Pyritrs, No. 72,

Hally, 4.38. Phil. 217. Haid. 2.457. Leon. 657.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-
sive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the primary planes, distinct, less so pa-

rallel to the planes of the regular octahedron.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.0, 6.5. Sp.gr. 4.60,

5.03. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour brass-

yellow. Streak brownish-black.

Massive varieties, amorphous; structure granular,

compact. Globular, and stalactitic ; the surface

drusy ; structure fibrous or columnar, radiating.

Occasionally in separate fibres.

Found in most parts of the World, and in some mining
districts in great abundance.

It sometimes contains gold ; and in Sweden, Bohemia,
and Anglesey in this Country a pale yellow variety

occurs in granular masses, containing selenium.
Prismatic Sulphuret of Iron

a . White Iron Pyrites, No. 73.

Hatty, 4.68. Phil. 220. Haid. 2.462. Leon. 660.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primorv form a Right rhombic prism. Crtst. fig. 71.

M.M"= 106° 2' Cleavage parallel to M and M\
distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6,0, 6.5. Sp.gr.

4.678. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour pale
whitish, greenish, or greyish-yellow. Streak greyish-
black.

Massive varieties, botryoidal, reniform, stalactitic,

and amorphous. Surface drusy. Structure di-

verging, fibrous, or columnar.
Found in most mining districts,

von. yx.

Magnetic Sulphvret ofIron. Mineralegy

s. Magnetic Iron Pyrites, No. 74. V^v^/

Hauy. 4.64. Phil. 221. Haid. 2.465. Leon. 665.
Occurs in imbedded hexagonal crystals, and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 1C6. P.P
not ascertained. Cleavage parallel to all the planes

of a regular hexagonal prism. Fracture uneven.
Hard. 3.5, 4.5. Sp.gr. 4.631. Opaque. Lustre
metallic. Colour pale yellow ish and brownish-red.
Liable to tarnish. Streak greyish-black.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure foliated,

granular, compact.

Found crystallized, accompanying nalire silver in

Norway and the Hartz. Massive in Cornwall,
Wales, North America, Bavaria, Saxony, and many
other places.

SulphO'ttrsenivret of Iron,

a. MiSPICRKL. Arsenical Iron , No. 111.

Hauv, 4.28. Phil. 215. Haid. 2.448. Leon. 663.

Occurs in attached or imbedded crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M'= 1110 12\ Cleavage parallel to the pri-

mary planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5, 6.0.

Sp.gr. 6.127. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour
tin-white, sometimes with a yellowish tarnish.

Streak greyish-hlack.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure columnar,

granular, compact.

Found in most metallic veins in the older rocks.

..
Sulphuret of Iron and Arsenic.

a. Huttknberoite. Axotomous Arsenical Pyrites, No.
112 .

Haid. 2.448.

Occurs crystalline and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism, Crybt. fig. 71.

M.M' = 122° 26', Cleavage distinct, perpendicu-

lar to the axis of the prism. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 7 228. Opaque. Lustre

metallic. Colour greyish-silver-white. Streak

greyish-block.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure columnar,

radiating, granular, fibrous ? compact.

Found near Hflttenburg in Carinthia, at Reichenstein

in Silesia, and at Schladming in Sima.
Titantale ofIron

.

A very indiscriminate class of iron ores, some crystal-

lizing in Cubes and othera in Rhomboids, and
requiring a careful revision.

The following descriptions have been given of some
of the varieties,

c. Iron Sand, No. 389.

Haid. 2.402. Leon. 365. 554.

There are so many loose, granular, and sandy va-

rieties of Iron ore found iu alluvial soil, that no

general description can be given which will com-

prehend them all. They generally contain tita-

nium, but occasionally consist of magnetic or oli-

gistic iron only.

b . Iserine. In larger grains, containing about 28 per

cent of oxide of Titanium.

c. Menaccanite. Containing about 45 per cent.

d. Niorine, No. 390.

Phil. 256. Haid. 2.376. Leon. 362.

Haidinger describes this os Rutile; but specimens

received in this Country as Nigrine, arc altogether

different, and resemble Menaccanite in lustre,

colour, ami appearance of the fractured surfaces,

3 u
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jilinriakgy Thin may, therefore, be regarded as an uncertain

species.

e. Axotomous Iron, No. 391.

Haid. 2.397. Leon. 366.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Catar. fig. 106. P.P'
— 85° 40' nearly. Cleavage perpendicular to

the axis, distinct Fractuie conchoidal. Hard. 5.0,

5.5. Sp.gr. 4.66. Opaque. Lustre imperfect,

metallic. Colour black. Streak black.

Found at Gaatein in Salzburg, in Sweden, and in

Siberia.

f Crichtojote, No. 392.

Hatty, 4.98. Phil. 261. Haid. 2.399. Leon. 367.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. ClHT. fig. 106. P,P*

=: 61*20', or 85° 40*, nearly, according to the planes

assumed to be the primary, there bring no apparent

cleavage planes parallel to either set Cleavage

perpendicular to the asis. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 4.5. Sp.gr. 4.0. Opaque. Lustre imper-

fect metallic. Culour black. Streak black.

Found at Oisans in France.

The cleavage and other characters render it probable

that this may not differ chemically from the axoto-

mous iron of Mohs.

g. Mohsite, No. 393.

P.M. and An. 1.221.

Occurs in attached macted crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P'=
73° 43'. No apparent cleavage. Fracture con-

choidaL Hard. 5.5. Opaque. Lustre metallic.

Colour black. Streak black. Not magnetic.

Found in Dauphiny, France.

Isopvre, No. 310.

P.M. and An. 3.70.

Occurs in amorphous masses in granite. Fracture
conchoidal. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.912. Nearly
opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour black, or greyish-

black, sometimes dolled with red. Streak greenish-
grey. Slightly magnetic.

Found in the Western part of Cornwall, where it had
been called black opal.

Ittnerite, No, 241.
Leon. 749.

Occurs crystallized in Rhombic dodecahedrons and
massive. Structure compact. Fracture uneven.
Hard. 5.5, Sp.gr. 2,3. Lustre resinous to vi*

treous. Colour grey of different shades.

Found at Kaiserstuhl in Swabia.
Kakoxenk, No. 503.

E.J.S. 5.163. Leon. 749.

Occurs in thin fibrous radiating tufts or plates filling

narrow fissures in a clayey-brown ironstone at Zbi-
row in Bohemia. Colour yellow of several shades
and sometimes brownish-red.

Rarpholite, No. 312.

Phil. 22. Haid. 3.116. Leon. 209.
Occurs in slender crystals and silky fibres.

Primary form unknown. Sp.gr. 2.955. Lustre of
the crystals vitreous, of the fibrous masses silky.

Colour yellow, sometimes pale.
Found at Schlackeowalde in Bohemia.

Kepfekillite, No. 358.
Leon. 181.

A Mineral from the Crimea, so named by Fisher of
Moscow, not analyzed or described.

Kellimiti, No. 223. Mineralogy
Phil. 322. Haid. 8.117. Leon. 750. v '

Occurs in imbedded imperfect crystals and massive.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes and short dia-

gonal of a rhombic prism of about 135°. Phil.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.0. Sp.gr. 2.698. Trans-
lucent, opaque. Lustre dull vitreous. Colour
brownish or yellowish-green, or greenish-grey.

Streak yellowiah-while.

Mastwe variety, amorphous, structure columnar, pro-
miscuously arranged.

Found at Killiney near Dublin, Ireland.

Knebelite, No. 288.

Phil. 206. Haid. 3.118. Leon. 761.

Occurs massive, with a cellular and uneven surface.

Fracture imperfectly conchoidal. Hard. Brittle.

Difficultly frangible. Sp.gr. 3.714. Opaque.
Lustre glistening. Colour grey, with spots of dirty

white, brownish-red, brown, and green.

No locality given.

Labradoritb. Labrador Felspar. Fchpatk Opaline
,

No. 234.

Hafiy, 3.94. Phil. 115. Haid. 2.257. Leon. 430.

Occurs iu rolled or imbedded crystalline masses.
Cleavage parallel to all the planes of a Doubly
oblique prism- Cryst. fig. 95. P,M = 93° 55.
P,T= 1140 26'. M.T= 120° 40' Fracture uneven.
Hard. 5.5, 6.5. Sp.gr. 2.69, 2.76. Translucent.
Lustre vitreous. Colour grey, white, with rich iri-

descent colours in particular directions.

Found principally in rolled masses on the coast of
Labrador, and in Devonshire imbedded in a trap

rock. The white variety, which may possibly be
Clcavelandite, is from Greenland.

The above measurements, which were taken on distinct

but not bright cleavage planes, approach so very

nearly to those of Cleavelsodite as to create a doubt
whether they really differ.

Latoobitb. DsploiU. AmphodAiU? No. 316.

Phil. 880. Haid. 3.118. Leon. 465.

Occurs in attached ami imbedded crystals and massive.

Primary form a Doubly oblique prism. Cryst. fig.

95. Measuring 9 l , 93° SO', and 96° 30', nearly.

Cleavage parallel to all the primary planes. Frac-
ture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.72, 2.8.

Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour pale red.

Found at A niitokIsland, Labrador, and in Finland.

Laumonitf., No. 217.

Hafiy, 3.151. Phil. 45. Haid. 2.234. Leon. 200.
Occurs ill attached and aggregated crystalsand massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cbvst. fig.

83. P.M = 1 13° 30'. M,M' == 8tf> 15', Cleavage
parallel to M,M', distinct. Fracture uneven. Sp.gr.

2.2. Translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour
greyish, yellowish, reddish-white. Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular.

By exposure to the uir it loses its water of crystalliza-

tion, and hccomcs friable.

Found at Huelguet in Brittany, m Hungary, Faroe,
Iceland, Scotland, and Ireland.

Lava, No. 250.

Leon. 181. 413.

Occurs as a volcanic product in more or less compact
or vesicular masse*. Fracture uneven. Hardness
and Sp.gr. variable. Translucent, opaque. Lustre

vitreous. Colour greyish and greenish-black, brown,
red, grey.
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Mineralogy Found at Vesuvius, Etna, and other volcanos.
s— Lizuim. Lapis Lazuli, No. 564.

Hatty, 3.54. Phil. 44. Haid. 2.298. Leon.lM.460.
Occurs in imbedded dodecahedral crystals and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the planes of the rhombic dodecahedron,

indistinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr.

2.76, 2.94. Translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous.

Colour blue of different shades. Streak paler blue.

Massive varieties. Amorphous, sometimes in small

imbedded grains ; structure fine granular, compact.

Brought from Persia and China, but neither its locality

nor its geological relations are known.
Used in the manufacture of ultramarine, and in jewel-

lery, as ornamental atones

Lead,

Aluminait. of Lead,
a. Pi-ombgomme, No. 151.

Hatty, 3.410. Phil. 339. Haid. 3.140. Leon. 229.

Occurs in small globular and remfonn masses, com-
posed of thin concentric layers. Structure of (tie

layers indistinctly fibrous. Fracture uneven. Hard.
4.5, 5.0. Translucent. Colour yellow, sometimes
brownish.

Found at Huelguet in Brittany.

Arseniaie of Lead.

a. Gorlandite. Blemiert when in reniform masses,

No. 475.

Hatty. 3.395. Phil. 345. Haid. 2.133. Leon. 272.

Occurs in attached crystals, in the form of regular

hexagonal prisms, frequently with convex lateral

planes, and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. Cleav-

age parallel to the lateral planes of the hexagonal

prism. Hard. 4.0, 5.0. Sp.gr. 5.0, 6.4. Trans-

parent, translucent. Lustre resinous. Colour
pale dull yellow, yellowish and reddish-brown.

Massive varieties, reniform, structure compact. Frac-
ture conchoidal. Sp.gr. 3.9. Opaque. Lustre

resinous, Colour brownish-red. From Nertschinsk

in Siberia.

Found in Cornwall, at St. Prix in France, and in a
few other places.

b. Arbe.nitb or Lead ? No. 476.

Specimens of a pale yellow substance in fine fibres,

soft, and easily reducible to an impalpable powder,

have passed under this name, but we do not find

any published account of it.

Carbonate of Lead,
a. Carbonate op Lead, No. 458.

Hatty, 3.365. Phil. 338. Haid. 2.130. Leon. 290.

Occurs in attached crystals, in aggregations of colum-
nar crystals, and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'= 117° 14'. Cleavage parallel to all

the primary planes. Fracture conchoidal. Hard.

3.0, 3.5. Sp.gr. 6.465. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre adamantine on the cleavage plane*, resinous

on the fracture surfaces. Colour generally white, oc-

casionally grey, yellow, green, black. Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous; structure columnar,
granular, compact

Found in most lead mines, and occasionally in those
of other metals, in many parts of Europe, Asia,

and America, and used as an ore of lead.

Chloride of Lead. Mineralogy

a. Chloride or Lead, No. 63.

Occurs in small, thin, flat, white, opaque crystals, ac-

companying murio-carbonate of lead from Cornwall.

b. Chloro-carbonate op Lead. Murio-carbonate of
Lead, No. 65.

Hatty, 3.374. Phil. 343. Haid. 2.150. Leon. 294.
Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. Crybt. fig. 65. Cleav-

age parallel to the primary planes, distinct. Frac-

ture uneven. Hard. 8.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 6.0. Trans-

parent. Lustre adamantine. Colour white, pale

grey, yellow, and green. Streak white.

Found at Matlock, Derbyshire, and in Cornwall.

c. Berzelite. Chloro-oiide of Lead

,

No. 64.

Haid. 2.151. Leon. 416.

Occurs in crystalline amorphous masses. Cleavage

parallel to the lateral planes, and short diagonal of

a rhombic prism of 102° 30'. Fracture uneven.
Hard. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr, 7.077. Translucent, Lustre

adamantine. Colour yellowish-white, pale yellow,

and red.

Fouud near Churchill, in the Mendip Hills, Somer-
setshire.

Chromate of Lead,
a. Chromate op Lead, No. 421.

Hatty, 3.357. Phil. 349. Haid. 2.137. Leon. 337.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crybt.
fig. 83. P.M = 99° 10'. M,M' =93° SO'. Cleav-
age parallel to the primary planes, indistinct. Frac-
ture uneven. Hard. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 6.004. Tram-
parent, translucent. Lustre adamantine. Colour
red. Streak orange-yellow.

Mauive varieties, amorphous; structure columnar,
granular.

Found principally at Berezof in Siberia, and recently

in Brazil.

Chromate of Lead and Copper

a. Vacqurlinite, No. 422.

Phil. 350. Haid. 3.167. Leon. 339.

Occurs in minute attached crystals, and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic -prism. Cryst. fig.

83. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5, 8.0. Sp.gr.

5.5, 5.76. Nearly opaque. Lustre adamantine.

Colour greenish -black, black. Streak greenish.

Massive varieties, botryoidal, reniform, amorphous

;

structure fine granular, compact.

Found at Berezof in Siberia, with chromate of lead.

Molybdate of Lead,
a. Carintiiite, No. 417.

Hatty, 3.397. Phil. 348. Haid. 2.140. Leon. 34a
Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Square prism. Cetbt. tig. 65.

Cleavage parallel to the primary planes, and to

those of Mod, c. Crybt. fig. 68. Fraclnre un-
even. Hard. 3.0. Sp.gr. 6.760. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre resinous. Colour yellow of

different shades, greenish-red, and red

Found chiefly in Carinthia, also iu Austria, Hungary,
and in North America. The red at Moldawu in

the BamiaL
Oxide ofLead with Molyb . Carb. Mar. Phosp.

and Chromic Adds,
a. Pamplonite, No. 418.

E.N.P.J. 12.142.

Occurs iu small amorphous concretions in a decora -

3 u 2
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Mineralogy posed syenite. Heavy, Sp.gr. 6.0. Colour green-

ish-ycllow.

Found in the Paramo Rico, near Pamplona, South
America,

Native Lead,

a. Native Lead, No. 10.

Phil- 332. Haul. 3.129. Leon. 695.

Occurs in small, amorphous, imbedded masses in lava

or some other fused substances. Fracture hackly.

Hard. 1.5. Sp.gr. 11.35. Opaque. Lustre me-
tallic. Colour lead-grey. Streak shining.

Found in Madeira and some other places, and at

Alston in Cumberland.
Red Oxide of Lead,

a. Native Minium, No. 135.

Hafly, 3.352. Phil. 337. Leon. 559.

Occurs in compact and pulverulent amorphous masses,

supposed to arise from the decomposition of ga-

lena. Hard. 2 0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 4.6. Dull. Colour

bright red.

Found in Yorkshire, in Swabia, Siberia, and some
other places.

Yellow Oxide of Lead.

a. Native Massicot, No. 134.

An. 5.47. Leon.
Occurs in amorphous masses. Fracture earthy.

Brittle. Sp.gr. 8.0. Opaque. Dull externally,

internally semi -metallic. Colour yellow.

Found at Eschweiler.

Phosphate of Lead,
a. PvitosioapuiTE, No. 493.

Hafly, 3.335. Phil. 344. Haid. 2.133. Leon. 272.

Occurs in attached crystals, generally in the form of

regular hexagonal prisms, frequently with the

lateral planes convex, sometimes slender and fasci-

culated ; and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Crvst. fig. 106. Cleav-

age parallel to all the planes of the prism, and to

the truncation of its terminal edges. Fracture un-
even. Sp.gr. 7.098. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre resinous. Colour grey, green, brown.
Massive varieties, globular, reuiform, botrvoid&l ;

structure fibrous. Amorphous structure fibrous,

granular, compact
Found in most lead mines.

5. Phosphato-arseniate of Lead, No. 494.

Hauy, 3.395. Phil. 345. Haid. 2.133. Leon. 272.

Occurs in attached and aggregated crystals similar in

form and most other characters to phosphate. Co-
lour various shades of yellow.

Schertale of Lead,
a. SCHEKLATE OF LEAD, No. 4 1 5.

Phil. 350. Haid. 3.165. Leon. 345.

Occurs in attached nnd aggregated crystals.

Primary form a Square prism, (Crvst. fig. 65,) of the

same dimensions ns that of Molybdate of lead.

Cleavage perpendicular to the axis of the prism, and
parallel to planes of Afod. c, Cryst. fig. 68. Frac-
ture conchoidal. ' Hard. 3.0. X Sp.gr. 8.0. Trans-
lucent. Lustre resinous. Colour yellowish and
brown ish-grey.

Found at Zinncwald in Bohemia, and Bleiberg in

Cariuthia.

Seleniuret of Lead,
a. Skleniuret of Lead, No. 47.
Aa> s.s. 10.233. 284. Leon. 590.
Occurs iu amorphous masses

;
structure granular, and

nearly resembling fine-grained galena. Sofier than Mineralogy
galena. Sp.gr. 7.697. Opaque. Lustre metallic, - -

,

-

rather dull. Colour more blue than galena.

Found at Clausthal and Tilkerode in the Hartx, ac-
companied by some of the following varieties*

b. Seleniuret of lead and cobalt, No. 48.

c. . . • ... cojtper, No. 49.

d. Cupriferous seleniuret of lead, No. 50.

e. Seleniuret oflead and mercury, No. 51,

/ ... ... copper and silver
, No. 52.

These are said to resemble seleniuret of lead so nearly
as to be scarcely distinguishable from it.

Sulphate of Lead.

o# Anolrsite. No. 548.

Hafly, 3.402. Phil. 346. Haid. 2.142. Leon. 249.
Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' = 103° 42'. CleavRge parallel to the
primary planes. Fracture conchoidal. Hard.
2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 6.298. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre approaching to adamantine. Colour white,
sometimes greyish, yellowish, greenish, grey, and
brown of several shades, black. Streak white.

Massive carifh'o, amorphous, structure laminar,
granular, compact.

Found in lead and copper mines at Lead hills, Scot-
land, in Anglesey, in Cornwall, the Hartz, and
other places in Europe, and in North America.

Cupreous Sulphate of Lead,
a. LiNARinc, No. 549.

Phil. 347. Haid. 2.I4S. Leon. 251. P.M. and
An. 10.267.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst.
fig. 83. P.M = 96° 25'. M,M'r=6l°. Cleavage
parallel toP, and to the horizontal diagonals of the

terminal planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5, 3.0.

Sp.gr. 5.3, 5.43. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
adamantine. Colour deep blue. Streak pale blue.

Found at Linares in Spain, and at Lead hills, Scot-
land.

Sulphate and Carbonate of Lead.
a. Lanarrite. Sulphalocarlfonate of Lead, No. 550.

Phil. 341. Haid. 2. 149. Leon. 253.

Occurs in long, slender crystals, single or aggregated

into fibrous masses.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism, the angles

of which have not been ascertained. The crystals

are lengthened in the direction of the horizontal

diagonals of the terminal planes. Hard. 2.0, 2.5.

Sp.gr. 6.8, 7.0. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
nearly resinous, but pearly on the cleavage planes.

Colour greenish, yellowish, or greyish. Streak
white.

Found at Lead hills in Scotland.

b. Caledonite. Cuprecus-autphalo-carbonale. of Lead,
No. 551.

Phil. 342. Haid. 2.149. Leon. 254.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M'=95. Cleavage parallel to the pri-

mary planes, and to the short diagonal of the

prism. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr.

6.4. Transparent, translucent. Lustre resinous.

Colour blue ami grcenish-bluo. Streak bluish or
greenish-white.

Found at Lend hills in Scotland.
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Mineralogy c. Sgianntte. Sulphato-tri-earbonateofLead

,

No. 552.

Phil. 341. Haid. 2.144. Leon. 252.

This Mineral occurs, as carbonate of lime does, under

two forms. One an Acute rhomboid, Crtst. fig.

106, P,P — 72° SO' ; and the other a Right
rhombic prism, Cryst. fig. 71, M,U's 120°.

Mr. Haidinger has regarded this last as an Obliqut

rhombic prism, a (inference of opinion which may
perhaps be explained by his own observations on

Mr. Levy’s Humboldtite

;

the compound figures

given by him in Edinb. PhiL Tram. 10.217. being

purely imaginary.

The cleavage of both forms is perpendicular to the

axis, and very distinct. Hard. 2.5. Sp.gr. 6.3.

Transparent, translucent. Colour grey-brown, yel-

low, green of various shades. Streak white.

Found at Lead hills in Scotland.

Sulphurd of Lead,

a. Galena, No. 83.

Hatty, 3.341. Phil. 832. Haid. 3.13. Leon. 625.

Occurs in attached crystals, and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the primary planes. Fracture con-

choidal. Hard. 2.5. Sp.gr. 7.568. Opaque.
Lustre metallic. Colour lead-grey. Streak the

same.

Massive randies, amorphous, structure granular,

compact.

Found abundantly in many places in Europe, Asia,

and America.

Sulphurel of lead is occasionally found to contain

antimony, arsenic, silver, bismuth, and copper.

Sulphurel of Lead, Antimony, and Copper,

a. Bolrnonite. Endellione. Triple Sulphurel, No. 97.

Phil. 336. Haid. 3.5. Leon. 613.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crtst. fig.

71. M,M* =93° 30' nearly. Cleavage parallel to

the primary planes, and to both the diagonals of
the prism. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5, 3.0.

Sp.gr. 5.763. .Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour

approaching to steel-grey, sometimes blackish-grey.

Streak the same.

Massive candies, amorphous, structure granular, com-
pact.

Found in Cornwall, and in several parts of Europe,
and in Peru.

Vunadiale of Lead,
a . Johnston ite, No. 484.

EJ.S. N.s. 5.166.

Occurs in attached hexagonal crystals, and small glo-

bular concretions, frequently sprinkled over a sur-

face of Calamine.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Sp.gr. 6 99, 7.23. Translucent.

Opaque. Lustre of the fractured surface resinous.

Colour yellow and reddish-brown. Streak white.

Found at Waulock head in Scollaud.

Leelite, No. 317.

Phil. 21. Haid. 3.119. Leon. 757.

Occurs in amorphous masses.

Structure compact. Fracture conchoidal. Sp.gr.

2.7. Slightly translucent. Lustre waxy. Colour
flesh-red.

Found at Gryphytta in Sweden, and, when first dis-

covered, passed under the name of red hornstone.

Leccite. Ampkigene, No. 233. Mineralogy

Hauy, 3.61. Phil. 107. Haid. 2.220. Leon. 435.
Occurs in imbedded trapezohedral crystals, and

massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cleavage parallel to the
planes of the cube and rhombic dodecahedron.
Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr.
2.483. Transparent to opaque. Lustre vitreous.

Colour greyish, yellowish, or reddish-white, and
different shades of gray. Streak white.

Massive variety, amorphous, structure granular.
Found in the lavas of Vesuvius, and the basalts o>

Italy and Bohemia.
Levynr, No. 206.

Haid. 3. 120. Leon. 758.

Occurs in attached crystals, lining cavities in trap

rocks.

Primary form a Rhomboid. CavsT. fig. 106. P,Pss
79° 29 r

. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 4.0. Sp.gr. 2.15.

Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white.
Streak white.

Found at Dalsnypen in Faroe, in Ireland, and in a
few other places.

It is said by Berzelius to be a variety of Ckabasie.
LhbRzolite, No. 359.

Gal. 168. Leon. 505.

Occurs in imperfectly formed crystalline grains, im-
bedded in greenish-yellow steatite. Sp.gr. 8.54.

Transparent. Colour emerald-green.
Found on the hanks of Lake Lherxjnthe mountains
Du Couserans. Pyrenees.

Liouritf, No. 318.

Phil. 207. Haid. 3 121. Leon. 758.
Occurs in imbedded crystals in a talcose rock.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

63. M,M' = 140®. Fracture uneven. Hard.
5.0, 6.0. Sp.gr. 8.49. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreo-resinous. Colour yellowish-green.

Streak greyish-white.

Found on the banks of the Stura In the Apennines.
Specimens of yellowish-green S phene have been

brought to this Country as Ligurite. This, how-
ever, cannot be the Mineral examined by Viviani,

if his analysis be correct; for his Mineral does not
contain a particle of titanic acid, of which Spbene
contains from 33 to 40 per cent.

Limbilitr, No. 360.

Phil. 208. Leon. 533.

Occurs in irregular grains in the volcanic hill of
Limbourg. Structure compact. Hard. 6.0, 7.0.

Colour honey-yellow.

Lime.

Arwniate ofLime,
a. Pharmacolite, No. 466.

Hatty, 1.587. Phil. 178, Haid. 3.135. Leon. 160.

E J.S. 3.302, 6.317.

Occurs generally in small, silky tufts, or minute glo-

bular and botryoidal fibrous masses, coating other

substances, and very rarely in attached crystals.

Crystallised.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crtst. fig.

83. M,M' = 117° 24'. Cleavage parallel to the

oblique diagonals of the terminal planes. Frac-

ture uneven. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.780.
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Mineralogy Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Co-

lour yellowish-while. Streak white. Thin lamina

are flexible.

Locality unknown.
Fibrous.

Very soft. Sp.gr. 2.64. Translucent, opaque.

Lustre vitreous, pearly, dull. Colour white, grey-

ish and reddish-white.

Found at Andreasberg, Hartz, in Thuringia, and

some few other places.

b . HslDINOEttlTE, No. 467.

EJ.S. 8.303, 6-317. Leon. 160.

Occurs in attached crystals, and in pearly, botryoidal,

crystalline coats.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. C'mr. hg. 71.

M,M' = 100°. Cleavage parallel to the short

diagonal of the terminal planes, very distinct.

Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.848. Transparent, trans-

lucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white. Streak

white. Thin laminae slightly flexible.

Locality unknown.
Boro-silicate of Lime.

a. Datholite, No. 426.

Hafiy, 1.590. Phil. 177. Haid. 2.222. Leon. 285.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crtit. fig 73.

M.M'sclOS0 40/
: Phil. Cleavage parallel to

the lateral planes, very indistinct. Fracture un-

even. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 2.989. Trans-

lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous, that^of the frac-

ture surfaces slightly resinous. Colour greyish,

yellowish, greenish-white. Streak white.

Massive variety, amorphous, structure granular.

Found at Arendal in Norway.
b. Humboldtite, No. 427.

Phil. 380. Haid. 2.222. Leon. 286. 789.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cktst. fig.

S3. PA fig- 91 =91° 41C MJl'MlIfiP 45'.

Levy. Cleavage parallel to the oblique diagonal of

the prism. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 4.5, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 2.99. Transparent, trauslucenl, opaque.

Lustre vitreous. Colour white, sometimes yel-

lowish. Streak white.

Found in the Tyrol, in the Harts, in North Ame-
rica, and in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.

It is probable that this will be found to correspond

with Daihotite in form and measurement, as it

does in chemical composition ; and that Mr. Levy
has been deceived by the imperfection of the crys-

tals he examined.

c. Botryolitb, No. 428.

Hauy, 1.591. Phil. 177. Haid. 2.222. Leon. 287.

Occurs in reniform, globular, and botryoidal masses.

Structure fibrous, in concentric coats. Sp.gr. 2.8.

Translucent on the edges, sometimes opaque and
earthy. Colour pale yellowish and reddish-grey,

occasionally black on the surface. Streak while.

Found at Arendal in Norway.
Rhomboidai Carbonate of Lime, No. 441.

1.

Crystallized.

a. Calcite. Calcareous Spar. Iceland Crystal.

HaOy, 1.298. Phil. 147. Haid. 2.83. Leon. 309.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and crys-

talline masses, and occasionally stolactitic.

Primary form a Rhomboid. CavsT. fig. 106. P,P' =
lU5° 5'. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes,

very distinct. Fracture ccmchoidai, seldom observ- MbwaJagy
able. Hard. 3.0. 8p.gr. 2.721. Transparent, v—
translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour generally
white, occasionally grey, blue, green, yellow, red,
brown, black. Streak white, or slightly co-
loured.

Found in veins and in rocka of every formation in all

parts of the World.

2. Foliated.

a. Schieferspae. Slate Spar.

HaQy, 1.430. Phil. 149. Haid. 2 83. Leon. 316.
Occurs massive. Structure laminar, the lamina

being thin and generally curved or wavy. Sp.gr.
about 2.5. Translucent Lustre vitreous on the
edges, pearly on the surface of the himina. Co-
lour white, sometimes reddish, yellowish, greenish.
Streak white.

Found in England, Scotland, Ireland, and in other
parts of the World.

3. Pearly.

a. Aphrite. Ecume de Tern. Schaumerde.
Phil. 150. Haid. 3.72. Leon. 776.
Occurs in thin, white, pearly scale* or plates. Hard.

0.5, 1.0. Sp.gr. 2.5. Opaque. Lustre pearly
in a high degree. Colour white. Streak white.

Found in Saxony, Hessia, and some other places.

4. Columnar.

a. Anthraconite. Madreporite.

Hauy, 1.358. Phil. 160. Haid. 2.83. Leon. 317.
Occurs in roundish masses. Structure columnar, di-

verging. Hard. 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.7. Opaque. Lurtre
vitreous. Colour greyish-black.

Found in Norway, Sweden, Greenland, and one or
two other places.

5. Fibrous.

a. Stalactite.

HaQy, 1.364. Phil. 151. Haid. 2.83. Leon. 319.
Occurs reniform, stalactitic, tubular, and in other imi-

tative shapes. Structure fibrous. Transluoent,

opaque. Lustre resinous, waxy, sometimes silky.

Colour white with shades of grey, brown, red, yel-

low, and other colours. Streak whitish.

Found in figures and caverns, in calcareous rocks, and
occasionally in metallic veins.

6. Granular and compact.

a. Marble. 6. Limestone.
Hafiy, 1.3b9. Phil. 152. Haid. 2.83. Leon. 316.

Occurs massive, the masses sometimes forming con-

siderable mountains.

Those varieties which are capable of receiving a fine

palish are commonly termed Marble, the purest

and most crystalline of which are employed in

statuary. The Pentelic, found near Athens, and
the Carrara from the Gulf of Genoa, are the most
esteemed.

The less pure varieties, which are generally less crys-

talline in their appearance, and more compact in

their structure, although they differ much from

each other in colour and compo? ition, pass under
the common name of Limestone, and are applied to

many well-known economical purposes. Some of

the common limestones contain a considerable pro-

portion of silex, alumina, and other earths. The
Ca/p in Ireland, the Aberthaw and the Lias in

this Country, and the Septaria, or Nodules, ns

they are termed, found in the London clay, and of
which the Roman cement is made, are impure
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limestones. The imparity, however, rendering

them more valuable as cements.

The fracture of the granular varieties is uneven and
splintery, that of the more compact is even and flat

conchoid*!. Hardness and Sp.gr. rather below that

of calcareous spar. Translucent to opaque. Lustre

variable. Of almost sll colours. Streak white

or slightly coloured

Found abundantly in every port of the World,

7. Earthy .

a. Chalk. Agone Mineral, Rock Milk.

Hatty, 1.368. Phil. 158.1*0. Haid. 8 83. Leon. 821.

Chalk occurs in beds of very considerable extent.

Fracture earthy. Soft Sp.gr. about 2.3. Opaque.

Dull. Colour white, sometimes yellowish or grey-

ish. Is meagre to the touch.

Agaric Mineral is a spongy carbonate of Ume, the

panicles of which are less coherent than those of

chalk, with which it agrees in colour and most of

its other characters.

Rock Milk is an absurd name for n variety of carbo-

nate of lime, which occurs in the form of a fine

white powder in the crevices of calcareous rocks.

Found in several parts of England, and in other Coun-
tries.

8. Globular Concretions.

. Pisolite. Peattone .

Haiiy, 1.369. Phil. 156. Haid. 2.83. Leon. 319.

Occurs massive, consisting of globules from one-eighth

to half an inch in diameter, imbedded in a calca-

reous cement. Opaque. Colour brownish, red-

dish, yellowish-white. Streak white.

Found at Carlsbad, and n few other places

. Oolite. Roestone.

Hatty, 1.360. Phil. 157. Haid.2.83. Leon. 318.

Occurs massive, in beds of considerable extent, formed

of small globules of different sizes, seldom as large

as one-eighth of an inch in diameter, cemented to-

gether by calcareous matter. Opaque. Dull. Co-
lour greyish, brownish, yellowish white. Streak

while.

The Bath stone affords a good example of this sub-

stance

9. Incrusting. Sedimentary,

a Tif*. Travertmo.
Hauy, 1.370. Phil. 160. Haid. 2.68. Leon. 320.

The most impure and irregular of all the varieties of

carbonate of lime, varying considerably is the co-

hesion of ilapartides, from a nearly pulverulent

state (some Tufas) to that of a compact building

stone. (Traverlino.) It is a concrete production
of many springs and streams in this and other
Countries, and may be observed in abundance at

Matlock in Derbyshire, near Cambridge, near Vent-
nor in the Isle of Wight, and in soma other

places.

It is found incrusling grass and mos* at the edges
ofthe water, and stems, leaves, and other substances
immersed in it. Small boskets and birds' nests

conted with this deposit, are sold an objects of cu-
riosity.

Prismatic Carbonate ofLime, No. 442.
a. Arraoonitb. The coralloidal variety, Flo+Jcrri.

Hauy, 1.432. Phil. 161. Haid. 2.79. Leon. 324.
Occurs iu attached and imbedded, simple and com-

pound crystals, frequently acicular, and massive.
Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M.M' =: 116° lO*. Cleavage parallel to the late- Mineralogy

ral planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. v-»v'"—

'

Sp.gr. 2.9. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour white, grey, reddish-brown. Streak

greyish-white.

Massive varieties. Globular, reniform, coralfoidal,

and amorphous. Structure fibrous, either parallel

or diverging, and sometimes, although rarely, com-
pact.

Found in several places in England, Scotland, and
Ireland, and in many other Countries. The best

crystals occur at Arragon, m Spain, whence the

name, at Leogang in Salzburg, and near Bilin in

Bohemia. And very perfect masses of the branched
variety (flos-ferri) at Dufion, and in the Quantock
hills in Somersetshire.

b. Satin Spar ?

Phil. 150. Haid. 2.83. Leon. 315.
Occurs in tabular masses of one or two inches thick, in

veins in slaty clay or shale. Structure fibrous, the

fibres parallel, generally waved, and always trans-

verse to the direction of the vein. Harder than

calcareous spar. Sp.gr. 2.7. Translucent. Lustre

silky. Colour white, sometimes yellowish or greyish.

Found at Alston Moor in England, in Scotland, and
in North America.

Carbonate of Magnesia and Lime.

1. Crystallized.

a. The surfaces fiat, or nearly so.

BrrrcasPAR. Miemite. Tharandite. No. 447.

Hatty, 1.427. Phil. 162. Haid. 2.94. Leon. 305.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and amor-
phous masses.

Primary form * Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P'=
106° 15'. Cleavage puraltel to the primary planes,

distinct. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 3.5, 4.0.

Sp.gr. 2.884. Transparent, translucent. Lustre
vitreous, occasionally pearly. Colour white, grey,

black, brown, yellow, green, of different shades.

Streak greyish-while.

Found in the Tyrol in talc, in Piedmont, at Mtemo
in Tuscany, and in some other places. But there

•re few localities in which good crystals are pro-

duced.

b. The planes curved.

Pr.ABLSPAR. Broom Spar (in part.)

Hatty, 1.421. Phil. 165. Haid. 2 94. Leon. 305.

Occurs in attached and generally aggregated crystals

with curved surfaces.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. Probably

of the same angles as bitterspar, hut from the cur-

vature of the planes they eannot be measured.

Translucent. Lustre pearly. Colour white, some-
times greyish, brownish, or yellowish.

Found in many parts of Europe and America.

2. Granular.

a . Dolomite. Magnesian Limestone. Conite.

Leon. 305.

Occurs in mountain masses. Structure sometimes

slaty. Fracture irregular. Softer than common
limestone. Translucent, opaque. Colour white,

sometimes greyish or yellowish.

The Apennines are partly composed of Dolomite, and
the magnesian limestone is found hi an extensive

bed lying between Nottingham and Sunderland.

It also occurs in other parts of the W orld. Some
of the varieties arc flexible when split or cut into
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Hinerslogy thin slabs. Coniie is found only in Iceland. Isde-

wv— scribed as having a fracture imperfectly conchoidal,

and is said to scratch glass, whence it is probable

that it does not belong to this species. Sp.gr. 3.0.

Opaque. Dull. Colour flesh-red.

8. Compact
a. Gurhopiam.

Phil. 106. fluid. 2.94. Leon. 808.

Occurs massive. Amorphous. Structure compact.

Fracture flat conchoidal. Opaque. Dull. Co*
lour white, sometimes yellowish. Streak white.

Found near Gurhotf, in Lower Austria.

Carbonate of Magnesia , Lime and Iron, No. 449.

P.M. and An. 2.231.

o.- Occurs crystallized in rhomboids. Sp.gr. 2.927.

Colour yellowish white.

Found at Tenzen in the Qrisons.

E.J.S. 2.179.

b. Occurs in crystalline masses, cleavable into rhomboi-
du! lamia*. Sp.gr. 2.64. Opaque. Colour brown.

Found at Montiers in Savoy.

e, Crystalline masses. Sp.gr. 2.9. Colour viotet-blue.

Found at Notre-Dame-du-Prd in Savoy, and is sup-

posed to contain free oxide of iron.

No angles given of either of these varieties, the che-

mical elements of which differ in their proportions.

Carbonate of Lime and Iron.

a. Anreritf. Rohwand. IVandstcin of Stiria. No. 444.

Haid. 2.100. Leon. 308.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106.

F,P' = 106° 12'. Cleavage parallel to the primary
planes. Fracture uneven. Lustre vitreous, in-

clining to pearly. Hurd. 8.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 3.080.

Translucent. Colour white, with tints of grey,

brown, red, yellow. Streak white.

Found in Salzburg resting on beds of mica alate,

and all along the chain of the Alps, rcstiug on
carbonate of iron.

The planes are generally curved, and the measured
angle is probably not correct

b . Mbsitinb Spar? No. 446.
E.J.S. 8.181.

Analysis not given, but supposed to contain lime,

magnesia, oxides of iron awl manganese. Primary
form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 107. P.P* s=
107° 14' : Breit. Cleavage parallel to the primary
planes. Hard. 8.0. Sp.gr. 3,34. 3.37. Transpa-
rent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour dark
greyish and yellowish- white. Streak white.

Found in small crystals in quartz at Traversella in

Piedmont.
Carbonate ofLime and Lead,

a. Plumbocalcite, No. 445.
E.J.S. n.s. 6.79.

Occurs in attached crystals and crystalline masses.
Primary form a Rhomboid. Cbyst. fig, 106. P,P'=s

105° y. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes,

distinct. Hard, under 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.824. Trans-
parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous, 'Sometimes
pearly. Colour white. Streak white.

Found at Wanlockhead, Lanarkshire, Scotland, among
the rubbish of some old workings.

Finale of Lime.
a. Fluor. Fluor Spar, No. 506.

flatly, 1.505. Phil. 168. Haid. 2.69. Leon. 576.
Oecurs in attached and imbedded crystals and

massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage Mineralogy

parallel to the planes of the regular octahedron, v—

1

distinct, but seldom with perfect surfaces. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Hard. 4.0. Sp.gr. 3.14. Trans-

parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
white, grey, black, browo, red, yellow, green, blue,

purple. Streak while or slightly coloured

Massive varieties, nodular : amorphous. Structure of

the nodular variety large fibrous, or columnar, the

fibres divergent. Structure of the amorphous,
crystalline, granular, earthy, compact, and occa-

sionally straight or curved laminar.

Crystallized Fluor is found abundantly in England,

and in some other parts of Europe. In America

it occurs less frequently. The nodular variety is

found only in Derbyshire ; the granular and
earthy in England, Norway, and some parts of

Germany ; and the compact in Cornwall, the Hartz,

and a few other places.

b . Fluo-arbrniate of Limb, No. 507.

An. 6.151.

Occurs as a yellowish crust or coating on quartz or

felspar, accompanying the oxide of tin, at Finbo,

near Fahlun, in Sweden.
Native Lime.

a. Native Lime, No. 117.

Br.M. pi. No. 1.

Occurs amorphous. Structure enrthy. Easily rubbed
to a powder. Opaque. Dull. Colour white.

Found near Bath.

Nitrate of Lime.

a. Nitrate of Lime, No. 519.

Phil. 177. Leon. 248.

Occurs in fibrous efflorescences, or as a fine powder,

on the surface of old walls, caverns, and some cal-

careous rocks. The fibres are often aggregated

into ailky-looking tuffs. Very deliquescent. Taste

bitter.

Phosphate of Lime .

a. Apatite. Asparagus Stone. Moroxite. Phosphorite.

Terre de Marmarosch, No. 465.

Hally, 1.487. Phil. 167. Huid. 2.73. Leon. 282.
Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and crys-

talline masses, massive and earthy.

Primary form a Rhomboid. P,P/ = 68° 41' : Haid.

Cleavage parallel to the planes of a regular hexa-

gonal prism. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 5.0.

Sp.gr. 3.18, 3.22. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous, sometimes inclining to resinous. Colour

white, grey, brown, reddish, yellow, green, blue,

violet. Streak white.

Found in Cumberland, Cornwall, in Saxony, Bohemia,
and many other parts of Europe and America.

Massive varieties, globular ; nodular ; reniform ;

amorphous. Structure fibrous, granular, compact.

Found at Schlackenwald in Bohemia, and in Estre-

madura in Spain.

Earthy variety, greyish or greenish-white.

Found near Marmarosch in Hungary.
Scheelate of Lime.

a. Tunosten, Tungstate of Lime, No. 413.

Hally, 4.372. Phil. 256. Haid. 2.113. Leon. 846.
Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-

sive.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 61.
Cleavage parallel to Mod. a and c, fig. 62 and 64.
Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.0, 4.5. Sp.gr. 5.5,
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g 076 . Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
l-y^*

white, sometimes greyish sml yellowish, anti grey-

ish and reddish-brown. Streuk white.

Found in Cornwall and Cumberland in England, in

Bohemia. Sweden, and other places in Europe, and

in America.
Silicate of Lime.

. Wollaston ite. Tabular Spar, No. 161.

HaQy. 2.438. Phil 23. Haid. 2.286. Leon. 524.

P.M. and An. 10.190.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and mas-

sive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

83. P.Mss 104° 48'. M,M' = 95= 38'. Cleavage

parallel to the terminal plane and horizontal

diagonal. Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.0, 5.0.

Sp.gr. 2.8, 2.86. Transparent, translucent. Lus-
tre vitreous, in some varieties pearly on the

cleavage surfaces. Colour white, sometimes grey-

ish, brownish, reddish, yellowish, greenish. Streak

white.

Massive varieties, amorphous, composed of small

columnar crystals lying in all directions, or fibrous,

the fibres parallel or divergent.

Found in very perfect crystals at Vesuvius. Its other

localities arc Capodi Bore near Rome, the Bannat,

Lake George in North America, and a few other

places.

. Okknite, No. 162.

E J.S. n.s. 3.27.

Occurs in fibrous masses, having a radiated struc-

ture. Hard. 4.0, 5.0. Sp.gr. 2.28. Colour

white.

Found in amygdaloid, at Disco Island, Greenland.
Sulphate of Lime

t No. 532.

a. Crystallized.

Selenite. Gypsum.
b. Massive.

Alabaster. Gypsum.
HaQy, 1.537. Phil. 174. Haid. 2.57. Leon. 122.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and mas-
sive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. P.M =
111° 34'; M,M'= 138° 38'; Levy. Cleavage

parallel to the oblique diagonals, very distinct, and
parallel to the primary planes, indistinct. Frac-
ture indistinct. Hard. 1.5, 2.0. Bp.gr. 2.310,

2.5. .Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous,

on cleavage planes pearly. Colour white, occasion-

ally grey, reddish, yellow, blue. Streak white.

Massive varieties, globular and nodular, structure

granular. Amorphous, structure granular, earthy,

compact, fibrous, scaly, the scales slightly coherent.

Found in very many parts of Europe and America,
and probably in other ports of the World. It is

abundant in imbedded crystals at Shotover in

Oxfordshire, and has occurred in very perfect

crystals at Bex in Swisserland.

When calcined and reduced to powder, it is Plaster

of Paris. It enters into the composition of some
kinds of porcelain and glass. Is employed in

agriculture as a manure, and forms the paste of
crayons for drawing. The compact varieties are

cni ployed in sculpture.

Anhydrous Sulphate ofLime.
a. Anhydrite. MuriaciU. Pirrredc Trippes. Vul-

ptnite, No. 533.

VOL, VI.

HaQy, 1.5G2. Phil. 172. Haid. 2.62. Leon. 267. Mineralogy

Occurs in attached crystals, rarely well formed, and '

massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' — 100° 8'. Cleavage parallel to the
lateral planes, indistinct

; to the terminal planes and
their twd diagonals very distinct. Fracture un-
even. Hard. 3.0, 3.5. Sp.gr. 2.5, 3.0. Transpa-
rent, translucent. Lustre vitreous, pearly on the
cleavage surfaces. Colour white, grey, pale red,
blue, violet. Streak greyish-white.

Massive varieties, nodular, contorted, amorphous.
Structure granular, compact, fibrous.

Found at Halle in the Tyrol, at Bex in Swisserland,
and in several other parts of Europe.

Titaniale of Lime, #c.

a. Pyrochlore, No. 395.

E.J.S. 6.358.

Occurs in imbedded octahedral crystals.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 5 0. Spgr. 4.21. Translucent,
opaque. Colour reddish-brown. Streak pale.

Found in Norway and Siberia.

MjSGSBSIjI.

Borate of Magnesia,
a. Boracite, No. 425.

Haiiy, 2.56. Phil. 181. Haid. 2.347. Leon. 287,
Occurs in imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of the octahedron, very indis-

tinct* Fracture uneven, imperfectly conchoidal.

Hard. 7.0. Sp.gr. 2.97. Transparent, translu-

cent. Lustre vitreous. Colour greyish, yellowish,

and greenish-white. Streak white.

Found only at Segeberg in Holstein, and Luneburg
in Brunswick.

Carbonate of Magnesia,
a. Magnesite, No. 466.

Phil. 179. Haid. 3.121. Leon. 302.

Occurs in actcular crystals, massive, ami in powder.
Colour generally while, occasionally greyish and
yellowish.

The massive varieties are found in nodular and stu-

lactitic forms and amorphous. Fracture, hardness,

and specific gravity variable, according as the Mi-
neral is more or less compact or earthy.

Found in several parts of Europe, in India, and
abundantly at Hoboken in North America.

Carbonate ofMagnesia and Iron,

a. Brbunnerit, No. 450.

Phil. 378. Haid. 2.99. Leon. 309.

Occurs in imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P=
107° 30'. Cleavage parallel to the primacy planes,

very distinct. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 4.0,

4.5. Sp.gr. 8.0, 3.2. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour yellow, of different shades,

and black. Streak white.

Found at Zillerthal and other places in Salzburg,

and in the Tyrol.

Hydrate of Magnesia,
a. SfTEFARDITE, No. 141.

Phil. 95. Haid. 3.1 12. Leon. 244.
Occurs rarely in attached or imbedded hexagonal

prisms, generally in laminar masses and fibrous.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P',

Si
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Minrndojry unknown. Hard. 1.0, 1.5. Sp.gr. 2.33, 2.63.—-v—^ Transparent, translucent. Lustre pearly. Colour

white, greenish-white. Streak white

The fibrous variety is the Nemalite of Nuttall.

Found at Hoboken in New Jersey. North America,

and in the Isle of Unst, Shetland.

Phosphate of Magnesia,

a. Waonerit, No. 496.

Haid. 3 169. Leon. 277. P.M. and An. 1.133.

Occurs in attached or imbedded crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crtbt. fig.

83.
' P.M = 109° 20 . M.M' = 95° 2.V. Cleav-

age indistinct, parallel to the horizontal diagonal.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 3.0|.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
greyish and reddish-yellow. Streak white.

Found at Hollgraben in Salzburg, and is said to have

occurred in the United States.

Silicate of Magnesia.

a. Marmomtb. No. 167.

Haid. 3.124. Leon. 762.

Occurs massive ; structure columnar, irregularly in*

tersecting. The columnar portions arc foliated,

having a cleavage in two directions intersecting

each other. Hard. 3.5. Sp.gr. 2.47. Translu-

cent. Opaque. Lustre pearly. Colour pale yel-

lowish and greyish-green

Found at Hoboken in New Jersey, North America.
It is probable that the serpentines are also silicates of

magnesia, and for the present we include them in

this class

b. Serpentine, No. 163.

Phil. 97. Haid. 3.151. Leon. 777
Occurs in imbedded crystals and massive. Fracture

conchoidal, uneven, splintery. Hard. 3.0. Sp.gr.

2.2, 2.6. Nearly opaque. Lustre resinous, dull.

Colour dull greenish-yellow, and various shades of
green, sometimes very dark and spotted with red.

Streak white, shining.

Found in all parts of the World in beds and mountain
masses.

The Steatoid of Moller, E.J.S. n.s, 3.31, occurs in

crystals at Snarum in Norway, and is said to be
a variety of serpentine.

c. Steatite. Soap Stone. Speckslein. Talc Steatite,

No. 164.

Uauy, 2.493. Phil. 118. Haid. 3. 157. Leon. 188,223.
Occurs in amorphous masses, sometimes containing

imbedded crystals of the same substance, of the

forms of quartz and carbonate of lime. Struc-

ture compact. Fracture uneven, splintery. Soft.

Sp.gr. 2.6, 2.63. Opaque. Dull. Colour yel-

lowish and greyish-white. Streak shining. Feels

greasy.

Said to be found in many parts of the World, but it

is probable that several distinct Minerals, merely

on account of their soapy or greoay fee), have been
so named.

t

L

Meerschaum, No. 165
Phil. 180. Leon. 222.

Occurs in imbedded masses. Structure earthy. Frac-

ture uneven. Opaque. Dull Colour white,

sometimes slightly yellowish or greyish. Streak

white.

Found in Greece, the Crimea, and some oilier part* of

Europe.

Sulphate of Magnesia. Miner u.^y

a. Epsom ite. Salt, No. 533. •—

HaGy. 2.51. Phil. 180. Haid. 2.48. Leon. 116.
Occurs botryoidal, reniform. massive, as a crust

cm the surface of other bodie*, and in solution

in Mineral waters. Structure fibrous, sometimes
earthy. Fracture, when observable, conchoidal.

Hard, of artificial crystals 2 0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 1.75.
Transparent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Co-
lour white. Streak white.

Found on the surface of decomposing schist, in coal
pits, on old walls, and in oilier situations.

Sulphate ofMagnesia and Soda,
a. Bloeditc, No. 537.

Haid. 3.79. Leon. 125.

Occurs in fibrous masses, accompanying the Poly-
hallite at Ischel in Upper Austria. Fracture un-
even. Translucent. Lustre nearly vitreous. Co*
lour red.

MjSSGANESE.

Arse.niuret op Manganese? No. 39.

Inst. J. 1829, 2.381.

Occurs on foliated galena. Structure fine granular.

Fracture uneven. Brittle. Sp.gr. 5.55. Opaque.
Lustre metallic. Colour whitish-grey, but becom-
ing dull and covered with a fine blackish powder
after exposure to the air.

Supposed to have been fuund in Saxony.

Carbonate of Manganese,
a. Kuiilbritk, No. 451.

Phil. 246. Haid. 2.106. Leon 299.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P'

about 107°. Cleavage parallel to the primary

?
lanes. Fracture uneven Hard. 3.5. Sp.gr. 3.59.

‘ranslucent. Lustre vitreous, on cleavage surfaces

rather pearly. Colour rose-red, sometimes brown-
ish. Streak white.

Massive varieties
,

globular, botryoidal. Structure

fibrous, compact. Amorphous, structure granular,

fibrous, compact
Found at Kapnic and Nagyak in Transylvania, and

in Saxony, the Hartz, and other places.

Oxide of Manganese,
a. Manganitl, No. 118.

E.J.S. 4.41.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-

sive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M.M' = 99° 30'. Cleavage parallel to the la-

teral planes and both diagonals. Fracture uneven.

Hard. 4.0, 4.25. Sp.gr. 4.32. Opaque. Lustre
imperfect metallic. Colour dark brownish or grey-

ish-black. Streak reddish-brown.
Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure crystallino

granular, large fibrous.

Found at Ilefeld in the llartz, and in other places.

b. Varvicitk. No. 119.

P.M. and Ao. 5.209.

Occurs massive, and resembles Manganitc in colour,

but is much softer, and soils the fingers more.
Sp.gr. 4.819.

Found in Warwickshire,

c. Pyrolusitb, Na 120.

E.J.S. 9.304.
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Mineralogy Occurs in attached crystals and massive.—v—' Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' about 98° 40'. Levy. Cleavage pa-

rallel to the lateral planes and short diagonal, indis-

tinct. Hard. 2.0. 2,5. Sp.gr. 4.82, 4.94. Opaque.
Lustre metallic. Colour iron-black. Streak black.

Massive varieties, rcniform, botryoidal, amorphous.

Structure fibrous, granular.

Found in Thuringia and many other place* in Eu-
rope, and in Braiil, but never at Itefdd, with the

Manga nitc.

d. Prii.oxielank, No. 121.

E.J.S. 4.47.

Occur* in rcniform, botryoidal, and fruticose shapes,

and amorphous. Structure indistinctly fibrous and

granular, compact. Fracture conchoids), even.

Hard. 5.0, 6.0. Sp gr. 4.145. Opaque. Lustre im-

perfect metallic. Colour bluish and greyish-black.

Streak brownish-black.

Found in most depositories of manganese ores.

t. Hausmannite, No. 122.

E.J.S. 4 46.

Occurs in attached octahedral crystals, and massive.

Primary form a Square prism. Cavsr. fig. 61. c,^,

fig. 64, = lOS0 25'. Cleavage parallel to P.C,

and a, fig. 62. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5.

Sp.gr. 4.722. Opaque. Lustre imperfect metal-

lic. Colour brownish-black.

Found at Ilmcnau in Thuringia.

/. Braunite, No. 128.

E J.S. 4.48.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-

sive. Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig.

64. c,c', fig. 67, = 109° 53'. Cleavage parallel to

c, distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.0, 6.5.

Sp.gr. 4.818. Opaque. Lustre imperfect me-
tallic. Colour dark brow aish-bluck. Streak the same.

Found at Elgersburg and at Wunsiadel, and per-

haps in Thuringia.

Oxide ofMangancse, Iron, and Copper.

a. Black Copper. Black Oxide of Copper, No. 132.

Leon. 564.

Occurs in emorplious masses. Structure earthy.

Soft, friable. Opaque. Dull. Colour black.

Found in most copper mines.

Oxide of Manganese and Copper.

a. Cupreous Manganese, No. 133.

Haid. 3.92. Leon. 755.

Occurs reniform, botryoidal, and amorphous. Struc-

ture compact. Fracture imperfect conchoidal.

Sp.gr. 3.197, 3.216. Opnque. Lustre resinous.

Colour bluish-black. Streak the same.

Found in Bohemia and ? in Chili.

Phovphate of Manganese and Iron.

.

Ullmannite, No. 490.

Phil. 248. Haid. 3.136. Leon. 284.

Occurs massive. Cleavage in three directions per-

pendicular to each other. Fracture fiat con-

choidal. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 3.44, 3.77.

Opaquo. Lustre resinous. Colour reddish or

browniah-black. Streak yellowish-grey.

Found near Limoges in France, and ? near Penns) 1-

vanio, North America.

. Hstrpozite, No. 49l.

E.J.S. w.s. 3.359.

Occurs in scaly masses. Cleavage in three directions,

giving an Oblique rhombic prism of about 100®.

Hard, about 5. Sp.gr. 3.524. Lustre resinous Mineral.*/*

Colour greenish or bluiah-grey. “v'—
Found near Limoges.

e. Huraulite, No. 492.

E.J.S. k.s. 3.359.

Bi silicate of Manganese,
a. Strum ite, No. 169.

Occurs iu minute crystals. Hard, about 4.0. Sp.gr.

2 27. Transparent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
reddish-yellow.

Found near Limoges.

Phil. 245. Haid. 3.122. Leon. 520.

Occurs massive. Structure crystalline. Cleavage
parallel to the lateral pluncs of a prism of about
92® 30', and U> both its diagonals. Fracture un-
even. Hard. 50, 5-5. Sp.gr. 3.54. Slightly

translucent. Colour red.

Found in Sweden, and at Franklin in New Jersey,

North America.
Compounds of silica, oxide of manganese, and car-

bonate of manganese have been indistinctly de-
scribed under the names of Allagite, Rhodonite,
Photizite, and Hurtimangan, but whether they are

distinct species may perhaps be questioned. Spe-

cimens have appeared in this Country under these

names, but little resembling iu their characters

the published descriptions.

Sulpha ret of Manganese,
a. Kobellitl. No. 70.

HaQy, 4 268. Phil. 246. Haid. 3.31. Leon. 656.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 51. Cleavage
parallel to P, distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard.
3.5. 4.0. Sp.gT . 4.014. Opaque. Lustre imper-

fect metallic. Colour, when first fractured, dark
steel -grey, but becomes greyish-black by exposure
to the air. Streak dark green.

Massive ear it ties, amorphous, structure granular, com -

pact
Found at Nagyag in Transylvania, and ? in Cornwall.

Mellilite, No. 361.

HaQy, 4.504. Phil. 206. Haid. 3.125. Leon. 213, 760.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary forma Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65. Trans-

lucent, opaque. Colour reddish ana greyish-yel-

low, ami brownish-red.

Found at Tivoli and Capo di Rove near Rome.

Mxncunr.

Chloride of Mercury.

Baumkrite. Horn Mercury. Muriate of Mercury,
No. 68.

Hauy, 3.331. Phil. 359. Haid. 2. 156. Leon. 560
Occurs iu attached crystal:;, and in tubercular crusts.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig, 65.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes. Fracture

conchoidal. Hard. 1.0, 2.0. Sp.gr. 6.462. Trans-

lucent. Lustre adamantine. Colour yellowish or

pale grey. Streak white.

Found with other ores of Mercury in Bohemia, the

Palatinate, Spain, and principally at Moschel-
andsberg, in Dcuxpouls.

Nahee Mercury,
a Mercury, No. 12.

HaQv, 3.297. Phil. 357. Haid. 2.432. Leon. 696.
Fluid. Occurs iu small cavities or crevices of the

rock in which it is found, and is frequently accotn-

3x2
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Mineralogy panied by red silver. Sp.gr 13.6. Opaque. Lus-

Ire bright metallic. Colour tin-white.

Its principal localities are Idria in Carniola, and
Almadeu in Spain.

b. Native Amalgam, No. 13.

Ifally, 3.297. Phil. 357. Haid. 2.431. Leon. 698.

Occurs iu attached and imbedded crystals, and massive.

Primary form u Cube. Crybt. fig. 56. Cleavage

flat conchoidal, very indistinct. Hard. 3.0 3.5.

Sp.gr. 13.755. Opaque. Lustre bright metallic.

Colour silver white. Streak the same.

Mti mi re variety, amorphous. Structure compact. It

is sometimes rendered semi-fluid by mixture with

fluid mercury.

Found in Hungary, the Palatinate, Deuxponts, and

in France, Spain, and Sweden.
Sulphurtt of Mercury.

a. Cinnabar. Hepatic Cinnabar. Liverore, No. 92.

Hauy, 3.313. Phil. 358. Haid. 8.44. Leon. 631.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P/

= 71° 48'. Cleavage distinct, parallel to plane e,

fig. 111. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.0, 2,5.

Sp.gr. 8.1. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

adamantine. Colour bright red, and darker shades

to reddish-grey. Streak scarlet.

Mentire varieiiet, amorphous. Structure granular to

compact, sometimes fibrous and pulverulent.

The Hepatic and Bituminout Cinnabar appear to be

mixtures of this ore with shale and coarse coal.

Found in Europe, chiefly at Idria in Carniola, at

Almaden in Spain, and in tile Palatinate, and in

several parts of Mexico and South America.

Mesole, No. 209.

Haid. 3.126. Leon. 206.

Occurs in globular and reniform masses, sometimes

imbedded, but generally covering a thin stratum of

Mesoline. Structure fibrous, foliated, radiating.

Hard. 3.5. Sp.gr. 2.37. Translucent, Lustre

pearly. Colour white, sometimes yellowish.

Found in the Faroe Islands.

Mesottpe. Natrolite, No. 207.

Hauy, 3.179. Phil. 123. Haid. 2.236. Leon. 204.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crybt. fig. 71.

M,M' = 91° 10'. Cleavage parallel to the lateral

planes. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 5.0, 5.5.

Sp.gr. 2.249. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous. Colour white, with shades of grey, red,

and yellow. Streak white.

Matrive varieties, globular and reniform. Structure

fibrous, radiating. Surface drusy.

Found in Iceland, the Faroe Islands Scotland, Ire-

land, and in many other places, lining cavities in

basaltic and porphyritic rocks and ancient lavas.

Mf.soliie. Needle Stone, No. 208.

Corresponds nearly with the preceding description,

but the angle of the prism is 91° HO7
.

Mica.
It is certain that several distinct species of Minerals

are included under til’s name, merely because they

may be easily split into very thin, thining plates,

but they cannot at present be distinguished by any
characters which have been hitherto given. The
following description of crystalline forms applies

principally to the micas from Vesuvius.

. Rhomboidal, No. 258. Mineralogy
Hauy, 3.111. Phil. 106. Haid. 2.198. Leon. 437. —v-l'
Occurs in attached hexagonal prisms, and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Ckyst. fig. 106. Cleav-

age very distinct, perpendicular to the axis. Frac-
ture not observable. Hardness of the cleavage

surfaces 2.0. 2.5, that of the edges being 4.5, 5.5.

Sp.gr. 2.7, 3.0. Transparent, translucent. Lus-
tre vitreous, pearly on the cleavage surfaces. Co-
lour while, grey, black, brown, pale red, dull yel-

low, green. Streak white, grey.

Mastive varieties, globular, structure fibrous, foliated.

Amorphous, structure foliated, granular, fibrous.

Found in primitive rocks in all parts of the World,
and abundantly in the masses ejected from Vesuvius.

. Oblique pritmatic, No. 259.

The preceding references and descriptions will pro-

bably apply to this variety, with the exception of

the crystalline form, which is an Oblique rhombic

prism. Chvst. fig. 83. P,M =: 98°40'. M,M' S3

120°. Phil.

c. Lrpidomte. Lilac Mica, No. 260.

Hafiy, 3.116. Phil. 141. Haid. 2.202. I/eon. 451.

Occurs in amorphous masses, composed generally of

smail, thin, flexible scales. Fracture uneven. Sp.gr.

2.832. The scales or plates are translucent. Co-
lour pearl-grey, rose anti purple-red, and greenish.

Found at Rnzena in Moravia, at Uto in Sweden, in

North America, and some few other places.

d. Maroarite. Peart Mica, No. 261.

Phil. 208. Haid. 2.204. Leon. 766.

Occurs in thin, hexagonal, attached crystals, and in

masses of small, thin, shining lnminte.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig 56. Cleavage

distinct, perpendicular to the axis. Fracture not

observable. Hard. 3.5, 4.5. Sp.gr. 3 032. Trans-

lucent. Lustre pearly, bright. Colour greyish,

reddish, and yellowish-white. Streak white.

Found at Sterzing in the Tyrol.

e. Rubellan. Red Mica? No. 262.

I.eon. V74.
Occurs in small, imbedded, hexagonal, micaceous

plates, not elastic. Soft. Sp.gr. 2.5, 2.7. Cotour

reddish-brown.

f. Oderit. Work Mica ? No. 263.

Occurs in musses which may be split Into thin leaves

like mica. It is opaque and black, with very little

lustre, and is probably mica, containing some

foreign matter, which has altered its usual appear-

ance.

Found in Sweden.

3fotrflDi.ATir.

Svlphurei of Molybdenum.
a. Molybdenite, No. 107.

HaQy, 4.326. Phil. 248. Haid. 3.18. Leon. 667.

Occurs in imbedded hexagonal crystal#, and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cleavage very distinct,

perpendicuhir to the axis. Fracture not observable.

Hard. 1.0, 1.5. Sp.gr. 4.5, 4.7. Opaque. Lustre

metallic. Colour lead-grey. Streak the same.

Thin laminee very flexible.

Mature variety, amorphous, structure granular, fo-

liated.

Found in Saxony and Bohemia, and in other placet

in Europe and America.
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Mineralogy Oxi DP. OP MOLYBDENUM, No. 416.

Phil. 249.

Occurs os a crust' on the sulphuret, and in thin layers

between its lam ins. Structure earthy, and very

thin fibrous. Friable. Dull. Colour pale yellow.

Found in Norway. Scotland, and North America.

Has not been analyzed.

Mosticellitk, No. 362.

1\M. and An. 10.265.

A Mineral from Vesuvius, nearly resembling Peridot

in its form and measurements, but requiring fur-

ther examination of better specimens for the pur-

pose of a more exact description.

Murchisonite, No. 363.

P.M. and An. 1.446.

Occurs in imbedded crystals and crystalline masses.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

63. P,A, fig. 91 = 106° 50'. Cleavage distinct

parallel to P and to both its diagonals. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.509. Trans-

lucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous, pearly on the

plane A. Colour white, with a slight tinge of red.

Found imbedded in the new red sandstone at Daw-
lish, and at Heuvitree, near Exeter, Devonshire.

The inclination of P on A agrees very nearly, if not

exactly, with the measurement ou corresponding
planes of the moon-*tonc of Ceylon, the peculiar

lustre of which is observable, ns in Murchisonite,

only on the plane A.

MURUTic Acid Gas, Chlorine, No. 58.

Occurs in the state of gas. Transparent. Sp.gr.

1.274. Odour pungent. Taste acid.

Found in the neighbourhood of active volcanoes.

Necronite, No. 364.

Appears from its cleavage, hardness, and some other

characters to be felspar.

Nkpiielike. Sommitc, No. 239.

Hafly, 3.347. Phil. 125. Haid. 2.250. Leon. 468.

Occurs in attached hexagonal prisms. Primary form

a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. PJP* =: 88° 55'.

Haid. Cleavage inditlincl, parallel to the planes

of the hexagonal prism. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.56. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour white. Streak white.

Found among the matter ejected from Vesuvius.

Nickel.

Arskniate of Nickel, No. 474.

Hafly, 3.421. Phil. 284. Haid. 2.448. Leon. 164.
Occurs as a powdery crust on the surface of arseniurel

of nickel, and massive. Opaque. Dull. Colour
green, and greenish-white.

Found accompanying arseniurel of nickel, and produced
from the decomposition of that substance.

Aneniuret of Nickel.

Copper Nickel, No. 28.

Ilauy, 3.417. Phil. 283. Hnid. 2.446. Leon. 678.

Occurs in botryoidut and renifbnn masses, with a

fibrous structure ; more commonly amorphous.
Structure compact. Fracture uneven. Splintery.

Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 7.65. Opaque. Lustre

metallic. Colour yellowish and greyish-red of
different shades. Streak pale brownish -black.

Found in Cornwall, Scotland, Saxony, Bohemia, and
other parts of Europe, and in South America.

Oxide op Nickel, No. 130. Minerdog]

Phil. 284. v-
Occurs in a green Mineral named Pimelite, but whe

(her combined with silica, or merely colouring #

hydrous quartz, appears uncertain.

Found in Serpentine in Silesia.

Sulphuret of Nickel.

Native Nickel. Capillary Nickel. No. 76.

Hafly, 3 412. Phil. 282. Haid. 3 129. Leon. 651.
Occurs in regular hexagonal capillary crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. Opaque.
Lustre metallic. Colour yellow, sometimes greyish.

Found in Wales and Cornwall in England, and in

Saxony, Bohemia, and the Hurlz.

Sulpho-arteniuret of Nickel.

Nickelolakz. Grey Nickel, No. 115.

An. 15.147. Leon. 652
Occurs massive. Structure granular. Fracture of

the mass uneven, the separate grains foliated.

Easily frangible. Sp.gr. 6.129. Opaque. Lustre
metallic. Colour pale lead-grey, becoming reddish

by tarnish.

Found in Sweden and in the llartz.

Nottallite, No. 365.

Haid. 3.133. Leon. 765.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65, of the
same dimensions ns Sea polite. Cleavage parallel

to the lateral planes. Fracture uneven. Hard.
4.0, 4.5. Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colourgrcy.

Found at Bolton in Massachusetts. And probably
some of the dark grey Scapolites from Finland will

be found to belong to this species.

Obsidian. Marckanite, No. 249.

Hafly, 3.101. Phil. 112. Haid. 2.337. Leon. 413.
Occurs massive and in rolled grains. Structure com-

pact. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 6.0, 7.0. Sp.gr.

2.35, 2.40. Transparent, opaque. Lustre vitreous.

Colour greyish brown, greenish or brownish-black,

black, dull red, and dull green.

Found in the neighbourhood of most volcanoes, and
in beds and veins traversing rocks in many parts

of Europe, Asia, and America.
Obsidian, Pitcbstonc, Pearlstone, and Pumice have

been considered as belonging to the same Mineral

species, from the apparent passage of one into the

other, and the consequent absence of exact charac-

ters by which they may be distinguished. There
appears, however, a chemical difference in their

composition ; the Pitchstone and Pearlstone con-

taining water, which the others do not ; on which
account they have been kept separate in this Trea-
tise.

OshELITE, No. 366.

P.M. and An. 3.71.

Is said to consist of thin prismatic concretions, either

scopiformly or stellularly arranged, and these again

collected into masses of coarse, granular concre-

tions. Cleavage apparent in only one direction.

Hard. 4.0, b.0. Sp.gr. about 2.8. Translucent.

Colour whitish, yellowish, and brownish-grey. Feels

greasy. Odour strong clayey. Taste like clay,

olid seems to dissolve in the mouth, but without
producing any apparent change in the substance.

Found atNicderkirchen,near Wolfstein, on the Rhine.

Osmium, a metal found combined with Iridium, in small
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Miwraij-^Y grains among (he platina in South America and
s^v^"/

Russia. Set* Iridium.

Ostranitc, No. 367,

K.N.P.J. 4.186. Leon. 7G5.

Is said to occur crystalliaed in the form of a Right

rhombic prism, of about 96°. Hard, about 6.5. Sp.gr.

4.32. Lustre vitreous. Colour dark brown.

Found in Norway, and supposed byM. Breithaupt to

be a new metallic oxide.

Palladium, No. 14.

Hatty, 3.230. Phil. 325. Haid. 3.134. Leon.

Occurs in rolled grains accompanying the native pla-

tina of Brazil, and in minute particles, imbedded

in and combined with much of the native gold of

Brazil.

Structure of the rolled grains fibrous, divergent

Sp.gr. 11.8. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour

whitish steel-grey.

PEARL8TONr-, No. 245.

Phil. 112. II aid. 2.337. Leon. 182.

Occurs massive. Structure granular, the grains va-

rying in size, and formed of thin concentric la-

mirnc. Fracture uneven. Hurd. 4.5, 5.0. Sp.gr.

2 34. Translucent, opaque. Lustre pearly. Co-
lour grey, greyish-black, blackish or reddish-brown.

Found principally nt Tokay, in Hungary, also at

CabodaGato, in Spain, and in a few other places.

See Obsidian.
Pektolite, No. 225.

E.J.S. 9.364.

Occurs in spheroidal masses. Structure fibrous, ra-

diating. Hard. 4 5,5.5. Sp.gr.2.69. Nearly opaque.

Lustre pearly. Colour greyish-white.

Found on Natrolile at Monte Baldo, South Tyrol.

Peridot. Chrysolite. Olivine? Hyalosidente

?

No. 2S3.

Hafly, 2.465. Phil. 95. 96. Haid. 2.345. Leon. 530,

Occurs in attached, imbedded, and loose crystals, and

massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M.M* =120°. Levy. Fracture conchoid al. Hard,

6 5,7.0. Sp.gr. 3.441. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour green of various shades,

sometimes yellowish or brownish. Streak white.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Composition granular,

the grains slightly coherent.

The locality of the Chrysolite used in jewellery is not

known, but is supposed to be Upper Egypt,

Olivine occurs in basalt and lava in Bohemia,
Hungary, on the banks of the Rhine, and in other

places.

Petamte, No. 229.

Hatty, 3 137. Phil. 143. Haid. 2.248. Leon. 416.

Occurs in masses composed of smaller crystalline

musses, promiscuously aggregated, sometimes so

minute as to appear compact. Cleavage parallel

to the lateral planes and both diagonals of a rhombic

prism of about 100°. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.0,

6.5. 8p.gr. 2.44. Translucent. Lustre vitreous.

Colour white. Streak white.

Found at Utun in Sweden, and in North America.

PtcboLite, No. 251.
Phil. 209. Haid. 3.136. Leon. 225.

Occurs massive. Structure thin fibrous. Fracture
splintery. Hard. 3.0, 6.0. Nearly opaque. Little

lustre, inclining to pearly. Colour yellowish-

green.

Found at Taberg and Nordmarken in Sweden.

PlCROSiiINE, No. 252. liianalocy

Haid. 3.137. Leon. 512, 768.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.
M.M' = 1 17° 49'. Cleavage distinct parallel to P,
indistinct parallel to the long diagonal and to M.
Fracture indistinct, uneven. Hard. 2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr.
2.66. Nearly opaque. Lustre dull vitreous, pearly
on the surface M. Colour greenish-while, green of
several shades, sometimes blackish. Streak white.

Massive varitltrs

:

structure thin fibrous, fracture

splintery ;
granular to compact, fracture earthy.

Found at Engelsburg in Bohemia.
Pi kite. No. 266.

Hatty, 2.353. Phil. 80. Haid. 3 139. Leon. 464.
Occurs in imbedded crystals, which arc generally

hexagonal prisms.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P
unknown. Cleavage very indistinct. Fracture
uneven. Ilard.2.0,2,5. Sp gr. 2.78, 2.96. Opaque.
Lustre slightly resinous. Colour greenish-grey,
blackish-brown, brown, blackish-green.

Found in Saxony, Auvergne, England, and some
other parts of Europe, and in North America-

PiNuutTE, No. 368.

E.N.P.J. 9.382. Leon. 468.

Occurs massive al Beschert-Gluck, Saxony, and is

said to resemble Bole and Green iron earth ; two
names under which several substances differing in

most of their characters appear to have been
classed. Hence they afford little indication of the
characters of Pinguite.

PiTcnstoNE, No. 246.

Phil. 130. Haid. 2.337. Leon. 181.

Occurs massive. Structure compact, sometime* slaty.

Fracture imperfect conchoidal, one of the characters

by which it is distinguished from Obsidian. Hard.
5.0, 6.0. Sp.gr. 2.3, 2.7. Translucent, opaque.
Lustre resino-vitreous. Colour grey, black, brown,
red, yellow, green, blue, dull and sometimes va-
riously mixed.

Found at Meissner in Saxony, in Ireland, the Western
Islands of Scotland, and in other places.

See Obsidian.
Platina, No. 15.

Hatty, 3.226- Phil. 324. Haid. 2.441. Leon. 705.
Occurs in grains of various sizes. No cleavage.

Fracture hackly. Hard. 4.0, 4.5. Sp.gr. 17.832.
Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour steel-grey.

Streak shining.

Found in Peru, Brazil, and lately in Russia.

Pluranium, P.M. and An. 2.391, 5.234.

A metal said to have been discovered in the Russian
Platina by Professor Osaun of Dorpat

PoLYH ALLITE, No. 538.

Phil. 199. Haid. 3.141. Leon. 769. E-J-S. 7.246.
Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crybt. fig.

71. M,M'= about 115°. Cleavage indistinct, pa-
rallel to M,M'. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5.

Sp.gr. 2.73, 2,77. Opaque. Lustre resinous.

Colour pale fiesh-red, sometimes yellowish.

Found at Ischel in Upper Austria.

PoONAHLITE. No. 369.

P.M. and An. 10.109.

Occurs in long slender crystals accompanying Apt -

phyllilr and Stilkite.
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Mineralogy Primary form a Right rhombic prism. CaTiT. fig.

v—v— 71. M.M'= 92°20'. Fracture uneven. Trans-

parent. translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colourless,

white.

Found at Poonah in the East Indies.

Potash.

Nitrate of Potash.

a. Nitre. Saltpetre, No. 517.

Hally, 2.177. Phil. IS®. IIaid. 2.34. Leon. 247.

Occurs in crusts and capillary fibres, on or near the

surface of the earth, and in old walls, &c. Hurd.

2.0. Sp.gr. 1.93. Transparent, translucent Lus-

tre of the fractured surface vitreous. Colour white,

sometimes yellowish. Taste saline and cool.

Found in most parts of the World.

Sulphate of Potash.

a. Bernuardite, No. 524.

Hauy, 2.187. Haid. 3.159. Leon. 271.

Occurs at Mount Vesuvius in small white tubercular

or globular masses on lava. Hard. 2.5, 3.0.

Sp.gr. 1.737. Translucent. Lustre of the frac-

tured surface vitreous.

Prehmte, No. 222.

Kovphotite when in very thin crystals.

Hauy, 2,603. Phil. 36. Haid. 2.217. Leon. 470.

Occurs ill attached and aggregated crystals and

massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M' = 99° 50'. Cleavage distinct, parallel to P,

less so parallel to the lateral planes. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 6.0, 7.0. Sp.gr. 2.926. Trans-

parent, translucent Lustre vitreous. Colour

white, grey, yellow, green of various shades. Streak

white.

Massive varieties, globular, hotryoidal, nodular, sta-

luctitic. Structure brood fibrous. Amorphous,
structure granular, compact. Surfaces rough,

drusy.

Found originally at the Cape of Good Hope, and

since at many places in Europe, America, and

Asia.

Pumice, No. 247.

riiil. 133. Haid. 2.337. Leon. 411.

Occurs massive. Structure fibrous and very porous.

From its porous structure it floats on water. Trans-

lucent, opaque. Lustre of some varieties vitreous,

but generally pearly. Colour grey, sometimes

brownish or yellowish.

Found principally in the Lipori Islands.

See Obsidian.

Pyrallolto, No. 166.

Phil. 66. Haid, 3. 141. Leon. 512.

Occurs crystallized and massive. Cleavage parallel to

the lateral planes of a prism of about 94° 36'.

Fracture earthy. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 2.55,

2.60. Translucent, opaque. Lustre resinous.

Colour white, occasionally greenish or yellowish.

Mansu r variety, structure fibrous, granular.

Found at Pargas in Finland.

PYR,ARGILLITE, No. 370.

Occurs in bluish and brownrib-black amorphous
masses, in a felspar or granitic rock in Finland.

PvaoriiYLLiTR, No. 255.

Formerly known as Radiated Tale, but newly named Mineralogy

on account of its ready exfoliation on exposure tc

heat.

PVROSMALITI, No. 282.

Phil. 235. Haid. 3.143. Leon. 772.

Occure in attached and imbedded hexagonal prism*.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106.

Cleavage distinct perpendicular to the axis, indis-

tinct parallel to the planes of the prism. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 4.0, 4.5. Sp.gr. 3.08. Trans-

parent, opaque. Lustre of the transpareul variety,

vitreous, of the opaque, pearly on the cleavage

surface. Colour greyish-green. Streak pale.

Found at Nordmark in Sweden.

Pyroxene. Atalite. Baika'ite. Dioptide . Fassaite.

Malaraide, Mustite. Pyrgom. Sahiite, No. 268
to 272.

Hafly. 2.407. Phil. 58. Haid. 2.268. Leon. 503.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-

sive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst.

fig. 83. P,M= 105°45'. M,M' = 87°5'. Cleavage

parallel to the lutcr.il planes and to both the dia-

gonals. Fracture conchoidal, uneven. Hard. 5.0,

6.0. Sp.gr. 3.23, 3.35. Transparent to opaque.

Lustre vitreous, v itreo-resinuus. Colour while,

grey, black, brown, yellow, green, of many shades.

Streak paler colour.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure granular,

columnar, parallel, and radiating ; laminar.

Found in most basaltic rncks, in lava, and in the

older rocks in most parts nt the World.

R\ Dint,IT*? No. 224.

E.J.S. 10.370.

The notice referred to is that of an analysis by Hurve-

feldnfa substance called Radiolite, unaccompanied

by any description or indication of locality. A spe-

cimen in the writer's possession, so named we be-

lieve by Esmark, exactly resembles the fibrous

Mineral from Norway named Bergmannile. But

whether this is the Mineral analyzed by Huncfeld

Is uncertain.

Razovmoffskin, No. 371.

An 4.215. 7.62.

A white powder discovered by Lentz in the clefts

of quartz rocks in Silesia. In vol. iv. of the

Annals of Phil, it is Baid to be composed of silica,

alumina, potash and water; and in vol. vii. it is

•aid to contain silica, magnesia, and carhonic acid.

Hence two different Minerals have passed under this

name.
Riiodii’M. A brittle metal found by Dr. Wollaston in.

combination with native platinaas an alloy.

Rhcjtcniuu. P.M. and An. 2.391. 5.233.

A metal said to have been discovered in the Russian
platina by Professor Osann of Dorpat

Saphirinb, No. 313.

Leon. 775.

Occurs in thin crystalline plates, separated by plates

of mica. Fracture uneven. Hard. 7.0, 8.0.

Sp.gr. 3.42. Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Co-
lour blue, sometimes greenish. Streak white.

Found in Greenland.

Sarcolite, No 372.

P.M. and An. 10.189.

Occurs in nttuchcd crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 61. Trans-
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Miorralagy parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
v--' white, and pale flesh-red.

Found in cavities in the masses ejected from Vesuvius.

Red Analcime and Gmeliniie have incorrectly passed
under this name merely on account of their colour.

Scapolite. Paranthine. WtrntriU. Chelmsfordite,

No. 285.

Hafly, 2 586. Phil. 137. Haid. 2.264. Leon. 474.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-
sive.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 61. Fre-
quently decomposed and dull on the surface.

Cleavage parallel to the primary planes and both
the diagonals. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0, 5.5.

Sp.gr. 2.72. Translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreous.

Colour white, grey, green, red.

Found in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Greenland, and
in North America.

Mtionile% No. 236. Generally in transparent crystals

from Vesuvius.

Scnr.EUVM.

a. Oxide or Scherlium. Schetlic Acid? Tungstic
Acid? No. 412.

Phil. 254.

Occurs massive, with some appearance of crystalline

form. Fracture conchoidal. Sp.gr. 6.0. Trans-
lucent. Lustre adamantine. Colour yellow of
different shades, sometimes greyish. Resembles
sulphur in appearance. Inodorous. Tasteless.

Insoluble in acids.

Found in quartz in a mine near Baltimore? North
America.

Schiller Spar. Diallage Metalloide

.

No. 287.
Hafly, 2.455. Phil. 71. Ilaid. 2.206. Leon. 517.
Occurs in crystalline plates and small aggregated

crystals generally in serpentine. Cleavage parallel

to the lateral planes and to both the diagonals of a
rhombic prism of about 93° 30\ The angle of
135* to 140° quoted by Haidinger is evidently the
inclination of a primary to & diagonal plane, which
is 136° 15*. Fracture uneven, scarcely observable.
Hard, 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 2.69. Nearly opaque.
Lustre pearly metallic. Colour yellowish and black-
ish green.

Found at Baste in the Hartz, at Zobliz in Saxony,
and a few other places,

Scqoarite, No. 529.

Leon. 258.

This Mineral is said to be fibrous, and composed of

10 parts of silex and 90 of sulphate of barytes,

and to be soluble in sulphuric acid.

Its professed locality is Carlisle, in the State of New
York, North America.

SrLExiuif, No. 45.

Occurs as a red coating on sulphur, and sometimes
in small globular and hotryoidal shapes, with a
smooth and bright surface. Fracture conchoidal.
Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour pale dull
red.

Found in the Lipari Islands.
SlDlROCLF.PTE, No. 373.

Gal. 273.

Soft. Translucent. Lustre greasy. Colour yellow-
ish-green.

Found iu the lavas of the extinct volcanoes of Bris- Mineialoiry

SuLPHuaETor Selenium, No. 1 10.

E.P.J. 13.190. Leon. 599.
Found iu the Lipari Islands, disposed in layers, and

of a brownish-yellow colour.

Silica.

Hafly, 2.828. Phil. 1. Haid. 2.321. Leon. 372.
The differences of structure, hardness, specific gravity,

mixture with foreign matter, and other characters
belonging to this species, are so numerous as to
render any single description inapplicable to all its

varieties. And the intimate connection of some of
these wilh others, into which they appear to puss
by insensible degrees, as that of brittle opal into
tough calcedony, renders it equally impracticable
to define with precision their respective limits. It
will, however, be convenient to divide the species
first into anhydrous, which we simply term
quartz, and hydrous quartz

;

and each of these into
smaller subdivisions.

Quartz, No. 154.

o. The structure crystalline

.

1. Attached, imbedded, and aggregated crystals.

Colourless, transparent. Rock crystal.

Coloured, and of various degrees of transparency
and translucencv.

While.

Grey.
Black.

Brown. Smoky quartz.

Red. Compostella quartz.

Yellow, transparent.

nearly opaque. Eisen Kiesel.

Green, transparent.

nearly opaque. Prase.
Blue, translucent. Sidcrite.

Purple. Amethyst.

Primary form a Rhomboid. P,P'=94° 15'. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of the hexagonal prism and
pyramids of the ordinary crystals. Fracture con-
choidal. Hard. 7.0. Sp.gr. 2.69. Transparent to

opaque. Lustre vitreous, in some varieties resi-

nous. Colour of almost every variety.

2. Amorphous.
Colourless, transparent. Rock crystal.

Slightly bluish pale grey. Milky quartz.
Slightly greyish with little lustre. Pat quartz.
Pale red. Rose quartz.

Pale green, a variety of Amethyst.
Pale brownish-red. and greenish-grey, slightly

coloured, penetrated by Amianthus. Catseye.
Blue. Sidcrite.

Containing minute fissures or scales of mica
which reflect many brilliant points of light

Avanturine.

3. Massive aggregations of particles in which the
crystalline structure is apparent.

Fibrous, the fibres parallel or divergent
Granular, the grains varying in size, and co-

hering with different degrees of force, or being
loose in the form of sand.

b. The crystalline structure of the particles not appa-
rent

Chalcedony, Botryoidal, stalactitic, rcnilorm, uodu

-
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lar, amorphous, and sometimes in pseudomor-

plious crystals of the forms of carbonate of liine,

(Hornstone,) and of Datholite. (Haytorite.) The
uodular varieties are

Onyx, when composed of flat layers or bands

of different colours.

Agate, when the bands are concentrically

curved.

Other varieties are

Sard, brownish-yellow.

Plasma, dark green, translucent.

Chrytoprase, when pale green.

Cornelian, when white, or brownish or yellow-

ish-red.

Heliotrope,
dark green spotted with red, opaque.

Flint, in nodular and tabulur masses of various

shades of black and grey, and of other colours.

Mired with variously coloured clays and other

extraneous matter, and generally opaque.

Jasper, principally red, yellow, brown, and green

of many shades.

Flinty stale. Rasanite Touchstone. Colour

dark greyish-black.

Hydrous Qu\nrz. No. 155.

Occurs nodulur and amorphous.

Opal distinguished as

Precious, wlicu it presents iridescent colours.

Fire opal, when the internal reflection is bright red.

Hydrophone, when transparency nod the colours of

the precious opal may be produced by immersion

in water. Appendix.
Common opal, when the colours, which are very

various, are simple.

Semi-opal, when it is dull ond opaque.

Wood opal, showing the woody structure.

Cacholong
,
white opaque opal.

Opal jasper, if mixed with much foreign matter.

Menilite, opaque and brown.

Hyalite, Fiotite, in small globular and botryoidat

forms.

Ceyserite. Silicious sinter. No. 159. Silicious De-
positsfrom thehoisprings in Iceland and elsewhere.

Structure compact, resembling opal, to fine granular

and earthy.

IIydrosilicite, No. 156.

Appendix to Quartz.

P.M. n.s. 3.71.

OccurB in amorphous masses in serpentine. Frac-

ture even. Soft. Translucent. Dull. Colour white.

Feels greasy.

Found at Frunkenberg in Silesia, accompanying
chrysoprase, opal, and pimelitc.

KoMLirr. No. 157.

Phil. 207. Leon. 753.

Occurs in the form of a loose white powder in some of
the amygrlalohls in the Highlands of Scotland end
some of live Western Islands. It appenrs from

analysis to be nearly pure silex, but its ready fusi-

bility into a transparent colourless bead induced

Dr. Maccidloch to suppose that it contained some
other matter besides a small portion of lime which
easily separated from it.

Tripoli, and Polishi.no Slate, No. 158.

Leon. 785.
These appear to be nearly similar compounds of

silica in a finely divided state, with small propor-
tions of alumina and oxide of iron.

VOL. VI.

They are massive, earthy, friable, and of a greyish. Mineralogy

brownish, or yellowish colour.

Found in France, Italy, and some parts of Ger-
many.

Sursm.

Stibiuret of Silver,

a. Antimonial Silver, No. 26.

Hauy, 3.258. Phil. 23G. Haid. 2.427. Leon. 6S5.
Occurs crystallized, granular, and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. CarST.fig. 71.

M,M' about 120°. Cleavage parallel to the ter-

minal plane and short diagonal of the prism.
Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5. Sp.gr. 9.44. 9,82.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour silver-white.

Streak the same.
Massive varieties, amorphous, structure granular,

foliated.

Found in the Hartz, in Salzburg, and at Guadal-
canal in Spain.

Arsenical Stibiuret of Silver frequently accompanies
the preceding, of which it is considered a variety

containing a mixture of arsenic.

Carbonate of Stiver,

a. Selbite, No. 459.

HaOy, 3*290. Phil. 295. Leon. 702.

Occurs massive and disseminated in veins traversing

granite. Structure fine gTanular. Fracture un-
even. Suft. Heavy. Opaque. Lustre metallic.

Colour greyish - black

.

Found at Altwolfatch in the Black Forest.

Chloride of Silver.

a. Laxmannite. Horn Silver. Muriate of Silver, No.
67.

HuQy, 3.292. Phil. 295. Ilaid. 2,154. Leon. 581.

Occur* crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Cube. C’ryst. fig. 56. No cleavage.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 1.0, 1.5. Sp.gr. 5.55.

Translucent. Lustre resinous, bright. Colourgrey,
yellow, green, blue of different shades, mostly dull.

Streak shining. Sectile.

Found with other ores of silver in several parts of
Europe and America.

Iodide of Silver,

a. Herrera lite, No. 57.

Nuevo Systema Mineral, por Del Rio, p. 8.

Structure lamellar. Soft. Externally white, inter-

nally yellowish.

Found in serpentine at Albarradon in the State of
Zacatecas, Mexico.

Native Silver.

a. Silver, No. II.

Hauy. 3 249. Phil. *2S5. Haid. 2.433. Leon. 699.

Occurs crystallized, dendritic, capillary, and massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. No cleavage.

Fracture hackly. Hard. 2.5. 3.0. Sp.gr. 10.473.

Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour white. Streak
shining.

Massive txtrielies, amorphous, laminar.

Found in many different places in Europe and Ame-
rica.

b. Auriferous Native Silver does not appear to form a

distinct chemical species, but differs in the propor-

tions of gold and silver in different specimens.

Seteniuret of Silver and Copprr.

a. Eucaibitf, No. 54.

3 v
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Mineralogy Hafly, 3.470. Phil. 294. Haid. 3.94. Lean. 593.

v-— Occurs in small granular masses in a serpentine rock.

Soft. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour greyish*

white.

Found in Sweden.

Sulpha ret of Silver.

a. IIenkelite. Silver Glance. No. 88.

H any, 3.265. Phil. 288. Haid. 3.11. Leon. 635.

Occurs in attached and segregated crystals and

massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 65. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 7.196. Opaque.

Lustre metallic Colour lead grey, sometimes

blackish from tarnish.

Jtfaitiee varieties, amorphous, laminar.

Found in most silver mines.

Sulphurel of Silver and Iron ?

a. Stern hero itk, No. 91. Flexible Sulphurci of Silver

of Bournon. Cat. 209.

E.J.S. 7.242. Leon. 779.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M' =119° 3'/. Cleavage distinct parallel to

the terminal plane. The lamina* very flexible.

Hard. 1.0. 1.5. Sp.gr. 4 215. Opaque. Lustre me-
tallic. Colour dark brown, often with a blue tar-

nish. Streak black.

Found at Jouchimsthal in Bohemia.
Sulphuret of Silver and Antimony.

Red Silver.

Rhomhoidal.

a. BtunonB. No. 104.

Hafly, 3.269. Phil 291. Haid. 3 39. Leon. 610.

Occurs in attached cry stals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. ftg. 106. P,P r

= 109° SO'. Cleavage parallel to the primary

planes, generally indistinct. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 5.846. Translucent,

Opaque. Lustre adamantine. Colour red, of dif-

ferent shades, frequently dark and blackish.

Streak red.

Mature varieties, amorphous, structure granular,

compact.

Found in many parts of Europe and America.

Oblique Prismatic.

b. Miaeoyrite, No. 105.

Haid. 3.42.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst.

fig. 93 M,M' = 8<P4'. P.A, fig. 91, 101° 6".

Cleavage imperfect. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.0,

2.5. Sp.gr. 5.234. Nearly opaque. Lustre

bright metallic. Colour iron-black. Streak dark

red.

Found near Freiberg in Saxony.
Right. Prismatic.

c. Poi.yiwsite. Brittle Silver, No, 106.

Hafly, 3 280. Phil. 390. Haid. 3.27. Leon. 63S.

Occurs in attached and aggregated crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M' = 111° 8'. Haid. Cleavage imperfect.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 6.269.

Translucent. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour
iron-black.

Found in Saxony, Bohemia, and other parts of
Europe, and in Mexico and Peru.

Among the numerous specimens named Brittle Silver

in the Mineral collections in this Country, we have Mineralogy

not observed one agreeing in crystalline form with

the above description.

Sulphuret of Silver and Antimony,
a. Romelitb. Mine d'Argent grise Antimonialc, No.

103
De l isle, 3.54. Phil. 290. Haid. 3.30. Leon.

685.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' s 100°. Phil. Cleavage parallel to the

lateral planes. Sp.gr. 5.5. Opaque. Lustre me-
tallic. Colour nearly silver-white.

Found near Freiberg.

Sulphurel of Silver and Copper,

a. SlLYERKUPPKROLA.NR, No. 89.

Phil. 293. Haid. 3.73. Kirwan. 2.121.

Occurs massive. Compact. Fracture flat conchoidal.

Soft. Sp.gr. 6.255. Opaque. Lustre metallic.

Colour dark lead-grey. Streak shining.

Found in Siberia.

Sulphuret of Silver, Lead, and Bismuth,
a. Bismothic Silver, No. 90.

Phil. 294. Haid. 3.78. Leon. 618.

Occurs in acicular crystals and massive.

Fracture uneven. Opaque. Colour when first

broken light lead-grey, but liable to tarnish.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure compact
Found at Shnpbach in Baden, in a bed of gneiss.

Sulpho-tdluret of Silver and Bismuth,
a. Molyrdic Silver. Molybdan Silver, No. 21.

Phil. 2S7. Haid. 3.127. Leon. 5S9.

Occurs in small laminated masses at Deutsch Pilsen

netir firard, and resembles the Sulpho-tellurel of

Bismuth, but is said to be composed of sulphur,

bismuth, tellurium, oud silver. It appears, how-
ever, to be an uncertain species.

Sods.

Borate of Soda,

a. Borax. Tincal, No. 424.

Hafly, 2.800. Phil. 192. Haid. 2.52. Leon 148.

Occurs in single crystals and massive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crvst. fig.

83. P,M = 101° SO’. M.M' = 86°40'. Cleavage

parallel to the lateral planes and both diagonals.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr.

1.716. Transparent, translucent. Lustre resi-

nous. Colour slightly greyish, greenish, or bluish-

white. Streak white.

Found chiefly in a lake in Thibet, and also in Persia

and in South America.
Carbonate, of Soda,

a. Oblique Rhombic, No, 432.

Hafly, 2.207. Phil. 190. Haul. 2.27. Leon 149.

Occurs crystallized, massive, and in powder.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crvst.

fig. 83. P,M = 108° 45'. M.M' = 76? 12'.

Levy. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes and
oblique diagonal. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 1.0,

1.5. Sp.gr. 1.423. Transparent, Irnnlucent. Lustre

vitreous. Colour white, sometimes yellowish or

greyish. Streak white. Very efflorescent.

Massive varieties, structure fibrous, granular.

Found abundantly in Hungarv and the natron

lakes of Egypt, and in some other place*.
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Mineralogy b. Right Rhombic, No. 433.— Haid. 2.29.

Occurs in crystals lining cavities of the massive va-

rieties of the preceding species.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M.M' ss 107° 5(f. Cleavage indistinct. Fracture

conchoktal. Hard. 1.5. Sp.gr. 1.562. Transpa-

rent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white,

sometimes yellowish. Streak white. Less efflo-

rescent than the preceding species.

c. Troxa, No. 434.

Phil. 190. Haid. 3.164. Leon. 149.

Occurs in crystalline coats, with a fibrous structure.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crybt.

fig. 83. Measurements uncertain. Cleavage pa-

rallel to P, distinct. Fracture uneven. Hard. 2.5,

3.0. Sp.gr. 2.112. Transparent, translucent. Lus-

tre vitreous. Colour white, sometimes yellowish.

Streak white. Does not effloresce.

Found on the banks of lakes in the Kingdom of

Fexzan in Africa.

d. Bicarbonate of Soda? No. 435.

NJ. 35. 48.

Occurs in strata of two to six inches thick on a bed of

clay containing muriate of soda. Structure gra-

nular. Colour yellowi&b-grey, docs not effloresce.

Found near Buenos Ayres.

Carbonate of Soda and Lime.
a . Gay Lussitz, No. 436.

E.J.S. 5.372. P.M. and An. 1 263.

Occurs in imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' = 68° 50\ Cleavage parallel to the

lateral planes distinct; less so parallel to the ter-

minal plane. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 2.5.

Sp.gr. 1.93, 1.99. Transparent. Lustre vitreous.

Colourless.

Found in a thin stratum of soft clay covering a bed

of carbonate of soda, called Urao , at the bottom of

a lake near Lagunilla, a day's journey South-West
of Merida in Columbia.

b. Barkuelitr, No. 437.

P.M. ami An. 7.389.

Occurs in cry stalline masses. Cleavage distinct, pa-

rallel to the planes of a rhomboid, supposed lo he
similar to thnt of carbonate of lime. Hard. 3.5.

Sp.gr. 2.921. Transparent. Lustre vitreous.

Colour not described.

locality unknown.
Differs from Gay Lussite iu the proportions of its

constituent elements. But the accuracy of the
analyses appears to be questioned by Berzelius.

Chloride of Sodium.
Roc* Salt, No. 59.

flatly, 2.191. Phil. 193. Haid. 2.36. Leon. 584.
Occurs in solution in water, and massive. Structure

crystalline, fibrous.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the primary planes. Fracture con-

choidul. Hard. 2.0. Sp.gr. 2.257. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre vitreous, rather dull. Colour
white, grey, red, yellow, blue. Streak white.

Taste saline.

Found abundantly in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Ame-
rica. The great suit deposits in this Country are

Northwich in Cheshire, and Droitwich in Wor-
cestershire.

Nitrate of Soda. Mineralogy
a. Riveroi.ite, No. 518. v—-v^-/

Hafly, 2.214. Phil. 191. Haid. 3.132. Leon. 246.
Occurs with clay in beds of ditfereut thickness.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P'=
106^ 33'. Haid. Cleavage parallel to the primary
planes. Fracture conchoidal. Hurd. 1.5, 2.0.

Sp.gr. 2.096. Transparent. Lustre vitreous. Co-
lour white. Streak white. Taste cool.

Found crystallized in the district of Atacama in
Peru.

Sulphate of Soda.

a. Glauber Salt, No. 525.

HaQy, 2.189. Phil. 191. Haid. 2.31. Leon. 125.
Occurs in solution in water, and as an efflorescence

on soil and other surfaces.

Primury form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst.
fig. 83. P,M = 101° 20'. M,M r = 60° 24'.

Cleavage parallel to the terminal planes. Fracture
conchoidal. Hard. 1.5. 2.0. 8pgr. 1.48. Trans-
parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white.

Streak white. Taste cool, bitter.

Found in several [daces in and out of Europe.
Anhydrous Sulphate of Soda,

a. Thenaruite, No. 526.

E.J.S. 6.182. An. n.b. 12.313.

Occurs crystallized.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M' about 125
3

. Cleavage parallel to the pri-

mary planes. Sp.gr. about 2.73. Translucent,

opaque. Soluble iu water.

Found ut Espcrlines near Madrid.
Sulphate of Soda and Lime,

a. Glaubf-rite. Bronttniartin, No. 534.

Hafly, 2.215, Phil. 198. Haid. 2.54. Leon. 27U.
Occurs in imbedded crystals in rock salt.

Primary lor in an Oblique rhombic pri&m. Cryst. fig.

93. P.M = 104* 15'. M,M'es83°20'. Cleavage
parallel to Pand M. Fracture conchoidal. Hard.

2.5, 3.0. Sp.gr. 2.807. Transparent, translu-

cent, but becomes opaque after immersion in water.

Lustre vitreous. Colour yellowish ami greyish-

white. Streak white. Taste slightly saline.

Found nt Ocima in New Castile, uud at Aussce in

Upper Austria.

Sulphate of Soda and Magnesia,

a. Reissue, No. 536.

A salt stud to consist of about two-thirds sulphate of

soda, and due-third sulphate of magnesia, but of

which we do not find any published description.

Sodalitf, No. 240.

Hafly, 3.59. Phil. 127. Haul. 2.226. Leon. 461.

Occurs in attached and aggregated crystals and
massive.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

parallel to the planes of (he Rhombic dodecahe-

dron. Fracture uneven. Hurd. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr.

2.3. Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour green-

ish-grey ami greenish and greyish-white. Streak

white.

Massive varieties, amorphous. Structure granular,

compact. Minerals from Greenland, Siberia, ami
Vesuvius have passed under this name, but it is

doubtful whether they all belong to the same spe-

cies. .

Somervillitf. Humboldlilitc of ManticeUi, No. 374.

3 v 2
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516 MINERALOGY.
Miraalogy Q.J. 16.274. fluid. 3.154. Leon. 484.

^ Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. C*yst. fig. 65. P,a
=r 147° 5'. Cleavage perpendicular to the axis,

very distinct. Fracture uneven. Transparent,

translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour dull pale

brownish-yellow.

Found in the cavities of matter ejected from Ve-
suvius.

SORDAWALITI, No. 309.

Phil. 210. Haid. 3.155. Leon. 799.

Occurs massive. Structure compact. Fracture con-

choidal. Hard. 5.0. Sp.gr. 2.53. Opaque. Lus-
tre vitrco-metallic. Colour greenish or greyish-

tlack.

Found near Sordawala in Finland.

Spii«rulite, No. 248.

Phil. 209. Haid. 3.155. Leon. 780.

Occurs in small spheroidal and botryoidal masses

imbedded in peurlsonc and pitchstone. Structure

fibrous, compact. Hard. 7.0, 7.5. Sp.gr. 2.4,

2.52. Opaque. Dull. Colour gTey, brown, red,

yellow of various shades.

Found in Hungary. Saxony, Iceland, and Scotland.

Spiv ei.i.axe. No. 566.

Hauy. 4.507. Phil. 127. Haid. 3.156. Leon. 459.

Occurs in imbedded dodecahedral crystals in a rock of

glassy felspar.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage

distinct, parallel to the planes of the Rhombic
dodecahedron. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5, 6.0.

Sp.gr. 2.28. Translucent, opaque. Lustre vitreo-

resinous. Colour grey, greyish- black, brown.
Found at the Lake of Loach. This might have been

called Sodalife with os much propriety as the

variety from Vesuvius.

Hpinellb. Pleonaste. Canditc. Bala* Ruby, No. 147.

Hafiy, 2.160. Phil. 90 Haid. 2 295. Leon 544.

Occurs in loose and imbedded octahedral crystals.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
indistinct. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 8.0. Sp.gr.

3.5, 3.7. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour black, brown, red, yellow, green,

blue, violet. Streak white.

Found in loose crystals in Ceylon, and imbedded in

carbonate of lime in Sweden and North America.

SpobUXIBNE. Triphane, No. 230,

Hafiy, 3.134. Phil. 142. Maid. 2.216. Leon. 423.

Occurs in imbedded crystalline masses of various

sixes.

Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes and great dia-

gonal of a Rhombic prism of about 93’. Fracture

uneven. Hard. 6.5, 7.0. Sp.gr. 3.17, 3.19. Trans-

lucent. Lustre pearly on the cleavage planes.

Colour white, sometimes greyish and greenish, and
greyish-green. Streak white.

Found in Sweden, the Tyrol, Ireland, and in North
America.

Soda Spodumenr, No. 231.
Lustre more vitreous than the preceding.

Staurolite. Grenatite. Staurotide, No. 321.
Hafiy, 2.338. Phil. 82. Haid. 2 366. Leon. 409.
Occurs in imbedded crystal*.

Primary form u Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 7 1.

M,M' 129° 20’. Phil, Cleavage parallel to the la-

teral planes Bnd both diagonal*. Fracture uneven.
. Hard. 7.0, 7.5. Sp.gr. 3.3, 3.72. Transparent,

translucent Lustre vitreo-resiuous. Colour dark Miafralogy
brownish-red. Streak white. v***^^--

Found in France, Spain, Portugal, and some other
parts of Europe, and in North America.

Stilbite, No. 213.

Hauy, 3.155. Phil. 37. llaid. 2.239. I*eon. 193.

Occurs in attached and variously aggregated crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. M,M' =
94° 1 P. Levy. Cleavage parallel to both the dia-

gonals. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr.

2.16, 2.5. Transparent, translucent. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour white, brown, red, yellow. Streak
white.

The aggregated crystals are sometimes fasciculated.

Found abundantly in Iceland and the Faroe Islands,

and generally in trap rocks.

SmonTU.

Carbonate of Strontia.

Stromtianitb, No. 439.

Hauv, 2.43. Phil. 186. Haid. 2.116. Leon. 326.
Occurs in acicular, rarely in tabular crystals, and

massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M.M' = 117° 30*. Cleavage distinct parallel

to M,M'. Fracture uneven. Hard. 3.5. Sp.gr.

3.6, 3.67. Transparent, translucent Lustre vi-

treous. Colour while, grey, pale, brown, and
green. Streak white.

3/auine varieties, globular, amorphous. Structure
fibrous, with a pearly lustre, rarely granular.

Found at Strontian in Scotland, Braunsdorf in

Saxony, Leogaug in Salzburg, and in Peru.
liaryh fcrouM Carbonate of Strontia.

Stromnitk, No. 440.

Haid. 3.159.

Occurs massive, in veins in clay slate.

Structure fibrous with traces of crystallization. Hard.
3.5. Sp.gr. 3.7. Translucent Lustre inclining

to pearly. Colour yellowish and greyish-white.

Found at Stromneas in Orkney.

Sulphate of Strontia.

Celkstinr, No. 530.

Hauy, 2.30. Phil. 187, Haid. 2.126. Leon. 262.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' = 104°. Cleavage parallel to the pri-

mary plane*. Fracture uneven. Hurd. 3.0, 3.5.

Sp.gr. 3.6, 3.86. Transparent, translucent. Lus-
tre vitreous, pearly on the cleavage surfaces. Co
lour white, pale blue, and red of different shades.

Massive varieties
, nodular, tabular, amorphous.

Structure columnar, fibrous, granular.

Found in Sicily, at Bex in Swisscrland, at Loke Erie,

North America, in the Tyrol, and some other places,

and massive near Bristol.

Sulphate of Strontia and Barytes.

Grunerite. Radiated Celestine, No. 531.

E.P.J. 1 1.829. Leon. 266.

Occurs in beds in a coarse limestone. Structure ra-

diated. Hard. 3.0, 3.5. Sp.gr. 3.7619. Trans-

lucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white, occa-

sionally with a shade of blue.

Found at Norten near Hanover.
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^^5 Svirnvii.

a. Native Sulphur, No. 69.

Hatty, 4.407. Phil. 360. Haul. 3.52. Leon. 595.

Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. tig. 71.

M,M = 101° 59', llaid. Cleavage indistinct.

Fracture couchoidul. Hard. 1.5, 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.072.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre resinous. Co-
lour yellow, greenish-grey. Streak paler.

Massive varieties, stalactitic, of various shapes. Struc-

ture compact. Amorphous, structure crystalline,

granular, compact.

Found in beds in primitive and secondary rocks in

several parts of Europe, and generally in volcanic

Countries. Most of the sulphur of commerce comes
from Solfatara near Naples.

b. Sulphuric Acid, No 521.

Phil. 141. Haid. 2.23.

Occurs as a gas issuing from active volcanoes, also in

a fluid slate in their neighbourhood, und in a con-

crete form in grottos and caves iu the mountain
Raccolino, near Sienna, and in some other vol-

canic districts.

Odour of llie gas pungent ; taste of the fluid aud
solid strongly acid and burning.

Tachylite, No. 311.

E.N.P.J. 1.364. Leon. 781.

Occurs massive and in plates.

No cleavage. Fracture small, conchoidal. Hard. 6.5.

Sp.gr. 2.50, 2.54. Translucent, opaque. Lustre
vitreous, vitreo-resinous. Colour hrownish and
greenish-black. Streak dark grey. Resembles Ob-
sidian.

Found at Sttsabuhl, near Gottingen.

Talc. Potstonr
, No. 254.

Hatty, 2.469. Phil. 116, 117, 120. Haid. 2.193.

Leon. 444.

Occurs in attached and aggregated hexagonal crys-

tals and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. Cleav-

age distinct, perpendicular to the axis. Hard. 1.0,

1.5.

Sp.gr. 2.713. Translucent. Lustre pearly.

Colour white, greyish, aud green of many shades.

Streak the same.
Massive varieties, granular, earthy.

Found in all parts of the World.

It is probable that several distinct species of Minerals
have passed under this name.

Tantalite. Columbite, No. 402 to 408.

Hatty, 4.367. Phil. 269. Haid. 2 390. Leon. 349.
Occurs in attached aud imbedded cry stals ami mas-

sive.

Primary form a Right rhombic pristn. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M'=104° nearly. Fracture uneven. Hard.
6.0. Sp.gr. 6.036. Opaque. Lustre imperfect

metallic. Colour greyish-black.

Massive variety, nodular, amorphous. Structure gra-

nular, compact.

Found in Finland, Sweden, Bavaria, and North

America.
Tautolite, No. 375.

E.J.S. 8.181.

Occurs crystallized in the volcanic rocks at Lake
Loach.

Primary foim a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M' = 109° 48'. Cleavage parallel to M And Muwrmlcgy

the greater diagonal. Fracture uneven. Hard.

6.5, 7.0. Sp.gr. 3.865. Opaque. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour btack. Streak grey.

Tellurium.

o. Native Tellurium, No. 19.

Hatty, 4.379. Phil. 326. Haid. 2.424. Leon. 691.
Occurs in minute attached Hexagonal prisms and

massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106.

Massive variety , structure granular. Hard. 2.0, 2.5l

Sp.gr. 6.115. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour
tin-white.

Found at Fucebay in Transylvania.

b. GrapiiicTellurium. Auro argentiferous Tellurium,

No. 24.

Hatty, 4.380. Phil. 327. Hakl. 3.21. Leon. 690.

Occurs in attached flattened crystal?.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig. 71.

M,M'= 107° 44'. Phil. Fracture uneven. Hard.
1.5, 2.0. Sp.gr. 5.72. Opaque. Lustre metallic.

Colour steel-grey.

Found only in Transylvania.

c. Yellow Tellurium, No. 23.

Phil. 326. Haid. 3 171. Leon. 691.

Occurs iu imbedded crystalline lamina;. Lustre

metallic. Colour silver or yellowish-white.

Found in Transylvania.

d. Black Tellurium. Foliated Tellurium. Aur»~
plumbi/rrous Tellurium

, No. 22.

Hatty, 4.381. Phil. 328. Maid. 3.16. Leon. 669.
Occurs in attached and aggregated crystals and in

imbedded foliated masses.

Primary form a Squure prism. Cleaves into thin

flexible lamina parallel to (he terminal plane.

Hard. 1.0, 1.5. Sp.gr. 7.085. Opaque. Lustre
metallic. Colour dark lead-grey.

Found in Transylvania.

Thomminite, No. 212.

Phil. 39. Haid. 3.162. Leon. 208.

Occurs massive. Structure large fibrous, radiated ;

the fibres prolonged into separate small columnar
crystals in the cavities.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. M,M'= 90°40'

nearly. Cleavage parallel to the two diagonals.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0. Sp.gr. 2.37. Trans-

parent, translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour

white.

Thorite, No. 376.

Q J. 6.296.

Occurs massive, and much resembles the Gadolinite

ofYtterby. Fracture uneven, very brittle, full of

cracks. Hard, about 5.0. Sp.gr. 4.63. Opaque.

Lustre resinous, vitreous. Colour black. Streak

greyish-red. Powder pule brownish-red.

Found in Syenite, on the Island of Lov-on, near

Brevig, Norway.

Tis.

Oxide of Tin .

a. Tinstone, No. 139.

Hatty. 4.152. Phil. 250. Haul. 2.384. Leon. 354.

Occurs In attached and imbedded crystals and maa-

sive.
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018 MINERALOGY.
Minrralo-y Primary form a Squire prism. Cryst. fig 65. Cleav-

age parallel to the lateral planes and both dia-

gonals. Fracture uneven. Haiti. 6.0, 7.0. Sp.gr.

6.960, crystallized, 6.319, fibrous. Transparent to

opaque. Lustre adamantine. Colour white, grey,

black, brown, red, yellow, of various shades. Streak

paler.

Mattice varieties, reniform, botryoidnl, (Wood tin,)

structure fibrous; amorphous, structure crystalline,

granular.

Found abundantly in Cornwall, Bohemia, Saxony,

and in the older rocks in other Couulries.

Sulphurel of Tin and Copper,

a. Tin Pyrites, No. 87.

Phil. 254. Ilaid. 3.163. Leon 624.

Occur* in attached crystals ami massive.

Primary form not ascertained. Cleavage imperfect.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.0. Sp.gr. 4.35. Opaque.
Lustre metallic. Colour yellowish-grey. Streak

black.

Found in Cornwall.

Titanium.

Oxide of Titanium.
. Anatase. Octaednte, No. 386.

Hafiy. 4.344. Phil. 257. Haid. 2.379. Leon. 358.

Occurs in attached and imbedded octahedral crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65. M,c
(fig. 68) = 158*24'. Cleavage parallel to the ter-

minal pluue, and to those of the octahedron. Frac-

ture indistinct. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr. 3.8*26.

Transparent, translucent. Lustre adamantine.

Colour white, brown, blue. Streak white.

Found in Cornwall, Dauphiny. Brazil, and a few
other places.

. il utile. No. 387.

Ilauy, 4.333. Phil. 258. Haid. 2.376 Leon. 360.

Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals aud crys-

talline masse?.

Primary form a Square prism. Crybt. fig. 65. M»c
(fig. 68) = 122° 45'. Cleavage parallel to the

lateral planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.0, 6.5.

Sp.gr. 4.249. Transparent to opaque. Lustre
adamantine. Colour red and reddish-brown of
several shades. Streak pale brown.

Found in Brazil, North America, Spain, and other
parts of Europe,

c. Brookiti ? No. 359,

An.P. 1825. Haul. 3.82. Leon. 725.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Ciiyst. fig. 71.
M,M' s= 100°. Levy. Cleavage parallel to the

lateral planes and short diagonal. Fracture un-
even. Hard. 5.5, 6.0. Transparent to opaque.
Lustre adamantine. Colour deep red and reddish,

and yellowish-brown. Streak yellowish -while.

Found at Snowdon in Wales, in large crystals, in

Dauphiny, Swisserland, and a few other places.

Silico titaniate of Lime,
a. Sphenr. Spinthere. Semdlne, No. 394.

Holly, 4.353. Phil. 262. Ilaid. 2.373. Leon. 368.
Occurs in attached and imbedded crystals and mas-

sive.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Crybt. fig.

S3. P,M = 121° 30r

. M,M' = 133° 30'. Phil.

Cleavage indistinct. Fructure uneven. Hard.
5.0, 5.5. Spgr. 3.469. Transparent to opaque.

Lustre adamantine to dull resinous. Colour grey. Mineralogy

brown, yellow, green. Streak white.

Found in primitive rocks in several parts of Europe
and America.

Topaz. Pycnite. Pyrophysalite
, No. 516.

Ilauy, 2 131. Phil. 84. Haid. 2.303. Leon. 401.
Occurs in attached, loose, and imbedded crystals, and

massive.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. M,M' =
124° 23'. Cleavage parallel to the terminal plane
distinct, to the lateral planes indistinct. Fracture
uneven. Hard. 8.0. Sp.gr. 3.5. Transparent tc

nearly opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour white,
yellow of many abodes, brownish-yellow, piuk, blue,

green. Streak white.

Massive variety, (Pycnite,) structure columnar.
Found in Brazil in luose crystals, ami in primitive

rocks in many other Countries, particularly in
Siberia.

Torremte, No. 377.
An. n.b. 9.217. Haid. 3.164. Leon. 482. 784.
Occurs in granular musses in the Andover mine,

Sussex County, New Jersey. Colour dull ver-

milion-red. It was at first supposed to contain
cerium, but by a later analysis it appears to con-
sist principally of silica, lime, and oxide of iron and
manganese.

Tourmaline. Black, Electric Schorl. Blue, Indico-
lite. Red to purple, Rubdlite. Apyrite, No 429.

Hauv. 3.14. Phil. 139. Haid. 2.349. Leon. 446.

Occurs in attached, imbedded, and aggregated
crystals.

Primary form a Rhomboid. Cryst. fig. 106. P,P<

=: 183° 26'. Cleavage imperfect. Fracture un-

even. Hurd. 7.0, 7.5. Sp.gr. 3.076. Transparent
to opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour white, grey,

brown, retI, yellow, green, blue.

Found in Siberia, Ceylon, Brazil, North America,
aud many other places.

Turns rite, No. 378.

Phil. 382. Haid. 3.166. Leon. 786.

Occurs in uttached crystals.

Primary farm an Oblique rhombic prism. Crtst. fig.

93. Cleavage parallel to both diagonals of the

prism. Hard. 4.5, 5.0. Transparent, translu-

cent. Lustre vitreous. Colour yellow, sometimes
brownish.

Found nl Mount Sorcl in Dauphiny.
The Pii titc of Lamclherie issuid by Gallitsin (1602)

to be the Sphenr of liauy. But it is described as

pointed as a graver, and nearly equal to the gems
ill hardness, and is probably, therefore, Axitalt.

Uranium.

Oxide of Uranium.
a. Pitchblende. Uran-pitch-ore, No. 138.

Hatiy, 4.316. Phil. 267. Haid. 2 393. Leon. 565.

Occurs in renifonn and amorphous masses. Struc-’

ture granular, compact. Fracture uneven. Hurd.

5.5. Sp.gr. 6.468. Opaque. Lustre imperfect

metallic. Colour greyish and brownish-black.

Found in Cornwall, but chiefly in Saxony and Bo-
hemia.

Phosphate of Uranium.
a. Uranite. UroH-mioa, No. 504.
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MuKndsgr Hnuy. 4.819. Phil. 267 Haid. 2.182. Leon. 140.

* Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65. P,c

(fig;. 66) =r 112° 10'. Cleavage parallel to the

terminal plane very distinct. Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr.

3.1. Transparent, translucent. Lustre adaman-
tine. Colour yellow, greenish-yellow, and green of

several shades.

Found in Cornwall, France, and some parts of Ger-
many.

The green variety has received the name of Chalko-

liU, No. 505.

Sulphale of Uranium and Copper,

a. Johankite, No. 563.

E.J.S. n.s. 3.306. Leon. 115.

Occurs in small botryoidal concretions. Hard, 2.0,

2.5. Sp.gr. 3.191. Translucent. Lustre vitre-

ous. Colour bright grass-green. Streak pale

green. Soluble in water. Taste astringent, bitter.

Found at Joachimsthal in Bohemia.

Vargasite, No. 379.

A pale greenish Mineral found in Finland, in amor-
phous masses, having a small columnar structure,

and so named alter Count Vargas Bodemar.
No analysis or description published.

Wjbrthitb, No. 380.

A rolled mass found near St. Petersburg has been so

named. Structure small, columnar. Colour pale

yellow ish- white.

Withamitr, No. 3S1.

E.J.S. 2.218. Haid. 3.170. Leon. 476.

Occur* in small imbedded globular masses, com-
posed of minute crystals, radiating from the centre,

and having the form and measurements of Epi-
dote. Hard. 6.0, 6 5 Sp.gr. 3. 137. Translucent.
Lustre vitreous. Colour red. Streak white.

Found at Glencoe in Scotland.

Wolkonskoit, No. 382.

Occurs massive, amorphous, structure compact. Hard.
2.5. Sp.gr. 2.213. Opaque. Nearly dull. Co-
lour emerald-green. Streak shining. Feels greasy.

Found at Perm in Siberia.

Xa.nthite, No. 383.

Is said to be yellow Idocrase. Found in North
America.

Xantholite. No. 384.

Found in North America. Has the appearance and
form of Garnet.

Xyi^krvftitp, No. 569.

Occurs in delicate yellow crystals in Lignite, having a
fatty lustre.

YTTRlA.

Phosphate of YUria.
a. Trnkelitr, No. 487.

E.J.S. 327. Leon. 276.

Occurs in aggregated crystals and massive.

Primary form a Square prism. Cleavage parallel to

the primary planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 4.5,

5.0. Sp.gr. 4.56. Opaque. Lustre resinous.

Colour yellowish-brown. Streak pale browu.
Pound near Lindemoes in Norway.

Silicate of YUria and Iron,
a. Oadomnite. YUerbite, No. 325, 326.

Hafly, 2.440. Phil. 105. Haid. 2.371. Leon. 526.
500.

Occurs in imbedded crystals and massive. Mineralogy
Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. Cryst fi~

J
S3. P,M = 96°. M,M' = 115°, nearly. No
apparent cleavage. Fracture flat conchoidat.
Hurd. 6.5, 7.0. Sp.gr. 4.238. Slightly trans-
lucent. Lustre vitreo-rcsinous. Colour greenish-
black. Streak greenish-grey.

Motive varieties, amorphous, structure compact.
Found at Ytterby, Finbo, and Broddbo in Sweden,

and in Greenland.

Tantalate of YUria , 9fe.

a. Yttbo-tantaute, No. 399 to 401.
Hafly, 4,389. Phil. 271. Haid. 3.173. Leon. 352.
Occurs in imbedded imperfect crystals, and small

amorphous masses. Cleavage in one direction.
Fracture granular. Hard. 5.0, 5.5. Sp.gr. 5.4,
5.8. Opaque. Lustre vitreo-reslnous. Colour
black, brown ish -black, yellow ish-brown.

Found at Ytterby in Sweden.
Tantalate of Ytlria and Cerium,

a. Fergusonite, No. 398.

Haid. 3.98. Leon. 738.

Occurs in imbedded crystals in quartz.

Primary form a Square prism. Cryst. fig. 65.

Cleavage uncertain. Fracture conchoidal. Hard.
5.5, 6.0. Sp.gr. 5.S38. Opaque. Lustre resino-

metallic. Colour brownish-black. Streak pale
brown.

Found near Cape Farewell in Greenland.
Titaniale of YUria, Zircon

,
and Lime,

a. Polym ionite, No. 396.
E.J.S. 3.329.

Occurs in imbedded crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' 110° 30' nearly. Fracture con-
choidal. Hard. 6.5. Sp.gr. 4.8. Opaque. Lustre
imperfect metallic. Colour black. Streak dark
brown.

Found at Frederiksvarn in Norway.

Zeaoonite. Ahrazite. Gimondine . Philliptilr.

No. 219.

Phil. II. Haid. 3.174. Leon. 198.
Occurs in attached crystals, and globular crystalline

ma-ise* with a fibrous structure.

Primary form unknown, probably a Right rhombic
prism, the apparently Square prisms being twin
crystals. Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 7.0, 7.5.
Transparent to opaque. Lustre vitreous. Colour
white, sometimes greyish or reddish. Streak
white.

Found at Vesuvius, and frequently in trap rocks.

Small crystals of zircon of a pale blue colour have-

come to this Country ticketed Zeagonite, and have
led to an incorrect description of the crystalline
form of that Mineral.

Zisc.

Alnminaie of Zinc.
Automaljte. Gahnite, No. 150.

Hally, 2.170. Phil. 83. Haid. 2,298. Leon. 544.
Occurs in imbedded oc'ahedral crystals, anti granular

masses.

Primary form a Cube. Cryst. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the planes of the octahedron, distinct.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 8,0. Sp.gr. 4.232.
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520 MINERALOGY.
Miaaralogy Slightly translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour
s— ' dull green. Streak white.

Found at Fablun and Broddbo in Sweden, imbedded

in slaty talc.

Carbonate of Zinc.

Calamine. No. 454.

Hally, 4.181. Phil. 355. Haid. 3.111. Leon. 159.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Rhomboid. CstiT. fig. 106. P,P'

= 107° 40'. Wollaston. Cleavage parallel to the

primary planes. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.0.

Sp.gr. 4.44. Translucent, opaque. Lustre vi-

treous. Colour white, grey, brown, green. Streak

white.

Massive varieties, reniform, botryoidal, stalactitic,

structure fibrous. Amorphous, structure granular,

compact. Roth varieties are sometimes found in

an earthy state.

Found in England. France, and other places in Eu-
rope, and in America.

Red Oxide of Zinc,

a . Spartalitk, No. 124-

Hally, 4.179. Phil. 353. Haid. 2.390. Leon. 563.

Occurs in imbedded small nodules and massive.

Cleavage parallel to all the planes of a regular

hexagonal prism. Fracture uneven. Hard. 4 0,

4.5. Sp.gr. 5.43. Translucent. Lustre adaman-

tine. Colour red. Streak orange-yellow'.

Massive varieties, amorphous, structure crystalline,

granular.

Found in New Jersey, North America.

Ihscleniurct of Zinc and Proto sulphuret of
Mercury. Del Rio.

a . Riolite, No. 55.

Q.J. 4.232. P.M. and An. 4.1 13.

Occurs massive, structure granular. Sp.gr. 5.56.

Lustre metallic. Colour light grey.

Found at Culebras in Mexico.

Diseleniuret of Zinc and Risulphtiret of Mer-
cury. Del Rio.

CULEBRITE, No. 56.

P.M. ami An. 4.114.

Occurs massive. Fracture earthy. Sp.gr. 5.66. Dull.

Colour dull red.

Found at Culebras in Mexico.

Silicate of Zinc.

a . Smithsonite. Electric Calamine, No. 169.

Hafly, 4.175. Phil. 254. Haid. 2.109. Leon. 216.

Occurs in attached, and globular, and botryoidal ag-

gregations of crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crvst. fig.

71. M.M'ss 102°S5'. Cleavage parallel to the

lateral planes. Fracture uneven. Haid. 5.0.

Sp.gr. 3.38. Transparent, translucent. Lustre

vitreous. Colour white, brown, yellow, greenish,

and bluish. Streak white.

Found at Matlock in Derbyshire, in other parts of

England, and in many other parts of Europe.

Sulphate of Zinc,

a . Listerite, No. 539.

UaQy. 4.198. Phil. 356. Haid. 2.46. Leon. 1 10.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primiiry form a Right rhombic prism. Chyrt.

fig. 71. M,M' = 91° 7'. Fracture conchoidal.

Hard. 2.0, 2.5. Sp.gr. 2.036. Transparent, trans-

lucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white, occasion-

ally reddish or bluish. Streak white.

Massive varieties, botryoidal, reniform, stalactitic
;
Mineralogy

structure fibrous. Amorphous, structure granular,

compact. Sometimes coating other substances.

Found in most mines that contain the sulphuret,

from the decomposition of which tbia species

appears to be produced.

Sulphuret of Zinc.

Blende, No. 71.

Holly. 4.196 Phi). 351. Haid. 3.32. Leon. 622.
Occurs in attached crystals and massive.

Primary form a Cube. C«yst. fig. 56. Cleavage
parallel to the planes or the rhombic dodecahedron.

Fracture conchoidal. Hard. 3.5, 4.0. Sp.gr. 4.07.

Transparent to opaque. Lustre adamantine. Co
lour white. (New Jersey, North America.) black,

brown, red, yellow, green. Streak paler.

Massive varieties, globular, botryoidal, reniform, sla-

lactitic; structure fibrous. Amorphous, structure

crystalline, granular, compact. A fibrous variety

contains cadmium.
Found in many parts of Europe and America.

Zinc and an Acid not yet ascertained.

. Hopeite, No. 571.

Haid. 3.109. Leon. 746.

Occurs in attached crystals.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Crvst. fig.

71. M.M' = 101° 84'. Cleavage parallel to the

great diagonal, distinct Fracture uneven. Hard.

2.5, 3 0 Spgr. 2.76. Transparent, translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Colour greyish-white. Streak

white.

Found at Altenberg near Aix la Chapelle.

. Tephroite? No. 570.

Leon. 762.

Occurs amorphous. Fracture uneven. Hard. 5.5-

Sp.gr. 4.10. Lustre adamantine. Colour ash-

grey, becoming black externally.

Found with Franklinilc, &c. in New Jersey, North
America.

ZmcosiA.

Silicate of Zirconia.

Zircon. Hyacinth. Jargoon, No, 180.

II ally, 2.291. Phil. 99. Haid. 2.369- Leon. 357.

Occurs in utlached, imbedded, and loose crystals.

Primary form a Square prism. Crvst. fig. 65.

M,e (fig. 68) = 132° 12'. Phil. Cleavage parallel

to the lateral planes, indistinct. Fracture cou-

choidaL Hard. 7.5. Sp.gr. 4.5. Transparent to

opaque. Lustre Dearly adamantine. Colour grey,

brown, red, yellow, pale green. Streak white.

Found in many parts of the World.

Titaniate of Zirconia, Cerium, ffc.

jEschyxite, No. 397.

E.J.S. k.s. 8.28. P.M. and An. 10.188.

Occurs in imbedded columnar crystals in mica and

felspar.

Primary form a Right rhombic prism. Cryst. fig.

71. M,M' = 127°. Cleavage not apparent.

Fracture uneven. Hard. 6.0, 7.0. Sp.gr. 5.14.

Opaque. Lustre imperfect, metallic. Colour

black. Streak greyish-black.

Found at Miask in Siberia.

Zoizite. No. 290.

Haid. 2.282. Leon. 476.
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Mineralogy. Occur* in imbedded and aggregated columnar

wy-w crystals.

Primary form an Oblique rhombic prism. P.M (un-

known.) M,M'= 110° 30'. Fracture uneven.

Translucent. Lustre vitreous. Colour white, grey,

brown, green of several shades.

Found in Cariuthia, the Tyrol, Siberia, and other

places.

ZuRLtTB, No. 805. Mineralogy.

Monlicclli, Prodromo de la Mineralogia Vesuviana,

p. 392. Leon. 787.

Occurs crystallized and massive.

Primary form a Cube or Square prism. Fracture un-

even. Hard. 4.0, 4.5. Sp.gr. 2.274. Colour

asparagua-green.

Found at Vesuvius.

INDEX.

The names of those species which are placed in their

alphabetical order in the preceding hut are also re-

peated in this Index for the purpose of giving the entire

series of species alphabetically. Those which arc che-

mically arranged in the List will be found here, accom-

panied by references to the chemical groups in which

they stand in the List.

Many synonymes, now nearly obsolete, are omitted in

this Index, and it is much to be wished that the Mine-

ralogists of different Countries could agree upon some

single nomenclature, which might render a future repe-

tition of any synonyraes altogether unnecessary.

A.

Abraiite, Zeagonite.

Aehmiir.
Adinolite. Ainphibolc.

Adamantine Spar. Corundum.
Adulari*. FeUpar.

Acquinolilc. Splurndite.

Aerolite. Native Iron.

Aeruvile. Anlimouial Sulphuret of Silver*

/Fuchynite. TiUniate of Ztrcama, Ac.

Agalmatulitc. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, A.

Agaphite. Culaite.

Agaric Mineral. Earthy Carbonate of Lime.
Agate. Calcvdony.

Agnetite. Carbonate of Bismuth.

Afcantieone. Kpidote.

Alabaster. Compact Sulphate of Lime.
Alalite. Pyroxene.
Albin. Aoophyllite.

Albito. Cleavelauiiite.

Allagite. Manganese?
Allanite. Silicate of Cerium and Iron,

AUochroite. Harriet.

AUophane. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, b.

Alinandine. Garnet.

Alum. Siilplute of Alumina and Potash, a.

Alumina, Flunte.

Hydrate.
Mediate.

Native.

Phosphate.

Kslicate.

llydrom Silicate.

Sulphate

Alum Slone. Sulphate of Alumina and Potash, b

Airu'gam. Native Mercury, b.

Amazon Stone. Green Fewpar.
Amber. Carbon, K.

Amblygonite.
Amethyst. Purple Quartz.

YUL. VI.

Amianthinite. Ainphibolc.

Araiaut horde. Auiptiiladr.

Amianthus. AmphiLol*.
Amiatite. Fiorite.

Atutmmia. Munale.
Sulphate.

Ampelite.
Amjhiliole.

Amphigeoe. Leucite.

Arephodelitc. Letrobite.

Aaalcime.
A rat mm;. Oxide of Titanium, a.

Andalusite* Silicate of Alumina, «.

Andreolitc. Ilarmoteme.
AugUcitr. Sulphate of Lead.
Anhydrite. Anhydrous Sulphate of lame.
Aukcrite. Carbonate of lame and Iron.

Anorthitc.

Anthnphylhte.
Anthracite. Coal, m.

Anlhracunite. Columnar Carbonate of Lime.
Auiimoni&l Silver. Stibiusct of Silrcr.

Antimony, Arsenical.

Native.

White.
Sulphuret.

Red.
Antrimolite. A supposed new Mineral from Ireland.

Apatite. Phosphate of Lime.
Aphritv. Pearly Carbonate of Lime.
Aphrmte. Tourmaline.

Apknne.
Apuphjrllite

Apyriie. Red Tourmaline.
Aquamarine. Emerald.
Areudalite. Kjiidote.

Arfwedataiite.

Arktieitv. Scapolite.

Arragonite. Hard Carbonate of Lime.

Arsenic, Native.

Oxide.

Sulphuret.

Aibeslus. Ainphibolc.

Aschblci. Native Bismuth.
Asparagus Stone. Phosphate of lime
Asphalturn Bitumen, f*
Asteria. Corundum.
Atacamite. Chloride of Copper.
Augita. Pyroxene.
August ite. Phovpbate of Lime.
A ural ite.

Autumn] it*. Aluminate of Ziac.
Avanturine . Quarts.
Axe-stone, Jade.
AxLnitc.

3a
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Mineralogy- Axotomoos Arsenical Pjnlt*. U5U*nb*»j{it*.
- —

t — Axotommis Iruu. Tilauiute wf lrou, f.

Axat«ch*. Coal, Jet.

Asuritc,

B.

Babingtunite.

H*ikalite. Pyroxene.

Baldo*:**. Green Kaith.

Bull iadie« Tar. Petroleum.

Banlitflionc. Anhydrous Sulphate of Lime.

BaruliK. Carbonate of Barite*.

BaroM'leuitc Sulphate ui Banter.

BatruL-hle. Carbonate of Swla and Lime, e.

BarystxontUnite

Barytes, Carbonate.
Sulphate

Barytocaleile. Carbonate of Bnrytcs and Lime.

Boryti>flu0Tit* Sulphate of Barytes and finale of Lime-

Basanite. Silica, b.

Bastoaiti*. Sekniuret of Bismuth and Tellurium.

Banmt r.te. Chloride of Mercury.

Beauir.e dfl Momi*. Aijilwltuin.

lift k ic, a Mineral not described, aaUl to lie Silicate of Alumina.

Bcilstem. Jade.

Bell-metal Ore. Sulphuret of Tin and Copper.

Brrgmannite.

BenpaekL
Hcruhardite. Sulphate of Potash.

Bems’ein. Amber.
Brrthierite. Sulphuret of Antimony and Iton.

Beryl. Emerald.
Berselitc. Chloride of Lead, C.

Bendantitc. Oxide of Iron and Lead.

Riklatein. Agalcvmtolite.

Himatein. Pumice.
Biotine. 9
Bismuth, Arseniuret.

Carbonate.

Native.

Oxide.

Selenium*.
Sulphuret.

Sulpho-tclluret.

Bismuth-blende. Silicicm* Carbonate of Bismuth.

Bismulh glance. Sulphuret of Biunuth.
Bi*muthic Silver. Sulphuret of Silver, Lead, and Bismuth.

Bitterspar. Carbon ate ot Lime and Magnesia.

Bitumen. Carbon, C.

Black Chalk. Ampelite.

Black Copper. Uxide of Manganese, Iren, and Copper.

Black Lead. Carburet of Iron.

Blattcrm. Tellurium.

Bleiniere. Arsen lute of Lead.

Bleischitnmer. Sulphuret of Lead and Antimony.
Hleiscliweif. Compact Sulphuret of Lead.
Blende. Sulphuret of Zmc.
Blitrv.nter. Quartz. Sand -tubes.

Bloeditc. Sulphate of Magnc*ia and Soda.
Bloodstone. Quarts. Calccdouy.
Bute. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, k.

Bolide. Native Meteoric Iron.

Botogntan Spar, Sulphate of Baryte*.

Bor-uic Acid.

Kuracite. Borate of Magnesia.
Borax. Borate of Soda.

Burech. Carbonate of Soda.

Bornite. Sulpho-tellurvt of Bismuth.

Bobranm Rod Sulphate of 1 run.

liotryolite. Borosilicate of Lime, c.

Bownanite. Sulphuret of Lead, Antimony, and Copper.

Bavvlitr.

Barry Coal. Carbon.
Braardite. Red Silver, a.

Brat inite. Oxide of Manganese, f.
Breaslakite.

Breunnerite. Carbonate of Magnesia and Iron*

Bnwbtnite.
Brittle Silver. Polyhaaifc.

Brocbaotite. Sulphate of Copper, b.

Brongmartin. GUuberite.
Broiuite.

Broikite. Jxide of Titanium, e. ? Mineralogy,

Brou n Inm Ore. Hydrate of Iron.

Brownspor. Carbonate of Iron.

Brucitc. Condrutile.

Brunon. Siiiceo-calcarooii* Oxide of Titanium.

Bucholsite. Silicate of Alumina, c.

Bucklandite.

Buntkupferarx. Purple Copper
Bustarnite. Pyroxene ?

Byssolite. Amphibole.

c.

Cacbolong. Hydrous Quarts,

Cadmium.
Calaile. Hydrate of Alumina, f,

Calamine. Carbonate of Zinc.

Calamine, Kiectric. Silicate of Zinc
Catamite. Amphibole.

Caicrdoiiy. Silica, b.

Culcite. Ctyetalliard Carbonate of Lime.

Caleduuile.
" Cuprewu* Sulphato-lri-carbonate of Load

Candite. Black Spiuelle.

Cantalite. Yellowish-green Quarts.

Carbjnic Acid-

Carbuncle. Garnet.

Cannthin. Amphibole.

C.mutlutr. Molybdate of Lead.
Cornelian. Silica, b.

Carphoridt-rite. Pboepbate of Iron, b.

Catseye. Quarts containing Asbestos.

Csroliuile.

Ca«vk. Sulphate of Baryte*.

Cclestmr. Sulphate of Strontia.

Ccraumau Sinter. Quarts, Sand-tube*.

Ccrauiute. Jade, Nephrite.

CiTwelife.

Ct-riue. Silicate of Cerium ami lion, b.

Cerite. Silicate of Cerium and Iron, a.

Cerium. Carbonate.

Finale.

Silicate.

Chabasie.
Chalcolite. Phosphate of Uranium and Copper.

Chalcoudrrite. kibton* grren Iron Earth.

Chalk. Earthy Carbonate of Lime.

Charaoisite. Oxidulous Iron.

Clielmsfordite. Scapvrite.

Chiastolite.

Childrenite.

Chlorite. Talc.

Chloromelan. Crondedlite,

Chkiropal. Silicate of Inm, e.

Cbloroplueite.

Chlornphane. Finale of Lime.

Chriat ion ile. Aomthite.
Chrome- Oxule.

Chryeoberil.

Chryaocolla. Silicate of Copper* b.

Chrysolite- Peridot.

Chryeopraec. Silica, b.

Cbusrte. Drcompering granular Peridot.

Cimolite. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, g.

Cinnabar- Sulphuret of Mercury'.

Cinnamon-stone. Garnet.

Clay Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, 7.

Clay slate. Clay
Clay stone Clay,

Cleavelandite.

CoaL Carbon, B.

Cobalt, Arseniate.

White.
Grey.
Earthy.
Sulphate.

Sulphuret.

Cocrolit*. Granular Pyroxene.

Cockle. Tourmaline.
Colophonite. Garnet.

Coin mbit*. Tantalite.

Comptonlie.

Coodrodite.
CondurriU-. Arseninte of Copper.
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\fi«»mWry. Confctto di Tivoli. Calctuff

. - Copal, Fosvil. Bitumen.
r Copper, Ammute.

Arscuiurrt.

Carbonate.

Chloride.

Native.

Oxide.
Phoaphate-
Xehniuret.

Silicate.

Sulphate.

Sulphuret.
Copper Nickel. Arsenruret of Nickel

Curillcnerx. Hepatic Sulphuret of Mercury*
Corundum. Native Alumina, a.

Cottonerz. White Tellurium.
Couiemn ite. Felspar.

Crichtaoite. Titsniate of Iron,/.

Crupite. Titanium, Rutile.

Crocalite. Globular radiated red Nfttroiirts
*

Croiietedtite. Silicate of Iron, a.

CTucite. Chiavtolite.

Cryolite.

Cul-ic ite. Analcirae.

Culebnte. Biteleniuret or Zinc. &e.

Cummingtonue. AinphiboJe.

Cyanin-. K van U\
Cymophanr. ( hrysabezil

Cypriae. Blue Iducrose

D
Dapeche. Bitumen.
Datholjtc. Borosilicate of Lime, a
Daunt?. Red Tourmaline.

Da* ite. Sulphate of Aluroiua, b.

Dunne.
Dclphmite. Epidute.

Deudidite. Pitchstoue.

Dpsmine.
Devotn'e. Phosphate of Alumina
Dialogue. Carbonate of Manganese.

Diamond. Carbon, A.

Diavpon*. Hydrate of Alumina, a.

Dichroite.

l)u>piid(. Pyroxene.
Dixptaap. Silicate of Copper, a.

I) i iloite. Latrobite.

Dim-re.

DiHiuite.

Dialbene. Ky unite.

Dolomite. Granular Magnesian Carbonate of Ltuae.

Dragonite. Crystallised Quaili.

Dyskulite. Sauuunte.
Dysodile. Coal, </.

E.

Kdingtonitv.

Fgcrane. Mocrase
Egyptian Pebble. Quarts. Javper.

Kiki-nkitsel. Ferruginous Quarts.

Ekel«rgite. Scapolite.

Klaeolite.

Elaterilo. Bitumen, e,

Klectrum. Gold, b.

Emerald.
Emery. Granular Corundum.
KuiUlUone. Sulphuret of Lead, Antimony, and Copper.

Kpidote.

EputilUte.

Kps imite. Sulphate of Magnesia.

Krciuite. Harmotome.
Krinite. Aiseoiatc of Copper.

KrIonite.

Rsmarkite. Silicious Borate of Lime.
Emonrta. Garnet.

Kuchroite. Arseni ate of Copper.
Kuchysiderite. Achmitc.
Eurlasr.

Kudyalite.

Kiikairite. Selenium* of Silver arul Copper.

F. Mineralogy.

Fahlunitc. v—- v >

Fahlore. Sulphured of Copper, Iron, &e., A.
Fassaite Pyroxene.
Felspar.

Fclstcin. Compact Felspar.

Fergusonite. Tantalato of Yltria and Cerium.
Fi'Htein. Klaolitc.

Fibrolitr. Silicate of Alumina, d.

Figur«Mrtone. AgalmatoUtc.

Fioritf. Hydrous Quarts.

Fiab-eye-stone. Apopbyllito

Flint. Silica, b.

Ftvckei^rs. Arseuiate of Lead.

Flos-ferri. Coralloidol Arrngorul*.

Floellite. Alumina, a.

Flukan. Clay.

Fluor Spar. Fluatc of Lime.
Forsterite.

Fossil Cups*. Carbon, E.
Fou lcrite. Bisilicate of Manganese.
Fronklinite. Oxide of lien. Zinc, and Manganese.
Fnigardite- Reddish Idrwrave containing Magnesia.
Fulgurite. SaiuUtubes, Quarts
Fuller's Kartlu Hydrous Silicate of Aliunmo,/
Fuseite.

G.
GabbronWe.
Gailo mite. Silicate of Yttha and Iran.

Gohnite. Aluminate of Zinc.

Galena. Sulphuret of Lead.
Galiiie nsteiu. Sulphate of Zinc.

Gailixiuit. Oxide of Titanium.

Garnet.
Gay I.wsftitv. Carbonate of Soda and Lima, a.

Geuntruoe. Coal.

Gvhleaife.
Geyserite. Hydrous Quarts.

Giblnite. Hydrate of Alumina, b.

Gitseekile.

Gabertilc. Carbonate of Magnesia.
Girosol. Quarts, Opal.

Gismomliru Zeaguaite.

Glance Copper. Sulphuret of Copper.
Glauber Salt. Sulphate of Soda,
ft laid* rite. Sulphate of Soda and Lime.
Glaueolita.

Gmelinite.

Gogthit*. Oxide of Iron, 4.

Gold.

(hnlondite. Arsenifttc of Lead,
Grammalite. Amphihole.
Gramnute. Silicate of Lime.
Graphic Ore. Tellurium.

Graphite. Carburet of Iron.

Green Earth.

Green Iron Earth. Silicate of Iron,/
Greenlanditr, Garnet.

Gregoritc. Ferriferous Oxide of Titanium.
Grout ite. Staurolite.

GriiMiilaria. Garnet.
Grunerite. Sulphate of Strontian and Barytca.

Gummistein Quads, Hyalite.

GurboJian. Compact Magnesian Carbonate of Lame.
Gypsum, Sulphate of Lime.

H.
Haidingrritr Arseniate of Lime, *.

II all itc. Webatente.
Ilallolrinun. Sulphate of Magnesia.

Holloysite. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, d.

Harmotome.
Haningtonite.
llartirmnaitc. Sulphuret of Antimony and Nickel.

Hatchetine. Carbon, G.
Hauwuunite. Oxide of Manganese, r.

Ho&yne.
Haydomte. Uvulandite.

Haytiirite. Quarts.

Htdcubergitc.

3 z 2
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Jlt-Uin.

Hematite, Brown. Hydraoi Oxide of Iron.

Red. Oxide of iron, r.

Ilenketite. Sulphuret of Silver.

Hepatite. Baryles.

Herderite.
Herveralite. Iodide of Silver.

Hrrschellita.

Hetepozite. Phosphate of Manganese and Iron, b.
Hculanditr.
Highgate Knio. Carbon, K.
Hiamgerite.
Ilogauite. Natrolite.

Hom^-itorw. MelLite.

Hopritr. Zinc*' a.

Hornblende. Amphibole.
Horn Silver. Chloride of Silver.

Hornstone, Fusible. Compact Felfpar.

Iiifuaiblc. Quartz.

Humboldt ihte. Sornervilhte.

Ilumboldtinc. Oxalate of Iron.

Humboldtite. Borw-nlicalv of Lime, b
Humile.
Hurmulite Phosphate of Manganese and Iron, c.

HiilU'iibergile. Sulphuret of Iron and Arsenic.
Hyacinth. Zircon.
Hyalite. Hydrous Quartz.
Hyulosideritr. Peridot.

Hydrogen (in*.

Hydrargillite. Phosphate of Alumina.
Hydrophane. Hydrophane Quartz.
Hydrohte. GmcUnite,
Hydrupile. Silicate of Manganese.
Hydro-si ikrite. Quartz. Appendix.
Hyperstbene.

Jtf. Wood Coal.

Johann itv. Sulphate of Uranium and Copper.
Juhnite. Calaile.

Johnstonitc. Vanadiatc of Lead.

K.
Kakoxene.
Kali. Potaah.

Kaolin. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, p
KaraLe. A miter.

Karphulite.

Karphuaiderite. Phosphate of Iron.
Karsteoilc. Anhydrous Sulphate of Lime.
Kant-n. Schiller Spar.

Keflelul. Carbonate of Magnesia.
Kcraphyllile. Amphibole.
Krratite. Quarts, Hormlone.
KeratnphylUte. Amphibole.
Kerolitc.

Kentoute. Cobalt, Bismuth, and Arsenic.
Kil. Silicious Carbonate of Magnesia *

Killcnite.

Kill keif. Silicious Carbonate of Magnesia f
Klaprutbitc. Azurite.

KubelJite. Sulphuret of Mangnnoae.
Kohlcrite. Carbonate of Manganese.
Koll) rile. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, a,
Konigioe. Sulphate of Copper, c.

Konitita. Quartz.
Konite. See Couite.

Karaite. Agalmatolite.
Kouphnlite. Pmhnite.
Kupferiodig. Sulphmet of Copper ami lion, b.
Ku] fenchaum. Carbonate of Cupper aud Zinc.
Kyanite. Silicate of Alumina, a.

Ice-spar. Anorthile.

Icthyophtbalnute. Apuphyllite
Idncrase.

Igida. Jade,

lgluite. Arragonitr.

Hind* rite. Kpidole.

limenite.
Jlvnitc. Yvnitc.

Indianite.

lndicolite. Blue Tourmaline.
Iruilite. Stalactitic Carbonate of l '"^
Iolite. Dichruitv.

Iridium.

Iron, A ! timid at« ?

Arsvniate.

Carbonate.
Carburet,

Chromate.
Native.

Native Steel.

Oxalate.

Oxyduloua.
Oxide.

Hydrate.

Phosphate.
Scheelatv.

HHcale.
Sulphate.

Sulphuret*

Tilaniate.

Iren Pitch Orv. Iron Sinter. Pittisite ?
Iron Sand. Titan ale of Iron, a,

Iscrior. Titaniatv of Iron, b,

Isopyrr.

lttnerite.

j.

Jade.
Jamesonite. Sulphuret of Antimony, Lead, and Iron.
Jargnon. Zircon.

Jasper Silic.i, A
JcBenouite. Pyroxene

L.

Labrador Hornblende. Ilypersthene.
LaluiuUirite.

Lanarkite. Sulnhato carbonate of Lend.
Lapis Lazuli. Lazulite.

Lardite. Agalmatolite.

Laaionite. Wsvillile.

Latialite. Haiiyne.

Latrobita.

Laumonite
Lava.
Laxmannite. Chloride of Silver.

Laxuliie.

Lead, Atuminate
Arm-mate.
Carbonate,

Chloride.

Chromate.
Molybdate.
Native.

Oxide.

Phosphate.
Scheelata.

Selaniuret.

Sulphate.

Sulphato-cArbonate.

Sulphuret.

V onadiate,

Leelite.

Ijemanite. Compact Felspar.

Lemnian Earth. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, as.

Lenzinite. Hydrous Silicate uf Alumina, c.

Lepidolite. Mica, c.

Lrpidokrokitc- Hydrous Oxide of Iron.
Leucite.

Luueolitf*. Dipyre.

Lilwthenite. Phosphate of Copper.
Lievrite. Jcnite.

Ligurite.

Lignite. Coal, c.

Lillalite. Lepidolite.

LimUlita.
Lime, Arseniate.

Ilvro-silicata.

Mineralogy
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Amtgimite.
Fluata.

Native;

Phosphate.
Scheelate,

Silicate.

Sulphate.

Titaoitta
Limonite. Oxide o Iron.

Linarite. Cupreoua Sulfate of Lead.
Linaenen. Arauniate of Copper.
Lipalite. Quarts, Flint.

LUterite. Sulphate of Zinc.
Lithcoaporc. Radiated Sulphate of Baryte*.
Lithomoxge. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, f.

Liver Ore. Sulphuret of Mercury.
Lobuile. Idocrase.

Lodalite. Compact Felspar.

Lotalite. Amprubole.
Lumachrlla. Shelly Carbonate of Lime.
Lydian-stone. Quarts.

Lythrode*. EUoIite.

M.
Made. Chiaatolite.

Maclelanitr. SiUimanite.

Madureite. Condrodite.

Madrepohte. Columnar Carbonate of Lima.
Magnesia. Borate.

Carbonate.

Hydrate.
Phosphate.

Silicate.

Magnetic Iron. Oxidutou* Iron.
Magnesite. Carbonate of Magnesia.
Malachite. Carbonate of Copper.
Malacolite. Pyroxene.
Maltha. Bitumen, <1.

Manganese. Arssniurct?
Carbonate.

Oxide.

Phosphate.
Silicate.

Sulphuret.
Manganite. Oxide of Manganese, a.

Marble. Compact Carbonate of Lime.
Marecanile. Obsidian.
Margarite. Mica, «/.

Markasite. Arsenical Sulphuret of Iron.
Marl. Aluminous Lime.
Mormolite. Silicate of Magnesia, «.
Mascagni n, Sulphate of Ammonia.
Mafriie.it. Yellow Oxide of Lead.
Mauritcile. Phospliate of Alumina and Ammonia*
Meerschaum. Silicate of Magnesia, d.
Meionite.

Melanitc. Black Garnet.
Melantcria. Sulphate of Iron.

Msllilite.

Mdtite. Mellate of Alumina, a.

Meuachacite. Titanute of Iron, e,

Mengite.
Mtnilite. Hydrous Quarts.
Mercury. Chloride.

Nut ire.

Sulphuret.
MnitJne Spar. Carbonate of Lime and Iron ?

Mesola. Chabaaie.
Meaolite.

MbmIjm.
Meteorite. Native Iron.
Miargyrite. Red Silver, b.

Mica.
Micaceous Iron. Oligiste Iron.
Miraphylliie. Andalusit*.
Micarellr. Pinifo or Scapotite,
Miemite. Magnesian Carbonate of Lime.
Mineral Adipocire. Hatchetine.
Minium. Red Oxide of Lend.
Mispickd. Sulpho-arsruiutet of Iron.
Misy. Persulphate of Iron.

Mocha Stone. Quarts, Dendritic Agate.
Muhsite. Til aui.it u of Iron, g.
Mularite. Quartz, Huhntooe.
Molybdan Silver. Sulph>>tvlluret of Silver and Bismuth,
Muiyhdenite. Sulphuret of Molybdenum.
Molybdenum. Oxide.

Sulphuret.
Monadte. Mengite.
Monticellite.

Moon-stone. Felspar.
Mornite.

Moroxite. Phosphate of Lime.
Mountain Cork. i

Leather. >Axl*r*tu*.

Wood. J

Mountain Meal. Bergmelil.
Mountain Soan. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, 4.
Mountain Tallow. ilatdH'fine.
Muller's Glass. Quartz, Hyalite.
M undie. Iron Pyrites.

Miirchisouite.

Muriadte. Anhydrous Sulphate of Lime,
Muriate of Silver. Chloride or Silver.
Muriatic Acid.
Muricalcite. Magnexiau Carbonate of Lime.
Murindo. Bitumen, e.

Murio-carbonate of Lead. Chloride of Lead, b.
Muasite. Pyroxene.
Myrscn. Silicious Hydrate of Magnesia.

Mineralogy.

N.
Naphtha. Bitumen, a.

Naphthaline. Carbon, H.
Napoleonic?. Globular Felspar.
Natrolita. Mesotype.
Natron. Soda.
Necronite. Felspar ?
Needle-ore. Sulphuret of Bismuth, Lead, and Copper.
Needle-stone. Mesolitr.

rr

Neopetre. Quarts, Horiutone.
Nvpheline.

Nephrite. Jade.
Nickel. Aneniatr.

Arseniuxet.

Oxide.

Sulphuret.
Nigrinc. Titaniate of Iron. rf.

Nitre. Nitrate of Potash.
Nontronit*. Sibcate of Iron, d,

Noein, Spinrllaite.

NuttaUite.

o.

Obsidian.

Ochre. Oxide of Iron.
Ochroite. Oxide of Cerium.
Oct ahedrite. Oxide of Titaninm, a.
Oilerit, probably Black Mica.
Oiaanite. Oxide of Titanium
Okenitc. Silicate of Lime, b.

Oldhamite. Silictferuus Sulphate of Alumina, a,
Oligiste Iron. Oxide of Iron, a.

Olivenite. Arseniate ofCopper,
Olivine. Peridot.

Onegite. Titanium ?

Onyx. Caleedony.
Oolite. Globular Carbonate of Lime, 6.
Opal. Hydrous Quartz,
Ophite. Serpentine.

Orpiment. Yellow Sulphuret of Areenic.
Orthite. Silicate of Cerium, Iron, Alumina, and Lime a
Orthooe. Felspar

’

OsmcJite.

Osmium.
Osteoeolla, incrusting Carbonate of Lime.
Outranit*. Zircon f

Otrelite. Schiller Spar?
Oxahoerite. Apophyllite.
Oxalite. Oxalate of Iron.
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Pagoiiite. Agalmatolite.

Palladium.

PampW*. Molybdate, ftc. of Lead.

Paranthine. Scapolite.

Porgaxite. Ampbibole.

Paulite. BypmtittM.
Pearl Spar.

’ Magnoian Carbonate of Lime.

Pearhtone.

Peat. Coal.
_ ,

Pechuran. Ferriferous Oxide of Uranium.

PrktoUte.
lVliome. Dichroite.

Prlokunilv. Cupper, composition unknown

.

PeotaeUfcite. Pyroxene.

Peridot.

Peialiie.

Petroleum. Bitumen, A.

1Vi uutif. probably Quart*. 'Chinese.)

Pharmacol it*. Annual* of Lime, a.

Pharmseoeidrrite. Cubic Aneniala of Iron.

Phenakite. A new Mineral not described.

Phillipsit*. ZeaRonite.

Pholerite. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, a.

PhiMpbalO'anH’niate of Lead. l*buaphate of Lead, A.

Phosphorite. Fibrous Phosphate of Lime.

Phot into. SUiciaus Carbonate of Manganese-

Phjfwiiite Topaz.

Picotit*. Tuurmaline.

Picr.te . llagmaiaa Carbonate of Lime.

Picrulite.

Pieratmine.
Partite. Turnerite ?

Pierre <1* Trippe*. Anhvdrou* Sulphate of Lime.

Pimelitc. Oxide of Nickel.

Pinguite.

Piute.
Pisolite. Globular Carbonale of Lime, a.

Pi statute Epldote.

Pitchldende. Ferriferous Oxide of Uranium.

Pitchstone.

Pittizite. Af—aiate of Iron ?

Plagionite. A new Mineral not described.

Plasma. Silica, A.

PLatina.

Pleunaste. ShmII*.
Pleoroklas. WlgMtitt.
PlonibagiiH*, or

Plumb-gororoe. Aluminate of Lead.

Plumbago. Graphite.

Plumbo-calcite. Carbonate of Lime and Lend.

Pturanium.
Pbilite. Pitchstone.

Polishing Slate. Earthy Quart*.

Potybawsle. Red Silver,

Polychrome. Ph asphate of Leud.

Polyhallilo.

Potymignife. TAntalate of Yttria, Zircon, and Lime.

Polyxen. Platina.

Fonnahlrte.

Porcelain Clay. Kaolin.

Porcelain Jasper. Quart*, Jai|ier.

Potash. Nitrate.

Sulphate.

Pot»1one. Compact Talc.

Pounxa. Borate of Soda. (Chinese.)

Prate. Green Quarts.

Prateolite. A new Mineral not described.

ProthAeito. Green Pyroxene.

Pronoelite. Grey Carbonate of Lima.
Pseudo-Sommite. BoveUte.
Paitomelane. Oxide of Manganese, d.

Pyoiite. Topaz.
Pyraphrwlita. Pitchstone.

PyrargUlitc.

Pvreneitc. Black Garnet.
Pjfgon. Pv nixene.

Pyritat Suiphuret of Copper, or of Iron.

Pyrochlorc. Titaniate of Lime, Ac,

Pyrolusite. Oxide of Mangaiwwr, c.

Pyromoiphitc. Fheeplinte of I^ad.
Pyrope. Garnet.

Pyrojihv Hi'. Mui.rJogr.

PyrnphvKiliU*. Tops*.
t _

s“* -

v
Pyrurt h’ite. silicate of Cerium, Iron, Alumina, and Lime, A.

Pyrosiilerite. Oxide of Iron, A.

Pynismalite. PyrodmaJite.

PyroMiiiilite.

I’yroxtnr.

Q.

Quartz. Silica.

Quartz, Hydrous. Silica.

Quicksilver. Mercury.

it

Radiolite. Hrrgroasnde.

Rapidolitv. Srapolite.

Katuflut. Karthy Finale of Lime.

RazoumoffVkin. Siliciou* Carbonate of Lime.

Realgar. Red Sulphturvt of .Arsenic. /

Ketiiiavphaltiim. furban, D.

Retin ite. Pitchstone.

Reiukitc. Sulphate of Soils and Magnesia.

Rhen te. Hydrous Pho»pHatc of Cop|ier.

Rhrtizitr. Kyamtc.
Rhodium.
Rbodochrosite. Carbonate of Mangane«e.

Rhodnn-te. Silicious Carbonate of .Manganese.

Rhulenium.
Riverulite. Nitrate of Soda.

Riolite. Biscleuiiiref of Zinc, Ac.

Rock Salt. Chloride of Sodium.

Rohwand. Carbonate of Lime and Iron.

Romauzoiite. Garnet.

Romehte. Su'phuret of Silver and Antimony.
Roselife. Arseni ate of Cobalt, It,

Rothoffitc. Oarmt.
Hotten-ktune. Alumina with Silica and Carbon.

Rulwllan. Mica, r.

Uuhellite. Touimaune.
Ruhinglimmer. ll\drous Oxide of Iron,

Ruby. Stiinellr and Corundum.
Rutile. Oxide of Titanium, A.

Ryakoh’e. Gluxsy Felspar.

s.

Sarenite. Oxide of Titanium.

Samite. Pyroxene.

Sal-ammoniac. Muriate of Ammonia
Salt, Common. Muriate of Soda.

Saniilin. Felspar.

Sapp are. C v anile.

Sapphtie. Blue Corundum.
Sapphinne-
SatcoLite. Analcima.
SanL Silica, A.

Sardonyx Quaitf, Agate.

Kowolin Boracic Acid.

Satin Spar. Fibrous Arrugonite.

Saualpile. KjHtUite.

Saussurite. Jade.

Scapoli'e.

Scarliroite. Ilydroim Silicate of Alumina, o.

Schallaicin. Silicate of Lime.

Schereiite. Carlwn, 1

ScliiH!. r-«' ttr. Foliated Carbouate of lime.

Schiner-xpar.

Schoaniv.

Schorl. Tourmaline.

Schutzite. Sulphate of ShronUan

Srtileiile. Ncedlestone.

Scotia. (inniuUr Kpidole.

Kclbitu. Carbonate of Silver.

Selenite. Sulphate of Lime.

Selenium.

Seairline. Silioro-calcnreous Oxide ofTitamam.

Serpentine. Silicate of Magnesia, A.

Sererite. Hydrous Silicate of Alumina, *.

Shepnrdite. Hydrate of Magnesia.

Si In' rite. Red Tourmaline.

Sidorite. Blue Quxrtr.
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Mineralogy- Sidero-graphite. Graphite, b.

SideroschMolite. Silicate of Iron, b.

Silieiou* Spar. C'lraveUndile.

Kilhmnuitc- Silicate of Alumina, b.

Stiver, Stibiuret.

Car'-ouate.

Chloride.

Ioniite.

- Native.

Mediant.
Sulphurrt.

Sutpho-telluret.

Silver Kupfer Gleuz. SulphuTot of Silver and Copper.

Siuople Quarts Jasper.

Skoriai. Aluminate of Iron ?

Skarodide- Arsenical Iron.

Skorza. Granular Kpidotc.

Smaragdite. Araphibote.

Smithsonite. Silicate of Zine.

Soajasonc. Steatite.

Soda. Borate.

Carbonate.

Muriate.
Nitrate.

Sulphate.

Sodaite. rctlsteiu ?

BodalHt.
Somerrillite.

Summits. Nephcline.
8omoinite. Corundum.

• Sonlawalite.

Spartalite. Red Oxide of Zinc.

Sjvckrtein. Steatite.

Specular Iron. Oxide of Iron, a.

Spharrulite-

Spbeue. Hilicco-ralcaicous Oxide of Titanium.

Sphero-oiderite. Carbonate of Iron.

Spliragid, Bole ?

Sjiini'llane.

Spinelle.

SpinrUinc, and
Spiathere. Sdieeo-ealcoreous Oxide of Titanium.

Spodumcne.
Spreiixtem Bcrgmannite.
Stahlstdn. Carbonate of Iron.

Stalactite. Fibrou* Carbonate of Lime.

Stansaite. AndaHwite.
SiuuroLfr.

Staurutide. Staurolite.

Steatite. Silicate of Magnesia, c.

Steat r,id. Serpentine.

Steinheilite. l)iclmiite.

Sleinmark. Lilhoourge-

Stellite.

Sternbergite. Flexible Silver- Sulphuret o: Silver and Iron.

Stilbite.

Stilpnoaiderite. Hydrous Oxide of Iron.

Stromite. Bisdicatc of Manganese-

Htroomitc. Barytifrrous Carbonate of Strontian.

Strontia. Carbonate,
Sulphate.

Htronlianite. Carbonate of Strontian.

StylobaL Gehlcnitc.

Succtn. Amber.
Succinite. Granular Yellow Garnet.

Sulphur.
Sulphuric Add. Sulphur b,

Sonvtone. Felrpar ?

Surturbnuul. Wood Coal.

Susannite. Sulphato-tn-earbonate of Lead.

Swigs. Borate of Soda.

Sylvan. Tellurium.

T.

Tabular Spar. Silicate of Lime, «.

Tslc.

Talc Zngraphitpie. Green Earth.

Tankelito. Pluwphatc of Yttria.

Tantalife.

Tautolite.

Televie. Corundum.

Tellurium. Native. Mineralogy,

Graphic 1

*
‘

Yellow.

Black.

Tennantite. Siilphnret of Copper, Iron, Sic. B.

Tephraite. Zinc P b.

Trtncluiti. Scapolite.

Terra de Siena. Bole ?

Terra Sugillota. Lcmnuui Earth ?

Terre de Mnrmarasch. Earthy Phosphate of Lime.

Thaliite. Kpidote.

Tharaudite. Magnesian Carbonate of Lime.

Tbenardite. Anhydrous Sulphate of Soda.

Tbomsoait*.
Thorite.

Ttirauhle. Silicate of Iron, e.

Thumite. Axiuite.

Tin. Oxide.
Sulphurrt.

Tinstone. Oxide of Tin
Tinder Ore. Antimony.
Tineal. Borate of Soda.

Titanium. Oxide.

Tolfaite. Alum Stone.

Tiijiu.

Topaaolite. Yellow Gamct,
Torl ente. Phosphate of Uranium.
Torrehte. Cerium P

Touchstone. Silica, b.

Tourmaline.
Trnvrrtino. Sedimentary Carbonate of lame.

Tremolite. Amphibole.
Trick lasit*. Fahlunite.

Trij hunt*. Spudumene.

Tripoli. Earthy Quart*.

Tronic Carbonate of Soda, C.

Tufa. Encrusting Carbonate of Lime.
Tungsten. Scheelate of Lime.
Turkey Stone. Novoeulite.

Turnerite.

Turquoise. Calcite.

Tyrolate. Aauiite.

u.

Ullmannite. Phosphate of Manganese and Iron, a.

Umber. Oxide of Iron and Manganese.

U ramie. Phosphate of Cranium.
Uranium. Oxide.

Phosphate.

Sulphate.

v.

Vanadium.
Vargasite.

Variolite. Globular Fetspar ?

Varricite. Oxide of Manganese, b.

Vampielinite. Chxoma’o of Lead and Copper

Velvet Copper. Silicate ami Sulphate of Copper.

Vesuri an. Idocrase.

Vinanite. Phonphnte of Iron, a.

Volcanic Glass. Obsidian.

Vornulite. Axurite.

Vulcanite. Augite.

Vulpinite. Anhydrous Sulphate of Lime.

vv.

Wad. Earthy Oxide of Manganese,

W•rthite.

Wagnerite. Phosphate of Magnesia.

Wallerite. Lenxinite.

Wei mated ite. Carbonate of Iron and Magnesia.

Wandstein. Carbonate of Lime and Iron.

WaveJbte. Phosphate of Alumina.
Webeterite. Sulphate of Alumina, a.

Weissite.

Wvmcrino.
Wernente. Scapolite.

Wiluite. Idocrase.
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itjoer/ogj-. Witbamite.
> » v —

' Wdherite. Carbonate of Barytes.

'Wolfram. Scheel&te of Iron and Manganese.

Wolkonakoit.
Wollaatonite- Silicate of Lime, a.

Woloyn. Sulphate of Barytes.

Yttrocerite. Cerium.
Yttrotantalite. Taotalate of Yttria, Ice.

Yu. Prehnrte ?

z.

Mineralogy.

x.

Xanthite. Idocraae.

Xantholite. Probably Garnet.

y
Yanolite. Axinite.

Yellow Karth.

Yends Silicate of Iron and Lima.
Ytterbite. (lailolinite.

Yttria. Phosphate.

Silicate.

Tantalate.

lltaoiate.

Zala. Borate of Soda. (Thibet.)

Zinc. AlmTunn.tr.

Carbonate.

Oxide.

Sileniuret.

Sulphate.

Sulphuret.

Zinkenhe. Sulphurct ol Antimony and Lead
Zircon. Silicate of Zirconia.

Zoiaite.

Zurlrte.

Zurlonite. Zurlite.
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GEOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

PROGRESS AND PRINCIPLES OF THE SCIENCE.

GeotoRj. Progress of the Science.

Definition.

The term Science, as now universally employed, it

understood to express, not only the body of information

collected, general laws established, or system recognised

in any department ofhuman knowledge, but also the ulti-

mate objects and whole scope of the research. Strictly

speaking, perhaps, the former is its legitimate meaning.

Thus the Science of Optics or of Acoustics properly sig-

nifies the body of methodized information acquired in

those branches of human study, but is popularly un-

derstood, by way of anticipation, to include indefinitely

the expected or possible future accessions of knowledge

on the subject.

It is in conformity with this ordinary language that

we shall endeavour to give the definition of Geology ;

for though truly none of the Sciences of observation has

made more remarkable progress toward successful ge-

neralization than this, yet the prospect of further dis-

covery is so much richer than the retrospect, and the

activity and talent employed in the research is so much
on the increase, that wc can hardly offer loo bold and
expanded an expression for the ultimate aims of Geo*
log)-.

It might provoke a smile to recount the singularly

contracted notions on this subject which have till lately

figured in Works on Geology. The history of the De-
luge, the discussion of the character and repositories of

minerals, the classification of fossils, the causes and
effects of volcanos, belong indeed to this comprehen-
sive subject, but these and many more important in-

quiries, are only particular branches of the great study

of Geology.

One reason of the inadequacy of the definitions

usually presented, is probably not confined in its appli-

cation to any one of the Sciences of observation, viz. the

difficulty of foreseeing at the commencement of a new
study, tire direction and extent of its future develope-

ment. Mathematical Science, founded upon the per-

vading idea of relative magnitude, may by this compre-
hensive definition, anticipate all the various determina-
tions concerning number, and proportion, and direction,

which are daily added to its stores, and which are, in

fact, the developements of recognised fundamental
axioms ; but the Natural Sciences have not this ad-
vantage, and it is only after they have made great pro-

gress, and many detached inferences, drawn from still

more scattered data, have been combined into system,
that the most able cultivators can clearly discern whereto
their labours eventually tend.

Guided by these views, we shall define Geology as

that Science to which it is allotted to investigate the an-
cient Natural History of the Earth ; to determine by ob-
servation what phenomena of living beings or inorganic
matter were formerly occasioned on or within the Globe,
in what order and under what conditions ; and from
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comparative data, furnished by investigation of the pre-

sent operations of Nature, to infer the general system

of successive revolutions which the Earth has under-

gone before aVriving at its present state; and thus,

finally, to furnish a complete view of the conditions

which have regulated, and of those which do regulate, its

system of mechanical, chemical, and vital phenomena.
From the terms of this definition we may at once

understand why, in former times, the most able men
erred so grievously in their attempts to elucidate the

history of our Globe ; for, while Geography was imper-

fectly known, before Commerce and the knowledge of

Languages had made us acquainted with the productions

and traditiotn of every clime, before the birth of most
branches of Physical Science, it was impossible to accu-

Geolog
Ch 1

mutate the numerous and exact data from which alone

Geology takes its origin. And since the general truths of

Geology are made apparent only by the application of the

known laws of Modem Nature, it is evident that, before

the establishment of those laws, the wisest of the old

Philosophers had nothing to substitute for enlightened

theory but blind and fanciful conjectures. These ore

the reasons why the ancient doctrines concerning the

World are utmost without exception bewildered with the

impossible problem of the Creation ofMatter, and buried

in a chaos of subtle inventions.

Cosmogony, not Geology, is the subject of the old tradi-

tions of Plurnicia, Chaldrea, Egypt, and China; and the
w *>•

same incurable fault vitiates the learned systems of
Epicurus, Aristotle, and Pythagoras.

It is, however, interesting to observe a considerable

refinement in the nature of the fictions by which
those great men attempted to supply the want of fair

deductions. The Epicurean doctrine of atoms, and the

primary elements of Aristotle and Pythagoras, ore fa-

vourably contrasted with the Egyptian egg of'the World
and the primeval monstersofChaldrea. Familiarized with

Countries in which frequent earthquakes and occasional

volcanic eruptions necessarily accustomed the mind to a
contemplation ofgreat revolutions in Nature, we find both
Aristotle and Pythagoras indulging the ideas of frequent

changes in the relative extent ofland and sea, and support-

ing this doctrine by reference to historical facts concerning

subsidence and elevation of land, to the occurrence of ma-
rine shells far from the sea, and to the ordinary' processes

ofNature. But, in this respect, the Geographer Strabo

appears to have far outstripped all his predecessors ; for

he distinctly alludes to the various explanations of the

phenomena of marine remains, proposed by Eratos-

thenes, Xanthus, and Strato, and adds his own view ofthe

matter, in terms not very different from those employed
at the present day by the advocates of the gradual eleva-

tion of our solid land from the bed of the sea, as may
be known by consulting the excellent review of Geologi-

cal opinions given by Mr. Lyetl.

The ten centuries of war and commotion which suc-
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ceeded the destruction of the Western Empire, were
less favourable to the growth of Physics) Science than

even those which had preceded ; and while all the learn-

ing of the world was shut up in cloisters, and confined

to one class of Society, we cannot wonder that the grand

cosmogonies of the Andents should have dwindled into

puerile discussions. Learning was in chains, but it was
nevertheless spread abroad through Christendom, and

waited but for the extension ofGeography and Commerce,

by the maritime discovery of India and America, to

be emancipated from its thraldom, and for the discovery

of the Art of Printing to be excited to energy and en-

thusiasm, by the Physical and Astronomical di&coverieB

of Kepler and Galileo*

It was not, indeed, till the Inductive Philosophy,

budding in Galileo, blossoming in Bacon, and rich with

fruit in Newton, had been widely disseminated among
mankind, that wc were entitled to look for fixed data and
limited generalizations in any branch of Natural Science.

The diffusion of this mode of philosophizing may be

said to have withdrawn the veil of prejudice which had

previously obscured the visible Creation, und to have

really generated the Sciences which treat of the proper-

ties of Matter and the phenomena of Life.

Three different classes of phenomena have conducted

men of observation to a partial acquaintance with the

stratification of the crust of the Earth.

1. The arrangement of the various soils in England.

?. The appearances in the mines of Germany.
S. The remains of plants and animals entombed in

the strata of England, France, and Italy.

The early advancement of Agriculture in a Country so

populous, and of so diversified an aspect as England,

necessarily produced a very intimate knowledge ofdiffe-

rent soils ; and as these depend on the nature of the

substances beneath, which ran"« in regular courses, it

is not surprising that maps of the soil should have been

early proposed by agriculturists. Dr. Lister, reaiding in

Yorkshire, where the ranges of soil arc very well de-

fined, was the first to propose to the Royal Society, in

1683, a Map of the soils of England.
*' We shall be better able," he says,

41
to judge ofthe for-

mation of the Earth, when we have duly examined it, as

far as human art can possibly reach, beginning from the

ontside downwards. And for this purpose, it were ad-

visable that a Soil or Mineral Map, as I may call it,

were devised. The soil might either be coloured by a
variety of lines or etchings : but great care must be

taken very exactly to note on the Map where such and
such soils are bounded. As for example, in Yorkshire,

the trood*. (wolds,) chalk, flint, and pyrites, Ac, 2.

Bteckmoor, moors, sandstone, &c. 3. Holderness, boggy
turf, clay, sand, &e. 4, Western mountains, moors,

sandstone, coal. Ironstone, clay, sand, Ac. Nottingham-
shire, mostly grave!, pebble, clay, saudstone, hall-plaster,

or gypsum, Ac. Now if it were noted how far these

extended, and the limits of each soil appeared on a Map,
something more might be comprehended from the whole
and from every part, than I cau possibly foresee, which
would make such a labour very well worth the pains.

For I atn of opinion such upper soils, if natural, infallibly

produce such under minerals, aud for the most part in

such order. But I leave this to the industry of future

time*."

This scheme was partly executed by the County Re-
ports presented to the Board of Agriculture, the earliest

of which dates from 1794 ; but the investigation being

usually unconnected with sound views of the interior Geology,
conformation of the Earth, few of (here detached efforts CL L
led to any important results. Facke, in his Chorogra-
phical Chart of East Kent, (1743,) has shown what
admirable general views of the Physical Geography
and leading rocks of a district may be entertained,

without that combination of results which leads to

Geology.

Miners in every period must have been acquainted Mining,

with the order of succession of the rocks through which
they seek the treasures of coal and metal ; and in a tract

consisting of alternating coal-seams, limestones, sand-

stones, and shales, as at A Idstone Moor, in Cumberland,

the range and exteut of the different strata moat always

have been familiar to the workmen.
There most therefore always have been a Minbrxlo-

gical School or Gaoloot in every Country in which
rich subterranean treasures attracted the attention of

mankind.
Agricola embodied the floating information of the

miners of Saxony, as early as 1546 ; (De Nature Four-

hum ;) and the appearance of five complete systems of
Mineralogy in Sweden, and three in Germany, between
1730 and 1762, sufficiently proves the very general in-

terest in the subject which prevailed in these great

mining districts.

Those Works are principally devoted to a description

of the most prominent Minerals, and it is only inciden-

tally that wc gain from them proofs of the considerable,

though detached information which the authors really

possessed concerning the manner in which minerals con-

stitute, by their assemblage, the crust of the Earth.

In 175*0, however, T) las, a Swede, aud in 1756, Leh-
mann, a German, broke through the fetters of a mere mi-

neralogical method, and by proving a regular order of su-

perposition among stratified rocks, opened the way to the

sagacious generalizations of Werner and the cautions

inductions of Saussure.

A peculiar set of opinions concerning the formation Weratr.

of the Earth, has keen honoured by the title of the Wer-
nerian Theory ; and the pupils of Werner who bad found

proofofthe truth ofbis practical inferences, may be readily

pardoned for the determination which they have ahown

to uphold the hypothetical notions of their master.

But if we wish to ascertain the real value of the benefits

which the researches of WerneT have conferred upon

Geology, we must forget his Theory, and view only the

data which he collected fur its foundation.

Werner was educated amidst the mines, and in the

society of the most eminent Mineralogists of Saxony ;

their experience and their opinions became his own.

and doubtless swayed and directed the energies of his

mind. Td judge from his own Works, and from the

course which his pupils have so long pursued, the

principal point of view under which Werner contem-

plated the rocks and metallic veins of Germany, waa

the relative period of their production. Lehmann had,

indeed, taken the some course, and already distin-

guished primary and secondary rocks.
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the former existing in mountain chains, mostly strati-

fied at high angles of declination, and devoid of or-

ganic remains, the latter disposed more horizontally,

and stored with the reliquiae of life. But Werner, with

characteristic tact and boldness, applied this method of

investigation to every case, and took H os the grand

basis of hhi classification of rocks.
“ When two vein* (a h) cross, and [one of them (b)

cuts through the other, (a,) the one which is divided (a)

is the more ancient."

1 /

ginally, ax at present, stratified at high angles of in-

clination. These are called by Weraw
Primitive Rocks.

Such 8ia

:

Granite, Porphyry,

Oueiss, Sienite,

Micaceous schist ua. Topaz rock.

Argillaceous achistus, Quartz rock.

Primitive limestone. Primitive flinty slate,

Primitive trap, Primitive gypsum.
Serpentine. Eurite, or whitestoue.

A second series of rocks appearing to be partly of

crystalline ami partly of mechanical origin, containing

some remains of plants and animals, with slopes of
stratification less remarkable than the former, is named
by W enter, on account of these inUrtnedkalc characters.

Geology.

Ch. XT

Among stratified rocks superimposed on one another,
the lower members of the series, those Which lie nearest
the centre of the Earth, were deposited first, and the
relative antiquity of the different strata is exactly in the
order of their position. Thus c is the oldest rock of the
aeries, c,d,

f_

t

~d

c

By this manner of proceeding in the instance of the
Uartx Mountains, Werner was enabled to frame a system
or classification of rocks in the order of their respective
position as far as could then be ascertained, uud con-
sequently in the order af their consecutive formation.
Thus the Brocken Mountain wan described by Werner
and his followers as a central cone of granite, upon
which on all sides round were laid various other rocks
in a certain and constant order of succession

;
os gra-

nite, day-slate, limestone, greywacke and greywacke-
slaie, old red sandsloue, limestones, gypsums, sandstones
and limestones; the upper and newer strata having
their outgoing or terminal edges lower and lower con-
tinually.

* Werner presumed that this order of succession among
these rocks would be found to prevail in all parts of
the World, and thus announced a grand principle in the
construction of the Earth which was destined to have
a most beneficial effect on Geological theory and ob-
servation. Foe, on the one hand, it dissipated the
chaotic dreams of those who maintained that the whole
crust of the Earth was to be viewed as a mass of sedi-
ment from the waters of “ the Deluge and on the
other, exhibited the most important subject of inquiry
respecting the constitution of the Earth, aod fixed a
precise method of investigating it.

Extending his views through other parts ofGermany,
Werner completed the following system of successive
formation*. (Jaswson.)
The lowest and oldest series of rocks discoverable

by
vl

*min^‘on »9 supposed to be of crystalline origin,
to be devoid of orgnuic remains, and to have been ori-

Trasuiison Rocks.

Transition limestone, Greywacke,
Transition trap, Transition flinty slate.

The third aeries consists of strata more decidedly of

mechanical aggregation with abundance of organic
ex u vile, and from the greater frequency of these strata

in the flatter regions of the Globe, when- their planes of
stratification are nearly level, they are called

Fieri* (ybi-fpMf) Bucks.

1st or old red sandstone.

1st riu.'U limestone.

1st flats- gypsum.
2d variegated sandstone.

2d fleets gypsum.
2d tloeu 1 1roestone, or muschulkalkstcin.
3d sandstone, or quadersuud stein.

Sd limestune, or planerkalluteiu.

Flats trap.

Independent coed formation.

Newest flats trap.

Lastly, various sandy and argillaceous strata, imper-
fectly known to Werner, but since ascertained to contain
the whole vast series of tertiary strata, are included by
him under the title of Alluvial Deposits.
That this dussification is partly erroneous in principle,

and in all respects incomplete and inadequate to the ri-

gour of modern investigation, is apparent at a firstglance,
but it obviously contain* the essence of all subsequent
arrangements, rir. a determined reference to the anti-

quity of the deposit. Wenter is, therefore, entitled to

the distinguished praise of having established one of the
most important general laws yet ascertained respecting
the structure of the Earth. He has proved that its stra-
tified rocks ure laid one on another in a certain order of
succession, which is the same, or very similar, over
large parts of the Earth’s surface. No one before
Werner was able to perceive in auy Country a regular
system or series of strata, much less to imagine such a
scries to be universal.

It has been usual especially in England, to quote a Mitchell,

variety of persons before the date of Werner, to whom
the honour of' first declaring the principles developed
by the Professor of Freyberg might with more justice
be ascribed. The natureof his obligations tohisownCoun-
trymen has been already sufficiently staled. Mitchell,
one of the roost talented of the Natural Philosophers of
England daring the middle of the XVIIIth Century,
who, for a short time, filled the Woodward ian Chair of
Geology at Cambridge, and afterwards resided in York-
shire, had certainly made himself acquainted with the
series of English strata, especially in the Northern
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Counties, and had even gone so far as 'to discover

some of the most important general relations be-

tween the Geological structure and the Physical fea-

tures of the Globe, defining with a masterly hand
the mutual dependence of mountain ranges and lines

of stratified rocks. The merit of Whitehurst, also, both

ns a theorist and as an observer, is very consider-

able. He states the object of his Work, published in

1792, to he ** to trace appearances in Nature from

causes truly existent ; and to inquire oiler those laws

by which the Creator chose to form the World; not

those by which he might have formed it, had lie so

pleased.* His mode of proceeding is exactly in con-

formity with the first clause of this sentence ; for his

whole Work is a finely woven web of plausible deduction

and conjecture, founded on general Physical considera-

tions, and supported or illustrated by a selection of cor-

responding facts and observations. This inverse pro-

cess is certainly, in many respects, characteristic of a

Cabinet Geologist ; and yet this volume contains abun-

dant proof, that its author was both well acquainted

with a great variety of important data in Geology, and

possessed of sufficient generalizations to develope their

value. What is stated by Whitehurst concerning the

succession of strata in Derbyshire and other parts, was

chiefly derived from the miners and colliers, who,

certainly, for a hundred years before the dawn of sound

Geology, knew perfectly the almost invariable sequence

of strata in their own districts.

The value of Snussure’s distinguished services to

dear the way for legitimate inductions in Geology can-

not be better expressed than in the following passage

of Cuvier, wherein he is compared with Werner.

En effet, la partie purement minerdle du grand
probleme de la thborie de la Terre a eii etudict atxc un
toin admirable par De Saussure, et poriie depute & un
developpement etonnant par Werner et par Its nom-

brtux et savans eldves qu'il a formh.
Le premier de ces hommt* cblebres

,
parrourant peni-

blement pendant vingt anntes les cantons Us plus inac-

cessible, attaquant en quelque sorte tes Alpes par toutes

Itur faces, par levs leurs dfyUes, nous a dkvoile tout le

desordre des terrains primitifs, et a trad plus nette-

ment la limite qui les distingue des terrains secondairtt.

he second, projilant des nombreuses excavationsfaites

dans le pays qui posside les plus ancienne* mines, a
Jixb tes lois de succession des couches ; U a montrS leur

aneiennetb respective, et poursuivi chacune d'ellcs dans
toutes ses metamorphoses. Cest de lui, et de /art seule-

nient, que datera la Geologic positive, en ce qui conceme
la naturalc minerale des couches : mate ni Werner ni

Dc Saussure nont donne d la determination des esphes

organiques fossil's dans chaqne genre de couche, la

rigneur devenue neccssaire, depute que les animaux con-

nus s'decent a un nombre si prodigieux.

The grand fact upon which, in all Ages, Geological

inquiries have hinged, the occurrence of marine animals

far from the sea and deep in the solid bosom of the

Earth, was so far understood by the Ancients, that they
had ascertained the general agreements of fossil and
recent marine shells, nor docs there appear the least

trace of doubt on this subject in their writings. But
warm discussions arose concerning them among the Na-
turalists of Italy, and at a later period, those of France,
England, and Germuuy, Countries in which those
exuviie are particularly plentiful and various.

The With Century was wholly wasted in the ridi-

culous dispute whether the foaail shells were genuine Geology,
marine exuviae, or mere lusus natvrer produced by a Cb. I.

*

plastic power or fermenting fatty earth ? and the ques- v—~*'

tion assumed a more difficult character from the addi-
tion of another, whether, if they were genuine petrifac-

tions, they were all deposited by the Noachian Deluge?
In examining both of these points the Italian Philoso-

phers were by far the most conspicuous, and it is diffi-

cult to understand how the sound conclusions of Steno
and Scilla could fail to become the universal creed of
Geology

;
yet long after Palissy in France had produced

unanswerable evidence that fossil shells were the ge-
nuine exuviae of ancient marine animals, men voluntarily

shut their prejudiced eyes to this most simple ofall truths.

The XVIth Century closed before the expiration of this

absurd controversy; but as Truth infallibly gains strength

by even the most unworthy contests, the strong interest

attached to the solution of this problem spread universally

among Naturalists the conviction that great discoveries

concerning the structure of the Earth were to be accom-
plished, and the mode of contemplating its connection

with Zoology received very capital improvements.

In England, especially, the superior interest which Progress of

belonged to the thousands of fossil plants and animals, f0??***?**

was fully understood by Llwyd, Ray, Lister, Wood- 111

ward, and Morcton ; who by their rich collections, and
splendid publications, and resolute though unsuccessful

efforts to deduce the causes which had thus buried and
preserved imperishable in their everlasting tombs the

organic remains of a former World, undoubtedly kindled

that ardent spirit of inquiry respecting the structure of
the Earth, for which the English Philosophers of the

XVI I th Century were so honourably distinguished.

Nevertheless, the progress of Geology in England
was still retarded by the fettered condition of other

Sciences, and by a peculiarly unhappy conjunction of

Truth and Fiction. The correct view of the original

nature of “ formed stones, or petrifactions/' was coupled

by Woodward and his numerous followers with the

assertion, that all the strata superimposed on one another

in the crust of the Earth, with all their included myriads

of fossil animals and plants, were deposited by one

general flood, •' the Deluge !** This fatal error, the

stumbling-block of the Geologists of the XVI Ith Cen-

tury, lay at the root of the brilliant hypotheses of

Burnet, Woodward, and Whiston ; and now, though

discarded by every sound Geologist, it remains a serious

impediment to the diffusion of correct general principles.

One great merit, however, strikingly characterises the

early English School of Geology, even in its greatest

aberrations, a thorough conviction that the organic

remains entombed in the Earth were the surest evidence

of the revolutions which it had undergone.

In consequence, the whole island was filled with col- EM*®**

lections of fossils, which were compared with native and

exotic living species, and almost every Naturalist of note

from the time of Lister contributed something to the

stock of information respecting them. That distin-

guished man, equally industrious and fortunate, and ill

general free from theoretical prejudice, had the glory of

perceiving and of recording in a single instance the prin-

ciple of mutual dependence between the strata and their

organic remains, which afterwards, generalized and pro-

mulgated by Smith, became the most important instru-

ment of investigation which has ever been presented to

Geology.

Speaking of a small species of belemnites, (B. /.it-
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fer/,) which » figured in las Hisloria Aninutlium An-
glia:, he says it is found in all the cliffs at

'
you atcend

the woUls, for above a hundred miles in compass, at

Specton, Londeshro’ and Caistor, but always iu a red,

ferruginous earth. This correct and remarkable result is

a striking example of the possibility of even holding in

the bands a brilliant discovery, without knowing its

value, or taking any steps to ascertain its importance.

A century later, the perception of the same truth, in

several instances near Bath, and the demonstration of

its applicability to the whole secondary series of the

strata of England, enabled Mr. Smith, by his own un-

aided efforts, to establish the Geology of England on a

basis from which it can never be shaken ; an accurate

classification of the stratified rocks, in the order of their

relative antiquity, accompanied by Catalogues of their

organic contents, and a Map of their ranges on the

surface of the Island in conformity with the section of
'

the interior.

The following Table, taken almost verbatim from Dr.
Filton’s valuable notes on the History of English Geology,
(Phil. Mag. 1832,) presents the list of English strata as

published by Mr. Smith in 1S15, and the corresponding

arrangement at present admitted among Geologists;

and thus at one view may be seen the entire distinctness

of Mr. Smith’s whole system of classification and mclhud
of naming, from that of any earlier continental writer,

and the almost perfect exactness with which his views
and names have been adopted by the modern School of
English and European Geology.

1933.

r»l DfclricU (brawl
byGiowp* at Strml*.

Chalk hills

CUjr vale* .

Stonoticuh hills <

Marl rales

.

Coal tract

Mountainous . ..

PrMcnt Names.

(That beds above the chalk not notice--

J

by Smith )

Strata above tbs chalk
1 London day
2 Clay nr brick earth. ....
3 Crag (this should hare been placed first) ......................
4 Baud and light loam

a i Upper, »hh hint* 1

| Lower, without flints

8 Greensand Cretaceous strata

-

7 Blue inext

8 Iron sand

r Crag of Suffolk.

Marine and freshwater strata of tbs Isle of
I Wight ami Dot^

U

hi re.

I

London day.

|

Plastic clay.

L Sands above the chalk.

(Upper.

I Lower.

( 7k* Wealdtis group not distinguished by
South.)

9 Portland rock

10 Send
11 Oaklne, or North-Wilts day

< Wcalden

Upi».
oolite.

12 Coral raw and pisolite

13 Send and Mudstone, or calcareous grit.

14 Dark blue, or Cluoch day
15 KeUoway stone ....................
16 C'tirnbrstb ......................
17 Hinton sand and aamlttone •

18 Forest marble
19 Clay
20 Great oolite

21 Fullers’ earth and rock

22 Under oolite .

21 Sand
24 Maristone

25 Blue marl .

Lower
oolite.

Lias

26 Blue lias

27 White lias .

28 Red marl and gypsum ' *
[

t Saliferous strata 1

29 Magnesian limestone .......(
Son sandstone •....

30 Coal (lntTicts f

31 Mountain limestone Carboniferous strata <

32 Red and dun stone [
93 Various, killas or slate'

34 Granite, siwiite, and gneiss

Chalk

Upper green sand.

Gault.

Lower green sand.

Weald clay.

Hastings mods
Pttrbeck limestone.

Portland oolite.

Sand.
Kitninendge clay.

Upper calcareous grit.

Coralline, or Oxford oolite.

Lower calcareous grit.

Oxford clay.

KeUoway stone.

Combrash.
Sand and sandstone.

Forest marble.

Bradford clay.

Great oolite.

Fullers’ earth and rock.

Inferior oolite.

Sand and grit
Upper lias clay.

Maristone.

Lower lias clay.

Blue lias.

White lias.

Red marl and gypsum.
Red sandstone.

Magnesian limestone. (Zechstein, kc.)
Rothetodteliegcnde.

Coal measures.

Mountain or carboniiatons limestone.

Old red sandstonsw

States, Ac.

Granite, Ac.

To study the monuments of Nature according to the

principles developed by Mr. Smith ; to ascertain by the

order of succession and by the organic remains what
were the contemporaneous effects of the natural agents
employed in the formation of (he Earth in all parts of
the World ; is the great problem of modern Geology.
By the aid of Zoological and Botanical researches we
determine the relative antiquity of every spedcs of fossil

plant and animal, and assign the relative period during
which its existence was continued. Orthoccratites pro-

ducts, trilobites, and many crinoidea, belong to the

older and lower rocks ; certain specie* of echini and
shells mark the oolitic strata

;
while others belong to

the chalk; and a series of plants, corals, sheila, and verte-

bral remains, lies above the chalk, but is not found below.

Such inferences, drawn from observations in Europe,

have been found constant even in the New World

;

and if the powerful instrument of research thus placed

in the hands of the observer, be wielded with the caul ion

requisite in questions of analogy, the time is probably

at hand when the principles disclosed by Mr. Smith's

researches near Bath, and illustrated by Cuvier’s philo-
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Gvoloey. sophical description of the environs *of Paris, will be

*• found universally applicable ; and the distant slopes of

the Himalaya!) and the Andes, and the shores of Aus-

tralia and Greenland, will be united in the mind of the

Geologist who contemplates their coeval stratification.

Hypo- We shall here close our short account of the growth
thews. of Geology into a Science, without being tempted to in-

dulge in the vain amusement of ridiculing those crude

and visionary schemes which have too long been known
by the misapplied title of Theories of tbe Ewth. While

the paths or observation, along which alone the foun-

dations of the Science are to be sought, were hard and

difficult, those of hypothesis were easy, flowery, and in-

viting. The globular figure ofour Planet, tbe inequality

of its surface, and the occurrence of marine shells in

mountains far from the sea, have been thought suffi-

cient data for rashness and speculation to construct

detailed Theories of the Earth, to determine the consti-

tution of its centre, and to describe, as if they had ac-

tually beheld them, the successive revolutions which it

had undergone.

These unfortunate hypotheses were most numerousand
discordant during the period whew positive Geology had

made the least progress ; with the advancement of know-

ledge they diminished hi number ami unproved incon-

sistency, and at the present moment, though every

professed Theory has lost its power of fettering tbe oiiwC
there is a tacit but almost universal agreement in these

fundamental principles of structure, and circumstances

of origin, by which not only every passing Theory must
be judged, but to which also all good observations and

sound inductions must be referred. To develops these

principles in a settled order, to illustrate by their aid the

Geological structure of the British Isles, and to connect

the Geology of Britain with that of Europe and the

terraqueous Globe at large, and thus to rise by a legi-

timate process to the most comprehensive inferences

which tbe subject admits of, is the aim of the following

pages.

Wc shall not, at the outset ofour inquiry, prejudge the
important questions which will arise for discussion, by

deciding between Huttonian and Wernerian, or any other

hypotheses ; but allowing to their ingenious authors the *

merit of having really promoted Geology by stimulating

curiosity and by directing i nquirv ,we shall for the present
neglect them altogether, except so far as they may assist

us to read well and interpret aright the rich and impar-
tial volume of Nature.

Modem But though Geology will not again own a master, its

cultivators can never cease to be grateful to their ancient

GfSSl leaden ; and many names connected with the general

progress of English Geology in recent times, here de-

mand the warmest expression of gratitude. The English,

system of Geology, based on the extensive labours of

Smith, has been fully illustrated in Greetrough’s Geolo-

gical Map, Buckland's Reliifuict Dduvianar, and Cony-
beare’s Otology of England and IVaLe*, a Work cer-

tainly not yet surpassed in mem, nor soon to be excelled

unless by tbe continuation of ii» which u» anxiously
expected, from the combined labours of Gonybeare and
Sedgwick. Scotland has been surveyed by Jameson
and Me Culloch, amply described by Bous, and put in
relation with English Geology by the eminent re-

searches on secondary rocks of Sedgwick and Mur-
chison. Nearly the whole of Ireland has been ahly
treated by Weaver. The mineral condition of the Bri-

tish Islands has been to a great extent developed by

Sowerby. and the history of British fossil plants it in
the hands of Lindley and Hutton. If from these com- Ck i.

prehensive Works we should pass to those more local v—

'

and definite discoveries which are the ultimate strong-
hold? of the Science, many pages would not suffice In
hold the praise so justly ascribed to Da la Beehe,
Farcy, Homer, Lonsdale, Lyell, MouteU, Miller, Wek
sler, and other eminent names which will appear in
the following descriptions. To the Geological Society
of London, established in 1807, as a Body, belongs
the high and enviable praise of unwearied and exciting
activity, sound preference of permanent facts to tran-
sient Theories, invincible liberality of sentiment, and
prophetic anticipation of that glorious expaaeiaa of the
Science, which now claims for it the countenance and
the active cooperation of every person interested in the
interpretation of Nature, or concerned in tha increase of
the national wealth. Finally, there is yet a tribute

to be offered to one whose ear is now dead to grateful

praise, the man whose genius restored the vanished
forms of Nature, and united the Zoology of all Ages of
the World. What monument can be required for Cuvier,
so long as the wonderful works of Creation claim the
adBurnt ion of mankind ?

Material* in (As Earth.

The first question which presents itself to the in- Meandea-
qideex into the Natural History of the Earth is, what arc "ty of Um
the materials employed in its construction ? To answer
this question fully, and in all its extent, is now, and
will, probably, for ever remain impossible, because with
respect to the interior of tha Globe we c«i learn nothing
from direct observation, nor infer from Astronomical
researches any thing more than that the materials,

whatever they vs which compose the more central

parts, must have then a Specific Gravity, very much
greater than that of the rocks which appear near the

surface. The mean density of all the predominating

rocks hitherto discovered is about twice and a half that

of water; but the mean density of the whole terraqueous

mass is four and a half times, or perhaps five times that

of water. We may, therefore, safely conclude that the

central portions are much heavier than the external

crust ; but beyond this ajl is speculation.

It must not be concluded that because in the cenlral Specific

parts the materials, whatever they are, have a Specific

Gravity greater than those near the surface, they would h.i™****
also remain heavier if brought to the surface, for the

compressibility of Matter under pressure would neces-

sarily tend to the condensation of the internal nucleus of

tbe Earth, and that in so high a degree, if the internal

substances be of the same compressibility as those in the

orust of the Earth, as to make the mean density of our

Planet very much higher than it » known to be. Putting

ont of view the question of the Chemical relations of the

internal substances of the Globe, and confiniog ourselves

to Mechanical considerations alone, we should have, ns

conclusions of tbe greatest probability which the subject

admits of:

—

First, that the superior density of tbe internal parts

of the Globe is occasioned by the accumulated pressure

which they have to sustain.

Secondly, that the effects of this pressure in con-

densing the internal parts of the Globe would be far

more considerable than they are, were they not resisted

within by some general antagonist force ; such as the
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Thirdly, That the Earth’* spheroidal figure has been

attained in consequence of it* having formeriy been en-

tirely fluid, during rotation on ha axis, and is pre-

served because the internal arrangement of its materials,

whether solid or fluid, is hi equiUbrio with the velocity

of its rotatory movement.

Limitation It cannot be too often nor too early impressed upon
of inquiry, the mind of the student that Geology ha* no connexion

with systems of Cosmogony. It is wholly a Science of

observation and inferences, and limited to the pheno-

mena presented within a small depth from the surface

of the Earth. The regular disposition of the materials

of our Planet doe* indeed permit us, in many cases, to

inter, with the highest probability, what is the condition

of its interior to a depth ter beyond that actually visible

to human eye ; but still all the aids of Inductive Science

are ineffectual to penetrate more than a few miles below

the soil. It may, indeed, be the case, since the level

from which volcanos arise is uncertain, that the materials

which they vomit have been derived from greater depths,

but the great improbability that these materials, after un-

dergoing fusion, should be restored to their original con-

dition, must make ns hesitate to adopt volcanic products

as evidence of the exact nature of the substances in the

interior of the Earth. Our observations are, therefore,

nearly confined to what is technically called the Cruat

of the Earth, and our legitimate inferences descend no
lower than the rocks which appear in this crust

Earthy There is hardly any tract of country so limited as not
compounds, to show a considerable diversity of earthy aggregates.

Even in those districts which possess neither quarries,

nor mines, nor cliffs, nor natural valleys, the surface of

the land and the shores of the sea are generally strewed

with fragments of different stones transported by some
ancient powerful currents from regions in which Nature

is more prolific, or more clcsrly reveals licr treasures.

In the more level Countries the principal varieties of

the earthy compound*} or aggregates are included in

the terms limestone, sandstone, and clay, of different

colours, hardness, and fineness of grain. Each of these

great division* of rocks contains essentially a peculiar

aperies of earth which imparts to the mass a particular

derivative character. Thus,
Limb is the base of limestone,

Silica of sandstone.

Alumina of clays.

Magnesia ts an essential ingredient iu certain

limestones.

Carbon is the characteristic element of coal.

Soda of salt.

If we now turn our attention to the mountainous
tracts, where crystallised minerals present themselves

iu an endless variety of combi nation
; we shall, per-

haps, be led to expect a corresponding abundance of
primitive substances. But Chemistry has taught us

that all this seeming inexhaustible variety is occa-

sioned by a tew earths, metals, and combustibles, and
some of these are so rare, and even solitary iu their

occurrence, as to be of little importance in this inquiry.

By far the greater number of earthy minerals are com-
posed of the same four substances, as limestones, sand-

stones, and clays, variously combined with alkalies and
acids, and differently coloured by metallic oxides, &c.

A good general knowledge of sUicictta, aluminous, cal-

careous, and magnesian minerals and rocks, is therefore tteulogy.

the portion of Mineralogy most essential to a Geologist. ct- L
All the various aerial, liquid, and solid compounds ‘V™*''

which belong to this Globe are reducible to about fifty-

four ingredients, which are termed simple or primitive,
*u

because, in the present state of Cttemical Science, they
appear incapable of farther decomposition. Of these

Forty-three are metallic bodies, brilliant, electropo-

sitive, and, with the exception of potassium and sodium,
heavier than water.

Of these thirteen produce, by union w ith oxygen, the
Earth and alkalies,

—

Aluminum, Silirium, Yttrium,
Glucinium, Thorinium, Calcium,
Magnesium, Zirconium, Strontium,
Barium, Lithium, Sodium, Potassium.

Ffve decompose water at a red heat,—
Manganese, Zinc, Iron, Tin, Cadmium.

Twenty-four do not decompose water at any heat. The
more oxidnble are,

Arsenic, Antimony, Copper,
Mdybdena, Uranium, Tellurium,
Chrome, Cerium, Nickel,

Vanadium, Cobelt, Lead,
Tungsten, Titanium, Mercury,
Colutnblum, Bismuth, Osmium.

The leas cmidable,

—

Silver, Rhdtiium, Gold,
Palladium, Platinum, Iridium.

Eight noft-mettrlUc evmimsUbles,

—

Sulphur, Iodine, Carbon,
Phosphorus, Bromine*, Fluorine ?
Silenium, Boron.

Four gases,

—

Hydrogen, Oxygen, Axote. Chlorine.

Every substance in this Kst is feund in the mineral

kingdom
; and while the Chemist examines them sepa-

rately in his closet, the Mineralogist studies their combi-
nations in the field.

It may, perhaps, be imagined that innumerable com- Mineral*,

binations are derived from these fifty four primary ingre-

dients. But as many of them are excessively rare, a*

the remainder combine only upon certain principles, the

number of mineral species really determined is, in fact,

very small, perhaps hardly exceeding 800. Nor is the

Geologist always called upon to make himself acquainted

with all even of this moderate number. Unless his

labours are devoted to the detailed phenomena of vol-

canic productions, or of mineral veins, he will seldom
have occasion to observe more than one-tenth of the

number. The reason of this is that a large portion con-

sists of rare and local species, and that in combining to

form rocks, the others are associated in families, and
united into specific compounds without much per-

mutation. Thus quartz, felspar, hornblende, chlorite,

and mica, frequently occur together in granitic rocks,

but other minerals, as calcareous spar, Ac. scarcely ever

accompany them. In consequence, then, of the rarity

of many minerals, and the uniformity of the assemblage

of others, there is really much less difficulty than might

be expected in recognising and discriminating the rocks.

To class nud to describe them ie difficult, to compare and
to know them ie easy.

Supposing, then, that the student has already made
himself acquainted with the more common and remark-

able rocks, a9 limestone, sandstone, and day, various

kinds of slates, basaltic, porphyritic, and granitic rocks,
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>jjy. we shall now proceed to inquire in what manner they

Ch. L are arranged in the Earth.

Stratification.

The best way of prosecuting this inquiry, is to begin

at home, where precise information can be most easily

acquired ;
next to compare our own with neighbouring

districts
;
and, finally, extending our views over the

whole surface of the Globe, to class the phenomena, and
deduce the general results.

Ariarupj- It might be very excusable before Countries were
iD«nt of cleared and cultivated, and before their various mineral

tta'aiufacn
productions were employed and understood, to imagine

that the materials of the Earth were heaped together in

confusion, the result of a chaotic formation ; but at

present, such a notion will not stand the test of a mo-
ment's reflection. One district has chalk beueath the

surface, another limestone, a third coal, and a fourth

granite, and these are never mixed or confounded toge-

ther; so that the most careless observer must conclude

that the different rocks are arranged alter some ascer-

tainable method. These different rocks are not mere
insulated patches irregularly scattered through the

country, but generally connected on the surface in long

ranges, which in all the Eastern hulf of England have

their prevailing direction from North-East to South-

West. Thus the chalk of the Yorkshire Wolds is pro-

longed (see the Map of the British Isles) through Lin-
colnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Bedfordshire, Wiltshire,

Dorsetshire, &c ; the oolitic limestones range through
Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Gloucestershire, and
Somersetshire; and many other limestones and sand-
stones hold a parallel direction. Hence it happens, in

proceeding from London toward the South-West, West,
or North-West of England, we cross so great a variety

of rocks, and so many ranges of hills.

A person proceeds from London to North-Wales.

After passing low, gravelly plains in the drainage of the

Thames, he climbs, by a long slope, the chalk-hills of

Oxfordshire ; crosses vales of clay and sandstone ; as-

cends a range of oolitic limestone ; traverses wide plains

of blue and red marl ; arrives in districts where coal,

iron, and limestone abound ; and, finally, sees Snowdon
composed of slate. And if, in proceeding from London
to the Cumberland Lakes, he finds the same succession of
gravelly plains, chalk hills, clay vales, oolitic limestone

ranges, blue and red clays, coal, iron, and limestone

tracts, succeeded by the slate rocks, which compose the

well-known summit of Skiddaw, will he not conclude
that something beyond mere chance has brought toge-

ther these rocks in such admirable harmony ? Will he
uot have reason to conjecture that in the interior of the

Earth regularity of structure must prevail ?

internal This conjecture becomes certainty when we explore
nwaag*- the relative position of rocks as it is displayed in wells,

nxks.°
f

P'1** quarries, and mines, the works of human industry,

or laid bare in cliffs and ravines by the hand of Nature.

Here we see the rocks formed in layers or tabular masses

of various thickness, but always of very great superficial

breadth or extent and placed upon one another like the

leaves of a book. These layers are called strata. Along
the edges of hills, it the course of precipitous valleys,

and by the margin of the sea, it not only is not difficult

to recognise this truth, but it is almost impossible to

avoid perceiving it.

Many parts of the English coast present what is

termed a natural section of the rocks, and accordingly

whoever visits the shores of Northumberland, York- ^1.
shire, Kent, Hampshire, Cornwall, South-Wales, or

Cumberland, may easily eatisfy himself of the stratifi-

cation of moat of the limestones, sandstones, clays, and
slatea of England. For most of the cliffs arc composed
of several distinct layers of rock, which are piled one
upon another in a regular order, preserve a definite thick-

ness, and appear under the same circumstances in many
distant places. In the interior of the country the same
conclusion is to be drawn from examining precipitous

hills and deep valleys ; and even in the flattest country,

Art supplies the means of investigation which Nature has
denied. The welb, and pits, and mines, which have
been found necessary for the comfort of civilized Man,
all display the same general truth, and lead us to con-
clude that the principle of stratification among rocks is

confined to no particular Country
; but whether in the New

or the Old World, in Continents or in Islands, it is so re-

markable and so constant, that colliers sink deep pits, and
miners undertake extensive levels, in full confidence

that no exception to its generality will affect the result

of their enterprises. It is not a speculative truth, but a
practical law of Nature, and is probably the fact of most
extensive influence in the whole Theory of Geology.
So many important facts respecting stratified rocks

flow in together upon the observing mind, that it is not

easy to analyte them in the exact order of their occur-

rence. A person attentive to the subject cannot fail to

discover, even in a very limited district, that the different

strata which appear above one another, like the leaves

of a book, are also, like them, arranged in a certain

constant order of succession. A stratum which in any
one situation is found beneath another will never, in

any other situation, be found above it.

As a bookbinder sometimes neglects to bind in a par- Super

ticular leaf, so Nature sometimes omits a particular

rock ; but she never misplaces the rocks, as the careless
°* * r4 **

workman sometimes misplaces his pages. Let us take,

as an example, the cliffs on the coast of Yorkshire, be-

tween Flamborough Head and Kobinhood’s Bay.
Gristhorp Cliffs arc crowned by calcareous sandstone

rocks, which rest on a thick, bluish, argillaceous bed

;

under this is a brown, ferruginous sandstone, and, still

lower, a thin, calcareous layer full of fossil shells. In
Scarborough Castle Hill, the same calcareous sandstone,

argillaceous bed, brown ferruginous rock, and fossil bed,

occur in the very same order of succession. Or let us

station ourselves at Leeds, and examine the coal-pits of

the neighbourhood, notice how many seams of coal are

cut through, and what beds of sandstone and shale, and
what layers of ironstone are met with. Then, inquiring

of the workmen, we shall learn that the same " set of

beds" is wrought at another pit. At this other pit

wc shall find the same beds of coal in the same order of

succession, at nearly the same distances from one another,

and of^nearly the same qualities and thicknesses ;
and

this strict anulogy will be found at several pits over a

considerable extent of ground, and, therefore, here, as

well as on the coast, wc obtain proof that in a limited

district the strata are arranged with respect to one

another in a certain constant order ofsuccession

.

Pursuing our investigation, wc find that the strata Declina-

are generally so disposed that their planes or brood SOT- tlonof

faces are not exactly level or parallel to the Earth's 8trat*-

r.pherical surface, but sloping in some one direction, so

as, in that direction, to siuk deeper and still deeper
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Otology, into the Earth, and to be covered by other strata. This
(Jh. L slope, this deviation from the horizontal position, is

called the dip or declination of the strata ; and the

rocks are accordingly said to dip or decline to this or

that port of the horizon. The different rocks which

compose the interior to a considerable depth are, there-

fore, in consequence of this declination, exhibited in

succession on the surface, and hence it is that mankind
is furnished with a vast variety of mineral productions

suitable to its numerous necessities.

Continuity Any one thus fur initialed in Geology, ami possessed
of atroU. nf Commou powers of observation, will he able to com-

pose a list or scale of the strata which occur in his

own neighbourhood, naming them in the exact order of
theirsuccession orsuperposition, and thus will be furnished

with the means of comparing his own district with

others near and distant. The results of this comparison

are very important, for we thus learn that one general

order of succession is observed among oil the stratified

rocks of England. Certain strata are locally deficient,

but all those which do occur together are found inva-

riably in the same relative position. The series of stra-

tified rocks in the North of England, taken in a general

way, is expressed by the following names : chalk, gault,

Kimmeridge clay, coralline oolite and calcareous grit,

Oxford clay and lluckness rock, cornbrash and Bath
oolite rocks, li&B shales, red marl and sandstone, mag-
nesian limestone, coal system, mountain limestone,

slate. The series in the Southern parts of England is

precisely accordant, except that the magnesian limestone

is there nearly deficient, and that the Kimmeridge clay

is covered by some strata which do not pass the river

Humber. Besides, we find the strata of the North of

England actually connected by mutual extension with

thereof the same names in the South of England, so

that we thus prove their continuity over large tracts , as

well as the constancy of the order of their succession.

By means of these comparative observations, begun
by Mr. Smith in 1790, and continued with unabated

zeal by his numerous disciples, the whole series of Eng-
lish stratified rocks has been ascertained, and arranged

in tabular order ; and the Geologists of England have,

in consequence, furnished to the rest of the world a

standard of comparison, by which to determine how far

the laws of stratification disclosed in this Island are

applicable to other Countries.

Stratifies- Considerable labours remain to be accomplished be-
tion » gt>- fore even the stratified rocks of Europe can be com-

riafe

P

1"*1? com Pf r^ with those of England, and the want
p ‘ of evidence is still more severely fell with respect to

the three other quarters of the Globe. Nevertheless,

the following important general results may be regarded

as certain. The principle of stratification is found to

be universal

;

that is to say, in every Country of suffi-

cient extent, various rocks are found to be superimposed

on one another in a certain settled order of succes-

sion, and these rocks are not found only in insulated

patches, but often hold their course across Provinces and
Kingdoms.
Throughout the whole area of Europe, from the

Oural mountains to the Atlantic, and from Lapland to

the Mediterranean, the stratified masses of the Earth,

taken in their generalities, are arranged upon the same
principles, follow one another in the same exact order of

succession, and, in fact, form parts of one vast system

of rocks, once more perfectly connected than at present.

What is known of the Geology of North Africa

VOL. VI.

Egypt, Syria, the Countries bordering on the Caspian, Geology.

Siberia, and Hindustan, leads to a confident belief Ch. I*

that the same general system, modified by local circum-

stances, will be found applicable to the greater portion

of the surface of the Old Continent.

Important agreements between the Rtrata of North Analogy of

America and New Holland and those of Europe, have diwanf d*.

been already determined, and the lime will probably at

last arrive, when, if it cannot be proved, as Werner per-

haps imagined, that similar nicks were at the sometime
deposited in every part of the bed of the ancient sea, at

least it will lie possible to show that the same system of
natural processes was every where in progress, contem-
poraneously or successively producing analogous effects ;

and to ascertain the relative antiquity and accompanying
circumstances of even the most distant deposits ; and
thus to exhibit, in chronological order, a history of all

the varied yet harmonious operations, by which, in

regular gradation, this Globe was filled with long-

enduring monuments of the everlasting power and wis-

dom of its Creator, and made fit to be inhabited by a
Being capable of interpreting the conditional effects, re-

cognising the appointed agency, and venerating the

universal Cause.

Distinction of Stratified and Unstratified Rocks.

Stratification is. therefore, the most general condition, Relative «-

or mode of arrangement of the rocks which appear in
tuAlwa-

the crust of the Earth ; and in the wide plains and
gently undulated portions of the surface, it is often the

only one discoverable. A person of good discernment,
who should pass his whole life in investigating the

South-Eastern part of England, or the Northern part

of France, might conclude, from every observation

he could there make, that the external materials of the

Earth were universally stratified.

On the other hand, the inhabitant of the mountains
sees so many examples of granitic rocks, totally devoid

of any appearance of stratification, and sometimes finds

that structure in the slate rocks so dubious and incon-

clusive, that he is wholly unable to comprehend the

magnificent chain of inductions derived from the study

of stratified rocks. Unstratified rocks generally abound
along mountain chains and groups, and very often form
their axis or nucleus. Stratified rocks fill the plains,

and form the encircling flanks of the mountains. When
a vast mass of unstratified rock, as granite, forms the

nucleus of a mountain group, the stratified materials

which surround it, generally slope away on all sides,

as if the granite had been protruded from below these

strata, and, during the act of its uplifting, had broken

them, and caused them to assume their several inclina-

tions. Other unstratified rocks, as basalt and porphyry,

appear amongst the stratified rocks, sometimes in irre-

gularly lenticular masses, as if they had been spread

in a melted stale around a common centre, sometimes
filling long vertical fissures in the strata, as if they had
been injected from below.

On comparing together the stratified and unstratified Mineral

rocks, we find their mineralogies! composition extremely chwactei*.

different. The stratified rocks are earthy aggregates,

as sandstones, clays, or simple Chemical precipitatea, as

limestone ; such materials, in fact, as we know to be

accumulated in the same mode of arrangement by
modern waters.

The unstratified rocks, on the other band, are gene*

4 B
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G«Uigy. rally and evidently crystallized masses, often analogous

*• to volcanic products, or compounds containing essen-
v
‘‘" Ually minerals which are not known to be producible

from water, but in several instances are obtainable by

artificial heat, or generated in the deep furnaces of

which volcanic mountains are the vents.

Stratified rocks have evidently been deposited suc-

cessively from above ; the lowest first, the uppermost
last, in obedience to the laws of Gravity.

Unstratified rocks, on the other hand, seem to he

derived from the depths of the Earth, and to have been

ejected or uplifted from below the strata, as volcanic

matter is protruded at the present day.

('.intents. Stratified rocks contain very generally the remains of

the plants and animals which were in existence at the

period of their formation, exactly as remains of the

present races of plants and animals are found buried in

the modern deposits of water.

But unstratified rocks contain no such evidences of

watery origin or mechanical aggregation.

Origin. By all these characters, separately and comparatively

considered, the two great divisions of materials which
compose the external parts of our Globe, are proved to

have been produced by entirely opposite causes, •stra-

tified rocks are analogous to the modern Products
of Watbr. and are therefore called Neptunian, while

unstratified rocks are analogous to the modern
products of subterraneous fire, and receive the

names of Plutonic and Volcanic, according to the de-

gree and circumstances of this analogy

Mode of The distinction now insisted upon, between the Nep-
•fidy. tunian and Plutonic formations, between stratified and

crystallized rocks, is of the highest importance, and de-

serves the first notice, even on the very opening of the

subject of Geology. For not only are these different

classes of rocks distinguished by most important general

characters, but even the methods by which they are to be

investigated, and the preliminary knowledge required for

this purpose are entirely distinct. Amongst the stra-

tified rocks a knowledge of Zoology and Botany is

required to develope the past history of innumerable
remains of plants and animals, which were buried at

successive periods ; on the contrary, among the moun-
tains associated with granite, where minerals of every

hue and form appear in every different combination,

scientific Mineralogy is of much higher importance.

In consequence, Geology divides itself into two
branches, one of which links itself with the Natural His-

tory of modern plants and animals ; and the other with

Chemistry and Mathematics. And we have now, and
have always had two distinct groups of Geologists,

whose progress and discoveries have been as different as

the preliminary knowledge which their different spheres

of research required.

A Geologist of adequate attainments must indeed be

supposed acquainted, at least generally, with both

branches of this magnificent subject, and therefore a per-

son entirely ignorant either of Mineralogy, on the one
hand, or of Zoology and Botany on the other, must be

considered as only half-educated. He may, indeed, be a

very useful local observer, but he must be further in-

structed in his Science before he can be sent to explore

an unknown region, or permitted to give an opinion

on the whole Theory of Geology.
As much knowledge, therefore, as can be easily gained

of the minerals which enter most frequently into the com-
position of rocks and vein*, and of the Natural History of

the plants and animals whose remains lie buried in the Geology,

strata, is absolutely necessary to every professed Geo- Ch. 1.

logist. Yet on this account the student ought by no
means to lie discouraged ; for this preliminary know-
ledge will be quickly, though insensibly, acquired by
an intelligent observer, in exact proportion to bis need
ofit. In a level country composed of limestone, sandstone,

and clay, the multitudes of organic remains which conti-

nually meet his eye will infallibly procure h«m the

power of discriminating their specific forms; and among
the mountains associated with crystalline granite, the

endless repetition of the object* will generate a Mine-
ralogical tact in the eye, and a Mechanical if not Mathe-
matical notion of the structure of crystals.

The summary observations which will be introduced
in this Treatise on the preliminary Sciences of Zoology,
Botany, and Mineralogy, will be placed with those divi-

sions of the subject to which they respectively belong,

and where they will be the most intelligible as well as
the most useful.

On Stratification in genera/.

Strata, layers, and beds, are synonymous terms, strata, th#

w Strata,” says Professor Playfair, " can only be formed
by seams which are parallel throughout the entire mass.”
This definition, founded upon the supposition that loose

materials deposited under water must be arranged in

layers parallel to the surface of the water, undoubtedly
contains the general or fundamental idea of stratification,

but is often too abstract for practice. The most remark-
ably regular and parallel seams or divisions between the

strata happen in calcareous and argillaceous rocks; but
the partings in sandstone are much less uniform. A
particular shelly bed of stone lies at the top of the coral-

line oolite of Yorkshire, and may be traced for a great

distance ; a red band, long since noticed by Lister, lies

at the base of the chalk of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire

for sixty miles in compass ; the cornbrash limestone,

seldom more than ten feet in thickness, is continuous
from Dorsetshire nearly to the Humber. In these in-

stances, therefore, Playfair’s definition applies very well

;

on the contrary, the beds of sandstone with coal which
are interposed in the oolitic system of Yorkshire, are

altogether 500 feel thick near Robin Hood's Bay. but
dwindle toward the South, and are entirely deficient

before reaching the Derwent.

Such beds are therefore wedge-shaped
_

and cases sometimes occur where, by attenuation in ail

directions from the centre, they become lenticular. See
pi. i. fig 1. lor these and other appearances.

The strata, therefore, are not all coextensive. Lime- Interposed

stones are probably the most persistent and regular, «'*'»•

sandstones the most limited and local. Local or inter-

posed beds cause the principal differences between dis-

tant portions of the same formation.

The lias of England rests immediately upon red and
bluish marly clays with white gypsum : at Luxemburg,
they are separated by a thick sandstone. In the North
of England, magnesian limestone separates the coal

from the upper red sandstone, but in other parts of the

Island these two formations are In contact. In the

breast of Ingleborough, the limestone beds are aggre-
gated into one vast mural precipice or scar ; but as we
proceed Northwards this mass opens to admit layers of
sandstone, shale, and coal, which gradually increase
under (rossfell, and swell out to a vast thickness in

Northumberland, so as to contain several valuable scams
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flwdoKt. of coal, thick rocks of sandstone, and abundance of shale,
Ca'[. between the horizontally separated beds of limestone.

The oolitic strata near Bath are composed of two
portions, the upper or great oolite and the lower oolite,

and between them is a series of calcareous and argil-

laceous beds called fullers* earth beds, sometimes 150

feet thick. As we proceed Northward into Lincoln-

shire, the fullers’ earth beds are excluded from the

scries; still further North the whole series is changed ;

so that in Yorkshire it includes thick layers of sand-

stone, shale, and coal. On a first view the districts of

Bath and Yorkshire are very uutike, but the contem-

poraneity of their disjKkdtion is certain from the continu-

ation of the same oolitic beds through both of them.

Thicknm. The thicknett of the beds or strata varies exceedingly

and seems to have reference to the rapidity, regularity,

and continuity of the deposition and the rate of drying

or consolidation of the materials.

The chalk rock is about 500 feet thick, and in all

this great mass we can scarcely trace any decided beds

;

though the layers of flint at equal distances, (lour to eight

feet,) and the difference of the orgauic remains at dillcreut

depths, evidently prove a succession of stratified deposits.

The great oolite near Bath is on the contrary divided

into a certain number of beds, definite in quality.

Lamina. thickness, and order of position.

A certain stratified rock, therefore, is composed ofoncor
more layers or strata, but this is by no means the last term
of the analysis. Each lied is often composed of many
I annua? which are sometimes parallel to the plane of the

bed itBelf, aud sometimes He in it at different angles.

Thus micaceous laminated sandstones, and in particular

the best flagstones of the coal districts, are composed of

a multitude of thin layers parallel to the plane of the

bed, and entirely covered by plates of mica which pro-

bably cause the splitting of the stone. This appearance

is very analogous to the laminated sand quietly led by

the successive floods of a river.

But the coarser flagstones of the same coal districts

are often composed of laminae, laid at various angles to

the plane of the bed, aud in consequence producing a

rough, uneven, shatlery surface, and a tendency to

oblique fractures ; thus, in pi. i. fig. 2. a represents the

regular, and 6 the coarse, irregular flagstones.

Such appearances of oblique lamination are occasion-

ally found in the modern sediment of agitated waters,

both in the banks of rivers and on the sea-shore.

When these oblique lamime extend through thick

beds, they sometimes cause a slight difficulty in deter-

mining the dip of the strata, and are then called faUe bed-

din#. Some of the coarse upper beds of the great

oolite of Bath, Gloucestershire, Northamptonshire, and
Lincolashire, as well as of Normandy, are remarkable

for this false bedding.

But it is in the coarse sandstones that wc see the

most remarkable examples of this structure, as on the

Scarborough coast and under Nottingham castle.

The more violent the action of water, the less regulai

Is the internal constitution of the layers found be-

neath it. Let any one with this view compare the effects

of the tide beating upon the sand and pebbles of the

Eastern coast, or the tumultuous products of a mountain
river, with the tranquil deposit and sediment on the allu-

vial lands near Lynn and near Hull. In the former case,

the materials are frequently found heaped together in

lamina, variously and confusedly inclined to one ano-

ther ; in the latter they are all parallel to the horizon.

and to the general plane of the surface. The former Geology,

case is exactly analogous to the false-bedding mentioned t l.

in a preceding section, so general in our sandstone con-

glomerate*, and in shelly beds of oolite ; the latter is

exactly like the regular lamination of days and shales.

Like effects flow from like causes, and thus we are

enabled to frame very plausible conjectures concerning
the condition of the waters under which the several

strata were accumulated.

In the same way as a number of similar lamina are (kocni
sometimes united into one bed of stone, so several simi- terns,

lar beds of sloue, are sometimes associated into one rock,

to which a specific name is applied, as the Oolite, the

Lias Limbstonb, &c.

Sometimes several ofthese rocks are grouped under the

title formation, as the Bath Oolite Formation. Thus
in the lias limestone-beds, the lower lias clay, marl-

stone-beds, aud upper lias clay, as represented in pi. i.

fig. 3. arc all included in the Lias Formation, which
rests u|k>ii the Red Sandstone Formation, and is

covered by the Bath Ooi.ite Formations.
The following Tabic exhibits a complete view of the Serin o;

whole scries of British strata, grouped according to their British

relative antiquity into three leading divisions, the Pri-

mary, Secondary, and Tertiary strata ; it being under-
stood that such divisions are chiefly adopted for conve-

nience, as expressing with considerable accuracy certain

general analogies of origin, composition, aud organic

contents, which prevail amongst the members of each

division, but yet are not to be considered as exclusively

belonging to them.

Two of these divisions are again subdivided upon
exactly the same principles into systems of strata, which
are marked by certain recurrent rocks, striking analogies

of composition, orgauic rrliquite of similar types, and
positions derived from convulsions of the same epoch.

Tile systems are again usefully divided into formations ;

these into their several component rocks ;
whose ultimate

analysis gives the strata, beds, and lamina of composition.

The superficial accumulations of gravel, sand, peat, &c.,

which are classed under the head of diluvial and allu-

vial deposits, are not included in this list of strata.

For the sake of the student to whom the mode of
considering the sequence of rocks may not be familiar,

the strata are here placed in the same order as they

would be found on proceeding from the surface down-
ward. This Table should be compared with that of

Mr. Smith, p. 533, and of Werner, p. 531.

Tertiary Series of Strata,
partly lacustrine, but principally marine, sandy, and ar-

gillaceous, and with some calcareous deposits, abound-

ing iu shells and other organic exuvitc, closely analo-

gous to existing species.
I'Mt! ilifacfenen

Formations. uf FuraaalMi. RnMM Ctoepa,

1.

2.

3.

Upper murine 1 ^
formation . J

Marinolacua- )

trine ..... j
*

London
cloy

Lower marine 1 1CO0 or

formation . f more. Plastic

clay

group.

4 b 2

Bandy crag with ahrlla.

Zoophylic limestone.

Upper freshwater Limestone

and maria.

Intermediate marine bed.

Lower freshwater limestone

aml mail*.

B*g*hot sand.

Londou clay.

Plastic clay, with coloured

sands and Ugmtaa.

Shelly blue clays and sands.

Pebbly green sands.
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Secondary Series of Strata,

principally of marine origin, with rare and local estuary

deposits; consisting of repeated alternations of lime-

stone, flint, sandstone, sand, clay, iron ores, coals, salt,

Ac., with organic remains generally very distinct from

existing forms of animals and plants.

OvtfacroM Sftlem. »

usml, bat *•£*** cl&nifixation, to distingonh this

•)kt«fn into upper or (imiliferous, and lower, or

noa-focrilifeniui iitxte* and Uinettonra.

Goeut and mica schwt »y»tv»n, including mica achint, chlorite

uchmt. hornblende achiit, quart* rock, primary

hmevtone, pncin, Ac.

Granitic rock*, which ure not stratified, usually form the basis of

the strata, and aw frequently but not by any means univemlly fol-

lowed by the gneiss and mica slate system.

Geology.

Ch. I.

Formation. TlivAnea*.
f+tu

A. Chalk 600

h. Greensand... 500

StratiAed Group*.

Upper soft chalk with flints.

Middle harder chalk.

Lower marly chalk.

Bud chalk.

lirwa and grey sands.

Gault day.
i Iron sand or lower green aaud.

6' Wealdeu ....

1. Upper oolite .

fl. Middle oolite

8. Lower oolite.

.

10. Lias

fWi/ic Syttrm,

|

Weald clay ami Busses marble.

• < Hastings'aunda and limestones.

I Purbeck limestone* and clays,

j
Portland oolite and other lime-

400 ....... < atone*

IKimmeridge day.

I

Coralline , Upper calcareous grit

oolite
^
Coralline oolite,

group. I Lower calcareous grit.

Oxford .Oxford clsy.

clay J Kelloway esdeartoos grit ruck,

group. I Clay.

i

Cornbrash limestone.

Forest marble and sands.

Great oolite.

Fullers' earth, rock, and clays.

Inferior oolite.

Ferruginous sand.

|

Upper lias day, or shale.

I MsrUtone beds, sandy and cal-

J
eareous.

| Lower lias clay, w shale.

Lisa limastoue.
' Dark marls.

1 1. Variegated
|

sandatonc. I

(Pmatile,
|

Cmgbtare.)
'

12. Magnwian 1

limcalons j'

IS. Coal

14. Mountain 1

limestone J
*

15. OU1 red l

Mitndstone )

'

.S .tiij r ;i Syiltm.

{

Variegated marls, gypsum, and
salt.

Red and white sandstone.

Keil kSixlatone conglomerate.

)

Red and white marls.

Laminated limestone,

tiypseous red and white marls,

i Magnesian limestone.

Marl slata.

I Rothstodteliegende.

Girliwi/rr>jifi Sytlem.

I

Alternating.

Sandstones.

Shales.

Coals.

Ironstones, Ac. Rating on
Millstone grit

1

Alternating.

Limestones.

Shales.

Gritstones-

Seams of coal.

. Conglomerates.

....... J Flagstones.

\ Red and white marls.

Primary Strata,

containing organic remains, mostly of extinct tribe*, anti

only in the upper part of the aeries.

Slate system, including many great divisions which eventually
may lie Uassod in formations, according to their
organic remains and bands of limestone It j» a

Disturbed Stratifcation.

Al) strata, aaya Cuvier, in his admirable " Discourse Strata ore-

on the Revolutions ofthe Globe,” must necessarily have

been formed horizontal ; and this opinion, founded upon ,ev* •

the admission that rocks composed of regular layers,

containing rounded pebbles, and organic remains o!

watery animals, can only have been formed under water,

is supported by observation. For not only do we see at

the present day the deposits of water arranged in planes

nearly or exactly horizontal, but we also find the ancient

strata of the Earth, where undisturbed by convulsions,

very nearly level. Inconsequence of these disturbances

the strata are seldom found to be perfectly horizontal,

but are often inclined at high angles, and in a few in-

stances stand directly vertical. Their planes are gene-

rally continuous over large space*, but they are some-

times broken and dislocated by faults or dykes. It is

now generally admitted that the usual horizontal dispo-

sition of the strata is derived from the action of the

supernatant waters which accumulated them ; and that

the irregular declinations and fractures which we some-

times behold, are the effects of subterranean convulsions,

chiefly occasioned by internal expansion. The truth ol

these opinions will appear from a few plain considera-

tions.

Earthy matter deposited from water by tranquil sub- Subse-

sidcnce, as clay and limestone, or accumulated during queofly di»

periods of moderate agitation, as sand and sandstone, turbed.

must in general be accumulated into layers or strata,

proportioned to the intervals of deposition ; and these

layers, in consequence of the fluctuation of the water and

the influence of gravitation, will especially tend to be

horizontal. Nevertheless they must, in a considerable

degree, accommodate themselves to the surface on which

they are deposited. If the bottom be level, so will be

the deposit; if sloping, the deposit will be iocliued ; but

if there be a perpendicular subaqueous cliff, no deposit

can fall upon its face, nor any transported materials be

accumulated parallel to it. An originally perpendicular

layer or deposit of earthy materials is obviously im-

possible. Whenever, therefore, we behold vertical

strata, we may be quite sure that they were not depo-

sited in that form, but have been displaced by some in-

ternal movements of the Earth. Abundance of in- Vertical

stances of this remarkable position of strata may be strata,

quoted in almost any part of the World. The Isle ol

Wight gives us a magnificent series of strata 1100 feet

in thickness, reared into an absolutely vertical position ;

and this effect is the more remarkable, because the

materials uplifted consist of many strata of loose sands

and pebbles which most certainly have Iteen deposited

level. In tike Western borders of Yorkshire, vertical

strata of limestone range for miles parallel to the edge

of the Pennine chain, and turn Eastward through

Craven, below Ingleborough and Penygant to Settle.

Magnificent examples of vertical strata are familiar to

those who have visited the cliffs of Savoy, or who have

perused the graphic descriptions of Saussure.
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Ckttlojrjr. There are some remarkable instances of contorted

stratification very difficult to be explained without sup-

P08 * 0? lhe strata to have been soft at the lime of the

Unit s*

1* flexure. Not to dwell on inferior examples, we shall

quote the magnificent phenomena of this kind which
are seen in the valleyB of Chamouni and Lauterbrun,

and along the shores of the Lake of Lucerne, near
Flucllen. The stratified limestones of these localities

are bent into such extraordinary retroflexion*, as to im-

ply repeated operations of the most violent Mechanical
agency, in different directions ; and observations along
the range of the Alps prove that the whole of this chain

has been the theatre of enormous and reiterated con-

cussions. (pi. 1. fig. 4.)
**uht. But (he most remarkable case of disturbance is when

strata, either horizontal or inclined, are broken, so that on
one side of the line of fracture the rocks are much higher

than on the other. This difference of level some-
times amounts to 100 or even 200 yards. The succes-

sion of strata is on each side the same, their thickness and
qualities are the same, and it seems impossible to doubt
that they were once connected in continuous planes and
have been forcibly and violently broken asunder.

The plane of separation between the elevated and de-

pressed portions of the strata is sometimes vertical, but

generally sloping a little. In this case a peculiar

general relation is observed between the inclination of

this plane and the effect of the dislocation. Jn the dia-

gram, (pi. i. fig. 5.) for instance, the plane ofseparation, z z,

slopes under the. depressed, and over the elevated portions

ofthe disrupted strata, making the alternate outer angles
"2 6, s' *' 6' acute. In more than a hundred examples
of such dislocations which have come under the notice of

the writer ofthis Eifsay, he never found an exception to this

rule. A similar law is found to prevail very generally in

the crossing of nearly vertical mineral veins ; for instance,

(pi. i. fig. 6.) a a are two portions of a metallic vein

dislocated by another vein, b b. In this case the relation

of the line 6 6 to the lines a a, is the same as that of

z z to the lines a a, 6 6, c c, Ac. The contrary up-
pearances, had they occurred, would have been as

represented below ; and such occur in the mining dis-

trict of Cornwall together with many other singular phe-
nomena, apparently referable to subterranean disturbance,

perhaps complicated with other causes, but which are

with difficulty reducible to any simple mode of explana-

tion.

The liue of dislocation is generally distinguished by
a fissure, which is filled by fragments of the neighbour-
ing rocks, or by basalt, and is then called a dyke

;

or by
various sparry and metallic minerals, and is then called

a mineral vein .

ReUtiv« TTie irregular operations by which these disturbances
agr of the and dislocations were occasioned, seem to have hap-
dialocstion. pened at various periods during the formation of the

strata. We know, for instance, examples of horizontal

strata, as a 6 (pi. i. fig. 7.) resting upon highly in-

clined strata, x y z, which must have been forced into

their unnatural position before the deposit of the level

strata upon them.

Such a case occurs in Somersetshire, where the coal

measures lie at a steep slope beneath horizontal beds of
red marl. These coal measures are also greatly broken
byfaults which in some cases throw or elevate i he beds on
one side more than seventy fathoms above those on the

otlter side. But the beds of red murl above ure alto-

gether uninfluenced either by the sleepuess of the dip

or the abruptness of the dislocations. Therefore the

convulsions by which these effects were occasioned, hap-
. _

pened after the deposit of the coal scums, and before

the deposit of the red marl.

At Aberford in Yorkshire, and at many other points

along the line of the magnesian limestone between Not-
tingham and Sunderland, similar examples occur.

In such cases the discordance of inclination between

the superior and inferior strata is expressed by the term

unconformity , and the rock is said to lie unconform-
ably upon the lower.

By pursuing this investigation in different situations, Principal

we find that these internal movements or convulsions *l,ocb*
,

uf

happened at intervals during the whole period of time
0,aval,*,a

occupied in the deposition of the strata. The most pre-

valent and remarkable cases of dislocation and uncon-
formity are however observable : 1. immediately after the

deposition of the slate series
; ( Transition series of Wer-

ner;) 2. after the accumulation of the coal system; 3.

after the deposition of the oolitic rocks ; 4. after the de-
position of the chalk ; and bthly, one of the most
recent probably of all, after the completion of almost all

the formations above the chalk. It is not to be sup-

posed that all even of these principal cases of disloca-

tion can be recognised in every Country ; on the con-
trary, the subtcrraueaii forces appear frequently to have
shifted their points of action.

We shall have occasion to show, while speaking of the

organic remains, that there is sometimes observed a

singular harmony between these periods of extraordi-

nary internal disturbance and the several epochas when
the different races of animals and plants came into

existence ; and it is not unreasonable to suppose, that in

this manner it may be hereafter found possible to establish

such a relation between the internal and external condi-

tion of the Earth, us to afford the greatest assistance

towards defining the agencies which have produced
changes so extensive and repeated in both.

At present, restricting ourselves to the phenomena of Pmsimity
elevation and disruption of the strata, we shall carrv of muun-

our inductions one step further for the purpose of*4"^
proving what was before announced, viz. that (het.e

disturbances were connected with the effects of intern ai

fires.

We shall assume then that granitic, and basaltic or
trappean rocks, and otheni exhibiting the same pheno-
mena, were crystallized from a state of igneous fusion,

and were, sometimes in a fluid and sometimes in a solid

slate, impelled upwards from the interior of the Earth,
as analogous substances are now raised fluid through
volcanos, or lifted solid by earthquakes.

In proportion as we approach the mountains where
the greatest violence was exerted to break up the strata,

raise the granite, and inject the basaltic dykes, we find

the dislocations increased in number and importance,

and ihe confusion of the stratification more preva-
lent

The central nucleus or axis of many mountain dis-

tricts is a mass, or a series of musses of granite and
other 'unstratified rocks, from which on oil hands the

strata are found dipping at high angles. In such cases
there can be little room to doubt that the elevation of
the mountain ranges and the disturbance of the strata,

was occasioned by the same violence which uplifted the

granite. See pi. i. fig. 9.

The area of granite disclosed between the opposite

slopes of slate, is indefinite, sometimes very large,
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Analogy oi

mineral

veins and
trap dykes.

sometimes very small, sometimes it is entirely covered

over by the slate, which it has uplifted, hut not perforated.

The general analogy in the composition of mountains,

in the strata which surround them, ami in the disloca-

tions which abound in their vicinity, prove that one

common cause, the force of subterranean fire, has pro-

duced all the phenomena in question.

Basaltic rock* frequently, perhaps generally, show
themselves in situations removed from the granitic re-

gions, cm the flanks of mountains and in lower ground.

In numerous instances, basalt fills up the fissure between

the elevated and depressed portions of dislocated strata,

and as it cannot be doubted that such a fissure would

soon have been filled up by other substances, it i*

clear that the melted basalt was injected nearly at the

same time as the dislocation was produced
; that is, that

both were local effects of violent internal heat.

So great a general analogy prevails between some
mineral veins and basaltic dykes, that in almost all hypo-

theses their origin has been assumed to be the same.

Both in the same manner divide the strata; in both the

materials are crystalline, generally such as arc not known
to lie producible from water, and arranged according to

entirely different laws from those which regulate de-

posits from water. It seems besides almost inconceiv-

able that materials of such various Specific Gravity and
Chemical affinities should lie either soluble at once in

water or capable of being introduced by this process at

different times ; on the contrary, all the circumstances

agree in claiming for such mineral veins the samcorigiu
as basaltic dykes, the igneous origin of which is sup-

ported by the strongest possible arguments. We shall,

however, discuss the history and origin of mineral veins

more at large in the Chupter on Plutonic Products, and
wc shall then notice a variety of phenomena concerning

them which can with difficulty be explained in the pre-

sent state of our knowledge of Chemistry. That part

of the history of mineral veins and metallic substances

in general, which is inseparable from the consideration

of the rocks in which they occur, will he treated of
while speaking of the several strata in succession.

This elementary statement (if the characteristic effects

of subterranean convulsions upon the preconsolidated

. strata, must not be closed without noticing an important

plaifofter-
l>ene^c ‘a* result of them upon the condition of munkind.

tvsthal The frequent use of the terms convulsions, dislocations,

adaptation*. und other such phrases in Geological Treatises, may,
perhaps, lead the inattentive reader to imagine that

Geologists are of opinion that the laminated crust of the

Earth, which had been constructed with sogreaL harmony
and order, was afterwards subjected to accidental injury,

left to the violence of forces not contemplated in its

formation, mid the original plan of its fabric destroyed

by unforeseen convulsions. How false a notion is this,

and how unjustly would Geologists be accused of igno-
rance in this respect! They know well that without
the effects, which are called convulsions and disloca-

tions, the plan of the terrestrial creation would have
been incomplete, the Earth not adapted, as it is, for

the residence of men aud the exercise of human
intellect, which in all this seeming confusion can dis-

cern the progress of an uninterrupted plan, and even
trace special provisions in favour of mankind. Whether
we regard the mere animal nature of Man, or consider
him with reference to those glorious endowments which
lift him above the brute, and enable him to contemplate
the past and anticipate the future, and thus to expand

Disruptions

of strata,

\ part of

his intellectual existence through all periods and over all Geolonr.

subjects, we shall find in the broken stratification of the ^ _
Earth, the most remurkabie attention to his Physical

and Mental constitution.

How universal are the bt udiu> which arc conferred 00 Election

Commerce and the Arts of life, by the variety ofsubstances

obtained from the Animal Kingdom, cannot require to be

stated ; for without this variety, neither Commerce uor

the Arts of life could exist. Some faint idea of the state

of a Globe which did not show this variety, may be

conceived by viewing the condition of the sandy deserts

of Africa, and abstracting from their solitary desolation the

assistance rendered by more favourably situated Coun-
tries. Now nil that variety of mineral products existing

in the Earth, stored up in that inexhaustible repository to

supply many regious through many national revolutions,

would have been made iu vain, and forever hidden from

the eyes of men, but for these very convulsions and dislo-

cations in the strata. What else has raised our mountains,

divided our seas, and given currents to our rivers, and by

so doing established upon the Globe those varieties of soil,

local climate, and other conditions to which the organic

wonders of Creation are most evidently adapted ? What
other means have been employed to produce the natural,

harmonious, and mutually dependent relation of plants

and animals on the land, in the streams, and in the sea?

Without these disruptions, the Earth would still have

been uniformly covered by shallow waters ; or if some
part rose above it, must have !*een a barren waste, or a
monotonous surface on which the living wonders of

Nature, according to the actual plan of Creation, could

not have appeared. It is. therefore, evident, that

as one of the means employed by the Creator in the

accomplishment of his works, the agency concerned in

producing the actual condition of the terraqueous sur-

face, and thereby regulating the leading phenomena of

organic and inorganic Nature, is a fit object for the

special study of Geologists.

It is not only in the elevation of continents, the vary- Ex’.nUtioa

ing height of mountains, the division of the sea, and
similar striking effects, chut we see the utility of the com-

**

binatiol) of subterruncan igneous with superficial aqueous
agency. Every coal-field in the kuown World proves

distinctly the utility of even the minor dislocations,

which in our imperfect language are called “ faults'' in

the strata. The universal elfbct of these “ faults" is to

multiply the visible edges of the strata, by bringing

them more frequently to the surface, iu consequence of

which there is, in the first place, the greater cliauoe of

discovering the material of the Earth ; and, secondly,

the greater facility of working them. Other advantages

of this kind will immediately suggest themselves to the

attentive reader.

But all advantages to Commerce and the Arts of

life sink into nothing when compared with the effect

which the Human Mind experiences from contemplating
the monuments of past conditions of the Globe,

which the uplifting of the bed of the sea, and the

dislocations of the strata, have brought to light. All

Nature is a glorious book, which men are incited to

read, in order to know aud communicate with its Author,

a mirror in which the Almighty and the Infinite is

faintly typified in the vast and the diversified
; and in this

respect, Geological monuments are distinct, impressive,

and, in reference to the earlier epochs, unique. Bui, if

we have been conducted by long labours to some real

knowledge of the internal constitution of the Globe

gle
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Geology* and familiarized with the conception of many revolutions

Ch. I. ofcreated Beings on its surface, in accordance with along
sequence of Mechanical and Chemical operations ; and
if we have thus extended the conviction of the unceasing

care and comprehensive benevolence of the Divine Being
to the most remote epoch which our limited intellect can

reach ; all this is owing, in a certain sense, to the

convulsive movements originating below the crust of the

Earth. Let it not, therefore, be supposed, that, because

of the contracted scale of the Human Mind, which can
see only in succession what to a greater Intelligence is

contemporaneously evident. Geologists are obliged to

speak of certain phenomena as accident* with reference

to -others, which are connected therewith by ways un-

known to us, that they are so blind as not to see in all

the diversified operations of Nature, the effects of One
predisposing and directing Cause,

Internal Structure of Rock*.

Joints in AH rocks, whether stratified or not, are naturally

different divided by fissures, passing in various directions, inde-

”***• pendent of the strata, into masses, which are of different

form in dissimilar rocks, and are accompanied by circum-

stances deserving more attention than has yet been be-

stowed upon them. The fissures or planes of parting

between these masses are called joints. Most fre-

quently their direction is nearly vertical to the planes of

stratification, where such exist, and they divide the rock

into cubical, rhomboidnl, or prismatic portions, blocks,

pillars, or columns. It is owing to their various direc-

tion and frequency that different rocks assume such

characteristic appearances, and may thus be often and
readily distinguished when seen at a distance or shadowed
in a drawing.

Some rocks have very numerous, approximate, and
closed joints, as shale, some kinds of slate, and lami-

nated sandstones ; in others, as limestone, the joints are

less frequent, and more open.

In coarse sandstones, they arc very irregular, so that

quarries of this rock produce blocks of all sizes and
forms. From this cause, coarse sandstone rocks show
themselves against the sea, in precipitous valleys, or on
the brow of hills, in rude and romantic grandeur. The
wild scenery of the Peak of Derbyshire, Brimham Crags,

and Ingleborough in Yorkshire, derives attractive fea-

tures from the enormous blocks of millstone grit
; and

the magnificent rocks which stand upon the hills and
overlook the Vale of Wye, are composed of a some-
what similar material.

In clay, vertical joints are numerous, but small and
confused, whereas in indurated shale they are of extra-

ordinary length, very straight, and parallel, dividing the

rock into rhomboidal masses. This may be well studied

in the shale, which alternates with mountain limestone,

at Aldstoue Moor in Cumberland. Rhomboidal joints

are frequent and very regular in coal.

In limestone the vertical joints are generally regular,

and arranged in two sets, which cross at nearly equal

distances, and split the beds into equal-sized cuboidal

blocks ; and thus the mountain limestone is found to

be divided into vast pillars, which range in long* per-

pendicular scars down the mining dales of the North of

England.
In slate districts, the joints, more numerous and more

rtgular perhaps than in any other known rock, have

almost universally a tendency to iutersect one another at

acute and obtuse angles, and thus to dissect whole Geology,

mountains into a multitude of angular solids, with Ch. I.

rhomboidal or triangular faces, which strongly impress

upon the beholder the notion of an imperfect crystalli-

zation, produced on these argillaceous rocks since their

deposition and consolidation, by some agency, probably

heat, capable of partially or wholly obliterating the

original marks of stratification.

Vertical joints are frequent in granite, and appear to

have definite directions. The trihedral and polyhedral

vertical prisms of basalt, and some other igneous rocks,

coupled with their regular transverse divisions, seem to

give us the extreme effect of regularity in the division

of rocks by the process of condensation, from the state

of igneous or aqueous expansion.

That contraction afier partial consolidation of the Geoml
mass is the general immediate cause of the numerous of

fissures of rocks, may easily be proved by a variety of£>,n,, *n®

facts observed in conglomerate rocks, where pebbles,
,ure *-

and in others where organic remains are split by the

joints, hut cannot surely require argument. According

to the circumstances of the case, this process has pro-

duced in basalt, slate, and coal fissures so regular as to

give to the rock a largely crystalline structure, but left

in sandstone mere irregular cracks.

From Mr. Gregory Watt's experiments on fused basalt,

and some other notices by different authors, we know
that a continued application of even moderate heal to a
previously solidified body, may be sufficient to dcvclope

in it new arrangements of the particles, new crystalline

structures, new Chemical combinations, and to cause a

real transfer of some of the ingredients from one part

of the mass to another
;
from many independent facts

it Is inferred, as a matter of certainty, that all the strata

have locally, and the lower ones perhaps universally,

sustained the action of considerable heat, since their first

deposition : we seem, therefore, to be possessed of Itic

clue which is eventually to conduct us to a thorough

knowledge of the cause of the different structures ob-

servable in rocks independent of their stratification.

But though heat be taken as the leading cause of

these effects, it is by no meanB inconsistent to suppose
that some other independent agent, as, for example.

Electricity, might be concerned in modifying the result.

From all the recent discoveries in Electricity, it appears

more and more certain, that this universal agent is

excited in every case of disturbance of the Chemical
or Mechanical equilibrium of natural bodies, and it is

especially, and very sensibly, excited by unequal distri-

bution of heat. Professor Sedgwick's suggestion with

reference to Mr. Fox's electro-magnetic experiments on
the mineral veins of Cornwall, that Electricity was pro-

bably concerned in the original production of those veins

along which it now circulates, may be justly extended

to the joints of rocks ; in the study of which the writer

of these remarks has found abundant reason to believe

that the theory of the production of mineral veins is

inseparable from that of the joints and fissures, in some

of which the metallic substances ore deposited.

In examining with attention a considerable surface of Direction of

rock, it will be found that amongst the joints are some fitum*.

more open, regular, and continuous than the others,

which occasionally stop altogether the cross-joints,

themselves ranging uninterruptedly for some hundreds
of yards, or even far greater distances. There may be

more than one such set of long joints, and, indeed, this

is commonly the case, yet, generally, there is one set

Ole
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more commanding than the others, more regular and

Ch. 1. determined in its direction, more completely dividing

the strata from top to bottom, even through very great

thicknesses, and through several alternations of strata.

For example, there is a peculiar character of joints in

each of the principal strata of the mountain limestone

scries, limestone, sandstone, shale, and also in the sand-

stone*. shales, and coal of a coal district, yet, throughout

the whole of Yorkshire, all these rocks are divided by

the master-joint

s

passing downward through them all

in nearly the same direction North by West, and South

by East. T.hese master-joints, culled slines,
backs,

hards, Ac. are perfectly well known to the workmen,
as well as some other very important yet less certain

and continuous fissures passing nearly East North-East

and West South-West. It is according to such joints

that the experienced collier arranges his workings, and

the slater and quarryman conduct their excavations.

Now surely nothing can be more certain than the in-

ference, that some very general and long- continued

agency, pervading at once the whole mass of these dis-

similar and successively deposited strata, was concerned

in producing this remarkable constancy of direction in

the fissures which divide them all. The utter deficiency

of recorded observations prevents any further illustration

of this important subject by reference to other districts,

but it is obvious that a great principle in the construe*

lion of the Eurth is here indicated, which must even-

tually have an important influence on Geological Theory.

In the mean time we may remark, Ji'rr/, that these pre-

valent directions of North by West and East North-East,

are those of the principal mineral and cross courses

in the North of England, and that they are also admitted

to lie very prevalent in the Southern and Western miuing

Countries; secondly, that these directions are wholly uu*

influenced either by the declination of the strata, or by the

numerous ditlocaliont to which they are liable. Whatever

be the direction of the dip, how frequent soever the faults,

the lines of the great joints are the same. These lines

are frequently the cun*c of particular courses in rivers,

long scars on mountain sides, and subterranean chan-

nels for water. Faults, and dykes, and mineral veins

very frequently puss along them, and there is little doubt
that the diligent study of them will he found to throw
a new light on some of the most mysterious phenomena
of Geology. See pi. i. fig. 9.

In a recent Paper on the cleavages of granite in Corn-

wall by Mr. Enys and Mr. Fox, these cleavages are

proved to follow certain lines of definite direction, like

the well-known cleavages of slate.

Cm-*] Though a little out of place, we cannot forbear to

chiui/ri> add here a short notice of facts known in Swisserland,
internal which distinctly prove one of the effects of heat upon
structure.

ctMntnon argillaceous shales, to be the alteration of its

structure, so as to give a real vertical cleavage to a moss
of horizontal lamina; of clay, as well as that induration

which belongs to slate. The lias shales of the Alps
arc so altered by proximity to the igneous rocks of that

region, that in several places in and near the Valley of
Chamouni, they are commonly mistaken by modern
tourists for genuine slates of the primary system, and
were always described as such by the older writers.

How plainly does this teach us that the joints, cleavages,

and other peculiarities of their structure, not produced
in nicks by water, nor coeval with their deposition, have

been occasioned chiefly by the agency of subterranean

heat. What powerful aid docs this generalization give

toward explaining many phenomena heretofore despaired ft,., i„^v ,

of in Geology. Ch.i.

Mineral Composition of Strata.

Water is both a Chemical and a Mechanical agent.

Under different circumstances at certain temperatures,

by the help of other ingredients, as adds or alkalies,

various mineral substances are dissolved in it. When,
by evaporation, loss of heat, or a change in the compo-
sition of the liquid, these substances are no longer ca-

pable of remaining in soluiion in it, they separate in a
crystallized form, or fall down, and the sediment which
they occasion is called a precipitate.

By such processes lime, magnesia, and other earths

and metallic oxides, are first dissolved in water, and
afterwards separated from it. We find these processes,

in the present order of Nature, chiefly concerned in pro-

ducing calcareous marls and irregular accumulations of

limestone, in lakes and in the course of certain streams
and at the mouths of some rivers. So in more ancient

times, the most abundant Chemical deposit from water
was limestone.

The Mechanical agency of water is manifest at the pre-

sent day in removing materials from one place and accu-

mulating them in another. Thus pebbles and sand and
clay arc transported by the tides and by rivers, and ac-

cumulated in low situations in regular layere, miniature

representations of those thicker strata of the same ingre-

dients, which compose the crust of the Earth. And as

at the present day some materials are transported further

try water than others, and consequently more rounded
by attrition, so the materials of the interior strata are

likewise more or less worn and rounded, in proportion

to the distance they have travelled and the friction they

have suffered.

In many situations Chemical and Mechanical pro-
ducts are occasioned successively by the same waters,

just as in the older strata limestones and sandstones

alternately prevail. We see, therefore, that the an-

cient deposits from water, which form layers several

miles thick around a great part of the Globe, are not

essentially different, except in degree, from the lesser

deposits now formed beneath the tides from the sea and
the streams from the land.

The Chemical stratified deposits are principally lime-

stones, composed of carbonates oflime and magnesia,and
salt rocks characterised by muriate of soda. This is tioi

the place to discuss poiuls of Theory, and we sliall there-

fore speculate no further at present on the origin of these

deposits than to say, that if by any means a large sup-
ply of an alkaline carbonate, as carbonate of soda, for

instance, »as diffused through the sea, the effect would
be a precipitation of carbonate of lime and carbonate of

magnesia, which would be accumulated into strata upon
the bed of the sea in thickness proportioned to the quan-
tity of the muriates decomposed, while the supernatant

liquid would be found highly charged with muriate of

soda, or common salt, if the alkali were only locally

diffused, the deposit would be contracted, if generally,

the strata might be very extensive.

The Mechanical deposits, or strata, composed of
earthy materials, are distinguished by the coarseness or

fineness of the ingredients and by the nature of these

ingredients. When the materials are of unequal fine-

ness, and some of them arc large, rounded pieces, the
rock is called a conglomerate

;
pieces not to large con-

stitute a sandstone, very fine particles day. The fol-
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Otology.

Ch. L
lowing &cale wilt convey some notion of the gradations

of size in the ingredients of Mechanical deposits.

Very fine particle* generally con*

ta)nmg'ioio30 part* of ulumine
Mixture of clay and wind
Sand with some clay

Small fragments of hard sati-

curns minerals.

Sandstone* including pebble* . . .

Large pebbles united by sand-

stone or clay .............
Pebbles disunited .............
Stony fragments reunited ......

jetay, marl, shale, and slate.

Sandy clay.

Argillaceous sandstone.

|
Sand, sandstone.

Millstone grit.

|
Conglomerate, ur puddingttotK.

Gravel.

Breccia.

Ingre* Considered with reference to the nature of the ingre-

dients of dients which compose them, Mechanical strata form
mechanical another scale.
strata. Thus gneiss, one of the oldest of these strata, is a

compound of the same ingredients as granite—quartz,

felspar, and mica ; but these minerals, instead of being

amalgamated (so to speak) together by crystallization,

are accumulated in successive lamina more or less

regular. Gneiss, therefore, differs from micaceous sand-

stone much less than is commonly imagined, and often

has no other permanent distinctive character, than that

presented by the peculiarity of its composition.

Sandstone is generally an aggregate of small frag-

ments, or worn crystals, of quartz, with or without any

argillaceous, or calcareous, or irony cement in the inter-

stices, with or without any mica in the partings. Some-
times it very evidently contains rolled and broken pieces

of crystallized felspar, such as fills the Pyramids around
Mont Blanc, or the granite of Cumbria and Scotland.

There is, therefore, every reason to conclude, that coarse

sandstones like the millstone grit, as well as gneiss,

have been derived from the waste of ancient tracts of

granite.

Some beds ofsandstone at Oban in Argyleshirc appear to

Rave been formed from the granular fragments ofdisinte-

grated greenstones. Sandstones sometimes extend over

vast districts, and during the whole range are charac-

terised by some remarkable mineral ingredient ;
as for

instance, the green sand of England, France, and Swis-

serland, which is distinguished by the presence of a pe-

culiar green mineral. (Glauconite.)

Conglomerates, on the other hand, are generally con-

stituted of fragments from the neighbouring mountains.
Thus the red sandstone of the Vosges mountains con-

tains quartz pebbles derived from the slutc rocks of the

vicinity ; the old red conglomerate of England varies

in its composition according to its locality ; that of
Herefordshire contains much quartz, that of Cumber-
land is filled with pebbles of slate.

Whole *e- The whole series of stratified rocks then consists of

net of alternate deposits of limestone, sandstone, and clay, with
•tat*. few layers ofcoal, rock salt, flint, iron ore, Ac. The modes

of alternation are different in different parts of the series,

and in different situations. Thus what is culled the

transition limestoue is enclosed between beds of slate,

the carboniferous limestone alternates with sandstone

and shale, the lias limestone lies in marly clay's, the

coralline oolite is enveloped in calcareous sandstone.

Generally, the different strata are distinguishable by
their mineralogical characters ; but not always. When
the circumstances of the deposit were nearly similar,

as in the accumulation of the carboniferous limestone

and some of the oolites, the strata are remarkably

alike ; and often particular beds of one rock are scarcely

to be distinguished from beds of another rock. Thus
TOL, vt.

some beds of lias are scarcely to be known from some Geology

calcareous layers connected with the Bath oolite, while Ck. 1.

other portions of* the same rock strongly assimilate to the
v“*

carboniferous limestone. The old red sandstone and

the new red sandstoDeformations are very much alike;

it would be difficult by mere mineralogical methods to

discriminate the clays which separate the oolites, and

many sandstones of very different epochs are almost

(indistinguishable. Hence we may infer that nearly

the whole series of strata is the result of many repe-

titions of similar Mechanical and Chemical agencies

operated by the same waters.

When seta of strata are in contact, as for instance Alternation

limestone lying upon sandstone.it often happens that
******

while the limestone above, and the sandsione below,

are unmixed with other matter, there is a middle set or

beds composed of alternate layers of the sandstone and
limestone. Thus let a be the coralline oolite ofEngland,

and b calcareous sandstone beneath ; the middle beds

a! a!' bf W are alternately oolite and sandstone. See

pi. i. fig. 10.

In such a case, therefore, the two strata are said to

exchange beds , or to be subject to alternation at their

junction, and the phenomenon seems to have been occa-

sioned by temporary cessations of the deposit of sand-

stone during the commencement and progress of the

deposit of limestone.

In other instances the two strata pass into one ano- Gradation

the

r

by imperceptible gradation ; as for instance, the of beds.

Oxford clay of the Yorkshire coast graduates into the

calcareous grit above so completely, that the bluish

colour of the crumbling shale below is shaded off’ with-

out any hard line into the yellow solid beds of grit

above. See pi. i. fig. 11.

In either case it seems quite evident that no con-

siderable break or interval of time happened between

the different contiguous deposits, one bed was no
sooner formed than another was laid upon it ; and by
careful study of these phenomena it appears that, bed by

bed, and rock after rock, the whole series of strata even

to miles in thickness were successively and almost unre-

mittingly accumulated, and buried the shells and other

organic Beings, which were (hen living in the water, or

drifted into it from the land ; such are, therefore, the

best witnesses of the lapse of time, and of the changing

condition of the land and water during the deposition

of the strata.

Assuming limestones to be Chemical, and sandstones, Propor-

days, Ac. to be Mechanical deposits, and putting for j*®“***f

the present out of consideration the organic remains,

which so much abound, especially in calcareous strata, we
shall be able by comparison of the thickness of the seve- depcsits.

ral rocks to present a tolerably accurate notion of the

relative proportions of Chemical and Mechanical depo-

sits. The greatest obstacles to accuracy exist amongst

the primary strata, whose thickness is exceedingly un-

certain, and indeed often hardly to be determined at all.

If We take our examples of these strata from the

Island of Great Britain, it may, perhaps, be found a

sufficient approximation to the ratio now sought to say

the Mechanical to the Chemical deposits of water are

In the Primary Series, as 500 : 1

Carboniferous System. .. . 10 : 1

Saliferous System 5:1
Oolitic System 4:1
Cretaceous System 2 : l

Tertiary System M * 1

4 c
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Geolojry. From this comparison it would appear that the
Ch

* ratio of Chemical to Mechanical strata is greatest

amongst the secondary deposits, and least amongst

those of tlie primary periods; a circumstance on

which depend principally the well-marked general cha-

racters of the secondary scries of rocks. It should, he-

aides, he observed, that calcareous matter very finely

divided exists in nearly all the sandstones and shales of

that seri«*s, and sometimes so abundantly as to change,

locally, lias shale into argillaceous limestone, and cal-

careous grit into arenaceous limestone, or coarse oolite.

In secondary strata, the great preponderance of lime-

stones almost invariably attracts the attention and

directs the classification, and thus it happens that while

numerous layers of clay and sand pass nearly un-

observed, or are merely noticed ns interpolated bed*,

almost every calcareous bed has its characteristic local

name. The almost universal diffusion of calcareous

matter through the mechanical strata of this large class,

combined with the greater regularity and persistence of

the limestones, generally impresses on the attentive

observer a peculiar theoretical notion as to the cause.

He soon learns to consider the operations by which

sandstones and clays were accumulated us of short

duration, and intermitting action, like the periodical

floods of a river, or some leas regular inundations;

while the production of limestone is regarded as the

result of one continuous and almost uninterrupted

series of Chemical changes. This opinion, strengthened

by the curious gradations between the calcareous and

the sandy or argillaceous In mi me, and by the frequent

alternation amongst even their thinnest portions, derives

very plausible arguments from the distribution of or-

ganic remains through the several strata. In some

cases these teach us plainly that sandstones, even of

great thickness, were the products of temporary and

often of very local floods, which swept down from the

land the scattered spoils of the animals and plants then

in existence ; but. tried by the same tests, the calcareous

rocks appear to have been of slower and more equable

production, in clearer and more tranquil waters. Is not

this exactly in harmony with the present system of

natural operations?

Condition ofOrganic Remain*.

VThat or- The fossil remains of ancient plants and animals have
paiuc re- been the theme of admiration for the learned and the
mam* vulgar in every Historical Age. The difficulty of under*

Kutth'

1* * ** ®*®nding how the shells of the sea and the plants of the

Innd could he inclosed in hard rocks, in prodigious

abundunce and of exquisite beauty, led Plot and Llwyd,
and even partially lluy and Lister, together with some
continental writers of eminence, to adopt a most strange

hypothesis. Plot advanced the extreme absurdity that

these beautiful monuments of the ancient condition of
the Earth had in fact never been shells or plants, but

were merely turns natural, deceptive resemblances pro-

duced by some plastic power in the interior of the Earth.

Swift well ridicules this notion of Ituus natures iu bis

Voyage to Brulrdignag.

This ridiculous fancy has long since become obsolete,

and the M formed stones” dug out of the bowels of the

Earth ore now recognised as the original inhabitants

of its primeval land and water.

The differences of condition between them and ana-

logous living objects, the mode of their conservation, the

manner of their distribution in the Earth, the relative

periods of their existence and destruction, constitute a Geeloey.

vast, lucid field of research, through which many avenues I.

are already traced toward the secret powers which pre-
^

sided over the forthation of the Earth.

Tbbkestiual Plants abound in certain strata, espe-

cially in the coal districts, where the seams of coal are

nothing but vast layers of vegetables swept down into

estuaries or lakes, and there covered by sand and day,

and changed by Chemical depositions.

Zoophytes both stony and flexible, many of them
belonging to genera now in existence, fill our limestone

rocks with their most delicate and l>eautifut organiza-

tion ; with them he abundantly columns of crinouial

animals, and crusts and spiues of echini.

Molluscois Animals are now the most numerous
of all the tribes of Beings w hich overspread the bed of

the sea, and their shelly coverings are also the most

abundant of all the organic fossils.

Of the Articulated Animals, the most abundant
remains are lobsters and crabs, and other Crustacea,

analogous to existing types ; besides trilobites anti others

to which nothing similur has yet bent found iu the

modern ocean. Fossd insects are very rare; and

confined to almost a tew comparatively recent deposits

from fresh-water.

No one acquainted with the structure of the in Whstpor-
vertebral Animals previously mentioned, cun view their turns uf the

crusts, shells, and other hard appendages in the fos- ^MpaAl

ail state without being struck on the one hand with

the wonderful perfection of all their minutest orga- wrr
l

cj.

nization, and ou the other with the uniform and

almost total absence of their soft parts. The bodies

found ” petrified" in the rocks were originally durable.

Similar substances are now capable of conservation in

our cabinets : but the sofier animal parts which they

protected—the muscles, the viscera, and even the liga-

ments- -have almost uniformly disappeared. Hence it

appeurs a just conclusion that the process of petrifica-

tion, the substitution of mineral for animal matter, was
slow and gradual *

The same result follows a similar examination of the

fossil reliquie of vertebral Animals. For though wo
find in tolerable plenty the bones aud teeth of fishes and

reptiles, the skin and other sofier parts are usually defi-

cient. The bones of birds are excessively rare, aud

those of mammalia are mostly confined to the least an-

cient of all the Neptunian deposits.

In consequence of this decay of the sofier parts, ] Q w | ia t

many of the hard parts of Animals are found disjointed *t*te ire*

and separate. Crusts of lobsters, bivalve shells, ver- **dd*d-

tebral columns, originally bound together by perishable

ligaments, are very generally found in detached por-

tions. precisely as happens to similar objects at the pre-

sent day ; and generally this is all the injury they have

sustained. The delicate stria;, sharp spines, and other

ornaments, ore usually so well preserved that no one

can believe that they were ever removed far from their

native haunts. They were, in fact, quietly buried on

the bed of the seo ; living or dead, entire or decom-

posed, just as such Beings are found at the present day,

when by any method the bed of the sea can be examined.

And just os at the present day where currents run

strongly in the sea, shells ore worn by friction in the

• Th* ltffiun«ot of Cardmm trumeatmm in preserved in marlstone
at Hosebury aud Staithcs in Yorkshire, amt impressions of the Armt
of Cephalopoda are found in the oolite of i'raitcuuin.
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Geology, sand and by betting against one another, ami trees

.

^

7 carried down by rivers nre scattered in IraglMIlta; so

in certain of the old strata vre find similar proofs of

rapid currents from the land, and temporary turbulence

iu the primeval ocean.

All the accidents of imperfection and disunion of
ports happened, of course, before the organic bodies, were
enveloped in the earthy deposits.

Suhwquent The changes by which they have been converted to
changw of petrifactions did not, probably, commence till after they

were t|jUS enC |OBC(l.

These changes in the substance of the fossil reliquitc

are different according to the original nature of these

bodies, the kind of matter in which they are enveloped,

nod the other circumstances by which they were sur-

rounded.

We shall make some remarks on the conservation of

the principal classes of organic fossils in the different

kinds of matter.

Ia plants, Dried vegetable substances may be considered as

compounds of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, with

small and variable proportions of other substances.

Carbon 4U to 55 per cent

Oxygen 40 to 50
Hydrogen.... about 5

Of these ingredients the most volatile parts, rij?. t the

oxygen and hydrogen, seetn, in many cases, to have va-

nished, but the carbon generally remains, and is cither

almost pure, as in some kinds of coal ; mixed with

bitumen, as in jet and mostcoah; mixed with carbonate

of lime, us in the remains of coniferous wood in the lias

and oolite; or blended with flint or pyrites in those and
other strata. Generally, as might be expected, the vege-
table sulrstance is most completely disguised by earthy

admixtures in porous strata, such ns oolite or sandstone

;

and, on the other hand, the original carbonaceous

skeleton of the plant is preserved with the least change
in close, compact materials like clay, shale, or ironstone.

This is strikingly exemplified in the coal-districts, where
ferns and other plants which lie in the shales are

changed in bright inflammable coul, while the very
same species in coarse gritstone are represented only by
a brown, ferruginous stain. Coal is most evidently a
product on a large scale, precisely identical with the

thin filmy remains of ferns and reeds which accompany
it. A vast mass of plants accumulated beneath the

ancient sea, or in sea-like lakes, was covered up and
buried by successive deposits of sand and clay, and
under this heavy pressure, and hermetically sealed,

Chemical decomposition went on, and a new Chemical
product, coal, was elaborated; which, upon analysis, is

found to contain the usual ingredients of vegetables, in

proportions no otherwise different than was to be ex-

pected from the loss of some of the more volatile parts.

In this respect, coal exhibits many variations. That of
Kilkenny, for instance, has only four per cent of volatile

matter; Cannel coal has about fifty per cent ; the Kil-

kenny coal contains ninety-two per cent of carbon, com-
mon coul about seveuty per cent carbon, and thirty

per cent, oxygen and hydrogen.
In coral#, The internal and external hard parts of invertebral

animals, zoophytes, mollusca, and articulosa, are much
allied in composition. They generally contain the same
durable and the same perishable parts ; carbonate of
lime, alone or with a small admixture of phosphate of
lime, gives them firmness, and the flexibility which some
of them possess is derived from gelatine. . .

The process of petrification consists in the loss and Geology,

replacement by a different substance of otte or other of Ch.1.

these ingredients. The first degree of change which v—

'

these fossils have experienced, is when the coralline or bo** <*f ca-

shed retains not only its external figure and appearance,
‘our'

but even its internal texture, and almost all its original

substance. Such specimens look as if nbtuined from
the sca-shorc in a dead state, with no other apparent
loss than that of colour and brilliancy. This state of
conservation may be said almost to characterise the or-

ganic remains of the strata above the chalk.

The next step in the process of petrification is illus- Lnaa of

trated by many shells which lie in the gault and other gslafln*.

clays ; they have lost their gelatinous portion, and are,

in consequence, become light and friable, but have not

received into their pores any extraneous earth.

The third variation is occasioned by the gradual Insinuation

substitution of an extraneous substance, as flint or py- of new

rites, into the pores left by the decay or waste of the n,*Mer’

original body ; thus the fibres of wood and sponge, and
the plates of' corallines and shells, have been changed
by little and little into a different substance, which often

represents with most faithful accuracy the minutest

structure of the original. It is evident, therefore, that

this great change was accomplished gradually, the new
particles taking successively the place of those removed
by decomposition.

These processes of decomposition and substitution of Analogous

new ingredients which probably commenced at the m0^em

periods when the several tonsils were imbedded in the F"^1®***

rocks, are to this day continued, and often exhibited

with remarkable energy. Tfiose products of modern
operations of Nature which go under the vogue name of
recent petrifactions are so various in their character,

that a detailed study of them, ill relation to their accom-
panying circumstances, could not fail to furnish data

for explaining some of the most remarkable stages in

the process of mineralization, to which organic

bodies have been exposed in the Earth. In proof of this,

we shall content ourselves at present with putting in

comparison a well-known peculiarity in the mode of
conservation of certain fossils, and an instance of the

same singularity in recent petrifactions. It is often to

be noticed that while the external cell of an ammonite,

or the larger port of the spiral cavity of a melanta, is

filled by the coarse matter of the enveloping rock, the

closed chum Iters of the former, and the smallest volu-

tions of the latter, are filled with crystals of calcareous

spar. The well-closed shells of producl&c, tercbratul tc,

&c. arc often lined internally with calcareous spar, quartz,

or even galena, while this never happens, perhaps, to

•hells whose valves did not fit very exactly. In fossil

wood it happens very often that the external parts are

merely jet or coal, while the central portions are

changed to carbonate of lime ; and, in general, all these

examples appear to agree in proving that the mineral-

izing substance was transferred to its repository in the

innermost cells and smallest pores by a kind of secre-

tion, quite through solid septa of shell, and considerable

thickness of even dense stone. The recent petrifac-

tions of hazel-wood and nuts, from the alluvium of
Ferrybridge in Yorkshire, (PAtf. Mag. 1828,) prove

that the same remarkable transfer of particles through

other substances, with the same elective attraction for

these particles possessed by the finest textures and

smallest cavities, accompany the ordinary modern aque-

ous deposits of carbonate of lime. In the alluvium of

4 c 2
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Geology. this place, a certain part of a large collection of hazel-
Ch'I. wood and nuts was found mineralized by a subterranean

' spring from the neighbouring limestone, and it was
remarkable that the central woody core of a hazel-

branch or root wifs wholly converted to stone, while the

hark and outer layers of wood were unchanged, the

kernel of the nut was petrified within its brown unal-

tered membrane, and the internal fibres of the shell

within the still woody surfaces.

Duvilutiou The fourth condition is exemplified in limestone and

cf hell*, sandstone rocks, from which the whole of the substance
co»»U, Ac. 0f shells, corals, Ac., has been dissolved and carried

away by water. In consequence, a cavity is left in the

rock bearing the impression of the exterior of the shell

or coral, and in this cavity is a mould or cast of the

interior. Thus the “ scrcwstones,” as they arc called, have

been cast or moulded in the cavities of crinoidal columns.

Replace- The most extreme case of mineralization or petrifica-

meat of |jon is produced by a process in addition to that justde-
hell*, scribed, when the cavity left by the removal of the shell
euraU, Ac.

orcoraj j3 ajrajn filled upwith crystals ofcalcareous spar,

deposited by water filtrating through the stone. Some-

times, only a few crystals connect the inner mould or

cast to the exterior impression, but generally, the whole

cavity is filled by the spar, which thus represents truly

the shape of the original body, but displays no trace

whatever of its internal texture.

Depend- There is in general a certain accordance and relation

me* of between the condition of organic fossils, and the nature

***** roc®t which incloses them. 2u the green sand

the shells are silicifietl, in the oolitic rocks

of the rock*, many are changed to calcareous spar, in the clays very

slight changes have happened to any of the organic

remains.

On the other hand, the original nature of the organic

substance has very much influenced its mode of con-

servation. Eehinidal and crinoidal remains are almost

invariably converted to a peculiar kind of opaque, cal-

careous spar, in whatever strata they occur
;
gryph««

and astrsa> retain their laminc, inoceraini and belem-

nite slheir fibres.

Remains of We enmt now to the vertebral division of Animals,
vtrtflbrata. Their soft portions have perished, but their teeth, bones,

and scales remain, either connected or separated in con-

sequence of the decay of the ligaments, cartilages, Ac.

The hardening ingredient of bones is principally

phosphate of lime, that of teeth is a mixture of phos-

phate and carbonate of lime. It is generally the fact

that their gelatinous or membranous portion has been

diminished, and their earthy admixture increased, by

the subterranean Chemistry to which they have been

subjected, and, in consequence, their Specific Gravity is

much augmented.

Distribution of Organic Remains.

Number of The researches of modern Naturalists have been sin-

•p*<uc*. gularly successful in bringing to light a vast number of

new species or supposed original types of organization.

The catalogues of living plants and Animals have been

enormously lengthened in consequence of more rigorous

investigations among the smaller tribes. In like man-
ner the number of known organic fossils has been of late

years so greatly augmented, that in some departments

they nearly equal, and, in others, exceed the living ranks

of Creation. In Great Britain alone, 1500 species of

organic remains have been well described and figured

;

and it is probable that the numerous tribes of unde- G*olo«y.

scrihed zoophyla, mollusca, Crustacea, and plants, will
, ZT

,
.

swell the catalogue to 25<)0 species at least. An equal

number of other kinds adorn the cabinets of Continental

Europe. Generally speaking, the principal deficiencies

in the catalogue of loesils, as compared with that of

living organic furms, are found in the aerial and ter-

restrial races.

Insects, birds, land reptiles, and mammalia are the

rarest of fossila. We are, however, not to conclude

that the ancient land was uninhabited by those tribes,

because we do not find their remains in the strata which
were formed on the bed of the ancient sea. Such remains

arc very rarely carried down and buried beneath modern
lakes, and therefore were much less likely U> be entombed
beneath the deposits of the ocean.

In the following Table, M. Adolphe Brongniart com- Plant*,

panes the extinct flora of the Ancient World at four

several periods with the vegetation which now covers

the Earth. The general proportion is about 100 living

plants to one fossil one.

IVirtiAnw Qualrlr-TDd Epoqor
lY/Uxlc. I'tllutU-. Ptllui*. Period f. Arlwlle.

1. A^amc* 4 6 18 13 7.000

2. Oyr1”**™* 1

ccltuleiiiea jl

- — - 2 U00
3. CryplugunM 1

vaaeulairea j|

222 8 31 8 1JOO

4. Phanmigaroef
]

Uymiioapenne*
j1

" 5 35 20 180

5. Phanerogam** 1

nwijooxt y Irdooca j|

16 5 3 25? 8.000

6. Pbanerogames
]

dicotyledon**
j1

- - - 100 * 32.000

IoiMtcrminfea “ — —
2A4 23 87 168 50350

The immense disproportion between the numbers of

fossil and living vegetables will probably not justify the

inference that in ancient periods only a few species of

plants covered the surface of the Earth. Only a small

proportion of the vegetable tribes now growing upon
the Earth are swept down into the sea, comparatively

but a very trifling number would be carried there by even
the most violent floods, and therefore the few hundred
species of fossil plants are probably only a very small

selection from the numbers that really covered the

Earth. Nevertheless these few relics may be reasonably

supposed to have been amongst the most abundant of

the plants then in existence, and may be usefully em-
ployed in characterising the several periods of deposi-

tion.

Thus it appears that in the most ancient of the four

periods defined by M. Brongniart, ending before the

deposit of magnesian limestone, the moat abundant fossil

plants belong to the vascular cryptogamic dais, includ-

ing the natural families, ferns, equiselaceie. lycopo-

diaces, Ac. ; that in the third period, which includes the

oolitic and cretaceous rocks, cycadee are especially nu-

merous ; and in the fourth or tertiary period the more
complicated dicotyledonous plants appeur, and thus

gradually conduct us to the vegetation of the present

day.

Zoophytes, the first tribe of Animals to which we shall Zwphytta,

advert, are almost entirely marine. The flexible coral-

lines, which contain the smallest portions of earthy in*

grediepU, are but rarely seen fossil, but the stony corals
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G*otooj.~ and the hard echinodermata are exceedingly abundant
Ch. I. in nearly all the secondary deposits

''‘v— The following Table, from which Lamarck's ciliated

polypi are excluded, will convey a good general notion

of the relative proportions of recent and fossil zuophyla.

TWcrifc*il

Brltnli S|nw»_ tW-riU*>t

Krci-at. FoomL by Ljtmvck.

,

Polypi, nude 5 — 18

Cslluliferoua flexible . . 67 •

—

117

stony .... 21 26 64
Lamcllated 3 3u 134

C'oTticilcrons 12 2 132

Caruuse 47 25 194

155 83 659

The proportion of British species is as 2 recent to 1 fossil.

Raduita Fistulida 11 — 44
S teller id* 19 5 76

Echimda 9 45 68
Crinoidea ........... 1 27 3

40 77 211

The proportion of British specie* is as 1 recent to 2 fossil.

It has often been thought, that the remarkable con~

trast in the proportions of the fossil and recent zoophytes

of Britain might be explained by supposing that the

ancient climate was hotter than at present ; that, in

fact, the former productions of our Northern Seas were

of a tropical character ; and this conjecture agrees with

the deductions which may be drawn from similar compa-
risons in the other tribes of Animals. But the extreme

rarity of flexible corallines is not confined to the strata

of Britain, it is recognised over all Europe, and seems,

at least in part, owing to their more perishable nature.

The contrast is equally striking among the radiaria;

and it is especially worthy of remark, that the numerous
group of crinoidea, so characteristic of the fossil races

of a former World, belongs chiefly to the lower and more
ancient members of the stratified rocks.

Passing over the remarkable Animals included in

Lamarck s class tunicata, which appear to connect the

zoophyta with the mollusca, and of which, being
mostly perishable, no fossil species is yet recorded, we
arrive at the class of conchifera, or bivalve molluscous

Animals.

Conchifera. Shells are the moat numerous of alt the organic

treasures buried in the strata; a circumstance which
might naturally have been expected from their durable
constitution, their vast abundance in the present system of

Nature, and their aquatic existence. When a lake is

drained we find great quantities of sheila in the silt

which has filled its bed, but the remains of fishes and
insects, and even of plants, are rarely met with.

British

Conchifera.

LamelUhrancbix,
PUgymyona
Moomyona

BrachiopotU.
Kquivalria .

Iqjequivalvia

IV*rrfl»l RwraiHnirin
Hritlah 5p»rir« dcombed
Rp«nt. by Lamarck.

186 396 600
29 198 197

— 4 —
5 159 15

259 657 1012

The first thing which strikes us on comparing the

catalogues of British recent and fossil bivalves, is the

greater absolute number of the extinct species. The
proportion is at present three to one, and when the

atrata shall have been as thoroughly explored as the

snores, the number of our fossil conchifera will probably Geology,

amount to a thousand, and be to the recent kinds as Ch- *•

four to one.

On more minute comparison, wc learn that the most
remarkable discrepancy in the proportions is found in

that singular tribe the brachiopoda, of which above 150
fossil species arc already described, while the recent

kinds do not exceed five. Perhaps these numbers on
both sides will be changed by further discoveries. At
least fifty species of spiriferae, product a*, and terebra-

tiilae remain to be described from the lower calcareous

strata of England.
We next arrive ut the gastcropodous mollusca with Gastevo-

simple univalve shells. (wds.

These we shall arrange in groups according to their

places of residence.

DHftiheil RrfcntSperlr*
Bril l«h Spoeiti. iWribnl
K*cmt. FomiL by Lamarck.

Marina 210 398 1476
Estuary — 21 22
Freshwater 31 23 50
Terrestrial 53 21 f 274

294 463 1822

Considerable difficulty is experienced in referring

certain fossil shells to their respective recent analogues

;

and in consequence it is very probable that many of the

species above, ranked as estuary and land shells, deserve
a different arrangement. This is particularly the case

with respect to the helices, hcliciirar. and melanie.
According (o the ordinary notion of their food, gas-

teropodous mollusca with shells may be ranked thus :

IititUk. Oeatnl.
Rrwil. Fowl. Ritrat,

Phytiphaga 233 263 786
Zoophaga ..... 61 200 1036

We are not aware that there are any fossil shells of the Ccphalo-,
class of pteropodous mollusca, but the remains of the pod*,

cephalopoda are inconceivably numerous, and fur sur-
pass the recent kinds in both variety and magnitude.

BHlhk
R«cenl. Poutl.

Cephalopoda ....... 46 308

The fossil cephalopoda belong for the most part to
genera not yet discovered in a living state.

The fossil species of vertebrated animals are compa-
ratively very few, and 'some of them, especially .fishes*

not so perfectly characterised as to admit of much accu-
racy in their arrangement.

The following summary is chiefly taken from Mr. S.
Woodward's Synoptical Table •

British rim.ll

Fishes, Fresh water. 1 „Qv
Marine..../". .

R*ptiici, U»d 1 „ |

In "nm*

Aquatic .../ "J
Birds. ........... . * 6 In " diluvium” and alluvium. >

Mammalia 1 lu Stonesficld slate.

28 In diluvium, alluvium, Ac.

Considered according to their situations of life, the British

British organic remains present the following results ; fossil »pe-

Jm the iIrate.
*“*

(

Vegetables ....... 90 aad more.
Shells 21 ( Mostly very doubtfuL
Reptilet(Pterudactyli) 1

Mammalia ....... 1

{

Vegetable* 5 or 6

Shrill 40 ? f
71" **“ Ul,l»

I rsconaidsraitoo*

Fishes 11 ?
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Geology*
Ch. I.

European
fwsil spe-

cie*.

{

Sheik 21 ?

Fiibci

Re,.til* (Crocodile,)
j

Kmjrs, Trionyx) .

)

Vegetable* ....... .1 nr

4

/oojihjrta 83
Riuliaria 17
Sheik 909
Outface* 30
Fuhw IS
Replik*. 19

In »mprr/cial alluvium, diluvium, Sfc Mt#l, S,‘c.

llirda 0 apecies.

Mammalia ....... 29

Such are (he numerical relations resulting; from a
comparison of the extinct British species of Animals and
plants on the one hand, with the recent organic Beings
of Britain, and universal living races of the Globe
on the other. These relations would doubtless have
been considerably modified, had we found it possible to

introduce accurately all the European species of fossils.

But this task, owing to the still imperfect state of dis-

covery on the subject, but far more to the unhappy con-

fusion of synonyms, is at present hardly practicable.

However, not wholly to neglect so important a datum,
we shall take advantage of the information conveyed to

us -by Brongniart, Deshayes, Gold fuss. Dulmati, and
other writers, to compile a numerical statement of the

most remarkable and ascertained European fossils, and
to put them in comparison with a corresponding estimate

of the existing species.

Remain* of Animal*.

Marine
1139

la the strata.

Mammalia . . . » 35
Cetacea 8

Birds.., fvw
Reptiles 71

Fisbva 183
Insert* 74
Cruatace* 104
Anunlim 104
OphaUmda 78H
Pteropoda 5
Gasteropoda, Zixiphana ... 107

Ph\ tiphaga .. "73

Conchifcra, BridnojiiwU . 379
Mesomynna . . 515
Plogy inyuna ..1132

Tunicata ...............

1n x»prrf1ri*l

acciiKiiilaLkitwi

109

few

Lbtag
celimnleO,

1100

$00©
2100
5500

lOOOOO
500

14KI4I

100
50 ?

1700
1400
40
350
1400

Radiaria 278 — 1000
I’oljrpuria 476 — 1000

Chalk
Galt of Spectra I

Kimmerutg* day J

Upper calc grit ...........
Coralline oulite ...........
Lower calc grit . .........
Oxford clay

KaUoway rock

Combraah
Upper carlioiufertms aeries .

Forest marble slate )

Hath oolite f

LmreT carboniferous scries .

Lower oolite

Liaa and marl stone

New nxl sandstone ........
Magnesian limestone ......
Coal system
Mountain limestone

Old red sandstone ........
Stale system

Thick fttfM.
No of fr>ull Ratio.

505 43
Specie*.

1 to

F.h-1.

12

150
{

6
l }

l to 2

60 5 1 to 12
60 125 2 In |

60 441 1 to 2
150 36 1 to 4
40 60 3 to 2
5 37 7 to 1

200 30 1 tu 6

30 62 3 to 1

500 21 1 to 24
60 01 3 to *

650 115 1 to 7

? none .

215 30 1 to 7
34100 100 > 1 to 30
2300 2410? 1 to 12

? Done . -

6000 20 1 to 300

Granitic rocks devoid of fossils.

It is necessary to remark, that the proportions derived

from the preceding Table would apply only in a general

way to the same strata in the South of England, for

there the number of organic remains in the chalk is, at

least, triple of that in the Table, the thickness remain-
ing the same, while the mountain limestone is consider-

ably less rich in fossils. Still less is such a Table to be
viewed as a representative ofthe results of researches on
the Continent, for there the red sandstone formation con-
tains a very large suite of organic remains, both vegetable

and animal, while neither have yet been found in this

rock in England.
We shall now consider what are the kind* of fossils ^

which are contained in these various strata ; in other i** earn-**
words, in what order of distribution the fossils are or- p«ed.
ranged in the Earth.

A great difference between the present system of
Nature, and that of which the relics are preserved in

the Earth, is obvious to any one who considers the re-

lative proportions of the different classes of each. But
the most decisive proof of the enormous changes which
have happened in this respect is found hy a minute com-
parison of the families, genera, and species. For except

in the superficial and comparatively modern accumula-
tions from fresh-water lakes, floods, or (ides, and in the

’

most recent of all the strata, scarcely one specimen of
all the thousands of existing kinds of pi unis or Animals
19 found buried in the Earth.

Namber in

ddtcnint

rocks.

6927 109 122190 The Earth contains the records of an ancient system
* 52000 of living Nature, which in its great outlines was calcu-

lated much like that whieh we now see in operation ;

*

Distribution of Organic Remains. hut of which all the details were different. The ancient

_ . sen nourished Saurians, but they were not our croco-
I he animal and vegetable fossils are very unequally dilea; fishes which are generally' unlike the finny tribes

djstnbuled. For while some rocks are wholly filled of the existing era ; innumerable shells planned on the
with Shells, others are absolutely devoid of them. Thus same general principles, but executed to different pal-
t he lurest marble and coarse upper beds of Bath oolite terns. The plants and the Animals of the ancient
are composed ol little else than shells, while the sand- Continents performed the same relative functions as the
s ones of a whole coal district may contain not one. This vegetable and animal races of to-day, and formed part
< oes not depend either on the absolute depth from the sur- of a similar combination, but, os the circumstances of
jcc o t e Earth, at which any rock may be found, nor the Globe are now not the same as then, the forms and
)e upon its relative depth in the series of strata, blit it structures of its plants and its Animals are adapted to
is n circumstance established by experience and of which the difference.
some o t lecattKcfi remain to t*e determined. The follow- But it must be obvious that to view the whole mul- Successive
trig l ante tuituis the proportionate number of species of titude of extinct Animals and vegetables as the products of f»*
US

j
s 1,1 a

,
Pnn

J

:,Pa l *trtita of the North of Eng- of one ancient era, to confound together all the various
and, arranged according to their order of superposition, different strata which were successively the beds of the
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Terrestrial

aod marine
foaaiU not

usually

abundant
together.

Oceanic di.

uoait of

limebtone.

ancient seas, would be to destroy the meaning of all the

monuments which Nature has preserved ofthe longperiods

and successive developemcnts through which our Planet

passed before the completion of its present beautiful nr-

rangement. Each stratum was successively the bed of

the ancient oceans or lakes, and the remains with which it

is filled were the creatures then living in the waters or

growing on the land. Each stratum, therefore, belongs

to a particular period ; it is the museum or repository in

which Nature has preserved the plants and Animals of

that period ; and the Geologist, no longer confined to the

mere comparison of recent and extinct species, finds in

the Earth the proofs of many successive creations and
abstractions of life, many systems of Nature ; and by
strict analogy and ample induction looks back through

a long vista of revolutions, till the view is lost in the

dimness and distance which hide the remote epoch, of

which no evidence remains to show that the Earth was

then inhabited by living creatures.

The organic monuments of ancient Nature are either

of marine, of fresh water, or of terrestrial origin. The
corals, aud by far the greater number of shells, are

marine, certain strata are filled with lacustrine reliquiae,

and others with the spoils of the land.

There is in general the most remarkable and con*

stunt distinction and contrast between the rocks which
are filled by marine remains, and those which enclose

terrestrial productions. Calcareous strata generally are

the moat richly filled with the spoils of the sea, xoo-

phytic, molluscous, and vertebraled Animals ; but they

rarely contain terrestrial plants. Sandstones and shales,

on the other hand, are almost the exclusive repositories

of terrestrial plants, but, unless they are calcareous, they

more rarely contain marine exuviee. The reason seems to

be that the calcareous strata were deposited slowly and in

tranquillity beneath the waters of the sea, and thus en-

veloped the dead and decaying animals of the ocean ;

while, on the other hand, the sandstones and shales were

more rapidly aggregated, in water too agitated to favour

the accumulation of marine rcliquiee. When we find in

them few or no traces of land plants, we may perhaps

presume that the currents to which they may owe
their origin were marine, but when they are charged

with ferns, equiseta, and other terrestrial plants, it

seems evident that violent land-floods contributed to their

accumulation.

The deposition of limestone by Chemical precipitation,

would probably happen over a large [icrtion of the bed
of the sea, and be abundant in proportion to the depth

of the water: hence the strata of limestone would thicken

toward the centre of the oceanic basin. They would
also be more condensed, and of more uniform texture,

and perhaps of purer composition, in that direction ; and
since, from accurate observations of the habits of recent

marine Animals, it appears that they do not multiply so
much iu the darkness of very deep waters ns nearer the

shore, we may cooclude that fewer marine shells and
corals, &c. should be found near the central points of

the basins of strata.

How remarkably all these conditions agree in the

limestones of the Alps, which appear to have been up-
lifted from very deep water, needs only to be mentioned.
There, the rocks corresponding to our oolite, are vastly

thicker, more dense, and incomparably poorer in shells,

than the same strata toward the borders of the European
basin. And if, in proceeding through France to the

Alps, we stop to consider the Jure, we shall find its

oolites, in respect of thickness and hardness, aud quantity

of shells of nn intermediate character.

On the other hand, sandstones and clays, being Me-
chanical deposits from agitated water, should of course

be most abundant along the margins of the ancient

sea, and at the mouths of ancient rivers, where the

strongest movement of the waters happened. They
are essentially littoral formations, and should be found
thickest, and most numerous, and most varied in cha-
racter, toward the borders of the basin, where the lime-

stones are the thinnest. And as the forces of tides and
currents, however powerful, are irregular and limited,

the Mechanical aggregates w hich they occasion must be,

and in general are, more confined and irregular than the

wide Chemical deposits of the deep sea.

This supposition likewise agrees perfectly with what
we observe in comparing the oolitic system of the Jura
and the Alps with that of Northern France and England ;

for the clays and varied sandstoues which diversify this

system in the latter Countries, and separate it into many
distinct groups, are scarcely to be traced in the Alps or
the Jura.

Another case in point is furnished by the carboni-

ferous limestone scries of England. This limestone in

the South of England is so little divided by Mechanical
strata, that in the Mendip Hills, near Bristol, and
around the Forest of Dean, it is commonly supposed to

be one thick rock.

In the North of England it is much and evidently

divided, and the number and thickness of the partings

of shale and sandstone, and coal, increases continually

Northwards.while the total thickness ofthe limestone beds
grows less and less. At the same time the organic re-

mains seem to become, if not more numerous, (a point as

yet difficult to be determined, ) certainly more varied in form.

The oolitic system of England presents us with an-
other valuable illustration of the same doctrines.

The oolites ofSomersetshire, Gloucestershire, and Lin-
colnshire form a long range of hills, and are only, and
thut not universally, divided by partings of day and
marly limestone. But as we advance into Yorkshire we
find these spaces augment, and the widening intervals

filled up by thick deposits of sandstone, shule, plants,

and coal, which predominate so much in the section as
almost to obliterate the separated, attenuated, aud de-

teriorated limestones. These, however, are filled even
more than usually with marine exuvia*.

The concretionary or oolitic structure is, perhaps,

more decided and constant toward the borders of the

strata. It becomes irregular, and at length fails in pro-

portion as the limestone is mixed with earthy impurities.

At the extreme Northern range of the degraded oolitic

system iu Sutherland this structure is nearly lost; it is

irregular in the impure limestones of Yorkshire, be-

comes perfect in the homogeneous strata of Gloucester-

shire and Somersetshire, assumes more compactness in

the Jura, and changes to dense limestone in the Alps.

This is exactly what, d priori, would be expected to

happen. Amidst the turbulence and admixture of the

littoral deposits, a process so similar to crystallization

could happen but seldom and unequally, there would he

a point at a certain distance from the shore at which the

disturbance would prevent regular crystallization and
yet would permit of concretion through the calcareous

sediment, and still further the limestone would be more
compact and subcrystalline.

Coarse conglomerates, for similar reason?, would be
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most abundant toward the shores and more local than

the finer sandstones and clays; which also would be

most likely to contain the remains of plants, as these

might be long suspended in the unsettled water, aud

be transported along with the finer matter.

The distinction here insisted on between conrkifc-

rout and phytiferou* rock*, is so imjwrtanl, that we must,

in speuking of the distribution of organic remains iu the

Earth, consider them apart ; and while from the former

we deduce the ancient condition of the sea at several

epochs, the latter will furnish us with analogous data

from which to reason on the stale of the contempo-
raneous dry land.

We shall commence with the Marine Fossils, and
investigate the manner of their distribution under two

general heads: 1st, their relation to the Chemical and
Mineralogical comj»o*ition of the strata; 2dly, to their

relative antiquity.

If the marine fossils are distributed in the rocks

according to their Chemical nature, wc shall find that

similar rocks contain similar fossils. This is certainly

the case with respect to the zoophylic animals, for these

are almost confined to the calcareous strata. Corals,

and various Animals of the class radiaria, abound in

the transition limestone, carboniferous limestone, oolites,

and chalk.

The remarkable brachiopodous bivalves, as spiri-

fera. products, pentamerus, terebratula, are also by far

most abundant in the calcareous rucks. Gryplueaj

and smooth oysters are found in the argillaceous strata

of the South of England, from the lias upwards to the

chalk.

The organic remains of the different limestones of the

oolitic formations have very remarkable general ana-

logies. Thus the inferior oolite aud the coralline oolite,

the fuller’s earth rock, and the cornbrash, hold very many
closely analogous species. But it must be remembered
thut the distinctions of the oolitic system in England
nre in some degree local, and probably dependent on the

littoral character of the deposits, and that in other parts

all these subordinate strata coalesce together into one

hardly divisible mass of oolitic limestone. The resem-

blance of fossils in these strata may, therefore, rather

be the result of their nearly contemporaneous existence,

than of the mere similarity of the Chemical composition

of the rock,
m

These are the most remarkable instances of the asso-

ciation of certain organic forms with certain Chemical
compounds; they are important data to support the

opinion that, generally, tbssil remains He near the

places where the Animals perished. But it is evident

that these few analogies by no means establish a general

law. On the contrary, when we proceed to consider in

this point of view a large number of species, the resem-
blance between the organic contents of one limestone

and those of another of considerably different age, is

very slight and shadowy. Aud as no other strata than
the limestones exhibit it in a striking degree, it is evi-

dent that some other cause than the Chemical composi-
tion of their repositories has regulated the inhumation
of fossils.

That cause is the subject of our next examination,
the relative antiquity of the strata.

That a strict connection does really obtain between
the age of a rock and the organic remains which it con-
tains, is made evident by comparing a few well -ascer-

tained facts.

The mountain limestone of the North of England G«oloey.

contains, perhaps, 200 species of animal remains ; the Ck

»

lias 1 lb ; and the chalk 43, Now of all the 358 species
*

contained in the mountain limestone, lias, and chalk, re-

spectively, there is no* one which is found in two of the*e

rocks. Neither of these strata con tains a single fossil which
Is found in either of the others. Between the era of the

formation of the mountain limestone, and that of the

lias, the whole animal population of the sea had been
entirely changed

; and a similar complete renewal took

place before the chalk was deposited. And in the

Southern parts of England the chalk is covered by other

more recent strata filled with shells and other marine

Animals, entirely different from all those which lived and
died before.

Further investigation has demonstrated, that conclu- identical

sions thus drawn from local researches apply with con- foMjbin

suit-ruble accuracy in other situations, even at great dis- n*kaof tha

tanccs where the same strata occur. A catalogue of the
**nw

corals, crinoidal remains, products, spirifers, terebra-

tuls, orthoceratites, and trilobites, of the mountain
limestone in Yorkshire, may be employed for labelling

the fossils collected from the same rock at Namur aud
Liege; the lias of Whitby contains many of the same
ammonites, and the same Saurian skeletons as the con-

temporaneous beds at Lyme, and in Westphalia and
Wirtemberg ; and the remarkable echini and belemnites

of the English chalk accompany that rock through

France and Poland to the shares of the Baltic.

The same observations have been made on the other

conch iferous strata of England. Each has been traced

through the Istand, aud its organic treasures hate been

explored at every point, and in this manner satisfactory

proof has been collected, that along its whole course the

fossils which it contains arc almost entirely the same. The
researches of foreign Geologists have demonstrated the

truLh of this law for the greater portion of the European
basin of strata. The figures and descriptions of the

English fossils are referred to by the Geologists of

France, Swisserland, and Germany, and no doubt re-

mains that each extended stratum is the repository of the

Animals inhabiting the sea at a certain period in the

Earth’s formation, exactly as the earthy bed of the pre-

sent sea now envelopes the remains of its present corals,

shells, echini, and fishes.

The general principle, therefore, which regulates the General

distribution of organic remains in the Earth may be principle or

thus expressed. They are associated according to the

periods at which they existed ; and they are enclosed in

the rocks which were at those times deposited by the

water. And as in ancient times, much more than at

present, the animal remains over considerable breadths

of the bed of the Northern Sea were nearly identical,

strata of the same age contain generally Uu tame
fottilt.

Also because the inhabitants of the ocean were, in the

course of time, completely changed, the old races having

been extinguished and new ones brought forward to

occupy their places, strata of different ages contain

generally different fossils.

These important propositions form the groundwork

of the history of the stratified rocks, and must be ever

present in the mind of the modern Geologist. The
honour of tbeir discovery belongs to Mr. William

Smith, an engineer of eminence, who, being employed
in 1790, and the following years, in surveying collieries,

and planning and executing a canal in Somersetshire,
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Geology, established the English system of Geology upon the

Ch. 1. following propositions.

" That the strata are laid upon one another in a certain

definite order of succession or superposition, may be

traced in continuity on the surface of the Earth, and may
1* discriminated when of different ages, and identified

when ofthe same age,by their imbedded organic contents.”

itadual By comparing a sufficient number of fossils from all

hangua in the several strata with analogous living tribes, we dia-
the races of ^ver that those fossils which more nearly resemble the
orgaaic

living kinds belong to the strata which were deposited nt

the least ancient period
; as for example, the crag shells of

Norfolk and Suffolk, the London-clay shells orilumpshirc

and Highgate, which are all more recent than the chalk.

In these situations we find the families, genera, aud
even species of shells so similar to recent kinds ex*

isling somewhere or other in the Ocean, that though

they are often very different from the productions of our

neighbouring seas, vae not the less perceive that they

belong to a system very like that now established.

On the other hand, those fossils which present the

least resemblance to their successors in the modern sys-

tem of Nature, belong to the older, and especially the

oldest of all the conch ifemus strata. It is in the transition

and carboniferous limestones that the singular brachio-

podous bivalves, product a, spirifera, pentamerus, the

remarkable genus orthocera, the zigzag ammonites,
the still unexplained tribes of trilobites, the beautiful cri-

noiden, chain corals, and favorites, compose a zoological

suite, altogether unlike what now exists, a strange and
antique order of beings adapted to the primeval deep.

If we estimate the relative periods which intervened

between the deposition of any given rocks by the

variety and thickness of marine strata which sepa-

rate them, we shall find that in proportion to the dis-

tance of tiie strata from each other, in proportion to the

difference of their ages, is the difference of their zoo-

logical contents. Thus the fossils of the mountain
limestone are more different from those of the lias than

from those of the magnesian limestone. The lias fos-

sils are wholly different from those in the chalk, but
partially similar to those in the Bath oolites.

The principle that the difference of the forms of ancient

organic life from those of existing nature is directly

proportionate to the difference of the epochs of their exist-

ence, baa been put to a severe and curious test by one of
the best couchologists of France, M. Deshayes. Passing
over the primary and secondary rocks, in which no plant

or animal has yet been found identical with & living

species, he analyzes the tertiary fossils according to their

relative antiquity, and obtains the remarkable result, that

the lowest and oldest of the tertiary strata contain three

and a quarter per cent, of species identical with living

types; that a second and less ancient group of these strata

holds eighteen per cent, of such analogues; a third more
recent group forty-nine per cent ; and the most recent of
all these deposits contains little else than modern species.

When wc recollect that all these strata are of a date pro-

bably anterior to the creation of man and the present races

of quadrupeds, the results of M. Deshayes* investigation

must be considered as highly valuable data towards
forming a just notion of the great antiquity of the strati-

fied rocks, the long periods passed through in their

production, and in the accompanying changes of organic
life, the gradual nature of these changes, and the cor-

respondence of the General System of Nature at all

epochs, even amidst the greatest particular diversity.

M. I>r»-

)i*ven' re*

suits.

Some fossils appear to have been in existence only Geology,

during the deposit of one particular stratum, as for Ch - *•

example, certain products.*, spirifenc, trilobites. in the

mountain limestone
; axinus obscurus, in the magnesian

limestone ; ammonites Bucklandi, gryphsa incurve, in Bii|.

the lias; ammonites callovicensis in the Kelloway rock ;

hamites ofmany kinds in theGuult; unauchytes, spatangi,

belemnitcs mucronatus, in the chalk; rostcllaria macrop-
tera in the London clay ; fusus contrurius in the crag.

These arc said to be chanuteristic fcault of the strata,

and, in general, very great importance is justly attached
to their recognition ; but no Geologist should permit
himself to trust to them exclusively, for they arc not
olirays and invariably present, and he may be often

called upon to fix the date of a rock by the help of
other witnesses. Many fossils are found in more than
one rock, and the number of these will probably lie

much increased by further inquiry. Thus in the South
of England, plagiostoma gigunteum occurs in the
lias and inferior oolite, terchratula intermedia belongs
to the great oolite and cornbrash, pecten lens is found
in the cornbrash, Kelloway, and coralline oolite, astacus

rostralus and spatangus ovalis range through the
Kelloway rock, calcareous grit and coralline oolite

of Yorkshire; and mya literata appears in nearly the

whole range of conchiferous strata from the marlstone to

the coralline oolite inclusive.

These facts entirely overthrow the notion favoured by
some Geologists that each rock contains the relics of &
distinct creation of animals. They prove, on the con-

trary, that the changes were not sudden but gradual

;

and suggest the hope that hereafter, when the laws of
the distribution and transference of the existing marine
races shall be better understood, and the history of the

fossil species more complete, the phenomenon may Vie

satisfactorily explained in accordance with the recognised

laws of Nature, " constant in her ceaseless change.”

It is generally observed that where the senes of strata Gradations

is complete, they arc softened as it were one into ano- of deposits
1

ther by an admixture or alternation of ingredients. Thus, ^
for instance, in Somersetshire, the new red marl and -

lower lias clays are sometimes softened into one
another; and in Yorkshire, the Kelloway rock, Oxford
clay, lower calcareous grit, coralline oolite, upper cal-

careous grit, and Kimnteridge clay are so blended at

their junctions as to render it difficult to draw any hard

line of separation. In such cases it commonly happens

that several fossils of the lower rock are continued into

the next above, and thus the zoological change is as

gradual as the mineralogical one. On the contrary,

when two strata are separated by a hard and decided

line, as, for instance, the coralline oolite and Kimme-
ridge clay near Oxford, we shall generally be justified

in suspecting that the lower stratum is imperfect, in

consequence of the removal of ils upper beds before the

next stratum covered it. In this case the zoological

contrast between the two rocks is as decided as the

mineralogical one, and keeping in view the Linnean
adage, Natura non facil tallus, we should be on the

look out for some intermediate beds in other places.

Such are described near Weymouth, by Sedgwick ; and in

Yorkshire, have been named the upper calcareous grit.

The chalk in England contrasts so entirely with the

tertiary formations above, that we naturally expect to

find in some other Country beds of intermediate charac-

ter to connect them. These are found at Maestricht,

where a sub-cretaceous, granular rock, intermediate in

4 D
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composition between chalk and calcaire grosaier, con-

tains many foesils of the chalk, and several which

strongly resemble those of the tertiary group.

The researches of Sedgwick and Murchison in the

Eastern Alps, have brought to light the remarkable

Ciosau beds, which, by these Geologists, are thought to

he of the same intermediate era.

Probably more complete researches on this point will

make known a greater number of such intermediate

strata, soften the contrasts between contiguous rocks, and

fill up all the blanks in the harmonious system of gra-

dually changing marine deposits, characterised by cor-

responding transformations of marine exuviae.

The remains of Tkiulesteial Animals embosomed
In the Earth are very few, and those of plants bear so

inconsiderable a proportion to the Flora of the present

age of the World, as to give us much less information

concerning the ancient state of the land, than the marine

exuvia- afford of the former condition of the sea.

But as far as they go they confirm in the most satis-

factory'manner the conclusions drawn from the consider-

ation of marine remains, of the succession of systems of

organic nature. The plants which sometimes alternate

with, and which overlie in immense variety and abundance

the mouutain limestone, are a group eminently distin-

guishable from those which belong to the oolitic coal

beds. In the former deposit, tepklodendra, sigillarise.

stigmaria-
; iu the latter, cyeadere and zamiir ; and G solely,

the plants of the strata above the chalk are still of a Ch if.

different type.

It would thus appear that the same systems of calca-

reous rocks which contain the most remarkably different

suites of zoological remains, likewise enclose in the alter-

nating beds of sandstone and shale plauts equally distinct.

As amongst the marine, so amongst the terrestrial

remains, those most decidedly unlike the modern produc-

tions of Nature belong to the most ancient deposits. In
the intermediate portimi of strata the discrepance dimi-

nishes, and in the most recent rocks, the plants strongly

assimilate to the genera and even species which now
cover the surface.

We .'might 'here examine the conditions of the land

and sea as to climate during the several epochs of organic

existence, a subject of the greatest curiosity anil in-

terest, and for which an immense mass of materials is

already collected ; but this investigation requires the

statement of details which cannot be here with propriety

introduced. We must, therefore, postpone the discus-

sion till we come to treat of the strata and their con-

tents in the order of their successive deposition.

We shall then also enter into the history of the fresh-

water formations which locally diversify the great mass
of marine deposits, and contribute to elucidate the cha-

racter of tbe ancient laud and streams.

1

I

CHAPTER II.

DESCRIPTION OF TIIE SERIES OF AQUEOUS DEPOSITS WITH THEIR IMBEDDED ORGANIC REMAINS.

Stria of Aqutout Depot ilt.

Having now stated general principles, useful alike U>

the Geologist who investigates in the field, and to tbe

student who reads in his closet, we proceed to describe

tbe successive systems of aqueous deposits, beginning

with the lowest of all, viz. those which red upon granite

and other crystallized and unstratified rocks. That

there is such a basis of crystallized rocks beneath all the

strata, in all Countries, cutting off and limiting our ob-

servations, and hiding whatever wonders are concealed

below, is now universally admitted. The subjacent posi-

tion of granite is so fully established by observation,

that even when portions of it are clearly seen to be laid

upon stratified rocks, no doubt is entertained of its

having been in every case ejected from its true source

below all the strata. But the same observations,

which so clearly establish this important law, as certainly

overthrow the dogma, once held incontrovertible, that

granite is always the oldest of known rocks. They
prove to a certainty that granite is of all age*, or, more
properly speaking, that iLs production has really no re-

lation of age to the deposition or any particular set of
aqueous strata ; but that it has been produced by
agencies entirely independent of them, and only locally,

and in one sense accidentally, brought into juxta-position

with them. This interesting discovery, from which wc
learn that the production of granite below the stratified

rock* has beeu continued, perhaps without intermission,

during the whole period of the accumulation of the

strata, has greatly changed and improved our concep-

tions of the whole system of Geology, and is probably
destined to clear still more the horizon of this Science.

But we must be careful not to be allured by this new
light too far from those inferences concerning the

age of granite which it so properly qualifies. It does

not follow, because some granite is more recent than
chalk, that therefore all granite is more recent than
gneiss and mica slate. It does not follow, because

when in contact with granite veins gneiss may some-

times assume perhaps more than even its usual granitoid

aspect, that therefore granite is merely fused gneiss,

that gneiss and slate are incipient granite, and that

commou sandstone may in time become gneiss.

But it does follow, as a matter of high probability,

independent of further observation, that because granite

has been formed at several periods during the deposition

of strata, bv agencies excited far beneath and independent

of tliem ; and because, iu some instances fragments, and
universally the disintegrated ingredients ol granite, lie

iu the oldest strata, (hut live production of this rock was
in progress before any of the strata were deposited

;

whether those strata now rest upon that old granite or

have been forced by subsequent convulsions into contact

with newer portions of the same kind of rock.

Whatever theory on the original formation of granite

we choose to adopt, it must be allowed that the igneous
action to which it owes its birth preceded the aqueous,
which accumulated the lowest strata now observable.

This being admitted, two points of inquiry suggest Primary
themselves with respect to the age of the strata which sirst*

have been called primary. First, are those strata really
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O«otn«”f. the altered deposits of one long period of aqueous action

C’h. II. prior to all the secondary and tertiary strata, or have

many repetitions of igneous action primarized, to use

Mr. Conybeare’s remarkable expression, strata of all

ages, secondary and tertiary, which happened to be the

lowest at the points of action ? Secondly, may we be-

lieve, as the title of primary seems to imply, that these

are the oldest of all the strata, the first that were laid by
water upon the consolidated igneous crust of the Globe?
That these questions should be put at all will probably

appear very surprising to those w ho have drawn all their

notions on the subject Aam hooks of some date, without

attending to the rapid progress of geological opinions,

not to be On the first question we may remark, that it must be
knowa only allowed that subterranean heat, operating chiefly by the

X" tmf ejection of melted Plutonic rocks, has transformed to a
* certain degree and limited extent, strata of all ages which
were exposed to this action, and thus made the Has shale

of Savoy, for example, approximate to the character of
clay slate. In such cases, there can be no objection, we
conceive, on the part of any Geologist to apply the

same term to*this change of the rock, which we may
think fit to employ when treating of the analogous change

presumed upon very good grounds to have affected in

more ancient times the strata called primary. We may,
therefore, adopt at once Mr, Lyell's term of mttamor-
phic, and designate by it oil those parts of certain

, aqueous strata which have been transformed in structure

or appearance hy subterranean heat applied since their

deposition. All strata then may become metamor-
phic under given conditions, and may assume, locally,

some of lho*e appcarauccs which belong, perhaps uni-

versally, to the primary strata ; but are we, therefore, to

deny the antiquity of these latter? or to group all such
metamorphic strata together as of indefinite age, and
merely characterised by proximity to igneous rocks ?

Surely nothing could be more in contradiction with the

principle of classification of strata, the relative antiquity

of their deposition. We cannot, therefore, agree to the

term hypogmc of Mr. Lyell as applied both to granite

and the strata usually called primary. When applied

to granite it is synonymous with, and may perhaps be
preferred to Plutonic ;

when applied to stratified rocks
its meaning is better conveyed by the term metamorphic,
which we shall apply to those portions of all strata, with-

out regard to their age, which are in the altered condi-
tion implied.

but by their Th® true conclusion on the subject of the first inquiry

position. then appears to be, that we are not to assume strata to

be of the primary age merely because they appear to

have undergone certain changes, analogous to those
which gneiss or clay slate have sustained

;
but we must

determine their age by the very some methods as we
use in any other case of stratified rocks, of*, by exami-
nation of their position relatively to other strata, their
organic remains, and their original mineral composi-
tion and structure. Examined in this way, there can
be no doubt, we conceive, that the use of the term pri-

mary as applied to the gneiss, mica slate, and clay slate

systems generally, defining them as a certain mass of
strata anterior to the secondary and tertiary rocks, is

perfectly correct, because in all Countries where these
rocks occnr together, the inferiority of their position is
w ell proved ; and they have those general analogies of
original composition, and those relations to organic re-
mains, which would be satisfactory evidence in every
other case. Those who reject the term primary, and

yet retain the use of secondary and tertiary, have con- GreWy.
strncted a scries wanting its first term. €h. If.

The answer to the second inquiry cannot, perhaps.

in the present state of knowledge on the subject, be
* re

f
given with the confidence of assured impartiality. I* theTarUc*£
certainly does not follow that because gnehs, for ex- deposits

ample, is generally allowed to be the lowest of the from water?

stratified groups which we can trace, that there may
not be other strata of a totally different nature below
it, partially or wholly concealed by Plutonic rocks,

still less is it evident that such strata may not have
existed, and been subsequently absorbed into the

general mass of igneous rocks below. Geologists of
eminence appear to think that granite itself is a deriva-

tive igneous, from an earlier stratified rock ; and that

as gneiss is certainty in some respects to be compared
to partially fused sandsone, so it may he supposed that

while, above, the mass of strata was augmented by addi-

tions from water, it was diminished, below, by (he trans-

forming action of heat.

Strange as this notion may appear wc certainly are

not at prerent in possession of facts sufficient to wholly
disprove it. But neither are there any facta to raise it above
the rank of a general speculation grounded on particu-

lar and local alterations of stratified rocks. It cannot,

therefore, he admitted for want of sufficient evidence,

and, perhaps, the following considerations will justify us
in rejecting it. Many of the primary strata undoubtedly

are derived from the disintegration of preexistent gra-

nitic rocks. The character of the organic remains in

these strata is in general so remarkably contrasted with
those which at present exist, that, joined to the diminu-
tion and final extinction of their numbers ns we descend
in the series, and the almost perfect identity of their

characters over immense geographical areas, we seem
really to behold in them the first terms of organization,

the earliest records of the establishment of life upon the

consolidated crust which overspread the fused matter

within the Globe.

However, without plunging further into premature Conctu»owi-

speculalions of this nature, we shall content ourselves admitted,

with the admitted conclusions.
j

1. That there is a sequence of ago to lie traced

through all the stratified rocks, which may, therefore,

be very justly grouped ill any suitable number of suc-

cessive divisions, as primary, secondary, and tertiary,

and that these terms, if convenient, are not improper.

2. That the scries of stratified deposits, whether wo
know their first terms or not, were laid upon a general

basis or floor of Plutonic rocks.

3. That the term primitive, whether applied to ig-

neous or to aqueous deposits, must be abandoned,
as affirming what is not, and perhaps cannot lie

proved.

4. The alteration of strata by general igneous agency,

or by the local contact of melted rocks, being an effect

wholly independent, both as to cause and period, of the

deposition of strata, must be treated in connection with

the other effects of subterraffcan heat.

Governed by these considerations, the succeeding part

of the Treatise will form two clearly marked divisions

:

1st, the description of the products and operations of
water through ull geological periods to the present time

;

and 2d, a similar account of the products and opera-

tions of heat.

Exceptions to this rule will occasionally occur Where
it is necessary to notice the changes produced by igiw-

*1 d 2
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oua agency in the condition of the bed of the sea, and
other circumstances which influenced the character and
extent of the aqueous deposits.

In the following description of strata, we shall retaiu

the general titles of Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary

Strata, and divide them into several systems according

to certain properties, or in agreement with their elective

associations. The reasons which have determined the

mode of arrangement in each case will appear in the

history of the several systems.

Primary Strata.

Systesn of Gneiss and Mica Schist.

These strata, derived probably from decomposed gra-

nitic rocks, with several subordinate and associated

strata, all devoid of organic remains, constitute, accord-

ing to the concurring testimony of geological observers,

the lowest group of the whole series of Neptunian de-

posits. From the effects of heat upon these rocks,

their natural analogy to grauitc is sometimes so much
heightened, as to cause some uncertainty in distinguish-

ing between them. The rocks of this whole series

might without impropriety be termed granitoid strata.

They are usually called primary, sometimes primitive

strata. We use the former term in the same sense

nearly as that in which M. Omalius d'llalloy employs

the title primordial, anil intend that it shall be under-

stood to include the following system.

System of Argillaceous State

.

In this argillaceous series, which includes the whole

mass of the state rocks of Kngland and Wales, lie the

most ancient organic remains yet discovered. The cal-

careous slate* of Caermarthenshire, the black limestones

of Norway, the shelly limestones of Shropshire, Dudley,

and the Eyfel, belong to this division, which is generally

known by the term of transition strata; a title which is

found convenient, but considered by many modern
writers too theoretical to be often employed with pro-

priety. We shall chiefly employ it to designate the lime-

stone* of this period.

Secondary Strata

as they occur in Europe. It is probable that other

modes of arrangement will be found necessary for other

regions.

System of Carboniferous Strata.

Containing a very large series of sandstones, lime-

stones, shales, coal, and ironstone, with abundance of

marine exuviae in the calcareous portions, and a profu-

sion of terrestrial plants in connection with the coal. The
lower part of the system consists principally of red sand-

stone, the middle of limestone, the upper of coal shales

and sandstones. The limestone has been long known
in England by the name of mountain limestone.

System of Saliferous Strata.

We have chosen this titte, because reck salt is exclu-

sively found in these strata in England, and is espe-

cially abundant therein throughout Europe. This re-

markable mineral is, however, found, though not in

Britain, in several other parts of the series of secondary

Rtrato.

Red and white sandstones with red, white, and blue

clays, gypsum and rock salt, constitute the mass of this

system
;
and locally enclose two principal calcareous

rocks, the lower one usually charged with carbonate of
magnesia, the upper one a shelly limestone not known
to occur in England.

Geology.

Ch. II..

System of Oolitic Strata.

Consisting in England of aeveral distinct groups ofcal-
careous rocks, alternating with cloys ami sandstones which
are often calcurcous, the whole remarkably rich in marine
exuviae, with local interpolations of terrestrial plants and
coal deposits, and one estuary formation.
The lowest limrstonc group is usually argillaceous,

the others arc mostly nearly pure carbonate of lime, and
very gvnerully oolitic. On the Continent many of the
minute distinctions of these rocks disappear.

System of Cretaceous Strata.

Chalk with argillaceous marls and layers of nodular
flint, form the most remarkable part of this system, and
it graduates below to green, grey, and ferruginous sands,
with layers of nodular schist, rich in organic remains.

Tertiary Strata. •

These form, properly speaking, only one ^reat and
various system of sands, clays, and coarse limestones,
stored with great numbers of marine exuvie always very
analogous to, and in the most recent group identical

with existing species, locally interstratified with fresh-

water deposits of marls, limestones, and gypsum.
Above all these systems of strata lies a variety of

tumultuary deposits apparently produced by violent

action of moving water during and subsequent to the
elevation of the tertiary strata, and enclosing in abun-
dance the remains of extinct quadrupeds. These are

termed Diluvial Deposits.

Lastly, wc have the products of modern rivers, lakes,

and tides, or generally, the deposits, whether chemical
or mechanical, which have been effected by water acting
as it now acts, and where it has acted, since the last

great revolutions by which the relative level of land
and sea has been changed. These are called Alluvial

Deposits.

Range of the Primary Strata.

At all periods in the history of Geology, persons of study of
enlarged views have passed over the limited areas of rommUina.

particular Islands and Kingdoms and have sought to

connect the results of their local inquiries with those

drawn from similar researches elsewhere. In this point

of view the long chains and insulated groups of moun-
tains become of the highest interest. These lofty peakB

on which the snow rests for ever, whose rocks contain

no vestiges of life, may be imagined to have stood up iu

ancient times above the level of the waters, dividing the

primeval deep into seas very different from those which

now branch off from the Ocean. And though this sup-

position is probably inaccurate, though modern re-

searches render it extremely credible, that in fact the

mountain ranges, far from limiting the ancient sea, and

altering the nature of its deposits, were really raised

out of its depths at periods comparatively recent, this

docs not diminish their geological importance. For if

by means of this uplifting we are made acquainted with

some of the materials which would otherwise have been

concealed from the cvc of Philosophy, these mouutain

ranges must be studied as the basis of the whole system

of Geology.
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They form, so to speak, the skeleton of the Earth, and

are the marking features of its topography ; their insu-

lated groups characterise Kingdoms, their long connected

chains divide the races of mankind, and define the

geographical limits of the distribution of land animals.

To the Geologist they have become still more interest-

ing in consequence of a remurkahle general law of their

physical structure. For in all climates of the Earth,

under every conceivable variation of external circum-

stances, the principal ranges of mountains are every-

where composed of tninilar rocks, and those originally

the lowest, and in part at least the oldest, with which we
are acquainted. By what violence from below they

have been uplifted to their present heights, so as to

hreuk through and rise from beneath the strata which

were superimposed upon them in succession, is a capital

question in Geology.

These rocks are the primary strata of gneiss, mica

schist, slate, and their many associated strata, the depo-

sits of water, resting upon and often pierced by grauile

and other crystallized compounds from fusion. An out-

line of the mountain groups and chains which diversify

the fuce of our Planet, seems, therefore, the best founda-

tion for a systematic view of the strata which rest

aguiust these rocky barriers.

It has long been the fushion to Ufempt to establish

certain geometrical relations among the chains of

mountains, to refer them to particular parallels and pre-

dominant directions, but this labour, unconnected with

Geological researches, seems to have been very fruitless.

Perhaps it would be more correct to say the essence of

the geographical relations amongst mountains is irregu-

larity. For though we speak of long-continued chains

and belts of mountains, it is very certain, in fact, that

to be assembled in groups is the real character of moun-
tain association, und that the chains and belts are

nothing but approximated groups. A Geological Map
is in this respect n most valuable instructor; from it we
see that, instead of the plains being insulated among the

mountains, instead of the upper strata appearing in

small contracted patches like oases in a desert, they

spread wide, and flow round the bases of the mountains,

as the Ocean encircles the islands and continents.

Among the few general remarks on this subject wc
may observe, that the most insulated and many of the

loftiest eminences on the surface of the Earth arc the

volcanic summits ; (he most connected ranges of uni-

formly high ground are formed by the secondary lime-

stones. Finally, that the gcncrul outline of Countries

is much influenced by the direction of their interior

mountains.

The Scandinavian chain, commencing at the North
Cape, runs parallel to the coast of Norway, and gives off

brunches to the East which pass round the Gulf of
Bothnia. The line of the Scandinavian chain may be

imagined to cross the sea to Zetland, and from thenoe

to proceed by the Hebridiun Isles and the North-West-
ern half of Scotland to Ireland, where it is much
broken into separate groups in the North, South-East,

and South-West of the island. The Isle of Man, the

South-Western part of Scotland, the Cumbrian group,

the broken mountains of Wales, and those of Devon and

Cornwall, arc so many separate protuberances of the

exterior rocks of the Earth, which, with Bretagne and
the North of Spain, compose the interrupted Western
border of Europe.
The Pyrenees, ranging to the East, may be considered

as carrying on the primary range toward the Alps, Geutyry.

which hold so long a course from the shores of the Me- Ch. II.

dilcrrancan in a winding direction to the Danube, and
seem to prolong themselves in the inferior ridges of the

Carpathians toward the Black Sea and the Caucasus.
If, now, we consider Caucasus as continuing the Alpine
line round the Caspian Sea to the lofty Puropatnisan and
Gaur mountains, and from thence turn Northward
along the summit of drainage including the Sea of
Azof, we come to the Uralian chain, which leads us to

Nova Zembla, and thus we find uearly all Europe,
and a considerable tract in Asia, enclosed within this

irregular circle of primary mountain groups; and it may
often hereafter be convenient to speak of this space as

the European Busin. It is within this region that the

greatest variety of stratification has been observed.

Within this area are the primary elevations of the

centre of France, the Ardennes, the Vosges, the Black
Forest, the Thuringerwald, the Hartz, and the Bohe-
mian Circte ; South of it are (lie Sierras of the Spanish
peninsula, Corsica, Sardinia, the Apennines, the Dal-
matian ridges, and the mountains of Greece and Mount
Hicmus.
The mountains of Africa are long, unconnected ranges.

Atlas borders the Northern shore, a range parallel to

the Equator determines the course of the Niger, and,

perhaps, the prolongation of it defines the drainage of

the Nile. The high land about the Cape runs in various

directions.

Another basin of about equal exteut, but more per- A*i.tic

fectly defined in its boundaries, and more uniform in its

interior composition, is that great Siberian tract which
lies to the East of the Uralian, and to the North of the

Altaian, Yablonoy. Stanovoy, anil Ksnnschatdale moun •

tains. The vast Empire ofChina and Tartary lyiug to

the South of the Siberian basin, and to the North ol the

Indian Empires, may be considered as a third great but

divided basin between the Himala and Altaian heights.

The peninsular Indian regions, with their islands

stretching toward New Holland, Persia, Arabia, derive

their features from considerable primary mountains di-

rected more parallel to the circles of longitude
;

the

Southern part of Africa is similarly defined by the long

ridges of mountains which run from Cape Guardafui in

the East, and above the sources of the Congo on the West,

to converge about the Cape of Good Hope
;
while the

greatest breadth of this peninsulated continent, from Cape
Verde to Cape Guardafui, is coincident with the high

mountains of Kang, Donga, und Southern Abyssinia,

and the North-Western projection is caused by the ele-

vated Atlas.

The interrupted system of pritnury mountains which Principal

extends from the Pyrenees to Behring’s Straits may be ©«
.

supposed to continue in the long aud magnificent Cor- rcoun,*m*
dillcra parallel to the whole Western coast' of America,

w hile the North-Eastern shore is parallel to the Alleghany

and its Northern connections, and between these and
the Western Cordillera, the vast basin of the Mississippi

pours its waters into the Gulf of Mexico. The Eastern

projections of the coast of South America, which is in a

certain degree correspondent to that of Africa, aie owing
to lateral extensions from the great Western Cordillera.

Though the above enumeration and classification of

mountains he extremely imperfect and subject to many
objections, it answers the purpose intended, which was

to show that the leading features of our continents, their

geographical extent and connections, are dependent on
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<;eology. the lines of mountainous land, and as these are consti-
Ch II. tuted of the lowest and oldest stratified resting on gra-

'^***m0'
nitic rocks, ft generally happens, as Mitchell foresaw,

that in every Country the secondary strata are arranged
with reference to the lines of mountains.

FLiede An entirely new kind of interest has lately been given
Be«unonta

to subject in consequence of the researches of an
eminent foreign Geologist. Elie dc Beaumont, from
Considerations of some observed accordances between

the direction of mountain chums and the geological

era of their uplifting, has advanced the hypothesis that

these two circumstances are always mutually dependent;

and, in consequence, supposes that nil ranges of nioun-

tains which were uplifted at the same period are parallel

to one and the same great circle on the sphere. This is

not the place to examine this curious question as fully as

it deserves, and we shall, therefore, only mention some
of the cases iit which this ingenious Geologist supposes

that the truth of his doctrine may be recognised.

If a great circle be conceived to pass round the Earth
through Natchez and the mouth of the Persian Gulf,

and the directions of mountain chains be compared with

it, it will appear that the Pyrenees, part of the Apen-
nines, the Dalmatian and Croatian ranges, and part of

the Carpathians, are parallel to it. Now in accordance

with some researches of Geologists, M. dc Beaumont
supposes that all these mountain chains were thrown up
at the same geological epoch. Nearly parallel to the’

same circle are the Alleghanies of North America, the

Gants of India,and the Paropamisan heights; but further

information must be acquired before we can be asked
to admit that these mountains may have been thrown up
at the same epoch.

Another circle may be traced on the sphere parallel to

the Alps, from the Valais to Styria, and to this system wc
may refer (be Atlas, the Caucasus, the Balkan, the

Himala. Ac. ; and. according to the hypothesis of M.
de Beaumont, these must have been all raised also late

a period ns since the deposit of the tertiary strata.

This subject will again attract our attention.

Gneiss and Mica Schist System.

Pruteipal This consists principally of the two following rocks ;

roĉ “* Gneiu, a rock composed of the same mineral ingre-

mieaJSst dients as granite, but laminated and stratified;

system Mica schist, composed generally of quartz and mica,

in alternate layers.

With these arc associated, and often intermixed,

Quartz rock, generally appearing like a semi-crystal-

line or imperfectly granular mass of quartz, variously

modified by small interspersed quantities of mica, fel-

spar, &c., sometimes more compact, and resembling the

quartz of veins, in other examples mixed w ith clay slate.

Crystallized limestone mostly granular.

Serpentine, a magnesian rock generally distinguishable

by its softness, smoothness, and bright mottled colours.

Steatite, a still softer and smoother rock than serpen-

tine, generally of whiter colour.

Polttone, a soft, often grey or greenish magnesian rock.

Hornblende schist, a laminated rock of hornblende,
variously mollified by felspar, mica, and chlorite, gene-
ral I v in alternate lamina?.

Chlorite schist, a rock almost precisely similar to

mica schist, with the exception of the difference between
chlorite and mica. It is subject to the same contortions

ns mica schist, and passes like it by insensible grudatiu ns
to gneiss and clay slate.

Talc schist, mentioned by M'Culloch, is another of Geolmre.

the fissile rocks which differ from mica schist only by ctL

the substitution of one mineral for another. It is rare.

With respect to the order in which they succeed one
another, nothing very definite can be advanced. The
greater number of ol»servalions concur in assigning to
gneiss the lowest place in the system, a conclusion sup-
ported by its evident analogy to granite, and in the
same general way we may, perhaps, place quartz rock
and chlorite schist in the upper part of this system, and
next to the clay slate, with which. Indeed, they are often
associated. Limestone and serpentine arc so irregular

and peculiar in their occurrence, that though, perhaps,
their era is more definite than that of any other of these
rocks, they can scarcely be employed to mark a geo-
logical date. In some district or other nearly all these

ancient rocks alternate with one another so variously

and unequally, that what would be called the oldest rock

in one region may be the youngest in another, and,

therefore, it is no wonder if the attempts which have
been made to divide the gneiss and mica schist system
into several distinct formations, have wholly failed. It

is not till zoological evidence is brought to bear on the

subject that wc are able to demonstrate completely the

relative age of strata, by distinguishing different deposits

and different ages of the same kind of rock.

That the materials of the mechanically aggregated <5nd«*.

gneiss rocks, of the whole series of strata, in fact, except origin,

the calcareous rocks, are derived from the disintegration

ofmore ancient granite and other crystallized compounds,
is an opinion which is strongly impressed upon every
Geologist while examining the composition of gneiss.

The ingredients of gneiss and granite are the same,

quartz, felspar, and mica ; they are mixed with the like

accidents and permutations, and occasional admixture

of other minerals, and are subject in both to the same
extreme variation of size. But these rocks differ in the

most essential point of view under which they can be

compared, tis. the mode of arrangement among their

Constituent masses. The ingredients of granite are

so connected together by contemporaneous, or nearly

contemporaneous crystallization, that one substance

penetrates and is united into another, and we are com-

pelled to conclude that they were accumulated together

not in distinct pieces ready formed, but that they ac-

tually never had a separate existence as solids until

their different properties were developed by crystalliza-

tion from a fused mass.

On the contrary, gneiss well characterised shows evi-

dently, by some degree of wearing of the edges and
angles of the quartz and felspar, and much more de-

cidedly by the laminar arrangement of the mica, and
consequent minute stratification of the rock, that ita

materials ready made and crystallized, were brought to-

gether and arranged by some mechanical agent, princi-

pally influenced by gravitation, in fact by water. Could

any doubt remain on this subject after a sufficient ex-

amination of gneiss strata, in nil their gradations from

a rock resembling granite to a fine grained fissile mass,

hardly distinguishable from clay slate, it would be at

once removed by comparing them with a suite of sand-

stones, many of which, like gneiss, are composed ol gra-

nitic debris and strongly allied to it in structure, but

most evidently aggregated by water.

In a great majority of instances, gneiss rocks imme-

diately follow granite ; being then couqK>sc-d of the ma-

terials of that rock which bad suffered the least degree
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OooWy. of Wtt9,e anfl H » no womler that on several

CU, if.' occarion* it shoukl strongly resemble its pureut. And if

y_^v
— > we allow, what may probably be true, that the heul of tho

granitic nucleus was then sufficient in some places mate-

rially to afleet the consolidation of the strata on the bed

of tfkc sea, we shatl perceive another cause why the most

ancient mechanical strata approach in character to the

Flntonic rock*.

Though the disintegrated materiel

t

of granite com-

pose almost universally the substance of gneiss, frag-

ment* of granite ore most rarely discovered in it. This

circumstance, combined with its numerous laniiiua and

crystalline aspect, seems to indicate that the aggregation

of gneiss happened without any great degree of tur-

bulence or lateral motion in the water. It may, perhaps,

lead us to suppose that in those early periods the

fluctuating temperature of the bed of the sea contributed

sometime* to accelerate the aqueous decomposition of

the granite, and afterwards at intervals to harden its stra-

tified material* into gneiss.

Stntifica- Gneiss beds are of extremely various thickness, and
noii.uf the lamina* of which they consist are subject to such
gnciM.

extraordinary curvatures, that it is often very difficult to

trace them.

Where other rocks alternate with gneiss, os hornblende

•late or mica slate, the stratification is rendered very

evident, but otherwise the beds are less regular, and are

often discontinuous, as in micaceous sandstones and in

argillaceous slates.

The contortions of the lamin® of gneiss are observed

to be most numerous and surprising, where, as fre-

quently happens, veins of granite, quartz, or felspar

divide this rock. These veins cross the laminn at

various angles, and generally cause some peculiar twists

along their sides ; they not unfrequently insinuate them-
selves between the laminc, mid in this cue, when thick

and exteusive, may be mistaken for alternating strata.

It is probable that many cases of supposed alternation

between gneiss and granite may be. thus explained, and
that in other cases the rock called granite may be really

a coarsely granular gneiss, whose particles have been
very little moved by water, or unusually affected by sub-

sequent application of heat.

Minerals, Gneiss being one of the most extensive stratified

rocks is a rich repository of minerals, both in the New
and the Old World. Garnets frequently, zircon, beryl,

disthene, epidote, tourmaline, rutile, oxide of tin, oxide of
iron.sulphuret ofmolybdeno, more rarely, are disseminated

in its lamina-. The veins of quartz, calcareous spur,

carbonate of iron, and sulphate of barytes, which divide

it, contain the sulphurets of lead, copper, and zinc, native

silver, tin, &c. {Brazil, Humboldt,) and many other
minerals occur in the calcareous strata which alternate

with or are enveloped by the strata of gneiss.

Rocks as- Gneiss alternates witli granite in the Reisengcbirge
societal nnd in Quito, and in some cases graduates into the cha-
«»t gnww. racter 0f granite, as on the Southern declivity of the

Titlis and Jungfrau ; (Humboldt ;) more frequently it

exchanges beds with mica schist, hornblende schist, and
granular limestone and clay slate. These rocks are
sometimes in such small quantity as merely to mark
line* of division in the mass of gneiss, but at other
times they swell out to great thickness. The limestone
beds in particular are remarkably local and irregular in
their occurrence, and instead of extending, like the more
recent calcareous strata, through large tracts of country,
appear in the form of large lenticular masses, enveloped

on every aide by the predominant rocks of gneiss. The Geeloey.

term tubordinale, on a great scale, is not improperly ^h. II.

applied to these lenticular rock*, though in local Geology, » '
'

their occasional great extent and comparative regularity

may entitle them to be classed under an independent
title. Thus Charpentier arranges the granulur lime-

stone of the Pyrenees.

By the substitution of hornblende for mica, gneiss
gradually changes to hornblcude schist; the loss of its

felspar approximates it to mica schist, the diminution
of its mica produces the resemblance of quartz rock.

A finely granular state, with more evidence than usually
appears of watery friction among the particles, almost
transforms gneiss to sandstone ; a more minute admixture
of its ingredients, with a predominance or chlorite,

gives it the aspect of argillaceous slate. In all these

cases great caution is required, and its geological rela-

tions should always be consulted before deciding on the

name of this Protean rock. These gradations happen
most frequently at the junctions and alternations of the

several rocks.

Mica schist, like gneiss, appears to have derived its in- Mira whist,

gradients from the destruction of granitic rocks ; but it

generally contains but little felspar. May we conjecture

that this mineral, w hich Is easily acted on by ordinary

•gents, was itself decomposed during the disintegration

of the granite, and nro«tly dissolved, leaving the quartz

and the mica to be arranged by the water in the alter-

nate layers which render Ibis rock so remarkable?
The lamination of this rock is subject to much un-

evenness, in consequence of tike irregular size and
arrangement of the pieces of quartz, aud the undula-
tions thus occasioned on the micaceous surfaces, arc often

further modified by interspersed garnets. Besides this

minute inequality, the lamina! of mica slate are liable

to the same contortions and curvatures a* those of
gneiss ; the same difficulty often occurs in tracing its

beds, similar aud very numerous veins of quartz tra-

verse and mingle with its layers, and when in contact

with granite it ts locally penetrated by similar granite

veins.

Various mineral* are similarly disseminated through Mineral*,

it, ns garnet, emerald, beryl, disthene, tourmaline, felspar,

epidote, hornblende, oolumbium, molybdena, rutile, oxide

of tin, wolfram, oxide of iron, grey cobalt, native gold.

Its metallic veins are of the same nature as those in

gneiss ; it alternates in the same way with quartz rock

end the other slates, and encloses similar deposits of
limestones. It seems, therefore, almost superfluous to

say, that the line of rigid distinction between the mica
schist and gneiss can only be drawn in the closet. Yet,

in fapt, on a great Kale the two rocks retain their typical

characters over large tracts of country, and must be

considered apart.

Quartz rock, in the greater number of instances, seems Quarts

a more recent deposit than mica schist and gneiss, rock,

though indeed, hy an easy change of its composition, it

becomes nearly identical with them. This circumstance,

combined with the internal evidence of texture, seems
to decide the question of the origio of quartz rock, aud
to prove that, however altered by subsequent igneous
action, it is originally a Neptunian and mechanical de-

posit. The degree of compactness which it exhibits

varies through a large range, in some cases approaching

the loose granular character of sandstone, in other*

the density of the quartz of veins. In this latter case it

seems that the mass is composed of fragments so firmly
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Geology. unitea as to suggest the idea of their having been fused
Ch. II. together since their deposition from water. Perhaps,

also, in some cases, what has been considered as quartz

rock may be really an expanded or overlying vein.

Mineral*. In South America this rock is the repository of many
rich ores and metals. Native gold is found in Brazil

in a stratified rock of quartz, and micaceous iron ore,

which is suspected by M. Eschwegc to be the original

repository of diamonds, and appears to Ik* intimately ref-

lated to quartz rock. The flexible quartz of the same
country is a granular rock with drusy cavities containing

topaz and amethyst. (Bronguiart.)

Crystallise Crystalline limestone is in general observed tobestra*
limestone,

jjfod, frequently to alternate w ith gneiss and mica schist,
Its origin.

UIMj ^ (fogyefore a Neptunian deposit. Its frequent high

state of granular or saccharoid crystallization may per-

haps be due to changes operated since its deposition, and
partly occasioned by the action of subterranean heat,

of course more sensible in the lower than in the upper

calcareous deposits.

It is difficult to imagine that such a rock could be

formed by crystallization from water, often in lamina
exceedingly thin and regular, and alternating with evi-

dently mechanical deposits. That the calcareous matter

of many rocks, at first precipitated in sediment, has

been since arranged in crystalline and concretionary

masses, is certain. Thus the oolitic structure, thus the

crystalline cement of the Lincolnshire oolites, has been

occasioned. These effect?, it is now known from artifi-

cial (rials and from observations in Nature, are more de-

cisive when heat and pressure operate upon the par-

ticles. By this combination, the earthy sediment of
chalk is condensed into crystalline limestone.

The deposits of crystalline limestone, whether dis-

tinctly stratified or not, are in general detached and
limited, and so entirely enveloped in the strata of gneisa

and mica alale, as to compose but a subordinate member
of those extended formations. This fact appears to in-

dicate that in the earliest periods of Neptunian opera-

tions, the precipitation of calcareous matter was occa-

sioned by agencies of a more local and limited nature

than those which produced the broad strata of lias,

oolite, and chalk.

May wo imagine that the accumulation of these nu-
cular or lenticular masses was determined by local

developements of subterranean heat, which directly, by
change of temperature, or by intermediate chemical
agencies, might render the calctircous matter insoluble ?

However we may seek to explain it, the fact is un-
doubted, that during the aggregation of the gneiss and
mica slate systems, a large quantity of calcareous sedi-

ment was deposited, not in one uniformly extended
stratum, but at scattered points, and in unequal quantity.

And this irregularity of deposition continues to be ob-
served_ in an inferior degree in the limestones of the

day slate system, which arc often lenticular, but above
this point, when the influence of the internal heat must
be supposed less intense and more equally diffused, the

calcareous strata become at once more abundant, more
regular, and more uniformly extensive.

Minerals. Though primary limestone Ire, in fact, a simple rock,

its aspect admits of many variations from the unequal

admixture of other mineral substances- Of these (he

most frequent are mica, talc, and steatite, the latter of
which often communicates a green or mottled colour to

the whole rock. Crystals of nugite, (Tiree,) garnets,

and felspar, (Col. dc Bouhomme,) occur in it in some

places, and tremolite and argillaceous dale lie upon its

lamina-. It sometimes assumes a brecciated character as Ch. If.

if composer) of limestone fragments, and more rarely
contains fragments of rocks of the gneiss and mica
slate system.

It is the fruitful source of statuary and architectural
marble, contains a great variety of minerals, and is

locally traversed by veins of quartz, felspar, and granite,
and by veins of cobalt, galena, iron.

The limestone associated with gneiss and mica slate Cantata no
is usuully, perhaps always, destitute of organic remains; orK»«'«
while purl of that associated with clay slate almost in-

K,MiM

variably contains shells, trilobiles, or corals. The gneiss
and mica sjstem may therefore be considered as hypo-
zoic, or beneath the strata which contain reliquiae of
life; while the clay slate system is clearly epizoic, or
within the zoological era. But this distinction, when
applied to such vast thicknesses of rock devoid of these
remains, and variously alternating, is rather doctrinal
than practical, and being founded solely on a comparison
of the calcareous strata, we shall so restrict any use
which we may find it convenient to make of these terms.
They are besides theoretical terms ; for if we suppose the
crystalline limestones devoid of organic remains, to have
derived their peculiar texture from changes subsequent
to their deposition, under the influence of subterraneous
heat, it is possible that the absence of organic remains
may be often a consequence of this change. This is

possible ; at the same lime it must lie owned, that cir-

cumstances hereafter to be mentioned concerning the
limestones of the slate system above, appear strongly
confirmatory of the hypothesis which these terms in-

volve.

What observations remain to be made on the other
rocks associated with gneiss and mica slate will be found
In the following section.

Districts of the Gneiss and Mica Schist System.

The extent of Countries occupied by gneiss and mica
schist with their associated rocks is enormous; and there

are few districts of sufficient area where gm title appears,

without being followed by these deposits. But trie

order of their succession, and their relative thickness,

are very uncertain. In some districts gneiss, in others

mica slate, in others quartz rock, make up the whole

visible system, and arc immediately succeeded by clay

slates. There are even cases where the whole system

is wanting, and large areas of granite are immediately

invested by clay slates and limestones containing organic

remains. In England, for example, gneiss and mica In Kng

schist, and primary limestone, and quart* rocks arc *“®» * c*

almost unknown; but in Ireland, and especially in Scot-

land, they are abundant, and include among them
many gTadutions, chlorite slate, talc slate, hornblende

slate, &c.

In Cornwall and Wales the granitic rocks are almost

universally succeeded by modifications of clay slate ; and

though in Cumberland the granite of the river Caldew is

indeed covered by rocks, having the character of gneiss,

mica schist, and dark hornblende slate, (pjroviucially

called whintin.) their area is inconsiderable, and the

latter rock soon changes to clay slate. At a place called

Martindak*. at the Eastern foot of Caldbcck Fells, is a

fine-grained variety of gneiss in very thin, straight la-

mina'.

Granite veius are rarely known to divide any of the
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GpoIorv. rocks of this region. Quartz rock occurs in the Lickey
Ch. fl- Hill near Bromsgrove, and gneiss and quartz rock were

v—
' found by Mr. Horner bordering the granite of the Mal-

vern Hills.

The general order of succession among the primary

strata in Scotland may be represented in a diagram as

in pi. i. fig. 12, but it must be remembered that all the

terms of the series are seldom coexistent in the same
vicinity.

Gnrm in Gneiss is abundant in Scotland, particularly in the

Scotland. Northern and Western parts, and being exceedingly

variable in composition, is very often undistinguishable

from mica schist, under which head apparently M. Boud
has preferred to class many of its varieties.

Gneiss constitutes jlmost the whole mass of Iona,

Tiree, Coll, Rons, and the Hebrides, and enters largely

into the composition of the Zetland Isles, which are

in some measure to be viewed as a prolongation of

the Hebridian group, as the Orkneys appear to be

an extension of the Eastern rocks of Caithness.

Housa, Burra, Whalsay, Out Skerries, and Yell, and

the Western parts of Fetltr and Unst, and part of

the Mainland of Zetland, are gneiss. The remainder

of the Mainland is principally mica slate, and the two
rbeks are partially separated from each other by an in-

terrupted deposit of limestone. The gneiss is often

porphyritic, as in (Jmi ; at Haprasatlervoe (Hibbcrt,

Kdin. Phil. Jour. vol. ii.) it appears to contain masses

of granite as well as to be traversed by veins of sienite

and talcose granite. Kaolin is derived from it in the

Mfci ntand and in Fetlar. Gneiss exists likewise in the

Orkneys around the granite of Stromness. (Boue.)

In the Hebrides this rock changes often from the

typical mixture of quartz, felspar, and mica, by the

substitution of talcose minerals and hornblende formica,

by the omission of the quartz, and by the inlerlamina-

tion of argillaceous schist. Some varieties are ex-

tremely slaty, and suffer rapid decomposition ; others

approach nearer to granite, and present rude and naked
surfaces and precipitous faces, with few brooks and little

alluvium. The direction of the strata in the Hebrides

is North-East and South-West, but the declination is

obscured by frequent contortions, which in Macculloch's

opinion are most frequent in the vicinity cf the granitic

veins which divide all the gneiss rocks, except those

which are associated with clay slate ; and the drawing
which he presents of the contorted lamins of gneiss and
hornblende slate, in connection with ramifying granite

veins, near Cape Wrath, seems to justify his views. The
lamime of gneiss are often peculiarly bent, or apparently
dislocated along the line of the veins; and sometimes
masses of this rock ure curiously enveloped in their

substance.

The veins are not often filled with granite of the or-

dinary kind, but with a compound rock, in which felspar

highly predominates, so as to form in several places

(Harris, South Uisl, Rona, and Coll) a real graphic

granite, which in Coll contains gurnets. Veins of
quartz, occasionally metalliferous, likewise traverse the

gneiss of Coll and Tiree. Garnet, rose quartz, zircon,

hornblende, epidote, fluor spar, iron pyrites, and sul-

phuret of molybdena, occur in the gneiss.

Mica schist is not abundant in the Hebrides, but in

Rona, Coll, and Tiree, it alternates universally with
the gneiss.

Gneiss occurs in many places, as round the granitic

mountains of Bnemar and Luchin y gair, at Kincardine
VOL. VI.

in Ross-shire, and othei points in the extreme North of Geology^

Scotland ; but the most abundant and interesting dc- Ch. fl.

posit adjoins to the granite of strontian.

It forms the beautiful and picturesque region around
Loch Sunart, which strongly resembles the Trosachs
of Loch Kulritic, being equnlly rich in wood, and re-

markable for intricate confusion of rugged surface.

The curvatures to which its lamins are here subject

are very numerous and extraordinary, veins of quartz,

felspar, and grauite are extremely common, garnets

abound in it at certain points, and the metalliferous

veins with carbonate of strontium harmotome and
remarkable calcareous spar are highly interesting. On
the Eastern side it is bounded by porphyritic masses,

but in other directions appears to be overlaid by mica
schist, to which its composition approximates.

But the principal part of the Highlands is occupied schbt

by the mica schist formation, whose strata, ranging with
“* Scotl*,,d.

more or less regularity North-East ami South-West, not-

withstanding the interruption to their continuity by the

unstralifted rocks of the Bramar mountains, and the

groups of Ben Cruachan and Beil Nevis.

The South-Eastern limit of this vast deposit is the

line of the foot of the Grampians from the Forth of

Clyde to Stonehaven. Deposits of red sandstone, lias

ami a carboniferous part of the oolites border the East-

ern coast from the River Spey to Duncansby head, and
extend through the Orkneys j rocks of igneous origin,

associated with the preceding, mostly occupy St. Hilda,

Skye, Rum, Eigg. Mull, parts of Ardnamurchan and
Morvern. Within these limits, and with the exception

of irregular masses of igneous rocks and of gneiss, the

whole of the vast space belongs to the mica slate system,

with its included quartz rocks, limestones, serpentines,

potsiones, its associated hornblende and talcose slates,

and its overlying clay slates.

The mountains of this system of rocks are formed
into little groups separated by deep valleys and long
lakes, and their bases being usuully and thickly covered
with birch, underwood, and sometimes with forests of

oak, while their summits rise often more than 3000
feet above the lukes, the beauty of the scenery is admi-
rable. Scenes, indeed, of an alpine character are very

rare in Scotland, and, perhaps, nowhere occur except

in the Cuchullin mountains of Skye and the granite

peaks of Arran ; but very grand and imposing effects are

produced by the combination of narrow woody defiles,

precipitous slopes, and rocky crested summits. The
general outline of the mountains is pyramidal, but this

form, elegant at a distance, is broken on a near survey

by fantastic projections, and bare clillh, and by nume-
rous channels, which after storms are changed into a
multitude of waterfalls. The valleys destitute of takes

are usually wild and barren, and covered with scattered

rocks.

Several of the most remarkable valleys in the High-
lands tullow the ranges of the strata, as for example, the

extraordinary valley of lakes which are united by the

Caledonian Canal whose highest summit is but 90 fret

above the sea, the valley of the Spey, Glen Tdt, Loch
Tay, Loch Long, Loch Fyne, Loch Awe. M. Boud
observes, that the longitudinal valleys are remarkably
narrow as if mere slits in the country, w hile the nume-
rous transverse valleys are in general more widely-

expanded.

One of the most interesting valleys in Scotland is

Glen Roy, rendered classical by Macculloch’s description

4 z
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CfcuiMnr. in the Geological Transaction*. Two narrow, parallel,

Ch. if. contiguous terraces, perfectly level and continuous along

the whole length of the glen, mark the higlicr part of its

bordering slopes with a singular and most surprising

character, the effect of ancient local operations of level

wuter ; most probably an included lake, whose lofty barrier

at first subsided a little, and then gave way altogether.

It has been with less probability conjectured thul these

lines are the traces of the ancient margin of the sea. left

uninjured during a subsequent elevation of the whole
country to the extent, perhaps, of 1000 feet. By the

natives of these wild regions they have been traditionally

supposed to be the works of man in the fabulous

Ages.

As might be expected, the forms of the mountains,

and especially the shape of their summits, is considerably

characteristic of the kind of rock which constitutes them.

Compare, for instance, the irregular head and broken

slopes of the Cobler and other mountains of mica slate,

with the smoother sides and less nngulated chloride top

of Ben Lomond, and the conical summits of quartz on

Bennn, Schehalliun. and the Paps of Jura.

Neither are the features of the valleys and waterfalls

independent of the natuie of the nicks which they tra-

verse. The unequal hardness of mica slate, in particu-

lar, is often evident in the rapid streams, by singular

hollows and pits in their course, and deep cavities under

the cascades. A waterfall near Loch Earn Head exhi-

bits this feature very remarkably.

The most important point of view under which mica
slate can be considered mincralogically, is the well-

known variation and entire change of character to

which it is subjected by alteration in the proportions and
permutation in the nature of its ingredients. It cannot

be thought surprising that a rock, constituted probably

of the debris of many granitic aggregates, should be

extremely various in its composition. M. Bouc is of

opinion, that we may observe on a great scale these

variations to be dependent on the genera) principle, that

in proportion to its antiquity or proximity to granite,

mica schist becomes more felspathic and more quartzose,

in fact, more like gneiss
; and on the contrary, that in

proportion as it recedes from the fundamental rocks, it

becomes more talcose, more chloritic, more argillaceous,

in fact, more like day slate.

Examples of gneiss-like mica slate are found in Glen
Tilt, Dalnacardoch, and many other poiuts of the Blair

Athol Country, near Tyndrum, and sparingly around the

granite mountains of Arran.

In some specimens (Glen Roy) it appears composed
of little else than mica folded and twisted round garnet

crystals, in other cases (Ben Nevis) the garnets form

almost distinct layers. In some cases (Glen Roy) the

white mica aud quartz form very smooth and attenuated

lamiiue, in others (Trosachs, Loch Earn) the quartz is

in thick irregular plates, which mark one of the grada-

tions to quartz rock.

Quartz Quartz rocks and quartzose mica slates are seen, in

r-jck iu the North of Scotland, in Moidart, along Loch Shiel
Scotland. Loch Eil, and the Eastern side of Loch Linnhe.

Above the granite of Glen Till, quartz rocks abound in

Ben y gloC, aud several mountains round the granite of

Bnemar, and may be well studied in the valley of the

Bruar near Blair. They reappear in Mount Alexander

and on the sides of Loch Rannoch, constitute the py-

ramidal summit of Schehailion, and on the borders of

the granitic desert of Rannoch Heath are traversed by

granitic and porphyritic veins. Further West the

Lland of Jura is distinguished by the obtusely conical

quartzose mountains called the Paps of Jura, and the

same rocks extend into Ida. Dr. Hibbert has described

the quartz rocks in Zetland.

Talcose and chloritic slates, holding an intermediate

inineralogical character between clay slates and mica
schists, also for the most part occupy the intermediate

geological position. They may be well studied on the

banks of Loch Lomond and Loch Fyne. and several

points on the South slope of the Grampian*, where they

are often rich in quartz, and remarkable for minute un-

dulations and greater contortions. Chlorite slate is also

found in the Long Island, and in Fetlur and Unst.

The mica schist of the Highlands very generally con-

tains garnets, which are of various size and occur
under different circumstances. It seems difficult to

explain the very common association of garnets with

mica schist and gneiss, except by admitting that this

mineral is one of the effects of heat applied to those

rocks since their deposition.

Hornblende rocks, especially hornblende slate, occur
in various combinations with mica slate. Hornblende
is seen plentifully in Glen Tilt, and is much traversed

by granite veins, on both sides of the Pass of Killicnm-

kie, South of Schehailion, North of Ben More, in the

upper part of Loch Lomond, and under Ben Cruachan.
Serpentine, a rock whose geological relations are very

imperfectly understood, occurs in Scotland at many
places ; accompanied generally with talc or steatite, and
diallage rock. It is said by Boue to be most frequetAIy

placed among the upper beds of talcose slate, though
occurrences of serpentine, in small quantities, accom-
pany the limestones of Iona, Glen/ftlt, Harris, and
Tiree. (Macculloch.) On the South side of the Gram-
pians it occurs only at Cortachie on the North Esk,
but through the North of Scotland its localities are more
scattered. (Near Dnmnadrochit, near Inverness.) The
serpentine of Portsoy, said to l>e employed in some
of the apartments at Versailles, forms “ three vertical

beds,” one of them enclosed between hornblende rocks,

another between hornblende rocks and primary lime-

stone, and the third between quartzose talc slate and
mica slate, which is covered by beds of limestone, horn-

blende slate, and talc slate, aud the junction of all

these rocks is softened by a mutual exchange of ingre-

dients. In Scalpa, an irregular, highly inclined bed, one
hundred yards thick, of serpentine traverses the gneiss pro-

montory of the lighthouse, and exhibits at its boundaries

against the gneiss abundance of hornblende crystals,

layers of talc slate, and a sublaminated structure. It

contains steatite, asbestus, &c. The granite veins here

observer! traverse both the gneiss and its included ser-

pentine, and in the latter rock talc is superadded to iliu

ingredients of the vein.

Serpentine exists also in Lewis, and occurs in Zet-

land in considerable abundance and beauty, both in (he

Mainland, in Fetlar, and ut Brassa Sound in 1/nftt,

where it contains chromate of iron in sufficient abun-
dance to be of considerable value in commerce.

PoLstone is found in Glen Elg opposite to Skye, and
in the serpentine of Scalpa. But the most remarkable rock

of (his kind is found at St. Catharine’s near Inverarv,

on the opposite side of Loch Fyne. It is imperfectly

slaty, and has been employed in the erection of the man-
sion of the Duke of A rgyle. Boue also adds os locali-

ties, the districts of St rathearn and Breadalbane.

Gfolof”.
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Geoio-^y. Primary limestone. One of the most important of

Ch. II. the subordinate or interrupted rocks which diversify the

vast surfaces of gneiss and mica slate in Scotland re-

Primary mains to be noticed. So much has been before said on

inf^ntlin 1
comP°8 * l 'on rock, that we shall here dwell

chiefly on the question of the relative ages of the differ-

cut deposits. In the absence of organic remains, we can

only examine the associated rocks, and the texture of the

limestone itself. The white marbles of Iona are fouud

in a system of rocks by some referred to mica slate, but

considered by Macculloch to tie gneiss. The variously

coloured marble of Tirec with its imbedded aiigile ami

hornblende lies in a system of alternating gneiss and

mica slate. That of Glen Tilt, characterised by its accom-

panying tremoliles, lies in a quurizose mica slate, asso-

ciated with hornblende slate. Notwithstanding the

want of agreement in character between the limestones,

and the more important differences between the rocks

which enclose them, some Geologists think these lime-

stones are of the same age.

Bout?, following up the notices of Macculloch, traces

the line of the Glen Tilt limestones to the Ea*t and to

the West. In the Western direction they proceed from

Gow’s bridge, crossing the bills at Lude, tending to-

ward the South, passes through the Glen of Fincastle

and across the valley of the Tumel. It is conjectured

that limestones of the same range continue by Mount
Alexander, and the base of Schehalbon. from whence it

proceeds through Glen Lyon to the sale of Loch Tuy, at

the foot of Ben Lawers. reappears in Crien Larich, at

the entry of Strath Fillan to the West of East Tarbet,
in Knapdale, and the head of the valley of CroE.

Eastward from Glen Tilt, this limestone is traced in

the course of the North Esk, and in the valley of the

Dee near Bra>mar, &c.

So extensive a range of limestone rocks in the direc-

tion of the strata of mica slate, seems, indeed, to require

no additional evidence of its being throughout a con-
temporaneous deposit. The limestones on Loch Lag-
gan und Loch Eil in Inverness, and at numerous other

points iu Aberdeenshire, are referred by Boud to the

same era.
.Second A second range of limestones, lying chiefly in argil-

™£ur I***0®1* *J1<! chloride varieties of mica slate, is consi-

umrtttuar. ^ erc^ by the same author to be of more recent origin.

The points are near Blairgowrie, at the fool of Ben
Vorlich on the North side of Lndi Earn, Balquhidder,

Inverary, Knapdale, and Lorn, and the limestones of

Balahultsh, Cuirndow, and Dalmolly, as well as those

which run from Bohunn to Bamtf, are classed with

these more recent limestones.

Perhaps the relations between all these points may
not have been correctly ascertained. In every attempt to

trace a omtemporuneoua line through the older strata

devoid of organic remains, much must be trusted to

vague analogies ; but there seems excellent reason for

admitting that these calcareous rocks, like those which are

more perfectly traced among the newer strata, were the

produce of a few definite periods, and not mere irre-

gular formations having no relation to each other in

respect of time.

The granite of the Isle of Man is followed by very
little gneisx, mica elute, and quartz rock. The mica
slate is traversed by veins of quartz and schorl. (Hen-
slow, Geol. Trane.)

Nnrih of The older strata of the North of Ireland may be eon*

Jnrland, sidered as in part a prolongation of those of Scotland;

thus the extensive formation of mica slate in London- Geology,

derry and Donegal is on the line of the chain of the Cb. II.

Grampians, continued through Jura and Isla; and the

clay slate ridges which border the Mourne mountains,

run in the direction of the Mull of Galloway and the

clay slate chain of the South of Scotland, while between
these two systems of slates arc carboniferous limestone,

red sandstone, and other strata of newer origin, corre-

sponding to those which separate the analogous chains in

Scotland.

The mica slate rocks arc principally of the talcose

varieties without garnets, but producing hornblende.

Deposits of laminated primary limestone of different

colours, containing talc, quartz, hornblende, or pyrites,

with veins of quartz, chlorite, and calcareous spar, occur
in the mica slate, in many parts of Antrim and London-
derry. Hornblende slate likewise forms distinct beds in

the mica slate of this region, and felspar porphyry is de-

scribed under the same circumstances, (Berger, Geol.

Trane.)

In the South-Eastern part of Ireland, granite is ex- Suuthof

tenaively seen, and mica state forms two ranges along its
Irdati*!.

Eastern and Western boundary, and wherever it occurs is

indirvcL contact with the granite. On the Eastern side of
the granite it runs in a narrow course North-East and
South-West, dipping steeply South-East, and consists of

alternate layers of mica and quartz of extremely variable

thickness. On the Eastern brow of Rochetown Hill

mica slate runs into a natural hollow of the granite,

still retaining the North-East and South-West direction

r.f ; *s strata. On Maulin Hill it is singularly and tan-

<**tically contorted on the small scale. There is a pro-

longation of the body of mica slate at the head of Glen-
macanass, gradually narrowed in its Western progress,

and constituting a wedge-like mass, inserted into the

body of the granite, and enclosing a seeming bed of gra-

nite six to ten yards in width, besides irregulur musses
of granite incorporated with the slate. In the same
vicinity greenish, sectile, talc slate lies imbedded in the

mica slate, and is used for various purposes of architec-

ture and sculpture.

In Glenmalur occurs a remarkable instance of decided
alternation of granite and mica slate under circumstances

very favourable for its display. In a space of 2tJS

fathoms no less than five distinct alternations of gra-

nitic beds, with as many layers of mica slate, are

dearly traced, and several of these beds are compound,
or realty made up of similar alternations of granite and
mica slate, or quartz and mica slate. The great muss
of granite is below, ami the grout mass of mica state

above, constituting the hill caller! LugdufF. Grenatite

abounds in this slate.

Similar alternations occur in other neighbouring

places, making a total thickness of one-third of a mile,

and the whole system ranges North East and South-West,

and dips South-East. On the North-East they probably

abut, and terminate against the granite. The inica

slate on the summit of Lugnaqtiilla is likewise inter-

stratified with granite. Clay slate bounds it on the

East, and at length coming into contact with the granite

cuts off* its further progress to the South.

On the Western side of the granite the mica slate is

still less extensive. It is found to enclose beds and
elliptical masses of granite in Glenismaule ; and it is

mentioned that a granite vein, four to eight indies wide,

ranging 2b° North of West, cuts off the mass of alter-

nating strata, without occasioning any displacement. In

4 b 2
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the same valley are two distinct beds of compact green-

stone porphyry in the mica slate, one four feel aide,

the other two feet, Andalusite abounds in the mica

slate of this country, and greenstones of various kinds

alternate with it.

The frequency of the phenomenon of alternation be-

tween mica slate and granite is a singular feature in the

Geology of this part of Ireland, for the full display of

which we arc indebted to Mr. Weaver. (Geot, Trans.

vol. v )

The tract of old rocks in the North-Western part of

France is one of the most extensive in Europe. The
granite, generally the most elevated, is separated from

the secondary strata by a system of gneiss and mica

slate, and hy another system, into which they pass almost

indefinitely, of clay slates. In the Departments of Cal-

vados olid La Manche these two systems appear as

Zones around the granite, the gneiss being within the

clay shite. Quartz rocks of blue colour, and pegma-

tites with tourmaline, are associated with them, and

veins of quartz and granite traverse them. (De Cau-
mont, Geol. du Calvados.)

The granitic masses of the narrow chain of the Pyre-

nees having been uplifted in much confusion, are very

irregularly bordered ; in several places they are overlaid

by gneiss and mica slate, but generally by the clay slate

aeries. Charpentier, a disciple of Werner, thinks the

gneiss of the mountains which border the valley of

Soulun, so intimately connected by gradation and alter-

nation with the subjacent granite, as to be necessarily

united therewith into one formation. In many instances

gneiss and granite are described as alternating in very

thin layers. In other cases, vast blocks of micaceous

gneiss of 1O0 cubic fathoms' hulk are buried at inter-

vals in granite, always preserving one constant relative

position or direction of strata. These are thought by
Charpentier to be of contemporaneous origin with the

granite, which passes into them at the sides, and thus

interlaminates the gneiss.

Mica slate, in the same manner, is intercalated with

granite in a great many places, and quartz and felspar

hands occur in the granite. Iti many places in the

Pyrenees the ** granite" contains beds of stratified gra-

nular limestone, (such as in other districts lies in the

jneiss,) with graphite, talc fluor spar, mica, horn-
blende, &c.

The more modern view of these phenomena is that

they are quite consistent with the doctrine that granite

is an igneous, but gneiss and mica slate originally

aqueous rocks, and that in some cases what is called

granite, is in fact gneiss with the aspect of granite, de-

rived from a more than usual condensation and greater

effect of heat, M. Bout*, Dufrenoy, and other writers,

have proved beyond a doubt the powerfnl action of heat
along the Pyrenean chain, as evinced not only by the

usual subcry stal line character of the clay slates, but
also by the metamorphism of the chalk into the characters
of primary limestone, with abundance of metallic and
granitic veins at the line of junction of the altered
stratified and the igneous rock. The age of the eruption
of granite along this chain is, by observations of Du-
frenoy, determined to be, at least in part, posterior to
the chalk.

It is extremely probable that the same kind of expla-
nation will be found to apply equally to the alternation
of granite and slates in Ireland and Cornwall, and to
the alternations of porphyry and slate in Cornwall

North Wales, and Cumbria. It is to be remembered, how- Geology,

ever, that the igneous theory, as it has been termed, does "•

not by any means require that all these beds of seeming
granite should be pronounced to be altered gneiss, nor
that the beds of porphyry should be considered as

altered clay slate. Alternating igneous and aqueous

action is perfectly intelligible, and exemplified in modern
operations of Nature ; but certainly in many cases, both

in Cornwall and Cumbria, it appears the more correct

view to suppose a gradual and partial rearrangement of

the materials of the rock, through the long action of

heat. This would well agree with the indefinite bounda-

ries of the porphyries of Cornwall and Cumbria, which
often pass by insensible modifications into ordinary

slate.

The great central plateau of old rocks in France from In central

which the Loire, Vienne, Dordogne, &c. take their
^rance’

source, is chiefly a granitic and porphyrilic tract, sur-

rounded by oolitic and carboniferous rocks, but clay

states and gneiss rocks appear in the valley of the Vienne,

and occupies a large part of the Southern boundary.

Near Limoges are alternating beds of granite aud
gneiss, and some subordinate beds of pegmatite and horn-

blende rock ; the gneiss passes by one variation to granite,

by another to mica slate. The ranges of the strata near

Limoges are North-East and South-West, and they are

crossed by decomposing el van courses to North North-

East. Tin veins occur near Yaulry in gneiss as well

as in granite. Towards the borders of the district the

gneiss becomes less granitic, more associated with horn-

blende slate, and encloses deposits of micaceous lime-

stone. Serpentine lies in this gneiss in many places, and

M- Cordicr appears disposed to refer them all to one
contemporaneous, though interrupted deposit. The peg-

matites and kaolins, which have resulted from them by

decomposition, of St. Yricux, form numerous veins and

strings in the gneiss and hornblende slates, which some-

times intercalate themselves between the latnine. Quartz

rock of bluish colour exists likewise in the Black Moun-
tain and elsewhere. Oxidulated iron abounds at many
points in the gneiss

;
galena, phosphate oflead, carbonate

of copper, antimony, and hematite, are the products of

the veins. (Dcsn overs.)

The most remarkable alterations of secondary lime-

stones take place, according to Dufrenoy, along the line

of junction with the granitic aud porpliyritic masses.

Thus the lias ami oolite hecotne metamorphic, and are

traversed by metalliferous veins, as in Cornwall and

Brittany, where the slates are metalliferous principally

in the same situation.

After these details of the circumstances attendant on Other lo*

gneiss and mica slate at so many interesting points, we ‘n

shall only add some general observations on the range

and extent of this system of rocks in other Coun-
tries. Gneiss and mica slate in small quantity occur

in the Vosges, and gneiss more abundantly in the Black

Forest.

The long irregular chain of the Alps contains a vast

quantity of gneiss and mica slate, variously extended

around the talcose granite cores of Mont Blanc and

St. Gothard, from the Mediterranean almost lo the

Danube.
Deeply buried beneath the valley of the Danube,

gneiss and mica slate do not reappear around the granitic

origin of the Carpathians. Their place is supplied in

this chain by a vast deposit of clay slate.

The primary mountains which encircle Bohemia art
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OwJwry. on all the Southern half gnolle. Gneiss and mica
Ch. 11. slate arc supcrnddcd on the West, and the former rock

s—
in particular abounds in the Erzgebirge. The Ricscn-

gebirge granite is bordered on the North by gneiss, on
the South and E?st by mica slate, and these rocks are

associated with granite in the range which divides the

drainage of the Oder and the Elbe.

These rocks are most extensively spread over the

Northern parts of Europe, from Copenhagen round the

Gulf of Bothnia, along the Uralian chain toward the

Caspian Sea and the Caucasus.
In Am®. In America, Humboldt describes gneiss as less abun-
***• dant along the high chains of the Andes than along the

inferior mountains of Caracas, in Oronoko, Brazil, New
Spain. It is occasionally auriferous, and contains mica-

ceous, primary limestone. The most considerable masses

of mica slate mentioned by this distinguished traveller

ure those of the Cordillera of the shore of Venezuela.

This formation in the Andes is less rare in the North
than in the South of the Equator. No where, perhaps,

is the total suppression of mica slate formations more
frequent than in the Cordilleras of Mexico and South
America.

The Eastern primary range of North America passes

through the United States from the St. Lawrence to the

Mississippi in a direction nearly parallel to the coast, and
generally lttO miles distant from it.

Gneiss is the most extensive of the primary strata in

the Northern States of America, filling large tracts in

New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, the High-
lands of New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, &c. and the

Southern Counties. It retains in general its place next

to the granite, and is often succeeded by hornblende
rock. It contains deposits of primary limestone, “ cal-

careous sandstone/’ and in several places, laminated

plumbago, adularia, zircon, magnetic iron ore.

It is traversed by veins of granite in Haddam,full of
beryl, schorl, and other minerals.

Mica slate is less extensively spread, and occupies a
narrower course in Massachusetts, Connecticut, the

Highlands.

Talcose slates succeed, and granular limestone appears

in ranges above it in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and
Maryland. It is often magnesian or dolomitic in Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut.

Quartz rock occurs in the Western part of Massa
chusetts.

Slate System.

Inversely It may be taken as a general rule that the two sys-
pnijiortwnal terns of rocks which compose the primary strata are

inversely proportional to each other. Countries which

mic*sr>*ifL
abound with gneiss and mica schist are indeed seldom
quite devoid of clay slate ; but they also seldom contain
it in gTeat quantity. On the contrary, where clay slate

ia extremely abundant, gneiss and mica slate are less ex-
tensively developed. This is at least very much the case
in the primary mountains which surround and diversify

the basin of Europe.

In Scotland the Grampian ranges, and, in ftict, all the
Northern primary strata of that Kingdom, are princi-

pally composed of mica schist and gneiss, while clay
slates prevail almost exclusively in the Southern chain
of the Lammermuir and Galloway ranges. As before
observed, the mica slate system in Ireland is distinct from
the clay slate tract. The Cumbrian granitic rocks ar^
surrounded by clay slates in gTeat plenty and variety

#

but there is little gneiss or mica slate. The same is Geology,

observed in the large primary tracts of Wales, Dev^n, Ch. 11.

and Cornwall, and it is a characteristic feature »n the

Geology of the Harz.

For the purpose of clearly unfolding the relations of Cumbrian

the various argillaceous, calcareous, and conglomerate Jl*"

rocks which compose the vast and variable mass of the
rlc 1

clay slate system, it is desirable to fix our attention upon
some district where the variety of the rocks is consider-

able, and the order of succession is perfectly known.
Such is the district which overlooks the Northern Eng-
lish lakes. We shall, therefore, describe it as a type of

the clay slate system, and refer to it as a constant term

of comparison.

The grauitc of Skiddaw is covered by gneiss and
hornblende slates. The latter rock gradually changes

to the cliiastolite slate and other argillaceous slate of

Skiddaw. The argillaceous slates liqje commencing
form a series of three members, distinguished by their

mineralogical characters, and a constant order of succes-

sion. See pi. i. fig. IS.

The lowest slate nicks of the system range to the Dark lowest

South-West from Skiddaw and Saddleback by Grisdale *****•

Pike to Dent Hill, filling the valleys of Derwentwater and
Crummock water. South-West of Buttermere, they are

concealed by the elevated ranges of High Steel and Red
Pike, but reappear in the lower parts of Ennerdale, and
abut against the limestone border near Egremonb
The slate of this district is generally of a dark bluish

colour, and of very uniform texture, soft, fine-grained,

and tery fissile, and has lieen employed in the vicinity

of Keswick and Hcskct Newmarket for roofing houses ;

but for this use it is not very suitable, for it easily

perishes in the atmosphere. In consequence of its

want of durability, the mountains of this slate have

smoother contours, more uniform slopes, and a more
verdant surface than those of the following series.

In one point on the South-Western edge of Derwent-

water we have observed on undulated variety of this

slate of paler colour and more shining surfaces, indi-

cating an approach to the nature of chlorite slate.

Chiastolite is imbedded in the lower part of the rock in

Skiddaw and Bowscale Fell. Where this slate shows

itself by the sides of the lakes, its lamina* appear to be

generally vertical, and often fiexuous. Veins of quartz

are frequently seen penetrating and interlaminating its

masses. In several places they yie.d abundance of lead

ore ; and in the district called Newlands, abundance of

carbonate of copper, and some cobalt. Mr. Otley states

that the lead veins run North and South, and those of

copper East and West. Steatite is found in Borrow-

dale, and mixed with the slate in Martindale. Two
salt-springs have been detected in it near the upper end

of Derwentwater.

These rocks, sloping to the South-East and North-

West from Skiddaw and Saddleback, ure covered by
*

the middle system of slates. These are best deve-

loped on the South-Eastern slopes, and occupy a long

range of mountains parallel to the Skiddaw slates, in

those highly picturesque and romantic valleys wherein

the lakes of Ulswater, Haweswater.Thirlmcre, and Wast-

wuler, spread their beautiful waters.

The lowest rock belonging to this system is a red,

argillaceous, fissile stratum, abundant in the Eastern

shores of Derwentwater, especially about Barrow and in

St John’s Vale, in both localities resting upon the

Skiddaw slate.
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Oeoiogy. It is ft very singular rock, characterised universally by
Ch. II. its mottled colours, and apparently heterogeneous com-

position. Its first aspect reminds us of an old red
Red rode, sandstone conglomerate, but on closer inspection the

seeming certainty of its brecci&ted character vanishes

;

the seeming fragments of which it is composed appear

to be scarcely more than colour spots, and we leave the

rock very undecided as to its origin. In some cases,

however, it must be owned, the appearances of aggrega-

tion are very difficult to withstand. It is distinctly stra-

tified, with dip to the South-blast, and is of considerable

thickness. Its pervading tints vary from bright red to

purple, and in proceeding up Borrowdale, rocks succeed

in the same geological position, at first blue, and after-

wards greenish, while the seeming conglomerate aspect

becomes less distinct, the spotting is smaller, the hard-

ness greater, (he rock splits vertically, and becomes, in

fact, a coarse gfecn slate. Amidst the numerous varie-

ties which succeed, we perceive about the Bowdcr stone

some remarkable laminated beds, with talcose surfaces,

and variegated with nodular concretions of calcareous

spar, green earth, and differently coloured quartz or

calcedony, having altogether very much the aspect of

amygdaloid. This peculiar slate, which seems to indicate

the united agency of water and great heat, dips in the

same direction as the red rock of Harrow, and thus helps

to prove that in this tract the vertical cleavage of slate

is transverse to the lines of deposition. It appears to

harden and change character in Wallow Crag. There
are, perhaps, repetitions of this remarkable rock in other

parts of the slate systems, since it occurs at the upper

end of L’lswater, in Helm Crag. Loughrigg, and other

points about Grasmere and Elter Water, in Ulpha, and
other places. But it is possible that these may be the

same beds ; a conjecture supported by the fact, that red

rocks, like those of Barrow, lie beueath them at Gras-

mere. And, indeed, in Helvellyn and other mountains
we see the coarse slate rock vary through all appear-

ances from amygdaloidal slate to fragmentary grey-

wacke, and this again assuming more regularity, re-

semble clay porphyry, from which its uncrysialline felspar

and recurring fragmentary structure do not always
clearly distinguish it On the other hand, we see the

coarse rocks of Borrowdale and Patterdale lose their

spotted aspect, become more uniformly green, more re-

gularly fissile, and change to the fine-grained green

slates of Langdale and Coniston Fells, or the pale grey

rocks around Grasmere, or the “ rain spot” slate of White
Moss.

Greenstone rocks are variously associated with this

system of slates, sometimes in the state of dykes, some-
times os overlying masses, particularly about Keswick.

The sienitic rock of Aed Pike, Scalcforcc, and Wast-
dale, which seems to come up through the lower slate,

ramifies its masses through and over these rocks. Red
porphyry dykes divide them on Arraboth Fell; large

masses of red and dark porphyry with garnets, lie on
their lower portions in St John’s Vale

; and if the slate

of High Pike belongs to this system, the felspalhic (or

clvan ?) courses there known, may he added to more
massive accumulations of igneous products which border
Thirlmcre Lake. The sieniles and hyperstbenes of Car-
rock Fell, and the granitic tracts of Wastdale and Devock
Lake, must probably he viewed as rising upwards from
below the whole aeries, and spreading on the surface of
the strata of slate.

The minerals which this district yields are rather

numerous than valuable. The veins are generally Geology,

quartzose. A great variety of lead spars, sulphurel and **

carbonate ofcopper, with galena, pitchy iron ore,wolfram.

Ac. are found in Caldbeck Fells, among the Blaty and
ienitic rocks. Galena has been worked in Grisdale,

(IJliwater,) copper ores at Coniston and in the lower
beds in Ncwlands, plumbago in Borrowdale, micaceous

iron ore in Eskdale, Ac.

In consequence of its superior hardness, and its fre-

quent association with igneous products, the green slate

mountains assume bolder forms, present more lofty and
rugged peaks, and more inaccessible precipices than the

softer slates of Skiddaw. For the same reason, the

streams instead of furrowing the smooth slopes in

straight courses are twisted about among the unyielding

rocks, and broken into admirable cascades.

The region of green slate is rather indefinite toward Dark limp-

the South-East, where it is overlaid by the uppermost

aeries of greywacke slates. Perhaps it may be best to

adopt as the conterminous line, the narrow course of

dark calcareous slate (“transition limestone*’) which
passes from Long Sleddale by Low Wood Inn and Win-
dermere Head to Coniston Water Head and Broughton
Milts. This rock contains organic remains, as caryo-

phyllia, millepora, products, spirifera, orbicula ; but ge-

nerally in so imperfect a state of conservation that their

specific characters ;ire very obscure. The calcareous

layers alternate with layers of slate of the same colour,

and are with difficulty distinguished from them. Their

dip is usually very rapid.

Above this regular band of limestone lies a thick Uppet

series of rocks, containing several varieties, all capable 8latt‘*'

of being ranked as greywacke. The lower rocks, very

dark in colour, are frequently quarried for slate, (Brough-

ton, Ulverstone, Ac.) occasionally for flagstones and

tombstones, (near Hawkestone, crooks of lune, Ac.)

which are sometimes parallel to the stratification.

(Otley, Guide to the Lakes.) In the long aberrant range

of slate rocks beneath Ingleborough and Penygant,

(Geot . Tran*.) dark slate of similar aspect reappears

in Clapham Dale and between Kibblesdale, and fur-

nishes enormous tables of slate with nodules sometimes

formed round lituites, in the nearly vertical partings or

cleavage. At Ingleton the greenish slate seems rather

referable to the middle slule system.

Above the dark uniform slates previously described

lies u system of more micaceous and more granular

rocks, which extend to the South-Eastern border of the

primary district. They are of two kinds : 1. fissile with

micaceous partings parallel to the stratification, some-

times reddish, and appearing to resemble certain lami-

nated red sandstones. 2. Granular, not fissile, with

disseminated mica. These varieties may be observed

frequently alternating in the country North of Kendal

and about Kirby Lotudalc, and present the most striking

analogies to arenaceous freestone and micaceous flag-

stone. In the upper part of this system (near Kendal
and near Kirby Lonsdale) lie layers of shells, or rather

casts and impressions of shells of the following genera

:

orthoceras, patella, trigonia, plagiostoma, pecten, gry-

phfica, turritella, melania, spirifera, terebratula. {Geot.

Trans.)

A very remarkable feature in the region of this upper ravage
slate series, is derived from the uncommonly crystalline of slat*,

aspect of the rock on a large scale. The numerous
joints intersecting one another at acute angles, and rang,

ing with admirable precision for a hundred yards or
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Geology* more, divide the faces of the bibs into long ridges of
Ch. II. smooth,rhomboidal rocks, alternating with parallel heathy

or grassy hollows. This is probably the reason of the

peculiarly rough and knotted appearance of many hills

of this tract. It is difficult to resist the belief that this

ia owing to a real crystallization, and Uiat slate ia a
crystalline rock with definite angles and regular cleav-

age. Rut on pursuing the inquiry it will be found that

the parallelism of external joints and internal cleavage

is a phenomenon of a different kind from geometrical

crystallization, not produced in consequence of an origi-

nal equilibrium amongst the particles, but from symme-
trical consolidation of the mass, exactly as the cuboidai

blocks of oolite, the rhombs of shale, and prisms of

basalt have been formed.

Among the common appearances of clravagc is that

represented in pi. i. fig. xiv. where different layers

(strata) of slate are cleavable at different angles of inci-

dence.

Scotland. It will be difficult to put the slates of Scotland in

comparison with those of Cumberland, as they are defi-

cient in limestone. In general terms it may be said,

that the dark pyritous slates of Argyllshire and the

West of Scotland seem analogous to those of the lower

Cumberland group ; but those which constitute the

Lammermuir and Dumfriesshire mountains have the

characters of the grcywacke system.

Ireland. Mr. Weaver describes the slate which borders the

granitic tracts South of Dublin, as alternating with green*

stone and greenstone porphyry, and enclosing day slate

conglomerates.

In Windmill Hill, Mr. Weaver describes several al-

ternations of a granular felspathic rock with the clay

slate. And in the mountain of Croghan Kinshela, in

the space of 630 fathoms, are eight principal beds of
alternating granite and cloy slate, besides several of
granite aud day slate mixed, and four of clay slate and
greenstone.

Clay slate aud quartz rock are likewise seen in fre-

quent alternation on the Eastern coast of Ireland, and
thus remind us of the similar rocks in Anglesey No
organic remains have been found in these tracts ; but
Mr. Weaver describes the occurrence of fossil plants per-

fectly analogous to those of the carboniferous rocks in

coal seams of the South of Ireland, supposed to be in-

cluded iu the grevwacke slates.

I sit ofMan, In the Isle of Man, Mr. llenslow is inclined to con-

sider in one instance the cleavage and stratification coin-

cident. Elvan dykes and granite veiua divide it.

Wales. In Walea, according to Professor Sedgwick ami
others, the slate system between the old red sandstone
and the granite presents the following general charac-
ters in a descending order.

1. Greywacke containing, in a state of considerable

developement, several divisions, calcareous, arenaceous,

and shaly, with organic remains, in considerable num-
bers and variety. (Buallt, Llandilo.) The layers of
the upper part of this rock conduct us by an easy

transition into old red sandstone.

2. The great slate formation, containing in all its

parts indications of mechanical origin. Detached de-
posits of limestone.

3. A vast group, differing from the ordinary character

of the Welsh mountains, in containing a very large pro-

portion of felspathoae rocks of porphyritic structure.

Of this the mountains of Snowdonia are probably the

lowest portion ; they contain organic remains.

4. A group of slaty rocks described by llenslow in Geology.

Anglesea, consisting of chlorite and mica slutea, and ^
quartz rock.

Nearly all that is valuable in the Geology of the slate

system of Wales is due to Henslow's description of An-
gleaea, Sedgwick's labours in Snowdonia, and all its

intricate dependences, and Murchison's recent ami
detailed investigation of the South-East portion of the
district from Shrewsbury to the mouth of the Towy.
The results of this friendly partition of labours have been
eminently successful ; while in the North-Western dis-

trict the general inferiority of position of the chloritic

and micaceous schists to the whole clay slate system of
Wales is clearly proved; the true place of the Snowdo-
nian shells fixed in the very lowest portion of the clay
slate; the extent and effects of subterranean convul-
sion and intrusion of igneous rocks, very fully pointed
out : these phenomena have been United by discoveries

on the other side of the region into a complete system
of slaty deposits. The greywacke series on the South-
East border, described by Mr. Murchison, fortunately

presents a series of phenomena, deficient or not clearly

separated in the slate district of Cumbria,—a vast number
of organic remains, lying in distinct groups, a series of
distinct members of the greywacke, which these fossils

appear to characterise, limestones of different ages
which clear up the difficulty, always fell hitherto in

fixing the true relations of the limestones of Dudley and
Llandilo ; and, finally, ancient Plutouic operations ac-

companied by elevations and alterations of the strata.

We may now, upon sufficient data, affirm that the Welsh
and Cumbrian series of slates presents a nearly com-
plete record of all the principal deposits, with their

characteristic organic remains from the gneiss and mica
schist upwards to the carboniferous system ; and, as these

slates graduate below into (he mica schist system, and
above into the old red sandstone, to show a continuity

of marine operations in a part of the geological scale of
periods where formerly was an utter blank. Mr. Mur-
chison finds the greywacke series divisible into six

groups, in the following descending order, all ranging
North-East and South-West
The first group, below the old red sandstone, is a Group in

scries of thin-bedded arenaceo- calcareous strata, 1000 the upp«i

feet thick, abundant iu the neighbourhood of Ludlow, **?*** af

and stored with brachiopodous bivalves of the genera"***
tercbratula, strophomena, leplanta, and orthoceras

;

and trilobites of the genera homouolotus and caly-

mene.
The second group is limestone 100 feet thick, in its

upper part interlamiuated with the superior beds, and be-
low resting on shale. It is identical with the celebrated

limestone of Dudley, contains neurly all its well-

known fossil)*, and ranges in a continuous escarpment
for many miles North-East and South-West, but

grows thinner continually to the South-West, so that

in the prolongation of the strata parallel to the South
Walea coal fields this interesting rock is nearly ex-

tinct.

The third group is the dye earth of Shropshire,

which was once supposed to overlie the Dudley lime-

stone. It is, perhaps, 2000 feet thick, and is made up
of incoherent, greyish, nrgilluccous, sometimes micaceous

schist-. The higher strata arc in some places charged

with many orthocerata, lituites, a-uphus caudal us, &c
Other beds are locally distinguished by concretions of

argillaceous limestone formed around corals and other
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.

organic bodies; and toward the base of this deposit

v

<,h ' 11
a thin* calcareous zone is observed in Shrophire, con-

“
'* taining the pentamerus lievis, So*r. and a new species of

that bivalve.

„ The fourth group is an arenaceous sandstone series

nt various colours, chiefly red and blue ; calcareous

bands are associated with the sandy strata, aimnsl made
up of produette, leptsenie, and spirifers, with crinoidal

remains, oil of sjiecies peculiar to this group. Thickness

1500 or 1800 feet.

The fifth group consists principally of black shale

enclosing beds of greywacke, flagstone, or calcareous

slate, which, prolonged to the South-West, join them-

selves to the trilobite beds of black limestone and cal-

careous flagstone at Llnndilo, and thus establish the

distinctive relations of that rock to the Dudley lime-

stone. The thickness of this group probably exceeds

that of any of those mentioned above.

The sixth group is a vast deposit several thousand

feet in thickness, consisting of red, coarse, quartzose

conglomerates, schistose beds, and purple-coloured sand-

stone. No organic remains have been yet observed in

this group.

Below nil tlicse conies the great slate formation with

detached masses of limestone, also ranging North-East

and South-West, ns about Bala lake.

ChurnwcMMl In Charnwood Forest the sienitic rocks arc followed

Fun**!. fcy day slates of different kinds, compact and coarse,

soft and silicious, green or dark coloured.

Cornwall In Cornwall and Devon the order is,

aw! Duron. fJreywacke. with calcareous slaty beds sometime!

containing organic remains, and detached deposits of

limestone.

2. In two places a serpentine formation, which, in

the Lizard, contains diallage rock, talc slate, hornblende

slate, and mica slate, apjiear to occur beneath the grey-

wacke. Its relations are obscure, but it is superior ill

position to the following formation.

3. The great formation of metalliferous slate (killas)

with many subordinate beds of greenstone, lelspathic

slate, dtc. It is traversed by granite veins, and is said

to alternate with granite.

Dr. Boasc, in his recent Work on the GVo/ogy of
Cornwall, arranges the schistose rocks of Cornwall in

two groups, the upper of which is associated with black

calcareous slates, and the lower much iutcrlaminalcd

and mixed with porphvritic masses, curites, quartz

veins, &c. At its junction with the granite, the killas

is frequently intermixed with granite veins, and is altered

iu some respects so as tt> lose in part its fissility.

and to be described by the miners as “ Elvanny Kil-

lasr

The general impression concerning the schistose rocks

of Cornwall is that their mineral composition is a mix-

ture of quartz, felspar, and mica; and so, probably, is

that of most cluys and shales.

The extensive deposit of serpentine of the Lizard is

seen in several places to rest upon and alternate with

greenstone and porphyry, in others to rest upon green

talc or cloy slate. At Coverach are rocks of various tex-

ture, in some measure intermediate between serpentine

and diallage rock, which suggest important reflections

on Ue: relation of this beautiful sock ; and, in the same
ptaco. the greenstone abounds with dial lage, and contains

likewise litamferous oxide of iron. Veins of steatite

divide the serpentine, and are thought by Sir II. Davy
to be derived from decomposed felspar. Dykes of

sienite, and saussuritic diallage rock pass through the

serpentine.

The clay slate deposits of Brittany are said to resem-

ble those of Cornwall. Very similar serpentine occur*

there, and in addition ogygue, calymeue, euoinphali, and
posidonie.

Two-third* of the area of the chain of the Pyrenees

is composed of clay slate, which appear* to exhibit

varieties of texture mul aggregation like those described

in tlte Cumbrian district, with the exception of the

coarser kinds being dark green, micaceous, or granular,

aluminous or silidous. Frequently tlicse slates alter-

nate in very thin layers with limestone, in which case a
number of culcarcous fibres crossing the nlate, but not
the limestone, give the mass the peculiar appearance of

schiste rubanue ; limestone abounds with this slate series,

and is either compact, slaty, or granular. It contains

crinoidal and zoophytic fossils, “ ammonites," and a few
other shells, and some are found in the alternating

slates. Anthracite in small quantities i* mixed with the

slates, quartzose, felspathic. and greenstone rocks alter-

nate with them. M oat of the metallic products of the

Pyrenees are found in the clay slate system. (Charpen-

tier.)

The Ardennes mountains, which cover so vast a tract Ardennes,

in France, Luxemburg!), and the Rhenish Provinces,

and which support the volcanic products of the Eyfel

volcanos, are mostly composed of greywacke slale

analogous to the upper part of the Cumbrian system.

Good roofing slate is not common in this tract. Re-
mains of ferns, like those of the coal beds, of product!*

and encrinites occur in it.

Organic remains are not very rare in this formation Rhine
on the banks of the Rhine. In the valley of Nieder- valley,

luhnstein we found the greywacke slate rich in fossils,

among which spirifene were most numerous. The
lower part of the slate series of the Rhine appears to be
the most qutirtzose, and it will be found occasionally

difficult to say whether a particular rock should be
called greywacke, or quartz rock.

The slates of the Harz contain product a*, calymene Han.
tristani, posidonia becheri, &c.

The slate system of Scandinavia presents a general Scandina-

analogy with that of Cumberland. In its upper part via.

are black limestones in nodules or beds alternating with
slate and containing trilobites of the genera paradoxites

and ogtiostus, and orthoeeratites.

The group of the Tarentaise, referred by MM. Bro- Tarcnt*i»>.

chart ami De Bucli to the age of transition rocks, is

very dissimilar from the general character of the depo-
sits of that period. Consisting of granular and talcose

limestones, gneiss, and mica slate, it may be compared
to the earlier primary rocks, while the organic remains
sometimes found in it, and the coarse grey wackes which
belong to it, unite it to the latter period of the system.
(Humboldt.) Similar remarks are applicable to the

metamorphic strata of the Valorsine, and perhaps, in

both cases, the peculiarity of aspect is much dependent
on the local influence of heat derived from the neigh-

bouring granitic masses and veins.

Clay slate is the lowest rock in North America con- North

taining organic remains, which are always of marine America,

origin, and it rests immediately upon granular lime-

stone. These remains are extremely rare: brachiop>«
pous bivalves and orthoeeratites are found at Truy. This
rock may be traced over a space of two thousand square
miles in the Counties of Saratoga, Schenutady, Albany,

Geology.
Ch. II.
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Rensselaer, and Columbia. It extends into the Western

margin of Massachusetts, ami there rests immediately
J on granular limestone. (Eaton.) Its lamina cross

the planes of deposition as in the slates of Engluud, and

alt the accidents to which the European slates are sub-

ject are repeated in America. It is silicious about

Hudson's. Cloy slate is not extensive in South Ame-
rica.

Transition Limestone.

i The limestones associated with clay slates are almost

universally known to Geologists by the name of Transi-

tion Limestone, a term which we think liable to little

’ objection, even by those who reject the title of Trans-

ition Strata, as applied to tLe whole or any consider-

able part of the slate system. These limestones arc

usually, ns in Norway and Cumbria, of a very dark

colour, fetid when struck, and more or less associated

by alternation and gradation of characters with the

slate rocks ; or they are mere calcareous slate, as in

some parts of South Wales or they form considerable

rocks, as in the Eifel, at Dudley, in Shropshire, and He-
refordshire. There are also in North Wales and Devon-
shire portions of limestone more analogous in diameter

to the primary limestone, and like that very limited in

extent, appearing like huge ellipsoidal concretions

wholly enveloped in slate. These latter, like primary
limestone, arc generally deficient in organic remains

;

they appear to range parallel to the original plums of

stratification in the slate, and may thus eventually be

found of gTeat use in subdividing that thick system of

deposits. They may be considered as generally, per-

haps universally , rr.ore ancient than the more connected
range of limestone and calcareous slate with organic

remains. It is in the upper part of the slate series in

South Wales. Herefordshire, and Cumberland, that the

limestones with organic remains are found.
l* But even the most connected portion of this upper
transition limestone is liable to so great alteration of

quality and variation of thickness as to present some
points jf analogy to the earlier calcareous deposits.

From very thin and unimportant trace* above the V«l©
ofTowy, the uppermost limestone swells out to a consi-

derable thickness in Herefordshire, Shropshire, and Dud-
ley, and the number of organic remains varies in the

same proportion. About Ludlow the thinner beds of
this limestone occur principally in nodule* united with
much shale, both containing orthoceratiles, trilobites,

Ac. Even amongst the thicker beds of the limestone
rock, Mr. Murchison has recognised the same remark-
able tendency to ellipsoidal concretions.

The transition limestone of the Hartx presents two
considerable independent masses, enclosed between
conformed strata of gTvywacke. Near Rutslau. Ea.st of
the Brocken, it abound* in madrepores, which, however,
arc chiefly rendered visible by decomposition of the
rock. This character also obtains in much of the dark
limestone of Norway und of the Cumbrian lakes. The
laminated limestones or South Wales arid the Eifel, arc
of a lighter colour, and generally associated with shales
and grey or reddish sandstones, such as usually belong to
the lop of the slate series. The fossil remains of these
situations are in consequence usually well exhibited on
the surface of the beds, when, either naturally or by
chemical or mechanical means, these surfaces can be
cleared. (M.de Bonnard, in Ik laBeche's Memoirs.)
As on the one hand the irregularity and frequently

VOL. VI.

nodular character of the limestones associated with slate, Ckology,

present a curious analogy to the older calcareous rocks Ch.ll^

of the gneiss and mica slate system, so the upper fossili- '*^v——

^

frrous limestones of the slate, have often a special Annlc^oo*

resemblance to the mountain limestone of the succeed- to d* newer

ilig epoch, both in mineralogies) character and organic

remains. Judging from specimens only, and from on
imperfect view of the English and Belgian series of
strata, many Continental Geologists have been unnhle to

discriminate between our transition and carboniferous

limestones. Their conclusions on this point appear to

have been sometimes influenced by the fact that trilo-

bites and orLhoccratitc*, a* well a* many encriuites, occur

in both these rocks. Nevertheless they are really and
permanently distinct, and their organic remains belong

undoubtedly for the most pari to very different species,

and present altogether perfectly characteristic groups.

No English Geologist can for a moment hesitate to tot distinct

distinguish the fossils of the transition limestone of from both

Malvern and Dudley, on the one hand, from those 0f ia KngUw!,

Derbyshire ami Flintshire on the other, nor should
® c‘

it be found clillicult to separate in like manner the trans-

ition limestone of the Eifel from the carboniferous

limestone of Natnur. Both it is true are contiguous to

slate, nor do they occur superimposed in one section ;

but the Namur limestone lie* on the greywacke of the

Ardennes, that of the Eifel i* tnelost d in it, end forms

really a purl of the slate system, os much as the lime-

stone of Christiania, Cumbria, and Caermarlhenshire.

One principal reason of the confusion among Continen-
tal writers on the subject of these calcareous deposits

in Englund, is the almost universal deficiency of the true

carboniferous limestone beneath all the coal fields of con-

tinental Europe, except those of Mons, Namur, Liege,

Dusseldorf, &c.

Finally, we must repeat the remark formerly made,
that all the hard lines of distinction, w hich for conve-

nience we draw across the scale of strata, may be
locally exact and defined, but vanish on a more ex-

tended comparison of distant localities. The lime-

stones of the slate system, generally, appear to connect

the oldest Calcareous rocks of the gneivs with the com-
paratively modern limestones of the coal measures. The
greywacke slates which enclose them are also so much
changed from the type of clay slutc, as to assume very

nearly the aspect of sandstones and shales, frequent in

the carboniferous system ; and thus, both by analogy of

fossils and gradation of mineralogical characters, we
are led without any startling chasm from the primary to

the secondary strata.

Moved by these considerations, some eminent English Thcwhola

Geologists appear disposed to unite together Ihecarboni-
“jjjjjj

ferous system and the transition limestone group, and in gl 6lcm
some cases this may be a very convenient mode ofarrange •

ment ; but tried by general comparisons it seems to

offer no special advantage. For, by the same rule, we
ought certainly to form but one class of rocks from the

gneiss to the new red sandstone, since it can be most

clearly proved that, in all this vast series, alternations

and gradations prevail; but further, wc should by rigor-

ous extension of this mode of classification, have no

division at all from the gneiss to the tertiary strata. In

fact, it is already certain that the whole senes of strata is

a consequence of repeated actions of the same causes

under modified circumstances, and the classification of

the strata must be left in a great measure to the modera-

tion and local convenience of the cultivators of Geology.

4 F
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There is little doubt that the line here drown between

the slate system nnd the carboniferous system may be

easily recognised throughout Europe ; and if in some

cases the upper (dates assume the aspect of sandstones

and shules, and even contain traces of coal and plants,

such as usually occur above, and the two sets oflimestooea

thus divided resemble aue another in certain mineral

characters and organic remains, this ought not to sur-

prise us, tor it is a part of the general process of Neture.

To these remarks we shall only add a short connected

view of the sequence of limestones in the whole primary

period, according to our notions of their affinity, placing

them in a descending order, with their alternating

strata.

f
m. Arenaceous, calcaroou*, and argillaceous strata containing

1.

The tmieston* of Dudley, Ludlow, Hrreforibluw, full of

organic remain*.

{

Die earth of Shrufohue, containing organic remain, and

calcareous concretion*.

Arenaceous strata with organic remain* and calcareous

band*.

2.

LUndilo limestone, associated with black nhalw, both con-

taining trdobitea and other foswde.

e. Upper greywocke *Ute* of Wcstrnorrtand, containing or-

Vitruk*, ortboorrata, and other organic remaina.

3.

Hlack slaty Umestaoe of W—tmoral* ad. with cyathophylla,

nuilepora, orhicula, but hitherto no txiiobitr*. lhobably

the limcetune of Okebampton in Dcronahire, and that

of Bala in North Wale*,

rf. Slate rock*.

4.

Detached limestone* of North Deroo and North Wafa.
e. Slate rock*, rarely containing a f«w shells

.

f. Ctdoritic aud micaceuia schists of the Cat unc ims.

5.

Cry stalline limestone of Loch Karo, I oratory, Dalinally, no

organic remain*.

i

Chluritic and micaceous schist*.

Mica schist* and gneiss.

6.

Crystallized limestone of Glen Tilt, StrsthfiUon, Glen Croc,

no organic remains

A. Gneiss, mica schist, Sue.

General Concfutiont concerning Primary Strata.

A general

haws of

igneous

rocks.

of sandalOf**, and the prismatizing of shale by the Geology,

action of basalt, and by the heat of a furnace ; and it ia C*1 * ***

certain from various facts that these characters were ac-
v—

quired by the primary strata before the formation of any
member of the secondary rocks.

II. Possibly this great and continuous heat beneath the organic re-

ancient beds of the Ocean, may be admitted as a reason mains ob-

for the paucity of animal and vegetable life during the *«t from

primary epoch. The fact, however, is that among the the lowest

older of the primary strata the remains of plants and
animals do not occur ; and H is probable that the living

wonders of Nature were not then in existence. It i«,

indeed, maintained that such remains would be wholly

destroyed in the rocks by the operation of such a heat,

and this opinion may be supported by many strong

analogies. But as marine organic remains do occur,

though rarely, in the midst of the slate group, (Snow-
don, Tintagel.) and become numerous in and near the

calcareous bands of the upper portion of that series, it

appears safer to admit that the heat, or some other un-

known condition of this early period, was unfavourable

to organic existence in the sea. It seems almost de-

monstrated that at this period there was very little dry

land raised to the surface of the Globe ; fur all the pre-

sent Continents were certainly uplifted at subsequent and

successive epochs, and therefore land plants could not

be abundant. .

III. But in proportion as the igneons agency found become fre-

vent, in the same ratio as the mountains were uplifted, queotintbe

we find the organic reliquiro of the sea and of the land UIV**

imbedded in greater abundance. The plants indeed

imbedded in coal strata associated with the upper part

of the slate series (if really belonging to this system)

are local deposits, and not at all to he compared h»

quantity with several accumulations of later dale ; but

thi» is also in exact accordance with what is known of

the relative extent of land at the different epochs.

It may be objected by those who aec in the ancient Objection*

effects of Nature nothing but the result of the present tothu hy*-

The general system of operations disclosed to us by measure of natural operations, that two-thirds of the

Influence

beat on
primary
I,train.

au examination of the primary strata, presents the fol-

lowing leading points.

1. The lowest rocks which we can trace, those upon

which the vast accumulations of stratified rocks rest,

are such as from all their characters appear to have

been produced by igneous agency. These granitic,

hypersthenic, &c. rocks are crystallized like the products

of fire, composed of minerals like those observed to be

generated by heat, and combined in a very similar man-
ner. They show no action of water, either chemical or

mechanical, nor contain the reliquiae of living beings.

The almost universal extent of there rocks, combined

with the abundance of their disintegrated materials in

the older strata, proves the great extent of the igneous

agency developed in the earliest eras definable by Geo-

logists.

of 'Hie same inference of a pervading and powerful de-

vclopement of heat in those early periods, muy I* safely

drawn from a consideration of the generally high degree

of solidification among the primary strata, and their

frequent though Imperfect crystallisation. There is

little doubt, or rather the Geologist of sufficient ob-

servation cottsidera it a matter of certainty, that the crys-

tallization of primary limestone, the conglutination of

Globe are now covered by water, and that the depression

of one large tract may have corresponded to the eleva-

tion of a smaller, ami that remains of plants and ani-

mals may occur in the submerged portion of the crust

of the Earth, of higher antiquity than any of our ele-

vated strata. This may be true ; and it may also he true,

as some persons suppose, that stratified rocks full of

organic remains occnr beneath the granitic floor ; but as

neither of these hypotheses can be proved or even
examined, they must remain a* mere {peculation

.

But it may also be objected that the whole force of the

argument as to the non-existence of organic beings in the

earliest primary periods, goes upon the supposition that

the primary strata of the ume kind are all respectively of

the same age, which demands the admission of almost

universal formations ; and this can never be allowed by
those who adopt the existing measure of the effects of

the natural agencies.employed on the Globe, as a stan-

dard for all past periods of time.

No formation now in progress has more than a very

limited area and a local character; but this very fact is

decisive against the doctrine of the uniform rate and
constant momentum of the several agencies of Nature ;

for no one can consider the wide strata of the chalk and

considered.

gneiss and quartz rocks, and the rhomboids! fissures of oolite, and the still more expanded saliferous rocks, with-

ftla&e, are due to the same cause as the conversion of out being struck b7 the contrast between them and what
chalk into such limestone, the induration and semilusion vre know of the varying bed of the actual seat*. But
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Goologv. these systems of strata, extensively as they arc spread
Ch. IT. (net the basin of Europe, appear, when contrasted with

the primary strata, mere local deposits. If ail the cha-

racteristic mountain ranges of the World show them-
selves composed of these strata, and furnish proof of

the superior antiquity of these strata to those which
surround the mountain slopes ; and contain, though

rarely, organic remains which do not exist among supe-

rior rocks ; if, in short, these latter have the characters

of nearly contemporaneous and comparatively recent

origin, and the others of nearly coeval ancient date; why
are wc to reject the plain and obvious inferences from
these facts, in order to embrace a narrow speculation,

which, by fettering the mind to the results of observa-

tion on divided seas, low temperatures at the surface,

and diminished heat within the Earth, refuses to con-
sider the results of operations in the wide Occau,
brought on by almost universal chemical and mechanical
agencies of heal ?

General In maintaining the uniform character of the natural
ground of terraqueous agencies, and the constancy of ihdr mode
argument. 0j philosopher* are agreed ; but, as in every

other problem submitted to investigation, experiment, or

observation, the conditions are to be determined before

the rate and measure of Geological results cAu be ex-

pressed on a scale of magnitude or number. In a
Science founded on observation, these conditions cannot
be known beforehand, they are the very objects of which
wc are in quest, and our only mode of approaching them
is by analysing the effects which have been produced by
the known laws of Nature, operating under these, at

first unknown, conditions. Wbst is the object of an
experimental investigation, iu which first the law is

given, and next the conditions are assumed, the result

of their combined operation having been previously de-

fined?

Greater ef- A history of the successive revolutions in the slate of
fectsofheat the Globe, must indeed be founded on a survey of the
in the older chemical, mechanical, and vital phenomena now pro-
****“• duced by the atmosphere, rivers, the sea, and volcanos;

and all conclusions concerning the intensity, duration,

and extent of igneous and aqueous agencies, in past

Geological periods, must proceed upon an examination

and estimate of these agencies in the existing periods ;

but the ratio of their effects at different periods is to be
determined by evidence, not assumed by conjecture.

The results of examination of the organic remaius in

the several strata, and of the character and condition of
these strata, according to their relative antiquity, leave

no doubt of the vastly greater and more general in-

fluence which, in the older Geological periods, the proper
beat of the Earth had upon all the operations of
Nature in the sea and on the land, an influence for more
equable as well as more intense than that exerted by the
Solar rays, independent of the Seusous, and coextensive
with the Globe.

Surely, then, under these peculiar conditions, the laws
of Nature which ore concerned in the operation, them-
selves invariable, must have operated on u greater scale,

and perhaps with higher intensity, than that which now
characterises their effects.

All the results depending directly on the quantity of
communicated heat,—as, for instance, most of the phe-
nomena connected with the decomposition, reconstruc-

tion,—and consolidation of rocks, must have been vastly

increased in amount, and proportioned in extent to the

universal diffusion of heat ; while the arrangements of

organic life, which we know to be adjusted to a certain Geology.
limited range of temperature, must have been propor- II.

tionatcly affected. Until the mean temperature of the
sea was reduced to a certain standard, the Physical con-
ditions to which organic life is restricted on ourGlobe were
not established ; but during these periods the inorganic
forces of Nature must have been especially active, and
on a very great scale. Hence the vast thickness, the
great degree of consolidation, the crystalline character,

the almost universal extent of the primary strata ; hence
the rarity of organic remains, until, by the accumulation
of considerable thicknesses of nonconducting earthy
materials upon the bed of the Ocean, the communica-
tion of heut from the interior of the Globe was retarded,
so as to be counterbalanced by that constant radiation
from iLs surface, which is one of the conditions whereto
the organization of plants and aniqials is adjusted.

Disturbance of the Primary Strata.

Though during the accumulation of the slates be- During th*

neuth the waters of the sea, considerable tranquillity and ectmml*.

a repetition of similar circumstances prevailed, as may tha

be inferred from the correspondence of the stratification,
**

the rarity of conglomerates, and the general agreement
of the organic remains at different points over immense
surfaces, yet some remarkable exceptions occur, enough
to show that tho subterranean forces to which our Con-
tinents owe their present forms and elevations, were not
wholly inactive. In the Cumbrian mountains, especially,

we may clearly perceive the effects of some considerable

local disturbance in the conglomerate rock of St. John's
Vale, Barrow, and Grasmere ; and the singular admix-
ture aud blending of porphyries, amvgdaloids, and
greenstones^ with the ordinary argillaceous slates, proves

evidently a great and continued developement of ig-

neous agency during the deposition of the middle slutc

forks of the lakes. Similur effects appear to have hap-

pened in Snowdonia, and some remarkable cases of

extensive disturbance have been ascertained along the

Eastward border of the Welsh slate system.

But immediately after tbc completion of the slate After th*

deposit, and before the commencement of the carboni- deposit of

ferous system, a much more general und more violent
*******

succession of dislocations happened. At this period

nearly all the primary raiiges of the British Islands re-

ceived their most remarkable features
;
and it is deserving

of notice that some of the roost important of the lines of
elevation and depression then produced by subterranean

expansion,—for instance, the Grampians, the valley of (he

Caledonian canal, the Lainmcrmuir hills, ami the pro-

longation of these ranges in Ireland, the Cumbrian,

Snowdouian, aud Cornish chains, and the hills of the

Isle ofMan,—run in the same direction from North-East

to South West. This is the most strikiug example w hich

the British Islands afford in favour of Elie dc Beau-

mont’s hypothesis of tho accordance between the direc-

tion of the axis of a mountain group and the date of iLs

elevation. Elie de Beaumont notices as belonging to

the same period as the elevation of the Cumbrian and
Cornish chains, the system of the Hundsruck in West-

phalia, the country of the Eifel, and the mountains of

Nassau, in all of which the principal ranges aro North-

East by East, and South-West by West. Other exam- <

pies will hereafter be mentioned which seem irreconcila-

ble to his views
; in the mean time we may state that

the contemporaneous elevation of the greywacke system*

4 p 2
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of the South of Ireland and Devonshire ranges East and

West. Eliede Beaumont, indeed, distinguishes between

the dotes of these Eastern and Western lines of elevation,

and those previously traced in a North-Eastern and South-

Western direction, and refers them to a later period. The
North-Eastern lines are considered to have been caused

during the transition (slate) period,and the Eastern and

Western, immediately after that period. This requires

further examination. Professor Sedgwick attributes to

the Cumbrian slates one great elevation anterior to the

carboniferous system, and we may safely adopt this as a

general view, though there appears good reason to doubt

whether all the various Plutonic rocks mixed in so sin-

gular a manner among the conglomerate slates of Cum-
bria, were injected at one period.

In consequence of these elevations, the strata of slate

thrown up towards a central ridge of Plutonic rocks

exhibit amidst many irregularities prevailing dips towards

the South-East and North-West, and have thus consi-

derably influenced the mean bearing of all the subsequent

deposits of British strata in which a very general tend-

ency to the North-Eastern and South-Western direction

has been for a long time observed.

Plutonic rocks are often visible ulong the axis of

these ancient elevations. The Cumbrian chain encloses

a Hue of nuclei of granite, syenite, and hypersthene rock*,

besides various porphyries and greenstones in dykes, and Geology,

overlying plateaux, of which the age is less certainly Cb. If.

indicated. These have evidently Wen injected in a 1-v-^-
melted state into fissures produced during the general
movement of the stony masses

; but there is rarely any
proof derived from veins, or from the appearances at the
points of their contact with other rocks. Hi at the central
granitic masses were uplifted in a melted state. But
in Cornwall, in the North of Ireland, and still more
generally in Scotland, the granitic rocks were evidently
in a state of fusion, since the deposit of the slates, and,
accordingly, these latter rocks, and the various strata

associated w ith them, are often penetrated hy veins of
granite, and materially altered at the surfaces of contact.

Have the fissures occasioned by these intestine subterra-
nean movements furnished the cavities which have since,

by injection, sublimation, and segregation, been filled

by various metallic and mineral substances l

These mineral veins are, upon the whole, more nu* Mineral

merous in the primary strata than in any ofthe secondary Tei“
rocks ; and the generally admitted fact that they are not
all of the same age in the same mining country, may
lead us to suppose that their production was not con-
lined even to one great epoch in Geology, hut was
repeated at intervals during the whole period of the for-

mation of the strata.

Table of the Organic Remains of the State System.

The maik • signifies Ibat the species to which it is attached occurs in the carboniferous system also.

Plants.

Family. Name.
_

Foreign Localities,

Alg* Fucoides aniitrout, B^t Christiania.

»wr», H|{t • ••• Quebec.

dentatus, Bpt Ditto.

eircinatus, Bjrt IDs** of KimwkiiUe, Sweden.

Riuuctacc® ..... CaUmit« nuUahts, Bgt BiUchweiler. (Ilaut Rhia )

Yoltzii, Btft Zuadtwsibsr. ( Baden.)

Fdices •Sphcaopteris dissccta, Bgt Bergbauptan. (Baden.)

Cvc.optem fl&bellata, Bgt. «••••••»• Ditto.

•Pecoptsris aapira, Bgt Ditto.

* Sigilfatia tnNlUts, Bgt Ditto.

Vtritzb, Bgt. . Zundsweiher.

Lvcnpodiaces .... Lepidodrndron. (several specie*.) .... Bergbaaptat, Bifschweiler.

•Stigtnoria fleoides, Bgt Bitscbweiler.

Class uncertain . . , Asterojiiyllitcs prgmma, Bgt, ...... Berghaupteo.

Fossil plants generally ............. Near Namur.

almost total want of fructification in the fossil*, and
their generally fragmentary slate. Four species are

marine, two or three probably belonged to marshes, and
seven or eight or more to drier situations. The marine
plants are mostly found in limestone. The number of

species is too small to furnish, alone, any general infer-

ences cither as to the prevalent character of the Flora, or

the climate of this period
;

yet taken in connection with

the carboniferous system, they appear to warrant a belief

that vascular cryptog&mic plants were in possession of the

land, that this was very limited in extent, and that the

climate was hot.

This list, which is taken almost wholly from M. A.

Brongniart's Prodrome de t'Histoire de.s Vkgilmtx Pos-

sites, will be found remarkably analogous to the more
extended catalogue of the plants of the carboniferous

system of strata. The fourteen or more species of plants

here recorded, belong to genera which occur likewise in

the carboniferous strata above, and four of the species,

marked by an asterisk, are found again in these rocks.

Three of the four occur at Berghaupten, in coal mea-

sures which may be of the true carboniferous, epoch.

All the genera are, probably, extinct, though with respect

to the Alices this is difficult to prove, on account of the

Fnmflj-.

Fitroza ....

Oorticifera

Organic R.-mains of the Slate System*

Polyparia.

Name. Briluh Local ill 1*. Foctiga Lvnllti--*.

, AchiUeum eariosum .«••.«•••• .Groningen, (loo* specimen-)

Muioq ertbrosutn ..... .« Kifcl.

Scyphia coimitlea ............. Oil In.

turbinata Ditto.

cluthrzVz Ditto

costata ...... .......... .......... . « . . ......... . Ditto.

Ttbjjoi acetabulum Ditto.

. Gcngonia antxj’ia Kifcl, Ural.
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JNaaMw BlUUh Locallt:.'*. Foeeica LociUlics,

Eifel.

^
~ ~j ~_r~\

Flustra UnciMlata

Ceriopora atfinis Dudley .............

Ditto .... Ditto.

.... Ditto.

Ditto

C.I»°»para,G.J BrameUii, Min.

trancita, Raf, . . . . Kentucky.

Kentuckensu, Raf. . .. • *» Ditto.

bolwtus, MVm. ........................ Christiania.

nheobm Groningen.

favosa Lake Huron.

Ogtlkodw Douglas uear Dublin GtroUtoin, Lake Huron, Camill Mountains.

basaltica Lake Erie, Eifel, GottLnd.

infundibuhfera Eifel, Heiuberg.

•polymorpha Ditto, Ditto, Pfa&ath.

spongites Shropshire, Dudley. Eifel, Swol«n.

fibrosa Niagara, Kentucky, Eifel, Benslcrg.

cervicorais*. ........... . (iottUou.

Aulopora alecto, £am. serpons Eifel, Bamberg, Gotland, Christiania.

tubcfbrmu Eifel.

ioic.ita Ditto, llsnabcrg.

gloroerata Bensbcrg.

elegans Ditto.

Mnotatuxa ........... »»•••* Kifvl.

Catacupora oscharoides, Lain. ... Shropshire, HerefordshireAc- Ditto, Chrutiania, Gottlarul, Lake Huron, Moscow.

Ubyrintbica Groningen, Drummond Island.

tuboloso, Lam. Christiania.

Syringopora rexticiUata ........ Lake Huron.

ramulosa Limburg.

reticulata... Ditto.

ONpitosa PfuiTmth new Coin.

filifurmis Groningen.
undetermined Gkiuc. Shrop. if,

Lamdlifcra ......Agaricia lobata Eifel.

Svrindcnuana Groningen.

Liihodendron empitneum ....... QlouC. IIcrof-, &c Bvnsberg.

Anthophyllum deuticulalura Niagara.
bicosfatutxi >.....• ........................ Eifel.

Cyslbophyllum pUcatera Kentucky.
dianihus .. Eifel.

nu!icans .............. Ditto.

marginatum Bensbcrg.

exptanatum ....... .... . ........................ Ditto.

tuxbrnatum
hypucraterifocme Eifel.

termites Ditto, Bemberg.
flexuosum Eifel.

eermirulare Ditto.

secundum ............. Ditto.

lamellobum Ditto.

ptaeentiforms Ditto.

pdicatum Sweden.
qnadrigeminum EiCrl, Bensbcrg.

cssspwtouuu ........................ Eifel.
t

hi-xagonum Ditto, B*n*berg.

helianthoidcs Eifel, Lake Huron.
Strombode* pentagunus Drummond Inland, Lake Huron.

Astrara ananas Gottland.

poron Glow. Heref. Eifel, Bcwbtrr.
Columnaria alvoolut* .......... Seneca Sea. (Nf* York.)

Sarcinula punctata. Park Gloucestershire.

OTgnnum «... Gottland.

angularis, EL .......... Dudley.

Mastrrma peiilagoaa, Raf. ..... ........................ Kentucky.
Pleurodictyum peobletnaticum ... Nassau, Hundsrock.
Itydnophora Shropshire.

*±j?£±!!3 GoV.} ««"* "**»- <*»“». OUaVmMm.
In the above list the specific names are chiefly adopted from Gohlfiua.
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The great number and variety of llie species of poly-

paria in strata so near in position to those which contain

no traces of living Beings, is remarkable, and sets in a

strong light the error of those who suppose the paucity

or deficiency of organic remains in the lower strata is

owing merely to their antiquity ; while at the same
time the almost exclusive limitation of these remains to

the calcareous beds of the slate system shows that the

true cause both of their rarity in the one cnee, and their

plenty in the other, must be sought in the condition of
the sea at the different periods. It is especially worthy

of notice, that though nearly all the species are peculiar

to the slate system, most of the genera are repeated in

the carboniferous limestone above, and several exist in

the present sea, as madreporn, ostrcea, cellepora, reteporn,

gorgonia.—Typesofall the most remarkable living tribes

of polyparia are preserved in these ancient repositories ;

the lamellifcrv bear the same large proportion to the

other corals as now obtains in hot seas, and it is evi-

dent that the general arrangements ofNature with respect Geology,

to the life of marine animals were of the same kind as at ^
present. ''-’’‘v''"*''

With respect to the Geographical distribution of the
species our Catalogues and our Collections appear to
present a remarkable contrast

;
for while the former

seem to show that a very few species only have been
recognised at more than one locality, the general im-
pression derived from a view of the latter is exactly the
reverse. The systematic is perhaps too easily led to

multiply distinctions without necessity, while the eye of
the ordinary observer is more easily imposed on by the
analogy of kindred forms. At all events, it is certain

that the zoophiles of this limestone arc eminently cha-

racteristic of it, and some of the genera may almost be
taken to represent it: such are favosites, calcnipora,

umplexus ; and yet these all occur (less abundantly) in

the carboniferous limestone.

Organic Remains of Ike Slate System.

ftniW.
Crinoiava.

,

Radi aria.

Jtaar, Hock. Driiiih

, .Peatrenutes florealia, G Calcareous

Caryomtm* .....a.........
Eugvniacrinu* tnespiliforroi*, G Ditto ......
?rirt<crinii* jviiciu, G Ditto ......
Platyeriuua ventricowi*, G Ditto ...............

*pent»ngulara Ditto ...... 1 hwilcy,Din vwrr.

Cj aUiucriiniB tulicrculatus Ditto ...... Dudley.

regoiui Ditto ...... SJiropotnre .....

pMEDotricun, G.. Ditto......
pmtatat, G
peatagoaiu. G.

Actioocrinm moniliformis .......... Ditto ...... Dudley.

3 1‘-dactylus . . . . .

herb
eiuguiatu*, G
TEur.c&tw, G
coduloxua. < 1

rnwtiUfcp.is, G.
Mclocrinus hiervictyplHcuk, G

gibhosus,G......
•Rhodocrinu*

(*....

5-part itiw, G
canaliculatas, G
crmtui, G

Cnprcnocrinus cruras, G
gracilis, G
tefKntia, 6., ....

Kucalyptucnuus rasareus, G„
Echiaoqihatriles pamiun, W

fiur.intium,W
gr,instant,W ....
\VshWnV<Tgii. R

Kuaiaito Guttdandjcu*,W

,
Dudley

Furrvjfti Looslitiei.

Misaissippi.

North America.
&JaL
Ditto.

Orlsad, Dakcarlb, EiLel.

Ktfcl.

Ditto.

Groningen,

KM.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ocland. KjnuehiiDe, near St Pctenburgh.
M.>s*ehurg, Westrogotliisu

Otlind, Palerariis.

Gulf of Christian*.
Gi(Miami.

Iii the preceding list of radiaria, all the species named
by other authors than Miller, have the initials of those

authors, as Goldins* , Wahlenbcrg, Esinark. Tlie thirty-

four species here collected Tiave all vanished from the pre-

sent ranks of Creation, hut we find at least four repeated

in the carboniferous limestone. Six of the thirteen

genera are also continued into that limestone, anti two,

(etigeniacriuUcB and pentacrinites,) the latter of which is

unknown in carboniferous limestone, arc rather plentiful

in the oolitic rocks. The criuoidcu of the slate system

are almost exclusively found in limestone, and only

locally distributed in that rock. No true cchinida or

stellerida have yet been described from these undent

rocks.

I

Organic Remains of (he Slate System.

Conch ifbila.

Family. Nxmr. Biitiab Lacalitir* Foreign Ltftalfoc*.

PUgymyoa* Trigouia sulcata, G. «•.*•••••• Lindhu.
concentric*, G * Ditto.

unOMeniuned, Ph. ...... N ear Kirby Lonsdale.
Caulium astellatuna, Mila. ...» Elbcrsreuth, Prague.
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Xame. D/ili ih LotallUe*. Porci^n Localities.

.Cardium hybridura, M Elherercutb.
lln«an, M. Ditto.

jwiacum, M Ditto, Prague.
striatum, M. ...... ..... Klbersniuta.
•ftLrfurtnc, Sow.. . ...... Plymouth, Newton ltmhcl . . Eifel.

coetrlktmn, M. . . Klberareulh.
greed*, M. Ditto.

plicatum, M. ........... Ditto.

tripiirlitum, M. ........................ Ditto.

faaciculetum, G Kommemiu. (Erne.)
marginatum, G Ditto.

carpomorphtim, I)*lm Sweden.
Inocardia Humboldtii, H.-en Wiasenbach, near Dillonburg.
Vcoericardium rcboatriatum, v.| „ . . ,,r ....

Buch ...J
Marfenherg. (Waldae*.)

Cresntvlla obsolete, Cl. ........ Wipperfiirtb.
Lucina "trada, O Eifel. Hensbcrg.

•hneata, O Ditto.
rupoaa,G Ditto.

*oueta, G. ............ ... Ditto.

Tdlina oblique, G. Keomnenau.
Cypriot raiuuta. ...... ........ ........................ Kifcl.

Corbula ronaria Ditto.

Cythcrea Okcui, M. ... .......... . RegnilxloMU.
inflate, M. Ditto.

Huingeri, M «... Ditto.

elongate. M. Ditto.

bikibata M Ditto.

•ubcylindrua, M ...... Ditto.

intermedia, M ........................ Ditto.

lovolaria gibbosa, S Altenahr.
undulate ? 8 ........................ Htehengcbirg*.
COOteotrica, ti. Eifel.

lamellota, G Ditto.

doraata. G Ditto, AUenahr.
truncate, G Ditto.

jihawotina, G Ditto
•oJcnoidea, O. Siebeogebirge. Altenahr.

PhoUdmnya radiate, G. ....... Eifd.
Bolen *pelagirna, G Ditto.

retuatus, G Ditto.

•MegmJodoo cucaHatum, S Newton Bushel Pfaffretb.
Hodiola (hliifunii, Hen . Eifel.

antique, G Emt.
Gothlendica, Ilia Gottlaad.

Mytilua vetuatua, G. Diileubum Upper Canada.
Area ptisea, G Klotter Hruck. (Soflingen.)
Nucula antique. G Hare, Ema.

*aulmoidea, G. Ditto.

fornicate. G Ojpe.
*

aceunfonnia, G Ema.
pinguia, G Ditto.

Mcfomyoaa ..... .Aptjrchus antiqiiua, G GcMHchrr Berg. Unborn.)
lavigmtue, O Eifel.

Aricula obsolete, G Alwndtheuer. (Huudaruck.)
lepida, U Gcutricher Berg.

Pterinea rpntncoaa, G. Kemroonau, Altanehr.
eoeUta, G Kina, Sietwogebirge.

,
KrtTimenau.

. Hare.•SuTjrn. ID
Iaerlohn.

Ditto, KsfieL

PfaiTuudori^ 'Coblcnr,) Oueida, N. A.
. Kemmenan.

Bnchiopcda ,

lineate, G.
lamellota, G.
reticulata, Q.
radiate, G. .

.

Carina

'

a, G. .

P*wa, d ...
trigone, G. . Ditto.

Poiidonie Btcheri, Bran (ri-ialricher Berg, Himdertith, Frankenbexg, Warden.
longitudiiulie, B Kddrrbringhauaea. ( Frankauberg )

Poctrn grandsvus, G .... Geiatlichar Berg.
ocinni,G Here.
Neptuni, G KifeL
ceimigriuua, G. ........ ........................ W switacb.
MVlnateri Ditto.

undetermined, Phil Near Kirby Lonadalt-
Gryphwa undetermined, P Ditto.

FlagiostooiaFor pterinea? unde-)
terminrd, R }

{ LcptT^*. ?ieL }‘,cTrcM*» S. . • Dudley, Plymouth EM, Gottland. Lithuania.

•usitica, S Eifel.
*huzu*phirrica, 8. Ditto, Catakill Mountains, Albany, Lexington.
rostrate, S. ............ ........................ Bensberg.
•aulcata, S Catakill Mi
anomala, S. Plymouth
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Brnchiopoda .

ItiiLUh Localrtir*. Forciga Localliw*

. Klitrl, Catskill Mountains.
.

1-ramilaU.Q
1 1

ill* Bid. ? !(Wa4 at Goto)..)
i) ... KiW, Goltlaud.^

’
i Ditto, Ditto, CuUkill Mountains, Oeland, Sdsonen,

nigosa, D. j Dokcitlia.

j
Gotiland, (Mud, Scbonrn, Daleculi*, East and

tranifcrialw *
| Wmt GottlamL

deft*™, GuttUad.

ochiuota, D 1 Gollland.
acukata ? S. J

cuuvulul*, O Kif««.

furcata,

capita!..

triuta. G Coburn*.

jtceiinaU, KiW, CobUni, Kauerxtubl.

imouta. KifrU

•stabricula. B. .......... #.#.»••••••••••••••• Ditl t>.

(Ditt-i, IJnrcnshult, East and West GoltLmd, Cats*

Orlhif, peden. D j kill Mountain*, Wijfttf»lrtb.

•slriaWU, Gottlaod, Lithuania.

D Horriubult.

cnllacUr*. D. Hush} (joel, Iliad*, \V«t GottUnd.

cidliifnunju SluupisrB, East Gott land, Trenton fall*.

tistniiiuarw, D. HonrnshuH, Blnnkenhcitn, Trentoufull*.

basal.-,

rlegantula. D.ttn.

demism, D (Wand.

noTcm radiata. I) Ditto.

rndi.it .i,
KiW.

coat at ts,
Kentucky.

nigo**. Hof. L*k*’ Huron.

granulosa, Mountain*.

fasciculate. G.
undulata. Albany.

nod>>M, G. . liiM.

8^
,

fen«"

,

S
l>

}

UUekenheim.

•atteouatn, S. EiW, Coblcu*.

•olt,.M,a month.

•rotuodata, S Neatuii Bushel.

•linrala, S l).»dUy.

distaut, S Plymouth.

•reticulata, 8. D»tu

pentagons, 8 Ditto.

• cuspidal a, S. I Ditto Eifcl, Bensbng, CoUcnx.
elevate, IX J

•cUbra. S. Ditto.

JKua Cobleo*.

•ambigua, S Blunkenbeim.

•dvcurtcns, S. Neatou Htiahol-

•distuns, S Pi} mouth.

•odoplioito, S.I
ifctto Gotll.o.1, Eif.t

rnsfA. IX I

extwrrrcta, *V GcIlUnd.

trapeioidalis, Hi* Ditto, Pwnralh, Eifrl.

n-ituu, Gottlaml, Rifcl, Bcnaberg.

•ubsulcatn.

ptychodos, D.
ctirdiofnernuSunri* Dudley I Ktto-

punu, II Ditto.

pwtucra,
jugala, Vt Ditto.

•Ltt icovta, Benabetw, KiW, Coblenx.

nleroptora, G Gloue. Hcrvf. K»W, Alleghany, Sitbengebirge, &e.

triangular**, Shi Bembtrg.
compmia,G. J
hetiiodjta, G. hifel.

macnjttcra, Catakill, Cobtoo*, Em«, &c.

Irnttfp<pra, G KiW, Liodlar.

porhyoptera, G Hudson. (New York.)

eanalifera, G Bensbcrg.

canalunilatn, G Ditto.

••triatida, G Ditto, Kiiai, Christiania, Trenlonfail*, &C.

PlaUBCTU. KregblB ffj Vcu E<l(p’
r
Dv.wutoD, Sc. ... K.W.

lit* it S. Neat Luillov.

Gypidia ronebidium, 1) Goltiand, Lithuania.

pryphoidci, G 1’fatirath.

ncti*, Q. Ditto.

8tryn°Ophalus Hurt ini. IK fr. Hcnsberg, EiW.
Otiiatus, U. ............ h'lfd.
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Brachwpoia ,,,..A!rypa, Dal.

Brilah LotalhtM.

yZ&jrf.1
; so.,}

1®"- s - •• • “'"“'i' L"!bor5'

•spem, Schl.

omliculili, D. ........ ••»••••••
gataaD, D
vocrll*, D. ............
auiirostn^ D.
kulicukrisv D.
nuideo, ll... ..........
dorsnta, lli»,

jirunnm, D. ...... .....
tumjiia, D. ............ .....................
tumulula. His.

micula, D.
mtulft, ft.

Tercbratda •Dtisralis, S ,

• crumens, 8. .........

• pufcr b.

.

. .. Plymouth
• Mantua, S
• acuminata, S.

porrecta, S. .‘..i. ...... Nawton Bnshvl.

• platyLjba, S. ......,• Plymouth.

Henoahiana, S. ....... Ditto.

gtganteo, S. Ditto.

rotunilats, S. Ditto.

lachryma, S Ditto.

tfilulU) 6. ............ .....................
canalkulata, O. .

Foreign LoealitlM.

Eiftl, Betuberg, West Gotland, &c.

Rifel, BeniWrg, Goltlaad, Christiania.

Oeland, Lithuania.

Rifel, GottlamL
Ktit QuitLaud.

West Gottiand.

Offend, Wuat Gotiland, And/arum.
Gottland.

Orland.
Gottiand.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Schemen.
Loke Simcoe
Rifel.

Ditto, Lake Huron, Lirdlv.
Rifel.

Eats.

Life!.

numqucUlrra, G.
oiehi

™
ibehotoma, G.
pentagon a, G. «

•

»V&hlrnl<igii, G.
subglobcaa, Q. .........
bifida, O ;
clavata'G. ........................
amygdala, G. .........
eonoentrica, Brown. ....
hatvrotypa, Brown. ....«• ........................
• ptieatell*. D . ........ Plymouth
lacunota, Wahl. ....... Herefordshire!

tdioilunla, D.
cunc.va, D
bidentata. His
marginalia, D. ......... ......... ....... ........
didyma, D.

Calceola sandalino, Lan. ......
Crania prisea, Horn
Orbicnla coMcntrira, v. Buh

rugata, Murchison .. .... Herefordshire,KirbyLonsdale
Lingula undetermined, Murchison Herefordshire.

Rife!.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Borenshost, flmbyljod, East Got! land.
Pongmnd, (Norway.)
Krfei, Gotllaad.

Gotiland.

Ditto, Djnpriken.

Klintcberg, Guttfend.

Gull laud.

Rifel.

Ratingen (in gwyiracke,)

Marlenberg (Waldeck.)

All the lead i net divisions of living conchifera are re-

cognised in the Ehells of the slate system, hut there is a
singular contrast between the present and the ancient

systems, as to the relative proportions of these divisions.

A short tabular comparison will render this very evi-

dent.

Of 100 conchifera now living 80 are plogymyonous

;

18 niesomyonous ; 2 brachiopodous : belonging tn the
slate system, 27 arc plsgymyouous ; 11 mesomyonous

;

62 brachiopodous. Of 78 species belonging to plagy-
myona and mesomyona, 3 are repeated in carboniferous

limestone, and 10 of the 11 genera which ibclude them
are continued through a long range of secondary rocks.

Nearly all the genera (as yet imperfectly under-
stood) of the brachiopodous bivalves are also found
abundantly in carboniferous limestone. Of all these,

terebratula is the only one now living, and it is very

correct to say that the furms of these ** primary” spe •

cies recede much more from the living terebratulre than
do those of the less ancient secondary strata. The mus-
cular arid ligamental structure of these animals, could it

be well made out, would surely afford very curious
results. The shells are most frequent in the limestones,
bill not by any means confined to them. Of 129 spe-
cies included in the preceding lists, 17 cccur also in the

VOL. VI.

carboniferous limestone, and for the most part abun-

dantly. The localities in which these shells are stated

to occur in transition limestone are, Plymouth, Newton
Bushel, and Torquay in Devonshire, 10 species; Isle

of Man, 2 species
;
Hcrbom, Blankenheim, and the

Catskill Mountains. We must leave it to future ob-

servers to say, whether any other such coincidences

occur at these and other places, and whether it is quite

certain that the limestones of Devonshire really belong

to the transition series, a point on which we cannot

avoid feeling some doubt.

The following conchifera, chiefly collected by Mr.
Weaver from limestone in the South of Ireland, arc

referred by M. De la Beche to the transition limestone.

We have found in comparing this list with that of fossils

indubitably belonging to the carboniferous epoch, so

extraordinary an identity, and on the other hand, when
compared to characteristic fossils of transition limestone

obtained from Countries in which its Geological rela-

tions are certain, so marked a discordance, that we must

for the present keep the fossils from the South of Ireland

separate.

Jsccanlia •oblonga.

SycriCrra *curadala.

•glabra.

4 a
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Spirifera •obtuaa.

•striata,

•pinguis.
reticulata.

Terebratul* •crumena.
•cordiforois.

•pugnus.
•nistruta.

fntfiaix.

•lnrvigata, Sch.

clung, it a, Sch.
•acuminata.
*lat«i*lis.

Tenrbratula •renifufmk.

Product* •Scotiea.

•Martini. \

•coacinna.
•It)bat*.

•punctata.

•nmbriata.

fdepmm.
anomalo.

In the above list the upecias marked * are common
fossils in the carboniferous limestone, those marked 1

are usual in transition limestone.

Gaolopy.

Cb. 11.

Gasteropoda
Brttiib Loealilfoc,Family. Namr.

Holastomta .....Patella? eoniea, W
peniiicovtes, W. ........
cuncentrica, \V ...a......... ...........
Neptuni, G.
primigenn, G.

PfllppJl •vstuato, S Plymouth, near Ladlow.
prisca, G
eompressa, G.

Signretu* ? rugomw, G. ................................
Nerita subcoktata, G.

* ipirata, S Ditto.

Ddphinula ? vouilatera, W. .... «...
obrallala, W
cornu arietis, W. .......
alata, XV.

subculcata. His.

KuompHalns angultmi*, S Benthall Edge.

diacurs, S. Shropshire, Dudley.

nodomu? S
TUgosus, S. ............ Colibraok Dul«.

• catilIu»,S. .......... ........................
funrttm, 8. Shropshire, Ledbury, Dudley.
ipinotm. G.
• Iftis, G. ...........
radiatus, G. ...........
stnatux,G
articularus. G.
dnmnwB, G
Ddphinuloides, G
trigonal)*, G. ..........
curtnutua, G. ..........
angulatus, W. .........
•ulntTialiis, His.
centrifugals, \V. ........
cattutu*. Hit. ..........

Cim* • acutus, S Plymouth, Tutworth.
cxnltatns, G
eliiptiruf. Hia. .........

Turbo • tiara, S Plymouth.
bkannaluu, W.
armatua, G.
uodosus, G

Pleurotoinaria striata, 8
cirriformis. S. ......... Ditto.

Turbo oalatus, tt. ...........
porcatus, G. ........... ........................

Botdla htlicinsefurmts, G. .....

Turritella ringulata, II <s

biliooata, G.
coronal*, (r.

abbreviata, S. ......... N ssrton Umbel.
spiucoa, S. Ditto, Plymouth .........

.

striata, G.
obsolete, G.

PhasianeUn reatncajaa, G.
tiuccuuuiies, G.- ........
furifarmis, G. .........

Soknoatomata . . . Murrx ? harpula, L Plymouth, Ncsrton Bushel.
Bocclaum *acutuin, S. ........ Plymouth '

rmbricatum, S. Plymouth, Newton Bushel .

bresra, 8 Newton Bushel.
nrruatum, Schi

Tcrebra •Hennahiana ......... Plymouth.

Funian Localitko.

KmnekUUe.
Ulanda.
Mooseberg.

Kifel, Olpo.
Pfattrath. * .

KrfoL

Ditto.

Ditto.

Pfaffrath, Ems.

G at tland. West Gutilaod.

Dale-carl ia, Odand.
GoUUnd.
Ditto,

Ditto.

Kifel. Beoabcrg.

Lake Erie.

Beusbcrg.

Dtto.
Kifel. •

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Brnaberg, Kifel, Dillenberg.

Bcnsbcrg, Kifel,

Ditto, Ditto.

Gottland.

Ditto.

DalecarUa, Wikarby, Gottknd.
Gottlaud.

Kifel.

DalecarUa.

Wikarby, Dalccarlia, Borcnahnit, &c.
Kifd
Ditto.

Etna.

Kifel.

Beruberg.

P&ffratb, EifeL
Gottland.

Benaberg, Pfkfirath, Kifel,

Pfaffiatb.

Benabenr,

Bird.
Ditto.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Bcntheig, Pfatfratti.

Bensberg.
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Cephalopoda.

yusQ., Nam*.
__

Br.lUh Local it*-*.

BuoaothaUinia, . . .Bellerophon •teuuifiwcin, 8 Newton Bushel.

•cornu arictis, S. .......
•apertm, 8
•costatus, S Plymouth
unduUtu*. G. *

striatua, *

Hwpaclui. Drf.

Gaucasicus, Fischer. .....
ciealnsntus, F.
helicoid**, F
odulnsua, G

l’olyth&lamia. ... .Cooularia *qu«ulrisi»1eata, 8. ... Gloucestershire

•teres

pjramkLiti, lira.

Orthoccras cinctum, S. Herefordshire.

circulare, S Dudley, Hereford*. Plymouth.

annul.-.tum, S. Salop

striatum, 8.

gigantcuui, S. .........
undulntum, S. .........
ncuarium. M.
regular*, Seh.

strutt» pnuctatum, U
ciugulntmn, M- ........ .... ....... .............

torquatum, M. . ........
•Steinhaueri, 9.

rarinatum, M.
linear?, M
irregular?, M. ......... ........................
commune, W. .........
duplex, \V.'..«

tiuchUwn, Dal.

centralo, I)

turliuiatum, D
gracile, Blum.
rectum, Base.

exeentricum, G
nodulasum, G. ........ ....>•
imbricatum, W.
ngnlatum. W

linaatuin, His
striolatum, V. Meyer
infLtum, G. ...........

Cyrtoccru semilunar?, G, ......
depressure, G.
cumpresKim, G
orrutum, G. ...........
annulaturn , Q. ... .....
Uneat um, G.

Polythfllmia Smrula eompretsa, G.
nodosa, G. -

coetaU G
annulatu, G.
cannats, G
doruta, G
constricts, G. . .

Nautilus divbux, M.
intennedius, M
ovatus, i

Lttuitce perfectu», W.
imperfectus, W
undescrihed Herefordshire, Yorkshire.

Ammonites (Goniaiitc*. r. It.;

A- God. expanaua, t. B

Notggcrathi,*G,

fubnxutiUnoe, Sell

primordialia, Sch *

Bccheri, G
prison, G.
antiquos, G
Hwmnghausii, r. U
Miinsteri, v. M.
simplex, r. B
multicrptatus, v. B.
inircjuistriatua, M-. . .....
emistristiH. ...........
sf«rio»u*. M.
rvtrnrstu, v. B. ......... ........................
Dslmaniii, His. ........ ........................

Foreign Lucaiitls*.

Catskill Mountains.

Eifel, Plnttsburg.

Lithuania.

BUokeuhvim.
Ditto. Bcnslnvg.
Pfaffratlv

Moscow.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Bonsberg, Uari.

Lochport, Eifel.

Hay near Caen,

Eifel.

Mulmoc, Christiania, New York.
Klbenovuth, Eifel.

Txarkusielo. (SL Petersburg.)

KlWrsreutb.
Ofland.

Elbertreuth.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

lu Sweden conunou.

Kiwurkuile, New York.
SolUrroe (Dalecailia.)

Ditto.

Ocland.
(•ft!,theher Berg, Wiuenboch.
Kucbul. (Prague.)

Bensberg, GladUch.
F.ifeL

Got!land.

Ditto.

Ditto.

(ieittlichcx Berg, Frankentarg.

Kifel, (iottland, Lake Huron.

Ueusberg.
Eifel.

Ditto.

BeDkberg.

Ktfel.

Ditto.

Kihach. (Dillenborg.)

Eifel.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Montrarwencv Falls.

Geistlicher Berg.

Hof Schleita.

Ditto.

Mosseherg, RctsI.

Jungby. (Sweden.)

Geistlicher Berg.
Eifel.

Ditto, Wi*enbich.
Winenbach.
Hart, Guslar.

Dillesburg.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Bensberg.

Klhcrsreuth.

Goalar.

KiOL
KIbersreuth.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Martenberg. (Woldeck.)

Gottland.
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Geology, The mollusc* of ihe slate system range themselves

Ch. II. under 16 gasteropodaus and 8 cephalopodous genera.

There are stated to be 64 species of the former and

79 of the latter. The gasteropodous genera are mostly

thought to be identical with those now in existence

;

excepting nautilus, all the cephalopoda are extinct gene*

ricalfy. All the species are extinct, though N. caurena,

Lam., is (we suppose by mistake) quoted as found in

America.

The ammonites of this system are of the same generic

types as those in the carboniferous limestone, with

waved or nngulated, but not foliaceous suture*

From the South of Ireland wc have,

Melania coortricta.*

Pileopeti veturta.*

News.
Cirma actihia.*

Ktiomjihalus eatillu*.*

Pletromaria cirriformia.

Bellcroplwn Unuifaacia.*

ovaloa.

Ortborems rtrirtum.

pmdmdeQMi
Nautilus glotiatua.*

Nautilus multiearimrtua.*

cariniferua.*

(Ellipeolithea) fuaatus.

compreMut,
ovatua.

Ammonite*.

In which list the asterisks show analogy to the carbo-
niferous limestone, while perhaps not a single fossil is

characteristic of the transition series.

Out of 143 species of molluscs in this list, 16 are

marked as also occurring (for the most part plenti-

fully) in the carboniferous system. The localities which
produce these shells are the Devonshire limestones

before mentioned, Blankenheim, Lake Erie, Shrop-
shire, and the country about New York. Wc recom-
mend the further consideration of this subject to the
special attention of Geologists, in connection with
Mr. Murchison's recent discoveries in the upper slate

system of Wales, in which all his researches appear to

show a constant and complete difference between the

fossils of the transition series and those of the carboni-

ferous limestone, separated from it by four thousand
feet of old red sandstone.

Serpula epithonu, G.

.

ammonia, G. .

oatpliaiodc*, G.
social**, G. . * i

Annulosa.
**»•*** Bfmhrrg.

Klfcl.

Michel Dean, UtiHiowtenJure Ditto, Brntberg.

Ditto ditto.

Fumllj.

Tiilobi1«.

.

Cristace a.

>’nia<*. UrltUh Lofkliti'f.

_ , , ... n . ( Dudley, Tortworth, Char* \.Calynwae Blumenbachii, Bt.
. | Shrop»hir* f.

roaerophthalma, Bti Dudley, Smnwhire
...... f Dudley, Ledbury, Tlertldrd-

vartolaxia, Bti
\ .hire, Shropshire.

Trirtani, Bt. ..«.••••.>
|

ball alula, DaL
cimatj, D.
lemicoi*, D.
polyloma, D.
actum*, D.
•chLercrm, D. ........... •..•••»•••••••••••••••••
Schlottneimii, Broon ....

latifronx, Br- ................
tondnna, D. ..»•••.*.* ........................
protuberao*. D.
punctata, Wahl ........................
Winta^ G.
arachnoid**, G..

pectosa, Stenabarg

lequalts, Mever ........................
Aupbui ccrdatua, kt

caudatoa, Bt. Dudley, Ledbury, Tortworth.

cornigerus, Sch. ........
Hainmanni, Bt ........
Pe Burhii, Bt. Llandilo, Bualt ..........
muenmatus, Bt.

expanaus, Wahl Dudley ............... .

granulatua, Bt.*. ... .....
extenuatu*, W.' *

Brongniarti, D,

aninutifrom, 1)

Hero*, D. .

platynotus, D.
frontalis, D
Isvicep, D. ........... .

palpebrosm, D. ........
crawicauda, W. ........
dilation*, D.
auriculatus, D.’.«...
Bucephalus, G
arinatin, G.
Schrouti-fi, 8chL
velatus, Schti

Foreign Loc&litl,-*.

Ohio, Newport, Utica, Scania, Oatrogothia, Gottiand,
Kifct Ac.

DusMldorf, Diileoburg, United States.

Eifel, Brenvitle, Falaiat, La lluoaadiere, Rcanee,
Angers.

Hnsbyfjoel, (Oetrogottlaad.)

Da to.

Vanting, (Wc*t Gottiand.)

l.jung. ;Wc*t Gottiand.)

Mcrg, (Oatiwgottland.)

Futhdal, (DaWarlw.) OitiocjoUliad.

Blankenheim, Dana, Gerolatein.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Gottiand.

Wrxtphalia.

Gottiand.

GerolsWia.
Ditto.

Oolaod, Rohmau.
'

Ihlknburg, Unborn.
Gottiand.

SL Petersburg.

Ambrctbury, Nelwu, Prague, CatskiH Mountaiiw.
Eifel, Cjrr. (Norway.)

(West Gottiand.)

Sweden, Norway.
Varving. Olleburg, (West Gottiand,) FurudaL

'

Huabyfjoel, lleda. (Ustrogottiaad.)

ErfVl, May, Nebou.
Hodytjon.
Kinnekulte, Wikarhy.
Wert Gottiand.

Idang.

Hualytjoel-

Ditto.

Ditto, Christiania, Tsarkoa-aeio.

Norway.
Karlstein.

MM.

.

Ditto.

hut,
Ditto.
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G*olocj.

ct ft.

Fk»Jy. N*m*. UntUh Loc*]hic*.

Asuphus, myop*, Kwnig Dudlry.
j’lUtulatu*. Schl. .......

£35?
wntrotui, D
latlcauiio, D .......
ciuiieaDila, D. • . ...... »r«

glomtrinus, D. ......... .....»•»••»«»••

££& D
Oj^jgia, Gucttardi, Bt. ........

IXfntanftii, Bt.

Wahleabergii, Bt.

Silltauni

gE-a*}****.
Sulieri, Bt. ...........
tpinuloHUK, Bt. ......... ••••••••••••••••
gtMwiui, Bt .......... ....................
•caraboides, Bt.

lluffii, O
Bucephalus, Wahl
macTocqphalu*, 6
ftabellifer, O

Agoostu* piriformis, D.

For.l(u LocalltiM.

Gottlsnd.

Ofhnd.

Husbyijoel.

Osmunasberg. (DaleexrltO
Iluabyfioel, Christiania, Ttarko-ratlo.

Huabyljool, Skorpasao, Scama, Ac.

Hmbjfjoel.

Ditto, Skarpaaan, Varying.

Anger*.
Ditto. Gexolateia.

Ditto.

Mount Schnedady. (North America.)

Olriorp, ! West Gottiaud,) Gioei, (Bohemia.)

Giatx
Aulrarum, Scania, West GottUnd.
KinnrkitUe.

Falkflping, (Ostrogottland,) WeriGuttland.
Gioes.
Olatorn.

Bifid.

Ditto.

Kianekulle, Musseberg.

Geology.

Ch. IL

The greater part of these Crustacea are peculiar to

the slate system, and are distributed extensively along
its range, generally in the upper slates and calcareous

beds. No trilobite has yet been found in these strata

in Scotland, Cumbria, Cornwall, or Ireland, but many
specks occur at Dudley, in Shropshire, Herefordshire,

and South Wales, as well as in Sweden, Norway, about

St. Petersburg, the Harz, the Gifel, at Angers, and in

North America. Several species yet nndescribed belong
to the carboniferous limestones of England, which ap-
pear different from those of the transition limestone.

Fishes.

Traces* of fishes have been found at Dudley, Tort*
worth, and in the Eifel.

General Summary.

There are 553 species of organic remains, of which 49
are also found in the carboniferous limestone more. «Au/i-
dantly. The principal localities for these species in the
slate system are Devonshire sod the banks of the

Rhine. If we include the shells of the South of Ireland,
the repetitions of species amount to 62.

Plants ... . 14 specie*, of which 4 are marine, 10 terrestrial.

Polyparia . _ 87 . , fibrusn 7, curticifera 2, ctllulifcra 44,
latneUiCcra 34.

RadUrim .. 34 ..

Ctmchifcra. 206 .. plagymyona 55, mest myon* 23, bra-
chiopoda 128.

Mollusca ., 143 .. gutteronuda 64, cephalopoda 79, of
which 1 1 are mouuthaUaiia.

Annulosa.. 4

Crustacea . 65

553 species, all marine, except a few plants.'
Fishes ....

Secondary Strata.

Carboniferous System.

Physical At the commencement of the second great period in
geography the deposition of the stratified crust of tne Earth, that
efth* pe- during which the secondary strata were deposited, the
nod* surface of the Globe, as far as this can be known from

observations so long posterior, was in a very different
state from that which has been Inferred to have been its

condition befure the deposit of the primary strata. Then

it is probable that little dry land existed, and perhaps

most of the mechanical aggregates of the primary series

were produced by agitations of the comparatively shallow

waters of the Ocean ; but note many mountain ranges

and groups may be traced dividing the Ocean into seas and
gulfs of various depths and unequal area, within which
materials swept forcibly by inundations from the land

were mingled with chemical precipitations from the water.
Thus the primary ranges of Scotland, England, Wales,

and Ireland, the South of France, and the North of Ger-
many, are in' many ports enveloped in thick strata of
conglomerate sandstones, shales, coal, and limestone ;

and these deposits begin to assume more local charac-

ters, dependent on the vary ing Physical conditions of the

particular case.

The shales and sandstones, which ore evidently the

result of the mechanical action of water, contain the

reliquisa of plants in great abundance, and the coal

seams are wholly formed from the matter of terrestrial

vegetables ; but the limestones are full of marine shells,

corals snd radiated animals. From (he former wc learn

the condition of the land, from the latter that of the sea.

The high temperature during the deposition of the pri-

mary strata, indicated by the remarkable consolidation

of the rocks before the carboniferous era, may likewise

be inferred from the tropical character of the plants

associated with the coal seams, and the coralline and
other zoophylic animals embedded in the limestones of

the carboniferous epoch. To this period likewise belong

many mineral veins, many eruptions of basaltic rocks,

and other effects of internal beat.

The carboniferous deposits are generally very distin-

guishable from those of the primary group ; most re-

markably so, where, as is generally the case, their

accumulation was preceded by a great elevation of
the state mountains: but in several instances the change
from the older slates to the shales and sandstones of the

superior group is very gradual, (Herefordshire,) and un-
accompanied by violence, and the organic remains arc

mostly congenerous. It is not then a new Creation, nor
even a new System of Nature, that wc are called upon lo

examine, but another step in the scale of periodical

operations, whereby the vacant Planet was replenished

with life, and lilted for the residence of Man.
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of the

In England the carboniferous system, when fully ex-

panded, admits of division into three series t

The old red sandstone.

The carboniferous limestone,

The coal formation

;

and in many parts, (Somersetshire, Monmouthshire,

Derbyshire, Ac.) these are not only distinguishable

but even strongly contrasted ; the first by itif red sand-

stones, and conglomerates derived from the neighbour-

ing primary mountains ; the second by its almost un-

divided mass of limestone full of marine exuviae; the

last by its shales and argillaceous sandstones, bunds

of ironstone, and beds of coal. But, in Yorkshire,

the limestone series begins to be intermingled with

coal, sandstones, and shales; in the Northern parts of

Northumberland these two series are intimately blended

;

and in the Island of Arran the diminished deposits of

coal and mountain limestone are included, and almost

lost in one vast mass of red sandstone, with no clays and
conglomerates.

There is nothing peculiar in this : wc shall find ex-

actly similar phenomena among the superior formations.

In fact, it is certain that among all the formations pos-

terior to the slates, the distinctions of strata are mostly

local, and even the formations themselves, however ex-

tensive, are limited within the circuit of the anciently

elevated primary mountains. Nevertheless, the red con-

glomerates when present usually appear at the base of

the carboniferous system, and the coal deposits are most

plentiful at the top. This appears a natural consequence

of the state of the Earth's surface when the formation

began. The conglomerates should be most abundant

in the oldest deposits, because they are evidently the

resnlt of the transient violence attending the elevation of

the primary strata which they surround ; then, in the sea,

the period of succeeding tranquillity is marked by the

most decided accumulation of marine spoils ; and these,

according ns. they took place in deep water or near the

shore, retain a pure oceanic character, or are mingled

with the spoils of the land, which, increasing in quan-

tity, finally buried them under the vast mass of coal

measures.

In describing this series we shall confine ourselves

principally to the British Isles.

Old Red Sandstone Formation,

Origin of In most cases Ute production of this rock is evidently

U»i» fomu- the effect of general convulsive movements. Tlw slate
lion. rocks of Cumbria, exposed upon their recent elevation

to enormous waste and degradation, were rolled to

pebbles, which were collected into hollows or rude val-

leys, and reunited by a basis of red sandstone or red

marl into vast irregular beds of coarse conglomerate.

The mountains of Scotland arc in the same way bor-

dered by enormous accumulations of the same character

;

and those of North and South Wale* are Hanked by

extensive deposits of pebbly red sandstone.

This lowest member of the carboniferous system,

though varying in character in every different diff and
district, and irregularly distributed, is an extensive and
important mass of strata.

In theCum- The limited tract of old red sandstone adjoining to
brun db> the slate district of Cumberland and Westmoreland, lies
tnct. prindpally on the Eastern side, where it appears in

patches, in Mell-felt, at Dacre Castle, Sedbergh, and
Kirby Lonsdale, and near Kendal. In all these situa-

tions it is a very course conglomerate, with a basis of red

sandstone or red marl, filled with 'fragmented masses, Oaotogv.

almost entirely derived from the neighbouring slate Ch.il.

hills. Some of these fragments are quartz veinstone L L
with micaceous iron ore. Each little patch of conglo-

merate is nearly confined to a particular valley, and
seems, in fact, to have been accumulated by currents

which in the ancient times of disturbance passed down
that hollow. No organic remains have ever been found

in this rock around the district of the Lakes. In some
places the quantity of pebbles is diminished, and the

red sandstone forms separate beds ; (ShapwellB ;) in other

places thu red clay, alternating with blue end white

layers, (as at Kirby Lonsdale,) so closely resembles the

new red marl, that nothing but the Geological relations

could determine the difference of the deposits. As
might be expected in such a heterogeneous mixture, the

beds and joints of the conglomerate beds are irregular,

and it deserves attention that hitherto no mineral veins

have been found to traverse it Veins of calcareous spar

occasionally divide it and, what is remarkable, the peb-

bles are often split by these veins, as they are in the

contemporaneous conglomerate of Oban in Argyleshirc,

and the more recent Nagelflue of Swisserlaud.

It appears from these circumstances, that daring the

period of turbulence which succeeded the deposit of the

slates in Cumberland, the waters of the sea bad a par-

ticular tendency to deposit, near the shores, materials

charged with red oxide of iron, and that the compara-

tively quiet process by which sandstones and days were

thus produced was liable to violent interruptions, and

the products in consequence mixed with a vast quantity

of fragments of the prcconsol idated rocks, probably'urged

downwards to the sea along the lines of dislocated strata

w hich had already begun to be excavated iuto valleys.

Along the South-Eastern and Southern bovder of the Ia.Wsk*.

slate district of Wales, through Herefordshire, Mon-
mouthshire, Glamorganshire, and Pembrokeshire, the

old red sandstone formation is much more fully de-

veloped than in the lake district of the North. It is

vastly thicker, more extensively spread out, composed of

various definite ports, and consequently more regularly

traceable through the country. Its boundary on the

West is by Caermarthcn, Brecon, and Leominster. On
the East it runs from near Cardiff, by the high district

of Wentwood, Trelech, and Craig y Dtorth, ami by the

Forest of Dean, which it encircles with a high boun-

dary edge to near Leominster, where it seems to end

ahruptly. Its thickness in Monmouthshire and Brecon-

shire con hardly be estimated at less than 2000 feet

;

but its lower edge is not always dearly distinguishable

from the creywacke slates beneath.

One of the best sections of the old red sandstone is Monmraflt
afforded in the neighbourhood of Monmouth, beginning shire, Ac.

with the Kymin Hill, which is part of the lofty boundary
of Dean Forest.

Here wc perceive that the thick conglomerate rocks,

full of quartz pebbles, remarkably analogous to some
varieties of millstone grit, Ibrtn the very cap of the

whole system, and crown fhe lulls with magnificent pre-

cipices and solitary crags. Below is a series of red sand-

stone rocks, productive of excellent flagstone, writh one, or

perhaps two, beds of a singular limestone, mottled with

red, bine, green, and yellow, sometimes much mixed

with days, and always irregular. Though of argilla-

ceous aspect, it is so nearly pure as to be burned to

lime ; and though apparently fragmentary, is real!) a very

hard stone, fit for the roads. It contains no organic
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Gflobjry. remains. The lowest part of the section exhibits an
Ch. II. extreme abundance of red maria with white and green

bands, uudialiuguishable from those of the new red

mar).

These characters accompany tire range of the old red

sandstone through the lower parts of Monmouthshire,

and through Herefordshire, anti part of Worcestershire,

where the upper conglomerates arc used as cyder mill-

stones, and the limestone (called conistoue) is often

employed on the roads.

This limestone, indeed, notwithstanding its apparently

irregular and fragmentary character, is one of the most

persistent layers that we are acquainted with, for it uc-

compauics and characterises the old red sandstone along

nearly its whole course. In C'aermarlhenshire it is par-

ticularly remarkable iu the cliffs near Laughame, from

which specimens may be obtained not distinguishable

from the “ gooseberry” stone of Monmouth.
Scotland. The old red sandstone is largely developed in Scot-

land, especially along the South- Eastern edge of the

Grampian mountains, and on the North-Western side

of the slate ranges of Lammrrmuir, as fully described by

M. Door. As before observed, it forms in Arran the

lower portion of one vast red sandstone aeries, the

upper portion of which, not very different in any of its

characters, is taken by Murchison and Sedgwick for

the representative of the new red sandstone of England.
On the Western side of Scotland the old red sand-

stone is found at many scattered points in bays and hol-

lows of the mountains, und has received very good
illustration from Macculioch and the Geologists above

named. Along the Caledonian Canal and iu Caith-

ness, strata of this age abound, and the Orkneys appear
to consist chiefly of the same group of rocks.

Almost universally this red sandstone system, how
various soever in thickness and in quality of composi-

tion. consists in nil the lower portion, which rests upon
the slate system, of a coarse conglomerate sandstone,

generally tinged red, full of fragments large ami small,

and rounded by attrition in water. This rock does not,

like that of Cumberland, to which it is strongly analo-

gous in composition, lie entirely in local hollows, but
forms a continuous belt round nearly the whole primary
district, where the border of this is distinctly seen, and
rises into hitls of considerable altitude, which ore iu this

manner wholly composed of the ruins of the interior nnd
•till higher primary mountains. The contemplation of this

remarkable rock in the vicinity of the beautiful Lakes in

the South-West part of the Grampians, can hardly fail to

impress upon the attentive observer two propositions of
the highest importance in Geology. 1st That the accu-
mulation of these mountainous ruins of earlier rocks was
caused by the violence of water, pot into activity by the
elevation of the primary rocks, ami favoured in opera-
tion by the fractures which this operation produced in

them. 2d. That, since all these effects, the whole region
of primary and derivative rocks has been again elevated,

perhaps by a more insensible process, so ns to raise the
conglomerates to the heif^it of 1000 feet or more above
the level of that sea in which they were formed.

According to the nature of the primary rocks in its

vicinity, as remarked by M. Boud, the red sandstone
conglomerate varies in composition. The degree of attri-

tion to which the fragmentary masses which it includes
have been exposed, is here different in different places

;

without doubt according to the degree and continuity of
the aqueous action accompanying the disruption of the

primary 6trata. Thus on the banks At' Luchttcss, at Gcoimra

the Fail of Foyers, we find it a sort of granitoid breccia, If*

with fragments slightly rolled Of quartz, mica slate, red
s-^v—

granites, primary limestones, &c. W$ might easily

admit that this granitoid breccia is in some degree mo
/amorphic, like certain breccias of Plutonic aspect in

the slate district of Cumberland, The brecciatcd cha-

racter, so remarkable at the Fall of Foyers, is speedily

changed at a small distance into the usual asped of a
decided conglomerate.

Along the South-Eastern edge of the Grampians, the

composition of the conglomerate appears dependent in a
high degree on the nature of the primary series on
which it repose*. Near the granitic and porphyritic re-

gion of Aberdeenshire, quartz, felspar, porphyry, granite,

with gurnets, sienite, hornblende, compact felspar, are

mentioned by Buu&, with gneiss, mica slule, and clay slate.

But in the district of Loch Katrine, where Plutonic rocks

arc less abundant in (he slate system, the fragments consist

almost wholly of mica and chlorite slate. In Oban we
have observed that the rock contains not only masses of

trap rocks, but that its base is in places almost wholly
composed of the substance of those rock* reduced to

sand. Along the Lammennuir ranges, which are com-
posed of clay slate aud trap rocks, the conglomerates

contain almost wholly slate fragments nnd boulder*, aud
lie in hollows of the chain, very much as tlse contem-
poraneous deposits border the similar slates of Cumbria.
The inclination of the conglomerate strata is depen-

dent on the enu tyro ration of the primary mountains,
and there is no doubt that the stratification is for great

lengths of country in irregular accordance with that of
the older rocks

; yet this dependence is chiefly observed
along the lines parallel to the axis of elevation of the

Grampians, and isoveu there liable to great exceptions.

In the vicinity of Loch Lomond it succeeds clay slate ;

generally along the Grampians it rests on mica slate or

chlorite slate ; but along the Lammertnuir hills ou grey-

wackc slate.

Receding from the border of the mountains, the

upper strata of red sandstone arc found nearly free from
pebbles, composed of laminae of various quulity, sandy
or argillaceous ; and sometimes, a* in Perthshire, va-

riously coloured. The greater part of the sandstones

of Caithness, which ore usually ascribed to this era, are

dark, carbonaceous, flagstone rocks, in a few places con-

taining between their layers very interesting specimen*
of fishes, which have been conjectured to belong to fresh-

water tribe*. Laminated sandstones abound in the Ork-
neys. Red sandstones accompany the coal of Dumfoea-
shire, and in this part of Scotland we believe that the red

sandstone series is, like that of Arran, a great continuous

deposit, in which the carboniferous limestone and coal

seams form merely the parting, not always traceable,

between the old red and the new red sandstone systems.

A natural classification, in all the Southern parts of
Scotland, made without reference to other parts of the

Island, would, we think, include the carboniferous and
saliferous systems in one general term, the red sandstone

system having, as subordinate groups, the mountain
limestone and coal strata.

This should diminish the anxiety sometimes felt about
univcrml agreement in dawification , and encourage
topographical Geologists to employ for the country they

describe the arrangement of strata most suitable to de-

velopc the true local relations of the rocks.

Metallic veins are rare in the old red sandstone rocks, /
i
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Geology, but veins of crystallized earthy substances occur fre-

Ch. II. qnently. Carbonate of lime traverses it at Kirby Lons-

d*te
; sulphate of barytes near Monmouth and South

Saunox in Arran ; sulphate ofstrontian occurs in it near

Inverness; ami asbestus in Kincardineshire. (Bout.)

The joints in it ore very irregular.

Inlsvlaad. The mountain limestone, which underlays oil the coal

fields of Ireland, generally rests on old red sandstone,

which is unconforinable to the subjacent slates.

Mountain or Carboniferous Limestone Formation.

The carboniferous limestone is a rock of which the

history must principally be studied within the limits of

the British Islands, for it is no where else so much or so

variously developed. Its romantic rocks border many of

the most beautiful valleys of the South-West of Scotland,

Northern and Central England, and encircle the wide

primary regions of Wales. In Ireland, as Mr. Weaver
observes, this limestone is the prevalent and characteristic

rock in most of the Counties, except Derr), Antrim, and

Wicklow.
* The romantic channel of the Meuse runs for a con-

siderable distance about Namur and Liege in a very

remarkable range of carboniferous limestone, along the

Northern side of the primary slates of the Ardennes,

and is prolonged Eastward to the German side of the

Rhine, near Dusaeldorf, and continued Westward (be-

neath a wide deposit of chalk) to the neighbouring of

Boulogne. The coal deposits of Poland are based upon

dark limestones of the same age as the carboniferous

limestone of England, but in general the coal fields of

the centre and South of France, of Saarbruck, of

Saxony, Silesia, &c, appear to be devoid of this rock

;

but Mr. Murchison mentions its occurrence in the North-

Fast of Bavaria and in Bohemia. It abounds in North

America, accompanying coal and anthracite.

It has been before remarked, that the carboniferous

limestone presents itself with a very different aspect in

the Northern and Southern Counties of England. In

Somersetshire, Gloucestershire, Shropshire, South Wales,

North Wales, Derbyshire, and Leicestershire, this rock

appears an immense, nearly undivided, calcareous mass,

perfectly defined below by a hard contrast with the old

red sandstone or greywacke slate which supports it, and

as distinct above by the abrupt covering of sandstones

and shales which accompany the coal.

Very rarely indeed in the Southern Counties, as in’the

rocky valley of the Avon at Clifton near Bristol, are any

beds of red sandstone interpolated among tlic lowest

strata of limestone ; and it is only by a few unimportant

partings of shule that the upper portion is at all assimi-

lated to the incumbent ’series. The loadstones which

irregularly interlaminate the thick limestones of Derby-

shire are of igneous origin, and it is not, in proceeding

Northward, till we arrive in ’the vallcv of the llibhle,

that any decided alternation of mechanical deposits

breaks into distinct groups the strata of carboniferous

limestone.;? From this point Northward, almost In the

ratio of distance, to the bunks of the Tweed, the lime-

stone becomes more and more divided by beds of sand-

stone and shale, accompanied by ironstone, fossil plants,

and coal; aud thus, under Ingleborough we have a

nearly undivided calcareous moss 400 or 500 feet thick ;

but at Aldatouc Moor no less than twenty different lime-

stones, amounting altogether to 470 feet, obscured by

the interposition of uo less than 1656 feet of sedimentary

strata.

Further North these mechanical admixtures increase

in amount, while the calcareous strata diminish, and at

length, in the Northern parts of Northumberland, the

limestone district has become a valuable coal field.

To embrace the subject in its most interesting point

of view, we shall commence our account of the carbo-

niferous limestone with a description of its characters in

the 41 Pennine Alps,* which border the Western parts of

Yorkshire and Durham, and the Eastern parts of Cum-
berland and Westmoreland, and we shall connect there-

with the analogous arches of limestone, which begird the

primary district of the Cumbrian lakes. Taking this as

a type of the formation, we shall be able to compare with

it the other localities in the British Isles and on the Con-

tinent of Europe.

This tract of country has been, for different objects,

partially described by Professor Sedgwick and other

Geologists, and their views, whether published or not,

will be recognised in the following summary. The
Cumbrian slates are surrounded for three-quarters of a
circle, from Egremont to Ulvcrston, by a belt of limestone,

which reposes indiscriminately upon the lower slate

near Loweswater. the middle slates near Ulswater, the

upper slates from Shap to Ulverston, and the old red

conglomerate at the several points of Dacre, Sedburgh,

Barbon, Kirby Lonsdale, and Ulverston.

The South-Eastern part of this circular belt forma

part of a long range of limestone cliffs facing the West
from Ingleborough to Tindal Fell, defined by one conti-

nuous lino of elevation nearly 1000 yards in height. Pro-

digious transverse dislocations occur at these points, that

at the Northern end ranges East and West, and causes

an immense depression to the North, after which the

limestones range North-East through Northumberland ;

that at the Southern end ranges West South-West and

East South-East, and causes an equally striking de-

pression to the South, after which the limestones show
themselves locally, and in much disturbance, as far South

as Clithero.

From the high Western escarpment before mentioned,

the strata sink with a very regular inclination Eastward

or South-Eastward, and are exposed in the valleys of the

South Tyne, Derwent, Wear, Tees, Greta, Swale, Yore,

Ribble, Wharfe, Nid, and Aire, bordering those streams

with some of the boldest and most picturesque rock

scenery in England.
The grand natural section of Ingleborough and

Penygant presents us with the following series of rocks

belonging to the carboniferous limestone.

G
£JL

1. Group shore the lime-1 Alternations of sjuulstone and ahal*

time, common'.y cal- 1 with had coal on Proygsnt lfO

led millstone gnt Mt* [Millstone grit of IngltlKirough. ... <10

ries J Alternations of sandstone anil shall) 100

(Thin limestone . 8 feet)

2. Upper belt of lime-^ Shale .10

. |
Main I

'Great/

78

3. Alternations'principally of shales and sandstones, some of

them flagstones, with thin limestones 2

4. Great scar limsstones with calcareous conglumerate beds at

Tins series rests on slate rocks.

Proceeding Northward from Ingleborough we arrive

in Wensleydalc or Yoredale, and find the section modi

fied as under

:
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1200

Coarse and fine wnJ*lones, t,bale*,1

Millstone gtit writ*.
(

Coar**, fine, and slaty sandstone*. l

I. Altova tha liroestoae. shale*, chcrty beds, and coal . .

. |
MiIMuiw gul of lagU-horougb, I

shales, clu rli, ami coai- '

{

Thin Hmett'me, sandstone, shale..

.

Main or twelve fathom limestone. . . I

SfaOe. ,.u.J.t.us. ul cojll, undK-1
act limustoiw

f
Alternation* of flagstones of various -,

quality, in great abundance, with I

shales, c o»in hard gritxtonca, and I

3. Flagstone three or four strata of limestone, 500

from C to 30 feet thick. The black

niurl>lc of Dent ia neatly at ,tbe I

lii^a of this group •'

4. Scat lieue.lim
of tiMiSilMi, *i>l>U

(M>
\ parting* principally of shale. . . • . J

The aeries is incomplete, other limestones existing

below.

Here it will be perceived the group No. 4. ha* be-

come divided into distinct parts
;
and the calcareous

potlions of No. 3. are also more defined and more im-

portant No. 2. ha* assumed ihut character of a decid-

edly double belt, which henceforward distinguishes it for

a great distance to ihe Northward.
Our next statiou will be taken in Swaledale.

lull
/Coarse gritstones, shales, finer

j

I taiulstoaes. shale*. anil coal.. filClO
j

1. Milbtaw grit Kri«1..;
v*,“^l*

«f»
•» thick

I with X.Lllll .tlilifB mill CttAI I •*ouJ

(

with saml.tone* and ti‘Al-

and local iuterpuLuiona of

limcston*? ud chltt

(

Limestone 3
Shale, See 63
Main or twelve fathom June 72

j

Writ, chert, shale, and coal . .. .96

[
Underact lime. 19

f Variable alternation* of gritstone,

3. rupto«^...| 1

*rf

“

<800

thick.

4. Scar
Of great thickness, but only partially

limestones .... exposed in the bottom of Swalc-
.l.ii.

.*v>

W4G

The groups 1 and 3 have now become more compli-

cated, and require further division as compared with the

Inglcborough section, ami thus wc are gradually con-
ducted to the still more developed series of Aldstone
Moor, as described by Forster.

faWl»1IU« Oth** rU-

btxU. loslt*.

)>U.ft.in. yiU.

f

Alternation* of sandstone, (coarse

and fine) and ahaW 25 1 0
I. F«lit»plun» 116

Alternations of laminated and
other s;ind«1oniix, ahnlu*, iron-

stone, and coal 109 2 8
2. Limestone 3 0 0

Alternations, plate, &c- with coal 10 2 0
Limestone..... 21 0 0

3. Parting....... 10 0 0
4. Limestone 010

Sandstone and dude and coal. . 23 1 0
5. Underlet litnestune.... 8 0 0

Sandstone and dial* (Xaltmr
Gill Haile)

6. Limestone 3 0 0
Sandstone and shale.

7. Liraestono (5 yards) 2 16
Sandstone and shale

8. Scar limestone 10 0 (7

2. Upper
limestone -

belt.

3. Flag-

Thin alternatioas

.

9. Cockleshell limestone 0 2 0
Alternations

10. Limestone (single postj ....... 2 0 0

17 0 0

ft 1 6

10 0 0

15 0 0

3 2 6

20 0 0

4.

Iloro
lime-

stone.

Oflwr tlr-

Vwil«. |xnkt.

y4«. ft la. yds. fl. ia.

11. Tvne bottom limestone ft 0 0
Alternations in the up^er pail of

winch tlw “ Whin aiirV igneous)

occurs, (20 to 40 yard* thick) . . 24 2 6
12. Jew lime 8 0 0

Alternations 626
13. Little lime 6 00

Alternations.. .............. . . 30 0 0

14. Smiddy lime 10 1 6
Sandstone 400

15. Limestone... 8 16
Alternations . . . . . 7 0 6

16. Robinson's lime TOO
Alternation*— 400

17. Great limestone, Mrltnerby scar. . 41 0 0
Alternations and coal ......... 800

18. Limestone ................... 4 0 0
AIUidiUwi ................. 55 0 0

19. Limestone ...... ............. 2 1 6
Alternations and coal ......... 73 2 0

20. Limestone ................... 6 0 0
A.lenu ion* 78 0 0

Geology.
Ch. IL

156 2 t) 562 0 2

It is probable that even this scctiuti docs not show us
the full depth of the series.

We have for some time becu occupied in endeavour*

to ascertain exactly the line which in the Ahlstone

section separates the groups 3 and 4 of Yorkshire, and

the above result is very near the truth.

Combining together the preceding statements, wc
have the following results iu total thickness :

Croup.

2.

3.

4.

Millstone grit scries

(incomplete series)

Upper limestone belt

.

Alternations, or flag-

stone system.....

Scar limestone*. . . .

.

WsnsUy.
•tote. Sv»M»k

AliUlObft

Mow.

260+ 700 600 409
80 200 230 247

300 400 250 301
400 250+ 120+ 1196

In the following tabic the relative proportions of the

calcareous and the other deposits arc estimated :

P«*ov**nt. Weatteydsle. S«r*U,d»l<r. Alititow M«wr.
Liu*- Other its- I.ubp- oih*v >W< Mm*. Other il*. Lie*- Other tin-

•tamp*. JMHlt*. stone*. posit*. ton«». posit ». stoop*. {-(Hit*.

|. f 260 ? 700 10 790 4 405

2. 70 10 100 100 93 157 97 150

3. 30 270 50 350 40 210 54 250

4. 400 150+ -100 80+ - 40 313 833

500 540 300+ 11 223+ U97+ 463 ioii

We must remark that this comparison is imperfect,

because the sections are not in each case defined above
or below by the same beds: in order to obtain a fairer

numerical comparison, wc may omit altogether the beds

above the upper limestone belt, aud, on account of its

incompleteness, the fourth group in Wenadcy Dale and
Swalerlule.

We shall then have the following corrected scale

:

P^I. A,
m£T

Upper limestone belt 70 10 100 I M) 93 157 97 ISO

Flagstone system 30 270 50 350 40 210154 250
Scar limestone*. ........ .400 — — — — — J3I3 883

500 280 464 12*3

Had we, instead of Penygant, chosen Great Whernside
for our section, we should have had the limestone of

these groups about ItiO feet, and the other deposits less

than 200 feet ; and if we had taken a section '.n North-
umberland, instead of Aldstone Moor, the limestones

would have been less than 200 feet, aud the other de-

posits probably nearer 1000 feet. The principal changes,

as wc proceed Northward, appear to happen in the

1
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Geology- ower part of the liraestono group, which loses its indi-

Ch. 1L viduality hy admitting between its beds a constantly

increasing quantity ot mechanical admixtures, ond at

length becomes a subordinate feature in a country which

lias the characters of a coal field. We shall now trace

the course of the carboniferous limestone round the

Cumbrian mountains, and through other parts of Eng-
land.

Range of The lower,or as we shall name it “•scar limestone” group,
the mo uu- Westward from Ingleborough by Kirby Lons-
tmin^nne-

Hurtou, and Cartm el I to Ulverstone and Dal-

ton ;
extending Northward to Kendal. (See Smith,

Geological County Map*) This group every where

possesses the almost wholly calcareous character which

it bears in Ingleborough. On the South of Ulverstone,

it is covered by the intermediate grit and plate series

with traces of coal, and a more extensive deposit of this

kind South of Kirby Lonsdale, yielding useful coal and
flagstone, is again overlaid by the upper bell of limestone

and afterwards by the millstone grit series towards Lan-
caster.

Under Wild Boar Fell, on the borders of Yorkshire

and Westmoreland, the scar limestones begin to exhibit,

in consequence of dislocations, a double escarpment, the

Western branch passes offby Ashfell, Orton, Shap, and

Lowther, to the Eamont.and continuesbyO reystoke Park,

Hesket, Ireby, and Cockermouth to Egremont. These

limestones alternate in their lower ports with red sand-

stone, by some Geologists referred to the old red, und
diminish in thickneaa Westward. They are overlaid by

deposits of the grit and shale scries near Shap, Hesket,

Newmarket, and Bolton, but from Workington to

Whitehaven the thick and abundant coal seams probably

belong to the ordinary coal series above the millstone

grit. There is, perhaps, unconformity here between the

coal measures and the limestone, a case very rarely ob-

served in England.

Agreeably to what has been said before the sew lime-

stones, in passing through Northumberland, become con-

tinually more and more subdivided by interpolations of

sandstone, shale, and coal, till on the sea-coast North of

Belford, a part of this series contains no less than thir-

teen bands of limestone, (121 feet in total thickness)

separated by many times their thickness of sandstone and

shale, and under the whole He workable seams of coal.

The character of the surface of all the Western and

North-Western port of Northumberland corresponds to

this change of the component strata. Instead of the

beautiful green pastures which delight our eyes amidst

the calcareous dale* of Derbyshire and Yorkshire, wide,

* heathy, and boggy moorlands overspread the surface of

sandstones and shales, and we seem to wander in a region

of barren coal measures rather than on the range of the

thickest carboniferous limestones. This may serve to

explain the seeming anomaly in Mr. Greenough's Map,
where this unquestionably carboniferous tract is repre-

sented as distinct from any of the strata in the British

Bfccliou. Mr. Smith colours the whole space as a coal

tract.

On the contrary, in proceeding Southward along the

Kibble, we find the lower scar limestones in great force

about Clithero, surmounted by a considerable mass of

•hales with sandstones, corresponding to the Rbale and
grit series of Ingleborough ; above these, in Pendle Hill,

appears the diminished upper belt of limestone, and, over

all, the millstone grit series, here also occasionally yield-

ing coal. Henoe to Derbyshire the ecar limestones lie

too deep to be seen, and the upper belt of limestone Geokwr.
appears to be extinguished ; so that this part of the Ctu II.

Western boundary of Yorkshire i* occupied by a vast

thickness of the millstone grit series and the flagstone

series, without any disclosure of the subjacent limestone*,

even in the deeply excavated valley of Todmorden.
In Derbyshire, pulling out of the question the irre-

gular interpolations of igneous rocks, called toadstone,

we have the scar limestones more than 750 feet thick,

surmounted by shale with their alternations of sand-
stone, limertone, ironstone. &c. 500 feet, and the hills

are crowned by bold rouges of millstone grit, and its

accompanying sandstones, 360 feet in thickness.

See pi. i. tig. 15. which expresses in general terms
the method of variation of the carboniferous limestone

and millstone grit scries of the grand Penine chain.

South of Derbyshire we have no longer the same re-

markable mass of strata interposed between the scar

limestones and the proper carboniferous sandstones and
shales. The limestone, wherever it occur* in North
Wales, Shropshire, the Forest of Dean, Mendip, and
round the coal field of South Wales, refers itself to the

type of the scar limestones of Derbyshire, and it is only

by a very imperfect representative in Shropshire and
the Forest of Dean, and on the Northern border of the

coal field of South Wales, that the millstone grit series

can be recognised.

The limestone Uact along the Meuse is evidently of

the same era as the limestone of Derbyshire and Mon-
mouthshire, and continually recalls to the delighted

voyager the beauties of the Derwent and the Wye, but

the strata above it ure with difficulty compared with those

of any part of the English basins.

Having thus compared in the roost general point of

view the component groups of the carboniferous lime-

stone and millstone grit series in different localities,

and ascertained the method of variation which it observes,

wc shall endeavour to describe some of the principal

characters of these several groups.

Sear Limatonen.

The carboniferous limestone, though by no means of General

one uniform aspect or chemical composition, possesses, *harMtara

nevertheless, a certain range of minendogical character!
tbe TOCk

which are scarcely to be recognised in any of the other

secondary calcareous deposits. It is usually a nearly pure
oarbonate of lime, of a greyish or even very blue tint, of

considerable hardness, and imperfect conchoidal fracture.

Some of the varieties are very dark coloured, and even

quite black, (Swansea, Abergavenny, Kilkenny, Derby-

shire, Yorkshire,) bat the latter commonly contain a

minute admixture of argillaceous and bituminous matter.

Many varieties exhale a fetid odour on being rubbed or

bruised. In Derbyshire, and generally along the York-
shire and Westmoreland ranges, the scar limestones

contain considerable beds of a granular and even brec-

ciated limestone capable of being employed as good
freestone, and some layers in Derbyshire and Westmore-

land appear almost wholly composed of crystalline grains,

ond contain magnesia. A crystalline variety in Derby-

shire is mixed with red oxide of iron. In the country

about Burton in Kendal, and Clifton, near Bristol, the

stone is often decidedly oolitic, end even exhibits consi-

derable variety in this respect *Pie lower layers which

rest upon the slate on the Craven mountains, at Kendal,

and near Penrith, ore filled with large and amall boulders

of the slate, so as to become a real conglomerate,

°°g
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Qeolug-, Bat the most decided characters of these rocks are

Ch.lL the organic remains, ull of which ere different from

s^v^' those of the strata above. The prodigious abundance

of product*, sptrifene, terebratultD, and other shells* «f

lamellated corals, am) above all, of crinotdal remains*

will almost always enable even the tyro to pronounce on

the identity of the mountain limestone. Crinotdal re-

mains, in {articular, are so excessively abundant in

certain parts as to constitute fully three-fourths of the

mass of the rock.

Cb#rt beds A remarkable character is imparted to vertical sections

•bd nodule*. 0f this rewrk in the Mendip hills, in wvrral parts of Der-

byshire, and the neighbourhood of Clithero, by nodules

of chert imbedded in the limestone, often at regular

distances, like the flints in chalk. A very striking sec-

tion of this kind is seen in V alius Bottom, near Wells.

This chert ia usually of a dark grey, or even black

colour, but occasionally it is white, and in general

its colour corresponds to that of the limestone beds

which contain it. It rarely contains any organic nucleus,

and thus differs from a large proportion of the flint

nodules in chalk, with which, in the manner of its pro-

duction, and in its relations to the calcareous nicks, it

seems otherwise very analogous. The cherty layers in

green sand and coralline oolite are also analogous in-

stances, and we hate hereafter to notice a similar cha-

racter in a certain portion of the magnesian limestone.

Proceeding Northward, as the limestones are divided,

these chert nodules are less plentiful, though in Cover-

dale, in Yorkshire, they abound, and at Glenwbelt, on

the Roman wall, shells of the genus BcUcrophon have

been detected in a very dark chert imbedded in the lime-

stone there.

Chert beds. The curious circumstance of conversion, as the miners

say, or rather substitution of beds of chert for beds of

limestone, generally at the top of the rock, is noticed in

most parts of the limestone tract in England and Wales;

and very often it happens, as in Westmoreland, tliut the

corals are converted to silitious matter iu the midst of a
block of limestone. It is probable that the substance

resembling roltenstone of Dentdalc, Swaledale, and
Aldstone Moor, may be occasioned by decomposition of

this chert, but Mr.Farey thinks the rotteostone of Derby-

shire is owing ton decomposition or change ofthe shade

limestone near the surface. A specimen collected by the

author at Aldstone Moor in 1820, which as to substance

is a kind of rottenstone, is evidently decomposed chert,

and contains several fossils of the limestone scries, es-

pecially a very small species of trilobites. Similar facts

are common in the Y urkshire doles.

Bitumeu in solid masses lies vgry frequently in the

beds of tike scar limestone, and enters the cavities of

product*, orthocerata* &c ; as at Costleton, and near

Clithero. In a liquid as well os solid state it will be

noticed under the next division of the carboniferous strata.

Physical The surface of the country which is occupied by this

geography, rock in England is remarkably characteristic. Having
been exposed to many repeated convulsions, it is thrown
up to considerable altitudes, and placed in a great va-

riety of positions favourable for the exhibition of the

changes wrought on it by the atmosphere and streams. It

i« principally to the hardness and comparative durability

of this rock, conjoined with its stratification and extensive

system of that we owe the grand ranges of vertical

eaearprocuia, which begird with a perpetual fortifi-

cation (he sides of the dales of Yorkshire and Derby-
shire. Often, indeed, the wasting effect of the ele-

ments is sufficient to excavate vertical rents and to G‘*ol<w».

insulate the great prisms of the rock wbicb, especially
^

in Dovet lair and other parts of Derbyshire, give the most
romantic features to the valleys, while the same effects

upon the high scars in Yorkshire and Westmoreland
show like towers and bastions projecting from the wall
of rocks or among the green herbage which has spread
around them.

Frequently upon broad surfaces oflimestone, especially

where it alternate* with shale, we find ourselves suddenly
stopped by a deep vertical pit in the rocks, worked by
Rome little rill, or even by the mere gathering of raina*

an effect more frequently observed in the coarse of
streams, which, like the Colder in Cumberland, traverse

the ranges of this rock. These “ swallow boles,*' a* they Swallow
are justly called, often serve to mark out uninterruptedly holes,

for miles the lines of limestones, whose actual edges may
be obscured by the sliding of other matter over them.

These swallow holes sometimes communicate down-
wards with internal caverns, which are nowhere so
abundant as in the lower or sear limestones. It is to

them we must refer the numerous caverns of Mendip
hills, hi Somersetshire, the rocks of Ctifton, the Forest
of Dean, the celebrated caverns of Staffordshire anil

Derbyshire, and those beneath Ittgieburough ami Peny-
gant, m Yorkshire. Further North, along the Penine

chain, where these limestones grow thinner, the caverns

become less numerous, and in the same proportion the

phenomenon of underground streams is rarely observed.

This remarkable phenomenon is evidently dependent on
the thickness, as well as on the open joints and absorbent
surface of the rock, ami examples of the same kind oc-

cur in various other thick calcareous strata of England,
as the oolites and chalk, as well as in the Jura limestone

or oolite of Germany and France. It is to the same
causes that we must ascribe the extraordinary strength

of the springs which issue as dear as crystal from the

openings of this rock ; but, being highly charged with

carbonate of lime, soon deposit along their channel

abundance of tufe. The herbage upon this limestone is

usually short* elastic, and nutritious, and of a lovely

green, which contrasts strongly with the bluish aspect

of the moist surface* of the shales, and the brown tints

of the heathy moorlands of mitlstone grit.

Flagslotc Seria.

The shale and grit, or flagstone scries above the scar In Derby*

1 illicitones, is called in Derbyshire the limestone shale. *hir*.

It is about 500 feet thick, and consists principally of

black or brown rather durable shale, lorusing a very wet

soil, and causing land slips of great extent beneath the

millstone grit summits. Mam Tor, the “ Shivering

Mountain," near Castleton, exhibits these characters

very decidedly. The shale, however, Is inter stratified

to a great extent, and with a considerable regularity, with

thick rocks of fine-grained micaceous gritstone, of* excel-

lent quality for building, and, aa we have observed,

generally at tba bottom of this rock, with good durable

micaceous flagstone, very similar to that in the more
recent coal strata. Some less regular sandstone beds*

called “ Cankstone,” approach very nearly to the nature

of the ganister or ca&ard rocks of the coal strata. Mr.
Farey, who consider* these interpolations as anomatiet,

calls by the same name the very characteristic beds of

black argillaceous limestone which lie in this shale, at

Ashford, near Bakrwcli, and near Ashborne, and pro-

duce time fit for water cement. The frequent eontor-

4 h 2
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Qaolwry. tiona of the limestone and shale are noticed by Mr.
Ch. II. Farey as very remarkable. Ironstone balls lie in

bands in this shale, a lew impressions offossil plants

have been collected, and very thin coal seams observed,

not worth the expense of the fruitless trials in search of

them. Liquid bitumen is mentioned at several points

in connection with the limestones in this shale.

In York- This description of the Derbyshire limestone shale

ibirr. would apply with scarcely a varying sentence to the

broad argillaceous strata which cover the thick lime-

stones of Craven. The same abundance of shale,

occasional interpolations of sandstone, ironstone, and

laminated beds of dark limestone, the same traces of

coal and liquid bitumen, the same contortions, may be

traced in Craven and in Wharfdale. More divided by

sandstones and limestones, the same shale is recognised

in Pcndle Hill, Ingleborough, and Penvgant. The
locality most remarkable for the abundance of liquid

bitumen is at Flasby in Craven, where Mr. Preston has

excavated a considerable quantity of the black argilla-

ceous limestone, and found it associated with abundance

of nautilus sphericus besides large orthocerata and

the curious fossil formerly supposed to lie a pleuro-

branchus. The nautili arc generally inverted or

have their cavities filled with liquid bitumen, and small

•olid lumps of the same substance are likewise met with.

This, amongst others, is one strong reason for believing

that the darkness of colour of these limestones and

shales is due to the admixture of carbonaceous matter.

By a recent communication of Sir Philip Egerton and

Lord Cole to the Geological Society, we have learned

that the lower coal shale, as it has been termed in the

Western Irish coal field#, is precisely analogous not only

in mineralogical characters, and in its geological position

between the mountain limestone and the true coal mea-

sures, but also in it* organic remains, to the “ lime-

stone shale” of Derbyshire and Craven. The same

ammonites, the same position!®. (Bronn,) and other

characteristic fossils occur in these far separated districts ;

nod in general, so strict is the accordance in all respects,

that no Geologist accustomed to the strata of the North

of England, could fail to recognise in the mountains

above Enniskillen an exact analogy with Ingleborough

and Great W hernside.

Penine In the further continuation Northward of this series of

chain. shales, sandstones, and limestones, the limestones, as before

observed, thicken, the alternations of sandstone and

shale therefore become more frequent and divided, coal

seams intervene, and the whole assumes the character of a

complicated coal and limestone deposit. It is possible,

in tracing the different limestones enumerated in this

series, to assign characters of local permanence. Thus

the beds most remarkably stored with crinoidal reli-

qui®, are those of the
,4 main lime,” in Peudlc Hill,

Ingleborough, Cam Fell, &c. ; the black limestone of

Whatley, Kirby Lonsdale, and Dent, is almost wholly

deprived of them, like the same beds in Derbyshire

;

product® abound on the top of the main lime, caryo-

phyliis arc often plentiful in the beds below it, and one

thin bed of limestone, at Aldstone Moor, receives, in con-

sequence of the nature of its organic contents, the name
of Cockleshell Lime. Chert lies frequently on the top

ofthe main lime,and underset or four fathom lime beneath

it, as well as on the top of the little lime or crow lime

above it. Slaty sandstone yielding flagstone occurs

both in the alternations under the main lime, and in

those still lower between the underset and scar lime-

stones. In one or other of these places in the section, ^low-
flagstones are dug in Swaledale and Yoredale, in Gray- .

garth fell, near Kirby Loncdalc, and Garstang, and it
mi 'r

is probable that the flagstones of the North of Derby-
shire belong to the same epoch. In some of the very-

hard sandstones which occur in this scries in Swale-
dale, (like the cankstone of Derbyshire,) stigmahe and
other fossil plants occur, but in general the coal seams
are not accompanied by many vegetable remains.

A kind of rottenstone, as before mentioned, occurs

in this series in Dentdale and at Aid,stone Moor, and
probably in many other places is produced from the

decomposition of the chert.

Hie shales of this tract are usually dark, close, and
fissile, and traversed by immensely long straight joints

ranging North by West, and South by East, East
North-East and West South-West, dividing the rock into

rhomboidal prisms. They often contain nodules of

ironstone. A very remarkably indurated flinty shale,

fit for use on the roads, which occurs in Swaledale and
Yoredale above the main limestone, is called “Black
beds”

The sandstones vary as to fineness of grain, and some
of them in their progress through Northumberland
assume such a coarseness of aspect, as to be in fact

undistinguishable from the “ millstone grit*' of the next

group.

The marine fossil remains are almost wholly confined

to the limestones and the cherts which sometimes re-

place them, but the few vegetable remaius belong wholly

to the sandstones and to the coal.

In the Midlothian coal field in the Counties of Edin- Coalflddof

burgh, Haddington, and Peebles, Mr. Farey sen., in Mldlothiia

1816, ascertained 337 principal alternations of strata

between the surface in the town of Fisher Row on the

banks of the Frith of Forth, (where the highest of these

strata occur.) the commencement of the basaltic rock*

forming the general floor and border of this important

coal field. These strata lie internally in the form of a

lengthened basin or trough, and consist of sandstone,

shale, coal, limestone, ironstone, Ac. 66 seams of coal,

counting the double seams as one ;
7 limestones ; 72

assemblages of stone and other sinkings ; in all 5000

feet in thickness.

Upper Limestone Belt.

The only additional remarks which we shall make on

this portion of the strata refer to the remarkable varia-

tion of character, by which the limestone in several

places is gradually changed to or suddenly replaced by

chert. Thus in Swaledale the united thickneB# of the

underset chert and underset lime (the former being

uppermost) is nearly constant, but the thickness of each

is extremely variable. In like manner in Wharfdale,

about Kelticwell, the underset lime just before it ex-

pires entirely under Great Whcrnside, is represented

only by hard’chert, and the main lime of the same district

before it thins out and dies away becomes remarkably

cherty, both by the change of whole beds and the intro-

duction of chert nodules. There appears some reason

to attribute this effect, in one case, to the operation of a

vein, while in others it may, perhaps, be properly viewed

as indicating merely the suppression of the calcareous

deposit independently of the silidous. It must be

owned, however, that the notion of miners, and that

first suggested to the Geologist, agree in assigning the

d by Google
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Geology. effect in some instances, even independent of dykes or
Cb. 12. veins, to a real chemical conversion of the nature of

'v*-* the rock since its deposition.

Millstone Grit Series.

Mineral The difference of composition between the coarse

tinaT***
sandstones which abound in this part of iltc series, and

those of finer grain which alternate with the limestones

below and the coals above, is rather apparent than

essential. That all lhe.se sandstones are compooed of

the broken and triturated ingredients of older crystal-

line, generally granitic compounds, is evident upon in-

spection. Their most abundant ingredient, sand, is

plainly in
4

the state of minute pebbles, and the size of

these grains is sometimes so very smull, that their

coherent mass assumes almost a crystalline aspect, as,

for example, in the Calliard stones. On the other hand,

in millstone grit they are of all sizes under an egg,

though pieces of greater size than this are sometimes

aeeu. These are evidently quartz pebbles of different

kinds, corresponding to the quartz of veins and of gra-

nites. Rose quartz also has been observed. The next

abundant ingredient is felspar, which is probably pre-

sent in all these sandstones. In the millstone grit this

mineral occurs in rounded pebbles whose internal struc-

ture is perfectly crystalline, like the large rhcmboidal crys-

tals in the porphyritic granites. Hence we learn clearly

the history of such a sandstone deposit. The materials

were derived from crystallized rocks, and were subse-

quently more or less rolled about and deposited in water.

Mica, the third ingredient of granitic nicks, is less abun-

dant in millstone grit, except in certain layers where it

is occasionally very plentiful. It is usually of a pale

silvery colour and is in very thin fragmentary scales.

The decomposition of the felspar leaves a white, soft,

unctuous substance, analogous to the kaolin of decom-
posed granite, and this forms a feeble cement for the

grains of sand and mica. Occasionally in millstone

grit, as in the other sandstones of the carboniferous

system, we find oxidulous iron, and some other mineral

substances not easily recognised, and in Lancashire,

frequently, fragments of shale, coal, &c. Every thing,

therefore, concurs to prove the mechanical watery origin

of millstone grit, and by consequence of all the other

sandstones associated with it, the differences between
them being only of degree. In the same manner nearly

a gradual series of changes assimilates sandstone and
shale, and it is sufficiently proved that the only really

chemical aqueous deposit of this whole system is the

limestone.

The millstone grit of the Southern coal fields is usually
a much harder and more compact and cherty rock than
the coarse pebbly strata which bear this name in the
North of England. Finally, we must repeat the remark
previously made that this series is limited in extent, not
being of much importance or really characteristic of a
certain period except between the Trent and the Tyne.
Through the remainder of Northumberland it is less

remarkable than several other equally coarse grit rocks,

called crag grits in Mr. Smith's Map of Northumber-
land, which lie in the limestone series considerably below
the upper limestone belt. Excellent building stone is

furnished by this rock in Yorkshire, Lancashire, arid

Derbyshire, and by its representative, the u Farewell
Rock" of Dean Forest and South Wales, which have
the valuable property of standing great heat, and are

therefore employed in certain parts of the iron fur Geology,

naces. t.'h. 11.

The Coal Formation (or Coal Measures)

consists of alternating strata of sandstone, shale, and
coal, with courses of nodular ironstone, layers of bi-

valve shells, and, in a certain part, argil lo- calcareous

balls and nodules generally enclosing ammonites, pee-

iens, &c.

None of these strata differ individually in any essen-

tial points from the analogous deposits in the millstone

grit, or limestone series beneath ; their characteristic

features are derived from their combination. It is,

indeed, generally true, that the sandstones of the coal

measures are softer and more argillaceous than those of

the series below, that the ooa) shales are less indurated

and less fissile than the “ plates" of the limestone group,

and (he coal generally of belter qnality. Rut it is by
the greater abundance of the coal seams, and by the

absence of limestone beds that (he upper part of the car-

boniferous system is to be distinguished from the lower.

It is, therefore, perfectly conceivable, that cases may
occur when the lower or calcareo-carboiiiferous group

may, by the attenuation of its limestones and the thicken-

ing of its coals, become so similar to the upper group or

true coal measures, that their relative ages can be only

determined by collateral evidence. This extreme case

has, indeed, hardly yet been observed in any of the

kuown coal districts of the New or Old World, but the

approaches to it in Northumberland and Scotland are

sufficient to show that the coal measures have no other

real difference from the lower parts of the carboniferous

system, than the total absence of the oceanic deposit

of limestone. In many coal fields the reason of this

difference is cosily determined by the abundance of

fresli-tcater shells, beds of shale, and of ironstone, alter-

nating with the coal.

We have seen with what certainly the range of the

mountain limestone can be followed through Great
Britain, and its detached portions referred to their true

place in the series of its beds, and thus Geological pa-

rallels be established between the Mendip Hilts, Derby-
shire, Yorkshire, and Northumberland. The coal mea-
sures of Great Britain cover quite as large a surface,

and are, perhaps, quite as well identified in mass ; but

the details of the several coal fields are too discordant,

to permit many of these parallels to be drawn, without

which the method of variation by which one such coal

field becomes different from another cannot be deter-

mined. This is so entirely well known, (hat often in

the inmr coalfield the differences are so considerable as

to render it difficult to identify the beds of the two ex-

tremes. It must be owned, however, that this is partly

owing to the confusion of nomenclature amongst the

workmen, though principally to the sudden changes of

chemical qaulity to which the coal seams are liable.

The extent of the coal fields of England and Wales
may be seen upon Mr. Smith's and Mr. G reenough's

Geological Maps; those of Scotland also are sketched

upon Mr. Smith’s Map ; Mr. Griffith's Surveys and

Mr. Weaver’s observations have contributed much infor-

mation on the coal measures of Ireland, and many
valuable notices in the Annales des Mines, Anvaltt da
Sciences Naiurtlles, &c., make us acquainted with the

same series in France. For the Netherlands the same
Journals and the Memoirs of Omalius d'Halloy, and for

the German and Transylvanian coal fields the works of

Google
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VykfoMC, Freisleben. Hoffman, Sternberg, and other*
may be consulted. Mr. Conybeore has given a general
view of these foreign coal tracts in the Geology of Eng-
land and Wales.

We shall consider the characters of the principal
English coal fields in the following order

:

1. The great Northern cool fields of Northumber-
land and Durham, Yorkshire and Derbyshire, and their
appendages.

2. The South-Western coal fields of South Wales,
Dean Forest, Somersetshire, and Kingswood.

3. The coal fields of North Wales and Shropshire.
4. The central English coal fields.

That the great Northern cool fields of Northumber-
land and Durham, ami of Yorkshire and Derbyshire,
were formed under very similar circumstances and, if

never connected towards the borders, were united in the
deeper parts of the deposit, will appear from the follow-

ing comparisons. The Northern and Southern portion

of this great tract, though now separated sixty miles,

agree iu being formed within a belt of coarse pebbly
sandstones (millstone grit) associated w ith thin coals,

which overlay the mountain limestoue, and in being
covered unconfomutUif by the magnesian limestone.

Coats of like quality are worked in these coal fields in

the same parts of the series, bituminous coals of excel-

lent quality iu the lower part, quick-burning coals in the
upper part. Ironstone courses are roost plentiful in the
middle and lower part, where also lie the “ muscle
bands," of which regular layers hate been some time
known in the coal field of Yorkshire, and are not with-
out representation in that ofNew castle. This latter ana-
logy » very remarkable, and the occurrence of these
muscle hands is almost a peculiar character of the great
Northern coal fields.

A comparison of the details of these coal fields would
afford an excellent test of the points of analogy, and
the extent of variation, which may be expected to oc-
cur in neighbouring carboniferous deposits.

The broadest part of the whole tract Is between
Halifax and Ferrybridge, or rather Went Bridge, in
Yorkshire, where the dip is moderate and regularly to
the South-East, the stratification not subject to more
than usual disturbance, and the greater port of the coal
seams worked to supply the wide-spreading industry of
the West Hiding. The whole coal system of the Country
is thus unfolded, all its products are employed, and the
ranges of most of the beds perfectly known. In addition
it happens fortunately, that not only the millstone grit is

remarkably distinct, and the series immediately nt>ove it,

the lowest part of “ the coal field "unusually developed,
and rich in organic remains, both animal and vegetable,
but the uppermost part of the system beneath the mag-
nesian limestone is also fully exhibited. This is there-
fore on all accounts the roost complete cool field in the
Island, and the fittest to serve as a type of comparison
for the others.

The following mode of classification of the Yorkshire
coal seams will be found very natural and convenient,
for Uie levcral croups of coal's hm assumed have cer-
tain collective characters derived from this combination,
and occupy distinguishable ranges of mostly argilla-
ceous country between lines of sandstone htIK

Magnesia* limestone nnconformedly covers the an!

uij Badaworth coal.
Ackwonh rock.
W ragtiy and Shark*ton coals.

Red rock of Woolley, Hooton—Roberts, Ac. Geology.

Furnace 1- , „ , . .
Ch. II.

coala JBsnisky thick swL

Intermediate r Hock of Horbisy,
cools. 1 Multi)* coals.

Irim*tone f Silkstone beds.

coal*. (Low Mow and Flockton coals.

Flagstone rock of Woodhouae, Bradford, Elland, Pe-
niston, Ac.

[ Shales and canister stone.

ICools.
Lower coals. • . < Shaks and gainster stone,

i CoaL.

l Shales, &c.

Millstone grit lies below the •• coal series"
The lowest portion of the Yorkshire coni strata rest- Lwrsr K

iog upon the millstone grit produces comparatively but gaoiatsr
a small .quantity of coal, and this not in general of a coal acriaa.

good "quality. Uul no port of the coal field is mote
curious in Us Geological relations, or more worthy of
close study by those who desire to penetrate into the
history of the production of coal. We may define this
lowest coal series very {simply by saying, that it is in-
cluded between the millstone grit beneath and the fiag-
•looe rock above, luring a thickness of about 120 or
150 yards, and enclosing near thebolloin two thin seams
of coal, one or both of litem workable, and several other
layers scattered through its mass too thin to be worth
working.

The most regular and continuous of all these coal
seams, reaches in a few places the thicknesa of 27 or 30
inches, but j* generally only about 16 inches, and »
worked at Yewlon, R&wdon, and Horsfocth, near Leeds

;

at B&ildon and Heaton, near Bradford ; at Catharine
Slack and Swan Banks, near Halifax

; at Bull Houses,
near Penistoue

, and at* several points West of Sheffield.
It would have been impossible

a
to have traced so thin

a seam of cool ulong so extensive a range without
some peculiar facilities, some poiuts of reference more dis-
bud than the varying quality of the coal, and the stHl
morejrregular fluctuations of the sandstone* and shales.
This coal seam is covered by a “ roof’ unlike that of any
other coal bed above the mountain limestone in the
British Islauds ; for instead of containing only the re-
mains of plants or fresh-water shells, it is filled with a
considerable diversity of mnrtxe sheila belonging to the
genera pcclen and ammonites, and in one locality speci-
mens ol orthoctras. Posidonia and scaly fishes have been
obtained from certain nodular concretions, called ‘‘baum
pots,” lying in it. The uniform occurrence of these pec-
tens and ammonites, through so wide a range, over one
particular thin bed of coal, and in no other part of the
coal strata, is one ol* the most curious phenomena yet
observed concerning the distribution of organic remains,
and will undoubtedly be found of the highest importance
in all inferences concerning the circumstances which
attended the production of coal.

Ill this part of the coal system we may observe, be-
sides the very remarkable layer of marine shells, several
occurrences of a peculiarly hard silicious sandstone, called
galliard, ganister, seatstone, Ac, which, in feet, is the
same thing as the erowslooe ol’ the mountain limestone
series iu Swaledalc. This stone in some cases forms
the floor or sili of the coal, a circumstance never ob-
served in the upper coal strata, amongst which, indeed,
galliard never occurs in its true character. Hence this
whole group of strata may be appropriately termed the
gamster coal series.

Middle coals
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The ammonite* and pectens which lie above one of

the seams of coal, and still more the orthoceruta which

sometimes accompany them, arc remarkably analogous,

and perhaps in part identical with fossils of the moun-

tain limestone. The galliard is likewise to be compared

with similar stones in the moantain limestone series,

and therefore the ganister cool series might be with

much propriety associated with the upper mountain lime-

stone aeries of the Penine chain, or with the millstone

grit series of Derbyshire, and thus the flagstone would

appear to be the lower limit of the true coal measures.

But an examination of the neighbourhood of Halifax

has shown another order of phenomena and another

net of shells, which connect this same aeries with the

upper or true coal measures. In the upper coal series

of Northumberland, Derbyshire, and Yorkshire, are

several layers of bivalve shells, commonly referred to the

genus utiio, from which the fresh-water origin of these

coal deposits has been inferred. In the midst of this

aeries of ganister coals two layers of these shells occur,

one of them about the middle of tlie aeries, considerably

above the peeten coal, the other near the bottom, and
considerably bdotc that coal.

No shells of this kind have ever been met with in

the mountain limestone group which there is every

reason to consider as of decidedly marine origin ; not

one of all the zoophytic, testaceous, or crustaoeous re-

liqaie of this limestone hut ever been found in the upper
co-a) series. This opposition of zoological characters

would appear to be rally explained if the coal deposits

were admitted to have been accumulated in fresh water.

And this opinion b perhaps generally adopted.

We find then in the lowest coal series, which is placed

on the line of transition between the marine and fresh-

water deposits, zoological and mineralogies! characters

common to both. Examined in detail we find these

characters not mixed, but alternating in such a manner
as if there had been one periodical return of the marine
element into its ancient receptacle, after that hud been

for some lime occupied by fresh water and its few in-

habitants. The effects of this irruption having as it

were worn out, the zoological characters of fresh-water

deposits are again manifested at intervals, in the upper
system of coal beds, till this series is finally ended,
and marine exuvis reappear in the magnesiau lime-

stone.

If, from whatever cause, we could witness the effects

of a general irruption of sea- water into a modern lake

of great extent and considerable depth, it is probable
that the resulting phenomenon would be perfectly analo-
gous in kind to those described above. But this irrup-

tion of the ancient ocean into the coal basin of York-
shire, was probably not produced by any violent convul-
sion in that hum, (lor there is no unconformity between
the supposed fresh-water and supposed marine deposits,)

but by some disturbing causes originsting at a distance.

At the elevation of the Western Alps has probably oc-

casioned the dispersion of boulders in Dnuphine and
Provence, and the uplifting of the Scandinavian Alps
has been followed by diluvial currents in Germany with-

out much affecting the position of the strata in those

Countries, so may the Yorkshire coal district have felt

the transient shock of some distant convulsion. The
periodical revolution in the nature of the waters which
operated the deposition of the lowest coal strata in York-
shire, bears so remarkable an analogy to some of the
phenomena of the marino-lacustrine tertiary deposits,

that the same principles will probably serve os a basis for Geology*

the explanation of both cases. Ch. 11.

In both cases we have a decidedly marine deposit

below, and a decidedly fresh-uxiier deposit above ; the in-

termediate ground is not exactly neutral, but sometimes
shows gradations from one to the other, and sometimes
periodical alternations, uccnmpanied however by so entire

a parallelism of strata, that in seeking for the cause of
these changes, we are compelled to have recourse to

agency at a distance, to the blocking up of the outlet of
an estuary, or to irruptions of the sea, arising from sub-

terranean disturbances in a different quarter.

The lower coal series of Yorkshire is terminated above
by a thick deposit of sandstone, which is never so
coarse as the millstone grit, and generally appears to

be more argillaceous. Its degree of consolidation

varies according to localities nnd circumstances of drain-

age, but there is hardly a single point in its whole range,

from the vicinity of Leeds to beyond Sheffield, where
the title of flagstone rock is not eminently applicable to

It. Along this whole range, by the valley of the Aire
to Bradford, over the hills to Halifax and El land on the

Odder, and by Hlutdersfirld and Peniston to Sheffield, Flagstone

it is the grand repository from which the immense de-

maud for Yorkshire flagstone, both within the County
mid for all the Eastern and Southern coasts, is supplied.

In particular situations, especially near the surface, it ia

often so thinly laminated or to produce good roofing

slate, while the deeper parts of the quarries produce
capital building stone. Tins diversity of qualities is

cousktent with great simplicity in structure. It is a
finely laminated stood, having its beds in general very
parallel, and thus, according as the whole mass of a bed
is employed, or as it is split into portions or resolved

Into its component plates by the action of natural

causes, wallstone, flagstone, and slate result. The
micaceous surfaces of every common flagstone imme-
diately disclose to us the cause of its natural partings

;

and further examination shows the whole thickness to

be divided by other layers of mica into a number of
parallel plates, which sometimes separate by the mere
influence of the air, but generally, after bring once dried,

cohere together with considerable force. In this case it

is difficult to say what technical use should be made of
the term strata

,
which may with equal verbal accu-

racy be applied to the micaceous lam i rue, or the plates

of slate or flagstone to the beds of the rock singly, or

the whole united mass of sandstone layers. In Mr.
Smith's nomenclature the whole flagstone rock is one
stratum. However this may be determined, there can
be no doubt that even the least and thinnest of the

micaceous layers owes its origin to a particular opera-

tion of water, and required the intervention of a oertain

interval of time, to permit the separation of the grains

of sand and the scales of mica.

It has been said above that the micaceous lamina*,

plates of flagstone aud beds of the rock, were all parallel.

This is usually and very exactly the case, but in certain

places while the beds aud flagstones, which are only

lesser beds, are parallel to one another, the micaceous

layers which make up the mass of the beds, form con-

siderable angles with the plane of their surfaces.

Thus in plate i. fig. 2 the upper pert of the diagram
shows all the partings parallel ; and this ia die ordi-

nary case of the flagstone rock, but in the lower part of
the diagram the micaceous lamine are inclined to the

other surfaces of porting.
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Owriujg Such flagstones have generally a rough or ragged
t'h- 11. surface. ami are much liable to scale otT in irregular

v“w' “ sheila/
1 which disfigure the beauty of the stone.

. This oblique lamination of the mica strongly reminds
ua of the

14
false bedding** of millstone grit, and of the

shelly beds of oolite, which probably were formed in

slightly agitated water.

The surface of the rougher flagstone beds is also

liable to other peculiarities, as waves or undulations,

like the ripple marks on a sandy shore, little hard knobs
on one face corresponding to depressions on another,

* * and sometimes a vermicular marking, w hich more than

any tiling else resembles the arrangement which semi-

fluid matter assumes on smooth surfaces of stone, when
these, after havingbeen laid together, are forcibly pulled

asunder.

The micaceous layers nrc not unfrequently coloured

with a mixture of carbonaceous particles.

Vegetable remains lie iu this rock in many places,

and in considerable plenty. Kqufcctaccous plants in

particular arc abundant in it about Leeds, accompanied

by trihedral fruits. Lcpidodcndra, sigillaria, Ac. occur

in it less plentifully.

In general, what is said of the accidents of structure

of the flagstone rock of the Yorkshire coal fields applies

to the laminated sandstone rocks of the mountain lime-

stone, and even to the analogous but more recent layers

in the oolitic coal system on the coast of Yorkshire.

Middle cool This is the most valuable part of the Yorkshire coal

kcrtcs. field, and includes as many as ten workable seams of

coal, of various quality, with several layers of ironstone

bands, one of them full of fresh-water shells. The
flagstone rocks define the scries below, and the coarse,

often iron-stained sandstones ofNew miller Darn, Woolley

Edge, and Rawmarsh form its upper boundary.
It may be convenient to divide this great group into

three portions, thus

Irotutene coals ,

.

Red rock of Woolley Edge.
Furnace coals of Barnsley, Jkc

, including the

«k;ht or ten feet seam.

Rock of Uorbnry and Wentworth House.
rSwift-buruinK coals of Middleton, Dewsbury,
I frc., with bands of 4< muscles.”

1

j
Bituminous coals of Silkstone, Low Moor, and

l Ftockton.

Flagstone rocks beneath.

j. coal
I’pon the coarse rocks of Woolley Edge lies the

aeries. upper series of coal measures in Yorkshire, which

exhibits alternations of sandstones and shales very much
like those of the middle and lower groups, but without

the layers of muscles, and generally without the pre-

sence of productive ironstone bauds. The reliquic of

plants are more rare in these strata, and the coal is

of inferior quality, more earthy and less bituminous.

Two considerable seams of coal near the bottom, worked

at Wrugby, Sharlcston, Ac., und one or two thinner

seams nearer the top of this series, appear to be the

last of the formation, and are unconformably covered,

ns are all the others in their torn, by the magnesian

limestone, against which deposit the line of separation

is hard and distinct.

We arc now in a condition to institute a comparison

sons with between the results of observation on the strata of the

otMreoal Yorkshire coal fields, and those which had been drawn
fields. from similar researches on the other coal districts of

Britain und the Continent. For this purpose it will be

of little use to take into account the number or thick-

ness, or chemical quality of the beds of coal, since these

characters, however important locally, ore loo variable (feolofrv.

to guide uS across even the whole extent of a single Ck. if.

coal basin, ami vanish altogether upon distant points. ~-v
—— •

We must, therefore, restrict ourselves to the most
general divisions of the carboniferous series, und com-
pare the coal fields with reference to the strata which
separate the coal from the mountain limcslooe beneath,
the occurrence of bands of ironstone and muscle-shells,

the nature of the rocks and shales, and the distribution

of organic remains.

The characters of the Yorkshire coal fields are recog- The great
nised in their continuation Southward through Derbyshire Northern

aud Nottinghamshire. The same ranges of millstone c0*l

grit and shales lie beneath, similar rocks of hard ganiater

lie in the lower part, with a similar belt of useful flag-

stone. The lower part of the series contains the most
bituminous coals, and the must abundant course of iron-

stone, some of which contain fresh-water shells, and the

upper parts yield similar swift-burning thick coals.

The Lancashire and Cheshire coal fields are ccrlaiuly

portions of this great Northern system, separated in

consequence of the subsequent uplifting of the moun-
tain range of the IVnine Alps. The same gemitter and
flagstone occurs near Stay ley Bridge, resting in the
same order of succession upon the same millstone grits,

and though the broken condition of the coal fields on
the West of the summit ridge scarcely allows of the

same accurate delineation of the courses of the coal

beds, enough is already known to justify the reunion
of the coal-deposits on both sides of the l’eninc Alps.

Notwithstanding the great interval in the superficial

range of the coal strata between Aberford and Cock*
field Fell, the series in the Durham and Newcastle
coal fields is very analogous to that ot Yorkshire.

But hitherto, no layer of marine shells has been no-

ticed in the lower part of the Newcastle coalfields, and,
therefore, the inference of alternate inundations of the

sea and fresh w ater cannot be applied to this coal field,

though the general conclusion of marine deposits below,
and freshwater deposits above, remains unimpaired.

Fresh-water shells, accompanied by nodular iron-

stones, and numerous reliquiae of equuselifurtn and fili-

coid plants occur without limettont beds in the coal

fields of Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, and St. Andrew’s,
but most of tile Scotch coalfields, like that of (he North
and West of Northumberland, are formed by u de-
velopment of the carboniferous limestone group of
Yorkshire aud Durham, aud contain marine shells.

The immense coal basin of South Wales (which is. Great

in fact, as Mr. Conybcarc lias shown, divided into two s
f
uti»

parallel basins by a longitudinal axis of clevaffbn,)
0041

presents so many features in common with the detached
coal tracts of Dean Forest, Kingswood, and the valleys

of Somersetshire, that for our present purpose we may
conveniently group them together.

The tola) thickness of the coal strata is very great,

for in the deepest part of the basin near Neatb, the
lowest strata of coal are nearly 700 fathoms lie low the

outcrop of some of the superior strata in the more hilly

parta of this district. There are (according to Mr.
Martin) 23 beds of workable coal, making altogether

95 feet, 12 of them from 3 to 9 fact thick, 11 from 18
inches to 3 feet ; besides numerous other beds from 6
to 18 inches thick.

The coal on the North -Eastern side of the basin is of
a coking quality, excellent for the iron manufacture

;

on the North-Western it contains little or no bitumen,
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Geology being what hi called stone coal or culm
;
on the South side,

Ch. II.
|rom Pontipoc I to Caermarthen Day, it is of a bitumi-

nous or binding quality. The cause of these extreme

differences in the quality of the coal is not known, and,

indeed, the subject of the varying quality of a coal bed

h»9 never yCl been adequately investigated. Many
analogous though less striking examples are familiar

to every coal-worker of sufficient observation and expe-

rience.

The numerous excavations along the Northern border

of the South Wales coal district, for the purposes of the

iron manufacture, present us with a complete section of

the middle and lower parts of the coal measures, the

limestone series beneath, and the general base of old

ml sandstone.

The lowest part of the coal measures consists of alter-

nations of sandstone and shale, without coal; the lowest

bed (in the place of millstone grit) being a conglomerate

sandstone. Above this series, two or three thin seams
of coal occur, and these are followed by an argillaceous

series, containing many thick and valuable beds of coal,

and sixteen luyers of ironstone iu thin beds and nodules.

Whether the ironstone nodules contain shells has not

{it is believed) lieen stated, but the general analogy of

arrangement of the coals and ironstones to that w hich

bas been described in the Northern coal fields, will be

immediately obvious.

It appears that the upper part of the coal strata is

characterised by the predominance of coarse sandstone

with carbonaceous speck*. like Hint called Penant in

Somersetshire, and that a considerable thickness of

such rocks intervenes between the upper and lower coal

seams.

This sandstone is occasionally highly micaceous and

fissile, and yietds very good flagstone and even roofing

slate.

Forest of The coal strata of this entirely insulated coal field rest

Dean. occasionally upon a coarse sandstone like millstone grit,

but the general floor is mountain limestone, which con-

tains a layer of oxide of iron, in such plenty as to feed

the iron furnaces. The coal seams, seventeen in number,

contain about thirty-seven feet iu thickness of clear coal,

which is mostly bituminous and sw ift-burning, but in the

. • lower seams partakes more of a coking quality. The
ironstone nodules which lie in the shales ore of little

importance } the sandstones are mostly iu the lower part

of the section.

The neighbouring coal field of Newcnt rests on trans-

ition strata along the Southern and Western edges,

and on old red sandstone along* the North-Western.
(Geological Proceedings, 1S33.)

Suraenet, The broken coal .deposits of South Gloucestershire

tec. and Somersetshire agree in being begirt by uu irre-

gular belt of mountain limestone and old red sand-

stone, and occasional patches of sandstones occupying

the place of millstone grit. The irregular undula-

tions of the strata in this district, and their concealment

through extensive tracts by overlying deposits, present

formidable obstacles to the attempt to trace the series of

beds which constitute this coal field.

Mr. Conybeare supposes that it mnv contain us many
as fifty or sixty coal seams, most of them very thin,

hardly any of them exceeding one yard, and, therefore,

unless of good quality, in a country ut some distance

from more productive collieries, and aided by tire im-

provements of modern machinery, scarcely capable of

being worked to profit.

VOL. VI.

As in the South Wales coal field, shale predominates Gmlogy.
in the lower, and the Penant mrit rock in the middle Ch.il.

part of the series : the shale beds frequently contain
beautiful impressions of ferns and muscle-shells. (Geo-
logy of England and Wales.)

The Somersetshire coal fields have been admirably
illustrated by Dr. Ruckland and the Rev. Wm. Cotiy-
beare. (Geological Transactions.")

The well-connected coal husin of Flintshire, in the Fliotshi**
basis of which the estuary of the Dee is formed, extends
from North to South somewhat more than 30 miles,
from IJnuassa to near Oswestry in Shropshire, forming
an exterior belt coextensive with the range of the mountain
limestone from the North of the Clwyd

; where that
limestone is partially interrupted by the mountain of
Selattyn, the coal shales rest immediately on the
transition slate of that mountain. The coal strata dip
generally Eastward, ami form in the Northern part a
trough beneath the estuary of the Dee, and rise again
on the Eastern side of that estuary in the district called

Wirrnl, from whence, sinking again beneath the red
sandstone, along the course of the Mersey, they may
possibly be prolonged to the South Lancashire coal

beds, near Prescot.

This coal basin in Flintshire commences with beds Pis'® of

of shale and sandstone, answering in position and Sbrew*

character to the shale and millstone grit of Derbyshire.
Bfy*

Tile coal is of various thickness from three-quarters to

five yards, and consists of the common cunnrl and pea-
cock varieties. (Geology of England and Wales.)
The broken patches of coal strata which lie on the

South of the Vale of Severn near Shrewsbury, are
urranged according to the irregular positions of the trans-

ition rocks, which in the Stipperstones, ixuigmynd,
Wenlock Edge, the Wrekin, Caer Cnradoc, &c., extend
themselves in a curve far to the East of the great body
of the slate rocks. The true relations of the coal strata

to the transition ranges, between whose projections they
are enclosed, have recently been examined by Mr. Mur
chison, and connected with general views of the dislo-

cations along the line of the upper slate formations. It

appears that (he carbouiferous strata repose on the
edges of the slates, and dip towards a common centre

under the new red sandstone. At Piichford the whole
carboniferous series is represented by a bituminous
breccia, of a few feet (in thickness. Three thin beds of
coal are, for the most pari, observable, and Uie deposit

is distinguished by mi included baud of limestone

similar in mineral aspect to the lacustrine limestones of

Central France, and containing minute ptanorbes very-

similar to those mentioned above from the middle coal

seams of Yorkshire and Northumberland. (Geological

Proceeding*, 1833.)

On the East side of the transition ranges of the CoaJbrook

Wrekin and Wenlock Edge lies the coal field of Coal- ^da.

brook Dale, which contains at the bottom a sandstone

called the little flint, of which the lower part abounds
iu pebbles, nml is in fact a millstone grit. The iron-

stones, which lie in five or six layers, are balls or broad

flat masses, like those in Yorkshire, &c, and contain

abundance of the same vegetable impressions, and a few

shells; those which we have examined (belonging to

the marine genera urbieiila, comilaria, ammonites) indi-

cate the propriety of an inquiry iuto the dintnhulion of
the molluscous remain

*

for comparison with the results

of this investigation in Yorkshire.

The coal beds arc mostly thin ; the ten uppermost

4 i

(

f
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Ctology. are too sulphureous for other uses than lime-burning,

Ch. 11. and are called stinkers ; twelve beds of pood coal, in all

twenty-five feet thick, the thickest being five feet, succeed,

and the lowest bed of the whole formation, eight incises

thick, is sulphureous. The l»est coal of this coal field

usual!) presents a mixture of slate coal and pitch coal,

rarely of canncl coal
; none of it possesses the property

of coking.

The sandstones of this coal tract are usually fine-

grained and micaceous, and speckled with fragments of

coal ; but some of them are coarse -grained, and two
remarkably so. The sandstones generally contain

vegetable impressions, but never form the roof of the

coal, which is invariably shale. Two beds of coarse

sandstone, fifteen and a half feet in thickness, are en-

tirely penetrated by petroleum, which flows out |*rpc-

tually in the tar spring at Coolport. This bitumen is

likewise found iu the basses or indurated slate clay.

These detuils are chiefly derived from observations at

Madety colliery, where a pit, sunk to the depth of 729
feet, passes through all the strata, eighty-six iu number,
which constitute the coal formation.

This coal field rests at Steeraway, and near Little

Wenlock, on a thin hand of limestone, which Mr. Mur-
chison has recently proved by its fossils to be mountain

limestone, whilst in the contiguous extension of this

field, the carboniferous strata overlie, vuconformably.

various members of the transition series, with one of

which, tile transition limestone of Wenlock Edge, they

are brought into conformable apposition at Lincoln

hill.

Cicc Hills, The divided coal-has in of the ( lee Hills is elevated

upon the mountain limestone au«l old red sandstone of

Corvedale, and contains several scams of coal and layers

of ironstone, much contused in (heir arrangement by in-

- Imposition* of basaltic dykes and overlying musses, and

resting below ou a hard conglomerate sandstone. This

interesting country has been recently examined by Mr.

Murchison. On three sides uf the Brown Clee Hill, the

coal strata rest on old red sandstone, which to the West

is a coarse conglomerate ; but on the fourth or South-

Eastern side, there is interposed between the old red

and the lower coat gTits, a thin zone of mountain lime-

stone. (Geological Proceedings, 1H33.)

Trap rocks confuse the arrangement of the coal strata

in the whole space between Corvedale and the Severn,

which includes the narrow coal field of Billingsley and

Burdley, which has also attracted the labours of the

same Geologist.
Central The double coal field which surrounds Ashby dc In
coal field*. 2ouc], j8 boned on mountain limestone, which, like

some portions of that of Derbyshire, contains abundance

of magnesia ; there is, however, no particular corre-

spondence to be remarked in other respects ;
no millstone

grit has been recognised, no flagstone, nor conchifcruus

ironstone. Amongst the seams uf coal is one of the

variety called canncl, und another from seventeen to

twenty-one feet in thickness. ( Geology of England and
Wales.)

The strata of the Warwickshire coal field are based

upon a compact cherty sandstone, called by Mr. Cony-
beare “ millstone grit/' but no limestone appear* round
the escarpment of this narrow coal tract. The seams of

coal are liable to great changes of thickness in conse-

quence of the occasional attenuation of the interposed
strata of shales.

The coal field of Dudley, Bilalon, and Cannock Chase

agrees in part with that of Coalbrook Dale, but differs

from oil the others by the character of the subjacent

limestone, for this is generally admitted to belong to the

transition system. The coal measures are supposed by
modern writers to be uucnnformcd (o the limestone, but
their dips correspond iu direction though not in degree.

The liim*toue is uplifted into a scddle-shajied or anti-

clinal ridge ; the coul strata rest upon its slopes, and are

covered by the new red sandstone formation.

There is no millstone grit, nor any flagstone, and
(as usually among the central coal basins) the strata

are mostly argillaceous. Ironstone courses occur in

several parts of the series, but the only valuable ones

arc near the bottom. The seams of coal ure numerous,
but only the lower ones are workable.* They are of
various thicknesses from two to ten yards, or even

fifteen yards.

It is not, however, to be supposed that these enor-

mously thick scums are single beds of coal; they are in

fact composed of several beds locally accumulated toge-

ther, with certain partings, which iu other places swellout

into considerable thicknesses of shale. Thus the upper

part of the ten-yard coal separates from the rest of the

beds, mid under the title of the “ flying reed,’’ becomes

a totally distinct bed in the Northern part of the coal

tract.

The coal fields of Ireland occupy very large tracts in

the centre of that country, and are upon the whole very

analogous in general mineral characters and organic

contents to those of Englatid. The same absence of

limestone, tile anme kind of succession of sandstones and
shales is remarked iu them. Carbonaceous or stone coul,

like that of .South Wales, ahouuds in the Leinster and
Munster districts; bituminous coal in Connaught and
Ulster. The Munster coal district is stated by Mr. Grif-

fith to be of greater extent than any English coal field.

In this tract ^County of Cork) Mr. Weaver supposes
certain anthracitic beds to be interposed in greywucke,
and to be subject to all its flexures, but certainly the
greater part of the coals of Cork and Limerick are of
the same age as the English coal*. At Ballycastle the

coal is found in connection with basalt. (See Conybeare,
Geology of England and Wales.)

Geology.
Ch. II.

Ireland.

General View of Circumstance$ under which the Coal

Beds were deposited.

I. Few subjects in Geology nave been examined under
more various points of view than the question of the

origin of coal, and the circumstance* under which it was
deposited. We may wonder at the philosophical blind-

ness which would permit in the last century protracted

disputes concerning the vegetable origin of coal, when so

many thousand plants converted into that substance
were found in the shales and sandstone* ofevery coal dis-

trict. But in those days this kind of evidence was so little

understood, that .the inimitable impressions of ferns and
other plants from which we arc now accustomed to

reason concerning the climate and other conditions of the

ancient world, were not even admitted to be reliquiae of
the vegetable kingdom.
There is no necessity to enlarge upon the proofs of the

origin or coal from vegetables, drawn from an examina-

tion of it* chemical constitution as compared with vege-

table products, and the composition of the ligneous parts

of plants, and from the unanswerable identity of the

carbonaceous substance, into which a vast multitude of
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GhwWj fossil plants’ hove been converted. The chemical con-

Ch. II. •titution of this carl*onaceom product of the individual

vegetables, is exactly analogous to the chemical con-

stitution of coal ;
and it is quite probable that hcreatler

the reason of the variations to which both are subject,

whether dependent on the original nature of the plant

or produced by subsequent operations, will be as ap-

parent as that of the general agreement arising from a

common vegetable origin. (Fur some remarks on u part

of this subject see ch. i, p. b47 .)

II. Admitting then the vegetable origin of coal, the

next question relates to the situation where the plants

grew from which the vast mass of the coal seams was

derived.

Many of the plants accompanying coal arc of un-

known types,Slid some are too impcricct to permit any
botanic-ai deductions ; but the researches of Naturalists

have nevertheless been successful in determining some

genera) characters of this aucicnt lloru.

The greater number of these plants were decidedly

terrestrial.

They appear to be most analogous to tropical tribes

of vascular, cryptogamic, and coniferous plants.

They grew then on the land, amt it is probable from

M. lkongniart’a researches, that this land was in a high

degree subject to heat and moisture, more so than per-

haps even the coasts and islands of tropical seas, to the

flora of which situations the cool plants present most
remarkable general approximations. (See p. 603.)

III. We may now venture upon the main part of the

inquiry which relates to the origin of coal, ns. whether

the plants from which coal was produced
f
gnu? in their

present situations, and were there submerged and buried

beneath marine or fluvrulile deposit*, or were swept down
to their present repositories Jrom distant situation* by

land floods and other causes. To guide us in this inquiry

the following data may be premised :

1. The generally uniform , or gradually varying,

thickness of the several coal seams over a very large

area.

2. The broken and fragmentary condition and con-

fused intermixture of the plants which accompany coal

strata, and their being generally without root*.

3. The occurrence ot the same species of plants in

shales, ironstones, and sandstones.

4. The occasional vertical position of broken stem* of

large trees.

5. The parallelism or conformity of the several beds

of coal.

6. The extreme differences in the thickness of the

several seams, and the occurrence of many very thin

plates of coal through many of the coal shales.

*eat tigs Lc ar*d several eminent Geologists, and lately

M. Adolphe Brouguiart, have supposed coal beds to

have been originally a sort of peat bogs, or masses of

vegetable reliquiie accumulated round the place of their

growth, upon which other vegetables grew, and that

subsequently these tracts of country during some exten-

sive convulsions subsided below their former level, and
were covered by various mechanical deposits. This
hypothesis seems to have been suggested by tike seem-
ing analogy in some respects between the chemical
changes which have happened to the vegetable matter

of pent bogs and of coal, by the occurrence of stems of
plants vertically in the coal strata, and by the supposed
difficulty of otherwise explaining the acknowledged re-

gularity of the coal beds.

These circumstances may appear to favour the hypo- Geology,

thesis of De Luc, but they cannot make us overlook Ch. II.

very serious objections to it.

The formation of peat bogs is, as far as we know,

not of the kind here supposed. It is not by fragments

of trees and herbaceous plants accumulated round the

ploce of their growth, but of a variety of successively

dying mooses and other mobtiire-loving plants that the

peat bogs urate up to the extent which they occupy on
the high cold hills of the North of England.

Tliere is, however, another kind of vegetable accumu- Subterra,

lotion which may be thought to throw more light on °e*“

the origin of coal. The turf or prat moors, as they are
fure*ti*

caller! in the North of England, which occur in iow

ground toward the estuaries of rivers, and along the

margin of the sea, in many parts of England, contain

a rnuss of vegetable matter, composed of mosses and
other humid plants, roots of ling, Ac. and envelope

trunks of trees, sometimes prostrated in particular di-

rections, apparently cut by art or decayed by lime. In
some places are oak, in others birch or fir, according,

as Mr. William Smith has observed, to the nature of the

soil below, which is s&ud, marl, or clay. With them
often lie the remains of terrestrial quadrupeds, land

shells, Ac.

The marts sometimes contain fresh-water shells, but

never marine exuvue. In most places these accumu-
lations of vegetable reliquiK arc below the level of the

sea, and covered by various alternations of mechanical
deposits, sands, and days brought down by the rivers

or deposited by the tide.

These phenomena appear to admit of an easy expla-

nation, if we allow that tlic relative level of the sea and
land has been locally subject to variation, and thus the

dtaiuuge of the country deranged.

The greatest pait of the vegetable mass grew in ita

present situation , it was a humid forest where the leaves

ami branches of the trees, mingling with tile herbaceous
covering at tlieir hose, formed un extensive carbonaceous
mass, which enveloped tire trees when they fell by any
great violence of wind or flood, perished by natural

decay near the base, or yielded to the axe of the old

inhabitant. In cases where the situation was elevated,

or otherwise removed from tike action of (lie tide, the

ancient forest has been sometimes converted to a lake,

or overwhelmed with the ruins brought by a land-flood.

Along the side of great rivers, where the level was per-
manently below the floods or tides many successions of
sandy and argillaceous deposits have taken place, and
sometimes a second accumulation of vegetables ; and
thus the whole alluvial sediment and subterranean forest

resembles in some important respects the alternations of
earthy deposits and carbonaceous layers which compose
the ancient coal strata.

We have, however, not yet exhausted the heads of the Lake da-

subject of the agglomeration of vegetable rcliquire. InP0****-

many situations in England, os in llolderuess, (Geo-

logy of Yorkshire\) they have been swept down from

the laud, and accumulated .on the bed* of lakes in a

pretty regular stratum of partly decomposed leaves and
herbs, with branches of hazel bushes, nuts, Ac. and
fragments of larger trees. Over them the lake has

since diffused, in regular layers, the sediment brought

into it by the* streams and floods, with the shells which
lived in the waters.

The Mississippi and other great rivers of the World River de-

who.se banka are clothed with name use primeval forests,

4 x 2
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CitoUnnr. where from age to age the trees an they fall are rolled

Cb. away by the periodical inundations, deposit in their

— wide mouths alternate and repeated layers of vegetable

and earthy matter, and thus present us with auother

analogy to the coal strata more exact in detail than any

of the preceding, and more justly comparable in extent

of effect.

To what distance in the sea trees may be rolled by

the mighty continental floods, those who have heen ac-

customed only to contemplate the trifling streams of

England, can have no pro(>er idea ; but the navigator

who at the distance of two or three hundred miles re-

cognises in the Atlantic the last effort of the current of

the Amazons, or in the Buy of Bengal observes the im-

mense accumulations of earthy sediment transported by

the gentler waters of the Ganges, will readily admit

that the estuary dcjHjHits from such rivers may exceed

the area of the tnosl extensive of our coal basins. (See

Lyell’a Geology.')

KflvH* of If we are right in the inference that the ancient flora

higher tcn»- which lies buried in our coni tracts was the growth of even
IHiroiurr. more than tropical heat and moisture,we may readily con-

ceive how these circumstances, joined to the certain tact

that the land was then of fur more limited surface, would

also explain the greater amount of both the organic nnd

inorganic depositions from the ancient drainage of the

earth. For a higher temperature of the air ami earth,

accompanied by more abundant mnisture, would natu-

rally Ik* followed by more luxuriant vegetation, mure

abundant precipitation of rain, greater and stronger

rivers, and more violently excited floods. As the rich

vegetation and atmospheric storms and destructive floods

of the tropical region exceed those of our colder I atilodea,

so would the effects of the ancient floods in still hotter

climates surpass the most powerful results of the pre-

sent combination of agents.

It is possible that the effect may have been height-

ened Uy some essential difference in the constitution of

the atmosphere
;
(M, Brongniart supposes by a large

proportion ofcarbonic acid ;) but without at present en-

tering these fields of hypothesis, the botanic characters

of the fossil flora appear to warrant the conclusion above

stated.

From this short review of the operations now in pro-

gress, by which a part of the decayed vegetable cover-

ing of the earth is accumulated in peat hogs, lakes,

estuaries, and the sea, we perceive clearly that if the

production of coal be not now actually in progress in

certain situations, deposits of carbonaceous substances

happen under circumstances which will greatly contribute

to correct and simplify our notions of the origin of that

combustible.

Coat Until all the circumstances which characterise the

formed ra different coal basins have been very fully investigated,
various w jj| ^ hazardous to decide generally against any
situation*.

hypothesis advanced to explain the deposition of coal,

which proceeds upon observation of the accumulations of

vegetable matter now in operation. Ii may hereafter

oppwir that the vegetables of some coal basins grew
where their remains are now carbonized, according to

M- B ran g marl’s, notion ;
that other coal beds arose from

trees and plants, swept down from the land into fresh-

water lakes ; that others were formed in estuaries alter*

(lately traversed by floods from the land and tides from

the sea ; and that some were transported far into the

deep and tranquil ocean.

But all the weight of observation yet made is de-

cidedly in favour of the opinion that the greater portion OeoloCT.

of all the carbonaceous deposits were swept down from ^ li-

the places where they grew on the land, to ancient lakes,
estuaries, and seas ; and, indeed, it is perhaps not yet
made probable that any continuous bed of coal has been
produced otherwise.

For l)e Luc’s notion of the plants growing in the Generally
very spot where they have been converted to coal *“*

seems altogether inapplicable to cases where many U“ pU““

layers of coal ulternate w ith many of sandstones, shales,
8WW‘

ironstones, &c. For this could only have happened, ac-
cording to that notion, in consequence of at least as
many subsidences and subsequent elevations of the same
tract of strata, as there are coal scams in it; and when
in addition we take into account the perfect parallelism
of the strata indicating no disturbance, the thin lamina?
of coal which sometimes occur in tire shale*, the local
divisions of the senrns ot coal, and t he quantity of land
plants lodged in the separating strata, we shall be
compelled to limit to very few cases an hypothesis which
involves such gratuitous difficulties.

1. On the contrary, these very circumstances are ex-
actly such as must necessarily be occasioned by the
effects of periodical floods operating through a lung suc-
cession of time upon a well-wooded country. They
would transport at intervals vast quantities of vegetable
and mineral matter into the lowest receptacles of water.
There the mingled mass would be sorted by the waters,

according to hulk and specific gravity, a* we observe
every day in takes nnd on the sea-shore, an efTect which
most probably would lie much heightened by tire un-
equal velocity with which musses of such unequal bulk
and gravity would Ik* originally transported by the cur-
rent. They would be deposited in distinct layers, of
which the mo»f regular and uniform would lie the layers

of plants, because these ore more different both as to

hulk and specific gravity from the other material* brought
along by the stream, than arc these materials among
one another

; a fuel remarkably conformable to observa-
tion,

2. But though the greater mass of the plants would
be thus separated from the earthy sediment, there would
probably be some portion unavoidably cutangled there-
with and deposited with them, and thus the sandstones
and shale are found to contain in confused admixture a
considerable number of plants.

3. The trees thus transported by the floods might for

the most part not have been uprooted
; they would also

in their course be broken and mutilated, and mostly
deprived of branches and leaves, exactly as we find

them in the coal strata.

S* 4. In the various eddies of the waters under which
the sediment fell, some trees might be reared upright,

and others might and indeed would float with the hea-
viest end downward, and be kept in that posture by a
sudden and great accumulation of sediment, and thus

we seem to have a natural explanation of the occasion-

ally vertical position of trunks of sigillaria*, and equi-

setace® in sandstone. In shale deposited more Iran-

quillv, this fact has never or most rarely been noticed.

5. Successive operations of (his kind would equalize

the results over a large area, and produce a remarkably

general parallelism of strata in the same basin.

6. According to the condition of the currents, the

accumulations at any given time, or for any period,

might be in one part w holly vegetable, in auother w holly

earthy, or of alternate quality, and thus the occasional
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CX II.

deadncs* of a part ofa coal tract usually produc tive,

the division of a cpal seam into its constituent portions,

and the partings of a coal bed appear all perfectly

natural consequences of the same simple cause.

7. It is probable that in lakes which receive floods

overcharged with sediment, ami which in consequence

are frequently muddy, few kinds of mollusca, or Ashes,

or other animals would live, and that the molluscous

remains would be such only as belonged to bivalves,

like unio and anodon, or univalves, like poludina,

which never come to the surface for respiration, but

remain at the bottom of the waters. The shells found

in coal tracts, supposed to be of fresh-water origin, are

principally unioue-s and anmlonta.

8. it is also probable, for the same reason, that only a

small number of the auiinals or plants actually existing

in the sea at any one time would be found within the

area of a very muddy estuary, and thus we see the

reason why the coal busius which contain no fresh-water

shells, and are from other circumstances presumed to be

of marine origin, are generally devoid of animal remains,

except in the calcareous layers or nodules which may
occur in them. These calcareous deposits evidently

mark periods during which the chemical precipitations

front the sea were little or not at all trembled by the me-

chanical aggregations from the floods of the laird.

9. As many basins of fresh water, estuaries, or seas,

ns received the vegetables und sediment brought down
by the floods, so many distinct series of carbon aevous

and argillo-areuaceous deposits would be produced ;

—

there would be no particular agreement between them
in the numlter, thickness, and quality and arrangement

of tiie coal seams, rocks, or shale*, or ironstone, but u

general agreement, depending on the common physical

conditions of the region, flat in the tame basin, even

over very large areas, there would frequently occur

particular agreements, in many respects ; coals of parti*

color quality, rocks of certain kinds, beds of ironstone,

and layers of shells, may be traced over large tracts

and assigned to defluite places in the general section.

Convulsive Movements of the Carboniferous System.

Nothing appears more clear in Geology than that the

same parts of the Globe have been alternately subject to

gradual alteration, through the slow and equal action of

the ordinary system of Nature, and to sudden extreme

changes induced by the shorter dominion of violent dis-

turbing forces.

The preceding descriptions sufficiently show how re-

gular was the action of the causes which permitted the

immense accumulations of chemical deposits, eurthy sedi-

ment and vegetable reliquis, on the beds of ancient

lakes or estuaries, and for how long a period this pro-

cess continued, the prodigious number of alternations

in the deposits sufficiently attests. It was, indeed, com-
pared to the present stale of things, a period of remark-

able excitement os to the vigour of vegetation, and per-

haps also ns to the abundance and force of inundations

;

but the parts of this series, compared with one another

and with analogous strata of different ages, furnish proof

that the whole was the result of what may be termed
the then ordinary course of natural operations.

Extent of But this long period appears to have come suddenly
llu-be dU- to an end, and the characteristic regularity of its deposits
turtwscc*.

t(J j)avc jJcen interrupted by a general eruption of dis-

turbing forces which have left the traces of their power

and extent in all the coal fields of Europe and America. Geok

As oiler the deposit of the slates violent dislocations ^
happened and were succeeded by the old red conglomc-

1 v

rule, so after the deposit of the coal, similar and equally

extensive interruptions of the planes and courses of

strata were followed by the analogous deposit of new
red sandstone. In the course of these operations, the

whole thickness of at least the stratified mass of the

crust of the Globe appears to have been broken in many
directions, and the divided portions raised or depressed

a few inches, many yards, or hundreds of fathoms from

their former level, and placed in new situations, with

various angles of inclination to the horizon and in va-

rious directions. Scarcely a mine or colliery is worked

in strata of this era in any part of the World which is

not crossed by several faults or dislocations of this

nature, and it is always found that they divide and dis-

place ill the same direction the whole series of the strata

to the greatest depths which man has reached.

That these dislocations happened after the complete

deposit and induration of the coal strata is evident

;

that they followed almost immediately, ami happened
nearly at the same period of time, in almost all the coal

tracts, appears certain from the general fact, that the

disturbances of the coal seams rarely extend into the

newer strata of magnesian lime and red sandstone.

There was, therefore, a general disturbing agency em-
ployed to break up the consolidated planes of the car

boniferous strala ; ami from the occasional filling of the

dislocations with basalt, various crystallized minerals,

and other igneous products, no doubt can remuiu that

the principal agent was that general source of heat

which is included within our Planet, and which finds

vent for its energies in different places at different times.

To particularize all, or even the most remarkable of

the faults of the carboniferous systems of different Coun-
tries, and to notice all the variations of their appearance,

would be entirely foreign to the intention of this treatise ;

such details must be sought in special descriptions of

the several mining districts and coal fields. But wc shall

notice some of the moot predominant of these disloca-

tions, which appear to have caused the most extensive

alterations in the level of the strutu, and to have been

most efficient in uplifting particular ranges of laud, ami
giving new boundaries to the Ocean.

That most of the carboniferous deposits were origi-

nally limited in area, has been already stated, and there-

fore we must be cautious not to infer the violent sepa-

ration of two coal tracts from the mere fact of their

disunion, without reference to the connecting inferior

strata. Thus the coal fields of the Forth and the Clyde

were probably limited by the previous elevation of the

ranges of the Grampians and the Lammermuir, and
though presenting strong analogies with the Northern

coal fields of Northumberland, there is no reason to

believe that they were ever joined to them. Keeping
this in view, and guided by a knowledge of the charac-

teristic points of the several systems of strata, we shall

be able w ith more or less facility to determine the amount
of the disturbance of position induced on any given coal

tract, and thus to restore in imagination the origiual

condition of the strata. The separation of the great

coal fields of Northumberland and Durham on the one
hand from those of Yorkshire and Derbyshire on the

other, appears to have been caused by a general eleva-

tion in an Eastern and Western range of the whole of
the tract intervening between W halfdale and Teesdale,
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P«nin*
chain.

Forest of

Dean.

In consequence of this and the Katie of the elevated

ntrfaee-, it happens that while the lower parts of the

carboniferous system are connected, the upper parts are

entirely divided, and the magnesian limestone lies level

on the cost of Durham and millstone grit of Xid&dale,

and again covers coal in Airedale.

Again, all of the great Northern carboniferous tracts

are arranged with relation to an a 1 mast continuous

Northern and Southern axis of elevation, fmm the

mountains round the source of the South Tyne to Ingle-

borough, through Holland forest, by Peiullc hill and

the Western border of Yorkshire, to the limestone die*

trict of Derbyshire, while the particular fields of Hartley

Bum and Black Burton depend upon two cross lines

of didoeathn or fault, the former passing Eastward

under the name of the main, or 90 fathom dyke, from

near Brampton to the sea-side near Tynemouth, ami

depressing the ft rata to the North, while the latter ranges

En^t South-East by a remarkable line of slate rocks from

Kirby Lonsdale to near Grassington, and throws down
to the South. The carboniferous rocks which surround

the Luke mountains have certainly been affected by

elevations subsequent to those which in thot district

followed the deposit of slate, and anterior to the de-

posit of the superincumbent red sandstone.

A large proportion of the mineral veins which divide

the carboniferous limestone series erf’ Aidstone Moor, and

the mining dales of Durham and Yorkshire, range East

and West, and may be reasonably viewed as lateral

fissures proceeding from the main axis of elevation

which they join nearly at right angles. The same direc-

tion at right angles to the continuation of the same
principal axis of elevation is recognised in the veins of

Derbyshire, some of which range to the North-East and

others to the South-Eust, and, though with considerable

variations, appears to prevail amongst the numerous

faults or slips of the coal field of Yorkshire.

The great Northern and Southern axis of elevation

of the carboniferous series in Derbyshire is broken across

on the North, near Castleton, and appears to be termi-

nated on the South, near Brailbourn, by great cross

faults; and the whole of the coal measures of Notting-

hamshire ami Derbyshire, on the East, and of Stafford-

shire on the West of the axis, are cut offby rapid dip or

sudden depression to the South. It may be conjectured

that the line of this depression is prolonged beneath the

red rocks of Cheshire to the estuary of the Dee, and it

is, perhaps, not improbable that the red marl and sand-

stone which fills the drainage of tile Mersey covers a

large extent of depressed coal strata.

Further researches may very probably ascertain the

existence of several other buried coal tracts in the mid-

land parts of England near the detached coal fields of

Leicestershire, Warwickshire, and Staffordshire.

The Forest of Dean is a singular basin of coal strata

with a belt of mountain limestone and old red Band-

stone, rising from a plain of nctc red sandstone, and

looking over the vales of Wye and Usk to the similar

bnt more extensive district of South Wales. The ge-

neral line of elevation in this immense coal field is East

and West, and the strata dip from holla the North and
the South toward the middle ; but Mr. Conybeare has

shown that along the middle nms an internal axis of

elevation, so that the coni field is a double trough.

The elevation of the Mend ip Hills, and other tracts

of carboniferous limestone in Somersetshire ami Glou-
ceftershire, as well as the curious faults in the collieries

near Bath and Bristol, must be referred to the same Geology,

epoch, for the superior strata of red iparl and the oolites d** *»•

are unaffected by them.

This short review shows us what extensive changes
in the relative level uitd urea of land and water were
effected in these regions immediately alter the deposi-
tion of the coal strata, and similar results have been
obtained from researches in various parts of Scotland,
Arran, and other Islands, and in the large coal tracts in

Ireland.

In extending our researches to foreign Countries, we Ardennes,

must remember that the exact date of the disruption of
the strata is determined by limiting the epoch between
the date of the formation of the strata broken, and that

of the unconformcd stratum next incumbent or adja-

cent. Thus on passing from the Ardennes mountains
to Luxembourg, we descend from the elevated slate

range to a horizontal mass of new red sandstone, fol-

lowed by lias ami oolites
; and in this case it is clear

that the elevation of the Ardennes preceded the depo-
sition of new red wndtionc : but where that stratum is

abs<' nt, (the general ease along the bonier of these

mountains,) we must have been content with inferring

that the epoch of the disturbance was older than the
oolitr• On this account it is not easy to fix the date of
the disturbances of the coal series of nelgium and the

North of France more precisely than by saying, it was
anterior to the oolitr*. since these arc the oldest strata

lying unconformedly over the coal.

The slips and dislocations of the carboniferous system
almost invariably agree as to the direction of their

slope, compared to the level of the strata with the

general low stated before
;
(ch. i. p. 54 1.) hut there are a

few cases of such extraordinary dislocation, as at Valen-

ciennes ami in Somersetshire, that the beds of coal and
accompanying strain arc bent into a sigmoidal flexure,

and,j n part turned completely upside down. Lesser
cases of flexure of beds are not iinfrequent.

With respect lo the degree of distinctness of the
planes of the slip, we may remark that this depends
very much upon the consolidation of the strata di-

vided. Thug while in limestone and solid sandstone
the planes or cheeks of the slip arc clearly traced,

they are almost obliterated in shales and thin bedded
sandstones either by n bending at the surface of frac-

ture, or by a filling up of the chasm irregularly with
fragments from the sides. This applies even to the

case of n mineral vain which crosses alternating strata

of three different kinds, us in the mines of Aldstone
Moor trad Swalednlc, where tho metallic and sparry

substances arc crystallized in abundance in the open
space between the hard cheeks of limestone and grit-

stone, bnt are fur less plentiful in the obscure anil con-

tracted interval between faces of shale. Ill districts

which appear to have been once remarkably subject to

igneous eruptions, the fissures of the dislocations are

often filled by basalt, both in the subjacent limestone

and superior coal tracts, as in the Counties of Durham
and Northumberland ; but the metallic ores and spars

which properly constitute a mineral vein, and which

abound so much in the lirnestoue as to give it the name
of metalliferous, are very seldom found in the fissures of

the coal tract.

However it is to be explained, there certainly appears Affinity be-

to be some affinity between the metallic matter of the ,,Tpen ****»•

vein ami the nature of the strata which it traverses
;

* n<* roc*t4,

and though no doubt can be entertained that the veins
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ffooJogy. arc posterior to their including rocks, the frequent pas*

CTu II, sage of strings ofore into the neighbouring strata, occa-

sional nidiform masses, and solitary crystals of the me-
tallic substances embedded in the interior of the rocks,

besides the very remarkable examples of crystals of

blende, galena, Ac. in the interior of brachiopodous

bivalves, seem to prove that the metallic matter has

been in these cases deposited by a kind of secretion.

Nor is Ibis supposition, which is strongly confirmed by

observations in the slate districts of Cornwall, ill the

least inconsistent with what is known of the diffusion or

metallic substances by gradual heat much below their

melting points. Breislac and Henry mention cases of

the transference and collection of metallic matter (cop-

per) at an ordinary roostiug heat, and the well-known

example of titanium extricated from the melted iron of

our furnaces leads to analogous conclusions. We may, Geology,

therefore, very consistently maintain, that mineral veins c »», 11

arc posterior to the strata which they divide, and yet
allow that the transference of metallic substances may
have been effected by the ordinary agency of heat, or
the influence of electricity, so as to impregnate the strata

under particular circumstances with the content* of the
neighbouring veins. Sucli secretions of metallic sub-
stance* then do not require us to admit the contradic-
tory dogma that the veins occupying fissures are con-
temporaneous witli the strata.

The metallic substances usually yielded by the car-

boniferous limestone are most of the ores of lead, zinc,
and copper, with oxides and carbonate of iron, and the
vein—stuff, or matrix, is calcareous spar, fluor spar, sul-

phate and carbonate of barytes, strontianite, quartz, Ac.

Organic Remains of the. Carboniferous System.

The mark * liquifies that the sjecies to which it is attached ha* been stated to occur in the state system aim.

Plants.

FwaSly

.....

Filket

Name. Krittah LocoJiiK*.

. Kquisrtum infundibuliformc ...

dulnum Wigan.
Catamites deeoratus Yorkshire •

fiuckowu Newcastle ......

undutatus Yorkshire

ramosut Ditto.

eraciatna

Ciatii

dubiua Ditto.

eanntelbnwa ........... Ditto, Newcastle .

pachyderaa. ...........
uodimis ............... Newcastle ......
approximate* ...........
Hteinhaueri ... Yorkshire.

• C. Mougvottii ........ Edinburgh.
Splurnopteris furcnU Newcastle

•*•*»»• ••

stneta Ditto, Glasgow.
•rlemistwfolia .......... Newcastle.

delicate]*

dined*

linearis

Brardi ................
nerrota.

trifoliate. ... .. Yorkshire (Artis.).

lendigera.

Schlottbcimii

frogilia . . .............. ................
Hwninghautii ........... Newcastle .... ...
Dubuisxonis .,

distans

gracilis Ditto.

GraTenhoretii ..........
Loshii Ditto.

latifoli* Ditto.

Virlctii

afEnis, Lind Ditto.

bifida, Lind Edinburgh.
eaodata, Lind. ......... Newcastle.
crenata, Lind Ditto.

crilhnufolia, Lind Ditto.

diiatala, Lind Ditto.

Cyctcptcris orbicularis

anricutata Yorkshire.
fiabellata

Several specks of Cyelopteris are found at Liege

.

Ncuroptrris acuminatus Newcastle .......
ViUieroi

Cistii

rotuodifulia Yorkshire........
I<oshii Newcastle

Saarbrack.

IxKalitles.

Ditto.

rtto, Liege, Anrin, Lilly, Richmond in Yirgiuia,
\Yilkr»b.irre, Penns] Ivanis.

. Kudiul* in Bohemia.

. Mannebach, Wdtiu, Germany.

. Litry, Saarbruek.

. \\ iJkealwrre, Muiitrvtaia, Saarbruek.

. Zuncivillu iu Ohio.
( LrngMc, (II. Loire,) Alai*, Mannebach, Wettin,
( and HuJail*, jQ Germany,
fit. Ktiwnw.
Ia* Lordiu, Department do la Durdogac.
Alain, Liege, fit. Etienne, &c.

Charleroi, Silesia, Saarlvuek.
WaUlrulmrg in Silesia.

Saarbruek, llndnits.

r MotitTvluis, St. George Cbatellaisou, St. Hii.potrte
I in the Vo»gt*. *

fiwina, in Bohemia.
Le Lardiu.

Auxin near Valenciennes, Mens, Liege, Silesia.

l Doutwviler near Saarbruek, Waldeiiburg, and Brei-
I trnkach iu Silesia.

Breitenbach.

Werden.
Muutrelms.
Sdesia, Ihnenau.

Silesia.

fit. George Chatcllaison.

St Etienne, Liege.

Berghaupten.

Klein Schmalkalden.
Alai*. (Department du Gnrd.)
Wilkesbom* in IVnn«ytv«nia.

<

Mine du PWssis. (Calvados.)'
Anon, Liege, WUkusbarre.
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Family.

FiUch . .

.

Ljreepodiace* ..

. Neuroptrris tenuifolia .

hetrrophvU*

Graojin ...... ........
flexuusa ........ .......

G>pou*
oblongata ...»
corilkla ...............
SoTe?ii

PvCOjitcfis tongifulia.

blechouide* ............
Cumlidliana

ejathra »..•••«••«*••.*
rbur«Ki!n« ............
plat) rachU .............
Dithiersii

|ulvnwt])ha ...........
oreoptetotdes ...........
HurkUtndii

aquilmn.. .............
Schlotthemui. ..........
iiteuii'W ..............
Datrvtsxii .............
M*nlclii....». »•.*••..»
loachftica

MB
Cftanilmi

crenulula

mnrgiaata

..............

ponctulata..,

nervosa
ohliqua

,

Brardi

Dvfisncii ..............
orftta .................
Plukcnetii .............
argute
alate

cristate.,...
* ujien ..............
Miltosi ...............
abbreviate

laicrophytte.

npiata... 1..... ..

•cute

mute. .................
details

‘ dentate
anguri issima ...........
gr.cilis

pentueformn ...........
triangularis ............
pectinate

plutnusn.

adiootoides, I.ind. .......
hetero|ihyUa, Lirnl.

Lonubojihms Ihnirnaiisii .

Canrellata.

Oilontopteris Brardi ...........
cremdate ..............
min»r. ................
(blllta

ScblotlhcItnH

British Localitl**. Foreign Loralltl**. ~ .

(Saarlruck, Mimsrhmt, (Bohemia,) WaWentairg, * CKIil*
\ (Sileei*,) Montntai*. , .

Newcastle .............. Saarbruck, Valenciennes. ' x
Zanesville. (Ohio.)

lteth, Yorkshire, Ac. ....... Saar torch.

Newcastle Anxin, Saarbruck, KsrhweiWr, Ice.

PaulUm, Somerset.

Levbotwood, near Shrewsbury Alois, St. Etienne.

Newcastle. *

. Wwkn, attr Diudikff, St. Priest. (Loire.)

Alois. (Gard.)

St. Ktieonc.

St. Ktirnne, Aubin, (Aveyron,) Anun, Manncbach-
St. Klirunt.

• Charleroi,

St. Ktieone, Alois, Litry, (Calvados,) WUJutsbam-
Le Lard in, Mannebach, YVetcio.

Doth.

Manoebnch and Wettin.
MamteWeb, Geulaulern.

........................ Mannebach, Aubin.
Liege, Yttlcuoeona*.

Newcastle Liege.

Ditto Saarbruck, Silesia, Namur.
Bath .................... St. Ktirnne, WUkesboxrc, Geiatautcm.

Oeislouterii.

Ditto.

Alois.

|
Abascherhiitie, (Ttttcs,) Saarbruck, Wilkcsban*,

**’**’
j Liege.

... Montague des Knussrs, (OisADo.'l Wilketbem.

........ ................ Waide ub«irg, Rolduc, Liege, \V ales.

YAkucniiiii.
lohlin,

... Surlimck.

4.... ....... ............ St. Ktirnne.

.. t. ....... Alair, St. Ktienne.

St. Ktirnne, Saarbrock, Rhode Island.

New South Wales.

........................ Saatkruck.
Muiitn-lais.

Yorkshire... Saarbruck.

Valenciennes.

Saarbrock.

Fnm and Vkta Condo. near VaJencU unev, Silesia.

Suifl rnrk, H<iiirli.*.ni|> 11..u« Sauite )

GemUutexn, S*. Kticisoo.

Mines de RdBfktBp-
VakiuMsaM, DosBweitrr.

Sarins. (BaWwite,) Saarbruck.

....... ................. GaisUutern, Valenciennes.

Privates aara Vied* Cood£, Saarbrock.

FnsM and Vwmx Condi.

flt .oUutcru.

Ditto Snaibsuck, Valenciennes.

Newcastle.

Ditto.
Valcncnnnce.

Le Latdin and Tmasaon, (Dordogne.) St Etienne.

Terrasoon,

St- Ktirnne, IAt Lardin,

Near Shrewsbury Terrawvn.
Mannebaeh, Wettin-

(!aulopt<ri>i f<im»Ya, Lind Somersetshire-
Schizupteria anomala ..........

. .Lycopudites puiiftirmis ........
polyphyllu*.

Giavrithontii .......... ...... .......
Sdiimanni. ............
Honinghaukii .....................
rmhrieatua

, . Saarbruck.

Saxe Gotha. St. Etienne.

. . Silesia.

.. Hadley oa the Connecticut.

, . KblabMt.

. . St. George Cha'ellaisoti.

.. Hil-.Via.

. . St George Chatt liaison.

. , Wettin,

.. Ditto.

. . Mont Jean, near Anger*.

, . BoIm mio, Silesia.

.. Swiaa, UohcnsU.
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Ftaily. Nmw.

Ljcopoducea . . . .Lrpidwkndton opbiurus

.

BrilUh Localities,

i NmuUe

Uodtrwoadii Angle**.

iaiigM *

Sternbergii Newcastle ..........

leagifoliara ...........
DtDiUut ............
ornatissiauia .......... Edinburgh, Yorkshire

.

tetragonum Newcastle.

tronsvertura Glasgow.

Voikmannisnum .......
Rhodianum ........... Yorlulnre

cunialum Dcibaai •<

Focpijn Loealblra.

. Charleroi.

. Ditto, Valenciennes.

, lliownau.

,
Sf. Ingbert in Bavaria.

. Swioa in Bohemia.
, Ihttfl.

. Wilkesharrc.

. Silesia.

, Waldenburg. (Silesia.)

dubium Newcastle.

puLcbelluin

casUtum »<••*(•..•*.•• YorkJure.

earians ...............
carmatum ••••••••••••».•»•«••».«
crenatum
aculeatom
Ciatii

distant

laricinum ••••
riroosunv

uadulatom ............ *••.....
confluent

Hareourtli, With-l f Northumberland. (C. V.l

imbrication
}"""

l llarcourt.) ..... .•••./

aerrosura, Lind Newcastle.

dilatation, Lind. ....... Ditto.

giacUt Ditto.

r Radmt z, (Bohemia,) Silesia, Fresnas, and Vie-ux
'

t Condi.

Comti de la Marche.

,
Alais, Liege.

VVilke«barre, Saarhnick.

,
Sr. George Chatellaiaon, Montreiaia.

Bohemia, Ktchveiler, Eaten, Ztnetvilla, (Ohio.)
K*sen, Wrikesbane, Bohemia, Sticsia.

Wilkesbane.
St. Etienne.

Bohemia, Silesia.

Bohemia.
Ditto.

.
Silesia, Etchweiler

Ltpidoobj-Llum majin .

isneeolatum ...

Boblayi
trinerve . .

lineare

intermedium, Lind Near Shrewsbury.

Lepidostrobu* ornatus Shropshire.

undulatos England,

emarginatas ........... Yorkshire.

major ................. Newcastle.

vanabilis, Lind. ........ Ditto.

Ulodendron majus, Lind.
,

Barnsley, near Newcastle.

minut, Lind. Halifax, Craighith, Shield*

Cardioearpon majus
Fotnieri ..............
eordifonne •»•••*..• •».«••••••••••••••.*<••

ovatum
acutum Newcastle

Stigmaria reticulata England.

Wdtheimiana Magdeburg.

regnlaris Germany.

intermedia ............

Eschwciler, Wetttn.

C4«jfc3aut*rn,

Monlrelais.

V alcncitnoe*.

Montreiaia.

Alai*.

St Etienne, Langeac. (II. Loin.)
Langesc.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

f Leeds Durham, Northum-
1

( berland, Derbyshire, Ac.

tuberculosa

•••••
imiBiina .............. Anglcsea •

,

a? Sigiilsxia punctata

apmndiculata Yorkshire

.

sr?.:::::::::::::: :::::::::

ltevi*

canal iculata .

.

Costoi ...»
clongata

reniformi* ............. Newcastle...,

hippocripi*

Jlavreniii.. ...... ...... *

Candollii

oculata. ...... Ditto

orbicularis • •••••• ••
*tesaeiUta Bath, Yorkshire, Newcastle

St. Gmrge Chatellaisan, Montrelaie, Wilkeshaim

(

St. Gcocg* Chatellaiaan, Mootielait, St. Etienne,

Liege,' Charleroi. Valenciennes, Muhlbeim near
Dusseldorf, Sitrsia, Bavaria.

Montrelais, VVilkesbarre.

Amin.
Charleroi.

Bohemia.
Ditto.

Alais.

Wilkrtharre.

Liege.

Sasrbraek.

Wilkesbarre.
Risen.

Charleroi, liege.

Mont, Essen.

Mods.
U^c,
Alata

Bohemia.
St. Etienne, Saarbruck.

Alais, Kichweiler, Wilkeshsrre.

4 K
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Gtolocj. Family.

Ch. II. Cidwt*..

ytam*. BtWah LoraJuica. Foreign Lot

....Sigitlirii BobUyi Anita.
Haarbruck.

rlliniic* .. ••••••• SLKtkanfc
Kechweiler r.ew Aix la Chapell*.

ES WilV*»W.
subrotunda” Dartwrilw, n.

cuspidata.... •••••.«••• •••••• 9. Kliuux,

acutellats. — ...
richydCTin. JorkihiM.

Dournaisii .

trigooa.

•kgaiM.,

Saju brack, Silesia, Liege.
Charleroi, V’llndtBUI.
Radniti in Bohemia.
Charleroi.

Saarbruck.

Bordrum, new Yami, Sechweitor,

Barckuro.

Meaudi.
Br&nli . .

.

lanrigela.

.

. MontreUis.

. Wilke*bane.
Ditto.

,
Hath .

Difnadi _ .

S«dii .
Paulton.

ornouin, Sti-rnh.. •«•••«• NierxtVl.

, f Cramliogtoo, Northumber-
monoitachya | i*ad.

Conifcras? S]<hcncphyllum Schlottheinm

emargraatuoi
tnroentusa ..

denUtum Nnailk
fimbriatem.

qu,uLri£du». «...

dioMlun .»•••••» •••••

erosum, Lind JJdlo.

Finite* Brandlingi, LiiwL ....... Ditto.

Withami, Lind Edinburgh.

nitdullarii, Liidi..*.... Ditto,

arobiguoa, With. ••••••• High Heworth.
.

| Lennel Braes, new Cold
Pitus antiqua, With.

} itaam.

Anabathra pulcherrima, With. . . Tweed Mill.

Pence Withami, Lind. Durham.

Palms ......... .Flabellaria? borandfoUa. .......
Kcagerrathia follow .....•• .*

ftabellata Newcastle.

ZetMophyllifet calamoidee

r„rT|». Cannophyllitw Virletii Yorkshire.

Skrnborgia aogulosa
approximate
distnns Edinburgh.

Poacites lanceolata ...........
squalls ...............
struts

Glumaces Cyperitcs bicarinata, Lind. Near Shrewsbury.

Trigonocarpon Parkinsonis ..... England. Scotland.

Neeggenathi
ovatum

Waldenburg, Silesia.

Wilkeabarre.

Auxin, Geiaiiutaa.

Terrasaon.

MontteUtf. SL Gecrge ditrllaiton.

. Swina in Bohemia.
- Bohemia.

. Bans Ganje, a

. Langear, 9t. Ktiwns

. Zanesville. (Ohio.)

. Ditto.

cyluwlricuxn .

uubium ....

Munearpum
diflbnne ........
contractum Oldham.

(Class doubtful) . . Phy Ilotheca australis • ......

.

Annularia minuta
bcevifolia .........
fori ilis Bath ...

.

floribunda ............. ..........

langifolia Camwton
B

. Langeac, Coal Mine* on the Rhino.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Hawkesbury River, New Holland.

. Terravion.

. Abus, Genlautera.

. SL Ktiennv, Wdkeekswa.

spioulosa

radinta

Astcrophyllilcs equisetilunms

nsj parmdes
longifolia Newcastle .

temufoiia Ditto. . . .

,

tubereolate Ditto. ....

dahsatele...

. Geotoutera, Sil esia, Alaia, WilkcsbtJte.

, ChaHvroi,|—Mb

,
Seerbrack.

. Mannrbaeh, (SaXQ«»y,) Rhode Island.

. Alms, VatafctoniiM, Cheekroi, Bohemia.

. Alats.

. Stint a.

. (Germany.

, Charlenr, Aa*»•-
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Fuall). >u». Btt

(Claw doubtful.) . AsUsrojihrllitea Branti...
dubift MevcMtla.
diffuia

ptadit, Lind. ......... Ditto.

fuliau, Lirnl. .......... Ditto.

ipliotdci, Lind. Hvnlry.
Volkmsnui* niljntuh* ........

diatncnvn

(tOM ...... 4 ..........
Pblyporitw Howtonnui, Lind. . . . Near Witdum-

Far-i eu Laal.M
Tattaattu.

RjnliuU, Bwhasua.

.. WsMaobuu. -'SUsm*.)

. - S>ruL4. ; IWihcjmA.

)

. . Tcnuwu.

flwtan.
Ck.1L

Nearly all the names of fossil plants are taken from

Brongniart ; tlse few from Lindley and Hutton, from

Sternberg and Witham, are marked by suitable abbre-

viations.

Analogy to The following observations by M. Adolphe Brongni-

art contain nearly all that can be at present advanced

concerning the physical eondrtkxis which governed the

growth of these plants. We shall first remark that since

the date of M. Brongniart’ s Essay, true courier* have

been discovered in the English coal districts, and that

his reference of sigillaria to the tribe of arborescent

ferns appears open to very serious objections, and is per-

haps not generally allowed . Besides the few conifer* and
monocotjledones, “ the flora of this epoch is composed

almost wholly of vascular cryptogamous plants, so that

out of 260 species 220 belong to this class. But,

though evidently ranging themselves in the families of
equisetaoes, Alices, and lycopodiace*, these plants differ

from the species, und often from the genera now in exist-

ence, in several points of their organization, and espe-

cially by their gigantic size. At this period there existed

equiseta more than ten feet in height, and five or six

inches in diameter, tree ferns forty or fifty feet, and

arborescent lycopodiacea* sixty or seventy feet high. The
essential characters of this ‘primary* vegetation are the

numerical predominance and great magnitude of these

cryptogmmic plants.
41

It has been long observed, that the plants of this

age resembled generally those of the hot, rather than of

the temperate regions of the Globe ; but since the fossil

plants have become much better known, and their analogy

with existing tribes founded upon a more thorough ex-

amination, their relation to the plants of Equatorial le-

gions may be established on a more solid basis. All

cryptogamic plants acquire greater sixe, in proportion as

the climate is hotter ; or rather, in cold climates none but

very small spedes of this class are found, while in tro-

pical regions we have, in addition, many of large size.

The ferns of cold and temperate climates are upon the

soil, or their stem risesonly a few inches in height
;
those

of tropical regions grow to ten or twenty feet : the

smallest aquiseta known are those of Lapland and
Canada ; the largest grow in the West Indies, and Equi-
noxkl America ; the lyofmodm of our climates are newer

above five ot six inches nigh, those of tropical regions

ore three or four times as high.
44 The numerical predominance of the cryptogamic

tribes in the carboniferous epoch is such that, while in the

existing order of Nature they are to the whole number

of plants known as 1 to 3ft, they were in that ancient
epoch in the proportion of 27 to 80.**

If we seek to tictennine by comparison with particular
or local exitliug yforos, the probable circumstances under
which cryptogamic plants grew to such preponderance
in the carbomferons epoch, we shall be guided by tbe ob-
servations of Brown and D'Urville to some important
results. According to these eminent Botanists, the fa-

mily of ferns is subject to the influence of two causes,

which determine tlrrir mode of distribution over the

Globe ; heat of climate, and the influence of the humid
air and uoilhrtn temperature of the sea. lienee, when
the circumstances depending on proximity to the sea arc

equal, these plants arc more abundant in the Equatorial
than in colder regions, but in the same tone of climate

they ore much more abundant in isles than on conti-

nents. In the temperate parts of the Continent of
Europe, under favourable circumstances, they arc to the

phanerogamic tribes as 1 to 40 ; within the tropics

Brown slates tile ratio a* 1 to 20, and in unfavourable
situations n* l to 26. Under the same latitude, this

proportion becomes much greater in Islands ; in the West
Inches the ferns are as 1 to 10, instead of 1 to 20, as in

favourablesiluutiaus on the (.'aulinen t of equinoxial Ame-
rica; in the Sooth Sea Islands 1 to 4, or 1 to 3 ;

while

on the Continent of India snd in the tropical part of

New Holland the ratio is 1 to 26. At Sl Helena and
Tristau d'Acuyoa tbe cryptogamia are to the phancro-
g&mia as 2 to 3, and in Ascension nearly as 1 to 1.

From these examples it is plain, that the smaller the

isles, and the more remote they are from great continents,

the larger ia the proportion of ferns growing there ; and
we asay conceive that if such islands were alone in tbe

midst of a vast occuu, or formed only scattered points

or little clusters without any great continent, their pro-

portion of ferns would be atili greater, and the crypto-

gamia become the predominant group. Geologists have,

from indepenieul considerations, inferred that at the

time of the formation of coal, the extent of land in

the position of our present continents was very small

compored to the wide surface of the sea ; and thus Geo-
logy and Botany appear to agree in determining that at

Ibis period, and hi the situations where afterwards coal

was formed, land existed only in email Hands, amidst ex-

tensive seas. Ob these islands, under perhaps a more
than tropical climate, in an atmosphere charged with

moisture, we may believe that those gigantic cryptogamia

grew which have produced bo large a proportion of the

extended coal beds of tbe older carboniferous epoch.

FDi.trAJUA.

ruQ. Kim Bvtttek

Cellulifsta Fmtre crisoidas, Millar. Arran.

Bstspora ftustnsfonais, Mart. . . . Middlston, Derbyshire, Arran.

riot) rata, F Rulherjjlen, Lanark.
CeUspors Urii, F Ratkwrgtsn.

Autopora comprasaa, G
Caianipota Winstar.

PoMtf* laeaWUM.

Kakogco.

4*2
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CeUulifem Tubipora nurukia Mendip, Westmoreland, Ireland. Olne, Limburg.

8yrin|iopan nthiUli Ola*.
radiats, Mart •••*•...« Winitcr.
•trues, L. ............. Westmoreland.
tubularia L. ........... Liege.

Farosites erptorus, F ...... Scotland.

depress*)*, ?. - Ditto.

Arran.
•Cal*moport [olynorphi, G. ... ............................ Namur, Elberfsld.

MxlUpora, uodkachbed, Sp. ..... N«u Kirby I.oft*dala, in thin bed*.

undMKflwd. Sp
{
N
uJdrt

Wh“' Ki,br

Lamellifera Cyathopbyltum rscentrieum, O. . Ratingen.
pentagonum, G. .. Namur.

Lithostrotron striatum, Park .... Wale*.
Aoriformc, Mart ....... Bristol.

marginatum, F. Scotland.

CaryophyUi* fseciculat* ....... . Bristol \
duplicata, Mart. ....... . Hakowell.. .....I
affinis, Mart W raster >

At Namur two species of Caryoyhylli*.

juaewa, P ......... Rutberglen J
Turbuudia fungites, F. Yorkshire, Rutherglca, Ireland .. Liege, Namur.
Astraa unduiata, Park Bristol.

Pontes cdluloM, Park Mendip.
•Amplexus coralLouies, Sow Angle a, Limerick.

These thirty or more species of polypuna appear of Belgium anti Westphalia. No polyparia have yet

almost wholly distinct from those of the slate system, been seen in the proper coal measures ; they all belong
yet they belong mostly to the same genera. They have to llie subjacent limestone group,
as yet been little noticed in the carboniferous limestone

Radiaria.

Family.

CriooMks. . ..

Echinida

Km*. British Localities.

.Fentremitrs eUiptinm, Sow
Drrbiensu, Sow
glot>otu* ..............
undesenbrd species ......

Preston.

Derbyshire, Ireland.

Bath.
Craven in Yorkshire,

Poteriocrinus CTssaus

tenuis

PUtycrinus hsvi*

rugosu* ...............
tuberculatus . ...........
grannlatua .............
itriilui. ...............
•pentangular** • .

Yorkshire, kc. Bristol, .Arran.

Mendip, Bristol.

Bristol, &e.

Mendip, Cakly Island, Whitwell.

Mendip, Whitwell, Yorkshire.
Ditto, ditto, ditto.

Bristol.

Ditto, Mendipw

Cyathoerinos pUnu* Northumberland.

^regoeu*"......

Actinocrinu* *30 dactyhas ......
Whitwell, Yorkshire.

Ditto, ditto, Ireland.

Whitwell, Mendip.

Whitwell, Yorkshire.

unii ... .......

Rhodocrinus •wm
qumquongularis

Eugeniocrinus, uudesexibed .....
Cidaris, with Urge 1

mammeUm and mu- /FhiLMS.
ricated spines. . ... *

Whitwell, Bristol, Dean Forest.

Whitwell.
County Fermanagh, Ireland,

f Yorkshire, Northumberland.

1 Westmoreland,

Fur*ifn Localities.

Ratingen, DumklnrL

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

No rodiaria have yet been Reen in the proper coal The names are principally from Miller’s Work on
measures, they all belong to the subjacent limestone the crinoidea ; where other authors are quoted, their

group, which in some eitensive tracts is almost wholly names arc appended to the particular species describtdby

composed of their disjointed columns and other parts. them.

CoKCHIFERA.

Family. Nam*. British Localities. Portion Locslitk*.

Plagymyuoa . . .Pholsdomya * undeaeribed, Sp. ...... CasUeton.
Corbul* lirooso, F. Reotland-

SangtunoUria gibbosa Queen's Count)', Ireland.

Tellies lineals, H. Salugen.

C-fe-tUbn. {
,

*o££!**
An“*

Tlileruiciim ..............a Cork, Mendip.
elongstum Bukewe'l, Whitwell, ke.

Hintells sulcata, F Ftilh cost field, North Britain.

Isocardi* obtaoga . . , Dublin.
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ch.il

Family. Naim. Brituh Localities.

PUfyioysm . , .Cyprieardia annulata .............. ...............
Nucula palm*. Derbyshire.

ailsnuata, F. ....... Shale . . RutltrigLcn.

gibboaa, F. Ditto. . . Ditto.
- Northumberland.

Anodon? cruiui ....... Winn. letJi ?

Unio Urii, F Coal . . . Rutherglen.

subcoastridus Yorkshire, Newcastle, Ac- ......
acutus Ditto, ditto

other species Yorkshire, Derbyshire.

Chama * antique, EL
ModvcU lcrii Harry Isle

umkacribed spedes CasUcfcra.

Ooldfuaui, 1L
Hrgalodon •cuculUtu* Yorkshire.

Meeomyonn . . . . Mytilus eresaus, F. Shale. . Cult bills, Fite, Wigan
minimus, H.

Pinna fisboltiformb, Mart Ashford
Inoccraimis retuatus. Castletoa

Pecteu, undetcribed, Sp. Ditto, Yorkshire, lrvlsnd.

priscua, Schl.

piteal us Queen’s County.
granosus .................. Ditto.

dunmiiis, F. Scotland.

pipyractnis Coal . . . Loads, Sheffield, Halifax

undescrila*! speck's . . . Nostbumbeilaud.
Aeunla, uuikscriK-d siieries Ditto.

Vulsella f riugulata, IL Bradford, Sheffield..

FMid.nu, B {"to&jE
YMk,hi"'

tmdescribed Bradford, Yorkshire.

Ostrea priaea, H «...
Hmnitr* Blainvillii, H

Brachiopoda . . .Orhicnla reflexa P Ironst. . Coalbrook Dale ?

uQdescribed species Northumberland.
Terebratula acuminata Huston, Scalebor, Clitbcro, Ac. .

.

#crumeaa Winstvr.
•jiupqus. .................. Groom, Ireland, Ac., Clitbcro.
• ? plsty lobs ? Clithero.
• lateralis ................. Black Rock, Cork, Dublin .....

.

*Manti» Ireland.

•cordiformis Ditto.

•renifarmis ..,.•.••••••••.. Dublin..*......
hastate Bristol, K. L. Ac.
*sacculut Middleton, Matlock, K. L.
duhia, D. ............... ... Ireland.

Duruaii, D Dublin.
t indontala...

obliqua

mouiiculata, SchL
•Imvigata, ScbJ.

Spirifera resupinata (Tereb. Sow.) ... Dorr-dale, Clithero, Rutbcrglen .

.

Martini Castteton, Bristol.

• cuspidate Ditto

trigonal is. , Cared*!# and Overton .........
triangularis Buxtnn, Derl'vahire.

•undulat* Arran. (East Thukley.*)
•odoplicata ............... Ditto...*
•glabra. Chelmrrton afid Ireland .......
•striata ................... Bslewed, Arran
•smbtgua Ditto

minima Ditto.

•obtuse Scale tar, Yorkshire
•lineala Castletou.

Imbricate Ditto, Little .................
oblate Flintshire, Derbyshire
•pioguis .................. BUck Rock, Ireland.

•attenuatu ................ Ditto.

btsulcat* Ditto ...

•(listens. «... Ditto-

nitundata ................ Torquay, Limerick

Urii, F. Rutbcrglen.

exarata, F. West Lothian.

biplicata, O.
Lingula cnyliloidm IV olsingham.

— - ....... ......... . Rutbergten.

Producta •longispina Kilbride, Lanarkshire.

sdnulosa Linlithgow .................
FUmingii ................. LinngMone, ditto.

»pmos a ................... Ditto, Arran

Scotia* Linlithgow, Airau, Isle of Man.

Foreign Localities.

VM, Dear Liege.

Liege.

Ditto, Warden,

Ralingen.

Ditto, VM.

Weidea,
Near Cologne.
Ratiareu.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Liege, Werdcn.

VW, rear Liege.

VM.
Ralingen.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, Vi«4
Kat ingen.

VM.
Ditto.

Ralingen.

Ditto.

VM, Ratingen.

Ditto.

Ratingrn.

Namur. Ratingeo, Liege.

Rati ilgen.

Ditto, Liege.

Ditto, ditto.

VM, Liege.

VM.

Ditto.

Ralingen.

Ditto, VM.

Ratingeo.

Dirge, VM.
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Brachiopoda... , Product* aculaata .

gigontc.

•seabricula .

•Martini

rrssaa .

Striata .

antiquata , .

.

•uileata ....
pereonat* .

.

jttiiKtat* ...

fiinhriat* ..

plieatlis ...

•horrid* . .

.

hctni«phwrse*

coat' tides . .

.

liitiftbim* ...

cnnc.ita* ...

lobst*

contain . .

.

humero»a
Crania prnc*, H.

Hritkfc IjorelhW. Fotcifs LoesIHW*.

BtlmlL
Ditto, Yorkshire.

flfiUdnle, Derby, Amu, North l

\ umbarUnd F
V“6*

{ **S£fe. B-fc*-. VM.
Buxton, Derby.
Creom, Ditto.MMMi
Ditto, Dublin Ditto, ditto.

Ditto VM, Liege.

Ditto, Kendal Ratitigen

.

Buxton, York shirr, Ireland ..... VM, Rationed.

Derbyshire, Yorkshire . Ratiogvn. Vi*4.

Ditto ....................... Ratiogvn, Liege.

Ann.
Mynrdd Carrey, York*hire ..... Ratmgen, VM, Liege.

Llangavenni, AngVae* Ratingeu.
Puffin Island, Arran Ditto, VM, Liege.
Richmood, Derbyshire Ditto, ditto.

{

Clifton, Cumberland, Northum-I ..... .... . ..

tmtad, Attbh J
lWto, an* •IKta.

Gloucestershire, Glasgow.
Btwdou, Derbyshire Ratingen.

Ditto.

The names in the precediug catalogue of conchifer*

are almost wholly taken from Sowerby’s Mineral Conch-

ology

;

where other authors are quoted, their names
ore appended to the particular species described by them.

The eouclnfera of the carboniferous system admitted

in the preceding lists amount to 112.

Plagymyonu 2 j, mesomyona 17, brachiopoda 70.

Of these 3 plagymyouous, 7 mesomyonou3, and 31

brachinpodous, arc said to be also found in the slate sys-

tem. On this subject the remarks which follow the

enumeration of the conchifem of the slate system may
be referred to. Mesomyonous bivalves have now be-

come more numerous, and the enormous preponderance

of brachiopoda over the other orders of bivalves is re-

duced from 6 to 1 to about 2 to 1.

Of these 112 species, 5 are generally allowed to be

Huv iatile or lacustrine ; and their number, if augmented
by the yet undescribed species in England, may very

probably amount to 10. Nearly all the marine tribes

occur in the limestone group below the coal measures

;

all the fresh-water species lie in the coal measures ; but
there is one thin layer of marine shells extensively
spread in Yorkshire, in the midst of the coal measures,
above certainfmh- water layer* ami below several athere.
No fresh-water shell lies in this bed. Hence the
scries of operations by which that coal field has been
formed evidently includes one period of marine, and
two of fluviatile or lacustrine action, subsequent to the
general and Lag-continued action of the sea, which de-
posited the mountain or carboniferous limestone. There
is no disturbance of strata nor auy thing to indicate

local movement during the deposition of the coal, and it

is presumed that the alternation of marine and fresh-

water deposits, here certainly proved, was occasioned by
causes acting at a distance. An additional memoir hus
been promised on this subject. (See p. 590.)

Molluscs.

FamLlv. Kune. Brtti.li LursMtta. Foertgm 1/jmIUIs*.

"b“u N«“ cia^-
tubifer Ditto.

some other specie* Ditto.

Patella, several sped** ......... Ditto.

primigena, Sckl. Ratingrn.

Planorbrs. rfil h» coal measures, Yorkshire.

Planorbis cquali* Kendal.

Ampullaria nobilii ........... Queen’s County, Ireland.

haUcoide*. ............. Ditto.

undescribed Clithrro, VV crtmoreland.
Melania •constrict* Boston, Tideswell.

Nerita striata. Cony, Arran.

•nxrata Bristol, Derbyshire.

otner spec** ........... Chthero, Northumberland.
Natka elongata, Hot. ........ Ditto.

GadJardotii ........... , Ditto.

globota vue.
P»t*da Ralingen.
und escribed specie* ...... Clithero, Northuashnrtand.

DnlTThif., ToUm. VM.
dritls Derbyshire Ditto.
several uudescribed species Near CHttirro.

Curoii* acutus „ Ditto, Derbyshire Namur.
rotundabia ............ Ditto.
aeverat unOeeefrhrd species Ditto.

Boorophalua oodeeus Derbyshire Ratmgeo.
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,
Derbyshire, YoAaiwi ... RxtLngaa.

. DUta.

Family- K«m. BMtoh UmUM**. F^igm

SSSw*.} • • • “K"10*"’-

•eatillui* ........
ddiihtnoUri*, Hn -

prntnnwulatii Ditto, ditto Ditto, Nubbi.

tuberculatus, F. . . ...... W«t lothian.wuu V»«,R»i»*«,
rotnndatus Ditto ditto.

other undeaeribed specie* . NearChUwro Vnt
Turbo *tiara Ditto.

t

KeHeuwfcnunia .••«»»»••»•«••••••**•«•««• Raiingtn.

undcscnbed spedoa NorthuroWtood.
Trochua dnwulatoa, G. ........ * , Ditto

. I Several msdrterihod wpedtt at
J

SSSUa ::::::::: [
aw—

tmiatnr J ' Rating**.

TunMliHtftta Utte.
Uni, F, Ratheroes.
•Impt^T Wife,.

mdtmia. G. ............ . \ t Ditto.

n. I I Ditto.

eouoidea, (J > Several uudeaeribed spaa*. < Ditto.

tonuSs, Cl .............

.

I I Ditto.

•eumiDiii, O.. .........
* Pitta.

Fhaaiawil!* auncularia Dl«0.
Ditto.

Gasteropoda i

8ofeBO*KMnato j
. Quacn’r County, I reton<L

umleneribcd ajuxiet ..... Near CUlhero.

Rotteltoria ? Ditto.

This catalogue of gaateropodoui molluscaia very in- limestone of Yorkshire alone. Several others were col-

complete. At least a* many more species, most of 1cried by the late Mr. Miller near Bristol, and by the

which are in the possession of Mr. W. Gilbertson of Rev. C. V. Harcourt in Northumberland.

Clithero, remain to be added to it from the mountain

Mollusc a.

Pmrily. Nw. British l.waUttM.

^ouothaUjnia |' >^*H°nplua *hialca* .......... Derbyshire, Yorkshire ....

•coatotu* .............. Derhydtire, Dublin ......
*tcnuifa»cia Settle, Kendal, Ireland

•apertus Settle, I r*land.

•cornu arieti*. .......... Kendal.

Brii, Y. Kuthcrglen.

decutaahis, F Linlithgow.

striata*, F Ditto.

dcprc***n, Mrjr.tf. ....... .......................
tanilites, Monti
undenctiberl Yorkshire, Westmoreland.

. VM, Ratiogen.

, Ditto, ditto-

. Ratmgen, Visf.

imhricatba, G. ....

alcafus, (} ............................

pJ^J22^|....Orlbaeera giganteum Ctoeehara.

ettdifurm*. ........... . Ditto

undulation ............ Cblhero, Settle.

Bnjfnii Ashford, Clitbero.

ftwtosrrire .............. Clitbero, Queen's County.
cmctuoi Clithero.

Oonwi, Aahtosd.
toer^F. Linlithgow*
fjiBtiiidrie, f. Ditto.
cflcndracensm, K. living* tone.
annular*, F. w i ...... . Lmhthcow.
nigosuaa, Yl Ditto.

'

auguUfevF. . .......... Dili*.

attcRUAluiii, I. Livrag*4oue,
lotrttiim, r, Ditto,

andatwn, f. ^ . iMFa.
Stnnhaawri ............ UaHfn, YrrAvhiie.

Coautort* mikela ............. DnatolJduttieTglen.CoalbeookDBle

. Ratingen*

. Namur.

. Rating* it, Visf.

. Raiingvo.

Vwd.

Nautilus eomptonnha ......... L»lc of Man.
Hendon i Ditto.

Yorkshire..

....... JHtta.

Ctonebnm, Yorkshire.

oentagouos ClowWu, Keodai
fuhrrcaJatiu Cloachttra,

....... Kerala).

, Rating?*.
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Fanil}-. Km.

w««i«^ia ....

aulc&lua

»»««»
bwn^nlatoa
*drioifenii

excavatu*, F. . ....
marpnutiu. F
quadratos, F. .....
Luidii

undetcriWd
AuLmookoi rtritttu*

iphaticui .........
Lirttii

undeacnbwl
attend dew wp«ei«a

.

caibonariua, u. ....
HtmtUiwi .........

Bdtiih Locallm.

Wini'er, York*Lira.

CastIrton.
Ashford.

Bristol, Yorkabirt.
Yorkshire,

Limerick.

Bathgate.

Wert Lothian.

Aihfiird, Ireland.

Sheffield.

Buxton, Caatleton, Craven.
MilliluJr, Craven
Middleton, St c. Sheffield .

.

Reton.

Yorkshire and Lancashire.

Ul* of Man, Yoiktliire.

Porttja Loeahtiaa.

Liege, Warden.
Liege.

Ditto, Warden, Wattm.

The mollusc* of the carboniferous epoch are but
imperfectly known, notwithstanding the labours of Sow-
erby. Fleming, and others, and we can hardly venture

to expect that the numerical relations of even the lead-

ing divisions will remain unchanged, when the numerous
additional species shall have been described. The pre-

sent ratios are, gasteropoda about 55, cephalopoda 57,
of which 16 are monolhalamic, which are not very

different from the proportions in the slate system. Above
this epoch, monolhalamic cephalopoda disappear wholly
until new tribes ofthem arc recognised above the chalk.
It is proper lo mention that the situation which we
assign to bcllerophon among the cephalopoda is not
admitted by all Naturalists. The names of the molluaca
are from Sowerby, except where other author* are

quoted.

PanulT

Crustacea.

Annuloss.

Kuhn

F#me. British LocoIIUm.

.Asaphua Dalmanni, G
Calyioeue DerUcnxis, Mart .... Ashford.

liiDstua, IX Iroost. Mansfield, Notts.

Cancrr a claw Northumberland.
Serpula comiuwwa Lothian.

. lchthyodortuites (Mr. Ludlow,) Bristol, &c.

p.i.1^ f Bristol, Westmoreland, Northom-

Scnles Caithness.

Dipterus brschypygopterua . ..... Ditto.

macropygopterm ........ Ditto.

Valenaenrii ........... Ditto.

maendepidutu* .......... Ditto.

Oeleolepis raucrolepadotus Ditto.

nucrulepidotus Ditto.

Sun. ,«Mm f
" In P*'d

l umbcrland. (C. V. Hereout.)

FiweifS Localisisf.

Ratiogeo.

General Summary.

569 species of organic remains, of which 62 are stated

to be found in the slate system below, and 8 in the

magnesian limestone above.

Plants ....

Polvparia .

Radians .

.

Coachtfer*

Molluaca .

.

Aimuioia.

.

Crustacea .

Ftslies ....

Saurian .

.

1 specie*|

30
26

112

112
1

4
10 ?

Terminal, of which (omitting tigillaxia)

about 190 ore cryptogamou* and 40
phsocrogunous.

Celiulilera 17, lameUifcm 13.

Amougst these echiuida distinctly appear.

PUgymvona 25, meaomyona 1 7, brachio-

pods 70.

Gasteropoda 55, cephalopoda 57,

569

Saliferout Sytiem.

It has been shown that the consolidated deposit of

coal was subject to the effects of a very general eruption

of igneous agency from beneath, and that in this man-

ner the whole arrangement of thoae deposits was altered,

and many parts of the bed of the sea uplifted to form

dry land. In the large but very irregular area left be-

tween tlwise island* of carboniferous strata, the sea

began to deposit limestones commonly charged with
magnesia, sandstones remarkably coloured with red oxide
of iron, and clays and marls of red, blue, aud white
colours

; the whole series being, in general, far from
rich in organic remains, seldom traversed by metallic

veins, and not so much dislocated by faults as the older

strata. Salt, in beds or nodules, accompanied by gyp-
sum, lies very commonly in (his scries of rocks, and hence

it may be termed emphatically the saliferous system.

Generally, its stratification is wholly unconformed to

that of the subjacent coal measures, on whose elevated

edges, breaks, and dykes, its planes rest level and un-
disturbed.

In the composition of this group we find traces of all

the various operations of the sea ; limestones crystallized,

compact, brecciated, conglomerated, and earthy, full of

magnesia, or containing carbonate of lime with little or

no admixture. Locally rich in organic remains, but

generally devoid of them; sandstones coloured red,

blue, or white, in stripes and spots, fine grained, coarse

grained, or full of innumerable pebbles, derived from

primary and secondary rockB ;
clays and marlB of many

various hues; both the saudstones and days locally

productive of the remains of saurians, shells, and plants,

but over large tracts wholly destitute of them. These
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dedotey. organic remains are partly analogous to (hose of the

Ch.ll. carboniferous system, and partly to tho*c which occur

in the more recent oolites, and the whole formation,

though so peculiar in character as to he readily, and
indeed unavoidably, separated from both those systems,

offers by many resemblances, besides its intermediate

position, a natural transition from the one to the other.

This may perhaps appear to those who only havs

seen the saliferous system in England, where its total

unconformity to the coal, and dissimilitude to the strata

above and below, are matter of notoriety, a proposition

deserving further explanation. The facts on which it

rests will be found in the following pages, and they will

give reason to presume that when we have assembled
data sufficient for satisfactory induction, those mferrvp-

tiona in the aerie

a

which appear to indicate great and
sudden revolutions will be proved to be merely local,

and to arise from the omisaion in certain situations of
strata elsewhere deposited in great force.

It has already been stated that in the Island of Arran
the primary strata are succeeded by a very thick series

of red and white sandstones and conglomerates, and
that coal measures and carboniferous limestone lie in*

eluded in this mass like subordinate or local formations.

The conglomerates below the limestone represent the

old red sandstone, and the upper sandstones above the

coal represent the new red sandstone formation, and it

might be possible to include the whole of the carboni-

ferous and saliferous systems of rocks together under
die name of red sandstone formation. This is the view

of the subject token by Von Moffmun, from observations

in the North-Western part of Germany, wherein a mass
three or four thousand feet thick of red and white sand-
stones, lie the diminished strata of coal.

Nevertheless, these coses, though affording very in-

structive inferences as to the continuity of the operations

of Nature, are not to be taken as general types of the

series of strata, and throughout the greater part of the

British Islands, as well as in the South-East of France
and in Germany, the aulifemus red sandstone series,

with its accompanying limestones and marls, is a dis-

tinct system of strata, characterised by peculiar fea-

tures of mineral composition, and organic contents, and
marked by a general aspect of physical geography.

Ragland. In England, supposing all live parts of the saliferous

system ol nicks present in one section, we should have,

reposing tinconformahly on the coal strata, the following

classification, beginning from above.

I

HuTple coloured marls below the tins.

Alternation* of rvd nntl liSuuh white marls,

with layer* am] nodules of gypsum.
Thin layer* of ar^ill«>.calcarvous stone.

Red and bluish marts with gypsum and
beds of rock salt.

i

Kcd and white sandstone, mostly fine

grained, and often impregnated with
salt.

Red conglomerate, full of pebbles of older

rocks.

Red and white marls.

Thin bedded compact limestone, with very

little magnesia and few organic re-

mains.

Red and white marVt and gypsum.
2. Magnesian limestone.' White, yellow, or reddish magnesian lime.

|

stone in thick beds, crystal!) sed,compact,

I or earthy, often full of sparry cavities,

' I and containing marine organic remains.

I Mart slate, in thin layers, occasionally rn-
' closing fishes.

OL. Y1.

1* Yellow or purple sand

and sandstone andi

marl
|

An extremely variable eerie* of sandstones,
sands, and days, of various colours, ir-

regular thickness, and much local diver-
sity of character.

Range of the Raliftrout System in England.

Of the beds included in this arrangement, the calca-

reous strata are perhaps the least extensive, yet, a*

usually happens, they are most regular and continuous
in their ranges, and most consistent in characters, and
afford the best data for the classification of the others.

By looking at Mr. Smith's, or Mr. Greeuough's Geologi-
cal Map of England, the extent of the range of magne-
sian limestone may be observed from the North side of

the Tyne uninterruptedly to the Tees, between which
river and a place called Thornton Wallas, it is known
only in a few points, though probably it exists continu-

ously beneath the superficial accumulations of gravel.

From this point to Bilborough, near Nottingham, its

course is uninterrupted.

Below it, in a narrow, irregularly parallel tract to else

West, reposing on nil the members of the coal format ion

indiscriminately, runs the lower series of sandstone*

and marls ; above on the East through Yorkshire and
Nottinghamshire ranges the conglomerate red sand-

stone, and upon this lies, through Durham, Yorkshire,

and Nottinghamshire, the series of upper coloured marls

and gypsum.
On the Western side of tike summit ridge of the Cumbria*

North of England, the vale of the Eden is filled by the dwtrieU

new red sandstone formation, consisting principally of

coarse or fine-grained red sandstone, and red mirl
above, with, in one place, a remarkable series of conglo-

merate, or rather brecciated beds at the bottom, and in

another a distinct deposit of magnesian limestone. The
former arc seen at Kirby Stephen in the angle between
two hues of dislocation, and afford a very instructive

point of comparison with an analogous deposit in So-
mersetshire, known by (he name of millstone. It has a
basis of red sandstone almost entirely filled with angular

fragments of different sizes of the neighbouring lime-

stone struts ; it is disposed in vast unequal beds, with

large distant joints almost invariably ranging North and
South, lie* with a dip to the East between the lines of

two dislocations of the carboniferous limestones, to the

violence accompanying which its own production was
probably owing. It is not in general magnesian, yet

some yellow beds probably contain that substance, and
thus we are led to refer its production to the date of the

lower parts of the magnesian limestone.

No further trace of beds analogous to the magnesian
aeries of Yorkshire and Durham occurs, in the West-
ward extension of the new red sandstone group round
the Cumbrian mountains, till we reach Whitehaven,

where magnesian limestone and conglomerate, lying in

red sandstone, are sunk through in the coal pits, and
fieeu in the high cliffs against the sea towards St. Bee’s

Head. From Professor Sedgwick’s examination of this

district we learn that the section here presented is more
closely similar to that of Yorkshire than was previously

supposed, and that the following groups are uniformly

laid upon the coal system.

3. Variegated tvd unditont of St Uev'i Head.
Red marl aud gypsum.

2 5>fni?np an
Magnesian limestone, sometimes replaced by or

’ altern sting with magmeoian CMi^toicerate.
i es one.

conglomerates, analogous to those in

the v*U; of Eden, and Valievs part* of Yorkshire.

4 L
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Coarse reddish sandstone ef j-rrat thicksets era the

whole uocunfurroed to the cowl nwuurri, but also

ia pert uncouformed to the rocks above, which
lie ia its hollow*.

In their Northward extension beyond the Solway

Frith to Dumfries-shire and Galway, the red sandstone

strata do not exhibit any traces of magnesian limestone.

Midland Beyond the Southern termination of that rock, near

Counties. Nottingham, the variegated red sandstones and coloured

marls spread themselves over the whole area between

Leicester, Warwick, and Worcester, on the one side, and
Shrewsbury, Chester, Liverpool, on the other, and
extend Northwards to Manchester, Leek, and Ashboum.
Yet in all this immense area, except at Ardwick, near

Manchester, and near Shrewsbury, we nowhere find

any deposits analogous to the magnesian limestone. At
Ardwick a limestone is dug containing, as we have been

informed by Dr. Henry, magnesia ; and we may believe

that its geological situation is similar. In this neigh-

bourhood also, as at Worsley collieries, we appear to

recognise the lower red sandstone of Yorkshire, in seve-

ral places overlying the coal beds, and it is probable

that further examination may extend these points of

agreement. Near Shrewsbury, likewise, the coal strata

are preceded by what appears to correspond to I he

lower red sandstone, and upon litis lies a porphyritic

magnesian conglomerate.

South of South of Worcester the variegated sandstones and

Kaftan), marls, the latter predominating, pass down the Vale of

the Severn, fill up the winding intervals of the dislocated

carboniferous limestone, partly cover the coal basins of

Somersetshire, spread in the vales of the Parret and the

Exe, and reach the sea at Exmouth.
The only parts of this extensive range when? mag-

nesian rock9 appear distinctly, is amongst the limestone

and cool tract* of Somersetshire and South Gloucester-

shire. Along the sides of Mendip magnesian conglome-

rates of considerable extent separate the limestone from

the red sandstone, and produce the ores of sine ; a simi-

lar deposit, in similar relation to the older limestone,

appears along the Avon below Clifton, and at Radstock
and other places it is pierced in the collieries, at or near

the bottom of the red sandstone, and receives the name
of millstone. Conglomerates of a very singular, even
porphyritic. character occur near Exeter, in the lower
part of the variegated sandstone and marls, and from a

general review of the whole subject. Professor Sedg-
wick classes the conglomerates of Exeter, Somersetshire,

and Shropshire, with the lower or conglomerate portion

of the magnesian limestone of the North of England.
Some doubt may perhaps yet remain as to the propriety

of including in this system the red conglomerate of

Exeter, which is by Mr. De la Beche ranked with the

mthetodteliegende, but in the other points the inference

appears certain.

From this view of the subject which we fully adopt, it

would appear that the difference of the saliferous system,

in different parts of England, arise* rather from the

limited continuity of the beds, than from any great varia-

tion in their quality or relations. The series of the sali-

ferous system is perhaps nowhere more complete than
in the interval between the Wharfe and the Dun, yet

even he-re several beds are deficient. The marl slate and
conglomerate limestone* are better studied in Durham,
the upper coloured marls are better exhibited in Not-
tinghamshire, and the beds of salt must be examined in

Ctieshirr.

Remark/ on certain Member/ of the Sajifrrout Syrlem Geology.

in England. Ch. II.

The variegated sandstones and coloured claya of the Variegated

British series, being destitute of organic remains, and •“d*400**

subject to no very remarkable changes of character,
c^“‘

what has been mid will suffice for the purpose of com-
parison between them and the analogous deposit* in

other part* of Europe. But before we proceed to thi*

comparison, it will be useful to describe more particularly

the general characters of the terrace of magnesian
limestone, and it* associated strata, which occupies so
remarkable a range in tile North of Eugland. The
table already given will explain the relation of the
several members of this group, and we shall al present
confine our attention to the calcareous portions. The
most ample detail* on every point will be found in
Profeasor Sedgwick’s Paper in the Geological Trane-
acttour.

Immediately above the lower red sandstone in the *******

excavation for the Stockton Rail-road, were found in

ascending order, (1.) thirty feet of light-coloured, sili-

cious sandstone in thin bed*, alternating at tbe top with
blue calcareous slate. (2.) Nine fret of yellow calca-

reous shale and marl slate, some of the beds incoherent
and sandy. In this marl slate about two feet above the

sandstone were found many impressions of vegetables
(ferns) and fishes of the genus paJ«othri*sum. Tbe
higher and more compact beds also contained products,
spinier®, and terebratulae. The shales or marls of this

aeries are sometimes highly bituminous. (3.) Twenty
feet of thin calcareous beds with marly partings.

These slaty marls and limestones have a very irregu-

lar extent even in Durham.and arc imperfectly traceable

in Yorkshire. They are perhaps best exhibited at Gar-
forth Cliff, on the road from Leeds to Selby, where they

are full of axinus obscurus, and contain a species of pro-

ducts not yet described. Deposits somewhat analogous
ore described by Professor Sedgwick near Boltover.

Little or no magnesia is found in this part of the

series.

The yellow magnesian limestone whose extreme thick- Yellow

ness between tbe Aire and tbe Dun certainly exceed* 300
feet, exhibits tbe most astonishing diversity of mechanical

structure, without a corresponding diversity of chemical

com position or definite geological divisions. Several va-

rieties yield upon analysis carbonate of magnesia and car-

bonate of lime, in the simple proportion of atom to

atom, (for example, the building stone of Huddleston
and Warmsworth,) and in almost all the proportion of

magnesia is large. In the Southern part of its range,

the structure of the rock is generally crystalline, nmf
the crystals (rhomboids) being small, and often tinged

of a reddish or yellow colour, the whole might be easily

mistakeu fur sandstone. On tbe contrary, in the North-
ern part of its range, a concretionary structure is often

observed, and thus globular masses of carbonate of

tune of various magnitude compose beds of stone or lie

loose amongst a quantity of yellow, powdery, calcareo-

magnesian carbonate. But the variety of the appear-

ances presented by this kind of structure is so great,

that on entering a quarry near Sunderland wc are

struck by the organic aspect of the whole escarpment^

a* if it had been a reef of coral. On the coast of

Durham beds of this structure appear associated with

masses of brrcciated limestone, but very irregularly, and
under circumstances not easily explained, without sup-
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Gwology. posing the deposits to have been subject to repeated

Ch. IL focal and violent disturbance.

Certain beds of this rock in Yorkshire and Derby-

shire ura very compact ; in Durham some are composed

of numerous thin, incoherent layers. In several places

North of the Dun and near Tadcaster oolitic portions

are distinguisiiabie.

But by far the most plentiful of all the varieties of

this changeable rock, especially to the North of the

river Wharfe, is a loose earthy mass of indistinct beds,

with hollow geodes of crystallised carbonate of lime,

and numerous veins or strings of the same substance,

dividing the rock into angular cells, and helping to hold

it together. This character of crystallised cavities and

sparry strings is very common to the whole formation,

and wc occasionally find oxydulated iron, sulphate of

stronlian, or sulphate of barytes in these cavities. In the

quarries at Weldon occur layers of si I idons nodules, analo-

gous to the chert lumps in limestone, in oolite, and green

sand, and to the flints in chalk. Veins of sulphate ofba-

rytes crosa the magnesian limestone in several places near

Ferrybridge, and near Wetherby. Galena occurs in it at

Mansfield and at Warmsworth near Doncaster in small

veius.and in other places in detached crystals, as does also

sulphuxet of zinc ; carbonate of copper lines some joints

of the rock at Newton Kyine near Tadcaster, at Warms*
worth, and at Farnhatn near Knaresboroogh ; muriate

of soda has been obtained by Mr. Holmes from the red

beds of Mansfield, and a solitaiy lump of red rock salt

was found in connection with it near Pontefract.

Organic remains of retepunr, criuoidea, brachiopo-

dous bivalves, and other shells of molluscs, occur in

this rock, in by far the greatest abundance near Sun-
derland in Durham ; they are much less plentiful in the

upper parts of the rock in Yorkshire between the Dun
and the Wharfe; and only a few species obscurely show
themselves in Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire. There

is a great analogy between the organic remuins in the

magnesian limestone of Durham, and those of the

older carboniferous limestone, and it especially deserves

attention Uiat in this rock the genus product! is seen

for the last time aa we ascend the scries of strata,

while no ammonite has yet been found in it.

Above the yellow magnesian limestone is a series of

gypseous red and white marls, fifty feet (hick or more,

and this is surmounted by the upper laminated lime-

stone.

Upper la- This rock is uoi coextensive with the yellow lime-

mmaifd stone, but has a more limited range, scarcely extending
limestone, beyond the boundaries of Yorkshire. It is most fully

developed in the tract between Tadcaster and Tickhill,

and may be exumined advantageously at Brotherlon

and Knottingley, where enormous quautities of it are

burned annually to lime for agricultural purposes.

It here reaches to about Astern yards in thickness, aud
is composed of a vast number of small irregular layers,

separated more or less by partings of marl, and ob-

scurely united into uneven and often undulated beds.

The stone is nearly devoid of magnesia, its substance is

usually compact, so os even to At it imperfectly for the

purpose of lithography ; it is remarkably full of dry'

cracks, which have uendriliail faces, and small cavities

lined with crystal l ired carbonate of lime appear in the

thicker layers. The thickness of the layers increases

suddenly, or the beds become more consolidated toward
the bottom, and in this part the crystallized cavities be-

come more numerous and larger, the stone is less com-

pact, bolds more magnesia, and is of no vahte for lime. Geology.

The prevalent colour of the stone is a smoke-grey, which Ch. II.

is often disposed in spots or stripes, and the separating '

marls are generally light grey, but often purplish, and
further South reddish.

Organic remains occur but very rarely, aud in the

lower beds only. They are very imperfect in general,

but appear to be of the same species as others from the

yellow limestones of the same vicinity.

Further North, at Noaterfield, these beds change
their aspect considerably, so as to resemble closely some
kinds of carboniferous limestone, a resemblance in-

creased by the presence of products, and the occurrence

of galena. About Doncaster this rock assumes a redder

aspect, and contains some beds full of magnesia. It 19

tiien said to be a hot lime, and like the product of the

yellow limestone, is injurious if laid on the land in

large quantity.

The stony beds mentioned in the general classifica-

tion of the saliferous system occur at a few points about
Gainsborough in Lincolnshire, and Tuxfbrd in Notting-
hamshire, as we learn from Mr. Smith, who distin-

guishes it by the provincial title of voterstone

;

and
perhaps the hard white beds at Newnham in Glouces-

tershire may be referred to the same rock. Its course

remains to be further traced, and deserves attention as

perhaps affording a term of comparison with the mag-
nerian layers described by M. Klie de Beaumont in the

variegated marls of Alsace.

The following abstract of Mr. Holland’s Paper in the Rock salt.

Geological Transaction*, vol. i., will couvey a good
notion of the situation and mode of deposition of the

rock salt in Cheshire.

Cheshire unites with the Southern part of Lancashire Character

and the Northern part of Shropshire into a great plain,
ot

fifty miles long from North to South, and about twenty-
03nnû '

five or thirty wide. It is bounded on the East and on the

West, and interruptedly on the South, by carboniferous

ranges of hills
;
and the internal area is divided by two

ranges of rising ground into three minor plains, which
serve to conduct the Dee, the Weaver, and the McrSey
to the Irish Channel. The range of Delamere Forest

on the West, and an undulated tract ranging nearly

Westward to Halton and Runcorn, define the drainage

of the Weaver, and include the most abundant sources

of salt. Scarcely any rock salt is found except in this

limited tract. On approaching the esluury of the

Mersey, the ridges which bound the plain approach one

another at two points, and suggest the idea of the in-

cluded plain having been once a lake.

The salt which lies under this plain is found to

thicken, at least partially, toward the contraction of the

valley ; it does not, however, lie beneath the whole sur-

face of the low ground, nor indeed in one connected

mass, but occurs in detached masses of limited area.

The rock salt of Northwich ranges North-East and

South-West, and its breadth is about three-quarters of

a mite. The upper bed is thickest on the North-West,

and thins off toward the South-East.

Two beds of salt at Northwich, fcc.

Rock mH . . 20 !• 99 yards.

" >*"**-

Rock salt 35 yards known.

Three beds at Lawton.

42 yards marl, it*.

4 foot salt.

10 yards marl, Stc.

12 fret salt.Rock salt 35 yards known. 12 I«*ct salt.

15 yards marl, kc.

24 yards salt.

The upper bed has been worked through only at North-

4 l 2
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G«jiop7 - wich and Lawton. No marine exuviae occur over the

Ch. II. sail, or in any way associated with iL The purest part

0f the salt in the upper bed' is about three or four yards

above the bottom of the bed, and about four feet in

thickness ; the purest part of the lower bed is twenty

or twenty-five yards deep in it, and five or six yards

thick, below which the salt become* earthy as above.

This is the part worked. The salt is not stratified, but

divided into vertical prisms of various polyhedral forms,

and different magnitudes, sometimes a yard or more

in diameter. The sides of these prisms consist of pure

white salt. Gypsum abounds in ihe marls associated

with the salt, the most abundant variety being the

fibrous kind.

Mr. Holland supposes that what is now the salt field

was once a salt-water lake, separated from the sea by a

natural dam
;
that the evaporation of the water caused

the precipitation of the salt, and that it was afterwards

covered with the laminated marls. To account for so

much salt, he imagines that the sea might often overpass

the dam.
Perhaps we may say that there was here a lake of

salt water, of which the deposit went on gradually, and

that at intervals violent floods filling it with muddy
matter, this was precipitated with gypsum, but without

salt, but that afterwards the water again subsiding, salt

fell as before. If the floods came in from the sea. this

might explain the correspondence in character of these

gy pseous marls, and those which elsewhere belong to

the Keuper era.

flection. N«.

Mortltwich. I

2
a
4
5
6

7

8

9

10

II

13

13
14

15
16

17

18

19
20
21

yds. ft. In.

S 0 0 Calcareous marl.

*1 16 Indurated red clay.

2 10 “Indurated Hue clay,

12 0 Ar^illareiMia marl.

0 1 0 “Indurated blue day.
*110 R«d day with sulptut* of lirao irregularly in-

tersecting it.

110 “Indurated blue and brown clay, with grain* of
sulphate of lime interspersed.

4 0 0 Indurated brown day, with much sulphate of

lime crystallised in irregular matin.
1 1 6 “Indurated blue day laminated with sulphate of

lime.110 Argillaceous marl.

10 0 Indurated brown day laminated with sulphate

of lime.

10 0 “Indurated blue clay laminated with sulphate of
lime.

“4 0 0 “Indurated red and bloc clay.

4 0 0 Indurated brown day, with sand and sulphate
of lime irregularly interspersed through it.

The fresh water (.160 gallons per minute) finds

its way through holes in this stratum, and has
its level at 16 yards from the surface.

1 2 0 Argillaceous marl.

10 9 “Indurated blue clay with sand and grains of sul-

phate of lime.

5 0 0 Indurated brown clay with a little sulphate of
lime.

0 1 6 “Indurated blue clay with grains of sulphate of
lime.

2 10 Indurated brown clay with sulphate of lime.
25 0 0 Rocx Sn.r
10 16 Layers of indurated clay with veins of rock salt

(occasioned by water filtering) running through

76 1 9
22 36 0 0 Koca Salt sunk into 35 or 36 yards.

English Geologists have, till lately, commonly be-

lieved that rock salt waa the peculiar production of the

red marl and red sandstone
; but the mines of Wiclitzka

are in green sand, thoae in the Salzburg Alps in lime- Geology,
atone of (he oolitic period. Ch.ll.

By far the larger proportion of ordinary springs, from ^“

V

—

^

whatever alrata they issue, yield muriate of aodo, some-
time* in very large quantity, and it is important to
know that bromine and iodine, whieh are stated to be
always existent in the actual sea water, very generally
accompany the muriatic salts in common springs. This
is moat remarkably the case with bromine. (See Phil.
Tran*. 1630.) The rock salt of Cheshire is perhaps
entirely devoid of bromine and iodine, though the brine
springs of the same district are found to contoin both.
The reason of this may be that the hydrobrontic and
hydriodic salts have not the same ratio of solubility as
the muriate of soda.

Saliferous System of Europe.

We are now at liberty to consider the characters of General
the suliferous system as they appear in the other parts view,

of Europe, which have been accurately examined by
Geologists. This comparison is much facilitated by the
mutual understanding now so general between English
and iorcign observers, and the subject is made familiar
to our countrymen by the published inferences of Sedg-
wick, Volt?., and I)e Beaumont The Rhine in ita

Northward cmirse from Basle divides into two unequal
parts an immense area, in which the saliferous system
inanth'S round the primary’ ranges of the Vosges,
Schwartzwald, Odcnwald, Spessart, Thuriugerwnld,
and Harz mountains. The natural boundaries of this

irregular area, are, on the West, South, and South-East,
the French, Swiss, Swabian, and Bavarian ranges of
Jura limestone

;
on the North-West, the slate formation

ofthe Ardennes, Nassau, and Westphalia
; on the North

the tertiary plains of Northern Germany. Over all this

immense tract, the saliferous system contains a calca-

reous stratum at present unkaown in Britain, called the

Muschclkalk, a rock which, in some of it* external

characters, particularly its smoke-grey colour, and
association with marls, bears a considerable analogy to

the tipper layers of the magnesian limestone formation

of England, but by the occasional abundance and
gcncrut character of its organic remains is strongly as-

similated to our lias.

In several districts different portions of the sandstones Organic
and marls contain organic remains both animal and vege- remains,

table, which are entirely distinct from those yet known
to belong to the older formations, but greatly resembling

those of the lias and oolites, so that (he foreii’ii localities

of the new red sandstone series supply us with those links

in the chain of general Geological facts w hich are want-
ing in Britain, and for want of which English Geologists

have been accustomed to view in too absolute a light

the distinction between the carboniferous and the oolitic

formations. On the other hand, in the greater purt of

the saliferous system on either side of the Rhine, beds

corresponding to the magnesian limestone of England

are entirely unknown. It is chiefly along the line of

the South-Western face of the Thuringcrwald, pro-

longed to the North-West as far as Mutiden. in the

drainage of the Weacr, along the Southern and East-

ern borders of the Harz, and on the North-West side

of the slate formation connected with the Erzgebirge,

in the drainage of the Elster, that the zechstein and

rauchwacke represent on a greater scnle the yellow

magnesian and uppjr laminated limestone of the North

of England.

t
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Otology. Salt which, as above explained, occurs in England in

C*»* 11* beda only in (lie variegated marls, is found in one or
v-~ other side of the Rhine in every bed of the .system.

From these remarks it is evident that there is n great

general resemblance between the characters of the sali-

ferous formation os it exists in Germany, France, and
England ; but to make the differences equally apparent,

it will only be necessary to fix our attention upon two
districts in particular, tit., the Vosges mountains,

which range to the North-East parallel to the Rhine,

and the district in the North-East of Upper Germany,
adjoining the Thuringerwald and the liar/, mountains.

The general succession of strata in the saliferous

mation. In other cases, and especially in hand sped- Gtolegr.

mens, this rock appears to resemble the coarse red ch- 1L

sandstone of Dumfries -shire and of Penrith Benoon, and
as these rocks certainly overlie the carboniferous series,

this comparison may, perhaps, be exact. The Northern
part of the Vosges mountains being wholly composed
of these grit rocks, and coal beds being found at many
points in the same vicinity, the incumbency of the red
sandstone upon the coal is satisfactorily proved.

The lower part of this thick urcnaceous group, which
rest# upon the coal series, is usually of a friable and
fragmentary nature, containing admixtures of por-

phvrilic masses, which strongly assimilate it to the red
system round the Vosges mountains may be well seen

on the road from Metz to Strasburgh ; and the minuter
details of the lieds have been ascertained by those emi-
nent Geologists, Volts and Elie de Beaumont ; to the

former of whom we owe the discovery of most of the

vegetable fossils of these rocks, and to the latter a
valuable discussion of the relations of the formations.

Between the bottom of the oolitic system and the top
of the saliferous system occurs, about Luxemburg
especially, a peculiar sandstone, which has hardly been
distinctly recognised in any other situation. Below
this, in descending order, is the following series of
strata.

Srctiaucf 4 , Variegated marls. Reaper of Germany, marnes
the Vosges, 0f France.—Red, pale blue, greenish, Ac., with

gypsum occasionally intcrslrutiftcd, especially near the

top, with beds of sandstone of different kinds, contain-

ing plants of the families catamites, equisetacce, lyco-

podiacea, conifer*, cycadese, &c., univalve and bivalve

shells, remains of saurians and chekmida.

sandstone conglomerate of Exeter, and the red sand-
stone, expressively so called, of the North of Germany.
The upper part, also, gradually becomes finer grained,

and more like the ordinary variegated red sandstone

;

but as in several places this latter ruck rests uncon-
formnbly upon the other, we are justified in adopting
the opinion of Volt* and De Bcaumout. that it is a por-
tion of the red sandstone series, utmost peculiar to the

Vosges mountains, and may, therefore, be characterised

as the grit dr* fo*get.

The North-East of Germany gives us the following Ncrth-Ent

section of the saliferous system. °f

5. Variegated marls {Keyper, marnet irtiiea) with
m*°3r*

gypsum, and the usual characters of the strata.

4. The muschelkalk, much as it occurs about the

Voegti. It admits of subdivision into tw o, or, perhaps,
three parts, which, according to Hoffman, may be dis-

tinguished by their respective types of organic remains.
8. Variegated sandstone. ('Hunter tandtlein, grit

bigarre.)

In these coloured marls, above the middle, lies a 2. Zechstein.or magnesian limestone formation, con-

regular bed (six to ten feel thick) of extremely compact stating of the following members:

—

magnesian. jellow limtttonc, wilbout foiaiU, ami under «. R.uch„«kC] .u.k.tain, kc. with k™*.
H, m several places, black schistose marls ; in this part, Coloured marl*.

also, gypsum is especially abundant. In several situa- 4. Kupfenckuefer and seduUin.

tions, thin bands of reddish limestone occur, alternating

with anhydrite.

8. Muschelkalk.—Limestone, generally compact, of
a light grey or smoky colour, with partings of marl,
containing peculiar cncrinites, with ammonites, plagio-
atomata, and other shells analogous to those of the
oolitic system, and remains of reptiles. Near Luxem-
burg it is very thin, and may easily be mistaken lor

lias
; near Saverne it is much thicker, and more charac-

teristic. At Bourhonne les Bains it is a true magne-
sian limestone. As before observed, it does not exist
in England.

2. Variegated red sandstone. (Hunter tandilcin of
Germany, grit bigarri of France.)—Extremely similar
to the new red sandstone of England. This also con-
tains, locally, abundance of organic remains, both animal
and vegetable.

L The stratu above named rest, in some places un-
con for inably, upon avast thickness of red sandstone, in
general much coarser, and more like a conglomerate
than the variegated red sandstone

; the pebbles ofquartz,
which it contains in abundance, appearing to be derived
from the ruins of portions of the primary rocks of the
range of the Vosges. The magnificent precipices down
which the road descends to Saverne, among grand old
woods and torrents, are formed by thiE rock

, and the
resemblance which it bears to the old red sandstone
conglomerate of Monmouthshire, is such as to bias the
English Geologist strongly in favour of that approii-

1. Lower red sandstone, {RothetadMiegmde, grit
rouge,) which is often associated with porphyrilic
masses like the red sandstone of Exeter.

The following Table will show the relations of the
three tracts.

.
.•ifcwL

, . ..
Fraore. Omur.1

*1. * anetc*tml mails. 5. Marnes i rules. S.Kvupcr.
4. Muschelkalk. 4. Muschelkalk.

1 V*™^ •*"d

}
3. Ort. Ugu*. 3.

2. IW-j
2. Z«ch,,c,„.

L Lower red sand- I 2. Grades Vosges. 1 1. Rolhrtodtelia-
stono. J ]. Gris rouge. J geruits.

A more minute analysis of the 7cclisteiu and magne-
sian limestone scries furnishes the following comparison.

En*i»n»L Germany.
Upjwr laminated limestone. Btioksfeni, Kauc'hwacke, 4c.
Gypseous coloured marl*. Coloured nurla and gypium.
Yellow magnesian limestone. Zechstein.
Mart, slate, and fishes, or lime- Kupfenrhieftr, and tubes of

atone with shell*. Mankfeld.
Lower red sandstone. Rothetodteliegendo. (Upper part.)

Coil format Una.

And we might by a diagram express the gradual
change from one of these types to another, putting the

Vosges section between those of England and Ger-
many.

With respect to organic remains it may be sufficient

to remark generally that they are found Jocully in
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Gwlo^y. abundance in all the members of the aaliferous series

Ch. II. in Germany and France, while hitherto they have
v—v—^ appeared in England confined to the two lowermost

groups.

Balt. It appear* that the greater part of the salt beds of

Germany occur in the muschelkalk, between Magdeburg
and Osnabrnck, and in the Valley of the Neckar in

Wflrlemberg. At Vic, Baden, and Lons le Sauluier,

salt lies in red marl, along the North aide of the Ty-
rolean u!pa in red sandstone, (Altenau. Berchtolga-

den,) and it is possible that the abundunt salt-works

on both aides of the Carpathians in Transylvania and
Moldavia may be established on this aeries. The salt of

European Russia (Slrangwaya, in Geol. Tran*.) is also

connected with the new red sandstone; hot the geological

age of the salt amongst the sands (said to he red) of Per-

sia, in Endiu between the Indus and Chellum, in Africa,

New Holland, and North America, is at present a mat-

ter of conjecture, though in the Valley of the Mississippi

we recognise the character* of a red sandstone deposit.

The salt of Cordova, in Spain, and various points along

the line of the Pyrenees, appears to lie in green sand ;

that of the Sulzbtirg alps belongs to alpine limestone of

the oolitic nreu, while in Sicily salt is found in sulphu-

reous tertiary marl, and at Wielitzka it lies in tertiary

strata containing a few shells.

Circumstances attending the Origin of the Saliferous

System.

Its marine From the preceding statement we may confidently

decide that the whole of the strata belonging to the sali-

ferous system were deposited in the sea around the pre-

viously elevated lines of older rocks. The mechanical

aggregates of sandstone, and clays, and marls, do not

in general show us those exceedingly fine laminations

and indefinitely numerous alternations of different ma-
terials which mark the coal deposits, they do not abound
in such a multitude of spuds of the laud, nor contain
extended layers of the reliquiae of fresh water. Had he
never known of the local accumulations of fossil plants

in the Keuper and variegated sandstones, of the Continent
of Europe, the English Geologist might have consist-

ently doubted whether inundations from the laud had
ever diaturbed the regular operations of the sea during
this period. To expluiu this irregularity of distribution

of terrestrial plants, it may be supposed that inundations
from the land happened only in particular places along
the margin of that ancient sea, or it may be said that
the inundations being general, the growth of plants was
limited. With respect to the accumulation of the rocks
themselves, equal difference of opinion maybe indulged;
lor if the remarkable absence, from the greater part of
the area of the saliferous sytem, of any marine exuvie
in the mechanical aggregates might favour the notion of
the materials being wholly derived from the land, yet the

mere fact of the extraordinary and connected extent, the
remarkable uniformity of character of these extensive
deposits, even where the more anciently elevated strata
round which they were evidently formed are of entirely
different nature, and their apparent independence of these
boundaries of their surface, seem to prove cither 1 . that

the materials were collected by the action of the sea
itself; or 2. that when brought into it by other agents,
they were for very long times exposed to its equalizing
action.

This long action of the waves upon the particles of

the ailiciotis ami aluminous rocks and minerals which Gaoleay.

compose the mechanical aggregates and sedimentary Ch. II.

deposits of the saliferous system, is also suggested by
the amazing prevalence of the colour of peroaide of
iron, which covers as a varuish so many of the particles

;

and it is confirmed by the discoveries of the organic
remains, since these are of such a nature as to prove
that during the saliferous period the whole living creation

of the carboniferous period came to an end, and was
replaced by several peculiar tribes which likewise

finished their career and yielded to the more numerous
races which fill the oolitic rocks.

The calcareous portion of this system presents us Prerafeoes

with even more decisive evidence, from its organic re- °f

mains, of its marine origin, but the circumstances which ****

permitted the accumulation of the magnesian carbon-
ates of lime are in great measure unknown to us.

That they were originally deposited in the same chemical
condition as we now see them, without the subsequent
aid of any igneous operations, is perfectly evident

;
and

the occasional occurrence of pebbles and shells of the

carboniferous system in the magnesian limestone,

coupled with the known fact that certain beds of the

carboniferous limestone contain a large proportion of
magnesia, might lead us to conjecture that the one is

derived from the ruins of the other. But, us Professor

Sedgwick observes in discussing this subject, {Geological

Transactions,) all the magnesian beds in the carboni-

ferous limestone would be quite insufficient lor the

purpose, and the crystalline character of the Mansfield
and other varieties of magnesian limestone clearly nega-

tives tliis mechanical solution. Beds rich in magnesia
alternate with others devoid of that substance, the same
beds are in one tract magnesian, in another yiekl pure
lime, an<l in general we must be content to shelter our
ignorance under the statement that from some unknown
cause the waters of the sea were then decomposed in

such a way as to permit very generally the precipitation

of united magnesian and calcareous carbonates—the
possible circumstances of which must be intrusted to the

examination of the Chemist.

The salt and gypsum usually associated in this re- Salt sad

markable system present also their difficulties. Not gypsum,

that it is hard to suppose the waters of the ancient sea

to have been so evaporated as to permit first the crystal-

lization of sulphate of lime, and fiually of muriate of

soda. But in this case we should expect to find almost
uniformly over the whole area regular strata of gyp-
sum below, and regular layers of salt above, while,

in fact, we more commonly find salt in great broad
masses rather than beds below, and gypsum in scattered

masses above. A general drying of the waters in which
the saliferous system was deposited is plainly incon-

sistent with probability ; and we must have recourse to

local causes, something analogous perhaps to those which
influenced the deposit of primary limestone. It may be

conceivable that the solubility of muriate of soda in water

is capable of diminution through the admixture of other

substances in the liquid, or through the effects of great

pressure, or of pressure and heat combined ; it may be

maintained that the limited deposits of salt happened in

separated laguoes of the sea, exposed to local desiccation,

as perhaps in Cheshire. Mr. Lyell has still a different

ami less probable view of the subject. All these expla-

nations assume that (he salt was produced directly by mere

crystallization, from waters almost perfectly analogous to

Ukjm ol (lie actual seas ; an assumption strongly confirmed
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by the recent discoveries connected with bromine and in particular, we must be more exactly informed of the Geolocy.

iodine. ancient hydrography of the salt districts, which, in <*• !*•

Further researches, both Chemical and Geological, almost every instance, must have been very different

must determine between these and other theories, and from their present topographical features.

Table of Uu Organic Remains of (he Saliferous System.

Thu asterisk distinguishes such m are known to occur in other syrfem* of strata.

Plants.

Locality in Reaper. Locality in Mnwiiaikalk.
Locality in Pcrcilltir

.Fucoides Brardil

aelagiiMJtdes .

frumeotarius .

tycopodioidos

Cryptogamia . Equisetum Meriani Neus Welt near Basle.

•columnaie Wiirtemberg ...... ...... ............ Suttbad, or Soulia.

plntyodon Franken in Wurtem.
_ , j. f tV aeselone, Mar-
Caferaites areaaeeus Ditto

j rooutier.

Mougsottii ....... ... .................. Marromiliir.

remotus Waiwtune.
Pecopterii Meriaiii .... ...... Neuc WelL

*«ubomeens .........
•abbnmata ........... .................. ..................

Twniopteris •rittata Neuc Welt, Stuttgart.

Anumapteris Maugeottii Sotittx, Wusirelone.

Neuropteris Voltsu Soullt.

elegaua Ditto.

Gaillardoti ........... .................. Luneville.

SphaeDOpteris myriophylhun .. Ditto.

palmctta. ........ Ditto,

Filicitm Stul^garlensis Stuttgart.

lanceulata Ditto.

scoloprmlriiHdm ...... Ditto.

Lycopodites Hmtnghausii

< Frankenberg copp.

j
slate.

. Manyfeld, ditto.

,
Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

Near Autun.
Ditto.

i

Eitkitau near Mans-
Md.

Cycade* . . . .Pterophyllutn lungifolium Keue WelL
Meriani Ditto.

Jsgeri Franken, Stuttgart.

entree .............. Neue \V«lL
Mantellia cylmdrica Ditto.

Various families. ConvalUntea erect* Ditto.

ruilana Ditto.

Paheoxyria reguLaris ........ . .................. Ditto.

Kchinoktachya oblongu* ..... Ditto,

^vthophyHum stipulate Ditto.

Maranfoidea arenaeea, Jwger. . Stuttgart.

Voltsia brevifoBa Ditto

olegans Ditto.

rigtda Ditto.

acutifolia Ditto.

pterophylla Ditto.

AstcropnylliU'B ? bulboMi . .. ,, .’ .................. TbunDgvrwaM.

The following plants, which are well known in the tween Fricdeburg and Rothenburg, Kyffltaeusor, Mcis-
coal sirata, occur in the lowest red sandstone. (Rotlic- darf, Endorf.
todteliegende.) The names in this list ore taken from M. Hroiigniart,

•Lejadodeadron Slerabngil HiaMlmn. m the Rp«rt.
who "FIT ""V*

""
•irahriom WercWbiwk ueu Ratheaburg. *P‘'m lo I* »r » peculiar type It i« certainly vary

•Sligmaria Veltheimiana Magdeburg ? analogous to that of the succeeding or oolitic epoch, by

_ . , , . . its plerophylla nnd equrseta, but the genus Voilzia is
Olhar vegetable relic, at Amrtxle. Seibigkerode, be- pchap. pmiliar to it.

Polyparia.
Kama. Locality in Magnnlan Liait-itune.

Gurgonl* anerpn, Goldfuns ........ .GlUclubruan io Thuringcrwald.
aotiijua, G GtUekabnma.
iofumlibulifcrmis. G. .............. Ditto.

*Ca1amopora *pongi*e«, G. ........... .... Ditto, (and Ural.)

Rnlvpora fliMraoea, Fhit Durham.
virgulacea, Phil .......... .Ditto.

Astrara pediculata, D.

The absence of polypariu from the muschrlkalk is one of the characters by which it approximates to the lias.
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Grvlbff.
Ch. II. Radiaria.

Kan*. Locality In Reap**. Locality In Mutclwlialk. Locality la MppmUt i trawlon*.

Ophiura priaea, Milo. ..»...« Voagn Mountains .... Baireutb.

lorioiUa, G Scharnuiiugsn.

Astoria* obtasa, Q •••*••« Marbach.
Kncrimu moniliformis, Mil. .. ................... General in this rode.

rarnooii, Schl ....... • Glacktbcunn.

Prolactin us dubius, Gold. ... ? Rudersdoef.

•Cjrathocrinus planus, Mil,... Durham.

Annulosa.

Kim. Locality la MuwtotkaDn

Serpula eolvata, G. Bnirvuth.

colubnna

By it* radiaria, amongst which no echinus is mentioned, the muschelkalk memblci the lias; those radian*

which lie in the magnesian limestone present greater analogies to the older rocks.

CoNCIllFER A.

Trigonia vulgaris, Scld.

,

Domptail, Soulti.

Family. Name. Locality ia Reaper. Locality laMauhrlLalV.

plugytcyuoa .Cardiutn nedinalum, v. Alberti Wiirteroberg. . » . .. . Wiirlemberg.

striatum, Skid Dillo. Gottingen.

r Weimar, Gottingen, \

. Ltulwigftburg . . . . . J W iirtemberg, Bai- *

l tenth ...»

I

cumrostris, Schl . • .... Ditto, Scbwennmgen . Wurtcmberg.
sulcata, G. Villingeo.

. _ , , ( Gottingen, Monbadt,
po..-mfm,StU

{
canlissoYdes, G.....».. «•••«•••••••••••>• Wiirlemberg.

leti^itU. G.. ... Marbach.

GolJfuihi, v. Alberti ... Ditto.

j
Weimar, Woitrm-1

Mva rausculouks, Schl Suits on the Neekar < berg, Upper Sile.t Sulshsd.
1

l ilia, Poland J

J
Wiirlemberg, nenrl

•loogata Bchl ......Ditto ditto y WakUhut, Upper
f Salibod.

1 Silesia, Poland . .
’

ventneou, Schl Wiirtemb. I<ut>«ville.

. . , c . ,
I Marhach, Upper Sile-

m..touk.,Sd>l
( M,PaJC

mgosa, v. Alberti Rottweil.

Modiola miuuta, G. ......... . Rottweil.

acuminata, Sow... ... • ••»
Scdg

r Gottingen. Wiirtem-i
MytUu* vetustus, G. \ f ^ „ , ». ,

edulifjrmi^Sch). J j f
Pwii|i4.il, 8d.h*l

? kerato]4isgu«, Schl.

? striattm, Schl.. ......
squamoeua, Sow ......

VenericardiaGoldfuMi v. Alberti Rottweil.

Saxicara BLainriUu, Horn ?

Venus nuila, G. Mwbtth.

Madra ? trigono, G ...» Ditto.

Axinut oberums, Sow
Astarte ? Scdg
Area inwquiralvis, G Freudenslodt.

tornida, Sow
Cuculliea miunta, G Villiugen.

eulcata, Sow

Ideality tu Misoraui
Limr»twnr.

Durham.
Aberfonl, Durham.

GliicksbruaB.

Ditto.

Ferry bridgeTorkahire.

Durham,

Yorkshire. Durham.
Whitby, No;thumb.

Durham.

Ditto.

An uncertain bivalve shell is found in the rolhetodteliegende at Mansfield.

Meeomyooa . Magiostoma lineatum, Schl.. . . Wartcmberg

j
atriahm, ScU....... ».

ngnluin, Schl .........
Iwvigatum, Schl

punctatum, Schl.. ... .. ....<

PSedg. ;

Morshach ,Michel*tadt

Giittingen, Wiirtem*
burg,B Jireuth,W ei-

mar.

Very common.
Jena.

Morshsch.
Gottingen, Gotha,

Weimar, Baireulh,

Toulon.

Ditto.
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family. Name. I^allry iu K«f«. Locality in Matclxlkalk. I

‘°”^]jJ1^riUlio ^L^uf1”*1*

Mesctnyona . . AricuU wciali*, Schl Suit on the Neelur
| .flT} DimijitaiL

tubcosIttA, G. • ...... . Ditto Wiirlerabtrg, Baireutb.

lineata, G Ditto.

crwpata, G •••••.•••••••••••• FriediickkhaU.

Bronnii, v. Alberti .... Villingun.

eovtaU . ............. . ................ •.••••••.in Sul*bad.

gryphmoidea, Sow Durham.
Pundonia iCeuprriana, Volt* . . Swabia, Hall,

minutii, v. Alberti ..... Kottwi-ih

Ostrea? . Whitby.
plaomoiile*. Miju.. . .. . .................. Bairanth.

Bubanomia, M Ditto.

reoifurmia, M Ditto.

diflurmia, Schl Wiirlrmberg.

multicuataio, M Wuriburg.
cumplieAt a, G. ....... . BairvutH, Villiagea.

deccmaMtalit, M. ..... •••• lliumith.

•pundj luide*, Schl. . ... Very general.

comU, G .................. Rot t wet

L

. ... j. , . I Bourbonne lea Bains.
pl.tr.~dto, ScKl

J Lutoifc.
Gryphara ? praca, G * Villiugco.

Pecten ndieulatus, SchL Gottingen, Gotha.

Albert ii, G Villilgm, Kudcndorr
...... f Wiinemherg, Bai*
1*T'S*t“*> Q { Rdk.ti.W

diKilo, Schl
j

Wirt«mtaf, Hohlc,

Perna retosta, G DUrrheim.
Brachiopod* .Lingula tennUaima, Bronn ... Rottweil.* RoUweil.

OrhLcula spcluncaria, G, .... .*••....•• ....... Gluckabrano.
,Gottingen, Wlirtcm-

TerebmtuLa communis, Bo*c. ) )
berg, LunsvtUe,

Tulg etnlmit. Schl.. |
Bourbonne In

I Bains, Toulon.

perovalb, Schl Jena.

sufflaU, Schl. ........ Ditto f

orbiculata, Schl. ...... Near Jena.

cristata, Schl. ....... . .................. Rdpsen.
cloDgata, Schl. ....... Schinerhach.
complanata, SchL Gera.
intermedia, SchL Hb|nm, Schinerhach.
inftata, Schl Ditto, ditto.

lacunosa, Schl. * Ditto, ditto.

paradDta, SchL Schmerbach.
pdargonata, Schl. .... .................. Ditto,

c_ti fLeimstein near*W“- SchL
| SchmslkaUlcn.

several epecirs ....... . Durham.
^irifer, S«. » Villi.*..,

setmcirrulans, G. **

trigonal is, Suer ».*•..... Rdpscn.
tuulnlatus. Sow. ...... ...a....,,. Durham.
multlplicatus. Sow. ... .a...... a. aaa.aa Ditto.

minutus, Sow. .*..... a......... Ditto.

{

Thalitter, GtxhleU.
heim, Biidiagen,
Logan am (Juris*,

Durham.
spduncarin, SchL ..... ....a...... Rbp«rn, Glucksbrunn
nigoea, SchL ........ .................. .................. Ropm-n.
antwpmta. Sow. ...... Durham.
calva. Sow a .. Ditto.

spinosa. Sow. Ditto.

•toogispina > Sow Sclunerbach.

N.B. A species of terebratula ? is found in the rotbetodteliegeode at Manafeld.

The general result of an examination of (he fossil conchifera of the saliferous system, Is, that in the upper
strata a general analogy to the oolitic era can be recognised by the trigoni*, plagiostomata, ostres, Ac. ; and in
their products and spin fere the lower strata as distinctly claim affinity with the carboniferous limestone.

Gasteropoda.
family. Name. Locality in Reaper. Locality la MaiclasQullt.

IIolustOTuala .Calyplrxa discnidcs, Schl. ... ........... Villingen.

CapuluH, or Piheonsis 1 Ku
mitrarus, li. } 0,1,0

Dantaliuin lorquatum, Schl. .. .................. Gottingen.

toe, Schl i »*'".
A,P i"WK

^ \ Buiruuih.

G<v>ti

Ch.ar

Locality la

LiOMtOW.
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t»«olo*7.

0>. IL
Family. Stmt.

Holoktumnta .Troehua albeftinua, Q. .

.

Pleurolomam f

Tuzbo ? dubutf, Mun. .

.

? giganteu*, SchL

Turritella obaoleta, SchL
dcpcrdita, G. ...

dclrita, G. .....

sealata, Scbl

? terchruH*, SchL
Schoteri ........
undeifribed .....

Melauia

SoleaMtomata Buccuium turbilinum.

gregarium, SchL . . .

.

antiquum, G

I~*<7 I. Knfrr. I. *»brt.'L.

...... RottftiL

1 SecwaogenJtiadam,

\ near Waldahui.

Weimar, Gottingen.
Weimar.
Culmhach.
I W Urlcmbcrg, RU-

( dtndurf.
Weimar .......... Domptail, SulrhjuL

Sulzbad.

- Wiirtrmberg, See-
Sula oo the Neckar. . J wangen, Ruder*-

| durf.

Riidcndorf.

Suitbad.

Locality In Magnaaiao
Limestone.

Yorkshire, Durham,
Derbyshire.

Yorkshire.

Durham.

GooJofnr

Ch. II.

Cephalopoda.

Same. Locality In M«M*w4kalk.

Nautilus hidornnfun, Sehl. ..... Wrimar, RudarsdorC Gottingen, Wurteroberg, LnnevtUe.
nixlosus, Mun Franken.

Ammonite* nodoatis, SchL ...... Weimar, Gottingen, Wllrtemberg, Lorraine, Toulon, Tarnowitz.

bipartite., GdU. 1 LumtiII#.
srmipartitus, Schl. J

Rhyncholitcs Gaillardoti d'Orb., Jena, Gottingen, Wllrtemberg, Limerille, Rehaimrillers.

hirundo, Faur. Wurtwnberg, Luomllc.

These cephalopoda are characteristic of the muschdkalk. The ammonite* belong to a section of that nu-

merous genus, distinguished by peculiar suture*. (See Vow Buch’s Essay on the subject of the sutures of am-
monites. (.4 /t;i. det Sci.Nat.)

Crustacea.

Name- Locality in MiucbrlAalk.

Palinurua Suerii, Desna.. ... •••.Yulingeo, near Saarbrilck.

Vertebralia.

Name.

Fithea

ral*i.UvnsMim, Blain.

P. mncrocrphalum, Ml

magnum, BL. ....

.

in»piili>bttm, Bl.. .

.

lnafT.ipterum. Bronn
mrvuin, Bl.. . .....
hlcnniuwlcs, Hall. .

»

elegant

Freialcbennc, Bl. . .*

Sframnteun major, Bl

rihhosus, BL. .....
Ctupra Liuncthcrii, Bl

Chedodon ?, ...... ..

Other fithr*

Teeth of Squa!us Raja.

Locality In Krnper.

Seidmnnnsdorf. Neusea, Set- 1

dingntadt, near C-ohurg. ... |

Wartcmberg

Locality to Murhcltic.lk.

Baireulh.,

Wlirtemherg, Rnderadorf.

Locality in Magncifcn Llmastons.

ManifeUL Durham
Ditto, ditto.

Rotheoburg, near Autun.
ThUnngeo.
Rotbenburg, near Autun.
ManafUd.
Durham.
Mansfeld, Hesse.

Urns.
North of Germany.
Eialebeo.

Seefeld iu Tyrol.

Durham.
SccfehL

These remains of fishes lie in marl or copper slate at the bottom of the zeehsteiu and magnesian limestone

formation.

Num. Locality la Keeper.

Phjrtoaaurue rrlindricodon, J»ff- . BolL
cubieodon, Jag Ditto.

Martodonaanrtia Jmgcri, Holl. . . . Gaildorf.

Ichthyosaurus LuncviUemi* . .... Wurtomberg ... .......

FloMMurui ...»•«••••••••• Dtlrrheim.. ...........

Crocodilua ...

Monitor antiquus, Cur. ...»

Large aaurian ....••*••«

Cbrlonift

Locality in MaicbalAnlk. Locality kn *

LuncviUe, Wiirtemberg.
WGrteraberg,Baimith,Kuder*dorf'.

Rnikndurf.
1 Manafctd. Rothaabcirg, Ghkrka-

*
| bronn.

LtmeviU*.

{

Ditto. Rindluclier, and Leineefc-

trbnvg
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General Summary.

Mario*. 6 ; wholly confined to the lechstain.
Cry . 23 ; of which six are ttatnl to occur in other Byrtetn* of strata
Gymoaapcruua, &c. . ....... 17.

Zoophyta . . . Polvpana 7: all roofiucd to the xrchdeia group
;
uno found ia another ayttem of strata.

Articular .. XtiXJ.".’!!!""; si
np»M in urtaufem, liMtm

Cru.Uct.
1”.'”””*.’.’”.’

If
“™el 'tUL*lk-

MoDuaca.... Coadufera jiUgymyan* 32; eight of these occur m England in magnesian limestone.
mcsuuiyuoa ......... 32 ; thrvo of these occur in England in magnrtiau limestone.
brachivpocLs 2s ; eight of them occur in England in magnesian limestone.

Gasteropoda hutostomata ... 17 ; four of these occur in England in maguesiari Htmsttmc-
solenoetomata ....... 3.

Cephalopoda. ............. 6.

Fishes 15; four occur in England in raagncaian limestone.
Reptiles. 9.

203 ;
of which about thirty occur in England in magoesian limestone.

Geology,

ili. 11.

Disturbances of tht Saliferous System.

In England dislocations of a very extensive nature

are but rarely exemplified in Simla more recent than the

coal measures. It appears that this part of the surface

of the Globe enjoyed a long and rarely interrupted im-
munity from those violent agencies which had previously

shaken its strata into such disturbed positions. A few
faults in the magnesian limestone range of Durham and
Yorkshire, as along the line of the great whindyke
through those Counties, in the country between Don-
caster and Ferrybridge, and South of Doncaster, may
be mentioned rather as exceptions to the general rule,

effected in some indefinite portion of the long period

succeeding the deposit of coal ; and the curious parallel

faults of Aust cliff ou the Severn, which affect both

the lias aud red marl, deserve attention, in connection

with the taw formerly laid down of faults underlying
depressed portions of strata, (p. 541.)

Neither on the Continent of Europe are the dislocations

of the saliferous system so remarkable ns those of the

older strata. In the Vosges mountains we have, how-
ever, a splendid example of a dislocation on a great

scale, by which, in a direction North-East and Sonth-

West, the lower strata of this system (gre* ties Vosges)
are thrown up into bold mountains, while the upper
beds of the same system (muschclkaik and keuper) are

left several hundred feet below the magnificent escarp-

ment. In fact, it appears that this eruption happened
during the saliferous epoch, after the date of the gres

des Vosges, and before the muschclkaik and keuper
were deposited.

In the South-West of Brittany, in La Vendee, in

Morvan, De Beaumont describes dislocations which ap-
pear to have preceded the lia*

; and from observations on
the Bohmerwald and Thuringerwald it appears that the

elevation of these ranges of mountain* followed the

saliferous epoch, and preceded the lias aud oolites. Of
the same era are some dislocations defining the primary
ranges near Avallon and Aulun.

Several cases, then, appear to show unconformity and
interruption of continuity between (he variegated marls
and the oolitic formation above. But these are but local

effects ; parallelism of strata generally prevails between
these contiguous systems, indicating freedom from gene-
ral disturbance, and in some instances, especially in So-
mersetshire, tho frequent changes of colour in the upper
red marls, and finally the interposition of a purple or
black mar), which is not more related to the lias than to
the saliferous system, appear to show that even in the

nature of the deposits there is no more decided difference
between them than between any other successions of
strata.

Oolitic System.

The oolitic system of strata has for llic most part its

ranges parallel, and its declinations accordant to tho
saliferous rocks, and was deposited in the same marine
basins The general character of the rocks, and tho

nature of the organic remains is however extremely
different, but the change from the one system to the

other, though seldom to be called gradual, is accom-
plished by remarkable repetitions. In particular, the
muschelkalk of Germany and France represents, even
in minemlogical characters, but most decidedly in its

suite of organic exuvio>, the lias, which is at the base
of the oolitic system. Through all the mass of the
oolitic system, consisting of various limestones, clays,

and sands, the most remarkable repetitions occur. The
mass of lias contains beds very nearly approaching to

the ferruginous inferior oolite; three or lour separate
beds of very similar oolite, several beds of sand and
sandstone also remarkably analogous, and many thick

strata of clay hardly distinguishable except by their

organic reliquue, make up this vast argillo-arennceo-
ca Icarrous mass, of which the top changes, by repealed
introductions df green sand layers, to the real cretaceous
system, as the bottom lias been before shown to be con-
nected with the saliferous group.
The composition of this system varies much in diffe-

rent Countries of Europe, according, probably, to the
differences of depth of the original wuters, proximity to
land, to mouths of ancient rivers, fitc. In consequence,
while on the border of Swisaerland it is almost wholly
calcareous, in Westphalia and in England its limestones
are much intercalated with clay, and occasionally with
carboniferous sandstones and shales, hardly to be dis-

tinguished from those of the older coal strata. A re-

markable absence of metallic substances is a character

of the calcareous portions of (his system (excepting the

lias) in all its extent.

The most distinct classification of the oolitic system
will be obtained from the combined section of the Eng-
lish series ; for though the total thickness of the deposit
is perhaps greater in the South-East of France and in

Swisaeiland, the number of divisions is there less, the

mass more uniformly calcareous, and the parts less cha-

racteristic.

The oolitic system of England everywhere admits of

Ami
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Geolo^r. the following mode of subdivision, though in some

Jf- tracts particular groups are concealed by unconformity

or entirely wanting. The group* are placed as they

occur in nature, or the scries is descending.

f
A series of days, sandstones, and UmestunL-*,

mostly of tiimatile origin, anil containing

remains of land and fresh-water animal* and
plants, deposited in Mtu-sne* or other local

Hollows of the really raarinu portion of ibe

oolitic system.

Calcareous, sometimes oolitic rocks, associated

with green and irony aands. rvrtiiitf on blue

clay, altogether marine dejutit*. When the

IVealden formation is absent (as happens in

the greater number of instances) tins termi-

nates the whole system, and graduates into

the cretaceous rocks shore.

Consisting of oolite and other UnK-sttme strata,

included in calcareous gritstones, and rest,

ing on blue clay and calcareous gritstone:

altogether marine deposits.

Consisting of twu or morn strata of oolite,

with other calcareous beds, and alternations

{ of sands and clays, which in particular dis-

tricts enlarge thrmselre* into real coal tracts.

Altogether murine and litlural deposits.

'Consisting principally of argillaceous clays,

more or less laminated, and including. espe-

cially in the lower part, layers and nodules of
generally argillaceous limcwtoiM, and in the

U]<|ier (>art bunds and strata fomiginans,
calcareous, ami arenaceous, which strongly

resemble the bottom of the lower oolite far-
* nutiou.

6. Wsalden forma-1

turn.

4. Upper or Pert-

land oolite form-

ation.

3. Middle oolite or

coralline for-,

(nation.

2. Lower or Bath
oolite forma-

tion.

1. Lias formation.

5. Wralden forma-

tion of Kent,

Sussex
,

and
Hampshire.

4. Upper oolite

formation of

Portland, Wilts,

Bucks, Berks,

he.

3. Middle I |

oolite forma- E
tion of. Ox. ?3

ford, Berk-
shire, York-
shire, Ac. S'

11
8

I

b
II
II2. Lower

oolite form a-

Oolitic Sysicm,

A further analysts of these formations presents us

with the following details.

Wtnld etaf. Thick blue clays, generally des-

titute of organic remains, except in certain

calcareous beds, which cuntuin fresh- water

shells.

Hailing* tarirli. Tliick scries of sandstones,

with partings of clay, and subordinate beds

of limestone, with bnnrs of saunans, flo-

viatile shells, and land plants.

Parbeek hrit*. Blue clays and laminated

Hmntnnt* with flnviatile shell*.

Portfond oo/ite. Oolite ami ciirthy ami com-
pact limestones with marine shells, aod
Layers of nodular chert.

Shower tand. Calcareous sand and concre-

tion*.

Ktmmerutge clay. Thick blue clay, bitumi-

nous, with septaria and marine remains,

and csjiedully in the lower part, band* of

sandy concretions, thus establishing a gra-

dation to tbo next system.

tinn in (slou- t j?

erstershire, C «t

Oxfordshire, ’ 5
i-i.'l N setb- £ 1
amptonshirc ig

*

8-*tf
m O
M
S-9<
n
y,

I. Lias formation

in Yorkshire,

Northampton-
shire, and So-

mersetshire.

Upper calcareous grit, with marine fossils- .

Coralline oolite, so named from two or three
separate bed- of irregular occurrence, rich
in coophytic exuviae In the lower f«rt

^
the beds alternate with those of the next
rock : all of them contain marine txurie.

Clay 10 feet Lower calcareous gnt, with
marine shells, graduating below into the
Oxford clay.

Oxford clay, with septaria, fossils, Ac.
;
the

lower port u subordinate bed, called

Kelloway rock, which is a calcareous gnt,
(rarely oolitic,) very rich in fossils.

Blue clsy dividing Kelloway rock from the
combrnsh.

Cornbrnsh limestone, a coarse, shelly rock of
variable and small thickness, but remark-
able continuity.

,Sand with concretions of sand-
I stone and nodules of fissile are-

I nacrous limestone.

Coarse shelly oolite, in some place*

•Ul)-.

Sandy day or grit.

Blue clay.

A calcareous and mostly oolitic

rork, of variable thickness and
changeable nature, the upper
beds shelly.

A series of marls and clays with
included bed* of soft marly or

sandy limestones and shells.

A coarse, often very shelly rock of
limestone, irregularly oolitic,

occasionally intcilaminated with
aand, esjiecially in the lower port.

Ferruginous sand with concretion"

ary masses of sandy limestone
^ and slidls

Upper lias clay or shale, fullof bvUrnnitce and
other fossils, intercalated with or graduat-

ing to the sand above, and in some cases

containing nodules and bauds of limestone.

Marlstone. A suite of calcareons, sandy, and
irony beds, very rich in fouils, and much
analogous to the lowest bed of the lower
oolite formation.

Lower lias clay or shale, full of fossil re-

mains, interlaminated with bands and no-

dules of limestone, especially in the lower

part, where a collection of these layers con-

stitute* the lias rock.

Lias rock. A suite of laminated limestones,

with partiogs of day, blue, grey, and
white, tbo former in particular containing
gryphites and other shells ; the Utter

usually devoid of organic remains. This
rock is sometimes consolidated into a united
mass, and sometimes divided into separata

portions. It rests an the red msrl in the
North of England, and on blue, black, or

purple marls, which cover that formation

in the South ol England.

Forest

marble
group.

Great
oolite.

Fuller’s

earth

group.

Inferior

Oolite.

Range of

lias.

The lias formation is observed on the Southern coast

of England, at Lyme Regis, from whence passing under

the unconformabie green sand of Blackdown, and sttr-

rounfling the irregular elevations of carboniferous lime-

stone in Somersetshire, it ranges uninterruptedly by
Rath, Gloucester, Leicester. Newark, and Gainsborough,

to the Humber. At this point the course of the oolitic

system is very much narrowed by the overextension of

the chalk ; and at Bishop Wilton the chalk rests on the

lowest part of the lias formation, which has a superficial

breadth of only a few yards. It, however, expands
ngain towards the North, and shows itself very com-

pletely developed on the coast of Yorkshire. Detached
portions of this formation accompany the saliferous

system in Glamorganshire, and lie uncouforinnbly in the

hollows amongst elevated ridges of carboniferous lime-

stone

Through the whole of this range some general physi-

cal features, almost constant mineralogical qualities, and
prevalent species of organic reliquiae, fix such a decided

character upon the lias formation as to establish a good

geological horizon for the guidance of the English ob-

server.

The country which it occupies is in general a broad

vale at the foot of the escarpments of oolite, and termi-

nating towards the red marl by a very connected range

of uniform low hills. A considerable portion of the

steep slope of the oolite escarpments is occupied by the

lias
;
and in the Midland Counties, particularly, owing

to the action of currents of water, detached portions of
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Otology, oolite crown the summits of many insulated masses of
Ch. II.

|jie upper lias shales.

From the coldness and stiffness of the soil, much of

the surface of the lias clays remains in pasture, for which

it is particularly well adapted ; and where the plough

has in former times been employed, the land is thrown

up into very high ridges for the sake of surface drain-

age. Water is scarce in this tract, and, because of the

abundance of pyrites, often sulphureous or ferruginous,

or impregnated with purgative salts, as sulphate of soda.

A general tendency to an argillaceous type belongs

even to the limestones of the lias formation, and its clays

more frequently exhibit a schistose structure than the

other clay* of the oolitic system. Layers and masses

of jet arc frequent in it, especially in the Northern part

of its course
;
pyrites is one of its most abundant pro-

ductions, especially in connection with ammonites and
other shells, and sulphur in some parts is so prevalent

as to furnish a valuable manufacture of alum. Many
fruitless trials far coal along the line of the lias clays

are upon record, to serve os a wanting to those unac-

quainted with Geology.
Very remarkable organic exuvise belong almost

equally to every part of the English lias. Skeletons of

saurian and chelnnian reptiles, several species of scaly

fishes, abundance of ammonites and belemnitcs, plagi-

ostomata, gryphscs, Ac. and considerable quantities of

the wood of coniferous trees, enable the Naturalist to

form very reasonable views of the state of the ancient

land and sea when this formation was in progress, and
serve not only to identify it in all parts of England, but

even over a large part of its extent in France and Ger-
many.

Nevertheless, there are important geographical pecu-

liarities connected with the lias of England, which de-
serve a short analysis, the belter to enable us to perceive

tile circumstances under which the ancient sedimentary

deposits of the sea took place.

Lis* in The section of the lias, as it exists in Yorkshire and
Yorkshire. Lincolnshire, is peculiarly instructive and complete, and

forms an excellent type with which to compare the de-

tached portions of the formation in North Britain and
the South of England. We shall take the groups in

the ascending order of their antiquity.

Lias limestone. The calcareous beds included in this

division are in the North of England very distinctly

-divided into two or more portions separated by consider-

able thickness of clay.

1. The lower limestone, 10 to 20 feet thick, is not
traced further North than the Humber. It consists of
compact blue or grey limestone, generally laminated and
shelly, with partings of whitish clay or marl. It rests

immediately upon the red marl and gypsum.
2. Clay, 50 to 100 feet, with layers of nodules, often

septariate, full of pentacrinites, ammonites, plagiosto-

mat a, Ac.

3. Upper lias limestone, 12 to 20 feet, in rough,
shelly, coarsely laminated beds, separated by partings of
clay. The colour usually brown, but in wet pits and
before exposure to the air internally blue. But the

nio*t remarkable character of these beds is the astonish-
ing abundance of gryphsea incurva which they Contain,
or rather of which they almost wholly consist. In se-

veral parts of Lincolnshire the roads are mended with
the most beautiful specimens of this fossil, and for miles
together hardly any other shells can be collected fiom
this part of the lias.

Lower lias clay or shale, 300 to 500 feet thick, a Geology,
dark homogeneous clay or shale, with many layers of Ch. lh
argillo-calcareous nodules, seldom containing shells,

and in the lower part rough sandy beds. Coniferous
wood, pentacrinites, pHcatula*, gryphsa Maccullochii,

pinna folium, and several ammonites, &c. occur in this

stratum, but in it organic remains are not particularly

abundant, aud neither beleimiitcs, tercbratula*. nor sau-

riaus are so plentiful as in the beds above. No alum is

made from this part of the lias shale.

Murlstonc series, 100 to 150 feet, consisting of highly
arenaceous shales, and laminated sandy limestones of
brown, greenish, or grey colour, succeeded above by sc
vcral bands of nodular ironstone, the whole series par-

ticularly abundant in shelts, besides producing beautiful

stellerida, annulosn, and Ashes. Several species of
tercbratule, cardium truncatum, dentalium giganteum,
&c. appear almost confined to these strata, which like-

wise contain gryphes, pcclincs, plagiostomata, terebra-

tula\ and modials, not distinguishable from the ordinary

fossils of the oolite. The murlstonc beds are in fact the

first term of the oolitic deposits, interpolated among (he

last terms of the lias, and, according as the clay above
them is attenuated or developed, they may be ranked
with the oolitic, or the lias formation. In the North of
England, the former mode of arrangement mu»t be
adopted, but in the South, the latter has been often fol-

lowed.

The upper lias clay or shale, 50 to 200 feet in thick-

ness, is the aluminous rock of Yorkshire, and passes by
intermixture into the marlslonc series below, and by a
gradual change into the analogous sandy beds of the

oolites above.

It contains a multitude of layers of argillo-calcareous

nodules mostly aggregated round ammonites aud other

organic bodies, and these arc particularly remarkable

and of larger size in the lower part of the shale, which
also is much harder than the rest. A profusion of am-
monites, belemnites, and nautili, accompanied by avi-

culte, inocerami. amphidesmatn, Ac., besides abundance
of ichthyosauri, and plesiosauri, jet, and remains of co-

niferous wood, enrich this interesting rock. Its thick-

ness is variable, amounting to 200 feet on the coast, but

diminished to 50 feet, or even less, in some of the

Cleveland hills, where also the usual smooth homoge-
neous texture of aluminous shale is changed to a decid-

edly sandy composition.

Proceeding to the South, we find the characters of the Lias in the

lias formation of Yorkshire maintained with consider- Midland

able exactness through the Counties of Nottingham, Cvuutic*.

Lincoln, Leicester, and Rutland, into Oxfordshire. The
section from Lincoln to Gainsborough shows clearly

the upper lias clay, marlstone group, lower lias clay,

gryphitc limestone, and laminated limestone, all su-

perimposed on gypseous red marl. In the vale of
Belvoir, likewise, through Rutland, and as far as (lie

centre of Oxfordshire, we have the lower laminated
limestone (1.) surmounted by a thick clay, (2.) in which
lie gryphitic beds peculiarly shelly, which Mr. Cony-
beare calls upper Hat beds, and which correspond to

the gryphitic beds of Lincolnshire. Still higher, are

beds of green or brow n marly sandstone, with tcrehra-

tulir, peclines, belemnites, and other shells, which are

always ferruginous, and, in Rutland particularly, lami-

nated and entirely similar to some or the mailstoue

beds of Yorkshire. Above these, in the same tracts, lie

1U0 or even more feet of clay, often forming insular
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Gaoluflr. hilts between valleys of marhtone, and upon the whole^
, the ferruginous mud of the inferior oolite.^ If unv dcubt has at any time been raised as to the

real distinction in this country of upper lias clay, marl-
stone, lower lias clay, and double course of lias lime-

stone. it has probably arisen from the extreme resem-
blance of the ferruginous marlstoncof the Vale of Delvoir

which divides the upper from the lower lias clay to the

ferruginous sandstone which is the general floor of the

oolitic rocks. In Rutland, however, the distinction is

perfectly evident.

Liaaoftbu Through Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire the upper
CottawoUL clay continually becomes thinner, and the marlstone

beds in conaequeuce approach nearer to the sand of the

inferior oolite. It is no wonder, therefore, that they should
be in these Countries sometimes confounded. But the

section of Painswick Hill, near Stroud, adduced by Mr.
Conybcare, {Geology of England, p. 252.) sufficiently

proves (hat the same principle of classification applies to

the lias below lheCottswolds,as well as to the North-East
moorlands of Yorkshire. In fact, by merely taking the
argillaceous beds which in this section separate the
sands of the oolite from those of the marlstone. and
calling them upper lias clay, the accordance with the

Yorkshire section is perfectly evident. This question
has been effectually settled by Mr. Lonsdale's recent

and must valuable investigation of the Coltswolds. That
excellent observer has clearly established the identity of
the lias system of Gloucestershire with that of York-
shire, in general terms ; at the same lime defining the
amount of topographical difference which principally

affects the upper lias shale.

Iu the Southern parts of Gloucestershire, and in the
vicinity of Bath, the upper lias clay becomes still more
attenuated, and the marlstone beds more divided and
mixed with the clay. Mr. Smith gave the name of marl-
stone to the luininutcd stony beds full of pcctines and
other shells which are found iu the Somerset canal and
other places, twenty feet or less below the sand of the
inferior oolite, as may be noticed in his sections. In
several places, these beds, from the deficiency of the clay
above, ore brought nearly into close contact with the
aaud of the inferior oolite.

Whether this distinction of marlstone beds can be
carried further South into Dorsetshire does not yet ap-
pear.

From Mr. Lonsdale’s Essay in the Geological Trans-

actions, we fiud the lias limestones to be thus arranged
in the descending order.

Blue liaa. Consisting of I r«ls ofgreyish argillaceous lime-
atona, varying in tbickmiaa tram 2 to 18 inchvs, sod
aepurutul by other* of blue marl which in generally
lea» than 6 inches thick, but sometimes mum dun 2 feet

White lias. Thin strata of yellowish white argillaceous
liroe.toue, with parting* of pale brownish clay .......

Lias lower marl. Daik grey marl with caleaiwou* concre-
te)u*

Vml

50 to 60

10

20

Organic remains of ammonites, belemnites, pectens,
oysters, 4c. though most abundant in the blue lias, are
more or less diffused fhrough all the beds.
Combining the section of the North of England with

Mr. Lonsdale s anti Mr. de la Beetle's sections of the
has in the vicinity of Bath and Lyme, we shall have
the following general table of the complete type of the
English lias.

1. Upper liaa day, marl, or shsle. .Upper lias ahale. (Phillip*)
*- Marlstone bed*. * *

3. MtddU lias day I Gad*B-7
1 Lower Ii*s shale. (Phillip*.) ChTll.

(

Gry phitie and tarn mated lias of ‘ g— _
North of KagUad. V

Blu* and while lias of
3 . i-ower nae marls Of Lyme Kegi* and Bath.

These lower marls are thus described by De la Bcche,
at Culverhole, near Lyme, (section descending.)

* u>
Dork marl 3 q
Earthy dark grey limcstoeo 0 10
Dark my slaty matt 5 0
Irregular light grey limestone 0 10
D*rk alaiy marl. 1 4
Compact grey limestone 0 10
Dark slaty mail, which teats on the light bluish green hede

belonging to the upper part of the new ml sandstone
system 7 0

Total... IS 10

Mr. Murchison's Memoirs on the Oolitic Deposits of Liu ia
North Britain

, most clearly prove the existence of well- North Bri-

characleriscd lias shales, much like those of the York- uin*

shire coast, in Pabba, Skye, and other or the Western
Isles, and the organic remains which he collected there
are of the usual English types. Lias occurs also on
the North-East coast of Ireland, as at the Giant's
Causeway, with ammonites and belemnites.

The lias in South Wale* is a singular extension of
the formation among the dislocations of the older carbo-
niferous system, nearly analogous to its appearance
among the sandstones and slates of Scotland. The
Valley of the Ely, in South Glamorganshire, exhibits
several u putting* of lins, commencing about five miles
West of Ij&ndaff, whence, with some interruptions, they
accompany the Ely to its junction with the Channel
near Penarlh Point. It again appears in Barry Island,

and continues to skirt the coast in a Westerly direction

nearly to the mouth of the Ogmore river, forming a
range of bold cliffs, among which is the little harbour of
Abert haw, celebrated for the lime which it exports.

(Conybcare, Geology of England.)
We may now turn our attention to the general types Liaa in

of lias presented in the North und South-East of France, France and

and in various parts of Germany. Germsay.

As in England, so generally in these Countries, the

lias is deposited conformably to the saliferous system,

but in Brittany and around the plateau of primary rocks

in central France, especially about Autun, the oolitic

system often touches the granitic series without any
interposition of red .sandstones. In the district which
borders that plateau on the East, between Chalons and
Autun, the oolitic rocks are considerably developed
with has at the bottom, and all based upon gypseous
red marl ; but the lias clays are here almost wholly de-

ficient, and the formation consists only of the gryphitic

limestone, with its partings of clay. The abundance
of gryphaea incurvn, and other characters of the stone,

strongly remind the traveller of the analogous heds in

Lincolnshire. The lias and oolites are so closely allied

that Destroyers, in his description of this tract, hesitates

even to distinguish the former us a fourth stage of the

calcareous or oolitic system.

South of the Ardennes mountains by Luxemburg,
Metz, and Nancy, the lias exhibits more developed

characters. Immediately upon the Kcuper murls rests

a considerable bed of sandstone, white, ye low, or rarely

1 1ro .vi), sometimes solid, and sometimes friable; gra-

dually passing into the lias teds above. From its
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Otology, abundance under and around the fortress of Lnsem-
Ch.Il. burg, it receives in that Country the name of gre$ de

Lviembtrrg.

The proper gryphitic lias limestones succeed and cap

most of the plateaux of grit. The beds arc bluish

and compact, and alternate with grey friable marls.

Abote are grey marls and marly grits, which cor*

respond to the lias clays and marl atone of England

;

and these are followed by the ferruginous sandstones

which lorm the general floor of the oolitic system.

In Wfirtemberg. and, perhaps, generally on the Ger-

man side of the Rhine, the liaa has more of the cha-

racter of the English series both as to mineralogical

composition and organic remains, In particular, the

saurian reliquiae, so abundant in the lias clays of

England, are all found in those of Roll and other parts

of Wflrtemberg, and with some additional species have
been described by M. J tiger, of Stuttgart, Fine spe-

cimens of saurian animals occur in many of the mu-
seums along the Rhine. But, perhaps, the must
remarkable accordance between the series of Germany
and that of England, ia observed at Banz near Coburg,
where the Maine crosses the Northern extremity of the

Franconian range of oolites. Here Mr. Murchison has
observed the following section.

Sandstone cap of (be liaa 300 fret thick.

li|pvf liaa ahala of Yorkshire 40
M «rU and marlstone* ISO
Loin liaa thale, with eeni|>act hat and am

muHfte* Itawtwreocia, near the top 300

Gntvtoov,
formation

At this place the most astonishing profusion of
saurians, fishes, cruslocea, ammonites, nautili, and be-

lemnites, as well as pentacrini, gryphites, and other

fossils, occur, and many of them remarkably agree as to

their place in the strata with the arrangement of the

same species in the beds of the coast of Yorkshire.

In Swimr* I*ia» shales occur below the Alpine or Jura limestone
laud. of Swisserlnnd and Savoy, and occasionally, as alMcy-

ringen, Ben, the Mont Joint, produce some of the cha-

racteristic ammonites and belemniles of the English
lias. In the Valley of the Arve, in particular, the ar-

gillaceous beds of lias are immensely thick, and owing
to the igneous agency, once so powerfully excited be-

neath the Alps, have a schistose character strongly assi-

milating them to the primary slates. Whether the

elates of the Viilorsiuc belong to the same era is, per-
haps, not yet ascertained

;
but if this should be proved,

the vegetable remains which they contain, being identical

with those of the carboniferous epoch, would indicate

that these region* enjoyed a particular immunity from
the causes which, in all other instances yet examined,
had wholly destroyed the plants which grew in the car-

boniferous epoch, and covered the earth with cycadet*
and other entirely new types of vegetable life.

Lower Oolite Formation.

The uninterrupted range of this formation through
Dorset, Somerset, Gloucestershire, Oxon, Northampton-
shire, Rutland, and Lincoln, to the banks of the Humber,
may be seen on the Maps ofMr. Smith or Mr. G reenough.
Beyond the Humber it is concealed for a short distance
beneath the overlying chalk, but emerges again, and oc-
cupies a vast breadth in the Eastern part of Yorkshire.
In Sutherland, and in some of the Hebrides, and particu-
larly in Skye, it has been traced by Mr. Murchison.

It occupies, through all it* course in England, an GoJogy.
elevated range of hills with bold escarpments to the Ch.II.

West or North-West, a gentle slope to the East or v-“~

South-East, and deep valleys of denudation which often,

by descending to the Has clays, furnish most complete
information as to the relations of the two format kina.

The surface of the calcareous portions is dry and bare
of trees, and wells sunk therein often reach a very con-
siderable depth, while upon the alternating clays the
soil is cold or wet, and, in general, much covered by
woods. The fertility of the district is below the average
of the secondary strata. The highest point of the range
in the South of England is Cleave Pipard Hill, near
Cheltenham. 1 184 feet above the sea. and in the North
of England, Bolton Head, near Ingleby in Yorkshire,
1485 feet; but in these cases about two-thirds of the

height consists of the lias clays.

The more ordinary altitudes of the oolitic range in
England are 700, 800, and 900 feet, varying according
to the Westward extension of the hill, the thickness of
the base of lias, and the pile of Incumbent strata.

Certainly, this regular and continuous range of Eaearp*

oolites, with so nearly uniform an elevation of escarp-
ment, is one of the most characteristic features of*
English Geology, and furnishes matter for profound
reflection. For like the parallel, equally continuous
and regular, and but slightly lower range of chalk, its

elevation aeetns not at all due to local disturbances, but
rather appears to indicate a general intumescence of
the land in the direction of these ranges. The low vales
of lias, Oxford clay, and Kttnmeridge day, which inter-

vene between the lower, middle, and superior oolite

ranges, have nndoabtedly been caused, at least in part, by
the erosive action of water; but to whatever extent we
apply this principle in explaining the present inequality
of the earth’s surface, and whatever aid we receive for
the established dula of local elevation, these limited
agencies always leave unexplained the general fact, viz.,

the regular altitude of continuous ranges of hills with
uniformly declining planes, and no particular marks of
convulsion, which overlook extensive undisturbed plains

of older strata.

The vicinity of Both, where Mr, Smith began his

important researches, furnishes the general type of the
lower oolite formation; and, with some modifications,

the series of strata here presented, as detailed by Mr.
Smith and Mr. Lonsdale, is found to be almost univer-
sally reconcilable with the phenomena of the other oolitic

districts. The variations observed are principally caused
by the interpolations of a larger proportion of arena-

ceous, argillaceous, and carbonaceous beds, so as in ex-

treme cases to change the calcareous section of Bath
into a coal field, with subordinate beds of limestone.

Such is especially the case in the Eastern moorlands
of Yorkshire, at Brora in the Hebrides, and in the

gorge of the Weser at Minden, as observed by Mr.
Murchison.

The table of classification given above, will make
known the order of succession of groups recognised in

this formation, and we shall now proceed to point out

their characters and notice their variations more
exactly.

The Sand which is the base of the inferior oolite group Inferior

in the vicinity of Bath, possesses, in general, only a

slight degree of cohesiveness, but in places passes into a
gT<lup'

friable sandstone. It is micaceous, of a yellow colour,

and contains irregular courses of calcareous concretions
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Cfwlocr. called sand burrs. These nodules arc often aggregated

CU.IL round ammonites and other organic bodies. The thick-

ness of this bed sometimes amounts to 70 feet.

The inferior oolite varies in thickness, in some places

being 60 feet, in others considerably less. The rock,

according to Lonsdale, admits of being characterised in

three portions, the lower one 6 feet, hard, of a brown

colour, abounds in casts of trigonitt, lima?, Irochi, Ac.,

rnd is seen in many sections reposing immediately on

the sand. The coated muscles, as they are termed, are

found in this bed, and the bed which in the descending

quarries yields so immense an abundance of spedes is

apparently of the same date. The middle division, 10 feel,

is a rubbly stone ;
principally consisting of crystallized

carbonate of lime, through which the organization of

aslrm may be clearly traced. It is, therefore, a coral

bed, and as might be supposed is of irregular occur-

rence.

The upper portion of the rock, 40 to 50 feel at the

utmost, contains the workable freestone or oolite of this

rock, the upper part, in particular, cannot be distin-

guished in specimens from the great oolite above. The
lower beils are more sandy, browner, and less oolitic.

The fuller's The fuller's earth group, so named from the occurrence

earlhgroup.
jn it of limited beds of that substance, is a thick argilla-

ceous deposit with a few layers of nodular limestone and

indurated marl, occurring on the hill sides of Bath,

and distinctly separating the inferior from the greut

oolite. The following is Mr. Lonsdale's summary of

these beds.
Pe*t.

4. Blue arul yellow clay with nodules of indurated marl .10 to 40

3. Bad Mkn earth 3 to 5

2. Good fuller' earth, brown or Woe 2jto 3
1. Clay containing hedsof bad fuller’* eurth anil layers

of nodular limestone (fuller’s eurth rock) and

induruted mart. ........................ .. 100

The sat
The great oolite rock contains, besides the more per-

•oWerock- fcctly oolitic part*, which hold few shells and furnish the

best freestone, a great number of beds, in which the

oolitic structure is less evident or even wanting, and

which arc more or less filled with remains of shells,

corallines, Ac. These coarser pontons of the rock lie at

the top and bottom, and enclose the purer oolite between

them.

The lower mgs consist of several beds of coarse

shelly limestones 10 to 40 feet ; the lowest bed of it

which rests on the fuller's earth gTOup is fine-grained

anti scarcely oolitic.

The oolitic beds in the middle are very variable

in thickness and quality. On Combe Down the

thiekness sometimes amounts to 30 feet. The stone

when taken from the quarry is quite soft, and holds so

much water as to be beaten to a pulp by the hammer.

After being thoroughly dried it will absorb more than

one-seventh of its weight of water, hut by long expo-

sure it grows harder and less absorbent. It will not

stand the sea air, though in the neighbourhood of the

quarries it is very durable.

The upper rags, 20 to 55 feet, consist of alternating

bed* of course shelly limestones, tolerably fine oolite

sand, tough, brown, argillaceous limestone. The shelly

beds were used by the Romans in their buildings at

Bath, and are thought to be very durable, but are diffi-

cult to work. Some of these beds are full of mille-

pores and other polyparia and species of echini, and a
profusion of minute univalve and bivalve shells. They
often exhibit that peculiarity of internal lamination called

false bedding, when the ingredients of the stone form
layers inclined to the plane of stratification.

The forest marble group admits of the following sub-
division in a descending order

:

The forest

marble

t. group.

6. Clay with occasional '.arain* of grit ............. 15
And at Norton St. Philip • Uy«r of rubbly indu-

rated nuut abounds with fragments of s small
oyster and tetvbratula.

5. Sand and nodules, or bads of calcareous gritstone . . 40
Tba sand ia rrddish-yallow or white, pure or mixed

with clay, or lira*. The gritstone, usually of a
brown but sometimes of a blue colour, exists in

spheroidal mswe* which have a laminated struc-

ture parallel to the stratification, and occasion-

ally can be split into flags.

The fracture niton shows shining facet* of tutor-

posed carbonate of lime. Organic remains ore

generally rate in these bods, sometimes particu-

larly abundant.

4. Clay with thin slabs of stone and lamituo of grit . . It

3. Coarse oolite, or shelly limestone (forest marble)

full of fragments of wood anil shells, especially

©strew ana nlagio^tomata, bourn, teeth, &c. The
majority ot the beds Kara a fissile structure,

and can often be split into thin flags, or tiles,

oblique to the plane of at ratification.

Thin parting! of clay generally diride the beds.

2. Sand, or sandy clay and grit 10
1. Pale blue or grey day, enclosing thin sIhIm of tough

brownish limestone and laniinm of calcareous

sandstone or grit. Thickness variable ....... 5 to 40

The combrash consists of numerous rulibly beds of The core-

coarse limestone, mixed with clay, altogether 10 to 15 Wash,

feet thick. The beds or rather nodules arc extremely

irregular, and of different colours, but they are pretty

uniformly composed of tough granular limestone, und
abound with terebrntulae, avicula echinota, isocurdia, im*
phidesmsta, Ac.

In tracing the lower oolite formation to the South
from the Bath district, the inferior oolite is found to be-

come more ferruginous, (Sherborne,) and with its sub-

jacent sand to cap the lias as far as Bridporl, but the

great oolite soon " thins out," while the forest marble

group thickens and becomes predominant. The corn-

brash retains its usual characters and fossils.

In the district lying North of the Humber the lower

oolitic system assumes entirely new characters which
will require separate consideration. The beds seen in

the imperfect exhibition of these oolites near Cave*

where they divide the lias from the Oxford clay, are,

the sand of the inferior oolite covered by shelly and
oolitic beds, a continuation of the oolite of Lincoln-

shire, and above them a thin bed of pale blue clay.

They are here much diminished in thickness, and, though

burnt to lime, somewhat debased in purity. On the

bunks of the Derwent, the lias is surmounted by the

some simple scries, with the addition of beds of calca-

reous flagstone above. Further along the range, at

Brandsby and Wiganthorpe, the series is expanded by Ooj,toaof

the interposition of beds of sandstone and shale, with a Yorkshire,

thin band of coal between the sand which caps the lias,

and the shelly limestone which here represents the oolite

of Lincolnshire. Above the limestone runs a band of

pale blue clay; and upon this rests a succession of beds

of' sand and sandstone, enclosing spheroidal concretions

of calcareous sandstone with glistening facets, often

bne in the centre and full of shell?, some of which re-

semble those of Stonesfield. Beds of sandstone, shale,

land carbonaceous matter arc also interpolated above

this slaty rock. The oolite here is hardly desenring of
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Gaofoinr. that name from its lithologies] character, for though this

appearance sometimes presents itself, the greater part of

the stone is a coarse, granular, shelly limestone, with

imbedded shells, &c. It is, in fact, the oolite of Cave

still more degenerated. The series of sandstones and

shales with coal which here overlies the sandstone cap

of the lias, hus been supposed analogous in position to

the fuller’s earth group of Bath, (the similar series

which overlies the limestone beds corresponds to the

interval between great oolite and cornbrash,) and as we
proceed Northwards both series increase immensely in

thickness, so that the lower one reaches 500 feet, and

the upper one 200 ; and as, from local circumstances, the

coal, though never more than 10 inches thick, is worth

working, these moorlands assume the appearance ofa true

coal Geld, with subordinate beds of very coarse shelly

limestone. It requires, indeed, very close observation

to trace the thin limestone beds across these vast moors,

and amidst such a number of sandstone beds. They
are best studied on the coast. The sandstone upon the

Has is here a variable rock often coarse and fragmentary,

sometimes with the characters of ordinary sandstone,

but generally subcalcareous, ochroccous, and full of

shells and casta. At Blue Wick, near Robin Hood’s
Bay, it presents a double band of fossil-bearing beds,

the lower one gradually passing to the subjacent lias.

The limestone appears with different aspects at dif-

ferent points. Under Grislhorp cliffs it recalls pretty

exactly the oolite of Cave, but at Scarborough, Claugh

-

ton, Hawsker, Sneaton, &c., it is a very different rock,

coarse, fragmentary, and mixed with veins of earthy and
argillaceous oolite, so as to be scarcely fit to be burned

to lime. In the Stainloudalc cliffs it is o double band ;

at Whitenab it is covered by calcareous sandstone slate,

in which glistening facets, like those in the stone of

Brandsby and Wittering, occur. Only one sramofconl
is worked in the district, and it lies beneath the lime*

stone. The cornbrash appears on the coast, also, in a
debased but recognisable form. The fossil plants

which accompany the coal scams and sandstones, may
also be detected in the limestones and calcareous slates

both on the coast and at Brandsby ; and it is worthy of

particular attention, that both at Collyweston and at

Stoncsfiold, several of these plants occur in the slate, as

brachyphylla, ferns, and cycadites. No murine ex uvim
have yet been found in these coal grits or shales, but

some bivalves resembling anodon, which perhaps were
swept down with the ferns, equiseta and cycadee, are

found at Grist horp. In several places, a particular part

of the section of lower carboniferous sandstones, exhi-

bits the remarkable phenomenon of equiseta standing

it regularly erect over considerable areas iu a bed of
sandstone which rests upon shale.

This is, therefore, truly a coal field of the oolitic era,

produced by the interposition of vast qnantities of sedi-

mentary deposits brought down by floods from the land,

between the more exclusively marine strata of the ordi-

nary oolitic type. We may believe this to be a case of

a littoral deposit of oolite, and should naturally derive

from that supposition, the debasement of quality and
attenuation of thickness of the shelly limestones, in pro-

portion as the spoils of the land brought down into the

sea were more abundant. Whatever the causes were
which produced these effects, they were not entirely

local. The Yorkshire oolitic district is indeed the only
tract yet investigated in England which exhibits these

effects in a striking manner
;
but attentive consideration

VOL. yl

of the phenomena presented by the rag beds of oolite
ami coarse shelly beds of forest marble near Bath, and It.

still more the wavy surface and vegetable fossils of
w

some kinds of the sandstone slate of Ridge, Stouesfield,

and Collyweston, will lead to the conclusion that these
portions of the oolitic formation were deposited within
the influence of the littoral agitation of the sea. (Mr.
Scrope has presented a notice of this subject to the Geo-
logical Society.)

Another fact is important. The extensive additions of
terrestrial plants and sediment are confined to the inter-

vals between the sand which is the base, and the corn-
brash which is the cap of the lower oolite formation.

Mr. Murchison’s examination of Brora and other Lower
points hi Sutherland, and of the Western coast of w ’i t* in

Scotland, has proved the extension of the carboniferous Scutfoud.

system of the Yorkshire oolites iuto these Northern
regions, and it is interesting to observe that there, us

well as in Yorkshire, the interpolations occupy the

same limited space in the section.

The following short summary of the beds in these
Countries will prove this point:

—

Section of Brora.

Muhlla oolite formation \ . ..

confining o( I S“ l “d 0x“ •t*T-

Shelly liiurstonw representing com-
brajJi and forest marble.

Alternation* of sandstones, shale*, ami
ironstone* with plant*.

Ferruginous limestones, Hue in (he in.

terior, with fragment* of carbonized
wood and abundance of shell*.

Sandstone* and ihaJe* of great thick-

ness in frequent alternations with
plants, haring in the upper part two
Nils of coat, of which the upper
one is 3 ft. 8 in. thick, the loser
one, nut worked, 1 ft. 4 in,

Liu formation with fossil* of tbo Yorkshire lias.

Nvrth-Eaxt Coast
,
Isle of Skyr.

.Sandstone series.

Shelly limestone.

Sandstones and shales of great thickness, with obscure impression*

of plants and abuiuUnc* of carbnaaeroas mnitir.

Calcifcrout sandstone bed*, with small nodules of indurated lime-

atone grit, with fuasila and thin layers of shale with hetum.

aite*.

Blue shale (uppeT lias shale of the Yorkshire coast) with small
blue calcareous concretions, lelemnitcs, &c.

Sandstone with concretionary nodules and fossils of the marhtune
series.

Lias shale.— Geological Transactfont. AVet Series.

The same Geologist has found a considerable ana-

logy to these phenomena in the section presented by ihe

gorge of the Weser, where that river escapes through

the Porta Westphalica into the plains of Northern Ger-
many. How unlike to the general type of the oolitic

formation of the German und Swiss Jura !

Having thus produced the two most contrasted types Lower

yet discovered of the lower oolite formation, and
their comparison put a severe check upon the doctimv
of universal formations (if such was ever entertained)

outllu '’

among the secondary strata, it will be useful to state the

leading features of this formation in the intermediate

parts of its range in England, and thus to ascertain the

parts which vary, and the method of their variation.

To do this with entire satisfaction is not easy, und in-

deed requires more data, vet the curious fact of the

4 N

Ly oolite* in

... Midland
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Lincoln*

•Uii*.

continuity of the corabrath above, and of the lower

oolite saiid below, from one end of England to the

other, by furnishing: every where exact limits to the

formation, very much abridges the inquiry and dimi-

nishes the chances of error. In the tong range from

the coast of Dorsetshire to the coast of Whitby, the cha*

meter of the lower sand varies, yet not so much as is

common to sandstones, the principal difference consist-

ing in the colour which is occasioned by the degree of

oxidation of the iron. Through Oxfordshire, Rutland,

Lincoln, and the Southern part of Yorkshire, it is a very

dark brown ferruginous rock, whence it is often called

“ gingerbread stone," frequently enclosing shelly con-

cretions, (Banbury,) occasionallyanteloping beds oflime-

stone, and sometimes (Northampton, Rockingham) inter-

laminated by white beds of oolite. The quuntity of

oxide of iron is sometimes so considerable ns to divide

the mass of the rock into a multitude of ochraceous

cells or “ iron boxes.’* In some places, especially in

Lincolnshire, it consists of an alternating series of while

and brown sand.

With respect to the cornhrash it is sufficient to say,

that though so unimportant a rock in other respects, it

is probably more couliuuous, and more uniform in its

character from Dorsetshire to the Humber, as may be

seen iu Mr. Smith’s Maps, than any other member of

the lower oolitic formation except the sand of the infe-

rior oolite.

Lincolnshire presents the following section* of this

formation: (observations made in 1621:)

Curnbrash full of its usual fossil*.

Clay thin.

Thiii shelly beds im one kcality, somewhat resembling the blue

beds of Farley near Bath.

A eunsMlerablc thickness of day ground, presumed by Mr. Smith

to include the forest marble system of Wiltshire.

Sandy laminated stone, in a few localities South of Lincoln.

Thick, apparently undivided, oolitic rock, very productive of orga-

nic remains, with uoljrpiferous beds on the top.

Id the upper parts of this rock, false bedding is frequent, coarse

shelly Mi!* abound, good oolite is dug at Ancaster. This is

undoubtedly thu sane rock as that of Cave in Yorkshire, and

it is continuous with the same general character as far as

Grantham, between which place and Stamford there appears

to be some change.

Inferior oolite sand.

oolite anil compact limestone, and presented to Mr Geology.
Murchison ami the author the following detailed section. Ch. 11.

Local N'mhi'C Ft In. Dwtriptiw*.
Rubble....,.., 4 0 Imperfectly bvdded oolite,

C*l* ......... 4 0 Irregular and broken beds of oolite.

Fine yellow sand ludutetrd at top and
at bottom into concretionary and
slaty layers.

Brown hard oolite graduating upwards
to the sandy bywrs above. Thiu beds,

( not burnt to lira*.

!

II aid, compact, not oolitic, containing
brachypliylluns, fevus, and trigo-

neUitea.

Bedding saud .. 1 3 1

Broad ........ 4 (t l

Belch 1 3

Slate 3 to 4 0„

Irregular sandstone.

Masmts irregularly spheroidal flattened,

very fissile, in gemral calcareous grit

nut at all oohtir, but shelly, with lit-

torsi and terrestrial plants-

Of a yellowish colour.

The shite is quarried only in Winter, for if dried by
the Summer Sun and wind, it hardens and will not
split. The holes are blocked up in Spring, and the

quarrymen only employed in preparation of slate. It

is, in general, very equally laminated. The splitting is

caused by organic ex uvie.

The Stonesfield slates near Oxford have been almost Stonesfteld

universally esteemed of the same age as these folly- aI*»**-

westou rocks.

At fttonesfield two beds of concretionary maws,
capable of being easily (with the assistance of frost)

split into 6late parallel to the stratifleet ion, compose with

sand and fr.able sandstones a group 5 or 6 tec l thick,

under 50 feet of alternations of laminated shelly oolite

and thin blue clay. The following is Dr. Fittou's

account of the section. ( Zool. Journal, vol. iii.)

Bubbly limestone,

CUy with terebratuUtes.
|

Limestone.
Blue day.
QsBtSi
Bine day.
• Bag," consoling of shelly oolite^ with cuts of bivalve* aad

univalves

4> Soft stuff," 6 in. yellowish-sandy clay

with thin courses of fibrous transparent

32 feet.

Between Stamford and Peterborough the series was

recorded thus: (1621 :)

Cornbrosh. Bog bed* of Raroack.

Clay of some thickness. Stamford notits*, sod

Sandy laminated beds at Pitsgate. Inferior oolite sand.

Interval not known.

On the line from Wands ford, through Weldou to

Rockingham: (1621 :)

Cornbrash very distinct.

CUy of tome thicknes*, nothing else observed.

Wrf.U.n oolite or rag, the same u the Barnack rag.

Interval, presumed to be day, under some breadth of Booking-

haru tbwet-

Browu taud of Rockingham Hill, with interlamiunted white

llmettone*.

The slate beds

consisting of

The state beds

consisting of

'• S^P"H.ad 1 ft. 3 in. to 1 ft 6 in. sand
enveloping a course of spheroidal lami-

nated calcareous grit stones which pro.

dues the slarp. These are called “ Pot-
lids'’ from their figure, and receive with
the other slaty bed the name of Pendle,

as characteristic of the workable stone.

The ctune is partially oolitic and shelly,

sometimes full of small fragmentary

masse*
“ Manure or Kace," 1 ft. slaty friable grit

ruck.

Lower Head 1 ft. 6 iu. to 2 ft. sand and

grit, including a course of spheroidal

concretions of slate like that described

j
above,

I Bottom stuff, 1 ft. sandy and calcareous

I grit with admixture of oolitic grains.

Collywi's

ton Mate*,

It might appear from these statements that the slates

of Wittering and C'ollywestou are near the Northern

end of these deposits ; they are unknown at present in

a distinct form North of the Welland, except at Market
Deeping, though probably represented by the sandy cap

of the Lincolnshire oolites.

The slate of Collyweston is associated with beds of

The floor of the slule beds is rag like the oolite above.

Most of the Slooesfield fossils, and in particular the

jaws of didelphidw, have been extracted from one or

other of the courses of slate.

We may now return to the Bath series of oolites, and

accompany Mr. Lonsdale in his recent survey of their

extension to the Northward.
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Lrnt
oolite* of

Gloucester-

shire.

The inferior oolite in the South of Gloucestershire

consist* of nearly equal divisions of soft oolite and

lightly calcareous sand ; but in the Northern division

of the County the latter, for the greatest part, is re-

placed by a yellow sandy limestone. The freestone

beds, which are not to be lithologically distinguished

from those of the great oolite, gradually increase in

number and thickness from the neighbourhood of Bath

to the Cotteswold, East of Cheltenham, where they con-

stitute the whole of the escarpment. This vertical im-

portance is retained through the North of the country

examined ; but to the Eastward of the valley, ranging

from Stow on the Wold to Barrington, near Burford, u

change lakes place bolh in the structure and thickness of

the formation. The freestone beds are there replaced by

strata of nodular coarse oolite, containing numerous im-

pressions of clypcu* sinualuM, the sandy portion consists

of only a thin bed, and the thickness of the whole of the

inferior oolite group isdiminUhed from 150 to about 50

feet.

The fuller t earth loses its importance in proceeding

Northward, yet it was traced as a parting between the

great oolite and the inferior oolite, as far as a line pass-

ing from the neighbourhood of Winchcomb to Btirfnrd,

but to the North-East of this line it thins out.

Great oolite. The threefold arrangement of upper
rags, hue freestone, and lower rags, into w hich this rock

is naturally divided near Bath, does not prevail uniformly

in our progress Northward.

The upper rags, consisting of soft freestone and hard

shelly oolite, were traced to Cirencester
;
but to the

North-East of that town they are replaced by a nibhlv,

white, argillaceous limestone. The beds of the middle

division become chiefly a hard oolitic limestone. At
Wotton under Edge the lower rags are replaced by
beds of fissile, calcareous sandstone, which runs through

the whole of Gloucestershire to the neighbourhood

of Burford. They are extensively worked as a tile

stone, possess the lithological character of the Stones-

field state, have their fissile property in the same way
developed by exposure to atmospheric agency ; con-
tain Irigonia impreasa , the characteristic fossil of
Stonesfield ; and on comparing the strata of Burford
with those which rest at Stonesfield on the slaty beds, it

was found that an almost perfect identity of character

and order of position prevailed at the two localities. The
Wiudrush quarries near Burford give the following sec-

tion for comparison with that of Stonesfield previously

detailed.

Top. Bubbly limestone .

.

Brownish marlstone

Bubbly limestone. .

.

Pale sandy marl. . .

.

Bubbly limestone .

.

Light-coloured clay

Bag and freestone .

.

Sandy laminated grit

Mr. Lonsdale has thus corrected the almost universal

error of English Geologists in classing the Stonesfield

slate with the forest marble, and has assigned its (rue

place at the base of the great oolite; a most important
alteration in every point of view.

The forest marble was found to possess (he same cha-
racters as near Bath, consisting of a thick stratum of
laminated shelly oolite, interposed between beds of sandy
clay, containing laminw of grit

; and to have, from

1 foot.

6

4

3

t
15

Bath to near Fairford, for its uppermost stratum, a de- Geology,

posit of loose sand, containing large masses of calcareous ^
grit.

'

It is hardly to be doubled that the slate of Colly-

weston is coeval with that of Stonesfield, but it must
be left to further investigation to deckle whether the
thick ootitf-H of Lincolnshire comprise both the great
and inferior ootitc of Buth, or which of them exists there

alone. It is now ascertained that there are calcareous

slaty beds in two points of the series between the com-
brash and the inferior oolite

; it is known that both the

great oolite and inferior oolite are subject to great varia-

tion of lithological character and thickness, and that the

fuller’s earth which distinguishes these rocks at Bath
is extinct, or nearly so. North of Burford. The pro-

blem, therefore, now presented to Geologists by the yet

unfinished survey of the oolites, is rather complicated,

and demands much labour to perform with full effect.

It should be begun by Inking up the subject where Mr.
Lonsdale's observations end, m. at Borford, and the

ground examined minutely Northwards. We may ven-
ture to promise that this will not be wholly neglected.

Middle Oolite Formation.

Very strong analogies accompany all the leading divi- General

sions of the oolitic syslem, and mark them as the pro- description,

ducts of a succession of similar causes. As the oolites

of Bath lie enclosed between strata of calcareous sand,
so those of the middle division are imbedded between
strata of calcareous sand and sandstone, and the asso-
ciation of the upper oolite with green sands at Swindon
and Thame, is probably of the same intimate description.

The organic fossils of ail the divisions have a striking

general resemblance, and the composition of the rodt9
is liable to similar variations.

The physical features impressed on the geography of
the country which they traverse are also very similar.

As the consolidated strata of the lower oolite formation
form a high escarpment, which overlooks the plains of
argillaceous lias ; so the limestones and sandstones of
this middle group rest on a bold edge, above the valea

of Oxford clay, and the upper oolite rocks in the few
places where they occur domineer in live same manner
over the valea of Kimmerklge clay. It might have been
attended w ith some convenience to have considered these

thick clays in formations apart from the rocks, as the lias

has been separated from the lower oolite, but they sre

from various causes so connected with them that it

would hare injured the practical utility of the classifica-

tion.

The general characters of the surface of the middle
oolite formation, are a moist valley of Oxford day be-

low a dry range of hills, furnishing copious springs

from the calcareous grits and oolite. Dry valleys, deep
wells, narrow dells, washed by the rapid streams, occur,

especially in the districts of greatest altitude, and one
unacquaiutcd with the series of formations might re-

cognise in the general aspect of thi», the description

usually given of the lower oolite range. Outlines of the

oolites and sandstones occasionally cover insulated hills

of the subjacent day, and prove the deoudaling power
of ancient floods. The altitude of this range of oolite

nowhere equals that of the lower oolite in the same
region. Thus while in Yorkshire the rocks rise in

Bolton Head to MS5 feet above the sea, the former

reach on Black Hambleton 1240 feet In Oxfordshire

4x2
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Cin-loOT. and Gloucestershire 800 or 900 feet is the height of the

Ch. II. lower oolite, but 400 or 500 feet that of the middle

oolite.

Range and This formation is upon the whole less continuous
wtttt. than the one described before, yet the discontinuity

is not of the whole mass, but chiefly of the group

of oolites and sandstones. These have a considera-

ble developemcnt in Dorsetshire ; first on the coast at

Weymouth, and secondly from near Slurminster to he-

yond Wincanton, where they produce oolitic freestone.

Hence to Longlcat Park they arc unknown. From
Longlcat their range is unbroken by Westbury, C'ulne,

WooLion Basset, Highworth, Furringdon, and Abing-

don, to the banks of the Thames at Oxford. They ran

be traced under Shotover, and towards Brill, a few

miles, but their further course is unknown, till we arrive

under the Wolds of Yorkshire near Acklam. At this

point emerging from beneath the chalk, they encircle

the Vale of Pickering by Mahon, Helmsley, Pickering,

and Scarborough, increase greatly in importance, and

assume more completely than in any other part of Eng-

land, cxrrpting perhaps Weymouth, the full characters

of their formation. But while the oolitic group is thus

dismembered into four widely detached regions, the

Oxford clay beneath is as remarkably connected from

the North side of the Dorsetshire downs, by Wincanton,

Melksham, the Vale of the Isis, Otlrnoor, the Vale of

Bedford, Huntingdon, the Western border of the Fens,

and the Vale between the Cliff and Wold ranges of

Lincolnshire to the banks of the Humber. Beyond

the unconformity of the chalk wolds, its course is un-

divided beneath the slope of the calcareous grit round

the Vole of Pickering to Scarborough.

We shall now offer a few details of the internal struc-

ture and variations of these rocks.

The clay below theKclloway rock has been very little

noticed, and is indeed not very important. It occasion-

ally contains pholadomytc and other shells near Bath,

mid more frequently abundance of selenite, and on the

coart of Yorkshire has yielded some curious remains of

Crustacea. As for the greater part of the range of the

Oxford clay the Kelloway rock is unknown, this clay can

seldom be distinguished. In Yorkshire it barely reaches

a few yards, and generally is less than three feet in

thickness.

KeNoway The Kelloway rock, so named by Mr. Smith from

rock. Kelloway Bridge in Wiltshire, which is almost the only

place where it occurs in the South of England, is in that

County more remarkable for the beauty, peculiarity, and

abundance of ammonites, gryplueap, and other organic

remains which it produces, than for either its thickness

or continuity. It is there a calcareous sandstone, ap-

pearing when devoid of organic remains very similar to

those which accompany the coralline oolite, externally

brown, internally grey or blue, of a mbhly nodular

structure, altogether less than twelve feet thick. From
Wiltshire to Northamptonshire uo mention is made of

this rock, but it was found with its usual fossils at

Boziale Hill, near Wellingborough, by the writer of this

Article, in company with Mr. Smith in 1820.

In 1821, the same observers established the occurrence

of the Kelloway rock at Hacknessand Scarborough on

the sea-coast of Yorkshire. It is coextensive in that

County with the range of the Oxford clay, from under

which it rises into an escarpment. It arrives sometimes

at a thickness of sixty feet, and is then locally distinguish-

able into several portions. It is, however, altogether a

mass of sand and calcareous sandstone, with or without Giatoey.
organic remains ; the upper beds very thick, indurated by tb. 11.

admixture of oxide of iron, and multitudes of grypheefe, 7

belemnites, ammonites, and uviculie, and other fossils.

Not {infrequently in the vicinity of the shells it becomes
sufficiently calcareous to assume the character of a sandy
oolite, sometimes ferruginous like that of Dundry. The
sandy parts of the mass are often variously stained
brown, reddish, yellow, or remain perfectly white, in

layers or irregular stripes, and traversed by dissepiments
of oxide of iron. In a very few places it is useful as a
budding stone.

There is j»crhaps no more curious fact on record than
the occurrence of (his apparently indefinite rock, with
almost identical characters, after so great un interruption

of continuity.

The Oxford clay (chinch cloy of Smith) appears, in Oxf&nl
the whole of its range South of the Humber, a pale blue day.

clay, turning yellow on the surface, with large sparry
septaria. and some layers of chocolate-coloured shale,

(Tythcrton,) with ammonites and other fowols. In
Yorkshire, it is less tough, and more generally lami-
nated, gradually changing in quality to the Kclla-
way rock below, and the calcareous grit above. Most
of the organic remains which it yields belong to the
lower port of the stratum, and are in general identical

with or very similar to those of the Kelloway rock.

Taken in general terms, the suite of fossils at Weymouth
belonging to the Oxford clay is considerably allied to

that of the Kelloway rock and Oxford clay of York-
shire, hut further comparison of the species of ammo-
nites is yet needed. In the Museum at Strasburg fossils

of the Kelloway rock, as well as of the Oxford clay, ure
recognised.

It is painful to observe the dreadful waste of money
in ill-advised trials for coal along the line of the Oxford
clay. The least fragment of jet or morsel of bituminous
shale, especially if accompanied by “blue metal,’* is

enough to make a credulous proprietor listen to an
ignorant collier, and throw away the value of his solid

land in sinking for the imaginary treasures beneath it

The lower calcareous grit should be carefully dim in- Coralline

guished from the iron sand, with which Mr. Smith has oobte

occasionally confounded it, nor is the distinction difficult, P‘
>up ‘

for, independent of its geological position, the calca-

reous grit is not particularly ochraceoos, and never as- jtc.’

^

sumes that dark ferruginous aspect so remarkable in the

other rock. In Wiltshire, where it was first observed,
it appears as a thick stratum of sand, inclosing irregular

beds of sandstone, or of calcareous grit, w hich assumes
the aspect of coarse limestone. These sandstones
are brown externally, but grey or blue within. Irre-

gular layers of clay occur in places, and friable beds of
decomposed shells. The prevailing colour of the sand
is yellow, but sometimes it is ash-coloured. At Studlcy,

near Oxford, Dr. Buckland detected a peculiar bed of
clouded grey colour, and very tough and dense texture,

a sort of argillaceous chert, rich in pinns, ammonites,
and other organic remains. It probably belongs to the

lower part of the rock.

The calcareous grit of Heddington. also rich in orga-

nic remains, ammonites, belemnites, plagioelomata, pec-

tines, &c., is a very coarse rock, with an abundant
admixture of quartz pebbles, chiefly of small size, and
fragments of shells. It forms irregular beds and con-
cretions in beds of quartzose sand, mixed with calcareous

matter.
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Gwiloey. Professor Sedgwick's description of the calcareous

Ch. II. grit of Weymouth makes us acquainted with a more

complete scries than that of Wiltshire and Oxfordshire.

The following statement of beds there is in the ascend-

ing order

:

m. Thu lowest beds upon the Oxford clay ate black, and meagre
to the touch, filled with irregular branching steins like alcyooia.

A. Thtu beds of yellow aand and sandstone,

c. Strong ferrugiaous jointed beds of calcareous grit.

U. lilue argillaceous beds, alternating with hard compact bvd« with

an *vrn fracture.

t. Yellow sand like A, with beds of calcareous grit in the upper
part.

Beds of oolite succeed.

Lower calc The section of the lower calcareous grit on the York-
grit, Ycirk- shire coast between Filey and Scarborough has a
* ? ^ striking resemblance to that of Weymouth. Imme-

diately on the Oxford clay rests a series of grey marly

sandstones, 70 feet thick, gradually becoming more
yellow and more consolidated upwards, till they assume
the harshness which belongs to stones usually called

cherty. This cherty bed appears to correspond with that

mentioned he fore at Studley. It continues across the

moors to Hnmhlelon. Above these runs a band of

yellow sand, nine feet thick, enclosing large spheroidal

highly indurated calcareous balls. This band is trace-

able through the interior, where it forms rabbit-warrens,

as far as Whitestone CHIP, and there the balls are of

immense size. When they fall out, the rock looks

cavernous. The upper part of the rock consists of strong

beds of calcareous sandstone, very remarkably covered on

the surface, and also penetrated by branching cylindrical

bodies, which continually remind us of sponges. The
upper beds of this series are of a redder colour, and more
calcareous than the others, remarkably full of shells, and
iu some places alternate with two or three beds of oolitic

limestone also shelly. In the interior of the moors, they
are often used for wallstone. It is not always quite

easy to draw the line between them and the oolite above,

especially when the latter is unusually shelly, and no
coral bed intervenes.

According to Mr. Lonsdale there is in Wiltshire a
pale blue clay, 10 feet thick, interposed between the

lower calcareous grit and the coralline oolite.

The coralline oolite, or coral rag group, os described

by Smith, Conybeare, and Lonsdale, near Oxford,
Wootton Basset, and Bath, seems not so complete a scries

as that described by Professor Sedgwick at Weymouth,
and by other authors in Yorkshire.

Weymouth. The i hickness of the whole group is greater in York-
shire than elsewhere, but no where in that country ex-

ceeds 80 feet. The section at Weymouth gives above
the calcareous grit the four following groups :

f. Many beds of pure oolite with bed* of argillaceous parting*,

alternating with other shelly oolitic bed*, somewhat rearm-
bling forest marble. In turn* of these brda the oolitic particles

are associated with a variety of marl, and are incoherent.

g. Thin beds of oolitic marl, containing innumerable specimens of
the small dypeus duniruliria, casts of melaiuc, Ac.

A. Beds of impure sandy oolite, containing, besides other fuMtla, a
few specimens of oetraa deltoidea.

». Thick limestone aeries, at the bottom of which He manes of

coral rag, containing caryophyUia annuls!a, astraw, kr. with
innumerable fragments of Irigonia clavelUta. In the higher
portion are many meagre tacitly beds, nearly resembling the
lower cnlcsreoua grit, but more calcareous, and with a finer

suite of organic remains.

o. li«r,Wilt- M p* Lonsdale describes the Wiltshire coral rag in

shite. three divisions which do no« succeed one another in any

certain order, but rather intermix with and replace one Geology,
another. One of them, from which the formation takes Ch. 11.

its name, is an irregular mass of nodules mostly crya- <—v""""

'

tallized, but sometimes earthy, and connected together

by pale bluish clay. These nodules consist of little else

but corals of the genera astrrcip, caryophyUia, and
agaricia, especially the former, which sometimes sepa-

rately compose the whole mass. The lower part of this

bed sometimes affords a dark blue crystalline limestone.

Another form of the rock is found in the oolite of

Caine, which consists of alternations of hard shelly oolite

used lor flags, and soft, perishable, scarcely oolitic, lime-

stone, workable bv sawing parallel to the beds.

This form of the rock passes into the third or rubbly

oolite, which is the most abundant variety in Wiltshire.

This is a nodular rock with very indistinct stratification

and much irregularity of texture, occasionally with ova

three-tenths of un inch in diameter, constituting what is

called pisolite.

In the deep pit through Kimmeridge clay on the line

of the Wilts aiul Bucks Canal, this rock was very thin,

scarcely oolitic, but chiefly a cellular mass of caryophyl-

lia* and astnecc, and u similar character prevuils in some
quarries in the neighbourhood of Wootton Basset. Be-

low it the lower calcareous grit waa in the state of loose

sand.

Mr. Conybeare divides the coralline oolite near Ox- Oxfurd-

ford into two parts, of which the upper is a calcareous shire,

freestone of clone texture, full of comminuted shells,

and irregularly oolitic or pisolitic. The beds ore very

thick, and the stone has been much used in buildings at

Oxford, but is not found to be durable. The lower part

is the true coral rag, consisting of two or three courses

of nodular rubhly rock, very crystalline in aspect, and
composed of masses of astrtea* and caryophyllis, with

admixture of echiuita) and shelly fragments.

In Yorkshire the lower beds of the coralline oolite Yorkshire

are in general exceedingly shelly, and full of clypeus
dimidiatus, clunicularis, Ac. ami on the North side of the

Vale of Pickering, at Hnckness, Ebberston, Ac. are

marked by an irregular bed of coral (astrso.1) and
sponges. The middle part of the rock is regularly

bedded with thin partings of clay, and very large ver-

tical joints ; the different beds vary much in the same
quarry, from a soft, loose, whitish oolite to a solid rock

with blue centres and lurge prolific spherules. At Mal-
ton it is more uniformly oolitic, and very full of mein nice,

trigonia*, plagiostomnta, Ac. and organic remains af ail

kinds. Near the upper part in the Ayton quarries is a
bed of caryophyUia.* and echini, and the rock hi crowned
at Sinnington, Hclmslcy, &c. by a bed filled to excess

with turritclla! and mclnuitc. Melania striata and tur-

ritclla? occur near the top of the rock about Brompton
and Hockness, but at Malton they lie indiscriminately.

Ammonites chiefly belong to the lower beds. About
Kirkdale and Helmsley layers of obscurely defined

nodules of bluish-grey chert, ! having the texture of

sponges, lie in the lower part of the rock, and remind

us of the silicious sponges of the Portland oolite.

Tttese sections will show at once the general accord-

ance of the characters of this irregular oolite, its varia-

ble thickness, and indefinite order of succession, cir-

cumstances which belong indeed more or less to all the

oolitic formations. The corals which characterise the

rock, lie very unequally, yet perhaps we may perceive a

tendency to form two layers, one near the top, the other

at the bottom of the rock. The Oxford series seems
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Gwlo«j\ imperfect by the deficiency of the upper member* , a

Co 11. circumstance probably connected with ancient denuda-

tiona, by which also this rock has been greatly affected

in different parts of Yorkshire.

Upper cilc The upper calcareous grit, obscurely indicated at

Weymouth, and very thin and unimportant in Wiltshire,

(where it appears separated from the oolite by ferrugi-

nous clay.) is of considerable note along the North side

of the Vale of Pickering, especially about Helmsley

and Hackness It then reaches even a thickness of 60

feet, and by intercalating its upper part with the Kitn-

meridge clay establishes a transition from the middle to

the upper oolite formation. It is in general more ferru-

ginous and leas cherty thnu the lower calc grit, and iu

Yorkshire contains apparently fewer organic remains,

but of the same kinds. It has been entirely removed

by denudation from the oolite cliffs of the coast. At

Weymouth its fossils are numerous and fine.

Kimme-
rulgc clay.

Upp<r OoliU Formation.

The upper or Portland oolite formation, consisting of

limestone above and clay below, might be expected to

occupy a country, whose physical geography should

strongly resemble that of the district of coralline oolite.

The area occupied by the calcareous group is indeed so

very small in Euglaud, that little can be said on this

puiut concerning it. Its commanding appearance in

Portland Isle, in the Vale of Pewsey, at Swindon, and

in the Vale of Aylesbury, is analogous to that of the

oolitic rocks in genera), and the sands with which it is in

some places associated, increase this resemblance.

The Kimmcridge clay in its much longer and more
connected range in Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, Berkshire, and

Buckinghamshire, (where it cun be traced at least as far

as Little Rrickhill.) and beneath the voids of Lincoln-

shire, and through the Vale of Pickering in Yorkshire,

presents the usual characters of a thick clay deposit,

broad vales with a cold, stiff soil, without springs.

The Kimmeridge clay at its typical locality in the

Isle of Purbeck appears in the cliffs, as a laminated clay,

bluish or greyish-yellow, dividing spontaneously like

other shales into large tubular masses, the joints often

lined by calcareous spar. Layers of small argillaceous

nodules occur. It passes gradually into a bituminous

shale, iiti|>«rfectly combustible, and finally into layers of

brown ahaly coal, specific gravity 1.9 19, which burns

with a smoky yellowish flame. Alum was formerly

manufactured ftom these shales. The group is sup-

posed to equal 600 feet in thickness. {Geology of Eng-
land.) In the Vale of White Horse at Even Swindon,

it was penetrated by a well to the depth of 233 feel, ami

the additional thickness of the incumbent beds iu Swin-

don Hill being taken at ouly 70 feet, the stratum will

appear 300 feet thick. Near Oxford it is only 100, and

at Bagley Wood was fouud ouly 70. In Lincolnshire

and Yorkshire its thickness generally appears much less

through the unconformity of the chalk strata.

Near the bottom of the Kimmeridge clay in the Vale

of White Horse, below the layers of oatrea delta, were

fouud a band of coarse oolitic irunstone with fossils and
layers of seplaria. with ammonites, trochi, aud many
Other fossils much allied to those of the coralline oolite.

Shale and biluminiaed wood were found at about the

middle of the clay, and above this a course of thin balls

of stone with mineral water. Near Weymouth the

lower part of the clay contains, above large beds of

ostrea delta, beds of ferruginous impure calcareous

grit, partially oolitic, aad alternating with beds ui red ***

ami green sand and blue clay containing ostrea delta. '

Small bands of calcareous grit may be seen in lire lower
part of the Kimmeridge clay of Yorkshire, below la) era

of ostrea delta. It thus appears that the remarkable
species of oyster so named by Mr. Sowerby is a very « ha-

raclcnstic fossil of the lower parts of this clay group,

and its manner of occurrence is equally so For whether
in Yorkshire, at Hclmstey, Kirby Moomide, EUonghton,
Ac. in Lincolnshire at Market Ruin, at Little Brick-

hill in Buckinghamshire, at Heddington near Oxford,

at Even Swindon and Pcnscy Vale in Wills, or at Wey-
mouth, and we may add, at Havre, it always appears in

broad continuous floors, parallel to the planes of strati-

fication, the valves usually together, with young ones
occasionally adherent to them, and entirely imbedded
in clay, without nodules or sloues of any kind, and
without any other organic remains in the layers.

The upper oolite group consists, like those pre- Portland
viously described, of a variable mass of sand und sand- oolite, &c.

tone concretions, surmounted by a partially oolitic,

shelly limestone. Were the rock to be seen more com-
pletely it is probable that it would also show a less

definite arenaceous zone above. In Purbeck it is covered
by the fresh-water or Wealden formation, and in Wilt-

shire, Berkshire, and Buckinghamshire by the green sand.

The varieties of composition in the limestone are

such us have been noticed for the other oolites, vis.

fine-grained white oolite, loose granular limestone of
earthy aspect, ami compact cretaceous limestone with

conchoidal fracture.

In the Island of Portland the groups present, accord-

ing to Mr. Webster, (Geological Transactions,) the fob

lowing characters.

Sfvn* broth, a cream-coloured limestone 3 fret.

Parting of the nun* with black clay ... I

Upper beds . Cap stone, iu three fryers, with partmgs
of day, cream -coloured and hard, *o

as to turn the points of the toota. ... . 10
/ZonrA, a rock composed of fragments of

oyster shells, cemented together 6

White beds, marketable stosie &
Layers of flint and stony rubbish. ..... 6

Middle beds . Middle bed, marketable stone, with few
marino impreewons .............. &

Porting stone with shells of oo value . . 2
Thud bed with few shells, generally the

meet saleable freestono 7 to 14

, , , Muni' layers of Biota and of unservice-
L«w«r bri.

. >b{,^ so »

Still lower, according to Dr. Buckland and Mr. De
U Bee he, is a bed of sand and sandstone &0 feet thick,

with green grains, and very like to the lower green wind.

At Chicksgrove, in the Vale of Ti&bury, Wilts, the

series of limestones, more or less associated with sand,

especially in the lower part, reaches more than 60 feet in

thickness. Mist Be nett, who has extracted so many
treasure* from those quarries, has given a minute section

of the beds.

The fire upper beds, amounting to 29 fret, consist of white limi-done,

locally called chalk, with one interposed layer of bad iihclly

stone, and n band of cherty flint 4 inches thick. The middle

bod of this lime-dune, 2 fret thick, is cxcrwiveJy rich in shells,

but the thicker beds above and below contain Dime.

The next three beds of the quarry, amounting to 10 feet, consist of

sandy limestones, with fragments of shells.

Fire be«U fr-luw consist of sandy luacstona, mostly compact and

shelly, with grain* of gieea sand in greater or low abundance.
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The three lowest bed* are eompored of loose Karnly limevtooe, with

mure or Wo cf the greea grains before noticed, shell* and

fragment* of shells.

The shells most abundant at Chicksgrove arc Iri-

gonis pectines, ammonites, uniones, tmchi, &c.

Brill, Ac. The imperfect sections at Brill Hill and Garsington

present several points of analogy with the above section,

especially in the presence of the cretaceous bed, and the

quantity of sand below the calcareous part of the rock

19 well seen here and at Shotovcr, where it encloses in

the lower part large, grotesque, concretionary blocks of

sandstone, sometimes full of shells, and generally abun-

dant in green grains.

Abundance of green grains accompany these lower

bed# in their course through the Vale of Aylesbury, and

are also recognised at Swindon.

The height of the ground occupied by the detached

portions of the upper oolite group is considerable in

Brill Hill, (780 feet,) in Sholover amounts to 500 feet,

at Swindon probably 400 feet, in Portland 300 feet, but

in the Vale of Pewsey it is very low.

Dirt bed of One of the most interesting observations concerning

the circumstances which intervened between the marine

deposits of oolite and the fresh-water or estuary deposits

of the Purbeck clays and limestones, is that of Dr. Buck-

land and Mr. De la Beche on the dirt bed which lies

between these group# of strata in the Isle of Portland.

This bed is compared by those acute Geologists to black

vegetable mould. The stems of cycadee and larger

conifers, which are found in this bed, often ‘'stand erect,

and have their roots attached to the black soil in which

they grow thus presenting us with an ancient sub-

merged forest, for comparison with the more modern
submarine forests which in so many points margin the

English, Welsh, Scotch, aud Irish coasts.

It is concluded by these authors that the Portland

rock, whereon these plants arc stated to be in the place

and altitude of growth, had been raised to become dry

land, and then sunk again, under such circumstances as

to become covered by fresh water, which produced the

Purbeck limestones and clays ; and it appears a

matter of probable inference that at the same periods

the whole Wealden district was submerged under nearly

the same circumstances. The absence of conglomerates

and dislocations appears to prove that these submersions

were ctTected quietly and gradually ; certain beds or

oysters show that the waters were at least occasionally

brackish, the sea again regained its dominion, and de-

posited the cretaceous rocks and marine tcstaceu, and
finally yielded place again to a lacustrine deposit.

Wealden Formation.

Until the appearance of Mr. Mantell's Works on the

Geology of Sussex, the peculiar relations of the vast

thickness of sandstones and clays of the interior of Kent,
Su-sex, and Hampshire, were entirely misunderstood.

No one supposed that these Immense strata were alto-

gether of a peculiar type, and interpolated amidst the

rest of the marine formations, as a local estuary forma-
tion, of which only very faint traces can be perceived in

other parts of England. Always striving to make par-

ticular results harmonise into one general system, Mr.
Smith and other Geologists at one time referred the in-

terior sandstones to the " iron sand," and the Weald
clay to one of two beds, confused under the title of oak-
tree days. This mode of classification seemed, indeed,

tolerably consistent with the mineralogical characters of

the formations, but was found wholly at variance with

their animal and vegetable remains. Foe these, instead

of being fossils of the iron Band and Kimmeridge clay

or Gault, were really a peculiar suite of teTTestrial and
fluviatile exuvi* of which very few traces have been
perceived elsewhere.

Mr. Mantell’s publications have clearly shown that

the true ptace of the whole Wealden formation is Mow
the iron sand or lower green sand, and, probably, im-

mediately above the Purbeck limestones, which overlie

the Portland oolite.

The only places in England where analogous beds

are known to occur, are at the back of the Isle of Wight,

in the Isle of Purbeck, along the South side of the

Dorset Downs, and in the Vale of Tisbury in Wilts.

The Wealden formation naturally divides itself into

two groups, which give distinct physical features to the

Countries which they occupy ; and if to these we add the

Purbeck limestones below, we have the following order

of succession.

Pala blue day, of considerable but variable thick-

ness, having in the upper pari septan* of ar>

gitlacaou* ironstone, and in the lover part

bed* of the shelly limestone, called Sussex
marble.

Fawn-coloured sand and friable sandstone.

(Horsham beds.)

Cakifmm.* sandstone*. aUrrastiBg with friable

end conglomerate grits, resting on blue day.
I'TOgate teds.)

White und and friable sandstone, alternating

with day. (Booth sandston*.)

Bluish-gray limestone alternating with blue day
and sanddone shale, and some beds of ealef-

feruus sandstone. (Athbumham beds.)

, f The Purbeck beds, opusUrine; of shelly limestones

ttllfmatinj. with clay.

The Weald clay forms one general valley, most con-

spicuous on the Northern side, between the elevated

centra) ridges of the Hastings sands, and the chalk

doivns of Kent, Surrey, Hampshire, and Sussex, from

Hythe by Tunbridge, Hartiugcorobe, Huilsham, to Pe-
vensey.

The Hastings sandsdistinguish themselves by forming

a central axis of elevation along what is called the

Forest ridge, by Battle, Crowborough, and Tilgate Forest

to Horsham : Crowborough, the highest point, is 804
feet above the sea. This arrangement may be studied

on Mr. Mantell's and Mr. Smith’s sections, but the

general axis of elevation is so confused by a number of

local disturbances, aud is, moreover, so broad a ridge,

that its character is often overlooked. Those who
suppose the chalk of the Northern and Southern es-

carpments to have once extended over all the area of

the Wealden formation, and to hove been subsequently

removed by watery violence, have rightly applied to

this devastated region, the name of the great denudation.

Whether, in truth, the Purbeck beds should be thus

ranked In a separate section, or be considered as the

equivalent of the whole argillo-calcoreous formation of

the Weald, is, perhaps, matter of doubt. It Is, however,

certain that the most decided analogy prevails be-

tween the upper part of the Purbeck series ami the

marble beds of the Weald clay. We shall now add a
few details on these groups In succession, beginning

with the Pnrbeck beds.

These consist of many thin strata of argillaceous

limestone, alternating with slaty marl"*, and form an

aggregate of 300 feet in thickness. Mr. Webster de-

t'pprr group.

Weald day.

Middle group.
Bastings sands.

Groups of
theWealden
formation.

Weald day.

Hitting*
sands.

Purbeck
beds.
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Cifoli'Ry. scribes (he beds of stone as consisting chiefly of shells,

Ch. 11. usually, but without certainty, referred to the fresh-

v—
i water genus paludma. They might, with equal con-

fidence, perhaps, be supposed to belong to an ancient

littoral genus of the family turbinacca. 13 ul a small

portion of these calcareous beds is fit for columns,

chtmney-pieccs, and other architectural uses for which

the “ Purbcck marble" is celebrated. Our cathedrals

were formerly supplied from quarries in the very high-

est part of the scries, which are now extinct. The
shells in this stone are usually tmall paludinilorm shells.

According to Mr. Middleton, three reins of good stone,

not exceeding altogether 17 feet, lie in the midst of al-

ttrnations of other stone compact or shelly, and black

slaty clay, more than 270 feet thick.

Ashburn* The Ashburnham beds, above 100 feet thick, consist of
hwn U*U. shelly limestone and shale, alternating with blue clay, and

containing subordinate beds of ironstone and sandstone.

Limestone, of a dark bluish-grey colour, full of immense
quantities of bivalve shells, more or less spathose, is the

most characteristic deposit of the group. The shale

which is associated with this limestone, sometimes con-

tains the same shells in u white friable state. In an-

cient times the rich ironstone accompanying this lime-

stone was, through the use of the latter as a flux, con-

verted into iron by wood fires, and thus, in part, have

the vast forests of Sussex been diminished. The shells

ere usually supposed to belong to cyrena or cyclas, in

accordance with the opinion that the whole Wcalden
formation is of fluviatile or .estuary origin ; but this is

still an obscure point, and some of the shells appear to

resemble nucula. At Poutidsford a bed of caiciferous

Tilgate sandstone is found under abed of the Ashborn-
ham limestone, and the same was found in some of the

limestone pits of Lord Aahburnham.
Worth The Worth sands and sandstones afford a fine soft

building-stone, extensively dug at Worth, near Crowley.
The sandstone is for the most part of a white or pale

fawn or yellow colour, and occasionally contains leaves

and stems of ferns, arundinaoeous plants, and oilier

vegetable reliquiae. They may be well studied in the

cliffs near Hastings.

Tilgate The Tilgate beds consist of three divisions. The
bs*1** lower one is clay or marl, of a bluish-grtty colour, alter-

nating with sand, sandstone, and shale, and containing

stems of vegetables, and very rarely bones and shells.

The middle division consists principally of large con-

cretional or lenticular masses of a compact caiciferous

grit, or sandstone lying in sand. The stone is fine

grained, of a light grey colour, inclining to blue or green,

and is composed of sand, cemented together by about

25 per cent, of crysiallized carbonate of lime. Its frac-

tures frequently show glistening faces. The lower por-

tions of this bed form a conglomerate, and contain
pebbles of quartz and jusper, sometimes evidently water-

worn. (Of this stone are three or four layers, from 2
or 3 inches to 1£ or 2 feet, associated with sand.) The
surface of the blocks is often covered with mammillary
concretions. These are the strata from which Mr.
Mantcll has drawn the astonishing profusion of animal
and vegetable remains. The vegetables are wholly of
terrestrial origin, mostly of cryptogamous and gymno-
spermaus structure. There are probably no zoophytic
remains. The testacea (mostly casts) much resemble
the lacustrine genera, paludina, unio, cyrena. Fish-
tcelh and scales abound, with remains of a land tortoise,

a fresh-water and a marine turtle, plesiosaurus, cro-

codile, megalosaurus, hy Ueosaurus, iguanodon, and some Qeoiojjy.
kinds of aquatic birds. Ch. II

Irregular alternations of sand and sandstone, of N—
various shades of green, yellow, and ferruginous, the
surface often furrowed like the sand on the sea-shore,
cover the whole group.

The Horsham beds of sand and friable sandstone,
grey, yellow, or ferruginous, with occasional intersper-

sions of ironstone, and a very large proportion of disse-

minated small linear portions of lignite, form the upper
division of the Hastings group, and encircle the im-
mense Tilgate beds. The sandstone is micaceous and
ferruginous, and sometimes holds a considerable pro-
portion of calcareous matter. These beds nltcrnute with
a stiff grey loam or marl. The lignite is conjectured to
have been derived from carbonized ferns.

The Weald cloy group, besides its general physical Weald day
features already mentioned, has little to detain us. The g«>up-

septaria ol this day are composed of a deep red, argilla-

ceous ironstone, and with remains of fishes and cy prides,
occur in layers of two or three feet in thickness in the
upper divisions of the clay. The shelly limestones, so
well known by the name of Sussex marble, appear to

occupy chiefly the middle beds of the Weald clay. They
occur in layers of a few inches or a foot in thickness, sepa-

rated from each other by seams of clay or coarse friable

limestone. The compact varieties, when polished, exhibit

sections of the enclosed shells. These are usually re-

ferred to paludina, and have been compared to the recent

puludina vivipara, and they are associated with the shelly-

remains of a minute branchiopode, (cyprisV) from which
circumstance it is inferred that the Weald day is a lacus-

trine deposit. This shelly marble occurs all along the line

of the Weald clay from Leighton to Petworth, Ncw-
d ignite, South of Tilvester hill, and Bethcrsden in Kent

:

potamida ? and cv rente have been collected from this

clay.

The evidence upon which it is now very generally Of
odmitled that the Wealden formation wus a fresh-wnter

or estuary deposit, is founded upon a contemplation of

the organic remains, and this subject admits of three

general observations.

First. There is in all the strata of the Wealden forma-

tion,whether sandy, argillaceous, or calcareous, an almost

entire absence of decided marine genera of shells and
zoophy ta. In particular, the numerous and characteristic

tribes of ammonites and belemnitca, of trigoniar, tcrebra-

tul®, and os>treic t of echinida, stellerida, and polyparia,

are entirely absent, a circumstance certainly unparalleled

in auy section of equal variety among marina strata.

Secondly. What shells there are have most generally

the forms of fresh-water or littoral genera, and it may
be remarked especially that this kind of evidence bears

with most force upon the middle group.

Thirdly. The plants which abound in this middle
group are of terrestrial, or marshy, and not of marine
origin, and tiie saurian remains also radicate the littora.

or marshy life of those monstrous animals.

We may therefore confidently adopt Mr. Mantcll a

conclusion of the fresh-water origin of the materials of

the Tilgate beds, and suppose these materials to have

been deposited in an estuary by one or many r.vent

;

and also refer to a similar place of deposit^ the lower

bed of limestone and clay, and the upper group or Weald
clay ; but that the materials of these argillo- calcareous

deposits were also derived from the land is not yet

proved in the same manner as has been done for (lie
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Ringt and
extent.

arenaceo-ealcareous deposits of the forest ridge. What-

ever may have been the cause** it ia probable that the

change fnim the truly marine Portland oolite to the

supposed lacustrine Purbeck beds is gradual, and the

same must be said of the change from the Weald clay to

the lower green sand. The varying force with which

the water-floods of the land were introduced into the

supposed estuary or gulf, may, perhaps, explain both

gradations of the extreme group* and the determined

fresh-water origin of the middle group of the Wealden

formation.

Oolitic Sytlem.—Foreign Localities.

The oolitic system is so largely developed in England

as to form a very conspicuous if not the principal fea-

ture in its Physical Geography, and its extreme ramifica-

tions reach the Northern and Western coasts of Scotland,

and the Eastern shore of Ireland. But the range of

these rocks is still more extensive on the Continent of

Europe, and obscure indications of the continuation of

the lower formation of lias occur in North America and

are repeated in India. In France, abroad belt of oolitic

rocks borders on the Eaisl the primary rocks of Brit-

tany and La Vendee, and sweeps round the basin of

Paris from the coast of Normandy, (Calvados,) by Fa-

laise, Alencnn, Lemans, Saumur, Poitiers, Chnteau-

roux, and Nevers, and through Burgundy. Franche-

Comtd, and Lorraine, till, along a line from Avesnes to

Luxemburg, it abuts aguinst the slate mountains of the

Ardennes. From Poitiers the oolites continue them-

selves Westward to La Rochelle, Southward to Angou-
1£mc, Perigueux, Cahors, and the vicinity of Montatihan.

A little discontinuity here occurs, but the oolites of

Rhodcz and the Ceveuncs mountains, by continuing

themselves South-Westward to Montpellier, CnrcnsKouc,

and Foix, along the Northern slope of the Pyrenees to

Fonlarahia, and North-Eastward to Montclimart and

Grenoble, and so to the Jura, and South-Eastward to

Marseilles and Nice, unite into one irregular mass the

whole area of the French oolite. These formations arc

largely developed in Spain, and, in particular, form a

band on the slope of the Pyrenees.

Along the Swiss border of France runs the long cal-

careous chain of the Jura, and this whole mountain

region is a mass of the oolitic rocks. It is therefore

generally assumed on the Continent as a type of the

system, and the terms Jura kalk, Jura formation, ore

exactly equivalent to our o«ditic system. This is con-

nected below the alluvial valley of the Saone with the

oolites of Burgundy. In its conliiiuutiun Northward,
the Jura ranges pass in a broad belt through Wurlem-
berg, Bavaria, and Franconia, and reach the Maine as

it issues from the Bohemian mountains.

The Jura is also connected, by crossing the Rhone
below Geneva, with the limestone which follows the

range of the Western Alps from Provence through the

Tarentaise and Savoy into the Valois, and continues

along the Oberland mountains, across the Lukes of

Thun, Brientz, Lucerne, and WallciiModl, and then

beneath the Tyrolese and Styriun Alps, by Inspruck and
Satzburg. to the neighbourhood of Vienna. Nor ia this

the end of the enormous range, for the Northern border

of the Carpathians about Crocow and Dyuow is defined
by vast breadths of compact oolite.

On the Southern side of the Alps, the same limestones
appear in great force, and stretch Ihrungh Illyria and

VOL. VI.

Gambia to Trent, and the Luke* Guardn, Iseo, Como, Geology-

Lugano, and Maggiore. ***

Besides these immense ranges of rocks of the oolitic

area, many smaller detached portions may be seen upon

Yon Buch’s and other Map*, and one in the Northern

part of France, around Boulogne, is of particular in-

terest.

It appears, then, tlial the sea which deposited the

oolites floated round, or perhaps [covered the space*

where now rise on high the Alps, the Carpathians, the

Pyrenees, Auvergne, the Vosges, the Black Forest, and
Bohemian mountains, in general corresponding to the

basin iu which the saliferous system was formed. The
original arrangement of the rocks has been iu places

immensely disturbed, and vast regions have been devas-

tated by floods, yet no doubt the general geographical

outlines of the system are nearly what they always were.

It may not be easy always, in the present state of know-

ledge concerning the extent ofsubterranean movement*,

to say what were the depths and the shallows of this

greut ocean ; but even toward this very considerable

approximations may be made by comparing the mineral

and zoological and botanical characters of the deposits

in different places.

Notwithstanding their vast extent, it does not np- Divisions

pear that the continental oolites are any where subject of tha *yw

to greater variation and composition than the English <em '

series.

In the North of France most of the groups acknow-

ledged by the English Geologists may be recognised, as

the lias, interior oolite, Bath oolite, forest marble, Oxford

clay, coralline oolite, Kimmeridge clay, and even the

Portland oolite, (De la Beche, Geol. Trans.) and the

organic remains are either very similar or identical.

But in the vicinity of the granites of Auvergne, it is

difficult to distinguish more than the lias, and one great

overlying mass of oolites indistinctly divided, except by
having in the lower port a ferruginous bed sometime*

accompanied by ferruginous sand probably correspond-

ing to that of the inferior oolite.

The Jura shows us distinctly the lias, and a mass of

calcareous rocks, sometimes perfectly oolitic, in other

places earthy or compact, occasionally iulerlaminuted

with clays, but hardly capable ofany clear and satisfactory

divisions. The lower ports are often ferruginous and

sandy, and clearly represent the inferior oolite. The
upper parts, nevertheless, by admixture of chlorilic grains

and beds of green sand, appear to represent the upper

oolite series of England, until, os may be particularly

observed in the Sal&ve, it is difficult not to allow that

the oolitic and cretaceous systems are united in the cap

beds of the Jura-kalk. This should be compared with

the previous notices of green sand below the Portland

oolite. The fucoid grits along the line of the Eastern

Alps clearly belong to the green sand, and the relations

of the hippuritc limestone, which is at the top of the

alpine kalkstein shows that the causes which in Eng-
land and the North of France have occasioned such de-

cided differences in the oolitic series, and established so

many groups, did not obtain in these parts. It is ex-

tremely probable that this is merely the difference be

tween littoral and pelagian deposits. In England, gene-

rally, the disturbance of a shore is indicated by the more
numerous alternations, beds of clay and sandstone,

rolled shells, ripple mark*), and land plants, and, where

these characters go to extreme, the whole formation*

appear changed to a coal system. Something like this

4 o
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flwloyf. happens, as before mentioned, at Ihe Prirta Westplialica,
Ch. II. tuil the greater part of the oolitic limestone of France,

Germany, and the Alps, appears to have been deposited

in deeper aud more quiet waters. Through all these

Countries the proportion of limestone to the more me-
chanical deposits is much greater than the average of

the English series, the marks of disturbance are mostly

wanting, the lines of division are obliterated, and the

products of the lam) infrequent. Perhaps we may in

this way account for the smaller number of organic

remains belonging to the Alpine limestones; for if these

were eminently pelagian, they should probably contain

fewer marine exuvie, since we have good reason to

believe that the deepest parts of the sea, where light can

hardly penetrate, and all is dull repose, are almost de-

void of organic life. As the borders of a Desert are rich

in every vegetable hne and resonant with all live voices

of animals, so are the borders of the sea prolific of ex*

istence, but the Sahara and the Ocean are equally dead at

their centre.

The oolitic texture seems to lose itself in the same
manner toward the Alp®, amongst which it can be

seldom seen, and in general the paucity of organic re-

mains is greatest in the most compoct or most crystalline

of the varieties of these limestones. The Jura, through

its whole range in Wurtemberg and Bavaria, uniformly

shows upon the lias a cap of rocks associated with sand,

and often passing upwards into ferruginous oolite, and

the same thing happens above the lias of Hanover and
• Westphalia.

Solenhofen |n the centre of the German Jura, at Solenhofcn and
Eichstodl, occur beds of white fissile limestone, now
universally employed in lithography, which abound in

organic remains, and have been long supposed to be

much related to the Stoncsficid slates. This relation is,

perhaps, not supported by their Geological position, for

this is certainly above not only the inferior oolite previ-

ously described, hut also above a considerable thickness

of Jura-kalk, and a variable maas of dolomite. M. Von
Dechin appears to think these beds of an anomalous cha-

racter, as indeed their organic remains testify. The
whole of this slaty group is seen to thin out near the

mouth of the AltmQhl between masses of dolomite,

being entirely surmounted by green sand and cretaceous

deposits. (Murchison, Gcol. Proceeding.) The author

just quoted incline® to the opinion that the higher mem-
bers of the oolitic groups of England, have not yet been

satisfactorily defined in any part of central Gennony.

This subject will be soon cleared up by the active and

intelligent Geologists of Germany.

Disturbances of the Oolitic System.

The parallelism of beds over large regions, the repe-

titions ofsimilar rocks at frequent intervals, ami the gra-

dual change of the species of organic remains through the

whole series, appear to indicate that the long period when
the oolitic system was deposited was one in which the ordi-

nary operations of Nature were uninterrupted by parox-

ysms of igneous violence. On viewing the whole series of

these strata, and considering the manner in which theirout-

crops follow one another, it appears that only a very few
instances can be pointed out where any beds of the oolitic

system are really unconformed to others of the same
system below them. Apparent exceptions to this law are

indeed presented by every detailed Geological Map, par-

ticularly in the case ot the coralline oolite, but this rock

appears to have been an irregular and limited deposit. It OaoWy.
is, perhaps, hardly enough tojustify the term unconformity, ^
to show that some of the upper beds of this system have
probably been removed by wasting effects of water before
the deposit of the incumbent clay, as at Heddington.
One case, however, may be mentioned, at Cave, fn
Yorkshire, where, amidst the more striking phenomena
of unconformity between the oolitic system and the
chalk, there appears reason to believe that the deficiency
in corubraah and forest marble systems may be ascribed
to a local unconformity of the stratification of the Kelk>-
way rock. Other instances will no doubt be discovered,
but they will probably be found equally unimportant.
The case, however, is entirely different when we trans-

port ourselves to the period immediately following the
deposit of the oolites. Through a large part of England
the line of the outcrop of the chalk, green sand, Ac.
follows pretty exactly the range of the oolitic system,
and of course we must infer that for all those districts

the bed and boundary of the sea were not at all changed
in position in the interval between the two systems of
strata. But at either extremity of the range the plana
of the cretaceous system is carried over the edges of the

oolites from the upper to the lower part of the system,
so that at Bishop Wilton, in Yorkshire, it rests within
2b feet of the top of the red marl.

In Dorsetshire, the chalk and green sand by over
extension rest on all the members ot' the oolite in suc-

cession, and at length, in Haldon, actually touch the red
marl.

Mr. Murchison, from his interesting observations on
the Ord of Caithness, inferred that this granitic maw had
been upheaved in a solidform , and thus that the contigu-

ous or neighbouring oolitic strata were broken up. The
brecciated character so frequent in these limestones is re-

ferred to a subsequent recomposition of the fragmented
parts. Without dwelling on other cases in the British

dominions, we may fairly infer from this important ob-

servation, coupled with the former cases, that there was
an extensive disturbance and angular movement in the

interior of the Eurth beneath the Sea in which the oolitea

had been deposited. Considerable faults, ranging East
and West, accompany the elevation of the oolites in

Yorkshire.

On the Continent very extensive disturbances, hap-
pening at the same era, show that this was indeed a

period when the convulsive energies of the subterranean

regions were strongly and extensively exerted.

To this period M. Elie de Beaumont refers a very
extensive line of dislocations, connected with the eleva-

tion of Mont Pilat near Lyons, the CAte d'Or, and the

Erxgebirge. It is observed that all these axes of eleva-

tion range North-Eastward and South-Westward, and in

the regions intermediate between these, marking ridge*

and lines of undulated stratification may be traced in the

same North-Eastern and South-Western direction, par-

ticularly on the broad belt of tbe Jura.

Without insisting upon the exact parallelism ascribed

by M. de Beaumont to these lines ot disturbance, we are

warranted in admitting that to the convulsions at thia

period, the long range of oolites connected with the

ridges of the Jura both in France and Germany, and
with the line of the Erxgebirge. owe, if not their actual

height above the sea, some of their peculiar physical

features. The cretaceous system in the vicinity of these

lines of disturbance appears to be unaffected by them,
except by the new anilines which were then given to
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Geology. the embosoming ocean, from which at a bier period

Ch. II. the chalk, green sand, &u. were deposited.

The oolites which pass North-Westward from Lor-

raine are probably continuous under the whole of the

chalky plains of Picardy, hut their superficial outcrop is

extinguished by the overextension of the chalk to con-

tact with the slates of the Ardennes, nor is it renewed
on the Northern side of those mountains. Yetthis case

may not happen through any unconformity, but be a

consequence of the irregular bed of the ancient sea.

Thus, the red sandstone may be covered and concealed
by the oolite, aud the latter may be hidden below the
chalk, and yet there may be no unconformity. This view
is supported by the successive coming out in proceed-
ing to the South-East from Ave&nea, first of the oolite,

then of the keuper. muschelkalk, and red sandstone,
from their abutments against the older slates.

TabU of Organic Remain* in the Oolitic Syitem.

N. B. The different oolitic formations are designated, where known with certainty, by the letters/, m, and *, (lower, middle, upper,)
attached to the several localities.

Plants. (The names chiefly from Brongninrt.)

_ i. w LoeaUUc*. Fonign Loottitle*.
F*a»lfy. rum*.

In Lias. In Oolites. In Us*. loOoiilas.

Algw .Fueoide* furcatus Stones field, /.

8t<*kii Solcnhofen.
•accUcsdes .......... Ditto.

undetcribed ......... Rngtand.

Squiutona .*E«|nintuui columnar* Whitby, A Brora, l.

lateral*, PhiL Scarborough,

A

Fiiicas , .e , . .GloMoptiTis KiUoniana ............ ...... H8r.

Phillipaii Ditto, A
Pocoptens Agnrdhiaaa ...... . .................. Ditto.

poljpoti>oid«s ........ Ditto,/.

aratirulata .......... .................. Ditto,/.

Phillipaii Ditto,/. CoUyWttton/.
Whitbwcuis. . ........ .................. Yorkshire coast, A
Nebheosia .................. Bornholm, f.

teuia* Ditto, 4
Pingelii.. Ditto, 4
Regie* Mam*™,/.
Drwojtnii ......... .................. .................. Ditto, 4
recent lor, Phil. Scarborough,/.

exilis, Phil. .......... Ditto,/.

campitosa,* PhiL ...... ...... Ditto,/.

criatata, Phil. ........ Ditto, 4 Kgton, 4
Neuroptnis la uitolia, PhiL Scarborough, 4
Sphanupleris hymenophylloides* * Sionrsfield/.Whitby/.

crvnulata Whitby, /.

daotieulata Ditto, 4
Willumeoni Ditto, ..

macrophylla Slonesfietd, 4
nuacotden, Phil. ...... Yorkshire coast,

4

digital*, Phil. ........ Stonesficld/Whitby/.
Tarniofrtaria laliCulia Ditto, 4 ditto, /.

•vvrtata Whitby, 4 ........ Ditto.

Pachypteri* lanceolate ....... .................. Scarborough coast, /,

©veto Ditto, 4

{
H

Cydopter ia digitate, Lind Scarborough, 4
Beanii, Lind. ........ . Ditto, 4
auricula)a Ditto, 4

CUtkrofiteri* awaiticioVdea Ditto Vosges.
(Phy Hite* nerruUieue, PhiL) .. Ditto, 4

Lycojicdiacea’.Lj cojifdite* paten* .................. Ditto.

IV illtatnaoni Ditto, 4 Whitby, /.

falcatus, Lind. W'bitby, 4 .

Cycade*. . . . Pterojdij Hum William*®* Whitby coast, 4
compton, Phil. Scarborough coast, .
minus Scarborough, 4
Nilsoni W'hrthy, /.

dubium • Ditto.

nujia . Ditto.

Zamiles Bechei. . ........... Lyme Regis Mainers, 4

BuckJandii Ditto Diito,^-

lagutis Ditto,/.

ba«t*ta ............. Ditto,

4

Zanua pretinata ............ Stone*fi*ld, t.

pitrM Ditto, 4
loogifoJia ........... Scarborough, /.

pcuuifurmi* Ditto, 4
ekgaui Ditto, 4

4 o 2
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Family. Name. . , ,

B,Ukh
^ ..

Ftorriga
la LIm, la OalliM. la Llw.

CyraJra ... .Zaraia CJoldimi ............ ... Scarborough, /.

acuta Ditto,/.

)*»'• Ditto,/.

Youogij Ditto,/.

Feneonif

Mantelli *]

peeten
Nitnoit bn«i« ............ Hiir.

«W*U Ditto.
C,adra^. mognlo,*,!!.,

J
p„ril.nd,

microphylla, B. ...... .................. Ditto, m.

Conifer* . . . .Taxitea podocarpkii-le* Stonr*fleld, /.

UrachyphyHum mammilla** Whitby,/.
Thuylm divaricala Stonmdirld, /.

expanxa Dil to, /. Collywastuo,/.
acuh folia ............ Stonesfidd, /.

cuprettiformis Ditto, /.

C»Dif«l» of uac.rt.iu (rib,,. . WWIIit, »c. j
,n middle, u>d

' l upper oolite*

•quarogaa StonvaficUl, L

H»bfllnri» rimiiwa ......... Whitby coos?, /.

Culmitet Nilaonii Ditto.

^trib«
rt*^n

jMaininilbm Dnnoyenii .... .................. .... .............

Uaalitkx.

Id Oolite*.
Otoiary,
CU.IL

Seyawl, /.

Ditto, /.

Ditto, /.

Miitnen, /.

The Valorsine and Tarentaise slaty rocks, supposed
by Elic de Reaumont to be of the age of lias, contain

plants of the carboniferous epoch. If the Geological
situation of these rocks be rightly determined, we must
conclude that certain tribes of plants which flourished

in the carboniferous epoch, exisled in the vicinity of this

deposit, under some peculiar circumstances, through the
whole of the new red sandstone period, and were finally

extinguished at the commencement of the oolitic era.

These plants are in a singular state of conservation, the

vegetable substances being replaced by talc—perhaps
an effect of the igneous agency exerted in elevating the
Alps, which is most remarkably exhibited in the granite

veins and interposed masses of the Valorsine. The
lias along the Alpine chain is frequently prismatixed and
converted into a kind of slate.

Polyparia.

N.B. The lias contain* very few trace* of Polyparia. Anflio-
phyllum wnile is described by Goldfuw from “the upper part of
the lias/* Thurnau.

Family. Name.

FiLro»* . . Achilleum dubium .

.

chrirutomura

rmi ruralum .

.

tuberosum . .

.

can cellatum .

cu**arum ....
Manou przixtt. .....

marginatum .

imprraum. .

.

Scyphia cylindrical .

.

elegant

calupora ....
textnrata ....
• roxUta ....
verruroai ....
tex’atn. . ... .

eariusa......

potyunmuita .

cUthrata ....

milleporata .

parallela ....
paibipora. ..

.

cbliqua
mgma ......

tariuUtria ....

Tapper Jara lime*ton* of ITiiMfea
l»er§, Hararia, SwIurrUnd, Ak.

Soleuhafen.

Streilberg.

Ditto.

Ilatthcira.

Dil to,

Smrilberg.

Ditto,

Bairvuth.

Mnjrger»di>if.

Streilberg.

Thurnau.
Ditto.

Gieugen.
Baireuth.

Chnuraont, St roilberg.

Lrgvrbcrg,

P.i*».tu.

Stroll berg.

Ditto.

Baireuth.

Strritbeeg.

Muggundorf.
Ditto.

8t«v»iberg.

Ditto.

Family. Name. lrPP" Jarm 'l«eaUm« of Wartem-
Vrri, Uararla. SwlaMrUnO, 4c.

Fibrosa. .Scyphia articulata Muggendwf.
pyriformia Strvilberg.
punctata Ditto.

ndirifuranis Ditto.

reticulata. ........ Ditto.

diet} ota Ditto.

prucutnbena Baireuth.
paruduxa- ....... . Am berg. Streiiberg.
•mpleura Stroitberg.

strieta Ditto, Muggcndorf.
hlunxferii ........ Sireitlwrg, Ratubon.
frojiioqua ........ Strvttborg.

cajiiHrliata Ditto.

d«ur«ta MuggtmdorC
Humboldtii Ditto.

Stenibergii Sfrritberg.

Schksihrimii. ..... Stmt berg, Thurnau.
•«unda Streitborg.

Vrmu-Uta Ditto, Wurgau.
Brunnii Baireuth.
intermedia Hattheim.
Netarii ... ........ Streiibrrg.

*tufbiu*ta. ...... , Ditio.

•cbithratu Ditto,
celiulwia O.naliruik, Oftenberg.

Tragi* pt'sisotdes Muggendorf.
•ettiilmlun . ..... Strritlarrg, K .inden,

pairha. . ......... Randrir, Siegmuriiigts.
pberioulvs \\ Uitnnberg.
tutteriMMni. ....... RalnruMaia.
riidiatuin . . . Sireitberg.
rugimuio Ditto.

rvtictilalum. Di to.

emwokum ....... Ditto.

luberu-um Baireuth.
CnemidiiiTU lamalloaum . . . Handed.

tellamm Ditto.

•triatapundatum .. Ddlo.
rimuioktim ....... Ditto.

mammilLm ... ... S feitlwrg.

rotauim Thurnau.
tuWtroium ........ Ca«n.
gramiloourn 8tr«ii|>rrg.

awtrophumm. ..... Itauhvnn.
eapitatinn Araberg.

Siphania pyriKirmia Chaurooat.
Myrmeciumbeirnayhcncucn Th im-u.

The preceding catalogue of fibrous polyparia, ex-
tracted from GoUlfuss, (Prlw/adeiihi.dr,) ctiutains,

probably, many species which further research will Wen-
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Geology. tify in England. All of (hem, except when the locali- in the following singularly short list, which we will ven- Geology.

Ch. II. ties are marked l, are to be referred to the upper or middle ture to say ought to be decupled. Ch. II.

oolite. All the ascertained British species are comprised

FunHy.

Cortieifirra

Cellulifera

LameUiftra

Spongia ftoricerw, Ph»L Yorkshire. • In middle oolite.

daiarioides, Lam Wiltshire « B»Ho.

Akjoniina f Ditto..,.,, Ditto.

Name. British LoealKiee-

..Tut, Park.... Caiae, m.
.Cellepora orbiculata

echinata

Coerinapora sulcata.

Retepura. Yorkshire,/.
Flustra ....... Wiltshire, /.

Ceriopora radidformi*..........
*dichutoma ............ •..•.••,.••..•••.***1
•clavata
striata

angulosa
alala *

cmpa. , „„
favosa... ........
nilisti...

eompiTiH, Miio
orikuUti

Aulupura corapressa ......................
intermedia, MBn,....... ...... ....... .........
deeipieus

dichotomy .............
Entalophor* cvllarioidea, Lam.
Bpiropura tetragons, Lam

cwapit'isa, Lam W iltahire, /. ...........
elrgans, Lam.....
intricate, Lam. ...».•»•».

Eanoraes radial*, Lara Bath, /.

Chrysanrm damwcornis, Lam. . . . W iltshir-, 4 ...........
tpinosa, Lara

Theonea cUihrata, Lam Ditto,/. ...............
Idraonca trirpielra, Lam Ditto, /.

AltTtodichirtv.ma, Lam Ditto,/

Berenicva diluvium, Lara. ..... Ditto, A
Smitlui, PhiL .......... Scarborough A

Terebellaria ramoaitsitoa, Lam. . . Bath, A
•ntilopo. Lam. .........

Thamoastsna Lsmourouxii, \
he Kanvago j *

llitlepora stnuninaa, Phil. ...... Scarborough, /.

dumetosa, Lam.
corymbosa, Lam.
conifer*

pyriformis

nUCTKSulis
Conodirfyum kiriatum

.Madrepore limbeta

Pavocua tnhcraaa ? ............ Wiltshire, Yorkshire, m.
Kxplaoaria raewnterina, Lam.

lohata.

alvenlaris ...... .

Agenda rot .ita
boletifurrnis

erasta.

granulate

lleandnna act roidra

trnella

Boerameriogh ........ ..............i
firgianm .

Astrea microcoiioa ............
cmieinna

oculata.

alveolate .............. .......................
hd anthokle*

cnnfWns
rosacea

eery uphylloidcs

enatala. . ...,
agaricite* .............
texradiafa ..

lirabata

formo.a
pautagonalis, m.

In lb« OoJIUs of Wortmhng, Bsrarlo, Praiw*, Ac.

Sire it berg.

Haute Haone, /.

SwmefUnd.

,
Thurnau.

,
Ditto.

,
Ditto,

,

Ditto, Streitberg.

,
Thurnau.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, Streitberg.

Thurnau.
Ditto.

Haute Saone, /.

Ralirm.trin, Grafenberg, A
Streetberg.

Bukwnlcr.
St re it berg.

Nornuudy, /.

Cavil, /.

Normandy, i.

Ditto, A
Ditto, A
Ditto,/.

Ditto, /.

Ditto,/.

Ditto, /.

Ditto, A
Ditto, /.

Ditto, 4

Ditto, /.

Ditto,/.

D.Uo,/.

Ditto, 4
Ditto,/.

Ditto, /.

Ditto, 4
Ditto./.

Streitberg.

Hvidouhcun.

Baireath.

Ditto.

Raraleubcrg.

80reran*.
Rauden.
Hatlheim.
Qiengen.
Ditto.

Near Buie.
Chaumont.
Muggendorf.
Giengcn.
Ditto.

Heutenhcim.
Ditto. Giengao.
Ditto, ditto.

Basle.

Giengen.
Ditto, Heidenbeim.
Salsburg.

Giengeo.
Ditto.

Salilinrg.

Hsctbcim.
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TtmOj.

Larotllifsra

Pm»i>y.

Criooidsa .

.

BtsUcrida..

Nim. British Loealinea. la Ut« Oolites of Wartfbarf. Bavaria, Fruui, Acs.

. .Ajiraa gracilis, m. Boll.

apltnttt ••••••••••. W iirtemberg.

tubulos. ••••••• Ditto.

hibuhlerj, PhiL Wiltshire, m. Yorkshire, m.
favusioidet. Smith Wiltshire,**. Oiod.nw Yorkshire^*.

inequalis, Phil. ......... Maltoa, m.

mimutron, PhiL Yorkshire, m.

arachnoides, Phil Maltoa. Wiltshire, Ac. m.
several other species,Smith, in the lover oolite.

Litbodeodron elegsns Ditto.

comprifiuai Ditto.

granuloeam ••••• Sal*burg.

C*ryopnyilm annulate, Flea. ... Wiltshire, m.
cylmtlrica, PhiL Maltoo, Ac., Yorluhire, m.
truncate. Lam. Normandy, 4
Biebissonii, Lam. Ditto.

convex*, Phil Whitby coast, /.

other species Wiltshire, Yorkshire, Ac. /. and in. Ditto.

Cyathophihum tiutinnabulam.. . Baas, Bamberg.
mectra.. Ditto, ditto.

Tbrbinolia diaper, PhiL Maltoa, Ac. m.

cuoeaU Salaburg.

other specie* Near lleth,/.

Anlhnpli) limn turlnaatum ..... Hattbeim, 1

obnmicuin Ditto, ditto.

eeesile Thurnan.

Fungi* orbiculdss, Lora. Bath, /. Normandy, /.

leevia Swiseeriand.

numismaha ..•••••••«•• • Gieugem
pulimorpha Dtophioi.
undulate.. Salaburg.

diecoidra Ditto.

Radiaua.

<
.Eugeniocriaus caryophylle-

J

Foreign awl Brirtih Lotmlirios

la Lies.
British Localities lo Ootiu.

nutans, O.

oocnprvssos, G
pyrilurme, M..
muuiiilurme, M... . . .

Hoferi, M
Solanooinu* eostatua, G

KmbtcuUtus, M
Jiwger., G

Bnerinites echinuiua. Schl •••••
Pentacriiius Unarms W* hithy, Ly me, Boll, Ac.

subangtilarit ....... Rutland Oxfordshire, /.

basalnl.il mi* ....... Alsace.

tubrrcuUlus. ...... . Ditto.

Caput Medusa...... Lyme, Whitby, Alsace. .... Yorkshire,/. Wiltshire,/. ,.

Bcalaris. G Wiltshire, 4
ciugulatus, M.
pentagonal i», G Boll...........
mcKiilif.nis. M Bain-nth.

eubsulcatus, M Ditto.

subtervn, M.
rarurioxu*, G. .....
Jureuvv, M

Apiocriuus rotundiis Bath,/. .

elongatua Ditto. /. .

.

rosuevus, Schl. . ....
im.'>pili(i>rnii«, U
llillrri, Schl
fii-xmmit, G. •..«•••••
ohconicns, G Ditto.

Rhodocniiut? rchiaatus, G Melton, m,
..Comotul* pian .to, G.

pectinata, G. . . . •

tUiturmis, G. .

andvsrribed, PhiL .. Frsthrrn, Gloucestershire.
Optuun Milieu, PhiL ..... Stall Iws, Yorkshire.

speciuaa. XI.

carinats, M
Astoria* lumbricaUs, Schl.. . Walaeodorf, Lichtenfch."

O Lichteofrls.
arenicuU, Q Port. Westphalia, 4

Foreign LeraMtW ia Oolite.

{

Baireuth, Wilrtemberg, S»is»-

erlond.

I Streitberg.Muggendorl'jSvias-

I erland.

Baireuth, Wiirtemberg.
Randenborg.
Baireuth, Swisserland.

Screitberg, ditto.

Givngvo, Ileidenheim.
Thumau, Strait berg.

Baireuth.

Haute Soane.

Alsace.

Strritlwrg, Tburoau-
Ditto, ditto.

Streitberg.

Baireuth, WUrtembcrg.
Haute Satine.

Alsace, W iirtemberg.

Soleure, Brfori.

Soleure. W iirtemberg.

Heideoha-im, Gicngrn.

Hattbeim, Wurtcroberg,

\Y iirtemberg.

Ambcrg, SvriufciLand.

Solenhofen.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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Fomina and British Localities

in Lias.
British Localities (a OiaiUto.

p Stelleridft . . .Aiteriu Jumwaa, M ............
tabulata, G. .......
KuUla, G.
atoll ifera, G •.»•*..•••••••
Hrises, (». YVtuaeralfingen, Wurttrmb.

other spectra ....... ........................ Bath, /. Maiton, m. Yeovil, /.

Echioida . . . .Cidaria maxim i it., M. .....
Blumenhaclui. M. .. Prvlxfcld ............... .

nohUts, M.
elrgilll*, M
nouiliftni*. G
margin *tu*. G

YotWhir,,.,..
Dori^YinfOii, i , ul. . . |

propiiupi is, M. ...... ..... ....... ......
fliPtliieiUil, fl. .... ...............
Sehmulrhi, M.
BnchJi, M. ........
cmwlunt. G ......

ulMOKtiliui«, G. ...

variolaria, G
u,., I SomrrM*’*hirv, /. Yorkshire,

..gw,., Phil.
( , Y«k.Kir..»./.

intermedia, Phil- . . . Spine* of Cidaria Yorkshm^ Wills, m.
moiiilijtor*, Phil- . . , Seinenetahin* aub Yorkshire. Yi»fhihir«*, m.

Other apecle* ....... Near Math, /.

Echinus geraisnaiM, Phil Yorkshire, at. Yorkshire, t.

linentu., G
nesvstia, I-wk#.

DOtltilitsua, M. ......
hittith'lyphim, G. , ........................
•uleatus, G

- . , T /Yorkshire, at. I, Bath / |

pcciimia, M. ...... »«•»...*••
patella, M. Oxfurdshmr, /. Normandy, /.

Nocloolitc ^ranulastis, M. ..

semrgUibua, M
exeratriciMt, G
canal icuUt iiH, G. ...

anitatiia, G.
•testudir.nriuv, G
columbaria, G

_ . . * l [Oifutd'hinp, m /. Sumter-aTp.M »QU.l.^I^k.
| i. Yuri,tn,«, «.

omarginatus, Phil. .. Yorkshire, m.

dimiiitalus, PhiL ... Ditto, m.

{

Yorkshire, /. N.rrmandy, /.

Bath, /. Yorkshire, * m.
Hath. ns. &c,

orbicularis, Phil. . ... Yorkshire, A
Mmisulratu*,'1 Phil. • . ............... Ditto, /. m.

Furdifa LocaiUW* to OuOtr.

Baireuth, as and 4
St reiflierg.

Ditto, HeiHgcnstadt.
Stnitberg.

Bairenth.

Thurttau, Muggandorf.
Baireuth.

Ditto,

Swisaurland. .

Bavana, Swisaerland.

Thurnau, Stmt berg,

Streitberg.

Al durf, Handed.
Dischtngeo.
KnneWrg in Tyrol.
Swabia, Swnarrlaad.
Bail ruth.

Streitberg, Ratiabon.

Regwwbnrg, Basle.
Regensburg.
Riirsiith.

Regmslturg, Thurnau.
Near Hairvutb, he.

Bavaria, \Y mtemberg.

Heideubeiin.

Amberg, Streitberg.

Pa| yicnhetm, Afanheim.
Ketilhrim,

StaflrII'erg.

Swiv^eilaud.

Hairutitb.

North of France, /.

Spatangus ovalia. Phil. Scsrl-orough. n

Itttennctltua, M. ....intennrdtua, M. .... ........ ....•»<•• ......
returns, Lam.
ciriiuhn
cnpiittratu*

Clypcaater pentagonalis,Phil Malton m.

. Blaubeuran, Wurtemherg.

. BUuheuren.
Bairnith, Wiirtrmbvrg.

. Baireuth.

Conch ifera. (The names chiefly from Sowerbjr.)

Family. Karo*. la Lisa, la Lower Ctotlto. In Middle Oolite. Ia Upper Oolite.

Pligymyona .Pholaa reeondita. Phil. Malton.

compress* Oxford Heddington.
Gastroehvna torluosa Bath, Yorkshire.

Panop** gibboaa Yorkshire, Dusidry.

intermedia Diindry.

PhoUdoroya Murchisooi In Strasbiirg Muo. ... { iwk^ire™!^™^
jYorkahire.

hrata Normandy. ........ Duodry, Haute Saone.
dultoidea Near Bath, Scarborough Ditto.

simplex, Phil. .. Cave, Scarborough.
obaolrta, Phil. . Scarborough.
obli'juata. Phil . Yorksh. Gundmhofcn . Yorkshire.

Ditto Normandy Portland. (Coark)
•cuticoola ..... Ditto. .............. Ajkgouiiata, Caters.

. nana, Phil. Ditto.

product* Ditto, Bath.
fidieula ....... Yorksh. Sontara. Savoy.
•btuxa .................... Duoilrv.
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rS of France, Solcurr.)
Plagymyooa .Pholadomya amlwgua

.
J Bahlingen }

araoslia

gild-om ....... Nurtnandy, Sol pure.

Proivii, Bi..

l!ya v. script* Yorkshire

KlrnU
angnhfer.i

calceiformi*,Phil

tlilatn, Phil. ... .... ••«...

aquita. Phil

'dtpwi
mamlibulata ...

Lntraria Jurawi, Hi

Mnctra
Amt'hidesma d«*curta-l

(nm, Phil- . J
******

recmvuin Phil

neei.rif..rme,Phi1

doaaciforme, Pb. Whitby coast.

|

Whitby coist, Balu

nituudatum.Plui. ’ lin>;t’U, \\ aldliacu-

(
irrhuf.

CorbuU canlini.lt.,Phil

ilrptsa, PhiL
obscura .

cntaiMutn, l*hiL

Sanguinulatia unduUta
cleg*ns Yorkshire, Lincolnshire.

Corbis uniformin, Phil. Whitby.
Iirvi* ....................
oralis. Phil. ...

Tcllioa am|*’-i«1n, Phil.

PsnminMl -in lrrigata,Pli

Lucian despecta, Phil

cnuua, Phil. ...

lirata, Phil.

Craasina, or Astarte I W|1;,|1_
minima, lltil.l

Whitt* WMt
elegant

hnitla

excavate

trigonal in ..... . ..

oval a, Smith
orbicularis

pttmila

aliens, Phil.

•xtenaa, Phil

caria&ta, Phil.

linvnta

conrata
planata

nigala

imbricate

Voltiii, Hasa

In Lon** Oolite.

Dundry . . .

,

Normandy •

la Middle Oolite.

Normandy.

Bedford, Brora, Alsace.

Bath, Yorkshire

Bath, Alsace?

Y urkshire. ..... . • . .

.

Unto.
Ditto.

? We> mouth.

Havre.

Ligny.
Bmml »by, Yorkshire.

Yorkshire coast, Bath.

Brora, Y orkahir*.

Yorkshire.

Yorkshire? Havre .... Yorkshire
Angon14me.

. Ditto, ditto

Wcstow iu Yorkshire.

Yorkshire Havre.

Ditto.

Yorkshire.

Brora.

Brura, Scarburo', Bath

Yorkshire .

.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Scarborough.

. Yorkshire.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

. Ditto.

H. II. Bay, Yorkshire.

Yorkshire coast.

Gloucestershire

Duodry.
Ditto.

Haute S.ionc. Haute Sauna.

Scarborough.

AnclifT.

Ditto.

Yorkshire, N. Wills.

Malton.

. Ditto.

. Yorkshire.

. Ileildmgltm.

Venus
.
York tli ire.

.

Cyther.t dolubra, PhiL .

tngnmdlaiis,

|
lucinra, Volts

contra, Volts

Pullastra rvomihta,Plul

otdata, Ph
undetermined .. Whitby.

Cardiutn tnmeatum ... Whitby coast.

cognat urn, Phil

acutangulum.Ph. ,

inevrtum, PhiL .

gibberulum.Plut

striatulum, Phil

dnaimile

Normandy.
Ditto.

D.tto.

Vevoul ? Barn.
Primersham.
Y’nik.huv, Bath.

Ditto.

{

Chi! mark, near AyleS

bu.J.

, Yorksb. Normandy, Ac.

. Yorkahirr.

. Gundtrshofeu

. D.tto.

. Ditto.

. Yorkshire.

. Ditto.

Ditto.

. Ditto.

Ditto.

, Ditto.

. Ditto.

eemiglabnim,Ph.
ettrinoideutn, Ph.
loliatum, PhiL .

atriaialum

multieoatatum.
Beau. .777.

. (ollywcston ? Brora

. Yorkshire.

. Ditto.

(

Portland, near A) lea

bury, Ac.

J
lYlully

. Yorkshire, Brora.

. Duodsy, Yorkshire. ... Ditto.
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. Ditto.

Geolorr. DhUm. Kuh. la LUa. In Lnrrr Oolite. In liiAile Oolite- la Upper Oolite.

II. Flagymyona . leocaidi* raatmU * Cotewolds.

w"vW v-
concentric* ••»•»••••«••»«. Yorkshire.

nilida, Phil.. ... Ditto,

minima ....... .................... Ditto, Wilts.

rtritlii, Durlnpiy Ditto, ditto, ditto.

anguUta, Phil P Yorkshire.

tumid*, Phil.,.. Yorkshire.

A
p!uL

i‘l*U
*'

}
Ditto.

ten era Kalloway in Wilis.

Hippopodium pondero- 1 Whillry eoait, South 1

sum. ...... I of hugland ....... |

itssis, Lam. ... Gutulernhofea.

cortiit ....... Bath, Yorkah. AUace. . Ditto, Oxfordshire.

striata Figeac, S. of France . , Yorkshire, Dun dry.

elongate ...... Alsace, Wilt*. ........ Normandy.
duplicate Sodbury, Normandy.
angulata SomerarUb. Yorkah.

conj inifeni, Phil. Yorkshire.

imbricate Ancliff

cuipidata Ihtto. Haute Saone.

pullua ....... . ......... .. ......... Ditto.

clawllata Bath, Yorkab. Brora.

pibbosa ftifttaml. Tilbury
incurra. Bunett. Ttelnuy.

Unio ? craaunimuj . . . Lincolnshire, &c.
craasiuaculua ... Yorkah ire.

LUteri ........ Ditto Middle & S. of England.
I Yorkshire, Bath, \ i»,lK“Baon‘“
{ GmUndt J

B*,h<

peregrinus. Phil. Yorkshire, Bath, Ac.

abduct ua, Pail. . Yorkshire. ........... Yorkshire.

Modiola Lavis ........ South Wales.

,
/Central and Southern

depreeu
\ England.

minima ....... Ditto, auto.

HtUana South Wales, Whitby.

, | Whitby coast, West of
•“'l'"”

{ SclUd, See.

|

B^,Coll^-0.,Ch.

euneata ....... .................... Scarborough, Iiocolnah.

imbricata ..... Yorkshire, Bath.

lingula's Yorkshire coast .

it|en ........ Ditto.

renifurmis ..... ..•.•«*••••••••.... Bath.

gibboaa ....... Ditto, Chanar.
bijartiia ...... Yorkshire, Brora.

pnlchru, Phil. .. Scarborough, Brora.

subcannata,Lam. Normandy.
rkgana Normandy.
luli pea, Lam. .. North of France.

pallida ....... Brora.

uvida, Goldf. Chaufour.

ventricuaa,Goldf. Soleure.

induaa, Phil Marton.
Lithodomua.. Bath, North of France-

H/tiiut pKtiutua
{

wKm£
cunratua, Phih . Whitby (out.
amptua ....... .................... Bath.
aulitavis ...... Felmersham.
aolenoides ..... Cahors.

Nucula ovum ........ Whitby.
complanata, Phil. Ditto.

variabilis . . . . . . Both, Yorkshire.

lachrvma Ditto.

axiniformil, Phil. Yorkshire.

elaviformia Sooth of France ...... Northumptomhire.
reucronata .................... Ancl-ilf , near Bath.
clliiitica, Phil... ...•• 8cm borough.

nucia, Y. and B.. .................... Ditto.

pectmata Wilts- .............. Normandy.
myoidea ...... Mendc, liana.

Hammrri, Defr.» Gtindmliofrn.

animinata,V.Buch. ........... ... .... Wtagiddingen.
lobala, V.Buch Mittiogen, Bupfingea.

OL. TL 4 F
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Plagymyuna .Nucula suboralis, Oolilf.

rest rata
doogita ......
trucea ..

Pectunculus minimus ..

obtonguB ......
Arcs qo*li>MilciU .... ....................

imula, Phil

pulchra ....... ....................
trigonella, H«:i.

. . .........
elongata, Ha'll, .

restrain, IIam.
Cucull*a obtonga .

elongatn

reticulata, Phil, .

cancelUts, Phil.

imjietiilii, Ran
eyhmlric*, Phil. .

miouta
null*

contract a, Phil

triangularis, Phil

concinna, Ph-1

pectioata, Phil
d ecu**at a .....

P«ctco wumwui, V.
j
Between Nuremberg

"uch J ami .•G'g-iborg.

(•ntrariua, V. B. WiltMg.
eanaliculatus, G. Culrabaeh.

Mesomyona Pinna fuiiura, ¥. and B, Whitby coast.
granuiata, Bt. . AUaee, Aromanehe. . .

,

quad rival vis, Bt. Alsace.
mitia, Phil.

lanceolsta

OilHr ala, Bran ..

pinnigena

Trigoodlites, or Apty-

«

chus antiqua* l

tus, Phik.... )

pohlus, Phil

diacut.

l*vi* . ...... . . Bamberg near Araberg.
bullatui.V,Meyer Bnn*, Boll.

* elaama.V. MeyrT Ditto, ditto.
Oetrillia lata, Phil.

•enta

In Lower OoUU. In MUdla

W tsMTA&kjgen.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Baas, Baireutb.

AncliA
Ditto.

- Malta*.

Ditto.
Ditto. Rochelle.

W'asseralfingcn.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Coliywestan, Dumlry. . Ditto.
Gloucestershire. ...... Yorkshire.
Yorkshire coast.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Yorkshire.

AochC
Ditto.

.................... Matton.

Ditto.
.................... Scarborough.

la UpfarOatito

Normandy.

i Rochelle.

Scarborough.

Scarborough coast
Near CuiwdIJ, Yocksh.
Normandy Normandy.

Maitoa, Yorkshire.

Scarborough.

ariculoulr*

jaraoiilM, Desk.
silMjua, Desk . ,

.

fflonotia, Desk .

costelUta, Deal.

.

A^icula lanceolata ....
elegaatistiina,

J
tonsijiluma, Phil.

ovalis, Phil
expamia, Phil. ..

Braamburinms

.

Lyme.

Yorkshire coast.

Collyvestock Yorkshire.

(

Gunriershotro, Bwll,|

Germ*, Numra- > Oxford, Yorkshire,
berg, Dundry. .. j

Normandy Normandy.
Ditto Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto.

. Malton.

inaquivalvis.

.

[
Yorkshire coast, Lytne,
"" "

, Gun.

cygnipe*, PhiL .

ovata .........
costata

echiaata
Mdeagrina Cadnmen-1

ii«, Dvtr. .
, |

Plagiostoma Herman ni.

gigantenm ....

rusticum ......
semilunar*. ....
punctatwn ....

pectinoxleum.

.

concent iicam , .

.

duplication ....

< Bairenth, Hart, C

| dershofen .

.

Whitby coast

? Yorkshire.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Near Malhm Ditto.

Scarborough Brora,

(

Yorkshire coast, Nor-
mandy, Bant, Schejv-

peuvledt.

,
Stonesftrld.

,
Bath, Normandy.

.
Bath, Lincolnshire.

(Yorkshire, Bath, Al-

( aace.

( Bath, Yorkshire, Gun-
I dersbofen, Ac.
M it tun

Alsace.

South Wales, Figeac...

( Whitby, Pickeridge,

| Vachmgeq.
Wc*t of Scotland.
Rochfeldau, Bath. ....

Normandy, Dnndry.

Normandy Ditto.
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Divuioa. Kant. In Lias. la Lower Oolite. In MUldW OaJIfat.

Mrewnyoii. ,F1«g»o»toiB*l**i«tculum

riplum X***-

rigidulum, Phil. Scarborough,
eardiiforme Yorkshire, Gloucestersh.

Y-fakb*

o»al* Bath, Maurisc. ...... Slrriiberg.

obecurum Kelluvraj*.

sulcatum South of Franca.

*" bT’’.!';)
Lima gibbosa Bath, Normandy.

la Upper OolUa.

rudia . .

proboscadca .

(Middle and South of
l Knglxnd, France.

*•*•«» {“g£.
*

(Torkahire, Dundry,* ..

{ Normandy, Sokurc, >
I Weymouth,

l BraSh, Buh. ' eW’

antique ...

Poctcn lamelloeua.

sublstvis, Y. & B. Whitby coast.

aquiralvis ..... Yorkshire coast, Avalon. Both, Gloucestershire,

deni atus ...... Bollnbad, Leicestereh.

virjful lferus, Plui. Germany Whitby coast.

rigid us. ....... Near Bath.

lens .......... Bath, Haute Soon*. . . . Oxford, Mdloa,
obacurus ...... .................... StootisGeld, Normandy.
fibrosus Hath.

laminatus ..... Ditto, Stonetfield.

annulntns ..... Ftdmcnham.
barbatus ...... . Bath, h'omundy ..... Duudry.
abjectus, Phil Yorkshire. Oxford, Yorkshire.

eagaiw Bath, Yorkshire Yorkshire.
dkunUaus, FhiL , .................... Yorkshire. Ditto.

eitnilia ........ Haute Saone ........ . Oxford.
viminru* Ditto, Yorkshire, Ike.

cancellatus. Bean Yorkshire.

4

* * Oxford and Yorkshire.

? corneus Normandy.
Monolif sslinsria, Brno. .................... Regensburg.

eimilts, Miin . .. Pappcnbcim.*—•*. M-
{

H
t£t:

flnck-

eoBcinnui, G. Mindea, W ii rtemberg.
Ostree UpsmmcuU Bath, Amberg.

Manhii ....... Fdmemham. Alsace. .. Yorkshire, Normandy.
palmctta ...... Bath,Normandy, Alsace.

«ocbuU4 N“rth *

olitui. Bill., Turk,hire jWgmmith.Tojbhire,

Mesdii........ Bath.
obscura Ditto.

co.Lt.
{Ditto, North ofFrMC^

iulcifiMa, Phil.
(Wtotem Yotk.hire,

Chickagrove, Thame.

rugosa

/Wes
( Waits, Haute Saone.
Bath.

f Wilts, Oxon, Wty-
*

J i»„uth.

duriuscula. Bean. .................... Yorkshire,

insrqualis Scarborough.

undoes. Bean .. Ditto.

srehetypum .................... Ditto.

. |. f Havre, Oxfordshire,

expanse ChkkagTWe, dec.

minima, Deal. . .................... Normandy.
plicatilis Ditto. (D« CeUBJ.)
carinate, Lam.. Ditto.

North of France. (Bo-
pectiuata .

Have.)

flabelloides. Lam. North of Fra

Ditto.

Ostrea irregularis. Miin. Ambers.
ungula, Mutt. ... Bans, Amberg.

4
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Ch. 11. KuMtTtu .Ortie* ijbwu*, Miio.. • B.ircuth,

> —
,

m uraplicatn, M u ii. Ditto.
V

rimosa. V Bach. Bahlinpen.

Exogyra digitata.

roirna, Phil. .

In Lowsr Oolite. In Middle Oolits. In Wpper Oolite.

renifoiinii,Uoldf. ........

n _ , - i Hrth, Lidco'o. Bayeux,
Grjrptj*. irteitrr.

( Mrt«,Sotl»lMi.

cymbium Fi^cac, Amberg ......
dcpnrni, Phil.. . Yorkshire.

... ,
( Bath. Scotland, South

oblique.
{ a’r^T

„ ,,
... i Scotland, Yorkshire.

M.collochn ...
J ScmmriJ'

gi j»snten ....... Gloucestershire .......

gigss, Schl. .... Menem, near Caen.

dilainta.

Bath.

Westphalia.

, Wilt*.
_

. Yorkshire.

hullsta .......

intiarnMU, Phil.

ehanuefonn»,Ph. .

minute . ,

cymbina

vtrgula, Diif.

lituola, Lam. ...

Columbia, BP

{^v£L^T
squamosa, Goluf.

Inocenvm us dubius VV hitby coast

Fosidonia Bronnii.Goldf. Ubstadt, near Bruchsal.

Perna quadrate

isogonmdw,Gold
Crenatula rentricoaa . . . Yorkshire, Bosworth.

Brechiopoda . Lingula Beanii, Phil

another species . Wsldrnheim, Bas Rhm.
Orbicula reflexa Yorkshire coast

radiate, PbiL . . •

gran 1

1

lata .....
latiasiraa . .

3 other species.. Bath. (Smith.)
wnwo»,V Buch W iirtemberg.

grannUr**, (iuldf. Ditto.

Terebratula punctata. .. Rutland. Leicestershire.

ornithocephala . . Lyme, Figeec
lampas Lyme.
serrate ........ Ditto.

acuta Yorkshire-

f Ditto, Gloucestershire,

|
Alsace,W iirtemberg

Wurttni-
I'erg, Thurnsu.

trilineata.Y A B. Yorkshire
cmmetia. ...... Bath.

MnMn
( 1 ork shire. ........

obevuta

|
Wilts,Yorkshire,Haute

l Saone, Ac.
Lincolush.Yorksh-Brora.

Yorkshire.

( Oxford, Brora, North of

1 France.

Yorkshire, Brora.

Kellowajr Bridge.

( Havre,Weymouth, Ox-

\ for rl,South of Franee.
North of France.

Northamptonshire.

jOundcrshofen.

Klligsex, Brink.

Yorkshire ........... Yorksh.Northamutonsk.
Gucdershofcn Vsche* Noiret, Geriua.

Yorkshire,Gundcrshofen,

Bath.

Yorkshire.

. Mai ton.

bidens, Phil. ...

biplic.1., Phil.
.

|

Yorkshire,

Near Caen, Jura Yorkshire, Wilts.

Near Stokesley.

Avuho.
}
A

*

intermedia . .

.

digona ......
glubata

neruvalis

Dulluta ......
cmarginata .

.

maxiVlata ...

rphrroiiUli* .

corouta .... *

reaupinata ...
friquetra. ....
coaxetata ....
reticulata ....
bemispbarica.
ruilis. .......
ovata .......
bucculcata .

.

Bath, Wilts.

(Bath, Lincolnshire, 1

I Yorkshire, Alsace ,. ]
York»hlw*

Bath, Wills, Caen.
Yorkshire, Nunncy . . , ? Ditts.

Bath, Grantham.
Near Frame.
Ditto.

Near Bath,

Dundiy.
Ilmioster.

Ditto.

Fctnwrsham, Bedfordsb.

Bath.

Frame.
Andifl*
Amberg.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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!»«•**. la Lias- la Lower Oolite. la Middle Oollta, la I'pper OciiU.

Brachiupoda .Terebralula oroides .... Yorkshire Brora.
r

( Bath, Yorkshire, Cha-

\ imr, Jura.

media .......... Bath. Oxon, Jura.

orbicularis ....... .................... Neat Bath.

fimbria Cheltenham.

plicate' la Near Hrktnort.

obsolrta Bath, Yorkshire, Jura.

concvaita ........ Aynboe.

M|<en, Koaif;.... Bath.

flabrllula Artel iff.

furcata .......... .................... Ditto.

sochilis, Phil. •••« Torkiluit
Oxford, Weymouth.

„ f HohenroHern, Stufm-
'“l™*' bcbl

1 tog.niuniM.
nue'eata, Sehl •..... .................... Ditto,

£ata, Lam Strot berg,

cata, Schl Bairvuth, Thurnau.
_ I B lomht-rir. near Dooau-

•PU..K. Scht
j

slate, Lam HobnuoUcnt.Ncrrahrini.

gnmax, Hrrauh... ••»»...*.••••••••••. Corn,

trilobata, Miiu Porta Westph. Bavaria.

Mollusc*.

Outaropoii .Palrlla di*oid«,StW
lerii Whitby.

......
ineyloidti ....... .........

Ufa
papj-raeea, Guldf

-

.. . Bana.

Emargimila tricarmata .

scalarb

Fkaurslla clathrata

Pileolus plicatiia ......
Iwvia

Bulla rlongata. Phil

Act aeon returns, Phil. . ..........
glaber, Phil

hum era) is, Phil

cuspidal uh

aeti'ti*

Auricula Brdgvici, Phil

Cirrus rormatus Cheltenham.

Lenehii

Dodo»US ...........
cingulatu*. PlnL . . ...........
drprnmo, Phil.,

Solarium cslix, Bran
Cnuuideum

Delphidtilu curonata ... ••*««•••<
other species ..... ...........

Trocbus soil Plruwto-l

, Gundcrthufen.

Hampton, Gloacestenh.
AuclitT.

Ditto.

Stunts field.

And iff.

Ditto.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

,

Scarborough.

Ditto.

. Yorkshirt coast

. Ditto.

. Anrliff.

Ditto.

, Blue Wick, Yorkshire.

Ditndry.

to, YeorD.Ditto, 1

. Yorkalure.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ancliff.

. Yorkshire. .......... Yorkshire.

,
Portland, J.

maria duplmtus I

‘

si milts . .
South of Kngloud .

imbricates .

angUcun . . .......

ornatus

granulatiis .......
pyramidal us, Brin
i-iscrtus. Phil. . . .

.

moailitectiii, Phil.

|
Cheltenham. Smith ol 1

l ¥ ranee, Soleure. . . I

I Bath, Yorkshire, Thi-1

1 oorillv, Bau. ....)
North of France ......

Dundry.

Normandy.

duplieatua .....

dimidiates ....

puncUiMB......

elongatus ......

ahbrrs iatui . . .

,

fascutua .....
sulcatua .......
hlcarinsltu ....
lurnatilis, Pliil.

Haute Saone, Sberkorn.

Dundry, Normandy.
Yorkshire ......... . . Ditto.

Blue Wick, Yorkshire.

Ditto.

Ditto.

(Little Sodbury, Nor*
| mainly.

|
Liltte Sudbury, Gun*

1 dvmhofen. Bans
Little Sudbury.
Dundry, Normandy.
I Dundry, Wiltshire,

j Normandy.
Doodry, Normandy.
Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Diltu, ditto. Ditto.

Ditto.
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Nim. Id Mm. In L««h OoliU.

Gasteropoda Trccbii* A Pleuroloina-1

ria guttatus.Phil. 1

••••••••••••*•••••••

Gibbaii

nilolic>formis,StahL Slufeuberg.

irticuUtuv Normandy ...........
«lecornta,V.Buch.. . Neuhansen.
rugatui, Benett. . . ....................

Turbo unicarmatua, 1 m n? L v j. v
J

Blue Wick, Yorkshire.

brvigatus, Phil Ditto-

obtuwi Ancliff.

luwWilatua, Phil . . . Y orkshire coast.

ornaliib.... Dundry, Gundemhofen.
•nkoatiwnuB.Ptul. . .

funiculahis, PhiL . .

In Middle Oolite.

Yorkshire.

Normandy.

Weymouth, Oxon.

In Upper OoUla.

Tilbury.

Hackn
Malton.

i,Torkahira.

muricatua.

,

rotundatua Normandy.
cottsriua, D. ....................
trochifotmia, £cbl. Bulb

Ph*aan*lU emeta, Phil Scarborough.
anguloaa ........ Pori* W eat phalica,limn.

RitfOu intis. ......... Ancliff.

acuta Ditto.

obliquata Ditto.

dupueati Ditto.

} m,« Wi* Yurkihim.

|
Scarborough, Will-

l abira,W eyiVeymouth.

muricala Btua Wick
excavate

echinats, Y*. Buch Bnna, Langbeim.

NKiM.dng.ni. 1
Torit-lirc, Lin«Jn.)

• Chi-lmark, Ac.

tuberenlatu, Blain . Near Auxme.
roots*, De*.

’
( shire, Bath }

Orithmm ? interme-1 .. ... ,

diiun, Ilsen.
Near Mrodea.

Tcrebra roeloiiioides, 1

Phil .../ •*•••

grannlala, l*hil. . . Scarborough coast . . . .

.

vetttsla, Phil Ditto.

N atie* tumuli.!* Dundry. Y orkshira.

adducta ......... Blue Wick, York*him.
* Smith... Lincolnshire, Bath, Ac.
arguta. Smith
Dodul.it*, Phil
ciocta, Phil. .....

Melania ? HnLlingto-l
occurs .......

J

triata f Lynungton .

vittata, Phil.

lineata ........

tYorkshire, Dundry,

i Caen, Haute Saone.

, Yorkshire... .........

Planorbia? cuomphaloa

?

Amptillaria gig**, Von\
Strom b. J

Uclicina jwlita ....... Cropredy.
compress* Leicestershire.
exp#n«* Lyme.
solarioida* ....... Ditto.

Nerita simiosa

laevigata

minuta
coatata

(Yorkshire, Dundry,
’ \ Normandy.

. t Bath.

Yorkshire.

Auxerre.

? St, Mihicl, I\»uilly.

Mai ton and Pickering.

Yorkshire.

Yorkshire, Wills, Ac.

Mahon.
Ditto.

(Yorkshire, Omm,l . _
< Weymouth, ILiUf Harre.NorlhW iltahire.

t heinw

f Yorkshire, Oxon, 1 Havre.

I
Weymouth. J

Yorkshire.

,
Kehleberg near Echtc.

RortelLaria composits ,

bispiiu»a,Phil

trindn. Bran ,

7 . Phil. ...... Whitby coast.
Buccinuxn unilineatum
Pterocersi ocean i, Bt

Ponti, Bt. .......

j

P«lagi, Bt
MurexHaecaiiensis,Phil

l^WinmjignMK,m
,| aM)mi^ y<jrkihiw

cjlindfietun . . . . . , Dnvm.hirr.
quadratun, Phil.

Cephalopoda. Bclemnites tubularis, 1 •

Y. and B,.... /
Whitby coast.

Dundry.
Ancliff.

Dundry, Yorkshire.

{

Scarborough, Brora,

Wiltshire.
Scarborough.

Ditto.

Ancliff,

Alma?, Mantua

.

,
Hacknova, Yorkshire.

. Havre, limit*- Km

. Havre.

,
Ditto.

Scarborough.
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Di'bloo. Neme. In Liu.

Ch. 11. Ccj»halu|iodaBvlemnitei eluug.»tua,Mill Lyme, Whitby.

. _ L
v adunc»tu«, Mill. .. Lyme, B*«h.

~ v comprettus Phil. . W bitby coast.

longUvcnu*, Mil].. Lyme, Bath,

piktilhformin, Bl. . Charcnuuth.

icutuo, Bl. ...... Ditto.

pemeiJUtu# Ditto.

Ltwin, Blain Alan.
apicicurralus, BL . . Ditto.

giganteus, Bl Aralwrg.
penicillatus, Bl.. . . Salius, Andus*.
lueulcstus, Bl Caen.

aaleumia, Bl. Volt*.

to Lower Oolite. la IlkMle OiU*. Ia Upper Oolna.

aulcatus, Mill

eUtpsicus, Mill. ...

abbreviatin', Mill. .

fuaifomum .......
gracilis, Phil

triaukatua, Bl. ..

comj Tmm, Bl. .

.

Whitby.
? South of Franca.

Gunder»hofen.

dilatator, BL ..... Baireuth .

canaliculate*, Schl. .........
longue, Volt*

{muguwwn^ Volta.

semisulcatua, Mun,

Bubclarntua, Volta

ubdrpretsut, Volts

aubaduitcntu*,Volta

brvriformia, Volts

.

rentro planum. Volts

longieulcatua, Volta

triAdiw, Volts ....
cotnj nTnntus, Volts

tenm«, Muu ......
paxilhaus, Schl. .

.

aciwnus, Schl

crassus, Volts ....
tripartitur, Schl. . .

aemistriatur, Miin.

oxyeonus, Hohl ..

eloagatua. .......
ineurv.itin, Held..
|»yram«LlU, Mon.,
roatralua, Huhl. . .

.

.
Bopfiageu, Baireuth.

Dundry Maltou.
Dundry, Haute Saotu*.

Dundry, Yorkshire .... Weymoulh.
StonexneUl ........... Malum.

Scarborough.
North of France.

{

Yorkshire coart, Gun*
dvrahofen, &«.

{

North of France. (Bo*
blaye.)

Haute Saono. Haute Suone.
Ditto.

Birahia, Bavaria ...... Ditto.

( P Hohringen, Mogglin-

1 gca, Bahhagon
Ciuuikrsbofen.

Bofcwt, Gurulermhofen.

,
Ditto.

.
Ditto.

clsvatus, Blain...

trrn, Stahl

lanrigatum, Zicten

|>apiUuto»,Plieiiing.

carinatui, Hehl . .

.

pygmies, Zicten .

.

uoisukatua, Hart..

bieulc.il um. Hart. . .

qundruulcat us,Hart,

iricanaliculatus, \
Haxt _...../

quadricanalicula*

j

Bahlmgen.
AlUtorl’.

Befort, Boll.

Bans, Altdorf.

Beeaocon.

Altdorf.

Ditto, Bans, Boll.

Lyme Regis.
Bans, Bull.

Bans
Ditto.

tLyme, Boll, Arnberg,

| Bans.
(emb ich, IVttrtemberg.

Boll.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

WtirtetnbeTg.

Boll.

Goppingao.

Stufenberg.

,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Stufcaborg.

Ditto.
tut. Hart..

•tSifc }«*"*-
punllur, Miin
efurmis, Miin. ... ..........
umbilieatua, BL.
gtailiua, Bl
Blainrillii, Volta «...
hastatua, BL
acmihostatua, Bl
quinqueeulemtae.BI

grarulis, Schuller .. ..........
tumiltus, Zicten ...
meuminstua, SchiiL

•ubhA’itatua, Zicten ..........
bipartite, Hart
umeanalienist m, 1

Hart. f
bic-maliculatua, >

Hart /

,
Normandy.

.
Metsingen, BaireutL.

. Swabts.

.
Baireutb, Bans, Mds.

.
Baireuth.

,
Wllrtemberg.

,
Stufbubrrg.

,
Ditto.

. Ditto.

,
Ditto.

.
Grubingen.

. Doaidorf.

Streitberg.

.
South of Germany.
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DtrUSom. Namr.

Cephalopoda. Nautilus annularia, Phil.

,
truocot u i ........

intermedins

hiatus
astscuulrs,Y.am! B.
linestua .........
ohems
sonatas ........
euifttui
hoxagonus ......
angulosua, D'Orb..
poiygonalia . . ...

reticulatua .......

Ia Lias. Id Lover Oolite. Ia Middle Oolite

Whitby.

Ia UpparOoiita.

by.

amihia.
|
Ditto, Lyme, Wlftem*

I berg, Alsace.

Lyme.
Whitby.
Yorkshire, Bath ...... Yorluhire.Balli.Dnndrj.

GioueAtttdLNennudr.
. «... Yeovil.

Dorsetshire.

Geokry.
Ch IL

. Yorkshire, Oaon.

,
Ditto.

Ammoniiea.

Group. Name

Arirtes, »»* ...... Buckisndi .

Amalthei .

,

Conybeari ....

Turn eri ......
Brookii ......
8mitliii ......
rcrtiformis ....
KrisUon, Rein,

obluaus ......
tallaris

multicoatatas.

,

Walcottii . .

.

redcarenais .

. Bath, Whitby .

. Ditto, ditto .. ..

, Whitby, Walds*.
, Lyme.
, Near YeovU.
, Near Bath.

Pore Igo LacalHiea.
Ia Lias. to OolHa.

{

Near Dvusuuachinvan,
Phil.

(

Mauri bp, near Donau-
aachingso, PhiL

Falciferi, Ac. . Strauprayaii .....

elegant .........
ftriatulua

Mulgrarius.Y'. & B.

Lylhensis, YanilB.
oratua, Y. and B. .

iinj»ea<U, iiK,Y.-*rulB.

exaratu**, Y ami B.

|ilamuLilvrmi«.M'jn

canal iculat us, Miiu.

Murrbicnna

,
Yorkshire.

, Lvrae.

. Bath.

. Whitby, Bath, Lyme.

. Redcar, Yorkshire.

. Yeovil, /. Glouceaterxh. /.

i
Yorkshire Yeovil, /. Bath, i.

Whitby
Yorkshire ...........
Ditto

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

. Stuttgart.

{
North and South of

France, Bull, Befort,

Aelieltvrg.

iG.iulmMm, ***"*'. jlluK Swo., /.

Boll, Normaody.
Baa Rhia
Bull.

M curthe.

ubradiatua ....

laeriusculua ....
depresses, Bon.

foaticoia, Murch. .

Deluci, Bgt.. ...I
bin us, Sow J

'

caoanaia, V'. Buch . .

fakifer

Bridport. Habridea •

Bath.

. Whitby coast Duiidrr.

i Ditto, fenyeux.

{

Won hnau.m FurstCD*
berg,in. Bahliugrn,m.

{

Guildvrsboleu, Wis*
goldingen, Goolar.

Solaris, PbiL
oblujuatus, Y-aodB.
Boulbicnsia, Y.kB.
fiiguxua .........

,
UrvonoTii

Loacombii .......

IDundry, llmio«lar,

l Wurtci

Whitby.
Ditto.

Wurtcmberg
. Scarborough calc grit.

}

jThuniau, Bamberg,

. |
D vrs, Beaaafou

l Haute Saone, m.

, Ntruhauaea, as.

,
Ditto, as.

i Normandy, South of
1

\ France, Wtfrtemb.

Lyme.
Ditto.

Stokeaii ......... Bridport

aittatua, Phil..

aigmifer, Phil. . . ]

eostulatus, Rain.
]

colubratus, Montf

.

Johnstonii .......
Clevelanslicus ....
crenuluris, Phil. ,

.

hatarophyllus ....
lenticular is, Phil.. .

Hawkerensis, Y.
and B.

,
Whitby.

Ditto. .

.

, Dunkexbuhl, /.

{

Normandy. South of
F r fti*ca,W lirtrinberg.

• N—r
{

n^CTW“

Bodulosua, Scbl.i;}

WatchcL
Whitby coast.

Whitt,y.
Wbitbv coast.

Lyme Regis.

WbiUry coast ,

,
WatserslRngea.

iWrtichingea, Diiakee-

\ b'ibi.

V
, Wurten
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°ch'7!

T' n"K", ‘

Amaltbei .

C&pricorui

.itUrnux, V. Buck {"SJCftE. *
'

•cricbrJi.
{

T
ra

k
^^h!^°A

,

^.
!

!r } H**1** "•

quidrtiua Normandy, /.

..c.T.lu. ; Oxford, WtMoo, ^
A""/‘

t RocbeUf, h. Aarau, m.
» \ Bamberg, «. Kllig-

* Mrbrink, m.
• •••«*.*••.... Normandy, n.

r HauteSoone, jn. Got.
< tmberg, m. Streat-

t brrg, m,
paatulatua, Reio... .................... Thuruau,»i. Coburg,*.
luiuftTui, Phil. ... Yorkshire, to.

diactu .......... Lyme Bedford, A Spaichingen, L
nodoeui Scarborough.

ftexieostatua, Phil. Ditto, m.

, .planicostatua Mantua, Lyma Han, Amberg, Aitdorf.

maeuktu* ....... . Whithy coast. ....... . Bahliogen, Heligoland.

rSr®
N.8. .... Gundfnhrftn.
acutatu*, V. Buch . Bans, Goppuigt

Lambert! Portland,

omphaloides Ditto, «. Hebrides, m.

.

criitatus Weymouth,

natrix. Schk .

fimbii&tu* Whitby

Plannlati

,

balfrahis, Phil. . . . Ditto.

Jamnooi Yorkshire, Hcbridea.

brevbpioa Whitby, Hebrides.

gagateua, Y. and B. Whithy coast.

.imnuktus Whitby, Ac. .........

communis ....... Ditto.

aiigulalua Ditto.

crassus, Y. and B,. Whitby,Himalayan mtn.

Bahliogen, Brunsrode,
Altdorf.

Normandy, Meade,
Con flan*. Hennerstorf,

Anatorf, Boll, Bahlin-

gen, Bans, Ac.

bipkx ,

{

Rom, Cromarty,
colnUure . . . .

,

Lin.

rSoleore, Lyons, Mont
'\ d'Or, Wurternberg.

{

Randcn.wi. Ratbthau-
sen^n.StreitIwg,w».

Haute Stone, at.

Normandy, A
rTheSwiaaJ urn,/.Was*

Yeovil,/. | erslfingen/.WUgoW
l dingcn, Bojtflngm.

P.irtlmrvt « a’A**» *• %**
Portland, *******

J binkf^ tbeWolga.

Park iaaoni Bath.

funicularis, V. Buch Vic.

1W(ob, *., Pottlnd,

r Haute Saone, Vercy
plicatili* ........ Malton, m

,

Oxford, n. . j le grand Cham pel,

l Randen, in,

polyploeus, Rein. . German Jura, m. ?

polygyratua, Hein Donsdorf, Randen, *. ?

comptua, Kein. . . . Donsdorf. Araltcrg.

giganterra ,

triftdua ......... Oxford,*.

{

Rathahanaen, m*

SSjTi. i£
rvuth, m.

trifurcatua. Rein. . Wfiftemtwir.
jih&lus,

‘ •>

multiradiatus.Reng.

KcMi*ii ? Lrra*
i

Brownii Dundry, /.

lon^idoraalia, V.
|

mut abilia, Phil Scarborough, m.
pknorbis ........ W atehet.

niteiceus, Y. and B- Whitby,
ardgervns, Phil. . . Ditto, Cheltenham.
<nig4t», Bm. .. Wkitby, C*ve, *c CongM, D, U B«h»*

m., York-

1

f W'illibaldsburg near

1 Kiehrfedt

t

HoheuscUcm /,Gam-
melhautcn, A

,
Crtnxerille, a ,

Caen, A

• From th. ..me locality Mr. D* 1« Beck. flpjrui A. cyl.ndneui. .tclU, FMIlipai, Moral.. LMmi ? corn™™-. G<ddou, «rtiraUt»,
discretus, rentneoeus, comptua, catenate, trapesoidalia. Af». / Geo/, p. 319.
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O«*xor-

Graep. Foreign Localities.

1b Lias, fa CMil*.

,
Domti. »« IVbdby, lUlh {Wy«dy.

,̂
Haute

Dtrti Ly Pouilly near Autua.

Germany, m.

Armati. ••*•••»• .perarmatua

Hakerne

1 viIron i, Phil Scubmugh, m.

ijfjilui . Lyme Regia.

Biiclui Lyme ............... ,

Dentati Jason, Rein.

CalLovienaie,

. Normandy, m.

. So.’.}
'

Gulielmi, Sow. ...

hylaa, Rein

.

Omati A. Pollux, Rein,

geramatua. Phil. .. Scarborough, m.

apinocus, Sour Weymouth, m.

castor, Rain.

puatuLatua, Rein. . Cobarg, Thumau.

North of

Bobi. Ditto.
oonuK.Ua, & .... Did.

Fra net, A

Lyme

.

fihuUtua ........ Whitby,
kub.trmatu* ...... Ditto,

Hrixlivi Portland, u.

Coronarii ...... . .rmutin. Rein. ... ...............
IIumphresiftBus. • . Dundry, /. South of France.

BoUrmi*. Z-eten. . ...••••••••••«•••••• Hall.

Rechii Lyme. .................... Rottwail, Bahtingea.

U1 . /Scarborough, /. Sher-I jBpaihliiigfn, Mel*
Bl*r,-',u

{ bon», ADuoJry^.}
(

.u.**.,/, Nocmao.

( Normandy, (<«r-

Brakenhdgii Dundry,/.
| many, m., Gam*
' metahamea, m.

Vernon i, Bean ... .................... ScarbonmghjnJBmra^a.
oontractua Dundry, /. ........... Normandy,/.

dobius, Scbl {^wZT™' ''

Giwrriaimi
{

SC
^y,'“;^’

"
Birchii.. Ditto ..••••••••.••>• Metierea.

ix;’n5:
Brora,**.,Sealborough,.

. . • /Wfltahire. m.
t York-1 ( Near Randrn,in .near

BI,bl*T1’
1 ahire, m ) { VUtingen, m.

modiolaria, Smith. ....... ...... ....... Bath,/.

n • Iw ilfahire, /, Lincoln*
) /Wurtemberg, Bara*

rrB'* 4 .......
| ihin*/,Yorblurr/) | riM.,Swia»crUmd,/.

terebratue, Phil Yorkshire, /.

Banksii Sherborne, /.... Basle,/.

Brochii Dundry,/. H»n1e Saone, /.

Gervillii . .... Normandy,/.
Brougniarfi ...... . Yeovil, /. ............ .................... Ditto, /,

sub:urinatus,Y.&B. Whitby.
/Near Bans. *»., near

Yoilubtro, A, Oxford, /.

huigi«pinu5,

catena ................... Berkshire, m.

biarmatus.Y Zirten.

athWla, Phil. Yorkshire, m.
Ziphua, Held.
Williamumi, Phil. Ditto, m (Geachiebe bet Berlin.)

.
Goripingen.

,
Lifollppetit.Garnmel*-

hausen. /., Belo*

t aetik nearOrenburg.
/Wiltshire, e., York-

1

.... , .

{ }
Klw«brrok,ro.

j,m. t Haute
Saone. m.

i

Normandy, m., Goa-
lar, m., Thumau, m.

.Iron., Miio i '{• who1* °"'

aaper Naufchatel, a.

oculatus, Phil. ... Yorkshire, m.

Unarranged Foreign Speciet.

A. gramilatiia, Bt .... Coburg, m.

Reinechii, Hull Ditto.

gigax. Zirten.

nowerbii, Moll. ... Dundry, /.
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#1 . ^ ^ BritUh Loealiti**. Fc*witn Localit**,
Geology. Ftivily. Him.

|b L1h. In Oolite*. In Liar. In Oolite*.
*' 1

Cephalopoda A. interrupt!!*, Schl. • ••««•»....*••••••••• Untile Saone, m.
V*'' ”*

iJi-oirelMt, Ziet Gutteaberg, L
biputitui, Ziet .................... Ditto.

biMJiilhMuU- Zi«<t. . . .................... .................... WMWAlfiORWtl, /.

Scaphifc* refractu»,Ri-ui. QannncUhauaen, /.

Yoannii .................... Buri Alpn.
Hamitee armulati«,Drth. .................... ..«%•«....»•• ...... France.

Mun. .. .................... RaU-naU-in, Thuraau.
Turritea Babiti, Bt North of France.

Onjfdw.ulh,. aaRu.1 SclenhAa.
ta, Mun. ..... |

Loligo fifiwu., Rilppcll. ••••••• Ditto.

llltic|uai, Muo. . . a. .... .a..... ....««« Ditto.

StpiahastefciniUB. Rupp. .................... Ditto.

Lyme llrgi*.

Rhyucolitea. ......... Lyme, Hath.

Annulos a.
Name. LU*. Lover Oolite. M uldie Owiltv.

Vtroieulari* cnocinnii, Phil Yorkshire coast.

V. a,«l B.

. J
Sc,l»mwK.

nodoa Weetow, Yorkshire.

Serpula capitals, PhiL 1L UimkI's Bay, Yorkshire.

deplcxa, Bean Yorkshire coast.

aqnamoea, Phil Ditto.

intralinaH* .......... * ••«•••••... Ditto.

quadrats .a......,........,,,,,.. Scarborough, Bath.

lacer&ta, Phil ........................ Ditto.

triangulate Bradford, Wilts.

tetragons ........... . Ditto, ditto.

nuicinata Shotowr, Oaoo.

N. B. Goidfun (Pcirrfaclcnkundr) has figured and described forty-two species of serpula from the oolitic

system of Germany and France. According to Von X>echen their Geological relations are as under :

—

From the Lias.

Serpula tricriatxta, Qoldf. ..... Bam.
quinquremtata, Mun. . . . Ditto.

ciranali*, Mun .Ditto.

quinauesuleala, Mtin. . . . Baireuth.

eomplanata Ditto.

From the Lower Oolites.

Umax, O. .......... .Baireuth.

lituiformis, Mun Ditto.

capitala, Q. St i eitberg.

limata, Mtin Ditto.

plicatilia, Mdn. Unefrnberg.

M{lirolilliten, Mini StmUierg.
tricarinata. G Rabeuatom.
pentagons, G. ...» StMttwri;.

qiudrilatorn, G R«l«nstein.

quail riatriata, G Birrach. ( Burgundy.)
canahcuUla, Mim. . ... .Stmlberg,
TuluhUis, Mun. Rabunstrin.

cingulala, Mun. ........ St/eitling.

subtriitU, Mun. BalttRetafl.

flaccid*, G. ........... Rabeuvt. in, AIMS

Serpula filaris, G. Grnfonbrrg
‘

i, G Bavaria, Swabia.

From the Upper Oolite*.

.Ucidenheim,(*Uo in lower oolites.)

conform in, G. ......... Buxweiler.

ddphinnla, Q.. ........ StrritU-rg, Thuraau.
gibbon, G. Mucgcndorf.
oduloaa, G Streitbrrg.

quiaquangularia, G. ...Normandy.
prohlKTA, G. Streitkerg,

ptanurbiiormi*, M Ditto, Thuruau.
truchleuta. M. ......... Streitbeg.

macroctphala. M. Thurnuu.
fcalicitormi*, G Neufchatvl, Haute Rive.

qnadmiriatn. G Aatbtflg.

CPimtfuta. M .. ..StrrUlerg, Baireuth, Sc.

Dmhayrftii. M Stnutbrrg.

arumlm. M Mufnreiid. Nulth. Heidenh.
(ugt'llum. M. .Sfnriltiefg.

guntiau*. SchL ...Nutth. Heidcnh. Buxweiler.

Uitereepta, G. Slrcitberg, Culmbach.
Ilium, G. StreitU-rg, Thuraau.

Name.
Astacus longimanim Kirnig. .

ro»tratu*. Phil. .......
mitia, Phil. M S.

acabroaus, Phil. MS. .

.

New genm ? — — Phil. MS.
Cancer

Crustacea.

Lyme.
Lowrr OolH*. Middle Ootttf.

Scarborough. Scarborough, Malton
Ditto.

Malton.

Scarborough.

> ........................ Malton.

The following are from Soleuhofen :

—

Astacua apinimanus, Germ.
IcptodactyUir, Germ,
rnodrstifarrai*, iloll.

miaul uk, UoU.
fuciformia, Hull.

Pagunis mj tticus, Gwrm.
Sc> llama dubiua, Hull.

Kryon Cuvicri, Lie* in.

Eryon SchloUheitnii, Hull,

acutus, Germ,
enuticua, Germ,
pitumanua, Germ.

Mecochynu locuata.

Pal*coon spinipes, Dcm.
BquiUarius.Dcm.

Wakbii, HoU.

Insects.

Traces of Insects occur at Stonesfield, and very fine specimens of libellulidB and hvmenoptera at Soleuhofen.

4«2
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Reftilia.

/ Tills list is principally taken from Von Meyer’s Paltzologica und De la Beche’s Manual.

Family 0/ Sauriant.

Pterodactylu* macronyx, BuekL In lias, Lyme Regia.

Ivingiroetria, Cut. In klely liimrstuoe, Eiclutadt
brevtrostris. Cut. Ditto, ditto.

madia, Cur Ditto, Solanbofen.

Bucklaodi, Voa Meyer Lower oolite, Stoneafield.

oaniroiiris, Goldf. In slaty limritone, Solenbofen.

medtus Mud In oolite, Manheim.
Munsteri, Goldf Ditto. *

Crocodilu* cylindrirostris, Cut In Una, Altdorf.

prUcut, Socm. In oolite, Manheim.
Alldorfeniis, Cuv. In lias, Altdorf; in Kimmeridge clay, Honflcur, Havre.
Geuffroyi, Von Meyer ............ In Kimmeridge clay, Hoollear, Havre.
Of Mann, Cut Iu oolite ?

-r- {
u
r.

r

,

Telcosannu Cadomenaia, G. Si. II. ....... In oolite, Caen.
Gcosaums Bollensst, Jmg. In liaa, Holl.

Socmmeringd In tLtly limestone, Solenbofen.

Megalotauras Buckiandi ................. In StooL-sfield slate.

——— In oolite, Normandy.
Lacerta Neptunia, Goldf. .............. Manheim.
Iguanodoo Mantrlli, Von Meyer........... In the Weatden formation, Tilgate.

Ilylaeoeaunia , Mantel) .......... Ditto, ditto.

Pteurosaurus, Goldf, Van Merer. . . . . * In slaty limestone, Solenhofea.

Rhacbeoeaurus gracilis, Von Meyer ........ Ditto, ditto.

Family Enalmtaurx, Conyb.
Ichthyosaurus communis, De la B. and C. . . In lias, Lyme, Yorkshire, Boll, Ac.

tenuiroetris, De la B. and C. Ditto, ditto.

ptatyodoa, De la B. and C. ........ . Ditto, Lyme, Boll.

intermedia*, De Is B. and C. ....... Ditto, ditto.

grandipes, Sharpo ....In lias.

coniform!*, Haalan ............... Ditto, Bath.
cither species In the liaa and Kimmeridge clay.

Plesiosaurus dvlicbodeirus, Conyb In lias, DunrUhire, Ac.

rerentior, Conyb. In Kimmeridge day, England, Normandy.
carinatus, Conyb. In oolite, Boulogne.
pentagonua, Car Ditto, Ballow, Cnaufour.
trigonus ? Cur. Ditto, Calvados.
macrocephalua, Conyb In liaa, Lyme Regia.

new species, Hawkins Ditto, Somersetshire.
Family CMania.

Emys, Mantell In the Wealden, Sussex, Jura, SuWnhofco.
Cbdonia of Glaxis, Cut In lias, PUttenburg in Glaris.

others Slonesfidd, Sussex, Solenhofea.

Didelphis Bncklandi, Broderip.

Mammalia.

In Stoutsfield slate. Four specimens of the lower jaw exist. They are in the
cabinets of Dr. Buckland, Sir. W. J. Broderip, M, C. Prevost, and the York-
shire Philosophical Society. The latter specimen was obtained from Slones-

ftcld by Mr. Platt, and by him transferre d to Sir Christopher Sykes, Bart.,

in whose collection, now the property of the Rev, C. Sykes, it was discovered

by the writer of these page*.

Pisces.

Name.
Localities,

la Oolites.

Diitiih Localitb’S.

In Liaa. In Oolites.

Urcus graci'is, Agassis Wiirtcmberg.

Sauropsis latus, Ag. .................... Ditto.

Ptycholepis Bollensis, Ag.. . . . Boll.

Semioaotii* lrpturephalus, Ag. Zell, near Boll.

Lepidot *4 gig**, Ag. Ohmdern, near Boll.

frnndosus, Ag Zell.

oruatua, Ag. .......f.... Wiiriemberg.

Leptolepis Brennii, Ag Near Donaueschingen.
Jwgori, Ag ......... Zell

longus, Ag. .................... Dittu.

Tetrngcnolejns heterod*m>a,Ag. Ditto.

seinicinctu*, Bronn. ... .*

phoUdotus, Ag. Ditto.

Traillii, Ag England South of Germany ?

altivrlis Ag. ......... .................... Ditto?
Dajiedium politum, De la Beehe Lyme Regis, Ac.

F»h l«.h P.U1» D«to, Bulb, ftc ['tSSSSj?’
4

Ichthyocopros Lyme.,... Normandy,/.
Undescribed fWhcs ......... . Barrow, Whitby ...... Portland, w, kc.
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Geology. The following are from I he metamorphic lias of

Glarus formerly called greywncke slate.

Zeus Regleysiaaus, BL
platia«i 3

Bl.

* spiaosus, Bl.

Palaeorhynchura Glariwanum,
Clupea Scheuchzeri, Bl.

elongata, Bl.

mepplcn, Bl.

Ancnebelum Glarauanum, Bl.

The following are from the lithographic limestone of

Solenhofen, Pappenheim, Manhcim, and Eichstedt.

Clupra encTastrholoides, Germ,
dubia, Bl.

Knonii, Bl.

Salmon**, Bl-

Davulci, Bl.

Pecilea dubia, Bl. ..... . Anspach ?

Atherioa Bavarica, Gena.
E*oz avirostris, Gfrm.

acutiroatris, BL
Stromalem beXAgonw, Grrm.
Ichthyolithus esocifarrois, Germ,

lucii/unnn, Germ.

And *prcic» supposed to belong to cyprimie ? perea ? squalus,

ii'ut ? chwtodon ? spent*.

mineral ingredients, and not less characteristically marked
by peculiar marine exuviw. Chalk and green sands

‘

are terms understood by all the Geologists of Northern

Europe ; and even on the Southern side of the Alps

their representatives may be recognised.

Through England, the ranges of chalk hills form a Surface of

geographical feature even more important than that of
eount,y-

the oolites; for though in general not so elevated, they

are less interrupted and more extensive, more uniform

in composition, and therefore more identical in aspect.

The chalk hills form (he first great ridge which is to be

crossed from the Eastern side of the Island, and nothing

can be more remarkable or instructive than such a jour-

ney. On approaching these broad hills from the level

or gently undulated plains of the Eastern Counties, or

the clay vales of the oolite system, the country changes

entirely. The streams run in smoothly sloping valleys,

the hills rise with beautiful swells into a long waving
outline, seldom broken by a tree, but often capped by

an ancient tumulus. Arrived on the summit, we behold

a mighty extent of broadly undulated land with abun-
dance of depasturing cattle, but few habitations of men.
A variety of plants, eminently characteristic of calca-

reous soil, force themselves on the attention ; flints

Mineral

character.

General Summary.

Plants marine 4

terrestrial cryptogamous. 39

1

gyronotpermous . . . 33<
monocotylcdonousyAc. 4

1

These occur in the limestones.

[These are found in the sand*
stones and coal shales. The
coal is principally composed

. of equisaU.

Polyparia fibrous. 75
coiticiferous and 1 ,

,

cellulilerous .1

laraelhfcrous ... 59
Radiari* crinoidea ...... 31

strllerida ...... 7

echiniJa ...... 47
Conchifera plagymjona . 189

mesomyona .... 134

Conchifera brachiopodn. . 61
Molluscs ga*trr> poda ... 114

cephalopoda ... 273
Annulosa . 55
Crustacea 22
Insects

Fishes 40
Reptile* 40
Mammalia 1

Total number of species 1272

It is impossible to close this extensive catalogue of

the plunts and animal remains of the oolitic period with-

out acknowledging the great value of Mr. De la Deche’s

laborious investigations in thb yet inexhausted field. In

the German translation of his Manual of Geology, for

which we are indebted to M. Von Dechen, are many
important additions and improvements.

Creiaceout Sy$tem.

That a peculiar type, of mineralogical character, be-

longs to each system of formations, must have been suffi-

ciently evident through the whole course of our inves-

tigation. The gneiss and mica slate system, the clay

slate system, the limestones of the carboniferous system,

the coloured marls and magnesian limestones of the

saliferous system, the oolites, are all resting points for the

mind, and umidst a multitude of shades and gradations,

strongly impress upon us the distinctive features of the

several periods of time at which (lies? so different rocks

were in a predominant degree produced.

Mineral characters alone, when rightly used, are in

abound in the fields, chalk is cut through in the roads,

the soil is thin, the herbage short, the surface dry, and
we feel ourselves in a new physical region.

This impression is confirmed when we observe more
carefully the numerous undulations upon the surface of
the ** wolds i* for all these may be traced into connection
as so many ramifications of greater valleys, which them-
selves often unite, and pursue a considerable course

without enclosing even the smallest rill, or showing
even the mark of a watercourse. These dry valley*

descend from their origin in regular slopes, and are

clearly the work of water, operating with great force,

and for some time, but in the present system of Nature
the watery agent lias wholly disappeared.

The rains are absorbed as fast as they fall upon this

dry surface, and sink to considerable depths in the rock,

where they are treasured up in reservoirs to supply the

deep wells and the constant springs which issue at lower

levels.

In a word, broad, swelling hills, smooth, winding, often

dry valleys, and a bare dry, grassy, surface, are the ge-

neral features of the chalky districts.

This character of surface belongs, as Dr. Lister re-

marked long ago, to the chalk wolds of Yorkshire, Lin-

colnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Berks, Wilts. Dorset, Hamp-
shire, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

The cretaceous system forms properly but one forma- Group* of

tion. Supposing the whole to be present in a single the system,

section, we should have the following general series.

/. Upper chalk, with abundance of flints in layers

and nodule*.
B*0 I

1,
'

e. Lower chalk, with fewer flints.

d. Chalk marl, or malm.
•and, malm rock, rr firestone.

send or iron sand.

many instances sufficient to determine the Geological d and c are sometimes undistinguishable. The lower

relations of even distant regions; and when conjoined green sand generally forms a distinct ridge, which may
with the evidence of organic remains, and controlled even exceed the chalk in height.

by careful survey of the strata above and below, they The complete system here presented occurs in many
form a secure groundwork for topographical Geology. parts of Kent, Sussex, and Hampshire, but generally in

The cretaceous system is equally definite as any of the other parts of England the sections are modified, so as

others with respect to the distinctness of its prevailing to present only partial assemblages of the beds, some-
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G^ogy. time* one, some! ime* another being deficient ; and with

Ch. IL respect to the malm rock, great differences being nbserva-

v—^1' ble. Thus, in Wiltshire, where Mr. Smith took the

type of this formation, we have the upper green sand

remarkably developed ; the lower one and the gnult are

contracted.

Chalk upper
1 500 feet.

lower J
’

Clulkmiri 100

(ireen. arev, and yellow numI 1-0

Gault
Lower grteo saod 30

Along Uic line of chalk hills from the valley of the

Thames to Lynn, the upper green sand is almost lout

in the chalk marl and gault
;
green grains being mixed

with the former, and still more in the upper layers of

the latter. In Bedfordshire, the chalk marl produces

a bed of ftilicioos, chalky stone, which may probably be

analogous to the firestone of Mesterham in Surrey,

which is determined to belong to the upper green sand

aeries. Indeed, the sections along (his part of (ha

chalk range are very similar to those of Sussex and

Kent.

In Lincolnshire we meet with a new feature, a band

of red chalk
;
at the base of thal, thick rock ; under this

no upper green sand, and generally no gault, but the

chalk rests upon a thick series of greeniah and ferru-

ginous sands, wilh included beds of sandy limestone,

lull of fossils resembling those of the lower green sand

of Kent. This country has been very badly represented

in all our maps.

In Yorkshire, the cretaceous system consists of

Upper chalk.

Lower chalk and traces of chalk marl.

Red hand of chalk.

Gault with green grains passing downwards into

Kimmend ge clay, without the intervention of the lower

green sand.

From several recent researches abroad it has been
thought that tlie chalk group of England and France
is imperfect in the upper terms, and that the well-known

Maastricht beds. Mid the recently investigated Gosau
beds, appear to soften the transition from the chalk to the

the West of the wolds for a great length l»y Rosen, Lea- Gsology.

sington, Lin wood, &c. to Louth. The whole thickoes* Ch-

is probably 100 feet. These notices ure partly derived

from personal observation in 1821, but principally from
a special visit to the district in 1833 with two friends,

Messrs. Dikes and Lee of Hull, who have fully ex-
plored it.

As usual in coloured Kinds, this stratum often contains

veins of perfectly white sand. At Lynn this has been
found of value for the glass-houses. In Cambridgeshire

and through Huntingdonshire, the iron sand forma a
narrow course of low hills, but through Bedfordshire

attd Buckinghamshire it takes a commanding station,

forming heathy ridges from Potton to Woburn, and
through Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire, capping
Brickhill and Brill Hills, Shotover Hill, Cumnor Hurst,

and Faringdon Clump. In Wiltshire, Spy Park, Bowood,
Seend Hill, are capped by these beds, but they are sup-

posed to thin out to the South, and to be lost, until in

Blackdown they are probably associated with the upper
green sand. In the Isle of Purbeck and the Isle of
Wight it is an important rock, and, as observed before,

encircles the whole of the Weuldtn formation of Kent
and Sussex.

Through the whole of its range from Cambridgeshire

into Wiltshire It is a highly ferruginous sand, with

spheroidal or merely irregular concretions of oxyde of

iron, frequently enclosing a coarse brown ochre. At
Shotover, (lie fine yellow ochre forms two irregular beds,

separated by a thin parting of clay. Fuller’s earth also

occurs in it in layers in Bedfordshire, especially at Wo-
burn. Grains of pjeen sand abound in some layers of

these beds in Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and
constitute it a rcul green sand Chert layers also are

formed in it, and many of the beds assume the aspect of

coarse conglomerate, used by the ancient Britons for the

making of quern stones or carstone*. whence Mr. Smith
gave this name os a synonyme of the iron sand. Fossil

wood is frequent In these beds. In Bedfordshire its

thickness may be stated at 100 feel; in Wiltshire Mr.
Lonsdale finds it 30.

In the Isle of Purbeck, the iron sand consists of many
beds of quartzose conglomerate, and of coarse and fine

true tertiary strata. 1 1 Mr. Webster's observation of a

supercretaccous marl in the Isle of Wight belong to this

era, analogous deposits are not abxoluUly wanting in

England. We shall now trace the history of these

several members of the green sand and chalk groups,

beginning as usual with the lowest.

The lower In Lincolnshire, the lower green sand is a consider*
Kre«n mimI. jjjjj muMi of yellow, often very irony sand, forming, to-

Ton
ward the West, poor heaths upon the Kimcneridge clay»

ShankUa exactly like those about Lynn, Ampthill, and Godstnne.

andi, ftc.) It contains a good deal of bad ochre, very similar to

that of Shotover Hill, and lines of oxyde of iron like that

of Ryegatc. Beds of grey stone, blue within, flat-

bedded, sandy, und full of fossils, lie in it, and afford

excellent road materials. These are dug at Teal by,

Market Stainlon. Ludford, Cawkwell, Bluatone Heath,
Stainton in the Hole, Ac. It has considerable resem-
blance to the Kentish rag, and contains exogyra sinuoaa,
pecten cinctus,plagiostomata, serpule, ammonites, alcyo-

nifurm bodies, small corals, and many other fossils ; but
echini and bclemnites appear unknown in it* From
these details it is evident that the stratum ha* all the

most decide*! characters of lower green sund. It is

exposed by denudations in the chalk, and also ranges on

grained sandstones, containing beds of wood coal. In

the Isle of Wight, dark red ferruginous sandstones in

the upper part, and alternations of red and yellow ferru-

ginous sands and clays in the lower part, form the

substance of ail the Southern half of the Island, and

contribute much to the beauty of the scenery of the

Undercliff.

In its long course around the Wealds of Kent and

Sussex, the lower green sand present*, with the general

characters noticed above, some local peculiarities of in-

terest. In Leith Hill, its extended plateau makes a

commanding feature, and shows a great thickness of

brown sands, with abundance of chert, wilh confluent

grains passing into chalcedony, and some alcyunites like

those of the Isle of Wight.

The importance of the lower green sand as a geo-

graphical feature diminishes a9 it proceeds round the

South side of the Weald, but the Northern range ia

generally elevated and remarkably continuous by Rye-
gate, Nutfield, and Maidstone to Hythe and Folksloue.

At Ryegate it is almost exactly like the ferruginous rock

of Woburn; at Nutfield it produces beds of fuller’s

earth ; from Maidstone to Hythe and Folksloue the

sands are in general remarkably, and even excessively,
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ffootoffr. rich in green grains and nodules* and contain beds of

Ch. II. whitish limestone, sometimes chalky and often cheny,

with preen grains, considerably rich in ammonites, trochi,

cardia, peclens. lutrarie, exogyrse, echi rules, and other

fossils. These beds may be generally called Kentish

rag. Borne of them ere of a dark grey colour, very hard,

full of green grains, and rich in many fossils, Nome of

which are usually found in the upper green sand. The
chert y beds of Leith Hill and Hasleraere are probably

the representatives of these caloareo-silicious layers.

Some of the beds of lower green sand about Folk-

stone are excessively coarse in the grain, and absolutely

crammed with green grains and nodules. The large

species of exogvre is very frequent, and appears charac-

teristic. The blue marl or gault rests immediately on

the sandy beds.
The gault The gault or golt is an argillaceous member of the green

g. sand group, of great interest to lire Conchologist. since

iiari pf

1”*
' n Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Wiltshire, Cambridgeshire, and

Tetaworth Yorkshire, it yields a most rich supply of molluscous re-

&nd Folk* mains, many of them minute and of the greatest beauty.
****** It accompanies the lower green sond around the whole

eTrthf
rKk

district of the Weald, separates die upper and luwergreen

Smith.) sand in the Isles of Wight and Purbeck, and follows with

the same relations the range of the green iron sand

through Wilts and Berks, Buckinghamshire and Bedford-

shire, and Cambridgeshire, and appears in Yorkshire with-

out either upper or lower green sands immediately below

the chalk. Its average thickness may be fairly esti-

mated at 100 feet, and it universally forms a character-

istic narrow valley under the chalk. No remarkable

peculiarity of mineralogical aspect or chemical composi-

tion distinguishes the gault, except a general tendency to

admit green grains into its more sandy portions. It

produces a capital brick earth fit for white bricks, in

the midland Counties. It is often of a very dark blue,

but sometimes of a light grey colour, Near Folkstone

it contains in the lower part a remarkable layer of small,

irregular, ironstone nodules, every one of which is

formed round an ammonite. A similar layer contains

similar ammonites at Steppmgley Park, Bedfordshire.

At Speeton in Yorkshire oval nodules of similar nature

generally enclose small specimens of astacus. Small
beleinnites, hamites, ammonites, tiucnUr, striated terebra-

tuls, serpultt, &c. abound in the gault, and serve admi-

rably to complete the catalogues of fossils of the creta-

ceous system.

The upper The upper green sand was first examined in Wiltshire,
green uod. where it consists of green, grey, and irony sands, immedi-

ately subjacent to the chalk, and affording passages for

the collected water of that thick deposit downward to the

gault. The green grains there assumed to be character-

istic of these strata are now known to occur in older

Bonds, (in calcareous grit, for instance,) and in much
more recent beds, (as above the chalk frequently.) yet still

the greenness of the sands immediately below chalk is a

curious genera) fact. They are, however, quite as often

grey or even whitish, with a remarkable tendency in the

grains to coalesce into meagre sandstone, sandy chert, and
at length semitransparent and chalcedonic chert These
effects are particularly to be observed among specimens
of the sponges, and so called atcyonia, which abound in

the green sand group. It is easy to understand how so
variable a mass of sands placed immediately below the

chalk, ami clearly in many places (as at Havre) gra-

duating into that calcareous rock, should in several in-

stances become so cretaceous as lobe hardly distinguish-

able from tile chalk itself. This happens in Bedford- Geology,

shire, where the Talfenhoe stone appears to be the “•

representative of the upper green suiul, in Surrey at ^ 1

Mcrslhom, in Dorsetshire at Beer. Hound the Weald
of Surrey and Sussex, (he malm rock, which certninly

coevul with the Wiltshire green sand, (Murchison,;
ami also with the Mcrsthtun firestone, occasion nilv shows
many green grain*;, and at Beuchy Head (Mantell)
changes to nearly the ordinary type of the green baud
of Wiltshire. From (lies® considerations we are fully

justified in regarding the upper green stun! as intimately

connected with the lower commonly argillaceous part of
the chalk, just us the calcareous grit is with the coralline

oolite, und the calciforouit sand with the inferior oolite.

In particular places, mechanical causes gave a predomi-
nance to its sandy character, and in others the abun-
dance of organic exuviar impresses! it with a particular

zoological type. This mode of viewing it exactly ac-

cords with its general character through France, where
it is associated with the lower argillaceous chalk under
the tide of giaucoHit' crayeu**’. According to this clas-

sification, the upper green sand ur firestone beds form
a nearly continuous base for the chalk front Lynn to

Dorsetshire, and round the whole of the Weald of
Kent and Sussex, yielding organic remains at interval**

Chalk marl muy be viewed as the next step in the gra- Chalk atari,

dation of changer, by which we are conducted from the

green sand system to the. true* cretaceous type. It is, in

(act, uti argillaceous chalk, holding variable quantities of
clay arid sand, superimposed upon the green sand or
malm rock, and gradually changing upwards to the lower
chalk. It is, perhaps, observable on the Western slopes

of the Yorkshire wolds above the red chalk, but is dis-

tinctly traceable below nearly the whole range of the

chalk hills from J.\nn to I)nr*cUhire, ami round the

whole of the Weald, every where closely ns-sociiiied with,

and indeed hardly separable front, the malm rock or

firestone, and often enclosing, as near Woburn and
Folkstone, green grains and fofliilB of the true upper
green sand.

Were it not that all such classifications are arbitrary,

and only locally exact or valuable, we might conve-

niently group together the upper green sand and chalk

marl divisions, and thus rank together the greatest

part of the lower foasililerous beds of the chalk, which,

occasionally argillaceous, stony, or sandy, appear very

generally interposed between the true chalk anti the

continuous lower green sand.

In England, generally, the lower half of the thick Lower

moss of chalk is harrier, more jointed, and leas divided chalk,

by layers of (lint nodules than the upper part It is

often of a greyer colour, and, to a certain extent, dis-

tinguishable by a different suite of organic remains. Ia

particular, it appears to contain very few of the stellerida,

crinoideu, or erdiinida, not so many belemmtes or tere-

bratulas, but, on the contrary, yields more ammonites,

some hamites, trochites, and other fossils approaching

to those of the green sand group below. But the mine-

ralogical character of lire lower part of the chalk is liable

to great variations. In Y orkxhire, three-fourths of the

whole mass are hard, and the lower portions areas much
traversed by layers of flint nodules, at pretty regular

distances, as the upper parts. In the Dover cliffs, beds

of soft cretaceous marl divide the chalk without flints

into two portions, the upper one yellowish, hard, and
containing numerous thin beds of organic remains, the

lower one whiter, softer, often gritty at the top, «u-
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closing masses of pyrites, but few organic remains.

•

(VV. Phillips, in Geology of England and H'ale*.

)

' The upper chalk is usually recognised in England by

rhiTlkT
**

it* whiteness, softness, numrrons layers of flints at in-

tervals of four to six feet, and abundance of zoophytic re-

mains. Sponges of many kinds, small Umelliferoua

corals, milleporcs, crinnidea, stellerida, echinida of very

remarkable form, large inocerami, bclemnites, and abun-

dance of terebratuls are (he most frequent of its nume-
rous fossils. The layers of flint nodules are exceedingly

interesting, and throw light upon the mode of formation

of the chalk. They are always found in the planes of

stratification, generally irregular in figure, black or grey

within, with traces of spongiferous bodies, shells, echini,

or other organic bodies. The external crust is usually

white and silicious. The sponges also are often quite

white and silicions, and lodged in a cavity, left by the de-

cay of part of their substance. The crusts of echini are

usually, even when envelo|ied in flint, converted to cal-

careous spar, and beleinnites retain their original ra-

diated structure. Occasionally, as at Sudbury, the flint

occur* in thin layers parallel to the stratification.

It seem* probable that in the formation of the chalk

from the decomposition of the sen- water then holding

lime and silica in solution, the carbonate of lime and
silica fell to the bottom together, in quantities sufficient

on each occasion to constitute a bed of chalk and flint,

and that the latter substance was especially attracted

by the organic remains (hen lying on or beneath the

beds, so as to collect round the sponges, echini, Ac.,

exactly as the oolitic matter has been collected round shells,

the lias limestone round ammonites, the carbonate of iron

round ferns, &c. Analogous cases occur in the spnn-
giferows cherts ofthe Portland oolite and coralline oolite,

and we might perhaps venture to extend the same mode
of reasoning to the case of chert nodules in carboniferous

limestone, tor these often (not so generally as in the

case of flint) contain organic remains.

Pyrites is generally plentiful in the upper chalk,

variously crystallized, and is not unfrequently associated

with silica in the sponge* which lie in chalk. It is in

these coses generally decomposed into brown oxide of
iron.

Flints are very often split or cracked in their native

repositories, as if by contraction of the mass, and this

sometimes, but less frequently, happens, when organic
remains of s solid kind are enclosed in them. The
most remarkable cases of this nature are described by
Mr. Webster, in the dislocated upper strata of chalk in

the Isle of Wight. All the flints in the layers which
alternate with chalk, are found broken in every direction

into pieces of every size, which remain in their relative

places enclosed within the cell of chalk, and showing
no other Bigns of fracture than a fine line, ns in shivered
glass. On being removed from their pluce the flinta

fall into many pieces. This singular fact seems con-
nected with the disturbances of the chalk, and may,
perhaps, be due to the violence of the tremour then im-
pressed upon the mass, a tremour which might shiver
elastic flint, (especially if, like a Rupert's drop, its parti-

cles had been previously in a state of tension,) but leave
the chalk unaffected.

Mr. Webster’s account of a bed of argillaceous chalk
or marl In the I«le of Wight, above the chalk with
flints, seem* to be the only indication of a transition or
gradation of deposits between the chalk and the ter-

tiary beds yet clearly observed in England. The marl

dug on the Sussex Downs, as well as that in Hertford* G«oWt
shire and Norfolk, may, perhaps, be related to it. Ch. II.

Range of the Cretaceous System out of England.

The principal range of the cretaceous rocks is in-
cluded within the general boundaries of the European
basin, and it is probably not at all less extensive than
the oolitic system, though by the diffusion of tertiary

rocks above it, its course in large tracts of country is

wholly subterranean.

The cretaceous system of Ireland is in a depression, iwUnd.
on the Western side of what is usually understood by
the basin of Europe. It consists of chalk 200 or 300
feet thick, harder than is common in England, but with
a similar though less extensive suite of organic remains,
and rests on green sand, there called mulatto . with the
usual character* of that group in England. Lias is

found beneath at the Giant’s Causeway. In Scotland,
only a very dubious indication of the cretacrous system
i* afforded by the flints which rest upon primary rocks
near Peterhead.

Within the natural modern boundaries of the princi-

pal basin of European secondary strata, the primary
rocks of Scotland, Cumberland, Wales, Cornwall, and
Brittany, on the West; the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the
Carpathians, on the South ; Caucasus and Oural on the
East; Finland and Scandinavia on the North; the
cretaceous system, chalky, marly, or sandy, is very
largely developed. The type of the formation may be
taken in Southern England or Northern France indif-

ferently. In the latter Country its extent on the sur-

face is probably equal to the whole superficial area

which it occupies elsewhere in Europe. It encircles

with a broad belt the basin of Paris, and passes off on
the North-E astern side into Belgium, which whole Coun-
try it probably underlies, though the tertiary deposits

conceal it, except along the sides of the Meuse. At
Maestrichl the upper beds of the cretaceous formation
have, in many respects, mineralogical and organic,

a remarkable analogy to the calcaire grosntr, which is

the lowest really marine tertiary rock in the vicinity.

These beds, however, by their principal characters

really belong to the cretaceous system, of which they

may be considered the highest terms at present known.
A little appearance of the chalk is observable North of
the coal of Elberfeld, to which it is unconformed, as well

as to that of Namur and Liege. The chalk system
most probably underlies the whole region of Northern
Germany, from the point last mentioned North of the

oolite and lias of Westphalia. The green sand is re-

markably well exhibited with characteristic fossils in

(lie romantic tract of Saxony, North of the Erzege-

birge, (there called quadersandstein,) a* well as an
upper calcareous portion supposed equivalent to the
chalk and planerkalk. North of the Carpathians, both

chalk and green sand occur in long range* of hill*,

passing from Poland by Lemberg into Podolia and the

Sonth of Russia. It reaches the Dneuter, and extend*

to the plains of Volhynia. It forms considerable emi-
nences around Grodno in Lithuania. “ Further .South,

in the plains of Moldavia, Podolia, and Bessarabia, it

appears only in detached portions. Chalk is found on
the Southern side of the granitic Steppe in the Crimea,
and on the borders of the Sea ofAzof, between the Berda
and the Don. In the Country of the Don Cossacks, in

the Governments of Woronack, Koursk, and Toula, it
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HeoJojre. appears in hills and on the banks of rivers, and pro-

Ch. II. bably constitutes the base of that great and fertile

plain.*' (Punch, quoted by De la Beche, Manual of
Otology.)

In Pomerania and Mecklenburg, and the Island of

Rugen, cliffs of chalk occur with the usual fossils of

England, and in Sweden it rests upon rocks of gneiss

and greywacke, and only in one instance, at Limhamm
in Scania, upon rocks of the oolitic era. In the North of

Germany it appears at intervals, near Luneburg, and
on the borders ofthe Harz mountains. (alQuedlinhiirg,)

and there seems no reason to doubt that the whole vust

plain of Northern Germany, from the Rhine to the Vis-

tula, rests upon the cretaceous system. What remains

of the Island of Heligoland consists of green sand.

The whole line of the Alps from the Saleve to Vienna
is bordered upon the Northern side by rocks of the cre-

taceous system, which are closely associated iu character

with both the oolites beneath, and with the tertiarics

which lie above. A similar observation applies to the

South side of these mountains; chalky rocks range

down the Apennines, and occur abundantly in the Ma-
ritime Alps, there, as well as about Geneva, intimately

associated with the upper oolitic beds. Deposits of this

era also lie in old valleys of the Jura mountains, which

range in a North-Eastern and South-Western direction.

The Pyrenees are bordered on both sides by green sand

and sandy and calcareous beds, containing with many
chalk fossils some of tertiary types.

Over this extensive area the mineralogical characters

of the system are tolerably uniform, except in the vici-

nity of the Alps, where the violent disturbances to which
that mountain range has been subjected appear to

have entirely altered the aspect of these beds, so as

to permit authors to speak of black chalk, which, how-
ever, is perhaps a portion of tlie green sand group.

Over all the region already mentioned iti France,
in Belgium, at all the points in Northern Germany,
in Poland, in Russia, Pomerania, Denmark, and Swe-
den, the chalk has its usual characters and appear-

ance, and contains ananchytes and spatangi, belcm-

nites, tcrebratulip, inoceraroi, &c. The green sand in

France, near Aix la Chapelle, along the Erzgebirge, iu

Poland, along the Carpathians, in Heligoland, has its

usual characters. Indeed, even along the Eastern Alp*,
but especially in the Swiss and Savoy Alps, and the Jura,
the green sands* group retains nearly its usual aspect,

and exhibits its usual fossil* ; and an English Geologist
placed at the Perte du RhOne, or amidst the relics ofthe
Montague de Fix, is at once introduced to the Geology
of the vicinity. Green sand layers alternate with the up-
per part of the Jura oolites in the Salfeve, and the same
phenomenon appears to happen along the Eastern Alps,

(Murchison's and Sedgwick's Memoirs, Geological Tran*-
actions ,) where some parts of this group contain fuci so

as to be characterised thereby. Nummutitea are asso-

ciated with the green sand in the Swiss Alps, and also

in the Maritime Alps, where the lower beds of the cre-

taceous formation consist of light-coloured limestone
charged with green grains, and full of belemnites, am-
monites, nautili, and pectines, and appear intimately
connected with the top of the Jura limestone deposit.

(De la Beche, Manual, 259.) Nammulitic rocks, cal-

careous and arenaceous, exist in Dalmatia, and form
high mountains in Croatia.
On the Southern side of the Alps, the beds of the cre-

taceous era, which descend to the plains of Lombardy,
VOL. VI.

are principally composed of white, greenish, and red- G*>4»«rv.

dish beds, and it appears that a gradation of character c**. II.

may be traced through the oolitic, cretaceous, and ter-

tiary strata here uplifted. (Murchison.) Some of the

light-coloured limestones referred to the chalk are called

scaglia, and the mountain of the Voirons near Geneva,
yields a rock of similar nature.

Dislocations ofthe Cretaceous System.

Like the oolitic era, the cretaceous period appears to

have been one of regular action, perhaps still more uni-

form than that, but not of so long duration. For we do
not find its deposits to contain so many distinct suites

of organic remains, nor so many remarkable repetitions

of analogous rocks as occur iu the oolitic system. The
lower sandy beds of the system, indeed, may be thought
to have been influenced by the convulsions which up-
heaved the oolites, but we cannot assent to the notion of
Elie de Beaumont, that the whole cretaceous system is

derived from the mechanical movements thus impressed
upon the waters. The organic remains of the system
sufficiently disprove this, and the great extent and uni-

formity of the deposit of chalk is no otherwise to be

explained, than by general laws applicable to all the

older and more recent calcareous strata.

That disturbances of great extent happened some-

tchert after the deposit of the chalk in England, is evi-

dent from the extraordinary ahundance of sandy and
gravelly accumulations, sometimes resling in hollows of
the chalk, which immediately cover that stratum. A
great part of the plastic clay group is of this fragmentary

and tumultuary origin, and its black flint pebbles are

only water-worn chalk flints. But England does not
appear to have been the centre of these convulsions,

nor to have been much moved by them unless bodily,

and without local and violent fraciure of strata. It is,

indeed, very probable, that parts of the chalk formation,

originally deposited in deeper seas, were at this time

brought up and made to constitute a shore and to be

liable to all the waste of the waves. And some portions

might be, and probably were, raised to dry lund, and
exposed to the weather and the wearing of streams.

But we cannot at present undertake to say where such

a shore occurred, nor in what part exactly the chalk

was raised into hills.

In Irelund, at this period, great eruptions of basalt

happened, and broad lakes of lava covered the chalk of

that Country.

In France the chalk was wasted as in England, and
its flints rolled to pebbles, to constitute the pebbly beds

of the plastic clay group; and this seems to have been

chiefly effected by fresh-water streams, for we find iu the

plastic clay of France few organic remains besides ter-

restrial and fresli-watcr productions. Yet here, we be-

lieve, it is equally difficult to say what portions of the

chalk were thus raised and exposed. The surface of

the chalk in France appears to have been more wasted

and furrowed than in England.
To this period, Elie de Beaumont ascribes the disloca-

tions which in the French Alps and the South-Western
extremity of the Jura, from the environs of Autibes to

those of Pont d'Ain and LortB le Saulnier, present a

aeries of dislocations in a direction North North-West.

The primary mass of Mont Viso is traversed by this

system of faults. The Eastern crests of the Devolny

on the North of Gup, are formed of the oldest beds of

the green sand and chalk, thrown up iu the direction

4 it
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Geology. North North-West, and raised more fhan 4700 English
Ch. II. fwt above the sea, while at their feet, and 2000 feet

lower, the nummulitic or upper portion of the cretaceous

system remains horizontal and entirely undisturbed.

Every thing belonging to this particular epoch, that

is calculated to throw light on ihe changes then operated

on the external features of the Globe, is of the highest

curiosity and importance, since the probability is great

that very violent and extensive convulsions, producing

most remarkable alterations in Physical Geography and

in other conditions of organic life, must have happened to

occasion so entire and sudden a change of plants, shells,

and vertebrated animals, as, notwithstanding recent dis-

coveries of supposed intermediate strata, is admitted to

have taken place after the deposition of the cretaceous

system.

Some time after the above remark* were written,

the third volume of Mr. Lyell’s Principle* of (ieology
appeared, in which that able Geologist has ventured

to do what we thought too difficult to attempt, and de-

fines in one instance what part of the ancient bed of the

sen was raised at the commencement and (luring the
continuance of the tertiary period. Combining his own
observations on tertiary strata with Mr. Mantell’s dis-

coveries, he propose* the theory that the elevation of the
Wealden district of Sussex and Kent was contempora-
neous with, or only immediately antecedent to, the de-
position of the tertiaries in those parts of the sea which
are now become the basins of London and Hampshire ;

that the elevation of the secondary
, as well as the depo-

sition of the tertiary rocks, was produced by long con-
tinued operations of the same kind, and that as different

strata were raised in the Weald, to be wasted away by
the sea and atmospheric action, the tertiary deposit*,
thence carried to the depths of the sea, were proportion-
ately varied. We cannot now disensa this ingenious
theory, because it is connected with a very extensive
argument, involving many of the fundamental views of
this author, Blie de Beaumont, and Von Buch, but it

will be examined in its protwr place.

Otology.

ch.iY.

Table of the Organic Remain* of the Crctaeeom System.

Plants, (from M. Adolphe Brongniart.)

Family. Name. Hoc*. BrttitH LaenHUm. Sock.

Confeme. .Confervitw fuse if u Lute Some* chalk „w« A majyar in Bornholm.
Wfrogroplotfce * ditto Ditto.

Alg* ....... Fucoide* Brardt ..•.»••••• Pnlptnwn. (Dordopw.)
Orbignianua. . ...... .......... Isie <T Aix, nvax La Kochelle.

atriclus «..•«•••». •••••••••»«•• .......... 1*1* iTAix.

tuberculoma *.*«••«•#. Ditto.

Tsrgionii chalk Bogaor, S-.u*a , . . Lea Voireaa, sear Flore®*.

•nualis. ........... .......... .......... Vcrnaw^ua in the Plaiaaatin.

ditformin Bidoche, near Bayonne.

furcatua .......... .......... .......... Venmaqne. G£ne», Florence.

mcomii... .......... .......... Vet

Lyngbunua ...... .. .......... ........
Brongiriaiti, Mant. .. ditto ..... Sussex.

Naiades . . . .Zosterilc* cauliniaefulia. . .. . Iale d'Aix.

lineata .......... ....... ........ r.,....,.. Ditto.

BeUoviaiaaa. . . ..... .......... Ditto.

elongate Ditto.

Qycadew . . . .Cycaditm Nilsooii chalk Scania.

Tnuytes aliena, Sternb planerkalk . Schmetadhn*.

Wood, dicotyledonous ditto ..... ditto.

Lnn» neembliog pl.faum. .„d BUnkenbnrg, Vnjgnb
(iron, Stsrob.. 1
It does not appear that any of the plant* of thia epoch were in eiistence before or since.

Family. Name. Rock.

Fibre*® . , , . . Spongia plana, Phil chalk . .

,

cajwtnta, Phil. ......
osculifrra, Phil
eonvohrtn, Phil
lobata. Firm
marginal*. Phil
radicifurmia, Phil. .

.

tercl«rsta, PhiL .....
roroa*, Phil
l»v.«, Phil

eribroKo, l*hU.

rumiim, Mant. ,

par*doxica .........
(Spongu* )latyrinthtcu*,Mant.

Townsrudi, Mant. ..

(Siphonia) Wcbstvri ......
.

green mad.
curvicornia. Goldf.
iocmuata, Gold f

(Vsntficulite»;Benr4tia*.Maat chalk
mdmtus, Mant. ditto
alcyomndm, Mnat. . . ditto

quadrangulart*, Mant. ditto .....

POLYPARI A,

BHti.li laelilM.

Bridlington.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Lewes, Norwich.
Bridlington.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto, Dover.

Bridlington.

Ditto.

Ditto, Sussex

Hunstanton, Smithbourn.

Heytwbury, Lewes.
Ditto, ditto.

Iale ol Wight, Soulhbouzn.

Rock.

marl
chalk

Lewet, Wilts, Bridlington.

Ditto, Warraimrtee.
Offham, Sussex.

Foreign Localities.

Noirmoatier.

Westphalia.

Ditto.
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Gralonr. FawBjr.

** **• Fibrous * *

.

Num. Rock. lirilith Locality-*.

(Cb"“iu*^tar,u
*:

}
chaik —-i*™.

flexujwu, Mant ilitto . .... Ditto.

Kosnigi, Mant. . .... ditto ..... Warminster, Lewes.

Halirrboa cost*’.*, Liim
. . . . jf tee u sand . \V anniiuiter ........

Paramoudra cbaik ..... Belfast, X orfulk.

Alcyomum glutMilomia^Dnft. ditto ..... Sussex .... .........
pyriforme, ManL ... ditto Ditto.

Futelgn LocaIUm*.

. Normandy.

. Buauvais, Meudon, &c.

pyruo

Serea pyriformis, . Warminster.

Of the following fibrous polyparia described by Goldfuss from Maestricht and Westphalia, it is very probable

that when better known, several will be found identical with the spongis and alcvoni® of English authors.

It is to be regretted that the labours of Naturalists in this difficult branch of fossil Zoology have been almost

fruitless for want of cooperation. The abundance of spongoid fossils is a very remarkable character of the

English and Westphalian chalk.

AchiUeum glomeratum .... M *c*tricht.

fuugtforme ..... Ditto.

morcheUa Risen.

Mason cn.pilatum ....... .M aestricht.

tubuliferum Ditto.

pul vluarium ..... Ditto, Kssen

.

pasUa Ditto, ditto.

atellatum ......... Easeo.

pyriforma ....... CoeefeM
ScrphU TuugiforniM. ...... 1>itto.

MaiUcllii ... ....Ditto.

Dtchcuii ........ Ditto.

Oijnhuaii ..... .Damp.

Seyphia Murchiscmri Damp.
verticillata Maestricht, Nchou.
mamradlaris . . . . .Risen.

tetragons ....... Ditto.

furcatii Ditto.

foraroinasa Ditto.

. iofutidilmlifurtui* .Ditto.

Sacku Ditto.

Tragos deforms Ditto.

rugotutn ...... .Ditto.

pyriform* Ditto.

stellatum .......Ditto.

hippocastiDum . .Ditto.

Family. Name, Hack, BrilUh Localities- Rock. Portion LomUtSei.

Cuoou. * . ,Ch.MDdojtOT. fungifonpia.|^^ W.nrmut.r,

Hippulimut fun guide*, Lam. Ditto.

Corticifera ...Gorgoaia badUans, G. .... chalk ..... Maestricht.
—

—

Phil chalk ..... Bishop's Wilton, Hants.

Cellulifera ...Millepora Fittoni, Mant. ... ditto Sussex.

Gilberti, Mant Ditto.

antiqoa? Defr, .... .......... Normandy.
Bt. ........ .......... Meudon.

compress* ........ . Maestricht

madreporacca ...... Ditto.

Nuilipora raeemoea Ditto.

Kschara cyclostocoa ...... . .......... .......... Ditto.

mrrifonDie. Ditto.

engmatophora ••••• .......... .......... Ditto.

Mxaagnlaris ....... ...................... .......... Ditto.

cancel) at a ......... .......... Ditto.

armchnoidea ...... . .......... .......... Ditto.

dichotom* ........ .......... .......... Ditto.

•tnata Ditto.

filograna .......... ... ....... .......... ........... Ditto.

diaticha .......... .......... Meudon.
Cdiepora omata Maestricht

hippocrepia. ....... «... Ditto.

dontata ........... ...................... .......... Ditto.

cruatuleota ........ Ditto.

bipunctata. ........ ••••••»••• .......... Ditto.

cschaxoidcs *.«••*•... «... ...... .••••...*•• .......... Risen.

PhiL ..... . ditto ..... Knapton, Yorksliizc.

Retepora clathrata. ........ .......... Maestricht.

lichenoides ........ .......... Ditto,

tnmeala .......... Ditto.

d»««iflia ••••••••••• •••••.... Ditto.

Ceuaatrata ......... .......... Nants.

caucellata Maestricht.

CoKioopof. in/uudibuti-i CWWd.
tormis. .••••I.)

* * * * * * *

macropora , ditto MU niter.

Coeloptychium agaricuides ditto ..... Cowfeld.

Flustra reticularis, Lam. . . . ditto Sussex, Norwich.
reticulata, Detra Normandy.
flabciliformi*, Lam. . .......... Ditto.

tewseUata, Woodw..,. ditto ..... Norwich.
Ceriopota cryptopota ...... ...chalk ....Maestricht.

micropora. .......... Ditto, Bwm, Nantu.
anomalopora ...... . .......... Maestricht.

polymorph* .......... marl ..... Kaaen.
•dichotomy .......... Maestricht.

miUeporacea Ditto.

4 n 2
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Family.

Ccllulifera

KaStf. Rock. British Localities. Rock. Fofrl^n Localities.

.Gtriupan 8r.vilia ........ .......... ........... Essen.

matkepontcf* ...... .......... ..chalk. .... Maastricht.

tubi|<uMcr« ....... ................................ ditto .....Ditto.
spungites marl ••••• Kmo.
*davata Ditto.

eribtosa ........... Ditto.

verticillata .......... ...................... chalk. . . . , Maastricht,

spiralis Ditto.

putulgu Ditto.

compress* ......... Ditto.

tnjnma marl Kmcd.
steflata . ... ...... .......... chalk Maastricht, Essen.
*dibltnu ......... .......... Ditto.

mitra marl Eaten.
venoaa Ditto.

Lunulites crvtacea, IWr Maastricht, Toon, Normandy.
Orbitolitcs leiiheul.ita ...... chalk .... Sussex green sand. Pert* tlu Rhone.

Celluliferous polyparia appear at present scarce in the English chalk and green sand, yet probably, on further
research, the contrast which in this respect subsists between our series and that of Maestrichl und Westphalia may
be diminished.

Fanny. Name. Rork. British Localities. Rock. Foreign Localities,

Lomellitcra . . Lithodandron grscile green sand
.
Quedlinburg.

(CaryophyUia) gibbosum ... .........

CaryophyUia centralis, Mant. chalk . . .

.

eon ulus, PbiL gault ....

< Sussex, Yorkshire, Nor-
* 1 mandy.
. Yorkshire, Cambridgeshire.

. . . Near Bochum, Westphalli

0
cancvllata . .. Maestricht.*

(Turbiaolia) Ktrnigi

< chalk «... Suwex.
. < green sand Wilts.

( gault .... Cambridge, Yorkshire.

Astraea flcKucnu ..........
geometries. .......

.. Ditto.

.. Ditto.

•fegan* Ditto.

marrophthalma . . ,

,

, , . Ditto.

Pagrus Proteas, Dvfr , . . Ditto, Tours, Normandy.

It is probable that the whole suite of polyparia of the cretaceous system is peculiar to it. This remark is

meant to apply to the Maestrichl fossils as well as to the more generally recognised types of chalk and green sand.

Radiabia.

Family. Nam*. Rock. Foreign Lur-aUtW, Roek.

Criaoidea. . . . Apsocrinus ellipUcus. ...... chalk .....
|

Wiltshire,York
^ J

Fratacrinut caput Medusas . gault ..... Yorkshire * • ditto . • . •

.

Marvupitea Milien, Mant. .. chalk ..... Ditto, Wiltshire, Sussex.

Glenotmnttes paradoxus, O. .......... luH,.r..i
StcilerkU . . . . Asterias quioqiwlobs ...... (kalk .....— - i - ditto .... Norwich, Wiltshire. .

regular™, Wood. ... SwatTham, Lcwra.

. ,
. ... f Norfolk, Wiltshire, York

semilunatus ........ ditto 1 shire*

lent iginosus, Wood Dover.

Ecbioilt ....Cidaris regalia ditto

•cutigvra

crenulam ..v.v... ............ .. .....

granulosa
variularia. ...... .... .......... marl,

ornata ............ .......... .....

Wiiui., I'wk <UHo
S“""’ y"k '

mammillalA, Park . , .......... ‘Wiltshire.

cretosu, Mant Lpw, Northfloet,

llritisli Localities.

Touraine, Normandy.

Maastricht.

Speldorf, near Molhausea.
MaestncM, near Munster.
Paris, Rouen, tc

Maestricht.

Kehlbeim, Bavaria.

France.

Aix, Maestricht, Essen.
Kskd, Coesfeld.

Essen.
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. chalk .

Geology. Family. Now*. Rock. British Localise*. Rock.

Cb. II. Echinida . . . Cidarix variolaris ( O. TV***.) Lewes, Lyme chalk

• ,
vulgahi, Lam.

” Y
aiteritans. . ........ green sand. Warminster.

corollarit, Mant chalk Sussex, Wiltshire, &c.

clavigera, Kceuigi Sussex.

vesiculosa mail
Echinus aajuitilis, Park ditto Sussex, Norwich.

Kcenigi. Mant. . Sussex, Yorkshire

Benefit*, Kamigi . . .
green sand. Wiltshire.

amilatua, Wahl. Ditto, Lyme Regis chalk

alutareus .......... nada- .. aai

granulosus......... sandstone...

radiitua . .......... marl. ......
Clypeus, small species ditto Warminster.

Clypcaster Lesha
foruicatus ............

Galtrites albogaktrus, Le«ke chalk ..... Lewes,\V iltshire,Yorkshire ditto ........

subrotund ne, Leska. . .......... Lewes, Norwich,Yorkshire.

vulgaris, Lam .......... Lewes, Lyme.... ............
conoidcus .......... ...................... ditto.......

•ubuculM, Lam Willahire
rari}

depress) m, Lam. .... «...

canaliculatus ••»•••••«•»•••
sulcalo radialut chalk .......
Hawkinvii, Mant... . ditto Sussex.

abbreviate . ....... .......... ......................
Echinoneus subgloboaus. .. ditto

placenta ......
lamps*, De la Beehe green sand. Lyme Regis.

eeltifbrmis, WahL ............
Nucleolit«i depreurus ditto

ovstus, Lam . . . .

•crobicuktus, Lam. , .......... ............
pyrifonnis ......... ..........
lacunosus ......... .......... marl

cordatus. .......... ••».•*•... ............
csrinatus .......... .......... ...................... chalk..,,...
lapis cancn ........
•teatodinarius ......
rotula, Bt
castanea, Bt. greensand...
patellaris chalk .......

A-.-'hr*.
{

8<”£ sagj »
N
r} «•

heraisphwn cos, Mant Sussex. Yorkshire.

intumt-sccns, Phil. . . . .......... Yorkshire.

pust ulosut, Lam .... Norfolk ditto

coooideus

striatos

Comitum marl...,..,.
other species, Smith . ditto ..... England,

Spatangus ornatus, Cut. ..
.
greensand. Lyme.

cubofbkulara, Dvfr Ditto

argillaccus, Phil, ... gault Wiltshire, Yorkshire.

Murchisonianu«,Mant green sand. Nur»ted, Southbonm.
cordifornais, Mant... chalk Middleham, Norwich.
rostretus.

•

.......... Brighton, Norfolk....
prunella, Lam. ••••• Brighton ...........

Fontga Localities.

Havre.
Poland.

Moca.

Bodaberg in Scania.

Essen.

Kuhlheim.
Essen.

Maestricht.

Munster.

Aix, Poland, Dieppe, kc.

Aix. Dreux.
Pvrigord.

Havre, Covshrld, and Essen.

Fix, Swiaserland, Bavaria.
Buren and Drunken, Padrrbom,
Maestricht.

Aix Is Chapellv, Quedhnburg.
Maestricht.

Ditto.

Scania.

Aix la Cbapelle ?

Maestricht.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Essen.

Ditto.

Aix, flildeshrim, Essen.

Aix, Maestricht.

Ratisbon.

Rouen, green sand, Mtn. de Fix.

Mtn. de Fix.

Maestricht

{

Meudon, Sweden, Lublin chalk,
marl, Karen.

Paris, Rouen, Moen.
Ant'd in I.imburg.

Aix, Maestricht.

Coesfrld.

Aix, Bisritx, near Bayonne.
Maestricht, Dives.

, Norwich, Lewes, Lyme^kc. .

itaws. Want Yorkshire, Sussex
hemisjihjcricus, Phil Yorkshire.

lewis, Defr ... ditto ..... Lyme. ............... .
grren sand.

bufo, Bt. chalk
Phil. ...... .

green sand. Chute Farm, Wiltshire.

granulosus ditto

tubgiobosus, Leake
nodulotus

xadiatus, Lam.
bicordatus ........ ..........
tmocatus ......... ..........
B ucVkrul i marl
arcusrius, Lara, a re 1

cent species ..... j
*

amygdala, Lin. .... .......... ................
gibbu*. Lam. ....,

cor testudinarium «...
bueardinm ........
lacunosns, Lin. ....
retutus, Park. ..... ditto Wilts.

punctata*, Pork Ditto.

,
Maestricht.

(

Paris, Normandy, Burgundy, Fix,

Coesfeld, Saxony, Bohemia
,
Scania, Poland.

,
Pert* dn Rhone.

,
Paris, Normandy, Maestricht

,
Maestricht

,

Quedlinburg, BUran.

Essen.

,
Marstricht.

,
Mecklenburg.
Maestricht

Essen.

chalk Maestricht

,
Ditto.

,
Paderbom.

,
Maestricht, Quedlinburg, Coesfeld.

, Aix.

, Aix, Quedlinburg.
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662 GEOLOGY.
(irnM^y. The (lislinctDej** of the form and characters of the

Ufa 1L incrusted radiaria, permit* in general a satisfactory

decision concerning their specific identification. On
this account, no less than from the general d illusion of

these fossils, the echinida, stellcrida, and crinoidea

ought to afford the most certain evidence concerning

the laws of geographical distribution of animals during

the cretaceous epoch. It cannot escape notice- that a

great number of species of echinida belong to extinct

genera. It is remarkable that the genus spatangus, of

which one or two species occur in oolite and several

exist in the present seas, seems to have arrived at its G*.,Wy.
maximum of abundance in the cretaceous epoch ; and Ch IL

that the extinct genus, ananchyte*. which is especially ’—•-v—/

abundant and widely diffused in chalk, has not been
found in the subjacent oolites, nor in the true tertiaries

above the Maastricht beds. It is possible that amongst
the echinida a very few species are identical with some
found iu the oolitic strata, (as galerites depressus, ci-

daris variotaris, &c.) hut in general the species appear
to be decidedly peculiar.

CoNniircRA.

Family. Kune. British LnralilM,

Plagymyoru .Fistulana pyriformia, Meat., guilt. .... Williagdon, Sussex.
personals, Meat. ... chalk .... 8u<*cx.

Phula» cunstncfo, Phil. .... gault .... Yorkshire.

Teredo? Hastt.

. gmuH.

PkoUdamv. d.tnn.bM'hU. 1^
Cardlum dscossatom, Sow. f

Panopm plicate pera

Mya manddmla
.....

phiuuolina, Phil,

plana

? Lonsdale.. Chalk ....
Lulrafia striata .......... green Mad.

catitufrra ......... chalk. ....

Arnphiilev :n» FbiL M.S. sand.

Curtails Uriatula ditto • • .

.

IwtigaU
dedans
punctum. Phil gault. . . ,

.

caudata, Nils.

anatma, J )t»h

OaMuttell a Uin.nu., I Lea
Tell.ua ovjualia, Maul. .... gram sand.

iuw«j'»ali» .........
atnatula

yi>il ......gault
Lucias sculpts, Plul

tatis, Phil
Cousins 1 . .

Artarte. J
%lnaim

TWis tmtj'»r ,
. g:wn saad.

minor

Venus sitgulnU .......... ditto . . . .

.

cnprratA

oral nt ...... ...... ..........
faba

parva

liiuvilau

plana

Ringmerienais, Slant chalk. . . .

.

('tedium IltUaa utn ....... green taitd.

proboAcidenm
umbonatum l ...... .

granulotum, Wuotlw. chalk
bullatuin, Lam.

Cardita Kwnarkii, Nila
ttiberrulatn ........ green aaml.
modulus, NUa.

Speetua
;

chalk Sussex.

Sandgate .............
tSusurx, Ulr of Wight,

\ iX-tuea.

Yorkshire.

Ditto.

Near Caine.

Lyme.
Ditto.

Hytha.
Parham, Pulborough.
HlArkdcnrn.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Parham.
Ditto, Blackdown.
Biackdown.
Yorkshire.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Biackdown, Devixea.

Blockduw ii.Suesvx.DrviMt.

Sussex, I ale of Wight, Stc,

Ht.ickdiiwa, Parham.
Lyme, Blackduwn.
Parham.
Parham, Isle of Wight
i
Lyme, Isle of W'ight,

I Sussex

.

Bkckdovta. •••••••»••
Ditto.

Ringme ,
Middleham.

Blackduwn.
Nan- Coilumpfan, Devon.
Biackdown.
Norwich.

Devil**, Lyme.

chalk • . • . . MaestnehL

green sand, Oxterfeld.

ditto. Ditto.

ditto Pcrte du Rhone, Sweden.

.......... Koping.
ditto. Schonrn, Hon.
chalk Macetricht.

green sand* Bochum.

chalk. .... Aix k ChapeIk
Scania.

Ditto.

crasaa ditto.

Ixocardia angukta, Phil. .
.
gaulr Yorkshire.

Tri«.w.
i

puiu>ra,*K'

dohi iUo fParham. Ilaldon. fcc
*

( l»k ofW ight,

aliformis
jPidborough, Eddington.

ocvxnirira ......... .......... Pulborough, Lvme. Blackdown.
apeclabilia Blackdown.

'

Dout.

Alicnbcrg.
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0“'»Kr- ™
p““7

- ^ •

"*"*

Cb. II. rmgymyoM .Tngonia rugos*
scnbra •«•••

x 1- atfinM .......
peunata .....
nodosa
pumile, Nit*. •

arcuate. Lam.
Cucullan decussate .

.

glabra. ......

H:UUh LooaHltr*.

,
Lyme .. ..... .

•

,
Parham, lialdon.

,
Teignmouth.

, Uythe.

RurSt. Foreign Loralitie*.

Kwn sand. Pcrtc da Rhone.
Roueu, Perto du Rhone.

K-fjiing, Balsherg.

nunculifem, Hsa.
crasaatiua

subacute

exaltala, Nila. .....
rhomb**, Nila. ..... -

oralis, Nila.

cJathmtu, lisa.

Pec+unculu* *uhiamn ...... ditto

umlxnuha......... ditto

kna, Nila. .•.•••»•. •..•••...•

Nucula imprcssa ........ . « ditto ...»

autiqu&te- ......... ditto .....

angulsta .......... ditto

orate. Mint g*oH .....

subrecurva, Phil. ...

pectinate. Maut.
undulate .........
product*, Nila.

truocate. Nits. ..... .........
panda. Nila.

Modioli jaralkla ......... «*ea wu»d

•bipartita ........ ditto ...

squalls ........... ditto ....

•pallida .. .......

Mytilua lanceolate* ditto ....

eduntnlns. ......... ditto .....

lavn, Defr.

probkmatkus, Hsn, .

Pachyma giga* • chalk . . . .

.

MytiUiklo* labial ua, SchU, . , ditto . . .

.

Mesomyoo* . . Piuo* nrtraguua . . K,rcn *s»d

gracilis, Phil gault .....

sulcata, Woodw clialk . . . .

,

affiuis. H»q.
flahellum, Him.
Dobilia, U*n
restitute, Hen.
quadrtvaivia, Han

Gerriilia •ariculoidw ...... green mid

.

•acuta ditto

green sand.

ditto.

ditto. .....
ditto

ditto.

Parham, Feverabam. ....

Lyme, BUckdowa.
Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Lyme, Coltumpton.

chalk. .,

ditto. . .

.

.. Rouen.

.. Beauvais.

ditto, ... .. Ditto.

chalk. . ..
j
Susa**, (Mant) Yarksh.

t PhiU
green sand. Devuec. Lyme, Nunted.

Hamwy ••....*•.•»••• .. MsertnchL

,
Balaberg, Sweden.

. Kdptag, Scania.

,
Angers, S*umur.

Parham, ULackdovn.

Parham.
Blackdown.
kmgmcr, Folkatone,Yorks.

Yurlihira.

Hum«k •••••••• •

Pol luston*.

. Balsherg, Koping, Sweden.

, Kanbevgn, Scania.

. Ditto, ditto.

. Ditto, ditto.

Parham Park.
Ditto.

Foothill, Wilt*.

Blackdown.
ditto ..... Bougival, Pant.
greensand. Bochum.

Lyme.
Wilts .......... Aix la Chnpellr, Quedlinburg.

Deviaaa.

Yorkshire.

Norwich.
chalk .

.

solenoid** ......... ditto

Claricula

Crenatula products.

•reotricosa

luocenunus, ii

“ Ce-

,
Nik.

, Mant. chalk ..

Parham, PWewfield.

,
Parham.

j Ditto, Isle of Wight, l

1 Wilts. J
'

. Near Saumur.

. Bochum.

. Ditto.

. Vallumburg.

. Cotentm, oauoror.

,

Sussex.

,
Shdford, Hertfordshire.

ms, in-'

< c»- PrP1—^-
Cue. ,

. Maastricht, Normandy.

. Sweden.

• Bochum. (H*u.)

.
Lyme, Eingmex.

f Ful kstone,RingiDar,Cai».

Cripeii ......... . Ditto.

pectus . . ,
Guildfont

Cuvicri . . . ditto .

.

. . Koyston. Lewes, Yorkshire.

cranium, Phil. .

.

. . . ditto . .

.

, . . Ilunmanby.

, . ,
ditto .

.

. . . Gravesend.

mytiloidm ...... . . . ditto .

.

. . . Norwich, Wilts, Susacx.

stnatux. Merit . .

.

, . . ditto .

.

, . . Wilts, Lewes.

Lamarckii, Mant. . , . ditto .

.

. . . Sueiex, IXirer.

undulatu*. Mant. , , . ditto •

.

. . . Lewes, Lieyteabury.

Webeterii, Mant.. , , . ditto .

.

. . . Sussex.

latiM, .Mant ... ditto .

.

... Ditto.

involutes ..«•••« ditto .. ... Ditto, N orfolk.

Petto do Rhone,Tu, Scania.

. Parte du Rhone, Essen.

. Rouen, Tours, Scania*

. Quedlinburg, Poland, Scania.
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Mcsomyoua.

Rock. British LmliUn.

, chalk Essex.

Rock.Niaa*.

. IlHKeramus digifahis

ragosu*. Han.. . . . . .......... ••••••••••

Kxogyra lulMtidea. ....... grreo Mud. Wilts
routes ............ ditto Ditto, Susses, Blackdown.
recurssis ditto H uhlan.

pliati ditto Ditto.

canaliculata ditto Wilts.

undata ............ ditto ..... Blackdown.
cornuarietit. Nils. .. .......... ......................
lariniala, Nils.

BnniU J*l« ofWight,Yorkxh.Keat
Grypbiea vesiculosa ....... . ditto ..... Wilts, Sussex .......... greensand.

columba, Lam Ljrme, Losigleat ........ ..........
globosa chalk ..... Norwich, Lewes, &e.

aquila, Bt

muricularia, Bt. ..... chalk.....

Foreign laalikln.

plicata, Lam.. ...... ••«••«»»•• • * green sand
fruncata, GoUlt ....

Bphsra corrugata ........ green sand . I sle of Wight.
Ostriro resipuUris, I-»m. . . chalk ..... Sussex, Norwich. Ac. . . • chalk ..... Meudon, Maestricht, Scania.

Quedlinburg.

Scania, Essen.

Scania.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Grande Chartreuse,

Bouches du Rhone.
Havre, Poland, Saxony.

Perle du Rhone.

{

Perigueox. Poland, Grande Char-
treuse, Vauclnae.

Boesin jrfi-id • chalk, SaumtiT.
Maestricht.

serniplana, Mant .... ditto ..... Sussex,

canaliculate ....... . ditto Ditto, Norfolk.

carinata. green sand. Wilts, Lyme, & green sand.
mneruptera Folksloue.

n!iform i*, Wmidw. , . chalk Norwich.
tricarinata, Woodw. . ditto ..... Ditto,

digitato, Woodw. ... ditto . .... Ditto,

•errata, Defr chalk
lateralis, Nil*.

clavata, Nil*
hippopodium, Nila.. .......... .. ..............a.... . ..........
•acuminata .......
curvirostris, Nils. ... .......... ....... *.

flabelliformia, Nils.

pusilla. Nils. . .... ». ..........
lunula, Nila
parasitica, Hem. ... greensand.
truncala. Ilea. ditto

F«ta» .... dull
{ }

cWk '

quadricostatus ...... green sand. Sussex, Blackdown, Wilts, ditto

Beaveri chalk ..... Sussex,

triplicatus, Mant. ... ditto Ditto.

ornicnlaria ......... ditto, &c. . . Ditto, Wilts ••»..
obliquus. .......... green sand. Ditto, ditto.

asper ditto Wilts

cl“'k K"r-ich
. b«sm««

radiatus. Wood*. . . ditto ..... Norwich.
sexcostaiu*, Woodw. . ditto Ditto.

coocenlrictis ditto Ditto.

Normandy, Boulogne, Bochum.

Sweden, Maestricht, Dreux.
Scania, Essen.
Sweden.
Ditto.

Scania.

Ditto.

Sweden, Essen.
Scania.

Ditto.

Bochum.
GrU- senheck.

(

Meudon, Baumtir • green aand, Perte

du Rhone, Sweden.

{

Maestricht, Normandy
;
green sand,

Grande Chartreuse, Saxony.

. Sweden, Aix la ChapeUe.

• Poland, Bochum, llatteren.

. Ham, Aix la ChapeUe.

•eptcmpliratus, Nil*.. .......... Scania.
cretosu*. Defr. ....Paris.
araehnoides, Defr. Ditto, Normandy.
mrmtiranaceus, Nila Scania.
dentutus. Nils Ditto.

extextin, Bt .......... Havre, Normandy, Angers.
aerratuy Nils. Sweden.
raiiltinistutus. Nils. . Ditto.

undulatiw, Nils Scania.
aiiharatu*. Nils, Sweden.
pulchi-lliH, Nila. .......... Ditto.
Iineatu*. Nils. Ditto.

Tirgutua Nils Ditto.

Writ, Nila. . Ditto, Aix la ChapeUe.
inversus. Nils Sweden.
Mprmmns, Han. .... .......... ...................... green sand . Hard t.

gracilis, Han. Aix la ChapeUe.
gryphantus, Ilan... Ditto.

regularis, Schi chalk Maastricht
rzlcatus, Han. Ditto; green sand, Hard!.
verxicostatus, Han.. . .......... grnm sand, Aix la Chapelle, Minden.

Fiagyostoma tpmoeum .... chalk Sussex, Wilts ditto .... France, Poland, Saxony, Sweden.
Hoperi, Mint ditto Ditto,

Brightunenae, Mant. . ditto Ditto.
eiongaturo ditto ..... Ditto.
aaparwn, Mant .... ditto Ditto.
P peetinoideom . . , . , .......... ditto ..... Perte du Rhone,
oratum, Nila, Sweden.
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II. Mcsoinjona . .Plagiostoma seroisulca- )
w**v^*’' Iiiid, NL'i, .....I

* ••••

Mantalli, Be chalk Dover
gratmlatum, Nils. . . . .....
elegans, NUs,
pusiilum, Nil*.

Is British LocaIIUm.

Podopais or Dianchora lata

uUitjua, Mant. .....
striata

chalk .

.

ditto ..

ditto .,

... Sussex.

. . Ditto.

truncata, Lam. ....
larairHuta, Nils. . . .

.. Lyme. ............... . ditto .

.

Plicatula inHota ditto*.. . . Sussex
; green sand, Wilts.

pocteDonles .......
S|vondyhis ? strigilis, B«. .

ihtto .

.

. . Su***
;
gault, Cambridge.

.Spbcmlitrs dtlstata, Des
j

Moulin* 1

ttt F.jnflcn LocjJIlirS.

Sweden, Saurnur.

Denmark.
Sweden.
Ditto.

Ditto.

S»mfc«
;
green sand, Osterfeld.

GroIo«’.

CK.il.

Havre, Essen, Bochum.
Normandy, Touiaimf, Sweden.
Sweden.

Bauruonii, Des M ditto

ingem, Des M
Hiacunghauaii, DesM ditto . ,

”
j

fuliacea, Lam ditto >#<
*]

Jml imia, Dm M ditto
Jcnanoetii, De» M * d^to I

I

crateritbrmU, Des M ditto
Moulin ii, Goldf. ” ditto

.".****

Hip^u rites radiosa, DmM '

m [[ % ditto ..HI
comu pastoriv, DesM * *

ditto
«mi«,n.fr mu. :::::

Defr.

diUtotolK.fr ditto ; /
biocidato, Lem. .... ,ii

t
*0

fistula, Defr ditto Hill
undetermined.....

ditto
Brachiopode .TerebratuU subeotunda .... chalk Sussex, Norwich,’ ic!

’ H I green Hud!
carnca .......... ,. ditto ..... Norwich, Sussex ditto
ovate ............. ditto ..... Sussex; green send,Sussex ditto
uiulete ditto Sussex.
elongate ditto Ditto.

biplitoto KrwntonJ . Ditto, W,lit, fUmbridgp.
latd ............... ditto ..... Sussex, Devizes.
•uUuidate chalk Yorkshire chalk .....

plicatdis ditto

riyan, Tolmont, mouth of the <J».
ronde.

J Royan, Talmont, Vellce de la Coum.
I Dordogne.
Hoyan, Talmont.
Ditto, ditto, Lengiiais, Duidogoe.
Isle d’Aix.
Mirantbeau, Charrnte Infcrieum,
YaU4e de la Couse, lVrigurd.
Koyan, Longinus.
Maestricht.

Ccndrieiur, Perigord.
Perigoeux.

AJct, A ink.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

In Sussex chalk. (Mantell)
Bochum.
Bochum

; chalk, Meudon.
Bochum, Scania.

•ubpHcata, Mant. ... ditto
MautflUaria ....... ditto

rostrate ditto
Martini, Mant. ditto

squamosa, Mant ditto

pentagon aHt, PhiL
lmeulata, Phil. ....
IX'francii, Bt.

• . Norwich,Sussex,Grawsend ditto . . . .

.

. . . Sussex, Yorkshire,WBtS . ditto . . . .

.

... Susaex,

. . . Ditto.

... Ditto.

. « . Ditto.
. ditto ..... Yorkshire.

• K*ult ..... Specton, Yorkshire.

... • chalk&gault Suxmtx, Yorkshire
•w*. t-*» dw.

jilt.

•**•“• m
:

••••••• '»“>* Nt».kh
om.thoatpltoto >

* 3ltlo
pectmata greensand. Wilts.
*>«» ditto Ditto.
emiglobosa chalk Yorkshire

aaurl . Cambridge ditto
7*** • ; chalk Warminster eluilk

» id

* greensand, ilaldon. Wilts green >and.

_ ...
. *.*

*j*,I
'** * ‘ ••••••*. ...................... tUllo .....cumrastna. Nils. ... ..........

recurve, ivfr
. 1 1 1 HI II II I HI *1

* * * " *

laevigata, Nila. !

.

I HIIII! \

”]***|* *******”*

rhomhoiilelis, N ill. . .

** ••••*••«.

triangularis, Wahl 11.11111111,1***
longi rust ris, Wahl HUH
aiwrturata, Schl 111111111111*1 chalk

c irv.la, Schi
.

™
lucumna. Schl.

micTOBCupica, Fond 1 1 1 1 1 1 1HH 1 1 1 1 1

*”
S,*lk

pekteta. Ham I....HU 1 1 1 1 1 1 HI 1 1 1 J I [ ^ J j; ]

;

semiatnata, Lam.
variant, H*n .1.1111111111111111*" Skmmietdam, Schl

II ditto H I
*.

Rohm.

|
Meudon, Moon

l Chartreuse.

Tour*, Beauvais, Maestricht.

grotn sand, Grande

Meudon, Sweden, Maastricht.
Meudon, Sweden.

reppe, Sweden
j green sand, Quod*

linburg.

Pwte du Rhone, Normandy.
Pcrte du Rhone, Fis.

Normandy, Havre, Scnnia.

Sweden, Moen, Bochum.
Quodlinburg.
Blind* Kimdcrt.
Havre.
Bochum.
Scania.

M***tricht, Normandy.
Scania,

Sweden.
Scania.

Sweden.
Isms.
Maeitricht.

t^iH'illinliurg.

Spcldorf
; green sand, Bochum.

(^n«llinl«irg.

Maastricht.

Bochum, Quediinburg.
Marttrichf.

Bochum.
Kswn.
Maestricht.

4 8
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Family. Vaina. I*»cW, la British LocaJItiw.

Brachu'poda .Terebratida ? vitrea, Lam
i sella green sand . llylho.

drjreiM ditto .*... Fariitgiou.

nucifortnia ditto ..... Ditto.

oblonga . . »• ditto ..... Swmlgate.

tnnw-nta .......... ditto ..... Faringdon.

Gibbaioita ......... ditto ..... Folksttme, Hj the.

pianm marl ..... Summ**.

iitrtHtulia gault ..... Ditto. Yorkshire.

tiervillii, Wood*. . . chalk ..... Norwich.

ricitk ............ ditto ..... Norfolk.

obliquR ........... ditto Di> to. Ramsgate.

(Ma^w) jwintita .... ..... ditto ..... Norwich. Hunt*
iruciu. Woodw. .... ditto Norfolk.

fainctala, Woodw. .. ditto ..... Ditto.

Cneiu PariaioikBis. IXrfr. ... chalk ..... Norwich, Brighton

ttriRia, Dnfr SwatThaiti . . ...........
ant-.qun, Defr. ......................
steUata, Defr
spinvloiR, Nila.

tuhcrculatA. Nib. . . .

nummuliM. Lain. ... ..........
mduluM, 11m

Orbieula green aand. Sussex; gault. Yorkilnre.

In Foreign Local](lea.

,
Mention, Mncatricht.

Thecidia hmogtyphtea. Defr. .

radian*. Defr •radian*. Defr
leeurviroatrn, Defir. .

. chalk ..... Meudon.

. ditto ..... Normandy, Sweden.

. ditto ..... Normandy, hcUlcaackon.
. ditto Normandy.
• ditto Sweden, Maeatricht.

. ditto ..... Scania.

. ditto ..... Hchlenarkrn, in Scania.

. ditto ..... Moeatncht, Sweden.

• ditto Fatten.

. ditto ..... Maeitricht. Normandy.
ditto ..... Ditto, ditto.

Of 100 conchifrra belonging to the chalk system, 82 fonturc common to this and the oolitic system. It must
are plagymyonous, 40 me^omYnnous, 5 imperfectly be remarked, however, that it is particularly difficult

known are classed as rudhta, and 23 brachinpodous. to settle accurately the number of species of the genera
They are mostly unknown in the strata above or below, ostreo, exogyra, and inoceramos.
The great predominance of mesomvonous hfvolves is a

Family. Name. Rack. Id Belli** LocaUtiaa.

Gasteropoda .Dwitslium deenwatura .... gautt Smaex.

medium .......... green land . Blackdown.

miens, Horn. ...... ..........
septangular* ditto . .... Belfast.

striatum, Maui. .... .......... Sussex.

ellipticum. Moot. ... Dittu.

fiiimrt, Hen
, Nib Ditto. ••».««....

Patella lorria ditto Blackdown.
otoiii. Nil*. ....... ditto

1

. Mant. Lona.. .......... Sn-.sc*, Wilts.

Pi) cop*U — I i, M«nt. ... .......... Sussex.

Hull* ? Genlii ........... ditto Dniua.

A* {•SMT.1

!*..}
obiotcto, Phil. ..... gault Speeton, Yorkshire.

turgid* .... .......
Melania >

. Phil. . . . ditto Speeton.WW-U*
}

rfrttn S„««L

spiral*, Hen. ...... ..........
, Bt .....

Plartorliia T*<ltatua ..greensand. Haldon.

Paludma ex tens* .......... Blackdown.
Nerila ntjpisa. Hi-u *

Katies c&nmia ? Park. .... ditto ..... PArluun, Blackdown.

Retail. Nit*. ..........
. . Lou*. Mant, . ditto Willi, Srnuex.

SigaMut. concavus, Hwo
Delphinula , Phil. .. gault Spoutoa.

Turbo etuitmtu*, Urn. ....
moniliferua ........ green aand. Blackdown.
mniciiB ........... .......... Ditto.

rcilunthtiu* ......... .......... Ditto.

puldierrimus. Bean. . gault ...... Spceton.

aidcutua, Nil*
Turrit t-lla grnnulata green aoud. Blackdown,

cnatiiia ........... .......

.

M Ditto.

dirplicata, Hum. .... ...»
ten-bra. Ilnm, ...... .......... ......................

Piettrotorrari* >Ham .... ...............»

.

Trochits Bnaturoli, Bt chalk ....Lewes. ...... . ..... .»

In Foreign Lecalltlr*.

Roiu-n, Perte du Rhone, Fix.

chalk . . . .

.

grom saud.
Mrtilritltt

AJtmtugne de Fis.

chalk . . . .

.

groan aand.
chalk
ditto .....

Maastricht.

U eibk-filrbeo.

Maastricht.

Paris, Kbpiog.
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. chalk .

Family. Name. Rock. In British Localities.

Gasteropoda .Ttochus iiwqualia ........ chalk Sussex.

onuxtus, Nil*. ..... .......... ....................
gurgitis, Bt. ...... greensand. Lyme. . *

Rhixlani, Bl. Southbouru, Lyme ...... ditto .....
cirroide*, Bt ditto .....
linearis, Mint Sussex.

i^lutiDiui? ...... .......... Ditto ditto ...«•
Incur Hiatus ........ ditto . .... Ditto.

ndkutetue f ....... gault ..... Specton.

. Phil. MS. .. greeu taud. ' Hythe.
Solarium tabulatum, PiuL . . gault ..... Speetoo.

Cirrus depresses* Mant. ... chalk Sussex.

plicatu*
|

Folkstoue, Norlmgtou,

Sowtrbii, Mant. .... Hatnaey.
psmilitiM. ........ .......... Lewes.
penpectirue Ihlto, Nortbtert.

Phil. green sand. liylhe.

Ccrithium rxcarahim ( ditto .....
Pyml* plauulata, Nibs chalk .....

minima, U»u. green sand.
Murvx qnadratua ......... ditto ..... lilackdown.

calcar. ........... ditto ..... Ditto.

BoateUana anaenaa, Nila. chalk.....
Parkinsont, M*»t. .. ditto Sussex, Yorkshire. ...... green sand.
calcorsta. .......... ditto ..... Blackdowo.
fisrara, Lam. ...... .......... ditto

Pteroceras maximom, Haro. . ..........
Strombus papilioiiatus, Hffia. chalk , ....

Dolium nodosum ........ chalk ..... Clayton, Sussex.

striatum, Woodw. .. ditto Norwich.
Ktwirna Bt. ....... ditto .....Sussex. ...greensand.
Volute ambigua, Mont. .... ditto Ditto.

Lamberti * ...................... chalk .....

la Fortlfn LocsltUcs.

Koping.
Pint* du Rhone, Fix.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto

Aix la Chaps Lie.

Petto du Rhone, Aix la ChapelIs.
Hoping.
Aix la Chapelle.

Kdpiug.
Bochum, CoeafeUL

Aix la Chapelle.
Martigue*.

Maestncht, Aix la Chapelle.

Perte du Rhone.

Mivtstridit. : Urea.)

The numerical predominance of the holostomatous than in the oolitic rocks ; but yet it forms a remarkable
gasteropoda over those which have a notched or canal i- contrast with the enumeration of species in the tertiary

ferous mouth, is rather less conspicuous in the chalk deposits. Probably all the species are peculiar.

Family. Name. Roc

Cephalopoda .Planular.a elliptic*. Nils. .. . ....
angusta, Nils.

Nodosari* sulcata, Nils

laevigata. Nils. .... . ......

Bdemnites mucronatux, Scbl. chalk.

In Britiah Localities.

granulates, Defr. .

lancroUolatus, Schl. .

Liatcri .

attenuates .........
minimus, Miller . . .

.

marmmllatus, Nils. .

BC.Uli®, Nils

Bacuities aneeps, Nila. ....

obluputu*
Faujasli.

vertatiralia, Lam. * .

,

triangularis. Deun. .

Han-tea annatut

f Sussex, Wilts, Norfolk,
j

l Yorkshire.. ........ j

ditto Lewes.

ditto ..... Hamsry
... ] Sussex ; red chalk, York-

Knu,t \ .him.

ditto Si.iastx, Foikstunc.

ditto ..... Folkstone.

TioesUHsa

Charlottenbt.nd, Sweden.
Kbping, Scauia,

(chalk .ad
}s, inu

I green sand .1

chalk ...» Ditto.

, ( Meudon, Maestiieht, Poland, Swe-
°

t dea, Aix la Chapelle, Normandy.

,
Qui'dUnbitrg.

chalk,

ditto .

. . . Lewes, Hauuey.

... Norwich

iatermedius ........
tenuis

rotundu* ..........My
rsriewtsfui, Phil. . .

.

Beanii, Y.and B. ..

Philliiisu, Bean. ,

tpiOUMSUS

grandis

plicatiha, Maot
alternates, Mant. . .

.

elliptleua, Mant
attenuatus, Mant . .

.

fimatus, BL
canteriatus, Bt
virguLatux, Bt. . , . . .

cyluidricus, Defr. . .

.

ditto .

gault .

ditto .litto

ditto . . . .

.

ditto .....
ditto .....
ditto

ditto*

ditto

green sand.
ditto

ditto

R*"11

ditto .....
ditto .....
ditto

Sussex, Oxon.
Sussex, Yorkshire,

Ditto, ditto

Sussex.

Ditto, Yorkshire...

Sussex.

Spaeton.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Btackdown.
Hythe.
Kent.
Spceton, Sussex.

Ditto, ditto.

Sussex.

Ditto, Speeton.

Ignaherga in Scania.

Scania.

chalk .... BoKbtig.
ditto ..... Scania.

ditto ..... Psrin, Sweden, Maestricht

ditto Macvtiicht, Normandy.
ditto MarstTichL

,
green sand. Aix la Chapelle.

. ditto ..... Perte du Rhone, Aix la Chapelle.

,
ditto ..... Nice.

chalk Normandy.

green sand,

ditto

Peril! du Rhone,
Perte «iu Khiiuw.

ditto Mont lie Fix.

cfedk Normandy.

4 s*
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Clu 11.

Family. Name.

Cephalopoda .namites Parkmsoni
gibbosun

1«“K«r

lubcrculstux. ......
turgidua

baculoide*. Maul. .

, Phil. MS. .

Rock.

. ditto . . ,

. ditto . .

.

. ditto . .

.

In OrtlUh Localities.

Wilta.

, . . Folkstone.

... Ditto.

. Ditto.

. . Dil to.

. Ditto.

.. Ditto.

.. Ditto.

lock.

contain*, Mont . chalk .

.

. . Sussex.

strialus, Park . ditto . .

.

. . Ditto.
,
ditto

Turrilites coat atua . ditto . .

.

. . Stisaex, Wilta. ,
ditto .....

undulatua, Uaut . . . ditto . .

.

. . S-issex.

tulxrculalus . ditto . . .... Ditto.

obtiquua . grrenaaud. Deviwa.

Fritiifrri , . . .Ammonite* ciuctuS, MaJit. . cli.dk .., Sussex.

jlmnllhti ... .Ammonites Stobari, Nila. .

.

. green Hand.

Selliguinu*, Bt. . .

.

.
chalk ....

Bcudauti, Bt sand,

Lamhrrti? Sow gault Yorkshire.

Ahcrocrpka/i Nutlieldiensi* (;r«n und. Nuffield, W »lt»-

Leweaiensia, M ant . . chalk Suaaex chalk . . . .

,

poramplua, Mant. ... ditto ..... Ditto.

nodosa ides, Starnli

trisuleosua, l*hil. ... g»ult ..... Yorkshire.

rotula ditto ..... Ditto.

vennstua, Phil' .... ditto .... Ditto.

rone in mi*, Phil ditto ..... Ditto.

mxrginatua, Phil. .. ditto ..... Ditto.

Arman .nucleus, Phil. ......ditto .....Ditto.

Rotomngcoiie, Bf. .. chalk ..... Suaaex, Wilts.. ditto .....

Dealtiti . .

.

tetrammatu* ct mo-1
nile. j

hii>pocaataiiuin

Woolguri, Mant
ruxlirus

ro«t ratu«

naviculana, Mont. .

.

clavatus, De Luc. ..

-ditto .....

.
ditto •»•••

. ditto

.
ditto .....

. ditto

, ditto

( Ditto
;
green Baud,Black*

j
down.

Lyme.
Sussex.

Ditto, Lyme
Sussex, Oxfordshire.

Sussex.

ditto

green Baud,

chalk

hyatrix, Phil

catinua, Mant.
rntiUus. Mant.. . . . .

.

. ditto

, chalk

.
dnto

Yorkshire.

Sttmex.

Ditto.

Ditto, Kent.
green sand

,

.
green sand

.

.
gault . . . .

.

,
ditto . ....

,
ditto .....

laiitus. Mant ......

nmitua, Mant
dcnlalus

Suaaex. Kent.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, Wilta.

BUckdown ditto . . . .

,

,
ditto Ditto.

,
ditto Ditto, Lymr, Sussex.

, ir*«k Wilta.

,
ditto Kent.

. ditto . . . .

.

Yorkshire, S u»ox.

,
chalk Suaaex, W ills ditto . . . .

,

chalk ....

curtatua . ditto Ditto.

ditto ....

In Panics Localities.

Rouen i green sand, Mont do Fu.

Rouen.
Normandy.
Rouen, Havre.

Perte du Rhone, Fix,

Mont «le Fix.

Maritime Alps.

Perte du Rbono, Mont de Fix.

KbpingtrnoHa.
I Lublin, Pulaud, Kssen

;
green sand,

| Fia.

Porto du Rhone.

Eiwn, Toplilx.

Bohemia.

Rouen.
Saumur, Bochum, Hanover.

Bochum.

Fix.

Rouen.

Mixes*.
Peite du Rlimie, Rouen, Havre, Fix.

Buet
Pcrtc du Rhone.

Fix, Bochum ; chalk, Rouen.

Rouen.
Ditto.

Lublin, Poland.

Grnlr.gT

Ch II.

The following species are difficult to arrange under any ofVon Buell’s tribes.

Name.

K. uodxtus
planulatus
romplnnalu*, Maul. .

lmvigatua
parvus ? ..........
curvinodu*, PhiL . .

,

De Ljsri, Bt. ......
auberixtatua, De Luc.

Rock. In BrilWfc Localities.

chalk Suaaex.

green und . Ditto.

chalk Ditto.

gatiU Ditto.

ditto Speeton.

ditto Ditto.

Rock. la Foreign Local 1 1W*.

green sand . JVrle du Rhone. •

ditto Ditto.
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Family. Name. (lock. In tUitiili Localities. Rock. In Fcceiirn Local! lie..

A cristatn* null. ...

.

.Folkstone.

. Ditto.

. Nautilus eiegau* ......... chalk .... , Sussex
;
green sand, Wilts dialk ..... Rouen ; green *and, Havre.

inaN|ualia ......... Ditto; green Hml, Wills.
ltuuen

;
green sand ? Aix la Chapelle-

Maastricht.
itU-in oa.

Hodium.
Rtuicu, Pexigueux.

pwuJopjinpili v c 1

Koptng.

Scania.
radialua ..........

(Lenticulilea: Comptoni ...

ditto .... Molton, Devon.

ditto Charlottenbutid, Sweden.

Lotuolitoo nautiluiilea, Lain.. Paris.

ditto Ditto.

Nummulites lenticular! a, 1 f
Maastricht

;
green sand, Aix la Cha-

\ pelle.

Maestricht.
(Haul.) ... o. ...... f

|
Alps of Savoy, Dauphin^, and Pro-

\ vi-nce, Matit ime Alp*; chalk,Wun-
I bohla, Saxony, Pyrenees.

The cephalopoda of ihe cretaceous system are mostly

peculiar to it; and not only minutely, but very ob-

viously, and often genericallv characteristic of it. Ha-

mitcs, baciilitcs, scaphites, turriliies, the denlated am-

monites of Von Buch, are exclusively confined to the

gault, green sands, and chalk. It is very remarkable

how nearly the whole series of ancient cephalopoda

ends with the chalk, and without being represented, ex-

cept in a very small degree, by new forms of the same

class, seems to yield place to a vast augmentation of the

number of the gasteropodaus molluscs, which through

all the tertiary system maintain that numerical predo-

minance over the conchifera which is observed in the

actual system of Nature The names in the preceding

lists are chiefly taken from Sowerby’s Mineral Concho-

*°fy-

Annulosa.

!u liritiftli Locnll'lo*.

Vttrniieularia (Vtermetus of author#)

|

coiicav u

umboitala

Sowerbii .

Serpula cannot I*,

antujuata

rustic* .

.

articulata .

ain|MiUucva

plexus . . , <

ohtuta ...

fluctuate .

macropu* .

jiirulmt .

grunulata

»na V » °« aumnr.;
, >a„d Hvthe.

notyirocuuM ............ I
°

ditto Sussex, Wilts.

ch&lk SuSM'X.

ditto ............. Ditto: goult, Spcctcin.

green sand Bl ackdown.
ditto ............. Wilts.

gault ............. FolkstotM.

ditto Ditto.

chalk ............. Susan, Norfolk.

ditto Sum**.
ditto Parham, Norfolk.

ditto ............. Nonrich.

ditto ............. Norfolk.

ditto ............. Norwich.

ditto ............. Ditto.

plana, Woodw. ditto . ,
Ditto.

The difficulty of determining species in these variable

shells is such, as to throw great doubt over these de-

terminations. made for the most part from single speci-

mens. Objections of the same kind strike ua on ex-

amining the twenty-one species of annulosa figured by

Goldfuss from the cretaceous strata of Westphalia and

Maastricht The following list contains their names and

localities.

Nnwr.

Scrpula trochinus, Q. . . . .

.

lophiodo, G
lwvis, G
triangularis, Mon. .

draeouoeephala, G.
drpr«**a, G... .....
rotula, G
quadrvc&riiiaU, G. .

.

cinda, G
arcuata, Miio
utitonpuitn, Miia. .

exsnguluri*. Miia.

•axsuicata, Miia. . .

,

NoeggxrathLi, Mun.
orveta, G. ........

.

Bock. la Foreign Localities.

• Euro.
Dido.
Ditto.

Riukcrnde near Munster.

............ . Maastricht,

Kftscn.

• Regensburg.
Ditto.

............. K\irn, Covshdd, Aix.

Regensburg.

Near Minuter.

............. Ditto.

............. A mberg.

Near Munster.

............. Muifttricht.
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G«olno

Ch. I

Name.
Scrjmla aaij'li ishxna, G. .

apiro^raphia, 6.

Uo*X. la Fortin Lmlliin.
Geology.

Ch. 11.

subnignta, Mtin •

crcnato striata. Mtin •

.ibicata, Muu

Crustacea.

Nun*. Rock. In British Localities. Rock. In Foreign LocaJItfas.

Ailucus Lcarhiu Mant chalk Susie*.

or 11 »l us. Phil. ...... gault ..... Spent on.

Buwrxienais, Monk., ebuik ..... Suucx.
longimanua, Saw. ... green taud. Lyme.

Mint. ...... gault ..... Sussex.

——Phil ditto Speeton.

PaliikUTiis N. S. Phil., ditto ...... Ditto. York* hire.

Pngurus Faujuife H«m. ... chalk Sussex............ Maastricht.
Bcyllnra* Mantrlli, Desm.'., ditto Ditto.

Kryun - — Mnnt. ...... ditto ...... Ditto.

Arconia Mant guult Ditto.

Erysu Mant ditto ...... Ditto.

CoryV.es - - - Mant. .... ditto ...... Ditto.

CiniirEDA.

Know. Rock. la British Localities

Pollidpes sukatua. chalk Lewes. Norwich.

maximut ditto.. Northfleet.

PlSCRS.

Name. Rock. la British Localities. Hock.

comMTcd to S.l
cb,!k s—«.

muvteuu, Mant « . J

- - S. galrus, Mant.... ditto Ditto.

Munsna Lewesrenaia, Mant . . ditto ..... Ditto.

Zeus Leweiiensis ......... ditto ...... Ditto.

Salrno? Lewesimsis, Mant.. ditto...... Ditto.

Amia ? Lewestensis, Mant. . ditto. . .... Ditto.

{

Yorkshire, Isleof\Vighl;l

chalk Lvnut ; green I

snnd.W utshire.chal k, > chalk...
Wiltshire, Norfolk,

Suites, Ac. J

la Foreign LocaRd**.

Parw, Bochum, Aix.

Reftilia.

Kane. Rock. In Brtliah LetaJilies-

Movisaurua HoHuuinut .... chalk ..... Sussex ...........
Crucodilu*. Cuv. ......... ..........
Ichthyosaurus, Phil. ...... gault Speetoo

Geoaaurui
Pioiotatirut. (Harlan) ....
Saurocephaltu lanedformi*, >

(Harlan) .....J
•*••••••• *•••»••••••••••

Samudon Lranus (Harlan) . ..........
Chukmia .

Rock. In Foreign LkiBUm.
Maastricht.

chalk ..... Mcudon.

green sand. New Jersey,

ditto Ditto.

ditto ?. . . . . Missouri Teiritovy.

ditto?..... New Jersey,

ditto. Maestri ciit.

General Summary.

Plant* 22 species, chiefly marine.

f 52 fibrosa and carnosa, cortidfera, 2.

Polyparia 142 / 61 reHulifera.

( 27 koulliferu.

Radiaria ...i.tiiiiMniti 95

{

99 plagymyoaa.

'u SS?—
72 bradriopoda.

*•
CitTipeda 2
AwwIwm.. ........ 37
Crustacea ........ 4. « r< ••• - 13
Fiihea 7
Reptiles 8

843 *perie», aimoal exclusively marina.
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Tertiary System.

We have novy arrived at the last system of strata de-

posited in the sea and in lakes
; before, as is usually

stated, the present races of land animals and plants

were called into existence. It is usually stated to be

limited as (o time between the era of the chalk and the

beginning of the modern zoological period ; but this

definition is something arbitrary in application. As we
have seen, on previous occasions, the several systems of

strata, however distinct in the great mass, gradually

soften into each other at the lines of junction, and some-
times exchange beds, so as to form the whole into a

natural and connected series, so it may In? with the pre-

sent set of deposits in relation to the chalk. Iu Eng-
land, indeed, as already remarked, this kind or transition

from the chalk to the tertiaries, is nowhere distinct, nor
ore we entitled to say decidedly that at any point on the
Continent of Europe it is well ascertained.

The blending, however, of tertiary and cretaceous
rocks would, if established at many points, occasion no
peculiar difficulty in their arrangement, nor alter one
just inference drawn from previous observations. It is

to be expected from every thing that is known of similar
cases, that the great and abrupt mange between the
chalk and tertiaries in England and in France will be
in some other Countries divided into easier gradations,
and thus the maxim natura non facit saltus, will be
found to prevail in this case as in all others.

A greater difficulty however occurs when we attempt
to mark the modem limit of the tertiary system ol

strata, arising out of several circumstances important in

their history, which scarcely required notice amongst the
older deposits.

The ancient systems of strata were almost entirely

marine ; hut

1. The tertiary system includes not ouly marine, but
lacustriue deposits, which sometimes alternate with the
marine strata, sometimes appear unconnected with them,
and in several instances were evidently altogether in-

dependent of them and of each other, being formed
separately upon the elevated lauds under the influence
of the ordinary processes of drainage. Now as similar
causes have been in operation long since the tertiary

era, and are in operation at present, it is often for this

reason very difficult to say what is really the Geological
antiquity of a lacustrine deposit, whether it be of the
present epoch, or belonging to the tertiary or some in-

termediate system.
2. Within the tertiary era a variety of land mamma-

lia came into existeuev which are now extinct, and which
it apt^ears hail become extinct before what is called

the diluvial detritus was scattered, and the elephant and
hyama were destroyed iu Northern climes. If iustead of
antediluvian we should say maatoxnotic, and instead of
tertiary, paleotherian. the generally received inference
on this subject is, that the two periods are clearly and
distinctly defined. Most of the observations support
this view ; but iu a few cases polieotlierian and masto-
zootic remains occur together, and are supposed to
prove that the changes from the earlier to the latter

system of organic nature were, like all the preceding,
gradually accomplished ; that before the palmotberia
had become extinct, the ox, mastodon, and rhinoceros
had begun to exist.

3. But allowing, for the present, that the palsothcrian
and mastozootic remains are of different ages, and

agreeing by these characters to separate the diluvial

from the tertiary deposits ; how are we to apply this dis-

tinction drawn from the quadrupedal tenants of the land

to the marine strata, in which their remains hardly ever

occur? Or ili as in England we find quite easy, we should

characterise the diluvial deposits by the mode of their

occurrence over all the marine strata, what is to be done
with strata like the Sicilian tertiaries, which have perhaps
no contemporaneous analogue raised above the sea, aud
art* supposed to show no trace of diluvial currents?

4. The tertiary class is often supposed to include only
the deposits which hap[>ened before the present system
of orgauic nature was established. But do Geologists

really admit what these words imply ? We who have
used these ternm, and have conic to reflect on their

meaning, answer certainly not, either in theory or in

practioc. For the prenut system of organic nature is

most certainly recognised in neurly all the marine ter-

tiary strata, if we trust to the evidence which in every

other such case has been thought the best : viz. the

marine shells. The shells of all the tertiary marine

strata are proved by various degrees of evidence to belong

to the present system of organic nature, for the genera are

almost universally the same, though the numerical ana-

logy of the specie* is very unequal in different deposits.

Neither is it true, that what are called lacustrine ter-

tiaries can iu all cases be pronounced to oontain exuvia*

of another system of orgauic nature ; for if this could

hardly be asserted of the basin of Paris, what is to be

said of Aix and (Eningeu ?

We come now to the terrestrial accumulation, that is

to the diluvial and alluvial aggregates, containing bones
of quadruped* in characteristic abundance, and com-
bining with these the notices of similar remains in

lacustrine and mavine deposits, the causes of past am-
biguity, and the hope of future distinctness appear to-

gether. It cun hardly be doubted that the land accumu-
lations are capable of being classed by the reliquite of

land animals which they contain ; and this classification

gives us the diluvial era, clearly separate both from the

more recent and (if lliere be any remaiua of such) the

more ancient alluvial periods. But this distinction of

the races of land animals into periods, applies only to

the land, and the extension of this classification to the

productions of the sea can only cause utter confusion, and
distrust of the inferences to which more legitimate pro-

cesses would probably conduct us. In a less degree the

same confusion will arise from applying this classifica-

tion to fresh water deposits, as the mixture of extinct

qnadmpeda and recent molluscs at Market Weighton
iu Yorkshire fully proves.

To be consistent, we must certainly allow that the

races of laud animals might be altogether changed
without any corresponding change of lacustrine or ma-
rine shells, and we must limit our classifications to their

just application. We must judge of the age aud oilier

characters of supracretnceous marine strata by conipuri-

son with what is known of the modern condition of the

sea ; the lacustrine deposits of the same era must be
compared to the standard of the modern lakes ; and the

terrestrial accumulations will derive illustration from
comparison with the modern stale of the land, and the

aqueous agencies upon it. In some instances at present,

and it is to be expected that hereafter many more will he

established, the relative epochs of certain terrestrial,

lacustrine, and marine plteuomena may be determined,

but it is not the leas certain that these phenomena
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belong lo three independent Aeries, which roust be

'*• studied apart before they can \te understood together.

It must be evident from what has been said before

that a considerable proportion of the old strata had at

the commencement of the tertiary system been raised

above the sea, some parts by violent, others by gentle

and continued elevation. In the latter way, we imagine,

the chalk and oolites of England to have been a little

raised above the sea at this period, so as to leave brood
planes of the chalk rising gradually from the sea, and,

of course, exposed to the violence of its shores, and other

purts dry and fit for the growth of plants and the rcsi-

deuce of animals. In France the same effects may
be supposed to have happened round the greater part

of the basin of Paris, while the old granitic rocks of

central France, had sometime before raised themselves

to nearly their present altitude, and constituted a shore

for the oolites and the chalk. The mountains of

Brittany, the chains of the Cevennes, the Jura, and
the Vosges were also conspicuous in France, while

the (Hack Forest, Odenwald, JIarz, Erzgebirge, and
Bohemian mountains generally had assumed their

present relative heights. Also all the primary tracts of

Britain, Scandinaviu, Finland, and the Ural had long

since circumscribed the ancient sea, or basin of Europe.
But as yet the Pyrenees and Apennines, the Alps and
Carpathians, had been only partially raised from the

deep sea. though enough it would appear to divide the

ocean intb limited seas, gulfs, and hays, in which the

tertiary strata were to be deposited.

This brief sketch will convey a tolerable notion of the

observed extent of the tertiary deposits in Europe.
The Eastern and South-Eastern parts of England, a

large tract round Puris, another equally large area in

the South-West of France, detached deposits in the

Loire and the Allier. the valley of the Rhone, the valley

of the Rhine from Basle to Maycnce ; the great hollow

between the Jura and the Alps, the plains of the Danilin?

and the Po, the subapennine region, many poiuLs in

Southern Spain, the central basin of Bohemia, these

are the tracls at present best known, but they are not

the most extensive. From the Ardennes, Harz, Hiesen-

gehirge. Carpathians and Caucasians, great part of the

space North-Eastward to the primary rocksof the Ourel
and Finland is composed of a variable mass of tertiary

rocks resting on secondary and primary formations.

The Eastern coasts of North America, lurge areas in

Northern Africa and in the region South of the Hima-
laya, are covered by tertiary rocks.

As far as appears at present, the marine parts of these

deposits were formed beneath waters, some of which
were connected with the German Ocean, as the Eastern

parts of England, the Northern parts of Germany, &c.,

others with the English Channel and the Atlantic

Ocean, as the South of England, Paris Bourdeaux, and
the remainder branched off from the Mediterranean, the

Black Sea, the Sea of Azof, the Caspian, &c.

As in the present day the molluscous productions of

one sea are distinguishable from those of another, by
differing according to latitude and local circumstances,

according to the nature of the coasts, influx of rivers, and
many other causes, so we may expect the case to have
been formerly. This is found to be the fact. The ter-

tiary strata have several common and characteristic

features, but they show differences of great importance,

both mincralogicnl mid organic, which clearly indicate

the dtflercnce of circumstances of (heir production.

We shall first describe the English tertiaries, dis- r ,

tinguishing them as marine and lacustrine, and we shall S I?
afterwards present a comparative view of the most re- w. -,L

‘>

markable contemporaneous foreign deposits.

Tertiary System ofEngland.

The following is a Tabular view of the series of these
deposits in England.

Upper roaring

futiriAtion.

Crag, a local marine deposit, eozuiatiag
ut two pirta ; owe a coarse, calcareous,
niuphyuc, auii] shell)* nick, the other a
loose dfjKMit of sand, pebbles, sad

.
shells I

Feel.

30 or 40

Lacustriaa

posits. . .

d«|

Lower marine
formation.

Kudosing between them an intervening
layer of marine, or manno-iacuktrioe
shells, &c.

Bagvhot sand.

London clay, with septan* rich in shells . 300 to 600
Plastic clsy group', consisting of mail

covering the chalk, coloured days,
lignites, pebbles, and toad, with siiells,

We must here observe, that in the preceding Tuble
there is probably a hiatus between the Loudon clay
and the lacustrine deposits in Hampshire, that there is

no case where the crag overlies the fresh-water bed*,
they being found only in separate districts, and that it ia

also probable that a hiatus exists between the London
clay and the crag. Notwithstanding the want of direct

sections, comparisons with the tertiary strata of other
districts ap|»eor to warrant us in classing (he crag as a
more recent deposit than the lacustriue beds. This will

appear in the sequel.

The L wtr Marine Formation

consists of two priucipal groups which ore in many
cases very distinctly characterised, and always appear to

indicate considerable difference in the state of the waters
which produced them.

The plastic clay group consists, generally, of green,
yellow, and white sands, with or without marine shells,

layers of rolled flints, occasionally furnishing attach-

ment to oysters, clays and marls of a yellowish or
bluish colour with shells, and sometimes of many various

tints, and then mostly devoid of shells. Beds of lig-

nite also occur in the sands of this group.

The Map will show with sufficient accuracy the gene-
ral range of this group from Essex through Bucking-
hamshire to Reading and Hungerford, and on the
North side of the Kingsclere ridge of chalk, lo Guildford

mid Croydon, and through Kent to Chatham, Canter-

bury. and Deal, South of the Kingsclerc and Wenlden
ridge it ranges above the chalk from Newhaven and
Brighton by Chichester near to Arundel and Houghton
Hill, aud thence to Dorchester, including the pipe-clay

of Poole Heath, and turning Eastward again forms a
narrow ridge of vertical strata between the chalk mid
London clay of ihe Isle of Wight.

The sections of the plastic clay group are usually con-

sidered to la? very irregular and confused, and so, in-

deed, they are, and mark, upon the whole, a turbulent

period and varying velocities of water. But we believe

it possible to arrange these varying sections so as lo

present a tolerably consistent Tabular view thus*

l*lA*lic clay group. Upper part, cinitialing of coloured taud* ami
colmimt clay* silh bedi of lignite, amt
occarijoal layers of flints.
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Grutogy. Plaftk cUy group. Mobile part coaatsting of Mne day, or mnrl,

Ch. II. with coritbi* and otbrr abelU, noroelim**

>«<— v.—. - alternating with sanda, with or without

ahella.

Lower part containing green snnda often

aaaociatwl with flint i and pobblra, and
occasionally full of oyiter sheila, sharks'

teeth, He.

The following section of Loam Pit Hill, near

Lewisham in Kent, by Dr. Buckland, wilt serve to

convey a good notion uf the general characters of the

plastic clay group near London, except that the quan-

tity of rolled pebbles is smaller than usual.

lsondoit C/tiy above.

Feet.

Allnrturn •»•••.•««*
Striped sand, yellow, fine, and iron.thut 10

Striped loam and plutic day, containing a few pyritical

caste of ahelle, and some thin hares of carbonaceous

matter 10
Yellow sand 3
Lead-coloured clay containing impmsioas of leaves 2
BrownUh clay contain g cythere*, estimated at.......... 6

Three thin beds of clay, of which tha upper and lower con-

tain c) therein and the middle oysters 3
I,cam and sand, in its upper part cream-coloured, and con-

taining nodules of triable marl, in its loweT port sandy

and iron-shot 4
Bed of ferruginous sand containing Hint pebbles 1*2

Coart* green sand, containing pebbles 5

Ash-coloured sand ,
slightlymicaceous,without pebbles or shells 35

Green sand identical with the Reading oyster beds, contain-

ing gTeeneoated chalk flints but no organic remains. . . 1

Chalk with beds and uodulrs of black flint

The green sandy lower part of the group, wilh or

without pebbles, oysters, and other sheila, ami sharks’

teeth, appears to he constant and very charact eristic,

bring found at Sudbury, Reading, Woolwich, See . ; and
also occurring in the Isle of Wight,

The blue shelly clays of the middle part are well de-

veloped and rich in fossils, (much analogous 1o those of

the London clay,) about Woolwich and other parts of

Kent, and atlain the monstrous thickness of 200 feet in

the Isle of Wight, but they arc not so continuous as the

green sands. In the New Forest, and at Newhaven,
they much resemble the Woolwich beds in their zoolo-

gical contents.

The upper series of coloured sands, clays, and lig-

nites, arrives at great importance in Hampshire, but is

only feebly traceable around London, and appears quite

unknown in Essex and Suffolk, and generally on the

Northern rise of the chalk from the Vale of the Thames.
The pipe clay of Poole in Dorsetshire, which is of white,

grey, or blue colour, helongs to this division. It over-

lays a seam of friable lignite (brown coal) somewhat
like Bovey coal.

There are several layers of white pipe clay at Poole
Heath, three to five feet each, alternating with black sand,

red sand, and brown clay, and covered by white sand.

All along the North side of the range of chalk hills

which extend from Handfast Point to beyond Corfe

Castle, (here is an extensive stratum of pipe clay in a

horizontal position. It contains a bed of coal exactly

resembling that of Alum Bay in the Isle of Wight.

(Webster, in Geology of England, p. 53.)

The celebrated section of Alum Bay, for which we
ore indebted to Mr. Webster, exhibits the vertical beds
of the plastic clay group of the astonishing thickness of
more than 1000 feeL

The series here admits of the same general divisions

mentioned above.

VOL, VI.

Vjfer p-trl, ronritrting of 5-11 feci of highly colonml an<l vine- Geology,
gatni pipe clay, white, yvllmr, grey, and blackish, and alter Ch. II.*
Dating even minutely with beautifully coloured taiuW. Near » —
the middle are three bede of lignite, in which fruit* and vege-
table rtliqui* are obtorvable, and further to the North (nearer
the top) are fire other bedt of the aame aort of coal, each a foot

thick, under this is a eerie* of coloured and variegated tamla
3

‘2 1 feet thick.

Mill-lie part. Dark blue clay 200 feet thick enclosing much green
earth, and nodules of a dark argillaceous limestone with sheila.

(Cytbrrra, jrc.)

Lower part. Green, red, and yellow sand, €0 feet

The London Clay

is a very simple argillaceous deposit, of considerable Extent and

but variable thickness, in one place (Wimbledon) ex- characters,

ceeding even 530 feet, and in another (High Beech in

Essex) 700 feet. It is usually of a lead-grey, or blue
colour, but dull brown and red clays occur in it, per-
haps most usually in the lower part Green grains are
often observable in it, a few sandy layers occur, and
these, usually containing green sand, are indurated at
Bognor and Selsea into a considerable rock. Septaria
abound in it, and some imperfect lamina* of marly lime-
stone have been noticed. It lies upon the plastic clay
group over considerable tracts in Essex, Berks, Hert-
fordshire, Middlesex, Hampshire, Surrey, and Kent, on
the Northern side of the Wealden ridge, borders the
Southern coast from Worthing to Hordwell, and sepa-
rates the coloured sands and days of the Isle of Wight
from the fresh-water deposits above. It is chiefly inter-

esting for the vast number, beauty, and variety of its

organic remains, of which the cliffs at Harwich, Sheppey
Isle, Hordwell, Stubbington, &c. are rich repositories.

Considerable quantities were also obtained in cutting

for the Archway at Highgate.

Having been much exposed to watery action, which
it could ill resist, it is often tell in insulated hills, upon
the substrata of sands and clays. Mineral springs, so

common to blue clays, rise in considerable number from
the London clay near the metropolis. The most re-

markable are those of Epsom, famous for their sulphate

of magnesia, Bagnige Wells, and Acton.

It yields little water to the well-sinker, but on being
pierced to the sands below, or, as circumstances may
require, to the chalk, great streams of water rush up, and
may even overflow the surface if the chalk hills which
gather and transmit the water be sufficiently elevated.

This is the case about London, under which subter-

ranean streams flow from the chalk uf Surrey on one
side, and that of Hertfordshire on the other.

The London clay possesses all the characters of a
very quiet and continuous deposit, perhaps in deep
water, yet not far from shore, since a few considerable

remains of land and littoral productions occur in it, as

wood, turtles, and crocodiles, but no pebbles nor coan>c

sands.

The temporary turbulence of the plastic clay period

had wholly passed away, and only finer sediment in

great quantities found its way to the sea. Shells of the

most delicate and fragile forms are perfectly uninjured
in this clay, except in the rare case of its being lami-

nated.

Bagskot Sand.

We shall place the Bagshot sand described by Mr.
Warburtou {Geological Transactiona) above the Lon-
don clay, on which it rests in the only districts in which

4 T
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aeotapy. as yet it has been much noticed. Bagshot Heath and can lie little doubt that it is really on ancient beach of the cfjf
Ch II. Uimpstea I are the principal localities. Its fossils ore German Ocean. But about Aldborough and Orford w /

fcw au ,j imperfect, but are thought by Mr. Warburton the crag assumes o totally different character, becoming,

to resemble some of those found in the upper marine in fact* a loophytic limestone, an accretiotiary rock,

formation of the Paris baain. formed by the cementation of coralline rrliquia, shells,

and calcareous sand, probably after the manner of the

Fresh-vmtrr Group. Guadaloupe aecretionnry limestone, and a similar littoral

formation on the coast of the Isle of Ascension. This

]»1e of For our knowledge of the fresh-water tertiary strata coralline limestone contains some of the most charac-

>\igbt. of England, we are iudebted to Mr. Webster. They teristic shells of the ordinary crag, and is clearly of the

exist only along the Northern side of the Isle ot Wight, same era as that heterogeneous deposit.

and on the opposite coast of Hampshire. After the The quantity of shells contained in the ordinary flWIaoftha

chalk and older strata, together with the plastic clay pebbly crag of Suffolk is beyond all calculation. The Crm£*

aud sands and the London day of the lale of Wight, name of crag is, we believe, derived from a British word

were thrown by convulsive movements into positions ao signifying shell, and the Suffolk pits have been for a

extraordinary, the fresh-water strata now to be described long time in work solely to manure the ground with their

were deposited horizontally over the line of this gTeat calcareous exuviw. The number of species here buried

disturbance. What interval of time may have elapsed,
j s also very great. Upon comparing them with recent

or what intermediate Geological phenomena may have kinds we are presented with very curious and striking

occurred between the dislocation of the chalk aud mi- results. There are several of the crag shells so exceed-

rine tertiaries, end the formation of the fresh-water de- ingly similar to rcceut shells of the German Ocean, that

posits above, cannot be discovered, at least in this situa- it is impossible to distinguish them. Turbo littoreua

Shi. It is* in the highest degree probable, that very retains ita colour, many others are with difficulty se-

tumultuous deposits must have succeeded the convul- parated by minute discrimination
;

but some, as the

aive movements, and it is quite possible that under the corals of Orford, pecten princeps, tercbratula Dalei,

fresh-water deposits of Headen Hill others may exist, and others, are evidently unlike any thing now ex-

which, if marine, might render more complete than it » isting in the German Ocean, and indeed not now to

the English series of marine tertiorie*. be paralleled in any part of the World. A small num-

The fresh-water strata of the Isle of Wight are ported ber 0f the crag shells appear very similar to some in

into two minor group* by an intermediate set of layer* the London clay, but in general they have few common

of light green marl, 36 feet in thickness, containing in analogic*, and the most cursory observer must be

extraordinary abundance and gTeat perfection marine struck by the total difference of general aspect. The

shells of the genera potamidum, voluta, fusus, natica, London clay shells recall to our memory the shores of a

auciHa, cyclaa, venus, cytherea, oatrea, Ac. These are Tropical climate
, the crag fossils speak to us of an

distinct from the fossils of the London clay. Some spe- ancient race of shells of our own teas. But the corals

cies in this bed are decidedly fresh-water molluscs, as nre suj generis, and upon the whole, those Geologists

neritina-like floviatiUs, and melanopsis. Potamida, Bre most desirous of uniting the crag deposit to

which are numerous, appear to indicate an estuary the present system of Nature, must acknowledge that it

deposit; and it is probable that we may be justified in bears the stamp of an ancient and peculiar era. It has

regarding the whole of this, which » called the upper o0en been stated, that bones of elephant, teeth of mas-

marine of the Isle of Wight, as a local estuary deposit, todon, Ac. have been found in the crag. This mistake,

caused by some temporary physical change in the region u , wc hclieve it to be, may have arisen partly from the

between the eras of the two decidedly lacustrine groups, notion once prevalent, that crag was only a particular

which it separates. kind of diluvial deposit, and partly from attempting to

supply an omission in Mr, Smith's Work, (3fr«to iden-

q tified,) in which the tooth of a mastodon is figured from

a noble specimen now. with this original collection, de-

T, A The most recent of all the marine stratified deposits,
,,jtpd jn the British Museum, but without mention of

SSSSn, is also one of the most irregulur. It occurs only iu the
locu |tfv . it was picked up under the diluvial cliff at

Eastern part of England over a narrow space of little Happishurgh, from winch so many elephantoulal teeth

elevation from the cliffs of Walton in Essex to beyond and honea have fcjlew into ,he sea. A very unexpected

Aldborough in Suffolk. It is also known to some ^Uliiion to the list of organic remains of the crag, is the

extent in Norfolk, particularly at Bramerlon near
badger, (probably undistinguishable from the common

Norwich. European species,) of which good specimens of the skull

In this short course the crag is found to real on the and lcg bones are in the Yorkshire Museum.

London clay at Walton and Bawdsey, and on chalk at
Jt mtl „t evidently be of little use to give section* of

Bramertou, beiug evidently a much later depoeit than snch deposit M the ordinary crag. We shall therefore

either and wholly independent of them. It exhibits
#ubj0j„ only Mr. R. Taylor's account of the Bremerton

also considerable variation of character. Its general ^ and mention that, in general its thickness is about

aspect ill numerous pits in Suffolk is a ferruginous ^^ and its greatest height above the sea, in Walton

mass of shells, dark pebbles, and boues and teeth of ^a2C> bO or 60 feet,

fishes and reptiles, mixed up in a confused mass °*

sand, sometimes grouped into beds, and sometimes 1. Surf without organic **"“»“ •——•

*

^ x

exhibiting oblique and disordered lamina*, very much £ j"" *

e
1
""

! ! ! ! ! ! I !
'
! ! ! !~

.
; 4

resembling the general, character of a modern very
4. R«d frmigmwi* Mod, containing occMunmlty hollow

ithellv beach. Ami from the manner in which it lies in ochn-om nodules
Jt

the country about Ipswich and at Bramerlon, there 5. Co*rw white aum). wilh * va»t number of mg sAtlls . . 14
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6. Grunl vilh fragment* of aheOs...

1. Brown sand, in which h a warn of minute fragments of
ahetla 6 inehea thick 15

S. Coarse white Hand with crag tke.'U, similar to No. 5.

tailtow and muricea moat abundant . 3$
9. Rad sand, without organic remains ................. 15

10. Loamy earth, with large atones and crag tkeJlt ....... 1

Tool "49

Large irregular black flints crowded together w» tUm in

the chalk. Attached to the** flint* are echini,

terehratuhe, inoevrami, and belerunitea I

Chalk to the bed of the river 15

Foreign Tertiary System,

Under what The disturbances which preceded the depositor the
€WC,ln»* whole or the greater part of the tertiary strata, were very
stances do-

eX |enftj Ve, and appear to have operated considerable

changes in the configuration of the land, and to have

left the European seas, certainly expanded much beyond

their present limits, but yet pretty evidently related to the

present depths of the Atlantic. Baltic, and Mediterranean.

It has long been the custom to speak of tertiary strata as

being particularly deposited in basins ; an inaccurate use

of this term, for the tertiary strata are not more, nor

perhaps so much, separated into basins as many of the

older strata. We recognise, indeed, in them a greater local

diversity, such as at present obtains, both with respect

to tike materials deposited and the organic remains en«

tombed, in separate branches of the same sen, or at distant

and dissimilar parts of the same coast. The true way
of considering the tertiary strata is, to view them as the

varied deposits of one long period, produced chiefly in

branches of one great ocean, variously divided by the

elevated lands. Sunn- particular deposits may perhaps

be beet explained by allowing the existence of mediter-

ranean seas, or even salt-water lakes. Cases in which
fresh-water and marine shell* alternate must be examined

upon their own evidence, to learn whether auch alterna-

tions were produced in a lake, or at an estuary; and
finally, the true fresh-water strata of the tertiary period

must be separately treated, having such relations to the

marine tertiary accumulations as the fresh-water forma-

tions of the present day have to the deposits now in

progress below the sea. Thus wc shall have purely

marine strata, marino-fluviatile, or marmo-lacustrine
Strata, and lacustrine strata, all referable to the tertiary

period, the relative eras of which can sometimes be cor-

rectly determined, sometimes satisfactorily inferred, and
in other cases only conjectured.

The relative age of strata which were deposited in

the same branch of the sea, can be determined by ob-
servation, even though subsequent convulsions may
since have separated the depoail into detached portiona,

as for instance the Hampshire and the London marine
tertiariea. It can be inferred satisfactorily, even for

originally distant deposits, when large suites of organic

remains, not differing more than wc may expect to hap-
pen in auch cases, concur with a general analogy of
Geological position

;
and in this case, the inference is the

stronger, if the data analyzed and referred in portions

to successive periods, apply in a similar manner to the

two localities.

The mineralogies! character of the deposits is of im-
portance in proportion as the deposits happened m the

same branch of the sea, along the same line of coast,

parallel to the same range of mountains, ur to similar
ranges of analogous rocks. In short, tertiary strata may

be expected to show dose agreement, considerable re- Geology,

semblance or general analogy, according to the local Cb. II.

circumstances of their production, and it is perfectly

consistent with Geological experience and sound Lheory,

that the clay of London, the calcaire grossier of Paris,

and the lower subapennine marls, may be exactly

contemporaneous deposits, deriving their pecutiar cha-

racter from the peculiar circumstances of their localities.

If we do not so ofteu hod in the older systems of sltata

these great mineralogical contrasts betw een exactly con-

temporaneous strata, we must remember that the cir-

cumstances of land and sea, when the earlier deposits

happened, were more uniform, and that by a long suc-

cession of convulsions the tertiary sea was made to flow

round islands and promontories, containing a vast variety

of rocks, reared in deep or shallow waters, and exposed

in various degrees to the processes of disintegration.

Wc may venture by the aid of what is known of the

effect of former convulsions, and the help of the cha-

racters furnished by the newer strata, to describe the

hydrography of the great European Sea in which tertiary

strata were accumulated.

It may perhaps be described as an immense inland "f

sea, bounded on the West by abrukeu line of elevated

land in Spain, Auvergne, Brittany, England, Scotland
; rolHf>

on the North by the Scandinavian peninsula, Finland;
on the East by part of Russia, the Oural, the mountain
circle which encloses tlic Aral, the Caspiau and the Bluck

Sea, and a line prolonged through Syria toward the

Red Sea ; on the South by a line including the present

Mediterranean, part of the Libyan Sunds, and Egypt.
This ancient Mediterranean appears to have been con-

nected with the Bay of Biscay and the Atlantic by shal-

low channels between Angers and Poitiers, and by the

line of the Canal of Languedoc. It emhraced the North

Sea, and so probably communicated with the Northern

Ocean, included a part of the Bullic, and was open to

the Indian Ocean through the Red Sea.

In this vast area ruse at that lime irregular tracts of

land, forming upou the whole two islands. The Northern
island, stretching in a sweep from the Cevcnnes to the

Carpathians, and including the great plateau of central

France, the Jura,Vosgea, Schwartzwald, Ardennes, Tau-
nus, Weaterwald, Teutoburger Wald, Harz, Erzgebirge,

the circle of Bohemian and Moravian mountains, mid

the loug range of the Carpathians. In the Southern

island, rose in partial peaks, and with small surface,

the Alps of that epoch, connecting themselves wiih the

Apennines and the mountains of Dalmatia, Croatia,

and Greece. The ancient Sea of Bohemia and the

Sea of the Rheinland were entirely or nearly surrounded

by land; the Seas ofSwisserland and H ungary expanded

into the Black Sea, and contracted their waters into a
narrow channel along the line of the Rhone, there to

unite with the Mediterranean ; and the basin of Paris

appears to have been only partially connected by shallow

channels with the North Sea or the Bay of Biscay.

Viewed then in connection with existing Seas, we may Ifertlatkw

consider the inland tertiary Sea in several |H>rlions. to the «x-

1. The arms and branch#* of the Mediterranean, stretching up the
Scot.

extended Golf of Lyon*, the Sea of Swuuecland and Uuo-

ffary and the extended Adriatic Gulf, washing the Eastern

part of 8nein, Libya, and Ejryft, and Joining ti e Red Sea.

2. The dependent** of the Atlantic and North Sea. a* the Boiir-

deaux leutin, which wo* also connected with the Mr<Uicrra-

nean, tha bown of Paria, the great Sea of England, and the

Netherlands. To these mar be joined the area of Northern

Germany, Russia, and the Countries bordering on the Black

4 t 2
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8ea aud the Caipian. We might perhaps be justified in

nuking a M-p«ral * divisioa for the latter surfscoa, could we

appeal to any satisfactory accmiul of the organic reliqul* of

Countries which at yet are eery imperfectly known.

For comparison with the English series, we shall

first take the example afforded by the basin of Paris,

so admirably described by Brongniart and Cuvier, and

on that account frequently appealed to as the general

type of tertiary formations.

Following the general classification of Messrs Brong-

n't art and Cuvier, we shall divide the Parisian niariiio*

lacustrine strata into five groups, in the order of their

eras.

5. Upper fresh-water or epilimnie group.

4. Upper marina («and» and mam.)
.1. L»iwct fiolv-watcr or polautherun group.

2. Lower marine I'rnlcaire grimier ) .

I, piontic city group, lately subdivided by M. llrongnurt into

three groups. ( TaUtctm Jn Trmttas.)

Piastre day Our remarks on these deposits will he as concise as

group. the great interest attached to a right understanding ofthe

mode of their formation will allow. The idea wc lormed

tn ourselves from a consideration of the plastic cloy

group of England, was that of a varied scries of de-

posits, consequent upon some considerable convulsions,

partly derived from the waste of the cretaceous system,

and accumulated in a sort of estuary of thot system.

Pebbles and sands, with or wi'houl shells in confusion,

a few bands of clay with shells, and beds of lignite,

layers of pipe clay, and plastic cloy, lying in sand, com-

pose the rather heterogeneous group, which ends up-

wurds with the abundant tranquil deposit of London

clay.

On the great scale, the plastic clay group of the basin

of Paris presents very analogous characters. It rests

on the irregular and worn surface of the chalk, contains

accumulations of pebbles, beds of lignite, layers of co-

loured plastic clay, and by occasionally including beds

of calcaire grassier, analogous to the shelly layers of

the English group, appears to leave hardly any impor-

tant point of resemblance unsatisfied. On a careful

review, however, some differences arise. The order of

succession of the several parls is not exactly similar. The
French series taken geiterally may be thus expressed.

Upper part consisting of potter's clay, maria, sands, anil much
lignite, the clay cuntainir.g many lacustrine shell*, as cyrvn*
and melanupnde*. alternating with a few marina ahrlU, aa

oatre* and refithue ; the lignite* containing remain* of mam-
malia amt fre-h-w»ter reputes.

Middle |un or plastic clay and aanda, sometimes alternating, the

funner generally beneath, of very uncertain thickness, in-

distinctly at rat fieri awl devoid of sheila.

Lower part very local, consisting of fragments of chalk, flints, flee.

THe*e deposits are very unequally spread in the basin

of Paris, and the lignite with shelly clays and marls be-

long* principally to the vicinity of Soissons. We may
draw the following inferences. (1.) That the convulsive

movement* which wasted the chalk of England, and
raised it* originally deep strain toe littoral and estuary

situation, were also experienced in the basin of Paris.

(2.) That in this estuary irregular deposits happened, both

marine and fresh water, the latter prevailing itt particular

places more than in the corresponding bavins of Eng-
land. and recognised by distinct layers of fluviatile tnul-

luscn, sometimes alternating with deposits containing a
few marine sheila. The basin of Paris seems therefore

to have been at first an estuary, admitting into it con-

siderable currents of fresh water from rivers or lakes,

containing shells, crocodiles, and turtle*, and transport* Geology,

ing vegetables ; but the deposits were generally more U*

tranquil than the contemporaneous products of England. s*—

The “ loiter marine" group, or calcaire grossier, and

its coeval and associated sandstones, form the principal

and characteristic rock of the Paris basin, in which the

vast number of marine shells occur. The calcaire

grossier is a granular, sedimentary, sandy, yellowish-

white limestone, of considerable thickness, regularly

bedded and jointed, with partings of a marly nature,

including occasional beds of ound, and in some cases

lignite and marls. The lowest part of the rock is

usually filled with green silicate of iron, and can hardly

I*.* distinguished from sonic kinds of marly green sand.

It contain* hardly the least trace of metallic substances,

but encloses a few bed* of hornslone, some cubic fluor,

quartz, and calcareous spar. It is the building stone of
Paris. In some parts, it is replaced by a devetopement
of sandy beds, w hich often exhibit glistening fractures.

Pebbles he in it, chiefly at the top and the bottom. Up-
wards of 1500 species of marine shells belong to this

group, and only a very few land or fresh-water species,

rarely brought down with vegetables, diversify the cha-

racter of the deposit. A great proportion of the shells

of the London clay are recognised among the more
numerous reliquie of the Paris basin.

Hie lignite and marls occasionally included near the

top of the calcaire grossier. (Brongniart,) remind u*

that the action of the fresh waters, though nearly un-

observed during this long period of the deposition of the

culcaire grossier in quiet sea, might easily be recalled to

the basin of Paris by a change of local circumstances.

Such a change occurring, a part of the basin of

Paris was surrendered for a time to the undisputed |xow-

session of fresh water, and the following group was
deposited.

The palsothcrian, or lower fresh-water group, is priuci- PolaUhe-
pally,says M. Brongniart, a chemical deposit from water, riau or

or at least this mode of origin is very frequently to be fresh-

traced in it. Coarse mechanical aggregates, the result of
wa,er

violent currents, arc unknown in it; while gypsum, sili-
*

cious nodule*, and agate* are frequent, and sulphate of

strontita, carbonate of lime, and silicate of magnesia
occur in the murls which compose a large part of the

mass of the formation. But it is from the remains of

terrestrial and fresh-water plants, and the exuvie of

land and fresh water animal*, that this group of strata

receives its most exact os well as most interesting cha-

racters. In the interior of it* mass no marine bodies of

any kind have been found, but several plants and shell*

of the land and fresh water, geticricnlly identical with

existing tribes, ns well as land quadrupeds belonging to

genera now extinct. The study of these quadrupeds,

first awakened in Cuvier that indefatigable zeal itt (he

examination of fossil animals, which has established the

permanent union of the highest branches ol' Geology
and Zoology.

Argillaceous and calcareous marls with I i mine**,

frequently alternating in very thin laminae, (a common
character of lacustrine deposits of all ages,) constitute

the mas* of this palsothcrian group ;
gypsum in broad

crystallized masses, of a vertically prismutic structure,*

• Mr. Chantrer, whose unrivalled eminence in his proCeasUm is

nulled with very vxtetanve and accurate Informalkm on other subjects,

has obarrvrd iq the interior of plaster casts of large statue*, which
bad been subjected to a drying heat of 350°, an irregularly |«ia-

malic atxacture, comparable to that of the gypsum of Montmartre.
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Geology. not stratified, in frequently associated with them, as in

Cb. II. the basin of Paris, at Puy en Velay, and at Aix en

Provence, silicions limestone locally diversifies them,

and yields agates, menilites, nectic quartz, &c. To this

group M. Brongniart also refers the lignites which lie

in the molasse of Svnsserland. The quadrupedal reli-

quiae are, perhaps exclusively, found in the gypsum,
and few other organic bodies accompany them.

TTiis evidently fresh- water group occurs iu many parts

of France, sometimes, os in Auvergne and C’antal,

without the least trace of a genuine marine tertiary

basis. About Montpellier it is found in combination
with marine deposits nearly as in the Paris basin, and
there appears good reason to believe that the causes

which repelled the tea from that basin were extensively

at work in other parts of Europe. This indeed is not
a very difficult part of the problem. The expulsion

of the sea may easily be imagined to have happened by
the elevation ofnew land, or by a great local dmlocution,

anch as we know to have often occurred ;
and thus a

fresh- water deposit in the basin of Paris might be laid

on a basis of iinmcdiotrly antecedent marine tertiary

strata, at the same epoch that in other parts of France
elevated above the sea before the tertiary period, these

deposits were laid on any of the older rocks. From the

es«uary or hike which we now call the basin of Paris, to

the mountains of Auvergne, there might be formed,
contemporaneously, (lhat is, in a given Geological period,)

many fresh-water deposits of varying character, under
varying conditions, which are to be ascertained by special

investigation of each case. But aAer the completion of
this lower fresh-water deposit, subterranean movements
brought back the sea into the basins of Paris and Mont-
pellier, at the same lime that marine exuvia? were intro-

duced into the basin of Hampshire. It does not follow,

as a necessary inference from the data before us, that

this subterranean movement was centred below the basins

of Paris, Montpellier, and Hampshire, nor that these

basins were raised or lowered at all ; it is only certain

that subterranean movements must have occurred in

snch a manner as to interrupt and restore at intervals

the connection of these districts with the ancient sen. In
what respect is this different from the case of the Weald
of Sussex and the ancient coal basin of Yorkshire?

Upper ni- The “ trpper marine" group, produced in the basin
rio« group, of Paris by the marine irruption which covered the

palsotherian gypseous marls, is composed chiefly of
Sands of many colours, occasionally indurated to stone,

with fewer shells than iri the lower murine gTOup. The
base of (he group is, at Montmartre, a mass of calca-
reo-argillaceoiis marls, greatly analogous to those of
the fresh-water group below, a gradation of character
very much to be expee'ed ; conglomerates lie on the
coloured sands in the Northern and Eastern parts of
the Paris basin. A sandy, shelly limestone containing
bones of the pnlscotheriuii, and also of the subsequent
diluviait era, called calcture moellon by M. de Scrres,
abounds at Montpellier and Narbonne. The molasse
of Swisserland, a very complex and disturbed deposit,

is referred to this era.

Upper The parallel between the three basins of Hampshire,
freab-water Paris, and the South of France, is drawn still closer by
*P™P the occurrence in all three of “ upper fresh water” beds,

(KpUimnic) the lust usually included in the tertiary strata. It
group, must in some cases be doubtful whether the upper

fresh water deposit recognised in a tertiary district be of
the antiquity of this Parisian epilimnic group, and it

is highly probable lhat lacustrine deposits will be found Owdogr.

of all intermediate ages from the date of the uppermost t '*1 ' *'

tertiaries of the Paris basin to the deposits of the modern
' Jir"

era. Such, perhaps, arc the lacustrine groups of(E it ingen

and Georgesgemund, which have become better known
to the English reader in consequence of Mr. Murchi-
son's descriptions. But, in the case of the localities

mentioned above, this doubt is not to be entertained.

The most characteristic rock of this group in the basin

of Paris is the millstone, a silicious rock full of cells and
tubular sinuosities, attributed to the extrication of gas
from the bed of the lake, us is known to happen in

ordinary cases, and same fresh-water shells and seeds
of chara. (Gyrognnitcs.) Ill other districts, especially

in Italy, a marly limestone, analogous to the travertino

which is daily formed there by carbonated springs,

is considered l>y Brongniart the representative of this

group, but it is obvious that this tufaceou* deposit may
be of all ages. The upper fresh-water deposit, with,

probably, other recent deposits of the same nature,

is recognised in Auvergne and Canlnl, on the Loire,

Allier, and Cher, in the Department of Gard, in Swiss-
crland, Austria, and Hungary.
To these characters of the Virata in the Paris basin, Faluti» of

described by MM. Brongniart and Cuvier, must he Totnaine.

added a notice of a set of gravelly sands in the Faluns of
Tonraiue, long celebrated lor abundance of shells and
other organic remains, but which were first examined
with attention by M. J. Desnoyers. Along the line of
the Loire valley at several points, as well as at Rennes,
shelly and gravelly deposits occur, which, from Desnoy-
ers *a investigation, appear certainly to he of posterior

date to the whole Parisian formation, and to contain not
only a variety of shells and corals distinct for the most
part from those of the Parisian tertiaries, but also a
mixture ofquadrupedal remains, both of the palsotherian

and mastozooticeia. Besides pulseotheriunt, lophiodon,
and a species of anthracotherium, which would generally

be referred to the era of lacustrine tertiaries, there are

bones of mastodon, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, tapir,

horse, and deer. These, the most recent, probably, of
all the deposits connected with the Parisian scries, are
compared by M. Desnoyers with the English crag ; but
the propriety of this reference is denied by Mr. Lyell,

on the ground that their suites of organic remains have
not the same ratio of analogy to existing tribes ; the
resemblance of the deposits is, however, remarkable.

Thu* a sequence of tertiary deposits of the same general

characters appear* to be clearly ascertained iu the

Southern parts of England and the Northern parts of
France, and the beds in the two localities are of the

same, or nearly the same age. This series has three

principal marine terms, of which the lower one (London
clay in England, calcaire groasicr in France) is very
continuous and the most important, the middle one is

variable, and the upper one local and littoral, perhaps,

we may add, of rather uncertain date. The series con-
tains also two lacustrine terms, and one, the lowest of
all, a product of transient convulsions consequent on
the rise of the chalk strata.

This agreement is very interesting. Yet it is not to

be thought lhat in other parts of Europe, which are

not subjected to the same repealed convulsions, a
similar sequence of marine with similar interpolations

of lacustrine deposits should often be met with. On the

contrary, it ought to be expected that when the tertiary

deposits are wholly marine, the triple character, which
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South of
Franc*.

in France and England they derive from definite pe-

(

nods of convulsion, should be confounded into a general

series of many graduated or alternating terms, as hap-

pens to the oolitic and other extended marine systems.

The further descriptions of tertiary strata, introduced foi

comparison with those of England, will be divided into

marine and lacustrine ; the former will be first noticed.

The tertiary strata of the South of France are gene-

rally coeval with those of Paris, and the greatest assem-

blage of shells and other marine remains lies in sandy
andsubcalcareous beds, thought by M. Brongniarl to be

of the same age as the interlacustrine sands of Paris

In the districts of Bourdeaux and Dax, 600 species of

shells have been collected from these strata, which Mr.
Lye II (vol. iii ) arranges in four divisions thus :

—

4. SUiewms sand without shells

3. Qnnl.
2. Send sad mar5

, with shells.

1. Blue marl with shells, sometimes 200 feet thick.

Below ell these calcareous strata occur with shells of the Paris

North of

the Alps.

Trantylv*.
nia, &c

M. de Serrcs has shown the much greater accordance

which the Bourdeaux and Montpellier shells bear to

those of the subapennine formation of Italy than to the

strata of the basin of Paris, and it is from comparison
of the organic remains that Mr. Lycll ranks together

the Bourdeaux and Touraine shells, and puts them
above all the Parisian beds. It is desirable to attain

an accordance of opinion in the relative age of these

strata, because they furnish common ground of com-
parison for the deposits which border the Apennines,
the Alps, and the Carpathians.

The most complete section of tertiary strata along the

Alps has bren furnished by the researches of Murchison
and Sedgwick in Lower Styria.

I

Calcareous sanila and pebble beds, calc*
rwons grits and oolitic limestone*, coo*
taining nutty shsiW, some of tlteso of

existtag tpweiva.

White ami I iuo marl, calcareous grit,

wh-te m»rl»tune, and concretionary
white limestone with shells.

Below this is a coralline limestone, with

J shell*, in one place 400 feet duck, as-

l sociated with marls.

Conglomerate with nurafeo-cslcareous

sand, and millstone conglomerate.
Blue marly shale and sand, with sheila

analogue to tboee of the cakuure gras-

sier and Loudon day.
Sliale and samlatwno with beds of lignite,

accompanied by flunatile and te:rest tial

exuvue.
Conglomerates, grits, and micaceous

Mudstones.

The coralline limestone here mentioned serves as a
good line to connect the sections along the line of the
Carpathians. At Vienna, Murchison and Sedgwick give
the following scries

Alluvial beds ? of Idas and gravel, the latter containing boost of
mastodon, tapir, aothracotherium, Ac.

Fre*h -water limestone.

Lcithakalk or coralline limestone and calcareous conglomerate.

f
Upper blue marls and sands, very rich in shells,

I
yellow sand and sheik.

j

Lower blue maria 300 feet, compared to London
i clay.

In Transylvania, Bou«* gives the series thus :

—

Upper group shelly sands, marine and fresh water.
Sandy coarse limestooe, equivalent of the Ledliakalk.

Moists*.
Clay <*"‘1 mark blue and yellow.

Uppermost group,

calcareo-areiiaceou*.

Middle group,
calcareous.

Lowest group

observed.

Lower group

And this applies to Moravia and ih* West of Huugary, Gwulo**,
where the lower beds are iucliued toward the Carpathians. Ch. XL*
Below all these tertiary strata, in Geological position, v-^

but raised to a gTeat height in the Alpine region by Gobbed*
powerful dislocations, occur thow shelly mark ami sands
with conglomerates and traces of lignite, which have
acquired celebrity from the researches of Murchison,
Sedgwick, Bout:, Von Lilienbach, and other Geolo-
gists. The discussions on their relative age are yet
unsettled, because no sections can be obtained, under
the difficult circumstances of the case, which put in a
clear order of uninterrupted succession the whole mass
of tertiaries, or allow a very confident deduction con-
cerning the relation of all the parts taken separately.
The obscurity of the subject is increased by the admitted
indistinctness and variation of mineralogical character
in the tertiary sands and conglomerates of the plains of
the Danube. Yet it is not to be supposed that no in-
ferences can be grounded on the laborious investigation*
of the eminent Geologists above named. The Goaau
shelly beds are limited below by the Alpine limestone
at Gosau, and in the Rentersberg by the same lime-
stone, (hippuritic,) covered by grey or reddish marls and
marlstone containing a few fossils of the chalk forma-
tion : above, these beds are known to pass under the
molasses of the plains North of the Alps. Two sec-
tions, derived from the labours of Murchison and Sedg-
wick, will, with this understanding, sufficiently show the
nature of the beds. The first is across the Valiev of
Gosau.

Uppermost group. Red an«l grei-n slaty micaceous iarnktune hvs-
ral hundred fcvt thick. (Cap of the Horn.)

Second group «•. .Green micaceous gnity san<l»tone, extensively
quarried aa whetstone, succeeded by yellow-
ish «andy mark. (In ths Reascnberg.)

Hurd group . , » , .Va»t xbvlly series of blue mark, alternating
with compact hot••tone and calcareous gnt

;

trocei of vegetables above, abundance of
shells and corals in the middle and lower
pari. (In the Volley of Gosau.)

Lowest group. • • • .The above series gradually change* to beds of a
more conglomerate character, which pass into
ml sandstone and marl containing gypaum ;

* coarse conglomerate, forming die bane of
the whole system, rests upon iLtu. abuti against
the Alpine limestone. (Ruasbach.)

The discontinuity betweeu Ute lowest part of this
section and the top of the Alpine 1 lutestone is partially

remedied in the Untersbcrg, where a series of four terms
likewise appears.

Uppermost group. A gTeat succession of alternating masses of
bluish micaceous marl, slate, clay, sandstone
sod conglomerate. Some of these mark
contain bed* of gypsum and fossils resem-
bling the suite of Gosau.

Second group . . . .Bud* of blue micaceous slate clay, and gTeeuiah
micaceous sandstone.

Third group.... ..Sandy micaceous mark, alternating with con-
glurnerulei, and micaceous calc grit with
numnmlitcv Subordinate to this system are
red mint variegated mark with gypsum.

Lowsst group ....A great deposit of marl and marlstone, gene-
rally of a gtey but in some places of a red
colour ; containing a few fossils resembling
those of the chalk formation.

These beds are conformed in declination to the Alpio*
limestones of the Unteraberg.

The question lately discussed respects the age of these Age of the

Gosau beds. Messrs. Murchison and Sedgwick cou-
ceive them to be the lowest of the tertiary series of th«
Country, and to have »o much analogy to the system
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below as to be properly regarded as ace of the con-

necting links of the cretaceous and tertiary rocks. M.
Bout! ranks them with the green sand system. On
appealing to the orgauic remains, we learn that the

affinity of genera, and the proportion of univalves and
bivalves, firing the Gosau beds to a tertiary type ; an
examination of the specie* leads M. Deshny e* to declare,

(Lyell, vol. iit. p. 327.) that none of the Gosau sheila

are found in any recognised tertiary stratum, but that

some of the most characteristic species of Gosau occur

in the green sand below the chalk at Mona in Belgium.

His researches have led him besides to the following

decisive general statement, that no shell has yet been
Ibuud which is common both to tertiary and secondary

strata! Our own impression on the subject, derived

from comparing the statements of those eminent wri*

ters who have enjoyed the fullest advantages of original

examination, can be of no importance on either side
; it

will be more useful lo set an example, unfortunately

rare in such discussions, of deliberate indecision, and
to appeal to future discoveries. Two remarks, however,

must not be omitted. Though all thf instances upon
record should be found strictly to agree, (even when
modified by further discoveries,) with that valuable and
practical conclusion for which Geology is indebted to

Deshayes, yet this conclusion is general, not universal,

and cannot be employed to predicate the resulted any new
investigations. And again, though certain genera may
not >et have been recognised among secondary strata,

the deduction of the age of the Gosau beds from this

source is of the same conditional character.

The primary and secondary Swiss mountains are bor-

dered on the North by a vast thickness of conglome-
rates, sands, ealciferotte grits, ami lignites with manuni-
ferou* quadrupeds. These are referred by Bmngniart
to the iuterlacustrine marine beds of Paris, but the

shells as yet found in it are few. M. Studer, of Berne,

has amply described this immense and disturbed deposit.

The subapennine strata are all that remain to be

noticed in these comparative sections. No one since

Brocchi has been more successful in the examination of
these strata than Mr. Lyell, and they furnish much of

the evidence which supports bis classification of the

tertiary system into eocene, meiocene, and pteiocene

formations according to the degree of analogy which the

organic fossils of those groups bear to existing races of

marine animals.* They are of enormous thickness,

(several thousatvd feet.) and mast have required very
long periods for their accumulation in the Mediter-
ranean, from which they have been uplifted to consider-

able elevations on each side of the secondary Apen-
nine ridges. The mass consist* of innumerable alter-

nations of calcareous and argillaceous marl, light brown,
or bine, but the variation of mineral character is slight

through the whole series, and not at all sufficient to

furnish permanent marks of separation into groups.
It is altogether like the sediment which we may sup-

pose to be quietly deposited on the bed of the Medi-
terranean, by rivers which have left their coarser de-
tritus inland. Beds of lignite ore sometimes inter-

stratified, os at Medesano near Parma; subordinate
beds of gypsum interstratifled with shelly marls and
sand also occur in the Parmesan , Sandstone is also

intendratified, and rarely compact limestone replaces a

• TW terms an ihriwt from ma>V, (twmt,) combined with

(,fc* (k) sod «xu». (»ure.)

portion of the calcareous marls. The whole is covered in G^ilojry.

places, and unequally, by a course yellow sand and con Ch 11.

glomerate, in which alternations of fluviatile and ma-
rine exuvie are traceable, and other circumstances ore

observed which mark estuary or littoral action.

This may be token as the character of the middle
subnpen nine formation. • The tertiary strata in the hill

called the Superga, in Piedmont, have been described

by M. Brougniart and other writers, and from personal

examination with Mr. Murchison, Mr. Lvell has in-

ferred that they are the oldest part of the tertiary

system in Italy. Fine green sand and marl, and a

subjacent conglomerate, (the boulders being of primary

rocks,) compose these strata, which dip at the extreme

angle of 70°, under the more horizontal bluish sob*

apennine marls of the plains of the Tanaro.

The most recent portion of the subtpenuine depo- Sicilian <k-

sits is exemplified by Mr, Lyell in the tuiaceooa forma- l
10* 1*

tions of Naples* the calcareous strata of Otranto, and
probably the g re liter part of the tertiary beds of Gala-

brio. But the most satisfactory view of the newest

tertiary strata, is obtained in the Val di Noto, Sicily.

Since Dr. Duubcny's account of that island, the phe-
nomena of its stratified rocks hove excited much atten-

tion, and Mr. Lyell has been eminently successful in

deriving from them important inferences concerning the

relative ages and periods of elevstion of submarine
strata. The following is an abstract of his descriptions.

The whole series of strata in the Val di Nuto is divi-

sible into three principal groups.

The uppermost group consists of limestone, some-
times 700 or 800 fret thick, often corresponding in

mineral character with the calcairc grovsierof Paris, but

often more compact. It is regularly stratified and
cavernous. These characters, however, are liable to

vary in different parts of the Island ; near Noto it has

the concretionary splieroidal structure of the form of

the Italian travertine, and contains terrestrial vege-

tables. These strata prevail not only in the Val di

Noto, but, as Dr. Daubeny stated, cap the hill of Caatro-

giovanni, 3000 feet above the strata. The organic re-

mains of this limestone (generally casts) belong, with

hardly any exception, to existiug species.

The middle group, not abruptly distinguished from

the upper one, consists of white calcareous scud, some-
times with a tendency to oolitic and pisolitic texture,

such as the travertino of Tivoli ; at Floridia near Syra-

cuse, it changes to conglomerate with calcareous pebbles,

associated with sandy limestone full of broken shells.

In tome parts of Sicily, this group seems to be repre-

sented by yellow sand, exactly resembling that superim-

posed in the blue subapennine marls of Italy.

The lowest of the three groups consists of an argilla-

ceous deposit of variable thickness, called errta in Sicily.

It resembles the bine marl of the subapennines, arid

encloses shells and corals in a beautiful slule of preser-

vation. The sheik belong, with few exceptions, to

recent species.

Other marly strata, probably tertiary, occur below,

with gypsum, sulphur, and salt

Relative Antiquity of Tertiary Deposits.

Sufficient data have now been stated concerning the

local characters of tertiary deposits to show how variable

are the strata of this series, and what great difficulties

oppose themselves to a satisfactory classification of them
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according to their relative antiquity. The method* of

inquiry which have been found so successful in the

solution of that problem, when applied to secondary

strata, arc here much less applicable. The mineral

character of these deposits is, tar more than amongst
secondary strata, dependent on the nature of the neigh-

bouring mountains of older rocks, on the condiliou of

the sea, and the state of elevation of the land. No two se-

parate tertiary districts, unless perhaps those which fol-

low the line of the Danube, could be satisfactorily com-

pared by mineral characters alone.

The thickness of the deposits is enormously unequal,

and the angles of their inclination and their elevation

above the sea afford no resting place in this research.

Rome help nay ultimately arise from the theory of eleva-

tion of mountains; but M. de Beaumont's view, which

alone seems to apply itself distinctly to this subject, is

os yet too embarrassed with objections, and too little ex-

amined in detail, to be available.

Nothing then remains on which to build hopes of ar-

ranging the tertiary scries in a regular sequence accord-

ing to their ages, but the evidence of their organic con-

tents, and accordingly it is in this direction that the

efforts of modern Geologists amt Naturalists are vigor-

ously exerted.

This being our only probable basis of operations.it

will be well to examine its weak points beforehand, lest

much labour he lavished on a fruitless undertaking.

Difficulties of a very serious nature, and problems not

yet solved, nor even entertained by Geologists, perplex

the history of tertiary organic remains.

Amongst the older rocks, notwithstanding the general

admission of Mr. Smith’s views, the organic remains

have been chiefly used in reasonings on the condition of

the land and sea at certain periods, defined, not by the

existence of these organic remains, but by the occur-

rence of a given sequence of rocks, in which those re-

mains are imbedded. It is true that the classification

by superposition has been found wonderfully accordant

with the general Geological results of Zoology, but the

real dependence of both the practical and the theoretical

Geologist is upon the order of superposition. Thus,

when the oolitic system is from any cause obscured, the

ranges of chalk above and red sandstone below are im-

mediately appealed to. It is true that in such a case

the organic remains might very probably equally decide

the doubt; but so long as the relation between the

organic remains and the strata is known only in its most

general terms, and for a whole series of rocks taken to-

gether, while the particular modifications of this rela-

tion, which should enable us to apply the theory to

different strata in a given region, and to the same or

different strata in different regions, arc yet matter of in-

vestigation, it is evident that no Geologist w ill consider

conclusions depending on organic remains alone as

having more than half the force of those which combine

also the data of superposition. Their use, in short,

so far as relates fo this question, viz. the relative anti-

quity of deposits, has ever been tupplcrnentary, not prin-

cipal- But now w e are to take them as our chief guides.

Among the older rocks, such an inquiry, conducted

upon the evidence of organic remains alone, would
have this advantage, the lop of the series to lie divided

can be clearly defined in the vicinity, though the

division may be arbitrary, and so of the base ; but

in tertiary strata the base can hardly ever be seen, or

even safely presumed to be at all known, so many have

been the dislocations preceding them, and so abrupt is Geology,

their junction with the older strata; neither can their Gh. *1*

uppermost terms be often assigned from a neighbour- -'
J

itig type, because the sea, whose bed is the upper-

most term, has long since quitted the vicinity of the de-

posits.

While considering the organic remains of second-

ary strata, the most successful analogies have always
been established by referring to the nearest well known
type, whether the object was to compare the fossils of

identical or of different strata. Thus the fossils of

Normandy present stronger analogies to those of the

South of England than to those of Yorkshire ; the chalk

of England and France produce a greater number of
similar fossils than is common to the chalk of England
and Sweden, &c. Atso the true relation of the oolitic

to the lias fossils is best deduced by comparing them in

the same district: the oolite of Dundry should be com-
pared with the lias of Bath, rather than w ith (he lias of

Yorkshire or of the Western Islands.

These truths are plain, but not unimportant. They Proper

lead directly to a particular mode of prosecuting the in- ot

vesligation. For the identification of strata in distant
"

t

m
|£r

0

f^5
deposits, we must compare them by intermediate terms; ,j„y tir*ta»

for the determining of the relative antiquity of deposits,

we must compare, if possible, the marine or fluviatile

organic remains which they contain with both the up-
permost and lowermost terms of the series, as they occur

in the vicinity. Now the uppermost term of this series

is certainly no other than the productions of the neigh-

bouring sea and lakes ; but the lowermost term n un-

known, for the cretaceous system holds no tertiary

fossils. We must therefore anume the lowest term, and
because of the great number of fossils which have been

discovered in the calcaire grossier of Paris, this, the lowest

really marine deposit of that region, may be chosen as

such. If any strata should hereafter he discovered

below this stratum and above the chulk, their relative

antiquity may be investigated upon the same principles,

but the calcaire grossier will in such a case become the

upper term, and perhaps the chalk the lower one.

Whenever the inquiry can be prosecuted in agreement

with these conditions, and the number of organic re-

mains is considerable, the result may be trusted. The
organic remains of terrestrial animals can be useful only

in comparing terrestrial deposits, lacustrine animals for

fresh-water deposits, and marine unimals alone roust be

compared for marine deposits.

As a general upper term of the tertiary series, we are

reduced to take the catalogue of existing marine produc-

tions, and wc arc compelled to reason on this, though in

fact, through the uplifting of the bed of the sea in some

ports, whole races of shells which were then peculiarly

situated, (as, for example, a great number of shells in

the Mediterranean and in the German Ocean now are,)

were probably destroyed within a short period. In such

a case the comparison of the fossils is made with a

general catalogue indeed, but one from which many of

their peculiar analogues have long since been erased,

uot by gradual change from general physical causes, but

by local events.

May we not apply this general argument to the case

of the Vienna basin, as compared with the subapenninc

formations? Is not the former a whole desiccated gulf,

and the latter only tire dried margin of a gulf? And
should we not iu this case find the analogy of the fossil

and recent tribes strong in Italy, and much faiuter in
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Geology, the valley of (he Danube, even though ibe deposits were
Ch. 11. of exactly the same age?

' Again, if wc were to abstract from the catalogue of

living shells with which we compare the crag of Eng-
land, the shells of the Northern European Ocean, what
would be the effect upon the numerical results of this

comparison ? Instead of forty species in a hundred
now identical with living forms, there would remain two;
and the crag would appear as little related to the existing

Fauna of the general ocean as the Lottdon clay, which
yet is >ery much more ancient, and, tried by the teet of
the neighbouring Fauna, appears to be so.

Lastly, it is to be noticed, that even when both the

upper term and the lower term of the series is given

from a neighbouring type, the application of the prin-

ciple of the numerical analogy of species to a variety of

basins, for the purpose of ascertaining the relative an*

tiqnity of distant deposits, demands the admission that

the variation of species, on whatever causes this effect

depended, has been proportional always, and in all sitoa-

lions, to the time elapsed. Should this be granted un-

reservedly, without evidence or examination ?

Such are a few of the difliculties in lhe way of de-

termining, by comparison of organic remains with

existing forms, the relative ages of the tertiary strata,

and we are not aware that this open statement of them
should incur the charge of inconsiderate objection.

Long experience has proved to us the inestimable value

of the legitimate deductions from the study of organic

remains with reference to their antiquity ; and it is not

to check, hut to secure the advances of Geologists in

this the only avenue to the classification of tertiary strata,

that the unknown conditions of the problem are thus

pressed upon their attention.

Mr. JX'fr- Were the data upon which the further prosecution of
hayesa La- this subject depends lint more accurate than these which
v»r*n«a-

|tave been accumulated for the secoudary rocks, the dc-
tML*.

termination of the age of tertiary strata in distant

basins, with such preliminary difficulties in the general

rca.ionitig, must have been indefinitely postponed. Hut,

from various causes, the characters of tertiary shells have

been long and carefully studied, and the determination

of their species, in consequence of their great number,

perfect conservation, and decided general similitude to

recent kinds, has been successfully attempted by La-
marck, Brocehi, Sowerby, and other Coiichologi-iU.

But it is to Deshayes that the Science owes the most
lasting obligations of this nature. From the most ex-

tended examination of shells both recent and fossil ever

attempted, that eminent Conchologist has deduced the

most valuable and consistent results which Geology has

yet received from any Naturalist, on the subject of the

geographical distribution of fossil species, and the nu-
merical ratio of identity between fossil and recent tribes.

The Tables which he has constructed from this laborious

investigation ore given at length in Lyell's Principles of
Geology, vol. iii.

The order of deductions in these pages being to a cer-

tain degree different, wc sh&M not copy those Tubles,

nor even the results in the way they are given, yet all

the statements to be made here ore based entirely on the

data of Deshayes. Fur the sake of a common scale,

ratios to one hundred will be introduced when useful.

Land and fresh-water species are included, but ulti-

mately, no doubt, they will be separated from the

Tables of marine shells.

The number of recent species examined by M.
vol. vi.

Deshayes, for the construction of his Tables, is 4780 ; of Geology,

fossil species 3036 ; together 7816; hut 426 of these Ch. 11.

were bo,h recent and fossil
;
therefore the whole number

of distinct species examined is 7390 ; and the ratio of

the number of species which are both recent and fossil

is as 5.7 to 100.

The proportions of univalve and bivalve shells were
found thus

:

Living aperies. . .

. j

Uniralre* . .

.

...3616
Hallo to 100.

75.6

i
bivalves . . .

.

...1164 24.4

Univalves , .

.

4780

...2098 69.1
Bivalves *000 ... 93* 30.9

3036

In these lists land and fresh-water shells are included

to the number of 1165 recent, 259 fossil, of which

v . ,
. f Living bivalve* . . IIS fossil .. 30

, rv.h- water .prcuo
•( | 5 |

Land uprciei Living 1196 fossil . . 78

The fcmil* are grouped by Deshayes under the fol- Tertiary

lowing principal localities an<l living

1st Division.—Paris L-.ndon, limit*. Vnlognes, iMgium. The PrrirB

fossils of Costel (aomlu-rhi and Pauliuc are eons:dm d th«
ru,n

I'

Same, nearly, ns those of Paris.

2d Division.—-lsuunleaux and Dax, Ttinraine, Turin. Baden,
Vienna, Augers, Ronca. Tire lotrils of Moral ia, IIting.iry,

Cracovia, Volhynis, IVdolia, and Trans) Ivan* ate cou»Ul*rv<l

tho tame, with very (cw exceptions, as thaw of Vicuna and
Baden.

3d Division.— 1 tuly, Sicily, the Crag, live fowls of Perpignan
and tile Mures are considered the same, with three or four

exceptions, as those of Italy.
RsUo of living

apetin to ISl,

f ^ 38 3.4
tlie Pans 6*»in . . . . J

B

Bourdcaux snd Dux. 594 ....... .136 2*2.9

Italy SC9 238 41.6
Valogm-s .......... 332
Touraiue 298 G8 22.7
London 239 12 5.0
Sicily 226 216 95.1

Angers 166 ........ 26 ......... 15.0

Vienna 124 ........ 35 ......... 28.2

Crag Ill 45 40.1

Baden 99 26 26.2

Turin 97 17 17.5

Belgium 49
Konca 40 3 7.5

Arranging these approximate results in the order of

their ratios we shall have a descending scries of unalo

gies from the Sicilian deposit* to the Paris basin.

Thus the analogy of fossil species to the living ape

.

cie* is,

49 10 109

Vicuua 28.2.

Baden 26.2
Bourdeaux and Dax 22.91

TouniiN 22.7
,

Ditta 18 to 10O

Turin ..»•••••••• 17.51

Anger* 15. 01

Ronca 7.5f

Vicuua 28.2.

Baden 26.2
Bourdeaux and Dax 22.91

TouniiN 22.7jDitto 18 to IOO

Turin 17. 5l

Anger* .......... 15. 01

Ronca 7.b\
London 5.0

Pari* 3-4

Bd*"™, _ V*Tl I Ditto 3| to 100
lognes, Caatel 1 non*

(vomberto, and? slated.

Pauli ac j

In consequence of this comparison, M. Deshayes

makes three groups of the tertiary series, according to

the ratio of their analogy to existing kinds, as expressed

4 u
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Relation of

tatkiy
shells to

tbo«« in the

lM»in uf

Fan*

;

i<» iliotm of
T'lUIUlM
and Pax,

by the brackets above, and Mr. Lyell, from independent

researches of a less extended character, was led to form

the same scale of analogies, and, moreover, to separate

the Sicilian fossils as still more recent than the others.

He therefore divides the most recent group into two,

and calls them uewer and older pleiocene, (or pliocene,)

the middle group he calls meiocene, (or miocene,) and

the oldest group he calls eocene, as before explained.

Criticism on this scale of analogy would be at pre-

sent wholly prematura, and perhaps not respectful to

the eminent Naturalist whoae extraordinary knowledge

aud diligence have presented us with these most beauti-

ful and impressive results. It appears to deserve re-

mark, however, that the inland situations of the Vienna

and Baden tertiaries may unfavourably influence the

comparison for the fossils in these localities, from the

causes before stated ; and, perhaps, it may appear, if

that circumstance could be properly compensated, that

these localities should be removed from their association

with Bourdeaux; and joined to the subapennine depo-

sits, according to what seems to have been the inference

of the observers cm the spot.

The subject may be coutemplated in another point of

view; instead of inferring the relation of the fossil shells

to one common upper term, ri*. the shells of the actual

seas, they may be compared to what has been assumed

as the lowest term of the scries, the basin of Paris.

Because of the very great and admitted resemblance of

the shells of Paris, London, Valogncs, and Belgium,

these may be grouped together, and we shall have the

lowest tertiary epoch yet clearly made out represented

by 1238 species, of which 42 are recent, and 46 are

found in the deposits above them.

Ratio to 1*0.

«« »l*< P.ri.i.1,, 4.6 nwrly.

TmiTame — .

.

298 .. .. 8 2.6

166 .. .. 7

124 .. . . .1

Badeil 99 .. .. 2 2 0

.. 7

10
Sinly. Italy,

\nr .
0.6

the Crag. .

.

From this Table we have the billowing scale for com-

parison with that previously given, the analogies to the

Parisian formation increasing downwards.

Ricilv. Italy, the Crag analogy 0.6

Baden 2.0

Vienna 2.4
To'iraiiw 2.6
Angers 4.2
RiHtr trmix mul Du. . ...... 4.6
Turin 7.0
Runes .25.0

The accordance of the two reales w very remarkable,

and by both of them Honca, a* Deahnyr* conjectured, ap-

pears to drmnrnl n place in the Parisian group. Vienna,

Bnd-n, and Tourninc here appear less related to the Pa-
risian group.
The relation of the Tourninc fossils and the Bourdeaux

and Dax fossils to the Ruhapennine formations appears
to be almost exactly the same ; their relation to living
types is ol*o almost exactly the same. It is therefore
evident that these beds may be joined together to make
a new common term. We shall then have 743 species,

and the analogy to this common term is for

VWwoa IS,}
Baden 4^.5

Turin . 47.4
Augrr« 30.7
Buln*,<rnuiu« 22.7
Pariiiui tp>cb 4.0

The analogy of (he

Vienna anil «uh*p«naia* fo*Ml* is. . 40
Turin aixl suhapenairv* 39
Bounlvuux and subapciuuiMi ..... 22.5
Tounine and subapenmna. ....... 23.4

G#nl»ey
Ck il.

The general result of these numerical comparisons General
would seem to give the following scale of antiquity remits,

amongst the several deposits.

Sieiliaa deposit*. 1 Never pleiocene.

Crag — - Subapennine drposiU- 1 Older pkiuceoe.
Vienna beds.

Tooraise Bourdeaux and I>ax Baden Turin, lltlekeeue.

Aopr. J
The Parisian and Loudou deposits. Koceoe.

Having thus shown from M. Deshayes’s data, the origin

of the groups which he uses, and of the names of Mr.
Lyell, wc may present the following general results of

the investigation of those authors, and refer to them-
selves for abundance of further information.

Eocene, or Parisian period. This should perhaps be

considered as strictly applicable to the lower marine
formation of the Paris basin, because it is almost wholly

on the shells of that formation that the classification is

founded.

Number of aperies of *h*R§ of this period 1 238
Number of specie* also found in the mriocene period . , 06

Number uf spec*** ebo found in the meiocene and in

the pleiocrtw period, and which may therefore be

comuWrud as characteristic of the whole tertiary

•yvtem 17

Number of species identical with living kind* ....... 42

Lvo'iKaiM,

jPkiocwo*.

Jl/rwcroe Period.

Number I>f Specie* of shells 1155
Number of species common to the raeiorene and the

two other epochs. 134

Real number of 'jarie* of this period 1021

Number of specie* also found in the pleiocenu period. . 106

Number of specie* identical with living kind* 176

Pleioctne Period.

Number of *|«ciw of shells 777
Number of specie* identical with living kind* 350

Whole number of specie* of shells of the tertiary system 3036

Names of the seventeen shells which are characteristic

of the tertiary aystem.

Four extinct or uuknown
in a recent state

Thirteen still living

r DenUlium coarctation.

I
Tornatelia inflat a.

Bulimut terebellatua.

,
Corbula comp', anal*.

’ Dvntalinm cntnlr.

etrauguUtua*.
Fiwuretla grmca.

Bulla lignari*.

Rissoa cochlear!*.

Murrx ftuttilosus.

4 tubifer.

Polymorphic gibba.

TrUoenltoa oblongs.

Lucian divaricate.

gibbosula.

Ieoeairua cor.

.
N land a moxgaritacea.

Organic Remain ? of the Tertiary Strata.

The statement previously made that M. Deshayes has

himself examined 3036 specie* of tertiary fo*«U, must

l>t a sufficient reuson for not following in respect of

these Gtrata the plan adopted for the less numerous
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<Wmt. organic remains of the secondary and primary rocks.
Ch

‘
There U indeed not the same inducement or utility in

guch extended lists of tertiary fossils. They would not

add any thing to the knowledge of periods given by the

investigation which we have just ended, and the general

resemblance in tertiary fossils of all ages and localities n
too great to coufer any particular interest on the enume-
ration of species. There is, probably, no more remark-

able statement in any Science, than that of all the 8036
species of tertiary shells, noi one should be found in

any of the older strata. This statement oould only be

made and can only be vended by a skilful Coucbologist

;

but the eye least practised in such observations can re-

cognise the same proposition in another form. Many of

the tertiary genera of fossil shells, and especially those

which predominate in these strata, are either utterly

unknown or very seldom seen in secondary strata, and

thus whole tribes of shells are instantaneously pointed

out. by one who is no Conchologisl, as tertiary fossils.

The most useful lists of tertiary fossils will be such

as are capable of direct comparison on leading points

with catalogues formerly given for the secondary rocks.

For this, the generic name and uumber of species must

in general suffice. The marine deposits should be sepa-

rated from those of fresh-water. The numbers of the

species of shells are taken from Deshayes’s Tables. The
remainder from Brongniart, Tableau det Terraina.

Marine Deposit*.

Plants, from M. Adolphe Brongniart.

Aycmia.

Confvrvite* • 2
Fucuidos 11

Crjptognmw.
Kquiactuffl , 1

Truioptcria. ...... 1

Pfanerixgamia Gymnotprrmia.
Pinna 2

Fka/terofarntm Mo**colyledonem.

Gaulishes 1

Zottenlca 2

Pkantnxfamm Monotv/yMenen.
Specie*.

Pbtamophyliitea ... 1

FlabeUsria ....... 1

Anthofilhea. ...... 2
Guliaitvs 2

Phanercgamm DtcetytvdmtiL

Jugtani. ........ . 1

CarjuJithe* 1

Polvpari a, chiefly from

CaryophylHa 1

Tuthinoua 4
A itnr* 2
Fungia... 1

Madrepora ....... 1

Ftuatra .......... 1

Oitwtulitas 1

Dactjrtopora ...... 1

Polylrip** el.jngat* 1

Brongniart and Goldfuss.

Eschar*. ...... ... 1

Orulilas ......... t

Lunulitca. ....... , 3
Aiveutitea 1

Favoadlcs 1

lac* 1

laia 2
GUuconome ...... 4

Echinus ..

Sciitalla. .

.

Clyprastrr.

Cuadulua.

Radiaria.

1 NuclenUta* 1

Gilwitra ........ 2
9 Spatangua........ 4
2 Aatexies ......... . 1

Articulated Animalt.

OaVSTACKA.

A'eVcyctirs, .. .... 1 Paliauras 1

Uacoiia,... 1 Sphsaruraa 1

Iaachua 1

Annulosa.

Swpula 4 Sj>irofhia 1

Cirri p eda.

Batonua 5 Pyrgoana 1

Molluscous Animals.

COKCHIFERA.

t'lagymyon*.

Aspergillum . . .

.

Specie*.

Psiunraobia . .

.

Specie*

... 4
ClnYiigdU ..... .. 9 Ptaunnotea . ,

.

... 1

.. 2 . . . S4
Tindi .. 5 2
PhoUs .. 9 Lueio* ... 69

. . r

.. 19

.. k 7
PaatOOSSa .. 3 Cylberra ......... 59

... 5 41
ThreeLa ... 4 Vvm-ricardia . ... 50
Hrreiicyeloatera.

,

... 2 Catdimn ,.... 39
,

. . 6

... 14 3
7

... 23 .... 54
Cruuatclla ...24 PfectuncnUu .. .... 27
Amptudeama. .

.

... 1 Nucule ..... .... 23
Unto

1

... 11

...10 .... 2
Vcnernpia ..... ... 6 Mwliola .... 21
SanguinoUvia . ... 2 Mytilua ..... .... 15

JtfMMRjfwaa.

IVyhi ... 4
.. . 5
... 13 .... 1

Pccici

Spondylus .... ... 9

BrachiopotU.

.... 1

Terebratula ... ... 18

Ptertp&U.

Hyalca . 2 Cleodora ...... ... 3

GatHropcJa.

1 .. . 45
. 34 ... 4
. 10 ...220
. 1 . . . 2

Parroophilua . . .

.

, 2 Flourotoma ...156
KraarginuU . 11 Turbinelliis • . - ... 3

, 8 . .. 4*2

. 6 . . . 5

. 12

sjsr.::::".: . 3 PjTuU ... 21
Calyptcaaa . 15 Rtru'hiulona . .

.

1

. 2 Handle ... 8
. 23 Mure* ...69
. 2 ...25
. 17 . . . 8

Nwita . 16 Slromlnit ... 8
. 41

Si^antiua . 4 Ca**ia ... 15
Stomatclle . 1 RicinuLa ... I

. 1 ... 4

. 11 .. . 1

. i ... 1

. i ...95

. 6

. 22 ... 4
. 12 Mitra...
. 16 Valuta

. 5

. 70
Plcurolomaria. . .

,

Orala ... 6
. 8 . . . 19

. 34 oGTT“. ::::::: ...IS

. 10 . . . 9

. 5 ... 2

. 4 ...49

4 U 2
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Geology. Cepkikp*<U.

O'-**- Sptclr*. Jtpnlc*.

/—

S

B«loptera , 1 50 other gcorra in* ,

Srpiarim 1 eluding .)
_

Nautilus......... 4 No belemnrtM, amnowiilra, ha-

Nodowia ....... '21 mites, scaphites, tuirilitrs, fce

Fishes.

Of fishes It is estimated that 100 species belong to

the marine tertiarics.

Of reptiles there are 6 crocodiles. 5 trionyx, 4 emys,

1 testudo.

Of cetacea ; lamantin, delphinus 4 species, xiphiu*.

planiroHlris, baliena, Lin., 2 species.

Of other mammalia, phoca, trichlecu*.

General Summary .

• 2975 specie*.

Plants .if* species.

Poirparia ................... 27
Railiaiia .................... • 23
Crustacea 5
AmiuIok* 5
Cirriped* .................... 6

Cuochiiera piagyrayuna ........ 736v
mcttint) «*n* ........ 190 > 948

|
brachiu^axtti ........ 221

VOKfatt............ s i r2747m.Uuaa.
Gasteropoda nnjostiKnata ....... 4&D

1
|

Cephalopoda 259 259

Pisces 100
Reptilia 10

CrUna 8

Other Mammalia ............. 2

Lacustrine Tcriiariea.

THeir nge As the marine shells afford the best or rather the

to be in- only grounds for plausible deductions concerning the re*
ferml from

| ttiivc ages of the tertiary strata deposited from the sea, so
^haremaniB

fresh-water shells and land shells must be employed
indicate the relative age of the many lacustrine deposits

which diversify the tertiary districts, and cannot always,

by any rule of superposition, be referred to either of the

lacustrine deposits of Paris. In this research the plants

also yield highly valuable evidence, but the land mamma-
lia found with them ought surely to be excluded from

the data which are to determine the age of the lacustrine

sediments; because the changes of their races may, for

ought we know at present, have been governed by
wholly different conditions from those which affected the

fresh-water or land shells and plants. Indeed, the case

of shelly and osseous marl at Market Weighton, us well

as every peat bog containing the Irish elk, proves that

this suggestion is well founded. The era of the qua-
drupeds is to lie determined from that of the lakes, not

assumed to help out the deficient evidence concerning
these latter.

A few cases, selected from the great number of tertiary

lacustrine deposits, for the sake of some peculiar facts

which they display, may now be introduced, to illus-

trate th* condition of the surface of the land during the
tertiary epoch. In general it is to lie observed that, just
us at the present day lakes sometimes occur on ccnain
si reams, in several parts of the valley, at different heights
nl>ove the sea, and spread their waters over the Jura
limestone, chalk, tertiarics, or primary strata, according
io t he nature of the country, H0 it was in the older time ;

and no criterion of the age of a fresli-wotcr deposit Is to
be drawn from the marine nature of the strata on which
it rests beyond the mere inference that it was posterior
io such strata. If, as must frequently happen, the cir-

cumstances of these different lakes are unlike, the de- Geology,

posits in them may be related neither by similarity of Ch. II.

order, nor identity of composition, but it is probable that

some analogy will l* traceable in their organic remains.

In the basin of Paris gypsum occurs only in the

lower frc*;h- water deposit, yet the gypsiferous fresh-water

deposit of Auvergne, is supposed by Brongniart to be

of the age of the upper fresh-water deposits.

The fresh-water district of central France occupies central

considerable tracts along the lines of the Loire and the Fiance.

Allier, and is extended Northwards on the latter river, so

as to approach towards the proper basin of Paris. The
interesting phenomena preached by these deposits, where
they have l**en subjected to volcanic agency about Cler-

mont, the Cantnl, and Puy in Vclay, will be mentioned
hereafter. Along the Allier, granite is the general
basis of the fresh-water strata, which consist nf sandstone

and conglomerate, containing pebbles of nil the primary

rocks of the vicinity, but not of the volcanic rock**.

Above these are green and white very finely foliated

marls, full of the small bivalve cmslaceous shells of cy-

pris ; thin tufaceous limestones, sometimes full of the

larva—cases of phryganidn ; and the highest group of

all in a Tew places is composed of gypseous marls. The
mo*t singular fact mentioned by Messrs. Lyell and Mur-
chison, in their description of this country, is the remark-

able condiikm of two of these groups. The lowest con-

g’omcrate series puls on almost exactly the appearance of

the English old red sandstone, with its purple am) green

spotted marls, and even its nodular limestone or corn-

stone ; and the limestone in the upper part of the series

actually becomes oolitic at Vichy and Gamut, and yields

a building stone like that of Hath, and of equal beauty ;

soft in the quarry, but gathering hardness by exposure.

With what astonishment would the Geologist, acquainted

with Hie fossils of the English oolite, gather in this oo-

lile of Gannat, land shells and bone* of quadrupeds, like

those of the gypsum of Montmartre

!

The lacustrine formation of the Contal, rests in the

same manner upon primary rocks, with sandy anil gra-

velly beds below, gypsiferous marls, beds id' Hint and

limestone above. This fresh-water limestone, and its ac-

companying flints, are described by Mr. Lycll as possess-

ing a strong resemblance in inode of arrangement to the

muriue chalk and flint ; the flint of the fresh water, black

within, white without, and undergoing the same changes

of superficial colour on exposure as the chalk flints of

England.
The same Geologists have been very successful in Provence,

tracing the fresh water deposits of Aix in Provence,

which have yielded a large number of fossil insects,

some fishes, and land plants of existing genera. M.
De Serrcs also has described this locality, and studied

the insects with attention. The general basis of the

Aix lortiaries, is a rock of the oolitic system, inclined and

contorted in position, with gryphiea, belemnites, and

ammonites. The lacustrine deposits are in the lower

part a series of carboniferous limestones and shale, with

stony bituminous coal in several seams which altogether

amount to five feet in thickness. The limestone is com-
pact, grey, blue, and black, and resembles the mouutniu
limestone of England. Fresh-water shells (cyclades,

niclnnia, planorbis unio) accompany these beds, and

gyrogmtilca arc foOud in the coal itself. Micaceous
sandstones and shales, with earthy limestone and lim-

nc«o, come on above ; and there arc succeeded by red

marl and fibrous gypsum, also characterised by the pre-
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G«o!oirY- **nce of limnee and planorbes. Under and above

Ch. II. Ihe lovrn of Aii. the upper series of the basin is observed

to consist of red sandstone and conglomerate, covered

by while and pink-coloured marlstone and marl ; and

above all is a triple succession of gypsum and marls, over-

laid by white calcareous marls and marlstone, with cul-

careo-silicious millstone und resinous flint, containing

land aud lake sheila. It is in these beds that the fossil

fish occur abundantly, and leaves aud branches of fla-

bellaria, laurus, buxus, &c. are found. The insects are

obtained from a parting in the upper gypseous beds.

They are, with one exception, all land insects; and from

the united testimony of M. De Series and Mr. Curtis, re-

ferable or nearly related to existing genera, principally of

the orders diptera and hemiptera, some coleoptera and

hymenoptera, but only one lepidoptcrous insect : silly-two

genera are particularly enumerated by M. IKf Serres.

Slay we not compare this curious and ns yet almost unique

fact in tertiary Geology to the collection of insects, leave*,

and branches, which, when swept down by Spring or

Summer floods, affords a rich harv est to the Entomologist

on the borders of the rivers in the North of England ?

(Ei)ingen. The limestone quarries of CEningen, near Schnfl*-

hnnsen, have long been celebrated for abundance of

mammalia, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects, ami plants, iden-

tical or very similar to existing kinds. The section of

the whole deposit is given by Mr. Murchison, who brought

from this locality, in 1828, one of the most remarkable

fossils which haaever been found—the entire and con-

nected skeleton of a fox. The upper quarries offer a

section of thirty feet, the beds changing downwards from

brown clay into cream-coloured indurated marl, and

afterward into a fissile fetid marlstone, containing

flattened shells of planorbis, small lirnne®, and cy-

prides ; to these succeeds light-coloured, fetid, calcareous

building stone, beneath which is a finely laminated

bed, containing insects, cypris, shells of onodon, and

many plants
;
then follow two thin beds of fetid lime-

stone, in the upper of which a large tortoise was found,

and in the lower one the fox. Below are slaty marls

and marlstone*, limestone, and building stone, with a

repetition of finely laminated layers of marl, with plants

mid fishes ; the general base is the molasse of Swiss-

crland. Excepting this fox, which is very much allied to

the common fox of Europe, all the other quadrupeds

found here are rodentia. The insects and plants belong

to European genera.

These descriptions of some of the most interesting

lacustrine deposit*, will render it unnecessary to particu-

larise other numerous cases in Swisserland, Germany,

Hungarv, Italy, and Spain, which present neatly the

same phenomena, und appear to occupy the whole

interval of time from the lower fresh-water formation of

Paris to the diluvial era, and to be represented by an

equally continuous series of detached desiccated lakes

from that era to the present time.

Idgnfce. There is, however, another kind of fresh- water de-

posit which requires a short notice. Lignite, or wood
coal, has long been known in Prance, in connection with

the plastic clay group and other more recent strata,

and also in the Lie of Wight. The same kind of car-

bonaceous deposit is of value in the molasse of Switzer-

land, and very extensively spread over Ihe North of Ger-
many, and in the Valley of the Rhine; it also interla-

minates extensively the marine tertiaries of the basin of

Vienna and the border of the Carpathians : lignitic coal

has therefore been considered as even peculiar to the

tertiary eTa. This is not quite connect, vet the gene- ReoJogy.

ralization is of more importance than perhaps wc may
at present perceive.

The whole mass of these lignites is made up of laud

plants, mostly or wholly of dicotyledonous tribes, and
they are accompanied by marls, land and fresh-water

shells, and, in places, by the bones of paleothcria, anthra-

cotheria, braver, &c. The fixing of their relative age is

hardly possible by evidence drawn from themselves
alone, for the shells and plants are few, and the quadru-
pedal remains very local. If we attempt to fix their

dale by that of the marine strala which they divide, Ihe

uncertainty of the latter datum must, ill a great mea-
sure at present, frustrate the attempt. Perhaps the

most recent deposit of this kind mentioned on the Con-
tinent, is that described by De Beaumont as associated

with the older diluvium, as it has been considered,

which that author ascribes to Ihe uplifting of the West-
ern Alps. This deposit hears marks of slow and tran-

quil accumulation in a lake, contains planorbes in the

layers of clay which alternate with it, and sometimes
shmvs as many as four beds ; it rests on and is covered

by pebbles, which indicate violent watery action.

It is highly probable that lignite has been formed at

many periods, and that deposits of this kind will he
found at intervals from the plastic clay, through the di-

luvial gravel and clays to the modern alluvial peat bogs,

v. Inch they so much resemble in alternation and repe-

tition of materials, paucity of shells, occasional occur-

rence of quadrupedal remains, and almost every obvious

circumstance.

Bovey Tracey, in Devonshire, is the only locality in J.igniteof

England where tertiary lignites are worth working; the Bony
exact Geological age of this deposit is not known at pre-

sent. Pipe-clay of romc value lies with it Dr. Miller,

in the Phil. Trant. vul. li. describes this deposit in a
very interesting manner. The whole aeries dips to the

South about twenty inches in a fathom. The perpen-

dicular thickness of these strata, including the beds of
clay with which they are intermixed, is about seventy
feet. There are about six of each, and they ore found
to continue Eastward, in an uninterrupted coarse, to the
village of Little Bovey, a mile distant, and probably

much further. The strata of coal, near the surface, are

from eighteen belies to lour feet thick, and are sepa-

rated by beds of brownish clay, nearly of the sama
dimensions, but diminishing in thickness downwards,
in proportion as the strata of coal grow larger; and
both arc observed to be of a more compact and solid

substance in the lower bed*. The lowermost stratum of
coal is sixteen feet thick ; it lies on a bed of clay, under
which is a sharp green sand of seventeen feet thick, and
under that a bed of hard coarse clay, into which they

have bored hut found no coal. From the sand arises a
spring of clear blue water, which the miners call mundic
water, and a water of the same kind, trickling through
the crevices of the coat, tinges the outside of it with a
blue cast. (Phosphate of iron.)

Amongst the clay, but udheriug to the coal, arc found
lumps of a blight yellow loam, which bum with an
agreeable scent. (Rctinophalt.) Some of the coal is

black, and nearly us heavy as pit coal; this is called

stone coal ; but the most remarkable sort resembles
wood in the grain and appearance so much os to be
called wood or board coal. Some plunts like grass and
reeds lie in the alternating clays, which are iu part

carbonaceous.
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Geology. The following faction of the Meitner by M. Herudes-
Ch. II. hageu (Leonhard Tasehenbuch, 1817) gives the most

1

usual relations of the brown coal and basalt of that cele-

brated locality.

1. Dumn-rdi.
2. Gt*»a»tuut and basalt, 50 to 80 fathoms 300 to 480 feet.

3. Sdiwiil. (blind ami,
) a bituminous laminated

clay, hardly to be distinguished from
true coal $ to 5 feet

4 Kohlonftos, is all J to 14 fathom* thick, is.
m. Srangoakiahia (priamnlaod). . I to 4 ft ...

.

b. Glanxkohle (sp. gr. I 438) . . 3 to 18 ft.. I

c Pechkohle (sp. jrr. 1.34(3) ... 3 ia. to 3Jft.
[

d Browtneh block (*p. grl .‘309) 3 to 4 ft. ... V 3 to 14 fath

e. Light brown light cool (sp. gr.

1.230) 4 to 8 fath.

.

f. Fossil wood, c*l«d stuckwwk 6 m. to 4 ft.

5. LLcgende, (sill or suit of the cualj *p. gt. 2345
6. TrwHwmd , , ^fathom.
7. Blue mar), on the Kost of the mountain, with

gypsum 10 to 15 Satb.

8. Mine or lew friable sandstone 1 fathom, then
sandi'one to the foot of the mountain on
the Hast side, but on the West side rnus-

chelknlk

.

Organic Remains of Lacustrine Tertiaries.

Plants from M. Adolphe Brogntart

Jgmme.
Cryptoyammi ceUmlotn.

Musettes Touraalii ....... Armissan new Nirbonne.
sqaamotus Loagjumeou new Pari*.

Crypt. wiuetdtM.

Kquiseh brachyodon * Armiiun.
Filicitcs polyboltya ....... Ditto.

Lrcopoditr* squatnoaua .... Pane.
Chare Lemoni. ........... St. Ouen near Pari*.

tuberculosa Isle of Wight.

MdiMgiluil.
)

M
'nuT IW,?’

TnW“
helicterra Pleura, Department de 1’Awot

Phantrag. gymnotperm*.

Pinut peeudoetiobu* ArmiwaD.
Toxite* Touraalii • Ditto.

Phanfrog, manocatyledtmcu.

Smikcihes hastate . Ditto.

F! abelian* Lamonotua Aix en Provence.

Kudogenitea ............. Montmartre.
Pcocibrs Ax

Phanervg. dicolyledonra.

Complunia dryandnrfnHa. . . Armissan
Betula dryadum Ditto.

Carpinus macropiera Ditto.

PhyHites lwvigata Aix, Annisaao, Paris, he.

Gnsiini.

,

Aix.

Njmphwa arethma Longjumeau.
? Culmite* anomalim ...... Ditto.

Carpolitbes thalictroidea. . . . Ditto, I ale of Wight
ovubim.. Longjmnoou.

Exogcoita Pulaiwau.

CONCHIFERA.

Unio Solandri, Sow lele of Wight, H ord wall.

Cycles Aix en Provence.

Anod tin la Lavateri (Eningen.
Mya ? givgaria, Sow. ..... Heodon Hill.

Corbula nitida, Sow. late of Wight.
Crrraa pulehraf Hampstead Bay; Sky*.
My tdu* Braidii, Sow UordweU.

Molluica.

rfliuDil.ta*, So. wT^Silnieilt (G.rf,) Qmkm.
cornu
euotnpluluo, how lsl* «,r Wight.
pnrvue'iuus Ditto, Pone.

Plonorbia prunaiueos ......... Saliudle.

cumpresaut .......... Ditto.

loot Isle of Wight, Parb.

cykndricus, Sow Isle of Wight.
Uaaea fimforims. Sow. .... 1 1 codon Hill

.

minima. Sow. Ditto.

maxima. Sow. Bioatead.

longiacata, Lam. Heodon.
pyromulalis Sow...... Ditto.

cvltuoeiiaria, Sow, . ... 1 lord well.

cotoaa Paris, Code en Siennoio.

fabulum ............ Paris.

ventneoaa Ditto, Bruen. (Char.)
inflata Bruere.

cyliodru* Onto,

stng**« L« Lode near Neulchatai.

elongate ............. Part*.

acuminata ........... Ditto.

•qualii. ...... ....... Sal me Lie.

pygroaa Ditto.

ovum Pont.
Palmlina iffimi............. Sal inelle.

impure Qwercv.
Hammeri tale of Wight, Bouxweiler.

csrinota Hue.
Aocylus degaa* HordwdL

drperdilus Sal inelle.

Melania uaciata I si- of Wight.
Melanupais carinata Newport, Ule of Wight.

hrevia Honiwvll, he.
Phuianella or (ucularie HhaJcomb, Isle of Wight.

oaguliua ............ Ditto.

minute ............. Ditto.

F«.wid.»U™rck,. f
p*t» AmllM, Mon«m,

aeuhiaa. ........ ..... Isle of Wight.
veulncusuru .......... Ditto,

Induain tubulate ? Moulint, Auvergne, Colls.

Cydofttoana truncatum Paris, Caruelin.

elegaus antiquum . . . Pans.
mumia Ditto.

Helix globus* * Sbakotnbe, Isle of Wight.
Lemam Pahs.
Deamarestiaa Ditto.

Ramondii Orleans, Auvergne.
Coequi Ditto, ditto.

BuliauH pygrawuB ........ .» Pahs.
tervbra Ditto.

atomus Paris, Le Puy.
pwillus Ditto.

Pups Dsfreneii ..••«»•..«.. 1 Pan* and AuTergno,

moKorum j ins piperine.

Aiuchnioa, Inbecta, Olc.

Aranee Aix en Provence.

Phrynas.

Coleopt. Dyliacus.

Staphylinui.

Buprastn.
Mvlolontha.
Cumiliimids ..... 10
Trogoaita.

HyUiphagidw. ..... 5
Orthoptera .....*.•«•••• 8
Hemiptera ,,. HO
Nvuruptrra Libellulidw.

Hynumoptera ........... 8
Li pidoptm ............ . 2
Diptera 15

Fibres.

Mugil cvphalua Aix ia Provence.

Perea minuta Ditto and Paris.

Cypriiiua squomcau* ......... Ditto, ditto.

bipunctstus., ........ (Eningen.

jiwt Ditto.

enpito..... Ditto.

ninutst Paris.

ictuo Rodianaute. (Ardeche.)

tinea Cadiz.

Qamiqi

.

Ch. 11
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firo'-ogy. Pwcilia Lansrtheni .Pari*.

tJh.il. Avurmwui nunlrpdotui . . . Ditto.

Kmx .»•««« 4 « t ••••••••••> • CE ringers.

Amin ignota .fit. Ditto.

Reptilbs.

Crocodihia gypaorum, Cuv. . . . Paria, analogous to alligator.

Argeutoni, Cut. ...... ArglBtM) ditto.

Salamandra gigantea (Euingvn.

TVrton paluetrie Ditto.

Rttna Ditto

Triony x gypeonun, Cut. ..... Paria.

Mauiwir Aix and Parii.

[
La Orit*, L' Agenoia, Le Qnercjr,

dm mclatsee < Haul* Vigne, (in Lot and Ga»

|
ronnc,} Ca»tclnaud.

Kmys gypeorum, Cut. Paria.

Teatudo of Aia Aix.

Birds.

Several species Paria, Auvergne, (Eningen.

Mammalia.

_ , .. . f Paria. La Grew, Dordogne, (alio
PW.tfl.timr. wtgnum ......

j, Bir»l..d, 1.1. of Wight.)

medium............. Ditto.

cra.wun ............ . Ditto.

latum .............. Ditto.

minus .............. La Grave, Paria.

minimum Paris,

aunrlianenm ......... Orleans.

laudanum 1m> 1 near St. PapooL.... ( Paria, (also H instead, I ale of
Anoplotnrnuai commune .... I Wight

)

ecuodarium ......... Paris.

Xi phndon gracile ........... Ditto.

Dichobunm Irporinua ........ Ditto.

muriiau*. .... Ditto.

olillqiiui Ditto.

Chwropotumu* Pamirnri* .... Ditto.

Anthracother. velaunum... ... Puy *n Velar.

.... t Argenfou, Intel, Soumb, Gannat,
Lophiodou major

j Mantabuaard.

•ccundariua Arg* nton.

minor Paris.

pi gmeua Ditto.

maxinun Bastberg, near Bouxweiler.

scrundua ............ Bavtberg.

Monspelieiuia ........ Bautonnet, Montpelier.

ouintus Argentou.

Cania Parisivnata Paris.

Vnlpe* (Eningen.

Genet te do* Platrirro* ....... Paria.

Coati des Plat Ditto.

Didelph. PariMiensis ......... Ditto.

Ecumiil dn Plat Ditto.

Loir des Plat Ditto.

—— second Ditto.

Lifnitic Tertiaria.

Plant*. (No marine.)
Ctmi/er*w.

Pinus •ph*roearpa Rmleben near Helmatmdt.

oruata .............. Waleh in Bohemia.

familiaris Triblili in Bohemia.

Taxites acicu laris The Meissner.

tenui folia Comothau in Bohemia.
diverrifolia. . • . * Camel.

Langwlorfti Nubia near Fmnkiort.

Janiperttc* hrevifolia .•••••* Comothau.
aeiitifolia. ..•••«••*•• Ditto.

f aliena Schmctxn* In Bohemia.

Thuya gracilis Comothau.

LMgsdorfli Nidda.

graminea ..... ....... P«ntli.(Bol>Mia)

JVinWo.
Potam»phyllitca multi nervis. . . Moot Rouge near Paris.

Pnfmw.
Pnlmaeites echinatua ........ Warily near Soissons.

FUb.lU.i.r.phiMi.
iHmlngj„T)Trf, VI G»1«t.

r
( nacourt near Ararat. Ch. II.

Phraicitei pumila La Chartreuse de Brier, (Velay.) <

Cocos (Paxkinsonis) . (Sheppay.)
Faujasai ............ LiWar oenr Cologne.
Burt ini WoieuTt near Brumeto.

MomcotyUd. ineerta.

Endogeuites. . ...... LiWar, H orgen near Zurich.

(Amornocarpum depresaum) . .
(Sbeppey.)

{
Pandancvcarjnim pyTamidat.) . (Ditto.)

DicolfUdoneo.
Amenlactm.

Comptunia aeutifblia ........ Comothau. (Bohemia.)
Salix?..... Nidda.
PopullIB P.. ......... ....... Ditto.

Cuttntt? . . Menat.
Ulmta Comothau.
Jugtmmdm ,

Jtiglaus ventrieoea ........ Nidda.
larigata . Ditto.

Acrrmem.
Acer Langvlorfii ........... Ditto.

Dicvtj/i. mcerta.

KioeetulM ................ UnrienaL
Phy ll.tes cinnaxnomtfoli* Mei>*uer.
Carpolithes (many) Nidda.
Leaves, Ac. (many) ......... Ditto.

CoNCHirEBA.

Unio oratus, Si 8wish rland.

Cyclas palustria ............ Ditto.

Cyrena aoriqua St Marguerite. (Dieppe.)

tellinoide* Soiaaon*,

ctinciformis. . ........ Ditto.

Crawford) ........... Iravadi.

Oitrea Bellovacina.

ineerta.

Mollcsca.

Nerita globulus Epernay.

piriformis Ditto.

aubrina Ditto, Soiaaoenob, Ac.

Ampullarm Faujuaii St. Paulet. (Card.)

( Kpernay, Soissons, Cui-

Melanopab huetinoidee ...... < scan, Headon Hill,

(
Italy, Sialoa, Ac.

cos hita.. Hoissetis.

Melania trilicea ............ Rjwroay.
Escheri Ktppfnach near Zurich.

Paliriina virgula... Kpernay.

trairulor . . . Soiaaooa.

Deamarretii Paria.

Limnea longiseata Ditto.

Physa antique Epernay.

FlmwilL. ruttroilulu*
{ pSTfe

B**’*“'

regularis ............ Ccxenon. ( licranlt )

Bagueux. Eiemay.
puictatus ........... Ditto, ditto.

Preroatinus Paria.

Cerithiom meUnirideom funa.
1 Epern»y, Anrrrt, Ba-

AmpulIona depirsaa J
^T‘*UX

'

Reptilia.

Crocodilua d'Auteuil Near Paris.

vulgaris... Irawadi.

de Provence Minede Memet(Proi*no».

Leptotbvnena Irawadi.

de 1'Inda ... ..... .... Ditto.

Trionyx da l'lnde Ditto.

Saiamandra ogygia.Go)df.

Triton Noachicus, GoWf.
Rana dilnviana, Gold.

Ophis dubiua, GoUlfT.

Mammalia

Mastodon angmtidewa Kmpfhach near Zorich.

elephantoidea ........ Iraarodi.
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Geology. Mavttxl.m Utitk'iis Irawadi.

C'h li. IH|i(id]wI>ibu« Ditto.

R]iiiiucm>« Korjifitach, IrawaJi.

Tapir Irswadi.

Aulhtarothrrium ma^joum . , . . Cwliboii*. (Tuscany.)

miaa* Ditto.

minimum Ditto,

alaaticum.. .......... Lvtaau.

iJiaCrenae Caribaxi. (Be npal .

)

Lophiodon Laonueote Department d« l’Auoe.

Boa ...................... Irawndi,

Castor dm lignite* .......... Kwpfnach.

Dislocations of the Tertiary Strata.

After the deposit of the chalk and the plastic clay

strata, and after the accumulation upon it of several re-

gular marine tertiary strata, extensive disturbances hap-

pened. by which the chalk and oil the older strata were

thrown into new positions, and the whole configuration

of the land in the Northern zones was £really changed.

South of In England, the effects of general convulsions at this

Kogland. epoch are very striking in the Southern Counties, and
chiefly referable to two nearly parallel great undulations

of the strata, of a peculiar character, ranging East and
West These undulations are of such a kind, that there

are two axes of elevation and two parallel troughs. The
Northern trough is nearly in the line of the Thames from

Loudon to Reading, beyond which it appears to end ;

the Southern trough is directed along the Solent, to-

wards the extension of the chalk beyond Dorchester,

beyond which it also appears t<f end. The Northern

axis or elevation passes through the Weald of Kent and
Sussex, South of Guilford to Highclere in Hampshire,

and is continued along the Vole of Pewsev, but ends to-

ward DevtV.es. The Southern ridge of strata passes

through the Isles of Wight and Purbeck, and between

Weymouth and Bridport, and ends at some point in

the Channel before arriving at Torbay.

These great undulations appear evidently caused by

violent eievntion of the strata along the two lines de-

scrilwd ; and it is exceedingly remarkable that the effect

of the convulsion is such, that in each case the decli-

nation of the strata on the North side is generally very

steep or nrn vertical, as at Guilford on the one ridge,

and in the Isles of Wight and Purbeck on the other,

while on the South side the chalk in Hampshire, and
the green sand and oolitic groups in the Isles of

Wight and Purbeck, arc nearly level or slope gently to

the South.

It is further observable, that for n certain length in

the middle of each axis of elevation the strata are verti-

cal or nearly so, on the North side, but on each side of

this length the inclination becomes less and less violent,

and at considerable distances, in one of the ridges, is re-

duced to a gentle slope. Thus, on the Northern ridge,

the strata are violently inclined along the line by High-
clere in Hampshire, (tchere the chalk attains its greatest

elevation in England,) and at Guilford, but both West-
ward toward Devizes, and Eastward toward Kent, the
slopes become gentle. Also on the Southern ridge, the
strata are highly inclined North of Weymouth, nearly
vertical in the Isle of Purbeck, but absolutely vertical at
tbe Western end of the Isle of Wight, and in Culver clifTs

(Eastern end of the Isle of Wight) instead of being ver-
tical are inclined 7(P North.

!• rom these data we may infer confidently that the
disturbing force acted from below along particular lines,
and most violently at certain points in these lines; and’
l>ecausc of the unequal declinations of the strata on the

opposite sides of the ridges, we may perhaps admit the Gwlogy.
force to have been exerted in an oblique direction. This t-’li. II.

latter conclusion has often been suggested to us while
considering the ordinary phenomena of faults.

Diluvial Deposits.

We have now concluded the history of the deposits

formed on the beds of the ancient sea, in its depths, along
its shores and in its estuaries, and we have noticed the con-
temporaneous or alternating accumulations from the fresh

waters which then flowed upon the Earth. The ter-

tiary system of strata, by showing us remarkable alterna-

tions of fresh-water and marine deposits, appears to es-

tablish a connection between the ancient und the modern
World, between the subaqueous and the elevated land.

The whole of that system presents us with strong
analogies to the present order of things, in its races of
animats and plants ; and its fresh-water deposits have
often a clear relation to the present level of the continents,

and on this account might be viewed os (be oldest of the
alluvial formations.

Yet upon closer inquiry it will be found that in many
rases a very strong line of distinction is drawn between
the tertiary formations and the true alluvial accumulations,

by the intervention of an irregular mass of deposits, evi-

dently produced by inundations of extraordinary violence
upon the face of the dried uud inhabited Earth. These
deposits arc so extensive, and over large tracts of the

Earth's surface have so much of a common character,

that they have very generally been classed as the pro-

ductions of one turbulent period in the process of the

formation of the Globe, and termed the Diluvial deposits.

This term was first employed by Mr. Smith, and when Origin «*t4

subsequently adopted by the English School ofGeology, usewfiha

it was often understood to refer to the effects of I lie
***'*'•

Noachian Deluge; and though on this point opinions arc

now more unsettled anil various, the term may still lie

very properly employed by Geologists of every School

to mark the effects of turbulent inundations up <n the

inhabited land, happening within a particular period in

the History of the Globe. In this sense we employ iL

Without entering upon the unprofitable history of the

delusions in which Geologists have involved themselves on
the subject of the Noachian Deluge, it will he proper to

remark that all discussions of this nature are useful

or injurious according as they are carried on indepen-

dently of or iu connection with Theology. Burnet and
Woodward, by mixing up false hypotheses with Scriptural

History, retarded the piogressof Geological Science, and
sanctioned a perverse application of the Mosaic narrative

to support every new, fanciful, and unsubstantial theory.

Wc must always bear in mind that it does not fol-

low that all deluges must he referred to the Noachian
flood ; certainly many turbulent waves have traversed

the Globe before the creation of man ; some local

deluges have happened since the days of Noah. It

may therefore very possibly be true that the turbulent

waters of which we are now to trace the effects upon the

surface of the Earth, may be quite independent of the

Deluge of Scripture; we have no right to assume any

connection between them ; and at ull events it will be

prudent before thus entangling ourselves in fetters which

it may be difficult to unclasp, to wait for a full investi-

gation of (he subject. Many curious questions of time

and circumstance are involved in such a comparison
which it will he wUe to reconsider.

There is nothing in Geology less improbable than the
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Cl.

Proof*.

Dflritui

from tlw

Cumbrian
mountain*.

occurrence of a period of violent watery action, for in

the course of our survey of the stratified rocks, we per-

ceived clearly that, during their production, long periods

of regular and ordinary action have been frequently suc-

ceeded by temporary disturbance. The epochs of these

disturbances relatively to other phenomena are precisely

assignable. They differ in importance, and while some
arc so great and extensive as to afford means of classi-

fying the strata over large surfaces of the Globe, others

seem to have happened locally and irregularly.

The present system of Nuture may be considered os

one of the periods of regular action, and the effects now
produced upon the laud and in the seu arc of the same
kind as those occasioned during the comparatively tran-

quil periods of older nature, because upon the whole the

levels of sea and land are constant. But llie deposits

called diluvial are characteristic of a period of watery

tumult and disturbance of the most extensive kind, and
are to be associated mentally with other great epochs of

disturbance which murk temporary convulsions in the

ancient system of Nature. This watery tumult differs,

however, from all anterior deluges, by the circumstance

that we are looking upon the land and reading there the

traces left by violent waves, while those ofancient times arc

know n to us only by the effects they produced in the sea.

We shall now present the proofs of such a system of

turbulent waters having passed over large portions of

the surface of the inhabited Earth, since the formation of

all or nearly all of the stratified rocks now visible above

the Ocean, and since the present continents were dried,

elevated, and inhabited.

1. Without venturing to assert that every region of

the Earth’s surface is covered by the water-moved ruins

of rocks, and waste of distant mountains, in situations

to which existing streams could not carry them, we may
state that observations of this nature arc general for all

parts of the Continent of Europe, Northern Asia, and
Northern America. Countries which have been, better

than any other, explored by Geologists. In all these

regions, great deposits of gravel, sand, and clay, con-

taining in more or less abundance portions of all the

known rocks and strata, lie spread over formations of

every age, primary, secondary, and tertiary. There is

no order in the arrangement of these heterogeneous

materials, no constant series or succession of deposits,

but the utmost confusion and irregularity. The mate-
rials lie sometimes in valleys, often on hills, crossing in

their course both hills and valleys, and appearing to

have little relation to the track of the existing streams,

though sometimes evidently influenced by the great

physical features of the districts. Though the subject of
the direction of dduvial currents, with reference to local

geography, has not been sufficiently attended to, even in

England, we are able to bring forward some striking

instances in support of the preceding statements. It ts

well known that the mountain group ofCumbria encloses

remarkable kinds of granite, sienite, and other rocks,

and that they are separated from the Eastern parts of

the Island by a long unbroken range of carboniferous

limestone stretching from the Tyne to the Aire. A con-
siderable hollow every where divides these ranges; and
in some parts, as in the vale of Eden, the hollow is from
1000 to 2000 feet, or more, below the summits on either

hand. The lowest point in the whole line of carboni-

ferous limestone, which olfers itself directly to the West,
is on Sluinmoor,about i 500 feet above the sea. Now by the
force of the currents of water alluded to, blocks of the
VOL. VI.

curious porphyritic granite of Shap Fella have been re- Geology,

moved from their original sites, (1500 feet above the sea,) Ch. II.

swept over a ridge of limestone rocks about Orton, into

the red sandstone vale of Eden, ond from this deep and
ancient vale lifted up the steeps of Slainmoor to the very
summits of the pass. From theoee they have been
urged forward as from a new centre, and spread in a
radiating manner over the South of Durham, and the

whole extent of the vales of York and Cleveland, to

the foot of the Hambleton Hills and the Wolds. Against
these great barriers, considerable quantities of the rocks
of Cumberland, and likewise of the carboniferous system

of Yorkshire, are collected, but a large portion of the

debris has also travelled over and beyond parts of these

high districts and reached the sea side, where many of the

clitfs are covered by blocks swept from Cumberland and
North-Western Yorkshire. In passing from Shap Fella

to Ilolderncss, the granitic boulders have been trans-

ported across twodeep vales, and over two elevated ranges

of hills. In passing over these hills, we clearly per
ceive that the blocks were wafted by the easiest ascents.

This is remarkably the case at Stainmoor, the lowest

point in the long carboniferous summit, and the only one
crossed by the diluvial boulders. It is therefore evident

(hut at the period when these violent waters flowed over

the North of England, the land had assumed its present

general shape and altitude ; it is also clear that the

floods were influenced in their direction by the great

physical features of the country, but that at particular

poiuts they were of force and volume enough to over-

come these natural obstacles.

Besides the porphyritic granite of Shap other remark-

able rocks of the Eastern part of the Cumbrian moun-
tains have followed the same course. The hypersthenic

and sienitic rocks of Carrock Fell, the brecciated and
atnvgdaloidal slates of Grasmere, Ulswater, &c. may be
ofleu recognised in fhc same situations. Perhaps the moat
instructive of all examples derived from this country is

that furnished by the red *‘brockram
M
of Kirby Stephen.

This member of the saliferous formation is easily known
by its fragments of carboniferous limestone imbedded in

red sandstone, and its native site is in the depth of the
vale of the Eden. From this deep repository it lias

been lifted by the diluvial currents over Stainmoor, and
thence carried with the granites and other rocks of the

Cumbrian group.

The currents to which these effects are ascribed, must
have flowed from the North-West. From the Western
part of the Cumbrian group of mountains, currents flow-

ing nearly from North to South have carried the granite of
Ravenglass and Muncaster along the low ground West
of the carboniferous chain of Yorkshire and Lancashire
to the vicinity of Manchester, and through a great part

of Staffordshire ;
but this sort of granite has no where

crossed the carboniferous chain, to spread down the

valleys of the Aire, Dun, Derwent, or Dove. In this

case, as in the former, it is evident that the current was
directed by the great physical features of the country,

which were the same then as now.

The quartz pebbles of the Lickcy have been widely From the

diffused over the plains of Warwickshire and Gloucester- LickeyHilL

shire to the foot of the Cotswold Hills, but on arriving at

this barrier they are stopped, except at two low points, the

summits of the valleys of the Cherwcll and the Even-
load. Down these valleys, and along their borders, the

pebbles hold separate courses till the streams unite

near Oxford, after which the general course of the

4 x
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Geology. valley of the Thames is the line of the diluvial

deposit*.

A tendency to l>e arranged in narrow, longitudinal

spaces is sometimes observable in the diluvial accumu-

lations. In Lincolnshire a long narrow ridge of diluvial

chalk runs out in a South-Westward direction by Falding-

wurth. In Yorkshire the lias boulders from Robin hood’s

Bay keep nearly parallel to the present North and South

line of coast; and the flinty gravel from the Wolds
runs North and South from Pocklington to C'ave. These
observations will probably be much extended hereafter.

From tl»e
The moat extraordinary effects of tumultuous waters

Alya. upon the surface of the land, appear sometimes to sur-

round lofty ranges and groups of mountains. Tims the

Mont Blanc group of primary mountains has been rent to

pieces by some violent convulsion, and its mingled frag-

ments transported along the lines rather than in the actual

channels of the Rhone and the Arve into the Valais,

along the Lake of Geneva, and up the slopes and
through the valleys of the Jura even far into France. By
this extraordinary course, blocks ofenormous magnitude

have been drifted in great numbers on to the tups of

mountains, even to the height of 2000 or 3000 feet above

the Lake of Geneva, and left there in such abundance
as to encumber the land with thousands of extraneous

masses. There appears in these collections of blocks a

very singular tendency to association in groups and lines.

(De Luc.) It is particularly to be remarked that no or-

dinary action whatever could possibly cover the abrupt

mountains of the Saleve and Mont Sion with such im-

mense and numerous masses of these rocks, or transport

them across the deep and wide valley of the Rhone to the

steep slopes of the Jura. For such powerful effects it

will be difficult to assign an adequate cause, and how-

ever much influence we may ascribe to the impetuosity

even of au uplifted sea possibly cooperating with the

disruption of glacier-covered mountains, the phenomenon
must ever appear of the most remarkable kind.

We seem to perceive, on a general view of the disper-

% sion of these erralir blocks fron the Alps, a remarkable

relation to the existing valleys. While the Mont Blanc

group have yielded fragments to the Rhone and the Arve,

the Bernese oberland has supplied the basin of the Aar
and the neighbouring part of the Jura ; the valley of the

Reuss has conveyed the waste of the mountains at its

source; blocks from Glaris lie by the Luke of Zurich,

and the valley of the Rhine holds the rocks of the

Grisons.

The great range of the Jura, opposed to the Alps, and
separated from them by the long and wide valley of the

Aar prolonged into the Lake of Geneva, has furnished

the best opportunity of determining the geographical

and other data belonging to the curious problem of the

dispersion of these blocks. It is certain that in their

course from the Alps the blocks have principally followed

the line of the present valleys, since they ore found
along their sides in greatest plenty, and are collected

in most abundance, and lie at the greatest heights, eu
those parts of the Jura chain which directly face the em-
bouchures of the valleys. Yet this relation to the val-

leys is of such a kind, that the blocks, instead of being
limited to their beds, lie perhaps more plentifully on the
hill sides, and ultimate a totally different kind of watery
action from that of the running streams. Some general
convulsions under water, at once elevating the mountains
and opening the valleys, and pouring along the Hoods
may safely be concluded to have caused the phenomena'

One of the grandest examples of the form and con- Geology,
tinuityof diluvial currents is the dispersion to the South- Ch. II.

ward, across the Baltic, of the primary and transition

rocks of Sweden and Norway. Brongniart {Tableau
des Terrains) has given an excellent view of these phe-
nomena.
The sandy plains of Westphalia, Hanover, Holstein, prom 8aui.

Zeeland, Mecklenburg. Brandenburg, the coa*t* and Uuuvia.
plains of Pomerania, Prussia, and part of Poland far

inland between Warsaw and Grodno, and consequently
all the low, generally flat, and sandy Countries which
border the Baltic and the Germao Ocean from the Ems
and the Weser to the Dwina, and even the Neva, are
covered at intervals by these blocks. They are not uni-
formly dispersed, but collected in particular spaces, and
form in the midst of these vast sandy wastes distinct

groups, generally elliptical in outline, with the longer
axis directed North and South, or toward the Baltic Sea.
Bruckner mentions a trainee of these blocks in the
Northern part of Mccklenburg-Strelitz, which runs from
West North-West to East South-East. They are more
abundant on hills than in valleys. The largest blocks
are most superficial and nearest the tops of the hills.

They consist of granites, sienites, transition limestone
with trilohiles, Ac., and other rocks which have the great
est resemblance to the rocks of Sweden

; they contain
the same peculiar minerals, and the same peculiar or-
ganic remains. Their course from the Scandinavian
peninsula is generally from North-East to South-West.
On approaching the mountains whence they were dis-

lodged, we find the number of the blocks to increase
considerably, and on crossing the Sound to Scania, they
appear at every step, but the size of the blocks is not
greater. The mountains of Sweden are not more bur-
dened by louse blocks than is common to Mich tracts,

but the faces of the rocks there appear furrowed and
rubbed by the drifting of heavy bodies. 'Hie Baltic Sea,
which crosses the line of these trainees of rocks

, appears
to have interposed no obstacle to their movement, siuce

the heaps of blocks lie in the same direction on both
sides of the water, and the quantities curried over are

immense.
Many of the granitic boulders on the coasts of York-

shire and Norfolk are thought to have come from the same
Scandinavian mountains. From obeenations in Eng-
land, Dr. Buckland inferred that the general direction

of the diluvial currents was from the North-West. In
North America, Dr. Bigaby and other observers have ob-
served the prevalent direction to be from the North-West
or North-Easi ; the Scandinavian blocks have travelled

also from North-East or North North-East. But the
waste of the Alps has gone nearly as the valleys run, in

all directions; Southward to Italy, Westward to France,
Northward to the Rhine, and generally we may be
assured that the prevalent direction in any Country has a
very close relation to the physical geography of the

region.

The degree of attrition of the erratic blocks is various,

and generally not so considerable as that of the smaller

pebbles which compose the greater part of the diluvial

masses.

From the preceding data we are warranted in con- bdereuce.

eluding that since the deposition of all or nearly all the
marine strata which are seen in our continents, and
since the actual land was uplifted from the sea, and
shaped into its present leading physical features, large
parts of the Earth's surface have been deluged by floods
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Geology, passing in various directions, which removed large quan-
Ch. II. 0f tj,e preconsolidated rocka, and dispersed them

'"""‘V'"'"'' over distant Countries, in such abundance, of such mag-
nitude, to such distances, in such directions, and to such

altitudes, as to preclude the possibility of explaining the

phenomenon by the action of actual tlream*, flowing in

the ordinary course of nature, or deviating in any possible

manner over the surface of the Earth, or by the bursting

of lakes, however situated or circumstanced. For neither

streams nor bursting lakes could possibly transport the

Shap Fell granite to Ffomborough Head, nor drive the

sienites of Sweden into the heart of Poland.

Gravel do- For the sake of exhibiting decided proofs of the

powerful action of the diluvial waters, we have insisted

much on the transport of large blocks of recognisable

rocks
;
but it must not be imagined that such blocks of

such magnitude compose the whole or the greater part

of the diluvial deposits. These consist, in fact, of the

detritus and fragments of every sort of rock, and of all

sixes, from the giant blocks on the J urn to the finest

sand and sedimant. The Eastern coasts of England,

in Essex, Norfolk, and Yorkshire, are principally occu-

pied by diluvial cliffs of clay, with interspersed pebbles

and blocks, and irregular layers of gravel and sand.

These deposits cover large tracts in Yorkshire, Lin-

colnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Ac. In the Midland

Counties, gravel, containing in some places abundance
of chalk flint*, and in other situations pebbles from the

Ltckey Hill, is very common, and particular valleys quan-

tities of oolitic gravel. It is generally observable that

the most abundant portions of the deposits may be

traced to the neighbouring ranges of hills, as the chalk

of Ilolderness, Faldingworlh, and Huntingdon, to the

neighbouring wolds, the sandstone* of the vale of York
to the Western moorlands, and the quartz pebble* of

Warwickshire to the Lickey Hill, but with them gene-

rally lie fragments from more distant sources.

Animal po- We now proceed to inquire what was the condition
pulutxm at of the land over which the diluvial currents flowed, with
the time,

respect to its animal population. That it was inhabited,

and very extensively ao, in many districts wasted by

these floods, is evident from the really immense quantity

and variety of bones of quadrupeds lying in gravel pits,

clay cliffs, and other diluvial accumulations, or buried in

caverns during nod previous to that period of convul-

sion.

To mention all the known localities for diluvial

masses from which bones of elephant, rhinoceros, horse,

ox, deer, and a variety of other quadrupeds have been
obtained, would be to form a gazetteer of Europe, Sibe-

ria, and North America. There is hardly a County in

England where some remains of this kind have not been
obtuined at many places, and they are equally abundant
in France, Germany, Italy, &c.

Exactly as at the present day the bed of a river en-
velopes the shells that perish in its waters, with the bones
of animats accidentally lodged there, so the diluvial

floods buried in the detritus of the land remains of the

then existing organised creation. These remains enable
us to say what races of animals were living upon the

Earth at and previous to the time when those parts of it

were overwhelmed ; and if upon examination it be
found that these animals were of peculiar types of con-
formation, that they did not begin to exist till a certain

epoch, uor continue to live after another epoch, the
period of their existence is a zoological era as distinct

os any other disclosed to us by examination into the

long series of periods during which organic beings have tfoolouy.
existed upon the Earth. Ch. IL

In illustrating tills magnificent subject from the mate- n'—-

'

rials furnished by the researches of Cuvier and Buckland,
we shall first present the evidence furnished by diluvial

gravel, clay, sand, and other unquestionable deposits of
the turbulent era alluded to; and afterwards add some
results dcducible from examination of caverns, the pe-
riod of the occupation of which will be naturally de-
termined by comparing their zoological contents with
those of gravel pits, &c
The following are some of the animals that have been

discovered in these diluvial deposits.

Pachydrrmata.

Klephoa pritnigfuitis. Rhinoceros tidiorhinu*, Ac.
Mastodon uiaxitmu, 4c. Tapir gigatihsu*.

Hippopotamus major. Su* fosvilis.

Cbcrropotam us

.

Solipeda.

Equus toast I is.

Rttminaniia.

Cervut euryccros, &c. Urus.
Boa. Merycotherium Sihcricum.

F«Us vpelwo, 4c.

Ilyan* Mvitea, Ac.

wot

Porcupine.

Beaver.

Carnivora.

VuVpc* Bpvluaeamm.
Ureua cuhrUUtns.

•pclwu*.

RodeMia.
Arvicola.

Ed-ntala.
Megalonyx. Mania gg.mteus.
Megatherium, two specie*.

The most striking general inference derivable from Mwsflycow-
iaspect ion of the preceding and more extended list*, as generous

contrasted with all the catalogues of the earlier animals, wdh those

is the almost complete identity of the genera w ith some
nttW ,vm* 5

of those w hich uow exist. Even in the tertiary system,
though the quadrupedal population of Europe had
become considerable, and the circumstances of their

existence in several respects closely analogous to what
obtain at present, the genera were for the most part
wholly different Here they are for the most part the
same.

The species, however, of the zoological era under
consideration were mostly different from the existing

races, some of greater magnitude, other* of different

proportions, all distinguishable by more or less remark-
able peculiarities of their bony remains. Yet these dis-

tinctions are often minute, ami unless the question of
the amount of possible change induced ou the animal
frame by loug time and varying circumstances could be
more exactly appreciated, it may perhaps always admit
of a slight doubt whether the distinction* alluded to

be characteristic of the species of uniuials, or of the cir-

cumstances of their existence. However, for all pur-
poses of geological induction, the distinction* being con-
stant are assumed to be specific.

Among the species found in caves, fissures, and brec-

cia, referred to the same era, are the following.

Pachydermala.

KWphax i*rimipcmus, 4c. ClxeropoUmn*.
Ilippopotainun major. Su*
Rhinoceros tidw.hinu*, 4c.

4 x 2
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Solipeda.

Kquuv Euwrilis.

Rutninantia.

Orvm etiryeeroa, kc. l’os, urns, sntilopr.

Carnivora.

Frlw iptUea, kc. Wolf.

li)caa F«x-
Polecat. L'mu »jwl*uv
Weasel. cultridena, ke.
Gulu spckeiu.

Rodentia.

ArvLcgia fossilis media. Lagotnys, ke.
minor. Harr, rabbit, kc.

Rat. Beaver.

lake inlo view the history of the caverns, fissures, and Geology,

breccia, containing bones ; for these afford us not only cb*
"•

reason to conclude that certain animals lived in definite "v-^
regions at a particular era, but display many of their habits

of life and accidents to which the nature of the country
exposed them. Those who desire to follow at length
the detailed history of caves and osseous breccia must be
referred to the luminous pages of Buckland. (Reiiquuc
Diluvianec.) anil that imperishable monument of genius,

the Otsefnrn* FouiUt of Cuvier. We shall here present

a simple analysis of the leading remit* of their inquiries

bearing on the subject before us.

Caverns and fissures containing bones, however pre-

served, and of whatever kinds these are, present some
important characters in common.

From the general analogy between these two lists,

from the prevalence in each of elephants, rhinoceros,

hippopotamus. I'elis, hyaena, and bears, in Countries
where nt present not a single animal of such genera is

known to exist, there seems every good reason to admit
them as belonging to the same zoological era. which M.
Omalius D’Hailoy has, not inconveniently, called the
mastozootic era. But all investigations concerning
gravel and other diluvial deposits, prove indubitably that

this era is exactly that which ended with the diluviul

system of deposits. We may, therefore, venture in the
following investigations to class together the remains of
mammalia found in caves, fissures, breccia, gravel, clay,

Ac. as characteristic of a period of some duration, ter-

minated in each district by great inundations, and
equally capable of furnishing evidence concerning the
then stale of the Earth. It is not meant by this arrange-
ment to pronounce at all concerning the question, yet

very insufficiently examined, of the partial contempo-
raneity of the paleotherian and mastozootic races of
animals in Europe.

Lmd io The first general result which we shall venture to
Countries draw from this combined evidence is, that the animals

Sod«
wboBC renwns arc found in diluvial gravel and other

found.
superficial accumulations, or in limestone caves and fis-

sures, or in ferruginous breccia, lived near or on the
spots where their bones are found. This important in-

ference might be safely deduced from the ordinary cir-

cumstances under which fossil bones are found in super-
ficial gravel, &c., since in these cases they are little

worn, though lying amongst fragments of rocks rounded
to pebbles, and often remain entire, or with no other in-

jury than that occasioned by the effects of the atmo
sphere. Thus, the horns of a slag, scarcely in the smallest

degree injured, have been obtained from the diluvium
of the vale of Pickering, the long tusks of an elephant
from that of Holdemess and Essex. This conclusion
might, perhaps with equal certainty, be rested upon the
occasional finding of the lames of elephants and rhino-
ceros. and other “ antediluvian” species, in marl pits

under gravel, in company with shells now existing in
the neighbourhood, of which some indications occur in
Cuvier’s celebrated Work the Onement Fonsita, and
a more distinct case, at Market Weighton in Yorkshire,
has been recorded by Mr. Dikes of Hull, and several
members of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society. For
in this case the bones of extinct and the shells of exist-
ing species of animals lay pellmell together, and the
native locality of one must inevitably be ascribed to the
other.

Bui Ihe esse becom.s wrtainl, alrongtr. when wc

(I.) In the first place they are, we believe, always Ossiferous

situated in limestone, very generally in stratified lime- “TeTn*»

stone, though this character i* sometimes denied to the
dnlomitic limestone of the Mediterranean shores. This
circumstance has, however, apparently no relation what-
ever to the accident of the caves containing bonea, but
is merely a general fact characteristic of limestone

; for

in this kind of rock nearly all the caverns, grottoes, and
remarkable natural fissures in the World are situated.

And as far as we have observed, there is no reason
whatever in s[ieculations on the origin of the hone ca-
vern* and Jiuvre* to exclude those of similar forms in

which no bones occur.

(2.) This being the case, we may remark further,

that though in some cases the existence of the cavern
may be thought to be connected with dislocations of the

strata, as at Greenhow Hill in Yorkshire, yet this is

rather the rare exception than the general rule. The
carboniferous limestone is full of caverns, yet not more
so where numerous slips and veins divide it than in

other places. Veins of lead ore hardly ever lead to

these caverns, and it is a matter of general remark, that

though the strata may be disturbed near them, the dis-

turbance has little to do with the caverns. •*

(8.) Most caverns, whatever be the character of their

floor, assume at intervals along their length, the appear-

ances of a great fissure in the rocks. This circumstance

must have been often observed by those familiar with

the caves of Somersetshire, Derbyshire, and Yorkshire,

and is recognised even in that least favourable example,
Kirkdale Cave, which in its nearly level course keeps

its floor nearly on one particular bed of the rock, but
occasionally opens upwards into narrow irregular expan-

sions or fissures. The fissures filled with breccia may,

in fact, be often regarded as exposed caves, and resemble
them in all essential circumstances.

(4.) Very few of these cavities in the rocks are en-
tirely free on their sides and roof from remarkable de-
pressions and cavities, like those produced on limestone

by currents of water, or the slow consuming agency of
the atmosphere. Many of them which now convey
water, and are not inernated with stalagmite, as the Peak
Cavern in Derbyshire, show this sort of watery erosion

so strongly as to impress most beholders with a convic-

tion lliat the whole was excavated by the running stream.

(5.) Several writers, in particular Brongniart. have
attempted to show that mere water has no effect in

eroding rocks. This may, perhaps, be true of the oxide

of hydrogen* but is certainly not a correct account of

the effect of common water, and particularly of vtaler

containing carbonic acid, and traversing limestone rocks.

The innumerable petrifying springs of limestone Coun-
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Otology, triret at one® demonstrate the inaccuracy of this reason*
tk II. Xl»c very rain from the heaven* eats away these

atones rapidly. The springs which issue from limestone

generally contain carbonate of lime, and most of them

yield a large quantity of free carbonic acid upon ex-

posure to the air.

How form* (6.) Those accustomed to underground works know
it as a familiar fact, that the water which is absorbed by

dry limestone land, takes particular channels through

the rocks, down the joints, and along certain fissures.

Every limestone hill in the carboniferous district of the

North of England, shows in its stealiow and moor pits

the erosive power of the atmospheric water. We shall,

therefore, venture from all these considerations to main-
tain the enlargement or excavation of these caverns to be

principally owing to the subterranean passage of water

charged with carhonic acid, the direction of this water,

and its power of erosion, being favoured by fissures and
other causes- If the altered drainage and other cir-

cumstances of a country so far change the course of the

water as to leave these subterranean channels almost

dry, the smalt quantity of moisture continuing to arrive,

may slowly deposit stalagmite over the surfaces formerly

eroded, and the cave change its appearance altogether.

An accidental inrush of water from another source may
deposit mud or pebbles, and this be also covered up by
another layer of stalagmite.

It is no great objection to this view, that the cavities

are sometimes exceedingly irregular, for water in its

subterranean course must follow the original cracks of

the rocks. Indeed, upon a review of this matter, that

very irregularity may perhaps be thought an argument
in favour of the mode of origin here suggested.

The most remarkable ossiferous caverns in England
are Kirkdale Cave near Kirby Moorside in Yorkshire,

the Dream cavern uear Wirksworth in Derbyshire, Ban-
well Cave in the Mendip Hills, Kent's Hole near Torquay,
Oreston near PI v mou tli, and Paviland near Swansea;
in Germany, the slopes of the Harz mountains give us
the caves of Baumann, of Biel, and of Schwarzfeld. Be-
tween the Harz and Franconia is the Bear Cavern of
Glucksbrunn

; the Jura formation near Baireuth is cele-

brated for the rich associated caverns of Gnilenreuth,

Schoenestcin, Brunnenstein, Holeberg, Wieserloch, Geiss-

loch, Wunderhohle, Rabenstein, Kuhloch, Zahnloch,
Schneiderloch, Rewig, &c. In Westphalia the same
oolitic formation has the caves of Kluterhohle, and
Sundwich. The Caves of Adelsburg in Camiola and the

Dragons’ Caves in Hungary have also yielded bones.
In France, instructed by Dr. Buckland's researches, two
caverns, rich with bones, have been described by M.
Thirria near Vesoul, and several others near Montpel-
lier and Narboone by Marcel de Scires, Tournal, Christo!,

&c. and one near Miremont by M. de la Noue.
Osseous breccia appears singularly connected with the

coasts of the Mediterranean. It occurs at Gibraltar, in

Languedoc, and at several other points in the South of
France, at Antibes, Nice, Pisa, Cape Palinurus, North
of Bastia, (Corsica,) Cagliari, (Sardinia,) Maridolce,
(Sicily,) in Dalmatia, Aragon, Ac. Ferruginous breccia,

in which bones are associated with pisolitic iron ore, oc-

curs in Wurtemberg, and inCarniola in Jura limestone.

now filled In some of these caves hysenas lived and dragged
with bones, into them for food the bones of other animals existing

in the vicinity ; bears died in others ; some were filled

by the accidental falling in of browsing quadrupeds, and
others heaped with a mixture of bones, mud, and peb-

bles brought by general or local floods on the surface.

We shall give on abstract of the characteristic facts Ch. Il7*

attending each of these cases.

Kirkdale Cave is one of the most remarkable instances K^bdale

of ossiferous cavities known iu England, both from the
number of species und abundance of the bones of qua-
drupeds found there, their state of conservation, and
other attendant circumslunces. The entrance of this

cave is on the side of a narrow valley 30 feet above the
stream in a nearly level and perfectly undisturbed bed
of coralline oolite. It had a sort of vestibule, much
larger than the interior windings of the cave, and
in this, according to Mr. Salmood, lay a considerable
proportion of the large bones of elephant, rhinoceros,

Ac. Beyond this was a step in the floor of the thick-

ness of one bed of limestone, leading to the interior

recesses, which follow an irregular line, occasionally

rising to the height of 14 feet, but generally under 4
feet, and about the same breadth, but liable to contrac-

tions in both their measures. The floor was generally
overspread and its inequalities filled up by n layer
of mud, of calcareo-argillaceous substance, such as
might be supposed derivable from the joints and part-

ings of the limestone. In some places the mud was
more coarse and sandy. Stalagmite in considerable

quantity had dripped from the roof, incrusted the sides,

and covered like a sheet the layer of mud rising upon
its surface into mamillary tubercles.

In the mud, and protruding occasionally through its

stalogmitic covering, lay the bones of six or seven car-

meoro, bysna, tiger, or lion, bear, wolf, fox, and weasel

;

three pachydermala, vit. elephant, rhinoceros, hippopo-
tamus, the horse ; four rtrmr/rarriia, ox, and three kinds
of deer ; four rodentia, hare, rabbit, water rat, mouse ;

beside five birds, raven, pigeou, lark, duck, and a bird
of the size of a thrush.

The bones were scattered over this long area, " as
over a dog kennel," almost universally broken to pieces,

not as if by common fracture, but by violent biting and
gnawing: marks of teeth are discernible on many, exactly

like those left by living hya*nas on similar bones sub-

mitted to their jaws. Hyenas’ teeth in great numbers, of
all ages, milk teeth, shed teeth, and worn to stumps in

the jaws of the animal, abounded in the cave, besides a
considerable quantity of osseous fecal matter, like that

of the modem hyaena. From these data, most of which
may be verified on the numerous specimens extracted

from the cave, Dr. Buckland infers, that hvienaa were
for a long period the undisputed tenants of this den,

lived in it for many generations, dragged into it for

food, piecemeal, the bodies of animals then living in the

neighbourhood, and were finally dispossessed of their

hold by an irruption of water which let fall the muddy
eediment now enveloping the bones. The ordinary

action of the water passing through the calcareous rock

then covered the whole with stalagmite, and closed up
the bones from the destructive agency of moisture and
air. This accounts for the conservation of their gela-

tine. Few conclusions of this precise nature appear
better supported by the facts of the case, and w hen we
reflect on the remarkable analogy, in almost all points

concerning the state and conservation of the bones, of
the cavern at Torquay called Kent's Hole, and contrast

these particulars of the kytena dens with those of the

ox capes in Mendip, we shall feel a full conviction that

Dr. Buckland’s bold theory is a true interpretation of

Nature.
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G*>l«iKy- The caves of Franconia appeared to Dr. Bucklaud to

Cl*. 11. have been tenanted by bears which died in the retired

w' parts, and were there mixed more or less with sedi-

ment and pebbles brought by subsequent diluvial floods,

and the whole covered over by a stalagmitic crust formed

Cave of in the usual way. The cavern of Gailenreuth is perhaps
Kuiuuch. the most magnificent example of this doctrine

;
but

that at Kuhloch presents some peculiarities of a very

interesting kind. “ It is literally true that in this

single cavern (the sice and proportions of which are

nearly equal to the interior of a large church) there are

hundreds of cart-loads of black animal dust entirely

covering the whole floor, to a depth which must ave-

rage at least six feet, and which, if we multiply this

depth by the length anil breadth of the cavern, will lie

found to exceed 5000 cubic tect. The whole of this

mass has been again and again dug over in search of

teeth and bones which it still contains abundantly,

though in broken fragments. The state of these ia very

different from that of the bones we find in any other

caverns, being of a black or more properly speaking

dark uinber colour throughout, and many of them rea-

dily crumbling under the finger into a soft dark powder
resembling mummy powder, and being of the same

nature with the black earth in which they are imbedded.
“ Tlie quantity of animal earth accumulated on this

floor,” continues Dr. Buck land, “is the most surprising

and the only thing of the kind I ever witnessed ; and

many hundred, I may say thousand individuals must

have contributed their remains to make up this appalling

mass of death. It seems in great part to be derived

from comminuted and pulverized bone* ; for ths fleshy

parts of auiinalx produce by decomposition so small a
quantity of permanent earthy residuum, that we must
seek for the origin of this uum principally in decayed

bones. The cave is so dry that the black earth lies in

the state of loose powder and rises in dust under the

foet : it also retains so large a proportion of its original

animal matter, that it is occasionally used by the pea-

sants as an enriching manure for the adjacent mea-
dows.” This cave is eutered by a lofty arch, above
the river Krbach, expands within both in height and
breadth, and terminates in two chambers closed at the end.

No fissures enter this cave, and it has no other exit than

the entrance above named, except a very small passage

to the same valley. These circumstances are consi-

dered by Dr. BuckJand to explain the absence of dilu-

vial accumulations in this cave. There is no appear-

ance of either stalagmite or stalactite having ever existed

in this cavern.

Mcntlip Dr. Buck land’s views concerning the ancient oceu-
* i:»t*. pation of hjWMS ami bears of the caves of Kirkdale and

Franconia, drrive much elucidation from the disco-

veries of other caverns in which the animal remains

appear to have been accumulated in a different manner.
\Ve shall mention those of Hutton in the Mcndip Hills,

and of Ouston near Plymouth ; the former disclosed

by ochre works, the latter by quarrying for limestone.

The ochre of Mendip Hills appears, in some cases, to be
derived from the decomposed strata of the vicinity, and
deposited in caves and fissures of the limestone, either

by water continually passing downwards by filtration,

or by some more transient and violent operation. In
pursuing one of these mines of ochre near the village of
Hutton, boues of many animals were discovered, and
the circumstances were examined by the Rev. Mr.
C'alcott, from whose manuscript Mr. C'onybeare has

drawn up a clear account of this remarkable occurrence. Geology.

The elevation of the ochre pit was 300 to 400 feet above **•

the sea. '* The ochre was pursued through fissures in

the limestone occasionally expanding into large cavern-
ous chambers, their range being in a steep descent and
almost perpendicular. In opening the pits the work-
men. after removing 18 inches of vegetable mould and
4 feel of rubbly ochre, came to a fissure in the lime-

stone rock, about 18 inches broad and 4 feet long.

This was filled with good ochre, but contained no
boues : it continued to the depth of 8 yards, and
then opened into a cavern about 20 feet square and
4 high ; the floor of this cave consisted of good oclire,

strewed on the surface of which were multitudes of
white bones, which were also found dispersed through
the interior of the ochreous maws. In the centre

of this chamber a large stalagmite was suspended from
the roof, and beneath a similar mass rose from
the floor almost touching it; in one of the side walls

was an opening about 3 feet square, which conducted,
through a jtassage 18 yards in length, to a second
cavern 10 yards in length and 5 in breadth, both the

passage and cavern being filled with ochre and bones.

Another passage, about 6 feet square, branched off

laterally from this chamber about 4 yards below .its en-
trauce ; this continued nearly on the same level for

18 yards; it was filled by rubbly ochre, fragments of
Itmrtlone, and lead ore confusedly mixed together

;

many large bones occurring in the mas*, among which
four magnificent teeth of an elephant were found. In
the second chamber, immediately beyond the entrance

of the branch just described, there appeared a large deep
opening, lending perpendicularly downwards, filled with
the same congeries of nibble, ochre, bones, &c : this was
cleared to the depth of b yards ; this point being the

deepest part of the workings was estimated at about 36
yards beneath the surface of the hill.” (Uciiq. Diluv.)

The booes found in Hutton Hole belong to elephant,

rhinoceros, ox, hone, deer, byte n a. bear, a nearly com-
plete skeleton of a fox. hog, and aorne gnawing animal.

Three deposits of bones at Oreston, near Plymouth, Oreston

have been detected by Mr. Whidby during the removal Caves,

of the entire mass of a hill of transition limestone for

the construction of the Breakwater. The first deposit

(1817) lay in a cavern 15 feet wide, 12 high, and 45
long, and about 4 feet uhove high-water mark. This
cavern was filled with solid clay, in which teeth and
bones of rhinoceros were embedded. The second dis-

covery (1820) was of a smaller cavern, distant 120
yards from the former, one foot high, 18 wide, and 20
long, and 6 feet above high-water mark. But the

greatest extent of subterranean cavities was exposed in

1822, by the intersection of apertures in the middle of

the limestone, containing an immense deposit of bones
and teeth imbedded in day. Dr. Auckland describes in

a very graphic manner the irregular branching or insu-

lated fissures and caverns which were at this time laid

open in an artificial diff 90 feet high, their various di-

rection, loamy contents, and relation to similar cavities

not containing bones in the neighbouring limestone

cliffs. He remarks that the fissures and caverns ore so

connected, so often confluent and inosculating with each

other, and so identical in their contents, that there ap-

pears to be no difference as to the time and manner in

which they were filled. In many of those which are

nearly vertical, the communication is obvious, but those

which pass obliquely, and consequently seldom lie io
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Gwtocy. the plane of the diff, mat appear tn clow upwards. In

Ch. II. almost all the cavities there occur* a deposit of inud and
s— aand

(
ami angular fragments of limestone ; these sub-

stances sometime* entirely fill up the lower chambers,

and are lodged in various proportions on the shelves and

ledges and in lateral hollows of the middle and upper

regions. -In one large vault it is sorted into latninw ;

sometimes it is interspersed with extraneous fragments

of quartz and day slate; stalagmite sometimes invests

it ; in some few spots were ball* of iron-stone, and con-

cretions of ochre formed in the clay; in others was a

considerable quantity of manganese ore, sometimes in

concentrically coated balls. The bones collected in the

Oreston caverns and fissures belong to hyena, tiger,

wolf, fox, horse, ox, deer. The bones of the horse pre-

dominated ;
those of ox and deer were also abundant.

We may admit, without hesitation, that these caverns

and fissures at Oreston were filled with this mingled mass
ofearthy, stony, bony, and metallic matters, by aqueous

action ; and lliere seems no good reason to doubt that

partly in this manner, and partly by the accidental fall-

ing of quadrupeds into open fissures of the limestone,

many other caves in Somersetshire, Derbyshire, Ac.

have been stored with their animal remains.
Osiceus Prom such cavernous fissures, filled with mingled

the^fcdU
frn?mfntar)' masses, as those ofOreston, there is hardly a

tmsaeaau ***!> to the fissures or caves containing ossiferous breccia

at so many points around the Mediterranean Sea. Al-

most every limestone rock, wherever its interior struc-

ture can be seen on the sea-coast, in ravines, in mines, is

found to he traversed by fissures and excavated in caverns:

it was therefore to be expected that such should be ex-

posed in abundance in the calcareous precipices of the

Northern shore of the Mediterranean. But it is very

remarkable that they should be in those regions so ge-

nerally productive of bones
;
that these should so gene-

rally be found in a reddish-coloured loamy breccia, holding

fragments of the neighbouring rock, belter*, and other

spoils of the land
;
and that no marine production what-

ever should be found mingled with the mass, though, as

at Santo Ciro, near Palermo, (Geoiopical ProceedinpBj

1SS3,) there be proofs of the marine submersion of the

actual cave, before the introduction of the bony breccia.

There is clearly no necessary relation between the ex-

istence of these ossiferous cavities and the proximity of
the sea ; in many cases their exposure may be owing to

the waste of the coast, but in others it must be mainly

ascribed to the convulsive elevation of the land at some
ancient period. In all cases the production of caverns

and fissures in the rocks is tlie work of causes acting

during periods long anterior to those when the animal
remains were introduced. Thousands of cavities have
been produced in the rocks, and filled with mineral

treasures, and buried beneath trust depths of consolidated

strata, of very high antiquity ; such of them as were by
any causes exposed at the surface, have been filled with

day, or heaped with fragments of rock, and in the great

majority of instances lined with calcareous spar, and in

Countries which were then inhabited by quadrupeds
some have been partly filled by bones. The Geological

era, when the latter occurrence happened, is rendered

definite only by a rigid anatomical examination of the

bones
; and by this Cuvier has taught us that we may

confidently refer the great majority of the quadrupedal
remains, whether found in gravel on the surface, in the

mud, gravel, breccia, or stalagmite, or on the naked
floor of subterranean caverns, to one zoological period.

In general, the most abundant remains in the ossiferous Geology,

breccia of the Mediterranean shores belong to the orders fh. II.

ruminantia and rodentia ;
bones of ursine, feline, and

canine animals, as well as those of hippopotamus and
elephant, are rare. This is exactly what should hap-
pen upon the supposition that the bones in the

fissures were derived ehiefly from animals which fell

into them, for these naturally should consist principally

of herbivorous tribes. The presence of laud shells, of
fragments of the neighbouring rocks, the abundant in-

terlacement of tUalagtn ideal carbonate of lime, lends ex-

actly to the same conclusion ; and even the redness of
the breccia of Gibraltar, CeUe, &c., is probably owing to

the ferruginous nature of tlie neighbouring rucks. The
influence of local causes is thus clearly indicated, and in

the opinion of Cuvier, these have operated through con-

siderable periods, so that the bones ami fragments of
rocks fell successively into the cavity, and the calcareous

cement was gradually accumulated. If, in addition, we
suppose, will) Dr. Bucktand, that these nunc cavities

have since undergone the action of moving water, which
might drift in heapa the fragmented bones and stones
and mix with them loam and occasionally pebbles all

the phenomena seem naturally explained, and the theory

of the ossiferous breccia becomes connected with that of
the proper cavern deposits. For particulars respecting

the ossiferous breccia of Gibraltar, Cette, Antibes, Nice,

Pisa, Cape Palinurus, Corsica, Sardinia, Sidly, Dalma-
tia, Ccrigo, Aragon, and the Veronese, we must refer

to Cuviers admirable O^tement Pontile*, tom. iv.

As from the facts previously related, no doubt what- Climate uf

ever can remain that in the “diluvial" period, and the North-

for a long time previous, there existed in Europe cle-

phants, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, lions, and hyenas, be-

sides bears, the glutton, wolves, foxes, the horse, oxen,^
the urus, deer, beavers, hares, rabbits, water rats, &c.,

we arc presented with a problem of considerable inter-

est relating to the state of the climate at that period.

The most abundant, perhaps, and most generally diffused

of all these remains are those of the elephant and
rhinoceros

; though in particular cases, bears or hyenas
fill whole cave*, and the horse, ox, and urns are very

plentiful in gravel and marl. So many auimal remains
of genera now exclusively confined to hot climates, have
induced many Geologists to conclude that the Northern
regions of the Globe were at that time much holler, and
that their total extinction was occasioned by a sudden
refrigeration of the climate. On the other hand, the

glutton, the urus, wolves, foxes, bears, horses, and large

horned deer, and beavers, appear as characteristic of

cold or temperate climates, and furnish arguments for

the doctrine that the animals resembling those now living

in tropical regions, were fitted by some peculiarity of

constitution to sup|torl the rigours uf the Northern zone.

These statements are bo equally balanced, and the au-

thors who support them so respectable, that no impar-

tial inquirer can pronounce between them without fur-

ther evidence. This evidence must be of a particular

kind. It will be of little use to add to the number of
animals on either list ; and as the jpeeUa are different

from those now in existence, the relative power of adap-

tation to climate of their several living analogues will

not be sufficient to settle the point We must find the

remain* of some of these .uiimuls, in such condition, or

accompanied by such collateral circumstance*, as to cha-

racterise the climate indepeudeutly of the generic rela-

tions of the animals.
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Two cases coming within these conditions are known

to Geologists, of so distinct a kind, and leading so po-

sitively to the same conclusion, as to leave little room
for further discussion. The first is the instance of an

elephant, of the same species precisely as that usual in

diluvial accumulations, being found in 1804, enclosed in

solid ice, at the mouth of the Lena, where that Siberian

river flows into the Arctic Sea. It was a perfect animal,

with tusks in the jaws, and had evidently been entombed
in its icy sepulchre immediately after death, for the flesh

of its huge body was not decoyed, but actually furnished

a feast to the wolves and bears of the coast ; the skin

remained entire, and its whole surface was covered with

hair of two kinds, one shorter and finer near the body,

the other coarse and bristly, and even sixteen inches

long. It is to be regretted that the difficult circum-

stances of the country did not permit Mr. Adams to

examine minutely the anatomy of this specimen, thus

wonderfully preserved through the fluctuations of ages;

but the skeleton, mounted at St. Petersburg, furnishes

sufficient characters to prove its perfect agreement with

the fossil, and its distinctness from either of the living

elephants. Here then is a plain proof that the fossil

elephant was fitted, by an appropriate clothing, to with-

stand the occasional cold of a high Northern latitude,

not perhaps to exist on the shores of the Icy sea, but to

inhabit about the sources of the Siberian rivers, and

over the whole extent of Europe and a part of North
America. The North coast of America, as well as that

of Siberia, encloses abundance of the remains of these

elephants in cliffs of frozen mud. (Capt. Beechcy.)

The conclusion from this fact is rendered still more
decisive by the discovery, in 1770, of the fossil rhinoceros

tichorhinus, under the same extraordinary circumstances

of preservation of flesh, on the banks of the Wfluji,

which falls into the Lena below Jakoufgk, and its body
was likewise covered with hair.

Dr. Buckland’s conclusion of some remarkable cata-

strophe and sudden refrigeration of the Siberian re-

gions and the borders of North America, near Behring's

Straits, seems to offer n reasonable explanation of the

extraordinary preservation of these remains, which be-

sides may have been drifted from their original scats

Northwards.
The second case is the discovery together in the same

marl pit, connected with gravel deposits, near Market

Weighton, in Yorkshire, of the remains of elephant,

rhinoceros, lion, wolf, horse, urus, ox, deer, &c., species

all or nearly all extinct, with thirteen species of land,

marsh, ond fresh-water shells now living in the neigh-

bourhood. Now as hardly any animals are more
remarkably limited .in climate, and restrained by local

circumstances, than the molluscous tribes of the land and

fresh waters, as the number of the species here discovered

is considerable, and their identity altogether certain,

without a single extraneous species, it is a safe con-

clusion, that the climate in which they lived was that

which England and the central parts of Europe now
enjoy ; for such tnollusca become mixed with other

races on approaching the Mediterranean, and many of

them cease to exist in the colder latitudes of Northern
Europe. The same conclusions result from the examina-
tions of that remarkable deposit called “ Loess," in the

valley of the Rhine, where the extinct elephants and
rhinoceros lie with many existing land shells, (Horner.)

Hence we conclude, with confidence, that the antedilu-

vian climate of the Northern parts of the Globe was

nearly the same that it is at present ; and it is no great Geology,
objection to this view, that the banks of the Frozen Sea Ch. H.
will not now feed an elephant, because, in the first place,

it is not yet proved that the elephants were not drifted

by the long Siberian rivers to their frozen mouths:
and secondly, our conclusion is for a temperate or cold,

not frigid climate, as distinguished from the torrid

climate, to which some Geologists would unmercifully
subject these animals in their warm Winter dress.

Nearly all the propositions that we have endeavoured
to establish concerning the important subject of diluvial

accumulations will be admitted by theorists of every
order. That the Earth has been covered over a large Other pro-
extent, since the completion of nearly its whole apparent bicmn.

series of successive marine formations, by tumultuous
floods of water, powerful enough to dislodge and trans*
port, hundreds of miles from their native sites, huge
blocks und fragments of rocks, and to destroy the races
of animals then living in those Countries, and to pro-
duce considerable changes in Physical Geography, is a
fundamental doctrine of modern Geology. But questions
ofconsiderable difficulty, which might i*rhaps have been
postponed to a later period of the investigation, if the

Sciencehad been permitted to follow its own secure course
of observation and induction, are forced upon our atten-

tion by the anticipations of theory, and the premature
anxiety felt, even by writers on Geology, to establish paral-

lels of time between the Geological dutnm of the destruc-

tion of certain land-animals and the Noachian Deluge.
We have shown that these diluvial floods were very

extensive, but we are required to answer further whether
they were universal. We have proved them to have
belonged to a certain limited zoological era ; but we are
asked, were they simultaneous over the globe ? We have
admitted that they have effected changes in the physical

features of the Earth's surface, but we are called upon
to state whether valleys were excavated by their agency.

This is the place to discuss the two former questions

;

the latter, though often mixed up with the others, will

admit of clearer solution by first examining the action of
existing causes in modifying the surface of the Earth.
The doctrine of the universality of the diluvial cur- Extent of

rents, wus adopted by Geologists, according to their ,he pheoo-

interpretation of the connection between Geology and roie!n**

the Hebrew Scriptures, long before they had acquired
the power of clearly tracing the effects of such currents

across their own hills and valleys ; and after Mr.
Smith had fixed some of the lending characters of the

diluvial detritus in England, they were hastily, by an-
ticipation, applied even to Countries never visited by
any observer. Subsequent researches have to a certain

extent justified this boldness; and the discoveries of
Auckland and Cuvier, by fixing zoological characters

for the diluvial periods, have harmonized the results

into a system. But it is unsafe at present to venture

such a doctrine as the universality of the diluvial cur-

rents, even upon the admission that their powerful

traces ore recognised over nearly the whole Northern
hemisphere. If, indeed, it should eventually be proved,

that diluvial currents have constantly followed upon the

elevation of large tracts of land above the seu, their uni-

versality might be saiely inferred, since nothing can be

more clear than the former submersion of all our conti-

nents. But this would not satisfy all the conditions of

the problem ; as in diluvial gravel and caverns so closed

there would be no reason to expect the bones of land-
animals. and it is a matter of notoriety that tbe elevation
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Otology* of land above the sea, Instead of being confined to the
Ch. ll. tnaslozoot ic era, has proceeded at intervals through the

whole Geological period.

It must, indeed, be owned that many mountain ranges

were uplifted at the periods alluded to. but we dare not

so far deviate from the method of observation and in-

duction which has raised Geology to its elevated rank

among the Sciences, as to assume .universal inundations

of the Globe, to follow confessedly partial disturbances

of the bed of the Ocean. On this, as on many other

questions, we must appeal to further observation.

Lmgth of The doctrine of simv/taneify of diluvial currents over
the diluvial the Globe, was introduced by the same desire to accom-
peiwtl module Geological theory to the ordinary interpretation

of the Mosaic record, and involves ronsiderat ions of great

difficulty. To determine whether diluvial phenomena
are traceable over a greater or less extent of the surface

of the Earth is the work of observation. To setlle the

date of these phenomena with reference to one another

is a very nice and difficult subject of analysis and in-

ference. Even if it were the fact that the diluvial de-

tritus in different Countries was scattered by I he devious

currents of one simultaneous inundation, it is doubtful

whether Satisfactory Geological evidence could be col-

lected to prove this. No single deluge of such vast ex-

tent lias been disclosed by investigations of the pheno-
mena of earlier dale ; we see no agencies, either cos-

mica! or terrestrial, likely to occasion it now ; it cannot,

therefore, be assumed, us a natural phenomenon, with-

out violation of the rules of Philosophy.

But though, strictly speaking, the question of the

simultaneity of the diluvial catastrophes in different

regions is inadmissible in the present state of our
knowledge, we may modify the inquiry so as to bring

it within the scope of examination. Let us inquire if

the diluvial phenomena of all Countries in which they

have been observed, have so much of a common character

ns to point to the same kind of cause, so much of a

common direction as to be assignable to causes having

the same local origin, and are accompanied by such
collateral circumstances as to be limited within an as-

signable period of time. The first point is already an-
swered in the affirmative by all the preceding oWnra-
tkun ; on the second point, we may observe that a con-

siderable number of observation* indicate a prevalent

direction of currents from the North, but many others

appear to refer the local origin of the currents to (be

neighbouring mountains. The third part of the inquiry

has also been met in part by the history of the animal
remains in the diluvial and antediluvial deposits ; for

these clearly belong to a limited zoological period, and
as this period appears to have been terminated in each
district by the diluvial catastrophes, we ore justified in be-

lieving that ihe time during which these turbulent waters
flowed was comparatively short. To the same conclusion
we must necessarily arrive, from a comparison of the di-

luvial disturbances with those ofolder Geological periods.

But short as this period was, we are able to divide its

characteristic phenomena into successive stages. There
arc few parts of England, where the diluvial masses do
not Consist of more than one kind of deposit, derived

from a current in one direction. On the coast of York-
shire the general ba«e of the whole diluvium is a thick

mass of clay, with heaps of fragments of rocks derived

from Cumbria and North-Western Yorkshire scattered

through ii. In some places this rests upon water-

moved chalk aud flints ; in others it is surmounted by
VOL. VI.

bed* of gravel and sand, which are themselves, near Geology.

Bridlington, covered by thick layers of chalk and Ch. IL

flints from the neighbouring wolds. But we must
be careful not to infer from this and similar facts more
than they will bear. The lapse of time is here proved,
but as no deposit intervenes implying that (lie time
was considerable, as the lower diluvium is not water-

furrowed to admit the upper, as the same characteristic

animal remains are found in several portions of the de-

posit, it is possible that all these successive diluvial masses
might be brought by the varying impetus of one continu-

ous or inteimittmg general convubion. De Beaumont,
from his admirable survey of the Alp, infers with great

probability that the diluvium around these mountains
belongs to two distinct periods, and was occasioned by
two separate convulsions affecting the Alps. By the

former convulsion, which elevated the Western Alps
from Dauphint- to Mont Blanc, prodigious quantities of

debris rolled off* to the West, and by the second convul-

sion, which elevated the Eastern Alps from Mont Blanc
to Vienna, the old diluvium was dislocated, and floods

were occasioned, which transported a great quantity of
material* over the detritus of the former period. Here,

also, we must be cautious in the inference. That some
intervals happened amidst the diluvial disturbances, that

the diluvium is of unequal antiquity is dearly proved;
but nothing has yet been established contrary to the

geuerol view of this subject, which we have before sug-

gested, ru. that the diluvial phenomena were produced
during a comparatively short period of convulsion of
the land, and consequent agitation of the sea, ensuing
upon the completion of all, or nearly oil the marine
strata, now apparent above the sea, and subsequent to the

habitation of at least the flatter regions of the Earth by
variou* races of quadt upeds now extinct. This is all that

can be safely asserted in the present state of Geology.

In all ihe periods of time which elapsed during the Q^to^ni
formation of the Gratified rock*, there is no evidence monuments
that Man wu* a dweller on this Globe. Not ill the of thu exist*

most recent of the tertiary strata, ueilher in the littoral

nor in the lacustrine deposit* of that period, have any
traces of Man or his work* been perceived. This ought
in no degree to surprise us. for nil tlie animals and
plant* ol that and earlier periods were parts ofan ear-

lier system of organized nature. But it appears some-
thing extraordinary that bones of men and vestiges of

human art should have been so rarely found in any of

the ascertained deposits of the diluvial era, except under
dubious or explanatory circumstances, since at that time

the earth had assumed its present form and appearance,

and was inhabited by races of quadrupeds which, if not

specifically the same, were, fur the most part, closely

analogous to those which now live; in particular, tiie

horse and domestic cattle, animals bo singularly ser-

viceable to and dependent on Mun, existed in great

plenty in the Northern zones, and, therefore, the present

system of organized nature, of which Man is the head,

may be said to have commenced.
That the bones of men are as durable as those of

quadrupeds, ia established by comparisons made on
fields of battle, and, therefore, if he lived with the maa-
lozootic quadrupeds, his remains should, under soma
circumstances or other, be found mixed with their*.

Dragged into a den by the prowling hyoma, or acci-

dentally. lost in a fissure, or overwhelmed by wave* and
buried in diluvium, we should frequently meet with the

bones of our ancestors. Old writer*, who saw in every

4 Y
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Qtotacr- thing only the traces of a general deluge, ere full of

Cb. It. discoveries of the hones of men ; but modern anatomy
v-*' has assigned them to their true analogic*, the elephant,

salamander, and saurian. In modern times a few

examples of bones of men, found under circumstances

arguing great antiquity, have been recorded. Upon
strict examination it appear* that in most cases these re-

mains belong to a later epoch than the diluvial convul-

sions : the petrified bodies of the coast of Guadeloupe are

enveloped in comparatively recent accretions ; the human
remains of the valley of the Ehter, near Leipxig, appear

to have been inhumed since the general dispersion of

diluvium ; the woman found in Paviland cave was of an

early British era. The only canes remaining for further

examination are some cares iti Uie South of France,

where the remains of Man and rode pottery are found

mixed with a quantity of bones belonging to extinct

species of animals of the mastoxootic era ; superficial

deposits in Baden and in Austria, where reinsina of men
with depressed skulls (as if occasioned by unnatural

bandages) are found ; and the remarkable notices by

M. Bone of mingled human and animal remains in the

breccia of Nice and Dalmatia.

la South Without stopping to discuss the yet imperfect evidence

et 1‘roncc. concerning the antiquity of these remains in the breccia

and superficial accumulations, we shall puss to the con-

sideration of the caves in the South of France. From
the examinations of Tourtial, Christol, and Marcel de

Serres, a considerable body of evidence has been col-

lected concerning the caverns of Bixe, (Ande.) Durfort.

Pondres, Souviguargnes, (Gard,) and from the similar

state of conservation as well as mixture of the bones of

men and animals iu the caverns of Bixe, M. Touraal

decides positively that their age is the same. These
animals are stag, chamois, roebuck, antelope, and
bear, which hardly require to be considered of Uie mas-

tozooiic era. The same conclusion was drawn by M.
Christol, from subsequent researches in the caverns of

Gard, in which the animal remains were decidedly of the

same era as the fossil elephant and rhinoceros. But the

most instructive, probably, of all these discoveries, it

that of the cavern of Mial let, near Auduxe, (Gard,) com-
pletely investigated by M. Teissier. Thi* grotto,

situated on the banks of the Gardon, is opened in a
dolomitic rock subordinate to the lias, on a steep slope,

thirty metres above the valley. The lower layer of Uie

interior of the grotto is dolomitic sand, irregularly over-

spread by a thin stalugmitic crust, and in places by an
grgillo-ferruginous mud, more than a metre thick, and
adhering in several places to Uie roof and sides. In
this bed were discovered in great abundance, and excel-

lent preservation, bones and teeth of large bears, and
with them a few bones of hyaMia, ruminant ia, and birds

;

under the stalagmite, and under a bed of loamy sand
from two to four decimetres, a great number of human
remains was found in various parts of the grotto. In
the depth of the cavern they are unquestionably mixed
with the bones of bears, which predominate; towards
the entrance, on the contrary, human remains are most
abundant, and appear of less antiquity. Upon tha
ossiferous loom, under a little projection of rock, was
discovered a human skeleton nearly entire, near it a
lamp and small figure in earthenware ; further ofl'

bracelets of copper ; in other situations coarse pottery,

wrought bone*, and edge tools of flint, indicative of
ruder industry. The human skulls were depressed from
above, apparently by artificial means, thus presenting *

deceptive resemblance to the negro, though really be-

longing to the Csseasisn race of men.

Si. Teissier infers from these dsta that the accumula-

tion of distinct periods can be traced in this cave :— 1.

The mastoaootie or antediluvian era ol the bears, with

whose remain* those of men are mixed, perhaps by sub-

sequent natural or artificial means. 2. The era of rude

civilixalion. (probably Celtic,) when the coarse pottery,

flint tool*, Ac. were introduced, perhaps, to grace the

sepulture of individuals. 3. The era of Homan Arts.

There is no necessity of hazarding a definitive con-

clusion on the antiquity tor these human remains, be-

cause there is very great probability of gathering much
additional information by the discovery of new cavea

under different circumstances. In the mean time we
may remark that the principal arguments for the coeval

existence of men. and extinct pachydermata and carni-

vora in the South of France, is the intimate mixture

and equal conservation of the bone* ; and these argu-

ments should not be slighted, for they would, probably,

not have been resisted in any ease of the mixture of

quadrupedal remains. On the other hand, the known
facts that many parts of the Mediterranean shores were

anciently possessed by Troglodytic nations, and that the

custom of burying in caves, as well a* retiring to them
for safety, was very general in there Countries, odds

great force to the opinion of M. Desnoyem, that, in

most cases, the human remains are of no greater anti-

quity than the early Celtic Ages, in which very similar

work* of Ait were executed. (See Desnoyera, Rapport

h la Soc. Geol. de la France, 1*31.)

It is clear that ossiferous caves have received their

contents, some at one period, and some at another, and

that in other* operations of the same kind, repeated at

very different periods, have consigned to our investiga-

tion monuments of all the great zoological change*

which have happened on the dry land since it first be-

came tenanted by mammalia. The whole subject must
yet receive a great accession of well-observed facts.

One remark, concerning the excessive rarity or non-ex-

istence of human remains in diluvium, and in cave* of

the elephantoidol era, may be of considerable importance.

Those part* of the Earth’* surface to which tradition*

and, perhaps, general reasoning, seem to point as the

first sites of the human race, the ocntral regions of A*ia,

have been as yet little examined with reference to this

question. It may lie very possible yet to discover them

there even in abundance, though in the high Northern

regions men may not have existed till much later periods.

It is a singular feet that the Quadra inana or monkey
tribes which, so nearly approach to the bodily organi-

sation of man, are equally absent from the deposits of

which we are speaking.

Upon the whole, the evidence yet obtained concerning

the Geological period when the human race began to

exist on the Globe, is very imperfect, and we may, per-

haps, wait long for more full information. In the mean

time, it may be stated as a general admission that Man
did not exist on the Globe during the secondary, and,

probably, not during the epoch of tertiary formations,

and that sufficient evidence for his coexistence in

Northern climes with the mammoths and hippopotami

is yet wanting ; but as the races of oxen, horses, camels,

Ac. had then begun to exist, it is a reasonable expecta-

tion that, eventually, this question will be decided in th«

affirmative.

We shall conclude our remarks on this interesting
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class of deposits by some attempt to assign the causes of

the diluvial phenomena. Those who refer these effects

to one universal flood sweeping over the whole Globe,

must of necessity ascribe such a mighty catastrophe to

some great astronomical cause, such as the apputse of a

comet, or the displacement of the axis of the Earth, or

appeal to a miracle. But as we cannot venture to as-

sume that what we name diluvial phenomena are of uni

versal extent, or were occasioned by a single convul-

sion, nor are entitled at our pleasure to disturb the

harmony of the Solar system, nor to help our ignorance

by invocation of miracles, these conjectural hypotheses

must be passed by in silence. From what has been

previously stated, we are entitled to look upon the dilu-

vial epoch as a short period of violent tumult in the

ocean, like many which have happened before; perhaps

more extensive, but certainly similar. Why, then,

should we not refer it to the same causes? As the df-
vulion of the beds of the sea after the grauwacke period,

after the carboniferous period, after the cretaceous period,

produced large and violent floods, and caused the for-

mation of extensive conglomerates, so the elevation of

the Alps may have caused the diluvium which has

rolled from them, and the elevation of the Scandinavian Geology,
chains may have caused the transport of their granites, Ch- II.

sienitea, and limestones across the Baltic, and along the s—
plains of Germany. That the Alps have been elevated
from deep sea is the universal conclusion of observers;
that the whole chain has been raised at a comparatively
recent period is certain; and there appears every reason
to believe th.it the dispersion of the boulders was conse-
quent upon the elevation of those parts of the Alps
from which respectively they were detached.
We cannot apply this mode of reasoning to the Cum-

brian mountains in England, for these appear to have
been elevated above the sea at a far earlier epoch than
that now under discussion. In this case, then, the
effect must he ascribed to a cauxc acting from a distance,

which woutd ugree with the magnitude of the pheno-
mena observed, and lead to the notion of some very
general convulsion preceding the diluvial movement*.
Upon the whole, we will venture to conclude that the
diluvial currents were occasioned by coovulsive move-
ments of parts of the solid fabric of the earth, of sufficieut

force to throw the waters of the sea over distant regious
of dry and elevated land.

Table of Organic Remains in Caverns and Superficial Deposits subsequent to the Tertiary Period.

N. B. Extinct genera are marked with on aaterisk. Cavern* marked with (c.) Breccia with (ft.)

Remains of men. ..........
. |

‘

Vetpcrtilio .

8orcx ....

Tatpa.
Urtus spelaus, Blum.

.

arctoideus, Blum.

.

cultridens, Cut. . . *

other species . . n .

Kama, Cut
Melee vulgaris .......
Gulo ipelwus. ........
Viverra, Clift. ........
Canis spcUras, (Wolf.)

familiaris ....

other species .

Vulpea vulgans ? .

Hjrsna spelma, Goldf.

other species, Goldf. ..... <

Frli* spclma, Goldf.
|

*

antique. Cut. . .

.

other species

l (polecat)

(weasel)

Lutra antique, M. do 8. .......
other species P

Dasytirtw, Hypenprymnus ,,„,1
Halm aturus I
Phascoitnays, kanguroo and

j

wombat
Castor

*Trogonth*riun» CuTierii,(Fisch.)

Women, Cur.
*OsUniparu pLatycrpbal* (Harlan)

Hus
J

Arvicula. ....... ....... 1

to Carve*, and Breccia of s!l Agn-

Qailenreutb, ZahnUtch, PuviLnd, BiieJ
Durfort, Poodres, Souviipurgues, Sicily . . . J

6. Nice, Dalmatia.

. r. Franconia, Franc* ....... ...............
ft. Cagliari, Antibes.

. c. Avuon.
ft. Sardinia, Dalmatia

. c. Anson

. c. Germany, France,

A. K rain, near Kremhs, .\1 mi .ter ............
. c. Franconia, Birr, Sallelw, Lunrl Vieil.

. c. Sundwich, Kent a Holt;

. e. Franconia, Sundwich, Fuuaau, Salic lea.

b. Perpignan
, b, Niee.

. b. Lone! Vieil, SalMlwr.

. e. Goilcnreuth, Sundwich.

. c. and b. Australia.

. c. Franconia, Rise, Salleles, Kirlulalc

b. Sardinia.

, C. Lunrl Vieil.

, e. Franconia, Bite, Saltftle* ................

. b. Sardinia; e. Kirkdale
Kirkdale, Plymouth, Swans**, Pariland,

j

Muggendarf, Hart, Fouvmt, Sundwich, >

Lunrl Vieil, Pondre*, Kent's Hole, Ac. .

*

Franconia, Sundwich. Lund Vieil *

Kirkdale, Plymoulh.Gailenreuth, Baumann's 1

Hdhie, Sundwich, Lunel V*cvl ...j
Gailenreuth ; 6. Nice.

la Diluvial and Earner At t acmlatiopi.

Kdetrita, Rhine Valley, Austria, Ac.

Kbstrita.

Ditto.

Ditto.

jChatillon.

Val* d’Arno, Puy de Doom.

Puy de Dime

Val* d*Amo, Avaray.
Perrierburg.

tknrtault, KicMatt, Vrf d'Amc, On.
burg, Abbeville, Law ford.

Puy de Dome, VeUy.

Knstritz, Val’ d’ Arno, Bielbecks in Yorkshire.

c. Lunel Vieil, Gailemwuth.
c, Kirkdale.

_

r. Lunel Vieil.

,
Upper Italy, Puy de D6me.

,
Pay de Dftme.

e. Australia. (CTifL)

c. Lunel Vieil........

e. Kirkdale, Sallies 1

b. Gibraltar, Sardinia

e. Kirkdale, Gsilenreuth, Sundwich, Gibraltar,

Nice, Cette, Corsica, Sardinia.

, Val* d’ Arno, Puy de Dftme.

. Taganrok, near the Sea of At

!

“ Nun
Lawford

n>rtm W <1 Arno.

4,8
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Relation of

terraqueous

agencies in

ancient and
modem
eras.

the minute distinction* which probably almost always

exist between the tertiary and diluvial species of the

same genu*. In this research much yet remains to be

effected. Cases like those of Eppelsheim and Georges-

gemund become in this point of view exceedingly im-

portant ; for, by a comparison of many such instances,

the series of zoological changes on the land, between the

beginning of the tertiary and the end of the diluvial

periods, may perliaps be eventually determined. At

present we can only perceive that in general the palo.*-

otherian inhabitants of Europe had mostly ceased to ex-

ist in these limited districts before the clephantoidal races

had spreud themselves so widely over the Northern zones;

and can clearly show that the proportion of species be-

longing to extinct genera in the undoubted tertiary de-

posits. was at least half, while in the undoubted

diluvial deposits end caverns of the same date, it was

about one-fifth. The remarkable extinct genus mastodon

is common to the tertiary and diluvial periods, and there

seems good reason to think that in some of the localities

in North America, remains of there animal* lie in

postdiluvial lakes, like those which contain iu Ireland

and Yorkshire the bones of thccervus megaceros. Some
remarks bearing on the general question of the deter-

mination of the Geological epochs ol marine and littoral

deposits, by comparison of their quadrupedal remains,

will be found uuder the head of the tertiary strata.

Deposit* of the Modern Era.—Modern Cause* in Action,

Having now concluded our descriptions of the strata

and aqueous products recognised in the crust of the

Globe, and also traced the effects of subrequent extraor-

dinary inundations upon the surface, arising from local

changes of level or general internal convulsions, it re-

mains to be seen whether the causes now in action in

the modern economy of Nature are of the same kind

as those which were formerly concerned in producing the

arrangements and disarrangements observed in the crust

of the Globe.

This is the true cardinal point of theory. According as

the one or the other conclusion on this point be adopted,

we may attempt to explain the ancient phenomena by

modern laws of Nature, and thus connect the present and

the past, the extinct and the existing history of our Pla-

net into one system of progressive change, according to

the school of Hutton, Playfair, and Lyell; or suppose

that in the chaotic infancy of our Planet, laws peculiar

to that period prevailed, and properties of matter were

unfolded then which never show themselves at present

;

and that the ancient rocks and organic bodies belong to

a wholly distinct set of causes, were the produce of a

peculiar creative impulse, no longer permitted to ope-

rate on the finished and man-inhabited Planet. The
Wernerian cosmogony bears very much this aspect.

But though, put this in direct opposition, the rival hy-

potheses appear to have no point of union, we find, in

fact, that between the opinion of Hutton, who considers

Creative Nature to be perpetually in progress,—the same

to-day, yesterday, and for ever—and the dogma of

Werner, that the World was made by a certain settled

sequence of events, to which nothing similar now hap

ns, every variety of theory Is adopted and defended

e may, however, with rigid accuracy and much con-

venience, rank them in three classes.

1. The favourers of Hutton's and Lyell’s views, who
maintain that the causes now in action to change the

level and alter the relations of the masses of matter near Geoloinr.

the crust of our Globe, are those which have ever been Cb. "*

in action, identical in kind, end equal in degree, in all

times past, and which may be expected to continue the

same, in kind and degree, through the future.

2. The general School of English Geologists, who Views of

have always maintained, and laboured to prove, that the Jbt English

causes operating on the surface and in the interior of

the Earth have remained through all times past un- J

changed in kind, and are still operating with the same
tendencies as they always did, but un smaller areas, and

with less effect. This view of the subject has a double

aspect. English Geologists have generally believed that

as volcanoes were supposed to become tanguid through

want of fuel, the circumstancts under which the mo-
dern operations of water and fire ere manifested in the

geueral economy of Nature, approach more nearly to a

state of equilibrium or saturation, and therefore afford

no opportunity for the same extraordinary display of

energy as in ancient times; but since the relative pe-

riods of the great convulsions which have elevuted

chains of mountains, and given new boundaries to the

ocean have been investigated upon sound principles, the

mind has become gradually familiarized to another notion,

•nd habituated to contemplate long periods of ordinary

and regular action of natural causes, interrupted by

transient local or general convulsions. According to

this mollification of the hypothesis, the present is a pe-

riod of ordinary and regular action, succeeding upon an
epoch of violent disturbance.

S. The old notion of despairing speculators in cos-

mogony, who found it easier to cut the Gordian knot,

by flatly denying the analogy of modern and ancient

operations, and either referring the whole beautiful order

of the ancient works of Nature which they could not

comprehend, to a momentary fiat of Deity, or to the

rude and prolonged confusion of elements in chaos.

This is the only notice we shall take of that mere
dream of indolence and deficient observation ; for we
have already proved that the stratified rocks are cer-

tainly analogous in all points to the products of modern
waters, and that the unstratified rocks clearly prove

their special origin from fire.

A* in our accounts of the construction of the Earth*

crust we have resolved to separate llie result* of the an

cient operations of fire and water, ao in our views of the

modern effects of these agents, the same plan wtll be

followed ; and, without stopping at every point to settle

the precise amount of inference due to every datum, we
shall present a connected view of the continual effects o
the atmosphere, rains, springs, rivers, and the sen, on the

surface of the Globe, before proceeding to the changes oc-

casioned by more occasional eruptions of igneous agents

from below, volcanoes and earthquakes, and other con-

nected phenomena. Some general inferences, suited to

the present state of the Science, may occasionally be ven-

tured, and perhaps many years must pass before any one
acquainted with the peculiar temptations to insecure

hypothesis which sciences of observation hold out, will

venture to dignify his imperfect generalizations with the

delusive title of a Theory of the Earth.

Wasting Effects of the Atmosphere.

The gradual wasting ol tue surface of the higher parts

ofthe Earth is an important element in Geological theory,

and it is scarcely to be supposed that any Geologist can be
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Wute of

Felspathic

rocks.

so entirely engrossed with the contemplation of the ancient

operations of water iti producing the stratified crust of

our Planet, as to neglect the consideration of the analo-

gous effects which are in progress at the present time.

The following examples of the varied effects of atmo-
spheric influences, in modifying the surface of the

erections of man and the works of Nature, are derived

from the writers own observations, and it ia to be sup-

posed that they form but a small part of the current in-

formation on tbe subject.

The wasting effects of the atmosphere are those initial

or preparatory processes by which earthy materials are

provided for rivers and the sea to transport and deposit

in new situations.

These processes, as far as they depend on the atmo-

sphere. are chemical wbea the atomic composition and
the properties of tbe parts are changed, mechanical when
ihrir state of aggregation is altered ; and this may hap
pen by general humidity, variations of moisture, vari-

ations of temperature, or precipitations of' rain.

It is not, however, always possible to distinguish accu-

rately tbe effects of these several causes. Many natural

agencies are often concerned in one operation, and the

general result is tbe sum or the difference of their effects.

The chemical effects of the aUnospiiere are evident in

buildings and on the surface of certain rocks. Tbe same
process which slowly reconverts the mortar of walls into

carbonate of lime, frequently causes the pulverization

and bursting of the bricks, in consequence of the expan-
sion of the small masses of lime which they contain.

The surface of bricks is often covered with a saline

efflorescence, which is generally nitrate of liuie, but

sometimes muriate of soda. The surface of the yellow

limestone near Doncaster is sometimes covered with a
nitrous efflorescence, and so is ilia calcareo-magoesisn
mortar made from it.

The exterior of most uncrystalline rocks and buildings

seems to be slowly eaten away by the moisture and car-

bonic acid of tbe air ; but the influence of this destructive

agent is most remarkable among the felspathic rocks,

whether like granite they are origiually crystalline, or

like millstone grit composed of fragmented masses. The
felspathic portion of the hyperslhene rocks of Carrock
Fell is so wasted that the crystals of hy perslheue and
magnetic iron ore projected from the surface consider-

ably. Some greenstone dykes arc thus entirely decom-
posed to great depths from the surface, aud whole rocks

of granite, secretly rotten, wait only for an earthquake,

or a water-spout, lo be entirely reduced to fragments.

Those who have seen the crumbled granite of Mun-
caster Fell, or Castle Abhol in Arran, surrounded by

heaps of its disintegrated ingredients, must have beeu
struck by the importance of this phenomenon in rea-

sonings concerning the origin of mauy stratified rocks.

Both carbonic acid and oxygen act very decidedly

upon the metallic, and particularly the ferruginous in-

gredients of rocks, and thus swell and burst them to

pieces. Sometimes, however, this very cause seems to

harden and bind together the rock, and to render it

more durable, and in general, there is no certain test of
the durability of any stone but experience under the
same circumstances. The Bath stone, so permanent
amongst its native hills, perishes in the salt air of Nor-
folk, and few calcareous freestones of any kind will long
resist the carbonaceous atmosphere of London.

It is worthy of remark, that sculptured atones buried
under ground are perfectly and even woudcrfully pre-

served. while their fellows left exposed to trie sky have &*****
been almost crumbled to dust. A fine example of this

was noticed in the course of the excavation* for the ^H*'***’
Yorkshire Museum, by which tile statues which once ""J*
stood between tbe arches of the nave of &L Mary s the ground.
Abbey were discovered, some with blue others with red
drapery, one with gilded hair, all retaining the moat
delicate chisel marks. A few yards from them, at the

West end of the Church which they once adorned, the

atmospheric influences have nearly obliterated a beauti-

fully sculptured wreath of leaves round tbe doorway, so
that Antiquaries have doubled whether they were meant
to represeat the vise or the ivy.

Frequently, in looking at buildings Composed of po- Waste from
rous materials, like tbe Portland stone, or a grit free- humidity

,

atone, we observe the parts which are overhung by a
ledge, and thus kept ia a state of continual shade and
dampness, to be more rapidly consumed than the pro-
jections ; but tlic parts which hasten soonest to decay
are those near the ground. The same rule* are exem-
plified in many remarkable rocks, as for instance in the
quaruose conglomerates of the old red sandstone of
Monmouthshire, and the millstone grit of Beimham
Crags iti Yorkshire, Tbe 11 BucksUme” near Monmouth is

a huge rock inversely conical, expanded above into a
large urea, hut contracted below by coutiuual waste to a
narrow base of aUaduseuL This process, a little fur-

ther continued, might convert the buckstoue, as pro-

bably some of the stones of Brimhaui have been con-

verted, into a ** rocking stone.**

In Northern zones the variations of heat and moist- from

ure are greatest on the South and West fronts of of

buildings, and in consequence those fronts to our Calbe-
•

drals decay most rapidly. This is remarkably the case *

with the grand Cathedral of York built of magnesian
limestone, which ia in many places quite consumed an
these Trouts, but comparatively uninjured on the North-
ern face.

The weatoeriug of the surluces of buildings by the

fluctuations of heat and moisture is partly dependent on
the structure and composition of the stone. The flag-

stone of Yorkshire is in mBny houses at Bradford gra-
dually decayed grain by grain, so that the surfaces of

the stone, continually renewed, and never permitting

the growth of lichens, appear always neat and cleau.

The magnesian limestnue of the same County, often

traversed bv veins of calcareous spar, presents fre-

quently a cellular or houeyemnb appearance, in conse-

quence of the prqjeciiou of these veins above the exca-

vated limestone ; but the coarse shelly beds of the

Northamptonshire oolites, and the irregularly laminated

millstone grit, are decomposed in lines corresponding to

the inequalities in the composition of the stone.

In these cases the stone appears to undergo gradual

aud continual wa*lc ; but sometimes tlie w hole surface

exfoliates. Basalt very' frequently suffers this kind of

waste, granite not seldom, and it has beeu supposed

in these instances, that the atmospheric action merely

discloses tbe lulcnt concretionary structure of the rocks.

The following examples require a different explana-

tion. The bridge over the Wear beneath the Western

lowers of Durham Cathedral built (about 40 years

ago?) of a sandstone associated with coal, is orna-

mented with a balustrade, and tlie little pillars are

worked with various swellings and mouldings. In
crossing this bridge tiiauy years since, the writer struck

one of the balusters with his hammer, and being much
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Bootory- surprised with the hollow noise which ensued, stopped
Ch 11. to ascertain the cause. It was found, in many instances,

that a thin, external coat of stone parallel to the mould*

ings was entirely separated from the internal nucleus,

and ready to scale otf upon the slightest blow. The
'Western front of the ancient and branlifcl little Church

of Skelton, near York, built of magnesian limestone,

shows the same kind of decay in a direction across the

bed of the stone. The Yorkshire flagstone is occa-

sionally used, to make curb stones of two feet in height,

the laminc being placed vertically, and the block worked

above to a semi-ellipsoidal figure. Even these lami-

nated stones frequently exfoliate parallel to the tooled

surface. The ramparts of Zurich are built of sand-

stone, belonging to the tertiary system, (molasse,) and
the stones are cut with a boss along the middle and a

depressed border. Desquamation happens parallel to

the artificial surface.

Since, in these various instances, desquamations are

found to occur parallel to the surface, without reference

to the internal lamination of the stone, the mere circum-
stance of exfoliation seems insufficient to demonstrate

the originally concretionary structure of basalt and gra-

nite. It is, nevertheless, very probable on other grounds,

that basaltic pillars, if permitted to assume their natural

shapes, without pressing one against another, would re-

semble a number of superimposed spheroid*.

All the eases of desquamation seem to arise from an
alteration of the degree of coherence of the stone, where-

by the external crust is made to expand and contract

differently from the internal parts, and, in consequence,

is soon separated from them. The surface of stones

long exposed to the weather is frequently much indu-

rated, while the inner parts remain soil. (This is the

case in the outer circle of Stonehenge. Mr. W. Smith.)

from frost Frost is likewise an important agent in reducing to

smaller masses the materials of the Earth. Some stone,

if brought to the surface in Winter full of its ** quarry
water,” will break in pieces directly. Advantage is

taken of this circumstance by the slate-workers of Stones-

field and Collyweston, who quarry their Etone in the

Winter, taking care to shield it from the Son and the

wind till the frost has acted upon it, with the aid of

aftused water, if necessary, which, by disclosing the na-
tural Anility of the stone, permit the blocks to be cleft

into thin, sound, roofing slate. Landslips m mountain-
ous regions are, probably, much accelerated by the

power of frosts. In ascending the Righi from Weggis,
on the Lake of Luceru, we arc much struck by the

extraordinary length and continuity of the joints of the

nigelflue. It h from these natural partings that the
landslips fall, when repeated rains, snows, and frosts

have worn or burst them open, and the water passing
down them undermines the foundation of the cliff.

Thu* huge blocks, liberated from their attachments, roll

down the steep descent, or half the summit of a moun-
tain slides upon its argillaceous bed. Vast portions

have thus slipped from the Right towards the Isthmus
which divides the Lakes of Zug and Lucern, and others

are preparing to follow. The fissure is already opened
parallel to the edge of the precipice, and pervious below,
an that a stone thrown in at the top, is said to fly bound-
ing out at the base.

Effects of We come now to the effects of rain, and without
mo dwelling on the general degradation of the softer sur-

faces of the Earth caused by this agent, we shall pro-
ceed to show, that within the historic era hard and dur-

able stones have been greatly furrowed by the rain, Geotygr.

and that in more ancient periods, the precipitations from ^ ***

above have carved themselves channels of various kinds,

and sometimes occasioned real though miniature valleys

of great length and continuity.

Many Druidical monuments in the North of Eng- on raonu

land are constructed of course millstone grit, a rock mental

admirably suited for yieldiug those enormous blocks
*c*

'

preferred by the ancient Architects. Three huge Druidi-

cal stones, now standing near Borotighbridge, called the
44 DrviCt Arrow*” present us with a mo«t instructive

lesson on the ultimate fate of all human erections ex-

posed to the ravages of time.

The raia, beating fur 2000 years upon these vene-

rable pillars, haa cleft their tops, and ploughed deep
furrows down their sides. The grooves are deepest at

the top, and become wider and less distinct towards

the bottom ; they cross indifferently the false-bedded

layers of pebbles, and go directly downwards. One of
the stones leans remarkably and threatens to fall, but
an examination of (be furrows shows the inclination to

be of mist ancient date, for the)' descend much further

down the pillar on the upper inclined face than on the
under.

Similar effects of rains are visible to a greater extent

on the bold crags, like Alimas cliff and Briinhain rocks,

which crown the summits of so many hills of North-
Western Yorkshire, from some of which the Devil's

Arrow* were obtained.

In the valleys of Switzerland (Saraen) blocks of
limestone, which have fallen from the mountain sides,

have been furrowed in the Mine way since their de-

scent.

The carboniferous limestone of England haa been on rocky

little employed in building, except partially in old castles, cliff* aud

where it seems durable, and they who know the mag- fl00”-

nifreent ranges of scar* which begird the hills of Derby-

shire and Westmoreland, will acknowledge that few

rocks seem more likely to endure tbe rage of the ele-

ments. But yet close inspection of these giant cliffs

will prove that time has been busy there. Tbe dry and
bleached aspect, and tbe smoothed angles, show plainly

the wasted surface. Those who have stood on Howard
Hill, near Monmouth, to contemplate the rain-furrowed

white limestone there, will not need another example.

In the North of England analogous and more remark-

able instances present themselves in the wide limestone

base of Inglrbovough, and in Hutton roof crags near

Kirby Lonsdale.

Tie vast limestone floor which supports the cone of

Ingleborough is marked in all directions by natural fis-

sures, and divided into compartments like a map.
If one of these compartments be examined in the

Western part of the mountain, its surface will be found

setmped into little hollows which unite into a common
channel, and terminate by indenting the edges and fur-

rowing the side* of tbe fissure. They are, in truth,

valleys in miniature, separately produced by the drain-

age, so to speak, of the several blocks.

The mere decomposing effect of the atmosphere pro-

duced on the edges of the stones a different effect, by
wearing away the softer lamiwe, but the smooth surface

of the miniature valleys, their regular descent, winding
course, and union into a common channel, show that

they were fashioned by the repeated operation of de-

scending rain.

This scar is nearly level, but in Hutton roof crags we
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Rain chan*
twin like

miniature

TftUap.

Effkti of
inunda-
tion*.

have an opportunity of tracing the rain channels oyct

an immense surface of bare limestone rocks lying nearly

level on the hill top, but sloping rapidly down the sides

to the East and South. On the level top of the hill the

stones are variously worn in hollows and grooves irre-

gularly united and running in different directions ac-

cording to little variations of the ground ; but on the

steep East and South slopes the channel* are extended

into long furrows, which, uniting at acute angles, en-

large, widen, and descend the hill side, in lines follow-

ing exactly the declination of the rocks, and stopped

only by the few and distant fissures beyond which other

systems of concurrent grooves begin.

It is impossible by drawings, or descriptions, to con-

vey such an idea of the appearances of the Hutton roof

crags, as to awaken in others the deep impressions

which are fixed fur ever in the mind of the observer.

The astonishing resemblance which these little rain

channels present to the great system of valleys which

undulate the stratified rocks, seizes upon the imagina-

tion. and we re-examine all our notion* of the origin of

these great undulations. The fissure* in the limestone

rocks which stop and swallow up the gathered streams,

are analogous to those longitudinal valleys beneath

the escarpments of the oolites, and the chalk by which

the rivers arc turned at right angles to their earlier

course, while the lower edge of the fissure corresponds

to the escarpment itself, with its new system of denu-

dations.

To see these ruin and time ploughed furrows winding

in uncertain directions over the horizontal limestones on

the hill *op. like a slow river in a level plain, but run-

ning a straight downward course on the slopes, like a

stream descending from its parent mountains, is enough

to impress on every beholder a secure conviction that

the excavation of valleys must be explained upon similar

principles; that, as the feeble currents of descending rain,

aided by long time, have been sufficient to plough their

little courses, so the greater action of existing streams

has been sufficient to work out their actual channels,

though the excavation of the broad valleys in which

they run, may have been accomplished by more violent

and voluminous waters, flowing in directions predeter-

mined by ancient subterranean movements.

It is probable that the slow but incessant action of

rain, beating perpetually on the hard and the soli sur-

face of the Earth, and removing grain by grain the ma-

terials loosened by the expansive agency of frost, mois-

ture. and chemical changes, may be, in a given long

series of years, more important in its effects than the

violent water-spout, or the ravaging inundation of a

bursting lake. Yet the effects of water-spouts are tre-

mendous in Countries composed of easily destructible

or unequally indurated materials, A water-spout which

fell on the mass above Keltlewell in Yorkshire, commit-

ted the most terrible ravages in the narrow valley of the

Wbarfe, near Kettlewell and Starbottom. On the sides

of the mountains in Cumberland, truces of these visita-

tions seem utterly ineffaceable ; and the memory of the

sudden bursting of the Peat Bog above Keighley, will

lung be preserved in the valley of the Aire. The floods

which rushed simultaneously from the Cairn Gorum and

other mountains, in August 1829, over 5000 square

miles of Aberdeenshire and other Counties, were of pro-

digious fury, removing hundreds of tons of large stones,

whole acres of woodland, and almost hills of earth.

The desolating effects of the bursting of the ice-dam

which had formed the temporary* Lake of Bagnes, are Gaobinr.

matters of history. The moving mass of water, mud,
and monstrous rucks, which swept with violence down ' L '

the valley of the Dmnse, carried away forests, houses,

bridges, cattle, and men. Jn six hours and a half it

passed through an unequal and irregular course of forty-

five miles, till its waves were lost in the Lake of Geneva.
Glaciers are likewise to be enumerated among the

powerful agents by which the higher lands are wasted,

and materials provided for the raising of the lower. As
the Summer heat melts every year the lower portions of
these long winding rivers of ice, and the heated ground
thaws, and the gathering water dissolves their iouudalion,

the whole mighty mass of snowvice slides downwards on
its failing bed, ploughs up the stones, breaks up the

rocks, and adding their spoils to the accumulations of

the avalanches, throws to the sides huge hanks of rub-

bish, provincialMy called moraine . The foot of the gla-

cier is thus surrounded by an immense hill of louse

materials which gradually find their way into the stream

that issues beneath.

Descending Streams and Rivers.

The wasting effects of the atmosphere, noticed in the

preceding section, are sensible in all regions, and there*

fore in every Country some materials are provided for

the streams to transport. But the proportion of matter

thus prepared in mountainous Countries is so vastly

greater thau elsewhere, that in general the less conspi-

cuous effects of the same causes in lower regions are over-

looked. The common notion respecting the action of

alpine streams appear* to 1h*, that these are the princi-

pal agents of destruction upon the faces of the moun-
tains. and it is to them that the actual waste of the

surface is attributed. But though these streams are

indeed active agents of excavation, their principal in-

fluence is of quite another kind, and it is chiefly by the

disposition of the materials brought into them by rains,

avalanches, and water-spouts, that they effect such

important changes.

In considering the action of streams and rivers, we Erosive or

must distinguish between their powers of eroding or excavating

excavating, and of transporting solid matter. «tnm of

The former is occupied on the channel and floodway,

end its effects have relation to the consolidation of the mat-

ter traversed, and to the rapidity and volume of the moving

water. About their sources, and for a long part of their

early course, stream* deepen continually their channels,

and wear away their barrier* of rock : but in their broad

expansions near the sea, this power of excavation wholly

ceases, as a general law, aud is only evinced in particu-

lar cases, as when great bands are cut off or banks are

undermined.

We have abundance of examples in all our mountain

regions of the actual excavation of their channels by the

rivulets and rivers. In the district of Aldstone Moor,

tlie South Tyne runs to the North from the side of

Crossfull, for some miles along a slope of shale, over the

Tyne bottom limestone. In this shale, which is itself

excavated into a broad valley, the river has evidently

cut its own narrow yet sufficient channel ; and no con-

trast can be more striking than that here afforded by

the mighty valley of Tynedale, 1500 or 2000 feet be-

low its bordering mountains, and the little channel hold-

ing the waters of the River Tyne. Every rivci in this

manner works out its owu channel in elevated regions.
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Q*o?oct- ant^ 'n lower ground the soft clays and sands yield a

oTnV passage to the feebler currents. In the level regions,

WyW along ti»e rivers of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, the chan-

nels have been many times changed, even by those slug-

gish streams, and still more in the deltas of the Rhine, the

Nile, and the Mississippi ; and among the Alps, this

fluctuation of the river-courses is excessively irregular.

No doubt, then, can remain of the fact that rivers and

running waters excavate and alter their channels.

{ Mr. Lycll has given a remarkable case of the recent

excavation in a bed of modern lava of a channel from 50

to several hundred feet wide, and 40 to 50 feet deep, by the

River Simeto. flowing from Etna. Mr. Scrope has also

shown similar phenomena to have happened in the vol-

canic region of Auvergne. In these cases the action of

the river has probably been excited by the flowing of a

current of lava across it* course, so as to dam up the wa-

ters, and give tliem something of the force of a cataract.

Waterfalls, The waterfalls and cataracts upon the line of a stream

**• afford some curious points of study. It is especially in

these cases that the increase ofexcavating power, derived

by a river from the solid matter which it transports, is

most sensible.

A cataract is formed upon the River Eden, in West-

moreland, near KJrkby Stephen, by some remarkable

beds of calcareous red sandstone conglomerate, and the

pebbles which the river brings down, here contribute

with the whirlings of the water to excavate many deep

perpendicular pits, similar on a small scale to swallow

holes on the mountain limestone ranges, or those ro-

mantic cavities on the Caldew in Cumberland. Below
many waterfalls in Wales and Scotland, the same effect

is produced.

But the most characteristic effect of a cascade, is that

ceaseless undermining of ita base and sides, and conse-

quent rupture of the spout or edge of (he full, which

causes by slow degrees the cascade to retire further and
further up the mountain side, and produces those awful

and stilt deepening portals of impending rocks, which so

much aggrandize the sublimity of a noble waterforce.

This effect may be excellently observed in the carbo-

niferous limestone district of the North of England,
where so many beautiful streams leap from the beds of
limestone over perishing shales and sandstones, and
rising in foam sap and undermine the base of a large

semicircular cliff, till at length the solid limestone

crown gives way, and the insatiable river renews it*

destroying attacks. The same thing is seen in many of
the Swiss waterfalls, particularly in the manifold falls of
the Giessbach.

Mr. Lyell very ingeniously applies the acknowledged
fact of the recession of the Falls of Niagara, which ap*

pear to ha>e been pushed back several miles, at the

rate of 40 or 50 yards in 50 years, to the passible dis-

charge hereafter, through the St. Lawrence, of the waters

of Lake Erie. Such a discharge would, of course, occa-

sion u local deluge ; but the lake is so rapidly tilled up by
sediment, that it is a question whether it will not be-

come dry ground, before the falls ofNiagara shall have
been pushed back so far as to be capable of emptying it.

The fall of the Rhine at Schafftiausen is a grand exhi-

bition of the erosive power of water, particularly the

wearing of the base of the two island pinnacles of

limestone, which now stand proudly in the midst of the

currents, but will eventually be hurled down the thun-
dering cataracts.

In considering now the tramportirg action of streamt,

VOL. VI.

we may distinguish between such as flow through val- Geolagnv

leys of uniform declivity without lakes, and such as Ch

pass through broad receptacles of water, before arriving

at the sea. As examples of the former,

many rivers of England ; for the latter case, several IJwrciuBs.
rivers of England, Wales, and Scotland might be named,
but much grander phenomena of the kind are wit-
nessed among the streams which flow down from the
snow-crested Alps.

A certain velocity of current is requisite for the trans- Rivers

port of every kind of earthy matter, the finer the matter without

the less force will move it along. Hence in the lower
parts of rivers, w here their course relents, as they approach
the sea, though they can no longer, os in their youth-
ful energy, remove rocks and transport loads of sedi-

ment, their waters are muddy, and their channels and
sides receive continual augmentation. Such a river as

the Yorkshire Ouse is very instructive. As its branches
descend from Shunnor Fell, Cam Fell, and Whern-
side, they transport daily and hourly from those elevated
sites the materials accumulated by atmospheric changes
and mechanical attrition, the soil, the stones, the loosened
rocks, grain by grain, and piece by piece, move onward
with the current, and thus the whole mountain region,

by a slow yet not imperceptible progress, is lowered in

height, and its wasted spoils swept away for ever. But
let us follow this process. Wherever the valley ori-

giually presented great inequalities, these are constantly

diminishing by the upfillingof the hollows, and at length
the originally rugged chasm is changed by addition$ and
vpfillinge into the smooth, evenly declining hollow,
which, because of that smoothness and uniform declina-

tion, is supposed by many to be entirely a valley of denu-
dation. In this process, the lateral action of rains and
inundations from the sides of the valley, is a very im-
portant auxiliary. Any one who contemplates the valleys

of the Jura, near Schaffhausen, and sees them in many
cases rugged on the sides, and evidently traced by nature

in a tit of convulsion, must be struck by the smooth,
even, equally declining plane of their bottom, which cuts

the rude precipices of the sides, and clearly indicates a
subsequent powerful modification ofthe original harshness

ofthe chasm. Still more abundant is the deposit of sedi-

ment as the stream glides into lower ground. There, above
its narrow channel, rise the broad meads which, with

every fresh inundation, receive a new coat of sediment,

and above these swell the real boundaries of the valley,

often consisting ofwater-worn materials, gravel and sand,

left there by ancient floods of greater power, flowing at

a higher level. As we approach the sea, when the tidal

currents meet the freshes, the suspension of motion per-

mits a great part of what sediment still remains to dis-

colour the water to drop on the bed of the river, and its

alluvial banks. Thus the streams become choked, their

channels sinuous, their beds elevated, and the banks
which confine the river, heightened both by Nature and
Art, look like the ramparts and terraces of a lofty military

road rather than the boundaries of a river giving passage
to the druinage of the neighbouring country.

The same process at the mouths of rivers pushes their

channel and their banks outwards iuto a cape or bead-
land, and contributes to extend the whole breadth of the
bordering coast, so that by the waste of the uplands the
low land is filled up, the river-channels are raised, the

coast is extended into the sea, and the sea filled with

shoals and sand-banks. Thus the mouths of the Po,

the Rhine, the Nile, the Euphrates, the Ganges, and the

4 i
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Oeofarf. Mississippi, hare formed for themselves those broad
Ch. If. deltas which, within the II istoric era, have transformed

ancient ports into inland towns, and carried fertile pas-

tures into the area of the sea.

The substances transported by the stream, and depo-

sited along its sides, are of course such as the hills

around its sources, and above its channel, furnish ; and ac-

cording to the nature of the country, the almost incessant

accumulations of earthy matter which thus take place,

may he varied by interposed layers of vegetable reliquiae.

In tropical and warm regions, and in uninclosed Coun-

tries, this must be the case to a far greater extent than

an acquaintance with European rivers would lead us to

expect. The mighty forests of America, untouched by

human industry, must annually furnish to the great

rivers which intersect them, an immense spoil of trees,

which being easily supported by the current, will be car-

ried even to the sea, and either deposited at the river

mouth, or drifted away on the waves.

Arrange- The arrangement ofthe materials brought down by the
men* <>f ma- stream* is in general regulated by a tendency to the pro-
tvnalf. duction of a level surface, and thus the original inequa-

lities ofa valley are continually lessened. I n a high region

like the Alps, the rough streams leave in the higher level

chiefly a collection of pebbles and sand, and they are left in

much local ennfusion ; but still the general effect is a uni-

formly declining plane, through which the capricious

stream finds itself new channels, and thus continually

shifts its deposits over the whole, broad, pebbly surface.

Such effects may be well seen on the line of the Arve, as

it hurries down from the glaciers of Savoy. On the con-

trary, in the lower and more level expansions of a valley,

where the gentler waters transport only fine sediment

and vegetable reliquia?, these materials are arranged in

most exact parallelism over a large extent of plane sur-

face, and by counting the laminin of deposition, some
useful notion may be formed of the period occupied in

the process. On the borders of streams which arc pe-

riodically swollen by rain, as in the Tropical regions, or

by the mehing of snows, as in those which descend from
high mountain countries, this mode of computation of

the lamine may even be trusted so far as to determine

the number of yearn employed iu producing a given

depth of deposit ; and even in districts where the rivers

swell irregularly at uncertain intervals, there might be

an average rule for the same purpose deduced. Nor
would the accumulation of a short period of time,

tried by this test, appear inconsiderable. In a single

season, the river* of Yorkshire, aided by the sea. deposit

many inches of rich soil upon the level peat-moors

which adjoin their estuary ; and at Ferrybridge, at the

point where the tide, formerly flowing up the river, neu-

tralized the freshes of that river, many rif the modern
works of man, ns oars of a boat, a coin of England,

were found buried under the alluvial sediment, which

contained petrified hazel-branches and nuts, bones of

the stag, &c.
From what has been said of the action of rivers, it is

evident that their effects upon the physical features of a
country are more varied and interesting than has been
generally perceived by those who have written on the
much controverted question of the origin ofvalleys. The
tendency of all descending streams of water is the same,
to equalize the surface of the earth, to remove all its

ridges and asperities, end to smooth all its gulfs and
fissures.

The degree In which they respectively perform this

depends first cm the amount of atmospheric and local Gedkarp,

influences in wasting the surface of the higher ground, Ch. II.

and bringing materials for the rivers to act upon.
‘

Hence the rapid waste of high Alpine tracts exposed to

fluctuating heat and cold, to storms, avalanches, and
glaciers. Hence the streams of rand and pebbles which
rush from the gritstone hills of England, and, on the

contrary, the almost unsullied purity of the springs
which break from the carboniferous limestone.

The second circumstance which determines the modi-
fying power of the river is its own volume and velocity,

and these are principally dependent on the physical

geography of the region. The datum of the volume of
water flowing in any valley is principally useful for

comparison with the amounl ofeffects

;

the kind ofeffect

produced is determined by the velocity of the current.

If we conceive that in its first fory a river may have
power enough to sweep along even large blocks of stone,

hut that its velocity gradually diminishes, there will be
a certain point, where these large blocks will be left by
the enfeebled current, pebbles will roll further, coarse

sand will travel beyond, and the finer sediment will be
moved on till the languid waters permit their slow and
equal deposition. This gradation of deposits is always
observed in examining valleys of sufficient length and
elevation*. The deposits In the upper parts are tumul-
tuous and confused, in the lower regions level and
regulor.

A third circumstance, of still more importance than

the others, serves to regulate the action of the river.

This is the form and character of the valley itself

However produced, there can be no question that the

present aspect of otmost every valley in the World, is

smoother and more equalized than it was formerly,

since we see evidently and take as a principle, that the

characteristic effect of modem causes in action is to

reduce continually the inequality which remains. We
may, therefore, easily, for each valley, restore in imagi-

nation its ancient condition, remove the sediment from

its expanded meadows, and leave, instead of level or

gently sloping planes that wind smoothly round the

hills, and ascend far up toward the sources of the stream,

deep chasms between cliffk rent asunder by convulsion,

and ridges of rock confusedly crossing the gulfs of the

strata. That such lias been the origin of many valleys

is perfectly evident. That these may have been partly

cleared, and others wholly occasioned by violent floods,

sweeping over and denudating the land during its ele-

vation from the sea, or by some violent catastrophe at a
subsequent period, is also venr probable, nr rather may
be considered as proved, fiut without entering on
these questions, we may content ourselves with the

datum that the fundamental features of vulleys are not

the result of the excavating action of their streams, but

that valleys have been in part filled up by the accumula-

tions brought by their own rivers, and that their present

smoothness and uniformity is really the result of the

modifying powers of the atmosphere, local influences and

the river, exerted through long time upon a ruder chan-

nel, left by more violent and transitory agents.

Let us now see what peculiarities in the effects of Riven with

rivers are occasioned by the circumstance of their tra- lake*,

versing quiet lakes. Two things ore here to be attended

to. First, the lake causes* according to its extent, a

more complete deposition of the sediment brought by
the rivers than is occasioned by the most level dry
area of a volley ; secondly, the materials dropped iu

T
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the lake are regulated by somewhat different laws from

t

Ch- 11. which direct their accumulation on the common
surface.

When a river charged with sediment expands into the

waters of a lake, its motion, communicated to that large

area in directions radiating from the place of entry,

relents, and is almost lost, and the sediment which it

brought is gradually and, at last, wholly deposited in

the lake, whose transparency it disturbs, and the puri-

fied stream issues from the lower extremity without a

single taint of its stormy origin, unless it be the colour

of the mountain-peat, or some other substance held in

chemical solution. Like the lake from which it escapes,

or the ocean far from shore, it generally assumes the

purest ethereal hue, its native tint of green or blue, but

soon in its onward course it again becomes turbid with

sediment. Every lake in Swisserland exhibits these

pleasing effects upon the rivers, which commonly enter

in turbid violence, and issue of a lovely transparent

green, but the Rhone is pre-eminently blue. These

lakes arc filling and contracting at tbeir upper ends

with the sediment which they filter from the rivers, and

the process, though historically slow, is monumentally

impressive, since we perceive large tracts of level mea-

dows cultivated, covered with trees, and adorned by

ancient and modern towns, where formerly flowed the

deep waters of the lake.

All this new land was formed from the spoils and
waste of the upper Countries drained by the river, and it

is an exact measure of the whole effect of the atmo-
spheric and local influences in weathering the face of the

hills, and of the rivers in transporting away the materials

thus prepared for them from the earliest period when
the streams began tofow down the actual valley.

Arrange The second thing to be attended to in considering the
tnentofins. effects of lakes on the line of rivers, is the arrangement
tvrialf. Gf i},e materials which they receive. This is a subject

in which Mr. Yates's observations (Edinburgh Journalt

1631) will be found useful. It is known to practical

men that loose earth will remain at rest if it be placed

at an angle, not exceeding 45° with the horizon, and
when loose, earthy materials are poured from a height,

they usually arrange themselves in a conical heap,

whose sides make nearly this angle with the horizon.

On the slopes of mountains liable to avalanches or rapid

waste, the loose debris is usually found iu a plane de-

clining at about this angle. When streams falling over

on edge, pour with their waters a quantity of earthy

matter, the conical heap so produced is very much more
obtuse than when the materials fall dry, and the larger

the proportion of water that comes down, and the more
forcibly it descends, the flatter is the slope of the cone.

This will easily be understood upon the principle that

by partial suspension in water each particle is influenced

by the tendency of tliat fluid to become level.

It is easy to understand from this that the form in

which coarse sediment will be deposited by rivers enter-

ing a lake, must be In a very obtuse cone radiating

round the point of entrance. As the heap of sedimeut

is advanced into the lake by continual additions, its

outline remains circular, with a larger radius, sod
its section will be nearly level toward the land, but
sloping more and more rapidly toward the interior of

the lake. Were the particles to be arranged in obe-
dience to the double forces of horizontal movement
with the river, and of perpendicular descent from gravi-

tation, the curve of the edge would be parabolic, and

the surface led upon the sedimeut toward the land Geofcwy.

nearly level. Cb.u,

Rut the earthy matter being unable to support itself

at more than a certain angle of elevation, the lower part

of the curve will become less steep, and be reduced to a
straight line. Mr. Yates's observations ou the Swiss
lakes led him to assign to the sediment left therein an
outline of this kind.

It is obvious that in these cases the sloping layers

nearest the entrance of the stream are of older date

than those further advanced into the lake. It is an
intereating subject of inquiry to learn whether, as is

most probable, the particles of the sediment which differ

in bulk and specific gravity, are arranged according to

those qualities bo as to constitute horizontal strata,

of finer and coarser matter, &c. ; and whether, this being
the case, the sloping lines of deposition, &c. are visible or

obliterated in the section. In this manner the upper ends
of lakes are filled with the deposits from the rivers almost to

the surface, and the dams of the lower ends of the lakes

being worn away by the incessant action of the stream,

these deposits become visible above the water, and con-
stitute those smocthly declining, oflen moist surfaces,

which usually confine within their indefinite bolder the

shallow and weedy waters destined in their turn to

retreat from the desiccated land. While this process

proceeds near the shore with the coarser particles, it is

obvious that the finer sediment will be carried further

into the lake, aud be spread more widely over its

general bed.

These remarks apply only to deep lakes, whose waters

rest tranquilly on their beds, and arc only agitated at

the surface. In shallow lakes, which are agitated to

the bottom, the materials must necessarily be distributed

in planes very nearly horizontal, in consequence of the

Impressions from the fluctuations of the surface. This
is matter of daily observation.

Before we dismiss the subject of lakes, it will be pro- Lacustrine

per to take notice of another process tending also to fill Deposits,

them with new deposits. Many streams which enter

lakes carry along, dissolved in their waters, a quantity

of carbonate of lime, which may afterwards, by the

loss of carbonic acid from the water, fall in calcareous

sediment, and constitute beds of marl, or by the slow
absorption of molluscs be converted to shells. In the

latter case, beds of limna>se. paludinae, Ac. are formed,

and as generally the light argillaceous sediment entering

such lakes is pretty equally diffused through (be waters,

the result is a bed of marly clay full of fresh-water

shells. This process is daily going on, and in the course

of a few years canals and river courses, as well as ditches

and ponds, arc choked by the abundant accumulation.

In this manner, aided by occasional inundations, bring-

ing layers of vegetable matter, or the detritus of the

neighbouring country, have many old lakes become
entirely filled up, and when cut open for any purpose,
present layers of peat, clay, shell, marl, nnd sand, a faith-

ful image, on a small scale, of those great fresh-water

deposits which mark the force and extent of ancient
currents on the surface of the Earth.

The delivery of the sediment of rivers into quiet, Dolt**,

tideless, hind-locked seas is almost perfectly analogous
to what happens in a large lake, but according to varia-

tion of circumstances, as the river flows into the open
ocean, and contends with strong tides and sweeping

currents, or disembogues itself into a gulf, enters deep

or sbullow water, the disposition of its sediment Is dif-

4 * 2
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G«ot(*y. ferent. The most remarkable deltas at the mouths of

Ch. 1L rivers are formed round such as empty themselves into

tidelcss seas, as the Mediterranean, Black Sen, Caspian,

Baltic, Ac., or into comparatively quiet hays of the

ocean, as the Bay of Bengal, the Gulf of Mexico ; and

the least effects of this nature arc occasioned on const*

which are subject to be raked by lateral currents of the

sea.

Most of the great rivers which enter the Mediterra-

nean arc daily increasing their deposits along the coasts,

and spreading a quantity of sediment over the general

bed of the sea. The Mediterranean has been proved by

a line of soundings on the Skerki shoal from the African

to the Sicilian coast, varying unequally from 7 to 91

fathoms, to be divided into two basins. In the Western

portion, near Gibraltar, the bottom, consisting of sand

and shells, has been reached at 5S80 feet, and in the

Straits at 4200 feet. Almost under the shore at

Nice the depth is 2000 feet ; but in the Adriatic, where

it receives the sediment of the Po and other rivers, in

the upper part, the greatest depth is 22 fathoms. Yet

from the abrupt borders of the hill ground within the

area of the sedimentary land, it is inferred that the

Adriatic must formerly have been a deep gulf.

H*lun» of Further from the influence of the rivers the depth

thedepcwUi increases considerably. Donnti, on dredging the bottom
in gulfs. e»- 0f the shallow portion of the Adriatic, found it to con-
tuancs, Ac.

partly of mud, and partly of calcareous rock, en-

closing shells, which are sometimes grouped in families.

(Lyrll, 237.) The form of these sedimentary deposits

must be what in common language is called horizontal,

the substance of them fine clay and calcareous mutter

with shells, and as the ratio of accumulation is nearly

uniform, there will he little appearance of strata, unless

the culcareous deposits be accomplished at intervals. If

by any effort of subterranean forces this bed of the

Adriatic should hereafter be elevated, and made dry

land, as so many other extensive tracts along the borders

of the Mediterranean have been, we should have an

argillaceous deposit extremely similar to the London
clay, and perhaps identical with the subapennine marls,

except by some difference of organic remains, and of

such an extent os would appear incredible to those who
believe in the almost quiet slumber in modern times of

the mechanical and chemical forces which belong to our

Glol»e. The same conclusions might be derived from

an examination of the mouths of the Rhone, Volga,

Danube, Ganges, Euphrates, Ac. which enter the sea

under the same favourable circumstances, and transport

enormous quantities of fine sediment into comparatively

tranquil and now shallow waters. A river like the Missis-

sippi, which hurries an enormous volume of deep waters,

and preserves its velocity to the edge of the sea, dis-

charges likewise a prodigious quantity of matter, which
settles round its muny mouths into a vast and growing
delta. But the kind of matter here deposited, and the

mode of its arrangement will be different. Forests matted
together by the growth of Ages, with all their founda-
tions, their alligators, and other inhabitants, are swept
down by this mighty stream, anil either retarded for a
time among its winding and variable channels, or hurried

Into the sea, and there, with quantities of similar mat-
ter, agitated, and partially or completely separated into

beds of earthy and vegetable matter, the latter vary-

ing according to the prevalence of the many rivers which
unite in the great stream, and thus the Gulf of Mexico
k now filling with deposits, which in no feeble degree

emulate our old carboniferous strata. We are informed OwIoRy.
by Mr. Lyell, whose volumes are full of valuable infor- Ch. II.

mation on all subjects connected with the modern opera-
v*

lions of natural agencies, that a great part of the new
deposit at the mouth of the Rhone consists of calcareous
and arenaceo-cttlcareims rock, containing broken shell*

of existing species ; and Captain Smyth ascertained
that over the broad, very gently inclined bed of this

growing delta, marine shells were occasionally drifted

by a South-West wind. In this way alternations of
fresh-water and marine shells may be occasioned, in
which the marine portions will predominate towards the
sea and the fresh-water part be most decided toward the
land.

The shorter and more rapid the course of a river, the
larger and coarser is the sediment which it may be able
to transport. While the Po, relenting in its velocity,

leaves its gravel where it joins the Trebia, West of Pia-
cenza, 130 miles from the sea; and the Ganges 180
miles above the commencement of its delta, and 400
miles above the present line of coast

; the rough bed of
the Yorkshire Tees is pebbly quite down to the sea ; and
the streams which descend by a short and furious course
from the Maritime Alps bear down pebbles into the
Mediterranean.

From these instructive example* of pebbly, sandy,
argillaceous, and calcareous strata, forming at the same
era, in different basins of the sea, and even in different

parts of the same basin, enveloping entirely marine,
entirely fresh-water, or a mixture of marine and fresh-

water deposits, we may turn with advantage and plea-

sure to the contemplation of the older strata of conglo-

merate, sandstone, clay, marl, and limestone, and by
carefully noting the points of agreement and circum-
stances of difference, may frame very satisfactory notions

of the conditions under which they were deposited re-

spectively. Especially we may he guided in our decision

concerning the extent and connection or separation of
the several basins of the ancient Ocean, and the relative

influence of ancient and modern rivers.

Rivers which discharge themselve* into the sea, where Bar* nt tha

tide* and currents contend with the freshet, may, as the mouth* of

Rhine, be enabled for a certain time to deposit their
r*vw.

sediment in a Delta, and to increase this even to a vast

degree, in consequence of their entering at a deep cinar-

gi nation of the coast, or amidst shallow sands which
impede the action of the tide. But in such a case, the

accretion of land must gradually diminish, and at length

the movement* of the sea must balance the current of the

river. In this case a line of sand-banks will be formed
varying in position according to the alternate predomi-

nance of the contending forces, and the entrance of the

river will have a bar. The Rhine, the Thames, and all

the Eastern rivers of England are nearly in the same
case. The sea, indeed, has again reclaimed from the

Rhine, by most destructive floods, the large spaces of

the Zuyder Zee and the Bies Boos.

Thus also the growth of the Nilotic Delta, once so

rapid, is greatly retarded or almost annihilated by a

current of the Mediterranean ; and the rivers of Western

Africa, as well as the mighty Maranoii, no longer extend

themselves into the sea, but meet its currents in furious

strife, drop the sand at their mouths, and resign their

finer sediment to the disposal of the conqueror. The
distance to which the Ocean can waft this sediment
on its surface along with fresh water is very great.

Captain Sabine supposes himself to hare crossed the
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Geology, discoloured wafers of the Maranon 800 miles from its

mouth, where it still retained its comparative levity, and
kept its place on the surface of the sea.

Thus may the sediments of distant Countries be mixed

or alternately deposited far from shore, and even in the

deep sea, a tact of great interest to Geology. The disr

tinet ness of currents of water which flow down the same
river channel, even with a rapid descent, has often been
noticed. Thus the Arve and the Rhone flow far with-

out mixing, the Nahc takes one side of the Rhine, and
even in the mining districts of England, the discoloured

streams from the different valleys cun often be distin-

guished along considerable lengths of the united river.

We shall not further extend our remarks on this sub-

ject than by slating n few instances of the actual

surface of the Deltas of great rivers. The whole area

of the dry Delta of the Po and the Adige, and other

rivers which contribute to the effect on the same line of

coast, must exceed 2000 square miles, and within the

last 2000 years a space of 100 miles in length, and from

2 to 20 miles in breadth, has been added to the land.

The area of the Nilotic Delta is about 12,000 miles,

and according to Girard the surface of Upper Egypt
has been raised by the sediment since the Christian era

6 feet 4 inches ; of the Rhone 1 500 square miles
; of

the Quorra 25,000 square miles. (Dr. FUton, Geology

of Hastings.)

The Delta of the Ganges, without reckoning that of

the Brurampootra, which has now become conterminous,

is considerably more than double that of the Nile, and
its head commences at a distance of 220 miles in a

direct line from the sea. The bos* of this magnificent

Delta is 200 mites in length. (Lyell.)

The fen lands of Lincolnshire, Huntingdonshire, and
Cambridgeshire occupy 1000 square miles, and the

levels in connection with the Humber 800 or 400.

It has been attempted to deduce the age of our conti-

nents for the rate of increase of the Deltas of rivers

within the Historic era. Thus the Nile was supposed hy

Herodotus to have formed Lower Egypt; and he states

that if diverted into the Red Sea, it would fill that gulf

with its deposits in lefts than 20,000, or even 10,000
years. Since the time of Herodotus it is supposed that

the increase on the Nilotic Delta has been upon an
average, one mile and a quarter. The average annual

growth of the Delta of the Po, opposite Adria, which

was once on the edge of the Adriatic, was, from 1200
to 1600 a. c., 25 metres, and from 1600 to 1800, 70
metres ; a very rapid increase of rale, probably connected

with the increasing shallowness of the sea. (Lyell, Prin-
ciples of Geology.)

But all inferences from observations of this nature,

and similar ones on the shallowing and conversion to

land of the upper ends of lakes, can lead only to merely

speculative results without the knowledge of a datum
very difficult to be obtained, viz. the original depth of
the sea, at all points over which the river sediment has

flowed ; for it is not by the area of the Delta, but by
the cubic content of the sediment transported that the

time occupied in the process is to be ascertained. How
is this to be determined ?

The Sea. As the action of rivers is of two kinds, erosive and
transporting, so is that of the sea. In one place its fury

excavates the cliffs, and devours a whole country, in

another every tide adds sediment to a growing shore,

lengthens the fields, and extends the parishes, till what
was ouee a broad bay becomes a fertile marsh, and the

town which was once a flourishing port is far removed (bolwr.
from the waves, and never visited by commerce. These Ch. 11 .

different effects depend principally upon the circum-
stances under which the earthy materials are presented
to the waters. Cliff* exposed to the sea are either Wjul- of
slowly decomposed by its vapours, and crumble piece- cliff*

*

meal, or undermined at the base, and so caused to fall

in ruinous heaps. Even the hardest rocks that begird
the Ocean are more or less wasted away by its never-
ceasing attacks, conjoined with the common atmospherical
agents. Soft places are scooped into caverns, joints are
widened, and blocks loosened, and thus, by little and
little, every high coast recedes and yields more or less

ground to the insatiable waves. But cliffs composed
alternately of softer and harder strata, especially if there
be any dislocation, ore quickly eaten away, and still more
rapid destruction falls annually on the crumbling di-

luvial clays and loose gravelly cliffs which margin so
great an extent of the coast of England. The whole of
the English coast may be cited for cases of this im-
portant wasting of the cliffs, and in particular the
diluvial cliffs of Yorkshire and Norfolk. In the former
County it seems to be ascertained, by careful measure-
ments at many points, repeated after intervals of many
years, that the annual lossof land on the whole length of
flolderness, is not less than 2 yards in breadth annually.
The average loos on the coast of Norfolk between
Weyburn au<l Theriogham is about 1 yard per annum,
on the coast of Thanet 2 or 3 feet. But these same
coasts likewise exhibit, on an equally grand scale,

the formation of new land from the materials thus de- Extension

tachcd from the old. The materials which fall from the {*/_??
*"**

cliffs are sorted by the tide, and accordiug to their bulk
ami weight are differently disposed of. As in many ar-
tificial processes of washing powders the sediment is

divided into purls of different fineness by merely shaking
it at different distances or depths in the stream of water,
so it is in the great currents of the sea. Large stones
remain a long time at the foot of the cliff from which
they fell, smaller masses yield something to the impetus
of the waters, sand and pebbles are drifted along the
shore according to the set of the tide, and collected into
hays and hollows of the coast, or deposited in a line of
moving bench ; but the finer clays arcjrnnsported far

away in the waters, and allowed to settle only where
these rest in land-locked gulfs, stagnate over weedy
marshes, or lose their force in contest with the freshes.

The breadth of the sandy beaches thus accumulated it

often very great, even many miles of slow and regular

descent. The sand-banks which strefch out so far from
the low coasts arc often regarded as remains of ancient
lunds overwhelmed by the sea, but in most cases they are
probably recent formations, accumulated by the waves
from the spoils of other regions. But what is thus left

by the sea under some circumstances, may be again re-

claimed by it under others. The once fertile district

called North Friesland, most probably accumulated
by the sea, measuring from nine to eleven geographical
miles from North to South, and six to eight from East
to West, was in 1240 entirely severed from the conti-

nent, and in part overwhelmed. The Island of North-
strand, thus formed, was, towards the end of the XVIth
Century only four geographical miles in circumference,
but still was richly cultivated and populous. At last, in

1634, in one night, the 11th of October, a flood passed
over the whole island, whereby one thousand three hun-
dred houses, with many churches, were ioct, fifty thou-
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Coral

bland* &c.

sand head of cattle and nbove six thousand men perished.

Three small isles alone remain, and they are still further

wasting. (Lyell.) It may often be remarked that sub-

stances thrown into the sea are not carried down nt

once to its depths, but rejected many limes to the shore,

in the direction of the tidal currents. This happens

especially with all light, small, and easily moved bodies
;

but the case is different with the large blocks of stone,

which, continually pressing by their weight downwards,

are for the most part gradually withdrawn from the base

of the cliff* sunk in the beach, and rolled down to the

deep.

In this manner, when the circumstances admit of it,

the whole coast is in motion, every high cliff wastes

away, the low grounds stretch out, the beach widens

and again contracts, shifts upwards and downwards, and

travels along, and thus amidst the extremes of constant

fluctuation and change, new deposits are continually

added to the quiet depths of the sea, and to the lowest

parts of the land. As far out os the fluctuations of the

waves can influence the bottom of the sea, the new de-

posits, where uninfluenced by currents, must become

nearly horizontal; in greater depths it seems reasonable

to suppose that the materials will be arranged nearly as

in deep lakes ; and under the cliffs, the beach bring

only at intervals exposed to the rush of ascending and

descending waves, must have its surface iuclined at cor-

responding angles.

Wc have no accurate data on which to found an

opinion concerning the utmost depth to which the influ-

ence of tiie superficial undulations of water may extend.

The influence of the tidal and other eurrtni* of the sea

must extend to a great depth, and tend to equalize

into nearly horizontal strata the loose materials collected

from the waste of the land.

These extensive deposits of sand and clay are, however,

not the whole of the productions of the sea. The Ocean

indeed is but a large lake, and, besides the mechanical

effects on its borders, is subject to various chemical

changes, and to the unceasing agency of the functions of

Organic Beings. Into that vast repository there flow

annually great quantities of soluble matter of various

kiuds, and it is quite conceivable that by the interchange

of their elements some chemical deposits may happen.

It is also not unreasonable to admit that many exhala-

tions rising from the bed of the sea may cooperate in

such effects. But there is one ascertained cause inces-

santly in operation which probably occasions more ex-

tensive and permanent precipitation of carbonate of lime

than any other process, the growth of zoophyte, shells,

and Crustacea. However small may be the quantity ot

calcareous matter suspended in water, the molluscous

and zoophylic animals, which require such matter for

their stony supports, are sure to possess themselves of it

;

and as corals and shells remain when their tenants dis-

solve away in the water, the bed of the sea is continually

receiving important additions from this source alone.

Besides these, the cast shells of Crustacea, the teeth, and
sometimes the skeletons of Ashes and cetacea, must

contribute no mean quota to the growing stock. It is G*oU*y.
perhaps yet an undetermined question to what depths CLU.
in the sea light and the vital influence of the atmosphere ^
can sustain the growth of plants and animals. We may,
however, safely believe that the extreme gulfs of the
sea are as devoid of organic life as the central solitudes
of a sandy desert, while the borders of the one, aud
the shores of the other, teem with innumerable forms of
life.

It was formerly supposed that those immense reefs of
coral which divide the waters of the Pacific Ocean, and
rear themselves above the waves into associated islands,
arose from the deepest parts of the sea, in perpendicular
walls. Hut many observations by Captain Hecchey and
other navigators, upon the crater form which the coral
islands generally assume, and the volcanic rocks upon
which they are frequently baaed, have produced a very
general impressiou that the polypean races do not exist

except at moderate depths. Captain Hecchey found the
coral of Dudes Island to be forming at a depth of one
hundred and eighty feet.

The quantity of carbonate of lime thus produced by
the coral animals, with the additiou of shells, &c. enve-
loped by them in their progress, is really euormoos, aud
might almost justify those Geologists who think that our
stratified limestones are wholly derived from commi-
nuted shells and zoophytes. A great proportion of all

the low islands in the South Pacific Ocean is the work of
zoophytes, and new islands are daily in progress, and sub-
marine reefs of so great extent that Captain Ring found
a continued line of coral reef 700 miles in length, from
the North-East coast of Australia towards New Guinea.
It was interrupted only by a fewr intervals not exceed-
ing in the whole SO miles in length. These reefs consist

in great part of compact limestone, and M r. Lyell com-
pares them to the ancient calcareous rocks of die basins
of Europe and North America.

This comparison, so just as to quantity of material,

must not be extended to (tie structure and arrangement
ofthe several masses. The rocks of carboniferous lime-

stone have indeed derived a large part of their materials

from the calcareous secretions of polypean and mollus-
cous animals ; but the materials can have been put
into their present stratified form only by the ordinary me-
chanical action of water upon them. A modern coral

reef might, by long movement in water, he ground up
into something like a limestone bed, but the sharpness

of the angles of the ornamented fossils of all the old cal-

careous strata appears to disclaim such an origin for

these rocks. At the same time it is to be observed that

the corals and other zoophylic reliquue, which abound
in some of our limestones, very seldom appear to be in

their ordinary places of growth, but rather seem to have
been subject to some drifting. The corals may therefore

in ancient times have grown iu reels, as at present, and
this may perhaps be the reason of their irregular and
unequal dispersion in the rocks—a fact particularly re-

markable in the coralline oJite.
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CHAPTER III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCKS PRODUCED BT IGNEOUS AGENCY.

Geology. Introduction.

In the preceding Chapter we described the series of

aqueous deposits which contribute to form the crust of
the Globe, commencing our account with those of the

earliest date, and terminating it with the consideration

of the most modern.

In the present Chapter a similar order cannot be ob-

served, inasmuch as in the case of the igneous forma-

tions which it becomes our next business to consider,

we do not possess those criteria, derived from the order

of superposition, and the nature of the imbedded fossils,

by the aid of which we were enabled to determine in the

former instance the question of relative antiquity.

Neither, indeed, are we entitled to take for granted in

limine the igneous origin of all the rocks which will

fall under our review, seeing that some of them have,

until very recently, been attributed to causes of quite a

different character, and that even at the present day they

are regarded by some Geologists as of questionable

formation.

It will be more satisfactory, therefore, in the pre-

sent Chapter, to reverse the order of arrangement
adopted in the preceding one ; considering in the first

place those operations of an igneous description which
are going on in the interior of the Earth at the present

day, tracing the effects which have arisen from similar

causes operating during the historical period, and thus

gradually ascending to the consideration of such appa-
rently analogous phenomena, as may seem referable to

those same agencies, acting at a still more remote era,

and under circumstances in some respects different.

In this manner, we shall be best enabled to pronounce
upon the origin of such rocks as deviate too widely
from the structure and constitution of the products of
igneous action which we see at present forming, to be
referred at once and without examination to the same
cause, and which, whatever may be their exact date, are

at least not seen to be produced by causes now in opera-

tion.

Proceeding, then, from the known to the unknown, re*

ferring in the first instance all that is possible to exist-

ing agencies, and preferring to expbin the remainder,

by assuming a greater intensity of the same forces,

rather than the influence of others of a different kind,

we shall consider it our primary object to treat of volcanos

at present, in action ;
these being confessedly the most

powerful and widely diffused of the igneous agents
which are at work.

We shall therefore inquire, what phenomena, observed

to take place under present circumstances, may reason-

ably be attributed to such a cause ; and if it should ap-

pear, that all the changes of any importance going on
on the Earth's surface which remain to be discussed,

may without difficulty be referred to its agency, our
task will then be greatly simplified, inasmuch as it will

be limited to the consideration, in the first place, of exist-

ing volcanos and their consequence*, and secondly ofthose
which are extinct

; after which we shall proceed to inquire

into the nature of those granitic rocks and of others,

which have protruded themselves, at different, though

always at epochs antecedent to the present, through the
aqueous deposits which compose the crust of the Globe.

PART I.

rnu n.3 rnuuu.tu hx 1UNKOUS OPFRVTIONS
OF A SIMILAR NATURE TO THOSE NOW

TAKING PLACE.

Section 1.

Description of Volcanic Phenomena in different Parts of
the World.

General Notion of Volcanic Action.

If we contemplate a volcano whilst in a state of vigorous
*

action, the phenomena presented to us arc at once so
peculiar and so impressive, that it would seem unneces-
sary to be at the trouble of defining that, which the
commonest observer could hardly fail to recognise again,
in whatever part of the Globe it might fall under hi* ob-
servation.

The evolution of smoke and ignited matter from an
orifice iu tike Earth, generally situated on the summit or
flauks of a conical mountain, tike ejection of fragments
and scoris, bearing a near resemblance in their condi-
tion and aspect to the slag ofan iron foundcry, the sudden
and copious extrication of elastic fluids, with their natural
concomitants, noise and a concussion of the rocks through
which they force their way, are circumstances which
strikingly impress upon the imagination the paroxysms
of volcanic action, aud appear to distinguish this from
all the other operations of Nature.

Accordingly from the earliest periods the existence of
volcanos had excited attention, and their leading phe-
nomena were pretty correctly described. They have
supplied a groundwork for the superstitions of the vul-
gar, and for the speculations of the philosopher, and
much of our present knowledge with regard to the cha-
racter, extent, and date of their operations, may be col-

lected from the incidental notices of them, transmitted
to us by the Historians, and even by the Poets of an-
tiquity.

Nevertheless, when we examine the subject more
attentively, difficulties occur with respect to the real

relation borne by them to several of those phenomena,
which from some obvious feature of similarity have been
regarded as their offspring.

If, in conformity to the vulgar idea, all burning moun-
tains are ranked amongst volcanos, we admit into the
same class a variety of incongruous appearances, which
possess indeed no one character in common, except that
of being accompanied, with what seems at least to he
an emission of flame, and which are therefore assignable

in all probability to causes of many di flcrenl kinds. If,

on the contrary, none, but such as present this obvious
resemblance to existing volcanos, are to be included in

our definition, we lose the advantage of considering a
scries of effects, evidently allied to the subject before us,

and perhaps equally illustrative of its real nature.

How different, for example, are the eruptions of Vests-
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vius and Rina, in kind as well as in degree, from (lie

emanations of gns and aqueous vapour, which proceed

at times from the sulphureous soil at Maculuba in Sicily,

from the foot of the Apennines near Modena, and still

more remarkably, it is said, in C’rim Tartary, and in

the neighbourhood of the Caspian ; or from the emissions

of gas now observed at Pietru Mala, between Bologna

and Florence, and the spontaneous fire (as it was be-

lieved to be) which in ancient times added to the super-

stitious reverence entertained fur the sacred peaks of

Parnassus,

On the other hand, if we consider the character of the

phenomena exhibited, how intimate is the connection be-

tween the eruptions of Vesuvius and the earthquakes or

hot springs in its vicinity; and, looking only to the

nature and constitution of the mineral products, how
impossible is it to draw a line between those which have

evidently resulted from its eruptions in modern times,

and many rocks in the contiguous country, where nothing

of a volcanic nature has as yet been noticed as occur-

ring.

Phenomena attributable to Volcanic Action.

In order, therefore, to establish a sufficiently broad

basis on which to ground any general conclusions with

regard to the agency of this cause throughout Nature, it

seems necessary to settle in the first place, what pheno-

mena, independently of those more palpable ones which
first occur to the imagination, are to be regarded as

indicative of volcanic action, exerted under the same
circumstances as at present, though, possibly, at a very

remote period.

It is clear, that the date of the eruption, which gave

rise to these effects, will be immaterial to our present

purpose, provided we possess an equal certainty os to

its reality : and we shall be entitled to avail ourselves of
the evidence to be derived from extinct as well as exist-

ing volcanos, just as the traveller, who should endea-
vour to collect proofs of the existence of iron founderies

in an unknown country, might be at liberty to infer

their presence, not only in places where they were at

the time established, but also wherever such accumula-
tions of slag and scoriie were found, a* could only have
•risen from the same formerly in operation.

Phenomena admitted to be Volcanic.

Now the circumstances, which may be held sufficient

to substantiate the existence of volcanic operations, of

a description similar to those now proceeding, are de-

rived from three sources

:

1. Indications of internal commotion; manifested in

the ejection of heated stones and scoria*, the emission of
lava currents, and the evolution of aqueous vapour, to-

gether with certain gases hereafter to be described.

2. The structure and appearance of die masses taken
collectively; namely, the existence of a mountain ap-
proaching to a conical form, and composed either wholly,
or at least superficially, of strata, possessing what is

called a quaqu&versal dip, or sloping awuy in all direc-

tions from a common centre, where some vestiges at
least remain of a crater-shaped cuvily.

3. The condition of the individual rocks themselves;
namely, the presence in them in o greater or less degree,
of a vitreous aspect and cellular structure, with a corre-
sponding chemical constitution, in which some of the

combinations of silica with the alkalies ami uikuline

earths form the prevailing, or, at least, the most constant Geology,

ingredients.
Ch . II

1^
Now we have no evidence, that either the mechanical

'

or chemical characters above described have ever re-

sulted from aqueous solution, whilst both the one and
the other are familiur to us, as the effects, not only of
volcanos, but also of artificial heat.

Without, however, pretending in this stage of the

inquiry to assert, that the constitution of the mineral

masses above assigned is sufficient in itself to establish

the action of heat, wc may be justified in concluding,

that where it is conjoined with the cellular structure and
glassy aspect alluded to, it may fairly be assumed to

owe its origin to volcanic operations. In many, indeed,

of those of modem date, the cooling appears to have
been too rapid, to allow of any crystalline arrangement
of the constituents taking place; and in a still larger

proportion, though numerous crystals of augitc, horn-
blende, and other minerals, may be disseminated, yet

the basis of the rock cannot be identified with any
known mineral or mixture of minerals, though appa-

rently made up of augitc aud felspar in various propor-

tions, and consequently presenting all shades of colour

from grey to black. In these cases, the vitreous cha-

racter, which more or less completely belongs to the

rock, is sufficiently conclusive as to its origin, but the

mineral composition can only be inferred from analogy,

at least by common observers, who want either the

patience or adroitness to adopt the mechanical method
of examination, by which M. Cordier, it is said, con-

trives to separate and distinguish minerals too inti-

mately blended to be recognisable by the eye or the

lens. Indeed, the very employment of this method pre-

supposes a certain confused crystallization, and is, by
M. Cordier’s own confession, inapplicable to many vol-

canic products, which, afier having undergone fusion,

were placed under circumstances precluding any new
arrangement of the particles from taking place. Yet,

wherever this is not the case, or what, practically speak-

ing, comes to the same thing, wherever the component
minerals are not too much blended together to be de-

terminable, we generally find, that the basis of the rock

is of a felspathic nature, rendered porphyritic by the

presence of crystals, either of the glassy variety of

felspar, or of some mineral of the hornblende or pyrox-

enic families.

The presence of the two latter, in sufficient quantity

to impart their characters to the mass, stamps it as be-

longing to that class ofvolcanic products which has been

denominated basaltic, and distinguishes it from the

more purely felspathic kind, in which such ingredient!

are only of scanty and partial occurrence.

The latter class of ignigenous products, which con-

sists for the most part of compact felspar, with crystals

of glassy felspar imbedded, (owing to the harsh and

gritty feel belonging to most of its varieties,) has been

denominated trachyte, from the Greek word, (rp«x«w,

rough ;) it has been observed by Von Buch and Hum-
boldt to form, as it were, the basis of many existing vol-

canos, and even constitutes the material of certain lavas

apparently of modern formation.

Amongst extinct volcanos, many entire mountains,

and even vast tracts of country appear to be composed
of this rock, which, whilst it passes on the one hand into

clinkstones and phonolites similar to those occurring

in the trap formations, graduates on the other into

the species of volcanic products above alluded to, in
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Ckotogy. proportion as crystals of augite and hornblende begin to

Ch. HI. be superadded to (hose of glassy felspar, which are essen-

tial to it.

The second class of volcanic products, distinguished
by the predominance of these minerals, lias been deno-
minated by Mr. Scmpe greystone ; and as this term has
a more English east than the corresponding one, te~

phrinr, which M. Brongniart had imposed upon rocks
so constituted, it may be convenient to adopt it.

The greater part of modern lavas, whose constitution

can be made out, appear to be composed of this species

of nick, which is of course divided into a number of
varieties, by the presence ofsundry accidental ingredients,

such as olivine, mica, titaniferous iron, and the like. In
one or other of these clashes, all volcanic rocks may
probably be arranged which possess any discernible

mineral structure ; and those, ill which fusion and rapid
Cooling has obliterated all traces of this kind, may
nevertheless be referred with some degree of probability

to one or the other.

Thus the pearlstones and the white pumices appear,

from their chemical composition, as well as their ex-
ternal aspect, to be derived from trachyte ; the absence
of the materials of nugitc and hornblende being evinced
from their not containing iron; whilst the obsidians and
the lit hotel lava* generally partake of the character of
greyitone, the proportion of oxide of iron serving to

show (even where their mineral structure is (indis-

cernible) t hut augite has contributed to their formation.

The same remark, indeed, applies to the case of basalts,

properly so called; and the difference of structure which
is discernible in passing from the obsidians to the true

basalts, between which the different varieties of modern
lavas seem to be, as it were, the connecting links, indi-

cates, that they have been all derived from some com-
mon matrix, which, after having undergone fusion, hud
cooled under different circumstances.

The only exception to this, is the larger quantity of
alkali present in certain obsidians than in basalts and
lavas

; a circumstance which may, perhaps, enable us to

explain, how it happens that this mineral, which wc are
disposed to attribute in general to sudden cooling, shall

nevertheless be found occasionally to constitute streams
of considerable sire and thickness, where we might
therefore expect lithoidal lava to have been produced.
The rocks above noticed may each of them exist

under several different modifications of form and aspect

;

they may occur, either as loose, detached blocks, ejected,

probably, in a solid, or, al least, a semi-fluid slate from
the crater, or as the constituents of a kind of tuff;

fragments of various sixes being imbedded in a sort of
loose iron-clay or sand, denominated puzzolana

; or,

lastly, they may constitute a bed of lava, which once
issued in a continuous stream from the interior of (he
volcano, whilst in a state of vehement activity.

To give to such materials in all the above cases the
name of lava, as some Geologists have chosen to do, is

obviously incorrect ; this term having reference, properly
speaking, not to the particular constitution, chemical or

mechanical, of the mass, but to the mode of its ejection

from the volcano; and being, therefore, improperly
applied to rocks which appear to have been projected in

detached fragments into the air, and uever to have
formed part of a current of melted matter.
We likewise coincide with Mr, Scrope in condemning

the limitation of the term trachyte to fetapat hie rocks of
a particular age and position, thus excluding those lavas

VOL. VI.
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which possess corresponding mineral characters. That Geology,
rocks agreeing altogether in mechanical structure and (OL
aspect with the trachytes of tertiary formations are un- w
common amongst the older rocks, may, indeed, be true

;
but to lay down as a rule that the porphyries of one par-
ticular age are alone to hare this title, is to prejudge
the question, and to proceed on quite a wrong principle
in framing our nomenclature.

Division of Volcanic Products according to Uieir relative
Age*.

Volcanic products have been distinguished by some
Geologists according to their relative antiquity

; those
which appear to have been ejected antecedently to the
period of the excavation of the contiguous valleys being
denominated antediluvial

, and those of subsequent ejec-
tion postdiluvial. Others have objected to this distinc-
tion as involving an hypothesis; since, as wc have seen,
it is still a question of drbotc whether vallejs of de-
nudation have been produced by short periods of ge-
neral convulsion, or by the continual operation of rains
and torrents, acting with only their present force and
violence. Perhaps, however, the terms may still be ad-
milted by Geologists, of whatever school, with the same
mental reservation, as that, with which many have been
in the habit of employing the corresponding ones, of
diluvial deposits, diluvial gravel, and the like. Tliey
serve to distinguish the relative antiquity of the rocks so
classified, with greater precision than the terms of ancient
and modern, which it has been proposed to substitute,
since they refer to a definite standard, which leaves no
doubt in the mind as to the sense in which we employ
the word antiquity in our Geological language.

Without some such understanding, indeed, the vol-
canic rocks in Auvergne might be called ancient, with
reference to those of the Vivarats, though they are mo-
dern when compared with others in their own neighbour-
hood ; whilst in cither point of view they must be
regarded as postdiluvial, since their relation to the
valleys of the country is such, as to prove, that no great
changes have taken place in the configuration of tlic

surface, since they were ejected.

Even if it be true, as Mr. Scropc contends, that there
are lava currents in some of these volcanic districts, as
in Auvergne, which appear to be antecedent to some of
the valleys of the country, and posterior to others, there
will still be nothing to preclude us from applying the
above denomination to cases ill which this cause of un-
certainly does not exist.

Postdiluvial Volcanic Rocks.

Now the importance of distinguishing the relative
ages of volcanic rocks, in the manner above proposed,
will be evident from considering, that the two classes
commonly differ one from the other in aspect and struc-
ture. Tlie postdiluvial volcanic products having, in
almost all the cases in which they come under our ex-
amination, been ejected in the open air, and, conse-
quently, for reasons which will be afterwards explained,
having in general cooled more rapidly, present for the
most part a harsher feel and more of a vitreous aspect

;

whilst from the character of their component masses, even
more perhaps than from the shorter period, daring which
their surfaces have been exposed to atmospheric action,
they are but partially covered with soil, and admit, conse-
quently of but a scanty and iuferior pasturage.
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G««]oct. For the same reason, they consist more commonly of
Ch. ill- those volcanic products, in which the constituent parts

are blended together so as to be undistinguishable,

though from their general appearance, and from the

character of those portions in which the mineral compo-

sition may be discerned, it would appear, that basaltic

lava or grcystone predominates over the purely trachy-

lic, in those modern vulcauos with which we are best

acquainted.

Antrdiluvial Volcanic Rocks.

The anlediluvial volcanic rocks, on the contrary, are

not only characterised by valleys of precisely the same

kiml as those which intersect the contiguous country,

but likewise, by a greater tendency to crystallization ill

their constituent parts, by a greater predominance of

felspar, by the occurrence of masses sometimes in no
way distinguishable from the basalts and greenstones of

the trap formations, and still more frequently exhibiting

a nearer approach to them, than is observable amongst
the products of igneous action at the present day.

Though frequently cellular, their cells have not that

glazed internal surface which characterises many mo-
dern lavas, and are usually more or less completely

filled with crystals of carbonate of lime, zeolite, and
other minerals, which are not so frequently found
amongst postdiluvial lavas.

What variation in the circumstances under which the

former were ejected could have given rise to these dif-

ferences, will form a subject for future inquiry ; at present

it is only necessary to point them out, as a reason for

distinguishing volcanic rocks into two classes according

to their relative antiquity, those ages being determined,

either by their shaping their course in conformity to the

present configuration of the country, or being themselves

intersected by the so culled valleys of denudation. The
opinion which may be cutcrtained with regard to the

origin of such valleys, will not materially affect the ques-

tion as to the propriety of avuiliug ourselves of such a

distinction ; since the vast difference, between the width

and depth of the valleys which in many cases intersect

the older volcanic rocks, and that of the ravines which
evince the action of existing causes upon the modern

,

proves, that if the same agencies, operating with their

present inteusitv, have produced the former, it can only
have been after a lapse of ages beyond comparison
greater.

In Auvergne, for instance, where the most modern vol-

canos appear to have been anterior to the Christian Era,
the utmost amount of the excavation effected in them by
present causes, is to produce a ravine or water-course, in

some instances, indeed, as much as from fifty to seventy

feel in depth, but still of very inconsiderable breadth ;

whilst tile ancient volcanic rocks arc characterised by
Talleys possessing the easy and gradual slope or those

which belong to the older rocks of the country, and
like them, often many hundred feet in depth, and per-
haps a mile or two in diameter. Another important
distinction in the character of volcanic products, depends
upon the situation of the point in the Earth's crust on
which the eruption breaks out, and in particular upon its

occurrence either in the open air or under deep water. We
say, deep water, because in shallows no great influence
could be expected to be exerted, and the phenomenawould
therefore resemble those which take place in air. But,
between the nature of products arising from the same
volcanic action, under the pressure of only one, or

ofa thousand atmospheres, considerable difference might tSeoiojm
be anticipated ; and hence it becomes proper in Imune Cb. III.

to mark the distinction designating the former class
of volcanos as subaerial, the latter as subaqueous.
The characters of these two classes will be considered
afterwards ; but in the first place we will proceed to give
a brief description of the principal foci of volcanic action
distributed over the face of the Globe, conceiving, that
by so doing, we shall enable our readers to obtain a
better notion of the general character of the phenomena
themselves, than could be gathered from any more ab-
stract account of them.
Wc shall, therefore, begin with the vicinity of Naples,

not only as supplying us with one of the longest known,
and best described instances of volcanic agency that
exist, but likewise as exhibiting these phenomena under
all their various phases of activity, contrasting the effects

produced in curlier periods of the World with those

going on at the present.

Vesuvius.

To the East of the Bay of Naples rises the most re-

cent of the volcanos met with in that neighbourhood,
and the only one at present in complete activity.

The date of that part of tbe mountain properly called

Vesuvius, or rather of its cone, perhaps does not go
further back than the period of the famous eruption of

a. d. 79, in which Herculaneum and Pompeii were de-

stroyed ; for the ancient writers never speak of tbe
mountain as consisting of two peaks, which they
probably would have done if the Monte Somma had
stood, as at present, distinct from the cone of Vesuvius.

Other facts might be also mentioned to show, that the

old mouth of the volcano occupied the spot now known
by the name of the Atrio del Cavutlo, but that it was
greatly more extensive than that hollow, comprehending
likewise the space now covered by the cone, which was
thrown up afterwards, in consequence of the renewal of

the volcanic action that had been during so many ages
suspended. This spacious crater was probably the spot

in which, according to Floras and Plutarch, Spartacus

and his Gladiators were besieged by the Roman Gene-
ral Clodius Glaher.

We infer from the account given, that the brim of tbe

crater was entire, except in one part, by which the

insurgents had entered, and which the enemy kept closely

guarded ; and the great steepness of its sides is evinced

by the scheme which tbe besieged party were compelled

to adopt in order to effect their escape ; that, namely, of

twisting into ladders the vine twigs that grew upon the

top, and descending by means of them to the bottom,

where they surprised the Roman Camp. Nor does this

seem inconsistent with the account given by the accurate

Strnbo respecting the structure of Vesuvius in his time

;

namely, the fertility of its sides, and the barren flat

which constituted its Summit; this flat being in all pro-

bability Uie spot occupied by Spartacus, broken away on

the side fronting Naples, but encompassed elsewhere by

sleep precipices, the relics of the original brim of its

crater.

It appears then, both from (he silence of ancient

writers, and from the appearance presented by tbe

mountain itself, that a long interval had elapsed since

any indications of activity had been observed ; and the

first symptom of internal agitation given by the volcano

was in the year 63 after Christ, when an earthquake
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Gwlogr* occasioned considerate damage to many of the cilie*

Ch. HI.
||j#t t^n built in iU vicinity. But it was not till

“

'

the year 79, that the first eruption of Vesuvius took

place, of which any historical record* exist. It over-

whelmed the cities of Stahiai, Pompeii, and Hercula-

neum, with showed of sand, pumice, and lapilli, uud

seems to have covered the latter to a still greater depth

with a kind of mud eruption similar to those which are

produced, not unfrequently, by the volcanos of South

America. Such, at least, is tire inference that has been

drawn from the circumstance, that the former towns are

covered only with strata of incoherent materials, little, if at

all, affected by water, whilst the latter is buried in a kind

of tuff, separated at interval* by strata of white volcanic

lapilli. The depth nt which Pompeii is overspread doe*

not exceed 14 feet, and that atStabi® probably is nearly

the same ; whilst at Herculaneum the mass of tuff alone

above the theatre is not less than 85 feet, over which, it

is stated, occur 12 or 14 palms of oommon soil, and

this is covered again by a true lava, probably of much
more recent date. That the tufa was at first soft, is evi-

dent, from the impression of a woman's breast, and other

parts of the figure .being found in thi* volcanic depo-

ait, possessing, it is said, a sharpness, equal to that of a

cast in Paris plaster.

The difference between the substance which over-

whelmed these cities, is evinced by the stale of the

papyri discovered in the houses, that have been since

freed from the load of matter which had encumbered

them. In those met with at Pompeii and Stabne,

which are covered by n more unceroented congeries of

sand and stones, decomposition has proceeded so far,

that their contents are illegible, and the vegetable mat-

ter, it is said, lias been replaced, by a grey, pulverulent

tuff, probably waahed into them by the rain* of many
centuries.

At Herculaneum, on the contrary, though the manu-
scripts may have been enrbonixed, probably by the

wet which first penetrated into them from this aqueous
inundation, yet any further decay has beru prevented

by the thick covering of tufa, aud the writing to, there-

fore, in many instances, found to be legible.

No lava appears to have been ejected by this erup-

tion ;
but it U not improbable that a cone occupying the

site of the present one may have been formed by it, and

that the mountain thus exchanged the appearance w hich

seems to have belonged to it at the time of Strabo, for

one more approaching to that which it exhibits at

present.

Of this memorable eruption we have a lively descrip-

tion in die letters of the Younger Pliny, whose uncle,

tiie celebrated Naturalist, fell a victim to his xcal in ex*

ploriug its phenomena. Yet it is remarkable, that no
notice is taken, either by this eye-witness, nor by any
writer who lived uenr the time at which th* catastrophe

happened, whose Works have come down to us, of the

fate of three such considerable towns, although the tes-

timony of Dion Cassius, coupled with that of Martial,

serve to identify their destruction with this particular

epoch.

The second eruption appear* to have happened in the

year 203y under the Emperor Severus, and is described

by Dion Cassius and Galen ; the third in 472, which is

said by Procopius to have covered all Europe with
ashes, and to have spread alarm even at Constantinople.

Other eruptions are recorded in the yean 512, 665, and
993. The next, in 1036, is supposed to have been the

first which was attended with an ejection of lava; in

preceding accounts we hear oniy of sand and lapilli

being thrown out.

Between that period and the commencement of the
XVlIth Century, the mountain appears to have been
only five times in a state of action; and in 1611. the
interior of the crater, according to the report of Brao-
dni, wa* covered with shrubs, and every thing indicated

the profbumlesl tranquillity. Yet in 1631 one of the
most terrible of ils eruptions took place, which covered
with lava the greater part of the village* lying nt its

foot, on the side of the Bay of Naples. Torrent* of
water also issued from the mountain, ami completed
the work of devastation. The volcano is likewise said

to have been in udivity in the year* 1660, 16*2. 1694.
and 1696, from which time till the present it* intervals of
repose have been of shorter duration, though its throe*,

perhaps, have diminished in vio'ence ; for the longest

pause since that time was from 1737 to 1751, and no le**

than eighteen eruption* are noticed in the course of
little more than a century, several of which continued

with intermission* for tho space of four and five year*.

That of 1737 gave rise to a stream of lava, which passed
through lh* village of Torre del Greco, and continued

its course until arrested by the sea, at which time its solid

contents were estimated at 33,567,058 cubic feet. Of
the latter eruptions, one of the most formidable s#*era*

to be that of 1794, recorded by Breislac, himself an
eye-witnesa of it, in his travels through Campania. The
torrent of lava, that proceeded from the volcano, again
destroyed the town of Torre del Greco, and advanced
into the sea to a distance of no less than 362 feet, with a
front of 1127 feet.

The eruption of 1813 ha* been desenbed by Menard
do Grove, and that of 1622 by Monticelii and Scrope.

According to this latter Geologist, the whole of the

upper part of the mountain was on this last occasion

blown into the air, by the violence of the explosive force.

It must be confessed, that these descriptions, how-
ever interesting, leave u* much in the dark with regard
to tiie real nature ot the phenomena; partly from the

danger and difficulty of approaching the scene of opera-
tions, near enough to examine the product* at the time
of their ejection, but still more, from a want of due che-
mical knowledge in the observers themselves, such as
should enable them to profit by the facts before them.

On this account, the remarks of Gay Lussac and
Sir H. Davy, cursory a* they are, exceed in scientific

interest the more daborate description* given by others;

and if we abstain from noticing them at present, it n
only because the results of their inquiries will appear
more in place, if introduced hereafter.

Phltgrean Field*.

It is important, however, to observe, that since

Vesuvius has resumed its activity, the numerous vol-

canic vents which exist on the other side of the Bay,
(see pi. vi. fig. 2.) have sunk into a state of compara-
tive inaction; for ancient writers, who are silent respect-

ing the former, spook of the mephitic vapours of the

Lake Avernus, as destructive to animal existence ; and
in earlier day* than these, Homer picture* to us the

Phlegrean Field*, as the entrance to the Infernal Regions,

being placed at the utmost limits of the habitable world,

unenlightened either by the rising or the setting sun,

with grove* consecrated to Proserpine, and enveloped in

an eternal gloom.

5 A 2
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smc Soffatara

.

At present the only truces of activity that ciist, are ob-

servable in the crater called the Solfatara, which occurs

immediately above the little town of Puzzuoli. The
rock of which this volcano is composed, is a hard and

dark coloured trachyte, lor the most part porphyritic,

and containing more iron than belongs to this rock in

general. It has given off » single stream of lava, which

descends in the direction of the sea, terminating iu an ab-

rupt promontory called the Monte Olibano, and remark-

able, as an instance of a true tracbytic lava, consisting of

little else than felspar, only occasionally intermixed

with augite. It has been conjectured that it was the

fruit of an eruption in the year 1 198, said, though on

rather doubtful testimony, to have taken place from the

Solfatara,

The crater of this volcano is nearly oval, its greatest

diameter being *2337 French feet, itssmaller 1800 feet

;

nml the continual evolution of sulphureous vapours, which

lias gone on from the earlier records to the present time,

has naturally produced remarkable changes iu the

rocks surrounding it. The first stage of alteration

seems to be a mere whitening of the mass, in conse-

quence. doubtless, of the removal of the iron, to which

its colour is attributable; in the next the rock becomes

porous and fissile; when the process is further advanced,

it acquires on honey-combed and spongy consistency

;

and at length it crumbles into a while powder, consist-

ing almost entirely of silex. The rocks surrounding the

Solfatara have consequently that white colour, which has

given to them, in ancient times, the name of Codes Leu-
cogei ; and the saline ingredients, with which those in the

crater itselfare impregnated, are natural effects of the ac-

tion of the sulphuretted hydrogen emitted, upon the alkali,

theiroti.and the alumina, which wereitsconslituent parts.

That a mountain so circumstanced should possess nu-

merous internal cavities, is only a natural consequence

of the continual penetration of corrosive vapours during

the course of no many centuries; so that we may save

ourselves the trouble of inquiring, whether the hollow

sound, which it emits when struck, might be produced

by any other cause, when the porouB nature of the

ground affords us so simple a solution of it.

Monte Nuovo.

The throwing up of a new mountain in the XYIth
Century by volcanic agency, look place so much in the

vicinity of the Solfatara, that it may seem to belong to

its history. After a succession of earthquakes, and, os

we are told, the bursting out of flames from the ground,

in many places round about the Solfatara, there opened
from the sea a gulf, from which, smoke, pumice, lapilli,

and sand, were ejected with the noise of thunder. These
musses fell in such abundance, that the sand was distri-

buted, not only over Naples, but even to a distance of
thirty miles from it, whilst the heavier and more bulky
masses accumulated round the orifice to such an extent,

that in two, or at most in five days, they constituted a
conical hill, now called the Monte Nuovo, 6000 feet in
circumference, and 413 in perpendicular height, with an
interna] crater about a quarter of n mile round, and in

depth nearly equal to the elevation of the mountain
itself.

The sand near the foot of the mountain, even under-
neath the aca, possesses so high a temperature, when

brought up from a point, a little below the surface which

touches the water, that we are led to believe the vol-

canic action to be still going on to a certain extent ; an
inference confirmed by the extreme heat of the water
which gushes out from tile rock in ^ cavern not far di»-

tant, called the Baths of Nero, which is sutficicnt to

boil an egg, and amounts, according to Mr. Forties,

who has given the most accurate account of it from per-

sonal inspection, to IS3® of Fahrenheit.

Such are the principal indications of volcanic agency,

that have been banded down to us by history, as oc-

curring in the neighbourhood of Naples
;

but the
physical structure of the country is such us leads to a
belief, that similar phenomena must have occurred else-

where, since (lie country acquired its present general
configuration.

Grotto del Cane.

The Lake Agnano, from its circular form, and the

nature of the materials surrounding it, was evidently the

crater of a volcano, which still communicates heat to a
spring of water on its borders, and, probably, causes

that continual evolution of cartsinic acid, which fills the

well-known Grotto del Cane. The Lake A vermis

seems also to be of similar origin ; and although there

are no indications of a volcanic nature existing in it at

present, yet the term, graveolms Aornos, applied to it by
ancient writers, and the noxious effects of its exhalations

upon birds that skimmed over its surface, prove that, at

a period not very remote, sulphuretted hydrogen was
emitted in large quantities from its spiracles.

The Muntc Barbara and Monte Astroni are hills,

which, from possessing a central and circular cavity on

their summits, as well as from their figure and mineral

constitution, are evidently derived from volcanic opera-

tions, although neither of them appears to have emitted

streams of lava. The crater of the latter mountain is

still so perfect, as to form a sort of natural inclosure

nearly a mile in diameter, appropriated by the King of
Naples, ns a preserve for his wiki boor and other ani-

mals destined for the chase.

Many other craters are alluded to by Geologists, ns

occurring in the vicinity of Naples, but they do not ap-

pear to be sufficiently ascertained
;
and several so desig-

nated are evidently mere hollows, derived from the

action of water upon rocks, which, though of a volcanic

origin, are of an earlier dale, and of a somewhat dif-

ferent formation.

Puzzolana.

The whole country, indeed, from the sea to the base

of the Apennines, appears to have been covered, at a

time when it was yet submerged under water, by an

immense deposit of puzzolana or volcanic tuff. This

rock is for the most part of a straw -yellow colour, dull,

and harsh to the feel, with on earthy fracture, and a

loose degree of consistence. It contains imbedded frag-

ments of pumice, obsidian, trachyte, and many other

varieties of compact as well as cellular lava, the softer

kinds often rounded, the harder mostly angular. It is

separated into beds, by intervening layers of loam,

pumice, or ferruginous sand, and, in one instance, ac-

cording to Von Buch, calc*sinter. Shells arc noticed as

occurring in it, but they are rare, and bones of rumi-

nating animals have likewise been discovered.

The height of thw tuff in many places near Naples is

very considerable ; the hill of the Camalduli, which

Geolnpr-
Ch. nr.
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0*°fof>y rises loan elevation of 1513 English feet above the sea,

t.'h. III. aonst»ts of this material, and to the West of Naples H
v—v-w' forms a sort of wall, so lofty and abrupt, that the former

inhabitants of the Country apparently found it easier,

availing themselves of the soft and friable nature of the

stone, to cut through, than to make a road over it.

Such is the origin of the celebrated Grotto of Pausi-

lippo. a kind of tunnel 363 toises, or 217B feet in length,

50 (Vet in height, and 18 in breadth, which serves as

the common medium of communication between Naples

and the towrns and villages to the West, said to have

been originally formed by the Cimmerians, the earliest

inhabitants of the Country, wrho dwelt chiefly in caves

hewn out of the soft tuff, and were, therefore, led by
successive steps to attempt more extensive excavations.

The Romans appear to have merely enlarged, not to

have originated it.

Now, though it need not be supposed, that this mass
of tuff was originally deposited at equal depths over the

whole surface which it covers, yet no one who examines

the manner in which it has insinuated itself into the

valleys, not only on the hills above Naples, as near

Caserta, but also on the opposite side of the Day, near

Sorrento, oud observes at the same time the extreme vari-

ation in its height, and the seemingly capricious manner
in which it is distributed, can hesitate to suppose, that

much which was originally deposited has been subse-

quently removed by the action of water ; and, inasmuch

as the general features of the country do not appear to

have materially changed since the earliest periods of

history, we are drawn to the alternative either of con-

cluding, that the |>eriod, at which this main was origi-

nally formed, goes back to a period beyond comparison

more remote than that to which history reaches, in order

to give time for causes at present in action to work such

great changes, or that it has been effected by some
more rapid agents of destruction than these at present

at work. Either of these suppositions, it is clear, esta-

blishes a line of demarcation between the puzzolana

and the volcanic rocks before enumerated, which is also

confirmed by the indications we possess, that the latter

was farmed, whilst the greater part of the low country

which it covers was still submerged under water.

But if, as seems obvious, the great mass of puzzolana

near Naples has been deposited under water, the height

above the level of the Mediterranean, which it not unfire-

quently attains, indicates the existence of great relative

changes in the level of the sea and land, attributable

either to a rise of the one. or a sinking of the other. The
general consideration of this question belongs to another

porlion of the Treatise, but there are certain indications

of a change of level in this district of so remarkable a

nature, thut it would be improper wholly to omit men-
tion of them on the present occasion.

Trmple of Scrapit at Puzzuoli.

One of these relates to the appearances presented hy

a Temple near the town of Puzzuoli. supposed to he

dedicated to Serapis, which appears to have twice

changed its relative position to the sea contiguous,

having been at some period subsequent to its erection

sunk about twenty feel below its original level, and at

some later period raised up again, nearly, though not alto-

gether, to its former height. This inference is deduced
from the circumstance, of the pillars which now remain
erect, being perforated by pholades, at a height of about
twelve feet from their pedestals, as if the sea had at one

time stood at that elevation, which, it is evident, it could oedagr;
not have done at the time the Temple was built. Stand- Ch. III.

ing. as this fact appeared to do, alone, it was natural, that wv—
various hypotheses should have been suggested, in order
to escape from so startling a conclusion, as that of the
local rise and subsidence alternately of the spot of
ground on which the Temple atood ; but to such it is

unnecessary to resort, now that we are assured or re-

minded of other proofs, showing an elevation of land
at no remote period both on the North and South of
Puzzuoli, of more than twenty feet, and of many simitar
subsidences to an equal extent in the same neighbour-
hood. Professor Forbes has the merit of first setting

us right on this question, and his arguments have been
extended and confirmed by Professor Lyell, in his recent
Work, entitled Principles of Geology. It therefore ap-
pears, that the effects of recent volcanic action have
more than once altered the relative level of tlic sea and
land in this neighbourhood, and we are. therefore,

brought more readily to admit the possibility, that an
extension of the same force, operating more generally,
may have elevated the whole mass of the puzzolana,
from the level of the sea, to the height at which it now
appears.

Islands of Procida and Ischia.

To complete this brief sketch of the phenomena in

the neighbourhood of Naples, we ought to allude to the

Islands of Procida and Ischia, which belong to the
same system of volcanos. (See pi. vi. fig. 2.) The
former island seems to consist entirely of tuff*, separated
by beds of cellular lava, which are sometimes hori-

zontal, and at others curved and contorted
; but Ischia is

somewhat more varied in its composition. It is for the
most part composed of a rock which seems to consist of
very finely comminuted pumice, reagglutinated so as to
form a tuff*. From the very fine state of division,

however, into which it was reduced at the time when
it underwent consolidation, a rock has often resulted of
so homogeneous a texture, as to be considered a variety

of frlspathic lava, to which, mincralogically speaking,

it bears a considerable resemblance, though we are,

upon the whole, disposed to class it with the puzzolana of
Naples, and the neighbouring Island of Procida. This
formation is seen iu every part of the island, and forms
tlic very summit of Monte Epomeo, which rises to a
height of perhaps 2000 feet. In one spot, near the

town of Foria, we observe intermixed with it huge
blocks of trachyte, sometimes thirty feet in diameter, con-
sisting of a congeries of crystals of glassy felspar, often

without any kind of intermedium. In another, how-
ever, we observe a conical hill called the Monte Tliabor,

composed entirely of trachyte, and resting upon a bed
of clay containing tertiary shells.

Ischia, however, presents evidence of volcanic opera-
tions of a more recent date, than can be assigned to

those, which occasioned the formations above noticed.

Heaps of obsidian and pumice, substances almost un-
known at Vesuvius, occur at the village of Casluglione,

and have been traced by Spallanzani to a crater in the

neighbourhood, called Rotaro. Still further to the East
we cross the stream of lava, which issued from the side

of the mountain in the year 1302, as we are informed

by historians, remarkable for the large crystals of glassy

felspar which are imbedded in it. Its surface is still un-

decom posed, and consequently barren, moss alone grow-

ing upon it, and that only in a few parts; a proof of the
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number of age* required for bringing some lava* of a

Ch.UL vitreous nature into a state fit for cultivation. This

current may be readily traced op the mountain to the

point whence it issued, which is marked by the existence

of a crater, still uamed the Capo d’Arwo.

Thus Ischia appears to have been subjected to vol-

canic action of as many different periods aa the neigh-

bourhood of Naples itself, its pumiceous conglomerate

corresponding with the puzssolana. its trachytes with the

rock of the Sollatara, and the lava of the Capo d’Arao

with that of Vesuvius. ...
At present, the only direct indications of volcanic

action are secu in the high temperature of the sand ou

the shore near Monte Vico, which ten ket below tlie

surface is equal to llOf* of Fahrenheit, and in the hot

vapour which issues from the ground in various spots of

the mine neighbourhood. No eruption of lava has taken

place since the XVIIth Century, though occasionally

severe earthquakes are felt over the Island, more parti-

cularly, it is said, near tlie ancient point of emission of

the Ischian volcano. (Forbes.)

We have dwell upon the phenomena exhibited by

this particular system of volcanos, somewhat more in

detail than may be consistent with our general plan, con-

ceiving, that a belter notion may be conveyed of the

nature of such operations, by particularizing some one

district in which they are exemplified, than by any more

abstract or generalized description; and certainly no one

spot can be selected more illustrative, than the neigh-

bourhood of Naples, as well from the variety of ap-

pearances presented, a* from the facility with which they

can be examined and compared. We must now proceed

to specify more briefly the other principal foci of volcanic

action, that have at one time or other existed in Italy.

Mount Vultur.

On the Eastern side of the Italian Peninsula, in the

Province of Basilicata, near Melfi, rises a large isolated

bill, called Mount Vultur, which at one time appears to

have been a volcano of equal magnitude with that of

Vesuvius on the opposite coast.

It is of a conical form, from twenty to thirty miles in

diameter at its bane, and with two craters on its summit.

It is studded over with sundry parasitical cones, and

has given rise to several considerable streams of lava.

The nature of the rocks, and the gaseous exhalations

that abound in its neighbourhood, bespeak the former

prevalence of volcanic action throughout thiB country,

and may lead us to regard the district, as bearing a simi-

lar relation to the shores of the Adriatic, which the

Campi Phlegrei, as they are termed, do to those of the

Mediterranean.

Yet of the eruption* of this volcano, all records are

lost in the darkness of antiquity, and we may perhaps

refer them to that remote period, when, as has been con-

jectured, the foot of Mount Vultur was washed by the

waters of the Adriatic, which now, from an accumulation

of alluvial matter, has receded full thirty miles from it.

Assuming then the space comprehended between

latitude 40° and 41°, as that portion of the Italian Pe-

ninsula in which volcanic operations are most rife, we
will, in the first place, trace the same appearances North-

wards, and afterwards Southwards of this central point.

Racea Monfina.

First, then, near Mola di Gaota, ou the road lietween

Naples and Rome, we recognise on die main laud, North-

East of the town of Sessa, extensive traces of volcanic

operations, a considerable mountain, called llocca Mon-
fina, composed of lava and scoria, and retaining ves-

tige* of a crater, appearing to have overspread the

whole adjoining district with volcanic materials. Some
of these appear to have been ejected since iho country

was inhabited by mao ; for the remains of on ancient

city have been discovered in digging underneath the

town of Sessa, of which, however, as well as of the erup-

tion that destroyed it, no record exists.

Ponza Is'ands.

A few miles out at *ea, to the Westward of Mola di

Gacta, lie the Ponza Islands, four of which appear to be

entirely volcanic, consisting of trachyte, but are destitute

of any crater, and without any stream of lava proceed-

ing from them. They seem, therefore, rather to have

been suddenly elevated from the bottom of the sea, than

to have been formed by successive ejections of volcanic

matter.

Papal Stales.

A low tract called the Pontine Marshes, divides these

volcanos from the series of rocks near Albano, which in

their structure and figure appear to have the same origin.

Near Albano are no less than four lakes, which seem

to have been formerly crater*.

The immediate vicinity of Rome, commonly denomi-

nated the Campngna, is composed of materials, which,

though ofa volcanic nature, appear to have been heaped

together under water.

They consist of loose masses of lava or scori®, feebly

agglutinated by fine volcanic sand, and alternating with

arenaceous or calcareous beds, containing fresh-water

shells, which seem therefore to have been deposited at

the bottom of a lake. Hence although certain ob-

senre notice* of volcanic phenomena that occur in the

history of ancient Rome, may lead us to infer, that the

forces had not altogether spent themselves at the time

the country began to be inhabited, yet it seems probable,

that the eruptions occurred principally at a more remote

period, when theCampagiia was covered with water, and

the higher parts of the country alone constituted dry land.

Evident traces of volcanic operations of an early

imperfect accounts of their effects.

Norik of Italy.

Indications of the same nature exist probably further

North in the neighbourhood of Volterra. where occur

;>ools of water called Laguncs, rendered boiling by the

passage through them of sulphuretted hydrogen, which

carries with it a little boracic acid.

But leas equivocal proofs of volcanic agency are found

near the foot of the Apennines in the neighbourhood

of Verona, Vicenza, and Padua.

Extensive bed* of volcanic tuff there occur, alternat-

ing with deposit* charged with shells belonging to the

newer tertiary period, with which is connected a group

of trachytic rocks, constituting the Euganean Hills,

which luive burst through chalk. Every ihing concurs

to prove, that the whole or the greater part of these rocks

were formed during lire tertiary period, and consequently

that they Irelnng to the more ancient or antediluvian

class of volcanos.

Having enumerated the principal foci of volcanic ac-

tion North of Naples, we must retrace our steps, and
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Geology, examine what indications of the kind are to be discovered

Ch. III. to the South.

-“•v—' In Calabria, harassed as it has been by earthquakes,

no genuine traces of volcanic agency have been disco-

vered, but in the sea to the West of it occurs the group
of the Lipari Islands, which are derived exclusively from
this cause.

Lipari Hands.

These, however, although built up by the action of pre-

existing volcanos, appear at present in a great degree

exempt from their influence ; the only remaining indi-

cations of the kind being those presented, by certain hot

springs, which in this case we cannot hesitate to refer to

such a cause, by a SoHalaru in one of the smaller Islands,

that of Volcano, and by the volcanic eruptions of Strom-

boli. The latter differs from most other burning moun-
tains in the unintermitting character of its eruptions, which
have indeed continued, from a period at least antecedent

to the Christian Era, at intervals of a few minutes, but

without any ejections of lava accompanying them.

The great mass of this, as well as of most of the other

Islands, is composed of beds of volcanic tuffor puxzolauo,

occasionally penetrated by dykes of slaggy lava, which

sometimes traverse the contiguous beds in a manner so

conformable to the stratification, that, until traced to

some extent, they might be mistaken for beds. Then,
indeed, they display their true character, either by the

disturbance they occasion in the beds which they tra-

verse, or by some deviation from their original direction.

(See pi. v. fig. 1 and 2.) The peculiar feature of the

volcanic products of the Lipari Isluuds, however, con-
sists in the abundance of pumice and obsidian, two
different states of igneous productions, but rarely, if at

all, met with amongst the volcanos of Naples.

In the South of Lipari, the whole surface is covered

with pumice, which forms several considerable hills, and
extends to the furthest point of the Island.

The obsidian also occurs in exteusivc beds, or forming
a sort of breccia, angular masses of it t>cing held together

by a while earthy-looking paste, which is hard and gTitty.

Sicily.

The Island of Sicily contains a great variety of rocks

of ancient formation, in which nothing of a volcanic na-

ture can be detected ; but, from a period comparatively

recent, igneous and aqueous groups seem to hove gone
hand in hand, in building up the rocks of which its sur-

face is composed.
In the lower extremity of the Island there occur

various alternations of volcanic with neptunian deposits,

constituting a considerable tract, containing within it

hills from one to two thousand feet in height. The
volcanic rocks, thongh sometimes compact, arc usually

more or less cellular. The cells are occasionally empty,
but at other times are filled with various crystalline

minerals. The neptunian, according to Professor Lyell,

contain marine shells, the greater part of which are

identical with existing species, though a few are extinct,

belonging to the newer pleocene era. Hence the volca-

nic eruptions, of which Sicily affords the records,

numerous and extensive as they are, do not go back to

an era more remote than the newer tertiary deposits.

The great marly formation, indeed, which occupies a
large surface in Sicily, and is characterised by immense
deposits of sulphur, marine salt, gypsum, and other sul-

phuric suits, may probably be connected with ccrtuiu

great submarine eruptions ; but we are prevented from

clearly giving the date of this formation, in consequence Geology,
of the absence from it of organic remains, with the cx- ChTlTl.

istence of which the evhaluiions that gave rise to the s—

'

sulphureous deposits seem to have been incompatible. In
this formation occurs a phenomenon, commonly, though
we conceive impro|ier]y, denominated, an air volcano.
The most noted instance is at Macaluba near Girgenti;
but as we shall consider in another place how far it may
be regarded as connected with volcanic agency, we shall

at present omit any more particular men i ion of it. It

may sene to convey some kind of idea of the extended
period during which volcanic operations have continued
in this Country, when we are told, that the whole pro-
bably of Mount Etna belongs to a period more recent

than the lavas of the Vil di Nolo. At its foot, indeed,
are several isolated rocks ; as, for example, the Cyclo-
pean rocks off the coast near Catania, that of La Motte,
Ac. which seem to belong to the class of submarine lavas,

and may perhaps be as ancient os some of those already
mentioned ; but Etna itself is made up, superficially at

least, ot a series of beds of lava and tuff, all of w hich
possess the characters of subuerial volcanic products.

Yet according to the joint testimony of Sir John
Ilerschel and Captain Smyth, this mountain hos an
elevation of about 10,000 feet, with a circumference of
00 miles, whilst, from the descriptions given by Professor
Lyell of those valleya, which display the internal consti-

tution of the mountain, and particularly that of the Val
del Bovc.the whole of that portion of it, which is exposed
to view, appears to consist of a succession of lava beds
and of tuff, intersected by dykes of trachyte and basalt.

(See pi. iv. fig. 4.)

How vast then must have been the period employed
in the heaping up of so enormous a mass of volcanic

products, unless, indeed, the scantiness of time was
compensated by increased energy of action, and the
earlier portions of the history of this volcano were marked
by more frequent eruptions than the later ones.

Yet, to conclude, that during the whole of this period

no deluge could have washed over the country, seems
an hasty assumption, implying a more thorough ac-

quaintance with the force of the diluvial currents, and
the extent of their operation upon the strata, than we
can lay claim to, and likewise overlooking the manner, in

which the effects produced upon tlie surface of thi* parti-

cular mountain may afterwards have been disguised by the

eruptions that succeeded. We shall therefore content our-
selves with that more general statement, which serins war-
ranted by the facts before us, namely, that all the erup-
tions of Mount Etna, of which we have any cognisance,
took place in the air, and that consequently the earliest

of them do not in all probability date from so early a
period, as those of the Val dl Noto, which occurred, ft»

part, at least, under water, and are covered with neplo-
nian deposits of the tertiary period.

Hand of Sciacca.

The neighbourhood of Sicily has likewise presented
tia with an example of one of those events. Unit occur,

comparatively speaking, so rarely during the limits of
human experience, namely, the breaking out of a volcano
apparently on a new site.

On the l8thofJuly, 3981, a British vessel perceived

in the Mediterranean, betwixt the town of Sciaeca in

Sicily and the Island of Pantellaria, a high irregular

column of white smoke or steam, which, upon coming
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Geokaff. near, proved to be caused by a small hillock of a dark
Ch. III. colour, elevated a few feel above the sea, which appeared

to be constantly discharging stones and dust together

with vast volumes of steum.

The volcano went on increasing in bulk, till it had

attained by the middle of August a circumference of

8240 feet, and a height of 107. It hud a crater of 780

feet in circumference, and it consisted entirely of dark

vesicular lava, with a few fragments of calcareous and

other rocks, not of a volcanic nature, interspersed.

During the storms of the succeeding Winter, the loose

materials of that portion of the Island, which had been

elevated above the water, were gradually washed away,

ami no other monument of it now remains, except a dan-

gerous shoal, with a circular patch of rock in its centre,

about forty-two yards in diameter, on which there are

for the most part two fathoms of water, but in one spot

only nine feet.

It appears from the examinations of Holliman, that the

volcano in question lies in a line, which lias been sub-

jected to volcanic action from remote antiquity, ranging

from the extinct volcanic Island of Pantellaria, by the

sulphureous springs of Sciaccu, to Mount Etna.

It is likewise important to remark, that, according to

the observations of Captain Smyth, this volcano must

have been elevated in very deep water, and that even

now, in its immediate vicinity, the soundings indicate

successively, ten. twenty, thirty, and forty fathoms.

Till within twenty yards, says Captain Swinburne. I

got no bottom, and then eighteen fathoms water, whilst

from another account it appears, that at a little distance

the soundings were 100 fathoms. Lieutenant Lamert,

of the French brig Armide, describes a bank extending

to the North-East for a mile, which, he says, did nut

exist before the rising of the volcanic hill, and lienee he

infers, that, previously to the accumulation of the scorie

by which its existence was manifested, the volcanic force

hud heaved up a portion of the bed of the Mediterranean.

How far such a supposition is consistent with analogy,

will be considered hereafter.

Grecian Archipelago.

If from Italy we turn to the Grecian Archipelago, the

phenomena just described will be found to have been

repeated, more than once, within the limits or uutheutic

History, near the volcanic Island ofSantorino.

San tori no itself (see plate vi. fig. 6) is of a semilunar

form, and the horns of its crescent are nearly united,

through the medium of two smaller volcanic Islands,

called Theresia and Asproucsi, so that they together

nearly encircle an area of above six miles in diameter,

throughout a great part of which the sea is unfathom-
able The beds on all these Islands dip at a slight angle

towards the exterior of the group, just us would happen,

if these Islands had constituted the walls of one vast

crater, formed by the heaving up of the beds from the

bottom of the sea, as Von Buch and Humboldt imagine
to have been really the case.

Whether this be the true explanation, or not, of the

position of the beds in the three principal Islands, will

be considered alterwards ; but a similar operation to the
one supposed, although on a scale of inferior magnitude,
appears to have taken place in more modern times, in

the midst of the bay enclosed between the above-men-
tioned rocks.

Tli us, 197 years before Christ, the island of Ilicra,

now called Palma kammeni, (plate vi. fig. e f) ^ stated

to have been thrown up from the bottom of the sea,

and in the reign of Claudius, a. D. 46, another made its

appearance, which in the year 726 was joined on to
Iliera, In 1573. that called Little Kammeni was pro-
duced; and lastly, in 1707, New Kammeni was raised
in the midst of the basin. The latter is distinctly said bv
the Jesuit Gorrc to have been heaved up from the bot-
tom, as indeed the other Islands are reported to have
been, und he alleges in proof of it, that u large quantity
of fresh oysters were found adhering to the rock so
thrown up.

San torino, with its contiguous Islands, is chiefly com-
posed ol trachuic conglomerates, and tutFs covered with
pumice, though in one part cloy slate, and in another,
according to Tournefort. granular limestone, appear.
From San tori no, a line of volcanic operations extends

itself through Milo and Argentiere to the Eastern coast
of the Peloponnesus, (see plate vi. tig. 5,) where before
Modon (Methane in Argalis) are several rocks, culled the
Islands of Pelops, of a volcanic nature, and where also
a promontory exists of a conical form, which appears at
an curly period of Greek History to have been' heaved
up. Ovid alludes to it in hU Mclamorphotet, and Strabo
confirms, what otherwise might have been regarded as
the fiction of a Poet, staling, that even in his time main-
testations of volcanic agency still were observed.

Iceland.

To complete our account of those decided evidences
of volcanic action, which arc lo he met with in Europe,
we must refer to the Island of Iceland, where, from the
earliest authentic records till the present day, volcanic
operations have continued, an an extraordinary scale, and
with intervals rarely exceeding twenty or thirty years
between each. The volcanos in that Country are placed

in general linearly, and the following ones arc enume-
rated.

Hecla, the last eruption of which was in 1766.
Kattlogina, which, after an interval of sixty-four years,

had a violent eruption in 1823.

Eyafinlla Jokul, which, after intermitting for a cen-
tury, hod an eruption in 1821.

Grimvutn, a lake which became the site of an eruption
in 1716.

Skaptna Jokul and Sknptaa Syssel, two contiguous
volcanos, experienced violent eruptions in 1783, which
ravaged n vast extent of the country adjoining them.
The Inva made for itself a passage into the plain at

the base of the mountain, by three streams about eight

miles apart one from the other. These currents of lava,

reuniting, covered a space of more than 1200 square

miles. The ejections of ashes which terminated this

eruption continued an cutire year, during which the

whole atmosphere was constantly darkened by thick

clouds of cinders.

Other volcanic phenomena arc frequent in Iceland.

In 1783, a year memorable in its annals for the violence

of the eruptions that took place in il, a new Island was
thrown up, consisting or high cliffs, a mile in circum-

ference, which, however, the follow ing day, sunk again,

leaving nothing but a reef of rock?, from five to thirty

fathoms under woter, to indicate its former site.

Geynen.

Although we have abstained in general from noticing

the hot spriugs that occur in volcanic districts, not only
as leading us too far, but likewise as tending to intro-

duce amongst the fundamental facts upon which we
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build a set of phenomena, the origin of which some
may regard as problematical, yet are we induced by the

obvious nature of tiie connection that subsists between

the Geysers or hot springs of Iceland and its volcanos,

ns well us by the general interest which attaches to tire

former, to notice them amongst the effects of the same
agency there exerted.

The Geysers ore intermittent hot springs, which throw
out at intervals a column of water, succeeded by copious

Volumes of steam.

The intermittent character of the phenomena may be
seen explained on very simple principles by Sir George
Mackenzie in his Trawl* (ft Iceland

;

and there is no
doubt, but that the existence of subterranean rnvlties,

serving as recipients for water in a heated bed of rock,

and communicating with the surface by narrow orifices,

would cause a generation of vapour, which occupying
the upper portions of such caverns, would at intervals

acquire elasticity enough to expel the water, and thus

provide for itself the means of escape.

The water is strongly impregnated with silex, an in*

gradient almost universally present in hot springs, but in

none so abundantly as in these
; nor in it improbable, that

the high-pressure steam which we know to be generated

in this instance, may materially assist' in reducing the

silica to a state of solution, for it has been found, that

even glass becomes quickly corroded by steam of this de-

scription, although it resists it when of ordinary elasticity.

The only other active volcano in the North of

Europe is that in the Island of Jan Mayen, off the coast

of Greenland. This, when visited by the Rev. Mr.
Scoresby in the year 1817, exhibited all the marks of a

recent eruption, and was found to consist of cellular

lava, of tuff, and of scoria.

On the summit was a crater, no less than 500 feet in

depth, and about 2000 in diameter.

Extinct Volcano! of Europe.

Having now enumerated the several sites of volcanic

operations in Kurope, which still continue iu some part

or other to exhibit marks of activity, we must next take

a rapid survey of those in which the same forces have

at some former period incontestably been at work, but

where they wem, so far aa human experience goes, to

have expended themselves.

In this review we shall omit all, excepting those ex-

tinct volcanos which have operated apparently under
similar circumstances to those of the present day, pasa-

ing over altogether the consideration of such rocks,

as, though inferred to be volcanic, differ nevertheless

from the products of existing ones, in a manner which
seems only explicable, by supposing an alteration ill the

circumstances under which Lhey were ejected.

Portugal.

In this review.it may be convenient to begin with the

most Southern portion of Europe, namely, the Spunish

Peninsula, tracing up the indications of the same kind

that occur until we reach Germany, above which, it may
be observed, no phenomena of the kind are observable ;

for although in various parts of Great Britain and Ire-

land, in the Hebrides, the Faroe Islands, and even in

the Scandinavian Peninsula, trap rocks of various kinds

•re extensively developed, yet these, for reasons already

assigned, do not com* under our present consideration,

being nowhere distinctly proved to b« produced, as the
others have been, in the open air.

OL. TI.

On the Eastern side of the peninsula, we meet with Geoiag
volcanic appearances, in the Province of Algarve, near Ch. 11;

Cape St.Vincent ; and, on the road from Clntra to Mntfrii, v—
near Lisbon, occur alternations of semivitreous hnsati

with tertiary limestone. The occurrence here of the
former is worth noticing, from the formidable earthquakes
with which Lisbon has more than once been visited.

Dolomieu notices also in the Province of Biera. certain

volcanic appearances throughout the chain of mountains
called Sierra de I'Estrella, but we are not aware, that

they have been examined by any more recent observer.

Spain.

On the Eastern side of the Peninsula occur indica-

tions of volcanic action at Cap? de Guieta, near Almcira,
and furtlter North, as it is said, in the mountains above
Alicant, where earthquakes are frequent and severe; but
the most decided and the best established indications of
the kind occur in Catalonia, near the town of Olot.
No sooner have we descended the Northern declivity of
the Pyrenees towards the Eastern extremity of that
chain, than we meet with a volcanic district of about
fifteen geographical miles from North to South, and
about six from West to East, the vents of the eruption
ranging linearly in the former direction, whilst the cur-
rents of lava have descended in the latter.

There are about fourteen distinct cones with craters,

most of them as entire, as those in the neighbourhood of
Naples, or on the flank* of Etna. They have broken
through sandstone, shale, and limestone, belonging to the
secondary period, but appear to be posterior to the most
modern tertiary' strata that exist in the neighbourhood,
being covered only by the detritus of their own and the
contiguous rocks. In the XVth Century the whole of the

town of Olot, with tlic exception of a single house, was
thrown down by an earthquake, accompanied, as it ib

said, by an eruption; but this latter circumstance is re-

garded by Professor Lyell us apocryphal ; and there ap-

pears to be uo certain record, as to any of the volcanos

of this district having been in an active slate during the

historical period.

France.

Traces of volcanic action are found immediately North-
East of the Pyrenees, in a ladle hill, composed of scoria?,

and possessing a regular crater, which borders on the
sea near the town of Agdc, between Beziers and Mont-
pellier. Thence, a line of volcanic rocks, of various

degrees of antiquity, extends into the CVvenues, and
connects itself with a more extensive igneous formation
in the Vivarais. (l>ep. d’Ardeche.) The latter extends
itself into (he contiguous Department of the Haute Lrire,

where round the town of Pay it is m«*t fully developed ;

and the same appearances ure renewed in the Cantab
near St. Flour, whence they occupy a wide extent of
country, until, after forming the elevated range of Mont
Dor and the mountains about Clermont, they terminate

Northwards near the town of lliom.

To give any thing like a particular account of the

rocks comprising those extensive districts, would occupy
too much space, but it may lie well to state briefly the

general characters, that distinguish in all of them the
volcanic formations into two great classes.

There is then, in Auvergne, in the Vivarais, and even
in the viciniiy of Puy en Velay, an extensive group of
volcanic hill*, possessing craters, and having streams of

lava proceeding ft . them, which in no respect Uiff,-r,

a D
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Q«ok>tcy. Geologically speaking, from the products of igneous

Ch. 111. action which we witness ctaily forming before our eyes.
* Though no records rrmninof the period in which these lav*

streams were ejected, still it is evident, from their shaping

their course in conformity to the valleys of the district,

that no great changes in the external configuration of

the country can have taken place, since the period of their

ejection ; so that this one circumstance constitutes a broad

line of distinction between these and other rocks in the

same district, which have themselves been acted upon

by the causes, that have excavated valleys in the con-

tiguous formations.

It may. indeed, be true, that some of these volcanic

rocks are themselves excavated to a considerable extent

by tbs rivers which flow over their surface, as is re-

markahty exemplified in the Vivarais, where certain

lava streams, which manifestly flowed, since the great

features of the country had become as they are found at

present, have nevertheless been themselves scooped

out, to the depth of 70 or even 100 feet, by the action of

llur streams that flow at their foot.

Practically speaking, however, no one can confound

the ravines, which have been channelled in lava streams

•f more modern date, with the valleys, by which the

rivers which excavated these ravines have their course

determined ; so that the distinction adverted to may be

admitted on the score of convenience, even by those

who object to the principle on which it is founded.

Whether, indeed, the valleys in question have been pro-

duced bv tiie continued operation of the same streams,

to which we reler the ravines, is a question more fitted

Car another part of this Treatise ; but, as the majority of

English Geologists, in speaking of valleys of this de-

scription. and of the detritus resulting from their exca-

vation, Still retain terms, which appear to recognise the

principle of their having been produced in a different

manner, designating them, as diluvial valleys, diluvial

deposits, Ac., so we shall adopt a similar nomenclature
with reference to the volcanic products of Auvergne,
•peaking of those which arc posterior to the valleys

of the district, as postdiluvial, and those which are
themselves hollowed out by valleys of the same character

with the contiguous rocks, as antcdiiuvml formations.

The |M«tdiluvia] volcanic products, then, are dis-

tinguished by tbe same characters, which belong to the

modem lava* of Etna or Vesuvius, and may be traced

to craters often preserving nearly unimpaired their ori-

ginal integrity. Iu Auvergne alone little less than
seventy of them have been enumerated, which possess,

in general, a great uniformity of character, and evidently

all belong to an epoch, at which the adjoining country
had already become dry land. In the neighbourhood
of Clermont, however, are five conical hills, (see pi. iv.

fig. 5,) in the midst of a group of these volcanos, pos-
sessing a striking difference in their aspect and consti-

tution. They are conqxwed of an earthy and pulveru-

lent variety of trachyte, called domite, are altogether
destitute of craters, but in general lie detached, in the
midst of a sort of amphitheatre of volcanic hills, consist-

ing of scoriform pyroxenic lavas.

The loftiest of these mountains, tbe Puy de Dome,
gives its name to the Department in which it is situated ;

the others, the Puy de Sarcouy, the Grand and Petit

Cliersou, and tire Puy de Chopine, lie contiguous, but
are so detached oue from tbe cmher, that it woukl seem
impossible to imagine them parts of a formation that

once spread over the intervening country, even if there

were not other difficulties iu the way of such a supposi-

tion. It was the appearances of these rocks, that origi-

nally suggested to Von Buch, in an enriy stage of his

career, the theory, which he has since applied toother
volcanic formations in different parts of the World, with

regard to the heaving up of conical masses of rock, pre-

viously softened, by the force of the elastic vapours
generated by volcanic operation*. The phenomena pre-

sented by one of these hills, the Ptiy Chopine, strongly

confirm this view ; as we see there an intermixture of

trachyte, with granite, and other primitive rocks in

various states of alteration, according, as it should seem,

to the different degrees, in which they have been severally

affected by tbe igneous action, to which Iheir elevation

is attributable. 'Hie Puy itself is situated in a sort of

crater, the walls of which are composed of scoriform lavas

of the ordinary description. The five domitic hills just

alluded to, may, perhaps, belong to the portdrtuvial

class of volcanos, but at a short distance from them oc-

curs an elevated and extensive table land, called the Mont
Dor, the great mass of which consists of trachyte, of a

more compact and crystalline description, and clearly of

an older date. Vast masses of tuff, similar to the puz-

zulana near Naples, accompany it, and the whole is

rapped, either with basalt, ns is the rase at Mont Dor,
or by porphyry state, as in the neighbouring Department
of Cantal, where thb same formation extends iUelf.

The whole rests upon the freshwater limestone belong-

ing to the tertiary period, which, however, in a few

places, alternates with it, and it is intersected by valleys

as wide and as profound, as those which traverse any
of the older rocks in the contiguous country These,

therefore, we shall venture to denominate anted iliivial,

in order to mark the difference, both in character and in

age, that exists between them aiul the rocks before men-
tioned. These last, indeed, appear from various circum-

stances to have been formed under water, and can, in

no instance, be traced to any crater or focus of eruption;

whether it was, that the changes that nave subsequently

taken place in the country obliterated (lie traces of

them, or, what is more probable, that they were origi-

nally ejected through the medium of dykes, and under

a pressure which enufiued the focus of eruption within

the narrowest limits.

Be thut as it may, it is certain, Ilia: the appearances

presented by the volcunic rocks of Mont Dor and Cantal,

are of a totally distinct character from those of Vesuvius

or Etna. Instead of narrow bands of lava covered with

beds of tuff or loose scoria?, these mountains present con-

tinuous beds of trachyte, basalt, and conglomerate, man-
tling round the axis of the chain, and interrupted only

by the valleys which intersect them. Mow these rocks

could have been brought into tbeir present inclined

position, will be a mutter for subsequent inquiry ; at

present, wc arc only concerned with the circumstances,

in which the structure of these mountains differs from

that of the volcanos row forming under our eyes.

The structure of the volcanic district in the Velay

and Vivarais » of au analogous kind, consisting of im-

mensely thick deposits of volcanic tuff generally resting

on a fresh-water tertiary limestone, and of rocks of tra-

chyte and porphyry slate, which appear to be of subse-

quent date, and to have farced themselves through the

tuff which they overhang.

The depth of tbe valley*, excavated in this great

tufaceus deposit near the Puy, serves to ev ince, either the

long continuance, or the energetic action of the causes
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which hove since afleded U, and the irregularly abrupt

and almost pyramidal form, which belongs to Home uf

the detached hillocks, which lie scattered over the valley,

as that on which the cathedral and part of the town of

Puv is built, and as the contiguous rock of St Michael,

evinces the irregular manner in which this material

decomposes, and the firmness with which its parts in

certain positions cohere. The last-mentioned districts

also, like those of Auvergne, display many indications

of volcanos possessing a m re recent date, such as craters

still remaining in all their original integrity, beds of

scorite which have been ejected, as at present, in t tie open

air, and lava streams, which have descended into the

valleys in conformity with the present configuration of

the country. Some of these lava streams, however, are

themselves deeply channelled by the rivulets that flow

across them, ami being composed of compact and co-

lumnar trap, the aides of the ravine are flanked by ba-

nal tic colonnades.

Germany.

In proceeding to Germany, we may remark, that a

chain of primary rocks, with many secondary formations

superposed, stretches with certain interruptions through
the heart of the country from Raal to West, of which
the several portions are respectively distinguished by the

f

names of the Thtiringerwuld, the Fichtelgebirge, the

Erzgebirge, the Riesengehirge, Ac. In connection

with this great back bone, as we may term it, of Ger-
many. and tm either side of it, occur groups of vol-

canic cones, or other indications of an igneous character,

whilst to the North of the above line they are entirely

wanting.

Eyfel Volcano*.

Beginning with the Rhenish Provinces, we observe

immediately at the foot of the Ardennes, in a district

called the Kyfel, a cluster of little volcanic coties, com-
posed, (or the most part, of loose scoriae, ami frequently

having very perfect craters, which sometime* serve as re-

servoirs for the waters of the country, and thus ore con-

verted into lakes; at other times are dry, and exist in all

their original integrity. Accordingly, notwithstanding

the silence of history concerning their eruptions, we can
scarcely dispossess ourselves of the idea that they were
the work of a recent period, and are persuaded, that they

at least belong to as late a Geological epoch aa that

which we huve assigned to aome of the volcanos of
Sicily and Naples.

They are remarkable for the general absence of any
lava-currents proceeding from them, being for the
roost part mere aggregate* of acorie, or a aort of vol-

canic tuff, made up of pulverulent material* ranged
round a central aperture. They in some case* consist

merely of the ordinary rocks, upheaved, but in other

respects but little altered in appearance. The above,
however, appear to he the only vestiges of volcanic

action in Germany, that adroit of being clearly referred

to the same modern epoch, the other rocks, which bear
marks of a similar origin, being destitute of craters, and
more compact in their structure.

,
Siebrngebirgr.

On the Eastern bank of the Rhine, opposite to Bonn,
Tines abruptly from the borders of the river the chain of
mountains, called the Siebengebtrge, from the seven
principal peaks that strike the eye from a distance.

They are composed, portly of basalt, and partly of Geology,
trachyte, which appear to have been protruded through Ch. 1IL
the schists, that constitute the fundamental narks of the

district. The superposition of the volcanic products to

the brown coal ho extensively met with in this Province,

is, however, decisive with regard to the tertiary origin of
this deposit. The Siebengt-btrge are, in fact, a pro-

longation of the extensive basaltic formation of the Wes-
terwald, which again is connected with another consi-

der* t.le volcanic district North East of Frankfort, culled

the Vogelsgebirge.

From the latter, the isolated basaltic cones., ofFrunkfort
and llanuu on the one aide, and of Cassel and Ei*enach
on the other, seem to be ramification*. In many of
these basaltic rocks, the couipactues* of structure is

quite equal lo that of the trap in older formation*, but
in other cases, they ate associated with vesicular lava*,

which occur less frequently at least, if they are not en-
tirely absent, in the latter. The contact between the
vulcanic material, and the contiguous stratum, hus often

been productive of very striking change* in the structure

of the rock, rendering, in particular, the sainUtotie hard
and prismatic, just in the same manner as is done in

some parts of this country by urtificiul heat.

Higher up the Rhine, occur several groups of rocks

possessing a similar origin to the above. In the Oden-
wald, near Ueidelburg, rise some eminences trom the

midst of the new red suudsioae, in which basalt i* found
associated with augitc rock; and near Freyburg, in the
Brisgau, is the series of hills, of which that called the
Kaiserstuhl is the moat prominent, destitute of cra-

ters, but containing, intermixed or associated with com-
pacter rocks, vesicular products much resembling recent
lavas. Lastly, a few mile* to the North of the Lake
of Constance, is the commencement of another chain
of basaltic and porphyntic cone*, connected with which,
are certain overlying masses of basalt in Winemberg,
along the chain of the llauhe Alp South of Tubingen.
These latter, however, have more of the characters

which murk the older trap rocks.

In the Rhungebirge, a group of mountains East of
Fulda, a continuation of (tie same volcanic formation
hus been noticed, though recent observers have pro-

nounced it to lie destitute of craters; uud at the Ficlrt

telgebirge, on the North-Eastern limit of Bohemia, occurs

a series of basaltic cones extending from Egra lo Park-
stein.

The same rocks may be traced to Tocplitz in Bohe-
mia, and to the Rieseugebirge in Silesia, whilst on the

lowersideof this chaiu of mountains, which is there called

the Erzgebirge, occur several platforms, coues, and dome*
of basalt, overlying the other rock a of the country, and
therefore posterior lo them all. It was these, which im-
pressed Werner with the idea of the aqueous origin of
trap, from the marked contraa he observed between the

characters and position belonging to these rocks, and to

the volcanic products of the present day.

Lastly, on the Western bonier of Moravia, near the

frontier of Hungary, is a small basaltic deposit near

Buuow.
The above statement, it is feared, affords but an imper-

fect enumeration of the several sites, in which volcanic

action has at former periods of the Eurth's history mani-
fested itself throughout Germany, whilst it is probable,

that many of the trap rocks alluded to belong to the class,

which has been in general omitted, namely, that of sub-

marine lavas; nevertheless it may have ita use, in point-
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Gcologv- ing ou( an important fact in the natural history of volca-
C,l

‘

_ ,
no*- namely, the linear direction which they assume, and
their connection with the leading chains of inountaina

in the country* corresponding also with the direction, in

which the shocks of earthquakes are most commonly
propagated, and in which hot springs occur.

Hungary.
Connected with some of tlie more Eastern of these

groups, is a very extensive volcanic formation in the
North of Hungary, consisting of five principal groups,

the first of which, in the district of Schernnitz and Krem-
nitz. occupies an elliptical space of about twenty leagues

by fifteen.

The second, a smaller croup South of the preceding,

forming the mountains of Dregeley, near Gran, on the

Danube.
• The third, a mountain group known by the name of

Matra, situated in the heart of Hungary, East of the

former.

The fuurth, a chain which commences at Tokai, and
extends North to the heights of Eperics, in length
twenty-eight or thirty leagues, and in breadth about five

or six.

The fifth is that of Vihorlet, East of the foregoing

group, which is connected with the trachytic inouutuius

of Marmnrosvh on the borders of Transylvania.

The latter form a wide range extending from Vasar-
hely near the Western declivity of the Carpathians along
the line of the river Marosch, nearly to Cronstadt on
the frontiers of Walachia-

Now it is remarkable, that throughout the whole of
this tract, studded as it is with indications of volcanic

agency, no evidences of a continuance of the same has
been discovered, unless the Solfutara of Rudoshegy in

Transylvania be regarded in that light Neither do
any craters exist, except at the Southern extremity of
this latter chain, and perhaps near the Lake of Balaton
in Hungary.

In other situations, the prevailing rock is trachyte,

which occurs in a state of grealer devclopement, and con-
sequently under a greater variety of aspects, than any
where else in Europe. This is associated with pumice
and other cellular products, which indicate that it was
not formed under deep water; an inference confirmed by
observing, in the pu microns conglomerates derived from

the trachyte itself, shells of the same age as those met
with in the basin of Paris. (Beudant.) It would seem
then, that the volcanic eruption* of Hungary took place

at a period, when the low country was overspread with

extensive fresh-water lakes, of which that of Balaton, near

which locality they appear to have continued longer tlmn

elsewhere, is the only considerable remnant.

In Styria also, a little to the South east of Grntz,

occurs a Win of volcanic hills, grouped round a cen-

tral tracerI ic eminence, the (Jleichenburg. (See pi. v.

tig. 10. Tor nn ideal section of the arrangement of the
strata round the central trachyte in that Country.) And
it is probable that others exist in many parts of Turkey.

It is certain that on either side of the Sea of Mar-
mora, from the Dardanelles upwards to Constantinople,
occur volcanic rocks, whose porous and vitrified aspect
announces a modern origin, but they appear to be des-
titute of craters.

On the Volcano* of Asia.

Atia Minor.

With the line of extinct volcanos on the shores of the

Bosphorus is probably connected that which has been
described by Mr. Webb as existing in the Troad, and
which is developed still more extensively in the neigh-
bourhood of Smyrna. The latter district was called,
according to Strabo, the Calacecaumene, from its burnt
and arid appearance, nor does this ancient Geographer
hesitate, to refer the characters it bears, to the action
of fire proceeding from the earth, (airo 7970*1* s*po«.)
He also speaks of a Plutonium or cave exhaling car-
bonic acid, which still appears to exist in this neighbour-
hood, n proof of tlie long continuance of processes
resulting from this deep seated cause.

Dead Sea.

In Syria, and especially in the neighbourhood of the
Dead Sea, occur indications of volcanic action, belonging
apparently to a still more recent dute

; at least, if we are
justified in supposing the awful event, relative to the de-
struction of the cities of the Peutapolis, recorded in the
Book of Genesis, of which the Dead Sea is stated as the
result, to have been brought about by the immediate
operation of volcanic forces.

The exact mode, in which it came to pass, that tlie

River Jordan, which appears at one time to have flowed
into the Red Sea, (see pi. vt fig. 1 .) created that ex*
pause of waters which now occupies the valley of the
Peutapolis, and in which the stream at present loses
itsclC must of course conlinue a matter of surmise, until
some adventurous traveller shall have examined the
country South of the Dead Sea with Geological eyes.
It may, however, be suggested, that if one of those vol-
canos which, we are told, exist South of tlie Dead Sea,
had given rise to a current of lava of considerable thick-
ness, which took possession of the bed of the river,

the waters of so considerable n stream, confined within
the compass of the valley, would have spread them-
selves over it, until they had converted what was before
a fertile plain into a wide waste of waters.

Such a supposition is at least agreeable to analogy,
for Auvergne alone supplies us with more than one in-

stance of a lake being produced, owing to the ponding up
of the waters of a river by a stream of lava; nor ought
it to be objected to as inconsistent with the authority of
Scripture, which in this, as in other instances, only
informs us, with regard to tlie reality of the event, and
the moral end it was intended to answer, without seeking
to enlighten us relative to the phjsical means by which
it was brought about.

Dr. Clarke and other travellers notice similar volca-

nic np|>carniiccs in Palestine; and some of the sacred
Prophets, from certain allusions that occur in their

writings, appear to have been eye-witnesses of. or at
least familiarly acquainted with, volcanic phenomena.

Red Sea.

The existence of extinct volcanos at Sherm in llte

Peninsula of Mount Sinai, may enable us to connect the

phenomena exhibited in Palestine with the active vol-

cano of the Island of Ziltbel Tcir in the Red Sea. and
with other appearances oldhe same kind that have been
noticed in Arabia.

Central A»ia.

There is reason also to believe, that volcanic operations

may be traced along a line, where we should be least

disposed to anticipate their occurrence; namely, across

the centre of the great Asiatic Continent. To the West

Oml
Ch. St
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Qtwlony. an^ South of the Caspfan lies the chain of the Cauca-

Ch. iff' sus, which presents in many parts indications of the

kind. Mount Ararat itself is stated to be an extinct

volcano, and some mountains further North, near the

River Kuban, are stated to be composed of material*

similar to those of the trachytic hills near Bonn. De-

mavend, the highest peak in the chain of Elburs, itself

a branch of the Caucasus, is an extinct, if it be not now

an active, volcano, for it is reputed sometimes to emit

smoke, and Morier mentions traces of the action of fire

South of this point, between Teheran and Ispahan.

Ifwe cast our eye on the mass of Central Asia, we may
observe a series of lakes or seas, of which the Caspian is

the most Eastern, extending far into the Chinese terri-

tory. These lakes arc indication* of a great depression

of the Earth's surface, which Humboldt conjectures to

extend Northward to the Frozen Sea, at the mouth of

the River Ob, on the Eastern side of the Oural moun-
tains, and which stretches Eastwards between the two

nearly parallel ranges, the Altai and the Tcen-shnn or

Celestial mountains. This depression is not merely a

relative, but an absolute one, for Engelhardt and Parrot

have ascertained by barometrical measurement (and the

same has been confirmed in a very remarkable manner, *

by the observations made on the boiling point of water

by u recent English traveller Captain Monteitlt) that the

Caspian, which occupies its present level, is below the

surface of the Ocean ; and the existence of salt in the soil

as well as in the lakes, together with the presence of sea-

shells identical with existing species, indicate, that at no

very remote era, Geologically speaking, a large portion at

least of this tract was occupied by water, of which tho

Caspian, the Lakes of Aral, Baikal, &c. are the residue.

Now it is in this depressed portion of the great Asia-

tic Continent, that the volcanos, which are reputed to

exist in Central Tartary, have broken out.

The extinct volcano of Aral Toobc, which is an Isdaud

in the Lake of Alakul, and the Solfataru, as Remu.sat

calls it, or the active volcano, as Humboldt is inclined to

consider it, of Peechan or the White Mountain, both lie on
the Northern declivity of the Celestial Mountains, the

latter not very distant from the Lake of Fssikoul, which
appears to be about double the size of that of Geneva.
It had an eruption in the Vllth Century. In its neigh-

bourhood is a mountain colted Ourumski, five league*

in circumference, which produces immense quantities

of sal-ammoniac, and which probably is the crater of a
Solfutara, or half-extinguished volcano. Near the I.ake

of Darlai also is a small mountain full of fissures rising

out of a plain adjoining the banks of the River Kobok, in

which the same salt sublime*.

Eastward of Pechan, the whole Northern slope of the

Celestial Mountains presents volcanic phenomena, for

lava and pumice abound, and various exhalations are

here and there emitted.

Southward of the same chain also occurs the volcano
ofTourfan. in latitude 43° 34', culled Ho-Tcheou, town of

fire; though it seems doubtful, whether this be in an ac

live condition at present. It is said to be in the midst
of several considerable, though, according to Humboldt,
shallow lakes, and produces large quantities of sal-am-
moniac. Thus Humboldt concludes, that we are ac-

quainted with a volcanic territory in the interior of Asia,
the surface of which is upwards of 2500 square leagues*
and which is distant 300 or 400 leagues from the sea ;

a remarkable exception certainly to the general fact of
the propinquity of volcanos to the Ocean, though one

not more extraordinary, perhaps, than the position of Goologr
>

Jorullo in the centre of Mexico, seeing that all these Ch. *H.

volcanos, in consequence of their mutual connection,

may be supposed to communicate with the lakes, that

occur in the longitudinal valley in which they are situ-

ated, just as the Mexican volcano, by its connection with

the other vents which stretch across the American Con*
tinent, appears to be with either Ocean.

Kamltchatka.

The exact condition, however, in which the volcanos

of Central Tartary now continue, must, after ail, be open
to some uncertainty, seeing they have never yet been
examined by any European traveller; and the only ones,

whose existence on the Continent of Asia cun be looked

upon as ascertained, are those in the Peninsula of

Kamtschatka, where three iu a very uclivc condition are

enumerated •

Thence we may, to all appearance, trace a chain of
volcanic operations along the Aleutian Islands to the

Peninsula of Aluschka, in North America, where indi-

cations of the kind are said to occur.

Among the Aleutian group, Langdorfhas described &
rock near the Island of Unuhischka, 3000 feet in height,

consisting of trachyte, which made its appearance at once

from the bottom of the sea in the year 1795, an occur-

rence, which may serve to render more credible the

tradition* which have reached us, as to the rise of new
Islands elsewhere in the sea.

The volcanos of Kamtschatka are connected again

with a very extensive range of similarly formed moun-
tains in Japan, through the medium of those of live

Iv u rule Islands, in which no less than nine active vents

are enumerated.

Indian Archipelago.

Other links in the same extended chain of igneous

operations may be observed in the Islunds of Loo-Choo,
probably in that of Formosa, and in others connecting

Japan with the Philippine group. (See pi. vi. fig. 4.)

Lupin, the largest of these, contains three active vol-

canos. one of which, that ofTsai, South of Manilla, had
an eruption in 1754. The Islands of Fugo and Magin
danao likewise contain each a burning mountain. The
line is thence prolonged through Sanguir and the North-

east extremity of Celebes, by Tcmate and Fidore to the

Moluccas. In Samhawa, belonging to this latter group,

•one of the most formidable eruptions ever known has

been recorded by Sir Stamford Raffles, the effects of

which were felt over a space of 300 miles, extending

itself through the whole ofthe Molucca Islands, Java, &c.

From Snmbawa a great transverse line of volcanic

operations may be traced from East to West. On theWest it

passes through Java, then bending Northwards is pro-

longed through Sumatra, nnd terminates in Barren Island,

in the Bay of Bengal, about the 12lh degree of North

latitude. (See pi. iv. fig. 4.) To the East of Samhawa
the volcanic range extends itself to Banda and New
Guinea, and then expands over the greater part of the

Pacific Ocean, which appears to couslitute but one great

theatre of volcanic operations.

Pacific Ocean .

The Islands dispersed over thi* vast expanse may in-

deed be referred to two classes ; those of low elevation,

which appear to consist entirely of coral reefs, and those

of more considerable height, chiefly consisting of volca-

nic peaks. But even the former appear to be in the
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great majority of instances based upon submarine vol- Western side of Africa, beginning with St. Helena, Geology,

canos; for it seem* to be ascertained, that madrepores will which appears to be made up of coralline limestone and Ch- !"•

not commence their building operations at a depth volcanic matter, the disposition of the latter being to-

greater than about twenty feet below the surface of water; wards the centre of the Island, where a crater-shaped

and where the subjacent stratum has been explored, a cavity exists.

rock of volcanic nature has in general been detected as

its basis. Among tl»e loftier Islands of the Pacific Ocean

occur some of the most remarkable volcanos of the

Globe, especially that of Kirauea in the Island of

Owhyhee, described by Mr. Ellis, which appears to lie in

a state of incessant activity, and Mouna-roa, nu extinct

one, the height of which is calculated at 16,020 feel.

Other volcanos are stated to occur in different parts

of that extensive tract, as far ns New Caledonia and New
Hebrides. The separate mass of New Zealand, with

which Norfolk Island is connected, may be viewed as

the Northern extremity of the bulwark ; its Eastern can

hardly be fixed at any nrnrer point than the const of

America, since it appears, that an active volcano at pre-

sent exists among the Galapagos only 10 degrees West
of Quito.

On Uu. Voleanot of Africa.

Nor are volcanic phenomena limited to those Islands

only which lie Eastward of the Indian Archipelago;

for we have reason to believe, that a large proportion of

those which may be regarded us dependences upon the

Continent of Africa, arc derived in great measure from

the same cause.

How, indeed, the case may stand with regard to the

largest of them, Madagascar, our imperfect acquaintance

with that extensive tract affords us but few data for de-

termining; though Ebel (Bau der Erdc) states the ex-

istence there of a volcano, and some specimens that

were sent from thence to the Geological Society seem to

corroborate his statement.

We know, however, that the smaller Islands in its

vicinity, namely, the Mauritius and the Isle of Bourbon,

are made up entirely either of volcanic materials, or of

the coralline limestone of modern growth. lu the

centre of both these Islands rises a conical mountain,
constituting the most elevated point of each ; but in the

Mauritius there b no semblance of volcanic action at

present, whereas, in the Isle of Bourbon exists one of

the most active vents in the World ; for since 1785, the

year in which a register of its eruptions was com-
menced, up to 1901, at least two lava streams annually

have been thrown out from the sides of the mountain,

and of these, eight have reached the shores of the sen.

These currents of lava from the lower part of the moun-

tain are followed by ejections from the craters situated

on its mi (limit. n»»d amongst the substances thrown out

is that filamentous variety of pumicr. which so resembles

spun glass n» appearance and flexibility.

These lava« nrr of a Irachytic character, but the

Island itself is principally composed of beds of compact

and aroygdaloidal basalt, alternating with tuffs, the whole
being Intersected by basaltic dykes.

Besides this active volcano, an extinct one of larger

si™, called Les Foumaises, exists in the West of the
Island. On the Continent of Africa itself, we have no
well -ascertained instance of volcanic agency, though the
German traveller Rfippcll reports, that in Kurdofan, 150
leagues from the Bed Seu, and, consequently, far in
the interior, a conical and smoking mountain was stated
to him as existing.

We will proceed, therefore, to the Islands on the

The Island of Ascension, of Tristan d'Acunha, and
that called Gough's Island, are also volcanic, and so

likewise are those of Fernando Po and Prince's Island,

in the Bight of B infra.

The tape Verd Islands are composed chiefly of
tertiary limestones and volcanic products, but no active

volcano exists amongst them, except in the Island of
Fuego, which is reported to be in a state of constant
activity.

Canary Inlands.

Ferro, the next in the scries, is volcanic, and a
burning mountain burst out in it in 1677, which again,

in 1692, caused an eruption of six weeks' duration.

Indeed, the w hole group of the Canaries seems to be
placed within tire sphere of the same submarine volcano ;

for although vcsligcK of other rocks are met with, as of
granite and mica slate in Gomera, and of limestone in

.
Great Canary, Fortavcntura, and Lanzerote, yet none
of these Islands arc exempt from occasional manifesta-

tions of the same igneous action.

Tenerijfc.

In the Island of Teueriffe we see exemplified, almost

every variety of volcanic product that elsewhere exists.

The Peak, a conical mountain which rises to the

height of about 12,000 feet, js itself composed of tra-

chyte, hut it nses out Irom the midst of rucks, consisting

of basalt and the compacter forms of pyruxeiiic lavas.

The crater of the Peak has given rise to ejections of

vitreous lavas, partaking of the character of obsidian,

together with loose masses of this substance and of

pumice.

At present, however, the principal eruptions take

place from the flanks of the mountain, and at a much
lower level, namely, from the parasitic cone of the moun-

tain Chahorra, which bears the same relation to the Peak,

that the Monte Rosso does to Etna; and it is remark-

able, that pumice never has been thrown out by any of

thcae later paroxysms, the products of which arc lava*

or loose masses, possessing u stony usjiect, a black

colour, and a large proportion of pyroxene ; substances,

in short, tearing the same relation to the compact traps

constituting the basis of the mountain, which the tra-

chytes do to the clay porphyries found amongst older rocks.

The remainder of the group, as described by Von
Bach, appears to consist of submarine lavas similar to

Uiode which constitute the base of Tencriffe
;

iu the

Islands of Great Canary, of Palma, and others, the beds

composing them rise in all directions upwards towards

the centre of the Island, where occurs a circular cavity,

called a Caldera, similar in shape to a crater, but desti-

tute of lava currents, more profound aud abrupt, and of

greater circumference.

The Caldera in the Isle of Palma is 5000 feet in

depth, and about two leagues in diameter, and from its

summit, tlic edges of the beds, of which the Island is

composed, arc seen in regular succession, intersected by

a network of basaltic dykes.

Another prominent feature in these Islands, is tho

occurrence of deep and abrupt valleys called Barancos,

which intersect the strata, radiating in all direction*

\
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from the centre to the circainference. Their precipitous

,

escarpments, and the absence of any streams running

through them, plainly denote that they owe their origin,

not to water, but to something connected with the pe-

culiar physical structure of the Island; and Von Buch
observes, that both the position of the rocks themselves

and the barancos with which they are intersected, admit

of a simple explanation, if we suppose a succession of

submarine lava-beds to have been upiieaved by the

action of elastic vapours from the bottom of the sea, the

Caldera, towards which all the strata rise, being the point

that first yielded to the force applied, the Barancos, a

natural consequence of the splitting, which would be

caused by the increase of surface over which the rocks

were spread, when raised up from their original ho-

rizontal position at the bottom of the sea.

As this mode of explanation has, however, been lately

disputed, wc shall defer the consideration of it 1o a later

portion of this Treatise, and shall, therefore, only remark
that the Caldera of Yandama, in the Island of Great
Canary, i* composed principally of trachyte, (see Von
Buch. p. *261.) and therefore could not have been built

up by a number of successive eruptions, as has been the

case with some craters. (See pi. iv. fig. 3.)

The Island of Lancerote is somewhat differently

formed from the rest, presenting a series of not less

than twelve little volcanic cones, three or four hundred
feet in height, composed of harsh, porous, sharp
lapilli, provided each with a crater, lying exactly in a

line, as if they had been thrown up from a large fissure

or rent extending across the Island, which had a com-
munication with the interior.

Lnncerotc has been visited with several formidable
eruptions, especially one which continued at intervals

from 1730 to 1736, so severe as to drive away the inha-

bitants entirely; and another in 1824, in which a new
volcanic mountain was formed by the stones ejected.

Madeira is composed in great measure ol the same
materials as the foregoing Islands, but no vestiges of
any recent volcanic operations are discoverable ; and the
same remark applies to Porto Santo, which consists of
an alternation of the above rocks with tertiary lime-
stones, and sandstones disposed horizontally.

Mount Atlas.

Certain parts of Mount Atlas on the Continent of
Africa, opposite to the Islands just alluded to, are said
likewise to be volcanic.

The mountain called Black Harusch consists, accord-
ing to Humboldt, of basaltic rocks of a grotesque form.
Its Western range, colled the Mountain of Soudan, has
been explored by Ritchie, who describes it as formed
by masses of basalt, which have burst through tertiary
limestone containing fossil fish, as in theVicentfo. It
was the Mons Ater of Pliny, and if any reliance is

placed on the accounts of volcanic appearances reported
to have been seen by Manno whilst circumnavigating
that part of Africa, it is more likely, that he should have
referred to these mountains, than to the volcanos ofTene-
xiffe, which were too distant from I he coast for him to
have touched upon.

Azores.

The last group of Islands in any degree connected
with this portion of the Globe is that of the Azores, and
this also is altogether of a volcanic nature. The Island
of St. Michael, the largest of them, contains several

conical hills of trachyte, some of themwhh craters, and Owlart.
covered by the pumice and obsidian they had ejected. c*-

This trachyte has, however, been protruded through
strata of basalt and tuff*, which constitute the fundamental
rocks.

El Pico, the summit of which is 9000 feet above the
sea, consists of a conical mass of trachyte, from which
smoke is constantly issuing. In 1812, an eruption took
place from the Island of Sl George contiguous, which
was probably connected with this same volcano, considered
the only active one in the whole group.

In 1811 a phenomenon occurred near this group of
Islands, similar to that already described as having taken
place near Sicily, and in the Grecian Archipelago.

After a succession of earthquakes, experienced more
or less sensibly in all the neighbouring parts, a new
Island rose in the midBt of the sea, of a conical form,
aud with a crater on its summit, from which flame and
smoke continually issued. The Island, when visited

soon after its appearance by the crew of the British frigate

Sabrina, was about a mile in circumference, and 200 or
300 feet above the level of the Ocean.

Like the I > Iand of Sciacce, however, it sunk again

into the sea, after continuing to be visible above the
waters for some weeks.

On the Volcanos ofAmerica.

Antilles.

All the smaller Islands constituting the Wcst-Indian
Archipelago, are composed either of coralline limestone

of very recent formation, or of volcanic materials.

Those which consist wholly of the former, are of ex-

tremely low elevation, whilst the volcanic Islands rise

often to a considerable height. The latter group may
be divided rolo those which are entirely volcanic, and
those which contain an intermixture of calcareous rocks.

The first of these classes comprises the following.

1. Grenada, in which there is ail extinct crater tilled

with water.

2. St. Vincent, the site of an active volcano called Le
Souffrier, which had a tremendous eruption in 1812.

3. St. Lucia, which also contains a very active volcano.

4. Dominica, the site of an extinct volcano.

5. Montserrat, of a solfatara.

6. Nevis, of the same.

7. 8t. Christopher’s, of ditto.

6. St. Eustachia, of an extinct volcano.

The second division would comprehend,

1. Martinique, which consists chiefly of fclspalbic lava,

constituting its three peaks, but which has calcareous

rocks resting upon these volcanic materials.

2. Guadeloupe, one portion of which consists of coral-

line limestone, the other of volcanic rocks, containing

fourteen craters, one of which is in an active condition,

and bad an eruption in 1797.

3. Antigua, in which calcareous rocks of recent origin

predominate.

4. St. Barthelemi.

6. St. Martin.

6. St. Thomas, of which we possess no precise infor-

mation.

It may be observed, that all those Islands which ex-

hibit traces of the recent action of fire, are situated in a

line on the Western boundary of the range, from North

latitude 12° to 18°, and West longitude 6i° to 63°.
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Whatever indication* of the kind occur further to the

West, belong to eruptions of an older date.

Thus the volcanic islands of the Antilles seem to be

the links, which connect the chain of primary mountains

in the Curaccas, with that which runs across the Islands

of Porto Rico, St. Domingo, Jamaica, and Cuba, both

which lie nearly at right angles to that of the volcunic

Islands enumerated. Yet the connection between tin*

two is evinced, from the earthquakes, to which the non-

volcanic chains above mentioned are so subject, ceasing,

upon the breaking out of an eruption in ouc of the vol-

canos of the neighbouring Islands.

On the Continent of North America we meet with no

recent volcanos further North than California, where

three are slated as being at present in activity, although

little is actually known concerning them.

Mexico.

In Mexico, traces of volcanic action belonging to every

Age are strikingly manifest. Basaltic rocks and oilier

mollifications of pyroxenie lavas are met with in abun-

dance, but the most elevated parts are composed of

trachyte, which appears to have burst through the pri-

mary rocks, constituting conical or pointed mountains

of enormous height. There would even seem to be a

passage from these into granite, through the medium
of a species of porphyry, which, though it partakes of

the same ingredients as trachyte, is of a compacter

texture, and which seems at the same lime to be taler-

Btralificd with the primitive rocks of the country.

But Mexico also presents a chain of active or half-

extinguished volcauos, ranging in a linear direcliou

across the Continent, and consequently at right angles

to the primary chain above mentioned, which runs

North and South.

In the parallel of the City of Mexico occur no less

than five burning mountains, placed so much in the same

line, that they appear lo be derived from a fissure tra-

versing Mexico from West to East ; and it is interesting

to remark, that if the same parallel line w hich connects

these volcanos he extended in a Western direction, it

would traverse the group in the Pacific called the Isles

of Rivillagigedo, which there is reason to believe arc

also volcanic. See plate vi. fig. 3.

The most Eastern of these, that of Tuxtla, is situated

a few miles to the North-West of V era Cruz. In the

same Province, but further to the West, occur the vol-

cano of Orizaba, the height of which is 17.300 feet, and

the neak of Popocatepetl 300 feet higher, the loftiest

eminence in New Spain ; whilst on the West of the City

of Mexico are the two remaining ones, Colima and Jo-

rullo. The elevation of the former is about 9000 feet.

Th ttt of the latter much less considerable. It in remark-

able. however, as affording us an instance of the break-

ing out of a volcano in a new spot ; for the origin of

thi« mountain dates no further back than the year 1759,

when it was suddenly thrown up, with five smaller coni-

cal masses, from the midst of the plain called the Mal-

pays. which also, over an area of three or four square

miles, was upheaved with an inclination increasing from

the circumference to the centre, the former being only

thirty-nine feet above the old level, the latter no less than

524 feet. (See plate iv. fig. 1 and 2.)

Thousands of small cones from six to one hundred

feet in height, called by the Indians Hornitos, or Ovens,

arc scattered over this upraised plain ; they consist of

clay intermixed with decomposed basalt, and are con-

tinually giving out steam.

Jorullo, at the time Humboldt visited it. was still

emitting smoke, and had thrown out from its North side

an immense quantity of scoriform and basaltic luvaa.

The surface of the Malpays was also still hot, and two
streams of water, which were swallowed up in the hol-

low caused by the upheaved strata, reappeared on the

other side of the plain, as warm springs.

In this brief account of the curious and instructive

phenomena of Jorullo. we have taken lor our guide,

Humboldt, as the only scientific traveller who has

given us su account of it, after an actual inspection of

the spot We are aware, indeed, that doubts have been

thrown upon his explanation by certain English Geolo-
gists, who are reluctant to admit the fact, of upheav-

ing* having taken place among*! volcanic materials
;

but without entering into this question nt present, we
may remark, that those who admit the uplifting of a whole
Island at once from the bed of the Ocean,(mid who, that is

conversant with volcanic phenomena, con question that

such events have occurred ?) need feel no difficulty in ad-

mitting the testimony of the Indians, or the opinion of

Humboldt, with respect to the fact of a mountain like

Jorullo having been uplifted bodily from the interior of

the Earth.

The active volcanos above enumerated ore connected,

one with the other, by several which are extinct ; thus

between Orizaba and Popocatepetl, lies the Coflre de

Perote, and between Popocatepetl and Jorullo. the ex-

tinct volcano of Mexico, otherwise culled Iztaccihuatl,

whilst Colima, as we have seen, lies between Jorullo and

the Islands of Rivillagigedo above noticed as volcanic.

In the new Republics of Guatimala and Nicaragua*

a line of volcanos occurs lying parallel, instead of trans-

versely, to the chain of the Cordilleras. Between North

latitude 10° and 15°, twenty-one active vents are enu-

merated. South of the Isthmus of Darien, in the Re-
public of Columbia, no less than thirteen occur.

One of these, the Peak of Tolima, is in the depart-

ment ofCumlinamarca, and the Province of Bogota, forty

leagues from the coast, and amongst the central Andes.

Seven are in the department of Cnnca, which extends

along the coast of the Pacific ; four of them belong to the

group of Popayan, and three lo that of Pastes, two Pro-

vinces comprehended in that department; whilst further

South, in the Province of Pichiuca, or Quito, belonging

to the department of the Equaior, ore five active volcanos.

The connection between these last, and the volcanos

of the department first mentioned, was evinced in 1797

by the following circumstance.

A dense column of smoke had for some months been

observed to issue from the volcano of Pasto in the latter

Province, which all at once disappeared
;
and it was after-

wards found, that at this exact time the town of Rio-

bomba, sixty-five leagues further South in the Provinoe

of Pichinca, which lay contiguous to the volcano of

Tunguragua, was destroyed by a fearful earthquake.

It is remarkable that the whole of this line of vol-

canos lies Westward of the Andes. To the East of

this chain exist, indeed, three small vents near the

sources of the River Caqueto, Napo, and Morena ; but

these, according to Humboldt, probably result from the

lateral action of those of Popayan and Pusto, whilst

Bucuos Ayres, Brazil. Guayana, and Venezuela are

altogether destitute of these phenomena.
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Geology. South America.

.* h n
|

1. On itte Western side of the Cordilleras, however, the
f
~x~‘

[ine of volcunic operations would seem to extend unin-

terruptedly along the whotc coast to Chili; for although

in the isiterv al of30 degrees that occurs between the latler

Republic and Quito only oue burning mountain exists,

that of Arequipa in Peru, yet it seems probable, from

tile frequent earthquake* that agitate the intermediate

tract, that the same processes are going on beneath,

although no permanent vent exist for the discharge of

clastic vapours.

In Chili, sixteen active volcauos are enumerated, of

which two only exist on the coast, the rest being situated

in the midst of the range of mountains, which runs in

a direction nearly parallel to it, but further inland. Thus

we may trace a line of volcanic operations along the

greater part al least of the Western coast of South Ame-
rica, the loftiest eminences being of trachyte, which en-

circles in zones a large portion of the table land, but

rarely extends into the valley*, forming conical moun-

tains, which often serve as vents for the aeriform or

solid materials elaborated below, but at other times are

unaccompanied with lava streams or scoria*, and appa-

rently have no vestige of any crater.

The latter appears to be the case with Chimborazo,

the highest point of the New World, whilst Cotopaxi,

the next in point of elevation, has given birth to frequent

aud violent eruptions

Section 2.

Other Phenomena referable lo volcanic action.

We have now completed our proposed sketch of the

distribution of those volcanos, which either are in acti-

vity at the present time, or, if dormant, have at least left,

such evident traces ol their former existence, in the rock*

which they have ejected, or the lava currents which they

have poured forth, that we cannot hesitate in regarding

their operations, as being of the same nature, and brought

about under the same external circumstances, as those of

which we sre eye-witnesses.

Wide indeed as may be the interval, in an historical

sense, between certain of these, as, for instance, between

the latest eruption even of the volcanos of Auvergne, and

the curliest recorded one of Vesuvius
;
yet the whole to-

gether constitutes the same Geological epoch, one in

which the general features of the country were nearly as

at present, the climate nut materially different, and the

races of animals those which are now existing.

And although the earlier volcanic rocks, found in these

Countries, were produced at a period to which these re-

marks do not apply, one in which large fresh-water, and

in some instances salt-water, lakes occupied what is now
-dry land, when the climate was warmer, and the animal*

in many cases such as now no longer live in any part of

the Globe
;
yet arc these so connected in character and

position with the more modern products of volcano*

alluded to, that wc need not hesitate, either to refer them

to the same cause, or to comprehend them in our enu-

meration.

The case of the trap rocks is somewhat different ; for

though few at present contend that they are of aqueous
origin, all must admit, that if produced by volcanic ac-

tion, it has been by operations differing in some respect*

from those at present taking place, either in their

own nature, or in the external circumstances which
influenced them

; so that in laying the foundation for a
VOL. VI.

•eries of deductions with respect to the nature and Geology,
effects of subterranean fire, where it may Le best to throw Ch. lit.

aside every thing of an hypothetical character, and to

consider only that which is incontestably volcanic, we
should do wrong in taking into the account these igneous
productions of an earlier Age.

Nevertheless there are certain other phenomena which
must be contemplated, if we w ish to estimate the amount
of volcanic action in all its different phases.

Earthquaket.

The first of these i* earthquakes, which may be proved
on tolerably secure grounds to have, in all cases, a con-

nection more or less intimate with volcanic agency, and
ought therefore to be regarded as one of the modes, in

which these forces manifest their existence over the

Earth's surface at the present day.

In some instances, indeed, curtfiquakcs have occurred

so immediately antecedent upon volcanic eruptions, and
are so manifestly derived from the same centre of action,

that no better proof could be offered to establish an iden-

tity of origin.

In other cases, the evidence, (hough not quite so di-

rect, is perhaps as cogent as need be required, in order
to substantiate the point in question. When, for instance,

we observe two vulcanic districts, both subject to earth-

quakes, which are ascertained, by their coincidence in

time and other circumstances, to have a connection with
the volcanic action there going on, and find that an
intermediate country, in which there are no traces of the

operation of fire, is agitated by subterraneous convul-
sions, similar in kind, but stronger in degree, than those

occurring in the immediate vicinity of the volcanos
; have

we not reason to conclude, that the same action extends

throughout the whole of the above area, and that it is

this which produces in the intermediate space the effects

all mleit to, which are often the more violent from the

absence of any natural outlet, whence the elastic va-

pours set in motion, which immediately suggest them-
selves to us as the cause of the convulsions experienced,

could find a channel of escape?

Now, in prouf of the former of these positions, it may
be scarcely necessary to do more than to appeal to the

case of Etna and Vesuvius, which rarely return lo a
state of activity after an interval of repose, without some
antecedent earthquake, the latter usually ceasing, so

soon as the volcano has once established for itself a vent,

whereby these clastic vapours can discharge themselves.

Such was the case before the celebrated eruption of a. o.

79, in Campania, as well os in that of Etna in 1537,

when, says Fazzello, noises were heard and shocks ex-

perienced over the most distant parts of Sicily. In such

cases, no one would pretend to doubt the connection

between the volcano and the earthquake.

The second point seems established, by considering

the tremendous earthquakes which ravage so often Cam-
nia, and those mentioned by Humboldt as intervening

tween ami in the line of the volcanos, of Columbia,

Quito, and Chili. Von Boch has shown, in his paper on
Lanzeroie, the comparative immunity enjoyed by Tene-

riffe from those convulsions of Nature, which agitate the

neighbouring Island*, destitute of that great chimney or

safety-valve afforded it by the Peak of Teyde.

But before we are entitled to appeal to earthquake*, as

affording an independent source of evidence with re-

spect to the existence of volcanic action, it will be neces-

sary to show, that no other natural cause is likely to
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have prod need such effects, more especially as even

those who admit their volcanic origin in the above

cases, have, nevertheless, been disposed to assign to

them a different origin in others. Such a distinction

seems to he hinted at by Werner, who acknowledged

two classes of earthquakes : the first connected with

a particular volcano, and felt only within a radius

of some miles from it, and at a period when the latter

was in a state of activity ; the latter leas manifestly re-

lated to any such cause, being spread over a much
larger tract of country, and, therefore, as he conceived,

situated at a much greater depth.

Their Phenomena.

This renders it necessary for us to pass in review the

phenomena most commonly attendant upon earthquakes,
in order to ascertain, how far they appear to countenance
the supposition, that other causes, besides those of a
volcanic nature, might have contributed to producetliem.

It would greatly confirm such an opinion, if it could
be shown, that there were any phenomena common in

one class of volcanos, which were absent from, or un-
common in, the other ; but as no one has attempted

to make such a distinction, all that remains to he done
is to consider generally the concomitants or sequels of
earthquakes, with a view of ascertaining, how far they

arc reconcilable to any other than a volcanic cause.

None of these, indeed, can be considered as universal

:

thus in some earthquakes the shock consists in an hori-

zontal wavy motion ; in others in an upward heaving ;

and in a third class in a vibration backwards and
forwards.

There is usually a sort of subterranean noise attending

them, which has been compared to thunder, or the rolling

of artillery, but this is not constantly present ; and on
the other hand the noise has been beard without any
concomitant earthquake. A peculiar smell of a sulphure-

ous nature has been occasionally experienced, and other
phenomena, such as the bursting out of flames from the

earth, the overflowing of wells, the ejection of water
from Assures formed at the time, are noted in particular

cases.

The following may he enumerated as the meteorolo-
gical phenomena usually coincident with earthquakes.

Irregularities in the season preceding or following
the shocks, sudden gusts of wind interrupted by dead
calms, violent rains at period, where such phenomena
arc unusual or unknown in the country

; a reddening
of the Sun's disk, and a haziness in the air often con-
tinued for months; an evolution of electric matter from
the ground, together with indications of some extraordi-
nary condition of the atmosphere, evinced both by the
inferior animals and by man, the former uttering cries

of distress, and evincing extraordinary alarm, the latter

experiencing n sensation like sea-sickness or dii2iness in
the head. These phenomena, however, appear to he
equally common during the continuance of voleauie
eruptions, us of earthquakes, and indicate in both cases
the tendency of any great subterranean movement, pro-
ceeding from whatever cause, to disturb the equilibrium
of the atmosphere.

The only other hypotheses, by which earthquakes have
been accounted for, are, that of Stukeley, who refers
them to subterranean discharges of electricity, and that
of Button, who attributesthem to the falling in of caverns
existing in the interior of the Globe.

The arguments that have been from time to time ad-
vanced in favour of the electrical theory are vague and
inconclusive ; they are drawn from some fanciful anam
gies between the noise and shock accompanying light-
ning, and those which are experienced during an earth-
quake; from the extreme rapidity with which the motion
is propegated, to which the passage of electricity alone is

comparable; from the electrical state of the atmosphere
both before and after an earthquake

; and from the sul-
phureous smell sometimes perceived, which is thought
to resemble that produced by the electrical spark.
No one, however, has yet attempted to show, that any

of the above phenomena are limited to those earthquakes
which they are disposed to teparale from volcanos,
neither do they appear by any means incompatible with
this view of their nature and origin.

Electrical phenomena are indeed equally common
during the continuance of volcanic eruptions, produced
in all probability by the evolution or large quantities of
steam and other elastic fluids, the decomposition and
subsequent regeneration of water, and other processes
which accompany these great operations of Nature.
The late discoveries, indeed, which have been made

with regard to the opposite electrical condition of mine*
nil veins and the rocks containing them, may lead us to
believe, that much remains to be learned with regard to
the agency of this mysterious power in the interior of
the Earth ; yet we can hardly believe, that in the solid

strata of the Globe, consisting, as they do, of conductors,
the same accumulation of electricity’ can ever occur, as
that which produces the phenomena of thunder and
lightning in the atmosphere.

With regard to the theory of Bnfibn, it tnay be suffi-

cient to observe, that the existence of cavities in rocks
can only be supposed to arise from two causes ; some-
thing connected, either with their original formation, as
in the case of limestones, or with the convulsions that
have subsequently affected them.
Now with regard to the Jir*U it is highly improbable,

that any great spontaneous sinking of hollows, that have
existed for so long a period, should take place in the pre-
sent day ; and with respect to the secoud, the very exist-

ence of mch hollows implies the previous exertion of
volcanic agency, for we know of no other cause in nature,
competent to heave up rocks in the manner necessary to

produce such cavities.

Besides, although the sudden falling in of a cavity

might produce a shock extending over a considerable
area, yet there is no reason, why it should spread in one
direction more than in another.

In truth, however, the chief difficulty, which prevented
our predecessors from acting in this instance on the
sound maxim in philosophy, of not assuming more
causes for natural effects titan were necessary lor explain-

ing the phenomena, has been removed by the progress
of modern discovery, which, by increasing our knowledge
of volcanos, has convinced us. that whilst their manifest

distribution is for more extended than we had once sup-

posed, the probable indications of their funner agency
are to be met with, in almost every part of the Globe
where earthquakes have been experienced.

This, of course, renders it mure easy to refer earth-

quakes in general to some focus or other of volcanic

operations ; especially if we assume, what in itself is

highly probable, that the eruptions of burning moun-
tains are only the extreme manifestations of a cause ge-

nerally diffusnl throughout Nature, and that the minor

Oeokwrr.
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Geology indications of the same may therefore be looked for,

Ch. IIL where these mightier ones are unknown.
It has, indeed, been sometimes alleged, that from the

wide extent over which the shock of an earthquake is

sometimes diffused, the immediate seat of the action

must be at a depth incalculably greater, than that which
we are disposed to assign, either to volcanos, or any
other natural force ; and Dr. Stukeley has undertaken
to overthrow the volcanic hypothesis by a sort of reduc-
tio ad abrurdum derived from a calculation of Ibis kind ;

showing, that as the earthquake which occurred in Asia
Minor in k. d. 17 extended over a diameter of 300
miles, it must have proceeded from a point 200 miles

beneath the surface. The superficial extent, however,
of earthquakes need not create a difficulty in the present
rlav, when we are aware of the vast distances to which
sound and other vibratory motions may be propagated
along the substance of solid bodies, and are therefore at

liberty to consider the minor effects of an earthquake, to

be merely the undulations of the principal shock, propa-
gated laterally through the strata of the Earth.

Gay Lussac observes, that the shock produced by the

head of a pin at one of the ends of a long beam is dis-

tinctly transmitted to the other extremity, and thence

infers the vast distances, to which thul communicated by
elastic vapours, suddenly generated, and struggling for

escape, might be expected to extend.

This consideration, whilst it renders us cautious as to

inferring the existence of volcanic action in every spot

where earthquakes are experienced, will enable us to

reconcile their phenomeua with the more moderate depth,

which we are induced from other reasons to assign to

volcanos themselves.

Upon the whole, then, we are disposed to regard
earthquakes as exclusively of volcanic origin, and con-
sequently to appeal to them, as indicating, in the parts

where they manifest themselves in their greatest intensity,

the operation of subterranean fire, regarding the minor
shocks as mere undulutions of the strata, occasioned by
the primary impulse communicated.

Thermal fFalerk.

Another class of phenomena, which, like earthquakes,
are manifestly connected with volcanos in some instances,

but may appear of doubtful origin in others, are hot
springs ; but we confidently expect, that a brief review
of the nature of their contents, of the situations in which
they are found, and of other circumstances belonging
to them, will lead to the same conclusion, to which we
arrived in the former instance.

The solid contents of thermal waters, being obviously
derived in most instances from the rocks through which
they have percolated, afford little either to confirm or to
refute this opiniou

; but the gases which accompany
them are plainly to be traced to the immediate source of
the beat, and ore given off by the processes to which
the Utter must be referred.

The Gout ginen out by them.

Now if H should appear, that the same aeriform fluids
are evolved from hot springs, which appear to be emit-
ted by volcanos, a presumption will arise highly favour-
able to an identity in their respective origins, which will
obtain a greater degree of force, in proportion as the
gases are generated less commonly by other natural
processes.

Thus sulphuretted hydrogen is an ordinary accompa- Geology,

nirnent both of volcanos and of thermal waters ; but the Ch. III.

argument drawn from its presence is weak, because the

same gas often occurs in springs possessing only the
t

medium temperature, as the effect of processes totally un-
connected with volcanic operations.

The same remark applies to the carbonic acid so fre-

quently present in springs, in a proportion exceeding that

in which it would be imparted to them by the atmo-
sphere.

Its frequent connection with volcanos is unquestion-

able, for there are scarcely any. that do not evolve it,

either alone, or through the medium of the springs con-

tiguous ; but as any cause, which was adequate to impart

heat to the water, might equally produce an evolution

of carbonic acid from calcareous and other rocks which
contained this ingredient, the proof in the above instance

is not stronger than it would be without it.

But there is a third description of air evolved from
springs, the presence of which seems better calculated to

establish their connection with volcanos, since, unlike the

first, it is disengaged in a state of purity by no other
known process going on in the interior of the Globe,
and unlike the latter, cannot be accounted for, in many
instances at least, by the mere action of heat on auy of
the constituents of the surrounding rock formation*.

The gas alluded to is nitrogen, which was detected by
Sir II. Davy in the white vapour given off by Vesuvius
after its eruption in 1819, mixed with only half its usual

quantity of oxygen, and by bis brother Dr. John Davy
in one sample of gas which he collected near the new
volcanic Island off Sicily. Its existence, however, in vol-

canos is more fully substantiated by the ammoniacal
salts copiously evolved by many of them ; and it is

given off from springs, which so manifestly derive

their temperature from their contiguity to the latter,

that we can scarcely help placing this gas amougst the

commonest products of volcanos, during the more lan-

guid conditions of their action. Thus it has becu ob-

served by a recent chemist, proceeding in large quan-
tities from aspringatCaslellainure, in the Buy of Naples;
by Professor Daubcny, mixed with a predominant por-

tion of carbonic acid, in the hot springs of Mont Dor and
Bourboule in Auvergne, and iu those of Chaudesaigucs
in Cantal; and by M. Longchamp at Vichy: all places,

be it observed, so connected with the extinct volcanos of
Auvergne, that the heat of the springs must, in these in-

stances at least, be referred to a volcanic source.

Now the gas evolved from the thermal waters of the

Alps, however distant they may be from volcanos in

action during the present condition of the surface, seems
to be generally of the same description ; the carbonic

acid, which may probably have accompanied it, being in

these cases absorbed by the water through which it had
to pass.

Thus Professor Daubcny discovered it on the Savoy
side of that chain, issuing in large quantities from the

spring of St. Gervais ; aud on the Italian side, from
those of Sainte Marguerite at Connuyeur, of Sl Didier

in the same valley, and of Bouueval iu the Tarantaise,

half-way between the Bourg St. Maurice and the Cbl
de Bonhommc. In only one of these springs did car-

bonic acid appear to be present, and in this case it

amounted to about 12 oer cent, of the whole quantity

emitted.

Dr. Ure also mentions his having defected azote

issuing in a state of purity from the baths of Loueche in
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Swissrrland. In lhi» Counlrv, the same gas has long

ago been detected in the thermal waters of Bath and

Buxton ; ami more recently it has been found by Professor

Dauheny in those of Bakewell and Sioney Middleton in

Derbyshire, and that of Taafe's Well in South Wales.

In other portions of the Globe the same gas has been

noticed in the thermal waters there met with. Thus Dr.

Davy detected it in a state of absolute purity issuing

from certain warm springs near Trincomalee in Ceylon,

and Boussingaiilt and Rivero in certain ones occurring

in the primitive chain of the Cordilleras in Venezuela.

(AnnaUs de Chimie, vol. xxiii.) It is remarkable, how-

ever, that M. Bmissmgaull has since examined certain

hot springs in immediate connection with the volcanos of

Equinoctial America, and finds them to give out no azote.

The quantity of this gas emitted in a given time is

often very remarkable
; but the only attempt to obtain a

correct estimate of its amount, with which we are ac-

quainted, is that by Professor Daubeny, with respect to

the thermal waters of Bath, detailed in a Memoir read

before the Royal Society in December, 1833.

It appears, from an average of twenty-four obser-

vations made on different days of September and Oc-
tober in that year, that the quantity of gas emitted per

minute from the King’s bath alone was 267 cubic

inches, or about 222 cubic feet in the twenty-four hours.

This consisted of about 97 per cent, of nitrogen, and 3

per cent, of oxygen. There was also found a quantity

of carbonic acid, varying from 4^ to 13 per cent.

The quantity of gas emitted differed a little from day

to day, but the variation did not appear to depend upon

the state of the barometer or other atmospheric changes.

Thermal Water».—Their Situation .

The situation of many hot springs tends also strongly

to confirm their relation to earthquakes and other phy-

sical convulsions, thus connecting them with the same

aeries of natural phenomena. ~

Where not placed in the vicinity of active or extinct

volcanos, (which is the case with the greater number,)
some evidence of violence, some rending or dislocation

of the contiguous rucks, may often be perceived. Thus
they abound near the base of certain chains of moun-
tains, which, in their highly inclined strata, give evi-

dence of having been heaved upwards, but are compa-
ratively rare in (he low country, at o distance from those

great centres of elevation, where the nature and position

of the rocks indicate no chunges, excepting those which

may have been brought about, either by the sudden and
violent, or the slow and continued, action of water.

If, as in England, thermal waters also occur at a

distance from any of the great systems of elevation

alluded to, it will generally be found, that the spots

themselves exhibit proofs of violent, though more local,

convulsions having, at some period or other, taken place

in their vicinity.

For inslunces of this kind, derived from other Coun-
tries, we may refer to Professor Daubcny's Memoir on
Thermal Waters ;* on the present occasion, want of space
compels us to confine ourselves, to one or two facts

drawn from the Geology of England.
Thus the defile, from which issues the tepid spring of

St. V intent's Rocks, near Clifton, is considered by the

best observers as the result of some internal derange-

• EiLnbmrgk AVw Phdwphicui Journal, Oct. 1831,

men! of the strata, brought about by disturbing causes Geology,

of great antiquity
;
and in like manner, the similar gorge lil *

at Matlock, out of which its tepid springs issue, is

associated with a great dislocation of the strata, attri-

butable to their having been tilted upwards at an high
angle to the West*
The same fault has been traced by Mr. Farey as far aa

Buxton, and from thence to the villages of North
Bradwcll and Stoney Middleton, in all which places

have been noticed springs, possessing a temperature more
or less elevated above the medium point of that climate.

We must not, indeed, expect to meet with the same
direct evidence, in the esse of every hot spring that

comes under our examination. At Bath, we know of

no dislocations in the strata posterior to the age of
the coal and mountain limestone, and it would, per-

haps, be rash to connect these with the cause of the

thermal waters there existing. Nevertheless, when we
consider, in how very large a proportion of cases some
indication of an ignepus character may be traced, the

absence of proof in the few remaining ones may, per-

haps, be fairly referred to the imperfection of our know-
ledge.

The volcanic nuture of thermal waters is likewise

confirmed, by the relation which seems to subsist in

general between the elevation of their temperature, and
the date, which we should be induced from other con-

siderations to assign, to the latest manifestations of vol-

canic agency in the country.

Thus, those which make the nearest approach to the

boiling point of water, are uniformly found amongst
volcanos now in action ; next in the order of tempera-

ture are those associated with volcanos, which, though
now extinct, appear to have existed at a period, Geo-
logically speaking, recent, that is, at a time when the

great features of the country were nearly as at present

;

whilst the springs, which gush out at the foot, or in the

midst, of uplifted chains of mountains, at a distance from
those rocks which are generally regarded as volcanic,

never possess a temperature so elevated, as the two pre-

ceding classes of thermal waters sometimes attain to.

Now, if these latter were really produced by other
causes than volcanos, it doe* not seem intelligible, why
they should, in all cases, observe that lower degree of
heat, which indicates, either a cause of leu intensity, or

one whose effects have been moderated by a longer in-

tervening space of time.

Lastly, the other solutions of the heat of springs

appear on examination totally inadequate to account for

their phenomena. In the case of the Bath waters, indeed,

the warmth has been attributed to the decomposition

of pyrites, in which the lias clay, from whence it issues,

abounds ; but to this it may be objected, that the same
stratum, though equally charged throughout with this

mineral, nowhere else throws out springs possessing

more than the medium temperature ; and yet, the sul-

phuretted hydrogen, which the latter so frequently con-

tain, shows a decomposition of pyrites to be going on
in several other places. Besides, it is remarkable, that

thermal waters, far from being impregnated with those

saline ingredients, which would naturally enter into

• A striking instance of the game kind, taken from tha Pyrenees,

is exhibited in pi. v, fig. 8. at n place called St. Paul do rcnouil-

hades, Den. ties Pjrr£u6ts Orientates. We there see a thermal

spring gush out from a narrow gorge in an elsewhere continuous line

of hills, the strata ofwhich lose their horisoutality and sink abruptly

on both side* towards the fisaure.
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Geology, their constitution, if they were caused by the heat gene-

Ch, III. rated ill consequence of such chemical processes taking
s^v~' place in the interior of the Earth, are, on the contrary,

in the great majority of instances, remarkably free from

foreign matter. Thus the Bath waters contain not a

particle of the sulphuretted hydrogen, or sulphate of

iron, which would have arisen from the decomposition

of pyrites ; and the mineral contents of those connected

with primitive chains, such as the Alps or Pyrenees,

although obviously referable to the action of water,

assisted by heat and pressure, upon felspathic rocks, are

far from suggesting any distinct chemical operation, by
which this heat could have been elicited.

Upon the whole, without pretending, that the evi-

dence in the ease of thermal waters is so conclusive as

in that of earthquakes, or denying, that there may be
instances, in which springs have acquired an extraordi-

nary temperature from local causes of a different kind,

we hold, that their existence affords a strong indication

of subterranean processes similar to those, which, on a

more extended scale, gave rise to earthquakes, especially

wherever we observe such a continuous and connected

range of them to occur, as that which we find encir-

dingthe base of particular chains of primitive mountains,

or associated with certain leading systems of elevation.

Evolution of Carbonic Acid.

There is yet another natural phenomenon closely

connected with the subject of thermal waters, which
remains to be considered—we mean the evolution of

carbonic acid from the interior of the Earth, either alone,

or accompanying certain springs.

The relation of this to volcanic processes may be

established by a similar line of argument to that we
have pursued in the former instance, namely, by pointing

out its frequent occurrence, in conjunction with thermal

waters, and in situations which have undergone certain

physical convulsions.

Thus the same country, which throws out warm
springs at a low level, and at a point more contiguous
to the supposed focus of the volcanic action, affords cold

carbonated ones at a higher level, or at a point more
remote. The hot springs of Etna aud Wiesbaden, for

instance, are found near the base of the Taumis moun-
tains, whilst the cold effervescing ones of Schwalhach
and Fachingen occur higher up in the same chain;

thus, too, the >imc district which gives rise to the ther-

mal waters of Aix la Chnpellc, furnishes the chalybeatea

of Spa near the summit of the hills above. The con-
nection of carbonated springs with faults may be ob-
served in Derbyshire and Yorkshire, but it has been
more satisfactorily traced in Germany, where they have
been found to issue from what have been termed circular

valleys of elevation ; that is to say, valleys which are, or
appear at one lime to have been, enclosed by escarp-

ments, the strata dipping away in all directions from the

centre towards the circumference. Several valleys in

Westphalia exhibit this remarkable structure, and none
more strikingly than that, in which the cold chalybeate
of Fyrmont is situated. In this instance the rocks are
composed of the variegated sandstone, the muschelkalk
limestone, and the keuper, which are seen overlapping
in the hills bounding the valley, but dipping in opposite
directions on opposite sides of it, so as to present every
where escarpments fronting each other. (See pi. v. fig.

7.) From the bottom of the valley carbonic acid is

constantly issuing in large quantities, impregnating Geology,
the springs of water, and accumulating in dry pits and Ch. III.

caverns. The valley of Dryburg, and other spots in

the same country, noted for the occurrence of cold car-
bonated springs, exhibit a similar conformation in their

strata.

Rullman, in his description of Wiesbaden, remarks,

that in the neighbourhood of the carbonated springs
which so abound in the Duchy of Nassau, the rocks are

subject to remarkable changes in their dips, to saddle-

shaped stratification, and to fractures. The character

of the rock is also frequently more friable near the

mineral springs.

Professor Bnckland, in his Memoir on Fallcyt of Ele-
vation, published in the Tranfactions of the Geological

Society , had previously pointed out the occurrence of
such valleys in England

;
and it may be worth remark-

ing, though as an isolated fact, perhaps, not of much
weight, that the most important of our chalybeate®, that

of Tunbridge, is found in this kind of situation.

Now the relative position of the strata in these valleys

just as obviously suggests the idea of their having been
affected by some convulsion of Nature, as the highly

inclined rocks of Alpine Countries ; and it is impossible

to conceive, either that they could have been deposited

in the first instance at so high an angle, and with such

a variety of dips, or that there should have been such
a coincidence between the elevation of their escarpments

on the opposite sides of the valley, if the beds had not

once been in continuity.

It may be inquired, whether even those accumulations
of carbonic acid, which take place so frequently in

neglected mines and wells, and which have imposed
the necessary precaution of letting down a light before

we venture to descend into them, may not be owing to

a slow evolution of this gas from fissures beneath, in

which case a volcanic action may be assigned, os, at

least, its most probable cause ; the law of the rapid dif-

fusion of all gases through the atmosphere precludes

the possibility of attributing it to a mere separation of
carbonic acid, in consequence of its greater specific

gravity, from the other constituents of the atmosphere ;

and the same cause would quickly dissipate it, even if it

were given out by the decomposition of organic matters.

Nevertheless, before we allow ourselves to adopt this

opinion, it will be necessary to ascertain, first, whether
in these cases any local causes for the production of

carbonic acid exist; and, secondly, whether its further

generation might, in these cases, be prevented by
covering the bottom and shies of the pit with some
coating impermeable to air.

Mud Volcanot or Salter.

With regard to those emanations of gas and vapour,

which occur in certain Countries, accompanied with
eruptions of mud and petroleum, we must withhold
our assent to the vulgar opinion, which attributes them
to volcanic action, as the name of mud volcanos, by
which they are usually designated, seems to imply.

That they ore often connected with them, we are not,

indeed, disposed to deny, but they appear to be so only

in the relation of an effect, produced by the presence of

inflammable materials, brought together by the opera-

tions ofsome pre-existing volcano.

That the process itself U distinct from that which

takes place in the latter, is evident, from considering that
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in every case in which il hos been examined, the sent of

the action i* found lo be quite superficial, and to reside

in a stratum of very Tecent origin, known to be strongly

impregnated with sulphur and petroleum. Such is the

case at Macalubn near Girgenti, in Sicily, where the

mud volcanos, os they are called, lie quite detached from

the true volcanic phenomena of Etna or of the Val di

Noto, and seem manifestly dependent on the combustion

of the sulphur, which exists in the rock in such quanti-

ties as to supply all Europe with tlnu material.

The same is likewise the case with the “Salses." or

mud volcanos of Modena, which lie at a distance from

every genuine burning mountain ; and, according to

Humboldt, with those of New Andalusia and the Island

of Trinidad. The phenomena exhibited by those in

Sicily, and amongst the Subnpennine Hills, are in

general of a very insignificant kind, consisting of a mere
evolution of water mixed with mud and bitumen in con-

sequence of the disengagement of gas, apparently con-
sisting of carbonic acid and carbureltcd hydrogen, from

little circular orifices on the summit of the hilL Ordinarily,

nothing bat a bubbling up of gas from the interior of

these craters is to be observed ; but it is said, that there

are times, at which the process has been known to goon
with considerable energy, for the mud lias been thrown
up in Sicily to the height of 200 feet, accompanied with

a strong odour of sulphur.

In the little Island of Taman, which connects the

chain of mountains traversing the Peninsula of Crimea
with the Asiatic Continent, the process in question seems
to be proceeding on a more extensive scale. Pallas

represents occasional eruptions as taking place from
certain crevices in the rocks of this Island, which began
with a thick smoke, followed by a column of flame fitly

feet in height, which continued in one instance for eight

hours and a half incessantly, during which time streams
of mud flowed in all directions, but no lava or altered

masses of stone were ejected. The accounts given by
Mr. Heber, in his Manuscript Journal attached to Dr.
Clarke’s Travel*, fully confirm this view, ami render it

highly probable, that the phenomenon is altogether ana-
logous to that of Macaluha in Sicily, and of the Salses

near Modena.
Assuming, therefore, these latter as the best type* we

possess of mud volcanos, and reasoning from them to

the rest, it will probably appear, that all the phenomena
they exhibit will admit of explanation from the mutual

nctiun of ccrtaiu substances, originally accumulated in

submarine solrataras by antecedent volcanic processes,

the result of which would be the extrication of carbonic

acid, and of an inflammable gas arising from the slow

distillation of bituminous matters, together with the rise

of water, through the channels originally established by

the gasc* discharging themselves upwards. That vol-

canic action is not necessarily the cause, is shown by
finding a similar phenomenon described as occurring in

the Western States of Ohio, where it seems quite un-
connected with any *uch cause.

In this spot the salt springs, which so abound, are

found to be constantly giving rise to an evolution of
carburettcd hydrogen gas, accompanied with much pe-
troleum. The jets of gas are sometimes so forcible, as
to throw Die water entirely out of the spring.

There seems, therefore, no necessary connection be-
tween such phenomena and our present subject, and their

more frequent occurrence in rocks which lie in the neigh-

bourhood of volcanos may be readily accounted for, by

the tendency of the latter to bring together materials Geology,
proper for carrying on such operations. Ch. u).

Emanationt of Jnjlammable Go*.

Still less are we disposed to attribute to a volcanic
cause the emunutiona ot inflammable gas, which are oc-
casionally seen issuing from the crevices of rocks, in a
continued, and, according to oar limited notions of lime,
an unlading current.

The evolution of carbureUed hydrogen from the cracks
and crevices of coal mines, rumbles us to couceive, by
what natural processes such a phenomenon may be ac-
counted for, and the recent discoveries, with respect to
the liquefaction of the gases, render the regular and last-

ing discharge of such a stream of elastic matter more
intelligible. Now the phenomenon in question, when
divested of the marvellous, reduces itselfsimply to Ibis, for

it is a mistake to imagiue, that the flame is self-kindled,

at least in the instances that have been well examined,
although, when tike gas is once set on fire, the supply is

sufficiently regular to keep up a continued combustion.
The most noted instances of this phenomenon are at

the Pietra Mala, on the summit of the Apennines, be-
tween Bologna and Florence ; at a place called St. Bar-
thelemi, near Grenoble ;* and in the Chimariot mountains
in Albania, where it is probable that it has continued
for the last 2000 years, for many ancient writers speak
of a Nympheum on the coast of modern Albania, near
Apollonia, celebrated for the flame* that rose continually

from it, and Dodwell's authority establishes the exist-

ence of the same at the present duy in that country.

1 1 is probable, that the phenomena which occur at

Baku on the Western side of the Caspian, where the

soil is strongly impregnated with petroleum, are con-
nected with these last-mentioned causes, rather than
with those of genuine volcanos.

There is indeed a report given of an eruption, which
took place iu that Province in the year 1827, but from
the description it would seem to amount to nothing
more, than a combustion of bituminous matters on a
larger scale than usual. It is said, that a vast column
of fire rose to an extraordinary height, maintaining itself

at the same for three hours, after which it gradually di-
minished to twenty inches ; the fire extended itself over
a tract of ground 1300 by 1900 feet in diameter. At
the time of the first eruption red-hot stones and volumes
of water were ejected. No appearance of a crater was
to be perceived, but the spot, whence the column of flame
rose, was elevated about two feet above the general level

of the plain. The surrounding tract rcsemhles a
ploughed field, and is covered with a variety of anoma-
lous products of beat. There are. however, no ejec-

tions of water, nor any of those sulphureous exhalations,

which are commonly met with in such cases, as at Maca-
luba, and in the other so called mud volcanos.

Section 3.

Theories of Volcanic Operations considered.

The phenomena, therefore, to which we feel warranted

in appealing, as indications of igneous action going on

* The writer of thi* Article tinted thi* spot in 1&30, and fund
that the flame rekindled when merely blown out, bid that it could

be extinguished by throwing water ovsr it several successive limes.

The ga« was collected and burnt, and water and carbonic acid were

the result*.
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Gwlnry. *n interior the Globe, are those of volcanos, earth-

i'lv 111. quakes, thermal waters, and emissions of carbonic acid
•—-v*'**' gns ; and in order to estimate the amount of the changes

that may have beeu brought about on the crust of the

Earth by their united operation, it will be necessary to

inquire with respect to the probable causeof these internal

commotions, as a clew not only to guide us concerning

their present action, but likewise as to the probability of

their more or lew extended influence in period* that

have gone by.

Tlie tlieories which have been propounded, with the

view of accounting for the existence of volcanic action,

may be divided into two classes ; those which assume
some chemical process, of which the beat is merely an
effect, and those which, assuming the existence of the

heat, deduce the other phenomena from its presence.

In the former, in short, the heat is one of the effects ; in

the second, it is the cause of all the phenomena observed.

The theories, however, which belong to the former

of these classes, though agreeing in this one particular,

that of imagining combustion of some kind to huve

caused the heat, differ widely as to the niuterial which

excited it; coal, petroleum, and sulphur, having ail at

times been assumed as the main ageut concerned in the

*rocess.

But these substances have been shown, not only to be in

themselves totally inadequate to explain the phenomena,
but to be productive, when set on Are, of a train of

effects altogether different from those of genuine vol-

canos; witness those arising front tile accidental burning

of coal mines in many parts of Great Britain, of masses

of petroleum, as at Baku, or of sulphur and bituminous

matters, as at Macaluba.

Accordingly it is now generally admitted, that no pro-

cesses going on near the surface are calculated to pro-

duce the phenomena of volcanos ; and that if the latter

arise front combustion, the materials which occasion it

must, in part at least, be of a different description from

the combustibles which exist in a natural state within

the sphere of our observation, since in order to consume
oxygen without substituting lor it a corresponding

amount of some gaseous oxide, the products must be
of a fixed nature, which is not the case in our artificial

fires.

Recent discoveries have, however, convinced us, that

the whole of the crust of the Earth contains principles,

which in their uncombined state are in a high degree
inflammable, and which, for this very reason, never
occur to ns, except in union with oxygen. Such are
the alkalies and earths, which Sir ii. Davy has shown
each to contain a metallic basis, a body capable of
abstracting oxygen, bulb from common air and from
water, and giving rise at the time to a sufficient extri-

cation of light and heat, to constitute a case of genuine
combustion. There must have been a time, therefore,

when these substances existed uncombined with oxygen
even on the surface, and there is no reason to deny,

that the process of oxygenation may still be incomplete

at those vast depths, when air and water are admitted
but slowly, or at distant intervals.

There seems therefore no d priori absurdity in imagin-
ing, that volcanic action may consist in a process of
oxygenation, caused, in part at least, by the presence of
these sulwtances, and all that seems necessary, is to
ascertain, bow far the known phenomena accord with
auch an hypothesis.

The other class of theories, w hich assumes the high
temperature, and then deduces from it the phenomena.

seems at first sight to have an advantage over the pre- Geology,

ceding one, inasmuch as the existence of an internal heat Ch- Ilf.

may be said to he in a manner ascertained, whilst that
/

of the alkaline und earthy metalloids micombined with
oxygen, is at most only probable; and accordingly many
have been induced to prefer this mode of accounting
for the phenomena, as less hypothetical and requiring

fewer postulates.

They forget, however, that the existence of an internal

heat is assumed alike on either supposition, and that the

true point of dispute is, whether it can best be explained
by the presence of a melted or ignited mass in the in-

terior of the Globe, or by a process of oxygenation
going on in its constituents.

Now the only distinct argument in favour of the in-

terna) fluidity of the Globe, is deduced from its figure,

which has been proved to be that ofan oblate spheroid ;

a form, it is contended, which could not have been im-
parted to it, had it not been originally in a liquid state,

and from thence the advocates of the above hypothesis
conceive themselves at liberty to infer that it is so at

present.

Neither of these propositions, however, can be re-

garded as demonstrated. Sir J. F. Herschel has shown,
in his Treatise on Agronomy, that the oblate figure

of the Globe may only have arisen from its long con-
tinued rotation, this being the point to which, under this

condition, it must tend, and which it would ultimately
attain, even as its surface is at present constituted.

Neither, if we grant the Earth to have been originally

fluid, is there any direct proof, that it must have con-
tinued so till tire present time ; for the increased temper-
ature observed at the slight depths to which man has
penetrated below the surface, only proves, that the tem-
perature of tin* crust in higher than that of its superficies,

not that it is considerable enough to retain the substances
of which the interior is made up in a state of fusion.

The proper mode, however, of considering the ques-
tion seems to be, not to lose ourselves in conjectures, as
to what may by possibility be the condition of the Globe
at inaccessible depths, but to pass in review the actual

phenomena of volcanos, and see, whether we can best de-

duce them, from the mere e fleets of the protrusion of a
melted mass of matter, or from a process of combustion,
originating in materials which may still exist in an un-
oxidixed state below.

Iu order, however, to determine this, it will he neces-

sary to consider at some length, first, the geographical

situation of volcanos ; secondly, the character of the

substances evolved by them in a gaseous state, and of
the products resulting ; and thirdly, that of the lavas and
other matters ejected in a solid or liquid condition : from
whence we shall be led to examine, the depth at which
volcanic action is seated, and lastly, the mode in which

the mountains, are built up of materials before considered.

Geographical Distribution of Volcano*.

Volcanos are said by Von Buch, either to occur scat-

tered at certain distances along particular lines of country,

orelse to be united in clusters around some common centre.

The former he calls linear, the latter ccutral volca-

nos ; and whilst he regards the linear, as being in general

produced in the direction of the fissures caused by the

igneous operations of a former period, over which the

primary ranges of mountains have been upheaved, he

considers the central, os taking place in all kinds of posi-

tions over the Earth’s surface, however much detached

they may be from any of those leading systems of eleva-
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Geology. lion, wherever the force which has been set in motion
Ch.HI. by volcanic agency is able to overcome the resistance

opposed by the superincumbent rocks. In the former case

the direction taken by the volcanic forces is determined

by the previous configuration of the country; in the

latter it takes place without reference to the natute of the

pre-existing rocks.

It may* perhaps, be doubled, whether even the central

volcanos enumerated by Von Buch, muy not in some
instances at least admit of being referred to Borne com-
mon system ; but there can be no question, that the law

which he has laid down with regard to the tendency of

volcanos to burst forth in certain lines of country rather

than in others, holds good very generally, ami that

many such groups may be enumerated ; such as, that

already pointed out as extending across the Greek Is-

lands ;
(see pi. vi. fig. 5;) that stretching across Mexico ,

(pi. vi. fig. 3 ;) and still more remarkably the one, which,

beginning at Barren Island, in the Bay of Bengal, may
be traced along the Islands of Sumatra and Java, thence

to the Philippines, ami perhaps even to the Kurule
Islands and to Kumlschatka, (See pi. vi. fig. 4.) The
linear direction, therefore, of certain volcanic formations

cannot be doubted ; and the only question is, whether it

prevails universally, or characterises, ns Von Buch con-

ceives, one particular class only of burning mountains.

Proximity to the Sea.

Another remarkable feature in the distribution of vol-

canos is their proximity to the sea; in proof of which it

may be sufficient to remark, that out of a catalogue

of no less than 163 active vents enumerated by M.
Arago ns occurring in various parts of the known World,

nil, excepting two or three in different parts of America,

and about the same number, of which we possess very

imperfect information, in Central Asia, are within a short

distance at least of live Ocean.

It is even found, that the very excepted cases, when ex-

amined, tend to confirm the nUe ; being so situated, that

their connection, either with the Ocean, or with inland

seas that may supply its place, becomes a matter of fair

inference. In proof of this we need only refer to the de-

scriptions we have already given of Jorullo ; from which

it appears, that distant as this mountain may he both from

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, it is nevertheless con-

nected with one or both through the medium of a chain of

volcanic eminences; (see pi. vi. fig. 3;) and even the vol-

canos ofTarlary, whose existence in an active condition

is more problematical, tnay be connected with some of

those extensive salt lakes, which seem to abound in the

depressed portion of Central Asia.

Thus even those few cases, which may be brought

forward as exceptions to the general rule, appear, when
examined, to enter into it. so far as relates to the proba-

ble connection they denote w ith deep seas or lakes

;

win lit the occurrence of by for the majority of active

volcanos in Islands and muritime tracts, and their entire

absence from many extensive Continents, may convince

us, (hat the processes arc at least greatly promoted by

such a position, and in their intensity bear a certain re-

lation to the more or less ready access to them of water.

And, although extinct volcanos seem by no means
confined to the neighbourhood of the present seas, being
scattered often over the most inland portions of our
existing Continents

;
yet it will appear, that at the time

at which they were in on active state, the greater part

were in the neighbourhood of those extensive salt or fresh-

water lakes, which existed at that period over much of Geolofn

what is now dry land. Instead, therefore, of these being Ch. lit.

brought forward as exceptions to the generality of the

rule, the cessation of such action, now that the water has

left their neighbourhood, seems to furnish a confirmation

of its truth.

Aeriform fluid• evolved.

We have next to consider the ordinary products of
volcanic operations, and shall begin by noticing the

aeriform fluids evolved, regarding them as in a manner
the prime movers of the effects we witness, the agents,

by whose mighty power are propelled from the bowels
of the Earth those solid matters, afterwards to be described,

which, settling round the brim of the orifice from which
they frNind an issue, grow at length into the form and
dimensions of an ordinary crater of eruption.

During the active condition of a volcano, the aeriform

fluid most copiously emitted probably is steam, which
manifests itself in those white vapours which usually

proceed from the crater during an eruption, and may
assist in producing by its condensation the heavy rains

which frequently succeed it, though we are more disposed

to attribute these to the disturbance in the electricity of

the atmosphere, which is evinced by the vivid lightning

commonly observed during a volcanic eruption.*

Steam is also emitted, sometimes for ages together,

from fissures called “stufas,” on the flanks of many
extinct as well as active volcanos ; thus supplying us with

a confirmation of the dependence of volcanic phenomena
upon the presence of water.

The permanently elastic fluids commonly given out

are, inuriutic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphurous

acid, carbonic acid, and nitrogen.

Of these the first, muriatic acid, seems to be generated

during almost all the phases of volcanic action; for

although some have attempted to establish a class of

volcanos to which the production of muriatic acid was

peculiar, yet it would seem, that there were none from

which this gas is not in greater or less quantity disen-

gaged.

Thus it has not only been detected by Sir II. Davy,
issuing from the flanks of Vesuvius soon after tlic erup-

tion of 181 5, but likewise from the same mountuin whilst

in a more quiescent condition in 1X24.

It was also found by Professor Danbeny, in the va-

pours given off round the crater of the Island of Volcano,

round that of Etna whilst dormant, and in that of the

Solfutara of Punuoli ; it has been discovered also in th«

volcanos of Iceland ; in those of Java, at Mount Idienne ;

and of South America, at Puracfc, accompanied in both

these latter cases with a predominant proportion of sul-

phuricncid ; nay, it has even been found in an uncombined

state pervading the trachytic rock of the Puy di Sorcouy

in Auvergne. Of the gaseous compounds of sulphur, one,

the sulphurous acid, appears to be predominant chiefly

in volcanos possessing a certain degree of activity, w hilst

the other, sulphuretted hydrogen, seems to be emitted

for the most part when they are in a dormant condition.

* Sir H. Davy, in his Memoir on Vesuvius, remark* that it waa

easy, even at a pre»t distance, to distinguish between the steam

disengaged by one of Ihe craters, and the earthy matter thrown up

by the other. The steam appeared white in the day, and formed

perfectly white clouds, which reflected the morning am] evening

light of the purest tint* of red and or»nK-e. The earthy matter

always appeurrd as a black smoke, forming dark cloud*, and in the

night it was highly luminous at the moment of th« explosion.
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Gtoioey Thus sulphurous acid is given off in large quantities
Ch. III. frorn jj,e craters of Etna and Vesuvius, and even from

that of Volcano in the Lipari group, whilst sulphuretted

hydrogen is observed at the Solfatara of Putxuoli, on
the skirts of Etna near Jaci Realc, and in many hot

springs connected with dormant volcanic action both in

these regions and elsewhere.

Not that we are obliged to suppose sulphurous acid

to be entirely absent in the latter cases, or sulphuretted

hydrogen in the former; for as these two gases, when
they meet, decompose each other, forming water and
depositing sulphur, it is reasonable to expect, that only

that portion of cither which exceeds the quantity neces-

sary for their mutual decomposition will escape from the

orifice, so that the gas that actually appears, only indi-

cates the predominance of the one, and not the entire

absence of the other.

Carbonic acid appeara to be chiefly found in volcanos

that have become extinct, and when it occurs in those

considered active, it is at a time when they are not in a
state of eruption. It is also found to occur more com-
monly at the foot and in the neighbourhood of volcanic

mountains, than in their craters, or at the points of their

most vehement action ; so that it may be viewed, rather

as one of the consequences of a long continued operation

of the heat produced upon the contiguous rocks by vol-

canic processes, than as the direct effect of the processes

by which that heat is occasioned.

The last of these gases, nitrogen, has been already sufli-

ciently alluded to : from the observations hitherto made,
it would seem to be for the most part the concomitant

of languid volcanic action; but it is probable, that, when
the gases evolved from active volcanos have been scru-

pulously examined in a greater number of cases, it

will be noticed much more commonly as occurring

amongst them; since Sir H. Davy detected it, in Vesu-
vius, and his brother Dr. John Davy, in the gas given
off by the new volcanic Island near Sicily, in both cases

accompanied with less than the usual proportion of
oxygen.

Substances not gaseous ejected.

Other substances are often disengaged from volcanos

as vapours, but condense round its exterior either in a

liquid or a solid condition.

Such is the petroleum found by Breialnc.nt the foot of
Vesuvius, the V'al di Noto in Sicily, the extinct volcanos

of ancient Latium and Auvergne, the site of the ancient

eruption recorded in the Book of Genesis on the spot

now occupied by the Dead Sea, and many oilier locali-

ties. Such also is the sulphuric add, which has been
only hitherto met with in extinct volcanos ; as for in-

stance in a stream issuing from that of Purace between
Bogota and Quito, from one derived from Mont Idienne
in Java, and probably in the rocks connected with the

languid operations about Radicofani in Tuscany. It is

obviously derived from the sulphurous acid, which, pass-

ing through the water of some volcanic lake, and ab-

sorbed by it, has derived an additional dose of oxygen
from the atmospheric air present.

The solid substances sublimed by volcanos are, 1. the

boracic acid, found in the crater of Volcano, and the

Lagunes of Tuscany, which, though it remains fixed in

our furnaces, appears to be evolved in vapour by the
heat of these volcanos. 2. Muriate of ammonia, very
abundantly evolved during certain eruptions, as by that

of Etna in 1780, but apparently absent from others.

VOL. Vi.

3. Specular iron ore, probably disengaged in combina- Geology,

tion with chlorine, which latter principle may be sepa- Ch. 111.

rated, on its coming into contact with the atmosphere, by
means of (he heat, water, and oxygen of the air. 4.

Muriate of soda, the most abundant of them all, ns well

as the most universal, being exhaled more or less by
almost all volcanos, and present even in their lavas,

according to Monticelh, who obtained mere than nine
per cent, of it, by simple washing, from that which issued

from Vesuvius in 1622.

We do not include among the sublimations, the depo-
sits of sulphur, or the solphurets of iron, copper, arsenic,

and selenium; still less the various sulphuric salts found
efflorescing in the spiracles of all volconos.

The sulphur, which seems to be of almost universal

occurrence wherever volcanic operations are going on,
is evidently derived, in the majority of instances, from
the mutual decomposition of the sulphurous and sul-

phuretted hydrogen gases
; for we know of no well au-

thenticated case of its sublimation in an uncombined
stale from any volcano, and analogy would lead us to

extend the same inference, to the compounds of sulphur
with arsenic and selenium, that occasionally accom-
pany it.

The sulphates of lime, alumina, iron, magnesia, and
soda, which so frequently incrust the surfaces of re-

cently ejected masses, or the fissures of volcanos in pre-

sent action, are evidently produced, by the affinity exerted

by the sulphuric acid, which has proceeded from the sul-

phurous acid disengaged, for those alkaline and earthy
bases with which it may have come into contact.

The substances hitherto considered, in whatever con-

dition they may present themselves to the eye of the ob-
server, have evidently been either disengaged from the

volcano in a gaseous form, or at least have resulted from
the same ; but we have next to consider those, which have
been thrown out in a solid or a liquid state from the cra-

ter, but without becoming, like the former, volatilized by
the action of the heat.

Solid Substances ejected.

They may be divided, into such as have undergone a
complete change from the process, amongst which we
comprehend lavas, and loose ejected masses of similar

composition; and such as urn thrown out, either unal-

tered, or at least retaining enough of their original cha-

racters, to be identified with some one or other of the

existing rocks.

Lavas.

Their Chemical Characters.

Beginning with the former class of substances, I shall

first state the chemical, and afterwards the minerulogi-

cal characters of lavas.

Lava, when observed as near as possible to the point

whence it issues, is, for the most part, a semifluid mass
of the consistence of honey, but sometimes one so

liquid as to penetrate the fibres of wood. It soon cools

externally, and therefore exhibits a rough unequul sur-

face
;
but, as it is a had conductor of heat, the internal

moss remains liquid, long after the portion exposed to

the air has become solidified. The temperature at

which it continues fluid is considerable enough to melt

glass and silver, and has been found to liquefy in four

minutes a mass of lead of such a size, as, when placed

on red-hot iron, to require double that time to enter into

fusion.

5 o
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It must in any case be disengaged very soon after the

melted matter has been ejected* for no sulphurous va*

pourwe perceived to issue from a Invm current of old

standing, even though it may continue internally fluid ;

und it is well known, that sulphur forma no part what-

ever of the composition of lavas, and can, therefore, only

be mechanically mixed with them.

A recent Geologist has lately brought forwards a mo-
dification of Dolomieu’s theory, by supposing water to

act the part which the latter attributed to sulphur ; and
although we are compelled to reject his theoretical views

ou tills subject, as utterly inconsistent with known che-

mical principles, yet they suggest some interesting in-

quiries, with respect to the state in which those volatile

matters existed in lava, which are said to be copiously

disengaged from it in the state of vapour. Have they

been confined by the pressure of the superincumbent

mass, until its gradual cooling caused fissures by

which they were enabled to make their escape, or ia

it possible, that the influence of pressure may be assisted

by some kind of chemical union between them and

the other constituents? All writers admit, that various

salts are emitted from the surface of recent lava, which

are uever found amongst its constituents ; and if these

arc sublimed, as appears to be the case, by the heat, the

same may also happen with regard to the other more

volatile matters, whose extrication from lava is vouched

for on respectable authority.

Stones of a spongy nature, pumices probably, were

melted when thrown into the lava of Vesuvius
; that of

Etna is said to have effected the same ; and a current,

which proceeded from an Iceland volcano, is stated to have

melted down every kind ofhard stone that came in its way.

On the other hand, masses of limestone have been

taken out from the midst of lava with no signs of

fusion upon them, and even with their carbonic acid

undiminished ; and the houses of Torre del Greco, and

of other villages, which have been enveloped in liquid

lava, remained unmeltcd by il. When bell-metal was

submitted to the action of the Vesuvian lava of 1794, the

rinc was separated, but the copper continued unaffected.

Sir James Hall, in his Memoir on Whinstone and

Basalt, has presented us with a Tabic of the relative

fusibilities of seven specimens of whin or basalt from

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and of an equal

number of lava from various European localities; from

which it appears, that when converted into the state of

glass, they become softened at a temperature from 15° to

24° of Wedgwood, or 3027° to 4197° of Fahrenheit.

Whilst in a cry stalline state, the same ingredients con-

tinued solid at this temperature, but became soft at one

varying, from 28° to 553 of Wedgwood, or from 4717°

to 8227°, a heat inferior to that of a common glass-house.

With this statement regarding the meltiug point of

these ignigenous products, the chemical composition,

which appears to belong to them, is in complete accor-

dance.

According to Dr. Kennedy, two specimens of the lava

of Mount Etna contained each 4 per cent of soda, and

nearly 15 of oxide of iron, to 51 of silex, 19 of alumina,

and about 10 oflime. Other lavas, doubtless, are dif-

ferently constituted, and some appear to be completely

destitute of alkali ;
yet even in these latter cases the

prescuce of some alkaline earth, capable of acting as a

flux to the silex and alumina, seems universally to sup-

ply its place ; aud accordingly, there are few varieties, that

do riot readily fuse at the heat of an ordinary blast fur-

nace, and some, indeed, at a much lower temperature.*

Nevertheless, there are circumstances, which have in-

duced cert a in Naturalists to adopt quite a different view

of die nature of lavas, and to imagine them to owe their

fluidity, not to the intensity of the heat, but chiefly to the

presence of some solvent or flux.

This opinion was originally broached by Dolomieu,

who founded il upon the assumption, now admitted to

be erroneous, that the crystal* ot augitc and hornblende

which lava contains, existed antecedently to the fusion of

the mass, and were not produced in consequence of it.

Hence he uccewumly concluded, that the lava could only

have been subjected to a degree of heat, inferior to that

at which auch crystals would become fused.

Finding* therefore, sulphur to lie exhaled from certain

lavas, be imagiued this to act as a flux to the other sub-

stances, and accounted lor the more difficult fusibility of

the mas* when once cooled, from the escape of the sul-

pliuT originally present. The existence of sulphur iu

lavas has been asserted by some, and deuied by others,

but w hether it be present or not, there seems no neces-

sity for attributing to it the fusion of the mass, when, as

we have seen, its composition alone sufficiently accounts

for this circumstance.

* According to Smmuh, JavrmmJ tU Fhyuf**, an. 2, felspar

inchs st 706 vf Wedgwood, basalt at 76", anil hornblende at

about 100°.

Thrir Mineralogical Characters.

The mineralogical characters of lavas have been

already given at the commencement of this Article,

where they arc 6tated to belong in general to the rock

called by Mr. Scrope greystone, and by M. Brongniart

lephrine, consisting essentially of felspar, with many
accidental ingredients suprrmdded, such as olivine, mica,

augitc, hornblende, tHaniferous iron, and the like.

Loom Fragments ejected.

The loose fragments ejected from the crater differ

but little in mineral composition from the continuous

streams of lava, but they are generally of a more cel-

lular and porous aspect, not uncommonly fibrous, and

consequently more brittle and incoherent. They also

frequently present that vitreous appearance which is the

effect of sudden cooling, and vary in nixe from masses

many tons in weight to a fine and impalpable powder.

There seems, therefore, good reason lor suspecting,

that all those volcanic products which we have just

been considering, in whatever form they may have

issued from the volcano, arc allied to the rock denomi-

nated trachyte ;
aud. that they are either derived from K,

or, at least, formed out of the same materials as those of

which the laUer is composed, appears from our finding,

that, in many places where the structure of a volcanic

mountain lias chanced to be exposed, the lowest in the

series of formations that present themselves to the eye

is of a tracbytic nature, and that the strata superincum-

bent often seem to show a resemblance to that rock,

more ot less close in proportion to their contiguity to it.

Trachyte, whence derived.

Trachyte, also, is a rock of such universal occurrence

In volcanic Countries, and so abundant in those in which

the action is of the most remote date, and bits token

place on the most extensive scale, that it seems to be

natural to derive the lavas subsequently ejected from it.
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OeofopT. regarding them merely as so many modifications of this

Ch. III. original material, more or less changed by the largerwv,fc'' continuance of the heat, or the admixture of other

matters.

But, considering the peculiar characters and compo-

sition of trachyte, as well os the circumstance of its

being limited to Countries that appear to have undergone

the action of volcanic fires, we can hardly regard it os a

substance which makes a part of the original constitu-

tion of the Globe, and shall be disposed to set it down,
as itself a product, although a primary one, of the fusion

of other kinds of rock. Of what nature this loiter may
consist, will, perhaps, be determined, if wc examine, first,

with what particular descriptions of rock trachytes are

most connected in point of situation ; and secondly, to

what they present the nearest resemblance in mineralo-

gies l and chemical composition.

The former inquiry will lead us to consider, in the

first instance, the nature of those ejected masses which

appear to belong to the contiguous rode formations, and

not to be products of the igneous operations to which

their ejection has been owing.

Among these, we read of no substance bearing the

slightest resemblance to the constituents of secondary or

tertiary strata, but of many which may, with the greatest

probability, be referred to rocks of a granitic character.

Thus at the Puy Chopine in Auvergne, granite is

found intermingled with the trachyte and greenstone,

thrown together in confusion, as if the whole had been

elevated at one time, before the rock had been en-

tirely changed by the process.

In the lavas of the Vivarais, in those of the Rhine,

and in other localities, imbedded masses have been met
with, having much the appearance of an altered gneiss

or granite. Humboldt mentions his having found, in

the midst of the new volcano of Jorullo in Mexico, white

angular fragments of syenite, composed of a small por-

tion of hornblende, with much lamellar felspar ; Gemel-
laro discovered a mass of granite containing tinstone

amongst the ejected masses of Mount Etna; and the

same rock has been discovered amongst the trachyte of the

Ponza Islands by Mr. Scrope, and in the lava of Vesu-
vius by Dr. Thomson of Naples.

Mica slate has, in one instance, been found ejected

by Vesuvius, and various granular limestones of a dolo
mi tic character are found amongst the masses ejected from
the old crater of Vesuvius, which lie accumulated in the

Fossa Grande, and other hollow ways on the slope of
the volcano. It must be remarked, however, that these

latter are never imbedded either in the lavas or in the

volcanic masses ejected, so that they do not stand in

the same relation to them, as the granitic masses do
which have been before enumerated.

With regard to the formations, in which trachytic

rocks, or, to speak more generally, volcanos, usually

appear, great discrepancy seems at first aight to exist.

Thus, to begin with the Rhine, the formation on
which the trachyte of the Siebengeberge rests, and
among which the volcanos of tbe Eyfel have arisen, is a
day slate belonging to the transition series ; in Au-
vergne, the rocks of Mont Dor and of Clermont rest

immediately upon granite, or are separated from it only

by a tertiary deposit, whilst those of Cental are iucum-
bent on mica slate. In Hungary the rock underneath
is a porphyry, associated with syenite, clay slate, &c.
and referred by Beudant to the transition series ; in Tran-
aylrania, according to Boud, the trachytes be near the

mica slate and gneiss, with which are masses of syenite

and marble ; whilst in Styria, the rock most immediately
surrounding the little trachytic formation of the Gleich-

enhurg, is gneiss.

In Italy the case is somewhat different; yet, though
the trachyte of the Euganean hills rises from beneath
chalk, we have reason to believe that primitive and
transition rocks lie at no great depth beneath, as they

are found near Schio, and support the alternations of
volcanic and neptunian deposits in the Bruganza.

Humboldt has shown, that the rock which supports
tbe volcanos of the New World is generally a transition

porphyry, and sometimes granite or syenite
; and Von

Buch reports, that the last-named rocks appeared as the
lowest of those uplifted strata, which surrounded the
crater of the Island of Palma and other of the Cana-
ries. Now, although the preceding enumeration indi-

cates such a variety with regard to the position of vol-

canic formations as may seem at first sight to baffle all

general conclusions
;
yet when we consider, that, in the

majority of instances, the rocks have been referred either

to the primitive or the transition series, and that in the re-

maining ones, tbe latter were at a depth far less con-
siderable, than that at which we shall afterwards find

reason to conclude, that the volcanic force itself resides ;

it may not be unfair to presume, that volcanos have uni-

versally broken out amongst the older formations, or
those most near to the nucleus, whatever that may be,

of the Globe.

It is obvious, indeed, that in those cases ill which
volcanos have appeared in the midst of primitive rocks,

we cannot presume the seat of action to reside amongst
those of a later dale, but that the converse does not hold
good ; so that if we only admit, that any certain position

is to be assigned to these products, a single cose of

their occurrence in the midst of older formations would
overturn every inference to be derived, from their being
observed to emanate from strata of a more recent date.

The legitimate deduction from the above facts are,

moreover, strengthened by considering the mineralogies!

and chemical constitution of trachyte, both which bear

such a resemblance to that of granite, that the rock has

been called by Doloinicu granitoid lava.

And although tbe two rocks may be distinguished, by
the presence of quarts in the one, and its absence from
the other, yet the predominance of felspar in both seems
to place them in the same genus, and to distinguish

them from the constituents of secondary strata, where
that mineral hardly can be said to occur, except where
we have reason to suspect the agency of fire.

It is probable, too, that the chemical composition of

granite and trachyte taken from the same localities,

would not be found to vary materially, notwithstanding

tbe differences in their mineral constitution pointed out.

Thus, though quartz is wauting in trachyte, and
abundant in granite, yet tbe silitious earth contained In

that mineral, may have united with the alumina present,

in such proportions as would form felspar, ami in this

manner the latter may have become more abundant, at

the expense of the other two ingredients of the granite.

In some cases, on the contrary, where the material

operated upon consisted chiefly of quartz, tlie result may
have been that variety called millstone trachyte, which,

though chiefly silidous, betrays its igneous origin by

the cells and cavities it so abundantly contains.

If, then, there be reason to conclude, that the sub-

stance, which has supplied the materials ejected by

5 © 2
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G«©U»Rr. burning mountains,or constituting their internal nncleus,

Ch. 111. be derived from granitic rocks, a strong argument will

be afforded, in favour of the great depth at which the

operations are seated, that have given rise to the effects

we witness.

This inference, indeed, is greatly strengthened by a

consideration of the phenomena attendant on an erup-

tion, the general tenon r of which plainly denotes, that

the focus of the action is situated at a depth at the least

as great, as that to which granite may be supposed to

extend.

We do not, indeed, lay any stress on the remarks of

Stukeley, who calculates from the compass of country

over which earthquakes have been felt, that the force

must, in some instances, be 290 miles beneath the sue-

face, because we have seen reason to believe, that vibra-

tions may be propagated laterally beyond the imme-

diate influence of the impelling force ; but we would

argue, from the immense mass of materials ejected by

any one volcano, as for instance by Etna or Vesuvius,

without exhausting itself, or causing any sinking of the

mountain; from the prodigious height, to which the tra-

chytic nucleus of others seems to be raised, as at Teneriffe

and in Equinoctial America; and, lastly, from the im-

mense violence of the eruptions, which would shiver

into pieces any merely superficial covering of rock,

that the elastic vapours must be disengaged at a depth

at least as great, as that to which the crust of the earth

can be supposed to extend.

Constitution ofa Volcanic Mountain in general.

Having now examined the products of subterranean

fire individually, we will next consider them in the ag-

gregate, and explain the manner in which they produce

those vast accumulations of volcanic materials, which

occupy so large a portion of the surface of our Globe.

Those observers, who have been fortunate enough to

obtain a near view of the crater of a burning mountain,

in what is called its active condition, inform us, that the

interior of it is filled with a body of melted lava, which
may be seen alternately rising and falling within the

chasm. At its maximum of deration, one or more
immense bubbles have been seen to form on the sur-

face of the lara, and rapidly swelling, to explode with a

loud detonation. This explosion drives upwards a

shower of liquid lava, which, cooling rapidly in the air,

falls in the form of scoria*. The surface of the lava is

in turn depressed, and sinks several feet, but is pro-

pelled again upwards in a moment by the rise of fresh

volumes of elastic fluids, which escape in a similar man-

ner. Such is the account given by Mr. Scrope of the

crater of Stromboli, which he surveyed from a com-
manding point of rock ; such likewise in the main is

that given by Spallanzani of Etna, by Bory St. Vincent

of the volcanos of the Isle of Bourton, and by Ellis of

Kirauco, in Owhyhee. In all these cases, a mass of

melted matter, of unknown depth, covered for the most
part with a thin pellicle of scoriform lava, and emitting

copious volumes of steam or gas, was observed in the

crater which they overlooked.

Now it is evident, that the tendency to eruption in all

these cases will depend upon the relation existing be-

tween the expansive energy of the materials and the con-

trolling force, derived, in part, from the pressure of the

superincumbent atmosphere or ocean, and in part, from

the weight of the column of liquefied matter ; and as in

general a considerable proportion of the matters ejected Geology,

during a paroxysm of volcanic action tails back into the Ch. llL

crater, whilst the elastic fluids, which served to expel s-p,v—J

them, escape, the active state of a volcano will in these

cases be intermittent, and its eruptions placed at distant

intervals asunder.

In a few rare instances, as at Stromboli, where, from
some peculiarity in the configuration of the mountain,
the whole of the ejected materials falls into the sea,

and is carried away by a strong current to a distance,

the repressive and expansive forces may be so equally

bulanced, that a series of explosions shall occur at short

intervals, for any length of time during which the vol-

canic processes continue, without any accession of vio-

lence ever taking place, sufficient to produce the emis-
sion of a continuous current of lava. In cases where
the opposite forces are so nicely balanced, it may hap-
pen, as Mr. Scrope has ingeniously suggested, that the
mere variations of atmospheric pressure would cause a

difference in the explosive force, and thus may explain,

what the inhabitants of that Island are said to have re-

marked, that the intensity of the eruptive violence is

greatest in stormy weather.

Craters of Eruption .

It is evident, then, if we suppose this to be the condi-

tion of every active volcano, that, when once the vio-

lence of its operations has arrived to such a pilch, as

to overcome the resistance opposed to it, the elastic

vapours will throw out portions of the liquid lava, just

as, when a mass of melted metal happens to fall into a
vessel containing water, the steam generated disperses

it in all directions. These portions of lava projected into

the air, descend again in the form of scori® or sand,

and collect into an aggregate, which is called, rattier im-
properly perhaps, a bed of volcanic tuff.

But the projection of these fragments is soon fol-

lowed by the overflow of the melted lava itself, which
by degrees reaches the brim, spreads over the tuff, and
forms a regular bed encircling the original aperture.

Now the repetition of these successive operations

would cause just that alternation of beds of lava and tuff,

which is found to constitute the sides ofmost volcanic cra-

ters, and it will bent once seen, that the direction in which
they lie, to appearance horizontal, when viewed from
the interior of the chasm, but in reality dipping on all

sides away from the centre at an angle of about SO3
, is

exactly what would happen, if we suppose them formed
in the manner represented. In plate v. fig. 9, the dis-

position of the beds in a crater of eruption is given, and,

as contrasted with it, is shown that of the beds on a
hill, which may chance to have been hollowed out by
the action of water, in a manner, which causes it to

correspond in external appearance with that belonging
to the crater, after the latter has been broken away, and
partially destroyed, by the agency of other causes.

It is true, that we can hardly imagine many hundred
alternations of strata so constituted to mantle round the

crater in the way supposed; for it is evident, that the

slightest irregularity in the brim over which the lava

flowed, or upon which the scori® descended, would de-

termine these materials more on one side than the rest,

so that we should never find, after the first few beds
had been formed, any that actually extended round the

whole circumference.

But Professor Lyell has stated from actual observa-

tion, that this appearance of uniformity is delusive, and
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Geology. that the cone is in reality composed of a number ofbeds,
Ch. III. ^.11 Qf which thins out so gradually, as to be confounded,

and to appear continuous, with some other placed neat iU

Crateri of Elevation.

The above statement of the ordinary succession of

phenomena occurring during a volcanic eruption, which

we owe originally to M. Nectar de Saus.su re, supplies

us with a very simple and natural explanation of the

structure of an ordinary volcanic cone, the quaquaver-

sal dip of its strata, the regular alternation of tu(T and

lava, and even perhaps of the dykes which intersect

them. But are we at liberty to infer, that the whole of

a volcanic mountain, whatever may be its form, antiquity,

or position, whether situated, like Vesuvius, on the bor-

ders of the sea, or like the Peuk of Teneriffe in the

midst of a fathomless ocean, is built up entirely after

this fashion ?

Even in the absence of any direct evidence on the

subject, we should be inclined to hesitate before we
adopted such a conclusion, and to ask ourselves whether,

under so enormous a pressure os that of the Ocean, the

expansive force of elastic fluids, struggling to escape,

would not be more likely to upheave in the first place

the strata nearest tl»e focus of the actiou, when softened

by the heat, within a given area, than to eject fragments

of rock round a cone in the manner represented.

We might also feel perplexed to explain on such a

supposition the appearance of any detached volcanic

mountain in deep water, since such materials, if accu-

mulated under the sea, would be too quickly diffused

over its bottom, to raise the level to any considerable

height at one particular point.

It would also seem, that if earthquakes are allowed

to have brought about an occasional upheaving of the

Earth's surface, and that, without producing such a con-

fusion of the strata affected, as even to interfere with

the springs of the country, or to throw down the build-

ings erected on the spot, there would be still greater

renson for attributing the same effects to volcanic action

exerted upon rocks which have been actually softened by
the previously existing heat.

But independently of these probabilities, there are not

wanting direct proofs of the upheaving of rocks, that

appear to be connected in some way with volcanic ope-

rations
;
proofs derived, in some cases from the appear-

ances they present, and in others from the actual testi-

mony of eye-witnesses.

Upheaving of Volcanic Mountain* shown,

Pint, by their own appearance*.

The former arc drawn from the examination of vol-

canic mountains, whose interior structure is from some
cause or other in such a manner exposed to view, as to

reveal to us the real nature of the material which com-
poses its nucleus.

Thus in the Island of Great Canary, and still more
remarkable in that of Palma, a chasm called the

Caldera exists, nearly 4000 feet in depth, which af-

forded to Von Buch an excellent section of the in-

ternal structure of the mountain itself. Lowest of
all he discovered the primitive rocks, then masses of
trachyte, and above various alternations of those vol-
canic strata which usually occur in craters. The latter,

for ought we know, may have been formed by successive

ejections of lava and scorise ; but the trachyte and the Geology,
granite underneath must have been upheaved, for why Ch. Ilf.

else do we find them at a height, which, though 4000
feet perhaps from the summit, is at least 3000 from the

base of the mountain, and consequently from the level

of the sea, and that sea too unfathomable? Can we re-

sist the belief, that at least the granite with its super-

incumbent trachyte were upheaved from the bottom of
the Ocean by volcanic agency, and thus constituted a
nucleus, rouud which the subsequent ejections have
taken place ? Ought not such an example to be regarded
as marc conclusive, than the observations of a contrary

tendency which other Geologists have recorded, with
respect to the appearances presented in some of those

deep valleys, wliich exhibit sections of the interior of the

volcano ?

Where, as in the case of the Val de Bove on Mount
Etna, the structure is similar to that, which at present

results from the eruptions, that from time to lime take
place, we have doubtless a right to assume that they
were produced in a similar manner, and consequently the

antiquity of the volcano is enhanced, in proportion to the

extent of the series of strata so exposed ; but we are not
therefore entitled to conclude, that the original formation
of the volcano must have been of the same nature with

that of its subsequent growth, still less to extend the

same inference to other volcanos that may appear differ-

ently constituted.

Secondly, by the Existence of Dome* of Trachyte.

Of the upheaving of traohyte in detached dome-
shaped or conical masses, and that by forces which we
can hardly hesitate to regard as volcanic, examples, we
conceive, of even a less equivocal kind, may be found,

in Countries more accessible to the European traveller.

To what other cause, for example, are we to attribute

the occurrence of those five isolated hills of domite,

which we meet with near Clermont in Auvergne, the

largest of which, the Puy de Dome, rises nearly 3000
feet above the general level of the plateau on which it

rests?

On what possible supposition are we to account, for

the regularity of their form, their perfectly detached po-

sition, and their occurring, each in the midst of an am-
phitheatre, composed of volcanic rocks of a totally differ-

ent kind? Shall we imagine them to be the relics of a

continuous stratum, once spreading over the adjacent

country, but since removed by subsequent changes? or

shall we suppose them to be masses of a kind of lava,

which, from its imperfect fluidity, accumulated round a
central point, without spreading into the adjacent plain?

The former supposition seems irreconcilable with the

fact of the total absence of all traces of the rock else-

where, and with the conical form belonging to some of

these masses; the latter is manifestly inconsistent with
its chemical constitution, and the idea of its owing its

fluidity to intense heat, which we have thought fit on
other grounds to adopt.*

In one of these hills, the Puy Chopine, we appear
even to be able to trace the very steps by which the pro-

cess has taken place. We observe here, not merely a
rock composed of that variety of trachyte, which in the

• See this attention more fiJIy discussed in a Letter to Professor

Jameson, on trie Diluvial Theory, and on the Origin of the Valleys

of Auvergne, by Professor Daubeny, jmbliabed in tbs Bdwbmrgk
AVip riukmphicuJ Journal/«r April, 1831.
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Geology. other fov. hills constitute* the whole mass, but by the
Ch. III. Hide of it, forming the side fronting the South-west,

South-east, and East, a congeries of various primitive

and volcanic rocks in different states of alteration. We
mny enumerate, a conglomerate of scoriae and volcanic

tuff, of basalt, hornblende slate, sienile, and granite, more

or less disintegrated, especially where in contact with the

trachyte. The whole of the mountain is surrounded by

an amphitheatre of rocks composed of a congeries of aco-

rifortn volcanic products, from the midst of which it ap-

pears to have been elevated ; so that we seem to have at

once presented before our eyes, the material from which

the trachyte was elaborated, the several steps in the pro-

cess of change effected, and the mode in which, when
so prepared, it was made to occupy its present position.

If, however, we lielieve Humboldt, the New World
most present a much more decisive instance of the

kind, than the Puys of Auvergne we have been just

considering ; since Chimborazo, the highest mountain in

that hemisphere, is represented by him, as composed en-

tirely of trachyte, and being, both in form and composi-
tion, on the great scale, what the Grand Sarcouy in Au-
vergne is on a smaller one.

Now we may remark, that it is only because these

mountains, owing to the shifting of the volcanic fire to

another quarter immediately alter their elevation, or to

some other peculiarity in their phyaical condition, have
given rise to no ejections of lava or scoriae, that we are

enabled to ascertain so decisively their constitution
; for

hud they assumed the character of permanent vents, and
consequently been covered, as Etna and Vesuvius are,

by a numerous succession of layers of volcanic materials,

we should then have been induced to conclude, that

they were entirely built up of that, which constituted in

reality merely their external superficies.

There are also not wanting instances in volcanic dis-

tricts, w here the ordinary rocks of the country have been
heaved up round a circumscribed area, evidently by the

expansive force of vapours from beneath, so as to form
crater-shaped cavities, resembling in all particulars, ex-
cept in their component parts, that assumed by a volcano.
Mr. Scrope himself has described one of them in page 74
of his Memoir on Central France, where he makes
mention of a circular lake called Lc Uour de Tazana,
about half a mile iu diameter, and from thirty to forty

feel deep. Its margin, for a fourth of the circumference,

is flat, and elevated above the valley into which the lake

discharges itself. Every where else it is environed by

steep granitic rocks, thickly sprinkled with small scoria:

and puzzolana, and rising about 200 feet from the level

of the water. These fragments are all that indicate the

Volcanic origin of this gulf-like basin, but they are suf-

ficiently decisive. No stream of lava, or even fragments,

of any large size, are perceivable.

Similarly formed craters occur likewise in the Eyfel ;

and perhaps the best example of them is the circular

volcanic lake called live Meerfeld, hollowed out of transi-

tion slate ami red sandstone, without any admixture of
volcanic matter, though surrounded by loose fragments
of augitic lava. Now if we admit, that in these instances,

the rocks in question have acquired their actual position
from the operation of expansive vapours acting from
below, what reason is there for questioning the possibility

of the same forces having acted likewise upon volcanic
strata, and caused them lobe upheaved in n similar manner?

Even limestone rocks if we believe Von Buch, have
sometimes been elevated by volcanic agency in a conical

form, so as to imitate in their appearance the trachytic

masses mentioned as occurring iu Auvergne.

Instances of this kind are met with between Trent
and Roveredo. and it is remarkable, that the rock in

every case is of a dolomilic character, whereas the lime-

stones in the neighbourhood are destitute of magnesia.
The same remark applies, as we have seen, to the ejected

masses of granular limestone found at Vesuvius, which
are dolomitic, although the apenuine limestone of the

neighbourhood is in general not magnesian.* (See pL
iv. fig. 7. 8.)

Hence Von Buch has had the boldness to attribute

this latter ingredient to the volcanic action, imagining the
Earth inque&lion to have penetrated the volcanic matter
whilst in a liquid or pasty condition, so aa to form with
it a chemical compound.

There are, it must be confessed, weighty difficulties in

the way of such a supposition, and in some of the spots

which Von Buch has appealed to in proof of his theory,

as, for instance, at Geroistein in the Eyfel, the circum-
stances are such as to preclude us from adopting such a
supposition, without a manifest anachronism ;t neverthe-

less the singular appearances of these rocks, and their

connection with (lie surrounding strata, have induced
many to suspend their judgment, and to regard the im-
pregnation of limestone with magnesia, in the manner
supposed, as one of those facts, which a more advanced
stage of chemical knowledge may explain, or at least

render more conceivable.

• Even those who reject this theory of Von Bach's,

will hardly hesitate to regard the curved stratification,

manifested not unfrequently in our sections of the Earth's

surface, as caused by an upheaving force. We are in-

debted to Mr. Bakewell for presenting ua with an
instance, which seems to comprehend all the conditions

requisite for establishing this view of the case. Four
miles East of Matlock, in the isolated hill called Crick

CUff, about 9(H) lieet above the Derwent, tbe strata rise

in all directions towards the central point, so as to form
nearly spherical segments. (Sec pi iv. fig. 6.)

The true structure of the hill has been discovered by
recent mining operatfona, several valuable metallic veins

having been explored in it, and a gallery driven in it, aa
represented in lbe figure.

Now it h obvious, that, although (he inclination of
plane strata may result from subsidence, such an arched
structure as that represented could hardly have been
formed except by protrusion, of which its proximity to
beds of loadstone, to which we ascribe a volcanic origin,

suggests an explanation. In this instance, however, we
arc not left to conjecture ;

for lately, in driving the gallery

on towards the centre of the hill, a mass of loadstone was
met with ; and the same was found, by sinking a shaft
from the top of the hill, so that the cause and the
effects are at once displayed, in the section we are ena-
bled to give of this hilLf

• la fig. 7

.

bin ideal section by Von Buch of the rocks in

the Val de Fun, Tyrol allowing the manner ia which he conceives

the nyruxenic porphyry to have fint heaved up and displaced the
shelly limestone, together with die other mcka, and afterwards to

have converted it into those mantes of dolomite which cap die sum-
nuts of the overhanging mountains.

Id fig. 8. s drawing is given of one of these dolomitic mountains
;

and tits portion of the porphyry, the shelly limestone, and the red

•ami »tune with reference to it, u indicated by the annexed figmea

f See Daubeny, Dncnphem of fWcmitot, n. 53.

I See Bakewell, GeaAyy, 1833.
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• Testimony I*favour of the Elevation of Volcanic Rocks.

But if the appearances which are presented by many
of the rocks affected by volcanic fire lead to a conclusion

favourable to the notion of their having been uplifted

;

still more decisive is the evidence afforded us by those

persons, who have either been eye-witnesses of the for-

maiioo of a volcano in a new site, or have been situated,

nearest in point of time or place, to the theatre of such

events.

Father Goree, m 1707, was eye-witness of the appear-

ance of a new rock, between the two Islands ofGreat and
Little Comment, off Suntorinn in the Grecian Archipe-

lago. He states, that it gradually increased in size and
in height, until it became half a mile in circumference,

and rose twenty or thirty feet above the level of the sea,

bringing up with it live oysters. After this had hap-
pened, a crater appears to have been formed, from which
fragments of volcanic matter were ejected, and the latter

now cover the surface of the Island, and conceal the un-

derlying rock.

Among the Aleutian group, Langsdorf lias described

a rock near the Island ofUtialascbka, 3000 feet in height,

consisting oftrachyte, which made its appearance in 179b,

and seems to hsvc been thrown up all at once from the

bottom of the Ocean. The Island that has recently ap-

peared in the Mediterranean between Sicily and the

African coast, though the part elevated above the sea

was made up of seenform matters disposed in concentric

layers round a central orifice, seems below to have con-

sisted of an upheaved mass of rock. It is certain, at

least, from Captain Smyth’s account, that the depth of
the water on the site of the Island was at least 100 fa-

thoms, when he sounded it in 1914 ; and it appears from
the chart accompanying Dr. Davy's Paper, that it varies

in the immediate vicinity of the Island from 1 to 12

fathoms, from whence it gradually increases, so that at

« distance of from 100 to 200 yards from it, the present

soundings are from 20 to 6b fathoms.

Now this change of level may no doubt be explained

In two ways ; cither by the gradual accumulation of sco-

ria: and other volcanic products, or by the more sudden
elevation of a portion of the bed of the Mediterranean.
With either hypothesis the structure of the crater is

equally compatible ; for it is natural to suppose that, after

a conical mass had been upheaved, ejections of scoriae

might have taken place round a central point.

But with regard to the mode in which the operations
of the volcano began, we are disposed to give the pre-
ference to the hypothesis of a sudden upheaving ; for to
have raised the bed of the sea from 100 to 10 or 12
fathoms water, would seem to require a longer coutino-
ancc of volcanic operations than is noticed os having oc-
curred on this spot, as well os a wider dispersion of the
ejected masses over the sea than appears to have been
the ease. We hear indeed of scoria? and ashes having
U«en distributed in all directions, even to the ooast of
Sicily, but we do not find any sensible difference in the
level of the sea recorded, excepting within an area of one
or two hundred yards round the Island, from which oen-
krai point, therefore, the sea appears to sink abruptly in
every direction.

Phenomena of JoruUo.

Lastly, Humboldt has presented us with an instance,
where, in the centre of the great table land of Mexico,
and at a period not more distant than the middle of the
last Century, both the descriptions given by the inha-

bitants of the country, who were actual eye-witnesses of GroWy
the event, and the appearances exhibited at the time the Cb- II*-

spot was visited by himself, led him to the conclusion, dial
a large tract ofground from three to foursquare miles in
extent was heaved up in a convex form to the height of
550 feet, and that from the midst of this protuberance
arose six conical hills, the least of them 300 feet in height,
and tbe loftiest, Joruilo, elevated 1600 feet above the
level of the plain.

Certain English Geologists have lately questioned
the soundness of this explanation, and have suggested
that the convexity of the plain may liave been produced
by a simultaneous overflow of lava from the six cones,
and that these, uniting intoone sheet, may huve formed a
sort of circular pool or lake of lava.

But this solution seems to us clogged with still

greater difficulties than that offered by Humboldt; for

although it be true, that the viscidity of a lava current is

such, that we ought not to suppose it subjected altogether
to the same laws as those which regulate the flowing of
a body of water, still it seems probable, that some
trifling inequality of surface in the plain over which it

has spread, some variation in the quantity of lava given
out from the different orifices, would determine the sheet
of lava to one point rather than to another, and thus
produce a stream flowing in a given direction, instead of
a lake of melted matter circumscribed within so definite

an area.

It has been said, indeed, that the heaving up of a
tract of land of this kind is unprecedented

; bulso.lt may
be replied, is the formation of such a convexity, by llie

mere overflow of a stream of lava proceeding from any
existing volcano. And it must moreover be recollectea,

that, according to the very conditions of the theory advo-
cated by those Geologists who have objected to Hum-
boldt’s views on this point, our historical records would
embrace so very small a portion of the time occupied by
any of the great physical revolutions of our Globe, that
there appears the less reason, for circumscribing Geolo-
gical reasoning strictly to the data obtained by actual

observation, provided it assumes nothing inconsistent
with the laws which the latter tend to establish.

Thus we have literally no record of any other volcano
formed in a new site upon land, than this of JoruUo

;

for the throwing up of tbe Monto Nuovo near Naples
can be regarded in no other light, than as a transference

of the volcanic action, which is taking place at the Solfa-

tara, or at Vesuvius, to another neighbouring quarter.

It may also be remarked, that the existence of a hol-

low space beneath a volcano, which may be accounted for,

although it does not necessarily follow, from the uplifting

of the rocks composing its nucleus, seems the beat and
most obvious means of explaining the phenomenon stated

by Dr. Horsfield to have occurred in Java ; where the

mountain Pupcndayang, formerly one of the largest vol-

canos in the Island, is said to have given way, ami in

part to have fallen in, so that an extent of ground, fifteen

miles long and six broad, was swallowed up in the

bowels of the earth, with the destruction of forty village*

and a large proportion oftheir inhabitants.

There seems, therefore, good reason to believe, that

volcanic rocks have been heaved up, both in the sea and
ou land, by the expansive force of elastic vapours, e

position of greater importance in a theoretical point of

view than might be at first anticipated, seeing, that it

justifies us in applying these same forces to the explana-

tion of the more extensive elevations ofmountain ranges.
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Geology, of which Geology apprizes us, though, as of the eleva-

Ch. lit. tion of cones of trachyte, history is silent concerning

them. Now a l>cl»ef in the elevation of isolated masses

of rock may serve to reconcile us to certain opinions, with

respect to the origin of volcanic craters, which, resting

as they do on the authority of the two individuals, who
have examined volcanos, on the most extensive scale, and

under the greatest variety of aspects, deserve from us at

least a patient and unprejudiced hearing.

Cralert of Elevation .

Von Buch has distinguished the craters of volcanos

into two classes : those produced by eruption, and by

elevation. The former are brought about in the man-
ner already pointed out by Ncckar de Saussure and others,

and are found in all volcanos which have given rise to

currents of lava, or have constituted |>ermaneut vents of

volcanic materials.

The latter are produced, owing to the upheaving of

the crust of the Earth by the agency of elastic vapours

round a certain limited area, and may, therefore, consist

either of the older rocks of the country, or of the pro-

ducts that have been accumulated by antecedent volca-

nic operations. The one may be illustrated by the cra-

ter of Meer field in the Eyfel, and that of the Tour do

Gazaua in Auvergne ; of the latter (the Puy de I)6mc)

ami other conical masses of trachyte afford, as we con-

ceive, unexceptionable examples.

Now as the structure of a crater of eruption has been

compared by Professor Lyell to that of an exogenous

tree, which increases by layers de]K>siled from without;

so that of a crater of elevation may, to follow up the same

analogy, be perhaps compared to that of on endogenous

one. where the growth is caused by the protrusion of a

mass from within. The question, therefore, is, in what

way are we to determine whether a given crater, or, to

speak more generally, a given volcanic formation, be the

result of the one or of the other process?

And here we must refer to an excellent Memoir lately

published by Messrs. Elie de Bourmont and Dufrenoy,

who adopt the following method of distinguishing

between the two.

When the sides of the mountain arc covered with

bands of lava circumscrilwd within narrow limits, we

may fairly infer that they have been formed by succes-

sive ejections ; when, on the contrary, the whole circum-

ference of the cone is covered by a continuous sheet of

volcanic matter, which is commonly the ca*c where the

substance of it is basaltic or compact, we may presume

that it has once been nearly horizontal, and has since

become upraised. The former may happen most com-

monly in those volcanos which are subaerial and at pre-

sent in action, but the latter is the case generally in those

which aw subaqueous.

It we suppose a body of liquid lava to be ejected from

the bottom of a deep sea, and consequently under the

pressure of a considerable volume of water, a crust

would quickly form over its upper surface, in consequence

of the rapid abstraction of heat by the water immediately

superincumbent; so that the lava subsequently ejected

would be compelled, by the resistance opposed by this

hard, unyielding mass to its progress upwards, to spread

itself laterally in all directions ; thus forming a sheet or

tabular maw of lava extending over the bottom of the

sea on which it was poured out.*

* 6vs DsUbtcbe's Manual, third •dition, p. 125.

Now it is evident, that an explosion of gas taking Geology,

place underneath a mass of lava, such as that repre- Ch. H*-

sen ted, might produce a crater of elevation, by heaving

up the lava round a given area, and producing a central

cavity, through which the elastic vapours aud solid

matters ejected might continue to escape.

Messrs. Elie de Beaumont and Dufrenoy appeal to

the elevated tabic lands of Mont Dor and Cantal, as

affording instances of elevation, but as being altogether

irreconcilable with the doctrine of craters of eruption ;

and it is certain, that if the sheets of trachyte are really

continuous, wo will not say over the whole of these

mountains, but over any considerable portion of them,
the notion of their being caused by successive ejections

from a number of distinct craters, must be renounced as

untenable. M. Virlet, indeed, one of the most distin-

guished opponents of the elevation theory in France,

who accompanied the scientific expedition sent by the

French Government to the Morea, is compelled to admit,

that the eruptions, which built up the Mont Dor and the

Cantal, must have been on a greater scale than any
which we at present experience ; thus giving up the very

point which pleads most strongly in favour of the rival

theory, by admitting, that causes now in action, operating

with only their present intensity, are inadequate to

produce the phenomena. On the other hand, the

adversaries of Von Buch's theory in this Country, more
consistent in their opposition, endeavour to show, that

lava currents of equal extent have been produced in

modern days ; and doubtless Iceland, and even Sicily,

afford examples, which may be fairly brought into com-
petition with those of more ancient date.

But Messrs.de Beaumont aud Dufrenoy contend, with

great appearance of justice, that it is only when the lava

has readied a tract of nearly level land, that it spreads

itself over so wide a surface as is there represented, and
that during its descent down the sides of the volcano it

in almost invariably circumscribed within a very limited

area.

When, therefore, we observe a conical hill composed

of sheets of lava or trachyte, which can be ascertained

to be continuous round the whole or the greater part of

its circumference, we must suppose it once to have been
horizontal, and afterwards to have been heaved up into

its existing position.

Von Buch has, however, extended his theory to such

craters as that of the Islands of Pulmaund of the Great

Canary, assuming that all the strata observed in look-

ing down from the summit of the Culdera have been

upheaved, and that this deep chasm has been formed in

consequence.

The Caldera of the Isle of Palma, says Von Buch,
differs from a crater oferuption in many striking particu-

lars. Here are no streams of lava, no slags, no lapilli, or

ashes. Nor do we ever find the latter of such a circum-

ference, or so profound and abrupt. Its general aspect

seems to show, that it was formed by the pressure of those

elastic fluids, which raised the whole Island above the

level of the Ocean, and changed the strata composing it

from an horizontal to their present highly inclined po-

sition. The aspect of those narrow and precipitous

ravines, called Barancos, which encircle it, favours this

hypothesis. They are so circumstanced, that wc can

hardly attribute them to the action of water; but if we
suppose a succession of solid and unelastic strata to be

suddenly lifted up in the manner of those in the Island

of Palma, it is evident that not only would a central
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<5®oloffr* aPcrture formed where the crater now exists, but

Ch.III. that the strain would occasion a number of lateral tis-

* v—-y an res corresponding with those called in the Island

Barancos.

To those, indeed, who have hitherto derived their

notions on these subjects exclusively from English

sources, we would recommend the perusal of the great

Work on the Canary Islands, which we owe to the

Prussian Geologist above mentioned. We shall there find

a record of phenomena, which seem hardly reconcilable

to that theory with regard to the building up of volcanic

mountains by the successive ejections of beds of scorisn

and lava, which, from its seductive simplicity, is calcu-

lated in a manner to preoccupy the mind of the Geo-
logist.

We shall there see whole islands formed, of beds of

basalt, not of acoris or of tuff, preserving in their ex-

ternal circumference a circular form nearly as perfect as

that of the brim of their central crater, towards which

they on all aides incline. We shall then see, in the

midst of this amphitheatre, of basaltic rocks, aud of other

materials, which could scarcely have been formed except-

ing under water, a conical mass of trachyte rising to a

great height with a crater in its centre,* and this crater

one, which has not in all cases emitted lava currents or

scoria*, but has served only as a vent for steam or

gases. Now, if these appearances can be best explained

by an upheaving of rocks previously formed beneath the

bed of the Ocean, what arguments of a general nature

can be alleged to prevent us from adopting such a con-

clusion, seeing, that we are only extending to the mate-

rials of a whole island, what all admit with respect to

certain isolated rocks ;
imagining that to have taken

place in Palma, and the Great Canary, which we have

almost been eye-witnesses of at the Islands of Suntorino

and Sciuoca; proceeding, as it appears to us, legitimately,

from the observed consequences of earthquakes at pre-

sent, to the inferred effects of similar forces at periods

antecedent?

That the hypothesis in question may have been pushed

too far, and that some of the followers of Von Buch,
originally misled by his authority, may have since been

obliged to retrace their steps, is nowise improbable ; but

this does not invalidate the truth of the facts, which he

and others have alleged, as applicable to the cases of

Teneriffe, or Jorullo, or oblige us to imagine all vol-

canos, in whatever quarter of the Globe they may be, to

be built up, after the model of those few on the borders

of the Mediterranean, which chance to be most accessi-

ble to Europeans.

We hold, in short, that it would be just as illogical

to argue, that because many craters have been built up
by the gradual accumulation of successive eruptions,

therefore that the same must have been the case with
all, as to contend, that because the trachyte which forms
the bottom of the Caldera has been uplifted, therefore

that the strata superimposed upon it must have been
so likewise, without reference to their nature or contents.

Both descriptions of crater probably have a real

existence in nature, and the business of the Geologist,

therefore, is to distinguish the one from the other, by a
particular examination of each, and by considering, whe-
ther the strata that compose it have most the appear-

* The Aravin? or the cone and crater of Barren Island, Bay of
Bengal, pi. iv. fig. 4, will give wme idea of what it here de-
scribed.

VOL. VI.

ance of submarine lavas, or of those products, which are Geology,
seen forming under our eyes by subaerial volcanos. Ch.ltl.

We have been disposed to dwell the more upon this
theory of Von Buch, conceiving that justice has hardly
been done to its pretensions by English Geologists,
partly, in consequence of the original papers, in which
his views were promulgated, having never been trans-
lated into our language, and portly, in consequence of
their being somewhat at variance with certain doc-
trines in thi*9 Science, prevalent at the rresent time
amongst us.

If, however, we may presume to act as arbiters be-
tween this great German Geologist, and his opponents
in England, we should say, that the latter are perfectly
justified in referring to processes of which they have
daily experience, those craters to which both theories may
be applicable, on the very same principle, on which we
huve ourselves given a preference to the simpler hypo-
thesis advanced by Professor Forbes, and since so ably
advocated by Mr. Lyell, to account for the phenomena
of the Temple at Puzzuoli, (see p. 717.) though we
have seen nothing to convince us, that the more com-
plicated theory advanced by Goethe would not likewise
account for them. On this principle we do not doubt
that Hoffman Iras done right in retracting his original
opinion with respect to Mount Etna being a crater of
elevation, though we have yet to learn that this conces-
sion on his part ought to be construed into a general
abandonment of Von Bucli’s theory as applied to other
cases. On the other hand wc would submit to our
readers, whether, on reviewing the facts that have been
put before them, they will not conclude, that the objec-
tions raised against the possibility of such cases occur-
ring, as Von Buch has exemplified in his Work on the
Canary Islands, rest on too narrow a view of volcanic
phenomena, which, in order to be complete and satis-

factory, ought to embrace the phenomena observed in
Equinoctial America, as well as those of Europe; the
extinct volcanos of Auvergne, os well as the recent ones
of Naples and Sicily; and which, at least, should admit
of being applied to all cases of upheaving, whether occur-
ring in primary ranges of mountains, in the so called
valleys of elevation existing amongst newer deposits, or
in tracts of confessedly igneous origin.

Section 4.

Theory of Volcanic Operations.

Having now treated in succession the different phe-
nomena found to accompany volcanic action in its

various phases of intensity, we may, perhaps, be in

some degree prepared to estimate the relative probabi-
lity of the two modes already mentioned, by which its

existence has been accounted for.

We say, the relative probability of the two, for aAer
all, there will be few so wedded to cither, as not to con-
template, new volcanic phenomena being brought to

light, fresh principles in Chemistry becoming recog-
nised, which may give a preference to some third expla-
nation, entirely different from either of the foregoing,
seeing, that one of those conditions laid down by Lord
Bacon as requisite in order to guarantee our belief in a
theory, namely, that the cause assigned should be
ascertained to have a real existence, can be predicated

neither of the one nor of the other.

We would also remark, that the real question at

5 E
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Geology. issue between the advocates of tl»e rival theories, stated

Ch. Ilf. i„ broadest terms, is simply this;—whether the phe-

nomenn of volcanos seem to imply u process of oxyda-

tion or not ; if they do, then our acquaintance with

bodies which are kindled by the mere contact of water,

enables us to explain the manner in which the process

of combustion may originate, its continuance becoming
a matter of subsequent consideration ; whilst, if the

facts before us can be accounted for merely by assuming

the presence in the interior of the (ilobe of a mass of

melted matter, we should scarcely be disposed to go
further for a solution of them.

Now the progressive refrigeration of a ball of melted

matter proceeding from its circumference towards its

centre, would doubtless produce something like an imi-

tat ion of one volcanic phenomenon, namely the emission

of lava currents, since the contraction of the crust upon
its internal contents would squeeze out from to time, at

the points of least resistance, a portion of liquid matter

proportionate to the gradual diminution of its capacity.

We may also understand, why the points of least re-

sistance should often be on the coasts or in the depressed

portions of continents; why the action of the volcano

should in generul be intermittent ; and w hy it should

continue for centuries without becoming exhausted.

We might olso account on this hypothesis for the

volumes of carbonic acid emitted, regaoling them ns

resulting from the action of the heat upon the consti-

tuents of the limestone rocks placed within the sphere

of its operation, and consequently as being unconnected
with any process of combustion.

But. on the other hand, this hypothesis does not ex-

plain, why volcatios should break out in the middle of
the sea, where the pressure must lie greater, than it is on
comments, intersected as the latter are with caverns

and fissures ; why it should take place in certuin lines

of const only, and not generally, wherever there be low
land ; and why. fed as they would be from an inexhaus-
tible fountain of liquid matter, they should ever become
extinguished, or, at least, continue dormant for no very
extended a period, as to convey to us that impression.

Ncitlter does this hypothesis explain the differences

that exist between the products of volcanos, which, if

derived from the same internal sonree, ought perhaps to

be uniform in their com|>osition and structure.

In coticediug, therefore, that the conditions of this

hypothesis permit us to explain this phenomenon, it is

conceived, that we have gone further than we are strictly

xvnrrauted in doing; whilst with regard to others more
characteristic and essential than even the emission of

lava, it leaves us altogether in the dark.

In whut manner, fur example, will the admission of

Onrtlicra theory enable us lo account for the evolution

of fleam, and of the different gases, which we have seen

to be constantly present, or for the consequences of the
confinement of these clastic fluids in the interior of tlic

.JBartn, which manifest themselves, in llie explosions that

accompany an eruption, or in the upheaving of rocks aim!

the production of earthquakes which we attribute to its

operations ?

Nor can we be considered guilty of any gratuitous
assumption in thus attributing them ; for, although the
lipinuviug effects ot volcanic action have been by some
scribed merely to the hydrostatic pressure of a mass of
lava, which had l*cn forced up to the summit of the
crater, yet it is plain, that to have brought it into that po-
sition iu defiance of the laws of gravity, some powerfully

moving force must have been required, and what force Geology,

can be suggested, at once so probable in itself, and so Ck - III*

adequate to the effect brought about, as the evolution of
'' ‘

a great body of elastic vapour, the existence of which wc
are compelled from many other considerations to admit?

Aware probably of the difficulties that suggest them-
selves to Cordier’s theory in this its most simple form,

many of those who profess to support it, coll into play
another principle, namely the action of water, which,
making its way to depths where the Eurth is sup-
posed to maintain a temperature sufficiently exalted for

this purpose, is converted into steam, and thus serves

by its elastic force to eject the various heated matters
which issue from the orifice.

It must he confessed, that such an addition to the

theory supplies us with an explanation of much, which
former view of it had overlooked, especially, the situa-

tion of volcanos near the sea, their |>ower of upheaving
rocks, and in general the expansive force, which consti-

tutes one of their leading features.

Yet even here, unless we suppose some kind of com-
bustion to take place, we arc left in the dark, with re-

gard to the evolution of sulphurous acid and of nitro-

gen gases; and unless we suppose the existence of some
principle or other capable of decomposing, ns well us of
converting into va|M>ur, (he water that finds admission,

we shall hardly be uhle lo account for the steudy and
copious emission of hydrogen combined with sulphur,

which has been noticed.

It may, indeed, be said, that sulphurous acid would
arise from the spontaneous union of sulphur with oxygen,

nt the high temperature to which it would be subjected,

if it existed so deep in the bowels of the Earth ; and that

several of the commoner metals, such as iron, are capable

of decomposing water, and combining with the oxygen

of the atmosphere, when subjected to the same heat—
whence would result on evolution, both of sulphuretted

hydrogen, and of the residuary nitrogen, derived from

the atmospheric air admitted.

But when the naturalist is once brought to allow, that

combustion of some kind or other makes a part of vol-

canic operations, he will necessarily look to the products

of these latter, in order to satisfy himself, what the mate-

rials may have been which have contributed to the

effects.

Now we have already seen, that the substances ejected

from the crater of a volcano usually consist, in the largest

proportion of silex, next of alumina, then of oxide of

iron, then lime, and lastly soda or potass.

Thot the elements of these bodies must, some of them

at least, have absorbed oxxgen from the atmosphere,

during the process by which their fusion has been

effected, seems to follow, from the nitrogen disengaged,

and the ommonincal salts sublimed ; and if wc arc thus

brought to admit, that a metal so oxiditable as iron uiay

exist in its metallic condition at these depths, what is to

hinder us from going one step further, and applying the

same supposition to the bases of the earths, and alkalies,

thus obtaining a readier solution of the energetic cha-

racter of those processes, which are adequate to pro-

duce the effects wc witness ?

It has, indeed, been alleged, that the two principal

constituents of lava, namely, the bases of silica and

alumina, ore not highly iu flammable. Silicon, when

perfectly pure, resists a white Itcal without uniting with

oxygen, and aluminium may be boiled in water without

decomposing it But, in the first place, it is rare to
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Geology. meet with these oxides, without finding them accom-
Ch. III. pnnied either with lime or an alkali ; and the basis of the

former, we have reason, from Davy's experiments, to be-

lieve, is highly inflammable ; the latter we know to he so.

Secondly, silicon kindles readily if united with a little

hydrogen or with carbonate of soda ; and aluminium

even by itself burns brilliantly when heated to redness,

and dissolves with the evolution of hydrogen in very

dilute solutions of potass.

There is, therefore, no difficulty in imagining the com-
bustion to be kept up by means of the silicon and alumi-

nium, when once it has been commenced by the action

of water, upon the potassium, sodium, or calcium present.

It has also been objected, that hydrogen gas is never

emitted from the spiracles of any volcano, as if it were

not quite natural, (hat it should be evolved in union

with sulphur, when generated in places so abounding

ill that material.

That the quantity thus emitted has been enormous, will

appear from this consideration alone, namely, that the

immense beds of sulphur in Sicily arc probubty derived

from certain submarine solfataras, and that in solfataras

the sulphur which is deposited arises, not from the sub-

limation of that solid, but from the deposition of it by

the sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid disen-

gaged, which, when they come into contact, mutually

decompose each other.

It is not clear, also, that hydrogen gas may not be
evolved likewise in combination with carbon, and even

with phosphorus, since the flame, which has been repre-

sented as rising from the ground both during earth-

quakes and volcanic eruptions, indicates the former; and
the bubbling up of gas, through the sea, which inflamed

on coming into contact with the air, a phenomenon ob-

served near the Azores, would seem to imply the latter.

At all events, a large proportion of the hydrogen
emitted may be presumed to make its appearance in the

ammoniacai salts disengaged, and a still larger propor-

tion to be recombined with the oxygen of the atmo-

spheric air present, and to uppear as steam.

The above hypothesis has this further recommendation
—that it accounts for the intense action, which appears to

be kept up in some cases without intermission for a
considerable period, although it must be supposed to be
taking place in caverns, or confined spaces deep in the

bowels of the earth.

Had the combustion been of such a nature, as to give

rise only to some gaseous product, such as carbonic

acid, the combustion would soon have been suspended,

or at least checked, by the predominance of a principle

so destructive to flame, as we find to be the case in

coal mines that have caught fire. Nor would the result

have been different, if sulphur, or even phosphorus, had
been the sole materials by which the combustion was
maintained, for iu either instance an atmosphere would
have been produced, in which the further oxydation of
these bodies could not have proceeded.

But, supposing the substances inflamed to be metals,

which form with oxygen a fixed product, and disengage
from water an inflammable principle, as in the case as-

sumed, we can see no reason, why the combustion
might not continue for ages with unabated vigour, as ia

the case in several volcanos.

An objection against our hypothesis has also been
sometimes deduced from the mean density of the Earth,
which is calculated at five times that of water ; and
hence it lias been concluded, that bodies so light, as

potassium and sodium are, cannot make a part of its

nucleus.

But we are not obliged lo imagines larger proportion

of these alkaline bases to be present, than would be im-
plied by the composition of the lava emitted, and pro-
bably we shall find not more than four or five per cent,

of potass or soda to exist in the average of volcanic

productions.

On the other hand, the specific gravity of the basis of
silica, ami. probably, also, of that of the other earths
which predominate in lava, is sufficiently considerable to
warrant the conclusion, that a mass of mailer, containing
these principles in the proportions indicated, and united
with as much metallic iron, as we know to exist in the
state of an oxkle in the generality of lavas, would form
an aggregate possessing an higher specific gravity, than
that of the compound resulting from the oxydation of
the entire mass.

l-et iis take, for iustance, the analysis given by Dr.
Kennedy of the lava from Etna, which he states lo con-
sist of

SSK*

Silica 52 percent. X Sp. gr. 2.65 = 127.8
Alumina. . . 19 per cent, x Sp. gr. 4.20 = 79.8
Lime 10 percent. X Sp.gr. 3.00 rs 30.0
Oxide of iron 15 percent. X Sp. gr. 5,00 = 75.0
Soda 4 percent. X Sp. gr. 2.00 = 8.0

100 320.6

We here find that 100 parts of this lava have a spe-

cific gravity equal to 320.6, and consequently that the

specific gravity of the mass would be no more than 3.9,
supposing it divested of water.

Now let us contrast this with the specific gravity of

100 parts of the metallic principles, which would give

rise to a mineral possessing the above chemical compo-
sition.

Silica 52 contains of base 26 x Sp. gr. 2.0= 52. 0
Alumina . . 19 contains of base 10 X Sp. gr.2.0= 20.

0

Lime 10containsofba.se 7 x Sp. gr. 4.0 = 29.0
Oxide ofiron) 5 contains of base 12 xSp.gr. 7 8 = 93.6
Soda 4 contains of base 3xSp.gr. 1.0= 3.0

100 58 196.6
Now as 58 - 196 - 100 - 340.

Consequently the specific gravity of the whole would
lie no le&s than 3.4. The specific gravity of aluminium
appears not to be ascertaiued, but probably it is not

inferior to that of silicon, which siuks in the strongest

sulphuric acid, and therefore is more than 1.83.

The theory, therefore, we have been advocating, leaves

the question with respect to the cause of the Earth's den-

sity just on the same footing as before. Those who are

of opinion, that the latter may be explained by the mere
condensation of such rocks as are found near the surface,

in cousequence of the superincumbent weight, as certain

metals may he rendered heavier by pressure, are entitled

to extend this explanation to the case of the alkaliue and
earthy bases; whilst those who regard the density of the

Earth to be a proof, that some heavier matter most exist

below, arc not precluded from such a supposition, as

our theory implies merely the existence of such a quan-
tity of metallic ingredients, as would be sufficient to pro-

duce tike materials ejected, leaving the constitution of
the remainder just as open to conjecture as it was before.

It is curious, indeed, that whilst some have argued,

that the kind of materials found near the surface is

5 e 2
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Geology* inadequate to account for the density attributed to the

Ch- III. Earth in general ; others, as the tale distinguished Pro-

fessor Leslie, have contended, that these substances would
have their specific gravity so much increased by the

enormous pressure, that void internal spaces must be

necessarily supposed. On this he has founded his singu-

lar hypothesis, that the centre of the Earth is filled only

with light, the rarest substance known ; an idea, the mere
mention of which is sufficient to show, how little we can

be justified in rejecting an explanation of facts, merely

because it appears to militate against the conjectures, that

may be conjured up with regard to the internal condition

of our Planet.

Dismissing, therefore, this objection, and leaving to

our readers full liberty to form their own conclusions

with respect to the internal slate of the Globe, granting

even to such as contend for it, that an internal fluid mass
might give rise to some of the phenomena of volcanos

;

we conceive, that if the opposite theory can explain other

effects, which the above leaves untouched, in addition to

those which it elucidates, we are bound by every rule of

sound reasoning to allow it the preference.

Now that this is the case, we Bhall attempt to show,

by deducing, from the supposed existence of the alkaline

and earthy metalloids at a certain depth in the Earth,

the several phenomena of volcanos, in the order in which

they preseut themselves.

Statement of the Theory proponed.

We will suppose, that the nucleus of the Earth, at a

depth of three or four miles, either consists of, or contains

as a constituent part, combinations of the ulkaline and

earthy metalloids, as well as of iron and other more

common metals, in the proportions indicated by the com-
position of luva; these being combined, perhaps, with

sulphur, and constituting various sulpho-salts. Such

bodies are gradually undergoingdecomposition, wherever

they come into contact with air and water, but, defended

by the crust of the Globe, as even a mass of potassium

ot a certain size may be by a crust of its own oxide, if

kept perfectly dry, the chemical action excited goes on
too slowly to produce any of its more striking effects,

unless the lutter of these agents be present inconsider-

able quantity. Hence, under our continents, the elastic

fluids generated, and the heat evolved, show then

principally, in their influence on the temperature of the

interior, or in the phenomena of thermal waters.

But under the sea, or in any other situation where

the pressure of an equally large column of superincum-

bent fluid assists in forcing the water though the crevices

of the subjacent rocks, the action must often go on more

rapidly, aud the effects consequently wear a more for-

midable aspect.

These latter, however, will occur in the middle of the

sea less generally than on the coast, because the pres-

sure of the Ocean itself furnishes an impediment to the

escape of clastic fluids, greater than that of the con-

tiguous land, and they will in general not be constant

but intermittent, because the heat generated by the pro-

cess itself will have a tendency to close the orifice by

which the water entered, first, by injecting the fluid lava

into the Assure, and secondly, by causing a general ex-

pansion of the rock; nor will the water again find admis-
sion, until, owing to the cessation of the process, the

rock becomes cool, and consequently again contracts

nearly to its original dimensions.

Now the first effect of the action of water upon the

alkaline and earthy metalloids would be, the production G*oW>g

of a large volume of hydrogen, which will either combine Ch. 11<

with oxygen (supposing atmospheric air to be present)
or with sulphur, both being at the high temperature
favourable to their union. In the former case, nitrogen
gas will bo- given off, and this, expanded by the heat, will

rise towards the surface, either in its free state, or com-
bined with a portion of the hydrogen in the form of
ammonia, which, however, will be neutralized by the

free muriatic acid, the strongest usually present.. Hence
the sal ammoniac, so frequently found in volcano*, and
the nitrogen given offin hot springs.

The hydrogen not thus disposed of, combining with
the sulphur, will form sulphuretted hydrogen gas, which,
for the same reason, will rise upwards in a gaseous form,
unless it be decomposed by union with oxygeu, or in any
other way.

But so long as oxygen be present, in sufficient quantity
to combine with the hydrogen, and re-convert it into wa-
ter, the sulphur will continue in combustion, and conse-
quently sulphurous acid will be predominant amongst
the gaseous exhalations emitted from the mouth of the
volcano.

So soon, however, as the oxygen is consumed, the hy-
drogen, no longer entering into combustion, unites with
the heated sulpiiur.and escapes in the form of sulphuretted
hydrogen, which consequently, towards the close of the

eruption, when the oxygen is expended, will predominate.

As, however, the two gases alluded to mutually de-

compose each other, the appearance of sulphuretted

hydrogen from the mouth iudicales, not necessarily the

eutire absence of sulphurous acid at the place where the

process is going on, but its less copious production than
before, owing to the more scanty supply of oxygen.

The very circumstance of the reproduction of water,

by the mutual decomposition of these two gases, might be
the means of keeping up the action in a languid manner
for an indefinite period.

The slowness with which lava cools, would cause it to

go on giving out, for a considerable time, sufficient heal to

the adjoining strata, to communicate to the sulphur the

temperature necessary to occasion its combination with
oxygen ; hence, a certain portion of sulphurous acid
would be continually emitted, which, however, would be
soon decomposed by the hepatic gas present. The water
resulting from this process would percolate into the re-

cesses of (lie rock, attack any portions of the alkaline and
earthy metalloids that might have escaped the origiual

action, and give birth to a fresh volume of hydrogen gas*

ready in its turn to dissolve a new portion of sulphur,

and thereby to contribute to a repetition of the same
phenomena. Thus, no diminution in the quantity of
water present on the surface of the Globe need arise from
even an endless repetition of volcanic processes, a com-
paratively small portion of that fluid fulfilling the same
office in these great natural laboratories, which a little

nitre discharges in an oil of vitriol manufactory
;
the

same water serving over and over again as the carrier of

oxygen to whatever metallic matter ia capable of decom-
posing it, just as the nitrous gas generated by the nitre

furnishes oxygen to the sulphurous acid, owing to its

previous conversion into nitrous acid vapour.

The separation of muriatic acid from the common salt

and other muriates present in sea water, is explained on

the common principles of chemistry, by the superior

affinity exerted by the alkaline base at these high temper-

atures for the silicious or aluminous earth than for the
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acid ; and the sublimation of iron, in the state of fet

oligiste, a protoxide, rather than in that of a peroxide,

may have resulted from the deoxydizing property of

the sulphuretted hydrogen, at the same time disengaged.

The carbonic acid is probably derived from the action

of the heat on the calcareous strata contiguous, and is

consequently given ofT even by volcanos that appear ex-

tinct, owing to the long continuance of the heat, or the

languid action going on long after the tendency to erup-

tion has ceased.

All the phenomena, in short, which are concomitant

upon volcanic action, seem to admit of explanation, if we
will only suppose salt-water, and afterwards atmospheric

air, to find admittance to cavities in the interior of the

Earth, where they can come into contact with the metals,

and the earthy or alkaline metalloids, combined with sul-

phur, there existing; and if it be objected, that the pre-

sence of air in the interior of a volcano, in sufficient

quantity, seems problematical, we may reply, that as

the first effect of the heat would be to produce a soften-

ing of the contiguous strata, it must necessarily happen,

that the evolution of so large a portion of elastic matter

would have the effect of nearing them up to a certain

distance round the focus of the volcanic action.

This aperture would undoubtedly be occupied in the

first instance hy the gases given off by the volcano itself;

but the slightest intermittence, or even inequality in the

process, would occasion a partial vacuum, which the air

of the atmosphere would immediately fill.

We may fortify these conclusions by the authority of

Sir H. Davy, who in a Memoir on the Phenomena of
Volcanos, published in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1S2S, remarks, that there was every reason to suppose

in Vesuvius the existence of a descending current of air

;

that the subterranean thunder heard at such great dis-

tances underneath the mountain, is almost a demonstra-
tion of the existence of great cavities below, filled with

aeriform matter; and that the same excavations, which in

the active state of the volcano throw out during so great

a length of time immense volumes of steam, must, there

is every reason to believe, in its quiet state, become filled

with atmospheric air.

Hence, perhaps, we may explain a phenomenon that

has been noticed during the continuance of an eruption,

namely, that of the air being heard to rush through the

various spiracles of the mountain, with a loud, and as it

is represented, an almost musical sound.

Notwithstanding, therefore, the respect wc entertain

for the authorities, both in this Country and on the Con-
tinent, which, in discussing these two theories, appear to

have thrown their weight into the opposite scale, we are

still disposed to prefer the chemical one just laid down,
to that which, in contradistinction to it, we shall venture

to denominate the mechanical one.

Not one of the supporters of the latter view has, so
far as our information extends, attempted to do that,

which alone can exalt an hypothesis, from the rank of a
mere vague suggestion of the fancy, to that of a rational

and satisfactory solution of a physical problem : none of

them has undertaken the task of taking up, one after

the other, the phenomena that have been observed to

occur during the different stages of volcanic agency, and
showing their respective agreement with the principle

laid down at the commencement.
This we have at least endeavoured to accomplish in

the foregoing pages ; and unlit the same shall have been
effected hy the advocates of the rival theory, we must be

excused for adopting that view, which, even if less simple, Geology,

wc are at least entitled to consider for the present more In-

adequate to embrace all the conditions of the problem
'

to be solved.

Neither should it be forgotten by those who object to

our views, on the ground that the existence of the metal-
lic bases of the earths and alkalies in the interior of the
Globe is imaginary, that so likewise is that of their ow n
fundamental postulate—the mass of melted matter in

the interior of the Globe which they assume ; whilst the

high temperature belonging to the crust of the Earth,
wherever it is out of reach of atmospheric changes, so
far from affording any independent proof of their position,

would be an almost necessary consequence of such che-
mical processes as those in which we suppose volcanic

action to originate.

PART II.

DESCRIPTION OF ROCKS, ATTRIBUTED TO VOLCANIC
ACTION TAKING PLACE UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE BEFORE CONSIDERED.

Section I.

On Trap Rocks.

Introduction,

Having now concluded our intended sketch of the

phenomena of existing volcanos, and attempted to ex-
plain the causes from which they originate, we have to

consider in the next place, the influence which they
may have exerted on the condition of our Plunet, the rocks
that have been produced by their operations, or altered

in character and position by their agency.

It is tills part of the inquiry, which connects the sub-
ject of volcanos with the other investigations of Geo-
logy, and renders their study of interest, not merely to

the Chemist and the Natural Philosopher, but likewise

to all who would attempt to explain the condition, past

or present, of the Globe we inhubit.

Wc shall begin then, by considering the rocks, which,

though differing in some respects from those produced
by volcanos at the present day, appear to us, neverthe-

less, to be derived from the same cause acting under
somewhat altered circumstances.

There are few parts of the World, that do not offer

examples of those rocks, which are comprehended by
Geologists under the name of trap, including, as it does
in its most extensive signification, 011 the one hand,
basalts, greenstones, syenites, and wacke, and on the

other, porphyries with base of felspar or claystone. To
each of these general subdivisions are annexed sundry
mechanical aggregates, in which pebbles or angular

fragments of the rocks above mentioned constitute the

prevailing ingredients.

Basalt

The first of these, basalt, appears to be an intimate

mixture of compact felspar, either with hornblende, with

augite, or with both. It is sometimes of an uniform

texture, but more commonly contains imbedded crystals

of olivine, augite, felspar, and litauiferous iron ore.

Its decomposition seems to give rise to the substance

called wacke, a rock of a dull earthy appearance, and a
dark greenish or reddish colour, which, when it admits

of being examined, appears to be composed of uugite or

hornblende, with felspar, altered from the effects of

weathering or other causes.
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G«olo^. Greenstone.

. > The rock called greenstone is a granular aggregate of
those minerals, which in basalt are so intimately mixed,

as to be (indistinguishable by the naked eye. It, therefore,

consists essentially of felspar, either with aupilc or with

hornblende, but the predominance of otic or other of the

two latter minerals over the felspar, communicates to the
general mass that greenish colour from which its name
is derived. Thus the term hornblende includes both
the rock denominated diabase, and that trailed dolerite,

by Brongniart ; it may also comprehend, in a Geological

sense, the hypersthene rocks noticed by I)r. Macculloch
in Sky, and other parts of Scotland, where the mineral
called hypersthene takes the place of the augite or horu*

blende which generally belongs to it.

Syenite.

Syenite differs from greenstone rather in the propor-

tion, than in the nature of the minerals that compose it.

It consists essentially of felspar and hornblende, but

the greater predominance of felspar imparts to the mass
a lighter colour. Quartz is also a frequent ingredient,

umi mica sometimes occurs imbedded.

Claystone Porjthyry .

Syenite, therefore, forms the connecting link between
this class of trap rock* and the second, where the basis

is either of felspar or claystone, which latter is probably

only a more earthy and disintegrated condition of the

former mineral, bearing the same relotion to compact
felspar, which wacke appears to do to basalt. The
crystals, which impart to this rock it* porphyrilic cha-

racter, are necessarily of felspar, but others are often im-
bedded, such as quartz, mica, augitc, or hornblcude.

Where the basis is claystone, the rock is called claystone

porphyry ; where it consists of compact felspar, the

name of felspar porphyry is applied to it.

In other cases, it consists of that slaty and splintery

species of fels]>ar, denominated clinkstone, and then is

usually known by the name of clinkstone porphyry.
More rarely the porphyrilic structure is not discerni-

ble, in which case the rock is called simply, claystone,

compact felspar, or clinkstone, according to the nature

of its constitution.

With this, or the foregoing class, are sometimes

associated other rocks, which appear, from the analogy

of their structure and chemical composition, to have been

formed by similar natural processes.

Such are the hypersthene rocks above noticed ; and to

this same denomination appear to belong the serpentine

rocks which occur in primitive, transition, and even in

secondary formations. Serpentine seems to consist of an

intimate mixture of the mineral termed diallage, with fel-

spar; and, when it occurs in n granular condition, con-

stitutes the gabbro of the lluliuns, or the euphotide of
Brongniart. It, therefore, bears the same relation to the

latter, which basalt does to greenstone.

Pilchslone.

Another rock belonging to this series is pitchatonc,

which cither consists wholly of the mineral so denomi-
nated, or of a basis of that mineral with crystals of
glassy felspar, by which it is rendered porphyritic.

It may, perhaps, be considered, rather us a particular

form or condition of felspar or basalt, than as a distinct

substance, holding to these minerals a relation similar Gsologr.

to that which obsidian does to U'o. O*. 1U.
There ought, therefore, to be two species of pitch-

stone, the one associated with hasallic, the other with
felspathic traps, but the rock commonly so denominated
appears to be allied to the latter.

The above- mentioned rocks are found in two different
conditions, distinguished by the presence or absence of
cells and cavities ; the former may be denominated corn-
puci,the latter vesicular ; terms, which include the corre-
sponding states in which modern volcanic products also
occur. Vesicular traps, however, are almost invariably
found with their cavities more or less completely filled

up with various crystalline minerals, especially calca-
reous spar, quartz, the several members of the zeolite
family, green earth. Ac. ; hence they are denominated
amygdalouls, u term which, in some Geological Treatises,
is used to designate a distinct rock, but which in reality
constitutes only a particular state, in which all the rocke
of the trap family are occasionally found.
Thus we have, amygdaloidal basalt, amvgdaltfidal

greenstone, amygdaloidal wacke, and, though more
rarely, amygdaloidal porphyries.

They are also tumid in fragments or rolled masses,
imbedded in a basis consisting of the earthy variety of
basaltic or felspathic trap ; in other words, cither in
wacke or in claystone. These mechanical aggregates
arc known under the generic name of luff*, being called
trap-tuff, when the basis is of wacke, and claystone-tuft'

when it consists of claystone.

Both of them bear a close analogy to the volcanic
tuffs, but differ generally in the degree of their aggrega-
tion from the latter, the basis of which, being fur the
most part a kind of voleauie sand, possesses a looser

degree of consistency than that which accompanies trap
rocks.

General Characters of the foregoing Rocks.

The above rocks have tlf.s peculiarity belonging to

them, that they occur in connection with all the forma-
tions enumerated in the former part of this Treatise,

from the oldest to the most modern, resting on them in

irregular tabular masses, occasionally alternating with,
and still more commonly intersecting them at various
angles.

When circumstanced in either of the two former ways
with reference to the accompanying strata, they have
been denominated beds, will) wliut propriety will after-

wards appear ; when disposed in the latter way they

are called trap veins or whin dykes; whin being a pro-

vincial term, originally employed by the colliers in

Northumberland to designate any hard stoue, but now
introduced into the general language of Geology, for

the purpose of indicating a rock, consisting of basalt,

greenstone, or wacke, traversing the strata iu the manner
that has been represented.

We shall consider, in the first place, the general struc-

ture of' trap rocks, and afterwards, those circumstances

which may be regarded ns peculiar, either to the one, or
other of the forms iu which it is found.

Trap rocks, in some one of their different forms,

present examples probably of every kind of structure

which has elsewhere been observed : examined on the

small scale, we remark them amygdaloidal, porphyritic,

and granular; examined on the large, we find them in

some instances slaty or fissile, os clinkstone, in others
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Geology- divided into thick tabular masses, as basalt and greenstone
Ch. Ifi. frequently are.

Prismatic Structure.

But that which peculiarly distinguishes rocks of the

trap family, is the tendency to split into prismatic, or,

speaking more generally, polyedral masses, which, though

it exists likewise in granitic and a few oilier species of

rocks, is no where so frequent or so well displayed as in

these. The columns vary in the number of their sides

from three, to six,aeven, and even twelve; they arc more
generally straight, but not unfrequently curved ; in size

they may be said to vary, from an inch to nine feet in

breadth, and from a foot to 300 or more in height. They
are sometimes continuous for a considerable space, but

at other times arc obliquely and irregularly divided by

fissures or joints, the convex surface of the one being

inserted into a corresponding concavity of the other.

The columns are usually at right angles to the direc-

tion of the bed, but not always so; in some instances,

indeed, they radiate from a central point, forming clusters

of columns without any determinate direction, and still

more commonly they arc placed so irregularly as to

interfere one with the other. Sometimes in the same lied,

one portion will be prismatic and the rest amorphous,
whilst every intermediate condition, from that of jointed

columns possessing an almost architectural regularity, to

a total absence of all arrangement, will be perceived.

It has been usual to refer this kind of structure to the

contraction, which the mass underwent during its cooling

down from a melted state ; and there is no doubt, that a

prismatic structure may arise from a cause of this kind,

us we see exemplified in many modern lavas, and in

the shrinking of masses of clay, starch, &c.

But there is one circumstance which seems to prove,

that the prismatic form of trap is owing to a different

cause ; namely, that in many cases the columns approxi-

mate so nearly, that not even the blade of a knife can be

thrust in between them. Now in every instance in which

the same kind of structure is produced by contraction,

theory suggests, and experience confirms, the conclusion,

that a certain interval would be left between the co-

lumnar musses so produced.

Spheroidal Structure.

We must, therefore, look to some other cause for the

columnar arrangement of trap, and probably the true so-

lution will be afforded us, by considering another kind of
structure noticed as existing in these rocks, namely, the

spheroidal or globular. In this kind of structure, the rock

is either wholly or in part arranged in balls of various mag-
nitudes. The globular form is very conspicuous in the rock

of the Shiant Islands; but according to Dr. Macculloch
does not appear to be common. A tendency, however, to

this structure is manifested in most trap rocks, by the

manner in which they disintegrate, those even which are

columnar exfoliating into spheroidal forms when exposed
to the weather. Now, it is evident, that a series of globu-

lar concretions of trap, placed in close contact, whilst in

a pasty condition, or in the slate of transition from fusion

to solidity, wrouhi be by mutual pressure converted into a
succession of jointed columns, which, owing to slight

differences in the compactness and consequent softness of
the several parts of the mass, would rarely be exact in

their sixes and in the number of their sides, but would
exhibit all those variations,which,in that respect, columnar
basalt commonly displays Neither does it follow, that

they may not in some cases have shrunk, after the pris- Geology,

malic form has been communicated to them by mutual Ch. III.

compression, since this would begin to operate from the

moment they ceased t« lie liquid ; whereas the tendency

to contract would continue up to the time at which the
rock had sunk to the temperature of the bodies un-
rounding it.

We conceive, therefore, that the spheroidal structure

will be found to be the one most prevalent in rocks of
the trap family, and that the prismatic is in general only

a consequence of it; the former, indeed, arising from a

kind of molecular attraction, which begins to display

itself in all melted bodies, from the moment they cease

to be absolutely fluid, up to the time at which they be-

came completely solid. Hence, the longer the interval

between tltese two points, the more fully docs this dis-

position operate, us has been shown by Mr. Gregory
Watt and others, who have caused the purticles of glass,

and even of lava, to arrange themselves in spheroidal

concretions, by allowing them, after being melted, to re-

turn to a state of solidity with sufficient slowness.

Having now considered the general structure of trap

rocks, let us next examine the peculiarities belonging to

cither of the two conditions in which they exist.

Tabular Masses of Trap.

One of the most common forms in which the harder
varieties of trap arc found, is in large overlying masses,

sometimes rising into high mountains, but more ge-
nerally capping the summits of hills of comparatively
low elevation. These latter sometimes would seem to

indicate stratification, but this appearance is owing to

(heir division into large tabular masses, which again

have a tendency to decompose, in an abrupt manner, at

right angles to the scums of the stratification, thus pre-

senting a series of mural precipice*, ranging one above
the other, from which the term trap, which, in Swedish,
signifies a stair, has been applied to them.

In other cases they ap|)car to alternate with the rocks

of the country, but this appearance is most frequently,

though not always, deceptive. Dr. Macculloch has shown,

that many veins of trap put on a form so far parallel to

the stratification, as, when partially viewed, to possess

the semblance of beds. Their true nature may in these

cases be determined by finding that the parallelism is

not long maintained, but that any one such supposed

stratum quits its place to intersect the adjoining and in-

cluding stratified rock, or sends ramifications through

the whole series. (See plate v. fig. 6.)

In a few cases, where deep sections of cliffs afford op-

portunities for examination, it is found, that irregular

masses lie beneath the stratified rocks in some places,

just os they surmount them ill others; and that, from

these also, veins proceed to the surface, or in other

directions.

Without, therefore, altogether denying, that alterna-

tions of trap rocks with nepluniau deposits may occur,

a consequence which would necessarily ensue, if succes-

sive formations of the former rock had taken place at

the bottom of water, which was at the time in the act of

producing deposits of clay, limestone, or sand ; let us go

on to consider the case of veins or dykes, to which clans

the great majority probably of stratiform masses of trap

actually belong.

Dyke* of Trap.

These dykes occur of all sixes, from a few' inches to

twenty or thirty yards in thickness. They extend in
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Geology, some eases many mile* in length, a* in the case of the

Ch. III. great Clcavelaud dyke in the North of England, which

has been traced in a direct line more than seventy miles.

They seldom ramify, but pursue their primary direction

in one continuous line. They are usually intersected by

fissures at right angles to their walls, and are thus divided

into irregularly prismatic concretions.

They often penetrate rocks belonging to different epochs,

and wherever the circumstances of the country allow us

to follow them for any distance, have been found con-

nected with some great mass of the same material. From
their superior hardness and durability, they generally re-

sist decomposition better than the rocks which they

intersect, and consequently stand out above the surface

of the ground, like walls ofstone, whence, indeed, they are

termed dykes : the term wall and dyke being synony-

mous in North Britain. Their effects upon the contigu-

ous rocks are very remarkable. The latter arc often

thrown down on one side, and elevated on the other, as

if by the forcible intrusion of the trap. Tire same

thing occurs, when two trap dykes cross one another,

that which has been shifted being considered as of the

greatest antiquity. The contiguous rock is variously

altered according to its mineral constitution. If it be

limestone, it is often rendered hard and crystalline, like

marble ; if shale or slate day, it is turned into a sub-

stance resembling flinty slate or porcelain jasper; if

sandstone, it is rendered hard, and, in a few cases, pris-

matic ; if it be gneiss, it is converted into a kind of

hornstone. (Nigg near Aberdeen.)

But the most striking alteration is observed, where the

dyke intersects the coal strata. In some cases (C'leave-

land) the substance of the coal in immediate contact with

the trap is converted into soot, whilst at a little distance it

is reduced to a coke or cinder, wholly destitute of bitu-

men. The roof immediately over the coal is lined with

crystals of sulphur, which may have been sublimed from

the coal.

Nevertheless these effects do not appear to be univer-

sal, and it sometimes happens, that a dyke will traverse

a series of rocks for a vast distance, without in the least

affecting them. They are also much more commonly

produced by dykes, than by overlying masses of trap,

though the case of the Meisner shows, that a similar

influence is sometimes exerted even by a bed of green-

stone overlying coal.

Origin of Trap Racks.

Such then are the principal facts that seem ngTeed

upon, with respect to the composition, structure, ami po-

sition of trap rocks ;
and the conclusion, to which the

greater part of them evidently point, is, that they have

been produced by igneous action of a kind similar to that,

by which volcanic products arc forming at the present

day.
Their chemical constitution can hardly be held con-

sistent with any other supposition, for they have been

found by Kennedy to agree very nearly in this respect with

those volcanic products, which they most resemble mine-

ralogically, consisting, like the latter, of compounds of

silica, with alumine, lime, and an alkali, commonly po-

tass
; substances, which have been never known to enter

into chemical union, except under the influence of a high

temperature, and have not yet been found as parts of

any neptunian deposit, except as rolled masses derived

from another quarter.

The general correspondence in mineralogical character,

which may be traced betwixt trap and volcanic rocks, is Geology#

still more conclusive. Thus the basalts of the one find Ch. III.

their analogues amongst the augitic lavas of the other ;

the syenites and greenstones correspond with the grey-
stones or tephriues, and the claystone and felspar por-

phyry with the trachytes that accompany modern
volcanos. We even discover occasionally, in the midst
of the products of volcanos, that have been in action

since the valleys of the country were excavated, and,

therefore, at a recent period, rocks so nearly identical in

characters to those which usually are considered as trap,

that we cannot deny that the latter are, in fact, produced
by volcanic processes. Of this kind are the basaltic

colonnades, which occupy the bottom of the volleys in the

Vivarais, and have evidently been derived from the vol-

canic craters above them. The mineralogical and che-

mical composition, as well as the prismatic structure, of
these basalts, are precisely the same as those met with
in trap districts; the only distinction that can be per-

ceived being, the presence of void cells or cavities of very

minute size, which seldom exist in the older traps with-

out being occupied more or less with crystalline mailer.

Neither would it be difficult to find, among the tra-

chytes of Hungary, Auvergne, or the Kuganean hills,

rocks identical in structure and composition with the

porphyries of older date ; as, for example, those which
accompany the trap rocks at Sandy Brae, in the County
of Antrim. The inferences too which an examination of
the rocks, placed E6 it were at the opposite extremities of
the series in point of antiquity, could not fail to suggest,

are greatly confirmed, by observing the appearances pre-

sented by those which belong to an intermediate uge.

From whatever cause it may have arisen, it is at least

certain, that, connected with the deposits belonging to

the tertiary periods, is found a class of rocks, which. If

regarded as volcanic, seem often to present the characters

of trap ;
and if considered as trap, to put on frequently

the characters of recent volcanic products. Such are the

formations in the Val di Noto, in Sicily, in several parts

of Italy, in Auvergne, in Hungary, and in other parts

of Europe, all of which have been traced to one particu-

lar period in the history of our Planet ; namely, one sub-

sequent to that at which the chalk appears to have been
deposited, but antecedent to that ill which the Earth was
peopled by its present inhabitants.

Nothing, it is clear, could afford a more striking proof

of an identity in the origin of trap and volcanic rocks,

than this apparent transition from one to the other, in

proportion as the circumstances under which they were

formed came more and more to resemble those of the

present time.

Wernerian Theory with regard to Trap.

Yet, notwithstanding this accumulation of evidence In

favour of the community of their origin, it is no long time

since the opposite opinion was espoused by some of the

most distinguished Geologists in Europe, and a theory,

at once clumsy and gratuitous, was invented, for the pur-

pose of explaining, without having recourse to igneous

agency, the position occupied by trap rocks, which lie

incumbent on whatever stratum might chance to be

uppermost
No doubt, the weight attached to the name of Werner,

who was regarded not unjustly as the father of scien-

tific Geology, gave to his views on this subject a cur-

rency, which they would not olhewise have obtained, but

even his authority would not have induced his disciples so
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generally to adopt his opinion, had there not been

difficulties in the way of the opposite doctrine, which

served in some degree as a set-off to the glaring

absurdities of their own. We ought indeed, in candour,

to suppose, that the Neptunians, as they were called,

agreed only in rejecting the volcanic theory of trap as

supported by insufficient evidence, and that the majority

of them entertained no very decided views with regard

to the manner in which it wus really formed. Werner,

indeed, had called up the ocean to the very summits of

the hills, at a period subsequent tu the depositiou of the

other rocks, in order to overspread the Earth with the

materials of his newest fleets trap formation ; but bis

followers must have regarded this merely in the light of

an hypothesis, brought forward in order to show, that

other [HMsiblc modes of accounting fur the origin of trap

might be imagined, without invoking the aid of the God
of Fire.

We shall not, therefore, concern ourselves wfith this

hypothesis, to wrhich few probably ever attached implicit

confidence, but will merely consider, what was the nature

of those difficulties, that induced so respectable a class

of Geologists, not very long ago, to withhold their

assent from the position, that trap rocks were the vol-

canic products of an earlier period. In doing this, wc
shall particularly refer to one only of these rocks,

natcely, to basalt, conceiving the whole question, ns to

the formation of other members of the series, to hinge

entirely upon the result of our inquiry with respect to this.

Argument* in favour of the. Aqueou* Origin of Banalt.

The aqueous origin of basalt was asserted, or rather,

to speak more correctly. Its igneous origin was dented,

partly from its relations to other rucks, and partly from

its own composition, structure, and position.

It was shown to pass, on the one hand into green-

stone, and on the other into wacke, both which sub-

stances, it was argued, must have been of aqueous
origin

;
greenstone, because, if it had undergone fusion,

the crystals found in it would have been obliterated;

wacke, on account of its passage into clay and similar

confessedly neptuniau deposits.

It was also found to alternate repeatedly with these

latter, often without effecting any apparent change in

their nature.

The composition of basalt, it was said, contradicts

the idea of its having been affected by fire ;— it contains

water, which does not exist, ns had been shown by
Kennedy, in the recent lavas most nearly allied to it—it

contains various crystals which are fusible ul a heat below
that at which basalt melts—and it even envelopes masses
of limestone, containing all their carbonic acid, and
occasionally with their petrifactions uninjured. The
structure of basalt is, it was alleged, still more strongly

opposed to such an opinion ; insteud of being vesicular,

harsh, and vitreous, like modern lavas, it was compact,
stony, and sonorous like iron ; instead of being split into

irregular, polyedral masset', with wide, intervening spaces,

it was often divided into prisms affecting a great degree
of regularity, and closely touching each other.

Unlike lavas.it cannot be traced to a crater; nor docs
it, like them, descend into the bottoms of valleys ; but
is found often capping hills, whilst it is entirely absent
from the low country contiguous.

As to the similarity between basalts and lavas in point
of chemical composition, it was argued, that this only
Ml. VI

proved the latter to hare been derived from the fusion of GobUikt.

trap, not the former to have been produced by heal them- Ch -

selves.

Shown to be fallacious.

Some of these arguments, no doubt, were founded on a
mistaken representation of facts : thus wacke being an
earthy kind of trap, and containing the same ingredients

as basalt, may be produced in some instances from the
disintegration of the lutter rock ; and when that is the
case, its further decomposition would give rise to a rock
no wise different from clay. All the cases, probably, iu

which the passage from basalt to clay has been asserted,

full under this predicament.

The greater number, too, of the cases cited, in which
organic remains are said to have been detected in trap,

are equally erroneous : the rock in which they are found,

being either a trap tuff, as in the Island of Canna
;
or a

wacke, derived, probably, from the decomposition of
basalt, as at Joadiimstal, in Saxony; or, lastly, a rock
altered by the contact of basalt, us the flinty slate of
Portrush, near the Giant's Causeway, which contains

ammonites.

But, even if basalt had in any instance been found to

contuin organic remains, this would be no more than has
been met with among the ejections of volcanos. Thus, as
Mr. Delabeche informs us, in Signor Monticelli's collec-

tion of Vesuvian products at Naples, occur fragments of

the compact limestones of the district with their organic
remaius imbedded.

The presence of crystals fusible at a heat below that
required by their matrix, offers no objection to the igneous
origin of trap, now that it is conceded, that these very

crystals may have been produced subsequently, owing to

the play of affinities brought about by the fusion of the

mass, and operating during the progress of its return to

a state of solidity.

Differmeet between Lava and Ba*alt explained.

But there are other manifest differences between
basalts and lavas, which require to be accounted for,

before wc allow ourselves to refer the former to volcanic

agency ; namely, their greater compactness and more
stony aspect, the general absence of glassy nnd of vesi-

cular products, the more regular prismatic structure

which they assume, their originating iu dykes, and not

in craters, and other peculiarities above alluded to.

It remains then to be seen, what were the condi-

tions, which caused the volcanic products of un earlier

period to assume an appearance in many respects so

different from that which they affect at present.

One circumstance will immediately occur to us, as

establishing a distinction between the two cases.

We have seen in the former part of this Treatise, that up
to the period of the tertiary formations, the greater part

of the Globe, or at least of that portion of it which has
come under our observation, was covered to a great

depth by water; for, although the formation of beds of
coal, the occasional occurrence of fresh water shells,

and that of the remains of land animals, convince us,

that certain portions of what is now dry land was
even at that time elevated above the waters : still it is

probubic, that these constituted merely detached Islands

in the midst of the abyss of ocean ; and that the

great hulk of our continents were at thul period sub-

merged. It follows from this, that the majority of
5 r
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CK'otorv. the trap rocks (hen formed must liavi Wen submarine

C!v 111. lavas, and hence we see at once a distinction between

— the above and those of the present day, which, when-

ever they are presented to our observation, are neces-

sarily Hiibaercal, or at least consolidated only in shallow

waier. Thus in the volcanic Island recently produced in

Ihe Mediterranean, the productsthat have come under our

notice, are porous and vitreous, like those of Vesuvius

;

but these, though products of a submarine volcano, have

all been ejected into the open air, and, consequently, par-

take of the character of subaereal lavas.

Effect* of FIrat modified by Pre.mire.

This distinction, first pointed ojt by Dolomicu and

Strange, was happily applied bv Dr. Hutton, in his cele-

brated Theory of the Earth, to account for the differ-

ences between trap rocks and lavas, on the principle, that

the effect of the heat applied would he modified in these

two cases, by the influence of the pressure exercised by a

superincumbent ocean upon the (firmer, and by the ab-

sence of any such pressure on the latter.

“ The tendency of an increased pressure,” to use the

words of his illustrator. Professor Playfair, “ on the

bodies to which heat was applied, is to restrain the

volatility of those parts which other*!** would make
their escape, and to force them to endure a mere intense

action of heaL At a certain depth under the sea, there-

fore, the power of a very iutense heat might be unable

to drive ofT the oily or bituminous parts from the

inflammable matter there deposited ; no that, when the

beat was withdrawn, those principles might be found

Mill united to the earthy and carbonic parts, forming a

substance very unlike the residuum obtained after com-
bustion under a pressure no greater than that of

the atmosphere. It is in like manner reasonable to

believe, that on the application of lieat to calcareous

bodies under great compression, the carbonic acid would

lie forced to remain, the generation of quicklime would

be prevented, and the whole might he softened, or even

completely melted; which last effect, though not dedu-
dble from any experiment yet made, is rendered very

possible from the analogy of certain phenomena.”
These latter anticipations were soon after realized by

the masterly experiments undertaken by Sir James

Hull, which showed, that the carbonic acid, usually driven

off from limestone by the action «»f heat, may be retained

in combination with it by a pressure greatly inferior to

that of the present occuu ;
and that the calcareous mat-

ter under such circumstances enters into fusion at a

temperature, which it completely resists w hen this elastic

material ia expelled*

Sir James Hall has applied this discovery with great

surer '*• to tha explanation of the calcareous matter occur-

rj„g iu the cavities of amvgduloidnl traps, and the water

present in those of certain agates existing in the same
class of rocks. The same will also account for the greater

callulurity which modern lavas possess than the generality

of traps, the former, even in the innermost part of the

stream, where, owing to the pressure of the superincum-

bent mas*, their density will be greatest, exhibiting a

number of minute vesicles, the existence of which serves

to distinguish them from ordinary basalt.

Not that we must suppose all trap rocks to be destitute

of cells, any more than wc are warranted in inferring,

that all the eruptions that look place at these periud*

necessarily occurred in deep water.

The existence of amygdaloid*, such as are the toad- Geology,

stones of Derbyshire, seems to imply, that the pressure Ch. ilL

under which certain traps were formed was not suffi-

cient to prevent the disengagement of aeriform fluids

;

for it is difficult to recoueik this phenomenon to the theory

of Sir James Hall, who imagined that such cavities were
caused by the infiltration of the crystalline matter, which,

when it entered into fusion with the whinstone, kept

separate from it, as oil does from water. If this had been

the cause of the cavities, they ought to be entirely filled

with crystalline matter, which is not the case. Neither

is the presence of crystalline matter occupying the cavi-

ties a fact absolutely without exceptions. Dr. Maccul-

toch instances the trap of Little Cumbruy, m the Kyles

of Bute, as consisting of vesicular lava, so light as

almost to float on water, having its cells entirely empty,

aud with a glazed, internal surface, like that of volcanic

scorir. *

But these |»artial exceptions will not be eonsidcred as

sufficient to invalidate the general position, that traps

are of submarine origiu, until some Geologist will either

undertake to explain, on some other principle, the differ-

ences allowed to subsist between them and lavas, or will

point out the inadequacy of Sir James Hall's theory to

account for these points of distinction.

Why submarine Laras cool slowly.

It is true, that the stony aspect of basalt, and the

crystalline or granular appearance belonging to green-

stone and other members of the trap formation, are less

obvious consequences of the principle therein assumed.

Bnt it will not be difficult to show, that, ulthough a body

of shallow water, from the more rapid cooling it would
occasion, was likely to favour the formation of vitreous

products even more remarkably, than that exposure to

the atmosphere which subaereal lavas undergo ; yet deep

water would possess the opposite tendency so com-
pletely, that wc ought to meet among submarine lavas

few substance* of this description, except where the

material had been injected in thin streams into the

Assures of a rock, possessing a different temperature, and

therefore capable of robbing it of its heat in a more rapid

manner.
In order to under*land this, wc need only recollect,

that the cooling agency of water under ordinary circum-
stances, is owing, not to its being a good conductor

of caloric, but to Lhe circulation induced in the strata

of that fluid when heat is applied to it.

This circulation is effected in two ways : in some
degree, by the heated particles of water at bottom be-

coming specifically lighter, and consequently displacing

those above, but in a still greater degree, owing to the

absorption and subsequent disengagement of caloric,

caused by the conversion of successive portions of water

into steam, and their return to their original condition,

when they come into contact with the &upertmluul

liquor.

Now it seems almost a corollary from the laws esta-

blished by Sir Janies Hall, and others, that at the bottom

of the ocean none of the water could be converted into

steam ; for if, as this writer infers, the pressure was

sufficient to preserve water existing iu the very midst of

the lava (where the heat must be supposed to be at its

maximum) in a liquid form, Mill more completely would

it prevent that, which was incumbent on the heated

mas*, from assuming a gaseous condition inconsequence
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of the heat communicated from below. It seems pro-

bable, therefore, that, as water is in itselfa slow conductor

of heat, the cooling of submarine lavas ought to proceed

still more leisurely than that of subaereal ones is found

to do, and hence that theiT component partB would
remain for a still longer time in that intermediate con-

dition between fluidity and solidity, during which, as

Mr. Gregory Watt and others have satisfactorily shown,

the particles, released from the controlling power of

cohesive attraction, and yet brought within distances

favourable to the play of their mutual affinities, enter

most readily into new combinations, and assume those

crystalline arrangements which ure natural to them.

Perhaps, likewise, the superior density of submarine

lavas, the general absence of cells, and their not sending

forth to the same extent those emanations of gaseous

matter which appear to proceed from modern currents,

might contribute to the same effect by still further pro-

longing the period of cooling.

Prismatic Structure accountedfor.

The same considerations may explain the prismatic

structure belonging to many traps, which we have shown
to have resulted from the tendency to form spheroidal

concretions, naturally assumed by such rocks on being
allowed to cool slowly. Instances of this same struc-

ture are stated to occur amongst modern volcanic

formations; ns by Mr. Scrope, in the interior of the

crater of Vesuvius, as displayed in 1H22; and by
Breislac and others, in the lower portions of a lava bed
at Torre del Greco. It is certain, however, that such
cases are rare, and that those igneous rocks of recent

origin, in which an approach to such a structure is ob-

servable, appear for the most pari to have derived it

rather from the contraction occasioned by sudden cool-

ing, than from the mutual pressure of spheroidal concre-

tions taking place during a more gradual one.

Such art the columns of lava worked into millstones

at Niedcrmennig, near Andernach, which manifest their

real origin by gradually approximating more and more,

until at a certain depth they become united into one con-
tinuous mass. Such also are the rude columns observed
near Torre del Greco, belonging to u bed of lava that

had flowed into the sea, the result evidently of the rapid

cooling thereby occasioned ; and in another instance from
the same locality, in which, as Professor Lytll olwerves,
“ the rock may rather be said to be divided into numerous
perpendicular Assures, than to be prismatic, although
the same picturesque effect is produced. In the lava

currents of Central France, (those of the Vtvarois in

particular,) the uppermost portion, often forty feet or

more in thickness, is an amorphous mass passing dow n-

wards into lava, irregularly prismatic ; and under this,

there is a foundation of regular and vertical columns, in

that part of the current which must have cooled most
slowly. But the lavas last mentioned are often one
hundred feet or more in thickness, and wc cannot expect

to discover the same phenomenon in the shallow cur-

rents of Vesuvius, although it may be looked for in

modern streams in Iceland, which exceed even those of

ancient France in volume.”

Now the greater frequency of prismatic rocks in sub-

marine than in subaereal volcanos is explained, by
reflecting, that the slow cooling essential to that struc-

ture, which in the latter is accidentally, or in a few cases,

brought about by the remarkable- thickness of the mass

superincumbent, and that only in the lower portions of
the bed. is caused in the former throughout, by the vast ,

i ‘*"
J

pressure of the ocean above, whatever may be the sup-
posed thickness of the bed itself.

Greater frequency of Dykes.

With regard to the next point to be considered, namely,

the absence ofcraters, and the greater frequency ofdykes
in trap rocks, it must be admitted, that we are rather

unfavourably circumstanced in order to draw u correct

comparison between these and more recent volcanic pro-

ducts in the latter particulars. The craters of submarine
volcanos, when composed of loose fragments, would be

exactly the portions most likely to have been swept away
by the currents of the ocean, or other causes; whilst if

they consisted of lavas, they might indeed remain, and
ycl all vestiges of their original configuration be oblite-

rated by the rocks superimposed.

It would be rash therefore to assert, that craters never

have existed, because we do not discover any traces of

them at present On the other hand, it is only where
accidental circumstances reveal tons the internal structure

of a modern volcano, that vve can expect to And dykes,

and there we do occasionally meet with them. Thus they

arc well known to exist on the sides of the old crater of

Monte Somina, (see pi. v. fig. 5,) and Professor Lyell

has noticed the same in that of Vesuvius at present; these,

however, ure probably produced by the filling up of open
fissures with liquid lava, which had occupied the hollow

of the crater, and therefore do not precisely resemble in

the mode of their furmution those trap dykes which

exist in older rocks, the results of an injection of liquid

lava into the fissures, through which it made its escape

to the surface.

I n order fairly to compare together the action ofancient

and modern volcanos in this respect, wc ought to refer

to sections ofsome modern volcanic mountain, taken at a
distance from its crater, of which some of the Lipari

Islands afford us good examples, (see Daubeny’s De-

scriptions of Volcanos, and pi. v. fig. 1 and 2,) as also

doe* the Val de Bore in Etna, described by Professor

Lyell. (See pi. v. fig. 8 and 4.)

There we shall see dykes, which, though mincralogi-

cally resembling modern lavas, correspond, in their rela-

tion to the contiguous rocks, to the trap dykes described

by Dr. Macculloch in his Western Itlands, as run-

ning for a considerable space parallel to the strata,

though originating in some great mass of trap under-

neath. (See pi. v. fig. 6.)

Nevertheless, although it is impossible by a direct

appeal to facts to establish beyond the reach of cavil the

greater frequency of dykes amongst submarine volcanos*

yet probability is certainly in favour of such an assump-

tion.

“If volcanic forces/’ remarks Professor Sedgwick,
" ever have acted on a great sente upon unbroken aud
nearly horizontal strata, especially while such strata

were under the pressure of the sea, the formation of

tabular and vertical masses of lava appears a natural

consequence of such action. Where, on the contrary, the

pressure of the sea is removed, and the crust of the

earth is broken through, volcanic fluids will find a ready

escape, eruptions of lava will be confined to one spot,

and the operations will be of a class altogether different/’

(Sedgwick’s Gcol. ofHigh Tetsdah)

5 f 2
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Trap Rock*, at xchat Period* formed.

The admission, thut trap rocks are lavas, tends very

much to enlarge our ideas with respect to the extent of

volcanic action at different periods.

From the occurrence of these product* in connection

with every secondary formation, from the earliest down

to the most recent, the chalk, it -might be concluded,

that volcanic action hud taken place during every one of

these successive periods; but. except when they can be

proved to stand in the relation of beds interposed

between the strata, such an inference would not be

warranted.

Let us take, for example, the oldest rock with which

any considerable mass of trap is associated in Great

Britain, namely, the carboniferous system of the North-

ern Counties, and that in the neighbourhood of Glasgow

and Edinburgh.
The former of these, namely the coal field of North-

umberland, is associated with many very remarkable

dykes, overlying masses, and apparent beds of trap, but

the most considerable of the latter, the great whin-sill,

which is seen arranged conformably with the carbonife-

rous limestone of Teesdale, oiul the Northern limestones

of Northumberland, has been pronounced by Professor

Sedgwick to be in fact a stupendous dyke, or collection

of dykes, which has been injected laterally between the

strata. He, however, is inclined to refer the injection of

this, as well as of the majority of the trap rocks of that

neighbourhood, to a period antecedent to the magnesian

limestone. Mr. Hutton, and Mr. Phillips of York, differ

from the professor in their view of the origin of the

whin-sill, regarding it as in great measure formed by

periodical submarine eruptions of lava, which took place

at intervals during the deposition of the carboniferous

strata with which it is associated. In either case, there-

fore, much of this extensive basaltic formation is allowed

to he of a date as ancient as the carboniferous rocks

themselves.

The trap rocks of Staffordshire, on the contrary, con-

stitute overlying masses, which may either be contempo-
raneous with the coal measures on which they rest, or

may have been of a date much posterior.

Lastly, the trap rocks near Glasgow are so connected

with those of the Western Islands, as the latter again

ore with those of the County of Antrim, which arc

posterior to the chalk, that we should be led to assign

n much later epoch to their ejection, ami likewise, per-

haps, to extend the same inference to those in the vicinity

of Edinburgh.
Thus we have three cases brought together, in which

trap rocks arc associated with the same system of rocks

;

the one of which is of a date antecedent to the magne-

sian limestone, or at latest contemporaneous with it, the

third of the same age as the chalk, and the second

doubtful.

In Derbyshire wc meet with an apparent alternation of

beds of trap called loadstone, which are more generally

amygduloidal, but occasionally compact, with the carbo-

niferous limestone formation. But before we absolutely

decided that the two are contemporaneous, it would be
necessary to establish more completely than has yet been
done, that they are conformable. If this be not the case,

they may have been ejected long subsequently.

The most extensive, however, and in all respects

the most interesting system of trap rocks, found within

the compass of the United Kingdom, is that which

occur* in the Western Islands of Scotland, and which (tal

appears to be continued on in the County of Antrim, in Ch.

Ireland. It is interesting, not only from the numerous v-^‘n

sections which its situation near the coast supplies, but
likewise from the circumstance, that it is not mixed up,
as those in other instances are, with the volcanic rocks

of an intermediate period, no remnant of the operations

which occasioned it being discoverable, either by the

existence of hot spring's, emanations of carbonic acid, or

even earthquakes of any remarkable kind in the conti-

guous country.

It affords us, therefore, the means of comparing the

products of submarine volcanos with those of subaereol

ones, and ut the same time of inferring, on evidence us

conclusive, jterhaps, as the subject itself can ever admit
of being adduced, that volcanic action has in some in-

stances expended itself, or at least has periods of rest

beyond comparison longer in some cases than in others.

Now either of these suppositions seems more consistent

with like chemical theory, which imagines a definite

quantity of combustible materials to be preseut in parti-

cular situations, than with the opposite one, which con-

ceives the existence of an unexhausted fountain of
melted matter underneath, such as should either gush out

continually, or at least flow at intervals more approach-
ing to regularity.

The trap rocks of the Hebrides manifest themselves
under all the forms which have before been alluded to ;

but it would seem from the observations of Macculloch
and others, that the apparent alternations which have

been remarked between them and the rocks of the coun-

try, are merely caused by dykes intruded laterally betweeu

the fissures of the strata. Hence we are only sure, that

a considerable part at least of these trap rocks is poste-

rior to the most recent of the strata found associated

with them, and the latter appear from the researches of

Mr. Murchison to belong to the oolitic series.

But there is no evidence, that they may not be much
later; for the basalts of the Giant's Causeway, on the

opposite coast of Ireland, intersect the chulk, and are,

therefore, posterior to that formation.

It is true, that Dr. Macculloch has shown, from the

occurrence of trap nodules in a conglomerate rock of
Kerrera, that trap rocks must have been formed at a
much earlier period

;
(Western Itlands, vol. i. p. 114;)

but, aa we cannot on any supposition refer the whole to

this epoch, we arc quite ut liberty to adopt any inferences,

to which the facts may appear to lead, with respect

to the ago of the principal portion of that found in the

Hebrides.

Perhaps, therefore, the Wcmerians were not altogether

wrong, in referring the great overlying masses of trap,

that they observed in Saxony and elsewhere, to one epoch,

and that the most recent, which, in the then existing

state of their ignorance with respect to tertiary rock9,

they were able to recognise, designating them by the name
of the newest fla*lx trap formation

;
for although we may be

compelled to acknowledge, that these rocks are ofseveral

distiuct periods, and that in a great majority of cases their

date is uncertain, still it seems by no means improbable,

that the most extensive eruptions of submarine volcanos

look place about the period just alluded to.

This is rendered more agreeable to analog)', when we
remark, that by far the most extensive manifestations

Df volcanic agency appear to have occurred, either at a

period contemporaneous with that to which we have sup-

posed the trap rucks to belong, or at one immediately
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(Wort, subsequent to it, that is, during the deposition of the

different tertiary formations.

It is remarkable, at least, that all the extinct, as well

as all the active volcanos, which have been as yet ex-

plored, may be traced up to this period, regarding, that

is, as we have a right to do, all the volcanic rocks of

a district as emanating from the same focus of action.

Thus the lavas of the Val di Noto alternate with rocks

which appear to be tertiary ; as also do those of Auver-
gne, of Hungary, of Styriu, and of the North of Italy;

so that, whether we regard the trap rocks of the Hebrides

as contemporaneous with the latter, and attribute their

greater compactness to the depth of water under which
they were ejected, and from which they may have since

been upraised, or whether we prefer to consider them as

produced somewhat earlier, still wc shall find equal

reason for concluding, that during the period comprised

between the date of the deposition of the chalk, and that

of the creation of the existing races of animals, circum-

stances were peculiarly favourable to the developemcnt

of volcanic operations.

It is remarkable, too, that trachyte, properly so

called, seems almost confined to this intermediate period ;

for although Humboldt speaks doubtfully as to the

position of this rock in the New World, yet in the Old,

it is found in a number of instances posterior to some of
the tertiary rocks, and we know of no Instance in which
it is decidedly proved to be of greater antiquity, whilst its

rarity amongst lavas of modern ejection would seem to

show, that it was not, under ordinary circumstances, a

product of existing volcanos. W hether this circumstance
is to be regarded as the cause or the effect of that eleva-

tion of a large portion of our continents from the sen,

w hich took place at this epoch, it may be difficult to say ;

but it is certain, that both events may be traced to nearly

the same period ; and hence wc observe amongst the vol-

canic rocks of this age, that singular intermixture of

compact with cellular, of glassy with lithoid lavas, which,

at the same time (lint it affords the most decisive evi-

dence of the igneous origin of trap, indicates the different

circumstances under which IhcBc rocks were formed

;

sometimes under the pressure of water, and at other

times elevated above it.

Section 2.

On Granitic Rocks.

Various The circumstances under which the germs of igneous
condition# energy may he excited to activity, tire so various, that
of the pro- even amongst volcanic products poured into the atroo-
duction of sphere there is great local diversity. If we remember

luckiT*
ôr ^,e most Partf l*,c phenomena of submarine

volcanic action are wholly concealed from our view, wc
shall be prepared to expect that umong the masses for-

merly produced by it beneath the bed of the sea, ami
uplifted by subsequent convulsions to the day, many
varieties of rocks should be met with, differing very

greatly from the products of actual volcanos. As the

far greater portion of volcanic effects takes place in the

deep parts of the earth, where the rocks remain to be
again and again exposed to new influences, it is reason-
able to suppose that the products collected from volcanic

vents form but a small part of the series.

The subterranean lavas, now in course of production
and consolidation, could they be uplifted to the day,

would he found very different from the superficial lavas.

and far more extensive and abundant. Though, as the Geology,

preceding section has shown, there be many close analo- Ch. III.

gies between ancient and modern igneous rocks, we
ought to expect that the most abundant of these old

rocks, while they afford sufficient evidence of their being

generated by heat, should appear different from ordinary

lava. Granitic rocks are exactly in this case ; they are

far more abundant than the trap rocks, which most
closely imitate volcanic products, and have a different

general character. Yet ns between superficial and sub-

terranean lava every variety of products may be expected

to occur, corresponding to the various conditions, wc
find between granitic and basaltic rocks so many inter-

mediate varieties, that it is impossible to separate by

hard and decisive characters these extremes of the scries

of old igneous rocks. Basalt is really a volcanic pro-

duct, in the restricted sense of the word, though not

exclusively so; and thus we have from vesicular pumice
and glassy obsidian an uninterrupted series of gradu-

ally changing aggregations to grunite.

Granite deviates on the one hand by continual de- Rork*nll>r«J

crease of the magnitude of its particles into very dose- ,u P*®*1*-

grained telepathic rocks, which are greatly analogous to

certain kinds of porphyry ;
on the other, by the substitution

of hornblende for mica into syenite. As examples of the

latter change, we may instance the Ryenitic granites of
Cruachan and Strontian : the former is illustrated in the

granite veins of Arran, and in the fine grained granite of

Wastdale and Dufion Pike. (Westmoreland.) In some
cases it might, perhaps, be safely admitted, that the same
originally fluid mass has been consolidated partly into

granite and partly into porphyry, according to the cir-

cumstances in which (he lapidification happened. In

the Valteline granite deviates into hypersthene rock.

It would be a mere waste of time to repeat, for the General

particular case of granite, those arguments, derived from **&**"*»

the crystalline aggregation of many minerals never

known to be produced from water, but several of which

have been fabricated in the furnace, and nearly all ure

volcanic products, which establish the probability of the

igneous origin of the whole class of plutonic rocks.

We have shown above that the composition of granite

passes by very easy steps to that of rocks whuse igneous

origin in perfectly unquestionable; if to this we add the

fact, of granite entering cracks and fissures in con-

tiguous rocks, as clay slate in Cornwall, hornblende

slate in Glen Tilt, gneiss in Cumberland and at Stron-

tian, we shnll have said enough in the present advanced

state of Geology to secure the admission that graniie

was generated by heat.

The alternations which in several Countries obtain

between granite and some of the older stratified rocks,

as mica, schist, gneiss, Ac., seem not at all irreconcil-

able with this view ; hut they will hereafter, when rightly

understood, be found of great value in determining some
peculiar conditions of the granitic eruptions.

If wc seek to understand the circumstances which Peculiar

have impressed upon granite characters ao generally Procter ef

distinct from those of the other plutonic rocks, wc shall tf***®*6,

find the following facts important. 1. Granitic rocks

usually occur in very large masse* below the whole, ora
very large part of the whole series of strata, mid were
evidently formed under the pressure of a great hotly of

water, if nut under a pile of superincumbent strata.

2. They are so extensively spread beneath the neptunian

rocks as to deserve, perhaps more than any other, the

title of an universal formation. 3. Granite veins, in
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758 GEOLOGY.
Gp..1o|jt. proportion to then minuteness and distance from the

Ch. III. parent maw, prow continually finer in the grain and

more porphyroidal in o’er)' respect. This effect is most

completely seen along the sides of the veins. 4. In

Countries where the great masses of igneous rocks are

granitic, as for example Cumberland, the dykes and

smaller masses arc mostly of porphyry, or of a telspathic

quartzos* rock, of rather dubious character, which may
bo called syenite, porphyry, or unmicaceous granite,

according to the locality. Such rocks occur about

Wastdule head, in Sl John’s Vale, under Helvellyn, and
in High Pike.

On comparing these general facts with Mr. G. Watt’s

experiments on the aggregation of fused basalt, there

appears sufficient ground for believing that the very high

crystalline character of granite is owing to its being pro-

duced at great depths where it was very slowly cooled

to the point of crystallization. We may further venture

the hypothesis, that porphyry is merely another state of

consolidation ofa similar fclspathic compound, as trachyte

has been supposed to be derived from older porphyries,

or even from granite.

Compari • It appears, therefore, that among the older pyroge-
«un of nous rocks we may distinguish the same two leading

modern
11**

STOUP* as among the modern volcanic products, charac-

pyrogenou* terised by the prevalence of some kind of felspar in the

rocks. first, and of mugite, hornblende, hyperathene, diallage,

or some other analogous generally ferruginous mineral

in the second ; that in each of these occurs a great

variety in the size, distinctness, and aggregation of the

crystals, corresponding to the circumstances of the

consolidation and differences of composition of the mass.

The following short synopsis will express some of these

relations among the older rocks.

Plutonic rocks are— 1. Falnmthic, an gmai’e, norphjrritic graaite 1

porpnyTy, amygtluluUUl porphjr)', clay-

stone, pitchatoae.

2. Hornblende,
hyperfetheno, Ac.'

Felspalhic, as syenite, hy«
pvrethwio rock, gabbro,
K-qwntmc.

{

As greenstone, basalt, trap

porphyry, mclapbyra,
amygtUioidal traps,

wacko.

On reviewing this series, and considering the manner

of occurrence of the several members of it, we shall find

that the prismatic structure is perhaps more generally

developed in the augitic olid nomblendic pyrojgenous

rocks than in the fclsnnthic branch, and that in both

groups the highly crystallized varieties, as granite, syenite,

and greenstone, exhibit of lhis character than is

common t.. granular day stone and glassy pitchstone,

or fine grained fr..«*Jt and trap porphyry.

Granite Another thing worthy of notice, is the circumstance

veins. that vein* proceeding from the mass of a pyrogenous

rock into the small cracks and hort fissures ofn stratified

rock arc almost peculiar to granite. This phenomenon
is hardly ever noticed along the sides of a dyke or inter-

j»osed bed of basalt or porphyry, and is at least very un-
common in connection with even large masses of
greenstone. On the contrary, granite is very seldom
found in dykes like the augitic and homblendic rocks,
though there is reason to believe that it assumes
the form of overlying mnnsrs, and alternates in seeming
beds with gneiss or mica slate. (S. E. of Ireland,

p. J>03.)

The variety of interesting considerations connected

with granite will justify us in taking a more extended
review of its mineral and chemical composition than

.

_* 11
.

were necessary while treating of other pyrogenous rocks.

Granitic rocks have long been regarded as the source
of most of the ingredients of sedimentary strata; a
newer theory supposes that granitic rocks arc con-
tinually forming beneath our feet, in quantities propor-
tioned to the time, by the action of subterranean heat
upon the hydrogenous strata. On both of these points

some further information concerning the composition of

granite will be useful.

Granite is essentially a fclspathic rock. Whatever FeUpar.

variations happen in respect of the quantity of other
ingredients, felspar, in a crystallized state, is universally

the basis of granite. In graphic granite the planes of
crystallization of the felspar are continuous for great
spaces; in porphyritic granite it generally happens that

the axes of the prismatic crystals of felspar lie nearly

in the same direction ; but in common granites it is

probable that the crystals of felspar lie in all directions,

like the calcareous crystals of primary limestone. The
felspar is red, white, green, &c.

Quartz, in a grey, transparent state, more or less Quarts,

evidently crystallized, is almost never absent from
granite, but its quantity in very unequal. In graphic
granite, quartz, iu u sort of interrupted crystallization, is

engaged among the lamina; of felspar, so as to assume
angular and intersecting figures not unlike the characters

of some Oriental language. In the porphyritic granite

of Westmoreland the natural face* of the large cry stals

of felspar are impressed with very small bipyramidal

crystals of quartz ; and in other granites the quartz

may generally, with care, be found crystallized in this

form, so as to present on a polished face a regular or

elongated hexagonal section. There seems also in some
granites a portion of uncrystallized quartz, which is

entangled among the oilier ingredients in irregular

shapes. Binary granite, of quartz and felspar only,

is seldom met with in Great Britain. It forms part of

Muncaster fell in Cumberland.
Mica, the third ordinary ingredient in granite, is Mica,

occasionally very abundant in it ; but sometimes absent.

It is universally crystallized, generally in regular hexa-
hcdral plain laininie, which enler or cut into the crystals

of felspar and quartz, without being themselves inter-

fered with. The direction of the crystals of mica is

indeterminate ; they do not occur in continuous laminar,

so as to cause the rock to cleave ; for though porphyritic

granite is in a certain sense cleavablc, this arises from
the parallelism of the crystalline axes of the felspar.

Yet in some Cornish granites we occasionally see the

mica aggregated together in a sort of shell, which gives

a notion of some kind of lamination, arising jierhaps

from a limited intestine movement of the mass.
It is generally presumed that the three most common

of
ingredients ofgranite were crystallized together; by which crystallise*

is meant, that the consolidation of all the crystals w as ton.

contemporaneous, neither preceding nor following an-

other. This seems not always exactly true. In many
cases wc cannot doubt that mica was crystallized before

the other ingredients. If we follow the indications of

the penetration of crystalline forms, wc shall find in

several instances that the figure of the quartz was com-
plete before the felspar was wholly consolidated ; and
perhaps, adding to this the consideration that the

felspar in the solid parts of granite has, in general, only

one, and that the primary form of its crystals, while
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Geology* quartz and mica invariably appear in secondary forms
C-h. 111. ^ may venture to conclude that the felspar waa tlic last^ crystallized, and, by consequence, has imparted to the

mass its most important features. In many large

grained granites are cavities, in which free crystallizations

of the ingredients occur. In these cases the minerals

show themselves in much greater variety of forms,

especially the quartz and the felspar. The former as>

suines variously terminated prismatic forms ; the latter

is in rhomboids variously modified. (Baveno ; Arran.)
Contempt! The aspect of granite is very ofien diversified by the
naeoua occurrence of what are called contemporaneous veins

;

a term wliich is meant to couvey tlie assertion that the

difference of character which it marks was coeval with

the formation of the rock. In the large groined granite

of Arran and Cornwall, the contemporaneous veins

usually appear as long, narrow, ramifying portions of

finer gmin and a different proportion of ingredients

;

sometimes with more mica, sometimes with Icsb. The
boundaries of these “ veins" are indistinct, and the two
structures gradually pass into one another.

It will be readily conceived, that a stone composed of

crystals so much independent of each other may, espe-

cial.y when the felspar is not very predominant, be very

far from solid ; it may he very full of minute fissures.

These are often clearly enough perceived, sometimes
partially filled with small grains of quartz, steatite, fel-

spar, mica, &c. When the stone is by any means sub-

jected to decomposition, the several crystallized ingre-

dients easily separate along these opening cracks.

Imbedded It is almost unnecessary to enumerate the various
mineral*, other minerals which are disseminated iu granite, except

for the purpose of showing how many minerals may be
deve^ped from the same fundamental fluid mass. As
all of them arc definite compounds of certain ingre-

dients, and only one simple earthy substance (quartz)

remains as a residuum, it is no wonder they ore mustly

silicates of eurlhy substances, and that their rclatite

quantity is very unequal, depending upon the possible

atomic combinations which should exactly exhaust all the

ingredients except the superfluous quartz.

Silicate *. Tourmaline, topaz, zircon, cordierite, epidnte,

garnet, lepidolite, pelalite, triphane, steatite, lulc,

schorl, hvper&thene, hornblende, ongite.

Aluminates. Cymophane, beryl, pinite.

Sulphuret of bismuth, anlphuret of molybdenum, tung-

state of iron, rutile, oxide of tin, graphite, oxide of

iron, Ac.

Restricting ourselves to the more common varieties of
granite, we may observe, that the difference in the crys-

tallization of the ingredients could not be determined
a priori, from considerations of the relative fusibility of
the minerals

; because, iu fact, these minerals were nil

developed from one uniform melted moss, in which the

only distinct purls were the elementary substances of

silica, alumina, lime, potash, oxide of iron. &c. ; and it

would depend chiefly upon the relutivc cohesive forces

and chemical attractions of certain proportions of these

ingredients what crystals should be first generated. In

trinury granite, for example, it may not be that mica and
quartz were crystallized before felspar because this latter

is the more fusible substance, but because out of the

mingled mass of elementary substances the particular

combination which constitutes mica was endowed with
the highest attractive energy. Mica might be formed
out of a melted mass at a temperature very far below
that required for its own fusion ; this being separated,

there would remain a silieutcd felspur, from which the

excess of silica being separated, it might depend upon .

'

the state of the mass as to heal, whether both quartz

and felspar should crystallize together with mutual pe-

netration, or the former impress the latter.

If we assume granite to consist of 20 parts of felspar, Elementary

b parts of quartz, 2 of mica, the fused glass front which,

on cooling, these minerals were crystallized, must have
° h

contained ahout

Silica ... 1853| fU.
r
»3i

Altunin* . 404 1 I 44)4

1

Potiuh . . . 2fe2l t i* t J 2821 formed felspar «n«l mica, k-»v*

Lime • . • . 40
1 j

40
1

mg a residuum of silica.

Ox. iron . . 44 1 I 44

1

Ox.mftng. 3/ I 3*

Had the proportions of alumina and the metallic oxide*

been greater, it is probable that more mica would have

been formed ; had they been less, less mica and more
felspar might have resulted ; and the proportions of the

ingredients might have been such that the mica and
felspar might tie provided with their constituent potash

and other parts, hornblende or augite, or hypersthene,

with their lime, magnesia, Ac., and a residue of quartz

remain.

According to the rate of cooling we might have a
large grained or fine grained granite, or a nearly com-
pact rock : if the quantity of felspar was very great, and
the cooling rightly proportioned, the mica and quartz

might be crystallized in a compact, earthy, or glassy un-

crystallized basis. Thus felspar porphyry would be pro-

duced from the same ingredients as ordinary granite ; and
the whole investigation appears to teach iis that the

mineral characters of pyrogenous rocks depend n» much
upon the circumstances of their solidification as upon
original differences of chemical composition. With this

all observations on these rocks fully agree ; anti it is,

therefore, in a right spirit of philosophical generalization

that Geologists have now accustomed themselves to

view the whole series of ptutonic and volcanic products as

the varied results of one original mode of calorific anion

operating under a variety of conditions as to cooling,

pressure, limitation of space, and other influential circum-

stances.

Section 3.

Relative Age and charaderi*titi Phenomena of
Pjfrogenout Rocks.

Were our inquiries concerning the relative age of Ag« of plu-

plutonic rocks to be answered only by appeal to ob- tonic rocks,

servation of the phenomena which they present in con-

tact with one another, the research must be abandoned.

For they neither show themselves so often in connection,

nor display, when in connection, such marks of relative

antiquity as to permit us to recognise more than one

general truth, rtz. that granite is very often the oldest

and basult very often the youngest of these rocks. But
by studying separately the age of each of these rocks in

relation to the strata which adjoin it, we obtain a more

extensive and more exact series of determinations con-

cerning the periods when they have been erupted through

the consolidated crust of the earth. The importance of

these determinations in inductive Geology is so great as

to demand a preliminary statement of the mode of rea-

soning employed in obtaining them.

1. When in tiny Count ry a certain dons of rocks, a* for

instaucc the slate rucks, have been convulsed ami thrown
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Geology. into new positions before the deposition of another set

Ch. Ill- upon them, us for instance the carboniferous rocks, and
v““*

^

we find occupying the axis or nucleus of the dislocation

a mass of granite, it is certain that such granite is older

A[*e of plu* than the carboniferous system because it was uplifted
tonic rocks

j|,e older slates. If, in addition, this granite sends

veins through the slate rocks so as to prove that it was

uplifted in a melted state, we must infer that it is of

more recent origin than those slates ; and, in fact, that

its antiquity is exactly measured by the date of the con-

vulsion.

If there be no veins thrown off from the mass of gra-

nite, and no other satisfactory proof of its having been

uplifted in a melted state, the age of the igneous rock is

indefinable, except by saying that it is older than a

given stratified rock. Such a case occurs in the Ord of

Caithness. It appears, then, that in any case of convul-

sion the era of the elevation of the igneous rock is de-

termined by the convulsion, but whether it was actually

generated at that time from a melted state, requires

other evidence. Now this consolidation from a melted

stale is what fixes the age of an igneous rock. Granite

may, perhaps, have remained melted in the deep parts of

the earth through many geological periods, but its age

ns a rock is counted from the period when its fusion

closed.

2. In Derbyshire the carboniferous limestone is inter-

laminated for great lengths by an igneous rock, (toad-

stone,) which has evidently been poured out at certain

intervals by an ancient submarine volcano while the

limestone was in formation. The ogeof such a rock is

fixed by ihe age of the limestone.

3. The basalt of dykes which pass through certain

strata, is, of course, not more ancient than the newest

strata divided ; if at any point the dyke should be co-

vered by newer strata w'hich are undisturbed by the dis-

location accompanying it, we may generally admit that

the basalt is older than these strata. Such a case, per-

haps, occurs in the dykes of the Durham cool field,

which do not penetrate the magnesian limestone.

These instances are sufficient to show the truth of

two propositions of general application to this subject.

When igneous rocks accompany convulsions, we
can always fix the minimum of their geological anti-

quity ; when they throw off veins or intrude in the shape

of dykes, or interpolated beds, among stratified rocks, we
are able to assign the maximum of their antiquity.

Guided by these views, and restricting our illustra-

tions as much ns possible to the British Isles, we may
proceed to describe some of (he characteristic pheno-

mena occasioned by the appearance of plutonic rocks,

and to fix the eras of their production.

First, we shall describe the general features of a dis-

trict remarkable for the number of these rocks brought

into a small compass und presenting diversified effects,

and then select instances proper to make known the

characters of each.

We shall take an example of the phenomena of pyro-

getmus rocks in genera] from that gem of Huttonian
Geology the justly celebrated Island of Arran, an exa-

mination of which may be safely pronounced almost
Indispensable to a complete geological education.

A rran.

g
r»«al The Island of Arran has been very often described,

tv-itur*.,.

and eminent Geologists. Jameson, Mncculloch,

Xrcker, Murchison and Sedgewick, Oeynhausen and Geology.

Von Dechen, have all written ably on the inexhausti- Ch.HI.
ble subject of this little world of geological pheno-
menu

; and were it not for n reluctance to add to this

weighty literature, other voyagers would be unable to

restrain themselves From describing some neglected but

curious phenomena. The leading features of Arran are

its mountainous and truly Alpine scenery in ihe North-
ern extremity, and the elevated plateaux of its Southern
portion. These latter are generally composed of trap

rocks, partly syenite, partly porphyry, partly green-
stone, with many dykes of greenstone and pitchstone

passing through the red sandstone strata which appear
around the coasts. The highest Northern eminences
are granitic mountains forming the nucleus of a great
conical elevation of slate rocks, which, overlaid by the red
sandstone formation, (ace p. 609.) form a narrow hut un-
equal zone round the granite. The small size of the Island
combined with the elevation of the mountains (nearly 8000
feet) gives to the short glens u very sudden depth, und
permits the cliffs to show the great curvatures of strata.

Dykes and overlying masses of greenstone, fclspalhic and
trap porphyry, various sorts of claystonc and pitch-stone,

are seen abundantly both on the Eastern, Western, and
Southern coasts; and so perfectly are all the phenomena
exhibited, that it is difficult to imagine any space of tins

same limited extent more worthy of being studied for the

purpose of understanding the mutual relations of pyro-

genous rocks.

That the granite of this Island was upheaved in a
melted state seems sufficiently demonstrated by the fact

of its throwing veins through the surrounding slate

rocks: this phenomenon maybe very welt studied at

Tornidneon. That its elevation was subsequent to the

deposition of the whole red sandstone system seems also

proved by the curvatures which these strata have under-

gone. This would give for the elevation of the granite

of Arran a period considerably later than that usually

assigned to the principal part of the Highland moun-
tains, and, perhaps, agreeing with the rising of the

syenites of Malvern and Chamwood forest.

The granite is, as far as can be known, the oldest

pyrogenous rock to be seen iu the Island, for it is tra-

versed by dykes of basalt and pitchstone, like those

which cross the red sandstones. It is observable,

however, that these dykes are most numerous at

some distance from the granitic centre. At Corygills,
at Lumlasli, and Tormore, they are exceedingly ubuii

dant in the red sandstone, while in the North-Eastern

face of the Island, where that rock is nearer to the

gianite, fewer dykes appear, and about Loch Ranza the

slate is still less divided by them. Perhaps we may
venture to add another generalization ; viz. that these

dykes arc most abundant beyond the line of violent flex-

ure of the strata from their horizontal position. After

measuring with care the directions and breadths, and

noting the characters of forty-four dykes, chiefly of green-

stone. between Brodick and Lainlaah, and also those at

Tormore, it did not appear to the writer of this notice

that any other dependence of the direction of those dykes

upon the local centreofthc granitic eruption could be traced.

While in the Eastern side of the Island, about Cory-

gills, the dykes in the red sandstone are chiefly green-

stone and bu&alt, with a sparing admixture of fclspalhic

and porphyritic daystone and pilchstone. those of Tor-

moie, in light coloured sandstone, arc chiefly pitchstone,

claystone, and trap porphyry. On both sides occur
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G«otogy. interposed beds of pitchstone, divided into columns ; on

Ch III. the Kent are overlying greenstones in rude colonnades;

on the West trap porphyry columns; on the East the

claystone dykes arc highly prismatic ; on the West oc-

cur many interposed beds, und an arched vein of clay-

stone. The pitchstone of the Eastern side is black or

green, that of the Western coast often variously coloured

and graduating to something like hornstune, or to clay-

stone. It is, in one point, at Tormore, of that concre-

tionary structure which reminds us of some kinds of

obsidian and sptuerulitic traps.
Alterations The effect* of the pyrogenous rockn upon those in

rock»

fc, fitd
conlact w,th them are less striking in Arran than in

many other situations. No new minerals are produced

in the slate where the granite touches it, nor in the red

. sandstones where they are bordered by the greenstone

dykes. This hardening is very various in degree, and

the cause* of these differences are not very evident even

upon the examination of many cases. The hardening

effect is sometimes communicated to the distance of two

or three feet into the neighbouring rock, but generally

not to more than a few inches. The hardened parts

sometimes stand up in narrow crests. Where dykes cross,

it has been found that one of the ptaiifs of intersection

of the greenstone dykes has been marked by the occur-

rence of a very narrow band of black pitchstone. The
base of the pitchstoue pillars of the interposed bed in

Corygills is softened, where it touches the sandstone

below, to a kind of kaolin.

It is impossible to say what was the geological epoch

of the pyrogenous eruptions of Arran, further than that

they were posterior to the whole red sandstone system

there. If this be correctly taken by Murchison and
Sedgwick to represent both the old and new red sand-

stone systems, they are later than most of those known
in England, and, for aught we can tell, they may he as

modern as the hasaltic eruptions of the North of I reland.

Gcagraplii- It is remarkahle that, amidst all the profusion of green-
cal relation stones, pitchstone, claystone, and porphyritic dykes,
of which appear a little remote from the granite, no granite
nousn<-s.

jg geen . whilc in the granite, whose elevation

seems to be the local centre of all those exhibitions, no
hornblende or augitc occurs. That granite and the trap

dykes arc of different antiquity has been shown before ;

but it seems also to be implied either, first, that at suc-

cessive epochs different rocks lay melted under the same
localities ; second, that the local production or pyroge-

nous rocks is somehow governed by relations of level or
distance, or subject to an obscure reciprocity of position.

It seems worth while to follow out this idea. Along the

Penine chain, the axis of dislocation shows, at (>oiiits,

granitic and greenstone rocks, but very few mineral veins

are wrought. The slopes a little removed from this

mountain edge contain many valuable lead mines. The
mining district of Shropshire, described by Mr. Murchi-
son, appears related to the greenstone ridge ofCorndon
nearly in the same way ; for though along this axis no
mines occur, they abound in a line at a small distance

parallel to it. Perhaps to these analogies wc may add
the Instance of the diversified porphyritic masses which
run irregularly parallel to, but removed from the gra-

nitic axis of Cumbria. Finally, to rise to a greater ge-

neralization, Von Buch’s views of the relations of the
granitic axis of the Alps and the uugitic porphyries (me-
laphyre) along their Southern Hanks appear to be de-
cidedly analogous, and there seems at least thus much
to be inferred from the points of agreement among these

VOL. VI.

several examples of the relative position of ignigenou* Geology,

rocks, that the elevation of an axis or nucleus of granitic t:b. HI*

rocks was attended by very numerous fissure* at a small

distance removed, which, after some geological interval,

were filled by rocks of a quite different nature from those
which were erupted at the time of the first disturbance.

Granile.

It might be doubtful whether any granite visible in Anlapuiyol

the British Islands could claim greater antiquity than ^ran,tc‘

the upper or graywackc slate rocks, except for the cases
of alternating granite and mica slate, quoted from Mr.
Weaver, p. 563. The granite of the Cornish chain in
some places throw* veins into the adjacent clay slates,

and generally appears to change very greatly the nature
of those rocks, so that wc nrc compelled to rank it ns a
more modern product. The granites of Cumberland
and Westmoreland, and those of the Grampians,
if their age be judged of from that of the convulsions
accompanying them, end from the veins which they
throw off" must be pronounced to be of nearly the
same antiquity. In the Island of Arran, the granile
seems to be not so old ns the red sandstone which
overlies the carboniferous limestone; in the Alps it must
perhaps be suppose'd to have been in fusion ever since

the tertiary epoch.

A few years ago granite veins were considered as rare Granite

eruptions, but at present it is difficult to find a satisfac-

tory example of any extensive tract of granite, without
the occurrence of such ramifications through the neigh-
bouring rocks. They occur in Cornwall, Cumberland,
and Arran, in Ben Cruachan, at Strontian, in Glen
Tilt, and generally throughout the Highlands. The
same is true for the Continent of Europe ; and perhaps
we may no where find a better example of the elevation

ofgrauite in a tolid form, than that described by Mur-
chison at the Ord of Caithness. This granile, on its

Northern flank, supports the old red conglomerate,
whilst to the South it occupies n cliff on and near the

shore, the verge of which affords u remarkable breccia,

compounded from all the beds of the oolitic series that

occur on this coast. Thin breccia of sandstone, shale,

and limestone, is tilted off from the granite wherever
that rock protrude* upon the shore, whilst the strata are

regularly developed where the granite recedes into the

interior. No veins or portion* of the granite are to be
met with in or above the oolitic breccia, which, by its

disturbed position, appears to fix the maximum of anti-

quity of the elevation of the granite not beyond the age
of the coralline oolite.

The granite veins of Tomidneon in Arran pass from Tomidneco.

a body of very coarse grained granite through nearly

vertical lamina; of dark quartzo-e clay slate; the line of
junction dividing the whole side of a hill. One of the

veins encloses fragments of slate, divide* itself into

branches, which cross the landme of slate, cutting offboth
the quartzose and argillaceous lumime. The granite

become* much finer grained along the veins, and nearly

in proportion to their smallness
;
so that in the narrowest

vein* it is nearly compact. String* of fine grained
granite divide the coarser sort. (See pi. vii. fig. 1.)

(1826.)

In Glen Tilt, Dr. Macculloch has described numerous Glen Tiit.

and valuable facts of this nature. At the bridge beyond
Forest Lodge, granite, hornblende slate, and primary

limestone are very curiously associated. Veins of red

5 o
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Geology. granite here divide the other rocks, and inclose frag-

Ch. 111. menis of them. The singular interlacements of the

rocks here will be best understood by the sketch, pi. vii.

fig. 2. taken on the spot in 1626.

1. Primary limestone laminated by hornblende and red

felspar in curved lines or detached masses, round which

the lamina? of limestone bend, crossed by granite and

red felspar veins.

2. White quartz rock and red felspar crystallized.

3. Fclspathic rock, red, with layers of black horn-

blende.

4. Limestone laminated with felspar.

5. The same with less felspar.

6. Hornblende and felspar in layers.

7. Laminated limestone.

(rt.) Red felspar vein—a little quartz.

6,9. Hornblende.with layers, masses, and veinBofwhite

quarts, and red felspar, which substances often occur

together, making binary granite of very large grain.

111. Limestone, with red granite veins.

•

11. Limestone, red granite veins, and white calca-

reou* spar rein#, which divide the granite veins.

12. Red granite, composed of red compact or crys-

tallized felspar, white quartz, and black or grey mica,

and incloses hornblende masses which arc divided by

veins of granite ramifying from the general musses of

that rock.

Cornwall. The extremity of Cornwall has long been famous for

the great variety of curious phenomena connected with

the granite veins which there divide the argi laceous slate,

hornblende slate, and greenstone rocks, utl included by

the miners under the title of killns. So many writers

of eminence, both English und foreign, have described

and reasoned upon these occurrences, that it is difficult

to select from the immense variety. The following is

Mr. Majendie's account of the veins at Mousehole, three

miles South-West of Penzance. (Cornwall Geol. Soe.

Tram. vol. i.) “ At this period the clay slate ceases,

and the granite commences, forming a promontory which

runs out in a Southern direction from the central ridge.

The state is of a gray colour; it is in strata nearly hori-

zontal, but having a slight dip to the East; it increases

in hardness near the junction. The granite, which is

generally coarse and porphyritic from the large imbed-

ded crystals of felspar, becomes here of a finer grain,

with black mica and light flesh-red felspar. On the

North it laps over the schistus. At this spot numerous

granite veins, varying in width from about a foot to less

than an inch, pass through the slate ; the two principal

veins proceed nearly East from the hill above, for more

than fifty yards, until they are lost in the sea. One of

these, not far from ita first appearance, U divided and

heaved several feet by a cross vein consisting of quartz

intermingled with slate ; fragments of slate appear also

In the granite veins. The most remarkable vein, after

proceeding vertically for some distance, suddenly forms

an angle, and continues in a direction nearly horizontal,

having slate above and below.
1*

The kitlas at this place has much the aspect of green-

stone. and it appears generally true that tho clay slate

is much altered in character round all the granites of
Cornwall and Devon. (See Mr. Dela Beetles Grohgi-

cat Map, Devon.) The veins of graniie are generally

most fine grained toward* the walls. Von Oeynhausen
and Von Dechen mention three principal veins at

Mousehole, one 3^ to 10 feet wide ; quartz vein* cross the

direction of the granite veins, and sometimes divide them

and apparently alter their character. Schorl occurs irre- Q—l«nr.

gnlarly in the granite, and in some of the quarlr veins.
Cb*

In other localities, veins of this mineral present interest-
J

ing phenomena. The intricate character of the venige-
nous masses of Mousehole will be best understoodby
consulting the diagram, pi. vii. fig. 3, copied from the
sketch of tlie distinguished Prussian Geologists above
named.
At Cape Cornwall, a granite vein heaves a quartz vein

in a direction contrary to the general law, stated in page
541. In tlie Lizard district granite veins divide ser-
pentine.

Felspar Porphyry.

The abundance and variety of felspar porphyry, in Ben Nevis,

great masses on the summit of Ben Nevis, and in the
awlul valley of Glen Coe, is fumiliar to every traveller in
tlie Highlands; the porphyry of Ben Nevis has been
shown by Von Oeynhausen and Von Dechen to have
been erupted through the granitic basis of that moun-
tain ; the diversified porphyries along the vertical pre-
cipices of Glen Coe send veins through tlie subjacent
granites, in numlter proportioned to the proximity of
the situation to she great mass of porphyry This rock
is not columnar

; (Macculloch;) it varies through every
stage, from claystotie to felspar porphyry, the different

varieties being sometimes gradually and sometimes
suddenly connected. Breccia, composed of fragmented
clayslones ami porphyries, (like those on Ben Nevis,

and some in Cumberland.) are often seen in Glen Coe.
In the mountain of Crunchen,- which overlooks Loch

Awe, the hornblendic granite and schist rocks are tra-

versed by a great variety of large felspar and trap por-

phyry dykes, and some changes of appearance happen
to the clay and mica slate, very difficult to be described.

Macculloch ( Geol. Trans, iv.) describes the porphyry
dykes as perpendicular, varying from 3 to 50 feet in

breadth, traversing alike the schist and the granite veins

which divide it, but not in any degree intermingling with

either. Dykes of porphyry, of diflerent kinds and co-

lours. may run near or in contact with each oilier, but in

all cases these and other dykes of basalt or trap por-
phyry are very distinct at the edges, though firmly
united to the rock which encloses them. PI. vii. %•
4, shows veins of granite traversing (he schist of Crua-
chan, themselves crossed by dykes two kinds of por-
phyry. {Gcal. Tram. iv. pi. vi.)

In the Cumbrian mountains felspar porphyries occur Cumbrian
in many situations, and with a great diversity of charac- mountain*,

ler; some have a basis of translucent grey or green
felspar, and included crystals of glassy felspar and
quartz ; others are composed of a red, opaque, granular
felspar basis, and red felspar and quartz crystals ; the
husis of others is compact felspar or homstone, and
some have a dark but not basaltic base, with small white
opaque felspar crystals. Most of them, like the amyg-
daloids and greenstones of the same region, occur in

overlying musses as well as dykes, but real alternations

of them with the slates can hardly be substantiated.

They seem to have a Geographical dependence on the

foci of granitic eruption, of a peculiar kind. They arc

not abundant in or very near to the granite of Wostdale,

Skiddaw, or Shap, hut they occur at small distances

from each of tlio^e masses. The Valley of St. John's
shows pale red felspar porphyry overlying slate, well

crystallized red porphyry in Armboth fell, and various
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G«oUiet. kind* of felspathic rocks under Helvellyn. Dykes of va-

riable greenish porphyry divide the slates of High Pike,
^ and a solitary red dyke ranges East and West of the

granite of Shap fells. No poiphyry occurs very far

from the granites.

In North Wales felspathic porphyries appear so con-

nectcd by alternate bedding with the slates, as to have

been subjected to the same elevations and undulations

of dip ;
and thus not only prove their high antiquity, but

also suggest views as to the frequent recurrence of igne-

ous action at the same points of the ancient bed of the

sea during the period of the primary slates,

Cornwall Consistently with our views of the origin of the crys-

tallized rocks, we may perhaps be right in believing

that all the complicated, wholly or partially, crystallized

rocks, composed of felspar, quartz, and mica, which are

included between and which traverse the real slaty rocks

of Cornwall, are either the result of submarine eruptions

during the formation of the slate ; of the subsequent ac-

tion of the heated granitic masses upon the killas; of

posterior eruptions of melted rock into fissures caused

by convulsion, or of some gradual conversion and trans-

fer of mineral ingredients, such as we know to have

occurred

It is hazardous to reason on phenomena so remark-

able as those of Cornwall, without reference to other

districts
;
nothing but prejudice or indolence will permit

Geologists, acquainted with other districts, to neglect

the singular and curious facts connected with the De-
vonshire and Cornish chain. We may freely admit

that they, in some cases, point to agencies not yet fami-

liar to our philosophy; that a full examination of the

whole series of granites, porphyries, serpentines, and

killas. and of the disseminated and venigenous minerals

in them, will kindle a brilliant light in the most secret

laboratory of Nature ; but one thing is wanting, an ex-

act description of all the characteristic facts observable

in each particular case, without the ndornment of theory,

or the disarray of new nomenclature. (See Conybeare,
Ruckland, and Sedgwick, Grot. Trans. ; tile Trans, of
Cornish Geol. Soc.; and Dr. Boose's recent volume.)

Syenite.

Malvern. The syenite of Malvern is not older than the old red

sandstone, which it throws off from its slopes and pene-

trates by a lateral extension or dyke, nor so young as the

new red sandstone which lies level at its fed ; the same
limits of age must be assigned to the similar rocks of

Charnwood forest, which appear undcrjvery analogous cir-

cumstances. The partially sycnitic rocks of Carrock

fell in Cumberland, may, very probably, be older. We
shall not assign this name to the variable rock of Red
Pike and Scale Force: according to Weiss, the syenite of

Weinhola near Meissen is superimposed on the green

sand system. The Malvern hills, long since described

with much ability by Mr. Horner, and a dyke appa-

rently dependent on them lately investigated by Mr.
Murchkon, wil. serve to illustrate the phenomena attend-

ing syenitic extrusions.

The picturesque chain of the Malvems rises at its

centre to 1444 feet above the sea, and looks down over a

vast and beautiful region. On the Eastern side the de-

scent is abrupt to plains of horizontal new red sand-

stone. on the Western more gradual and diversified by

ranges of woody hills whose bearing is parallel to that

of the chain. Beyond are the slate mountains of Wales.

Many small narrow valleys run to the East across the try-

line of the chain. Ch. 111.

The verdant surface of these hills, and the circum-
v^v*"/

stance that the pyrogenous rocks are very much decom-
posed and fissured near the surface, prevents very fre-

quent observation. The great mass of the rocks is of a
syenitic rather than granitic character, varying, however,
much as to the relative proportions of hornblende, mica,
and quartz: the felspar is usually red, epidote, mag-
netic iron, pyrites, and other minerals occur, arid the

aspect of the rock is sometimes that of greenstone.

Veins of granite traverse the neighbouring rocks. Veins
of sulphate of barytes, calcareous spar, aud epidote, red

hematite, Ac., occur in the sycnitic rocks.

The stratified rocks which are dislocated along the Elevation

line of the Mulverns are best seen on the Western slopes, of strata,

the oldest of them belongs to the fourth group* of the

grrywackc aeries of the Welsh border. (See p. 567.)
The sandstones of this and the limestones and shales of
the superior groups are partly vertical, or partly over,

thrown to the West, so that for some distance to the

West the scries of strata appears inverted, and the real ly

newer rocks come out from under the older. ( Geot.

Trans, vol. i.) Much local confusion aud disturbance

of declinations accompany these general indications of
violent upward heaving along the axis of the chain.

Mr. Homer’s very judicious reflections on the bearing
of the phenomena of the Malvern upon the then pre-

valent discussion of the Wernerian and Hultonian The-
ories of Geology, will be perused with great satisfac-

tion and pleasure as anticipating many of the clearest

arguments known ill the present advanced state of the

Science. As the u list ratified rocks have been thrown up
along a line from North to South, the bearing of the

elevated strata ought, in general, to be parallel to that

line, and this has been shown to be the case: the force

would be greatest at the point where the unstratified

rocks burst forth, aud accordingly we And the strata

there generally vertical, or even thrown back and in

some degree inverted.

The same phenomena of inverted strata are observed

by Mr. Murchison parallel to the Abberley hills, which
are on the prolongation of the Malverns ; and we are

indebted to him lor an interesting notice of a dyke of

dark green syenitic rock, at Brockhill near the Tome,
composed of hornblende, felspar, and quartz, eight

paces wide, directed West 5® North, und East 5°

South. Tlie syenitic rock is prismatic at the sides, the

prism lying across the dyke, whose walls are formed of

old red sandstone, here of u green tinge, and marls. In

contact with the dyke and for 20 feet distance the

sandstone is hardened, is of a deep purple colour, and
has lost its mka ; the marls arc altered by the diffusion

of carbonate of lime through their mass. This dyke is

considered as a lateral effect from the great North and
South axis of igneous rocks of the Malvern and Abberlev
hills.

HypersUtene Rock or Hypersthenic Syenite.

Hypcrsthene rock forms the pinnacled mountains of

Cuchullin, port of Carrock fell in Cumberland, certain

dykes in Radnorshire, and is not unknown in Cornwall

;

* In the Phil. Mag. for June 1634, Mr. Murchison has ptib-

linhi-d a new arrangement of these groups, in which the second «n«l

third groups are united.
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flwlrttfr. it also occur* in Yorkshire in veins passing through the

Ch. III. basalt of the carboniferous limestone series. The exhi-

bition of hypersthene rocks in the Vallcline has been

described by M. Neckcr.

This rock may be very generally described as u syenite,

of which the lelspar is pale flesh-colour, white, orgreen-

i*h, and the hornblende is replaced by hypersthene,

either in very distinct, large crystals, or small con-

cretionary masse*. In the latter case it can hardly be

distinguished from common greenstone. In Cornwall,

Radnor, and Cumberland this rock may be admitted to

be of later date than the greater part of the slate system ;

in Yorkshire it is contemporaneous with the great

basaltic formation of the carboniferous epoch ; in the

Isle of Skye it is probably more recent than the oolitic

era; in the Alp* it forms a part of the mineralogical

axis, and may have been thrown up even since almost

the whole tertiary strata of the basin* of Europe.

M. Xecker, in his account of the Valteline, establishes
ThcVahe- ^ ,|1C eminences which rise u long

the avis of thut singular valley of elevation, pass

by degrees to common syenite, and afterw ards to syenite

with hypersthene, in large, small, or even minute crystals,

of black or green colour, and metallic reflections. The
felspar has a violet tinge. The greater and hypersthenic

axis of the valley is coincident with the central line of the

great chain of the Alps, from South-West to North-

East, and the Gratified rocks are vertical on each side,

for some distance; afterwards they take opposite dips

to the North-West ond South-East. The order of suc-

cession may be slated to he gneiss, mica schist, changing

to talcose and chlorittc schist and clay slate. Veins of

fine grained granite passthrough the hypersthenic rocks

amt through the mica schist, sometimes holding frag-

ments of this latter, and quartz vein* with black tour-

malines divide the granite.

TheCuchullin mountains in Skye, rendered classical by
Sky*-

Mucculloch’s descriptions, surround the desolate lake of

Coruisk, a grand amphitheatre of steep and barren rock*,

which decompose so little as to yield neither sand nor

gravel to the torrents. A great variety of nppeamnecs is

prerented by the mixture of the felspar and hypersthene

in these rocks, as to crystallization and colour. In some

localities the mass is fine grained, and in others graduates

to common syenite or greenstone. Von Ovynhausen

and Von Dechen state that the hypersthene rocks pass

into compact greenstone ; and that the common syenite

lies on the hypersthene rock, with an abrupt and distinct

junction. One of the most interesting facts connected

with this group of rucks is the transmutation of the lia-»

into white granular and compact limestone, where it is

in contact with the syenite and trap rocks. This effect

happens more constantly at the junction of the lias with

syenite than with greenstone or trap; in the latter case

it sometimes happens, sometimes not. The hypersthene

rock seldom adjoins the lias; where it docs, like green-

stone or trap, it both intersects and covers it.

Gabbro
, Granitone , Euphotide, Diatlagc Rock ,

Serpentine.

It ij to M. Von Ruch that we are indebted for point-

ing out the importance of the rock, composed of saussnr-

itc, or felspar and diallage, called gabbro, or granitone,

in Northern Italy. The abundance of serpentine in the

Pyrenees, Apennines, and other parts of the South of

Europe, has long been remarked. Diallage rocks are

equally abundant, often occur in connection with the

serpentine, and there is now no doubt as to the fact that

these two rocks are very intimately related. Few con-

elusions of this nature appear better authenticated by
observation than the gradation of diallage rock into ser-

pentine, in the Alps, the Apennines, Corsica, and Corn-
wall. Gabbro has been employer! in architecture by the

Romans, and by the family of Medio* at Florence.

The town of Vienna is said to be paved with it.

Generally, observers agree in representing both gab- Stratific*.

bro and serpentine urtstratified rocks. When portions tHM r-f *'r*

of them are included between strata of gneiss, mica, P*°*,B*"

schist. Ac., they may lie viewed as interposed masses.

But Maccullocii positively affirms that in Unst the

stratification, both of diallage rock and of serpentine,

is certainly evident ; and he compare* ibt cases where no
stratification can be traced in the latter to analogous
instances in primary limestone. The latter, however,
is by far the most abundant case ; apd perhaps, taking

into account the circumstance that m Unst the rocks

alternate and graduate into micaceous, chloritic, and
argillaceous schists, we may reasonably inquire whether

the st ratified varieties of diallage and serpentine are not

recomputed rocks altered, like some gneiss, by subse-

quent application of heat.

In the Northern Apennines, Brongmart has remarked
the following general order of succession downwards.
1. Serpentine. 2. Diallage rock, in the upper part as-

suming the aspect of serpentine, (at Uochetta. North of

Borghetto, near Spczin.) consisting partly of red crys-

tallized limestone. 3. Jasper rock in thin lamime.

Below these are limestones and marly schists, common
in the Apennines. In Monte Ramczzo, North-West of

Genoa, the serpentine is placed on limestone ami talc

schist, the limestone is in thin tortuous beds, and is as it

were dissolved with the shining slate and stcuschist.

The direction of the serpenlinous masses in the Northern
Apennines, (o which the elevation of that part of the

range is ascribed, is East South-East, which is the same
as that of the Pyrenees, and of some serpentine rocks

about Como.

GreenHone.

Scotland has been long and not unjustly considered

classic ground for the pyrogenou* rocks. We shall tuke

as an example of the occurrence cf greenstone, the phe-

nomena in the vicinity of Edinburgh, which have con-

tributed so powerfully to support the philosophical fame

of Dr. Hutton. The interesting eminences of Arthur's

Seat, Salisbury Craig, the Calton Hill, and Edinburgh
Castle, arc all composed of trap rocks associated with

various sandstones and shales ofthe carboniferous system,

and the latMiurs of Art have added to the admirable

exhibitions of Nature.

In Salisbury Craig is a very fine section of unstratified Salisbury

greenstone enclosed between stratified sandstone, con- Craig,

glomerate, shale, and ironstone nodules, and it is easily

seen that both the igneous and sedimentary rocks are

altered nt their formation. Masses of sandstone and con-

glomerate, of various forms and magnitudes, ore insu-

lated in a confused manner within the greenstone, and

portions of greenstone interposed among the sandstones.

No dyke appears, but small veins of culcarcous spar,

occasionally metalliferous, cross the line of junction.

The accompanying drawings ami references will suffi-

ciently explain the most interesting phenomena observed*
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Gr«liifnr. PI. vii. fig. 5, gives a general view of the face of the
Ch. ill. cli|f jt appeared to the writer in 1826. The letters

of reference, a, 6, c, mark point* of which derails are

given Mow. Ou a nearer examination, the point a
shows greenstone gradually changing to a red colour

and filler grain near its upper surface, on which rest

beds of sandstone, ironstone, and shale, as under.

1.

The upper part of a greenstone mass, fine grained

and of reddish colour. Veins of calcareous spar, with

micaceous iron ore, divide the upper part of this mass,

and pass through Nos. 2 and 3 above.

2,3. M ass of petro-silicious sandstone, mixed with

softer green portions.

4. The same sort of hardened sandstone, with less of

the softer parts, (here and there n purple tinge.)

5. Argillaceous, compact, hard shale of a purplish

or green colour, and subconchoidul fracture.

6. Hed argillaceous ironstone in green shale.

7. Sandstone beds, reddish and indurated.

At the point b (fig. 6) a nearly similar series of

alternating stone and shale rests on very similar trap.

A portion of sandstone is engaged in the trap, and other

signs of violent intrusion occur.

At the point c hard red sandstone flags, without iron-

stone, rest on reddened greenstone.

A large quarry at the South end of Sulisbury Crag
affords an excellent section of sandstone Mis below the

greenstone. Fig. 7 and 8 are taken from this quarry.

In fig. 7, the greenstone, reddening below, rests on
jnsperized sandstone, which is much broken and con-

fused in places ;
below this is green shale, covering red

and white saudstono witli conglomerate. Fig. 8 shows
portions of sandstone enclosed in the trap, which grows
redder towards the contact with the strata below. The
aspect of a portion of sandstone fairly enclosed in trap is

seen in fig. 9.

Some lute observations of Lord Greenock on the ap-

pearances presented by a section of the compact green-

stone and sandstone strata in the Castle Mill, Edinburgh,
show the effect of convulsions acting upon bolh of those

rocks since the eruption of thelithoid lava. At some points

of this hill the usual transformations of the sandstones,

&c. happen in contact with trap, but in one place beds
of sandstone and murl arc seen in a state of great dis-

turbance, thrown in angular positions upon tabular

greenstone, and not in the slightest degree altered as

to hardness or aggregation at the junction. Possibly,

the explanation which applies here, viz. that the junc-
tion ot the igneous and stratified rock has been occa-
sioned by convulsive movements, which have lifted them
both in a solid form, may be found applicable to some
other cases iti which trap racks appear to exercise uo
transforming influence on the contiguous rock*.

Basalt.

The researches of Dr. Berger, Dr. Buckland, and
Mr. Conybeare, on the North-East of Ireland, have fur-

nished a highly interesting Memoir in the Grot. Trans.
vol. iii. from the pen ofthe latter Geologist. The coast
between Belfast Lough and Lough Foyle is one
boundary of a large tract reaching Westward to Lough
Neagh, and including the river Bann, which is almost
wnolly occupied on the surface by basaltic rocks rising

at intervals to eminences of 1320, 1820, and 1964 feet

®bovc the sea. Under this immense overlying mass of
basalt are touud several members of the English series

of strata not Inown elsewhere in Ireland. 1. Chalk, Geology,

agreeing with the lower beds of the English series. 2. Ch. 111.

Muluttoe. an Irish name for the green sand of English
Geologists. 3. Lias limestone, (without any other
rock of the oolitic system.) 4. Beds of red marl and
gypsum salt, resting on variegated sandstone, b. At
the North-Eastern and South-Eastern extremity, coal
measures, consisting of red sandstones and shales with
inferior coal, appear below all the other strata. The
inulattoe and lias are often wanting in the section. The
superincumbent basalt is estimated to have an average
thickness of 545 feet, (in Benyavenagh it is 900 feet, in
Kuorhlead 980 feel,) and its superficial extent SCO
square miles.

The phenomena presented by the basalt, exposed
along so great a length of coast, are various and remark-
able, and we are not only delighted with the magnificent
colonnades of Fnirhcad, and the geometrical pavement
of the Causeway, but instructed by the clear exhibition

of the effects of dykes dividing both the congenerous
basalt above and the catcarcous strata beneath.

The immense mass of trap rocks in this district ex-
hibits, besides basalt, which is the most abundant mate-
rial, greenstone, clinkstone porphyry, wacke, and red
ochre. Near the Causeway, the cliffs, nccording to Dr.
Richardson, consist of alternating basalt and red oclirc,

iu the following order downwards.
1 . Basalt rudely columnar, 60 feet.

2. Red ochre or bole, 9 feet.

3. Basalt irregularly prismatic, 60 feet.

4. Columnar basalt, 7 feet.

5. Intermediate between bole and basalt, 8 feet,

6. Coarsely columnar basalt, 10 feet.

7. Columnar basalt, the upper range of pillars at
Bengore Head, 54 feet.

8. Irregularly prismatic basalt. In this bed the wacke
and wood coal of Port Noffer are situated, 54 feet.

9. Columnar basalt, forming the Causeway by its

intersection with the plane of the sea, 44 feet;

10. Bole or red ochre, 22 feet.

11. 12, 13. Tabular basalt, divided by thin seams of
bole, 80 feet.

14, 15, 16. Tabular basalt, occasionally containing
zeolite, 80 feet.

The stratified rocks in contact with the trap have un-
dergone remarkable changes in several localities.

At Portrush, (he trap (a rudely prismatic greenstone)
overlies and perhaps alternates with a flinty slate, which
contains numerous impressions of ammonites, belonging
to the lias shales. 'Ibis transformation of lias shale,

which reminds us of the more extensive phenomena of
the same kind in Savoy, was formerly adduced as an
argument for the aqueous origin of basalt l Most of the
alterations of stratified rocks on thin coast arc effected

by basaltic dykes, which divide both the overlying masses
of trap and the subjacent strata.

At the foot of the hill called Lurgethan, basaltic

dykes traverse the red sandstone conglomerate, which is

indurated near the contact so as to resemble compact
homstonc.
The coal measures, underlying the basalt of Fairhead,

ore crossed by dykes which have changed the ordinary

shale into flinty slate, hardened and pyritized the sand-
stone for 15 yards, and converted the coal to a cin-

der. The chalk is affected by many dykes to such a
degree as to be converted to a real marble, for 10 feet or

more from the side of the basalt.
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Geology. The order of effects is first a yellowish tingle of colour,

l.’h 111. then u bluish-grey colour and compact texture, then a
— ^ fine-grained arenaceous aspect, next a saccharine granu-

lation, and finally close to the dyke the chalk is altered

to a dork brown crystalline limestone, with flaky crystals

os large as those in primary limestone. The flints in

the altered chalk assume a grey-yellowish colour ; the

altered chalk is highly phosphorescent when healed.

Examples occur near Belfast, at Glenarm, in Rathlin,

and other places. Near the top of the stratum of chulk

which crowns the cliff# of Murloch Bay, is an interposed

lied of wackc 5 or G feel thick. For proofs of local vio-

lence accompanying the exhibition of the basalt, and

many interesting details, the original Memoirs may be

Consulted.

The basaltic formation of Upper Teesdale in York-

shire ha# been described by Professor Sedgwick, and its

continuation through Northumberland by Mr. Hutton;

and we cun bear w itness to the merit of their researches.

The great mass of basalt (called Whin Sill) lies in a

pscudosLrutum of most irregular thickness, enclosed

among the strata of the carboniferous limestone series,

generally in one particular part of the scries, so that in

the valley of the Tyne its place in the section is con-

stant, and we think it occupies generally the same

situation in Teesdalc, though in Weardale another layer

of basalt occurs. We cannot doubt that it was erupted

from several local centre# or lines, and that its thickness

ni different places was affected by their proximity to the

eruptive channel. In the short space of six miles, from

Caldron Snout to Hilton Beck, its thickness is diminished

from 200 or H00 feet to 24 feet, aud further South it

disappear* totally. But to the Northward the range is

(interruptedly ?) continued to the sea-coast of Dunslan-

borough.
No dykes pass from this mass (in Teesdalc) into the

rocks above or below
; so that u first view of the case

suggests the belief that it was poured out as a mass of

submarine lava upon the yet incomplete deposit of the

carhonifemus limestone. Professor Sedgwick, however,

(Comb. VhU. Trans.) maintains that it was injected from

below amongst these strata, and that it penetrated be-

tween the planes of the strata by violently uplifting

them.

The strata in contact are affected by the basalt in

several ways, which may be well seen about the high

force. The subjacent shales are prismatixed, ao as to

he mistaken for basalt, generally much debituminized,

so as to become grey or whitened, and rendered brittle

by condensation, but not much hardened. The sand-

stones arc in several places highly hardened, rendered

brittle and full of fissures, and much whitened. The

limestones below the shale are remarkable for having

their top bed full of iron pyrites. Those above,

but not in contact with the basalt, are for a large tract of

country totally changed from a full blue, hard, rather

crinuidal limestone in the first degree to a pale blue,

crystallized, soft marble, and in the extreme to a loose,

granular, saciharoid rock, in which, nevertheless, some
traces of organic remains (a crinoidal column) remain.

But the most remarkable effect is the generation of gar-

nets in the contiguous shale under the basalt of Cronkley
scar; a case analogous to the one described in connection

with the dykes of Plas Newydd by Professor Ilenslow.

(Grot. Tram.)
The igneous rocks themselves arc chiefly a fine-

grained dark basalt, changing to a coarse-grained va-

riety of the same ingredients. Contemporaneous veins Geology,

of very beautiful hypersthenic and augitic trap pass Ch. 111 .

through the basull in several points, and it is traversed

by a few productive lead veins.

The connection of several very remarkable and exten-

sive basaltic dykes with this great “ W’hin Sill” is rulher

assumed than proved. In fact, there is no evidence of

any one of these dykes being traced into the Whin Sill,

and as some of them pass into the upper coal measures,

and oue divides magnesian limestone, lias, and oolites,

wc prefer to consider them of different Ages, though
certainly related to the same local centre of igneous ex-

pansion. Successive injections of similar igneous rocks,

at remote geological intervals, seem to be indicated by
the phenomena.

These dykes pas# in directions to the East North-East,

East South-East, and nearly East, and the lines which they

take are so straight through all sorts of rocks, their re-

spective breadths, and the quality of the rock in each, so

nearly uniform, though iu these particulars they differ

from one another, that, considering their extraordi-

nary length, we may safely rank them as amongst the

most remarkable phenomena of English Geology. The
Cleveland or Cock field dyke, in particular, ranges for

seventy miles through the coal scries, (where it chars the

coal, hardens the sandstones, and debituminizes the

shales,) the magnvsiuu limestone, the lias shale# and
sandstones of the oolite scries, which are affected like

the coal system below. Generally it is a nearly vertical

dyke, but at C'ockfieltl fell is subject to oblique expan-

sions of a singular kind.

The dyke which passes East North-East is remark-

able for having a small vein of lead ore running by the

South-East side of it, aud for converting the shales

through which it passes to the state of a soft, whitish

shale, calli-d pencil bed, like those in connection with

the Whin Sill. It does not cut through the magnesian

limestone.

Mtlaphyre, I'yrostnic Porphyry.

The history of this rock, which has a base of augiteor

pyroxene, holding crystals of felspar, is indissolubly as-

sociated with the name of Leopold Von Buch, who, by

n series of observations, chiefly founded on a survey of

the Southern flank of the Alps, has been led to form the

remarkable opinions: 1. that the elevation of (he East-

ern range of the Alps, since the tertiary epoch, was

contemporaneous with and dependent on the eruption of

melaphyre; 2. that the dolomites of the Alps were

produced from ordinary limestone at the same time

and with the Mime dependence. The line of dolo-

mites and mcluphyrcs extends (interruptedly) from

Bleibergto Lake Lugano; but the occurrence of so

many masses of dolomilic limestone in other situations

than where inelaphyre shows itself, must render incon-

clusive the inferences drawn from their connection in

the Alps. Neither is this connection always very evi-

dent. On the contrary, even at Lugano, it is rather near

the augitic rock than in contact with it that the lime-

stone is dolomitized- Von Buell's own Map and sections

(Ann. dm Sci. Nat. torn, xviii. pi. vii.) would hardly lead

to the opinion that the dolomitixalion of the limestone

was especially due to the presence of melaphyre. For

between the dolomite and melanhyrc of the peninsula of

Lugano, mica schist and another kind of porphyry in-

tervene; and on Monte Argentera, the limestone w hich
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lies upon the melaphyre is not doloinitized. De Beau-

Cb. 111! moot admits that it is even rare to find the dolomites near

s— Lugano in actual contact with melaphyre.

It would, however, be unjust to Von Buch to reject

the hypothesis on this account. lie himself says it is to

gaseous eruptions accompanying the pyroxenic eruption

that we must ascribe the alterations of rocks.

The influence of these exhalations might be felt

far from the main fissures occupied by melaphyre, and

I)e Beaumont generalizes the phenomena so as to

refer the production of dolomite to the exterior line of

fracture of the primary rocks ; that is, to the line which

now divides the undisturbed from the disturbed rocks.

See page 761.

The view is thus entirely changed, and certainly ren-

dered more philosophical. Whatever may be its late in

this amended form. Geologists will have been taught by

it to investigate generally what connection there may be

between certain phenomena of alteration of rucks, certain

lines of disturbance, and particular erupted mineral

aggregates ; and thus the field of research into the con-

ditions of the Incal metamorphism of stratified rocks is

greatly widened, and brought into nearer relation with

the speculations concerning general alterations of the

primary strata around granitic nuclei and axes of ele-

vation.

ClayHone.

In the cliffs of Corvgills (Arran) are several claystone

dykes. One of these slopes at a considerable angle

through the sandstone cliff, and, being very wide, shows
a columnar structure in the middle rectangled to the

plane of the dyke ; along the sides it is slaty. Between
the columnar porphyry of Drumadoon and the Coves on
the West side of Arran may be seen no less than five

interpositions of claystone among the sandstone strata,

mostly exhibiting a rude prismatic structure.

Near Torrnore is the celebrated arched vein or dyke
of claystone represented by Mucculloch, and considered

as composed of ellipsoidal concretionary layers by

Bond. It is redder and sorter in the middle than at the

sides ; it divides strata of red clay and white sandstone.

Great variety of claystone* occurs in the Pentlaud hills.

(Professor Jameson, fVtrn. Tram. vol. ii.)

Claystone Porphyry.

Trachytic porphyry, (Done.) clay porphyry, as it is

termed by Jameson, occurs on the Western shore of the

Island of Arran in considerable variety. It appears in

the cliffs in huge overlying masses, and on the sand-
stone shores in dykes of great width. At Drumadoon
many interesting exhibitions of it occur. We extract

the following brief notices from a journal of observa-

tions in 1826.

A dyke (a) of clay porphyry 20 feet wide, ranging
South 40° West, includes large modified felspar crys-

tals, which are sometimes nodular in external figure.

On the Smith-East side is a contiguous vein of green-

stone. The porphyry encloses masses ofgreenstone
; it

is not prismatic. A huge maw (&) of day porphyry, like a
dyke or rather interposed bed, dipping South, has on the

South a layer of more basaltic aspect, the two being
united in one specimen. In the fine range of clay por-

phyry columns at Drumadoon, which are 60 or 80 feet

high, occurs a dyke of greenstone passing in a line of

double flexure obliquely through the pillars. At the 9*o!
!

base of these columns is a layer of more decidedly ba-

gallic rock with few crystals of felspar, through which v
'

the same prismatic structure passes. Towards this

great mass the dyke («) tends, and is said to join it.

A very wide dyke of day porphyry, ranging North 60°

East, (beyond tltc Coves.) has greenstone on each side,

und also eudoses greenstone.

Amygdaloidal Trap.

The Hill of Kinnoul. one of the most remarkable

masses of trap rock in Scotland, rises near Perth, from

out of the great area of red sandstones w hich lie against

the primary strata of the Highlands. Its height above

the plain of the Tay is stated by Mucculloch (Grot.

Trans, vol. it.) to be 600 feet, and it shows precipitous

faces to several quarters. The greater part of the hill

consists of on amygdaloidal rock, whose basis varies

from well-characterised basalt to wacke. The sub-

stances which impart to the rock its amygdaloidal cha-

racter arc, green earth, calcareous spar, quartz, and

calccdony. Green earth, or chlorite, occurs iu nodules

generally small and round ; it also invests the roundish

nodules of calcareous spar, which arc crystallized within

hut externally accommodated to the shape of the cavity

in the rock, or to the cry stals of quartz which sometimes

line the cavity. The spar is sometimes crystallized at

liberty in a cavity of quartz or agate.

The quartz is found to vary by several shades into

agate und cnlcedony, which latter sometimes appears in

a staiuctiticul form hanging downwards in the cavities

of the amygdaloid. Alternating zones of quartz and

calccdony sometimes appear in the same nodule; ame-

thystine quariz also occurs, and we have in Kinnoul

almost every variety of angularly zoned agates. Veins

as well as nudities of calcareous spar and quartz divide

the rock, and more rarely sulphate of barylef, chert,

and ngule. Veins of heliotrope have also been found,

but without the red spots. Mucculloch thinks there is

not the least reason to doubt that the substances now
filling the cavities of the amygdaloid have been intro-

duced at some period since the cavernous aggregation

of that ruck from a slate of lava.

Shales and sandstones are hardened and altered, and

much confused nt their junction with the trap. A re-

markable case of seeming prolongation of’ thin masses

of the shale into the substance of the trap, so as to

resemble veins, is described and represented by Mac-
culloch. (Grot. Trans, vol. iv. pi. xi.) In these seeming

veins the laminated texture of the schist disappears.

Alternations of amygdaloid and sandstone are fre-

quent about Oban.

Wackt.

Respecting this softest of the trap rocks wc shall

only observe, that in the Gallon Hill, Edinburgh, it

forma part of those variable masses, which sometimes

may be called umygdaloid, sometimes porphyry, and not

unfrequeutlj assume the aspect of breccia; being like-

wise traversed by numerous small veins or siring* of

calcareous spar. In the superior and Eastern parts of

this hill wacke alternates with bituminous shale and

nodules of argillaceous ironstone, in many repeated

strata dipping to the East. At the surfaces of junction

there sometimes appears a gradation from one rock to
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the other; and it does not appear that any decided interesting amygdaloid* and altered shale*. sandstone

v
l \ marks here occur of the action of Iteat upon the shales. beds, composed of the grains of disintegrated trap rocks,

are lout id resting on conglomerate, amongst whose jjeb-

Pitchslone, W«l arc granite, porphyry, quartz, red and white amyg-
daloid, fine-grainrd basaltic trap, sandstone, jasper, &c.

As before observed, pitchstone occurs in the Isle of Mr. Murchison has recently found, along the South
Arran both in dykes and interposed beds among the Wales border, many examples of the occurrence of sand-
sandstone strata. The Western coast is particularly stone composed of the ingredients of trap rocks. A
interesting in this respect. The same cliffs which ex hi- little removed from the steep slopes of the Wrekin ond
bit so many claystone masses alternating with sand- Coer Caradoc, rocks of this kind occur in beds and con-
stone, contain also parallel short bands of pitchstone tain organic remains, but in all respects of composition
probably connected with the neighbouring dykes. One strongly resemble greenstone. This was noticed by
of these dykes, about 30 feet wide, is curiously mixed Aikin. At the Southern extremity of the Wrekin, the

with hornstonr, and for the most part bordered along stone is of a dark green colour, and is evidently com-
the aides by greenstone. The disposition of these sub- posed of the ingredients of greenstone and syenite with
stances in the fissure will he understood by reference to u few scales of mica. Near the Caradoc these beds
the horizontal plan, pi. vii. fig. 10, where the letters contain much decomposed felspar. They are part of
II, P, and G are placed against the hornstone, pitchstone, the 4th system, p. 569, of the fossitiferous grcywackc of
and greenstone, respectively. The pitchstone is gene- Wales, and are attributed to submarine eruptions of
rally of a dark green colour, fissured longitudinally into volcanic substances in such a state of disintegration os

rude pri«ms, which are jointed transversely at about two to mix with the sea water, and be diffused over consider-

fect distance, or concreted into smooth conical masses, able breadths of the bed of the sea.

It seems to pass gradually into the hornstOM, which is

laminated parallel to its hounding surfaces, 'flic dyke Section 4.
appears in one place to deviate from its vertical course

ond to go under a portion of the sandstone. A green- Mineral Feint.

stone dyke, which is nearly right angled to the course of

the pitchstone, is shifted by it. The circumstances attending the occurrence of ini-

In another dyke, one side is yellow pitchstone closely neral veins in the rocks, their intersections with each

approximating to claystone, within this light green and other, and the arrangement of their mingled metallic

red stripy pitchstone. then silicious splintery stone in ° ntl sparry contents, have been sufficiently studied to

irregular masses, (hornstonc.) ond the opjwsilc side is ascertain that these valuable elements in the adaptation

greenstone. Another of these curious dykes is green of our Planet to the wants of its inhabitants have been

pitchstone on each side, then red pitchstone, and in the subjected to a greut variety of processes depending pos-

middle dark grey hornstone. «Wy on one general law, but greatly modified both in

The pitchstone lied at t'orygills is 15 feet thick, ond combination and energy by local and periodical cundi-

n dark green or black rock, enclosed between strata of tions. In the vague language of im|>erfect Science, we
sandstone, which arc hardened towards the junction. many causes, separate or variously combined, have

The pitchstone is marked by lines pnrallel to its nearly |hn?u concerned in the production of mineral veins; and

level surfaces, and these are crossed by the smooth dis- if is probable that the most advantageous mode of in*

tan t vertical face* of prisms. The lower part is porous; vestigating their origin, consists in the attempt to infer

between it ond the sandstone beneath is a white crumbly from the mass of facts already brought together, what

or fragmentary moss soft as steatite, which it much arc, respectively, the spheres ofaction and limits of inten-

rcscmbles. *ilv belonging to the several processes concerned ; and
afterwards, from a more general contemplation of these

Trap Tuff.
processes In their various degrees of combination, rise to

Porphyritic Breccia. “ Polemic SandUcac."
« “m

j
r^ive nolion of ,heir !mJ

He- aggregations of the disintegrated or fragmented This is not the mode usually followed by writers on

materials of trap rocks are generally known under the mineral veins. Neglecting the general fact of the corn-

vague name of trap tuff and compared with volcanic plication of the phenomena, they have Ijccii mostly

tuff, sometime* without much reason. Amongst the anxious to try their bearing individually, or in mass,

slaty rucks of Cumbria, in Glen Coe and Ben Nevis, upon the perfectly general question of igneous or aqne-

fragments of lelspathic and porphyritic rocks are fr*»- ous agency, and thus nothing was explained. A vast

quently found united into a solid breccia; under Arthur^ abundance of minute information on veins has been

Seat nnd in the Calton llill recomposed irregular strata, irrecoverably wasted ; and the experienced miner laughs

chiefly derived from fragmented rocks of igneous origin, at the reasoning of the half-informed Mineralogist, con-

nppear associated with ordinary greenstones, porphyries, temptuously rejects his theory of veins, and contents

and basalts. In many instances there have no just himself with believing that the facts are inexplicable,

claim to be ranked with the pyrogenous rock*, but This dissociation of observers nnd reasoners is the true

should be transferred to the class of tumultuary ond cause of the comparatively small advantage which has

local aqueous deposit* : the circumstance that the prin- been derived to Geology from the immense and various

cipal portion of the ingredients is of igneous origin, is mines of the British Isles ; on the one hand we have the

not probably confined to these rock*, but is often, per- greatest possible variety of phenomena, on the other the

haps with truth, ascribed to the whole mass of sedi- full extent of the resources of chemical ond mechanical
mentary dejmsits from water. philosophy, but these have not been combined. If the

In the vicinity of Oban, in juxtaposition with some zoological principles of Geology are better established
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fjiulrtjnr. and more fertile in deductions than the mineral princi-

CJi. III. pies, it is not because our knowledge of organic nature

is more advanced than the science which treat? of the

constitution and agencies of inorganic matter, for the

contrary, perhaps, is true, but because in the one case

the ancient efTects and the modern laws of action have

been brought into mutual illustration, in the other

deprived of all connection.

In order to prosecute the investigation according to the

principles which we have stated to be the best, we must
limit our inquiry to those subjects most distinctly com
nected with metallic accumulations in the rocks. To sup-

port inferences concerning the general laws of processes

which have produced mineral veins, we may with great

advantage include the history of hasaltic and granitic,

and porphyrilic dykes, but for the discovery and estimat-

ing of the processes themselves only those effects must
be examined in which they are especially concerned.

Though in some instances the distinction between
rock dykes and mineral veins be imaginary, they are in

general clearly contrasted by the nature of the sub-

stances which they contain : in the former case, crys-

tallized minerals of the same kind as those great interior

masses of consolidated rock from which they often are

evidently ramifications; in the latter metallic substances

which are not known to exist in nature except in these

situations and in other very similar or distinctly related

to them by position, and crystallized or earthy minerals,

seldom of the same kind as those which occur in any of
the rock dykes. To this general rule quartz is one of the

most striking exceptions; yet even in this instance it Is

remarkable that the quartz of veins is of a very different

aspect from that mingled with the ingredients of granitic

and trap rocks. We must therefore take the presence
of metallic matter and certain nonmetallic substances

usually connected therewith, and commonly called vein-

stuff, os the leading characteristic of the mineral veins

whose history we are now to examine, ami connect
with these all other cases of metallic aggregations or
occurrences of the vein-stuff which seem refcrrible to

the same or analogous processes.

This view embraces the following points of research.

1. What substances arc fouud iu mineral veins and re-

positories. 2. The manner of their aggregation or mix-
ture. 3. The situations of their occurrence. 4. The
relations between frequency, arrangement and contents
of the veins, nature, age, and position of the rocks in

which they occur.

Substance* in the vein.

What sul>* The simple minerals which occur in veins and analo-
stance*, &c. gnus situations, arc fur more numerous than those

which are found os component parts of the rocks.

Igneous rocks, and especially those of modern volcanic

origin, hold a very great variety of nonmetallic sub-
stances, some of which also occur in veins; but it is

almost exclusively in this latter that we are to seek the
metals in their pure state, alloyed with one another, or
mineralized by combination with sulphur and other

combustibles, with oxygen, chlorine, and other gases,
or converted into salts by union with various acids.

Every elementary substance yet discovered by Chemists
exists in the earth, and it is probable that none of these
are entirely absent from the solid contents of mineral
veins ; though this has not yet been shown to be the case

vox. VI.

for iodine and bromine, which seem universally present in Gmlozf.

the modern ocean, and azote, which uppears in an Ch. Hi*

especial manner devoted to the atmosphere and to the

organic portiou of nature.

The metallic substances seldom occur pure, sometimes Alloys,

in alloys, similar for the most part to those now produci-

ble by the Chemist, as silver, antimony, cobalt, nickel,

iron, with arsenic ; silver and nickel with antimony ; lead,

gold, silver, and bismuth with tellurium; silver with

mercury
;
platinum with gold, ftc. The only known

circumstances which stand as antecedents to the produc-

tion of such alloys, is heat, produced by either chemical

or electrical action ; and perhaps there is no single fact
connected with the theory of veins, on which the con-
clusion of the influence of heat in their production

might be more securely hosed. The rarer occurrence of

pure metals affords on argument perhaps of lets force,

but perhaps we may draw the same inference from Comburct*.

the very numerous class of melals mineralized by union
with combustibles, as sulphur, phosphorus, carbon,

selenium, &c,, to the formation of which, according to

the state of our knowledge of chemical forces, heat

would appear to be directly necessary.

We cannot apply this general argument to the case OxuUa and

of the metallic oxides which are very prevalent in veins,

because, in the first place, these are produced under
various relations to heat, moisture, and contact with

gaseous substances; and, secondly, have various degrees

of permanence when exposed to high temperatures,

either separately or combined. Neither have we nny
general conclusion to present concerning metallic salts,

which likewise are not rare in veins, since these are

also in the same way various in (heir origin and degree

of permanence. There is besides a difficulty attaching

to this branch of the subject arising from the interesting

fact, that, in very many instances, metallic oxides and
salts are derivative compounds from sulphurels and
other primary combinations

;
and w hen this is very

evidently the case, they are called epigene. This may
be said to be even frequently the case with oxide of

iron, carbonate of copper, and probably carbonate, phos-

phate, and other salts of lead.

lb-sides the metallic ores which import to many Nonnie-

veins their most striking, if not most constant characters,

various earthy miuerals lie in these repositories, and, as
mmera

will afterwards appear, under certain definite relations

to the enclosing rocks as well as to the included metals,

and with a less distinct dependence on the local situa-

tion or mining district

.

These earthy substances are

usually called the gangue, vein-stuff, or matrix of
the ore. Generally they are crystallized, as quartz,

fluor spar, calcareous spar, phosphate of lime, the

sulphate and carbonate of barytes, strontites, &c.

;

sometimes appear massive, as quartz ond several other

minerals when the vein has no cavities in it; and some-
times the vein-stuff is entirely soft argillaceous matter,

of different aspect in different mining districts. We
are not aware that these soft kinds of vein-stuff have

ever been analyzed, though probably some curious re-

sults might reward (he labour. The Cornish mines
would furnish many examples.

In some veins, masses of the neighbouring rocks are Rider,

enclosed and penetrated to a great extent by little strings

of the ore and spar, so as occasionally to be worth the

trouble of working. The vein is said in this case to

bear a rider. It, in fact, sometimes becomes under

these circumstances a double vein : more rarely pebb’es

b it
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Geoloicv. and other marks of watery action, are stated to occur in

Ch. III.
soft vein*.

General

idea or a
mineral
vein.

Supposed
BUCCVttiVT

deposition

of the iub>

stances.

Kravjus
aguinut this

notion*

Mode of Aggregation of the Ingredients.

In this respect there n a variety of appearances which

deserve especial notice a* indicating some of the condi-

tions under which the vein was filled. In some cases,

for instance, the whole breadth of the vein is occupied

by one kind of substance, as lead ore, or quartz, or sul-

phate of barytes; in other instances, the metallic matter

is interspersed in small masses through a general basis,

as quartz ; but. generally, the different substances w hich

fill the vein arc ranged in a definite order of succession

from the sides of the vein toward the middle, in which,

commonly, the metallic matter occurs in an irregular

vertical table called a rib of ore. These variations are

beat observed in the proper veins, but are also to be

uoticed in the nest* and detached masses of ore and

vein-stuff which sometimes occur in the vicinity of the

veins.

The ordinary notiou of a mineral vein is well exem-

plified in some Derbyshire specimens, uol rare in col-

lections, which, when cut across, show in the middle

masses or a continuous rib of galena, Bnd on each side

of this, to the extreme edges of the mass, (or narrow

vein,) layers of fluor spar and carbonate of barytes in

Irequeut alternation, all the materials being crystallized

together without leaving any cavities, yet preserving

their own character of structure.

Thus, in the diagram, pi. vii. fig. II, a is the middle

rib of galena, 6 6, C c, the alternating bands of barylic

spar and fluor spar; d tf, the masse* of rock which en-

close the vein, are called the walls or cheeks of the vein.

The contemplation of these specimens seldom fails to

impress upon the mind nil imperfect conviction that the

several bands of mineral substances were deposited on

the cheeks or walls of the vein in succession, the middle

being filled last of all; and this theoretical notiou has

been illustrated by comparing a mineral vein to a narrow

gallery whose walls were covered by many successive

coats of plaster of different colour and composition*

Werner adopted the notion of Ihe unequal antiquity of

the vertical layers of the vein so implicitly as to speak of

the middle ribs as always of less antiquity. It is diffi-

cult to resist this impression, especially when, in addi-

tion to the circumstance of the succession of the luminc,

wc observe that these laminae arc so crystallized as to

turn their free terminations towards the centre of the

vein, and in that direction to imprint the next layer

with their own forms, just as crystals forming in a vessel

shoot their points toward the part still remaining

liquid, and in that direction are covered by the subse-

quently formed crystals. Very similar inferences ore

suggested by certain agates, and more distinctly by

geodes in basalt, and the crystallized cavities in lime-

stones, in the interior of shells, &c. ; in which coses the

hollow towards which the crystals pointed still remains.

Yet this first impression loses much of its force when,

instead of confining ourselves to a cabinet specimen,

we examine the whole extent of a mine ; for here in the

first plucc it is very often found that the regular succes-

sion of minerals from the side to the centre is a limited

though repented phenomenon ; that the rib of ore is of

short horizontal, and sometimes still shorter vertical

extent, diminishing to nothing, or diffused in small

grains through the contiguous spars; that different

metals are found in ihe same vein at different depths Geology,

and at distant points along its course ; and that both '

the quantity of metal and the presence of spars are dc-
pendent on the hardness, and perhaps on some proper-
ties imparted by the chemical nature of the rocks which
the vein divides, instances of this will be given
hereafter.

The phenomena of crystallization before alluded to Chemical

can hardly be thought to prove the successive introduc- f*1*00*-

lion of the mineral lamina? into the vein ; though very
probably they do demonstrate the order of crystaliizatiuri

of these substances.

In some cases we oltscrvc indications that one kind
of mineral has been formed round another a* u nucleus

;

os for example, sulphurel of copper round icosatidrai

iron pyrites in a part of Caldheck fells, Cumberland, and
more frequently in many places carbonate of copper
and carbonate of lead round the sulplmrets of those

metals. It is very often the case that the metallic

matter of the vein is collected into the middle and forms
there a distinct tabular mais, called a rib of ore, more
rarely it is disseminated in the gangue. Generally, only

one kind of metal abounds in the same pari of die vein,

but the same vein may yield lead above and copper
below, copper above and tin below, or lead in one
place and copper in another. Hie observation is fre-

quent that ore is collected iuto certain vertical portions

of a vein which are worked above ami below level, and
between which little but veiu-stufTis found in the horizon-

tal drift. There is a vague notion amongst miners, that

veins are most productive in the deep, and it is at least

probable that they are less rich near the surface.

Werner iusists on the fact, that certain associations of Association

minerals can be traced in veins. He notices the con- of minerals,

currence of lead glance, and blende or calamine, and
copper pyrites ; of cobalt, copper, nickel, and native bis-

muth ; of tin, wolfram, tungsten, molybdena, and urseni-

cal pyrites ; of topaz, lluor spur, apatite, schorl, mica,

chlorite, and lithomarge ; of brown irouslonc, black irou-

stone, manganese, and heavy spar. He says where tin

occurs, ores of silver, lead, and cobalt, heavy spar, calca-

reous spar, and gy psum are rarely found. Cinnabar and
other ores of mercury scarcely ever occur with the ores

of other metals, except iron ochre and iron pyrites.

That fragmented musses of the neighbouring rocks Rolled and

should be found in minerul veins, cannot l>e thought fr*fimco»ed

surprising. It is n common occurrence in mining m*****-

districts, both of primary and secondary rocks. Thus
gneiss at Joachimsthal, clay slate in Cornwall, limestone

in Cumberland, are included in the veins. A more re-

markable case is that of rotted masses lying in the
veins. Werner mentions a vein in Danielstollen at

Joachimsthal, fourteen inches wide, which, at one hundred
and eighty fathoms depth, was almost entirely composed
of rolled pieces of gneiss, some of them nearly spherical.

In the Stoll Kefier, near Kiegelsdorf, a vein of cobalt

was cut through by another vein of sand ami rolled

pieces. These examples seem satisfactory, but we must
always lie careful to discriminate between rolled pebbles
and concretionary masses.

Mineral veins are usually distinguished by miners General

into several kinds, according to their general form and of

direction, because these circumstances are the most ' c,a*’

influential in the arrangement of their works. Rake
veins

,

the most common and characteristic, may be consi-

dered to filt long, uarrow fissures, which pass in a vertical

or highly inclined direction downwards from the surface

giti
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through a great thickness of the subjacent rocks, what-

. _ _ ,
ever these may be, and preserve nearly the same angle

of inclination and the same linear direction through their

whole course. Pipe veins are also highly inclined, and
pass downwards in Hie same manner, but they rather

resemble irregular chimneys than fissures, and are sub-

ject to great swellings and contractions of their diame-

ter, They sometimes pass downwards along the sur-

faces, and in other cases penetrate through the substance

of the strata. The mines in the neighbourhood of Ecton,

in Staffordshire, are on pipe veins. Perhaps we may
give the same name to the irregular cavity ofcopper ore.

which forms the celebrated Pans mine in Anglesca, and

to the iron mines of Dannemora, in Sweden. Flat veins,

or streaJc*. as far ns we are acquainted with them, seem

hardly to deserve a special name, being only portions of

rake veins which have been changed in their inclina-

tion, and made to pass for limited distances parallel to

the beds. In the limestone districts of the North of

England, this happens principally in connection with

certain limestone beds. Williams has a title of Gash
veins to express such as range for considerable lengths,

like rake veins, but ore wide at top, ami grow narrower

downward?, till they entirely vanish. This is a rare case

;

though Werner's opinion seems to be that many veins

grow narrower downwards.
Strings. Perfect parallelism of the sides or walls of a rake veiu,

which is the most regular of all, is a rare phenomenon.
Most commonly, indeed, there is a definite boundary to

the mineral masses presented by the rocks on each side,

but this is only on the great scale ; and the operations of

mining disclose to us innumerable cracks and fissures in

these boundary walls, which, when filled by metallic or

spongy matters, arc called string*, ami are frequently

worth the labour of following even to great distances

from the parent vein, if, indeed, we are entitled to use

this hypothetical expression. The notion of miners ge-

nerally appears to be, that these strings are to be viewed

as feeders of the vein, and in proportiou to their fre-

quency in many instances, is the productiveness of the

vein. In the accompanying diagram, pi. via. fig. 12,

the vein t», v is represented as sending out small branches

or strings into the neighbouring rock. A rock thus pe-

netrated by strings is sometimes said to be ridcred, ju9t

as the masses which are often included in the vein, and

the walls which bound it, are called rider. In many
rocks these ridcred parte are very greatly altered from

their original state.

It sometimes happens that, in passing through rocks

of various hardness, us limestone, shale, &c. the veins

turn fiat for a short distance on the hardest and most
connected beds, (as, for example, on the Tyne bottom
limestone of Cumberland,) and afterwards continue their

course. These flat parts usually send otf strings into

the limestone, which may thus be ridered to a consider-

able distance.

Dirtemina- Sometimes the mineral is disseminated through the
ted veins, parts of the rock adjoining a vein, or collected in small
&Ca

nests and other dosed cavities. This happens not only

in the Cornish mines, in killas and granite, but in those

in the mountain limestone tracts of the North of Eng-
land, and even in magnesian limestone. Generally

speaking, we may be sure that this metallic impregnation
ia bo related to the veins, that it is an eflVct of (lie same
agent. Whatever filled the veins, also transferred to small

distances from them some of their constituent minerals.

Certain metals and ores are more liable than others to

this lateral diffusion. Native silver, silver glance, red Ueolofnr.

silver ore, native copper, tin ore, iron pyrites, and red I“*

iron ochre, urc specially noted by Werner as occurring
in this way. lie says, copper ore, pyrites, and lead glance
seldom exhibit this effect. The assertion may be dis-

puted as to galena, which is found as well as blende,
and bitumen, and calc spar, and quarts, in closed cavities

of shells, in mountain limestone, and in other strata.

The dissemination of tin ores through some of the
rocks of Cornwall, is noticed by Mr. Hawkins, under the
title of Tin-floors. (Geoi. Soc. of Cornwall Trans, vol. ii.) Tin floor?.

He observes, that the whole tenement of Botallack is

said to be full of tin floors. At Zinnwald, mineral beds
&c *

or floors have long been the object of mining adventure.
There granite alternates with the tin floors, which consist

of quartz and mica, with tin ore, fluor spar, and wolfram,
quartz and mica with tin ore, fcc. At Breitenbrilnii a
floor of tli is kind has been very extensively worked in a
gneiss rock.

The slockwork of the German miners is to be consi-

dered as u mass of rock impregnated with metallic mat-
ters, in numerous small veins, which come together irre-

gularly, so as to make particular parts extremely rich.

The working of such mineral repositories is directed by
quite other principles than those which serve for straight

veins of definite magnitude. The stockwork is generally
opened like a vast quarry, and the excavations are prose-
cuted irregularly in the most favourable directions. Per-
haps the copper mine of Parys mountain in Anglewa, the

iron mine of Dannemora iu Sweden, the tin ore mine of
Gcyer in Saxony, are examples of immense stockwork*.
Werner, however, appears to have considered the stock-
work as peculiar to tin ores.

Relations of Veins to each other.

The influence which vein* exert on each other may be

in some measure ascertained by an examination of the

phenomena at the points where they come into contact

or cross each other. At these points it is very often found

that the qunutity of ore is suddenly increased to a large

amount, und for some distance, either in one or both

of the veins. Many veins are productive only near such
points, or yield there peculiar ores and minerals. This
docs not depend upon (he enlargement of the vein

merely, but is one of many facts which appear to indi-

cate the agency of certain electric attraction* in the dis-

oftilion of the materials of mineral veins. We have
card miners say, that in certain case* neighbouring

veins are subject to a kind of reciprocity, so that they

are not both productive in the same ground, but where
one is rich the other is poor ; but this canuut be esta-

blished without a very large collection of instances care-

fully observed.

Tlic intersections of veins likewise furnish us with Age of

another well-ascertained class of facts, which throw* win*,

lighton tl*e relative epochs of their production, independ-

ent of the evidence on this subject furnished by the rocks

which they divide. When two veins cross it almost in-

variably happens that one of these cuts is continued,

right through the other, as a wall is sometimes conti-

nuous through another wall of brick from top to bottom.

Thus, a vein of copper ore may cross and cut through a
vein of tin ore, a vein of lead ore may cut through a vein

of copper ore, ami all these be cut through by some
other sparry vein or porphyry dyke. It is supposed, by
almost every writer on the subject, that the relative an-

5 h 2
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Giolnjnr. tiquity of the veins which thus intersect one enother may
* h '

be immediately determined ; and that in every rase the
v^ vein which is cut through is the oldest of the two. Werner

took this as the basis of his classification of veins, and
most practical as well as theoretical miners agree in his

views ; but they are nevertheless controverted upon va-

rious grounds, and as the question is of great interest, it

will be useful to present a short connected view of the

facts bearing upon it.

We cannot make a step in this argument, except upon

the admission that the veins are posterior to the rock

which encloses them ; in other wools, that the space in

which the mineral masses of a vein lie, once existed as

a Assure in the rocks, and was subsequently filled up by

the accumulation of the sparry and metallic matters.

This is generally supposed by authors to be n self-evi-

dent proposition. It is equally allowed by the Wernerian

and Huttonian hypotheses ; and practical miners can

with difficulty be made to understand that any doubt lias

been entertained on what seems to them so plain a truth.

Phenomena Rut the embarrassing phenomena of the granitic and
iu Cornwall mineral veins in Cornwall have created amongst some of
coaiii'lemL (Jeoio^is 0 f that district a strong suspicion, that veins

arc not to be pronounced of different antiquity on account

of the circumstances of their intersection, nor to be con-

sidered as Ailing Assures at all ; hut that the veins and the

rocks which enclose them ore oftbesame origin. Even the

common fact of veins passing through slate into granite,

does not appear to them subversive of their views, which

would reduce to one epoch and one origin the most dis-

similar chemical and mechanical phenomena. This in-

sulated opinion has been generally neglected, as opposed

to the actual state of knowledge and inference on the

subject, but as it undoubtedly contains at least a portion

of truth, we shall trace a few of the circumstances on
which it is founded. Those who favour the opinion in

question, must not be surprised at our omitting alto-

gether what may perhaps appear to them the strongest

argument of the whole, vit. the mechanical difficulties

attending the generally received view, that veins were

originally fissures of the rocks, because these difficulties

have been in some cases surmounted, and in the rest

are certainly more than balanced by others of a different

kind affecting the Cornish theory. It is, besides, no

argument for one theory that another is beset by diffi-

culties which are left unexplained in both.

In the 1. It is a general fact, that the walls ofa vein partake in

nrighbour- some degree of its characters, and that effects, nppa-
hnodofa

renlly depending on the vein, propagate themselves

into the neighbouring rocks. Thus the walls become

more indurated, more crystalline, and for considerable

distances are Ailed with the matters of the vein ; and
even the very substance of the rocks is impregnated

with mineral combinations. In a Country where

the veins arc numerous, large masses of the rocks may
in this way be ridcrcd, as it is termed in the North of

England ;
and if such a gradation of characters could be

relied on as proof of contemporaneity of origin, this

may in a few cases lead to the conclusion, that the veins

and rocks are coeval.

But what is the true conclusion on this point? Is it

not that these effects are locally related to the veins, be-

cause they are a consequence of their influence, or rather

of the agency which occasioned them ? That the rider-

ing of the neighbouring rocks is coeval with the pro-

duction of the vein may be allowed ; but because these

rocks are clearly defined from the veins, and fragments

of them are enclosed in the veins, and the mineralizing

influence which they hove suffered obviously depends
on the influence of the veins, wc cannot hesitate to

admit that these latter are of separate and subsequent
origin. These facts are similar to what occur in other

mining districts, where the stratification and consecu-

tive depositions of the rocks divided by veins is perfectly

evident, and where, therefore, contemporaneity of the

veins \r, impossible.

2. It is found, that when veins divide different sorts

of killas or other rocks, that their contents vary in some
inconstant manner, according to the nature of the rocks ;

and. therefore, it has been sometimes argued, that the

production of the one is dependent on the other. The
most usual notion on this subject is, that the veins may be
viewed as secretions from the rocks ; and by some this is

supposed to have happened after t he production offissures

;

by others, by a mere internal separation of the parts of
the mingled metallic and earthy moss.

This nation of the slow separation of the ingredients

of rocks is in accordance with the principles and facts of

Chemistry, and must be often appealed to, if we would
explain by true causes the phenomena of mineral veins;

but with respect to the question before us it is indecisive,

and may with equal propriety be applied to veins of fis-

sures and veius of segregation. The same electric at-

tractions between ccrlain minerals in veins, and certain

rocks about them, obtain in the secondary strata, as in

the slates and granites of Cornwall ; but if the preexist-

ence of fissures in the former is certain, why shall we
deny it in the latter?

3. There are combinations of minerals in masses of Ccntempa-

various figure, which, upon very good grounds, are ad-

milted to be contemporaneous with the rocks in which

they lie ; and if wc choose to call by the name of veins

all such distinct combinations of minerals, these cer-

tainly are contemporaneous veins. When in granite,

greenstone, Ac., we find jiarticular portions either linear,

tabular, globular, or in any other figure which have a

different proportion of ingredients from the other parts,

and in consequence become conspicuous and distinct,

except at the edges, which graduate without any sign of

fissure into the ordinary mass of the rock ; these may
certainly be pronounced contemporaneous veins, and

they have been produced by a process of secretion or se-

gregation during the crystallization of the rock. These

cases are perfectly distinct, and by contrast place in still

more striking light the true relative age of veina of

fissures.

In some instances veins of calcareous spar or other

minerals lie wholly included in limestone musses, and

these are properly called veins of segregation, hut they

are not contemporaneous veins, for they have clearly

been fissures filled at some period since the consolida-

tion of the rock, and the proof is, that shells, corals, Ac.,

arc split and sometimes displaced by these sparry veins,

which undonbledly occupy crocks ieft by the shrinking

of the rock in the process of consolidation.

Upon the whole then, allowing every just latitude to

the doctrine of contemporaneous veins, we must admit

that the greater number of veins are posterior to the

rocks which enclose them.

This granted, we moy| return to the intersections Intersection

of veins. The most simple case is when two straight °f veins,

veins cross without any change of direction, or any

lateral displacement ; and the order of effects appears to

be the production of a fissure, and the filling of this by

In diffceeal

rocks.
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(Hfoloiry. a vein, which was afterwards broken through by anotlier

^ fissure, and this, in its turn, received another mineral

vein. It seems difficult to doubt the truth of this ex-

planation ; for if the veiu which cuts through the other

be subsequent to the fissure in which itself lies, it must
abo be subsequent to the vein which that fissure di-

vides. The occasional complication of the problem by

the number of intersections does not at all change its

nature.
'”’'*

7.1,
Thl‘re •re, however, two things to be attended to,

erw^tiv'
* require further consideration. It is sometimes

n '

observed, that the vein which upon this theory is the

oldest, suffers a particular kind of accident at its

junction with the other. It is divided into several

branches on one or both sides of the cross veins,

and these branches enclose portions of the neigh-

bouring rocks. There is some difficulty in this case

however it be considered, and we must demand more
exact accounts than are usually met with of these facts

before attempting to reason upon them. The coinci-

dence of this splitting of a vein with the crossing of

another vein, may often be only accidental
;

for such
splitting frequently occurs in a wide vein, far from any
cross course.

The fissures which have received the mineral veins

ore in most cases accompanied by slips or dislocations

of the strata in a vertical direction, and the veins are of
course subject to the same accidents of displacement.

When two veins crass, and both are vertical, the lines

of bearing of the two portions of the displaced veiu must
remain coincident after the fracture ; if the divided vein

be not vertical, its separated portions will have their lines

of direction parallel, hut not coincident; and in any hori-

zontal plane they will appear to have sustained a lateral

movement. Thus in the diagram, pi. vti. fig. 13, the

cross vein a and the divided vein b are both vertical,

but the divided vein c is inclined in the dircctiou of the

arrows, and its apparent lateral displacement is really

due to a vertical movement. If two divided veins are

inclined in opposite directions, and be dislocated by the

same cross vein, they will appear to have moved la-

terally in opposite directions, as c and d.

Were we to include the cases of the inclined cross veins,

and also those where the inclination of these veins varies

both in amount and direction, the results would become too

complicated for explanation without mathematical sym-
bols ; and wc must, besides, remember that the displace-

ment of the strata is really very reldom in a vertical

direction, but generally accomplished by an angular

movement from some fixed point, or round a virtual

centre. We must, therefore, be very slow to admit the

difficulty of the problem of the displacement of the solid

masses of the carlh as an argument against the received

opinions concerning mineral veins, for this principally

depends on the want of precise and sufficient data.

Several remarkable cases which occur in the mines of

Cornwall have been simply explained by Mr. Lonsdale,
and there can be no doubt that the application of the prin-

ciples of solid geometry to other complicated phenomena
of that interesting region will gradually remove much of
the mystery which has been supposed to hang over them.

Geographical relation* of Vein*.

Though, properly speaking, there is no real connection
between mineral veins and the external physical con-
figuration of the earth, yet, as this configuration is con-

nected with peculiarities of internal structure, it is gene-
rally found, as Werner long ago indicated, that mining
districts are almost entirely confined to the vicinity of
mountains or elevated land, because in those situations

the rocks were most dislocated by slips, and divided by
fissures at the period of their elevation. It is not the

absolute height of the ground, but the circumstance of
its having been much exposed to subterranean convul-

sion that determines the prevalence of mineral veins.

The rich mines of Cornwall are in comparatively low
situations, but they are all in the vicinity of erupted and
elevated rocks.

There appears to be no limit either of height above or

depth below the sea, which defines the productiveness

of veins, though in some Countries the higher, aud in

others the lower situations arc most favourable.

It is sometimes found that the contents of a vein vary

with the depth, without any particular geological condi-

tions; os for instance in Cornwall copper is prevalent in

the mines at greater depths than tin, and in the slate

tract of Cumberland veins which bear lead near the

surface yield copper in the deep. In other cases there

appears a peculiar determination of the mctullic ingre-

dients to particular situations. The mines about Ectou
yield copper ; those of Derbyshire generally lead ; in the

Penine chain the veins generally yield lead, but toward
the Eastern and Western limits of the district copper
becomes less uncommon.
The length of a vein of fissure is perhaps hardly in

any case certainly known ; because when it ceases to be

worth working, it is for all the ordinary purposes of

mining said to be dying out, or cut out, or ended. The
richest veins are productive for limited lengths, but the

fissures which they fill may Ire, and are often extended far

beyond the spaces occupied by metallic impregnations.

Some of them are known to extend, and to be produc-

tive for many miles in the Harz, in Cornwall, and in

the North of England. The width of veins is various,

in different veins, but generally nearly constant in the

same vein. A width of twenty feet is very unusual

;

mast veins are less than six feet wide.

There is a peculiar geographical relation of veins Directions,

which is very difficult to understand, but which is so of Mineral

general that it may eventually be of the greatest value
mni*

in correcting and perfecting our theories concerning

them. This is the general direction of the veins. The
most general direction of the great dykes and faults in

the North of England, may perhaps be defined to be nearly

Eastand West. But this is much more certainly true with

respect to the mineral veins of the limestone districts of
Wcardatc, Allendale, Alston Moor, and all the mining dis-

tricts of Yorkshire
;
and it is equally recognised in the pri-

mary tracts of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lanca-
shire. This is so general a fact, that the East and Weal
veins arc called right running veins, while the few which
range more nearly North and South are called cross

courses. These latter arc seldom rich in metal ; (hey
often cut through and slnfl the right running veins la-

terally, as both of them shill the strata vertically. There
is often to be observed a sort of compensation in the dis-

locating effects of veios. In Weardale most of the veins

throw up to the North, while the parallel courses in

Allendale and Alston Moor throw up to the South.

The lead veins of Flintshire and Cardiganshire have the

same East and West direction, and so have those of

Mexico.

The lodes and veins of Cornwall arc most generally
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Geokur. East and West veins, or nearly so ; ami these, according
Ch. III. to Mr. Cnrne’s {Tram, of Gcal. Society of Cornnalt)

excellent Memoir, the oldest vein

n

in that district, being;

traversed by the oblique veins and by the cross courses

chans and flukans But not all the East and West
lodes are of the same age, the tin being older than the

copper ;
neither are all the East and West tin veins of

one age. for those that underlie to the North, are

generally traversed by them that underlie Southwards.

These curious generalizations are not to lie overthrown
by particular discordances ; their value may one day more
fully appear, aiul thpy are certainly supported by analo-

gous though less varied occurrences in other Countries.

The general order of their dates may be thus ex-

pressed.
Direetioni 1. Oldest, East and West, tin veins underlving to
of .do. or

lllc N-„rlh
antiquity. 2. East and West, tin veins underlying to the South.

3. East and West, copper veins generally East 10°

Sotith.

4. Oblique or contra copper veins, generally East SO3

to 45° South.

5. Cross courses not metalliferous, North and South.

6. Copper lodes of more recent date and lead veins.

7. Cross flukans or clay dykes nearly North and
South.

6. Slides in all directions, but generally East and
West.
The porphyrilic and other dykes called elvan courses,

are very generally divided by the veins, and seem to lie

of greater antiquity.

Werner has observed this geographical relation of

mineral veins, and states the two following cases. In

the mining district of Freyberg are two dosses of veins

very different from one another. One of these classes

consists of veins which run from North to South ; the

veins of this contain lead glance, black blende, iron,

copper, and arsenic pyrites, quartz, and brown spar.

This is the oldest vein formation. The second class of
veins which always traverse the former, and are never

crossed by them, contains lend glance, radiated pyrites,

heavy spar, floor spar, and quartz ; they stretch between

the sixth and ninth hours of the mining coinpass (East

to South-East.)

The mining district of Ehrenfriedesdorf, contains

veins of tin and silver glance. The tin veins are

always traversed by the silver, the direction of the first

is between the sixth and ninth hour, (East and South-

East.) that of the last from the ninth to the third hour.

(South-East, South, South-West.)
Another There is observed in some mining districts another
geographi- remarkable relation of metalliferous veins to geographi-
es re fttion.^ jjne8 Though in the North of England the most

frequent direction of the vein* be East and West, the

mining district* seem rather to be ranged in lines from

North to South. The nature of this relation will be

more easily understood if we add that both in Cornwall
and in Cardiganshire, where the veins are also most fre-

quently En*t and West, Mr. J. Taylor has observed
lines of greater productiveness ranging nearly North
and Bouth, across the bearing of the veins. These
curious notices suggest the inquiry whether the lines of
productiveness arc dependent on any principal axis of
dislocation or on the occurrence of cross courses. The
former case seems to be vaguely indicated by the phe-
nomena in the North of England

: perhaps the latter

mav be more applicable to Cornwall.

Connection of Fissures and main Joints.

The remarks on the joints of rocks in p. 548, 544,
may lie referred to as sufficient to show the importance
of studying their direction in connection with that of the
fissures of mineral veins. It is certain that in the

limestoue dales of the North of England, mineral veins
are sometimes directed along the master joints of the
rocks, also that in the slate tracts, veins and disloca-

tions range along the cleavage planes of the slates.

(Craven.) Dr. Boase has noticed the same thing in

the slate tract in Cornwall, and such observations will

doubtless lie multiplied. Mechanical considerations

might have led us to anticipate this result; for the main
joints and cleavage planes would often be the lines of
least resistance and yield more easily than other parts to

any eruptive or depressing force applied to the planes
of stratification. The direction of the master joints is

certainly definite over large tracts of country, and if

we should find eventually that mineral veins have com-
monly taken the same course, their regularity will no
longer be un argument against, but an additional evi-

dence for the vertical movement of (he masses.

Geology.

Ch. 111.

dictation ofMineral Veins to the Rocks which
them enclose.

The relation of mineral veins to the rocks which en-
close them offers a wide field of inquiry, which has been
much studied, and yet is very little understood. It is

difficult to distinguish clearly between the accidental anil

the necxsutry association of the phenomena of veins and
rock masses ; it is perhaps hardly possible at present to

form a satisfactory opinion as to the amount of effects

produced by causes acting from distant centres of force.

We are in ignorance as to the subterranean operations of
electrical and calorific agents still constantly going on;
and to these theoretical difficulties must be added the

unconquerable impediments to accurate and vuried ob-

servation of the fads on which inferences ore to be

founded. Minute analogies of the relation of veins to

the adjacent rocks would therefore at present be very

unsatisfactory and hypothetical, and we must be content

with the result* which may be gathered from wide and
general comparisons of phenomena on the grand scale.

We shall confine the inquiry to metalliferous veins.

1 . Relation (o the different kinds of Rocks.

Considered as to their chemical nature, rocks may be

classed as calcareous, argillaceous, silicious, and mixed;

as to their mineralogical characters, as uniform, or varied,

granular, compact, or crystallized ; as to their origiu,

aqueous, igneous, or pyrohydrogenous. Metalliferous

veins occur more or less frequently in every one of these

classes of rocks. In limestone, in argillaceous slate and

shale, in quartz and sandstone rocks, and ui rocks of

mingled ingredients ; in uniform slates, and fragmentary

millstone grit, in granular sandstone, compact limestone,

and crystallize*! limestone and granite; in sedimentary

grits and slmles, in pyrogenons porphyries, basalts, and
melamorpliic conglomerates. The existence of mineiul

veins in a rock is therefore wholly independent of the

particular chemical and mineralogical nature and proxi-

mate origin of that rock ; nor, when due allowance is

made for the relative prevalence of the different kinds
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of rocks, docs there appear any reason to admit that any
preference or more frequent occurrence of metalliferous

veins in rocks of particular kinds can be traced, exotpt in

particular dietrict*.

There yet remains the inquiry whether certain

metals are specially associated with or related to parti-

cular sorts of rocks. In order to answer this question

satisfactorily, we must not content ourselves with in-

stances such as tin veins and mercury veins, which occur

in so few localities as to be rather dependent on their

geographical position than on their geological reposito-

ries. but must cite veins of lend and copper, and dissemi-

nated ores of iron and manganese. Hardly any sub-

stance is more abundant in the mineral kingdom than

iron pyrites: it occurs both in veins and disseminated

crystals or concretions ; and, in one or other of these

states, it is associated with almost every known rock. It

occurs disseminated in limestone of various kinds, as

primary limestone, carboniferous limestone, and chalk

;

in clay slates, shales, and clays y in greenstone, amygda-
loid, and basalt. Veins containing iron pyrites traverse

rocks of as great diversity. Copper pyrites is not dis-

seminated through so many rocks os iron pyrites, but it

occurs in veins which traverse limestone, sandstone, and
shale, clay slate, mica schist, granite. &c. Ores of

manganese are also very generally diffused through rocks

of very different kinds. The converse is true. In otic

and the same kind of rock occur veins of copper, lead,

silver, and tin.

There are some metalliferous veins which traverse dif-

ferent sorts of rocks, and give us an opportunity of ascer-

taining whether any differences in the contents of the

veins correspond with the variations ofthe rocks. The tin

veins of Cornwall sometimes pass through clay slate and
granite ; they produce ores in both. “ A vein that has

been productive of copper ore in the clay slate, passing into

the granite, becomes richer, or, what is more remarkable,

furnishes ores of the same metal differently mineralized.

Ifue pursue it further into the granite, the produce ofmetal

is frequently found to diminish. A change of ground is

looked upon by miners os affording reason to expect an

alteration for better or worse.” Taylor, Report on Peine,

Remarkable instances of this relation are given by Von
Dechen (De la Beche, German Trane. 594.) The nume-
rous veins which cross the steeply inclined strata of grey-

w’ucke in the Liegen district, are metalliferous in narrow
bands parallel to the inclined beds of grevwacke. The
veins of the Kupferberg. in Silesia, bear ore only in the

hornblende schist, and are impoverished in tniea schist.

At Joachimsthal the mica schist is traversed by quartz-

osc porphyry in veins, which, as well as the contiguous
rock, hold pyrites. The rothegang of Elias consists in

mica slate of loam, and holds only uranite
; where it runs

between mica schist, and a porphyry vein, and where
it traverses the latter, its substance is a red hornslone,

and it bears vitreous silver, native silver, arsenical-ko-

balt. bismuth glance, ktipfernickel, arsenic, and bis-

muth
;
but red silver, elsewhere abundant, is entirely

wanting.

In the lead veins of the North of England, which are

situated in the carboniferous limestone tract, a singular

dependence is observed between the contents of the vein

and the nature of the adjacent rock. The vein divides

limestones, sandstones, and shales, and these arc brought
variously into opposition by the dislocations which ac-

company almost all the veins. The vein is sometimes
productive of lead ore under every case of opposition cm

rocks. Where limestone, or schist, or solid sandstone **eabgy.

forms the walls, its productiveness is at the maximum, ^
but generally it is contracted in breadth and iin|x>ve-

*

rishrd in its metallic contents, wherever it is included be-
tween walls of shale, and even where only one side is

occupied by shale, the same effect is frequently observed.
It would appeur that the impoverishing influence of the

shale is referrible to mechanical causes. In the same
way as the shales in a coal-pit swell out from the undis-

turbed parts to fill the artificial vacuities, so we may
conceive them to have done into the natural fissure

; this

will account for the contraction of the vein. In the pro-

cess of crystallization, to which all the contents of a vein

are subject, it seems conformable to analogy to suppose,
that the permanent walls of limestone and gritstone would
permit a more early growth of sparry and metallic crys-

tals, than the crumbling edges of shale; a supposition,

perhaps, confirmed by the occasional mixture of shale in

the sparry mass of a vein, where it is “nipped,” as the
miners say, in beds of shale. There may lie something
in this due to electrical affinities, and we may perhaps
apply the same supposition to the cases in Cornwall and
Germany, quoted above, where the deposition of the ores

is influenced by change of ground.

From some nr all of these causes it happens ill the Quantity of

North of England thut certain limestones ore very much
°J*

more productive than the others ;
in different mining

of
districts, different limestones are thus favourably dis-

tinguished, but in the country of Alston Moor, Teesdale,

and Swaldalc, the uppermost thick limestone is by far

the most rich in lead. To prove this, and at the same
time to record u valuable fact, we may copy from Mr.
J. Taylor's Report on Mineral Veins (Rejrorls of the

British Astociation, vol. ii.) the following statement of
the quantities of lead ore actually extracted from the

several sites of bearing beds in Alston Moor in the year

1822, according to the account of Mr. Dickenson
; we

have added the thickness of the se veral beds.

Limestone beds :

—

Tlvicknc**
In fsril*.

Great limestone . .21 20 .827
Little limestone ... 2 287
Four fathom limestone.. .. 8 91
Scar limestone . . 10 90
Fine bottom limestone . . . 9 393

Gritstone beds:

—

High slate sill .. 8 107
Low state siil .. 7 2*9
Firestone ..11 262
Pattinson's sill .. 4 259
High coal sill .. 4 327
Low coal sill .. 3 154
Tuft .. 3 306
Quarry hazel ..10 44
Nattrass gill hazel .. 6 21

Six fathom hazel ..12 576
Slatv hazel .. 4 16

Hazel under scar limestone 4 2

}
Bings of S
cwt. each.

1 .688

Whole produce of the mine.?)

of the manor, 1822. J

2.365

24.053 binge.

Upon the whole there is no sufficient evidence to show
that the local production of metallic substances is in any

special manner dependent upon the chemical or minern-

logical composition, or the circumstances of the forma
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G«ol&KT- tion of the adjacent rocks, though in some particular,

Ch. III. nn(j f
indeed, many instances we observe the atfcrruation

of the substances in the vein to have been decidedly influ-

enced by some peculiar conditions of the including rocks.

coincidence, but a constantly recurring phenomenon,
and the absence of such veins from the newer strata in

England cannot he resolved into any circumstances of

the geographical position of these strata; for both around
the metalliferous slates of Cumberland and limestones

fVallsofa Vein. of Derbyshire, the new red sandstone formation is ex-

tensively spread in contact, and yet not one lead or

Alteration The walls or cheeks which form the more or less de- copper vein occurs in it. Any one who should confine
of mb- finite boundaries of the vein present several facts w orthy his attention to the British Isles might infer that the
stsne*,

of notice. In some instances they arc highly indurated, causes of the production of mineral veins hud been

as if in contact with trap rocks, (North of England,) almost wholly inactive ever since the carboniferous epoch

;

very often fissured, so as to break parallel to the vein, and as a general expression, this may apply to die Con-
in others it seems as if certain sorts of rock (as clay tinenl of Europe, though both in the Pyrenees, mid
slate, both in Cornwall and Germany) were greatly uround the central granitic tract of France, metalliferous

softened. and even converted to clay, along one or l>oth veins, apparently originating in these rocks, traverse

sides of a vein. Werner mentions the decomposition strata of the oolitic and cretaceous systems,

of felspathic and hornblendic rocks for a fathom from It must here be remarked, that both in Great Britain The wun*

the vein. We have also witnessed the fact of limestone, and throughout Europe rock veins and basaltic dykes relation ob-

usually a blue or grey crinoidal rock, burnt, os the are in the same manner abundant in the primary andj^JJV^
miners term it, that is converted to a brown granular rare in the secondary and tertiary strata. This is one *

crystalline rock. (Tecsdale.) Another remarkable cf- of many general analogies tending to substantiate the

'Slicktntide, feet in the waits is the production of slickcusidc, so long opiniun previously advanced upon more specific points

known in the mines of Derbyshire, which arc situated of agreement, that rock veins and dykes, and metalli-

in limestone, and filled with fluoric and barylic shales ferous veins, form two parallel series of igneous products

and yield lead; in those of Cornwall, which are in ki lias, developed during the same geological periods, by the

and with a matrix of quartz, and yield copper ; in the same general causes, acting under ditferent circum-

mognesian limestone of Yorkshire, where copper or stances upon different materials. From all our previous

lead lines the limestone cheeks; and in the faults of the investigations, we have been led to the conclusion, that

coal system of Yorkshire, where neither spar nor metal- in the earlier geological periods, the cliemical effects of

lie matters occur. These and many other occurrences heat and mechanical effects of heat were more con-

of rubbed surfaces along planes of fissures speak a plain spicumisly exerted ; and if lo this we join the considera-

langunge, and prove to the fullest conviction, the me- tion that all the disruptions by which igneous rocks

chanical movement of the sides of the fissure upon one were put in contact with secondary and tertiary strata,

another, or upon the contained substances. The must have been experienced by the older strata, from

groovings of the surfaces, thus produced by rubbing, in- beneath which the expansive force originated, we shall

dicat e, of course, the line of the movement ; the circum- be able to perceive why the primary arc so universally

stance that the polished faces are portially covered by and the secondary and tertiary strata so partially enriched

lead ore, copper ore, &c., ns the nature of the vein is, with mineral treasures and diversified by rock dykes,

proves, moreover, that the movement w as, in such cases. As an example of veins of more recent date, vve may Very mo-

posterior to the introduction of the whole or a part of quote Von Dcchcn's notice of the veins of Joachimsthal. dern Veia4,

the mineral impregnation, so that the same fissure has In this case the dykes of basalt anil wache which divide

been, in such cases, the plane of more than one convul- the mica slate arc themselves cut through by the mineral

site movement. AVc may, perhaps, eventually draw veins. These dykes arc variously connected with great

from examinations of this phenomenon, in connection overlying masses of basalt which break into the brown
with and apart from mineral veins, some decisive re- coal formation. It is therefore evident that the silver,

suits ns to the lime ond other circumstances connected arsenic, and kobalt ores have been thrown into the veins

with the movements of the masses. How can the Geo- • at a later epoch than that of the brown coal tertiary de-

logists of Cornwall doubt the reality of those angular posit at the foot of the Bohemian Erzgebirge,

movements, which have left such clear evidence as the Werner appears lo have been strongly impressed with

fine sliekensides of some of their veins of fissures? the belief, conformable to his general theory, that vein

We think with Von Dechen (German Traml. of Dc la formations might be classed as to their ages by mere

Beche’s Manual) that any other than the received ex- examination of their component substances. When veins,

planation adopted above is impossible. even in distant Countries, contain the same ores and

veinstones, ami when these are arranged in the same deter-

2. Relation to the different Agee of Rock*. mia*le orikr
- he concludes lb»l they belong to .me and

the same general formation. Illogical and hazardous

This rela- There can be no doubt of the fact that the local oc- generalizations arc frequent among practical men, and
*i«n evi- currence of metallic veins is in a very gT«it degree are too often introduced among the valuable facts rc-

«lrn». dependent on the relative antiquity of the rocks in the corded as a basis for Werner's Theory of Veins. A
district. It is in the primary, transition, and carboniferous prudent reasoner would scarcely venture lo trust an
strata, ami in the igneous rocks associated with them, inference for time upon data which indicate only definite

that all the veins in Great Britain arc worked. In a chemical action, even in a limited district, and it must he

few instances veins of small value, producing lead and with some distrust that we can admit Werner s eight
copper, pass through the magnesian limestone, but not principal vein formations in the mining field of Freiberg ;

a single example is known of a true metallic vein iu the because he does not stale expressly that his inferences
oolitic, cretaceous, or tertiary strata. The connection of concerning their relative antiquity were based on obscr*
metallic veins with the older rocks is not on accident!*', vaiions of their intersections.
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Gtolugr.
Ch. 1 II.

Werner’*
sys-

tem*.

The following abstract of the account of these eight

systems of veins will show tile kind of description which

should always be given of miueral veins.

The first and oldest produces abundance of argenti-

ferous lead glance. It consists of coarse granular lead

glance with from one and a half to two and a half

ounces of silver per quiulal ; common arsenical pyrites;

black blende in large grains; common iron and hepatic

pyrites ; sometimes a little copper pyrites, and a little

sparry ironstone. The veinstones are chiefly quartz

;

sometimes a little brown spar ; rarely a little calc spar.

These substances occur most generally in veins ranging

from North to South.

The second yields lead very rich in silver. It con-

tains lead glance large and small granular; black

blende in small grains; iron and hepatic pyrites, and a
little arsenical pyrites. In addition, dark red silver ore,

brittle silver ore, white silver glance, plumose antimony
ore. The veinstones chiefly quartz, with much brown
spar and often calc spar. The veins range South and
Soulh-tVal.
The third yields lead glance with one ounce of silver

per quintal, much iron pyrites, a little black blende, and

red iron ochre. Veinstones quartz, sometimes with

chlorite mixed and surrounded with clay. Veins range

North and South.

The fourth yields lead glance with one-fourth to three-

fourths of an ounce of silver per quintal, radiated pyrites,

and sometimes brown blende. Veinstones heavy spar,

fluor spar, a little quartz, and rarely calc spar. Veins

range East and West, (To this system Werner boldly

refers the veins of Derbyshire, the Harz, and also those

of Ciislotr in Scania !)

The fifth consist of native silver, silver glance, and
glance cobalt, sometimes with grey copper ore, lead

glance rich in silver, flue grained brown blende, and
sparry ironstone. Veinstones, heavy spar in a state of

disintegration, and fluor spar. It always occurs in the

intersections of the first and tounh systems. (North and
South, and East and West.) It sometimes is found

even in the middle of the Westerly veins.

The sixth contaias native arsenic and light red silver

ore; with a little orpiment, copper nickel, glance cobalt,

native silver, lead glance, iron pyrites, and sparry iron-

stone. The veinstones are heavy spar, green fluor spar,

calc spar, and a little brown spar. Occurs in the intcr-

aectioris of the fourth and fifih systems, or in the middle

of veins.

The seventh is of red ironstone, with a little iron

glance, quartz, and heavy spar. Occurs in the upper
parts of veins.

The eighth and newest is of copper pyrites, mountain
green, malachite, and red and brown iron ochre, with a
little quartz and fluor spar.

3. Relation to the Local Centres of Igneous Action.

Our investigations lead directly to the inquiry, how
fur the geographical occurrence of metalliferous veins

is connected, ns that of rock dykes is known to be, with

the eruption of igneous rocks and the movements of
fluid masses within the Globe?

Satisfactory evidence on this subject can be obtained

in two ways: 1. By comparing metalliferous and non-
metalliferous districts of old strata in their geographical

relation to igneous rocks and convulsions. 2. By com-
paring the relation (o igneous agency of the locally me-
talliferous newer strata.

VOL. VI.

The older rocks are not by any means universally Geology,

stored with metalliferous veins any mote than with rock
.

dykes. Very large tracts in the slate rocks of Devonshire
are nearly devoid of metals, but near the granitic masses n^k,.
of Cornwall they are abundantly supplied with veins. In
the vast districts of Wates the slate rocks yield copper
and lead chiefly along the Western borders of the Prin-

cipality, w here the local centres and axes of elevation arc

situated. Amid the Cumbrian Lakes, lead aud copper
veins adjoin the granitic, hypersthenic, and syenitic

axis of Carrock, Skiddaw, High Pike, Ac. They occur

near the porphyries and traps of Ilelvellyn and Old
Man, but the greater portion of the slates, far removed
from the foci of disturbance, are devoid of mineral
treasures.

In Scotland, metallic veins adjoin the granitic nucleus

of Stronlian.

The mining tracts of the Harz, the Erzgebirge, Hun-
gary, Brittany, aud other localities are convulsed by dis-

ruption and diversified by the intrusion of granitic and
porphyrilic rocks; the Ardennes mountains, which yield

few veins, develope hurdly any igneous rocks.

The carboniferous limestone tracts of Mendip, Der-
byshire, and Flintshire, of Wharfdalc, Swaledale, and
Aldstone Moor, have been shaken to pieces by many
convulsions, and they ere very rich in lead, zinc, and
calamine; but the greater part of the Yorkshire and
Northumberland limestones, affected by only one or a
few general elevations, are poor in metal.

The newer rocks are metalliferous only in the vicinity i0 newer
of the foci of their disturbance, as round the central gra- rocks,

nite of France, near the igneous masses of the Pyre-
nees ami the Alps ; in all which places, the metallic ores

are so reluted to the igneous rocks that they occur only

in a narrow zone at the junction of the igneous and the
altered stratified rocks. (Observations of Dufrenoy,
Von Buch, &c.)

As both these methods of comparison lead to one re- Conclu.

suit we may venture to adopt it; and the more readily mobs im

because, in preceding sections, we have found the geo- thiasubjed.

graphical situation of mines to be related to the eleva-

tion of the ground, and the metalliferous strata often

identical with lltosc in which rock veins abound. Never-
theless we must not shut our eyes to some decided differ-

ences between the situations of dykes and veins. For
instance, the Island of Arran is traversed by hundreds of
dykes of basalt, porphyry, and pitebstone, but metallic

veins are almost unknown there; Aldstone Moor is dis-

sected like a map by veins of lead ore, but very few whin
dykes occur there ; on the contrary, in Northumberland
and Durham whin dykes abound in the coal tracts where
lead is hardly known. It is, besides, too remarkable u
thing to be overlooked, that South of the Yorkshire
Swale hardly a whin dyke or porphyry dyke is known
through the metalliferous tracts of Derbyshire, Somer-
setshire, and Flintshire. This contrast is the more
remarkable in the country about the sources of the

Tyne Bnd Tees, because there basalt has been erupted in

vast quantity, and at its Eastern termination appears
related to several dykes of great extent. This mass of
basalt is traversed by the veins in the same manner as

the limestone is, and we may, perhaps, hazard the spe-

culation that uuder this tract of country lay at one time
melted basalt, and at a subsequent lime the metallic and
mineral combinations which fill the veins. Will it he

thought too gToat a stretch of fancy to attribute this

change of the igneous materials erupted in the same
5 I
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Gwolojqr. tract of country to movements in the internal nucleus
t'h. IV.. 0f the Globe not isochronous with the rotatory velocity

of the solid superficial crust ?

Electricity of Veins.

The direction of electrical currents ut small depths

below the surface of the Earth, is a subject on which

theory is at present silent, and which has only recently

Mr. Fox'* been proposed for observation. The observations of
exprri. Mr. Fox in the mines of Cornwall and Devon and
raeni*. \ t , rth Wales, arc still the most important of the kind.

Mr. Henwood is engaged in further inquiries. As far

as appears at present, the interest attached to the solu-

tion of this question belongs more particularly to Elec-

trical Science, and, perhaps, both chemical and thermal

disturbances of equilibrium may be concerned in the

effect. These currents may be due to local causes.

Mr Taylor very properly observes, (Reports of tke Bri-

tish Association, vol. ii. p. 18.) that by the very act by

which we gain access to a vein we lay it open to atmo-

spheric action, and conseq ucntly to decomposition.

Chemical agency commences, awl with it, very naturally,

galvanic influences are excited. Veins containing ores

little subject to decomposition have, he apprehends, been
found to give little or no indication of this nature.

Mr. Fox appears to think that the direction and in-

tensity of the currents which pass along the veins may
be so related to the position and quantity of metallic

matter, as to give reason to hope for some direct useful

application of the results to the Art of Mining. But the

novelty of Mr. Fox’s experiments, and the connection of
the currents with mineral veins, led some Geologists to

adopt the very hasty conclusion, that the production of
the veins was mainly owing to such currents. It is

very probable that electrical currents have really been
concerned in the distribution of metallic ores both in

veins ami rocks, for when is this agency absent from
any great chemical phenomena ? But to conclude,

without any intermediate steps, because mineral veins

are channel* lor electricity, that they have been pro-

duced by electricity, is the same thing as to ascribe

to electrical currents the construction of the galvanic

buttery.

CHAPTER IV.

GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS AND INFERENCES.

Section 1.

On the Consolidation and Alteration of Stratified Rocks.

In a preceding section wc have seen the effects pro-

duced by the Plutonic rocks upon the strata which they

penetrate ; effects which suggest to our minds so vivid

an impression of the action of heat, that even in the at>-

sence of all other arguments from facts, we could not

refuse to allow that those rocks had been local centres

of heat. The independent evidence arising from the

composition of the rocks satisfactorily confirms this

inference, ami permits us to apply it in circumstances

when the actual proximity of igneous rocks cannot be

ascertained. These effects seem to I* reducible to

several cases, depending on the degree of heat commu-
nicated, and the substances operated on.

Effect# of I. The consolidation of stratified rocks isexemplificd

Plutonic <m in the induration and contraction of shale, and in the

stratified developement ofnew faces or joints in it, which sometimes
roc®‘*‘ meet one another rhomboid ally, and sometimes follow

the columnar relations of the adjoining basalt.

2. The partial fusion of some part of the substance

of a rock, so as to congiulinate its grains, and solidify

and harden the whole mass. Thus sandstone is con-

verted to a granular quartz rock.

3. The complete fusion or vitrification of the rock

;

thus converting shale into Lydian stone and sandstone

into a kind ofjasper.
4. The complete fusion and consequent rearrange-

ment of the particles into granular or crystalline forms,

as in the instance of common chalk in Ireland, commoti
limestone in Yorkshire, the Isle of Sky. and Carrara.

5. The generation of minerals not before existing in

a distinct state in the substances affected. The production
of pyrites, asbestos, anthracite, plumbago, gurnet, &c.

along the contact of igneous and aqueous rocks, is a

very characteristic and general effect which appear# to

result from the actual transfer of the metallic and
other matter through the solid substance of the rock, in

virtue of electric attractions which may be considered as

imparted by the heat.

If Von Buch’s notion of the impregnation of rocks

with magnesia in the vicinity of augitic trap rocks should

eventually be substantiated, it must be considered as a

remarkable example of this electric transfer.

6.

The sublimation of some portion of the neigh-

bouring substances. Thus the charring of coal, the

desulphuretion and the debit unionisation of shale, are

very directly connected with the heating power of the

igneous rock, but it is probable that some peculiar con-

ditions were required for such effects in the submarine

depths, where most of these operations were performed.

The almost universal coincidence of convulsive dislo-

cation of the strata with eruptions of plutonic rocks,

seems enough to prove their common dependence upon

one pervading cause of internal movement. In the same RcUtumof
manner as the modern earthquake precedes the eruption

of lava, so the ancient convulsion preceded the injection rocka

of plutonic rocks. Also precisely as in the present day
cotmi ,*WM’

the earthquake shakes Countries far removed from vol-

canic centres, so iu more ancient periods many tracts

were convulsed but not filled, at least near the surface,

with melted rocks. As far as at first appears, the com-

mon dependence of the two orders of effects upon one

cause, is merely to the amouut that the mechanical

transference of melted rocks has beeu effected by the

same internal pressure which dislocated the strata;

whatever occasioned the pressure, and whatever was the

cause of the fluidity of the rocks.

Various mechanical modes may be conceived, by which
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such pressure may have been occasioned, and various

conditions assumed for the production of melted rocks,

and these may be wholly distinct from one another
; but

the exhibition of these rocks along; the lines of convul-

sion can only he ascribed to the same mechanical cause

which produced the convulsion.

The chemical theory of volcanos, advocated in the

preceding pages, assigns a single cause for the chemical

phenomena, and for the disturbance of the external crust

of the Earth ; and live same simplicity is sought for in

one modification of the theory of an internal heated nu-

cleus ; but it may possibly be more correct to ussign

separate causes for the production of these effects.

Judging merely from their relative frequency and geo-

graphical extent, we might he led to assign much more

exteusive agencies to the production of convulsions than

to the elevation of igneous rocks. The whole area of

the dry land has been subject not only to general eleva-

tion but to partial convulsions, several times repeuted

under the same spots; but igneous rocks ore less

universally, though certainly very extensively diffused.

This disiiaction, however, loses much of its force when
we consider, first, that plutonic rocks become constantly

more and more abundant in comparison to the number
of convulsions as ue descend towards the base of all

the strata; secondly, that though the effects of convul-

sion might pass through all the struts to the surfuce, and
thus relieve the inequality of pressure, the melted matter

from below could seldom penetrate the narrow and con-

fused and cold passages left among the fractured strata,

to any great elevation ; thirdly, that rocks of igneous

origiu do really uuderlie the whole series of strata.

C'poa the whole we may sufeiy admit, t but igneous

rocks have been in a slate of fusion beneath the strata,

either simultaneously nr successively, in all or nearly all

parts of the Globe, and that the elevation of these has

been always accompanied by convulsions. Instructed

by the discovery of the effects of these rocks upon ad-

joining substances, we may now proceed to inquire into

certain phenomena, of much more extensive occurrence,

but of nearly a similar character, and which appear due
to the pervading action of heat upon stratified rocks siucc

their deposition.

On reviewing the series of strata in relation to the

degree of their consolidation, it is impossible not to per-

ceive that this increases continually with the age of the

rock ; so that, taken as a group, the primary systems of
gneiss and clay slate, with all (heir modifications, are far

more consolidated than the other strata, while the ter-

tiary strata are the least iudu rated of all. The same
result is obtained by more minute comparisons of analo-

gous rocks, the slates, shales, and limestones of the

primary series, with the shales, and days, and limestones,

and marls of the secondary and tertiary strata. A plau-

sible cause for this seems to offer itself in the greater
pressure to which, it may be imagined, the lower strata have
been subjected ; but this is not sufficient to account for

the whole effect ofconsolidation, and is directly negatived
by the numerous joints and fissures, which indicate lateral

rather than vertical contraction of the strata. The lowest

strata are, besides, not merely in u high slate of conso-
lidation

; some of them, as primary limestone, display

in a most decided manner that crystalline structure

which results from heat; Others, as clay slate, urc fissured

in such a way as is known to have been lo<4Hly occa-
sioned by the heat communicated from igneous rucks;
others, as quartz rock, show dear proof of having under-

gone, if not actual fusion, at least such an agglutination of
the grains as can be produced by art in a furnace. The v

”

conclusion from all this is of great importance ; for as
L

these rocks ore of almost universal occurrence below all

the other strata, and their characters are not referable

to the local proximity of igneous rocks, we are assured,

taking into account the subjacent granitic rocks, of the

almost universally pervading influence of subterranean

beat.

It is impossible at present to point out exactly the Attentions

amount of changes which have been produced on the uf primary

primary strata by the general and continued commuui- **”**•

cation of heut from below ; because, with respect tosome
of them, it is difficult to feel very confident of the pre-

cise stale ill which they were deposited by water. With
respect to gneiss, for example, which is in some cases

almost identical with granite, in other cases apprnxi

males to sandstone, it is hurd to say how much of its

granitoid character is due to subsequent inctumorphism
;

because we have no certain means of knowing the de-

gree of movement to which its ingredients had been
exposed iu water. Yet when we consider the bedded
and laminated character of this rock, and observe that

its constilutent minerals urc mostly in a fragmentary

state, and even when united into a dense rock, are not

crystallized with regular external forms, we seem to un-
derstand that the rock has been solidified by a species

of imperfect fusion at the edges of the constituent sub-

stances, which, carried to extreme, would have recon-

verted the whole to granite.

Similar remarks apply to mica schist, which, on the

one hand, varies to gneiss, and on the other to clay slate;

and it is observable that the fusible mineral garnet,

which U known to have been generated at moderate
heats in contact with trap, is very generally intermixed

with the laminie of gneiss and mica slutc. (p. 502.)

Among clay slates of every degree of fineness of Of clay

grain, the actionof heat is chiefly evinced by the extreme sl-rtc.

condensation of the argillaceous substance ; by the regu-

larity of the system of fissures ; by the interspersion of

crystallized pyrites, hornblende, &c. ; by the frequency

of segregated quartz veins. Perhaps these latter occur-

rences may be due to local causes ; but the systematic

fissures and cleavage of slate is a general fact, which is

most striking in the deeper parts of the deposit, and
gradually vanishes upward. So long as the basis of the

rock is very fine grained, the cleavage structure will

pervade it, and even cross lamine of very coarse matter;

but when die basis is altogether coarse, as iu grey-

wacke slate, the cleavage vanishes and is only indi-

cated by numerous fissures, dividing the rock into

rhomboidal masses. Iu a given tract of country the

planes of cleavage have one prevalent direction, and the

system of fissures appears also definable in direction.

The general horizontal direction of the cleavage planes

in a port ofthe Cumbrian mountains is West North-West,
which is exactly that of the great Craven fault. (GeoL
Trans. New Series, vul. iii.)

It is usual and probably correct to consider the syste-

matic fissures and cleavage of slate as a kind of crystal-

line structure on the largest scale ; the angles of inter-

section seem, however, to be assignable only for very
small distances, and they vary indifferent strata of slate.

Something like polarity must per (taps be supposed to

account for the constancy of the direction of cleavage.

It does not appear that the heat imparted to the pri-

mary strata has been always sufficient to destroy the
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Gp logy. organization of shells or even plants, for shells occur in

Ch. IV. the slates of Untagel anti in Snowdon, and lie between

gneiss beds in the Fichtelgebirge and Erzgebirge, and

arc noticed by Von Buch in the dolomite near Lugano.

A long continued and pervading rather than a very high

heat seems best to account for the phenomena. In the

neighbourhood of igneous rocks, indeed, the local

changes are of rather a different description.

If we rise to like contemplation of the carboniferous

system we shall be able to trace in the generally high

state of induration of the satuUtones, shales, and lime-

stones, and in the frequency, systematic direction, and

continuity of the joints, clear evidence of the action of

heat. But yet wre perceive thnt these effects of heat are

not nearly to the same degree as those in the primary

strata. A simple proof of this is afforded by the lime-

stoncof Teesdale which is a hard rock, hut which, where

it touches the basalt of that country, has been subjected

to nearly the same change as thnt observed in primary

limestone: it has become crystalline. The shales are

also altered. The upper portions of the slate system in

Shropshire and Radnorshire, where that system is im-

mensely thick, show the same changes.

Dpcieabing The effects of general heat continually decrease
effects of among the superior strata of the saliferous, oolitic, and

newer" cretaceous systems, and seem almost wholly lost in the

fcttuta, tertiary strata. It is chiefly to this graduated effect of

heat that we may ascribe the distinctness of the rocks in

different parts of the series. Thus to take the calcareous

rocks, wc have a gradually changing series proportioned

to their antiquity, from crystalline primary limestone,

through highly condensed carboniferous limestone, to

compact lias, concretionary oolite, marly chalk, and

lacustrine marls ; among sedimentary deposits there is a

series from gueissthrough the hard sandstones associated

with the carboniferous limestone to the sands of the oolites,

chalk, and tertiarics ; and another from cleavable slate,

through jointed greywackc slate, hard coal shale, com-

pact red marl, and clay of the oolite, chalk, and ter-

tinrie*. There is properly no sand, clay, or marl among
the older strata ; indurated shale, hard gritstone, and

solid limestone are of rare occurrence among the

younger.

It does not appear that the occurrence of ironstone,

pyrites, gypsum, &c. in detached masses among the stra-

tified rocks is to be considered as in any direct or exclu-

sive manner due to the influence of heat, but rather to

the ordinary forces of molecular electric attraction ope-

rating during or after the deposition of the mingled

mass of matter. The spar veins in septaria have un-

doubtedly been filled since the concretion of the day

balls, and for the transfer of the calcareous or silicious

matter we must appeal to the same processes which have

filled the cavities of shells and many cracks in limestone

rocks with the same materials. No doubt in these

effects an elevation of temperature might modify and

perhaps accelerate the results, hut it would be ridiculous,

at present, to adopt Dr. Hutton’s notions on some of

these subjects.

Effect* of The preceding examples show clearly the effect

Heat on tho produced on strata by the action of heat since their

deposition deposition ; there can be no doubt thut the same power-
uf strata.

j.u | npreney must, especially in the earlier eras of Geo*

logy, have greatly influenced the manner and circum-

stances of their deposition. On this subject, however,

we have not at present much to record, and that little is

wholly confined to the primary scries of strata. There

is one leading fact often connected with the stratifies- Geology,

lion of gneiss, mica schist, Ac. and not seldom repeated

in chlorite schist and clay slate, which seems wholly un-
r

explained by the direct action of heal upon these strata.

The contortion* of the lamios of these rocks are very
remarkable, and seem evidently coeval with their fit it

formation, (hough ill some instances Dr. Macculloch
thinks they are most numerous where quartz veins pe-

netrate the rock. These contortions may, perhaps, be
understood by comparing them with some analogous
cases in laminated sandstone, where the undulations and
confusion of the laminie indicate agitation in the water.

If we allow that the water in which gneiss and mica
Echist were formed, was heated to a great degree by
contact with or proximity to the sources of subterra-

nean heat, the agitations of the ebullient liquid might,

possibly, give to the strata then forming under it the

very peculiar character of minute and irregular undu-
lations which so often belong to these ancient rocks.

Another thing apparently characteristic of the mode of Dtpoaiiioa

deposition of the primary strata is the isolated condi* *ime*

tion of the limestones which inlerlaininate the schistose
“tooe *

rocks. How different in this respect are the detached

often lenticular primary limestones of Scotland, and
even the transition limestone of Devonshire and Wales,

from the regularly continuous calcareous beds of lias,

oolite, and chalk ! Is it not very probable, that some
local efflux o< gases or the influence of local centres of
heating agency, have sometimes performed the same
effects as coral animals, and determined to particular

points the extremely limited decomposition of the ocean

water which undoubtedly was the source of the limestone

deposit ?

Section 2.

On Disturbancea of the Strata.

The introductory observations in p. 540 to 543 may serve

as a Inundation for the following inquiries into the effects

and causes of subterranean convulsion ; and the remarks

in p. 571, 597, 619, 634, 657, 688 may be read in con-

nection with the preceding section of chap. iv. and the

whole of chap. iii. This great subject may be care-

fully considered in four divisions. -

1. The geological periods of convulsion.

2. The direction of convulsive movements.

3. The effects of convulsions in altering the relations

of land and water.

4. Effects on the deposition of strata and on organic

life.

Geological Period* of Convulsion.

In order that our statement of results on this import- Proofs of

ant subject may be as much as possible free from ob- convrff-

jection, it will be convenient to begin by fixing what iwn *

phenomena are to be taken as proof of the occurrence of

convulsions, and whul method is to be followed in assign-

ing their place in the scale of geological epochs. When
strata, originally level, or nearly so, have been raised to

high angles of inclination ;
when beds, originally con-

tinuous, are found to be broken asunder, and their sepa-

rated portions placed in new relations of position, one

portion bAig raised or depressed, or both deranged ;
when

layers, originally plane, are found to be bent into extraordi-

nary curvatures ; in all thesecases the conclusion la imtne-
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Geolnpjr. diate, that convulsions have happened in the very points
Ch. IV.

,*1*^ guch phenomena occur. The only question which

cun arise, supposing the actual position of the rocks well

ascertained, respects the certainty of our postulate of

their former position. Persona who have read old

books, but have not studied natural phenomena in this

point of view, may be apt to suppose that, under parti-

cular circumstances, strata may be formed at high angles

of original inclination. Those who have looked more
narrowly into the mutter, and have been instructed by

Mr. Yutcs's observations on the positions assumed by

earthy materials falling in air and in water, may be led

to extend the judiciously limited inferences of this author

to cases where they will not apply. For very limited

areas, and in extremely troubled waters, the mountain

torrents, or the surf of the ocean, tumultuous deposits

of sand and pebbles happen, in which the lamina* may
be inclined at considerable angles, and cover one ano-

ther confusedly. On this account it seems not urine*

cessary to reexamine the basis of our argument, and see

whether it will bear the weighty superstructure we de-

sign to lay upon it.

Exomina- 1. General experience assures us of the general fact,

lion of the that it is a characteristic effect of agitated water to depo-
baKuof the what sediment falls slowly from it in the form of strata
argument. w jj0gc upper surfaces continually tend to become hori-

zontal. This is seen in inundations from a river, in shal-

low and ruffled lakes, and within the low-water margin of

the sea. The form of the bottom influences the hori-

zon tality of the upper surfaces of the deposits in such a

way, that where the bottom is like a pit, the stratified

musses above are hollow on the faces ; but these effects

of the original inequality are rapidly obliterated by suc-

cessive coats of sediment, alt becoming more and more
nearly horizontal.

2. In perfectly tranquil water, through which any fine

sediment is equally diffused, the depth to which this will

cover any part of the bed depends on the depth of the

supernatant water, and on the angle ofreal in water of

that kind of sediment The angle of rest fit air for

earthy substances is about 45°.

3. If a river bring sediment into agitated water, this

will deposit it in strata tending to become horizontal,

but with a constant dependence upon the point where
the river enters, such that, the quuntity of sediment

being there always accumulating, a general conical slope

therefrom in all directions will modify the horizontally

of the strata.

4. If a river bring sediment into culm water, or into

water suddenly deepening, so that all its lower parts

may be considered as calm, the conical slopes from the

point where the river enters will he much more abrupt

than in the former case, in a certain proportion to the

calmness and depth of the water. This Mr. Yates finds

to be the case in the deep lakes which receive the

abundant sediment of the boisterous torrents ofthe Alps

;

and, in consequence, we are furnished with a key which
will ultimately open many curious results in the arrange-

ment of sedimentary deposits. (See p. 707.)

On considering these cases with reference to stratified

rocks, it is evident that instances coming within the class

of conicul deposits radiating round a point can only he

of very limited occurrence, not likely to affect a general

argument, and are, in fact, almost unknown. The es-

tuary deposit of the Weald of Sussex shows no such
structure

; it cannot be traced in the Yorkshire estuary

coal field ; nor is there any m?nlnn of it in any lacus-

trine deposit which has been desiccated and exposed to Gealojnr.

our observation. It is very doubtful whether it can be Ch-

recognised in any marine formation, and certainly it does
not clearly apply to any class of marine deposits now in

progress: at the same lime we must admit that, in all

cases, the action of the sea growing less and less sensi-
ble far from shore where the water deepens, the sediment
brought by rivers and floods must be formed in attenu-
ated masses, thickest towards the shores. This effect

will be evident in exact proportion to the falling velocity
of the particles in water, so that pebble beaches may lie

in steeper slopes, and cover shorter breadths than sands,
while fine days will spread further into deeper water.
(See p. 709.) But all these slopes in water are very
gradual, so that even against the rocky Eastern coasts
of England, the deep waters have been filled up by
sediments, which now' assume a gently declining sur-
face under the water, and a moderate slope above it.

For all the purposes of our present course of argu-^
meat wc shall therefore assume the law of original noofs of

horizontality, or very moderate declination of the planes local cu“*

of widely extended strata, os amply supported by every vu***0<1**

needful proof from careful and scrupulous observation,

lienee from adequate observations of the position of strata

we can tell whether they have been altered in position

or not by convulsions operating in those situations

precisely.

Another class of appearances indirectly marks the Indications

effect of convulsion, either on the spot or at some distant of convub

point. When we find traces of a sudden and complete
change in the whole course of the aqueous deposits, so
that the quiet deposition of argillaceous or calcareous
strata is interrupted ami preceded by a tumultuous aggre-
gation of pebbles, we know that there has been some ac-

cess of agitation to the water. This may, according to cir-

cumstances, have happened from a periodical or accidental

chuuge in the drainage of the neighbouring land, or
from some extensive change of the relations of land and
sea. The latter cause may be reasonably adopted, pro-

vided that we find these indications of agitation very

extensive, and provided that in some instances there be
proof of the formation of local conglomerates following

upon local convulsions. The latter requirement is found
to be satisfied in many instances, and of the former it is

easy to judge. One more indication of some distant

convulsion affecting the relations of land and sea seems
to be afforded from the rare case of the occurrence of

oue bed of marine shells among a vast abundance of

fresh-water estuary deposits, (see p. 591.) without any
local unconformity of stratification.

Such are the phenomena to be taken as proofs of con-

vulsion : the most important are those which distinctly

establish the precise localities of the disturbance. Let us

now examine into the mode of argument by which the

geological epochs of these disturbances are to be

established.

In all investigations concerning the period when an Row to de-

event happened, we may consider the result completely termine the

obtained, when the limits of maximum and minimum rlx’^ ?{

antiquity are known as precisely as the data allow.
con

In geological inquiries, the answer is always expressed

in terms of the scale of relative antiquity of the stra-

tified rocks, and a convulsion is fixed in geological

time, when it cun be shown to have happened after the

deposition of one stratum, and before the deposition of

another. If the strata which thus limit the period of

the convulsion be consecutive terms of the series of
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Geology. deposits, the most precise attainable result is obtained ;

Ch. 1\. if these limiting strata be not consecutive, the age of

the dislocation is known only within a given runge. An
example of accurate determination of the geological era

of a convulsion is afforded in the North of England,

where the newest of the coal strata are found to be

dislocated under the oldest red sundxtuues of the sali-

ferous system. Instances of lew precise determina-

tions are common enough: for example, in the Mcndip
hills the dislocated mountain limestone is covered by
undisturbed oolite, ami, us far us this observation goes,

the convulsion may have happened during any part of

the long period occupied ill producing the coal, red marl,

and lias strata. In this case, however, by traciug the

line of the dislocation to oilier localities, other strata are

found to be so related to like limestone, us to fix the geolo-

gical date of its disturbance within narrower limits.

If the dislocated strata be not actually seen covered

hy others which are undisturbed, another set of data

must lie employed. It may happen that around the

disturbed rocks some newer stratum spreads in such

a manner as to give sufficient reason to conclude that it

was deposited since the period of the convulsion. This

is, in most parts, all that can be observed with respect to

the red marl around Charnwood forest, and it would
he satisfactory evidence that the slaty rocks of (hat

district were upraised before the period of the new red

sandstone
;
ami, in fact, we have found instances where

the red marl does really cover with level beds the broken

edges of slntu.

If no horizontal or undisturbed strata be visible in

any part of (tic dislocated tract, either in superposition or

in juxtaposition, the limit of least antiquity vanishes,

ana we ure in danger of imagining too modern a date

for the convulsion; if the newer members of the dislo-

cated group of strata be concealed, there is duugcr of

ascribing too high an antiquity to tins convulsion.

It will be prudent to exclude all such cases from the

argument: the others seem to be unobjectionable.

QuL'»tion as There is yet another point of view of much importance
to the <)u- to the following investigations. What we have termed

theronvul
the limit of greatest antiquity marks clearly the con»-

ion«
m 1

pinion of the convuhtiou; but the progress of geological

inferences has brought us to the point of requiring infor-

mation whether the disturbances were very rapidly

effected by one or a few sudden and violent efforts, or

operated slowly by small and gruduuted movements.

According to tile former view, the whole amount of the

dislocation was effected in so short a time that this may
be regarded as nothing compared to the long periods

occupied in the deposition of the strata; according to the

latter, tile disturbing agency might be at work during

the whole, or some long port of the period of the forma-

tion of tilt* dislocated strata, but ceased when their

formation was complete. This is not a mere subtilty

or needless refinement, it is very important to know
which is the true doctrine: we believe it can be ascer-

tained, for all instances where the facts cau be clearly-

known ; and though it would be premature to make any
exclusive assertion, the general process of Nature may
be satisfactorily inferred.

Fault*, Proceeding from the clearest indications on this

subject towards those which are less easily interpreted,

we may remark in the fir»t place that those dislocations

commonly known by the name of ** faults” in the strata,

(p. 541.) which break the continuity of the beds along a

certain plane or fissure, and elevate or depress one side.

plainly declare themselves to be the result of single coil- Geology,
vulsive movements. To be satisfied of this, it is quite Ch.IV.
enough to contemplate a diagram of the effects, pi. i,

1“v-"*-

flg. 5, 7 ; but actual inspection of the phenomena will

leave no room for doubt t hat the whole muss of dislo-

cated strata was put into its present relations, not by a
repetition of small and gradual movements, but by
sudden and violent agency. A repetition of small
movements through the whole vast thickness of strata

could not fail to break down those clearly defined walls
of the fissure which so generally exist, especially among
the harder rocks, and leave the fissure filled up with a
contused aggregation of all the substances on its sides,

instead of a clear space for the subsequent admission of
sparry and metallic matter, or regular truces of the
movement of these faces on each other.

The extent of dislocation to which the name of fault

accurately applies is extremely various, the difference of
level thus occasioned being sometimes a few inches, in
many 100 feet, iu others as much as 200 yards.
This makes no difference in the argument, but it serves
to mark out in very clear characters the degree
ol farce exerted in each case. It is remarkable that
those dislocations which make the greatest difference of
level, range through the greatest lengths of country;
so that the ninety-fathom dyke, so named from the
observed extent of it* dislocation, ranges from the Eastern
Sea across the whole breadth of Northumberland, and
certain dislocations in Yorkshire have ranges of ten,

twenty, and thirty miles iu one straight line.

As far as we know, the greater portion of the convul- Great di»-

sive movements, a buse production we are now investi- location*,

guting, were accomplished by means of “ faults.'*

There are some very extensive dislocations which usually
receive, and may perhups deserve the same epithet, but
which, for On* purposes of our present argument, wear a
somewhat different aspect. One of the most magnificent
examples of dislocation in Europe is that grand break
nearly along the line of the Western border of Durham
am! Yorkshire, from near Brampton by Brough aud
Kirk by Stephen to near Kirkby Lonsdale, the effect of
which is to throw down to the West, relatively, the

strata of the carboniferous system more than 1000
yards through a length of 70 miles. An axis of slate

rocks rises along the line of fracture, which is ulso

partially murked by dykes of greenstone. On the West
the beds dip ut high angles to the West ; on the East
they decline gently to the East. No proper plane ot

fault is traceable in this case of enormous disruption,

owing to the circumstances of the country, and we must
have recourse to other considerations to arrive at satis-

factory inferences concerning the time employed in pro-

ducing it.

In the first place we may remark, that this line of dis-

turbance U cut off to the North by the ninety-fathom
dyke, and to the South by the Craven fault ; and there is

every probability that it is actually continued along the

lines ot these faults to a direction right angled, or nearly

so, to its own course. If this be so, and the whole is one

complex dislocation, we may surely conclude that the

middle portion, even if not of the same age us the ex-

tremes was produced iu the same manner.

Again, the numerous faults of an ordinary character Relation of
which cross the country in all directions between these <*«lt* to

great lines of convulsion, seem evidently related to and eon

dependent upon them; a remark which receives corro-
tu,M>n*

boration from many other parallel inquiries. Amongst
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Geology. the^o faults it is possible, perhaps, to distinguish two
Ch. IV. periods of disturbance, the older one marked by »

direction nearly East and West, which is that of most of
the metalliferous veins, the other by a direction from

North to South, which is thnt of several whin dykes,

and some few lead veins. Perhaps these different

directions may have taken their rise from the two
directions of the axes of convulsion which bound the

district.

The connection, however, is sufficiently clear to war-
rant our applying to those great axes of disturbance the

limits of time by which the lesser faults arc defined

;

that is to say, in many instances nearly coincident to the

limits of uppermost coal measures and variegated new
red sandstone.

Inference*. It is apparent, therefore, that the evidence which can
be collected on the subject of the simple dislocation

of the planes of the strata, points to violent internal

movement, occupying short periods of time for the

accomplishment of the phenomena. There seems to

be no mark whatever of gradual or many times repeated

efforts.

Some cases of disturbance, however, are of a compli-

cated nature, and may probably be found upon further

examination to require the admission of many repeti-

tious of violent movements and pressures on the same
region. Such arc the extraordinary retroflexures of the

calcareous strata adjoining the Alps, the retroverted

dips in l he coal fields of Somersetshire and Belgium,
and the flanks of the Malvern hills. It is not, how-
ever, easy upon any suppositions to meet the exigencies
•
<>' these difficult cases.

W hat are usual ly called auticliual axes ofelevation
,
must,

likewise, be considered as yielding insufficient evidence

concerning the length of time elapsed from the begin-

ning to the end of the disturbance. In some cases, in-

deed, the dips on either side from the axis are so steep

that they seem to refer themselves to single and violent Geology,

movements, but where as in the Weald of Sussex, the Cb. *»

appearances along the axis iudicaie that there the dia- '-“’v*-'

turbance has been moderate, while toward the sides it

has been extreme, the breadth of the country being con-
siderable, there seems on a first view no very good reason

for coming to a decision at all, as to the prolonged or
transitory nature of the convulsing agency.

There is, however, an indication worth poiuting out

for the future guidance of observers on this branch of
the inquiry. If we imagine that during the deposition

of any class of strata, an anticlinal uxis is formed so that

they are gradually uplifted and converted to dry land, wc
may be sure that all the strata would be found to grow
continually thinner from either side toward the axis of
elevation, at which line they would become evanescent.

Very few instances can be quoted where many strata

arc actually seen to lor continuous over the anticlinal

line. The Isle of Wight, the elevation valley of Woorl-
hnpc, (Qeoi. Abitrjcl*,) the Hampshire and Wiltshire

chalk, and some remarkable cases in Swisserlaud, seem
to be, however, sufficiently in point, and no traces of

such a diminution are there observable.

Upon the whole, then, there is a want of proof that the Geoi-ml

disturbing forces were exerted through long periods be- eoudurioo.

neath u given region, so as by many small and repeated

convulsions, all operating in the same direction, to give

the effect of one great dislocation. On the contrary we
may believe, that the time was very limited during
which several of the great dislocations and axes of dis-

turbance assumed their respective characters. Yet,
owing to the difficulty of the investigation, the question

must in many instances be left wholly undecided.

The following Tabic shows the geological periods of
many remarkable convulsions in Great Britain, and the

places where some of the most considerable effects are

manifested.

No. Goukvi ftl Period of the

. During the deposition uf the uLilet

...•••.«

. Ditto

I. Alter the Cumbrian slates and be-1
fun? the enrbouiferou* system . . J

e.

1 . During the carboniferous period . .

.

II. Before tlw adjacent rocks of thin

saliferous system taken gene- .*

rally. I

•? During the asliferous jieriod ?.....

III. After, or during? the aali/erou* 1

period ?

3 During the oolitic period
?

^

IV. After the oolitic period . .

.

2

During the chalk fieriod ? . .

.

e. After the chalk peri>.d

V. After the Loudon clay

L
/

ElTtcts anted. Locilitlo of some of the Phmomsns.
Prak.rti.rn of «(ilW- counta- Iq...,,, Wrt«, CumUrW.
Porphyry and greenstone and trajipeon I Grasmere in Westmoreland, Radnorshire, Here

conglomerate* * f fordshire, &c-

n: , . . ... - , (The Gramtiiaas, Lammerranirs, CumbrianIWmW of frnrr.iry rock. .

. j j, w„|„ chiln
, &c .

Production of old red conglomerate* . . The Highland Border, Cumbria, Ac.

Murine bed among estuary deposits . . Yorkshire.

.. , *. . f ( la all coal districts of this era, both in Ku-
Numeral* ik'loMtlOM, fiwire* of J ,„J Am„„. Ch.tn.ood, Cro.f.11

d} k«. Mtd vno*, antKliral •*», he.
\

Production of newnred conglomerate* . North of England, North of Germany.
.. . t m. f t r (Yorkshire, Mnidin hilt*, Tynemouth castle,
' <™ «' '•Aj

’
tc OT 5

J Cundll. Sc. Lrtcr of Cutubnon uraip,
d> l“ \ (Kiftliy Stfpbea.}

Unconformity. Kclloway** rock in
|

contact with the lower oolite group jCtve, Yorkshire, (p. 634.)

excluding the upper portion ...... j
rocwArad, of drt. brtwou «.«lic

l yo(W„„ Ikiwtehire did.,
anti chalk system* J

Estuary di'pjsits. Pebble beds of lower ( In the Wealds of Kent and Sussex, Lincoln-

green sand \ sliire. Isle of Wight. &c.

Pebble bed*, wasted surface of chalk. . Hertfordshire, Vale of Thames.

\ ertical strata Isle of Wight.

Marine depont* between lacustrine bed* Ditto.

The crag ........ Kv*ex aud Norfolk.

The Roman numerals are applied in the above
list to nil periods where considerable movements
are traced in direct effects of dislocation and uncon-
formity

; italic numerals to those cases where a change
m the nature of the water over given regions seems to

result from a distant convulsion ; and small letters to

mark the occurrence of the most remarkable periods of

conglomerates.

The next Table presents the result of a more extended

survey of direct convulsive effects on the Continent aud

Islands of Europe.
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No. (ji-ul«v£ic4t Period of tiie Convitlaionr

1 unit 2 \ fiefiJTt; the olil ml Saodatwie ....

K lie B )

^
y* r> 1 Before the new red Mr.d*tone ...

K* dv B J
Bvfoie the rethctodtcliegvniic . •

.

b. Be Hire the techfteia .........

c. Before th* new red landstooe .

in. t

6. ! Before the Han.

K.deB. I

iy \

7. > Before the lower green tend.

K. tie B. >

H. I Before the nptwnaoft chalk beds *

K-ilr B . I

M. i

9. > Before all the tertiary rock*. ....

K. i» 0. >

VII.
I

10. > Before the nage’.flue ...........
E. de B J

VI II. i

11. > Before Kune diluvial bed* .......

K. tie B. I

I During the formation of other

E.d»B. I
dil""*lb"1’”

Effect! note!. Locolitiei of name of the Plivaaacax.

- T*—-

{'“flS^^SffT .^“ °f

}
«*»M <»««*»- ***" «f the VosgM,

{

°

f

|
Wc.lph.lij, Belgium.

Immense dislocations and faults .... Voaget, and Block forest

Mountain ridge* of cecHstvio, Ac. .... Thunngerwald and Billunerwald.

{

Abrupt and distorted atrata ofoolitic 1 Munt Pilat, Cevennes, i'perhaps the Erige-
ijntcm birge.)

{ * If.?!?!"* !!?}
Moot v“' »«**.

Elevation* of chalk and green sand . . Pyrenees. Northern Apennines, the More*.

Del ached riilgva .................. Cornea, Sardinia, Auvergne.

Nc«<tcrlum«»pliftcJ
{ JlTujf.

A'F’

| Some dilim.1 bed. coG.ul.e.1
{

** tbe E***™ AII» *•» «» '»Ui,

Geology.

Cb. IV.

B* «*• It is to M. Efie Ho Beaumont that wo owe the im-

eineralTri

B
Pu ^w w^c^1 *l,e study of the periods of geological dis-

lOU>
*" turhance has of late received, and lie is the principal

authority for the construction of the preceding Table.

M. de Beaumont makes twelve distinct systems of con-

vulsions which are supposed to have happened at as

many distinct periods, but we do not find sufficient'evi-

donee to substantiate the division into five systems, of
the first and second of our Table. The following is De
Beaumont’s view of these five systems including applica-

tions in Great Britain for comparison with the details of
our first and second groups.

G*o4ojrirnl lVriod of th* Cfravulrinwi.

Supposed to be during th* depio«>-l

tion i»r the slate, certainly onto- >

rior to aid red kundatune ...... |

Povteriur to the greywacke slate. 1

anterior to old red sandstone. . . I

After the coal sirata and certainly)

before rottwtodtvKegende I

After the coal htrata, certainly be-

1

fure the sechitrui ...... ......

J

After the coal strata, rettainly be
j

fore th* buiitvr sanditctn . .. ./

Effect* noted. Localitlet of ionic of tli« I’linuotnena.

EWm. of w, mono!.™ ch»il»
l«'»o.p,,u. Cu,nbt..a puop, Sno.jloo, Cora-

...hoot tnuuiltoo l.tmton.
|

’ M*“’

Great faults affecting transition lime- ) Devonshire, South of Ireland, Bocage inCalra-
•tone, and anthracitic *lat«s ...... J do*, South-West border on heVosges. Hare ?

Immenn disruption* and faults of tbe i From Derbyshire to Northumberland along the
coal J Wcatena border ofYorkshire. Malvern-

Ditto. Weslpholia, Belgi urn, Mrndip, South Wale*.

Great diuuplioas.
Bl“k *°

Direction of Convulsive Movements.

Eli* ue II is impossible to make many olwervations concern-

Beaumoiit’s ing faullfl anil other dislocations of the strata, without
hypothm.

|JCj„,* strongly impressed by the fact that they commonly
follow certain struiglit lines through a country, every-

where producing analogous mechanical movements.

The length of their courses is often so considerable that

one great dislocation defines the physical geography of

a district. It has been long known that in mining Coun-
tries the faults take parallel directions, and sometimes

two or more systems of dislocations, crossing in certain

angles, were found to be of dificrent antiquity. That
dislocations were in some respects to be compared to the

eflccts of earthquakes was also well understood, but no
one before I)e Beaumont appears to hove carried his

notions of the coincidence between the lines ofconvulsion

and the direction of the great physical features of the

Globe, so far as to venture on the construction of a ge-

neral system. This excellent Geologist believes that

there is a constant dependence between the direction of

the dislocation, and the geological epoch of its occur-

rence, such that all the dislocations of the same age are

parallel to one and the same great circle of the sphere

;

and that, in most instances, dislocations of different ages
are parallel to different great circles which intersect one
another at assignable angles.

It will be readily understood that this general hypo- How to bo
thesis is not to be tested by single or small dislocations, examined

It must be examined on a great scale, by means of very am*

exact and numerous data. It is not too much to assert,

that in the present slate of Geology, the facts known are

not clear and numerous enough to support this hypothe-

sis; and on the other hand there ure not facts to warrant

the unconditional rejection of it. It must be looked upon
as a first attempt in a new field, as a generalization car-

ried to extreme ; but it is certainly founded on im-

portant data, and in several instances agrees well with

observation. The principal difficulty of applying satis-

factory tests to its consequences, arises from the uncer-

tainty of the exact date ^f many of the most characteristic

convulsions. We cannot positively tell whether the dislo-

cations of the Grampians and Lammermuirs, which take

parallel courses, were geologically synchronous or not, be-

cause the beds dislocated are not the same. Even in the

case of the great faults which followed upon the carbonife-

rous system, the limits of the geological epochs of their

occurrence are too vague for the application of such a
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Oeologr* theory. In fact, De Beaumont's 3d, 4th, and 5th period.'?

Ch. IV. may be actually synchronous ; so may his Island 2d pe-

riuds be. because their limits are indefinite on the side of

the least antiquity. Rothetodtdhegende and magne-
sian limestone cover uuconformably the coal of the

North of England, and thus define the date of the con-

vulsions ; but in the South of England these are of rare

occurrence, and often entirely wanting, and then the

new red sandstone above the coal gives only u vague
approximation to geological time.

At present these arc irremovable difficulties. We can

then, with strict propriety, only examine the question of

the dependence of the direction of dislocations on the

geological period, by comparing together, first, the direc-

tions of those dislocations which are not known to be of

different ages ; and second of those dislocations which
are known to be of different ages.

Diaiuea- The first system of dislocations is vaguely limited as
tum» not

j0 t j |ne between some part of the primary strata and the

of Mferent b*** of (he carboniferous strata. The direction of the

•gti, axis of elevation ofthe Boss mountains, the Grampians,

and Lammermuirs, prolonged into Ireland, is North-

East and South-West. This corresponds with the

general direction of the slaty rocks of Cumberland, the

Isle of Man, North Wales, and Cornwall, of the Hunds-
rflek and Tuunus. But the direction of the Devonshire

slaty rocks is nearly East and West ; so is that of the

South of Ireland, the llarz, the South-West border of

the Vosges, and the Bocage in Calvados. M. de Beau-

mont thinks these two directions belong to two periods,

the latter being more recent. This may be true ; the

hypothesis is not destroyed by the discrepancy, but we
must demand clearer evidence of its truth.

The second system is more accurately limited than

the former, since the scries of rocks dislocated is gene-

rally mure complete, and the undisturbed strata are of

nearly the same antiquity. Three prevalent directions arc

recognised. The first is nearly North and South from

the course of the Tyne to that of the Trent ; it is parallel

to the axis of the vale of Clwydd and to the chain of the

Malvern*. The second is nearly East and West, in South
Wales and the Mendip hills, and along the Tyne ; West
North-West and East South-East in C’hnrimood forest

;

West North-West and East South-East in Craven

;

East and West in Belgium ; East North-East in the

valley of the Meuse and Westphalia; North-East and
South West, or North-West and South-East in Shrop-
shire and Radnorshire. The third is North and South,

or North-West awl South-East, from Basle to Mayence.
Some of these cases of discordant direction occur

along the same dislocation, as, for instance, the great

Belgian axis of disturbance from Westphalia up the

Meuse and through France to Boulogne; in other

cases the difference of direction may correspond to a

difference of age : but this has not been proved, and
ought not to be assumed.

Dbincii- We may now turn to consider the relative directions

to'be of dif
,^sl°cat 'ons different ages. M.de Beaumont him-

b-reutagt*. 8C^ has found several instances of dislocations of un-
equal antiquity following the same parallels of direction.

The North-East and South-West direction of the first

system of disturbance is repeated in the fourth. (Soveuth

of De Beaumont.) The North and South ili region of

Home dislocations of the second system (third of Dc
Beaumont) is repeated in the seventh. (Tenth of De
Beaumont.) We shall add some other coincidences. The
East and West direction of the South-Wales coal field is

VOL. VI.

the same as that of the great fractures along the Isle of Cu^h-gy

Wight; the great Cleveland dyke of 70 miles in length, *-'!». IV.

which cuts the oolites, is nearly parallel to the older
'*"**'"*J

elevation of Charnwood and the great faults in Cruven.
Again, it is a general law of most mining districts to
have their principal productive veins running nearly
East and West, and crossed by others North and South.
Is it to be supposed that veins which are parallel are
universally of the same age ? Is it not very well known
that they are not so?
These difficulties seem wholly insuperable in the pre-

sent state of the Science. It seems not possible from
elemeuts so uncertain and confused to rise, by a legiti-

mate process, to any sound conclusion, at once exact
and universal in its application. Any hypothetical con-
nection between gcodcsical lines and the directions of
disrupted strata appears liable to interminable difficulty,

from the excessive number und various direction of the
dislocations. Any line drawn through any Country, not
far removed from a great axis of disturbance, will be
found more or less parallel to some of the cracks or
faults which depend upon that axis. If, rejecting these
minor phenomena, we limit our evidence to the grrat
lines of mountains, the data are too few and too dis-
joined for satisfactory induction. To show by what
evidence M. de Beaumont has himself been led to adopt
his hypothesis, we may abstract his original account of
two systems of disturbance, the one detailing minute,
the other more general evidence.

Three small granite eminences in the Cote d’Or, near Seventh
Sombernon, which accompany the disruption of Jura ot

limestone there, range in a line North-East and
I)e

?
rau’

South-West, parallel to the summit ridge of the Cote
,nul1 '

d’Or. The line of these granite points being considered
part of a geodesical circle, and prolonged in each direc-
tion, is found to coincide with several rernurkabie geolo-
gical accidents or disturbances. In the North-East, for

instance, it coincides with dolomitic Jura limestone
and steep dips at Suxy, between Langres ami Dijon,
with the hot springs and magnesian muschelchalk of
Bourbunne les Bains, with the basaltic eminence of
Essey, South of Luneville, and with the granitic pro-
tuberance of Albersweiler, between Annweilcr and
Landau.

Another line of disturbance parallel to the preceding
is indicated, and it is observed, that from Puny (Saone ct

Loire) to Plombieres, (Vosges,) the great line of valley

watered by the Bourbonne and Saone is perfectly

parallel. This line prolonged into Germany passes
along the line of the valleys of the Mayn and the Saal,

through Wittenberg to Leipzig, and is parullel to the
Erzgebirge and Mittelgebirge.

Now all these dislocations were probably produced at

the same geological epoch, which, though inferred from
the general phenomena along the line, is determined
more exactly in consequence of an extension of this

system of faults by a series of parallels retiring to the
South-East, till we arrive in the Department of the

Rhone, where the Jura limestone and chalk occur toge-
ther, the former dislocated, the latter undisturbed. The
direction of these parallels of disruption is at Dijon,

North-East and South-West. In the Jura a great num-
ber of undulations in the stratu range parallel to a line

North 40° East, or North 453
East, and, bring some-

times filled with green sand deposits, are clearlv of the

same dale as the other disruptions mentioned above.

The insulated chain of the Pyrenees, ouc of the most
5 K
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remarkable in Europe, forma the haae of the ninth ijfitrm.
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Many observation* prove that the chalk ami green sand

arc here uplifted with the primary rocks, hut the later

tem ofYte tertiary deposit* lie level against their slopes, and some

Beaumoat. were deposited from n sea which washed the base of the

already elevated mountains. The general direction

of the chain, from Cape Ortegal in Galicia, to Cape
Creuss in Catalonia, is a little South of East; but this

general chain is composed of partial ridges w hose axes

are parallel to one another, and directed West North'
West and East South-East.

This direction belongs to the disturbance* of the

same date in Provence and near Nice, and is recognised

in the Apennines, at least in the Northern part, and in

the Country of Naples, and along the South shore of

Sicily. The South-Western boundary of the N&gelfiue,

iti Swisseriand, appears to correspond with the Pyreneo-

Apenniue line, as do likewise the Dalmatian and
Croatian summits, the valleys of the Save and the

Drove, the line of the Rhodopean mountains, and the

ridge which crosses the Straits of the Bosphorus.

Similar directions seem to be tracrable in Greece; and
as far as the evidence yet collected goes, the date of the

elevation of all these chains is the same. The Carpathian

range, parallel to the Dniester, falls into the same
system with a small line of granitic and syenitic rocks
along the Elbe near Dresden, and the mean courses of

the metallic veins of the ilarx.

Extending his views, M. de Beaumont finds some
traces of the Pyreneo-A pennine system in Africa and
Syria, in the Caucusttg and the Ghauts of India

;
but the

imperfect stale of information concerning the Geology
of these Countries renders the inferences concerning them
of less value than those which relate to the North
American mountains. On prolonging the Pyreneo*

Apenninc circles across the Atlantic hy llecln and Green-
land to the New World, we find it descend parallel to

the Alleghanies and their Northern connection*, which
have determined the form of the Eastern shore of North
America; and, as appears by the statements of Trans-
atlantic Geologists, were probably uplifted between the

age of the chalk and the latest of the stratified rocks.

Such remarkable accordances of epoch and linear

direction, over so enormous a length upon the surface of

the Globe, cannot, saysDe Beaumont, be the result of

chance, but of a regularly acting internal cause. Those
who admit the generalization, usually imagine the cflccts

to depend upon periodical fractures of the crust of the

Globe through the cooling of its interior, so that the

crust contracts convulsively with lines of fracture paral-

lel to some gTeat circle of the sphere.
More Relinquishing for the present any further attempt to
uni in- cQnrtmci n general system of relation between the age

md direction of dislocations, we may still find it useful

to inquire what laws of direction belong to dislocations

iu a limited district.

The remarks already made, pp. 543, 514, 597, 598,

and in the Section on Mineral Veins, will render it un-

necessary here to do more than state a single case of the
parallelism of trap dykes, which has been furnished hy
Archdeacon Verschoyle, in the North-West part of Mayo
and Sligo. (Proceedings of the Geol. Soc. !b33.) He
describes no less than eleven basaltic and amygdaloid*!
dykes, which, in a space of 11£ miles in breadth, tra-

verse* the Northern part of the district in a neurly
East and West direction, and cut through all the forma-
tions from the gneiss to the carboniferous limestono

One of these dykes he traced between 60 and 70 miles, ChoWim-,

and belit-ved it might be followed much further to the ^ Iv

Eastward. Two of the dykes arc crossed hy others
having a North and South direction.

Direction ofthe Strata.

It was long since remarked by Mitchell, that the di- Mitch tl?*

reel ion of the strata in auy region was generally parallel ***•

to the ranges of mountains ; a truth of greut importance
in the modern system of Geology. The prevalent range
of the strata in any Country must, however, depend
partly upon another circumstance, viz. the original line

of the Ocean boundary. Iu many parts of the Globe the

most prevalent direction of the strata is observed to be
North-East and South-West Humboldt was so stiuck

with these loxodromic lines in Europe, that he says one
of his principal inducements to visit Equinoctial America
was to examine the directions of the strata there, lie

has furnished evidence that the parallelism of the strata

to the great lines of mountains, is n general law of Nature.
M. Necker, in a communication to the Sociite d'Hia- M. Neck-

toire NolurtlU de Geneve, has shown a very unexpected

coincidence over large portions of the Northern he mi- eacts-

sphere, of the direction of the strata, and the curves of

equal magnetic intensity, as traced by Captain Sabine.

One of these curves, that of 297 seconds, traverses

Scotland In a direction North-East and South-West,
which is exactly (hat of the strata ; it keeps the same
direction by Christiania in Norway, where, according

to M. Von Bucli's observations, the strata trend North-
East and South-W'cst, and pass through Sweden,
where, according to Hisinger, the same direction of

strata predominates. On arriving at the Gulf of Both-

nia the magnetic curve turns North-West and South-
Eait, which, according to Strongways, is the direction of

the Southern border ot the Swedish and Russian granite.

The curve of 308 seconds enters Europe by Lisbon,

and passes South-West and North-East through the

Spanish Peninsula, which is nearly the line of most of

the long Sierras between the great rivers ; it passes by

tbe Cevennes, and goes parallel to the Alps ill their North-

East course to the Tyrol, but there lurux South East,

as do also the lines of stratification through Corniob,
Istrin, Croatia, Dalmatia, and the Morea, Parallel to the*e

are the Carpathian mountains. The same correspondence

between the magnetic curve and the tines ol strata is traced

through the Crimea and along the Caucasus.

In North America the magnetic curve and the stratifi-

cation range North-East and Suutb-West along the

whole Eastern coast ; in the Rocky Mountains both extend

from North North-West to South South-East: in Mex-
ico the magnetic curve takes the parallel of the Cordillera

of Anahauc North-West and South-East, and ranges

along live South coast of New Spain. Further to the

South the curves resume their course North-East and
South-West, which, according to Humboldt, is the di-

rection of the strata in Venezuela, and between the

Orinoco and the Amazous. The mighty chain of the

Himalaya, which in Nepaul bears North-West and

South-East, and turns North-East at the North-East

extremity of Bengal, is parallel to the curve of 297 se-

conds which was first noticed.

These remarkable accordances deserve the attention ol

Geologists, who must alway s receive with particular grati-

fication any results tending to connect the general facts

of the const ruction of the crust of the Earth with the liwa
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Geology. of the distribution of terrestrial magnetism, electricity,

-L* -
an<^ temPerature ‘

Effect* of Convulsion* in altering the Relations of Land
and Water.

The submarine origin of the whole stratified crust of

the Earth being admitted, and the actual elevation o
these rocks above the sea in the existing continents being

known, it is required to determine the several geolo-

gical periods w hen dilTerent parts of the solid land were

raised above the waves. It is usually taken for granted

that this effect has been produced by the several systems

of convulsions which have impressed angular move-

ments upon dislocated portions near the surface of

the Earth, and thus raised some portions and, perhaps,

depressed others. That this general impression is fre-

quently well founded, though it does not embrace the

whole truth, will apitear from the simple consideration,

that the whole configuration of the dry land, whether iu

islands or continents, i* dependent upon the direction

and elevation of the chains and groups of mouutuins,

which were certainly elevated, at various assignable

geological epochs, above the ancient sea.

Jt may he asked how is this ascertained? The mere

fact of those mountains being convulsed, and the strata

therein thrown into angular positions, does not seem to

prove that the region was elevated by such action above

the level of the sea, nor, perhaps, that it was uplifted at

all ; since it may be imugtued, with some theorists, that the

neighbouring parts were depressed, and that the general

level of the Ocean has been lowered. In answer to this

we may proceed to show that the effect of the convul-

sions was relatively to raise the convulsed parts ; that

these parts were in several instances elevated above the

sea at assignable periods; and that these effects were

independent of any imaginary depression of the general

level of the Ocean.

EU*7ntion That the effect of convulsions lias been, generally, to

th* cunse- raise the convulsed parts will appear shown by comdder-
quenco of

jng. w },aj the locus of the disturbance and (he direc-
eonvumun.

t jwn ()f The mountain chains and groups

are most certainly the foci of the disturbing forces ; for

as we pass towards them, from all sides the number and

force of the dislocations continually increase, and the

declination of the strata grows more and more violent.

The direction of the disturbing force is by the same pro-

cess of observation clearly discovered to be vertical or

nearly so, and outwards from the central regions of the

Earth. It was an expansive force, which employed its

principal efforts along certain lines and about certain

centres, there breaking and bending the strata in the

highest degree, but also lifting them up on all sides

around. As fur as we can judge, this elevation of the

mountain chains and groups was generally unaccom-

panied by any neighbouring depression, for the inclina-

tion of the strata for the most part gradually subsides to

a gentle slope, and finally vanishes in nearly horizontal

planes. Iu the mountain chain itself, various and sud-

denly reverted dips may be met with corresponding to

Utc violence of the disruption, but by a careful study

of the exterior slopes the general tendency of the con-

vulsion may be clearly deciphered.

The same data will not, however, by any means give

us right to conclude that the mountains so upli fieri were

raised above the sea, because, though we may know the

absolute height of the vertical movement, this will avail

us nothing in our ignorance of the original depth of the Geology,

water. We must examine to see whether they Iwar on I v *

any part of their surface any traces of those later marine

deposits which spread around their bases. If they do,

we may be sure they were not elevated above the sea till

after the dale of these strata; ns fur instance, the Alps,

which bear upon their crests portions of oolitic, cretaceous,

and tertiary strata, arc thus proved to be of modern ele-

vation. Ifthey do not, and the newer marine strata around

their bases have been deposited horizontally against the

slopes of the mountains, we are entitled to believe that

these had been previously reared above the sea. This con-

clusion, however, it muBt be always borne in mind, tloes

not inform ns correctly to what height they were reared

above the sea, but leaves us to infer that they have

since partaken of another movement by which these

newer strata have been placed at their present ele-

vation.

The facility of escape from many embarrassing con- SjwcuU-

sidcrations which a general depression of the level of the <,n

Ocean seemed to offer, was too tempting to speculators O cc*aleve'*

in Geology to permit them to inquire into its physical

probability. The simple question of what has become
of the vanished water was disregarded by Werner, and
perhaps never thought of by his followers. It will not

now lie sullicieut to press it into a subterranean abyss,

nor to carry it off to other planetary regions in the tail

of a comet ; we must admit that the quuulity of water

upon the Globe has been constant, or give up all pre-

tence to philosophical moderation
; and with this restric-

tion upon our inquiries it becomes easy to prove that

the level of the Ocean is confined wit Inn very narrow
limits of fluctuation, so long as the Earth s axis and ro-

tatory velocity are supposed invariable. If the level of

the Ocean be expressed either by taking its mean depth,

or the mean radius of its surface, this level may be sup-

posed variable bv reason of any local convulsive move-
ments of the dry land or bed of the sea, any change of

dimensions of the whole Globe, or any alteration of the

mean temj>erature of the water. First of temperature.

If we take the mean temperature of the Ocean at the

Equator SI. 5 F. its temperature at the Poles 0.0 F. on
the surface, and at some depth (tf) 81.5 F. ; and

suppose, in conformity with inferences from organic re-

mains, that the whole surface of the Globe was formerly

subject to a temperature equal to that of tike Equator

;

the Ocean at that period must have been defined by a
longer radius.

The expansion of the Polar waters, supposing them Variable

to have been fresh, would be at the surface only to the with change

extent of 4*.0, because at temperature 0°.0 F. fresh water ,e*np®fa-

occupie? nearly the same space as at 77°,5 ; at nearly
an?u

half the depth (d) it would expand through 42°.75, at

the depth (d) nothing. Average expansion = 22°.

4

which corresponds to of the depth. If we suppose

d to be 10,000 feet, the Polar expansion = 54 feet.

But if we suppose the water to have been salt, the ex-

pansion at the Polar surface, from O’.O F. to

C1 - „ 81 1 81 1 .

al ',F =
IFo * To = 5555 “44th

of the depth : and at other latitudes

= — X siue lat.
.
10000 „And —— feet s= 228 feet,
44

which would give a mean rise of the Ocean =76 feet.

5 k 2
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It is evident that stkh fluctuations of level, however

real, arc not adequate to explain the desiccation of large

tracts of land.

What might lie the effect of a general change of

dimensions of the (ilol>e, through variation of its own
temperature, is beyond our power of investigation, be-

cause we do not know in what ratio the solid and liquid

parts of the Globe would alter their dimension*.*

We may, however, consider the effect of a general

change of dimension ofthe nucleus of the Globe, suppos-

ing the superficial temperature unaltered. According to all

analogy of organic forms, the Globe may he supposed to

have grown cooler continually, and thus to have con-

tracted in bulk ; but this, by shortening the mean ra-

dius. would cause the Ocean level to rise upon the land,

which is contrary to the cfTect we wish to explain. If

we even allow, for the sake of argument, an augmenting

diameter to the Globe, this must go to a very great

amount before the level of the Ocean, as compared to the

land, would be sensibly affected. If the Ocean be 5 miles

deep, the diameter of the Earth must be augmented 1$

miles to cause the level of the water to sink relatively 10

feet, and to sink it half a mile the radius of the Ocean
must augment 400 miles. It i* unnecessary to prose-

cute this inquiry, for a sinking of half a mile would be

insufficient lor the desiccation of the whole dry land, even

allowing the great mountains to have heen uplifted.

The most interesting part of the inquiry remains lobe
more carefully examined—the variability of the Ocean
level in consequence of displacements of the solid land.

We shall put the case in three forms, and according to

each of these imagine the present continents to be de-

pressed beneath the waters of the Ocean, as they once

certainly were.

First, we may suppose no vacuum to exist below the

crust of the Earth, nor any receptacle occupied by air or

gases into which the solid land could sink, but that a

sinking in one place should he compensated by a rising

in another, so that the cubic dimensions of the Globe
should remain unchanged. Moreover, to put the case to

extreme, it may be a condition that the land shall sink so

that water shall cover the whole surface. In this case

the level of the Ocean would rise, that is, the mean
radius of its curved surface would be lengthened, by a

quantity depending on the mass of the solid land sub-

mersed, and on the relative area of land and water.

This relation of area is about as 3 water to l land. The
cubic content of the solid land may be thos estimated.

In England, Wales, ami Scotland, the average height of

those conspicuous mountain masses which appear to give

shape to the whole country is about 3000 feet ; and if

wc consider this as the apex of a cone whose base is the

given area, we shall have the cubic content of the moun-

, . 3000
tain masses = —— x area. But on acccoiint of the

valtcys this quantity must be reduced to half, or

= -- - “ 500 feet, and the area = i of the whole area

of the Ishmd. In addition, the mere level parts may be
compared to a mean cone of 400 feet altitude, on an area

— $ the whole area of the idand. Then ~ = 133

• Since th * Section wm written, Mr. bait mails known
onto very interesting Views bearing oq thin Subject.

of the Geut, Sotirtf, 183U

feel, and making the sum of the bases area of the
500 -f- 400

Island, we have mean altitude = 225 feet.

This principle applied to the Continents of Asia and
America would give in round numbers about 1000 feet

mean altitude of laud ; and as the area of the expanded
Ocean would lie four times as great as the land is now,
the total mean elevation ofthe water, by the submenu n
of the whole mass of land, would he about 250 feel: a

fl—Wr.
Ch. IV.

quantity too small to be of use in exhuming any hut the

lesser order of geological phenomena, ami which may
be considered as the extreme limit of oceanic rise.

Secondly. We may suppose the existence of cavities

into which the solid land might sink, so that there may
be no elevation in another place corresponding to the

given depression. To put this also to extreme, we tnuy

imagine the very improbable case that a mass of solid

materials equal in bulk to all the solid land above the

water, should sink into a cavity, and that the surface of
the submerged land should be level. The level of the

Ocean would be nearly unaltered, except in a small de-

gree, by reason of its shallow expansion over the area of
the land. We might go on to suppose even the enor-

mously improbable case of cavities existing so large

as to admit twice the whole solid mas* of the con-
tinents, and that these should sink with an equal hulk
of materials into these cavities. Even in this case the

Ocean level would only be lowered 250 feet.

Thirdly. If wc suppose contemporaneous or succes-

sive elevations and depressions however extensive, the

Ocean level would oscillate about a constant line.

It i» evident, therefore, that by no stretch of conjee- Conelutfaa

ture, that is not absolutely monstrous, can we torture adopted,

the known luws of terrestrial arrangements into agree-

ment with the hypothesis of any but smell changes of
the level of the Occuu ; n conclusion of the highest

value, since it enables ns to argue upon that level ar a
general standard to which we may refer all the effects of
internal movements, in whatever period, and by what-

ever forces produced. It must be remarked, however,

that it fixes no limit* to the effects of the temporary vio-

lence induced in the Ocean by such movements, bccause

thesc effects would be proportioned to the impulse with

which they were attended.

It ap|ienrs that we cannot in all cases understand the Gradual

possibility of the elevation of land out of the sea by the devotion of

mere effect of local convulsive movements, but must in
land ’

addition admit the gradual rise of large tract* of land

whether convulsed or not at some earlier epoch. Eng-
land is an unexceptionable example ; and probably every

Country will be found to require the same admission.

The necessity for admitting this gradual elevation of the

whole country, is first suggested by the difficulty of
otherwise accounting for the altitude of the tertiary and
other mnrinc strata, which have been deposited long

since the great convulrions which partially or completely

raised the primary and other old systems of rocks, and

are, in general, remarkably free from the truces of any

such events. The older Geologists relieved themselves

from this dilemma, by inventing the gradual diminution

of the level of the Ocean ; the moderns meet the diffi-

culty by supposing a gradual intumescence of the land.

The former mode has been proved to be incredible, the

latter we certainly do not yet understand, but it is not at

variance with the established facts of convulsive ele-

vation.

Where convulsive movements can be traced in their
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Geology. effects we have a pond local cause for the local elevation
Ch. IV. 0f ancient bed of the sea; but where no such move*

ments can be traced, and yet the land is raised far above

the sea, it b clear that we must neither admit convul-

sion, nor deny the relative change of level of land and
water. Now the areas of country which are elevated,

but not convulsed, ill such a way as to account for this

elevation, are very extensive. The greatest portion of

the level regions of the Globe is thus circumstanced. In
many instances we might plausibly explain the facts by

supposing that the same localities (as mountain chains

and groups) which hail been in very ancient periods

liable to great convulsive movement, were during later

periods influenced by more gradual and continual sub-

terranean expansion, so as to bear up on their slopes the

newer strata formed and in process of formation. This
would apply to England, whose great centres of old

convulsions are nearly confined to the Western borders,

and it seems equally suitable to most Countries whose
lines of mountains correspond with the general figure.

The principle, once admitted however, will be found

applicable to all situations, and equal to solve a very

difficult class of problems in Geology. It may even

clear our way through cases of alternate elevation and
depression, such as the Temple of Scrap!* on the Nea-
politan shore; for whatever be the cause of local intu-

mescence, it may be discontinuous or intermittent, and
elevation in one quarter may be counterbalanced by de-

pression in another.

Proposal of But is such an assumption of local subterranean ex-

a h\ p<>- pansion consistent with what is known of the interior

cm constitution of the Globe, or is it a vain speculation ?
tki»suljcct. $0 little is known of the interior of the Glohc, that

almost any hypothesis is safe from coming into collision

with that knowledge, provided it allows of given mean
density, and a specific gravity increasing toward the

centre. Newton supposed the spheroid to be homoge-
neous ; it has been found that this supposition is by no
means necessary to fulfil the observed conditions of the

problem of the Earth’s figure, and the irregularities of

attraction indicated by the pendulum experiments, and
of curvature by direct meridional measures, seem to

show- that the concentric masse* of the spheroid may not

be of uniform density.

This being allowed, there would seem no objection to

suppose that the densities along any one radius of the

spheroid arc variable
,
by reason of intestine movements

among the unequally dense parts of the concentric

masses, and this would exactly answer the conditions of

the geological problem. For the length of any radius

of llte heterogeneous spheroid would necessarily vary

with the densities; ami considering the small propor-

tion of the height of the land above the mean radius

of the latitude, it is clear that small internal changes in

a length of 4000 miles would easily account for varia-

tions on that line to the extent of 1000 feet or yards.

This hypothesis would give a gradual and protouged

elevation in some parts and corresponding depressions

in others ; it would not affect in a sensible degree the

astronomical elements of the Planet, but would change

more or less completely iis hydrographical boundaries.

It appears consistent with the inference to which we were
conducted while studying the phenomena of mineral

veins, (p. 777.) vis. that under the same region of stra-

tified rocks different sorts of igneous rocks had been at

different times developed ; and at all events may be
used as a first contnbut.on toward a sound mathematical

theory of general subterranean movements independent GvoIokv.

of volcanic convulsions. C’b. IV.

We may now attempt a brief sketch of the relations of
land and water in particular regions, during the successive

geological periods, and notice the character of the agen-

cies concerned in producing them.

It is sufficiently evident that we are precluded from
any attempt to assign these relations generally, because wc
cannot know what tracts of land were once raised above
the sea. ami have since been submersed. This applies

with great force to the periods, whatever they were,

which preceded the formation of what wc call primary
strata; for concerning the question of the existence of
land during those periods we cannot even offer a con-
jecture, except upon the basis of inquiries into'thc re-

mains of tercstriul organic forms imbedded in these

strata. The evidence which they afford negatives, as

far as it goes, the existence of land plants ; but it is

chiefly by the great extent ond uniformity of character of
these deposits, and by the absence from them in the

lower parts of marks of littoral or fluviatile action,

that Geologists might justify a belief that little or no
dry1 land divided the wide primeval Ocean. We pass to

consider the state of things during the primary period.

It is admitted that the greatest effects of thcelevatory During die

movements which can be traced in the existing ranges primary

of mountains were posterior to the primary deposits ;
P*0**1 -

but there are good grounds for believing that dry land

in some (unknown) situations began to furnish vegeta-

ble rcliquie. during, perhaps, the whole of the period

occupied in the deposition of the clay slate system.

First, there is the certainty that some disturbing effects of
igneous agency arc traceable among very old members
of this vast group of rocks, (p. 571.) Secondly, the

existence of carhonaceous matter (anthracite) among the

newer slates. Thirdly, according to different authors,

iu the upper parts of the series occur various land plants.

It is highly interesting to observethe coincidence oftwo At the ram-
classes of results bearing oil the relation of land and reenccawnt

water at this epoch. Some of the most extensive aiul ‘’f 1!* cmI“

important physical features on the Western side of the
e.,^k

r<K1*

basin ofEurope have resulted from convulsionspreceding *

this epoch, which certainly raised out of the sea many
remarkable ranges of high ground ; and the most con-
siderable accumulation* of land plants which have fur-

nished the substance of coal in Europe and North
America, followed those convulsions, it may, perhaps,

eventually be possible to derive, from the comparison of
the local centres ofelevation with the limited fields or

coal, some conclusions as to the place and other circum-
stances of growth of the vegetables ; at present we shall

only venture three remarks, 1. The deposit of coal

plunts doc* not in general follow immediately, but after

some interval, the uplifting of certain tracts of land
; lor

between the uplifted primaries and the phytiferous se-

condaries, great thicknesses of conglomerates holding
few or no plants, and beds of limestone full of marine
shells intervene. 2. The plants which most predomi-
nate in the older parts of the carboniferous deposits m
Great Britain (conifer®) appear like the vegetation of a
mountain district in a warm climate, while those which
abound in the younger deposits of the same period

(cactiace®, cqmsetacew, Ac.) may be more successfully

compared to plants of plains and marshes. 8. The
coal basins appear related in position to the ranges of
primaries uplifted before the deposition of coal, and not

to those of subsequent age*. This is an important fact.
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and must be further developed. On the Geological Map
of the British I sles, (pi. i.) the local relation of the primary

and carboniferous strata may be seen, and it will be ob-

served that the latter form a broad belt parallel to the

general course, entering into the indentations, and sur-

rounding the insulated eminences of the termer. But
along the ranges of the Alps and Pyrenees, no such bands

of carboniferous rocks occur. The British primaries were
uplifted before the carboniferous period, the great Euro-

pean ranges after. Coal is, however, not uniformly

spread over all the area of the carboniferous rocks. It

occurs in the great valleys of the Forth and Clyde, between

the Grampian and Lammormuir ranges, in valleys of the

Lammermuir; (Sanquhar;) round the Cumbrian moun-
tains ; round the Welsh mountains; in hollows of the

Anglcsca primaries. Besides these remarkable juxta-

positions, the long range of the great Northern coal

fields is still partiully united with (he coal deposits en-

circling the Cumbrian and Welsh mountains ; and it is

only by the effect of immense subsequent convulsions, and
the consequent unconformity of the saliferous formation,

that it docs not now appear completely united with them.

The immense coal deposits of Ireland are in the same
way surrounded by primary strata, which were raised

above the sea before the accumulation of the coal. Pa-

rallel to the Hundsrdck and to the Tauuus and Ardennes,

which were derated about the same early period, lie the

coal deposits of Saarbruck, the Netherlands, and W«st-
phalia. Comparing this statement with the inferences

concerning the growth of the plants of the carboniferous

period, (p. 594— 597,) and with the peculiarities of the

several coal fields, we seem to find a fair Imsis for reason-

ing concerning (he original habits of fossil plants, which
may eventually lead to important results.

The elevatory movements consequent upon the depo-
sition of coal appear to have been very general and ex-

tensive, and in the barin of Europe to have materially

contracted and altered the boundaries of the sea. In
England, especially, this effect is clearly shown, by the

rising above the sea of the large tract reaching from the

Tweed to the Trent, and including nearly the whole of

the space between Berwick, Carlisle, Liverpool, and
Nottingham ; thus forming a large and ncurly united
tract from the Pentium! Frith to Cheshire. To the same
periods we must refer a large augmentation of the previ-

ously elevated regions of Wales, It will thus appear

that nearly all the Northern and Western parts of the

Island of Great Britain were then raised above the sen,

which still flowed over the sites of all the Midland, East-

ern. and Southern Counties. The greater part of Ireland

had also emerged. Besides these greater elevations,

some smaller tracts, which now appear as detached

groups of mountains, were then conspicuous as islands.

Char nwood forest, the Dudley district, and Mendip
arc examples. The Cumbrian mountains were half sur-

rounded by a sinuous arm of the sea, which washed the

feet of the Penine chain from Kirkby Stephen to Bramp-
ton, expanded into the Southern Counties of Scotland,

and perhaps connected itself along what is now a part of
the Irish Sea, with a great diversified gulf in Cheshire,
Warwickshire, Leicestershire. (See Map, pi. i.) To
the East of a line drawn from Newcastle through
Nottingham to Exeter, we may suppose it to have been
all an open sea as fur as the Ardennes and the llnrz.

It thus appears that some of the marking features or
British and European Physical Geography are of very
high antiquity

;
and however modified in detail, by sub-

sequent internal movements and superficial wasting, Geolojty.

their larger proportions and general effect in those early IV.

periods may be very well judged of from the characters

which they retain at present.

It might appear that, during the saliferous period, the

elevated lands nourished no gTeat prolusion of vege-
tables ; for throughout the whole of Great Britain the

magnesian limestone and new red sandstone system
is wholly, or very nearly so, devoid of such remains;
and though in a few places in Germuny plants are found
in some parts of this system, they rather confirm than
oppose the general inference.

It does not seem possible to trace any close depend-
ence of the local character of the saliferous system upon
the circumstances of the Physical Geography of the re-

gion ; for, correctly speaking, there is very little of local
character, except what is imparted by the unequal ex-

tension of the limestone groups ; and these are probably
wholly derived from marine decompositions. Along the

Vosges mountains, perhaps, a peculiar sandstone con-
glomerate may have been derived from these mountains.

Scarcely any thing in Geology is more remarkuble
than the great uniformity of appearance of such exten-
sive deposits as those of the saliferous system, with such
few remains either of marine or of terrestrial reliquia*.

The prevalent red colour of this system is of itself a cir-

cumstance of great interest, though of uuknown origin.

In many cases this colour is derived from a superficial

coating of oxide of iron round the internally clear

quurtz grains ; and there can be no doubt that chemical

ugcncies were then in operation of a very extensive and
very remarkable kind. It is difficult to avoid believing

that the life of the marine mollusca and radiaria was
much controlled by these agencies.

The deposits between the coal system and the tertia- Before tha

ries succeed one another so regularly in England, and
even throughout Europe, that it is perhaps impossible 1

to explain the successive parallel outcrops of the se-

veral struts, except by supposing a gradual elevation of
the pre-existing land, or a gradual retreat of the Ocean.
This problem becomes, however, still more intricate when
we add the following general truths: 1. That in Eng-
land the oolitic strata, w hich succeed the red marls, form
hills of greater height than any one point of the sali-

ferous formation ; the .same is true for Germany and
France. 2. That there exist beyond the general range

of the oolitic outcrops, many iar detached hills of these

strata resting on and overlooking broad plains of red

marl, which seem to be in an undisturbed position. It

is obvious in these instances that (lie surface has been

subjected to eAormous waste by the violence of watery

currents; in every theory of diluvial or alluvial action

it is supposed that these denudations were performed

upon the dried and elevated land ; but few speculators

have had the boldness to attempt the aolution of the

difficulty, by assuming that the inversion of relative

level between the red sandstone and the oolitic systems

is wholly due to the wasting action of water.

Perhaps we shall best consult the true interests of the

Science by not insisting much upon any mode of ac-

counting lor these yet insufficiently examined questions;

but it seems right to observe, that u gradual elevation of

the South-Eastern parts ofEngland, parallel to the line of

the oolites, and prolonged in duration through the whole
period ol the saliferous, oolitic, cretaceous, and tertiary

rocks, would fully agree with the general physical features

of the surface ol the district, the minuter inequalities of
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Geology, which may certainly be ascribed to superficial watery
Cb. IV. action. This view appear* to agree well with the general

character of the upper saliferous, oolitic, and cretaceous

deposits, which exhibit many repetitions of analogous

rocks and fossil*, many deposits of limestone and clay,

such os might lie formed in quiet or deep waters, with

but few beds of sandstone. From some of these local

sandstones wc learn the fact, that some parts of the

land which borders the oohtifcrous sea, nourished a va-

riety of plants, characterised upon the whole by a pre-

dominance of vascular crvptogamia and coniferous pha-

nerogam ia, <1 ifierent from those of the older coal tracts.

Effect* of Convulsiont on the Deposition of Strata and
on Organic Life.

The formation of extensive conglomerates has been

already shown to be u natural consequence of convul-

sive movements ; and it is in some c»j*es very probable

that the disturbance was centred in live immediate vici-

nity of these accumulation*. But it would be a gratui-

tous contraction of a very interesting field of research to

limit our inquiries into the effects produced by subter-

ranean movements on the deposition of strata, if we did

not take into consideration the peculiarities of mineral

character belonging to the several systems of marine
deposits, the alternations of marine and fresh-water

rocks, and the successions or races of organic beings.

What dependence there may be lartweeu these pheno-
mena nn the one hand, and subterranean movements on
the other, will undoubtedly l>e revealed by the progress

of inductive Geology, and results of a very interesting

kind will flow from such a discovery. At preseut, we
can only sketch a dim outline of a subject os yet scarcely

emerging from obscurity.

JMineral Character$ of the System* of Strata.

Actual pro- Sedimentary deposits, whether they are occasioned

nature
by the action of streams and floods from the land,

or of tides and currents in the Ocean, have a mine-
ral character depending on the nature of the mate-
rials acted upon. The same great stream may, accord-

ing as its different feeders predominate in their action,

deposit materials of different quality ; there may be in

such deposits effect* depending on the season of the

year, but all such differences arc periodical, and a scries

of alternations of given mineral aggregate* is the result.

The action of the tides in a certain direction, is also

liable to periodical variations of intensity ; the coasts

worn by tides may be unequally affected at different

times, and the accessions of materials from the land may
be irregular ; still these minute inequalities are almost
wholly lost when we contemplate the average results of
a long-continued course of the same tidal actioo.

Deep-sea currents, so long os they follow the same
channels, can hardly be supposed to produce any but
very uniform admixtures of sedimentary ingredients.

When, therefore, wc find a series of sedimentary strata

to consist of repetitions of the same materials, or of re-

curring alternations ofdifferent materials, the whole is rea-

sonably referred to a series ofthe same, or similarly alter-

nating effects of watery action upon the same tract of land,

the same line of coasts, or the same channels of the sea.

On the contrary, the suppression of owe class of de-

posits, and the production of another, clearly marks
out to us that the water has ceased its action on tin:

land, coast, or Ocean bed, which it formerly wasted, and Geology,
transferred its attacks to a new quarter. Cb. IV.

It was not the perception of these simple laws of mo- 1

dem nature but a clear recognition of their effects in

older periods, that led Geologists to agree in classing

together portions of the innumerable layers or strata

into certain groups or formations, ucoording as they

are identical or analogous in their nature, very gra-

dually change from one to another, or consist of a series

of recurring mineral terms ; and in dividing these groups

at the points where new terms appear and old ones are

suppressed. Thus ihe suppression of red marl, and the

introduction of blue clays, mark* the boundary of the

saliferous and oolitic forrnurinn* ; the suppression of
oolite, ond the introduction of green sands, marks the

limit of the oolitic and cretaceous formations.

Whatever view we adopt of the origin of sedimentary unirtr-

rocks, there can be no doubt that, even from the earliest sal strata,

geological period, the bed of the sea must have been
composed in different regions of different materials

;

this must have been the case, even if we carry back our
thoughts to that remote epoch where wc may suppose
that nothing solid existed at the surface of the Globe,

except the products of heat : for these, in fact, contain

nearly all t lie varieties of minerals, and nearly all the

elements of the composition of stratified rocks. The
very curliest formations which we have yet succeeded in

tracing, exhibit themselves in two very distinguishable

masses
;
the gneiss and mica schist system on the one

hand, and the clay slate system on the other. When,
by the partial elevation of these rocks above tbe level of
the sea, the Ocean was divided into separate parts, local

differences of the sedimentary, and even chemical depo-
sits, must speedily have resulted ; and as the extent of

land increased in any particular region of the Globe, the

deposits in the residuary seas thereabout must necessa-

rily have become more and more dissociated from those

of other regions.

It is, therefore, very evident that there can be no uni-

versal strata ; that during thi greater part of the geolo-

gical periods, rocks of very different nature may, and,

indeed, must have been contemporaneously deposited

;

although, according to the circumstance of the cases,

the peculiar products of one region may have been, by

oceanic currents or other cause*, mixed with those of

another, and so a continual or interrupted analogy be-

tween the aeries of strata in each maintained.

We have now arrived nt the point when the coordination CHnnj-iitK

of the diversity of sedimentary aggregates in a given «*lira*nu

oceanic basin with subterranean movements, and tbc

dependence of the former ou the latter, inay be pre-
t err*oeon

sented in the form of a very probable inference. Geo- mor*.

logists have long been accustomed, while reasoning on meats,

the phenomena of tertiary rocks, to recognise the prin-

ciple of the dependence of the local difference between

contemporaneous strata in different basins upon the

physical structure of the region from which the mate-

rials of these strata were derived. It has been already

shown that the successive diversity of strata in the

same basiu can only be understood by admitting that tbe

different sediments were brought from different regions;

it is evident that for this end the drainage of the land,

the flow of the tide, or the direction of oceanic currents,

must have been changed : this can only be ascribed to

an alteration in ’he local relations of land and water,

that is to say, to subterranean movements.

When this change of the sedimentary deposits is sud-
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(•folngy. den and complete, we may generally feel assured that it

C!». IV. is owing to violent .subterranean movements, which have

opened a new communication with the basin ; the exact

site of the centre of convulsion may perhaps not be as-

certainable, though in some particular instances the di-

section of the new currents may he inferred, and thence

their local origin conjectured. When the changes of

sediment arc gradual or alternate, we must apply cor-

responding inferences with greater caution.

In some cases slight movements might accomplish

great changes in the nature of the deposits. The map
of the terraqueous Globe shows us how easily, at parti-

cular places, the waters of different oceanic alcei might

be brought into union by the lowering of an isthmus or

the opening of a strait. If the Mediterranean were con-

nected through the Red Sea with the Indian Ocean,

would not the de|>osit» in each of them be reciprocally

influenced ? Such internal movements as might occasion

this appear trifling when compared to the disturbances

which we know to have been many times effected within

the range of geological chronology.

Successire Races of Marine Animals.

Local If, in consequence of internal movements, a given
change of basin was opened to the reception of cm rents and *edi-

ment from a new quarter of the Ocean, it could scarcely

happen otherwise than that a change should arise in

the inhabitants of that basin, by the extinction of sonic,

and the introduction of other species. If we except the

earliest aeries of fo&siliferous deposits, there is nothing

in Geology to iudicate that the distribution of species

over the Globe was regulated by different laws from

those which now prevail ; (he superficial temperature of

the Globe was perhaps more equable, and for this reason

organic forms might be more extensively distributed,

there might be less local distinction than at present, but

yet each species had its definite boundaries, and dif-

ferent regions were characterised by peculiar races.

Upon the establishment of a communication from one
such region to another, there must necessarily be a

tranferenct of organic life, at least in one direction, ac-

cording to the locomotive habits of the creatures, and
the influence of currents upon them aud their ova, and
oiher circumstances.

It was with this in view that the passage (p. 553.) relating

to the succession of races, corresponding to successive

deposits, on a given part of the Ocean beds, was written.

How remarkable is the coincidence of great convul-

sions, decided changes of mineral aggregations, and
substitution of new organic remains, needs only to be

mentioned ; for these three orders of effects are all

combined in modern Geology to characterise the groups

or systems of stratified rocks.

Fresh-water and Marine Alternations.

Few geological phenomena declare more plainly their

dependence upon ancient convulsions than the alterna-

tions in a given basin of strata, of fresh-water and ma-
rine deposits. Not that in every case where we see
fluviatile or even lacustrine shells alternating with ma-
rine exuvi*, we must suppose the levels of land and
sea to have been changed, because at the mouths of
some rivers thus might happen from (he bursting of a
lake, a violent inundation, or even ihe natural course of
things ; but when, as in the coal field of Yorkshire, over

the marine deposits lies a great mass of matter derived Geology,

from the land, and in this a particular layer of marine Ch. IV.

exuvie ; when, as in the Weald of Sussex, we observe
above the marine deposits of the oolites a great thick-

ness of fluviatile deposits covered by marine green sands

;

or, as in the Isle of Wight aud the basin of Puris, see

really lacustrine marts aud limestones interposed among
reallv marine strata ; the conclusion seems inevitable

that these are effects of changes in the relative level of
land and sea. It would, however, be too much to as-

sert in every case that the internal movements tcere

centred near the places where we witness some of the
effects; on the contrary, wc may perhaps probably ofleu

be merely looking upon the consequences of convulsions
which happened at great distances of space, and which
produced near their centres of action wholly different

phenomena. This mode of interpretation applies very
well to those instances in which repeated alternations

of marine and fresh-water productions occur without any
indications of corresponding local disturbance. (See
p. 591.) As an example, we may cite the marine la-

custrine formation of the Isle of Wight, (p. 674.)

The Weald of Sussex.

One very obvious effect of convulsive movements, Applicfuoo

whether sudden or gradual, must always be a more ra- lo “ C4,,M!

pid rate of waste, both in the land and ulong the coasts,

than usual. It will, no doubt, be possible hereafter to
* *

draw from the varying rate of sedimentary aggregation
in a given basin, some important evidence concerning the
amount and duration of the internal movements which
caused a more than ordinary accumulation of materials

in the sea.

By combining with this the results of an inquiry into

the local site of the convulsion, as inferred from the di-

rection of new sediments, we may eventually be able to

point out, with more or less probability, the original sites

of these materials, and thus show how in ancient periods
the wasting of one given tract of elevated rocks, has
contributed materials for the accumulation of new depo-
sits in the sea.

So long as, in the prosecution of this research, we
confine ourselves to the methods of the inductive philo-
sophy, our progress will be rrul though slow ; new cir-

cumstances will arise to quicken the process and solidify

the results, and light will gradually break in upon the
yet obscure problem of the physical geography of early

geological periods.

Mr. Lycll's persevering investigations into the his-

tory of the tertiary strata have produced a very remark-
able attempt to determine the local origin of the mute-
rials of the English tcrtittrics, and the local seat of the
corresponding subterranean disturbances.

The geographical relation of the anticlinal axis of
Sussex and Hampshire to the tertiary deposits on either

slope, has long fixed the attention of Geologists: it

was proved by Dr. Buckland, that the tertiary basins of
Hampshire and London were once, at least, p«artially

connected ; it was known that the first deposits above
the chalk were such as to indicate prolonged action of
agitated waters, that the subterranean surface of the
chalk was uneven, and that among the tertiary deposits
were abundance of pebbles apparently derived from wa-
ter-rolled chalk flints.

Mr. Lyell supposes that “ the chalk of the South-East
of England, together with many suhjaceut rocks, may
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Otology, have remained undisturbed till after the commencement
Ck-D* of the tertiary period. When at length the chalk was

upheaved and exposed to the action of the waves and

currents, it was rent and shattered, so that the subjacent

secondary strata were exposed at the same time to de-

nudation. The waste of these rocks, composed chiefly

of sandstone and clay, supplied materials for the tertiary

sands and clays, while the chalk was the source of the

flinty shingle, and of the calcareous matter which we
And intermixed with the London clay. The tracts now
separating the basins of London and Hampshire were

those which were first elevated, and which contributed

by their gradual decay to the production of the newer
strata. These last were accumulated in deep submarine

hollows, formed probably by the subsidence of certain

parts of the chalk, which sank while the adjoining tracts

were rising.'
1

( Principle* of Geology, vol. iii.)

Without following the range of ingenious arguments
employed by Mr. Lyell in fortifying hiw hypothesis, wo
shall notice the facts which seem most clear in their

evidence, and which can be interpreted without theoreti-

cal assumptions.

Cirrum-
certain that the Wcalden Country, with some

•lancn other tracts in the South of England, has been uplifted

ouratile to by subterranean movements, independent of that gene*
Mr Lyuda ml rise of the whole of the Eastern part of the Island
T,0,,

‘ before adverted to. (p. 788.) Whether this was ac-

complished by one or many successive movements can-

not be decided by direct evidence ; it would appear,

however, that the convulsion was not ended till after

the deposition of the whole murine tertiary series.

2. It is undoubted that the upper secondary strata

disclosed in the Weald once extended much further to-

wards the central axis, and have been exposed to enor-

mous waste and denudation. There is nothing to

negative the opinion adopted by many Geologists, that

the whole of the area inclosed between the North and
South Downs was once completely covered over by the

chalk and the subjacent green sand system; but this

admission is not really necessary to the hypothesis.

3. The tertiary basins on the Northern and Southern

sides of the axis of elevulion of the Weald, contain nearly

the same kinds of sedimentary deposits in the same order

of succession, so that both of them must certainly have
been influenced by the mechanical agency of water,

flowing under nearly the same condition®, from the same
physical region, or from regions consisting of the same
materials equally exposed to aqueous erosion.

4. The materials of the tertiary strata, in the basins

of London and Hampshire, are analogous to those which
have been removed by denudation of the Weald ; since

they consist of various coloured sands, which may be
imagined to be derived from the green sands and
Hastings sands, and of clays which may be supposed to

have been furnished by the Gault and Weald clays, and
contain pebbles which are allowed to be rolled chalk

flints.

If we could venture to add to these statements, that

the order ofsuccession among the strata of the tertiary

series was exactly that of the successive emergence of
the chalk, green sands, Weald clays, and Hastings sands,

the hypothesis would stand on much firmer basis than is

afforded by the above favourable circumstances. After

an impartial consideration of the case, we have not been
able to trace such a clear dependence of the successive

members of the tertiary series upon the nature of the
secondary strata successively wasted, as is implied in the

VOL. VI.

hypothesis, that the gradual wasting of the Weald has U«oWr.
furnished the materials for the gradual filling up of the Ch. IV.

basins of London and Hampshire.
Chalk, the secondary stratum liable to bej!r*t wasted,

and consequently to yield the materials of the lowest
tertiaries, has furnished only a mass of flints interspersed

among the variegated sands and clays, (with Very little

calcareous matter,) such as might claim origin from
those strata of the Weald which were the fax/ to undergo
the influence of littoral agitation. The lower group of
the Weald should have left a predominant moss of sands
above the other deposits in the tertiary basins.

It may be replied, in favour of the hypothesis, that the
fine particles of chalk might remain suspended, or be
entirely dissolved in the water, until the period of the
formation of the Loudon clay, which is partly calcareous

;

that the coloured sands associated with flint pebbles were
derived from the green and iron sand groups; and that
the uppermost deposit of the tertiary groups may have
consisted of sand which has since been removed.

Perhaps the most formidable of this class of objections Principal

is the total and abtolule deficiency of any of the organic uljectioo to

remains of the Wealden rocks (except in rolled chalk
flints) in any of the tertiary deposits in question. This
applies especially to the tumultuous deposits of sand and
shells which lie above the chalk ; for here surely some
of the numerous organic fossils of the green sand system,
or some few fragments of tlsc rocks, of the Hastings
sands, with plants, shells, or bones, should have been
found.

Some recognisable specimens of the shelly marbles of
the Weald clay ought, in some one locality or other, to
have been discovered in the argillaceous beds which
form a predominant feoture in the tertiary basins. If it

be remembered, that we are here speaking of very con-
tiguous districts ; that the distance which the materials

can be supposed to have been removed is only a small
number of miles ; and that it is matter of common ob-
servation, that by some currents or other, whether dilu-

vial or alluvial, of transient or prolonged duration, vast

quantities of organic remains, separate, or imbedded in

recognisable masses of sandstone, limestone, shale, and
ironstone, have been drifted fifty or one hundred miles; it

must be allowed that the total absence, from the tertiary

strata, in all situations yet examined, of any fragments
of the Wealden rocks or fossils, is a very serious difficulty

to the reception of an hypothesis which derives the one
from the other.

General View of the Slate and Pronpeclt of Geology.

A review of the preceding pages oilers abundant proof
that Geology has escaped from that critical stage through
which all Sciences, founded on observation, must pass—
the stage of speculation and dogmatism. If it has not
yet arrived at the dignity which is conferred upon Induc-
tive Science, by the establishment of very general laws,

binding together a mass ofdependent phenomena, it is

enriched with many valuable generalizations, provided
with powerful means offurther investigation, and guided by
distinct landmarks over a wide field of original discovery.

Geology is dissociated from Cosmogony, and we are no
longer made to perplex our minds with “ thoughts beyond
the limits of our frame,” no longer required to accept an
explanation of natural phenomena, founded on a viola-

tion of the laws of Nature. Leaving the impossible pro-

blem of the creation and first disposal of the matter of
b l
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Geology, the Earth to tho*e who may think there ore means of
Ch. IV. solving1

it, but ascending beyond the short annul* of

the human race to the contemplation of the earlier

epoch* of the World, Geologists endeavour to discover

the series of revolutions which have affected the Earth,

by deciphering the monuments which they have succes-

sively left.

Men may be os soon reclaimed from barbarism, and
raised to the summit of civilised excellence, as philoso-

phers induced to abandon the sweet paintings of theory

for the hard outlines of fact ; and though in the success-

ful career pointed out and followed by the Geological

Society of London, the principle of fact before theory

has been generally acted upon, it is difficult to repress

the impatience which would rather mingle truth and
fiction in a hold conjecture, than patiently separate the

gold from the dross by the regular process of analysis.

The opinion has been expressed hy high authority, and
seems to be gaining ground, that the time is arrived for

the intervention of theory, to arrange the vast mass of

facts which at present constitutes positive Geology, and

to indicate the lines of further progress toward higher

points of knowledge. It is, however, to be supposed,

that few will obey this premature call for theory, who
are aware of the many unfinished inquiries and vague

generalizations which must be settled before even n pru-

dent speculator would venture to commit himself to the

tribunal of Inductive Philosophy.

Slate of ge- Wc have now assembled many data for n theory ; but
ologital in the very labour of collecting them. men have gradually

acquired what is more valuable, a habit of limited gene-

ralization, and of continual appeal to the progress of

collateral evidence in unfolding the laws which govern

material nature, which at once restrains the presumption

of the writer and the credulity of the reader. Under
these circumstances the progress of the Science is not

doubtful, and all that can be reasonably attempted to-

ward the foundation of a theory of the Earth, is a review

of the bearing of the facts already ascertained, on some
of tlic leading problems involved in geological spccula-

• tions : wc shall thus learn what knowledge we have
gained; what inferences it will support; how that may
be augmented, and these corrected.

Lapte of Time. Geological Chronology.

All the thoughts of men are so inseparably associated

with the idea of succession, that the knowledge of any
physical fact is never satisfactory unless the lime of its

occurrence be given. The historical period of an occur-

rence is determined by reference to other events, whose
place in the series of recorded human actions, or natural

processes is known. The chronology or fixing of the

year in which any event took place is an admirable con-

trivance, the fruit of enlarged Science, which has found
the means of referring all historical events to an inde-

pendent and permanent natural scale, the movements in

the Solar system. No person proceeds many steps in
Geology, without feeling the want of some historical

scale of successive phenomena, in which to interpolate
uew terms of the series ; and though this want is to a
certain degree generally, ami for particular regions of
the Globe perfectly, supplied by tables of the superposi-
tion of strata, we still find ourselves impelled to attempt
the reduction of this historical series to the independent
scale of chronology.

This difficult problem has never been fairly entered

upon, except in the particular case of the diluvial and
alluvial deposits. Those who admit the identity of the

diluvial currents of Geologists and the Noachian flood,

and suppose, with Cuvier and De Luc. that this was “ die

last great revolution afFecting our Globe,” may be ex-

pected to feel some anxiety as to the number of years

which, on natural, that is to say, geological evidence,

can he reasonably supposed to have elapeed since that

event. In such inquiries the growth of the deltas of the

Nile, the Pn, and other rivers, the movement of the

sands of Libya, the excavation of river-courses, may all

be employed according to the views of the writer.

Always it is to be remembered, these calculations admit Superficial

as a principle the uniformity of natural superficial ageu- dspawti.

cies since the diluvial period, and that period is geolo-

gically defined with more or less certainty; from such
data consistent results seem attainable. There are, how-
ever, difficulties in estimating the amount of mechanical
effect performed, not easily overcome. In the case of a
delta, the materials may have fallen into water of un-
equal or unknown depth, and have been exposed to

waste by currents of variable force ; the movement of
sands must be yet more capricious ; the time employed
in the recession of the falls of the Niagara from Lake
Ontario to Lake Erie, lias been estimated by Mr.
Lyell at 10,UOO years, by Mr. Fairholme at 5000

;

five or six thousand years is the vague conjecture, rather

than conclusion, of Cuvier, of the time elapsed since the
“ last grand catastrophe and in general it must be ow ned
that the methods of arriving at these oouclosioiis have

very little of accuracy to recommend them.

Those Geologists who admit the excavation of valleys

by a force of water greater than what now passes down
them, may take the date of the denudation of these as

an era, and compute the time elapsed in the subsequent

excavation of the river bed, in the partial or complete

filling up with sediment of lakes along its course, and in

the retrocession of waterfalls along the main or brunch
stream*. Few persons, however, who value an arithme-

tical result for ita precision, will proceed to the calcula-

tion without more information of the rate of these opera-

tions than is at present attained.

The Ibasil elephant, and other animals whose remains

lie buried iu gravel and other deposits called diluvial,

belonged to n system of organic life, which, for some
limited period prior to and during the era of those depo-

sits. was established over a large pert of the surface of the

Northern hemisphere. This is termed by many Geologists

the aniediluvia! period ; some intending by this, nothing

more than to mark its relation to the era of the “ dilu-

vial" currents, thus adopting the term from comparison

with Scripture History. Thia is, properly, a terrestrial

period, and we have shown the difficulty of defining its

limits towards the tertiary period, which is, properly, n
marine period, (p. 671.) The lacustrine tertiaries here

become almost our only safe guides, and they teach ue

that during the tertiary period an earlier group of ex-

tinct animals, the palsotlieria and their congeners, inha-

bited the same tracts of the Globe, as those which after-

wards nourished the mammoth and mastodon. Wc
are absolutely without any means of estimating in years

the length ofthe interval between the era of the palieotheria

buried in the Paris basin, and that of the elephants which
are entombed in gravel deposits. The small extent of
alluvial and lacustrine deposit* of this period may perhaps
justify a conjecture that it was of short duration, as

compared to the postdiluvial period
;
but this view arist
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Geatagy. not be adopted by those who attribute to the diluvial

Ch.lV. currents the excavations of valleys and other extensive

alterations of the surface ; because such a delude would

sweep away most of the traces of antediluvian lakes.

If the difficulties experienced in attempting to chro-

nologize the terrestrial phenomena of the later geological

periods have been sufficient to deter nearly all prudent

and exact writers from venturing to give more than an

illustration of the kind of reasoning to be employed, it is

no wonder that for the long series of successive marine

strata the attempt has been almost absolutely abandoned.

It is doubtful whether we ever shall arrive at more than

plausible inferences concerning the time, elapsed in the

production of the stratified rocks; vet as the consider-

ation of this subject can be prosecuted in a Rtriclly phi-

losophical spirit, by the help of several satisfactory ana-

logies, and as at nil events the historical succession of

the phenomena is either perfectly known or capable of

becoming so, it appears an equally useful inquiry as that

relating to the subsequent terrestrial periods.

Old strati- To determine the length of years required for the

fiwl depo deposition of all the stratified rocks under the circum-

»** stances in which they are observed, requires a knowledge

of the number of repetitions of similar phenomena, and

of the rate of their occurrence. In the Geology of stra-

tified rocks several independent series of phenomena
occur, each of which may be subjected to this examina-

tion. Of these we may notice :

—

]. The mechanical deposition of sands, clays, conglo-

merates, Ac.

2, The chemical deposition of limestones.

S. The periodical alternations of the laminae or strata

of clay, sand, limestone, Ac.

4. The growth and decay of organic beings then living

in the sea.

5. The successions of races of organic beings in the

same parts of the Ocean.

6. The succession of convulsions.

7. The alternation of marine and fresh-water produc-
tions.

8. The alternation of marine and igneous products.

9. The metamorphism of rocks, fossils, Ac.

1. Mechanical deposits of sand, clay, Ac. take place

only in consequence of degradation or waste of some
region of the Globe, followed by a removal of the mate-
rials to some place of comparative tranquillity. Inter-

mitting actions of this kind usually produce laminated

deposits, and if the materials be of different kinds
these may alternate in the sediment. In some valleys,

every inundation leaves a thin layer of sediment
; the

number of inundations might thus be counted since any
given date, and the number of years nearly ascertained.

Analogous effects happen along those coasts where the

tides deposit sediment; we see the same effects in

many of the sandstone and day strata which were accu-
mulated in estuaries.

Some of the flagstones of the coal measures are com-
posed of frequent alternations of rolled grains of felspar,

quartz, and mica, which may be estimated to occupy
not more than one-twentieth of an inch in thick-

ness. Taking the thickness of the rock at 40 feet, we
shall have 0600 layers, each of which marks an inter -

rupted action. Let this be supposed to he the tide,

allow that every tide deposited one layer, equal to about
700 per annum ; this will occupy 13£ years. As far as we

can ascertain, the other sandstones of the coal tract were Gaoloiry.

accumulated in the same maimer, though only a few of Ch. IV.

them are micaceous enough to show this minute lamina-
tion. The thickness of the Yorkshire coal measures is

about 3000 feet, half of this may be considered as sand-
stone equal to 1500 feet, which, according to the above
calculation, might be deposited in about 500 years. If we
suppose the accumulation of the alternating clays to have
been ut the same rate, (there ia good reason to admit
this,) the whole period occupied in the deposition of the

coal measures would be 1000 years.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say, that the assump- Mechanical
tion of each lamina marking the action of one tide is per- depoaita.

fcctly gratuitous, and has been adopted merely to give

a specimen of the mode of calculation which must be
employed if we wish to state the prohahle extent in years

of a given geological period. Conglomerate rocks pre-

sent a most convincing proof of the considerable periods

which sometimes intervened between the deposition of
two stratified rocks in contact and immediately suc-

ceeding one another. These rocks of turbulent origin

are locally distributed, so as to be in some parts enor-

mously thick, and in other places almost or entirely defi-

cient. The old red sandstone conglomerate, for example,

usually separates by a great thickness the greywacke slates

from the superincumbent carboniferous limestone. In
Herefordshire and Radnorshire, this series of red sand-
stones and conglomerates is many thousand feel thick,

but in the greater part of the Cumbrian mountain tract it

is absent, and the limestone and slate are in contact. In
this case, it would be a gTeat error to suppose the de-
position of the limestone to have been immediately con-
sequent on that of the state. In fact, that very district

gives proof that a period of violent watery tumult inter-

vened, during which the slate rocks were broken up and
rolled to pebbles, and reconsolidated into a thick con-

glomerate. The rate of this process can only be con-

jectured, by comparison with the production of pebbles
by the diurnal processes of tides, rivers, and local inun-

dations. When, as in the Rigi, we find rolled masses of
conglomerate containing rolled pebbles; in the old red

conglomerate of Cumberland masses of the preconsol i-

daled slate ; in the new red conglomerate of Westmore-
land fragments of the mountain limestone with organic

remains which have undergone their usual chemical
conversion

;

enough is known to prove, to a mind not

wholly blinded by Arise views of Science, that the monu-
ments left for Geology to decipher carry back the His-
tory of the Earth to periods when man and his works
existed only in the long foreknowledge of his Maker.

2. Chemical deposits of limestone.— It is difficult to Chemical
fix upon any method of estimating in yearn the time re- deposit*,

quired for the deposition of a given mass of limestone.

It is useless to refer to instances of the production of
limestone from springs, in fresh-water lakes, in estuaries

or coral reefs, unless the circumstances under which the

older calcareous deposits were m ide are similar, a case
seldom to be proved. The following process, founded on
the statements in p. 551, appears the least objectionable.

It is certain that while the sandstones, shales, coals,

and thin oolitic limestones of the North York moors
were deposited npon the lias, a deposit almost wholly
calcareous was occasioned near Bath. The whole time

consumed was the same in each locality ; we may there-

fore perhaps infer the comparative rate of deposition of
the oolite and the sandstones. The total thickness of the

mass in Yorkshire is about 750 fret, of whicli about 20
5 t 2
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G«ol«*y. may be called limestone ; of that near Balli 480 of which
Ch. IV. nearjy half is sand aiul clay with calcareous matter inter-

speraed. Hence we have the proportion of three teel of

sandstone deposited in the same time nsone of limestone.

Another instance is afforded by comparing the sec-

tions of the lower carboniferous limestone, ill Derby-

shire and in Tynedale. In the former tract we may
take 750 feet as the thickness of limestone, with no ad-

mixture of sands or clays; in the latter, the contempo-

raneous strata aro at least 1750 feet thick, und contain

367 feet of limestone, and 1283 feel of sands and clays,

&c. ; consequently, 3S3 of limestone correspond in time

to 1283 of sands, clays, and coal, or 1 to 3.8.

3. Alternation of chemical and sedimentary deposits.

—

There is undoubtedly a periodicity in these alternations,

but we are not yet in a state to draw any inferences, as

to the cause of the recurrences, much less us to the

length of their periods.

Organic rc- 4. Imbedded organic remains.—In viewing the shells

mails. distributed in rocks, we sometimes perceive, amongst a

large collection of them from a given stratum, a com-

plete series of forms from the youngest to the full grown

shell ; and this may be a means of calculating the lapse

of time during the cccutnulalion of a given thickness of

rock more exactly thtn by any other. A thickness of

calcareous shale, not exceeding one foot in the Yorkshire

coal field, holds individuals ofammonites Listen of every

have been swept down to their present situations by land Geolorv.

(I'nxU, the result as to our present argument is the same ; ,

the uccuimdotion of transported sediment must have
been ho rapid as to prevent the decomposition of the

cortical portions of the plants, the wearing away of the

superficial structure, or the bending of the stem beneath
currents of water. No one doubts that the bed of
stone three feet thick, w hich encloses equisetum colum-
nure at High Whitby, was laid by a single inundation;

wc will suppose it an annual occurrence ; the other

saudstones and shales of this series must have the

same rate of origin ascribed to them
;

this would give

for the formation of the oolitic sandstones and shales in

the North York moors a period of 150 years. About
the same, or a slower rate of formation, may be sup-

posed for the case of sigillaria in the coal sandstones

of Yorkshire ; for these stems, when above two or three

feet long and nearly vertical, pass through more than one,

sometimes four or five beds of stone. (Altofts near
Wakefield.)

5. Successions of races of organic beings in the same So«ce**i.ia

parts of the Ocean.—The succession of different races Qf
of *««*,

organic beings in the same parts of the Ocean, is one
of the leading facts which speak the most impressive,

though not the most exact, language on the subject of

the long duration of geological periods. For, whether
we consider those cases in which the extinction of old

magnitude between a pin’s head and an orange ; it is not

to be doubted that they lived where they arc found; and

as not one example of this species is known in any other

stratum in the neighbourhood, it seems correct to admit

that, during the deposition of that small mass of shale,

so much time elapsed as to allow of the growth to full

maturity of a long-lived cephnlopode. The only other

supposition which can be entertained, is that they were

introduced alive by a transient irruption of the sea into a

fresh-water basin, and there quickly entombed.

It is to be regretted that the age of shells lias been

very little inquired into among collectors. Both con-

chifere and moUu&ca are probably, in general, long-lived

animals.

The immense number of shells occasionally buried in

and the introduction of new species was gradual, or

others when the changes were sudden and complete,

nothing that we know of the actual constitution of Na-
ture will justify us in admitting that these revolutions in

the animal world followed quickly one after another.

We are impelled to conclude that,* for the existence of

any given race, consisting of thousands of individuals of

many hundred species, imbedded in many different

kinds of rock, in distinguishable groups according to

their habits of life, n long time must be allowed, or else

the whole constitution of Nature was in a stale of forced

acceleration, so that the work of ages was crowded into

years. Whether we suppose that new species were con-

temporaneously created in all the situations where they

lived and died, or distributed from one local origin over

a rock is sometimes appealed to as a proof of the length the sea, or transported by currents from other oceanic

of time consumed in its production ; but this is a very centres of lilt*, no one who considers the stability of the

unsatisfactory argument. Those who have witnessed actual system of watery life, will be easily persuaded

the amaxing increase of cyclas rivicola in the canal ncur to believe that these prodigious changes were operated

Leeds, or of uuioncs and anodontes in many sluggish rivers over a large part of the Globe in times that can be in-

near the tideway, have walked among the numerous eluded within such narrow limits as those of human

shells on the coast of Ayrshire, or the crowds of tellin® experience. Yet who will venture to translate the vague

thrown upon the Filey sands by a single tide, will not and almost poetical visions of long duration, which the

permit to Geologists the use of such a fallacious infer- contemplation of many repetition.* of these local revivals

cncc. This immense abundance of fossils is oflen a of Nature so powerfully awakens, into the language of

local phenomenon in the rock, undone which, when chronology? It is evident that the day is not yet ar-

belter understood, will aid materially our conceptions rived, or rather it is gone by, for dogmatizing about the

of the agencies which were concerned in its accumu- antiquity of the crust of the Globe,

latinu. 0. The successions of convulsions in the same phy-

Tlte nearly vertical position of certain fossil plants, a sical region may be very properly mentioned as a vague

phenomenon by tio means rare among sundstone rocks, indication of the lengths of geological periods’; but

affords good ground for caution in assigning very great cannot at present be employed in a more exact manner

extension cf years to geological periods. The stems of to determine their duration.

equist-U in sandstone of the oolitic era, (page 625,) of 7. The alternation of marine and fresh water prn-

eigillaria in sandstone of the coal series, (page 596,) of ducts is another of those grand phenomena, which,

dicotyledonous wood in limestone of the Isle of Pur- whether rightly or not, is sure to make a deep impres-

bcck, seem to teach us in plain terms that the accumu- sion on the mind ; though the rarity of the case, and our

Ution of these rocks was not of that slow and insensible ignorance of the principal efficient circumstances, must

kind which is often attributed to them. Whether we wholly exclude it from among the data for uccurnlc cal-

suppose them to be in their plucc of growth, or to culultou of geological time.
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9. The same may be said of the alternation of aque-

ous and igneous products.

9. The metamorphism of rocks, &c„ in consequence

of the local or general effect of heat, may possibly one

day be sufficiently understood to permit some attempt

towards determining the intensity and rale of the com-

munication of heat, and thus more or less directly bear

upon the question of time. The chemical changes of

organic remains are evidently less related to time than

to other circumstances, such as, the original nature of the

body, the sort of substance in which it is imbedded,

and proximity to sources of mineral impregnation, whe-

ther by aqueous or igneous solution, or electrical transfer

of solid ingredients.

Successive Conditions of the Globe.

The object of geological researches has been till

lately very little understood by those not directly con-

versant with the subject ; and even professed Geologists

do not alwavs restrict their inquiries within just bounds.

It is difficult for a speculator to believe that Geology

may become a very important branch of natural Science,

though it should wholly disclaim the investigation of

problems concerning the creation or concentration of

the matter of the Globe, or the establishment of the

laws of the universe. To know the successive change*

which the Globe has undergone, and thus to trace a

retrospective outline of its successive conditions, is

actually attempted by Geology; but the very processes

employed in this enterprise arc founded upon the re-

cognition of the existing laws of Nature, and altogether

exclude the popular notion of a chaos, and the philoso-

phical hypothesis of a solid Globe condensing from an

atmospheric expansion.

Undoubtedly the progress of legitimate Geology teaches

us that the same laws of Nature have operated on this

Globe under very different circumstances, as to tempera-

ture, relation of land and sea, animal and vegetable life,

and many other things ; and it i« become a proper pro-

blem for Geology to discover these circumstances. In

this point of view, the reflections of Leibnitz, and the

mathematical labours of Laplace and the astronomers,

become of great value, since they help to fix conspi-

cuous landmarks for the guidance of the surveyors in

this large field of Science; but let no one delude himself

with the notion of discovering, by geological processes,

the emerging of the harmoniously adjusted terraqueous

Globe from a former slate of chaos, it is certainly not

a philosophical, and surely cannot be thought a reli-

gious notion, that man shall ever discover among the

works of God, the traces of a period when his divine

attributes were first awakened to rescue his creation

from anarchy. Geology takes for granted the existence

and collect ioti ofthe matter of the Globe, with its super-

natant Ocean, and its enveloping atmosphere. Except
in the degree of influence which circumstances permit

them to exert, it takes for granted tbe uniformity of

action of all material causes. The investigation of

miracles can never be admitted into natural Science.

The dimensions of Ihe Globe have remained constant

since the days of Hipparchus; (born 160 d.c.) for

Laplace has shown that the length of the day has not

sensibly varied since that time, which must have hap-

pened if the diameter had perceptibly changed : if the

Globe had contracted, the diurnal period would have
been sliortened, and rice versa.

This is usually considered a very formidable argu-

ment against the doctrine of internal heat, and its corol- G'olofry-

lary, secular refrigeration and contraction, to which .

theorists have very freely resorted, as the prolific source

of all subterranean movements, changes of superficial

temperature, elevation of continents, volcanic eruptions,

injection of igneous rocks, mineral veins, &c. Fou-
rier’s researches, however, into the mathematical theory

of heat, show that, under the conditions of sensible

constancy of dimension, and variation of superficial

temperature according to solar influence, we arc at li~

berty to suppose the existence of deep seated heat of any
intensity, provided there be direct indications of corre-

sponding augmentation of sensible temperature below
a certain depth. Such indications, it ia very generally

allowed, are presented by the observations in mines and
collieries in Europe, Asia, and America.

With regard to secular refrigeration, the experience Secular re-

of two thousand years undoubtedly shows that its ef- frigerabon.

•

feet in contracting the Earth’s diameter has been for

that period insensible ; but, first, it must be observed,
that the hypothesis supposes the effect of refrigeration

to he a contraction of an internal nucleus, and a con-
sequent separation between it and the solid crust, which
continually increases until the crust is broken by a con-

vulsive collapse

;

secondly, it is sufficiently evident that,

by the accumulation of nonconducting materials over
a source of heat, the diminution of this heal must be-

come continually more and more slow, so as at lust to

be insensible even in very long periods. If, then, it

should appear that the leading phenomena ofthe ancient

History of the Earth can be well explained by help of
these suppositions, there is nothing in the mathematical

theory to prevent their provisional adoption, on the basis,

not (infrequently employed in Nulural Philosophy, that

they serve to explain many phenomena.
It is by no means necessary to couple with the hy- Volcanic

polhe&is of internal heat, the doctrine that volcanic ac- *£*»«»•

lion arises from this cause only : the various chemical

characteristics of volcanic action must be examined upon
their own evidence ; and it does not appear that the

theory of volcanic operations, advocated in a former

part of the Essay, is at all deprived of its applicability,

or rendered superfluous, by admitting the existence of

intense internal heat. On the contrary, under the in-

fluence of a high temperature, the admission of oxygen

and water would still produce upon the fluid tnelulloids

and metals the effects usually ascribed to such a

cause, and perhaps more easily than if they were solid,

and (he results would still be proportioned to the cir-

cumstances of the locality.

These remarks are not introduced for the purpose

of advocating the hypothesis in question, but to rescue

those who have adopted it, and by it endeavoured to

illuminate some of the darkest pages of Geology, from

the imputation of invoking causes which chemical and
mathematical researches concurred in disproving.

The moderation which Geologists were so slow to ni«|iUee-

learu, has prevented them from reviving the ancient meat of tb*

speculation which ascribed Ihe leading phenomena of b*rth", *xi*.

Geology to an extensive shifting of the Earth's axis,

and consequent displacement of the Ocean. To be con-

sistent, we must suppose this mighty operaliou to have

been many times repeated lx* fore the occurrence of the

Deluge which it was invented to explain. Perhaps the

probability that every part of the Globe equally requires

this displacement of the axis, but requires it in dif-

ferent directions at the same time, may be sufficient to
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Geology. P****nt Us resuscitation. It is too much, however, to

Ch. IV. treat it as an absurdity, merely upon the ground that

the shells of equal density within the Globe have their

axes, at the present moment, marly coincident with

those of the surface; for Sir J. Herschel has expressed

the opinion that the spheroidal figure of the Earth

might l>e acquired during rotation though its parts were

not fluid.

But, as Mr. Ci reenough has observed, **
lie the cause

what it may, the fact is certain, that the temperature of the

crust of the Earth was higher w hen the coal measures

were deposited than now, and we have reason to think

it was still higher at antecedent periods. That a con-

siderable degree of heat still exists, either partially or

generally, at no great distance from the surface, appears

from thermal springs and volcanoes.’* (Geological So-

cirly't Proceeding*, 1834.)

of
In accordance with this view is the common opinion,

terrrfctrml that geological inquiries have discovered traces of a

organic life, period in the History of the Globe, w hen neither animal

nor vegetable life was established upon it. This opi-

nion, ably expressed by Dr. Bu.lihind in his Vindui#
Geologic#, is chiefly supported by the facts observed in

studying the primary and transition strata. The view

of the subject which is most consonant to the course of

inferences adopted in this Treatise, has been already

sufficiently expressed in the review of the primary strata,

(p. 570. 571.)

Whatever may be truth on this point, it is certain

that the successive systems of organic life, both terres-

trial and aquatic, animal and vegetable, show die same
general principles and relations as that to which we
belong. Geology has disclosed various and remarkable

animals, not paralleled in existing nature, and plants of

singular forms, but nothing which deviates from those

general laws of structure and function which govern the

actual organic creation. The plants and animals of dif-

ferent geological periods do not differ more from one

another, than those in opposite climates, or even distant

localities at present. There is even to be observed

among the several successive systems of organic remains

some real analogy to existing local Faunas ami Floras:

the oolitic fossils have, perhaps, a greater resemblance, for

instance, to the living productions of Australia and the

Indian Islands, than to those of any other situation ;

while the plants and unione* of the Northern English

coal tracts remind us of the physical characters of the

American continent rivers and islands.

Period* of
There is, perhaps, no point of theoretical Geology

eonv-jWmn more certainly established than that, in any given small

md repose, area of the surface of tile Globe, long periods of or-

dinary action of natural causes have been several times

interrupted by epochs of extraordinary disturbance ; that

the relation of the level of sea and land has remained for

a long time the same, or very gradually changed, and after-

wards been altered by internal convulsions. It is also ad-

mitted that this law has an extensive though then less exact

application ; that the periods of ordinary and crises of ex-

traordinary action were respectivelycontemporaneous over

very large regions of the Globe, and even with respect to

some of the cases admit of general application. It op-

pears, also, that the nature of the strata deposited differs

more or less according to the several successive periods,

and that the races of organic remains, in several impor-
tant cases, are subject to contemporaneous crises. On
this evidence, joined to some theoretical considerations.
Is founded the modern admission of the doctrine of

alternating periods of convulsion and repose ; a doctrine Gealcgy.

which was held by ancient Philosophers, revived by Ch. IV.

Leibnitz and Hutton, and illustrated by Cuvier and De
Beaumont. Perhaps this view at the subject was never
more clearly expressed than by Leibnitx, whose just

sense of live philosophy of Geology has been lately

placed in a strong light by Mr. Conybcare. His view
is, that the powerful agencies exerted in displacing and
altering the solid crust which gradually thickened over
the iguited nucleus, have many limes renewed tile face

of the young Globe by the eruption of concreted igneous
rocks from below, and the deposition of stratified rocks

by water above ; and that the Globe wras, by these pro-

cesses, more and more diversified with mountains and
valleys, and subjected to various physical conditions

;

donee quirtceniibut cau*i *, clique ecquilibratit, connttcn-

tior emergent rerum tlalut.

Mr. Lyeir* pictures of the successive conditions of Uniformity
the Globe are all drawn to one scale, from the un vary- of natural

ing standard of its present state ; his hypothesis admits agencies,

local alternations of ordinary and critical action, but
denies any thing like a general paroxysmal effort of na-
tural agents; nor is there, between the ordinary and
critical stages of his processes, any conspicuous dif-

ference. The principle of his system is, that the dis-

turbing internal forces exert themselves in irregular suc-

cession beneath all the points of the surface of the Gobe ;

and that the ordinary chemiral and mechauical agen-
cies of Nature are thus modified in their intensity, and
diversified in their effects, and applied to produce an
endless aeries of destructions aud renovations, which,
upon the whole, compensate one another continually.

In this system, the postulate required is unlimited
duration

;

in the other, a vary ing momentum of na-
tural agencies according to difference of condition: the

one is a system of continual, the other of intermittent

compensation. Nature oilers to our view examples of

both these cases, uud on a large scale
; it is therefore

very unwise to assume one or the other on account of
our notion of its greater probability ; we must see which
of the systems finds support from the facts of the case.

It has been already seen that our proof* of the periodsof

lime elapsed are neither clear, satisfactory, nor complete ;

much of the evidence on this subject is in unknowu
terms ; but estimates derived from probable views of the

mechanical composition and organic contents of the

strata, do not appear to warrant the postulate of un-

limited duration. (See p. 795, 796.)

On the contrary, be the duration of geological pe-

riods what they may, it is clear that the Earth has suc-

cessively undergone great physical chungea ; terrestrial

agencies must therefore have operated upon U with a

corresponding variation of effect
; one of these changes

of condition, that of superficial teui|>craturc, is not ex-

plicable by any of the known periodical inequalities of

the Solar system, but seems in harmony with the ge-

neral theory of internal heat, gradually becoming less

and less sensible as the external crust thickened, and
the surface of the Globe approached to a state of equi-

librium.

Succemce Condition* of the Material* of the Cru*l of
the Globe.

The question of the origin or first condition of the

elementary ingredients of earthy and metallic sub-
stances, ifcapable of solution, must be referred to another
Science

; hut inquiries into the successive conditions of
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Geology' the mineral substances which appear in the crust of the

Ch. iV. Globe, is one which, in some shape or other, must be

often proposed to a Geologist. It is difficult to stop at

the recognition of the igneous origin of some rocks, the

aqueous production of others
;
we canuot avoid examine

ing, whether any evidence can be found for determining

a prior condition of the substances contained in these

rocka. Facts of great importance here come before ns;

we sec examples of new rocks produced by heat from

aqueous deposits, and sedimentary aggregates of the dis-

integrated ingredients of volcauic and plutonic mosses.

The deposition of limestone offers very remarkable vari-

ations, and it is impossible to consider the composition

of the minerals in crystallized rocks, without feeling

that the resources of Chemistry are or may become ca-

pable of advancing us one more step in the analysis ofthe

series of conditions through which the solid ingredients

of the Globe have passed.

The time is not loug gone by when Werner, who, with

far less moderation thuti Dr. Ilutton, wished to begin

at the beginning, could find thousands of followers in

the startling dogma, that all (he rocks observed near

the surface of the Earth, were deposited from one chaotic

fluid, which first permitted the cry stallization of granitic

and other rocks, and afterwards produced the secondary

sandstones, shales, and limestones. It is possible that

even yet there may be persons who can believe that

these secondary sandstones were produced by a che-

mical decomposition of the ancient Ocean; which, to an-

swer all the unreasonable demands upon its powers,

must have been endowed with more than the creative

energy of a tiruhink, and capable of surmounting every

chemical and mechanical impossibility—of crystallizing

into sand, coudcnsiiig into limestone, and subliming into

metal I

Leibnitz, and u large portion of modern Geologists,

also attempt to fix something like a beginning to their

system, a point of geological time when the change from

a fluid to a solidified surface permitted the develope-

rnent of that scries of intermitting igneous and aqueous
actions, which has brought the Globe by many revolu-

tions to its present state of comparative repose. The fol-

lowers of Dr. Hutton see no such commencement to

their series of terraqueous effects; they find no physical

traces of a beginning, nor any chauge of operation

which should give the prospect of an end of thh series

of effects proportioned to the time elapsed. Yet, ns one
hypothesis admits locally, periodically, and repeatedly,

what the other supposes to have happened generally and
in one succession, there is no necessary disagreement

ill the interpretation of particular cases. This is not

always remembered by those who engage in the contro-

versy concerning the uniformity of natural effects.

Successive If we trace back the history of the materials of the

conditions of sedimentary sands and clays now in process of forma-
certain «ib-

|jon at |he nuouths of rivers, along the sea-coasts, and
*u“c**‘

in other situations, we shall find that these materials are

often derived from ancient superficial deposits left by

local or extensive floods; examination proves that the

materials of these deposits were often obtained by the

violent breaking up and attrition of far more ancient

previously solidified strata ; in several instances it is

manifest that these are nothing else than the oceanic

accumulations derived from disintegrated primary strata,

or of disintegrated pyrogenous rocks.

As an example, we shall quote a well-ascertained se-

ries of facts, which leave no doubt of the many changes

of condition through which the granular ingredients of Geology*

modern sedimentary deposits have passed. 1. The Ouse,

Trent, and other great rivers connected with the Hum-
ber, are so filled with the finer parts of the sediments

which fall into the sea along the wasting cliffs of Hol-

dernesa, that their flood-waters, when introduced to the

lower ground along their banks, deposit a great thick-

ness of valuable soil. The sandy and coarser parts of

the sediment are collected in various irregular positions

in the Humber ami along the const, and the pebbles re-

main oil the beach, or follow its descent for a small

distance into the sea. 2. The diluvial cliffs, which by

their destruction afford this rich supply of fertile warp
and sterile sand, contain fragments of all the rocks in

North-Western Yorkshire, that is to say, basalt, lime-

stone of many kinds, cherts, sandstones, fine-grained

and coarse-grained millstone grit, shale*, ironstones, and
coal ; fragments of granite, hypersthene rock, and grey-

wacke slates from I'umbria; all imbedded in avast
thickness of sands and clays composed of the sume com-
minuted materials. 3. The millstone grit, fragments

of which occur in this diluvial mass, is a compound of
felspar, quartz, and mica, with occasional admixtures of

other substances. These minerals are easily recognised

as rolled and tcater-tcorn masses, derived from porphy-

ritic gTanite, gneiss, and other such rocks. The felspar

is always perfectly crystallized within, but the external

surface is water-worn; the mica has lost its angles; and
the quartz fragments arc only in the state of large

grained sand. Plainer proof of mechanical aggregation of

ingredients which once composed a crystalline felspathic

rock, cannot be desired ; many such instances arc known,
and the inference is generally allowed.

As far as the results of a careful examination of or- Bxteniioo

dinary sandstones can be trusted, there is no reason to of ‘his in-

refuse to them, as a general rule, the same kind of origin
ler*QCe -

as to coarse millstone grit. Most of them have the

same ingredients, though it frequently happens that the

felsfiar is in a state of decomposition. Shales and clayi

are to sandstones what the fine warp in the water of the

Humber is to the sands in its channel; we may then

venture, in a moderate spirit of generalization, to

assume, that sedimentary sandstones and shales have

originated in the mechanical action of water upon the

disintegrated granular ingredients of pyrogenous rocks.

Any one who has sufficiently observed the varieties

of sandstones and shales on the one hand, and of stra-

tified primary rocks on the other, and considered the

nature and amount of the changes produced upon them
respectively by heal

;
or properly weighed the observa-

tions and reasonings of Macculloch ; will have no diffi-

culty in admitting the views os to the origin of the

latter class of strata advocated in former parts of this

Essay. We are therefore conducted, apparently by a

legitimate process of induction, to the conclusion that

all the stratified rocks, limestone and some particular

strata excepted, are derived primarily from the decom-
posing agencies of Nature operating upon pyrogenous
rocks ; and we thus find a natural limit to the series of

conditions through which these materials have passed.

This conclusion, though perhaps less distinctly stated, is

essentially recognised in modern geological systems

and is felt to be substantially true, though it still leaves

many things to be explainer).

An inquiry as to the origin of the vast masses of

stratified limestone, is a subject of considerable diffi-

culty. In a great majority of instances the limestone
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Origin of

limestone.

formed at the present day is the result of chemical forces,

and the same was probably the case in earlier periods.

Jn particular instances, calcareous deposits have par-

tially or wholly a mechanical origin; as when a stream

brings down the waste of a chalky or oolitic district,

and deposits the sediment in a lake
;
or when the cur-

rents of the Ocean drift sheila and other marine exuvite

Hnd lodge them in the midst of coral reefs. Observers

of the growth of coral islands have detected several facts

as to the intermixture of decomposed fragmentary and
entire calcareous marine cxiivim with coral rock, which

seem to render not improbable the opinion of Geologists,

that some of the older secondary and transition lime-

stones are in places only magnificent coral reefs.

Perhaps nowhere has the mechanical origin of lime-

stone been assumed to a greater extent thou in the

Hutlonian system of Geology; for it seems to be an

essentia] part of that system, that the stratified lime-

stones arc nothing else than triturated shells and other

calcareous exuviae. By those who adopt this view,

chalk, the least compacted kind of limestone, is usually

taken as an example. It is sometimes difficult to avoid

imagining that the powdery magnesian limestone is a

recomposed rock, derived from the ruins of magnesian

beds of carboniferous limestone. But this cannot be a true

account of the matter; for, 1. there ought to be fur test

magnesia in the compound. 2. Tins is in some instances

an atomic combination of carbouute of magnesia and
carbonate of lime. 3. This limestone is often really a
gTanulurly crystalline rock, (like the older magnesil'erous

beds ofmountain limestone,) and seldom appears to justify

the least suspicion of the mechanical agency of water.

But nothing is more certain than that of all the strata

yet discovered, limestone is exactly that which, by the

regularity and continuity of its beds, by the extreme

perfection of its organic contents, and by the absence of
proofs of mechanical action, gives most completely the

notion of a chemical precipitate. It appears sufficiently

probable, in several instances, that the quantity of lime-

stone deposited in a given geological period was least

towards the shores, and greatest towards the deep sen ;

exactly the reverse of what happens with the mecha-
nical deposits of sandstone and shale ; it may therefore

be viewed as an oceanic deposit, resulting from a de-

composition of sea water, aided in many instances to

a wonderful extent by the vital products of soophytic, Gealoer.

echinodermatous, and molluscous animals. According IV.

to this view, it is easy to understand the repeated produc-
lion of limestones of the same mineral character at dif-

ferent periods; nor need we feel surprised that, occasion-

ally, limestones of the same age differ iu properties.

However, all these views end at last iu one, viz. that

the earliest condition which we can assign to the carbo-

nate of lime, is that of extrication from some solution of
lime in water, by chemical or vital processes. And
here, perhaps, it will be wisdom to pause, for though
some have ventured to imagine that the lime might be
derived from the decomposition of particular ingredients
in primary igneous rocks, and others may suppose that
the Ocean would more directly obtain this with other
ingredients from the oxidized fluid nucleus of the
Globe, such speculations are beyond the pale of Induc-
tive Geology, and involve loo many hazardous assump-
tions lobe at present worthy of the notice ofother Sciences.
The general tendency of geological reasoning is to General

establish the inference, that a large portion of the stra- result

lifted deposits have been formed from the wasted in-

gredients of pyrogenous rocks: all the phenomena of
volcanoes and aucient igneous eruptions prove that

locally stratified deposits are reconvertible to crystalline

rocks by the force of heat, and very generally alterable

in character so us to approximate to the actual pro-

ducts of beat. Mr. Lyell puls this to the extreme, and
supposes that the calorific energy of the interior of the

Earth is constantly acting, so as to reconvert sedimentary

into crystalline aggregates, equal quantities in equal

time*, and thus to maintain a perpetual equilibrium be-

tween the bquefyiug internal and the solidifying external

agencies of the Globe. ITiis speculation is much too

poetical to be examined according to the dry rules of

the Baconian Philosophy : if the heat expended in this

operation be obtained from chemical processes, these must
gradually tend towards equilibrium ; if from a general

internal reservoir of caloric, that reservoir must become
less and less prompt in supplying the incessant demand

:

either of these effects operating through indefinite time

must cause the gradual refrigeration of the surface of

the Globe, a consequence not favourable to the hypo*
thesis of the uniformity and continual compensation of

the effects of internal and external terrestrial agencies.

Reference to Plates II. and III. ofOrganic Remains.

Plate 2.
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INDEX TO GEOLOGY.
Zndn to To facilitate the study of the Article Geology, an<l to make known

Geology, the uuture and the view* advanced in it, is the object of the follow*

, j— — ing abstract. Tha aubji-cta di*cussed in Geologic*! Treatise* of

iroderu (Lute are, of necessity, *-xtremrly varied, for the Natural

History of the Karth is too va»l and diversified a problem not to

require continual reference to the truths of collateral Sen nee. In

the prevent Treatise, a great porliuu of the inferences and general

reasoning », indeed, cvillecU'd into a separate and final chapter; yet,

in many instances, the infL-renra* from phenomena ana introduced

alter the description of these, especially when it seemed likely to

render the succeeding descriptions more clear. The fallowing

summary will explain the distribution of subject* throughout the

four Chapters of the Treatise, and serve as a General Index, per-

mitting, «t the same time, a connected view of the Science.

CHAPTER I.

I’ltOUHKS* ANO PaitTCIYUl* OH TltB SciBMCK.

Progreu of the Science.
Page

529 Defind-on, wilh reasons Tor its wide limits.

Sptiu-'auvt 6Vi«logy gradually chungiug, with the progress

of Physical Science, into

530 Inductirc Geology, which, in different Countries, was based on
different data- tAlter originated live agricultural ichoot of
QeaJogy, which has nowhere made progres* commensurate
with it* importance.

Mining 4nouledge was the basis of another school brought to

eminence in Germany under the auspice* of Werner, who
claims the meni of introducing, mure clearly than hud been
doue before, tire emui deration of relative time and succession

of phenomena.—Of this

531 Wrrmrr* terie* offormation* is a remarkable monument.
Afilchrlt, llhi/rhurit, and Sauumre hattt distinct claims to

praise, the former for comprehensive views, the latter for

diligent researches.

532 Inductive Geology was, however, principally founded on a know-
ledge oforganic remain*. Rude admiralum of there rr.oauments

of earlier Nature auiuutrd, nearly at the same lime, (lie Natu-
rulufsof Italy. France, and England; and tliediscuksiun. respect-

ing their origin Ini to the introduction ul Zoology and Boiany
as auxiliary Sdcnec* to Geulogy : and in Mr. Smith'* hands to

533 A correct c/aafication of stratified rocks, and the ini^rtant
di-cuvery of the relation of tytlem* 0/ organic lift to definite

geological period*.

534 Hypolhr*** are thus devoted to oblivion, and the modern ru/ii-

miton 1f Geology. aware of tins grand problem committed to

their industry, labour as*iduou*!y, and labour together, in the

lvalient interpretation of Nature.

Mutenaft in the Earth.

The mean dmti/y of the Earth, as known by astronomical and
mechanical drecovrrirs, combined with other knowledge, leads
to three prulahlc deductions as to the interior of the Planet,
which are stated, and which ore of great importance in limit*
ing the range of geological speculation.

635 Theearthg compound* of the exterior of our Planet, as known by
observation, are referred to certain groups according to their
chemical constitution.

Stratification.

536 The regular arrangement of rock* on the airfare ia shown to de-
pend on a regular internal arrangement colled stratification;

such that the “ strata arc arranged, with respect to one
537 another, in a constant order of succcRuon.” From this taper,

portion of itmia, with according declination*, and considerable
extent or eontmui/g, it follows, that atra/fcanon is a funda-
mental condition of mony rocks, and that the Karth is externally
of a lamellar structure, the layers marking particular period*
of its formation.

OL. VI. SOI

Togo
f

Index to
Uulmctiou of Stratified and Unitratifel Rock*. Geology.

537 From the relative uluutian of Ihero two dosses of rocks,

538 The tliilmciivn of their mineral characters, am! mode of ag-

gregation, and their content*, a com 1 avion is drawn that they

wets the results of different agencies, the former de|»»itcd

from teater, the latter produced by hrat.

533 The division of geulog*al study into two brandies is thus indi-

cated, and the sections of the Treatise which follow are inode to

corre*|MMid.

On Stratification in general.

533 Strata

:

the definition of Professor Playfair limited ; inUrpoted

strata are descnbtd ; the tkiekne** and lamination, paratiet or
obbgue, are noticed; and certain collective term* employed by
Geologists explained.

539 The »er*e* of lintuh ttraia is then present.d in a tabular form,
under the divisions of tertiary, secondary, and primary strata,

according to the several formatwrit and stratified groups,

Diilurbed Stratification.

540 Cuvier* fundamental prinripte fur investigation of disturbance*

of strata applied to Cases of vertical itrat a and contorted bed*.

(See pi. i. fig. 4.)

541 Fault*, or the lines of fracture of disturbed strata, considered

with reference to a certain law of direction, faho applied to

severul mineral veins and dykrs,)and to tiieir relative anti-

quity
;
principal epoch« of convulsion a- certa n*d by this puces*

of reasoning, and the leading physical features of tlie Earth's
surface shown to be dependent 0:1 subterranean movements.

542 Theie motemrnfs. and the ditraptu/m of strata winch they bare
occasioned, are shown to be a part of the general plan of
terrestrial creation, affording that variety of surface and con-

dition* to which organic life ia known to be adapted, and
causing the exposure, under varied circumstance*, for (he use

of man, of all I lie mineral* and other useful products near thu

surface of the Karth. (See pi. i. fig. 5, 6, 7, b.)

Internal Structure of Pock*.

543 Joint 1 in different rock

*

possess peculiar characters, and com-
municate to them distinctive features, independent of tiieir

other sltuctural peculiarities.

Te general caute of joint* and fixture* admitted to he con-

traction of the mass after partial cornol.d.ition ; some general

agency, like that of electricity, appealed to for the production

of the symmetry and conslant direction of joints in large

districts; and focal change* of internal itmctine referred to the

application or loug-contbiucd heat. (See pi. i. fig. 9.)

Mineral Compontim of Strata.

544 Both meehameafly trantporird ifdiment* and chemicalprecipitate*

are recognised among ths stratified rocks, the whole tenet of
which consitts of alternate layers of several calcareous, arena-
ceous, argillaceous, ferruginous, and carbonaceous compounds.

545 The phenomenon of alternation must be distinguished from that
of gradation of beds, though both aid to produce what is called

a transition of terms in the stratified musses. (See pi. i. fig. 10,

The proportion* of chemical and mechanical depoiit* vary in

the different systems, and give occasion to soma general re-

flections as to the causes concerned.

Condition of Organic Remain*,

546 What tribe* of living beings are recognisable in the fossil state;

What portion* of the original structure are preserved ;

In 1chat condition they went imbedded ; entire, disjoined, frag-
mented, or worn ; these questions hating been answered,

547 Subteyuent change* of composition may be investigated,

In plant*, coral*, thtUt, Sfc.. and the effects discovered may bo
compared with analog*)** m.-dern prate.m*s, and referred to

the original nature of the bodies and to the peculiar influences

to widen they were subjected in different rocks.

5 u
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Index to Pm*
Geology. Duiritulion of Organic Remain*.

549, 550. The relative mnmhrr cf fossil and living species of plant*

and animal* i* first touched upon ; the proportion* analysed with

reference to the original nalure of the bodies ; and a compari-

I>ti instituted of B-itish recent and fossil specie* of loophyta,

conehifrm, gasteropoda, cephalopoda.

550 The Europcm foud specie» ar* next tabulated.

The tiutritmicm of mi/umc remain

i

in the Earth ii next con-

aidere'l with reference to the number *A them in different rock* ;

the Table given suggests remarkable inference*; the rrfattomof
kin-l brtwren recent und fossil Irilws being cmiMdered, and the

r-/,t/iunj nf the faaoih of d'JFermt nratn to ol*e another, it fol-

low*, that each stratum vn »ucee*m*ly the Iwd of the »*. aud

that rurmarr ijiJrni of ofrain nrclwe wnvuifr meet of i»«i-

maU and plant*

551 Tneve being of terminal and marine origin give us. in »ome

degree, thanistory uf both tine land and the sea ; marine race*

indicate the oceanic origin of limestone ; terrestrial plant*

mark the transport of the material* of HWiarwnii rocks by

rivers and inundation* from the land; and thus, the fir*i

approximation* ine toward the determination of the boundaries

of the ancient ocean*.

552 Manor e,nrriee taring considered, it i* found that rocks of similar

chemical quality have »m* resemblance in certain tribe* of

fusailt; (xonphyta;) but more important i» the fact, that they

are associated according to the penodeof their rxwfewce; so

that

Strata of different age contain, for the mod port, diffident

fossils.

Stmta of the *,rme age contain, even over large tracts, soma

identical nml many similar fusmls, according to the doctrine of

. JUr, Smiib.

553 Repealed change* in the race* of organic beings hy which they

have been, nt different geological e|vchs, successively I nmght
nearer amt nearer to the forms of existing nature, are taut

established.

At. Uethaye % remit* in thi* inquiry, derived from tertiary

atfilta. are slated. and the idenlifcation of,ttrain by charm tenthe

organic remain* is considered, and tliechange of organic remain*

put in connection with the corresponding change of mineral com-

position of rocks.

554 Terminal exuviae are shortly examined with reference to the

•amw principle*.

Pm* Index to

Slate System. Geology.

565 Relation of thi* to the precrdmg system; (pi. i. fig. 13;) the
v v -

Cumbn&u date region taken a* a type; dark Invent date*;

red rock, middle green slates; dark lutsiliferous limrstone

;

upper slate* also fo*s liferou*.

567 Cieai'nge of slate; dates of Scotland, Ireland, Isle of Mon,
Wale*, (from Sedgwick.) Auglesea. (from 1 1endow,) the

group* in the grauwncke series of Wale*, vstahlishud hy Mur-
chison; slate* of Charnwaod forest, (.loriiwall, and Devon,
Brittany, Pyreneea, Ard«iuie«, Rhine Valiey, llin, Scandi-

navia, TareutaW, North America.

569 “ Tramuion'' hntrttonr *lvown to be analogO’i*, in some re*peetw,

loth to the primary and carboiifsrnua limestones, but d-atinet

from lioth. A* a general truth, it is concluded that the whole
Mines of strata forms but one great locally interrupted serves.

570 The succession of the whale British prtmurg term presented in

a tabular form.

General Cvnr/uttom concerning Primary Strata

570 Are next presented under the following bead*, affirmatively

:

General basis of igneous rocks.

Influence of beat ou primary strain.

Organic remain* abM-nt from the lover primary strata, but
frequent in th« upm t.

Objections to the conclusion of greater manifestations of

igneous agency in the older periods, considered.

Ihiturhancrt of the I'rtmary Strata.

571 The ffeeett of conn/ftion* which happened
Dining the accumulation of the slates, and after the deposit

of the »l»Ur*. considered, with reference to the mean directum of

subsequent strata; exhibition of plutoaic rucks, mineral veins* Ac.

Organic Remain* of the Slate Sgtlcm.

572 Plants, polyparia; 574, riuliaria, cnnrhifcra; 578, gastero-

poda ; 580, annulus*, Crustacea. Remarks follow each class

of fossils, and a summary is given, 581 ;
(the suggestion

regarding the fmailwofthe South of Ireland, 577. 580, ha* been

admitted hy Mr. Weaver to be correct
;
M. Ik I.i Beclve has

no doubt that the limestones of Devonaliire do belong to the

transition epoch.)

CHAPTER II.

DxaciupTioN or tux Sxtuxa uv Aqtxous Dxtosjts with thus
luHr.UDXl> OlIUVNlC Remains.

554 The h‘*tory of the oucceutve tytifiii of rucks, deposited from

water, i* preceded by a discussion of what forms their general

floor or basis. It being admitted that granite and other ini'

strntifh d rocks, >v p. 537,) originating from the action of heat,

form this gvnvral floor. The “ primary strata*’ are considered

with reference to the hyputhesi* of
555 Metam«rph-*>n uf rocks of all ages, and the conjecture that

earlier strata than 1h «e called primary may have been absorbed

into the melted nucleus of the Glide. Certain conclus'ons are

stated ; a grouping of ih« strata into *y*trms fulJow*, and
these are duscnbvd according to the eras of their production.

Pruurt Strata.

557 The primary itrahi are treated of a* forming the skeleton and
framework of the Karlh’a surface, ranging along like mountain
chain* and group*, and encircling and uivuluig the great Euro-
pean, Asiatic, and other basins.

Oneit* and Mica State Sy*t*m-

558 Principal reedr detcrihrd

;

the order of their succession

examined; the origin of gnexu; it* *1 ratification ; the mineral*
which it contains

; the rocks associated with it ; and the transi-

tions from thi* to other rocks noticed-

550 Similar review of mica *chut, quarts rock, and primary lime-

stone.

560 The dittriete occupied by the gneiw and mica uchist system*

are nest described ; Cornwall, Woles, Cumberland, Scotland,

(pL l fig. |1) North of Ireland South of Ireland, Brittany,

Pyrenees, Central France, America.

Sbcoudart Strata.

Carbomferout Sytlem.

581 Aw phyrica! geography of the Globe at tlie commencement of

the carboniferous period
;
pruduced by the cunvulaiun* treated

of, 571.

Divisions of the carboniferous system :

582 Old r#l tamUtone formaturn, origin lrum local convulsive move-
ment* ; if* character* io tin* t umbrion tract, Wales, Mon-
mouthshire, Ac.. Scotland, I. eland.

584 Mountain or carh-miferon* Umettum* formation ; geographical

extent, and modification* of the formation, illustrated by
original investigations in the North of England. The several

groups uf the formation described, as to composition, physical

geography, Ac., cis., tear limettome, fag*tune tent*, upper

funeitone "helt, miltoiome grit. The mechanical origin of this

latter series discussed.

569 The coal formation ; it i compactioa compared to that of the

mountain limestone series.

Range and rjrtml of the coal formation ; Englith coal fields

compared in divtricts.

The Yarhthirr coat feld described as a type ; lower, middle,

and upper series ;
592. the great Northern coal fields, great

South Wales coal field ; 593, Forest of Dean, Somerset, Ac.,

Flint, plain of Shrewsbury, Goalbrook Dale; 594, CU*e hill*,

the central coal fields, Irish coel.

594 General rieu> of cirrumtlance* under which the coal bed* were

deposited.

1. Its origin from vegetables proved
;
(see also 547;) 2 these

plunts grew on land; 3 the analogy of coni bed* to buried

peat bogs, subterranean forest*. Ac., to lake and river deposits,

investigated ; 596, effect* of the higher temperature existing

in farmer times upon the Globe upon the growth and inhuraa

tion of plants; cooclmion adopted as mod generally app'uca

ble, that the plam* were swept dawn from tint land to Ukee
and estuaries of the tea; exemplifications of the process.
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Geology. Cwtv/iirr Movements of th“ Carboniferous System

597 Of very general extent ; 598, the Peninr chaiu uplifted ; the coal

hi Id* ul' Lancashire and Yorkshire divided ; other elevations ;

the Furr*t of Dean, the Ardennes, Ac. ; relation of convulsive

movements to mineral veins, Ac. ; ohaervaUua* on thee*.

Organic Remains rf the Carbaniferout System.

The extensive catalogue* which are given are accompanied by
sufficient esptaniiiiuna

599 Plant* i Polyporitc* Bowmanni of Lindley ia a fi*h scale. It

occur* in *ev«ral other localities.)

603 Analogy of fuani and recent plant*
;
conclusion* on this sub-

ject.

603 Polyparia; 601, radiaria, conchifera; 606, mollusca
; 608,

general summary.

Sahferout System.

60® General rim* of the composition, auhdirision. and range of

thi* system in England
;
610. remark* on certain members of

the saliferous system in Eiigikmi ; marl slate* ;
yellow magne-

tian limv*4oac ; 61 1, Ummaicd limestone ;
rock salt ul Cheshire

described; 612, the naliiarous system of huro]*'; organic re-

main*; sections in the Vinj^s, North- Kart of Germany, Ac.,

compared with that of the North of Engl >ad ; remark* on *ah.

614 Cirnmurances attending the origin of the snhftrout system ;

argument* for its marine origin ; local absence of orgauic re-

main*
;

prevalence of certain colour* ; prevaleu e ul' mag-
nesia; difficulties with respect to the origin of ike tali and
gypsum.

Organic Remains of the Saliferous Sgtlcnt.

P»*e

Organic Remains of the Oolitic System.

The Taldes are generally arranged so as to indicate both the
relation* of British and foreign specie*, and the distribution of
the fuvsila in the different formations.

635 Plant* ; 616, polyparia ; 637, nuliaria ; 639, conchifera

;

645, gasteropoda.

651 Annuloa, crustavca, insecta, reptilia, prices, mammalia ; 653,
summary.

Index tit

Geology

Cretaceous System.

653 Mineral character of thi* and other sy-tems
;
remarkable sur-

face of chalk rounlry m England; dry valley* of tin- chalk
hill*'*, groups of tin? chalk sy-tuai, a« rshildletl in tlw* Smith of
England. traced to the No th, ami again specified in York-
shire; 654, Maastricht and Gimtu b <1* ; lower grom-uni!

;

655. gault ; Upper glean *and ; chalk marl ; lower ch.lk
j
6 r
>6,

upper chalk ; it* layers ul Bud
; pyriti-i, ; fissured fliuts ot the

Isle of Wight.
656 Cretonr'ms system of Ireland; the h*«in of Europe

; France,
Macstrirht. North of Germany, Poland, Suurh oi Klui.i, Ac. ;

657, the Alp’s Lombardy.
657 Convulsions of the errfacraas system indicated ra'hcr by tlwt

wa^te of tier chalk, and thi- accumulation ot flint pebldm aUire,
than by direct proof of dutnrUd rocks Ehe de Beaumont's
Otews ; Mr. LyelCs hypothesis.

Organic Remains of the Cretaceosts System.

658 Plants, polyparia; 660, radians ; 662, conchifera ; 666, mol-
luscs.

669 Auuuluta ; 670, Crustacea, cimpcda, places, reptiiia, and
summary.

615 Plant*, polyparia; 616, radiaria, anaoloaa, conchifera; 617,
garterupuda

j 618, cephalopoda, Crustacea, VcrlrbraHa; 619,
summary.

Disturbances of the Saliferous System.

619 In England, only alight and few; in the Voagoa, Brittany,

La Vrwlte, Murran, Bbhmervald, Thuringcrwald, AvalLon,
Autun.

Oohtic System.

619 Its conformity to the saliferous system in poaition ; differences

in mineral character and organic remains
; the phenomenon of

alternation at the base and top of the system ; composition in
different Countries of Europe.

M0 Classification of the English series in a tabular form.
Rniigc of the lias ; its general character*, geographical, mi-

neral, organic ; 621, the lias formation of Yorkshire and Lin-
colnshire subdivided and dewnh*»l

;
Has ofthe Midland Counties;

622, of the Coltswold, of Bath and I>orvrt*htre, «f North
Britain, South Wales; lias of Autun, Chawm», Luxernhurg,

YVnrtc-nberg, Bans ;
remarkable character* of Has in Switzer-

land.

623 The /otter ooRte formation f ita range, geography, cb-vation,

escarpments
;
type of this formation at Bath described

; in-

ferior Oi-lite group; 624, luller'i earth group; great oolite

group; forest marble group ; cornbrash. The same formation
as it appears North of the IIumbeT and in Sutherland wi.h
different characters; 626, rouge and character of the forma-
tion in the Midland Counties

;
Collywesson and Stonesfield

slate*.

627 The middle oolite formation analogous to tlie lower oolites in

mineral and geographical character
; 628. lest continuous.

The several rock* <U-tCTilwd : Kelloaay rock, Oxford clay,

lower calc grit, coralline oolite, Wilts, Oxon. Yorkshire, Wey-
mouth

;
upper calc grit.

639 The upper oolite formation; Kimmeridge clay, composition,

layer* of oatrea delta ;
Portland oolite, in Portland, at Chicks-

gTove, Brill, Ac. ; I he dirt bed of Purl land.

631 Tic WealUm formation in three group*; Purbeck beds. Bast-
ing* sands, Weald clay.

632 Evidence for tha frr*h-water origin of tbo formation.
633 Foreign Inea/ities of the oolitic system considered ; range and

extant of the system ; Us divisions locally the same a* in

England, but generally there not recognisable ; the organic
exuviae unequally dxtnlmted.

634 Ihtimillantes of the oolitic system; Yorkshire, Dorsetshire,
Caithness. On lha Cout.oeut more extensive.

TannanT Sutsm.

671 General new of this system of strata deposited ill the sea and
lake* ; it* geological limit* toward the older deposit* easily

known, but toward the modern era difficult to ha fixed ;

re*M)its for thi* in the varied nature uf the deposits ; the nn-
CWtaMity of the applicability of a common scale* uf lime to

the independent change* of organic Hie on the land and in tho
sea

;
general conclusion*.

672 Thymol aspect of the globe at the commencement cf the
tertiary epoch) various tertiary sea*; tertiary system of
England; lower marine formation including plastic clay,

Loudon clay, and Bagshot sand ; 674, fresh-water group of the

Isle of Wight; crag, it* two mineral types, vast number of
shell-, Ac.

675 Foreign tertiary system ; under whui circumstances deposited,

in atm* of the sea, included basins, estuaries, lake* ; extent

and Eurm of the tertiary sea of Europe, Ac. ; it* relation to ex-

isting sms; 676, o mpariton of the French and English
teitianvs; plastic clay; lower fresh water, upper marine,

upper fir*h water
;
Touraine bed* ; 678, trrtiaries in the Nouih

of Fraucr, on the North of Uw Alps, at Vienna, in Tran-
sylvania, at Goaau, the l.'ntersberg; 679, on ihe Gusau
Iwd* ;

molaaac of Swiiaerland ; su bapeunuic marl* ; Sicilian

dr|>o»ts.

Relative Antigaily of Tertiary Deposits

680 This important subject is fully discussed; r oologies! evMlenre

alone admitteil to Iw of grnetal application ; mode nf empty-
ing this nnienet, in relation to older mck*, stated

;
ptojwr

node of empluung it for tertiary strata exemplified; limits

of the reasoning; liprwr mwl lower terms for comparison
defined ;

imperfections of the process when applied to par-

ticular cases withuut allowing for local circumstance*.

68 1 J/. Ueshnyes' tnreiligalmms anal) led
;
marine tertiary specie*

compared to an u|>p r term ; (ItV)Dg s]iecies j) to a lower term
;

(basin of Faiia;) M. lXahayes* conclusions supipoited by
both tests,

681 Genera! results.

68*2 Organic remains of the marine tertiary strata.

Lacustrine Ternaries.

684 Data for reasoning concerning their antiquity ; certain deposits

described ; in Central France, in Provence, at CEnmgeu.
685 Ligmtic deposit* of Swisaerland, Ac., of Uovey Tracey, tha

Meissner.

686 Organic remains of the lacustrine terliiiries.

688 Dislocation* of the tertiary strata iu the South of England.

5 U 2
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] )u.i! vi.it. Deposit*.

688 DiUinetiom between Ihere ant the tertiary ilrata / origin of

the term diluvial ; relation of the phenomena it include* to

the AW Am* lfringe ; proof* of the eatnuwdinanr violence of

water afforded by th«M «b pomt* ; example uf the transput

of detritus from the Cumbrian mountains to the South- East,

from the Lickey-hi.1 to the Kilt, from the Lincolnshire wolds.

690 Still mure extrusive effects of amilugous causes among and in

the vicinity of the Alps ; cireuuutunce* attending the dis-

persion of the erratic b'oek* of the Alps, and other* from

Scandinavia, as to arrangement. nurnlwr, magnitude; direc-

tion of the currents to which they owe thru transport
;
general

inference on Ihis part of the sovi et.

691 6rat'/ depeeit* ; animal MpsAtfas at the time of then* diluvial

currents widely diffused over the Northern regions of the

globe ; consisted of many species of quadrupeds congenerous

with those now living, but lor the most part fpeciflkally dis-

tinct.

692 That they really Kred in tkn$* region* where their remains occur

proved by several tacts, wnquc Lilly by tlie history of*th*

ossiferous cares.

Otnfertm* races; their situation, characters, how formed, how
filled with bone* ; Kukd-dv cave t. uanu d by hyamas ; 694,

Kuti och tenanted by Wars, which died then?
j M< ndiji ochre

caves and Oreston cam* filled ly accident ami aqueous

currents.

69j Ottrrmt treeda of the Mediterranean analogous to these latter

C.ivi'W, and filled like them.

The question of ihe climate of the Sortken regtout in the dilu-

vial or tlrphantutdal era investigated as a qurslion of Philoso-

phicd Zoology ; 696, new evidence brought to War on the sui*-

jvet; the hair^ovvml fossil animus of in* ley Sea. and the

assoriati.m of meat whf/i villi ejhnct anrmai* in Yorkshire,

Other problem* considered ; geographical extent of the phwio-

men.i ; 697, length of the diluvial period
;
geological nemu*'

meuti of the M'lWncr of man ;
69H. *up| os.il rrm/emparaneitp

. ofhuman and quadrupedal Awn n-wr Lei| rig, Nice, the South

of France; the latter example in»» S'igated, and a general

, conciusii'U adopted on this subject ; an attempt to assign lh«

causes uf tW diluvial phenomena.
699 Tt6t- o/ Organic Remain* m tavern* and Superficial Depotit*

iuhtequent la the Ter tiary /Vnod.

DxrostTs or tmi Mourrn Era—

M

onxnw Cacsua v* Acriorr.

701 The relation of terraqueous agencies in ancient and nsodern

eras is a proper subject of geological inquiry. On this point

thrdi Irrenors ofupioum lire great, hut reducible In three classes,

one denying the aimbigy of undent and modern physical

operations* another admitting agreement ill the mode of

mtatini; a third asserting identity of kind sod equality of

effect
;
modern cuuar* in action are tWn examined.

The wa*hug effect* of the utmotphert, chemical, mechanical,
** or combined, on fill spathie awl other rocks, contrasted with the

conservative power of the ground ; waste from humidity, ex-

emplilird from changes of heat and moisture. parallel to artifi-

cial surfaces of several kinds of stone*; 703, influence of

fri>«t on slaty rocks
;

in the Righi mount-tins.

Effect* ofmin on draidical monuments, on grit rocks, in limc-

tfotie cliffs and floors, producing channels like miniature

valleys.

704 Effect* of inundation*, in Scotland, in Yorkshire, in the

Alps.

Effect* of Stream* and River*.

704 Of two kinds, excavating and transporting
;
era*aW effect* ex-

emplified in Tyurriale, in the Lincolnshire rivers, in eaiuiut

river delta-*, in Etna, in Auvrrgnr.
Waterfall* and cataracts, lwiw forints], and continued : at

what rate they waste ti e rucks, and cause recession of the

fa.ll ; Falls of Niagara.
Transporting action of streams ditcucard

;
rivtn without

lake* ; waste uf the uplands cause* elevation and fills irrcgula

cities of the low hnds
; the Yorkshire Ou*e; the valley* near

Schafltiausen
; in low ground, and at the mouths of rivers,

Urge accession* of sediment happen, new land is formed,
and the river mouth » carried forwards or turned in new di-

rection* ; 766, the iwii/iW, transported vary much, and n-mind
u* of the ancient earthy and carbonaceous strata, to winch A
similar origin has been ascribed

; the arrangement of these
material* and the general eflVils of rivers referred to the

roc« Index to

initial waiting effect* of the atmosphere, the power of the Geology,

river current, aud the character of the valley itself. *>^ y
71'7 Hirer* with take* occasion other peculiarities ; the lake rereives

all the sediment and discharges the water pure ; new Uml it

thus formed at the head of the lake ; the malaria'* us it

being arranged in particular inclined control surfaces, and

measuring the whole transporting i fleet of the river since it

began to flow.

iMvitnne depot*!* of shelly marl, clav. peat, &.C., are analo-

gous to the ancient fnrah-wat* r httiarv Wla.

708 Delta* funned in the sea at the months of river* nearly ax in

lakeland casts extended as on the Adriatic by the same
pnx-esses ; the nature of the material* of which they consist

varies according to locality, and Istth in this reajwct audio
geographical A'CU deha* present dose and frequent analogic*

to ‘onie old sedimentary rucks.

/Inrt Ml ihewoHthi of revert, how formed ; arm of remarkable

deltas
;

geological chrouumelvr formed by them, why de-

- fective.

Acti-jm of the Sea

709 Erosive and transporting, as in river* ; of cliff*, how
* orcAMoiurd ; to what degree on the cu»*t> of Yorkshire unci

Norfolk; extension of marshland on the same coast*. hi«w

produced ; different effect* uf the era ;
alternate production

and destruction of laud ;
incessant action of the sea in arrang-

ing and disturbing the sediment gathered fwm the laud.

709 Coral islands ; their growth, quantity of carlx'nate of lmu»

solidified by thrm ;
comparison of coral ret-fs with certain old

linie^tun* strata, how far just, and »u wbat respects delosire,

CHAPTER IIL

SciicHimoN ov thi Rocs* nuxKanM Iunroo Anancv.

711 Intradacl on, containing a general view of the subjects to he

discussed.

PART L

On /for** produced bp Igmeaut Operation* of a mmilar Suture to

thaic now taking pda^e.

Suction 1.

D/fcrif tion of Volcanic Vhenomena in different Parti of the World,

tienernl Sati n of Ealconic Actn-n.

712 Phenomena attributed to outcome action ; phenomena ad-

mitted to be vulranic ; evidence of volcanic «ci ion ; local

internal comiBolMMl j the btrurture and aiq«sraace* of the

mineral musses on a large scale ; the characters of indi-

vidual nicks; 713, these characters *|>ec)fivd; Irachyte, grej-

toiie ; analogy of other Volcanic rock* to these.

Dtvttion of volcanic product* according to their age ;
the

age of talley* assumed a* definite, and the vulcanic r~ok*

divided by this s’andaid into antodiluvia! ami po»td.lu*i-I.

Pottddmviai volcanic rvekt, mineral character* of thew.

714 siutcdtluvtal ro/eamc rock*, their character*; distinction of

subaenal and subaqueous modern tulcano*.

Active VoIcanot of Europe.

Eemriut, historical view of it* condition : destruction of

Pompeii and Stabic by dry ashe*; of Herculaneum by lufi-

cctMi* mud ; other eruption* ncticed.
_ „

Phtegrexm Fvld* , •nbaidesce of their volcanic excitation

tinfi* Vesuvius ttfeame active ; the phenomena still mani-

fested in the
, .

716 Solfatara descrit-cd ; *n!phureou* vapour* ;
decomposition of

the trachvtic rock*.

Atuntv Suovo, thrown op in the XVIth Century, after earth-

quakes and flames, consists of loom materials ejected in a

few day* ; heat still manifested at its base.

Grotto del Canet near Logo Agnano, it* mephitic vapour*.

Pkzxolana, extent of I hi* deposit along the <•*«>

the Apennines ; it* composition, antiquity, elevation above

the Ms. ... jj.
Temple of Scrap** at Ptirxnoli, rirctimstarice* which indicate

repeated changes uf level affecting this locality.

fitand* of Procida and /*.-Ain-of varying tufaceous compo-

sition ; later puraiceou* product* of Ischia
j

prevent high

temperature about it.
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Gcjlugv Other parti of Italy— Mount Vultiur
;

^reat antiquity of ill

_ action

Rocea Monfina ; buried town at S*'*m
;
Ponra I*Und*

;

volcanic phenomena of the Payted State*, Albano, Rome,
Viterbo

AW/A of Hof]—Voltrrr* ; Kuganean Hills.

719 South of Ita/g— Lipari Islands, hoi springs, volcano;

S'romboli, ita uniutermittmg eruptions ; beds of puxrolana;
dykes.

Stci/f—alternate volcanic ami neptunian drposit* of the

tertiary era ; Val di N* to j
Macshiha ; Kina, it* vaxt mau

comparatively modern
;
consist* of lava, brila. and tuff, wilh

dykrs of tr«ch)l* and lxi**lt
;

vrujitcd in the air, while those

Ol the Val di Xotu took place under wati<r<

Scia&a—of recent dale, ami trail sienl existence *, elevated

on a line of volcanic action ;
from deep water.

7*20 Grecian Aechtpe/ay—ancient and mmlcrn e'erations affecting

Santonno and the adjacent inland* ; line of volcanic operations

through Milo and Argcntirreto the unot-nt Mt-thone.

hr/and—•'real stale of it* continual volcanic excitement

;

line* of volcanos ; rant lava flood of 17S3; Uland which rose

and sunk again in that year; Geysers, their intcmiltiog

character rxp niued ; solutiun of wlica.

Jim Mayen, supposed to have been in artion within #lhort
pci tod.

Extinct /'oleanot of Europe.

721 Portugal, on the Kss'cm side of, near Lisbon, in Beira.

Spam—volcanic appearances of Cap di Gaieta ; volcanic

cone* of high antiquity near Ulot.

France—North-East of the FyTcnewt, Cevennes, V'ivarnis,

Psjf, Canta1
. Munt iXw; vnlrnme masses of Auvergne, the

Vivarais, l*uy en Velay, produceil since the date of tho
Valleys, though sumo are cut by existing slream* into

ravines; seventy craters in Auvergne ; flve d. inilic hills near
Clermont distinct in their origin fiom the other volcanic

m«HM>x ; mppmrd hy Voo Hnch to have been heaved upt
not ejected ; characteristic pbinomena bearing on this ques-
tion tprcUw d.

723 Germany—Ky fel volcanos, cones, craters with lakes; few

trareS of lava streams
;

referred to comparatively modern
period.

Hipl«ctig*birge
; basaltic and tracbytic hills protruding

throujh •chUts aigierp.ised on tertiary brown c«al : lon.aU of
the Werterwald, VogelsgebiTg*. Fit kfoit, ll.ittiui, Cosset,
Eiseuuch ; alteration of ktratifinl r>ck«,

Odemr.iUl, Kniserstiihl, North of Lake Constance, Rhcingc-
birge. Ftehtrfge large. Tdpliti, Kievrngnbirge, Krxgelwrge

;

ovrrij ing mas-e* of tus.ill on the we»!em bo ders ot Moravia.
721 //angary—flee Volcanic gMipe in the North of Hungary;

1 brhc-mmtz and Krcmn ts; 2. near Gran; 3. mountain of
Matra; 4. from Tuksi to Klories ; 5. Vihorlet, cumwcted
with tracbytic motinrains of Marinino'ch ; all of high an*
tUpiiiy in the tertiary period, erupted in a countiy full .of

lake*.

Styna—the Gleichenlierg tracbytic group on the Bua-
phorus.

to/canoi of Alia.

/ftia Minor—tho Tread ; Smyrna.
Uead Sea—hypotbe*ts proposed concerning the course of

the Jordan, aim fWrmntion . f this tea.

lied Sea—active volcano or Z.bUd Teir.

725

Centra/ Jiie—Mount Ararat, Ihm-irriHl ; reports of vol-

cano* in live grvai depression of the Kurth’s surface, including
the Caspian, &c- ; Aral Toi.be, Pechan, Ti>urfau.

Ka+iti hallo—very active volcanos
;
volcanic line of the

Aleutian Isles 1o Alascl'ka; rising of the tracbytic itland of
Unalaachka in 1795; line of Volcanic tents by the Kurilcan
Islands, the Idev of Japan, Loo-Choc, Formosa, the
Philippines, S.mg hit, Otolwm, Toronto, Fidore, tho Ma-
laccas, Sarnhawu, Java, Sumatra, and barren Id.mil ; East-
ward range of volcanic phenomena from S-unl awo.
/Wc (heart, volcanic groups and island* of.

/"olcamn of Africa.

726

Mtulagnaeae—Mimibu*, Boiulxin, its frequent lava streams
and ejections

;
Si Hi lens, Ascension, Tristan d’Acunha, Ac.;

Cape Vt*rd Islaoda.

Canary /t'andt—Teneriffe, vari.ty of ita volcanic products;

Index to

the Penk ; crater eruptions ; flank eruption*
; other islands Geology,

the Cahl. ra uf I'alma
;
origin of the liarancus

; Lnnrcrote. k r— y
—

A/a rfe ira—• .NImin t Alla-.

The .Scores—St. Michael, K1 Pioo ; Island of Sabrina raised

and sunk again, 1S11.

V'Jcanf* of America.

727

The Antiliei—nature of these Island*
;

live vulcanic portion

classed in two divisions ; 1. Grenada, St, Vincent, Si. Lucia,

HiMninicA. Mont' mat, Nevis, 8t ('hristoidier, St. Kuatachiaf
2. Martinique, Guadakmpe, Antigua. St. Barthvleini. St.

Martin, St. rhomas; onoec'mn of the Caraec^s mountain*,

through the Antdle«, with the nuiuntain* of Pi^to Rico, St.

Dumiugo, Jamaica, t ubs.

72S Continent ofAmmea—Sorth America—California : Mexico;
great tbcalre of volcauic *cti«n ; variety of rock* ln-re ;wo-

4uc*d ; Ka*t and West Hue of vuleAno* extending to the Rivil-

logigfda Lies; Jornllo, ii* recent origin, described accirnl*

iug to liumtHddl ;
o«ier lines and groups of v.dcanos in

• Guatimala, Nicaragua, Columbia ; coiaivction of 1be*e latter

in oimi system ; relation of this 1 ns of volcanos to tho
Andes.

South America—Extension of the Sum* to Chili, where » :\teen

active volcano* exist ; thus sll the Western const of America,
South of California, one great theatre of volcanic action.

Sacnox 2,

Other Phenomena refertitle to / olcanic Actton.

729 Rrriete of the ;eeceding observations on volcanos; oilier phe-
nomena t%> be cunsulered.

Earthquake! proved to be connec'ed with volcanic agency, hy
coincidence or reciprocation of period ; instanced by the rela-

tion of the eruptions of Etna and Vesuvius to certain earth-

quake* : other evidence from Columbia, Quito, Chili, Lan-
srroie, Teiirriffo-

730 Ph'nitmena *>f
earthquake! ; shocks, undulations, vibrations •

subterranean noises; eruption of flames; alteration of levels

of water
;
mrteorulogiCdl phenomena ; speculation* si to olher

than volcanic causes of earthquakes ;
electrical accumulation

;

internal cavities; great extent of th* *hoek of earthquakes

no argument against their volcanic origin ; not irrvconciUbte

with irimletaitf depth of Use exciting cause.

731 Thermal water* also connected with vulcanic action, because

they emit the *au>»f gaws a* vulcanov, sulphuretted hydrogen,

cariHi.ic acid, nitrogen; this latter given off by Vesuvius,

Scmrcn
;
aho by hot springs of Casteltainare, near Vr»uvius,

and Auvergne ;
also by tiieimal water* of live Alp, Bath,

Buxton, Bukewell, StuneV Midjh-tmi, and T.iatc’* Hell; also

in Ceylon and VeDiluvdi
;
quant .ty of this gas evolved at

Bath.
7J2 St/uatmn of thermal iraim show* their re'alion to volcani#

agsuey ; near volcanic groups, elevated chains of mouutaus,
alung lanes o! divlocatiuu. Ac. ; instances in England.

//rat of ini h apringt rv-*te<l bn he jieriod of vult/anic excite,

mrut, hottest alien that is still active, least warm when that

hos been long extinct ; no local chemical action adequate to

arcuuut for such efhcl*.

733 Cnrb-mic and in iptingt also indicative of volcanic action;

proofs drawn from the position of such springs, in relation to

thi r i.al waters, and dislocated strata.

Mutl tnJrtinu* or at/aet nut really of volcanic origin, t»ut due

to local chemical changes, as m SiciUr, near Moelena, New
Andaiusia, Trinidad, and Island of 'i'aman

;
olten excited

among the substancos pruduccd by ancient utlcanos ; Salt

apringt of Ohio.
Lmanntam* of inf/ammah/e gai not admitted as evidence of

vulcanic action in coal mine*, on the Apennines, near Greud-

hle, in Albania, Baku, wlvcte considerable eruptions at se

from this cause.

Sictiow 3.

Thevrict of Fotcanic Operation! conndrrtd.

734 On what data such thcones to be constructed ; in one doss of
theories heat considered as un effect, in another assumed as the

general cause ; the farmer limited by rejection of unsatisfac-

tory hypotheses to a certain chemical postulate, v#r. tlw oxygvni-

ration uf niefalltc boars of the alkaiia and earths; the laiter

reduced to the general theory of internal heat of the Globe

;

mode of investigation to bo followed for the discovery of truth.
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Index to ran*
Geology. 733 O*0̂ a^hVW distribution of vo/can**

;

linear and central vol-

^V— / CUk system*, snipoved difference uf their origin
;
^tnl Tol-

cauie hand*.

736 Pmmmity uf active volcano* to the sea or watnr, a peurral

foci tu which hardly any real «xrvTt;oits occur ;
extinct vineanus

aj p- -r to have had th*- Mine relation.

Products of ndcani

c

» perirtioM*
;

aeriform fluids evolved ;

•team, chlorine, Milphurvlt*-d h^nogen, sulphurous acid, car-

tiu <ic acid, nitrogen ; eircuBdUncea accmnpuuying tU-ir ap-

pear nee.

737 &ll<imarrt urt (ptt+out sublimed ;
petroleum, sulphuric acid,

bmO K acul. militate of ammonia, specular iron ore, murutc
of Soda, sulphur.

Solutifysny tubttanm «jrctrd ;
lavas, their chemical compo-

•aliuil) tempemrunt of flowing ; fusibility uf basdi ; analysis

of ttie lava uf Kma; nutiomi concerning live fluidity of lava.

73H 7^®*' /rifMra/a ejected 4iiaoguu« to lava; general relation

uf Solid volcanic products 1« trachyte
;
that rock cuuMtlered

with regard to it. oii^in. from the fusiuu ot granitic lucks
;

its geological relation* strengthen auch an opinion.

740 Constitution *f tt tmdcmatc niuun<au> m general ; crater of an
active volcno; *X|Jo*ii n; esuas* vconrr; conditions which
determine the frequency ami lurce of eruptions.

Craters of erupturn ; their effect* de-Cribed ;
quaquavrrtal

dq> of the vulcanic accmnulatoais sound such craters.

741 Craters ofe/erourm ; that such exis* probable from t heir own
appearance, a* in Great Canary, in Palma ; Irum th.- existence

of dome* of trachyte, a* in Autergn* ; that such were up
lifted, ptonfs offered ; ihe structure of Puy Chopin* examined

;

Other cams of crater formed elevations of rucks nut vo came

in the Kyfcl, Ac ; alteration of coonmon limestone* to dolo-

mite* ; ttipptiwd sublimation and transfer of magnesia : Cnck
Hill a caae of elevation.

743 The tame subject illustrated hy testimony of the elevation of

volcanic rock*; instance* recorded, near Sauturino, near Utta-

laachka. Sciarca. Jornlio; cavities in volcanic mountain*
;

falling *» »f Psp»ndavanff.
744 Craters of r/eruiion, bow distiugtmhed from those of erup-

tion ; to what extent it is supported by distinct evidence ; how
far admissible ;

review of Ihu part uf the subject.

Section 4.

Theory of Foieomc Operations.

745 Recurring to the taro theories formevly mentioned, their pro-

minent characters are contrasted
;

the extent to which the
theory of internal heat appears to satisfy the conditions of the
case sproftrd ; the imperfection* of thus theory stated

; pro-

ducts of volcano* examined to test the probability of the theory

of oxidation of metallic h»m bearing of *h** known wean
density of the Karih on this disnuaton.

748 Statement of the theory nf chemical action ; existence of alka-

line and earthy metalloids at moderate dept Km in the Karth;
effect of admitting oxvgenoirs substances to them, under the

land, under the sea
;
effect uf admilting water to such metallic

bodies traced though the various chemical products of vol-

canos; general conclusion of preference for the chemical theory

of volcanos on the ground of its mors fully embracing the

numerous phenomena observed.

PART II.

Description of Roche attributed to In/panic Jetton taking p/aet antler

Circumstances different from those before qonttdei ed.

Section I.

On Trap Rocha.

749 Introduction. Connection of the study of modem volcano#

with inquiries concerning the effect* uf the same agencies in
ancient ecological period*. Cutnpwvition uf hurall ; 730, green-
atone, syenite, claystune porphvry, pitchstone, Ac. Stc. ; general
character* of th* forcgmng rocks ; their mod* uf occurrence

;

interposed beds; 751. prismatic structure ; spheroidal struc-

ture ; tabular trap; dyke* of trap; their effects on cunliguuus
rocks, on coal.

752 Origin of trap rocks derived from igneous agency ; some of
them quite analogous to th* products of existing volcano*;
Weroenaa hypotlu-sis of the aqueous origin of irap; 733,
arguments advanced iq its favour shown to be fallacious.

^"8" Index to

753 Dffrrmert between /ara and bamlt explained
;
accounted for Geology,

by Ur. Hutton ud tt>* principle of prtstvur* nxxlify mg th* « —

»

v— •

t-tfect* uf tir,,t ; vX{wri)»iviitaliy proved by Sir J. ilall
;

tchy

anb....untie /»rm Cool efatrty.

755 Pntmoiic efructure accuuntrd far
;
found in recent lava, at

Torre del G too. at N irdei meniiig, m ihr Vivarai*; greater
frv>|iM‘iu-y of dykes in trap rucks than m mud.-rn volcanic
rocks ;

snrh dyke* ucvur in niudern volcanos as iu Sutnma
and Vsaitim ; rrasuns why they should mure abound in
(submarine lavas.

756 Top n®rks, mi nhot period* formed; cases of th* formal i<m

of trap uinuiig old secondary strata at nuervals timing their

ilejMJsitiun. ainl H l svil'*equenl period,
; much of the trap uf

Ireland and S i tlarvl |m*ieriur iu tlw age uf 'lie dtalk ; remark-
able prevalence uf trap r-cks during lire tertiary jier^d

;

abunrlancc uf trachyte iurmud the sain* period.

Bsctiok 2.

Granitic Rods.

757 /inisi con di (urns of the pnuiuctiem qf igtwou* rocks ; d stiuc-

tiou ut submurine, subirrranean, and s .burrial volramc pro-

ducts
;

granitic and basaltic rxk* conqtatvd, and truss a
general scale uf igttiMUrt prudu.t* tndwaled.

Ruck* allied Iu granue
;
general argument for the igneous

origin of granira; pecuhur diaractrr uf granite; from what
circumstance* (Jrnvrd.

758 Comparison of amamt and modern pyrtyfemom* rocks

;

fels-

pathic, hurnbleuilu-lelspathlc, Ikuvubleuuic ; structure of each

group ; grand* vein* ; view i»f th* mmnml composition ofgm-
mte ; remarks uo it* cooatitucnl mineral a, £sUpar, quarn,

mica ; the Older of their CTystalliaatiim ; contemporaneous

rrtiM in granite ; imbedded minerals m granite; Considerations

ou th* eryatirtlixaiian uf grauile ; its elementary composition ;

cheuucai anak gies among py rugvmous ruok*.

Section 3.

Relative At* mad aharaderistsc Phenomena if f'yragenons Rocks,

760 Age of p/mtontc rocks, bnr tu b* obtained
;
by reference to the

data uf convulsions, formation of veina, inlvTlauunalion with

rocks uf known age, division of strata b)' dyke*.

Arran, an example ui pyrogenous rucks in general ; its general

features ; its granite nphearad in a melted state, at a certain

period, traversed by dy ke* uf other igneous rocks ; the general

feature* of these dyke* described ; 761, alterations of strati-

fied rucks ;
geographical rvlutuin* of the pyrogenous ruclu

;

no granite dy ke
;

no hornblendic granite
;

dependence of

dyke* arid veins on granite elevations.

761 Oramte described

;

it* ages in Britain various; granite veins

abundant ;
granite wiUiout veins rare in Britain ; veins in

slate of At ran, m limestuno, &C. of Gl*n Tilt, in lullaa of
CurnwalL

762 Fetipar porphyry described in Ben Nevis, Ben Craachan, the

Cumbrian mountains, North Wales, Cornwall.

7C3 Syrn tr of Malvern
;
ramarkable pusitiou of strata iu contact

;

yetiitic dyke.
Hvpresthene ruck of Cuchullin, Carrock, Radnorshire, Corn-

wall ; that uf the Valteline devcn'fd in its relation tu granite;

tlud of Skye in coiukectron wuh syenite, gmnston*. Ij*s Ac.

764 Ca56re, dml/oge reek, avrpentine, Ac. ;
localiUcs of these

rockv; stratiBcation ot *er|ioiitine considered.

Greenstone of Salis'<urv Craig described; its effect* on the

santUtonv* and shale* mcludrd and utlwrwise placed in contact

;

subsequent vleTatiun uf tbe rucks.

765 Rasa/i of the North- East of Ireland described ; section of

Fairhead
;
contact with lias at Purtrush ; dy ke* in red coo-

gli/ixirnitf. in coal measures, in chalk ; change of this Utter

tu granular limestone.

766 Basaltic formation ot Upper TretdaJe described ; its relation to

the carboniferous limestones, shale*, ami sandstones
;
remark-

able dykes apparently related to the great “Whiu Sill I*
1 me-

tallic met by the side of a dyke.

Mebsphyre ; opinimi* of Fm R*eh concerning it ; elevation of

the Alps; tUdimuiiAiltnit of limestone ; huw i his Utter supposed

to b« accomplished . probable fate of this hypothesis.

767 C/ayit .ne of Cory jrill* ami Tormore m Arran.

Vlugstime porphyry of the West coast uf Arran.
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Index to f»**

Gecdagy. Amggdal idol trap of Kmnoul ; ita mineral composition
;
effect a

" — y — L
J OU sandstones and shales of Oban.

HucJtr of the Caltuu Hill alternate* with bituminous shale

and argillaceous ironstone.

768 Puehiiame in Arran ; dykes and interposed lauls ; mixture with

hornstone and greenstone in dyke* at TorinoT* ; that of Cory*

gill* deoentird.

Tmp luff. Porjdivntic breccia,
u volcanic sandal one,*' as seen

in Ciunbria, m Glrn Cue, Ac., near Edinburgh, near Oban, and

in the Caratlsc and the \Y rekin.

SxcnoM 4.

JUmonl Vein*.

769 Slot* of hnoadedge on thia subject ; want of union between men
of soence and practical miners ; ilMactwi of rocks, dykrs,

and mineral wins ;
plan of investigation in the following

Treatise.

Snhitanre* in a mineral rein

;

extremely varioua: in various

slate* of chemical combination ; metals, pure, alloyed, mine-

ralized by muon with combustibles, with oxygen, with and*

;

nun-naetallic wtib*la«ices, the gangue or wan stuff crystallized,

massive, earthy; the “ Rider.

770 Mode of <ryy rr^o/ton of the ; vein* filled with one or

many sort* iff mineral matter ;
distribution of the different

substance* various.

General idea of a mineral vein ; lamina of successive crystal*

fixation ;
successive deposition of these lamina a very plausible

hypothesis
;

less satisfactory mi a great scale
;
the subset fur-

ther examined ; firmer z opinion a# to the association ot certain

minerals in veins ;
occurrence of rolled and fragmented masses

in vrine; general form of oetatf rake veins, pipe veins, flat

veins, gash veins, strings and feeders of a vein; ridered

rock
;

metallic »uht(ancet ttnicuunaSett in rocks near veins, in

Cornwall, the North of England; tin disseminated in granite}

tin doors ot Cornwall ; stock-works of tbs I'ary* mine, Dan-
nemora, Geyer.

771 Relation* of vein* to rath other ; phenomena at their intense*

lion, as to richness, reciprocity ;
age uf veins as indicated by

their intersections ; this subject examined ; fundamental
postulate; objections to the admission of this; evidence of

Cornish mines on this subject considered ; effect* in live neigh-

bourhood of a vein ; character of veius m different rocks;

phenomena of contemporaneous veins; this term limited in

Us spplicatiun; conclusion of the argument; intersection of

veins resumed
;
appearance* at the crossing ; slips and dialoco-

tion* accompanytug veins; rral and apparent movement uf

the mineral iiu>*fi

773 Geographical rotation* of rein*

;

and character of

terns, us to height of ground, depth from surface ; variation

of contents in proportion to depth J
dimeniioM* uf mineral veins,

lenglli, width, Ac. ;
directom* of mineral rein*. u general law

hereon ; hast an*l West direction conumu) in Britain and Eu-
rope ; directions of veins related to tlicir antiquity in Corn-

wall, in Germany; direction of SMMiff diotnefi,

774 Connection of veins, fissures, main joints, and cleavage. Ac.

shown to he real ; relation of mineral vein* lu the rn*-h* which
inclove them

;
importance and difficulty of this subject.

1 . Relation to the different kinds of rocks ; are vein* independ-

ent or their chemical and mineral diversity ? are certain metals

specially associated with particular rocks? instances for and
against this notion, in Cornwall, m 5de*ia, Ac, in the North of

England ; various circumstances of the latter case
;
quantity

of lead in the different “ hearing beds" of Alston Moor
;
gene-

ral conclusion.

Wall* of a win, altered as if in contact with trap, smoothed
and polished; SlicketiaUle, evidence it affords of movement of

the masses-

776 2. Relation to different age* of rock* ; evident as a general fact;

metallic veins most abundant in primary arid rid secondary

strata ;
the same relation obtain* in rock dykes; very modern

vein* at Joachimsthu] ; contents of veins supposed by Weiner
to characterise their ages ; his descriptions of right systems

of veins.

777 3, It'hit ion to local centre* of igneaut action inquired into; in

the older rocks veins most abundant where igneous action has
been much developed, and vice vertA

;

in newer rucks the

same relation decidedly proved ; conclusions adopted <*n this

subject ; nndqr what limitations ; succuiwive production of
trap recks and mineral vein* under the same phy-iral region,

778 JCUctncity of vein*; Mr. fox's experiments > ou.iilcrt'd

CHAPTER IV.

GXXKRAI. IMVlUTtaAXIOMS AMO IhVEarwCCS.

Index to

e«w*r.

Scc7 JON ].

On the Ctnuolidahon and Alteration of Stratified Rock I.

778 Effect* of plutomc on Untitled rock* ; consolidation, partial

fusion, vitrification, crystalline re-arrange merit, generation
of new minerals

;
sublimation of particular substances, coal,

sulphur, bitumen, Ac. ; rV«/ioa of igneou* rochi to convulsive
diuurbaners of the strata, such that their local exhibition de-
pends on the same cause; comparison of these two orders of
effects; existence (simultaneous or successive) of fused rocka
below the strata admitted, and tbeir elevations ascribed to
mechanical agency.

Coiunhthttion of the *tnta shown to be in the ratio of their

age, or rather of their proximity to the inferior healed region*
of the Globe; the lower strata not merely consolidated, hut
partially altered in structure, composition, arrangement of par-
ticles. Ac,

;
gneiss, mica state, *t»y stale, considered in this re-

aped ;
similar review of the aenvndary and tertiary system* of

strata, showing the decreasing effects of heat in them.
Effects of heat on the dcpontion of certain primary strata.

SoextOM 2.

On Dulnrbanee• of the Strata,

780 1. Geological perm <1* of eonvulnun ; proofs of convulsion,
founded upon an imedigxtion of the irdimrntary depmitg,
in agitated water, in tranquil water, with or without rivers

;

sloping deposits rare and peculiar; horiiuntoi deposits r,f gene-
ral occurrence

;
convulssons, how proved directly

;
how to be

inferred from collateral effects ; how to drteimms the epoch*

of c«t»eirtWn, on the scale of succrssita deposits
; limits of

greatest and least antiquity, how to be asoignrd
;
question as

to the durotmn of the eomi/uoM / weie they rflectrtl by one
or a few vast rffcirt*, or by many smab ami gnuluated move-
ments ; faults examined with tins virw

;
relation of inch fault*

to am of coneulnon ; inference in favour of short [lerioils of
great violence,

783 Table of the geological periods of convulsion* in Great Bri-

tain ; Another Table applicable to Europe.

2. /ttrectuMoft **»’<A« iv iwormsm/t governed by certain lasrs;

A'.lie de Heaumant't hi/poiJr*ii stated ; in what manner it can
be fairly tasted

;
difficulties in the process : dmlicatMin* wl.ich

are not known to he of different s^e*, ami others which me
known to be of different ages, employed as data for examin-
ing the hypothesis; two of M de Beaumont's syaUm* of
convulsion analyzed ; more lumted inquiry recommended and
exemplified.

78fi Dire* tiun or ttrike of the strata generally parallel to the
grout cliaina ot mountains, lioth in the Old and New World ;

North- East and South-Wat strike of strata very frequent

;

parallelism of ttrike* of strata and curves of ma&;i!«tic in-

tensity according to M- Ntcker, id Kumjw, Norih America,
and Asia.

767 3. Effects of convulsions in altering the relnhun* of land and
traler ; elevation of land, at what p-enodt, by what processes

effected
;
general impression on lint subject correct, but not

complete; jnrtiaJ elevation of land a consequence of convul-
sions, {aove«i by examination of mountain chain* and grtmps,
which show angularly eUuutcd strata, and indicate vertical

movement*
;
elevation of laud above the sea, on what eVidencti

to be admitted.

Ocecm level; ipeculatinnvon this subject
;
phenomena of this

level, within certain limits, examined; by what c«u«rs varia-

ble; 1, temperature of tho water; 2. gemral change of thn
dimrnsiuns of the Globe, of it* internal nucleus ; 3. internal

movemeuta capable of slightly changing the mean level of
the ocean; calculation of the amount upon several a*-ump*
tions ; conclusion adojited, that the mean acranrc level i* nearly
permanent.

Elevation of land not in all cases cotmilsive, tmt in some
curs gradual

;

extent to which this principle may be applied }

proposal of a hgpyiheti* on this subject, thaf the ciuurntric

interior ma.sws of the sj4ien>id may nut tw of uniform density,

and that the densities on any one rndiu* may 1<* variable by
reason of intestine moven euts; probable edicts >>1 such cuu-

ditieoa
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789 Sketch of the relations of land and w*trr, prior to the forma-

tion of strata, during the formation of primary strata ; at the

commencement of the carboniferous epoch ; origin of coal

;

place* of growth of the coal plant*, before like saiiferiMi* epoch ;

before the oolitic epoch ; difficult problem .of tbe relative elr-

vatie-i store the sea of the successive secondary systems of

strati.

791 4. Jiflcct of comuUiont on the deposition of strata and organic

life; mineral character* of the several systems of strata com-

pared with the sedimentary deposit* now formed by the ordi-

nary processes of Nature; origin of diversity of sediments;

no universal strata, m* even the oldest primary strata, still

less the newer rock*
;
contemporaneity of changes of minrral

character and neutral or local convulsions ; dependence of the

former on the Utter ; sodden or gradual effects of tins nature ;

case suited to mxlern hydrography proposed.

792 SwtYTfiire meet of marine ammah "might be changed by the

same operation ; tjjmqperence gf organic life ;
co-ordination

of convulsions. change* yf organic- life and mineral leilimeutx;

frexh-water and marine alternatio dr|«odeut on local sub-

terranean movements ;
difference of cases ;

proaimate and
reunite convulsions

;
correajiouding effects.

793 The UeaU of Sow* I Mr, Lytdi's hypothesis on ifn gradual

rise and the gradual transfer of its wasted materials to the

tertiary basins of London and Hampshire examined
;
circum-

stances favourable to it; elevation of the Weald; waste of

the deposit* there ; Analogy of the teduneuts of the two ter-

tiary basins named ;
resemblance of these to the strata of the

Weald ;
principal objecttout lo it

;

want of correspondence of

the succession of beds ;
deficiency of any rolled masses derived

from the Weald.

General Fine* of the State and Progren of Geology.

793 Distinction of Geology from Cosmogony ;
influence of the

Geological Society of London ; state of preparation for a
geological theory

;
examination of some leading problems,

Jyopte of limes "CflJc »'f geological chrouology, how to be

fmimd ; rate of natural processes ;
augmentation of low

1-nd*; shifting of sands
;
erusmn of river cTianneU ; difficulties

in the reasoning even for comparatively recent tvn-vrul phe-

nomena ;
mode of proceeding in the cose of oluc* marine jw-

riods exemplified. The evidence being,

1. Tlie mechanical deposition of sands, clay*, conglome-
rates, Ac.; proof of their formation occupying lime ; possibility

of estimating tlie proportionate time** ; assumed unit of time ;

calculated period of the coaj deposits ; conglomerates prove

that long time clapicd between tint deposition of strata locally

in coniad.

2. Chemical depovits of limestone
;

difficult to reduce to

periods ; method proposed of inferring Umiu to eyumoai me
diamcal deposits.

3. Alternation of chemical and sedimentary deposits.

4. Imbedded organic remains ; shell* of ull ages in one only

bed
;
proof of lap** of time; number of shells iu a bed not

Faj*

admitted a* proof
;
jiovti.m of certain plants in sandstones

(,p]UM*d to very great rapidity of deposition.

5. Successhin.H uf rarts of organic beiug* in the same basin ;

impressive nature o( this evidence; proid' uf loug, but at tho

same time unknown, penult ; inutility uf attempting to drier

mine these nt prosent.

6. Succv>si>>ns of convulsions in the same physical region.

• 7. Alternation of marine and fresh-water products.

8. Alternation of u«|U«o<ls and igneous products.

9. Metamorphism of rucks.

Index to

Geology.

Sucerutve Condition of the Glebe.

797 Limitation of the inquiry ; laws of existing Nature must guide

our impiiriet ; whst i* possible to be known ; sensible cow-

H’.iHty of the dimeofon* of the Globe in historical periods

;

what it proves and allows concerning internal heat and
secular refrigeration.

Volcanic action need not lie referred exclusively to either of
the theories formerly explained.

thip/neemml of the Earth'* uni ; why not to he admitted as

• geological cause.

Origin of terretina/ organic lift; Ito general luub-gy of old

and modem systems of mute rial lx Lugsj special analogies of
extinct organic f^rms to those of particular modern regions.

Alternate perunit of com m/jiiik and repair shown to have oc-

curred locally, with definable circumstances of laud and sea ;

application of this principle to large portions of the Globe, by
Lrilmitx and others; contrary view uf Mr. Lyrll. uniformity

of natural agencies, and continual equality uf the sum uf their

effects in a given tirnv ; thus* opposing views reduced to their

postulate*, varying condition and unlimited Juration ; which
of these is tme must be found as a result of imrstigatmn, not

assumed as a basis uf argument.

Suceenivt Condition of the Maitrialt of the Globe,

798 Origin of the elementary tubtlancrt no put or Geology, hut

1 heir clmngcs of condition a proper Mibjcct of research ; Her-
nerinn kypatheut of a chaotic ocean ; Lnbmtx'i tiew of the

effects of a globe progressively cooling ; Hutton $ hy/r.then* of
continuady renewed phenomena.

Certain sedimentary substances traced through several con-

ditions
;

tidal sedunruU, diluvial accumulations, millstone

grit
;
derivation ul sedimentary,from pyrugenous ruck* through

one or mure *te|i* generally allowed.

Origin of limestone ; in modern times from chemical action,

from mechanical erosion, from tr*nv(mrted ami*, from vital

phenomena ; stratified limestones considered with refrrvnre to

I)r. Hutton's hypothesis of decaying ami rrnewed continents,

and the ultimate reference of all caithy substance* to rocks of

fusion ; Mr. LycL’s view lliut thi* derivation uf sedimentary

from pyrugenous rocks at the surface of the Earth is balanced

by reconversion of tbe former into the lalter toward* the inte-

rior, shown to be not fully in accordance with the hypothesis of
uniformity a id cuuunual comp- nvatiun of tto effect* of inter-

nal and external terrestrial agencies.

-
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